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RULES
Governing the Competition for '97 Souvenirs

Offered to Riders of

and

Ix&J.llRfiS

RULES.
1. Any mileage made before Jan. ist, 1897, or after Dec. 31st,

1897, will not be counted.
2. Each contestant must signify his intention of competing, and

enter his name upon the record book of the local Rambler agent.

3. All mileage must be measured by some standard make of

cyclometer, and must be checked once each week by the local

Rambler agent.

4. Mileage only will be counted which is made upon actual roads
and drives, and not on circular speedways and race tracks.

5. Only one souvenir will be awarded to each rider of 6,000
miles or more.

6. These offers apply to riders in the United States onl)-.

7 All communication regarding souvenirs must he had with the
local Rambler agent onl}-, not with the factor}- oiSce.
^*=^ 8. Claims for souvenirs must be made to the Rambler agent, who
vdU. furni.sh blanks for the purpose. Such claims must be vouched
for by the local Rambler agent, and must be certified before a Notary
Public. An itemized weekly mileage report must also accompan}-
the claim.

9 All claims for souvenirs must reach the Chicago office of the
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. , through their local agents, on or be-
fore Jan. 15th, 1898. No corrections or amendments will be accepted
after this date. Sub-agents must send all reports to the branch house
with which they have an account.

10. "Greatest Mileage " award (Offer No. 5) will be made Jan.
31st, 1898.

Buy a Rambler and Start Early.

900 Solid Gold Souvenirs Awarded in 1896.

For further information see any Rambler Agent.

A

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.
CHICAGO-BOSTON—WASHI.MGTON—NEW YORK—BROOKLYN—DETROIT—CINCIN.VATI—BUFFALO.

71218
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THE niQnEJT FRfllJE
has been given by those dealers

who have investigated the merits

OF THE '97 METEOR
because it contains those good

and efficient devices which go

to make up a perfect Wheel
and which are approved

PY PICTCLE EXFERT/.
Special inducements to a

few more largfc dealers.

Meteor Cycle Company,
297 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

8*0X3
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BUPrALOWHEEL
BUFFALO, N.Y.

We Are Prepared To Renew ^Asency Arrari^menb

And MaKG New Ones, Where hot F^epresented

Coi't^'^sponclence Solicited.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ADVERTISERS-CLASSIFIED AS TO PRODUCT.
Aluniiniiiii Kcitiipuieiit.

Brown' & Wales, Boston, Mass.

Asphalt Favement!!.

Barber Asphalt Paving Co., The. 1 Broadway, N. Y
«

Antoinatio Klcyt-le Balaove.

• Specialty Supply Co., The, 150 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Automatic Frauif Fiiiish«T.

Dra;.,r-- l-lvi,,,-,- Co W nr,-,-.t, r. Mass.

Brown & \\ ales, liosiun, Mass.
Chicago Screw Co., 9t> W. Washington St., Chicago.
Fauber, W. H., Clinton and Jackson Sts., Chicago.
jMoore Cycle Fittings Co., Ilarrison, N. J. ^
New Britain Hardware Co., Xew Britain, Conn.

liala tires.

Specialty Supply Co., 130 i'il'th A\e., .Ww York.

Bearings.

Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N.-J.

Bells.

Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo; N. Y.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Corbin, P. & F., New Britain, Conn.
Hill, N. N., Brass Co., East Hampton, Conn.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.
Nock, Geo. W., 1-16 N. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Nutter, Barnes & Co., Boston, Mass.

Bi-Gear.

Brown-Lipe Gear .Co., Syracuse, X. Y.

Bicycles.

Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, 111.

American Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.

Ames & Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Anderson Cycle & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
Andrae, Julius, & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis.
Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co., Goshen, Ind.
Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, 111.

Barnes Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Bean-Chamberlin Mfg. Co., Hudson, Mich.
"Bellis Cycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Boycr, G. A.,1311 New England Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Budd Bros. Mfg. Co., Glens Falls, N. Y.
Buffalo Cvc<e Co., Buffalo,^ N. Y.
BulTalo Wheel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Butler Co., The, Butier, Ind.
Central Cycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Chicago Stamping Co., Chicago, III.

Columbus Bicycle Co., Columbus, O.
Crawford Mfg. Co., Hagerstown, Md.
Da^is Sewing Machine Co., Dayton, O.
Defiance Bicycle Co., Defiance, O.
Delp & Bell, Allegheny, I'a.

Demorest Mfg. Co., Williamsport, Pa.
Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.
Eclipse Bicycle Co., Elmira, N. Y.
Elgin Cycle Co., Elgin, III.

Ji'-more Mfg. Co., Clyde, O.
Eve.-»n- Cycle Co., Everett, Mass.
Excelsior Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

Fairbanks Co., The, 311 Broadway, New York.
Fay Mfg. Co., Eiyria, O.
Feathtrstone, A., & Co., Chicago, 111.

Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Fox Machine Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Fulton Machine W'orks, Ci-.icago, 111.

Gendron Wheel Co., Toledo, O.
Geneva Cycle Co., Geneva, O.
Gilbert & Chester Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
Gladiator Cycle Works, Chicago, 111.

Globe Cycle Works, Buffalo, N. Y.
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hall & Downing, W. B'vvay and V\ arren St., N. Y.
Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hampshire Cycle Mfg. Co., Northampton, Mass.
Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Heinz & Munschauer, Buffalo, i^. Y.
Henley Bicycle Works, Richmond, Ind.
Hickok Co., The, Harrisburg, Pa.
Hoffman Bicycle Co., Cleveland, O.
Howard, E., Watch Co., Bosloi?; Mass.
Howe, E., & Co., 271 Broadway, N. Y.
Ide F. F., Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Iver Johnson Arms & Cycle W'ks, Fitchburg, Mass.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jandorf, L. C. & Co., 321 Broadway, New York.
Jenkins Cycle Co., Chicago, III.

Kankakee Mfg. Co., Kankakee, III.

Kirk-Young Manufacturing Co., Toledo, O.
League Cycle Mfg Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Liberty Cycle Co., 4 W'arren St., N. Y.
Lozicr, H. A., & Co., Cleveland, O.
Luthy & Co., Peoria, 111.

Marion Cycle Co., Marion, Ind.
Martin & Gibson, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mason & Mason, 587 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Maumee Cycle Co., Toledo, O.
Mcintosh Huntington Co., Cleveland, O.
McKee & Harington, 175 Grand St., N. Y.
Meiselbach, A. D., Milwaukee, Wis.
Meteor Cycle Co., Chicago, 111.

Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co., Middletown, O.
Mills, William & Son, 7 Warren St., New York.
Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Mpore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
National Sewing iVIachine Co., Belvidere, 111.

Blcytlcs (Continued).

New Haven I'.icy.cle W i... :;, ,1111.

Overman Wheel Co., Clucoijcc Falls, Mass.
Owen Mfg. Co., New London, Conn.
Penn Mfg. Co., Erie, I'a.

Peerless Mfg. Co., Cleveland, C).

Phillips Mfg. Co., 307, 309 West Broadway, X. Y.
Pierce, George N., & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Reading C^yclc Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.
Reading Standard .Vlfg. Co., Reading, Pa.
Remington Arms Co., 315 Broadway, New York.
Richmond Bicycle Co.. Richmond, Ind.
Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, III.

Schoverling, Daly S: Gales, 302 Broadway, N. Y.
Scott Paper Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sieg & Wttlpole Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.
Shelby Cycle Mfg. Co., Shelby, O.
Snyder & Fisher Bicycle Works, Little Falls, .\. ^.

Spalding, A. G., & Bros., New York.
Standard Bicycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago, III.

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111.

Syracuse Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Thomas Mfg. Co., Sprmgfield, O.
Temple, Ralph, Cycle Co., 204 3.5th St., Chicago, III.

Tinkham Cycle Co., 310 W. 59th St., New York.
Toledo Motal Wheel Co., Toledo, O. •

Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Tryon, E. K., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Union Cycle Mfg. Co., 239 Columbus Ave., Boston.
Union Jffg. Co., Toledo, O.
Warner Co., D. D., Madison, Wis.
Warwick Cvcle Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Western W heel Works, 36 Warren St., N. Y.
W^olff, R. li., & Co., New York.
Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co.. 45 Wall St. New York.
Yost Mfg. Co., Yost Station, Toledo, O.
Zenith Cycle Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

Bicycle Crates.

Streat, Herbert G., 281 West 12Sth St., Xnv York.

Bicycle Couplers.
Bicycle Coupler Mfg. Co., C.ilion, O.

Bicycle 'Drills.

Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, X. Y.

Bicycle Hose.

Cooper, W^ells & Co., St. Joseph, Mich.

Bicycle Materials.

McMullen, Roger B., & Co., 139 Lake St., Chicago.

Bolts.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O

Brakes.

Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Bolton, D. G., Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co., 26 W. 23d St., N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Spencer Brake Co., 140 Chambers St., New York.

Brazing' Stands.

Brown & AN'ales, Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Dental Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Case Hardening.
Rogers & Hubbard Co., Middletown, Conn.

Carriers.

Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Lamson, E. H., Portland, Me.
Tinkham Cycle Co., New York.

Cases.

New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.
W'orcester Ferrule and Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Chains.

Aetna flardware Co., Unionville, Conn.
Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Baldwin Adjust. Cycle Ch'n Co., VVorcester, Mass.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Graham, John H., & Co., 113 Chambers St., N. Y.
Hall-Moore Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Indiana Chain Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co., Indianapolis.
Morse Mfg. Co., Trumansburg, N.-Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.
Oliver, Straus & Co., 23 Park Row, N. Y.
Torrington Chain Co., Torrington, Conn.
Warwick & Stockton Co., Newark, N. J.

Chain Brushes.
. Leiner, M., 1267 Boston Road, New Y'ork.

Chain Guards.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Olds Wagon Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Rastetter, Louis, & Son, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Chain Hafiigers.

Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N. Y.

Chewing Gum.
White, W. J., Cleveland, O.

Cones.

Chicago Screw Co., 96 W. Washington St., Chicago.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

Cranks.

Brown & Wal. i

Clapi), E. D., Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Eccles, Richaril, Auburn, N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., New York.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Ilarrison, N. J.
Wilcox, i>., Mfg. Co., Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Crank A.\le«.

Fauber, W. Jl., '.>
.

'"

Crank-Hange rs.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aur' -

League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wi^
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Worcester l-'errule & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Ma--

Cups.

Chicago Screw Co., 96 W. Washington St., Chicago.

Cycle Stands

City Forge & Iron Works, Dayton, O.
New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. JI.

Safety Mfg. Co., 63 S. Canal St., Chicatm. 111.

Snow Wire Works, The, Rochester,

Cj'clouieters.

Hamilton, H. R., & Co., 67 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Oliver, Straus & Co., 23 Park Row, N. Y.
Schlesinger Mfg. Co., 139 Rees St., Chicago.
Trenton Watch Co., Trenton, X". J.

U. S. Mfg. Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.
Vceder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Kloctrotypes.

Mugford, A., 177 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.

Electric Lamps.

Ohio Electric Works, 13 S. Water St., Cleveland, O.

Kiiiei'\- AA'hfcls.

Northampton Em. Wheel Co., 20 S. Canal St., Chicago.

Enameling Outfits.

Arnstein, Eugene, 113-115 Franklin St., Chicago, III.

Gerstendorfer Bros., 17 Barclay St., N. Y.
Horton & Woolson, New Haven, Conn.
Rogers, A. D., Newark, N. J.
Standard \"arnish Works, 29 Broadway, X'. Y.
Willey, A. ISl Lake St., Chicago, III.

Fittings.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Fauber, W. H., Chicago, 111.

Hall Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn.
Indian Orchard Screw Co., Indian Orchard, Mass.
International Cycle Fitt'g Co., 70-72 Reade St.,N. Y.
Worcester Ferrule and Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Forgings.

Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Clapp, E. D., Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Eccles, Richard, Atiburn, N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.
Seward, M., & Son, Co., New Haven, Conn.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N. Y.
Wilcox, D., Mfg. Co., Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Foi'ging Hammers.
Bliss, E. W., Co., 25 Adams St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Forksides.

Brown & \\ ales, Boston, Mass.
Cleveland Brazed Fork Tubing Co., Cleveland, O.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Shelby Steel Tube Co., Shelby, O.

Frames.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Chicago Handle-Bar Co., 32 Market St., Chicago, HI.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

Gear Cases.

Bransom, W.,& Co., 332 Goswell Road, Loudon, E. C.

General Supplies.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Rice, E. Murray, 105-107 Chambers St., New York.

Grinding and Polishing Machinery.

Builders Iron Foundry, Providence, R. I.

Graphite.

Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City, X'. I

Grips.

Brov/n & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Grand Rapids Bicycle Grip Co., Grand Rapids.
Hartley & Graham, New York.

,

Hand Protectors.

Gleini Mfg. Co., Denver, Col.
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AD/ERTISERS.-CUASSIFIED AS TO PRODUCT.-Continued.

Handle-Bars.
Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Challenge Machinery Co., Chicago, 111.

Davis iV Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N^ Y.

Hal! Mfg. Co., The, Box A, Walhngford, Conn.

Graham, John H., & Co., New York.
Indiana Novelty & Mfg. Co., Plymouth, Ind.

International Cycle Kitt'g Co., 70-72 Keade bt.,N. \.

Kelly Handlc-Bar Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

Morgan, Charles \\ ., laraestown, N. V.

Olds W agon Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Rasteltcr, Louis, & Sons, Fort Wayne, ind.

Snell Cvcle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.^

Waddel" Woodenware Woi'.-^ ( .rcenfield, U.

Haiidle-Kar Claiiiiis.

Wilcox, D., Mfg. Co., Mcchanicsburg, Pa.

Oil Cups.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

Oil Hole Covers.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.

rarcel Holders.
Dare, H. C, & Co., Patchogue, New York.

Parts.

Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Anderson Cycle & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

HandU'-lJar Clil)S.

Champion Blower and Forge Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Specialty Supply Co., 150 Fifth Ave.. New York.

Home Trainer.

Fonda, I. I^ 53 Sudbury St., Boston Mass.

Ray Cycle Specialty Co., 153 West 13th St., N. Y.

Hotels.

Cafe Brauer, 231 State St., Chicago, 111.

Hul»s.

Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, ill.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J..

New Britain Hardware Mfg. Co.. New Britain, Conn.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Strauss, G. E., 4!>i Broadway, New \ork.

Warwick & Stockton Co., Newark, N. J.

Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N, \.

Iiaiups.

Adams & Westlake Co., 110 Ontario St., Chicago.

Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.
-kt v

Behrend & Rothschild Mfg. Co., 355-337 B'way.N^Y.
Betts Patent Headlight Co., 17 Warren St., N. Y.

Bridgeport Brass Co,, Bridgeport, Conn.

Bridgeport Gun Imp. Co., 313-31& Broadway, N. Y.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
-o a: ,

Buffalo Metal Mfg. Co., 640 Linwood Av., Buffalo.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., New York.

Hermann Boker & Co., New York.
Manhattan Brass Co., 338 East 28th St., N. Y.

Matthews & Willard Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn.

Mosher, Philip S., 621 Broadway, N. Y.

New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.

Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland, O.

Place & Terry Mfg. Co., 24( Centre St., N. Y.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. ^ _ ^^ ,

Surpless, Dunn & Co., 15 Murray St., New York.

Xauii> Brackets.

Buescher Mfg. Co., Elkhart, Ind.
., , , ^. ^

Nock, Geo. W., 146 N. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Place & Terry Mfg. Co., 247 Centre St.. N. Y.

IjOcIvS.

Brodie, W. H., & Co., 39-41 Cortland St., N. Y.

Chalfant Novelty Co., 276a Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Deitz Cycle Lock Co., Rochester N. Y.

Nock, Geo. W., 146 N. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Safety Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Macliiiiery.

Barnes W. F. & J., 245 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Bliss, E. W., Co., 25 Adams St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Builders Iron Foundry, Providence, B. I-

Cleveland Mach. Screw Co., Cleveland, O. _

Davis &' Egan Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, O.

Diamond Mach. Co., Providence, R. I.

Drapery Fixture Co., Worcester, Mass.

Fox Machine Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Northampton Emery Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

Blvid Guards.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Olds Wagon Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Rastetter, Louis & Son., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Name Plates.

Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.
Hanson, C. H., 40-44 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Nickel-Plating Outfits.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Newark, N. J.

Maver M. M., 2d Ave. and 122d St., N. Y.

Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co., 526 W. 25th St., N. Y.

>'ipi>les.

Chicago Screw Co., 96 W. Washington St., Chicago.

Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

New Brrtain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N. Y.

Xuts.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

Oils.

Kenzoline Oil Co., Chicago, 111.

Nye, W. T., New Bedford, Mass.

^ Oilers.
• N Cushman & Denison, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.

Patents.

Aughinbaugh, W. E., Washington, D. C.

Dodge, Theodore A., Equitable Bldg, Boston, Mass.

Peck, Hubert E., 629 F. St., Washington, D. C.

Pedals.

Chicago Screw Co., 96 W.Washington St., Chicago.

Cycle'lmprovement Co., Westboro, Mass.
Lavigne * Scott Mfg. Co., The, New Haven, Conn.
League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Moore Cvcle Fitting Co., Harrison, N. J.

Record Pedal Co., Boston, Mass.
Snell Cycle Fitting Co., Toledo, O.
Topliff & Ely Co., Elyria, O.
Warwick & Stockton Co., Newark, N. J.

Polishing Material.

Aetna Wax Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

Presses, Dies and Tools.

Bliss, E. W., Co., 17 Adams St., iSrooklyn, N. Y.

Ferracute Mach. Co., Bri.dgeton, N. J.

Pvinips.

Buescher Mfg. Co., Elkhart, Ind.

Capital Machine Tool Co.. Auburn, N. Y.

Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. \.

Repair Tools.

Clark, A. N., & Son, Plainville, Conn.
Cycle Compound Co., Glens Falls, N. \.

Deane, A. L., & Co., Denver, Col.

Erie Cvcle Specialty Co., Erie, Pa.

Excelsior Cement Co., Westfield, Mass.
Mechanical Rubber Co., Chicago, 111.

Saddles.
Angell, Sumner •& Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Beck Bicycle Saddle Co., Newark, .N. J.-

Brown Saddle Co., Elyria, O.
Butler &•W^^rd Co., Newark, N. J.

Climax Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Congdon & Carpenter Co., Providence, R. i.

Duguid Saddlery Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.
Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, O.
Hollenbeck, F. A., & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Hunt Mfg. Co., Westboro, Mass.
King Mfg. Co., 85 Warren St., New York.

Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co., New York.

Muller Mfg. Co., 605 \V. 39th St., New York.

P. & F. Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.

Rosenblatt, H. M., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Schlesinger Mfg. Co., 139 Rees St., Chicago.

Spalding, A. G., & Bros., New York.

Topliff & Ely Company, Elyria O.

Wheeler Saddle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Zinc Collar Pad Co., Buchanan, Mich.

Scales.

Buffalo Scale Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Screws.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

Seats.

Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Seat-Posts.

Brooks Spring Seat-Post Co., Chicago, 111.

International Cycle Fitt'g Co., 70-72 Reade St.,N.Y.

Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

Smith, Jos. N., & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Specialties.

^ Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.

Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.

Clark, A. N., & Son, Plainville, Conn.

Cole, G. W., & Co., Ill Broadway, N. Y.

New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, M. H.

Spokes.
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N. Y.

Sprocket'.
Hall-Moore Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.

Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

Steei;

Tessoo Wm., & Sons, Ltd., 91 John St., N. Y.

Wolff!'R H., & Co., Ltd., 118th St., and E.R.,N.Y.

Steel Balls.

Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, O.

Sundries.
Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Anderson Cycle & Mfg. Co., Detroif, Mich.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Hartley & Graham, New York.
Mayer Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Moore, A. L., Co., Cleveland, O.
Nock, Geo. W., 146 N. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rice, E. Murray. 105-107 Chambers St., New York.
Weaver Cycle Material Co., 956 8th Ave., N. Y.

Tires.

American Dunlop Tire Co., 504-506 W. 14th St.,N.Y.
Boice, John R., Toledo, O.
Boston Woven Hpse & Rubber Co., The, Boston.
Chase, L. C & Co., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co., 102 Chambers St., N. Y.
Goodrich, B; F., Co., Akron, O.
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford, Conn.
Plodgraan Rubber Co., New York.
Ideal Rubber Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Indiana R'b'r & Insul. VV'ire Co., Jonesboro, Ind.
Indianapolis Rubber Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.

Mechanical Rubber Co., Chicago, 111.

Monarch Rubber Co., Campello, Mass.
Morgan & Wright, Chicago, 111.

Newton Rubber Works, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
New Brunswick Tire Co., New Brunswick, N. J..

New York Tire Co.. 59 Reade St., New I'ork.
N. Y. Belting and Packing Co., 25 Park Place, N. Y.
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., Chicago, 111.

Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

Spaulding & Pepper Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Oliver, Straus & Co., 23 Park Row. N. Y.
AVeaver Cycle Material Co., 956 Sth Ave., N. \'.

Toe-Clips.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Buescher Mfg. Co., Elkhart, Ind.
Coe Mfg. Co., 98 Duane St., New York.
Maver Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Nock, Geo. W., 146 N. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Snow Wire Works, The, Rochester, N. Y.

Tool Bags,
Beck Bicycle Saddle Co., Newark, N. J.
Congdon & Carpenter Co., Providence, R. I.

P. & F. Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.
Ray Cycle Specialty Co., 153 West i3th St., N. Y.
Rosenblatt, H. M., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Snow Wire Works, Rochester, N. Y.

Tool Steel.

Jessop, Wm., & Sons, Limited, 91 John ^f ^' >".

Tools.

Bliss, E. W., Co., 25 Adams St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hammacher, S.chlemmer & Co., 209 Bowery, N. Y.
Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.

Tronser Gnai-ds.

Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Kalt-Zimmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Tubing.
American Weldless Steel Tube Co., Toledo, O.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Ellwood Weldless Tube Co., Ellwood City, Pa.
Garratt-Ford Co., 276 Franklin St., Boston. '

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, I''

Hamilton Tube Co., Hamilton, O.
Hercules Seamless Drav^'n Tube <^

Mansfield Machine Works, i*'

Moore Cycle Fittings C'-

Pope Tube Co., Har*'
Shelby Steel Tu"-
Snell Cycle

'^

Standard
United .ooklyn, N. Y

. Valve
Schraa^. -., 32 Rose St., N. Y.

Vises.

League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, ^^'is.

Vulcanize r.

Betts, A. N., & Co., Toledo, O.

Watcli Chains.

Indiana Chain Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Wood Handle-Bar Stems.

Champion Blower & Forge Co., Lancaster, Pa.
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Graham, John H., & Co., New York.

Wood I'olishing AVheels.

Builders Iron Foundry, Providence, R. I.

Wood Kims.
Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Boston Wood Rim Co., Bedford, Mass.
Indiana Novelty Mfg. "Co., Plymouth, Ind.

Keystone Wood Rim Co., Hamburg, Pa.

Michigan Wood Rim Co., Lowell, Mich.
Olds Wagon Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Rastetter, Louis, & Son, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Waddel Woodenware Works, Greenfield, O.

Wood Kim Cement.
Excelsior Cement Co., Westfield, Mass.

AVrenches. '

Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.
Indianapolis Wrench Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co., The, New Haven, Cona.

Lovell Wrench Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
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INDEX.-NAME AND PAGE.
LAdvertisers are notified that changes are not guaranteed in current issue unless copy Is received by Saturday morning.]

Name. Pago.

Adams & Westlake lo

Aetna Wax Mtg. Co —
AmeriCii Cycic M£g. Co Ss

American Weldless Steel Tube to.. 19

Ames& Frost 35
Andrae, Julius & Sods Co.. 106

Anderson C>cie Mtg. Co iii

Angell, .Sumner &co 137

Ariel Cycle 3if^. Co 49
Arnold, Schwian & Co. fg

Arnstein, Euer- ne •
—

Atwood Mtg. C" ">"

Aughinbau^h. W. K H3
.
Aurora Aut. Mach. Co "9

Baldwin'Cycle Chain Co —
Barber Asphalt Paviug Co laS

Barnes, \V. F. & John, Co laa

Bean-Chambcrlin Mfg. Co 41

Beck Bicycli Saddle Co 14
Behrend & RothschiU Mfg. Co ii4

Bellls Cycle Co 101

Betts Patent Headlight Co 48
Retts, A. U., & Co I"
Bsvin Bros. Mfg. Co , 41,

Bicycle Coupler Mfg. Co ,. .135

Billings & Spencer i.i»7

Bliss. E. W. Co —
Boice, John R i "3
Boker, Hermann, & Co........ 23

Boston Wood Rim Co .'10

Boston Wovea, Hose & Rubber Co.. —
Beyer, G. A , >3

Bransom, W., & Co 114

Brid^seport Brass Co '25

Brodie, W. H.,&Co '15

Brooks Odometer Co 99
Brooks Spring ^eat Post Go 102

Brown-Lipe (iear Co lag

Brown Saddle Co .104

Browii & Wales 120

Budd Bros. &Co.... .39

Buescher Mfg. Co ; ,
—

Buffalo Cycle Co ...; 23
Buffalo Dental Co 115

Buffalo Metal Mfg. Co,..,..,., in
Buffalo Scale Co i .116
BuffaliWheel Co a

Builders Iron Foundry ...;.., 120

Butler Co , ,,.. 27

Butler & Ward Co ., 118

Cafe Brauer 112

Capital Machine Co 112

Central Cvcle Mfg. Co 20

Chalfant Nnvelty Co 107

Challenge Mac inery Co 113
Champion Blower and Forge Co T13

Chicacro Screw Co loa

City Forge & Iron Works —
Clapp, E. n , Mfg. Co -
Clark, A. N , & S01 112

Cleveland Machine Screw Co..... ..129

Climax MCg. Co 117

Coe Mfg. Co t7

Cole, G. W. &Co iia

Columbus Bicvcle Co 48

Coflgdon & Carpsnter Co 51

Co"t)er, Wells & Co 116

Corbin.P.^F ...,,........" 16

Cushman & DeiMgon 100
Cycle Cojnponnd Co _ U',
CycHst,The .. 113
Cycle Improvement Co 58

Name, Page.
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co na
Deane, A. L., Mfg. Co no
D fimce Bicycle Co as
Deiiz Cycle Lcck Co lau

Dl-1p& Bell 116

D^m- rest Mfg. Co 19
Uirtmond Machine C" -

Dixon, Jijsep 1, & Co 112
D.idge Theodore A 8
Drapery Fi.\ture Co 118
Duguid Saddle Co 99
Duquesno Mfg. Co —

Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co , 117
Eastern Rubber Mfg Co.,.i ;... 14
Eccles, Rich:Hrd ....'.., taj
Elas'ic Tip Co .' iia
Elgin Cycle Co 33
EUwood WeldlessTube Co laj
Elmore Mfg. Co. gg
Erie Cycle Specialty Co n
Everett Cycle Co 30
Excelsior Cement Co 112

Fairbanks Co _
Fauber, W. H 51

Fay Mfg. Co —
Featherstone & Co., A 13a
Ferracute Machine Co 125
Fonda, I. 1 112
Forcipede Company 113
For ."^tile. Exchange and Want Adv. .ico
Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co Bi
Pox Machine Co —
Fulton Machine Works.,,. ,,•, n

Garford Mfg. Co 54
Geneva Cycle Co 124
Gerstendorfer Bros joo
Gendron Wneel Co 57
Gilberts Chester Co 40
Gilliam Mfg. Co 45
Gladiator Cycle Works 103
Gleim Mfg. Co 28
Globe Cycle Works 40
Goodrich, B. F., Co io6
GormuUy & Jeffery Mfg. Co 1

Graham, J. H., & Co ,a
Grand Rapids Bi. Grip Co 114
Grand Rapids Cycle Co 58

Hall & Downing 113
Hall-Moore Mfg. Co 28
Hamilton, H. R., & Co us
Hamilton Tube Co 128
Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co —
Hanson, C. H —
Hanson & Van Winkle Co 123
Hartford Rubber Works Co 87
Hartley & Graham 126

Hay & Willits Mfg. Co 15

Heinz & Munschauer 30
Henlev Bicycle Works 47
Hercules Seamless Drawn Tube Co, —
Hickok, The, Co m
Hill, N. N., Brass Co. 129
Hoffman Bicycle Co 123
Hol'enbeck, F. A., & Co.... izi

Horton & Woolson —
Howard Watch Co 17
Howe, E. & Co 112

Hunt Mfg. Co 32

Dare, H. C. & Co.
Davis Sewin!» Machine Co.

Indiatja Bicycle Co.
Indiana Cha'T" Co...
Indiana Novelty Co.

69

Name. ^ave.

I.idiana Rubb'r & Insnl't'd Wire C0.121
iiidiauapolis t h'n & St'g Co 131

ladi.inap 'lis Rubbei Co Si
IntrrnatioDal Cycle Fittings Co uj

Jenkins Cyc'e Co. 39
Jesaop, Wm. «t .Suns 113
Johnson, Iver, Arms&CycleWorks.. 77

K.ala»^ai!Oo Cycle Co.., 137
alt Zimmer.-, Mfg. Co us

Kankakdn Mfg. Co 108-109
Keliy Handle-Bar Co 120
Kenz'jliiie Oil Co ..,.114
Ki'K Mfg.C. ', 118
Kirk- VoungCo ,,,, 24
KoVomo Rubb<.r Co ; 31

Lavigne & Sott Mfg. Co 123
Leagu? Tycle Mfg. Co aa
Liiner, M .,, ,.ic3
Lifrertv Cycle Co no
L veil Wrench Co ,, .,,103
Lo^.ier, H. A., & Co 7
Luthy & Co , loi

Manhattan Brass Co ...ttg
M insfield Machine Works 114
Marion Cycle Co ig
Martin & Gibson 52
Mason & Mason 56
Matthe^vscfc Willard Mfg. Co 31
Maumee Cycle Co 97
Maver, M.M —
Mcintosh- Huntington, Co 75
.McKee & Harrington.', 46
McMull n, R. B., & Co...:' loi
Mechanical Rubber Co 38
Mechanical Fabric Co 46
Meiselbach, A. D., Co a6
Mesinger Saddle Co ,. . 94
Meteor Cycle Co , ,,,, a

Miami Cycle Mfg. Co ,',,.,, at
Mills, Wm.,<S: Son 37
Monarch Rubber Co 43
Moore, The, Cycle Fittings Co laa
Morgan, Charles W.. laa
Morgan & Wright gs
Morse Mfg. Co ,113
Mosher, P. S 113
Mueford, A 113
Muller Mfg. Co —
National Sewing Machine Co 27
New Britain Hdw. Co 99
New Brunswick Tire Co 9
New Departure Bell Co gg
Niw England Cvcle Supplv Co 115
New Haven Bicycle Works 114
New York Be' ting & Packing Co.. .,iot

New York ^ire Co 75
Newton Rubber Works 34
Nock, George W 125
Morthamoton Emery Wheel Co 103
Nutter, Barnes & Co loi

Nye.W.T 99

Ohio Electric Works —
Olds Wagon Works —
Oliver, Straus & Co gi
Overman Wheel Co 63
Owen Mfg. Co to8

Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co..... 65
Peck, Hubert E 112
Peerlfss Mfg. Co gs
Pen" Mfg Co 50
Ppr>ria Riihbef & Mfg. Co.... 18

Phillips Mfg. Co , 128
Pit r<-e, Georg- N., & Co 42

Name Page
,...116Pope Mfg. Co

P. & K. Mfg.Co.,^, ,
—

Rastetter. Louis & Son 34
Reading Cycle Mfg. Co 37
Reading Standard Mfg. Co lao
Record Pedal Mlg. Co 54
K-mirglon Arms Co 35
R ce, C . Murray > 117
Richmond Bicycle Co ,.,,. 53
Robin.Hon Bicycle Trainer Co ico
Roch ster Cycle Mfg. Co 6
Rogers, A. D ... —
f ogers & Hubbard Co tia
Rosen blati, H. M., & Co ,,...111
Rose Mftr. Co 130
Rouse, Hajiard &Co —
Safety Mfg. Co .

-
Schiesinger Mfg. C . <3
Bchrader, A., & Son ., ic/
Schoverlini;, Daly & Gales 44
t^c^^tt Paper Co no
Seward, M ,& Sin Co., The 118
Shelby Cycle Mfg. Co , 104
Shelb v Steel Tube Co 104
Sh.5e, W. W 117
Si-g Chts.H. Mfg. Co 73
Smith. Jo.,tph N. & Co m
Snell Cycle Fittings Co ,,., 34
Snow Wire Works • 126
Snyder & Pishtr Bicycle Works sg
Specialty Supply Co 5
Spalding, A. G. & Bros 36
Spaulding & Pepper 95
Spencer Brake Co 44
Standard Bicycle Mfg. Co 43
Standard Tube Co. . .,,. 124
Standard Varnish Works , —
Sterling Cycle Works ...,.. 67
Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.,,.,,.,,,.,.., —
Stow Mfg. Co —
Strauss. G. E .........104
Strc-at, Herbert G 97
Surpless, Dunn & Co ,.. —
Syracuse Cycle Co .".,.,,.....,. 7,

Temple, Ralph, Cvcle Co 5a
Thomas Mfg. Co., The 131
Toledo Metal Wheel Co 115
Topliff &ElyCo ; —
Torrington Chain Co 29
Trenton Watch Co m
Trinity Cycle Mff. Co 79
Tryon, E. K., Jr., & Co 26

Union Mfg. Co 25
United States Projectile Co 95

Veeder Mfg. Co.; .,;,,,. 47

Waddel Woodenware Works 122
Warner, D. D., Co , 38
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co 4a
Warwick & Stockton Co laS
Weaver Cycle Material Co, 3a
Weston- Mott Co 115
Wheeler Saddle Co —
White Mfg. Co log
Willev, A IIS
Wolff, R H., & Co., Limited —
Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co 105
Worcester Ferrule & Mfg Co , . . 129

Yost Mfg. Co., The.
""rcatan Gum 99

Zenith Cycle Co ii6
rZinc Collar Pad Co.,. 114
Zncker & Loeb * Lpvott '^p «

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS ISSUE.
Name:, Product. P.\ge

Bicycle Coupler Mfg. Co , Gallon, O The Riess Bicycle Coupler 125
Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell Mass Name- Plates ......,,,....,.. 99
Chalfant Novelty Co., 2761 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111 Keyless Locks and Saddle i. lamps .,,..' 107
Coe Mfg. Co., 98 Duane Street, New Yoik , Nonpareil Toe Clip ,.. 97
Ferracute Machine Co., Bridgeton, N.J .,,,...

^

, Presses, Di'S, etc i,.,„.. - .... 125
Leiner, M., 1267 Boston Road, New York ;• Bicycle Chain Brush ,

Nye, William T., New Bedford, Mass Crystal Sperm Oil...., .,.,,",

Trenton Watch Co , Trenton, N. J Cyclometers 1^ ,,,,.
Trinity Cycle Co., Worcester, Mass Trini'y Cvcles ...',,. ., i.
White Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 Brazing Stand

103

99
III

79
109

Bicycle...

...Balance.
Insures safety. Wonderful

in its results. Will balance
wheel perfectly and ' keep
wheel straight ahead.
Weighs only two ounces.
In orderlrg, give size of

tubing.
Price, Nickeled, $1.00.

~: _ 'I Gold-Plated, $5.00.

^^If not found at the deal-
er's, any of the above can
be sent by mail. wt-i

Patent allowed.

ExtralHandle Grip.
•^"•^Supplies a great need. Permits rider to

It excels after five years' trial. Clean to use. Best change position. Absorbs perspiration and
of them all. Price, Box of Red, 25 cents; Stick of preserves handle-bars. When ordering, give
Yellow, 10 cents. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. *si^e of handle-bar. Price, per pair^ 35 cents.

THE SPECIALTY SUPPLY CO., .sonrthAve.. New York.
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^
Hppeals to |111...

'^

This can be truthfully said of the output of -the

Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

There's the Rochester, Model D, at $100,

the Rochester Athlete, at = 75,

^"^ the Rochester Electric, at = 50.

Every one of them attuned to the times

and built to look and to ride well.

SOLD ON MERIT,
arad not by reason of

Unwholesome Boasting.

^^

AGENTS PROTECTED against Auction

Rooms and Bargain Counters, and

assured of wholesome terms. Apply

for them.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NO. 4-443

(Smm^^ti^;^ Dflf;. aanfi, y<fj>^

H. A. Lozler & Co.

,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen:-

It gives me great pleasure to inform you that I have

this day completed ten thousand miles, ridden within the past year,

on one of your Cleveland Swell Specials No. 22, fitted with your

clincher tires. [ have enjoyed the tires and found them more sat-

isfactory than any other tire I have ever ridden. I have not, as

yet, paid out one penny for repairs on the wheel and simply say

that the wheel is in first class condition, ana while I have had

several bad accidents T always found the wheel in condition to ride.

I have ridden one hundred miles. In six hours 22 mins. on the

roads about Columbus, with an 80 gear and believe the wheel rides

at least 20^ easier than any other I have ever tried. I have been

riding for several years and have never had such genuine pleasure

w|@ a wheel as I ,hav9 with the Cleveland.

YOdTS very truly.

New York,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

San Francisco,

Toronto,
London,
Paris,

Hamburar-

CLEVELAND BICYCLES
'' Built on the Square.

f >

icle.ve:lahp.o.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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S.T.T. SINCLE-TUBE TIRES S.T.T.
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Nothing is Truer than Truth."

WHAT HAS BEEN SAID ABOUT

Single-Tube Tires
IS THE TRUTH.

Simple in make, resilient, speedy, durable,

hard to puncture and easy to repair, they

are by far the best tires in use. These

SINGLE-TUBE TIRES
are made under the Tillinghast patents

by only

:

The Pope Manufacturing Company,
The Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Co.,

The New York Belting & Packing Co., Ltd.,

The Revere Rubber Company,
The Diamond Rubber Company,
The New York Tire Company,
The B. F. Goodrich Company,
The Mechanical Rubber Co. of Chicago,

The Hartford Rubber Works Company,
The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Company,
The Hodgman Rubber Company,

The Newton Rubber Works,

The Kokomo Rubber Company,

The Mechanical Rubber Co. of Cleveland,

The Indiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co.,

The Spaulding & Pepper Company,

The Peoria Rubber & Manufacturing Co.,

The Ideal Rubber Company,

L. C. Chase & Co. of Boston,

The Brooklyn Rubber Company,

The North American Rubber Company,

The Mechanical Fabric Company.

ALL OTHERS ARE INFRINGERS.

SUITS have been brought in every United States Circuit

where infringements have occurred.

If further information is desired, write to the owner of Tillinghast patents, THEODORE A. DODGE,
EQinTABLX Building, Boston, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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S.T.T. SINGLE-TUBE TIRES S.T.T.
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You can do like this or

—

Use New Brunswick Tires^

Now, we don't say that the New Brunswick Tire is absolutely unpuncturable. You
could probably stick a brad-awl through it, if you worked long enough. But we do say
that for a light, lively, resilient, easy-riding tire it shows the greatest amount of resist-

ance, both against sharp edges and long wear, among all the tires made. It's a long
time between repairs on the New Brunswick Tire.

If we made it twice as heavy, it would be harder to puncture, but you'd miss its

bounding buoyancy.
The New Brunswick Tire is the Golden Mean—the lightest of long wearing tires,

and the longest wearing of light tires. We make it in basket tread—the VOLT and
the MESSENGER; and in smooth, the TRIM and the METEOR. And it's doubly
guaranteed—both to the rider as regards its quality, and to the manufacturer as regards

all patents.

NENA/ BRUNSWICK TIRE CO.,
Offices : New York, 90 Reade Street.

Boston, 207 Congress Street.

Chicago, Garden City Block.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HE WHO HESITATES IS LOST:
HESITATE NoioNGER M (SECURE THE

'89^ ADLAKE AGENCY.

THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE C0.>

MAKERS, GHICAGO.
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Thistles are DESIGNED RIGHT, MADE
RIGHT, SOLD RIGHT.

Thistles RECOMMEND THEMSELVES, SELL THEMSELVES.

CHICAGO'S FAVORITE WHEEL,

LEADS THE PROCESSION.

THISTLES BUILD for themselves A DEMAND wherever

introduced.

THISTLE POPULARITY comes from GENUINE MERIT.

I Ttistli Igancy Is Viliiable. lettir Get In Ling.

General Agents for New England,

BUTTS & ORDWAY,
Boston, Mass.

FULTON MACHINE WORKS,
Center Avenue, Twentieth and May Streets,

CHICAGO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Handle-Bars.

Fitted with "U. S." Clips.

n!i-iiIIIIIIIiIi..'.'i|i'..'||iii.IIIII

Wrench

CHANTRELL CHAIN.
Write for Catalogue and Particulars.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS:

John H. Grt^hatvt 5^ Co
113 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•
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^TORMERT

Stormer
Bicvcles

MADE BY THE

ACME MANUFACTURING CO.

MAIN OFFICE AT READING, PA.

^TQRME^

«i

As Good as Money 6an Buy.

CYCLM SHOW:
New England, Feb, 20-27— Spaces

No. 250, 251, 268 and 26g,

m
Address Sales Office

:

G. A. BOYER, i^tfLl^lf
Mgf. of Sales.

JJJU-JJU

, ^,

,

NEW ENGLAND BUILDING,
Long: Distance
Telephone, 4027. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco, Sacramento and Los Angeles, Pacific
Coast and Western Export Distributing Agents.

STUDLAY & JARVIS, of Grand Rapids, Mich., Distributing Agents for the Stat©
of Michigan.

McDonald BROS., Minneapolis, Minn., Distributing Agents for the States of
Minnesota, N. Dakota, S. Dakota and Montana.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

iTORMER.

<s>1

iTORMER.
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m

See us before closing your

Contract for Tires for 1897.

m
m
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m
m
m

s^

RJg^J o^ o^ Cr^ OpO o^D u^o o^w "o" "p*' o o o o o o o o o o o o ''o'' ''o^ "o'^

The "Rugby"
Single -Tube Tire, made of the best

material and fully guaranteed.

The "Common S^nse''
Single-Tube, made with the greatest care,

and especially adapted for hard road use.

W^
m
M

i

m

m
m
m

'0^ o o o o o o o oooooooooooooo o o o

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

The Eastern Rubber Mfg. Company,

102 Chambers St., New York.

M

m
m
m

m
m
m



A BELL
RETAINER

THAT SERVES ITS PURPOSE IS USED ON

Outing Bicycles
You don't have to use a sledge hammer to put it into place

nor a crowbar to remove it. Our catalogue tells all about it.

Better send for one, it will do you good. Free from techni-

cal words—just plainly written so you can understand it.

Incidentally we can accommodate a few more agents. Write

us. We'll take good care of you.

Address,

76 North Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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gorbin gtandard gells

32 STYLES AND PRICES.

t\m'^'Um

-^>!*KL'5K^*^*^"5^^"

Corbin Bells

p. c& F. CORBIN, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Boston Show Spaces, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HOWARD
eveLES

are made to compete in quality, not in price; made in a model

factory by modern methods—by highest priced skilled mechanics.

Every ounce of metal used in the construction of these famous

wheels is thoroughly tested. Every part guaranteed. Our out-

put for '97 is limited. Howard Cycles, like Howard Clocks and

Watches, are as near perfection as science and money can make

them.

Our '97 Model, for Men and Women, $100.00

Tandems, - - - 150.00

I

BOSTON CYCLE SHOW-Spaces 248, 248a, 266, 266a.

^ 6. toward matcb and 0ock Co.,

383 Washington Street, Boston.

41 Maiden Lane, NewYork,

Agents Wanted. Send for Catalogue.
Kindly mention The Wtieel.
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The Two Big

Shows Are
Over.

T'HE old saying that " Results Count " was never more

clearly demonstrated than by the reports that were

freely circulated among the attendants of both the

great exhibitions, that "The Patee people are getting

THE BUSINESS."

The Patee did get the business, and why ? Because it

was one of the very handsomest high-grade machines in the

shows, and the popular prices not only attracted the univer-

sal attention of the agents and dealers, but of the riders

as well.

Our booths were constantly crowded with admiring buyers.

Hundreds of callers introduced themselves with the re-

mark, " I have heard all over the building that the Patee was

the best machine in the show, and I want to see it." They

did see it and bought it too ! That is why you did not hear

us kicking about " Poor business " at either show. Business

with us WAS GOOD.

Honest value goods, at reasonable prices, was what the

people wanted. We have them and they sell themselves.

If you haven't seen them, don't fail to do so at the Boston

Show next week. Our booths are Nos. 14 and 15, You

will find us busy, but do not stand back on that account.

That's what we are there for and we want to see you.

REMEMBER, BOOTHS 14 and 15, BOSTON.

Patee Bicycles, Honest Value, S60.00

Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co.,

Peoria, III.

NEW YORK AGENCY :

NCW TORK SPORTING GOODS CO.,
6x Nassau Street.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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^100 - Halladav, - ^100
IvADIES' AND GENTS

THE CHERRY FINISH WINNERS.

^75 Aetna,
LADIES' AND GENTS'.

;?I75

550 Aetna,
GIRIvS' AND BOYS'. 36 INCH.

;^50

$40 Aetna,
GIRLS' AND BOYS'. 24 INCH.

1140

A line complete in construction and finish.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, PRICES AND TERMS.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIBS

L. C. Jandorf & Co., New York City, Agents for New York City, Long Island,

Brooklyn and Staten Island.

George Worthingvok Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Agents for Michigan, Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania, Western New York and New England States, excepting Eastern
Massachusetts.

Phillips & Buttorff Mfg. Co., Nashville, Tenn., Agents for Tennessee (excepting
Memphis), South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana
(excepting New Orleans).

BuRTis & Zimmerman, Freehold and Asbury Park, N. J., Agents for State of New
Jersey.

Smith & Zimmer, Minneapolis, Minn., Agents for Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.

E. C. vIeacham Arms Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Ralph Temple Cycle Co., Chicago, 111., Agents for Chicago, 111.

R. Kupferschmidt, Memphis, Tenn.
The Horace Partridge Co., Boston, Mass., Agents for Eastern Massachusetts, East

of Worcester, and Fitchburg.

MARION CYCLE CO.,
:^j:iVR.roiN:, iivi>.

Kiadly meatioB The WkceL
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A Complete Line of
Great Merit.

^60.00 ^75.00
An elegant bicycle at a low list

price.

First-class equipment and fine finish.

Beautiful design.

Built to compete with bicycles

listed at a higher price, to carry

out our policy of giving better

value than our competitors.

M^:^
Model No. 25"Pnce $125.

IN A CLASS ALONE.

Representing the capstone in the art of bicycle construction.

Buy a bicycle which has a standard market value.

BEN-HUR Bicycles are advertised throughout [the world and are in demand,

because they are good.

We want good agents.

The bicycles will sell themselves.

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG. CO.,

300 SOUTH MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

i
ex?

M

•••v.- Rindly mention The Wheel.
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NARROW TREAD
The Racycle Crank-Hanger has from 20 per cent to 30 per cent less pressure on the

bearings than the crank-hanger of any other bicycle on the market.

$1,000 IN CASH
will be paid to the first one who can demonstrate that the above assertion is not a

fact. No bicycle considered without the consent of the maker. All infringements

barred. Address all communications to

RACYCLE, Middletown, Ohio.

Special Racycle. (Narrow Tread) Color Carmine Special Racycle. (Narrow Tread.) Color Carmine.

Model No. I. Roadster, I75.00.

New York Branch t

106 & 108 FULTON ST.
CHICAGO OFFICE

&.VI Corntr W>b»h Avf anfl Coniiress St.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

if anfl ConiiressSt. MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

OUR CRANK-HANGER DOES IT!

Model No. z,- Ladies', |7S.oo.

New York Branch t

106 & 108 FULTON ST.
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LADIES'.

Ify

TWO GRADES,

$60 ^^^ $80.

<if^

GENTS'.

Seamless Tubing ; highest finish; best nickeling; choice of one or two piece Crankshaft;

Hub turned from the solid ; tool-steel Bearings. Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

Write for our Catalogue of Speciailties, calling particular attention to Hubs, one and two piece Crank-Hanger, Adjust-

able League and Wooden Handle-Bars, League Pedals, Vise, Head Fittings, Chain Adjustment, etc., etc.

LEAGUE eveLE MFG. e©..

Formerly BOLTE CYCLE MFG. CO.,

15th Street and St. Paul Ave., - - - Milwaukee, Wis.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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IN A CONCERT HALL

Was the Orgaalzation of the National

Association of Cycle Dealers

Completed.

In the Concert Hall of the Grand Central

Palace, on Thursday of last week, the organi-

zation of the National Association of Cycle

Dealers, formally outlined at Chicago, was

completed. In the morning the Executive

Committee, appointed at the Chicago meet-

ing, met and elected permanent officers, as

follows: President, George B. Hannan, Den-

ver; first vice-president, F. O. Very, Boston;

second vice-president, J. J. Manderay, Buf-

falo; third vice-president, W. E. Roach, San

Antonio, Tex.; secretary, John McCargo, St.

Louis; treasurer, George Collister, Cleveland.

In the afternoon, a general meeting was

held for the purpose of getting expressions

and opinions as to the needs of the associa-

tion, which was fairly well attended. First

Vice-president Very occupied the chair. The
principal discussion was in regard to the

treatment of second-hand wheels taken in ex-

change and sold on the installment plan. The
majority of the dealers were of the opinion

that they should use their own judgment in

giving a price on wheels of this character. It

was decided at the meeting to have the head-

quarters of the organization at St. Louis.

As previously announced, the object of the

association is to effect a permanent organiza-

tion of dealers in cycle parts and accessories

and of cycle repairers for the purpose of pro-

moting more intimate relations and for the

betterment of the trade generally. All legiti-

mate dealers within the United States are

eligible to membership in the association,

provided they are members of a local organi-

zation. If no such local organization exists

in his district, the applicant must be recom-

mended by three members, the application to

be filed with and passed upon by the district

board of the district in which the applicant

does business. The country is divided into

six districts, as follows: New England, East-

ern, Central, Southern, Western, and Pacific,

each district of which is entitled to three

representatives.

CAN GO ABROAD IF HE WANTS TO.

Mr. A. Kennedy-Child, he of the many
accomplishments, is debating whether a four

years' foreign residence has any charms for

him. The President-elect, mindful of Mr.
Child's oratorical efforts in the last campaign,

is said to have oflered the United States Con-
sulship at Lyons, France, to him.

MORE TROUBLE FOR W. I. WILHELM.

W. Irving Wilhelm, the old-time racing

man and proprietor of the Hamburg Bicycle

Works, located at Hamburg, a suburb of

Reading, has made an assignment of all his

real and personal property for the benefit of

creditors to George K. Whitner.

The assignment includes the factory build-

ing, machinery and stock of the Hamburg
Bicycle Works. Mr. Wilhelm's attorney

says that his failure grows out of a too rapid

paying off of the liabilities assumed by Mr.

Wilhelm when the bicycle works were in

financial difficulties in 1895. Those liabilities

amounted to $90,000.

Mr. Wilhelm took charge, by agreement of

the creditors, and was to pay off one-seventh

of the claims every four months. In conse-

quence, it is claimed, that Mr. Wilhelm was

without ready cash to carry on the business.

The factory will continue in operation for the

present, at least. Plenty of orders are to be

had, and after the appraisement is completed

the further running of the plant will depend

on the creditors. But a few weeks ago Mr.

Wilhelm suffered the loss of his father, W.
H. Wilhelm, who was also in the cycle manu-
facturing business.

RESULTS THAT SPEAK.

WILL BECOME CYCLE MAKERS.

Milwaukee, Feb. 10.—^Joseph Cordes, who
since the failure of the Telegram Cycle Com-
pany has been acting as manager of the stock

for the First National Bank, and James L.

Gardner, superintendent of the factory since

the failure, have filed their resignations with

the bank, to become effective as soon as pos-

sible. Mr. Cordes and Mr. Gardner have

made arrangements for the organization of a

company that will shortly begin to make bi-

cycles on an entirely new line. The factories

of the new company will be on Oregon street.

Mr. Cordes has- been connected with the

making of Telegram bicycles for years, while

Mr. Gardner is the designer of the Sanger

racer and an expert machinist.

MR. SNYDER GOES IT ALONE.

The firm of Snyder & Fisher, Little Falls,

N. Y., who made the Swell Newport and S.

& F. bicycles, has been dissolved. Homer P.

Snyder will continue the business.

MONEY TO CONFLAGRATE.

Philadelphians intend to spend $15,000 to

entertain the visiting 'cyclists during the

League meet. The sum will be raised by

subscriptions from organizations and indi-

viduals.

New York Show Surpasses Chicago's " Bigness "

in Attendance, Profit, Business and Trade

Importance.

Despite the undoubted brilliancy and big-

ness of the Chicago show and despite the

maledictions hurled at the Eastern exhibition

by the Western press, the facts remain that

Chicago was a disappointment from the bus-

iness standpoint and a failure from the box-

office point of view. It did not pay expenses.

New York was the very reverse. It was

not so brilliant or eye-pleasing, but business

was done and the drooping spirits thereby re-

vived and the backbone of trade thereby

strengthened. New York, too, paid a hand-

some profit, $20,000 at an inside estimate. In

spite of unfavorable weather, the attendance

increased steadily each day and when the

show closed on Saturday night last more than

125,000 people had passed within the doors.

This included exhibitors and attendants, of

whom there were 4,000 each day, and the

"complimentaries," but did not include the

visiting tradesmen, who were in attendance

during the morning hours, when admission

was free. Of the total, something more than

65,000 were paid admissions.

COMMITTEES COMPLETED.

President Garford has appointed the follow-

ing Board of Trade committees for the cur-

rent year:

Legislation—J. F. Stimson, C. S. Dikeman,
George R. Bidwell.

Membership—^Joseph L. Yost, R. S. Craw-
ford, L. M. Wainwright.

Press—Kirk Brown, George Pope, C. H.
Funnell.

Transportation—C. W. Dickerson, L. M.
Wainwright, Walter Measure, A. R. Peck,

George R. Bidwell.

Arbitration, Collections and Law—A. L.

Garford, William A. Redding, F. J. Stimson,

A. R. Peck, Joseph L. Yost.

ROBIN AND THE MAID MOVE.

Messrs. George H. Colket & Co. have pur-

chased the plant and stock of the McDaniel &
Merrihew Cycle Mfg. Co., and will continue

the manufacture of Robin Hood and Maid
Marian cycles at their Philadelphia factory.

They have assumed the guarantee of the 1896
wheels. Messrs. Merrihew & Lagen will have
the exclusive sale of the wheels in the United
States. It would be a revelation to the
ordinarj' trade announcer if he could see the
artistic fashion in which all this is made public,

crested paper and waxen seals playing no
unimportant part therein.
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MANAGER FOURDRINIER'S SHOW.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 17.—Next Saturday the

New England Cycle Show will open in Me-
chanics' Building, the largest public structure

in the city! It has more than six acres of

floor space. The expectations are that this

exhibition will prove a great success in sev-

eral ways; that the attendance will be very

large; that the dealers will place numerous

orders, and that it will demonstrate that a

New England Cycle Show shall be held about

this time in future seasons.

The preparations have been extensive and

carefully planned, so that the programme from

day to day may run along in a manner which

will please the patrons as well as the exhibi-

tors. The New England Cycle Show will

initiate the Boston Cycle Board of Trade

into activity, and bring to the attention of the

trade of this city its usefulness.

A number of exhibits from the Chicago and

New York Cycle Shows will come direct to

Boston, and having more space here, will

afiford an opportunity to erect their electric

displays and spread out the decorations which

they were unable to do for lack of space at

Chicago and New York. There are 400

spaces at this show.

Monday being Washington's birthday an-

niversary, a special programme has been ar-

ranged, and the management anticipate that

Mechanics' Building will be crowded on that

day. For the show two bands will furnish

music each afternoon and evening. Each day

the first 250 ladies to enter the show will re-

ceive a souvenir spoon or a black cat "Good

Luck" pin. Excursion privileges have been

arranged for from all parts of New England.

HARNESS IN SIMPSON CHAINS.

Capt. Harness, of Vigor & Co., London

was among the visitors to the New York

show. He was doubly interesting because his

firm handles American wheels, and because

he came hither to attempt popularizing the

Simpson lever chain. He was much im-

pressed with the American exhibits, and al-

though the Columbia is the wheel he sells, he

said there were at least a dozen different

makes of bicycles in the show that were as

good as anything Great Britain could pro-

.duse. Concerning his efforts to market the

Simpson chain, Capt. Harness would not say

much. He hopes to float a $250,000 stock

company, and has left the matter in charge of

Wall street brokers, whom he would not say.

Capt. Harness created a furore in England

some years since by his manner of marketing

an electric belt. He made a great deal of

money in the venture, but was eventually

called off.

MORE FREE GRAFT.

Verily, the stir created by the Potter-Elliott

shindig at Albany has not been without effect

upon the legislators there. Three wheelmen's

bills were introduced in the Assembly on

Wednesday. They compel steamships oper-

ating in this State to carry machines free of

charge, and exempt bicycles from toll on toll

roads and charges on ferry-boats.

AT TWO EACH.

A bill has been introduced in the Missouri

Legislature making bicvcles taxable property

at the rate of $2 each, per year.

FOR EXPORT PURPOSES.

Dealing with the export feature of the cycle

show the "New York Journal of Commence'
says: A gentleman connected with the ex-

hibition said that upward of 250 wheels had

been sold as samples, for export. In many
cases, he stated, the parties who bought them
mentioned some export house downtown
through which the wheels would be shipped.

Others, he said, paid for them, agreeing to

furnish bills of lading, as well as landing cer-

tificates, so as to assure the manufacturer that

they were really for export, otherwise the

manufacturers would not have sold at the ex-

port price. In the cases where cash payments

were made, the wheels, in the majority of

cases, were intended for European markets.-

The exhibitors of bicycle sundries, it is

claimed, profited a great deal in the way of ex-

port business as a result of the show, as a

number of export agents took advantage of

the displays in securing what they considered

a good selling article for their foreign mar-
ket.

FOREIGN TIRE TROUBLES.

London, Feb. 1.-—The law courts are very

busy at present, and by far the most im-

portant attack which has been yet made on the

validity of the Welch tire patent is centered in

the comparatively unknown case of Dunlop
versus Marwood & Cross, the latter being a

small firm in Nottingham. They have un-

earthed the evidence of a man named Bot-

ton, who alleges that in the early part of 1890,

before the Welch patent was granted, he made,

rode, and sold tires of a similar description.

The corroborative evidence consists of his

wife and a couple of friends. The case is pro-

ceeding at present, and unless some persons

are comrhitting rank perjury, the evidence of

-prior use- seems established. This, of course,

would cause a total lapse of the Welch patent,

but the Dunlop side is so confident that I

fancy they will prove soinebody's memory to

be very faulty, to say the least.

HE WILL USE WOODEN LEGS.

George B. Ilifif, of Aurora, 111., one of the

entries in the six-days race at Chicago, will

ride with artificial legs. Aft€r a confer-

ence with the promoters of the race, it was
decided that he was competent to make a

creditable showing with the other contestants

possessed with- a full quota of nether ex-

tremities. Before losing his legs in a rail-

road accident, he was an all-round athlete.

By means of his artificial legs he is still able

to take part in various sports.

The appeal of Gormully & Jefifery against

Mr. Justice North's decision in the Clincher-

G. & J. case, has been heard, and the Ameri-

can firm made out a very good case for a re-

vision of the verdict. That the judges are not

quite certain is shown by the fact that they

have taken the matter to avizandum, as they

say in Scotland, otherwise they have reserved

their decision.

GOT THEM ALL.

Any one desiring information concerning

amateur athletic records, either American or

English, will find just what they want to

know in Spalding's Official Athletic Almanac
for '97. The compiler, James E. Sullivan, has

permitted nothing to escape him from running

records at all distances to three-legged races

and running backwards events. The winners

of all the various championships for last and

previous year aregiven, in addition to numer-

ous half-tone portraits of celebrated athletes.

As I write I have a note that Frank Bow-
den, to whose enterprise A. A. Zimmerman
owed much, is off on a trip round the world

—his sixth—in the endeavor to discover

health. He got the wealth in Nottingham

working up the Raleigh Co., but the strain

was too much.

HAD THE RIGHT STAMP.

"How does your State stand on the Sunday
racing question?" asked a far Western delegate

of a Down-eastern brother, at the League
meeting. "It don't stand on it at all," an-

swered he of the doughnut and baked bean.

"It jumps on it with both feet."

Which was slang, perhaps, but cold truth,

nevertheless.

LIGHT ON THE LAMP QUESTION,

A bill of complaint has been filed in the Cir-

cuit Court of the United States by the Bridge-

port Brass Company and Frank Rhind

against Edward Miller & Co., of Meriden, al-

leging an infringement of patent on a new
design for a cycle lamp.

GOING AS BAGGAGE.

In all probability South Carolina will be the

next State to compel railroads to carry bicy-

cles free as baggage. The Senate has passed

one bill and the House another and it is almost

a certainty that one or the other of these

measures will be put upon the statute books.

The bill passed by the Senate was severelv

attacked by the lawyer employed by the rail-

roads, who said in the course of his remarks

that if they examined the of-dinances of cities

they would find that the bicycle men and

ladies—he believed the latter were getting in

the majority—were getting to own the earth.

And they were coming very ne^r getting what

they wanted. He argued at great length, say-

ing that the wheel was not a necessity. He
asked how many people in the several coun-

ties owned wheels. The ownership of wheels

was confined to the cities and towns and they

had no time to legislate for a small percentage

of the whole people.

All his arguments were replied to by the in-

troducer of the bill to the evident satisfaction

of the members.

JOHNSON ILL.

A Toronto dispatch states that John S.

Johnson is at Brantford seriously ill with

congestion of the lungs.

GONE GOLD HUNTING.

Thomas G. Allen, who journeyed around

the world on a bicycle with Sacheleben several

years ago, has gone to Siberia with R. L.

Jefferson, the well-known English tourist.

The object of the trip is to prospect for gold.

THINGS COUNTED

"How many flats are there in New York?"
"Well, that depends; do you refer to men,

apartment houses or defective tires?"

KILLED IN KANSAS.

The bill introduced in the Kansas Legisla-

ture, compelling railroads to carry bicycles

as baggage, has been killed.
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What a Thrill

of Pleasure

one experiences when
darting along, mounted

a sunerbon
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EasyRunning

GENDRON"
Ever Ride a Gendron ?

If not, you have missed the

greatest pleasure in life.

RELIANCE Bicycles

are better than most high-

grade wheels.

Send for book of reasons why
Gendron and Reliance Bicycles

are superior to others.

GENDRON WHEEL CO.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooocooo

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Were You
in the Cycle

business a year ago ? Did you feel the evil

effects of price cutting just at the time you be-

gan selling wheels which you had paid good
prices for ? Did you notice that the makers

who offered big prizes, around-the-world

tours, free balloon ascensions, etc., were the

ones who listed the highest, advertised the

most, made the biggest fuss at cycle shows,

burned the most fireworks, were the very
people who cut their prices worst and did it

the earliest in the season, and consequently
gave you the least protection ?

Watch the cycle papers. See many of them
repeat their '96 tactics in '97. You can already
find double pages of advertising over the sig-

natures of concerns whose names have not
figured in print before since they " busted,"
closed their factory and sold their overstock at

less than half price through auction rooms and
department stores. Clippers are sold on their

merits, with a sufficient amount of advertising
to keep them constantly before the dealers.
Clipper prices have never been cut before the
season closed.
Here is food for thought. Think it over,

and tie up to the people who take care of you.

Made by the GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO., grand rapids. MICH.

Kindly mention The Wheel. Pratt No 256 T.

JANNEY
PEDALS.

Boston Show,^

Space 280.

The man with ''wheels in his head"

might have had pedals on his brain,

but not Janney Pedals. No, indeed;

those who use Janney Pedals don't

have wheels " in the head."

Matchless in Design,

Perrect in Scientific Principle,

Superb in Finish.

No binding, no tightening—the cause

of greatest annoyance to bicycle riders

is removed.

You no doubt heard at the Cycle Shows of the great popularity of the Janney Pedals.

Put them on your wheels and you will see the cause of this great popularity.

CYCLE IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
WESTBORO, MASS^ D. S. A,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SUMMING IT ALL UP.
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TOLD IN STACCATISSIMO.

A SHOUT
•'*^ Rang out.

There was roaring

And soaring,

And splutter,

A flutter.

Tongue-lashing,

Crashing,

Smashing,

Dashing,

Routing,

Pouting,

Bawling,

Squalling,

Fussing,

Cussing,

Glaring,

Swearing,

Wiping,

Swiping,

Whooping,

Scooping

Gnarling,

Snarling,

Huggling,

Juggling,

Biting,

Smiting,

Wrangling,

Jangling,

Sweating,

Fretting,

Biffing,

Sniffing,

Cajoling,

Log-rolling,

Paddling,

Straddling,

Cavorting,

Rip-snorting,

Moaning,

Groaning,

Munching,

Crunching,

Then a shout of "Potter's won!"

More pranks,

Many thanks,

And '97's campaign was done.

It is well the world should know that the

handful of New York snobs who prevented

the admission of professionals to the L. A.

W. represent their narrow selves and not

the wholfsome sentiment of the Empire State.

\ 1 7 E wish Mr. Potter well. If victory with-

' out honor was cause for congratula-

tion, wc would congratulate him.

His election to the presidency of the L. A.

W. was not unexpected. It was fitting that

it should be effected largely by treachery and

by affiliation and unprincipled combinations

with men who, like himself, hold their honor

so lightly that their professions of faith proved

mere mouthings, readily spoken, more readily

broken. If they have left in them any of the

finer senses that move men, their thoughts

must be taunting. If Mr. Potter can recall his

repeated assurances of steadfastness to Mr.

Elliott; if he can recall his statement that his

acceptance of the presidency would prove an

act of "doubtful loyalty;" if he can recall his

letter of August 16th to Mr. Elliott, which said

unequivocally that reports of Potter's candi-

dacy were the effects of "the fierce August

weather and Louisville whisky," and that "no

friend of mine will lend himself to such a

scheme"—a letter not written during the bustle

of business, but penned while the writer was

rusticating in the quiet of the Catskills and

signed "Your friend, Potter"—if he can recall

these things without a twitching of conscience

he is less of a man than we suppose him to be.

The elastic mantle of politics is made to cover

many queer and dishonorable proceedings,

and when a "popular idol" throws the robe

over his shoulders, there are those who appear

to believe that he may sully his honor and

impugn his truth and integrity with impunity

and yet appear immaculate the moment he

dofifs the mantle. We are not ready to be-

lieve that the L. A. W. has become a political

machine. We are not truckling to politicians

anxious to make it so and we are still ready to

oppose any number of "popular idols" im-

pressed with their own importance and selfish

ambition, to further which they may stoop to

practices which if not hidden by the cloak of

politics, would stamp them as unworthy of

trust or respect.

We have no doubt that spectacularly, Mr.

Potter's administration will be big and bril-

liant—and expensive. We have small doubt

but that appointments and "allowances" will

be provided for most of his favorites, or that

the press bureau will not be enlarged, and the

"machine" strengthened all along the line.

Modesty and unaffectedness are not among

Mr. Potter's redeeming traits. He dearly

loves a lord, dearly loves the applause of the

gallery, and if the current year does not de-

velop new stage-settings and heroic poses, dis-

appointment will be keen.

We have no reason to regret having op-

posed Mr. Potter. With even more certain

defeat confronting us, we would do so again.

We know we are right. We feel sure that in

due time it will be generally realized. Indi-

vidual assurances from the rank and file of the

organization convince us that light is slowly

breaking in, and that The Wheel has the re-

spect and confidence of those whose respect

and confidence is most desired—those who
appreciate that there is yet honor among men

and who place honor and principle before self-

ishness and self-aggrandizement at any price.

We also have the satisfaction of knowing

that many of the National Assemblymen who
entered into combinations with Mr. Potter's

cohorts, discovered the truth of what we

pointed out—that once the aims of the cohorts

wene attained, they would prove themselves

unworthy of confidence, and would not scruple

to violate their pledges. North California,

among others, learned this to its regret.

A bill prohibiting cycle races and other

counter attractions on Decoration Day has

passed both houses of the Minnesota Legis-

lature and needs only the Governor's signa-

ture to become a law. Memorial day is

undergoing such a rapid transformation that

unless something is done to preserve its

character its outward observance will differ

little from that of the Fourth of July. But

perhaps the change is natural. The stage

comedy draws better than the stage

tragedy, and men prefer the joyous to the

gloomy. Life is serious at best, and the dis-

position to seize pleasure when the oppor-

tunity is presented seems to be inherent.

Legislators cannot make men mourn when

they would enjoy themselves, and such at-

tempts to do so as the foregoing can serve

no end but to make of law-giving a farce and

a travesty.

We believe we warned the League that the

anti-racing element in the New York Divis-

ion had not accepted their defeat of the pre-

vious year as final and in good faith, as they

affirmed. The riianner in which the element

showed its teeth at Albany must have con-

vinced everyone that the New Yorkers are

losing no opportunity to damage racing, as,

indeed, they are doing and have been doing

privately and publicly as occasion presented.

The prize ring has contributed few, if any

ornaments to society, and it was expecting

too much, perhaps, to believe that Spencer T.

Williams, a retired pugilist, was really worthy

of the trust and leadership which Massachu-

setts reposed in him. The brand of a traitor

who betrayed a friend into the hands of his

enemies becomes him well. And yet we have

no doubt that there will be those who will de-

fend his course.

Washington was undoubtedly first in war

and first in peace, but when it came to being

born on a day which would provide wheel-

men with a holiday, at a season of the year

when an outing could be enjoyed, he made

the only failure of his life.
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As usual, the Western cycling press saw

the New York cycle show from a spectacular

standpoint only, and are most unfair in their

references to the function. The more im-

portant fact, patent to all, that it was a busi-

ness show, and, after the dispiriting efifect of

Chicago, that it acted as a tonic to the entire

trade appears to have been almost wholly

overlooked.

GARFORD AND HIS CABINET.

The Western gentlemen who are being led

into secession from the L. A. W. by track

owners or race promoters who are dis-

gruntled because of the defeat of the Sunday

racing law, should look well before they leap.

Secession has been tried many times and oft,

and with the same result—failure.

We are pleased that the L. A. W. has final-

ly come to our way of thinking in the matter

of National Championships, and provided for

the development of champions in both ama-

teur and professional classes, a suggestion

which we urged when the mongrel class B

was first instituted.

The number of those who think they are

great in cycling is very large, but the num-

ber whom other people think great is consid-

erably smaller.

There is one thing which can be truthfully

said in the scorcher's favor, no policeman is

needed to warn him to "move on."

The man at the club banquet who feels his

oats and shows it, often goes against the

grain of his soberer companions.

All cycle exhibitors are not orators, but in

these days of the rivals flush and reinforced,

one often hears joint debates.

Some men when they go to build or de-

sign a bicycle make the mistake of trying

to do the best they can't.

That man has horse sense who knows when

to bridle his tongue, this, too, whether he

rides a horse or a cycle.

There are so many different kinds of fools

in cycling that there is little if any hope of

being original.

Too often a man's opposition to racing is

the offspring of his own failures in the hne of

speed production.

The deaf-mute when he becomes a rider is in-

clined to make ofif-hand remarks about his

wheel.

Record is like a river, constantly passing

away, yet constantly coming on.

A superfluous man is now known as a

third wheel to a bicycle.

Every rider has his price, but it is not every

rider who has his market.

To the insiders, that is, the stockholders of

the National Board of Trade, it was no sur-

prise that the thirteen men named by the

nominating committee went through unani-

mously and smoothly. There had been a

great deal of slate-tinkering, commencing at

Chicago and winding up the night before the

election, and everything had been arranged

beyond peradventure of a slip. Yet to the

outsiders, the composition of the new Board
came somewhat as a surprise. Of the old

Board, Messrs. Gormully, Redding, McKee,
Wilson, BrufT and Stearns were retired, and

only Messrs. Coleman, Day, Dickerson, Yost

and Spalding were retained, so that there are

five old-timers and eight newcomers.

There was much talk about the personnel

of the new Board, and it was the general

opinion that President Garford would have

a hard time controlling it. Many of the new
men are of diverse personalities, their inter-

ests are widely apart, and the majority of

them are men of stubborn, unyielding mental

trend. The last Board was largely in the

hands of its president. They gave him ab-

solute power and in a large measure simply

endorsed his policies and procedures. It is

the general opinion that this Board will not

move in so smooth a groove.

The president of the Board, A. L. Garford,

is a man about 37 years of age, of slight and

well knit figure, and has a physiognomy
which suggests something of indecision; but

this is entirely swept away when one has a talk

with the new president. He is a Western

man, and gained his first business success

through the local bank in Elyria, of which he

is at present cashier. As a side issue, he be-

came interested in the saddle business, and

every one knows the success he has made of

that. His interests in the cycle business are

now large and he holds stock in several out-

side corporations. He is regarded as one of

the coming young men of Ohio, and is now
rated as a man of wealth and influence. His

personal character is above reproach, and in

a business way he stands for integrity and

progress.

L. M. Wainwright, the head of the Central

Cycle Manufacturing Company, of In-

dianapolis, has been in cycling since the

earliest days of the sport. Wainwright

was first a Columbia agent, and a

very successful one, and years ago he

was very close to the Pope Company,

as, in fact, he is to-day. In his agency days

he was very much interested in the League,

and was practically the whole League in his

native State, looking after the interests of

and pushing the organization. Later, he

branched out for himself and organized the

Central Co. By nature Wainwright is an in-

ventor, but he supplements that character

with good business training, and with not a

little shrewdness. Evervbody who knows

him knows him only to like him. He has

one hobbv, and that is his business. He has

very radical ideas about all phases of the bi-

cycle business, including manufacturing, sell-

ing, newspaperism and all the rest of it, and

he will inject into the Board a deal of fresh

ideas.

R. S. Crawford is perhaps the oldest man
of the new blood. Mr. Crawford is head of

the Crawford Manufacturing Company. It was

his creation, and its success is his success, and

those who know the scope of this company
can take Mr. Crawford's measure from it. It

stands among the greatest cycle-making con-

cerns in the world to-day. Mr. Crawford

started in the bicycle business in the smallest

kind of way in Washington several years ago,

making juvenile bicycles. These he himself

sold about the country, and gradually in-

creased his business until, for lack of more
room (for Pennsylvania avenue in the Capi-

tal is not a promising manufacturing centre)

he moved to Hagerstown, where he interest-

ed capitalists and created the Crawford Com-
pany. To-day his position in the trade is

well known. He is a man of radical methods
of thought, and his success shows that he will

no doubt be a valuable member of the Board.

Kirk Brown, another new member, is head

of the American Dunlop Company. Mr.

Brown was one of the earliest agents in

Philadelphia, in which city he was a noted

club man and League member, a man of in-

fluence, a man who did much to advance the

sport in the Quaker City. At o«e time he

became interested in the political side of cy-

cling life, and aided in the passage of many
laws as regards cyclists, improvements of

streets and highways and the like. Mr.

Brown is known to be a very aggressive man.

C. H. Funnel is one of the proprietors of

the Buffalo Cycle Company. Mr. Funnell has

been well known in the trade during the last

five years. He has always associated with

the big men in the business and is personally

well known to them. That he is well liked

and well classed is shown by his election with-

out any effort being made on his part.

A. R. Peck is the Barnes man. He has

not made much of an effort to superimpose

himself upon the trade, or to seek undue
prominence. He has worked quietly in the

background and has let his company's suc-

cess speak for him, because he is the main-

spring of that success. He has given his

company a splendid position in the trade, and

that quite speedily. He has done with it what

could not have been done unless he was a

man of original and persistent character, and
that he is this, all his friends well know.

Much is expected of C. S. Dikeman, of the

Eagle Company. Mr. Dikerrian is a man
about 35. He is of Connecticut and has spent

most of his life as a salesman, and as such he

made a remarkable record. Four or five years

ago he took hold of the Eagle Company and

quickly became its manager. He now has

the bicycle business at the ends of his fin-

gers, and is equally at home in his factory or

on the road. He has unique methods of sell-

ing his bicycles, and his product is a testi-

mony to the thoroughness with which he

does things. Mr. Dikeman will perhaps be

one of the most active men on the Board.

He handles the bicycle trade and trade top-

ics from an unusually radical and fresh stand-

point, and his ideas gain strength from a stub-
bornness which is more than ordinary. Brief-

ly, he is an independent thinker, and once
having come to a decision, he is not easily

argued out of his position.

Walter Measure has been in the trade sev-
eral years. He came in through the influence

of Messrs. Stokes, McCune and certain other
bicycle makers who were at one time heavily

interested in the sewing machine trade, as

was Mr. Measure himself. Mr. Measure has
always associated with the insiders in the bi-

cycle trade. He has made an emphatic suc-

cess of the Union Company. He is particu-

larly clear-headed on the ethics of business
and will no doubt be able to advance many
valuable suggestions during the comtttg year..
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LIKE REAL POLITICIANS.
THE LEAGUE'S LEGISLATORS PROVE THEMSELVES ADEPTS IN MANIP-

ULATING MEN AND MEASURES.

POTTER AND ALL EXCEPT THE TAIL OF HIS TICKET ELECTED—ELLIOTT BETRAYED BY
FRIENDS—PROFESSIONALS DENIED ADMISSION—SUNDAY RACING AND STATE

BOARDS DEFEATED—NEARLY ALL OTHER IMPORTANT
AMENDMENTS LOST IN THE SHUFFLE.

Y. M. C. A. Hall, in Albany, N. Y., is

sadly in need of fumigation, for if ever a tem-

ple was profaned the Albany temple was pro-

faned during the two days' session of the L.

A. W. National Assembly, which adjourned

on Friday evening last, to meet again in

February next, at St. Louis.

All manner of lies and deceits and treach-

eries marked the proceedings, the peace-on-

earth-good-will-to-men sentiment -having at

least temporarily abandoned its abiding place

under pressure. And, of course, Isaac B.

Potter triumphed, that is to say, he was

elected president of the organization. In

the vortex created by his passage were car-

ried through two vice-presidents of doubtful

worth, A. Cressy Morrison, a political mounte-

bank from Wisconsin, and the most reviled

candidate, and even in victory, the most ab-

jectly unhappy individual who ever held office

in the League, and C. Frank Kireker, a young

lawyer from New Jersey, looking for adver-

tisement, but who as a League official is new

and untried and unproven. When Kireker

had been pulled through, the vortex had spent

its force and J. W. Clendenning, of Kentucky,

the candidate for treasurer on the opposition

ticket, was given a ffying start and ran so

well that he gained the goal, while the Potter

element was left almost speechless with

amazement.

The Executive Board for the ensuing year

is a political crazy quilt, but the Potter patch

is so large and conspicuous that it will likely

prove a one-piece, or rather one-man affair.

Mr. Potter's mates are in no respects his

equals. They are lightweights physically and

at least one of them deserves to be classed as

a lightweiafht mentally. But they are fit com-

panions. Like their chief both are keenly

wide awake to their own interests, both seek

notoriety and to obtain it will brush aside

the smaller things in life as if they were flies

on a keg of Pabst. They will turn with the

wind. It was this readiness that helped them

into office.

When the "politicians" gathered in Albany

on Wednesday, Potter was a beaten man. His

ridiculous campaign committee had injured

his already unworthy cause and his own fickle-

ness had done the rest. They were in a state

of mind and in their delirium and distress

they cried out "Bidwell! Bidwell!" and Bid-

well came.

Bidwell, George R., of that ilk, is one of

"Boss" Piatt's lieutenants and helps to run the

Republican machine in this State. Even now

is he an Ajax begging, not defying, the Mc-

Kinley lightning to strike him. He is big

and broad of bone; big and broad and round

of face—a face free from guile and as beam-

ing as a full moon; he is auiet of manner and

speech and he is smooth—as smooth as any

oil that ever flowed, as becomes a man who
helps lubricate a great big political machine

of a great big State. He knows every cog

and every wire by heart and he moves them
as adroitly as a- chess master moves his

kings and pawns. "Ike" Potter is one of his

men, one of his special proteges. He knows
how and when "Ike" has served the machine,

and how and when and where he can again

serve it and the better. It is not strange,

therefore, that "Smooth George" should

hearken unto Isaac's call.

He hearkened, and when he arrived in Al-

bany, there was more peace and more con-

tentment than the ridiculous committee and

their candidate had known for many moons.

Bidwell grasped thetangled wires and beaming

on all alike, friends as well as foes, proceeded

easily and quietly to straighten the twists and

kinks. He operated so smoothly that even

the ridiculous committee saw how really ri-

diculous they were.

President IsaacIB. Potter.

Of course, "deals," "dickers," promises,

pledges, "sell-outs," "pick-ups," and "throw-

downs" form the fuel which fires a big politi-

cal machine. The one object of the machine

is to "land its man" and strict regard for the

truth or other fine scruples are not permitted

to block the way. If they are interposed, the

interposer is "conciliated," or if he refuse to

be conciliated he is given the "horse laugh"

and the machine simply rolls over him and

explains afterward, if it ever explains at all.

"Smooth George" ran the Potter machine

on these lines. He entered into some dis-

creditable "deals" to land his man. He even

entered the Elliott camp and induced one of

Elliott's own lieutenants to play false to his

chief. And when it was all over Bidwell,

childlike and bland, chuckled softly to him-

self. He never indulges in "horse laugh."

He extended his right hand to Mr. Elliott

and remarking, "No hard feelings, old man,"

quietly and unobtrusively went his way.

All of Wednesday—"Good roads day" so

called—and nearly all of Wednesday night

slate making marked the deliberations of the

delegates. The struggle for the presidency

overshadowed everything else. In New Jer-

sey, a tacit understanding existed that the

delegation should work hand in hand with

Pennsylvania. But Chief Consul Kireker, like

Cordelia, had aspirations—an itch for office

—

and when the Potterites scratched it, he felt

so good that he forgot the "tacit understand-

ing" and, supported by a majority of his dele-

gation, and gagging the minority with a unit

rule, he broke from Pennsylvania and cast

his lot with New York. A. Cressy Morrison,

of Wisconsin, was troubled by the same itch.

It developed into red rash and as alleviation

he flopped around as does a hen just after its

head has been chopped ofif. He wanted office

and wanted it so badly, that he played fast

and slow and loose and tight and every other

old way. He had more than a tacit under-

standing to bind him. He had attached his

name to a written agreement to work with

Illinois and the West, but his keen sense of

honor rebelled at the thought. He flopped

from one side to the other and then back
again. He wanted to be on the winning side

and didn't care how he got there, but at the

last moment he was found siding with Potter,

while the other parties to the agreement were
ranged with Elliott. His actions disgusted

even those who were bound to support him,

and if one half the epithets applied to him
were put in print, the papers printing them
would be stopped in the postoffice. He was
fairly reviled on all sides, although after his

election, he mounted the platform and in his

weak, piping voice, and shaking a clenched

fist at his hearers, he impudently asserted that

his election proved the righteousness of his

course.

When the Assembly was called to order at

11.05 o'clock Thursday forenoon these tick-

ets had been agreed on:

For President—Sterling Elliott, of Massachusetts.

For First Vice-President—T. J. Keenan, Jr., of

Pennsylvania.

For Second Vice-President—D. W. Robert, of Mis-

souri.

For Treasurer—^J. W. Clendenning, of Kentucky.

For President—Isaac B. Potter, of New York.
For First Vice-President—A. Cressy Morrison, of

Wisconsin.

For Secorid V^ice-President—C. Frank Kireker, of

New Jersey.

For Treasurer—E. Kostomlatsky, of Iowa.

Roll call showed 142 members personally

present and 102 represented by proxies.

Other delegates came in later, swelling the

voting strength to 271. Among those in at-

tendance was Miss Flo Woodbury, of Dan-
ville, 111., the first woman delegate ever ap-

pointed or elected. She took no active part

in the discussions, but cast her ballot "just

like a man" and was applauded every time she

did so.

Potter had been furthering his cause the

day and night previous by dispensing cigars

and red lemonade to all who called at his

headquarters, also by distributing towel-like

badges on which was portrayed a painful pic-

ture of himself, which looked as if it had been

formed in a drop forge machine.

Mr. Potter, of course, had issued a few

eleventh hour bulletins. In one of the very

last, he bolstered his case by warning certain

people that there was "a good deal of India-

rubber in the Potter constitution," an ad-

mission which will go far toward explaining
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many of his flip-flaps, straddles and other

elastic proceedings in the past.

The morning session was devoted entirely

to the reading of reports. The election was

proceeded with immediately after recess.

Vice-President Cossum was in the chair and

everything was at a nervous tension, when
W. A. Connelly, the orator and presidential

aspirant from Illinois, worked his w^y to the

front row of seats. He mounted one of them

and, facing the assemblage and with his back

'
I

" In a Voice Full of Tremulous Vibration."

to the offtcers on the platform, he placed the

name of Isaac B. Potter in nomination. Con-

nelly appeared in the guise of a martyr. Un-
der the unit rule adopted by his State he was

bound to vote for Elliott, while his heart was

with Potter. He remarked the fact and in a

voice full of tears and tremulous vibration

and rolling r's spoke of crowns and escutch-

eons and of "the blush of heightening pride

m_antling his brow," finally naming Mr. Pot-

ter as his choice, amid a tumult of applause.

Connelly's speech was not up to his usual

standard. It lacked fire and brilliancy, and

spoken from notes sounded like a funeral

oration; indeed, Connelly, by removing his

moustache and goatee, has taken on a funeral

appearance. Walter S. Jenkins, the tiresome

Buffalo lawyer with the Jim Corbett hair,

who is evidently looking for an "allowance"

of some sort from the League, seconded Mr.

Potter's nomination. As usual, he was full of

words, and talked at rather than to his lis-

teners. And to his discredit be it said that

despite the prevailing bitterness he was the

only speaker who descended to personali-

ties. He found it necessary to hold up Con-

nelly as a martyr and point to him as a

sample of Elliott's browbeaten supporters.

While fully aware that Mr. Potter has drawn
some $25,000 from the League, he unblush-

irigly referred to him as an unselfish and self-

denying patriot and stated that Elliott de-

sired office that he might further his financial

interests. Jenkins did not do his work even

passingly clever. A. B. Choate (Minn.)

also seconded the nomination.

'Sterling Elliott was placed in nomination

by W. D. Kempton (Ohio) in a humdrum
speech. Tucker (Pa.), Miller (Mass.), Sheri-

dan (111.) and Cooke (R. I.) seconded, Sher-

idan making by far the richest toned and

most happily worded speech of a day of com-
mon-place speaking.

•When the tellers, Messrs. Cooke (R. I.),

Pennell (N. Y.), and Hines (Mich.), retired

to canvass the vote, it was possible to over-

look the field. Both factions were distributed

almost equally on either side of the room.

I^otter, serious of mien, was seated among his

frjiends, but "Obedient Billy" Bull had strayed

from the New York fold and looked lone-

some and out of place on the Elliott side of

the house. The most conspicuous thing in

the room, however, lit up the New York dele-

gation—a vividly purple necktie worn by

Campaign Committeeman Frobisher. Noth-

ing like it had ever before made its appearance

at a National Assembly. Cressy Morrison

was seated near the veterans Mott and Bid-

well and looked as uncomfortable and was as

fidgety as a fly in a pail of milk, while his

skin was the color of verdigrised brass.

Sterling Elliott was seated directly behind

The Wheel representative and next to Vice
Consul A. D. Peck, of Massachusetts, the

rest of the Bay State delegation being widely

scattered.

Both sides were confident, the Elliott forces

being surest of victory. Even while the votes

were being counted, Mr. Elliott, in response

to inquiries, reaffirmed his confidence. "If

there is any faith in the utterances of inen and
unless there has been some tall lying, we
will win by a majority of not less than twelve

votes," he told The Wheel man.
A few moments later the tellers returned and

reported: Potter, 155 votes; Elliott, 115; blank,

1 ; the latter understood to be George D. Gid-
eon's ballot.

Some "tall lying" was plainly in evidence!

At the mention of Potter's vote a wild yell

of joy broke from the New York corner.

Belding and Frobisher mounted chairs and
hurrahed themselves hoarse. Pitman was
scooping in air with his hat and one old

white-haired fellow was dancing a jig in his

exultation. When it subsided, Albert Mott
proposed three cheers for Elliott; they were

A Necktie and Mr. Frobisher.

given and then the hypocritical Jenkins pro-

posed three rnore.

During the hubbub, Mr. Elliott made his

way to the platform.

"This reminds me of a story," he said, in a

voice that betrayed no emotion, when he was
able to make himself heard. "A countryman
who once came to town found a valise during

his stay. At first he was enthused over the

possibilities of his firid, but when he started to

open the grip, he recalled having read that

infernal machines were frequently stowed in

valises. The more he thought of it the more
was he frightened. He surreptitiously

dropped the grip after awhile, but a police-

man called his attention to it and he was
forced to carry it off. Try as he might he

could not get rid of it and in time became so

firmly convinced that it was an infernal ma-
chine, that if it had exploded, it would have
been a relief."

"Well, gentlemen," went on Mr. Elliott, "I

have been in pretty rnuch that sort, of a fix.

This explosion is a relief to me and I'm glad

it's all over." He then indulged in some mock
heroics—airy persiflage and a waving of arms.
He was burlesquing some of the amateur ora-

tors. He concluded by moving that Mr. Pot-
ter's election be made unanimous, which,
after a few well chosen remarks by Ex-Presi-
dent James R. Dunn, was done.

In response to repeated cries, Mr. Potter
mounted the platform after Mr. Elliott had
ceased speaking. Far from appearing flushed

by success he seemed dejected and careworn

and spoke with little spirit. Among other

things, however, he let drop one remark, that

will go far toward proving what The Wheel
has insisted was the key-note of his political

career and political campaign—insincerity, to

use a charitable term.

"In a campaign," remarked Mr. Potter,

"many things are said that are not meant^

—

they are said in a Pickwickian sense."

For the first vice-presidency, A. Cressy

Morrison was nominated by Mr. Rotier

(Wis.) and seconded by Choate (Minn.) and

Blackham (N. Y.). As Morrison's opponent,

Vice-President Cossum named Thomas J.

Keenan, Tr., of Pittsburg, Pa., whom Mr.

Sjieridan (111.) seconded. To everyone's sur-

prise, Morrison won. The vote: Morrison,

140; Keenan, 128; blank, 1.

Mr. Boyle (Pa.) moved that the election be

made unanimous, but a peppering of "Noes"

from the Western seats showed that the Wis-

consin man's treachery had not been forgiven.

Seeing that the fight was lost, Douglas W.
Robert was not presented for the second vice-

presidency and C. Frank Kireker, Paterson,

N. J., became the unanimous choice of the

meeting. Kireker was placed in nomination

by his fellow delegate, Herbert W. Knight,

the Newark lawyer, with the picturesque

curls, his head resembling a chicory patch in

full bloom, and who once each year drops

his profession and earns an honest penny by

reporting s'tenographically the proceedings of

the National Assembly! Kireker's nomina-

tion was seconded by another distinguished

personage, Mr. James B. Townsend, Esq.(N.

Y.), college chum of H. R. H. the Prince pf

Wales and Gotham's "Glass of Fashion aijd

Mould of F(5rm!" Mr. Townsend said that

it gave him "a peculiar personal pleasure"

to pat Mr. Kireker on the back. New Jer-

sey, he said, was a much overjoked State. He
dared to assert that it was a member of the

Union, and the American people, went on the

Glass of Fashion, had only last November
gone to Paterson, New Jersey, for their Vice-

President.

"Let us emulate the American people," con-

cluded the Glass, "by going to Paterson in the

State of New Jersey for oijr vice-president."

At the time George Bidwell was "conciliat-

ing" Sterling Elliott. Both were directly be-

hind The Wheel man. Mr. Bidwell was

He of the Jim Corbett Hair

greatly moved by Mr. Townsend's perora-

tion.

"When we put Kireker on our ticket I won-
dered why we did it," he remarked dryly,

"but I understand it perfectly now."

Bidwell left the room just after J. W. Clen-

denning, of Kentucky, and E. Kostomlatsky,

of Iowa, had been placed in nomination for

the office of treasurer. The machine was run-

ning so smoothly that it seemed impossible
' that it could or would slip a cog and

"Smooth George" boarded the Empire State
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express for New York without awaiting the

announcement of the vote. He had waited

long enough, however, to hear that Iowa

had given the United States a treasurer whose

name as he wrote it was undecipheraWe and

that the same State now proposed to give to

the L. A. W. a treasurer whose name was un-

pronounceable. Mr. Bidwell also remained

to hear Mr. Jenkins, of Buffalo, say with an

impatient, imperious wave of the hand, as

he closed the talk, "Now let the tellers re-

tire and come back as soon as possible to

report the size of Mr. Kostomlatsky's major-

ity."

But at the eleventh hour and in the absence

of the engineer the machine jumped: the

track. Mr. Kostomlatsky, to the amazement

of all, or nearly all, failed of election. The
vote stood: Clendenning, 141; Kostomlatsky,

124. Mr. Jenkins and the New York .delega-

tion were dumbfounded. :

l"here was no opposition to the nominees

iof the Auditing Committee, J. Fred Adams
(iVlass.); J. J. Van Nort (Pa.); and G. L.

McCarthy (N. Y.). The first two were re-

^l^cted.

s The meeting adjourned for the day im-

i|iifdiately after the election and then began

iiijjuiry, investigation and explanation as to

'tHow it happened." That Elliott had been

"sbld out," had been a victim of treachery,

Was evident, and when it was openly charged

that Spencer Williams, supposedly his bosom
friend and co-worker, was a!mong the traitors

thbse who had believed Williams a man of

principle were flabbergasted and could scarce

believe it. But the evidence was against him.

But two men in the Assembly had cast votes

in blocks of seven and Williams was one of

them, and both blocks having been registered

for Potter, that Williams had given Elliott

the double cross seemed proven. He has

^n undying grievance against two men in

Boston, one a handicapper and newspaper re-

porter, whom he once assaulted and who
Caused his arrest—Williams, in his day, was

a medal-winning pugilist—and the other,

Henry Robinson, of the Racing Board. Both
are friendly to Elliott, and to prevent their re-

appointment Williams is said to have exacted

a pledge of Potter in return for which he gave

the latter his strength. Later George R. Bid-

well tabulated the vote as he understood it

had been cast and gave the table to the press.

It is reasonably certain that it is very nearly

correct. These are the figures:

State. Potter. Elliott.

Arkansas 3

Colorado 4

Connecticut 6

District of Columbia 3

Illinois 10

Indiana 5

Iowa 6

Kansas 4

Kentucky 6

Louisiana 3

Maine 3 1

Maryland 6

Massachusetts split, total vote 26

Minnesota 2 2

Missouri 8

Nebraska 4

New Hampshire 2 1

New Jersey 14

New York 53

Ohio ....7r;v-vr,-.i-.:......... 8

Oregon 3

Pennsylvania 29

Rhode Island 5

South California 4

North Cahfornia 7

Vermont 2

Virginia 2

Washington 4

West Virginia 2

Wisconsin 7

Of the ex-oflicio members it is said that

Cossum, of this State; Bassett, Read, McKer-
son, Gideon, Adams, Dunn and Sheridan all

voted for Elliott. Morris, Hartwell, Bidwell,

Williams and George Perkins, of Massachu-

setts, voted for Potter.

In the same inspired bulletin it is slated

that Potter spies attended every Elliott cau-

cus and that the "new administration feels

very kindly toward Fred Gerlach, the Illinois

member of the Racing Board," whatever

that may mean.

ji^i^

Second Vice-President C. Frank Kireker.

Never exciting, the reading of the reports

at the morning session was productive of a

few more or less hearty laughs and more or

less hearty applause—the laughs principally

during the droll reading of Secretary Bassett's

report, and the heartiest applause when
Chairman Gideon ascended the platform to

deliver the Racing Board's valedictory.

The hoary-headed secretary has so regularly

delved into flights of fancy that his annual

flight is always looked forward to expect-

antly. He, this year, departed from the

flower gardens and "good old ships" and

likened the League to a snowball, while the

crowd oh'd and ah'd and ha-ha'd audibly.

Bassett was all smiles during the reading of

the document, which was more than usually

interesting, and is here given in full, that is,

all except the sly poke at Mr. Potter. "Mr.

Potter was here," he read, in relating past

history, "but he was not then in harmony
with the New York division," whereat Mr.

Potter cried out something about having been

"reconciled."
Secretary's Report.

The boy who impels a snowball on its rolling

course along a snow-mantled field sees it steadily

grow in size until it requires his utmost effort to

move it. It may be that he will strike a jagged rock

and knock a hole- in the side of his huge ball, but

one more revolution fills the hole and the process

of accumulation goes on as before.

In some such way the League has grown. During
one fatal year we met the jagged rock and suffered

from the cavity which was inflicted, but, aside" fr6m
this, we have always been growing larger,—each reso-

lution has seen a substantial increase, and to-diy ;we

boast of being the largest athletic association ill the

world. ,

';

;

There are certain terminating points in the record

of an organization which stand like milestones along
the path that has been traversed, and all such form
important checking-posts at which we should .check

up what has been accomplished and lay plans for the

future. If at these times we view our journey with

the calm eye of retrospection it may greatly profit ,us

in meeting the duties that are before us. ;.,: !

It may be that I am presumptuous in' -ftiakin^ii llfiis

meeting an important anniversary in League history

when it is one of such a personal nature, but you,

who have borne with me in my follies
, before, \yill

bear with me at this time, I feel assured. :; !,•

Ten years ago I was married to the L.'iA. Wi,' and
to-day I celebrate my tin wedding. '

On the 17th of January, 1887, I was elected pepre-

tary of the League, and, by your favor, I hav^ ad-

ministered the duties of the office to the present-4itne.

There are very few men present to-day who; jwere

,in the Assembly at that time. Mr. Potter was thdre,

and Mr. Bull was an active participant. Mr. IDunn
won his spurs as a Rupert of debate, and Dr. Wtiight,

of New Jersey, took part in the proceedings in his

own quiet way. Beside these there are hone others

who were with us, nor are there any more on the

delegate list. ,

'
;]

Dr. Beckwith was our President and Sanford Law-
ton was our Treasurer—two of ^Nature's noblenlen

who have passed over to the silent majority, leaving

behind them records fragrant with the odor of good
fellowship and most worthy service in our cause. 1

We- were very proud of the League at that time,

and we thought we had done wonderful things -when

we exhibited an enrolment of ten thousand members.
We had high hopes for the future, but we builded

better than we knew, for we never dreamed of such

a thii^ as a membership of seventy-four thousand.:

We had then a membership of 10,264. Of these but

1,117 remain with us.

Looking a little further into the record of our

earlier members, we find as follows:

, Joined 1880, 1,595; now enrolled, 59
' " 1881, 898; " "

61

1882, 1,261; " "
49

/' 1883, 2,996; " " 199

Only 368 remaining out of 6,750.

It means something to hold a membership dating

back to these years.

In the ten years during which I have been your

Secretary I have enrolled 150,783 applicants for mem-
bership, and I have received and disbursed $465,861.01.

I present a table showing our membership on Feb-

ruary 1, 1896, and that of February 1, 1897. In pre-

vious years I have given the comparative standing of

the first ten divisions in the past and present. This

year I have gone to the troubi-e to record the stand-

ing of every division in the two years. The figures at

the left, in the table below, give first, the numerical

standing for 1896 and second, that for 1897. A glance

at the table will show the advance or retrogression of

each and every division.

Membership Totals.

1896. 1897.

35—41—Alabama 47 57

27—38—Arizona 152 78

25—29—Arkansas 244 257

14—17—Colorado 663 757

9—10—Connecticut 965 1,489

39^2—Delaware 33 54

30—30—District of Columbia. 90 245

45—39—Florida 13 ,. 77

43—33—Georgia 16 145

49—50—Idaho 3 6

6— 5—Illinois 1,598 3,227

21—16—Indiana 265 1,002

11—11—Iowa 750 1,410

18—18—Kansas 465 755

16—13—Kentucky 490... 1,240

44—27—Louisiana 14 347

17—21—Maine 466 506

13—12—Maryland 689 1,?92^

2— 3—Massachusetts 6,001 9,649 i

' 12—15—Michigan 697 l.llQi

24—22—Minnesota 251 446

32—43—Mississippi 77 50'

7_ 7—Missouri 1,579 2,121

46—36—Montana 13 100

22—24—Nebraska 259 424

50-44—Nevada 2 50i

20—26—New Hampshire 267 365
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4— 4—New Jersey 2,

41

—

il—New Mexico
1—1—New York 10,

10— 9—North California

36—40—North Carolina
' 40^—45—North Dakota

. 5— 6—Ohio 1,

34^-49—Oklahoma
: 47-^28—Oregon
, 3— 2—Pennsylvania 4,

15—14—Rhode Island

. 23—19—South California

48—37—South Carolina

42--48—South Dakota

29—23—Tennessee
.19—20—Texas
26—34—Utah
33—35—Vermont
28—32—Virginia
31—25—Washington
38—31—West Virginia

8— 8—Wisconsin 1;

37-46—Wyoming
Canada
Foreign

Indian Territory

494 4,755

23 38

300 20,776

960 1,649

38 65

29 50

,874 2,181

55 30

8 325

,531 11,169

617..

253..

4..

19..

104..

275..

157..

63..

116..

79..

35..

,117 1,650

38 40

10 18

15 38

1

1,120

510

93

36

428

509

126

109

153

422

192

39,323 73,742

We have gained 34,419 members over our record

of a year ago—a gain of 87 per cent. This exceeds

all previous records.

The divisions have been doing a little record-break-

ing this year. By the table of percentage which we

show below it will be seen that although the fast New
Yorkers have been setting a rapid pace, they have

been beaten two-fifths of one per cent by the swifter

Ulinoisians, and both have been left very far behind

by the sober and sedate Quakers, who have given us

an object lesson of what kind of pace we may expect

them to adopt for the Meet. The culture of Boston

has not helped Massachusetts to a flattering place in

this table. Here are the percentages of gain shown

by- the upper ten divisions:

Mass : 61Penn 147

Illinois 1019-10 Conn
New York ...... .101 5-10 Wis .

New Jersey 90 Mo ..

No. California.... 71 Ohio

.54

.46

.34

.15

We have booked 41,081 applicants and 26,328 re-

newals. Our best previous record of applicants was

22,042. We have just about doubled it.

Our income for 1896 was $123,495.18. Best previoift

record, ?60,351.19. More than double.

We have distributed $72,584.62 among the divisions:

Best previous record, $35,178.89. More than double.

Our merchandise sales show an income of $3,778.3-1,

and a profit of $1,594.26.

The "Bulletin" cost us above what we receive from

subscribers, $6,112.15.

Thus have we been rolling the snowball and thus

have we seen the ball grow larger.

But all has not run smoothly. There have been

hills and hummocks that have impeded our course.

The first obstruction that we met with was a con-

tract. The Solons of the League set about doing

one thing and did another. They framed a contract

which they hoped would revert to our monetary ad-

vantage, and it was found to lead us speedily into

financial paralysis. Out of this difficulty we emerged

through the generosity of the contractor. The pub-

lisher of the "Bulletin" waived his right to a con-

struction of the contract by its letter, and consented

to a reading of it in accordance with the idea that all

parties had in mind when the contract was drawn.

This action on the part of the publisher saved us

many thousand dollars this year, and but for it our

prospects for the future would be black indeed. The

contract, as now interpreted, is just as we thought it

was made, just as we wanted it, and admirably

adapted to our purposes.

One more impediment in our pathway. The man
who tries to put a gallon of cider into a two-quart

jug has a very difficult job on his hands. We have

been trying to do this during the pa_st year, and we

had to stretch the jug a good deal.

We are allowed six pages for the official depart-

ment. We could easily use twenty if we should

throw away our blue pencil. We have been ground

between the upper millstone of those who cry out,

"Cut down the official notices and give us something

that we want to read," and the nether millstone cf

the official who urges that the best interests of his di-

vision' demands the insertion of a long notice. Our
sympathies go out to both parties, but under present

conditions we can suit neither.

So long as we publish lists of names that covei'

more than our six pages something must stand aside.

In our issue of May 15th we published 2,363 names,
and this list occupied nine pages.

We are entitled to 312 pages for the year that is

past. By the practice of a little intrigue and some bull-

dozing, we acquired 1211/4 pages more than we were
entitled to, a gain of 39 per cent.

The problem of making a readable paper that will

interest members and draw them to our ranks, and at

the same time furnish a medium through which the

officials can address the members on matters of dry

business, is one that will confound the wisest heads
among us.

We are now at work renumbering the members.
The very large numbers now employed will shrink

very much. It is an undertaking that must be con-

ducted with the greatest care, for if a name is over-

looked, the member will be shut out from the list. At
the last accounts we had renumbered to date August,

1892, and the number, 43,296, had shrunk to 6,982.

The outlook for the League has a roseate hue and
100,000 members will be with us next year for a surety,

while a membership of 150,000 is easily possible, and
the big snowball will rival the great world itself in its

leviathan dimensions.

" It will be well for them to remember that there is a

good deal of India rubber in the Potter constitution."— I. B.

Potter.

When Mr. Bassett concluded he was warmly
applauded, and the New York delegation

which two months before advised that Mr.

Bassett's office be investigated, proposed

three cheers for the gentleman, and followed

it up with a what's-the-matter-he's-all-right

cry—not as a guarantee of their good faith,

but simply to prove that there are no hypo-

crites among them.

President Elliott was also warmly received

when he mounted the rostrum. He sailed

right in without stage play of any sort.

"One year ago at Baltimore," he began,

"the secretary received a telegram from home
stating that since his departure the mem-
bership of the League had reached the hand-

some total of 40,000. We all appreciated the

encouraging increase, as I am sure we do

now the fact that during the year just past

we have added to that large membership over

34,000 more, making a grand total of 74,076,

or a gain of about 85 per cent.

"The balance in the National treasury

should be about $14,000. At the last meet-

ing of this Assembly a plan was adopted for

the adjustment of an unusually large claim

against our organization—a claim for which

this committee was in nowise responsible.

The report of the Arbitration Committee was

against us, and we were compelled to pay the

sum of $5,000, leaving a balance on hand in

the treasury and in the hands of the secretary

of about $8,000.

"We also found that we had inherited from

our official ancestors another claim of $600,

as will be explained in the report of Secretary

Cossum of the Executive Committee.

"Noticing the reluctance with which rail-

roads adopt means for transporting wheels,

I devised appliances for that purpose and at-

tached them to the interior of a full-sized sec-

tion of a baggage car built for the purpose.

This car section was shown at the National

convention of master car builders at Sarato-

ga in June and attracted much attention. The
only immediate result was the prompt ap-

pearance on the market of a number of de-

vices for the same purpose, and I regret to

say tjiat few railroads have taken steps to-

ward ^he safe carriage of the bicycle.

"It has been suggested that we have a sort

of clearing house, to which copies of all mat-

ter of interest should be sent from each State

and afterward distributed to all other States.

Possibly this and the Good Roads Press

Bureau could be conducted from the same
office."

Mr. Elliott said that his experience had sat-

isfied him that the most effective way to

spread the movement for good roads is

through the regular standard publications,

which are read by those whom we wish to

convert. He suggested that a press bureau

be maintained. He also advised that the lo-

cation of the annual meet be decided by vote

of the general membership.

Mr. Elliott reports his agreement with the

Canadian Customs authorities, wherebv
League members are permitted to enter tb^;

Dominion without paying duty on their

wheels, the League guaranteeing the Cus-

toms Department against loss. The latter

had reported 21 delinquents, 18 of whom had

afterward settled; the other three cases were

in process of adjustment. The president ex-

plained why the Executive Committee re-

• duced the sanction fee from $10 to $5 and

reported having withdrawn his indorsement

of the American Wheelmen's Protective As-

sociation, also the purchase for $700 from I.

B. Potter, the copyright of two pamphlets,

"Country Roads" and "Macadam Roads,"

which are to be published and sold at 1 cent

per copy.

The recruiting and advertising matter had

been carefully looked after, he said, and a

large amount of it distributed where it would

do the most good, at comparatively little ex-

pense to the League.

The extent to which this matter was cir-

culated is as follows:

The chest protectors for horses 3,580

Shield pins 483

Rubber stamps 556

Decalcomanias 10,779

Puzzles 12,000

Good roads pins and buttons 38,000

In addition he had arranged for "inserts" in

several millions of catalogues. Some of the
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What^s in a Name?
Sir Walter Scott, in tiie preface of his immortal

novel, "Waverley," speaks with charming frankness of

the difficulty he had experienced in choosing a suitable

name for the hero who was to furnish a title for the

book. He had thought at first, he says, of selecting

some romantic and fine-sounding surname, such as

Montmorency, or St Clair, whose very syllables suggest

the days of chivalry and knighily conquest, but, upon

reflection, he felt that such a title would give the reader

false notions of the story, and chose instead the plain

old English name of " Waverley "— a title, as he puts it,

" such as befits a plain old English tale."

In the same way, when the builders of the "Waver-

ley" first chose that name for their steed of steel, they

did so with the view of selecting an impersonal title

with no boastful or vain-glorious sound, that should be-

come in time an honored one in public regard only

through the worth of the product which it stood for.

And the name has nobly won its spurs. The word

"Waverley" means something to the bicyclist of to-day

beyond its originators' fondest hopes. It means honor-

able reputation ; it means honest quality ; it means
freedom from misrepresentation ; it means faith kept

with the public ; it means a constant and conscientious

striving after the best and most perfect results attain-

able in bicycle building. What name in cycledom, be it

ever so pretentious and high-sounding, could possibly

mean more ?

^^w^w ^Jw ^5* 5^*

A Wheel Is Known by the

Company It Keeps*

The old proverb that "A man is known by the com-

pany he keeps" might very well be altered in this

cycling age to the modern axiom that "A bicycle is

known by the company it keeps." At first sight the

saying may seem a puzzling one. How, it might be

asked, can an inanimate object have any choice of com-

pany ; or how can its associations help one in judging

its worth ? The answer is the simple one, that a bicycle

of high worth is ridden and finds its chief popularity

among the very best people in cycledom ; and that an

inferior wheel almost always finds its prey in the cycling

greenhorn and others of his ilk. A bicycle that finds

high favor with riders of experience, culture and dis-

crimination, must need possess points of unusual ex-

cellence in order to move in such good society. There

can be no better recommendation for any wheel than

the fact that it is used by the best class of riders every-

where ; and "Waverley" bicycles may well be ranked

high in cycledom, judged by this test.

No bicycle ever built has met with a more hearty

reception from, or found readier favor with, those who
know and can appreciate bicycle worth when they see

it, than the " Waverley." The great army of its riders

form a cohort whose very size and personnel testify

more eloquently than any words could of the "Waver-
ley's" real worth. A satisfied rider is said to be the

best advertisement in cycledom. Judged by this stand-

ard, the " Waverley " is the best advertised bicycle on

earth. The "Waverley" is the synonym of satisfaction,

and no bicycle can command a larger, more enthusiastic

or more loyal following.—Adv.
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A TERM that has come

^""^ to have a very signifi-

cant meaning. j»jtj» It is ex-

jtressive of the very highest

excellence that can be at-

tained in bicycle building. The

Waverley Bicycle has won its

spurs in the field of actual

service ^o?«,^Tt is built, not on

theoretical lines, but according

to the lessons of experience.

The Waverley for 1897 is in-

tended for use, not ornament

;

and in durability, strength and

service it
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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manufacturers, Mr. Elliott said, had wanted

to know what tliere was in it for them and

hiS^ Gordi?il relationship with the publishers of

the. "Bulletin" (himself) laad enabled him to

arrange matters on an exchange-of-advertis-

ing basis, a proceeding which must have

meant several thousand dollars out of Mr.

Ellfott's pocket, but which will meet with the

scant appreciation usually given such free-will

gifts. Indeed, before Mr. Elliott concluded,

S0tm of the delegates feared that he might

ask for a return of the $7,000 in cash which

he practically donated to the League and in-

quired if he had such an idea, in mind. He
disclaimed any special credit for the donation

and told his questioners that he neither asked

nor expected and did not desire a return of

the money.

The Finances.

Treasurer Hartwell read his report, which

was, however, included in the printed report

of the Auditing Committee, which had been

previously circulated. This latter was read

by Chairman J. Fred. Adams. It showed

President Elliott's expenses to have been

$1,416.47, Vice-president Cossum's $25.81 and

Vice-president Morrison's $113.05, while the

three as the Executive Committee spent

$76.20 for printing and paper. Other ex-

penses were: Secretary Bassett, traveling,

$79.87; Treasurer Hartwell, $60.60; transpor-

tation committee, $128.59; auditing commit-

tee, $10.10; membership committee, $50; high-

way improvement committee, $29.80. The

settlement of the Potter claim, including

principal, interest and fees and expenses of

arbitrators and typewritters, cost $5,053.44. The
recapitulation embracing the period from

January 1st to December 31st, 1896, was as

follows:

Receipts.

Treasurer's balance $3,632.03

Secretary's balance 408.58

Received from W. M.
Brewster 192.50

Due from '94 Executive

Committee 2.66

$4,235.77

Net receipts from applications and re-

newals 29,949.54

Net receipts from back dues, fines.

League clubs, tickets, etc 1,319.00

Net receipts from ticket holders 265.50

Net receipts from veteran bars 58.50

Net receipts from buttons 356.30

Net receipts of Racing Board 2,545.84

Various amounts received by treas-

urer from outside sources 811.57

$39,542.02

Payments.

Expenses secretary's office $10,945.84

Net amount paid "Bulletin" 6,112.15

Amount of vouchers, Nos. 62 to 98

and 1 to 50, treasurer's account. . 11,919.73

Due from '94 Executive Committee. 2.66

Secretary's remittance not

received by treasurer

by December 31 $3,000.00

Treasurer's balance 3,216.37

Secretary's balance 1,753.46

Racing Board balance 2,591.81

While the reception accorded previous

speakers had been cordial, that given the tall

and willowy chairrrian, George D. Gideon,

of the Racing Board, when he arose to deliver

his annual report, amounted to an ovation.

He was applauded and cheered again and

again, and long and vigorously on each oc-

casion. He is essentially of a retiring nature

and seemed embarrassed by the applause.

He read as follows:

Report of Racing Board.

The year 1896 witnessed the greatest racing season

in the history of the L. A. W. The great National

Circuit starting in far California, went through the

South and West, reaching Louisville in time for the

annual meet, when the men were at their best, and,

continuing north through the Middle States to New
England, afforded a maximum of racing with a mini-

mum of travel.

The racing throughout was of the sharpest, cleanest

kind; the followers of the circuit, the patrons -of the

sport, and the grand old League are alike to be con-

gratulated on the season's brilliant showing. In spite

of the magnitude of the racing season, the control of

racing by the L. A. W. has been absolute. Only
seventy racing men out of the many thousands of

riders in the greatest of seasons have seen fit to

place themselves in such position that it has become
necessary for the welfare of honest sport to place

them "outside the bulwarks." So thoroughly has this

control been accepted that the dismissal by the

National Board of Trade of its Racing Committee at-

tracted very little attention. The resolutions under

Total cash on hand 10,561.64

$39,542.02

A Potter Badge.

which the committee was discharged were most com-

plimentary to the League, and fully vindicated the

action of your Board in barring from amateur racing

riders of certain wheels, the manufacturers of which

were known to be addicted to the subsidization of

amateurs.

The number of suspensions exceeding thirty days

in length during the year was 1,396, of which 70 were

permanent. At the close of 1895 there were but 90

professionals. At the beginning of this year we had

about 700. Now there are 1,973. Professional racing

was just as clean, honest and clear in 1896 as it was

in 1895. It would seem that professionals, now

governed by the Racing Board, are in justice entitled

to representation of some sort if we are to continue to

control them adequately.

Sanctions granted are as follows:

Robinson 358

Batchelder 136

Wait 309

Croninger 401

Gerlach 761

Robert 199

Welch 177

Gideon 495

Gideon (Nat. Circuit) 47

Total 2,883

Total income from all sources $8,627.44

Total expended $6,079.94

•

Balance on hand .• $2,547.50

In addition to which about $200 received from I. C.

A. was turned ov6r to the League treasurer.

The expenses, necessarily heavy at all times, have
this year been materially increased by the increase of

the Board from five to seven members, and by the

increased business of the office. Large as was the

amount of detail work in '95, it became burdensome
to an extreme in '96. The conduct of the Racing
Board has now become a business of itself, comparing
favorably with the conduct of many large mercantile

concerns.

Records in competition have not fallen so rapidly

this year, owing to the fact that multi-cycle pacing
was rarely permitted. It is believed by your Board
that an absolute rule should be made by which such
pacing would be permitted only in races of over ten

miles.

The impossibility of appointing one official referee

without ofifending promoters has been fully demon-
strated. The present system of official referees seems
to be all right, except that the Chairman and mem-
bers of the State Boards should have the preference

as referees. Handicappers, to do good work, have
enough to do to watch their men.
A far greater need is for official judges and timers.

The judging at some of the last year's meets was
unsatisfactory in the extreme, and a man of experi-

ence and good judgment at every meet should be
provided for to act as Chairman of Judges.

It has been demonstrated that an entirely separate

and distinct series of amateur and professional cham-
pionships should be provided. In the combined
events the amateurs apparently have no chance what-

ever to win.

Road racing should in a measure be controlled by
the L. A. W. Suspended men should have no oppor-

tunity to race on the road.

The sanctioning of six-day races should be dis-

couraged. Such races are in no sense an advantage
to the sport.

As the result of the Cologne meeting of the I. C. A.

in '95 a remittance of £40 was received and turned

over to the League Treasurer. Membership in the

I. C. A. should be kept up for the present at least,

and as the participation in proceeds depends on hav-

ing racing men enter, the L. A. W. should send its

best professionals to Scotland July 29, August 1, to

the international championships.

It is believed by your Board that division option

should be permitted in regard to Sunday racing. In-

deed, we believe serious trouble can be prevented

only by the acceptance of some form of this idea.

The possibility of racing men themselves controlling

racing, as several times suggested, is absurd in the

extreme, and we believe is generally so accepted. It

is suggested also that race promoters be compelled to

post notice of "sanction" granted, furnished by the

Board, in some conspicuous place at the meet, and
that riders may not be obliged to race unless the

notice of sanction is so posted.

In July, during the course of the national circuit, a

suitable track not being found in Detroit, through the

courtesy of the C. W. A., a national circuit meet,

under our rules, was actually run in Canada, and
thereby greatly strengthened the friendly feeling and
cordial relations existing between these two great

organizations.

In the West, particularly, the uselessness of L. A.

W. clubs, so far as racing is concerned, has been
fully developed. A majority of the Board believed

that every race promoter, club or individual should

pay for the sanction privilege and stand on an equal

basis. That this L. A. W. club membership has been

in many cases only a mask to cover schemes for more
or less profitable race promoting there can be no

doubt. If continued at all, free sanctions should be

issued only to L. A. W. clubs of at least fifty mem-
bers.

In regard to Titus's application for reinstatement,

the Board considered this case most carefully, and,

feeling that he well deserved the punishment inflicted

and by subsequent actions evinced no repentance,

could only believe that it would stultify itself by rein-

stating him. In the case of the other rider doubt ex-

isted to a limited degree, but no mistake whatever

was made in Titus's case.

This, we believe, will be exceedingly hard to handle,

and is perhaps a dangerous experiment. We should

go very slowly. If a chairman is appointed in each

State to control racing in his State, he necessarily

must be under the control of the National Board, if

the latter body is to exist at all; therefore he should

at least be removable by, and properly should be ap-

pointed by, the National Board. Perhaps an equally

effective method would be to have the present form

of government exist with permission to each member
thereof to appoint a personal representative in each

State in his district, who should be responsible to
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the member appointing, and who might well, in nearly

every case, be also the Chairman of the State Board.

It will be a difficult matter at best to find an entirely

competent man in each State, willing to give the tjme

and study to the work without recompense. Under
State control alone, the control in each State would

vary, as does the competency of the division officials.

Crooked riders would have better opportunities for

going from one State into another to continue their

schemes. The work of imposing a penalty is most

distasteful, and evokes most criticism when the judge

resides in the same locality with the offender. More-

over, the offices should be placed upon a business

basis. It would be most difficult to do this if the

work were sub-divided by divisions. If all the present

division officials would lend their best efforts in ob-

taining information for the national body, its path

would be far less stormy.

Another very important question to consider is

how the expenses of the Division Boards shall be

met. From sanction fees or from the Division treas-

uries? The most unsatisfactory feature of the State

Representative plan of working last season was its

extravagance. All expenses of representatives were

taken by them from fees collected and expenses in

some cases ran pretty high in proportion to collec-

tions. If the Division Boards are to be supported

from sanction fees then the proportion to be retained

by the Division Board from each fee collected should

be specified, and there should be at least a monthly

accounting of collections. Otherwise the National

Board most of the time would be out of funds, its

dues being scattered throughout the country in the

hands of the Division Board Chairman.

When Mr. Gideon retired and the cheering

had subsided, Albert Mott (Md.) arose and

in a motion full of personal pronouns moved
that the balance in the hands of the Racing

Board be voted to Mr. Gideon for his valiant

services. Vice-president Cossum suggested

kindly that as the report showed that Mr.

Gideon's colleagues had performed much hard

work, that they, too, be recompensed. The
idea was shared by others to such an extent

that when the motion to turn the money over

to Mr. Gideon was put, several "Noes" were

heard.

Isaac B. Potter, as chairman of the High-
way Improvement Committee, rendered a

rather lengthy report. He ascended the plat-

form with the deliberation of a theatrical hero

and before beginning, he moved a chair,

"hitched" his Prince Albert coat, and poured

out and drank a glass of water, and when the

Assembly chuckled audibly at the little stage

play, he smiled and remarked, "Dry subject,"

as he put down the glass. He said that the

work of road reform was gaining strength

and legislation was pending on this question

in twelve States. He referred to roads in

European countries where the Government
controls them. He urged all wheelmen to

use their best efforts to secure this reform in

their own States. He said most of the oppo-
sition came from the farmers, and this was
due to lack of knowledge.

liast Day.

It required three sessions on Friday to

wind up the business of the Assembly, the first

being called to order at 10.30, and the ad-

journment sine die occurring at 11.20 p. m.

This last day was noticeable chiefly for the

great lack of oratory, the vapidity and
tediousness of many of the speakers, the time

wasted on comparatively unimportant sub-

jects, the continual departure of delegates

until scarcely a quarter of those present the

day previous remained, and the entirely unex-

pected decisions which were reached on many
matters.

Both the morning and afternoon sessions

were devoted exclusively to the consideration

of the thirty-two proposed amendments to the

constitution and by-laws, excepting for oc-

casional interruptions to permit the introduc-

tion of some question or resolution by a dele-

gate anxious to present something for dis-

cussion prior to his departure from the

scene.

Early in the day the "Bulletin" contract

was brought up, and, on motion of Mr.

Tucker, of Pennsylvania, Vice-president Cos-

sum, who was in the chair, appointed a com-

mittee consisting of President-elect Potter, B.

I. Cohen, Oregon, and T. J. Keenan, Pennsyl-

vania, to confer with Mr. Elliott, draw up a

new contract and report to the Assembly.

This work occupied the quartette named the

balance of the day, and the report was sub-

mitted at the evening session.

The various amendments providing for the

admission of the professional to membership

all failed to pass. The friends of the cash

prizers went to Albany feeling reasonably cer-

tain of success, but their hopes were shattered.

: The matter came up in three different shapes

;

first, in an amendment by Secretary Bassett

providing an associate membership to con-

sist of professionals; secondly, by Chief Con-

sul Patee, of Illinois, expunging the word ama-

teur from any part of the by-laws where its use

would conflict with the admission of the pro-

fessional to membership, and, thirdly, a less

sweeping amendment by Chief Consul

Cooke, of Rhode Island, simply providing for

the admission of all white wheelmen without

distinction as to class. Both of the first two

were far short of the necessary number of

votes for passage, but Mr. Cooke's was lost

by a vote of 156 to 96, only 12 short of the

necessary two-thirds, so that a change of

seven votes would have altered the result.

New York's "fashion plate," J. B. Townsend,

was, as usual, conspicuous in his opposition

to the measure.

For College Racing Men.

The amendment to permit the Intercol-

legiate Cycling Association to govern cycle

racing at meets under its own jurisdiction,

which means in effect that the college athletic

associations will hereafter be permitted to pay

the expenses of the cycling members of their

teams at intercollegiate games, was passed

unanimously. President Kirby, of the Inter-

collegiate Association, who was present, was

granted the privilege of the floor, and al-

though considerably younger than the young-

est of his hearers, made a speech asking that

in fairness to the college athletes this amend-

ment be passed, which was so well worded

and eloquently expressed as to carry the

point without opposition.

The supporters of the "local option" amend-

ment which would give each State the right

to allow Sunday racing, if such were de-

sired, made a gallant fight, although after the

refusal to admit professionals, they must

have known their cause to be lost. Frank H.

Kerrigan, chief consul of North California, R.

M. Welch, member of the racing board from

the coast, and D. W. Robert, of Missouri,

were the principal supporters of the meas-

ure, which had the unanimous recommenda-

tion of the entire racing board. The chief op-

ponent was C. C. Monaghan, chief consul of

the South California division, and there was

considerable discussion indulged in equally

by each side. The vote was 77 for to 161

against.

Another "sure thing" that went wrong was

the salarying of the chairman of the racing

board. The vote showed 82 for to 139

against, which was very far from a two-thirds

vote in favor of the amendment. The propo-

sition was introduced by Mr. Jenkins, of New
York, who asked that it be referred to a

committee for further consideration. The op-

position came unexpectedly and from an un-

expected quarter, but it was successful. The
New Yorkers claimed that they were backing

the amendment simply out of the kindness ot

heart for George D. Gideon, who they

claimed had an option on the reappointment

to the chairm.anship, and during the evening

recess charged the delegates from Pennsyl-

vania and Illinois, who were the principal op-

ponents, with voting negatively because of a

belief that Mr. Potter intended to "throw

down" Gideon. This was denied, but the

New Yorkers are still trying to figure out why
the vote went as it did.

Vote Challenging.

There was some little spirit displayed in this

fight when the proxy vote was taken, Mr.

Jenkins casting 50 votes for New York. Mr.

Arthur, of Illinois, challenged the vote and

insisted upon a roll call. This did not change

the result, but disproved Mr. Jenkins' state-

ment that all the proxies were made out in his

name, as several were shown to be held by

others. In retaliation, a similar demand was
then made for a roll call of Illinois and Penn-

sylvania, which had voted solidly, but as the

credentials were quickly produced on behalf

of each State by the delegates who voted

them, this was not insisted on.

Upon resolution, $500 was appropriated for

the defense of an important test case con-

cerning bicycles as baggage, now being

pushed by the Missouri division, but which is

of national importance, as if won it will serve

as an invaluable precedent.

A resolution introduced by Fred. Gerlach,

of the racing board, after consultation between

the board and President Shinkle, of the Cen-

tury Road Club, provides for what is practi-

cally an agreement with that organization re-

garding road racing. It was adopted almost

unanimously, and reads as follows:

Moved, That the resolutions relating to road racing

adopted by the L. A. W. National Assembly, Octo-

ber 17, 1887, be and are hereby rescinded and the fol-

lowing substituted therefor:

Resolved, That the League of American Wheelmen
does not approve of nor sanction cycling competitions

on the public highways, but, in order that such con-

tests may not be left entirely without proper restraint

and open to violations of the rules established by the

Racing Board for track racing, except as to the limits

on prize values and the distances to which competi-

tors may go from their homes, the Racing Board is

hereby authorized to and may at its discretion take

notice of offences against its rules committed in cycl-

ing competitions of any kind and inflict proper pen-

alties therefor.

Other amendments passed were as follows:

Introduced by Mr. Bassett: Changing the

constitution regarding the establishment of

consulates and subdivisions.

By Mr. Roberts: Simplifying the rule re-

garding the disposition of prizes by an ama-

teur.

By Mr. Collins: Allowing division boards

of officers to establish such rules as they may
think best for the election of State repre-

sentatives.

By Mr. Welch: A similar amendment per-

mitting each division to establish its own
basis of League representation.

By Mr. Cooke: Establishing new rules for

decisions regarding contested State elections.

By Mr. Cooke: Making it optional with a

division as to the printing of the National
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constitution and by-laws in division hand-

books or other publications.

By Mr. Mott: Making an annual appropria-

tion for the expenses of the president's office.

By Mr. Locke: Increasing the amount of

the secretary's bond from $5,000 to $10,000,

and the treasurer's from $5,000 to $15,000.

By Mr. Robert: Providing that League
clubs shall receive race meet sanctions with-

out charge.

Introduced by Mr. Jenkins: Reducing the

amount of annual dues to be retained by the

national organization from 40 cents to 25.

Withdrawn.

By Mr. Frothingham: Abolishing that sec-

tion making it possible for the secretary-

treasurer of a division to hold office con-

tinuously during the pleasure of the board of

officers. Withdrawn.

By Mr. Kostomlatsky: Providing that the

racing board should consist of a national

chairman and the chairmen of the several

State racing boards. Withdrawn.

By Mr. Bull: Delegating to State racing

boards much of the power now held by the

national board. Withdrawn.

By Mr. Kempton: Repealing the pro-

vision requiring a League club to pay $2

upon joining the League, and the same
amount for renewal. Lost.

By Mr. Brock: Abridging the right of the

national racing board to expel or suspend, and

providing that no member should be pun-

ished except with the sanction of the chief

consul of the State in which he resides. Lost.

By Mr. Patee: Providing that the question

of the location of the League meet be settled

by the Assembly, instead of by the Executive

Committee. Lost.

By Mr. Patee: Permitting delegates to

hold proxies of delegates from other States.

Withdrawn.

By Mr. Robert: Minor changes to the

rules regarding expulsions for violations of

the amateur rules. Withdrawn.

Slackham, Back-Numbers and Bulletin.

The evening session was by far the breeziest

and most interesting. The one amend-
ment left for consideration had a bearing

upon the "Bulletin" contracf:, and was with-

drawn by Mr. Mott, who introduced it.

The first business was the consideration of

the report of the committee appointed to

draw up the new "Bulletin", contract, but this

had to give way to the tremendously im-

portant question of renumbering the mem-
bership.

The matter was brought up on motion of

Dr. Blackham, of New York, who as one

of the veteran members, desired to get as low

a number as possible, and objected to the

setting aside of the first one hundred for offi-

cers exclusively. Although Secretary Bas-

sett explained that the work of renumbering

had been under way for several weeks, and

that this would all have to be done over

again, and although both Messrs. Willison

and Elliott offered to exchange numbers
with the complainant, a half hour or more
was sp-nt in discussion, and the secretary was,

by a majority vote, ordered to do his work all

over again, regardless of expense—because a

member of the New York division desired

a number on his League ticket a few points

less than it would otherwise have been.

Whether it was worth the work and expense

of a month's time by four clerks to grant this

favor when the old plan has worked satis-

factorily ever since the League was organ-

ized, is a question.

President-elect Potter presented the report

of the committee appointed to draw up the

"Bulletin" contract. The contract, as read,

was substantially the same as the old one was
intended to be, and as it was actually inter-

preted bv the publisher. It provides that

the "Bulletin" shall be published on Friday

of each week, shall be printed on good qual-

ity paper, compare favorably with other

cycling journals, and shall give certain space

in each issue to the subject of road improve-

ment. Three pages in each issue, exclusive

of the space required for the publication of

the names of applicants for membership, are

to be devoted to the official department. Pay-
ment is to be made on the same sliding scale

as before, ranging from twenty-five to fifty

cents per copy, with a proviso that an ac-

counting be made on March 31st of each

year, and the basis of payment be started with

the 35,000 unexpired subscriptions on the

books at that time. The agreement is for

five years, and upon six months' notice by
the publisher, can be continued at the expi-

ration of that time. On motion of Mr. Mott
the Executive Committee were instructed to

enter into the contract.

Trying to Forget the Past.

After this, Mr. Elliott made a statement

regarding several matters, explaining in the

course of his remarks his trouble with the

New York division, and the stand he took in

the last political campaign. As to New
York, he said that he had shaken hands with

Secretary Bull, tliat neither had anything in

the other hand when they did so, and that

both had promised to be better men in the

future. As to his attitude upon the silver

question, he declared he took the stand he did

from a feeling of patriotism, and because the

election of Bryan would have injured his

business as a publisher. He also stated that

in spite of all the fuss which had been made,

but three resignations had been received, and

that a good many applications for member-
ship were brought about solely by the ad-

vertising that resulted.

On motion of Mr. Robert, it was decided

unanimously to hold the next meeting of the

Assembly in St. Louis. Mr. Robert in mak-
ing this request said that it had been four

years since the meeting had been held even so

far West as Louisville, and that it was unfair

to put the Western delegates to the long trip

and the expense every year.

On motion of Mr. Potter, a loan committee,

consisting of the Executive Committee, secre-

tary, and treasurer, was appointed with the

power to make financial loans to small di-

visions for the purpose of assisting in re-

cruiting and building up such divisions, the

money to be taken from the League surplus

or advanced by more prosperous divisions.

Two thousand dollars was appropriated for

the expenses of the president's office during

the coming year. This is double the amount
allowed President Elliott, and is supposed to

represent the difference in rents between New
York and Boston, and the additional ex-

penses necessary by constantly growing mem-
bership. Mr. Mott wished to amend to

$3,000, but Mr. Potter modestly requested that

the sum be made not too large.

The supplemental report of the auditing

committee, which had on Thursday been re-

ferred back to the committee, came up again

for discussion, and caused the most exciting

scene of the entire meeting. Considerable

talk had been caused by an item showing that

the Baltimore Good Roads banquet had cost

the League several hundred dollars.

Dared Mighty Mott.

Mr. Dare, of Pennsylvania, presented a

resolution that in view of this having been

authorized by the Executive Committee, that

the new committee be instructed not to con-

tract for or authorize any expense except as

provided in the by-laws. Within a few min-

utes the maker of the resolution was the

recipient of about as severe a ' roasting as

was ever delivered on the floor of the Assem-
bly. It was taken by Mr. Potter as a direct

reflection upon the incoming officials, and by
Messrs. Willison, Mott and Sams as an insult

to the Maryland Bicycle Club, and the re-

marks of all four were forcible in the ex-

treme. Although no other member of the

Pennsylvania delegation had any knowledge
of Mr. Dare's intentions, it was looked upon
as a State attack on Potter, because the Key-
stone delegates had been voting as a unit and
it was thought that the Pennsylvanians had
combined for the purpose of embarrassing the

incoming executive, because of the defeat of

Keenan, and this idea was* promptly corrected

by Messrs. Hare and Obrieter, of Pennsyl-

vania, Mr. Hare asking that the measure
be voted down, and Mr. Obrieter stating that

he should ask for a standing vote in order to

show that the other delegates from that State

did not favor such action. Although re-

quested to do so, Mr. Dare refused to with-

draw his resolution, but it was finally dis-

covered that it had not been seconded, and
consequently the whole matter was dropped.

A question was raised by Mr. Arthur, of

Illinois, regarding an item of Vice-president

Morrison's for expenses, which had been

brought up by the auditing committee, but

upon a satisfactory explanation by Mr. Mor-
rison, this was ordered to be stricken from the

report, and the document was again referred

back to the auditing committee for further

correction, with instructions to forward when
completed to the new Executive Committee.

Sanction Fee K)eductions.

The action of the Executive Committee of

the past year in reducing the sanction fee for

race meets from $10 to $5, although directly

contrary to the action of the Assembly in

putting the fee at $10, was approved, as it

was shown a mistake had been made, and any
attempt to enforce the rule would have in-

jured the racing interests materially. As no
one seemed to have been thoughtful enough
to have presented an amendment providing

for such a reduction at this meeting, the

unanimous suspension of the rules was asked

for, but it was finally decided to consider the

publication of the matter in the "Bulletin"

nine months ago as an official notification, and

to pass upon it as a regular amendment. This

was carried unanimously, the objections be-

ing withdrawn even by those who were op-

posed to establishing what might be a danger-

ous precedent.

Several recommendations of the auditing

committee were adopted without discussion.

It was ordered that the checks of the treas-

urer be countersigned by the secretary of the

Executive Committee, the depositories of

League funds be selected by the Executive

Committee, and that all officers be instructed
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to turn over to their successors books and

papers pertaining to their office.

The annual attempt to reinstate Fred. Titus

consumed considerable time, much argument

and threatened to result in a cross-examina-

tion of Chairman Gideon. Mr. Potter pre-

sented the case, and moved that the board

be asked to reinstate Titus March. 15th.

Chairman Gideon was asked if he had not

stated that he thought Titus had been suf-

ficiently punished. He stated that he had,

but that he had qualified it by adding that

Titus had not shown the slightest disposition

of repentance in the matter, and in view of

letters he had written, the board had not seen

fit to consider his case favorably. The ques-

tion was settled by a resolution asking the

board to take favorable action if Titus wrote

a suitable letter of apology for his conduct.

Then, after the presentation to President

Elliott of the gavel used during the meeting

and the passage of a vote of thanks to the re-

tiring officers and the secretary, which Bas-

sett remarked was the first resolution in ten

years that included the secretary, the

meeting adjourned, and the Assembly of '97

was over.

The Good Beads Banquet.

The second annual Good Roads banquet

was held in Stanwix Hall Thursday evening.

It was decidedly an informal afifair, there

being no regular toasts and no speak-

ers decided upon far enough in advance to

permit of a list being prepared for the menu.

Notwithstanding that an attempt had been

made to "popularize" the afifair by plac-

ing the price of the tickets at $3, the attend-

ance was not over 60. This was probably

due to the fact that but little was known re-

garding the banquet in advance, and the ma-

jority of the delegates preferred to pass the

evening otherwise. Many of the most prom-

inent were noticeable by their absence and

the prevailing sentiment seemed to be that it

would have been more profitable to have had

another session of the Assembly, so as to

finish up the work.

Those who attended had no cause for re-

gret, as the evening passed pleasantly. The

menu was all that could have been desired

and the speechmaking that followed consisted

principally of story-telling.

Assemblyman Armstrong, the father of the

New Yorkbaggage bill, presided, and filled the

position admirably. President-elect Potter

disclaimed ability for or intention of mak-

ing a speech and sat down after relating two

little stories. President Elliott, in his us-

ually happy vein, referred to the "late unpleas-

antness" and said that if Mr. Potter should be

as successful in securing new members as he

had been in obtaining votes that the League

roll would be greatly increased. Senator

Jacob A. Cantor, who introduced the original

"Liberty bill" in the New York Legislature,

Dr. Blackham, James B. Townsend, of New
York; John A. C. Wright, of Rochester; Gen-

eral Ray Stone and Joseph A. Lawson, of

Albany; were the other speakers of the even-

ing.

WHAT HE WAS LOOKING FOR.

First Scorcher's Shade—Mighty bad riding

down here, ain't it?

Second Scorcher's Shade—Well, I should

say it was. What I want is some one to point

out the place that is paved with very good in-

tentions.

AS SEEN BY WOMAN'S EYES.

Of what interest is a cycle show to a wheel-

woman?
Well, my visit to the New York show

proved interesting, instructive and entertain-

ing. Outside of the exhibits themselves, the

surroundings were pleasant. The decorations

and lighting of the Palace, the music, and

throngs of well-dressed, bright-faced people

were all of interest, and while I noticed that

almost all the visitors (both male and female)

were not averse to receiving souvenirs—in

fact, were rather anxious to obtain them^
that was by no means the end and aim of their

attendance, as their interest in the various ex-

hibits plainly showed.

In the way of decorations, the stand of the

Barnes Cycle Co. was, to my eye, the most

beautiful of the exhibition. It was a sym-

phony in white and purple. A goatskin rug

covered the floor, and the furnishings of the

stand were of white enamel, which is also the
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finish of their bicycles, so the wheels ex-

hibited matched their surroundmgs. The
white drapery was trimmed with purple. Two
large white wings occupied a prominent posi-

tion in the centre of the wall space at the back

of the stand, bearing the Words, "White

Flyer" in electric lighted letters. Between

these two wings was a revolving wheel, with

a purple tire, on which appeared the inscription

"Barnes Cycles" in white letters, studded with

purple electric lights. The efifect was charm-

ing, and this exhibit called forth many ex-

pressions of admiration.

The Western Wheel Works' stand con-

tained a number of signs placed in conspicu-

ous positions, on which appeared the words,

"No Souvenirs." This first drew my atten-

tion to the exhibit, and I paused to examine

the bicycles shown. While the Crescent is

not a hundred dollar machine, it is grace-

ful in appearance, and seems well built. I

was specially attracted by a combination tan-

dem, the rear seat and handle-bar of which

were higher than those in front, thus enabling

the gentleman to see over the head of the

lady, and obtain a clear view of the road,

which is an advantage which cannot fail to

be appreciated by tandem riders. The juve-

nile wheels exhibited were very dainty. And
here let me say that the various exhibits

would not have been so attractive had the

wheels all been enameled in the once almost

universal black. Nearly every conceivable

color is employed by some concern in finish-

ing their '97 bicycles. Among the rather odd
shades which I noticed were chocolate brown,

mouse-color, and a delicate tint of green. And
I desire, too, to deny the oft-repeated asser-

tion that the average woman visitor to a cycle

show forms her opinion of a bicycle by the

color of its coat. It isn't true.

The name "Old Hickory" made me think

of wood in its natural state, and I expected

that a bicycle with this title would be a rather

rough-looking afifair. On the contrary, the

wheels made by the Old Hickory Co. have

wood frames, but they are very smoothly

finished and highly polished. A tandem with

"a mahogany finish" and a cycle in "Hun-
garian ash veneer" were specially attractive.

A swan-shaped wheel, called the Cygnet,

attracted considerable attention. It was cer-

tainly novel, but I failed to perceive any spe-

cial advantages which this style of frame

would afford, and did not have an opportunity

to hear the claims of the manufacturer.

The "Go-As-You-Please Convertible Tan-

dem" is rather novel. It was claimed, and a

practical illustration was given, that the ma-

chine could be changed in a very few

moments and without the use of any tools

but a wrench, from a tandem to a single, and

vice versa. It can be used as a men's tan-

dem, combination tandem, a lady's bicycle, or

a man's wheel.

Several of the sundries and novelties were

of interest. One good thing was lacing cord,

all ready to be applied to the guards. Each

strand is supplied with a hook, which fastens

into the wood of the guard. It can be easily

attached or detached, which is a distmct ad-

vantage, as cord wears so easily, and, under

the present conditions, it is quite a task to

substitute a new set for the old. A tire com-

posed of rubber balls was, to me, a novel

idea, and a good one, as in case of a puncture

the damaged ball could easily be removed and

replaced by a perfect one.

Two cycling costumes were shown. In one

the bloomers and skirt were one garment, and

a feature was the making of the former of

light-weight material for summer wear, if de-

sired. The other costume permitted its

wearer to ride a diamond frame, as the skirt

was divided back and front.

While the majority of attendants were polite

and courteous, some there were to whom
these adjectives could not be applied. The
latter seemed to imagine every woman visitor

was a target for rude or familiar remarks.

They reflected no credit upon their em-
ployers, and are the only unpleasant memory
connected with the Cycle Show of '97.

S. T. K.

DURING SHOW TIME.
Little slots for nickels,

Open-mouthed, but dumb,
Give the jawious racing man
Wads of chewing gum.

REVISED EDITION.

Jack and Jill rode up a hill,

With merry shout and laughter;

Jack coasted down and through the town.

And Jill came scorching after.
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POWER OF IMAGINATION.

Once there was a man who wanted to be

wealthy. You are surprised? No doubt; for

he was unique in this respect.

And, moreover, he wished to become
wealthy by some easy method and as usual

had decided to become a cycle manufacturer,

that by all men being thought to be the eas-

iest, quickest and surest method of million

making. What, you cannot believe it? Never-

theless, it is true.

So one night when a magician happened

to be taking tea with him he expressed his

desire.

"Nothing easier, my dear sir," said the

magician; "that sort of thing is right in my
line. Only you don't want to bother with

making and selling wheels."

"But do you understand what I want?"

asked the man. "I have read of some East-

ern priests who pray by simply turning a

wheel. I would like to grow wealthy by some
manner as simple and easy."

"Exactly," said the magician, "and I can

fix you up in a jiflfy," with which words he

waved his magic wand and a large wheel with

a crank attachment appeared.

"There you are!" said the magician; "all

you have to do is turn that wheel, and you
will grow wealthy. The more you turn, the

wealthier you will grow. Good night," and

so saying, he vanished.

The man was eager to try his new-gotten

prize, and he stepped up to the wheel, and

turned it.

It evidently needed oil, or the bearings were

defective, for he turned it with difficulty.

So he called his wife and bade her fetch

the sewing machine oil.

And she brought it.

Then he oiled the machine, and it worked
a little easier, but not much; so he took off

his coat, and went to work in earnest.

And that night he worked until 11 p. m.

When he arose in the morning he went to

work at once at the wheel, and so intense was
his anxiety to grow wealthy, he hardly paused

for his meals, and he worked until very late

that night.

And thus every day he worked at his wheel,

and he knew he was becoming very wealthy,

as the magician had told him he would, and

he had faith in the magician; for the magi-

cian was an imported one, from Paris, and

bore the genuine trade mark.

Now, the wheel had an automatic money-
counting cyclometer and by looking at the

dial the man could tell just how wealthy he

was becoming, and he was greatly pleased to

find that he was becoming the richest man in

the world.

But one day he caused the wheel to revolve

so rapidly that he broke a blood-vessel in his

brain and died.

And immediately the magician appeared,

and the dial on the cyclometer dropped to

zero.

The magician took the wheel under his

arm and started away with it, but the man's

wife came into the room and stopped him,

and bade him leave the wheel.

The magician laughed, and said:

"Oh, no! It would do you no good. This

wheel is a fake; it does not make men wealthy.

Your husband only thought it did. But it

was just as well, for he had the pleasure of

thinking himself wealthy, and he worked him-

self to death, as he would have done under

any circumstances. And now that he is dead,

it makes no particular difference to him."

So saying, the magician departed with the

wheel, and as he went he said to himself:

"I am glad he died, for I cannot turn out

these wheels fast enough to supply the de-

mand," and he laughed. And then he shook

his head, and said: "What fools these mor-
tals be!"

SHE KNEW ALL ABOUT IT.

"Did you know, Grandma, that they teach

people to ride bicycles in academies in New
York?"
"Did I know it? Well, I rather think I

did! Why, I saw one of them cycloramas the

last time I was down to York, and that's

more'n ten years ago, too."

UP AGAINST IT.

"Alas!" as the poet says, "Life is full of

changes."

"Well, I should say so; so is cycling. Here
I've just paid the last installment on my bi-

cycle, and the change in this year's model is

enough to knock off about fifty per cent, of

its value."

In Days Gone By—From an Old Print.

CARRYING IT TO EXTREME.

"My, how awfully English you wheelwomen
are getting to be with those big plaid suits

you wear."

"Yes, indeed. We are even now beginning

to roll up our bloomers at the bottom when-

ever it rains in London.

OP THE SUMMER BRAND.

'Twas in the pleasant Summer tide,

Along the roads we used to glide,

Away from urban clack and din.

To dine at some quaint wayside inn.

How kind and gracious was she then!

She had no eyes for other men.
And charmed by her bewitching smile,

I thought her free from art or guile.

Her love she tried not to conceal.

You see—I owned a tandem wheel.

But since it's grown too cold to ride,

She "passes on the other side."

'Tis very different, now from then.

I see her out with other men.
And oftentimes upon the street

She does not see me when we meet,

And ever since the early Fall

She's always "out" whene'er I call.

She "crusts" me now without remorse.

Because—I do not own a horse.

(Confidential.) .

Next year there'll be a different deal,

Or you may rate me as a churl.

I still shall own that tandem wheel,

But I shall get—another girl.

UNCLE EPHISMS.

Dar am lots of peoples who wud know mo'
about a bisickle ef dey t'ought dey knew less.

Bysicklin' am a sunbeam w'ich may pass

t'rough er t'ousan busoms widout losin' a par-

ticle of hits original ray.

Hit takes one term in League presidency

to convince de average man dat he doan'

know what he wuz elected fur.

I done noticed dat de wus' trubbles some
fussy riders has wid dah bysickles am de

trubbles dat nevah happens dem.

Dar ain't no mo' room at de top ob dis by-

sickle business any mo', 'less one uv dem big

fellers what's already dah happ's to fall off.

I hab noticed dat de agent who uses a lie

fo' a sellin' policy, like de woman what pow-
ders, soon gits intoe de habit of puttin' on toe

much.

Some riders jis' goes on talkin' 'bout dah
trubbles in sech a way dat hit do look as

dough dey done tho't bysicking hain't got

'nough er em ter go 'roun'.

PROM A NEWSPAPER STANDPOINT.

City Editor—Pay off that fellow, Ryder,

you got to do bicycling for us, and let him go.

He won't do in a thousand years.

Sporting Editor.—Won't, eh? What's the

matter with him ?

" Didn't he write that carnival up and failed

to call it ' a glittering pageant ? '
"

" Yes; but that was when he first came
with us. He may learn

"

" Learn nothing ! Fire him, I tell you.

He'll have the whole row laughing at us.

Why he's done two columns on this blamed

cycle show, and hasn't mentioned ' glittering

steeds of steel ' once."

LOOKING AT LININGS.

Get into the habit when riding of looking

into the silver lining of the clouds which some
times shadow cycling, and when you have

found the silver continue to look at it rather

than at the leaden gray in the middle. It will

help you over many a rough place in the road.

CASE OP TUBER-CULOSIS.

"Bought a brand-new bicycle yesterday,

went out for a ride on it, and before I'd gone
a mile found it had a damaged windpipe."

"What on earth is a bicycle's windpipe, I'd

like to know?"
"The very part that is on earth, of course,

the tire."

GOING IN FAST COMPANY.

"I see you going in for racing, old chap-

pie!"

"Compulsory, my dear boy. I'm going to

get married to one of the Whizzer sisters,

and I've got to be in shape to keep up with

her on the road."

HONORS WERE EASY.

"This machine you sold me runs like Sam
Hill."

"What the dickens do you know about Sam
Hill?"

"What the Sam Hill do you know about

Dickens?"
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The Trinity Company
Only 88 Days Old,

and its wheel,

THE TRINITY,

the talk of the cycling world.

We are proud, justly proud of pro-

ducing a wheel that is without question

the wheel of the century. And should

we have taken a year, yes two years, to

have done what we have in only 88

days, our position in the great cycling

world would be no less great, although

the American people do appreciate fully

enterprise, merit and hustle, and no

doubt that much of our business al-

ready obtained is due equally as much
"to doing a thing right and in a hurry,"

as to the wheel itself, which even com-

petitors must honestly acknowledge is

. far and away ahead of anything yet

\- produced.

K 7 AT A TIME.
•" On Thursday, February 11th, 1897,

*^ between the hours of 10.30 and 11.30 a.

^ m., there were seven agents at our stand

at New York Show, all at one time,

waiting their turn to sign contracts for

the Trinity, an 88-day-old bicycle. We
know this is a bitter pill for high grade

competitors who have been at the game

for from one to ten years, but it's a

case where merit backed up by gen-

uine "get there" enterprise wins.

THE CHANCE
IS WELCOME.
Our Cycle Shows used to be disgraced

by the action of cyclists who came in a

body, and like a band of Sioux Indians,

would go through the place yelling

"Who are we," etc., pushing, crowding

like a lot of hoodlums. Such things did

more to hurt cycling than anything else

could do. The change noticed at the

two shows is truly welcome.

NOTE.
We are going to make right, 4,500,

no more. We will not accept an order

for more than 100 wheels from any one

agent.

President-Elect McKINLEY,
QUEEN VICTORIA,
CZAR OF RUSSIA,

His Royal Jags of So and So.

If you see or hear of any of the

above riding the Trinity you will bear

in mind that they paid full price for it.

We permit our agents to allow a cash

discount of 5 per cent on a list price of

$100, for cash in 10 days (we allow them

the same discount).

We're going to treat everybody alike,

and if we find our policy is not right,

we'll change it.

Every agent who does business with

us, gets the same prices, depending on

the number sold. He gets a 50-wheel

price when he sells and pays for 50.

A high grade policy, a high grade

concern, with a high grade article goes

hand in hand. We've got them all; it's

a grand combination and appeals to

common sense and fair business judg-

ment.

THE TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

Successors to FRANK T. FOWLER MFG. CO.,

"THE TRINITY,"

Nos. 1-3 CHANDLER STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.

SOMETHING STARTLING.
Two gentlemen, Mr. A. and Mr. B.,

both friends of "Uncle Thomas,"

dropped in on us at the New York

Show at the same minute. Mr. A. said

to me, "We've been looking for some-

thing startling from you." Mr. B., the

other caller, a salesman for a high

grade competitor, quickly replied, "If

you were on our stand hour after hour,

and heard what the agents say of the

Trinity, you wouldn't ask for anything

more startling than the Trinity."

We all are of the same idea, and that

is, if the Trinity is as good as its de-

sign, when the season has opened, it

will without doubt be the most startling

and phenomenal success ever recorded

in cycling history.

We will do business with agents di-

rect; no jobbers. We haven't a thing

against jobbers, but we have a policy

about things in general, and part of it

is to "keep in close touch with the peo-

ple who handle your goods." Pretty

good thing, too.

TWO REMARKABLE
COINCIDENCES.
At Chicago, just the minute that De

Wolf Hopper, accompanied by his very

charming wife and Hon. Charles E.

Nixon, Inter-Ocean, stepped into the

Trinity stand, Phinny's United States

Band struck up Sousa's soul-stirring

and inspiring march, "El Capitan" (the

title of Hopper's opera, written by

Sousa, which has made such a hit). Mr.

and Mrs. Hopper were the subjects of

much attention, and the applause from

the large number of visitors at the Trin-

ity stand was a deserving compliment

to popular De Wolf Hopper, his wife,

John Phillip Sousa and our good friend

Nixon.

New York, not to be outdone, had
its coincidence. A similar one, beau-

tiful, artistic, Mile. Anna Held, "The
idol of Paris," accompanied by her

enterprising, successful manager, Mr.

Flo. Zeigfeld, Jr., paid a visit to Uncle

Thomas to renew past acquaintance and

friendship. Hardly had we time for

mutual greetings when the band began

to play "The Marseillaise." With a

feeling of patriotism and pride that is

a credit for any one to show for their

mother country, this little Queen
straightened up to full height; her eyes

flashing like balls of fire, she sang to us

in a low, sweet, oathetic voice, the song
of her country.

Tears came to all our eyes. We
didn't try to hide them, for next to the

duty we owe our parents, comes that of

country. Tears for either need no hid-

ing.

Long live you. Mile. Anna Held, De
Wolf Hopper, wife, Sousa, Nixon, Zeig-

feld, Jr. You're all a credit to the par-

ents who reared you and the country

you call your own.

I

THE TRINITY

T
THE TRINITY

I

THE TRINITY
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KEEP AN EYE
on the HIGH-GRADE-WHEEL
with the TRUSS.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Janney, Sample & Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn
Entire State of Minnesota

Northern and Eastern S. Dakota,
Northeast Iowa.

J. A.Johnston,
Pittsburg, Pa.

WeBt«m Pennsylvania.

Lee-Clarke-Andreesen Hdw. Co.

Omaha, Neb.
Entire State of Nebraska,

Northern Kansas, Northwest
Iowa, Southwest S. Dakota,
Colorado.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
Reeves & Chavannes,

Baltimore, Md.
Northern Maryland and Dela-

ware.
Fletcher Hdw. Co.,

Detroit, Mich.
Eatire State of Michigan,

Northern Indiana, Northwest
Ohio.

C. C. Stoltz,

Marion, O.
Marion, Crawford,Wyandotte

Hardin, Logan,Union, Delaware,
Morrow and Seneca^ Counties,
Ohio.

OUR CATALOGUE WILL PLEASE YOU.
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SOME SIMCOEINGS. clubs will have representatives at the Toronto

meeting.
CYCLING SCANDINAVIA.

Canadians Have Political Troubles I/Css An-

noying Than Those in America

—

Slates Made and Broken.

Simcoe, Canada, Feb. 15.—The nomina-

tions for the various offices of the C. W. A.

will be sent out this week from the office of

Secretary H. B. Donly, Simcoe. As stated in

my last letter, George H. Orr will in all prob-

ability be the next president of the C. W. A.

A. O. Hurst, Toronto; A. T. Beament, Otta-

wa, and Dr. Balfour, of London, are the other

nominees. But Hurst has withdrawn, Bal-

four says he will not run against Orr and

Beament has not declared himself. Mr. Orr

will likely be elected by acclamation, although

he would have no trouble in defeating any

of those named for the position.

Clayton W. Wells, of Waterloo, and T. T.

Cartwright, of Montreal, manager in Canada

for the Warwick Cycle Co., are the nominees

for the vice-presidency. Wells is a strong

favorite. He is an old-timer in Association

affairs and is the father of the scheme to

make a change in the manner of holding the

annual meets. He advocates Provincial cham-

pionship meets on Dominion Day, July 1st,

and a grand Dominion meet on Labor Day,

when the Provincial champions and place

men would contest for the Dominion cham-

pionship.

Canada is divided into fourteen districts by

the C. W. A. for convenience in governing

and each district is entitled to a chief con-

sul and a number of representatives, running

from 1 up to 16, and for these offices a large

number of names have been placed in nomi-

nation, indicating that there is a widespread

interest in Association affairs. A by-law will

be introduced at the Good Friday meeting

making a separate district of Prince Edward

Island, which has a growing membership

and has heretofore been attached to Nova
Scotia.

The indications at present point strongly

to Chatham as the successful applicant for the

'97 meet. The British Columbia Clubs that

were thought to be solid for Brantford, have

expressed a preference for Chatham, while the

clubs on the Eastern Coast will go the other

way. Quebec, the largest club in the Asso-

ciation, will give its 600 and odd votes to

Chatham and Chatham itself has so boomed
the meet at home that 350 new names were

added to their list the past week. Montreal

is for Chatham and so is a good portion of

Toronto. With these big places in its favor

and a splendid chance for its full share of

the smaller clubs Chatham's show seems re-

markably rosy.

A change, such as the L. A. W. adopted

this year, in the manner of awarding the meet

would not be welcome in Canada. The dele-

gates all look forward to the annual fight for

the annual meet as one of the pleasures of the

Good Friday business meeting and an attempt

to do away with this by using the mail vote

would call for strong and bitter opposition. Of
course the mail vote is used here to a certain

extent. All clubs outside of a 200 mile cir-

cle with Toronto as the centre, .have the priv-

ilege of sending their votes by mail, if they

do not wish to send delegates. Winnipeg is

already in the field for the '98 meet and is

strongly supported by Vancouver, B. C,
which city expects to entertain the C. W. A.

themselves at no distant day. Both these

George H. Orr's ascension to the presiden-

tial chair will leave the racing board chair-

manship vacant. A. O. Hurst, the present

vice-president, who pulled in his presidential

aspirations, is casting a longing eye upon

this position. These chairmanships are ap-

pointive, but Hurst will hardly get it. He
has not had the necessary experience. Bloss

P. Corey, of Petrolia; John G. Gould, of

Hamilton; A. E. Walton, and George Brown,

Toronto, have all been mentioned. Mr.

Brown could have it if he would accept, but

he will not and Bloss Corey will likely be

Mr. Orr's successor.

TWO SIDES TO THE QUESTION.

Washington, D. C, cyclists are up in arms

against a rule passed by the local Board of

Trade to discontinue the practice of donating

prizes for race meets, and a provision passed

that no member of the Board shall advertise

in programmes of race meets, entertainments,

etc. They claim that all the profits of the

dealer are made out of the rider, and that on

the few occasions when such events take

place, it is only right to look to the dealer for

advertising patronage in return.

The dealers reply that in the past they have

been forced into advertising in the pro-

grammes, whether they would or not, and

that they have adopted this regulation for

their own protection.

PATRIOTIC IN NAME.

If there is anything in a name, the Wash-
ington bicycle will be "first in the hearts of

his countrvmen." It was named in honor of

the immortal George, as the name plate at-

tests, and Wm. Mills & Co., 7 Warren street.

New York, who make it, are giving some-

thing special in the matter of quotations,

which will continue long after February 22d

has come and gone.

This is Mills & Co.'s first year in the bi-

cycle business, and they have placed upon the

market a very substantial line, ranging in

price from $75 to $40. They have not fol-

lowed the regular lines of bicycle construc-

tion, having made departures which are practi-

cal. They use a divided crank axle, which

allows the sprocket to be instantly removed,

so that all the parts can be readily cleaned

without losing the balls. Their leaders are

called the General Washington and Lady
Washington. The department is in charge of

G. Paddock, formerly with Willard & Conroy.

Where Sveryone Rides, and the Parmer in

Place of Hating the Wheelmen Is

Himself a Rider.

Under a Copenhagen date line the "New
York Sun" has some interesting data re-

garding the* way cycling has captured

Scandinavia. In the three countries embrac-

ing Scandinavia, Denmark, Norway, and

Sweden, scarcely a household, says the

"Sun's" correspondent, is there but what
some member is a devotee to the wheel. The
city of Copenhagen swarms with riders dur-

ing all hours of the day.

As is frequently the case abroad, the eco-

nomic side of an apparent luxury is the cause

for its introduction among the masses. Just

so with the bicycle. If first beyond the range

of the majority, the great reduction in cost

during the last few years made it possible for

those with limited purses to take advantage

of the wheel. The as yet undeveloped trans-

portation facilities in Scandinavia gave an

added impetus, for outside Copenhagen few

cities in Denmark possess street cars.

An observer is surprised to see the general

use which the bicycle has found among the

mechanics in that northern country. It is

made to serve as a valuable tool in furtherance

of various trades, and masons, bricklayers,

carpenters, and such can be seen speeding

along the streets in their working clothes and

with tools slung across their backs. Even
chimney sweeps, a decided European institu-

tion, fly along the thoroughfares like so many
black spectres of the night. If for nothing

else the bicycle is blessed in Scandinavia be-

cause it saves time.

No other country has done more for the

pleasure and comfort of its wheelmen than

Denmark, and the municipal authorities are

at all times encouraging the sport. The con-

struction of pavements takes in consideration

what best can serve the interests of cyclists,

and cycle paths are provided near all cities,

in some instances leading miles away from

town into the country. The most scrupulous

care is taken of the paths, insuring safety

to both rider and wheel. Of late years

taverns devoted to the special care of wheel-

men have sprung into existence, and a broken
wheel is always sure of finding a repair shop
handy in case of such need arising.

The Danish farmer has attained interna-

. tional renown for the excellence of his butter,

but the chances are that he will soon win fame

as an expert on the wheel. It is remarkable,

the avidity with which the Scandinavian coun-

try folks seized upon the bicycle when its

price made it possible to be within their

reach. Here, too, the economics proved the

lodestone in the case. It is not uncommon
for farmers, with their wives and children, to

ride to market on their bicycles with baskets

strapped on their backs, and other baskets

dangling from the handle-bars of the wheel.

Like the Italian women with their loads on

their heads, they seldom come to grief, and

manage to keep their equilibrium to their

journey's end.

HE HASN'T ANY FRIENDS.

In the New Hampshire House of Repre-

sentatives, last week, a bill was passed taxing

bicycles, and devoting the proceeds to repair

of highways.
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COAST COMMENT

On the I/cagTie's Refusal to Sanction Sunday

Racing—New York Accused of Break-

ing: Faith.

Dark and mysterious rumors of the prob-

able formation of a body that will espouse the

cause of Sunday racing with professional

riders have been abroad without number since

the National Assembly meeting. But in about

every instance they amount to little more than

wind. North California is the hotbed of

the Sunday racing heresy, and its delegates

who were at the Assembly meeting and

worked in vain for the desired innovation

very naturally are deeply disappointed. With-

out threats or a particle of malice they

calmly state that a division in the League is

a certainty, and that before the season is

over. North California, at all events, will

govern racing as best suits that part of the

country. The two Californians at the Assem-

bly wno fought for Sunday racing, Robert

Welch and Frank Kerrigan, stated before

starting for home that they would do what

they couia to prevent a rupture, but thought

that it was sure to come. Before departing

they explained the question in the following

interview, in which they cast reflections on

Mr. Potter, and lay the blame for losing the

fight on his shoulders:

"We do not see how a division of the

League of American Wheelmen racing in-

terests can well be avoided now that the ques-

tion of Sunday racing has been so disas-

trously settled for the coming season by the

Assembly. We cannot see that there is any

possible way in which that action can be an-

nulled, and the fact of the matter is that we

ourselves do not advise the tracks of North-

ern California or the West to stay in the

League. Our fight was made to the best of

our ability, and lost because the members

of the Assembly thought more of what peo-

ple might sav than of the rights in the matter.

"We lost the fight through the failure of Mr.

Potter to keep his promise to turn over to us

forty-five of the votes of New York State in

return for the seven votes of our division,

the Louisiana vote and that of Oregon and

Washington. We carried out our compact,

and New York did not keep its promise by a

long way. We voted for Keenan, who was

on the Elliott ticket, for first vice-president,

in exchange for that State's vote on the ques-

tion that interested us and there we got

thrown down. Our vote for Kostomlatsy, of

Iowa, for treasurer, was likewise rewarded

by Iowa. A secret ballot might have won
the day, but that was thought of too late.

"Now it is a case that lies with the track own-

ers of the Great West, and we think that they

will at once make preparations to go out of

the League. Nothing will be done in a hurry

in the matter. Should the step be taken it

will be after the organization of the new

League has been made complete. We must

make no error in this matter and must make
haste slowly. Our country's great need is

Sunday sport, and other portions of the West

are likewise situated in this matter. The Nat-

ional Circuit will start in California just the

same, and there will be over a dozen days of

racing between the 20th of April and May 10,

when the circuit chasers leave for the East.

"If any action looking to secession is taken

previous to May 10 it will only be toward

the formation of the new racing body and not

toward anything that will place us on the

blacklist with the League. The Eastern rac-

ing men will be given a grand time when they

do come to California for the .spring races,

for it will be two years before they can come
again. The National Assembly will, we are

sure, at the next meeting ado-^t the measure

for the success of which wc were sent East,

and then wc will regain our old places in the

controlling body. Meanwhile, it will mean a

separate body and that body will be well and

ably managed, the rules being quite as strict

in ail respects and very similar to the rules

of the L. A. W., except that the prize limits

may be raised, and the principal part of the

raciu" will be on Sunday."

SOMETHING FEARFUL

GREAT YEAR FOR TEUTONIC RACERS.

According to the annual report rendered by

the racing committee of the Deutscher Rad-

fahrer Bund, Germany, last year, experi

enced the most successful season in the his-

tory of the sport. Fifty German cities now
have regular tracks. Hamburg gave 113 races

in twenty meetings, Berlin and Munich tied

for second place with seventeen meets each.

Cologne and Hanover each had six, Leipsic,

Breslau, Bremen, and Coblentz, five each. In

all, 180 meets were held and 1,011 races were

run, not counting road races, which were

unusually numerous. The prizes were won by

710 German riders and 103 foreigners.

ATLANTA'S BIG INDOOR TRACK.

In anticipation of the success of Prince's

Southern circuit, a six-laps indoor track has

been built at Piedmont Park, Atlanta, in one

of the old exposition buildings. It is banked

at an angle of 80 degrees, and is almost en-

tirely surrounded by galleries and space for

spectators. The surface of the track will be

made of thin strips of hard wood, running

lengthwise, closely joined together. Except-

ing the Chicago Coliseum, the track is the

largest covered one in the country.

ALL SORTS OP CHAMPIONSHIPS.

At the Mardi Gras race meet, to be held at

New Orleans, February 25th, 26th, and 27th,

$2,500 in prizes will be offered. The meet is

being promoted by the New Orleans "Item."

The principal attractions will be a three-

cornered race between Palmer, Tackaberry

and Abbott, local champions; a match race

between Gardiner and Eaton; a Chinaman's

race, several Southern interstate champion-

ships, and probably a series of matches be-

tween Starbuck and Weinig.

SLINGING MUD NOW.

A telegram from Cleveland states the train-

ers of Teddy Hale claim that in the recent race

with Louis Gimm, the balls were removed
from the bearings of Hale's wheel by un-

known persons, for which reason he lost the

race. Gimm and his backers laugh at the

story, and say it is but a flimsy excuse for de-

feat.

Are the Threats the Track Owners and Some
Talking Racers Are Making in

the Papers.

Dispatches from San Francisco, Chicago,

St. Louis, Denver and other cities report a

general feeling of dissatisfaction in certain

(|uarters, over the action of the Assem-
bly in regard to Sunday racing and the

admission of professionals. The advice

from San Francisco states that the leaders in

northern California are badly divided on the

subject of secession from the League because

of the Sunday racing decision. While many
prominent men favor a split others are just as

strongly against it. H. F. Wynne, vice-con-

sul for this division, is strongly in favor of the

organization of a Western league and of

severing connections with the L. A. W. He
says that the League membership last year

cost California $598, from which not one

cent's worth of benefit was derived. George
Stratton of the local Racing Board and Stanley

Scoveren, Secretary-Treasurer of the Califor-

nia Division, agree with him. On the other

hand, A. P. Swain, President of the California

Associated Cycling Clubs, and G. C. Strong,

the first League member in the State, are

as strong for maintaining the League intact.

Swain declares that if the matter were sub-

mitted to a vote, the L. A. W. members would
decide to stay with the old organization. The
racing men generally favor secession but no
immediate action on the matter is expected.

At Denver secession is also talked of. It

is reported that as soon as ex-Treasurer Hart-

well reached his home in that city he called

a meeting of local cyclists who came to the

conclusion that secession is all that will save

the League.

Professionals at Chicago, according to a

local paper, have started a boycott on the

National Meet at Philadelphia, as a means of

revenge for not being allowed membership in

the organization. The consensus of opinion

of prominent League men and riders in gene-

ral all over the country, is that a big mistake

was made in barring the professional element

from membership.

CONTEMPLATES SECEDING.

From St. Louis comes the news that the

League of Independent Wheelmen, an organ-

ization formed in that city about a year ago,

to govern racing in that vicinity, expects to

receive large accessions to its membership
since the National body has decided not to

recognize Sunday racing. The sentiment in

St. Louis is strongly in favor of racing on
Sunday and home rule. When the independ-

ent organization's contemplated track is com-
pleted it is expected that seceders from the

League will be numerous.

HE IS THE TOM ECK OF ENGLAND.

"Choppy" Warburton's protege, Champion,
has been disqualified from all English tracks

for competing at an unsanctioned meet at the

Royal Aquarium, London.

NEW JERSEY WILL RIDE.

Since Philadelphia has secured the League

meet, the Associated Cycling Clubs of New
Jersey has decided to hold its annual century

run from Newark to the Quaker City during

the annual gathering. Inducements will be

made to have other associations join in the

run.

Tom Linton is now in Paris training for an

attempt to cover GO miles within two hour.
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SPEED MERCHANTS FIND WEAK MARKETS.

Although it was expected that many of the

Jarger manufacturers would settle on their

racing teams during the shows, but little

progress was made in signing with the riders.

From the way matters stand at present, a

number of 'firms that were strong supporters

of the racing game last year will next season

leave it entirely alone, and many new and

smaller concerns will take it up. From the

present outlook, there will be numerous small

teams on the path, backed by manufacturers

whose wheels still have a reputation to gain.

It is known that Bald will continue to ride a

Barnes, and Cooper a Monarch, but the

mount of most of the other big riders is still

an uncertainty. It has been announced that the

Spalding team will be revived this year, and

tliat Johnson will probably be a member of it.

The American Waltham Co. now have Had-
field and Aker, who are down South, on their

string, and may sign with Sanger and Gardi-

ner. If Titus is reinstated he will probably

ride a Racycle, which wheel will be repre-

sented on the track by several first class men.

The makers of the Outing wheel are figuring

on floating a team, probably consisting of

Kimble, Kiser and Longhead. Among those

who will abandon the game or take it up very

sparingly, are the makers of the Rambler,

Orient, Syracuse, World, Cleveland, Union,

and Stearns.

THE CHICAGO GRINDERS.

Twenty-seven entries have been accepted

for the six-days race which will begin at Tat-

tersall's, Chicago, at midnight on Sunday
next. They are Teddy Hale, Arthur E.

Smith, Harry Stewart, Burton D. Blakeslee,

Burt Leslie, Louis Gimm, Charles W. Mil-

ler, Fred. Schinneer, Dezire Bruno, A. A.

Hansen, George Hannant, H. Holbrecht, S.

L. • Cassidy, G. A. Phillips, Harry Bradis,

Pierce of Boston, Pierce of Chicago, R. A.

Donaldson, John Lawson, David Fleming,

William R. Gaughen, Clement Turville, W.
H. Hyde, George Cartwright, E. F. Sprong,

George B. Iliff, L. S. Hall. It is reported

that liberal inducements have been offered

by manufacturers to the man who succeeds in

breaking Hale's record of 1,910 miles made in

New York.

WHOLESALE RACE OFFICIALS.

Each year there have been so many stories

relative to towing, and other unfair practices,

in the Bordeaux-Paris race that this, the great-

est long-distance road race of the world, was
threatened with a complete loss of prestige

and reputation. This year it is said the stu-

pendous undertaking of placing 591 umpires
on the course will be attempted. These offi-

cials will average about one to each three-

quarters of a mile of course ridden by the

racers.

WORTH WINNING.

A perpetual challenge championship, copied

after the Brassard championship in Paris, is

to be established by the new racing

association. The winner will receive an in-

come of about §10 per day while he holds the

championship, and must be ready at all times

to defend his title. The plan, it is expected,

will provoke intense rivalry among the pro-
fessionals.

MICHAEL AND LINTON SHAKE HANDS.

When Michael and Tom Linton were in

this country they were represented to be on

the warpath for each other's scalps, and it

was inferred that they would only be happy

when they came together in a series of match

races. But despite a constant flow of talk

and back-handed slaps at each other, they

both sailed for England- without coming to-

gether. But now, according to the "English

Cyclist," they met by chance on the street in

London recently, and at Linton's suggestion,

shook hands and buried the hatchet. Having

agreed to resume their old fraternal relation-

ship, all question of a match race is ended, as

peace will be the policy of both. Michael has

appeased the wrath of "Choppy" Warburton,

and during his forty-eight hours' stay under

"Choppy's" roof in Paris, he asserted to

"Choppy" that he had never impugned the

trainer's character in the alleged drugging

mystery, and that any one who did was not

authorized to do so by him. Evidently this

satisfied Warburton, for although the libel

action is still technically pending against

Michael, instructions were sent to "Choppy's"

legal advisers with a view of an amicable set-

tlement. Michael called upon the plaintiff's

solicitors, and the upshot is that the case is

likely to be withdrawn and satisfactorily

settled.

MICHAEL RETURNS UNHERALDED.

"Jimmy" Michael was a passenger on the

French line steamer La Bourgogne, which

arrived at New York on Sunday last. His

arrival was unexpected and it was not until

the following day that his presence in the

city became known. He claims that he has

returned to America for a long sojourn and

that if he has a successful season he will bring

his wife over in the fall. Since his depart-

ure from this country he has adjusted all his

difficulties with his old trainer, Warburton,

and that notable personage may now visit

this country during the season with his new
protege, Champion.

Michael says that he will be unable to get

into shape in time to meet Starbuck at Jack-

sonville in March, and that he will at once

start for California to train for the season

under Shafer, who is now there. He will

follow the circuit riding with an 88-gear in

his races, and with 106 or larger in his rec-

ord rides. He will join the M. & W. team.

He states that America is now his home,
and that if he does well he expects to stay

here always. He says, also, that the chances

for a French invasion are very small, as the

Frenchmen are loyal to home interests.

TOO FAST FOR THE RUSSIANS.

A number of French professional riders, in-

cluding Fournier and Boulay, have been rid-

ing rings around the Russian riders at the

winter track, St. Petetsburg. /\t first the

visitors were enthusiastically received, but

when they won all the events with mono-
tonous persistency, and the Russian riders

did not get a look in, the spectators were not

so happy. The native riders try to make up
their deficiency in speed, it is statea, by swal-

lowing all sorts of drugs, in desperate efforts

to beat the Frenchmen.

Djakoff, the Russian who made a sensation

in England last summer, has entirely lost his

form, having failed to win a race since his re-

turn to Russia.

WALLER WINS THE PITTSBURG GRIND.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 17.—But four of the ten

contestants in the six days, 12 hours a day,

race, were on the track at the finish to-night.

Waller was an easy winner, crossing the tape

2 miles and a lap ahead of Gimm, the only

rider who pushed him. Shock and Ruckel
dropped out half an hour before the finish.

Waller secured a lead early in the race and
held it until Wednesday night, when his tire

burst. Before he secured another wheel,

Gimm recovered the lost ground. On Fri-

day Gimm lost his balance while taking re-

freshments from his trainer and fell against

a heater. He was stupefied and obliged to

leave the track for forty minutes, during which
time Waller gained 15 miles. All of Gimm's
subsequent efforts to overhaul the Dutchman
were without success. The attendance during
the week was large. The final score:

Waller 1,221 miles 3 laps

Gimm .1,219 miles 3 laps

Shock 1,200 miles laps

Hall 1,185 miles laps

Forster 1,180 miles laps

Ruckel 1,103 miles 1 lap

MARTIN WINS AND LOSES.

At the New Year's meet at Melbourne,

January 1st, Martin was defeated in the mile

handicap in both heat and final by R. H.
Walne, a 10-yards man. Martin also lost in

the five miles international scratch race, fin-

ishing second to Porta, the Italian. At the'

Melbourne B. C. summer meet, a few days

later, Martin was fined $25 for alleged crooked
riding. In two of the events he made no ef-

fort to win, claiming sickness as the cause,

while later in the day he rode like a whirl-

wind. The Brassey stakes, a 2-mile handicap,

with a first prize of $250, run in five heats,

went to Porta, with Martin second. In this

heat Martin finished first and Porta third.

The mile international scratch was won by T.

Relph, England- Walne, second; McDonell,
third. Time, 2.20 1-5. The 10-miIe interna-

tional scratch resulted: 1, Martin: 2, Kuhle;

3, Porta. Time, 24.33.

AN OFF DAY FOR BRITONS.

Chinn, the English rider, made a poor
showing against Morin, the French crack, in

the match race run at the winter track, Paris,

Sunday, January 31st. Morin won the first

• two heats with comparative ease. The dis-

tance was 1,000 metres. At the same meet
an interesting triplet race was run in four

heats. The final resulted in a victory for

Cabaillot, Batiste and Fiorillo, the Jalleu

brothers and Bonnet, who were recently in

this country, finishing second. A number of

English teams were completely stalled off by
the French riders.

MONTE SCOTT WINNING IN MEXICO.

Monte Scott is carrying all before him
down in Mexico City. His presence in the

Mexican capital has done much to stimulate

racing and meets are held each Sunday. It is

expected that he will remain in Mexico until

after the big meets of the year, which take

place in April. In a five mile race run on
Sunday, January 31, Scott killed off the en-

tire field with the exception of Moran, who
finished over a lap to the bad. Scott's time,

12:11, broke the Mexican record by 31 sec-

onds.
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AMERieA"
Alexander conquered Nations,

Did it with the sword;

Samson took a jaw bone

And slew a mighty horde.

THE -AMERICA" won the people^s hearts,

Did it with TRUSS FRAME.
THE -AMERICA" as a bicycle

Does honor to the name.

fe^ <^ «^

G^NMRAI, DISTRIBUTING AGMNTS.

Adams & Hart. Grand Rapids, Mich.

A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

David Bradley & Co., Council Blufifs, la.

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.

David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.

J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.

H. L. & B. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.

E. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City, N.Y.

The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,Eng

Lamson Store Service Co., Ltd., Sydney,
Australia.

Lamson Store Service Co., Ltd., Melbourne,
Australia.

^5^

America Cycle Mfg. Co.,

FULTON AND JEFFERSON STS.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

4®^Ks)4<S>^H^>^0>^s)^®^KS>>^S)40>KS)>-

Kiodly meatiea The WhceL
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WHAT A MENAGERIE THIS WOULD MAKE?

Someone really ought to start a menagerie,

fill it with queer specimens from the judges'

bench in Philadelphia, and take the whole ag-

gregation on a tour throughout the country,

so people might see what a wonderful animal

a Philadelphia judge really is. It is only the

other day that one of these alleged Philadel-

phia dispensers of law and justice said from

the bench that two-thirds of the crime in

Philadelphia was directly attributable to cy-

cling.

Not to be outdone in idiocy by any of

his fellow Philadelphia judges, now comes

Judge Finletter. A case came before him in-

And a Judge would be better employed in

reproving the folly of such a man than in

encouraging him to "smash the the bicycle."

But Philadelphia is not the only city whose
courts have been demoralized by this great

new factor in modern life, it may be said,

though undoubtedly the Quaker City is easily

first in the number of unfair and untruth-

ful anti-cycling judges.

STILL IN THE DISTANT FUTURE.

The emancipation of woman in cycling can-

not be said to entirely accomplished until she

pays more attention to what she rides and less

to how she looks.

NO MORE WOMEN MEMBERS.

Chicago has at last come to a conclusion

which has elsewhere time and time again been

proven to be correct—women are not desir-

able members to wheel clubs composed prim-

arily of and for men. This conclusion was
reached by the Chicago Cycling Club when
by a vote of 38 to 14 it was decided to abandon
the woman's auxiliary to the club. It was
complained that gossip had spoken unfavor-

ably of this branch of the organization. When
the proposition was first made many of the

members were opposed to dispensing with the

women, but the revelations of those who
favored the elimination of the auxiliary con-

The above map will afford an interest-

ing study to those who are interested in the

details of the cycle trade. The map shows

the number of agents and bicycle manufac-

turers in each State in the Union. It is not

claimed that the map is altogether accurate,

but it is probably the first time that the trade

has been depicted in this wa}'. The agents

total up nearly 25,000, and they represent the

best agencies of the country, while in listing

the manufacturers, only those who are known
to have outputs of over 2,000 have been listed.

The Empire State leads off with 64 makers,
Illinois coming second with 62, while Massa-
chusetts, for a small State, bears itself proudly
with 25.

volving the domestic troubles of a married

pair. The husband, apparently knowing the

anti-cycling nature of Philadelphia judges,

said that his woes began when his wife

bought a bicycle.

"Why did you not smash the bicycle?" ex-

claimed the Judge. The learned and erudite

Judge continued with the partial assurance

that the husband had the right to do so, and

with the intimation that he was a fool if he

did not.

It is one of the wonderful things of this age,

apparently unknown to judges of the Finletter

variety, that a married woman may own a bi-

cycle, or any other property, and that her hus-

band has no more right than any other man
to interfere with it. It is a pusillanimous

specimen of manhood who goes into court to

complain that his wife bestrode a bicycle.

HE WON'T GET RICH.

For Marchy weather, an inventive jenius

has come forward with what he is pleased to

call a "skirt weight." The invention consists

of a leaden disc about the size of a half dollar,

and is covered with plush. By means of a

clasp, that is attached to the weight, it can be

snapped on my lady's skirt just before she

mounts, and as quickly removed when she has

finished her ride.

vinced their opponents their course was bet-

ter, and henceforth women will not be a part

and parcel of the Chicago Cycling Club.

TRUE TO HIS RECORD.

"I understand that Sideslyp fell in love with

his wife while out riding together."

"It wouldn't be Sideslyp if he ever went

cycling and didn't fall into something."

ENOUGH SAID.

"What are all the churches closed for on
this glorious Sunday? The ministers haven't

all got their vacations at this time of the year,

have they?"

"Nope; but they and everybody else in

town's got a wheel and this is the first Sun-
day when the roads were good we've had for

two months."

The League's cash register—its list of pro-

fessional riders.

DIFFERENCE ONLY OP A WORD.
"There's no road so bad," the optimist cries,

"But it might be worse;" while the pessimist sighs

And moans and groans, in prose and in verse,

"There's no road so bad but it will be worse."
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HARTFORD

SincleTube

Tires

247 BICYCLES .

were shown fitted with

Hartford
SINGLE-TUBE TIRES

Q)

at the New York Show^

Forty-six more than any other one make of tire. Nearly as many as any two

makes of Single-Tube Tires combined.

This popularity is due to

HONEST GOODS and FAIR TREATMENT.

No mushroom growth here—Hartfords are the original Single-Tube Tires.

Their quality is never questioned. They stand up, ride well, repair

easily—this is the whole story.

HARTFORD RDBBER WORKS CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
BRANCHES:

BOSTON, CHICAGO, MINNEAPOLIS,
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO.-

Kindly mention The Wheel. HARTFORD

SinoleTube

Tires
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PITTSBURG'S TURN NOW.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 15.—All wheelmen are

turned toward the Marshall Building, on

Penn avenue. The chief topic among local

cycle dealers is the Pittsburg Cycle Show,

which will run from Saturday to Saturday,

February 20th-27th. Although Boston and

Philadelphia will have cycle shows the same

week, it looks as if that fact would not work
to the injury of the local exhibit or attend-

ance. The entire capacity of the building,

having over 150 spaces, has been sold. Many
of the leading manufacturers will ship their

New York exhibits direct to Pittsburg, and

the local dealers, representing the Pittsburg

Cycle Board of Trade, will all make indi-

vidual displays of splendid showing.

The dealers are sanguine of an attendance

of not less than 50,000. The admission will

be a popular 25-cent price. Something spe-

cial is booked for each night. It will be

Pittsburg's first cycle show, and people from

all over Western Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio,

Maryland, and West Virginia will swell the

attendance. All the out-of-town bicycle deal-

ers will attend and gather new ideas to scat-

ter among their customers. The local dealers

expect to derive immense trade returns from

the cycle show. One and all predict that this

will be the biggest year in sales Pittsburg has

ever had. The few wheels made that are not

represented in Pittsburg will have agencies

established in the Iron City before spring.

George A. Banker, the retired racer, is

home from the National Cycle Shows at

Chicago and New York, where he took more
orders than he can soon fill for the bicycle

stand that Banker Brothers are manufactur-

ing. The stand is so simple and compara-

tively inexpensive, that it, of course, meets a

long wheel felt want. Banker also has a

growino- market for Cleveland cycles, as he

is the leading dealer in the swell East End
district.

Local dealers are much interested in a local

professional circuit that is under establish-

ment. B. G. Goebel and a number of other

professionals are forming an inter-city league

in Western Pennsylvania and Eastern Ohio.

Latrobe, Ureensburg, Uniontown, Johnstown
and Beaver Falls have already joined the list

and there are more to follow. The riders

who follow the circuit will be alrnost entirely

local. Many of them will ride wheels of local

dealers. The cycle trade men believe that

nothing will push the sales of their wheels so

much as the weekly meets which the city will

conduct at Schenley Park. There will be

more racing in the neighborhood of Greater

Pittsburg this year than in all previous years

combined. So the riders and dealers say.

M. D. Montgomery, formerly of the Du-
cjuesne Manufacturing Company, has become
manager of the bicycle department of W. S.

Brown & Co. Brown's will carry this sea-

son the Henley, which is the official police de-

partment wheel, Royal, I X L, Fairy and
Cycloe.

It is whispered along Bicycle Row that two
enterprising dealers who went under singly
last season, will come up together this year.
It is hoped their combined experience will
make the wheel of cycle success go round
this year.

The Hoffman Giant brake is attracting
considerable attention affixed to a Fowler in

Johnston's Smithfield street window. It is

simple and effective, and sells for $2.50. It is

the invention of Robert Hoffman, a Pitts-
burg sportsman.

PALMER'S CHIEF OF STAFF.

Few men are born with the love of business.

It is an acquired taste—a liking that one gets

because he has been in harness so long that

he is used to it; it is his habit and he cannot

restrain its influence. He never tires of berat-

ing its narrowness, greed and selfishness, but

in a time of small scope for personal heroics,

it has gotten to represent to him all the stage

there is for struggle, defeat and victory.

The average reader of faces would say of

the subject of this sketch that W. M. Shirley

was not born for business; that his field would
lie in the arts or in a profession where some-
thing besides mere money-making was
achieved. Perhaps, but they forget that such

a one must needs feed on something, and
once turned businessward would likely make
of it a master passion and succeed for the

love of winning.

At any rate, Mr. Shirley is a successful man
in his line, and that line is probably what is

generally considered the most difficult one in

the allied trades—tires.

Mr. Shirley is the right bower of John Pal-

mer, president of the Palmer Pneumatic Tire

Co. He is a general man. He knows every-

W. M. Shirley.

thing about the business, and what John Pal-

mer doesn't think about the game he does.

He is in close touch with every part of the

immense Palmer business, handles the sales-

men, branch houses and traveling mission-

aries; makes the advertising contracts, evolves

the copy for them, and does it well; takes care

of the general correspondence; keeps track of

the racing men and their Palmer tires, and
still finds time to attend important cycling-

functions and keeps posted on the doings of

the other fellow.

Such a man, creative, with eyes and ears

always open, and loyal to his house because

it is in him, is invaluable to Mr. Palmer, who,
with interests here, there and abroad, is con-

stantly on the jump and necessarily must
leave many things to his chief of staff.

Mr. Shirley is a man of striking appearance.

His face is -strong and earnest and is peculiar-
ly set off by thick, black hair sufficiently
tinged with gray to remind one of his boy-
hood's hero, Monte Cristo.

Shirley never nlays to the grand stand. His
efforts are for his company and he would be
unmindful of bravos for Shirley. He would
divert them to' the Palmer tire. For results,

he prefers work to prayer.

OMITTED PROM NEW YORK SHOW.

Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.,

Great Eastern wheels, 11 machines, including

2 tandems. An attractive line with all the

up-to-date features, flush joints, arch crown
with the fork made of a single piece, D-sec-

tion tubing to both rear stays and forks, in-

ternal binders to seat-post and handle-bar,

large balls in all bearings, and its frame so

constructed as to give ample clearance that

allows a gear case being used. The cranks

are square, with beveled corners and are fitted

to the axle on a taper, locked by bolt running

through the axle and hexagon nuts on end.

Theladies' wheel hasavervlow double-loop

frame, fitted with a semi-gear case and sup-

plied with the Spencer concealed brake. The
tandem has a single truss frame with the rear

diagonal running up to the top rod; two nar-

row chains are used for its rear wheel, while

the steering is transmitted from the rear han-

dle-bar by two rods, parallel to the top of the

frame; this can be converted into a rigid

steerer by tightening a bolt at the rear bar

clip. A neat conceit in all Eastern wheels is

a narrow stripe of nickel down the centre of

the fork side, starting from the nickeled

crown.

COMING CLOSE HOME.

When, some months since, it was repeated-

ly reported that the Studebakers, the well

known wagon makers of South Bend,

Ind., contemplated engaging in the manufac-

ture of bicycles, they denied it emphatically

and laughingly threatened to shoot the man
who started the report, if he was found. They
undoubtedly knew what they were talking

about and the fact that the letters of the newly

formed Carlisle Manufacturing Co. are writ-

ten on Studebaker stationery may be merely

an odd occurrence. It is certain at any rate

that the Studebakers' purchasing agent, Chas.

A. Carlisle, is interested in the company and

that the wheel, the Carlisle, is being exhib-

ited in the Studebaker carriage repository on

Michigan avenue, Chicago, all of which may
or may not have a bearing on the subject.

DOES AWAY WITH BUFFING.

Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co., 526 West
Twenty-fifth street, New York, exhibited at

tliie New York Cycle Show, Smith & Deak-

in's electro-plating apparatus, for which they

are the sole licensees for the United States

and Canada. The advantages claimed by this

process are that as no buffing or finishing is

required, it is especially adapted for all kinds

of small work, such as, bicycle spokes, rivets,

screw pins, hooks and eyes, with a great re-

duction in cost. This machine has six poles,

two commentators, runs with a slow speed

and develops a steady current. The brushes

can be lifted off one end and take the current

in the other, making two machines in one.

HAVE PARTED.

Business differences have resulted in John C^

Davis severing his connection with the Davis

& Stevens Manufacturing Co., Seneca Falls,

N. Y. He has organized the Climax Manu-
facturing Co., in the same town, of which

concern he is president. The new company
will manufacture bicycle pumps, pump leath-

ers and other specialties of which his former

company's line consisted.
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nrhey all stoiDped and

admired the

Swell Line of the Show

:

World Cycles.

E. K. TRYON, JR., 6- CO., PniLflDELFMW, ?a.,

Will tell agents in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Southern New

Jersey and Maryland,

ALL ABOUT THEIR LEADERS!

Write them or

STAUFFER, ESHELMAN & CO., New Orleans;
Mississippi and Louisiana.

PARLIN. ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,
San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston, Mass.

;

New England States.

ARNOLD,

SCHWINN & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,

CHICAGO, ILIv.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.
First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

GEORGE T. PERKINS. GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,
504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

National Board of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers,

271 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

R. L. COLEMAN. R. P. GORMULLY.
Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

GEORGE H. DAY. W. A. REDDING.
Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

Mercantile Agency, Collection Department and
Information Bureau.

National Bicycle Wood Rim Manufacturers'

Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.

Treasurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.

Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

DOMESTIC CYCLE SHOWS.

February 30-27—Boston, Mechanics' Building; C. W. Fourdrinier, 46 Stanhope Street,

Boston.

February 30-37—Philadelphia, Pa., Second Reg-iment Armory; W. M. Brewster,
President, Local Board of Philadelphia, 911 Walnut Street.

February 30-27—Pittsburg-, Pa. ; Wm. M. Justice, Secretary, Local Cycle Board of

Trade, 705 Penn Avenue.

February 30-37—Denver, Colorado; Robert Gerwing, Secretary, Local Cycle Board
of Trade, Denver, 1737 Stout Street.

February 30-27 ( incinnati, Ohio ; F. M. Thomas, Secretary, Local Board of Cycle
Dealers, care White Sewing Machine Co., Race and Shillito Streets.

February 33-36 - Binghamton, N. Y. ; W. F. Cady, 187 W ater Street, Chairman of
Binghamton rf thletic Association.

March 1-6 - Omaha, Nebraska; W. L. Burgess, Secretary, Omaha Cycle Board of

Trade, 313 So. l.ith Street, Omaha, Neb.

March 1-6 -Syracuse, N. Y. ; H. E. Maslin, President, Cycle Board of Trade of

Syracuse, care E. C. Stearns & Co., Syracuse.

March 1-6—Cleveland, O. ; George Collister, President, Local Cycle Board of Trade-
317 Superior Street.

March 3-5—Providence, R I.
;
W. W. Whitten, Piesident, R. I. Cycle Dealers' Board

of Trade; W. W. Whitten & Co., 148 So Main Street.

March 3-6-Detroit, Mich.; F. H. Chapman, Mgr., Detroit Cycle Board of Trade,
60 Washington Avenue.

March 3-6—Reading, Pa.
; John W. Spangler, Secretary, Reading Local Cycle Board

of Trade, 600 Penn Street, Reading, Pa.

March 6-13—Baltimore, Md. ; Alfred Ely, President, Local Cycle Board of Trade,
8 W. Baltimore Street.

March 6-13—Brooklyn, N. Y. ; A. M. Franklin, Secretary, L. I. Cycle Board of Trade,
6 Third Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

March 8-13—Rochester, N. Y. ; Joseph!. Mandery, Secretary, Rochester Local Cycle
Board of Trade, 9S East Main Street.

March 18-20—Williamsport, Pa. ; A. H. Andrews, Melbourne Cycle Co., Williams-
port, Pa. (Williamsport Cycle Dealers' Cycle Show.)

FOREIGN CYCLE SHOWS.

February 6-30—Manchester, St. James' Hall; Northern Counties Exhibition Co.

February 37-March 6—Leeds, England, Town Hall; Northern Counties Exhibition Co.

March 14-19—Glasgow, St. Andrews' Hall, Northern Counties Exhibition Co.

March 15-31—Brussels, Belgium.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
Oakland.—N. J. Herbey, receives deed $10.

San Diego.—Hannahs & Cobb. D. L. Kretzinger,

Assignee, authorized to sell stock of second-hand

wheels.

San Diego.—W. L. Tibbals, gives mortgage on lots

as security for merchandise.

San Francisco.—Edward Wilberg, gives mortgage,

$3,000.

Suisun.—Clyde McCleod, sundries, succeeded by J.

M. Fix.

FLORIDA.
Ocala.—F. E. Bugby. Replevin suit, $1,000.

ILLINOIS.

Champaign.—The Champaign Cycle Co., retailers.

Capital, $2,500. Incorporators: A. J. Cope, Solon

Philbrick and John R. Beardsley.

Chicago.—The John Grant Co., succeeded by E. B.

Rich.

Chicago.—J. H. Mahler, Rialto Building. Judgment
$261.

Cliicago.—T. E. Daniells, 646 Clinton street. Gives

chattel mortgage for $617 to H. R. Hamilton, on bicy-

cle repair shop.

Chicago.—Cook & Van Evera Co. Incorporated by
David S. Cook, DeWitt Van Evera and Grant A.

Newall; to manufacture bicycles. Capital, $2,500.

Chicago.—McKinley & Lawrie, manufacturers.

Daniel McKinley deceased.

Peoria.—H. H. Juelg, new store.

Sterling.—I. Davis and H. J. Flock, new store.

Chicago.—The Firestone Victor Rubber Tire Co.,

incorporated by F. K. Gustin, P. K. Lawrence and

S. H. Stewart ; to make tires ; capital, $5,000.

INDIANA.
Frankfort.—Clinton Cycle Co., C. E. Shaw pur-

chases one-half interest; L. Peters retires.

Terre Haute.—J. S. Evans & Son, new store at 669

Wabash avenue, handling the White bicycle.

KANSAS.
Ottawa.—Eureka Mfg. Co. (Wm. Stripes), new

store.

KENTUCKY.
Henderson.—The Banks Hardware Co. will add

bicycles.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Butts & Ordway, 500 Atlantic avenue, have

the New England agency for the Thistle bicycle; they

are sole agents for the Hcrton bicycle, made at Read-

ing, Mass.

Cambridge.—Wm. E. Furniss, foreclosed chattel

mortgage for $700.

Easthampton.—C. G. Small, new store.

Easthampton.—E. N. Bosworth & A. A. Good-
enough, new store on Main street.

Everett.—McCune Bicycle Co. Damaged by fire,

$1,800; fully insured.

Worcester.—Lemont & Whittemore have removed
to larger quarters at 6G3 and 665 Main street; will

handle the Warwick.
Detroit.—Charles Ege & Co., bicycles, etc., reported

gave renewal chattel trust mortgage for $374.

Muskegon.—Horace Brown, second-hand furniture

and bicycles, reported discharged chattel mortgage for

$2,500; chattel mortgage for $600.

MINNESOTA.
Winona.—Harry Svensgaard, sold out to Winona

Carriage Co.

NEW JERSEY.
East Orange.—Deering Mfg. Co., incorporated by J.

R. McPherson, Jersey City; Geo. E. Coney and Chas.
T. Carll, Orange; Mark L. Deering, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

and Daniel A. Carpenter, New York City; to manu-
facture and sell bicycles; capital, $200,000.

NEW YORK.
Little Falls.—Snyder & Fisher. Dissolved. Homer

P. Snyder continues.

New York.—The Standard Tire Co. Schedules filed

show liabilities $17,032, nominal assets, $6,089; actual

assets, $4,678.

Rochester.—Garson & Woods, judgment by default

for $130.30, against the Olympic Cycle Mfg. Co., of

New York.

Syracuse.—The Syracuse Specialty Mfg. Co., manu-
facturers of the Frontenac bicycles, in hands of re-

ceiver. Liabilities, $76,000; assets, nominal, $165,000;

assets, actual, $60,000.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Salisbury.—Smithdeal Furniture & Hardware Co.,

changed style to Salisbury Hardware & Furniture Co.

OHIO.
Delaware.—Delaware Bicycle Co., succeeded by Wil-

liams & Steadman.

Marietta.—Big Four Cycle Co. J. N. Williams with-

draws.

Toledo.—Wm. G. Alexander. Real Estate mortgage,
$2,000.

Toledo.—The Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., in-

corporated by A. U. Betts, T. B. Terry, S. A. Hunter,
G. W. F. Deyarman and H. S. Bunker; to manufac-
ture and deal in rubber cement, rubber cycle sun-

dries and bicycles. Capital stock, $50,000.

Toledo.—Pugh-Bernhart Co., succeeded by L. J.

Pugh.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Erie.—Bacon J\Ifg. Co. Sheriff sells property to H.

G. Bacon, $7,400.

New Bethlehem.—W. C. McEwen & Son. Judg-
ment, $1,100—execution issued.

Reading.—W. I. Wilhelm, proprietor of Hamburg
Bicycle Works, assigned to ex-Postmaster, Geo. K.
Whitner. An effort will be made to continue the

business under the protection of the assignee.

TENNESSEE.
Nashville.—The Nashville Rubber Tire Co., new

store on North College street.

VIRGINIA.
Portsmouth.—G. M. Reynolds & Co. G. W. Rey-

nolds deceased.

WISCONSIN.
Berlin.—J. B. Deibler, new store.

Milwaukee.—Jos. Cordes and J. L. Gardner will

open cycle store.

S\

OVERCOMES THE PUNCTURE BOOGY.

Recognizing the value of a compact and
practical repair outfit to the rider so unfor-

tunate as to secure a punctured
tire when "far from town or
city, numerous devices have
been placed on the market to
meet this demand. In this

category is the "Erie," a re-

pair kit, plugging outfit and
pump, all in one. It is a sim-
ple device, the pump being
made of two brass telescoping
tubes, the inner tube holding
the plugger, cement and plugs
as shown in the illustration.

In the operation the threads
of the fabric are pushed apart
and are not cut or broken,
leaving the tire with its orig-
inal elasticity. Two small wire
instruments are used in place
of tweezers in inserting a plug,
the operation of repairing be-
ing as simple as it is effective.

It is marketed by the Lovell
Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

WHY DON'T THEY FIGHT ON THEM?

Both Corbett and Fitzsimmons, who are
getting into shape for their long-talked-of
set-to in March, ride wheels as part of their

training exercise. Corbett rides an Outing
and Fitzsimmons a Pierce. The former was
presented with his mount at the theatre where
he was appearing while in Chicago last week,
by Hay & Willits, the manufacturers.
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There

Must be a

Reason

for the

Wonderful

Popularity

of the

Haney

eyclometer
There is a

Reason,

and you may easily learn

it by addressing

OLIVER, STRAUS & CO.,

23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

1 he same is true of the

Cilley Chain and

Straus and India Tires,

You Run No Risk
WHEN USING

a
Projectile Brand"

COLD- DRAWN SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING,

FORKSIDES,

HANDLE-BARS,

TAPERED TUBES.

Manufactured from the BEST SWEDISH STEEL
by

The United States Projectile Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Used by the Highest-Grade Manufacturers.

We Solicit Correspondence.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

A WISE SAYING,

much quoted, is, " The proof

of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, not in chewing the string."

The proof of the superiority

of the tires made by the

Spaulding& Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

is that they ^^EAR ^WElvIv.

The celebrated G & J., and L. C.

Smith Detachable Tires, and the

full line of Single-Tube Tires, all

Kindly mention The Wheel,.
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ON THE BANKS OF THE RHINE.

Cincinnati, O., Feb. 13.—The cycle sales-

man or the correspondent who wandered into

any of the Cincinnati dealers' establishments

during the past week was very likely to find

the proprietor busily engaged conferring with

some fellow member of one of the various

committees who are promoting the local cycle

show, provided he was not attending a Board

meeting. From the interest they are taking,

and the manner in which everything is being

arranged, it is apparent that it will be one of

the most successful local shows of the year.

Music Hall, the largest in the city, is being

arranged to hold 114 exhibits each 8 feet

square, with aisles 12J feet in width. Of these

spaces over three-quarters have been sold, the

largest number taken by one firm being 10,

by Powell & Clement. Five tire makers will

have exhibits, as well as a number of other

outside concerns.

C. O. Hall of the Hall-Moore Co., who is

attending the New York show this week in

the interests of their roller sprockets, is an

active worker for the show, and will be likely

to secure additional exhibitors. The show

will open February 20th and will close the

27th.

It is the opinion of the most prominent

men in the trade that the outlook for the sea-

son is promising. There are fewer dealers

than last year, and it is believed that the busi-

ness will be conducted in a more satisfactory

manner. The local Board of Trade has been

reorganized with J. E. Poorman, president;

J. B. Clement, vice-president; F. M. Thomas,

secretary; C. O. Hall, treasurer; and they will

endeavor to regulate some of the matters

that have caused trouble in the past.

' It is rumored that the Syracuse Cycle Co.

will open a branch here, to be managed by A.

W. Hall who is now on the road for them;

but the report cannot be verified.

F. B. Hewit & Co., who assigned in the

Fall, handled the Syracuse last year.

All sorts of stories continue in circulation

regarding the business of the Frank T. Miles

Co. The facts are that neither Frank T.

Miles nor George See are at all likely to re-

enter the trade, but that Frank Walker, for-

merly bookkeeper of the concern, is prepared

to open a store provided he is able to secure

the Crescent agency and one other wheel out

of Miles's former line—The Tribune. Should

he do this he will not take the old Miles store,

but will lease a new one.

•The Miles failure has thrown on the market

the following agencies, Stearns, Barnes,

Spalding, Tribune, Erie, Crescent and

Stormer, none of which have as yet been

placed, and there are also unrepresented now
the lines handled by L. M. Prince & Bro.,

opticians and musical instruments, who
opened a bicycle store, separate and distinct

from their other establishment, where they

sold the Falcon, Monarch, and Gladiator.

They closed the store after a short time, and

as soon as they dispose of what machines

were carried over, will know the cycle trade

no more.

The Duhme Company, one of the largest

jewelry concerns, sold Humbers, Howards
and Elgins, but also have decided to dis-

continue their sale.

Shillito's — a large department store —
handled the Wolff-American, Dauntless and

some others last season, but will not handle

bicycles this year.

Knopf & Co., a clothing house, were agents

for the Warwick and Viking, but are now
closing out their entire stock.

J. E. Poorman, of road race fame, is Cin-

cinnati's foremost dealer. He is president of

the newly organized local Board of Trade and
chairman of the Executive Board, having the

coming show in charge. The Cleveland con-

tinues to be his leading wheel, and he is show-
ing the '97 models in all patterns. His own
wheel, the Poorman, and the Norwood which
is manufactured here, completes the lines.

Aside from bicycles Mr. Poorman does an

extensive business in sporting goods of which
he carries a large stock. Associated with him
is his son, J. E. Poorman, Jr., in whose name
the business is conducted.

The old Victor agents, the Chas. Haneuer
Cycle Co., have decided to give up the agency

and have also dropped the World and Peer-

less. The Liberty, Envoy and Fleetwing are

retained and the United States has been added

MAKES WHEEL CLEANING A PLEASURE.

Those riders who take delight in keeping

their mounts in an. immaculate condition and

those who like to see their rims and tires free

of dirt and hardened mud at least once a

month, should welcome the little brush shown

herewith with the glad hand. If there is one

task in the operation of cleaning a wheel that

taxes one's patience to the utmost limit more

than another, it is the tedious work of remov-

ing all particles of dirt from the rim and around

the nipples of the spokes. The brush shown
herewith is made for this particular purpose.

It will clean and polish the tire and rim at the

same time, and perform the usually onerous

work quickly and without soiling the hands.

It can also be used for cleaning the frame.

M. Leiner, 1267 Boston Road, N. Y., the

maker of the brush, also has a chain brush

which will clean both sides of the chain at one'

operation. Both brushes are made of Rus-

sian bristles, and can be washed out in hot or

cold water without injury.

to the line. Like Poorman, they deal in

sporting goods and theirs is the only cycle

store on Walnut street—No. 614.

Just about a year ago Conklyn & Acker-

man opened a store at 204 West Seventh street,

right next door to the Frank T. Miles Com-
pany's establishment, and although they had

no previous experience in the business they

succeeded in selling a large number of wheels

—mostly Daytons. The only others handled

are the Fenton and Patee. The firm is com-

posed of Engene A .Conklyn, ticket agent of

the Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. Co., and Chas.

E. Ackerman. Both are members of the Cin-

cinnati Bicycle Club and have a large circle of

acquaintances, which partially accounts for

their success, although much credit is due to

Mr. Ackerman who has the active manage-
ment of the business. In the Fall he accepted
an offer to travel for the Dayton people and
has just returned from a trip through the
South, in which territory he has been able to

close some very satisfactory contracts.

To the Waltham Manufacturing Co. must
be given the credit of maintaining the most
attractive and conveniently arranged store in

the city. This branch was opened last March
at 620 Race street, next door to Poorman's,
and is managed by Emmet P. Gray, who has
just returned from the road m the interest of

the Orient.

Powell & Clements conduct the largest gun
and sporting goods business in the city, but
devote a good deal of attention to their Bicy-
cle Department. Like many other gun men,
they are staunch Remington agents and that

wheel is one of their leaders. Then they have
also the Iver-Johnson and Fitchburg, and
have just added the Richmond, in spring
frame only, and the Ben-Hur, taking the lat-

ter in only the $125 grade. The Eagle and
Hunter have been given up. Very few ma-
chines were carried over and a good business
is anticipated for the season about to open.
The Branch of the Indiana Bicycle Com-

pany is located at 613 Vine street and is in

charge of H. R. Brown. There are said to

have been more Waverleys sold here last year
than of any other one make, a very large in-

stallment business having been done.

Before the death of A. L. Arnot last Fall,

his Rambler agency was turned into a Branch
of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., and W. L.

Smith placed in charge. Mr. Smith has been
connected with the Philadelphia Rambler
agents, C. S. Smith & Co., for a number of

years, is known as an extremely capable man
and will undoubtedly make a very satisfactory

showing for the Rambler here this year. As
in all G. & J. Branches the Ideal line is also

carried.

The Pickering Hardware Company, one of

the largest hardware concerns in town,
handles the Columbia and Hartford, but their

business in bicycles is not very large.

At the White Sewing Machine Company's
branch on Race street opposite Poorman's,
F. M. Thomas is manager of the bicycle de-

partment. Mr. Thomas was with the Indiana
Bicycle Co.'s branch last year, is Captai-n of

the Cincinnati Bicycle Club and a very popu-
lar young man. He is also secretary of the

Board of Trade, and should acciuit himself

well.

The Bandle Arms Co., who last year started

in the bicycle business, selling Windsors, have
dropped that machine and taken on the

Hunter and Racycle. Their store is at 610

main street.

At Ninth and Plum, H. Closterman, Jr.,

sells Ariels, Halladays and Featherstones. He
sold a large number of cheap machines last

year, and also carried over a considerable

number.

Wm. B. Crouch, 811 Elm street, has the

Gendron, but does a very small business, as

also does Howard Melvin, the Phoenix agent

on the East Side. The manager of the Cin-

cinnati Gas Saving Company, 234 W. Fourth

street, is said to have taken the Sterling

agency, and Cobman a small hardware dealer

on Central avenue, the Union.

Geo. F. Kestner, 1026 Main street, has just

taken on the Napoleon. There are several

very small places with very large names, but

their business is mainly renting and repairing.
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Chicago, New York,

Boston, Philadelphia,

All Demonstrate the Superiority of the

peerless
Our spaces, small unfortunately, containing within their

confined limits so much that is absolutely meritorious in

itself, of so great intrinsic value, attract as much real

interest as any of the shows, not excepting the more pre-

tentious.

AND WE ARE DOING BUSINESS!

If you would sell the most satisfactory and profitable of

bicycles and want good territory (or would ride the best),

write quick to

PEERLESS MFG. COI^IPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio,

Producers of bicycles of highest artistic merit—the

PEERLESS and PATROL

HALE and GIMM both ride the PEERLESS.

Boston, Spaces 144 and 145. Philadelphia, Spaces 23 and 24.

See D. J. POST, Hartford, Conn., for New England, New York and New Jersey.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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It Costs

a Few Cents

Wore, but!!

IN OLD KENTUCK'.

••••

a

YDU cannot put a few cents in

another place on your wheel

where it will show for as much
or bring as good returns as it will in

one of our Saddles. You, Mr. Manu-
facturer, and you, Mr. Dealer, cannot

afford to have the slightest question

arise on account of the saddle, for the

profit on one wheel will pay for too

many saddles to run any risk. If you

are not already in line, get in at

once by putting on your wheel at

t he start

A '97

Mesinger
And thus avoid any dis-

pute with your custom-
ers on the saddle ques-
tion

••••

Success is due to the DAipipAlJand the peculiar
way we weave the Uil 111111 is the whole secret.

••••

MesingerBicycleSaddleCo.

^^ MANUFACTURERS OF ^^
^L SADDLES AMD AIR BRAKES ,^F

^^ CITY. ^F^

Kindly mention The Whee].

Louisville, Ky., Feb. 6.—The only Louis-

ville, the scene of the never-to-be-forgotten

National meet of '96, with its good times, the

Fountain Ferry Track, the favorite of the cir-

cuit chasers and record breakers, and the

home of Watts, Kimble, Prince Wells and

other shining lights, is just now doing about

as much as could be expected at this between-

seasons period.

Most of the dealers took in the Chicago

show and are now resting after the more or

less gay times had in that festive city on

the lake. Stock is being overhauled, ship-

ments are being received and everything is

being put in readiness for the opening of the

season.

A few salesmen reached town during the

week, among them Dan Canary, with his

Spalding trunk; Pickens, of the Monarch;

Ellis, with the Eclipse line, and Stacy, who
has just returned from an extended southern

trip with the Falcon. Those dealers who
were open before the show are now filled up

and there will be a number of good agencies

to go unplaced.

Out on the Track things look very much
like a last year's bird's nest, particularly to

one who has seen it during the season with

its motley crew of racing men, trainers, rub-

bers, and hangers-on. Tony Landerwich is

confined to his house by sickness, but from

M. J. Fleck, Division Handicapper and a di-

rector of the track, it is learned that a very

good programme is being arranged, a feature

of which will be meets to be held every Sat-

urday, or on alternate Saturdays, and at which

small cash prizes will be offered. This, it is

expected, will cause many riders to join the

professional ranks in order to be able to ride

for the coin and the result will be some very

interesting racing throughout the season.

There will be a big meet on July 4 and a

National Circuit date will be secured.

Probably one of the shrewdest men in the

retail trade to-day is Prince Wells, Louis-

ville's veteran and foremost dealer. By hard

work and careful management he has built

up a bicycle business second to none in the

South and his opinion has weight. He says

the outlook for the coming season is good
and that he has now in stock and en route

more Ramblers and Crescents than ever be-

fore. The new model of his own wheel, the

Speed, is very gracefully designed and will

continue to list at $100, as in the past.

During the season of 1896 the Indiana Bi-

cycle Company's branch was second to Wells'

in number of wheels sold. Their branch is at

350 West Jefferson street, where Manager
Maxwell is now showing the new Waverleys

at $100 and $60.

G. M. AlHson & Co. still hold forth at 422

West Main street, although they are sure

of looking toward the Fourth street "Cycle

Row." "Jack" and "Phil" are the same cor-

dial fellows, always ready to leave business

and show a visiting wheelman around the

city. They have handled Remington type-

writers over Kentucky and several other

States for thirteen years. After selling

Columbia bicycles for a number of years, they

threw up the agency and took on the Stearns

and sevf.rt).) other lines. For the coming sea-

son they will push the "Yellow Fellow" ex-

clusively for a high grade mount, the Envoy
and Fleetwing for $75 machines and a $50

wheel, the selection of which is not yet an-

nounced. The agencies dropped are Eagle,

Ben Hur and Kenwood.

At Third and Chestnut street Howard Jef-

fries continues to do business under the old

firm name of Jeffries Brothers. Thomas Jef-

fries, as is well known, is now located at Phil-

adelphia as treasurer of the F. M. Dampman
Cycle Co. Howard has been confined to the

house for a number of weeks by sickness,

but expects to be at his office in a week or ten

days.

The only sign shown over the store of

Charles C. Molting & Co., at 543 First street,

is one twenty feet long and it reads "Eclipse

Bicycles." The reason being that Molting h:s

dropped the Sterling, Lyndhurst, America
and World and will push the Eclipse almost

exclusively, his only other agency being the

Gendron. Mr. Molting is an old-timer, al-

though still a young man. He has done quite

a little racing in his day, and in '93 loaned

Owen S. Kimball, his first racing machine,

upon which he cleaned up everything in sight

that season. He is now organizing a club to

promote long distance road riding in Ken-
tucky.

Last year's Columbia agents W. C. and S.

M. Mones, extensive carriage dealers at 445

West Main street, have for their new line,

the Keating, Syracuse, Luthy, Waltham
Comet, Hamilton-Kenwood Hnes and Rugby,
for more of which Manager Thomas
contracted at the show. Mr. Mones says

already a great many people have dropped in

to see what a $150 wheel looks like, that be-

ing the price of the Luthy, and they are also

considerably interested in the "three-ball"

bearings of the Comet, a machine never seen
here before.

The Dow Wire Works are showing '97

models at their West Market street store, but

the new store at 638 North Fourth street will

soon be ready for the bicycle department, of

which Pat Shehan has charge. This season
they will handle the Orient, which they have
the State on, the Clipoer »nd Greyhound, hav-

ing dropped the Fenton. Mr. Shehan is now
on the road and meeting with considerable

success. Kimball's work on the Orient has

made the wheel very popular. The manager
of the concern, Mr. Logan, is confident that

a larger business will be done this season
than last.

Martin & Martin have added the Peerless

to their line, which includes the Henley, Na-
poleon, Columbus and Rouse, Hazard line.

At 616 North Fourth street two stores are

being thrown into one and will be fitted up
and occupied by the Pope Manufacturing
Co.'s branch. In the meantime at the tempor-
ary quarters, a few doors away, Manager Par-
sons is busy with prospective customers for

the new Columbias and Hartfords. It is un-

derstood that the new establishment will be
finished in the usual Columbia style.

The Barnes is the machine A. L. Semple &
Co. will specially push for this season, al-

though the Cleveland is retained in this line.

The Crawford is the only other agency they

have and their territory is the entire State,

over which they are extensive jobbers of

sporting goods.
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Harbison & Garthright, wholesale saddlery,

etc., are among the largest bicycle jobbers in

the South. They have a great big slice of

that portion of the country for the Tribune,

and have added the Quaker, on which they

also have considerable territory. The Stod-

dard Manufacturing Co.'s line has also been

secured for Kentucky, North and South Car-

olina. Then they have the Kenton and their

own machine, the Dixie, listing at $60. The

Monarch and Royal lines have been dropped.

A very nicely arranged store on Fourth street

is occupied by the retail department, while

the jobbing business is looked after by J. E.

Woolfolk. This concern also does an exten-

sive business in sundries.

The former Bicycle Hospital, now Brewer

& Grofif, will confine their attention this year

to the United States, Remington and Stormer,

having given up the Keating and Spalding

lines. This store is quite a way out from

the business part of the city, on Broadway
and Jackson streets.

Under Mr. R. L. Ray, the Hay & Willits

Manufacturing Co. maintain a branch store at

629 North Fourth street, where the various

models of Outing may be seen.

At 215 West Market street, a new firm com-
posed of A. E. Mefifen and A. W. Gaty hav6

gone into the wire business under the name
of the Imperial Wire and Iron Works. They
will handle bicycles and have secured the

Racycle agency and are now showing sam-

ples.

TRADE IN THREE INDIANA TOWNS.

POINTS ON BEARINGS.

With every one talking three-point bear-

ings, as though they were the only thing in

cycling, it is somewhat refreshing to record

the appearance upon the scene of a two-point

bearing. The Charles S. Cafifrey Co., of

Philadelphia, for more than forty years well

and favorably known wherever a trotting

sulky is used, announce that they have se-

cured the exclusive right to manufacture the

Lake Anti-Friction Ball Bearing. The li-

censees claim that the Lake bearing is the

only real two-point contract bearing in use,

as the cone and case surfaces are perfectly

flat and parallel to each other, set at angles

of 45 degrees. The bearings, they further

say, never require oiling. The CafTrey Com-
pany propose furnishing the bearings, includ-

ing hubs and crank hanger complete to the

trade this year.

WOOD FRAMES TO FOLLOW WOOD RIMS.

Taking for an argument the fact that the

wood rim has forced itself to the front and

quite completely driven the steel rim out of

common use, the Worden Hickory Frame
Cycle Works, Syracuse, N. Y., assert in their

new catalogue that the wood frame will also

in time take the place of the steel tube frame.

The Worden has a hickory frame fastened at

the joints by a unique combination metal

clamp and all the other features of a '97

wheel. The points claimed for the use of

hickory over steel are greater tensile and lat-

eral strength, immunity from crimping, dent-

ing or bending, easy riding qualities and re-

siliency enough to destroy vibration without

injuring the rigidity. The metal parts of the

wheel are finished in maroon and black enam-
el, striped, the hickory rods in natural colors

and set off in every part with an attractive

gloss. It lists at $65.

Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb. 7.—The A. L. Ran-

dall Cycle Co. have secured the Barnes

agency and will make the White Flyer their

leading wheel. The Cleveland and Smalley

have been dropped.

Morgan & Co., the largest hardware house

in this section, have the Tribune, which they

control over Northern In<liana, Southern

Michigan and a portion of Ohio. Then they

have made for them a machine called the

Hoosier at $50. No other lines will be carried,

so Manager GofT states.

J. C. Peters & Co., also hardware dealers,

will continue to push the Sterling, which is a

very popular wheel here. The Hamilton-

Kenwood and Featherstone agencies com-
plete their lines.

F. I\I. Smith & Co., hardware dealers, are

Columbia representatives and are doing a

very fair business.

The Rambler agent, Mr. A. C. Katt, hand-

led the America and Fenton last season, but

has not announced his '97 lines.

L. Mohr has dropped the White and added

the Dayton and Cleveland agencies.

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

IN 1896 ,

ONE REPAIRMAN FIXED

294 OUT OF 300
PUNCTURES IN THE

M. aw. QUICK-REPAIR TIRE

Morgan xWright

The Columbia Machine Works have se-

cured the Fenton agency, although their at-

tention is almost wholly given to repairing.

E. S. Rice & Son, who sold World cycles

last year, have decided to drop the bicycle de-

partment of their business.

Logansport, Ind.—Cline Brothers are with-

out doubt the leading dealers here. Their

list of agencies includes the Stearns,

Eagle, Halladay and Crescent. Their repair

shop is a most complete one; in fact, they are

so equipped that they build a few machines

every season.

W. B. Lewis comes next with the only ex-

clusive bicycle store in town. He sells the

Remington, Adlake and Columbus and has

dropped the Sterling and Syracuse. Mr.

Lewis is a very popular man and travels dur-

ing the winter for the Remington Arms Co.,

his father managing the cycle business in his

absence.

The Columbia agency is held by L. W.
Pilling, a shoe dealer, but very few machines

have been sold by him.

I. M. Crawford, dealer in hardware, sold

Iver Johnsons and Apollos last season and

will continue to handle them.

The Kreis Bros. Manufacturing Co., c r-

riages, job Monarchs and also conduct a re-

South Bend, Ind.—Camfer & Steadman,

sporting goods, are the principal dealers and

they sell the Stearns and Dayton.

Monroe & Keltner, hardware dealers, are

Cleveland agents and also sell a few medium
grades.

I. A. Sibley, the leading hardware man,

handles the Phoenix and Stormer lines.

Collmcr & Bro., who had the Rambler,

Halladay and Crescent agencies last year, have

given them all up and will make all the ma-
chines they sell. Their wheels are the Coll-

mer at $100 and the Vistula at $75. Will

probably make up about 500.

TO REDUCE THE LICENSE PEE.

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 9 —Two ordi-

nances of particular interest and value to

cycle dealers will be brought up for final ac-

tion at the next meeting of the Board of

Supervisors.

The new bicycle order provides for a

large reduction in license, and will affect the

city's revenue to no inconsiderable extent.

The old order provided for the payment of

the following license: Dealers whose gross re-

ceipts are $4,000 and over per quarter, a li-

cense of $50 a quarter;, where gross receipts

are $2,000 and less than $4,000 a quarter, li-

cense $25 a quarter; where gross receipts are

$1,000 and less than $2,000 a quarter, $15 li-

cense a quarter; where gross receipts are $500

and less than $1,000 a quarter, $10 license a

quarter; where gross receipts are less than

$500 a quarter, $5 a quarter.

The new ordinance substitutes for the old

rates as follows: "Owners or agents of cycler-

ies engaged in furnishing bicycles or tricycles

for hire, or engaged in keeping bicycles or

tricycles for pay when not in use by the own-
ers thereof, shall pay a license on the amount
of business done as follows:

"First—Those whose gross receipts amount
to $4,000 and over per quarter, shall pay a li-

cense of $8 per quarter.

"Second— Those whose gross receipts

amount to less than $4,000 per quarter, shall

pay a license of $4 per quarter."

The other order amends the present mer-

chandise license and relieves the small dealers

of a special tax by cutting out the following

provisions of the present law: "Those whose
aggregate sales amount to $1,500 and less than
$5,0i30 a quarter, constitute the eleventh class,

and shall pay a license of $4 per quarter.

"Those whose aggregate sales amount to

$600 and less than $1,500 a quarter, shall con-
stitute the twelfth class, and shall pay a li-

cense of $2 per quarter."

OUT OF THE ORDINARY.

An Indiana concern, the Power Cycle Co.,

have brought out a line of wheels that in one
particular point are entirely out of the or-

dinary run. The handle-bars and steering

connections are attached to the frame direct-

ly behind the seat-post. This permits the

rider to grasp the grips at each side of his

body slightly below the hips, permitting an
erect position. The claim is put forth that

by having the handle-bars at the side of the

rider, hill climbing is greatly facilitated and
that the position is also advantageous to

speed. The wheels are so constructed that

the handle-bar can also be attached at the

head of the machine in the customary man-
ner. The line embraces men's and women's
machines and tandems in two styles.
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NEW PATENTS.

576,538. Bicycle. Charles H. Bellmay, South Had-
ley Falls, Mass. Filed February 4, 1896. Serial No.

573.005. (No model).

576,548. Bicycle-Pedal. James M. Cassidy, Albany,

N. Y. Filed October 22, 1896. Serial No. 609,865. (No
model).

576,557. Convertible Bicycle. James L. Dean, VVin-

sted. Conn. Filed December 12, 1895. Serial No.

571,880. (No model).

576.560. Brake Mechanism for Bicycles. Perry E.

Doolittle, Toronto, Canada. Filed April 24, 1896.

Serial No. 588,912. (No model.) Patented in Belgium

May 28, 1896. No. 121,804.

576.561. Brake Mechanism for Bicycles. Perry E.

Doolittle, Toronto, Canada. Filed August 19, 1896.

Serial No. 603,245. (No model).

576.562. Brake Mechanism for Bicycles. Perry E.

Doolittle, Toronto, Canada. Filed September 18, 1896.

Serial No. 606,190. (No model).

576,566. Strengthening Attachment for Bicycles.

Charles Foehl, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed January 23,

1896. Serial No. 576,522. (No model).

576,607. Tool for Mending Punctures in Bicycle-
Tires. Joseph Oettinger and Minard A. Schutt,

Michigan City, Ind., assignors by mesne assignments

to the New York Bicycle Equipment Company, of

New York. Filed August 26, 1895. Serial No. 560,615.

(No model).

576,642. Bicycle Name Plate. George E. Wheel-
house, Utica, N. Y. Filed June 24, 1896. Serial No.
596,749. (No model).

576,661. Bail-Bearing for Bicycles. Frank Douglas,

Chicago, 111. Filed September 14, 1896. Serial No.
605,773. (No model).

576,690. Repair Tool for Bicycle-Tires. Stephen

Porter, Boston, and Lewis A. Carpenter, Revere,

Mass. Filed June 6, 1896. Serial No. 594,525. (No
model).

576,696. Folding Frame for Bicycles, etc. Frank
A. Reynolds, Lewiston, Me., assignor of one-half to

Stephen H. Manning, same place and Herschel C.

Parker, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed April 22, 1896. Serial

No. 588,575. (No model).

576,097. Elastic Tire for Vehicles, etc. Richard

Routh, William J. Dwyer and Oswald R. Routh,

Jersey City, N. J. Filed July 17, 1895. Serial No.

556,300. (No model).

576,719. Bicycle-Gearing. Robert L. Bonnell,

Anderson, Ind., assignor to the Combination Bicycle

Lock and Gear Company, same place. Filed April

21, la96. Serial No. 588,415. (No model).

576,726. Bicycle-Seat Spring. August F. Getz and
William C. Westall, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Sep-

tember 20, 1895. Serial No. 563,097. (No model).

576,746. Velocipede Wagon. James M. Spangler,

Canton, Ohio. Filed November 28, 1894. Serial No.
530,230. (No model).

576,772. Pneumatic Bicycle Tire. Benjamin A.
Bidle, Abbeyville, Ohio. Filed May 31, 1895. Renew-
ed January 12 1897. Serial No. 619,016. (No model).

576,788. Bicycle-Bell. Alvin T. Morrill, Boston,
Mass. Filed April 11, 1896. Serial No. 587,121. (No
model).

576,799. Chain. George F. Ballou, New York, N.
Y. Filed August 3, 1896. Serial No. 601,425. (No
model).

576,809. Vehicle Tire. Robert W. Churchill, Pea-

body, Mass. Filed November 20, 1895. Serial No.
569,486. (No model).

576,814. Bicycle Bell. Joseph Gonorovsky, New
York, N. Y. Filed December 10, 1896. Serial No.
615,157. (No model).

RECENT PATENTS.

575.7&8. WHEEL-TIRE Edwaru E QuiMBv, Orange, N. J„ as- 576,371. TDCULAR WCEEL-TIRE. Jahss LVALL. New York,
signer to the North BriUshRiibiierCoramny Limited. Edinhiirgli, Scot- N, Y- Filed Apr. 25, 1835 Senal No. 547 113 (No model) ^
land. FUed Dec. I. 1894. Senal No M0,5« (Mo raodeL)

576,500. BALL-BEARIHO. QusTAVUSR ^TRAitss. New York, N. Y.

PUed Oct 7. 1896. Serial No. 608.170. (Ko inodeL)

Its cxtenor

projeolioiis, subptniitially h^ de-cribeil

5 7 6,1 37. BICYCLE-BELL Norman T. Mills, Everett. Masa
PUed Mar. 28. 1896. Serial No. 585,200.

'
(No model)

Ciaim.— 1. The improved bicycle-tire compiled of a woven fal>-

i-ic having threads closely laid in oiic dircctioii and threads laid i»

the other direction rhat arc open at nearly uniform distances apart

and serve to maintain the proper relative posittoiu of the closed

threads and coated with rubber, and twoBtnpscut diaf;ona11y of the

fabric and laid togetber With the close threads crossing each other

substantially at right angle." and formed up into a circular wheel-tire,

£iibstantially as specilipd.

5 7 6,147. BICYCLE BALL-BEABINQ. Manabskb PattkrsoiI,

Almonte. Canada. Filed Aug. 10. 1896. Serial No. 602.233. (No modttL)

Cliiim.— 1 . In a bell of the class described, a central post, a ham-

mer-carrier rotatable thereon nnd having an attached pinion: aloi-k-

ing-plate to at times engage and hold the pinion : a vibratable actuator

having a segmental gear, and gearing intermediate it and the pin-

ion, the actuator on returning to normal position engaging and mov-

ing the locking-plate iuto operative position, aubstaotially as described

5 7 6 Oq S FOLDING BICYCLE-CRATE. MlLKS E. DDOTAB, Stwk-

^dge,'M.S^ Filed Apr 15. 1896. Serial No, 587,690. (No model)

ring H.

and pro'

forming

Im.— I. The ci>mbinatiou with the tubular hub A, of the shaft

lal B, having collarp B', B'.each provided with a recessed por-

having an annular bearing or V-groove B', for the baUa; a

swing within the hub and tilling said recess iu collar B'
• annular V-groove U'. said grooves B*, and H',

and a locking-ring

ided with t

Ekonutar ball-races; balls K, iu said i

ine on said rine H, aa set forth,

5 7 6,000. WHEEL-HUB. QusTAVUS E Strauss, New York. N. Y.,

and' Emu, Klahh, West Hohoken, N, J. Filed Sept. 15, 1896, Serial

No, 606.993. (No model..!

-I, A bicycle-crate

and top piccAs hinged thereto,

able in the verticil plaueof-sai'

substintially :is described.

5 7 6,33 1. BICYCLE Qi

Filed Aug, 14, 1895. Serial Na

3nsi;jtrngof abase havingfolding end

I combination with iiidc pieces, fold-

sides and cor.ncctible with said top,

Qboege W. Tallmaw, New York, N. Y.

559,237. (Tlo model)

Claim. 1 1» u bicycle, the combination with u ai-at^po

rear arms.'^aid parts Inclijiing and converging toward each other nt'

their upper ends in the usual manner, of an exteusiblc bracket locatpd

in the space between the st-at-post and these arms

576,-4-11. PANTS-GUARD FOR BICYCLES- FrancisAMcOtnhis,

Detroit. Mich. Piled June 6. 1896 Serial No 594.527 (No model

)

Vlun„~-\ Incmbinal
hide, a guard adapted to be intei

leg of the rider and ihcincrhnni)

die. with mean." f»r keeping the gt

tiont of the t-rank, snhAUinti.illy ii

h the crunk ot

poiiod between tl

ni.and attached

ard upperiniMt d

s dejicribed.

garmont of llic

the crank-spin

ing the rev..tu

Chim.— \. Th
of wheels axially a
cutting throuj^h the poc
beveled portions in conj

ing balls in the tubulai

5 7 6.192. BICYCLE-SADDLE FtAKK M. Horj, MUwaukee Wia
Filed Oct 16. 1895. Serial No. 565.842. (No model)

CVuhii.^l In a ball-bearing, a retaining-ring having projectiunii

extending from one uninclosed side only, said projections having seata

formed therein for the hall.", and ballB projecting from said seat" in

three directions, said ring being adapted to hold the balls in their

seat« when the ring i!< removed from the bearing, substantially asset
forth.

5 7 6,938'. BICYCLE-BRAEK WiLLUii L. Stbwart, WOmer-
ding, Pbl PUed July 16, 1896. Serial Na 689,603. (No moda)

f^f"">i-\. In a longitudinally-divided bicycle-saddte. a pair ot
pad. adjustable to have n.oie or le... tilt toward the center of said
saddle

5 7 6.115. SPROCKET-CHAIN. JOSEPH C, Hadoek, Shephenla-
town. W, Va FUed June 10. 1896. Serial No. 59i996. (No model)

ng power compriJ»mg a pair

with pockets and n. groove

ets, a tubular way about the wheels havinj;

iiction with the wlicels, a scrioR of imping-

ay engaging the pocket-^, and shippin;

Claim.— 1. A brake for bicyo'cs or the like, comprising a brake-
cylinder, a bearing-block e.ttcnded longitudinally therein, fi-iction-

rollers supported in said block and engaging the inner surface of the
brake-cylinder, a yoke engaging with trunnions extended from the
ends of said block, and an operating-rod e.'ctendcd upward from said

'

yoke, substantially a.<« specified

576,525. INDICATING DEVICE FOR BICYCLES, ChaHLES S.

Labofqh, WUllamBport, Pa. asslgoor to Charles B. Harris, same place.

PUed July 30, 1896. Serial No. 801.115. (No model)

Cl,t!m.— 1. A pivot or pintlt for sprocket-chains formed in two
part'-, accurately fitted to each other on ^ longitudinal dividing-sec-
tion, the external surfaces being cylindrical, one portion being hard
on its cylindrical surface to resist wear; and the other portion beina
of softer material capable of being upset, headed or riveted, project-
ing beyond the former portion at both ends to form rivet euds, sub-
stantiaUy aa specified.

5 7 6,352. ELASTIC TIRE FOR WHEELS. PlEHRB AhbjOrn
COHTE DE Spabre, Paris, Prance. Piled Dec. 2, 1895, Serial No. 570,824.

(No model)

Oiaim.— 1. Abubforwheelscomprisingatubeand twoendslecves

having each an inwardly-extending projection which is integral with

the sleeve and forms therewith a curved or conical wall of a ball-

chamber, said projection being substantially central of the length of

the sleeve, the inner end of which is secured in the tube, in combina-

tion with an axle having on one end a cone, a conical sCrew-nut

screvt-ed iipou the other end of the axle, and balb in the chambers,

,snb!!tantially as set forth

5 7 6,105. MEANS FOR TRAKSMITTINQ POWER. JOHH PUK-

DALL, Chicago, III Filed Mar, 9. 1896, Serial No, 582.372. (No model)

Claim.— I. The c"nibinatiiiii,\uth n bicycle-frame, of a cyclom-

eter consisting of an intlicitiugdevice which siirround.s and is adapted

to nitate on a part of the rniine, and means for rotating this indicat-

ing device operated by a wheel of the mnchinc

576,183. VELOCIPEDE Walter & austim. Standisb, Micu

Filed Nov. 19. 1895. Serial No, 569.416. (No model)

C'/iiwi.— 1 Thf combination with a wheel-rim having ii central

griuivc ui clijinncl. hearing portion,* at each side of .-laid channel, par-
nllel to the axis itf the wheel and lateral retaiiiiiig-Hangcs perpeii-

iliciilar tr) said lienring |iortionsof ncuslunn-tirehavinga body arch-
:^ha;jed in cro&i-serlioi], the lateral edge.* of said body being ;uiguliii

and adapU'd to engage the slid Itcariugporlion.saiid n'e;iiiiiii;;-tiniii;«>

of -aid rim. said body having a cenlraltif.Vd nancwer tl.au Hir rhan-
-iiel in said rim. an iiitegial strip of Hevible material .lisin-.^cd iu -cv-

.ral overlapping folds, transvcisely of the wheel and embpd<lcd in

each of the lateral edgc-s o( said tire, substantially as dc^ribed,

576,439. VELOCIPEDE OR.MOTOR-CYCLE. JOHH E EveeeD

and Dbhosthsnes Q. Pappa, Londoo. *"
ind. Plied July 27. 1896

Serial No. 600,688 (No model,)

tonguea in the grooves extended from the inner side of the bevel nf

tholnbesat their junction with thewheels to the bottuni of the pock-

eta for the purposes specified

Claim.— 1. .\ velocipede, or motor-cycle, provided wi

for turning its handle-bar so as to canse it to lie lengthwise of the
niachitie with the handle,'; in a vertical or nearly vertical position and
^w enabling it tu be pushed back through the T-picce. together with
ineau.s for turning the pedals inward to caiiBo them to he out of the
way, and tin' disengaging them IVi.ni the ehain-ifheel. snbsUintiaih

a" described,

5 7 6,168. BICYCLE-TIRE Thohas Smith, JackeonrtUe. Fla.,

assignor of one-balT to Charles Blum, same placa Filed Feb IC, 1 &''iG.

Serial No. 578,748, (No model)

apply iho brake ti

no, and

ith the

Yith the

iby the lattor is opei-nted

;haa, sub>t.intially aa set forth

Clium."ln a tiro, the combination with a'rini provided at inter-

vals nlong its inner surface and centrally thereof with inwardly-ex-

tending threaded projections, of a continuous coiled flat ribbon-spring

having the edges of its contiguous coils in contact with each other

and seated directly hi and bearing against the rim and extending

loiigitudinallv around the same, screws paEriug through the rim from

the inside .and engaging threaded openings at intervals in the coils

of swid spring, a resilient covering passing continuously around and

inclosing both the rim and .spring and having its lon,<ritudina1 edges

overlapping each other upon the inucr surface of the rim and pro-

vided with registering jierfor.i lions for engaging said projections, and

nuts on said threaded pinjiitious lor binding the edges of the cover-

ing against ilu' rim, nln-uliy ilii' cui-rin^- in.iy be removed foe giv-

ing acce^ to the spiin;: sul.^tanli.ilh as doseiibod
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576.831. Front Steering Fork for Bicycles. James
G. Acclcs and Philip L. Rcnouf, Birmingham, Eng-
land. Filed October 17, 1896. Serial No. 609,212. (No
mode!).

576.832. Tool-Bag for Bicycles. Frederick G. Ben-

der, New York, and Robert E. McConnell, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed October 17, 1895. Serial No. 565,924. (No
model).

576.835. Combination Bicycle-Lock. Samuel W.
Collins, Kokomo, Ind., assignor of seven-twelftlis to

Rufus Laymon, same place, and William J. Wingate
and Joel T. Barker, Danville, Ind. Filed May 9, 1896.

Serial No. 590,932. (No model).

576.836. Means for Securing Tires to Rims. Alfred

H. Culley, London, England. Filed July 27, 1896.

Serial No. 600,653. (No model.) Patented in England
December 4, 1895, No. 23,218.

576,883. Bicycle-Support. Martin Ober and Paul

Schottmuller, New York, N. Y. Filed May 19, 1896.

Serial No. 592,230. (No model).

576,892. Hub-Attaching Device. Charles H. W.
Relyea, North Adam.s, Mich., assignor of one-half to

A. B. Buck, same place. Filed April 1, 1S96. Serial

No. 585,773. (No model).
'

576,912. Bicycle-Brake. William L. Stewart, Wil-

merding. Pa. Filed May 19, 189G. Serial No. 592,106.

(No model).

576,933. Electric Lighting for \'ehicles. Jules A.

Ageron, Paris, France. Filed August 2, 1895. Serial

No. 558,000. (No model.) Patented in France May
18, 1895. No. 247,509.

576, 968. Bicycle-Saddle. Jonathan A. Hunt, West-

borough, Mass. Filed September 30, 1895. Serial No.

564,097. (No model).

576,969. Bicycle-Saddle. Jonathan A. Hunt, West-

borough, Mass. Filed August 7, 1896. Serial No.

601,997. (No model).

576.985. Bicycle Bell. Frederick A. Scranton, East

Hampton, Conn., assignor to the Bevin Brothers

Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed October

27, 1896. Serial No. 610,201. (No model).

576.986. Bicycle Bell. Joseph W. Starritt, Rich-

mond, Va. Filed November 16, 1895. Serial No.

569,178. (No model).

DESIGNS.
26.619. Cycle Brush. John Thomas Burnip, Mel-

bourne, Victoria. Filed December 30, 1896. Serial

No. 617,526. Term of patent three and a half years.

26.620. Clamp Head for Bicycle Saddles. Edwin
J. Toof, New Haven, Conn. Filed July 27, 1896.

Serial No. 600,715. Term of patent 7 years.

Copies of the above patents may be obtained by
sending twenty cents in stamps to our Washington
representatives, the Associated Trade and Industry.

WHERE THEY WENT TO.

Exports of bicycles and cycling material

during the week ending February 9th:

Antwerp $696

British East Indies 403

Berlin 1,970

Bremen 25

British Africa 897

British Australia 622

Central America 336

Cuba 26

Chili 5

Dublin 590

Ecuador 60

Genoa 480

Havre 3,482

Hamburg 14,560

Glasgow 1,026

Hull 27

Leipzig 170

Liege 5

Liverpool 10,181

Munich 368

Mexico .'

1,297

Peru 1,460

Rotterdam 2,806

Santo Domingo 25

United States of Colombia 887

Venezuela 418

Total $42,822

SEEMS ALMOST INCREDIBLE.

A direct result of the inventive genius di-

rected towards the production of automatic

machinery for manufacturing the various de-

tails of wheels is the doing away with ex-

pensive hand-labor and the marvelous speed

at which the various machines turn out the

parts. The Mossberg and Granville Manu-
facturing Co., of Providence, R. I., one of the

largest machinery manufacturers in the

world, has paid particular attention to bicycle

manufacturing machinery, and they are now
proclaiming to the trade some new and spe-

cial devices of the sort, among them a curi-

ously constructed sprocket former, which

makes a complete sprocket at one blow, and a

new tube-cutter, which automatically grasps

tubing of any diameter and cuts it to any re-

quired length, doing more work than twelve

men could accomplish. Another of their ma-
chines counter-sinks side-links for bicycle

chains at the rate of ten thousand a day; still

Counter-Sinking Machine.

another, similarly constructed, sizes rollers

for bicycle chains at the almost incredible rate

of 120,000 a day, the machine doing away with

all hand work, the pins being thrown into a

hopper and fed through a tube.

CHANGED HANDS.

The Timms Manufacturing Company,
makers of the Timms patent handle-bars and

other kinds of sundries, with factory in Sey-

mour, Ind.. has disposed of the plant and the

right to manufacture under the Timms
patents to a company composed entirely of

Seymour capitalists, who will continue to

operate the plant. Tipton S. Blish is presi-

dent; William H. Humbert, secretary and

general manager, and Charles L. Thomas,
treasurer.

SOME SETAUKET SECRETS.

Facts brought to the notice of the "India

Rubber World" indicate that a so-called rub-

ber manufacturing concern has been em-
ploying such methods that it would not be

wise for any one to entertain their requests

for credit. In October last, a New York
firm received by mail a small order, type-

written under a printed letter-head reading:

Para Rubber Manufacturing Co., Manufactur-

ers of Bicycle Tires and Sundries, East Sctau-

ket, L. I.

The order was signed simply "Para Rub-
ber Manufacturing Co.," no individual name
appearing on the letter. The goods were

shipped and payment was made by means of

a draft signed "Para Rubber Manufacturing

Co." A second and larger order was received

and filled, after which nothing more was
heard of the East Setaukct concern. All in-

quiries failed to locate any such company,
and no trace could be found of any individ-

ual connected with it, until a registered letter

addressed to Setauket was receipted for by the

"Para Rubber Manufacturing Co., per C. J.

McDermott."
In answer to inquiries respecting the

Para Rubber Manufacturing Co., of East

Setauket, L. I., who have been writing

to members of the trade in New York
with regard to the purchase of supplies,

Joseph W. Elberson, the Setauket rubber

manufacturer, said: "That is the name of a

little concern that has gone into tire making
on a small scale at a place near Setauket.

They are not incorporated, but are doing bus-

iness as a co-partnership. A man named
Reece is at the head of the business, and they

will make self-healing tires."

Inquiries in another direction elicited the

mention of the names of Milton Frederick

Reese and Charles J. McDermott as members
of the co-partnership. A member of the cycle

trade who wrote to the "Para Rubber Manu-
facturing Co." for quotations on tires received

a reply signed with the name of the company,
stating that orders would be filled for double-

tube tires, 28 inch, at $3.25 a set, with 2 per

cent off for cash in ten days. The more
recent of the Setauket concern's letters men-
tioned have been written under lithographed

headings.

NOTICING SOME THINGS.

"I have noticed one thing since I and my
wife took to riding a tandem together," said

the dirty-collared man to his neighbor, the

man with the buck-teeth, "and that is that

the difference between a street and a woman
is that the cross streets are the quietest."

The buck-toothed man assented. He, too, was
married.

BURNTWOOD NOW.

Fire destroyed the plant of the Bentwood
Cycle Co., New London, Wis., February 9th.

The loss on stock and building was $12,000;

insurance, $6,000. The plant will be rebuilt.

WITH EVERYTHING ON....

The Streat Collapsible Bicycle Crate will thoroughly protect a wheel while in

tr nsit without removing pedals or saddle.

HERBERT G. STREAT, Manufacturer,

Send for booklet.
281 WEST 128th STREET, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHEN SOILED BY CONTACT.

Of the various habits of cycling, a man

clothed in spotless amateurism is no better off

thg-n his neighbor, after the garment has be-

come frayed and spotted.

CHANGES COLOR, NOT CHARACTER.

Never waste time trying to reform the

racer who seems bent on needing reforma-

tion. Remember, a fox may grow gray, but

he never grows good.

A GOOD IDEA.

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF

"Nonpareil" Toe Clip

Beyond Competition. Jobbers, Send

for Prices.

Absolutely the STIFFEST AND STRONGEST at the Price

eoe Mfg. Co.,
Lamp Brackets, Coasters, Wall Stands. 98 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.

BAD FOR FIDDLERS.

If you would a fiddler be, don't ride a bi-

cycle, at least that is what one alarmist says,

who is himself a fiddler. He claims that the

ordinary way of riding the machine is apt to

spoil the hands for the piano or violin. "I

am acquainted with a young man, a violinist,

whose hands are covered with callosities, the

result of his method of grasping the handle-

bars of the bicycle. Now, hard, stifif skin

means inflexible joints and inadequate touch."

SUFFERED FOR HIS FAITH IN PROPHECY.

"I have only myself to blame," said Mr.

Earlie-Byrd, shaking the water out of his

clothes and grinning. "The weatherman gave

fair warning that it would be 'fair and warm-

er,' and I went off on a fifty mile ride over in

Jersey."

WISE IN WIDTH.

In France, wagon tires vary from three to

ten inches in width, usually from four to six,

depending upon the weight of the load. Were

such tires compulsory in this country, the

good roads movement would receive a tre-

mendous impetus.

It gained a great reputation In 'g6.

Look out for it in 1S97.

It may be a crooked world, and racing a

portion thereof, but if you keep yourself

straight there will be no trouble.

IN THE

German.
Spanish^
French.

(JLNY LAN6VA.6E.)

American Catalogues Translated, Con-

densed and Printed in any Langfuagfe.

THE WHEEL PRESS,

88 West Broadway, New York.

SHORT WHEEL BASE. ELEVATION OF REAR RIDER.

ITS EASY STEERING QUALITIES.

zy E regret that it was ipipossible for us
'^ to exhibit at the Chicago Show.

Our line of

SIN6LB TVHBBLS
are strictly up to date with Flush Joints,

Square Cranks, i^-inch Seamless Tubing,
^-inch D-shaped Rear Forks.

Wait for our salesman who will call on
you with a full line of samples after the

show.

Have you seen it?

---THE---

TALLY-HO
TANDEM.
Th« Bttt RHd Tandem on the Market.

We Solicit Correspondence for Particulars,

CHAS. J. STEBBINS, 103 Reade St., New York,
General Agent.

ELASTIC TIP CO.. Bosto-.^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ TOLEDO. OHIO.

IMAUMEE CYCLE CO.,
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OF THE BENDOVER PERSUASION.

"Now, Mr. Gudemon, without any equivo-
cation, do you really believe that a man com-
mits a sin by riding a bicycle?"

"Well, I've seen very many riders who were
far from upright."

AFRAID OF HORSE VEHICLE.

"I am certainly a great loss to the stage."
"Why so?"

"I always ride my wheel down Fifth avenue
rather than risk my life riding in one of
them."

TIMELY PERSIFLAGE.

"I don't believe you are gold," said the
Prize Watch to his connection by marriage,
the Prize Watch Chain. "You have a gilty

look."

"You come off," replied the Chain. "You
are troubled with wheels."

AN ANTI-CYCLIST,

He never rode a wheel

—

Its riders he abhors.

Long ere cycling came he lost

His legs in foreign wars.

IVDIVIDUAL CYCLE NAME-PLATE.
Handsome Nickel-Plated

Scroll. Easily and securely
attached.

Each.
Blank, .... 20c.
With Engraved Name. - 35c.
Open Plate, for Owner's
Card. .... 25c.
Special Prices to Agents

BROOKS ODOMETER CO., Lowell, Mass.

BICYCLE HUBS FOR SEASON OF 1897
• High'Grade Hubs from Bar Steel
or Forgings. Cones, Cups, Axles,
Nuts, Nipples, Chains, etc.

Send Samples and trrite for prices.

The NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO..
NEW BRITAIN. CONN.

Oh, it's freezing, yes, it's freezing.
And the mercury has dropped,

And the soft and juicy weather
With a 8uddenne-.s has flopped;

And you ask aie if I like it,

Well, I'll tell you flat I don't;
Yoa can all go cutter riding.

You can bet your life I won't.

I would rather bask in sunshine
When the air is more serene,

And the climate more conducive
To the spirit of my dream

;When the flowers bloom in thousands
And you sometimes need a fan.

When dyspeptics lounge in comfort
While they chew White's Yucatan.

It Lubricates

Prevents Rust

and Cleans

KITTY OF COLEKAINE.
(New style.)

(According to an Irish paper, Colcrainc is now
the centre of a brisk cycling industry.)

You remember how Kitty one morning was tripping
With a pitcher of milk from the fair of Coleraine,

And how Kitty she stumbled, the pitcher it tum-
bled

And all the sweet buttermilk watered the plain?

And you can't have forgotten the poet's behavior,
How he kissed her and (poet-like) kissed her again;

With result that when rumor had published his

humor
The devil a pitcher was whole in Coleraine!

Well, thinking of this, you'll be grieved to be learn-

ing

That Kitty will trip never more on the plain;

For the passion for wheeling o'er Erin is stealing
And cycling is now the sole thought of Coleraine.

And alack! all the girls are forsaking their pitchers.

New women's pneumatics are turning their brain;
And, careless of mockers, they'll don knickerbockers.

Till devil a skirt will be whole in Coleraine.

PURELY MATHEMATICAL.

Given the number of miles ridden by a bib-

ulous rider on a bicycle, and the time taken,

find his fluid capacity.

'Juit hear dem bells,

Dey'6 ringing everyuiherel"

rrt- f(ft'

[2iW'5ALLTHEIRO\NN;

34
STYLES

FREE

BOOKLET
bpon applic&lion.

Hiifory made LIBERTY BELL

honored and loved. 5u)eetne5S and

puritv] 0/ fone hdive md.de THE NEW
DEPARTURE BICYCLE BELLS
tuideivj Knouin a>nd univer^^llvj a^pp-

\

reci&tedjhe acme ofexceljence-

The ideal 0/ pe'r/ection. /^'
°

I^UISiMili'fivpfP^^

Factory: NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U.S.A.

eDuguid Sdddlery(p

SYF^A(;;d5E:. n y..usa.

Were
King Solomon
Alive To-day,

he would undoubtedly ride an

moreEl

Bicycle
and further demonstrate his

great wisdom by securing the

agency thereof

A Wise Buyer
cannot overlook such points

as the ELMORE line present:

Beauty,

Strength,

Workmanship.

With such wheels and such

prices, it LEAVES NOTHING
ELSE TO BE DESIRED.

Write for exclusive agency

in your territory.

ELMORE MEG. CO.
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.

23 Park Row, New York,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Space, Boston Show, 162 k 163.

Kladly mention The WkeeL
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SOIilD THROUGH TRAINS.

No Change of Oars of Any Clas§.

Entire trains consisting of baggage cars, bufifet
sleeping cars and elegant day coaches, lighted by
gas, heated by steam and with all the modern im-
provements, are run between New York and Chicago
every day in the year via West Shore and Nickel
Plate roads. Superb dining cars west of Buffalo and
coaches in charge of uniformed colored porters.
For lowest rates via this popular route apply to

your nearest ticket agent, or address F. J. Moore,
General Agent, Nickel Plate Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
No. i6. ***

Manager Wanted.
Having in successful operation a tube mill,

making two styles of Sheet Steel Tub-
ing; that is very popular with the trade, and
for which we have liberal orders, and having
other business that requires our entire time
and attention, we want a practical man with
$5,00000 or $10,000.00 to take charge of and
run this business. Investment guaranteed.
An opportunity to double your money within
a year. Address B. H. B., The Wheel.

2-19 c.

FRAMES.
We want to contract for 3,000

frames, with cranks and bearings
and seat pillars. Send details and
lowest price for cash, The Wheel,
No. 8. ,.,gp.

TO TRAVELING MEN.
If at liberty to carry side lines of good sell-

ing bicycle sundries on liberal commission,

address

Victor Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

The Robinson Bicycle Trainer
is the best machine on the market
for gymnasiums, cyclists and peo-
ple of sedentary habits Built of iron
and steel. Runs exactly like a bicy-
cle, heavy fly-wheel to produce the
same momentum. Handles and
>addleadjustable. Ratchet sprocket
on front axle prevents motion in
back wheel when foothold is lost
Half-mile wall dial with accurate

i^gear. Address Robinson Bicycle
TRAINER Co., Ltd.. Meadville, Pa.

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER.
A LITTLE HIGHER IN PRICE, BUT-

The best and nt at-
est oil can in the
world. Does not
leak. Regulates
the supply of oil to
a nicety. 35 cents
each, handsomely
nickeled.

A FEW OF MANY UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL LETTERS:
It Is just the thing I have wanted for eight years.—F. E. Worth, Indianola, la.
I have carried your " Perfect " Pocket Oiler for years, and have had no oil escape in my pocket. I shall

always recommend it for non-leakage.—N. SchoU, 44 Peshine Ave., Newark, N. J.
Your oil can deserves its nane — C. M. French, 1306 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.
I am so much pleased with your "Perfect" Pocket Oiler that I inclose postal note for another.—L. D

Aylett, P. O. Box 372, Birming»iam, Ala STAR OILERS, lOc. Kindly mention The Wheel.

FOB SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Eaob addltlonsi word two oenti. 0»ah In-

varlablT tn adT»ne«.

"piCYCLE INVENTION—Inventor offers large in-
-'-' terest for cash to procure foreign protection.
For full particulars, write H. E. PECK, Box 606,
Washington, D. C. 2-26-0.

DICYCLE business for sale; no better location for
•'-' renting and repairing; no opposition; renting re-
ceipts average $75 per week; rent low. "Chain Nut."
care The Wheel. 2-19-p.

pOSITION wanted as superintendent, assistant or
•*- foreman in any department of cycle construction;
competent to design; 15 years' practical experience.
Address Master Mechanic, 374 Broad Street, Newark,
N. J. 2.19-p.

TX7" ANTED — Traveling salesman, old, reliable
• • house, to sell the greatest novelty of the age

;

salary and expenses. W rite us for terms,
tf. c. Randall Cycle Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

VITANTED—A few good salesmen to carry our
** sundries as a side line. Excelsior Cement Co.,
Westfield, Mass. 2-26 c.

BICYCLE INSURANCE-Ments Wanteil.

Absolute protection afforded. Oldest reliable associa-
tion. Over 20,000 enthusiastic members. Annual rate, S2.
American Wheelmen's Protective Association, Marquette
Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Correspondence with bicycle manufacturers having

'96 wheels on hand ; a quick sale for small lots in

either ladies' or gent's models ; can use two or three

hundred right away. Address

"QUICK CASH SELLER,"
Care of The Wheel.

,
t-f-c.

STAR BICYCLE ENAMEL.
It will take you but a few m'nutes to re-enanael

your bicycle, giving It the appearance of a new
wheel, from which the enatiel will neither chip
nor crack, bv using the ready-mixed " Star Bicycle
Enamel." Retail price, 35c. per can. Anyone can
apply it. 28 different colors. Send for color card.

OERSTENDORFIIB BROS.,
17 Barclay St., New York. 67 Lake St., Chicago.

EMPLOYMENT GOLDMN.

Advertisements in this Oolomn Free.

Patrons of this column will please notify us when they desire notice

withdrawn.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Wanted—By a young man of 25 years' of age, who has long experiecce in
cycle bnsiness, position on road cr in salesroom with good firm; re ponsible
references that are Ai can be given. H. L. W., care of fhe Wheel.

A practical enameler in all colors, 10 years' experience, desires a position
as foreman or day work; best reference. J. K., care of The Wheel.

Situation wanted by expert poliiiher; 10 years' experience of high-grade
bicycle polishing. Charles Lepp, 810 Second Avenue.

Thoroughly experienced bookkeeper, correspondent or ofBce man desires
position with responsible firm; best of references. Address J. C. H., P. O. Box
261, Rochester, N. Y.

Wanted—Position by advertiser ; five years' experience in writing news-
paper ads., booklets, circulars, trade articles, etc., and in systematizing the
sales department of one of the largest hardware houses in the country.
Address Box 79, care of The Wheel.

Position wanted by a young man, 26 years of age, as frame maker, wheel
builder, or repairer ; eight years' experience on high-grade wheels. Address
H. J. L , 428 Chauncey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Position wanted as foreman or day work ; thirteen and one-half years'
experience ; reference. Address Frame Maker, 507 W. Lombard St., Balti-
more, Md.

Thoroughly experienced bicycle salesman desires position ; either road
or office Address J. S. M., care of The Wheel

Wanted—Position as repair man, or to take charge of rental machines;
four years' experience in New York City. Address Bell, 180 E. io8th St.,
New York City.

Wanted—Position as superintendent of bicycle factory; thoroughly com-
petent, with best recommendations; fifteen years' experience. Address
Supt., care of The Wheel.
Wanted—Young man, 20, well informed as to different makes of bicycles and

sundries, experienced in repairing tires, etc., desires position in bicycle sales-
room, repair shop, or facte ry; references given. L. M. N.,Box 29 Lebanon,
Conn.
Wanted—Monitor lathe and screw machine man; Ai in any capacity ; at

present engaged ; desires change ; large experience and up to date on bicycle
work. Monitor, care of The Wheel.
Man about 30, who has spent his life in the bicycle trade, who is competent

to design, and is equally good at the mercantile end. is anxious to obtain a
first-class position

;
present the highest references ; is only on the market

because his concern has gone out of business. Address C. B. M., care of The
Wheel.

Salesman with progressive ideas desires a position as manager or salesman
;

Ai references and particulars at interview. I. T. Frost, Valley Stream, N. Y.,

A Hollander, five years employed in several bicycle shops of this country
intending to make a trip to Europe, wants to represent a bicycle, tire and sun-
dries manufacturing company. Address M. M., care of H. Fix, 258 Sherman
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

A thoroughly competent and experienced bicycle Instructor is open to en-
gagement in Greater New York or vicinity ; highest credentials as to charac-
ter and ability can bd given; terms reasonable. Address N. O. W., Box 29s,
South Orange, N. J.

Bicycle repairer warts position ; seven years' factory experience ; can
furnish my own bench tools ; best of references; South or West preferred.
Lock Box 369, Erie, Pa.

Plater, polisher and buffer, Ai ; 15 years' experience ; best references ; cap-
able of taking charge ; desires permanent position. Address L. S., 56 Ever-
green Avenue, Chicago, 111.

The managing superintendent of a Warren Street factory is now open for
engagement; three years' experience as salesman in the United States
and Europe ; could well represent any concern at the coming Show ; extensive
metropolitan acquaintance; best of references and bonds. C. P. W., care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Position by a young man, 21 years old, with two years' ex-
perience at selling bicycles. For particulars, address S. Jay I., Box 12,

Elkader, Iowa.
Superintendent and factory manager would like to correspond with some

reliable cycle company. Address Bicycle, care of Tte Wheel.

Position wanted by young man, 26; has had six years' experience in repair-
ing and making bicycles; would Hke to take charge of repair shop; first-class

references furnished. Address H. E. Toms, Nunda, N. Y.

Wanted—A position; six years' experience; Ai salesman and repairer;
good advertisement writer. Address for particulars, W. H., 445 S. Salina
Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

HEI.P WANTED.

A first-class bicycle salesman wanted to manage bicycle department in out-
of-town store ; send references and salary expected. Address W., care of The
Wheel.

An active man who has had experience in the bicycle line as indoor salesman; one
who can make himself generally useful in our bicycle department. Apply at once to

I. S. Ventres, 107 Chambers Street, New York.

Wanted—A first-class nickel-plater, familiar with bicycle work- competent to

take charge of plating and polishing plant in bicycle factory near >Iew York; give
references and experience. Address R. M., care of The Wheel.

Wanted—Foreman who thoroughly understands the manufacture of seamless
bicycle tubing, and who is systematic. Address, in confidence, stating experience and
references, Warren, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—A man who can take charge of rent bicycles ; as the work is

light, would take a man who is seeking a good climate for lung trouble. Ad-
dress El Paso Cycle Co., P. O. Box 406, El Paso, Tex

Wanted—Experienced salesmen with good trade connections to represent,
on commission basis. Eastern manufacturers of bicycles and bicycle fittings;

state with what territory familiar; references required. Address T. C,
care The Wheel.
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IDmM©ND TIRES
" Have few equals and no superiors."

THE HAZELTINE. |
f •
f r>ESILlEINT. f
5 KeSISTS PUNCTURE. f
• "aeliable. S

I
DIAMOND RUBBER CO., Akron, Ohio.

|

H*

ROGER B. McMULLEN & CO., U. S. Sales Agents. |
Chicago. 139 Lake St. New York, 309 Broadway. •

Kindly mention The Wheel. S

^160,
' We guarantee the Luthy Wheel to be:

The Handsomest in Design and Finish.

The Best in Material and Workmanship.
The Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel in the World.
A FEW SELECT AGENCIES SOLICITED. »=

-^11*^ MAKERS, '^

PEomi/^, iu\_\v\o\s.

^O^^/^

GET THERE ,

& GET BACK.

NEW YORK BELTING & PACKING CO., LTD.,

25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CHICAGO, 143-145 Lake St.

ST. LOUIS, 210 N. nth St.

SAN FRANCISCO, soq Market St.

INDIANAPOLIS, 79 S. Illinois St.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

PHILADELPHIA, 308 C^iestnut St.

CINCINNATI, 134 W. 2d St.

BOSTON, 24 Summer St.

TOLEDO, Toledo Rubber Co.

•••

-••

$75.00 HNo $50.00

BBXjIjIS OYCXjB COni^I'^IT'Z',

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

-••
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THE GHIGAOQ SCREW CQ.,

SOLE MAKERS OF THE

Mn HDOiitoi Um Wheel Dresser.

Be^ware of Imitations.

THERE ARE OTHERS...

JVIachine, Cap and Set Scre\vs, Hex'
agon Nuts, Ktc.

Bicycle Cups, Cones, Steps, Axles,
Pedals, Nipples, Etc.

94=108 W. Washington Street, Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

"Ii's OdIj a gjrlm—But It's Just tie TMdi."

/^^ " When a man's in love, his fancy lightly
~\ turns to thoughts of Spring." If he's a

Mtop reverseb)) lover of the wheel, his thoughts will natu-
/ rally turn to a Spring Seat Post—and if he

is wise it will be a " Brooks," for the
I PATENTS PEMDINC Brooks Spring Seat Post is the

°^""" Original—the Best— i he Only Post
with a Record.

^
Price, $3.00.

Hundreds of Testimonials.

" A complete success."
" A very decided advantage."
" All you claim for it."

"The best thing I have ever seen."
" Its results are simply wonderful."
" Yours is much better than anything

out."
" It makes riding over bumps an

easy matter."
" All we have sold have given per-

fect satisfaction."
" Would not part with it for ten

times its cost,"

Etc., etc., etc.

Be sure and have your new
wheel equipped with a

Brooks Post,
without extra cost. Accept no imitations.

AGENTS W^ANTED.
HOW TO ORDER— If your dealer doesn't keep the Brooks, it will be sent C.

O. D (express prepaid) upon receipt of $3.00. In shipping, preference is given to

cash orders.

Brooks Spring Seat Post Co.,

1640 M\RQUETTE BUILDING,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CHICAGO.

But they are not in it with the ATWOOD
LIGHT.

Being a successful lamp in '96, it will outshine

them all in '97.

We do not ask you to take our word for it.

Others speak for us. High-grade, first-class

and up-to-date in every particular.

Every cyclist needs it and after trying it will use no other.

Atwood Mfg, Co.,

AMnSBURY, MASS-
Kindly mention The Wheel.

"Dare's Ailomatic Coal anl Parcel Holier."

Fits any Handle-Bar. Carries 20 Poands. No Cycle Stock
Complete Witlioat It.

Bundles cannot slip, slide
or work loose as with other
carriers. No knots, buckles
or straps. Can be handled
by a child.

Guaranteed for Strength
and Wear.

If it wears out in a year
will furnish a new one. It's
an article that commends
itself at once as being
adapted to either a Lady's
or Gentleman's wheel, with
a graceful and genteel ap-
pearance.

Built on a New Principle,
and should not be con-
foundedwith other holders
already on the market. . .

The ideal of a holder for
all who wish to carry pack-
ages, coats, etc. Length of
carrier, 5 1-3 inches long;
diameti-r, that of a sc. piece.
The "carrier" is strictly an
automatic one.

Retail Price, ,01.00.
Handsomely Nickel-Plated.

How to Use It.

Pull out the cord, place your
bundle in it and catch the
cord oyer two hooks at top of
cylinder. The mechanism
inside the "carrier" will
adjust the cord around the
bundle itself. When yon wish
to remove the bundle, simply
press in on button at enoM
"carrier," take out bundle
and "let go" of cord, which
will instantly reel np out of
sight inside the carrier.

Not in Use.

In Use.

For terms, etc., address

H. C. DARK & CO.,

Patchogue, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NOT

That's what you

find In the '97

Some GOOD territory left for responsible

dealers. Write us.

Handsome Art Catalogue KREE.

GLADIATOR CYCLE WORKS,
1 09, 1 1 1 , 1 1 3, 1 1 5 W. 1 4th St.,

CHICAGO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

(ii

THE IMPROVED

LOVELL BICYCLE WRENCH.
The Best Wrench in the World.

"A GIAIVT IM THE COMPASS OF A OWARF."

The most original wrench made, yet the most

practical. It is so constructed that no diffi-

culty is experienced in applying it to any nut

on a wheel.

LOVELL WRENCH COMPANY,
BRIDGEPORX, CONI>f.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ericson Automatic Bicycle Bell.

Short or Gontinuil RIds.
Patented.

To rinjr the bell

press small lever

on handle-bar.

NUTTER, BARNES & CO.,

Sole Owners and Manufacturers.

364 and 366 Atlantic Avonua,

BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

NORTHAMPTON EMERY EMERY m CORUNDDM WHEELS,

® ® WHEEL COMPANY,

Factory: LEEDS, MASS.

Gomplefe Plating Outfits Always on Hand
KINDLY MENTION

THE WHEEL WHEN WRITING.

_ Mnlins, PoUsMni, ani Bnfflni MacMnerj,

Briniers', PoUsiers' aii Platers' Snpplies.

20 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL

KYES-HOllWUn-'

No. a.

aj:. i^E:iis:E)Pi
Maker of Every Description of Wire Twisted Brushes.

^''p^?E'l?."sft^s'oSli''- Leiner's BIcycIo Tiro Brusli.

WILL CLEAN BOTH SIDtS OF CHAIN AT ONE
OPERATION. CAN BE V^ASHEO IN HOT OR

COLDV/ATER.

Patent applied for.

This brush will be greatly ap-
preciated by all who value the
npp aratice of their wheel a- d
do ot care to importstreet mat-
ter in their halls or carpets.
The brush may be also used

on the frame or other parts of
th bicycle.

12«7 BOSTON ROAD, NEW YORK
LEINER'S PATBICYCLETIREBRUSH.

WILL CLEAN AND POLISH Tl RE AND
RIM AT THE SAME TIME WITHOUT
TROUBLEOR SOILING THE HANDS.

FJTSANY SIZE.

Leinor's Bicycio Chain Brush.
Patent applied for.

The illustration shows it

working with the chain betwet n
the two brush prongs, but either
of the two flat '^ntsides may be
used on the chain or on any other
partVf the bicycle.
Unlike any other make of

brushes, these may be dipped in
boiling water or soda to clean
out the oil and grease H'tma

Only Russian bristles used.

MADE OF RUSSIAN BRISTLES
AND CAN BE WASHED OUTIN

HOTOR COLD WATER AND
ARE GUARANTEED IN EVERY
OTHER RESPECT.

Pr cesof both adapted for popular use.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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® SARTUS (§)

'Q\)<( fleu; patented Jiii^l^-Cjrade J^ub

Made on entirely different and most excellent

principles. Contains more good talking points

than all other hubs combined. .....;..

Anti-Friction

Rotating

Retainer

For

Ball

Bearings

Always properly adjusted and in perfect align-

ment through self-adjusting cone. Other good
features may be learned by application to . . ;

.

RBGISTEBED

TBADEMARK

G. E. STRAUSS,
487 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SHELBY
Is the only tubing manufactured

from High=Grade Charcoal

Steel.

Write for Further Particulars.

Manufacturers will be interested

to know that we are now pro-

ducing Seamless Double Forks

as well as Single ; D-sbaped Rear
Stays, Tapered Handle-Bars,

,

etc.

The Shelby Steel Tube Co.,

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

SHELBY, OHIO, U. S. A.
Eastern Office, No. 144 Chambers St., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

IDEAL
Bicycles.

**Honest Wheels at

Honest Prices."

IF ALL DEALERS
IN HIGH-PRICED BICYCLES
ALSO HANDLED THE

IDEAL LINE
(List S75, «50, S40. 335).

FEW ORDERS
WOULD BE LOST.

Ideals do not pose as $100 wheels, but
migbt, so far as style and quality
goes! Ideals are honest wheels.

Representatives now
visiting the trade.

SHELBY CYCLE MFIi. CO., - • - Shelby, 0.

R. Philip Gormully, President.
T. B. Jeffery, Vice-President.
A. W. Gump, Treasurer and Manager.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

"HAND-
MADE:'

Some...

Brown
Saddles

are furnished with coil spring at rear.

This renders them easier, yet does not

detract from the stability of the sup-

port. There is no rocking motion to

the Brown coil spring saddles.

Send for a Catalog.

BROWN SADDLE CO.,
ELYRIA, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
.
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Calking Points
Beautiful Cdorkmansbip

Cbc Only Bearings

in which

every Ball Rolls

Bearing Surfaces

Ground
Hfter Hardening

Chain pull Between

Bearings

Sprocket Detachable

without Removing
Crank or pedal

Both Cranks Instantly

Detachable
()So Cotter pins)

Single-piece

Rollow Crank Hxle

Rollow Hxles and J6olts

of Large Diameter

Universal ]S[uts

Capered Cubing
Royal flush 'joints

Chroughout

Box fork Crown

Spencer Brake

pedals that Cdon't Rust

Laminated CClood Rims
Bnameled and

Striped

palmer Cires

persons Saddles

The dealer who places the Royal Worces-
ter on his salesroom floor as his leader

will have no difficulty in convincing

everyone that it is the finest example of

high-grade workmanship yet produced.

Royal
^Qorcester

Cycles
owe their high quality to Munger's gen-

ius, which has placed them far in advance

of every other bicycle.

HppUcations for Hgcncy are pouring In*

Our Terms are LiberaU

Our policy is Strong and progressive*

Don't overlook the fact that we make a

complete line. )VIiddletown Cycles—
$60, $50, $40—are the kind usually
listed at $100.

Worcester Cycle JMfg. Co,
17 jVIurray Street, ]Sew '^ovk.

Factories: Middletown, Conn.

M
M
m
p

m

m

m
m
m
M
M
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BRANCHES: New York, 66 Reade St.; Chicago, 159 Lake St.

San Francisco, 35 New IVIontgomery St.

i

i

i
i
I
I"

i
i
i

i

Goodrich
Tires = -

Will carry you farther, faster and better than

any other tires made. Te ir quality and con-

struction assure the most speed, durability

and satisfaction attainable in tires.

The "Jiffy"
Repair Tool

Adds the finishing touch of perfection to

single-tube tires. It makes their repair a mat-

ter of ease and certainty. "Jiffy " Solution is

a secret repair compound, not an ordinary

/Tubber cement. Beware of imitations. The
"Jiffy" is given free with every pair of Good-
rich tires.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
Akron Rubber Works, Akron, O.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

NEVER DISAPPOINTS
J0UBTLE8S THE PLE'ASVHE IS AS GREAT
OF BEING CHEATED, AS TO CHEAT—OYMBEUNE.
Can you explain why a man will buy inferior bicycles upon any other

hypothesis ? Is there a secret joy in being hoodwinked with the idea

that one is getting something for nothing ? A celebrated showman
once said that people love to be humbugged. Is that so ? If it IS tiue

there isn't a large amount of rollicking fun for the buyer of Andrea
Cycles, There is no cheat, no deception, about the workmanship,
quality and accuracy of the Andrea. Andrea cycles never disappoint.

New England Agents:

Smith & Thayer Co ,

336 Congress St., Boston, Mass,

Kastern and Export Agents :

Wilson Bros. Co.,
no Ciiambers St., New York, N. Y.

igencies

:

H.R.Olmsted & Son, Syracuse, N.Y.
|

J. J. Manderv, Rochester, N. Y.
M. G. Curtis & Co., Troy, N. Y.

'

Trenton Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J.

Justice Cycle Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
P. L. Donlevy & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

JULIUS ANDRAE£« SONS CO

MILWAUKEE

V

(f)INtHER-
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SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trade-mark Registered April 30th, 1895.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT.
MANUFACTURED BY

A. SCHRADER'S SON,
(Established 1844)

30 & 32 ROSE ST., NEW YORK, U. S. A.

In order to avoid complications, I sell to tire makers only, and request jobbers
and dealers to purchase their supply from the following tire makers, who use
Schrader's Universal Valves on all their tires:Shoe Style, for Tires

and Repairs.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford, Conn.
N. Y. Belting and Packing Co., New York, N. Y.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York, N. Y.
Revere Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.
Newton Rubber Works, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
New York Tire Co., New York, N. Y.
Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.
North American Rubber Co., Setauket, N. Y.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.

Combination Roll and Rubber Co., Bloomfield, N, J.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.
Indiana Rubber and Insulated Wire Co., Jonesboro, Ind.

New Brunswick Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N, J.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.
Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Indianapolis Rubber Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Overman Wheel Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Spaulding & Pepper Co. , Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Saddle
Style.

Reading Rubber Tire Co., Reading, Mass.
Peoria Rubber and Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Idea:i Hubber Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hodgman Rubber Co., New York, N, Y.
India Rubber Co., Akr n, Ohio.
Keystone Rubber Works, Erie, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.,
Spinney, Virtue & Co., Lynn, Mass.
L. C. Chase & Co., Boston, Mass.
Empire Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.
Home Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.
Monarch Rubber Co., Campello, Mass.
Brooklyn Rubber Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stoddard Punctureless Tire Co., N. Y. City.

Self-Healing Pneumatic Tire Co., N. Y. City.
Dean Tire Co., N. Y. City.

Deering Mfg. Co., N. Y. City.
Para Rubber Tire & Mfg. Co , Williamsport, Pa.

Regular
Style.

IN DOMINION OF CANADA: j
*^*^"*-^®'^^^^ ^""^ -"^^5"^ ^-^- ^*'-' °^ '^°'"°°*^°- Canadian Rubber Co., of Montreal.
American Dunlop Tire Co., Toronto. American Tire Co., of Toronto.

The following jobbers also carry a stock of the various styles of Schrader Universal Valves : COLUlIIdA RUBBER WORKS
CO., 66 Reade St., ]V. Y. VERY CYCLE CO., 245 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. ELASTIC TIP CO., 152 & 154
Lake Street, Cbicag;o, III.

JOBBERS ! DEALERS! ! RIDERS ! !! take notice that every Schrader Universal Valve is marked SCHRADER UNIVER-
SAL VALVE on valve cap. None genuine unless so marked.

••••o»»»»»«»«»«»»»»»»»«»«»«»»»«»»»»»«»»»»»»»»»»»»«»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»«»«»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»«»^

HALT!
CLARKE KEYLESS LOCK CHALFANT SADDLE CLAMP

Price, ;S1.25
stands alone among locks of its size and application,

key or keyless, that cannot be sensitized. You may smash it

with a hammer—a big enough one—but it cannot be tampered

with by picking.

Price, ;S1.00; With Saddle, $^ 00

The missing link, which enables the rider to do away

with seat-post, and reach his pedals with comfort. Reduces

reach xyi inches, and cannot injure the lightest tubing. Will

fit the majority of wire-spring saddles. Mention size of tubing

in ordering.

CHALFANT NOVELTY C 0. Jmc'caM;*:
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EANE
Art Bicycles with Our One-Piece Cranio and Cranio Axle.

LATEST and BEST.
""'—'•''

1 Price, 565, ^85 and ^100.cotter pins and connections,

Blore valuable talking, buying^ and selling points than any other. Flush Joints, Inside

Expander for Seat Post and Handle-Bars, Large Tubing, Barrel Hubs, Changeable Gear, Cycloidal

Sprockets, Adjustable Handle-Bars, and every modern improvement.

We want a live agent in every town and postoffice. Write quick for special inducements. Don't delay.

CHICAGO OFFICE : 266 Wabash Ave.

SUPPLEE HARDWARE CO.,

Philadelphia! Pa., Southeastern Agents.

KANKAKEE MFG. CO.,
KANKAKEE, ILL. -

Fool-

proof.

«•OWEN eveLES."
All connections flush, including flush joint hollow fork crown. Large tubing, "D" section back forks and

stays. Divided crank axle.

We also make the ** OWEN ** with long tapered outside connections running both ways. The
strongest and stiffest bicycle ever offered for sale. Not one broken or returned under the guarantee in '96.

Catalog, describing both styles, free.

OWEN MFG. CO., New London, Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BICYCLES.

OUR BOYS' AND GIRLS' WHEELS IN BRIGHT COLORS
Flush Joints. L.arge Tubing^. Adjustable ^Vood Bars. Sometbing Ne^.

Great Sellers. Finest on Fartb. Prices , $35i $4^ and $50.

ONLrY A FEW^ LEFT. Secure tbe Entire Agency at once.

The most attractive and artistic triumph of the year. Magnificently finished in Maroon
and Gold; White, Black and Coach Blue.

It

CAMBRIDGE BICYCLES. Prices, $50 and $65.

BEST MEDIUM GRADE WHEEL EVER PRODUCED. Large Tubing, Flush Joints. COSTS NOTHING TO INVESTIGATE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Mammoth Hot Blast Brazen
Mosx powKRFuiv machine: made.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.

Our tank is tested to aoo pounds pressure to the square
inch.

Others 30 to 30.

Our pump is attached to tank solid.

Others connected with rubber tube.

Can pump up pressure in two minutes.

Five minutes required by others.

Can work under ico pounds pressure.

Only 20 pounds pressure can be used by others.

Can thereby braze under 100 pounds pressure.

In one-quarter of the time required by ethers.

Can braze with one flame in one minute.

More time and two flames required by others.

Can run with half the fuel required by others.

Our machine costs double to make and sells at same
price of others.

Simple, Strong and Uarable and Warranted to Do
as We Represent.

Write for particulars and catalogue.

White Mfg. Co.,

141 Centre Street, New York City,

AND

40=42 State Street, Chicago.

EASTERN OFFICE : 11 6 Baker Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly me^ition The Wheel,
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LATEST

Mo
Exp
Sprc

CHICAGO OFFI

SUPPLEE
Philadelphia, Pa.

All connection

stays. Divided cranls

We also mak<

strongest and stiffest . ^ _ _ _^_

Catalog, describing both styles, free.

OWEN MFG. CO., New London, Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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KANE'AEEE
..ART...

BICYCLES.

Art BicvGles with Our One-Piece Crank and Crank Axle.
;

OUR BOYS' AND GIRLS' WHEELS IN BRIGHT COLORS
'

^ __j^,^^ Flush Joiats. taree Tubinor: *^,__.._w, „. . _
r^^cr^ A nirCT Which doe. away with all ^t\C(^ ^65, l8>S5 ^^(1 §100,

LATEST and BEST, cotter pms and connect,ons F I IVV, ^V^» ^
i„t« than any other. Flush Joiats, Inside

MorevaluaWe «»''''-S'
''"''•,'|f;tf jri^T^uhC Barrel Huhs Changeable Gear, Cycloidal

£rr.t::,Aa,urJ°raLBarTandever^^^^^^^^ Don. deiay.

We want a live agent in every town and postomce.

CHICAGO OFFICE; 266 Wabash Ave.

SUPPLEE HARDWARE CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa,, Southeastern Agents,

KANKAKEE MFG. CO.,
KANKAKEE, ILL. -

Flush joiats. targe Tubing: Adjustable Wood Bars. Something Ne^.

ON.rrF?wrKFX ^*"— --- Prices, .3S. .40 and .so.
Secure the Entire Agency at once.

The most attractive and artistic triumph of the year. MagnificcBtly finished in Maroon
and Gold

; White, Black and Coach Blue.

CAMBRIDGE BICYCLES. Prices, $50 and $65.
BEST MEDIUM GRADE WHEEL EVER PRODUCED. Large Tubing, Flush Joints. COSTS NOTHING TO INVESTIGATE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

,,^®^®+®+®>®+®+®+®+®+®+®+»+^ ®»®^'^<^<^®>®^®^®>'^®^®>SH®4®^
®+

44©WEN evetES. ft

All connectioris fltish, including flush joint hollow fork crown. Large tubing, " D "
section back forks and

stays. Divided crank axle.

,
".'

"If
"''•'"'•OWEN" .ill, long t,p„rf „„,a, connmions lunninj bolh ways The

..„..„.^.°*^'^ "™- CO., New London, Conn.

Mammoth Hot Blast Brazer.
MOSX POWERFUL MACHINE MADE.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.

Our tank is tested to aoo pounds pressure to the square
Inch.

Others » to 30.

Oar pump Is attached to tank solid.

Others connected with rubber tube.

Can pump up pressure In two minutes.

Five minutes required by others,

f^an work under ico pounds pressure.

Only 30 pounds pressure can be used by others.

Can thereby braze under 100 pounds pressure.

In one-quarter of the time required by ethers.

Can braze with one flame in one minute.

More time and two flames required by others.

Can run with half the fuel required by others.

Our machine costs double to make and sells at same
price of others.

Simple, Strone and Durable and Warranted to Do
as We Represent.

Write for particulars and catalogue.

White Mfe. Co.,

141 Centre Street, New York City,

AND

40=42 State Street, Chicago.

EASTERN OFFICE : 1 1 6 Biker Ave., Syricute, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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It is necessary only that the

I 1 Ulll be told of our product.

Good business methods

Will Prevail
in all our dealings, so that Agents, as hereto-

fore, will feel that their own

interests are identical. We don't say
this with a

Flourish
of worn-out headlines from last year's

Trade Catalogue !

LIBERTY CYCLES are of

ONE QUALITYONLY DLO 1

±4 -^f-^UitVIO TANDMMS, $T5o.

Aeents. Please Address 4 Waffen St., N. Y.

BRANCHES:

Brooklyn, N. Y., Newark, N. J., Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta,

London, England, and the principal cities in the United States,

Kindly mention The Wheel,

GRE2\T SeOTT!
Clarence, Scotia,

$100, $75 $60.

ATTRACTIVE PRICES TO JOBBERS AND
AGENTS.

We MANUFACTURE Only High-Class,
Up-to-Date Wheels.

SCOTT PAPER COMPANY, Ltd.

Office: 27 North Sixth Street, 526-528 East North Street.

Factories: 52 J to 525 Commerce Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Lightning Repair Tool.

PAT. NOV. I?. 1896'.

CAN BE USED WITHOUT DEFLATING TIRE.

NO PLUGS.

CAN BE CARRIED IN VEST POCKET.

REPAIRS PUNCTURES PERMANENTLY IN THIRTY SEC-

ONDS AND READY TO RIDE.

A. L. DEANE & CO.,
1722-1724 Lawrence Street, - DENVER, COL.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY CITY.

An Honest "Square-Built" 1897 Bicycle.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Victor Cycle Lantern^r*
A new departure.

Made of pure
aluminum, only
4>4 inches high,
and weighs but
four ounces. . .

No oil, no odor;
a clear, steady
light, which does

not blow or jar out. As perfect in every
essential feature as the best $5.00 lantern,

and sells for $1.75.
MANUFACTURED BY

BUFFALO METAL MFG. CO.,
640 Linwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.. V. S. A.

WE MAKE A COMPLETE LINE OF

BICYCLES™
TANDEMS

And solicit correspoadence from reliable agents
who desire to represent us in their territory.

OUR LINE FOR 1897

ANDERSON TANDEMS - $150
(ONE-PIECE CRANK SHAFT ;«ND CRANKS.)

THE ANDERSON - - $100
(ONE-PIECE CRANK SHAFT A^D CRANKS.)

THE ST, CLAIR - - - $75
(TWO PIECE CRANK SHAFT AND CRANKS.)

THE NORTHWEST - $60
(DETACHABLE SPROCKETS

)

THE WAYNE - $45, $40, $35
28, 26 and 24 inch Wheels.

These machines are strictly up to date, and we

guarantee the workmanship and material.

Dealers can supply any demand in the bicycle

line if they carry our goods.

WRITE FOR BICYCLE CATALOGUE.

Anderson Cycle and Mfg. Co.
40 to 46 CHAMPLAIN STREET, DETROIT, MICH.

p. S —Send for our 40-page catalogue, containing complete list of mater-
ial for building, equipping and repairing Dicycles, and sundries. Beit book
of its kind ever issued to the trade. Sent free. Write for it.

Crenton Cyclometers
ARE BEST.

Light, Strong, Accurate, Dust
and Water proof.

Handsome in appearance and can be read at

a glance from the saddle.

Various models for use on 26, 28 and 30 inch wheels

suit all requirements.

Weighs, 1 Ounce.
Registers 10,000 miles and Repeats.

Price, $1.35.

Trenton Chronographs
Are unequaled for the Price ($12.50.>

They give an instantaneous record down to

i-5th part of a second; shortstop and fly back,

working from the pendant.

For Sale by leading dealers. Ask for them.

TRENTON WATCH CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
TRENTON, N. J.

H. M. Rosenblatt & Co.,
Makers of

Highest Grade

For Adults and
Juveniles. . .

.

Tool Bag*, Liuggage Carriers, Bells

and liCalhfr Novellies.

Main OfBce and Factory:

T N. W. Cor. 7TH AND Arch Sts., Philadelphia. ^
Wood-Working Factory:

628 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

New York Salesroom:

518 Broadway, bet. Spring and Broome Sts. '^

Chicago Salesroom:

T 519 Medinah Temple Building, Jackson St. -^

AND Fifth Ave.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE ON "
APPLICATION.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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Patented November 97, 1894 ; June 23, 1896.

ListPrice : Japanned, $7.50 ; Nickeled, $10.00

I I. FONDA,
Patentee and Sole Agent,

1 82 Columbus Av., Boston, Mass.

THE ROGERS & HUBBARD CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.,

Have no Agents on the road selling their GRANU-
LATED RAW BONE FOR CASE-HARDENING,
and any parties so representing themselves are
FRAUDS.
The reputation of their Bone hastempted swindlers

All orders should be sent direct to Middletown, Conn.

Cvcles Saveb
From Gummy Bearings,
Dirt, Rust and General De-
cay, by the use of THREE-
IN-ONE. Cleans, Lubri-
cates, Prevents Rust. Man-
ufacturers should use it.

&. W. COLE & CO.,
(ROOM B),

111 Broadway, N, Y.

Sample bottle free. Send
2-cent stamp for postage.

PATENTS.
Address HUBERT E. PECK,
Patent Attorney,McGowan
Building, Washington, D.
C , regardirg your inven-

tion or rejected application. Highest references.

RED CROSS RUBBER CEMENT.

CHE BEST CEMENT IN THE WORLD for Re-
pairing Pneumatic Tires. For sale by all first-

class dealers throughout the world. It has no
equal. These tubes are put up in neat and attractive
cases, containing one dozen tubes each. None genuine
unless it bears our trade-mark—Red Cross.

Send for catalogue of Red Cross Specialties. Sam"
pie Tube by mail, 25 cents. Ask your dealer for it

and take no other.

MANUFACTURED BV

ARUN6T0N U. BETTS & CO., TOLEDO, 0.

CYCLONE PUIVIPS.
(Fifteen Styles.)

ALSO

food Handle-Bais,

dandle-Bar Stems,

Spokes and Nipples.

Special Prices to largs Jobbers

and Manufacturers.

THE DAVIS & STEVENS
MANUFACTURING CO.,

SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

Boston Cycle Show, Spacei287.

tornado

BICYCLE
PUMPS

The
CAPITAL
MACHINE
TOOL CO.,

Auburn, N. Y.

GET OUR PRICES

. . ON . .

"lATERPROOF"

WOOD RIM CEMENT

Rubber Gemsnt,

Plugging Cement,

Outer Case Cement,

Chain Paste,

Soiid Rim Cements,

Chain Lubricant,

Tire Tape, &c., &c.

Excelsior Ceient Co.,

WBSTFIELD, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

BETTER THAN 16 TO I.

MAKE YOUR OWN

SAVB MOXEY.

Guaranteed to Repair Punctures Instantly.

Beneficial to rubber. No repair outfit required.
You ride over nails, tacks, spikes, slivers, thorns,
glass, etc., and PUNCTURINE repairs tire instantly,
ivithout rider dismounting. Never gfts dry or hard
when in tire or out. Always of the same consistency.

FORMULA, 50 CENTS.
Sample and Syringe Pump, 50 Cents Bxtra.

Address CYCLE C8HP0UN0 CI.,

Mention The Whwl. GLENS FALLS. N. Y., U. S. A.

a^W ^pMT^^V^^WCafe-

Brauer,

HEADQUARTERS

FOR THE
BICYCLE TRADE.

23t State St.,

Chicago* ^ ^ ^
Branch at

J5J West Madison St.

Patented Angnst 26, 1896.

A. N. CLARK & saw, '"SiV.Ml^
MANUFACTURERS OF

PLIERS for REPAIR KITS, and other
BICYCLE SUPPLIES.

We ar« the Inventors and sole owners of this

patent. No others are authorized to make
the Fliers. Seasonable quotations and elec-

trotypes on application. Mention The Wheel

DIXON'S GRAPHITOLEO
lubricates not only the chain and sprockets, but alto
the pins in the links of the chain, which stick
graphite cannot do and is not intended to do. For
gun locks, for copying presses and for office chairs it

is unequaled. If your dealer does not keep it, men-
tion The Wheel and send la cents for sample.

JBS. DiXON GRUCIBLI CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Free! Free!
The Elastic Tip Co.*s

fie-w Invention Calendar will be mailed
either from Boston, Chicago or San Francisco,
Free, only send necessary mailing expense,
five 2C. stamps.

m HOTV^B) &. CO.,
Manufacturers of

icycles, Bicycle Equipments and Special
^

Bicycle Fittings.

A Full Line of Bicycles and Bicycle Fittings for the Jobbing

Trade and for Export.

Offices: 271 BROADWAY. -

ROOUS ioo>ioi.

- New York.
Kindly mention The Wbcel.
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^ Boice Tire
A single tube pneumatic tire that is

absolutely

-^Puncture Proof
Guaranteed to resist glass, wire, etc., yet re-

tains all resiliency. Easiest riding.

WILL FIT ANY RIM- m -

and outwear three ordinary tires. No more
punctures. Send for catalogue.

JOHN R. BOICE,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

^rVVVVyS*.^>VVVSr^>N*»*>S*.«VVVVVS*>VV*y'VVSS'V*>VVVVSS*»NN*y*vVSNS«»VVS*^

1 FROM 8EST /H ^^1

ADJUSTABLE AND REVERSIBLE

AND APPLIED EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER

Champion Blower &Forge Co..^'^^^""-— lancaster, pa. u.s.a.

BICYCLES FOR EXPORT
HALL & DOWNING,

Vlantifactiarera' Agents,

West Broadway and Warren Strket, New York.

A I rt.m ;rican Wtieelmen who desire to keep them-
s-iv^s posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe, should subscribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricyclinq Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free tc

any part of America for one year, $2.50. American
subsc.iption agent, P. P. Prial, 72 Warren Street.
New York City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THE O^^OLIST.
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American trade vlalttng Eng-
Und are invited to call at THE CTOUST Office

at Coventry.

Bicycle Manufacturers!
USE

JESSOP'S
AHHEALED

TOOL
FOR STEEL

ALL BEARINGS.
IT IS THE BEST.

WILLIAM JESSOP & SONS, LiDiited,

91 JOHN STREET. NEW YORK.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

will let you know whetiher you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. B. AUaHINBAUOH,
McOm Bld'g, 90»-44 "©" St., N. W. Wasb'srton. D. C.

y^TONE
PHOTO

.„ WOOD
_ elECTROTYPINg
ALL OONE ONTHE PREMISES

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.

p. O. BOX, 444. N. Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

commencing with issue of

Name,

Address, —.

City,

State, - - -

AS NEARLY LIKE

ITS NAME-

.i

PERFECTION
" -AS HUMAN EFFORT

CAN MAKE IT.

All the lamp troubles remedied and without complication. Lens instantly detachable.

Oil reservoir cannot fall off. Throws the light where it is most needed—not on the tire, but
yards ahead of the wheel.

A.. LAMP TROUBLES REMEDIED.

Will NOT JAR OUT
Burns Kerosene Or

'^^-i'ooo Bicycle Oil

^-PRICES TO THE TRADE ARE INTERESTING...^

PHIL S. MOSHER, 621 Broadway, New York City.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

E. S. Edwards lowered the record from New York
to Philadelphia, on October i8th, 59 minutes, with

the PORCIPEDE attached to his wheel. We
offer a prize to any rider who breaks a long-distance

record on any machine with a FORCIPED£
attached. It has been done, and can be done every

time, all conditions being equal. Call or address

FORCIPBDE COMPANY, 445 Broome Street, New
york City. c-tf

THE MORSE
ROLLER JQINT CHAIN

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Bearing.

ri
NO FRICTION-NO WEAR.

^ ., .
NO WEAR-NO STRETCH.

Results: K no stretch-no wear-
INC OFF OF SPROCKETS.

V^ 99 1-3 per cent efficiency.

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

% inch during a season.

Send for Catalogue.

MORSE MFG. CO.,
trumansburg, n. y.

The most perfect adjustable Bar yet in-

vented. Handles can be raised from lowest

to highest point without dismounting. No
tools required. Grips reta'n the same align-

ment at all times.

Insist on the Challenge Bar. You can get

It free on your '97 wheel If you demand it.

Sent on receipt of Price, $5.00

Order of any Dealer, or

THE CHALLENGE MACHINERY COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

Coliseum, Boott 501. CHICAGO.

UT^vSAS/T^aJA^ T TicAi^T TVS^i'T TV2A2^T T^SAStT'
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Magic Bicycle Lamp.
Spring Door, Patent

Collar Locking Device.

All up-to-date Improve-

ments.

Behrend & Rothschild,
Manufacturers.

STRAUSS, SACHS & CO., Sole Selling Agents,

355 & 357 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

HEWHAYEN^ELMOITY BICYCLES
FOR 1897 STAND AT THE HEAD.

7 MODELS.
Special Features—Large Tubing, Plush

Joints, Divided Cranks, Balls Retained on
Cones.Large Sprockets,Chain Adjustment,
Seat Post and Handle-Bar Clamps. Many
options.

DISTRIBUTINQ AGENTS.

Smith, Patterson & Co., Boston, Mass.
For N. E. States, Canada and Northern
N. Y. State.

Seltzer, Klahr Hardware Co., Phila., Pa.
For Pennsylvania, Delaware and So. N. J.

Green & Seeman, Baltimore, Md.
For Maryland, D. C, and West Virginia.

SCRANTON, Wetmore & CO., Rochester, N. Y.
For Western New York State.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

NEW HAVEN BICYCLE WORKS, dew Hmi, cemi.

TEIB

The Most Perfect, Practical, Common
Sense Saddle Made.

Beautifully nickel-plated on a
heavy coat of copper. No chaf-
ing. No sweating. Will not get
out of shape. Will not wrinkle
and will not soil the clothes as
leather. Being highly nickel-
plated, makes them a marvel .f

beauty and adds very materi-
ally to the appearance of any
wheel. They are the handsom-
est, cheapest, latest and best.

weight complete, ,6 oz,
manufactured by

ZINC COLLAR PAD COMPANY,
BUCHANAN, MICH. P.O.Box 563.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

X-Ray Plugger!
FOR REPAIRING
SINGLE-TUBE TIRES.

Its chief merit is that it reaKy is absolutely

practicable and simple, and DOES THE WORK!

se^plTifge.
^^^^ CYCLE SPECIALTY CO.,

ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

!

Mansfield Tubing.
Made from Open-Hearth Acid Process.

COLD-DRAWN

SWEDISH STEEL BILLETS.
Prompt Delivery

Correspondence Solicited.

MANSFIELD MACHINE WORKS,
Kindly mention Th« Wheel. Mansfield, Ohio.

The Lightest, Cheapest and Most Efficient Gear Case Is the

BRAHSOM PATENT DETACHABLE.
Actual Weight, 16 1-3 Ounces.

Fitted by all the leading makers. Used by the elite of the cycling
world. Agents in every town throughout the universe.

Hasy to fit. Perfect lubrication. Elegance combined with simplicity
Order forms and full particulars on application to

W. BRANSON! & CO., 332 Cosweil Road, London, E.G.
The sales of the Bransom Gear Case exceed all others.

Telegraphic Address : " Cyci-Odatus, London." Mention The Wheel

Here is the grip which is made right and stays right. As shown in
cut, a wood bushing extends through the cork, and far
enough to receive the tip at each end, thus obviating

the danger of the handle breaking off at the
tip, a nuisance and expense so often ex-

perienced in other makes.

A, or first quility, SOc; B, or second quality, 40c. par pair, postpaid.

Special Discount to Dealers and Manufacturers.

The Grand Rapids Bicycle Grip Co.

153-155 CANAL STREET,
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

KENZOLINE
BICYCLE OIL.

Qcaner, Oiler and Lamp Oil Combined.

Will remove all dirt and grit from bearings and oil

them at the same time. Try it and be convinced. Ask
your dealer for it.

KENZOLINE OIL CO.,

62t Rialto Buildingf Chicago, 111*

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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We make the ASSERTION
that our

^97 Favorite

Juvenile

Bicycles

Are the BEST on the market.

If you doubt it, compare our specifications with other Juvenile lines.

The Toledo Metal Wheel Co.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. TOLEDO, OHIO

ZIMMERS
Trousers Protector.

Put on as quick as Clips.

Can be carried in vest pocket when not in use.

Ladies' Bicycle Leggings

A SPECIALTY.

Kalt-Zimmers

Mfg. Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis. 'V^
Kindly mention The Wheel. Patent applied for.H JS.P>^I>®..

The
a
Record"

Cyclometer
Has hands, and can be read

1/ from the saddle. It also has
a hundred-mile trip register,
which can be instantly set to
zero, without affecting the
permanent ten-thousand-mile
record on the back of the in-

strument, which faithfully re-

cords every mile made during
the season.

CUT ACTUAL SIZE. Retail Price, $l.50.
MADE BY

H. R. HA3VIILTON & CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. 67 Lake Street, Chicago.

New Design '97 racing hub, fitted with 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10 tooth 3-16 in. or
1-4 in. sprockets, I'/i or if^ in. chain line.

SPECIALS ^
era!il{°l)anger$, Rubs, Spokes

AND BUILT-UP WHEELS.
Place orders early for prompt delivery.

WESTON-MOTT COMPANY
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

Kindly m«Btl«n The Wheel.

"The LITTLE WONDER
A. NEW COMBINATION LOCK, WITH NEW FEATURES.

POSSESSING OVER 5.000 DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS,

SO MAKE YOURS WHAT YOU WILL.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

Made of cest material, of best
workmanstirp ; very effective.
Small, .ipht, durable, and easy

to adjust Locks sprocket and
chain lofjether firmly; is highly
nickeled, with black enameled fig-
ures, so combination can be readily
seen at night. No keys to bother
with or loose. The only perfect
bicycle lock on the market, which
you may secure, postage prepaid,
by mailing us 4>f.00, with name
and address, or by applying to
general dealers.

For agencies apply to

WM. H. BRODIE & CO.,
39 and 41 Cortlandt St.,

Xew York City.

1JVEI.I. ! W^EI.1- I WEI.I. ! WHAT NEXT !

KEENE
TUBE \x;\\\

STRAlGHTENEfi^

Tliis does the

A2srork quickly and

well.

Tlie sliding ja-ws

are bushed "with

leather.

Our list of tools

sent on application.

NEW ENGLAND CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. ICESHjITEI IT. H.

WILLEY'S ENAIMELING OVENS.

Fully Guaranteed in

Every Respect.

Estimates furnished Jor all kinds of sheet

metal, baking and enameli?tg ovens. . . .

Write for prices and description.

A. WILLEY,
181 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

BRAZING STAND
FOR

Bicycle Manufacturers, Repair

Shops and Tool-Room Purposes.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

BRAZING BLOW-PIPES.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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This Cut Will

Give You Some Idea of Our

Bicycle

Hose..
Which is acknowledged to be
superior to anything offered

the trade. We have all shades
and patterns, and are leaders
in bringing out new and orig-

inal ideas in this line.

Write Us For Prices and Particulars.

CoopHB, WeIIs & Co.,

St. Joseph, Mich.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

We Don*t Need
A Whole Page

to tell what everybody knows— that we are

the largest bicycle makers in the world—that

Columbia
Bicycles

TO ALL ALIKE $100 TO ALL ALIKE

are the STANDARD by which all bicycles

are judged—and that

Hartford Bicycles, $75, $60, $50, $45,

are equal or better than all other bicycles

except Columbias.

POPE MFC. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Greatest Bicycle Faclories in the World.

Art Catalogue free from dea'ers, or by mail for one 2-cent stamp.
If Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

JUSTTHEWIHOFOR YOUHSALESROOM

THE i

'

AHANDSOMEADDmmii
TOYOUDFIXTURES^

.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS ^

MANLFACTUDED BY THE «

BUFFALO SCALE COMPANY
BUFFALO, N.Y. ,

ZBNITH
. . . Bicycles

Are Leaders.

WHY ?

Because best materials, finest
workmanship ani^ carefa4 atten-
tioti to details make them sought
for by those wanting a mount
that they can rely on.

LIST PRICn
$50.00
;^60.00

and ^100.00
Iiiberal Dlscoant to Dealers.

Zenith Cycle Co.,

Bingbamton, N. Y.,

Manufacturers.

Correspondence Solicited. Send for Catalogue."

Kindly mention The WheeL
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T© THE TRADE,
Ttiose iiiterested. in tlie clamp in

use on the

Saddle
will find a full description of it

in Letters Patent No. 558,218, dated
April i4tti, 1896.

STAR NICKEL-PLATING WORKS,
W. W. SHOE, Proprietor, 428 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SHOE SADDLES.
SPACE 426, I*aiL,4.DBLPflIA. SHOW.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

C. MURRAY RICE,

105 & ro7 Chambers St., New York, U. S. A.

Bicycle Material, Sundries,

SMND FOR CATALOGUE.

Kindly mention The WheeL

Good Agents

will serve their own interests in securing

the agency for the wheels that attracted

such universal admiration at the New York
Cycle Show—the

GREAT....
EASTERN.

Quality, Style

and Finish...

Easy Sellers.

Manufactured by . . .

EASTERN CYCLE MFG. CO..

AMESBURY, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

CliMx Surii Ifire Sallies.
Elaslic,

Comfortable

and

Healthful.

Weight,

16 ounces.

Price,

Descriptive

circular and

electros on

application.

CLIMAX MFG. CO., East Hampton, Conn.

Slxo-w Space : Boston, 16.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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( _____
^^'^((/JEWARK./i.J. 01).A _

SELLING A6ENTS

ro/edo C^e^p/yCa. ^/eda.0.

Sharpless &• Watts, Philadelphia, (Pa.

Klaily MaatUm Tli« Wkeal.

Automatic Frame Finisher
WITH HOOD REMOVED.

t»t yartlonlars addrasB,

DRAPERY FIXTURE CO.
Worcester, Mass.

BpiaMMisiaMSMSMSisisMsiSMaiaiiiaisisisisi

JOS. R. GANNON says of

The
King
Cushion
Saddle...

King Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen—I have ridden one of your King
Cushion Saddles in the International Six-Day
Bicycle Race, held at the Madison Square Gar-
den. Previous to riding your make I used about
a dozen other saddles, but I must say that none
gave me as much comfort and satisfaction as
your King Cushion Saddle has. I remain

Very truly yours,
Jos. R. Gannon,

Long-Distance Champion of New York.

We hold testimonials from the remainder of the
six-day riders -who rode our saddle during the race.

THE KING MFG. COMPANY,

35 Waifen Street, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

13 and 14 inches long.

No. 80. 6 6>^ and 7 in.

No. 83. 6 and 634; in.

6 and 6|^ in. long,

THE M. SEWARD & SON CO.,

PJEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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American WeldlessSteelTube Co.,

XOI-eDO, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WeldlEss Sleel Tahing
FOR,

cycles, motor carriages,

boilers/ etc.

o^-
Cranked D Shaped Buttom Tube.

icz:)<-
Cranked Oval Bottom Tube (No. i Oval).

Crank i Shaped and Oval Batfam Back Stays

FOR CYCLES A SPECIALTY.

Quotations given for special sections upon application.

WE GARRY A IIMPLETE LINE OF GYGLINfi TUBE IN STOGK.

Klndl7 mention The Wheel.

THE COMPANION BICYCLE.

Any two people can ride it, no

matter what their weights

may be.

Either person can steer.

Mounting is easy.

This wheel can be ridden with-

out previous experience by
any bicycle rider.

One person can ride it.

The Companion has carried yfz/i?

children and two grown per-

sons at one time.

Weight, 45 lbs. Price, $1 SO.

DELP & BELL, Allegheny, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY CITY. BRANCH OFFICE. 25 Warren St., N. Y. City.

Kindly mention The WheeL , .. _ .

Lamps Stamped Never blow out

M—^
-, Neverjar out

y\ \ f\ All parts riveted
• l-^« \J\J9 Burn 8 to 10 hours
Look for M. B. Co. on the lamp you buy. If not

kept by nearest dealer, Bent on receipt of price by the
inanufac turers.

MANHATTAN BRASS CO., New York and Chicago.

Lamps that are

the result of years

of experience.

Lamps that give

the most powerful

light.

Easily taken
apart and cleaned.

Can be lighted

from the sides or

in front.

Patent spring.in

wick tube prevents

wick from drop-

ping.

Packed fount,

prevents spilling

of oil.

Send for prices

and electrotypes

for your "97 cata-

logue.

MANHATTAN BRASS COMPANY,
338 East 2ath Street, New York.

Western Department, 133-134 Lake St., Chicago.

Study the Cuts,
The designs will interest you.

WE also manufacture CRANKHAIWOER PARTS, which,
by good judges, are pronounced the finest and most practical

at present in the market. We also make Head Parts, HUB and
SPECIAL, OIL, CUPS, Patent SPOKE CLASJPS, Patent
Wood Rim WASHERS.

Write for 1897 Catalogue.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.,
AURORA, ILL.. U. S. A.

Agents for United States :

Iven-Brandenburg-Burgess Co., New York. Kochester and Cblo»KO.
Kindly montion The Wiieel,
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Better Than They Look,

and they don't look bad either.

TrtE

Reading

Standard

Bicycles

!

"So say those that know."

•f ^ i^p

If you want to know more, kindly write to

—THE

—

Reading Standard mfg. bo.,

READING. PA.

Good Agents wanted everywhere.

Makers of the Standard special Tools and Jigs

the best and most come ete line in the world. )SjSfl^

awoffmof/msH]

This is

12 - Inch

POLISHING

MACHINE

coLimiv.

K PULL LIMB OPa

Grinding and Polishing Machinery
7UI75IDB BV

BUILDERS IRON FOUNDRY, Providence, R. I.

FOR SALE BY
PattJTSon, Gottfried & Hunter, I<iinited, .

The Hai son & "Van Winkle Co., . Newark
Syr •••use Supply Co., Limited,
K. Iloifeld Ai Co.,
Chandler & Tarquhar,
Bosworth Tool and Supply Co.,

Eng^llsh Agents : Charles Churchill & Co., Limited

Kindly mantion Tho WheeU

. New York, N. Y.
N. <T., and Chicago, 111.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Bufl'alo, N. Y.
Boston, Mass.
Cleveland, O.
London.
Birmingham.

15? KELLY HANDLE=BAR

THIS IS THE ONLY ,

PRACTICAL ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR

... ON THE IIIIEKET , , .

Any position, from a drop to an upturned bar, may be obtained,

always keeping the correct pitch of grips. The adjustments secure

and simple, and will not work or wear loose.

The dealer or manufacturer handling the Kelly Bars saves extra

expense and annoyance of carrying a large assortment of different

styles, and at the same time furnishes a handle-bar that will please

all classes of riders.

All Kelly Handle-Bars thoroughly guaranteed.

We will furnish the manufacturer with bars complete, in parts,

or the stubs only.

We solicit your correspondence, and will submit san^ples and
quote prices on application.

The Kelly Handle-Bar Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel

THE ONLY

Real Roller Chain,

a

B.&W
fj

REDUCES
FRICTION

TO A . . .

MINIMUIVI

NO WEAR
OF CHAIN
OR SPROC-
KETS. . . .

BROWN &L WALES,
Sole Selling Agents.

Manufacturers and Jobbers of Bicycle

Material of all Kinds.

Send for Catalogue. BOSTON, MiASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The '97 HOLLENBECK.
illllllllllMriH

SOFT PADS. CORRECT SPRINGS. PERFECT COMFORT.

Two sizes

—

Sl4 inch and io>^ inch.

Toledo, o., Sept. 4, 1896.

F. A HOLLENBECK A Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Gentlemen — I have been u<!ing one of your latest improved saddles for
th» past few weeks, and am ready to pronounce it, without any exception, the
best sa Idle on the market. The HOLLENBECK has my heartv approval.

Very truly yours, Dr. J. C. Reinhart.
RAI.K8ROOMCI:

Ne-w York - 316 Broadway, 105 Cbambers St.

Boston—107, 335 and 374 Washington St.

Philadelphia—S. W. Cor. 10th and Arch Sts., 604 Chestnut St.

Chloaeo—8 5 Madiaon St.

Baltimore—The Alfred £ly Company.

MANUFACTURED BY

F. A. HOLLENBECK & CO., 228 Walton St., Syracuse. N.Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Smith's

Roller Spring
Seat Post.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

^S^

The Only Bear-

ing that Will

Dolt.

No Vibration,

No Friction,

No Squeak.

A Free,

Easy Motion.

THE BEST POST
0^ THE

MARKET AND
IS A

READY SELLER.

PRICU, $2.50.

JOS. N. SMITH & CO.,
^Manufacturers,

32 and 34 LARNED ST., WEST, - - DETROIT, MICH.

Kindly mention The Wlieel.

^^When New Things Come,

Old Things Must Go.

We are not new in the tire business, but we are up to

date.

We have made single-tube tires for years; we make

them right.

Life, Durability, Comfort and Speed are the essential

points to look after. We embody them all in our Dia-

mond Tread Tires. We make a complete line f'om

twenty to thirty inc'ies. We make our own fabric.

We know it is right.

Infliaia Rilier aid Iisilatefl Wire Gomiiiiiy,

JONESBORO, IND.

Chicago Representative:

J. B. THORSEN, 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Kindly mention "The Wheel.'

MiiKiiiPiw

||khieWoki|

V KB [iKTRo.PLAT.,^^ ^_

Mahufacturep bt

9091m CO "

IMDIANA BICYCLE CO.

OVERMAM WHELLCO.

IAMB MfG. CO,

A.rEATHER5T0MEtC0

C01UMBU5 BICyCLE CO.

R.H.WOLLF t CO.

REMIflCTOM ARMS CO.

CRAWFORD MFG. CO.

QUEEM CITV CrCLE. fO.

E.C.5TEARM5t Co.

AND MAriY OTHERS

ZUCKERiLEVETTS'LOEBCO.
QfoWR ME.W CATALOGUE- Of/

.-^'f 208 PA6E.S NOW READY

^26-328-330 WEST zy^r.
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Tie oflly aJjistaWe liar Hat new slips.

AlsoMely satisfies every rlier-all slapes.

Tie price is very low. .-. .-. .••

Patented October i, 1895.

^5

SEE THAT SCREW?
m

C. W. MORGAN,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

BROWN & WALES, Boston Aeents.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

s:eat-posts.
REVERSIBLE.

The neatest and most easily adjusted seat-post in tlie maricet.

Ordinary
T style also
supplied.
Best quality-

seamless tub"
ing in stock.

Price
attractive.

Kinely
illustrated

catalogue
ju^st out.

Send for copy.

If you do not make your

own seat-posts, do not

fail to send for sample of

our No. 176.

THE MOORE CYCLE FITTINGS CO.,

Manufacturers High-Grade Component Parts of Bicycles.

Supplied in complete sets or separately.

Factory, 309 to 323 Sussex Street,

HARRISON (0pp. Newark), N. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Wood Kins
Made from Best Selected Michigan Rock Elm.

We manufacture Rims from 1 2 to 30
inch diameter.

Our new factory is the best equipped in the country for the

manufacture of

Rims, Guards and

Wood Handle-Bars

and has a capacity to make 4,000 Rims per day.

Handle-Bars trimmed either with our "Flexible Truss" or
'
' Champion " Clip—none better.

Rims drilled by automatic machinery—every hole accurately

spaced with proper spread and tangent.

Prices on application. Orders promptly filled. We hope to have

your inquiries.

Waddel Woodenware Works,

Kindly mention The Wheel. GREENFIELD. OHIO.

BARNES DRILLS.

W. F. & JNO. BARNES CO.,
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 254 RUBY STREET, ROGKFORD, !LL

Kindly weotion The Wheel,
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m
THERE ARE GOOD POINTS

IN ALL

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ICO#7QVOJ?QCP/7 ^Of]

SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL,

NOVEL.

Thi

LAVIGNE
Instantaneous

Changeable

PEDALS.
Always Horizontal.

Showing how pedals are changed from rubber to rat-
trap, or vice versa, by the upward pressure of fingers.

We have solved the problem
of Combination Pedals, and will

help you in selling v-ur wheels
next season.

We also make five styles of
Bicycle Wrenches.

The LavigneA Scott Mfg. Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Mention The Wheel,

The remarkable success of the

HOFFMAN
during the last five years, is due to the mechanical construction,

fine workmanship , and superior finish. It is made on the finest

automatic machinery, and the bearings are all ground to one

four-thousandth of an inch, and highly polished. HOFFMAN
riders would ride no other wheel, no matter what inducements were

offered. Catalogues, prices and terms to responsible 'dealers.

The Hoffman Bicycle Company,

Kindly mention The Wheel. CLEVELAND, O.

NA/ELDLESS
TUBING

The best kind of tubing is that which
will help to make your wheel high grade.

ELLNA/OOD
N/VELDLESS

. . . TUBE
is the kind. No delay in shipments. . , .

ELLWOODWELDLESSTUBECO.
ELLWOOD CITY, PA., U. S. A.

THE A. U. MOORE CO., sales Agents,

CLEVELAND. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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iiTHE

GMNMVA
SPECIAL,"

with "Garde" patent two-piece

crank and other special features,

is unsurpassed.

Two-Piece Crank Used In "Geneva Special.''

The full line consists of "THE
GENEVA/' Men's and Ladies';

"THE GENEVA," 26-in. wheel,

boys' and girls'; "THE GEN-
EVA," Double Diamond and
Sombination Tandem ; "THE
GENEVA SPECIAL," Men's
and Ladies'; "THE OHIO,"
Men's and Ladies' , defies com-
petition. Write for prices.

The Geneva Cycle Co.
Geneva, Ohio, U. S. A.

New York Office, 92 Reade St., A. m. SCHEFFEY &,

CO., General Eastern Sale§ Agents.

JAIVIVEY, SEmPIiE & CO., llinneapolis, Blinn., Gen-
eral Agents for the Norttatvest.

WYETH HDW. & MFG. CO., St. Joseph, Mo., Gen-
eral Agents for the Central West,

Kindlj mention The Wheel,

LOCK-JOINT

TUBING.
Made from One Piece of Steel.'

«»•••••»•••••«'

MANUFACTURERS
who have used either " lock-joint " or brazed

tube know that the spelter will run out 'of the

seam when they braze the tube in the lugs.

WE GUARANTEE
the material used in the " ELECTRIC " tube

to stand any degree of heat required for braz-

ing, and

IT WILL NOT MELT OR RUN OUT.

Stronger than Weldless stock, perfectly round, no

seam or ridge to show through the enamel^ and is only a

trifle more exoensive than common brazed tube.

PORKSIDBS and HANDLR-BARS of this tubing will

soon be ready.

Before placing your 97 contract write for prices and

description.

•'»••••••»••••»«•

THE STANDARD TUBE CO*

Office: 640 SPITZER BUILDING.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC CO..

153 Lake street, CHICAGO.

Sales Agents for Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan and Iowa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DROP FORCINGS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

CRANKS,
Both Flat and Round, a Specialty.

Our bicycle work has made a record for itself.
Send us a drawing: or m del of what you need and we will estimate on

it. Our prices will interest you.
Delays are costly—look into this NOW.

RICHARD ECCLES, Auburn, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ask for the

"GEM" Toe Clip
The Best

15c.
Toe Clip

made.

For Sale

Every-

where.

MANUFACTURED BV

QEO. W. NOCK,
Wholesale Dealer and Manufacturer of Bicycle Sundries,

146 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FERRACUTE [VIACHINE CO.,
BRIDCETON, N.J., U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRESSES
DIES,
AND OTHER

SHEET
METAL
MACHINERY

...FOR...

Bicycles
AND

Cycle

Fittings

OF ALL KINDS.

Special Presses

For making Pedals, Pit-
tings.jChains, and other
parts automatically.
Also dies of every kind.
Estimates will be given
on receipt of samples,
etc.

THIS REPRESENTS
NEW STYLE.

" Press P 4," Weight 4,300 Lbs., Price, $430.
Send for New Catalogue Describing 300 Sizes and Kinds of Presses.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

IN A NEW DRESS...

For '9T.
HANDSOMBLY £M50SSBD<

Reflecting surfaces protected by glass and

cannot become smoked or tarnished.

A Lantern that will not jar or blow out.

THE BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

17 N. 7th St., Phila. 19 Murray St., N. Y.

85-87 Pearl St., Boston.

One of th9

Griatest Wonders

of the World.

ThB

RiHss Bicple

CouplBB

Can Be Attached

to Any Bicycle.

MR. AGENT :

Are you after the

coin ? If so, write

for information.

The Bicycle Coupler Mfg. Co.,

GALION, OHIO.

1897 Model now ready for shipment.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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We Don't Want the Earth,
But we do desire to furnish electros and quotations, and then

—

well, you can guess the rest—we want your orders. Just drop us
a line, and we'll convince you.

Model B,
Price, $S.OO per Dozen.

4(THE **SHOW" HOLDERS
Are ADJUSTABLE TO ANY ANGLE.

ARTISTIC. DURABLE.

4 REASONS whythe •*SNOW" TOE CLIPS
ARE THE MOST DESIRABLE :

Ist.—Tbey do not abrade the leather.
2d.—They are light, strong and comfortable.

3d.—Their finish is the finest.

WRITE US 4th.—They are not expensive.
FOR TRADE DISCOUNTS.

Patents Applied For,

The Snow Wire Works,
S6 to 94 Exchange St., Rochester, ]V. Y., IJ. S. A.

Price, $3.00 per Dozen.

VTeight per pair, 2}4 oz.

(established 1834.)

Kindly mention The Wheel.

START RIGHT WITH THE
NEW YEAR BY ORDERING
YOUR SUNDRIES FROM

We'will handle all the

DESIRABLE SUNDRIES
during the coming season.

WRITE FOR NEW 1897 CATALOGUE.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

NEW YORK CITY.

p. O. Box 1768.

Low Prices.

Best Quality.

The Deitz Automatic Bicycle Lock.
A Bicycle Lock That Locks.

An Ornamental and Secure

Attachment.

If you cannot buy from your dealer, a
dollar -will bring: it t>y return
mail.

Kindly mention The Wheel. Patented In the U. S. and four foreign countries.

No Damaged Sprocket Wheels

or Chains.

Is Thief-Prdof.

Liberal discounts to jobbers and dealers.

Send for catalogue.

THE DEITZ CYCLE LOCK CO.,

Aqueduct Building, Rochester, N. Y.

THE CYCLE TRADES' FOREIGN LISTS.
Contains tlie leading bicycle agencies and manufacturers in the foliowing countries :

England, Sweden, Finland, India, Japan,
Italy, Turkey, New S. Wales, S. Australia, China,

France, Holland, Jamaica, Burmah, Transvaal,
Switzerland, Greece, Victoria, W. Australia, Barbados,
Germany, Belgium, Bahama Islands, Cape Colony, Egypt,
Austria, Russia, New Zealand, Ceylon, Trinidad,

Denmark, Spain, Cuba, Straits Settlements, Algiers,

Hungary, Servia, Queensland, Natal, Antigua,
Norway, Portugal, British Guiana, Java, Mexico.

Roumania, Poland, Tasmania, Grigualand, West,
ALSO

A selected number of foreign buyers resident in the principal cities throughout Europe.
ALSO

A selected list of exporters of bicycles resident in New Yorlc.

All of the firms whose osmes are listed in this book are houses of first-class reputation.

BOOK NOW READY, Published by^F. P. PRIAL, 88 West Broadway, New York
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ANGELL, SUMNER & CO.,

BICYCLE MATERIALS i!!5 SUNDRIES
Electric WeMed Connections ani Parts for Complete Wheels a Specialty. Ellwooil WeMless Mm.

Our £at(ilodue will Infemt you-our prices will save you money.

Buffalo, N. YOffice --•

41 Court Street.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

WM MAKM ((CRITERION HUBS."
WRITK TO US.

International Cycle Fittings Co.

]0-]2 READE STREET, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Kalamazoo Carriers. THREE LEADERS
IT WILL PAY YOU TO CATALOG.

Kalamazoo Baby Carrier—Style B. Brownie Child's Seat. Kalamazoo Folding Parcel Carrier.

KALAMAZOO CYCLE CO., manufacturers, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Send for CataloGT and Electrotypes.^^.^^^^^^^^^ Kindly mention The Wheel.

New and Improved Bicycle Wrench for Season of '97.

ALL ROUND CORNERS.
Can be carried in the pocket

without inconvenience.

*' Standard of the World."

DROP FORCINGS
of all descriptions.

^^PBill 1 ngs"&. SpeBcer-'ei
B\ Harliord, Coim.,

MODEL '97. WelKht. 5 1*2 Ounces.

THE BILLINGS &, SPENCER CO. - Hartford, Conn., U. S. A
Kindlr mentlea The Wheel.
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HUBS

PEDALS

CHAINS

In two grades.

In any chain line required.

With either 7, 8, or 9 tooth sprockets.

Either nine-sixteenths or one-half inch shank.

And either 20 or 24 threads.

In two styles.

In colored blocks and side links to suit.

BALLS STAY IN WHEN AXLE IS REMOVED.

Warwick & Stockton Co., - - - Newark, n. j.

H]
THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York.
ENDORSED BY THE L. A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The Wheel.

ift

Kimball" ^ '97 Model
Bicvcles

READY FOR
INSPECTION

MADE BY.

THE PHILLIPS MFG. CO.,

307-309 West Broadway,

.VISITORS WELCOMED. NEW YORK CITY.

The Company announces to the trade that MR. ROBMRT M. BMCit
has assumed charge of the factory.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Now for a Busy Bi-Gear Season,
/

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The big shows of '97 are past events. We met many old friends, made many new ones, and showed

the Bi-Gear to thousands who evinced by their interest that public confidence in our changeable gear is

firmly established, and that a steadily increasing demand for it is being created.

Prompt Fulfillment of Orders.
Our facilities of manufacture are greatly increased over '96, and we can this season insure prompt

delivery of orders. We lost some orders last year by not being able to always promptly supply the

demand, and don't want this to happen again. Favor us with orders and ascertain for yourselves.

Catalogiie on. request.

BROWN-LIPB GMAR CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

f®>®^f®^K5)>0><j)>®^^s>f®>®>®>^

STERLING
N. N. HILL BRASS CO., East Hampton

Kindly mention The Wheel.

BICYCLE FITTINGS
We are prepared to make, on orders for

quantities, all kinds of Sheet Steel

Stampings, such as
STEEL BALL BEARING GASES

drawn from .r/^aa/ cold-rolled steel, made
to our order, and hardened hy experts,
which renders them equal, if not super-
ior, to any made

pork: CROiniNS, F^RMTW^E OONNECTIONS,
Tees, CRMNKHKNGERS,

and all sheet metal specialties, like DUST CAPS, PEDAL. PLATES, FERRULES and Tl^ASEIERS. Do not carry good|

in stock or issna n "italogue, but will be pleased to furnish estimates on samples or drawings of anything in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND MFG. CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. 100 BEACON STREET, WORCESTER, MASS.

STEEL BALLS" • •••

We are the larerest producers of Steel Balls in ezlstenc*.

Place your contract with us and be taken care of. Don't forgot our Trade Mark.

We also manufacture.

'TNG CONES, CUPS, SCREWS, NUTS, NIPPLES, HTO. OUR MACHINES ARD USED HXTEHSIVBLY BT
-TWHy PROMINENT CYCLE MANUFACTURER IN THIS COUNTRY AND EUROPE.

I'rfSk

THE GLEVELAin HICHIIE SCREW Cn., Clmland, Mi
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WE

STILL HAVE^ TO Scll

RIMS

To the other Two-Fifths

of the Trade in the

United States who
were so unfortunate

as not to contract for

Trade Mark.

••••••I The Overwhelming Su-
periority of the Boston
Laminated — Three-

THE
NEW YORK

AN D
J
Demonstrated Fifths of all the wheels

CHICAGO

SHOWS
at both Shows having
been fitted with Boston
Laminated.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The SENSATION OF '97.
NO MORE GREASY LAMPS

WRITE FOR
DISCOUNTS

AND
CIRCULARS.

tJAe

Philadelphia

Show,

Space 12.

WRITE FOR
DISCOUNTS

AND
CIRCULARS.

NON-EXPLOSIVE

Philadelphia

Shof,

Space 12.

Xi Bicycles a(«'Carriages.
ROSE MT'G.COMPANXPHILADELPHIA.PA.U.S.A. X-.......

ELECTROS FOR CATALOp F
Kladly mantlon Th« Wheel.
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Experts Disagree on Almost Everything,

but when the subject touches
upon the superiority of the ^

5 ENVOY ^ AND ^

FLEETWING,
there is but one opinion^ and that is, that they are the best
wheels on earth at anything like the price. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

$100.00 WHEEL FOR $75.00

BUFFALO CYCLE CO., dt ^ Buffalo, N. Y.

SXH
Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE UNIVERSAL." THE GLOBE." I X L No. I."

aJi-inch dome glass, concealed spring, de-
tachable reflector, large oil well. Weight,
9 ounces;

Price $0.80

"DIANA."

»J^-lnch front, concealed spring, detach-
able reflector, large oil well. Weight, 10

ounces.

Price $0.80

"THE PREMIER."

2}^-inch dome glass, niclceled finish front,

detachable reflector, large oil well. Weight,
8 ounces.

Price $0.86

" INTERNATIONAL."

»5i-inch'beveled glass, opening front, nickel
finish, round side lights, detachable reflector,

concealed springs, finely finished. Nickel top.

Weight, 9 ounces.
Price $1.00

Send for Catalogue.

2j^-inch dome glass, opening front, sliding

side light, screw in back. Weight, 9 ounces.

Price $1.20

Same as "Diana," but /a// nickel-plated

Price $1.20

HERMANN BOKER & CO., New York.
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HUBSi

PEDALS

FRAMES

WOOD BARS

FORCINGS

Wait for our 1897 Barrel Hubs. Sprockets, 7 to 10 tooth.

Up-to-date Barrel Pedals. Patent pending.

Our '97, with I 1-4 inch Tube, is full of improvements. Sprockets,

17 to 24.

Our Patent Adjustable Wood Bars will take a lot of Seating.

We have capacity to fill your orders promptly. Send us your blue

prints.

I

®

We have a large -automatic plant ready for you. Send us your re-

quirements.

SCREWS,
BOLTS AND

NUTS.
We are head and shoulders above any other Fittings House.

THE SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

4W®>®HKi>f®miH^>f®^ ®4®>®>®>®4®®^KS)>^)4®>®>®>^)>®^^HKS)>®^KimJ^^ ®>K!HKS)4®>®>®)f®^KS)>®t®><S)+®^®4®f

®

bicycles will interest a thinking dealer. They have

some new talking points. For instance, an en-

tirely

New Two-Piece Crank!
If honest bicycles at taking figures have any attrac-

tion for you, you will write to

KIRK-YOUNG MFG. CO.,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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m
m

A D. Meiselbach Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF

^ BICYCLES ^
•m.

North Milwaukee, ^ ^ Wisconsin.

m
m
m
rsra

I
Acknowledged By Ml

|
^ To be the finest wheel on the market for $T5»00» 3

I THE "ftP©LL0.** 1
^ Flush joints swaged tubing, solid seat-post connection, no clamp used for seat-post pr handle-bar, finest finish and equipment. ^

I TRY©N SPEemL. $75.00. |^ Equal in quality and finish to any $100,00 list wheel made. :^

I VESPER, $50.00. i
fc Juveniles, 20, 24 and 26 inch. -^

I E. K. TRYON, JR., & CO., - - Philadelphia. |
Kindly mention The Wheel.

^iUiiiiUiUiiiiUiumiiuuiiuuiiuuiummMiiumiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUMiiUiUiUiUiUiUiu^



WE MAKE WHEELS, TOO!

"ElDPGE" anil "BEllflDESL"
Their reputation has been established, so that nine wheel-
men out of ten know that " Eldredge " and " Belvidere" are
synonyms of "Up-to-date" and "High-grade."

^ 4 Ol^^ They will possess more modern features than any other bicycle
r (11 1 oM / ^^ ^^® market, will continue to be the reliable article they have
* ^* I v/Cf ^ always been, and we
shall endeavor in every respect to give you \mJt%^^4. \[ r\^^ \mJ r^-^^-i-We have more than doubled our enameling l/w 11^1 T Y Oil W HllT
plant, and will furnish wheels in eight colors *"**^ £ VW II ttll V0
regularly, as illustrated in our catalogue. They can be had in 1 in., i 1-8 in., or i 1-4

in. tubing, and in all other respects we shall make it our object to present an assort-

ment from which a customer can obtain exactly the kind of machine he or she desires.

WRITB FOR CATALOGUE.

NATIONAL SEWING MACHINE CO., - Belvidere, III.

New York Office, 339 Broadway.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

m

THET? EeORD » -

Have a Record S S HlPVPlP^ §
Hard to Beat. UIV. V V.ICO |

I Our 1897 Wheels are strictly up to date. p
List $60.00, $75.00 and $100.00. m

Wi

We want to be represented in every City and Town in ^
the United States by good live Agents. Write us at once. ^

WE USE THE FAMOUS FAUBER ONE-PIECE CRANKS.

The Butler Company, butler, ind
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^

Corduroys in shades of drabs, tans, white,

slates, navy, green, seal brown and blacic.

Linings in eiderdowns of white, blue, cream,

pini(, tans and greys.

GLEIM'S
Hand Protectors

Makes Cycling in cold weather a pleasure.

You need not put your wheel away because of

climatic discomforts. Strikingly graceful and hand-

some in finish and design ; easily adjusted to or

removed from the handle-bars. They are an added

ornament to your wheel.

They are the

Coming Pad !

The acme of novelty, simplicity and comfort, appealing alike to all Avtio ride a
wtieel for business or pleasure. Gloves are not necessary Avhen using ttiem. Miade
in all siases, styles and colors, of only higla-grade material to suit all ages and sexes.

Manufactured by GLEIM MANUFACTURING CO., Denver, Colo.

For sale In Chicago by MABSHAI.I. FIEI,!) & CO. and A. G. SPAIiDING & BROS.
|

#

#

0S.

mm^^^m^^mm^mm ^ w W ^ v^ ^ W W
Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE FEATURE OF '97.

BROWN'S

M\m HpMckets and Chain

DOES AWAY WITH ALL FRICTION

Makes your wheel run easier; eliminates all trouble witli your chain; is absolutely self-cleaning. Give it a
test, and if not satisfactory we will refund your money. Insist on having it with your new wheel. We
guarantee it. If your dealer cannot or will not put it on your old wheel, send to us.

SEND F=OE2 CKTKLOG^©.

THE HALL-MOORE MFG. CO.,
No. 406 NEAVE BUILDING,

Kindly mention The Wheel when writing.

CINCINNATI.
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i4

Voung Blood (Uins" ^ ^
The knowing how, and good work, back-
ed by plenty of hustle and money, will

produce the

BUDD BROTHERS' "SPECIAL"
AND THE

D. & H. BICYCLES.

And other points being equal
the Discounts Talk.
Write for our Talk.

Budd Bros. Manufacturing Qo.,
GLENS FALLS, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

3iaisisigisi5jaEj[yfijUiahyjiyioM5I3l@lSEI@l@l3l@ISBJSEI3aaEJSM@I3MS^

The ^97

Swell

Newport
%^%^<^

SWELL NEWPORT, MODEL A.

THE SWELL NEWPORT in a Three-Day Bicycle Race recently held in Little Falls, N. Y.,

demonstrated to the public its superiority as to ease of running and durabiHty. It carried its

rider without a halt for repairs to victory, while other competitors were obliged to mount several

machines before the finish.

Ride the Swell Newport and success is yours.

The S. & F. SPECIAL, The S. & F. No. lO, and a line of JUVENILES, which we
manufacture, are thoroughly well finished and handsome bicycles, that will commend themselves to

all riders.

Kindly mention The Wheel. SNYDER & FISHER BICYCLE WORKS, Little Falls, N. Y.
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THE

Heinz and Sphinx

HIQH-GRADE

BieveLES,
MANUFACTURED BY

HEINZ & MUNSCHAUER,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR. Kindly mention The WheeL

m
m

The Fenway Cycle
KITnrKD ^WITH THB

Chapman Double Ball Bearings.

EVERETT CYCLE CO., Mfrs., Everett Mass.

m
m
m
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The 7VY. S: llsL. 'QV LKMP
THE LAMP OF THE YEAR I

m
rNOUGH RIDING
I Y cannot put out

V this lanap.

Perfect combustion.

Ivarge reflector.

Steady, -w-tiite light, hf^', . ,"x^

Reflector removable '^ - ^-^ ^"°^

for cleaning.

Self-acting v^ick"

lock.

No -wrenches or

tools required.

^OMPIvKTE IN
V itself.

^y Kastens to
either side of fork,

or to steering head
w i th o u t extra at"

tachments.
Perfect and simple

adjustment.
Burns kerosene oil,

and is clean and
secure in all

parts.

We invite correspondence. Electrotypes ready for jobbers' catalogues.

Manufacturers: ThE n/lTTMEWS & WILL/IRD flFQ. CO., Waterbury, Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

E^ m
THE TIRES WHICH BEAR THE NAME OF THE

KOKOMO RUBBER CO.
^ HOLD AIR WELL ^

They are of both Single and Double Tube variety.

Their appearance pleases the eye

TRADESMEN AND RIDERS WILL DO WELL TO KNOW
MORE OF THEM.

KOKOIVIO RUBBER CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
KOKOMO, IND., U. S. A.

m^ m
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DON'T BUILD '97 WHEELS

UNTIL WE QUOTE YOU ON

Bottom Brackets, Hubs, Chains, Pedals,

KENNEDY and FIOK^V^ICKl O^IREi©.

ORDER EARLY AND DON'T GET LEFT.

BUY FROM HEADQUARTERS AND SAVE MOWEY ,

WEAVER CYCLE MATERIAL CO.,
956 EIGHTH AVE., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Observe how a

leading daily

naturally mentions
Hunt Saddles first—

X.
•"^v^

—<^

" In saddles there will be offered the great-

est variety ever seen. Some of the hicycle
makers will catalogue thirty varieties, and the
saddle makers will double this number at

least. In general the saddles all come under
the styles typified by the Hunt, the Garford,
the Brown, the Kirkpatrick, or those built in
two parts, where each side of the saddle Is

designed to follow the movements of the rider's

legs. Large as Is the variety in saddles, no
one can inspect them intelligently without
becoming convinced that not a single one of

these styles has been made without there be-

ing a distinct object to be accomplished. The
experienced rider and the saddle maker agree
that the saddle is the one part of the bicycle

which must be especiallyadapted to each rider.

The saddle which gives perfect comfort and
ease to one rider will not do for another at all,

and again, a saddle which suits one style of

riding will not answer for a person of the same
build riding in a different style. There are in
this year's varieties long saddles and short

saddles, hard saddles and soft saddles, and
saddles with springs under them and others
without. The general tendency among the
saddle makers is to make the new seats wider
and shorter, and to raise the rider above the
horn of the saddle and away from its centre
line, by adding pads to the sides of tlie seat

or cutting away the horn and center."

-V-'

From
-^

• •THE SUN '•

New York, Jan. 10, 1897.

HYGIENIC
SADDLE
*97 Model XX.

Eight new
styles of the

HYGIENIC
for t897,

SEND FOR
CATALOG 2.

WESTBORO,
Hunt Mfg, Co.rM^l
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ihe M©NHReH TIRE
The result of education and

experience in tire production.

It is practically

PUNCTURE PROOF, RESILIENT,
DURABLE, EASY RIDING,

READILY REPAIRED.
Five elements which constitute our claim as

being the Best Road Tire on the market.

MONARCH RUBBMR COMPANY;
CAM PE LLC, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

iilallliilllilM^^^^
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EXTRAORDINARY INDDCEMENTS TO RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.

Write for particu-
lars at once.

Manufacturers of
the Si 0,000 Dia-
mond Tandem

;gl75.00

ELGIN, ILL.
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SEE THAT FERRULE?

They're "Out of Sight, })

r

I.

Call and see us,

we'll treat you right.

1

•J

Handle-bars,

Rims and

Guards.

CROSBY & MAYER CO., Representatives.

LOUIS RASTETTER

B & SON,

FORT iA^KVNe. IND.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

-s!/XW -v!/XW -si/XW a!/XW -v*/4tV a!/XW A!/I!k' -vi/XW' -s!/4tk -vl/^k -«i/^k ^if^k -vLf^k </4M^ i

Newton
Tires . .

.

SINGLE AND
DOUBLE TUBE.

EASY RIDING AND
SERVICEABLE.

Boston Show, Stand No. 44. Philadelphia Show, Stands Nos. J5J and J52.

See our goods before placing orders.

The Newton Rubber
Works,
Kindly mention The Wheel.

NEWTON UPPER FALLS,

MASS.

Branches and Repair Depots

:

New York City, N. Y., 103 Reade Street.

Philadelphia, Pa , 830 Arch Street.

Chicago, 111., 132 Lake Street.

Detroit, Mich., 60 Washington Avenue.
Kansas City, Mo

, 917 Baltimore Avenue.
Atlanta, Ga., 69 North Prior Street.

Los Angeles, Cal., 433 South Broadway.

F «*^»y> '^t/i^ T^t/T*" T!t/T^ y\t/7^ "^t/T*" Tl^^/i^ '^t/T*' '^t/T*' '^/T*' Ttf/T*" "^/r*" 1*^/7*" "^t/i*"
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t ONE AMONG THEM ALL. f(^

}|j
THE NAME fits it to a title.

f(^

jT The finest bicycles made in America—in the world—are called "\r

'^vsiomMikxAh
\ THE GO-LIGHTLY KKIND.

fjjk Leads in strength, rigidity and lightness. If you want to f£k

J^ make money in '97 write for prices on the go-hghtly kind. J^

^! AMES <fe FROST COMPANY, Makers, ^5

Kindly mention The Wheel.

®>(!H^s)>Ks>4KS>404®>KS)>K5)4(S^^

1897
REMINGTON
BieveLES.

(

f

UP TO THE MINUTE."
$IOO-OF COURSE.

Assents 'wanted in unoccupied .

territory.

Address REMINGTON ARMS CO.,
315 Broadway. N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^)4<j)4{!)4<s>>^)4{s)V<i)4<S)><5)>®>^
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Its Merit Appreciated!

Christy . . .

.

^s^tgffiica! Saddle

Shows pelvis as it rests on ordinary saddle. Sbows pelvis as it rests on Christy Saddle.

t

:
:
:
•

Adopted as a Replar Equipment by Leading Manufacturers

Here are a few of the prominent manufacturers that appreciate the true merit of the CHRISTY
ANATOMICAL SADDLE and catalogue and furnish it as a regular equipment

without additional charge:

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS. Chicago.

E. C. STEARNS & CO., Syracuse, N, Y.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.. Syracuse, N. Y.

DAVIS SEWING MACHINE CO., Dayton, O.

GEORGE N. PIERCE & CO., BufiEalo, N. Y.

IDE MFG. CO., Peoria, 111.

MONARCH CYCLE CO., Chicago.

NATIONAL SEWING MACHINE CO., Belvidcre, 111.

COLLMER BROS,, South Bend, Ind.

HAMILTON-KENWOOD MFG. CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

PEERLESS MFG. CO., Cleveland, O.

THOMAS MFG. CO., Springfield, O.

ARIEL CYCLE CO., Goshen, Ind.

ACME CYCLE CO., Elkhart, Ind.

ANDERSON CYCLE & MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO., Columbus, O.

VANGUARD CYCLE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., Elmira, N. Y., and Washington,

D. C.

UNION MFG. CO.. Cleveland. O.

MIAMI CYCLE CO., Middletown, O.

WINTON BICYCLE CO., Cleveland, O.

THE E. HOWARD WATCH & CLOCK CO.
SPEIRS MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass.

HENDRICK CYCLE CO.
THE BLACK MFG. CO., Waltham, Mass., Erie, Pa.

And Negotiations now Pending with a Number of other Prominent Manufacturers.

I
t

RIDERS...
When ordering your '97 Bicycle, insist

that it be fitted with the Christy, and no
dealer will lose a sale on account of your
preference.

Manufacturers and dealers are notified

that the Christy Saddle is fully protected

by mechanical and design patents, and
infringers will be prosecuted.

AGENTS . .

.

Bicycles fitted with Christy Saddles
are good sellers—because riders are now
educated on the saddle question. Insist,
when placing your order, that your '97

wheels come fitted with Christy . addles.

I A. G.Spalding & Bros.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
WASHINGTON

Kisdly mention The Wheel.
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i> t
THE

GREAT WHEELS

General

and Eady

$75.00
and want agents everywhere

The only strictly up-to-date High-G-rade 1897 bicycle for $75.00.

We only ask you to look at our bicycles—you will hear more of them later.

WILLIAM MILLS & SON,
Office and Salesroom, - - 7 Warren Street, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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We want good Agents for

WARNER
eveLES.

Highest Grade*

D. D. WAKNER CO., Mfrs.,

MADISON, WIS.

CHAS. J. STEBBINS, GEO. WEBB ALEXANDER,
General Eastern Agent, Pacific Coast Agent,

103 Reade St., New York City. " San Francisco, Cal.

«it»>r» mf^JT^- ixfcyr*.

y^SfJT*- ,?WT»- nVT-

^ »

m
JSk^jsu^jstj^ joj:^jasu^jasu^

'^<^^r>- m>t^JT> «in»./rv

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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"TQRRINGTON" CHAINS
Salient Features

in the

Making of

''Torrington

Chains.

99

TheA.L. MOORE CO.,
General Sales Agents,

Cleveland,

New York, Chicago.

All stock ordered by blue print specifications, and rejected if not found to

conform to the smallest limit allowed for variation.
All blocks, rivets, and side links made to gauges, AND GAUGED.
ALL BLOCKS HARDENED in special pots, and then tested by crushing

process to avoid any possibility of using superheated, crystallized blocks.

HARDENED RIVETS MADE OF "HARVEYIZED" STEEL ONLY,
presenting a hard exterior while preserving the original, extremely tough interior

under hardened surface and on ends, giving at once A BEARING SURFACE
WHICH IS PERFECTION, AND GREATEST STRENGTH OBTAINABLE
TO RESIST FRACTURE OR STRETCH. (SEE OUR RECORDS).

AVHEN "TORRINGTON" CHAINS ARE FINISHED THEY ARE TESTED:
1st. By bar test—for pitch and length.
2d. By try-sprocket, upward pressure, running test.
3d. By gravity test on buyer's own sprocket.
4th. By gradual and abrupt tension tests.

These Features go to make "TORRINGTON" CHAINS Substantial Chains.

THE TORRINGTON CHAIN COMPANY,
TORRINGTON, CONN.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

t

I
t
I

•

The NAPOLEON
is built on the right lines, out of the

right kind of material, by the right

kind of workmen.

ITS COLOR IS ROYAL BLUE.

«

_

THE JENKINS CYCLE CO.,

18-20 CUSTOM HOUSE PLACE,

CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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'^ Godsoothy but he had pepper in his nose/^
—Francis Rabelaise.

Very irritating; like handling a wheel which is not quite

satisfactory.

Gilchester Bicycles
V

are served without condiments.

All about it to Agents. Send for catalogue.

The Gilbert & Chester Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. ELIZABETH, N. J.

Globes and Mascots

WI1EEL5 TH/IT QlYE 5/m5r/ICT10N.

• • -There is nothing

wanting in our line.

If you wish a reliable

leader don't forget to

look us up at the New

York Show.

•••••»••••••••

%

GLOBE CYCLE WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.
Kindly mention The WkeeL
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I

We Don't Fiddle on One String.

BECK SADDLES.
"The Comfortable

Kind.'' .......
Adjustable Saddle.

Six New Styles

ALL OF THEM
WINNERS

Beck Bicycle Saddle Company,

:

:

*^^s^

h,'T;'v=_ .
.—;. 9 % jfl

* >^H

NEAVARK, N. J.

Booklet Free. . . .
Kindly mention The Wheel.

:

:

Bells.
ALL STYLES AND PRICES.

Guards,
ALL STYLES.

Toe dips.
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

HEADQUARTERS FOR SUNDRIES.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.

Patented F S Feb 17tli,Mar ^d, 1891.

Canada Mar. 16th, 1-92.

C. MURRAY RICE, Agt..

1 05 Chambers St.,

New York City.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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$100.00

75.00
60,00

The
Tried

and
True
Kind.

7 Models. 1 7 Sizes.

ASK ANY REPAIRMAN
how the "tried and true" Pierce looks inside after two years' use. He
knows. He'll tell you the Bearings are good as new, true to size, and will

run perfectly for years to come.

Why Is This Thus?
Because Pierce Bearings are designed by mechanics who know liow.

The steel from which cones and cups are turned is the best known. Every
part is made in our own factory and with absolute uniformity. Our Dust-
proof device is extremely simple, and does its work well. No trouble

with Pierce Bearings.

BOSTON SHOW, Spaces 189, 190.

""::r THEGEO.N.PIERCE CO.,MFRS.,"r""
BOSTON, New England Branch. ^1 l^r'A I ^\ Kl \#

143-145 Columbus Avenue. DU I* T M 1.W , IN . Y
NEW Y0RK--I05 Chambers Street, and Corner Broadway and 40th Street.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Vohol

The Exemplification of Perfection

At the Boston Bicycle Show will be seen

' in the Wheel that is "Built on Honor."

The Warwick

(a'ovfl

oWS

ojoro

GKSJO

THE VERMILION RIMMER IS A WINNER.

The Very Cycle Company,
N. E.Aeents,

Will exhibit at the Show a full line of '97 Models,

occupying Spaces 82-83-84-99-ioo-ioi.

For Catalogues (mailed free) and information in regard

to Agencies in Territory unoccupied—Address

Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co

,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

o^oro

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE ROYAL
- ANATOMICALSADDLE

PRICE, $S.OO.

For Men and Women.
(PATENT PENDING).

m No Vibratfon. ™^ No Shocks. '

EVERY SADDLE GUARANTEED TO GIVE
SATISFACTION.

Independent Adj. Pads, resting on a wide, flat

spring, in a raised position, permit a perfectly free
action of the legs and an easy motion in every direc-
tion. Under the weight of the rider the Saddle auto-
matically assumes the shape of the body, relieving
the pelvi« bone* from all pressure and overcoming
all hygienic objections in other saddles.

The *97 Climax****
Hade for 26, 2S and
30 inch lVheel§.

Trip or Day-Ride Recorder

....AND....

Ten Thousand Mile

Cyclometer.

Weight, 2 oz., fully guaranteed. Price, $1.50.

The only Practical Cyclometer, with independ-
ent adjustable trip indicator, giving mileage of

each trip or day's run without figuring or book-
keeping.

Write for Catalogue and Quotations.

Kndiy mention The Wheel SCHLESINGER MANUFACTURING CO., 125-137 Recs St., Chicago,

AGENTS

NOW THINK WHY
You should not contract for

TheStandardWheel ofAmerica!

Honest Price * Honest Treatment # Honest Goods.

Write for terms and catalogue.

SOL h"e™™T CO.,
Standard Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

7 1 Jackson BouIevarH ^'
3d Ave. and 59th St.

Kindly mentioin Tbe Wheel. „^.»«^^^®>®-f^
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Agents.. WATCH FOR OUR LIST OF

THOSE WHO WILL USE IT.

Select for 1897 a make of wheel

upon which you can get a . . .

SPENCER BRAKE
"operates by a turn of the grip."

The exclusive right for 1197 to our Invisible Coil Brake (on the

crank-axle) has been granted to the makers of Fenton Cycles.

A number of prominent manufacturers have adopted tbe
SPENCER PL.IJ1VOER BRAKE and will furnish it in 1897.

It has a spoon with renewable rubber contacts.

Wheels that have It In 1S97 will be leaders.

We deal only with manufacturers.

Parts furnished or shoprlffhts granted. '

THE SPENCER BRAKE COMPANY,

Wheel fitted with the Spencer Plunger Brake.
Ijindly mention The Wheel,

140 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

Send for Catalogue.

'^fe^'SS.'P^X?! i
o^^m^oumom '^Z^^ffi'^K^ys/^ysf^^Sf^^^'^^^j^^^Y^^v^^vSS^yf bMtN^o)ora6)o^6pdraD)o^>)s ^^^^^^v^v^P^S!^7^^^^^^^K^^^^i

9S^

Ua(p

9s(o

Point No. 3.

The GALES
eveLES...

^SO.oo
"Equal to any wheel in the world."

We are building a bicycle tbat contains only Ihe highest grade material and workmanship.
It has numerous new^ ideas which render the cleaning and dismounting feasible to a
mere novice.

HUBS.—These are entirely new in design, embodying new principles of construction. The bearing cups screw in and
are positively dust-proof. The balls run on cones which are part of the axle The axle is made in two pieces, one screwing

onto the other, and the bearings are adjusted by screwing or unscrewing the axle, which by lengthening or shortening

tightens or loosens the bearings. The advantage of this is that the adjustment can be made outside of the frame where it is

easily operated.

DUANE CYCLES.
Wonderfal value—Up-to-date—Splendid Finish.

20 2? 24 IN. - - $40.00.
26 IN. - - - - 45.00.
28 IN. - - - - 50.00.

GOTHAM CYCLES.
Finest Line of Juveniles made.

24 IN. - - - - $40.00.
26 IN. - - - - 50.00.

Agents for the Sterlings in Bastern
New York.

SCHOYERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY,

J. J. ^ j^ J. New York^
Kindly mention The Wheel.

^n

35l9'£P$a(o%gB9'£<s9 !ira99Ca9»Co9£C<i9
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I We have them, and you want them.

A Thing of Beauty and a Joy Forever.

Werefertothe WHEELER MODELS
for 1897.

Highest G-rade, and thoroughly up to date.

New features and many improvements.

We have the best two-piece Crankshaft in use.

Watch this space for further description. Write us for catalogue and prices.

The r>E:i^^iJ^ivoE: bio^^ci^k oo.,
DEFIANCE, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^®-f(S>f0>S>f€>4K5>f€Hf»»»-«-

See Our Exhibits at

BOSTON, PITTSBURG, DENVER,

PHILADELPHIA, CINCINNATI and OMAHA.

^¥s)¥s>¥s>^t%^t%¥i>¥$)¥i>¥$)\<i)^t%¥f>¥i>

PIN YOUR FAITH
TO

Gilliam

Saddles.
Good reasons can be found, on examination,
why you should specify the Gilliam on your
new wheel. Our saddles are strong, care-

fully made of the best of material, handsome
in appearance and thoroughly up to date
generally. Send to us for catalogue.

GILLIAM MANUFACTURING CO.

CANTON, OHIO.

®

®
®

Kindly mention The Wheel. J
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I What a Nicely Finished Tire!

Yes, but remember the old adage, " Handsome is that handsome does." If you want

a tire which not only looks well but will wear well, you cannot do better than buy the

^^ W (TMot M.««) iKjjEB TUBS TIBP*

HONEST VALUE. HONEST PRICE.

We also make the CONQUEROR HOSE-PIPE TIRE, and INNER TUBES for all makes of tires.

MECHANICAL FABRIC CO., Providence, R. I

The Original Manufacturers of Pneumatic Tires in the United States,

Write us for catalogues, samples and prices.

ililllllllllllllllllllllll

Kindly mention The Wheel.

®®®®®®®®®®®®®®(^^

Our Triple Front Fork the Talk

of the Show.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

McKce & Harrington,

NEW YORK.
OFFICES, FACTORY, SALESROOMS:

173-179 GRAND ST.,3 Blocks Eastof Broadway.

Second Oldest Makers in the Country. Established 1879.
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1897

ENLEY
BieveLES

H ENLEY
BICYCLE
WORKS,

RICHMOND,
IND.

Highest

Grade.

'o O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O "o

Kindly mention The Wheel

You don't judge a man by his coat nor a

watch by its case.

DUSTPROOF
1,000 MILES

ACCURATE
You can't judge a Cyclometer by its out-

ward appearance. Accurate and pos-

itive mechanism is what you want.

THE VEEDER
is being imitated in outward appearance,

but U. S. Patent Laws protect its

mechanism.

IWATER-PROOF

10,000 MLES
POSITIVE

The dealer who desires to satisfy his cus-

tomers does not SPECULATE in

EXPERIMENTS. He buys and sells

that which he knows to be the BEST.

THE VEEDER
has been tested for over one year, and

found not wanting.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO, «^^^^:
Watch tbese corners each week and note what customers who have sold the VEEDER for a year say.

318 W. 77TH Street,

New York, July 13, 1896.
The Veeder Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen: Permit me to thank you for the exquisite little

cyclometer you so kindly sent me. I shall use it on my best
wheel. Again thanking you, I am,

Very cordially yours,

Lillian Russell.

New York, Nov. 9, 1896.
Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen : We are glad to be able to say that the Veeder Cyclometers
we bought from you during the past year have given very good satisfac-

tion. Your cyclometers seemed to be just about what many people
wanted and were determined to have, judging from the number of orders
we received for same. Wishing you success in the future with your
cyclometers, we remain, Respectfully,

A. M. SCHEFFEY & Co.

European Agents—MARKT & CO., London, Paris, Hamburg. Canadian Agents—AMERICAN RATTAN CO., Toronto, Ont.

r
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE SUCCESS OI= '96. I7UrRRO:^ED F^OR '©T.

The
flOL^ Century Bicycle Headlight ^1 Driving Lamp.

Made in Two Sizes:

STANDARD
AND TANDEM.

BURNS KEROSENE.

Will Not Jar

^ OR Blow Out.

THE NEATEST, LIGHTEST

AND GREATEST LIGHT GIVER

OF A«Y LAMP ON THE MARKET.

0Yei^200,000 • Sold in...

1896.

Points in our ImproYed '97

:

The front glass taken out and put back
vrithont any trouble whatever.

Also improvement made in spring,

chimney and doors.

PRICES (including one attachment, gossamer hood, etc.)

STANDARD. TANDEM.
Nickel Weight, 9 o«., $3.00 Nickel Weight, 15 oz., $4.00

Japanned (black) " 9 oz., 3.00 Japanned (black) " 15 oz., 4.00

Aluminum " 7 o»., 8.75 Aluminum " 13 oz., 5 00

All lamps packed in hand-

some leatherette box.

Send for descriptive catalogue and electrotypes. Various sizes and styles furnished

Every lamp supplied with ^'ee of cost. Address :

to protect it from dust or DclXS rdllclll nCClUliyill UOi; The genuine are never

weather when not lighted on Put ^P for sale for any

the vehicle. 17 Warren St., NEW YORK CITY. marketlnanyothershape
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Columbus \i>

^
l^y

''if^ Bicycles
ARE HIGH-CLASS

BieveLES.
COLDMBDS BICYCLE CO., colimbls, ohio.

Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco, Cal.,

The Coast and Western Exporters.

DISTRIBUTERS:
Studley & Jarvis, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Martin & Martin, Louisville, Ky.

Geo. E. Hannen, Denver, Col. Collister & Sayle, Cleveland, Ohio.

C. G. Fisher & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. H. C. Martin, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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6*0x3 MBRIT RMWARDSD.

The phenomenal success of the Ariel Wheel at the Chicago

Show, was due not to the price, but deserved merit. From the

better class of dealers, who appreciate the fine points of mechanical

construction, beautiful workmanship, and finish, we request the

most critical inspection, and invite comparison with other wheels,

regardless of the name they bear. In addition to these claims,

we are prepared to show a greater number of advanced ideas than

any other wheel represented. We mean all we say.

Ariel Cycle Mfg, Co,, Goshen, Ind.
Kindly mention The Wheel

'-A?/* vAv" S^io3^(0 5{ft!{? 3^(0S^l* 3^(!^ 3'^(^ S'^(°

You can meet any competition

In any locality ....
In any way . .

!^^^
!^^^

By handling the

44

Reliable Demorest"
line from Tandems to Juveniles.

Ten different styles and sizes, listing from $130.00 to $40.00. All colors.

Complete frames a specialty.

OEMOREST MFG. eO.,
WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

Kindly mention The Wh*el.
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SOUDAN, _^

\i>

NILE
<(^

AND

^'l^

BICYCLES

PYRAMID
have been SOLD for 1897 DELIVERY.
Their POPULARITY Proven. TERRI-
TORY? Well, write us

.^- MASON & MASON COMPANY,
Factory, 491-493 Carroll Ave. 587 W. Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE FAUBER CRANK AXLE.
Patents Ara Pioneer, and Cover One-Piece Axles of Every Practical Construction.

• •••:
• ••

BARNES CYCLE CO.,

BUFFALO CYCLE CO.,

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS:

Syracuse, N. Y GLOBE CYCLE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y. ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO.

WELLAND VALE MFG. CO., St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, 111.

See Our 1897.

BICYCLE AND TANDEM HANGERS,
Over 18,000 sold for next year.

Record for '96: Only THREE (3) Broken Cranks Replaced in 10,000.

Crank axles broken in use replaced free
of charge on receipt of broken parts.

W. H. FAUBER, Manufacturer,
70-74 W. JACKSON STREET, CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel. •V:
• • •- • t

C.&CExtension Tool Box.
(patent applied for.)

Tools and repairkit snugly arranged on an
apron, which folds and tucks into a close box.

NO DXJST, NO RATTLE.
AL^VAYS READY

We make them in Russet, Black or Patent

Leather
Stock and workmanship the very best. . .

S3

Retail at $i.oo, without Tools. With Tools and Repair Kit, f1.30 extra.

The "Tillinghast" Saddles
Made for COMFORT. Soft pads in front to prevent slipping forward.

Price, $3.50 eacli.

as
m
S3
m

Manufactured by

He CoDgion & Carpenter Company,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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' "TEMPLE" Bicycles
- 10 WODELS -

PLACES YOU IN POSITION TO MEET
ALL COMPETITION ; AND WE GIVE YOU
PRICES THAT WILL NET YOU A NICE

PROFIT ON EACH MACHINE YOU SELL.

Temple Scorcher, $100.00

Temple Special, . $75 00

High-Class Juveniles,

$40.00, $50.00

Superb, $60.00

MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE WORLD.

RRLPH TEMPLE eVCLE C©..
204 THIRTY-FIFTH ST., CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel. Send for Catalogue, Terms and Prices.t

Kensington
© ©

ORIGINAL,
PRACTICAL,

STRONG,
BEAUTIFUL.

Has ALL the Virtues of

a Good Wheel.

(§)

®
(§)

A Safe Investment for

any Agent or Rider.

K
E

• N
S
I

N
G
T
©
N

The Martin & Gibson Manufacturing Company,

Kindly mention The WheeL BUFFALO. N. Y.
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There's a ^id)mon8 in the field.

OUR CUSHION-FRAME BICYCLES POSSESS

fe^t!^
'"tt^^^'C,

Simplicity.

Durability.

Comfort,

^^

Write for

Catalogue.

A practical, mechanical invention, recommended by riders,

mechanics, physicians

EASTERN BRANCH:

97 Chambers Street,

New York.

Richmond Bicycle Co.^

RICHMOND, IND.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

The detachable tire is the best tire, because
it is not repaired on theory. The tube can
be exposed at any point, and anyone can
cement on a patch

The G.&J.
^iS=

Is the BEST detachable,
because it is the simplest
and most practically con-
structed

%%%v%%%%%%%%%v.%v.v

MADE AND SOLD BY THE

INDIANAPOLIS RUBBER COMPANY,
Kindly mention The Wheel. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

-o^ ~o~ «o~ -O, -0„ _o_ _o_ _•_ «o_ -O- _o_ _o.
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®

HIGHEST GRADE. HIGHEST PRICE.

It Fits Them All.

By Sterling Workmanship,
Attention to Quality of Stock,

The Blending of Utility and Art,

Tde Recoril Pedal

is remembered whenever a high-grade bicycle is called to mind.

®

RECORD PEDAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
239 COLUIVIBUS AVE.. BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

®4®^^HKsH^H^)>®>®>®>KS)-f®^f®>Ki)><^
®

R. B. McMULLEN & CO.,
XJ. S. Agents,

Chicago. ~ ^ M New York.

Dealers Will

Find the Demand

For the Standard GAR-
FORD SADDLES one

that it will be wise to

anticipate.

Send for catalogue and

book of hints NOW.

GARFORD MFG. CO.

ELYRIA, O.

Largest manufacturers oJ cycle saddles in the world.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHY. GEORGE

On Your Immortal Namesake's Natal Day
You Allow Silverites to Gold-

Brick You.

Denver, Col.. Feb. 22.—With a laurel

vvreatli—the presidency of the National Asso-

ciation of Retail Cycle Dealers—fresh upon his

brow, and after having escaped the wiles of

the East and Middle West, George E. Hannan
came home to fall a victim to those who
breathe the same Rocky Moimtain air that

keeps his lungs expanded.

While in love with his business, Hannan.

like most healthy men, loves excitement, and,

when he happens across a "sure thing" he has

sense in plenty to pluck it if he can. That

very thing occurred shortly after his return.

Some "sports" of Colorado Springs had it

thrown to the winds that they had $10,000 to

back one Paul Ritchie, a fairly fast wheel-

man, of Pueblo. Hannan smiled when he heard

it. He scented a "sure thing" and could not

cover the Springs money quickly enough.

It was like finding money. He named Bertie

Banks as his man and the details of the race

were soon arranged. Hannan, Banks anc'i

Banks's trainer, Jack Davis, journeyed to tho

stamping ground. Hannan was chuckling to

himself just before the race was to be run,

when lo! a "policeman" appeared on the

scene and placed Banks and Davis under ar-

rest and conveyed them out of town. During

their absence, Ritchie repaired to the track, and

rode over the course, after which his backer

claimed the stakes. Hannan was flabber-

gasted, of course, but when he started to in-

vestigate he soon learned that he was the vic-

tim of a game, that he had been most adroit-

ly plucked, buncoed, swindled. The "police-

man"' wasn't a policeman at au, but an im-

postor, and the whole thing had been pre-ar-

ranged. Hannan at once did some swearing

and as a result, Davis, J. \\\ Flynn, a foot

runner, the "policeman," the stakeholder and

several others are under arrest. But it is not

believed that the arrests will serve to recover

the several thousands of dollars which Han-
nan is out of pocket.

DEFERRED AND POSTPONED.

Binghamton. N. Y.,Feb. 21.—The Bingham-
ton Cycle Show, scheduled for February 22d-

2Gth, has been postponed owing to a conflict

between the local Cycle Board of Trade and

the Binghamton Athletic Association. The
breach has been healed, however, and the ex-

hibition is now fixed for March 16th-19th.

GOING TO TALK TO THE RAILROADS.

The directors of the National Board 01

Trade have the subject of transportation in

mind, and to aid the Transportation Commit-
tee, of which Vice-president Dickerson is

chairman, in reaching conclusions, the trade

is being circularized to obtain answers to these

cjuestions:

Do you ship more of your manufactured

goods by freight or by express, and in what

proportions?

Do you receive more manufactured goods

by freight, or by express, and in what pro-

portions?

What are the railroad and express rates

from your locality to New York City?

What claims for damages, if any, have you

presented to transportation companies during

the year 1896?

Kindly give the average weight of your

goods ready for shipment.

If you ship in carload lots, please give actual

weight of carload.

NEW CAPITAL, LIBERAL POLICY.

The Syracuse Specialty Co., which assigned

last week, has been reorganized, and will be

continued under the title Frontenac Manu-
facturing Co., manufacturing the well-known

Frontenac bicycles at the Syracuse, N. Y.,

factory. All '96 guarantees will be taken care

of by the new concern, and every effort is be-

ing made to place the '97 models on the mar-

ket at the earliest possible date. The new
organization will be on a firm footing, and

will push the Frontenac more vigorously than

ever. New capital has been interested, and

a broad, liberal policy defined.

JOHNSON'S ILLNESS.

Dispatches from Brantford, Ont., early in

the week announced that John S. Johnson
was dying, but later advice stated that the

seriousness of his illness had been exagger-

ated. His physician reports that unless some
unforeseen complication sets in, he will be

around again within a week or two. Flis ail-

ment developed into pneumonia.

FOR SAINT AND SINNER.

At Trenton, N. J., last week, the Church
Saddle Co., of Newark, was incorporated with

a capital stock of $100,000, divided into 1,000

shares of $100 each. The concern will manu-
facture saddles and cycle fittings. The incor-

porators are Chas. F. Church, John Wolfe
and B. S. Morehouse.

LOOKS A WINNER.

That Is How the New Jersey Wheelmen's

Baggage Bill Now I/Ooks to

Outsiders.

Another hearing was given to the Gledhill

bicycle baggage bill by the House Committee

on Railroads and Canals at Trenton, N. J.,

last week. A representative of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad fought against the paissage of

the bill tooth and nail. He stated that to

carry cycles as baggage would impose a heavy

expense of hundreds of thousands of dollars

upon the railroads. He told about the.West
Jersey Railroad Company paying $90 for a bi-

cycle damaged in transit, and said this meant

the railroad had to carry 600 bicycles to make
this up. He asked for time to produce statis-

tics as to this and other similar statements.

President I. B. Potter replied. He again

went over the argument that bicycles are bag-

gage, and said that the railroads should treat

a man's bicycle the same as it did his trunk.

He denied that the result of the law would
be to compel railroads to expend more money
for baggage cars and baggage men, and said

there was nothing but mere assertions to

prove the contrary.

The impossibility to the railroads of hand-

ling the bicycles without greater expense was
refuted by the fact that hundreds of railroads

are now carrying bicycles free. He was fol-

lowed by Chief Consul Kireker and others

The committee will have another hearing this

week. The indications are that the committee

is averse to the bill, and that they desire to de-

lay matters as much as possible and not make
a report unless forced to do so.

On Wednesday of this week, resolutions

were adopted relieving the committee from
further consideration of the bill, and later it

was voted to consider it in Committee on the

Whole on Tuesday next. Mr. Gledhill, the

author of the bill, in pressing for a vote on
his resolution, said the bill had been in com-
mittee for six weeks, and postponement after

postponement had been made to accommodate
the railroads' representatives. The wheelmen
had asked for no delays, and they did not

want the bill smothered. The House voted

40 to 15 to take the bill out of committee.

BICYCLES AS BAGGAGE.

San Francisco, Feb. 20.—The Southern Pa-
cific Company to-day ratified the act of the
Legislature, whicli provides that bicycles shall
be carried as baggage by issuing a circular to
all its agents on the Pacific system directing
them to make no charge for the carriage of
bicycles after to-morrow.
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BOOMS AND BOOMERS.

Re-shuffling the Cards Brings Out Some New
Combiaations in British Cycle

Finance.

London, Feb. 13.—It is understood that the

partnership between Messrs. Hooley and

Rucker, which has more or less served to

revolutionize the financial status of the cycle

trade, is now at an end, and henceforth these

two millionaires will each paddle his own
canoe.

I do not know who is going to beMr. Rucker's

bottle-holder—apparently it is the correct card

incompany-promotingto hunt in couples—but

I believe that Mr. Hooley will accept the co-

operation of Mr. Ballin Hinde, whose name
has been immortalized in the success of a cer-

tain mechanical hair-curler, whose use is only

restricted by the limits of feminine civiliza-

tion. Mr. Hinde has already amassed a fair

amount of cash, but apparently he sighs for

the Napoleonic success of a Hooley. Under
the circumstances, I do not think it would be

quite correct to say that Mr. Hooley has taken

in a partner.' He has merely "taken him on."

The first mutual operation of the pair has been

the purchase of the Rose Tube Co. for £157,-

000 in cash, and some share consideration in

the new venture, which, of course, is to

follow.

I believe that I am correct in stating that the

Osmond boom, which has sent the

£1 shares to 50 shillings is not the result of

a Hooley offer, but rather the result of a Stock

Exchange rig, and at any time this might

burst and let the holders in on a 25 shilling

basis. Several good offers have been made,

but were refused, because they were not good
enough according to the directors' estimate.

The great tire case which has been going on
before Mr. Justice Romer, in the Chancery

Court, during the past fortnight, has come to

an end. It was ostensibly an attempt on the

part of a small Nottingham firm to prove that

the Welch system of wiring on was anticipated

by a man named Bolton, who swore to having

made, used, and sold a wired-on tire early in

1890, some months before the Welch patent

was taken out or the Welch tire made. The
evidence given was of a very fishy nature in-

deed, and it was impossible to avoid coming
to the conclusion that some of the witnesses

were rocky on facts, not to put too fine a

point on the matter. Mr. Sidney Lee, who
was the defendant's financial backer in the

case, will have to foot a big bill for law ex-

penses, because on Friday Mr. Terrell, Q. C,
the defendant's counsel, accepting a broad

hint from Mr. Justice Romer, decided to close

the case by accepting a verdict in favor of

the Dunlop Company. The judge, who has

been a cyclist for many years, was fairly plain

in dealing with the alleged anticipatory evi-

dence. It was proved in court that Mr.
"Moter" Lawson had had the offer of this evi-

dence when the Beeston Tire Co. was fight-

ing the Dunlops, but on investigation, came to

the conclusion that a mistake of a year had
been made, and consequently the anticipation

did not exist in fact.

the Silvertown people come into court as plain-

tiffs in an action brought by them to prevent

the Dunlop people infringing J. F. Palmer's

patent in fabrics.

The Turner tire people have succeeded in

proving that they hold a valid license from the

Dunlop Co., and, a:s a result, the £1 shares

have bounded up from 15s. to £2. Writs are

flying in every direction at present, and more
tire business is being done in the law courts

by some firms than in the cycle market.

C. W. Brown, who I believe poses on your

side with Mr. Holding, through the columns
of some of your contemporaries, as the only

reliable critics and guides to successful cycle

building on British lines of thought, has been

the recipient of some severe castigation from

such men as R. L. Philpot, D. W. Bassett

and J. K. Starley, who probably represent

three of the most successful of the older

established firms in England. Mr. Brown has

run amuck on the disc-adjusting hub ques-

tion, which he' has evidenly taken under his

wing. Because the Rover, Swift, and Raleigh

machines have not adopted his pet fad—for he

makes it a fad—he has had the audacity to

stigmatize these machines as obsolete and ac-

cuses Mr. Phelps of endeavoring to terrorize

the press. As a matter of fact, the real posi-

tion of Messrs. Brown and Holding as critics

of English cycle construction is one of such

insufferable egotism that they have lost the

respect of most of their fellow scribes here,

and certainly have succeeded in setting the

trade against them to such an extent that few

open papers ,care to use their services. The
English trade, and for that matter, the Ameri-

can trade,' may not know their business, but

I scarcely think that any sensible person would

agree that either Mr. Brown or Mr. Holding

can tell them more than they already know.

E. T. Hooley has again been interviewed

and has vouchsafed the information that he

will retire from the company-promoting arena

at the end 01 the present year. He turned

over £15,000,000 through his bankers last year,

and reckons that he has made more money
than he can now spend. I believe that his

fortune amounts to about £3,500,000 at pres-

ent, and very likely he will make it something

more before he retires to give some others a

chance. What is the use of annexing a conti-

nent and risking life and limb abroad when
you can sit in a London hotel and earn £7,000

a day?

The retail trade is looking up now, and

quite a hopeful tone has displaced the extreme

discontent in London, at least. The reason

for this, I suppose, is that the weather has

taken a lurch springwards, and the spirit of

cycling unrest is abroad. Quite a busy time

has been experienced by the Viaduct sales-

men during the past week, and traders are

very hopeful of another good year. Spring

reaches us in London some time before it

seems to set in on the more northern parts of

thecountry, so that we usually have the earliest

indications of the trend of trade. If London

starts ill, the whole country is affected ad-

versely, and vice versa.

UNITED ONCE MORE.

Cycle Clubs of the Metropolitan District Com-
bined for Mutual Protection

and Benefit.

At the Hotel Bartholdi, last week, a per-

manent organization was formed under the

name of the Associated Cycling Clubs of New
York, with fifteen clubs as charter members.
The organization was formed after long and

continuous hard work on the part of P. An-
thony Brock, as a part of his scheme for the

semi-amalgamation of all the organizations

of the Metropolitan District. According to

the outlined plans, the old Metropolitan Asso-

ciation of Cycling Clubs will form the central

organization. Its meetings will be attended

by delegates appointed from the associated

clubs of New York, Long Island and New
Jersey and other organizations. Meetings

will be held twice a year, or as often as neces-

sary, and all decisions rendered and plans ar-

ranged at these meetings will be final. The
other organizations will retain their individual-

ity and officers, but at the same time they will

all be united through the central body.

The newly formed A. C. C. of N. Y. has

acquired some new blood, and has a particu-

larly good president in Charles E. Simms, a

vigorous and able man, who is widely known
through his public position as a police magis-

trate. At the meeting last week a strong

anti-racing element was present, who fought

against a clause in the constitution relative to

the promotion of races. Their rabid speeches

against this branch of cycling was the feature

of the meeting, but despite their efforts, rac-

ing will be taken up by the association.

Meetings will be held the second Monday of

each month. The yearly dues are $5. Each

club is entitled to three delegates, but having

only one vote, thereby placing all clubs on an

equality. The officers elected are: Presi-

dent, Charles E. Simms, Jr., Morris Wheelmen;

vice-president, James O'Neill, Mecca Wheel-

men; recording secretary,William H. Klinker,

Century Wheelmen; corresponding secretary,

Joseph Oatman, Manhattan Bicycle Club;

treasurer, M. B. Freidenrich, Harlem Wheel-

men; members of Executive Committee,

John Frick, Morris Wheelmen; Edward

Gebereux, Riverside Wheelmen; W. Wilson,

Royal Arcanum Wheelmen; E. J. Eiter, Tri-

umph Wheelmen; C. W. Nason, Manhattan

Bicycle Club; and Waher C. Kelly, White

Cycle Club.

MORE SliCESbluN FUEL.

The natural result of all this ill-advised

newspaper stuff and Western boasts of seces-

sion over the League's very proper decision

against Sunday racing has come to pass. A
Mr. Murray, of Sagamon, has introduced a

bill in the lUinois Legislature "to prohibit

base ball playing and bicycle riding on Sun-

day." It will now be in order for the Western

secessionists to preach wholesale emigration

from Illinois. A good idea like their's can

not be caried to an extreme, of course.

This will probably be the last great fight

until the Tubeless tire action comes up, and

Height of irony—awarding a pocket book

as a prize to an amateur.

IT WILL NOT RING.

A bill has been introduced in the Missouri

Legislature to place a tax of $2 upon each bi-

cycle annually, but as twenty-three members

of the House are wheelmen, it is not likely to

become a law.
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What a Thrill

of Pleasure

one experiences when
darting along, mounted

a superbon
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EasyRunning

GENDRON"
Ever Ride a Gendron ?

If not, you have missed the

greatest pleasure in life.

RELIANCE Bicycles

are better than most

wheels.

high-

grade

Send for book of reasons why
Gendron and Reliance Bicycles

are superior to others.

GENDRON WHEEL CO.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooocoooooooooooooooocooo

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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There
Are Lots

\\\

^

of people assembling bicycles from stock

parts. These wheels may be good and they

may be bad. Most of them are bad. They
are put together to sell at a price, and the

price they sell at is all they are worth. When
the Clipper people began making Clipper

bicycles, they were one of a dozen makers of

bicycles ; to-day we have 528 " bicycle manu-
facturers." 514 of these began experimenting

with wheels right where the Clipper people left

off just seven years ago. Is it not reasonable to

conclude that Clippers are better than most

bicycles ? They are. Ask dealers who have
handled them. Ask riders who ride them. Ask
makers who compete with them. Ask anybody
who is unprejudiced and you'll soon be con-

vinced that Clippers are bicycles built for busi-

ness, made to last, and sold at fair prices to all

alike.

Made by the GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO., grand rapids, MICH.

v: Kindly mention The Wheel. Pratt No. 257 T.

JANNEY PEDALS
Fine, Fast, Fascinating Favorites at

the Chicago, New York and Boston Shows

Ladies' Jiuhher Pedal.

Why so Popular?
No loose cones, no check nuts, cannot
bind or tighten.

Men's Combination Pedal.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

WRIT^K FOR CAXAlvOQUE
Men's Mat-Trap Pedal

CYCLE IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
WESTBORO, MASS., U. S. A.
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THEIR TROUBLE BEGINS.

IVT O men who have administered the af-

^ ^ fairs of the League of American Wheel-

men ever went into oflfice so thoroughly

unhonored and berated as those chosen by

the last National Assembly at Albany.

From one end of the country to the other

the condemnation is general. The unprinci-

pled means by which their election was ef-

fected has inspired a widespread feeling of

distrust, and the administration must needs

make a proud record to re-establish itself in

the affections and confidences of even those

who were unquestioned friends, for be it un-

derstood, the condemnation comes from friend

and foe alike.

Though its candidate was defeated, he was

not dishonored, and The Wheel has reason

to plume itself. We warned the League

against the plausible but unscrupulous greed

and machinations of the New York Division,

but the warning was not sufficiently heeded

and exactly what was prophesied has come

about. Thanks to the puffing of their own

press bureau, the New York leaders and

satellites may, from a distance, appear heroic,

but we are near to them and know most pf

them personally and well, and being neither

space-writers nor seekers nor curriers for

favor, we can write of things as they are, not

'as they seem or may be. These leaders and

satellites love the centre of the stage and the

glare of the calcium light and are forever

having it turned on themselves—hence their

magnitude when viewed from afar ofif. Al-

though Mr. Elliott was beaten, we arc con-

tent. His defeat brought directly home to a

majority of the States what we have preached

against for years, i. e., Polterism. Tiie whole

League now has a fairly full conception of the

term and what it implies.

Although hut one of many, the utterances

of the delegate who cast Louisiana's vote for

the successful ticket is a fair illustration of

the idea impressed on those who have wor-

shiped from afar.

"I am pretty green in politics,'' said this

delegate after his return to New Orleans, "but

I found out something about Potterism. Talk

about Louisiana politics! You should go to,

an L. A. W. Assembly if you want to see little

jealousies and men out for what there is in it.

If all the Assemblies are like the one I've

just come from, it's a wonder to me that the

League ever lived long enough to have two

of them."

"The Referee," long one of Mr. Potter's

most insistent advocates, confesses that it "has

seen its idol shattered, its hero brought low

and placed in a position most degrading," a

position "attained by methods repugnant to

honest wheelmen and degrading to himself."

"The Bearings," also a Potter organ, blows

both hot and cold, but cannot but admit that

their favorite's election was accomplished by

means which "most ward heelers and plug

uglies would not deign to stoop to."

The Wheel feels that its long fight against

Potterism has not been in vain—that its ob-

ject has been attained. Let those who will

bow down and worship and sing heaven-high

praises of the ambitious, able and highly cal-

ciumed official. We will acknowledge his

ability, but we will respect, honor and support

the man who is true to himself, his conscience,

his faith, his God.

TIDE IS TURNING.

'"P HE business men of America are like

* those who have been invited to a feast.

The portals have been thrown open, the ban-

quet hall has been entered, and around the

well set, well decorated tables the guests have

seated themselves. The sheen of cut glass is

there. Music floats over the assemblage. A
faint aroma of the good things expected per-

colates the banquet hall, but there is some

hesitancy, some commotion, some confusion.

There is much silent washing of hands and

other forms of awkwardness. Finally, it ap-

pears that the host is not present. Finally,

it dawns upon the guests that something is

amiss. There is waiting and waiting. The

host returns not, nor is the banquet served.

Such seems to be the business picture. The

portals of this particular banquet hall, which

includes nearly all America, were thrown

back on November 3d. Then each donned

his best habiliments and repaired himself to

the promised feast; but the host was not

visil)lc, and* the feast has not yet so much as

been tasted. This particular feast was to con-

sist not of many well-garnished dishes, but

was to be a resurrection of industry. The

tastiest edibles to be served were to have been

a revivification of business—a renewed whirl-

ing of the wheels of industry; the choicest

dishes, orders, and business, and men coming

and going, and money being made and spent

—some of it being saved—and all of those

things which are called commerce, or pursuit

of livelihood, or accumulation and the like.

The guests have long since deserted this

banquet hall, and have now betaken themselves

to high places, from which they peer keen-

eyed into the distance, alert for signs of the

promised revival; but of signs there are few,

or, at least, they are so fine that the sons of

men cannot see them—only prophets. Only

those men can see definite marks of the re-

vival who hope for the revival. Those who

cry "Eureka" are largely those who are afraid

to say "Alas! we see them not; there is no

hope in sight."

It is not meant to draw a picture which is

absolutely unpromising. It is not meant to

flurry or flatter the great business world, or

the particular business world to which we are

appealing. Faint glimmers and slits of light

there are showing through the pall, but so

microscopic that they are really little more

than nothing. They may indicate that the

tide is about to turn, but there are no strong

indications that it has boldly turned.

PLAYING WITH FIRE.

'
' O ECESSION" is not a pleasant sounding

^ word to American ears. It brings

phantoms of bloody war, pensions and other

expensive and unsatisfactory ills to the minds

of those who hear it. Gentlemen of the West

and South who are just now splitting the

ambient atmosphere of their respective neigh-

borhoods with loud cries of secession should

stop and think awhile.

If every man in the League of American

Wheelmen who believes that organization

exists only to manage racing so as to suit

track owners, and those desiring Sunday

racing, was to resign to-morrow, would the

gap left dififer in any way from the one exist-

ing when the finger is removed from the

fluid contents of a bucket of water? Verily,

it would not!

If all the owners of race tracks, racing men,

trainers and such like were to cause all of

their friends and supporters to withdraw from

the League, would the secession be a gain or

a loss to the organization?

Can any number of secessionists and their

followers make successful an organization
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which has for its chief cause of formation

the desire for Sunday racing and the promo-

tion of continuous race meets? No sane man

can possibly answer this in the affirmative.

Let common sense and sound reasoning

find but a moment's lodging in the council

chamber of those who loudest proclaim se-

cession, and the daily papers will have less

lurid matter to print about how this com-

munity and that intends to utterly annihilate

the good old League because, forsooth, the

community aforesaid has not been allowed to

dictate to the seventy thousand League mem-

bers who differ from the community in re-

gard to what is wisest for cycling's best in-

terests. .

PAYING JUDAS HIS PRICE.

AS TO CUTENESS.

DON'T be too cute. Don't advertise your-

self as a brilliant fellow. If you do,

people in the trade, and out of it, will expect

bright things of you; may be too bright.

Don't strive to promote the opinion that

you are the brainiest man in your line, or

common people may be afraid of your "amaz-

ing smartness." Again, it leads your com-

petitors to polish up their think tanks and to

place a few tacks in your path to try taking a

fall out of you.

So far as your contract with the trade and

the public is concerned, it is best to be as

honest as a fresh egg. If you are, you are as

palatable. Be as frank as you can afford to

be. A cute man they may trust, but with

reservations always.

Don't know it all, for if you do you deny

yourself frequent opportunities of learning

something. Seek a reputation of being a

well-posted man in the trade, a judge of ma-

terials and construction, a judge of values, a

close buyer and all that; avoid, if possible, the

imputation of being a shrewd seller. Deny

as emphatically as you can the delicate in-

sinuation that you are perpetually looking for

the best of it. Deal with your trade as openly

as you dare. Don't be a sycophant. Don't

toady, but be on the lookout all the time.

Better to have your competitors understand

you, rather than otherwise. Let them foster

the fancy that you are not in it, if they will,

for that's their fault. Appear indififerent to

them and their opinion, but watch them.

Tickle them with the feather of their own

conceit and force their hand when they least

expect it.

Don't mistake this for a recommendation

of trickery or duplicity; far from it. But if

competitors are bent on hanging themselves,

give them all the rope they need.

T T is generally understood that the price

^ which President Potter will pay for the

traitorous Massachusetts votes which helped

to elect him is the appointment to a handi-

cappership of a Bostonian, to be named by the

traitor-in-chief. We desire thus early to warn

the League against the Bostonian in question.

He is not unknown, and no mention of names

is necessary for those in interest to recognize

him. By one of the papers which employed

him, he has been publicly denounced as a

liar, thief, and all-around scoundrel, and we

will bear witness that he is one of the most

unblushing and unscrupulous clowns and

notoriety-seekers that ever entered the cycling

domain. He values his good name as lightly

as a bubble, and is unworthy of any trust in

which honor and integrity must play a part.

By some he is considered daft. How he ever

attained position is one of the things past

understanding. If any sense of decency re-

mains in President Potter and in the Massa-

chusetts Division, the man will be retired to

obscurity and quickly. His reappointment to

office would be a disgrace to the organiza-

tion.

It is understood that Chairman Gideon's

continuance in office depends largely upon

this yellow individual. According to the

prophets, Mr. Potter will offer Mr.

Gideon reappointment, as per programme,

but will make it conditional on the appoint-

ment of the degenerate as a handicapper. Mr.

Gideon has rebelled against the man, and as

things now appear, it seems that a characteris-

tic Potter game to get Gideon out of office is

on the cards.

With its L. A. W. Consulate, its Associa-

tion of Cycling Clubs, its Cycle Board of

Trade, and the thousands of pedestrians and

drivers, all of whom are affected, it is more

than passing strange that the city of New York
is permitted to maintain that public nuisance

yclept "The Circle"—the Broadway-Eighth

avenue entrance to Central Park. It is a dis-

grace to a civilized community, and if the

marble Christopher Columbus, which over-

looks the noisome spot, could speak, it would

certainly cry out indignantly for deliverance.

On Sunday last, the place was literally a sea

of mud, and full of treacherous hollows.

Hundred of cyclists were compelled to dis-

mount and walk arou'nd it. An organized

effort to remedy matters should be made, an
'

at once.

The trouble with those League members

from the Silver States who are now so loudly

proclaiming their intention to secede from the

League, is that they find it impossible to

maintain a parity between mouths and minds.

Advertising a new wheel, sundry or part,

is, to a certain extent, like advertising in the

dull season. It is the after effect that must

be looked at and not the immediate returns.

Even if a new man in the trade were to meet

his prospective customers personally, it would

be some time before he would make actual

buyers of them. It is this way with traveling

salesmen. The first few trips in a new ter-

ritory do not consume Very many pages of

his order book. In the meantime he is get-

ting acquainted—advertising. He is letting

people know who he is and what he is doing

and what he wants. If he is pleasant and

courteous and persistent he will win trade,

but it will take some time. Do not expect

an advertisement to do more than a man.

If horsemen and trotting associations dared

to advocate Sunday racing as openly and as

unblushingly as the cycle track owners have

done, and are doing, the hue and cry and gen-

eral denunciation that would result would rend

the heavens. It is quite possible, too, that not

a few of the cycle track people would join in

the oral castigation of the "shameless desecra-

tion of the Sabbath by men intent on personal

gain." It is time they came to their senses.

A sport that depends on Sunday contests for

sustenance deserves to die, and despite the

dirges and doleful wails of those whose

pocketbooks are affected, cycle sport is still

pretty well, thank you.

As is well known, the Germans affected are

moie rabidly opposed to the introduction of

American wheels than are the Britons, who

are certainly rabid enough. To help their

case, the Teutons, so the United States Con-

sul reports, now propose stealing and copy-

righting such American nameplates as are

unprotected, a dishonorable proceeding, made

easy by the German law. It behooves Ameri-

can exporters to look sharp and to avail them-

selves of the offices of their Consul, as he sug-

gests elsewhere in The Wheel.

Judging from the post-election editorial

wailings of our Chicago contemporaries, they

have discovered what "Potterism" really is,

and are not pleased with their discovery. It

may not be dignified for The Wheel to twit

them with "we told you so," yet the fact re-

mains that we did what we could to prevent

any one from walking blindfold into the Pot-

ter pitfalls, as our trusting Chicago con-

temporaries finally did.

Four persons are responsible for the de-

cline of amateur racing, namely: the manu-

facturer, the promoter, the racer, and the

race-goer.

One of the things a veteran in the sport has

to be thankful for is the failure of some of the

most ambitious efforts of his novitiate.

It does not take long experience to con-*

vince the careless rider that in cycling neglect

is often the mother of disaster..
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AS AN AMERICAN ABROAD.

Some Characteristics and Personal Recollections

of the I/cague's New President as a

Cycling Tourist.

Isaac Bucklin Potter, the new president of

the L. A. W., is, in some respects, the most

picturesque character who has occupied that

ofifice.

Imagine a man of 40, bald as a biUiard ball,

about five feet ten in height, not broad, but

well knit; imagine a face full of borrowed

worriment, full of irritability, seriousness, and

preoccupation, which is made the more severe

by a slight defect in one eye; a face which

fairly scowls in anger; imagine a man who
usually walks with the stride of a stage hero,

who talks with the deliberation and profundity

of a theatrical gentleman, and who eyes you
curiously and half-suspiciously as he talks;

imagine these things and you may be able to

form a mind's-eye picture of Mr. Potter.

His mannerisms of speech and stride convey

an impression of great affectation, but, as a

matter of fact, they are natural with the man
and are lost sight of in daily contact.

Potter is a hard man to hate. He is so

plausible, so apt of "explanation," so ap-

parently warm and earnest of manner that

one's soul must, be uncommonly full of steel

to thoroughly dislike him.

It was my fortune to tour Europe with Pot-

ter—to eat and drink and lodge with him con-

tinuously for two months. Under such con-

ditions it was possible to study him thoroughly;

and before anything and everything else, I

should say that the most dominant and ad-

mirable trait in his character is his intense

Americanism. He loves his country with

undying devotion.

His reverse trait is intense irritability.

When the two clashed, his pleasure, his peace

of mind and, not infrequently, his appetite,

were seriously affected.

While abroad he constantly had in mind an

idea that the European's one aim was to get

the better of an American visitor. Not once,

but a dozen times did we seat ourselves in a

restaurant and leave without eating. They

move slowly on the other side, and the fact

that others in the dining-room had been wait-

ing as long as ourselves seldom had weight

with I. B.

"I'll give these people just two minutes

more to take our orders," he would say im-

patiently, after a reasonable wait.

When the two minutes had elapsed without

results, Potter's face would take on a fearful

scowl, and he would reach for his cap.

"Come on, Ritchie," he would blurt out,

"let's get out of this blanked place."

"What's the use? We'll go somewhere else

and go through the same operation."

"I don't care a blank. These blankety

blank frog-eating blanks see we are Ameri-

cans, and are trying to impose on us, and

I'll be blankety blanked if I'll let them. Let's

get out of here and show them that there are

some Americans, at least, who won't be im-

posed on."

This performance and conversation oc-

curred over and over again, varied sometirries

by American maledictions hurled at the gar-

con or kellner to whom they were, of course,

ununderstandable. It grew so bad that it be-

came a joke, and finally Potter himself

agreed that the "imposition" had become a

disease with him.

While moody and irritable. Potter was, how-
ever, usually an agreeable companion. He
was full of sunshine and anecdote, and our

wrestles with the French and German
languages, our tilts with the people and with

the innumerable officials afforded unlimited

scope for his readiness of mind.

I don't think I will ever forget our entry

into Geneva, Switzerland. We had miscalcu-

lated the distance, and after thirteen miles of

winding down-hill riding, we reached the out-

skirts of the city long after dusk. We had no
lamps, and were halted by a man in citizen's

dress, and with a cane in his hands, which he

waved in front of us until we dismounted. It

was a lonesome spot, and whether we were to

be the victims of a hold-up, we did not know.

Pointing to the heads of our wheels where the

lamps should have been and exclaiming,

"Lanterne! lanterne!" the foreigner soon

made his object clear, but in our best French

we asked who he was. He displayed a police

badge on the end of his chain. Potter

told him that it was very pretty, and ex-

plained our situation as best he could. We
showed him letters and passports, but to no

T. F. KENNEDY.
Pres. Weaver Cycle Material Co., New York.

purpose. He was bent on taking us to the

"mairie" (jail). We were tired and dusty and

fast losing patience. Argument being of no
avail. Potter finally jerked out in good Eng-
lish:

"What do you want, anyway—money?"
"Oui, oui," replied the Swiss officer. He

evidently understood the word "money," at

any rate, and explained that he would turn it

over to the authorities.

"I know you're lying," said the maddened
Potter, as he fished around in his pocket,

"but you've got the best of us, and I suppose

we'll have to give it to you." This was said

in English, be it understood.

Finding a gold piece. Potter handed it over

to the man, and in a speech that, tired though

I was, made me laugh in the fellow's face.

I have never forgotten it. It was one of the

most voluble fiows of emphatic English that

ever fell from the lips of an American. Of
course, it is unprintable, but, devoid of em-

phasis, the money was handed over with a

remark to this effect:

"Here it is. Lord bless you. I know you're

a liar. I know you're robbing us, you blankety

blank, frog-eating thief, and if I was surer of

my ground, I'd punch the daylight out of you,

you blankety blank son of a sea-cook."

"Merci; merci" ("Thanks; thanks"), re-

sponded the man as he took the coin.

When Potter started on the tour, he had not

ridden a bicycle at all during the year previous,

and, burdened with a big camera and tripod

and with a great quantity of luggage, he was
for three weeks the most fearfully brokcn-up

wheelman on the other side of the Atlantic.

He could hardly raise himself out of bed in

the mornings, and our mileage during the

forenoons seldom averaged more than ten or

fifteen miles. But he worked the camera in-

defatigably. He took nearly a thousand pic-

tures, and to me it seemed that no stone heap,

bridge or milestone in all France, Switzer-

land and Germany had been left unphoto-

graphed. What he ever did with them is a

mystery. I have seen him plunge almost

knee deep in a stream to get a proper focus

on a bridge, and once, in Germany, he was
hauled before the military authorities for

photographing a pontoon bridge which in-

terested him.

On the road, he was a picturesque tourist.

Not only was he overburdened, but he usu-

ally rode bareheaded and with his knicker-

bockers and shirt sleeves rolled up. His bald

pate fairly reflected the rays of the sun, until

the rays performed their work and made his

head look more like a well-spanked baby than

anything else. His arms, too, burned and
blistered terribly, and gave him much pain.

Next to Potter's love of country, he seemed
most interested in his alma matef, Cornell

College. He is a graduate of that institution

and was once its crack 100-yards runner and
an oarsman of repute. He follows CornelFs

destinies and contests with the keenest in-

terest, and never tires telling of them.

R. G. B.

STILL CONTENDING.

Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 20.—The affairs of

the Premier Cycle Co. were to have been dis-

cussed under the head of an application for

the removal of Receiver Cassidy, but the mat-

ter was again adjourned for one week. It

was announced that Mr. Llewellyn Johnson,
who is contesting Receiver Cassidy's actions,

has raised $1,000, and it has been used in pay-

ing the claims of the workmen. The affairs

of the concern are in a queer state and the de-

velopments of a week will be interesting. It

is said that the effort made to freeze out Mr.
Johnson has failed, and that the alertness of

that gentleman has caused havoc to the plans

of the other stockholders. It is understood
that Mr. Johnson was sent to Europe to float

a company on the continent to work in co-

operation with the one here. It is said that

when the plans were perfected, Mr. Johnson
received a cable to suspend all plans and re-

turn home. When he arrived here the con-

cern was in trouble, and Mr. Cassidy had been

appointed receiver.

WABASH LAUGHS AT LAW.

The Wabash Railroad is defying th*^ Ohio
law which compels the transportation of bi-

cycles as baggage, and is exacting a charge as

usual.

A wag says that if the tire makers follow

nature they will copy the cat, which, he

affirms, has a soft, smooth tread.
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TRIED IT BEFORE.

Denver Forgets Her Former Failure at I/eague

Defiance and is Going at it

Again.

Denver, Col., Feb. 20.—A revolt against

the L. A. W. is being organized in Colorado.

The West feels that it was snubbed beyond

endurance in the last National Assembly of

the League, but that is not the reason for

organizing the revolt.

For the past year racing in this State and

in States West has been a failure, and it was

hoped that the making of Sunday racing

optional with the different districts in the

organization would carry and would help the

West "out of the hole." The California dele-

gates were the first to object to the way the

Assembly voted down the proposition, but it

remained for the Colorado men to set going a

proposition for a new organization in the

West, to be organized primarily to secure

good and honest racing, and, secondarily, to

secure any other advantage,that might accrue

to Western men and Western interests.

John A. McGuire, a former chief consul of

the State; C. H. Hilton, Jr., a former repre-

sentative of the Racing Board; E. S. Hart-

well, late treasurer of the national organiza-

tion, and other leading local men have em-
braced the idea with enthusiasm, and are

working hard for the new organization. Mr.

McGuire has opened correspondence with

other sections of the West, and even with the

East, where Sunday racing might be indulged

in. No information is yet given out regard-

ing what cities have answered, but Mr. Mc-
Guire says he is receiving letters from all

points, addressed assuring all aid the parties

can give.

The L. A. W. has a number of loyal mem-
bers in this section. Among these are W. I.

Doty, representative of the National Racing

Board; G. E. Hannan, president of the

Ramblers and of the National Retail Associa-

tion; and C. W. Dawson, chief consul for the

State. Mr. Doty says that he is in favor of

Sunday racing, and much regrets that the

League did not see fit to allow it, but he does

not favor the radical move contemplated.

Mr. Hannan says he thinks the new organiza-

tion could not get over 10,000 members at

its highest, and would find it hard sledding

in competition with a League of 60,000, and

still growing.

There is a little history connected with

Chief Consul Dawson's action in the matter

that may not be amiss to relate. When the

National Assembly met in Albany, N. Y., the

four Colorado votes were held by E. S. Hart-

well. Thomas F. McGrew, of Denver, was
selected vice consul by Chief Consul Dawson
when the elected official left the State. As
none of the State officers could take the time

to attend the National Assembly, Mr. Mc-
Grew resigned his position, and E. S. Hart-

well was appointed in his place to take the

four votes of Colorado to the Assembly, with

the express understanding that he was to re-

sign as soon as he returned. Mr. Dawson
was a candidate for second vice-president, but

as the Colorado members were unanimous for

Mr. Hartwell's re-election as treasurer, Mr.

Dawson resigned all claims to anything this

year, and got Mr. Hartwell to agree not to be

in the way next season. The Assembly met,

and the West was nowhere. The revolt was

proposed, and Mr. Hartwell immediately em-

braced it. He is a prominent member of the

Denver Wheel Club, which owns the track

in this city, and which feels that without a

more profitable season than last, it must lose

its track. It is thus not a question of senti-

ment with the club, but business. As soon
as Mr. Dawson heard of Mr. Hartwell's action

he telegraphed him to resign his vice consul-

ship at once. The latter says the chief consul

used undue haste, and did not allow him an

opportunity to carry out his agreement of

his own accord. This has already created

some feeling between the officers of the old

League and the bicycle riders who are push-

ing the new.

The Arapahoe Wheel Club, at the meeting

Tuesday evening, endorsed the new plan most
enthusiastically. It was the Arapahoes who
first filed an objection to the single standard

position taken by ex-President Elliott in the

"L. A. W. Bulletin," which is supposed to

advocate only those interests directly for the

benefit of wheelmen. Two members of that

club were local consuls when Mr. Elliott

made the break, and both promptly resigned.

The Colorado Legislature is wrestling with

bicycle legislation. Senator Renter has intro-

duced in the Senate a bill providing that bi-

cycles shall be handled by railroads as bag-

gage, and there is every reason to believe the

bill will pass both houses. The railroads are

not making much of a fight against the bill,

realizing that it will very likely bring busi-

ness to them, and be an advantage rather than

a detriment. The extra charge necessary to

get a wheel in a baggage-car has stopped

many cyclists from buying tickets for a short

ride, and they have found the means to get

to their journey's end if their wheels were

badly damaged.

A bill introduced by Curtis Chamberlin in

the House has met with violent opposition

and even ridicule. It is to provide that

County Commissioners may build bicycle

paths along public roads, and provides for

their policing after construction. The in-

tention is not to have the counties build the

roads, but to have the officers protect the

paths after construction. When the bill came
up in the House the first time, an ef?ort was

made to laugh it to defeat. The absurdity of

having one class of vehicle ask for special

privileges was used as a club. The bill in-

cludes baby carriages as privileged on the

paths. Reference to this had about settled

the fate of the measure, when Hume Lewis, of

Pueblo, rose and stated the object of the bill.

He said that the cyclists of the State and

Baron Richthofen, who is about to establish

an immense sanitarium at Denver, intended

building a bicycle path from Denver to Love-

land and into Estes Park. They would

build the path, but they wished such legisla-

tion as would protect the wheelmen's right to

it after construction. In cities, the aldermen

had power to protect roads by ordinance,

but the County Commissioners had no such

police power, and it was was designed to give

this to them. The tide turned in favor of the

bill, until a member, picking it up and reading

a provision, asked what speed a bicyclist con-

sidered dangerous to life and limb. That

settled the bill at once, and the "scorcher"

is responsible for the defeat of the first at-

tempt to secure protection to bicycle paths in

the State. The bill is not stone dead, how-

ever, for an effort of its friends secured its

reference to a committee for amendment. It

will be called up again next week, when the

bicycle show is on, and it is hoped to have

the influence of the entire body of wheelmen
to secure its passage. The introducer says he
has votes enough promised now. With the

measure a law, the bicycle rider would have
roads in the State the year round clear into

the heart of the mountains.

FOR "COMMERCIAL PAPER."

Chicago, Feb. 23.—Twenty-eight riders

started in the six-days race at Tattersall's

which commenced at 12.05 Sunday night.

Postmaster Hesing acted as starter. On
Monday the attendance was poor, but the men
rode well. Schiner, Ashinger and Hale
sprinted at frequent intervals and gained con-

tinually on the other contestants.

Bruno, of Chicago, a French Canadian,

was disqualified by the referee for foul riding,

the result of which was a mixup, in which

Stewart and Bradis went down. Bradis fell

over the six-foot embankment, but lost little

time in getting back. Hale picked up from

sixth place at 10 a. m. to third place at 3 p. m.,

being then only ten miles behind Schiner,

the leader. Two hours before that time Hale

was eighteen miles to the rear of Schiner.

Cartwright also did some fast work between

I and 3 o'clock, advancing from tenth to

even distance with Hale. G. B. Iliff, the leg-

less rider, dropped out of the race. J. W.
Schoenig withdrew at 11 o'clock.

At 9 o'clock on Tuesday morning five men
were on the track, Schiner, Ashinger, Hale,

Lawson, and Miller. Hale rested 2 hours

and 30 minutes during the night, but Schiner

reeled off mile after mile without a stop. At
9 a. m. his score was 522 miles, 20 miles be-

hind Hale's record for 33 hours. He also fell

short of the 48-hours record. The score at

II p. m., Tuesday: Schiner, 742 miles; Ash-

inger, 667; Miller, 664; Lawson, 634; Smith,

585; Stewart, 623; Hale, 584; Hansen, 677;

Bradis, 573; Hannant, 653; Blakeslee, 538;

Fleming, 501; Meirstein, 486; Leslie, 616; Hal-

brecht, 635; Iliflf, 243.

Chicago, Feb. 24.—"Teddy" Hale lost all

hope of winning a prize in the race and

abandoned the contest to-day. He had ridden

but little since midnight, and shortly after 8

o'clock this morning, in . company with

Trainer Johnson, left the building for a hotel

in the neighborhood. Expressions of regret

that Hale could not finish the contest are

numerous.

Shiner still has a commanding lead over

the field, and maintains that he will hold this

advantage to the end. He is in excellent

condition and is riding hard. Ashinger, how-
ever, will try to make up the gap before the

six days are up.

GOT THEIR MONEY.

Participants in the recent six days' race at

Pittsburg fared extremely well financially.

The riders received 60 per cent of the total

receipts, which was divided among them as

follows: Waller, $669.60; Gimm, $334.76;

Shock, $261.56; Hall, $200.06; Forster, $133;

Ruckel, $83.

When an advertiser finds the truth is not

strong enough for his business, his customers

are apt to find that his business is too weak
to stand the light of truth.
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''A Chain is no Stronger

than its Weakest Link/'

The same is true of a BICYCLE,
If there is a single weak point in your

Bicycle, it is unsafe for you to ride.

There are

NO WEAK LINKS
in

VICTOR
BICVCLES.

No castings for enamel to hide^

No sheet steel frame connections^

And no case-hardened balls or bearings^

Nothing but the BEST finds its WT/^nT/^D
way into the construction of a V XV^ 1 V^l V*

Don't ride a bicycle with a "Weak Link/'

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
NEW YORK BOSTON DETROIT CHICAGO
DENVER SAN FRANQSCO PORTLAND, ORE.

JCindly mention The Wheel.
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STARBUCK WINS WEINIGS MONEY.

. New Orleans, Feb. 20.—J. F. Starbuck and

A. E. Weinig came together in a five-mile

match race for a bet of $200, at the cement

track to-day. The result was an easy victory

for Starbuck. He covered the distance in

12.13, over a lap in advance of Weinig. The

two riders started from opposite sides of the

track and had a strong wind to contend with.

Starbuck began to gain after the first half mile

and continued to increase to the finish. He
overhauled his opponent near the close

of the fifth mile and then Starbuck dropped in

behind and followed easily around the last

quarter to the eighth pole, when the sprinting

began. Weinig followed hard for a few yards,

but could not hold the pace and was beaten

out with ease by a good distance, making the

defeat on the five miles nearly a quarter of a

mile.

The time for the first mile was 2.21 2-5; two

miles, 4.48 4-5; three miles, 7.13; four miles,

9.43 4-5; five miles, 12.13.

FARMERS WANT ROAD RACING STOPPED.

Racing on the Long Island roads may be

prohibited this year, as the farmers are up in

arms against the practice. At a meeting of the

Long Island Farmers' Club last week, it was

resolved to send a petition to the Board of

Supervisors urging that some measure be

taken to put an end to road racing.

The farmers claim that where races are in

progress, travel over the roads has been

stopped. They urge that as they have had

to pay for the improvement of the highways,

they should not be debarred from their use.

It is alleged that outrages have been com-
mitted by the managers of the races in order

to keep the road clear. It is said they have

gone so far as to pull the teams ofif the road

and to throw sand in the eyes of the drivers

who did not instantly comply with the order

to get out of the way.

AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS.

At the championship meet of the League of

Victoria Wheelmen, held at Melbourne, Jan-

uary 18th, Ken Lewis won the mile champion-

ship in 2.27 3-5. Martin failed to qualify in

his heat.

The race for the League of Victoria Wheel-
men's Cup, two miles, was won by A. E. Mid-
dleton (160 yards). Time, 4.39 3-5. Parsons,

who started from scratch, was defeated by a

length.

TO MEASURE HIS TRACK MILEAGE.

Eddie Bald affirms in writing that he has

"long desired to know how far he rides in

training and racing each year." He has

never satisfied the desire because he did not

feel justified in placing any but a Veeder
cyclometer on his racing wheel. This is his

own testimony. He has been presented with

a Veeder, and says he means to use it on
and off' the track, and let the public know just

how great is a crack racing man's mileage

during a season.

SCOTT IN CLOVER.

Monte Scott has had an uninterrupted chain

of victories during his sojourn in Mexico. He
has won sixteen successive events, and estab-

lished four new records for the Republic. He
writes that the Mexican tracks are in every
way the equals of those in the United States.

Scott is now riding a Barnes, and will return
in time to follow the National circuit.

FAST FIVE AT 'FRISCO.

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 22.—W. E. Beck-

er, of Minneapolis, lowered the five-mile com-
petition record here to-day, in a match race

at the Velodrome, with Horace Slater, of

Arizona. The latter dropped out at the end

of the first mile, after which Becker went out

for the record. The first mile was ridden in

Im. 53s.; two miles in 3m. 54 3-5s.; three

miles in 5m. 55s.; four miles in 7m. 54 3-5s..,

and five miles in 9m. 54 3-5s.

Becker was paced by two triplets and a tan-

dem, and made his ride after a hard fall in

the previous race. The previous best time

was 10.20 by Michael.

The claim set forth that Becker's time is

a competition record partakes very strongly

of the nature of a farce, as do several other

so-called competition records made last year.

After the first mile Becker rode behind pace

makers, and practically made the record

against time.

VARNEYS WHEEL LADDER.

Thomas H. B. Varney, San Francisco's en-

terprising dealer, is out with a scheme to en-

courage racing in the Far West. He offers

three prizes of $175, $50, $25 respectively, to

any rider mounted on a Rambler, fitted with

G. & J. tires who wins the most points in

regular sanctioned races during the year,

held in California, Nevada or Arizona. The
scoring will be done on The Wheel's
famous ladder plan. Walter F. Foster, the

California crack, who is in his employ, is

barred from the contest. The competition is

styled, "Varney's Racing Ladder."

STAYER AND SPRINTER.

Constant Huret, the famous French racer,

is barely 27 years of age. He is about 5 feet

6 inches or 7 inches in height, squarely and

solidly built, with broad shoulders, strong

arms, and a square face, prominent cheek

bones, a light moustache, bright eyes, hair

cropped short, and a firm mouth. Huret has

ridden six "24 hours" on the path in less than

three years, and four times he has beaten the

record. This, in addition to riding shorter

distance races.

NEW BOARD TO ACT.

F. J. Titus has written a iull explanation

and apology to the Racing Board, as per

instructions recently given at the National

Assembly in Albany, in order to secure his

reinstatement in the League. The letter

reached the office too late, however, for Mr.

Gideon to take any action in the matter, his

term having expired and it now awaits action

by the new Racing Board.

QUEER PRIZE.

Jacquelin, the French crack, who is at pres-

ent serving his time with the 51st infantry

regiment, last week won a hundred yards

foot race, the prize of which was a permit

to stay out after midnight on the following

Sunday.

SONG OF WINNING RACER.

Oh! let me sing of lovely spring.

With all its charms divine,

When birds are feathering their nests,

And me a-feathering mine

—

Us flyers frisk, for things is brisk

In our particular line.

HEADS OFF CROOKED WORK.
In reference to the resolution of League

jurisdiction as extended to road races, passed

at the recent Assembly meeting. President

Skinkle, of the Century Road Club, has is-

sued the following statement:

"While this resolution does not commit
the L. A. W. to road races, it gives the Rac-

ing Board sweeping authority to reach out

after and suitably punish competitors in such

races who may offend against the rules es-

tablished for track racing, which rules, with

the exceptions noted in the resolution, are

now extended to cover all cycling competi-

tions. It is expected that this extension of

the jurisdiction of the Racing Board will lead

to the suporession of all unfair tactics in ama-
teur load racing.

"Its effect will be that the penalty inflicted

on a man in one branch of cycle racing will

follow him into all others. If he is suspended

trom the track he cannot participate in road

races, and vice versa. A road competitor,

either in organized races or in single compe-
titions against time or distance or for records,

will be fully subject to Racing Board rules.

Such offences as making false entries, cut-

ting courses, fouling competito'-s, stealing

time, riding under the pay of manufacturers

for records to be used for advertising pur-

poses, are now within the reach of the L. A.

W. Racin<r Board, and may be suitably penal-

ized by it."

DUCKER TO THE FRONT.

It is unofficially announced that Henry E.

Ducker, manager of the Charles River Park
track and secretary of the new Track Owners'
Association, is endeavoring to arrange for a

handicap race similar to the Austral Wheel
Race, run annually at Melbourne. The purse,

it is stated, will be nearly $5,000. The race

it to be a one-mile handicap, and to be run in

heats, a new handicap being framed for each

heat. The race is to be in the nature of a

sweepstake, and the guaranteed purse $3,000,

with an entrance fee of $10. It is expected

that nearly 200 entries will be received, which,

with the purse, will bring the amount up to

nearly $5,000. It is Mr. Dudcer's intention

to run the several heats on the new Associa-

tion's tracks, one heat on each track.

PAPERING A RACE TRACK.

It is proposed to cover over the grand stand

and the track at Amsterdam with a light awn-
ing of waterproof paper. This will be sup-

ported on light standards, and extend some
few yards on each side of the track. The
riders, will, therefore, be protected from the

sun and rain, but there will be no interference

with the atmosphere. The material being very

light and cheap, although fragile, can be easily^

replaced in the event of damage.

"CHOPPY'S" MAN WON.

Armstrong, the English rider, received a

bad fall during a 50 kilometres (31 miles)

race at the Veledrome d'Hiver, Paris, on Sun-
day, February 7th, and was injured internally.

Champion secured first honors by two laps

over Bonhours, Taylor third.

HE SHOULD GET IT.

Jacquelin, the French champion, is endeavor-
ing to secure a two weeks' furlough from
army service in order to compete in the 1897

Grand Prix, the greatest race of the year in

France.
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DepapimEQl-SfoPG Tires

On Hi^HradB WhiiBls.

YOU have noticed the tires on
the gaudily bedecked wheels
in department stores. You

know the breed, and yet, Mr. Bi-

cycle Maker, you may even now
be contemplating equipping your
hundred-dollar machines with the

same tires.

Can you go before the buying
public with department-store tires?

Are you not afraid that riders will

condemn your wheel as second
grade ?

If your wheel is a high-grade
machine, give it a distinguishing

mark. Place it in the company of

the elect. Equip with Palmer
Tires.

^w^*^*^i*^*^*

Palmer tires mark

theM-Gradc li}M

THE PALMER PNEDMATIC TIRE CO.

New York Office, 66-68 Reade Street.

Free Repair Departments in Cliicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

Denver and San Francisco.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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VIEWED DISINTERESTEDLY.

The Itnpressions and Premises Created in

a Veteran Wheelman by the

New York Show.

From the standpoint of the bicycle tourist

of long experience the recent show was of the

greatest interest. The show certainly • is a

great advantage, not only to the tourist, but

to the mere rider as well, and was certainly

worth the price of admission, and much more

besides. I was impressed greatly by the op-

portunities there presented of learning by oc-

ular demonstration and object lessons, many
things bearing upon the improvements in cy-

cle manufacture. Think of it! The whole

vast field of the teeming cycle industry con-

centrated, boiled down, and spread out before

you under one roof. What vast capital is here

represented! Think of the acres and acres of

humming factories and thousands of skilled

ameter. I noticed numerous other devices of

the same character, but of lesser pretensions.

My ears were assailed on all sides by the ar-

guments of the champions of this or that form

of bearing. At what previous show did we
hear" so much about 2-point or 3 or 4-point

bearing or of the beauties of the rolling ball

over the sliding ball? Highly amusing it

was to hear an exhibitor discourse learnedly

upon the rolling qualities of his style of bear-

ing and declare that the balls cannot stick or

slide, when the elaborate model right in front

of him shows the balls sticking and choking

and sliding their way around the axle. Then
the 2-point man tells you that his style has

just half the friction of the 4-point style and

the 3-point exponent points out lots of im-

aginary and some real defects of all other styles,

and so on. I confess to some bewilderment

at first; but with the opportunities so lavishly

offered I became more deeply interested and

studied all of the forms carefully. I cannot

The friction reducers have been active also

in the chain and sprocket field of invention.

The roller sprocket is a good one in theory,

but it looks hazardous to have so many parts

at a point where the strain is greatest. The
wheel least liable to get out of order is the

one that has the fewest parts. Economy,
comfort, and utility demand the number of

parts be decreased.. The same is true of the

much-heralded Simpson chain. I noticed that

large sprockets are at last firmly established.

They certainly increase the leverage, but many
of the front sprockets are too thin and weak.

Hendee's Silver King sprocket is another

good friction reducer, and I was much im-

pressed by its good qualities.

Outside of the friction field, the main ad-

vances are toward enhancing the grace and

beauty ofthe frame; among these are the hand-

some boxed crown of the Worcester and the

neat crown of the Columbia. Heinz, of Buf-

falo, exhibited a very neat method of attach-

WHERE THE BOSTON CYCLE SHOW IS BEING HELD.

workmen and inventors arJ sci'entists who
have studied and planned and wrought that we
might have wheels to ride, each firm with all the

brains and brawn it could command, having

tried its utmost to produce something superior

to its neighbor and gain greater favor with the

riding public. And the result of all this effort

right under your eye. Thinking of all these

things, with what pleasurable anticipation did

I start on my round of the various booths!

Real improvements for 1897, as far as the

show indicated, are, to my mind, confined to

several notions calculated to reduce friction.

I was pleased to notice the unusual efiforts

which had been made in this Jine and the ex-

tent to which the makers had gone in order

to illustrate the bearings and their running
qualities. For instance, the handsome crystal

wheel illuminated so that the working of the

bearings was plainly visible. Another device

was an immense hub, one end of which was
enclosed by glass. Another was a bearing

cup about 16 inches in diameter with glass

cover, containingballs about three inches in di-

help recording my conclusion in favor of the

4-point bearings, chiefly because it permits of

flat-bearing surfaces, as the flat surface can be

ground absolutely true (which cannot be so

positively said of the curved surface), and be-

cause it permits of greater nicety of adjust-

ment.

My conclusion is based on theory, of

course. A practical competitive test of the

various bearings seems impossible under the

present system. Why wouldn't it be a fine

thing for the bicycle-riding fraternity to have

competent and disinterested judges examine
into these matters, and give all of the inven-

tors a fair test, using some instrument similar

to the dynagraph? Nearly all other shows
have official judges of some sort, why not the

cycle show?

I noticed some new ideas, like the three-ball

bearing and the arrangement by which each

ball is separated from its neighbor and re-

volves in a kind of shell, but was not sure that

friction was reduced to any extent by these

schemes.

ing the rear stays to the seat-post that caught

my eye.

Experience has made me the sworn enemy
of the continuous crank. I notice that many
makes have followed in the wake of the

Columbia, and connect the cranks in the cen-

tre of the hanger. It looks like a case of "fol-

low-master." I would like to know what is

the matter with the good, old indepefident

axle, which has no hidden joints. I noticed

that the doom of the cotter pin is sealed, and

that the "dead centre" fiend is dead. The
chainless nuisance is still with us, but shows
signs of early dissolution. The impossibility

of reducing friction by this method ought to

be plain to every one. When will the cycle

writer cease telling us of the "wonderful pos-

sibilities" of the chainless safety?

The spring frame has bobbed up again

without any excuse for it. It has the same
fate in store for it that was suffered by all of

its predecessors.

Of course, there were the usual fool freaks.

Every show must have its quota of clowns.
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R Word Unto the Wise
Is Sufficient.

At the recent cycle shows the would-be

imitators of the fork and corrugated hub

which made the

STERLING
famous, by actual count numbered forty, copying as

closely as the makers dared, one or both these features.

A fact like this does more for our cause than all the

glittering adjectives in the dictionary.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Our Booklet, **Care of Our Wheel,"

for 2-cent stamp.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, - Chicago, III.

AQENCIES :

New York,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Freehold, N. J.,

Pittsburg, Pa., Logan-Gregg Hdw. Co., Seventh Street, below Pennsylvania Avenue.

Denver, - - - Gerwing-Hilton Cycle Co., 1727 Stout Street.

San Francisco, - A. C. Nichols & Co., 400-4 Battery Street (Coast Branch).

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway.

Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, 374 Washington Street.

J. Rech & Sons, Eighth Street and Girard Avenue.

Burtis & Zimmerman.
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The principal offenders besides the chainless

freaks, were the $150 worm-crank freak, the

crazy frame freak, and the wooden bicycle

freak, and, worst of all, the "rapid driving

rotary gear" freak. I noticed many clever

small things, but have not time to mention,

but they relate to tires and tire repair, and

saddles, etc.

My general conclusion was, after "doing,"

was that the bicycle or manmotor was improv-

ing slowly, and that improvement had been

along and would continue along the following

rational lines (drawing a sharp line, of

course, between the manmotors and all other

motors)

:

ls(. Ease of regaining or reduction of the

friction resistance.

2d. Reduction of the number of parts.

3d. Rapid interchangability of the most vul-

nerable parts.

4th. Simplicity of construction. .

5th. Gracefulness and strength.

The perfect bicycle will be the one which

has the greatest perfection in these particulars.

A satisfactory show, is my summing up. I

felt regret on leaving, and right here I would

like to express the hope that the New York
annual show will not lose its National charac-

ter, but instead will spread out and become
international. There is no reason why New
York cannot have its annual Bicycle World's
Fair. W. J. M.

Experience is an expensive teacher, but she
works twenty-four hours a day in the bicycle

business, just the same.

Usually a rider prefers to borrow his repair

outfit, and what tools he needs, rather than
be bothered carrying them himself.

SENT ABROAD.

Exports of .bicycles during the week ending

February 16th:

Argentine Republic $ 105

Antwerp 9,395

British Possessions in Africa 3,007

British Australia 2,207

Bristol 40

Brazil 93

Berlin 255

Bremen 740

British West Indies .'

2,619

Central America 55

Cologne 296

Dutch West Indies : 158

Glasgow ; 645

Havre 3,560

Hamburg 4,195

Liverpool 3,661

London 2,791

Mexico 188

New Zealand 50

Rotterdam 4,926

Southampton 2,495

Santo Domingo 67

United States of Colombia 16f
Venezuela 207

?41,915

When it comes to bugling, the ordinary

cycle club exponent thereof needs less

toot and more tutor.

Onlookers at Russian race meets are for-

bidden to applaud by law.

Fairbanlcs Wood Rim Co.'s Factory, Bradford, Pa.

A FEATURE OF THE TALLY-HO LAMP
T S the Patent Lamp Bracket Attachment

'

fitting to the head or fork (Style No. 4).

ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY SIZE
TUBING. . .

Taliy-Hos are made
in Three Styles . .

No. 3—For Attach- 1

ment to head-

No. 4—For attach- I

ment to head or I.

fork.

No. 5— For attach-

ment to carriage

dashboard.

All fitted with highly polished

nickel reflectors.

$5.00

Notice Particularly in all

TALLY-HO LAMPS-

APPEARANCE

WORKMANSHIP

MATERIAL
^

FINISH
All the Very Finest.

Tally=Ho Lamps Fitted with Ground Mirror Reflector, $6.00 List.

Riders inquire of Dealers, p^^, ParticuIars, Descriptive Cataloguc, etc. Electros Free.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

313-315 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A Business Catalogue.

It seems to be just now the fashion in the making
of bicycle catalogues to pay more attention to artistic

appearance than to busini ss-like directness and concise-

ness of statement. The manner of saying seems to be

more considered than what is said itself, and as a logical

result many bicycle catalogues unite the most showy

decorative shell with the scantiest descriptive meat.

Such is not the case with the new Waverley cata-

logue for 1897. A model of neatness and good taste,

all the care in its making has not been bestowed upon
the garb, but the fact that its mam end is to give all

possible information regarding the construction and

worth of Waverley Bicycles has been kept constantly in

view.

The result is a brochure that can be best described

by the simple term " business-like." It is published by

business men for business purposes, and while care has

been used that it shall not be unworthy of comparison

with the very best of its compeers from a typographical

and artistic standpoint, still greater pains have been

taken to avoid tiresome prolixity and unnecessary verbi-

age and to compass all needful information in exceed-

ingly compact and concise form.

The Waverley catalogue is neither an encyclopedia

nor a picture gallery. It is a catalogue in the best sense

of the word and every man or woman who has not yet

decided on his or her mount for j 897 should send for it.

It will repay perusal and is well worth preservation.

^^ ^5* ^5*^?*^*

The Waverley Plaid.

In these days when Scottish doings and Scottish

deels, Scottish birds and Scottish story-tellers are

attracting such a large share of public attention, it may
not be amiss to remind the reader that the Waverley

bicycle is by christening at least of high born Scottish

lineage. No name in the land of Bruce and Wallace stands

higher than that of Waverley, and the Waverley Plaid

has borne an honorable part m the greatest struggles of

Scottish history.

With an eye to the romantic as well as the practical,

the compilers of the '97 Waverley catalogue have adopted

for its cover a perfect fac-simile of the Waverley Plaid

jn its original colors, perhaps the most unique and strik-

ing cover to be found on any similar work of this year.

One cannot help reflecting at the surprise of some of the

heroes of Bannockburn and Culloden if they could have

peered ahead into this day and age and seen their be-

oved colors made familiar to a new people in a new

world as the emblem of a machine which would have

been to them a marvel of marvels.

The whirligig of time works wondrous changes and

the old clan of Waverley is to-day only a name in history

while the Waverley Bicycle alone gives a familiar sound

to the name in the ears of most Americans, but Waver-

ley honor and Waverley worth are as real to-day in the

new world as they were in the old, three centuries ago.

—Adv.

^|^ Worth makes the Bicycle, and

1^ want of it the scrap-heap.

'b — NEIV PROl^ERB.
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WAVERLEY
BICYCLES

are Bicycles in the fullest

sense of the word, con-

structed of none but High-

Grade Material, planned

and designed by the most

able staff of cycle mechani-

cal experts in America, and

built in the largest and best

equipped bicycle factory

extant. What else could

they be but

Bicycles Par Excellence ?

INDIANA BICYCLE
CO. :: Indianapolis, Ind.

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
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^ The Long Trail of the S' ^
I (;"RIIV1S0N I^IM" I
g^ From Ocean to Ocean the trail is -^
S— strewn with the bleaching wrecks ^^
g^ of abandoned mounts, but no Crim- -^
S— son frames are seen among these -^
g^ sad memorials of beheaded and z^
^^ discouraged followers. _S

^ Crimson Rim Quality 3
Jtr Is the best preventive for mishap zS
•^ and disappointment. —

•

^ SYRACUSE BICYCLES SPIN TO WIN. ^
^ Keep Your Eye on the Crimson Rims. zS

Makers

:

Syracuse Cycle (Sompanv.

Syracuse, N.Y,

Kindly mention Tlie Wlieel.
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VERBIAGE AMID THE HERBAGE.

They were two of the Westchester hunt-

ing set, and while not actively engaged in

playing their respective parts, they met in a

quiet suburban lane. One was a record-

breaking old red fox, the other a keen-scented

hound, who had often caused his foxship to

go record making when he would have much

preferred to have refrained from any such vio-

lent exercise. Both being in mufti, persiflage

was in order, and the fox, as soon as he spied

the hound, opened the ball with:

"Hello, Howell, this is a treat! How've you

been?"

"Well, 'pon my bark if it isn't Rennie!

I'm awfully glad to see you. I was after you

the other day, but didn't quite catch up with

you. How are you, anyway?"

"Oh, I'm pretty well, considering. Over-

ran myself unnecessarily yesterday. Saw a

lot of red things in the distance over the hill

yonder, took them for some of your friends,

the scarlet-coated brigade, and without wait-

ing to investigate, I just Jimmie Michaeled

it about seventeen miles 'cross country. When

I got my breath I sneaked back and found it

was nothing but that red-jerseyed .Salvation

Army Corps. Hang it all, they gave me an

awful fright. Been pounded—dog-pounded, of

course—lately, Howell?"

"No, I havn't Rennie. You'll have to ex-

cuse me now, my boy, its getting late and I've

got to bay the moon awhile."

"All right, Howell, don't let me interfere.

Before you go, though, I'm living out by the

Bronx River now; if you ever run out that

way drop in, won't you?"

"Thanks, Rennie, old chap, I shall. Good

night, I'll see you later."

"Not if I see you first. Good night. Hew-

dl.'

EFFECTS OF WATCHING OTHERS.

A retired business man who lives in one of

those swell apartment houses on the Boule-

vard, and whose leisure enables him to make

good use of his windows to view the moving

panorama on the broad street below, declares

there haven't been a dozen days during the

entire winter when he hasn't seen riders

skimming along the road.

"Nothing stops a cyclist," he said, "and

nothing would but sudden death, and then it

would have to be his own. The women are

just as bad as the men about the sport. Cold

has no more effect on the average rider, male

or female, than a glass of whisky on a Ken-

tucky Colonel. They really seem to thrive on

it, and, as for winds, why, I used to think the

wheel and wind didn't go together, but I've

changed my views. The windiest days that

we've had I'd get up betting with my wife

that they couldn't ride that day, and she would

smile and say in a quiet way: 'You'll see.'

Sure enough, I would see. Here they would

come pedaling and puffing and blowing

against the blasts as they swept down the

Boulevard. I at first would remark: 'Well,

theyarn't enjoying themselves anyway.'

'"Now that's where I was dead wrong, for as

they returned with the wind at their backs

they came flying along on its wings with the

happiest expressions, which I interpreted to

mean, 'It's worth it.' No, you can't down
the cycler; and, to tell you the truth, I've

caught the complaint myself, and am taking

private lessons."

It was on an isle far out in

the Pacific Ocean.
The branches of the palm

embraced the brapches of the
^ ^ ? ~ stately banana. The wild

orange shook its golden

blossom-locks, as it whispered of its love to

its little cousin, the lemon.

^h^^

II

A pedestrian, in

a thatched roof and
the skins of animals,

came along the

beach, followed by a

dog who looked as

though he was tired

of h'is job. Had
you looked at the

pedestrian's furtive,

fear - freckled eye
you would have
known that he was
a man with a past.

Ill

He and the dog
pedestrianized.
The whole per-

formance was be-

comiiig monoton-
ous. Even the

waves tumbled.
Suddenly the man
stopped. So did

the dog. An ashen
palor spread over
his face, referring

palorwise to the
man, of course.

He saw something
upon the sand. It looked as though some
gigantic sausage had left its rounded imprint
upon the wetted sands.

IV

He cried aloud.

The dog howled.
"I fled from the
world because of

it! It haunted me
there! God
knows I can no
longer hope to

find a place free

from it."

He fell to the
earth, and his eyes
became glassy.

V

Long years
passed.

Sailors, seeking
water, found on
the beach the
skeletons of a man
and a dog, and a
tire-mark, which
grimly told that a

bicycle had passed
that way, and the
last anti-cyclist,

he, too, had
passed away.

ANTI-CENTURIONITES.

Century riding has charms for those who
go in for that sort of thing. There are those

who tell you that there is more real fun to

be gotten out of riding a century than there is

from carrying a ton of coal to the top floor

of a five-story building. No matter how many
people may agree upon any given thing there

will always be found those who will, seem-

ingly from sheer perversity, seek the reverse

side of the proposition. So it comes to pass,

that while many uphold the pleasures of

century riding, there are those who seek to

deride its pleasure-giving possibilities, and

unto cycling is born the Anti-Kyphosis Club,

with Terre Haute, Ind., as a birth place and

home.

The Anti-Kyphosis Club members fre-

quently—say a dozen times in a season—make
club century runs. Suppose ten anti-Kyphos-

iacs go out for a club century run. They ride

five miles into the country and five miles

back. That makes ten miles for each rider.

Multiplying the ten miles each rider made
by ten, the number of riders, and that makes
a hundred miles—a neat, pleasant club cen-

tury run. They do not need rubbing down
with alcohol or arnica after a run of that

kind and by the next week are sufficiently

rested to do the same thing over again.

Individual members also make century

runs. But the time limit of an Anti-Kypho-
siac century run is 30 days, one month, and
not 24 hours or some smaller fraction of a

day.

JOYS OF DRUMMERSHIP.
To the careless observer the salesman for a

cycle concern is a happy-go-lucky fellow with

a good salary, fine clothes, a liberal supply

of money for expenses, a large acquaintance

among good people, and an ever-ready smile

and joke for everybody. To outsiders he

presents a picture of unalloyed pleasure, an
object of general envy to the unsuccessful.

But look behind the curtain. The trav-

ing salesman is employed expressly to sell

bicycles, and is expected to earn a good profit

for his concern above all expenses. He is al-

most certain to lose his position if he cannot.

He must watch cycling closely and possess

a fund of timely information on all matters

connected with it. He must be a good judge

of human nature—one who can. learn the char-

acter of his customers.

• The traveler sacrifices his meals to catch a

train. He arises at daylight and travels all

night. He lays the foundation for rheuma-

tism, cultivates dvspepsia, robs himself of a

home, and is engaged in a ceaseless, tireless

struggle for trade. He has to hustle and push

in order to sell his goods. He must be polite,

educated, and a gentleman.

LIKE UNTO A JAG.

The effects of excess in cycling are very-

much the same as excess in drink. Cycling,,

because it acts as such a powerful stimulant

to the heart, produces, in the first instance,

a feeling of exhilaration, which is in itself a

pleasure, especially to the owner of a fagged

brain or jaded nerves. Anything that pro-

duces this effect is naturally "craved" after

when once tasted. This exhilarating effect,

too, overcomes the consciousness of fatigue,

and consequently prevents the rider from

judging accurately when he (or she) has had

enough—another dangerous point of resem-

blance to alcohol.
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It has never been

to sell ''The American Beauties," and

this season we are assured that it will

be

\
^

for us to land the sales

record among high-grade wheels. Why?
The ''Windsor" ($100) and "Pacific"

($60) have more new, original, practical

improvements than any other two wheels

made. They are handsomest in appear-

ance.

They....

Sell Themselves.

s

Chicago Salesroom

:

285 Wabash Avenue.

0£0. li. MAGII.I., Agent.

CHAS. H. SIMG
MFG. Cy0 KMNOSHA,

WIS.

Kindly mention The Wheel,
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WHEN SHE WILL, SHE WILL.

Ross Graham laid the morning paper aside

and looked across the breakfast table at his

wife.

"I don't like the idea, Dora," he said, a

.faintly discernible air of authority coloring the

words with yet stronger disapproval.

His wife's face flushed a little as she toyed

with her coffee spoon. She was one of the few

women who can look charming at 8 a. m. It

is awfully hard to refuse your wife anything

when she is distractingly pretty, and you have

been married only three short months.

"All the girls have them," she protested.

"I'm surprised, Ross, really I am, that you

should object. Everybody rides, and it is so

fascinating."

"It doesn't make any difference what other

girls do," responded her husband, emphati-

cally, "tjiey may fly to the moon if some-

body patents airships, for all I care. But I

hate to see you on a bicycle—not that there

is any actual harm in them, but a man
doesn't care to have his wife prancing around

the country, stared at by all the fellows. You
may have anything else in reason that you

want, Dot, but I draw the line at rationals

and a wheel."

Dora's eyebrows puckered ominously. She

rose with injured dignity and looked down at

her husband as impressively as a woman may
from a height of five feet one.

"Do I understand you to say that you for-

bid me to ride a bicycle?" she asked slowly.

Mer cheeks were glowing now, and a small,

slippered foot beat a tattoo upon the carpet.

Her husband looked up in surprise. It is

always surprising to a newly made benedict

to discover that his adoring spouse has any

wishes apart from his own.

"Well," said he, with the mild desperation

of a peaceable man who finds himself cor-

nered, "if you insist on putting it in such an

unpleasant way, yes."

"Then," replied his wife, moving tragic-

ally toward the door, even the tortoise shell

aquiver with indignation, "all I have to say

is that you are a—perfect—tyrant!"

Everything went wrong at the office that

day. It is not easy to wrestle with business

when one emerges from the gloom of a do-

mestic thundercloud, and Ross was relieved

when the afternoon wore away.
"After all," he soliloquized, as he boarded

a street car homeward, "perhaps I was rather

hard on the bicycle proposition. But it

wouldn't do to give in to her now—I must be

firm."

It takes a married man some time to ac-

quaint himself with the apparent inconsist-

encies of the feminine mind.

Dora had allowed him to go down town

without so much as a farewell glance. Ap-
proaching his cosey home with some inward

apprehension, he was naturally astounded

when she met him at the door, radiantly

smiling.

Some friends dropped in later, and the

evening passed delightfully. Dora devoted

herself to her husband's comfort with an

eager solicitude that he attributed to sincere

repentance.

As she poured coffee for him the next

morning he observed with horror an immense
and unsightly bruise upon her pretty arm—

a

bruise that included all the colors of a well

devel6ped rainbow.

"For heaven's sake. Dot, how did you do

it?" he inquired anxiously. His wife blushed

furiously.

"Oh, I fell—that is, I—oh, it's nothing,

Ross, dear, nothing whatever—do let me help

you to some cream. By the by, I forgot to

tell you that" Here she branched off to

a dissertation on music.

A week later Mr. Ross Graham made his

way homeward on a new safety.

"I really need the exercise," he explained

rather awkwardly to his wife, who was
watching as usual for his familiar figure.

"Of course you do, dear," she responded

cheerfully, whereat he breathed a sigh of re-

lief. "Some women would have kicked up a

dickens of a row," he ruminated. "Dora is

an angel."

Ross found cycling such an agreeable pas-

time that he caught himself thinking of Dora
one morning and half wishing she were be-

side him. He was not so sure after all about

the impropriety of it. A girl could look con-

foundedly fetching on a wheel.

Of late he had observed one in particular,

a natty little figure in a blue suit, a jaunty

cap atop of her head, who appeared in the

distance every morning, but he had never

overtaken her, as she avoided the main paths,

skimming gracefully along and always alone.

One morning he obeyed a sudden impulse

to pass the fair unknown. She evidently

divined his intention, for she began scorch-

ing at no mean speed. So it was to be a race

between them—what a saucy little thing she

must be!

Mentally resolved to buy a dagger pin that

very day for Dora as a peace offering to his

conscience—poor little Dora, slumbering in-

nocently at home while he basely pursued

scorching wheelwomen—he gained steadily

upon the rider ahead, in spite of her efforts

to elude him.

Something in the shiny coils of her hair

struck him as oddly familiar. It was a tor-

toise shell comb. Its wearer turned a lovely,

laughing face toward him.

"Well, Ross," she said mischievously.

"Dora!", he exclaimed weakly, inanely con-

scious that he ought to be indignant. A pair

of round, soft arms stole around his neck.

"We'll have awfully good times riding tan-

dem together, dear," a sweet voice was saying.

"You see, I've been riding ever since you said

I shouldn't. I coaxed papa for the safety.

Kiss me, Ross."

And he did.

IN THE TO-MORROW.
Soon from the bonds of winter the old

world will be freed, and soon will come the

cycling girl upon her noiseless steed. The
bumble bee will bumble in the meadow wet

with dew, and the feeling called spring fever

will come creeping over you. The softer tints

of summer will steal across the sky, and the

starved town cow will smile with joy as she

winks the other eye.

VARIETY OF ACTION.

To him who, in the love of wheeling, holds

communication with the bicycle, it speaks a

various language. For his holiday outings,

it has a pleasant charm and a smile and elo-

quence of motion; but backed by a novice

it glides into some ice-wagon with a mild and

gentle motion that lands him in the gutter

ere he is aware.

A RE-INCARNATED RACER MAYBE.
DownnearBabylon, L. I., there is a dog with

the heart of a scorchei; and the legs of a racer.

He's the very newest thing out. He is a long,

slender fellow, and looks as if he had some
greyhound blood in him. He belongs to a

farmer, and since cycling along the road in

front of his home has become common, he
seldom deserts his post near the gate, except

for a race.

As soon as a rider appears he rushes out,

but never barks or snaps. Once fairly in the

road, he lowers his head and begins the race,

which sometimes lasts for two miles. If the

two are running against the wind, and his

opponent is a wabbler or a woman, his dog-
ship generally wins, but if the biped is of the

true scorcher variety, the dog- is on to the

fact before he has gone a quarter of a mile.

Convinced he is a loser, he comes to an abrupt
halt and watches the bicycle disappear.

If he wins after a race long enough to

demonstrate his powers, he gambols around
in front of the wheel at the finish, utters one
or two joyful barks, with his head high in the

air, and trots back home to wait for the next
rider.

GAME TO THE LAST.

A rider had met with a mishap. It was a

serious one apparently, for a crowd had
gathered round where he lay. A prosperous
looking man forced his way through the

crowd, and knelt beside the injured wheel-
man, and said:

"I am a medical man—Dr. Sittem—allow
me to examine the extent of your injuries."

Then the injured one rolled over until he
faced the good Samaritan, groaned with pain,

and then slowly and feebly asked:

"What! Not Dr. Sittem, inventor of Sit-

tem's Safe Cycle Saddle?"

"Yes; the same."

"Allow me to present my card—Charlie

Grabber, advertising department of the 'Cycle

Cinch,' the greatest wheel paper published in

Oklahoma. Now, Doctor, our rates
"

But before he could tell them, a faint

seized him, and the next thing he knew he

was in the bottom of an ambulance with a

young sawbones blowing cigarette smoke in

his face.

MONEY IN POOR ROADS.

"It is a wonder to me," said the visiting

stranger, "that you don't have these streets

repaired, particularly as the country roads for

miles around are kept in such perfect condi-

tion."

"My friend," answered the village Mayor,
whose chin-whiskered face was but a mask
for a scheming brain, "them streets is what
this town lives off. You see we are right in

the middle of the best century riding course

in the country, and when them city bysickle

fellers come rushin' through here, them
streets kinder holds them up until we kin

catch them. When we gets them, we fines

them for fast riding, and if they say anything

we've got an all-powerful anti-profanity

ordinance to sock another fine on them. Re-

pair them streets! I reckon not while city

chaps ride bysickles."

TEMPUS FUGIT.

Why Time glides so swiftly
All history shows,

That the reason of this

Is by cycles he goes.
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when Bicycles Are Trumps,
and it Comes to a Show-Down,

Svlphs i!!sOverlands
Constitute the Best Hand a Dealer Can Hold.

No bicycles, other than the "Boltless Sylphs," have so nearly reached the apex
of perfection, high grade and general excellence, and in the bicycling world the
" Sylph " is the unit of value. :::::::: : :

REGULAR MODELS, $iOO, TANDEMS. ;gl50.

1897 IVTodel U, "BOLTI^ESS" SYLPH, $100.

OVERLHNDS
$75,

EQUAL TO MOST ^lOO PATTERNS
ALWAYS RELIABLE.

STRICTLY HIGH GRADE.

$50, - and $40.

WE OFFER
A complete line— 12 models and tandems.

Exclusive control and absolute protection.

Important improvements—practical and reliable.

Every inducement to agents.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY. CATALOGUE TREE.

WHOLESALE DISTR
Baldwin, Robbins & Co., Boston, Mass.—New England

States.

J. W. Buckley, 156 South St., New York City-South-
f astern New York State, Long Island and Northern
New Jersey.

F. M. Dampman Cycle Co., 1227 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pa.—Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.

J. E. Plew, 1208 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.— City of
Chicago.

IBUTINC AGENTS.
W. D Alexander, Atlanta, Ga.—State of Georgia.

E. L Rose & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.—Southern New
York and Northeastern Pennsylvania.

N. E. Furniture and Carpet Co., Minneapolis, Minn.—
Minnesota, North and South Dakota.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.—
Western and Northern New York.

John Griffiths Cycle Corporation, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.

ROUSE, HAZARD <fe CO.,
Manufacturers,

PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A
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PEDALING PHRASES AND PROVERBS.

His god is his wheel.

New wheels ride easy.

Live and learn to cycle.

Never too old to cycle.

Love me, love my wheel.

Youth will have its scorch.

A good rider needs no push.

Small choice in poor bicycles.

Faint heart never won a race.

Punctures seldom come singly.

A little wheel may cost a deal.

One wheel crank makes many.

Too lightly on, too heavily off.

Every wheel has its cyclometer.

Tires don't laugh at tacksmiths.

A ride well begun is half ended.

A cat may look at a speed king.

Wheel-chasing dogs seldom bite.

Practice the pedaling you preach.

Cycle abrasions are only skin deep.

Teach your grandmother to cycle.

Old riders are often on new wheels.

Spare the oil and spoil the bearings.

All are tacks that puncture your tire.

To a rickety wheel all roads are bad.

A lamp lit in time oft saves the fine.

An unused wheel makes no mileage.

The proof of a wheel is in the riding^

Look before you leap into the saddle.

A novice and his seat are soon parted.

A good wheel often needs a good rider.

Necessity was the mother of the safety.

Of two bicycles choose the least heavy.

A miss is good for a mile—in a scorch.

One punctured tire is as bad as another.

Ride moderately that you may ride long.

The wheelman's wife often lacks carfare.

A wheel ridden is worth two in the store.

Many a poor wheel is bought for the best.

Experience is the best spoke in your wheel.

One man's make is another man's ''shake."

A wabbling tyro is a complication of errors.

Pedal evenly, that you may ride smoothly.

A rough road is dreaded by the cheap tire.

A cheap wheel is better than a dead horse.

As you gear your wheel so must you ride it.

A poor tourist is better than a rich scorcher.

You can't ride your wheel and lend it, too.

A yell is as good as a nod to a deaf driver.

Admirers of different makes seldom agree.

Hard words break no bones, but hard falls

do.

A reckless coaster makes a fat church

yard.

Never look at the sprocket teeth of a gift

wheel.

A poor rider always finds fault with his

wheel.

Wise men make bicycles, and fools fall off

them.

Lock up your stable before your cycle is

stolen.

No wheel is so poor as not to have its de-

fender.

If wishes were bicycles beggars would
scorch.

Coast in haste and mend your bones at

leisure.

Trouble comes on bicycles, but goes away
on foot.

A mile in the morning is worth two in the

evening.

All wheels are good—for something or

nothing.

For the love of the rider many praise the

machine.
Those who ride pneumatics should not

throw tacks.

A wabbler is only a wabbler, though he ride

a $160 wheel.

When you are with racers talk as racers

do—of racers.

He who always rides alone has his wheel

used by a fool.

Speak well of the tire that carries you safely

over the roads.

Put a beggar on a wheel and he'll ride to

the pawn-shop.

After a collision expert and novice are

alike ridiculous.

Judge not a bargain counter wheel by the

price tag it bears.

Have a wheel of thine own before thou

borrowest another's.

If falling off a wheel were an art there

would be many artists.

There is but one good wheel, and every

rider thinks he owns it.

A man who. is in love with his wheel is no
judge of woman's beauty.

It is an ill sign to see the tin-tack maker
and the tire repairer walking down the cycle

path together.

Beware of the fore part of a cheap horse,

the hind part of a cheap mule, and all parts of

a cheap wheel.

The fool who coasts without a brake
Is apt his collar-bone to shake.

He who mounts and rides away,

May make a record some fine day.

Quickly to scorch and quickly to spin.

Makes a man tired, perspired and thin.

A rider oft without a light.

May unmolested ride at night;

But once too often meets combine
Of copper, court and $3 fine.

CHAIN TROUBLES AND REMEDIES.

It will not infrequently be found that a

chain becomes alternately tight and slack as

it runs round the sprocket wheels. If the

alternation takes place with each revolution of

the pedals, and if there is no dirt on the peri-

phery of the front sprocket wheel, very prob-
ably the crank axle is not fixed centrally in

the rear sprocket, in which case a competent
repairer may perhaps put matters right. But
there is no need to trouble about it unless the

defect is considerable.

On the other hand, if the alternation is ob-

served to have some relation to the position of

the chain, but not of the pedals, and recurs

either with each complete revolution of the

chain or with each half revolution, the cause

probably depends partly on whether the chain

is new or not. If it is new, there may be a

stiff link, which does not properly straighten

out after leaving the chain wheel, but it will

most likely work looser.

If the chain is not new, it may simply need
cleaning and lubricating; but it is also possible

that the chain may be a poor one, which has

stretched more in one place than in another.

A new chain will then be the proper remedy.
When adjusting a chain which tightens and
slackens, adjust it while at its tightest, and in

this position leave but the least possible slack.

WHAT IT IS AND DOES.

Stop and think of it, and you will not be

long in concluding that the coming of the bi-

cycle is undoubtedly one of the most remark-

able things in the social life of the world,

which has taken place. since the introduction

of steam-power for purposes of locomotion.

A horse is a luxury of the rich, or the neces-

sity of some phases of professional life in the

country. The country doctor and the coun-

try parson must keep a horse, not for pleas-

ure, but for business. To seek out the sick

and needy, or the careless and ignorant in

country by-ways, is impossible without the

use of some sort of a roadster. Traveling by

rail, on the other hand, is a very tedious, as

well as a sometimes inconvenient method of

enjoying scenery, or visiting remote points

in the country. What persons would take

their constitutional, or their afternoon ramble

in a railroad car?

But the bicycle far excels either the horse

or the railways in convenience, and often in

dispatch. As a means of taking exercise it is

better than the buggy or the padded seats of

the train. Nor is the exercise too severe for

the sedentary man; the wheel may be so used

that girls and women are benefited in health

by employing it. Then how easy it is to take

a journey on it. To ride the wheel is to have

a steed ready to hand, which in a couple of

hours will carry the rider over a large area of

lovely country.

The city toiler is made acquainted with the

feeling of liberty and exhilaration which

Rousseau used to find in his walking tours.

But the wheel never brings the traveler to the

condition of sluggish weariness to which

Goldsmith acknowledges he was brought by

rambling

—

"Remote, unfriended, solitary, slow."

The bicycle is a friend; no one can be soli-

tary while rushing along, as if gifted with the

winged ankles of mythology, any more than

they can be slow. The swift passage over

summer or autumn lanes, the friendly meet-

ings on the road, the healthful air, the moder-

ate exercise indulged in by the judicious rider,

make the world of the city worker something

that it has never been before.

NOT COMING HIS WAY.

. "You must raise any amount of hay on

that meadow," said the man from the city,

who was trying to curry favor with the

farmer.

"Ya-as," said the ruralite, "I do; but there

ain't a dang thing t' feed it ter but bysickles,

and they ain't eatin' a lot of it."

A VISITANT.

EFFECTS OF BARGAIN HUNTING.

"Now, without any fooling, why do you
suppose women ever took to them in the first

instance?"

"Oh, I suppose some idiot ran a mark-
down sale of trousers."

They tell us romances are things of the past,

That the present's a practical time

;

That love at first sight is not truly polite,

That reason is better than rhyme.

And yet there's a spell that is holding me fast,

A sentiment strange that I feel,

For my thoughts will not stray since I noticed, one

day,

An auburn-haired girl on a wheel.

Like a comet she passed me and hurried away.

A vision entrancingly rare;

The poet's bright star that he worshipped afar

Was a creature less distant and fair.

And still, while I plod as a toiler each a day

There is joy in the hope that I feel

That my orbit obscure one more glimpse may assure

Of the auburn-haired girl on the wheel.
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HONESTLY MADE AND HONESTLY
SOLD.

Bicycles are not vejy much more in evi-

dence than the proverbial hen's tooth; as a

matter of fact, they could almost be counted

on the fingers of the hands without repeat-

ing. This fact has been well understood

among those well posted in the business

for a number of years, but a doubting pub-

lic, misled by malicious and sensationaj

newspapers, and by the spread-eagle adver-

tising of the cheap makers in 1896, paid

dearly for being taught a lesson in me-
chanics and materials, and have, we believe,

learned thoroughly that honest cycles can

be sold only at honest prices. We have
been following such a policy and building

such cycles for more than 12 years. Econ-

omy and comfort are in

IVER JOHNSON and

FITCHBURG CYCLES.

WEE^ jerarasara^

FITCHBURG, MASS.

C. J. GODFREY, 11 Warren St.,

General Agent

New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TH
A BAI^L-BUARING HUNTING STORY.

JS

WAS A SURE THING.

Two cows, returning home at milking time,

saw a knickerbockered wheelwoman who was

trying to get back to town before it was

lamp-lighting time, her lamp being on the

kitchen mantel in place of on the machine

she rode.

"What is that?" asked the mooley cow of

the one with the crinkled horn. "Bless my
cud, if it don't look something like a man."

"You're away off," remarked the clever

crinkler, as she stopped a moment to remove

with her foot an unusually persistent fly who
refused to cease feeding on her off ear.

"That's a woman."
"I'd like to know how you are so certain

about that," lowed the mooley one.

"Because she crossed a field to avoid meet-

ing us. Do you think a man would do that?"

The mooley one was convinced, and simply

chewed her cud in silence.

SHORT LANES AND ALL TURNS.

"It's a long lane that has no turning," said

the rider who makes a specialty of trotting out

back numbered maxims.

"Not where I came from," said his compan-

ion.

"Where is that wonderful place?"

"Boston."

EXACTLY WHAT SHE WANTED.
"I cure fits."

As her eye caught sight of this advertisement

she made a note of the address, and next

day she sent there a brand-new pair of bloom-

ers, with orders that they be made much
fuller netherwardly.

DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND.

It's pretty hard for a man to understand how
the remainder of the party he is riding with
seem perfectly fresh when he is tired and in

need of rest.

WHEN TWO " ROASTERS " MEET.

"Yes," said, the man who studied things,

"I don't doubt that having fought in the

same regiment is calculated to bind men to-

gether firmly, and so is a club membership;
but for real heart-felt sympathy gimme two
fellows who have each ridden the same make
of wheel, and become dissatisfied with it."

IP THEY ARE NOT KNOCKED SILLY.

"Why do you suppose those scorching

idiots carry those great gongs on their

wheels?"

"Oh, that's to let people know who it is

that runs over them."

PACED THE MUSIC.

"I always meet trouble half-way," said the
rider of the installment-purchased wheel, as

he paid half of the monthly note and ar-

ranged for an extension of the other half.
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SAMSON TIRES

In Samson

There Is...

Strength...

Id SAMSON Tires we offer jon tie

Stronpst ani Hiiliesl Graie Tires

Eyer lllaie.

At Boston, Spaces 25-26. At Philadelphia, Space 146.

At Denver, Spice 66. At Pittsburg, Space 128.

At Syracuse, Space 55.

NEW YORK TIRE CO.
Branch houses : Main office :

Boston Buffalo
Toronto i-ouisville
Philadelphia Cleveland

Chicago
Denver
St Louis 59 and 61 Reade Street, ^ew York.

SAMSON TIRES

®
®

®
®

®
®
®

peerless
Road Wheel Perfectly adapted to its use—strong, ligbt, graceful. Easy ruuning, easily adjusted, and

beautifully finished. An every-day, all-day, " all-kinds-of-road" mount, to be always depended on.

I Ladies' Peerless, a wheel " fit for a queen "—" an American queen." All requirements met—grace, ease

of motion, beauty; simple in construction and adjustment.

Peerless Tandem. Excels in strength, the first requisite ; beauty of line and simplicity of steering device.

reerleSS v^OmDinatlOn lanCiem. No danger of breaking, it runs easily and steers perfectly, is

beautifully finished and equipped.

-t^cerieSS rvaCer. Awlnneronthetrack, abeautyeverywhere. Light enough to take the lead, yet strong enough
to be always safe. Gearing the most desirable, saddle the best, handle-bars giving perfect position.

A prize taker. Ridden by Hale, Giiiim, Alexander, Baker, Waller, Sclioch, and Miss
may Allen.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The PEERLESS MEG. COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BUSTED ! !!

We've been figuratively "busting" so many

records in the last ten weeks, all of that kind

that stand for Quality, Design, Execution, Hus-

tle, and "Git There," that we consider it our

duty to record the fact that we have busted an-

other record. Yes; two of them—that caused us

to shed tears, the size that usually drop down

the good, honest (?) faces of crocodiles, and put

us into such mental anguish that we thoughtlessly

left our place of work at nine o'clock P. M. and

got a five days' growth of hair removed from

our innocent faces.

In our condition of mind we even kicked the

ofifice cat through a 5-cent pane of glass and

drank a glass of water. Think of it, Citizens of

the great United States. Think of it! One

agent we called on had never heard of the

Trinity—never even heard of it—and our proud

record of "closing an agency in every city or

town visited by one of our five representatives"

was broken. Shades of the two "Billies" turned

down and . with The Trinity—the agent was

touched—Poor C. C. "Farmer" Caldwell, the

Trinity man, went outside the door and looking

up into space exclaimed: "I've lost me job."

He wired us accordingly.

A council of war was immediately called. The

heads of the Tribes and Nations were gathered

together and after hours of deep silence on hear-

ing the charge, the jury finally rendered a

verdict that, inasmuch as that agent who

couldn't take The Trinity had probably saved

a number of lives, that would have been lost in

the terrific scramble of the people for a sight of

it, that would surely have come on receiving his

first Trinity, "Farmer" Caldwell was held blame-

less to a certain extent; but the council unan-

imously voted to deduct one month's salary

from the aforesaid "Farmer," the amount to

be sent to the Society of P. H. H., of which

"Joe" Yost is Chief P. H. H. ; A. L. Garford,

Assistant P. H. H. ; Hon. Billy Herrick, Secre-

tary and Treasurer; Arthur Sidwell, Chief Guide

P. H. H. ; Walter Townc, Assistant Chief Guide

P. H. H. ; Walter Measure, Chief H. D. ; C. H.

Fennell, Chairman of L. Committee; Billy Per-

rett. Keeper of the V. B. ; Howard Raymond,

Inspector General P. H.; E. C. Bode, Keeper

of S. B. ; F. P. Prial, W. J. Morgan, Geo. K. Bar-

rett, "Joe" Goodman, Selecters of "Q;" Sam

Miles, G. A. Wahlgreen, Walter Mears, C. W.

Fourdrinier. Record Secretary, Uncle Thomas,

F. C.

For further information see Herrick or Sid-

well.

OUR SYMPATHY.
That honorable man, C. W. Fourdrinier, a

gentleman, a thoroughbred, a credit to cycling,

lies at home very ill. He cannot be present at

the Boston Show to see the results—fruits—of

his labors. He worked so unceasingly to make

the Show the "howling" success it is that he

suffers the consequences, while we reap the

benefits.

Our friend, we hope you'll get around soon

and be yourself again. And by actual count we

know when you are thyself, you're 24K. fine.

I

THE TRINITY

A HOT MEMBER.
John H. English, in whose hands the Publicity

and Promotion end of the Missouri State Meet

is placed, is a corker. That Meet will be a rip-

snorting, 100 per cent, fine success, if John H.

can only find time to get in a sufficient jag of

work bearing the ear marks of his fine Italian

hand and massive brain.

John H., we don't know you, bvit you're a

THE TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

Successors to FRANK T. FOWLER MFG. CO.

"THE TRINITY,"

Nos. 1-3 CHANDLER STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.

hustler from Hustlerville. You ought to be the

main guy—maybe you are. Success to yovi and

your meet.

The following is from his pen:

We are the people wdio proclaim from the top

of our barn-yard fence that we are still in the

land of the cripples—headless ones. I offered

you a snap. You declined my kind feminine

hint in your letter of January 30th. I don't

blame you—I'm the "feller," for I ought to have

offered you a bigger gold mine—nit. We are

going to have a meet here, one of the kind that

makes one's hair rise, for fearthat he will meet

a much-avoided creditor in the immense throng

that is going to pay their money and see the

"whole thing." In fact, that's what I am where

I am for; to see that the people are made aware

of the fact that we are to have a meet—and to

be there. It comes high—but all good things

do—a la Trinity—they all cost money—but value

and a half in return for your money—no matter

how you got it, so we get it in our possession.

I have a judge's stand, 100 yards of fence, a

band stand all on inside of track, right in front

of where the races ought to finish. I want to

sell the space I mean for an ad. thereon, .');25 for

the whole thing or will dispose of a part of it

for a consideration. I admire your push—would
like a little of it myself—and offer you first

chance on piece or parcel. Don't say it's early

yet, but if you want it, hold up your hand.

Will save her till she's of age. The old adage of

the early bird is all right, but the worm is very

foolish—we're the worm—you're the bird.

Contributed by E. H. Flint, Esq., Cincinnati,

THE .TRINITY

Ohio, wh says if we could use it to send any- "^

thing from The Trinity to \\'ooden Handle-bar. IH

\\'e have forwarded the latte H
Contributions to the Chimes" gladly received. _

- ae

"THE IDEA." 3
The Thanks Talent ^
Thinking, To Takes

Thoughtful The The ^

Tourist Terse Trinity

Travels Tutor To
Through That Task;

Thoroughfares Tells To-morrow

Treading The The

The Truth Trinity "

Trackless Time Tends

Trinity. Tempts Tideward

Test The Toward

The Tardy The

Tale To Turbid

The Tarry Throng

Types To-day. That

Tell. The Twists and

Twines To
Through Try
Thick and The
Thin Trinity. A
Tax Toast

Thou To
Thyself The
That Trinity

The Triumphant.

Typical Tested

Traveler Through

Theoretically and 1 ime and

Tacitly Tide

Tells To e-

The Ternity.

Turbulent

Throng

THE TRINITY

I
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THE TRIHITY

"A GENUINE BICYCLE."

This picture of ".\ (icmiinc I'.icycle" is a 1,000

editorials in itself.

It's a picture tliat speaks.

Look at the outlines.

Symmetry itself.

Even looks as if it would run alone.

Note the neat joints.

Those joints are drop forgings.

No sheet metal makeshift,

Or Blow hole castings.

See that sprocket?

Those diamond shaped cranks?

Arn't they simply magnificent?

See the double reinforcements?

THK TRINITY B

The one and only one liicycle of 1S!I7 tliat has

all up-to-date features.

Why, say, we were forgetting nur l)-sliaped

rear forks.

The correct thing.

("s on bottom. % on toii.J

And a seat-post clamp that holds.

And those blind nuts.

Don't they look swell?

Xo axle ends peeping through.

Boston Wood Rims.

Terry chain (pen bushed).

Tool steel bearings.

All ball retaining—throughout.

And. of course, Record Pedals.

THK TRINITY
I

HEARYE! HEARYE!!
Agents, it will do you good and bring you

that wliich you are hustling for to hanille The

Trinity, a wheel that is all we claim for it, and

made by a hustling, progressive lot of people,

who have banded themselves together under the

title of the TRINITY CYCLE AIFG, CO., and

whose place of business is Worcester, Mass.,

(usual address), VN'estern Dciiarlnient, 12S Dear-

born street, Chicago, 111.

A Crackajack Meet in a Cracka-
jack Town in a Crackajack
State-See!

Fine l-o mile track for the racers.

Ilills f()r the climbers.

See that hub?

Trinity fluted direct tangent.

Oh! but it's a winner.

Don't have to monkey with axle nuts to adjust

that hub.

Adjustment independent.

Great scheme, eh?

See that adjustment on head when handle-bar

is clamped?

Neat, isn't it?

But that's Trinity all through.

See that chain adjuster?—works with the fin-

gers.

And so it goes all through the Trinity.

"A Genuine Bicvcle."

THE TRINITY

But, what's the use.

Skim over this paper,

And the other fellow's "Cat."

And do you see anything that w'ill

Even touch the rear wheel of the Trinity-

Genuine Bicvcle"?

I

THE TRINITY

Plains for the "Easy Goers."

SoiTiething for the ladies.

$$$$ and Diamond Pros and Pures.

Fine Prizes—Do Do Entertainment.

You'll be missed if absent then.

I

NOTE:— If the picture of "A Genuine Bicy-

cle" pleases you, you ought to see its brother,

with 2V2-inch drop crank-hanger. (This one

1%-inch), 22-inch or 23-inch frame and 6-inch

head. For the boys who are looking to simply

"wipe the earth" with the other fellow, this is

the thing to do the trick.

Uncle Thomas says so. It must be so.

THE TRINITY
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THE MESINGER SADDLE
makes its own reputation. Think of the popularitv that has accumulated from the 250,000

of this style saddle now being ridden.

Join our advertising force by
riding a . . .

Mesinger
Saddle.

YoQ can't help but praise it.

Cannot
Possibly

Break
Down.

All the leading bicycle manu-
facturers furnish our saddle
without extra charge.

MESINGER BieveLE SADDLE eO..
Manufacturers of Saddles and Air Brakes, NEW YORK CITY,

Kindlv mention The Wheel.
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IN BOSTING TOWN.

New Buelaad's Trade Gather at Their First

Annual Cycle Show and Scores

a Sticcess.

Boston, Feb. 23.—The Hub they call it,

and the Hub it is; all the week all cycling

Yankeedom and many from outside those

limits are circulating about Bostontown and in

and about its iVIechanics' Building, contributing

to what is by all odds the most important

cycling function in the history of New Eng-

land.

The rigors of a Northern clime with its at-

tendant long winters, delay the season in this

section, lessening to some degree the disad-

vantages of a late show, and much good busi-

ness is looked forward to during the coming

A. G. Spalding & Bro., are among the ex-

hibitors this year. Of those who remember
that show, who would have dared to predict

the future that was in store for the then bud-

ding industry?

Coming as it did immediately after Chicago

and New York, the Boston show, to one who
was present at the other two, naturally suffers

by comparison; the Mechanics' Building in

which it is held, of course, could not offer the

spectacular arrangements or vastness that

went so much to make the Chicago affair

what it was, and the bewildering number of

exhibits that constituted the New York show
is lacking, yet for a lOcal or district show its

praises cannot be too loudly sung. It is a

high class affair, very creditably managed—

a

display that in its very absence from extrava-

gant parade and unwarranted pomp, offers a

or a Strauss waltz; where there is music

there will be found the largest throng. The
two-band idea is an unqualified success.

Both halls are splendidly decorated, the na-

tional colors predominating, and the electri-

cal display that has become so much part and

parcel of the up-to-date bicycle show is

equal in every respect to that of New York
or Chicago. In many instances the same
decorations and signs used at the National

shows are utilized, and this probably ac-

counts for the promptness with which the ex-

hibition was made ready. As if to belie the

theory that it is impossible to have a show of

this kind in readiness on the opening night,

when seven o'clock struck the crowd that

filed into the building saw everything in as

proper order as though it had all been ar-

ranged for weeks. The band played its jol-

week. That the show will be a success from

an attendance standpoint is already assured.

It was well advertised, and the general public

attracted, which is, after all, the prime motive

of local shows, but it is too early in the

week to prophecy the actual volume of busi-

ness that will be developed from the makers'

point of view, but from the conditions that

exist, much more is expected than from either

of the two large shows just held.

By a strange coincidence the first bicycle

show ever held in America was under .the

identical roof that shelters the present one.

The dates were May 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th,

1886, in the very infancy of the game, nearly

eleven years ago. Fourteen manufacturers

and importers were represented, of whom five,

the Pope Mfg. Co., Overman Wheel Co.,

' Wm. Read & Son, Gormully & Jefferey, and

welcome relief to the show-jaded senses.

The Mechanics' Building is a triangular-

shaped structure, divided into two distinct

rooms, called the Grand and Exhibition halls,

respectively ; both, however, on the ground fioor.

The floor space was ample, allowing for 166

exhibits, and aisles laid out on generous

principles, while broad galleries fitted with

comfortable seats are conveniences that ap-

pealed to the tired sight-seers. Part of the

gallery in Exhibition Hall was set aside for

the overflow exhibitors, and as it necessitated

but the climbing of a short flight of stairs,

this part of the building was as well visited

as any of the other portions.

In furnishing an excellent band for each

hall, the management made a master stroke.

Nothing puts a crowd into such good humor
as the enlivening strains of a Sousa march

liest airs, the crowd filtered through the

various aisles, the thousands of electric lights

glowed their brightest, the Twentieth Century

balloons floated gaily through the air, the

souvenir fiends soon settled down to work,

and the show was on.

The individual decorations are handsome
and tasteful; but simplicity reigns and good
taste is everywhere in evidence. It is hard to

call any the prettiest stand in the hall, yet

many seem to think that Wm. Read & Sons,

the Very Cycle Co., and Barnes Cycle Co.

about divide first honors. The former's

booth was enclosed by a low, dark-blue vel-

vet-covered set of narrow stands, on which

were arranged a full line of New Mail bi-

cycles; potted plants and azalias added their

beauty, and a thickly studded electric sign

blazed during the evening hours; the whole
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effect is rich in conception. The Very Cycle

Co. offer a space fitted with a lavish hand,

and the general color scheme is green, while

the central feature is a vermillion wheel

studded with red electric lights, standing on
a bank of foliage and flowers; a decidedly

unique conceit. The electric sign shows the

name Warwick in characteristic script, and is

one of the handsomest in the building.

The Barnes Cycle Co. has practically the

same exhibit as at the two national shows,

their white and purple robed booth and the

revolving wheel flanked on either side by two
colossal wings, typifying the Barnes White
Flyer, seem to touch the crowd's fancy and

undoubtedly scored a hit.

The Stearns sign with its seven gilt escutch-

eons, one each for the letters in the word
Stearns, done in ruby lights, attracts much at-

tention to this stand, while the Columbia ex-

hibit is surmounted by the same heavily let-

tered and electric lighted sign that has done

duty both at Chicago and New York.

The Eclipse stand is very pretty, green be-

ing the prevailing color, and as too many
wheels do not litter the space, the whole ex-

hibit presents an extremely tasteful appear-

ance.

Victors are displayed on a stand that is

furnished almost identically as in the two big

shows; green, of course, is the predominating

color, and the handsome Victor sign, with

the letters formed of electric lights, flanked

on either side with the Victor emblem, is

a feature of the electrical display to which

evening visitors are treated. The Monarch
golden lions are doing duty at the

Monarch stand, and the Eagle Bicycle Co.

exhibit their wares in a very tasty booth, in

which green tints prevail. Crescent bicycles

are shown to advantage amid a dense foliage

of potted plants, while the Trinity Cycle Co.

occupies a triangular-shaped space, from

which the many virtues of the Trinity bicycle

are proclaimed for fourteen hours a day.

The Fowler Cycle Co. added much to the ap-

pearance of their booth by doing away with

all railing. In place of the usual railing sup-

ports they have gilt posts flying Fowler stand-

ards; potted plants set off the booth, the en-

semble provoking many compliments.

The Iver-Johnson Co. use the same delft

furnishings that marked their creation at the

two big shows; their wheel Tiffanyized in

brass and unprecious stones more than at-

tracts its share of attention, and aptly illus-

trates the absurdity of fixing up a machine in

this fashion, and the ease with which the

public may be interested. The Union Cycle

Co. have a point of vantage in having its

booth directly at the entrance to the show; it

is handsomely furnished in blue, embellished

with a choice collection of potted plants and

flowers. Maroon is the color of the E.

Howard Watch & Clock Co.'s embellishment,

which, severe in its simplicity, stands out the

more prominent among many more gaudily

furnished. The Wolff-Americans are shown
on practically the same stand as has been used

all this year, dark red being the predominat-

ing color. The large "T"-shaped sign, with

its three beautiful pot-shaped vases are singu-

larly apropos in the City of Beans, many Bos-

tonians thinking that it was especially created

for their benefit. The Cleveland is conspicu-

ous in its handsome blue furnishings; the

Lovell Diamond is done in red; Congden &
Carpenter, in a dark green booth, show the

Dayton bicycle, of which they are New Eng-
land agents. Bigelow & Ddwse show a large

number of wheels, an immense electric sign

serving as a guide to the booth, that, while
not elaborately furnished, easily holds its own
with any of the others in the building.

The Hunter Arms Co. is installed in a sage-

green booth, the color of their wheel; an ef-

fect extremely pleasing to the eye.

The Spiers Mfg. Co. use red as the pre-

dominating color, a handsome sign indicating

the space, the chief feature of which is a re-

production of the Spiers nameplate sur-

rounded by red and white electric lights.

Gormully & Jeffery are using a large space,

as usual; employing the same furnishings that

did duty at the national shows, and attracting

as much attention.

The tire makers stand out prominently,

having almost universally adopted the Mor-
gan & Wright decorative scheme, which is

really an almost total absence of decoration, a

few tires fitted to some single wheels on stands,

rich carpets and some tasteful drapings on the

background, a desk and some chairs, and they

are ready for business. The Boston Woven
Hose arid Rubber Co., Dunlop, New York,

League, Goodrich, Chase, Palmer, Newton
and Hartford are shown in this way.

The New Departure Bell Co. have the

same magnificent sign that was used at the two
national shows, backed, however, by a Chinese

reed screen, and as it is situated directly at the

entrance, it is seen to far better advantage

than at either New York or Chicago. P. &
F. Corbin and their bells flank either side of

the doorway leading from one hall to the

other. Immediately over the door is hung a

row of bell-shaped globes, each globe having

a letter completing the name Corbin. On either

side of the entrance, the wall is tastefully de-

corated in Yale and Harvard colors, fluted ir

panels with centre pieces of zones composed
of Corbin bells. The railings of the stand

are also draped in the same colors, and

smaller circles of the Corbin bell,- making an

effect one of the most striking exhibits at the

show.

The Elastic Tip Co. has an exhibit of parts

arranged in a manner that shows the possi-

bilities of stand decoration with ordinary

sundries and pieces of stamped steel; the en-

tire background is covered with colored silk

and the effect of the nickeled parts arranged

on this is very pleasing to the eye. R. B."

McMullen & Co. show practically the same
exhibit as at the national shows.

Very few mechanical novelties are shown,

as much that was novel earlier in the season

has already been fully exploited. Among the

few, the Bullard automatic brake looks like

a good contrivance, working on the cam prin-

ciple fitted to the rear hub and operated by

back-pedaling; it is to be a feature of Silver

King wheels.

The Wilkinson pedal is constructed on the

lines of a sewing machine treadle by lengthen-

ing the cross-arm on one side of the pedal.

It is claimed that by this construction the dead

centre is overcome, and on the down stroke

tending to lengthen the crank: in other re-

spects it resembles the Record type of pedal.

The Murray speed attachment consists of

a couple of supplementary levers used in

place of a handle-bar; these are fitted with a

clutch, with a sprocket attached, and worked
like a pump-handle, an ordinary chain carry-

ing the power to the front wheel; this is

undoubtedly the freak of the show, and shows
no practical results.

Freaks and musical attractions at the booths
are conspicuously absent, and souvenirs are

as scarce as the proverbial hen's teeth. The
crowd seems an interesting one, much more
so than at either of the big shows.

Vv^'ashington's birthday was a red letter day;

it was estimated that 16,000 people passed

through its doors, and a more orderly, well-

behaved crowd would be hard to find. The
bicycle club was slightly in evidence, and once
or twice broke forth with the properly tabooed

club yell, but they were promptly squelched

and were soon lost in the shuffle.

The Boston Board of Trade is to be con-

gratulated, and C. W. Fourdrinier must not

be forgotten; the envied task 01 manager is

never a bed of roses, but affable, hard-working

and ever-ready to set things right, he has ful-

filled the duties to the satisfaction pi all.

Much of the show's success can be directly

traced to his efforts.

EXHIBITS IN DETAIL.

Bigelow & Dowse, Boston, Mass., New England
agents for Bigelow & Dowse Specials, Crawford and
World bicycles; twenty-four wheels, including four

tandems and six juveniles.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, eight Ramb-
ler bicycles; two tandems and six Ideals, also an ex-

hibit of G. & J. Tires.

Smith, Patterson & Co., New England agents for

Monarch, New Haven and Bostonian cycles ; twenty-

one wheels, including three tandems and two juve-

niles.

Eagle Bicycle Co., Torrington, Conn., Eagle bicy-

cles; eight wheels, including one tandem and two

juveniles.

Overman Wheel Co., Chicopee, Falls, Mass., Victor

bicycles; eleven wheels, including one tandem; two

cups won in coasting contests are also in evidence.

Eclipse Bicycle Co., Elmira, N. Y., Eclipse bicy-

cles; ten wheels.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, 111. World bicy-

cles; nine wheels, including one tandem and one

triplet.

Snyder & Fisher Bicycle Co., Little Falls, ' N. Y.,

S. & F., Swell Newport; nine machines, including

two juveniles.

Peabody-Whitney Co., Boston, sole agents for New
England, Crown and Favorite cycles, ten machines, in-

cluding four Favorite and six Crowns.

Morgan & Wright, Chicago, III., Morgan &; Wright

tires.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber^Co., Boston, Vim
tires.

New York Tire Co., Sampson and Ixion tires.

L. C. Chase & Co., Boston, Chase Tough Tread

tires.

Palmer Tire Co., Chicago, 111., Palmer tires.

Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford; Conn., Hartford

tires.

Albert, & J. M. Anderson, Boston, Transit cycles;

eight wheels, including two tandems and one quint.

John P. Lovell Arms Co., Boston, twelve Lovell

Diamond and Excel bicycles.

Crescent Wheel Works, Chicago, 111., thirteen Cres-

cent bicycles including five tandems.

Wright & Ditson, Boston, New England agents,

Spalding bicycles and Christy saddles, thirteen

wheels, including two tandems and a full line of

Christy saddles.

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, New Mail bicycles,

fifteen wheels, including one tandem and four juve-

niles.

H. B. Shattuck & Sons, Boston, New England

agents for Stearns, March-Davis and Iroquois cycles;

seven Stearns, including one Stearns tandem, one

seven seater, and one Stearns single, fitted with a Bi-

gear; Five Iroquois, including one ladies' triplet, and

one tandem; Five March-Davis, including one tan-

dem.
Newall Mfg. Co., Boston, Safety-Poise cycle seats.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Columbia and

Hartford bicycles; ten wheels, including one tandem

and one juvenile.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., Orient bicy-

cles, eight wheels, including one tandem.

Remington Arms Co., Ilion, N. Y., Remington bi-

cycles; ten wheels, including one tandem; they also

exhibit the Reimington bicycle ambulance.
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Davis Arms Co., Portland, Maine, Forest City and
Falmouth bicycles, general agents for Remington bi-

,

cycles for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont;
four wheels.

Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,

ten wheels, including two tandems.

Horace Partridge Co., Boston, New England agents

Royal Worcester and Halliday cycles; four wheels,

including one tandem; also a line of Massasoit bicy-

cles, their own production.

The Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn.,

pedals and wrenches.

Boston Cycle Co., Boston agents for Elmore cycles,

eight wheels.

Seyfang, Prentiss & Co., Bufifalo, N. Y., Bison bi-

cycles; five wheels, including one tandem.

G. W. Cole & Co., New York, Three-in-one and

P-M compounds.
Peerless Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Peerless bicy-

cles; six wheels, including one tandem and one racer.

Hub Cycle & Supply Co., Boston, agents for Keat-

ing, Patee and Red Cross cycles, and makers of Per-

fection tire covers—full line of wheels and tire covers.

Berlo Cycle Co., Boston, Berlo cycles; nine wheels,

including one sextette, one tandem and one juvenile.

Elastic Tip Co., Boston, Williams and Snell wheels,

and all manner of cycle sundries and material.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Shelby, Ohio, Shelby tub-

ing.

H. G. Shepard & Sons, New Haven, Conn., wood
rims and handle-bars.

Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass., Great

Eastern bicycles; eleven wheels, including two tan-

dems.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Veeder Cyclome-

ters.

Fenway Cycle Co., Boston, Ide cycles; five wheels,

including one triplet.

Barnes Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y., Barnes cycles;

ten wheels, one tandem and one quad.

H^ A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland, O., Cleveland

cycles; fovirteen wheels.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Lebanon, Pa., six Penryn-Hy-

gienic wheels.

G. N. Pierce Cycle Co., Buflfalo, N. Y., Pierce

cycles; six wheels, including one tandem.

Davis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton, O., Dayton
cycles; ten wheels, including one triplet and one tan-

dem.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland, O. ; eleven

White bicycles.

Iver-Johnson Arms & Cycle Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

;

eleven Iver-Johnson and Fitchburg bicycles.

E. Howard Watch & Clock Co., Boston, Howard
cycles; ten wheels, incKiding two tandems.

Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, Adlake cycles;

eleven wheels, including two tandems and one triplet.

Smith & Gardner Supply Co., Boston, New England

agents for Liberty, Stormer, Lexington and World's

Special bicycle; twelve wheels, including two tan-

dems; also Kangaroo and Alligator tires, for which

they are Boston agents.

Butts & Ordway, Boston, New England agents for

Thistle, Horton, Standish and Knowlton cycles; ten

wheels.

Baldwin, Robbins & Co., Boston, New England

agents for Sylph and Overland cycles; twelve wheels.

Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, Fowler cycles,

eight singles and the first sextet ever built in Amer-
ica and which attracted so much attention at the

Chicago and New York shows of 1896.

Everett Cycle Co., Everett, Mass., ten Fenway cycles

R. H. Wolff & Co., New York., Wolff-American

cycles, show twelve wheels, including two tandems,

one Duplex and one triplet.

G. M. Porter & Co., East Boston, seven bicycles of

their own make.

Ariston Mfg. Co., Westboro, Mass., Ariston cycles,

of which they show six models, including the Apple-

ton & Bassett specials which they manufacture for the

Boston hardware firm of that name.

Dame, Stoddard & Kendal, Boston, agents for

Sterling and Winton cycles; twelve wheels, including

one triplet and a line of Elfin juvenile cycles; also

their special wheels, the Hermes and Winchester.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville, Mass., seven

Union cycles.

D. M. Garrett Supply Co., of Boston, agent for

Plenley cycles, and the Wheeler Reform saddle; one

tandem, six singles, and a line of cycle sundries.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Fotir

Waverley bicycles, and the Waverley Dynagraph for

measuring the friction of the bearings of the bicycle.

Faxon Mfg. Co., Boston, Puritan cycles; five

wheels, including one tandem and a special wheel, the

Hector.

Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass., Atwood lamps.

American Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.,

Comet cycles; five wheels, including one tandem.

Roger B. McMuUen & Co., Chicago, cycle material

and accessories.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, New England agents

for the Ben Hur cycles ; seven wheels, including one

tandem.

Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass., Trinity

cycles; seven wheels, including one tandem.

W. C. Johnson, Boston, Johnson Two-speed gear.

F. A. Hollenbeck, Syracuse, N. Y., Hollenbeck sad-

dles.

John S. Leng's Sons & Co., New York; cycle ma-
terial and accessories.

P. & F. Corbin, New Britain, Conn., Corbin bells.

A. H. Pomeroy, Hartford, Conn., Tribune and Char-

ter Oak bicycles, nine wheels, including one tandem.

Cushman & Denison, New York, Perfect and Star

Oilers.

E. F. Lobdell, Marietta, O., Wood rims and handle-

bars. -
J|i ij

:

Cycle Improvement Co., Westboro, Mass., Janney
pedals.

National Wheelmen's Supply Co., Providence, R. I.

Lightening tire repairer.

Eugene Arnstein, Chicago. Enamel, cement, vulcan-

izers, brazers, etc.

Wilkinson Mfg. Co., Treadle attachment for bicycles

and sewing machines.

Vanguard Cycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind., three Van-
guard bicycles.

Boston Wood Rim Co., Bedford, Mass., Boston

laminated wood rims.

Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.,

Cyclone cycle pumps and other accessories.

EagleLock Co., Terryville, Conn. Bicycle locks.

New England Supply Co., Keene, New Haven, Two
Globe machines of their own make, an automatic

riding instructor, also the Appollo Home Trainer.

The Magnetic Brush Co., Roslindale, Mass. Chain
cleaning brushes.

The Kozy Camera Co., of Boston. Kozy cameras.

R. H. White & Co., Boston. Cyclists' clothing.

Howard & Co., Newark, N. J. Tubing, bicycle

lamps and tire menders.

Hampshire Cycle Co., Northampton, Mass. Six

Nonatuck and Kathrina bicycles.

C. Z. Kroh Co., Toledo, Ohio. Park spring sad-

dles.

J. Frank Wilkinson, Ayer, Mass. Wilkinson pedal

and treadle attachment.

H. K. Anstine, Reading, Mass.

Houghton & Dutton, Boston. Pemberton cycles.

Storey, Barber & Co., New York. Lamps and sad-

dles.

W. H. Foster, New York. Forges and machine

tools.

A. H. Howe & Co., Roxbury, Mass. Shoes and

leggings.

Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio. Gilliam saddles

and tool bags.

The Weaver Cycle Material Co.,. New York. The

Simpson lever chain, and a general line of cycle sun-

dries and material.

Punctroid Mfg. Co., Boston. Punctroid repairing

material.

Oak Hall Clothing Co., Boston. Cyclists' clothing

Edward Miller & Co., Meriden, Ct. IJiller cycle

lamps.

The Baldwin Adjustable Chain Co., Worcester,

Mass., Baldwin chains.

The Keene Wood Rim Co., Keene, N. H., Keene

wood rims.

Betts Patent Headlight Co., New York, 20th Cen-

tury lamps.

The Tie Company, Unadilla, N. Y. "Hold Fast"

sundries including luggage carriers, bicycle hoists,

trouser guards and guard lacing cord.

Aluminum Bell Co., Baltimore, Md., bicycle bells.

Climax Bell Co., Boston, Climax bells.

Fenway Cycle Co., Boston, Boston agents for the

United States bicycles; eight wheels.

New Departure Bell Co., New Bristol, Ct., New
Departure bells.

W. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass., bicycle oils.

Very Cycle Co., Boston, cycle fittings and sundries.

American Sewing Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

American Traveler bicycles, cycle bells, handle-bars,

and other accessories.

Monarch Rubber Co., Campello, Mass., Monarch

puncture-proof tires.

Brown & Whittaker, Boston. Pyramid, Olive, Sou-

dan and Nile bicycles for which they are Boston

agents.

Fenton Metallic Co., Jamestown, N. Y., Fenton

bicycles; six wheels; of which one is a tandem.

Ames & Frost Co., Chicago, six Imperial bicycles.

Owen Mfg. Co., New London, Ct., Owen and Black

Beauty cycles; two machines of each make.

Ideal Plating Co., Boston, handle-bars, chains,

pedals, enameling materials, pedals, and two special

machines.

Yost Mfg. Co., Toledo, O. Five Falcon bicycles.

L. P. Hollander & Co., Boston. Cycling costumes.

Whitehead, Hoag & Co., Newark, N. J. Buttons,

badges, etc.

H. K. Austin, Reading, Mass. Universal bicycle

pumps.
M. E. Dunbar, Stockbridge, Mass. Dunbar fold-

ing bicycle crates.

The See-Saw Quadricycle Co., Boston. See-Saw

Quadricycles.

Spitz Bros. & Mork, Boston. Cycling costumes.

H. E. Walleston, New England agent for L. C.

Jandorf & Co. Eight Linnwood bicycles.

Iven-Brandenbtirg-Burgess Co., New York. Sager

saddles, Brandenburg pedals, cycle chains, etc.

C. C. Murray, Northboro, Mass., Murray speed

attachment.

L. H. Johnson, Boston. Hygeia Ventilated summer
corsets.

Y. Q. Der Babian Cycle & Novelty Mfg. Co., Lynn,

Mass. Der Bab's liquid plugs.

S. D. Balkam & Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass. Six

Eliott bicycles.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich. National

bicycles; eight wheels, including three tandems.

Dr. D. J. Ingraham, Boston, optical goods.

Luthy & Co., Peoria, 111. Six Luthy $150 -fcycles,

Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co., Norwich, Conn. Majes-

tic bicycles.

Boston Cycle Supply Co., Boston. Tires, handle-

bars, and other cycle sundries.

Horlicks Food Co., Racine Wis. Horlicks tablets

for cj'clists.

Brown Bicycle Pump Co., New York, and the

Brooklyn Rubber Co., of Brooklyn, have a combina-

tion exhibit of tires and cycle pumps.

F. W. Whitcher & Co., Boston. L. A. W. bicycle

holders and hangers.

World Mfg. Co., New York. Blue Ribbon and

Kenwood bicycles, also bicycle supplies and accessor-

ies.

The Trouser Guard Co., Fall River, Mass. Trouser

guards.

The Newport Bicycle Chain Cleaner Mfg. Co.

Chain cleaners.

Berrang & Zacharias, Asbury Park, N. J. B. &
Z. Brush Top lubricant.

Eastern Leather Novelty Co., Boston. Leather

watch chains of a cycling design.

J. F. McCaffrey, Pawtucket, R. I. Saboie repair

kits.

Kankakee Mfg. Co., Kankakee, 111. Five Kankakee

single cycles and one tandem.

Brooklyn Lock Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Common
Sense repair kits.

Rochester Bicycle Combination Holder Co., Roches-

ter, N. Y. Cycleholders.

Buffalo Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Six Envoy and

Fleetwing cycles.

Stoddard Mfg. Co., Dayton, O. Tiger cycles; five

wheels, including one tandem.

Continental Clothing Co., Boston. .Cyclists' clothing

Three Star Saddle Co., Boston Mass. Cycle sad-

dles.

RETORT COURTEOUS.

"I was a fool when I allowed you to induce

me to buy that wheel."

"Then madam is no longer a fool?"

"No, I am not."

"Then she should be thankful to me for re-

forming her."

TO AN ATHLETE WHO DIED YOUNG.

"Now you will not swell the rout

Of lads that wore their honors out.

Runners whom renown outran;

And the name died before the man.

So set, before its echoes fade.

The fleet foot on the sill of shade.

And hold to the low lintel up

The still-defended challenge-cup;

And round that early-laureled head

Will flock to gaze the strengthless dead,

And find unwithered on its curls

The garland briefer than a girl's."

—Ckai Book
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KEEP AN EYE
on the HIGH-GRADE-WHEEL
with the TRUSS.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Janney, Semple & Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn
Entire State of Minnesota,

Northern and Eastern S. Dakota^
Northeast Iowa.

J. A. Johnston,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Weattrn Pennsylvania,

Lee-Clarke-Andreesen Hdw. Co.

Omaha, Neb.
Entire State of Nebraska,

Northern Kansas, Northwest
Iowa, Southwest S. Dakota,
Colorado.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
Reeves & Chavannes,

Baltimore, Md.
Northern Maryland and Dela-

ware.
Fletcher Hdw. Co.,

Detroit, Mich.
Entire State of Michigan,

>'crthern Indiana, Northwest
Ohio.

C. C. Stoltz,

Marion, O.
Marion, Crawford,Wyandotte

Hardin, Logan,Union, Delaware,
Morrow and Seneca Counties,
Ohio.

OUR CATALOGUE WILL PLEASE YOU.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHERE SOLDIERS DRILL.

Right There did old Petiii's Sons and Daughters

Come to 1,00k, Praise and Envy-

Cycles.

Philadelphia, Feb. 23.—Despite the usual

snow storm, the "first annual exhibition of bi-

cycles, accessories, etc., under the manage-
ment of the Philadelphia Cycle Board of

Trade," otherwise and more popularly known
as the Philadelphia Cycle Show, opened
auspiciously on Saturday night last, and so

well has it been patronized that after it comes
to an end, it is probable that the local trade

organization will have a very handsome profit

to its credit, notwithstanding the heavy ex-

pense to which it has been put in this its first

attempt.

The show is a local one, pure and simple.

While there are a few houses represented di-

rect, and some others have representatives on

hand to help out their Philadelphia houses,

almost all of the exhibitors are Philadelphia

retailers or branches, and the great majority

members of the Philadelphia Cycle Board of

Trade. The work of preparation and the en-

tire management of the show has been car-

ried on by the trade. It is a show of the trade,

by the trade, for the trade, and a very satisfac-

tory, clean-cut, creditable exhibition it is.

It is held in the armory of the Second Regi-

ment, N. G. Pa., a big, barn-like structure on
Broad street, above Diamond, about two miles

from the City Hall, and consequently not the

most desirable location imaginable, but Phila-

delphia is not very well equipped with suitable

buildings for such a purpose, as former at-

tendants at national shows held there well

know. It is, however, located in the heart of

the uptown district, and being easily reached

by first-class street car service from all sec-

tions of the city, has probably been fully as

well attended as if held in some more cen-

trally located and less adaptable building.

The armory is as yet uncompleted, only the

drill hall having been built, and while this

detracts from its exterior appearance, it in no

way lessens its availability for show purposes,

as the interior is all that can be desired. All

of the exhibits are on one large floor, com-
prising some 38,000 square feet of space, and

entirely unobstructed by posts or partitions.

Over either end a small balcony projects, but

so high from the floor as not to in the slight-

est interfere with the attractiveness of the ex-

hibits in the end stands. The aisles are of

generous width, permitting spectators to view

the exhibits without being crowded and

jostled, and everything is arranged in a sys-

tematic, shipshape, and business-like style.

The entrance is from a corner of the build-

ing, and the first impression gained is a

pleasing one. The eye takes in the picture at

a glance, and the visitor is struck with the

l^eauty of the exhibit from a spectacular stand-

point. From the iron girders of the arched

roof, bunting and flags are tastefully draped,

the balconies are festooned with bunting and

velvet hangings, while an abundance of elec-

tricity properly distributed through arc and

incandescent lights makes the scene a brilliant

one. Add to this the tasty decorations of the

individual stands, and the complete effect is

all that can be desired.

The Second Regiment Band, one of the best

in the city, discourses music from a stand

located at the centre of the West side of the

hall, and plays frequently enough to suit the

most exacting. There is nothing else to di-

vide the attention of the visitors from the dis-

plays made in the stands. Freaks are few in

number, a fat man or two, a yellow kid who
looks more like a yellow donkey, and a few

odd machines about comprise the list. The
souvenir hunter is doomed to the same disap-

pointment as at the national shows. A few firms

have novelties or badges for distribution, but

they are not numerous. Circulars and cata-

logues are freely given, and the departing

crowds can carry away any amount of printed

matter.

Philadelphia cycledom has turned out in

force to see the show, and there has also been

a large attendance of the non-riding public

and of visitors from near-by cities and towns.

Club men, of which there are so many in the

City of Brotherly Love, are also much in evi-

dence nightly, and the scene vividly recalls

the days when Philadelphia enterprise and

energy gave the first series of national cycle

shows, of which, perhaps, the last has been

seen. But what changes a few short years

have brought about! Here are local exhibits

by local firms which occupy more space and

attract more attention than did either of the

national efforts of '91 and '92.

The management of the show is vested in

the officers and directors of the Board of

Trade, with the omnipresent and energetic

president, W. M. Brewster, as general manager

and the directing head. In charge of the

various details are the following committees:

Finance Committee—E. A. Keith, chair-

man; William Sauter and G. T. Weise.

Decoration Committee—S. F. Clark, chair-

man; A. R. Austin, and A. P. Swoyer.

Platforms and Fixtures Committee—W. H.

Frazier, chairman, and Joseph Warrington.

Press Committee—W. D. Emerson, chair-

man; W. Filler and John A. Wells.

Programme Committee—R. G. Garden,

chairman; S. T. Clark and W. A. Richwine.

Music Committee—George H. Foley, chair-

man; M. J. Costa and A. W. Heller.

Privileges Committee—R. W. Stillwell,

chairman.

Executive Committee—W. M. Brewster,

president; George H. Foley, vice-president;

J. R. Maloney, secretary, and J. E. Rech,

treasurer.

On the opening night, E. A. Keith, manager

of A. G. Spalding & Bros., who, as chairman

of the Committee on Finance, had charge of

various important matters, told The Wheel
man that everything in connection with the

work of the show had gone along smoothly

and without the slightest hitch. "Each com-

mittee," said he, "has attended to the matters

assigned to it, and done its work well, so that

we are able to open to-night with everything

in shape, notwithstanding that this is our first

attempt and that we are all new at this sort of

thing, as far as taking charge of it is con-

cerned. Everyone seems to be pleased so

far, and there has been but one complaint

made in regard to the assignments of space."

The show has been thoroughly advertised

and boomed for weeks in advance, and is be-

ing given great prominence by the daily

papers, who, in turn, are profiting by exten-

sive advertising patronage.

The department stores are noticeable by their

absence amongst the exhibitors, and it is al-

leged by them' that they were not wanted.

They have not been slow to take advantage of

the opportunity to asdvertise themselves and

are making big spreads this week. Wana-
maker is advertising a bicycle track on the

third floor of his establishment, and Snellen-

burg & Co., a big clothing firm which
handles bicycles, have rented a dwelling house
next door to the Armory where they have a

show of their own and are advertising

"crowded but."

Where there is so much of merit, it is a

practical impossibility to pick out one exhibit

and call it the handsomest. In the minds of

many the Spalding stand ranks first. It is

entitled to more than passing consideration.

Ten models of the Spalding in regular '97,

Special, and Hygienic patterns, a complete
line of Crawfords, a full line of Spalding parts

and Christy saddles are shown. The stand is

beautifully decorated with plants and ferns

and with numerous electric lights in tasty

lamps. Others favor the stands of the Hart
Cycle Co., Charles S. Smith & Co., Rech &
Sons,- who have the Sterling exhibit; R. G.

Garden and W. S. Emerson & Co. They are

all eye-pleasing.

The Hart Cycle Co. have a very attractive

stand, indeed. The draperies and carpets are

in blue with the word Columbia and the well

known nameplate woven in the fabric. The
full Columbia and Hartford lines are shown,
as well as many novelties in the way of

handle-bars and sundries.

Charles S. Smith & Co. have a very com-
plete exhibit occupying a corner stand. They
show some thirty wheels, including the full

lines of the Rambler, the Ideal, the Stormer,

the Winner, and of the Buffalo Cycle Co. and
the Shelby Co. A full line of sundries, which
they job extensively, is also displayed.

Jacob Rech & Sons' stand is surmounted by
thehandsome stained-glass sign of the Sterling

Cycle Works which created so much admiration

at the national shows. They exhibit three

models of the Sterling and six of the Clipper.

W. S. Emerson & Co. show the Fowler in

five patterns, both with truss and straight

frames, and a Fowler combination tandem;
also the Trinity in two models, and the

Emerson special in three.

The Keating Wheel Co., Philadelphia

branch, shows eight Keaiings in various

enamels.

H. A. Lozier & Co., Philadelphia house,

have 18 singles and one tandem, comprising

the complete lines of the Cleveland, Westfield

and Crawford.

Cornelius & Rowland, agents for the Wolff-

American, show a triplet, two tandems, a du-

plex, and three single wheels.

The Wessels & Walz Cycle Co. show five

models each of the Liberty, Fenton, and
Ben Hur, including tandems. -- large pic-

ture of the Goddess of Liberty ornaments the

back of the stand, and the decorations are in

national colors.

EXHIBITS IN DETAIL.

Ne-w York Tire Company. Sampson and Ixion

tires.

Morgan & Wright, Philadelphia Branch. Morgan
& Wright tires.

New York Belting & Packing Co., Philadelphia

branch. League tires.

Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., Palmer Tires.

Hartford Rubber Works, Philadelphia house. Hart-

ford tires.

W. H. Hufif, Beverly, N. J. Cements, patching

rubber, tapes, valves, stems and repair kits.

Eclipse Bicycle Co., Philadelphia branch. Twelve
Eclipse bicycles.

Newton Rubber Works, Philadelphia branch. New-
ton tires.
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TThey all stopped and

admired the

Swell Line of the Show

:

World Cycles.

E. K. TRTON, JR., 6* CO., Philadelphw, Va.,

Will tell agents in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Southern New

Jersey and Maryland,

ALL ABOUT THEIR LEADERS!

Write them or

STAUFFER, ESHELMAN & CO., New Orleans;
Mississippi and Louisiana.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney. Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston, Mass.

;

New England States.

ARNOLD,

SCHWINN & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS,

CHICAGO, ILI^

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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L. C. Chase & Co., Philadelphia branch. Chase

tires.

Gilliam Saddle Co., Canton, Ohio. Sixteen patterns

of Gilliam saddles and five styles of tool bags.

M. Garlic, 413 Oillwyn street, Philadelphia. Tray
luggage carriers.

Stevens & Phoenix. One pattern each of the Diana,

Erie and Stevens Special, also the Royal bicycle

cement and Royal enamel which they manufacture.

Betts Patent Headlight Co., New York, represented

by F. E. Castle. 20th Century lamps. A mammoth
model of the headlight attracts considerable attention.

Balloons advertising the company's product are freely

distributed.

Powell Cycle Co. Eight models of the Viking and

Richmond, three of each being fitted with cushion

frames. Also a sample of the Cyclostat home trainer.

C. A. Wood Co. Three models each of the Winton,

Faultless and Philadelphia.

W. B. Riley. Crown bicycles.

Curtis Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. The Curtis Chain

Cleaner and Lubricating Brush. A brush attached to

the rear forks by a clamp and having a holow per-

forated hub to be filled with graphite which the

bristles convey to the chain, keeping it clean and at

the same time lubricating it.

Rose Mfg. Co., 311 North Third street, Philadel-

phia. Neverout lamps.

Grover Cycle Co., Germantown. Two Hillcrest bi-

cycles. The special feature claimed for this wheel is

additional ease and speed obtained by compounding
the power through the use of a set of intermediate

sprockets which add very little to the weight of the

wheel.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Philadelphia house.

Dixon specialties and graphite.

Geo. W. Nock. Full line of sundries.

H. H. Holzbaur, Bordentown, N. J. Rubber and

wood rim cements and patching rubber; also

Dickens pumps.

Scott Paper Co., Great Scott, Clarence and Scotia

bicycles; also a complete line of juvenile wheels.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Philadelphia branch. Seven

Union bicycles.

Sharpless & Watts. Nine Favorite bicycles, three

tandems and the famous septuplet, the latter attracting

great attention. The Favorite lamp, and parts and

tubing are also exhibited.

A. W. Tillinghast, Vim tires and Vimoid.

American B. H. O. & S. M. Co. Thirteen Ameri-

can Traveler bicycles and one combination tandem.

E. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., The World line, including

a quadruplet, also the Apollo, America, Tryon

Special and Vesper lines and a full showing of juve-

nile wheels.

The Norman Wheel Co. Six Norman bicycles, in-

cluding two at $125; also an invalid carrier consisting

of a tricycle with a rattan chair built in between the

two front wheels, weighing, all on, 38 pounds.

Hawthorne & Scheble. Dayton, Pickwick and

Rosalind bicycles; also the Erickson automatic bell.

F. L. Donlevy & Co. Six Andrae bicycles and one

quad. ; also two Dons.

F. M. Dampman. Sylph, Overland, Falcon, Brownie

and Brandywine bicycles; also Peoria tires and Plew

saddles.

Darrah Cycle Co. Six Barnes bicycles, and two

tandems.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Philadelphia branch. Eight

Waverley bicycles.

R. D. Garden. Victor and Crescent bicycles

American Dunlop Tire Co. Dunlop tires.

Wesley Rocket. Two Berlo bicycles, one triplet,

also the Adlake line of wheels and the Adlake alumi-

num lamp.

Patterson Cycle Co. Pierce bicycles.

Sylvan Dalsimer & Sons. Three Dalsimer liicycles.

Warwick Cycle Co., Philadelphia branch. Seven

Warwicks, including one tandem.

e. S. Caffrey & Co., Camden, N. J. Caffrey bicy-

cles, a feature of which is the Lake anti-friction bear-

ing; also the Acme electric lamp which is controlled

by this house.

The Relay Cycle Co. Eight Relays including two

tandems.

Napoleon Bicycle Co. Napoleon, Patee, Elgin and

Kimball bicycles.

Atlantic Refining Co. Lubricating and illuminating

oils in cans and bearing grease in boxes.

John S. Leng's Sons, New York. Parts and sun-

dries for the trade.

Marshall E. Smith & Bro. Lyndhurst and Marshall

bicycles; also a line of sundries and of cyclists' cloth-

ing.

Burrows & Maupay, Philadelphia. Two Roman bi-

cycles on which the upright rear stay is a true oval;

there are several other special features which claim

attention.

Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Freehold, N. J.

Six Zimmy bicycles. The great Arthur A. is in per-

sonal attendance and is always a center of attraction.

Chainealine-Mfg. Co., 2105 North 13th street, Phila-

delphia. Chainealine chain lubricant.

Schaum & Uhlinger. Fletcher wood handle-bar in

various shapes and styles.

Eugene Arnstein, Chicago. Arnstein's enameling
oven and enamels and cements.

Howe Scale Co., Tribune and Howe bicycles.

J. A. Barten & Bro. Racycles, including a large

model giving a clear idea of the workings of the

bearings.

The Park Cycle Co. Eighteen Syracuse bicycles,

including one tandem and one quad.

The Geo. W. Robb Cycle Co. Olive and Light bi-

cycles; eight wheels in all.

Purity Cycle Co. Three models all in white enamel.

C. F. Feurer. Furlong puncture-proof tires.

Jack Cycle Co. Waltham, Comet and Thistle bicy-

cles.

Joseph Warrington. Six Ide bicycles and one com-

bination tandem.

Foley Cycle House. Remington, United States and

Newport bicycles.

Biddle Hardware Co. Featherstone bicycles.

Hollingsworth & Co. Four Keno bicycles.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Philadelphia branch. Orient

bicycles.

Frontenac Cycle Co. Five Frontenac bicycles.

Embree Cycle Co. Embree bicycles and Spaulding

& Pepper tires.

James Bellak's Sons. Ten Elgin wheels, including

the $10,000 gold-encrusted tandem.

A. P. Swoyer & Co., Searchlight lamps.

Peerless Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. Peerless bicy-

cles.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn. Veeder cyclo-

meters.

Through the courtesy of the management the Penn-

sylvania Division, L. A. W., has a stand where appli-

cations for membership are received and a good roads

petition has received many signatures.

AMID THE SMOKE.

BENEFACTORS BOTH.

Sir Henry Bessemer, who revolutionized

steel making when he forced air into molten

iron, did not accomplish a more wonderful

thing than did Dunlop when he forced air

into a rubber tube fastened onto a bicycle.

Both men liberated the world; both men tore

down obstacles to progress; both men opened

up a vista of a coming civilization and prog-

ress full of grander possibilities for the human

race than were ever accomplished before by

two individuals. The one made possible the

construction of railroads, bridges, and build-

ings that before were impossible, and enabled

the world to take and make a step of progress

that could not have been made without Besse-

mer steel. The other did an equally masterful

thing, performed an equally wonderful

achievement, in filling India rubber with air

shaped to fit bicycle wheels. Bessemer gave

the world an industry that has made work,

and hard work, for vast multitudes. His in-

vention made inevitable the rush and hurly-

burly and crash of industrial forces. Dunlop

came about the same time, and gave the world

a device to "slow up" with, a something to

enjoy when the furnace doors are shut and the

office closed and the aisles of industry are

shut off for the day.

So, let no one refuse to take to the bicycle.

It has almost unlimited possibilities in it for

good—physically, intellectually. It will aid

those who ride to broaden out, to see a little

more of the surface of the earth, to come more

in touch with the broad humanity of v/hich

they are infinitesimals, and to grow into a

clearer life and more reasonable, natural and

enjoyable way of living.

Learning to ride a wheel is nearly as un-

pleasant as trying to give it up.

Brightly Gleamed tte Cycles, I^lghts and Deco-

ratioas of Pittsburg's Cycle

Exhibition.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 22.—Wheels, wheels,

wheels! The Pittsburg Cycle Show, beautiful

and bright, was opened Saturday by the vigor-

ous Pittsburg Cycle Board of Trade. Despite

rain, rain, rain, the people jostled and jammed
one another in a colossal crush to stamp the

show a success at the start. Well begun, half

done, is not it. Well begun, only started,

is it.

The fact of simultaneous shows at Boston,

Philadelphia, and Cincinnati seems to have no
deterring effect upon the people of Pittsburg.

An incipient show was started last spring, but

it was ill-managed and gathered so much
frost that the local dealers are still shivering.

But the genial glow of the present show will

dispell all the ic" etchings from the frigid faces

of the erstwhile doubtful dealers.

The attendance has been so gratifying

—

4,500 on a foggy day in the Smoky City—that

special days have been reserved especially for

the gatherings of the cycling clans. These
are the fete days—Saturday, grand opening

day; Monday, matinee holiday; Tuesday, bi-

cycle club night; Wednesday, professional

wheelmen's night; Thursday, society night;

Friday afternoon, juvenile day; Saturday, peo-

ple's day. It IS people's day every day, but

indications point to the final day being the

storm-centre of the people's rush. The cycle

show is where the people go.

The show' is held in the combined Marshall

Building and old Grand Central Rink, giving

an immense length and considerable width.

It is open from 2 until 11 p.m., daily, from Satur-

day to Saturday, February 20th-27th. The Grand
Army Band furnishes melodious music at in-

tervals. There are about 50 exhibitors dis-

playing wheels of over 100 different makes,

not to say a word about the endless variety

of bicycle appendages, saddles, tires, bells, etc

New York had a bigger show, but not a bet-

rer. The metropolitan and local shows have

differences only of quantity, ijot of quality.

Pittsburg's miniature wheeldom contains

everything that appertains to the bicycle of

other days, these days, and a host of days to

come. The local show appeals to two classes

particularly—those who ride, and those

who do not ride. There are cycle charmers

for both classes.

Among the brilliant electric effects of the

exhibitors and the wheeling wonders of the

displays it were folly to pick out one dealer's

brain product on wheels and say: "This is the

best." But, the dress parade display of

Pittsburg's only bicycle manufacturing estab-

lishment is accorded first place by the dealers

and visitors without reserve. The Duquesne
Manufacturing Company has a superb sketch

in black and white at the farther end of the

show. The chain of subdued arc lights strung

around the exhibit sheds a soft glow that

shows not a single flaw in the centre of attrac-

tion—the Duquesne Special. The whole efifect

is fetching in the extreme.

The bright young men of the Pittsburg daily

papers have been keen to chronicle faithfully

all the novelties, but in the whirl of the wheels

one of the most striking features of the grand

opening night escaped their tireless type-

writers. The show was visited by a party of
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Simply to draw the attention of wide-awake people to the fact that it will be well to write Oliver, Straus & Co., 23 Park Row, New York, regarding Haney Cyclometers
Cilley Chains and Straus and India Tires. There's money in it.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

A WISE SAYING,

much quoted, is, " The proof

of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, not in chewing the string."

The proof of the superiority

of the tires made by the

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

is that they ^STEAR WKI^Tv.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The celebrated G & J., and L. C.

Smith Detachable Tires, and the

full line of Single-Tube Tires, all

Kindly mention The Whee'
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five men, whose longitudinal measurement

aggregated 31 feet and 8 inches. The aver-

age front elevation was 6 feet 4 inches. The

party was composed of D. M. Campbell, 6

feet 7 inches; Samuel McCaskey, 6 feet 4

inches; Mr. Uber, 6 feet 4 inches; Samuel

Bartholomew, 6 feet 3 inches; Samuel Mc-

Curdy, 6 feet 2 inches. The circumference of

this crowd is expressed in 1,200 pounds avoir-

dupois. They were piloted by Ross Fiscus,

whose East and West lines are about as ex-

tensive as the North and South marks of the

others. Fiscus is a giant foot-ball player,

weighing about 225, but his 5 feet 10 made

him look like a pigmy alongside the obelisk

proportions of his crowd.

Three of the party are 33d degree wheel-

men, and they were trying to pump into the

others sufficient enthusiasm to become first

degree cyclists. It is safe to say that their

bicycle oil was soothing, and the East End

asphalt will see six scorchers this summer.

Trade talk is the topic among the wheels

within wheels. The dealers have their bi-

cycle, lamps searching all parts of the show for

prospective agents and purchasers. They feel

that the enormous interest manifested in the

show augurs well for Western Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, and Eastern Ohio trade this

year. It is the consensus of opinion that

Pittsburg will experience unprecedented sales

of wheels this season. The Smoky City, on

account of its natural disadvantages, has been

backward to claim the bicycle as the favorite

steed as other burgs have, but this year the

Greater Pittsburg, with a population of 500,-

000 inside 30 minutes of pedaling, will have

the bicycle fever in its most contagious form.

The show opened at 2 o'clock Saturday

afternoon. The big clock had not struck 3

when A. G. Pratt gleefully announced that he

had sealed a man's happiness by selling him a

Victor. Before evening came on he pro-

claimed that three more citizens were mounted

on Spaldings and Victors on the highway to

happiness. In the same time, C. C. Barker, of

J. B. Kaercher's, took several falls out of the

home trainer in his hilarity at locating two

agents for the Rambler in nearby towns. C.

N. Brown, for the Columbia people, had

meantime sold a summer season's pleasure

and hung out another sign announcing the

"Standard of the World." It is even so with

them all. The highways and by-ways of the

show are filled with near-town merchants

who are willing to become agents for the best

wheels on earth. And every rider in solu-

tion can be supplied at every stand with the

newest and neatest. And they are being sup-

plied at that. There is not a dealer that has

not felt the trade impetus occasioned by the

show. They are sanguine without a solitary

exception of sales extraordinary this season.

The full list of exhibitors and wheels follows:

Dunlop & Son, Philadelphia. Imperial darning

material for repairing bicycle hose, sweaters, etc.

Pennsylvania Cycle Company. Ten Hoffmann and
Geneva bicycles.

Gilliam Mfg. Company, Canton, O. Saddles and
tool bags.

Justice Cycle Company. Andraes, Union Specials,

etc.; twenty-nine wheels; Royal anatomical saddles,

New Departure bells.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Boston. Vim
tires.

J. B. Kaercher. Rambler bicycles; twenty-two

wheels, and a display of G. & J. tires.

Banker Bros. Cycle Company, Cleveland bicycles,

and a line of juvenile wheels.

John A. Harbaugh & Co. Bee Bee, Tiger and Nor-

wood bicycles,

F. A. Hollenbeck, Syracuse, N. Y. Hollenbeck sad-

dles.

Howard Royer. World and Falcon bicycles.

Duquesne Manufacturing Company. Dequesne bi-

cycles.

Delp & Bell. Companions, Ide, Lovell, Imperial

and Progress bicycles.

W. F. & John Woodwell. Remington, Orient and

Waverley bicycles.

W. S. Brown. Henley and Royal bicycles.

Edmundson & Perrine. Sligh, Old Homestead and

Father Pitt bicycles.

J. W. Grove. Stearns, Monarch, Peerless and De-

fiance bicycles.

A. G. Pratt & Co. Victor and Spalding bicycles.

Dunlop Tire Company. Dunlop tires.

J. A. Johnston. Fowler, Trinity and Stormer bicy-

cles.

M. Oppenheimer & Co. Cyclists' clothing.

Pittsburg Cycle Company. Dayton and Pierce bi-

cycles.

Morgan & Wright. M. & W. tires.

S. M. Jones & Co. Norwood, Tiger, Pittsburg

Flyer bicycles.

McCready Bros. Old Hickory bicycles.

Pope Manufacturing Company. Columbia and

Hartford bicycles.

Eugene Arnstein, Chicago. Enamels, enamelitig

ovens, vulcanizers, etc.

New York Tire Company. Sampson tires.

East End Cycle Company. Fowler and Stormer bi-

cycles.

Simpson Gas Appliance Company. Gendron, Re-

liance and Ben-Hur bicycles.

Knickerbocker Company. Cycle sundries.

McClevatt & Richards. Cycle sundries.

Baldwin & Graham. Hoffmann, Winton and Clip-

per bicycles.

Howe Scale Company. Tribune and Howe bicycles.

Kokomo Rubber Company. Kokomo tires and sun-

dries.

W. L. Stewart. Stewart bicycle brakes.

H. W. Cleland. Bicycle speeders.

R. C. Wall Manufacturing Company. Wall bicycles

and bicycle parts.

J. W. Geible & Co. Woreester, Richmond, Pierce

and Sterling bicycles.

Hartford Rubber Works Company. Hartford tires.

J. S. Sniveley & Co. White and Cazador bicycles.

Spaulding & Pepper. S. & P. tires.

Story, Barber & Co. New York. Venus lamps,

Ideal saddles. Ideal toe clips, bicycle name plates,

etc.

Jos. Home & Co. Iver-Johnson, March-Davis and

Wolff-American bicycles.

Goodrich Tire Company. Goodrich tires.

It is here announced for the first time that

Eisner & Phillips, Wood street and Fifth ave-

nue, will carry a line of wheels this season.

The firm intends to make the bicycle depart-

ment one of the largest and most extensive in

their great department store. The Marada

wheel will be featured, but other makes will

be added. Charles Petticord, formerly bi-

cycle manager for Kauffmann Brothers, will

manage the wheel department of Eisner &
Phillips.

C. B. Cox, general manager of the sales de-

partment of the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, was in Pittsburg Saturday, conferring

with the company's Pittsburg manager, C.

N. Brown.
B. G. Goble, promoter of the professional

race circuit in Western Pennsylvania, Eastern

Ohio, and West Virginia, will have charge of

the bicycle department this year of Baldwin &
Graham, Wood street. They will carry the

Hoffman, Winton, and Clipper. The second

floor of their establishment will be devoted to

a complete bicycle department.

Demmler Brothers, hardware, Smithfield

street, announce that they will retire from the

bicycle trade as soon as they have disposed of

their stock of the Shirk. They claim that they

cannot feature the wheel as it should be fea-

tured.
Banker Brothers have received their first

consignment of their new wheels, con-

structed after plans prepared by George A.

Banker, the retired racer. It is called the

Banker Special. It will sell for $40, $50, and
sno, although the eminent designer claims that

it has all the good features of a $100 wheel.

It has flush joints, detachable cranks, hollow

crank-axles, and adjustable handle-bars.

WAS THEIR SECOND.

So Cincinnati's Trade Knew Just How to

Make Their Cycle Show a

Success.

Cincinnati, O., Feb, 22.—As its official des-

ignation, "Second aiinual exhibition under the

auspices of the Cincinnati Cycle Board of

Trade," implies, Cincinnati is not wholly a

stranger to cycle shows. However, the "sec-

ond annual," which was inaugurated on Sat-

urday last, is far more pretentious than its

predecessor. The dealers have profited by

their previous experience, as the present dis-

play attests in many respects.

The show, which will continue throughout

the present week, is being held in Music Hall,

the largest in the city. The First Regiment

Band, stationed in the gallery, will discourse

music each day, and trick riding and other

divertisements will serve to vary the monotony

of viewing the graceful, but inanimate objects

on exhibition.

The exhibits being confined to the main

floor of the hall and the hall being handsome-

ly set off with flags and bunting, and the reg-

ulations as to signs, rails, etc., having been

strictly enforced, the general effect is spectac-

ularly pleasing. Most of the exhibitors have

been lavish in the use of color and potted

plants. The Union exhibit is all red, white

and blue, as befits the name of -the wheel;

Waverleys have a setting of black' "and old

gold; Twentieth Century Lamps are made
the handsomer by an enrichment of black

velvet, while the Schleuter Company, Cin-

cinnati's own, have done themselves particu-

larly proud. Their exhibit is possibly the

costliest in the show, their two large electric-

signs giving them a prominence that has been

well earned. Powell & Clement, with ten

spaces and sixteen representatives in attend-

ance, have the largest display in the hall.

While most of the exhibits were arranged

by th ; agents and branch stores of the con-

cerns interested, with scarcely an exception,

all exhibitors have one or more traveling

salesmen or other factory representative on
the ground.

The following is a list of the exhibitors and
the wares displayed:

White Sewing Machine Co.; Cleveland. Twelve-

White Bicycles; also samples of the Cazador juve-

niles. .

J. E. Poorman, Jr., Cincinnati. Cleveland and;

Westfield bicycles; eight wheels including two Cleve-

land tandems.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis. Five Waverley
bicycles.

Bandle Arms Co., Cincinnati. Hunter and Racycle

bicycles, in all nine singles and two tandems. The:

heroic Racycle crank-hanger and sprocket which was.

in evidence at the National Shows, was also exhib-

ited.

Chas. Hanauer Cycle Co., Cincinnati. Four Liberty

bicycles, three .Envoys, three Fleetwings and a line:

of their own Hanauer bicycles.

Schlueter Bicycle Co., Cincinnati. Ten Norwood
bicycles.

J. H. Mersman, Covington, Ky. Alcazar, Semi-

nole, Rival, Speeder and Pickwick bicycles; fourteen

wheels in all, including two Alcazar tandems and two

Speeder tandems.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago. Rambler

and Ideal bicycles; ten wheels, including two tan-

dems.

American Dunlop Tire Co., N. Y. Dunlop Tires.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville, Mass. Six

Union bicycles.

Betts Patent Headlight Co., N. Y. 20th Century

lamps, including one of heroic size.

Richards Detachable Sprocket Rim Co., Indian-

apolis. Detachable sprocket rim—a supplementary

periphery designed to increase the gear of a wheel.
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the rim fitting over the old sprocket and being held

in position by set screws.

McEIwaine-Richards Co., Indianapolis. J. & E.

changeable gears.

Fred. J. Myers Mfg. Co., Hamilton, O. Blue Grass,

Daisy and Business bicycles; si.xteen wheels, includ-

ing two tandems.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass. Orient bicy-

cles; ten wheels, including two tandems.

N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York. League
tires.

Hall-Moore Mfg. Co., Cincinnati. Roller sprockets

and chains.

Conklyn & Ackerman, Cincinnati, O. Dayton,

Patee and Fenton bicycles; twelve wheels including

one Fenton tandem.

Powell & Clement, Cincinnati. Iver-Johnson, Ben-

Hur, Columbus, Remington, Geneva and Richmond
bicycles; in all, twenty-nine wheels, including two

tandems.

Sager Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y. Sager saddles.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford, Ct. Hart-

ford tires.

Morgan & Wright, Chicago. M.*& W. tires.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio. Goodrich tires

and Jiflfy repair tools.

Stoddard Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio. Eight Tiger bi-

cycles.

New York Tire Co., New York. Sampson and

Ixion tires.

Gilliam Saddle Co., Canton, O. Gilliam saddles arkd

tool bags.

Standard Oil Co., Cincinnati. Cycle Oils.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, always friendly

to wheelmen, also has two spaces, not that anything

of the sort was needed, but simply as evidence of

their good will. Each of the local cycling clubs has

also a booth, wherein their trophies are displayed, and

where "open house" is the rule.

NOT HIS FAULT.

MICHIGAN'S GREAT BIG HEART.

Michigan is a generous State. So generous

is Michigan, in fact, that prominent Michi-

ganders often wonder how the State escapes

from death brought about through enlarge-

ment of the heart. As an example of how
large-hearted Michigan is, see how generously

she treats wheelmen. A bill has been intro-

duced in the Legislature providing for the ad-

dition to the State's National Guard of a bi-

cycle corps consisting of not less than 30 nor

more than 50 members, to be located at Lans-

ing, and appropriating $400 therefor. The

members, however, furnish their own wheels

and rifles, which trifles would cost the fifty

members certainly not less than $7,500. Of this

amount the State of Michigan, with over-gen-

erous heart, donates $400. Really cycle corps

ought to be a drug on the Michigan market

within a short time, since no wheelman can

stand the temptation of such generous treat-

ment as Michigan has offered.

WHEN THE GARDEN GOES.

There is again talk of Madison Square Gar-

den being torn down and replaced by flnt

houses, which it is thought would prove more

profitable than the present structure has done.

If this comes to pass, the scene of New York's

most famous cycling events will have passed

away never to be replaced.

GOING TO GIVE AW.4Y RECEIPTS.

William D. Andrews, the secretary of the

Syracuse Cycle Board of Trade, has an-

nounced that the profits of the coming cycle

show at the Alhambra during the week of

March 1 will be devoted to building cycle

paths in the neighborhood of that city.

George Escapes Being Blamed for I<ack of Show
Attendance, Denver Acquits

Him.

Denver, Col., Feb. 22.—Of course, George

Washington had nothing to do with the case,

but the fact remains that there was no crush

around the box office of Denver's second

cycle show on this, its opening night.

It may have been that the public rightly

guessed that the exhitits would not all be in

place, but at any rate the dear public did not

respond in very great numbers. But Man-
agers McGuire and Wahlgren and the offi-

cers of the local Board of Trade, under whose
auspices the affair in Coliseum Hall is being

conducted, are not discouraged and look for

a merry ticket-taking before the week has

spent itself.

The general appearance of the exhibition

far surpasses that of last year; there

is more uniformity and regularity and

none of the obtiudingly prominent signs

which disfigured the '96 show. Not a few far-

distant concerns have deemed it wise to be

directly and importantly represented. The
Western Wheel Works, for instance, has E.

J. Day and R. P. Searles, of Chicago, in at-

tendance; the Palmer Pneumatic Tire Com-
pany has Manager W. M. Shirley in charge;

the American Dunlop Tire Company has

Stanley Gillard, and Stearns & Co. have F.

Howard Tuttle present to do the honors.

Other makers have entrusted their interests

to their Denver agents.

These are the bicycles on exhibition: Ram-
bler, Crescent, Barnes, Andrae, Ariel, Ster-

ling, Cleveland, Union, Columbia, Stearns,

Waverley, Royal Worcester, Henley, El-

more, Hoffman, Goyett, Crawford, Spalding,

Victor, Ben Hur, Keating, Fay, National,

Orient, Arena, Champion, Arnold, Kearney,

March-Davis, United States, Gendron and

Reliance.

The tires displayed are the M. & W.,

Palmer, New York, Dunlop, G. & J., Hart-

ford, Goodrich, and Furlong.

Gilliam, Chrifety and Lambeth saddles; Fay
cycle chain brushes; Gleim hand protectors

and a display of cycle material by the Col-

orado Supply Co. constitute the other ex-

hibits.

The reign of terror could have been no

worse than the butterfly rider's terror of rain.

WHEN THE RUSH CAME.

Fortunate, indeed, was it for the world
when some one put one wheel behind another,

and joined them, and put a seat to sit on, and

a little wheel to turn the big wheels, and then

said to the world, "Look here!" For years

the world refused to look, except to sneer at

the crank that used the device. But when an

Irishman made a hole in his wheel binding,

and called it a pneumatic tire, and filled it with

air, then it was that the world stopped a mo-
ment to look at him and his strange air-filled

tube encompassing a couple of wheels that

would not fall down when propelled. It was

for a while a sort of mechanical wonder.

Hundreds took to the new device where but

one \ cntured before to use it. The old hard

rubber was twisted off and flung into the rub-

ber scrap pile. The pneumatic tire sprung

into existence in a day, as it were, and fame

and fortune came to those that clung to the bi-

cycle when tlie world could only find sneers

lor it.

INDOORS AND OUTDOORS.

When the novice is wrestling with the in-

door, cycle-school period of his cycleship, he
is constantly told, by others who know no
more than he himself does, how harder and
more tiresome it is to ride out of doors, over
the diversified surfaces of streets and roads,

than to circle about on the smooth flooring of

the school. Such, however, is not the case.

Yet, in reality, ten miles of floor-riding

brings a deal more weariness than the same
amount of work done out of doors.

The open air, varying scene, and sense of

freedom all contribute to a conservation of

strength and energy. This must doubtless be
accounted for on purely psychological

grounds. More strength is obviously needed
in pushing the machine over comparatively

rough surfaces up hill and down dale than is

used in riding on a perfectly level floor. But
the reservoir of vital force is kept better sup-

plied out of doors than in doors, and will con-

sequently stand much larger drafts.

This is all shrouded in a good deal of mys-
tery to the novice, and probably no man of

science is able to explain it to his entire satis-

faction, to say nothing of making it clear t^

others in the novice brigade. The exhilara-

tion of rapid motion on the road and the gen-

eral conditions of out-door riding all enhance
the rider's sense of enjoyment, and this sense

of enjoyment in turn apparently supplies him
with strength for work which is denied under

the tedious and monotonous conditions of

school riding. The matter is but another

demonstration of the influence of mind over

body.

CARRIED ON STREET CARS.

In order to accommodate cyclists the San
Francisco street car companies have been ex-

perimenting with adjustable cycle holders. The
Mission street line recently tried one consist-

ing of an attachment to the rear dashboard
and designed to carry two bicycles. Two
surrounding arms of wrought iron, each about

a foot long, are secured to the upper edge of

the dashboard about two feet apart, and from
these depend leather-lined hooks to receive

the top tube of the frames. To the lower

portion of the dashboard are attached two
rests to which the wheels are secured by
straps across the rims. A single fare is

charged for each bicycle.

SHE'S UNDECIDED.

A rider, whose studies of the question have
resulted in a number of mishaps, says that

when the cyclist meets a man driving he must
watch the driver's face, and from it he will

learn what the driver intends doing; but

when misfortune causes him to meet a woman
driving, then the rider's attention must be

fixed upon the horse; the animal may know
where he is going, the driver certainly does
not.

INTO CHIMAY LAND.

The total value of the cycles imported into

Belgium during the eleven months ending

with November last, is returned at $615,230.

Of this amount England is credited with

$316,980, or a little more than one-half.

France comes next with $111,220, then Ger-

many with $94,515, America with only $43,-

8911, and Holland witli $1,720.
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HE HATED WHEELMEN.

Some dogs do not like those who ride bi-

cycles. There can be no denying this. Any
one who has ever ridden knows it is the brass-

bound truth. It maybe that the anti-cycling

dogs but reflect the dislikes of their cyclo-

phobic masters, but, be that as it may, the

dog's dislike of those who ride is often pain-

ful—to the rider objected to.

In the early days of the safety, when the

man who was perched upon the top of a wob-
bly old forty-five pounder, did not feel the

most security in the world, the writer well re-

members a most unscrupulous, wire-haired

terrier who frequented Riverside Drive, and

was the cause of more unnecessary dismounts

and subsequent profanity than ever an animal

caused before or since.

Demurely and sedately that cantankerous

canine would sit upon his haunches at the

edge of the curb and cast his eyes north and

south. There was something about that eye

which fascinated every rider within half a

mile. Ladies would catch sight of him in the

far distance. They would attempt to ride on

with a careless and indififerent air, but that

dog's eye would draw them, and by the time

they reached where he sat, they were wobbling

bags of indecision.

Strong men would screw up their courage

and endeavor to ride by it. At a hundred

yards' distance or so their courage would ooze

out. They commenced to describe the in-

voluntary circles. Looking up and down the

Drive one could see a whole line of cyclists

gradually becoming utterly demoralized. The
dog never moved, but just looked. Men
would get of? and pretend that something had

gone wrong with their chain. Ladies would
dash into the curb and giggle hysterically at

people they did not know. At the exact

psychological moment, when there was not

sufficient nerve among the whole crowd to

face a milk-shake, that cursed dog would give

one fiendish yelp and dash into the middle of

the Drive. The collapse would be complete,

and onlookers and park police would be en-

gaged for the next half hour picking up

novices and sorting them on their respective

machines.

The dog became notorious. His fame went

abroad throughout cycling land. Expert

riders arrived upon the scene, expressing a

determination to ride over him and kill him.

But the dog had studied cycling, and knew
his work, and the experts rode over many
things and injured many things, but they

never touched the dog. Then headquarters

was communicated with, and the police came
down in force to capture him. Two new men
on the force, full of pride, in their inexperi-

ence thought they could manage it by them-

selves—with disastrous results. Each officer

came provided with a piece of rope, and when
the dog rushed onto the Drive they both

rushed after it. The few wheels that the dog
did not upset the policemen upset. A muddy
and disreputable-looking crowd, that had once

been well dressed and happy, cursed the po-

liceman and everything else that was round

about. The new policemen crept away to a

quiet corner to scrape each other down. The
dog, remembering an appointment, trotted

off toward Grant's tomb.

But the resources of civilization were not

exhausted. An intelligent park policeman

was found—where and how I am not prepared

to say. He was a man of resource, and may-
be in his happy youth he had been a cowboy.

He came provided with a lariat. It was a

mean trick, and the dog was not prepared

for it. Amid cheers he roped in the dog, to-

gether with a respectable old gentleman who
had come down to ride on the Drive for the

first time, having been told that it was just the

place for a beginner. The struggle was
desperate, but the policeman was reinforced,

and the last I saw of that dog he was
being led away by five policemen. I shall

always regret his absence, and so, I think,

when they came to reflect upon the matter,

did the other Riverside riders. Pedaling with

grim seriousness up and down along a straight

bit of river-bordering road is unexciting work.

That dog gave us all something to think

about. He leaves a blank behind him.

A TIRE-MAKER'S AD.

"The result of using the Speedfast tire on the

r ar wheel, and the tire of another make on tte

front wheel."

HUMAN NATURE, EXACTLY.

She was attired in rational costume for the

first time, and she tried to be proud.

"Well," he said, after he had surveyed the

nether part of the new costume critically, "I

suppose you are happy now."

"No-o: not exactly," she replied slowly.

"Why, you must have the freedom of move-
ment for which you have longed all your life,"

he exclaimed.

"Yes, I have that," she admitted.

"You have always been complaining that a

woman was too much hampered by her skirts

to enjoy cycling," he persisted.

"It's true, too," she assented.

"Ever since you were a little girl," he went

on, "you say you have had a longing to play

leap-frog and all such games every time you
saw the boys doing it."

"I admit it," she said.

"And you always thought it unjust that you
should be deprived of such sport because you
were a girl?"

"It did seem so."

"Well, now you have got bloomers I sup-

pose there is no reason why you shouldn't

play leap-frog, if you want to. Why don't

you do it?"

"Because, now that I can, I don't see any
fun in it. I—I—don't think much of bloom-
ers, anyway."

SHUTTING OFF FAKE COMPANIES.

Having settled their differences, the officers

of the Michigan Division, L. A. W., are now
endeavoring to "do something." The regula-

tion of bicycle insurance, which, at best, has

been conducted in a hap-hazard fashion, is

now engaging their attention, and under the

Division's auspices an act has been introduced

in the Michigan Legislature providing that

"no company, association, individual, or asso-

ciation of individuals, formed under the laws

of this or any other State or foreign govern-
ment, or whether incorporated or not, shall

directly or indirectly transact the business of

bicycle insurance within this State without re-

ceiving a certificate of authority from the

Commissioner of Insurance," and that

"No such company or association shall be
authorized by the Commissioner of Insurance

to transact business within this State unless

possessed of an actual paid-up capital of at

least ten thousand dollars, and a deposit of at

least ten thousand dollars with the Treasurer

of this State, duly assigned to such officer in

trust for the benefit of all policy holders.

Said deposit shall consist of bonds or stocks

of the United States or of this State, or of

bonds and mortgages on improved, unin-

cumbered real estate, worth double the sum
loaned thereon. The market value of such

deposited securities shall at all times be equal

to not less than ten thousand dollars. Any
examination by the State Treasurer, or under
his direction, to satisfy him respecting the title

or value of the property mortgaged, shall be
at the expense of such company or associa-

tion. Such deposit of stocks, bonds or mort-
gages shall be increased from time to time as

may be necessary to keep the market value

of same always at least one-tenth as great as

the liabilities or obligations of such company
upon outstanding policies, indebtedness, or

otherwise, as shown by the last annual report

of said company."

It is also provided that such institutions

shall appoint a resident agent or attorney in

all counties in which they may do business, in

order that legal process may be served when
necessary. Copies of such appointments to be

filed with the county clerks. All'agents must
be armed with authority from the Commis-
sioner of Insurance. A fine of $250 or im-

prisonment for six months is the penalty im-

posed for violations of the law.

M. & W.'S NEW DEPOTS.

In addition to the Chicago headquarters,

Morgan & Wright have now established and
ready for service the following depots for re-

pair or replacement, under their guarantee:

Boston, Mass., 284 Columbus avenue; New-

York, 105 Chambers street; Philadelphia, Pa.,

1129 Arch street; Buffalo, N. Y., 634 Main
street; Cleveland, O., 285 Erie street; St.

Louis, Mo., 209 North Tenth street; Kansas

City, Mo., 818 Walnut street; Denver, Col,

922 Eighteenth street; San Francisco, Cal., 130

Golden Gate avenue; Toronto, Ont., 114 Vic-

toria street.

ASA IN THE TRADE.

Asa Windle, the well-known trainer, has

entered into co-partnership with Chas. F.

Martin, a cycle dealer of Clinton, Mass., and

formed the Martin-Windle Cycle Co. They
will handle an extensive line of wheels, and

conduct a large repair shop.
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TRADE AT COLUMBUS.

Columbus, O., Feb. 19.—The remark-

ably pleasant weather of the past week or so

has brought out a large number of prospective

buyers, and dealers have been kept busy

showing the improvements of the new models

to these "lookers," earnestly endeavoring to

convince them that their particular wheel is

the one to be desired above all others, for

the dealer fully realizes that these same in-

quirers of to-day will prove the purchasers of

not many weeks later. Of course, at this

stage of the game actual sales are few and far

between, but the indications are that the

season will be a good one.

It is rather singular that this city with its

12,000 wheelmen cannot or does not support

a first-class bicycle club, yet that is the ac-

tual state of affairs here, nor is there a Board

of Trade, although some of the representative

dealers are considering the advisability of or-

ganizing one. From all accounts there would

be matters in plenty for a board to regulate,

provided the support of all the dealers

could be depended upon, and that appears to

be the stumbling block.

From the way in which salesmen are flock-

ing hither it is very apparent that Columbus
is considered a desirable town in which to

have a representative. On one day this week
no less than twelve of these "knights of the

grip" (and trunk) were registered at the

Chittenden or Neil House.

As might be expected, a large number of

the wheels made by the Columbus Bicycle

Co. are sold here, either under their own or

some other name, and it is now rumored

that a retail store will be opened by the com-
pany.

A more attractive or better arranged sales-

room than that of Oscar S. Lear, at 201

South High street, is not to be found in

Columbus. He is one of the oldest and most

successful bicycle dealers in the city, as well

as the Remington Typewriter representative.

The Stearns has always been his first wheel,

with the Cleveland a close second, and he has

now added the Racycle. For medium grades

he has the Stormer and his own Wyandotte

Special. Last year the Columbus was also

sold, but it has been relinquished.

Just a few doors from Lear's, at No. 213,

is the store of the Ohio Cycle Co., and it is

a question as to which concern does the

larger business. H. A. McGinnis, the man-

ager, is an old hand at the game, having

served under Rouse, Hazard & Co. and with

A. W. Gump & Co. for a long time before

embarking here four years ago. Their prin-

cipal lines are the Rambler and Crescent,

and for $100 the Ariel. Of course they sell

the Ideal and a few Clippers. The Luthy,

"the $150 bicycle," has just been added to their

line, but they do not anticipate a very large

sale. The Hunt Special, a machine made for

them, is jobbed over the southern portion of

the State, and quite a good business has been

built up. Displayed prominently in their

salesroom are four interesting old wheels, a

64-inch ordinary, an Eagle, a Star, and a gen-

uine wooden boneshaker.

J. C. Sherwood, whose place is at 447 North

Hhigh street, still sticks to his first love—the

Victor. His other agencies are the Hamilton-

Kenwood, Elmore, Gendron, and Lindsay.

Mr. Sherwood's principal business is sporting

goods, of which quite a large stock is carried.

Another concern doing a very good bicycle

business is Yardley & Harsh, dealers in

woodenware, at 117 South High street. They
sell Unions, Daytons, Falcons, Adiakes, En-
voys, and have just added the Thomas and the

Tiger.

At 150 North High street the Indiana Bi-

cycle Company have been making a number
of improvements to their branch, which is

managed by Perry D. Gath.

Wm. F. Savage, a jeweler, at 57 East State

street, has sold Spaldings for a couple of

years, and has now added the Orient and
Humber. His medium grade is the Record.

As his store is too small for his increasing

business, he contemplates removal to a larger

one.

Wm. Grab, Jr., has just returned from the

New York show and has decided to handle no
other wheel but the Grab Special. This leaves

open the Tribune agency, which he has had

in the past. ,

On South High street, just below Broad, J.

C. Porterfield, the gun dealer, makes the Out-

ing his leading wheel, although he also has the

Hunt and Syracuse.

The Kilbourne-Jones Co., a large hard-

Morgan sWrightTires

are good tires

A DEALER IN LEAMINGTON.ONT., WRITES:

"Out of every ten sets of

tires I have sold during
the past season, nine of
them have been M & W.
Out of every fifteen pairs

that I have repaired , one
tire has been an M 5 W."

Morgan sWright

ware concern at 143 South High street, are

agents for the Iver-Johnson and Fitchburg.

Columbias and Hartfords are sold by the

Columbia Cycle Co., at 22 East Spring street,

the firm being composed of B. S. Rogers and

J. C. Adams.
A. L. Baker, a brother of the better known

"Conn," has a store at 19 East Gay. Last

year the Orient was his wheel, but it is under-

stood now that the Ben Hur will be his '97

agency.

White bicycles are sold in the company's

sewing machine salesroom at 170 South High
street.

Mann, Schmidt & Co. have just moved into

new quarters at 211 South High, and have

added bicycles to the piano and sporting

good lines. The Monarch, Relay, and Hib-

bard have been selected so far.

One of the best retail hardware firms in

town, the Tallmadge Hardware Co., have de-

cided to go into the bicycle business, and have

selected as their machines the Wolff-Ameri-

can, for which they are doing some very

clever advertising; among other things they

display an immense banner hung across the

street with "Look out for the Wolff" inscribed

on it. They should cut quite a figure in the

trade this season.

Another newcomer is the firm of F. & R.

Lazarus & Co., the leading clothiers and out-

fitters, whose very fine building is on South
High street. The bicycle department will be

made a prominent feature under the manage-
ment of H. J. Stick, who traveled for the

Tracey-Wells Co. last year. But one wheel

will be sold, the Lazarus Special at $50. It

will be made by the Columbus Bicycle Co.

The saddlery house of J. H. & F. A. Sells,

at 172 South High street, will handle the

Yale, jobbing it mostly, although some retail

business will be done. This is their first sea-

RATHER A STEEP FINE.

In the Connecticut Legislature a favorable

committee report was made, last week, on a

bill approved by the Connecticut Federation

of Cyclists, giving local authorities power to

regulate bicycle riding, and for a fine of not

less than $20 for riding at a rate of more than

ten miles an hour. The same fine is to be in-

flicted for not having a bell or failing to use

it when necessary.

CHEAP BICYCLE LABOR.

According to the annual report of Michi-

gan's Labor Commissioner, 99 convicts are

employed in building bicycles in the State

prison. For each man of this ninety and nine

the State receives the munificent wage of

forty cents per day.

GOT A GOOD LINE.

Bond & Tabb Bros., Baltimore, Md., have

secured the Mcintosh-Huntington agency for

the entire South. The agency includes the

Sunol, Hercules, Stella, and American King
and Queen of Scorchers, a very complete line.

GOOD MAN REWARDED.
A. E. Flavell, who returned to England

several months ago after residing in this

country a number of years, has been appointed

a representative of the Cycle Components
Mfg. Co., of Birmingham.

CHEAP PLAYING CARDS.

Mcintosh-Huntington Co., Cleveland, are

selling the Sunol souvenir playing cards for

15 cents per pack. These cards are of excel-

lent quality.

ANOTllLR SADDLE SUIT.

H. A. Christy, inventor of the Christy

saddle, has brought suit against another al-

leged patent infringer, this time, the Schle-

singer Mfg. Co., Chicago.

CHANGE OF TUNE.
"This world" was once "a fleeting show,

For man's delusion given."

'Twas in those good old solemn days

Before the wheel was driven.

But time has changed that ancient tune,

Melodious in its measure;

And now I view a fleeter show
From off my two-wheeled treasure.

The dear old saints of former days

Had griefs in great profusion;

They had no airy, fleet-winged wheels

—

Ergo, 'twas all delusion.

A cycling blackguard—the colored gentle-

man who looks after your machine while

you go into a road-house for a drink.

A sweeping assertion—that well cleaned

streets are the rule everywhere.
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Rubber Tire Association.

President, First Vice-President,

THEODORE A. DODGE. L. K. McCLYMONDS.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

GEORGE T. PERKINS. GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,
504-606 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

National Board of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers,

271 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD. GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

E. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.
Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS,

Mercantile Agency, Collection Department and
Informatioii Btirean.

National Bicycle Wood Rim Manufacturers'

Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD.

Treasurer,

N. D. DOUGHMAN.

Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

DOMESTIC CYCLE SHOWS.

March 1-6—Omaha, Nebraska; W. L. Burgess, Secretary, Omaha Cycle of Board
Trade, 313 So. 15th Street, Omaha, Neb.

March 1-6—Syracuse, N. Y. ; H. E. Maslin, President, Cycle Board of Trade of
Syracuse, care E. C. Stearns & Co., Syracuse.

March 1-6—Cleveland, O. ; George Collister, President, Local Cycle Board of Trade,
317 Superior Street.

March 3-5—Providence, R I. : W. W. Whitten, President, R. I. Cycle Dealers' Board
of Trade; W. W. Whitten & Co., 148 So Main Street.

March2-6— Detroit, Mich.; F. H. Chapman, Mgr., Detroit Cycle Board of Trade,
60 Washington .Avenue.

March 3-6—Reading, Pa.
;
John W. Spangler, Secretary, Reading Local Cycle Board

of Trade, 600 Penn Street, Reading, Pa.

March 6-13—Baltimore, Md. ; Alfred Ely, President, Local Cycle Board of Trade
8 W. Baltimore Street.

March 6-13—Brooklyn, N. Y. ; A. M. Franklin, Secretary, L. I. Cycle Board of Trade,
6 Third Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y.

March 8-10—Toledo, O., Local Cycle Board of Trade.

March 8-13—Rochester, N. Y. ; Joseph J. Mandery, Secretary, Rochester Local Cycle
Board of Trade, 98 East Main Street.

March 16-19 - Binghamton, N. Y.; W. F. Cady, 187 Water Street, Chairman of
Binghamton A thletic Association.

March 18-30—Williamsport, Pa. ; A. H. Andrews, Melbourne Cycle Co., Williams-
port, Pa. (Williamsport Cycle Dealers' Cycle Show.)

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
Haywards.—Pimental & Dassel, dissolved. Dassel

continues.

Los Angeles.—Burke Bros. Attached, $1,125.

Monterey.^A. W. Jones, Jr., has been granted ex-

tensions.

Oakland.—E. P. Baggot. Chattel mortgage, $250.

COLORADO.
Denver.—Denver Cycle Co., incorporated by R. S.

Taylor, C. A. Brier, M. B. Taylor; to manufacture

and sell bicycles. Capital, $20,000.

Pueblo.—The Gano Cycle Co., of Denver, will open

branch oiifice in the Whitcomb Block, with F. O. Dol-

son as manager.

GEORGIA.
Augusta.—F. A. Beall, bicycles, reported sued for

$1,378.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
Honolulu.—Hawaiian Cycle & Mfg. Co., bicycles,

athletic and sporting goods, opened store at 312 Fort

street.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—G. F. Krieger gave chattel mortgage on

machinery, $1,500, to E. & E. Ketzler.

Chicago.—Armstrong & Jamieson, sold out to Wal-

tham Mfg. Co., $3,074.

Chicago.—Western Wheelmen's Protective Co., in-

corporated by E. G. Gardiner, G. Schore and J. A.

Riley; to recover stolen bicycles. Capital, $2,500.

INDIANA.
Crawfordsville.—W. H. Hearne and W. Swaergen-

ger, new store in the Miller Block.

Elwood.—W. S. Tousey, new store.

Portland.— Haynes Wheel Co., Chas. F. Feidleman,

of Indianapolis, appointed receiver. Liabilities about

.1^20,000; assets unknown.
Rossville.—Bert Jackson, new store.

IOWA.
Des Moines.—Rhodes-Lathrop-McBain Co., damaged

by fire. Loss, $8,000; insurance, $7,500.

KANSAS.
Lawrence.—Lawrence Plumbing & Heating Co., file

chattel mortgages aggregating $3,641.56.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—The Alfred Ely Co., application for ap-

pointment of receiver dismissed.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Wm. R. Schaefer & Son, sporting goods,

damaged by fire, loss about $-35,000.

Chelsea.—Hall & Hamilton, new store at 296 Chest-

nut street.

Everett.—McCune Bicycle Co., damaged by fire;

loss about $1,800, covered by insurance.

Palmer.—Geo. A. Moore. Chattel mortgage, $500.

MICHIGAN.
Benton Harbor.—Don A. Wentworth, sold out to

William Baker, who will continue.

Detroit.—Fred Bauch. Judgment, $116.

Marshall.—W. H. Bourke & Co.', succeeded by W.
U. Bourke.

. MISSOURI.
St. Louis.—Arbuckle Cycle Co., file articles of asso-

ciation. Stockholders: J. Arbuckle^ Jr.; John R.
Lewis; C. L. Carter and Thos. W. Carter. Capital,

$5,000.

NEBRASKA.
Brainard.—F. Matoush, new store.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Manchester.-^A. K. Hobbs has established agency

for Columbia and Hartford bicycles, on Hanover
street.

NEW JERSEY.
Butler.—General Supply Co., incorporated by Gilbert

A. Litchhult, New York; Geo. W. Stagg, .Butler;

Frank R. Anderson, Linden; bicycles and bicycle

supplies. Capital, $30,000.

Newark.^Church Saddle Co., incorporated by Chas.

F. Church, John Wolfe of Newark; Benj. S. More-
house, New York; to manufacture saddles and fittings.

Capital stock, $100,000.

W. W. WINDLE.
Once champion of America, later an Evangelist, now

a "commercial tourist."

NEW MEXICO.
Albuquerque.—H. Lockhart, Jr., damaged by fire.

Albuquerque.—The Albuquerque Cycle Co., damag-
ed by fire. Insurance $1,000.

NEW YORK,
Bmghamton.—Zenith Cycle Co,, Geo. L. Crandall,

deceased.

Brooklyn.—H. Ruggles, 40 Boerum Place, bill of

sale, $195.

Brooklyn.—Progressive Mfg. Co., organized to man-
ufacture bicycles and hardware; capital, $10,000.

Directors: Caleb R. Turner, Brooklyn; Jas. G.

Murphy and E. J. Blugarde, of New York City.

New York.—The Standard Tire Co,, sold out by
Sheriff; $440.

New York.—E. V. & T. A. Coogan, 1005 Sixth ave-

nue, chattel mortgage, $150.

New York.—The Colonial bicycle plant (John Mc-
Clave & Sons), 602-606 West Twenty-second street, is

offered for sale. It has facilities to manufacture 7,500

wheels per year.

Rochester.^—Mayer Mfg. Co., incorporated by Peter

Gruber, Chas. W. Mayer, and Irving Paine, of

Rochester; to manufacture bicycles and supplies.

Capital $25,000.

Tonowanda.—Fries, Gillis & Eggert, wood rims.

Sold out by sheriff.

Utica.—Richard Mortimer, chattel mortgage for $800.

Wellsville.—E. A. Osborn, sold out to F. Johnson,

who will continue.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Erie.—Penn Bicycle Co., A. J. Roth and B. Cham-

bers, purchased interest of E. Metz, Jr., and J. W.
Paul.

OHIO.
Milford.—Wm. C- Lefebre, Jr., new store.

Zanesville.—A. Y. Talbot, J. K. Johnson and H.
Fulkerson have appraised the property of the bicycle

firm of Ashley & Thomas and the firm's other assets

at $585.25. Liabilities, $41.47.

OREGON.
Newburg.—A. M. Hoskins. Gives mortgage $101.

Roseburg.—Carle & Richardson. Dissolved. T. K.

Richardson continues.

ONTARIO.
Toronto.—Toronto Tire Co., Ltd. Incorporated by L.

D. Parker, Hartford, Conn.; J. E. Davis, Lynn,

Mass.; H. C. Marvel, J. S. Lovell and Wm. Bain, of

Toronto. Capital stock $50,000.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Harrisburg.—J. R. Given. Closed by sheriff.

Jenkintown.—Chas. Helwig & Co., new store.

RHODE ISLAND.

Providence.^Crandall, Allardice & Co., W. C. Cran-

dall. Mortgage real estate, $150.

TENNESSEE.
Nashville.—The Lowness Cycle Co., manufacturers

and dealers, have opened new store on North College

street.

Springfield.—Fiser & Benton, succeeded by Fiser,

Adams & Co.
TEXAS.

Galveston.—Galveston Cycle Co. Judgment $1,141,00.

Galveston.—Railton & Mabry, succeeded by Mrs. R.

Railton.

UTAH.
Ogden.—M. S. Browning, of Browning Bros., has

sold real estate for a consideration of one dollar.

VRGINIA.

Clifton Forge.—F. E. Probst, new repair shop.

WASHINGTON.
Seattle.—Assignee will sell the stock of Taft &

Clark.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—E. S. Potter, chattel mortgage for $175.

Milwaukee.—The Milwaukee Engineering Co. are

manufacturing bicycles for the jobbing trade. Their

factory, which is at Nineteenth street and St. Paul

avenue, is equipped for the production of 10,000 wheels

annually.
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NEW PATENTS.
576.997. Driving Mechanism for Velocipedes. Will-

iam S. Bate,. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed January 16, 1S96.

SerialNo. 575,666. (No model.)

577,042. A'elocipede Seat or Saddle. Frederick Latu-

lip, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor of one-half to W. C.

Smith, same place. Filed March 21, 1896. Serial No.
534,286. (No model.)

577,073. Means for Attaching Bicycle Saddles. Ben-

jamin S. Seaman, Canton, Ohio. Filed December 23,

1895. Serial No. 572,981. (No mode!.)

577.084. Carriage for Bicycle Saddles. Charles E.

Vail, Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed July 26, 1895.

Serial No. 557,224. (No model.)

577.085. Bicycle Saddle Carriage. Charles E. Vail,

Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed November 11, 1895.

Serial No. 568,613. (No model.)

J 577, 086. Carriage for Bicycle Saddles. Charles E.

\ai\. Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed July 26, 1895. Re-

newed December 19, 1896. Serial No. 616,333. (No
model.)

577,103. Ball Bearing. James R. Dennison, Grand
Rapids, Michigan, assignor of one-half to Julius il.

Jamison, same place. Filed July 6, 1896. Serial No.

598,231. (No model.)

577.155. Bicycle Lamp. John W. Bragger, Water-
town, N. Y., assignor to the Hitchcock Lamp Com-
pany, same place. Filed July 30, 1896. Serial No.
ii01,009. (No model.)

577.156. Holder for Bicycle Lamps. John W. Brag-

ger, Watertown, N. Y., assignor to the Hitchcock
Lamp Company, same place. Filed August 15, 1896.

Serial No. 902,341. (No model.)

577,170. Cycle Frame. Mikael Pedersen, Dursley,

England. Filed June 1, 1894. Serial No. 513,219. (No
model.) Patented in England September 30, 1893,

No. 18,371; in Belgium, February 28, 1894, No. 103,542;

in France, May 4, 1894, No. 236,267; in Sweden, De-
cember 20, 1894, No. 5,708, and in Germany, January

21, 1895, No. 79,288.

577,248. Bicycle Lock. Maximilian Gessler, Milwau-
kee, Wis. Filed May 25, 1896. Serial No. 593.024. (No
model.)

577,257. Wheel Tire. Anson M. Howard, New
Haven, Conn. Filed August 31, 1896. Serial No.

604,412. (No model.)

577,261. Safety Attachment for Bicycles. Louis
Konrad, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor of three-fourths to

Charles Boehringer and Gustav P. Fromm,same place,

and Hans Kauer, New York, N. Y. Filed July 31,

1896. Serial No. 601,162. (No model.)

577,269. Bicycle Boat. Allan R. Powley, Kingston,

N. Y., assignor of one-half to Bird H. Brazeiton,

Chicago, III. Filed September 4, 1896. Serial No.
604,867. (No model.)

577,306. Ice Velocipede. Mathias Kolbenson,
Marysville, Mont. Filed April 22, 18S)6. Serial No.
588,606. (No model.)

577,308. Bicycle Rim. Alfred G. Moore, Maiden,
Mass. Filed March 6, 1895. Serial No. 541,034. (No
model.)

577,352. Bell Mechanism for Bicycles. Ernst

Brandt, Berlin, Germany. Filed August 19, 1896.

Serial No. 603,282. (No model.)

577,396. Bicycle Brake. Harrison B. Brown, Chevy
Chase, Md. Filed July 11, 1896. Serial No. 598,784.

(No model.)

577,400. Pneumatic Tire. George W. Rowe and
William G. Heys, Manchester, England. Filed De-

ls 7 6.7 8 8. BICYCUBELL Al™ T Mormli. Boston. Haas.
FUea Apr. n. U»6. aeittl Six 587.121. (No model)

f.lly I

thci with

576,835. COMBIKATION BICYCLE-LOCt SillDEL W CoLUM,

Kokomo. lT"l. ££3lp]0r of seven-twelfths to Riii\ia Laymon, same place,

aiid WiUlam j! Wlngate and Joel T. Barker. DanTllle, Lnd. Piled Hay

9. 1896. Senal Ho. (S90.932. (No model)

Claim.- 1 In 1 bicvcid or (ui&lo^ o'ls vehicle. ui air-co mprc^ing
kppftratui and in«B ns actuated by th* j-idcr ror 01 rralinK i . » hollow

taddJe which kIho »orvm 03 an air-r«f ervoircooDe cted with th* com-

jircMor. and .in hiv- QOtor applied for propelling o t of the wh*c!* of

the rebicle havrng n aircjnncL'tion Vvitbuidholl jw "atldle, lubnta-i-

tially u dwcribed.

RECENT PATENTS.

^ 7 C ,9 S5 . BICTCLE-BELL Fredsbjck A. Scrastoh, Eaat Hamp
loD, Conn.. aaslOTor to tbe Bevin Brothers Manulactunng Company
eame placa Piled Oct 27. 1896. Serial No. 010,201. (Ho model)

riking mechanism for bells, comprising a gong, a

vibratable h&mmei', an actuator, and a curved spring connectiugeaid

actuator and hammer.

676,690. REPAIR-TOOL FOR BICYCLE-TIRES. Svkpbkm PoR-

TK^ Boston, and Lewis A. Cawkktbr, Revere, Mass. Filed June 6,

1896.. Scri&l No- 594.525 (No model)

'OGiiim.— 1. A repair-tool forpueumatic tire.^coiupnaingah.iiidle.

a reversibly-awinging tool-3tock secured to said handle, and a circu-

lar cutttng-tool at one end of said tool-stock, ttaid tool to he operated

bjr successive somirotAry movements ivithout a cooperating anril.

5 7 6,365. SPRlNa-TIRE. FnsB C. Hiwrrr, Hew Yort N. Y.

Piled* Oct. 20. I'saS. Serial No. 488,691. (No model)

C/aim.— !. Ill cumbiiialioii in a bell, a base-piaie.a^ong, aievev

pivoted to the bik^e-plitte and h.ivin^ an inward-extending curved

spring-arm, a spring rotarily mounted on a post and having a lowei'

ipring-arm loosely connected with th6 spring-arm of the lever, a piv-

oted swinging hammer connected with the upper spring-arm of the

spring, and stops to limit the swinging movement of the haTimer.

57 6,013. BICYCLE-BRAKE. William L Stewabt, Wilmerdljig.

Pa. Piled Hav 19, 1896. Serial No. 592,106. (Ho model)

-I. A spring-tire conifUtiag of a helix D secured to the

B, and circumferential bands of strand.s F interwoven

ubstantiilly as and for the purposes set forth.

Claim-— 1. In a bicycle-brake o:

hrake-tr&me having side pieces provi

flattened end portions engaged betw

a shoe carried on tbe aslc between i

mouuted sleeve encircling the ^hof a

and renovable plugs Cor the endsof

vided with apertures of a larger di

passage of the axle, said shoe being arranged to engage the i

of the sleeve when the brake-frame is moved to engage the

with Oie wbeel-tire, substantially as set forth.

5 7 6,561. BRAKE MECHANISM FOR BICJYCLEa PXEETi Doo-

urrLE.TorDOto. Canada. PUed Aug. 19.1896. Serial No. 603,24fi. (No

model)

f/aim.— 1 . A Kcycle-lock adapted to secure the steering-post

a-rainst turning within the frame-head, consisting of the bolt K,, hav-

ing projections/ and astud /.- the coil-epring L. the notched tum-

blers I. having the slolj c. and the plain portions d; the outer rings

J, having the inner projection «, and the outer numbers and gradua-

tions , the sep.'xraling-rings H, the ring G, having the mark i, the pro-

jecting shield /. and the seroicircniar noteh g ; and the retaining-ring

K, Heciiriiig said rings and tumblers against slipping back upon the

tiibe D. subsLanlially as shown and described.

5 76.538. BICYCLE. Chaslis H. Bkllamt. SbuUi Hadley PaU^
Mass. Plied Feb. 4. 1896. Serial Na 676,005. (No model)

UUi'tii.— 1, in a bicycle or other vehicle, in combination with the

driving-whee! and driving means, a friction-duik, mounted ou the axis

of said wheel, a second disk mounted on a support and directly con-

nected with the driving means, a brake-disk on said support between

said driven disk and friction-disk, and means U> force said brake-diak

against the friction-disk to retard the forward movement of the ve-

hicle, substantially aa described.

'5^76,633. VEHICLE-WHEEL Calvm Toon KY, Kansas City. Mo..

assignor to CToomeyft Co.. same place Filed Aug. 30. 1895. Senai

No. 581.016, (Ho model)

C^tfn.7-In a vehicle-wheel, tbe combjiiiation with a hub, perft>-

rated bauds, secured upon the endeof the hub, and a coiicentrically-

siuTounding felly or rim_ provided with a tire, of rigid wpokeii coti-

.necting said felly or rini-witb the hub. and a iieries of wire spokes
secured at their inner ends iu the perforations of said bands, and con-

verging outwardly and secured at their outei eiidsW the felly or run

of the wheel between «aid spokes, subauntially a^ described .

5 7 6,809. VEBICI*TIE£ RoiiBT W. CHOiflnu, r«body. 576,194. Tna POE BJCTCLKi Job, Jcren* Mootclalr H i
Haaa Filed Nov. 20. 1895 Serial Ha 569,486. (Ho model) Piled JuDe 5. 1890. Serial No. «M,3&3. (No model)

Claiiu.^i. In a>ehicle-tire the combination with a flexible tu

,bular casing of a coiled spring inclosed by the casing and engaging

the inner »-all thereof, an oppositely-wound coiled spring the respec-

tive coils of which interiorly engage the respective coils of the firsts

mentioned spring, and a cushioning device located within and inde-

pendent of both springs, substantially as described.

5 7 6 9 3 3. ELECTRIC LIOHTIHQ FOR VEHICLEa Johb A.

AeiEOK, Paris, Prance. FUed Aug. 2, 1865. Serial Ho. 668,000. (Ho

model) Patented In France May 18, 1895, Ha £47,609,

C'hiint.— I. A tire for bicycles, 4c.. having an ontei' case ortov-
eriog and an inner flexible chain of independent Icaf-^prings looselv
connected one with another, 8ubnUiitially a^ shown and described

5 76,968. BICYCLE-SADDL£ JOMATHAJA.Hm, Wettborough.
Maea PUed Sept 30. 1895. Serial Na 5H097. (Ho model)

CZum—Tbe combination with an upright poet, having a hori-
zontal opening therein at its upper end, through which the saddle-
spring, of non-circular 9hape.in cross-section, extende, of two mov-
ablejaws or clamps extending through said opening, and made beveled
or cut out to receive snid spring, and with lips or flanges at their outer
ends which extend over the edges of said opening, and a screw or

Claim.—\. The herein-described automatic circuit-breaker cou- bolt turning in a threaded hole in one side of tbe post, and adapted
slating of a rotatable hollow body adapted to contain a conductiug to bear at its inner end against one of the jaws, to clamp the satldle-

flnid and constructed of two sections of conducting material insn- spring between said jaw'' and the top of the post, substantiallvas Mt
lated from each other, substantially as set forth forth.

^'''S'^®?-
SmE^GTHENINQ ATTACHMEM FOR BICYCLES, 576,719. BICYCLR^IEARIHO. ROBttT L Boirmi, Andereon.

S.*Sf .T'' J^^'P^l^ P^ f^l^* ^^ 23, 1896. Serial No. im, aaalgnor to the ComblnaUoD Bicycle Look and Gear Company
576.522. (No model) __ came place. Filed Apr. 21, 1896. Serial Ho. 588.416. (Ho model)

r the like, the combination of a
ded with forks, an axle having

een the forks of the side pieces,

aid flattened portions, a loosely-

d arranged to engage the tire

iaid sleeve, said plugs being pro-

and adapted for the

^•-,

Chim.— 'l. In A bicycle, an oscillating plug adapted to be con-
nected with the bicycle-frame, and a yoke adapted to have its end.-
secured to the bicycle-fork, said jilug liaving an eye in which saiii
voke is movable, .*aid papt« being combined substantially a« described,

576,986. BICYCLE-BELL JosKra W. STASEm, Richmond, Va
Piled Nov. 16, 1895. Senal No. 569.178, (Ho model)

Cfuim.— 1. A bicycle-gearing comprising a toothtid gear-wheol

iinted on a crank-shaft, and toothed gear-wheel mouuted on a rear

or driving axle, an incased channel supported below and extendirg

from one to the other of said toothed wheeb. a wheel suitably

mounted and supported to rotate at each end of eaid channel, a chain

having a smooth back and serrated or toothed front, said front being
,

in contact with the teeth of said wheels so that the driving-w^ee'

may rotate the driven wheel by preaaore against said chain, a casing

surrounding said cliain and wheels, a flexible strip of material sup-

ported within said casing, so. as to be in contact with thc'back of said

chain, and a suitable oil-cup mounted to deliver oU to said Hexihlc

strip, substantially as and for the purposes shown and described.

576,328. PNEUMATIC SPRINO-SEAT EOGBKE P. SP^ULDIKO.

.Rose Lawn, Wii PUad July 13, 1895. Serial No. 555,894. (No model)

Claim.— 1. An alarm-bell for bicycles comprising the combina-
tion with the hollow handle-bar, of a shell C Gtt«d and contained in

said bar. a pong attached to the outer end or head of the shell, a
clapper and clappi-r-'actuating niecliauisni mouaU'd in and carried by
-said shell, and a bundle foruinn ,>art of said mechanism projecting

beyond the shell and through the handle-bar in ponition to be oper-
ated by ilie rider. subsUntially u-i ser forth

C/""'!.— In a pneumatic spriiig-«^eal. the coiubinatioii withacvl-*

iiider for compressed air having a scr«w-th leaded flanged detachable

ba^, of a vertically-movable piston within aa'id cylinder, and an air-

iulel valve having exterior screw-threads inching with interior screw-

threads in registering traiu'veriie openings through said btLHcflange

iind the atljuceni lower part of the tide wall of the cylindci-. « htieby
^aid valve ]ierform!> the double function ufuditiitting air to tlic cylii>-

ilt-r. .'md prevGiitiitg the prematiire oi accidenul reparation of (li-

cylnnler .irid it.-> base, Jinbstantiiillv iii !>et fuilh
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cember 24, 1S91. Serial No. 416,063. (No model.)

Patented in England July 17, 1891, No. 12,152; in Aus-

tria-Hungary Uecember 17, 1S91, No. 15,277 and No.

67,793; in Sweden, December 19, 1S91, No. 6,014; in

Norway, December 19, 1S91, No. 2,741; in France, De-

cember 23, 1891, No. 218,235; in Spain, December 23,

1891, i\o. 12,826; in Italy, December 24, 1891, No. 476;

in Switzerland, December i6, 1891, No. 4,599; in Bel-

gium, December 28, 1891, No. 9i,734; in Canada, De-

cember 29, 1891, No. 41,296; in India, January 16,

1892, No. 19; in Victoria, August IS, 1892, No. 9,879;

in South Australia, August 18, 1S92, No. 2,285, and in

New South Wales August 25, 1892, No. 3,934.

577.403. Bicycle Prop or Support. William ±i. Mor-

gan, Peabody, Kans. Filed January 21, 1896. Serial

No. 576,301. (No model.)

577.404. Bicycle Brake. William H. Morgan, Pea-

body, Kans. Filed February 8, 1896. Serial No. 578,-

599. (No model.)

576,420. Removable Ice-Tire for Bicycles. Jefferson

L. Atkinson and Leonard Branchaud, Pottsdam, N.

Y. Filed October 14, 1896. Serial No. 608,793. (No

model).

576,439. Velocipede or Motor-Cycle. John E.

Evered and Demosthenes G. Pappa, London, Eng-

land. Filed July 27, 1896. Serial No. 600,688. (No

model).

576,477. Umbrella-Support (bicycle). Antonie Sil-

vermann. New York, N. Y. Filed June 11, 1896.

Serial No. 595,186. (No model).

576,500. Bali-Bearing. Gustavus E. Strauss, New
York, N. Y. Filed October 7, 1896. Serial No. 608,-

170. (No model).

576,512. Sleigh Attachment for Bicycles. Perry F.

Tucker, Geneva, N. Y. Filed Marc. 21, 1896. Serial

No. 584,216. (No model).

576,525. Indicating Device for Bicycles. Charles

S. Labofish, Williamsport, Pa., assignor to Charles

R. Harris, same place. Filed July 30, 1896. Serial

No. 601,115. (No model).

26.588. Bicycle-Frame. Franklin P. Burnham, Mid-

dletown, Ohio. Filed November 9, 1896. Serial No.

611,566. Term of patent 7 years.

26.589. Bicycle-Frame. Charles R. Harris, Wil-

liamsport, Pa. Filed September 16, 1896. Serial No.

608,057. Term of patent, 14 years.

26.590. Bicycle-Frame. Charles R. Harris, Wil-

liamsport, Pa. Filed January 6, 1897. Serial No. 618,-

207. Term of patent, 14 years.

29,358. Bicycle-Lamps. The Cycle Danger Signal

Company, Newark, N. J. Filed December 26, 1896.

GOT GOOD PEOPLE.

National bicycles, the product of the Nat-

ional Cycle Manufacturing Company, of Bay

City, Mich., will be sold in New York by

G. R. Johnson & Co., 107 Chambers street,

New York, and by the Fifth Avenue Cycle

Company, 3 East Fifty-eighth street. They

will also be handled in Philadelphia by Joseph

Holbrook, 4046 Germantown avenue. These

are some connections made during the past

few weeks by F. C. Finkenstaedt, secretary-

treasurer of the company, who has been cast-

ing about in the East for a few days after the

shows.

CHANGING PLACES.

R. L. Kingston, who has been with the

Hartford Rubber Works Company for some

time, covering the Southern territory, has

severed his connection with that company.

H. K. Taylor, who has been connected with

the Philadelphia branch of the Hartford Rub-

ber Works Company, will take Mr. Kings-

ton's position, and travel in the South in the

interests of the Hartford single tube tire.

RUBBER REPAIR TAGS-

Official repair tags of the Rubber Tire As-

sociation may now be obtained by tire makers

and dealers at the rate of $1.75 per thousand in

lots of 1,000 and more, cash to accompany

order. Secretary Kirk Brown, 504 West

Fourteenth street. New York, will supply

them.

NICE, HONEST GERMANS!

Washington, D. C, Feb. 18.—Hon. Charles

de Kay, United States Consul General at Ber-

lin, has forwarded to the State Department
the following report on a scheme to hamper
sales of American bicycles in Prussia, and

steps taken to baffle the same:

"Having heard from sources in which I

place confidence, viz.: from Mr. Eugene
Westerman, importer of American bicycles

and agent for various American articles, and

from the Hamburg agents of a bicycle manu-
facturer in America, that certain persons m
Berlin propose to take out patents or copy-

rights on the trade-marks of as many Ameri-

can bicycles as are yet unprotected by the

law for Schutzmarken. I have encouraged

Mr. Westerman to anticipate them by taking

out such trade-mark patents in his own name.

"The Patent Office here does not inquire

whether the applicant has a right to a trade-

mark, or whether any article bearing such

trade-marks have been sold. It merely looks

to see if the mark is original, that is, has not

been taken out in Germany.

"T understand that there is no redress for

Phoeni.x, '97 Models.
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owners of foreign trade-marks who find that

some one has taken out a patent on their

trade-mark in Germany.

"The German patentee can prevent the sale

of goods so marked in Germany, unless the

foreign manufacturer makes terms with him.

"Mr. Westerman has agreed to cover all bi-

cycle trade-marks of which he has knowledge

with the exception, of course, of a few firms

that have been already warned and have taken

steps to protect their marks. So far I learn of

three that are so protected, the Columbia,

Cleveland, and Standard. Mr. Westerman has

agreed to charge firms thus protected no

more than the cost to him of getting out the

trade-mark patent, which is about $18.

Doubtless he wishes to prove himself useful

to American exporters, and place himself in

an advantageous light hereafter as an agent

for American wares."

WITH THIRTY THOUSAND PAID UP.

The General Supply Co., of Butler, N. J.,

has been incorporated, with a full paid-up

capital of $30,000, to deal in bicycles and

supplies. G. A. Litchhult, G. A. Stagg and

F. R. Anderson are the incorporators.

SOUTH AMERICAN TRADE OUTLOOK.

Edward A. Kummell, who recently re-

turned from an eight months' trip to Sou''

America, where he went as trade missionary

for the Yost Manufacturing Company, is not

impressed very favorably with the outlook

for the cycle trade in that country. In relation

to his journey he says:

"The trip brought out one fact very forci-

bly. If this country wants the trade of South

America, she must get it in the South Amer-
ican fashion. There can be no hurrying,

either in the sale of goods or the collection

of money. You must offer what the people

want; not what you think they ought to have.

Credits must be extended to a degree that

would seem preposterous here. Goods must
be packed so that they can be transported into

the interior by mules, and agents as well as

manufacturers must wait, wait, wait, no mat-

ter what the dejay is for, until the South

American is ready to buy or to settle. Eng-
land, France and Germany have men there

who understand these things, and it remain

to be seen whether this country thinks the

lesson worth learning.

"We made our first stop at Ecuador, anc
visited the principal city, Guayaquil. Quito
the capital, is squarely under the equator, an:'

is not so pleasant a place for a business cen

tre. We found bicycles there, and American
ones at that. A Mr. Jones, from this coun
try, had started a flourishing club of thirty

seven riders, and had imported wheels to sup-

ply the demand.

"Peru was a disappointment to us. Tht
people are dead broke, and have not recov-

ered from the revolution of last March.
"In Chili we found little love for Ameri'

can wheels, or for the Americans themselves

That country still lays up a grudge against

us, and it will be a long time dying out. The
Chilians are the 'Yankees of South America,'

however, and they appreciate the bicycle.

Valparaiso has the only bicycle factory on thi

continent, and they expect to supply the home
demand with home-made products. When I

was there, the question of a prohibitive tariff

was being agitated, for the purpose of shut-

ting out foreign made wheels. It was the in-

tention of the Legislature to fix the tariff at

.$100, which, I need not say, would be prohib-'

itory.

"In Buenos Ayres, there is a condition that

greatlv inilitates against wheeling. The
streets are very narrow, and it would be out

of the question for a woman to wheel about

the business portion of the town, even if pub-

lic opinion would sanction such a thing

—

which it don't. A good male rider is in

great danger on such streets, for the crowds
are as dense as any you will find in Chicago's

most crowded business thoroughfares.

"There are some American wheels in South

America, but the competition is very strong,

and as a rule the different manufacturers have

only one or two agencies each. M. Clement,

of France, who is one of the most progres-

sive manufacturers in his country, has made
a good fight against English makers, and is

a power in the bicycle trade down there."

CHOSE TEMPLES.

Temple bicycles have been selected by the

commissioners as the mount best suited to

the requirements of the cycle "coppers" who
patrol South Park, Chicago.
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MICHAEL SIGNS.

The Wee "Wonder Will Be the Star of

the tJnioii Team — Gary May
Reappear.

Boston, March 1.
—"Jimmy" Michael, the

Wee Welchman, will straddle a Union bicycle

during the year 1897. The Union Cycle

Mfg. Co. and Michael came together during

the Boston cycle show and signed the im-

portant document that binds them one to the

other. As soon as his racer is completed,

Michael will go West—to the Pacific Coast

—

and grow up with the National circuit.

While the announcement was not expected,

this deal is in the nature of the Union peo-

ple's return to the path. They are not

strangers to it, however, and the signing of

Michael is in line with their previous policy

to maintain only a first-water gem. Windle,

Sanger, and Tyler were Union "stars" in

their heydays.

Michael, as was stated on his return from
abroad, will have M. & W. tires fitted to his

wheel, and be also under the sheltering wing
of that army of experts who wear the Morgan
& Wright plaster across their sweater-fronts.

Contemporaneous with the Michael an-

nouncement comes a story that another Bos-

ton concern, the McCune Cycle Co., will also

fix a star in the racing firmament. Guy Gary,

the collegian, who, two years since, flashed

across the sky in the manner that left a trail

of light behind him, is said to be the lumin-

ary behind the McCune comet.

ECKWITH THE SPALDING TEAM, NOW.

After an absence of two years, A. G. Spald-

ing & Bro. will re-enter the racing game, and

again be represented on the path by a team

of crack-a-jacks. Every one remembers the

former Spalding team, Cabanne, Titus and
Murphy, and it is fair to assume that the new
team will be composed of men of equal stand-

ing. Ever since the Chicago show it has been

rumored that Tom Eck would manage a

Spalding team this year, but it was not until

this week that terms were agreed upon and
a contract signed. Eck at once departed for

Canada to confer with Johnson, and it is

probable that he will be the star of the team,

although it has not yet been decided whether
the team will consist of one or six men. The
question has been left entirely in the hands
of Eck. He is authorized to look about the

country and gather together as formidable

a team as possible.

BARNES' FACTORY BURNED.

Syracuse, N. Y., March 4.—(Special.)—The

factories of the Barnes Cycle Co. and the

Duguid Saddlery Co. are afire and are al-

ready practically destroyed. They will prove

almost a total loss.

CYGNETS NEST.

WAVERLEY'S $125,000.

Indianapolis, Feb. 28.—The Indiana Bicycle

Co., makers of the Waverley bicycle, have filed

a mortgage in the Recorder's office, covering

its entire plant, to insure the payment of 1'25

bonds of $1,000 each, which were ordered is-

sued by the directors at a meeting February

15th, to the Union Trust Company as trustee.

The mortgage states that these bonds are

issued for the purpose of operating the plant,

paying expenses, debts and lawful purposes.

It covers the entire factory, plant, real

estate, buildings, machinery tools and stock,

including all new machinery which may be

purchased while the mortgage is in effect.

The bonds are due March 1st, 1899. They
bear 7 per cent interest, payable semi-annually.

The Indiana Bicycle Co. agrees to keep its

plant in proper repair, and make whatever im-

provements are necessary, and to keep up the

insurance. There is a provision in the mort-

gage which gives a majority of the stockhold-

ers the right at any time to appoint a new
trustee.

The mortgage is signed by C. W. Smith,

president, and Philip Goetz, secretary, of the

Indiana Bicycle Co., and John H. Holliday,

president, Union Trust Co.

While the amount is larger than usual, that

the Waverley people were at this time able to

negotiate such a loan is rather to their credit,

and calls for no adverse comment. As a matter
of fact, there is a time in nearly all businesses,
and in the cycle business particularly, when
little or no money is received at the very
period when expenses are heaviest, which
makes action of this sort necessary. Any con-
cern that is able to borrow $125,000 is a safe

risk.

PATENTS, TOO, ARE "GOOD."

Three more Morgan & Wright patents

have been sustained, this time by the United

States Circuit Court of West Virginia.

The decree was handed down in the case

of Morgan & Wright vs. the Newton Rubber
Works. All claims of patents No. 490,035,

January 17th, 1893, covering the method of

manufacturing tire casings, and No. 502,047,

July 25th, 1893, covering inner tubes with
closed ends, are declared valid, and to have
been infringed by the defendants. Per-
manent injunctions were granted.

They Have Chosen as a Place for Doing So

a New Home in a Dayton

Tiger I/air.

Cygnets will hereafter be hatched in the

Tiger's lair.

Everyone understands, of course, that a cyg-

net is a young swan, and appreciating the

tiger's partiality for bird meat will readily

see that the condition of things pointed out

is in the nature of a peaceful co-mingling of

lambs and lions. This particular Cygnet was

previously a product of Williamsport, Pa., but

has been taken over by Ohio parties, who
hitherto had centered all of their pride in

Tigers. Hereafter this pride will be divided

between the two, neither of which are living

animals, however, but cold, inanimate crea-

tions in steel, i. e., bicycles. It means that the

Stoddard Manufacturing Co., Dayton, Ohio,

makers of the Tiger bicycles, have secured

control of and will hereafter manufacture and

market the Cygnet bicycle, previously tlie

property of the Cygnet Cycle Company.
The Tiger does not depart from the conven-

tional, but the Cygnet is one of the new
things of the year. It is constructed on the

principle that curved lines are more beauti-

ful than angles, and its lines are not wholly

unlike those of a swan or wholly dissimilar

from a woman with a rather large bustle. The
peculiar loop-frame requires t)ut two lengths

of tubing and permits what nearly all have

aimed at—the bringing of the sprockets and

chain inside the frame line. As a ladies' mount
the Cygnet has unquestioned advantages and

should meet with a measure of popularity; as

a wheel for men it is neither attractive or

"manly-appearing." In the hands of the Stod-

dard people it will, however, work out its own
future and be afforded room and opportunity

in which to do so.

CANADA'S CONTRIBITIO.V TO AMERICA.

Canada has been annexed by Oliver,

Straus & Co., of this city, that is to say, they

have secured all American rights to the Doo-
little brake, the Canadian invention which
created such a furore in England, and which
was sold to a syndicate for some $150,000.

The brake is contained in the rear hub and

looks a winner. The Cleveland and Du-
quesne people have already obtained licenses,

and a number of other prominent concerns
have options on the brake. The brake is

protected by United States patents Nos. 576,-

560, 576,561 and 576,562, issued February 9th,

1897.
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BEAT ROAD-BOOK MAPS.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 27.—The maps

which have been published under the super-

vision of the officials of the Geological Sur-

vey so far include only Virginia and Mary-

land, with the border maps of the adjoining

States. Counting the border sheets, there are

fifty-two separate sheets for the State of Vir-

ginia, and twenty-three for Maryland. These

maps cover every inch of the territory in the

two States, and give every village and hamlet.

The maps are invaluable for touring, and

those cyclists who neglected to get a set be-

fore the new law went into efifect missed a

good opportunity, as they now cost 5 cents

per sheet. For the cyclists the maps are in-

valuable. All of the roads are shown, and the

general topography of the country, together

with all railroads and streams. The charge

was not made by the officials of the Geologi-

cal Survey, but by a bill establishing the sale

of the maps, which passed both Houses of

Congress, was signed by the President, and

became operative ihis week.

STILL FIGHTING THE RAILROADS.

In the New Jersey Legislature at Trenton

on Tuesday, the Gledhill bicycle bill was con-

sidered in Committee of the Whole, and re-

ported favorably without amendment and

placed on the calendar for a second reading.

President Potter appeared before the com-

mittee and argued that bicycles are baggage,

and expressed a willingness to have the bill

amended so that the railroads shall not be

required to carry bicycles on the same trains

with the owners, and requiring the removal

of lanterns from the wheels before they are

checked for transportation. Amendments

were offered covering these points, but they

were voted down. This is not taken to indi-

cate hostility on the part of a majority to the

bill, but rather that a majority favor the bill

as originally drawn. The officials of the New
Jersey Division recognize, however, that the

bill can go through the Senate only with the

amendments. For this reason an effort will

be made next Monday night to have the

amendments inserted.

WHAT THE MAGNATES DID.

Several meetings of the Executive Commit-

tee of the League have been held during the

past few days at which action was taken look-

ing to the transfer of funds from the hands of

ex-Treasurer Hartwell to the possession of

Treasurer Clendenning. A resolution was

passed informing creditors of the League that

no claims would be audited or approved by

the Executive Committee unless presented in

itemized form. It was voted to appropriate

$1,000 from the National treasury, to be

devoted to the interests of the small

divisions in order that the latter may

be enabled to take steps to recruit

their membership and agitate road improve-

ment. A resolution was passed indorsing the

bicycle baggage bills now before the Legisla-

tures of New Jersey, Illinois, Colorado, Cali-

fornia, and Wisconsin.

PAID TO EXHIBIT HIMSELF.

According to Frank Waller, who should

be on the inside in regard to the doings of

the six-day racers, Hale was entered in the

Chicago race merely as an attraction.

'"Hale," said he, "is about the only man in

the race who will realize much. He is to have

$500 bonus for starting, and had no intention

of finishing. Hale had not prepared himself

for a race. The management offered various

prizes for records, but to each one was at-

tached a stipulation that the man who broke

the record must also cover 1,600 miles in the

race or else get no prize money. Thac v-as

a pretty hard game to stack up against."

A REAL OLD-TIMER.

Charles Terront, the well-known long dis-

tance rider, who, a year or so ago, created a

Paris-St. Petersburg record, proposes to at-

tempt a record ride between Moscow and St.

Petersburg in June or July next.

BI-STATE CIRCUIT.

A movement is being made by prominent

clubs of Indiana and Michigan to form a cir-

cuit, to comprise twenty cities of those States.

Among the places on the list are Fort Wayne,

Elkhart, Goshen, Laporte, Michigan City and

South Bend, and Grand Rapids, Lansing,

Kalamazoo, Jackson, Tecumseh, Detroit, Port

Huron and Ann Arbor. A meeting will be

held at South Bend or Kalamazoo, to elect

officers and draft articles of incorporation.

Wheelmen in the two States cordially indorse

the movement, which they believe wiU estab-

lish unity of action among cyclists and de-

velop the wheeling interest.

MAKING STOLEN WHEELS HARD TO SELL.

Two bills have been introduced in the

Missouri Senate, both aimed at the suppres-

sion of the wheel thief. One of them makes

it a misdemeanor for any one to remove any

mark from a bicycle and the other provides

that every dealer in second-hand wheels must

keep a record of all wheels he buys and sells

and a record of all the marks upon the wheels.

A TRACK FOR PRINCETON.

Princeton College is to have a cycle track.

A friend of the University has presented the

Athletic Committee with $1,000 for the con-

struction of the track and the contract has

been awarded to the builder of the one at

Asbury Park. It will be made of gravel, three

laps to the mile.

LIKE PRIZE FIGHTERS.

Jaap Eden accepted the open challenge of

Bald to ride any man in the world, but

wants the American to travel to Paris to de-

cide the question of supremacy. As Bald will

ride in this country during the coming sea-

son, there is little chance of the men coming

together, unless Eden decides to venture

away from his own fireside.

WILL BE A RACE WORTH SEEING.

Tom Linton and Champion have been

matched for a 50-kilometres race. The latter

is now known as "the French Michael." Lin-

ton is having five electrical tandems built for

him by the Gladiator people for racing pur-

poses. In May, he will try for the hour record

on the Catford track, and expects to cover

33 miles.

UNDER SALARY.

A track has been laid in the Olympia, one of

London's largest amusement buildings, and

races are being run daily. The contestants

are leading English and Continental profes-

sionals.

GOOD ROADS, NOT CYCLE PATHS, WANTED.

Springfield, Mass., March 1.—The first an-

nual banquet of the Connecticut Valley High-

way Association in this city last Wednesday,

was a notable good roads gathering. One
hundred and fifty road builders, contractors

and engineers were present. The principal

addresses were made by W. E. McClintock,

of the Massachusetts Highway Commission,

and F. A. Dunham, who has been prominent

in New Jersey road-building. Referring to

cycling, as related to good roads, Mr. Dun-

ham said: "With all respect to our friends,

the wheelmen, who constitute one of the

prime factors in the work for improved high-

ways, we must not build cycle paths, but

roads. A pavement that can easily sustain a

traffic of bicycles may not be able to do as

much for horses and wagons." Mr. Dunham,
however, recognized the fact that increasing

the strength of a road would not be objec-

tionable to bicyclists. He also said that poor

material well put together makes a better

road than good material ana careless con-

struction.

MAKING MOUNTAINS FROM MOLEHILLS.

To show the utter foolishness of all this

League secession business it is only necessary

to have even a superficial knowledge of

League membership and strength.

Of course it is too much to expect this from

the newspapers, otherwise one would not ex-

pect to see them giving great prominence to

a telegraphic report from Butte, declaring

that the League was threatened with the very

serious loss of the entire Montana division.

The League has just 125 of its 75,000 mem-
bers in Montana, so no one but a newspaper

editor ^ould find any very grave danger to the

L. A. W. if the entire 125 seceded as it is

claimed they have threatened to do.

CYCLISTS AS FINE PAYERS.

Since its organization in June last the four

policemen who compose the Washington (D.

C.) cycle squad, have made 849 arrests, which

netted $2,738.50 in finest It is rather remark-

able that every one of the 'offenders paid their

fines, not one of them being so poor as to

undergo imprisonment. In the order named,

fast riding, absence of lamps or bells, coasting,

not having the wheel under proper control,

reckless riding, and riding on the sidewalk

were the most frequent causes of arrest.

HELD UP BY HAYSEEDS.

New York State cyclists will have to go

another year or two without a system of good

roads.' The bill recently introduced at Albany

placing half the cost of road improvement on

the State, 35 per cent on the county, and 15

per cent on the locality benefited, and arrang-

ing for a good roads commission, has b^en

killed. It did not please the hayseed legisla-

tors, who hold the reins, and as a result the

decent roads question will have to lay over an-

other session.

WHAT HAS FOOTBALL TO DO WITH IT?

Definite arrangements have been made by

the Scottish Cyclists' Union with the Celtic

Football Club, whereby the International

meet will be held on the Celtic track at Park-

head, Glasgow. The track will be resurfaced

with cement and banked in accordance with

present day ideas.
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AS TO ADVERTISING.

'W'E don't have to advertise with our

- thousand agents," was the way

one of those who has made a fortune out

of nothing else but advertising bicycles,

stated the present cheese-paring policy of his

company. The conversation was on the wis-

dom of the company decreasing its trade

press advertisements, while at the same time

maintaining, if not really increasing, its mag-

azine and such like advertising. From one

whose fortune was founded, and to-day rests

on printer's ink, such a statement came as a

surprise. Yet the holder of it is not alone in

the idea. There are others in the trade who

believe it pays them better to slight the trade

press for the purpose of further stufifing the

already over-stuffed pages of the magazines

and other such mediums.

Never was a more fallacious doctrine up-

held by men who should, from their own ex-

periences, know better. All the readers of

wheel papers buy, talk and study bicycles.

To do this they read all that is printed about

bicycles, whether it be advertisements or

other matter. On the other hand, only a

small proportion of the readers of the out-

side papers buy bicycles, and a still smaller

proportion of them read the expensive ad-

vertisements the makers attempt to place be-

fore them. In plain words the manufactur-

er pavs for enormous circulation, gets it,

maybe, and yet but a very small proportion

of the expensive circulation is of any possi-

ble value to him.

When a person who is ignorant of cycling

becomes interested therein and contemplates

the purchase of a bicycle, how many times is

it that such a person buys a wheel without

first consulting a friend or acquaintance who

rides, and is therefore supposed to know all

about such matters? Not once in fifty times.

The one who does is the catch of the

shrewd advertiser in magazines; the

forty-nine who do not fall to the still

shrewder advertiser in the cycle papers.

Why? Because the amateur authority

who is consulted invariably reads the cycle

papers, and from them secures the material

upon which rests his claims of being an au-

thority. He is influenced by what he sees

and reads in the trade papers, and in turn he

influences the forty-nine who ask his opinion.

He may be consulted by dozens of friends

during the season, and when he is multiplied

in turn by thousands of other readers like

himself, the result of trade paper advertising

is at once evident. Trade press advertising

is like casting a stone into still waters—it

spreads outwards in ever-widening circles

until the far-reaching effects thereof can no

longer be traced.

Agents, that is to say, good agents, come as

the product of trade paper advertising, and

good agents will remain loyal only so long as

the manufacturer thinks €nough of them, and

of himself, to keep his product well before the

readers of the trade papers. The first object

of any manufacturer should be to make the

wheels he builds well known to experts,

whether the experts be agents or only riders,

since each of these in turn influences many

others, and to gain their approval means the

difference between success and failure. How
else can this be as quickly and certainly ac-

complished as through the medium of the

wheel papers? In no other way. Hence it

is that the trade paper always has been and

always will be the very groundwork of cycle

advertising. Those in the trade who have

followed this idea have grown rich; those who

have differed from the fundamental principles

above noted have failed; those who think they

have grown too great to advertise will find

that loss of prestige and trade is the only

crop they can possibly reap from the seeds of

mistaken policy they are bent on sowing.

"MAJORITY'S" REPRESENTATIVE.

To employ the words of the gentleman

himself, it affords The Wheel "a pecu-

liar pleasure" to editorially draw atten-

tion to Mr. James B. Townsend, "Senior Con-

sul, New York City L. A. W. consulate,"

delegate to the L. A. W. National Assembly,

college chum of H. R. H. the Prince of

Wales, Envoy Extraordinary of New York's

400.

Anyone who has seen Mr. Townsend, any-

one who heard his burning rhetoric or thun-

derous eloquence need not be told that he is

a man of rare accomplishments. The poise

of his head and the hang of his trousers attest

his God-given ability to shine as a social

leader and as a writer of "society notes," a

mission which he has fulfilled to his great satis-

faction. It is not this, however, that enti-

tles Mr. Townsend to editorial attention. The

gentleman has gone beyond his own wide

sphere, and pen in hand has outdone the tail-

ors of Tooley street by inscribing himself the

reflector of "the sentiments of the majority

of the people of the United States," who it

has long been suspected have daily wor-

shiped at the Townsend shrine, opening

their hearts to the incense-laden and all-

powerful father confessor, that he might read

their thoughts and guide the universe accord-

ingly.

Before attending the recent National As-

sembly at Albany, Mr. Townsend gathered

about him the vast millions whom he repre-

sents. Uncovering their hearts he saw

there inscribed in indelible letters: "Deny

the professional racing man admission to the

Kingdom of the League of American Wheel-

men. They are vile, despicable creatures, un-

worthy of association with our kind.'- Mr.

Townsend himself was saddened. He did not

agree with "the sentiments of the majority

of the people of the United States," which had

been made so plain to him-—he himself so tes-

tifies—but his duty was clear and he per-

formed it. He used his voice and his ballot

as the people had directed and the League

gate was again barred and bolted against the

poor detested professional.

It was a great triumph for the "people's

representative" and his return from Albany

was one continuous ovation. From all parts

of the world came letters and telegrams of

thanks and congratulations. At every station

the train was stopped in response to the de-

monstrations of the people. American flags,

and lithographs and transparencies of Mr.

Townsend were to be seen on every farm

house, fence-rail and telegraph pole, as far

as the eye could reach. Gladsome music was

to be heard in every direction. The people

were wild with enthusiasm and showered gold,

frankincense and flowers upon their cham-

pion. As the train neared New York, the

demonstration became so great that the cars

were halted and the joy-maddened people un-

coupled the Townsend coach from the engine

and drew it into the city, which never in its

history had witnessed such a spontaneous out-

pouring of people, anxious to honor one who

had honored them. Words fail to do the oc-

casion justice, but it is only fair to say that

the cause of it all bore himself well and mod-

estly and added to the good opinions formed

of him. He had proved his right to speak
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for "the majority of the people of the United

States," and during their present temper it is

dangerous to dare oppose his views on any

subject.

The Wheel hopes to be pardoned, how-

ever, for meekly venturing to assert its be-

lief that Mr. Townsend is—well, just a wee

bit wide of the mark in his contentions, and

for siding with that almost, but not quite

overwhelming majority of the National As-

sembly which voted to admit the Townsend-

despised professional.

We do not believe that Mr. Townsend re-

flects the sentiment of the people, and

if he is as fair as he claims to be, he

will admit it and will understand why he has

made himself a butt for the ridicule which he

is pleased to term "personal abuse" and "prej-

udices for professionalism." As a man who

would be a "social lion" if he could, as one

who seeks to breathe the contracted atmos-

phere of society, he colors his views by his

limited surroundings and is no truer repre-

sentative of "the majority of the people of the

United States" than are the DeVeres or Van-

astorgoulds, on whom he would dance at-

tendance. If he knows the sentiment of the

people, as he asserts, Mr. Townsend must be

aware that the prevailing idea of a profes-

sional athlete of any sort is that he is an ex-

pert of high degree—a man immensely su-

perior to his fellows. The average man or

woman knows little and cares less of the

rule that divides the professional from the

amateur.

Like many of his colleagues, Mr. Townsend

is comparatively a recent convert to cycling

and is as new to cycling legislation. He knows

little of past history, or if he does, is slow-

to appreciate the force of it. There was a time

when professionalism was a symbol of crook-

edness, a stench in the nostrils; when the

professional was rightly a creature to be de-

spised, shunned and ostracised. At the time

The Wheel and nearly all other reputable

papers opposed their admission to the League.

But times have changed; the fields have

broadened and the views of reasonable men

have broadened with them. The tainted "pro."

has been swept from view and is little more

than a memory. The professionals of to-day

are, with few exceptions, men whom the

League was once pleased to have on its mem-

bership roll; some of them have rendered ser-

vice to the organization, and those who have

thrown discredit on cycling can be numbered

on the lingers of one hand. The men, as we

have said before, have not changed skins or

hearts since they held L. A. W. membership

cards and are no worse now than they were

then. Will Mr. Townsend, or anyone else,

say that in Hendee, or Windle, or Zimmer-

man, or Tyler, or Bald, or Cooper or any of

the others there is less of the man or that they

are less desirable now than when they were

members of the organization, and if so in what

respects? An answer to this question might

change our views. But we can conceive of but

one reply.

Mr. Townsend refuses to see himself as

others see him—a not unnatural condition,

perhaps. He desires his critics to take

"a broader view of the situation," un-

mindful that they believe it is his sight that is

contracted, his opinions that are narrow and

illiberal, unmindful that a large majority of

his fellow Assemblymen have registered their

beliefs and ballots contrary to his "broad

views."

If Mr. Townsend and his fellows were really

broad they would realize that the League of

American Wheelmen is what its title implies,

a league of and for all American wheelmen.

One's social position or means of earning a

livelihood, unless it be dishonest, should not

enter into the qualification for membership.

If Mr. Townsend's views are as liberal, if his

loyalty and devotion are as long and unwaver-

ing and his belief in the power and scope of

the L. A. W. is as sincere and earnest as is

this critic's, Mr. Townsend will readily appre-

ciate not only that the League should be for

all American wheelmen, but should lead and

direct and control anything and everything

pertaining to American cycling, it matters not

what it is or may be.

If a man is not interested in the racing or

good roads or transportation departments,

he need not concern himself in them. They

are separate and distinct. They do not clash

and are in no wise affected except when mis-

chief-makers choose to erect bugaboos and

cry "wolf," as has been done, and despite all

that may be said, cycling and the League

owe much to racing. There was a time when

the only publicity of any account which they

attained was through the race track. If it

created a false impression in the minds of

some, enough has since transpired to remove

the idea from all but the most unreasonable

and narrow-minded, who are seldom desirable

at any price.

We know that nothing which may now be

said can alter the existing order of things.

The professional must remain ineligible to

membership for another year at least, but we

credit Mr. Townsend and his disciples with

their quota of brains and arc not without hope

that within the next twelve months they will

see the error of their ways, that they will ap-

,

predate that they are possessed of the preju-

dice and lack of broadness with which they

charge others and that when the time comes

they will act in a spirit of fairness to their fel-

lowmen. The Wheel has nothing to gain

one way or the other. Racing is not given

undue prominence, but we stand first, last and

all the time for the League's control of every-

thing connected with cycling in any way what-

soever in these United States.

WHAT WIU HAPPEN.

HAVE the gentlemen who have gone daft

over Sunday racing thought what would

surely happen if they attempted bicycle racing

on Sunday? The immediate result would be

that the better element in each community

would at once introduce bills in the various

State Legislatures forbidding Sunday racing,

claiming, in support of such measures, the

League's opposition to the desecration.

There is not a Legislature in this country

which, under these circumstances, would not

promptly pass such a prohibitory law, nor

has any State a Governor who would dare to

refuse such a measure his signature. Hot-

headed gentlemen, whether interested in race

tracks or just plain chapeau conversationalists,

had better ponder on this aspect of the case

before they go further in the matter and fare

worse in consequence.

In their more or less interesting dissertations

regarding chainless bicycles "cycle editors" of

the daily press should not confound the lever

driven wheel with the subject in point. "Lever

machines" are as old as the hills and do not

enter into the question. The chainless bicy-

cle the world is looking for must be propelled

by rotary motion—must afford that rhythmic

motion in which is much of cycling's fascina-

tion.

Haste and rashness are storms and tem-

pests, swamping and wrecking business; but

nimbleness is a full, fair wind, blowing trade

with speed to the harbor of success.

To know the price of everything in cycling

and the value of nothing seems to be the idea

many people in the trade ha>ye in regard to

keeping posted.

If you cannot be a cycle manufacturer and,

therefore, rich, console yourself with thinking

of the many miseries which afflict the wealthy.

Hope is believing that some stranger will

clean the mud off your wheel while you sit in

front of the fire in the club house parlor.

If some men in the trade knew what other

men in the trade thought of them, they

wouldn't believe it.

It is not the cyclometer with the most

nickel on it that most accurately measures the

miles you ride.

How we all admire the wisdom of those

who come to us for cycling advice.

Already the plans for League secession are

being carried out—on a shutter.

All is fair in love, war and League politics.
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MARDI GRAS ABSENTEES.

Free Street Shows Knock Out the Race
Ueet Attendance—IBaton Takes

All.

New Orleans, Feb. 27.—A dearth of specta-

tors and an abundance of wind marked the

three days' Mardi Gras meet, which began on

the cement track Thursday. But a few hund-

red on-lookers were present on each day.

The sensation of the meet was the fine form

displayed by Jay Eaton. He romped away
with every race in which he was eligible, and

won in all $550. A representative field of

professionals were present, including Monte
Scott, who brought along several Mexican

riders, but none of them were able to hold

their own with the Americans.

The meet was formally opened on Thursday

with a speech by Mayor Flower. The race of

the day, the two-mile handicap, brought out

24 starters, with Eaton, Scott, Walthour, Gar-

diner, Starbuck, and HufTstetler. These men
got among the leaders at the bell and

then fought it out among themselves. Eaton

kept clear of the bunch and working up on

the outside won by a length.

On Friday, Eaton took both the mile and

half mile, both in good time, despite the wind.

In the half mile he cut out from the bunch,

gaining a lead that landed him a winner.

Gardiner worked hard, but was beaten at the

tape by Steenson, with Weinig fourth, the lat-

ter three positions divided by inches.

In the mile event Scott pulled Weinig out

against the wind, Eaton closed the gap and

won by a foot from Weinig, Walthour rid-

ing third a foot ahead of Starbuck.

Eaton completed his conquest on Saturday

by taking the third mile and five-mile events.

He won the former only by inches from Gar-

diner and Steenson. The five-miles was in-

tended to be paced by a tandem, but the men
repeatedly passed it. The men rode in single

file until the last lap, when Weinig jumped
from the rear. Scott followed and then the

entire field set out in full cry. Eaton rapidly

overhauled the men and finally caught Scott,

who had passed the fleeing Weinig. Starbuck

then came up and fought Eaton down the

stretch, but failed to beat him by a foot, while

Scott took third place from Weinig.

A mile tandem race with six teams starting

went to Eaton and Gardiner, with Scott and

Weinig second and Steenson and Bowler
third. The contest was replete with incidents

and was the liveliest of the meet. Summary:

FIRST DAY.
Mile 2.15 class.—1, Steenson; 2, Weinig; 3, Tack-

aberry. Time, 2.13 4-5.

Half mile amateur.—1, E. VV. Peabody; 2, E. L.

Hulbert; 3, F. D. Powers. Time, 1.09 4-5.

Two miles handicap.—1, Eaton, scratch ; 2, Wal-
thour, scratch; 3, Gardiner, scratch; 4, Steenson, 60

yds; 5, Abbott, 165 yds. Time, 5.35 2-5.

Mile Tandem amateur.—1, Shaw and Roberts; 2,

Gore and Bouligny; 3, Allen and Hathorn. Time,
2.25 1-5.

Mile amateur.—1, Powers; 2, Dougherty; 3, Pea-

body. Time, 2.08 4-5.

SECOND DAY.
Third mile amateur.—1, Powers; 2, Shaw; 3, Castle.

Time, 44 sec.

Half mile.—1, Eaton; 2, Steenson; 3, Gardiner.

Time, 1.05 3-5.

Two miles handicap amateur.—^1, E. G. Bowen,
165 yds.; 2, T. J. Shaw, 165 yds.; 3, T. S. Allen, 270

yds. Time, 4.49.

One mile paced.—1, Eaton; 2, Weinig; 3, Scott.

Time, 2.13.

THIRD DAY.
Third mile.—^1, Eaton; 2, Gardiner; 3, Steensen.

Time 44 sec.

Two miles amateur.—1, Peabody; 2, Powers; 3,

Dougherty. Time 2.42 3-5.

One mile tandem.—^1, Gardiner and Eaton; 2,

Weinig and Scott; 3, Steenson and Bowler. Time,
2.17 4-5.

Three miles handicap amateur.^1, Bowen, 220 yds.;

2, G. C. Stanfield, 255 yds.; 3, D. Connell, 330 yds.

Time, 7.04.

Five miles.—1, Eaton; 2, Starbuck; 3, Scott; 4,

Weinig. Time, 11.20.

IRVINGTON-MILLBURN RACE.

HE HAS A PULL.

This is Jacquelin, as

he appears in the uni-

form he must wear for

the next two years as a

soldier in the French

army. Evidently Jac-

quelin's superiors have

not forgotten that he is

more likely to achieve

fame as a racing man
than as a soldier, since

the Colonel of his regi-

ment has just allowed

him to begin training

for the Grand Prix, to

be run in Paris early in

June. A favor the like

of which was never before granted a French-

man.

PLENTY OF RACING FOR BOSTON.

Preparations are being made for a decidedly

active season of racing by the managers of the

Charles River Park track, Boston. The first

meet will be held on the evening of May 19,

by electric light.

Two large towers will be erected in the

centre of the park, and electric lights every

65 feet around the track, the arrangement be-

ing made with a view to preventing the cast-

ing of shadows and to create sufficient light to

enable the spectators to recognize the several

riders on the back-stretch. This meet will

probably be held under the auspices of the

Bostonian C. C, composed of women, and

will be the first race meet in America con-

ducted by an exclusively ladies' cycling club.

Two meets per week will be held on the

track, as already announced, but the season
of matinee racing will not be inaugurated be-
fore Memorial Day. The Brassard champion-
ship, which will be established, is even now
creating considerable interest among the local

riders.

SOMETHING OF A SPRINTER.

W. E. Becker, the Minneapolis rider now in

San Francisco, has shown some remarkable
bursts of speed of late, which have caused his

friends to predict all sorts of things for him.
Last week, while practicing, he rode several

miles in succession, unpaced, at a 2.07 clip, and
a half in 58 seconds. As a consequence a

challenge has been sent to Hackenberger of

Denver for a 20 miles unpaced race, each man
to start from opposite sides of the track.

A CEMENT TRACK FOR ERIE.

An organization to be known as the Erie
Cycle and Athletic Club has been incorpor-

ated, at Erie, Pa., to promote all legitimate

sports, particularly cycling. The club has
leased the Erie Wanderers' track and proposes
to cover it with a surface of cement. A series

of meets will be promoted during the com-
ing season.

"What the Chances are for the Famous Race
Being Continued Over Its Old

Course.

Foremost in the minds of the clubmen of

the Metropolitan District at present, stands

the annual Decoration Day road race—^the

classic Irvington-Millburn twenty-five. For
two years rumors that trolley car tracks were
to be laid over the course have caused anxiety

and trouble for the promoters, but up to the

present time the rumors have proved mere
idle talk. But at last the long-talked-of mu-
tilation of the historic road has come to pass

and speculation is rife as to where the next
Decoration Day race will be run.

In view of the importance of an early settle-

ment of the question a Wheel man has in-

vestigated the matter and finds that there is

every reason to believe that the course can
again be used. At the present time tracks

are laid on each side of the macadam from
the foot of the long Maplewood hill to within

a mile of Irvington. When the weather per-

mits, the tracks vfHl be extended to the latter

town and will be connected with the road now
in operation from South Orange to Maple-
wood, at the latter place. This will necessi-

tate the tracks crossing the course at two
points, Irvington and Maplewood, and is the
chief drawback to further use of the course.

The trolley line is to be operated by the North
Jersey Traction Company, but owing to a

legal issue with the Consolidated Traction
Company it will be operated by the latter or-

ganization.

The general suoerintendent of this company
when annroached in reference to the possibil-

ity of holding the race over the course as

usual, stated last week that it was not at pres-

ent known when cars would be running over
the line, but said that in the event of the
line being in operation by Decoration Day,
everything possible would be done to facili-

tate the promoters in the continuance of hold-
ing the annual contest. He inferred that ar-

rangements could undoubtedly be made by
the promoters whereby the c!ars would be
stopped when the crowd became dense, just

prior to the starting of the event, and remain
at rest until the finish. He also suggested
that the tracks could be covered with dirt at

the points where they crossed the road, so
that they would in no way interfere with the

riders. The company realizes the heavy
traffic that it woud gain in case the race was
run and is eager to meet the promoters more
than half way, judging from the superintend-

ent's talk. It is not probable that the upper
end of the course, from Maplewood to Mill-

burn will be disturbed until later in the sea-

son.

STRONG ON CHALLENGING.

Eugene Sandow, the "champion strong
man," fancies himself a cyclist. Through an
English interviewer he announces that he is

"open to ride any one in the world for any
stake, for a distance of from 500 to 1,000
miles, the man covering the journey in the
quickest time to take the stakes."

A wee small rumor says that Albert Mott,
of Baltimore, is not unlikely to be the next
chairman of the L. A. W. Racing Board.

LEAGUE MEET DATE.

The first week in August has been decided
on by the Associated Cycling Clubs of Phila-
delphia, as the date for the League meet. It

has not as yet been decided which track will

be used for the races.
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"To make assurance double sure''

RIDE A VICTOR
Victor riders take no chances,

"VICTOR GRADE"
means three things:--

1st. The use of the best materials only.

(Crucible steel, hardened in oil clear throngh, used

in all important "wearing parts of Victor Bicycles.)

2 ad. The best workmanship only.

3rd- The most thorough inspection.

(The different parts of each Victor Bicycle receive

2,300 gauge inspections before the wheel is completed.)

We guarantee each Victor Bicycle for one year.

RIDE A VICTOR AND FEEL SAFE.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
NEW YORK. BOSTON. CHICAGO. DETROIT.
DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND, ORE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SIX WRECKS.

That Was All That Remained of the Chicago

Merry-Go-Rounders at the

Finish.

Chicago, March 1.—Six physical wrecks

were made happy on Saturday night when the

clocks pointed to 10 o'clock. It was the hour

of salvation to them, the closing of the six-day

race at Tattersall's. Schinneer, of Chicago,

who headed the grinders all the week, main-

tained his lead to the finish and won, the final

score being as follows:

Schinneer, 1,788 miles, 4 laps; Miller, 1,76

i

miles, 1 lap; Ashinger, 1,727 miles; Lawson,

1,707 miles,- 1 lap; Hansen, 1,603 miles, 3 laps;

Iliff, 461.

There was no exciting finish for the thou-

sands of people in the stifling building to go

into ecstacies of delight and make an uproar

over. The contest practically terminated at

9 o'clock. Miller was then twenty-six miles

behind the winner, and Ashinger had thirty-

six miles to gain on the second place man.

Miller was physically unequal to the task of

closing the distance gap in the final hour set

for the races, and dropped out, confident that

Ashinger could not get the best of him.

Schinneer was apparently glad of the chance

to quit and retain his grip on the $1,000 purse,

and one by one the half-dozen almost half-

dead wheelmen dropped from their wheels and

sought their quarters. For a time the mass of

the spectators had nothing to do except to

listen to the band of music and gaze at the

empty track. Feeble interest was revived by

the reappearance of the prize winners, who

did a few sleepy turns, looking more like men
in a trance than contesting professional ath-

letes. Exhausted in body and mind, the

riders quickly sought their couches.

A diversion came when the stairway leading

from the bridge over the track fell beneath its

load of human freight. The fall was not

enough to more than bruise those who were

caught, but there was intense excitement for

a few minutes. City building;, inspectors and

the police found it necessary to clear all

dangerous wooden superstructures, which

were of the lightest construction.

At 9.45 all the riders reappeared and added

a few laps to their scores as final measure. At

the time set for the finish all lined up in front

of Fred. Gerlach, and received their prizes in

gold from two ladies.

All of them had the appearance of victims

of consumption in various stages of the dis-

ease, except that the vitality in their eyes re-

sembled that in dead fish. They were pitied

as much as applauded. It is claimed that

Schinneer only rested 13 hours out of the 142.

Ilifif is the man with artificial legs and rode

less than an average of eight hours a day, the

management keeping him on as a novelty.

Hale, as previously announced, dropped out

on Wednesday with the excuse that some one

had placed poison in his food, but it is known
that he did not intend to finish and was paid

to appear merely as an attraction. All of the

other twenty-eight starters dropped out one

by one during the week. "Letter Carrier"

Smith, of whom much was expected, made a

poor showing and was obliged to give up on
Thursday.

Schinneer did not make any new record, ex-

cepting for seventeen and eighteen hours, his

distance for the latter time being 330 miles,

five more than that made by Reading in the

last Madison Square event. He finished 122^

miles behind Hale's record of 1,910 miles. The
attendance during the week was very good,

and on Saturday night the building was

packed to suffocation. Schinneer rode a

Fowler, Miller a Waltham Comet with its.

three-ball bearings, and Ashinger an Eldridge.

The first two men, Schinneer and Miller, used

Perry pneumatic saddles.

COMES HIGH.

COLD OUTSIDE; WARM WITHIN.

Weather conditions appear to have no effect

on the success of anything undertaken by the

Press C. C, of Bufifalo. Despite the zero air

and strong gale on Saturday night last, the

indoor meet held by the club at the Armory
was run in the presence of a crowded house.

Ray Duer, of the Parkside Wheelmen, cov-

ered himself with' glory by winning three

events. The mile invitation was marred by a

spill, in which many of the contestants went

down. Although they all remounted, Dennis-

ton and Haynes, who did riot fall, gained a

big lead, and fought it out, Haynes winning

by inches. A novelty that caused much amuse-

ment was a fat men's race, in which the light-

est contestant weighed 203 pounds, and the

heaviest, 262. They were handicapped by

weight. Summary:
One mile 2:30 class.—1, Ray Duer; 2, C. M. Whit-

ney; 3, E. C. Haynes. Time 2.47.

One mile invitation.—1, Haynes; 2, Denniston; 3,

Penseyres. Time, 2.47 3-5.

Two miles.—1, Ray Duer; 2, W. H. McHatton; 3,

J. Penseyres. Time, 5.39.

Five miles.—1, Duer; 2, W. G. Webster; 3, Pensey-

res. Time, 13.24.

ROAD RACING IN CALIFORNIA.

Eighty-four riders started in the annual

San Leandro, California, twenty-five mile

road race, on March 1, but owing to the poor

condition of the road only 43 finished. Tony
Delmar, of San Jose, won the time prize, and

incidentally lowered the coast record for the

distance to 1 hour, 9 minutes, 34 1-5 seconds.

Sixteen men finished under the previous

record, which was 1.10.30 2-5, made by C. S.

Wells. E. A. Bozio, of the Imperial Club,

with five minutes' handicap, finished first, in

1.10.27 3-7. Davidson, of the Bay City Wheel-

men, four minutes' handicap, second, 1.09.40.

Of the six scratch men, only two finished.

These were Delmar and Wing, who made a

desperate race from start to finish, Delmar
winning by inches.

CALIFORNIA'S CIRCUIT OPENS.

The Santa Rosa, Cal., meet in the Olympic
circuit, on February 27th, was well attended.

The principal events resulted as follows:

One-third mile, scratch—1, Otto Zeigler, San Jo.se;

2, Allen Jones, Olympia; 3, F. J, Loughead, Canada.

Time, 44 4-5 sec.

One mile, scratch—1, F. J. Loughead; 2, F. A. Mc-
Farland; 3, Allen Jones. Time, 2.18 1-5.

Five miles, scratch—1, F. A. McFarland; 2, O L.

Stevens; 3, W. E. Becker. Time, 12.36 2-5.

JOHNSON'S CONDITION.

A dispatch from Bradford, Ont., dated

March 2, states that J. S. Johnson's physician

says that the record-breaker will be able to

leave his bed in about ten days, but that it

will be a month or more before he. will be

fully recovered.

But Despite That, the Uouarch People Cap-

ture Cooper again as a

Star.

Detroit, March 1.—Tom Cooper signed

with the Monarch Co. last week, and on Sun-

day night started for San Francisco with

Trainer Webb. Cooper demanded an ad-

vance, and it was given. This year he will rc;

ceive $3,000 and all his expenses for riding the

wheel. There are other extras which will

swell the amount materially, and in addition

Webb, the trainer, will receive a good salary

and expenses for handling the star of the rac-

ing brigade.

San Jose will be made their training head-

quarters until the National circuit begins at

San Francisco, about the middle of April. He
will follow the circuit from the start, but is apt

to come East for some big Decoration Day
meet.

Cooper is better prepared to stand a cam-
paign this year than he ever was before.

He is older and much stronger, and his 160

pounds are of hard flesh. He will have little

to take off when he strikes San Jose and will

have more to go through the season with.

"I expect that my first race on the coast

will be a match against Bald," said Cooper
the other night. "He thinks he can beat me
and I think I can beat him, so we have agreed

to try it and settle the matter. It should make
a good race for the public, for both of us will

do our best to win from the start."

Cooper has worked in the M. A. A. gym-na-

sium for some weeks, and feels well. He
thinks the bag punching and boxing have

aided his lungs, and will serve him well in

long races or sprints. He did not do any

such work last winter, and will see what the

difference is when it comes to putting his skill

and strength into practice. A. C. Mertons

has also been signed by the Monarch Co., and

will ride as Cooper's team mate.

THE COMING RACING SEASON.

"Summed up in a few words," says W. C.

Pelot, discussing the racing situation, "I can

say that in my opinion the racing season of

'97 will be one of small teams, fast racing,

clean work on the part of the riders and a

general revival in racing in all parts of the

country.

"From the present appearance the racing

game will never get so strong that it can stand

on its own feet without aid from the manufac-

turers. This was proven by the cancellation

of dates all along the National circuit last

year, until a team was sent out from Chicago.

There is no manufacturer in the country who
will consent to run his factory Sunday, and

none would take such a method as making

his racing team ride races on the Sabbath to

secure advertising for himself. If California

or any other section of the country wants to

run Sunday racing, it will be of local char-

acter only, and it certainly will do no good

to the general sport, which to-day is one of

the purest of all outdoor sports.

"On short distance work the game will

come down to a triangular fight between Bald,

Cooper and Gardiner, and from the mile up

Michael stands the better chance of winning.

I think the National circuit will begin in Cal-

ifornia, where racing is now going on."
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DepaFlDienl-Slope Tipcs

On Hi^d-Gpade tfliiiels.

YOU have noticed the tires on
the gaudily bedecked wheels
in department stores. You

know the breed, and yet, Mr. Bi-

cycle Maker, you may even now
be contemplating equipping your
hundred-dollar machines with the

same tires.

Can you go before the buying
public with department-store tires?

Are you not afraid that riders will

condemn your wheel as second
grade ?

If your wheel is a high-grade
machine, give it a distinguishing

mark. Place it in the company of

the elect. Equip with Palmer
Tires.

^^t^*^*^*^*^*

Palmer Circs mark

themh-mk (Ubeel

THE PALMER PNEDMATIC TIRE CO.

New York Office, 66-68 Reade Street.

Free Repair Departments in Chicago, New York, Boston, Pliiladelphia,

Denver and San Francisco.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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MINATURE CHICAGO."

That is the Way the Cleveland People Praise

Their Cycle Show at the

Armory.

Cleveland, O., March 2.—Cleveland's first

cycle show, under the auspices of the local

Cycle Board of Trade and the Cleveland

Press, opened to the public last evening at the

Grays' Armory. It has already scored a suc-

cess, for in spite of a continuous fall of rain

during the evening, the attendance has been

almost equal to the capacity of the armory,

and exhibitors say that our sister city at the

other end of the State—Cincinnati
—

"isn't in

it" when it comes to a cycle show.

The exhibits, though, of course, upon a

smaller scale, compare favorably with those at

the big shows, and, as one exhibitors was

heard to remark, "It is a miniature Chicago."

It is confidentally expected, too, that a paying

business will be done, free transportation hav-

ing been furnished to all dealers within 100

miles of this city.

The White Sewing Machine Company is fairly en-

titled to first honors, for the most attractive display

in the building. There are many others of nearly equal

merit, but the predominating "Whiteness" makes

this exhibit conspicuous. The drapings, furniture,

railings and wheels are all white, and under the glare

of numerous electric lights, and with a floor covering

of deep red, the effect is striking and beautiful. The

H. A. Lozier Company also have a handsome exhibit,

patterned after the one at Chicago. Dark blue is the

prevailing color, set off by electric signs. The Euclid

Bicycle Company show the large working model of

the Racycle bearings, and it attracts no small

amount of notice. Factory representatives E. P.

Roll, F. R. Grimes and Barney Oldfield are in at-

tendance, also J. A. Carter, of the Geneva Com-

pany. CoUister & Sayle occupy ten spaces in the

centre of the building (the largest exhibit of the

show), which is tastefully decorated and carpeted.

Numerous potted palms lend an added beauty to the

numerous models of their extensive family. At this

space B. W. Twyman represents the Tribune; C.

J. Batcharie, the Barnes; C. Griffith, the Peerless;

W. C. Marion, the Waverley and W. H. Chubb, the

Columbus. D. J. Post is also at this space, represent-

ing the Cycle Supply Company and showing the

Veeder cyclometer, run by electricity.

The George Worthington Company show a very

large line of different makes and also a choice stock

of lamps and other sundries. The Mcintosh-Hunt-

ington Company are also represented and fill one en-

tire end of the building with their '97 models and

sundries.

One of the prettiest exhibits is that of the Hoyt
Dry Goods Company, a firm new to Cleveland, but

they say they intend to have a share of the cycle

trade. The United States bicycle is shown with J.

~

D. Lasley in charge. The electrical sign used at

Chicago is at this booth. The decorations are ap-

propriate; red, white and blue.

D. Callahan & Son show their last year's success,

the Dayton and also the Viking and Yale. A Day-

ton racer, weight 17 pounds, and geared to 105 is

shown. It is labeled the racer of 1900. J. D. Camp-
bell and Pat Hussey, represent the Dayton; W. F.

Goudy the Viking and A. Kirk the Yale.

One of the largest exhibits in the building is that

of the Prospect Cycle Co., about ten different

makes being upon exhibition. Numerous factory

representatives in attendance give this booth the

appearance of a bee hive and it looks as though
the Prospect Company should store some honey
during the coming season. Davis, Hunt & Col-

lister show the Pope Manufacturing Company's
product. E. A. DuBlois is in attendance and inci-

dentally puts in a good word for Hartford tires.

Likly & McNair still cling to the Hoffman and have

added the Warner and Clipper. They occupy a large

space near the center of the building. The Darling

Cycle Company have the Remington, Orient and
Reading; also the Darling, of local manufacture, listed

at $85.00.

One of the attractive booths in the building is occu-

pied by the Cleveland Wheel Club. Conspicuous

therein is a Tribune racer, donated to the club by the

Black Manufacturing Company and which is to be

raffled. Flanking this, on either side, are the two

handsome cups won by the C. W. C. team in the

Cleveland-Pittsburgh road races of '95 and '96. The
clubmen are well supplied with raffle tickets and

recruiting paraphernalia and are doing a land office

business. The booth is decorated in the club's purple

and white and is very attractive.

The large 20th Century lamp has a conspicuous

place and, with a back ground and decorations of

black velvet, the exhibit is very striking. The 20th

Century girl, Miss May Castor, is, of course, in

evidence.

Roger B. McMullen & Company have a miniature

of their Chicago exhibit. It is neat and much aa-

mired. C. F. Ames, assisted by Messrs. Smith and
Follansbee of the Garford Company, is in charge.

The following is a summary of exhibits'.

Collister & Sayle, Tribune, Barnes, Stearns, Peer-

less, Patrol, Waverley, Columbus and Stormer bi-

cycles, in all 40 models including 3 tandems, 1 triplet

and 1 septuplet.

Hoyt Dry Goods Company; United States bicycles,

4 wheels, including 1 tandem.

Winton Bicycle Company; six Winton bicycles and 1

tandem.

George Worthington Company; Ariel, Lewis and

Booth, Halliday, Worthington, Adelbert, Harvard,

Duke, Duchess and Commodore bicycles; 16 single.s,

3 tandems.

Prospect Cycle Company; Kensington, Adlake,

National, Sylph, Quaker, Eclipse and Kimball bicy-

cles; 37 singles and 3 tandems.

Ogontz Buggy Company; three Western Reserve

bicycles.

White Sewing Machine Company; eleven White

and Cazador bicycles.

D. Callahan Sons; Dayton, Viking and Yale bicycle;

13 singles and 2 tandems.

A. J. Hands; Andrae and Calumet bicycles, 8

wheels including 2 tandems.

Defiance Bicycle Company; five Wheeler bicycles.

Darling Cycle Company; Remington, Orient, Read-

ing and Darling bicycles; 14 wheels.

Likly & McNair; Hoffman, Warner and Clipper

bicycles; 11 singles, 5 tandems.

Euclid Bicycle Company; Sterling, Victor, Geneva,

and Racycle; 15 wheels including 2 tandems.

H. A. Lozier & Company; sixteen Cleveland, West-

field and Toledo bicycles.

Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Company; ten War-
wick bicycles.

Davis, Hunt & Collister; thirteen Columbia and
Hartford bicycles.

Mcintosh-Huntington Company; Sunol, Hercules,

Stella and Am. King and Queen of Scorchers ; in all

11 wheels.

Burrows-Bosworth Hardware Company; Royal, B.

& B. Flyer and Phoenix; 7 wheels including 1 tan-

dem.

E. J. Dister; Gendron and Reliance bicycles.

Kundtz Bending Works; Wood rims, handle-bars,

mud and chain guards.

Betts Patent Headlight Company; 20th Century

lamps.

N. O. Stone & Company; Cyclists' shoes.

Horlicks Malted Milk Company; Horlick food tab-

lets.

Gilliam Manufacturing Company; Gilliam saddles

and tool bags.

American Dunlop Tire Company; Dunlop tires.

A. G. Spalding & Bros. ; Spalding bicycles, Christy

saddles, lamps and sundries.

Bridgeport Brass Company; Searchlight lamps.

Kokomo Rubber Company; Kokomo tires.

John England; Tinkham Cycle Carrier.

Morgan & Wright; M. & W. tires.

L. C. Chase & Co. ; Chase tough tread tires.

Kehy Handle-bar Company; Kelly adjustable bars.

Kells Saddle Company; Kells saddles.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Company; \'im

tires.

Jos. Allen; Alladin lamps.

New York Tire Company; Sampson tires.

A. U. Betts & Company; Red Cross cement and
sundries.

Century Novelty Company; Century Automatic
Tire Repairer.

W. B. Davis Company; suits.

N. J. Boggis & Company; grips.

Goodrich Rubber Company; Goodrich tires.

Roger B. McMullen & Company; parts and saddles.

F. E. Myers & Company; bicycle stands.

Cycle Supply Company; Veeder cyclometers and
sundries.

Tireine Manufacturing Company; Tireine tire re-

pairing compound.
Hartford Rubber Works Company; Hartford tires.

Ohio Supply Company; Blickensderfer typewriters.

" LARGEST MARKET.

That is the Claim Providence Makes for Her-

self Regarding the New Bngland Cycle

Trade.

Providence, R. I., March 2.—It will prob-

ably surprise not a few people to know that

Providence claims to be the largest cycling

market in all New England—not even ex-

cepting Boston proper. It is not surprising,

therefore, that the Providence Cycle Board of

Trade should hold a cycle show, or that on
this, its opening night, the show should give

every indication of proving an emphatic suc-

cess.

The affair is laid out in Infantry Hall, the

largest and most centrally located in the city.

It is an immense hall, devoid of posts or other

obstructions, and with its decorations of walls

and balcony, it is a fit place for Providence's

first function of the sort. Although the Board

of Trade did not get possession of the hall

until late yesterday evening, when the doors

were opened to-day everything was in readi-

ness, and a very representative display was in

evidence.

Nearly all of the local dealers have exhibits,

and several out-of-town makers themselves

are also on the ground. In all there are

nearly 100 stands. The electrical display is

quite pretentious; the signs and electrical em-
bellishments of the Dawson, Cleveland, Dun-
lop, and Whitten stands being particularly

brilliant. The show is noteworthy for the

number of tandems in evidence; there is

scarcely a stand that has not one or more of

the two-seaters. The tire trade is well repre-

sented by four concerns; while Sager,

Christy and Tillinghast saddles uphold the

reputation of the saddle makers. There are

several small manufacturers in Providence and

vicinity, and one or two of these firms ex-

hibit a line of parts and fittings which are

creditable to themselves.

While purely local, not a few manufacturers

have personal representatives in attendance,

among them Lozier, Lovell, Stearns, War-
wick, Pierce, Wolfif, and others.

The show will be open every afternoon and

evening until March 5th. Fancy riding by

Lc Roy See and J. T. St. Onge, and music by

a large orchestra, furnish the divertisements.

THE EXHIBITORS ARE:
. H. L. Spencer, Pawtucket; Sterling and Cleveland

bicycles.

Callendar-McAiisland-Troup Co. ; Victor, Lenox and

Navarre bicycles.

Hope Rubber Co.; Packer and Eagle bicycles; also

Alligator and Hodgman tires.

Keating Wheel Co., Providence Branch; Keating

bicycles.

Williams & Munroe; Barnes White Flyer and Cres-

cent bicycles; also a midget tandem, said to be the

smallest ever built.

Congdon & Carpenter; Dayton bicycles, including

tandems and 1 triplet; also the C. & C. tool-bag and
saddle.

Crandall & Allardice; Trinity, Syracuse and Union
bicycles.

Dawson & Co.; Stearns and Lovell bicycles; also

the Punnett Companion bicycle.

H. A. & W. C. Keith Co.; Spalding bicycles and
Christy saddles.

Household Furniture Co.; Wolff-American bicycles.

Mechanical Fabric Co. ; Conqueror, Flexifort and
American Dunlop tires.

Morgan & Wright; Morgan & Wright tires.

W. W. Whitten Mfg. Co.; Adlake and Pierce bicy-

cles; also wheels of their own manufacture.

Smith & Gardner; Liberty bicycles.

Belcher & Loomis; Iver Johnson and Fitchburg bi-

cycles.

Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co. (New England branch)
y

Fowler bicycles.
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The Inauguration of

McKinlev

Will mark the beginning of a ne^w era of

prosperity for yon if yon inangnrate the
'97 season by pntting in a line of

Steriina

Bicvcies.
The leading mechanical paper of the country, the

Scientific American, of February 27th, reviewing the

New York exhibition, says the "Sterling is the lightest

appearing machine in the show and reveals careful work
and high finish."

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, - Chicago, III.

New York,

Boston,

Freehold, N. J.,

Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, Pa.,

Denver,

San Francisco,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

AGKNCIES:

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway

. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, 374 Washington Street.

Burtis & Zimmerman.

Jacob Rech & Sons, Eighth Street and Girard Avenue.

Logan-Gregg Hdw. Co., Seventh Street, below Penn Avenue.

Gerwing-Hilton Cycle Co., 1727 Stout Street.

A. C. Nichols & Co. (Coast Branch), 400-4 Battery Street.
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W. A. Suddard ; Orient bicycles.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Waverley bicycles.

Geo. N. Pierce Co.; Pierce bicycles.

Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. ; Warwick bicycles.

Thomas Early; Early Special, Crawford and Rich-

mond bicycles; also Sager saddles, Brandenburg

pedals and other parts.

American Dunlop Tire Co. ; Dunlop tires.

National Wheelmen's Supply Co. ; Repair kit.

L. C. Chase & Co., Boston; Chase tough tread tire.

Pope Mfg. Co., Providence Branch; Columbia and

Hartford bicycles.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.; Vim tires;

also Vimoid.

Hall & Downing, New York; fifteen Norwood bi-

cycles.

Shartenburg & Robinson; Lion bicycles, made for

them.

J. B. Taft; Bison bicycles.

A. L. Whiting; Patee bicycles.

Corp Bros. ; Envoy, Fleetwing and their own bicy-

cles.

Shepard & Co. ; Hunter, Rambler and Ideal bicy-

cles.

U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co. ; enamels.

Pownall Cycle Fitting Co.
;
parts.

E. E. Knight; three Kimball bicycles.

Walter Colman & Son; Acme Electric bicycle

lamps.

SALT AND CYCLES.

Fatuous for the One, Syracuse Proves That

It Is MO I<ess Famous for the

Other.

Syracuse, N. Y., March 2.—Salt and cycles

are the two products for which Syracuse is

famed. Salt once held the boards to the ex-

clusion of all else; but it's different now. The
Syracuse-made cycles are now known where-

ever wheels are ridden, and as they are made
in such great numbers it is the most natural

thing in the world that a cycle show should

be held here once each year.

Syracuse's cycles, too, are such that the ele-

mentary necessity of an attractive display

—

color—is assured before a platform is erected

or a door opened. Each of our makers is

permanently associated with a particular color

and thatthe eye-pleasing effect of great patches

of white, yellow, crimson, russet or olive

would add life and attractiveness to the show
was a foregone conclusion. And the effect

was there when the doors of the Alhambra
were thrown open this evening and the show
fairly inaugurated. In addition, there are the

blues, greens, blacks and other hues affected

by the out-of-town manufacturers, the whole

further heightened by splendid electrical dis-

plays and the elaborate festooning and flag-

ging of the haJl itself. The arched roof is

almost hidden by the great streamers of bunt-

ing and flags of all nations, and under this

sometimes warring mass of color are grouped

the display of the forty exhibitors, arranged in

four tiers. Of the forty, it is speaking tribute

to Syracuse's standing in the cycle world that

twelve of them have their manufacturing-

plants established in this city.

While nearly all of the exhibitors have

done themselves proud, the Barnes display

has the pride of place and stands out like a

ball of fire. It occupies the entire stage and

its trappings of white and lilac^—white chairs

white desks, white wheels, and white

and lilac tapestries and electric globes—pro-

duce an effect that is eye-pleasing and not

obtrusively elaborate. It is the same that

was shown at the National exhibition, but for

the first time it has been possible to obtain

its full effect. Standing alone on the raised

stage and with the gigantic outspread white

wings raised aloft, instead of on a level with

the floor, as in 1he past, it is really a thing of

beauty.

Two new creations make their appearance

here—a Stearns tricycle and the Loco-homo
tricycle, the latter the work of Rowland &
Shattuck, a local firm and designed for inva-

lids or partially paralyzed people. It is pro-

vided with an easy chair and may be pro-

pelled by foot or hand power or by both.

The competition for the best designed wheel-

woman's costume has developed some clever

ideas and is thronging the room in which it

is being held.

The exhibits and exhibitors in detail are as

follows

:

Barnes Cycle Co.; Barnes White Flyer bicycles.

Butler & Johnson; four Columbia and four Hartford

bicycles.

L. C. Chase Tire Co. ; Chase Tough Tread tires.

Dey Bros. & Co. ; Dey bicycles.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co. ; Bi-Gears shown on Rambler,

Outing and Stearns bicycles.

Duguid Saddlery Co. ; Duguid Saddles.

Frazer & Jones; Elfin juvenile bicycles.

Frontenac Cycle Co. ; Frontenac bicycles.

B. F. Goodrich Co. ; G. & J. and Goodrich tires,

and JiiTy repair outfits and vulcanizers.

J. W. Gould. ; Ariel, Union, Halladay, Worthington,

Harvard and Commodore bicycles.

J. E. Girvin; Wolfif-American bicycles.

Har,tford Rubber Co. ; Hartford tires.

Frank Howlett; New Brunswick tires.

F. A. Hollenbeck & Co.; Hollenbeck saddles.

Hawkins & Blumer; Hunter bicycles.

Roger B. McMullen & Co.; Parts and sundries.

D. McCarthy & Co.; Fowler and Emory bicycles.

Morgan & Wright; M. & W. tires.

Olive Wheel Co. ; Olive and Enterprise bicycles.

H. R. Olmsted Co. ; Victor bicycles.

Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co. ; Patee bicycles ; Peoria

tires.

Rowland & Shattuck; Loco-homo tricycle.

Palmer Tire Co. ; Palmer tires.

Spalding & Co. ; Rambler and Fenton bicycles.

Spaulding & Pepper; G. & J. and L. C. Smith De-
tachable tires.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.; Spalding bicycles; Christy
saddles.

E. C. Stearns & Co. ; Stearns bicycles and tricycles.

Syracuse Cycle Co.; Syracuse and Thelma bicycles.

• I. A. Weston Co.; hubs, spokes, built-up wheels
and Fauber crank-hangers.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. ; Vim tires.

DETROIT DOES IT.

COMPACT AND CONVENIENT.

Among the many "handy accessories," this

production of E. P. Haff & Co., Ill Duane
street. New York, is entitled to a place. Its

purpose, a compact and convenient means of

cleaning and lubricating the chain, without

soiling the hands, is clear. The stick of

lubricant is moved in or out, as desired, by
means of a slide. The article retails for 25

cents.

PLANNED AT PITTSBURG.

At the Pittsburg show last week, an organi-

zation was formed to promote a professional

racing circuit in western Pennsylvania. Clubs

representing Altoona, Uniontown, Latrobe,

Beaver Valley and Pittsburg agreed to join

the organization. A committee was appointed

to draw up a code of rules.

Knowledge is power, except in the case of

the racer who knows he is beaten.

Wheels Into I,ine "With a Cycle Show Such
as Michigan Has Never Seen

Before.

Detroit, Mich., March 2.—The Auditorium
will be the centre of attraction for five days

of this week, commencing with to-night, the

annual cycle show being the drawing card.

If the attendance continues to be as large

throughout the show as that of the first night

the exhibition's power as a money-maker, as

well as an advertiser, will be established.

The success of this year's effort is entirely

due to the hard work of its promoters, the

Detroit Wheelmen and the local Cycle Board
of Trade, who have for months been planning

to bring the show to a successful issue, and it

is unnecessary to state that their endeavors

have not been ill-spent.

Detroit's annual is claimed to be the largest

ever given this side of New York City, omit-

ting the Chicago exhibition. The exhibits, to

a large degree, are exact reproductions of

those which received the most attention from

the public, owing to their attractiveness, and

which were pronounced perfect by Metropoli-

tan connoisseurs.

Oddities appear to have suffered a death

blow at the hands of the public. Their abol-

ishment is undoubtedly a move in the right

direction. The space once occupied by these

so-called freaks is now taken up by wheels

of more practical worth than the "manufactur-

ers' possibilities."

The souvenir-collecting craze appears to be

more on the increase than otherwise, and de-

spite the yearly threats made by the manu-
facturers of discontinuing this mode of ad-

vertising there is a large supply of these bits

of nonsense on hand which, however, will

prove unequal to the demand. It remains a

question as to what benefit these ornamental (?)

knick-knacks bring to the people whose

wares they are supposed to -advertise.

To-night finds a majority of the booths in

shape, although the show will not be in full

running order before Wednesday, owing to

the immense amount of labor that is found to

be necessary in exhibitions of this nature.

Flags, bunting and electricity are prominent

and important factors in the decorations, while

plants of various descriptions are noted.

MacGurn & Co. have secured the sole

United States agency for the Evans & Dodge
wheel, manufactured by the Canadian Typo-
graph Company, of Windsor, Ont., and are

exhibiting several models at the show. Al-

though bicycles of foreign make are now a

rarity the new comer promises to make
many friends in cycledom.

The following is a list of exhibitors:
Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford tires.

W. S. Penfield's Son, National bicycles.

Wheeler Saddle Co., various types of Wheeler Re-

form Saddles.

Earle Cycle Co., Elrae bicycles.

H. W. Snyder & Co., Elmore, World ancl Andrae
bicycles.

L. C. & C. E. Steers, bicycles.

MacGurn & Co., Ide, Napoleon, Josephine and
Evans & Dodge bicycles.

American Dunlop Tire Co., Dunlop tires.

White Sewing Machine Co., White bicycles.

T. B. Rayl Co., Racycle, Imperial, Trinity and
Stormer bicycles.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Models Orient bicycles.

Grinell Bros., Monarch, Adlake and Winton bicycles.

Morgan & Wright, Morgan & Wright tires.

H. A. Strassburg, Thistle, Falcon and Success bi-

cycles.
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—the truest test of merit-

Comparisons
—the true

are odious

to the man
who hasn't the

best for the money.

We invite comparison and are pleased to have a

Windsor bicycle placed side by side with any other

high-grade wheel (^ j a /^^ /. ^^^ made, and then

judged on its FfX^^l ûSS!^̂ merits, point for

point. Compari $ioo, son has been our

policy for years—we have built our success on this

foundation.

($60) is undoubtedly a

T^ JOJ better bicycle than the

wr CJl^l^AAW majority of hundred-dol-

lar makes. See it?

Cfu^^-^^im:±KENOSHA Wl^.
Chicago Salesroom, 285 Wabash Ave,

Geo. L. Magill, Agent.

m
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R. H. Fyfe & Co., Bicycle shoes.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Vim tires.

Penn. Mfg. Co., Quaker bicycles.

Macauley Bros., full line of Clippers.

GormuUy & Jeffery Rambler bicycles and G. & J.

tires.

Geo. Hilsendegen, Tribune, Cadillac, "310," Special

and Detroit bicycles.

Pope Mfg. Co., Columbia and Hartford bicycles.

W. E. Metzger, Stearns, Patee, Fleetwing and
Waverley bicycles.

Overman Wheel Co., Victor bicycles.

Fletcher, Sanger & Co., Cleveland, Featherstone

and Westfield bicycles.

Anderson Cycle & Mfg. Co., Osborne and Wayne
bicycles.

Columbia Buggy Co., Spalding and Royal bicycles.

SHERIFF SCARERS FOR FAIR.

C. H. Fourton, one of the owners of the

New Orleans cycle track, who has distin-

guished himself by endeavoring to foster se-

cession from the L. A. W., by crying out,

"It's Sunday racing or a Sheriff's sale," is ap-

parently as much of an inventor as he is a

Sabbath observer, and so soon as his inven-

tions become better known there is small

doubt but that the Sheriff will be easily kept

from the door.

Mr. Fourton has two cycling inventions to

his credit, according to a New Orleans paper,

the first a "head-holder," an attachment

"which can be placed on a wheel, and by

which means the rider can rest his head and

steer by turning his head, thus resting his

hands and giving him more power in his

legs.''

It is described as "a Y-shaped apparatus

clamped to the handle-bars, and attached to

the angle of the Y is a shaft holding a semi-

circular steel frame. Within this curve are

straps which hold the head easily, and from

which the rider can extract himself without

much trouble. The attachment at the angle

of the Y is made with a bolt, which enables

the rider to move the head-holder to any an-

gle."

The object of the attachment, it is explained,

is "to give a resting place for the forehead

and enable the rider to continue riding with-

out the use of his hands. The two ends of

the Y meeting the handle-bars half way be-

tween the head of the wheel and the grips of

the bars, enables the rider to steer with his

head as well and easily as with the hands. In

addition it gives a brace for the head and en-

ables the rider to secure more leverage and

have more power in his legs."

Mr. Fourton's other origination consists of

two rods run along the front fork and are

made stationary by means of a screw. To
these rods are attached movable handles,

which can be placed in any angle. The rods

continue to the handle-bars, where they pass

through an eye, and, by means of a swivel

joint, are placed in any angle. At the ends of

the rods are two holders, like crutches, in

which the pit of the arm can rest. Then the

grips are moved to the distance and the an-

gle required. By this me. ns the body is

rested and the rider steers with his arms

straight, and there is a leverage acquired

which gives him increased power with his

legs."

WORTHY HIS NAME.

Champion won the second series of three

day's races at the Winter Track, Paris, the

second week in February, winning the first

two events and finishing second to Bonhours
in the third, thus scoring the most points for

the three races.

QUALITY THE CHIEF POINT.

In a neat little catalogue issued by Codman
& Shurtleff, 13 and 15 Tremont street, Boston,

they say, "We adhere to the policy by which

we have been governed since we commenced
business: That for no consideration will we
sacrifice quality of material and workmanship
to cheapness in price." And goods made by

this firm bear out the statement.

Having for many years engaged in the

manufacture of surgical instruments, they are

in a position to turn out goods such as toe

clips, valve nipples, pumps, etc., of a strictly

high class and at a price that is really low

when the quality is considered.

Their bar-mounted nipples will be ap-

preciated by dealers who have occasion to use

valve connections for all makes of tires. Nip-

ples of special size and shape are mounted be-

tween two strong bars of brass in position to

be readily turned between thumb and finger.

Each nipple is stamped upon four sides with

a designating letter, one letter being always in

sight. The cut shows the bar-mounts at-

tached to the floor pump with their new spring

clamp. The clamps are adjustable, and can

be made to fit any pump from one to two

inches in diameter; they can also be furnished

to fasten to the wall.

The Fleetwing toe clip is a neat contrivance

that allows the lengthening or shortening of

the clip to fit all sizes of shoe; they can be

firmly and quickly secured to the pedal, and

are free from all sharp corners, which may
scratch or cut the leather; are made from

finely tempered steel, and all are carefully

tested before leaving the factory.

In addition, Codman & Shurtleff make a full

line of pumps, nipples, bicycle holders, etc.,

and can quote interesting prices to dealers

and jobbers.

BEMOANING HIS CRUEL FATE.

"Wurra! Wurra!" groaned Pat. "Bad luck

to the day I was bor-r-nl Here's thim pneu-

matics bustin' up all around me an' me not on

anny wan av them!"

PORTLAND AS A TRADE PIVOT.

Portland, Ore., Feb. 24.—Everything indi-

cates- that 1897 will prove a great bicycle year

in the Pacific Northwest, and that Portland

will more than ever prove the pivot around
which the prosperity will revolve, not a few

of the large concerns having established

branch l:ouses and distributing depots at this

point, the Pope Mfg. Co. among thera.

The Pope store is one of the finest cycle

establishments in this part of the country, and
in charge of Henry Goodman, formerly of

Hartford, Conn., is certain to considerably

further the Columbia interests in Washington,
Oregon and Idaho.

The Overman Wheel Co. has a large store

here, and with W. B. Kernan as manager, the

Victor is in good hands.

Fred. T. Merrill will, as usual, see that

Ramblers hold their own in this territory. He
has just received some 600 Ramblers and is

expecting two more carloads.

The trade is now pretty well centered on
Cycle Row (Sixth street), very many of the

dealers having removed there during the year.

The Eagle will remain with Seaquest Bros.

Honeyman & De Hart will sell the Monarch,
and M. Le Bawn, the White. The World will

be handled by J. W. Riley; the Phoenix by
the Michell-Lewis-Stover Co., and the Craw-
ford by Ira Russ.

BALDWIN, OP BRIGHTON, HIS SPROCKET.

One of the apparently good things which
developed at the New York show and which
promises well was the Baldwin sprocket,

which has, however, been confounded with the

Baldwin Adju.stable Chain Company, of Wor-
cester. The chain people are among those

who think well of the sprocket and who are

dickering with the inventor, but the sprocket

is the origination and property of F. E. Bald-

win, of New Brighton, Staten Island. That
the article is not a freak and that it is likely

to come into prominence, the fact that nearly

every manufacturer of importance has it un-

der consideration attests. Few things appear
to have attracted so much attention without

creaing much noise.

QUOTATIONS THAT TICKLED.

In addition to handling a large slice of New
York and New Jersey territory for the makers
of the Ariel, Erie, and United States bicycles,

Stephen T Moen, 22 Vesey street. New York,
is also marketing two wheels of his own, the

Special Moen at $100 and the Barclay at $75,

both embodying a number of special features,

a particularly simple and clever crank bracket

among them. Mr. Moen desires agents every-

where for these wheels, and as he himself is

a graduate from the retail trade, he knows
just what tickles the fancy of the agent, and
is quoting figures of tickling sort. He also

has the "inside" on a number of sundries.

INTO THE FOUR HUNDRED.

It is stated on excellent authority that Mr.

Joseph Goodman and Mr. C. Goto Hunting-
don, of the Hartford (Conn.) "Cyclist," will

shortly remove to New York and be in-

troduced into society by the distinguished Mr.

Jay Bird Townsend.

All the world loves a lover—especially the

agent who has a full line of tandems for

rental.
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I Latest Improvements |

are all inculcated in the 1897

CRIMSON RIM SYRACUSE.
^ .^ Substantial merit and real

worth are features of

i Crimson Rim Quality, i

S— ^The successful dealer recog- ZS
g^ nizes that these characteristics —

g

S— must be in the wheel he handles Z^
g^ for '97, and chooses —

g

^ - . THE ^
SYRACUSE

Makers:

Syracuse Cycle Companv,

Syracuse, N.Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BOILED DOWN.

What the Cycle Shows Have Proven Regarding

the Trend of Cycle Design and

Manufacture.

The shows are over, to the general reHef.

The souvenir-chasers have compared trophies.

Exhibitors and newspaper men have read-

justed as well as they could the equilibrium

of their nerves. Makers have tried to foot

up what profit they have made, and to see

clearly where the net balance lies. But be-

fore the shows of 1897 pass into history, it

seems fitting that two old-timers—who are

enough "in it" to be profoundly interested

and not too much in it to be cool and impar-

tial—should survey the field, to discover, as

far as may be, what are its movements and

forecasts its "signs of promise." It may be

well to remark that this review is written

after the shows, not before.

It appears anew and with more clearness

—

as was pointed out a year ago—that the bi-

cycle of to-day is the residuum of the crucible

of actual use, rather than the product of

the draughtsman at his desk. There are still

some makers who are disposed to be restive

at suggestion, and to take it as presumption

to see defects in what "we" have produced;

accept and admire (they seem to say), and

if you do not like it, cultivate your taste until

you can. Such makers will yet be obliged to

do some learning themselves, for intelligent

use is the test and proof, and its verdict

comes through the retailer to the factory.

Theory is of small consequence. Theory was

sure the locomotive wheel would not have

enough adhesion, and tried various contriv-

ances to meet the imaginary difficulty. In

the day of Starley's "Rover," theory assumed

that only a vertical fork could steer, and pro-

vided a dummy head; practice worked out

the raked fork as we now have it. One
would suppose that theory, if not quite blind,

would have foreseen that the old "Premier"

frame—a straight tube connecting the wheel

axles, with a single cross tube to support pedal

shaft and saddle—would never answer; yet

evolution had to slowly work out the dia-

mond frame.

FRAME EVOLUTION AND FIXITY.

And this now familiar and seemingly ob-

vious diamond frame has undergone a

curious process of manipulation. Imagine a

designer picking up one, with the joints un-

fastened, and experimenting with it; he works

it about, shifting the angles of its triangular

divisions, and studying the changed effects;

he lengthens here and shortens there, and

back again; he puts a curve in this part and

that, and then pulls the curve straight again;

this process, sketched in a sentence, has oc-

cupied years, and if all the shapes the frame

has gone through, many of them visibly weak
and some of them now visibly absurd, could

be ranged in a row before us, we should have

an exhibit which would vividly show how
tentative and experimental an art cycle-mak-

ing is.

In at least outline of frame, it is safe to say,

fixity is very closely reached, as respects the

now-reigning rear-driver type. The "up-

right" and the triangle or pyramid of a year

ago have failed to get beyond the freak stage;

the former was plainly the work of one of the

multitude of outsiders who suddenly hear a

call to step in and revolutionize cycling; and

the latter, although workable and the device

of a practical man, conferred no real advan-

tage. In their stead come another pair—the

Circle, which lengthens the already ample

wheel-base without any benefit, and the

Cygnet, a peculiar loop-frame, which does

give a mechanical gain in position of chain

line and crank bearings, yet we do not think

it will obtain a foothold, not having enough

pronounced advantages.

D-TUBING AND FRAME DOUBLING.

The D-tubing predicted a year ago has

come. It is not yet uniformly used, and is

rather variable in section, as well as some-

times more ovoid than D. The makers put

it here and there, seemingly experimenting

with it without distinct reasons in mind, as if

they were following what they conceive is the

fashion rather than grasping its structural

advantage. In particular, they miss the fact

that this flattened section allows using as

large tubing as even 1^ inches for rear forks

and stays, without undue increase in frame

width, thus gaining in symmetry by the uni-

form size and incidentally aiding the strength

of the rear portions of the frame; yet we
think this section of tubing has clearly come

to stay. Some instances appear of hexa-

gonal, corrugated, and fluted sections in main

frame tubes, with one of a singular twisted

tubing, which seems more curious than use-

ful; this is in the line of reversion again to

old types, for fluted and 8-section tubes are

old in cycle-making, and there does not ap-

pear to be any gain in these sections over the

circular, unless perhaps in front forks. On
tandems, double rear-forks have appeared in

a few cases, and, in others, double rear-stays,

but we have not seen both these combined,

as they well might be; several show striking

examples of frame-stififening at the bottom by

doubling and paralleling all the tubes. Tan-

dems show special and well-directed study

of the lines of stress, with both originality

and differences; for instance, one prominent

maker emphasizes having the steering and

saddle tubes not parallel, while another fol-

lows the reverse and claims as the only true

principle that tandems should have the same

lines as singles. The test of use must decide,

but in multiples there is large room for di-

versity in frames, and fixity is yet to work it-

self out.

In singles, the doubled rear-fork on the

chain side, already shown in England, has

not appeared here; still, there is some grow-

ing recognition of the great and irregular

driving strain, and of the need: of some fur-

ther provision to meet it. It is probably a

notion for change, and a thought of neat-

ness, which on some makes has brought the

rear-forks into a single stem to join the

crank bracket instead of having them two and

bridged; this seems to us an impairment of

stiffness, and we do not commend it. This

same copy of front-fork construction is in

some cases applied to the rear-stays, and is

open to the same criticism, but this is par-

tially to furnish a single stem for the hygienic

cushion device which is just now having its

day. As the relative position of saddle and

pedals is not affected, this tetering is claimed

to be free from the objection of very springy

seats; but the necessary hinges in the frame

are essentially bad; the improvements and

variety in saddles go to supply all real need,

and, notwithstanding the cushion idea in

frames is apparently gaining, we do not

think it will last. It has already been tried,

in several devices applied to the front forks,

and the frame itself has been hinged; but the

accepted and correct idea is that vibration

should be met and dealt with where it origi-

nates, namely, the ground. *

FORK CROWNS AND FORKS.

In fork crowns there is a decided improve-

ment that leaves little to be expected. The
old single, flat crown, with inserted tubes,

is about gone. The diamond — a square

section, edge up, with fork connections em-

bracing its ends—is at least four years old in

England, and, though strong, is chiefly com-

mended here for its oddity. The flat plate

crown is double, or triple, or double-trussed.

There is also a very marked reversion to the

old Ordinary type in the arched crown, which

combines neatness, simplicity, and strength;

a singularly fine example (among the outside

exhibits at the New York show) was a

double, open-arch crown, the upper main

arch being supported by a somewhat flatter

arch carried across a little below, the crown,

of course being a forging, and the stem-tube

being carried down through the upper arch

to stop on the lower one.

The continuous front fork, the sides, and

the crown being formed of one piece of tub-

ing, is in line with the arched-crown idea, and

is certainly an interesting variety; it is satis-

factory in strength, and certainly in neatness,

yet does not seem to us to have what may be

called compulsory advantages. Some forks,

in both the continuous and the usual varieties,

are made of tapering gauge, without rein-

forcement in the usual sense, yet with all the

advantage and none of the hazards of that

process, since a varying thickness is the best

possible reinforcement. This method is to

be strongly commended. Honorable mention

should also be made of the cold-swaged rein-

forcing and tapering Eagle process, which is

very mechanical. There is some general in-

crease in width of front fork sides at the top,

and this might well be carried still further,

since it would add more strength at a point

where great strains are * concentrated and

would further increase symmetry.

THE FLUSH JOINT.

Flush joints, which are used all over by a

few makers, and by the rest irregularly, one

using them at this point, and another at that,

are evidently recognized as "the thing," and

the popular test of up-to-date construction,

for few omit them entirely, except one or two

who use and advocate fish-mouth or visible

joints. The flush is a pronounced reversion

to old types, for the old way slipped the tube

upon a solid lug and up to a shoulder. There

are several reasons for this reversion. The
old Ordinary backbone and forks were of

very large diameter and it was as natural to

put the lug inside the tube as it was, later,

when small tubing was used, to put the tube

inside the connection; nowadays, we are

rather more clever in handling tubing;

dropped forgings, though still in vogue, are

less demanded, and sheet steel is more used

and is more deftly coaxed into form. So

there is now considerable variety in putting

joints together. But the flush joint, because

it is out of sight to the workman as well as

the rider, is a test of good workmanship, and,

unfortunately, it is not likely to frighten bad

workmanship away. The cheap bicycle will

be sure to have it, for the sake of catchiness;
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PATHETIC AND PITIFUL.

The terrible strain of a six-day bicycle race

cannot be disputed, says a Chicago paper.

The haggard, pain-convulsed faces are there

to refute any arguments that the over-exertion

does not fall heavily upon the mind and body.

Before this week's sorry go-round at Chicago

was half over, the contestants reminded one

of a group of poker-players at a 52-hour sit-

ting. Pinched countenances, dark lines

spreading under the eyes, a death-like pallor on

the depressed cheeks topped off cramped-up

frames. The wheels wobbled under the un-

even pulsations of limbs of distressed men.

There are hard manners of earning cash.

This plan will compete with any for first

honors. The grinds have some pathetic sides

to unfortunate men, who are to be pitied, but

then not without investigation. Mindful of

the sympathetic vein in many people, several

of those Chicago propellers worked the

sympathy racket for pity and lucre. Lawson,
the Swede, put on terrible suffering until

he was called down. Patrons of the old six-

day walks were imposed on for years by sev-

eral fellows who had abused themselves with

wild living. In the competitions they hob-

bled along as if every move drove pain to the

marrow. The crowd properly worked up,

the hat went around.

WHAT ZIM THINKS.

When Zimmerman was asked for his opin-

ion on the talked-up secession in the West, at

the Philadelphia show, he said: "If the rac-

ing men are wise they will keep out of that

game, for it will be they who will be the suf-

ferers from its failure. I do not believe it can

be made a success, and almost the only ones

back of the scheme are those already 'on the

outs' with the League, those who give the big

meets and are influential in the sport being

with the big organization. With reasonably

good management, the League ought to be a

sure winner in any such fight."

REMEDY READY TO HAND.

"Say, I'm up against it."

"How?"
"My doctor says I have got to give up

riding."

"That's nothing, you can fix that easy

enough."

"In what way?"'

"Change your doctor."

NOT LOOKING AT HER HEADGEAR.

"Here's the safest bet I know of."

"What is it?"

"Go up on the Boulevard on any pleasant

Sunday, and bet not a man on the sidewalks

can tell what kind of a hat is worn by a pretty

woman who has discarded leggings as a neces-

sary part of her riding costume."

SAVING MONEY.

"Seeing is believing;" yet one does not re-

quire a very extensive acquaintance with the

bargain counter wheel to learn that it is often

wiser to pass and take the chance of being

bluffed.

CERTAINLY NOT RARE.

"Well, I'm dun," said the repairer's bill

when it was sent out to Slowpay for the fifth

time.

WAVERLEY
BICYCLES
SATISFYthe

MILLION
â»:^

TO satisfy customers is the

chief aim of all bicycle

builders. The Waverley
is a satisfier. No bicycle was
ever offered the public which
combines such sterling con-

structive worth with such

grace, comfort and ease of pro-

pulsion. The 1897 Waverley is

its own best recommendation.

BUILT IN TWO
GRADES^^^^

Our improved Waverley, a
better wheel than last year's,

but sold at $60; and our super-

latively High Grade Waverley,
the finest product of mechan-
ical skill ever seen in the

cycling field, sold at $100.

WAVERLEY WORTH
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Catalogue mailed free <^ Agents wanted everywhere

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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so there is another reason now for looking

very sharp at bargain-counter wheels.

LIGHTNESS.

The fad of lightness seems to have been

quietly allowed to slide down to the appropri-

ate dump. Riders, especially the novice (who

always tries to seem knowing), will for a

while yet put that old first question, "What
does it weigh?" but when makers have

stopped talking about weight, the public will

stop too. Notwithstanding weight has been

understated, there has been strong pressure

to pare down too far. Needless metal is bad

construction, yet a few pounds bear so small

relation to the total load that to save them

counts in carrying, not in using, and, more-

over, the over-light bicycle can never be of

easy draught or good endurance. The craze

for lightness has ceased to be acute. For

some years, at least, we shall first build bi-

cycles right, and weigh them afterwards, and

mention weights only when asked.

CASTINGS.

"Where are all the bad people buried?"

asked the little boy who had been reading the

epitaphs in the church-yard.

When we have come upon the exhibits of

cast-metal parts at the shows and have read

advertisements of them, we have been

prompted to ask what bicycles are made of

castings or whether these people are in busi-

ness for their health. Catalogues have much
to say of drop forgings and tool steel, the

latter turned into shape from the bar; but only

one maker states in his published matter that

he uses a pound of castings. Even certain

makers of wood bars, who, to our knowledge,

use stems cast in iron and brass, do not men-
tion that fact. An exception is the Crescent,

which for several years has used sheet steel

for sprockets and other parts. Sheet steel is

by no means to be confounded with a cast-

ing of any sort, nor do we now consider the

suitability of sheet steel, or of any of the

"mild metal" castings, for bicycle use; but

frankness is a good thing, and it is to the

credit of the Crescent people that they use

sheet steel because they believe in it, and are

fearless in saying so.

BRAKES.

There is an advance on the brake question.

The distinctive Spencer axle brake having

been sold for 1897 to one maker, only the in-

visible connection through grip and handle-

bar is left for the general market; but the

lever upon the bar is not really objectionable.

That also is improved, some having the at-

taching lug detachable, and one maker clever-

ly omitting it and using the bar itself as ful-

crum, so that the lever is readily slipped out

without tools. The outside connection from

lever to fixed spoon, which was adapted

hastily from the old high wheel, does not

suit the long head and removable handles of

to-day; connection is now made through head

and crown (unless on the pot-metal grades)

and the destructiveness of a metal spoon bear-

ing on the tire is also recognized. The
plunger brake now makes the tire turn some
sort of roller instead of rubbing on the spoon,

and transfers resistance and friction to the in-

terior of the brake itself, which is easily re-

newable, the idea being as if, in car-brakes,

wear should come on the shoe and not on the

wheel. This is the best form; others resort

to rubber shoes, and put them on the sides of

the tire and not on the tread. Rear-hub

brakes are also appearing, the plan being to

bring friction plates into contact by the act

of back-pedaling and to release by pressing

forward again. The idea is certainly a taking

one, but a brake of this kind requires a rather

sudden back thrust, with some probable diffi-

culty of graduating the grip, and it remains

to be shown, by the test of use, whether it

can be operated with certainty and accuracy

and without some disturbance to pedaling.

Yet now that the subject of brakes is recog-

nized as permanently up, we may expect to

see it successfully dealt with.

CHAINLESS BICYCLES.

Before our analysis of the bevel-gear, in

October, there was a great hue-and-cry about

the coming chainless-driving revolution.

"And what will the chain machine do, poor

thing?" But the Chicago show ofTered only

one specimen of the old bevel-gear, and the

New York show added several; they were in-

teresting, it is true, as illustrating evolution

since 1892, but that evolution is in frames and

tires chiefly, and does not touch the driving

principle. With one very notable exception,

which is mechanical and will yet be heard

from, there is no visible advance towards set-

tlement of the chainless problem. Yet this

statement should be restricted to the rear-

driving type, for the little English Bantam (of

which we shall have something to say pres-

ently), a front driver with a Crypto gear

tucked away out of sight in one hub, is by no
means to be derided as a "thing" or to be

classed among freaks; on the contrary, it has

stood long actual use in England, and is at

least a chainless wheel worth studying.

On the other hand, and as resisting the

supplanting of the chain wheel, there is al-

ready some of the marked improvement in

chains and sprockets which we pointed out

must be expected. For instance, there are

the Keating twin-roller chain, peculiar in its

class as having the usual pitch, and a Brown
& Wales detachable twin-roller; also' the

Brown roller sprocket, and some proposed

improvements in sprocket-cutting. An ex-

ample of the latter is the small flange on the

sprocket to form a support for the edges of

the chain links. In one case we have found

this on one side only of the sprocket, and

makers are evidently uncertain in mind about

its value. This flange, which is called

"shroud" in England, is old there, and has

come up anew in discussion during the past

year. Its efficacy is a topic requiring more
consideration than we can now give it, but

we may say that chains of the usual patterns

(not to mention peculiar ones, such as the

Whitney and the over-lauded Simpson) show
marked improvement in material, accuracy,

and finish; the chain-case also takes some
steps forward, so that chain-driving bids fair

to be soon relieved of some of its objections.

PROGRESS OF LARGER SPROCKETS.

Our predictions as to larger sprockets and

our analysis of them did not seem, at Chi-

cago, to have effected much; but the New
York show fully justified us, and makers who
have not already made the proper prepara-

tions will be wise to do so promptly. The
larger sprocket has distinct mechanical ad-

vantages, and will last; it will survive the fad-

ism of the season which carries it to extremes,

as is illustrated by one maker who seeks to

score a talking point with his excess, using

12 and 30 teeth to get a 70 gear, instead of 10

and 25 which is clearly better.

THE BICYCLE FOR TWO.
The tandem is steadily growing in popular-

ity, and deservedly, but it has some unavoid-

able disadvantages as a "sociable" carrier.

The notion of more complete sociability and
especially of convertibility is too attractive to

be abandoned; it is an old notion, but still is

struggling for a successful form. The first

tandem was made by hitching one Ordinary
to the rear of another. We are now reminded
of the old Coventry Convertible tricycle by a

convertible tandem, a four-in-one scheme,
offering a double diamond or a combination
tandem or a single in either diamond
or drop-frame form. This is less wonderful
than it sounds; the frame is built with a fixed

drop tube and the familiar old removable top

bar, thus making half of the changes, while

a separate middle section is inserted between
the fore and aft portions to produce a tan-

dem. Practice has made the exhibitor quick

at these shifts, but we view joints and detach-

able things with caution. Rear couplers for

making tandems of two singles seem to have
slipped out of sight, but there are couplers for

joining two singles side-by-side. The Com-
panion of a year ago, a true bicycle carrying

two side-by-side, is still in market, and a new
Sociable comes from England, which con-

verts any single into a double of the same
general outline as the Companion and is

readily re-converted to a single. This is clever

and we think it has considerable promise of

success.

DIRECT SPOKING.

We have known of only two makers who
formed the rear sprocket one piece with the

hub; one of these has now wisely abandoned
that method, and the separate sprocket' is

clearly settled practice. In old times, the com-
mon radial spoke was called "direct," in dis-

tinction from the tangent, but now that tan-

gential spoking is universal a direct spoke is

one without the small bend or hook at the

end and straight throughout. Makers who
have used this spoke have devised special hubs
to receive it, having either a turned-over

flange with corrugations, or short transverse

flanges on the hub for th^ spoke ends, or

short studs inserted for them into the hubs, or

a thick flange bored out and milled into a

scollop form. But we m.ust regard all this as

misdirected ingenuity. It does remove the

bend at the hub end of the spoke, but avoids

an imaginary danger, for properly made
spokes never break, except by accident.

Moreover, the bend or hook to enter the

flange ought to be there and the straight or

direct spoke is wrong. There are three rea-

sons: First, when the spoke is hooked into the

side of the flange the pull comes mainly on
the spoke itself and very little on the head

at the end, but when the pull is in line with

the spoke and comes wholly on the head this

head must be larger and the wire must be
thicker and softer in order to make it so.

Next, a bicycle wheel, being on the "suspen-

sion" plan, can never remain an absolutely true

circle while in actual use; there is a tendency

to flatten, which is greater because the wood
rim itself yields more than a steel one and
does not hold the spokes quite so firmly; this

tendency the hooked spoke meets by spring-

ing very slightly along its length, while the

straight spoke (having nothing to hold its

headed end in place) yields at the ends instead

and a slight "work" to and fro between spoke

and hub sets in, with a consequent rattle in
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the wheel and a special liability to get loose

and put the wheel out of true. Third, the

straight method makes each two spokes which

depart from the hub in opposite directions

stand in a nearly straight line across the wheel

(which is not the case with the other method),

thus not producing the best tangent wheel

and further promoting the loosening just

mentioned. To hook the spokes into the

sides of flanges or into the button-hole slots

of a fiangeless hub also facilitates the use of

a large number of spokes, which is of some,

although minor consequence. We are aware

that this criticism is upon the present practice

of several of the best makers and that it will

probably be new to many in the trade; but

we must add that it is not by any theory, for

we give very little heed to mere theory. It is

based on a long experience, both as riders

and as dealers, and upon this very matter of

spoking.

A REAL IMPROVEMENT.

The little Cyclone swivel K nipple, of the

Davis & Stevens Company, settles all bother

with pump connections, being always fast in

its place and reducing two operations in in-

flating to one. It is one of those great lit-

tle improvements which one can praise with-

out qualifying or hesitating, because it is sim-

ple and practical, being all advantage and no

nonsense. It was really about the most gen-

uine thing at the New York show.

BOLTLESS FASTENINGS.

There is a fashion of internal-wedge fasten-

ings for handle-bar and seat-post. This cer-

tainly favors neatness, and it is possible to

make them without objection; but when
everybody must have one, and must have his

different, the few good devices are soon ex-

hausted as usual, and then comes trouble.

These internal expanders are liable to become
"expanders" indeed and split the tube. We
have seen one which divides the seat-post

tube for all its length and uses a long ex-

pander, the aim being to distribute the strain

and lessen danger of bursting, and the lug on

the tube end may be made to assist it; yet we
doubt whether, at best, there will not be some
slip in the grip and whether the plain pinch

bolt is not safest.

HANDLE-BARS.

Handle-bars have no special change, but the

wood bar seems to be, if not in actual in-

crease of use, in a position of readiness to

take a start in the race, and for a thing hav-

ing undoubted merit a good start is liable to

prove all that is needed. As a departure from

adjustability of grip position, which is not

quite free from difficulty in all handle-bars,

the Shepard wood bar for positive fixedness

is a noticeable thing, being made in halves,

which curve over as a Y and enter the stem

together, going down to its bottom and fill-

ing it. The idea of absorbing vibration by

pneumatic and spring devices in the grips

themselves seems to be quite prevalent still.

BEARINGS.

A few new bearings appear. One is not

really new and not at all good; one is quite

broadly new and singularly good; one is an

old one re-made, as most new things are,

and is excellent. A year ago, a single make
showed the cup or disc adjustment bearing,

and that was an American wheel made in

England, as was the Harvard high wheel of

17 years ago. This make is now of home pro-

duction and of course still uses the cup ad-

justment. Five more makers have now

adopted that form, and several parts makers
are offering hubs so made. At least six other

makers now face the cups on their wheel

hubs inward and screw them into the hub
ends, facing the axle cones outward and back-

ing them out for adjustment; this is not the

true cup adjustment, but it has some of the

advantages of that and is a step towards it.

There is also an increase in the use of the

cup adjustment on crank bearings, and so this

form—which we have advocated and shall con-

tinue to advocate—is making marked pro-

gress. It is the correct form and must attain

general and permanent use.

SADDLES.

Saddles show reversions to old forms. The
early rigid plate, covered with pigskin on both

sides, reappears substantially in the "hard"

saddle of the Brown type; the old "suspen-

sion" is now in the type with hard nose, stifif

moulded sides and steel cantle; the "ham-

mock" has representatives in soft-nosed and

yielding saddles oi the Hunt X type, hard

nowhere and with wood cantle; the air sad-

dle reappears in pneumatics broad and nar-

row, close and open; the old "pan" seat is

now in the Christy class with solid metal base

and raised pads thereon; the old "cradle"

spring is represented by wire-loop supports

with a very slight elasticity. The only new
thing we can think of is the seat in halves,

hinged and adjustable in width, working up

and down alternately with the thighs. The
great variety pains and puzzles the novice es-

pecially, but nobody can infallibly advise. The
meat of one is poison to another; each must

find out, in any way that serves, what suits

him, or her.

THE DIVIDED AXLE MANIA.

One maker has actually cut his wheel axles

as well as his crank axle in two, screwing one

piece into the other, with the announced rea-

son that thus, from the outside, "the axle is

lengthened or shortened, adjusting the bear-

ings accurately." Apparently he thinks that

what is good in one place must be good in

another and that he has gone one better on

his fellows. As to the old-fashioned crank-

key, Mr. Wilcox still dissents from Mr.

Schwalbach, but a simple removable crank (for

instance, one made with right crank one piece

with axle) will quite satisfy him, and he fully

concurs with his colleague as to the divided-

axle whimsies of this season. To provide for

easy removal, in order to clean, is well, if the

parts are few and simple and their connections

firm; but the contrivances now offered are

even frantic in wildness. There are axles cut

on single tenon and on double tenon; axles

with straight bevel, zig-zag bevel, circular-

notch lap, and with a long "skived" lap as if

glueing were intended and a lot of surface

was needed for a strong joint; there are

sleeves threaded and sleeves not threaded, one

very fanciful case exhibiting a double-bevel

lap with a small tongue to finish it, and a two-

part clamp to be screwed up over the joint by

a T-wrench through the bracket; there are a

number of halved hollow axles, to be held

together by a screw bolt through them length-

wise, one of these screws being at the centre

and only an inch or two long. Ingenuity has

been strained to devise ways of cutting the

crank axle in two and then sticking the ends

together, and the best that can be said for

nearly all of them is that perhaps nobody has

done the thing in precisely the same way be-

fore—they are "different." To describe in de-

tail and illustrate all the fantasms about the

crank bracket, the "heart" of the bicycle,

might have required the whole time of both

of us at the shows and several pages of The
Wheel. Clearly, this was not worth while.

These studies in contrivance are not mechani-

cal in the true sense; they are not practical;

the scrap-heap is the sure and proper desti-

nation of nearly all of them. A divided crank

axle is nothing new. It is two years old on
the Columbia, and has been in use on one or

two others; each maker who has tried it has

altered it annually, showing that it was not

deemed quite right, so that the prospect is bad
for the untried ones.

PRICES AND STANDARDS.

Why is it that energy which might well be

turned to riding points is bent on talking

points and goes off thus into constructional

mania? Partly, we surmise, because it is

thought needful to "keep" a designer, as the

eminent makers of shoe blacking once kept

their own poet. Far be it from us to under-

rate genuine designing and experimenting;

but if the designer as such is to be kept he

must seem to earn his keep, and as fixity of

pattern approaches the only thing left for him
is to take his drawing instruments and pro-

duce mechanical wriggles. But evolution will

decide the question of expediency and dis-

pose of the designer for designing's sake.

Nor are the advantages and economies of

simplicity and "standards" enough appreciated

yet. Time was, not long ago, when pump
connections varied all around, but a standard

has removed that plague; any rim now goes

with any tire, except, of course, that mechan-

ically fastened tires require special rims, but

these are in the minority yet; pedals are also

very nearly standard in attaching to cranks. On
the other hand, handle-bar stems might well

be brought to standard size, to the great relief

of the wood-bar men at least; and certainly a

halt ought to be called on the utter diversity

of crank axles and their fastenings, where

there are now complexity and chaos.

The trade highway is not quite a sand-

papered path, yet its horizon is bright with

promise. The diamond frame is king, and

there is not a rumor as yet to threaten the

permanence of his reign; the type seems fixed,

beyond the ken of any prophet. The chain

still binds us all, and even though we are

somewhat galled we wear it placidly, not be-

ing able to see what we could do if it were

thrown off. At present, the cutter and the

bargain-counter seem likely to be less vexing

for a time. Coolness and courage may well

be the trust and helper of the trade, but the

study and outlays now expended in trying to

get things "different" and therefore complex

should be turned to practical lines in perfect-

ing bearings and other things not yet at their

possible best. The watchwords should be,

Simplicity, Uniformity, Interchangeability.

JULIUS WILCOX.
ALEX SCHWALBACH.

TAKING NO CHANCES.

''John," said Mrs. Blykins, "what is that

in your overcoat pocket?"

"It's a tin horn, Maria."

"And what have you in your hand?"

"A red lantern. I have a police whistle in

my vest pocket and a red flag inside of my
vest. I've got to cross the Boulevard to see

a man, and I am going to try and avoid being
run over by scorchers if there is any possible

way to do it." _
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RIDING ON CROWDED STREETS.

The real secret of riding a bicycle safely on

a crowded street is to ride it slowly, to never

relax your watchfulness, and to keep a distance

of from three to six yards behind the vehicle

you are following. A slow rider can stop and

dismovint, or jump ofiE at a moment's notice.

The fast rider cannot do it with safety, or

ciuickly enough; he is into the obstacle before

he has time to think. In other words, the

slow rider has his machine under control,

while the fast rider is for the moment con-

trolled by his machine, or rather by the speed

of his machine. Drivers of other vehicles,

moreover, can more easily calculate and allow

for the steady progress of the tortoise than

they can for the rushes and unexpected doub-

lings of the hare. There is no need to enlarge

upon the necessity for constant watchfulness.

All who have ridden in heavy traffic have

noticed the danger caused by a few moments

of inattention.

The necessity to keep your distance from

the vehicle you are following must be in-

sisted upon. If when riding even as slowly

as six miles an hour, you approach within a

yard of the back of a truck and it stops sud-

denly, you are bound to run into it. In six

yards, or even three, you may avoid the col-

lision, but hardly in less if you are going any

faster than at a snail's pace. If, on the other

hand, you are riding at eight miles an hour,

or more, the collision may be serious. If it

is a truck you are following, or something of a

similar description, it is a good plan in a block

to catch hold of the vehicle in front with the

left hand, and thus continue to progress slow-

ly, or remain stationary without dismounting,

according to the behavior of the surrounding

traffic. You are thus not only saved the dis-

mount, and the slight danger and difficulty

of the remount, but being a little raised from

the ground, you are safer and more easily seen

by the drivers following you. Care must be

exercised at the moment of taking hold and

leaving go, and your front wheel muse be kept

clear of the rear wheel you are following, and

perhaps overlapping.

But the chief danger in traffic is not the

comparatively simple one of avoiding running

into the back of the vehicle in front, it is of

running into one sideways and being knocked

over by revolving wheels, which may occur

when the vehicle you are spurting past sud-

denly veers across the road, making it almost

impossible for you to avoid running into it

broadside. To avoid this, desperate courses

may be resorted to, such as a sharp swerve to

the right, and then on to the pavement. An
upward pull at the handle-bar will probably

bring you over the curb safely.

The next danger is that of being squeezed

between two carts while passing between

them.

In overtaking, it is never wise to pass be-

tween two vehicles going the same way, how-

ever much room there may appear to be at

the moment of your attempt. It must be re-

membered that at least one, if not both of the

drivers cannot see you or allow for you; and

if the driver on your right steers out to avoid

some obstacle near the right hand curb, or if

the driver on your left steers m, you may bt

nipped between the two wheels in a moment.

You cannot see or foresee what may cause the

drivers to swerve, and even if they swerve un-

necessarily and knock you over, they are

hardly to blame, inasmuch as they could not

see you coming up behind, or hear yo.Ur, bell

above the roar of the traffic.

It should be remembered that the dangers

in front are not by any means all the dangers

a rider in a crowded street is subject to. There

are those behind him, and those which spring

out from the side, neither of which he may
see, but must, nevertheless, be prepared for.

Wagons and pedestrians may dart out sud-

denly from a side street across your course,

and for such as these you should be very

watchful and ever ready.

To sum up—it is both dangerous and fool-

ish to attempt to ride through traffic unless

you are sure of your riding powers and of

your nerve. There is some danger to the best

of riders from the bad driving of others, their

neglect of rule, and the almost inevitable awk-

ward combinations of vehicles and circum-

stances which arise from time to time where

there is much traffic. But if these dangers are

handled slowly and boldly, if your hands are

ready on the bell and the brake and your at-

tention always on the alert, you will stand a

very fair chance of avoiding accident.

SADDLE TILTS AND TROUBLES.

After numerous experiments, more than

one rider has come to the conclusion that,

whether for men or women, the proper po-

sition for the saddle is to have it level. If

the peak is unduly depressed, the whole

weight of the body is thrown on the handle-

bars. This causes fatigue in the arnis and

cramp in the fingers, besides more effectually

transmitting vibration to the trunk.

The rider also finds that, owing to the

tendency to slip forward, he is constantly

making efforts to rectify his position, a par-

ticularly disagreeable process, and not unat-

tended with danger when one is going fast

or descending a hill. Another awkward result

of the forward weight is that there is more
chance of the front wheel slipping, and less

chance of recovery when skidding takes

place.

If, on the other hand, the peak be unduly

tilted up, riders have to reckon with some-
thing graver than mere inconvenience or dis-

comfort, as the perineal region is thus sub-

jected to injurious pressure.

Another cause of indirect discomfort from

saddles is too long or too short a reach.

When too long, the most comfortable and

best made saddle may be converted into a

source of agony and danger, but this, of

course, is the fault of the rider and not the

saddle. Too short a reach, again, concen-

trates the weight of the rider on the two
tuberosities, the result being cramp, which is

avoided by a more even distribution of pres-

sure. This is frequently attributed to the

saddle, which in this way comes in for a good
deal of unmerited censure.

Complaints on the subject of saddles must
therefore be sifted before making them a

ground for condemnation. Some riders are

apt to forget that the broad part of the sad-

dle and not the peak is intended for sitting

on, a mistake which they frequently fall into

by having the seat too far back on the L pin.

The adoption of direct seat posts so far serves

a good purpose by preventing the possibility

of this mistake.

CONg|RNlNG MAIL MATTER.

Perhaps no manufacturing business of its

kind comes more intimately in connection

with the Post-Office, than does the cycle trade.

Time is money, no less in mail matters than in

others, hence the wisdom of more care and

explicitness in the trade's direction of its

mail matter. Much of the loss and delay is

due to careless work. A recent Post-Office

circular of instruction to the public contains

a reminder that insufficiently pre-paid matter

is not always forwarded. If addressed to

points beyond the delivery district of the mail-

ing office, it will be held there and addressee

notified. Special delivery letters will be de-

livered only within one mile of an office with-

out free delivery. It is always advisable to

write the postal station if it is known.

Postmasters abominate abbreviations, and

justly so, for every man is entitled to his full

name. They say that the omission of full

addresses is one of the chief causes of delay.

They would like to see the words "general

delivery," written on all letters without street

and number. Another common sense sugges-

tion is to write name of State in full; but if

not, the clearest abbreviation should be used.

Instead of writing. Pa., write Pennsylvania;

instead of O., write Ohio. Such abbreviations

as Cal, Col., la.. Pa., Va., Vt, Mo., Neb.,

Nev., N. H., N. M., N. Y., N. J., are an eye-

sore and a tax on eyesight, patience and ex-

pediency. This rule especially is almost uni-

versally neglected, but there is no excuse for

the custom. Time is money, but the time

saved by such abbreviations does not leave

much money in the pocket.

Here is another rule that, if possible, should

be made imperative, and that is to have all

mail for each State placed in a separate pack-

age or sack and labeled. This takes the clerk

or stenographer a few minutes longer, but it ex-

pedites business at the Post-Office very much,

and it is a reasonable and proper rule to follow.

All one cent circular matter should be separ-

ately deposited in the Post-Office, and not in

boxes, because time is lost in assorting.

Drop your letters in the proper chute.

In making complaint of wrong delivery or

detention, present the envelope, wrapper or

postal card, to facilitate examination. Users

of the mails are in the habit of throwing too

much, and some of it unnecessary, work on the

Post-Office. The observation of some of the

simple suggestions made by postmasters from
time to time, will go far to expedite delivery.

Much mail matter is often a day late because

such rules as these are ignored, and the trade,

not the Post-Office, is the loser thereby.

WHY HE FAILED TO SEE IT.

"I never saw a finer bit of road in all France,

where they have the finest highways in the

world." These were his words, as he pounded
away over the plank-road crossing the Jersey

meadows toward Newark. This would have

gone first rate only one of the party knew
him well and said:

"What are you talking about, man? You
never in your life were five hundred miles

from this spot!"

"Right you are, I never was," said the road

praiser as silence fell.

To the racer it is far more blessed to give

than to receive—defeat.

NO VACATIONS IN SUCH SCHOOLS.

. "You say you are a schoolteacher, and yet

never have a summer vacation; how is'that?"

"I'm a riding-school teacher.
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World
evcles

Are the highest of

all high-grades. : :

They lead competi-

tion.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Largest bicycle house in the New England

States.

New England Agents, Notice

!

Good bicycles—good house.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York

State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Nuff sed

!

Write them, or

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DONE BY A DAGO.

He came into the ferryboat with a rush.

Every seat was taken, save one, and that one

was beside a gaudily-dressed Italian. In the

adjoining scat reposed the rear wheel of a bi-

cycle, which was evidently returning to its

New Jersey home from a visit to a New York
repair shop. Arriving in front of the Italian

he said to the son of sunny Italy:

"My friend, that wheel is taking up con-

siderable room. Will you kindly remove it,

and allow me to sit down?"

"No mova noth," was the laconic reply.

"But I want to sit down."

"No cara."

"But I do. Will you take that wheel ofT the

seat?"

"No taka noth. I tole yo' afora."

"If you don't take that wheel off the seat, I

will. Do you understand me?"

"I und'stana what yo' talka; I no taka eat

oflfa."

TALK OF THE TOWN.

"Hello, old man! Nice weather, isn't it?

Got your wheel yet?"

"Sure thing! And I've got the best in the

market—traded my old one this year. Easi-

est running machine I ever saw. All the

latest improvements, too. Got yours yet?

Say, if you will take my advice, you get one

like mine. I'll show you just where it lays

over them all."

This is a sample of conversation that can

be heard on any street corner at this time of

the year, providing the weather has tempo-

rarily assumed a faint resemblance to spring.

HOPE DEFERRED.

"Fader, I vish you vould get me von of dem
bysickles. Dey are gettin' cheaper all der

time."

"Veil, my son, yer don't egsbect me to buy

one until dey shtop gettin' cheaper, do you?"

IN THE VERY BEGINNING.

Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton says that

nothing has ever marred the 45-year-old

friendship that has existed between her and

Susan B. Anthony. There was one time long

ago, though, when it had a severe shock.

Bloomers were the innocent cause.

Both Mrs. Stanton and Miss Anthony be-

lieved in bloomers. They discussed the mat-

ter seriously and decided that bloomers were
a rational form of dress, conducive to good
health. They further decided that it was their

duty to wear this costume and try to get

others to do so.

Each woman had a bloomer suit made. The
two planned to don them on the same day at

Mrs. Stanton's house. At the appointed time

Mrs. Stanton, who then lived in the country,

sent her carriage to meet Miss Anthony at the

station. Aunt Susan had planned a little sur-

prise for Mrs. Stanton and had her bloomers

on, concealed by her petticoats. Before she

RADFAHR HUMOR'S RUNAWAY..

"There, now! If you want your wheel, you

^et under there and get it."

And the wheel was dashed to the floor by

the irate seatless citizen. All the excitement

never ruffled the Dago the least bit and he

said:

"Eat no belonga to mea."

"Eh?"
"Eat no belonga to mea. Yo' seea thata

beegar mana over there
"

Thedispossesser of the wheel looked and saw

a red-headed man, who to his eyes seemed

about seven feet high. One look was

enough; replacing the wheel on the seat from

which only a moment before he had roughly
removed it, he said:

"Why didn't you say so before? I don't

mind standing up; we're almost across any-

way."
The Dago shrugged his shoulders, seemed

not to have heard what had been said and
softly to himself he murmured:
"Eat no belonga to mea, eat no belonga to

th' beegar man. Eat belonga to mya leetel

sis in th' cit; I taka eat to hera from th'

shoppa."

OPINIONS DIFFERED.

"What I know about road-riding," said

Scorchleigh, "would fill a good-sized volume."

"Yes," said the officer who took him in for

running down a man with a wooden leg, "and

what you don't know would fill a good-sized

cemetery."

HE MEANT DIFFERENT.

"I don't like her riding. She puts on too

many airs."

"Puts on nothing."

It wasn't exactly what he meant to say, but

he sometimes spoke before he thought, and

this was one of those times.

Good enough for all practical trade pur-

poses—cash.

BEAT IT OUT.

The scorcher dashed into the crowd

With speed demoniac,

And then came the warning, long and loud,

He had sounded two blocks back.

reached the house she told the driver to let

her out and she would walk up the hill. When
Mrs. Stanton came to the door to greet her

friend she was astonished to see her walking

up the hill in all the glory of bloomers.

But instead of the praise which Miss An-
thony expected, Mrs. Stanton exclaimed: "My
goodness, Susan, if I look like that in bloom-

ers I'll never wear them." Miss Anthony's

feelings were hurt by this remark. So the

compact to wear bloomers was declared off.

HAD REASONS FOR CRYING.

"Did you see me on the wheel this morn-

ing in the park?" he asked, proud of his first

road ride since graduating from the cycle

school.

"Yes," she answered. "That is, you seemed

to be on it some of the time when it wasn't on

top of you."

And he went away and wept.

He lacks most in a wheel that desires most.
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"Won can easily

learn

What's

What
about the

Haney Cyclometer,

Cilley Chain and

Straus and India Tires,

by addressing

Oliver, $trau$ $f 00.

23 Park Row,

New York,

and you will not

Be Sorry
ither.ei

It means " money in thy purse,"

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

A WISE SAYING,

much quoted, is, " The proof

of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, not in chewing the string."

The proof of the superiority

of the tires made by the

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

is that they ^^TEAR A?\rEIvTv.

The celebrated G. & J., and L. C.

Smith Detachable Tires, and the

full line of Single-Tube Tires, all

Kindly mention The WheeU
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SOME THINGS IT HAS DONE.

"The inordinate race for wealth," is becom-

ing a pet phrase with a good many writers

who, when they run short of other discursive

texts, fall back on this one; and it must be ad-

mitted many of the editorial articles written

on it are gems in their way, and show that

there are editors who can write of something

else than dollar-getting in this toiling world.

It is timely to remark in this connection, that

the bicycle has done more to bring about this

change in habits than much preaching and

talking. The cycle has taken tens of thous-

ands from intellectual and physical sloth and

lifted them into intellectual and physical act-

ivity of a healthful sort. It is the foe of pills

and potions, of listlessness and supine wall

gazing, of aimless leisure and cheerless hours

of relaxation. It is a hope and a promise, a

ray of light that shines on a pathway that leads

out of the murkiness of our intellectual atmos-

phere.

The sports and pastimes of all nations and

peoples in all ages afiford interesting and en-

tertaining study. From the Olympian games

of old to to-day's college football and century

runs, people have had their relaxations and

enjoyments, each nation finding its own.

When our modern intense and nervous

civilization came, with its exasperating money-

making pace that made leisure and sport al-

most discreditable to participate in or enjoy,

a new and imperative necessity came with it.

When the smoke of industry began to fill the

sky, men's intellectual vision began to be

clouded. To get and have, and to get more
and have more, became an intellectual aberra-

tion in its intensity.

Hamlets became towns, towns became cities,

cities spread themselves from horizon to hori-

zon, and tens of thousands fled from the pure

open country to be packed like matches in a

box in pent-up holes along darkened roadways

called streets, crowded with ' bustling traffic,

while all about and around, to the confines of

the horizon, the clang and din and roar of ham-
mers, wheel's and furnaces- added their evidence

that the new civilization had spread its pall over

men, taxing every energy, every wit, every

capacity in them to keep pace with the

mechanical devices in iron, steel, wood and

wire they had made to multiply wealth.

And we call this civilization. We bolt our

meals, we rush to toil, we talk with wires, we
strain every energy, we measure manhood in

our dealings with man by its money-earning

skill and shrewdness, or by its willingness to

sell its power to produce for the shortestsong;

we keep tab of our accumulating dollars and
send them back again to earn their keep in

some new avenue or channel of production,

and we call this—business!

Well, perhaps it is. But this very system of

intensified activity, this rush and clatter, this

daily exhaustion of our very inner as well as

outer being, every day, and year after year,

sends tens of thousands to the rear to make
room for the oncoming scorch of resistless

humanity behind.

SOME THOUGHTS ON SPRING.

Some thoughts on spring are not fit for

publication.

Spring is the season of the year when poets

and livers get out of order.

If you have flannels, prepare to shed them

in July.

The well-known poetical reference to spring

as an "ethereal mildness" was promulgated

before the introduction of either cycling or

the Weather Bureau.

Spring poets and early season scorchers are

the two great propagators of pulmonary com-
plaints.

Spring, ghastly spring!

Even a spring-frame is looked at askance.

If the robin is really a sign of spring, he

ought to be ashamed of himself.

In these days, blizzards and cycle shows are

the only genuine "harbingers of spring."

That tired feeling incidental to early spring

rides is greatly aggravated by reading spring

poetry in one column of a paper and weather

reports in another.

In the spring, a rider's fancy lightly turns to

thoughts of cough mixtures.

The most efTete monarchy of modern times

is the one presided over by the May Queen.

Frailty, thy name is either spring or bar-

gain-counter bicycle, you can take your

choice.

Spring by any other name would not be

nearly so deceptive.

Possibly it is because spring is the youth of

the year that it is disagreeably fresh.

"Sweet spring, full of sun and blowing

roses"—sore throats and blowing noses.

Spring, gentle spring, get a thaw on your-

self!

COME HIGH, BUT WE MUST HAVE 'EM.

A clever young woman, to whom the gentle

art of cycle propulsion came but slowly, calls

her. teacher in an uptown riding school, to

whom she was forced to pay 50 cents per les-

son, Experience, because he is such a dear

teacher.

WHY WOMAN SHOULD RIDE.

Modern women, esoecially of the wealthy

classes, are prone to a condition of under

health, the manifested symptoms of which are

ennui, lassitude, nerves, bloodlessness, loss of

appetite, etc., the principal cause being want

of exercise. Many wotaen are habitually un-

der-exercised, and the various tissue changes

do not in consequence thereof satisfactorily

take place. Young women are often deterred

from exercise through considerations of "tidi-

ness," and not wanting to appear heated and

flushed.

It is often overlooked that the skin is the

great purifying organ, and if it is not put into

action it has a deleterious effect on the whole

system.

The person who does not take hard exercise

will find that the dead cells of the upper layers

of the epidermis clog the ducts of the sweat

glands and prevent the elimination of the pro-

ducts of nitrogenous waste. Many women
and men for this reason, although they take

their exercise in a carriage, and have daily a

liberal dose of soap and water, have not pos-

sessed a physiological clean skin for years.

The bicycle has changed all this. It has

stimulated the system, improved the appetite,

encouraged sleep, and caused a frequent re-

newal of the oxygen of the blood, resulting in

improved condition, the flight of functional

derangements, and a complete metamorphosis

of the womah rider.

NICKEL-PLATING WOOD.

Many purchasers object to the introduction

of wood into the construction of a bicycle

solely upon the grounds of appearances. To
a certain extent the sheen of polished, plated

or enameled metal is in many minds irrevocably

associated with cycle construction. To over-

come such objections it might, perhaps, be

wise to occasionally turn out wheels the wood-
en parts of which have been plated. To ac-

complish this the parts which are to be plated

with nickel must first be coated with metal.

In the process which is most commonly em-

ployed three solutions are made use of, name-
ly: (a) li grams of caoutchouc slicings are

dissolved in 10 grams of carbon bisulphidd

and 4 grams of melted wax are poured into the

solution; a mixture consisting of 5 grams of

phosphorus in 60 grams of carbon bisulphide,

with 5 grams of turpentine and 4 grams of

powdered asphalt, is then added and the

whole shaken; (b) 2 grams of silver nitrate

are dissolved in 600 grams of water; (c) lO

grams of chloride of gold are dissolved in 600

grams of water. The conducting wires are

attached to the article, which, after being im-

mersed in the first solution, is allowed to dry.

The second solution is poured over it, and it

is kept suspended until the surface has a dark

luster, when it is rinsed with water and treated

in a similar manner with the third solution.

The surface has now a yellowish sheen, and

the wood is sufficiently prepared for electro-

lytic deposition.

Langbein's dry process consists in quickly

pouring over the article a collodion solution

of potassium iodide, diluted with an equal

volume of ether-alcohol; when the layer is'

just about to set the wood is laid in a weak
solution of silver nitrate, light being excluded.

As soon as a yellow color appears the wood
is rinsed, exposed to sunlight and covered

with copper. It is then ready to be nickel

plated. The wood may also be treated with

immersion in an ethereal solution of paraffin

or wax, and when the ether has evaporatea*

fine graphite is powdered over it, or the

wax is covered with bronze powder and all

unevenness of surface removed.

When the articles are to be electrolytically

coated with copper they are placed in a bath

the composition of which varies with the cur-

rent employed; generally it consists of 30

liters of 18 per cent copper sulphate solution

and IJ liters of 66 per cent sulphuric acid.

When a sufficient amount of copper is de-

posited the articles are ground, polished and
nickel plated in a bath composed of 500 grams
of ammonium nickelous sulphate, 50 grams of

ammonium sulphate and 10 liters of distilled

water. If the blue litmus paper be quickly

reddened by this solution the acidity is re-

duced to such a point by addition of ammo-
nium chloride that the reddening is only slow-

ly developed.

LAST RIDE.

"Phastpayce is just riding to. his grave."

"Well, what of it? When you or I die that's

the way we will go there, in a hearse, ain't it?"

LAMP VERSUS LIFE.

A New Jersey doctor who was arrested for

scorching along the road at night, with an un-

lighted lamp on his wheel, informed the

magistrate before whom he was summoned
that he was hurrying to attend a patient

stricken with heart disease, and he thought,

under the circumstances, that saving a life

was of more importance than lighting a lamp.

The magistrate took the same view of the case

and discharged the prisoner.

'\l
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SAMSON TIRES

THB RBKSON
discriminating cyclists order SAMSON Single-Tube Tires

fitted to their wheels can be attributed to the fact that

SAIMSON TIRES
'%-

^- ARE
AN INDICATION

OF PERFECTION. Satisfactory Tires.

NEW YORK TIRE CO.
Branch Houses:

Boston Buffalo Chicagfo
Toronto Louisville Denver
Philadelphia Cleveland St Louis

Main Office:

59 and 6i Reade street, Ke^v Tork.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

mmm.^r^^#SAMSON TIRES
RIDE THE,...

^ GRACEFUL
oe EASY-RUNNING

Wbeels for Hireryone.
Peerless Racers, Men's Peerless, Ladies' Peerless, Peerless

Diamond Tandem, Peerless Combination Tandem, Men's

Patrol, Ladies' Patrol.

peerless

Ladies' '97 Peerless.
A wheel " fit for a queen," "An American queen." All

requirements met: Grace, ease of motion, beauty, simplicity

of construction and adjustment; saddle, handlebars and
pedals comfortable; dress protection safe and light.

Patrol Roadster.
A most desirable mount. Strong with durable and per-

fect running bearings; light, handsome, satisfactorily

equipped, easily adjusted and at a popular price.

WSITE FOR CATAZO0UXJ.

THE PEERLESS MFG. CO.,
CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Pioducers of Bicycles of Highekt Artistic Merit—the

PEERLEaS and ^ATROL.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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GOIXG ABROAD FOR TRADE.

Certain short-sighted American manufac-

turers must give up the idea of regarding

foreign markets as a dumping place for bicy-

cles that will not sell at home, and they must

be careful to send only such machines as have

been found to be acceptable in the countries

where they are sent. Salesmen in foreign

markets must be men of ability and tact; they

must carry more lines of goods than they

would at home; but they must not carry too

many, or they will be unable to be well in-

formed in regard to all. Good American-

made cycles and sundries find a ready market

abroad. In order to reap the advantages of

foreign trade, however, consistent and persist-

ent activity is necessary. The present high

standard of quality of American cycle goods

must be preserved; in cheap goods American
Manufacturers have no chance in foreign

competition.

MILK IN THE COCOANUT.

Those who hold aloof from threatened at-

tacks upon the department store method of

selling cycles and sundries, very sagely de-

clare that nothing can be done without the as-

sistance or direct co-operation of the manu-
facturers. They assert, with considerable

show of reason, that the manufacturers will

not refuse to sell their wheels or sundries to

these stores so long as by so doing they can

dispose of their surplus stock, or, as is more
than hinted, when they can sell inferior goods,

or seconds, to the only cycle dealers who will

touch them, namely, to the department stores.

NEVER WORRIED HIM.

"Well, that's the roughest letter we ever

got about our machine," said the maker of

bargain-counter, high-grade, $39.47 bicycles

to his partner, as he handed the latter a com-

munication from one irate purchaser, who told

what he thought of the $39.47 brand of high-

grade bicycles.

''Never mind," said the partner, who was

used to the game, having been a mechanic in

a cycle factory before he blossomed out as a

maker of cut-rate high-grades, "I'll just tile

it and see if that won't smooth it out."

SOWING THE SEED.

If you cannot spend $1,000 in advertising,

spend $500. If you cannot spend so much,

spend $100, and if your business will not allow

more than $10 to be so invested, spend that.

Do not say there is no use in advertising a

wheel except in a large way. One might as

well say that a five-cent package of seeds from

the florist will not grow as well as the same
seed bought in bushel quantities. Have good
seed and plant it in good soil; in other words,

write a good advertisement and put it in a

good trade paper.

MECHANICAL WAR MAKING.

A high military authority has expressed

the opinion that in the next great war, the

cavalry will go in horseless carriages and the

infantry on bicycles, while the artillery will

be so blamed heavy it won't go at all.

WHEN THE NOVELTY IS GONE.

A somewhat diffident wheelwoman says she
hopes to see the day when all the world will

be a-wheel, so that she will cease to be a
novelty. Ah, but probably then she will give
up cycling.

PERU PREPARING TO PEDAL.

The steamer Advance, on her last trip to

South America, took about fifty bicycles of

different makes on orders from the cities of

Callao and Payta, in Peru. It is believed that

considerable business in this direction may be

anticipated from these markets, due to the en-

thusiasm likely to awaken in Peru. Parties

there have recently been advised that an ex-

tensive bicycle academy is under consideration

to be erected at Exposition Park, Lima.

TAKES ALL KINDS TO MAKE A SUCCESS.

Cycling contains a liberal number of two

kinds of wheelmen—those who know too

much and those who do not know enough.

From the first a never failing crop of S'mart

Alecks is garnered, while from the latter a

plenitude of fools is recruited.

RIDING ROUND GREAT GUNS.

The deck of the U. S. Monitor Puritan

during the ship's recent stay at Ch.irleston

was put to a novel use. The bicycle on ship-

board has been caricatured in some of tlie

illustrated papers, but here it was a fact. Jlo

less than five bicycles are carried on the moni-

tor, and the captain and several of the offtcers

are enthusiastic wheelmen. The quarterdeck

makes an excellent track, measuring, as it

does, about 60 by 100 feet, so when they de-

sire to do so the officers can circle the ship,

making a lap of nearly 300 feet.

SHE USUALLY TUMBLES.

Without being at all superstitious, even the

most casual of observers can not fail to note

that whenever a fair novice, her wheel and a

pug dog become tangled, that a new woman
strikes town, right there and then.

WILLING TO TAKE ALL CHANCES.

" No trust, no bust," read the'famous West-

ern sign. Should the wheelman take this un-

to himself, he would refrain from "trusting"

a light wheel for fear of the "bunting" thereof.

But few there are, in cycling, who would not

rather "trust" a light-weight machine rather

than be "busted" on orie of those two-wheeled

ice-wagons.

TOUGH 'ON THE GHOSTS.

A California town has a "female ghost that

wears bloomers." And yet Colonel Ingersoll

is wasting time trying to convince people that

there is no punishment after death.

TRIES THEM ALL.

The bones and muscles of the human body
are capable of over 1,200 different movements,

and when a nervous man gives himself his

first lessons in learning to ride a bicycle he

goes through every one of those 1,200 move-
ments with variations.

THE RACE FOR ADVERTISING.

Are these lunatics? No, indeed. They are representatives of rival cycle makers

rushing to the White House to be the first to present the new President with a bicycle.
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PITTSBURG SHOW AFTERMATH.

Pittsburg, March 1.—The Pittsburg cycle

show has passed, yet it seems as if the whir-

ring of wheels still permeated the local at-

mosphere. The function of the Pittsburg Cy-

cle Board of Trade closed Saturday night in

a clash of clamor and a flash of glamor. It

was the first annual show by the local board,

but it will not be the last. Every dealer aims

to be loudest in shouting the praises of the

show from a trade point of view. There will

be another Pittsburg cycle show, and it will

come as soon as the cyclometric calendar can

wheel around the months. It will be bigger

and better than the last. Despite the most
adverse elemental opponents, the show tri-

umphed over them one and all, singly and col-

lectively. Rain from the heavens above tried

to keep the crowds away from the opening

and the rising Allegheny from below tried to

flood out and wash ashore the crowds after

they got in the show, and a fire engine on

wheels had to save other wheels, but, the

crowds came, saw and- conquered.

On the first two days of the show it rained

incessantly. The next three days the water

that came down on the first two days as rain

came up as a flood and filled the basement of

the building in which the show was being

held. The special electric plant was sub-

merged and power had to be borrowed. It

seemed for a time as if the first five days of

the show would be spent in getting in out of

the wet and getting out of the flood. But

there yet remained two days, and they were

hummers. All the cyclists from Cycledom
seemed to surge and sway through the aisles.

On Friday the jam was awful. There was not

even "standing room only " on Saturday night

when the electric farewell flashed out "Good
Night," and the band played "Say Au Revoir,

But Not Good-By."

The dealers, without exception, reaped im-

mense trade benefits, and predict that the har-

vest has just begun. They all testify to sell-

ing numerous wheels and placing many agen-

cies in nearby towns. There were over 10,-

000 paid admissions to the seven day show.

The gate receipts and stand payments will

cover all expenses. The profit will be real-

ized in sales.

As the cycle show came to a climax good
cheer became quite evident. Throughout the

show the utmost bonhommie was displayed

among the dealers. The climax was capped

on the closing night. A pleasing incident was

a handsome remembrance presented to Man-
ager Harbaugh by the exhibitors of the first

Pittsburg cycle show. B. E. Creighton, of Story,

Barber & Co., delivered the gift to Mr. Har-

baugh, paying a pretty compliment to him.

The aggressive and progressive manager re-

sponded in words that indicated that he had

not wound up his wheels in vain. The pres-

entation act was the occasion for tremendous

enthusiasm and wild cheering by people and

dealers.

The band became rather gay one afternoon

and among their lively selections played "The
Downfall of the Scorcher." Its rendition re-

quired pop-guns, sizzers and a variety of other

unmusical noises. The Wagnerian attempts

was heartily encored and the pand played on.

Exhibitors at the Pittsburg show who also

had displays at the Chicago and New York
shows were enthusiastic over the treatment

received here. The general comment was
' that the service of all kinds was cheaper and

better than in either city and that much more
general courtesy was shown to them by the

management.

There was an enthusiastic meeting of West-

ern Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio and West
Virginia riders at the show one night to form

a professional racing league and establish a

professional circuit. Trevor F. Myler was ap-

pointed chairman and George Moreland sec-

retary. Among those present were some of

the best known bicycle riders and race meet

promoters in this end of the State. The pro-

moters received assurances of support from

local dealers, who will certainly have riders

on their wheels at all the towns in the near-

by circuit to advertise their particular makes.

West Virginia and Eastern Ohio were also

represented either by wheelmen or by letter.

The prevailing sentiment seemed to be in

favor of a cash prize circuit. A. R. Darragh,

Captain P. A. C. Wheelmen; T. F. Myler,

official handicapper of Western Pennsylvania;

W. L. Dixon, Captain Keystone Bicycle Club;

Dr. W. S. Cooke, of the Beaver Valley Cy-

clers; B. G. Goble, E. A. Rogers and others

spoke quite favorably of the plan. Communi-
cations were received from Beaver Falls, Un-

Morgan xWrightTIres

are good tires

A DEALER IN LEAMINGTON. ONI. WRITES:

"Out of every ten sets of

tires 1 have sold during
the past season, nine of
them have been M & W.
Out of every fifteen pairs

that r have repaired , one
tire has been an Vfi & W."

Morgan ^Wright

rush of cyclists Bankerward. They looked

and marveled. And the more they looked

the more they marveled. There was a real

chainless wheel before their eyes. There was

not a vestige of a chain about the machine.

Push the pedals and around would go the

—

pedals, but not the wheels. Banker had

simply removed the chain from a Cleveland.

iontown and Johnstown, Among the local

riders who expressed themselves as willing to

enter the professional events, if held in con-

nection with amateur races, were Bert Irons,

C. C. Augenbaugh, B. G. Goble, H. B. Scott,

Guy Dailey, George Dench, Charles Reuckel

and Snell. Chairman Myler was instructed

to appoint a committee of five to confer with

race promoters and ascertain the bicycle pulse

of the coin advancers. It is the intention to

form a permanent organization.

There was only one chainless wheel on ex-

hibition at the show and it was the occasion

of endless merriment. A. G. Pratt & Co.

expected the Spalding chainless to arrive and

spend the last few days of the show on the

sight- seen stand. But Saturday night ar-

rived without its arrival. But ingenious

George A. Banker, the retired racer, saw to it

that the show did not push itself into cyclol-

ogy without a chainless wheel. He devised

a chainless wheel and it was announced

throughout the show that the chainless wheel

had arrived and was on exhibition at the stand

of Banker Brothers. Straightway there was a

GAVE A FREE SHOW.

Springfield, Mass., March 1.—A free cycle

show in the Y. M. C. A. building was attend-

ed by several thousand people last week. The
show was essentially a local affair, the princi-

pal exhibitors being manufacturers within the

Springfield limits. In addition a few out-of-

town concerns were represented through their

local agents. The Overman Wheel Company
models included the No. 30 Victor, which lists

at $75 and is built along the lines of last year's

$100 wheel. The Warwick Cycle Company
exhibited four models. The Keating Wheel
Company had a Keating Grand inclosed in a

heavy gilt frame. The Hendee & Nelson

Manufacturing Company displayed its Silver

King and the M. D. Stebbins Manufacturing

Company made a considerable number of con-

verts for its Chilion wood frame wheel.

Among the sundries the United States Bent

Wood Company, of this city, made a creditable

showing of handle-bars and wood tip grips.

Morgan & Ball, the local Spalding agents, had

the largest individual display, which included

Crawford and Crescent wheels, besides the

various Spalding models. L. H. Adams, who
has succeeded Hubbard & Adams as agent

for the Columbia and Hartford wheels, ex-

hibited several models. S. B. Call represent-

ed the Northampton and Wolff-American cy-

cles and also displayed a full line of athletic

goods. The Stearns and the Waltham Comet
were in charge of Taylor & Son and the

Orient, a strikingly handsome model, was

represented by F. M. Coe. The Quinnell

Manufacturing Company exhibited the Amer-
ican Traveler, and the Metropolitan Furniture

Company the Pierce. Forbes & Wallace had

a dozen models of Lenox and Navarre wheels.

UNCLE EPHRISMS.

Ebber hyar dem people at a bysickle show
tellin' about how good dah bysickles am?
Dey's jess like de men in a brass band—ebery

man t'inks dat his horn done makes de bes'

music.

Dah am lots ob people gwine round tellin'

ob de joys of proffessionalism, but I'se in-

clined to b'lieve dat de debbil ain't as white

as he's painted.

Dem makers dat is alius tryin' ter take de

shine off'n some udder makers, am li'ble ter

rub up agin er heap o' roughness every oncet

in a while.

Hit takes mighty good eyesight fun de racer

to see amachoorism t'rough a wad ob money.

Women ah no hahdah toe please in bysick-

lin' dan men, ef yo' let dem hab deir own way.

De man what wud hah dun so an' so ef he'd

bin dar nebber gits dah,

Many wheelmen mistake contrariness for

originality.
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HOW TO SELL CYCLES IN ITALY.

In a report to the State Department, Hon.
H. A. Johnson, United States Consul at Ven-

ice, says that the obstacle to the successful in-

troduction of the American bicycle in Italy is

its high price—no others are so high—for

while the Italians seem predisposed toward

the American article, they naturally permit

the cost to influence them considerably. Only

about 10,000 wheels are in use, and most of

these are of English and German make, rang-

ing in price from $60 to $130; the popular

price is, however, $90.

Bearing in mind that the Italian peninsular

is quite mountainous and that the machine

must be constructed for usage of that sort,

Consul Johnson suggests for the Italian trade

that three different classes of bicycles be made
—first a machine very highly finished, with

nickeled and gilded mountings, something

which should be very showy and which would

retail for not more than 600 francs ($115.80);

second, a good machine, less elaborate, but

well linished, that would sell for not more
than 450 francs ($86.85) ; third, a simple but

strong machine, what might be called a

popular type, that could be purchased for 300

francs ($57.90). To diminish the expenses of

the custom house duties, he thinks, it would

be a good plan to establish a general agency

in Milan, to which point the compon-
ent parts might be shipped, and there as-

sembled, thereby reducing the customs duty

to a minimum. Skilled labor in Italy costs,

comparatively speaking, about one-fourth of

what it does in America. Cash payments are

not the rule in Macaroniland and should not

be expected. Mr. Johnson also points out

what should be patent to all, that it is a sheer

waste of money to send over advertising

matter not printed in the Italian language,

or in French, at least.

In the entire Kingdom of Italy, there are

ten bicycle factories, but only two of any im-

portance, those of Prinetti & Stucchi and

Orio & Marchand, both at Milan. Nearly all

of the material comes from abroad, and the

output is limited. These home-made bicycles

sell for from $70 to $100. Although approved

by the "smart set," few Italian women ride.

CAN ANYONE DENY IT?

Manley M. Gillam, who certainly must be

credited with knowing something about ad-

vertising, says: "Other things being equal,

that paper will be worth most to an adver-

tiser which will carry his announcement to

the greatest number of people who will be

interested in his goods, and able to buy

them." Is not this exactly what a wheel paper

does for those who deal in bicycles, parts

thereof or sundries?

WHERE KICKERS COME FROM.

Have you ever noticed that the clerk who
gets say $10 per week salary, and from it saves

enough to buy a bicycle, is not the one who
growls at the high price of a bicycle? It is

the well-to-do man, who buys a bargain-coun-

ter wheel for his boy, who howls the longest

and the loudest against the "makers' extor-

tion," as he terms it.

THE WAY TO WIN.

The Eastern and Western manufacturers

who invade New York too often open a

small establishment, which reflects small

credit. If their wares are standard wares the

mistake is soon realized. They are deluged

with business and are forced to enlarge their

quarters. So it was with the Boston Woven
Hose and Rubber Company. In October,

1895, they opened an unpretentious branch in

Gotham, at 63 Reade street. In a few months

the rush of business compelled them to look

for a larger store and they now occupy one

that extends from No. 89 Chambers street

through to 71 Reade street, a view of which

is here shown.

TWO BLAZES, FIRE AND GLORY.

Philadelphia's show was closed on Saturday

night with a fire scare. During the early part

of the evening some one carelessly threw a

lighted cigarette stump on the floor of the

Barnes booth, and in a few minutes the light

decorations around the stand were in a blaze.

Somebody yelled "fire," and in an instant

those nearest the doors made a rush to get

out. With commendable presence of mind
the leader of the band started the musicians to

playing, and some of the cooler exhibitors

jumped on chairs and railings and tried to quiet

the crowd. Somebody got a fire extinguisher

and turned a stream on the draperies, which

had been dragged from their fastenings, and

the fire was put out.

The attandance for the week, including ex-

hibitors and those holding complimentary

A complete line of the well known Vim tires

and tire sundries; Vimoid and mechanical rub-

ber goods are shown. The New York branch

is in charge of Henry F. Hering, who, be-

fore coming to New York, was connected

with its Boston office, both in a clerical and

constructional capacity, so brought with him

a most thorough knowledge of the business.

WATCHING THE WIND.

When going out for an extended ride, if

possible, begin your journey with the wind at

your back. Riding against the wind requires

some definite object to urge one on, and that

object is best obtained when home is the goal;

then the wind may die out; and again, the

rider is more fit for a fight against a head

wind after he has ridden for an hour or so

than he is at the beginning of his ride.

tickets, was over 50,000, of which over 40,000

were paid admissions. Just how much profit"

will result from the affair is not as yet known,

but that the balance will be a handsome one

there is no doubt.

FOLLY OF FOOLS.

To the rider who, knowing the possibilities

of his act, is deliberately guilty of frightening

a horse, his punishment should be as swift and

severe as that deserved by a driver who dashes

recklessly into the wheelman; in fact, it should

be more severe, for in the first instance many
lives may be at stake, while in the latter only

one is risked.

DYSPEPSIA IN CANNIBALLAND.

"That man, like every round-the-world

wheelman I've sampled, was too argumenta-

tive for anything."

"Do you mean the one you just ate?"

"Yes. We had a dispute about flush joints

and the result was I had him for a roast one

at dinner."

"Well, that certainly gave you the best of

the controversy."

"Yes, but he never gives in. He doesn't

agree with me yet."

An egg and the new comer in cycling differ

in that one is best when it's fresh and the other

isn't.

NEW CYCLE SHOW ATTRACTION.

Abicycleweddingwas one of the attractions

of the cycle show at Wilmington, Del., last

week. The ceremony was performed in the

main aisle of the hall in the presence of several

thousand persons. The bride and groom,
the attendants and minister are all enthusias-

tic riders.

TAKING OFF WEIGHT.

"See that man?" exclaimed the fat racer to

his training mate, the sawed-oflf novice.

"Course I see him! I ain't blind. What's

wrong with him?"

"Nothing, only I gave him a dollar the

other day, and I tell you he made me sweat

for it."

"Did, eh? What for?"

"Cause he runs a Russian bath, and that's

his business."
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WHAT HAVE WE DONE?
Oh! Something.

Here is a partial list of the cities where the

Trinity will be sold in '97.

Do you as an agent, do you as a maker, ever

remember of a 100-day-old bicycle maker ever

getting one-quarter of the number of agencies

in the same length of time?

Why, when we get down to the merits of

the case, we don't claim one-half enough credit

for Trinity achievements.

There never was a parallel case of success.

Will there ever be another?

P. S.—Remember, we have no jobbers

handling Trinities, so each town represents a

direct agency.

Alma, Neb.
Ashaway, R. I.

Amsterdam, N. Y.

Arkansas City, Kan.
Ashland, \\'is.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Boston, Mass.

Bath, Me.
Baltimore, Md.
Brocton, Mass.

Belleville, 111.

Bloomington, III.

Chelsea, Mass.

Cambridge, Mass.

City Mills, Mass.

Concord, N. H.
Clearfield. Pa.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Charleston, W. Va.

Detroit, Mich.

Dover, yie.

Dover, N. H.
Danville, III.

ijecatur. 111.

Dixon, 111.

Englewood, 111.

Evansville, Ind.

Easton, Pa.

Fall River, Mass.

Foxcroft, Me.
Fairbury, 111.

Green Bay, Wis.

Galesburg, 111.

Haverhill, Mass.

Hudson, Mass.

Hardwick, \t.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Joliet, 111.

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Jersey City, N. J.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Lowell, Mass.

Lockport, N. Y.

Lynn. Mass.

Laconia. N. H.
Lakeport, N. H.
Lafavette, Ind.

Altoona, Pa.

Ashland, 111.

Ansonia, Conn.
Akron, Ohio.

Alliance, Ohio.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Barre, Vt.

Bridgeport, Conn.
Bangor, Me.,

Bay Shore, N. Y.
Bethel, Conn.

Cortland, N. Y.
Canal Dover, Ohio.

Cairo, 111.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Cazenovia, N. Y.

Dorchester, Mass.

Dennison, Ohio.

DeKalb, 111.

Dedham, Mass.

Danbury, Conn.

Derby, Conn.

Escanaba, Mich.

E. Cambridge, Mass.

Fitchburg, Mass.

Fenton, Mich.

Greene, N. Y.

Good Spring, Pa.

Hazleton, Pa.

Hyde Park, Mass.

Hartford, Conn.

Iowa Cit}-, Iowa.

Keene, X. H.
Kingston, Pa.

Kingston, X. 1.

LaSalle, 111.

Lewiston, Me.
Leominster, Mass.

Lancaster, Pa.

Lansingburg, X'. Y.
Lisbon, Ohio.
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THE TRINITY

Mansfield, Mass.

Middleboro, Mass.

Marblehead, Mass.

Manchester, N. H.
Muncie, Ind.

Manistee, Mich.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Madison, Me.

X^ew Bedford, Mass.

X^orwood, Mass.

Newport, R. I.

New Haven, Conn.

New Castle, Pa.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Nashua, N. H.

Omaha, Neb.
Ottawa, 111.

Ontario, N. Y.

Poughkeepsie, X'. Y.

Plymouth, X. H.
Pawtucket, R. I.

Providence, R. I.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Portsmouth, N. H.
Putnam, Conn.

Rochester, N. Y.

Russell, Ky.

Reslindale, Mass.

Rockford, 111.

Racine, \\'is.

Middletown, N. Y.

Mattapan, Mass.

Montclair, N. J.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Macon, Ga.

Memphis, Tenn.

Medford, Mass.

Maynard, Mass.

Noank, Conn.

New Philadelphia, O.

New York City.

No. Cambridge, Mass.

New Milford, Conn.

Newburyport, Mass.

X^orway, Me.

Ottumwa, Iowa.

Oil City, Pa.

Portland, Me.
Provincetown, Mass.

Port Huron, Mich.

Paris, 111.

Peru, 111.

Plainfield, Conn.

Peoria, 111.

Pine Grove, Pa.

Rome, N. Y.

Rockland, Me.
Richmond, Va.

Rahway, X^. J.

Red Jacket, Mich.

THE TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

Successors to FRANK T. FOWLER MFG. CO.,

"THE TRINITY,"

Nos. 1-3 CHANDLER STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.

So. Boston, Mass. Springfield, 111.

Shelburne Falls, Mass. Skowhegan, Me.
Seattle, Wash. Stamford, Conn.

St.Johnsbury Center, Vt Suffield, Conn.

Salem, Mass.

Southbridge, Mass.

Suncook, X'. H.
Saco, Me.
Sterling, 111.

Trenton, N. J.

Thompson, Mich.

Traer, Iowa.

Utica, N. Y.

Wilmington, N. C.

Waterville, Me.
Wauregan, Conn.

W. Medford, Mass.

Windsor Locks, Conn.

Willimantic, Conn.

W. Somerville, Mass.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Waukegan, 111.

Waterbury, Conn.

York, Pa.

Sycamore. 111.

Scranton, Pa.

Shelton, Conn.

Seymour, Conn.
Salem, Ohio.

Terre Haute, Ind.

Trov, N. Y.

Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Waterville, Conn.

Warren, Pa.

Watertown, Mass.

A\'oburn, Mass.

Wareham, Mass.

^^'allingfo^d, Conn.
Waltham, Mass.

Wilmington, Del.

Washington, D. C.

Whitesboro, N. Y.

Youngstown, Ohio.
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SUCCESS.
"The King is dead—Long live the King."

"Ring out the old—Ring in the new."

"Laugh, and the world laughs with you.

Weep, and you weep alone." Such is life

—

such is success. To-day you see the man, the

concern, envied by all—countless friends?

Numberless admirers.

To-morrow, the envy turns to derision, the

friends to acquaintances and former admirers

know you not.

There you are! Human nature, more inflex-

ible than armor-plate.

Keep pace with the world—this phenom-
enally speedy sphere of ours—if you would in a

measure succeed.

There is nothing new, so to speak—people

take in what you have and don't wonder
so much. Yet they come to you—everything be-

ing equal—instead of to your neighbor, poor

devil, no matter how deserving. For his post

is the dead King—a new King has come—The
old is ringing out—the new in.

Success! Lover for the gold you bring—the

power you bestow, the misery you cause, the

lives you barter.

Success, indeed! Thou art a strange bed fel-

low.

A WARNING.
Malicious and false statements are being cir-

culated regarding the Trinity Company to the

effect that internal dissensions have appeared;
that we have no money to run our business

and pay our men, etc., etc. \\'e desire to thank
these busybodies that are taking so much in-

terest in our business, and to say that there is

not one company doing business in the United
States in which there is more unanimity of

purpose, greater friendship and cordiality, or

"pull together" spirit, than exists in our
company.
We have discounted every bill so far and

paid our men once a week, and have some
money in the bank besides.

Jealousy will make some people resort to

most any means to create adverse impressions
regarding an up-to-date and prosperous con-

cern. They must be the under dog, as he is

always the one who squeals.

A BIT OF OUR POLICY.
Equal treatment to all.

One price to all agents.

(Contracts and sales books open to our
agents.)

Retail prices maintained.

No wheels given away.

No cut prices.

X"o racing teams.

No antagonism to other concerns, only
legitimate competition.

A 100-day-old concern making a new policy

and carrying it out is a new record. Isn't it?

We believe there was plenty of room for im-

provement in the manner of conducting tlie

business of a cycle manufacturer and believe

we have struck the right gait, that our agents
appreciate it; that our policy will be a key-

stone for the future for all manufacturers.

I

THE TRINITY

I
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PROSPECTS AT PROVIDENCE.

Providence, R. I., Feb. 27.—"What do I

think of the prospects for the trade in '97?"

A well-known dealer repeated the interroga-

tory thoughtfullj', then smiled blandly on The
Wheel representative, and continued, "I

think there will be less business done, but we
will make more profit. Last year there was

some scalping in the trade, and big prices

ruled on second-hands. We have stopped

that now, and will make more money."

As the dealer realized that he was talking

for publication when he saw the pencil start

from the vest pocket, he quickly said, "don't

quote me as saying that."

Under the conditions ruling in Providence,

the dealer did voice a general sentiment. The

trade is well organized this season. The local

Board of Trade has issued a list of prices for

second-hands. This list makes the maximum
allowance $50 on the '96 $100 wheel. The

scale descends very rapidly until the figure to

be credited on a trade which includes a '92

wheel is $5. Then the dealers have come into

close communion in making the arrangements

for the cycle show. The result of the ac-

quaintance so formed has been that they have

found out that the other fellow isn't half bad

after all.

There is no doubt that the firms who
handled the bicycle as a side line took the

trade on the wrong side of the ledger. Al-

most without exception they are not in the

game this year.'

The exceptions are the big department

stores and the house furnishing stores. Lead-

ers in both of these branches are plunging on

bicycles this year. The former claim they will

handle all grades of wheels and do a legiti-

mate business. The latter are in it to supply

their regular installment trade.

W. W. Whitten, of the Whitten Cycle Co.,

the oldest firm in the trade, handles the War-

wick, Adlake, Pierce, and makes the Whitten.

Last year they built over 200 wheels; this

year they expect to put out in this State from

300 to 500 wheels. W. W. Whitten looks at

the matter from a conservative standpoint.

"I am looking for a general revival in busi-

ness," he said. "If it comes, the dealers will

have a good year. Men can't buy wheels un-

less they have money. They must have the

bread first; the wheel comes pretty near to

coming next."

Corp Brothers expect to manufacture some

300 bicycles for the Providence trade. They

built that number last year, and expected to

make 500 this season. The head of the firm

said, "We are not preparing for any increase

in business. The season promises to develop

more interest than ever in cycling. Every-

body who has a wheel, will ride; and there are

a number who will buy new bicycles this year.

The only reason for not attempting to increase

our output is that there are so many buyers

out of work at present. We don't care to do

much installment business, because we don't

think it pays. We don't have a store on one

of the principal streets, because I don't be-

lieve that a cycle store can be run at a profit

the whole year round."

C. A. Phillips & Son, makers of the Phillip-

ian, local, build about 150 wheels; made 50

last year. They take a hopeful view of the

situation.

The Household Sewing Machine Co. started

to make sample wheels last year for the '97

trade. Their superintendent is authority for

the statement that they will not be in the busi-

ness this year. "Did not regard the opening

as sufficiently flattering."

Dawson & Co., Providence and Pawtucket,

who handle Stearns, Lovell Diamond, and

Tourist bicycles, also athletic and sporting

goods as a side line. W. Fred. Hazleton,

their representative, spoke for them. "Our
order to the factory was much more conserva-

tive this year. For the future, it looks as if

there was going to be a larger amount of

business done, and more good wheels sold this

year. We shall cut down the installment

trade. Business will be conducted on more
conservative lines, both by the maker and

dealer. We will draw our lines very much
closer on all matters of credit. People are

getting used to the idea that a bicycle is a

necessity, and they have got to pay for it.

We have been considerably encouraged by

the early business."

Congdon-Carpenter Co., New England

agents for the Dayton, and city agents for the

Berkeley and Tempest.
—

"This combination

having been formed (the Board of Trade), we
think it will make a healthier trade. Business

has been good, and we look for a good year."

Wm. G. Rankin, manager for the Pope

Mfg. Co., said that, "the first demand always

comes for the hundred dollar wheel early, and

it has been fairly good; later we will get the

demand for the $75 wheels, and along in

May for the lower priced goods. I think we

shall do our share, and a good business at

that."

Frank C. Ferrin, New England agent for

the Fowler headquarters in Providence.
—

"It's

all right this year, and going to be a big sea-

son. I shouldn't be surprised to see a short-

age of wheels in May. This installment busi-

ness is all right, if it is done right, but it has

to be followed up. We had no trouble last

year with it. The demand now is for $100

wheels, but the market will be flooded with

cheap wheels this season."

John M. Dean & Co., big house furnishers.

New Mail, Featherstone, and Narragansett.

—

Mr. Dean said that they should conduct the

business on the proper lines, and only sell

to regular customers on installment. For
several years they have had numerous calls

for wheels, and were forced either to buy them
outside to oblige the customer, or lose the

trade. They will not cut prices.

The two big department stores—Callender,

McAuslan & Troup and John Shepard—will

handle full lines. They will do less credit

trade than last year.-

Mechanical Fabric Co.—Making more tires

than ever; less single-tube, more double-

tube. They make Dunlops.

G. A. Mink handled wheels as agent last

year, this year he will carry a full line, and

open a store. He believes in the installment

business, and will bid for that trade.

The Waltham Mfg. Co. are represented in

Providence by Wm. A. Suddard. They have

a fine store and have recently added two men
to their staff of salesmen. Mr. Suddard feels

confident that there will be a good year's busi-

ness. He keeps his store open from 7 a. m.

to 10 p. m., six days a week, and says that it

pays to keep open evenings. Furthermore,

has sold more wheels so far this year than

during the corresponding period of the past

three years.

Fred. Graves, of the Waverley, with his

plate glass front and $6,000 per year store in

the best business location in the city, quietly

smiled when asked his opinion of the trade.

"Just look at our wheel—that " On the
end of a glowing sentence was the statement
that Waverleys couldn't help selling.

The upshot of the whole matter is that there

is at present but one new bicycle firm in the
city. All the old firms are right in line. They
are: Makers—W. W. Whitten Cycle Mfg.
Co., Corp Bros., C. A. Phillips & Son; branch
stores—Waltham Mfg. Co., Pope Mfg. Co.,

Indiana Bicycle Co., Fowler Cycle Co., Keat-
ing Wheel Co., H. A. & W. C. Keith Co.;
dealers—Dawson & Co., Congdon-Carpen-
ter Co., Thos. Early, Williams & Munroe,
Crandall, Alldice & Co., Nelson, Davis, A.
Flemming, Geo. Bugbee; handle wheels as

a side line—John M. Dean & Co., Household
Furniture Co., Flint & Co., Belcher &
Loomis, Callender, McAuslan & Troup,
Shepard & Co., Hope Rubber Co.

COLONEL ON THE FIFTH.

Boston, March 1—Once more

the Pope Mfg Co. is installed

at 223 Columbus avenue. Last

spring they were driven out

by a mid-day fire, which com-

pletely gutted the splendid

brick edifice. The new Pope

Building is, however, much

handsomer and more com-

plete than the former struc-

ture. It is fire-proof, too.

The front is of Roman brick

and limestone; the interior is

finished in quartered oak; the

stairways are of iron, with

slate treads. The first floor is

devoted to the salesroom and

offices, the basement to the

repair department, and the

sixth floor to the riding

school. Col. Pope's offices

arc on the fifth floor. The
other floors are leased to

other occupants.
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LINES FROM LOUISVILLE.

Louisville, Ky., Feb. 27.—The rustle of the

leaves in "Vallombrosa's Antique Wood"
was as nothing compared with the rustle so

noticeable in the manner and gait of the cycle

drummer who in the present day goes forth

prepared to sling the Louisville trade by the

tail. Finding and grasping the tail is not a

herculean task, but slinging it—ah, there's the

rub—and it might be sometimes said of the

would-be sHnger—"Ah, there's a dub!"

The cause of statements such as these rests

entirely with the circumstances. Louisville

dealers have been through the mill and have

been ground exceedingly fine. It is there-

fore hard to grind them finer. Every deal-

er here will say that he knows there are other

good wheels beside the line he carries, but

he cannot do justice to the wheel that is now

offered him by a traveler, and the day of tak-

ing a wheel to "smother" it and keep it out

of competition is past. This is shown by the

smaller lines in the matter of different makes

a dealer is carrying. The manufacturer, too,

has been trying to regulate the "smothering"

process, for he cannot afford to lose the big-

gest part of the riding season and the conse-

quent boost his make would receive in the

way of advertisement and popularity. Conse-

quently he has placed regulations on his

tourist, and unless the aforementioned evan-

gelist can show proper cause for shipping an

order that does not meet the requirements the

order is turned down. The gentleman who
has a really splendid line under his wing often

wonders why he cannot get it placed in such

a cycling city as Louisville is to-day. He can

find his reasons in part in the text as deliv-

ered above.

Charles Martin, who has been a bright par-

ticular star in the Rouse-Hazard diadem of

travelers, will be found with his brother

George at the Martin & Martin place of busi-

ness in Louisville, during the riding season.

Few men are more popular with his patrons

than Charles Martin, and this is not only true

with his customers, who buy from him on the

road in quantities, but also of the consumer,

who may never buy more than one wheel. It

is a talent to be able to adapt one's self to

the size of his customer without becoming im-

patient with the smaller ones.

Elzy & Manuel, a new firm, is to begin

business at 621 Eighth street.

Whatever may be his faults, John S. Prince

does not lack energy. The Nashville Colise-

um, Memphis Coliseum and now the Chatta-

nooga Coliseum are monuments to his efforts

and ability in getting capital interested in his

schemes. The contract for the Chattanooga

Coliseum was awarded on the 10th inst. to

M. C. Crumpler. On the 11th ground was

broken and it is claimed that six weeks hence

will see the work completed. Prince will try

Montgomery, Ala., next. Birmingham was

wary, but may come in later. April 1st and

2d are the dates for the first meet of the cir-

cuit which takes place at Memphis.

Southern people, and particularly those im-

mediately about his home, are pinning their

faith to Owen Kimble in the scramble up

the ladder in 1897. They point witn pride to

his 1896 record, which showed better than any

of the critics had dared to prophesy. He has

the heart of a lion, whether pitted against t.

world's champion or a dreary dub, and this

very confidence has landed him winner in

more than one red-hot finish. His faults of

early in the season grew less as the season ad-

vanced and that unsteady, driving finish be-

came a more steady, but none the less deter-

mined sprint. There is reason for thinking he

may roost alongside the dollar mark at the

top of the ladder at the close of 1897.

STANDS FOR A GOOD THING. ^.

When a man can take a few pieces of stout

Bessemer steel wire and make thereof a bi-

cycle stand that will firmly hold the wheel

suspended from the fioor, and, at the same
time, support itself, so that it cannot topple

over, he has created something that it seems

should command a ready sale. Such an

article is the "B. & B." supporting stand, made
by Bishop & Benson, New Haven, Conn.

Lightly, but solidly built, the stand weighs

less than four pounds. When in use, it oc-

cupies less lateral space that the wheel itself;

when not in use, the stand can be folded up

and hung on a nail. It holds the machine

with both wheels suspended, saving the tires,

and so engages the steering wheel that turn-

ing it sidewise is impossible. Both wheels

can be revolved freely, and all parts of the

machine are readily accessible for cleaning

and oiling. It is sightly in appearance, and

finished in Japan or nickel, and sold at a good

marketable retail price. To dealers and job-

bers a special discount can be quoted.

RATHER HEAVY DISCOUNTS.

According to the New York "Journal of

Commerce" this is the experience of one ex-

porter. The buyer said that it had taken him

more than a week to place an order for forty-

five bicycles for a certain market. "The way

it happened," he said, "was that most of the

high grade wheels had special agents with

whom they were tied up. They would refer

me to their agents, saying they could not ac-

cept the order unless it came through them

from that market." This is well enough if

the bicycle manufacturers want to do direct

export business without taking into consider-

ation the local export trade. But to refer an

export house of high standing to an agent

in a foreign country did not seem a fair way

of treating them. The buyer, however, ac-

cording to his story, was able to purchase the

wheels at $100 each, less 33 1-3, 10 and 5 pei*

cent, which he claims, was as good or better

than the average discounts for export on a

strictly high grade wheel.

STALL SHOWED THEM SOMETHING.

Boston, March 1.—Big, good-natured "'Bill"

Stall, president of the Boston Wood Rim
Company, rounded up nearly all of the trades-

men and newspaper folks who attended the

Boston show and shipped them out to Bed-

ford, where the saws buzz and saw-dust flies

in Bedford's one factory, Mr. Stall's own.

Assisted by Vice-president Fairbanks and
Treasurer Webber he showed the party how
wood rims are made and then led the way to

a sumptuous luncheon. The fact that Stall

was the directing spirit and that, in addition

to the pressmen, the following made up the

party, renders it scarcely necessary to remark
that the occasion was a huge affair.

The gentlemen of the trade were: G. L.

Sullivan, Boston Woven Hose and Rubber
Company; C. P. Cubberly, Eagle Cycle Com-
pany; W. A. Curley, Wolf-American Cycles;

L. H. Dunbar, H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland

bicycles; T. F. Tully, Baldwin, Robbins &
Co.; G. M. Hendee, Silver King bicycles; F.

A. Very, Very Cycle Company, Boston; A. L.

Pope, Pope Manufacturing Company; and
Edward W. Pope, Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, Columbia bicycles; John MacDowell,
Union Cycle Manufacturing Company, High-
landville, Mass.; H. G. Shepard, New Haven;
Edward Buffman, E. C. Stearns & Co.,

Stearns bicycles; E. E. Brown, Boston, Cres-

cent bicycles; John Morrill, Wright & Ditson,

Boston, Spalding bicycles; H. L. Spencer,

Western Wheel Works, Chicago; E. R. Ben-

son, Boston, Hartford tires; E. J. Porter,

Chicago, Palmer tires; J. C- Spiers, Spiers

Cycle Manufacturing Company, Worcester;

Fred Patee, Patee Cycle Manufacturing Com-
pany; W. H. Kirkpatrick, New York Dunlop
tires; W. T. Stall, Dame Stoddard & Kendall,

Boston, Sterling bicycles; J. A. Lang-
ford, Boston, Bigelow & Dowse, Craw-
ford and World bicycles; C. H. Wy-
man, Fitchburg, Iver Johnson Arms and
Cycle Company; G. S. Chaffin, Day-
ton cycles, Boston; A. O. Very, Spring-

field, Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Com-
pany; Fred Leland, New York Belting

and' Packing Company, League tires; G. A.

Russell, president Warwick Cycle Manufac-
turing Company, Springfield; W. H. Lent, L.

C. Chase & Co., Chase tires, Boston; Dr.

Doolittle, past president Canadian Wheel-
man's Association.

BICYCLE JEWELRY.

"Our Drummer" is the title borne by the

catalogue of the Hall-Shone Co., Rochester,

N. Y. In addition to their own automatic

folding mud guard and a great diversity of

saddles, bells, tires, and sundries, the concern

is featuring a line of silver and plated "bi-

cycle jewelry," scarf pins and stick pins par-

ticularly. The jewelry includes some novel

designs, sprockets, pedals, wrenches, pumps,
saddles, and lamps.

A lot of luck—Drawing the pole in a big

handicap.

WILL PREACH THE UNITED STATES DOCTRINE.

Geo. N. Jordan will hereafter
.
preach the

doctrine of the United States bicycles, hav-

ing been added to the traveling staff of the

Chicago Stamping Co. He is working toward

New York State, which will be his special

field, and where he is fairly well-known to the

cycling trade.
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KEEP AN EYE
on the HIGH-GRADE-WHEEL
with the TRUSS.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Janney, Semple & Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Entire State ot iVlirnesi,ta,

Northern and Eastern S. D ikota.
Northeast Iowa

J. A. Johnston,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Western Pennsylvania.

Lee-Clarke-Andreesen Hdw. Co.

Omaha, Neb.
Entire State of Nebraska,

Northern Kansas, Northwest
Iowa, Southwest S. Dakota,
Colorado.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
Reeves & Chavannes,

Baltimore, Ud.
Northern Maryland and Dela-

v~ are.

Fletcher Hdw. Co.,
Detroit, Mich.

Ertire State of Michigan,
Joittfin Irdiana, Northwest
Otio.

C. C. Stoltz,

Marion, O.
Marlon, Crawford,Wyandotte

Hardin, Logan.Union, Delaware,
Morrow and Seneca Counties,
Ohio.

OUR CATALOGUE WILL PLEASE YOU.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NEW PATENTS.

577,40s. Bicycle-Bell. Philip C. Arnold, East

Hampton, Conn., assignor to The Bevin Brothers

Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Decem-

ber 23, 1896. Serial No. 610,817. (No model.)

577,438. Bicycle-Pump. Marshall B. Lloyd, Minn-

eapolis, Minn. Filed May 8, 1896. Serial No. 590,754.

(No model.)

577,488. Bicycle-Bell. Ferdinand Meyrose and Wil-

liam H. Curtis, St. Louis, Mo. Filed November 21,

1896. Serial No. 612,930. (No model.)

577,503. Cycle-Chain Cleaner. William M. Ash,

Washington, D. C. Filed June 26, 1896. Serial No.

597,030. (No model.)

577,509. Bicycle. Charles B. Cofferin and Carl F.

Buck, Chicago, 111. Filed September 10, 1895. Serial

No. 562,085. (No model.)

577,551. Dress-Guard Holder for Bicycles. Mark
Guy, New York, N. Y., assignor to John McClave &
Sons, same place. Filed October 14, 1895. Serial No.

565,610. (No model.)

577,581. Chain-Protector and Dust-Guard for Bicy-

cles. Harry Jacoby, Oroville, Cal. Filed May 11,

1896. Serial No. 591,165. (No model.)

577,592. Bicycle Supporting Stand. John L. Benton,

New Haven, Conn., assignor of one-half to Charles B.

Bishop, same place. Filed December 11, 1896. Serial

No. 615,269. (No model.)

577,601. Method of patching Pneumatic Tires and

Implements Therefor. Charles E. Green, Chicago,

111., assignor, by mesne assignments to the New
York Bicycle Equipment Company, of New York.

Filed October 26, 1895. Serial No. 567,011. (No
model.)

577,618. Bicycle-Bell. Theodor Hoermann, Berlin

Village, N. Y., assignor to William M. Bowers and
Thomas J. Bates, Jr., same place. Filed October 30,

1896. Serial No. 604,788. (No model.)

577,621. Driving Mechanism for Velocipedes. Franz

J. A. Kindermann, Melbourne, Victoria. Filed Sep-

tember 3, 1896. Serial No. 604,788. (No model.)

577,651. Reversible Saddle-Post for Bicycles. George
Gilbert and Edward Mushing, Coventry, England.

Filed February 7, 1896. Serial No.. 578,348. (No
model.) Patented in England December 14, 1895, No.

21,270, and in France, December 19, 1895. No. 239,866.

577,663. Bicycle-Support. Philip P. Peace, Pewee
Valley, Ky., assignor, by mesne assignments, of one-

half to Mattie S. Houston, Filed December 18, 1896.

Serial No. 616,118. (No model.)

577,665. Brake for Bicycles, etc. William Schmidt,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed February 21, 1896. Serial No.
580,208. (No model.)

577,673. Bicycle-Lock. Charles E. Wickliffe,

ington, D. C. Filed May 6, 1896. Serial No.

(No model.)

577,694. Bicycle-Tire. Margaret A. Sancho,

lyn, N. Y., assignor of one-third to George
White, same place. Filed August 11, 1896. Serial No.
602,402. (No model.)

577,698. Valve for Pneumatic Tires. Dallas E.

Walker, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed May 20, 1895. Serial

No. 550,022. (No model.)

577,718. Bicycle-Bell. George F. Carlie, New York,

N. Y. Filed May 26, 1896. Serial No. 593,105. (No
model.)

577,749. Bicycle-Leader. Hector J. Hayes and Zena

J. Dilley, Muir, Mich. Filed July 20, 1896. Serial

No. 599,853. (No model.)

Wash-
590,501.

Brook-

H. K.

RECENT PATENTS.

7 7,-J57.. WHEEL-TlRa AHSON M. Bow iSD. New Haven. Conn ,577,OS6. CARRIAGE FOR BICYCLE-SADDLES, CUBLES E 576,171. BICTCLE-TIRE. PetbB 0. SlOPJiaB, 'tiMtown. Pa.

PUed Aug. 31. 1896. Serial 110.^01.412, fNo modsl) v»lC Salt Lake City, Dtah, Filed July 26, 1895, Renewed Dec, 19, Filed Juno 6, 1896, Serial No, 594,585, (Mo raodeL)

1896. Serial No 616,333, (No model)

C'l'iim.— I The herftin-describad tire (or vehicle-wheels, coosut-

ng of two platei* connected by nprin^ arranged in loccesaion and
alternately extending traos'/ersely and iongiliidinally ro the tire, and
a ca.,<iag incloeijig said olate

577,400, PNEUMATICTIRE QBORGE W RowE and WlLUAJf 0,

Heys, liaDchest£r, England Filed Dea 24, 1S91, Serial No 416,068.

(No model) PatcntedlnEngland July 1V1891, No. 12,152; InAustria.

Hungary Dec n, 1891. No, 15,217 and No, 67.793 , lo Sweden Dec H
1891, No 6,014: In Norway Dec 19, 1891, No 2,741 , In France Dec 23.

.

1891, Nc 218,236; In Spain Dec 23, 1891, No 12,826, In Italy Dec, 24,

1891. LX 476 ; In Switzerland Dec 26, 1891. Na 4,699 ; in Belgium Dec,

28, 1891, No 97,734 hi Canada Dec 29, 1891, No. 41,296 ; ID India Jan.

16. 1892, No. 19 In Victoria Aug. 18, 1892, No 9,879; in South Aus-

tralia Aug, 18, 1892. No 2,285, and In New South Wales Aug 25, 1892,

No. 3,934.

Ciajm.--i ,^3,uii im|)rovenient in bicycle-saddle can-iages, tho

combination, with a tixed member provided with a rotatable, spriitg-

foiitroiled wheel, or a'cnsiiig mounted oti raid fixed member and

.-idapted by its movement in one direction to rotate iaid wheel against

the tension of its sprini; mechanism ,
substantially as -set forth ^

576,548. BICYCLE-PEDAL JAIIES M. Cassiuv, Albany, N. T.

Piled Oct 22, 1896 Serial No, 609,866. (No model)

O-Q
Cfa>i" -I A ))iiciunatic tire having in its deflated condition a

tubular cylindrical ifhai>e. with an outer layer of noii-stretching ma-

terial, and an iimer layer of thick rubber in a state of iiiwardly-pro*

gressive compr&'^sioii.

57 6.357 BICYCLE-BELL JosEPff K. UOLB and ROBSRB IWLK, St

JauL Minn. Piled June 12. 1896, Serial So. 596.34L (Ho models

Ciaifn.— In a bicycle-pedal, a clii) forming a contiiiuttiion of one

side of the pedal arranged to engage »vith rhe opposite aide of eaid

pedal and to come in contact with one side of the shoe of the rider,

with* clip adapted to be adjusted to the pedal, with a means for

limiiiog the motion of said last-mentioned clip, aiibsinntially as de-

scribed and for the piu-pose set forth

5 76,7 7 2. PHBUMATIC BICYCLE -TIRK Brwamim A. BIDUL

Abbey vlUe. Ohio. Filed May 31.1895. Renewed Jan. 12. 1897. SerW

Mo S19.016 (No model)

C/oiiH.— 1 The combination with the bicycle and its front fork,

«f the bell-carrying atUchment pivoted to said fork adjacent the tire

of the wheel, said attachment being engaged by the bicycle-fiame so

jis to be held out of contact with the tiro when the. wheel is m hne

with the bicycle-frame, and the be 1
1 -actuating menoB- adapted to be

engaged by the tire to sou-.d an aUrin whci. the ^^he'cl U turned at

an anglewilh the frame

5 7 6,573 ADJUSTABLE HAHDLB-BAR. JoHM P OouiB, Rich-

monrl Va Piled Jaa 3. 1896 Serial No. 574,258. (No model)

Cltt'Ui —The combination w'ith the inner tube and wheel-rim, of

an outer tube, split longitudinally and having a series of perforations

produced therein adjacent each edge, and a clamping-plate E hav-

ing fingei-s F and 0. and depending atem D, adapted lo pass through

the rim and receive the nut J, the fingers F and being flexible, the

fingers F being longer than (!and pa:fsed through and under the outer

tube while the fingers are bent back upon themselves and hooked

, into the perforations of the opposite edge, whereby the outer tube

can be quickly and easily attached to and detached from the said

fingers C! substantially as shown and described.

576,562. BRAKE MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES. PE£KYE.Doo-
UTTU. Toronto, Canada. Piled Sept 18, 1896. Serial No 606,190. (No

model)

C/riiii,.-~\. In a dust-proof ball-bearing the combination uf a

hardened ball-bearing cup set firmly in a hub or crank-shaft casing,

with a retaining ring, having nn inwardly-turucd flange, to retain the

balls in position, and a projecting riug which extends beyond the end
of the ball-cup to form a dusUproof space between it and the project-

ing end of the cup-cauing, niih a ball-bearitrg cone, having au in-

wardly-turned flange to enter and turn freely in the dust-proof space
between the retaining-ring and the casing, substantially a.i described

5 7 6,5 5 7. CONVERTIBLE BICYCLE. James L DsAii. Wlnated,

Conn. FUed Deo. 12, 1896. Serial No 571,880. (Ko model)

Ciorm.^ 1 A handle-bar lor cycled j>rnvided with a segmenlal

•dovetailed dange, in combination with a handle-bar stem detachably

•connected thereto and having a coapliog-piece formed to receive s&id

dovetailed flange, and a hollow binding-screw aurrouoding said stem

and engaging the coupling-piece for causing the Iatt*r to clajop the

iiandle-bar and prevent its rotation, substantially as described.

576,560. BRAKE MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES. PieeyE.D00-

UTTLE. Toronto, Canada Filed Apr 24, 1896. Serial No. 588,912 (No

model) Patented In Belgium May 28. 1896 No. 121.804

-I In a bicycle other vehicle in combination with the

heel und dri\i.ig means, an automatic brake mechanism on

said driving-wheel connected with and operated by the driving means,

and n frictional locking-damp on the hub of said wheel to normally

prevent the operation of said brake mechanism and to lock it when

so operated, eubstantially as described

576,814:. BICYCLE-BELL JoaEPH Qoboeovskt, New York. M. Y
FUed Dec 10, 1896. Serial Ma 616.157 (No model)

5 7 6,3 lO. BICYCLE-SADDLE. Mary F Henderson,Washington.

D. C. FUed Nov. 24. 1836. Serial No 613,238 (No model)

Olalm.— In a bicycle-tire, the combination with an outer tubing

of rubber or other suitable material, of an inner tube of canvas or

other suitable material and a spring inclosed by said inner tube, the

same being made up of a aeries of coils running longitudinally of the

radii of the wheel to which the tire is attached and a second serie.'^

of coils at right angles thereto, substantially a.-; and for the purpose
described

67 6,969. BICYCLE-SADDLE. JokathaH A. Humt, Westborougt,

Mass. Piled Aug. 7, 1896. Serial No 601,997, (No model)

with two <oft tushioii-

n the center of rhe <!eut. and a
Clan,. —\ An inipro»ed bi

lobes in connection with a depi'

firmer border of vieldius mater

5 7 6,883. BICYCLE-SUPPORT Maetim Obkb and PaOL SflHOTT-

uUllee, New York, N. Y FUed Ma; 19, 1896. Serial Na 992,230.

(No model) ^s ?

Claim.— \ In a saddle for bicycles, ic , the combination wii&a

cantle-plate, a pommel-p^ate, a spring or support intermediate the

cantle and pommel, and the bottom of the saddle-seat, extending be-

tween the cantle-plate and pummel and secured thereto, of a top or

cover, the front portion of which extends over and is in contact with

the fi-ont portion of the bottom of the saddle, to form a flat pommel,

uud the rear portion of which extends above and outof contact with

the bottom, to make two raised portions to receive felt or other pli-

able material, and form two pads or cushions extending in a plane

above the pommel end of the saddle, and stitching extending iround

said pads or cwdiioos, subaUiitiatly as shown and described.

576,661. BALL -iJEARINQ FOR BICYCLEa PRahk DouGua,

Chicago, III FUed Sept. 14, 1896. Serial No. 605,773. (No model)

Chim.— \ The combination with the tubular cycle-frame, of a
joint-block, two legs pivoted to the joint-block, toggle-bare between
the legs, a brace connected with the toggle-bars at the middle joint,
a sliding clip upon the cycle-frame, and a pi\ jtal connection between
the clip and brace, subslantiatlv as set forth

5 7 6,697. ELASTIC TIRE FOR VEHICLEa RichaRD HOOTH.
WiuiAii' J. DwrsE, and Oswald R Rodth, Jersey City. N. ' lied
July 17, 1895. Serial No. 556,300. (No model)

Claim.— 1 The combination of an outer tube or jacket a, an
inner circumferf utially continuous metal tube A which is resilient lat-

erally, means for rigidly connecting the opposite .ends .tf said tube to

render it practically iiiela-'tic circumferentially, and a rim concaved
or grooved on au arc of greater radius than that of the tire, the con-

struction being such that the tube and its jacket are retained in pLice

in the concavity of the lim by the rigiil colmection of the ends of the

metal lube, subswntially as and for the purpose set forth

5 7 6,83 1 . FRONT STEBRINO-FORK FOR BICYCLES. Jamss ft

AccLBs and Philip L Renoup, BIrmtQgham,\Bngland. Piled Oct 17
1894 Serial Na 609,212. (No model)

Cii>m,— 1 In « bicycle or other vehicle in combination with the

dnviog-wheel and driving means, a friction-disk mounted on the axis

of said wheel a second dii:k mounted on a support adjacent to ^id
fricllOB-disk and connected with the driving means. meaiL« to foric

said second disk against the friction-disk to retard the forward move
ment of the vehicle, and locking means to normally prevent the en-

gagement of said difiki and to lork them when so engaged, snh<,lan-

tiaily a» described

576,726. BICYCLE-SEAT SPRING, Auoosr F QlTl anO WU/-

LUl C. Wmtall, San FnnolBOO. Cal Piled Sept 20 1896. Serial Ro.

563,097 (Ho model)

CUtiiH.— I k detachable frame for a convertible bicycle, having

II head and having two parallel side bars rigidly connected with !;iiid

frame, and ndapted for attachment to a single-frame bicycle . and

also having an upright member embodying a part for .<>npportine ii

•addle , anil a member carrying a rotatable stem or Journal for the

reception of a haiulte-bar. and adapted, together with said ^-tein or

journal, for i:isertioii into the head of a aingle-fraine bicycle

57 6,579. WHEEL DiviD Hunt, Boston. Mass. FUed July 24.

1895. Serial No. 567,014. (No model)

f'liiim —The combination with the seat, of open frames depend-
ing from the eDd^^ of the same, set-screws projecting upward in said

frames ihrouKh the lower ends thereof, convex plEte.8 carried by the auim.- 1 ^hTcombi nation in a bicycle, of a revolving toothed
..pper ends of -aid wrewi, rollen- joumaled in and between the side .disk with an adjustable bell adapted to be brought into engagement
ban of the frame*, and a lapportiDg-apring having iU ends playing with the teeth of said disk, and means subatantially as specified for
hetween said rolleni and convex pUt«s. .revolving the disk as^and for the purpose set forth

Claim.— 1 In a velocipede-frame the combination of i front

fork and steering-stem, the latter being screwed into the crown of
the fopier, and a lock-nut for locking the stem in position, snbrtan-
tiaUy as described

5 7 6,832 TOOL - BAG FOR BICYCLES. Pkedebicx G. BOTDSB,

New York, and Robebt E. McConnbli^ Brooklyn, N. Y PUed Dot 17,

1896. Serial No. 566.921 (No model)

ClauH.-\
spokes exlendin,

outside thereof

ing a short dista

ally to said rim

the blocks ^,

, and held

bstantially

Claim.—A bag or pouch for bicycles and adapted to be used in

connection with the same, consisting of a blank, sud bl&nk being
stitched at the corners thereof, forming thereby a side, an extension

secured thereto, a top or cover on said bag, an extension or flap se-

cured thereto, a strap secured to the said extension, buckles on the
end of said strap and upon the front flap of said bag, other etnpf
and buckles upon said bag and adapted to engage the said bicycle,

a T-shaped portion of meul being provided with slots therein within
listing of a hub, a perforated rim, wire sjtid bag, straps secured thereto adapted to carry therein tools, said

lly from said hub to and through said rim, and metal straps being provided witli slots therein, a strap having loope
[ibstantially tangential to the rim and extend- secured therethrough, a second strap on the opposite portion of said

pnngs, and then continuing concentric- flap, and adapted to receive tools or other articles, all of the said '

table fastenings such as parts being combined substantially as and for the purposes set forth
1 position by .s

s described and described^
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YOU CAN'T
jU

SECURE A BETTER LINE.

Sunol - - $ioo^

Hercules - - 60^

Stella - - ^ - 60^

Tandems - 100.
SERVE YOUR INTEREST BY INVESTIGATING.

They Will Sell,

They Will Make You Money,
They Will Satisfy Your Customers.

^Ve wilt send for xs cents a Handsome Pack of Sunol PlayinK-
Cards, wottti mucb more.

THE IviclNTOSH-HUNTINGTON COMPANY,
41 Ctaamplain Street^ Cleveland, Oliio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

5i7,S05. Adjustable Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Joseph

M. Erwin, Denver, Colo. Filed July 31, 1896. Serial

No. 601,276. (No model.)

577,808. Bicycle-Locker. Howard W. Myers, St.

Paul, Minn. Filed April 13, 1896. Serial No. 587,405.

(No model.)

577,826. Foot-Propelled Vehicle. George G. J. Mil-

lar, Groveport, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Luke G.

Byrne, Columbus, Ohio. Filed September 9, 1895.

Serial No. 561,982. (No model.)

TRADE-MARKS.
29.607. Bicycles, Velocipedes, Their Parts and At-

tachments. Tourist Cycle Company. Syracuse, N. Y.

Filed November 13, 1896.

29.608. Bicycles, Velocipedes, Their Parts and At-

tachments. Tourist Cycle Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

Filed November 13, 1896. Essential feature. The
words "Tourist Tourist" arranged with a common
"R" for both words. Used since January 1, 1891.

29.609. Bicycles, and Similar Vehicles. Homer J.

Young, Toledo, Ohio. Filed November 12, 1896.

Essential feature. The word "Yale" upon a triangular

flag imposed upon an annular band. Used since July

1, 1895.

THEY BOTH DO IT, THOUGH.

Dusty streets and roads call for showers of

blessings from sprinkling carts and skies, but

that does not justify either terrestial or celes-

tial sprinklers turning loose a regular Noah's

ark sort of deluge.

FASHION CHANGES.

Rich women used to marry their coach-

men, but that was several years ago; now they

wed their cycle instructors. Thus another

blow at the horse is struck.

GONE ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles from New York during

the week ending February 23:

Argentine Republic $576

Brazil 1,108

British possessions in Africa ; 100

Bristol 740

British Australia 150

British East Indies 562

Brussels 1,658

British West Indies 38

B'erlin 1,200

Bremen 50

Chili 1,610

China 185

Central America 466

Genoa 995

Hong Kong 450

Hull 9,632

Havre 3,535

London 36,971

Leith 1,539

Mexico 692

Milan 106

Marseilles 640

New Zealand 2,989

Peru 327

Southampton 1,731

St. Petersburg 375

Smyrna 50

Santo Domingo 464

Sydney 683

Turin 1,047

U. S. of Colombia 91

Vienna 660

Total $71,420

When the unlucky novice in his early spring

rides slips and swats the earth, he looks as

though the sphere had hit back.

TRYING CALIFORNIA.

Llewellyn H. Johnson, president of Premier

Cycle Manufacturing Company, Bridgeport,

Conn., is reported dickering with Los An-
geles, Cal., parties for the establishment of a

cycle factory at that point.

PROMINENCE OF NAMEPLATES.

Said a wheelman of middle age, who has no
sympathy with scorching, but is content to jog

along at a steady gait, and who rides almost

every day when it is possible to go out:

"It seems to me that some of the manufac-

turers are making their nameplates entirely

too conspicuous; Now, if I should go and
buy a carriage, I should find the maker's name
on a small and inconspicuous plate on the rear

axle, where it would attract no attention, and
would, in fact, not be seen by any one who
didn't take particular pains to look for it. On
the other hand, on every bicycle the name-
plate is a most conspicuous object, and on
some of the 1897 models it is positively ob-

trusive. I don't see why this should be. A
nameplate is all right, of course, but in my
opinion it should be modest and retiring. At
any rate, I shouldn't want a wheel with a plate

that could be identified half a block or more
away."

The complainant seems to have overlooked

the fact that most riders are rather- proud of

the particular make of wheel they ride, and
are perfectly willing that all the world should

know what it is. At the same time, a name-
plate several inches in length would undoubt-
edly be an offense against good taste.

BUILDING UP THE LIMBS.

J. W. Mansfield, 1421 Ridge avenue, Phila-

delphia, who manufactures unshrinkable sweat-

ers for both ladies and gentlemen, also deals

in "ladies' symmetricals," with which wheel-

women "can build up their limbs to shapely

forms."



March 5,

Rubber Tire Association.

President, First Vice-President

THEODORE A. DODGE. L. K. McCLYMONDS.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

GEORGE T. PERKINS. GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

National Board of Trade of Gycie Manufacturers,

271 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD. GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.
Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

Mercantile Agency, Collection Department and
Information Bnrean.

National Bicycle Woid Rim Msnufacturers'

Association.
President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.

National Cycle Bealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

J. J. MANDERY. GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

DOMESTIC CYCLE SHOWS.

March 6-13—Baltimore, Md. ; Alfred Ely, President, Local Cycle Board of Trade
8 W. Baltimore Street.

March 6-13—Brooklyn, N. Y. ; A. M. Franklin, Secretary, L. I. Cycle Board of Trade,
6 Third Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

March 8-10- Toledo, C, Local Cycle Board of Trade.

March 8-13—Rochester, N. Y. ; Joseph J. Mandery, Secretary, Rochester Local Cycle
Board of Trade, 93 East Main Street.

March 16-19 -Binghamton, N. Y. ; W. F. Cady, 187 Water Street, Chairman of
Binghamton A thletic Association.

March 18-20—Williamsport, Pa. ; A. H. Andrews, Melbourne Cycle Co., Williams-
port, Pa. (Williamsport Cycle Dealers' Cycle Show.)

TRADE CHANGES.

ARIZONA.
Phoenix.—Arizona Cycle Mfg. Co., incorporated to

manufacture bicycles. Capital, $25,000. About 1,000

wheels will be made during 1897.

COLORADO.
Florence.—D. Munson, chattel mortgage for $190.

CONNECTICUT.
Plainville.—E. G. Bassett, new store.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—M. A. Tappan, Wm. R. Tapan and

Arthur M. McCormick, formed copartnership, under

the firm name of M. A. Tappan & Co. They will

handle sporting goods and bicycles at 1339 F street.

ILLINOIS.
Chicago.—Chicago Tube Co., incorporated by F. S.

Waters, B. L. Waters and F. S. Waters, Jr.; to

manufacture and sell bicycles and supplies. Capital,

$5,000.

INDIANA.
Anderson.^A. L. Stone, new store.

Richmond.—Bell & Inman, new store.

IOWA.
Keokuk.—The Smith Hardware Co. will add bicy-

cles.

MAINE.
Gardner.—^J. B. Barnes, new store.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—R. B. Tippett, G. Whitelock and A. B.

Chancellor have been appointed receivers for the

business of the Alfred Ely Co.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Dalton.—George Browning, harness dealer, will add

bicycles.

Maiden.—J. W. Maguire & Co., new store at 121

Ferry street.

MICHIGAN.
Caro.—Bert Smith, new store.

Hillsdale.—H. C. Langdon, hardware, sporting

goods, etc., new store.

Minden City.—Charles Bostwick, new store.

MISSOURI.
Chillicothe.—Z. B. Myers, new store.

NEBRASKA.
Norfolk.—Norfolk Bicycle Works. Arthur B. Ellis,

chattel mortgage for $75.

NEW JERSEY.
Camden.—Carroll Chainless Cycle Co., incorporated

by J. D. Sorver, of Haddonfield; Geo. W. Robb,
Thos. H. Carroll, John W. Woodside, Lewis Bremer,
M. J. Dalton, H. W. Bremer and J. A. Bremer, of

Philadelphia.

NEW YORK.
Brooklyn.—The Progressive Mfg. Co., incorporated

by C. R. Turner, J. G. Murphy and E. J. Blugarde;

to manufacture bicycles and cycle specialties. Capital

stock, $10,000.

Buffalo.—The Superior Cycle Manufacturing Co.

organized with capital stock of $7,000. Directors:

John F. Nagel, Wm. A. Lutz, George F. Lutz, Chas.

H. Callahan and Wm. O. Ottenot, all of Buffalo.

New York.—The American Kit Co., incorporated

by Ellis B. Meeker, Simon Fry, Geo. Wexler and

Andrew J. Provost; to manufacture bicycle tire repair

kits. Capital stock, $1,000.

New York.—H. A. Lozier & Co., of Cleveland, O.,

have opened a new branch at 32 Warren street, corner

Church street.

New York Mills.—F. Hardcastle, new agency.

Utica.—J. T. Symonds, new store at 94 Columbia

street.

Utica.—J. Batley, new store.

Utica.—^J. G. Harden, new store.

OHIO.
Chillicothe.—G. W. Livesay, new store, on East

Main street.

PENNSYLVANIA.
East York.—H. Sloeger, furniture, will add bicycles.

Harrisburg.—R. Given. Bicycle stock and fixtures

sold by sheriff for $643.75.

Hazelton.—R. K. Kauffman, new store at 135 E.

Broad street.

Pottsville.—R.

bicycles.

J. Mills, furnishing goods, will add

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Watertown.—Geo. Eichinger, new store.

AGAINST AN EXPRESS COMPANY.
Even express companies have to pay some-

times. On June 7th, last, Miss Mitchell, a

trained nurse, bought a wheel and gave it to

the Adams Express Company to be shipped

to Sussex, Canada, where she was to spend

her vacation. She arrived there a week later,

but did not get her bicycle. On August 7th

she got a letter from the company's office in

Boston, saying that the company had located

her bicycle and would send it to her on re-

ceipt of a certain declaration to get it through

the Canadian customs. Her vacation was
about over and she paid no attention to the

request.

On her return to this city she brought an

action in a district court, and obtained judg-

ment for the value of the bicycle, $50. The
company appealed to the Appellate Term,
which has just handed down a decision, writ-

ten by Justice Daly, affirming the lower court.

It appeared that the bill of lading had been

mislaid. The company maintained that the

rule of damages in such a case is any deterior-

ation in the value of the goods arising from the

delay or the cost of hiring a bicycle of the

same sort for the period oi the delay. The
plaintiff showed that she had been unable to

hire a bicycle, and had to go without riding

on her vacation. The place nearest Sussex

where bicycles were hired out was about forty

miles. The Court says this is not a case of

• mere delay, as there had been no delivery.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., improved cyclometer, show-

ing the independent trip register on the outer edge.

TEXAS.
Waco.—The Texas Flyer Co., incorporated by J. P.

Hodge, P. C. Kenyon, J. C. Wayland and J. H.
Stuart; to deal in bicycles, etc. Capital, $3,000.

Yoakum.—C. C. Thompson has sold out his sport-

ing goods business.

UTAH.
Salt Lake City.—Morris R. Evans, sporting goods,

sustained a fire loss.

WISCONSIN.
Ashland.—J. Huber & Co. will add bicycles.

Belvidere.—Fred Parish, new store.

Green Bay.—C. V. DeElsen, jeweler, will add bicy-

cles.

Sheboygan.^John DeYonge, new store.

KICKED AT A GOOD THING.

Some ill-feeling was manifested by several

of the exhibitors at the Pittsburg show over

the charges for electric lighting. One con-

cern was rendered a bill of $280 for the week.

This was contested, and a register Was put

on the last night. It showed the consumption
at this stand, if gauged by meter, would push

the I'rin's bill up to $1,080 for the week, and
the objection was withdrawn.

The Ralph Temple Cycle Company have
called in their travelers and will attend to sell-

ing the balance of their '97 product through
correspondence.

TWO SIDES TO IT.

"What a lazy thing one of these hygienic

saddles is!" said Heavysides, as he bounced
his two-hundred pounds up and down on the

one he sat upon.

"Humph! Lazy!" thought the saddle, in its

leatherwitted way. "He evidently don't know
how hard I have to work holding him up, the

elephant!"
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WHERE EXCLUSIVE DEALERS FLOURISH.

Dayton, O., Feb. 27.—To the outsider prob-

ably the most striking feature of the bicycle

trade in Dayton is the fact that it is handled

by dealers who make it their business, either

exclusively or in connection with sporting

goods—a kindred line.

By actual count seven of last year's dealers

have quit, either voluntarily or from necessity,

and those who remain are looking forward

•to a more profitable season than last year,

when the sale of a large number of wheels by

an auction house demoralized the trade badly.

On Monday night of last week a dealers'

meeting was held and a Board of Trade or-

ganized with these officers: William F. Haas,

president; Charles Hall, secretary; Walter E.

Haas, treasurer.

Anderton & Eberhardt's store is now in

the hands of the sheriff. The firm were Day-
ton's leading jewelers, and last year they

opened a bicycle department and succeeded

in selling quite a number of wheels—mostly

McCunes; although they also had the Union,

Fowler and Dueber agencies. They had al-

ready contracted for the Wolfif-American for

'97, and had several on their floor.

Upon the retirement of A. W. Gump & Co.,

in the fall of 1895, William F. Haas, who had

owned the repair department of their business

for four or five years, succeeded that concern

under the style of William F. Haas & Co.,

his brother Walter E., of W. E. Haas & Co.,

being his partner. William F. was then the

"Co." of W. E. Haas & Co. So that they

together own and operate separate stores.

In both stores Crescents and Ideals are sold.

The store at No. 20 West Fifth street, Walter

E. Haas & Co., has changed its lines some-

what. The Eagle is continued and the Ra-

cycle has just been added. They are also

Remington typewriter aj^ents. An extensive

rental business is carried on. Wm. F. Hass

& Co., at 115 East Third street, the old Gump
headquarters, no longer have the Liberty and

Patee, but handle the Rambler and Adlake, the

last named being a late addition to the line.

Their riding-school is the only one in the

city.

Starks & Weekesser have just moved from

Jefiferson street into a much larger store at 113

East Fifth street, where they will be able to

display their stock of sporting goods and bi-

cycles to much better advantage. Having
parted with the Dayton agency, they have ob-

tained the Stearns, for which the defunct Day-

ton Cycle Co. were agents last year. Other

wheels handled are the Relay, Tourist, Colum-
bus, Elmore, Stormer, and Reading Standard.

At No. 23 West Fifth, opposite Walter E.

Haas & Co., alterations are being made to

G. W. Shroyer & Co.'s establishment that will

greatly increase the size of their salesrooms.

So far no changes have been made in their

line. The Cleveland, which they have made very

popular here, will be their leading wheel, in

addition to which the Gendron line is also

handled. Mr. Shroyer being now on the

road for the latter concern.

The one new concern in town is the Cron-

inger Cycle Co., which has just opened at 38

W^est Second street, right next the Waverley

and Columbia stores. The only wheels sold

will be the Dayton and Tiger, both being

made here, as is well-known.

The Columbia agency still remains with

William Hall, at 14 West Second street, where

his son, Charles, is the active member of the

firm.

Next door to Hall's is the Waverley branch,

in charge of popular George Allen, now
traveling Ohio for the Indiana Bicycle Co.

Jas. Dodds, a sporting, goods dealer on

Main street, has the Sterling and Remington,

but his sales are principally of cheaper grades.

Wample & Smith have succeeded the Gem
City Cycle Co. at 5 East Second street, and

handle the United States, Warwick and Elgin.

The remaining half dozen or so dealers do

a comparatively small business. At 517 East

Fifth street, G. M. Rocky sells the Outing.

T. M. Harley has moved from East Second

street to West Third. He sold the Eclipse

last year, but has not arranged for '97. Under
the name Cappell Special, an installment

house at 123 East Fifth street is endeavoring

to sell a very "trappy" looking machine for

$50.

NEW TIRE FABRIC.

Maurice Bouhon, 25 Boulevard Sauveniere,

Liege, Belgium, writes The Wheel as fol-

lows, of a patented improvement in the con-

struction of pneumatics, which he is willing

to put upon the market here:

Inner tubes of pneumatic tires have usually

been made either of non-elastic material or of

india-rubber capable of extension in any direc-

tion, in which latter case the tube or air-cham-

ber is covered for a portion or the whole of its

length with a non-elastic wrapper, for the

purpose of preventing the extension of the air

introduced therein when the internal pressure

amounts to several atmospheres.

The methods adopted hitherto do not per-

mit of the use of an elastic outer covering in

combination with an elastic air-tube or cham-

ber, since such materials allow the air-cham-

ber or inner tube, and consequently the tire,

to expand in any direction. For this reason it

is necessary to embody in the tire or in the

cover a non-extensible material to prevent

expansion of the enclosed air at a pressure

varying according to the weight which the tire

is intended to support. Owing to the heavi-

ness of such material and to the inefficiency of

an elastic material, pneuhiatic tires as usually

constructed do not retain when inflated all

the resiliency which they might otherwise

possess.

My invention has for object to remedy these

defects; and it consists in using a web or other

similar fabric, capable of being stretched in

one direction only, and which I propose to

introduce during the manufacture of the tire

or cover.

My improved tire allows me to dispense

with the canvas lining on the tire cover or
wrapper, and is when finished and detached
from the n'm, as elastic and extensible longi-

tudinally as a plain vulcanised india-rubber

tire.

HAD NO CHANCE TO WIN.

In courtship's race he came to grief,

This most unlucky chap;

His legs were both so awful brief

He couldn't make a lap

!

BEAUTIFUL FLOWtRS FREE
and strawberries to be had for the picking. California
only four days distant, and rates Lowest of the Low
Leave this land of snow and ice and take the Nickel Plate
Road, with its superb service, to the Golden Gate of the
Sunset Seas. For all information of rates and weekly
excursions, call on your nearest ticket agent or address
F. J. Moore. Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate Road, 33 E.vchange
St., Buffalo, N. Y. «

^

Always

Ahead!

Jill

"

THE
MESINGER
SADDLE

is always in the lead. There is a
reason for this, of course. The
reason is this—it is the only saddle
which is adapted perfectly to the
human anatomy; which does away
with all injurious pressure; which is

as soft as a cushion, and stays soft.

It is springy and light, and in a few
years will be on every wheel in the
United States. Merit always comes
to the top. But don't take our word
for it, ask anyone who knows about
saddles.

Success is due to the T> A IPIP A Iff
and the peculiar

way we weave the 1 the whole secret.

••••

fflesinger Bicycle Saddle Go.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SADDLES AND AIR BRAKES,

NEW YORK
CITY.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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HERE'S SOMETHING GOOD.

Nothing is so hable to the ravages of rust

as the spokes of a bicycle wheel, exposed as

they are to mud and moisture, and their ar-

rangement in the rim and the hub, allowing

of numberless corners and crevices in which

the rust soon accumulates, it is almost a mat-

ter of impossibility to keep this part of the

wheel looking as perfect as the average rider

will want it to be. The Colophite Manufac-

turing Co., 440 Elm street, New Haven,

Conn., are marketing what they call "Alum-

inum Lacquer," a fluid which can be easily

applied to any nickeled part that may be

worn, making a bright finish, better than

nickel, which, it is claimed, it will outlast

many times. It can also be used for putting

an aluminum finish to frames and can be

highly recommended for lining or decorating

frames, a fashion now so much in vogue, with

beautiful results. The lacquer is put up in

small bottles, and is sold with money-making
discounts to dealers and jobbers.

TIRES IN NATIONAL COLORS.

It is very difficult to color rubber so that

the color will always remain the same. After

vulcanization, the rubber "blooms," that is,

the sulphur contained in solution gradually

works to the surface, carrying the color with

it and destroying the effect. However, the

Newton Rubber Works are showing tires of

red, white and blue that are beautiful ex-

amples of the tire makers' art. The tints are

artistic, and can be made to harmonize with

the various colors of enamels in use, and will

doubtless find a ready sale with those folk who
like things a bit out of the ordinary.

NECESSARY QUALIFICATIONS IN FOREMEN.

It may appear discouraging to say so, but

it by no means follows that the most skilled

workman is the best qualified to rise in his

craft. He may be industrious, painstaking,

devoted to his occupation, thoroughly reli-

able, and yet be deficient in all that which is

essential to his own advancement beyond the

position he occupies. The fundamental fact

in employment is in undertaking to do more
than the individual can do, and then seeking

assistance to manage and direct assistants to

the best advantage. In this relation, capacities

are brought into play altogether different from

those necessary in the skilled artisan; and hence

it is that the best of workmen often make the

poorest of foremen when they have been pro-

moted.

WELL OFFICERED AND SUCCESSFUL.

The board of directors of The Davis &
Egan Machine Tool Company, of Cincinnati,

held their annual meeting Saturday, February

20th, and elected the following officers for the

ensuing year: Charles Davis, president; W.
H. Burtner, vice-president and treasurer; B.

B. Quillan, secretary. They declared a divi-

dend of 3 per cent out of the earnings of the

past three months. The company report hav-

ing done a very heavy foreign business during

the past six months, and to have added to

their shop equipment some $34,000 worth of

machinery. They have made many important

alterations in their buildings, and are now
erecting a large warehouse in which to store

all surplus tools as soon as a lot is finished.

NO CONGEAL CUTTER.

Knowledge is power; but the man in cy-
cling who knows it all cuts comparatively little

ice, just the same.

LIKE OYSTERS IN THE STEW.

Bicycles that bring $276 are rare these days,

but that is what a ladies' Temple netted in

Chicago last week. It was at a church fair.

IT COSTS twice as much as other oilers.

25c.

USE IT and you will know why.

"Star" Oiler (best of cheap oilers), s.cond to none but the "Perfect," loc.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

FIRST-CLASS GERMAN CYCLE FIRM
wishes the sole agency, for Germany or all

Europe, of salable

AMERICAN
CYCLINQ
ARTICLES.

This house can furnish exceptional references, and

is very familiar with the bicycle business.

Address, W 800, care of The Wheel.

^160,
We guarantee the Luthy Wheel to be:

The Handsomest in Design and Finish.

The Best in Material and Workmanship.

. The Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel in the World.

®

I See the

Great Eastern

Before you place your contract.

«\.UTHY&CO.fi
^-^JJJJ ** MAKERS, 'F^

$100.
There are other pebbles on the beach, but

connoisseurs readily recognize the quality of

this wheel.

Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co.,

- Amesbury, Mass.
)

)
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE SUCCESS OF^ '96. I7WVRR01ZED F^OR '9T.

1^ Wl Century Bicycle Headlight ^1 Driving Lamp.

Made in Two Sizes:

STANDARD

TANDEM.AND

BURNS KEROSENE.

Will Not Jar

OR Blow Out.

THE NEATEST, LIGHTEST

AND GREATEST LIGHT GIVER

OF A»Y LAMP OH THE MARKET.

ojeL200.000-y
Points in onr ImproYed '97

:

The front glass taken out and put back
without any trouble whatever.

Also improvement made in spring,

chimney and doors.

PRICES (including one attachment, gossamer hood, etc<)

STANDARD. • TANDKM.
Nickel Weight, 9 OE., |3.00 Nickel Weight, 15 oz., $4.00

Japanned (black) " 9 oz., 3.00 Japanned (black) " 15 oz., 4.00

Aluminum " 7 o»., 3.75 Aluminum " 12 oz., 5 00

Every lamp supplied with

fine gossamer hood or cover

to protect it from dust or

weather when not lighted on
the vehicle.

Send for descriptive catalogue and electrotypes. Various sizes and styles furnished

free of cost. Address :

Kindly mention The Wheel.

All lamps packed In hand-

some leatherette box.

The genuine are never
put up for sale for any

17 Warren St., NEW YORK CITY. market in any other shape

Betts Patent Headlight Co.,

We're Making 'em Now!

Union

Single^Tube

Ti**es.

Smooth or Rongh Tread.

EASY RIDING AND
SERVICEABLE.

The Simplest Tire is a Single-Tube Tire.

"Union Tires" mean easy sales and quick returns.

Manufactured of the very best of material and Guaranteed.

Union Bicycle Supply Co.,

68 Murray St., N. Y. City.

CHEAPEST SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA.

Price, $4.50.

We are headquarters for anything

in the Cycle Material or Sundry
lines.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BUILDING UP A BUSINESS.

The man who aspires to establish a perma-

nent paying cycle business will take great

care in laying his foundations. The grandest

advertisement ever penned is poor compared

to a reputation for keeping honest wheels and

telling the truth about them. In building up

a business be careful not to make a false start

by neglecting this. Found your business on

truth, and the superstructure is bound to be a

success, but if your foundation rests on unsat-

isfactory machines and false statements re-

garding them, your business is certain of col-

lapse sooner or later.

If you are in the cycle business "for keeps"

you must strive to please the public perma-

nently. It won't do to give real bargains oc-

casionally, and practice a "skin" game in be-

tween. Never advertise what you haven't got

and can't supply. To those who visit your

store in response to such ads. you are simply

furnishing an object lesson in lying. You will

make more enemies than friends that way. It

is a great thing to have your advertisements

implicitly believed. It is easy, too, if you al-

ways tell the truth. People are as quick to

appreciate the truth as they are to condemn
falsehood.

In building up a cycle business you should

choose your employees with great care and

discrimination. Every one of your salespeo-

ple should be polite. Courtesy to all is one

of .the first essentials in a well organized store.

And the best way to teach your employees

politeness is to set the example yourself in

your relations with them. Don't earn a repu-

tation for being mean or over-strict with those

who work for you. Try and make each indi-

vidual feel that he is a part of the firm, and

that much depends on his personal efforts.

Do everything you can to make your help

comfortable—kindness goes further than bul-

lying. Well treated employees are great ad-

vertisements. People will talk about where

they work and how they are treated. Don't

forget this item—it is a very important one.

Your help when out of the store can do you

a great deal of good or harm—^just according

to the way they are treated. And" the more
help you employ the more good or bad ad-

vertising you will get.

No cycle business is built up in a

hurry. It takes time, patience, care and

watchfulness. It can't very well be done

without advertising, and plenty of it,

but such advertising is not so much
an expense as a source of profit. Without

it the business could not grow so fast or so

extensively. With it, done judiciously, it

can't help growing.

The advertising should be proportionate to

the business. Never do more than you can

afford to. At the commencement you have

to be sparing of space. As your trade grows

so should your space—you can pay for it bet-

ter, and the added advertising will make the

store grow still bigger.

Another point in building up a cycle busi-

ness is to get a reputation for prompt pay.

That's a big advertisement in itself. If you
can pay cash for what you buy you'll get the

best, and you'll get it cheaper than the thirty

or sixty days man could. Manufacturers will

be glad to deal with you and you'll get plenty

of first offers or "options" on machines and

sundries that credit-seeking agents would not

be asked to buy.

Were

King Solomon
Alive To-day,

he would undoubtedly ride an

Bimore

Bicycle
and further demonstrate his

great wisdom by securing the

agency thereof

A Wise Buyer
cannot overlook such points

as the ELMORE line present:

Beauty,

Strength,

Workmanship.

With such wheels and such

prices, it LEAVES NOTHING
ELSE TO BE DESIRED.

Write for exclusive agency

in your territory.

ELMORE IVIFG. CO.
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.

23 Park Row, New York,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Kiadlr mention Tkc WkeeL

INDIVIDUAL CYCLE NAME-PLATE.
Handsome Nickel-Piated

Scroll. Easily and securely
attached. ,, ,

Each.
Blank, - ... 20c.
With Engraved Name. - 36c.
Open Plate, for Owner's
Card. .... 25c
Special Prices to Agents.

BROOKS ODOMETER CO., Lowell, Mass.

BICYCLE INSURANCE-Apnts fantetl.

Absolute protection aiTorded. Oldest reliable associa-

tion. Over 20,000 enthusiastic members. Annual rate, S2.
American Wheelmen's Protective Association, Marquette
Building, '- hicago.

The back of winter's nearly broke,
And soon will come the season

When w shall cease to bark and sneeze
And say things out of reason

;

When we shall drop our winter clothes
And birds will drop each feather,

And horses shed their heavy coats

Prepared for warmer weather.

The farmer then will sow the seed
And all the earth look brighter,

And those who've had a dose of grip
Their spirits will be lighter

;

But if by chance from any cause
Your stomach is defective, •

You'll find White's Yucatan, if chewed,
The very best protective.

Crystal

3perm

OIL
It Lubricates

Prevents Rust
and Cleans

Factory: HEW BEDFORD, MASS.. U.S. A.
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STILL THEY FLY.

Fhoeuix-Mke Are the White Flyers— Singed

They Were, but They Are Not Materi-

ally Crippled.

Later information concerning the fire which

ravaged the Barnes Cycle Co., on Thursday

morning of last week, shows that the calamity

was happily not nearly so serious as it ap-

peared at the time the fire was raging, when
The Wheel's dispatch from Syracuse was

sent.

The factory consisted of three buildings, the

original structure having been added to as the

demand for White Flyers increased. But one

of these buildings was destroyed; the one

erected last summer. It was 86 feet wide by

55 feet deep and four stories high. It was

separated from the original plant by a fire-

wall 42 inches thick, and this saved the plant

from total destruction.

The fire, which broke out at 7:40 a. m., was

caused by the explosion of the gas generator,

a machine used to transform gasoline into gas.

It was in the brazing room and the

engineer had his hand on the door and was

about to enter the room when the machine

exploded. There were ten or fifteen tanks of

oil on the floor, and in less than five minutes

the flames had spread to the top floor of the

building. Many of the workmen did not

have time to get their caps or coats; one of

them was forced to jump from a third-story

window. He was caught by the firemen.

The fire raged fiercely for a time, being

fanned by a wind which carried the flames

across the street and ignited the factory of the

Duguid Saddlery Co., who manufac-

ture a considerable number of cycle saddles

among other things. The Duguid plant was
almost totally destroyed.

The Barnes Co.'s loss was about $50,000,

fully covered by insurance. The Duguid peo-

ple lost some $20,000, but were also fully in-

sured.

Despite the fire, no great interruption will

be caused in the Barnes business. Before the

embers had fairly cooled, Manager Peck had
completed arrangements that will enable them
to fill orders with promptness, pending the

rebuilding of the department destroyed.

The story is best told in the words of Mr.
Peck, who says:

"The result of the fire is not as disastrous as

we had at first expected. The most important
parts of the factory remain practically undam-
aged, .so by working night and day, we have

already been able to place a new engine in

position and start the machinery. This was

done within exactly 56 hours after the fire

broke out. Another engine and factory across

the street was started at the same time, the

work of placing it in position and making the

necessary connections having been entirely

done in that length of time.

"Quite a quantity of material has been

shipped to us by express to temporarily serve

our wants until more can be shipped by

freight, and the machinery to take the place

of that destroyed has also been sent to us by

express, and is now in position. We expect

that Tuesday will see the remaining portion of

our factory and the new one across the street

running as if nothing jjad happened.

"On account of quite a large quantity of

frames and the various parts of our wheels

being in the building which remains undis-

turbed, we will be able to supply the needs of

our customers until more can be constructed,

and, while we have not completed our inven-

tory, the indications are that all of those who
have contracted with us up to the present

time will be supplied with Barnes wheels as

usual, barring, perhaps, a delay of a week or

ten days. We can assure those interested that

no expense or energy on our part will be

spared in order to fully care for those repre-

senting us."

THREE STRAIGHT.

THAT RACING BOARD TANGLE.

On Monday, Geo. D. Gideon received the

long-deferred letter from President Potter

offering to him the appointment as Chairman

of the Racing Board, if he were willing to ac-

cept the position for another year. The letter

was written to carry out a pledge made by

Mr. Potter prior to his election, that, if elected,

Mr. Gideon would be asked to remain in

office. It is scheduled that he will decline a

reappointment, and then the ofifice will be ten-

dered to Albert Mott, of Baltimore, whom Mr.

Potter is very desirous to have at the head

of the Board.

That Mr. Gideon will decline a reappoint-

ment there is practically no doubt, for, beside

being tired of the office and the work involv-

ed, it is believed the acceptance would necessi-

tate a promise to carry out certain pledges in

the appointment of handicappers, which

would not be acceptable to any of the mem-
bers of the retiring Board. Mr. Gideon re-

mained at his home during the fore part of the

week, owing to the severe illness of his wife,

his final decision could not be obtained.

Are Now the I<eg;al Winnings of the Clincher

Tire Peopl- Against Gortnully

& JeflFery.

GormuIIy & Jeffery have lost their appeal to

the higher English court in the case of the

North British Rubber Co. vs. themselves, for

infringement on the Clincher tire, protected

by the Bartlett patents.

Argument on the appeal was closed on

February 3d, when the Lord Justice took the

matter under advisement. Their judgment,

just rendered, upholds the decision of the

lower court, that the Bartlett patents had been

infringed, and dismissed the case with costs to

the appellants.

G. & J.'s counsel asked that the injunction

be stayed until the Chicago principals might

be communicated with. The Clincher people

firmly opposed this request, but by paying

$2,500 into the court, G. & J. secured a three-

weeks' stay of proceedings, after which the

matter may be carried to the House of Lords.

The case has been fought most stubbornly

since 1894; decisions having been rendered

against the American firm on three successive

occasions.

The North British Company' has four suits

pending in this country to test the validity of

the G. & J. patents, and these will shortly be

heard in court. For the past two years, com-
missioners have been taking testimony.

TO PROHIBIT SIX-DAY RACES.

Springfield, 111., March 9.—A bill has been

introduced in the Legislature by Representa-

tive Shannahan, of Chicago, to prohibit con-

tinuous long-distance bicycle racing. The
bill is short and to the point. It prohibits any

one from engaging in a bicycle race without

a rest of at least six hours following each

twelve hours' racing.

A penalty of a fine of not less than $25 nor

more than $500, or from thirty days to a year

in the county jail, is provided. The bill is the

result of the protests against the alleged bru-

tality of the recent six-day races.

EXPECTS TO START AFRESH.

On the application of the receiver the court

has ordered the sale of the Lindsay Bicycle

Company's plant at Lafayette, Ind. The com-

pany is heavily involved, but expects to bid

in the property and start afresh.
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GOES TO GRACEY.

He Could Prove His Claim to the Century

Ridiue: Record Others Who Did the

Same.

E. N. Roth, the Chicagoan, whose mileage

record of 36,000 miles during the year 1896

fairly staggered belief, has failed to secure the

Century Road Club's hall-mark. With the re-

jection of his claim, the title of "champion

mileage fiend," falls to A. A. Gracey, of Phil-

adelphia, whose 22,848 miles has been offi-

cially stamped "American record." The same

stamp has also been placed on his record of

156 century runs during the year. A gold

medal will be the reward.

For riding more than 5,000 miles during

the twelve months, forty-seven members of the

organization will receive "certificates of meri-

torious riding." Of the forty-seven, six are

women. Those who rode more than 10,000

miles are as follows: A. A. Gracey, Philadel-

phia, Pa., 22,848; S. M. Warns, Baltimore,

Md., 19,350; R. E. O'Connor, Chicago, Ills.,

18,225 (State record); Mrs. A. E. Rinehart,

Denver, Colo., 17,196 (State record); Mrs.

George Bunker, Chicago, Ills., 15,515; P. C.

Wright, Colorado Springs, Colo., 14,110; G.

F. Pond, Auburndale, Mass., 13,771 (State

record); J. H. Hunter, Toledo, Ohio, 18,272

(State record); Dr. F. A. Myrick, New York

City, 12,848; F. R. Lang, Portland, Maine,

12,514 (State record); Thomas W. Davis,

Peoria, Ills., 12,465; W. L. Stover, South

Bend, Ind., 12,840 (State record); Harry F.

Marshall, Nashua, N. H., 12,051 (State rec-

ord); L. T. Brodstone, Superior, Neb., 12,028

^.^tate record); F. C. Fairley, Colorado

Springs, Colo., 10,622; C. B. Balke, Baltimore,

Md., 10,465; Mrs. A. M. C. Allen, Worcester,

Mass., 10,287; Ross Manly, Summitville, Ind.,

10,066.

Forty-one members rode twenty-five centu-

ries or over, the leaders being: A. A. Gracey,

Philadelphia, Pa., 156 (American record) ; E.

N. Roth, Chicago, Ills., 146 (State record);

John H. vjeorge, Philadelphia, Pa., 187; Mrs.

A. E. Rinehart, Denver, Colo., 116 (State

record) ; Samuel M. Warns, Baltimore, Md.,

106 (State record); John A. Gintowt, Chicago,

Ills., 92; Mrs. George Bunker, Chicago, Ills.,

78; R. E. O'Connor, Chicago, Ills., 75; P. C.

Wright, Colorado Springs, Colo., 66; A. Ross

Manly, Summitville, Ind., 65; Charles B.

Balke, Baltimore, Md., 60; John M. Nobre,

Philadelphia, Pa., 50; John H. Hunter, Tole-

do, Ohio, 49 (State record) ; R. E. Osborne,

Colorado Springs, Colo., 46; Mrs. J. Walter

Roth, Chicago, Ills., 45; W. R. Marshall,

Denver, Colo., 48; James H. Prothero, Chica-

go., Ills., 42; H. F. Marshall, Nashua, N. H.,

38 (State record) ; Louis Rippetoe, Terre

Haute, Ind., 86; L. T. Brodstone, Superior,

Neb., 36; M. E. Gifford, Cleveland, Ohio, 35;

R. K. Pearce, Philadelphia, Pa., 84; O. V.
Mueller, Chicago, Ills., 84; S. F. Balliet,

North Bend, Neb., 34; Mrs. S. G. Andrus,
Chicago, Ills., 88; Francis Boyle, Cleveland,
Ohio, 82; Charles O. Lasley, Toledo, Ohio,
81; F. A. Myrick, New York City, 30.

The club century banner was won by the
Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, of which
Gracey is a member; 1,213 century runs dur-
ing the year entitled the Quakers to the "rag,"
as they irreverently term such trophies of
which they have quite a collection. The sec-
ond club was fax behind—the Century Cycling
Club, of Maryland; record 462 centuries.
Gracey rode a ' Spalding bicycle fitted with
M. & W. tires. ^^

ORR JUST HAD TO TAKE IT.

Simcoe, Canada, March 8.—Beyond perad-

venture George H. Orr will be the next presi-

dent of the Canadian Wheelmen's Associa-

tion, as The Wheel's correspondent confi-

dently prophecied three weeks since. One
after the other have the other candidates

hauled down and folded their flags, leaving

Mr. Orr unimpeded, sailing into the Execu-

tive chair. The Association will go through

the JTiotions of electing him on Good Friday

next. It has been a case of the office seeking

the man. Mr. Orr has served the C. W. A.

long and faithfully, latterly as chairman of

the Racing Board, the busiest and most try-

ing office in the whole organization. The de-

mands of his insurance business in Toronto

have been pressing and increasing and it was
his desire to retire from active work. But the

C. W. A. will not have it. They desire that he

shall round out his career by accepting the

highest office within their gift and this he will

do. Mr. Orr is an old, old-timer. He him-

self was a racing man of no mean order in

his younger days; he was also a cycling writer

of repute and is yet a member of the Wan-

FOR HYPOCRISY.

George H, Orr.

derers' Bicycle Club of Toronto. There is no

doubt that he will fill the office with credit

to himself and all concerned. Bloss P. Corey,

of Petrolia, is most likely to succeed Mr. Orr
as the head of the Racing Board. There are

three other candidates, however, and also a

proposition to make the office a salaried berth.

NEW JERSEYS BAGGAGE BILL PROGRESSING.

New Jersey wheelmen gained a victory on
Monday with the Gledhill bicycle baggage bill

at Trenton, when the House, by a decisive vote,

accepted the amendments designed to insure

the passage of the bill in the Senate. Without
the amendments it was known that the meas-

ure had no chance whatever of becoming a

law.

These amendments provide that the rail-

road company shall not be compelled to take

the bicycle on the same train with the passen-

ger, unless the train has bicycle accommoda-
tions; also that the wheelman shall be ob-

liged to remove the lantern from his bicycle

and that the bicycle shall be carried in lieu of

other baggage. The .bill was ordered re-

printed, and will then go to the Senate.

The man in cycle designing who is ahead
of his time usually isn't worth much when his

time comes.

Mr. Welsh Declares it to be an Honorable

Thing for the I/eague to

Practice.

San Francisco, Feb. 28.—The short period

of rainy weather is over, and the cycling sea-

son in California—wheel land all the year

round—is fully under way. The roads are in

perfect condition, and the weather all that

could be desired. It looks as if this will be a

banner season for cycling, both on the path

and road, and the dealers are elated thereat.

At the clubs the Sunday racing question is

the sole topic of conversation, and it would

seem from the talk that a decided stand of that

issue will be taken very soon. Chairman

Welch, of the California Racing Board, has

returned from his trip East, feeling very much

disappointed at the refusal of the National

body to favorably consider the Sunday ques-

tion. Judge Kerrigan, the other delegate from

the North Cahfornia Division, has not re-

turned yet, and until he arrives nothing will

be done in the matter. Knowing ones in the

League are of the opinion that Sunday racing

will be inaugurated in California and on the

Coast, and if the League will not sanction the

same, a withdrawal will be the result. Mr.

Welch stated to me to-day that all that is

necessary is for the Racing Board to overlook

any violation of the rule again^t^-acing on

Sunday, so far as California is concerned, and

the matter will be settled very nicely; and he

thinks that possibly the Board will agree to

this.

It is certain that cycle racing will never be a

paying proposition in San Francisco until the

sport can be given on Sunday. All of the

clubs that have tried it have lost money, and

now the sport is in the hands of private indi-

viduals, which seems to be a very unsatisfac-

tory arrangement.

The fifth annual twenty-five mile road-race

(handicap), of the California Associated Cy-

cling Clubs, postponed from Washington's

Birthday, which was run to-day (Sunday),

over the San Leandro triangle, attracted an

immense crowd at the finish point. One of

the Sunday racing enthusiasts looked at the

crowd and turned to Welch with tears in his

eyes, saying, "Just look at the crowd we
could have at the Veledrome if we could only

race on Sunday!"

There were over 100 entries, and about

ninety starters. The handicapping was done

by R. M. Smyth, and the finishes were such

as to delight his heart, although the judges

were all at sea for a while. Twenty riders

finished within five seconds of each other,

and the groups dashed by with a rapidity that

confused the officials. Tony Delmas, of the

Garden City Cyclers, who won time prize

(1:09:34 1-5), in a grandly-ridden race, after

fighting every inch with Wing, is a little fel-

low, no bigger than a hydrant, and Wing
towered above him as if he were mounted

on an ordinary. He went into the

race with no training, and yas mounted

on a '95 machine, a discarded racing

wheel, the property of the colored janitor of

the Gardfen City Cyclers. He finished in

fortieth place, a few inches in front of Wing.

E. A. Bozzio (5*min.) finished first in 1:10:27,

leading a bunch of twenty and getting the de-

cision by an eyelash, The event was a purely
,

amateur affair.
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Their superior construction is conceded by mechani=

cal experts everywhere. Our catalog tells why.

flailed free.

Qendron Wheel Co., Toledo, Ohio.
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"There Are Others"

Clippers are not the only bicycles

made. There are just 327 concerns in

America who are trying to build more
than 2,000 bicycles. Some are suc-

ceeding, some are "busting" up trying

to build good bicycles and sell them

for less than Clippers are sold for. No
maker is making and marketing a wheel

the equal of a Clipper at the price of a

Clipper : a broad statement, but tfue.

No maker now in the business who has

equal facilities, capital and experience,

sells his product at anywhere near the price of Clippers for same

quality. No maker who buys and sells "on tick," supports

racing teams, race meets, etc., etc., can ^equal the quality of a

Clipper at the price of a Clipper. No maker can produce a

bicycle the equal of a Clipper, pay loo cents on the dollar for

his stock, advertising, labor, etc., and sell at less than Clipper

prices.

No bicycle can be better made, better equipped, better

finished, than the Clipper Light Boadster. It's the best that

8 years' experience, almost unlimited capital, and organized

labor can produce.

\rm%
•^"C-

Kindly mention The Wheel.

$75.00 HNo $50.00

BELIjIS OYGLB CO:M:p'-A.3iTY,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Kindly mention -The -Wheel.

'••
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TIME TO OUIT.

THE WHEEL hoped that the last had been

heard of the malodorous campaign

which resulted in the election of Isaac B. Pot-

ter to the presidency of the L. A. W., but it

seems that Mr. Potter or his friends will not

rest content.

Through one of their organs, they are seek-

ing to purge thernselves of the unpleasant

odor which their methods attached to them.

They are seeking to explain and justify their

unprincipled action and that of the despicable

traitors who helped them attain their ends.

But the "explanations" and . "justifications"

are in keeping- with their electioneerings.

They are labored and far-fetched when not

absolutely untruthful, and are sufficient to turn

the stomach of a brass statue. One of the "in-

side facts" which is now being paraded is

Spencer Williams's "inside knowledge" of an

"Elliott-Prial deal,", whereby the latter was to

be made chairman of the Racing Board in re-

turn for The Wheel's support. Mr. Wil-

liams "knows all about" the correspondence

which was carried on, which, as a matter of

fact, consisted of exactly one short letter to

this effect: "Is it true that you (Elliott) pro-

pose getting out of Potter's way, as has been

reported?" Any other statement is a lie pure

and simple. Any assertion of a pledge or

promise or desire for reward, implied or any

other way, is equally untrue. No one con-

nected with The Wheel asked or desired

anything whatsoever from Mr. Elliott or

any one else.

We doubt if Mr. Potter himself is responsi-

ble for these publications. Unless his mem-
ory has become treacherous, he well knows

why the The Wheel has opposed him. The

stock-worn charge of disgruntlement is veri-

est nonsense and has grown wearisome. In a

personal way, Mr. Potter has in the past told

us many things which might have been used

against him. For instance, he himself told

us why "Potter's Good Roads Library" was

started—which had a bearing on his $5,000

claim against the League—and why two

gentlemen were brought from Buffalo to New
York to fill salaried offices. But despite our

belief that he merited rebuke, and despite the

heat of several campaigns, we have respected

his confidences and the feelings of those in-

volved. At heart, Mr. Potter is not a "half

bad fellow." He has surrounded himself with

men who half-idolize him. These men mean

well, but there are occasions when one re-

quires saving from his friends.

As for Spencer Williams—he has forfeited all

claims for respectful regard or belief. He
may prattle until doomsday without effect. He
may claim that he did not represent Mr. El-

liott, but as the Philadelphia "Ledger" re-

marks: "Such a claim is ridiculous in the ex-

treme. In writing to the Philadelphia com-

mittee in charge of the L. A. W. meet matter

he referred to the fact that he represented the

Massachusetts end of the coming contest;

that he would make it a point to see that the

votes of the delegates from that State were

cast for Philadelphia, and he expressed the

hope that in return 'Pennsylvania will help us

at Albany.' At Albany, previous to the meet-

ing, Mr. Elliott stated to many persons that he

was personally unfamiliar with the details of

the canvass, and introduced them to Mr. Wil-

liams as his manager, the latter answering all

questions-concerning the contest and Mr. El-

liott's candidacy."

The Wheel knows, too, that while Martyr

Connelly was nominating Mr. Potter, Secre-

tary-Treasurer Peck, of Massachusetts, went

to Williams and suggested that he call on

certain anti-Potter martyrs to offset Mr. Con-

nelly's utterances, and that Mr. Williams

replied, "everything's all right."

WITH US NOW.

\^ ARCH is a hobble-de-hoy atnong

' ' ' months. It has neither the vigor of

winter nor the attractions of Spring. It is

neither fish, flesli nor fowl meteorologi-

cally and cyclingly considered. Its character-

istics vary so much that it may be leonine at

one end and a knock-kneed, baahing lamb at

the other.

March may be delightful sputh of the

equator, but in this latitude, and right here

in Gotham, it is a month to sorely try the

temper of cycledom and to make a rider

sigh for the hard beaches of Florida or the

white coral roads of Bermuda.

The expression, "Mad as a March hare,"

is doubtless based upon the fact that this

month is enough to drive even that harmless

little scorcher to insanity. The additional

fact that March is named after Mars, the

god of war, shows the soundness of the title.

In this month the warfare between summer
and winter, between the advancing sun and

retreating frosts, the pneumatic and the pneu-

monia, is waged, and the debris of their bat-

tle-ground is made up of as many kinds of

weather as there were corpses on Antietam's

field.

This detectable month came in like a rather

well-behaved lion, yet, a lion, nevertheless

with a mane of white. But no man can tell

what a March day will bring forth. Many a

trustful rider has proven this to his sorrow

and sickness. April is capricious, but it is the

capriciousness of beauty. The variations of

March are those of a surly, ill-tempered

rider, whose successive moods are each

worse than the last

Poor cycling is chilled and warmed, then

chilled again throughout March's thirty-one

days, and the man, be he rider or only poor

pedestrian, who can keep his health and

spirits unimpaired throughout the third

month of the year is an enviable fellow.

The poet who sung, "I Would not Die in

Springtime," of course blotted from his cal-

endar March, the first vernal month. Most
of us, if permitted to choose the month of

our dissolution, would select March, for then

this earth, hereabouts, is easiest to leave.

IS THIS NOT TRUE?

A N estimable citizen is dead from the re-

^* suit of being run over by a carriage,

the horse of which was driven by an estimable

young lady. The whole affair was a lament-

able, deplorable and, perhaps, unavoidable ac-

cident. Press, public and police extend their

sympathy to the unfortunate young woman
who was driving when the accident occurred.

No one blames woman's driving, the use of

carriages or the recklessness of carriage

drivers, or owners, for what was clearly an

accident liable to happen to anyone at any

time.

But just for a moment suppose that the un-

fortunate citizen had died as the result of be-

ing run over by the same estimable young

woman, with the one difference that she sat

in the saddle of a cycle in place of the driver's

seat of a road wagon, does anyone believe that

the same press, public and police would have

been equally as sympathetic and silent?

Would not all of them unite in a chorus of

righteous and holy indignation at the danger-

ous practice of cycling, and the reckless and
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deadly indifference to the safety of pedestrians

the cycle rider invariably exhibited?

Would not the papers have had long editor-

ials regarding how unsafe the public thorough-

fares had become since they are entirely given

over to madly-rushing, death-dealing, male

and female cyclers? Would not "new journal-

ism," in the behalf of the terror stricken public,

have at once rushed to Albany and to the

aldermen with bills to prohibit wheelmen from

riding faster than three miles a week? And

the gentle poHce, just think how they would

have whooped things up!

Verily, it makes quite a difference just whose

ox is gored in these street accidents. There

can be no denial that an accident in which

a wheelman is the active cause, is by press,

public and police all regarded and treated as

an affair much more serious and reprehensible

than an equally as unfortunate affair, in which

the prime figure of cause is the occupant of

a brougham or road wagon. Why?

PRESTIGE VERSUS PROSPERITY.

WHEREVER the sewing machine is used

the name of Singer is known. No

other makers of sewing machines are so great;

no other makers have so many agents; no

other makers have so long engaged in the

manufacture of sewing machines in this coun-

try.

For years Singers though*^, that their great-

ness, their army of agents, their seniority of

manufacture exempted them from advertising.

To day it dawns upon the Singer Company that

size of factory, number of agents, and senior-

ity in manufacture will not dispose of sewing

machines when energetic rivals believe and

practice advertising.

Once this was made clear to the Singer

people, they promptly swamped every means

of advertising with printed and pictorial state-

ments of the superlative excellence of Singer

sewing machines. Will it pay? Most cer-

tainly. Did advertising a good article proper-

ly ever fail to pay? What has all this got to

do with cycling? Well, if you can not figure

that out, the quicker you get out of the cycle

trade the more money you will have.

There is no business connected with cycling,

however extensive, that may not be bettered

by well-directed effort; and push is an ex-

cellent thing in itself, regardless of the profits

that may follow its introduction into a busi-

ness. The manufacturer who argues to the

contrary, but shows that something is lack-

ing in his make-up—he either does not know

whereof he speaks or else he will not tell it.

There is no chattel mortgage law in Penn-

sylvania. This works as a decided inconren-

ience to wholesalers, jobbers and dealers. The

Pennsylvania agricultural implement dealers

are making an effort to have such a law en-

acted, and it seems to us that the cycle trade

might in this instance make common cause

with their co-sufferers, the agricultural sellers.

It was discovered that certain persons interested in

The Wheel were in correspondence with Mr. Elliott,

and the fact was developed that an arrangement had
been made by which, in case of Mr. Elliott's re-elec-

tion, New York should be punished for her opposition

to Mr. Elliott by the removal of Mr. Batchelder and
the reappointment of Mr. Prial.—A "prominent New
York delegate" in the New York Press.

Without mincing words, the statement is

an unmitigated lie from beginning to end.

Mr. Jos. McKee's clear exposition of the

"show subject," published elsewhere, is a

splendid contribution to the matter, and merits

the profound consideration of the powers

that be. Most of the arguments which he ad-

vances are unassailable.

Banks and bargain counter bicycles are very

much alike in some respects. Each is often so

weak that it cannot stand a loan, while few of

either are strong enough to stand a long run.

Our nature is inseparable from desires, and

the very word desire—the craving for some-

thing not possessed-—implies that our present

felicity in cycling is not complete.

The rider who is constantly asking for ad-

vice about his wheel, the riding and the make

thereof, is the same rider whose decision is

not worth having when he decides.

When politics make strange bedfellows it

is not long before there is a quarrel about

covers. This stage is fast arriving in League
politics.

It is said that all the track owners will hang

together on this Sunday-racing-or-secession

movement. Is this an attempt at wholesale

suicide?

Experience is an expensive teacher, but she

works twenty-four hours a day in the bicycle

business, just the same.

The rider who can learn from his own
mistakes, can always be acquiring knowl-

edge in cycling.

Some men talk of cycling matters of which

they know nothing, simply to see how they

come out.

The true way to gain much from your

cycling is never to desire to gain too much

from it.

Speak well of the wheels your friends ride,

and they will have a high regard for your

word.

It is a pity that the houses of some League

magnates are not built of glass.

HAVE FAITH IN NOVEMBER WEATHER.

A team race for the championship of the

Metropolitan District is being agitated by the

Racing Committee of the AsscTciated Cycling
Clubs of New York. They propose holding
trial races on Labor Day, and the final on
Election Day.

GOING TO SCHEDULE PRICES.

In order to overcome price-cutting, the

repairers of Denver, Col., have formed an

organization, and will adopt a schedule of

rates. The officers are: President, E. W.
Clarke; secretary, Chas. Bily; treasurer, J. E.

Crane.

ONLY A NAME CHANGED.

With the retirement of M. J. Fisher, the

title of the Snyder & Fisher Bicycle Works,
Little Falls, N. Y., has been changed to the

H. P. Snyder Bicycle Works. The withdraw-

al of Mr. Fisher will cause no other change or

interruption in the business.

GONE FOR MORE TRADE.

Fred I. Johnson, the head and manager of

the Iver-Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Fitchburg, Mass., sailed on Saturday last for

Europe. His trip a few months since was

productive of considerable business, and he

goes abroad this time with promises of great-

ly increased chances for success.

LETTING HIS LIGHT SHINE ABROAD.

Louis A. Jackson, president of the Acme
Electric Lamp Company, 1659 Broadway,

New York, left for Europe on Wednesday of

last week. The Acme lamp is one of the few

electric cycle lamps which has attained success

and Mr. Jackson intends casting its light on

the European trade.

CRUELTY TO CRIPPLES.

Another six-day race was started on Mon-
day, this time at Cleveland, Ohio. The con-

testants will ride five and one-half hours each

day, except on Saturday, when the men are

scheduled to remain in the saddle for ten

hours. The starters were: Gimm, Shock,

Waller, Hench, Gifford, Ashinger and Wood.
A narrow 15-lap track in an armory is the

scene of the contest.

HOARDING THEIR SPARE CHANGE.

Members of the Buffalo Ramblers' B. C. are

taking time by the forelock. The organization

of an excursion party is being effected to take

in the Paris Exposition in 1900. The mem-
bers signing to take the trip will contribute a

small sum of money weekly, which will be

placed in a common fund to cover all ex-

penses. By this method the members will be

able to lay aside the wherewithal without em-
barrassing themselves.

All good roads lead to roam.

NOW THERE IS SOMETHING IN IT.

For several years all of the large Philadel-

phia clubs have fought shy of the League in

the way of belonging to the National organ-

ization as a body. The action of the Century

Wheelmen last week, in deciding to become
a League club, will probably have a beneficial

effect. The club has a membership of over

350 and will be the largest League club in

the country, excepting the Illinois C. C, of

Chicago.
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WASHINGTON S WARRING WHEELMEN.

Ever since the local Cycle Board of Trade

of Washington, D. C, formulated rules in re-

gard to the method of conducting the retail

business in that city, and decided to stop

donating prizes for race meets and discontinue

programme advertising, there has been war.

The local clubs took exception to the ulti-

matum of the dealers, and several meetings

were held to map out a campaign by which the

dealers could be routed from their position.

The Board of Trade, however, was not to be

caught napping. Last week they leased the

track at International Athletic Park, the only

cycle track in Washington, for every holiday

and desirable day of the season, and have

filed applications for sanctions. The Board

now announces that it will control cycle racing

as well as cycle selling in the District. The

members of the Board think they have played

a trump card, which the riders will be unable

to match, but it is not likely that the new Rac-

ing Board will grant all the sanctions asked

for to a single organization, and thus aid it in

freezing out all the clubs desiring to hold

meets during the year. Such partiality would

be an unwise precedent.

FIRST FOOL PRIZE OF THE SEASON.

A physician's articulated skeleton in a rose-

wood cofftn is the second time prize in the

race which will open the road-racing season in

New England, the Essex County Wheelmen's

twenty-five at Gloucester, on April 19th.

This race will take the place of the Linscott,

which has been a spring fixture for several

years. The total value of prizes will be $980,

including a piano and several bicycles, and

the lugubrious prize announced above. On
the same day the annual Dedham 10-mile race

will be run, and two ten-mile races are

scheduled for May 1st.

MORIN AGAIN A WINNER.

A triangular match race was run in Paris

on Sunday, February 20th, between Morin,

Nienport and Prevot. Three races were run

in which Morin finished in second place twice

and in first position once, winning by five

points. At the Riders' Syndicate meet, a few

days later, Jos. Gtimes, the fat man, was

beaten in a freak race by Baby Trousslier, a

five-year boy.

THESE OUGHT TO WIN.

Columbia College will have a team of 16

riders to bring the colors of the college to the

fore this year. Eight of these are experienced

men, such as Powell, Dawson, Ruppert and

Bird. All the members of the team have begun

training at the university gymnasium.

SHOULD BE FAST.

Atlanta's new indoor track at the Exposition

grounds, was completed last week. It is six

laps to the mile and is banked 10 feet. The
building will be lighted by 60 arc lights and

400 incandescent lights. It will be opened on

April 2d and 3d.

MORE SECESSION TALK.

Secession talk is revived this week by news

from Minneapolis to the effect that Minne-

sota and the two Dakotas will secede from the

League and form a separate organization for

the control of racing. Sunday racing, and the

admission of professionals will be the planks

in the platform on which the Northwestern-

ers expect to gain a footing of sufficient sure-

ness to govern the sport throughout that

district. Circular letters have been sent to all

the racing men in the section interested in the

proposed movement, by several disgruntled

race promoters and racing men, but wheel-

men of standing in the State have held aloof

from the scheme.

AFFECTED HIS WIND.

For several days after the Chicago six-day

race, Fred. Schinneer, the victor, was affected

seriously in his bronchial organs and could

catch his breath only with the greatest diffi-

culty.

JOHNSON A SPALDINGITE.

John S. Johnson has improved so rapidly

from the attack of pneumonia which confined

him for several weeks at Bradford, Canada,

that he was able to return to his home in

Minneapolis on Monday. He had an inter-

view with T. W. Eck last week, which resulted

in his signing as a member of the Spalding

Team. This puts an end to the rumor that

Eck and Johnson would part company this

year. Several other crack riders will be signed

bv Eck for the Spalding team during the

present month.

TOOK WELL IN LONDON.

Indoor racing has been started in the Olym-

pia, London, for a season of nine weeks. On
the opening night it is estimated that 20,000

spectators were present. In addition to the

appearance of numerous professional riders,

exhibition races by women were run, but they

excited very little enthusiasm. C. F. Barden

rode in the best form. A match tandem race

between Camp and Howard and Macgregor

and Nelson was won by the former team.

HOW THE RUSSIANS RACE.

In Russia it is the custom to run all the

big races against the watch, unpaced. In the

25 versts championship which recently took

place at St. Petersburg, Doukout,chaieff fin-

ished first, defeating Boulay (French) and

Tchoudow third. In an international two

versts race Domain and Guerry, well-known

French riders, finished first and second.

THEY ARE NOT SUPERSTITIOUS.

The total amount of profit derived by the

Springfield Bicycle Club from race meets

during the past five years amounts to about

$13,000. Evidently it would be difficult to

convince this club that there is anything the

least bit unlucky about the number thirteen.

NOW JOHN IS SUING.

According to an English contemporary,

Michael's former trainer, John Jones, has in-

stituted legal proceedings against the little

Welshman for the recovery of $360, due, it is

alleged, as wages while in America.

OLD AT THE GAME.

A. Lehr, the German champion, who has

been at the racing game since the days of

the high wheel, is at present in Paris. He in-

tends to ride on the French tracks all through

the summer.

THEY GET THE MONEY.

Formerly when the most remunerative pro-

fessions were under discussion the question

usually terminated in a drawn argument be-

tween the supporters of the successful jock-

ey, and those who upheld the claims of the

popular prima donna. But the time draws

near when yet another claimant for the mon-

etary honors must be counted upon, and the

new claimant is none other than the success-

ful cycle racer.

In Europe Bourrillon, Jacquelin and Morin

made each $12,000 last year, Jaap Eden be-

ing credited with $9,000, Parlby with $6,000,

Jules Fisher $5,000, and M. Farman $4,000.

In 1895 Protin and Houben each made about

$8,000, while the most successful jockeys,

Dodd, French, Collier, and A. Clay, each

earned only about $10,000 last year.

PARISIAN RACE TRACKS.

Five cycle tracks are at the disposal of

the Paris race promoters. The largest and

most heavily banked is the Velodrome de

la Seine, with each lap measuring 500 metres.

The Municipal track, at Vincennes, on which

the Paris Grand Prix is competed for, is

four laps to the mile. The Velodrome de

la Est is also at Vincennes, but, in a poor

quarter, and is rather more than five laps to

the mile. The Buffalo track is 333 metres in

circumference, or five laps to the mile. The
Winter track, of boards, five laps to the mile,

is situated in one of the buildings left stand-

ing from the 1889 exhibition. This is to come
down before the 1900 Exposition plans.

THREE WEEKS OF INDOOR RACING.

In view of the many crack racing men who
will begin training on the Pacific coast this

month, preparations are being made for a

three weeks' indoor meet in the Mechanics'

Pavilion, San Francisco, from March 20 to

April 10. An eight-lap track will be built and
it is expected that all the crackajack riders

will embrace the opportunity to win a little

gold before starting on the circuit. Prizes

aggregating $10,000 will be hung up and the

sum will be increased if the success of the

meet warrants it.

MIDGET MICHAEL'S MOVEMENTS.

After spending a few days in Chicago,

Michael continued on his journey to Cali-

fornia on Monday. He is accompanied by
Wess Reedy, who has supplanted Eck as

manager. It is Michael's intention to follow the

National Circuit from start to finish, if he

meets with success as a competitive rider. At
the conclusion of the circuit, he will endeavor

to break all records from one to 100 miles.

RETURNED HOME HAPPY.

J. F. Starbuck has returned to Philadelphia

after a sojourn of several weeks in the South,

where he went to gain a little preliminary

training. He met with success in all the races

in which he took part, except at the Mardi
Gras races at New Orleans, where Jay Eaton
was king of the track.

OFF FOR THE COAST.

It was officially announced at the Syracuse

show that Bald had signed with the Barnes

Cycle Co. for the season. He will start for

California or the South to begin his training

for the season in a few days.
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FEELS KIND OP SORE.

Robert M. Welch, one of the North Cali-

fornia delegates to the National Assembly

meeting, and a strong advocate of Sunday

racing, returned to San Francisco feeling any-

thing but satisfied with his Eastern journey.

Arriving at his home he was immediately in-

terviewed by several reporters, and to one of

them he relieved himself in the following

strain: "We went to the convention," he said,

"expecting that we were going to at least a

quasi-fraternal association, to deal with a lot

of fair, generous men. We found them sour,

selfish, and narrow-minded. We received ab-

solutely no courtesies from any of them, and,

accustomed as we were to the warm-hearted

hospitality of Californians, the surprise was

most complete.

"During the argument on Sunday racing,

one man from Louisiana was telling how badly

they needed it there; that meets were only

held on Saturdays or holidays and tracks

were a financial loss or had to be abandoned

entirely. I saw and heard men in that as-

sembly nudge each other and say they were

glad to hear it.

"As a matter of course, the L. A. W. does

not care a snap for racing. Its hue-and-cry

is good roads; and yet that is the biggest farce

in the world. There is absolutely no interest

in it, and the L. A. W. is not creating any.

I saw that man Potter presiding at a good
roads meeting at Albany and listened to some
crank tell how you could put down cloth and

lay asphalt or macadam on it and make a

splendid road. The good roads banquet was

a farce. There was to be a night session of

the Good Roads Congress, so the members of

the Legislature could attend. Well, I believe

there were six people present, newspaper men
included. It was an awful fizzle. Nobody
of any importance took any notice of it. The
League gets its prestige and its name from
its racing interests, the very thing those short-

sighted Easterners are trying to down."

WORTHY OF HIS NAME.

The new star in the French cycling firma-

ment, Albert Champion, who has now been

dubbed the "French Michael," is a youth who
has found a very fast turn of speed in a short

time. The young French flyer stands 6 feet

7J inches, weighs 8st. 10 lbs., and is built on
similar lines to Michael. As the story goes,

Champion was out riding in Paris one after-

noon, and was noticed by the great "Choppy,"
who, thinking his style rather efifective, at

once found out where the lad worked, went
and saw him in the workshop, and made ar-

rangements there and then to take him in

hand.

WILL FIGHT IT OUT.

A little dispute between Floyd McFarland
and Otto Ziegler will be settled at San Jose
to-morrow. They will take part in a match
race for a purse of |500.

CRANIOLOGICAL ENLARGEMENT.

According to the New Orleans papers. Jay
Eaton, after the Mardi Gras meet, needed a

new hat badly—one about six sizes larger than
he wore.

WAS A GOOD THING.

Of the $2,500 deposited with Fred Gerlach,

before the Chicago six-day race, $2,150 was

paid at the conclusion of the race. Schinneer

received $1,000; Miller, $500; Ashinger, $300;

Lawson, $200; and Hanson, $150. All other

Fred Schinneer.

contestants failed to ride 1,600 miles and were

therefore ineligible to a prize. The balance of

the money was retained by the management.

It is stated that about $20,000 was taken in at

the box ofifice on the last night, and hundreds

Charles Miller.

were turned away at the) box office, because

the police decided it dangerous to permit

overcrowding. Chicago will next be enter-

tained by a six-days' race for women, which

starts to-morrow night.

CEMENT WILL BE "PCRE."

The track on which the international

championships will be run at Glasgow will

be exactly three and a half laps to the mile.

The surface will be of pure cement, and it is

expected to be completed by the middle of

May. A race for the championship of Great

Britain, open to the riders of those countries

only, is an event on the programme that is

likely to excite much interest.

FOR DOWNEASTERS.

A New England racing circuit is being
planned in Boston, to include all thg large

cities having tracks in that territory.

COMING HOME.

A. B. McDonell has left Australia for

Europe. After' a tour through the Con-

tinent, he will return to his home at Roches-

ter, N. Y.

SUNDAY RACING AND THE "BOYS" BEHIND IT.

On Sunday, March 21, the League of In-

dependent Wheelmen, of St. Louis, intend to

take the initiative and hold a Sunday meet

at the Natatorium. The race will be a 12-

hour afifair, beginning at noon and ending at

midnight. "Ladies" will ride in short races

from 3 until 4 in the afternoon and from 8

until 9 in the evening. This organization,

which intends to fight the League, recently

h?ld a ball. Its status may be imagined from

the following paragraphs which appeared

•after the ball, in the St. Louis "Post-Dis-

patch" column of club gossip, contributed by

secretaries:

The quartermaster seemed to pay more attention to

Miss K than he did to his duties as floor commit-

tee. Don't forget to give us a bid, Josie.

Mr. Cronin will hereafter be known as the L. I. W.
Teddie. It seems he has won all the ladies since his

great showing both at the Natatorium and the enter-

tainment, and he feels his head swelling by adding the

"St. Louis Cycle News" medal to his list.

The boys are very much lost since Mr. Dittmeyer
has been sick, and hope he will be out in a few days

again.

The boys would like to know the address of that

sweet little lady Billy had at the entertainment.

Mr. Widdecomb can be proud of his lady. She's

all right, boys.

Did you see the President and his best lady? Look
out for the boys, Gussie.

The Vice-President was also seen with a very pretty

miss. You're all right, James.

EATS ITS DISH OF CROW.

An humble apology to D. W. Robert, the

former St. Louis member of the Racing

Board, has been published in the "St. Louis

Star," for the unkind things printed about

him during the Cabanne-Titus-Murphy expul-

sion case. The apology concludes as follows:

"With the conviction of the accused, the

statements and insinuations against Mr. Rob-
ert were shown to be utterly groundless, and,

indeed, Mr. Cabanne, by whom they had
been inspired, has not only written a letter of

retraction, but of apology as well.

"Inasmuch as 'The Star' was the medium
through which these groundless statements

were brought to public attention, it wishes to

give the widest publicity to tjiis correction of

the injustice done to Mr. Robert, and to the

expression of its conviction that his conduct

throughout the entire affair was marked by
entire impartiality and strict sense of duty."

HIS OWN WAY OR NONE.

Djakoff, the Russian champion, who re-

cently turned professional, has been suspended

by the Cercle Cycliste, of St. Petersburg. He
lately ran against Dokoutchiefif, in the 25

versts championship (against the watch),

which race he lost by 1-5 of a second. He de-

manded that the result should be announced
in the papers as a dead-heat. On the refusal

he would not take the purse and medal. In

consequence of this he has been put on foot

during the rest of the winter racing.

WE ARE GROWING WISE AT LAST.

Another black eye was given to six-day rac-

ing at Chicago, last week, when the local

Cycle Board of Trade passed resolutions con-

demning such contests. The resolution will be
presented to the Racing Board, with the re-

quest that no further sanctions be granted to

such affairs.
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DON'T BE SATISFIED
With "Good Enough/'
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These are chips from machine

steel—the kind of steel used by

most bicycle makers.

It is cheap to buy and easy to

work,—the ^^good enough^' kind.

Can be case-hardened only—that

is, a thin skin of hardness that

soon wears through.

These are chips from crucible

steel—the kind of steel that VIC-
TOR BICYCLES are made of.

Very expensive to buy and very

expensive to work-—but strong and

safe. Hardened in oil clear through,

making one part of the piece as

hard as another.

"VICTOR GRADE" -"^nsBEST.
Send for our catalog and learn all about it.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
NEWYORK> BOSTON. CHICAGO. DETROIT.
DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND, ORE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHY THE WHEEL WINS.

Cycling has proven almost the death-blow

to gymnasiums. The reason for this is not

difficult to understand. The gymnastics of

the modern gymnasium are in marked con-

trast with the athletic exercises of the Greeks,

with whom the striving for physical perfec-

tion amounted to a passion. Their exer-

cises were running, wrestling, boxing, fenc-

ing and throwing the discus, taken in the

open air, without apparatus, and exercising

the body throughout, and especially in the

fundamental associated movements of the

trunk and limbs.

The defects of ordinary gymnastics have

SOME FAMILY HISTORY.

Two boys, and a single cigarette, in close

communion. Says boy with cigarette, to boy

who wants to be with cigarette: "Did yer

ever see one of them tandem bicycles, what

two people can ride on?"

"Two people? Naw!" answered the cigar-

etteless one. "But we've got a bicycle to our

house what our whole family ken ride on.

The only trubble is, all of us wants ter ride

it at the same time."

RICKISHA WRECKERS.

The bicycle has made determined enemies

even in Japan where horses are a novelty.

QUITE SUITABLE.

HONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE.

Recently in the West a man was tried and

convicted for having "Hfted," i. e., stolen, over

185 bicycles within a year. When the Judge

had sentenced him, the convicted man turned

to the reporters present and asked them to

accord him the title of "Champion Wheel

Thief of the World," which the pressmen

unwittingly did, they never having heard of

England's famous claimant for this cham-

pionship.

In the interest of common justice, and in

that spirit of fraternalism existing between

men who write of cycling. The Wheel pro-

tests against any ordinary wheel thief, like

this Western upstart, being allowed to even

claim championship honors in the "lifting"

line, so long as Mr. T. A. Edge continues to

edit "Cyclers' News."

For these many, many m.onths, years in

fact, Mr. Edge has unflinchingly and unfal-

tering continued to prove that when it comes

to Wheel "lifting" he is in a class by him-

self.

So extensive and brazen-faced is Mr Edge

in this "lifting" specialty of his that he could,

unquestionably, tie one of his hands behind

him and still easily defeat this Western up-

start for the championship in their kindred

lines of labor. So fair play, even to an Eng-

lishman, that great preacher of fair play, de-

mands that The Wheel defend Mr. Edge's

undoubted championship in the Wheel lift-

ing line from any such outclassed claimants

as this Western one, who, the truth to tell,

is so far removed from Mr. Edge's class of

wholesale "lifters," that it were an injustice

to even mention the two claimants in the

same breath.

For Scorchers. For Racers.

been felt by those interested in physical cul-

ture, and have been partly obviated by the

introduction of free movements, like run-

ning, jumping and wrestling, and partly by

the use of resistance machines, usually con-

structions of levers, pulleys and weights, de-

signed to exercise special groups of muscles,

as in the Sargent system of apparatus. These

reward effort, however, with depressing

monotony, are devoid of the beneficial

general effects of cycling, and appear to the

student of the gymnasium idea to lack the

elements of a coherent system.

The old gymnastic idea, in the endeavor to

accomplish certain feats and to pile up large

masses of muscle, ignored the intimate co-

operation between muscle and nerve, and the

delicate balance between co-operating and

modifying muscular groups necessary to

build up a clear-sighted, well-balanced mind,

in perfect and harmonious but largely un-

conscious mastery of the bodily movements.

The wise teacher and physician of to-day

have small interest in gymnastic feats, but

direct muscular activity into those channels

which like cycling are best suited to pro-

mote harmonious mental and bodily develop-

ment and adjustment.

For Wheelwomen.

It has got to be quite the proper caper

now-a-days for cycle manufacturers to give out

decks of playing cards as advertisements.

There is something quite appropriate in this.

For All, in the End.

when you come to think of it. Take the four

suits, for example, and after assorting them

as to their correctness they come out in the

above fashion.

WILL NEVER QUIT.

"Who is that kicking up that row over

there?"

"Oh, it's a Western rider who just came

up. He refuses to ride on our golden streets.

Wants silver ones or none at all, he says."

and their driving for pleasure or business a

thing unknown. The rickisha drawers, hu-

mans who play the part of horses in the

Mikado's domains, have concluded that a

further introduction of the bicycle will ruin

their trade, hence they have taken to ruining

both wheel and tire whenever they can safely

do so.

Mr. Edge, we salute you! You are, and

always have been, the unquestioned cham-

pion in the line of appropriating the product

of other peoples' brains without asking their

permission to do so, and so long as you con-

tinue to be an "editor" the "lifting" cham-

pionship can never by anyone be wrested

from you.
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Free Repair Stations.

WE delight in keeping in good humor the great and
growing army of Palmer Tire riders. We strive to

make the Palmer Army happy and contented. We
know the way to do all this is to keep the Palmer Army
continually moving— on their wheels. Unfortunately,

rubber tires will get punctured, and sometimes badly cut,

and cuts and punctures ought to be mended without delay.

Hundreds of riders know how to mend the ordinary

puncture, but there are other hundreds who prefer that

we shall do the mending. Therefore, to meet the wishes
of our friends, we are establishing free repair stations in

many of the large cities—in the centres of important
wheeling territories. Those now in operation are as

follows

:

Hew York, 66-68 Reade Street

Boston, - 8 Warren Avenne

Pbiiadelphia, - 49 North Tentli Street

Cnicago, - - 133-139 Sonth Clinton Street

DeoYer, 933 Eighteenth Street

San Francisco. - 210 McAllister Street

OTHER FREE REPAIR STATIONS BEING
ORGANIZED.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO,

CHICA-OO.

New York Office, 66-68 Reade Street.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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THE FAR EDGE OF THE OFF SEASON.

Even in these dreary days when signs of

approaching Spring are little better than

miscroscopic, the fields and woodlands bor-

dering the near-by suburban roads yield much
that is charming to the eye of the sympathetic

rider, wise enough to turn his wheel

thitherward in place of remaining a boule-

varder or a parkite. It matters not whether

the day be dull or bright, the charm is even

heightened if the suburban road explorer

finds his exploration temporarily eclipsed

by one of those seemingly genuine snow

storms that come in March. The good

brown sweep of meadow or hillside here and

there is adorned with a pinkish undertone be-

longing to the dried grasses, and there are

everywhere refined and etherealized survivals

of the Autumn coloring. The cat-brier is

still a tangle of dull green. Beech trees are

of several russet shades, and oaks here and

there retain full suits of nut-brown foliage.

The long willows glisten golden in the

swamps, and several kinds of shrubs are bright

red for the whole length of last year's new

shoots. This last is the warmest touch that

the landscape shows, save for the lingering

salmon-red rose tips.

The rider familiar with these suburban

scenes and roads now is able to take account

of the damage done by the Winter's storms.

There are broken limbs dangling from the

sturdiest of the trees; the birches are bent

at a more acute angle toward the southeast,

and tall young evergreens have their slender

tops almost double, or strongly bowed in re-

cord of clinging' snows. The brooks, like the

Bronx, that make beautiful the low meadows
in Spring, and keep them fresh even in

August, are at their fullest, and have alto-

gether the most Spring-like suggestion of

anything within the rider's sight.

To the rider that can appreciate it, there is

nothing better in these days at the further

edge of Winter than the picture the wood-

lands present. There are impressive revela-

tidns in both trunks and branches. The
variety and beauty of the trunk markings is

worth a rider's study. But the charm of the

tree tops under the common impulse of a

moderate wind is a thing that stirs the im-

agination as with something large and ele-

mental. The veVy spirit of outdoors seems

conveyed in these warring tops, so majesti-

cally harmonious. The rider sees, as one can-

not see when the trees are clad with leaves,

the characteristic motions of different trees

under the impulse of the wind. The greater

trees, oaks, chestnuts, hickories, great maples,

elms and buttonwoods, are seen to move
mainly in the upper branches, the great trunks

swaying slightly, if at all, while the whole

company of graceful birches and their fel-

lows of various name move from the ground

upward, in almost rhythmical fashion, bow-
ing and courtesying to the invisible power
that spends its strength upon them. Long
after the oscillation of the greater trees has

almost ceased, the woodland is in pleasant

noyice-like commotion with the disturbance

of the lighter trees.

The great trees the rider notes in their

stark Winter aspect have oddly crabbed limbs,

branches and twigs. This is true especially of

the hickories and the swamp oaks, indeed

of almost the whole oak tribe. The slow

growth of those giants seems to have been

made with pain and writhing that left them
gnarled and twisted. The twigs are claw-

like, suggesting the horny feet of predatory

birds. The more feminine trees, especially the

birches, rise trim and graceful, their limbs

and twigs in broom-like perpendicular.

When they sway in the wind the whole of

the top moves as one mass and willingly, as

though there was not a single rebellious

twig, while the great trees, the oaks and the

hickories, respond reluctantly to the impulse

that is upon the forest tops.

The leaden sky of a sunless wintry March
day yields a sort of grudging charm to the

sympathetic rider slowly wheeling his way
along suburban roads as he wanders past or

through woods and fields. The very chill

seems to bring the rider into closer commun-
ion with nature, and the fine indifference

with which all natural objects accept the buf-

feting of the elements intensifies the out-

door effect. The inscrutable sky seems to

have come down to and through the tree-

tops, and to trail its invisible garments over

the ground and over the wheel and person of

the rider, baptizing them with a clammy bath

into the fellowship of nature, appealing to

the rider's touch and taste and smell, so that

he feels himself incorporated with the ele-

ments, absolved of his ridership in crowds

and city streets, a hermit of the wet ground and

open sky. All the while, too, his eyes pene-

trate in imagination the wintry white or rus-

set of the earth, and • discover the teeming

Spring in embryo separated from his tires by

weeks of time, but only by inches of space.

TAKEN AS A MEDICINE.

Riding a bicycle is not a remedy which,

in some mysterious way, may prove bene-

ficial in disordered conditions of the system,

still less a specific in any given disease, but

it may be made the means of producing gen-

tle or powerful effects of a powerful kind,

which vary with its form, intensity of dura-

tion, time of application, and the condition of

the patient.

The problem presented to the physician in

a given case is not merely the prescription

of cycling as an exercise, but rather such pro-

portioning and contrasting of the muscular

activity to periods of rest that the total re-

sult shall be beneficial; here, as always, the

patient is to be treated rather than the dis-

ease.

Cycling employed systematically and with

discrimination is of the highest value in the

prevention of debility and disease, and also

in the treatment of certain chronic affections.

In many acute and some chronic diseases

cycling is positively and actively injurious,

and it is always liable to prove so when em-
ployed without due regard to its physiolo-

gical effects.

It is a practical point of the first impor-

tance that individuals differ enormously—ac-

cording to constitution, temperament, train-

ing and previous habits—as to the amount
of cycle riding that will be required to pro-

duce a given result. Like some drugs, cy-

cling may produce different and even oppo-

site effects, according to the intensity of its

indulgence.

GREAT COMBINATION THIS.

Mounting a herdsman upon a bicycle in

place of the proverbial broncho, sounds like

the invention of some wild western. Mun-
chausen; despite its seeming impossibility it

is nevertheless a fact. Arthur Graham, of

Carbon county, Wy,, is the man who has in-

troduced this innovation. He is not seeking

notoriety. He uses the bicycle in herding

his sheep simply because he finds it more con-

venient and serviceable so to do. He prefers

the bicycle to the horse because it never

bucks, never runs away when left alone for

a few minutes, and in many other respects is

far more tractable than a pony.

A very slight thing may stampede a herd of

sheep and send them scurrying over the

plains in wildest disorder. The sudden start

of a pony, sometimes even the unexpected ap-

pearance of the mounted herdsman, is suffi-

cient to cause an unreasonable rush toward

those vast realms of nowhere which stretch,

practically without limit, in all directions

about the grazing ground. Graham has had

these experiences, and his many weary hours

in the saddle hunting up the stragglers from

a stampede have brought him to appreciate

advantages of the wheel over the horse. For

some unexplained reason the sheep appear to

take kindly to the bicycle and its silent mean-

derings do not disturb them. The cycling

herdsman can go in and out among the flock,

wherever inclination of duty calls him, with

little fear of alarming the sheep.

Mr. Graham has one companion in addi-

tion to his woolly charges, a long-horned,

scrappy-haired goat, which he has successfully

trained to do the work of an ordinary sheep

dog. He has become very much attached to

his thick skulled pet and avers that no dog
ever did the work more satisfactorily. The
goat will trot along for hours just behind his

cycling master, except when duty calls him off

to round up some truant that has strayed

from the fold. He seems to understand his

task perfectly, and no run-away sheep ever

gets far from the flock. If the recalcitrant

shows a disposition to become unruly, it is

actually butted into good behavior.

AND DAMAGES SHE GOT.

"Where are -you going, my pretty maid?"
"Off on a century run, sir," she said.

"Then I'll not marry you, my pretty maid."

"You won't? Then I'll sue you, sir," she said.

DAYS OF EXPECTANCY.

These are the days wheii tlie woman who
owns a wheel sighs when it snows and smiles

when it thaws; when she searches her alma-

iiac for weather predictions and p-ays that

the weather clerk's heart may be inclined to

graciousness; when she steals softly to the

place where her wheel is stored, and tenderly

polishes its shining enamel; when she in-

spects her last season's cycling costume and

debates the question of whether to "bloom,

or not to bloom."

It is the season of sweet anticipation for

the wheelwoman, and impatiently does she

wait for the first suspicion of Spring. It

is also a time of promise for the woman
whom Santa Claus remembered with a wheel,

and who has been taking lessons at the rid-

ing academies that Spring may find her pre-

pared. She has learned how to ride around

and around the narrow confines of the hall,

and proudly deeming herself able to face the

terrors of meeting a horse on the street, she

is awaiting the time when she can put her

newly-acquired art into actual practice.

A shining cycle light—^the electric one.
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The Inauguration of

McKinlev

Will mark the beginning of a new era of

prosperity for you if you inaugurate the
'97 season by putting in a line of

Sterlina

Bicycles.
The leading mechanical paper of the country, the

Scientific American, of February 27th, reviewing the

New York exhibition, says the "Sterling is the lightest

appearing machine in the show and reveals careful work
and high finish."

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, - Chicago, III.

New York,

Boston,

Freehold, N. J.,

Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, Pa.,

Denver,

San Francisco,

AGKNCIBS:

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway

. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, 374 Washington Street.

Burtis & Zimmerman.

Jacob Rech & Sons, Eighth Street and Girard Avenue.

Logan-Gregg Hdw. Co., Seventh Street, below Penn Avenue.

Gerwing-Hilton Cycle Co., 1727 Stout Street.

A. C. Nichols & Co. (Coast Branch), 400-4 Battery Street.
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WHAT HE SAW AT THE THEATRE.

He always said he'd never ride a bicycle.

When he said it he really believed that this

was the truth. Soon he was almost alone in

his opposition to the new method of locomo-
tion, all of his friends and acquaintances hav-

ing long since joined the majority, and be-

come riders. He was fairly driven to follow

suit, so, when the cycle show was here, he

spent hours of time going from one stand to

another collecting catalogues, and listening

to the words of wheeling wisdom which
flowed from the lips of each one of the hun-
dred or more exhibitors who had the "best

machine in the world" for sale.

After he had sorted over the dozens of

catalogues, he decided that he would buy one
of the twenty odd makes which seemed to

him were the best. For five long hours he
had pounded pavements, the only respite

coming from spells of being talked to by
cycle salesmen. He had listened to tales of

disc adjustment, flush joints, large sprockets,

and non-puncturable tires till he heard wheels
buzzing in his own head, and had in sel^-de-

fence bought a machine that was warranted
to be better in every respect than any one of

the 400 other makes on the market. Secure
in the worth of his purchase, he went to one
of those never quit shows, and in 5 minutes
the intercranial buzzing, which had died
away, revived to a deafening roar.

As he entered, a trick rider in green tights

careered around the stage on an old-fash-

ioned high wheel. It made no difiference to
him whether both wheels touched the floor

or only one of them, and the Man, not hav-
ing learned yet to ride a safety, felt inter-

ested. When the performer stood on the
floor beside the machine, put one foot on its

pedal, mounted and rode away without
touching his hands to any part of the wheel,
the Man thrilled with a secret joy as he
thought that in a week, more or less, he
would be cutting capers like that. So full

was he of anticipation that he looked about
him to see if the eyes of those around him
were upon him, but they weren't; they were
fixed upon the trick rider, who with a yank
had pulled off the backbone and rear wheel
of his machine and held them aloft as he
rode about with big wheel and front fork
only. After a few .circuits of the stage, an-
other pull at the forks separated them
from the wheel, and astride of it the per-
former rolled about, fork, backbone, and rear

wheel in his upraised hands. "Ha, ha,"
thought the Man, "that machine isn't as
carefully made as mine!" and his joy was
great. But even so he found that his com-
panion observers did not share his pleasure,
for not a face showed congratulation over
the wisdom of his choice, but every eye was
still directed toward the performer.

That worthy was bringing into view a big
wheel from which the hub and all the spokes
dropped as its tire was struck. "I^ot prop-
erly put together,'' said the expert of a day's
experience to himself. "Mine beats that."
But when the performer lay upon his back
inside the rim and rolled about the Man
laughed as the others did. Still, so full was
his head of the practical side of the cycle's
mechanical features, that he could see little

sense in it. Had not 49 salesmen and one
red-headed girl, who waited on him while
her employer cut prices on the floor above
the store, assured him that the big wheel was

out of date? And this was a big wheel. By
the time this pondering was finished the
performer appeared on a single wheel that

had no rim. With the aid of a handle-bar
alone he stumped about on the ends of the

spokes as if no rim was needed. The Man's
heart sank. Not a salesman, not even the

red-headed girl, had warranted a machine to

have that recommendation.
Then the performer rode a wheel that was

little more than half a circle, one side being
cut away to leave a straight edge that was
but 3 inches shorter that the diameter of

the whole. It was worked with seeming
ease, and the Man sank down in his chair,

seeking for himself no commending look
from those about him, as the thought deep-
ened into conviction that his own machine
would not serve him in that way in case of acci-

dent. The climax came with a wheel that

looked as if it had argued with a loaded beer
wagon. No segment of the original circle

was intact, the circumference consisting of a

series of irregular bumps. As before, only

a handle-bar was attached to it, and the rider

got about in a way to suggest that riding

home with a wheel thus damaged would be
a comparatively easy matter. It was too
much for the Man. He slunk away, deter-

mined to seek out the performer at the' stage
door, and learn where he bought his

machines. The other onlookers, not being
subject to wheels, tried to call the rider out
to do it all again, for they thought it a very
novel specialty.

HAVE INCREASED AND MULTIPLIED.

There is every indication that the coming
season will see a still greater increase in

the number of women riders. Women who
began riding last season are as enthusiastic

to begin to ride again as they were when
they stopped late in the fall. All through the
winter months they have been busy convert-
ing their friends to their belief.

The few remaining husbands, and fathers,

and big brothers, who held to the old-fash-

ioned idea that cycling, for some unaccount-
able reason, such as the masculine brain de-
lights in when women are concerned, was
unwomanly, have been besieged and beset
until in many cases they have capitulated and
bought the desired bicycle, probably consol-
ing themselves for the outlay with the
thought that the money expended would be
saved in summer silks and laces, since neither
are appropriate for bicycle wear.

Many a woman's Christmas present this year
was either a wheel or the money for one. One
woman found in her stocking on Christmas
morning a little pen and ink sketch of a bi-

cycle, with $50 gold pieces inserted in the
space where the wheels would naturally have
been drawn, and yet another found the real

article tied by a ribbon to the tip of her
silken hose.

HOW WILL IT DO THIS?

At Johannesburg a law has just been passed
taxing bicycles $2.-50 per annum. South
African wheelmen are, strange to say, highly
elated over the passing of the law, as they
claim to see in it a means of decreasing the
number of cycle thefts. Just how this is to
be done the South African wheelmen are not
telling.

POWER OF THE POWDER PUFF.

A military company, part of that terrible

squadron known as the Banded Bloomerites,
was drawn up in line just within the gates of

the beleaguered city, ready at a moment's no-
tice to scorch out and fall upon the besiegers.

The squadron felt secure, notwithstanding
the rumor that the enemy, which was mainly
composed of horrid men, had several cages
of live mice, which they intended to set free

at an opportune moment, thus causing col-

lisions, tumbles and defeat to the banded ter-

ribles.

"Ready, girls; fix your hats on straight,

look out for tacks, carry your swords in your
needle-hands; and when we meet the enemy,
cut 'em bias." These were the commands
from the lips of Colonel Ethel Scraperon, as

she vaulted into the saddle and lead her
cycle-mounted squadron down the boulevard,
which led to where the quaking enemy await-
ed the onslaught.

Before the cyclometers had clicked ofif a

quarter of a mile, a plump orderly from
headquarters scorched past the squadron,
overtook Colonel Scraperon, and imparted
the direful information that the enemy had
forced several points in the city's defences
and surrender was, in consequence, inevitable,

"And," continued the little orderly, dolefully,

as she stood with one foot upon the rat-trap

pedal of her racing wheel, "girls, our powder
is all gone."

"What!" shrieked the entire squadron of

the Banded Bloomerites, in unison, as the
asphalt rang with the sound of crashing
wheels suddenly dashed upon its smooth sur-

face.

Their stern colonel had even manifested
emotion, and pretended to look for a punc-
turein the front tire of her wheel to hide her
sudden paleness. But only for a moment.
Turning abruptly to the fair orderly, she gave
an order, which immediately dispelled all

gloom.

"Scorch as you never scorched before to
the commissary," said the colonel, without a
tremor in her voice, "and tell him to send
his swiftest carrier cycle here^ with a barrel
of flour. If the powder is all gone, we at
least are soldiers and can make flour do on
a pinch, for I won't let my girls surrender
looking like frights."

Then each Banded Bloomerite drew forth
her well-used powder pufif, and waited the
arrival of the messenger from the commissa-
ry department.

GONE A-GLIMMERING.

Nothing tells the story of the wheel's tri-

umphant scorch more than the following facts
and figures from the very home of horse wor-
ship, England. Licenses for two-horse four-
wheel carriages taken out by private persons
fell from 141,000 in 1886 to 47,000 in 1896,
while of one-horse carriages there were 340,-

000 in the former year and only 79,000 in the
latter. Over 260,000 carriages, half of the
total number in 1886, seem to have disap-
peared. As all this has happened in the de-
cade given over to cycling the lesson thereof
must be easily learned by even the most ob-
tuse.

The wheels of time—those bought on in-

stallments.
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The best" sells quickest

where competition is hottest.

WANTED—AGENT in your locality if there is not

one there now. Men of highest commercial standing

—wide-awake fellows. Write at once to Chas. H. Sieg

Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis., U. S. A.

The Point

We are determined to make is, to have the ** Windsor"

before every 1897 buyer in the United States. We
have renewed contracts with all our former agents

;

have added nearly 200 more to our list, but still have ^
good territory uncovered, ^'

We offer terms
that others can't

for reason that our volume of business permits us

making more liberal terms than any other high-grade

bicycle manufacturers in America.

WRITE AT ONCE.

KENOSHA Wl».
Chicago Salesroom, 285 Wabash Ave.

Geo. L. Magill, Sales Agent.

•••,'•'•. Kindly mention The Wheel. ''JS2T*
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JOYS OF A PROFESSORSHIP.

"You must keep your feet on the pedals,"

said one of the professors in wheelology to a

young woman who weighed about 200 pounds.

"Both feet?" she asked.

"Course," replied the professor.

"Really, I always forget that," she said, as

she coyly placed both feet in position. Then

she took the bar in her hands, and the wheels

moVed. The young woman smiled. It seemed

easy enough, not smiling, but riding.

Away the machine rolled. On a straight

line, on a dead smooth floor, how delightful!

But you can't wheel on a straight line always,

any more than you can always have a straight

course in life. This young woman came to

the end, and did not turn. But she couldn't

keep straight ahead without striking the end

of the room. She tried to turn and fell. There

was where the professor came in. He as-

sisted- her up and balanced her on the wheel.

"Now, see here," said he, "you must learn

to keep your balance. If you feel that you

are going to fall on the left side, don't turn

your wheel to the right or over you'll go.

Just turn the wheel to the left and that will

hold you and the machine both up. And when

you go to make a turn with the wheel, see?

Let the turn be a sort of easy swing."

The young woman said she imderstood,

but she didn't, for she fell off again at the

next turn. There was where the professor

had another inning, and when the pupil was

again mounted the professor found it neces-

sary to place an arm half way around the

waist of the pupil. It was funny to observe

how long the professor's apprehension for

that young woman's safety continued. And
two, young men who were standing there as

onlookers talked about it and wondered how
much a man got to teach women how to ride

the wheel.

WITHOUT POLITICS, TOO

While the Touring Club de France doesn't

know one tithe as much about politics, deals,

trades, throw-downs and secession as does its

American prototype, the League of American

Wheelmen, yet despite this ignorance on the

part of the French organization it is astonish-

ing to Americans to see how the Touring

Club has prospered and benefited cycling.

Founded in 1890, with a first year mem-
bership of 509, it has gone steadily on re-

cruiting its ranks, until now the membership

is 40,000. The facilities offered by the club

to tourists are unique, and surpass in every

way those of the L. A. W. The question of

hotels, roads, sign-posts, and danger boards

are not only taken ud. but repair shops are

established all over the country, and on the

main highways boxes containing every tool

necessary for ordinary roadside repairs are

erected.

WHERE KICKING WOULD HAVE DONE GOOD.

Montana's hay-seeders have, by legislative

enactment, decided to tax every wheel in

the State $2 per year. If some of those pat-

riots who are talking so loud and long for

Sunday racing had devoted a portion of their

energy to coercing or convincing these Mon-
tana Solomons, the general cause of cycling

in the West would have been much more
benefited than it can ever hope to be under

Sunday racing.

WITH THE COMING OP SPRING.

These are days of profound melancholy for

the unfortunate woman who doesn't own a

wheel and sees no immediate prospect of get-

ting one. Perhaps she is the very superior

sort of person who, when women first began

to cycle, publicly announced that she would

never, never so demean herself; the woman
who talked loudest and longest about "im-

modesty" and "hoydenishness," and who
now is eating her words in bitterness

of heart and wondering how she can consist-

ently ride a wheel herself and face the won-
dering comments of her friends.

Perhaps she is the impecunious person

who has never managed to get enough dol-

lars together for the purchase of a wheel; or

the woman with nerves who knows it would
"kill her to ride." But all three of these

types of non-riders will own wheels before

long, for the superior person will assume

her feminine prerogative and change her

mind; the spendthrift will discover the beau-

ties of the installment plan, and the creature

with nerves will be ordered onto the wheel

by her doctor.

RENEWAL NOT LIKELY.

Strange out-of-the-way courts are often the

scenes of important patent litigations, and

some queer happenings quite naturally re-

sult. Not long since a tire infringement case

of considerable importance was tried in one

of the Southwestern States, where court eti-

quette is not as severe as it is wont to be in

Northern courts. The presiding Justice,

whose prevailing rule of evidence was "every-

thing goes," first looked annoyed and then

indignant, as the polished attorney for the

defense continually objected to the evidence

introduced by the prosecution.

Finally the Justice could contain himself

no longer, and, as he ruled on one of the

objections made, roared at the attorney for

the defence:

"What kind of a lawyer are you, anyway?"
"I am a patent lawyer, your Honor."
"You are, eh! Well, all I've got to say is

that when the patent expires you will have a

hard time getting it renewed. Go on with

the case."

A DEAD SURE THING.

The ambulance had finally reached the mis-

guided scorcher, who had suffered from an in-

judicious attempt to ride a 22-pound bicycle

through a 2,200-pound beer wagon, while the

bicycle, aforesaid, was being scorched along at

a speed of about 20 miles to the hour.

"Doctor, what do you think of his inju-

ries?" asked the policeman, who had sum-

moned the ambulance, of the young saw-

bones, who was bossing the job.

Carefully removing the cigarette from his

lips, the young friend of Death, after a due

attempt at thoughtfulness, answered:

"Humph! Two of them are undoubtedly

fatal, but, as for the rest of them, time alone

can tell."

Then the scramble for the hospital and

heaven began.

ELSEWHERE, TOO.

If "ignorance is bliss,"

There's reason in the rliyme^
Many people in cycling

Must have a joyous time.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE DONE WE CAN DO.

In the matter of the bicycle as baggage.

Wisdom rides tandem with Justice in France.

The bicycle baggage question has reached

France, and has been settled with a neatness

and dispatch which will be the envy of the

wheelmen in America who have to besiege

one Legislature after another to secure the

privileges they deem themselves entitled to.

The French Minister of Public Works has

simply issued a note of warning to the rail-

road companies, directing them to remove
from their schedules of rates all mention ojf

bicycles. Bicycles are baggage, he goes on
to say, and there should be nothing to mis-

lead the traveling public into thinking there

is anything to pay for transporting theni

more than other baggage.

This action is due primarily to the discus-

sion of the subject by the Touring Club de

France, an organization that corresponds, in

a measure, to the League of American
Wheelmen. It is also right to say, however,

that the majority of the French railroads

have been farsighted enough not to oppose
this measure.

This simple settling by the general Gov-
ernment of a question deemed of vital im-

portance by so many of its citizens, recalls

the fact that about a year ago, with a great

blare of trumpets, a bill was introduced iri

Congress declaring bicycles as baggage
everywhere in the United States. The blare

has ceased to reverberate, and that bill has

been safely pigeon-holed by those most inter-

ested in its being pigeon-holed, who, needless

to say, are not the wheelmen. '•

HE WAS A POSITIVE MAN.
|

One of those worryful souls, who are al-

ways afraid that there will not be enough of

the good things in cycling to go around, .=aw

at one of the cycle shows a fitment of some
kind or another which just took his fancy.

The crowd did not permit of him getting
one then, so when he returned home he

called on his local agent and left an order

with liim for the titnient, which order in due

time was filled and, later on, billed.

When the gentle remindci* reached the fit-

ment faddist, he sat himself down and thus

wrote he to the agent, who had sent him the

bill:

"I never ordered such a thing. If I did,

you never delivered it. If you delivered it,

T never received it. If I received it, I paid

for it. If I didn't, I won't."

And, being a man of his word, he didn't.

SNOW CAUSES A CYCLE STRIKE.

In Denver, district messenger boys who
ride bicycles are paid from $3 to $6 per

month more than the messenger who de-

pends upon pedestrianism or car for his

method of travel. Recently the snow was
deep, and the cycle mounted messengers de-

cided that they could not cycle through it.

The manager thought dififerently, and the

result was a strike on the part of the mes-
sengers. Before the point could be definitely

settled as to at just what depth of snow cycle

riding becomes impossible, a thaw came and
the strike was ofif.

SLIGHTLY AFFECTED.

"Are 3'ou at all superstitious?"

"Well, I think it unlucky to be run over by
a scorcher,"
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Of Crimson Rim Syracuse

Bicycles . . .

contain all essential details of

high-grade cycle construction.

Their quality is Crimson Rim
Quality, and Crimson Rim
Quality leads ! Remember this

in selecting your mount for this

season and ^ ^ ^

i Choose a Syracuse.

There is but one SYRACUSE-
It is the Crimson Rim. ^ ^

1897 Catalogue now ready. . .

Makers

:

Syracuse ©ycle Companv,

Syracuse, N.Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SEA-SICK CURES.

Manifold Virtues of a Variety of Them, but

None Equal the Gin

Tiza.

Visit Europe and become a better Amer-

ican.

This is an aphorism to which every return-

ing shipload will subscribe. I doubt if there

is anything which will do more than a for-

eign visit to increase the average mortal's

appreciation of his own country. Europe is

a great place and he who would let slip an

opportunity to go abroad can be best de-

scribed by the inelegant, but emphatic and

not inappropriate term, "chump." But for all

that—for all that they may see, or hear, or ex-

perience, nine hundred and ninety-nine per

cent of those who cross the sometimes-raging

main, return more patriotic and in every way

more steadfast in their adherence to the

land of the long and lanky Uncle Sam.

When my opportunity presented, I went,

or rather, we went, for there were two of us,

and with us went our wheels. According

to most story books, one's first journey

across the ocean is always preceded by ecsta-

cies of expectation and terrific thumpings

in > region of the heart.

In point of prosaic fact, however, most pros-

pective travelers are more concerned as to

how they will weather the voyage across the

watery waste.

The interrogation. How shall I avoid be-

ing sick? is the question.

Your friends—even those whose nautical

experience began and ended with the sailing

of paper boats across their mother's wash-

tubs, answer it very readily. Their advice

is always as free as water. Champagne is,

apparently, a favorite, or at any rate, the

best known antidote for seasickness. Five

out of every ten of your advisers will recom-

mend the inexpensive luxury.

"There's nothing like champagne," they

will tell you, soothingly. "Why, my aunt's

sister has crossed the water nineteen times and

never been sick once. She has a pretty weak
stomach, too, but a sip of champagne never

fails to set her right at the very first symp-

tom."

And realizing that yours is, at best, a

bock-beer and frankfurter p.ocketbook, you
thank them sadly and remark nonchalantly

that you "will probably carry a few bottles

aboard."

In preparing for rny trip, I found that

castor oil, onions and compound cathartic

pills—^taken separately, of course—were also

splendid antidotes.

I mentioned champagne to the onion man.
"Champagne is a fizzle," said he in retort.

"It costs like blazes and won't do you half as

much good as common, every-day onion. I

know my stomach is so sensitive that every

time I go to the Fishing Banks I carry three

or four onions with me and they have never

yet failed to do the business. Try them.
They'll fix you up all right."

The kindly people who prescribed castor

oil and pills knew positively that if I gave
my system "a good clearing out," I would
have "no trouble at all."

I thanked them all cheerfully and prom-
ised to recommend their remedies to any of

my enemies who might be aboard. Then if I

could but induce their room-mates to try the

onion cure, revenge would, indeed, be

thorough and complete.

There is one other prescription of which

intending voyagers will always hear more or

less—generally more. It is very simple, very

inexpensixe and Oh! so easy to follow. It

will be given you in language like this:

"Keep your rnind off it. Seasickness is a

mental trouble. Don't allow yourself to think

of it. Don't imagine that you're going to

be sick and you'll come out all right."

And the advice is so easily followed!

Our boat was due to sail early in the morn-
ing and, in malting ready, I forgot entirely

the several antidotes. Almost at the last

moment my lapse occurred to me. I re-

marked it to a friend who had come down to

"see me off."

"Champagne and onions—fiddlesticks!"

said he. "Come with me. I'll fix you so

you won't be sick."

WHERE PEOPLE WERE SURE OP HEALTH.

Man with the cigar—I am looking for a place to

open up business in. Is this a healthy sort of a

place?

Native with the pipe—Not particularly so, it isn't.

"Much interest in cycling here?"

"Is there? Well, I should say so! Everybody
rides. Be you a bicycle agent?"

"No, but I don't think, under the circumstances,

this town will suit me; I'm a physician."

He led. I followed. We brought up in a

grog shop.

"One beer and a gin fizz," said he to the

aproned individual behind the counter. The
gin fizz was placed before me.

"Swallow that," said my friend patroniz-

ingly.

I swallowed.

"Fill 'em up again," he ordered of the

barkeep.

The barkeep. obeyed and the performance

was repeated.

"Now," rejoined my friend, "I'll bet a

horse you won't be sick. I have a friend who
has crossed the ocean thirty-three times and

he never failed to take two or three fizzes just

before going aboard and—there! we might as

well have another, just for the sake of old

times."

We had it. Soon an overpowering desire

to sleep impelled me to say good-bye and to

hurry into the bunk in the bandbox-like state-

room, in which my shipmate and fellow tour-

ist was already calmly sleeping.

The fizzes must have performed their work

in lightning-like time. When I arose I shot

a glance through a porthole to get a last

look at America. I didn't get it. America

was nowhere to be seen; all was sky and

water. The steamer had left the dock many
hours before, and—thanks to the gin fizz—

I

had been spared that ineffably saddening

and sometimes tear-starting experience of

seeing home and mamma "fading slowly

from view."

My nautical experience had previously been

confined mainly to trips to Coney Island or

across the Hudson to Hoboken, and once or

twice—how well I can remember—it was only

by a great effort that I curbed the longing

to cast bread and beans and butter upon the

water with no desire that they should return

to me either before or after many days. But

now I was on the "raging sea," the "broad,

heaving bosom of the Atlantic," and yet my
innards were still in their accustomed place

and I was feeling thoroughly at peace with

myself and all the world, and, what was
more, at no time on the voyage did they

show a disposition to create a rumpus.

Therefore and henceforth let the gin fizz

be catalogued high up on the list of "Tips to

Tourists"—and don't thank me, but rather

remember my friend in your prayers. Paren-

thetically, I may remark, however, that on

the homeward voyage gin fizz^ were unob-

tainable—and I wasn't sick, either.

This is "a true story," too, so govern your-

self accordingly.

FOR FREEDOM'S SAKE.

"Limb from limb! That is the way I will

have them."

There was no great look of cruelty in the

matronly woman's eye when she said this.

On the contrary, her face glowed with en-

thusiasm and philanthropy. She seemed to

feel that she was bestowing an inestimable

boon upon her sex. She was a staunch be-

liever in the wheelwoman's freedom.

"Limb from limb," she milrmured again.

Then she issued the order compelling

every young lady she was instructing in cy-

cling to wear bloomers during the time she

was a student.

PLAINLY A PARADOX.

"Oh, yes, there's some work about cycling;

the machine will hardly run itself yet," said

the philosophical agent to the angular fe-

male, who had drifted into his establishment.

Then, as he noticed some knitting needles

and a tidy pattern sticking out of his visitor's

pocket, continuing he said: "Curious, too,

isn't it, that, as a general thing, ladies who do

fancy work, don't fancy work?" And she

never saw him as she shot out the door.

LOOKING FOR A TIME CURE.

"Daughter," said old Rocksey, after he had

seen Coynchaser call at his house several

times, "think twice before you marry one of

those racing men, and say, daughter, let there

be a lapse of about thirty years between the

two thinks, will you?"

The best thing about going for an

afternoon's ride with a scorcher is the rest you

can afterward enjoy while getting over it.
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The " Waverley" Djnagraph, that most novel friction-

testing machine, which has attracted such marked attention

wherever it has been shown, has been strongly commended
by many mechanical men The strongest indorsement it

has yet received, however, comes from Prof. W. T. Magruder,
who occupies the chair of mechanical engineering at the Ohio
State University, of Columbus, Ohio, who had an opportunity

of viewing the working of the Dynagraph at the New York
Show Prof. Magruder has just written to the Indiana

Bicycle Co. that he believes the Dynagraph would be of

material assistance to him in his teaching, and that he would
like to have one for use in his laboratory. Commendation
from so high a source certainly demonstrates most strongly

the mechanical value of this unique device. The Dynagraph
is certainly one of the most wonderful mechanical novelties of

the day.
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fhB Flattens of Imitation.

If it be true, as the old saying goes, that imitation is the

sincerest flattery, the makers of the "Waverley" Bicycle have

good reason to be pleased over the manner in which the name
has been copied on the other side of the water. Since the

introduction of the " Waverley " in England no less than five

English bicycle makers have placed on the market machines
bearing the same name. But notwithstanding this fact, the

popularity and sales of our American "Waverley" continue

to steadily increase in the Queen's domain, the London
depot of the Indiana Company having done a business last

year that, when we consider the Britons' former prejudice

against the Yankee goods, can be counted as nothing less

than phenomenal. The populafity of the " Waverley " in

foreign lands is beginning to even rival that which it enjoys

in the United States, and no American bicycle has a more
firmly established clientage abroad or one that is more
steadily increasing.

5^* C^** 8^*

Thfi Annual PBnhlBm.

Now that gruff old winter has about finished his annual

season of discontent, and the approach of bright, laughing

spring conjures up pleasing visions of merry spins across

country, the old, old question "What wheel shall I ride this

year?" recurs with the usual force to many members of the

cycling fraternity. The choosing of a bicycle is nowadays a

most complicated matter. The would-be buyer is so beleag-

ured on every hand by energetic salesmen, each of whom is

bent on clothing his wheel with all the virtues in the cycling

calendar, that it is small wonder that he is not infrequently

driven to the verge of distraction. Under these circumstances

it is a wise man who sits down in his study and quietly and

dispassionately revolves the question until he has come to a

decision.

We desire particularly to place in the hands of such

buyers the new "Waverley" catalogue, which describes in

detail the construction of "Waverley" Bicycles lor '97, and

presents in concise form the reasons why no better mount can

be selected for the coming season. No thinking man or

woman can examine closely into the merits of " Waverley "

construction without being impressed with the thorough care

expended in the building of every piece and part, and few

will be satisfied until they have personally tested the riding

qualities of the wheel itself. "Waverley" Bicycles for '97,

in the two grades, one selling at $60 00, and the other at

$10000, are adapted to all tastes and all requirements.

"Waverleys" please the most fastidious, and "Waverley"

worth speaks for itself.

—
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Three

Cardinal

Virtues of a

Well-Built

Bicycle are

STRENGTH
In which the

J 89 7 WAVERLEY wiU
be found pre-eminent.

GRACE
For which the WAVERLEY
has always been noted; and

EASE OF
PROPULSION

Which is insured in a degree

never before attained by the

new WAVERLEY bearings—
the first absolutely true bear-

ings ever applied to Bicycle

construction.

Catalogue ma.iled free

cAgents ^wanted e'verywhere

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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POLICE AS CYCLE SALESMEN.

Flirting with nurse girls and chasing

scorchers are not the sole occupations of

New York's cycle police squad.

If reports speak truly, and there is reason

for believing that they do, the "coppers" are

doing a fairly lucrative business as meander-

ing cycle agents. Their beats, of course, are

laid out on cycling thoroughfares, on those

avenues where cycle stores are as thick as

bees around a hive, and it seems a natural

sequence that they should be on good

terms with most of the dealers. And they are.

Few, if any of them, ride the same make of

wheel, and the frequency of their changes has

suggested a numerous "stable" or a powerful

"pull."

If he can scrape acquaintance with or can

ride in company with one of the brass-but-

toned gentlemen, the average youngster or

clubman setms to fancy himself honored, and

as a result the squad seldom lacks compan-

ionship. It is not an infrequent sight to see

one of the "cops" surrounded by a perfect

bevy of well-bent young fellows, and in this

way the "cop" has unlimited opportunity to

prove his worth as a cycle agent. His spe-

cialty is second-hand wheels. He will bar-

gain to sell the very wheel which he is riding,

it is stated, although instant delivery is nat-

urally impossible. But the deal is arranged

and delivery made and commission collected

later.

"They have knocked me out of at least half

a dozen sales," said a dealer who is not direct-

ly on a cycling thoroughfare, to a Wheel

man. "Only last week a friend of mine who

was about to purchase a second-hand wheel

for his son, came to me to see if I would

meet the figure quoted the boy by one of the

"cycle cops," and, of course, I couldn't do it.

This sort of thing went on all during last year

and promises to be even worse this season, if

the Police Commissioners do not take action

of some sort. It seems to me the "cops"

should be compelled to ride a Police Depart-

ment wheel, just as the mounted officers are

obliged to use Department horses. They are

paid good money for easy work and should

be forced to attend to their legitimate duties.

We small dealers have enough to contend

with as it is."

MODERN TRAINING METHODS.

The best method of training is a matter of

very recent investigation. The modern idea

of training is to put the body under the influ-

ence of all the agents which will contribute

to health and strength. These agents are

diet, sleep, bathing, proper clothing and exer-

cise. Exercise should be determined by each

man's physical powers. There should be no re-

sistance to overcome. The weak parts should

first be trained. The heart and lungs in par-

ticular, should be stimulated. Rest should

precede every period of exercise. Exercise

should be of a composite nature, to bring out

all the muscles.

The most alarming efTect of overtraining

is that on the vital organs, but its results are

much exaggerated. The proportion of ath-

letes injured is small. For example, not more

WHAT A RACE THIS WOULD BE.

The House of Representatives is to employ

two bicycle riders at $5 per day to carry copy

and proofs to and from the Government

Printing Office, Washington. Here are ex-

cellent chances for a pair of racing men who

have no objection to taking cash for their

labors. In fact, if a sort of cycle civil ser-

vice was introduced for the awarding of these

two positions, the first and second finisher

in a road race open to all to get the coveted

positions, it is safe to say the largest field of

entries, and the fiercest finish cycling has

ever seen, would be the certain result of

such a race. Why not put the positions up as

prizes in a road-race to be held near Wash-

ington, the amount of the entrance fees,

which would be considerable, to go to

charity?

FUEL FOR THE LUNGS.

When at rest a man consumes 500 cubic

inches of air per minute; let him ride a wheel

nine miles an hour and the air consumption

per minute jumps to 1,600 cubic inches; in-

crease the speed to twelve miles an hour

and the air consumption leaps to 2,300, while

at only eighteen miles per hour the rider has

increased his air consumption to 3,000 cubic

inches for every minute he rides at that

speed.

STABBED TO THE HEART.

"I'll bet you a bottle of wine you can't de-

flate that self-healing tire of mine by punc-

turing it." Thus spoke the enthusiastic Ex-

hibitor at the show to the doubting dealer.

After some debate the doubter made the bet,

and prepared to stab.

"Here," wheezed the tire, who was used to

the game, "is where I get stuck again for the

drinks."

Then the entering awl proved that the tire

was right.

Central Park's Famous Reservoir, Around Which It Is Once Again Proposed to Construct a Cycle Path.

than one per cent, of 4,000 athletes in the past

at Harvard have had the slightest cardiac,

trouble. As precaution against overtraining

men should be examined before entering

racing and such like contests. No severe

racing should be done before the age of 18.

No tight clothing should be worn; perspira-

tion should be stimulated and there shotild be

no eating within three hours before the time

of going on the track.

HONORS WERE EASY.

He did not believe in woman's riding in a

costume imitative of that worn by the male

sex, so he said women made fools of them-

selves whenever they sought to imitate men.

She took this as a personal reflection, and re-

torted that they did, but only when the imi-

tation was a good one.

You may notice that the early bird brand of

rider who d-elights to get up with the lark

is never seen out upon one after dark.

A moving scene—a club run.

CYCLING DID* IT.

One of the city fathers of Glasgow, Mo.,

was silently sneaking home on the side path,

on a recent dark night, when first his wheel,

and then himself, came in contact with a gate

someone had carelessly left unfastened, and

which had swung out across the side path.

At the next meeting of the village trustees

an ordinance was passed forbidding any front

gate to be hung in such a manner as to allow

it to swing outward across the sidewalk.

BOILER-PLATE BEAUTY.

A Kansas paper says: "No woman ever

looks as well in cycling costume as the fash-

ion plate shows her." Either the wheel-

women of that editor's town must be some-

thing fearful to contemplate, or the editor

has a decided Kansas-like ideas of beauty.

When the scratch man in a handicap over-

hauls the men ahead of him he is invariably

willing to let by-gones be by-gones.

A turning-point—the axle.
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HERE YOU HAVE IT!

JHE '97 WINNER

THE "BOLTLESS" SYLPHS
With boltless DETACHABLE SPROCKETS and many other ADVANCED
FEATURES. TO SEE IT MEANS TO BUY IT.

Then, TheOVERLAND line just suits the IDEAS and

PURSE of the every-day rider.

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
Baldwin, Robbins & Co., Boston, Mass.—New England

States.

J. W. Buckley, 156 South St., New York CUy-South-
eastern New York State, Long Island and Northern
New Jersey.

F. M. Dampman Cycle Co., 1227 Market St., Philadelphia'
Pa.—Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey

J. E. Plew, »2o8 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.— City of
Chicago.

W. D. Alexander, Atlanta, Ga.—State of Georgia.

E. L. Rose & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.—Southern New
York and Northeastern Pennsylvania.

N E. Furniture and Carpet Co., Minneapolis, Minn.—
Minnesota, North and South Dakota.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.—
Western and Northern New York.

John Griffiths Cycle Corporation, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.

Rotterdam, Holland.
Shanghai, China.
Bridgetown, Barbados, W. I.

Extensive Representation at
London, England.
St, Petersburg, Russia.

Stockholm, Sweden.
Jammersfors, Finland,

FOR CATALOGUE, PRICES and TERMS, ADDRESS

ROUSE, HAZARD <& CO.,
IVIanufacturers,

PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TRADE SHOWS.

How They Differ from Those for the Pub-

lic—I^esson Taught by Other

Trades.

More than once have some of the big men

in the trade urged as a point against cycle

shows, that they simply provided a means for

the "httle fellow" to get a line on what the

leaders intended doing and to then alter his

wheel accordingly.

With the prospect of a show in November

or December this argument will be brought

home with still greater force and is not unlike-

ly to enter into the discussions that must en-

sue. That the same state of afifairs exists and

is appreciated in other trades, was demon-

strated by the recent show of the Furniture

Manufacturers in this city.

Jos. McKee, of McKee & Harrington, was

first to call attention to the subject and to

point out matters which carry their own sug-

gestions to the cycle trade. Said Mr. McKee

to a "New York Tribune" reporter:

"It appears to me that we have been work-

ing on wrong lines. With our usual Ameri-

can ambition, we have undertaken the impos-

sible. A trade show and a popular show are

so distinct and separate in their functions that

I do not see how they can be combined under

one roof at the same time.

"A trade show, because of its limitations,

should be confined exclusively to retail dealers.

Perhaps we can obtain some points from the

shows of other lines of manufacture. For in-

stance, I am familiar with the working of the

Furniture Board of Trade, who have just va-

cated the Grand Central Palace of Industry

building, where they have had a show cover-

ing four weeks' time. Invitations to this show

were sent out to retail dealers only. Not a

line of advertising appeared in the daily

papers; no electric lights or bands of music

were employed; it was conducted for business

only, on business principles. The show was

opened at 9 o'clock in the morning, and con-

tinued in session until 4 o'clock of each day.

The expense account under these conditions

was merely nominal; they only had to pay the

rent and the heating.

"When a retailer came to the show, he was

obliged to present his card and register his

name, and if they were in doubt as to his

identity, he was compelled to make a sworn

statement as to who he was. This supervision

was for the purpose of keeping out, first, the

general public, and next (which was very im-

portant), to keep out competitors who were

not exhibiting in this Furniture Board of

Trade Show.

"When you came into the show you saw

absolutely nothing but inclosed spaces draped

with muslin or other opaque substances, and

no glittering Greek temple or big signs were

seen. Many of the inclosed spaces had no

signs at all. One or two salesmen had each

booth in charge, the principals rarely being

present, and they scrutinized each visitor as

they walked along the aisles, and if they

thought he was eligible they approached him

with a business card, and then he had a private

view of the new ideas and designs of the furni-

ture exhibited in the booth. In fact, these

booths were kept so strictly private that the

other exhibitors in this furniture show had no

idea of what was contained inside. This gave

the manufacturer of any specialty or novelty

at least one year's business on what he had to

sell before it was copied or imitated by his

competitors.

"If we have a trade show, it should be held

in November. If we have a public show, it

should be held in March. We have attempted

to straddle a fence, or be on both sides at the

same time, and by a compromise have held

the shows in January. I do not think there is

a single manufacturer who was present at the

Cycle Show who is satisfied with the results

of any bicycle show in which he has exhibited.

Now, the advisability of popular shows is an

open question. The Boston idea of setting

apart Washington's Birthday appears to me a

good one, but whether it is big enough or

ARTHUR H. ATWOOD.

Mr. Atwood is not quite as well known as

are other general managers, but as the active

man—the manager of the Eastern Cycle

Mfg. Co., of Amesbury, Mass., he cannot very

well keep his light under a bushel, despite his

modesty. Mr. Atwood is the sort of man

whom one is glad to meet. He fairly radiates

cordiality and affability, and with no trace of

"It is a question whether trade shows are

advisable; but I do not think there is a ques-

tion about popular shows being advisable, for

the reason that the public has demanded it in

no uncertain way. The people are keenly in-

terested in bicycles, and whatever the public

demands, some one will find a way to supply

that demand. If we lose control of the cycle

shows, we shall be in the hands of all sorts

of promoters and at the mercy of people who

will charge any price they see fit for exhibi-

tion spaces and other things necessary to

make a successful show. Therefore I say:

Separate the trade show from the popular show.

Do not try to be on both sides of the fence at

the one time. Shoot at one target only if you

want to make a bull's-eye. This reminds me

of a story: There was a doctor who was not

up in his profession. Whenever he had a case

he did not understand he gave a combination

prescription—something for fever, cold, meas-

les and the mumps—which he called his shot-

gun remedy. Now the cycle shows are con-

ducted on the shot-gun plan. We load for

the customer, the retailer and the jabber; but

the charge iS so scattered that it does not

bring down any game."

the strained affectation that mars so many af-

fable gentlemen. It comes natural with him,

and at the same time the idea that Mr. At-

wood knows his business thoroughly is also

conveyed. Under his direction the making of

agents for the Great Eastern bicycles should

be easy and agreeable.

CYCLE PATHS TWa DOLLARS PER MILE.

Florida is having the practical workings of a

machine for making cycle paths exhibited by

the machine's inventor, C. A. Clonser. The

machine clears away grass and vegetation,

leaving the ground smooth and firm, save in

cases of out-cropping roots, which, however,

are avoided as much as possible in the selec-

tion of the route, but where they cannot be

entirely avoided a little work with an ax per-

fects the path and puts it into condition for

wheelmen. Two dollars per mile with this

machine will cover the cost of construction

of a first-class path, so it is said. One of

these machine-made wheelways has already

been opened between Orlando and Long-

wood and the intention is to connect all of

the towns in Orange County by similar

paths.

popular enough to keep the enthusiasm of

bicycling up to the buying point is a question.

Many people come to a cycle show merely for

the spectacle. These people, perhaps, are not

riders, but when they see a vast number of

peopie interested in the sport, and see a beau-

tiful display of wheels, they are attracted to

the sport, and perhaps buy a wheel because

others are doing the same.

"I do not know a popular sport or any arti-

cle of manufacture which will boom itself. It

requires advertising; it requires talking up; it

requires enthusiasm and perhaps a popular

show. If' you charge the expense of it up to

the advertising account, it might be satisfac-

tory advertising. You may not see the im-

mediate results, but eventually it will help the

cause of bicycling throughout the country.

"Another very important matter is this:

New York City and Chicago set the fashion

for all the country, and whatever is the fad

in these two big cities is imitated in smaller

towns throughout the country.

HOW WISE IS THE PARMER!

Farmers are always logical, broad-minded

and liberal citizens. There is something

about farming and hayseed that gives to all

who mix with them the qualities above

enumerated. Who, for example, but a

farmer would have been wise, patriotic

and progressive enough to have voted

against macadam roads, because im-

proved highways induce people to ride bicy-

cles and so damage the sale of horses? This

is what a Western farm community has just

done. Clever chap, the farmer!

AND SHE NEVER SMILED AGAIN.

"Isn't this a love of a wheel that I bought

to-day?" gushingly chirped Mrs. Pushpedal,

to her lord and master, as she exhibited the

high-grade machine, just received from the

bargain-countery.

"How much did you pay for it?" asked

Pushpedal.

"Only $39.87, and had it charged, too."

"Well, I'm glad of that. Your love will be

returned."

To the unicyclist half a bicycle is better than

no bicycle at all.
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Johnsoiiia
A business man can no more misrepresent

goods and reap success than can a farmer

sow tares and reap wheat.

%

A Couple
of
Opinions.

f^r^ V^ t^^

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 13, 1897.

Iver Johnson's Arms &' Cycle Works,

Fitchburg, Mass.

Gentlemen—Please send me cata-

logue of your 1896 and 1897 wheels.

I have been riding one of your Model

29s for two years and it has given

perfect satisfaction.

Respectfully yours,

Ernest Haywood,

Lincoln, Neb.

1327 O Street, Room 34.

^3" c^^ fi^^

Keeler's Bay, Vt., June 29, 1896.

IverJohn-on's Arms &= Cycle^ Works,

Fitchburg, Mass.
Gentlemen — We consider your

"Iver Johnson" Wheelone of the very

best wheels made. We have sold it,

and it has given perfect satisfaction,

and one has never come back for re-

pairs. This is something to be con-

sidered when looking for a wheel.

We have ridden an "Iver Johnson"

this season and it is now as good as

the day it was bought.

We can recommend them to any-

one looking for an Ai wheel, as one

that will stand the test. You may

count on us for 1897.

Yours very truly,

S. G. Macomber & Son.

Iver Johnson
and

Fitchburg

Cycles.

^^ C^* ft^^

WE HAVE
BEEN
BUILDING

these standard machines for 12 years.

We have had a world-wide reputa-

tion as metal workers for 26 years.

Oar goods are never found in de-

partment stores or auction shops,

and they very, very seldom visit the

repair man. The prices are right.

The quality is right. Our catalog

will tell all about them. Send for

one.

Points of

Ad-
vantage.
From 12 to 20 less brazed joints

than any other make.

Steel drop-forged connections

everywhere.

Only the best English weldless

steel tube used in construc-

tion.

Fork neck and crown in one
piece, solid forging.

Head or swivel in one piece,
solid forging.

Saddle-post in one piece, solid

forging.

Handle-bar post in one piece,
solid forging.

Hubs, fork ends, seat post, cluster^

crank - hanger, sprockets,

crank and shaft, all solid forg-

ings. There is no other ma-
chine so made.

t^^ t^^ e^r^

C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Repres; Dts us in

New York, Pennsylvania and New Jers> y.

mm sms]m\^f

FITCHBURG, MASS.
'^@\3l\I[
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TOLD BY TRADE PEOPLE.

"From the present outlook the bicycle bus-

iness will soon be on a par with the second-

hand clothing trade, a la Baxter street," says

a man who visited Orange, N. J., the other

day. "In that town there are over twenty

exclusive dealers, enough for a place three

times its size, and at one place almost a dozen

stores are located practically along one block.

In a new building that was recently erected,

the five large stores on the ground floor are

all occupied by cycle firms and the competi-

tion there is as fierce as it is ludicrous. Any

luckless individual who stops and looks into

any of the show windows has five rival sales-

men around him in no time, and if he gets

away with a whole skin he's lucky. Harry

Wheeler, the ex-professional racing man,

who is the manager of one of the stores, says

that he is thinking of stationing a man with

stocked with them is bound to get into trou-

ble. To effect the sales of '97 models some

dealers are making most suicidal deals with

their customers in the way of taking old

wheels in trade. The retail business in most

New Jersey towns is reaching a point that

will soon bring on a grand explosion, un-

less something in the line of a safety valve

is applied. With new last year $100 wheels

selling for $75, or less, and dozens of makes

listing at lower prices, what can you do with

half-worn-out machines, for which you al-

low $50 or $60? In addition you have to de-

pend on the installment plan to secure the

balance due on the new wheel that has been

delivered for the old one, in many instances.

No other trade in the country is conducted

on such peculiar and unbusinesslike princi-

ples. It needs a general cleaning out and re-

organization on sound methods."

March 12,

AS THE GAME GOES.

"It strikes me," said the disappointed young

man to the dealer, "that the bicycle business

is a mint. Here is my wheel I bought of you

three years ago for $135, in fairly good con-

dition, but rather heavy, and you won't al-

low me even $10 for it. It seems to me to be

an awful come-down."

"Oh, I don't know," was the reply, "just

look at it this way. You have had three years'

fun out of your wheel at a cost of $45 a year,

and whatever you had to pay for repairs dur-

ing the last two years, haven't you? Isn't a

season's riding worth that much? Can you

at the beginning of a season take your over-

coat or anything else you've purchased, and

trade it in as part payment for a new coat,

or whatever it is? Not much. With more

last year's machines on hand than I can sell,

what do you suppose I could do with that '94

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE AI^HAMBRA, DURING THE SYRACUSE, N. Y. SHOW, HELD I<AST WEEK.

a club on the corner to corral trade by main

force. If he carries out the threat the other

dealers will probably place men in front of

their doors armed with shotguns. Alto-

gether it is rather a hazardous undertaking to

visit that row with the intention of purchas-

ing a wheel.

"The question of paramount interest to

those thinking of buying a new wheel this

year, is not in relation to the new points of

the '97 models, but is 'How much will you

allow me for my old wheel?' " said a New

Jersey dealer last week. "On the answer to

this question, nine out of ten sales depend,

and all the talking points of the new models

which in former years would be listened to

with interest, are thrown aside as immaterial.

The acceptance of second-hand wheels in

part payment for new mounts is going to

end more disastrously this year than ever be-

fore, and any dealer who becomes over-

NEW FIRM ; NEW BRACKET.

Geo. E. Shaw for some time past witb the

Warwick & Stockton Co., has left that con-

cern and with J. A. Herron, of the New

York Cycle Supply Co., has formed Shaw-

Herron Co. Headquarters have been estab-

lished in this city, 124 Chambers street. War-

wick & Stockton's Hubs, Auburn Chains and

Shaw Bottom Brackets will be the specialties

of the firm.

Shaw Bracket, the invention of Mr. Shaw, is

one of the latest to make its appearance. It

is of the one-piece variety; the cones are

threaded on the axle and adjustments effected

by ball races which are locked by a bolt under

the bracket. The B. B. Shell is made of spec-

ial steel casting, cranks and sprockets are

made of forgings.

It can be furnished in 1-8 or 1-4-inch out-

side or flush joints.

When it comes to riding the bicycle self-

possession is but another name for self-for-

getfulness.

model? You couldn't sell it to a tramp."

But the young man could not be convinced

and departed with, the determination to ride

his crock another season rather than be

robbed, as he looked at it.

SHOULD HAVE A READY SALE.

Kentucky has not contributed much to the

fund of cycle invention and for that reason

the device of the F. A. Neider Co., Augusta,

Ky., stands out the more prominent. In it-

self it is a little thing but it really "fills the

bill." The Peerless foot rest, it is termed. It

is a simple little crossbar, so to speak, which

is easily attached to the lower bar of the frame

in proper position for comfortable coasting

or as a brace for the foot when one "brakes

with the foot." It should meet with a ready

sale.

Oiling a dusty chain makes it run harder.
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Let Others Slide

if they want to. The Royal Worcester rider rolls along, smoothly,

merrily. Munger's art has devised new ideas in bearings. In

e^^e^e^^ft!^Royal

Worcester

Cycles ..

every ball rolls—rolls all the time—never slides. Wonderful

ease of running results. Grinding the cones and cases after

hardening helps. Rigid frames of tapered tubing help. So do

the hollow axles and accurate chain and sprockets.

The ROYAL WORCESTER is no ordinary bicycle. Dealers everywhere are find-

ing this out. Have you seen the ROYAL WORCESTER?

MIOOLET0WN '^'^^
^«A''.£' "fSJ^o^^ "

*""•

\^0RCE:5TE:R, fPfSv YCLE MfGCQ
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RP>5flLWORCESTER HERALD
No dealer^s stock is complete without low-priced

wheels* We revolutionize the making of this grade*

Just as handsome, just as weU finished, as those

usually sold for $J00* ^^^^^^^^^j^^^^j*'

Middletown
...Cycles...

For Men and ^
Women 60 For Youths $

and Misses 50 For Boys ^
and Girls 40

Particularly noteworthy are the smaller sizes of the

Middletown line^ 'Small bicycles have usually been

clumsy* The Middletown small machines are re-

duced throughout in proportion, and are just as

handsome and well finished as the larger sizes* And
such elegance of equipment never was put on low-

priced wheels before* c^^^^^^^^c^^c^^^^^,^

Keyless Detachable Cranks.

Ball-Retaining

Tool-Steel Bearings.

Pedals that Won't Rust.

Frames

Striped and Ornamented^

The dealer with the combined Royal Worcester and

Middletown lines will have the most complete and

easiest-selling stock it is possible to secure* c^ ^ ^

WRITE ^QUICKLY. AGENCIES ARE GOING FAST.

^0RCE5TER, .CYCLE NFG CO
iii»i>»i^Mf/ji

WDRCDTER MASV%:
uiii:^r?iViHiJii9ai

/NE-WYORK
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THE REWARD
or MERIT....

J/^y Ef\EO\i ai^d l7i5 U/orld

I^aG(?r C(^ads (Jardiijer ai^d

a l?ost of era^l^s

First Over the Tape in Every Race at the

Mardi Gras Meet^ New Orleans*

AT THE

Rochester Moor Meet, World Racers

Won every First, Second and Third, Except one Second
and one Third. Easy Running and Fast, YOU KNOW.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia,

WILL BE PLEASED TO SHOW SAMPLES TO PENNSYLVANIA, MARY=

LAND, SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY, AND DELAWARE DEALERS.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul ; Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York .

State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Write them, or .

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WAS A WINNER.

The Former City of Churches, but Now of

Cycles, Pays its Respects to

the Show.

Maggie Murphy had nothing to do with the

Brooklyn Cycle Show. Miss Murphy, it will

be remembered, is the young woman popular-

ized in song because, among other things, she

had a piano in the parlor just to give her

house a tone. The memories of Miss Mar-

garet are aroused in connection with the show

across the big bridge, because the Brooklyn

showmen also have a piano—not in the par-

lor, for there is none, but the piano is there

in "one special space," as the score card

other amusements in evidence, while the L.

A. W. and Brooklyn Good Roads Association

both have booths and both have a full comple-

ment of earnest and gentlemanly pullers-in,

Cottie-Marks Ball Tooth Sprocket.

ever on the lookout for the man or woman in

possession of the necessary membership fees.

With the bedazzlement of the colossal na-

tional shows in mind, the Brooklyn exhibi-

tion is very restful, but none the less credit-

very centre of the hall, and the mastodonic or

elephantine Cleveland bicycle forms a very

appropriate centrepiece, one which is far more

appropriate than any number of Grecian or

Roman temples. The display of Wilcox

Bros., the largest in the building, and of the

Berkeley Cycle Co., Lakewood Cycle Co.,

Gormully & Jeffery, Morgan & Wright, F.

N. Bruner, and Luthy & Co., are among those

that please the eye most. All are quietly ele-

gant.

Occurring after the national events, one does

not, of course, attend a local show expecting

to find much of anything that is new or strik-

ingly novel. Fitted to a Munger bicycle on

the Bruner stand, is, however, something

which had not before seen the light—the Cot-

states, and it fills the house chockful of tones

assisted by a concealed electric motor. It

plays itself and grinds out Wagner and "Rosy

O'Grady" with strict impartiality, yes, even

while the band plays on.

Justwhat connection in common a piano ex-

hibit has with a display of bicycles is hard to

fathom, but the piano is very much in evi-

dence, and, if the truth be told, it attracts as

much attention as anything in the hall. It is

constantly surrounded by an interested crowd.

Exhibits of optical goods are quite numerous,

too, although it has never been suspected that

the sight of Brooklynites was worse than that

of residents of any other place on earth, Bos-

ton excepted, of course. Flowers made of

feathers, soda water, jewelry, and an improved

device for darning hosiery are among the

INTERIOR VIEW, BROOKLYN SHOW.

able to the Brooklyn Cycle Board of Trade

and representative of the cycle industry. It

opened on Saturday last to the tune of an in-

augural address by President Potter, of the

L. A. W., introduced by President Bennett, of

the local Board of Trade, as "the representa-

tive of more than 76,000 wheelmen." It is

being held in the Thirteenth Regiment's old

armory, and will continue throughout the

current week. The hall is rather small and

dingy-looking, but much of its dinginess is

hidden behind the great folds and streamers

of white and yellow bunting, which forms the

prevailing decoration. The aisles are narrow,

and, as Brooklyn is attending in force, they

are almost constantly congested.

As a whole, the exhibitors have done them-

selves proud. The Cleveland exhibit is in the

tie-Marks ball tooth sprocket, which is con-

trolled by John H. White, New York Life

Insurance Building, this city. It is exactly

what its title implies. The chain runs over

steel balls held at given distances between

two united sprockets, so to speak. The ob-

ject and claim is clear—the same reduction of

friction that is afforded by ball bearings in

the other wearing parts of the wheel. It has

been given a 7,000-mile test, and the result is

that Mr. White is sanguine that he has a

world-beater.

In accessories, A. B. Diss & Co., Brooklyn,

show for the first time the Diss double action

foot pump. It is claimed to be the only pump
with the outlet nipple and rubber hose at the

top of the cylinder, a mode of construction de-

signed to avoid stooping or kneeling to at-
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AT Lfl5T!

(\1 M5T!
The Brake...

Question Solved.

NO DOUBT ABOUT IT THIS TIME.

Let Joy Reign Unconfined,

THE DOOLITTLE ?«*<!
-=^===zr- does It.

Operated by back-pedaling. May be locked out of operation entirely

or be graduated to any desired degree of back-pedaling.

Neither Broken Chains nor Punctured

Tires can affect its usefulness. It is

ready for any emergency at any time.

Adds but three extra parts to the wheel, and less than ten ounces

to its weight. Is stored in the rear hub, entirely

out of sight.

MAY BE APPLIED TO ANY
BICYCLE, OLD OR NEW.

Oliver, Straus Si Co.

23 FflRK ROW, N. T. CITT.

The

Verdict
at New York and Chicago
Cycle Shows was that our

'QT line of

rflVORITE
JUYEHILE

BKTCLEJ
WAS THE

BEST FINISHED,

HANDSOIVIEST LINE
AND CONTAINED MORE

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Up -to-Date Features
than any other Juvenile Bicycles shown. A large

number of dealers know a good thing when they

see it.

Our Catalogue gives full details.

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

A WISE SAYING,

much quoted, is, " The proof

of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, not in chewing the string."

The proof of the superiority

of the tires made by the

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

is that they ^VSTBAR ^?SrELI^.

The celebrated G. & J., and L. C.

Smith Detachable Tires, and the

full line of Single-Tube Tires, ail

^W^B-A-R, WELL

Kindly mention The Wheel
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tach the hose to the tire valve. The valves of

the pump are so constructed that a continuous

flow of air is provided, and an air chamber is

encased in the pump barrel to prevent inden-

tations or damage. Girdner & Hess, 28 Bond

street, New York, show a "pedal gauge at-

tachment, " a wire projection, designed to

keep the ball of the foot on the pedal and thus

insure correct pedaling—a simple device

which would be of real service to advanced
pupils in riding schools.

The following is a summary of exhibits

and exhibitors:

A. M. Franklin; Cleveland bicycles.

Gormully & Jeffery; Rambler bicycles.

Geo. N. Pierce Co.; Pierce bicycles.

Brooklyn Cycle Co.; Columbia bicycles.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.; Spalding bicycles and

Christy saddles.

Shepherd & Shepherd; No. 1 bicycles.

Morse & Eiseman; Eagle bicycles.

Rose Mfg. Co.; Neverout lamps.

Hartford Rubber Works; Hartford tires.

Betts Patent Headlight Co.; 20th Century lamps.

C. M. Moseman & Bros.; Fenton bicycles.

Wilcox Bros.; Crescent and Dayton bicycles.

Suits & Burtis; Trinity bicycles.

Liberty Cycle Co.; Liberty bicycles.

E. I. Horsman; Horsman bicycles.

U. S. Net & Twine Co.; Tribune bicycles.

S. Ballard Rubber Co.; Winton bicycles.

H. H. Kifife; March-Davis bicycles.

Berkeley Cycle Co.; Olive, Tally-Ho, Silver King

and Warner bicycles.

Hampshire Cycle Mfg. Co. (Brooklyn branch);

Nonotuck and Kathrina bicycles.

Folding Bicycle Co.; Folding, America, Pierce and

Hussar bicycles.

L. C. Flemming; Eclipse, Howe, United States and

Trenton bicycles.

F. N. Bruner; Munger bicycles.

Remington Arms Co.; Remington bicycles.

Henry Osborn & Co.; Frontenac bicycles.

Waltham Mfg. Co.; Waltham, Comet and Orient

bicycles.

Wm. J. Fountain, Fowler bicycles.

Aronstora & Son; Monarch, Keating and Fowler

bicycles.

American Dunlop Tire Co.; Dunlop tires.

Jas. S. Longhurst, Jr.; Hunter bicycles.

Morgan & Wright; M. & W. tires.

American Cycle Mfg. Co.; America bicycles.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.; Banner lamps.

Ideal Rubber Co.; Ideal tires.

Brooklyn Lock Co.; Repair kits.

Frank W. Pierce; wire novelties.

Griswoldville Mfg Co.; Polishing cloth.

Manhattan Brass Co.; Cyclops, Dazzler, Unique

and Flashlight lamps.

Spencer Brake Co.; Brake.

Paramount Lamp Burner Co.; Paramount lamp.

F. M. Sherwood; luggage carrier.

Brooklyn Rubber Co. ; Bernard tires.

A. B. Diss & Co.; Diss pumps.

Emerson Shoe Co. ; shoes.

Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co.; Racycles.

Oddie Mfg. Co.; Purol Lubricant.

Merry Pneumatic Grip Co.; Merry grips.

Fairbanks Co. ; Fairbanks Dicycles.

Geo. J. McFadden; America, Stormer, Hussar and

Tunxis bicycles.

Ralph Cycle Co.; Sands bicycles; Gordon and Kells

saddles and Smith seatposts.

Stanley Mfg. Co. ; Stanley bicycles.

J. A. Bolton; Lumino Electric lamp.

A. J. Nutting; cycle costumes.

N. Y. Belting & Packing Co. ; League tires.

Tag-a-mac Chemical Co.; Self-Healing fluid for tires.

Allerton Lubricant Co. ; Chain Lubricant.

Lakewood Bicycle Co. ; Prospect bicycles.

Luthy & Co. ; Lutliy bicycles.

W. H. Briggs; Remington, Pierce and Crawford

bicycles.

Luxury Saddle Co. ; Arab and Luxury saddles.

C. E. Singleton & Bros. ; Singleton special bicycles.

Girdner & Hess; pedal gauge attachment.

J. Kernahan & Co. ; Manola polishing compounds.

MORE ROADS FOR WHEELMEN.
Buffalo's Park Commissioners have adopted

resolutions favoring additional cycle paths in

the parks, and have asked for an appropria-

tion for the laying of the same. It is prob-
able that $10,000 will be set aside for the pur-

pose.

WAS THE FIRST

Cycle Show Montreal Had Bver Held, but

that Did Not Keep it from

Scoring.

Montreal, March 7.—Canada's first cycle

show, which has just endea, was an event

which cannot be compared with any previous

afifair of the kind, so far as this city, or any

other in Canada, is concerned. Last year the

Y. M. C. A., th'-ough the enterprise of its

bicycle club, set a movement on foot to

hold a bicycle show in their building

on Dominion Square. The idea was to

charge the bicycle dealers a nominal

amount for space, merely sufficient to

cover the cost of arrangement, advertising,

etc., but after the afifair was beginning to take

definite shape, a few of the bicycle dealers

conceived this idea of running the show them-

selves on a more extensive plan.

Owing to a variety of circumstances, how-

ever, the proposition did not reach a definite

result last year, but now, since the organiza-

tion of the Cycle Board of Trade, which

took place a few weeks ago, the bicycle deal-

ers of Montreal arranged an exhibition that

they may well be proud of. Last year the

number of wheels in Montreal exceeded the

wildest dreams of its devotees of a couple of

years ago, and it would take neither a prophet

nor a son of a prophet to foretell that this

year will see nearly twice as many bicycles in

daily use as ever were used here before. This is

as it should be. Apart from the uses of the

bicycle as a purely business investment, Mont-

real has been so favored by nature as to have

a city of cities in which the bicycle is a desid-

eratum not for a moment to be withstood.

Thus it came that the bicycle manufacturers

and their many Montreal agents, with eyes

open at once to their own interests and to the

advantage of their patrons, decided upon the

holding of the cycle show in the Windsor

HaU, which opened on March 3d and closed

on Saturday, 6th inst.

Windsor HaU has been put to a variety of

uses and has been the place of entertainment

for great and distinguished personages from

all parts of the world, but it is extremely

doubtful if the spacious area was ever more

prettily arranged or more beaiitifully deco-

rated than it was for Montreal's first cycle

show. Heavily fringed bunting extended

around the walls, caught up at the large win-

dows with standards and half furled flags and

between the windows with shields. Then the

woodwork dividing the different exhibits

easily lent itself to the decorator, and here there

was a great variety, according to the taste and

ideas of the exhibitor. The painting of the

signs of the exhibitors was no less pleasing,

and having been done by one firm there was

a commendable uniformity in size and style,

though a desirable difference in the artistic

features.

The Cycle Board of Trade, fully alive to

their business, and well informed as to the

rivalry which often results in creating bad

feeling among those exhibiting in the large

cycle shows of New York, Chicago, etc., in

the matter of display, made a stringent rule

that beyond the decorations of the stalls made

under the Board's direction no firm would be

allowed to individually decorate their stands,

although many propositions were made to

that effect by enterprising dealers.

From an artistic, as well as from a financial

point of view, the show was a flattering suc-

cess. Notwithstanding the criticisms in some

quarters in reference to the charge of 25 cents

admission, the attendance was all that could

be desired. The proceedings were enlivened

both afternoon and evening by the crack Vic-

toria Rifles Band, under the leadership of

Prof. Quivran.

The exhibits were arranged around the sides

and in the centre of the hall. Passing in by

the main entrance and keeping to the right,

the first exhibit to attract the attention of the

visitor was that of the Spalding wheels by A.

H. Campbell & Co., the agents for the Prov-

ince of Quebec and Hasley Bros., the city sell-

ing agents. Passing on, still keeping to the

right, the stand of John Millen & Son was
next seen. Their exhibit included the Wolff-

American cycles, Yale, Franklin, Phoenix

and New Rapid. Messrs. Wright & Cowper
occupied the next space with a good showing

of Remington, Orient, Cavalier and Pelham
cycles. Caverhill, Learmont & Co. are the

wholesale agents for the Cavalier and Pelham
wheels, but in addition to them they had a

large and varied exhibit of saddles and of all

kinds of fixtures. Next in order came the

New Barnes cycle exhibit, E. W. Matthews
& Co., with their display of Daytons, and in

the corner were the .vermillion and black

Warwicks, making a very pretty display.

The following is a summary of the wheels,
etc., exhibited:

Abbot H. Campbell & Co. ; twenty-one Spalding

bicycles.

Jno. Millen & Sons; Twenty-two wheels, Wolfif-

American High Art Cycles, Phoenix New Rapid,

Franklin and Yale.

Wright & Cowper Co. ; Remington, Orient, Cavalier

and Pelham bicycles, thirteen in all.

Caverhill, Learmont & Co. ; bicycle sundries.

New Barnes Cycle Co. ; twelve New Barnes bicy-

cles.

E. W. Matthews & Co.; seven Dayton and Tempest
bicycles.

Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. ; twelve Warwick bicycles.

W. H. Fligg; ten Columbia, Hartford and Record
bicycles.

American Dunlop Tire Company; Dunlop tires.

A. Holden & Co. ; five Outing bicycles and Cutting

pneumatic saddles.

Toronto Tire Company, The Vim and Hartford

single tires.

Jas. Ferris; Clipper, America and King of Scorchers

bicycles, nine viheels. ^

Robertson & Herring; eleven Massey-Harris bicy-

cles.

T. W. Boyd & Son; Crescent, Rambler, Evans and

Dodge cycles, twenty-two in all ; also sundries.

MacPhail & Lloyd; six Stearns bicycles.

Canadian Rubber Company; G. & J. and C. R. Co.

.tires and sundries.

Canada Paint Company ; bicycle enamels, graphite

etc.

Ideal Tire Company, Brooklyn (Dorken Bros. &
Co., agents) ; Ideal tires.

Rice Lewis & Son, Limited, Toronto; parts and

sundries.

Morgan & Wright, Chicago; M. & W. tires.

Thos. Costen & Co. ; Tribune, Hibbard and Ajax

bicycles, five wheels.

R. & W. Kerr; ten Cleveland and Favorite bicycles.

Richard F. Smith ; Bayvelgere (chainless) and

Waverley bicycles, four wheels.

Betts' Patent Headlight Company, New York;

Twentieth Century lamps.

E. N. Heney & Co. ; eight Monarch and Defiance

wheels.

T. W. Van Tuyl, of Petrolia, sundries and fittings.

American Tire Company, Toronto ; Res-Flex tires.

H. Shorey & Co. ; Rigby waterproof clothing.

BID FOR THE MATINEE GIRL.

Saturday matinee races are to be given a

trial at the Fountain Ferry track, Louisville,

early in the coming season. A low price of

admission is to be charged in the hopes of in-

teresting the local public to an extent suffi-

cient to secure paying gates.



SAMSON TIRES

THE REASON
discriminating cyclists order SAMSON Single-Tube Tires

fitted to their wheels can be attributed to the fact that ^

SAl^SON TIRES
ARE

AN INDICATION
OF PERFECTION. Satisfactory Tires.

NEW YORK TIRE CO.
BRANCH HOUSES:

Boston Buffalo Chicago
Toronto l^ouisville Denver
Philadelphia Cleveland St Louis

Main Office :

59 and 6e Reade Street, Me^v Tork.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SAMSON TIRES
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peerless
*MT'S STANCH/*

?m\m '87 Rnad WhBBl.
Perfectly adapted to its use—strong, light, graceful,

offering comfort of seat and position. It is easy running,

easily adjusted, and beautifully finished. An every-day,

all-day, all-kinds-of-road mount, to be always depended

on.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

Containing a full description of the wheel you want.

The Peerless Manufacturing Company,
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Producers of Bicycles of Highest Artistic Merit—the PEERI.ESS and PATROL.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HOME-MARKET SHOW.

One Town Which I,oyally Supports Home
Products Whether They Be Shows

or Cycles.

Toledo, O., March 8.—This evening, at

]\Ieniorial Hall, the second annual cycle show

of the Toledo Cycling Club opened its doors

to a fair-sized attendance. Cycle shows are

like snow-balls in point of attendance, and

the audiences roll up larger and larger each

evening. Judging from the paid admissions

of this evening, the present show will be a

much greater success than that of last season,

which, by the way, was highly satisfactory

as a money-maker.

The show this season, like its predecessor,

is largely a local exhibit. Toledo has so many
well known wheel makers, that few outside

wheels have ever gained much popularity.

To be sure, the Columbia was early on the

ground, and retains its early prestige. Other

makes have had few pickings, although

Toledo, like other cities, has a class that never

can find any good in a home-made product,

although it may become the standard for the

rest of the world.

It is to be seriously doubted, whether there

are more than two makes of outside wheels,

that have ever earned their makers any money
in Toledo. The manager of one of Detroit's

big houses, which handles a wheel whose
name is a household word all over the land,

was asked by The Wheel why his company
had never created a branch in Toledo.

"For the best of reasons," was the reply.

"We think Toledo is the best town in the

country for us—to stay out of. Competition

between the horne makers is so strong that

we would have to give our agent carte blanche

in the matter of repairs and extra parts. We
would probably have to do repairing for noth-

ing, and give away parts whenever they were

demanded. All this is a good thing for your

home makers, and as they spend plenty of

money in the town for labor, it is only fair

that they should receive the profits on the

wheel trade."

But to return to the show. The club show
promoters learned a good deal by their expe-

rience last season, and as a result they have

arranged a show that is a vast improvement
over last season's. There is more uniformity

in the matter of signs, etc., but individual

skill in decoration has been by no means
stifled. Only twenty-six spaces were offered

to the exhibitors, and they were quickly

taken.

The Union Manufacturing Company placed

the 1897 model of the Viking on exhibition,

for the first time in Toledo. This company
has been so busy filling its orders, that its

downtown salesrooms have not received the

new wheels, or been formally opened. There
is much that is new this season about the

Viking, and Manager McHenry and his staff

had many visitors.

The Yost Manufacturing Company displays

an excellent line of '97 Gold Crank Falcons

and Falconesses. Three grades were shown.

The Gendron Wheel Company showed their

Gendron, Reliance and Signal wheels. The
feature of this exhibit was the glass wheel,

which was shown at the National exhibitions.

It was surrounded by eager crowds, who
were anxious to see with their own eyes, a

practical exemplification of the action of a

modern ball bearing.

The Lozier Manufacturing Company ex-

hibited a full line of Clevelands and West-

fields. This exhibit was in charge of "Cap-

tain" Jack Swindeman. The wheel that at-

tracted the most attention in this booth was

the Cleveland "Swell Special," No. 27, a

track racer, and a fine ladies' roadster. The
'97 tandems were also much admired.

The Snell Cycle Fittings Company is for the

first time putting out a wheel with its own
name plate. As is well known, this company
has made many wheels for many makers, but

they have always been sold under other

names. This year they enter the list wath a

fine, high grade wheel, which was much ad-

mired. The company also made a fine ex-

hibit of wheel parts.

The Summit Cycle Company is another

concern which has been for the most part

manufacturers to the jobbing trade. Mr.

George Colton said to The Wheel recently,

WILL BE HEARD FROM.

Joseph Friedenstein, formerly secretary of

the concern, has severed his connection with

the Anglo-American Cycle Fitting Company,
of this city, of which he was the founder and

of which he has been the active head since its

inception in 1889. Mr. Friedenstein has not

definitely outlined his plans for the future,

but will probably establish himself as manu-
facturers' agent for the sale of high-class cy-

cle products. He was quite successful in in-

troducing Perry chains. Brown and Lamp-
lugh saddles and other English standard

wares, and being well known and well con-

nected on both sides of the pond, and being

possessed of undoubted ability, that he must
be reckoned on seems certain. He has a

temporary ofifice in room 409, Home Life In-

surance Building, 256 Broadway.

that he has made wheels that have been sold

under 128 different name plates. This is only

referred to in order that the wide distribution

of Toledo-made wheels may be partly real-

ized. The company puts out only one wheel

under its own plate, the Toledo, a line of

which was exhibited at the show.

The Truman Cycle Company, which is now
presided over by Captain T. B. Perry, late of

the Dauntless, is marketing a high grade

wheel, the Truman. Although the new Tru-
man Company is a combination of the old

Truman and Dauntless interests, the latter

name seems to be relegated to the rear.

Owing to the financial difficulties of the old

Truman Company, the new organization has

been late in getting out its '97 samples, but

if one may judge from the display at the

show, the name of Truman will still be recog-

nized as a leader among wheels.

The Pope Manufacturing Company, as is its

wont, has a most attractive display. The
Pope interests in Toledo are now looked after

by Manager Charles W. Bowman. He is

young, but energetic, and is extremely popu-

lar among Toledo's young business men. The
display consisted of the '97 Columbias and

Hartfords.

The Kirk-Young Company, although a

local firm, has not at present a local sales-

room. Nevertheless the company made a

fine showing at its booth. This company has

recently been most successful in its export

business, and at present it is running to its

full capacity to supply the demand for Yales

from across the water.

The Nelson-Hubbell Company exhibits this

year a very complete line of sundries. The
well known outfits sold under the O-so-ezie

trade-mark were shown by R. G. Nelson and

Al. Rosenfeld. This company, in addition to

its own specialties, showed a line of saddles,

tools, chronometers, cyclometers, etc.

The A. U. Betts Company, which has re-

cently changed to an incorporated concern,

displayed a most complete line of "Red Cross"

specialties.

Morgan & Wright sent one of their men to

the show, and he was busy exhibiting the

"quick repair" to all comers.

The Betts Headlight Company displayed

the Twentieth Century lamps, including one

of heroic proportions and a complete line of

its '97 lamps.

The Wilkins Toy Company, of Keene, N.

H., and the Harris Toy Company also took

space in the show, and made a good showing
of specialties and sundries.

The show was free from freaks, and was a

most entertaining and instructive exhibit. Its

purely local nature made it of the utmost

value to the home manufacturers. This the

latter evidently appreciated, for their exhibits

were fully up to the mark set^by the National

shows.

It is understood that Joseph L. Yost is

about to have new honors thrust upon him.

He is being importuned to lead the Demo-
cratic ticket at the coming municipal election,

and if he does accept the nomination, he will

be an extrerriely strong candidate. Mr. Yost,

although an ardent Democrat, has always

kept out of the political arena. He would he

especially strong with the labor unions, and
if he did not get a direct endorsement from
their bodies, he could depend upon their

thorough appreciation of his upright dealing

with his employees.

The Lozier Company is at present working
on one of the largest export orders ever given

to an American manufacturer. The order is

for 4,000 wheels, and 600 Clevelands were

sent forward to apply on the order last week.

In addition to this large consignment 300

wheels were sent out on Friday to the local

agents of the company.

ENTER, THE PARA.

The Para Rubber Tire Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Williamsport, Pa., is preparing to

market a puncture-proof tire for which much
is claimed.
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IN ORIOLE TOWN.

Though the Crowd Was "Souvenir Cra?y"

It I<eft the Show Satisfied

With It.

Baltimore, March 8.—Officially Baltimore's

exhibition is the "Southern Cycle Show." It

was inaugurated at 2 o'clock Saturday after-

noon without pomp and with little display,

few of the exhibits being then completed. In

the evening, when the crowd came, all was

tidy and attractive, Music Hall being hand-

somely festooned and the bunting and electric

ornamentations of the exhibitors completing

the picture. The crowd was '"souvenir crazy"'

and the scarcity of those baubles rather dis-

appointed them.

The show is thoroughly representative and

there is small doubt but what it will act as an

advancer of trade in this vicinity.

Nothing particularly striking is in evidence

or has developed, if one excepts the working

model of a steamboat which constitutes one

of the "side shows" and which apparently in-

terests the casual visitors immensely.

These are the firms and wares represented:

The Tabb & Jenkins Hardware Co.; Iver Johnson

and Fitchburg bicycles.

Wm. McCalHster; Crawford bicycles.

Henry Keidel & Co. ; Eagle bicycles and sundries.

N. Tip Slee; Rambler and Ideal bicycles.

Ehrman & Duke; Lyndhurst bicycles.

Frank L. Clark; Remington and Orient bicycles.

H. A. Johnson; Barnes White Flyer and Tiger bi-

cycles.

Knefely & Albaugh ; Ben Hur bicycles.

Eisenbrandt Cycle Co. ; Columbia and Hartford

bicycles.

Cline Bros. ; \'ictor and Crescent bicycles.

Royal Cycle Co. ; America bicycles.

Wm. H. Cole & Sons; Tribune, Unique, Marvel

and Pearl bicycles.

E. D. Loane, Jr., Co.; Spalding bicycles and

Christy saddles.

J. L. Ives; Richmond bicycles.

Carlin & Fulton; C. & F. Flyers.

Arthur Emory & Co.; Northampton bicycles.

Harry Hush; Hush pig-skin saddles of the anti-

perineum type.

Scott Paper Co., Philadelphia; Great Scott, Clarence

and Scotia bicycles.

Kraft & Scharrer; American Traveler bicycles.

A. C. Chase; Hunter bicycles.

Reeves &: Chavannes; Fowler and Trinity bicycles.

The Little Joe Wiesenfeld Co.; Little Joe Roadster

and Cleveland bicycles.

Jas. Crowley; Stormer bicycles.

Maryland Enameling Co. ; specimens of their

enamels.

F. J. Werneth; Automatic bicycle riding instructor.

Howard French; Viking and Stearns bicycles.

C. C. Crooks & Co. ; Sterling bicycles.

Maryland Mfg. & Construction Co. ; Postal, Druid

and Suburban bicycles.

Diamond Wheel Co. ; Keating bicycles.

The Fairbanks Co. ; Fairbanks bicycles.

Weaver Cycle Fittings Co., New York; parts and

fittings.

Rochester (N. Y.) Bicycle Combination Holder Co.;

Combination holders.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia; Neverout lamps.

Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

;

Cyclone pumps.

Eerrang & Zacharias, Asbury Park, N. J. ; Round
Top lubricant.

Belts Patent Headlight Co., New York; Twentieth

Century lamps.

Morgan & Wright, Chicago; M. & W. tires.

John S. Leng's Son & Co., New York; fittings and

accessories.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford, Conn'; Hart-

ford tires.

New Departure Bell Co.; bells.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co. (Philadelphia branch);

graphite, lubricants and novelties.

CUTTER AND REAMER GRINDER.

II. G. Barr & Co., of Worcester, Mass., are

marketing an article that is designed to add

to the facility of cycle manufacture, a univer-

sal cutter and reamer grinder, which is especi-

ally adapted for the purpose. Its special fea-

tures are simplicity and adaptability to the

varied conditions of tool work. With the

Barr cutter, the operator can make the

changes from inside to outside grinding in

one minute. Work can be tapered four and a

half inches to the foot on centers and 30 de-

grees in the chuck. For special grinding any

angle in the circle can be ground by remov-

ing the adjusting screw. Angle cutters can

be groimd any angle in the circle. The opera-

tor is not confined to cutter grinding, as al-

most the entire list of universal grinding that

comes within the scope of the machine can be

done on the Barr. This machine was exhibit-

ed at the New York show by Walter H. Fos-

ter, the sales agent of the company, of r2(i

Liberty street. New York, and attracted con-

siderable attention from the trade.

REAPED A REWARD

Morgan &WRiGHTliRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

A SIMPLE REPAIR.
TO PICK UP THE STRIP OF
PATCHING RUBBER INSIDE
THE INNER TUBE (THUS
CLOSING THE PUNCTURE),
GET Maw QUICK-REPAIR
CEMENT INSIDE THE IN-

NER TUBE. ONLY WAY
TO DO THIS IS TO FIRST
PUMP UP . THE INJECTOR
WILL NOT ENTER A
FLABBY INNER TUBE.

Morgan sWright

GRANTED AN EXCEPTION.

Minneapolis will have a cycle show during

April. There was considerable trouble in

securing a sanction for the date, owing to the

rule that no shows shall be sanctioned after

March. A special emissary was sent to this

city, who proved to the satisfaction of the

National Board of Trade that a show could

not be held in Minneapolis, with any prospect

of success, earlier than April, and the sanction

was granted. The Exposition Building in

that city has been leased for the week of

April 19th.

LESS BUTTONS, MORE BUSINESS.

Lack of souvenirs and buttons is given as a

reason for the falling ofif in the attendance at

the Syracuse show, last week, but the exhibi-

tors report more business. The dcorations and
electrical display exceeded in beauty and bril-

liancy last year's function, and the attendance

of dealers from the surrounding towns seek-

ing agencies and novelties, was phenomenally

large. Altogether it was a paying exhibition

to all concerned.

Some riders are so accomodating that they

are a positive nuisance.

WHERE WHEELS ARE DEBT-PROOF.

The law in Minnesota expressly exempts a
bicycle from execution on a judgment for an
ordinary debt, except the debt be for the pur-
chase price of the wheel itself.

Did Those Who Had Planned and Carried Out

the First Trans-Ulsslsslppl

Show.

Omaha, Neb., March 2.—The Trans-Missis-

sippi Bicycle Show, opened to the public last

evening, is by far the finest and most complete

exhibitiop of bicycles, and articles pertaining

to cycling, seen in this locality. The exhibi-

tion is being held in the Karbach Building, a

large three-story structure, which is splendidly

adapted. to its present use, and gives exhibi-

tors every possible opportunity for effective

display.

The officers of the Omaha Cycle Board of

Trade have made very liberal provision of arc

lights; and, in addition, the individual exhibits

have been brightened with numberless incan-

descents and tastefully-arranged bunting, giv-

ing a most pleasing general effect.

If the patronage accorded the show this

evening may be taken as an index, the Omaha
Cycle Board will reap a well-deserved reward

for its labors during the past three months in

bringing it about; and indications also prom-
ise an extended business to the dealers during
the coming season. A large number of visi-

tors from neighboring towns are expected
later in the week, the railroads having granted
excursion rates.

The following is a list of exhibitors and
their exhibits:

Western Electrical Supply Co., G. W. Johnston,
manager, Phoenix and Eclipse bicycles; also Peoria

tires.

Nebraska Cycle Co., G. E. Mickel, manager; Gen-
dron and Reliance bicycles. The firm is also city

agent for the Rectoi- Wilhelmy Co., jobbing the Eld-

ridge, Belvidere, and Admiral, exhibited in the ad-

joining booth.

Omaha _. cycle Co., Ed. T. Heyden; Peerless,

Trinity, Windle, Seaman, America and Midland bicy-

cles.

J. J. Deright & Co.; Napoleon, Iroquois and Can-
ton cycles In connection with this exhibit, Simmons
Hdwe. Co., of St. Louis, show the Eagle and Iver-

Johnson, for which Deright & Co., are city agents.

Parlin, Orendorff & Martin; World and Canton bi-

cycles.

Milton Rogers & Sons; Cleveland, Stearns and
Crescent bicycles.

F. M. Russell ; Rambler bicycles and G. & J. tires.

Collins & Morrison; Soudan and Nile bicycles.

M. O. Daxon; United States bicycles.

Kingman & Co. ; Elgin bicycles.

Deere, Wells & Co. ; Tribune, Deere, Deerwell and
Moline bicycles.

Louis Flesclier; Flescher Special bicycles; also a
line of repair appliances.

Linenger & Metcalf; Tiger and Beebe bicycles.

David Bradley & Co.; Hussar, America, Oriole and
Postal bicycles.

Kearney Bicycle Co.; Kearney and National cycles.

Lee-CIarke-Andreeson Hdwe. Co. ; Fowler, Lee and
Omaha cycles.

T. J. Northwall & Co.; Bellis cycles.

A. J. Grover; Cycloid cycles.

High Art Bicycle Co.; Outing and Ide cycles.

H. Hardy & Co.; Luthy, Imperial, Barnes, Falcon.

Waltham, Hardy and League bicycles.

Townsend Bicycle Co.; Spalding bicycles.

Jas. Morton & Co. ; Columbia and Hartford bicycles.

Morgan & Wright; M. & W. tires.

B. H. Goodrich Co. ; Goodrich tires.

Ben. V. Walters ; Walter's Bicycle Balance, a very

popular contrivance in this locality.

Browning, King & Co.; cyclists' clothing.

Thos. Kilpatrick & Co.; ladies' cycling costumes.

North Star Shoe Co., Minneapolis; Heffelfinger

bicycle footwear.

Gilliam Saddle Co. ; Gilliam saddles.

Jos. Bilz & Co.; sweaters and hose, with knitting

machines in operation.

Special representatives in attendance so far are: L.

J. Oilier, the Sterling; J. M. Crowley, G. & J. tires

and Rambler; H. W. Birch, Simmons Hdwe. Co.;

Chas. T. W. Kelly, B. F. Goodrich Co.; A. K. Fother-

ingham and I. J. Cooper, Morgan & Wright, A num-
ber of others are expected to day.
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HOWELL'S QUEER DEAL.

Like many other gentlemen, Mr. I. Augus-

tus Stanwood, of Brooklyn, was attracted to

the cycle business. He is an attache of the

Brooklyn police department, but had acquired

some money, and figuring a heavy return on

the investment, he risked his wealth in bicy-

cles—Dayton bicycles. His personal interests

were such that his name did not figure prom-

iently, but he arranged with one Wm. H. W.
Howell to sell the bicycles. Mr. Howell re-

sided at 400 Bainbridge street in the City of

Churches, but did business at 101 Beekman

street. New York. Like a careful man, Mr.

Stanwood asked Mr. Howell his financial

worth and Mr. Howell promptly reported

himself the owner of a rich tract of New
Jersey real estate. Mr. Stanwood was satis-

fied and the deal was consummated. He is

sorry now; not only sorry, but indignant, so

indignant that last week he caused the arrest

of Mr. Howell.

He accuses him of having obtained from

him sixteen bicycles, valued at $1,200, on false

representations. Howell's $40,000 property in

New Jersey, he affirmed, was mort-

gaged at $16,000, but it is alleged that he had

only forty acres of land in New Jersey valued

at $1 an acre.

Howell, it is further asserted, had to sell

this $40 property to satisfy a judgment of $25.

Howell, it is also alleged, has swindled the

Hunter Arms Company out of $7,000; the

Franklin Typewriter Company out of $8,000,

and the Naplin Check Punch Company out of

$3,000. In the case of the Franklin Company

a warrant was issued for Howell's arrest.

In 1894 Howell was arrested on a warrant

issued in Philadelphia. The matter was set-

tled. When arrested Howell indignantly as-

serted that a great mistake had been made,

but according to report, ten pawn tickets were

found in his possession—one for a Franklin

typewriter, and the others were for bicycles.

KEEPING IT UP IN KANSAS.

Kansas means to keep to the fore in cycling,

this, too, despite the fact that Kansas' fairest

daughter, Mary Yellin' Lease, in a New York
Sunday paper, has just declared that the poor

male man who rode a bicycle, would in the

future be compelled, in consequence of his

cycling, to crawl upon his hands and knees

whenever his very superior wife would allow

him to accompany her out of doors. Not-

withstanding all of this, Kansas means to

keep in the very front of the cycle procession.

A timely step in this direction, last week,

was the banding of the Topeka cycle trade

into a protective association. After agreeing

to start a new cycle paper to aid in the good

work of the Topeka Retail Cycle Dealers' As-

sociation, the new organization adopted this

schedule for rentals and repairs:

Single tube puncture | 25

Double tube puncture 50

Rental, single wheel per hour 25

Rental, single wheel, per week day 1.00

Rental, single wheel, per Sunday 1.50

Rental, single wheel, per week 3.00

Rental, single wheel, per month 10.00

Rental, single w.ieei, per evening 50

Rental, single wheel, per night 75

Rental, tandem, first hour 75

Rental, tandem, each hour after first 50

Rental, tandem, per evening 1.50

Rental, tandem, per day 3.00

Often, thanks to a lucky kick on the rider's

part, barking dogs do bite—the dust.

HAS FANS AND AN ASBESTOS WICK.

Although 60 years of age Prof. Elisha Gray,

the famous inventor and electrician, is an en-

thusiastic cyclist and has turned his inventive

faculties to bicycle lamps, and believes he

has solved this vexatious problem.

Although Prof. Gray's inventions have been
mainly confined to electrical devices, he has

not used electricity in this latest invention,

the "Elisha Gray Bicycle Lamp."
The essential feature of this lamp, which

will be manufactured and marketed by A. G.

Spalding & Bros., of New York, Chicago

and Philadelphia, is the control of the flame

by means of a forced draft regulated by a fan,

which supplies sufficient air to produce per-

fect combustion, but allows no more air than

is necessary to reach the flame, therefore wind
and jar have no efifect on the light. The wick
is made of asbestos and does not require ad-

justing, as it is permanent and stationary.

The height of the flame is regulated by a

thimble surrounding the wick and is con-

trolled by a small thumb-screw. The reflector

is also a novelty, being made of annealed glass

of parabolic shape. This makes it very easy

to clean and positively prevents the burning

of the reflector, which has been a great dis-

advantage in all the lamps on the market

which have a parabolic reflector made of

metal. The lamp has a seven-hour oil capac-

ity and the fan will run three and one-half

hours. It has been subjected to some very

severe tests and has withstood them all.

As bell ordinances become more and" more
universal, the fertile mind of the inventor is

turned in the direction of the bicycle bell. One
of the best results of this study by bright

minds is the alurmnurn, double jgong^_bicycle

bell, made by the Aluminum Bell Com-
pany, Baltimore, Md., which can be

attached either to the front or rear

fork. It can be operated at the will

of the rider, by simply pushing a small but-

ton that releases the bell and allows it to

touch the tire. It is automatic in movement,

and as it weighs but 5J ounces, including all

the attachments, the question of weight hardly

enters into the case. This company also makes
a patent trouser-guard, consisting simply of

a wire clamp clamping two ends of the folded

trouser in a way that allows the trouser crease

to remain intact, while at the same time keep-

ing the garment clear of the chain.

AFTER THE SHOW IS OVER.

Pittsburg, March 8.—The dress parade of

Pittsburg wheeldom is over and the real busi-

ness of selling wheels has begun. The Pitts-

burg Cycle Show is no sooner finished than a

new campaign is begun by the progressive

local . dealers.

The Pittsburg Cycle Board of Trade, last

week, elected the following officers for the en-

suing year: J. A. Johnston, president; John
A. Bell, vice-president; A. G. Pratt, re-

elected treasurer; C. N. Brown, re-elected

financial secretary; H. A. Deardorf, secretary.

President J. B. Kaercher retires with the

good-will of the entire local trade, having
done a good year's work for the Board. Presi-

dent Johnston assumes his office with the

esteem and confidence of his fellow dealers.

He is sure of hearty co-operation from the

tradesmen. He has already begun to map out
and travel into an active campaign.

As soon as the local board reorganizes, a

decisive step will be taken for self-protection

against wheel customers who are wont to

"work" the dealers. The board expects to

prepare a system that will efifectively prevent
any bogus wheelmen from "doing" the deal-

ers. The shrewdest tradesmen sometimes get
the worst of a deal, and in the enormous
growth of the bicycle business methods of

"doing" the Pittsburg cycle dealers have de-

veloped to such an alarming extent that active

measures on the part of the wheel merchants
to protect themselves have become a neces-
sity. Pittsburg has experienced in the last

two years a remarkable sale of wheels, which
this year will be equal to that of the last two
years. In these unprecedented sales, the deal-

ers have had to do more or less credit busi-

ness, and have suffered considerably in do-
ing it. In addition to the loss incurred
through the failure of the purchaser to pay
up on his bicycle, the local cycle tradesmen
have lost greatly through exchanging old
wheels in part payment for new models.

Greater Pittsburg contains a host of bicycle

stores. And they are becoming more numer-
ous. So it has been comparatively easy to
"do" a dealer. While the whoje country has
suffered from the unscrupulous wheelman,
Pittsburg especiall}- has been a loser. A
wheel purchased on partial payments is not
paid for when the season ends. He, of course,
wants a new model with the new season. He
takes his old wheel to another dealer, and
trades it as part payment on a new wheel,
which is purchased on the partial payment
plan itself. The Pittsburg Cycle Board of
Trade will prepare a delinquent black-list,

which all the rriembers of the local trade will

have in hand. No one can get a wheel from
a local dealer unless every obligation to the
others has been canceled.

THEN HE BOUGHT HER A NEW ONE.

"You haven't talked about a blessed thing

for three weeks but that darned old last

year's wheel of yours. Suppose you change

the subject."

"That's exactly what I want to do."

WILL STILL BE IN EVIDENCE.
W. B. Osgood, manager of the Brooklyn

Cycle Co., the Pope Mfg. Co.'s branch, has
resigned his position and will be succeeded
by E. A. Shoemaker. As W. B. Osgood &
Co., Mr. Osgood will, however, continue in

the Brooklyn cycle trade on his own account.

NEVER LIGHTS OUT.

The Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.,
propound this conundrum: Why is the At-
wood light like a model husband? For the
best answer received before March 31st, they
will give one of their

. Atwood gold-plated
lamps.
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FREE FIELD.

Our friends, the enemy, who have shown

such a "liking" for red in their ads. since the

Chimes began to use its red border, can have

a free field for a short time until we spring a

new thing—then you can "get together" and

follow it as closely as your bump of imitation

will permit. Yours for leading,

Uncle Thomas.

THE DOCTORS' ORDERS.
Several eminent physicians, alarmed at our

frightful condition, recommend at least a

week's change of air. As they said: "We ad-

vise Nevada air." They give us a knowing

wink, and say, "We think if you had mail ad-

dressed to you at Carson City on or about

March 17th, it would be the best thing for

your health."

We are still wondering what they meant.

"NIX,"
During the past few days we have had an

offer of an order for 600 Trinities by a certain

very well-known agent not 1,000 miles from

the eastern end of New York and Pennsyl-

vania, who said that he could sell them in 60

days, but that we must give him a reduction

in the net price of $2 a wheel.

We pulled out our contract and showed him

that we had one price for everybody, and that

if he paid us in advance, right down, spot

cash, he could not get a cent better than any

other agent who has closed a contract with us.

We have started out to conduct our busi-

ness on a thoroughly high-grade policy, and

believe we will succeed.

It is not a high-grade policy to sell goods

to one man at one price, and the same goods

to another man at another price.

THE USUAL STORY.
It is safe to say that 95 per cent of the bi-

cycles made to-day have such a scarcity of

really up-to-date, high-grade, talking, selling

and practical points that the salesman who en-

deavors to show up the wheel will keep harp-

ing on one or two points of excellence con-

tinually^ he simply cannot get away from those

two or three points. While on the Trinity

we have new talking, selling and practical

points throughout the entire wheel.

There never was a wheel like the Trinity

for good, common-sense, talking, selling and

practical points.

Two hundred and fifty agencies already

closed

"MjFEiEndFEsmlnilia,"

Africa or any seaport, or inland city or town

outside of the United States—Greeting!

Much to our regret we cannot accept your

order for Trinities this year. We are obliged

to confine ourselves to our native heath for

the present, as had we an output of 10,000

wheels a month for the next four months, we

could not supply the demands on us for

Trinities.

There never was a wheel like the Trinity.

There never was a concern anywhere near

our age with a parallel success. It is really

remarkable, but you will say when you see

our wheel, the Trinity, "A Genuine Bicycle,"

no wonder.

You had the

Sense

"HOT MEMBERS'" CORNER.
Contributions of this character—short, to

the point, gladly received. Send 'em in.

"When you see a noble head, pat it." Will

the office boy kindly step forward and pat the

bulging brow of the father of the "Trinity,"

while my hat is off.

You had the! f to know the cyclists'

I wants,

to satisfy their wild-

^est yearnings.

Those who have—Cents—enough to buy

the Trinity, are truly blessed.

Those who have not .

Send us a catalogue, in pity. (This is all

free—wood bars, even, not expected.)

Admiringly,

M. E. Stroud.

P. S.—The "hired man" wishes to know if

those persons who, being tempted beyond

their strength and having no "prosperity,"

borrow a Trinity when the rider is hence, will

be called "spring steel cranks."

Answer.—Not unless it is a steal in the

spring.

Herr Stroud hails from that great State,

Illinois—Atlanta. He is not "Marching to the

Sea," but such efforts as the above will win

him great prominence if continued, by march-

ing him to jail.

30 OUT OF 45.

A certain bicycle club visited our stand at

the Boston Show and had thoroughly ex-

plained to them the good points of the Trin-

ity. We knew the boys were abreast of the

Trinity's many good points, but we were not

prepared for the information received this

morning that 30 out of the 45 will order Trin-

ities.

THE TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

Successors to FRANK T. FOWLER MFG. CO.,

"THE TRINITY,"

Nos. 1-3 CHANDLER STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.
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WORCESTER SHOW SAUCE.

Worcester, Mass., March 10.—This city will

have a three days' cycle show, which will

open to-morrow in Mechanics' Hall. It will

be tke first ever held in Worcester. The brass

band has been engaged and trick riding by

Fred St. Onge, of Boston, and the Bushnell

children arranged for. The exhibitors will be

as follows: Boston Woven Hose & Rubber

Company, Vim tires; William Krafve, Fowler,

Tribune and Krafve bicycles, Baldwin Adjus-

table chains: L. C. Havener, Stearns, Barnes,

Crescent and Fenton bicycles; C. F. Grout,

Victors; Iver-Johnson Arms and Cycle

Works, Iver-Johnson, Fitchburg, Duke,

Duchess and Williams bicycles; Marcellus

Roper, Sterlings, Bay States, Crawfords and

Wolf-Americans ; Rawson Manufacturing

Company, Bay State bicycles; Trinity Cycle

Mfg. Company, Trinity cycles; A. B. F. Kin-

ney, Remington cycles; Reed & Curtis, pedals;

L. C. Chase & Co., Chase tough tread tires;

Wrae, Pratt & Co., cycle clothing; Denholm.

& McKay, Lenox bicycles; G. F. Clarke,

Cleveland and Westfield machines; Butts &
Ordway, Thistle cycles. The committee of the

Worcester Cycle Board of Trade in charge of

this event comprise: L. M. Rawson, Marcel-

lus Roper, H. P. Emory, L. L. Hobbs, B. A.

Lemont and L. C. Havener.

POPULAR, HENCE PROSPEROUS.

The Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., of Chicago, is

getting bigger and bigger. Its latest step on-

ward is the requisition of two more floors in

the large sky-scraper where Fowlers are

wrought, and the extra space is to be devoted

to a peculiar purpose, nothing else than the

building of Fowler tandems.

"We have met," say the Fowler Company,

"a really unexpected demand for our tandem.

We have built those already marketed with

considerable care, and it is owing to that fact,

presumably, that our agents have taxed our

powers this season in that style of machine.

In the making of comparatively few tandems

we have found it well enough to mix their

making in with the manufacture of single

wheels, but with a large number to turn out,

the continuance of that policy becomes im-

practicable.

"Tandem making, when it is a large part of

one's business, really deserves manufacturing

space all to itself. You can't make the singles

and doubles together, and make 'em both

right. At any rate, we'll take no chances of a

possible deterioration in the quality of Fowlers,

and this new space of ours will therefore be

neither more nor less than the Fowler Tan-

dem Factory."

WANT BIG LOTS.

L. C. Jandorf & Co., 321 Broadway, N. Y.

City, will handle the Rambler, Halladay and

Metropole this year. They will also market

their own well known line, the Linwood. They
are ready to quote prices on 20,000 bicycles,

to be sold in job lots.

EASY CHAIN CLEANING.

The Magnet Cycle Brush Company, Rosin-

dale, Mass., is marketing a chain brush of

merit. It is prong shaped and of such a form

that the cleaning of a chain is made easy and

convenient.

THE DOOLITTLE DOES MUCH.

Dr. P. E. Doolittle, ex-president of the

Canadian Wheelmen's Association, was in

New York last week; but not on Association

business. He had with him a brake—the

Doolittle brake. When he left, the American
rights to the device had been vested in Oliver,

Straus & Co., 23 Park Row, as was briefly

announced last week. It should prove a

mutually profitable transaction, as it seems

reasonably certain that the brake will prove a

considerable factor in the trade and contribute

materially to the solution of the so-called

brake question. Not only has the Doolittle

been syndicated abroad and been generally

endorsed by the English press and been

adopted by two American manufacturers—H.

A. Lozier & Co., and the Duquesne Manu-
facturing Company, but it is being tried by

such firms as Pope, Spalding and .others of

prominence. That such is the case is not sur-

prising. The brake appeals to one on short

notice.

It is contained entirely in the rear hub, the

working parts being entirely out of sight. It

is automatic in action and is operated entirely

by back-pedaling. It does not touch the tire

or rim, and checks the wheel in proportion to

the power applied. The wheel may be

"braked" to any desired degree and held un-

der such control, be it understood, without

continuous back-pedaling. Once locked the

pedals continue to revolve and the rider may
coast without concern until the brake is un-

locked by a forward thrust of the pedals. By
means of a locking band the brake may be

so locked that it will be wholly inoperative if

desired. One of the beauties of the brake is

that its usefulness cannot be impaired by the

puncture of a tire or the breakage of a chain.

It is quite simple and adds little to the weight

of the wheel. It may be applied to any bicy-

cle, old or new, and at $5—its retail price

—

it should sell like the proverbial "hot cakes."

TWO RARE OLD-TIMERS.

Two rare old-timers struck out for them-

selves last week, G. Minturn Worden and W.
H. Pedersen, both of this city. Both have

been wheelmen '"since the early days of cy-

cling and both have been so long engaged in

the cycle trade that their familiarity with its

ins and outs should stand them in good stead

and render success the easier. As the G. Min-
turn Worden Cycle Company (incorporated),

Mr. Worden has located at 79 Nassau street

where he will carry a stock of wheels of all

grades and market the more important ac-

cessories, Haney cyclometers and Doolittle

brakes among them. Mr. Pedersen, as the

Pedersen Cycle Company, is established at

292 Eighth avenue. He will deal exclusively

in Columbias and Hartfords. Both gentlemen
are of the type who merit good wishes and
success.

UNUSUAL CONGRATULATIONS.

It isn't often that one manufacturer finds

it in his heart to congratulate another manu-
facturer of the same line of goods, certainly

not on the merits of his competitor's wares.

This unusual proceeding has, however, actu-

ally occurred in the cycle trade, Gormully &
Jefifery, makers of Rambler bicycles, having ex-

tended felicitations to Ames & Frost, makers

of Imperial bicycles. It came about in this

—but the note of congratulation explains it-

self and is worthy of record. Here it is:

"Thinking it may interest you, we beg to

advise you that the $200 in cash offer, under

our offer No. 5, as per pamphlet herewith

enclosed, was awarded to A. Phillips, of Lin-

coln, Neb., whose total mileage during the

eight months between April 1 and December
1, 1896, footed up 10,012 miles. Mr. Phillips

is an old-timer on the wheel, is very popular

throughout the State of Nebraska, and is

spoken of quite generally as "Dad Phillips."

Mr. Phillips is a man of upward of 50 years of

age, weighs 240 pounds, and carries 85

pounds of baggage on his travels. His rec-

ord was made on an Imperial, Model 23, fitted

with G. & J. tires. His total mileage from
February 1 to December 1 was over 11,000

miles. He submits the following record:

"Cash outlay for repairs, $4.60. Rode rear

tire, without puncture, 7,720 miles and the

front tire, without puncture, 6,152 miles. We
congratulate you on the splendid record made
by this wheel."

FOR DOCTORS ONLY.

In order to get from the medical profession

their ideas on the Christy Saddle, that the

same may be advertised extensively, A. G.

Spalding & Bros, make the following offer:

They desire to receive from physicians an

advertisement setting forth the good points of

the Christy Saddle, showing the pelvic bones
on the two saddles as used in all Spalding

advertisements, and not to occupy a space of

more than a half page, magazine size; the

competition to close April 15th. First prize,

,$50 in cash; second prize, $25 in cash; third

prize, $10 in cash. For each 'individual ad-

vertisement accepted and used one Christy

Saddle will be sent to the physician submit-

ting the same. All communications and
copies of advertisements submitted must be
sent to the American Sports Advertising

Agency at 241 Broadway, New York City,

and at the sender's risk. Under no circum-

stances will advertisements be returned.

MAKE A FAVORABLE START.

On March 1st the old plant of the Eldorado
Cycle Company, Dearborn and Harrison
streets, Chicago, was reopened under new
management and a new name. The title of the

new concern is the Bicycle Manufacturing
Company, and the proprietors, Thomas E.

Fraher and B. D. Emanuel. The factory will

be run by a full force of men on the one spe-

cial line of 15 and 18-inch juvenile wheels,

juveniles being the only kind of bicycles that

they will manufacture. The outlook of the

new concern is Very encouraging. They start

with orders enough to consume the larger

portion of their output.

"Much cry and little wool"-

Five-DoUar Cycle Suit,

-The Loud
Too many men in cycling are men of only

one idea—the idea that they alone know all

about it.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

271 bKOAUWAY, nEM YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. VV. DICKERSON.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Mercantile Ageucy, Collection Department and

Information Bureau.

National Bitycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers* Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE,

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

AMERICAN CYCLE SHOWS.
iVlarch 16-19 - Binghamton, N. Y. ; W. F. Cady, 187

Vv aier Street, Chairman ol Binghamton rtthletic Asso-
ciation.
March 18-20—Williamsport, Pa. ; A. H. Andrews, Mel-

bourne Cycle o., v\ illiamsport, Pa. (Williamsport t ycle

Dealers' cycle Show.)

TRADE CHANGES.
CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles.—L. W. Fox Arms & Cycle Co., sued

on note $250.

Los Angeles.—C. E. Patterson, sued on mdse. ac-

count, $2,186.62.

Riverside.—Chas. F. Packard, guns, etc., reported

suit to foreclose real estate mortgage for $230.

Santa Ana.—J. A. Hankey. Sold out by sheriff.

CONNECTICUT.
Bridgeport.—Pi emier Cycle Mfg. Co. L. H. John-

son has petitioned for removal of Receiver Cassidy.

The case is being heard in the Superior Court, before

Judge Wheeler.

Deep River.—Lawson Allworth, new store.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Tiger Cycle Co., incorporated by J.

S. Beach and A. W. Fitzer. Capital stock, $50,000.

ILLINOIS.
Chicago.—The Dowdell Enamel Co., incorporated

by E. F. Masterson, C. M. Haft and R. F. Chase; to

manufacture enamel. Capital stock, $5,000.

Chicago.—The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. Increase

capital stock from $50,000 to $300,000.

Chicago.—The Eldorado Cycle Co., sold to Thos. E.

Fraher and B. D. Emanuel, who will continue as The

Bicycle Mfg. Co.

INDIANA.
Princeton.—I. Babbitt and James Mills, new store

on Main street.

Seymour.—The Cordes Hardware Co., incorporated

to deal in hardware, bicycles, etc. Capital stock,

$15,000.

IOWA.
Hampton.—Wegand Bros., new store.

KENTUCKY.
Middleboro.—L. S. Tuttle & Son, new store on

Twenty-second street.

Morganfield.—Bethel & Zimbro Cycle Co., new

store.

MAINE.
Bangor.—E. H. Dakin, real estate mortgage, $300.

MASSACHUSETTS.
East Somerville.—Relyea & Jenkins. Chattel mort-

gage, $160.

Gloucester.—Edward Lloyd, J. Edward Parsons, Jr.,

and Charles Martin, new store at 3 Main street, hand-

ling the Pierce.

Marlboro.—H. C. West, new store at 118 Main
street.

Middleboro.—Ed. Gurney, new store corner Oak
and Center streets.

Taunton.—Whitcomb Cycle Co., reported sold out.

Worcester.—Greyhound Bicycle Co., court orders

dividend of 10 per cent.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit.—Strubel Bros., hardware and bicycles,

assignee's sale advertised.

Detroit.—L. W. Thomm Cycle Co., corporation re-

ported dissolved.

MISSOURI.
Kansas City.—The Columbus Buggy Co. removed

to New Woods Building, 918-924 Walnut street.

Kansas City.—Studebaker Bros., carriages and bi-

cycles, will move from 1104-1106 Walnut street, to

810-814 Walnut street.

NEW JERSEY.
Camden.—Bicycle Supply Co. Incorporators, Chas.

King, G. M. Rogers, and F. Sullivan. Capital, $100,-

000; paid in, $1,200.

NEW YORK.
Albany.—Van Epps & Cornell. Bill of sale, $1.

College Point.—D. S. Johnston. Two additional

judgments, $98.79.

Little Falls.—J. Gschwind & Sons, 123 Bleecker

street, will handle Snyder & Fisher bicycles.

New York.^Pedersen Cycle Co., new store at 292

Eighth avenue.

New York.—G. Minturn Worden Cycle Co., capital,

$5,000. Directors: G. Minturn Worden, Francis A.

Huck and Jesse Stearns, all of New York.

New York.—The Budd Doble Combination Rubber
Tire Co., incorporated with capital stock of $550,000.

Directors: Budd Doble, E. W. Holbrook and C. T.

Corrye, New York; and T. J. Lovett, Chicago.

New York.—The Frost Gear Case Co., incorporated

by Warren H. and Mae Etta Frost and Frank ]M.

Gould, New York; and Norman A. Phillips, New
Castle, Pa. ; to manufacture bicycle gear cases. Capi-

tal, $50,000.

Syracuse.—Barnes Cycle Co., fire, loss estimated,

$50,000; fully insured.

Syracuse.-Duguid Saddlery Co., plant destroyed by
fire, loss estimated, $30,000; insurance on building,

$12,000; stock and machinery, $21,000.

Utica.—G. L. Endres, removed from 56 Seneca street

to 46 Varick street.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Raleigh.—F. Mahler and F. Woolcott have formed

co-partnership and opened a store at 12 W. Hargott
street.

OHIO.
Cincinnati.—Clermont, Harris & Co., J. H. Cler-

mont, real estate mortgage, $1,500.

OREGON.
Portland.—Mackay Cycle Co., Reported to have

given judgment.

PENNSYLVANIA.
AUentown.—Ed. Young, formerly with H. B. Doug-

lass, opened store at 202 Lehigh street.

Chester.—Russell & Co. will add bicycles.

Harrisburg.—Chas. Hessinberger. Machinery and
building damaged by fire.

Monongahela.—Ben Forsyth, will open bicycle livery.

Newberry.—B. S. Ames, proprietor of cr^l yards at

Arch street and the Philadelphia & Erie R. R., has

erected a building and placed machinery fpr the re-

pairing of bicycles and in time will manufacture

wheels complete.

Pittsburg.—T. C. Emerle, Schenley Park. Damaged
by fire. Loss, $1,500.

Pottsville.—A. Womrath and Wm. Fitzpatrick, new
store in the Hall Building.

Pottsville.—Francis Crone, leased three-story build-

ing at Third and Norwegian streets, and is equipping

it for the manufacture of bicycles.

Reading.—Geo. D. McCord (Black Diamond Bicycle

Store. Sold to Schmehl & Stein.

Williamsport.—Cygnet Cycle Co., grant sole manu-
facturing rights to Stoddard Mfg. Co., Dayton, O.

RHODE ISLAND.
Providence.^—Eraser & Smith. Chattel mortgage,

$250.

TENNESSEE.
Nashville.—The Nashville Rubber Tire Co., Lemuel

Showel, Jr., proprietor, have commenced business at

their factory on North College street.

Union City.—I. B. Davis. Reported sold out.

TEXAS.
Houston.—Grant & Pearl have purchased business

of Roy Spore.

VIRGINIA.
Newport News.—Newport News Cycle Co., Fred G.

and Eva L. Kipper transferred real estate, $500.

Norfolk.—The Crude Rubber Co., incorporated,

with Claude S. Dearborn, of Rye, N. Y., president;

Henry E. D. Jackson, of New York, vice-president

and treasurer; Chas. M. Bull, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

secretary; to conduct a general export and innport

business between the U. S. and all foreign ports; to

purchase and sell in the U. S. ana abroad, r«bb«r,

manufactured and unmanufactured. Capital stock is

to be not less than $1,000,000 nor more than $5,000,000.

WISCONSIN.
Rhinelander.—C. C. Bronson will add bicycles.

GOING EVERYWHERE.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from

the port of New York during the week end-

ing March 2:

Antwerp • $3,669

Amsterdam 160

Abo 1,650

British East Indies 1,032

Bucharest 400

Bolivia 496

Bremen 762

Brazil 100

British Austra'ia 2,935

Berlin 625

British West Indies 84

Copenhagen 180

Central America 61

Dutch West Indies 104

Dresden 58

Ghent 101

Gothenburg 402

Glasgow 860

Havre 705

Helsingfors 1,050

Hamburg 20,020

Liverpool 960

Hull 5,360

Lisbon 150

Liege 349

London * 17,475

Mexico 370

Munich 500

Moscow 200

Peru 47

Rotterdam ._ 4,416

Vienna .*

250

Venezuela ; 133

Total ; $65,664

BICYCLE AND BANK MIX UP.

Tonawanda, N. Y.—A joint action has been
brought by fifty creditors of the Tonawanda
Cycle Company, whose claims aggregate
$25,000, against the German-American Bank
and others, to set aside a transfer of certain

property to the bank, on the grounds that

the transfer is fraudulent. It is alleged that

this property was given by George Fries to

the bank as collateral for the loans of the Gil-

lie, Goddard Company, for which he was not
liable, ignoring his obligations to creditors of

the Tonawanda Bicycle Company, for which
he was fully liable. This promises to be a
sensational case. The German-American
Bank was closed in February by the State

Bank Examiner.

CHANCE FOR GERMAN TRADE.

A prominent German concern, already in

the bicycle business, is anxious to make con-
nections for American cycle parts, novelties

and the like. Address R. N. B., care The
Wheel.
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LEOPARD, A (ilRAffE;

A PARROT BODE THE mfDQlWS
AMONKEY RODE THE CALE

OLDfiniNOCEROSDIDTnES^ME:

TriEYCOULIJUT BIDE OWMERWm'i

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TWO-EYED LAMPS.

While its exterior appearance does not differ

from previous models, the '97 lamps of the

Standard Carriage Lamp Co., of Chicago,

shows considerable alteration internally; par-

ticularly as regards drafts and combustion.

As now made it deserves the consideration of

"M"EVER say "just as good."

If a man wants to buy

something you haven't got, tell

him so frankly. Don't spring

the "just as good" on him.

Even if it is just as good he

will have his doubts about it.

Let him do his own choosing

if you wish to keep him for a

customer. There are lots of

saddles that look like ours, but

they are not "just as good."

Let your customer have what

he is sure to want in the

saddle line—a comfortable,

healthful, durable

Mesinger
Saddle.

All the leading manufacturers

put it on without extra charge.

Price, 53.50.

RATTAN
SADDLE

Try our/oin w/dt/i.^

Mesinpr Bicycle SaileCo.^

33 WEST 23D ST., OPP. FORMER STORE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

LE ^
"/

all. The Standard Co. is also making a spe-

cial light for tandems. Two of the lamps

pictured are united by a single bracket, afford-

ing an unusually powerful illumination, the

two "bull's-eyes" serving as a signal that

readily distinguishes an approaching "two-

seater." The lamps burn either kerosene or

benzine.

YOU TAKE YOUR CHANCES.

It is not pleasant to the foreign holder of

a French patent to find that the government

does not guarantee the patent it grants, all

French patents being signed "S. G. D. G."

(sans guarantee du Gouvernment). Just what

difference there is between green goods and

this is difficult to detect.

YOU SIT ON THIS BRAKE.

C. W. Hudson, Weedsport, N. Y., has con-

tributed his share to the solution of the "brake

question." The illustration makes its work-

ing so clear that description is unnecessary.

The mere shifting of the rider's position in the

saddle applies the brake, which can be used

with any saddle or adjusted to any height of

frame.

HAAS HAS HIS LIBERTY.

Dayton, O.—W. F. Haas & Co.,- 115 E.

Third street, have not relinquished the Lib-

erty agency, as previously stated. On the con-

trary, the Liberty is the only $100 wheel which

they handle.

WASHINGTON WEAKENS.

There can be no question that the second-

hand wheel allowance is one of the most un-

satisfactory and dangerous practices in the

cycle trade. Why a man should expect when

he buys a bicycle to be allowed to return it

after a season's use, and, regardless of its

condition, to be allowed from two-thirds to

three-fourths of its list price in the purchase

of a new mount, is something no one, not

even excepting those who are responsible for

it, can explain.

Perhaps no local organization has more

systematically fought this and other trade

evils than the Washington, D. C, Cycle

Board of Trade. When the organization for-

mulated the employment of an official appraiser

it seemed as though a distinct advance had

been made in lessening the second-hand-

wheel-in-trade evil. This official acted under

the following rules of the Washington Board

of Trade.
"Section 1—There shall be appointed by the Board

of Trade an official appraiser, whose duty it shall be

to put a value on all bicycles offered for exchange,

giving to the party offering same a certificate, of

which he shall also keep a complete record, setting

forth the model, serial number, date and value; and

no member of the Board of Trade shall allow more

for said bicycle than the price set by the appraiser.

"Section 2—All bicycles offered tor exchange shall

be referred to the appraiser for valuation, but dealers

may take in such bicycles as were sold by them at the

accepted list price, without reference to the appraiser.

"Section 3—The appraiser shall give the value of

the bicycle as it is presented to him, but may sug-

gest that if necessary repairs are made the price will

vary.

"Section 4—The appraisement fee for each bicycle

shall be twenty-five cents, to be paid by the dealer

making the exchange."

At the last meeting of the Board, for some

reason or other, it was decided that the fore-

going would not remedy the evil, so the offi-

cial appraiser resigned, and the Board was

decided that it was a loss of time and a good

deal of inconvenience to send wheels to the

appraiser's while the customer was waiting

in the store. This would be especially bad in

the busy season, and a motion was made that

the entire rule be rescinded, which would en-

tirely abolish the appraiser's office. This

motion was passed, and henceforth the dealer

will be allowed to make their oSvn appraise-

ments of the bicycles presented for exchange,

under the trading list now in force, the price

in no case to exceed a certain sum.

While in the humor for reconsidering and

withdrawing past good resolutions the meet-

ing, after considerable discussion, decided to

allow members to use their own discretion in

the application of Clause 1, of the rules and

regulations, which reads as follows: "No

prizes shall be donated to race meets or affairs

of like character; neither shall members con-

tract for advertising matter in programs of

race meets, concerts, fairs, excursions or in

publications having no regular circulation."

The matter is, therefore, left entirely optional

with each individual dealer, and he is at lib-

erty as suits his own convenience or necessity.

Thus the Washington dealers are safely

back in the rut which is ruining their brethren

elsewhere, and what at one time promised to

be a bona fide attempt at leaving the rut of

failure terminates, unfortunately, in a seeming
inglorious return thereto.

HELD ITS OWN.

Although omitted from the list of exhibi-

tors, the Spencer Brake Company, of New
York, was very much in evidence at the Bos-
ton show.
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HODGMAN'S AMAZON.

An Amazon has been added to the other in-

terests of the Hodgman Rubber Company

—

not a warrior of the female persuasion, but a

tire of that name, which is meant to be as

strong and vigorous as the name impHes. It

is of the tough tread type, the tread being
reinforced with three layers of chemically

treated fabric which renders the tire practical-

ly punctureproof. The Hodgman people are

well pleased at the reception accorded the new
comer.

PHILOSOPHERS ARE FEW.

A philosopher is a man who can buy a

second-hand bargain-counter wheel and have
confidence that it is really worth the price

the seller asked him for it.

GOLD METAL TUBING AND OTHER FEATURES.

Something new in bicycles is being pro-

duced by the Silver Flat Ware Company,
Unionville, Conn., makers of "Columbian sil-

ver and Montana gold." The wheel will be

formed of gold metal tubing and will be

equipped with the Kling power chain, Hart

pedals, rustless spokes and the Curry patent

nipple, all of which are departures from the

conventional. The Curry nipple is distinctly

new. It obviates the necessity of threading

the spoke, and when occasion requires a spoke

may be removed without detaching the tires.

The spoke is double-headed, a bushing be-

ing slipped on before heading. The spoke is

drawn into place by the busking in the nipple.

DUNLOP DEPOTS.

The American Dunlop Tire Company have

established the following repair depots where
all work will be promptly attended to. Defec-
tive tires should be sent in accordance with
the terms of The Rubber Tire Association
guarantee, prepaid. Mechanical Fabric Co.,
40 Sprague street, Providence, R. I.; Very
Cycle Co., 245 Columbus avenue, Boston,
Mass.; R. C. Wall Mfg. Co., 725 Arch street,

Philadelphia, Pa.; J. A. Johnston, 52!) Smith-
field street, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Smith-Dart Cycle
Mfg. Co., 921 H. street, N. W. Washington,
D. C. ; Geo. E. Hannan, Denver, Colo.;
Hooker & Co., 16 Drumm street, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. ; American Dunlop Tire Co., 504
W. Fourteenth street. New York, 1-34 Lake
street, Chicago, 36 and 38 Lombard street,

Toronto.

• •

There is something in a name;
OUR

Phoenix
resembles the Phoenix of the
Egyptians and Romans

—

IT IS A BIRD! >f

Thus reads the closing paragraph of the introducuon to our 1897
catalogue. It is the sentiment of riders everywhere who have used the
PllOENIX in the past, and who still swear BY the wheel which has
for nine years stood in the first rank. The catalogue is not a volume,
but a pamphlet—full of pith and point—picturing and describing the
PHOEWIX, beautiful in lines and finish, matchless in material and
workmanship, and not simply up-to-date, but in many respects in advance
of the times. Its parts are perfection, and the 1897 models all have the

Phoenix Grank-hangerlL^par°Vf'rom]^^^^^^™^

the sensation of the year.

GOOD AGEN PS ONLY APPLY TO

STOVER BICYCLE WFC. CO., 575 and STJ Madison Avenue,
FACTORY: FREEPORT, ILL.

HEW YORK CITY.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

f««^ :•#

Aldrich Building.
Warren, Church and Chambers Streets, New York.
In the Heart of the Bicycle District.

OFFICES TO LET-LOW RENTAL.
S'nele or en suite.

The location of this building, situated as it is in the centre of

the bicycle district, makes it very desirable for manufacturers
of bicycles and bicycle sundries, who want offices in this section.

« • • ALoO « • •

Lofts 25x200 each at 31 Warren Street.

Address Aldrich Building as above, or
Aldrich Estate, 45 Broadway, New York.

•^9 19^

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE COTTIE-MARKS
aBall Tooth

Sprocket."

SECTION.

PATENT ALLOWED.

SECURES

Maximum Power with Minimum Friction,
COMBINING

WITH EASE.
DECLARED BY THE FINEST MECHANICAL ENGINEERS OF

THE COUNTRY -PERFECT.
THE ORIGINAL MODEL OF THIS SPROCKET WHEEL HAS
BEEN RUN SEVEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED MILES,

SHOWING FAR LESS WEAR THAN THE ORDINARY
SPROCKET-MADE TO FIT ANY WHEEL.

A Trial Will At Once Reveal Its Virtues.

WANTED-
ONE AGENT IN EACH CITY ONLY.

ADDRESS, WITH REFERENCE,

JOS. H. N/VHITE,
GENERAL AGENT, IVICIAf \/'^%niXNEW YORK LIFE BUILDING, INtW YORK,

Kindly mention The WheeL
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GOOD THING TO HOLD ON TO.

To an old-timer the evolution of the

handle-bar grip is interesting. Beginning with

the old bone-shaker, a piece of wood sufficed;

then anyone who wanted to be really swell

used a pair of ivory billiard balls for grips.

The next form the handles took was of wood,

turned pear-shaped; and later, a higher finish

was obtained by making them of hard rubber.

Still progressing, some genius evolved a spade

handle, that was formed, as its name implies,

after the grip end of a dirt digger.

With the coming of the safety, bars being

brought back necessitated a new form of grip,

and the shape now in vogue was adopted.

These were made of vulcanite, but soon gave

way to cork, as this material was much better

adapted in every way, being not only lighter,

but infinitely more comfortable to the touch,

and preferable because of being a perspiration

absorber. Metal tips were then used to pro-

tect the en 's of the grip, but a few years ago,

this was further improved by using ends made
of celluloid or vulcanite, adding much to the

finish and appearance of the grip.

This latter is the style of handle grip made
by the Codling Mfg. Co., of Bristol, Conn.,

the body of the grip consisting of a cork com-

position tipped ofi with vulcanite ends in var-

ious colors, while the annoyance of broken

ends is overcome by inserting a sleeve of thin

wood, to which the ends are firmly secured,

thus making the Codling grip a strictly high

grade article throughout. A tapered line of

these grips, with metal tips, is also made by

the Codling Co. In fact, any style or size that

may be required, can be furnished. Only one

grade of material is used throughout, and that

is strictly high class.

MACHINE FOR THREAD CUTTING.

The Detrick & Harvey Machine Company,

Baltimore, Md., have placed on the market

an improved spoke-threader, which they

claim will thread spokes better and more

rapidly than heretofore, while at the same

time being partly automatic in its action.

In operation, the spoke is placed in the vice

with one end against an adjustable stftp. The
vice jaws are moved by right and left hand

screws, thus always bringing the work cen-

tral. A movement of a lever clamps the

spoke and engages the nut with the lead

screw by means of a cam, which also auto-

matically releases the nut at the proper time.

After thus raising the hand lever and en-

gaging the lead screw, the spoke is threaded,

the dies are opened, the spoke is withdrawn

and dropped and the head closed by means

of automatic attachment?-,. A pump throws

a strong stream of lubricant on the work at

the cutting point, thus removing all chips, as

well as keeping the work and dies cool.

GENEROSITY OF KICKERS.

"There is one thing even the most miserly

of riders always readily shares with his com-

panions."

"What's that?"

"His discontent."

FOR WHEEL UNITING.

Pleasure, no less than misery, is fond of

company. The success of the tandem is

conclusive proof of this in cycling. But

every rider cannot own a tandem, much as

most of them would undoubtedly like to.

To meet this want cycle couplers have been

introduced, of which the Gallon, Ohio,

made Riess was the first, and the Caldwell,

which is being marketed by the Fairbanks

Company, 311 Broadway, New York, the

latest example.

With the Caldwell appliance a satisfactory

solution of the company-loving phase of cy-

cling is secured simply by attaching two

safety wheels together. The coupler is made
of steel rods 3-16 and 5-16 inch in diameter,

and malleable iron joints. The front or steering

rod is attached to the outer fork of each wheel

so that when the front wheels are turned,

they turn exactly at the same angle. The
attachment is so constructed that in making

a turn the outside wheel describes a larger

circle that the inner wheel. The front and

rear end connections are made by means of

leather straps, so that the enameling is not

marred. There is said to be enough elasticity

and compensation in the device to permit

riding over rough" roads without in any way
damaging the wheels or discomforting their

riders.

The manufacturers claim the coupler can

be adjusted in two minutes and removed in

half that time, the adjustment being made
by turning a screw seen in centre of cut.

This coupler keeps the machines it) is at-

tached to 2 feet 8 inches apart, and weighs

complete 8 pounds. It is supplied in nickel

and gold bronze or all nickel finishes.

WORKED EASY AND WON EASY.

Nothing is so hard on the working parts of

a bicycle as continued use; perpetual grinding

necessarily produces an undue amount of fric-

tion in any of the machine's movable joints or

bearings, and the record made by the Baldwin

Chain in the six days' race in Chicago shows
the quality of material used, and high grade

workmanship employed in manufacturing this

very necessary part of the wheel. The Bald-

win Company are pleased, quite naturally, with

the showing made, since not only did Schin-

neer, the winner, use a Baldwin, but also Mil-

ler and Lawson, who were second and fouth

respectively.

HARDENS THEM.

"I just saw a man slip on a banana-peel,

and he came up smiling, never uttering an

unpleasant word."

"Guess he must be learning to ride a bi-

cycle, eh?"

FOLDS UP LIKE A POCKET-KNIFE.

There comes a time, sooner or later, when

every rider finds that a screw driver is needed

to make some needed repair or adjustment

to his machine. When such a time comes it

is with much satisfaction that the prudent

rider puts his hand into his pocket and draws

forth one of the pocket screw-drivers made by

the I'aylor Hardware Company, Allegheny,

Pa. This handy tool its makers have named
the Perfect, a name which comes close to tell-

ing of the many good points possessed by the

tool itself.

INGENIOUS, AND DOES THE BUSINESS.

New England easily leads the world in in-

genuity, and with the inception of the bicycle

business, many of the factories which were

turning out staple articles of commerce de-

voted their attention, with much success, to

the manufacture of sundries, etc., used in the

bicycle business. A. N. Clark & Son, of

Plainfield, Conn., who were for many years

making articles of stamped hardware, early de-

voted their attention to the manufacture of

chain adjustments, repair outfits of various

kinds, and numerous articles of a like nature.

Their facilities for turning out light stamped
goods are unsurpassed in Connecticut. The
latest example of this concern's clever work
is a single-tube repair tool, made for the Hart-
ford Rubber Works, which is one of the nicest

and neatest things of its kind on the market.

HOW IS THIS ACCOMPLISHED?

Carriage editors know all about thills, dash-

boards and suchlike carriage contraptions, but

when it comes to cycle construction and equip-

ment these four-wheel editors are extremely
liable to slip up on two-wheel facts. For ex-

ample, the editor of the Carriage Monthly,
one of the very best trade papers in existence,

dealing with the bargain counter bicycle,

makes this astounding statement: "It is the

custom to generally supply the best tires, but

saving in this regard is sometimes made by
inserting an inner tube in an imperfect hose-
pipe tire." The carriage editor very discreetly

refrains from explaining to an astonished com-
munity just how he gets this inner tube inside

of a hose-pipe tire.

FILE THIS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

One of the most expensive tools used in the

manufacture of bicycles is the file. In brazing

a frame, of course, a great amount of the flux

collects around the joints, and this hard dia-

mond-like material soon ruins the hardest and
best cut files in use. A. J. Hiscox, of Worces-
ter, is employing a method of re-sharpening

old files, that must mean thousands of dollars

annually to a bicycle manufacturer. Mr. His-
cox claims that the re-cut file is .in every way
the equal of the new article, and if this state-

ment is true, and apparently there is no reas-

on why it should not be, Mr. Hiscox should be
regarded as a benefactor, as well as a big fac-

tor, in the bicycle trade in the line of saving
an unnecessary expenditure of money in the

tool department.
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NEW PATENTS.

577,858. Cycle-Brake. Charles VV. Hudson, Weeds-

port, N. Y. Filed August 14, 1896. Serial No. 602,779.

(No model.)

577,895. Bicycle. Irving F. Wales, Woonsocket, R.

I. Filed September 30, 1896. Serial No. 607,413. (No
model.)

577,910. Bicycle Rest and Repair Stand. George

E. Bierbach, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed June 6, 189C.

Serial No. 594,406. (No model.)

577,953. Device for Removing Cranks from Bicycle-

Shafts. Isaac B. Hanna, Kankakee, 111. Filed July

27, 1896. Serial No. 600,720. (No model.)

577,967. Bicycle-Lamp. David R. Reynolds, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed April 8, 1896. Serial No. 586,719.

(No model.)

577,979. Stand and Mud-Guard for Bicycles. Frank

S. Foley, Norwich, England. Filed September 25,

1896. Serial No. 606,982. (No model.) Patented in

England October 7, 1895. No. 18,721.

577,990. Bicycle. George R. F. Von Stegmann,

New York,. N. Y. Filed April 13, 1896. Serial No.

587,342. (No model.)

577,993. Bicycle-Support. Charles H. Thurston,

Worcester, Mass. Filed May 25, 1896. Serial No. 593,-

096. (No model.)

573,011. Bicycle. Pierre L. Girardet, Fils, Paris,

France. Filed February 20, 1896. Serial No. 580,100.

(No model.) Patented in France November 29, 1895.

No. 243,223.

578.013. Bicycle. John Harrison, Stamford, Eng-
land. Filed February 11, 1895. Serial No. 537,962.

(No model.)

578.014. Lamp-Bracket. William C. Homan, Meri-

den, Conn., assignor to the Edward Miller & Com-
pany, same place. Filed December 8, 1896. Serial

No. 614,871. (No model.)

578,041. Bicycle-Support. Charles C. La Riviere,

Newport, R. I. Filed April 22, 1896. Serial No. 588,-

568. (No model.)

578,120. Bicycle-Saddle. Benjamin S. Seaman, Can-

ton, Ohio. Filed July 14, 1896. Serial No. 599,107.

(No model.)

578,125. Bicycle-Lock. Cy Warman, Washington,

D. C. Filed October 27, 1896, Serial No. 610,182. (No
model.)

578,128. Parcel-Carrier for Bicycles. Fred W. Went-
worth, Paterson, N. J. Filed May 28, 1896. Serial No.

593,392. (No model.)

578,130. Bicycle. Abraham L. Adams, Bridgeport,

Conn. Filed September 19, 3895. Serial No. 562,971.

(No model.)

578,134. Bicycle-Tire. John A. Burton, Skaneateles,

N. Y. Filed September 26, 1896. Serial No. 607.011.

(No model.)

578,180. Handle-Bar for Cycles. Henry A. Wood,
Meriden, Conn. Filed October 27, 1896. Serial No.
610,242. (No model.)

578,183. Crank and Pedal Mechanism for Bicycles.

James C. Anderson, Highland Park, 111. Filed Dec-

ember 21, 1896. Serial No. 616,536. (No model.)

578,186. Bicycle Guiding-Stem. Benjamin Arnold.

East Greenwich, R. I. Filed November 9, 189G.

Serial No. 611,439. (No model.)

578,191. Pneumatic Tire. Edward C. Bartlett and
William A. Murbach, Lorain, Ohio. Filed July 23,

1896. Serial No. 600,817. (No model.)

578,227. Bicycle-Tire. William P. Fogarty and
August C. Krueger, Chicago, 111. Filed October 3,

1895. Serial No. 564,488. (No model.)

578,241. Bicycle Support, Thomas Jefferson, Spear-

fish, S. D. Filed March 24, 1896. Serial No. 584,594.

(No model.)

RECENT PATENTS.

577.308.
Har. S. 18S5.

BICYCLE-RIM. ALFRED 0. MoORE. Maiden. Mass. Filed 577, SOS. BICYCLE-LOCKER. Howard W. Hybbs. St Paul, 577,673. BICTCLE-LOCK. Chables E. Wioklotr. Waamngton, 577,70l. CONNECTION FOR CRANK& Oeome WusoH, Ma-
Serlal Na 541,034. (No model) Hfirn. Piled Apr. 13, 1896. Serial Na 687,405. (No model) D. C. Filed May 6, IS06. Serial Na 590.501. (No model) della, Ulnil. Filed Apr. 8, 1896. Snia] Na 586,647. ^(No model)

CItn

of \vood

ftccured together,

577,103.
Hlcb.. assignor

July 6, 1896.

imiiiated svheel-rim consisting <if t*vo ov more strips

tcrposetl strip or sti-ips of viilcniiized fiber, all solidly

batantiallr hs sel furtli.

BALL-BEARINO. Janes R Dkniboh, Qrand Baplda,

of ooe-hal/ to Julius M. Jamison, same place. Filed

Serial No. 598.231. (No model)

C'/aim.— I. A bicycle-lock of substantially loop form having its

de portions extensible in leii^h and pivotally united at one end aod

aving locking means at tbe other end, substantially as described.

5 7 7,408. BICYCLE-BELL. Phiup C. Arnold, East Hampton,

Cona, assignor to The Berln Brothers HanubcturiDg Company, same

place. Filed Dec 23, 1896. Serial No. 616,817. (No model)

Claim.— 1, The combination with a shaft having a stub end o.

Substantially triangular formation, and provided with opposite splines
on the converging sides of said stub end, of a crank-arm having an
essentially triangular hub-aperture ^ooved in its walls

577,248. BIcyCLE-LOCK. Mahmilub Qessler. Milwaukee,Wit
PUed May 25, 1896. Serial Na 593,024 (No model)

Claim.— \n a ball-bearing, a solid ou

its periphery, a circumferentially-divided

structed to form a laterally-elongated gi

balls, a shaft upon which gne section of the divided ring is secured,

there being a icrew-thread on the shaft, a nut engaging said screw-

thread and securing the outer section of the ring to the shaft, said

nut having a flange projecting from its periphery over said bead to

form a dust-guard, a wa.iher between the divided sections of the

inner ring, and a washer between tlie surfaces of the rings and the
nut, substantially a? and for the purpose set forth,

5 77,403. BICYCLE PROP OR SUPPORT. WlLUAM E MOROAH,

Pe^KJdy, Kans. Filed Jan. 21, 1896. Serial Ho. 576.301. (Ho model)

Claim:—\. As An improved a;-ticle of manufacture, a device of

the class described, formed of wire or rod of substantially V shape,

ring having a bead at adapted to be hinged by its ends to a relatively-fixed support, the apex
er ring, said rings coo- being inwardly bent, upon itself to fonn a recess for the bicycle-post,

c for the travel of the and the mcan.= for holding the post in said recess.

5 7 7,084. C4RJIIAQE FOR BICYCLE-SADDLES. Charlbs E.
'

Vail, Salt Lake City. Dtah. Filed July 26, 1895. Serial Na 557,224.

(No model)

In combination in a bell mechanism, a rotary striker-

bar, a carrier-plate loosely mounted and having a limited sliding more-

'ment thereon, and a striker pivoted to the carrier-plate and projecting

beyond the outer end thei-eof.

577,085. BICYCLE -SADDLE CARRIAQE Charlbs E Vau,
I

Salt Lake City, Utah. FUed Nov. 11, 1895. Serial No. 568,618. (No
model)

Cl<um.~hi a bicycle-lock, the combination, of the front oatei
stationary tubing of a bicycle-frame provided at one aide with a bolt^
©pening, imier tubing fitting closely, revolubly in the outer stationary
tubing, said inner tubing provided at one side with a bolt-opening,

577,073. MEANS FOR ATTACHINQ BICYCLE-SADDLEa BXK-
JAlllHaSKAMA«.Canton,Oh]a Filed Dea 23, 1895. Serial No. 572.9BL
(No model)

CIn'im.— I . The combination, with a bicycle, of a prop orsuppoit

hinged to a clamp over the pilot-wheel and consisting of two legs or

standards, one on each side of the pilot-wheel, the upper portion of

the legs being sufficiently close to each other to clasp the pilot-wheel

firmly, sub:*taiili;illy as described.

5 7 7,122. AIR-VALVE. 0EOR9K W. WASHBURN, West New
Brighton, NY. FUed Nov. 30, 1895. Serial No. 570,647. (No model)

Claim.—As an improvement in bicyle-saddle carriages, the com-
bination, with B rigid member provided with parallel bearing-chan-

nels, of the carriage consisting of j-iolding bcariug-rods working in

suid chaimels in a straight, longitudinal line relative thereto, said

rod,« being rigidly connected at their forward ends, a block rigidly

connecting the rear ends of said yielding rods and provided with

jneans for mounting the saddle directly and rigidly thereon, aud a

coil-spring disposed on each of said.rod^ in front of the rigid mem-
ber: .subflUntiatly as ^el forth.

576,997. DRIVINa ME(JHANISM- FOR VELOCIPEDBS. WIL-
LIAM S. Batb, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Jan. 16, 1896. Serial No. 576,866

(No model) __ , '—

^

Clahn.-r- 1 . A bicycle-saddle carriage, comprising a plate or mem-
ber provided with a knob or projection, a cylinder or barrel receiv-

ing said knob or projection and having a longitudinal slot and an •

open end, a -spring or cushion mounted within the cylinder with rela-

tion to said knob or projection, and a detachable cap-piece or end
closure mounted at the open end of the cylinder, one of the first-

mentioned or main members being adapted to slide or yield longitu-

dinally with relation to the other member and in a longitudinal plane
with relation to the line of travel, said yielding member carrying the

saddle and the other member having a fixed position, substantially as

and fcr the purpose set forth.

5 77,353. BELL MECHANISM FOR BICYCLEa EB!wr BRAHDT,

Berlin, Germany. Filed Aug. 19, 1896. Serial Na 608,282. (No

'
. model)

Claim.—'Hie combination, in a bicycle-saddlje support, of a link
having a threaded neck portiou and a slot extending entirely through
the neck in a direction of its length and terminating in the body of
the link, the block, E. provided with a neck ponion, the block being
fitted in that part of the slot that terminates in the body of the link,
and the neck of the block located in the slot of the screw-threaded
neck, a saddle-piece, H, located between the rides of the link and be-
low the block, and a nut adapted to engage thescrew-threaded neck,
substantially as set forth.

57 7,156. HOLDER FOR BICYCLE-LAMPa JOHM W. BragGBB,
Watertown, N. Y., assignor to the Hitchcock Lamp Company, same
place. Plied Amr. 16, 1896. Serial No. 602.841. (No model*

Ciaim.— I, In an air-valvc, the combination with a loo,sc valve
disk A of soft rubber and a viilve-support B forming a rest behind
said valve-disk, of a one-part valvc-case C inclosing said valve-disk
and said valve-eupport and having a central inlct-holc pcrpcndiculai
to said valve-disk and an internal valve-seat formed by a bevel around
said inlet-hole and a straight cut at a suitable dist.-incc from the cen-
ter, suhstnnti.iUy as hereinbefore specified.

577,396. BICYCLE-BBAKE. Hareison B. Broww, Chevy Chase,

Md. Filed July 1 1. 1896. Serial No. 598,784. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A driving mechanism for velocipedes consietiiig of a

forward sprocket-wheel, and its complementary part, located on op-

posite sides of the supporting-bracket, but revolving on the same axis,

lugs carrying stationary fulcrupns for the pedal-cranks, guides for the

pedal-cranks, pedals, rear sprocket-wheel, and a suitable chain, to'

gether with gearing arranged to keep the forward sprocket-wheel

nnd its complementary part revolving in unison.

5 77,155. BICYCLE-LAMP. JoHK W. Peagokr, Watertown, N.Y.
assignor to the Hitchcock Lamp Company, came place. Filed July 30
1896. Serial Ka 601,009. (No model)

a pneumatic beil mechanism for a bicycle, a handle-
bar, a grip on one end thereof, a longitudinally-exteiidini;; ch.imber
within said grip, an elastic bag provided with a button saugly fitting

ill said chamber, a beli secured to ^aid handle-bar having n-eans
therein for rin^^in-; the same, a casine below said^hel! and secured
thereto, means in said casing foi' locking the ;aid boll mechanism and
a rubber tube passing through said handle-bar and connected at it-

«iid Hith -iaid -.-lastic b.igs all of said pan.^ being combined substan-
tially as and fur the pur|.nse-- (lei^cribed.

5 77,2 61. SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR BICYCLEa LooisKOH-
RAD. Brooklyn, N. Y,, asaignor of three-fourths to Charles Boehringer

and Oustav P. Fromm, same place, and Hans Kauer, New York, N. Y.

Filed July 31, 1896. Serial Na 601.162. (No model)

Claim.— l. The combination with a lamp-case having on its rear-
side a spherical knuckle which is provided with vertical ly-«Iongat«d
openings on opposite sides, of a spherical socket embracing eaid
knuckle and having horizonUl eyes at its rear find, a transverse pivot-
bolt which connects said socket and knuckle and "wl.ich is capable ol
a limited vertical movement in the elongated openings of the latter,
and a clamp adapted to be secured to a bicycle-frame and connected
with tbe eyes of the socket by a vertical pivot-bolt, whereby the
lamp-case can he adjusted by a horizontal movement about the vep.
tical bolt, by a longitudinal vertical movement about the transverse
bolt, and by a transverse vertical movement about the longitudinal
'axis Qf the spherical joint, substantially as set forth.

577,383. VEHICLE-BRAKE. WiLLUK A Lemo, Jr.Hartsdale,
N. Y..afi8lgnorof one-fourth to the Long Island Rubber and Cycle Com-
pany or New York. Original application filed May 11, 1896, Serial

Ho, 590.972. Divided and this application filed Aug. 13, 1896. Serial

No. 602.611. (No model)

Claim,— 1. In a bicycle, a brake device consisting of the combi-

nation with a driving-wheel, its axle and crank-hanger, of n circum-

ferential toothed ring movable longitudinally on the wheel, a cam on

said ring, a radially-movable arm also carried on the wheel, a shoe on

the arm, an immovable fiiclion-surfacc on the hanger, device? for

limiting the movement of said ring, and a spring for norni,^lly hold-

ini; the shoe out ofcontacl'vith said surface, suhsUntiiillya' described.

C/'i'w.—1he combination, with the frame nf a bicycle, of a tu-

bular main fork provided willi means for all.iching the same to the

Claim.— 1. The combination with the oil-pot, of a burner-gallery- frame of the bicycle, a sliiling frame provided with auxiliary wheels

resting thereon and consisting of a perforated diaphrngm provided and having elongated guide-rods guided in the tubular fork, arack-
with a marginal flange having air-inlets, an outer shell.resting on said b.ir arranged between and co.mected with ilic guide-rods, slotted

diaphragm and provided with perforations near its lower end and guide-tubes attached to the main fork between the sides of the fork

with air-inlets near its upper end. an inner fhcll having its lower end :'nd fo the fVame of the bicycle, Mid guide-tubes giiiding between
;upportcd above said diaphragm aud provided with perforatioasnear -them tbe said rack-bar, a toothed segment pivotally supporte3

its lower end and in its upper portion, and a burner arranged Mithin the jmst of tin; front fork of- the bicycle, and a pawl-a

said inner shell and hanng its air-space in communication with the anism for operating and locking said toothed segment and
space between tbe inner and outer shells, siibstnntially a? set forth. ;) frame in ai^ustcl position, .substantially a.<: -ict forth.

ch- faces

(li,m.—\ A brake for vehicl

which the driving power is applied, an au.xi

spokes of the wheel are attached, a Irictional

hub, corresponding frictional surfaces against

adapted to bear, in combination with i

lateral movement of the two hubs whereby
ion-surfaces are caused to rfiove io» ardor

ng of a wheel-hub to

liary hub to which the

surface carried by each

which the former sur-

means for creating rcla-

the said con esponding
awav from each other.
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YEARS
Experience in rubber manufacturing

enables us to produce such an article

as th(

®

Bodgntan tin ir.^ made of Rubber
SEND FOR 1897 BOOKLET.

Eoipan Eier Cosipan;,

459 461 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

SUPPLY AND REPAIR DEPOTS

:

53R Market St., Phila.
298 Main St., Buffalo.
28 Essex St., Boston.

You may get a better
price

;

You can't get a better
tire."

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Special

Seamless

Tubes
FACTS OF SPECIAL IMPORT.

It is impossible to make a "live" bicycle of

low carbon " dead " steel.

The life or constitution of a bicycle is in the
frame, and safety, strength and longevity are
assured by using

Hercules Special.
ADDRESS,

Hercules Seamless Drawn Tube Co.
.OFFICE: WORKS:

POSTAL BUILDING, Room 313, GARWOOD,
NEW YORK. NEW JERSEY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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578,258. Tire for Bicycles. Edward Nelson, Provi-

dence, R. I. Filed January 4, 1897. Serial No. 617,-

888. (No model.)

578,260. Driving-Gear for Bicycles. James Oag
and John McDonald, Toronto, Canada. Filed May 8,

1896. Serial No. 590,742.
.
(No model.)

578,262. Bicycle-Bell. Herbert S. Pullman, Meri-

den, Conn. Filed June 8, 1896. Serial No. 594,670.

(No model.)

578.268. Bicycle-Bell. Leverett A. Sanford, Bristol,

Conn., assignor of one-half to Dunbar Brothers, same

place. Filed August 3, 1896. Serial No. 601,410. (No
model.)

578.269. Bicycle. Detalmo di Brazza Savorgnan,

Rome, Italy, assignor to Cora Ann Slocomb di Brazza

Savorgnan, Moruzzo. Italy and New York, N. Y.

Filed September 4, 1895. Serial No. 561,460. (No
model.)

578,286. Bicycle-Brake. Frank J. Coomes, Colum-

bia Falls, Mont. Filed March 6, 1896. Serial No.

582,057. (No model.)

578,292. Wheel-Rim. William A. Johnson, Aurora,

111., assignor of one-half to A. Walter Johnson, Coun-

cil Bluffs, Iowa. Filed July 1, 1896. Serial No. 597,-

744. (No model.)

TRADE-MARKS.
29,644. Bicycles. Schovering, Daly & Gales, New

York, N. Y. Filed February 2, 1897. The word

"Gotham." Used since November 1, 1892.

TAKE YOUR OWN MEDICINE.

Now that everyone in the world who is not

making bicycles is engaged in trying to sell

those the other fellow makes, it may be ad-

visable to impress tipon the large number of

new sellers of cycles the fact that everyone

who deals in bicycles should also be a rider

of a bicycle—he should take an active interest

in it himself—should know from his own ex-

perience the good points of the wheel he

has to sell.

Any man who chooses can learn to ride,

and no man can be so good a salesman of a

bicycle if he does not ride one as he can be

if he is a reasonably proficient rider. Such a

practical display of interest in the article

tends to broaden your acquaintance, to con-

firm and strengthen the confidence of your

friends and customers and to better qualify

you to handle bicycles both as a buyer and a

seller, and especially the later.

WHERE THE SUFFERING WAS.

"Well," remarked Con Seat, the crack

racer, "maybe racing men do get the swelled

head, but I never remember suffering with

one."

"No?" retorted Slydig. "It was people

around you that suffered."

SPRINGING A NEW SADDLE ON THE PUBLIC.

The man who cannot be fitted with a bicycle

saddle to-day must indeed be hard to please.

Riders already have them in various forms of

leather, felt top, pneumatic, and with various

anatomical fitting pads, but it was left to

genius to discover the possibilities of a many
stranded wire-saddle which naturally conforms
to the requirements this highly important part

of the bicycle demands. The Climax wire

spring saddle, made by the Climax Mfg. Co.,

East Hampton, Conn., has been designed and

constructed to overcome many objectionable

features existing in bicycle saddles.

The mechanical and hygienic features of this

saddle consist of an endless steel frame, cov-

ered from pommel to cantle with an endless

spiral-spring wire-cord, secured at each an-

choring point in a manner positively prevent-

ing breaking away, even should every

other anchorage be removed. Yet the

fastenings are easily released, admitting

of a complete new saddle top, should

time make it advisable. These spring

wire-cords used in the saddle are very elastic,

and conform to the rider, yielding to any un-

due pressure and returning to their normal
condition as soon as the rider dismounts,

which elasticity insures the rider always hav-

ing the same shaped saddle, as they never sag

or settle down, and do not require the take-up

or stretching device commonly used. The
spring wire-cords are sufficiently open to ad-

mit of perfect ventilation, which prevents the

perspiration and chafing resulting in saddle

soreness. All pressure of the prostate gland

is absolutely removed, the springs not cov-

ering the centre of the saddle from front to

back for a space one inch in width.

The saddle is covered with a detachable

laced cover, made from thin, high-grade leath-

er, perforated with holes a quarter of an inch

in diameiter, resiilting in perfect ventilation

and coolness, while making it possible to

change the top in case it should become soiled
or worn. Other styles are made of varying
widths and lengths, and as the weight of the
Climax is but sixteen ounces, it makes a very
desirable saddle for the light wheels of to-
day.

Coasting is possible upon a sled, as well as
upon a cycle, but try as you may you can't
ride the former uphill like you can the latter.

25 cTs.

HIGHEST GRADE OILER.

DOBS NOT LEAK.
Absolutely unequaled for High-Grade Wheels

10 CTS,

The best Medium-Grade Oiler. Second to none
but the "Perfect."

An excellent article for cheaper wheels.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.
Kltidly mention The Wheel.

lUTHY&CO.•^ MAKERS, •

peORIA<, i\_\_\**o\s.

IN THE

Germany
Spanish^
F'rench.

(ANY ZANOVJiGE.)

American Catalogues Translated, Con-

densed and Printed in any Langfuagfe.

THE WHEEL PRESS,
88 West Broadway, New York.
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'Just heeir dem bells,

Deij'5 ringing everywhere"

34

FREE

!« , , .,-,. BOOKLET
ll >i-^;. -'"C/i'a** upon applic^ior.

,

j

^ 'History made LIBERTY BELL

i
honored and loved. 5u)eetne5S and

I
puritvj 0/ tone hwe md.de THE NEW

j
DEPARTURE BICYCLE BELLS

^ luidely Known tni umverij^llvj ^pp-

reciatedjhe acme 0/ excellence-

Qrystal

3perm

OIL
It Lubricates

Prevents Rust

and Cleans

-«l"t*"

Factory: MEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.

BEATJTirUL FLOWERS FREE
and strawberries to be had for the picking. California
only four days distant, and rates Lowest of the Low.
Leave this land of snow and ice and take the Nickel Plate
Road, with its superb service, to the Golden Gate of the
Sunset Seas. For all information ot rates and weekly
excursions, call on your nearest ticket agent, or address
F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate Road, 33 Exchange

,St., BufEalo. N. Y. *

LAMSON'S
Luggage

Carriers.

The No. lo o r

Featherweight is

the lightest carrier
we make, but yet it

is very strong. It

presents a very
neat appearance on
the wheel.

CARRIER No. lO.

PRICE, 75c.

CARRIER No. 1.

PRICE, No. I, $1.00
" IK, Lighter, .75
" 2, .50

Rests on
the handle-
bars and is

fastened
around the
head. Will
carry a
large bun-
dle or paclr-
a g e . TV e
con gtruc-
tion of this
carrier
forms a n
elastic rest
for the
package,
prevent! n g
nndne jar to the contents. The best all-round car-
rier made and one of the best sellers.

No. 4s.
PRICE, $1.25.

No. 4d, LOADED.
PRICE, $l.50.

Will carry a small camera and tripod, or anyth'ng
else. The main bundle need not be disturbed until
the end of the day, as the upper part will carry the
coat, etc., iod-'pendent of the lower frame. Un-
usually light and strong and will not sag.

Price, No. 4d, $1 .50.
Larger Sizes, No. 6, $2.00.

No. 8, $2.50.
For sale by all Dealers, or by Manufacturer,

C. H. LAMSON,
PORTLAND, ME.

We Refer

to a

Remark
made the other day
by a clerk in a large

retail bicycle store.

After selling an EL-
MORE, he turned
to his employer, say-
ing, '' It is a positive

pleasure to talk

ELMORE."
Why did he say that ?

Because it is a pleas-
ure to sell a good
article, and he knew
that the ELMORE
would sustain every
recommendation
that he gave it.

Elmore Bicycles
stand the test....

APPLY FOR
AGENCY.

imOKl MQ. CO.

CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.

23 Park Row, New York,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Kia4l7 mntiw Tk« Wk««L
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HUMBUG ABOUT BICYCLES.

The daily newspapers have for some time

employed men who write every day from a

column to two columns of more or less inter-

esting matter regarding bicycles and bicycle

riders. These writers usually do very well

so long as they confine themselves to the

gossip and news pertaining to wheeling, but

when they touch upon mechanical matters,

they usually succeed only in contributing to

"the gaiety of nations."

Here is one who writes for the "New York

Times," for instance, describing an improved

bearing seen at the recent cycle show, and

who says that "only three balls are used, the

inventor's claim being that he thereby does

away with 6-9 of the rolling friction on each

end of the hub, or 12-18 in all, and so allows

no motion to go to waste." It is also ex-

plained that the balls are 7-8 of an inch in

diameter, and that this is to gain a "propor-

tional leverage over the 3-8 balls ordinarily

used." If this man should conclude to aban-

don newspaper work, he could easily secure a

good position as a professor of mathematics.

It is, however, small wonder that the pub-

lic is misled on mechanical matters pertain-

ing to bicycles, when we consider that many
of the features of bicycle shows or exhibi-

tions are simply humbug; nothing more or

less. For instance, the man who holds a

spindle in his fingers in a verticle position and

spins upon it the hub of a bicycle wheel and

shows you that his wheel bearing thus set in

motion runs much longer than the bearing of

another builder, is simply humbugging. He
is using an ordinary lateral bearing of a wheel

as a thrust bearing—running it in a position in

which it is not designed to run in service—and

we all know that the best thrust bearing and

the best side bearing are two entirely differ-

ent things. We also- know that the length of

time a bearing will spin without any load

upon it whatever is absolutely no indication

of the value of the bearing for actual use, and

any such exhibition literally gives not even a

scintilla of evidence in favor of the bearing

which spins longest as the best; yet the public

and the wheeling correspondents of the daily

papers are, of course, greatly impressed bv

such humbuggery.—American Machinist.

WHAT THE G. M. M. SAYS.

The Grand Master Machinist of the Inter-

national Association of Machinists, in issuing

a call for the next convention of his organ-

ization, among other things thus deals with

cycle mechanics:

"The bicycle industry has also developed

into such magnitude that special laws must
be made so that we can control the numerous
mechanics who emanate from the bicycle fac-

tory. Piece-work, which has been such a

bone of contention for the past few years, has

got to be grappled with and the evil con-

trolled by the same means with which other

trades have had it minimized."

CYCLE CHRISTENINGS COMING.

Your artistic and romantic Frenchman
now christens his wheel as he does his child

and his ships. A bottle of champagne is

broken over the head of the machine and a

name given unto it by its duly appointed god-

parents. All this will in time be American-
ized, perhaps, by breaking a bottle of whisky
over the head of the owner, calling him any
old thing and letting it go at that.

NAMED AFTER THE BIGGEST STEAMSHIP.

Practical novelties in bicycle construction

are extremely rare, yet a distinct novelty is

showninthe Great Eastern Racer, made by the

Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass. It

is fitted with a double set of sprockets, using

one-eighth inch joints. The axle is divided in

the centre, which allows just enough play not

to strain the joints on either side, making to

all practical intents and purposes, two inde-

pendent driving-gears. Of course the tread is

not widened in any way, and the idea seems to

act only as the strain is equalized, and thus

neither side of the bearings is made to stand

all the pressure. Another thing to be consid-

ered in the Great Eastern Racer is the fact of

its having a thin strip of one-eighth inch

nickel, running the entire length of the frame

tubes, gives the machine a distinct individual-

ity which will make it known at once wherever

it may be seen.

Under cover—the inner tube.

EXPLAINING IT.

"Makes me angry to hear people say cy-

cling is only a summer sport. Why, it's the

ideal all-the-year-round pastime."

"Of course it is. When it is warm you

coast, and when it is cold you scorch."

FOB SALE, EICHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Xiaeh mdditlonkl word two oenta. 0»Bh In-

Tsrlablr in advance.

ENGLISH AGENCY WANTED
By an English traveler, thoroughly acquainted in
Great Britain and the Colonies; a bigh-grade wheel,
also bicycle accessories. Win be in New York one
month. Address 119, care The Wheel. 3-i*-p

EMPLOTHENT GOLDMN,

SITUATIONS WANTBD.
Rate, 20 words, i time, $1.00 4 times, $3.00

75 " " 1.50 " 5.00

Letters received and forwarded in confidence.

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop
in good location, or conduct business on commission. A. B., Box 46, Brandon,
Vt.

Wanted—A situation, by a young man, 26 years of age; experienced in light
repairing, tires, etc., also in renting agrncy; desires position in bicycle sales-
room, renting agency, repair shop, or factory; good references given. J. E.
C., Box 538, Rochester, Ind.

Wanted—Position by an experienced machinist, also capable of makir g
gigs and special tools or managing any concern. Thomas Maher, 897
Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Situation wanted in a bicycle manufacturing company as enameler.
thoroughly understand the business in any color; can give best references;
Address S. E. D., 54 Bassett Street, New Britain, Conn.

A man, 21 years old, eight years' expcience in repair shop and factory,
competent to manage repair shop, would lik« to correspond; South preferred.
Address E. R. Sutch, 439 Prospect Street, Roxborough, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thoroughly experienced stenographer desires a position with responsible
firm; have been for several years with large hardware jobbing house. Address
F. E. W., care The VVheel.

Young man, thoroughly posted in bicycle trade, wishes position as
mianager of department, traveling salesman or correspondent; experienced
sace 1880; exceptional references. Address H. F. H., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Position as salesman; capable of managing wholesale, retail
or renting department; one well acquainted with the trade. T. D L., care
The Wheel.

Nickel-Plater—First-class nickel-plater would like position; ten years' ex-
perience on nickel plating, polishing and buffing; capable of taking charge;
five years as foreman; references. Frank i^ufiEy, 1418 DeKalb ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Wanted—Position with a reliable cycle house; write and give me terms;
can give Ai references; would like a few articles to sell on consignment; have
been dealing in cycles and cycle repairs for five years. Address J. H. Robins,
Flag Pond, Va,

Wanted—A situation as bicycle salesman (indoor) by a young man with
four years' experience in the trade, and can furnish the best of references
either in or outside of New York city. Address A, B,, care The Wheel.

Wanted—By a young man of as years' of age, who has long experience in
cycle business, position on road or in salesroom with good firm; responsible
references that are Ai can be given. H. L. W., care of The Wheel.

Bicycle repairer wants position ; seven years' factory experience ; can
furnish my own bench tools ; best of references; South or West preferred.
Lock Box 369, Erie, Pa.

A practical enameler in all colors, 10 years' experience, desires a position
as foreman or day work; best reference. J. K., care of The Wheel.

Situation wanted by expert polisher; 10 years' experience of high-grade
bicycle polishing. Charles Lapp, 810 Second Avenue.

Wanted—Position by advertiser ; five years' experience in writing news-
paper ads., booklets, circulars, trade articles, etc., and in systematizing the
saies department of one of the largest hardware houses in the country.
Address Box 79, care of The Wheel.

Position wanted by a young man, 36 years of age, as frame maker, wheel
builder, or repairer ; eight years' experience on high-grade^ wheels. Addreis
H. J. L.. 428 Chauncey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Position wanted as foreman or day work ; thirteen and one-half years"
experience ; reference. Address Frame Maker, 507 W. Lombard St., Balti-
more, Md.

Thoroughly experienced bicycle salesman desire* position j either road
or office Address J. S. M., care of The Wheel

Wanted—Position as repair man, or to take charge of rental machines;
four years' experience in New York City. Address Bell, 180 E. 108th St.
New York City.

HKLP WAITTBD.
Advertisements in this column, free. Letters received and forwarded in

confidence.

Wanted—All around repairman who has worked for Columbia agency; a
steady job to right man at I'sper week. Eldridge Bicycle Co., Newark, N. J.

Wanted—Competent assembler; state previous experience and age, also
wages expected. Address Treasurer, care The Wheel.

Wanted—Young man as salesman, experienced in bicycles and sundries-
for retail store in New York City; state age and salary expected. " Sportinjf
Goods," care The Wheel.

Wanted—An experienced and energetic man to take charge of sales de
partment of large manufacturers of bicycles. Apply, stating experience and
references, " Bicycle," care The Wheel.

A first-class bicycle salesman wanted to manage bicycle department in out-
of-town store; send references and salary expected. Address W., care of The
Wheel.

Wanted—A first-class nickel-plater, familiar with bicycle work: competent to
take charge of plating and polishing plant in bicycle factory near New York; give
references and experience. Address R. M., care of The Wheel.

Wanted—Foreman who thoroughly understands the manufacture of seamless
bicycle tubing, and who is systematic. Address, in confidence, stating experience and
references, Warren, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—A man who can take charge of rent bicycles ; as the work is
light, would take a man who is seeking a good climate for lung trouble. Ad-
dress El Paso Cycle Co., P. O. Box 406, El Paso, Tex.

Wanted—Experienced salesmen with good trade connections to represent,
on commission basis. Eastern manufacturers of bicycles and bicycle fittings,
state with what territory familiar; references required. Address T. C
car* The Wheel.
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PERKINS'S PAINS.

They Move Him to an Attempt at White-Wash-

ing: WilHams—Bay State Political

Matters.

When George A. Perkins was vice-presi-

dent of the L. A. W. it was his custom "to say

such things and do such things" as kept the

National Assembly in a state of amusement

or amused expectation. At the meeting of the

Massachusetts Division, L. A. W., in Boston,

on Thursday of last week, Mr. Perkins, now
merely a division representative, gave an-

other flash of his old self. He began by con-

fessing that he was racked by pains. It pained

him, he said, to read and hear that the Mas-
sachusetts men were charged with treachery

at the National Assembly. He did not believe

there had been a single traitor in the delegar

tion—when Perkins said this the walls yawned
—and he sincerely believed that the delegates

merited a vote of confidence. Several points

of order were immediately raised, but Henry
W. Robinson obtained opportunity to urge

that the entire subject be dropped. Others also

spoke in a least-said-soonest-mended strain,

when the once respected Spencer Williams

arose and, despite a point of order, thanked

Mr. Perkins for the balm which he sought to

apply to his much-wounded feelings.

There were ninety-five representatives pres-

ent in person or by proxy when the meeting
was called to order. In his quarterly report.

Chief Consul Tippett was happy to be able to

announce that the division membership had
passed the 10,000 mark. He announced the

composition of the several committees, and
in doing so said he was under personal obli-

gations to Henry W. Robinson for his ac-

ceptance of the chairmanship of the Racing
Board.

Secretary-Treasurer A. D. Peck reported a

gain of 751 members since the last meeting,
and a present membership of 10,250. The di-

vision has on hand $1,271.

A vote of thanks was tendered the Boston
Cycle Board of Trade and Manager C. W.
Fourdrinier of the New England cycle show
for their kindness in extending many privi-

leges to the division during the holding of

the bicycle show.

The chief consul was empowered to hire

another clerk and $200 was appropriated for

the printing of 1,800 handbooks.
The opinion of the Board was that the di-

vision should hold a spring meet on May 31,

and that the race meet in connection there-
with should be given to the Associated Cy-

cling Clubs of Boston and vicinity. A long

discussion was made over the holding of a

New England meet on that date, and this

finally resolved itself in a motion to invite

members of other divisions to participate in

the Massachusetts Division spring meet, for

the expenses of which a sum not to exceed

$1,500 was appropriated.

Mr. Swan's amendment changing the date

of publication of the secretary-treasurer's an-

nual report was accepted. Three amend-

ments were offered by A. G. Frothingham,

one calling for the publication of the names

of the nominees of the nominating committee

in season to permit the making of independent

nominations; another distinctly stating that

twenty members of the division could make
but one nomination for the Several positions

in the League, and another making it compul-

sory on the part of the election committee to

publish the names of the returning board and
also the mmiber of votes received by each can-

didate for office. These amendments were
adopted

GROWN UP WITH THE TRADE.

Springfield, Mass., March 15.—C. L. Pepper
of the Spaulding & Pepper Co. of Chico-

pee Falls, tire manufacturers, was elected

manager of the Spaulding Machine Screw
Company, of Buffalo, at a meeting of the di-

rectors of the latter concern in New York
last Thursday. Mr. Pepper will also retain

his position at the head of the Spaulding &
Pepper Company. He has been in the bicy-

cle business for a dozen years. He assisted

in the establishment of the factory of the

Overman Wheel Company, at Chicopee Falls,

of which he was superintendent until June,

1895, when he organized the Spaulding &
Pepper Company.

BROCK'S ENERGY.

AT TWO-THIRDS VALUE.

There were no bidders on the Lindsay bi-

cycle plant when offered for sale by the re-

ceiver at Lafayette, Ind., last week. Under
the terms of the court the property could not

be sold for less than two-thirds of the ap-

praised value, which would have required a

bid of $21,282.77. Not a single offer being
made, the sale was postponed until Wednes-
day, March 24.

TWO IMPORTANT MEETINGS.

Directors' meetings of both of the big asso-
ciations, the National Board of Trade and the
Rubber Tire Association, will be held in this
city during next week. The tire people con-
vening on Tuesday; the Board of Trade on
Wednesday.

It Permeates the Entire Organization of the

Associated Cycling Clnbs—About

That Race.

Although the Associated Cycling Clubs of

New Jersey were the first to announce the

promotion of a century run to Philadelphia

on the Saturday before the opening of the

National meet, it is probable that all the as-

sociations in the Metropolitan District will

join hands in the management, which would
probably result in the largest century run ever

promoted in the country. The New Jersey

Association, last week, voted favorably upon
P. Anthony Brock's scheme of amalgamation

among the Metropolitan associations, and ap-

pointed a committee with power to confer

with committees from the New York and
Long Island Associations. Mr. Brock was
present at the rneeting and spoke at length on
his plan of amalgamating the associated clubs

of New York, Long Island and New Jersey,

stating that with the 4,000 members of the

Long Island body, the 7,000 in New York
and the 4,000 in New Jersey, the result of such

a consolidation would be a body of wheelmen
about 17,000 strong, and capable of exacting

much more respect for their demands than

either of the associations fighting alone. He
also said that while the New York body had
announced its intention of running the annual

Irvington-Millburn race on Decoration Day,
it would, in case the plan goes through, be

placed under the charge of the combined race

committees of the three associations. Other
advantages offered, according to Mr. Brock,

are the regulation of road racing, the prob-
ability of being able to make better terms
with the hotels than is now the case under
the arrangement with the League, and the

avoidance of any complications over the cen-

tury run to Philadelphia on the Saturday pre-

ceding the National Meet.

DAVIDSON PLANT STARTS UP.

Chicago, March 13.—On Monday last, after

a period of inaction, the plant of the Davidson
Cycle Company began operations with a full

force. Manager Stedman states that the ma-
chinery will be kept moving and that within

a very short time all orders for Davidson
bicycles will be taken care of promptly.

FOLLOWING BARNES'S LEAD.

Syracuse, N. Y., March IG.—Fire to-night

in the Stearns bicycle factory caused damage to

the extent of some $10,000.
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GOT THEM TO SUIT ALL.

As The Wheel said in its report of the

New York show, the Gales bicycle (Schover-

ling, Daly & Gales, New York, makers") is

one of the most attractive and most improved

wheels of the year, and clearly shows the re-

sult and improvement that is possible when
one's goods are built in his own factory and

under his own supervision, as is the case of

the '97 Gale. As now made, S. D. & G. claim

the wheel to be absolutely high-grade. It

looks it, and is certainly chockful of talking

points that should render its sale the easier.

Among these are the hubs, which are made
v.'ith split axles, and enable the adjustment to

be made on the outside of the frame; two-

piece cranks, manufactured under the Gard

patent, permitting easy access to the bearings;

one-piece arch fork-crowns; detachable

sprockets, new style chain adjustment, and a

large variety of options as to finish, tires,

saddles, etc. At $80 the Gales is splendid

value.

In addition to the Gales, S. D. & G. have a

cheaper line of wheels, the Duane, which ap-

peals to those demanding something reliable

at a lower price. They are made in 20-inch,

$40 list; 24-inch, $40 list; 26-inch, $45 list; 28-

inch, $50 list; both diamond and drop frame;

black, maroon or royal blue enamel.

They also have a line of high-class juve-

niles, the Gotham. They are holding their

own as large jobbers of cycle sundries.

GOOD THING, AND THEY KNOW IT.

In these flush-joint, crank-hanger days

there is no concern prouder of their crank-

hanger conception, design and execution

than the Defiance (Ohio) Bicycle Co., who
make the Wheeler bicycle. In their adver-

tisement, this week, they are directing atten-

tion specially to this feature of their wheel,

which deserves the good things said of it.

CHINESE-LIKE BUT CLEVER.

Despite its Chinese flavor and appearance,

the Trinity Mfg. Co.'s advertisement in this

issue is a strikingly clever conceit in English.

By folding each Chinese column in half and

then placing the halves beside each other,

"The Trinity is all right" appears in very plain

letters.

STARTED IN FOR HIMSELF.

W.G. Paddock, formerly with John T. Bailey

& Co. and E. K. Tryon & Co., has established

himself as manufacturers' agent in Philadel-

phia, at Eleventh and Market streets. He will

handle sporting goods and bicycles, and cycle

fittings and sundries.

ELLWOOD STILL BRANCHING OUT.

A. A. Avery, former superintendent of the

Shelby Tube Works, has joined the forces of

the Ellwood Weldless Tube Company, Ell-

wood City, Pa., strengthening the latter to

the extent that they are now prepared to make
any and all styles of tubing.

EDDIE AND PATRICK.

E. C. Bald will start this week for Florida,

to begin his preliminary training. He will be

under the care of Patrick McDonald, a young
Scotchman, of Albany.

BACK TO FIRST LOVE.

M. J. Dobler has returned to his first love,

the Warwick & Stockton Company, and is

now seeing the trade in their interests.

COMPOUND SPROCKETS.

Philadelphia is responsible for the Com-
pound Power Gear shown herewith, the

Grover Cycle Company, of 205 Church street,

that city, employing it on the Hillcrest wheel

they are putting upon the market. Of this new
idea of double sprocketing the Grover people

say: "By compounding power through the

use of intermediate sprockets, which add very

little to the weight of the wheel, we secure

AFTER PRINCE'S THOUSANDS.

At Memphis on April 2 and 3, Prince's

Southern Circuit will open for a season of

eight months, during which time $40,000 in

purses will be hung up. Xhe professionals

who have entered the races are: A. H.
Weinig, Buffalo, N. Y.; Earl Kiser, Dayton,

O.; Tom Butler, Boston; Nat Butler, Boston;

Frank Starbuck, Philadelphia; Jay Eaton,

Elizabeth, N. J.; Lloyd Welman, Dallas, Tex.;

John Lawson, Chicago; Henry Bradis, Chi-

cago; William Mertins, St. Paul; Eli Wine-
sett, Portland, Ore.; Frank Carpenter, Rah-

way, N. J.; Monte Scott, Providence; Arnold

Jack, Philadelphia; Ben Stowers, Attalla, Ala.;

Bert Repine, Nashville; H. Steenson, Chi-

cago; George Hooper, Springfield; William

Parquette, Mobile; George Quinn, Memphis;
Zach Oliver, Memphis; Bob Walthour, At-

lanta.

nearly double the power, without any detri-

ment to speed. We use the intermediate

sprocket wheels—one for power and the other

for speed, the difference in size between the

two representing the leverage or power gained

over any other wheel in the market. The ap-

plication of such a compound power to the

bicycle is entirely original with us and, al-

though patented as late as September, 1896,

it has ceased to be an experiment."

PLANNING FOR PHILLY.

A record-breaking crowd from the Metro-

politan District will probably attend the

League meet at Philadelphia. Interest was
never aroused so early; three monster century

runs being already planned, one each by the

Associated Cycling Clubs of New York, New
Jersey and Long Island, representing some
seventy-five clubs. The Manhattan Bicycle

Club has instructed its delegates to interest

the New York association in the establish-

ment of a New York camp during the meet

at some spot convenient to the Quaker City,

and whether or no other clubs join them, the

Manhattans will probably go it alone.

DOWNEASTERS ON THE ROAD.

April 19th has been set as the opening day

for the road racing season in New England.

On that day, the annual Dedham, Mass., ten-

miles handicap will be run. The winning

prize will be $75 worth of merchandise, to be

selected b)' the winner. The time prize, $30,

will be selected in the same manner. On
the same day, the Gloucester twenty-mile road

race will be run. Over eighty prizes are of-

fered, including a piano.

WILL BE SORRY SOME DAY.

Charles Fourton, the official handicapper of

Louisiana, and chairman of the State Racing
Board, is a sympathizer with the Sunday rac-

ing agitation. In view of the work he is

undertaking toward the formation of an asso-

ciation to conduct racing on Sunday, he has,

to be consistent, tendered his resignation from

both offices.

COUPLE OF ENCORES.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club, which last

year conducted the first organized double cen-

tury run (200 miles within 24 hours) and the

Eagle Rock Hill climbing contest, has voted

to repeat both events during the current

season.

JOHNSON OUT OF THE SICK ROOM.

John S. Johnson left his sick room at Brad-

ford, Ont., on Saturday last and, in company
with a physician, journeyed to Toronto, where

he underwent a critical examination by Dr.

Strange. At the conclusion of the examina-

tion the doctor stated that not one man in

ten would be able to stand the siege which

Johnson has gone through and still be alive.

He lost twenty-eight pounds during his sick-

ness, ten of which he has already regained.

He intends remaining in Toronto until Fri-

day, when he will start for his home in Min-
neapolis. After a short visit at home he will

proceed to Hot Springs for a while to build

himself up. Not until May at least will he

be able to begin training and then he will

essay but light work.

GOES HOME WITH MONEY

On Saturday the last remaining member of

the Plummer party of English riders and

trainers, who came to this country just prior

to the New York six-days race, the only one

who found the trip remunerative, "Teddy"
Hale, sailed from New York f6r Southampton.

Since the Chicago race he has been riding ex-

hibitions on home-trainers at various cycle

shows. After a brief visit to his family, it is

his intention to return to this country and at-

tem.pt to establish a set of long-distance

i-oad records. He also has a desire to possess

the Chicago-New York recoi-d.

WON BY WOOD.

Harry Wood, of Oberlin, O., won the six-

days race which closed at Cleveland, O., on

Saturday night last. The race was close up

to the finish, Wood winning by only five laps,

the final score being: Wood, 728 miles 5

laps; Schoch, 728 miles; Gifford, 727 miles 8

laps; Ashinger, 726 miles 5 laps; Dench, 715

miles 10 laps. Gimm was compelled to drop

out on account of injuries received in a fall on

Friday. The men rode five and a half hours

each day, except the last, when they pedaled

around the 15-lap track for 9 hours.

BEGIN ON FRIDAY.

Although not officially announced, it has

practically been decided to hold the world's

championships at Glasgow on July 30th, 31st

and August 2d—Friday, Saturday and Mon-
day.
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CAUSE OF IT ALL.

ALL the troubles of the L. A. W. are ac-

counted for. The good old League has

a "racing ring" "in its midst." No won-

der it squirmed and wriggled and doubled-

up at Albany. No wonder it is now

threatened with several varieties of convul-

sions. No wonder J. Bird Townsend, et al.,

are striving with all their might to remove

the monster.

It's a terrible thing to have a "racing ring"

in one's midst. Cramps, colic, spasms, hys-

terics, whooping cough, and appendicitis are

apt to result at any moment.

The existence of the evil was discovered

by one of the Townsend et-als. Mr. Town-

send himself suspected it, but it was not until

the organs of the "ring" began to play that

the evil became clearly manifest. The music

was displeasing, and the "et al." in question

unsheathed his sword and laid bare the

squirming "ring." All week the heavens wept

and the streets ran rich pink gore.

The sword is only a toy, but it is still out

and will not be returned to its scabbard until

the death rattle of the hideous monster is

heard and is stilled, and every part of the

awful ring is smashed beyond possibility of

repair.

The sword is made the mightier because the

hand that wields it has grasped a pen—

a

razor-edged, cutting, incisive pen—and told

the world that Mr. Townsend is not "a

writer of society notes." He's a fine gentle-

man, he is. But just the same he did

write and peddle "society notes" and

Michaux tea-talk. The Whei;l knows.

When "copy" was scarce, The Wheel
bought and paid for some of the fragrant

matter. It may prove an awful shock to

"society," but truth is niiglity and, when

challenged, must prevail.

It is pleasing to learn that publicity is prov-

ing a good advertisement for Air. T. l\lay it

fill his letter-box with orders for "small talk"

and his coffers with gold. lie deserves it.

He's a bird, and more. He's a poet. His

muse is tuneful and sympathetic and has been

known to draw tears from a clothes-wringer.

Any poetry to-day, gentlemen?

WEARER OF THE GREEN.

n EDDY HALE and his green, harp-

* adorned racing shirt, are en route

home. Teddy is the English-Irishman or

Irish-Englishman—the point is disputed

—

who came over with the Simpson chain team

and who unexpectedly won a six-days "race"

in Madison Square Garden, this city. Teddy

may come again. He holds the American

spirit in high regard, and if he does not laugh

in his sleeve while holding it, he is not nearly

so clever or so appreciative as he should be.

When he arrived on these shores, Mr. Hale

was little known and wholly unhonored and

unsung. After winning the "race" in the

Garden, he accomplished absolutely nothing.

He traveled on his reputation there secured,

and it served him well. While his brain was

yet muddled, and his feet were yet blistered,

he was given a fat retainer to laud and use

American goods; he was paid a snug sum to

show himself on an American vaudeville stage;

for riding a few miles in other six-days

"races," he was paid a handsome amount of

"appearance money;" for pedaling home-

trainers at local cycle shows, he was con-

sidered the thing, and was in each instance

well rewarded. Wherever he went money fell

into his purse, long after his halo had been

dented and dimmed. Under such circum-

stances, who would not admire the "Ameri-

can spirit."

Of course, no criticism attaches to Mr. Hale.

He made the most of his opportunities, which

is rather a virtue than a fault. The point that

stands out the sharpest is the readiness with

which cool, calculating American business

men "let go" their wealth. We doubt very

much whether Mr. Hale's use or commenda-

tion stimulated in the slightest degree the sale

of anything of American manufacture whatso-

ever, while as a magnet for attracting dollars

to box offices he was a failure in

every instance with, possibly, one excep-

tion. There was no crush, no consuming de-

sire to see Mr. Hale as a "vaudeville artist;"

at the cycle shows at which he performed

there was even less interest, and at the "six-

days race" in which he appeared for advance

money solely, the greatest crowd was in evi-

dence after Mr. Hale had wearied of the bluff

and retired from tiie scene. As a "talking

point" and as a cause for "working the

press," he may have been of some value, but

it was doubtful value, and it is our opinion

that Mr. Hale's presence was of financial

benefit to Mr. Hale only, and that it added

nothing' to the receipts of those who de-

luded themselves into believing him a mag-

netic phenomenon.

While Mr. Hale is on tiie ocean and laugh-

ing in his sleeve, the "American spirit" should

comnnnie with itself and decide to render it-

self less vulnerable.

AFTER THE PRICE KILLERS.

/\/j AKERS, as well as sellers, of cycles

* "^ * and sundries must watch with no lit-

tle interest the war on department stores

which is now being waged by Chicagoans. It

seems as though the fight really was to be one

to a finish, retail merchants of every kind

having been organized, either by trades or by

localities, until they are believed to include

practically everyone in Chicago whose busi-

ness is affected by department store competi-

tion. Throughout the entire State of Illinois,

in fact, merchants are extending their influ-

ence and support in behalf of such legislation

as may be framed against department stores.

Of such a magnitude has this uprising of

the small merchant against the greater one

grown, that an attempt is to be made to have

opposition to department stores made a lead-

ing plank in the platform of each of the great

political parties in Chicago's Spring municipal

campaign. Undoubtedly the entire wheel

trade has suffered from the bargain-counter

method the great department stores have in-

troduced with their sale of cycles and sundries,

the legitimate cycle agent, of course, being

the greatest sufferer of all. So, it will be cer-

tain that, if the leaders in this Chicago de-

partment store fight are able to devise some

measure which will prove at once effective,

practicable and constitutional, they will not

only prove themselves eminently wise, but will

establish a precedent which the retail cycle

dealer will be no laggard in seeing is quickly

followed by the retail merchants of other

cities.

Between cycle agents and department stores

there exists, on the agents' part, no great

amount of love, a state of affairs which will

be quickly proven everywhere if this Chicago

battle terminates in a department store defeat.

COMING OF THE DAWN.

T^HE greatest growth and prosperity this

* country has ever seen came suddenly in

1879, after several months of disappointment

because specie resumption had not brought
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the benefits enthusiastic optimists had pre-

dicted that it would.

It is not the largest and most powerful

machine that can be started most quickly, and

it takes time for new confidence to percolate

through easier money markets, larger orders,

resuming factories, expanding employment

and larger distribution, to the results which

make still greater and lasting gain possible.

Such gradual and steady improvement has

been in progress for more than two months,

and the cycle trade has not failed to feel its

beneficial effects, nor will cycling be far from

the very first trade to profit by it.

Even so, proper caution still is a trade vir-

tue of prominence, since there yet remains

considerable stiffness in the links of prosperity's

chain, which has but just begun to run slowly

over the sprockets of improvement, disuse for

so long a time having left its ill effects upon the

driving power of the cycle trade as it has upon

all other branches of business.

Amid all of this cry about how the League

is ruining the poor race track owners, it

would be well to remember that the League

never asked the builders of race tracks to in-

vest their money in such holdings. The race

track owner came to the League of his own

free will, or maybe through the necessity of

gaining a standing before the racing public

by means of League sanctions. If the track-

builder did not know how the League re-

garded Sunday racing before he built his

track, he was a very poor business man; if he

did know, and still built the track, then why

should he expect the League to now change

its opposition to Sunday racing, merely that

he might make more or less money out of a

business venture which the League never was

in any way responsible for?

When Senator Wilcox, in his proposed

amendment to the Penal Code, prohibits "all

shooting, hunting, fishing, playing, horse-rac-

ing, gaming or other public sport, exercise or

shows" on Sunday the average mind finds it

hard to follow him. Is all "playing" on Sunday

to be made a crime by law? Is fishing on Sun-

day to be prohibited? Is riding a bicycle "a pub-

lic sport, exercise or show?" If Senator Wilcox

does not mean what he says, what does he

mean? If he means what he says, New York

might profitably swap legislation with Kansas,

where they only propose to enact the Ten

Commandments into statutes.

Fancy Bald and Cooper and all the rest of

them, big and little alike, whether spindle-

shanked or poetic-limbed, wearing Turkish

trousers and baggy sweaters as a racing cos-

tume! If a bill now in the New York Legis-

lature comes to pass, they may have to wear

that toggery, though. Though the "anti-tights

bill," as it is known, is aimed at the stage Am-

azons and the Harrisons, it hits all alike, and

the New York racing man of the future may

be more picturesque than fancy ever painted.

The whirligig of time brings curious

changes, few more curious than those wrought

in cycle design and construction. The series

of "Contrasts '" which is begun in this issue

of The Wheel will bring the fact interesting-

ly to mind. Seen by the light of to-day, it

will cause many to marvel how they discerned

grace or beauty in the wheels of but five years

ago, which were then the pride of their hearts.

History repeats itself. Just ten years ago

the L. A. W. was in the throes of a "railroad

question" and of a secessionary movement fos-

tered by track owners and race promoters.

At that time the League's Transportation

Committee desired the railroads to consider

and treat wheelmen as "theatrical companies,"

the baggage definition apparently not having

occurred to them.

A perfect mint at this time last year, the

riding school has since been on a steady de-

cline. Few, if any, of them are now paying

institutions. The large crowds sometimes re-

ported as being in evidence are reportorial

visions. The riding academy has had its day.

The suggestion of a cyclists' camp at the

Philadelphia meet is excellent. At the Eng-

lish meets "camping parties" are the rule, and

furnish several bushels of fun, fresh air, nov-

elty and independence.

The old saw: How to make a rabbit stew

—

first catch your hare, is not wiser than the new

saw: How to repair a puncture—first find the

hole, which is seldom as easy as is the giving

of repair advice.

The unfortunate whose early lessons in cyc-

ling were improperly given, later on discovers

it is harder to unlearn than to learn.

Many a man who gets a good start in life

finds out too late that he was faced the

wrong way of the track.

Intolerance is an insistence on views regard-

ing cycling that do not agree with the views

you hold.

Cycling is like most diseases: The people

take it just as often as they are exposed.

The second-hand wheel is now the bugaboo

and bugbear of the retail trade.

Cycling zeal without cycling knowledge is

fire without light.

CHA.VCE FOR FOREIGN REPRESENTATION.

Stephen A. Marples, who is at present mak-

ing an extended trip throughout the country,

is anxious to make connections with some
firm or firms manufacturing special machin-

ery or bicycle sundries who desire represen-

tation in Europe. Mr. Marples is at present

in Toledo, and will shortly sail for England.

His father has been handling machinery, for

the last twenty-five years, on the other side,

and is at present handling the Yost, Crawford

and Tally-Ho cycles in Europe. During the

past winter Mr. Marples has been visiting the

plants of those concerns. At the present

time, Mr. Marples states, the demand for

American machinery far exceeds the supply.

Communications addressed to Mn Marples,

care of The Wheel, will be forwarded.

UNLUCKY FRIDAY.

A gas tank exploded in the factory formerly

occupied by the Liberty Cycle Company,
Rockaway, N. J., on Friday of last week, caus-

ing a fire, which in a short space of time de-

stroyed three buildings. Of late the factory

has been occupied by the Cycle Components
Company, makers of parts, who employed

about fifty hands. The foreman, engineer and

a workman were burned severely when the

explosion occurred. The loss is about $18,000.

Whether the works will be reconstructed or

not, is a matter to be decided.

FOXY RAILROADERS.

New Jersey's baggage bill is on a fair road

to become a law. On Tuesday it passed the

House, as amended, by a vote of 56 to 1. It

now goes to the Senate. The sudden silence

of the railroad people, however, is taken as an

ill omen and accounts for the belief that the

railroad people are merely biding their time

and their next move will be to attack the

measure on the ground that it is unconstitu-

tional.

HOW MUCH WAS THE CAPITAL STOCK?

Cycle shows have paid in almost every city

in which they have been held this year, but

the show at Philadelphia Was a veritable

mint. After paying all expenses, including a

generous allowance to President Brewster for

his able management of the affair, and making
presents to the chairmen of the various com-
mittees, a dividend of 300 per cent was de-

• clared on the stock of the association.

STREET FLOODING CHECKED.

To overcome the street sprinkling nuisance

in Louisville, an ordinance has been prepared

which provides for leaving the space on all

streets where there are street cars dry between
the car tracks. Where there are no car tracks
a space of not less than three feet in the centre
of the street is to be left dry.

FROM TWO TO SIXTY.

Sixty police sergeants are to be mounted
on wheels in Philadelphia. The excellent

work performed by two members of the squad

last year, who used the bicycle in covering
their rounds, induced the department to make
the use of the wheel general.

We are apt to believe what we wish for in

cycling.

LEAGUEAL MONEY LENDING.

The Kentucky Division has made applica-

tion to the League for a loan under the new
law, to tide over its financial difficulties until

some of its funds tied up in a bank which
failed, can be secured. Money is needed for

recruiting work.
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LOOKING BACKWARD.

What I,eagrue Secession Has Accomplished in

Days Gone by Preparing for a

Repetition.

To remark that history repeats itself is to

remark nothing new. Its truthfulness is re-

sponsible for the axiom, and its resurrection

at this time is due to the secessionary cat-

squall which is now disturbing the cycling at-

mosphere.

Those familiar with League atTairs and

League history during the last decade are

familiar with the cry "secession." They have

heard it before. Missouri, Colorado and Cal-

ifornia, the present hotheads, have given voice

to it on previous occasions. Michigan, or

rather a few disgruntled spirits in Detroit, once

organized the Knights of the Wheel and en-

deavored unsuccessfully to breathe life into

it. But each and every cry died away in

funeral echoes, and the few "rival organiza-

tions" that actually developed proved mere

flashes in the pan. The one which created

the most brilliant flash and the greatest splut-

ter was dubbed the American Cyclists' Union

and, as in the present instance, track owners,

race promoters and racing men, who were in

the game for personal profit, were at the

bottom of it.

When it first showed its head, the A. C. U.

looked formidable. Conditions not dissimilar

to those existing at present were the rule, but

the direct cause of the secession and the

birth of the A. C. U. was the action of Abbot

Bassett, now secretary of the L. A. W., but

at that time, 1886, Chairman of the Racing

Board. It was in the palmy days of the

Springfield, Hartford and Lynn tournaments.

W. A. Rowe and George M. Hendee were the

king pins of the American path. F. F. Ives,

E. P. Burnham, A. B. Rich, Charles E. Kluge,

George E. Webber, A. A. McCurdy, A. O.

McGarrett, S. G. Whittaker, W. A. Rhodes

and L. D. Munger were bright particular

"stars." As a promoter, Henry E. Ducker was

the undisputed cock of the walk. He engin-

eered the Springfield tournaments and the in-

ternational events in which such Englishmen

as Percy Furnival, M. V. J. Webber, W. A-

Illston, Sandy Sellers and others com-

peted, gave a flavor and intensity of interest

to the tournaments that have been lacking

during the recent years.

As a whole the professionals of that time

were a disreputable lot. But "makers' ama-

teurism," as it was then termed, was rampant

and most of the men named were amateurs in

name only. Mr. Bassett was first to grapple

with the evil. Early in March, 1886, he unex-

pectedly announced the suspension of the

whole lot. He gave them thirty days in

which to prove their innocence.

The announcement startled two continents.

The howl that went up reached Heaven and

Bassett was damned as few men had been

damned before. Ducker had a conniption fit.

He was a big man in those days. Not only

was he a member of the L. A. W. Racing

Board with Mr. Bassett, but he was publisher

of a cycling paper, chief consul of Massa-

chusetts and president of the Springfield Bicy-

cle Club. He fumed and fretted and stormed

and raved. He threatened secession and ven-

,geance of every other sort. He was not alone in

his distress. Every racing man and track owner

of note said "Amen" to Ducker's every ut-

terance. Many New England clubs sided with

him, the manufacturers upheld his hands and

unstinted newspaper backing was not lacking.

When the thirty days had expired. Chair-

man Bassett, true to his word, expelled nearly

all of the men from the organization and a

month later the National Assembly ratified his

action, despite Ducker's fiery protests. Ducker

had been announced as a candidate for the

presidency, but his name was not presented

and the late Dr. N. M. Beckwith succeeded

himself.

A proposition that the League eliminate all

reference to racing from its constitution and

bylaws and "confine itself to touring and leg-

islative work, was defeated.

Ducker and his followers played the limit.

They endeavored to obtain a mail vote of the

entire membership, and this failing, they made

good their threats of secession. They did not

relish being cast into the then malodorous

slough of professionalism and the American

Cyclists' Union resulted. Ducker was chosen

president and Andrew O. McGarrett, now
with Humber & Co., secretary. A handsome

badge was adopted and the country divided

into five racing districts. The membership

fee for clubs was $10 per year, for track asso-

ciations, $20 and for unattached members, 50

cents. A promateur class was established. It

was similar to the League's little-lamented

Class B.

Ducker resigned from the L. A. W. Racing

Board, but held onto the chief consulship

until removed from office by President Beck-

with. He protested violently, but to no pur-

pose.

For some time thereafter racing was farcical.

Amateur events under L. A. W. rules and pro-

mateurs and professional races under A. C. U.

rules were decided at the same meeting, and

officers of the L. A. W. served as referees,

judges, etc., apparently without prejudice.

This state of affairs existed for some two
years. But the A. C. U. gathered no moss and
gradually and silently petered out. It marked
the total eclipse of Ducker, although for a

long time he refused to believe it. The
Wheel recalls that some one termed him a

"dead duck." He overheard the remark and
in his piping voice retorted:

"I may be a 'dead duck,' but you'll find that

I smell pretty loud, though."

With the demise of the A. C. U. most of the

secessionists returned quietly and unobtrusive-

ly to the L. A. W. fold—Mr. Ducker among
them. He bobbed up later when he removed
to New York and Chief Consul Potter ap-

pointed him Chairman of the Division Racing
Board, and within recent months he has es-

tablished himself in Boston to direct the man-
agement of the Charles River track. He is

now an officer of the recently organized track

owners' association, and if any man in Amer-
ica is competent to counsel secessionists, Mr.
Ducker's experience fits him for the task.

It may please the malcontents of the pres-

ent day to learn that many of the

business meetings of the A. C. U.
were held on Sunday and that Fred
Russ Cook, then champion of the Pacific

Coast, was among those affected by Abbot
Bassett's famous edict; also that N. H. Van
Sicklen, of Chicago, who is now one of the

mainstays of the Sunday racing movement,
was at that time one of Mr. Bassett's col-

leagues on the Racing Board.

SECESSION'S HEAVEN.

Where Sunday - Racing: - at - Any - Cost Idea

Is Rampant — Discredited by Press

and Public.

San Francisco, March 15.—At a meeting on

Saturday night to receive the report of the

California delegates to the National Assem-

bly, announcements were made of wholesale

withdrawals from the League, which will, it

is believed, result in the utter disruption of the

North California Division.

After adjournment an informal discussion

was held, during which it was practically de-

cided to have the California Associated Cycle

Club absorb the North California Division

and assume control of all matters now han-

dled by the Division. In addition to the club

membership it is intended to include in-

dividual membership throughout the State

and furnish all the advantages now furnished

by the League.

Delegate Welch, after presenting his re-

port, stated that the Bay City Wheelmen,

composed of 156 League members, will not

renew their membership in the League of

American Wheelmen after April 1st. Chief

Consul Kerrigan followed this sensation with

the announcement that on March 26th he

would resign as executive officer of the Divis-

ion, and on April 1st from the League proper.

J. S. Egan stated that the Imperial Club

would also allow its membership to lapse on

April 1st, while George Stratton informed

the meeting that the Olympic Club would do

likewise. President Swan has called a spe-

cial meeting for next Friday night to finally

consider the question. That the secessionists

are without honor in their own country, the

following extracts from editorials in the Sac-

ramento "Record-Union" and Oakland

"Times" plainly show:

"It is not a question of religion or faith;

it is not a question whether we should or

should not have Sunday laws; it is not a ques-

tion whether the first or the last day of the

week should be kept holy. It is simply a

question of propriety, one that so far governs
other men who indulge in racing contests, that

no Sunday racing of horses is favored by the

horse racing associations. Even gamblers re-

fuse to turn a card on that day. Collegiate

sports are suspended on Sunday, and generally
there is among the better class of athletic

sports regard shown for the day of rest.

"The League of American Wheelmen should
not break asunder because a majority of the
representative body deems it the right thing
to do to refuse sanction for wheel racing for

money on Sunday. So far as the wheelmen
of California are concerned, with their clubs
and organization of associated cyclers, they
cannot withdraw and not intensify the belief

that California is "wild and woolly." Let
them stand by the League, adapt themsfelves

to Eastern conditions, by agitating at once
for the half holiday on Saturday, which is the
law in the State of New York, and we believe

in some of the other States. That ac-

complished, Saturday will be far and away a

better day for racing than Sunday."
"It is bad enough for California delegates to

national political conventions, going East with
car loads of wine, to give an impression that
the people of this State are boisterous roys-
terers, but to have added another misappre-
hension, to the effect that this State is stand-
ing on its head howling with indignation on
account of an anti-Sunday racing rule of the
Wheelmen's League is particularly rasping,

when Californians know that the Sunday bicy-

cle racing contingent in this State comprises
too small a portion of the population to be
worthy of any attention whatever. Kerrigan
should not be permitted to stray East without
a muzzle."
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HERE THEY ARE.

These Are the Men Who "Will Control the

Racitie: Game for the Year to

Come.

Albert Mott, of Baltimore, Md.—a war vet-

eran and a grandfather—has succeeded George

D. Gideon as chairman of the L. A. W. Rac-

ing Board.

When the formal announcement was made

on Friday last, it caused little surprise or com-

ment, INIr. Mott's appointment having been

clearly and generally forshadowed for two

weeks previous.

Mr. Mott will have as his aids, A. D. Wait,

Cohoes, N. Y. ; W. I. Doty, Denver, Col.; and

Herbert W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind. Mr.

Wait is a reappointee. The others, while

well known in their vicinity, are as strangers

to the East.

After going through the motions of offering

Mr. Gideon reappointment. President Potter

journeyed to Baltimore, where he became the

guest of Mr. Mott. On Thursday evening of

last week they attended the banquet of the

Maryland Bicycle Club. The festal board

supplied the stage setting while Mr. Potter

furnished the red fire and spectacular effect

A. D. Wait.

by announcing Mr. Mott's appointment on

his adopted heath. The play was prettily acted

and vigorously applauded.

The new chairman is no stranger to League

work or League politics. He has been active

in the organization's affairs for eleven years

and has filled a multiplicity of offices.

He served five years as chief consul of the

Maryland Division, one year on the Highway
Improvement Committee of the Leauge, was

a member of the joint committee of the L. A.

W. and Manufacturers' Board of Trade, chair-

man for one year of the Rules and Regula-

tions Committee, for two years he served as

official referee, and as chairman of the Mary-

land State Division Racing Board. He is a

close personal friend of Mr. Gideon, who, it

is said, frequently went to him for advice and

strengthening. He was once a candidate for

vice-president of the L. A. W., but was de-

feated.

Mr. Mott has long been in the Government
service, first in the Civil War as a member
of the Thirtieth New York Volunteers, after-

wards as clerk in the War Department, and

later with the Engineering Corps, to which

he is now attached.

In personal appearance Mr. Mott is short,

sturdy and well knit. Few would believe him

a grandfather and a man of 53 years, despite his

iron-gray hair and the scantiness thereof. That

is his age, however—he was born in Saratoga

County, New York, May 14, 1844—but he is

one of the youngest and heartiest men of his

years that ever straddled a bicycle. He can

pedal like a demon and is apparently as

strong as an ox. When nearly fifty years of

age, he was one of the Maryland Bicycle

Club's road racing team and helped the club

to secure the well-remembered Citizen's Cup,

and only last summer, when in New York, he

electrified a crowd by mounting hills on an

80-odd geared wheel which men half his age

jl0^

Albert Mott.

W. I. Doty.

and on easier gears could not climb. He is,

or used to be, a most consistent rider, using his

wheel daily on Baltimore's cobbled streets

and wearing his Cycling garb at all times.

Among his other accomplishments Mr. Mott
is a dyed-in-the-wool base ball crank

and writer. Mr. Mott has been twice

married and has a daughter as young
as his granddaughter. His second wife

was Miss Clara Westacott, a Philadelphia

wheelwoman, whose pen name, "Margery,"

made her widely known and who was one of

the cleverest and best informed cycling writ-

ers of her sex. There is small doubt but that

Mrs. Mott will prove a valuable assistant to

her husband in his new position. Indeed, his

first bulletin, received this week, is written in

an unmistakably feminine hand, suggestive of

the "Margery" of old.

Of Mr. Mott's colleagues, Mr. Wait, as

stated, is fairly well known hereabouts. He
is one of President Potter's pets and has

served him well. He served on Mr. Gideon's

committee and is now filling his second term

as Chairman of the New York Division Rac-

ing Board. New York State is the territory

allotted to Mr. Wait.

Herbert W. Foltz, the Indianapolis member
of the Board, is an architect, 31 years of age,

married, rising in his profession, of course,

modest, "addicted to no bad habits, and own-
ing League No. 6497," as he facetiously puts

it. He was formerly captain of the Joliet (111.)

Cycling Club, but removed to Indiana in

1891. He is serving his second term as Chair-

man of the Indiana Racing Board and has

been conspicuous as a referee of race meets

in his vicinity. He is secretary of the leading

social club of his city, the Century, and is

also treasurer of the Portfolio. His college

life, he says, imbued him with a love of clean,

wholesome sport and he hopes "to keep racing

interests free from those influences which tend

H. W. Foltz.

to demoralize and make commonplace any

sport in which they are tolerated." Mr. Foltz's

appointment came to him without solicitation

on- his part. He will control the racing inter-

ests of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee,

West Virginia, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
and Florida.

W. I. Doty, the Denver member, has been
the Colorado representative of Mr. Gideon's
committee during the year past and therefore

practically a sub-member of the National Rac-
ing Board. He is a member of the Denver
Wheel Club and has filled several offices. He
is an old Vermonter and an amateur base ball

player, and like Mr. Mott, a "base ball crank."

Mr. Doty is a stenographer in a Denver com-
mission house and is a man of force and
ability. While in the very hot-bed of seces-

sion and Sunday racing he retains his head,

and although a believer in the Sunday game,
he is doing yeoman service to prevent un-
seemly action; indeed, the Wheel's Denver
correspondent says that "Mr. Doty has been
the chief obstacle in the way of Colorado
breaking away from the L. A. W. The
movement goes on, it is true, and may result

in a split, but the efforts of Mr. Doty to hold
the League members in line has done more
than any three men can successfully combat."

Mr. Doty will control Colorado, Wyoming,
and temporarily Missouri, Kansas, Ar-
kansas, Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico, Ok-
lahoma and Indian Territory.
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"To make assurance double sure
ff

RIDE A VICTOR.

Victor riders take no chances.

uVICTOR GRADE"
means three things:—

1st. The use of the best materials only.

(Crucible steel, hardened in oil clear through, used
in all important wearing parts of Victor Bicycles.)

2nd. The best workmanship only.

Svd. The most thorough inspection.
(The different parts of each Victor Bicycle receive

2,300 gauge inspections before the wheel is completed.)

We guarantee each Victor Bicycle for one year.

RIDE A VICTOR AND FEEL SAFE.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
NEW YORK. BOSTON. CHICAGO. DETROIT.
DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND, ORE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ALBERT'S INITIAL EFFORT.

As chairman of the L. A. W. Racing Board,

Albert Mott, under date March 15, issued the

first of what is destined to be a long list of

official bulletins.

With the Board yet unorganized, the bulle-

tin is, of course, limited in its scope. It de-

fines the territory already apportioned and

records the reinstatement of Fred Titus, in-

cluding Mr. Mott's letter to Titus advising

him of the fact, as published elsewhere.

The remainder of the bulletin is as follows:

"Applications for National Circuit dates, ad-

dressed to Albert Mott, Park Heights, near

Kate avenue, Baltimore, Md., will be received

by April 15, 1897.

"Promoters, whether clubs or individuals,

making application, are invited to state the

date preferred, and should follow it with al-

ternate dates that would in an emergency be

acceptable, and also state if a date named by

the Chairman, other than those mentioned,

will be likely to be taken as a last resort.

"It should be understood that promoters in

different sections of a large territory cannot

have concerted action in naming dates, and

that therefore the applications will discover

many conflicting interests which the Chair-

man will do his best to harmonize. Time is

limited, and a schedule of dates will be ar-

ranged by the Chairman and published as

soon after April 15, 1897, as possible.

"Immediately on the publication of the

schedule, promoters should address a letter

to the Chairman, stating whether the date as-

signed is accepted.

"It will occur to the promoter that the rac-

ing men, professional and amateur, must receive

equal consideration with themselves from the

Chairman in arranging dates in the schedule.

"Their traveling expenses are of vital im-

portance to them, and such expenses must be

made the least possible.

"The Chairman will endeavor to arrange the

schedule on a live and let live policy to both,

as far as the circumstances and conditions

disclosed by the applications will permit.

"Until all the applications are received it

is not practicable to decide whether there

shall be one or more than one National Cir-

cuit. The circuit or circuits will be drawn
in the National Meet at Philadelphia in

August.

"Until an office can be fitted up, an office

force organized, and the records of the Board
are received from ex-Chairman Gideon, and
studied, there cannot be prompt reply to the

many communications already received.

Promptness will follow when there is a

thorough organization."

THIS IS CALLED RACING.

In London's indoor racing game at Olym-
pia, "purses" of any where from $100 to $500

are hung up, mentally, for each and every

race, but the only money the racers actually

get is a salary they are paid to "race" for

these "purses," and the plaudits of the yaps

who nightly flock to see them ride. The
prices paid are not overly high; second-raters

do not get over $6 per week, and as they have

little chances of winning, they seldom make
much more than this. A first-class rider re-

ceives $25 to $50 a week, the first-prize money
actually being $5 to $15. The women riders,

on an average, receive about $8 a week.

CRACKAJACKS NOT CATERED FOR.

. Pittsburg, March 15.—The Western Penn-

sylvania Professional Racing League is a go.

It was organized last week at the Hotel Ar-

lington. Pittsburgers were prominent, but

there were representatives from the Beaver

Valley Cyclers, Apollo and Latrobe. Union-

town, Johnstown, Altoona, and other cities

were present by letter. Trevor F. Myler was
made chairman and George Moreland, secre-

tary. It was decided to send circulars to all the

race meet promoters in Western Pennsylvania

and neighborhood. The circuit will include

towns only in counties as far East as Tyrone
in Pennsylvania, counties bordering the Penn-

sylvania State line in Ohio and all West Vir-

ginia counties. The promoters will be asked to

notify the League officials if they desire pro-

fessional events upon their programmes. As
soon as their replies are received, the circuit

will be completed. A prize limit of $35 was
fixed for professional events, divided into

three prizes of $15, $10, and $5. All pro-

moters who run professional races will be ex-

pected to adhere to this schedule. The pro-

jectors of the League have met with such en-

couragement from the trade and local racers

that they are led to believe that the circuit

will be connected.

How the racing men will look in New York if the

anti-tights bil[ is enacted.

HE WILL MAKE IT A SUCCESS.

D. H. Lewis, the World agent in Buffalo,

who managed the Martin road race for

several years, intends to inaugurate an event

of the sort under his own name, now that he

is in business for himself. The "Lewis twen-

ty-five-mile handicap" will be the title of the

affair, which will be run on Monday, May
31, Decoration Day falling on Sunday this

year. The first prize, he says, will be worth

from $500 to $700 and the time prize $200

or $300. The Martin race will be run on Sat-

urday, May 29.

GETTING WHERE THE PEOPLE ARE.

Providence is likely to have a new track

this season near the centre of the city. The
present track at Crescent Beach has been

found to be too far away from the centre of

the city to draw large gates, and plans are

under way to remedy the matter by building

a new track more favorably located.

MOTT WISHES TITUS " ARTISTIC SUCCESS."

Fred J. Titus is once more privileged to ap-

pear as a contestant on the race tracks of

America.

One of Chairman Mott's first duties was

to inform the younger New Yorker of the

fact. In doing so, Mr. Mott took occasion to

read a mild lecture to racing men generally.

"Your very courteous letter dated Febru-

ary 15 is received," wrote Mr. Mott to Mr.

Titus. "Your suspension is removed in ac-

cordance with the recommendation of the

National Assembly, which is considered an in-

struction.

"The date set by the motion is March 15

You are in the amateur class from that date.

"The most that has been claimed in extenua-

tion of your offense is, that in your generosity

you proposed to permit a friend to win a race

at St. Louis because it was his home. That

generosity was misdirected. You have no

doubt since reflected upon this matter, as

you intimate, and have come to the conclu-

sion that such generosity would naturally be

reciprocated, and that would involve serious

consequences to the grand sport we are all

interested in.

"The sequence would be, that in some of

the largest cities in the country, spectators

would be inveigled on false pretense into pay-

ing admisions to see some races which were

not competed for, and were not won on the

merits of the contestants. In that case the oc-

cupation of the racing man would eventually

be gone.

"It would not be wise for any racing man
to believe that such clemency would ever again

be extended by the National Assembly in a

similar case.

"Sincerely wishing you all the artistic suc-

cess during the coming season which your

well known abilities merit, I am," etc.

Titus, it will be recalled, was permanently

suspended some two years since for having

engaged in a "fixed" race with L. D. Cabanne,

of St. Louis, and C. M. Murphy, of Brook-

lyn, at a meeting at St. Louis. Later Murphy
was reinstated and still later Qabanne's dis-

abilities were removed. Titus, however,

talked unwisely and too much, having fool-

ishly gone so far as to threaten to sue the

League for violation of the United States Con-

stitution. His successive applications for re-

instatement were denied and it was obtained

finally only after he had rendered due apolo-

gies and purged himself of contempt.

ALWAYS COMES WITH SPRING.

Following in the wake of Murphy and An-
derson, Charles M. Smith, of San Jose, Cal.,

is now out with a locomotive-paced mile-a-

minute ride. He claims to have made ar-

rangements with the Southern Pacific Com-
pany for the laying of a three-mile board path

between the rails along a straight stretch of

the road between Mayfield and Laurence sta-

tions. He expects to make the trial on

May 2d.

WITH HIS BRIDE HE'LL VISIT US.

J. W. Parsons, the Australian crack, was

married to Miss Belle Russell, an actress, at

Melbourne, on February 3d. He contem-

plates another visit to this country in a short

time with his bride.

\

Raising the wind—inflating a tire.
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Penny-Wise.

A penny-wise phase of the bicycle business is the attempt to

associate truly high-grade wheels with second-grade tires. Wheels

with every modern convenience and bearings so fine that plate glass

is not more smooth, should not be doomed to an affiliation with stiff,

hard-riding, woven-fabric tires, fAs well hitch a two minute horse to

a dray. The only tire fit for a high-grade bicycle is the Palmer Tire.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.,

...CHICAGO...

New York Offices, 66=68 Reade Street.

Free Repair Departments in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

Denver and San Francisco.

Kindly mention The Wheet
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GETS TWO YEARS, DOES BILL.

It is fair to presume from the latest Aus-

tralian papers to arrive that "Grinder" Bill

Martin has come to the end of his rope in

the Antipodes. He has again come under the

ban of the ruling officials, and this time has

been suspended from the track for two years.

Martin met his downfall in a series of match

races with Ken Lewis for a purse of $1,250

at St. Kilda, on February 6th. The three

events resulted as follows: Mile.—1, Lewis;

2, Martin; won by two feet in 2.49 2-5. Ten
miles.—1, Lewis; 2, Martin; won by two

lengths in 23.58 2-5. Five miles.—1, Martin;

2, Lewis; won by a lap and a half in 1L09.

After the races the stewards declared that

Martin had not ridden to win, that he had

not tried to follow the pace in the first two

events, and the remarkable way he rode rings

around Lewis in the last event, the five miles,

convinced them that he was guilty of throwing

the one and ten-mile events. Then they dis-

qualified him without a hearing. Martin pro-

tested his innocence, and will appeal to the

Council of the League of Victorian Wheel-

men.

In commenting on the case, the "Sports-

man" says:

"The officials didn't bother to wait for

Martin to come before them, because they

reckoned his action was not one requiring the

taking of evidence, but was so glaring that no

explanation was possible. If they thought so

after the ten-miles was ridden, they should

have rubbed the man out at once, instead of

leaving him to run again later in the day.

"The action of the stewards in dealing with

Martin in his absence was most ill-advised,

and has done much to create a revulsion of

popular feeling towards the Plugger.

"The general opinion is that the League

officials are now trying to make amends for

the laxity of those in command on New
Year's Day."

In the ten-mile championship race, at the

same meet, Porta, the Italian, was defeated by

Kuhle in 24.40. Porta entered a protest

against the Australian. The stewards decided

he rode a perfectly fair race, and forfeited the

Italian's deposit for entering a frivolous pro-

test. From this it looks as though the stew-

ards "had it in" for the foreign riders, who
have been winning many of the largest purses.

LINTON DEFEATED BY CHAMPION.

Tom Linton was easily disposed of by the

"French Michael," Champion, in their much-
talked-of match race at the Winter track,

Paris, February 27. The distance was 50 kilo-

meters, 31J miles, which Champion covered

in Ih., 2m., 53s., finishing three and one-half

laps ahead of Linton. The time is the fast-

est ever recorded in competition.

Both men got away very fast, Linton being

in front, and so they went for nearly half dis-

tance. They kept on furiously, but while Lin-

ton appeared to labor. Champion was follow-

ing him very easily; and when he rushed to

the front it was all over. Linton was left,

and after he had lost half-a-Iap had to change
his machine, owing to a broken saddle. He
was two laps to the bad before he got going
again, and afterwards went from bad to worse.

GONE MAD ON RACING.

Although rain fell steadily during the

League of Victorian Wheelmen's meet, at

Melbourne, on January 23d, 16,000 spectators

were present. The wet weather, combined
with a grass track, caused spills to be numer-
ous, which detracted from the sport greatly.

The big event, the mile championship of Vic-

toria, run in five heats, was won by Ken
Lewis in 2.27 3-5. The Victorian cup race, a

two-miles handicap, went to L. Barker.

Eight of the contestants fell during the last

lap. The first prize was $500. Before the

25-miles championship was run, the contes-

tants protested and asked to have the race

postponed on account of the slippery condition

of the track, but the officials would not listen

to them.

The Frenchman, Lesna, didn't quite like the

look of the track. It was grass—slippery and

Australian. He only talks French, and was
distrustful. As forty-one men gathered to-

gether at the starting post, M. Pognon, his

manager, stared aghast at the crowd. He
wondered how any of them were likely to

stand up, and was frightened to trust Lesna's

valuable neck. However, he was finally per-

suaded to do so, and the Gaul rode. Prizes

offered to the leader at each lap caused an

exciting race. At two miles Parsons quit. At
three, Martin fell and sustained a sprained

ankle. Later on Walue skidded and brought

down Lesna, who was right behind him. At
the beginning of the last mile, but five men
were left. At the bell Porta, the Italian,

started to sprint, and won, in an exciting fin-

ish, from Gargurevich and Kellow. Mc-
Donell was fourth. The time was 1 h. 4 m.

34|s.

THROWN BY A CUR.

During the final of the MacFarland-Zeigler

match race at San Jose, Cal., March 10, a

homeless cur ran out on the track and man-

aged to get in the way of the pacing tandem

team, causing a spill, which resulted in a

postponement of the test of supremacy until

to-morrow. The race was for a purse of

$1,500, best two out of three heats.

In the first heat Zeigler rounded the turn at

MacFarland's side, and by a gamev sprint

won by an open length. In the second heat

MacFarland had the advantage rounding into

the turn, and won by a length. In the third

heat the fall occurred. The times were 2.01,

2.00 and 2.09, Zeigler sitting up the last lap

in the third heat.

When the pacing tandemites fell, MacFar-
land, who was right behind, went down also.

Zeigler managed to clear the fallen men and

finished at his ease. According to the terms

of the race, Zeigler won and the referee so

decided and he generously refused to accept

the purse and agreed to ride the final again at

the opening of the three weeks' meet on
March 20, at the San Francisco pavilion. Mac-
Farland had his thumb dislocated and was also

badly bruised by the fall. A mile open race,

run at the same time, resulted in favor of

Wells, Allen Jones second, Becker third.

Time, 2.14 2-5.

YOU CAN'T BUDGE THEM.
Trees are like racing men who have out-

lived their days of crackajackism; when the
time comes for them to leave they stay right
in the same spot.

MONEY I\ RACING.

Race meets pay in Australia. The gross
receipts of the last Austral meet were $12,520,
leaving a clear profit of $6,865. The same
body of promoters, the Melbourne B. C,
netted $900 by a meet on New Year's Day,
making a total of $7,765 to add to the club's
already large bank account.

FORTY-THOUSAND LOOKED ON.

Next to the Austral, the greatest race meet
in Australia is that promoted by the Austra-

lian Natives' Association. At their last meet,

held at Melbourne on January 26, the purses

were undoubtedly the largest ever offered

anywhere in the world. The prizes in the

principal event, the A. N. A. Great Wheel
Race, amounted to $2,250, besides a $20 prize

to the winner of each heat, divided as follows:

First, $1,750; second, $375; third, $125. In

consequence of these purses all the cracks in

Australia were in attendance. The meet began
at noon and was continued until close to

midnight. Fifteen thousand spectators were

present at the opening and the crowd in-

creased until in the evening it was estimated

that over 40,000 people were present. The
Great Wheel Race, a two-mile handicap, was
run in eleven heats, two semi-finals and a final.

The handicapping was such that the long-

mark men had a complete walkover, the

scratch men being obliged, much to their

disappointment, to watch second-raters fight

for the greatest prize ever given. McDonell,
40 yards, won the second heat and Martin,

scratch, finished second in the fifth. In the

semi-final they exchanged pace, but were 80

yards behind the bunch at the bell when the

sprint began and were unable to qualify.

None of the other back-mark men. Porta,

Walue, Boidi, Parsons, Megson, Relph, Kel-

low, Lewis and Payne, were even able to get

placed in their heats. Thirteen men started

in the final, which was run at 10 p. m., by
electric light. The special lap prizes caused

a hard race from the start, and the dense

crowd and thoughts of the big prizes made
the men mad with suppressed excitement.

They fought like tigers for the lap prizes,

which were rather evenly divided. On the

home stretch W. J. Elliott, 170 yards, endeav-

ored to get away, but C. O. Tebbutt, 210

yards, came after him with a terrific rush and
they crossed the mark side by side, Tebbutt

getting the judges' decision, which meant
$1,750. They decided that he won by six

inches. L. Barker finished third and A. J.

Body fourth. Time, 4.30 2-5.' Tebbutt rode

a Barnes white flyer.

The mile third-class handicap, in eight

heats, went to L. Barker, 20 yards, C. O.

Tebbutt, 5 yards, second. In the mile inter-

national scratch run in five heats, Martin and

McDonell were unable to qualify. The final

was won by Porta, Kellow second, Megson
third. Porta also won the five-miles scratch

race, beating Martin by three yards in 11.69

2-5. A five-mile team race concluded the

sport, in which Martin finished first, defeating

Lewis, Porta, Walue, Parsons and all the

other fast men.

WON ON AN AMERICAN WHEEL.
The idea that light American wheels are

unfit for rough road work has been dispelled

in Australia, to a great extent, by J. E. Snell's

record-breaking ride from Adelaide to Mel-
bourne, 578 miles. The roads in places were
in a terrible condition, yet he cut the record

by 7 hours, reaching the Post Office in Mel-
bourne, where several thousand people had
congregated, in the official time of 2 days 13
hours 3 minutes 30 seconds. He rode a
24-pound World wheel, fitted with Dunlop
tires, and although he was thrown several
times he was not called upon to use even a
wrench. Snell held the record in 1894, but
last year it was wrested from him by W. Kux.
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"Built Like a Watch."

We are in the
Business. . . .

To Stay ....
Therefore are endeavoring to

produce a perfect bicycle in the

STERLING.
We have a model factory, the

most skillful designers and
workmen, and use only the

finest and most costly material.

This finds confirmation

in the fact that

Sterling Riders are always Sterling Friends.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Our Booklet, "Care of Our Wheel," for 2-cent stamp.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, - Chicago, III.

New York,

Boston,

Freehold, N. J ,

Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, Pa

,

Washington,

Denver,

San Francisco,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

AGeNCIBS :

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway.

- Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, 374 Washington Street.

Burtis & Zimmerman.

Jacob Rech & Sons, Eighth Street and Girard Avenue.

Logan-Gregg Hdw. Co., Seventh Street, below Penn Avenue.

W. Roy Mitchell, New York Avenue and 14th Street.

Gerwing-Hilton Cycle Co., 1727 Stout Street.

A. C. Nichols & Co. (Coast Branch), 400 Battery Street.
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WELL AND FAVORABLY KNOWN.

W. C. Marion, Jr., is in the market for a

position. The average man would not feel

particularly flattered at such a statement be-

ing made of him in print. Mr. Marion is not

an average man, and as applied to him, the

statement carries with it no burden of detrac-

tion, and is not, even in the slightest sense,

an accusation. Mr. Marion resigned his po-

sition with the Indiana Bicycle Co.; in fact,

he states that his reasons would not be inter-

esting to the public at large; the chief point

being that he is "out" and is anxious to

be "in."

W. C. Marion first loomed into cycling life

as captain of the Kings County Wheelmen,

which must be at least ten years since, he at

that time being employed by Peck & Snyder

at the Nassau street store. He was a well-

settled fellow, anxious to slowly, but surely

succeed. He remained with Peck & Snyder

for many years; indeed, it took a good offer

to dislodge him from that concern, the propo-

sition coming from the Hartford Cycle Co.

Mr. Marion cast his fortunes with the Hart-

ford concern in its very earliest days, and as-

sisted in its growth. At that time he was

known in every cycling centre throughout the

United States. He achieved this publicity

for business reasons, and turned it to busi-

ness advantage. At this time he was a faith-

ful and dogged traveler, covering all the little

as well as the big towns, making good returns

to his company. After a reasonable period

of employment with them, during which his

ambition became more wide-angled and him-

self more matured and experienced, he ac-

cepted an offer which was made point blank

to him by Chas. T. Smith, president of the

Indiana Co. This was perhaps four years

ago, at the Philadelphia show, when Mr.

Smith combined with Patee, Lumson and

others, who were cutting prominent figures

in the trade and whose strength he needed at

that time because of the extraordinary ex-

pansion of his business.

W. G. Marion,"Jr.

Mr. Marion is so well known in the bi-

cycle trade that words of qualification seem

wasted. During his later connection with the

Indiana Co., he had charge of some of the

larger and more important matters of that

company; had gotten close to the affairs of

the concern, and thus absorbed more responsi-

bility and a broader kind of experience, and

his experience, from the selling point of view,

may be said to have been all-inclusive.

Mr. Marion at this time is perfectly free

from hurrah, show, splurge, exploitation and

posturing. He knows that the way to do

business is to do it; that the king fact in busi-

ness is brains and that puffing and blowing

and noising about counts for nothing. He
is a quick and quiet mover, doing his busi-

ness and absorbing it, and saying little about

it. He enjoys now the friendship and the

esteem of some of the best men in the bicycle

trade, and there is not one of them but who

will quickly declare that he has character,

perseverance, clear sight and a long head.

Taking his experience and his native ability

into account, he should be at no difficulty to

place himself with some of the best concerns

in the trade.

At present he is at the Denison Hotel, In-

dianapolis.

GOOD AT EITHER GAME.

Springfield, Mass., March 15.—Hereafter

the manufacturing and the retail interests of

the Hendee & Nelson Manufacturing Com-

pany will be more clearly marked. The fac-

tory will be conducted under the foregoing

name, but the retail store on Main street will

bear the sign "Edward A. Nelson & Co.
"

and in addition to the Silver King bicycles

will be stocked with sporting goods. Mr.

Hendee will make the factory his particular

charge, whilst Mr. Nelson will attend to the

retail store. The newer generation does not

know it, but both Hendee and Nelson were

once top-notch racing men and are among
the very few who retired permanently and

scored a triumph in commercial life.

(doming?
Why ifs here

!

Right oa lis, the riding season, and that De^aler

who, for whatever reason, has been so conserva-

tive as not to have secured his line is in danger of

being left ! badly left! There's time yet, but now

"He that hesitates is lost
!

"

peerless
is ready for you, and the Peerless is the best wheel for you to handle—"Just a little better

than the best"—in point of beauty, excellence of quality, popularity, satisfaction and profitable

results ! If you don't know it, let us convince you. Send your address. " We'll do the rest."

Some good territory still open—but BE QUICK !

Peerless Manufacturing Company,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Producers of Bicycles of High Artistic Merit.
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Coming Spring
are the letters we are receiving for ** immediate
shipment, if you can, of my order; must have the

wheels.'* We are crowding our factory to its limit

to gratify these demands far in advance of our prom-
ises. Shrewd, wide-awake dealers know that

Early Riders

Make Early Buyers.

The " Windsor" for 1897 has the improvements that

will turn the tide of purchasers our way

—

hence the

urgent letters for early shipments. We are out

for the sales record for '97.

2ifrpnt« Wanted—in your locality if
.^lj^cill.9 thereisn't one there now. Only
men whose abi'ity entitles them to t*ie oppor-
tunity to make higf money need write to us.
Our terms are the most liberal to good men.

KENOSHA Wl$.
Chicago Salesroom, 285 Wabash Ave.

Geo. L. Magill, Sales Agent.

NOTE—Marshall Wells Hardware Co , of Duluth, Minn., will have the sole agency for "WINDSOR'
and " PACIFIC" bicycles for the Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HER EXCUSE FOR SIDEWALKING.

Pittsburg, March 15.—Pittsburg has a little

suburb that has a wheelwoman what is a wheel-

woman. Miss Clara E. Ridgway recently

caused a commotion in Greenwich, Pa., by

defying the authorities to the extent of riding

a bicycle on the sidewalks. She got into

trouble thereby. She then wrote the follow-

ing letter: "There are in the village of Green-

wich ten women who ride wheels. There is

not one foot of paved or curbed sidewalk that

has been laid out by the authorities. All the

roadways are either sand or mud, and are the

dumping grounds for oyster and clam shells,

old tin, broken glass, etc. It is upon these

streets that the committee has decreed that all

wheels shall go. Boys have ridden upon the

sidewalks for years, and no one has been

hurt. When the ordinance that caused the

trouble was passed, one of the committee

said that it was simply to check reckless rid-

ing. I kept on riding on the walks when there

were no people on them, or when the road-

way was so bad that I could not use it. All at

once, four women riders were summoned be-

fore the justice, and he gave judgment against

me. We promptly appealed. I know that

when the roadways have been obstructed,

wheeled vehicles have been allowed upon the

sidewalks, and it is on this principle that I

have used the paths in Greenwich village."

SCORED A SUCCESS.

Brooklyn's show ended brilliantly on Sat-

urday night and the local Board of Trade are

happy over its great success. The total at-

tendance for the week was about 35,000. It

was not expected that the show would be a

financial success, but the books show a profit

of several hundred dollars. The expenses were

about $5,000. The gate receipts were not

large, owing to the lavish manner in which

complimentary tickets were issued.

GONE EAST FOR HOMER AND HERO.

J. A. Jochum, formeir manager of the cycle

fittings department of the Independent Elec-

tric Company, has left for the East in the in-

terests of the Home Rattan Company, who
make the Homer and Hero bicycles. After

visiting the more important cities en route,

Mr. Jochum will spend some time in New
York.

ELLIOTT'S CYCLE CAR-FIXTURE.

A baggage car equipped with a number of

devices for storing and holding bicycles was

exhibited to numerous railroad men by the

officials of the Boston and Albany Railroad

at Boston last week. The car contained bicy-

cles hung from the roof and from brackets

hinged to the wall and by loops set at an angle

to the sides. The last method resulted in the

most compact stowage, twenty wheels being

placed securely in a space ten by seven feet,

yet none touches another, and one may be

removed easily without disturbing the rest.

This result is obtained by standing the wheels

on end with the rear wheel resting on the

floor of the car, while a wire loop holds the

whole securely at an angle of forty-five de-

grees with the side of the car. From the roof

others are hung between those on the floor,

with frames down. This method met with the

most approval from the visitors and will prob-

ably be adopted by several roads. It is the

invention of ex-President Sterling Elliott.

OUT-SPRINTED THE LAW.

That much-talked about $1,000 Tiffanyized

Rambler bicycle, which was won by A. B.

Hughes, of Denver, for the fastest unpaced

mile, caused him to ride another rapid mile

last week. A number of his pacemakers

secured a judgment against him in a local

TRYING TO STRANGLE IT.

A final hearing was given to the Whitehead

bicycle baggage bill by the Railroad Commit-
tee of the two houses of the Wisconsin Legis-

lature last week.

F. B. Van Valkenburg, of Milwaukee, led

the fight for the bill, and the railroad lobby-

ists were reinforced by a delegation of the

leading railway representatives in opposition

to the bill, who held that bicycles cannot be

properly classed as baggage, and thought that

if the law was passed it would not stand re-

view by the Supreme Court. On the other

hand, it was argued by the wheelmen that in

many other States bicycles were carried as

baggage, and that the scheme, where in

vogue, had proved satisfactory to all interests

concerned. Mr. Van Valkenburg said a num-
ber of the Wisconsin roads have shown a

disposition to carry wheels as baggage, but
have been prevented from doing so by the

Western Passenger Association. It is not
probable that the committee will vote on the
bill for some time.

THE LIBERTY.

YOST FOR A MAYORALITY.

Although not a politician or a seeker after

office, Joseph L. Yost, the head of the Yost

Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio, permitted himself to

be nominated as a candidate for the Demo-
cratic ticket for Mayor, last week. On the

first and second ballot, he polled the largest

vote of the three nominees. On the third, one

of the candidates withdrew in favor of his

strongest opponent, who won over Mr. Yost

by a very small margin.

court, and the bejeweled wheel, which was on

exhibition at the Rambler agency, was to be

seized by a constable on an attachment. Hear-

ing of this, Hughes mounted a wheel and

rode to the store at breakneck speed. Just

as the constable arrived Hughes disappeared

around the corner with the wheel. He
turned it over to a friend, who assumed pos-

session of it on a mortgage, and his pace-

makers, Sager and Pollard, are as badly ofif

as before.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

"Seen any signs of spring out your way

yet?"

"Well, I should say I had. The crowds

around the cycle store show-windows are

three and four deep."

HERE IS A CHAINLESS ALL READY.

Out of much agitation and expectation has
come at least one chainless bicycle, one that

is ready for the public—the Bayvelgere. It

made its appearance at the New York show,
and furthering their project, the Bayvelgere
Cycle Company' have established themselves
in the Lincoln Building, Union Square, this

city, where they are now ready to talk busi-
ness. The wheel, illustrated in the Bayvelgere
advertisement, speaks for itself.

SELLING THEM IN BRAZIL.

The Vanguard Cycle Company, of Indian-

apolis, who are proud of a steadily growing

business in Vanguard bicycles, are not con-

fining their endeavors to home fields alone.

The foreign market, especially the South

American field, has been invaded by their

missionary work. A good substantial order

from their agent in Brazil last week attests

the earnestness of their efforts.

GOING TO GET EVEN.

The proposition to put bicycle thieves in

Nebraska on the same footing as horse thieves

has been rejected by the Legislature. The
members who introduced the bill are now try-

ing to retaliate by the repeal of the law against

horse stealing.
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GET YOUR TIRE TAGS.

Kirk Brown, secretary of the Rubber Tire

Association, writes: "From numerous in-

quiries lately received, it is evident that there

is some misapprehension in the trade in re-

gard to the terms of the Rubber Tire Asso-

ciation guarantee, and if you can permit me
the use of the necessary space, I should like to

present an explanation of the guarantee. It

reads as follows:

" 'We agree with the purchaser of each tire,

to make good, by repair or replacement, when

delivered to us, transportation prepaid, any

imperfection or defect in material or manu-

facture of such tire, not caused by misuse or

neglect, provided such tire is accompanied by

a. signed statement from the owner, giving the

date on which the tire was purchased by him,

together with the name and number of the

wheel on which it was used, and that all im-

perfect or defective tires shall be referred to

us before any claim for repairs or replace-

ment shall be allowed.

"'We agree to repair, free of charge, any

tire that can be repaired, provided such tire

is delivered to us, transportation prepaid,

o " 'This guarantee continues for six months

from the date of the sale by the agent, but

expires in any event on May 1st, 1898.'

"It will be noticed that this guarantee has

two terms or periods of duration, the first- one

being for six months, and beginning with the

purchase of the tire by the user. This duration

of guarantee, is, however, limited if the six

mtmths expire before May 1st, 1898, on

which date the guarantee is withdrawn, even

should the tire at that time not have been put

into use. In other words, this guarantee is

an insurance against latent defects which
.

may develop in six months of use, but in no

case for a longer term of existence than the 1st

of May after the year in which the tire has

been made. Thus, if a tire were made in

1896 and sold by the retailer on January 1st,

1S97, the extreme limit would be reached on

May 1st, when the guarantee would run out,

but it would really be but four months after

the tire had been sold.

"The idea embodied in this guarantee is that

rubber is a vegetable compound, the preser-

vation of which depends largely upon the

care given to it, and the manufacturer of this

rubljer cannot possibly have control over the

conditions under which it is kept after it has

left his hands. He, therefore, cannot guaran-

tee it for any indefinite and unlimited term

even of existence, no matter whether it is

. used or not, and the limit of guarantee as

to existence is, therefore, set on May 1st of

the year following that in which the tire was

made.

"This point also, should not be lost sight

of, that the guarantee does not assure to the

rider any term of wear of his tire, even six

months or otherwise, but is simply an as-

surance against any defects of workmanship

or material which may develop in six months

o'f use.

"There is a very general idea among the

riding public that tires are guaranteed to

wear for a certain length of time. This is not

th'e case, and it is impracticable to give such

a guarantee for the same reason that a guaran-

tee for an unlimited term of existence cannot

be given, and that is, that the wearing of the

tire depends. upon the conditions over which

the manufacturer "has no control.

"The official repair tag, as furnished by the

Rubber Tire Association, must always be

filled out and presented with the tire.

"One of these tags is presented with each

pair of new tires made by members of the

association and other manufacturers who have

adopted this guarantee.

"To facilitate the operation of this guaran-

tee, and for their own convenience, the dealer

should obtain and keep on hand a small sup-

ply of these tags. They can be had of the

secretary at $1.75 per thousand, cash with

the order."

HANDSOME AS WELL AS STRONG.

One of the Peerless features to which the

Peerless Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,

points with special pride, is their fork-crown,

illustrated herewith. It is not entirely new,

however, as the same crown was used last

year with such success that the company felt

the great advantage of using it again in this

year's wheel, after improving it somewhat in

its internal construction. The crown has been

thoroughly tested, and has stood, by actual

test, a strain two and a half times greater than

the ordinary double fork-crown. Examination

of the illustration given will show the great care

with which the interior of the crown is made
and braced. Every possible strain is provided

for, reinforcements running up into the fork-

stem, down into the fork-sides, around the

sides of the fork-crown itself, perpendicular

and lateral; the careful riveting and brazing

meet so perfectly every strain, that the Peer-

less people really believe the fork cannot be

broken. Aside from its merit of strength, it

undeniably "is one of the handsomest forks in

use. The Peerless claim the sole right to

this fork and are using it exclusively on their

"Peerless" bicycles.

WANT MARRIED MEN NOW.

Sixty polishers of the Derby Cycle Com-
pany, Jackson, Mich., struck for higher wages

last week. The company is not inclined to

treat with the men and is having its polishing

done elsewhere. Hereafter, the Derby people

say, they will employ only married men, who
reside in Jackson.

HIGHLY INDORSED.

The Sims Saddle Co., of Canton, N. Y.,

are well pleased with the reception accorded

their pneumatic edge saddle. Foster L.

Backus, the District Attorney of Kings

County, is one of those who has indorsed the

seat in glowing terms.

RAINED IN ROCHESTER.

Rochester, N. Y., March 11,—Fitzhugh Hall

presented a very attractive appearance this

noon at the opening of the cycle show held

under the auspices of the local Board of

Trade and the Rochester Division of the L.

A. W., notwithstanding the fact that but part

of the exhibits were in place. This work was

finished before the show had been open two
hours. The entire lower floor was occupied

by the booths of the members of the Board
of Trade. Tire and sundry firms were tucked

away in the gallery, and much dissatisfaction

resulted from the general inaccessibility of

their booths.

A severe rainstorm interfered materially

with the attendance in the afternoon but the

evening attendance was large, despite the in-

clement weather. Two sextuplets were shown,

the Globe and the Syracuse, also a Syracuse

with a fire extinguishing apparatus. The
Monon chainless, manufactured in Syracuse,

is also exhibited. About the only novelty in

accessories shown is the Woodbury sprocket

brake, which was fitted to a Columbia, and

attracted much attention. The decorations of

many of the booths were very novel, espe-

cially that of the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany. Their booth was draped with dark

cloth, with the word Columbia and facsimiles

of their name-plate all over it. It presented

a very handsome appearance.

At the booth of the Rochester Cycle Com-
pany were shown the prizes won by A. M.
Zimbrich. Rochester's fastest amateur, last

season. They include thirty-six firsts, six
seconds and two thirds. Zimbrich holds six
track records, several championships, and is

considered a coming man. Several electric

signs decorate different booths, notably at the
booth of J. J. Mandery, where a large North-
ampton sign and an Andrae sign illuminated
the place. The Hamilton-Kenwood sign was
the largest sign at the show and also the
handsomest.

Special attractions are provided for every
afternoon and evening of the show and there
is but little doubt that a large amount will

be put into the hands of the Side Path Com-
mittee as a result of the exhibition. Ten
wheels are to be given away at different times
in voting contests, prizes for sale of tickets,

etc., and all the money realized from them is

turned into the general fund. The advance
sale of tickets was enormous and enough were
sold before the doors of the show, were thrown
open to insure the management against any
loss.

Souvenirs are being given out in great abun-
dance, one dealer having laid in a supply of
no less than 34,000.

A list of the exhibitors follows:

J. J. Mandery; Andrae, Hoffman, Gold Crank Fal-
con, United States, Northampton, Bamboo, Seaman
Laminated and Monon chainless bicycles.
Bettys & Mabbett Co. ; Ten Humming Bird bicy-

cles.

Pope Mfg. Co. ; Five Columbia bicycles, including
tandem ; five Hartford bicycles.
Francis L. Hughes & Co. ; Lyndhurst, Keating,

Crescent, Tribune, Cleveland, Lyndon and Schuler
bicycles.
Robert Thomson; "Victor, "Victoria and Clipper bicy-

cles.

Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co. ; Rochester, Athlete and
Electric City bicycles.
Novelty Bicycle "Works; "Wolff-American, Sterling,

Stormer, World, Orient, "Waverley, Envoy and Fleet-
wing bicycles.
Miner & Fiske Co.; Ariel, Spalding, Waltham

Comet, Hilsendegen and Elfin bicycles.
Punnett Cycle Mfg. Co. ; Punnett and Companion

bicycles.
C. J. Conolly & Co. ; Monarch, Syracuse, Eclipse,

Hamilton, Pierce, Stearns and Rambler bicycles.
American Dunlop Tire Co. ; Dunlop tires.

New York Tire Co. ; Samson tires.

Sager Mfg. Co. ; saddles.
Hartford Rubber Works Co. ; Hartford tires.

Morgan & Wright; M. & W. tires.

B. F. Goodrich Co.; Goodrich tires.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. ; Vim tires.

Newton Rubber Works; Newton tires.

Goodenough & Callender Co. ; adjustable handle-
bars. / . .

C. T, Ham Mfg. Co.; lamps,
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Waverley Bearings.

During the New York Show the veteran racing man-

ager, Tom Eck, became greatly interested in the new

Waverley Bearings, and approached the company's manage-

ment in an effort to induce them to put up a racing machine

for Johnson, stating his belief that these bearings would

prove seconds faster than any others.

It is a well-known fact that the Indiana Company does

not build racers, and the proposition was declined. Mr.

Eck was dissatisfied with the refusal, however, and finally

arranged to purchase a set of these bearings to be built into

a machine to be furnished Johnson by another maker.

Q^V ^^l ^Jft ft?* ft?*

A PRESS COMMENT ON THE

'97 WAVERLEY.

One of the chief factors in the constructive worth of

Waverley wheels is to be found in the fact that from the

greatest part down to the least, every portion of the bicycle

is built in the Waverley factories. In these days such a fact

as this means much to the buyer. A bicycle should be a

harmonious whole, not a h a hazard combination of more or

less discordant parts. Each part, no matter how small and

apparently insignificant, must harmonize with every other

part, if the highest type of mechanical and artistic construc-

tion is to be achieved; and no one can critically examine the

new Waverley models without realizing that each part of

these superb machines is so well proportioned with the others

that the completed bicyc is the essence of well-balanced

strength and undemonstrative taste. It is a familiar sajing

that the really well-dressed man is he whose costume is not a

contrast of incongruous details, but a blending of harmonious

details into a finished and tasty whole. In somewhat the

same way it might be said that the Waverley bicycle is a

harmonious blending of fine constructive features into a

machine, every part of which is in full accord with every

other part. Tires, chains, saddles, pedals, spokes, handle-

bars, tubing, in short, every portion of the Waverley bicycle

IS built expressly for this use in the Waverley plant. The

construction of each and all. is supervised, watched and

tested by the same mechanical expert. Each part is made to

work smoothly and in conjunction with every other part; and

their combination into the completed Waverley bicycle gives

to the public a most thoroughly and carefully built wheel.

—

Bicycling World, Feb. 26, '97.—Adv,

WAVERLEY
BICYCLES

ARE THE STANDARD
OF QUALITY

?
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THE objective

point in bicycle

jt, building should

be the improvement

of quality. •^^^^^^

To give the buyer the

best possible returns

for his money is the

policy which has gain-

ed for WAVERLEY
BICYCLES their pres-

ent wide-spread popu-

larity, and we wish

buyers to feel that

their desire to secure a

thoroughly reliable

bicycle at the lowest

price at which such a

machine can be mar-

keted, is not a wit

stronger than our de-

sire to place before

them exactly the right

machine at exactly the

right price.

Catalogue mailed free. Agents wanted everywhere

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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SAYING THINGS.

Some of the Dunlop Insiders Are TelUng

Things In Court About Bach

Other.

London, Feb. 27.—The Gormully & Jefifery

case has been appealed to the House of Lords,

the highest legal tribunal in this land.

People on this side are astonished at the

unwavering resolution of the losers to see

their case thrashed out to the limit of Eng-

lish law, and while, of course, a majority of

the trade would hail their success with intense

satisfaction, it would be useless to deny that

after the decision of the Court of Appeal,

which merely emphasized the decision of the

lower courts upholding the Clincher patents,

it appears like a forlorn hope—and a costly

one.

The spiciest case of the many which have

evolved out of the cycle boom is undoubted-

ly that which is being tried as I write before

the Irish Lord Chancellor in Dublin, in which

the famous James Boyd Dunlop, the inventor

of the pneumatic tire, sues Dr. F. F. MacCabe

for the refund of certain moneys said to be

the profits of a transaction which he entered

into with Mr. Dunlop by persuading him to

sell 2,000 original shares in the Dunlop Com-
pany at £7 each on the day on which the

Hooley-Rucker offer, for practically £12.10

and benefits, had been accepted.

It seems that the defendant was a personal

friend of Mr. Dunlop and also of Mr. Du
Cros, with the latter of whom Mr. Dunlop

had quarreled prior to leaving the board of

the Pneumatic Tire Co. Dr. MacCabe was

not in affluent circumstances at the time that

he secured the purchase of these 2,000 shares,

and is alleged to have represented to Mr.

Dunlop that he was acting for a lady friend in

London, who was possessed of a yearly in-

come of £20,000, and, in order to induce Mr.

Dunlop to part with them, he showed him a

letter from Mr. Du Cros offering him (Dr.

MacCabe) 1,500 shares at £7 as an act of

prudence on his own part. This, it is now al-

leged, was a trick resorted to by MacCabe to

secure the sale, as if Mr. Du Cros, who knew
everything, was willing to sell at £7, it was
obvious that Mr. Dunlop could not err much
in taking a similar line. The letter could not

be produced at the trial, but what purported

to be a copy was put in evidence, which both

Mr. Dunlop and his wife denied was anything

but a fabrication, and contained statements

which instead of inducing him to sell would
have made him hold on.

The cross-examination of the plaintiff did

not yield any tangible result, save to show that

Mr. Dunlop had been loaning Dr. MacCabe
small sums, and that, in his opinion. Dr. Mac-
Cabe had been endeavoring to "fool" Mr. Du
Cros as well as himself from information he
had received of the impending sale of the

company.

A bank manager was called to prove that

the £14,000 with which Dr. MacCabe had paid

Mr. Dunlop was advanced by Mr. Du Cros,

and it was also shown that the shares had been
dealt in by Dr. MacCabe in his own name.

So far as can be seen, the defence, which has

just opened, will consist of a denial in toto of

all charges contained in the case. No allega-

tions were made regarding a London lady,

no collusion existed between Dr. MacCabe

' and a third party to trick the plaintiff, and that

the transaction was an ordinary deal in shares

which the plaintiff thought were above their

real value at £7.

The Dr. MacCabe herein implicated is the

same who took up the Simpson chain chal-

lenge last year, and brought about the famous

meeting at Catford, when Huret beat Chase,

Barden beat Michael, and Linton beat Stocks.

He has since the coup mentioned, which oc-

curred on March 28th last, become a "pal" of

Mr. E. T. Hooley, and is registered as joint

owner with the millionaire of several race

horses which run under the young medico's

name.

METAL RIMS WANTED.

Flotations are still rolling in on the mar-

ket, and we are apparently in for a very busy

time shortly. The Rudge-Whitworth For-

eign extension is to be out in a few days, and

I believe contracts to let the public have for

£35,000 in cash and £65,000 in shares, out of a

proposed capital of £200,000, the right to make

FOR CYCLE SAILORS.

While they have been much pictured and

much talked of, it has remained for Thomas

Lotherington, of Ardmore, Ind. Ter., to

patent a sail for bicycles, the one illustrated

herewith.

and sell machines under the Rudge-Whitworth

transfer all over Europe and America. I am
no judge of these matters, it is true, but if my
opinion was asked, I would say that I prefer

the price to the privilege.

The St. George Engineering Co., which is

presided over by Mr. C. A. Palmer, the mov-
ing spirit in the Fleuss tubeless tire, has re-

ceived an offer from a company promoter

which the shareholders will have to consider

on Saturday next. This is £115,000 for the

good will and assets of the concern, the capi-

tal of which at present is £40,000. Considering

that the company has never declared more
than a 10 per cent dividend, the shareholders

are apparently getting at least full value for

their property.

Other flotations on, or coming on, are the

Buckingham & Adams Co. for £70,000; the

remarkable fact about this company is that its

title is derived from two men who are now
heads of other and rival concerns. This is a

Birmingham concern, and is at least modestly

capitalized. The Appleby chain, or, at least

one of them, is "going out" for £40,000

—

quite enough, too.

Frank W. Morgan, of Morgan & Wright,

is expected to arrive here within the next few

days.

HAS KNOCKED THE NOSTRUMS.

There were formerly many people who
thought it necessary to decorate their anatomy

with liver-pads, lung protectors, porous plas-

ters, etc., but since cycling has come in vogue

they have laid aside such jewelry as worthless.

American Makers Must Supply Them to

the West Indies or Stand the

Consequences.

Barbados, W. I., Feb. 27.—Although but a.

speck in the ocean, measuring only 166 square

miles in extent, Barbados, which is just out-

side the circle of islands which comprise the

Leeward and Windward West Indies and

separate the Caribbean sea from the Atlantic,

is one of the most important colonies in the

group, probably owing to the fact that here

are situated the chief branches of the Royal

Mail Steam Packet Company and other lines

of steamers, the Colonial Bank, the various in-

surance companies, etc. It is very thickly

populated, over 1,100 to the square mile, and

the greater proportion of the inhabitants, as

in the neighboring islands, are colored.

Until quite recently Barbados boasted noth-

ing in the shape of an athletic association, but

on the 8th of May last year a few public spirit-

ed gentlemen got together and formed the

Barbados Amateur Athletic Association (of

which Mr. J. Connell is the hon. secretary)

which to-day contains nearly 200 members.

The objects of the association are to promote

athletics on the island, and the proper manage-

ment of athletic meetings. The first meeting

under its auspices was held in July, 1896. The
programme included running, jumping, and

other items and concluded with two bicycle

races of one and three miles respectively, both

of which were won by the same man on a Mon-
arch. The cycling boom had not yet reached

this distant island and these two races marked

its appearance there. The want of a cycle

track was felt for the first time, and at the

next sports meeting, held 12th of October, a

4J-lap track was improvised for the occasion,

but it proved very slow and rough. Both the

one and three-mile races were this time won
on a Pierce.

The first annual meeting of the B. A. A. A.

was held on the 8th of January. The books
showed a good cash balance, and after the re-

election of the old committee an additional

one consisting of cyclists was elected to repre-

sent and control all matters pertaining to the

cyclist section of the association, of which the

hon. secretary is C. J. Coates, of the Commer-
cial Agency. The next move is to be the

acquisition of suitable grounds for holding
the outdoor events and the construction of a

pavilion and gymnasium, while the duties that

fall upon the cycling committee will include

the construction of a cycle track, the arrange-
ment of club runs, fancy dress parades, excur-

sions, etc.

Regarding the class of bicycles in use on
the island there has been quite an interesting

development. Before the boom set in, an
American wheel with its wooden rims and
light weight was quite a novelty, nothmg be-
ing ridden except the cumbersome creations

that in England are termed roadsters. It was
easy to foretell that the American wheel would
soon secure the trade, and this came about.
Within the next few months the number of

riders increased from a couple of dozen to

over 150.

To-day the American wheel is first favorite,

but fashions change and a prejudice is grow-
ing up against wood rims, which, whether
owing to climate or inferior make, sometimes
warp and will not stand a blow. In fact, this

demand for metal rims, plain black, coppered,
or aluminum, has in more than one case sold

an English made bicycle in preference to an
American, and now that English makers are

sending out lighter weights it behooves Amer-
ican manufacturers to study well the fashions

current in the markets they wish to reach.
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SUPPOSIN'
you had $100 and wanted to

buy a watch. You go into a

shop and the jeweler shows
you two watches exactly alike,

except that the movement of

one can be taken out for clean-

ing, repairing, etc., while the

movement of the other can-

not be taken out for any pur-

pose whatever. Which would
you buy ?

Morgan sWrightTires

are good tires

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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POINTS ON TWO POINTS.

In poker playing there is never any question

that three of a kind beats a pair when

blulfs and other outside influences are barred,

but when it comes to proving the same thing

regarding the merits of three-point vs. two-

point bearings it is an open question which

britigs about an endless discussion of me-

chanical and other arguments, which discus-

sion, paradoxical as it may seem, almost

proves that either side may be right. This may

have been possible because the two-point bear-

ing has not heretofore been constructed on

the right lines. Theoretically, a perfect bear-

ing—it has always been contended—should be

one in which the balls are placed between two

surfaces in such a manner that they directly

roll under the weight of the rider, there be-

ing only two points of contact, one with the

cup and the other with the cone, the points

being directly opposite each other in a vertical

line. In this way, the best form of bearing

under weight is accomplished, because it must

follow that no matter how heavy the weight

applied may be—provided also that it is less

than that of the crushing strain—it will not

tend to spread or wedge the balls.

Such a ball bearing so constructed would no

doubt be the ideal bearing, and would cause

the least friction if the line of strain were

at a right angle with the flat portions of the

bearings. This should be at an angle of 45

degrees from a line drawn through the centre

of the axle, lengthwise, and by this method

the balls would simply roll as though they

had an imaginary axle extending at right

angles from one point of contact to the other.

From a theoretical standpoint, this would

solve- the problem of lessening the friction in

the ball bearings to a minimum, but at the

same time, from a practical standpoint, this

construction was made impossible, simply be-

cause no way had ever been devised to keep

the row of b^lls in their place. It took three

surfaces to accomplish this, with the result

that the three-point contact is once more es-

tablished.

The Charles S. Caffrey Co., of Camden, N.

J., for more than a score of years makers of

high grade sulkies, are now using in their

Caffrey bicycle the Lake Anti-Friction Bear-

ing, which is in every sense a two-point con-

tact bearing. The illustration shows its con-

struction thoroughly. On the crank bearing

a sleeve is inserted over the axle, the ends of

which are formed at a right angle, to accom-

plish the best results. In the hubs the bearing

case is inserted, and while the form of bear-

ing is reversed, the idea is followed out on

practically the same lines as in the bottom

brackets.

The Caffrey people keep the balls separated

by a light, non-bearing ring, which is really

the. kej'stone of this device, the ring contain-

ing oblong or elliptical holes which only touch

the balls at axial points, where there is the

minimum revolving motion to the ball, while

at the same time maintaining the balls on
flat parallel surfaces at angles of 45 degrees.

The balls are staggered in the separating

ring so that each one travels a separate road,

covering practically the entire width of the

cone and cup, thereby lengthening the life of

the bearing as many times as there are balls

in the bearing, and making it impossible to

roll a groove in either the cone or bearing

case. By making the cone and case at an

angle of 45 degrees, no twisting motion is

possible by the ball. By means- of the separa-

tor, each ball is kept isolated, so the drag of

one ball against the other, so noticeable in

ZTCH}

some forms of bearing, is entirely lacking.

All cups and cones are hardened by a special

process, ground true and polished smooth, the

oones being ground at their places on the axle,

and the cups ground after placing them in the

hubs.

It is the intention of the Cafifrey company to

market the Lake Anti-Friction Bearing, offer-

ing it to the trade in general, and they are

willing to have manufacturers send for a sam-

ple pair of these bearings and have them
tested by the manufacturers themselves. At

the Philadelphia show, a front wheel was

spun by a single motion of the hand and it ran

for 65 minutes, certainly an unprecedented

performance, considerable of an argument for

the Lake's easy running qualities.

The Caffrey company also make a high

grade wheel under their own name, with flush

joints, internal fastenings to seat-post and

handle-bar, cranks held on the axle by tapered

ends and a fork crown of a neat design. Of

course the Lake bearings are used, and it is

claimed that by means of these any wheel can

be ridden geared fifteen inches higher than

where the conventional style of bearing is

used.

The officers of the Charles S. Caffrey Com-
pany are: Charles S. Caffrey, president; H.

Stiles, treasurer; Edward Neiland, secretary;

Louis M. Mansuay, manager of bicycle de-

partment; and H. B. Adams has the construc-

tion of the Lake bearing in charge.

A BALL-BEARING YARN.

Pittsburg, March 15.—Possibly the funniest

feature that has ever rippled to risibility the

little local wheel world occurred last week.

It was the culmination of a newspaper sport-

ing serial begun last winter in a Pittsburg

paper.

One of the young men of the typewriter

several months ago told how the Pittsburg

base ball management had decided to equip

the team with bicycles, on which to take

spring training to prepare for the season.

The wheels were to be used also while the

club would be swinging around the circuit, for

the players to take morning spins upon. The
publication of this "exclusive beat" caused

Manager-Captain Patrick Donovan to be

an object of special attention from

Uncle Sam's mail servers. One man
wrote from the oil regions that he

should like to be official repairman to

his highness, adding that he would furnish his

own tools. The story was copied widely, and

many were the comments and counter com-

ments upon bicycle riding as a modus oper-

andi to get the anatomy into fettle for the

playing season.

The Pittsburg team has, of late, been pre-

paring to start southward next Saturday on

its Southern practice trip. So, the aforesaid

young man cometh out last week with a'

lengthy disquisition upon "Bicycles as Bag-

gage." He rehashes the statement that

Manager Donovan had finally concluded to

buy wheels for his two dozen stars and take

them to Georgia. The only deterrent,

so the story said, was the fact that some rail-

road companies did not consider bicycles bag-

gage. To pay the cost of transportation for

a score and more of wheels would mean a big

additional expense. Could this be overcome,

straightway the wheels would be bought.

Thereupon the Pittsburg manager was de-

luged with mail from the makers of the best

machines on earth. Tons of precious litera-;

ture upon the superlative excellence of these

wheels was his daily mental pabulum. The
manufacturers insisted that nothing less than

a personal examination could satisfy him of

the single superiority of their wheels. He
was called away from his meals to answer

telephone calls from bicycle salesmen, who
would not leave him until he had promised to

place his players upon their ma'tce of wheel.

They came without number, and, like their

chains, they were endless.

A certain Eastern manufacturer was so in-

sistent as to declare that he would interest the

L. A. W. in securing the passage of the

team's wheels as baggage, should the

manager select the "biggest and best brand.'?

Another guaranteed to turn out dreams of

grace a-wheel by fitting the baggage coach

ahead as a riding academy. Still another of-

fered the manager a "bicycle built for two" if

he should have the rest of the team mounted

upon the "wheel that's round" or some other

old wheel that isn't round. But, the players

insist on having makes of their own choice.

There are twenty ^layers, so there will be

twenty different makes. But the manager

wants to avail himself of the discount offered

for carload lots, so it is extremely likely that

they will all ride wheels "built like each

other."

Not satisfied—universal cycling, individually

speaking.
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He must have one*

Like Iver Johnson Cycles^

They are mighty good.

WBK JsrarassB]^
,SJl]ia§aaa>(§^[yiV^[o]KC3S

FITCHBURC.MASS.

C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Represents us in

NewjYork, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHAT THEY DISLIKE ABROAD.

Foreigners never concede that the competi-

tion of American goods is a serious factor in

any line so long as their introduction is con-

trolled by improperly qualified native im-

porters who are willing enough to fill an order

and equally unwilling to do the work of in-

itiating trade and creating a demand for

them. But as soon as the American producer

places his commodity in a foreign market in

his own right, by means of representatives

thoroughly qualified to represent and as

thoroughly identified with his interests, as the

cycle manufacturer has very wisely done, the

whole aspect of the case changes.

The successful introduction of American bi-

cycles by this means in many foreign mar-

kets is well known, and the advantages of a

foreign trade so established to the American

manufacturer have been vividly illustrated

during recent domestic depression and in-

dustrial uncertainty. That which has been

done by the cycle makers in this direction

will exert a powerful influence on the future

of American export trade. American cycle

manufacturers having created facilities that

outrun domestic demand, great as that is, are
still seeking new outlets in Europe, and are
doing it in their own name, thus holding at

their command all the forces that make for

the building up of a demand for their ma-
chines. This is rapidly making the American
bicycle a factor in calculations for trade in

their home market by foreign makers, very
much to the disgust of the foreign makers
aforesaid.

STARTING LOW DOWN.

There is still plenty of room at the top of the

cycle business, but there is no apparent desire

on the part of most of the trade to change
from the well-recognized principle of trying

to "get in on the ground floor."

BICYCLE WORKERS CONVENE.

Toledo, O., March 16.—The International

Union of Bicycle Workers began its first an-

nual convention in this city yesterday. This

organization was effected since the last con-

vention of the American Federation of Labor
at Cincinnati last year, and is consequently

acting in what may be called a temporary

form. Nevertheless it has already granted over

thirty charters to local unions, both in this

country and in Canada. Delegations are

present from the principal manufacturing cen-

tres of both countries.

TO CLEAN THE CHAIN.

This is one of the most recent inventions

designed to make easier the cleaning of one

of the most difficult parts of the bicycle, the

chain. It is the product of the Magnet Cycle

Brush Co., Rosindale, Mass., and looks

serviceable value for the price asked, 35 cents.

SUNSHINE AS A TIRE INJURY.

It may not be known, even to everyone in

the tire trade, that solar heat is sufficient to

vulcanize rubber, provided too great a propor-

tion of sulphur is not used. Excessive ex-

posure of a wheel to the sun's rays has the

immediate effect of over-vulcanizing the tires

thereon, which over-vulcanization hastens de-

terioration, often thus being directly responsi-

ble for the unsatisfactory wearing qualities of

a tire which may in every way have been a

product of most excellent material and work-

manship.

WHAT PRESSURE IN TIRES?

As the superiority of the pneumatic tire lies

in the fact that it is more easily compressed

and returns to its natural shape quicker than

the solid, and also to the fact that it flattens

out under the weight, and covers a greater

amount of surface, it naturally follows that the

elasticity of the material of which the tire is

made, and also the pressure of the air within,

will have a considerable effect upon the ease

with which it will run. As to the air tube

itself, it may be said that the thinner it is,

consistent with strength and durability, and the

more elastic the material, the better it will be.

A hard, thick tube will absorb so much power
in bending in and out as largely, if not wholly,

to offset the gain due to the greater flexibility

afforded by the mobility of the compressed

air within.

As to the air pressure, it will be found that

on rough stone pavements or soft dirt roads

a reduction of pressure will make the wheel
run easier, but on hard, smooth roads it will

not produce a very noticeable difference. So
far as the air pressure alone is concerned, it

might be said that the lower, the better, be-
cause one of the reasons why a pneumatic tire

runs with so little exertion is that it flattens

out and covers more ground, and thus pre-
vents the wheel from dropping into every
small depression.
But as the bending in and out of the tire

absorbs power, it is evident that if the pres-
sure is reduced too much, the loss occasioned
by the extra flattening of the tire will be
greater than the gain due to the increased
surface in contact with the road. From this
it follows that both extremes of pressure will

give the poorest results, and that the best will

be obtained at some middle point. Where
this point is can only be determined by actual
trial, as it will differ with different makes of
tires and with different weights of riders. On
general principles, it may be said that for soft

roads, a soft tire will give the best results.

••-

$75.00 AND $50.00

BBXjLIS OYCXjB OOIMZZP-AulTY,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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OCCIDENTAL CYCLE SELLERS.

The bicycle establishments on the far East

Side are odd. They are not down in

any tr-ide directory, and the casual observer

might fail to notice them amid the dense con-

glomeration of signs, stands, booths and

crowded doorways and windows; they are

there, however, and do a steady and increas-

ing business. It is in a shabby basement,

poorly lighted and poorly ventilated, that one

of the most popular of these resorts is situated.

The descent to it is by a steep flight of steps,

in the middle of which is a groove for run-

ning the machines up and down.

"Where do you give lessons?" is the in-

quiry, as the visitor glances about the narrow

confines of the apartment, more than one-

half of which is taken up with the platform on

which stand the wheels.

"Up on the street," returns the clerk.

"And what do you charge for a wheel?"

"Thirty cents for the first hour, and 25 cents

for every hour after. If only two hours, 60

cents; for all Sunday, $2."

"What do you ask for a lady's wheel to be

used this afternoon?" inquired a voice from

the street above.

The voice belonged to a young man. who

stooped down so as to look at the clerk below.

"Did you ever get a wheel here before?"

was the question in return.

"No. Never was here before."

"Well! you couldn't get it to-day nohow,

then," was the cheering information.

"How so?"

"Because we only lets out wheels to theni

what gives us their names the day before, so

we can find out if they live where they say

they do," is the explanation.

"If 1 leave a deposit, say $2?" persists the

customer.

"Not if you leave $5. The wtieel is worth

a long sight more than $5. We have had

trouble doing that kind of business. We look

up all our customers once a month to see if

they have moved." The customer withdrew

at this, and the clerk was asked the price ot

such wheels as were for sale.

"Twenty dollars up. We make wheels our-

selves sometimes, and some of these were

bought second-hand and repaired, so they are

good as new. We take wheels in exchange

also. With a little trouble a wheel that has

been used a couple of seasons can be fi.ted as

good as ever. Now, that bicycle there came

in here com.pletely smashed up. A young lady

was riding it to Coney Island on Sunday, and

these middle bolts broke loose and the whole

thing went to pieces. The boss here fixed it

himself, and now she'll be all right again."

Fully thirty couples take lessons or practice

riding up on the street in front of this resort

on fine nights. The fun keeps up until after

midnight, and there are plenty of spectators

to enjoy the accidents that befall unlucky be-

ginners.

It was after the bicycle became popular in

the neighborhood that certain shrewd spirits

recognized the chance to make a little money,
and opened these schools, several of which are

in Division street. The people of the neigh-

borhood live in such cramped quarters that

even those who can afford to own a wheel

prefer to store them in these places.

Most of the proprietors of these part shops,

part academies, are young men who have re-

cently gone into the business. Several have

a natural turn for mechanics which they have

thus put to practical use.

"I learned about machines in the old coun-

try," explains the proprietor of a school on
the ground floor of a corner house. He is

dark and swarthy, and in his blue-striped shirt

and overalls, with his brawny arms, bared

above the elbow, presents a striking contrast

to the correctly attired individual occupying

a like position in one of the fashionable acad-

emies uptown.

"In Hungary?" he is asked.

"No; Russia. I be now three years in this

country. I make some wheels myself. I have

fifty wheels in here. Many Sundays they are

all out. I have six ladies' wheels, and they

are all hired, too."

"And you give lessons?"

"Yes. To learn them right, I charge 40

cents a lesson, but if they already know they

take the wheel for 25 cents every hour."

The collection of wheels in tliese academies

is of divers and various kinds, and it would
not require a close study of them for one to

be partially able to answer that famous cy-

cle conundrum: "Where do all the old bicy-

cles go?"

A SIMPLE REPAIR

TO PICK UP THE STRIP
OF PATCHING RUBBER IN-

SIDE THE INNER TUBE
(THUS CLOSING THE
PUNCTURE), GET M.&W.
QUICK-REPAIR CEMENT [N;

SIDE THE INNER TUBE.
ONLY WAY TO DO

THIS IS TO FIRST PUMP UP
THE INJECTOR WILL

NOT ENTER A FLABBY
INNER TUBE.

Morgan sWright

FROM LAMP CHIMNEYS TO CYCLE CLEANING.

Pittsburg, March 15.—Pittsburg has a new
industry. The Pittsburg Brass Co., which
seems to be so called simply from the fact

that it has less to do with brass than any other

substance, making notably the "Pearl Top"
lamp chimneys, tells a new tale, thus: "If you
cannot afford a new wheel, why not have

your old one cleaned, re-finished and made
to look as good as new? If it is dirty or

rusty, we can clean it. If the plating or

enamel is worn, we can re-plate or re-enamel

it. The cost of re-finishing or even cleaning

a wheel depends so much on its condition

that it is impossible to name a uniform price

for all. We will call for your wheel, bring it

to our factory, examine it carefully, and at

once mail you a letter stating what it will

cost you to have it cleaned, re-plated or re-

enameled, as may be necessary. If the price

seems reasonable to you, advise us and we
will do the work promptly. If not, we will

return the wheel to you without any cost to

you whatever. There are some 15,000 wheels

in the two cities; probably not less than 1,500

wheels will be sent to us under this offer. We
can refinish 300 per week. Be prompt if you
wish to use yours soon."

AN ADVERTISING LESSON.

The two most popular methods of convey-

ance now before the public are cars and cycles.

Some travelers use both of them; all travelers

use one of them. When it comes to deciding

which car line one would use it would seem

as though it was a clear case of Hobson's

choice—take bean soup or leave the table,

hence that advertising would be a sheer waste

of money in connection with cars, however ab-

solutely essential all sane and successful men
agree it is for cycles.

There is a lesson for every man in the cycle

trade in one item of the annual report of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad Co. The past year

was the dullest known in many years in pas-

senger traffic, and yet the report shows that

the number of passengers carried one mile

is an inciease of nearly 8,000,000 passengers

over the preceding year.

No more remarkable showing could be ex-

pected or could be considered possible in view

of the increasing competition of cycles, and of

steam and trolley roads. The student of busi-

ness who stops to think of the reason in the

face of dullness and local competitions will

find it in one thing, viz.: advertising.

The eminently respectable old gentlemen

who were in at the birth of the Valley road,

and are in good berths yet, look with some-

thing like contempt upon the advertising of

the road. When Mr. Lee, the general passen-

ger agent, began work they did not believe in

advertising. They did not think you could

make people travel unless they had business.

They were like unto the cycle manufacturer

who t'ninks money spent in advertising is so

much thrown away, who thinks people will

not buy bicycles unless they must, and then

the non-advertiser will catch as many of them

as the buyer of printers' ink will.

The exploit of Mr. Lee in thus increasing

travel on a railroad by advertising is the most

remarkable in the history of advertising, and

it is a lesson that should not be lost sight of

by any man interested in the manufacture and

sale of bicycles. In the dullest year of the last

quarter of a century the Lehigh Valley adver-

tised more than ever, and its passenger re-

ceipts were greater than ever. While all other

railroads reduced their advertising the Valley

increased it, and the experiment paid beyond

the hopes of the projectors. There is no mo-
nopoly like a railroad, but the lesson that Mr.

Lee has forcibly taught is that by advertising

the business of a monopoly can be vastly in-

creased, and as it is with a railroad so it is

with any other business, from the cycle maker
to the cobbler. A judicious advertising, a

conscientious regard for the rights of custom-

ers and there is no such word as fail.

TWO VETERANS AS MANAGERS.

R. H. Wolff & Co. have established a

Wolff-American branch in Brooklyn, at Fulton

street and Bedford avenue, a most advanta-

geous location, and the veteran Charles Schwal-

bach will be installed as manager. Coincident

with Mr. Schwalbach's connection is that his

brother, Alex Schwalbach, also a veteran in

cycling, has handled the Wolff-American in

Brooklyn for the past year and will continue

to do so at his store, 471 Flatbush avenue,

opposite Prospect Park.

Unbidden companions on the road are
welcomest when they are gone.
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BRAKES THAT BRAKE.

It is reasonably certain that the agitation of

The Wheel, the New York "Sun" and other

papers with the mutual interests of the cycling

and the general public at heart, will result in

a permanent and effective solution of the

much-discussed brake question during the

current year.

The fruits of the agitation are apparent in

the number of new brakes now before the

public. Several of them, notably the Spencer

and the Doolittle, have created, or will create,

a stir, as their merits become more widely

known and better appreciated. They leave lit-

tle, if anything, to be desired, and appear to

remove practically all the objections ad-

vanced by the anti-brake extremists. An-

other brake, the advance guard of which has

been shown in The Wheel, and which must

be included in the class just referred to, has

been devised by Geo. T. Warwick, of Newark,

N. J., who is no stranger to the cycle trade.

It is contained entirely in the rear hub, and

is applied by back-pedaling. It is simplicity

itself, consisting of a single part weighing

but a few ounces.

In connection with the brake, Mr. War-

wick has also originated a new hub, which

seems likely to cut a considerable figure in

the trade. The brake, however, may be ap-

plied to any cup-adjusting hub, the altera-

tions required being insignificant and not

apparent to the eye. Mr. Warwick asserts,

however, that his brake-equipped hub,

complete, can be sold to the trade for less

than the price of any other brake alone, while

the expense to those makers who may de-

sire to apply the Warwick brake to their own
hubs will be so small that it will scarcely be

felt.

Mr. Warwick has almost completed the ar-

rangements for the manufacture and market-

ing of his hub and brake. If it even half ful-

fills its promise, the veteran Warwick will

have good reason to be proud.

PROPER FOREIGN TRADE POLICY.

One of the American houses that went for

export trade in businesslike fashion is the

Grand Rapids (Mich.) Cycle Company. In

speaking of the prices shown in their cata-

logues, printed in the English, French and

German languages, Sales Manager Pratt says;

"The prices on Clippers in foreign countries

are much higher than here at home. Most
American manufacturers make their American
retail prices very high, and then give much
longer discounts to the foreign trade than to

the American dealers. Our prices are lower

to our American trade than they are to the

foreign trade, i. e., we get more for our goods
when shipping abroad than we do at home;
but the extra expense in boxing and deliver-

ing them to New York eats up this difiference

in profit, so that our actual profit on the for-

eign shipments is exactly the same as it is

on American business. I think there is food

for reflection in this policy."

DIRECT REPRESENTATION.

After having marketed Victor bicycles in

Chicago, through agents, for many years, the

Overman Wheel Co. has finally established a

Victor branch in that city, at 237-239 Monroe
street, which will be in charge of J. W. Wes-
ton. Four States, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa,
and Michigan, will be supplied from the

Chicago house.

WELL OFFICERED.

The Pittsburg Cycle Board of Trade cele-

brated its first anniversary of its organiza-

tion last week. On that occasion. President

J. A. Johnston appointed the following com-
mittees: Membership, George A. Banker,

Henry Crowther, Howard Royer; investiga-

tion, J. A. Harbaugh, T. C. Perrine, A. C.

Hess; auditing, John Woodwell, William Mc-
Cready, John A. Bell; press, C. N. Brown,
W. M. Justice, J. B. Kaercher, John Grove
and H. A. Deardorf. The local board feels

that its first year has not been lived in bi-

cycle vain. The membership has been

doubled. The sixteen members hope to have
every local dealer in with them before the sea-

son gets well under way. The advantages of

organization have become apparent. The
board expects to increase and enlarge its use-

fulness the coming cycle season.

^ ^ The Wheel ^ ^

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

up to March Jst.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers.^ Price, $2.00

.^Foreign Trade

Directory, cover-

ing all the mar-

kets of the world,

out April Jst. <>*

Price, $5.00 ^ <^

iJtTwenty-five

thousand bicycle

agents, in type,

sold by State or

the entire list. ^
Quotations upon

application <^ <^

e^

J*Catalogues in the

German, Spanish,

French,or any Lan-

guagfe.^ American

catalogfues transla-

ted and condensed.

The Wheel Press,

88 West Broadway,

New York ^ J- ^

e^

88 West Broadway

REPORTS "GOOD BUSINESS."

C. R. Blanchard, manager of the tire depart-

ment of the Mechanical Rubber Company,
Chicago, manufacturers of "Tiger" tires, has

just returned from an extensive trip through

the West and reports good business all along

the line. While in Denver Mr. Blanchard

opened a branch house for his company where
they will carry a complete stock of tires and
sundries.

BRING ON YOUR BICYCLE GUNS.

Biddle Purchasing Company, 168 Church
street, New York, wants to invest in the

Woodruff bicycle gun. It is understood this

gun is charged with ammonia, and is used as a

defence against dogs.

CANADIAN CYCLE PEOPLE KICK.

The Bicycle Manufacturing Association of

Canada, when it appeared before the Canadian

Tariff Commissioners, now engaged in re-

vising Canada's tariff, advocated a specific duty

of $10, and an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent

on bicycles up to $50 in value, and a duty of

30 per cent on all other bicycles. The present

tariff makes the duty 80 per cent on all. It

was also requested that parts of bicycles im-

ported be assessed the same as completed bi-

cycles.

It was represented that there are about 5,000

men employed in Canada in the bicycle indus-

try, that there is $2,000,000 capital invested in

it, and that there would be 35,000 bicycles

made there this year. Last year about 20,000

bicycles were imported complete, it was

claimed, and parts for about 15,000 more. Pro-

tection was needed against cheap American

wheels, and against parts, whose easy admis-

sion enabled persons to carry on so-called bi-

cycle factories, where they merely assembled

and put together the parts.

It was further stated that the United States

manufacturers made sacrifice sales on the

Canadian market, one case being the sale of

1,000 wheels at $28, of which the price in the

United States was $45. ' Complaint was made
of the laxity of customs officials, who per-

mitted bicycles and parts to come in at an un-

dervaluation, and even allowed the prohibited

product of prison labor to enter, after it had

shuffled from first hands.

TOLD OF THE TALLY-HO.

Doubling the reflecting power of a cycle

lamp is easy, although it is not generally

known. The Bridgeport Gun Implement

Company, 315 Broadway, this city, who make
the Tally-Ho lamp, are about the first to di-

rect attention to the fact and to provide the

means—a special ground-glass mirror reflec-

tor. This reflector is not a part of the regular

lamp, but may be had for a slight advance in

price. The regular Tally-Ho, however, em-

bodies a number of exclusive features, among
them, brackets which will fit the head of the

wheel or either forkside; a ^double convex

lens held in place by a patented steel wire

attachment; double wick handles, permitting

the light to be adjusted from either side, and

which prevents the wick jarring down and a

patented flame spreader, which not only dou-

bles the size of the flame, but protects it from

sudden draughts of air. The light is further

heightened or concentrated by the adjust-

ment of the reflector at the focus point. In-

deed, a painstaking regard for tne merest de-

tails is apparent throughout which, coupled

with its handsome appearance, makes the

Tally-Ho the peer of anything before the pub-

lic.

SUCH IS FAME.

Frank H. Dunlop,the Fowler Cycle Manufac-

turing Company's advertising manager, who
has been following the local show circuit, was
gravely introduced by a Pittsburg paper as

the inventor of the pneumatic tire.

BROWN'S LOW-PRICED VULCANIZER.

Brown's vulcanizer, the product of S. A.

Brown, 385 Washington street, Buffalo, N. Y.,

is the most recent addition to the list. It burns

either gas or kerosene and sells for the rea-

sonable price of $6.60.

*v
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• One of the GREAT QUALITIES of Shakespeare is his IMPOSSIBILITY

as a model."

One of the GREAT QUALITIES of

MONAReH
BieveLEs

is the IMPOSSIBILITY of COMPETITORS
to DUPLICATE US.

WE STAND ALONE.
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Monarch Cycle Manufacturing Co.
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UNCLE SAM BUYS FROM THEM.

Any concern that can supply the IJniteJ

States Government, after having had their

goods subjected to the rigid test which is

always so necessary in anything that goes

into government work, must show a superior-

ity in their line of which they have just cause

to be proud. As an example, every one of

the round, brass locks that are used on the

mail boxes come from the factory of Smith

& Egge, Bridgeport, Conn., so it is not to be

wondered at that, when they entered the bicy-

cle business and put out a line of bicycle locks,

they met with immediate success. Their goods

have always been high-class, and while many

imitations have followed, as a matter of

course, the quality of Smith & Egge's goods

has merely been enhanced by comparison.

The company have added to their regular

lock line by turning out some toe-clips, coast-

ers and lamp brackets which are fully up to

the firm's reputation in the way of locks.

Their Giant toe-clip is made of spring steel,

corrugated at the toe bend, and for '97 it has

been further improved by broadening the part

that fastens to the pedal, using two bolts, in-

stead of one, thus making it impossible for

it to double over sideways, an inconvenience

so noticeable in the conventional toe-clip.

Their coasters are made from a single piece

of sheet steel, stamped and corrugated in

such a fashion that a remarkably strong and

serviceable article is the result. This coaster

has been adopted by many manufacturers, since

its cost is extremely low when the character

of the article is taken into consideration.

The lamp bracket is of the fork-fastening

type, using a nut to hold the front axle. The
bracket is very light and its extreme sim-

plicity recommends it to those who do not

care for a head bracket. The entire Smith &
Egge line is very highly finished, the con-

cern's old experience in nickel-plating ajlow-

ing them to put out the finest kind of work in

this particular branch of the business. A
neat catalogue, illustrating and explaining

their entire output, will be furnished on ap-

plication.

BALLS "MADE IN GERMANY."

The foreign patents for ball making machin-

ery have been sold to the Deutsch-WafTen-

Munition-fabric, Berlin, Germany, and they will

put in a plant capable of producing twice as

many balls as can be produced in any other in

the world. This machinery is being made by
the Cleveland Machine Screw Company, and
is expected to be ready for operation some
time this summer. There will be about 50U

machines in the lot.

PATRIOTIC AND NOVEL.

Mr. John G. McNaughton, of Salisbury, N.

C, has invented, and patented in the United

States and England, the pictured appliance

herewith, which appliance Mr. McNaughton
feels sure is destined to fill a long-felt want as

a dress shield and cycle support.

Of his encycled eagle, Mr. McNaughton
says: "It consists principally of a mud-guard,

preferably made in the form of an eagle bend-

ing over the rear wheel, with his head pointing
rearward, and his wings extending outwardly

on each side. It is rigidly mounted on the

frame, and the wings are hinged and pro-

vided with springs to keep them distended,

while allowing them to fold inwardly should

the bicycle fall on its side. Just back of the

crank-axle are bearings in which are hinged

legs, preferably made of a continuous U-shaped

bar, the legs simulating to some extent those

of an eagle, and having at their extremities

claws grasping bearing blocks to contact with

the ground and hold the bicycle upright when
still, while also adapted to serve as brakes

when it is desired to stop the machine.

Rigidly attached to the middle portion of the

bar forming the legs is an elbow connected to

a slide rod, and the latter is connected to a

hand lever fulcrumed in convenient reach of

the rider, whereby the legs may be thrown

down to serve as a brake, or as supports

when the rider dismounts."

PIERCE'S OWN POET.

The Pierce poet is courting trouble. In his

rhyme in this week's Wheel he says nothing

about the handsome souvenir stick-pin which

the Pierce Company is offering for a small

consideration, but his parody on a famous

poem deserves a heavy fine and a long term

of years.

TEN OF THE BEST.

W. W. Archer, 508 East Franklin street,

Richmond, Va., has been awarded the Wolfif-

American Duplex, offered by R. H. Wolff &
Co., for the "best ten reasons why the Wolff-

American is the best bicycle built."

AND THIS IS SO.

The Remington Arms Co. has contributed

two new aphorisms to the cycling fund: "Bet-

ter pay for a name than pay for repairs," and

"A wheel is known by the company that makes
it."

ARISTOCRACY'S IDEA.

Lady Warwick it is who is credited with

"setting the fashion of having bicycles painted

according to the season of the year—lighc

green for spring, white for summer, brown
for autumn and so on."

MUSIC HATH CHARMS.
If she were alive. Mother Goose's character

who "had rings on her fingers and bells on

her toes that she might make music

wherever she goes," would probably

have invested in a bicycle and fitted to it one

of Moffat's bicycle jjells. It would have

heightened the musical effect. One is led to

this belief by the assertions of Inventor Mof-

fat himself. He says:

"One of the taking points of this bell is the

musical chime that blends together and gives

the rider music whenever he wants it, in the

country or in the park. A slight movement of

his thumb and the birds will echo the music

produced by this wonderful bell. On long,

lonesome rides, the distance will seem shoHer

and century runs can be accomplished with

ease."

The bell is illustrated herewith. It sells for

'$1.50, and is worth the money, for Mr. Mof-
fat avers that with it "you will create a sensa-

tion, and your imitators will be legion."

Mr. M.'s initials are T. B.; his address, P<tts-

ton. Pa.

WOMAN'S LOVE FOR WOMAN.
i

"How did you ever get your daughtei| to

return to a skirted costume when she was so

fond of the rational dress for riding?"

"I told her the rational idea was not be-

coming.
]

"And did she believe you?J'

"Not when I told her, but later, when !her

dearest girl friend told her she looked too

lovely for anything in rationals, she naturally

believed what I had told her."

To Advertisers :

We are atixious to place

your business. Can give

you better service than

you are now getting and

feel confident that we can

serve you more reasonably

than others— and our

method of handling your

business will surely please

you.

J. E. SULLIVAN,

President American Sports .Adver-
tising ARency, 241 Broadway, New
York.

A Ivertisements

placed anywhere.
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SAY, EVERYBODY:

We're so all-fired busy—factoryrun-

ning all day, all night— so engrossed

in the 'abors of getting out our first

big shipment of TRINITIES that

Uncle Thomas' poetic, editorial soul

is mixed— not in working order.

But figure out that message from

his highfalutio, yellow-feathered,

pig-tall job lots, Li Standing Hung.

He's a Master of Truth.

TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

WORCESTER, Mass.

Chinese Puzzle.

If you double this puzzle properly it will read—read sense.

Contributed by

"THBKIDLER,'

Kindly mention TJie WheeV Denver, Colo.
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HOW TO TRANSFER

Now that the striping and ornamentation of

bicycles has become an estabHshed custom,

the decalcomania people are getting in closer

touch with the cycle trade.

For quite a while it was the proper caper to

believe that "transfers" could only be obtained

abroad, out the Americans asserted them-

selves and now control the home market.

In a recent talk with a Wheel man, the

Meyercord Co., of Chicago, who control their

share of the business, imparted some valuable

and practical information on the subject which

should prove of value to the trade.

"The proper handling of a transfer orna-

ment, be it in the shape of a name plate, scroll

decoration, script name, etc., is an accomplish-

ment which is possessed at this writing by

but a small proportion of the manufacturers,"

they say.

"The proper handling of a transfer is a

very plain and simple process, yet somehow
the slightest deviation from the proper method

will spoil the ornament. The chief requisites

to the successful handling of a transfer orna-

ment are: First, a good transfer. Second, a

proper size for transferring and a proper var-

nish for covering. Third, the proper degree of

baking. This baking varies with the colors

used in the composition of the transfer. Dark

colors admitting of baking at a high degree of

heat, whereas light colors such as white, pink,

etc., should be handled at from 125 to 150

degrees. The simplest method of handling a

transfer in its application as an ornament or

name plate to a bicycle is as follows:

Coat either the transfer or the tube with a

thin coat of quick drying tacky sizing. This siz-

ing should be the very finest baking varnish,

and should be very thin and flow readily; to get

it thin and about the consistency of water, mix
with the gum as much turpentine as is neces-

sary to secure this result. Be sure to get as

thin as possible a coat of sizing on the trans-

fer, as the thinner you get it the better and

smoother it ought to bake. You need not be

afraid of getting over the edge of the metal

leaf with the varnish ; cover the whole paper or

the whole space of the tube; be sure, however,

not to get any spots of varnish on the back of

the transfer. Place the transfer on the frame

and rub it so that the varnish will stick proper-

ly wherever there is any transfer. It is usually

customary to make a slightly damp—not wet

—sponge when rubbing, as you make the pa-

per pliable in that way, and take out stiffness,

and thereby make the transfer more liable to

hold on all spots and places. Of course, be-

fore you apply to the frame the varnish must

be tacky. You can tell that by trying it with

your finger. If the transfer sticks readily to

the finger when you lift it up it is in a fit con-

dition to apply.

"After having rubbed the transfer thorough-

ly, take a soaped sponge (with warm water)

and rub again lightly; be very careful in rub-

bing this time, that the transfer does not slip.

The object of this is to keep the transfer from

tearing, for, you can readily see, part of the

transfer may have released from the paper,

whereas, the other part may still be sticking,

and any slip of the paper will naturally tear

the transfer. Should any varnish accidentally

have gotten on the back of the paper, cover-

ing the transfer, sort of peel it ofif by placing

a little water on the paper and rubbing. This

will peel off that spot of varnish very easily.

and then simply soak tnar spot with water.

Lift or pull off the paper.

After the water is thoroughly soaked

through, take a soft sponge soaked in

water and clean off the fuzz and chemical

from off the transfer and around it.

This will still leave the varnish all around the

edges of the transfer. To cut that away, take

a little gasoline, turpentine or benzine mixed
with a little water, dampen a piece of cotton

or soft sponge with either of these mixtures

and again clean off the transfer. Immediately
after, go over with water so as to prevent the

cutting fluid eating away any of the transfer.

"After this, you have a clean and neat ap-

pearing transfer, free from all varnish, fuzz

and dirt. Always use warm water. Place the

frame with the transfers in this condition for

some thirty or forty minutes at a normal bak-

ing heat, say somewhere about 140 or 150

degrees. A little experimenting is here neces-

sary, to see at what heat your transfer sizing

acts best. The object of baking at this time is

to have the transfer sizing hard before the pro-

tecting coat of varnish is put on the transfer.

If you cover the transfer immediately after

KENTUCKY'S CONTRIBUTION.

The F. A. Neider Co., Augusta, Ky., is

responsible for this little device, the object

and construction of which is made plain by

the illustration. A coasting rod of this type

has been needed for some time, and the

Neider article should, therefore, meet with a

ready sale.

transferring the ornament, the result would be

that your transfer would curl and crack, as the

two varnishes would conflict, thus causing

wrinkles in the transfer. After having baked

the frame for this short time, varnish the

frame similar to the process you would treat

any ornaments or fancy designs that you might
have on your frame. Transfers need not be

handled any different, after you have come to

the point of taking the frame out to be cover-

ed with your baking varnish, than simple strip-

ing. Now the point that every manufacturer

must find out for himself is the degree of heat

necessary for baking his particular ornaments.

That always depends upon the combination

of colors on the transfer and also upon the col-

ors of the enamels which you use in enamel-

ing your bicycles. Most color transfers have

considerable white in them, which is a color

which will not stand very high baking. An-
other important point to consider is that all

transfers when just completed or when fresh

are delicate and the colors at times may not

be thoroughly dry, in which event they natur-

ally will be affected by the cleaning sub-

stance."

SOME ADVERTISING ADVICE.

Nothing succeeds like succes—and judi-

cious advertising.

Know what you want to tell, then tell it

like a cannon ball.

A good advertisement is easily punctured by

such brilliancies as these tacked onto it,

"Write us," "Established fifty years ago."

It is a genuine case of originality, backed

up with plenty of nerve and energy, to proper-

ly advertise bicycles to the trade or other-

wise.

Advertising alone will not sell bicycles any

more, but good advertising in trade papers,

helped by the good agents thus gained, makes
the task an easy one.

Poor advertising, whether in an ill chosen

medium or ill chosen methods, is a concrete of

wastefulness, and often gives a good wheel a

back-pedaling which is not soon overcome.

An advertisement, like a shrewd man,

should not tell all it knows on first ac-

quaintance, but should leave the reader anx-

ious to learn more. He may write you, then

he is half won.

Bicycles now are sold on small talking

points. A catalogue cut of the complete

wheel blurs the impression, weakens the force

of a trade paper advertisement, and occupies

valuable space, which can be used to better

advantage.

Bring out some point in every advertise-

ment. Expression in your printed conversa-

tion to the agent and the public must take the

place of gestures with the head, hands, and

arms, which would emphasize your speech

were the agent actually before you.

The really good cycle agent is a high-grow-

ing persimmon, and a very busy individual at

times. Just how to engage his attention is a

problem. He reads in his trade paper only

that which looks to be worth reading, but is

quick to act when he sees a good thing there.

Readers of trade papers sometimes skip a

convincing advertisement because of its ob-

scurity. On the other hand, a very unworthy

advertisement may attract the eye down
through the head-lines, but it reads like gin-

gersnaps without cider. Lacking, that suction—

that straight-out way of telling it that a manu-
facturer would use if the reader should step

into his office or factory.

COMING TO CYCLES.

When it is observed to what great extent

the industrial and commercial activities of the

world have taken direction from American in-

ventions and ideas, no violent effort of the

imagination is required to see that the time

is approaching when American business

methods will be brought into requisition to

place American products in the markets of

the world under their rightful designation of

"American Made."

Speech is not silver in the settlement of a

bill for a new wheel, or for even the repairs

upon an old one.

CAUSED BY A SCARCITY OF STOCK.

Owing to the scarcity of rock elm, some of

the wood rim makers are using maple, and

large contracts for piece stock have already

been placed in the neighborliood of Manistee,

Mich., for maple rims. A Big Rapids concern

is putting in a plant and a large stock at Cadil-

lac, Mich., to manufacture rock elm rims for

the market.
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ONE OF CYCLING'S CRADLES.

Springfield, Mass., March 8.—In and about

Springfield, which has a population of less

than 60,000 people, there has developed in

the past decade a bicycle industry which is one

of the very largest in the world. The trade of

no other vicinity can boast of more influential

names than Overman, Very, Spalding, Lozier,

and Hendee. No other city in New England,

and but few in the country, can point to so

many recognized leaders in the manufacture

of parts and sundries. For years Springfield's

bicycle industry has been a mainstay of its

merchants, and during the business depres-

sion which has existed the past two or three

years, the regular employees of the bicycle

factories have, it may be truthfully said,

known of hard times only through the news-

papers.

Last season, besides an enormous output of

parts, chains, saddles, nipples, tires, name
plates, luggage carriers, and screws, the trade

of which Springfield is the centre made and

sold over. 75,000 high grade wheels, and a

large numbfer of medium-priced cycles.

Speaking ;of this season's outlook, as com-

pared withlast year, William T. Brown, treas-

urer . of the Lamb Mfg. Co., of Chicopee

Falls, whicjhj makes the Spalding bicycle, said

to a WHEEt' representative: "Last year it was

the policy of- makers hereabouts to rush things

day and night in order to turn out as many
wheels as possible. This year most of them

have set oiit with a definite idea of how many
they will make."

This statement should not be construed to

mean that Connecticut Valley makers are dis-

trustful of the future, or that they are, as the

saying is, "pulling in their horns." It is

rather an outcropping of the conservatism

which has always characterized the Springfield

trade. Last season's business was entirely

satisfactory, as a whole, and the makers have

already on hand a sufficient number of orders

to guarantee a profitable season for 1897.

Their position is simply this: Should general

business take a turn for the worse, the close

of the season will not find them with an im-

mense stock of unsold wheels on their hands.

On the contrary, should there be a speedy re-

vival of business, the manufacturers could, by

working overtime with two shifts of help, fill

any ordinary demand for wheels.

An important part of the trade hereabouts

is located at Chicopee Falls, two and a half

miles from the Union Passenger Station in

Springfield. Here are situated the Overman
Wheel Co., the factory of A. G. Spalding &
Co., the Chicopee Falls Wheel Co., and the

Spaulding & Pepper Co. At Chicopee Cen-
ter the Ames Mfg. Co. employ several hundred
men upon parts and in making the Ames
wheel.

A. H. Overman, president of the Overman
Wheel Co., is the pioneer of local bicycle

manufacturing. Despite the fierce competi-

tion, Mr. Overman has never been compelled

to relinquish the advantage which he gained in

the early development of bicycle manufactur-

ing. A considerable part of Mr. Overman's
success is due to the fact that he seldom strikes

a false chord. Another factor is the unexcep-

tional material of which Victors are built. No
better idea of Mr. Overman's characteristics

has ever been given the public than in the

widely quoted interview published in The
Wheel last fall.

Another man whose opinions always carry

weight is A. O. Very, of the Warwick Cycle

Co., of Springfield. Shrewdness, conserva-

tism and energy have placed the Warwick,
with its Vermillion rim, in the front rank of

wheels. The Warwick company has recently

built up a valuable foreign trade.

The Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co. is enter-

ing upon the third season of its existence.

While in London last summer Mr. Hendee
established a European depot for Silver Kings

and during the Springfield tournament an

agency was placed in the City of Mexico.

The company will build 3,000 wheels this sea-

son. The factory is on Taylor street, the lo-

cal agency being on Main street. In connec-

tion with its agency the company will handle

the Tally-Ho tandem and Worcester cycles.

The Lozier factory at Thompsonville,

Conn., which began operations a years ago,

and the new Lozier factory just com-
pleted at Westfield, Mass., form an important

part of the factories which cluster about

Springfield. Thompsonville induced the Lo-

ziers to locate in that town by raising by sub-

scription $20,000 for a factory, which was

deeded to the Lozier company on condition

that a certain number of hands were em-

ployed. Westfield raised $75,000 for a similar

factory and the Loziers have agreed to give

employment to 500 hands for five years.

Lewis Warner, who is at the head of the

Northampton Cycle Company, of Northamp-
ton, Mass., makers of the Northampton, is

confident that good times are in store for bi-

cycle manufacturers. The company makes
men's and ladies' models, both listing at $85.

The price last year was $100.

The Keating Wheel Company, which has

been located at Holyoke, eight miles north of

Springfield, will hereafter conduct its business

at Middletown, Conn., where a mammoth
factory has been erected for its accommoda-
tion. A considerable part of this season's

work, however, will be done in Holyoke. The
Keating company has been one of the most

valuable of Holyoke's industries.! The pri-

mary cause of its removal was inability to se-

cure suitable accommodations in Holyoke.

A new industry for Springfield is the M,
D. Stebbins Manufacturing Company, makers

of the Chilion wood frame bicycle. M. D.

Stebbins, who is treasurer and general man-
ager of the company, formerly had charge of

the Spalding agency in this city. The Chilion

is made in two styles, a road wheel, which re-

tails for $50, and a special wheel at $65. The
difference between the two wheels lies wholly

in options and finish. The wheel made a hit

at the New York show and a large number
will be ridden in Springfield and vicinity this

season.

The manufacture of parts and sundries has

grown rapidly in importance in Springfield.

Most of these concerns are but a few years

old, but all are healthy infants.

The Spaulding & Pepper Tire Company, of

Chicopee Falls, which was formed two years

ago, now employs 150 hands and is working
overtime to fill orders.

The Chandler Co., makers of the name-
plates on many of the leading wheels;

the Duckworth chain made by James Duck-
worth has long been a favorite. The Spring-

field Machine Screw Co. has kept its machin-
ery in operation twenty-four hours a day to

supply the demand for its nipples, screws and

sundries. Other flourishing producers of sun-

dries are the United States Bent Wood Co.,

a new concern, the Indian Orchard Screw Co.,

makers of hubs, and the Brosnan Carrier Co.

Among the agencies there have been few

changes since last season opened. Stokes &
Lawton and Haradon & Son became finan-

cially embarrassed last summer and the

wheels which they handled have been trans-

ferred to other agencies.

A. G. Gruendler will not handle the Waver-

ley this season, and instead will conduct a re-

pair shop. The Waverley has not yet placed

its 1897 agency in this city. Brewer & Co-

burn, who have heretofore carried wheels as a

side line in connection with boots and shoes,

are closing out their stock of shoes and will

hereafter devote their attention exclusively to

bicycles. F. A. Hubbard has retired from the

firm of Hubbard & Adams, the Columbia

aeents. With these exceptions the agencies

are in the same hands as last year. Few new

agencies are expected. Furniture stores are

handling to a considerable extent bicycles as

a side line. A tea store advertises a $100

wheel for $25, but even the inexperienced eye

is hardly liable to be deceived by the wheel in

question. The outlook at the agencies, while

not so glowing as in 1895, is far from discour-

aging and unless the unexpected happens

there will be a fair season's business for all. A
list of the manufacturers, agencies and side

line agencies follows:

Manufacturers—Overman Wheel Co., Chi-

copee Falls, Mass.; A. G. .Spalding & Co.,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.; Spaulding & Pepper

Co. (tires), Chicopee Falls, Mass.; Ames
Mfg. Co., Chicopee, Mass.; Chicopee Falls

Wheel Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.; Warwick

Cycle Co.; Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co.; United

States Bent Wood Co. (handle-bars . and

grips); H. A. Lozier & Co., Westfield, Mass.,

and Thompsonville, Conn.; Northampton

Cycle Co., Northampton, Mass.; Industrial

Cycle Mfg. Co.; Springfield Machine Screw

Co. (bicycle sundries) ; the Chandler Co.

(nameplates) ; Brosnan Carrier Co. (luggage

carrier); Springfield Drop-Forging Co.;

Henry A. Brown (saddles)
;
James Duck-

worth (chains); Indian Orchard Screw Co.

(screws and hubs) Indian Orchard, Mass.;

M. D. Stebbins Mfg. Co. (wood frame bicy-

cles).

Agents—Brewer & Coburn, 480 Main street,

Rambler, Elmore, Ideal; S. B. Call, 244 Main

street, Wolff-American, Union, Northampton,

Falcon, Savoy and Favorite; L. H. Adams,

87 Worthington street, Columbia and Hart-

ford; Hendee & Nelson Manufacturing Com-
pany, 478 Main street, Silver King, Silver

Queen, Tally-Ho tandem; Keating Wheel
Branch, B. Frank Blaney manager, 213 Main
street, Keating; Overman Wheel Branch, W.
P. Hadley manager, 128 Worthington street,

Victor; Morgan & Ball, 482 Main street,

Spalding, Crawford, Crescent; J. Douglass

Law, 260 Main street. Remington; Taylor &
Son, 106 Worthington street, Barnes, Fowler,

Majestic, Waltham, Comet; A. O. Very Cycle

Company, 86 Worthington street. Very, War-
wick; Waltham Manufacturing Company, F.

M. Coe manager, 126 Worthington street,

Orient, Saracen; Metropolitan Furniture
Company, 538 Main street, Pierce; SpringfieliJ

News Company, 424 Main street. Arena,
Champion; Taylor's Music House, 412 Main
street. Old Hickory; J. W. Hersey & Son, 387
Main street, Lovell; Forbes & Wallace, 394
Main street, Lenox; Charles E: Maxfield, 100
Worthington street, Chicopee bicycle.
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THE FOWLER CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

JANNEY, SEMPLE & CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Entire State of Minnesota, Northern and East-
ern S. Dakota, Northeast Iowa.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:
FLETCHER HDW. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.
Entire State of Michigan, Northern Indiana,

Northwest Ohio.

LEE-CLARKE-ANDREESEN HDW. CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

Entire Stale of Nebraska, Northern Kansas,
Nortliwest Iowa, Southwest S. Dakota, Colorado.

J. A. JOHNSTON,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Western Pennsylvania.

WILLIS ARMS & CYCLE CO.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Western Missouri, Central and Southern Kan-
sas, Texas and Arkansas, Indian and Oklahoma
Territories.

REEVES & CHAVANNES,
Baltimore, Md.

Northern Maryland and Delaware.

C. C. STOLTZ,
Marion, O.

Marion, Crawford, Wyandotte, Hardin, Logan,
Union, Delaware, Morrow and Seneca Counties,
Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHEN THE BLOOM IS ON THE TIRE.

Tlie manufacture of pneumatic tires is

still the most unsatisfactory branch of

the India-rubber industry, declares a writer

in the "India Rubber World." The profits on

tires have been far from commensurate with

the extent of their production or witli their

advertised prices. No other line of rubber

products has taxed the ingenuity of inventors

so sorely, and in none have investors spent

money more liberally, but the great desidera-

tum—a tire that will surely last for years—is

yet to be attained. Vv'hcn it was said that the

linen fabric at first used was at fault, every-

body turned to cotton; then every conceivable

type of fabric was tried, until a single cotton-

mill had produced more than 7''0 different

"weaves" for tires; there have been different

methods of vulcanization and differences in

every other particular, to say nothing of all

the repair devices and appliances, and yet so

niLny tires have been returned tu tae manu-
facturers to be replaced that every man in

the trade is heartily sick of the guarantee

system.

Yet it may be asked whether the cycling-

public would be justified in paying standard

prices for pneumatic tires without a guarantee.

And why should the guaranteeing of tires

bring the manufacturers to the brink of ruin

if their products meet the representaiions un-

der which they are sold? The courts have"

held that a vendor, even where he broa-dly

guarantees his goods, must be presumed to

intend nothing more than to warrant Satis-

factory wear under proper and usual condi-

tions. Conversely, -it would seem that a dealer

who sells without a specific gu<;rantee may
be held responsible if his wares are not as

represented. Still, no doubt the tire guar-

antees have been construed too liberally and

the Kubber Tire Association is justified in

regarding tliis as the greatest problem con-

fronting it at the outset. But no agreement

as to the form of a guarantee will make this

season's tires good for next year's use.

It is all in the rubber. Not that the use

of pure rubber will alone fill the bill, even if

it be fine old upriver Para. It must be remem-
bered that India-rubber is a vegetable sub-

stance, with deterioration as its first law, oper-

ative from the day that it leaves the forest.

These considerations are in part those of a

successful rubber factory superintendent,

whose counsel has always been against the

conduct of the pneumatic tire industry on the

present basis. "It is almost impossible," he

asserts, "to make of India-rubber a bicycle

tire that will long be serviceable. It may wear

well all this season and give way the first time

it is brought out after having been stored for

the winter. No sign of collapse may be ap-

parent so long as it is in use, but while it is

out of use the granulation or oxydation of the

rubber will go on, rendering the rubber porous

and no longer air-tight. I know that learned

papers have been written on the causes of

porosity, charging it to the presence in the

compounds of impurities, or to the combina-

tion of chemicals in the production of gases,

and so on. But the simple truth is that the

sulphur used in vulcanizing India-rubber,

either with or without the presence of other

ingredients, begins immediately to effloresce,

and continues so to do so long as any sulphur

remains, until pores take the place of the

sulphur. There is the whole story.

"When the sulphur is gone, and the rubber

has become porous, the once smooth surface of

the tire is rough, somewhat like leather which
is beginning to crack, one's finger easily pen-

etrating it, and it is properly called 'rotten.'

If the 'bloom' of the sulphur were constantly

brushed off the tire might, perhaps, wear
longer, because the presence of the sulphur

on the surface hastens the oxydation of the

rubber. So long as the tire is in active use

the 'bloom' is kept rubbed off, but when the

machine is stored the work of oxydation

goes bravely on without interruption, and by
the time riding becomes again in season the

tire has probably rotted. Dealers in furnish-

ing goods who understand their business had
some sort of realization of this prop-

erty . of India-rubber and if they have
a iot of suspenders of slow sale they

take them out of the boxes now and
then to give them a thorough stretching,

which corresponds to the exercise of a bicy-

HOLUING tOOT TO PEDAL.

Two inventions of this nature came to the

surface at the recent Brooklyn cycle show,
and while the originators offer them as

"practically invisible toe-clips, which do not

harness the foot or deface the shoe," they,

lose sight of the real merit of the article—its

virtue as an aid to 'correct pedaling. It is

notorious that few cycling instructors give at-

tention to that niatter, -and as a result, the

.number of pupils who have "graduated" wKile

yet pedaling with their instep, reflects small

credit on their teaching. During the first few
lessons this awkward style is hardly to be
reckoned with, but after a pupil has become
sufffciently advanced, a device, such as is here

illustrated, might be used to splendid advan-

tage. It would hold the feet in proper posi-

tion and compel the rider to pedal with the

ball of his foot, as is proper. Managers of

riding academies might use this suggestion

with profit.

cle tire and the consequent prolonging of

its life."*

This talk with the rubber factory superin-

tendent recalls the specification of an English

patent granted in 1849 to William Henry
Burke, for an improved method of vulcanizing

rubber. In describing the object of his inven-

tion he said:

"From the nature of the process used in its

preparation, the vulcanized India-rubber is

subject to two great defects: Firstly, in conse-

quence of the sulphur being emplpyed in a

free state, a portion of that substance is con-

tinually efflorescing, thereby covering the sur-

face with a white powder, and imparting a

sulphurous odor to every object with which it

is brought into contact; secondly, the sulphur

by this efflorescence is liberated from
the India-rubber, and is dissipated and
lost; it appears, indeed, that even the

quantity supposed to be combined with

the India-rubber becomes gradually freed

and volatilized, leaving the India-rubber

partially rotten, or rather disintegrated."

The remedy proposed by this inventor was

the antimony cure, which is still practiced.

The object of this reference is not to argue in

behalf of the use of antimony, but to point out

that, within five years after Goodyear's an-

nouncement of his discovery of vulcanization,

certain shortcomings of that process were

clearly pointed out, which the rubber trade

is still contending with, but in no other branch

of it quite so strongly as in tire manufacture. But

to return to the superintendent above quoted.

The greater the proportion of sulphur used in

vulcanizing India-rubber, as sliown by his

practice, the greater the tendency of the goods

to "bloom," and the more rapid and certain

their deterioration from this cause. Again, he

combats the idea so widely entertained that a

larger percentage of sulphur hastens the time

of \-ulcanization. With the smallest percent-

age of sulphur goes the shortest requirement

of time in the ' vulcanizing room, and the

Slightest injury to any fabrics which may be

combined with the rubber— e. g., in a bicycle

tire. In connection with. these details is to be

included the use of certain ingredients to

neutralize the tendencies above mentioned, if

long life of a tire should be desired. But this

bars the use of pure rubber, by which is

meant rubber in combination with nothing

else than the sulphur used in the vulcanization.

But he is free to admit that this increased

durability is gained at the expense of in-

creased weight, though he claims that no de-

crease in resiliency need resuit. On tjie latter

point, however, the bicycle trade would likely

take issue with him.

Clearly there is need of a "campaign of edu-

cation" in two directions. First, there are

manufacturers who need to be convinced more
clearly of the difference between the demands
made upon India-rubber when that material

is made into a bicycle tire, and the same rub-

ber in all other forms, to the end that new
processes may be sought. Secondly, and most
important of all, the user of the tire itself

should be instructed no less in the properties

of rubber and the care of tires than he is in

how to mount and how to ride.

*The stand taken by the superintendent in question,

while interesting, .is not one that will appeal to the

better sense or the experience of rubber manufac-

turers in general. .That rubber goods can be so com-
pounded that they will not bloom is well known. At
the same time the appearance of this efKorescence of

sulphur upon the surface of vulcanized goods is a

general indication that they have not been over-cured.

Tires that have bloomed, and that remain at rest in

a warm, dry place, are quite likely it is true to deter-

iorate. At the same time it aoes not agree with our
experience that they become porous. The deteriora-

tion in question appears in slight surface cracks, due
to the oxydation of the surface of the rubber that is ex-

posed to the air. These cracks rarely go very deep,

and a tire may preserve all of its wearing qualities and
yet be a mass of fine surface cracks. In the course of

years it might be that one would be able to push the

finger through a tire that had thus become damaged.
The case, however, is an extreme one, and never has

come within our experience. If bicycle riders wish

to preserve their tires during the months they are

not in vise, the simplest way is to take them off the

wheel and store them in a damp, cool place. If it is

practicable of course it is well to brush off the bloom
and handle them more or less, but that is not neces-

sary. With regard to the amount of sulphur used in

vulcanizing the superintendent certainly says what he
does not mean. A quicker cure can be obtained by in-
creasing the proportion of sulphur. That is a fact that
admits of no argument. What he probably means to
say is this. That it is wise to use a minimum amount
of sulphur, and long slow cure in striving for the best
results.—The Eoitor.
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Bicycles
A BICYCLE PLANT COVERING MORE THAN 17 ACRES.

COLUMBIA FACTORY, Floorage Area 365,795 Square Feet or 8.40 Acres
HARTFORD CYCLE WORKS, Floorage Area 122,806 " " 2.82 "

RUBBER TIRE WORKS, TUBE MILLS AND MOTOR CARRIAGE
WORKS, Floorage Area 252,729 " " 5.79 "

GRAND TOTAL, 741,330 " 17.01 "

Filled with the most costly machinery ever put into such an enterprise. Such a business

does not come by chance. It has grown because we all the time produce the most perfect

bicycles that money can turn out—and the people know it.

GREATEST BICYCLE FACTORIES IN THE WORLD.

COLUMBIAS, ^100. HARTFORDS, ^75, '60, *50, ^45
POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn.

Art Catalogue free from dealers, or by mail for one 2-cent stamp. If Columbias are not properly represented in

your vicinity, let us know.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

To Bicycle Riders.
Ml
WE MAKE OUR TUBE

o. FIFTY CARBON STEEL
Because a Tube like this of our Is just as strong as a Tube like this of

While

weight for weight in a Bicycle our FIFTYCARBON Steel will last so long

and TWENTY-FIVE CARBON Steel will last only so long m^
NOTE THE FULL IMPORT OF THE

PARALLEL LINES.
The comparison which they graphically make indicates the result of

the prolonged investigations of the most practical experts of the world.

That the tests in our own laboratory corroborate these results is merely

so much to its credit; that the same is true of actual trial on the road

equally proves the trial to have been made in bicycles of correct de3ign and
construction. THE FACT REMAINS.'

The margin of safety is greatly increased by the use of this tube.

Every bicycle manufacturer should use it ; every dealer should insist on

having it ; every rider should demand it. Send for catalogue.

THE POPE TUBE CO.,
•0 HARTFORD, CONN.

a
Kindly mention The WheeL

THE REPUTATION
OF

1

!
•
•

1

•

Hartford

Cinri'lA- 1 lino Tipoc
OingIB lUDG lir6S

HAS BEEN WON BY YEARS
OF HONEST EFFORT

1
•

Any rubber manufacturer can make a pneumatic

bicycle tire, but few do make a tire as

• good as the Hartford.

•
This is why Hartfords are so popular.

i
• HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

• HARTFORD, CONN.

• BRANCHES:
• joo Chambers St , New York City.

• 136 East Lake St., Chicago, III.

188 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
• 010 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

• 253 First Ave., S., Minneapolis, Minn.

•
21 West Chippewa St., Buffalo, N. Y.

t
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

271 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD. GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

Mercantile Agrency, Collection Department and

Information Bureau.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

Presfdent,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

SANCTIONED CYCLE SHOWS.

March 18-20—Williamsport, Pa. ; A. H. Andrews, Mel-

bourne Cycle c, Williamsport, Pa. (Williamsport Cycle

Dealers' Cycle Show.)

March 18-20— Indianapolis, Ind.

April 19-24—Minneapolis, Minn.

TRADE CHANGES.

ARIZONA.
Phoenix.—W- G. Getz, has sold out his livery and

will devote his time to bicycles.

CALIFORNIA.
Riverside.—C. F. Packard, reported attached for

.$476.

San Diego.—G. W. Burres, formerly of Coronado
Cyclery, and E. A. Miller have established a new
store.

San Francisco.—Edward Wilberg. Received release

mortgage, $3,000.

Vallejo.—The Ariel Bicycle Association of Vallejo,

incorporated by J. A. Bruce, F. R. Devlin, G. G.

Halliday and S. F. Rose; capital stock, $2,500.

COLORADO.
Denver.—Doty & Goodwin. Chattel mortgage for

$64.

CONNECTICUT.
Meriden.—F. L. Buell and W. F. Kennedy will open

store. Room 9, Wilcox Block.

Middletown.—Mills Bicycle Bell Co. Organized with

a capital of $8,000. Directors: Wallace K and Conrad
G. Bacon; Lyman D. Mills; W. S. Weatherbee, Nor-

man T. Mills.

Norwich.—The Cadden Cycle Co., new store at 31

Broadway.

Stamford.—C. Ford Seeley, reported succeeded by
Seeley & Adams.
Wallingford.—R. E. Badger & Co., new store in

Fahey's Building.

Waterbury.—The Anglo-American Cycle Fittings

Co., incorporated.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Eastern Cycle Co., sold out.

GEORGIA
Augusta.—F. A. Beall, reported sued for $263.

Dublin.—F. F. Scarborough, sporting goods, new
store.

Hartwell.—W. P. Carter, new store.

ILLINOIS.
Beardstown.—F. Seager, new store.

Carlinville.—Geo. W. Arnett, new store.

Champaign.—F. A. Wilske and J. Ver-Haar, new
store about April 1st.

Chicago.—The H. A. Christy Co., incorporated by

H. A. Christy, C. F. McKinley and A. D. Eddy.
Chicago.—Commercial Wheel Works. Incorporated

by Robert W. Richards, Frederick Peake and Convin
V. Howell; to manufacture bicycles. Capital, $50,000.

Chicago.—The Chicago Exhibition Co. (Owners
Coliseum) Reduce capital from $400,000 to $300,000; in-

crease bond issue $50,000 to $100,000.

Chicago.—Acetylite Lamp Co., incorporated by Nel-

son C. Gridley, Lawrence Proudfoot and Louis M.
Hopkins; to manufacture apparatus for generating and
using acetylene gas. Capital stock, $10,000.

Chicago.—Bentley Cycle Co., incorporated by W. A.

Bentley, Fred S. Chapman and Chas. McConville; to

deal in bicycles. Capital stock, $2,500.

Chicago.—Old Hickory Bicycle Co. (formerly Tonk
Mfg. Co.'s bicycle department), incorporated by A. W.
Martin, Edgar L. Jayne and H. T. Fletcher; to manu-
facture bicycles. Capital, $2,500.

Chicago.—Calumet Rubber Tire Co., incorporated by
Frank W. Kinney, Wm. M. Wright, John R, Mc-
Quiston. Capital stock, $6,000.

Griggsville.—Ludlow & Ferrand, dissolved. F. H.
Ferrand will continue.

Kankakee.—The Bradley Mfg. Co. has purchased the

plant of the American Bicycle Co.

INDIANA.
Anderson.—J. P. Strom, new store.

Fort Wayne.—Marion Black, new store at 41 W.
Berry street.

Fort Wayne.—Morgan Co., new store.

Hartford.—Congress Cycle Co. Sued by Thorp &
Palmer, of Chicago, for $5,000 on claim for commis-
sions.

Kokomo.—J. E. Brumfiel has removed to Windfall,

Ind.

Lafayette.—There were no bidders at the sale of the

Lindsay bicycle plant on March 13th; sale postponed
till March 24th.

IOWA.
Council Bluffs.—S. M. Williamson, new store.

Dabuque.—Central Cycle Emporium, dissolved, Will

Whelan continues.
KANSAS.

Cherryvale.—The Cash Hardware Co. will handle

Crescent bicycles.

KENTUCKY.
Lexington.—The Van Dorch Hardware Co. have

added bicycles.

MAINE.
Norway.—L. P. Sweet. Real Estate mortgage, $350.

Westbrook.—W. V. Knight and Dr. C. R. Anderson
will open store at 64 Main street.

LOUISIANA.
Lake Charles.—D. C. Williamson, new store.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—Gehn & Co. have added bicycles.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Whittaker & Brown, damaged by explosion,

loss estimated, $4,000.

Fitchburg.—Nathan & Remington, sporting goods,

new store.

New Waltham.—A. Worcester, new store on Charles

street.

Northampton.—L. E. Warner will open cycle store.

Springfield.—Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co., change
style of retail store to Edw. A. Nelson & Co.

Springfield.—Elisha Knowles, new store at 280 Main
street.

Westfield.—L. L. Fowler, new store.

Worcester.—Lemont & Whittemore Cycle Co. have
opened a new store at 663 and 665 Main street.

MICHIGAN.
Clinton.—G. M. Hammond and G. W. Greene, Jr.,

new store.

Lake Linden.—H. M. Wieder has established a

cycle store.

Muskegon.—The Muskegon Rim Co. has disbanded,

and stock has been sold to the Colton Cycle Works of

Toledo, Ohio.

Port Huron.—F. Stevens, new store and repair shop.

MISSOURL
St. Joseph.—Wyeth Hardware & Mfg. Co., opened

new retail department at 105 and 107 S. Third street.

St. Louis.—Midland Cycle & Supply Co., change
style to Willis Arms & Cycle Co.

NEW JERSEY.
East Orange.—More Bicycle Co., incorporated by

Homer M. More, Everett P. Clisly, of East Orange;
S. Frederick Taylor, of Montclair. Capital stock,

$2,000. Will conduct general bicycle business.

Gloucester.—Thos. Randolph has reopened the Glou-

cester Bicycle Store.

NEW YORK.
Brewsters.—Holmes Bros. Dissolved; F. A. Holmes

continues.

Buffalo.—Davidson & Armstrong Mfg. Co. Judg-
ment, $60.

Buffalo.—^J. C. Fargo. Chattel mortgage $250.

Buffalo.—Rearwin & Wilson. Chattel mortgage, $100.

Horseheads.—J. L. Horton. Closed under chattel

mortgages, aggregating $5,700.

Lockport.—Upson Bros. & Co. have opened perman-
ent store at 82 Main street.

New York.—Wm. H. W. Howell. Arrested, charged

with swindling.

New York.—Twentieth Century Mfg. Co., changed
style to Paramount Bicycle Lamp Burner Co.

New York.—E. I. Horsman, removed to 512 Broad-

way.

New York.—Curtis Mfg. Co., dissolved by mutual

consent.

Port Jervis.—J. Orben, new store.

Saratoga Springs.—Fred Hawkins, chattel mortgage,

$250.

Syracuse.—Barnes Cycle Co., fire loss adjusted at

$104,195.90.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Salisbury.—Gregg & Co., hardware, sporting goods,

and bicycles, new store.

OHIO.
Belle Center.—H. J. Mack & O. L. Harrod, new

store and repair shop in the Ellis Building.

Fort Recovery.—J. F. McDaniel, new store.

OREGON.
Corvallis.—T. W. Dilly, new store.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—Moreau Lieber, opened bicycle de-

partment at 1213 and 1215 Market street.

Philadelphia.—Janney & Steinmetz, tubing and parts,

have opened salesroom and branch office at 1015 Arch
street.

York.—E. A. Sultner, new store at 306 W. Market
street.

TENNESSEE.
Jackson.—J. Wadley has purchased the machine

works of Mr. Midyett, and will conduct the business

as the Jackson Bicycle Works.

TEXAS.
Brownsville.—W. Martin, sold out.

San Marcos.—San Marcos Mercantile Co., incorpor-

ated, to deal in bicycles and hardware.

VIRGINIA.
Charlotteville.—Abner A. Sprouse, dead.

WISCONSIN.
Appleton.—The Appleton Screen Plate Works has

been enlarged for the manufacture of bicycles.

Bayfield.—A. L. Hellweg & Geo. H. Quayle, new
store.

Berlin.—J. B. Deibler, new store.

Berlin.'—L. E. Wilson, new store.

Berlin.—F. H. Tucker, new store.

Berlin.—Thomas & Cunningham, new store.

Delavan.—F. A. Parrish, reported succeeded by C.

A. Clark.

Madison.—C. Z. Wise, will open cycle store.

Madison.—Taylor & Berg, will add bicycles.

Milwaukee.—Sphere Mfg. Co., incorporated by C.

F. Leimkuehler, W". H. Boetcher and W. L. Tandy;
to manufacture bicycles and unicycles. Capital stock,

$100,000.

Milwaukee.—Bingenheimer & Schrader, new firm at

521 Grand avenue.

Milwaukee.—Paul Hirschborck Cycle Co., new firm

at 705 Walnut street.

Wauwatosa.—A. R. Gridley, will open cycle store.

CAME OVER THE BORDER FOR THESE.

During 1896 Canada took from the United

States $685,427 worth of bicj-cles, besides part§

to the value of |243,495.
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NEW PATENTS.

578,307. Bicycle-Support. Andrew A. Ames, Dover,

N. H. Filed June 12, 1S96. Serial No. 595,333. (No
model.)

578,326. Bicycle. Charles E. Fox, Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed April 23, 1896. Serial No. 588,810. (No
model.)

578,335. Bicycle-Step. John M. Hughes, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed August 13, 1896. Serial No. 602,605. (No
model.)

578,350. Bicycle-Hub. Joseph McCain, Chicago,

111., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to

Frederick P. Becker, same place. Filed April 2, 1896.

Serial No. 585,866. (No model.)

578,387. Propelling Mechanism for Cycles. Gerard

Beekman, New York, N. Y. Filed July 3, 1896.

Serial No. 597,919. (No model.)

578,392. Vehicle Wheel Rim. William De Lany,

Cobourg, Canada. Filed November 19, 1895. Serial

No. 569,380. (No model.)

578,395. Unicycle. Hubert R. Estes, St. Louis,

Mo., assignor, by mesne assignments, one-half to

John W. Estes, same place. Filed October 16, 1895.

Serial No. 565,870. (No model.)

578,399. Seat-Post for Bicycles. Arthur L. Garford,

Elyria, Ohio. Filed February 8, 1896. Serial No.

578,570. (No model.)

578,411. Sail Attachment for Bicycles. Thomas
Lotherington, Ardmore, Ind. Ter., assignor of one-
half to Albert Elmo Nelson, same place. Filed

August 17, 1895. Serial No. 559,656. (No model.)

578,433. Pneumatic Tire Repairer. Richard Wehl,
Defiance, Ohio. Filed May 21, 1896. Serial No. 592,-

466. (No model.)

578,439. Pedal Attachment for Bicycles. William

A. Barber, Reading, Pa., assignor of one-half to Wil-

liam Storm Miller, same place. Filed May 28, 1896.

Serial No. 593,414. (No model.)

578,444. Bicycle-Skirt Fastener. Sarah C. Clagett,

Prince George County, Md. Filed March 31, 1896.

Serial No. 585,545. (No model.)

578,451. Bicycle-Lamp. George Havell and August
H. Meyer, Newark, N. J., assignor to the Havell

Manufacturing Company, of New Jersey. Filed July

IS, 1896. Serial No. 599,598. (No model.)

Bicycle Support.

Filed July 3, 1896.

578,490.

folk, Va.

model.)

578,496. Bail-Bearing

Pa. Filed October 31,

model.)

Daniel Knowles, Nor-
Serial No. 598,021. (No

John J. Naregang, Leesport,

1896. Serial No. 610,717. (No

578,513. Bicycle-Bell. William C. Homan, Meriden,

Conn., assignor to the Edward Miller .& Company,
same place. Filed December 2, 1896. Serial No. 614-

167. (No model.)

.578,525. Tire Tightener. Henry Rembert, Galves-

ton, Tex. Filed May 22, 1896. Serial No. 592,668.

(No model.)

a 1 8,535. Bicycle-Lock. Thomas W. Appleyard,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Louis I. Duryea,

Glencove, N. Y. Filed April 22, 1896. Serial No.

588,533. (No model.)

578,551. Vehicle-Tire. Charles E. Duryea, Peoria,

111., assignor to The Indiana Rubber and Insulated

Wire Company, Marion, Ind. Original application

filed December 28, 189], Serial No. 416,308. Divided

and this application filed June 8, 1896. Serial No.

594,734. (No model.)

578,564. Velocipede Lamp. John M. Herman, New-
ark, N. J. Filed July 6, 1896. Serial No. 598,066.

(No model.)

578,614. Bicycle or Like Vehicle. Charles L.

Travis, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to the Hygienic
Wheel Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed December
17, 1895. Serial No. 572,433. (No model.) Patented in

Belgium March 17, 1896, No. 120,374, and in Italy

March 31, 1896. XXXI. 41,078, LXXX. 378.

RECENT PATENTS.

57^,227. BICYCLE-TIRE. WILLIAM P. PoGAHrr and August C,

KaoWfE. Cblcago. DL Filed Oct. 3. 1895. Serial No, 564.488 <No

modeL)

5 78,204. SADDLE. HSHBT BbkMb, Hubrouck HelgbtB. N. I
PUed Apr. 24. 1896. ..Serial No. 583,933. (Mo model)

Claim.— I A saddle comprising two auperposed seat^pieces hav-

I'lg a rommon aitachnicnt for their rear portions, ihe upper piece.

57S,049. BALL-BEARING. George T.Warwick. Newark. N J 578, 120. BICYCLE-SADDLE. Bekjamw a Seakam, Canton. Ohio.
""^ """ " "

' ^ Filed July 14. 1896 SeriaJ No 599.107 (No model)

fliiini.— i 111 a tire, the combination of an luterior air-tube and
an exterior covering for said tube. Tormed of hide, said hide beinp

Unned upon the surface that form.s the tread of the tire and provided

with a portion underlying -yiid surface which is untaoned. substan-

tially a.1 and for the purpose specified

578,191. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Edward CBaetlstt and WiLLiAH

A- MUUACH. Lorain. Ohio. Filed July 28. 1896. Serial No. 600.817

{No model)

the purpose described

578,183. CRAJTK AND PEDAL MECHAHISM FOE BICYCLES.

jAHEsaAjiDEBSOK.HlghhndTarLIU. Filed Dec21. 1896. Serial Ha
616.536 <Nomodel)\

Chi'im.— 1 In a crank mechanism for bicycles, the combination

with a crank k pedai E F. and pivoted crank e.xtension C. interme-

diate mechanism between the crank .\ and the pedal-shaft whereby
the travel of the peda!--;h«ft and rotation of the pedal positively

c^u:^* the exteii'iion (.' lo approach the trank during the reai and
avel of the pedal. ; eiiihcfore dc?cnbed.

5 7 7,85 8. CYCLE-BRAKE. CHARLESW HUDSON. Weedsport, H.

T

Filed Aug. 14. 1896 Serial No. 602.779. (No model)

Ouim.—The caml>iiiatipn with a cycle-frame, a wheel mounted
therein, and asaddle-po.it mounted in said frame, of a rocker mounted
upon the paddle-po«t. a saddle mounted upon said rocker, a brake-

578,268 BICYCLE-BELL Levebpit A. Sanfoed. Bristol Conn..

MBlpor of one-half to Dunhar Brothere. same place Filed Aug. 3.

1896. Serial No 601.410. (No model)

Chim -\ in a bell, the combination with a cup-lik- base, of a

gong arranged concentrically therewith, a bent gong-post having the

gong wcnred to its outer end. and having its inner end secured to

the centei •''•te cup-like daj*. a rebounding striker, a carrier there-

for hiivin.i: iufree or inner end extended in\wardsoa8 to swing in the

bend of I he bent gong-post, a pinion connected with the outer end of

speraling-lever havingaclearance-space through

»^hich the pi>ff passes, conslrucled a( its inner end with teeth for en-

gagemeiil "ith the said pinion, whereby the carrier is oscillated, and

conslructed at itsoulerend with a finger-piece which extends through

the said base and a Bpring connected with the lever, substantially as

set forth

'S 7 7 5 8 1 CHAIN-PRXyrECTOR AND DDST-OUARD FOR BICY-

CLES Barby Jacoby. OniTille. Cat Filed Mag.U J896. Serial No

591.165. (No model)

'shoe hung upon said frame, and .

rocker, whereby the .swinging of

It from the wheel, and m

5 7 7,4:3 8, BICYCLE-POMP. Mabshau R LLom Mlimea

Hinn. FQed Hay 8. 1896. Serial No. 590.751 (Ko model)

{:iii,m ~ I A rhain-protectoi and du?t-;:uard for gearing, conl-

prising boxes' or casinj? inclosing the terminal sprockets, one of said

ivahlc cover threaded intosaid

-ide and the other l>ox having a removable tiector-shaped piece

) U-'<hapcd slide for locking it in place, skid boxeji also having
n arms jirojccting towurd each other, and communicating with provided ^

xes. itnd Willi each other. wherel>y pa.'jsages nroformed forthc -having ao

set .'orth

"/:^ri'- 'Jta-

being extonded to form a pommel, and h«Ting it« seat portion made
to form a cover for the underlying piece, and indopendeot apring-aap-

ports for the front portions of said pieces substantially as deecribed

5 77,698. VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES. Dallas E. Wal
%xi, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed May 20. 1895. Serial No. 550,022. (No

model>

CWim.— 1 In combi^nation. a hub or corresponding part, a shatV
or axle, an annular ball-case removably confined in the hub, and liav-
ing an internal ball-groove, a cone entering the annular ball-case, the
balls and a ball-i-etainer rei:^o*ably applied within the ball-ca-sc,

5 7 7,043 . VELOCIFEDB SEAT OK SADDLE. Fredrick Latuup,
Syracuse, N. Y., assignor of one-half to W. C. Smith, same placa Filed t'™!''

Mar 21. 1896. Serial No. 584.286 (No modeLJ_

5 7 8,134 BICYCLB-TIRE. JOHH A. BURTON Skaneateles N Y
FUed Sept. 26 1896 Serial No 607 01 1 (No model)

Clmm—\ In a bicycic-seat, the com*ioation with the seat-
leather or flexible material having a groove in its pommel-section, of
a pneumatic cushion seated in said groove and extending upward
above the plane of the saddle leather or material, subsUnliatly as set

^ _. \|meuiuatic tire comprisiugaseriesof independently- C/ff-m.—A valve for a pneumatic tire comprising the combination

.flated sectioi.s'in the form of oblong hollow bulbs or sacks, the said "'»tb the air-containing tube of a lire having «i aperture io it. of an

tectiooE being made longitudinally elastic and transversely inelastic air-inlet tube with a base whose outer edge is secured to the air^jon-

and inclosed within a continuous OHter tube, tiubstantiallv as and for taining tube so as to surround the aperture in the latter but prevent

the aperture from registering with the opening in the air-inlet tube,

5 7 7,65 1. REVERSIBLE SADDLB-POST FOR BICYCLER OBOBflt

OniiKT andEDWARD MusfflMG, Coventry, England. Filed Feb; 7, 1896.

Serial No 678.348. (No model) Patented In England Dec. 14, 1895,

Na SI.270. and In France Dec. 19. 1895. No. 239.866.

CUnm.— 1 A velocipede seat or saddle constructed from molded
sheet-rawhide and provided at it-^ edge with a depending and an in-

wardly-extending flange, said flange being rigid and providing lodg-

ment for the frame, snlistaiiti.illv a- se! forth

5 7 7,749. BICYCLE-LEADER Hktoh J Hatb and Zena J.

Dillby. Mulr. Mich. PUed July 20. 1896 Serial No, 599.853. (No
model)

C/,,„„ — 1 A saddle-post, having a tubular head, placed at an

au-lethereto.andareversibleclip-barhavingahollowscrew-threaded

«nd and a stop formed thereon, combined with a headed screw which

enten; the hollow end of the' clip-bar. and abutting against the oppo-

site end of the tubular head from the stop, clamps the clip-bar rigidly

in position. siih-.tantially .-u. shown

' 'litiiH.— As a new article of manufacture, the removable bicycle-

tire herein described, consisting of three .separable segmental sections

forming when placed together the complete tii-e, each of said sections

being formed of cylindrical pieces of cork each having a ceiitial open-
ing and being cemented together with such 0|v:nings in alinement,

whereby a central passage is formed tlirough the said sections, and
,an endless coil-sjniiig inserted in tlie_coiitiiiiioii.s passage formed bv
ihe three sections placed together whereby ihe said sections arc re-

movably held on the rim of the wheel. a.s and for the imrno-e "et forth

5 78,25 8. TIRE FOR BICYCLES. Edward Nelsok, Providence.
R L Filed Jan. 4. 1897 Serial No 617.888, (No model)

Claim.—
\ The combination with a bicycle, of the leader

prising the coiled spring, the section connected with the front or upper
end thereof consisting of two bent arms engaging with the head of
the bicycle, and the rear sectiojl^consbting of two arms bent into a
hook which engage? with the sprocket or crank asle bearinj^. sub-
stantially a.* described

577,805. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES JosiPH
H. Ebwih. Denver. Colo Filed July 31. 1896 Serial No. 601,276.

(No model)

Clu.ru —1 III a tire for bicycles and other vehicles the combina-
tion of a specially-wound strip of metal B. having a scriesof beveled
angular swells, ol' equal dimensions, throughout x(^ length, and one
or more stnps of niet^l c^tend^ng longitudinallyalong the inner sur-
face of the shell.thus formed, a»d attached thereto at intervals, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth

5 7 8,292; WHEEL-RIM William a Johnson. Aurora, III.

assignor of one-halT to A. Waltei Johnson, Council BlnfTs. Iowa Filed
.July I. 1896. Serial No. 597.744. (No model)

f'l/iii,i -I The combmation of a bar. polygonal in cros.*-8ection.
a claniping-colla- whose interior and exterio'i perimeters describe
polygons having nu unequal number of aides the inne
the collar being adapted to fit the bar and 3 clamp whc-fe inner sui
face IS adapted to (it the exterior snrfa.e o» the collar substantial!
as described

5 7 7,694. BICYCLE-TIRE Margarct A Sancho. Brooklyn.
N Y., assignor of one-thlnJ to George H K. White, same plaoe Piled
Aug. 11. 1896 Serial No 602.402 (No model)
t'ifiiii,.- As a new article of manufacture, the herein-described

bicycle-tire consisting of a circular frame having its side edges up-
turned whereby it is rendered concave in cro.-is-aection and its edges
forma continuous clip, tlie said frame having its sides cut out to form
a series of openings below the said edges, a series of balls placed con-
tiguous Id said rim and held therein l.y the curvature of the side
edges of said frame and a door in said frame and formed by hinging

Claim.— 1 .\ wood rim composed of sections, each section henig

provided at one end with a V-shaped leccss terminating in a single

irface of acute angle and provided at its other end with a V-shaped tongue
tapered tipon both its outer and inner sides to a sharp edge, the

tongue of one section entering the reces.^ of the adjoining section and
extending to a point in radial alinement with or beyond the lappiii':

portions of the next adjoining section, suhstanliatly a.= described

578,286. BICYCLE-BRAKE Frabi J. CooMBS, Columbia Falls.

Mont. Piled Mar 6, 1896. Serial No. 582.057 (Ho model)

— I. ine combination, with apneumatic-tire nipple or stem
'ith k conical or tapering clastic outer eui-faco, of a pump
rjpenng fitting upon said conical aurface. for the purpose

one of the solit: ,«ction« of the rim between said openings in the sides
whereby the ball.- may be inserted, removed, and replaced as an*!
for the purpose set fi.rth

Ulaim.— 1 In a brake, the combination of a ring-shaped sprocket-

wheel, brake-shoes upon which the sprocket-wheel is free to turn in

one direction, but is locked thereto when turned in the opposite di-

recttou, a pedal-shaft, and a connection between the pedal-.shaft and
brake-shoes, wherein the brake-shoes can be thrown into frictmnal

engagement with the sprocket-wheel "hen the pedal'- arc turned in

oppOHite directions, substantially jv- described
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578,615. Bicycle. Cnarles I-. Travis. Minneapolis,

Minn., assignor to the Hygienic Wheel Company,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 11. 1896. Serial No. 591,-

105. (No model.)

578,618. \\heel for A'ehicles. Frederick G. Atkin-

son. Washington, D. C. Filed December 9, 189G.

Serial No. 615,019. (No model.)

578,629. Attachment for Locking Bicycles. Edward

P. Dowd, F.ast St. Louis, 111. Filed April 17, 189U.

Serial No. .!SS,057. (No model.)

578,631. Stop-Motion Brake and Foot-Rest for Bi-

cycles. Silas Fader, N'ancouver, Canada, assignor of

three-fourths to Adolpluis Williams and John T. Car-

roll, same place, and the Massey-Harris Company,

Toronto, Canada. Filed October 20, 1896. Serial No.

609,426. (No model.) Patented in Canada, October 28,

1896, No. 53,910.

578.636. Device for Removing Tire Bolts. John F.

Hertzler and Frank Rogers, Lawrence, Kan. ; said

Rogers assignor to said Hertzler. Filed June 10, 1896.

Serial No. 595,049. (No model.)

578.637. Wheel. Henry D. Hibbard, High Bridge,

N. J., assignor to the Taylor Iron and Steel Com-

pany, same place. Filed July 6, 1896. Serial No.

598,187. (No model.)

578,644. Velocipede. Emmit G. Latta, Friendship,

N .Y., assignor to the Pope Manufacturing Company,

Portland, Me. Filed February 2, 1888. Serial No.

262,707. (No model.)

578,649. Bicycle Canopy. Adolph Mass, Carbon-

dale, Pa. Filed November 3, 1896. Serial No. 610,914.

(No model.)

578,661. Sprocket-Chain. Harry E. Stahl and

Frank T. Coryell, Trenton, N. J., said Coryell assign-

or to said Stahl. Filed January 10, 1S96. Serial No.

575,041. (No model.)

578,694. Bicycle Support. Albert I. Callaway, Mor-

ristown, N. J., assignor of one-half to David Sayre

Enslee, same place. Filed August 24, 1896. Serial

No. 603,712. (No model.)

578,701. Bicycle Driving Gear. Charles A. Mette

and Eddy S. Rayburn, San Jose, Cal. Filed June 17,

1895. Serial No. 553,134. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
26,736. i>icycle-Lamp. Louis P. Whiteman, New

York, N. Y. Filed January 29, 1897. Serial No.

621,245. Term of patent 7 years.

20.738. Jaw for Seat-Clamps for Bicycles. Edward

P. Chalfant, Kenosha, Wis. Filed November 16, 1896.

Serial No. 612,367. Term of patent 7 years.

26.739. Tandem-Bicycle Frame. Henry G. Piffard,

New York, N. Y. Filed December 14, 1896. Serial

No. 615,696. Term of patent seven years.

TRADE-MARKS.
29,655, Certain Named Sporting Goods. Hibbard,

Spencer, Bartlett & Company, Chicago, 111. Filed
December 14, 1896. The word "Ajax."

29,668. Cycles. The Rover Cycle Company, Limit-
ed, Coventry, England. Filed February 1, 1897. The
word "Rover."

29,695. Bicvcles, Tricycles, and Motor-Carriages.
Luther G. Billings, New York, N. Y. Filed Febru-
ary 11, 1897. The word "Monad."

WHERE THEY WENT TO.

Cycle exports from New York during the

week ending March !'th.

Antwerp $6,975

Aden 770

Bristol 930

Bremen 59."

British West Indies 2,548

Brussels 1,97:!

Belfast 35

Bordeaux 120

Bolivia ."lO

British Guiana 274

British Australia 8,062

Berlin 2,835

Central America '. 1,016

Chili 60

Cork 140

Dutch West Indies 75

Dutch East Indies 300

French West Indies 33

Frankfort 1,646

Florence 500

Glasgow 1.228

Ghent 117

Hull 606

Havre 1,973

Hamburg 12,785

Helsingfoss 1,100

Liege 266

Liverpcol 4,295

London 11,634

Milan 241

Mexico 82

New Zealand 1,950

Nova Scotia 214

Peru 30

Southampton '. 61,883

Turin 1,368

Venezuela 231

Total $129,165

WHERE SUCCESS IS CERTAIN.

More Cycle Co., 26 Warren street. New
York, has lately been organized. The prin-

cipal member of the firm is Homer M. More,

who had charge of the New York office of the

Bridgeport Chain Co. Mr. More was former-

ly with Porter & Gilmour, and has been con-

nected with the trade for some time. The new
company has taken the agency for the Hen-
ley, Union, Phoenix, Envoy, Humber, Day-
ton, Fenton, Fleetwing, and will also handle

the Frost gear case and Myers' detachable

chain.

Qrystal

3perm

OIL
It Lubricates

Prevents Rust
and Cleans

Factory: NEW BEDFORD, MASS.. U. S. A.

BKAUnrUL FLOWERS FBBi:
and strawberries to be had for the picking. California
only four days distant, and rates Lowest of the Low.
Leave this land of snow and ice and take the Nickel Plate
Road, with its superb service, to the Golden Gate of the
Sunset Seas. For all information ot rates and weekly
excursions, call on your nearest ticket agent, or address
F. J. Moore. Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate Road, 23 Exchange
St., Bufialo. N. Y. ,*»

You Want To

Get What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

?75-oo, $50.00,
28inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
24-inch.26 inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

ELMORE IVIFC. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City,

General Affents for New York
and ^ew England States . .

Kindly mention The Wheel
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NOT A MONEY BURNER.

There was a time, not so very long ago, too,

when the question of expense entered but lit-

tle into the building or repairing of bicycles;

everybody had money to burn, and brazers

that helped to burn it were as salable as

those which refused to aid in money con-

flagrating. That day has gone never to re-

turn again. Money-savers, not money-burn-

ers, are what the cycle trade are looking for

now, and so the Economic Brazer, of the

Cycle Forge & Pump Co., Lowell, Mass.,

makes its bow at a most opportune time.

The top of this brazer is made of five

separate plates, either or all of which may be

removed to. permit work to be passed through

the frame. The hole in the plate A is in-

tended for small work, such as forks, stems,

etc. The plates are set in grooves, and are

sufificiently ribbed to prevent warping. The
air-tank is placed at one side of the centre of

the machine, and there is nothing to inter-

fere with the work from the top of the ma-
chine to the floor.

The handle D operates the valve to regulate

the flow of gas, and is within convenient reach

of the operator. The small pipe F burns all

the time, and serves to light the blow-pipe

gas if, for any reason, work has been stopped

and the supply shut off. This is especially

valuable when bending handle-bars, etc.,

where the work must be taken to the vise and

returned in a short time. B indicates the ad-

justment for holding the pipe in any desired

position. C is used to adjust the blow-pipe,

and E is the coupling for the gas-supply. One
or both blow-pipes may be used, according to

requirements. These machines, which occupy

a floor space of 20x26 inches, are furnished

with or without fans for air-pressure.

If We Spent-

$1,000,000
IN ADVeRTISING, SOME PEOPLE WOULD STILL USE CHEAP AND LEAKY OILERS.
SPEND A FEW CENTS MORE AND GET A
HIGH-ART OILER.

PERFECT" POCKET OILER. THE

CUSHIMAN & DENISON,
172 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

TRUSTING AND BUSTING.

The novice in cycle making, offering new
wheels in the same market with manufac-

turers who have devoted a dozen or score

of years to establishing a reputation for their

wheels, has felt obliged to make concessions

in order to win customers, and the concession

most generally made has been in the reckless

granting of credits. It takes money to build

bicycles—cash for wages and practically cash

for materials—and unless money is incoming

at an equal rate, disaster is certain.

All of which accounts for the number of

those who mistook cycle making for a short

road to fortune, whereas it was only a shorter

one to bankruptcy, so far, at least, as those

holding these lax ideas regarding the granting

of credit was concerned.

FOB SALE, £ICfiANIxE, WANtI
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Kaoh additional word nro oenta. Oaah In-

arlablT in advance.

pHAIN MANUFACTURERS, ATTENTION-Have^ a new and useful improvement on roller chains
which will lessen the tendency to stretch and doing
away with hardening the side plates. Address Idea,
care of The Wheel. 3-19-p

TX? ANTED—Live bicycle dealers in every town to
^^ push the Lavigne Combination Right- Side- Up
Pedal. If you have seen this pedal you will write us
at oDce. If you have not, le' us send you cescriptive
matter and draft of our offer. The Lavigne* Scott
Mfg Co., New Haven, Conn. 4-2-c

AWELL-KNO WN established manufactory of cork
bicycle grips, full of orders, good pre fits, is cut

for sale at inventory; value $6 000. or half interf st at
$3,oco; working capital required; present owner un-
able to continue owing to cutside Interests; ,<;pltrdid
opportunity for right party. Address P. O. Box 2525,
New York Citv.

ELE&AMLY FURNISHED CLUBHOUSE.
Three years' lease; three stories and base-
ment; billiard room, reception rooms, card
rooms, sleeping apartments, kitchen and
dininij-room, all complete; must be sold. Call
or address after i p. m., 147 W. 53d St.. New
York. 3-ig p

EHPLOTHENT COLUMN.

SITUATIONS WANTBD.
Rate, >o words, i time, $1.00 4 times, $3.00

"75 " " 1.50 " 5.00

Letters received and forwarded in confidence.

Bright young man who understands the bicycle trade, especially the tire

and parts trade, is open for position. Address W. H M., care The Wheel

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop

in good location, or conduct business on commission. A. B ,
Box 46, Brandon,

Vt.
Wanted—A situation, by a young man, 26 years of age; experienced In light

repairing, tires, etc., also in renting agfncy; desires position in bicycle sales-

room, renting agency, repair shop, cr factory; good references given. J. E.

C., Box 538, Rochester, Ind.

Wanted—Position by an experienced machinist, also capable of maki' g
gigs and special tools or managing any concern. Thomas Maher, 897

Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Situation wanted in a bicycle manufacturing company as enameler.
thoroughly understand the business in any color; can give best references;

Address S. E D., 54 Bassett Street, New Britain, Conn.

A man, 21 years oil, eight years' expei-ience in repair shop and factory,

competent to manage repair shop, would like to correspond; South preferred.

Address E. R. Sutch, 439 Prospect Street, Roxborough, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thoroughly experienced stenographer desires a position with responsible

firm- have been for several years with large hardware jobbing house. Address
F. e! W., care The Wheel.

Young man, thoroughly posted in bicycle trade, wishes position as

mianager of department, traveling salesman or correspondent; experienced

snce 1880; exceptional references. Address H. P. H., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Position as salesman; capable of managing wholesale, retail

or renting department; one well acquainted with the trade. T. D L , care

The Wheel.
Nickel-Plater—First-class nickel-plater would like position; ten years* ex-

nerience on nickel plating, polishing and bufiiag; capable of taking charge;

five vears as foreman; references. Prank Luffy, 1418 DeKalb ave., Brooklyn,

N Y.
Wanted Position with a reliable cycle house; write and give me terms;

can give Ai references; would like a few articles to sell on consignment; have

been dealing in cycles and cycle repairs for five years. Address J. H. Robins,

Plag Pond, Va,
Wanted—A situation as bicycle salesman (indoor) by a young man with

four years' experience in the trade, and can furnish the best of references

either in or outside of New York city. Address A, B„ care The Wheel.

Wanted—By a young man of 25 years' of age., who has long experience in

evcle bisiness, position on road or in salesroom with good firm; re; ponsible

reference that are Ai can be given. H. L. W., care of The Wheel.

as fo
A practical onameler in all colors, 10 years' experience, desire a position

oieman or day work; best refere-.ce. J. K., care of The Wheel.

Bicycle repairer wants position ; seven years' factory experience ; can
furnish my own bench tools ; best of references; South or West preferred.
Lock Box 369, Erie, Ps.

Situation wanted by expert polisher; 10 years' experience of higt -grade:
bicycle polishing. Charles Lepp, 810 Second Avenue.

Wanted—Posit'on by advertiser ; five years' experience m writing news-
pap -r ads., booklets, circulars, trade articles, etc., and in systematizing the
sa es department of one of the largest hardware houses in the country.
Address Box 79, care of The Wheel.

Position wanted by a young man, a6 years of age, as franre maker, wheel
builder, or repairer ; eight years' experience on high-grade wheels. Address
H. J. L , 428 Chauncey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Position wanted as foreman or day work ; thirteen and one-ha^f years'
experience ; reference. Address Frame Maker, 507 W. Lombard St., Balti-
more, Md.

Thoroughly experienced bicycle salesman desires position ; either road
or office Address J. S. M., care of The Wheel

Wanted—Position as repair man, or to take charge of rental machines;
four years' experience in New York City. Address Bell, 180 E. ic8th St.
New York City.

HBIf WANTBD.
Advertisements in this column, free. Letters received and forwarded in

confidence.

Wanted—All-around bicycle mechanic for repair shop; state experience,
reference and salary expected. N. D., Bex 157, Anderson, Ind.

Wanted—All around repairman who has worked for Columbia agetcy; a
steady job to right man at fisper week. Eldridge Bicycle Co., Newark, N. J.

Wanted—Competent assembler ; si^ate previous fxperience and age, also
wages expected. Address Treasurer, care The Wheel.

Wanted—Young man as salesman, experienced in bicycles and sundries-
for retail store in New York Lity; state age and salary expected. " Sporting
Goods," care The Wheel.

Wanted—An experienced and energetic man to take charge of sales de
partment of large manufacturers of bicycles. Apply, stating experience and
references, " Bicycle," care The Wheel.

A first-class bicycle salesman wanted to manage bicycle department in out-
of-town store ; send references and salary expected. Address W., care of The
Wheel.

Wanted—A first-class nickel-plater, familiar with bicycle work- competent to

take charge of plating and polishing plant in bicycle factory near New York; give
references and experience. Address R. M., care of The Wheel.

Wanted — Foreman who thoroughly understands the manufacture of seamless
bicycle tubing, and who is systematic. Address, in confidence, stating experience and
references, Warren, care of The Wheel.

Want d—A man who can take charge of rent bicycles ; as the work is

light, would take a. man who is seeking a goo 1 climate for lung trouble. Ad-^
dress El Paso Cycle Co., P. O. Box 406, El Paso, Tex.
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" He who brings the buyer and seller together In honest trade does good to both."-Cobden.

TRADE AUCTION SALE of BICYCLES I

ADVANCE NOTICE.

We will hold our opening trade sale of bicycles " for the season " at our rooms, on

Saturday. April 3d, at 2 o'clock p. m. We have now on hand "for this sale" up-

wards of 3,000 high and medium grade 1896 and 1897 models. Consignments solicited.

Cash settlements made day of sale. Consignors intending shipping wheels for this •

sale will please mail us as early as possible complete description, quantities, styles,

etc., etc.

References: The Hide and Leather National Bank, Chicago.

I The West Side Auction House Qo.,
m (INCORPORATED)

I
381, 383 and 385 WEST M&DISOH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

# Kindly mention The Wheel.

Dry in ©ne Hour.

WYTHE'S

CYCLE

EHHIVIEL.
AN AIR=DRYING ENAMEL, EQUAL TO THE

FINEST BAKED ENAMEL.
These Enamel! are made in all colors and are equal in appearance and

durability to the best Baking Enamels. They are easily applied with a brush
and dry in one hour. Repairmen will find them invaluable, as a wheel can be
enameled in any color and delivered to the customer the same day.

Put up in three-ounce cans to retail at as cents. Pints, $i.cx>. Gallons,

$4 oo. Wholesale prices on application. Sample pint can, of any color, sent by
express, prepaid, on receipt of $i.oo.

Prepared only by WYTHE ENAMEIi CO., Tonkers, N. T.

Sole Wholesale Agents,

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia.

Kindly mention The Wbcel.

The "RECORD" Cyclometer

HAS HANDS
and can be read from the

saddle.

Ten Thousand
Mile Permanent Record

One Hundred Mile In=

dependent Adjustable
Trip Record.

RETAIL PRICE, $1,50.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
Syracuse, N. y., Feb. 6, 1897.

H. R. Hamilton * Co , Chicago, 111.

ffe«H«»era—Sample received. Permit me to compliment you
upon the elegant appearance of the cyclometer. If our mechani-
cal experience is not at fault, and we are sure it is not, the
cyclometer is a model of neat and reliable construction, and is

by many odds the best thing in that line that we have seen.

Pardon our enthusiasm, but the device really surprises us, and
we predict for it a very large sale.

Its plain face and figures are decidedly in advance of all

others. We are also convinced that the trip and total adding
device is a most valuable feature, which riders have only to see
to appreciate and demand. H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

H. R. HAMILTON & CO.
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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Why the WOlff-AmCriCan is Best!

W. W. Archer, of Richmond, Va., wins the famous Duplex contest
by stating the best ten reasons.

Eleven thousand replies submitted. An impartial committee
selects the winner.

A veritable essay on the Wolff-American High Art Cycles.

Although no special effort was made to boom the Duplex Ten Reasons Contest, it attracted widespread attention in all quarters from the

first announcement until its close. Every mail brought replies, and a remarkable familiarity with the meritorious features of Wolff-American

bicycles was demonstrated. The contest was instituted for the purpose of ascertaining the popularity of the Wolff-American bicycles, and it

ably fulfilled its mission. An outside committee were given all the answers submitted, and to them was left the decision of the contest.

All who read the excellent paper prepared by W. W. Archer, given herewith, will concede that the committee were wise in their judg-

New York, March ii, 1897.
ment.

Messrs. R. H. WOLFF & Co., Ltd.,

New York City.

The undersigned committee of award in the prize contest for the best ten reasons why the Wolff- American High Art Cycles are the finest built, naet to-

day and bee leave to submit their report herewith. The vast undertaking required the examination of competition papers running far up into the thousands.

This enormous number, distributed over a range of territory embracing the United States, Canada, Newfoundland and Mexico, shows how widely known are

these wheels and the surprisingly large proportion of the competitors detlaring themselves to be riders of the wheel, and backing up their statements with reasons

Droving an experienced knowledge of its points of merit demonstrates how extensive Is their use.

Much originality was displayed by several in presenting their reasons, some clever verses, ingenious anagrams, and high art advertising ideas being included.

In deciding the prize winner, regard was given strictly to the rules of the contest and the selection of the one presenting the best ten reasons. The competi-

tors were finally winnowed down to the following best fifteen

:

Anna Mullholland, .

George Varnum,
Ruth Margaret Lasheck,
Rush u. Farris, .

Sophia P. Brokaw, .

James S. Reese,
Julius Wilcox,

215 West i32d St., N. Y. City.
Denver, Colo.
giS East Market St., Iowa City, la,
Bellaire, O,
96 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
412 Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

W. W. Archer, . . .

M. H. Lockwood,
Catherine Jewett,
Mrs. Lida B. Taylor,
Dr. E. B. Moore,
Maude Worden,
C. W. Rice,
F. J. Lawson,

508 East Franklin St., Richmond, Va.

Durham, N. C.
Denmark, Me.
416 Clay St., Henderson, Ky.
New Bloomfield, Pa.
Seneca Falls, N. Y.
160 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Newburgh, N. Y.

Among those who deserve honorable mention for "reasons" arranged for unique advertising, the following are commended:

A. C. Ziemer,
F. H. Heald,
Miss J. B. Crampton,

Lincoln, Neb.
Milford, N. H.
Bristol, Ct.

From the above the committee selected unanimously, and with little debate, the reasons of W. W. Archer, 508 East Franklin Street, Richmond, Va., since he
not onlv selected the most salient points of a bicycle's merit, but backed it up with argument, and well-founded, well-written argument at that.

Wishing the Wolff-American High Art Cycles the success so well d< served for the reasons so ably and sincerely set forth by their riders, and those who
know all about them, we remain, Yours truly,

C. H. MUNGER
Committee I

"The Bearings."committee I
g. L. MCCARTHY,

A_,--j. "S "The American Wheelman."Awara.
j jqhn C. WETMORE,

"The Referee."

FIRST.

When I get a bicycle I want the best. To

get the best I must go to the manufacturers

who are the best educated in the art of mak-

ing bicycles. The best result of this best edu-

cation is a strong bicycle; therefore, the maker

who makes the best steel for his bicycle gives

us the strongest bicycle. And therefore, that

firm which knows the most about steel, and

especially the character of steel combining

strength and lightness, will have the prime

requisite, namely, strength and lightness. The

promised popularity of bicycHng lured many

firms to the manufacture of wheels. These

had no previous knowledge to draw upon;

but there was one firm witharecordof twenty-

five years' experience in making steel and

steel wire, and particularly in making such

articles of steel as called for light weight com-

bined with strength. This firm held a master

secret, a process as wonderful in its adaptation

to bicycle making as the ancient and unpene-

trated mystery of the creators of the real

Damascus blade. Such was the firm of R. H.

Wolff & Co., who brought into the manufac-

ture of the Wolff-American High Art Cycle

their own secret of the strong tteel and light

steel, that process which gives the lasting life

and power to the steel of this manufacture.

Here then we have the first reason why the

Wolff-American High Art Cycle is the best,

namely, because it is the strongest; because

its steel lives by reason of that secret process

of the makers. And this is why we never

hear of a broken Wolff-American High Art

Cycle. It is too strong to break.

SECOIKD.

When I get a bicycle I want one as free as

possible from vibration. This advantage is

pre-eminent in the Wolff-American High Art

Cycle. Not only does too much vibration

weary the rider, but the jog of it induces a

needless amount of exertion in propulsion.

The Wolff-American is elastic, but not vibra-

tory, because its steel spokes, its steel tubing

and its Ideal tires each give the elasticity of

life, and because each spoke in each wheel is a

miniature Damascus blade. Thus we have in

the Wolff-American the least vibration and

the most elasticity. And this is why we find

riders of the Wolff-American laughing at the

rough roads of which users of other wheels

complain.

THIRD.
When I get a bicycle I want one which will

give the easiest and readiest response to such

exertion as I put forth. This is a paramount
characteristic of the Wolff-American, and is

due to that trinity of forces carefully, artisti-

cally, and solely united in the Wolff-American,

namely, the spring-tempered metal, the perch-

tube, and the corrugated tires. The metal lives

and bounds with existence; the perch-tube is

so exactly placed as to join the weight of the

rider to the muscle used in pedaling, thus

giving precisely the advantage that the sliding

seat has over the stationary seat in a racing

shell; the corrugated tire, by preventing side-

slipping, secures for the wheels a direct and
forward response to the effort of the rider.

And while muscle and weight absolutely

count, the demands upon them are the slight-

est known in any wheel because of the ball-

retaining washer holding the balls in place

under all conditions; the ball races securing

a perfect three-point contact; the regulatable

cone by which tightening and binding are

prevented; the positive dust-proof bearings

which keep balls and cups absolutely free

from outside particles, however minute, all
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combining to almost entirely eliminate fric-

tion. Thus the Wolfif-American is the easiest

running wheel in the world. And this is why
we find the delicate and weak rider of the

Wolfif-American tiring out the strong and

muscular rider of other wheels.

FOURTH.
When I get a bicycle I want the most con-

venient wheel, one which does not demand
the coddling attention given a baby. The
WoliT-American stands alone in the world as

the only bicycle that needs oiling but once in

an entire season. The hollow axles hold a

wick saturated with oil and the revolving

bearings draw the oil, the supply being auto-

matically regulated by the speed. So there

is no need for the rider to go through the

soiling, delaying, and vexatious process of

squeezing oil into oil-holes once or twice a

week, as one lubrication of the wick gives a

supply for about 15,000 miles. The patent ec-

centric chain adjustment renders the hard

operation of chain adjustment instantaneous,

and, while this feature is without parallel, it is

accompanied by another likewise distinguish-

ing attribute, namely, the impossibility of get-

ting the rear wheel out of alignment during

the process of adjustment. With the turning

of one nut on each side the operation so

dreaded by riders of other wheels is done in a

flash of time. Thus the two most inconven-

ient features of the average bicycle are banish-

ed entirely. And this is why we find that the

rider of the Wolff-American is on his wheel

and away before his companion on another

wheel has been able to mount.

FIFTH.
When I get a bicycle I want one that is the

least expensive to keep, and one which does

not have to go to the shop at the very time I

want to ride. The life biography of the Wolff-

American is in the one line: Born in its own
Company's shops, and when it leaves that it

goes into no other. Each part is within easy

reach of the rider for repair if necessary, and

for correction in any desired particular.

Every part is interchangeable. The patent

tubular hub has a buttonhole device for

fastening spokes which permits of their re-

placement without removing the wheel from

the frames. There is no need for the shop

here. The Wolff-American combination

pedals are practically indestructible. There

is nothing for a shop to do here. The patent

tubular crank-hanger of the finest steel tubing,

inserted in a steel drop-forged collar, the collar

being supplied with two lugs which fit in the

ends of the frame and perch-tube, is stronger

than all the strength that either rider or acci-

dent can put against it. There is nothing for a

shop to do with the crank-hanger. Each crank

made of Wolff Company's spring-tempered

steel is subjected to a lateral pull of 1,000

pounds by a testing device, and after deflect-

ing springs back to its former shape when
the strain is removed. There is nothing for

a shop to do with the crank. The front forks

of oval-shaped tubing, the gauge swaged
down from the crown to within nearly two
inches of the tip in time to form a powerful
bearing for the axle, and the entire fork gain-

ing added strength by its double truss crown,
is invincible, not only against the crash and
weight of accident, but the perfect Wolff &

' Company spring-tempering gives that gradu-
al repression of vibratory strains which ren-

ders impossible the insidious danger of crys-

tallization. Beyond question, there is noth-

ing for a shop to do here. Thus the Wolff-

American takes care of itself because it was

born with an invincible constitution. And this

is why we never hear of or see a Wolff-Amer-

ican bicycle in a repair shop.

SIXTH.
When I get a bicycle I want one that will be

free from scars, dents and patches. Here is

where the good steel, and the good metal, of

the Wolff-American construction make com-
manding assertion. This steel lives; it may
accept a blow, but it repels it instantly, as a

rubber ball resumes its former shape. This

was so with the secret steel of the ancient

Damascus blade. It is so with the secret steel

of the modern Wolff-American. The Wolff-

American enamel is not brittle paint, to crack

and leave a scar at every blow, to tarnish in

varying temperatures. It is a translucent

creation, requiring several years to perfect,

and sio put on as to render it almost a part

<>f the framie itself—^it keeps company with th?

elastic steel and, like it, is impervious to the

usual destructive conditions. Thus the Wolff-

American, so strong inwardly, goes through

life free outwardly from the usual blotches,

rusty eyes, Joseph's coat variegations, and

craterlike indentations which so mar the ap-

pearance and- the resisting power of other

wheels. And this is why the rider of the

Wolff-American is so often asked by riders of

other makes, "How do you keep your wheel

in such perfect condition?"

SEVENTH
When I get a bicycle I want one that is tree

from complications. Here again we have a

shining characteristic of the Wolff-American.

Each part, each fully patented feature, was
invented, tested, perfected and patented for a

distinct object. The work that each part per-

forms is seen, and it is so seen that it can be

understood. The rider can take the whole
machine apart and put it together again in the

time that he would need to remove a wheel
from a bicycle of another maker. A spoke is

unbuttoned in the time a man would unbutton
his overcoat. Even the firmly put on crank
with axle is readily removed, one crank and
the axle coming out together. The sprocket
is instantly detachable. The ball bearings can
readily be seen in their unerring tracks. The
mission of every part is understood, and each

has something to do. There is not an idle

part in the Wolff-American. Its presence is

known, and to know it is to understand it.

Thus, between the Wolff-American and its

rider there is always an intimacy and close

friendship, based on thorough understanding.
And this is why we bear the riders of the

Wolff-American say that they know their

wheels like a book and love them like a

friend.

EIGHTH.
When I get a bicycle I want a handsome

wheel. The Wolff-American High Art Cycle
is the just union of science and art. The lines

are perfect in their symmetry. The result of

untiring experiment and study, they impress
the beholder by their apparently unstudied
beauty. This is because of the absolute har-

mony of the whole, and with it all it conveys
that impression of strength which the bearing
of a strong man inevitably conveys even when
we do not see his muscles. We know he is

strong even when we do not discern the

sources of his strength. This is because each

joint is so welded and reinforced, cither vis-

ibly or invisibly, as to merge all parts of the

frame into one whole. It bears the impress

of the best mechanical engineering of all

wheels of lineage in America; it is the most

blue-blooded, and it is the most blue-blooded

because it was born of a firm whose specialty

was best steel. Thus the Wolff-American was

born out of perfect steel. And to this con-

stitution of the parent it lias received every

addition that art, education and study could

give it. And so it stands to-day, the true

aristocrat of American wheels by right of

merit founded on an honest, sturdy, cultured

stock. And while the Wolff-American bears

the closest and most microscopic scrutiny, yet

its beauty, perfect bearing, graceful lines and

dash are never so apparent as when the wheel

is in full motion. Then indeed it has all the

impulse of glad strength. Then indeed it has

the poetry of line and undulating curve.

Then indeed we seem to hear that benediction

of the Prophet Ezekiel descending from the

corridors of the ages: "For the spirit of the

living creature is in the wheels." Therefore the

Wolff-American is pre-eminently and elo-

quently a handsome wheel. And this is why
all observers invariably declare when the

Wolff-American goes by: "That's the hand-

some wheel."

NINTH.
When I buy a bicycle I want a safe, honest

and reliable wheel. This is the Wolff-Amer-
ican. In the first place, its material is the

best. In the second place, its workmanship is

the best. In the third place, the finished

wheel is subjected to the most trying tests. In

the fourth place, it is backed by one of the

most stable houses in the country. In the

fifth place, it has all the resources of a mam-
moth establishment covering four acres of

ground in New York. In the. sixth place,

there is no straining test, no searching ex-

amination, no contest of endurance, that the

Wolff-American has ever declined or will

decline. It is honest, it has been found to be

honest, to be safe, to be trustworthy. And
this is why a second-hand Wolff-American
bicycle is seldom for sale.

TENTH.
When I buy a bicycle I want not only the

best, but one that has all the latest improve-

ments and little additions that conduce to

comfort, no matter by whom they have been
invented or by whom they are made. Here
again experience, backed by judgment and
unlimited capital, as well as business standing,

has told. There is nothing worth having in

the way of options, as fixed additions to a bi-

cycle, that the Wolfif-American fails to give

to its rider. It disdains "freaks," which are

simply showy excrescences and pinchbeck

adornments designed to sell Cheap John
wheels, hastily assembled for the ignorant. It

gives every option in the way of saddle and

handle-bar. It gives only the tried, tested and
useful. Thus we find the Wolff-American
has every improvement that improves, and in

whatever way we look at it, by whatever high

standard we gauge it, by whatever highest

mechanical law we judge it, it is the best, the

one best, the only best, the ten times best

bicycle in America.

W. W. ARCHER,
508 East Franklin Street,

Richmond, Va.
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Gentle Spring***

Will tempt every mortal, young

or old, to examine cycle dealers^

stocks* The salesroom that has

the complete line of Royal Wor-

cester and Middletown Cycles on

its floor will be the one to make

Springes wooing most effective*

No intending purchaser can resist

the arguments in their favor*

Royal Worcester Cycles, as the result of Munger's genius,

are in a class that the term ^^high-grade,^^ as ordinarily used,

utterly fails to cover* $100* Tandems, $J50*

Middletown Cycles are ^^ high-grade'' in every sense of the

term* $60, $50, $40.

Your profits demand, Mr. Dealer, that you know all there

is to know of this matchless line of bicycles. Write. You
will have prompt and courteous attention.

WORCESTER CYCLE MFG. CO.,
17 Murray Street, New York.FACTORIES: ]^„f^';j;;'v,5--

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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"EXPORT GAME."

How it is Worked by the Bargain-Counter Cycle

Sellers—Monarch Company
Victims.

Once more a prominent maaiufacturing

concern has been made the victim of a de-

signing "export house" and a small-scrupled

department store, and has been called on to

defend itself to prevent a wholesale upheaval

of its retail trade. The Monarch Cycle Mfg.

Co. ii the sufferer this time.

In the New York papers of Sunday last, a

department store announced in spread-eagle

fashion that they had purchased 1,500 Mon-
a.cli bicycles, guaranteed, which would be

sold at the bargain-counter rate of $34.50

each. None was more surprised at the an-

nouncement that the Monarch people them-

selves. They were more than surprised; they

were flabbergasted; they were mad clear

through. They lost no time in branding the

a..nouncement a lie. But the branding has

cost them several hundred dollars, and is

likely to cost them several hundred more, as

they have determined—all power to them

—

to bring the offenders to book. The matter

is now in the hands of their attorney.

The case, as plainly stated by Vice-presi-

dent Chandler Robbins, is typical of depart-

ment store methods. He says:

"The advertisement is an untruth.

"We did not sell any bicycles to said firm.

"We did not guarantee any Monarch bi-

cycles to them. They have not got 1,500

Monarch bicycles.

"What they advertised for sale is a part or

all of 150 shop-worn 1896 Defiance wheels,

made by us early in that year, and was a job

lot, sold to the Eureka Trading Company,
358 Broadway, without name-plates and tires,

for export, and delivered to their forwarding

agents, Davies, Turner & Co., 27 State street,

to be shipped to London. The model num-
bers of the wheels delivered were 31 and 32,

of the Defiance line, and were never cata-

logued or sold as Monarch bicycles. The
use of our Monarch trade-mark, the Lion's

Head, and our script name was unauthorized.

Upon investigation, we found that the job
lot of Defiance wheels were not exported,

but resold to said firm. The guarantee as

published by said firm was not authorized
o. given by us. Our guarantee to the

Eureka Trading Co. was as follows:

Dear Sirs—We hereby guarantee the one
.hundred and fifty (150) models 31 and 32

wheels, which we have this day sold to you,!

for six (6) months from date. Conditions ofj

said guarantee to be the same as the National!

Cycle Board of Trade, and same as published

in our catalogues,
;!

"The entire matter has been placed in the

hands of our attorneys, Redding, Kiddle &
Greeley, of New York city, also counsel for

National Cycle Board of Trade, with instruc-

tions to bring suit."

PATEE PASSES.

RUBBER PEOPLE MEET AND DINE.

Informal talk and the transaction of routine

business was the rule at the meeting of the

Rubber Tire Association in this city, on
Tuesday last. About the only items of gen-

eral interest that developed was the appoint-

ment of a committee, Messrs. Day and
Davis, to confer with the National Cycle

Board of Trade and the Wood Rim Manu-
facturers' Association, with a view of secur-

ing the adoption of a wood rim of standard

size and shape, and a decision to draw a

sharp line on the giving of tires- to racing

men. Sixteen members were in attendance.

SNYDER SUSPENDS.

Little Falls, N. Y., March 24.—Homer P.

Snyder, successor to Snyder & Fisher, manu-
facturers of the S. & F. and Swell Newport
bicycles, made a general assignment to Olin
W. Timmerman to-day for the benefit of his

creditors. This action was precipitated by
the failure of Hemingway, of Boston, and
two other dealers. The liabilities and assets
are unknown. The genei-al belief is that a
settlement will be made and the business re-
sumed in ten days.

GONE TO ANOTHER BANK BUILDING.

When "Moving day," May 1st, comes
around, the National Cycle Board of Trade
will be among the movers. On that date
the headquarters will be removed from the
Shoe and Leather Bank Building, 171-173
Broadway, to the Rooms 1211, 1212 and 1213 in
the Central Bank Building, 320 Broadway,
corner Pearl street. The increase of busi-
ness necessitates more room, and the con-
sequent removal.

ACME AFLAME.

Reading, Pa., March 24.—The large plant
of the Acme Bicycle Works was burned early
this morning. All the machinery was des-
troyed, making the total loss about $75,000,
covered by insurance. The building contained
material for fully 5,000 bicycles and 500 men
and boys were employed. The works will be
rebuilt at once.

F He Retires From His Peoria Connections and

;;j "Will Give More Time to the

J
l^eague.

Peoria, 111., March 20.—Announcement was
made to-day that Fred Patee, Chief Consul

of the Illinois Division, L. A. W., and sales

manager of the Peoria Rubber & Manufac-

turing Co., would sever connection with that

factory.

While it had been known that there was
some slight differences of opinion between him
and the other officers of the company, this ac-

tion came as a surprise to the wheelmen and
the trade here. A month since Mr. Patee

made the company three propositions, and
the decision of the company as to which one

it would select resulted in his resignation, as

above stated. He still retains his interest in

the factory, which the company is to pur-

chase before the first of next September. His
real estate interests in the new suburb at

Prospect Heights, and also in the Glen Oak
& Prospect Heights Electric Line, are not

affected. Until the first of September, at

which time his connection will cease en-

tirely, he will simply continue to look after

his real estate and railway interests.

In the selection of Mr. Patee for the posi-

tion he occupied with the Seiberling factory,

the element of chance played something of a

part. He was about to establish a factory at

Indianapolis, to be known as the Patee Bi-

cycle Co., with the capital stock placed at

$200,000. Shortly previous to the organiza-

tion of the proposed Patee Bicycle Co., he

was instrumental in placing a large order,

said by some to be for 16,000 wheels, with the

Seiberling (Kokomo) factory. In relation to

the deal he displayed so thorough a knowl-

edge of wheels that he was induced to give

up his projected Indianapolis factory and lo-

cate once more in his former home as sales

manager of the new Peoria Rubber & Manu-
facturing Co.'s plant. The new factory

opened ground in September of 1895, built

the factory buildings, sold some ten or eleven

thousand wheels during 1896, and started in

the present season with a capacity of 200,000

pairs of tires and 30,000 wheels.

By the new arrangement, Mr. Patee will

have much more time on his hands for work
in connection with the duties as Chief Con-
sul, and with his experience in booming mat-

ters, a phenomenal growth of the League
membership in Illinois may be expected.
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ROUND RIVERSIDE.

Maybe That is Where th€ Greatest Road Race

of the Coming Season Will Be

Run.

It is quite possible that New York will furnish

the road race of the year, and of future

years, if the plans now afoot do not unex-

pectedly miscarry—a 25-raile race on River-

side Drive, that picturesque parkway over-

looking the Hudson and the glorious pano-

rama beyond.

It was some two years since that the idea

was first suggested, but nothing definite was

done until three weeks ago, when the new
Associated Cycling Clubs of New York, with

the splendid energy that has characterized its as

yet short career, took the matter in hand.

They applied to the Park Commissioners for

permission to run the race, asking that traffic

be forbidden on the course for some two

hours on either Saturday, May 29th or on

the following Saturday, June 5th.

Having i*n mind that the Commissioners

of the past seemed always opposed to cycling

requests, the matter was kept quiet until it

was found that the Commissioners were in-

clined favorably to the proposition. The pe-

tition was submitted two weeks ago, and on

Monday last. President Simms, Chairman

Gerberaux, of the Race Committee, Carleton

Nason, M. L. Bridgeman, P. Anthony
Brock, and a splendid representation of the

Association waited on the Commissioners in

person and stated their case. The park ofh-

cials listened attentively, and, although they

will not render a decision until Monday next,

they said enough to create the belief that the

desired permission will be granted. No op-

position has developed, and as instances of

the sort in other cities have been cited, and

as the State officials annually stop traffic on

the Hudson during the intercollegiate boat

race, precedent is so strong that it will be

difficult to withstand.

Just, how this new move will affect the

Irvington-Millburn road race is uncertain,

but for the nonce there is no denying that

that classic event is in the eclipse. The
Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs,

which controls it, is in a somewhat chaotic

condition, that is to say, in a state of entire

and radical reorganization. President Brock
is still in power, and it is his idea to con-

tinue the race on Monday, May 31st—the

Decoration holiday—under the auspices of

the three club associations in this District

—

the Associated Clubs of New York, Long
Island and New Jersey—delegates from which

will form the reorganized Metropolitan As-

sociation, which will form a sort of hub or

central power. But regardless of what else

may be printed, no one is in a position to

say just what turn affairs will take within the

next two weeks, within which time every-

thing is likely to be settled and definite an-

nouncements made.

HE'LL FILL THE BILL.

Henry Goodman, now of Portland, Ore.,

but until about three months ago a resident

of Hartford, Conn., and the oldest handi-

capper in point of service in the League,

was this week appointed a member of the L.

A. W. Racing Board. It is a particularly

fortunate selection.

GOOD LUCK TO THE VENTURE!

A word of commendation may be fairly ex-

pressed in regard to the "Referee's" project

of carrying the war into Africa, and establishing

an American cycling journal in London, and

perhaps in Berlin and Paris, also. S. A.

Miles, who was one of the founders, and for

many years the editor of the "Referee," sailed

from New York on Wednesday of this week.

The paper will probably be printed in Lon-
don, with Miles as temporary, and, perhaps, as

permanent, editor. Of course, the business

will be the advertisements of American

houses. It is also hoped to print an edition

in French and German. Whatever the

chances of success may be, the "Referee" peo-

ple deserve a word of credit for their enter-

prise, and all good Americans will hope that

they will make an impression abroad.

BARREL TAPPERS.

ELEVATED CYCLE TRANSPORTATION.

It is probable that within a few weeks bi-

cycles will be transported on the Sixth Ave-

nue line of the Manhattan Elevated Railroad

in New York. The subject was unsuccess-

fully agitated last season by various League

officials, and a renewal of the request has re-

sulted in a promise that the idea will be given

a trial. It is the intention of the company to

run a special car for cyclists on regular trains

at intervals of half an hour, on Sunday morn-
ings and afternoons. A charge of 10 cents

will be made for each wheel. If the plan

proves popular, it may be extended to other

lines.

COST TWENTY NOT TO RING.

Two bicycle bills were reported favorably

by the Judiciary Committee of the Connecti-

cut House of Representatives last week. One
requires the ringing of a bell within twenty

feet from any person or conveyance. The
penalty is a fine of $20. The other makes it

a misdemeanor if a rider on colliding with

a person or doing any damage does not stop

and give his name and address. The penalty

is not to exceed $500 or six months' im-

prisonment.

DEFEAT THIS STRIKE.

In the Pennsylvania House of Representa-

tives, last week, a bill was introduced provid-

ing for an annual tax of $1 on every bicycle

used in Pennsylvania, and for the repeal of the

law giving to bicycles all the rights of other

vehicles. The Pennsylvania Division and the

Associated Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia will

take action concerning the proposed legisla-

tion and use every effort to crush it.

GETTING GREYHOUND MONEY.

The Massachusetts Court of Insolvency has

ordered the assignees of the Greyhound Bi-

cycle Mfg. Co. to pay a dividend of 10 per

cent to creditors whose debts have been

proved and allowed as not privileged; and a

dividend of 100 per cent to creditors, not in-

cluded in the first dividend, whose debts have

been proved and allowed as privileged.

GOOD FOR THE GOVERNOR.
Arizona is the latest State to pass a law

compelling railroads to carry bicycles free as

baggage. A bill similar to the New York law

passed the upper house last week with but one

dissenting vote. The Governor signed the

measure immediately.

New York Consulate Right Into Ifine on th

Pawnbrokerage Idea—Some
Friction.

Hist! Mr. J. Bird Townsend, "Senior Con-

sul, New York City, L. A. W. Consulate,"

and his colleagues in that organization are

anxious to connect with the League "barrel."

They have discovered that they have not

money enough to properly lubricate their

cog-wheel in the New York machine, and be-

lieving that Mr. Potter's "loan system" will

clear the way, they have decided to make an

effort to obtain an appropriation or "allow-

ance" from the treasury, and as the great and

good gentlemen are very close to the chief

consul-president, it need cause no surprise if

the loan is effected. What has been done with

and for the several hundred dollars paid in at

the rate of 50 cents per member, is not appar-

ent to those not on the "inside."

Hist again! Secretary F. M. Frobisher has

resigned his office. He was re-elected only

last week, and found within forty-eight hou'^s

that his business would not longer permit

him to address several hundred postal cards

each month. On the quiet, it is whispered

that there was a row in camp, and that Fro-

bisher's resignation resulted.

Several other things have occurred to dis-

turb the serenity of the Consulate. The most

painful thorn in its side is the new Association

of Cycling Clubs, which, since its organiza-

tion, has been most active and zealous in its

endeavors to perform real service. The offi-

cers and committees are not mere figure-heads

or poseurs, and poor Townsend and his fel-

lows made it plain at the Consulate's annual

meeting, last week, that they were fearful that

their glory was departing, perhaps, for aye!

They talked more or less diplomatically, of

course, and expressed the hope that both

organizations might work hand in hand. Near

the close of the session it came out that the

A. C. C. had approached a Consulate official

with that end in view, and that the latter "had

no time" to do the hand-in-har\d act. It also

developed that Townsend and his mates came
near getting a run for their money. A few of

those who appreciate what the Consulate has

not done, had prepared to nominate Judge
Simms and Carleton Nason, two "of the powers

of. the Associated Cycle Clubs, in opposi-

tion to Townsend, et al., but the two gentle-

men would not allow their names to be pre-

sented when it became apparent that the

others desired office, which was very, very ap-

parent. As a result, J. B. Townsend was re-

elected senior consul, Jefferson Seligman was

made vice-consul, F. M. Frobisher, secretary,

and J. E. Roosevelt, treasurer. As stated, Mr.

Frobisher has since resigned.

SCARED AND SCORCHED.

The two conflagrations which occurred in

the cycle trade last week were happily not so

serious as at first reported. That in the

Stearns factory, at Syracuse, was a flash in

the pan and caused little or no interference

with business; more damage was done by
water than by flames. The damage done by
the fire in the Cycle Components Co.'s plant

at Rockaway, N. J., was made good within

a week, and operations are now going on
undisturbed.
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FAIR PLAY FOR AGENTS.

/"^ ENERALLY speaking, the cycle manu-

^-* facturer is not treating the agent just

right; that is to say, he is prone totake too

much for granted, and not give the retailer

sufficient consideration. This age of "op-

tions" is responsible for it.

Last year it was a common complaint of

the retailer that he was seldom able to have

his orders filled exactly as they were given.

When the wheels were received, it was usually

found that the manufacturer had taken liber-

ties with the equipment. Either the gear or

the tires, the saddle or the handle-bar, the fin-

ish or the height of frame were not as

ordered. This was true more particularly

during the earlier months, when the pur-

chasers were clamoring for their wheels and

the agents were daily hammering at the fac-

tories for fulfillment of orders. When the be-

lated wheels finally did arrive, and the equip-

ment in some one respect was found not as

specified, the long-suffering agent was neces-

sarily compelled to appease his patron as best

he could; usually by making the changes at

the expense of his Own time and money. In

the aggregate it usually amounted to a con-

siderable sum.

One metropolitan agent tells The Wheel
that last year he had no fewer than seventy-

three cases of the sort by actual count. At

best, his profits were slender, and exaspera-

tions of the sort mentioned absorbed what

little there was in sight after the running ex-

penses of a twelvemonth had been met. He

has registered a vow to retire from the busi-

ness if the present year brings no improve-

ment, which the early indications do not prom-

ise. His is not an isolated case. Similar in-

formation received from a number of other

sources, renders it timely to urge that the

manufacturers give the agent his due.

Competition is now too keen and profits

arc too small to take anything for granted.

The retail trade is not a bed of roses. It

has cares and vexations enough without

others being imposed by the shortsightedness

and slack methods at the factory.

It is unfair to expect or to throw on the

agent the worry of making peace with ex-

asperated patrons, especially when the making

good of factory shortcomings, as in the matter

of options, entails, ipse facto, unwarranted

and unlooked-for expense. As a buffer, the

agent is forced to do more than his share in

making the guarantee of real value, and his

load should not be made the heavier by im-

posing additional burdens. He deserves

more consideration. He should be given it.

It is his due to receive wheels equipped as

ordered. He has a catalogue-given right to

expect it, and it should be accorded him.

There are few manufacturers who may not

profitably heed this urging and issue instruc-

tions where they will do the most good. The

shipping departments can very readily check-

mate and remedy the trouble, if it is required

of them.

CAN BE SPARED.

[ ]
ONEST effort, however humble, misdi-

* * rected, or fruitless, ought to be patted

on the head and get an honorable mention. As

the month of March is on its last lap, it is a

favorable time to say that the present bearer

of the name is worthy of the family. Few hat-

ters or March hares ever were as mad as this

March has been. He ranged with the ver-

satility of genius from snow to Aprilian

showers. He has been accoutred like a

rugged Russian bear one day, and he has

worn a summer suit and a rose in his button-

hole the next; and the next he has been full

of mackintoshes and goloshes. His ther-

mometer ranged from a take-sarsaparilla-for-

your-blood heat to colder than a William's

throw-down. He has been responsible for

more wind than could be turned out by a

League convention grafted on a Consulate

election. March is a wonder and a credit to

his calendar; but nobody is indispensable.

EXPORT " GAME AND VICTIMS.

export houses since tliose establishments be-

gan dabbling in the bicycle buisness. In

nearly every instance the manufacturer has

been called on and found it necessary to de-

fend himself and to explain matters in an en-

deavor to clear Jiis name and reputation, all

of which has meant a deal of expense and

what, in legal parlance, may be termed

"mental anxiety."

It was thought that the trade would profit

by its experience and that the current year

would not witness a repetition of the evil.

But already it is apparent that the old ele-

ments are again at work, and in the same old

way. They have made the Monarch Cycle

Mfg. Co. their first catspaw, and required that

staunch concern to go to great pains and ex-

pense to set themselves aright. An "export

house" had purchased 1.50 of the Monarch

Company's second-grade wheels, the Defi-

ance; these they promptly resold to a New
York department store, which at once pro-

claimed, in bold, spread-eagle type, that they

had purchased 1,500 Monarch bicycles, guar-

anteed, which were offered for sale at $34.50

each.

It is a typical case. It is a fraud on the

Monarch people; it is a fraud on the public.

It has been practiced so often that it is high

time something was done. It is pleasing to

learn that the Monarch Company has placed

the matter in the hands of their attorneys.

It is more earnestly hoped that there will be

no lapse; that the case will be vigorously

pushed to an issue. The Monarch people

have an opportunity to make themselves

benefactors of the whole trade, manufacturing

and retail alike, and their hands should be

upheld.

There surely must exist some law that will

reach these persistent offenders. That the

goods were obtained by false pretense, and

that a fraud was practiced on the public

seems as clear as day, and "cause for action"

seems as apparent.

The retail trade is in no condition to be

upset by such disturbances, and if the Na-

tional Board of Trade and the National As-

sociation of Cycle Dealers really desire to

serve the business and the people whom they

represent, they will not hesitate to act with

vigor and promptitude. Every one, the pub-

lic included, will be benefited.

NAMING THE BABY.

r7 EW cycle manufacturers have escaped

' damage or misrepresentation at the

hands of the department stores and so-called

p\URING the past si.x or eight years it has

'-^ been fashionable to name bicycles after

the manufacturers who made them. Euphon-

ious appropriateness and poetic or historic

renown, which once ruled, have almost lost

its charm.

The new fashion has its advantages, of

course. It advertised and establishes indis-

solubly the man and his product. But it has
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its disadvantages, as well. Business life is

uncertain. One can seldom tell what another

day may bring forth. Opportunity or desire

to sell or transfer one's interests to others

may occur; the name of a living man may

be tarnished and become a sign of dishonor;

differences between partners may arise, or a

thousand and one other things may transpire.

Occurrences of this sort have happened

since this cycling fashion was inaugurated

—

occasions when the name of the wheel must

have proven most aggravating and objection-

able, if not positively affronting. ,But to re-

title the wheel is almost equivalent to begin-

ning all over again. It would mean, practi-

cally, the undoing of years of advertising ef-

fort and expense—would mean the establish-

ment of another name and reputation, while

the retainment of the title means that the

other fellow, wherever he may be, is being ad-

vertised in a degree, and that he will live long

after he has been dead to those directly in-

terested and who succeeded him—all of which

seems to throw great weight against the

personally-named product, whether it is bi-

cycles or something else. It suggests that new

pe'ople with wheels to christen should bear in

mind that men may come and men may go

and be forgotten, but that there are names

which have gone on and will go on forever,

and these should be the names selected.

In a modified sense, all this is equally true

of entitling a wheel after a reigning novel or

racehorse or pugilist or other nine-days'

wonder. Like dogs, they have their day, and

are soon forgotten, and in this age, life is too

short for explanation.

NOT TOO FAST.

r)EOPLE will not buy what they want or

* need, but only what they can. This

fact and the stern necessity behind it should

be kept in mind by the trade.

If the cycle trade starts out with the notion

that it can run to its full capacity, it is very

probable serious harm will follow. The sales-

man's and agent's advice must be heeded in

the factory. What each of these sees and

knows and thinks must be taken into account

more than ever.

With all the excellent prospects ahead of

cycling, this year will most likely be a year

for moderation. A spurt may come, but it

should not deceive us. The cycle trade's pro-

ducing capacity would soon crush a spurt.

If one come, let the trade dally with it as a

maiden with a rose, for there is a thorn in it.

The people have been spoiled with low prices,

and they have good memories, unfortunately

for those who make and sell cycles.

lions more of Americans and Englishmen

alone who may be expected to learn to ride

wheels, and to own them, and millions of

non-English-speaking people who are des-

tined to become equally enthusiastic wheel-

men. There are races and tribes among

whom the wearing of clothes is not general

who doubtless will buy wheels before they ac-

quire a taste for trousers and shoes. With

such a widespread and growing demand, with

no end in sight, the business of making bi-

cycles will be profitable—in the proper hands

—as long as the making of sewing machines

or steam-engines or clocks.

It is hard to keep a good thing down. Al-

though few have noticed it, the bill intro-

duced in the New York Legislature by Sen-

ator Parsons is almost a duplicate of

that prepared and compiled by the officials

of the League some three years ago, and

which was killed because Chief Consul Pot-

ter was offended because he had not been

consulted. It is designed to prevent town

and county authorities from passing ob-

noxious or conflicting local ordinances, and

to establish a uniform system of cycling laws

throughout the State. It should be made to

specifically legalize a rate of speed of ten

miles per hour, and then be enacted. But

there are doubts.

Has anyone thought of what a grand chance

this League loan-bureau is going to bring

about for the upbuilding of a political ma-

chine, such as cycling has never seen? A
moment's study will soon show that with the

funds in the national treasury on tap, by

means of "loans" to smaller divisions, these

weaker vessels can be made part and parcel

of a political machine, which will come pretty

near being invincible, particularly so when

the hand that controls the spigot of the pap-

barrel is in turn controlled by the cunning

brain that first invented this new form of

League extravagance.

If the Riverside Drive road-race becomes

an accomplished fact, we suggest that it be

termed the "Metropolitan Handicap," or

something of the sort. There's a dearth of

such distinguishing titles in the cycling

world, and yet we all know the renown of

the Austral Wheel Race and of the "Subur-

ban" and other well-known and time-honored

horse races. There is also a dearth of the

classic cups, plates, shields, vases and other

trophies which play such an important part

in the big events on the other side—a sug-

gestion to some public-spirited citizen.

Bicycling really has made little more than

a beginning, except that it has progressed be-

yond the experimental stage. There are mil-

Speculation is built on theory, and the rea-

son there are so many failures in speculation is

because all the facts were not known. There

is no fault to find with the theory. It would

work well if all points in the speculation

proved to be as predicated by the speculative

theory. Plenty of people in cycling would
have been rich long ago had their theories

been correct. They were not, however, and

that is the reason why the supply of cycle em-

ployees still keeps well in excess of those em-

ploying them.

If one was made, President Potter's reply

to or acknowledgment of the ministerial

resolutions commending the L. A. W. for its

refusal to countenance Sunday racing, would

doubtless prove an interesting contribution

to cycling, political, and religious literature.

After having assured the Sunday racing ad-

vocates of his approval and of the support of

his State, Mr. Potter's pen must have fairly

curled when he replied to the felicitations ex-

tended by the expounders of the Good Book.

Some well-intentioned folk have induced

the Sixth Avenu? Elevated Railroad of this

city to place a bicycle-baggage car on cer-

tain of their Sunday trains, but as the asphalt

strips now extend practically from one end

of the city to the other, and as they are clear

and unincumbered on Sundays, it looks like

energy misspent. What is wanted is a con-

tinuation of the asphalt from Fulton street

to the Battery ferries.

The District of Columbia dealers should

keep the "In union there is strength" motto

constantly before them. It is sorrowing to

note that for the sake of a passing show, and

a free, but fleeting, advertisement, on the

fourth floor of a clothing establishment, not

a few of them proved themselves untrue to

their Board of Trade allegiance. It is piti-

ful weaknesses of the sort that enable the

trade to be so successfully preyed on.

In a personal note, The Wheel's Aus-

tralian correspondent, a particularly well in-

formed man, predicts a great slump and num-

erous failures in the Australian cycle trade

during the present year—a point which the

credit departments of the American exporting

concerns will do well to heed. Even from

this distance, it has seemed that the Aus-

tralian market was being overdone.

Have you applied to the League for a loan

yet? If you very foolishly have not done so,

prudence would suggest the immediate fil-

ing of your application, as it is said that

there has never in League politics been any-

thing quite so popular as this new pawn-

brokerage idea.

If you are in search for something to worry

about, you will find good hunting ground and

plenty of game in cycling.

"Weather-beaten"—the almanac maker who

says spring is here.

The best of cycling is ever still ahead, or

just behind.
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WHO IS THE "JEDGE?"

Secession's Voluble Expounder Unknown and

Discredited in His Own State Seces-

sionists at Sea.

San Francisco, March 18.—The Sunday

racing question continues to be the one sub-

ject tallced of, but the agitation is confined

largely to San Francisco. The outside cycling

points—notably San Jose—do not seem to

enthuse very much over the proposition, and

it would not surprise me if the whole thing

fell through.

The official organ of the Division is con-

stantly advocating secession, which strikes

one as a very inconsistent stand for such a

paper to take. One of the League members
suggested, in his ignorant way, that it would

be quite proper for the paper to take in its

sign before trying to disrupt the organization

that gives it life; but there are some very

queer things in "Californy."

Judge Kerrigan is being "roasted" by the

church press for his stand on the Sunday rac-

ing question, the following from the "Cali-

fornia Christian Advocate," the Methodist

journal of the coast, being a fair sample:

"Significant!" Indeed, it was. We mean, of course,

the debate on Sunday bicycle-racing, which took place

in the National Assembly of the L. A. W. in Albany,

N. Y. But the most "significant" thing about the de-

bate, so far as we can learn, was the fact that "Judge"
Kerrigan of this city undertook to voice the senti-

ments of Christian people in California. Our esteem-

ed contemporary, the "New York Advocate," quotes

him as saying for California: "All the wheelmen and
prominent politicians are in favor of Sunday racing.

Not a judge or an official can be found to oppose
Sunday racing, and the pulpit has never uttered any-

thing against it." And since his return to this city

we notice that the same doughty defender of Sunday
racing declares that he remained East some time

after the national wheelmen had adjourned to see if

S(?mething could not be done to help out Sunday
racing, but utterly failed; hence, he declares that

Western wheelmen should "secede"! But who is

"Judge" Kerrigan? The writer hereof gives some
attention to court reports, and he does not remember
ever seeing his name in connection with any great

law case. He cannot be on the Supreme bench of the

State, nor even one of the Superior Court judges of

the city. And alas, we fear the "Judge" never goes
to church to hear what the pulpit has to say of Sun-
day racing. Indeed, we greatly doubt if he reads

even the imperfect and often misleading reports of

sermons which appear in the Monday papers. We
know two or three pastors near by who are enthus-

iastic wheelmen and if the "Judge" will drop us a

line we will direct him to where they preach from
Sunday to Sunday, and if he can spare the time from
the race meet some Sunday we will pilot him to

where he may possibly hear their opinion on all

forms of Sunday desecration.

California's moral sentiment is low enough, but one
of the worst things we have to bear is the fact that so

many people who "fear not God, neither regard man,"
think they are authorized to speak for the whole
State and that their loose notions concerning moral
questions are universally received. When the com-
mittee of the State Sabbath Association was in Sacra-

mento recently the chairman of the legislative "Com-
mittee on Morals and Education" said to them:
"Why, yqu don't mean to say that any other State

has on its statute book such a law as you ask us to

pass?" And sad to say, the committee first named
above found not a few prominent members of both
houses who did not even know that California is the

only State in the Union without any law protecting

the Lord's day. But Californians are not all thus

ignorant, and there is a strong, silent force at work
here that will one day lift this great State out of

ignorance and prejudice, and place it where it be-

longs among the most advanced commonwealths of

the nation.

A number of prominent out-of-town wheel-

men have written to me, expressing their

views on the great question, and I will pre-

sent them later. They will be a surprise to

a great many who claim that the Division is

practically unanimous on the proposition to

abandon the League.

There are a number of disagreeable fea-

tures connected with the organization of a

cycling body to supplant the League of

American Wheelmen in California. There

are some wheelmen who will remain true to

the League, and that organization will con-

tinue to exist in the State, so that an oc-

casional clash between the two Leagues will

be inevitable. The racing men who compete

on Sunday will be under the ban of the

League, while the League riders will never be

permitted to compete with California talent.

That will be bad, but, as one of the returned

delegates expressed it, "If no change is made
Eastern men cannot compete here, as pro-

moters will not give any more race meets

—

they are a losing proposition; the California

riders will be out of a job, and, as a result,

there will be no racing at all." So it would

seem that there are disadvantages all round.

Another plan has been suggested, and while

it does not meet with such enthusiastic sup-

port, it may be the best way to solve the prob-

lem. The plan is, that all the track owners in

Northern California form an association, and

adopt proper rules, and give races on Sunday.

This would permit the League officials to re-

tain their membership in the League, as the

matter would be taken out of their hands. As
all riders who compete on Sunday will natur-

ally be blacklisted by the League, it would

seem that an organization of track owners

would be the best way out of the matter, if

they must have Sunday racing. The riders

who intend to follow the National Circuit

would not desert the League in any event.

This latter plan has the drawback that track

owners, as a rule, are not competent to legis-

late in the matter of racing rules, although

the League rules would probably be followed.

THEIR RECORD.

THE OLD, OLD CLUB STORY.

Springfield, Mass., March 22.—There is

unpleasantness in the Springfield Bicycle

Club, and the unpleasantness has been

"colored" to the limit by the local news-

papers.

An erroneous impression prevails in some
quarters that the little factional difference

which has been brewing for years, and which

may be said to have blown over, was of such

proportions as to endanger the future pros-

perity of the club and the continuance of the

Hampden Park tournaments. The troubles

arose from a disagreement between the

"athletic" and "social" elements of the club.

The members of the former thought they had

been slighted by the latter, which is in con-

trol of the club affairs.

The specific grievance was the refusal of the

directors to pay the expenses of the billiard

team to Hartford, and to allow it the free use

of the tables for practice. The directors jus-

tify their refusal on the grounds that the trip

would not benefit the club members gener-

ally, and that if expenses were paid by the

club in one instance, it would establish a bad

precedent. The directors also claim that pool

..and billiards are the only form of exercise in

which the "atmetic" element manifests in-

terest.

Just What New York's Bicycle Police Squad

Has Done Since It Was
Organized.

To Commissioner Avery D. Andrews does

New York owe the inception of its cycle po-

lice, and the present high efficiency thereof.

The following extracts from the annual re-

port of the Police Commissioners to the

Mayor become interesting reading, coming,

as they do, directly from the pen of Commis-
sioner Andrews, to whom The Wheel is in-

debted for them in advance of their final ap-

pearance in print. Dealing with the Bicycle

Squad, Commissioner Andrews says:

"An extra effort has been made by the

Department since the organization of this

Board to regulate traffic of all kinds upon our

public streets. To aid in this work, a bicycle

squad was organized in December, 1895. The
presence of these picked officers, mounted

upon bicycles, was at once felt by the im-

portant services rendered, particularly in the

increased safety afforded pedestrians from

reckless driving and riding of all kinds.

"The squad originally consisted of but four

patrolmen, but has been increased from time

to time in response to numerous demands

therefor, until the squad now numbers twenty-

nine. The total number of arrests made by

this squad from its time of organization up to

December 31st, 1896, was 1,366, of which num-

ber 1,173 cases were held and fined a total of

$4,812, while 193 cases were discharged by the

Magistrates. The report of these arrests

shows that the arrests covered almost every

variety of violation of corporation ordinances,

misdemeanor and felony.

"As the average strength of the squad was

about fifteen, it is apparent that the number

of arrests per officer for this squad is several

times greater than that of the ordinary patrol-

man. It is believed that this service can still

be greatly extended with good results. Many
of the down-town streets have smooth pave-

ments, and in the annexed districts are many
miles of macadamized roads, which can be

patrolled with advantage by officers using bi-

cycles. On more than one occasion, it has

been possible for an officer to stop a danger-

ous runaway, or catch a fleeing thief, which

would have been impossible without the use

of the wheel."

THIS FORT'S GUNS WERE LOADED.

Newark, N. J., will not be a healthy hunt-

ing ground for cycle thieves during the com-

ing season. Judge Fort has put himself on

record by declaring that he intends to make
it as safe for a wheel to be left in front of a

building or residence as a horse and wagon,

and has started in by sentencing one of the

ilk to two years' imprisonment at hard labor.

All other cycle thieves caught will receive

similar treament.

HE'S DOING TIME NOW.

Of honesty he lightly thought;

That it was best, he deemed a fiction;

But one day at wheel stealing he was caught.

And has experienced conviction.

BUFFALONIANS TO UNITE.

A meeting of delegates from the various

clubs of Buffalo was held last week, at which

the preliminary work of forming the Asso-

ciated Cycling Clubs of Buffalo was per-

formed. It is generally conceded that there

is much need "for such an association in Buf-

falo, and every prominent club has pledged

its support to the new organization.
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BILL WINS THE WHOLE COUNCIL.

"Plugger" Bill Martin will not have to bid

adieu to Australia after all. His suspension

from the track for two years was removed

the week following its imposure, making it

possible for him to continue to race for Aus-

tralian gold, of which he has accumulated a

very respectable amount. Martin appealed

against the decision of the stewards who dis-

qualified him for two years after his match

races with Lewis, as announced last week, and

he was given a hearing at a special meeting of

the Council of the Victorian League of

Wheelmen.
He took the ground that the meet at

which he was disqualified was not proper-

ly registered, that the stewards were

not properly appointed, that their evidence

was founded merely on suspicion, and that

they were biased against him. When cross

questioned, he denied that he had been in

collusion with Lewis, and proved that he

could have made nothing by throwing the

races, or by betting through the bookmakers.

If he had won all three events, the stakes

and outside bets would have amounted to about

$800. He claimed he could not possibly have

made this sum by betting, and, as it ended,

he made barely enough by winning the five-

mile race to pay his pacemakers, and he in-

sisted that he did his best to win. The Coun-

cil finally passed a resolution- thanking the

stewards for the care with which they had in-

quired into the case. They felt, however, that

the evidence was not sufficient to uphold their

decision, and the disqualification of Martin

would accordingly be removed.

NEWS OF THE GREAT ONES.

Contrary to the published reports, E. C.

Bald has not gone to Florida in search of

speed and stamina. On Monday he left

Syracuse for the Fountain Ferry track,

Louisville, where he will begin his prelimin-

ary work under the care of his new trainer,

Patrick McDonald. The departure of Bald

so early in the season for the scene of

preparation means that he has gained wisdom

by experience. Last year he put off training

as long as possible, claiming that he could get

fit in the course of two or three weeks,

which resulted in numerous sorry defeats dur-

ing the early part of the season. Bald's long

recess during the winter months has excited

a desire for hard track work again. He
states that he feels like work, and that the

task of getting in form never before seemed

so pleasant. Cooper is still in Detroit. He
has abandoned the idea of going to Cali-

fornia to train, and will probably follow

Bald to Louisville.

MERRY-GO-ROUND VARIATIONS.

A twelve-hour race, to be run two hours

each night, from March 29th to April 3d, is

to be held in the Second Regiment Armory,

Chicago. Prizes will be given to the men
covering the greatest distance each night,

and, in addition, several sprint races will be

run. Schinneer, the winner of the last six-

day race, will be one of the starters.

IN MOTT'S SHOES.

Louis Wetherell has been appointed chair-

man of the Maryland Division Racing Board

in place of Albert Mott, who resigned the of-

fice when he accepted the chairmanship of the

National Board.

WILLOW GROVE FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Willow Grove track was practically decided

on by the Associated Cycling Clubs of Phila-

delphia, last week, for the races to be held

during the League meet, and $500 was voted

toward the expenses of the meet. Owing to

the withdrawal of W. R. Tucker and P. S.

Collins as candidates for the presidency and

vice-presidency, there remained but one

nominee for each position. The election of

secretary was very close, R. Perkenpine re-

ceiving twelve votes and C. A. Dimon ten of

the twenty-two ballots cast. The new officers

are: President, Thomas Hare; vice-president,

J. J. Gesselman; treasurer, J. A. L. Carson:

secretary, R. Perkenpine. The financial re-

port showed a balance of over $2,000.

INTO BILL MARTIN'S PRESERVE.

Lesna, the Swiss rider, on February 11th,

lowered the mile paced record of Australasia

to 1.49 3-5. The previous best was 1.53, by

Parsons. On March 1st, he went for the five

and ten miles records held by Martin, and

succeeded in getting both. He covered five

miles in 10.11 2-5, and ten miles in 20.40, get-

ting under Martin's time by several seconds

in both instances.

WARBURTON'S NEW PROTEGE.

CHAMPION, THE " FRENCH MICHAEL."

GIDEON'S HEIRLOOMS.

Three large dry goods cases filled with

documents, records, stationery, etc., which ex-

Chairman Gideon accumulated during his

term of office, were, last week, shipped to

Chairman Mott, in addition to the books of

the of^ce. In the cases were complete sets

of the numerous blanks used by the Racing

Board, which in themselves formed an inter-

esting collection. There are over a dozen

varieties in all.

MIKE GETS FINED.

The National Cyclists' Union of England

has notified Jimmy Michael, the Welsh rider,

who is now in this country, that he has been

suspended until he settles a claim of $250 to

the Leeds Cycling and Athletic Club. Under
the international agreement, this suspension

will carry with it suspensions from L. A.

W. tracks. Michael realizes this, and has in-

structed his representatives in England to

settle the claim.

WHAT A FARCE?

It is announced that J. W. Stocks has taken

up Sandow's challenge to race any rider in

the world for ten miles or upwards for $5,000

or more.

THE INDOOR KING DEFEATED.

San Francisco, March 24.—At the Me-
chanics' Pavilion the indoor tournament be

gan on Monday night, which will continue

for three weeks. The entries are numerous,

and the sport promises to excel anything

seen on the coast. The greatest finish thus

far took place on Tuesday night, when Loug-
head, the Canadian, defeated Jay Eaton, in

a two-mile race with pacemakers, as well as

McFarland and Jones. The finish brought

the spectators to their feet.

Eaton commenced to sprint, with Long-
head at his rear wheel; Jones next, and Mc-
Farland in the rear. Loughead challenged

Eaton on the last lap. On the last turn

Jones attempted to cut in on the inside and

sustained a fall, almost throwing McFarland.

Loughead beat the "Indoor King" out 6y
half a wheel's length. McFarland finished

third. Time, 4m. 24s., which is the indoor

record. The other races were interesting, but

nothing of a sensational character.

DOING STUNTS IN DETROIT.

Detroit is now in the throes of a six-day

race. The event opened on Monday night

and attracted a large crowd. The contest is

a 36-hours affair, the men riding from 5.30

to 11 p. m., daily, excent Saturday, when they

begin riding at 2.30 p. m. The contestants

who lined up for the start on Monday night

were Waller, Lawson, Gimm, Dench, Gard-

ner, and Miller. The pace was hot from the

crack of the pistol.

Waller went 24 miles and 3 laps in an hour,

beating the record of 23 miles and 4 laps,

made by Leslie in the six-day race in Chi-

cago. Gardner made a new two-hour record

of 48 miles and 11 laps, as against Lumsden's
record of 44 miles and 8 laps, made in New
York. Gardner also outdid Lumsden in the

three-hour record by nearly five miles. At
48 miles Lawson broke a pedal, and retired

for the evening.

PROBABLY DREAMT IT.

A Milwaukee paper gravely informs its

readers that Walter C. Sanger has received

offers to ride a certain wheel at a salary of

$5,000, that a saddle firm has offered him

$2,000 to ride on their saddle, and that a tire

company will also give him .f2,0T)0 if he will

use the firm's tire. Inasmuch as Sanger was
unable to sign with any of the makers last

season for any length of time, it is highly

probable that these offers will receive im-

mediate attention. But it is possible that

some one in Milwaukee has been dreaming.

BAGGED THE BRASSARD.

New Orleans has a brassard which entitles

the holder to $2,50 per day, as long as he

holds it. In the first contest for the trophy, a

young local professional, Emile D. Gonzales,

surprised the talent by romping away with

the Frenchified prize, beating such men as

Steenson, Walthour, Huffstetter, and Abbott.

The brassard is to be contested each

Saturday.

IN EARLY JUNE.

June 5th has been decided on as the date

for the Intercollegiate A. A.'s annual meet,

but the track is still to be selected. The meet

will be managed by Frank P. Ellis, of Phila-

delphia.
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A Guarantee that Guarantees

f^rf/^an^,

^ _ . _ _ , ^,4aM.

J^K
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This sets a hard pace to follow/*—Cycling West.

Ask for a Guarantee like this from your dealer before

you purchase a $100 Bicycle*

Castings, Sheet Steel Frame Joints, Case-hardened

balls and bearings are cheap forms of construction and

should have no place in a $100 Bicycle*

We could save money by using them, but the risk

is too great*

Remember-The Best Things

Are Reserved for Victor Riders.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
NEW YORK. BOSTON. CHICAGO. DETROIT.

DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND, ORE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MOTT'S SECOND BULLETIN.

George W. Dorntec, 175 Blackstone street,

Boston, has been appointed a member of the

Board by President Potter, and he is as-

signed to take charge of Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rliode Island

and Connecticut.

It is important that those making applica-

tions for sanctions should read pages 16 and

17, Racing Rules. There are many conflicting

applications, and where one is complete and

legal, and the other is defective, the sanction

is necessarily granted to the complete one.

According to the rules, and in justice and

equity, the members of the Racing Board are

powerless to do otherwise. Sanctions are not

granted by favor, but in strict compliance

with the rules.

The racing rules are in the hands of the

printer, and will be issued as soon as all the

members of the board are appointed and the

list of handicappers is complete.

The changes in the book are only those

made necessary by the legislation of the last

National Assembly, and the two following to

the "Track Rules".

The first is an addition to the last paragraph

on page 27, and is as follows: "When trial

heats are to be run in the presence of spec-

tators, who have paid an admission fee, it is

recommended that the following be printed

on the entry blank and on the score card, and

that the heats be run accordingly: In all trial

heats for scratch races there shall be a pace-

maker's 'position' or 'positions.' A pace-

maker or pacemakers, shall be designated by

the referee, who shall start from scratch, at

the pole, and the pacemaker, or pacemakers,

shall qualify for the final, provided they finish

over the tape. These pacemakers shall not be

declared distanced. When there are more
than two heats, none in the slowest heat shall

qualify for the final."

The second is intended to make class races

more popular with spectators and promoters.

It is an addition to the first paragraph on

page 33, and is as follows: "In all class races

the time limit shall be the time of the class.

If the competitors fail to finish within the

limit, and it is a good day, good track, and
there are pacemakers, the referee shall de-

clare it no race. If they fail to finish in the

time limit, and there are no pacemakers, or

it is not (in the judgment of the referee) a

good day, or it is not a good track, and the

referee is convinced by their riding that they

endeavored to reach the limit and were not

able to do so because of the absence of any
one or all three conditions, he may award the

prizes." ^

Those wanting copies of the racing rules

in quantities or supplies of entry blanks issued

by the board should address ex-Chairman
George D. Gideon, 17 North Seventh street,

Philadelphia.

SUSPENSIONS.
Suspended pending investigation—George Dencli,

Allegheny, Pa. ; C. D. Cronin, Philadelphia, Pa.
; J.

Haley, Philadelphia, Pa.

For unfair dealing in connection with cycle racing,
Walter L. Eckhardt, Baltimore, is suspended until

January 1, 1899, by vote of L. A. W. racing board.
For competing in unsanctioned races after warning,

Charles 'Williams, Ladd, 111., for 90 days, from March
27, 1897.

Suspension placed upon H. A. Canfield, St. Louis,
Mo., will expire April 1.

Harry Pelton, formerly of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
now of Detroit, has never been transferred to the
professional class.

The restrictions placed on the Newark (N. J.)
Shooting Park Track are removed.

PKOFESSIONALIZED.
Transferred to professional class—Desire Bruno,

Chicago, 111., own request; A. R. Maish, Columbus,
O. own request; VV. T. Dervin, Milwaukee, Wis., own
request; Samuel A. Bresler, Tuscumbia, Ala., own re-

quest; S. C. Young, Shields P. O., Pa., own request;
Charles Williams, Ladd, 111., Clause I; Arthur E.
Smith, Chicago, 111., Clause D; George W. Tyson,
Milwaukee, Wis., Clause A; Charles H. Ruckel,
Pittsburg, Pa., Clause D; Charles Lewis, Mansfield,
O., Clause F, vote of board, February 13, 1897; Louis
C. Howard, Grand Rapids, Mich., Clause F, vote of
fioard, February 13, 1897; Charles Palm, Minneapolis,
Minn., Clause F, vote of board, February 13, 1897; C.
N. Hamlin, Joliet, 111., Clause F, vote of board, Feb-

HOLDS ENGLISH CHAMPIONSHIPS.

DJAKOFF, THE RUSSIAN CHAMPION.

ruary 13, 1897; John A. Lidberg, Minneapolis, Minn.,
Clause F, vote of board, February 13, 1897; A. H.
Hughson, Sioux City, la.. Clause F, vote of board,

February 13, 1897; R. H. Hofheinz, San Antonio,
Tex., Clause F, vote of board, February 13, 1897;

Peter Mingst, Evansville, Ind., Clause F, vote of

board, February 13, 1897; O. E. Virum, Stevens'

Point, Wis., Clause F, vote of board, February 13,

1897; Albert Abbott, New Orleans, La., Clause F, vote
of board, February 13, 1897; B. B. Stevens, Philadel-
phia, Pa., Clause F. vote of board, February 13, 1897;

Ira Thomson, Oskaloosa, la.. Clause F, vote of board,
February 13, 1897.

SUSPENSIONS REMOVED.
Charles H. Ruckel, Pittsburg, Pa.; D. E. Hendrich,

Danville, III. ; Gearge H. Eisele, Newark, N. J. ; D.
F. Carmichael, St. Paul, Minn.; G. W. Tryson, Mil-
waukee, Wis. ; U. S. Page, Brooklyn, N. Y.

RECORDS ACCEPTED.
Professional Competition—Standing start, E. A. Mc-

Duffie, Cambridge, Mass., September 26, 1S96: 3 miles,

6.05 4-5; 4 miles, 8; 5 miles, 10.07 3-5; 6 miles, 12.08 2-5;

7 miles, 14.05 3-5; 8 miles,- 16.0S 1-5; 9 miles, 18.13 4-5;

10 miles, 20.18 3-5.

Flying start, paced, against time by Jimmy Michael,
New Orleans, La., November 12, 1896; 2 miles, 3.33

2-5; 3 miles, 5.22 4-5; 4 miles, 7.15; 5 miles, 9.07 4-5; 6

miles, 11.00 1-5; 7 miles, 12.53 3-5; 8 miles, 14.46 3-5; 9

miles, 16.40 2-5; 10 miles, 18.33 1-5.

Five-mile, paced, flying start, against time, by
Jimmy Michael, New Orleans, La.: 9.12 3-5, Novem-
ber 7, 1896.

Tandem—One mile, competition, standing start, by
F. C. Hoyt and C. Newton, Cambridge, Mass., Sep-
tember 26, 1896,1.58; 1 mile, unpaced, flying start,

against time, by Tom Butler and Nat Butler, Cam-
bridge, Mass., August 1, 1896, 1.53 2-5; 1 mile, paced,

flying start, against time, by Tom Butler and Nat
Butler, Cambridge, Mass., July 4, 1896. 1.45 3-5.

Triplet—One mile, unpaced, flying start, against

time, by G. A. Phillips, S. Myers and H. Bradis,

New Orleans, La., November 6, 1896, 1.49.

Quintuplet—One mile, unpaced, flying start, against

time, by L. P. Callahan, Nat Butler, Burns Pierce, J.

E. Walsh, Watson Coleman, Cambridge, Mass.,

August 1, 1896, 1.46 2-5.

Sextuplet—One mile, unpaced, flying start, against

time, by W. Saunders, B. Pierce, T, Butler, H. E.

Caldwell, A. Crooks and W. Coleman, Cambridge,

Mass., September 26, 1896, 1.41 1-5.

Amateur Tandem—One mile, competition, standing

start, by Robert Urquhart and James Urquhart, Cam-
bridge, Mass., September 26 1896, 2.04.

SANCTIONS.
February 20, 1897, rf. C. Fourton, New Orleans, La.

;

February 23, 1897, Joseph P. Berry, Mobile, Ala.;

March 6, 13, 20, 27, New Orleans Water-Chute Com-
pany, New Orleans, La.; March 22-27, G. E. Myers,

Detroit, Mich. ; March 24, Second Regiment Athletic

Association, Paterson, N. J. ; March 29-April 3, David
Towers, Washington, D. C. ; March 29-April 3, J. A.

Locke, Chicago, 111. ; May 15, Capital City 'Cyclers,

Harrisburg, Pa. ; May 29 and September 4, R. H.
Kain, Philadelphia Record, Philadelphia, Pa. ; May
29 and July 3, Electric Wheelmen R. C, Reading,

Pa.; May 31, Excelsior Boat Club, Paterson, N. J.,

for Clifton Track, N. J. ; May 31 and July 5, Inter-

national Athletic Park and Amusement Company,
Washington, D. C. ; May 31, Atlanta Wheelmen, New-
ark, N. J.; May 29 and July 3, Harrisburg Wheel
Club, Harrisburg, Pa.

ALONG WITH PRIZE-FIGHT PICTURES.

Representatives of the Edison Kinetoscope

are figuring with the promoters of the Glou-

cester twenty-mile road race to secure a

series of pictures of the event, taking it at

the start and the finishes of the various

bunches. Pictures of cycle races have never

been taken for the machine, and the experi-

ment, if successful, will result in many of the

big races of the season being photographed

for kinetoscopic use.

GEARED DOWN RACERS.

At the West Newton Street Rink, Boston,

a series of indoor races are being run on the

new "reduced gear" attachment to racing ma-
chines. The device is attached to the rear

wheel, and unlike a home-trainer, the rider

and wheel move over the course, but at a

much reduced speed in proportion to the

pedaling. The apparatus is designed to make
racing possible and free from danger in a

small hall or building.

HAVEN'T WE ENOUGH HERE?
According to a letter issued by the newly-

formed National Track Owners' Association,

preparations are under way to send a repre-

sentative abroad to import a half dozen or

more of the crack foreign riders. The plan

is to secure the fastest riders of England,
Germany, France, and Italy under contract

to race all the season on the Association's

tracks.

COMING THROUGH THE MUD.

If a body meet a body
Wobbling on a wheel;

If a body bump a body
Need a body squeal?
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Free
Repair. .

.

Stations.
We have established the following repair stations for the free

repair of Palmer Tires :

CHICAGO, - -

NEW YORK,
BOSTON, - -

PHILADELPHIA,
DENVER, - -

SAN FRANCISCO,
CLEVELAND, -

DETROIT, - -

BUFFALO, - -

ST. PAUL, - -

133-135 South Clinton St.

66-68 Reade St.

8 Warren Ave.

49 North Tenth St.

933 Eighteenth St.

210 McAllister St.

317 Superior St.

43 State St.

194 Main St.

268 East Fourth St.

Riders and dealers should make themselves thoroughly familiar

with the 1897 guarantee, in order that they may get the full benefit of

our free repair system.

k k k

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIKE CO,

ctiroiVGO.

New York Offices, 66-68 Reade Street.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ORIGINAL TRACK MANAGEMENT.

It is amusing to see how little some track

owners really know about racing, and that,

too, despite the fact that they have put their

money into a thing that can only be made

profitable by the very closest study of speed-

making. For example, in Atlanta, Ga., has

just been built a "Coliseum" for the Prince

circuit, and here is what the Coliseum owners

expect racing men to do, according to the

plaint of one of the speedsters:

"The Coliseum management charge $10 for

a season ticket to every rider who goes on the

track. Two days out of the week the ladies

have the track, and the racers can't use it.

"If men are training for a race they can't af-

ford to let up two days in the week, and yet

this is what the management of the Coliseum

are trying to make them do. If the man-

agement would only charge $5 for a season

ticket and give those training part of the

days set aside for ladies it would not be so

bad. After racers pay $10 for the season's

training privileges, they are not allowed to ap-

pear on the track in racing clothes. But the

worst of all is the way the officers who are

stationed at the track run things. If those

in training go at the speed of fifteen or twenty

miles an hour, the officer at once calls a halt."

Under these conditions training on a

"coliseum" track certainly does seem to have

its disadvantages to those unused to "coli-

seum" methods and ideas.

WHAT A FARCE.

It required no prophet to foresee a match

arranged between Michael and Titus, and

the match is reported already arranged! Of

course, there's a difference between a match

and a race, and as Titus is as fat and thick-

necked as a porpoise, he will require Her-

culean treatment to stand an hours' punish-

ment at the hands of such a prodigy as

Michael.

HAS HEART FAILURE.
"Choppy" Warburton, the "Tom Eck of

Europe," is suffering from heart disease. He
experienced three severe paralytic strokes

two weeks ago, which have compelled him
to remain indoors ever since, at his home in

Paris.

GOT SMOTHERED TO DEATH.

A bill taxing bicycles $1 per year is pend-

ing in the Maine Legislature; the bicycle

baggage bill that was introduced has been
smothered in the committee room.

THESE ARE THE CABINETERS.

President Potter has almost completed his

cabinet.

Believing that it would serve the best inter-

ests of the L. A. W., the appointments were

last week tipped of? only to those papers

which throw bouquets at the official throne.

Other papers were advised to "come to-mor-

row." As now constituted, these compose

the National Committees:

Highway Improvement—Otto Dorner, Mil-

waukee, Wis.; A. B. Choate, 430 Temple

Ct., Minneapolis, Minn.; H. B. Worrell,

Philadelphia, Pa.; W. A. Connelly, Danville,

111. ; Percy H. Richardson, 31J Exchange

street, Portland, Me.; Wallace Sherwood, 27}

So. Delaware street, Indianapolis, Ind. ; G.

Richmond Parsons, Providence, R. I.

Racing Board—Albert Mot.t, Park Heights,

near Kate avenue, Baltimore, Md.; A. D.

Wait, Cohoes, N. Y.; Geo. W. Dorntee, 175

Blackstone street, Boston, Mass.; Herbert W.
Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.; W. I. Doty, Den-

ver, Col.

Rights and Privileges—W. S. Jenkins,

Buffalo, N. Y., chairman; H. W. Knight,

Newark, N. J.; Conway W. Sams, Balti-

more, Md.
Rules and Regulations—E. Kostomlatsky,

Oskaloosa, la., chairman; C. C. Monaghan,
Santa Ana, Cal.; E. I. Halstead, Tacoma,

Wash.
Transportation—B. B. Ayers, Chicago, 111.,

chairman; H. C. Nickerson, Boston, Mass.;

Robert Holm, St. Louis, Mo.

MONEY FOR WHEELWAYS.
As a result of the Rochester, N. Y., show

the Sidepath League's treasury has been in-

creased by about $3,600. The show was pro-

moted with the understanding that the net

profits should be devoted exclusively to the

extension and improvement of cycle paths.

EASY TO SCHEDULE.

No less than 213 runs have been arranged

for by the Road Committee of the New
York Firemen's Cycle Club. They are

scheduled for almost every day from April

until November.

HE WAS A ROADSTER.

"Since Tymeed took to cycling, I suppose

he is often seen on the road?"

"Yes; T saw him there five times within a

mile, the other day."

BEEN TALKED FOR TEN YEARS.

Philadelphia will have another track this

year, of modern construction. The Phila-

delphia Ball Park has been entirely re-

modeled, and a new quarter-mile track is

being constructed. The track is eighteen feet

wide on three sides and twenty-one feet wide

on the finish, or west side.

The owners are now getting samples of

various crushed rock from all parts of Penn-

sylvania, including the celebrated mountain

shale that is to be found in the upper Dela-

ware Valley from Stroudsburg to Dingman's

Ferry, making what is considered a perfect

surface. This is to be crushed and rolled,

and the park officials say it is to be the fast-

est, dryest, and safest track in the country.

In view of the fact that 20,000 people could

viev/ the races from permanent seats, and

that many thousands extra could find stand-

ing room, the managers of the groundf^ tire

anxious to have the National championships

held on the track, and have made proposi-

tions to the League meet officials.

FOR NEW YORK'S CIRCUIT.

Chairman A. D. Wait, of the New York
Division Racing Board, is desirous of having

the New York circuit include all the large

cities in the State. He will receive applica-

tions for dates up to April 1st, and open the

circuit early in June. Two professional events

must be run at each meet, and it is required

that the first prize shall be at least $50 in each

event.

NO CIRCUIT CANCELLATION.

A rumor that Western dates in the National

Circuit would be canceled owing to secession

talk, has been denied by Chairman Mott. He
announces that applications for dates will be

received without prejudice up to April 15th.

TURN ABOUT PAIR PLAY.

Huret, the twenty-four hour champion, was
defeated by Bonhours in a 100-kilometers (62

miles) race at Paris, on Sunday March 7. In

an 80-kilometers race, on the previous Thurs-

day, between the same men^ Huret won.

ONLY ONE.

Paris will have but one outdoor track for

professional racing during "the coming sea-

son, the Seine. The famous Veledrome Buf-

falo is to be turned into a riding school.

AUTHENTICATED STATE ROAD RECORDS.

Chairman W. L. Krietenstein, of the Century Road Club's Record Committee, has compiled the following table of accepted road records as they now appear on

his books. It will prove of value to many ambitious young- men.

State. 5 10 15 20 25 50 100 200 24 Hours.
Year's
Mileage.

Year's
Centuries.

California 11.11 2-5

9.24

24.27

26.04
1.10.30 2-5

1.02.38

14.14.30
16.18.00

14.43.00
2.1S.00 5.22.30

5.42.00

Miles. Feet.
295 264

17.196
18,225
12.340
9,300

10,211
]2„514
19,3,50

13,771
21,053
9,769

13,028
12,051

9,369
15,164
13,272
22,848

116
Illinois 146

65
1 w'a 11.50 25.25 40.00 53.30 3.14.00 7.18.00 20.15.00 •53

92
Maine

6.'23.00

"6.25.00

7.00.00
7.82.00

29

11
.49""

28.50
24.14
27.32
26.34

59.36
48.58 i7.28.30"

18.09.00

106
36.24 i.dd.59 28

Minnesota .... ... 59
Missouri ..... ... 44.38 1-5 1.10.00 3.10.00

3.25.00

16
44

12..5.5

11.31 4-5

277
38

New Jersey ... ... 26.07 2-5

21.25
28.17 2-5

39.30 2-5

34.32
42.48
42.29

52.51
46.01
.58.56

1.05.55

1.05.21 4-5

51.55
1.09.42 2-5

2.30.34
2.30.40

5.35.00
4.40.09

7.20.00
6.51.02

12.20.00

13.10.40
15.57.00

26
New York 63
Ohio .. 246 49
Pennsylvania 12.15 156

1.10.45

12,436K 18
Tennessee ....

ii.is \'h'

15.37

29.10
24.16 1-5

29.26

Te.xas 50.08 1.28.00
1.26.00

3.48.00
3.15.00

8.21.00
7.32.00

3,739 15
Utah 49.40 7
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Little Tiiinqs
That distinguish one bicycle from
another—niceties in construction,

elegance in design, superiority of

material. Our attention to these

particulars causes people to say the

Sterling is

"BUILT LIKE A WATCH."
A bicycle so constructed is safe,

strong and swift. Once a Sterling

rider, always a Sterling rider.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Our Booklet, "Care of Our Wheel," for 2-cent stamp.

AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

STERLING eveLE WORKS,

New York,

Boston,

Freehold, N. J.,

Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, Pa.,

Washington,

Denver,

San Francisco,

CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENCIKS

:

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway

. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, 374 Washington Street.

Burtis & Zimmerman.

Jacob Rech & Sons, Eighth Street and Girard Avenue.

Logan-Gregg Hdw. Co., Seventh Street, below Penn Avenue.

W. Roy Mitchell, New York Avenue and 14th Street.

Gerwing-Hilton Cycle Co., 1727 Stout Street.

A. C Nichols & Co. (Coast Branch), 400 Battery Street.
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PESSIMISTICALLY PROPHESIED.

A carriage paper, whicli carries more cycle

advertising than it does carriage advertising,

and is therefore in position to deal with the

subject impartially and in an unbiased manner,

thus pictures the future of the cycle trade, as

it sees it:

We regret that we are unable to give as

cheerful an outlook for the bicycle manufac-

turers as many of them have outlined for their

future, but it is advisable to look the subject

square in the face in its present conditions

and base the future conduct of their business

upon the inevitable results that must follow

the present methods of disposing of bicycles

to the consumers. Nearly every kind of busi-

ness men are now handling bicycles or are

making preparations to do so—department

stores, catalogue houses, dry goods houses,

groceries, boot and shoe stores, jewelry stores,

blacksmiths, millinery stores, carriage and

harness factories, auction houses—and just

now comes to us the catalogue of a news

agency offering to retail at prices 'way below

reputable wholesale prices.

Every other man you meet, whether in any

business or trade, is a special agent for the

sale of the best bicycle on earth at prices 'way

below anything you ever heard of. All of

these people are going to do some business at

a price, and the result will undoubtedly be a

large demand, but at what prices? To add to

this bearing of prices, there are now on the

market as second hand fully one-third of the

,1896 output—good, bad and indifferent, and at

any price they will bring. The auction houses

filled the country last fall with bicycles at $25

and under, and many of them are now on sale

at $10 or less as second hand, accompanied by
some plausible story for a forced sale.

There are in the bicycle manufacturing busi-

ness some people who have tried to hold the

trade within legitimate lines and in control of

retailers of standing and merit, such as would
so handle their output as to command the re-

spect of the users. Others seem to desire

nothing but sales, and are now straining every

nerve to reduce costs, regardless of quality,

in order to meet the demand of their sellers

and for cheapness, and so push their goods to

the front on the theory that large sales and
small profits are preferable to a restricted out-

put and larger profits.

This is not a cheerful outlook. It is the in-

evitable lesiilt of some manufacturers crowd-
ing sales into the hands of everybody with

permission to sell at any price. The result

will be that desirable business men will not

care to handle bicycles, and will leave their

sale to the irresponsible rabble, who are now
rapidly taking control of the retail business.

The further result will be that profitable prices

for that kind of bicycles will go to the dogs,

and before snow flies for the winter of 1898

such bicycles will be slaughtered at any price

they will bring.

It is not pleasant to go into the prophet
business, but, as before remarked, we believe
it better to size up the situation now, and
steer your business clear of the many rocks
that ripple in sight, a short journey ahead.
The days of profitable retailing of inferior bi-
cycles are numbered until there is a thorough
reorganization by the manufacturers of the
people who are to come in contact with and
sell to the consumers. This department must
be put on a business basis, and controlled by
the manufacturer to the extent of keeping it

in responsible hands and conducted on busi-
ness principles.

CHAS. L. PEPPER.

Mr. Pepper is just now prominent in the

cycling eye because of his recent election as

manager of the Spaulding Machine Screw

Co., of Bufifalo, extensive makers of cycle

fittings. His characteristics are such that his

presence and directing hand will soon make
themselves felt and apparent. There is little

that Mr. Pepper does not know about the

bicycle business. He has been continuously

engaged in it for some fifteen years, or since

C. L. Pepper.

the first Victor bicycle was produced. He
assisted in the establishment of the Victor

factory, and was its superintendent until 1895,

when he organized, at Chicopee Falls, the

Spaulding & Pepper Co., makers of the S. &
P. tires. Both the Buffalo and Chicopee Falls

institutions are closely related, and for the

present, at least, Mr. Pepper will flit between
the two places and oversee both factories.

PROOF WAS MISSING.

The agile copper had landed him for riding

without a light.

"My lamp has just this minute gone out,"

he said.

The copper placed his delicately manicured
finger-tips upon the lamp, and heat there

was none.

''Oh, you're not so warm, neither is it; so

come along," said his coppership.

And these were the cold facts of the case

for which he paid $3 in fines later on.

SWEETS OF WORRIMENT.

Some people in cycling are so fond of

trouble that they could not enjoy honey for

thinking of what would happen if the bee

had stung them.

IT IS HAIR-RAISING.

There is not a rider of the bicycle who will

not agree that there is method in the madness

of the March hare, provided he is mad at the

weather.

ANOTHER VERSION.

Mary had a little wheel

She used to ride for show.

And everywhere that Mary went
The wheel'd surely go.

But when she rode the wheel from school,

She gave a little cough.

And said she really didn't think

She felt like getting off.

Now what made Mary stick to her wheel.

And ride on down the street?

The truth to tell, the boys at school

Placed tire cement on the seat.

HOW HE GOT EVEN.

It is dangerous to offend a Chicago man
when he is possessed of a "pull." The intro-

duction in the Illinois Legislature of a bill

prohibiting six-day bicycle races was brought
about by a man with a "pull," to get even for

his not having been given deadhead privi-

leges to the six-day race recently run in

Chicago. So long as a "pull" is used in

securing such reforms as this, few respectable

people will ever complain.

EVEN THE INDIANS.

A Kansas City paper is authority for the

statement that among a band of Cherokee
Indians which passed through Mansfield,

Mo., recently, on their way to the Indian

Territory, was a bicycle brigade. Among the

number on wheels were two old squaws, one,

it is stated, being garbed in bloomers. Each
carried a papoose strapped to her back,

and appeared to enjoy the new means of

conveyance.

DRESS AND ITS INFLUENCE.

"Did you ever notice what a difference

clothes make in one's mind? Now, when I

have on my business suit, my mind's full of

business; when I get into evening dress,

my mind takes a purely social turn; while

once in my cycle suit, I'm all bicycling."

"Carrying out that idea would make your
mind an utter blank when you took a bath,

wouldn't it?"

THERE ARE JUST SUCH FOOLS.

The cheap politician who, one night, feasts

with Democrats, only to absorb beer and
sandwiches with the Republicans within

twenty-four hours, is like unto him who goes

from one cycle agency to another, and tells

the proprietor of each that his machines are

the best in town, and that the other dealers

are robbing the innocent public.

DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES.

You never want to sit down and look at

any of the difficulties a bicycle, or the riding

of it, may bring to you. Difficulties have the

curious characteristic of growing bigger and

bigger the more you look at them, while your

power of attack diminishes in" inverse ratio.

The thing to do with a difficulty is to tackle it

as soon as it shows itself.

BEYOND COMPARE.

- There is no physiological question more
persistently studied in this age than the value

and best method of exercise, and therein is

found the true reason for 90 per cent of the

bicycle's great and still growing popularity.

AS TO BEING WILLING.

When it comes to accepting those little

courtesies between riders which a mutual in-

terest make natural, before taking the will

for the deed please remember that wills are

more easily broken than deeds.

AGE MAY IMPROVE THEM.

Because boys will be boys, and often in

their being so bring both the bicycle and

themselves into disrepute, the case is not with-

out hope, for wanton kittens may in time be-

come sober cats.
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" The Dynagraph is a somewhat remarkable

machine, recently put upon the market by the Waverley

Bicycle Co. It is the invention of a Mr. C. E. Hadley,

and was exhibited for the first time at the Waverley

Stand at the Chicago Show. Its object is to register

the amount of friction in any given bicycle bearing. A
description of this invention would take too much of

our space, but from all we can gather it answers its

purpose admirably, and a record maybe easily obtained,

by means of this machine, of the exact amount of fric-

tion developed in any bearing, with the suit that,

should this machine fulfill all that is claimed for it, we

shall very soon arrive at that practically frictionless

bearing, which must be the forerunner of the much

desired, yet never attained, perpetual motion."

—

The

Cycle Manufacturer and Dealer s Review, London, Feb.

27th, 1897.

The Dynagraph can hardly be said to be upon the

market. It is a machine in regular use in the Testing

Department of the Indiana Bicycle Co., which was

exhibited at the National Cycle Shows, where it fur-

nished a daily object lesson to crowds of interested

observers.

The object of the Company in displaying the work-

ing of this machine was to give a practical demonstra-

tion of the perfection of the new "Waverley bearings,

which are generally conceded to be the greatest im-

provement of the year in bicycle construction. The

adjustment of these bearings depends upon sliding

cones and cases, moved and held in place by small set

screws. By the use of this principle, which was invented

and perfected in the Waverley factory, all threaded

cones are avoided, making it possible to first harden

and then grind to gauge all bearing parts, thus securing

perfect truth and accuracy of alignment.

We fear the Waverley machine will never bring

about perpetual motion by teaching how to eliminate

all friction, but it has demonstrated with wonderful

accuracy what can be gained by an absolutely true

bearing, which the above mentioned device has un-

doubtedly secured.—Adv.

\\\

WAVERLEY
BICYCLE
For 1897

WB present to the public,

for its use in 1897, a line

of Bicycles in whose behalf

we are proud to ask compari-

son with any other line built.

Everything has been done to

make them worthy of the un-

qualified approval of the pub-

lic that broad experience in

bicycle building, wide knowl-

edge of riders' needs, the

best facilities for high-grade

construction, and the highest

quality of mechanical skill

can possibly secure.

Waverleys are
Well Built and

WAVERLEY
WORTH SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF

Catalogue
mailed free
Agents wanted
evei*ywhei*e

INDIANA BICYCLE
COMPANY

IntlianapoliSf listl.
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CAUGHT BY CLOTHIERS.

Washington, D. C, March 19.—Robinson,

Chery & Co. are clever people. Although, as

clothiers, they are only indirectly interested,

they have not only used the entire cycle

trade of the District as an advertisement for

themselves, but have created a deal of heart-

burning, and induced several dealers to break

away from the Board of Trade standard.

The clothing firm has a large establish-

ment. They occupy several floors, and sizing

up the cycle trade as an easy mark, they

cleared the fourth floor and announced a

"cycle show" free to all, exhibitors and the

public alike. The word "free" seemed as

cheese to a mouse, and the Robinson-Chery

parlor was speedily walked into and filled.

As a whole, the Washington Board of

Trade refused to "bite," although it cannot

be denied that they nibbled. They informed

the promoters that they would exhibit if the

show was limited to Board members

and to those who pledged themselves

to join the organization. The promoters

would not enter into such an arrangement,

and the show went on during all the week,

and, if the truth must be told, among the

exhibitors were several prominent members

of the Board of Trade who could not resist

the temptation.

The firms and wares represented were as

follows:

Metropolitan Cycle Co.; Cleveland, Pierce and

Tribune bicycles.

Ketchum & Jennings; Fenton and Eagle bicycles.

Diamond Cycle Co.; Barnes, Diamond and Monarch

bicycles.

Doremus & Co.; Phoenix, Duster and Evening

Star bicycles.

Sylph-Winton Cycle Co.; Trinity, Winton and

Sylph bicycles.

W. E. Baum & Co.; Hoffman and Clipper bicycles.

Bellis Wheel Co.; Bellis and Overland bicycles.

Dixon Crucible Co. ; Chain Lubricant Graphite.

P. Von Boeckman; Viking and Hero bicycles.

West End Cycle Co. ; Lyndhurst, Keating and Red

Jacket bicycles.

Western Wheel Works; Crescent bicycles.

C. E. Miller & Bro.; Halladay, Warwick, Aetna

and Stormer bicycles.

A. G. Spalding & Bro.; Spalding bicycles and

Christy saddles.

Rose Manufacturing Co. ; Neverout lamps.

F. D. Owen; Owen and Capital bicycles.

Nevir England Specialty Co. ; bicycle stands, home
trainers, etc.

Cline Brothers; Victor bicycles.

Fowler Manufacturing Co. ; Fowler bicycles.

Smith-Dart Co., Dart and Thomas bicycles.

Jacobs Brothers; Stearns, Wolff-American, Admiral
and Yale bicycles.

M. A. Tappan & Co. ; United States, Washington
and Tappan bicycles.

Jones & Burr; Olive, Envoy and Fleetwing bicycles.

Eclipse Alanufacturing Co. ; Eclipse bicycles.

Robinson & Chery Co.; cyclists' clothing.

ENCOURAGING THE INVENTOR.

The Cyclists' Touring Club of France has

founded an Academie du Cycle for the en-

couragement of the inventive faculty among
cycle makers. A committee has been ap-

pointed, and it is intended to ofifer a prize

of 2,000 francs for the best invention.

"GREAT WHITE" NOTHING.

The Board of Trade has warned its mem-
bers against an "industrial show which some
dollar-seeking gentlemen propose taking

across the continent in a special train with

the more or less alluring title, "Great White

Special." The prospectus promises stops of

from one to three days in all cities en route.

NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

While there are bicycle stands innumerable

on the market, practical devices which will

keep a wheel rigidly suspended are not so

numerous. Miller & Van Winkle, 18-20

Bridge street, Brooklyn, N. Y., are selling a

wall-bracket bicycle holder which is entitled

to a place in the latter class. It is light, be-

READY FOR use:.

ing made entirely of wire, and consists, in

all, of three pieces. It is fastened to the wall

by two screw-eyes, and all parts touching the

wheel are protected by a rubber sheathing.

For cleaning a wheel, it proves of valuable

assistance, as the bicycle can be suspended in

a comfortable working position. There is

nothing to get out of order, and when

clamped to the wall, the stand's action is

such that it is impossible to jar the wheel ofT.

When not in use, it folds flat against the wall,

and, what is a very important point, it is sold

at a very reasonable price.

ESSENTIAL AS THE ALPHABET.

Exteriorally the catalogvte of the Chas. H.

Sieg Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis., looks not

unlike a book for children, "A B C blocks"

forming the cover illustrations. Inside, how-

ever, the imprint of mature thought is very

evident, the story of the Windsor and Pacific

bicycles being simply, but attractively, stated.

"Study the A B C of the bicycle you ride,"

is one of its prominent urgings.

LETS THE WHEELS GO ROUND.

The "M. & R." is the title of a new stand

that has been placed upon the market by

McBurney & Roberts, 626 Hudson street, this

city. Its chief point of merit is that it keeps

both wheels off the floor and permits them
to revolve. It will fit any wheel. It is made
from seasoned ash, varnished, and sells at a

moderate price.

CHAPERON.

CASTING OUT CURBSTONERS.

"Curbstone" agents were frowned at by
the Cycle Board of Trade of Chicago at its

meeting last week. The by-laws of the or-

ganization were amended in many respects,

but the most important was that whereby a

person to be eligible for membership in the

body must occupy a store.

This proposition was discussed and held

in abeyance until the next meeting of the or-

ganization:

"Each member of the Board of Trade shall

file with the secretary a judgment note for

$100, to be forfeited in case of violation of

any of the rules of trade of the corporation."

It was resolved that no member shall ad-

vertise in any paper or programme issued by
any club or society, or in any race meet pro-

gramme, or other organ, unless such organi-

zation shall have received a sanction from the

Board of Directors of the Cycle Board of

Trade to solicit such advertising.

Aspiring racing men who invariably bor-

row and seldom pay for bicycles received a

setback in some resolutions whereby it will

be necessary for such persons to obtain a

permit from the directors of the body be-

fore any member of the corporation will be

permitted to loan; wheels for racing pur-

poses.

THEY ARE GOING TO LABEL WHEELS.

Toledo, Ohio, March 18.—With to-day's

session the International Union of Bicycle

Workers completed its labors. The follow-

ing officers were elected: John Mulholland,

Toledo, president; E. G. Henry, Cleveland,

first vice-president; T. Vanlear, Kenosha,

Wis., second vice-president; C. C. Fish,

Toledo, third vice-president; William Min-
ser, Dayton, fourth vice-president; J. P. Da-
kins, Toledo, fifth vice-president; W. E.

Rausch, Toledo, secretary and treasurer.

The next meeting of the union will be held

at BulTalo. Toledo was designated as the

headquarters of the union. A constitution

providing for death, sick, and strike benefits

was adopted. A label was also adopted,

which it is designed shall appear on all union-

made wheels.

AN UTTER IMPOSSIBILITY.

To show the advance in methods of loco-

motion during her reign, it is suggested by

some one who evidently does not know what

he is talking about, that Queen Victoria

should go in a state motor carriage to St.

Paul, escorted by guards on bicycles. To at-

tempt to do this would result in the greatest

riots ever seen. Just imagine the rival build-

ers of motor vehicles, each fighting to have his

machine chosen for the Victoria vehicle!

Then complicate this by the still fiercer battle

which the bicycle makers would wage, each

trying to get those guards mounted on the

machine each maker was responsible for, and

you have a state of affairs that even the Queen
herself could not straighten out amicably.

'Tis wrong for 'a cycling maid to be

Riding at night alone.

A chaperon she needs till she

Can call some chap her own.

WHO ARE YOU?

"Bicycle identification cards," vest-pocket

size, are being distributed by the Union
Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville, Mass. They
may be had for the asking.

There is truly a time in cycling for all

things, but it would seem to be all the time.
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The Red Thread

running through every bit of cord-

age used in the English Navy shows
that it is government property . .

Crimson Rim Quah'ty

is the Red Streak of Standard Su-
premacy running throughout the

history of American bicycle manu-
facture, to show you the famous
features of

Syracuse Bicycles.
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Makers

Southeastern Distributers

:
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A GLIMPSE OF CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK.
THE OBELISK.
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DULUTH.
Marshall
Wells Hard-
ware Co.,

Agents for the North-

there everywhere

CHICAGO.
285 Wabash Ave.,
Geo. L. Magill,
Sales Agent.

NEW YORK.
101-103 Duane St.,

Hermann Boker & Co.,
Eastern Agents.

We are determined to have " Windsor " wheels in every city in this

country, especially in localities where competition will be hottest.

We do not want a single buyer to have the chance to say—"Sorry I

didn't see the WINDSOR."

"Windsors " sell best where they can be

placed in comparison with others.

The better the other wheel, the

quicker " Windsor " sells.

AX AG£NCT—It isn't too late to secure an agency in your locality.

If—there's none there now.

If—you're a wide-awake hustler.

If—your ability makes you worth big money

—

we pay well.

If

—

you write to us at once.

ChRs. H. Sieg Mfg. Co.,

KENOSHA, WIS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HIGH-GRADE TIMES.

From One Trade Centre Conies the News that

High-Grades Have the

Call.

Toledo, O., March 22.—It looks now as

though the croakers; the persistent bears on

the high grade wheel market, will prove to

be neither prophets nor sons of prophets.

The travelers for Toledo houses that make

both $100 and lower priced wheels, are per-

sistently sending in their orders lor the more

expensive type of wheel, and the present sea-

son promises to see a bulge on that class of

goods, rather than a repetition of last season's

slump.

Or to put the matter in a slightly different

way, we are promised a famine of really high-

grade wheels before the season is fairly open.

Mr. Charles Emice, of the Lozier Manufac-

turing Company is in Toledo at present, com-

pleting his 1897 line, and from an exhaustive

study of the present trade conditions, gained

by a long swing around the western and

southern circles, he is of the opinion that the

famine will be on within three months.

"I regard the Southern market as the most

conservative one in this country," said Mr.

Emice to The Wheel, "and I am judging the

situation largely by the trade conditions now

existing down there. That part of the coun-

try is no better off than the North; in fact,

there is not nearly so much money there, but

the people who are going to ride new wheels

in the South this season are not going to take

any chances on cheap goods.

"As to the rest of the country, I simply

think that the pendulum is swinging back

with almost as much force as it went down

last year. The manufacturers are responsible

for this, but the cheap wheel maker little

thought that he was arranging to give this

season's trade its present impetus. There was

a feeling that the public must have a very

cheap wheel, and the public, with lots of good

sense, simply distrusts the bait that is now

offered.

"As a result, the wheel that is honestly

high-grade, and which lists at $100 or very

close to that figure, is going to have the call

this season."

Following the example of the Stearns and

Luminum makers, the Colton Manufacturing

Company of this city made a test of one of its

flush jointed "Toledo" wheels last week. A
plank was placed on the frame, reaching from

the handle-bar to the seat-post, and a dead

weight of steel bars was placed on the plank.

When 1,520 pounds had been placed on the

plank, it broke under the weight, but the

frame was found to have sustained no per-

ceptible injury. It will be remembered that

the Stearns frame went down at 1,385 pounds,

while the Luminum collapsed with a weight

of 1,170 pounds. Each test a remarkable "fac-

tor of safety," at least in a perpendicular

plane.

The Viking salesrooms of the Union Man-
ufacturing Company were formally opened

last week, at the close of the cycle show. The
rooms have been made even prettier than last

season, and Manager McHenry and his corps

of assistants have been busy men ever since

the opening day.

The bright days of last week gave retail

sales a tremendous impetus. Inquiries at

the Falcon, Gendron, Cleveland, and

Columbia rooms, as well as the Viking,

mentioned in the preceding paragraph, elicit-

ed the information that the sales of the first

half of March this season were greatly in ex-

cess of the corresponding period last year.

Reports from the leading manufacturers of

this city, as to the outside agencies contract-

ed with, seem to promise a much more satis-

factory trade than last season. As President

Fisher, of the Gendron, said to The Wheel,
it will require more office work for us to

attend to our trade this season, but I look for

a much better year, all things considered.

When I refer to the office work I mean that

our house, like the majority of manufacturers,

will have fewer general agents this season, and

we must therefore personally care for nearly

every agency that handles Gendron wheels.

No very large bills are being sold to general

agents, as compared to last season. Too
many manufacturers were bit in that way
when the flurry of 1896 came on. The lesson,

however, was a salutary one, and what the

manufacturers needed. The result has been a

shaking down process for the trade, generally

speaking, which has brought the good men
to the surface, all over the country, while the

other class were submerged in a flood of their

own making."

Arrangements have been made to put the

Yale wheel, made by the Kirk-Young Com-
pany, of this city, into capable hands down
town. The Bernhart Cycle Company will

make this well-known wheel the leader for the

comirng season.

Business has been flourishing with A. U.

Betts & Co., during the past twelve months,

and it has seemed desirable to form an incor-

poration by the gentlemen interested in the

firm's affairs. The legal requirements were

carried out last week, and the new company

will be known as the Red Cross Rubber Com-
pany, with a capitalization of $50,000. The
new concern will continue to put out the well-

known Red Cross sundries, and will also

handle rubber goods of all sorts at wholesale.

The mcorporators are Arlington U. Betts, D.

W. Betts, A. Betts, H. S. Warren and E. W.
Tolerton. The last-named gentleman is the

president of the Yost Manufacturing com-

pany. A. U. Betts has recently acquired a

heavy interest in extensive rubber lands in

Mexico, and next Monday will start for the

City of Mexico to inspect the property.

LAWS ALL ALIKE.

HOW TO FLIRT ON A BICYCLE.

Riding straight ahead with confident air

—

This is my own wheel; I never hire one.

Nervous glance from corner of left eye

—

—Are my gaiters buttoned?

Turning first one way then the other

—

What are your intentions?

Determined effort to view back of neck

—

Is my hind wheel on straight?

Down hill with feet on coaster—I'm con-

sidered a little fast.

Long skirts concealing feet—^Yes, thank

you; the folks in Chicago are well.

Scorching at record-like gait—I do not care

for your society.

A wrecked wheel and a girl in tears—You
have made a mash.

An Attempt to Keep Rural Bogberrys from

Passing Unfair Anti-Cycle

I<aws.

Albany, N. Y., March 20.—Senator Parsons,

of Rochester, introduced a bill, which, if

passed, will regulate the use of bicycles, tri-

cycles and all similar vehicles in the limits of

cities, towns, and villages.

Although there are some features of the

bill which are not objectionable, it will

probably meet with considerable opposition.

It was introduced March 15th, and has been

advanced to third reading, and is in the hands

of the Judiciary Committee.

The bill in effect is as follows:

The several cities, towns, and villages shall

have power to pass ordinances regulating the

use of bicycles, tricycles, and similar vehicles

on the public highways, streets, avenues,

squares, and parks within their limits in ac-

cordance with the following provisions:

To require them, when in use on such

public highways, to have a lamp of such

illuminating power as to be plainly seen 200

feet ahead, attached thereto, and kept lighted

between one hour after sunset and sunrise;

to require them to carry a bell which, when
rung, may be heard 100 feet distant; to permit

the authorities of cities and towns having

charge of the public highways, in their discre-

tion, and upon special occasions, to grant

permits to persons to ride during specified

times, upon specified portions of such high-

ways, at any rate of speed, and they may an-

nex such other reasonable conditions as they

may deem proper; they may also permit

children to ride their wheels upon the side-

walks, and to regulate the speed at which bi-

cycles may be driven.

To regulate or prohibit the riding of wheels

upon sidewalks, except such as have been

constructed at the expense of cyclists, or may
be so constructed, unless the roadway adjoin-

ing said sidewalk shall be paved with some
smooth substance and maintained in a condi-

tion suitable for cyclists. The bill then de-

fines sidewalks, by saying that the paths which

have been laid out for the exclusive use of

pedestrians and within the thickly populated

portions of cities, towns, and villages, but

this does not refer to footpaths .on the out-

skirts of cities and towns which are not main-

tained by the public authorities or the abut-,

ting owners.

It also provides that every violation of such

ordinance shall render the offender liable to

a fine not exceeding $5 for each offence, and

that no city, town, or village shall have power

to make any ordinance, by-law, or regulation

respecting the use of bicycles or tricycles, ex-

cept as provided in this act; and except as pro-

vided in this act no ordinance, by-law, or

regulation heretofore or hereafter made by

city, town, or village, in respect to bicycles

or tricycles, shall have any force or effect,

and provided that no ordinance or regulation

passed pursuant to this act, shall be made to

apply exclusively to bicycles or tricycles, but

shall apply to all vehicles without discrimina-

tion.

The narrow path is not narrow enough to

suit some of cycling's narrow-minded adher-

ents.

GRABBED RIGHT HOLD OF IT.

"What did Coynchase do when the chance

came to turn pro.?"

"Embraced the golden opportunity, of

course."
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Morgan &WrightTires

ARE GOOD TIRES

or

1-mil(

1 THE PACIFIC COAS

At the San Jose, Cal., race meet, March i 0,

M. & W. tires won 77 per cent of

all prizes.

3 open, professional—Time: 2.14 2-5.

Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires

T

1st—C. S. Wells (Cleveland), M. & W. tires.

2nd—Allen Jones (Stearns), " '

3rd—W. S. Becker (Dayton), " '

1-3 mile open, amateur—Time: .46 2-5.

1st—J. E. Wing (March), M. & W. tires.

2nd—Perry Mott (Thistle), " "

2-3 mile handicap, amateur—
2nd—Perry Mott (Thistle), M. & W. tires.

3rd—J. E. Wing (March) " "

Two World's Records.

In match race for Pacific Coast championship, Otto Ziegler,

on a Barnes, with M. & W. tires, won first heat in 2.01.

F. A. McFarland, on a Monarch, with M. & W. tires, won second

heat in 2.00 1-5, both new world's records for mile competition,

tandem-paced.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,
CHICAGO.

Morgan iWRiGHiTiREs

ARE good TIRES Kindly mention The Wheel.

Morgan «cWrightTires

are good tires
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FATIGUE CAUSES AND EFFECTS.

Fatigue is the natural result of labor, and

as such is a periodic symptom with which

every healthy person is familiar. It is one of

the laws of organic life that periods of relaxa-

tion shall succeed periods of activity. The

heart itself is normally in repose for about one-

third of the time consumed by each beat—

a

fact in which there is something particularly

suggestive and interesting, since physiologists

agree that about one-third of the twenty-four

hours should be devoted to sleep.

Life is made up of a series of vibrations

in which tension and rest succeed each other.

The heart vibrates about seventy times a min-

ute; the vibrations of the respiratory organs

occur about sixteen times in the same

period; while the" vibrations of the whole or-

ganism may be said to complete their circle

once in twenty-four hours. Abnormal fatigue,

such as many riders bring upon themselves

through excessive cycling, is a state approach-

ing exhaustion, and occurs always when one

attempts to alter nature's rhythm, when the

hours of tension are made to encroach upon

those which should be devoted to rest, when
muscle and nerve, already fatigued, are

driven to further exertion.

Fatigue of a kind known as overtraining re-

sults, in the case of the racing man, in heart

COPPERS TO CEASE CAPPING.

Hereafter the cycle squad of the New York
Police Department will ride only those bicy-

cles owned by the Department and plainly

marked "Police Department, No. ."

The fact that the police were acting as

cycle agents or "cappers" while on duty, had

been brought to the attention of Commission-

er Andrews before the fact was published in

The Wheel, and that energetic official at

once issued orders that the squad ride those

wheels provided by the Department and no

others. He tells The Wheel that he has

taken other steps that will effectually correct

the abuse and compel the officers to attend

strictly to their legitimate duties. The com-
missioner expresses himself ready to deal

summarily with any member of the squad if

a specific case can be obtained. He is in-

clined to believe that the practice was due

largely to the fact that when the squad was

first organized, the Department had no money
to purchase the necessary bicycles and neces-

ESCHEWED THE SCORCHER.

A man accompanied by a bull pup had just

come from the direction of Amsterdam ave-

nue, and was about to cross the Boulevard.

At the same time a scorcher with all steam on

was bound up the Boulevard, as if he was in

the act of trying to break the record between

Fifty-ninth and Ninetieth streets. Fate had,

however, destined it so that at a certain time

and place two beings should be thrown to-

gether. The man saw what was coming, but

the bull pup had his business end turned in

the wrong direction. The scorcher saw noth-

ing. The moment decreed by fate had ar-

rived.

The bicycle struck the pup amidships, and

for a moment the atmosphere was filled with

bicycle, dog, and scorcher. The bicycle came
to mother earth first, wobbled around and

lay down; the dog was sent about forty feet

in the direction of Riverside Drive, and the

scorcher executed an acrobatic feat that

rivaled that of any man in Barnum's circus,

although possibly not so graceful.

The dog was the first to come to any under-

standing in regard to the affair, and then there

was blood in his eye. His canine pride had

been knocked sky-high, and he yearned for

revenge. A dreadful suspense came over the

spectators. With a yelp, the dog made a

weakness and shortness of breath
—

"loss of

wind," as it is called; while the long-continued

fatigue occasioned by excessive application to

professional or business pursuits, results in

nervous prostration or even paralysis.

While excessive fatigue is in itself unwise,

one of the chief dangers which result from it

in connection with cycling, in the spring

especially, is that commonly indicated by the

term "catching cold." Thus the danger of

sitting in a draught, or on the damp ground

is many times doubled after the exertion

the rider undergoes in his first two or three

early season rides. Loss of sleep is one of the

first symptoms of abnormal fatigue. Habitual

insomnia from this cause is to be treated

only in one way, by absolute rest.

LEARN TO FORGET.

Somebody once said that he didn't have

much of a memory, but his "forgettery^' was

always in working order. What a piece of

good fortune it is for a rider to forget the lit-

tle drawbacks cycling has while enjoying the

delights it affords, or, in the poet's words:

Where the rough road turns and the valley sweet

Smiles bright with its balm and bloom.

We'll forget the thorns that have pierced the feet

And the nights with their grief and gloom.

And the sky will smile and the stars will beam,

And we'll lay us down in the light to dream.

sarily accepted the various sample wheels with

which they were overwhelmed.

The cycle squad was instituted by Commis-

sioner Andrews and he still watches over it

with a fatherly interest. He frankly acknowl-

edges that most of the men have been suffer-

ing from enlargement of the cranium, caused

by undue and unusual newspaper prominence,

and his remarks lead The Wheel to believe

that the force of its suggestions of last sum-

mer have been recognized and will be heeded

and that the "cycle cops" will no longer figure

conspicuously as freaks and features and

"drawing cards" of and for race meetings.

bound towards what he considered his mortal

enemy, and in less time than it takes to tell

it, the usefulness of the rear tire of that

wheel was a thing of the past; and still his

greed for revenge was not satisfied until he

gnawed off a few spokes and dragged the

wheel half a block through the mud.
The experience cost the scorcher a new tire

and a few spokes, but if he is a wise young
man, he will be eternally grateful that the

dog chose to chew up the wheel rather than

its rider.

CHANGED HIS MOUNT.

"By the way," remarked Battle and Mur-
der, "what has become of that pale horse of

yours?"

Death grinned an osseous grin, and an-

swering said: "I'm using a bicycle for

scorching just now."

GREAT TIMES A-COMING.

Wheels within wheels! Bicycles seem to be

the central thought with everybody. The
conversation comes back to bicycles at din-

ner parties and in the Lenten paths pursued

to many a picture show. It is heard on the

cars and in the stores. Fragments of con-

versation from behind counters float forward

also, with mention of pedals and makers'

names therein. And if all this joyous burden

of cycle talk is bearing upon the minds of all

concerned now, when the roads are slushy

and mushy and deep, what will it be when
the world is awheel in the spring? The year

of grace 1896 was a wonderful wheeling year,

but 1897 is going to be the maddest, merriest

year that ever was known on wheels.
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I would
rather see

a lady (or gentleman) carrying a

baby or a bag of peanuts in her (or

his) arms than to see her (or him)

lugging a poodle or any other kind

of dog. But I would rather see

her (or him) riding a

..TRINITY..

"A Genuine Bicycle,"

to health than either.—From wise sayings by ''Uncle Thomas!'

Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co.,

WORCESTER,
MASS.

Our Western Branch, at

128 Dearborn St., Chicago,
or any other Trinity branch or Trinity

agent, cannot supply you with dogs,

babies or peanuts, but they can supply

you with Trinities—health.

t^n^^t^

Kindly mention The Wheel
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SHE MADE HIM ANGRY.

He was deeply interested in the question of

woman's cycling costume, and the Sunday

was never too warm, nor too windy, for him

to go over to the Boulevard, and from a con-

venient spot on the sidewalk, study the ques-

tion in all its developments as well as curtail-

ments. His wife knew a thing or two regard-

ing this penchant of her husband's, so, as they

sat reading around the evening lamp, she

looked up from the paper she had and said:

"Here is a descrip-

tion of one of those

French wheelwomen's

costumes."

"Indeed?" he replied,

removing his glasses

and leaning back in

his chair. "Read it,"

and thus she read:

"Her costume was

calculated to show off

any physical attrac-

tions she might have.

[t consisted of long

black stockings show-

ing the lower limb to

the knee."

"Hal Nothing can

tqual those French

Rfomen, eh, my dear?"

His wife answered

not, but continued

reading:

"There were no leg-

gings. The knicker-

bockers were fastened

at the knee and were

of the same material as

iie jaunty jacket she

wore—soft white flan-

nel
—

"

He interrupted the

reading again with,
"Black stockings and

knickerbockers of soft

white flannel — H'm.

What a charming com-

bination!"

Still his wife an-

swered not, but re-

lumed her reading.

"Although fifty-seven

years old, the wheel-

woman looked like
—

"

. Throwing his paper

on the floor, her hus-

band glared at her
across the table, and

roared:

"What's that?"

And the patient wife

once more re-read:

"Although fifty-

seven, the lady really

did not look more than

sixty
—

"

Before she had fin-

ished, the hall door

banged and her hus-

band had gone out, seemingly not liking the

treatment he was receiving at home.

ON THE ORDER OF PROVERBS.

When doctor and preacher cycle together,

the people grow healthj' and happy.

A good wheel is a faithful servant, but a

poor wheel hath a wayward way of its own.

Things don't turn up in this world unless

somebody turns them up—except tacks.

The ox needeth the goad, and the mule and

horse the whip, but the wheelman is spurred

on only by the enjoyment of his own exer-

tions.
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HE KNEW A JOKE WHEN HE SAW IT.

If there is anything the average Briton is

not, it is in being quick to grasp the point of

a joke. In fact, experts declare that the only

way to get a joke into an Englishman's head

is to first use an auger, then when the hole is

well bored to inject the joke with a tire-pump.

Apropos of this comes a gospel-true story

from the sage brush of Arizona. Two of those

trans-continental wheel tourists, an English-

man and an American, had journeyed along

together until they

finally arrived at a

point where two trails,

which did duty as

roads, crossed each

other.

Scrawled on a neigh-

boring rock, by a

hand evidently more
familiar with a whisky

glass than with a sign

painter's outfit, was
this notice:

"If youse kent rede

nur rite, ask t h u r

blacksmith down the

rode, and he'll tell yer

yer way."

The humor of the

whole thing was ap-

preciated instantly by

the American, who
nearly fell off his ma-
chine from laughter,

during all of which the

Englishman's face was

as expressionless as the

chalky cliffs of Driver.

After they had ridden

three or four miles on

their road, which evi-

dently was not the one

upon which the black-

smith lived, since they

had not seen his estab-

lishment, the American

was startled by a long

and loud kugh pro-

ceeding from the
hitherto mirthless Eng-
lishman.

"What's the joke?"

asked the American,

being completely in

the dark as to why any

laugh was due at that

time.

Between laughs the

Englishman said

:

"Why, the point of that

notice on that rock has

just come to me. Sup-

p o s e the bloomin'

smithy wasn't there to

tell you, don't you

know?" Then it was

the American's turn to

laugh.

YOU MUST HAVE NOTICED THIS.

It is strange, but certainly most true, that
the average man will spurn the best advice
about a wheel when it is offered him gratuit-

ously, while he will as unfailingly follow the
poorest when he has to pay for it.

PROFESSIONAL PERSIFLAGE.

"What's the matter with the two-headed

girl?" asked the bearded lady of her neighbor,

the human teakettle.

"Why, she's just boiling over because the

manager won't get her a tandem wheel." Then
the conversation ceased while a yap paid ten

cents for the bearded beauty's photo.

"^ HAD HAD 'EM.

Once upon a time, ever and ever so long

ago, there was a man named Adam.
And his wife's name was Eve.

And where they lived bloom_ers became all

the rage, quite naturally, too, since they dwelt

in a garden, don't you see!

But Eve wasn't carried away with the idea.

She had Adam a long while.
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MY CORDUROYS.

I was hardly more than ,1 lad. attached to a

surveying party in Colorado, when I was led

away by that folly to which youth is prone,

and purchased a suit of corduroy. That is so

long ago now that I forget the date, but I still

have the corduroys.

Hard work, mountain climbing, briar

bushes and wire fences have been as nothing

to them. The longer I wore them, the firmer

and more compact grew their texture. Sea-

sons came and seasons went, railroads were

built, mines and quarries were opened, and

the corduroys still bid defiance to the teeth of

time. I wore them in Western cities and was

classed as a bad man with money burning

proclivities. I brought them to New York
and the first policeman who laid his eyes on

them jabbed his club in my face and said,

"Move on there, ye Dago."

And the gentle hackman, he, too, noting

my clothing, followed me for blocks, guaran-

teeing to show me sights that Chicago could

not possibly duplicate.

I put those corduroys away in camphor, so

as to attract the moths, but the iron-bound

edges of those garments turned the larvae

teeth as would the gnawing of a file. Their

renown grew, and old clo'es men had offered

me fabulous sums, which, though tempted, I

have refused, for, years and years ago, I swore

an oath to wear them out or "bust." I have

been busted many times since, but the cordu-

roys, they are in better condition than ever.

In time I, like all the world, bought a bi-

cycle. Here, I thought, as many a fool be-

fore me has thought, is a chance! Get a

tailor to make knickerbockers out of them
and they will be half gone!

I took them to a gentleman named Levy.

"How much will you charge to make these

corduroy clothes into a cycle suit?" I asked.

He carefully pawed them over, then said,

"About four thallers. But I sell you a real

pair of bysickle pants for less."

"No," I said, "cut the pants of? at the knee;

.that'll be half of them gone."

Mr. Levy made a neat job of it. He in-

formed me, afterward, that there wasn't a

scrap of the stuff left, as he used every bit

he'd cut ofi the legs to make belt-straps and

to reinforce the bosom.

The bicycle is here to stay, it is said. But

I've got money to bet that when sprockets and

pneumatics are forgotten, and I'm eligible

to the Methuselah stakes, too old for any-

thing but to play golf, I will be seen dod-

dering across the links with turn-over stock-

ings meeting the neat, but not gaudy brass

buttons Mr. Levy very kindly placed at the

bottoms of those corduroy pants. Pants, and

I repeat it. You couldn't call such things

knee-breeches or knickerbockers. And as

"pants" I shall stigmatize them.

Any way, although the corduroy suit, with-

out an inch of the original cloth missing, is

still clinging close to me, and I have not been

able to wear them out, the "pants," which

have been corduroy in its most virulent form,

have been cut off in the very flower of their

youth to form knickerbockers for my cycling

jaunts, and, henceforth, I shall never be taken
for:

An itinerant Italian musician;
A bad man from Oklahoma;
An imitation cowboy;
A cattle dealer;
A come-on;
And many other kinds of idiots too numer-

ous to mention.

A KANSAS JOB.

They have all sorts of troubles out in Kan-

sas. This is supposed to be a true record of

one of the kinds. The wife of a Kansas Popu-
list insisted upon having a bicycle. She in-

sisted so long and so loud that finally her hus-

band put another mortgage on the farm and

bought the wheel. When the woman under-

took to learn to ride the machine, she

caromed on a $150 Jersey cow and broke the

animal's leg. Her husband determined to

shoot the cow and end its misery, but the

gun burst, destroying his eyesight. Then his

wife ran away with a lightning rod peddler,

leaving the mortgage the only thing intact.

HIS OWN FAULT.

A Minneapolis wheelman who was riding on

the narrow strip of roadway between two

trolley tracks got caught between two cars

and first lost his head and then his life. The
brother of the dead rider brought suit against

the traction company to recover $5,000 dam-

ages. The judge dismissed the case, saying

that riding in such a dangerous portion of the

street was clearly contributory negligence on

the part of the dead wheelman.

A SIMPLE REPAIR

TO PICK UP THE STRIP
OF PATCHING RUBBER IN-

SIDE THE INNER TUBE
(THUS CLOSING THE
PUNCTURE), GET M.aW.
QUICK-REPAIR CEMENT \t±

SIDE THE INNER TUBE.
ONLY WAY TO DO

THIS IS TO FIRST PUMP UP
THE INJECTOR WILL

NOT ENTER A FLABBY
INNER TUBE.

Morgan sWright

ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.

"Recently," writes Dr. G.H. Stover, "having

occasion to apply an ice bag to a limited area

of the face, and not being near a supply house,

I had the patient's husband make a bag from

a section of an old inner tube of a tire. One
end was sealed with a tire cement, and after the

cracked ice was put in, the other end was
folded over and encircled by a cord. This

plan could be used in making ice bags for the

face, mastoid, larynx, spine, groin, or, in

fact, any part where the application of ice to

a limited area is desired. And again is 'the

bicycle in therapeutics' in evidence."

MARCH'S PET'RIN' OUT.

I'm chipper as a June bug.

An' could jes' git up and shout;

'Cause April days is comln".

An' March is pet'rin out!

The land '11 soon be bloomin'

With flowers all about

;

For April days is comin'.

An' March is pet'rin outl

Just hear them fellers yellin'!

They're scorchers, don't you doubt;

For the cyclin' days is comin',

An' March is pet'rin out!

ONLY AS SHE ALWAYS WAS.

Among the many other misfortunes at-

tributed to cycling, none is more undeserved

than the blaming of cycling for what the

world is pleased to term the "new woman."
Before endeavoring to purge cycling of this,

it may be timely to ask: Is the new woman
actually new? Perhaps in the conception of

the majority of people she is, but history tells

us that she was the product of centuries now
behind the horizon, and all this talk heard

nowadays is simply an ancient subject, made
popular for a time through the prominence

given women by cycling, and destined, in the

natural course of events, to enter again into

the shadows of partial, if not total, oblivion,

from thence to be rescued when, in some far-

off decade, the popular mind is weary of every-

day topics and seeks, as a matter of diversion

largely, something that is wrongly considered

"new."

The Biblical student is quick to discern

the plaint of the prophet Isaiah that the wo-
men of his day, at least 2,500 years ago, were

wont to overstep the time honored customs of

their sex. In Greece, the subject was con-

stantly debated by the philosophers, whose
names we yet revere. The women of Sparta

might well have been called a nation of "new
women," for they contended in all the exer-

cises in which the Spartan youth was trained.

There, however, the "new" woman was con-

sidered as a matter of course, and in none of

these instances was cycling held responsible

for the newness of femininity.

It was at Athens and elsewhere that men
first considered the position of woman from

a critical standpoint. The most clever of the

Grecian satirists, Aristophanes, did not over-

look the "new" woman as an object of his

mirth, and in one play he showed them on the

stage dressed as men, transacting the business

of State, and deciding the fate of men and

"the gods" as well, for the woman of ancient

days was fully as "advanced" as to-day, and

yet she of Athens never saw a bicycle, much
less rode one.

Even immortal Plato did not deefm the

"new" woman beneath his notice. He natur-

ally approached the subject in a serious spirit,

considering woman the same as man in ail

essentials save comparative physical weakness,

and for that reason he assigns to her pre-

cisely the same privileges and duties as to her

brother. It was the ideal of Plato that wo-

man should receive the same education as

man, be equally free in all the relations of

life, bear arms and share in the government

of the State.

The "new" woman is more ancient than the

golden fleece or Roman Eagle, and she wears

not only the blushing honors cycling has so

lately bestowed upon her, but the distinction

of having been recognized by the prophets,

poets, philosophers and kings of antiquity

long years before the wheel and she had met

and wedded.

MA'S IDEA OF A HOME-TRAINER.

"It is too bad," said the girl whose eyes

were red and whose hair was losing its curl.

"I am treated with absolute tyranny."

"What's the matter?"

"Why, mother says she won't think of my
taking bicycle lessons, until I have had some

practice in pedaling a sewing machine to

finish up our spring sewing."
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HE WAS A HANDY MAN.

(A story of trans-continental cycling. All

rights preserved.)

Chapter I.

High up in the air, his faded knickerbockers

standing out boldly aeainst a sky lit up by the

fading October sunset, a solitary cyclist might

have been seen wearily picking and pedaling

his way along the rugged mountain steeps.

Although danger of the deepest-dye (cop-

per-color) lurked in every square inch of ter-

ritory around him, he sat upon his wheel as

unconcerned as a magazine picture of

Napoleon; yet about his person was seen no

protruding bowie, nor lurking half-dozen

shooter. Suddenly the rock-studded path

caused him to hurriedly dismount, if he would

retain even the vestige of a tire. Taking ad-

vantage of being on terra firma, and knowing

he was right in the middle of terra in-

cognita, with a Wild West Show atti-

tude he bent forward and listened. A
low, distant whistle vibrated upon the

exact center of his off ear-drum. He
was dead on.

"Aha!" he muttered.

Chapter H.

The mountain pass was rapidly filling

up with blood-thirsty savages. They
seemed to swarm into that especial pass

from every crack and crevice, nook
and corner, and war rouge had been so

freely distributed that the grim visages

of the swarmers rivaled the faces of a

band of chorus girls. A round of war-

cries, one after the other, rent the air,

and for a brief space of time the solitary

cyclist knew him not whether he was

surrounded by a pack of Old Crow
Foot Indians or a modest assembly of

What's-the-matter-with-him-ites at a

cycle banquet.

The chief, however, soon removed all

doubt from his mind.

Chapter HI.

At a sign from their mighty chief,

each rouged redskin brought his Win-
chester in place, and stood ready for

business.

"White-man-on-wheels," commanded
the chief, "throw down your arms."

"I haven't any," said the solitary

cyclist, all the time without the least

tremor in his voice or tremble in his

frame.

"White-man-on-wheels lie !" thundered

the chief, who had evidently had some

experience with the breed. "How .white man
eat, drink, and push two wheels with

no arms? White man lie; white man he

die, ugh!"

A signal was given, and the unfortunate

tourist wished he was home with mother, as

his captives proceeded to separate him from

his belongings, even to the friend who had

stuck closest to him—his sweater.

"White-man-on-wheels, prepare to die!"

thundered the chief.

At this point of the performance, the cruel

ej'e of every single savage rested upon the

calm and Lake-Placid face of the sweaterless

cyclist.

Chapter IV.

The sweater-bereft cyclist raised his eyes to-

wards the Western skies, and extending his

long, shapely hands, as if to pray, he wiggled

his fingers curiously, then looked upon the

curious assembly once more.

"Ugh!" grunted the chief, leeringly, "white-

man-on-wheels wants pray; white man shall

pray; ugh!"

In a moment the features of every blessed

warrior became fixed and statue-like. Faster

and faster flew the fingers of the captive, then,

with a chuckle, he regained his beloved

sweater and less cherished other garments,

vaulted into the saddle, and coasted down the

mountain path.

Not a savage moved. -

Chapter V.

The tourist who had thus mysteriously

escaped from such a horrible death as was

planned for him by Old Crow Foot, was none

other than the famous Prof. C. Ven Galley,

the hypnotist, who was riding from New York
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to San Francisco, without a cent, on a wager
of $19,837.40. His photograph is now on sale,

or can be had by sending three two-cent
stamps to the makers of the Whereami tires,

which make of tires the professor always
uses in riding for wagers of this nature.

Concluding Chapter.

A short time ago a party of trans-continen-

tal tourists, also riding on the without-a-cent-

and-a-million-dollar-wager plan of fakerism,

but using only Werethepeop tires, were cross-

ing the same mountains at the very same place

the professor had, and they found the tribe

of Old Crow Foot Indians in precisely the
same position they were left by the hypnotic
professor. Now the United States Govern-
ment don't know whether it shall send Prof.

C. Ven Galley to Undo his famous piece of

handiwork, or leave the Old Crow Foot tribe

there hypnotized forever.

the end.

MIST EFFECTS OP A MILD MARCH DAY-

Last week there came a day or two of

mild, soft weather that made mercurial wheel

folk feel as if the year had backslidden. It

seemed more to be the last stand of Indian

summer against the advance of winter, than

the first faint whisper of spring's approach-

ing triumph. It was a day of soothing balms

and soft, translucent glooms. The sunlight

alternately brightened and faded, as the con-

ditions of the sky varied from clear to cloudy.

When the sunlight faded it was hardly as if

the sun had been obscured, but rather as if

the light had been absorbed by the soft veil

of the mist rolling between earth and sky.

Central Park was never more beautiful. It

was a great, soft monochromatic picture.

Nothing jarred the senses. The landscape

was a soft blur with no violent contrasts of

color. All about was a horizon of

white mist through which came to the

rider's ears in muffed indistinctness

the mingled noises of the city.

The roar of Fifth avenue, the rum-
ble from the elevated roads, the calls

of men, the clatter of hoofs, the faint

tinkle of a cycle bell, all were fused

into the general body of sound.

Through it all came the soft, low blasts

of craft steering through the fog that

wrapped the rivers.

The smooth gray of grass plots and

tree-tops made the memory of the

summer picture seem garish by com-
parison. The lawns seemed to have

stretched their broad areas, and far

across, upon distant drives and walks,

men and horses, and an occasional

wheelman, moved as noiseless as crea-

tures seen in dreams. It was as if the

restful spirit of nature had laid a hyp-

notic finger upon all that came within

the charmed area of the park. Spar-

rows chattered in the spring-like air,

and gray squirrels, like condensed em-
bodiments of the gray mist, gazed

wonderingly, with head aside, at the

"

slow-moving wheel, as they quickly

passed from tree to tree, fheir sinuous

grace as soothing as the soft color of

the landscape.

So soft was the air, so mellow the

sunshine, as it fell across the damp
walks and slightly muddy roads, that

the snow, which here and there still

lingered in patches well sheltered by

low-drooping cedar or close-woven

thicket, seemed a wintry impertinence.

The late autumn, odors, which had all winter

been locked by the frost, were abroad again,

and, intensified by the prevailing dampness,

brought a flood of pleasant recollections,

which even the roar of traffic, when the rider

had reluctantly turned his back upon the

gray beauty of the scene, did not altogether

banish.

CHIPS OFF THE OLD BLOCK.

Adam found his temptation in an apple.

Adam's sons, to-day, cast longing glances at

a peach perched upon a bicycle.

CHANGED HER COAT.

Wheel new,

Costume blue,

Railing freshly painted.

Railing wiped,

Costume striped.

Woman freshly fainted.
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THE WINNER FOR '97.

FOR HIGH-URADE, POPULAR-PRICE MACHINES

OVERLANDS
CHALLENGE THE WORLD.

$40.00 to $76 00, 24, 26 and 28 incli Patterns. BfCYC

EXCLUSIVE
CONTROL

TO RELIABLE AGENTS

IN UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY.

Catalogue

Free. ....

:S^:^^

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Baldwin, Robbins & Co., Boston, Mass.—New England Stat'-s

J. W. Buckley, 156 South St., New York City- Southeastern New York State,

Long Island and Northern New Jersey.

P. M. Dampman Cycle Co., 1227 Market St , Philadelphia, Pa.—Eastern Pern-
sylvania and Southern New Jersey.

J. E. Piew, a2o8 Michigan Ave., Ch'cago, 111.—City of Chicago.

W D Alexander, Atlanta, Ga.—State of Georgia.

Empkie, Shugart & Co , Council BlufiEs, la —Nebraska and Southwestern Iowa.

E. L Rose & t o., Binghamton, N. Y.—Southern New York atd North-
eastern Pennsylvania.

N. E. Furniture and Carpet Co., Minneapolis, Minn.— Minnesota, North
and South Dakota.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.—Western and Northern
New York.

John Griffiths Cycle Corporation, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,
Manufacturers,

PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A
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IN PLAIN LANGUAGE.

Ninety-nine wheelmen out of any hun-

dred of those who so easily and swiftly pedal

over an asphalt street, would declare that the

gain effected by the greater surface of contact

in the pneumatic tire would not amount to

very much, but this is very far from correct.

No matter how hard the road may be, or how

clean, the wheel will always sink into it to a

certain extent, and the smaller the surface

of contact the further it will sink, and, there-

fore, the more power will it require to ride out

of the rut.

As a proof that even on the hardest kind of

smooth road the pneumatic tire will roll

easier, it may be mentioned, that on railroads

it makes a considerable difference in the

power required to draw a train whether the

rails are of iron or steel. Now steel, as every-

one knows, is harder than iron; but both are

so hard that they will sustain the weight of a

car wheel without any visible depression be-

low the level of the rail top. The fact, how-

ever^ that the force required to draw one ton

on steel rails is only six pounds, while on iron

it is eight, shows conclusively that although

the depression of the rail is so slight that it

cannot be detected, it is enough greater on

iron than on steel to make a difference of

twenty-five per cent in the force required to

move a given weight. The six and eight

pounds' pull, as stated above, that is neces-

sary to move one ton refers to rails that have

been in use long enough to become polished;

with new rails the pull is as high as ten or

even twelve pounds.

This shows that on very smooth roadways

a very slight difference in the condition of the

surface comparatively will make a very de-

cided difference in the force required to draw

the load. As a further proof of this fact, it

may be said that on street railroads, the force

required to draw one ton runs all the way
from twelve to twenty pounds, the difference

being caused wholly by the amount of grit on

the rails.

Applying these facts to cycle wheels, it is

easy to see that the pneumatic, which spreads

out over a greater surface, must necessarily

depress it less than the solid tire, which only

bears on a narrow ridge; hence, the force that

must be exerted to propel the wheel will be

less with the former.

On rough roads or Belgian-block pavements

the action of the pneumatic tire is the same.

The solid tire, in passing over the crack be-

tween the stones of an ordinary pavement,

drops and strikes the corner of the stone

ahead with considerable force. To ride over

this, the whole weight of the rider must be

raised nearly the entire distance between the

position of the wheel when over the depres-

sion and that which it will attain when over

the further stone. When it drops off of it

onto the next stone ahead, the same action

is repeated. This not only makes riding un-

pleasant, but also absorbs considerable power,

because in passing over each depression the

whole weight has to be lifted. If the lift at

each point is, say, one-eighth of an inch, and
the distance between points is, say, five inches,

the power expended will be equivalent to that

required to run up a two-and-one-half per cent

grade on a smooth road.

With the pneumatic tire the conditions are

quite different. The tire will flatten out and

cover two or more stones at one time; and on
account of its having a much greater bearing.

the wheel will not be able to sink into the

depressions to the same extent. It will drop

somewhat, but nothing like so much as the

solid tire. On this account the jolting is very

much reduced, and so is the expenditure of

power, the difference in the exertion required

to propel wheels with the two different kinds

of tires being about equal to the difference in

the smoothness or roughness of motion,

whichever way you choose to look at it.

T. I. W.

CYCLE STEALING STATISTICS.

In the annual report of the Washington
police some interesting figures bearing upon
cycle stealing are given. During 1896 just

234 wheels, of eighty-two different names,

were reported to the police as being stolen, of

which wheels 128 were eventually recovered.

Cycle thieving in Washington, it appears, is

UNCLE EPHISMS.

Dah professional racer am a good deal like

a razah, becaze yo' kin nebah tell how sharp

he kin be until he's done bin completely

strapped.

Doan' complain ef bysicklin' doan' suit yer.

De chances am dat yo' doan' suit bysicklin',

but hit has to stan' hit jess de same.

When dah ship doan come in what's ter

bring yo' yer new bysickle, you jess git er

job as roustabout on some udder man's ves-
sel.

Doan' be worrin' 'bout yerself or yer by-

sickle all de time. Take things ez dey come;
then be kind o' careful like what 'cher do
with 'em.

It am ah thing worth remembren' in yoh
ridin', dat a still tongue hain't never been ar-

rested for disturbin' dah peace.

CAN BE PUT IN YOUR TRUNK.

The bicycle, as ordinarily constructed, has

only one real fault, which is that it is a

clumsy machine to transport. It is diffi-

cult to ship an uncrated bicycle without

running some risk of it being injured.

The folding bicycle largely obviates this

difficulty and also permits of the wheel

being stored in houses with great

convenience.

Various devices

have been made
to permit of this

folding. France

for some time

has had a mili-

tary cycle cap-

able of being

folded up and

strapped upon
the s oldiers'

knapsacks. Eng-

land, too, has

done some ex-

perimenting i n

this line, while

America's con-

tribution is the

wheel here
shown, which is made by the Dwyer
Folding Bicycle Co., of Danbury,

Conn. The machine is arranged so

that both diamond and drop frame

wheels can be built capable of folding

to a size less than half that of the machine

When folded it is as compact as it is pos-
sible to make anything so clumsy as a bicycle.

In the diamond frame

wheel the joint is arranged

in the middle of the frame,

and in the drop frame wheels

a similar plan is employed.

The wheel can be folded up
and placed in the

cabin of a very

small yacht. When
folded it is espe-
cially convenient

when it is desired

to take it into the

house. The wheel,

in fact, can be re-

duced to so small

a compass that it

can be readily

packed in a trunk

irt." 4 >- - -^ °r box, notwith-

|- ';/ \\ 1
standing all of

v^'^ii./ V. * which it has as

much strength as

the ordinary bi-

cycley and weighs
only twenty-five

pounds, thus making
the rider of the folded

cycle practically pay

no weight-penalty for

the convenience of the

space-saving he secures through adopting this

method of accomplishing it.

at low water mark in March, when only 6

wheels are registered as stolen, while high

water mark is arrived at in September and

October with 33 and 32, respectively. Credit-

ing Washington with 50,000 bicycle owners,

this is the estimate of the Chief of Police, it

will be seen that less than a half of one per

cent of the bicycles in Washington were

stolen last year, and less than one-quarter of

one per cent actually in the end lost through

theft. A showing this which speaks well of

either Washington police efificiency or Wash-
ington integrity, it is difficult to say which.

POETIC, BUT NOT PRACTICAL.

Pierpont may have been all right as a phil-

osopher when he said: "Ambition is but a

glorious cheat," but holding such ideas he

never could have amounted to much as a

record breaker, could he?

MAN'S DISTRUST OF MAN.

While you may be a firm friend to your

fellow-rider on a tandem, still you are apt to

have an inward feeling that you are doing

nine-tenths of the pedaling, just the same.

PLANTS THAT PAY.

Few retail dealers seem to realize how great-

ly a single potted plant, well placed, adds to

the attractiveness of a show window or store,

it matters not what its size or pretensions.

MARCH MISERY.

Alas! Alas! Eheu!
The sky shines clear and blue,

But the March wind, we confess,

Keeps the cyclist on the guess.

Whether the sign be true

—

Ach-ach-ach-ach—achew

!
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The

Verdict
at New York and Chicago
Cycle Shows was that our

'97 line of

rflVORITC
JUVENILE

BICTQLEJ
WAS THE

BEST FINISHED,

HANDSOMEST LINE
AND CONTAINED MORE

Up -to-Date Features
than any other Juvenile Bicycles shown. A large
number of dealers know a good thing when they
see it.

Our Catalogue gives full details.

We will be ready to fill orders on 2o>in. PaTOrites^ Boys' and
Girls', April ist next.

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

. Kindly mention The Wheel.

A WISE SAYING,

much quoted, is, " The proof

of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, not in chewing the string
"

The"proof of the superiority

of the tires made by the

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

is that they WTEAR ^VEIvI^.

The celebrated G. & J., and L. C.

Smith Detachable Tires, and the

full line of Single-Tube Tires, all

Kindly mention The Wheel

THIS

IS ALL
That can be seen of a
Doolittle Automatic
Brake when it is fit-

ted to a bicycle.

The brake is out
of sight in the
rear hub, but be-

ing operated en-

tirely by back-
pedaling, is al-

ways ready for

any emergency,
and can be relied

on, whether the

tires puncture or

the chain breaks.

It's the marvel
of the age.

OLIVER, STRAUS & CO.,

23 Park Row, New York.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston, Mass.,

New England Wholesale Agents.

Brakes on Bxhibition at BOYLSTON CYCLE CO.,

300 Boylston Street, Boston.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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IT SNAME ENOUGH.

If the invention of Clay D. Manville, of

London, Canada, ever attains success, the sale

of tandems and quads will be afifected. Mr.

Manville terms his origination, illustrated

herewith, "The Twicer," and has organized

the Manville Cycle Co. to further its interests.

The Twicer is thus referred to: As its

name implies, it is a bicycle with a device at-

tached to the ordinary bicycle, so that two

people can ride side by side. It is thought to

be as good as the old Sociable or the modern
Companion cycles in every point, and is con-

sidered superior to either of these, as it is

lighter and can be attached and used on any

ordinary bicycle of sufficient strength to carry

two persons. When attached to an ordinary

diamond frame bicycle it can be ridden by

two ladies—a lady and a gentleman—or two

gentlemen. It is easy to mount and dis-

mount, and can be ridden without any prac-

tice by any two persons so long as one of

them is an ordinary good rider on a single bi-

cycle. It can be used by two persons of unequal

weight, and it is expected that it will almost

take the place of the combination tandem.

The device can also be attached to a tandem

for four persons to ride. Patents have been

applied for in all leading countries, and while

it is hard to foresee any extended sale, the

fact that W. Mann & Co., of London, one

of the Dominion's prominent firms, will mar-

ket the device, entitles it to respectful notice.

THE LAW AND THE LAMP.

Law must be a cheap-John sort of thing

in Savannah, Ga. A wheelman there paid a

cycle dealer $3.76 for a lamp, employment of

which developed the not altogether unheard of

trait in a cycle lamp of its going out when-

ever it pleased, regardless of whether this

cessation from lightgiving pleased the rider or

not. Rider visits dealer, and asks for his

money back, offering to return the lamp;

maker, strange to say, sees no reason why he

should make such an exchange, so refuses;

lamp-owner sues, gets judgment for $3.75,

which causes the comment made at the be-

ginning of this paragraph.

Man being primarily a biped may in some

way explain his willingness to become a bi-

pedaler.

FROM GRIPS TO MINSTREL SUPPLIES.

Burnt cork has ever been associated with

negro minstrels, but just now there is enough
of that material to blacken faces for ages to

come. Andrew Morton, 648 Kent avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y., one of the largest

manufacturers of cork grips in this

country, can supply it, his factory hav-

ing been almost completely destroyed

by fire on March 16th last, and coming, as it

did, in the heart of the season, it means a

serious loss. With undaunted energy, how-
ever, Mr. Morton expects to be turning out

grips within ten days with the same facility

that marked his business in the past. His

trade has been so large that, taking advan-

tage of the fire, a large addition will be made
to the factory space during the rebuilding.

j^ ^ The Wheel ^ ^

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

«p to March 1st.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers..^ Price, $2,00

1?*Foreign Trade

Directory, cover-

ing all the mar-

kets of the world,

out April Jst. <^

Price, $5.00 S ^

t>*Twenty-five

thousand bicycle

agents, in type,

sold by State or

the entire list. <^

Quotations upon

application <^ <^

ft^

j'Catalogues in the

German, Spanish,

Ffench,or any Lan-

gfuagfe.^ American

catalogues transla-

ted and condensed.

The Wheel Press,

88 West Broadway,

New York ^ jf> ^

e^

88 West Broadway

The bitter bud of hill work is offset by the

sweet blossom of coasting.

MAKES A MOST BEAUTIFUL FINISH.

It was a happy inspiration that suggested

embossing the Searchlight lamp for '97. It

not only made something entirely novel in its

immediate line, but vastly and strikingly im-

proved the appearance of the lamp. After a

little use, the embossing presents an appear-

ance similar to oxidized silver, now such a

popular finish, and instead of having the

greasy look so common to many lamps, forms

quite an artistic creation. Of course, the

many other good points of the Searchlight

are retained this year, including glass-cov-

ered reflector, and all the other features. The
lamp is riveted throughout, and the fact that

it is made by the Bridgeport Brass Co, is a

sufficient guarantee for its quality.

MORE LIKE A NIGHTMARE THAN A DREAM.

At first sight, the machine herewith looks

very much like one of those run-over-by-a-

wagon-and-never-touched-me wheels, which

at one time were so much in favor with the

advertising department of many cycle manu-
facturers. In reality this is the Dream—what

queer things one does see in dreams!—made
by a reputable English concern, and is in-

tended to reduce vibration to a minimum.
Although the frame appears to be a com-

plicated affair, it is really not so, but a simple

and ingenious method of attaining the object

in view. The two rubber cushions are of

more practical utility than springs, and not so

likely to get out of. order. A member of

"Cycling's" staff has lately been testing the

merits of the machine, and is delighted with

its behavior over rough and uneven surfaces,

and considers it an ideal machine for elderly

and nervous riders, for those who experience

ill effects from vibration when riding a rigid-

framed cycle, and for those who prefer com-
fort to speed. He has ridden the machine

over high curbstones, even, without feeling

the slightest shock; and has proved its good
qualities as a hill climber.

BUILT LIKE A STREET LAMP.

Now that it is called to their attention by

the C. T. Ham Mfg. Co., of Rochester, N. Y.,

not a few wheelmen will recall that it is odd

that the light of a street lamp is seldom, if

ever, blown out, it matters not how great the

wind. The Ham people explain why it is.

They say: «

"It is because the lamp is made by the

tubular system. By this system, which is

covered by patents, the air is carried down-

ward through tubes and fed to the flame

from below, causing an equable, continuous

draft. It is the only way yet discovered by

which a bright, steady light can be main-

tained out of doors when the wind blows."

Of course, this explanation leads up to the

fact that the Ham Mfg. Co. is making a cycle

lamp of the tubular sort, but the fact remains

that it is one of the most effective lamp argu-

ments that has yet been advanced, and should

carry with it a volume of inquiry concerning

the Ham production, which, without being

at all freakish, is somewhat out of the ordinary

and sells for a reasonable price, $3.

REQUIRES NO SKILL TO APPLY.

To his line of enamels and transfers, Eugene

Arnstein, 113 Franklin street, Chicago, has

added Arnstein's Illuminum Plating Liquid

for restoring old bicycle spokes, rims, frames,

etc., to brilliancy, which, he also asserts, adds

to their durability. This liquid is put up in

bottles ready for use, as it requires no skill

to apply same. Price to the trade is $2 per

dozen, bottles.
. „ . .
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A Guarantee of Excellence.

IYER
JOHNSON

Cycles.

12 to 20 fewer brazed joints

than any other make. ^J-J-

Continuous drop-forged con-

nections throughout. Our

original flush joints. 14

years' experience in cycle

construction. J-J^-J-J-J^J-J'

SBND
FOR

CATAIVOGUE.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS,

FirCHBURG, MASS.

C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Represents us in

New York, Pennsylvania and New Jers y. Kiadlj meatipM Tk« Wkad.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

271 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD. GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. VV. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

Uercantlle Aeeucy, Collection Department and

Information Bureau.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President,

E. S. MEAD D.N,

Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

Treasurer,

DOUGHMAN.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco.—Edward Wilberg, receives release

mortgage, $6,000.

COLORADO.
Pueblo.—Phoenix Cycle Co., incorporated by W. J.

Withers, J. P. Tryner and Lucius Powell. Capital,

$5,000. Succeed Tryner & Withers.

CONNECTICUT.
Danbury.—C. B. Ballard & Son have enlarged their

store.

Danbury.—A. M. Nutt, new store in the Nichols"

Block.

Hartford.—Alexander & Elmer, new store on Asy-

lum street.

Mystic.—H. N. Wheeler, new store in the Buckley
Block.

New Haven.—R. J. Kirby, new store, corner of

Orange and Court streets.

New Haven.—The New Haven Watch Co., incor-

porated by R. V. Beach, B. J. Dillon and J. F. Mc-
Donald; to deal in bicycles for advertising purposes.

Capital stock, $1,0C0.

Waterbury.—F. B. Field, succeeded by Hotchkiss
& Templeton.

Windsor Locks.—Geo. VV. Gates, new store in the

Burnap Block.

Windsor Locks.—F. L. Harvey, new store in the

Woodward Building.

DELAWARE.
Clayton.—E. C. Walls, new store on Main street.

GEORGIA.
Atlanta.—H. E. Cabaniss, new store at No. 1

Equitable Building.

ILLINOIS.
Beardstown.—F. Seeger, new store.

Bloomington.—W. L. Peeler & Cc, new store on
North East street.

Chicago.—C. H. Peck opened the Cycle Palace at

2132 Indiana avenue.

Chicago.—The National Bicycle Protective Co., in-

corporated by F. Schoenfeld, H. S. Goldsmith and F.

Plotke. Capital, $2,500.

Chicago.—L. A. Olmstead and F. L. Moore, under
style of Vim Cycle Co., new store at 331-333 Wabash
avenue.

Monmouth.—West Broadway Cycle Co. expect to
manufacture bicycles.

INDIANA.
Alexandria.—J. P. Carpenter, new store.

Lawrenceburg.—Wm. A. Eckstein, chattel mort-
gage, $450.

Middletown.—Plyn Barnard, new store.

IOWA.
Jewell Junction.—J. H. Lindley, judgment for $146.

Manchester.—O. H. Lewis will open bicycle store.

KANSAS.
Emporia.—J. H. Griffith & Co. opened a bicycle

store.

Salina.—R. S. Law, chattel mortgage for $87.

Salina.—John M. Jeffries, chattel mortgage for $75.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Messrs. Rice & Robertson have opened

new bicycle store in the Kenny & Clark Bldg., which
they call the Charlesgate Cycling Inn.
Boston.—F. F. Dudley, at present at 170 Columbus

avenue, will move into larger quarters just opposite.
Chicopee.—J. T. Monnie opened a bicycle store.

Gardiner.—Cody & Timpany, bicycles, have opened
new salesroom.

Great Barrington.—Harry Andrews and Edward
Oaks, new store.

Hudson.—C. E. Prescott, bicycle dealer, is erecting
new bHilding.

Lynn.—W. F. Bates, new store at 241 Essex street.

Merrimac.—A. G. Frazier, new store in the Little

Block.

New Bedford.—Jas. Halliday, new store at 190 Pur-

chase street.

New Bedford.—E. H. Jennings will open the New
Bedford Cycle Store at 26 Fifth street.

Rockport.—Hugh Owens, new bicycle store.

Salem.—C. S. Putnam will move to larger quarters,

corner Essex and North streets.

South Framingham.—Perry & Enslin, new store in

Waverly Block.

South Royalston.—Harry Beals, new agency.

Taunton.—W. E. Mclsaacs, new store at 40 W.
Water street.

Waltham.—American Waltham Mfg. Co., chattel

mortgage, $1.00.

Williamstown.—W. F. Williams, new store.

Worcester.—Hurst & Curtis, new store at 638 Main
street.

MICHIGAN.
Cairo.—Burt H. Smith, new bicycle store.

Detroit.—Detroit Bicycle Improvement Co., Ltd.

To manufacture and sell. Articles of Association

filed by John F. and Horace E. Dodge, M. J. Dee
and Frederick S. Evans.

Niles.—Matthews Bicycle Co. will manufacture bi-

cycles at their establishment on Front street.

Port Huron.—Huron Cycle Electric Co., incorpor-

ated by E. W. Ortenberger, P. W. and G. E. Yokum;
to succeed the Port Huron Cycle & Electric Co.

Capital stock, $5,000.

Reading.—Bert Joseph, new store.

MINNESOTA.
Buffalo.—McGaffey & Ellis, new store.

Magnolia.—M. J. North, succeeded by Kuhn Bros.

MISSOURL
Clinton.—Frank M. Nichols, chattel mortgage for

$350.

Kansas City.—Schmelzer Arms Co., J. F. Schmelzer,

Sr., dead.

NEBRASKA.
Ashland.—F. Lemon has paid off one chattel mort-

gage and given another for $217.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord.—E. H. Corson, of Nashua, has reopened

his store at 13 Capitol street.

Nashua.—Brown & Dewey. Chas. C. Brown mort-
gage real estate, $900.

Tilton.—Wild & Hough have opened new store.

NEW JERSEY.
Asbury Park.—Berrang & Zacharias. Lakewood

branch of the concern destroyed by fire.

Jersey City.—Hudson Cycle Co., chattel mortgage,
$55.

Madison.—F. Allen, new repair shop in Allen Build-

ing.

NEW YORK.
Ballston Spa.—Fryer & McCreedy, new bicycle

store.

Buffalo.—W. G. Shack. Sheriff in possession.

Cattaraugus.—J. A. Dawson, new store in the Babb
Bldg.

Cooperstown.—D. G. Bolton, bill of sale, $700.

Deposit.—Wickwire & Russell, new bicycle store.

New York.—H. Lawrence, new store at 76 W.
125th street.

New York.—Cycle Components Co., plant at Rock-
away, N. J., damaged by fire.

New York.—Redway Mfg. Co., judgment $89.31.

New York.—J. Harris & Co., bill of sale to Isaac

Leichtag, $4,830,

New York.—The Standard Bicycle Co., organized to

manufacture and sell bicycles. Capital, .$25,000.

Directors: Geo, Hasbrouck, SamI, Tarr and Jas.

Ax]14.

Oswego.—IT. R. MacCordy, claims returned worth-

less.

Syracuse.—Chas. Barnes, representing R. B. Mc-
Mullen & Co., is the resident manager of the business

of that firm in this city.

Syracuse.—E. C. Stearns & Co., fire loss, $5,000;

fully insured.

OHIO.
Elyria.—Wurst & Wehinger, new store. Room 6,

Sharp Block.

Mansfield.—H. Meech, new bicycle store.

Orrvii.e.-H. Tanner, G. & W. Aultman, opened
new bicycle store.

Toledo.—The Red Cross Cement & Rubber Co.,

of this city, was merged into the Red Cross Rubber
Co., of Columbus, and incorporated by A. U. Betts,

D. W. Betts, S. H. Waring, A. Betts and E. W.
Tollerton. They will manufacture and sell rubber
goods and sundries. Capital stock, $50,000.

Toledo.—Toledo Cycle Supply Co., sued by the
Ketcham National Bank, to recover $4,000 on a pro-

missory note, dated March 17, '97, payable on de-

rnand.

Warren.—The V,'arren Hardware Co. have added
bicycles.

OREGON.
Ashland.—A. C. Dixon will open bicycle store.

Eugene.—F. L. Chambers. Gives deed, $70.

Union.—Gardner & Davis, new store.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Altoona.—I. Weil opened bicycle store.

Greenville.—The Greenville Tube Co., of which H.
A. Lozier is the principal stockholder, are adding to

their plant, and have commenced work on a new
brick building, covering one-half acre.

Harrisburg.—H. A. Dill. Sheriff in possession.

Hatboro.—Geo. R. Todd, succeeded by Wm. J.
Brennan.

Montgomery.—J. A. Bruner, new store on Main
street.

Philadelphia.—Hart Bicycle Store, 816 Arch street,

slightly damaged by fire. ^

Scranton.—S. G. Barker & Son will open retail

store in Board of Trade Bldg.

Taylor.—Bittenbender & Co. will remove to larger
quarters at 126-128 Franklin street.

TENNESSEE. -

Jackson.—Wm. Baum, new store.

TEXAS.
Austin.—Fred Petmecky, files two deeds of trust to

Chas. Wolfe. Liabilities, $4,000; assets, $4,900, consist-
ing of stock of bicycles, etc.

Houston.—S. C. Leroy, bill of sale, $456.

Oakwood.—I. L. Hood, stock purchased by Duncan
& Heatly.

San Marcos.—The San Marcos Mercantile Co., in-

corporated to deal in bicycles and all lines of sup-
plies.

Waco.—The Texas Flyer Co. are in the market for
parts of bicycles (Juveniles) for assembling.

VERMONT.
Rutland.—The Coolidge Cycle Co., new store on

Center street.

St. Albans.—J. V. Montefiore, will erect new build-

ing on N. Main street and open a bicycle livery this

summer.
VIRGINIA.

Clifton Forge.—Pendleton Bros, will add bicycles.

WASHINGTON.
Hoquiem.—H. L. Cook & Co., closed out.

WISCONSIN.
LaCrosse.—Ross Bros, will open a bicycle store.

LaCrosse.—J. I. Steves, new store.

Milwaukee.—The Elmwood Bicycle Co., fire loss.

Milwaukee.—Carl M. Boll, new store in North Side
Turn Hall.

Racine.—E. Thorney & H. Christiansen, will open
bicycle store at 318 Main streett
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Pitzsimmons and Corbett have had their great fight,

And " Fitz" did the work with his marvelous right.

For complete satisfaction and health and true fame,

He should ride "THE AMERICA," 'tis as good as its name.

\fy

AMERICA CYCLE MFG. CO.,
Kulton and Jefferson Sts.,

CHICAQO, Ilvlv.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
R. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
House & Herrmann, Wheeling, VV. Va.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.
Penn Cycle Co., Erie, Pa.
Francis J. Hewes, Rochester, N. Y.
Geo. H. Terry, Oswego, N. Y.
A. C. Anderson & Co., Toronto, Ont.
Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ray M. Hewitt, Detroit, Mich.
W. B. Holton Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
Rhea, Elton & Thelens, Peoria, 111.

R. J. Boswell, St. Louis, Mo.
Aultman, Miller & Co., Dallas, Tex.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Bray Bros., Cedar Rapids, la.

Mathews Implement Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Keen & Delang, Chicago, 111.

Serrano & Zozaya, City of Mexico, Mexico.

¥Kindly mention The Wheel.

Crealesl ImppoveiqeqlJEEiiPiieiiniatic Tire!

We have the bicycle of the year* With the new Automatic Doolittle

Brake^it is unequaled as a seller. The ^^Duquesne SpeciaK^ is the first

American bicycle equipped with this brake.

Observe its valuable points: No unsightly attachments; Immediately

applied by back-pedaling at any desired pressure; Locked out of action

entirely, when desired, by the turn of a screw; Instantaneous automatic

application in case of chain breaking—a point on which all other brakes have

hitherto failed.

Send for catalogue and read about it.

Better yet : See it and ride it

A few good agents wanted

CATALOGUE
FREE.

AT ALL OUR BRANCHES:

NEW YORK: Fulton and Greenwich Sts.

PHILADELPHIA: 909 Walnut Street.

PITTSBURG: 518 Wood Street.

DENVER: J647 Cafifomia Street.

BOSTON: 259 Columbus Avenue.

CHICAGO: IH Dearborn Street.

DUQUESNE MFG. CO., Pittsburg, Pa.

MAKERS OF DISTINCTIVELY HIGH-CLASS BICYCLES. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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If that's the way
you feel when you are riding

your bicycle, do not always

blame the wheel. The trouble

often lies in the saddle, for a

hard, unyielding saddle makes

every mile of your ride un-

comfortable. The Mesinger

Saddle is recognized by physi-

cians as the most healthy, and

by bicyclists the most comfort-

able saddle made.

All the leading manufac-

turers put it on their wheels

without extra charge. There-

fore insist on the genuine.

Price, $3.50.

ESINCER
RATTAN
\ SADDLE
Try ourwin mc/t/).^

lesinpr Bicycle SaileCo.<

LE ^

BOTH CHEAP AND GOOD.

Price is ever an important factor in the at-

tainment of success. In marketing the

Columbia Cycle Lamp, the Columbia Cycle

Lamp Mfg. Co., 144 Chambers street, New
York, have taken this into account, and while

the lamp has other merits of a ready seller, its

price, $1.50, speaks for itself. The lamp is nickel-

plated on brass and highly polished, burns

kerosene or any other light; all parts riveted;

has an ingenious lock for oil cup, to prevent

jarring off, while the oil cups are packed with

a special weave of cotton that prevents leak-

age; it has a unique spring bracket attach-

ment; powerful, polished lens; cut jeweled side

lights; can easily be taken apart for cleaning,

and is guaranteed not to blow or jar out.

The lamp is of attractive shape, and the lens

is so arranged that a powerful, well-distributed

light is thrown.

HAS FINER LINES.

It is unnecessary to say much concerning

any cycle saddle bearing the name Garford.

The mere mention of

the name is sufficient to

attract attention and to

commend the article.

It is, therefore, neces-

sary to say only that this

is the '97 Garford racing saddle, which is now

being shown for the first time. It is on the

general plan

of last year's

saddle, but
has fi n e r

lines, and is

more cut away

at the sides to

allow the greatest possible freedom for the

play of the thigh muscles. It has a depression

at the centre for hygienic considerations, and

retains the well-known truss frame. It weighs

12^ to 13 ounces, and is finished in russet or

black leather.

33 WEST 23D ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SUITABLE FOR CYCLE PURPOSES.

The Aldrich Building, corner Warren,

Church and Chambers streets. New York, in

the heart of the. bicycle district, is for rent

and will make a suitable location for a bi-

cycle store. The terms are moderate. For

particulars, address Aldrich Estate, 45 Broad-

way, New York.

A CLEVER COSTUME.

It has been said that woman lacks the

inventive instinct, maybe she does in things

mechanical, but certainly she does not in mat-

ters of dress. For
example, men tailors

have never made a

success of women's
cycle costumes,

though stylish, nat-

ty, expensive, and

outrageous cos-

tumes men have
turned out without

number for wo-
men's use on a

wheel. The Misses

Despreaux, them-
selves both riders, after trying what men could

do in the way of costuming them for cycling,

finally- concluded that they would have to

rely on their own ingenuity for a satisfactofy

costume. After a number of experiments, the

costume shown herewith was evolved. Clad

in this, women can ride either diamond or

drop-framed wheels without dress-guards or

chain guards, at the same time confident the

skirt will not be blown .up by the wind; that it

cannot catch in the gear or wheel; that the

uncomfortable bloomers can be dispensed

with; that it answers every requirement of

modesty; and that it will in every way meet

the approval of the experienced wheelwoman.

The address of the Misses Despreaux is 149

West Forty-ninth street. New York city.

ROAD MAPS FOR THE ASKING.

Any one who is looking for something for

nothing—something that is really substantial

and of value, should lose no time in hasten-

ing to or addressing the Eagle Bicycle

Mfg. Co., at Torrington, Conn., or at 88

Chambers street, this city. The "something"

is a handbook containing maps of the

asphalted streets of this city and of the roads

in the entire Metropolitan District, which in-

cludes a goodly portion of New Jersey and

all of Staten and Long Islan-ds. The maps
are high-grade publications. There is noth-

ing cheap or nasty about them.

SUPERIOR IN QUALITY.

Henry Hass & Son, 553-555 East Thirty-

fifth street, are marketing the Eagle pump,
which is remarkable in that no special fea-

tures are claimed for it. Quality of material

and workmanship are the talking points on
which the firm rests its case. They are made
in two sizes

—

\\ and l^-inch barrel—a 12-iiicli

plunger—and a full line of nipples can be
furnished to fit the various valves.

HE'LL NOT MISS ANYTHING.

J. Walter Spalding sailed for Europe on
Wednesday last. He will visit England,
France, Belgium and Italy before returning,
and the interests of the Spalding bicycle will

be kept well in mind.

THEY ARE NEVER OUT OF THIS MARCH.

The "Neverout March" is the title of a

musical contribution issued by the Rose Mfg.
Co., Philadelphia. It takes its name from
their lamp, and copies are to be had for the

asking.

MONEY TO BURN THEM.

Many cycle lamos are constructed with such
little regard for economy and ventilation that

nothing short of bank draft of large propor-
tions will keep them burning.
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THE FOWLER CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

JANNEY, SEMPLE & CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Entire State of Minnesota, Northern and East-
ern S. Dakota, Northeast Iowa.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:
FLETCHER HDW. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.
Entire State of Michigan, Northern Indiana,

Northwest Ohio.

LEE-CLARKE-ANDREESEN HDW. CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

Entire State of Nebraska, Northern Kansas,
Northwest Iowa, Southwest S. Dakota, Colorado.

J. A. JOHNSTON,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Western Pennsylvania.

WILLIS ARMS & CYCLE CO.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Western Missouri, Central and Southern Kan-
sas, Texas and Arkansas, Indian and Oklahoma
Territories.

REEVES & CHAVANNES,
Baltimore, Md.

Northern Maryland and Delaware.

C. C. STOLTZ,
Marion, O.

Marion, Crawford, Wyandotte. Hardin. Logan,
Union, Delaware, Morrow and Seneca Counties,
Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NEW PATENTS.

578,734. Handle for bicycles. Fred B. Fanning,

Newburyport, Mass. Filed July 30, 1896. Serial No.
601,005. (No model.)

578,761. Bicycle-Support. William J. McGinnis,

Washington, D. C. Filed May 5, 1896. Serial No.

590,260. (No model.)

578,783. Bicycle-Canopy. Charles Sturll, Bridge-

port, Conn. Filer March 11, 1S96. Serial No. 541,245.

(No model.)

578.837. Bicycle-Saddle. Benjamin S. Seaman, Can-

ton, Ohio. Filed July 22, 1896. Serial No. 600,155.

(No model.)

578.838. Bicycle-Support. Hugo Sebald, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed October 1, 1S96. Serial No. 607,599.

(No model.)

578,871. Bicycle Newspaper Rack. Francis M.
Hatch, South Bend, Ind. Filed July 3, 1896. Serial

No. 598,058. (No model.)

578,886. Bicycle Stand. Nevin B. Le Fevre, Littles-

town, Pa., assignor to Zachariah K. Loucks, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed March 27, 1S95. Serial No. 543,383.

(No model.)

578,900. Bicycle-Saddle. James E. Plew, Chicago,

111. Filed September 14, 1896. Serial No. 605,811.

(No model.)

578,921. Bicycle. Fred E. Guy, New York, N. Y.

Filed June IS, 1896. Serial No. 596,058. (No model.)

578,937. Bicycle-Support for Learners. Isaac N.

Lincoln, Providence, R. I. Filed December 22, 1896.

Serial No. 616,642. (No model.)

579,002. Tricycle or Bicycle. Nelson Merrill, Alto-

mont, N. Y. Filed September 5, 1895. Serial No.

561,488. (No model.)

578,034. Cycle Saddle. Charles F. Batt, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed August 19, 1896. Serial No. 603,274.

(No model.)

579,042, Bicycle. Alvin B. Clark, Richmond, Ind.

Filed August 8, 1896. Serial No. 602,148. (No model.)

579,061. Cycling Skirt. Lena L. Hirsh, York, Pa.,

assignor to David F. Hirsch, same place. Filed

April 2, 1S96. Serial No. 535,942. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
26,762. Bicycle Lamp. George Havell and Alfred

G. Williams, Newark, N. J. Filed October 15, 1896.

.Serial No. 609,029. Term of patent 7 years.

26,703. Bicycle Lamp. George Havell and Alfred

G. Williams, Newark, N. J. Filed October 15, 1896.

Serial No. 609,030. Term of patent 31/2 years.

26.764. Crown for Bicycle Forks. Charles H. Metz,

Waltham, Mass., assignor to the Waltham Manu-
facturing Company, same place. Filed July 20, 1896.

Serial No. 599,976. Term of patent 14 years.

26.765. Bicycle-Rack. Henry A. Dolge, Dolge-

ville, N. Y. Filed January 25, 1897. Serial No.
620,699. Term of patent SVa years.

OBJECTED TO BEING PATRONIZED.

"That's the straw that broke the camel's

back!" exclaimed Meeker. "I'm done. I

won't stand it any more."

"What's the matter with you?" asked his

friend who never before had seen Meeker so

positive.

"My wife's gone too far. I'll stand her wear-

ing rationals and leaving me home to rock the

cradle while she goes on century runs. But
when she comes in from one of them, pats me
on the head and tells me if I'm real good,

she'll take me out some day, and teach me to

ride, it's time to kick."

HE WAS PREJUDICED.

"So, General Grumpy, you do not believe

the bicycle will ever play a part in war-

fare, eh?"

"No, sir; I am sure it will never get further

than its present status, a mere instrument

for assault and battery."

MAKES THEM RICH, THOUGH.

The wheelman whose ill fortune throws

him in contact with doctors and lawyers is

soon convinced that these gentlemen were

evidently not taken into consideration when
the axiom "practice makes perfect" was

coined.

CANNOT BE DEFEATED.

While all the world and its neighbors are

filled with fighting talk, it may not be un-

timely to remind those who sell and those

who ride cycles that in a stand-up fight the

truth often may be badly bruised, but it has

good blood and the wounds heal rapidly.

EVER NOTICE THIS?

Why is it that the man who has good news
to tell will sit up late, and then come to the

conclusion the next morning will do just as

well, while the man who has bad news to tell

gets off a sick bed to hasten to you with it?

HOW HEROES ARE MADE.

When something happens to you and there

is no possible way to blame it on the wheel

or some one else, boldly acknowledge you
are to blame; it gives everyone such a good
opinion of your moral courage.

ONCE IS ENOUGH.

The wind escaping from the nozzle of a soda

water fountain is rare music to the ears of

many; but the same sound proceeding from a

pin-hole in a pneumatic is a serenade that wins

no encore.

HOW ABOUT SOFT-SOAPING HIM?

To argue with a confirmed anti-cyclist is

but to prove the truth of the Spanish proverb,

wherein it is set forth that to lather an ass's

head is only a waste of soap.

Ronestly Built ^ ^
8cientificaU>> Cestcd

JMccbanicaUy Correct

Warwick Cycles
Hrc jMastcrpkccs of

Cycle JMaking Hrt,*?

The Warwick Cushion Frame is the

most noteworthy bicycle invention

since the introduction of Pneumatic

XireS e^^e^ t^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t^

AGENTS WANTED.

QIarwick Cycle jVIfg, Company /? Springfield^ jVTass*

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE SHREWD DEALER
makes the effort to get the agency for Columbia and Hartford
Bicycles. He makes far more money in the long run. Look
back at the failures of last year. Look ahead at those of this

year. No wonder Columbia agencies are in demand. No won-
der Columbia agents can sell wheels

(Columbia Bicycles
Standard of the World. $100 to all alike.

HARTFORDS, second only to columb.as. $75^ $60, $50, $45.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn.

Branch House or dealer in almost every city and town. If Columbias are not properly represented in your vicinity, letusknow.
Columbia Catalogue free from any dealer, or by mail from us for one a-cent stamp.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

To Bicycle Riders.
i^m^n^Bj,

While

weight for weight in a Bicycle our FIFTY CARBON Steel will last so long

and TWENTY-FIVE CARBON Steel will last only so long ^^^g
NOTE THE FULL IMPORT Of THE

PARALLEL LINES.
The comparison which they graphically make indicates the result of

the prolonged investigations of the most practical experts of the world.

That the tests in our own laboratory corroborate these results is merely

so much to its credit ; that the same is true of actual trial on the road

equally proves the trial to have been made in bicycles of correct design and

construction. THE FACT REMAINS.'
The margin of safety is greatly increased by the use of this tube.

Every bicycle manufacturer should use it ; every dealer should insist on

having it ; every rider should demand it. Send for catalogue.

THE POPE TUBE CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

WE MAKE OUR TUBE
OK FIFTY CARBON STEEL

Because a Tube like this of_our. Is just as strong as a Tube like this of

Kindly mention Tb« Wheel.

THE REPUTATION
OF

Hartford

Single-Tube Tires

HAS BEEN WON BY YEARS
OF HONEST EFFORT

Any rubber manufacturer can make a pneumatic

bicycle tire, but few do make a tire as

good as the Hartford.

This is why Hartfords are so popular,

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

BRANCHES:
ICO Chambers St , New York City.

136 East Lake St., Chicago, 111.

188 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

010 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

953 First Ave., S., Minneapolis, Minn.

23 West Chippewa St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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RECENT PATENTS.

578 518 BICYCLE-BBLL WlLLUll C Homam. Merlden, Comi, 578,564, VBLOCIPEDE-LAMP. JohnM. HuuuK, Hewark, N. J.

*«igi»r to tbeBdwanl Miller A Company, eameplaM. PUed Dea 2,
PUedJiUy 6. 1896. Sertal So. 598.066, (Ho model)

16W. Serial Na 614.167, (No models

Cluim.—\. Id a bell having a^revolving stnter, aswingiog ham-

mer inouDt«d on said striker having its'axis locftted to one aideof ita

Girikiag-noee and mesne for holdinft the hammer squarely io position

on the striker under oentriftieal force Bobatantiallj as described.
, ™.

„ _ </*u'ni.— 1. The unprored lamp in which are combiofld two MDii'

578,444 S^^CJfS™;^^^?: '^Na^S^' ^P*^"'-' ^^^'^ ''-««^ ^ge*''*-' one eid^ the Joint ^^^^^^
PrlD« OeorgB County. Mi Filed Mar, 31. 1898. Seri^Na 645.M5. .^^^^ ^^^ ertetiding diagonaUy with relation to the y«rtica] axi of
(Mo model) \A»^ the case, the rear section having the burner and bracket connections

and tha other having the dome and lens BubstantiaUy as wt forth.

'^578,734. HANDLE FOR BICYCLBa Pbu) R PuililKG. New-
buryport, Hasa Piled July 30, 1896. Serial No. 601,006. (No model)

C'iijw.— 1. Ill a bicycle-skirt holder, a cable having an independ-

ent and complete fostener at each end ; in combination with a holder

sliding on the cable. sub-sUntiallv as described.

57 8 433 PNEUMATIC-TIRE REPAIRER RicEARD Wkhl. Defi-

ance, Ohia 'piled May 21, 1896. Serial No. 592.466. (No model)

Claim.- 1. The herein-described method of repairing punctured

8inEle-tul.c tires which consists in first drawing a string through the

puncture from the inside . then introduciug a patching-plug from the

exterior into the interior of the tire ai.d by means of the string draw-

ing the stem thereof through the opening, then introducing an adhe-

sive between the plug and the margin of the puncture.

578 496 BALL-BEARING. John J. Nabkoabq, Leeeport. Pa.

Filed Oct 31. 1896, Serial No 610,717 (No model)

CUtim.—A pneumatic pad. covering or cushion for the handles

of bicycles and.similar vehicles, which coneiBta of a central tubular

part and of an outer casing which is connected with said tubular part

ai each end, whereby a apace between aaid outer casing and said

tubular part is formed, which is adapted to be filled with air, said

central tubular part and said onter casing beingcompoaed of flexible

material, said pad. cushion qr covering^ being provided in one aide

thereot with an oblong opening and said outer casing bemg provided

ivith an air-valve through which said upace may be flDed *ith air.

substantially as shown and described,

5 7 8,335. BICYCLE-STEP. JOBH H. HUOHES, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 13, 1896. Serial Na 602,605. (No model)

Clium —1. The herein-described improved ball-bearing, compris-

ing a cup-like member, a bearing-cone located within said cup-like

member an annular space being formed between the periphery of the

latter and the inner wall of ^aid cup-like member, balls adapted to

travel in said annular space, a disk of translucent material adapted

to cover eaid annular space, and a ring adapted to engage said cup-

like member and secure said disk in position, as and for the purpose

set forth.

5 7 8 4 5 1' BICYCLE-LAMP, Gborob Havell and August H.

Meyer, Newark, N, J., aflaignore to the Havell Manufacturing Company,

ofNewJersey Piled July 18, 1896. Serial Na 599,598, (NomodeL)

CUtim. - In a bicycle, the combination with the back fork?., the

backstays, the rear a.xle, and an extension of said axle, of a step

consi<Jting of a sleeve in whicli the extension of said axle.ia adapted
to lit, a broad, flat rectangular portion on said sleeve constituting the

bearing-surface uf the step, a forwardly-extending arm on said step

lying in close ccintact with .inid fork, a clip upon the ftont end of said

arm adapted to embrace snid fork, and apivotally-inounted locking-

ann on the under side of ^aid clip, substantially s.<i and for the pnr-.

pose described.

578,403. TUBULAR FRAHE^OINT. Tbokas & Jeftket, Chi'

o*gi},IlI Piled Not. U, 1896. Serial Na 5eS,520. (NomodeL)

Claim.— ^. In a bicycle-lamp, a cylindrical lamp-body formed of

sheet metal having a flange turned outwardly at the front edge and

rolled into the annular bead A' with notch A' in one side, and the

lens F having the len.i-ring G with bead at the edge forming the an-

nular recess C, and the lugs I, I', projected inward from the bead at

opposite edges of such rcce.s.s and adapted to fil the rear side of the

bead A', substantially as herein set forth.

378,616. BICYCLE. CHAELfflLTaAvia, Mliiiieapolifl,MtoL,aB-

dgnor to the Hygienic Wheel Company. Philadelphia, Pa. Piled May

11, 1696. Serial Na 591,105. (Ko model)

CJuim— 1 In combination with the frame of a bicycle or like

vehicle, a pretaure device standing normally at an angle thereto, and

an interposed pneumatic cushion or bufFer,3aid pressure device being

adapted to swing gradually into approximate alinement with the

frame, and thereby to press upoo the cushion with a gradnally-io-

578.63 1 . STOP-MOTION BRAKE AND FOOT-REST FOR BICT-

CLES Silas Fader. Vancouver, Canada, aselgnor of ttree-fourthirto

AdolpbuB WmiamG and John T. CarroU, same place, and the Maaeey-

Harris Company. Toronto. Canada. Filed Oct 20, 1896. Serial No
609,426 (No model) Patented in Canada Oct 28. 1898, Na 63.910.

CUiim.— 1 . In a bicycle or like vehicle, the combination with the

rigid front frame ; of the jointed rear frame flexibly connected there-

to
;
eaid rear frame having a yielding member embodying two tubular

sections adapted to telescope; and a coiled spring encircling said

sections.

5 7 8,651. VEHICLE-TIRE CHARLBa E Durtka, Peoria, DL,

assignor to The Indiana Rubber and Insulated Wire Company, Marlon.

Ind. Original appLcation filed Dea 28, 1891, Serial Na 416.308. Divided

and this application filed June 8. 1 396. Serial No, 594.734 (No model)

Chutm.— 1 In u stop-moilon brake and fool^rest for bicycles, the

combination with the crank-axle and the pedal-cranks, and a drive-

wheel loosely mounted on such axle having a brake flange, of a disk

fixedly held on the axle, a hand-brake carried thereby and arranged

U> be engaged by the retarding movement of one of the pedal-cranks,

whereby it it moved into engagement with the brnke-flange. and a

lock mechnniHui connected with the braki-band, adapted to positively

coiinecl the loose wheel and the disk when the said brake-band is

relieved fnnn pressure of the pedal-crnnk aud to be moved out of a fli

locked ponilion by back pressure on the pedal-crank as set forth

7 8 8 6 9 - LANTERN. QEOROB S Beowh, New Britain, and

Edward C. Fowler. Brietol Conn., asalgnorB to the Bristol Bimb and

Clock Company, New York. N.Y. Piled Dea 14, 1896, Serial Na 6 16,flea

(No model)

5 7 8,761. BICYCLE-SCPPOBT. WiuiAii J. McOumss, Wash-

ington. D. C, PUed May 5, 1896, Serial No. 699,a8a (Bo model)

CZaim.— In a lantern a body porflon cylindrical in cro>»4MtlQD,

the said body portion consisting of a stationary back section aad ft

swinging front section hinged thereto, a top secured to the BWlnKing

front section, a lens-holder and lens carried by the front Boctlon. a

fount removably secured to the back section, said fount carrying a

suitable burner and dratt-plate. and a trauspareot chimney removably

Secured between the said top and draft-pUte, substantially as set forth,

5 78,409. Saddle Howard W, Lbstbr. East Hartford. Cona,

assignor of one-half to Frederick C. Rockwell, Hartford. Conn. Piled

Hay 31. 1895. Serial Na 551.098. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A stand or support for cycles composed of a obneor

socket, the headed legs and the haw loosely joined to said 1«ga for

the ]iurj>ose set forth.

5 78 886 BICYCLB-STAND. NsvihRLi PEVEE,LitUe6town,Pt,

as^ortoZaohariabE.LouokB,Fhlhidetpliia,Fa. PUed Mar. 27, IS95.

Serial No. 643,883. (No model)

C/'iitii.-l. A saddle having n frame consisting of a single rod

bcut to rise toward the front and form a narrow pommel and to rise

toward the rear and form a wide cantle, with individual spans having

flexible non-elastic-strand scat-sections near to and connected with

the cantle and clastic spring-sections near to and connected with the

pommel, the noii-etastic and the elastic sections of each span being

connected together, substantially as specified

5 78,350. BICt'CLB^HUB. josefb McCain, Chicago, III. aaalgiior,

by direct and mesne aealgDments, to Frederick P. Becker, same place.

Piled Apr. 2, 1896, Serial Ho 585,866, (Ho model)

1.— 1, Inabicycle-fltand, a tubular standard, a shaft, moving

freely in said standard, an arm having connections to bold a bicycle-

frame, and disks, rigidly connected to each other at right ao^rles, and

hinged to said shaft, and said arm, whereby the latter, may move in

any direction upon the former, substantially as described.

57 8 892. BALL-BEARINO AXLE. (JsARLB T. McCat Hartford,

Conn. Piled" Deo. 7, 1896. Serial Na 614,846. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A tnbolar frame-joint comprising a tubular cross-head

and two tubular arms or socketfi diverging froqi each other in a plane

transverse to the cross-head ; said joint being made from two pieces

of sheet metal, one of which comprises the portion of the entire fit-

ting which is defined between two planes which contain the axis of the

cross-head and the axes of the arms respectively; and the other of

which comprises the remainder of said fitting . one of said parta hav-

ing the edges adjacent to said planes extended circumferential with

respect to said cross-head and arms respectively to aSbrd surface for

lap and junction with the other part; substantiallv as set forth.

578,614. BICYCLE OR LIKE VEHICLE CaAiUB L Trato
Minneapolis, Mlna, assignor to the Hygienic Wheel (kimpany, Phila-

delphia. Pa. PUed Decl7, 1895. Serial Na 572,433. (No model) Patr

ented in Belgium Mar. 17, 1896, Na 120,374, and In Italy Mar. 31, 1896,

XXXL 41,078, LXXX. 3

Claim.— in a bicycle, the combination with a hub-tube huvinft

an aniuilar bead formed therein near each of its ends, said bead pro-

vided with several indentations pressed therein, of spoke-rings, hav-

ing their inner surfaces conform Io the end of the tube and the bead,

and having lugs adapted to int<>.i'lock with the indentations of the

bead : substantially a.-" and for (he purpose Mt forth.

578,387. FBOPELUNO MECHANISM FOR CYCLSa OkrabD'

Bkeehas, New York, N, Y. Piled July 3, 1896. Serial No. 097.919,

(No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with an axle-arm having a shoulder

and a channel in the face thereof, of a cone surrounding the axle-arm

at the base and secured thereto, there being a threaded socket open-

ing at the outer end of the axle-arm, an axle-box having open and

enlarged sockets at Xhe opposite ends, cases located within said sock-

ets, the inner end of the axle-box having two projecting fianges the

outer of which tits upon the periphery of the shoulder and the inner

flange fitting the channel in the face of the shoulder, a cone borne

00 the outer end of the axle-arm and adjustable lengthwise thereon,

a tubular bolt with a threaded shank fitting the threaded socket in

the end of the axle-arm, the head of the bolt overhanging the cone,

and a set-screw fitting a threaded socket in the holt and with its end

C'aim.-^ 1. In a cycle, the combination with a driven element, of projecting beyond the inner end of the bolt.

two flexible cranks rigidly connected with relation to each other in snb-,

rtanliallv opposite radial position, upoo their «,i8 of rotation, and 579,034. CYCLE -SADDLE. Charl;«P. Ban, Bmklyn, K. T.

clutch |mech»„i.m operated by the Beiuic of »id crank, wliereby FUed Aug. 19. 1896. Serial Na 603,247. (lb nmlel)

ith said driven element.

5 7 8,399. SEAT-POST FOR BICYCLER Arthur L Garford,
Elyrta, OhIa FUed Feb. 8, 1896. Serial Na 578,670. ffo modal)

'

C^aim.— A, direct seat-post for bicycles consisting of twi

cylindrical legs; the edges of which are adapted to contact, and a

tnoctinff the lower ends of said legs, said parts being made
integrally from the same piece of sheet metal, the legs near their
upper ends being bent outwardly to form two interior transverse
grooves a', combined with a bolt which passes through the upper
ends of said lege and adapted to draw them together, substantially
as and for tho purpose specified,

5 7 8,336. 8ICYCLE. CcARLia E Fox. Minneapolis, Mloa Piled

Apr, 23. 1896. Serial Ka 588,810. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A cycle-saddle frame consisting of two contiiiui

fore-and-atl springs united at the front and with the ends at the back
curved outwardly, forwardly and then inwardly, and adjustably con-

nected with each other, as and for the purpose set forth-

579,OOS. TRICYCLE OR BICYCLE. Nklsoh Mbrrili^ AitamoDt,
N. y. PUed Sept 6, 1896. Serial No, 661.488, (Ho model)

iling ag.

as dcsciibed.

iliqtiid or Ireo-

hamber, substantially

Cliiiin.— 1. In a veluci|)ede the combination of a frame havinga
hollow upright, a shaft-hanger movable with respect to the frame
and having a portion arranged in tho hollow upright and provided
with a tlirended socket, in its npper end. a port having its lower end
threiided and inaeited in the threaded socket of tlip hanger, a .'eat

snpported by =Bid poxl and ft .spring sirrangcd in the hollow upright

mid inloi-pofcd between a projection on the po.st and a projection on

a^id upright, substantially as and foi the purpdae set forth.

Chim.—\T\ a bicycle or tricycU, the combination with tho pedal-
shaft, having an intermediate crank, of a vertically-sliding 3addle-«up-
poniog standard having its lower end secured to the said intermedi-
ate crank, aud shoulder-straps secured fo (he saddle and adiipied to

be secured to the ridor. whereby an upward pull will be exerted upoft
the said crant when the rider presses down upon the pedals, sybsran-
tially 09 described.
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RUBBER!
PLENTY of It, and the
BEST at that! in . • •

H0DGMHN TIRES.
(SINGLE-TUBE.)

HODGMAN PLUGS. HODGMAN CEMENT.
We have some specialties (^ W W MJ^% W^T gy^
in single-tube tire . . . ^9WR^v JTL&d'W

which should
interest you.

'* We've Made Rub=
ber Goods S9

years,"

-^-^H-fr-
HODGMAN RUBBER CO.

459-461 Broadway, New York.
28 Essex St., Boston.
298 Main St., Buffalo.
535 Market St., Ptiilade'phia.

**You May Gel a

Belter Price— Yoti

Can'l Gel a Beller

I Tire."
^-^ » ^ » » » ^ » ^^.^^-^.^^ » » ^ » I I » »

Kindly mention 1 Vi*- W ht-«-l

CATALOGUE
FREE

wMm::

fAHDEM>}IOi

Kmdly mention The Wheel.

Special

Seamless

Tubes
FACTS OF SPECIAL IMPORT.

It is impossible to make a "live" bicycle of
low carbon " dead " steel.

The life or constitution of a bicycle is in the
frame, and safety, strength and longevity are
assured by using

Hercules Special.
ADDRESS,

Hercules Seamless Drawn Tube Co.
OFFICE: WORKS:

POSTAL BUILDING, Room 513, GARWOOD,
NEW YORK. NEW JERSEY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NO FRIEND OF SLEEPY WATCHMEN.

All manufacturers, of whatever nature, are

usually interested in anything that con-

tributes to the safety of their plants, and for

this Eco Magneto Watchman's Clock, illus-

trated herewith, is of inter-

est. The Eco Magneto

Clock Co., 620 Atlantic

avenue, Boston, Mass.,

make it, and seek to obtain

the ear of the cycle trade.

The clock, the title of

which explains its object,

is operated by permanent magnets; no

chemical solution, springs, or other bat-

tery is employed. It works perfectly,

under all conditions, and in damp as

well as dry places, and cannot be tam-

pered with. No electrician is required to

keep it in order, the company feeling so safe

in this regard that they agree to maintain the

clock free of expense for five years. They also

assert that in numerous instances its adoption

has secured areduction in insurance rates, and

have so many other splendid talking points

that it should be easy to interest almost any

manufacturer.

NO NEED OP WALKING IN BALTIMORE.

Solid-tired standard-make machines of the

vintage of '91 are advertised for sale by a

Baltimore concern. The price is $5. The

same firm also oflfer 1892 models at $14; '94

models at $24, and '95 models at $30.

Necessity is the mother of all inventions,

except the mile-a-minute bicycle.

OCCUPY EVERY INCH OF IT.

In a year that is popularly supposed to tend the remainder of the big building in which

toward extreme conservatism in the creation Fowlers are and have been made. The ac-

of cycle product, the Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., companying illustration is a faithful represen-

^

of Chicago, has twice acquired additional

factory space. This time they have secured

tation of the Fowler factory, every inch of

which is now devoted to the Fowler product.

TO GET THERE.
In the world's broad field of battle,

If you'd win through thick and thin,

Be not like dumb, driven cattle

—

Get a wheel and scorch like sin.

THERE ARE OTHERS.
Mary had a little lamp;

Its wick was trimmed "jes' so,'

And everywhere that Mary rode

The lamp was sure to go—out.

I The Only New Thing of the Year. |
I The Sensation of the New York Show, i

E i«

It's Different."

Tiger

Tigress

3 Grades
Prices

I Stoddard Mfg. Co.
E DAYTON, O.

THE CYGNET CYCLE.
Write for Catalogue P, now ready.

First-class Dealers wanted in unoccupied territory.

^— Kindly mention The Wheel. ^S
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ALDRieH BUILDING,
Warren, Churcb and Chambers Sts., New York.

In the Heart of the Bicycle District.

OFFICES TO LET-LOW RENTAL.
Sinele or en suite.

The location of this building, situated as it is in the centre of the bicycle

district, makes it very desirable for manufacturers of bicycles and bicycle

sundries, who want offices in this section.

... /VLSO . «

•

Lofts 25x200 each at 31 Warren Street.

Address Aldrich Building as above, or

Aldrich Estate, 45 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

(doming?
Why ifs here

!

... ^be

Right on us, the riding season, and that Dealer

who, for whatever reason, has been so conserva-

tive as not to have secured his line is in danger of

being left ! badly left! There's time yet, but now
" He that hesitates is lost !

"

peerless
is ready for you, and the Peerless is the best wheel for you to handle—"Just a little better

than the best"—in point of beauty, excellence of quality, popularity, satisfaction and profitable

rpsnlts ! If you don't know it, let us convince you. Send your address. "We'll do the rest."

Some good territory still open—but BE QUICK !

Eastern Headquarters

:

Elmwood Cycle Co ,

Park Place and W. Broadway,

NEW YORK CITY.

60 There and Be Convinced.

Peerless Manufacturing Company,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Producers of Bicycles of High Artistic Merit.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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CAN'T PICK THIS LOCK.

There's no chain to the Powers lock, but

the absence does not detract from its utiHty.

Once affixed to the wheel, he must be a

trick rider extraordinary who can ride the

machine. The Powers article is secured to

the head of the bicycle, and is intended to be

a permanent fixture, always ready for duty.

The lock, though small and light (weight

two ounces), is strong, substantial and orna-

mental. Each key is different, and the pick-

ing of the lock is impossible. The locks are

made to fit any wheel on the market. They

are manufactured by F. S. Powers & Co.,

725 Hickox Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

STRONG AND ORIGINAL.

Here is a tandem frame which has all the

elements of strength and many of real novel-

ty. It is the new-patterned Referee, a well-

known English make.

A weather strip—laying flannels aside.

It will accommodate two ladies, but the

chief value in the design is, that it allows per-

fect freedom of action to the front rider when

the machine is used for a lady and gentle-
man, with the latter steering, and the former,
English-fashion, occupying the rear seat. He
is able to dismount and hold the machine in
traffic—a matter of impossibility on a ma-
chine with a top tube. With a lady or a nerv-
ous rider on the rear seat, such liberty is an
acquisition. The frame is exceedingly well
designed, and certainly must be extremely
strong.

S-peoify---.

INDIANA gS CHAINS.

Fob mailed on receipt of 26 cents.

INDIANA CHAIN CO.,
Bnx 482. IMDIANAPOLIS. IND.

PATENTED

^^ This IS WHAT Does IT.

Electros

for your

Catalogues

Perfection
Pedal Balance.

New and Novel.

Indispensable to

CYCLISTS.
Fits any Pedal.

Holds up Toe-Clips.

Full Nickel Finish.

SELLS at SIGHT.

Sample pair mailed to any
address on receipt of

price, $1.00.

Dealers, write for
TRADE Prices, they
are interesting.

Perfection Pedal Balance Co.,

Daytona, Fla.,

Sole Manufacturers.

"IN LOVE with her Phoenix Bicycle,"

IVIARRIED to his Phoenix," and like expressions, seem somewhat
extravagant; and characteristic comment, such as

"IT STANDS THE RACKET,"
"DAINTY AS A FIELD OF DAISIES/'

"IT'S A BIRD," ETC.,

may appear to emanate from the enthusiast; but that's what they say about the

PHOENIX
and they know what they are talking about!

And that CRANK-HANGER !!!!-" IT'S A WONDER!" So simple and "easy"
that it is strange no one thought of it before.

Catalogues for the asking of_

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
575-577 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.

Factory, Freeport, Ills.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS FREE
and strawberries to be had for the picking. California
only four days distant, and rates Lowest of the Low.
Leave this land of snow and ice and take the Nickel Plate
Road, with its superb service, to the Golden Gate of the
Sunset Seas. For all information ol rates and weekly
excursions, call on your nearest ticket agent, or address
F. J. Moore. Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate Road, 33 Exchange
St., Buffalo. N. Y. »*»

The FINEST

WHITE Bicycle

Chaia Lubri=

cant in the

Market.

It makes the chain

run smoothly and

with ease, lessens

the wear on chain

and sprocket.

Manufactured at

^WILLIAM F. NKE'S, Hew Bedford, Mass.,
Headquarters for bicycle 'ubricants.

'JusT he^r dem bells,

Dey'6 ringing everywhere'

'
Hiifory made LIBERTY BELL

honored and loved. SuieeTness and

purity of tone have ma.de THE NEW
DEPARTURE BICYCLE BELLS

luidelvj Known j^nd univeri^llvj iipp-

reciatedjhe acme 0/ exceljence-

Tfie ideal o/per/ecfion.j

N°HMainSr.^̂ WDEPf'^

LAMSON'S
Luggage

Carriers.

The No. 10 or
Featherweight is

the lightest carrier
we make, but yet it

is very strong. It

presents a very
neat appearance on
the wheel.

CARRIER No. lO.

PRICE, 75c.

CARRIER No. I.

PRICE, No. I, $1.00
" IK, Lighter, .75
" 2, .50

Rests on
the handle-
bars and ii-

fastened
around the
head. Will
carry a
large bun-
dle or pack-
age. T'

e

con »truc-
tion of this
carrier
forms an
elastic rest
for the
pa ckage

,

prevent! n g
undue jar to the contents. The best all-round car-
rier made and one of the best sellers.

No. 4s.
PRICE, $1 .25.

/^S

â
Hf

^%
^^

/f dm "^
No. 4d, LOADED.
PRICE, $1.50.

Will carry a small camera and tripod, or anything
else. The main bundle need not be disturbed until
the end of the day, as f-e upper p irt will carry the
coat, etc., independent of the lower frame. Un-
usually light and strong and will not sag.

Price, No. 4d, $1 .50.
Larger Sizes, No. 6, $2.00.

No. 8, $2.50.
For sale by all Dealers, or by Manufacturer,

C. H, LAMSON,
PORTLAND, ME.

You Want To

Bet What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,
28iuch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26 inch. 24-inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

You Get

Value Received.

ELMORE MFC. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City,

General Agents for New ^ork
and New England States . .

Kindly mention The Wheel
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HILSENDEGEN BRANCHING OUT.

An exhaustive catalogue devoted solely to

sundries, and which seems to contain every-

thing and more in the furnishings of a bi-

cycle, is good proof of the earnestness of the

sundry department of Geo. Hilsendegen, of

Detroit, Mich. Hilsendegen has been a large

jobber of cycle stufif for years, but reserved

for '97 his heaviest splurge. Geo. H. Brown,

formerly of Schoverling, Daly & Gales, has

been engaged to assume charge of the sun-

dry department.

HAS JAWS THAT REVOLVE.

To their other apparatus designed to facili-

tate the manufacture and repair of bicycles,

the well-known Prentiss Vise Co., 44 Barclay

street, this city, have added the adjustable

VICTOR ENAMELS.

It seems unnecessary to remark that the

Overman Wheel Co. is proud of the finish of

the Victor bicycles. Victor Enamel is respon-

sible for it, they say, and the trade at large is

now to be afforded an opportunity to procure

the material; the Overman people have placed

it on the open market, both "First Coat En-

amel" and the "Victor Elastic Finishing En-

amel."

USEFUL TO EXPRESS HIS FEELINGS.

It is said that Professor Max Muller can

converse in eighteen different languages. Mr.

Muller must have had a brand-new wheel run

over by one of those gentle coal-cart engi-

neers.

material in hand, being grooved to six

diameters, varying by eighths from | to 1^

inches inclusive.

With one hand, work is placed between the

jaws, opposite its proper groove, while with

the other the front jaw is closed, when the

latch, shown on top of the vise at the back,

engages with corresponding notch in sliding

stem; then the lever is pulled forward to

draw the two jaws firmly together. Pushing
lever back, first relieves pressure on the jaws,

not opening them fully, however, until it

strikes pin shown on back of latch—this dis-

engages the latter, allowing jaws to open
automatically and instantly.

The iron column or stand can be adjusted

to any suitable height, and is furnished with

tool table of ample size to conveniently hold

all necessary tools.

vise, here pictured. The illustration is largely

self-explanatory. The vise holds tubing or

frames at any angle, the revolving jaws, which

are faced with lead to prevent injury to the

SAVE YOUR WHEEL
CI

By oiling it properly with the best oil can in the world, the

PERFECT" POCKET OILER.

FULL SIZE.

This oiler does not leak. It regulates the supply of oil to a nicety. The "PERFECT" is highest grade
only, and has won every competitive test. Price, 26 cents each.

Oiler Holders or Pump Holders, 25c. each. " STAR" Oiler, second to none but the " Perfect," 10c. each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.

CATCHING THE GERMANS.
At the recent Berlin Cycle Show more than

half of the exhibitors were American con-
cerns, this, too, notwithstanding the fact that
the leading manufacturers of Germany, Aus-
tria, France and Great Britain, were on hand.
The reason for this plentitude of American
exhibitors may be found in the fact that dur-
ing 1896 Germany bought of America $303,095
worth of cycles, parts and sundries.

FOB SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY.FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Baeh additional irord two eenti. Oaab In-

variably in ad-vanee

XXTANTHD—Live bicycle dealers in every town to
** push the Lavigne Combination Right-Side-Up
Pedal. If you have seen this pedal you will write us
at once. If you have not, le'^ us send you descriptive
matter and draft of our offer. The Lavigne A Scott
Mfg Co., New Haven, Conn. 4-a-c

pOR SALE—Half or whole interest in the best cy-
•- cle business in the Southwest. Address Young
Cycle Co , Dallas, Tex 3-26-0

TXTANTED—Position as superintendent of agen-
'• cies, branch house manager or correspondent;
thoroughly posted in the cycle business ; first-class
references. Address Lucas, care The Wheel. 4-1-p

'VXT'ANTED—Small plating dynamo for nickel, or
'' '' complete outfit; must be of first- class make and
cheap; also offers of plating accessories. Address
Plating, care The Wheel. 3-26-

p

EMPLOYMENT GOLDMN.
Nickel-Plater—First-class nickel-plater would like position; ten years' ex-

perience on nickel plating, polishing and buffing; capable of taking charge;
five years as foreman: references. Prank buffy, 1418 DeKalb av*., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Wanted—Position with a reliable cycle house; write and give me terms;
can give Ai references; would like a few articles to sell on consignment; have
been dealing in cycles and cycle repairs for five years. Address J. H. Robins,
Flag Pond, Va.

Wanted—A situation as bicycle salesman (indoor) by a young man with
four years' experience in the trade, and can furnish the best of references
either in or outside of New York city. Address A. B„ care The Wheel.

Wanted—By a young man of 25 years of age, who has long experience in
cycle business, position on road or in salesroom with good firm; responsible
references that are Ai can be given. H. L. W., care of The Wheel.

A practical enameler in all colors, 10 years' experience, desires a position
as foreman or day work; best reference. J. K., care of The Wheel.

SITUATIONS WANTBD.
Rate, so words, i time, $1.00 4 times, $3.00

75 " " 1.50 " s.oo

Letters received and forwarded in confidence.

Wanted—A position as New York manager or manufacturer's agent for a
complete line of high-grade and cheap bicycles, made by a reliable house

;

salary and commission; can place large orders for the right kind of goods;
best of references as to competency and reliability. Address R. T. Peckham,
25 W. 17th Street, New York. 3-26

Manager—Position as, by a man thoroughly posted on bicycles and sun-
dries; marketed 600 wheels at retail, and $20,000 sundries last year; references
the best. Address "Charles," care The Wheel. 3-26-c

Wanted—By a young man, position as outside or inside salesman; have
had five years' experience in the business; able to manage branch and look
after repair work; best of references given. Address W. W. G., care of The
Wheel. 3-26-p

Bright young man who understands the bicycle trade, especially the tire
and parts trade, is open for position. Address W. H. M., care The Wheel.

HBIf -ffTANTBD.

Advertisements in this column, free. Letters received and forwarded in
confidence.

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop
in good location, or conduct business on commission. A. B., Box 46, Brandon,
Vt.

Wanted—A situation, by a young man, 26 years of age; experienced in light
repairing, tires, etc., also in renting agency; desires position in bicycle sales-
room, renting agency, repair shop, or factory; good references given. J. E.
C., Box 538, Rochester, Ind.

Wanted—Position by an experienced machinist, also capable of making
gigs and special tools or managing any concern. Thomas Maher, 897
Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Situation wanted in a bicycle manufacturing company as enameler.
thoroughly understand the business in any color; can give best references;
Address S. E. D., 54 Bassett Street, New Britain, Conn.

A man, 21 years old, eight years' experience in repair shop and factory,
competent to manage repair shop, would like to correspond; South preferred.
Address E. R. Sutch, 439 Prospect Street, Roxborough, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thoroughly experienced stenographer desires a position with responsible
firm; have been for several years with large hardware jobbing house. Address
F. E. W., care The Wheel

Young man, thoroughly posted in bicycle trade, wishes position as
manager of department, traveling salesman or correspondent; experienced
since 1880; exceptional references. Address H. F. H., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Position as salesman; capable of managing wholesale, retail

or renting department; one well acquainted with the trade. T. D. L., care
The Wheel.

Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper nor plain dipper;
write, stating experience and wages expected. Address D. P. B., care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods
as a side line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give
references. Box 642, Rochester, N. Y.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand; one who can bend
handle-bars and do bench work; state salary and reference. Address
Experience, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—Experienced manager for a large bicycle factory in New York;
must be perfectly competent in every detail, to superintend every department.
Address 27, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—All-around bicycle mechanic for repair shop; state experience,
reference and salary expected. N. D., Box 157, Anderson, Ind.

Wanted—All around repairman who has worked for Columbia agency; a
steady Job to right man at fisper week. Eldridge Bicycle Co., Newark, N. J.

Wanted—Competent assembler; state previous experience and age, also
wages expected. Address Treasurer, care The Wheel.

Wanted—An experienced and energetic man to take charge of sales de-
partment of large manufacturers of bicycles. Apply, stating experience and
references, " Bicycle," care The Wheel.
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BARGAIN-COUNTER BUNCO.

To Be Given a Chance to Sxplain Its Methods

Before a TTnited States

Court.

At last the bargain-counter, that demoral-

izer of legitimate trade and, too often, that

fraud on the public, is to be brought to book.

The Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co. has made good
its promise.

President Kiser arrived from Chicago on

Saturday and on Tuesday of this week suit

for $50,000 damages against Ludwig Bros. &
Co. was filed in the United States Court.

The Ludwigs conduct a department store

in this city, and, like their kind, are given

to spread-eagle announcements of "bargain

sales." Having obtained a small number of

Defiance bicycles, the Monarch concern's sec-

ond grade bicycles, they came away with a

great splurge which stated that they had 1,500

Monarch bicycles, which would be sold at

ridiculous figures. They made free use of the

Monarch name and name-plate. Other de-

partment stores had done practically the same
thing and escaped scot free, but the Monarch
people were thoroughly aroused by the gross

misrepresentation and the suit is the result.

It cannot but prove of wholesome value to the

entire trade.

When the Ludwigs saw that they had mis-

taken their game and that the Monarch peo-

ple were deeply in earnest, they begged for

mercy and offered to make public retraction.

But the damage had been done, and as the

practice had been too prevalent, the Monarch
Company refused to accept apologies and will

prosecute to the limit.

CAN KILL RIDERS WITHOUT PAYING.

Cincinnati, March 29.—Ida Doran vs. City

of Cincinnati was decided in the Common
Pleas Court of Hamilton County in favor of

the city. The case was for $10,000 damages
for the death of her son, caused by a defect

in the streets. He was riding on his bicycle

and did not notice an excavation in the street.

He was thrown from his wheel and almost
instantly killed.

THREE TIMES AND OUT AGAIN.

When offered for sale, last week, by the re-

ceiver, the plant of the Lindsay Bicycle Co.,

at Lafayette, Ind., failed to attract a bidder.

It was the third time that the property went

, abegging.

STORMERS NOT STOPPED BY FIRE.

It has been rather unfortunate that the

several factory iires which occurred within

the past month all happened on the publication

days of the cycling papers, when the scanti-

est particulars only were obtainable.

In each instance later and fuller information

has discounted the seriousness of the confla-

grations. Again was this true in the case of

the Acme Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa., which was
reported entirely destroyed on Wednesday of

last week. It transpired subsequently that the

flames were confined to the third and fourth

floors of the big brick structure and to the

enameling room in which it started.

A great quantity of tires and unfinished

stock were damaged and the loss will be
heavy, but it is fully insured and the Acme
people lost no time in rising to the occasion.

They did it so well that early this week they

were again in full operation and in position to

announce themselves ready to care for all or-

ders for Stormer bicycles with which they

may be entrusted. Wheels will be shipped as

usual before the close of the present week.

TUBING TO SOAR.

CRANK-HANGER DIFFERENCES.

Toledo, March 28.—Suit was filed in the

United States Court yesterday against the

Union Manufacturing Company, makers of

the Viking bicycle, by Frankhn P. Burnham,
F. H. Ray and J. D. Alsup, of Middletown, in

which the infringement of letters patent on a

crank-hanger is charged.

The petition recites that such a patent was
granted to the complainants on December 3d,

1895, and was later transferred to the Miami
Bicycle Company, who make the Racycle at

Middletown, O., but no authority was ever

given the Union Company to use the patent.

It is claimed by the plaintiffs that the hanger
is used and has been placed on a number of

wheels, for which they want an accounting
made to the court, and the profits accruing

therefrom paid over to them. They also ask
for a permanent injunction restraining the

Viking people from operating the patent.

WHERE WAS CRESSY?

Wisconsin wheelmen have lost their fight

against the railroads. After having their free

baggage bill passed by the Assembly, it was
killed in the Senate by a vote of 17 to 13.

The Illinois bill has passed from the Commit-
tee on Roads and Bridges to its first reading

in the House.

Upward the Price is very I,iable to Go trader

the Changed Order of

Things.

After the passage of the Dingley tariff bill,

the cost of manufacturing bicycles will be in-

creased somewhat; the measure will practically

carry with it an advance in the price of tubing.

It increases the tax on the imported tubing to

45 per cent and the specific dut^- on the steel

billets, from which the American tubing is

drawn, from 1 3-10 per cent to 1 5-10. It is

not certain but that a further increase will be

made by the tube makers themselves. A num-
ber of them held a meeting in Washington

early last week and while definite information

is impossible it is known that they reached a

tacit understanding to rearrange the scale of

prices, particularly on the larger diameters of

tubing now in use by cycle makers and which

it is claimed is more difficult to manufacture

than the sizes formerly in vogue.

WHAT THE FOURTH APPELATE SAYS.

The judgment given in favor of the Ger-

man-American Bank of Buffalo in its suit in

the Supreme Court against Niagara Cycle

Fittings Company to recover of the latter as

indorser the remainder due on a prom-
issory note, has been affirmed by the

Fourth Appellate Division. The court

holds that the indorser of a note, when
his liability is fixed by protest and notice, be-

comes an independent and principal debtor,

and does not stand to an indorsee for

value in the position of a mere surety for the

maker of the note, and that an extension of

time to answer given the defendant, the

maker of a note, in an action brought thereon
against him and the indorser, does not amount
to an extension of the time of payment of the

note or release the indorser.

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS.

Peoria, 111., March 27.—There seems to be

a shifting of bicycle men on the boards. Last

week it was Chief Consul Fred. Patee who
turned over his desk to other hands; this

week it is Will Harrah, of Rouse, Hazard &
Co.'s forces, who leaves to make for himself

a new home in Des Moines, Iowa, where he
will be associated with G. B. Stewart, at 514
and 516 East Court street, selling the Glen-
wood wheel. The new business will be under
the firm name of Harrah & Stewart, Manu-
facturing Co., and will make a specialty for
the present season of a mail order business.
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GARFORD GUIDES THEM.

He Presides Over the Board of Trade's Meeting—

Itnportant Matters Dealt

With.

President Garford has presided over the first

formal meeting of the Board of Trade direc-

tors and acquitted himself well.

The session occurred at the corporation of-

fices in this city and lasted over Wednesday

and Thursday of last week. It was fully at-

tended. On the first day, there were present,

in addition to Mr. Garford, Vice-Presidents

Geo. H. Day, C. W. Dickerson; Treasurer,

W. A. Redding; Secretary, E. R. Franks and

Directors, A. G. Spalding, J. L. Yost, Walter

Measure, L. M. Wainwright, R. S. Crawford,

A. R. Peck, Kirk Brown, C. H. Funnell and

C. S. Dikeman. Director R. L. Coleman

was the only absentee. On Thursday, Mr.

Coleman was in evidence, but Vice-President

Day was absent.

In the belief that the "show question" would

be settled, the meeting was of considerable

outside interest. But the question was not

decided. President Garford invited everyone

to express his views. The free interchange

of ideas and opinions which naturally resulted

conveyed the impression that the directors

themselves do not favor a discontinuance of

the annual exhibitions but they deemed it

wise to submit such a matter of moment to

the membership at large. Accordingly this

minute was unanimously adopted:

Resolved: That, inasmuch as the Board of

Directors are but a small number of those

interested in the bicycle industry, and feeling

that the Board should have an expression

from the stockholders as to their views, be it

Resolved: That the Executive Committee
formulate certain questions on that line and

request an immediate response by return mail;

these to be considered at another meeting of

the Board of Directors to be called by the

President so soon as the answers were received.

Until the replies to this "mail vote," are

received, the matter will, of course, remain in

abeyence.

The affairs of the late shows in Chicago and
New York were discussed but nothing con-

cerning them was made public. It is under-

stood that after paying one-half the expense

of lighting, some $7,000, which would other-

wise have been borne by the exhibitors, the

Eastern function showed a net profit of $18,000.

The books of the Western show are in New
York but it is stated that the accounts have
not yet been audited.

Having in mind the many misleading an-

nouncements of department stores which have
disturbed the cycle business, the Board placed
itself on record as favoring the passage of

Senator Guy's bill to prevent fraudulent ad-

vertising and misrepresentation, and wired
its indorsement to the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee at Albany.

It was brought to the attention of the Board
that a Commission has been appointed from
the different States in South America, com-
posed of one person from each of their differ-

ent Chambers of Commerce, as delegates to'

visit the United States in the interest of their

country and for the purpose of establishing

export business relations with the United
States. The trip will extend over a period of

three months, taking in the South, far West,,

Northwest, back via Chicago, from there to

Detroit, and then Canada, thence to the East,

thence to New York, and return to South
America. Every town of importance in the

United States will be visited by this delega-

tion, and on the suggestion of Director Yost,

an invitation has been extended by the Na-
tional Board of Trade through the Philadel-

phia Museums to visit the cycle factories in

the various cities visited by the delegation.

The Arbitration Committee of the Board
was authorized to prepare a set of rules gov-
erning arbitration, and the Secretary was in-

structed to investigate the status of cy-

cle business in foreign countries, and to lay

the information received before the members
of the Board.

It was also decided to have the Counsel of

the Board draw up forms of contracts and
leases for use between manufacturers and
agents, having regard to the particular laws

of the various States. There is a great deal of

confusion at present existing in this regard
which it is believed can be avoided by the

adoption of uniform contracts which can be

enforced in the different States.

Considerable discussion was had as to the

freight rates on bicycles—one of President

Garford's pet ideas—but in view of the recent

decision of the Supreme Court as to the pool-

ing arrangements of the Traffic Associations,

the matter was referred back to the Transpor-
tation Committee for further investigation and
report. The railroad and express rates are

much too high, and if the efforts of the Board
result in reductioms aimed at, many thousands
of dollars will be saved the trade.

The Directors of the Tennessee Centennial

and International Exposition, to be held at

Nashville, Tenn., May to November, 1897,

applied to the Board of Directors for sanction

to enable the members of the Board to exhibit

bicycles at this show, and having expressed a

willingness to set aside an exclusive Duilding

for the exhibition of bicycles, the sanction

asked for was unanimously granted, as was
also a like application from the Trans-Missis-
sippi and International Exposition, to be held
at Omaha, Neb., June to November, 1898.

Applications for sanction for the exhibition

of bicycles on two trains, called respectively.

The "White Special" and the U. S. Trade
Exposition Train," which will tour the country
on a six months' schedule, were denied.

Before adjournment, D. S. Pratt, of the
Elastic Tip Co., Boston, was elected an active

member, and B. D. Emanuel, of Chicago, was
elected to associate membership; about thirty

other appHcations were in hand but had been
received too late to be submitted to the Mem-
bership Committee for investigation.

LITTLE WATER DROPS

SEEMS FAIR ENOUGH.

The present schedule of allowances on sec-

ond-hand wheels, in the opinion of the mem-
bers of the Providence Cycle Board of; Trade,
has met with the approval of the firms, and
has been satisfactory to the riders also. It

allows 50 per cent on '96 wheels, 35 per cent
on '95 wheels, and 20 per cent on '94 and
older wheels.

Will Continue to Slop Streets, Despite the

Wheelmen's Cry to the

Contrary.

Cincinnati, March 29.—The Board of Legis-
lation has just refused the cyclists' petition for

drier streets.

A committee of wheelmen had drafted an
ordinance providing for a dry strip three feet

m width, to be left on each side of the street.

This was signed by several thousand wheel-
men, and presented to the Board over a year
ago. The Street Sprinklers' Association, how-
ever, believing it to be against their interests,

and having more political influence than the
wheelmen, succeeded in repressing the ordin-
ance and referred it to a committee until

last Monday evening, when the wheelmen suc-
ceeded in having the committee make their
report to the main body.
The rooms of the Board of Legislation were

crowded with wheelmen and their friends
when the report of the committee was heard.
Only a minority of the committee were in

favor of the ordinance. One of the legislators,

whose brother is a street sprinkler, moved
that the ordinance be indefinitely postponed.
This motion was lost. He then moved that it

be referred back to the committee and be
printed, which was carried. This practically
means that the ordinance is again postponed
for some months, and the Cincinnati wheel-
men will have to wade through slush and
mud for another season.

The committee of wheelmen have com-
menced work against the Legislators who
helped defeat the ordinance, and will try to
prevent their re-election next month. They
have sent notices to the different clubs, and
have also published articles in all the daily

papers, giving the names of the Legislators
opposed to the ordinance. The wheelmen
claim that they can control fully 10,000 votes,
which will have some weight in a city
election.

HAVE LOTS OP MONEY.

At the conclusion of the Detroit six-day
race, Gimm and Miller arranged for a 24-hour
match race for $1,000 a side, to take place
within eight weeks, probably at Chicago.

HIS TALliMS AKIi NUMEROUS.

For amusement Col. Theodore A. Dodge
turns from tires to literature, where, under the
lengthened name of Colonel Theodore Ayrault
Dodge, he has achieved considerable success.
Colonel Dodge's latest book is entitled "Rid-
ers of Many Lands," but is not a history of
•foreign cyclists, as the name might lead many
to suppose, whose acquaintance with Col
Dodge's versatility and ability is limited
solely to their knowledge of him as the pre-
sidmg spirit of the single-tubers.

IT IS "REPORTED."

A telegram from Sandusky, Ohio, states
that orders have been received by the Beebe
Company, of that city, manufacturers of
pneumatic tires, "for several sets of vehicle
tires for Queen Victoria, the Prince of Wales,
Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein, and
other members of the royal family of Eng-
land," also that "the English patents of the
Beebe Company have, it is reported, been
sold to a London syndicate for $675,000."

WONDERFUL BUILDINGS.

Prince's coliseums are not strictly indoor
tracks as many suppose. The seats and tracks
are all covered and protected from rain and
wind, but the centres are open to the sky,
making them cool for summer racing and
very pleasant for the spectators. No rain can
possibly get in on the track or the seats.
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RACING- ON RIVERSIDE.

\\I ILDCAT schemes, promoted designed-

" ' ly for the benefit of cycling and cy-

cHsts, are nowadays so very numerous and so

constantly recurring, and some of them are

so plausible that it is necessary for the con-

servative man to keep his wits about him to

avoid being carried away by them.

When the race on Riverside Drive was first

proposed, The Wheel admits that it was in-

clined to place it in the "wildcat" column.

But the project has met with such popular

favor, and is receiving the support of such

reputable and representative men that to op-

pose it is to confess one's self churlish and

narrow-minded in the extreme.

Lukewarm milk-and-water opposition has

developed, but it is so plainly a sop to pre-

judice and far-fetched sentiment, and is withal

so inconsistent and so conflicting with pre-

cedent that it should not be seriously con-

sidered by the Park Commissioners, in

whose hands the fate of the projected race

now rests.

One opponent contends that the crowd

which will be attracted will damage the grass;

a patriot with a heart bulging with sentiment

believes the race would ofifend or desecrate

the memory of General Grant, whose tomb is

located at the end of the Drive; another

croaker asserts that wheelmen have sufificient

privileges already—that dead squirrels have

actually been found in the park, killed, he be-

lieves, by "rude scorchers"; still another

critic tliiiiks if wheelmen are granted the privi-

lege of racing on the Drive, the same cour-

tesy must be extended to horsemen. But as

long as the firemen have been permitted to

give exhibition drills on the Drive and

soldiers, cyclists, and ultra-fashionable coach-

ing and tandem parties have been permitted

to parade and thereby frightfully endanger the

grass and the trees by attracting crowds; as

long as General Grant remains repose on a

public pleasure ground, and within the sound

of the merrily clinking glasses in the tavern

w'nch almost adjoins the tomb, and as long

as horsemen have avenues specially prepared

for the tender hoofs of their trotters, and also

a million-dollar speedway on which they may

hold road races every day in the year, the

calamity howlers might decently hold their

peace.

As a matter of fact, until the McMillan

regime, the members of the Board of Park

Commissioners seldom treated the wheelmen

themselves, or their communications and pe-

titions, with even the common courtesy due

one gentleman by another. They ever

seemed to toady to wealth and fashion, and

not to be in touch with the common folk.

To be received courteously and to be as-

sured of official sympathy or approval, as

has been the experience of the cycling com-

mittees in charge of the projected race, was

a novel and refreshing sensation. To be as-

sured by the gentleman himself that Presi-

dent McMillan knows the joy of a pulse-

quickening "brush" with a fellow-horseman

and that he has a fellow-feeling for the cy-

clist who would occasionally measure speed

with his mates, is so thoroughly natural and

manlike and, coming from the Park Depart-

ment, so remarkable that it is deserving of

record.

Unless he is careful, Mr. McMillan will

make himself popular with the masses and

dissipate forever, perhaps, the cobwebs of

respectable old-fogyism and churlish exclu-

siveness that has ever seemed characteristic

of the Park Department.

DISGRACEFUL AND DISCREDITABLE.

A LTHOUGH The Wheel knows that

^* since the inauguration of the "allow-

ance system" in the L. A. W., official favor-

ites have been appointed to pap-drawing po-

sitions because they were "hard-up and needed

the money"—this is a literal extract from an

official semi-apologetic explanation—none of

the appointees, so far as known, has been an

object of general distrust, or had been

branded a liar and scoundrel by those who had

once employed him. They at least valued

their reputation and good name.

In the "dirty politics" which marked the

last National Assembly, when ambitious men

traded their birthrights for messes of pottage,

it was known that one notorious "political

manager" had named as his price the appoint-

ment as handicapper of one of his lickspittlers

who had been publicly and roundly con-

demned by ex-employers, and at whom the

finger of scorn and suspicion had long been

pointed. In his bulletin of this week, the

chairman of the Racing Board confirms the

payment of the price, the draft having first

passed through the presidential clearing

house.

Undoubtedly the officials concerned felt in

"honor bound"—God save the mark!—to

carry out the terms of the compact, and will

lose no sleep over this or any other protest

that may be made. They will labor for "bag-

gage bills" and "road improvement laws";

they will prattle of their loyalty and their un-

dying devotion to the "good old League."

and they will draw their "allowances" quietly

and unobtrusively, and the general public

and average dollar-per-year member will ap-

plaud them as heroes and patriots and "great

men," and in the hurly-burly such a trifling

prostitution as the appointment to office of

a dishonored and discredited individual will

be overlooked and lost sight of. But to those

self-respecting members who are informed

and in position to appreciate the true in-

wardness of afifairs, it is galling and dis-

gusting.

The spectacle of transforming a fraternal or-

ganization into a huge machine for the ad-

vancement and gratification and profit of

personal ambitions is a sorry sight. Utterly

powerless to prevent it, even in the loyal

breast, it excites sympathy and understanding

with the misguided "secessionists" who were

tricked and made victinis by the same un-

scrupulous ambition that now foists on the

L. A. W. in a position of trust a scalawag

who courts and merits the suspicion of those

who must pay for his services.

In honoring such a man, Mr. Potter and

Mr. Mott have dishonored themselves and

the organization whose best interests they are

expected to advance. They did it knowingly

and in violation of their better instincts, and

there is not even left to them the balm of

laying the charges and protests wholly at

the doors of their political opponents.

WHERE SILENCE IS GOLDEN.

\ \ /E have great admiration for the League's
" " ancient and honorable secretary; we

have more than once defended this aged official

from the effects of his ill-advised speech

or letter-writing, and, from all appearances,

we will have to again do the same thing. In

the meantime, we beg to call Secretary Bas-

sett's attention to the advisability of his re-

maining silent upon matters upon which the

League has already expressed itself. It

ill- becomes a paid official of the L.
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A. W. to ex-officio express himself in

opposition to the decisions of the or-

ganization which pays him. The League of

American Wheelmen, rightly or wrongly,

have decided several questions regarding

racing, and whether this decision meets with

the approval of the League's paid clerk is

something the League cares nothing about, and

those opposed to the organization should not

be told. We hope Secretary Bassett will no

longer pose as a critic of the organization at

whose pap tank he has fed most and longest.

The Wheel would suggest to those who

are tooting the pennny-whistle of League

secession that they consult their dictionaries, if

they possess such a book. That it is an im-

possibility for any alleged organization like

the Minneapolis one to "secede" from the

League of American Wheelmen at once be-

comes evident, when the definition of

"secede" is found to be: To withdraw from

union, fellowship, or association. The great

Minnesota organization never was al-

lied, associated, or fellowshiped with the

League of American Wheelmen, and, being

a professional body, never could have become

so under existing League rulings; there-

fore, for it to "secede" is a physical impossi-

bility, i. e., nothing can leave anything to

which it has never been joined, or of which

it has never been part or parcel. Will penny-

whistlers please note!

Spring bestowed an evanescent smile on

metropolitan cycling, when on a recent Sun-

day she tore away the tangled vapor-skeins

woven by the cloud-makers and let her bright

face shine through the rent to give inspiration

to cycling's army. But Spring was only

coquetting; she were not a woman otherwise.

Last week she gathered up her sunny skirts,

or bloomers, and disappeared. It was said

in supernal circles that she had been observed

to take winter right back into her lap, and

begin toying with his frosty whiskers. But

the old fellow will have to give her up soon,

if the Weather Bureau knows anything about

it. The balmy breath of the celestial young

woman will soon set the mercury and spirits,

red and blue, going up.

Having incited portions of the South and

West to the point of secession by political

chicanery on racing questions, is it part of the

League administration's idea to offend and

inflame portions of the East by notoriously

unfit appointments in the racing domain? Is

it all a deep-laid scheme to disgust everyone

with the subject and thus cleverly secure the

attainment of the avowed, but judiciously

suppressed. New York idea of divorcing the

League from racing? Things begin to look

a wee bit suspicious. But none should let

the fact escape him that the entire trouble is

due to itch for office and the "dirty politics"

—the "throw downs" and other violations of

faith and honor—which were practiced to sat-

isfy the itch. Racing should not be made a

scapegrace or be forced to bear the onus.

Two or three New York papers are having

mild hysteria because an unused path on

Riverside Drive has been converted into a

wheelway for cyclists. They insist that it is

an encroachment on the pedestrians' rights,

but as none but idiots, a drunken sailor or a

foolish journalist ever walked on the loose

top of the old path, sensible people will com-

mend rather than censure the Commissioners.

The criticism is born of ignorance or misinfor-

mation. The popularity of the wheelway is

the best proof of its usefulness and of the

cyclists' appreciation. If it would not give the

croakers such intense pain, the Commission-

ers might as profitably convert the bridle

path on the Drive, upon which an equestrian

is a rare sight these days. It is an encroach-

ment on the cyclists' rights anyway!

One of the big concerns which maintains a

system of branch houses pursues a clever plan

of keeping the several managers constantly

on the qui vive. At headquarters the weekly

reports of each branch are compiled and

tabulated; the receipts from the several

sources being placed under separate headings;

copies of this general report are then regu-

larly sent to each manager, and he is thus

kept constantly informed of what the "other

fellow" is doing, and is naturally keenly on

the alert to see that his own record does not

suffer by comparison. '

About the only real objection to the River-

side Drive course is the turn at the upper end.

Negotiated at racing speed, it will be a source

of grave concern, to use mild language. A
plunge over the precipice beyond is easily

possible and would come very near putting an

end to road racing in this vicinity. The pro-

jectors of the race should not let enthusiasm

and popular favor blind them. They may

very wisely consider the Manhattanville-Fort

George course, as has been suggested. It is

as accessible as Riverside Drive, and is safer,

straighter, wider and quite as hilly.

It is tickling t'he fancy to believe that the

universal lights bill, introduced in the New
York Legislature by Assemblyman Coughlin,

will become a law during the present session.

But there'll come a time some day when the

wisdom and equity of such a measure will be

apparent and the experience and example of

older countries will be profited by the United

States, severally and jointly.

Money and bicycles are alike in so much

that both are inclined to go rather rapidly;

but they are dissimilar in so much that a

monetary surplus is easily gotten rid of,

while a cycle surplus is most difficult to dis-

pose of. We trust manufacturers and trade

boomers may be wise enough to foresee this

before the time of regret becomes valueless.

Now that the law's thumbscrews have been

applied, Messrs. Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., let

there be no let up. If it is possible to hurry

the case to trial, hurry it. It is time the light

was thrown on the bargain counters, and the

present is the time when the cycle trade will

obtain the greatest benefit from the illumina-

tion.

The cycle trade has its share of grumblers,

who tell you there isn't a cent to be made

in it, and all that sort of thing, but it is worth

noting that year after year these grumblers

continue in the trade, apparently making no

serious effort to get into something less of a

failure.

If a man with the reputation of Chas. G.

Percival is fit to represent Massachusetts in

such a trustful capacity as League handicapper

and his appointment is suffered to pass with-

out protest, then Bay State reputations must

be cheap and Bay State sense of decency is a

queer article.

When we contemplate some of the League

deals and political debt payments, we turn

sadly to the words of Horace Walpole: "I

should love my country very much if it were

not for my countrymen." The League is all

right, but some of those now prominent in

it .

In politics your Southern and Western

cycle-track owner is ever a Republican. He
believes in protection, reciprocity, and

—

sound money.

To the L. A. W.—A house di-vided against

itself makes lots of fun for the neighbors. The

League should not be in this kind of fun-mak-

ing business.

Money may be the root of evil, but from

the first man to the last there are few in cy-

cling who do not dig where they think the

roots grow.

Some of the secessionists want to hide their

light under a bushel when a pint would serve

just as well.

Now is the season of the year when the

bargain-counter cycle dealer preys without

ceasing.

Too often the cycling reformer with a mis-

sion is only looking for a commission.

It costs more to keep a racing star in view

than a heavenly one.
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HAS HOLES IN IT.

iJew Jersey's Cycle Bag:gra£:e Bill Passes, But

Has I<oopholes for the Rail-

roads.

New Jersey's bicycle baggage bill was

passed by the Setiate on Tuesday by a vote of

19 to 0. It now awaits the signature of the

Governor to become a law. The bill was be-

fore the Legislature for over three months,

and was passed only after the hardest kind of

a fight. Early in the battle it was seen that

the bill had no chance whatever in its original

form, and, as a consequence, was amended.

As passed, it provides that lamps must be re-

moved from the wheel, and it is not required

that a wheel shall be carried on the same train

as taken by the owner. Cyclometers and other

attachments, if not removed, are carried at

owner's risk.

The railroad attorneys fought the bill tooth

and nail at the start, but toward the end re-

mained silent, which gives cause for the belief

that the railroads may now take it to the

courts to decide its constitutionality. Chief

Coimsel Kireker, Consul H. W. Knight, Sec-

retary-Treasurer Tattersall, and President I.

B. Potter were the ringleaders in the battle

against the railroads.

In discussing the amendment clause, Mr.

Knight states that it was added as a last re-

sort, and is merely intended to protect the

railroads from damage claims in case any of

the accessories named are injured, and that

they will undoubtedly be allowed to remain

on a wheel at the owner's risk. The conces-

sion relative to carrying a wheel and the

owner on the same train was made to protect

the railroads in cases where baggage cars

were not attached to a train, or when the

baggage compartment was full, and in cases

where a greater number of riders wanted

transportation than could be accommodated
on a particular train.

The bill as amended reads:

Anj' person, a passenger, who shall have

purchased a ticket issued by any railroad cor-

poration shall have the right, in lieu of other

baggage, to the transportation, as baggage, of

one bicycle, to or from the places designated

in such ticket, without further or other pay-

ment; provided, facilities for the transporta-

tion of baggage then exist on such train or

boat; and provided further, that such passen-

ger shall have removed any lantern from such

bicycle; and no passenger shall be required to

remove any ordinary bicycle bell or cyclom-

eter from such bicycle, nor to crate, cover, or

otherwise protect such bicycle; provided al-

ways that no railroad corporation transport-

ing bicycles as baggage in accordance with the

provisions of this act sIi.tU be liable for any

damage done to any bell, cyclometer, or like

attachments. Any railroad corporation re-

fusing to transport bicycles shall forfeit and

pay to such passenger the sum of $10 for each

and every ofTense, to be recovered in an action

for debt.

HAVE GOLFERS LARGE FEET?

Humber & Co.'s American factory is pro-

ducing an extra-wide pedal, which Manager
Burris has styled the "Golfing Pedal." It is

"suited to gentlemen who may desire to ride

their cycles to the golfing links."

ONLY A FOOLISH GAME.

They have a curious idea of secession out

in Minnesota. A number of professional

riders and track owners who have for a long

time been grumbling at various actions of the

Racing Board and who are not eligible to

membership in the League, announce that

they have "seceded" and withdrawn from the

governing organization. The association at

the head of the movement is known as the

United Wheelmen of Minneapolis and St.

Paul, composed chiefly of professional and
disgruntled racing men. At a meeting held

last week, about 100 riders were enrolled as

charter members and efiforts will be made to

start branches in other States. On April 21

another meeting will be held, when ofificers

will be elected and a constitution adopted.
The United Wheelmen announces as its ob-
jects good roads, the construction of cycle

paths, control of cycle and road racing, the

promotion of Sunday racing and the admis-
sion to membership of professional as well as

amateur riders.

Despite the "secession," Chief Consul
Choate announces that the Minnesota Divis-
ion has received more new members than ever
in its history, during the past two months.
The uprise in Minnesota is causing President
Potter no uneasiness and Chairman Mott
brands it as on a par with the revolt in De-
troit, when the Knights of the Wheel, a rival

body, organized to down the League, but
which petered out in a few months.

SAUCE FOR BOTH

"JEDGE" GETS OUT.

San Francisco, Cal., March 29.—The first

real step toward the formation of an organiza-
tion to govern cvcle racing in North Cali-

fornia was taken to-day, when Chief Consul
Frank H. Kerrigan resigned his position. His
resignation is a long-winded document which
would require an entire page in The Wheel
if published. California has threatened seces-
sion since the Assembly refused to permit
Sunday racing, and the move is taken solely
to secure racing on the Sabbath, which day,
it is claimed, is the only one on which paying
gates can be secured in San Francisco and
vicinity. The North California Division at

present numbers about 1,600 members. Pos-
sibly half of this number will drop out. The
big cycle clubs of this city have signified their

intention of not renewing their membership
in the League, and will look to the California

Associated Cyclist Clubs for future guidance.
A meeting of the Associated Clubs will be
held April 3d, when the new movement in

favor of Sunday racing will be launched.

STRAINING AT A GNAT.

A bill has been introduced into the New
York Assembly, providing for the regulation
of the quality of broken stone used in the
construction or repair of roads, and limiting

the amount of magnesia and lime used to 20
per cent. It is contended by the introducer of

the bill that on roads containing a large per-

centage of lime and magnesia, not only does
the lime and magnesia affect the skin and
eyes, but the chemicals slowly eaf away the
rubber, causing the tires to leak and so to be-
come useless.

Ooose and Gander Asked In the I^lght-Carrylng

Game By a Proposed Vehicle

I,aw.

In the New York Legislature, Assembly-

man Coughlin (Democrat, Erie County) has

introduced a measure requiring the lighting of

all vehicles in the State—just such a universal

lights law as The Wheel has advocated for

many years. Its passage is, however, extreme-

ly doubtful. The full text of the bill is as fol-

lows:

It shall be the duty of every person owning,

driving, propelling, or in charge of any vehi-

cle being propelled in any public street or

highway of any city in this state in the night

time, whether such vehicle be a bicycle, tricy-

cle, or other vehicle propelled by manumotive
or pedomotive power, or a carriage, wagon,
sleigh, car, or other vehicle whatsoever pro-

pelled by any motive power upon any such

public street or highway in the night time, to

cause such vehicle while being so propelled to

be furnished with properly lighted headlight

or side lights sufficient to give reasonable in-

dication of the approach of such vehicle.

Every person violating the foregoing pro-

vision of this section shall forfeit to the city in

which such violation occurs a penalty of $5 to

be recovered in a civil action by such city.

If any such vehicle shall come into collision

with any other such vehicle upon any public

street or highway in this State in the night
time, and one of such vehicles shall then be
lighted in accordance with the provisions of

this section and the other of such vehicles

shall not be so lighted, in such case the owner
and each person driving, propelling, in charge
of, or occupying such vehicle then not so
lighted, shall be deemed guilty of negligence
causing or contributing to such collision.

This section shall not affect the liability of

either party wilfully and intentionally causing
or contributing to such collision for damages
arising therefrom. The words "night" and
"night time," as used in tjiis section, include

only the time of night between an hour after

sunset and one hour before sunrise.

The act is to take effect July 1, 1897.

LIGHT COLORED.

It's pretty hard for any rider to understand

why any other one doesn't like him.

"Do you think Ole Tymur will be a dark
horse in the Decoration Day road race?"
"How could be be a dark horse? He's a

chestnut, everybody knows that."

CANNOT PAWN STOLEN WHEELS.

New Orleans, March 25.—Judge Ellis, of the

Civil District Court, yesterday rendered his

decision in the case of the Pope Manufactur-
ing Co. vs. the Hart Loan and Pledge Co.,

recognizing the plaintiff as the owner of the

bicycle pledged to the defendant bv a young
man, who had rented it from plaintiff, and
ordering its unconditional return. The decis-

ion is of interest, especially to those engaged
in the bicycle rental business. The suit grew
out of a case where a young man came to the

Pope Co. about a year ago and rented a

Columbia bicycle for one hour, and, during
that time, took the bicycle to the Hart Loan
and Pledge Co. and pawned it for $10. Dis-

covering the wheel in the possession of the

Hart concern, the Pope people demanded its

return; the pawnbrokers declined to surrender
unless they were were paid the amount of the

pledge. The matter was taken into the courts,

the Pope Co. at the same time sequestering the

bicycle. The case came up in the lower court
and the plaintiffs lost it, but they appealed
to the Civil District Court and judgment was
rendered in their favor, as stated.
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SAVANNAH SCORES.

After Years It Once More Draws the i^arly

Bird Racers — Zita to Try

Again.

Savannah, Ga., March 27.—Morgan &

Wright, who hist year furnished so much of

the bone and sinew of the racing world, have

been rather disposed to keep people guessing

what their attitude would be this year. Good

guessers, however, figured that they would

again be found at the same old stand, and

sure enough they will be. Without much ado,

the advance guard of their '97 stable arrived

here yesterday.

The men in the party are Jimmy Michael,

who will be starred this year on the Union

team; Tommy Cooper, who will continue on a

Monarch; "Mother" Webb, Cooper's trainer

last season and this, and Will C. Pelot, man-

ager of the Morgan & Wright racing team.

The sending of these men to Savannah is

taken to be significant, for it would appear

that Morgan & Wright have not abandoned

the racing game, and that they are to be rep-

resented this year by speed merchants of high

calibre.

Manager Pelot stated that his men would be

joined within a week or so by a number of

prominent riders. He is corresponding

with Bald, who is now ready to go into train-

ing, and thinks the Barnes "White Flyer" can

be induced to commence his work here.

Johnny Johnson is expected from Minneapolis

very shortly. It is thought that Arthur Gardi-

ner will come here with Trainer West as soon

as he recovers from his foolish dabble in the

Detroit six-days race during the past week,

and Dave Shafer is expected to land here at

the conclusion of the racing now going on in

San Francisco. Last, but by no means least,

the old-time champion, Arthur Zimmerman,

has assured his friends in Savannah that he

will be here within a week or so, and that he

will begin training with an idea of discovering

how much speed he still possesses.

The weather here has been delightful for a

week, and the men at the track are training

regularly mornings and afternoons. The local

racing m^en have waked up, and the prospects

are that the track will be the scene of much
such a crowd as Fountain Ferry has boasted

of for the past two seasons. The surface is in

need of some slight repairs, but when it is

remembered that this track was the first

cement surface laid in America, and that it has

been in use for six years, this is not to be

wondered at. The climate of the South is

proverbially hard on cement, but a couple of

days' work will put the track in first-class

condition.

The people of the city are already taking a

deal of interest in the little party quartered

out at Thunderbolt. The fine shell road from
the city is alive of evenings with wheelmen
who ride out to get a sight of Jimmy Michael,

the Welsh midget, and of Tom Cooper, the

mighty man of last year's circuit. Both men
appear to be in the pink of condition, and
both take to their training as though they

enjoyed it. The men are riding at 10 in the

morning and again at 3 in the afternoon, and
Trainer Webb seems to be fully satisfied with

the advancement they are making. He is

holding them back from fast work just now,

but at the end of the coming week experts

to let them out a few notches.

The prospects of Eddie Bald's arriving is

a pleasing one, both to Cooper and to the

local sports. Cooper is still anxious for that

match race, and the patrons of the sport

would like nothing better than to have such

an important event decided upon their track

some time in the month the men expect to

remain here. If Bald comes, and the local

Barnes agent is making strenuous efforts to

get him, a race of Some kind is almost a cer-

tainty. Jimmy Michael has received his two

specially built Union racers, and the diminu-

tive champion looks still smaller mounted on

the little machines. His machines have a

20 1-2 inch frame, and 25-inch wheels. He
is training on an 88 gear, the lowest he has used

for several years, but will increase this to 96

in competition. Cooper has retained his last

year's Monarch racers, being satisfied to hold

fast to machines which have given him such

splendid service.

WILLOW-WARE RACING.

August 6 and 7 are the dates selected for

the National meet races, which will be run at the

Willow Grove Park track, Philadelphia. This

was decided on last week and Chairman Mott

was notified of the selection for his guidance

in arranging the schedule for the National

circuit. The Union Traction Co., the owners

of the track, will at once start a number of

improvements, which will include resurfac-

ing the track with asphalt and the enlarge-

ment of the stands in order to accommodate
from 10,000 to 15,000 spectators. The follow-

ing committee has been appointed to take

general charge of the meet: Thos. Hare,

chairman; C. A. Dimon, D. R. Perkine, Jos.

Estoclet and J. A. L. Carson.

GARDINER A GRINDER,

WAITING FOR THE PRESIDENT.

Whether or not there will be a race on

Riverside Drive is still an open question.

The Park Commissioners were to render

a decision on Monday, but owing to the ab-

sence from the city of President McMillan, no

meeting of the Board was held and the com-

mittee from the Associated Cycling Clubs of

New York, which presented itself to receive

the Commissioners' reply, will have to call

again on Monday next.

During the week mild opposition to the

project has developed, but the preponderance

of opinion is so strongly in favor of the race

that if weight counts the race is a certainty.

JUST WHAT NEW YORK'S BOARD IS ASKED.

Chicago is to have two road races on Deco-

ration Day, or the day to be celebrated. May
31. The Associated Cycling Clubs have re-

ceived a permit from the Park Board to hold

a race over the Wheeling course, between the

hours of 9 a. m. and 1 p. m., and the Cook
County Cyclists' Association will have an in-

nings at the game between the 'hours of 1 and

4 p. m. The Cook County organization is a

rival to the A. C. C. and endeavored to wrest

the management of the big Chicago event

from the old association. The ruling of the

Park Board is considered a big victory for

the A. C. C, both organizations having used

every endeavor to secure a permit for the

morning.

But He Was No Great Shakes on a

Sixteen - l/ap, Shy - Distance

Track.

Detroit, March 27.—The six-day riders

claimed the attention of their local followers

at the Auditorium the past week, and despite

the absence of Schinneer, the Chicago won-

der, managed to draw a large attendance.

Deuch, the Pittsburg rider, demonstrated

his superiority over his competitors by reel-

ing off 737 miles 12 laps in the 34 hours of

actual riding; Waller, by a series of mishaps,

losing the race by three laps.

Arthur Gardiner made his "debut" as a long-

distance indoor rider, but failed to make his

first appearance sensational as was predicted

by his admirers, being practically out of it by

the second day. He found no trouble in

securing fifth money, Lawson, the only rival

for this position, giving up early in the week.

To-night Gardiner went for Johnson's in-

door mile record of 2.17, and succe^d^d in

lowering it to 2.05, which is also lower than

the competition record for the same distance

made in San Francisco. Blouin, a local rider,

piled up 25 miles 14 laps within one hour,

which shattered Waller's 24 miles 3 laps, made
in the same time last Monday. These new
records, however, are not likely to stand as

the 16-lap track is said to lack 85 yards of

making a full mile. The promoters will have

the course remeasured in order to have the

new figures recognized.

The summary: Deuch, 737 miles 12 laps;

Waller, 737 miles 9 laps; Miller, 722 miles;

Gimm, 624 miles 4 laps; Gardiner, 341 miles

2 laps.

FOOLS ARE ALWAYS PLENTIFUL.

There appears to be no end to the six-day

races. With the conclusion of one, another

is started in some other city, despite the re-

peated financial failures and managerial ab-

scondments. The latest grind is now on at

Washington. It started at midnight Sunday.

The men who lined up were: Cassidy, Law-
son, Schock, Riviere, Golden,'' Ford, Albert,

Aluller, Jenkins, and an "unknown." The
track is ten laps to the mile.

,

Fifty per cent

of the receipts, it is announced, will be distrib-

uted among the riders as prizes," of which sum
the winner's share will be 40 per cent.

DUER DID THE DEED.

By combining bicycle and athletic events

the Parkside Wheelmen attracted the largest

crowd of the season to their meet in the

Arsenal, Buffalo, on Saturday night last. Ray
Duer secured the cycling honor by winning

the city championship and lowering the track

record to 2.34 3-5 in an unpaced exhibition

ride. W. G. Webster won a two-miles scratch

race and finished second in the five-mile

event, the winner being E. C. Haynes. Duer

fell in his heat.

Scorching is its own cure, only it takes

longer to cure some people than it does

others.

NOW WILL THEY LET-UP?

A match race for one mile between "Teddy"

Goodman and Sam Brock was contested at

the Twenty-second Regiment games, March

25th. Goodman won in 2.34 1-5. The riders

started from opposite sides of the track.

Always bent on going the pace that kills

—

scorchers.

The man who works too hard, whether in

business or pleasure, will soon find himself

discarded^ like the watch that runs too fast.
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-/ci^c

The first

Safety Bicycle

of the

Present Type

Manufactured

in America*

1887.

We were the first American makers of the present type

of Safety Bicycle*

This model was put on the market in 1887^ one year

ahead of aU other American Safeties*

The VICTOR BICYCLE led in J887 and has been

leading ever since* Victors lead to-day and

THE VICTOR ROAD RACER
Stands unequalled for quality^ workmanship and finish* You
cannot find any castings^ sheet steel frame connections, lap

brazed joints, case hardened balls or bearings in a VICTOR
BICYCLE*

It will be easy for us to

sell you a bicycle, if you

examine the internal con-

struction of the Victor*

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.

New York Boston Chicago

Denver San Francisco

Portland, Ore.
1897.
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DUE TO OTHERS' FAILURES.

Little Falls, N. Y., March 27.—The assign-

ment of Homer P. Snyder, maker of the S.

& F. and Swell Newport bicycles, briefly re-

ported in last week's Wheel, was the heaviest

business failure that has occurred in Little

Falls in many years, the liabilities being about

$100,000. For some time there have been

rumors that Mr. Snyder was in financial

straits, but it was hoped that he might tide

over the trouble. The recent failure of Hem-
ingway & Co., in Boston, however, by which

Mr. Snyder lost $8,740, was the means of

precipitating the crisis. Returning from that

city, Mr. Snyder made unsuccessful efforts to

secure loans, and then, after consulting wilh

his creditors, decided to make an assignment.

Olin W. Timmerman is the assignee, and

Hon. E. E. Sheldon the attorney.

Mr. Snyder, in partnership then with

Michael T. Fisher, first engaged in the manu-

facture of bicycles in the latter part of 1895.

They had been remarkably successful in the

manufacture of knitting machines, and 1895

was one of their best years. A site was ac-

cordingly purchased and a $20,000 structure

erected for the manufacture of bicycles. The

first season, 1896, proved a failure, very

largely through bad debts, of which the Bos-

ton firm is an example, and the total losses

ran up well into the thousands. A few months

ago Mr. Fisher withdrew from the partnership

and the business has since been conducted by

Mr. Snyder.

A mortgage for $20,000 in favor of Titus

Sheard, covering the bicycle shop and some
machinery, and one for $6,200 in favor of the

Little Falls National Bank on tools, etc.,

were filed with City Clerk Warren before the

assignment. Both were given as collateral

security for endorsements. Much sympathy

is expressed for Mr. Snyder, who, it is under-

stood, loses everything he possessed.

The liabilities of the firm will be less than

$100,000, including mortgages. A large

amount of goods is in the course of manufac-

ture and if the courts allow the assignee to

complete the goods it is not believed that the

creditors will be very heavy losers. In ad-

dition to the goods in course of manufacture

the firm has many outstanding accounts not

yet due.

MAJESTICS STILL FLOURISHING.

The Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co., of Nor-

wich, Conn., who succeeded Hulbert Bros,

as makers and marketers of the Majestic bi-

cycle, complain that suspiciously persistent re-

ports are in circulation that the Majestic is

no longer being manufactured, a statement

which every one in the trade, and out of it,

knows, or should know, is utterly untrue.

Hopkins & Allen are not only still producing

the Majestic, but "more of them than ever

before, and all of a higher grade and im-

proved finish."

RETAILERS REBEL.

Retail dealers are now compelled to prepay

charges on all parts and broken ma-
chines returned to the manufacturer by

express. The express companies operat-

ing in this vicinity came together last

week and agreed to enforce such a rule,

on account of the great loss entailed by manu-
facturers refusing to accept narts sent to them

for repairs unpaid.

PEORIA PROSPERS PEDALIFEROUSLY.

Peoria, March 27.—For the first time Peoria

has had a spring-like exhibition of weather,

and a corresponding number of wheels on the

streets that are paved and ridable. As to

those that are not paved, the recent expression

of an enthusiastic wheelman, who is manager

of one of the coal companies, covers the

ground thoroughly. Asked how trade was,

he responded that it was booming, that that

very evening they had to send help- to two

teams which were stuck in the mud on one

of the principal unpaved streets of the city.

The different factories are running on full

time, and shipments are going out at a very

satisfactory rate, particularly to the Eastern

trade. The West has had poor weather and

worse roads.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., makers of the Sylph

and Overland, are very busy. H. G. Rouse

has moved his private office to the factory,

which enables him to avoid the incessant

pressure upon his time occasioned by the de-

sire of every traveling man and hundreds of

others to see "the head of the house." Even

with this change, he finds he has all he needs

to keep him from a spell of ennui. Since they

closed an agency for Holland and its colon-

ies with Vrolik & Oelrichs, of Rotterdam,

they have partially made arrangements for

an Egyptian agency, and have negotiations

pending for a valuable Russian contract.

The Patee, Ide and other Peoria factories

are likewise establishing a foreign trade.

Possibly it is because they have been such

constant advertisers in The Wheel, but at

any rate, their advertising in its columns has

brought forth fruit of that very acceptable

kind ycleped orders.

SOME PEERLESS CHANGES.

W. A. Neff is to become a New Yorker.

He has been appointed Eastern sales agent

of the Peerless Mfg. Co., and will establish

headquarters at 57 Park Place, this city. Mr.

Neff will look after the trade formerly at-

tended to by D. J. Post, who has resigned all

connection with the Peerless Co. Mr. Post

was formerly located at the factory in Cleve-

land, but a few months since came East and

combined Peerless interests with those of the

Veeder cyclometer. He will now devote him-

self wholly to the latter. Incidentally, the

New York City agency for the Peerless has

just been placed with the Elmwood Cycle Co.,

at Park Place and West Broadway.

AN ENDORSEMENT OF VALUE.

Frank White, of the New York Tire Co., is

a careful man, and does not usually attach his

name to a document until he is sure of his

case. For this reason the commendaition

which he has given the Buffalo (N. Y.)

Specialty Co.'s Neverleak compound is of par-

ticular value and is certain to attract attention

to the material. The Neverleak people them-
selves give a guarantee with their substance

which covers a broad field and which has a

good ring.

MERELY A FRENCH FABLE.

A French wheel paper, without giving any
facts to bear out its statement, says that 30,-

000 American-made bicycles have just been
shipped back from Liverpool to the United
States.

FROM OVER THE RHINE.

Cincinnati, March 29 —The Clemen Toy
Co., doing business on Walnut street, made
an assignment Thursday morning to Edward
Ritchie. The assets are stated as $35,000 and

the liabilities $43,000. The Equitable National

Bank earlier in the day obtained a confessed

judgment for $10,248.23 and a little later Laura

Schockly obtained a confessed judgment for

$9,000 and levied upon the stock of the com-
pany. These two judgments necessitated the

failure.

The company dealt largely in toys, wagons,

velocipedes and bicycles, and about a year

ago succeeded to the business of the Strobel

& Wilken Co. The officers of the company
are A. D. Shockly, president; Theodore Clem-
en, vice-president; and J. C. Riefstahl, treas-

urer. The authorized capital of the company
was $40,000, of which $24,000 had been paid

in. Two suits to assess the statutory liability

of stockholders were at once filed.

The names of the stockholders and their

holdings are as follows: A. D. Shockly,

$6,200; C. L. Shockly, $6,000; T. Clemen,

$3,500; C. Clemen, $2,500; C. L. Toms, $3,500;

William Clemen, $1,000; and W. H. Clough, J.

Kamman and J. C. Riefstahl, $500 each.

The agency for the Monarch, Falcon and
Gladiator has been taken by Chas. A. Shaw,
who will enter the bicycle business on the

1st prox. He will lease a large building on the

main thoroughfare of the city and will have
one of the largest stores in the city. He was
formerly manager for the bicycle department
of L. M. Prince & Bro.

The Marqua Carriage Co. last week began
the manufacture and sale of bicycles. Their
wheel is of a medium grade and they expect

to retail them at bottom figures, possibly as

low as $35. They will also make a specialty

of juvenile wheels and of baby buggies.

The Powell & Clement Co. have secured the

agency for the Victor and have now the lar-

gest line of agencies in the city. They have
closed with the following firms for this season:

Victor, Remington, Iver Johnson, Feather-
stone, Columbus, Geneva, Richmond and Ben
Hur.

E. W. Frey, assignee of the F. B. Hewitt
Cycle Co., which failed last summer, will file

the account of the assignment during the com-
ing week. The creditors will get 60 per cent
of their claims.

T'WO GOOD ONES.

J. A. Glass & Co., 119 Washington street,

Boston, an old-estabhshed wall-paper house,

has instituted a bicycle department and
"taken on" the Envoy and Fleetwing bicycles,

the product of the Buffalo Cycle Co. A. C.

Chase & Co., of Baltimore, a sporting goods
concern, has also secured the agency for those

wheels in connection with the Hunter.

M.

MEADER TO MEANDER SOUTH.

E. Meader has left the A. F. Shapleigh
Hardware Co., St. Louis, and engaged with

the Snell Cycle Fittings Co., of Toledo. He
will expound the merits of the Snell bicycle

in the larger towns in the Southern and
Middle Western States.

AMERICA IN THE TUBE GAME.

It is not generally known that American

tube makers are able to sell tubing to the

English trade for 20 per cent less than the

English mills themselves.
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RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

Henry Goodman, 132 Sixth street, Portland, Ore.,

has been appointed a member by President Potter, and

will take cliarge of California, Nevada, Oregon, Ari-

zona, Utah, Washington, Idaho and Montana.

The State of Michigan is added to the district of

Mr. Herbert W. Foltz, 50 Ingalls Block, Indianapolis,

Ind.

HANDICAPPERS APPOINTED.

By vote of the board the following are made handi-

cappers:

District No. 1 (all eligible for any New England

State, except Maine)—R. F. Kelsey, Drawer 9, Hart-

ford, Conn.; Charles G. Percival, 73 Globe Building,

Boston, Mass.; (eligible for Maine), Walter E. Tobie,

251 Cumberland street, Portland, Me.

District No. 2—A. G. Batchelder, 1427 American

Tract Society Building, New York, N. Y.

District No. 3—John C. VVetmore, 722 American

Tract Society Building, New York, N. Y.

District No. 4—A. G. Powell, 905 Arch street, Phila-

delphia, Pa. ; T. F. Myler, Central Stock Yards, Pitts-

burg, Pa.; N. Levy, Portsmouth, Va.

District No. 5—Wm. C. Watkins, Baltimore Ameri-

can, Baltimore, Md. ; Wm. Jose, 1326 Fourteenth street,

Washington, D. C; T. T. Gilmer, Charlotte, N. C.

District No. 6—C. J. Sherer, 211 Main street, Mem-
phis', Tenn.; M. J Fleck, 332 East Walnut street,

Louisville, Ky.

District No. 7—C. H. Fenner, New Orleans, La.

;

Thomas N. Parker, Waco, Tex.

District No. 8—W. M. Rosborough, Twenty-second

street and Clark avenue, St. Louis, Mo. ; E. P. Mori-

arity, 704 Main street, Kansas City, Mo.
District No. 9—Charles W. Mears, St. Clair and

Seneca streets, Cleveland, O.

District No. 10—Charles P. Root, Monon Building,

Chicago, 111. ; Glenn D. Stuart, Kalamazoo, Mich. ; W.
G. Hunter, Indianapolis, Ind.

District No. 13—Robert Gerwing, Denver, Col.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
H. W. Bucket, Chicago, 111., clause (a) ; H. Eugene

Fant, Anderson, S. C, own request.

SUSPENDED.
J. Michael is suspended by the National Cyclists'

Union, and in accordance with the agreement be-

tween that body and the L. A. W. he is also ineligible

to ride in the United States.

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
Pennsylvania University, Philadelphia (closed),

March 27, 1897.

York Wheeling Club, York, Pa., July 5 and Septem-

ber 6.

Grand Rapids Wheelmen, Grand Rapids, Mich.,

May 31.

Charles C. Lister (Crescent Wheelmen), Plainfield,

N. J., May 3L

Harrisburg Wheel Club, Harrisburg, Pa., date

changed from May 29 and July 3 to May 29 and July

5.

Harrisburg Cycle Track Association, Harrisburg,

Pa., July 3 and September 4.

J. E. Carson, Charlotte, N. C, May 20 and 21.

West End Wheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 31.

South End Wheelmen, Philadelphia, Pa., June 26.

Rock Hill Athletic Association, Rock Hill, S. C,
May 18.

C. M. Raymond, Boston, Mass., March 23 to March
27.

R. T. Gallagher, Worcester, Mass., May 31 and

July 5.

Bostonian Cycle Club, Cambridge, Mass., May 19.

Young Men's Social Club, Westfield, Mass., May 31.

Rose of New England Wheel Club, Norwich, Conn.,

May 31, July 5 and September 6.

Worcester Agricultural Society, Worcester, Mass.,

August 31.

Press Cycling Club, Cambridge, Mass., September 6.

Mercury Wheel Club, Texarkana, Tex., March 26.

Carrol J. Post, New York, N. Y., March 16.

Company G, Ninth Regiment, New York, N. Y.,

March 1.

Twenty-Second Regiment, A. A., New York, N. Y.,

March 25.

Twenty-Third Regiment, A. A., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

March 27.

Sixty-Fifth Regiment, A. A., Buffalo, N. Y., March
27.

Seventh Regiment, A. A., New York, N.Y., April 3.

Eighth Regiment, N. G. N. Y., New York, N. Y.,

April 10.

Westside Athletic Club, Company K, Ninth Regi-

ment, New York, N. Y., April 21.

John R. Briggs, Fonda, N. Y., May 29 and May 31.

C. A. Bowcn, Elmira, N. Y., May 31 and July 5.

Parkside Wheel Club, Buffalo, N. Y., May 31.

Davy Crockett, H. & L. Company, Poughkecpsie,

May 31.

Newburg Wheelmen, Newburg, N. Y., May 31.

Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club, Poughkecpsie, N. Y.,

July 5.

Press 'Cycle Club, Buffalo, N. Y., July 5.

Riverside Wheelmen, New York, N. Y., July 31.

Albany Bicycle Club, Albany, N. Y., August 21 and
August 28.

Kanaweola 'Cycle Club, Elmira, N. Y., September 6.

Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

September 6.

Newburg Wheelmen, Newburg, N. Y., September 6.

Quaker City Wheelmen, Philadelphia, Pa., June 5.

Atlanta Wheelmen, Newark, N. J., July 5.

GOT HIM UNDER THE INFLUENCE AGAIN.

When John S. Johnson arrived at Minne-

apolis, after his long siege of pneumonia, he

announced that the report that he had signed

with the Spalding team was premature, stat-

ing that he had twice rei'used to sign contracts,

as the terms did not satisfy him. Tom Eck,

after hearing this, immediately left Chicago

for Minneapolis and brought his hypnotizing

power to bear on the vacillating Johnny.

The result is that Johnson has about given up

the idea of starting in the bicycle business in

Minneapolis, as he threatened to do, and, al-

though Johnson has not admitted it, it is

inferred from his talk that he will again ride

under the magic hand of one Thomas Eck. He
still shows the effects of his illness, but there

is no reason to believe that he has suffered

constitutional injury.

UP AGAINST IT.

Michael's suspension by the N. C. U. of

England has been followed by suspension

from all tracks under League jurisdiction in

this country, in accordance with the rules of

the International Cyclists' Association. An
announcement to this effect is made by

Chairman Mott this week. As the diminutive

Welshman has announced his intention of

settling the claim against him in England, his

reinstatement is a matter which awaits only

his own action.

GARDINER'S GRINDER FLIP FLOPS.

Arthur Gardiner caused several small riots

during the Detroit six-days' race. He rode

only when and how he pleased, sprinting most

of the time at a breakneck clip, which endan-

gered the other riders. Waller angrily pro-

tested Gardiner's riding and threatened to

abandon the race unless he was called off the

track, but he was allowed to ride as he pleased

until the close.

BETWEEN TWO "PRESSURES. '

Fred. Gerlach, of Chicago, a former mem-
ber of the Racing Board, has been offered

the last appointment on the new Board. Al-

though he has asserted that pressure of busi-

ness will prevent him from succeeding him-

self, great pressure by his friends is being di-

rected to cause him to alter his determination

and accept the position.

CERTAINLY OUGHT TO CATCH THEM.
Secretary Ducker, of the National Track

Association, is considering the advisability of

sending a representative abroad to secure a

half dozen or so foreign cracks to ride on the

Association's circuit. He thinks the proposed

$5,000 sweepstake handicap race, in addition

to other overtures, ought to have the proper

magnetic influence over the foreign riders to

induce them to leave home.

CHIEF CONSUL ENDORSEMENTS DON'T GO NOW.

The reappointment is announced in the

Racing Board's bulletin this week of John C.

Whetmore as handicapper for New Jersey.

Last week the Executive Committee of the

New Jersey Division endorsed C. S. Nor-
wood, of Paterson, for the position, a club-

mate of Chief Consul Kireker. But this in-

fluence, coupled with the backing of the State

Racing Board, was as naught in securing the

lucrative berth for the Patersonian. President

Potter interceded for Wetmore, and "Jonah"
will again rule the Jersey tracks. Wetmore
gave general satisfaction last year, except at

Paterson, where he distinguished himself by
ruling off the track a deaf and dumb rider on
the charge of using foul language.

MURPHY WAS EXPELLED FOR SUCH A RACE.

Chairman Mott has decided that contests

on home trainers do not come under the

jurisdiction of the Racing Board. The matter

was brought to his attention by a member of

the New York Racing Board in connection

with the exhibitions ridden at the Brooklyn
Cycle Show, who was unable to state whether
such contests needed to be sanctioned or not.

The racing rules, as read by the chairman,

gives the Board power to rule only such con-

tests as are run on tracks, with the exception

of the clause bearing on road racing.

GONE CENTURY CRAZY.

Philadelphia has the century run craze

this year. About every Sunday from the

middle of April to the last of June has al-

ready been scheduled for 100-mile jaunts by
various clubs. "The Kenilworth Special," a

run to Atlantic City and return, 125 miles, is

booked for June 13. Eight club prizes are

offered, besides a special prize to any club

-breaking the Century Wheelmen's record by
having 250 or more survivors.

A NICE LITTLE CIRCUIT.

At Pittsburg, last week, the organization of

the Inter-State Professional Bicycle Circuit

was perfected, with T. F. Myler, president,

and W. L. Dixon, secretary and treasurer. It

was decided that the circuit should include

all the cities and towns west of Tyrone, Pa.,

and Jamestown, N. Y., and include all of the

counties bordering on the Pennsylvania and
Ohio State line. Steubenville also, and as

far south as Wheeling.

REFORMING A BACK NUMBER.

London's first and most famous cycle track,

Heme Hill, has been re-surfaced, widened and
the banking increased to eight feet. The new
surface is termed "granilite," a secret compo-
sition of cement and cracked stone, which re-

places the famous- battons, the use of which
created a heated discussion when first em-
ployed. It is expected that the old track will

regain its former prestige.

BELIEVES CONSISTENCY A JEWEL.

Geo. W. Dorntee, the New England mem-
ber of the Racing Board, has come out openly

against road racing, and refused to referee

the Gloucester 20-mile race on April 19th.

He declines on the ground that as he is on

record as being opposed to racing on the

highway, he wishes in no way to encourage

such events.
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GREAT TIMES

Made on the Track and Coming to California

I/eague Seceders in the Future,

Perhaps.

San Francisco, March 20.—What was out-

lined in a former letter has come to pass

and the League of American Wheelmen will

have to acquire new governing material or

pass out of existence in California.

The present League officials have practi-

cally renounced their once beloved organi-

zation, and transferred their energy and in-

fluence to the California Associated Cycling

Clubs, the road racing concern of the Pacific

Coast. This latter organization will make

the changes necessary in its constitution so

as to admit individuals as well as clubs, and

take charge of all cycle racing on the

Coast. Professionals will be admitted, sanc-

tions for race meets given for any day or

night of the week, and the racing fraternity of

the Golden State thus enters upon a new exist-

ence that can be compared only to the reign

of prize fighting lately inaugurated in a sister

State.

The East and West are separated by some-

thing greater than the Rocky Mountains,

and there are many who will sigh to think

that the grand fraternal feeling that has ex-

isted so long must now be severed. Strange

as it may seem, the vast majority of League

members in the Division are not in favor of

the move that has just been made, and yet

they are powerless to do anything to

avert what must surely turn out to

be a catastrophe. The officials of the

League are to at once resign, and a

body without a head must necessarily die.

This, the opening night of the three weeks'

indoor bicycle tournament, the last race meet

to be given under sanction of the L. A. W. in

California, was such as to bring joy to the

management, for the big barn called the Pa-

vilion was well filled with spectators. The
races were exciting, and everything connected

with the evening's entertainment passed off

very nicely.

The management has spent a barrel of

money already, and are just opening the

second. The band played "Rosy O'Grady;"

the Mayor of this wicked city started one of the

races, then rushed ofif to preside at a meeting

discussing the Cuban question. People out

here merely think of the Sunday-racing ques-

tion, and are just beginning to realize that

there are other things to live for than to

witness bicycle races on Sunday.

If the management could only get up a

match race between Corbett and Fitzsimmons

(both are good riders) there would be noth-

ing left to live for—but that is anticipating.

Becker was in a class by himself, and rode

with a style that's all his own. He outpointed

Jay Eaton at every move, but as Mr. Eaton

had just arrived, and was not in good trim,

he may reverse some of the rings Becker has

been riding around him before the three weeks

are up.

Starbuck did little more than show himself

and his peculiar chainless wheel, which he

pedals quite lively, however. He, too, has

just arrived, and could get no better than

third in his heat of the mile invitation, so he

watched the final from the bleachers.

Loughead did not ride, but will appear

later,

Jay Eaton landed the mile open, Becker

and Harry Terrill falling. Downing and

Davis, clubmates from San Jose, won the

other two places.

Four qualified for the five-mile invitation,

Eaton, Becker, Stevens and McFarland.

The pacing was done by a triplet, and the

race was a beautiful contest (I've been to

Carson and might get things mixed.)

Stevens captured the triplet, but Becker

ousted him on the third lap, and the order

was Becker, Stevens, McFarland, Eaton. No
play was made for position until the triplet

was preparing to let the riders go the last

half alone, when Eaton sneaked by, evidently

intending to trust to a half-mile sprint. Mc-
Farland paced the others up to him, however,

and with two laps to go they were

closely bunched. Just here Stevens thought

of his trainer's admonition to ride with

his head as well as his feet, and did

ten yards on his ear. They carried

him ofif, and then the fun commenced. Eaton

seemed a winner, when Becker made a spurt

within a spurt and simply distanced the other

two, Eaton dying in last place. The win of

the five-mile champion, who is very popular

here, was well received, and every one went

home to tell Harry and Tom and the rest to

be sure and be there the next night.

The amateurs put up a pretty race in the

final of the mile handicap, Kenna and Russ

riding the first half from scratch under a

minute, when they caught the field and slowed

up.

A feature of the evening's sport was some
clever trick riding by a California boy—E. J.

Blaidsell.

Summary:
One-mile handicap, amateur— 1, Kenna,

scratch; 2, Russ, scratch; 3, Gooch, 40 yards.

Time, 2.12 4-5.

One-mile scratch, professional — 1, Jay
Eaton; 2, Downing; 3, Davis. Time, 2.10 3-5.

Five-mile invitation, professional — 1,

Becker; 2, McFarland; 3, Eaton. Time,

11.25.

WELLS WINS.

WELCH FAVORS RACE MEET GAMBLING.

California still has some respect for the

much-despised League. For example, in

noting the many conveniences ofifered by the

San Francisco building in which races are

to be held for the next three weeks, the fol-

lowing notice appears:

The poolroom which is to be run in con-

nection with the bicycle races will not be in

the Pavilion, but in the skating rink, and a

door will be cut so that the spectators who
wish to bet money on the races can do so
without inconvenience. This arrangement
completely protects the racing men from any
action of the L. A. W. The League rules say
that the betting shall not be done on the
grounds. Robert M. Welch, the coast repre-
sentative of the Racing Board, says that he
will take no action whatever in the matter.

MAY REJUVENATE A FAMOUS TRACK.

Hartford's famous old track at Charter Oak
Park, which in former years was the scene of

many hard fought contests awheel, has
been purchased by A. J. Welch and Orlando
A. Jones of New York for $25,000. It is the

intention of the new owners to build a quarter
mile cycle path within the trotting track and
erect properly equipped training quarters, and
endeavor to. revive cycle racing in that city.

In years gone by, the Hartford tournament
stood on a level with the famous Springfield
and Peoria meets. It was abandoned on ac-

count of Connecticut's stringent anti-horse-
racing laws.

Shows Improved Form and Generalship

—

Records Claimed for Several Per-

formances.

San Francisco, March 30. With the begin-

ning of the second week of the three weeks'

tournament at the Mechanics' Pavilion, Wells

starts off with a record of winning more prizes

than any of the other numerous contestants.

To-night he rode the most sensational race of

the season, the event being the final of the

mile open. The starters besides himself were

Jones, Macfarland and Downing, with Morris

as pacemaker.

On the start of the seventh lap Downing
commenced the sprint, with the other men
riding like fiends to get around him, but he

kept in the lead, all the others riding on the

banks, seemingly to shut Wells out. Not-

withstanding that he had to hug the top of the

bank for the two laps, they could not stave

ofif Wells' final sprint on the last lap. He
passed his competitors as if they were stand-

ing still and won the race in the fast time of

2m. lis. The last half was ridden in 59s. The
three-mile race was enhanced by the good
team work of Macfarland and Stevens, who,
with Downing and Eaton, were the starters

in the final. Two pacemakers, on singles, set

the pace and succeeded in pulling the men out

for three miles in 6m. 54 l-5c., Stevens getting

first place; Eaton second, and Macfarland

third.

On Friday night Wells won the mile invi-

tation race with ease, defeating Eaton, Terrill

and Macfarland. The time was 2.08 1-5. On
Thursday night Allan Jones won the quarter

mile dash in 31 1-5 seconds. Becker won the

mile race in 2.05. Both of these times are

claimed to be indoor competitive records.

Record trials were the feature of the previous

night, when Lacey rode five miles in 10.50 3-5

and G. W. Tantan put mile indoor record at

2.00 1-5. On Tuesday the mile handicap was
the sensation of the night. At the finish,

Allen, of Spokane, dashed out of the ruck,

passed Starbuck and all but nipped Stevens at

the tape.

ONE SIDE OF THE CASE.

Otto Ziegler, the San Jose rider, has been

severely criticised since refusing to again meet
Floyd Macfarland in a match race. In the

original match Macfarland won the first heat

and was thrown by a dog running across the

track in the final. Ziegler's sportsmanlike

action in refusing the purse and ofifering to

ride again was then heralded all over the

country. But according to San Francisco

papers, Ziegler played the most unsportsman-

like of tricks. The ink on the papers announc-

ing Ziegler's commendable action and telling

how Macfarland had been defeated owing to

his fall had hardly had time to dry before

Ziegler called on the stakeholder, and pulled

down the $500 that the men were matched for,

and at the same time announced that he would
not ride in California again and would under
no circumstances again race Macfarland.

Commenting on the case the "Bulletin" says:

In view of the fact that Ziegler was a beaten

man in the last heat, and that only an accident
to his opponent saved him from certain defeat,
his contemptible actions in pulling down the
purse, after at first refusing to acct-pt it, do not
need further criticism. It would be well if

Ziegler never did race in California again or
any place else for that matter.
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THE PULL AND PUSH START.

That a good beginning often makes a bad

ending all must be aware, since the old saw

has so said for goodness only knows how
long. Even so, a poor start, especially in a

short race, is far from being a winning affair,

except where the racer receiving it outclasses

his field. In racing the push-off is the very

first thing that contributes to success or fail-

ure in a track competition. In the opinion of

those qualified to criticize, Asa Windle has the

best system of launching his man into a race.

Standing with his left foot on the tape (the

trainer is forbidden by the rules to step over

it), he holds the handle-bars of the rider's

wheel firmly with his left hand and the saddle

with the right.

Exactly with the pistol, losing not a single

instant, he gives a mighty pull, and before

the momentum acquired by this movement
has had time to slacken, follows it up with a

generous shove with his right against the rear

of his already well-started rider's saddle, A
great many trainers simply shove their men
over the tape, but Windle's is certainly the

superior plan of starting a man. It gives the

rider a couple of yards advantage at the start

and affords him a better chance in the

struggle for position that immediately ensues.

Asa's combined "pull and push" is an untold

boon to the rider whom he starts in a race.

AS VIEWED BY ELLIOTT.

After visiting several Western cities. ex-

President Elliott returned to Boston last week
and discoursed on the Sunday racing question

as follows:

"The most prominent wheelmen in Chi-

cago, St. Louis, and other large cities I

visited, are not strongly in favor of the

League granting Sunday racing, although

many of the ablest workers in the League
in the far West, and some of those in the

South, are in favor of it, as in those sections

they have other sports on Sunday, and are

naturally desirous of Sunday races. In my
mind, it will not be long before the League
will in some way get around this important

question and provide for the parts of the

country wishing the privilege of Sunday rac-

ing. This could be done by leaving the matter

in the hands of the Racing Board, or possibly

by leaving out of the constitution the word
Sunday. I do not think that those who are

pushing the secession matter will carry it to

the extent that an independent organization

will be formed to combat the League. They
would, in the end, very much regret it."

CYCLE TENANTS DESIRED.

Among the desirable locations for cycling

establishments in this city is the Aldrich

Building, on Warren, Church and Chambers
streets, the owners of which, the Aldrich es-

tate, 45 Broadway, are particularly anxious

to secure cycling tenants. The building is in

the heart of the downtown cycle district and
provides either single offices or suites. The-

Aldrich people also have lofts, 25x100 feet, at

31 Warren street, to let.

WHEN THE SPRINKLER PASSES BY.

Little drops of water
Falling with a thud,

Though they hadn't oughter,

Manufacture mud.

The ^ ^
Fat Purse

and the

Thin Purse

"«Sy
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can each receive equivalent

worth in the purchase of a

WAVERLEY BICYCLE. For

those who will have nothing but

the best, and are willing and

able to pay the prices which the

best can command, the super-

latively High-Grade WAVER-
LEY at ^loo offers the finest

product of mechanical skill ob-

tainable—a bicycle that in

eveiy line, move and motion

proclaims its worth as clearly as

a blooded race-horse the acme
of strength, durability, comfort

and elegance. For a buyer who
desires a thoroughly High-Grade

machine at the lowest price at

which it is possible for such a

machine to be built, we offer

the improved WAVERLEY at

$6o.oo, a bicycle that is even

better in construction and ap-

pearance than our 1896 WA-
VERLEY, and without doubt

the best bicycle ever offered

for so small a sum.

WAVERLEY WORTH
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Catalogue Mailed Free

Agents Wanted Everywhere

INDIANA BICYCLE
COMPANY.^ .^ ^ ^ ^

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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MUST PAY BACK

The Money He Got From Dunlop — Getting

on to Pennington—Public Are

Wary.

London, March 20.—The excitement of the

week undoubtedly has been the verdict in the

great share law suit brought by J. B. Dun-
lop against Dr. F. F. MacCabe to recover

2,000 shares in the old Dunlop Company
which he alleged the latter had obtained from

him by willful misrepresentation and fraud.

The case lasted over a week in the Irish

Vice Chancellor's Court at Dublin, and was

chiefly remarkable for the freedom of speech

which the opposing lawyers permitted them-

selves in dealing opinionatively with their op-

ponents' clients. Dr. MacCabe, for instance,

was called a swindler, a liar, and various other

uncomplimentary names, while Mr. Dunlop

was held as a hoary-headed old schemer, a

man who was willing to perjure himself in

order to make a few thousand pounds,

despite the fact that he is worth about half a

million. The Vice Chancellor's opinion

seemed, however, to be all on one side and

his judgment was very severe and evenscathing

in its tone on the MacCabe line of defence.

He found that the young Irish doctor has

been guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation

in order to obtain possession of the 2,000

shares in dispute, and he condemned him to

certify all profits made on the deal, and to re-

fund them with added interest at the rate of

4 per cent per annum and cast him in all costs

of the action.

The justice of the decision is generally

acknowledged, and despite the appeal lodged,

it is felt that the verdict cannot be upset.

The whole affair will probably cost the loser

about £13,000, but he will come well out of

it after all, as, though he had no money prev-

iously, this deal quickly put him in a posi-

tion to enter heavily into various other specu-

lations, which ended in enormous profits, I

am told. The loss of prestige, however, is seri-

ous, as he is a director of Dunlop, France,

Ltd., Sanger Cycle Co., Components Tube
Co., and other firms.

I hear that Mr. Kane Pennington is about

to start a huge factory for the manufacture of

his mysterious motors. This, however, is en-

tirely conditional on his being able to float

a company with, it is said, £100,000, to pro-

vide funds for the scheme. In a very shrewd

conception of the Irish character, Mr. Pen-

nington is at present fascinating Dublin with

the ease, grace, and speed with which he flies

about its poorly paved streets on about the

only complete Pennington motor car which

I think is in existence. He is being inter-

viewed ad lib. and plays on the harp to per-

fection, promising so much prosperity to

Dublin, and so much money to be spent, that

he will probably be made a town councillor

or a member of Parliament if he is not very

careful. Suspicious people want to know why
Mr. Pennington has to take his factory to

Dublin, and I may say that, in my opinion,

the reason is that he wants Irish money to

do it with. We are a bit sick of motor com-

panies on this side.

full, and even then the affair was scantily

furnished. The Clipper Tire Co. was issued

last week under the direct patronage of the

Dunlop Co., and was the consummation of

the negotiations which I have mentioned

previously in these columns, by which the

Dunlop Co. have received ioO,000 for the last

license available under the Bartlett patent.

The capital asked was £150,000, and it was
generally supposed that the public would rush

in to invest as the Dunlop support was so

evident. On the contrary, however, the pub-

lic stood out, and again the underwriters

were called on to the full. The New Centaur

flotation, however, was very successful, the

necessary £150,000 being subscribed for five

times over.

ROTH WRATHY.

The long-talked-of ofifer for the Osmond
Cycle Co. has come along in the shape of a

tender, value, £250,000.

It is said that the indoor racing at Olympia

ceases at the end of this week, the syndicate

being "stone broke," the racers having run

the show themselves on their own responsi-

bility for the past week.

})^'
SHIELDING THE TROUSERS. ^> \

F. A. McGinnis, 433 Cass avenue, Detroit,

Mich., is the father of this invention, which

the illustration renders unnecessary to de-

scribe. Mr. McGinnis believes it is superior

to any trouser guard, clip or bandage ever

devised.

HOW FAR AND HOW FAST.

This is the way the New York Standard

Watch Co. expresses it:

"The bicycle itself has been apparently per-

fected to the last requirement of the physical

pleasure of the wheelman; the ingenuity of

our watch factory experts now finally enables

him to secure entire mental satisfaction. His

'Standard' Watch tells him the exact time;

his 'Standard' Cyclometer tells him the ex-

act distance; his 'Standard' Tachometer tells

him the exact speed. Verily, a trinity of vir-

tues, a three-fold joy!"

Says All Sorts of Things About Everybody

Because He Was Barred

from Glory.

E. N. Roth, of Chicago, feels grieved and

wronged. The Century Road Club refused

to accept his alleged record of over 34,000

miles for the year of 1896, on the ground, as

it was given out, that the evidence was faulty

and incomplete. Roth still claims that his

mileage was correct and has begun suit against

the Century Road Club to force that organiza-

tion to acknowledge his record figures.

Roth charges that some of the officials of

the Century Road Club for trade reasons

used their influence to have his mileage record

not allowed and he names Secretary C. M.
Fairchild as one of the offending officials.

Roth says that every century he made was

substantiated by affidavits, and that he wants

the prizes which have been awarded to Gracey,

of Philadelphia, for the greatest mileage, and

to O'Connor for the mileage record for

Illinois.

Roth also charges that while he was riding

his centuries Secretary Fairchild, when he

saw that Roth would beat all other riders,

tried to discourage him whenever the oppor-

tunity was presented.

PENNSYLVANIANS AFTER GOOD ROADS.

Pennsylvania League officials are working

energetically to secure the passage of the

Hamilton road bill, a measure which if passed

will result in a system of hard roads through-

out the State. Ever since the bill was intro-

duced the members of the Legislature have

been deluged with letters urging its passage

from wheelmen and others, and it is said that

over 10,000 such communications were re-

ceived within ten days. Favorable reports

upon it have been presented by the Road
Committees in both Houses, and on last Wed-
nesday night it was thought it would be passed

in the Senate, but it, together with another

road bill having as a feature an annual tax

upon all bicycles, were referred to a special

committee directed to report on April 6 a

revised bill "combining the good points of

both." On the day previous the committee is

to give the wheelmen a hearing. Another bill

providing for a tax on bicycles has been re-

ferred to the Ways and Means Committee.

CHEAP FOR THE ACCOMMODATION.
Beginning with the present month bicycles

will be carried on the Sixth avenue elevated

road, this city, on Sundays and holidays, from

5 a. m. to 9 a. m. and 6 to 9 p. m. A number
of cars have been fitted with racks on one side.

Each car will be capable of carrying about

fifty wheels and seating twenty-five passen-

gers. These cars will be run as special trains

at intervals of half an hour and will stop only

at important stations. Cyclists must handle

their own machines and the company will not

be responsible for any damage. If the experi-

ment is successful similar trains will be run

on other lines. The charge for a wheel will

be 10 cents.

The various companies which have been

floated during the past fortnight have not

done too well. The Rudge Whitworth

Foreign underwriters were called on to the

LESS ROOM NEEDED.
Tbey ride on a wheel that was built for two
When out for an afternoon's run,

But when he is calling they sit, it is true,

On a chair that was built for one.

SECURED DAMAGES.

Mrs. Josiah Friend, of Norfolk, Va., whose
husband was run down and killed while rid-

ing a bicycle across the tracks of the Nor-
folk and Washington railroad, was last week
awarded $8,900 damages. The case was tried

by a jury.
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HIGH ALTITUDERS.

They Are Being Challenged by the I<ow-

landers, but Are Not

Worrying.

Denver, Co., March 26.—There is every

prospect that the racing game will be a lively

one in Denver during the sunamer of 1897.

The talk of secession from the League of

American Wheelmen is not as loud as it was

some weeks ago, but there is still an under-

current of feeling in its favor. The appoint-

ment of W. I. Doty on the National Racing

Board had much to do toward making tne

wheelmen of Denver more satisfied with their

condition and with the League. Mr. Doty

has worked very faithfully and efifectivcly to

smooth over the exasperation which existed,

and has done more than any other man could

have done. But the secession feeling is still

strong. No organized movement is likely to

be started at this point, but riders will watch

closely the development of any new league

or association in other quarters. If there

seems to be a general drift from the L. A. W.
the Denver riders are likely to drift that way,

but if the movement is only in detached por-

tions of the country, the State, as a whole,

may remain loyal to the League another

year.

Rumors of racing that will come off during

the summer is lively. O. B. Hachenberger is

being challenged by almost every man of

sufficient prominence in unpaced work to

bring him into prominence. Sanger has not

yet sent in an offer, but has one hanging over

from last year. Eddie Bald has been heard

from. He wants to race Hachenberger four

races, a half-mile paced, a half-mile unpaced,

a mile paced and a mile unpaced. Mr. Bald

thinks he has a sure thing on the paced races

and a chance in those that are unpaced. The

fact is, however, that Mr. Hachenberger fol-

lowed a pacing machine two miles in record

time on the "r^Uth of last June, when he was de-

feated by W. W. Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton

was the older hand at that sort of work, and

dropped in quietly behind the big machine

before the other got fairly started. Hamilton

followed close in the wake of the multicycle,

but Hachenberger kept a good space between

Hamilton's wheel and his own. With all the

speed that could be forced out of the pace-

makers, Hamilton, having the full benefit of

the pacing, could not leave Hachenberger,

who had almost no benefit at all. Paced

races are very much of a fraud anyway, as far

as the man following is concerned. They de-

pend almost entirely on the speed of the ma-

chine and the men leading, and are no real

criterion of the speed of the man following.

But if Mr. Bald thinks he has any "edge" on

Mr. Hachenberger in that sort of a race he

should look tip the record of that event last

June, and remember that Mr. Hachenberger

has had barrels of experience since then.

W. E. Becker, who is doing fast five-mile

rides in California, also wants to ride against

Hachenberger. As the latter will probably

meet Bald early in June, he will be ready for

Becker late in the month. Sam Leonard,

who is backing the Denver man, says he will

meet the challengers as fast as his protege can

get in condition, race after race. Hachenberger

has hitherto ridden long races almost exclusively

His only departure from that rule being when
he^ made the match of three races against

Hamilton, winning the twenty-five-mile and

losing the one-mile unpaced and two-mile

paced.

Harry Clark, who was on the National cir-

cuit last year in the M. & W. team, has de-

cided not to race in 1897, but strong inlluence

is being brought to bear to get lum to change

his nund. He was known as "Young Mis-

fortune" on the circuit, for he had more hard

falls than any other man riduig. VVnile his

tails did not discourage him, tney worried his

ingtncr, and she has prevailed on him to stay

at Uome. A stronger argument was tne kick

ol a fractious horse after the season closed,

ne caugnt Clark in the arm with one foot

and tne other just missed the head. Trotting

about the city with a broken arm, Harry

concluded he had. about worked out his stock

of luck, and the next time he got hurt would

be akely to be serious, it may be said, in

strict confidence, that Harry will be very like-

ly to ride again during the summer.

VV. W. Hamilton will this year go the State

races, but is not likely to ride outside. He
does not intend to sign with any cycle house,

but will try independent work, if he can secure

the aid of some good quad and quint teams

he will go against the paced mile, which he

still holds at 1.39 1-5, but is anxious to re-

duce.

it might be well to mention that not a few

local teams have already been formed. There

are some men among tnem who niay be heard

from in bigger company if they keep out of

the way ot temptation and dodge that dis-

astrous complaint known as the intiated

thinker.

G. M. Scott, handling the Orient, has signed

Robert Gammon, H. b. Hale and E. J. Smith.

Hedley Salmon, handling the Kambler, has

secured W. F. Sager and W. W. Oudkirk.

C. G. Fisher & Co., handling the Berlo, will

have Amos G. Hughes, winner of the Rambler

ipl,UUO wheel. I'he Ivearney people will

have Bertie Banks and C. C. Collins. R.

G. Taylor, handling the Andrae, will have C.

S. Price. The men are all professionals.

FRINGE PROCLAIMS.

VVO.\ v^u'i sVAiPATtlY.

A man known as Walter Snyder visited

Utica, N. Y., several weeks ago and arranged

a 72-hour's race, which was held last week.

He proved too swift for the riders, however,

and won all the money.. He disappeared on

the afternoon of the last day with the entire

box office receipts. He left behind numerous
unpaid bills. Notwithstanding the manager's

disappearance, four' of the contestants con-

tinued to the end of the 72 hours. The final

score was: Payne, 82U miles; Dell, 780 miles;

Pittock, 751;. Curtiss, 634. The prizes

offered were $100 to first, $ttO to second, $40

to third, and $20 to every other rider on the

track at the finish who had covered 626 miles.

As Curtiss did not ride that number of miles

he does not lose anything by Snyder's disap-

pearance, so the prize money virtually

amounted to $200. Therefore Payne will get

50 per cent of sympathy, Dell 30 per cent, and

Pittock 20 per cent.

ONLY AN AUVEKTISING BLUFF.

Sandow, the strong man, now affirms that

the report that he was willing to ride against

any man in the world was mere idle talk. He
states that he cannot accept Stock's offer to

ride, because he is un-:'.cr contract with his

manager for the next twenty-one months.

Says He Will Knock Out the National Circuit

With His Coliseum

Game.

When it comes to interesting capitalists in

outside schemes, working on the gullibility

of strangers, and building coliseums, there

is no one who can approach John S. Prince,

now a citizen of the South, and formerly a

bicycle vs. horse rider, "champion profes-

sional of America," six-day plugger, and once

a native of England. He has been an indoor

meet promoter since the days of the high

wheel, when he made his headquarters at

Omaha and other Western cities, where

monuments in the shape of coliseums still

stand as results of his persuasive energy.

Prince is now at the top-notch of his coli-

seum building ambition. Through energetic

work and an untiring glib tongue, coliseums

have been built in six Southern cities, and

his Southern circuit, which opens at Mem-
phis this week, is likely to prove remunera-

tive.

Prince is bubbling over with enthusiasm in

regard to the success of his circuit, and has

excited public interest over racing in all the

cities on the circuit. When he arrives in town,

he immediately proceeds to the newspaper

offices, and everything he says goes. Last

week he arrived in Nashville, after completing

the arrangements for the opening at Mem-
phis. The sporting editor of the "American"
immediately lapsed into poetry over his visit

and then listened to Prince's talk as he rattled

along in this strain:

"Say! we're going to have the greatest

thing you ever saw. You ought to see the

way I've got Memphis billed for the opening
there—great big red and white and blue

posters. Oh, we'll stir 'em up this season

with the Southern circuit. It's going to be
the biggest kind of a success. Say, there are

fifteen ridders in training at Memphis now
and there'll be a lot more in a few days.

Earl Kiser is there. He is the boy who licked

Jaap Eden and Jacquelin in Europe last

year, and he's better than ever this season.

He's as fine as split silk right now, and I be-

lieve he can lick Cooper, Bald, Eaton or

any other man I have ever seen. Oh, I'll have
'em red-hot by the time we get to going.

"Say, I got a letter from a fellow down at

New Orleans telling me if we didn't have Sun-
day racing on the Southern circuit grass

would grow on the tracks. I wrote him and
told him we didn't want any Sunday racing.

I said to him, 'Why don't you build a coli-

seum in New Orleans and then you won't
need any Sunday racing to keep things going.

Race at night; every night is a holiday.'

"Say, look at these big outdoor tracks: look
at Louisville, look at Cincinnati, look at Chi-

cago's outdoor track? What are they? Dead;
all dead. You must have coliseums to make
the game go. You must have racing by elec-

tric lights. That's what we're going to do on
the Southern circuit, and it's going to be the

biggest success anybody ever saw. It'll break
the National circuit up, see if it don't," and
Prince looked wise.

It will cost a racing man $25 to make one
trip round the circuit, and it is possible for

him to win $500 on one trip. Prince offers

$42,000 in prizes during the season, and it

is possible for one man to win during the

season $9,800.
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THINGS IN WATTSTOWN.

Louisville. March 27.—Owen Kimble,

Louisville's only National circuiteer, and one of

the several surprises of last year, and who has

been hanging fire on terms with the Outing

people, has at last signed a contract to again

pedal the Outing. He has been gathering a

collection of jokelets to carry to California

and spring on the unsuspecting youth who

would twinkle. He begins his training at a

very early date on the Pacific Slope and ex-

pects to go by all the boys on the circuit,

by the time the season has well begun, with

such velocity that each will think he has

missed his calling. In using the word "call-

ing," no reflection is intended on anyone of

the circuit chasers who indulge in the Nat-

ional pastime. However, rather than that

anyone should think so, it may be well to say

that no one said it. But the word is a remind-

er that the poet laureate of the Alabama Divis-

ion once penned a single stanza that should

live to some day make him famous. It is as

follows:

One sporty gent another "called,"

When into view the latter hauled,

In manner most appalling,

An ace quartet which quite upset

The gent last named.

Who then exclaimed,

" It seems I've missed my calling."

Lester E. Hickok was one of Louisville's

most recent visitors. He is the same old

chap, and when he gets to Louisville he seems

in his element. He and Jack Allison are

"buzzum" chums. By the way, Allison has

been under the weather for some weeks past

and his friends have good reason to be

alarmed about him. It is a rare thing to find

him at his office, and he has found it neces-

sary to put himself under the care of a physi-

cian, a thing which indicates his condition.

Phil Allison in the meantime bears the bur-

den of the work at the store.

Geo. F. Kast's sprinkling ordinance will

soon be placed before the City Council for

consideration. It provides for a dry strip be-

tween the car tracks and a six-foot space in the

middle of all streets where there are no car

tracks.

W. H. Pickens has again been with us. He
has located the Monarch with the R. C. Wayne
Mfg. Co.

The Aquila Wheel Co. has at last located

where it has long desired to be—right in the

heart of Cycle row, and a gem of purest ray

serene is its new store.

Fountain Ferry matinee meets will be the

order this year. A series of Saturday afternoon

meets at popular prices will no doubt prove of

great benefit to the Association and furnish

clean, healthy recreation for the people of

Louisville. Ed. Steinberg is the man who has

been selected to manage affairs at the track.

Eddie Bald has arrived and will do his

training on the Fountain Ferry track, and
mine host Landenwich glows with the inspir-

ation of returning spring weather.

BETTER NOT ATTEMPT IT.

Cyclists throughout Central Pennsylvania

are agitating the project of building a side-

path from Altoona to Williamsport, passing

through Tyrone, Bellefonte, Lock Haven, and

Jersey Shore. The distance is about 100

miles. An estimate as to the cost has been

made, and it is stated that the funds can easily

be raised by subscription.

GOOD MEN AND TRUE.

While at a casual glance the reader might

imagine from their position that the cyclists

shown in the accompanying illustration formed

the crew of an eight-seated machine, the fact

is, multicycles were not even dreamed of,

when the picture was taken. It was in 1887

—

the era of high wheels-—when the riders

grouped themselves as shown and faced the

tin-type camera of a Staten Island photo-

grapher. They were all members of the

Hudson Co. Wheelmen, of Jersey City, at the

time and most of them have since figured

prominently, more or less, in local sport

and trade. The first is Dr. E. W. Johnson,

one of the early chief consuls of the New
Jersey Division and an untiring road book
compiler. Next is W. E. Eldridge, now head

of the Eldridge Bicycle Co., operating a half

dozen retail stores in various New Jersey

cities. He is followed by E. T. McLaughhn,
now a lawyer, then one of the worst mileage

fiends in New Jersey, and a companion in

that crime, who has since dropped out of

cycling, is behind him. Then come the late

Dr. H. A. Benedict, one of the compilers of

New Jersey's first road book; Theodore Mer-
seles, manager of the Western Wheel's New
York office; Frederick Keer, one of New Jer-

sey Division's hardest workers and a member
of the Keer & Martin Cycle Co., and E. P.

Baggott, an old high wheel crackajack and

winner of one of the earliest Irvington-Mil-

burn road races in the days of the old Alpha-

betical Association.

HAS PIERCED HIS AFFECTIONS.

Fred Loughead, Canada's one-time cham-
pion, who is now on the Pacific Coast, has
transferred his affections to a Pierce, which
wheel he rode when he reeled off his two miles
indoors in 4:24.

Even the truly righteous sometimes get
badly left in cycle choosing.

TIMELY TOLEDO TOPICS.

Toledo, O., March 30.—An enthusiastic, but

misguided councilman of this city has intro-

duced a resolution into the legislative body
in which he sits, repealing the lantern clause

of Toledo's bicycle ordinance. Strange to

say, his action has brought forth a storm of

protests from the very people to whom he was
endeavoring to cater, viz., the riders them-
selves. There are more or less opportunities

for injecting desirable cycle legislation into a

city's laws, and it may also be said that few

municipalities have perfect ordinances on this

subject. However, the use of the lantern is

the one thing that should be insisted upon,

and wheelmen here feel that Toledo would be
taking a step backward should the proposed
change be made.

At the present time Toledo exacts a tax

of fifty cents a year from each bicycle rider.

Much objection is being raised to the payment
of this merely nominal sum, and for a very

good reason. The money
is supposed to go to the

fund for the repairing of

the city streets. The tax

is not gathered in any
systematic manner, and
after a few arrests are

made early in the tax

year, offenders are not

looked after at all. A
very conservative esti-

mate places the number
of wheels on Toledo's

streets at $15,000, but last

year only 6,430 licenses

were issued.. The amount
is so small that it would
be paid willingly by 75

per cent of the riders,

but when the city is lax

in its duty, and wheel-

men do not see any im-

provement in the streets

arising from what money
is paid in, the tax ques-

tion becomes a farce. A
trifle ov&r a third of the

city, who may be char-

acterized as the more
timid of the men and

women -riders, pay the

tax promptly. The rest

feel that they can evade

it with impunity.

Joseph L. Yost, head

of the Yost Mfg. Co., has been nominated for

the presidency of the Toledo Chamber of

Commerce—a well-deserved honor to the

geutleman himself and to the cycling interests

which he represents.

WHERE OFFICIALS COME CHEAP.

It has been noted more than once that the

lot of referee was not at all times a happy one,

though sometimes it is remunerative in a

minor degree. In America, however, referee-

ing has not as yet become a dangerous posi-

tion, though if this country adopts British

ideas, even danger may be added to refereeing
unpleasantness. For $7.50 any sport-loving,
fair-playing, brave Briton who differs with a

referee's decision may knock down, beat and
kick into insensibility the referee whose decis-

ion he dislikes. This referee-killing tariff was
recently established in a London Police-court,

the referee, however, being a foot-ball, not a

cycle one; though it is not expected that the
price would be any higher in the case of the
latter.

v
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Pushing An Ice Wagon.

No more humorous appellation could be suggested for a bicycle than to call it an

ice wagon. Unfortunately, some most excellent machines are so designated, when, as

a matter of fact, the machines are in no sense blameworthy. The trouble is in the tires.

A wheel fitted with Palmer Tires always runs easier than the same wheel fitted

with other tires. There is no gainsaying that Palmer Tires mark the High-Grade

Wheel.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.^

CHICAGO.

NEAV VORK OFFICES, 66 Reade Street.

FREE REPAIR STATIONS—Chicago,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, Clevelai.d,

Detroit. Buffalo, and St. Paul.

®^KS>®4KSH<?)4®>®4<?H^)+®4<i^^

m_r f^Hr\4-£^» "Tandem arrived all O. K., and it is in fine shape. We have had a great many compliments in

YY C ^^UvlLC • regard to it. Every wheel that has been shipped has come out in good shape, and we wish to

congratulate you. Mr. Alexander (this is Alexander of Irvington-Millburn fame) rode one last

evening on the asphalt in front of the wheel club, and those who tried it state it is the easiest
wheel they ever rode "

This is one, "There are others."

It is of the first importance to have the right wheel. The right wheel is that which, in

material and workmanship, running qualities, and beauty of appearance, excels other wheels
But along with these qualities the successful wheel must give entire satisfaction as it opens
up—the first impression must be good as it comes from the crate. All parts and allequip^

ments must be perfect; must fit perfectly together!

No wheel meets all these requirements better than

The
Peerless...

New York City Agents,

ELmWOOD CYCLE CO.,
Park Place, cor. "W. Broadway.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

PRODUCED BY

The Peerless Mfg. Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,
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THE NEW AND THE OLD.

Two bicycles stood against the retaining

wall of the Riverside Drive near the tomb.

One was brand-new; a beauty, symmetrical

in form, elegant in finish, and graceful m de-

tail.

The other—well, the other had seen better

days—that is, when it was in its prime. It

had fallen by the roadside many a time, and

was now sorely scarred and battered.

It was not a beauty like its neighbor.

Four or five years ago it might have been

considered one, was considered one, in fact,

and at that time was as much admired and

cared for as the latter-day dandy. Like a dog,

every bicycle has its day—the only difference

being that the dog's day is longer than the

bicycle's.

One of the wheels under consideration had

had its day; the other, living its day at pres-

ent. One was beautiful, light and graceful,

the other ugly, heavy, and disfigured by many
a scar.

It was a painful contrast. The one just start-

ing out in life, and the other about rounding
up its career of usefulness.

The contrast was great; so great, in fact, that

the wheels became conscious of it themselves.

The old battered veteran shrunk as close to

the wall as possible, and wished for darkness,

that its miserable shape might be concealed

in a black pall.

fully from its shining enamel, it looked dread-

fully abashed, confused.

The old fellow had been there, and felt for

the young thing. "You look dreadfully

upset," remarked the veteran, pleasantly.

"I suppose that's a joke," said the other

with forced dignity, but he felt far from dig-

nified or comfortable.

Real tears came into his eyes, for he noticed

with a pang that he had received his first

scratch by the fall.

Noticing the cause of his companion's trou-

ble, the older one remarked: "Don't mind
that; you'll get plenty of 'em before long.

Just look at me, I was once as handsome as

you."

"You poor, miserable thing, how dare you
speak to me! If I were as old and as ugly as

you I'd hire a railroad train to smash me to

pieces," cried the other angrily.

"You'll never live to be as old as I am,"

replied the other. "I've been traded in ten

times, and, though I'm much older than you,

I'll outlive you."

The dandy gave a look of disdain, but re-

fused to further prolong the conversation.

the flying wheel, down to where the brick

carts cross. In high glee it flashed past the

astonished brick haulers, and then, with a
laugh of triumph ringing in the ears of the

onlookers, it all occurred.

But the brick carts, their drivers and their

horses unfortunately don't take affright at a

flying bicycle, and so the upstart found out.

There was a crash, shrieks and curses.

Where was the proud beauty? not to be

seen at first, but the driver of the brick con-

veyance, who looked under his wagon, saw a

bent and mangled wreck. He pulled it out.

The delicately fashioned frame was something

awful to look upon.

Just then the old veteran came along, looked

sadly on the mangled form of the one who but

a few moments ago had hurled ridicule and
contempt at him, and sadly shook his head.

"I thought as much," he said. "I knew it

would come sooner or later. He had such a

proud, impetuous nature. All these 86-inch

gear, high-strung fellows have," and he
slowly left the scene.

N. B.—This is a story with a moral, simply

suggested by the picture herewith.

Any old moral will do. "Don't get stuck

on your shape." "Pride must have a fall."

"The race is not always to the swift," will do
as well as any, but the real object in publishing

this story is to let that novice on a '97 model
know why his wheel ran away with him Tues-

day morning.

That's all.

Many's the time it had rested, after a re-

freshing journey, against the self-same wall,

fully realizing that it was a marvelous piece of

mechanism, and the wonder of the time.

How the people had crowded about, how
they had praised it, how they had speculated

as to its speed qualities, how their eyes had

bulged in wonder as this new-fangled "safety"

sped round the Claremont turn: "But that,"

reflected the veteran, "was long ago. Now I

am a back number."

It rested against the wall, a heavy, ungainly

thing, and reflected upon the irony of fate,

and inwardly cussed because it had been
placed so near its more beautiful kin that its

defects might be brought out to greater dis-

advantage.

The poor thing wished it was anywhere
than where it in reality was. The new one
noticed its dilapidated companion, and, with

an air of scorn born of conscious superiority,

leaned as far as possible from the objection-

able wheel. In its anxiety to show its con-

tempt for the aged brother, the dandy got too

far from the wall, and in a moment was lying

prone in the dirt.

It was the first real fall of the new 'un, and
as he was placed more securely against the

wall by the owner, and the dust wiped care-

tJooa

Just then the owners came up. The dandy
'97 was taken carefully from the wall and was

mounted with the greatest caution; the veteran

was yanked about in no gentle manner, and

both started off in the same direction, much
to the disgust of the dandy.

"I'll show the old fogy what speed is," said

the new one, and struck up a lively clip.

In his day the veteran had been somewhat
of a flyer, but that day had passed.

Try as he would, he could not drive him-

self along as he had in the past.

"How I have aged." he thought. "Just

listen how I creak and groan. My! that

fellow ahead is really a crackajack!"

The crackajack in question had cast one

look of disdain on his antiquated rival, and,

with a burst of speed, shot down Riverside

toward the place where the brick carts cross

the drive.

The excitement of the race seemed to mad-
den the youngster. The pedestrians scam-

pered in alarm to the sidewalks, horses

plunged to one side, badly frightening the oc-

cupants of the vehicles. Down, down went

HASN'T A LEG TO STATVD ON.

Considerable has been written lately about

the "bicycle leg." It has been asserted quite

seriously that riding a wheel has an injurious

effects on dancing, and that the'cycle rider finds

that he or she cannot dance in proper form

because of the changes in the muscles of the

leg. Of course the humorous writers have

found in this statement a new mine of sportive

paragraphs.

Prof. Baron, the well-known dancing mas-

ter, however, declares there is absolutely no
truth in the claim that cycling lessens anyone's

ability to dance well. Prof. Baron and his wife

are both enthusiastic riders, and neither have

been affected with the so-called "bicycle leg."

Not one of their numerous pupils, old or

young, has made any complaint of that kind.

The "bicycle leg," he says, is a creation of the

imagination.

NOTHING SO BRUTAL.

"What a set of brutes those were who con-

gregated at Carson City to see that prize

fight."

"Yes, they were, but they might have been

worse."

"How?"
"Promoters and onlookers of a six-day bi-

cycle race."
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BICYCLING BIDDEN BY THE BIBLE.

"I have observed," said farmer Ezra White

to his family, as they assembled in the sitting-

room for the usual evening Bible reading and

prayers, "that ever since John brought that

bicycle of mine out from town, you women
folks have been looking at each other as much
as to say that either I have had my morals

corrupted in New York or am going crazy.

Now, when I went up to New York to visit

Charlie I had my prejudices against the bicy-

cle just the same as you have. It seemed to

me that riding such a machine must be an

evil in the sight of the Lord. But I have been

enlightened, and I am glad of it, for I have

always prided myself on being a progressive

man.

"While I was walking along the Boulevard

Charlie pointed out to me ministers, deacons

and pillars of the church riding their wheels

—bicycles are always called wheels there. It

started me to thinking on the subject. You
know that I have always bciievea, and have

tried to teach my family to believe, that when

there is anything in the affairs of life that you

cannot understand, the best thing to do is

to consult your Bible for enlightenment. When
I got back to Charlie's room 1 said to him;

'My son, I want to see your Bible.' He's got

the same one, mother, that you gave him

when he went away from hornc, ten years ago.

I opened the good book just at random Hke,

and these are the first words that my eyes lit

upon: 'As for the wheels, it was cried unto

them in my hearing, O wheel!'
"

Ezra White is a farmer, a deacon in the

church, a God-fearing man, who has brought

up a large family conscientiously. It never

occurs to him that the language of the Bible

can have any other than a literal interpreta-

tion, and when he runs across anything that

he cannot apply literally he seeks refuge in his

belief in the depravity and ignorance of man-

kind.

At the time of his visit to his son Charles

in New York he was past fifty years of age.

The boys had all gone from home and the

family that remained on the farm consisted

of his wife and two elderly maiden daughters.

They had been unanimous in their prejudice

against the bicycle up to this time, and when
the mother and daughters heard that Ezra

White had learned to ride a wheel, had pur-

chased one and brought it home with him, the

feminine members of the household were pre-

pared for war or pity as the condition of the

old gentleman might require. But when he read

these words, written by one of the prophets,

they were dumbfounded:

"These words," said Ezra White, "are from

the tenth chapter of Ezekiel, thirteenth verse,

and when I read them I was astonished, but

knowing full well that the good book cannot

lead one astray, I looked at the Concordance

to see what else I might find on the subject

and to-night I am prepared to convince you

that the Bible not only does not forbid the

riding of bicycles, but shows us that they were

used by the ancients as far back as 600 years

B. C, at least. Even in the armies in the ser-

vice of the Lord. I will now read to you

from the first chapter of Ezekiel, beginning

at the fifteenth verse:

" '15. Now, as I beheld the living creatures,

behold one wheel upon the earth by the liv-

ing creatures, with four faces.

" '16. The appearance of the wheels and

their word was like unto the color of a beryl;

and they four had one likeness; and their ap-

pearance and their work was as it were a

wheel in the middle of a wheel.

" '19. And when the living creatures went

their wheels went with them; and when the

living creatures were lifted up from the earth

the wheels were lifted up.

" '20. Whithersoever the spirit was to go

they went, thither was their spirit to go; and

the wheels were lifted up over against them:

for the spirit of the living creatures was in

the wheels.
" '21. When those went these went and when

those stood these stood, and when those were

lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted

up over against them: for the spirit of the

living creature was in the wheels.'

"There are many things I have read that

may not be entirely clear to you," said the

reader, looking up from the Bible, "but if

you could look into a riding school you would

see the words, 'The wheels were lifted up

over against them; for the spirit of the living

creatures were in the wheels,' fully exempli-

fied. If my spirit was in the wheel I first at-

tempted to ride, it certainly is not sufficiently

subdued. I will read, continued he, one more
verse which has done me a great deal of good
and has shown me a way out of a difficulty

over which I have pondered deeply. You are

aware that I have always believed that dumb
animals should rest on the Sabbath day as

well as man. One of the commandments dis-

tinctly says so, and I have never felt just

right about driving to church, but there

seemed no other way, for the meeting-house

is too far away to walk. From now on I

shall ride my wheel to service, for the Prophet

Ezekiel says in the nineteenth verse of the

first chapter:

" 'When they went out their wheels were be-

side them, and everyone stood at the door

of the east gate of the Lord's house and the

glory of God, of Israel, was over and about

them.'

"This is evidence enough for me that the

ancients rode their wheels to church, took

them into their pews and rolled them out

again when the services were over. I could

read you much more, but would rather that

you should read for yourselves and so be con-

vinced. I will, however, say that throughout

the book of Ezekiel you will often find wheels

referred to. In the third chapter of Nahum,
the seventh chapter of Daniel, and in

Jeremiah. Even as far back as Isaiah, fifth

chapter, twenty-eighth verse, you will read of

wheels that were like unto a whirlwind, show-
ing clearly that there were scorchers as early

as 760 years B. C."

When Ezra White finished there was a

painful silence.

It is difficult to convince a woman, but

these three women were. At least some
of the female members of the household can

now be seen riding bicycles into the neighbor-

ing villages almost any bright day.

COMP.\RATIVE MERITS.

"Which do you think is the best exercise

for a timid man, horseback or bicycle rid-

ing?"

"Oh, the bicycle, by all means! Just think

how much shorter the distance is you have

to fall."

What the rider can not help is his misfor-
tune, not his fault.

SOMETHING OF A KILLER HIMSELF.

"Come up an' drink!"

As he spoke, Tara.ntula Tim fixed his single

eye on the tenderfoot from the East, who sat

at a table whence all but him had fled, panic-

stricken, to the bar of the Rustler's Roost.

"I'm not histin' pizen this trip, podner," the

tenderfoot drawlingly replied.

"W-h-a-a-t!" roared Tarantula Tim, in an

awful voice, that made the glasses on the bar

chink and the barkeep reach for his bullet-

proof waistcoat.

"Look out, stranger," the dispenser of tan-

glefoot whispered, "that's Tarantula Tim, the

Buckin' Broncho of the Brazos."

"Pleased to meet the gentleman," the ten-

derfoot drawled, carefully tucking in the top

of a golf stocking, which evinced an inclina-

tion to escape over his boot tops. "I'm Billy

Blazes, a brother of Helen Blazes, of Brook-

lyn."

Tarantula Tim, the Buckin' Broncho, gave

a whinny of rage and pawed the circumam-
bient atmosphere.

"Not histin' pizen, eh?" he snorted. "Wal
I guess yes. Step up here an' take yer bit-

ters!"

"Not a single bit, podner," the tenderfoot

replied, turning his attention once more to-

the golf stocking. "Much obliged, but I ain't

irrigatin' any nowadays."

Tarantula Tim's single eye seemed to flash

fire (according to a yellow journalism corres-

pondent, who happened to be present), and
cantering twice around the Roost he slammed

a big six-shooter down on the bar and called

loudly for a shroud with a "biled" shirt front.

The barkeep promptly donned his bullet-

proof waistcoat.

"I'm ole Death's White Horse! I'm the

Buckin' Broncho of the Brazos! I'm a cyclone,

a volcano, a tidal wave, an' a yearthquake all

in one! Come up an' drink!"

"Aw, say, Tim, your sprocket's twisted.

Your chain is dusty. Your tire's punctured.

Your wheels don't track. Go 'way an' don't

bother me. I'm not drinkin,' see?" growled

the tenderfoot.
^^

The crowd gasped and scattered.

"Better drink, young feller," suggested th&

barkeep, as he proceeded to cover his head

with an iron pot; "this ain't no sewin' circle.

Tim's killed his man."

"So you've killed yer man, have you,.

Bronchie?" the tenderfoot said. "Why, I'm

some on that, too. I've killed ten or twelve

myself, not countin' those I've knocked arms
and legs off of."

A murmur, an awed murmur, arose from the

crowd and the Broncho's swarthy face paled

visibly.

"It's Jesse James!" whispered Whisky Dick.

"Naw, it's Billy the Kid!" growled One-
Eared Rafferty.

'"Tain't neither. It's Bob Younger!" cried

Whiskers Murphy.
There was a concerted movement towards

the door, and the barkeep showed a disposi-
tion to crawl under the bar.

The tenderfoot was counting on his fingers.

"Yes," he said, reflectively, "it was exactly
eleven."
"Eleven!" shrieked Tarantula Tim, "who

—

who be you, stranger?"
"Who am I?" repeated the tenderfoot. "I

am a twenty-mile-an-hour devastater! I'm a
two-wheeled death-chair. I'm a Coney Is-

land cycle-path scorcher!"
In the mad stampede that followed, the

Buckin' Broncho of the Brazos lost a shoe.
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NOW COMES THE TEACHERS TODDLE.

It's a wonder the genius with a micro-

scope who found the "bicycle leg" did not

also find its first cousin, the cycle walk.

Those to whom unkind fate has al-

lotted the teaching of cycle riding for

a livelihood are nowadays victims of

the bicycle walk. Almost everybody has

been through the ordeal of teaching some one

else to ride, and it is always a hard job; but

when days are spent in teaching- one after

another, the cycle walk is sure to result.

The man with quick, energetic steps can't

last as an instructor of cycling. If he hopes

to survive at all, he must have a long, swing-

ing stride that reminds one of getting to wind-

ward on a sloop yacht in a double-reef breeze.

The young men who earn their daily bread in

this manner have instinctively dropped into

this peculiar walk. As they do it all day and

sometimes into the night, they get so they

can't walk any other way. Unless they prac-

tice into a different style, they are doomed
then to the "cycle walk," which is a cross be-

tween a hunting stride and a pair of sea

legs.

THEY KEEP AT IT TILL THEY LEARN.

To the novice who looks at the wabbles,

falls and antics of the beginner what a terri-

ble experience it seems one has to go
through before conquering the bicycle!

There are some who tell you that they

could ride the first time they mounted
a wheel, but they are exceptionally

gifted mortals. To the ordinary be-

ginner, the waywardness of the wheel is ap-

palling. A horse may kick, shy and buck, to

the misery of a nervous rider, but the antics

of the worst tempered horse are as nothing

to the extraordinary performances of a bicy-

cle.

And yet the most remarkable thing about

the wheel is that when one undertakes to

learn to ride it he never gives up. This does

not apply to money, although the average

cyclist, who is so dreadfully interested in

racing, is very loath to part with anything

in the shape of coin, but to the determination

which seems to seize all who become victims

of the bicycle to master it at all costs short

of death.

BRUISE REMEDIES AND REMOVERS.

Wormwood boiled in vinegar and applied

as hot as can be borne on a sprain or bruise,

is an invaluable remedy. The affected mem-
ber should afterward be rolled in flannels to

retain the heat. To prevent a bruise from dis-

coloring apply immediately hot water, or, if

that is not at hand, moisten some dry starch

with cold water and cover the bruised place.

MAYBE THIS NEVER HAPPENED TO YOU.

In the first day or two of your cycling ex-

perience, when every nerve and fibre is

strained to maintain a balance, how comfort-

ing and reassuring it is to have an animal of

the genvts Damphool Americanus stand on the

sidewalk and shout, "Why don't you keep in

the middle of the road? Don't let your front

wheel wobble so!" etc., etc.

CONCERNING FEEDING.

When off on an all-day ride don't eat too

much. Remember that a luncheon at noon is

ingratitude toward the breakfast and a pre-

meditated insult to the dinner.

COST THE COLONEL ONE HUNDRED.

During Lent society ceases frivolous amuse-

ments, and seeks to do penance for its sins.

At least this is popular belief and must be

held accountable for the popularity of the

Doll Show. In a doll show the famous mod-
istes and dressmakers each send a doll dressed

in whatever fashion they please, society pays

$5 per member, goes to see these dolls, and
admires their costumes. The money taken in

at the door goes to charity, the doll exhibitors

make their money out of the orders they re-

ceive for costumes, and everybody is happy.

To add zest to the affair wealthy society peo-

ple offer prizes for the best dressed doll in

this or that kind of costume. Colonel Pope at

the recent Doll Show at the Hotel Waldorf of-

fered a prize for the doll clad in best cycle cos-

tume, and the winner of the Colonel's hundred

is shown herewith. The Lord only knows who
the judges awarding the prizes were, but what
they didn't know about cycle costumes would
fill the Congressional Library. For example,

in the costume here shown, and mind you, it

was officially declared "the best," the skirt was
of green, red and tan plaid, the coat of red

cloth, the vest of white, and the hat of brown

felt. Think of that for the "best" costume

New York's fashion makers could conceive,

and when you have thought, weep! The sec-

ond "best" costume was of white broadcloth,

trimmed with black moire and braid. Just

imagine anything more inappropriate than a

white broadcloth dress for cycling, and when
you have imagined such a thing you will be

fit to exhibit your imaginations at a New
York doll show and win a hundred dollars.

KNOCKED THE JUDGE.

A Philadelphia rider arrested for scorching

succeeded in so tangling up the Judge that he

was discharged. He claimed to be knock-

kneed, and persisted that no man so afflicted

can be a scorcher. The Judge is seeking in-

formation upon the subject.

WHAT MIGHT HAVE HAPPENED.

Stand on the B.oulevard on a pleasant

afternoon and as the army of cyclers speed

swiftly by the mind is easily prompted to re-

flect on the strange lact that this easy means
of locomotion was but so recently invented.

What were those clever people, the ancients,

doing through all the centuries not to think

of a contrivance based on the simple principle

that controls the trundling of a hoop?
What pie it would have been for the

Romans, who made good roads wherever

they went, and who knew as well as we do
that wheels diminish friction when conveying

weight over road surfaces, had they but

thought of this means of applying their

knowledge! And what a trade those steel

workers of Damascus could have done had

they but devised this machine and then com-
bined the making of cycle tubing, not to

speak of ball-bearings, with that of tempering

blades!

It is almost natural also to speculate retro-

spectively, so to , speak, on the ideas that

would have actuated the fashionable society of

ancient Athens on the costume question had

their maidens caught the cycle craze, as most

surely they would. In what soft folds would

their rounded limbs have been encased while

pedaling under the cypress shades? The only

thing one can be sure of is that they would

not have worn bloomers.

AND IF YOU DON'T THINK AT ALL ?

If you think yourself a very wise man in

cycling, you are probably a fool, but if you

once in a while think yourself a fool it is pro-

bably because you have some common sense.

IS SUCH A THING POSSIBLE?

Wheelmen who have had the misfortune

to tour over country roads where farmers

were responsible for the road's maintenance

and care, can appreciate this little dialogue

which took place on the front porch of a

country store, and was overheard by a rider

who had attempted to enjoy cycling by bump-

ing over the roads which had at last landed

him a wreck at this store:

"There ain't no sich a thing as a real

Christian," said the man with the patched

jeans.

"Don't you think there ain't," said the man

with the soft hat turned up behind. "I know

one myself."

"Oh! he never missed going to meeting, I

s'pose?" sneered the other.

"I ain't laying so much account on that as

when it come time to work the roads, he

went out and did an honest day's work, as if

he was working his own farm!"

GIVEN GOOD ADVICE.

"The difference," said the man with the

ball-bearing jaw, though no one had asked,

"the difference between a tire-pump and this

anti-prize-fight law, is that one is used to

blow up the tires and the other is used to tie

up the blowers."

Whereupon the man he told it to advised

him to go on the stage, or, if the stage was

not available, to go on the next trolley car.

RATHER DIFFICULT.

You can't make an amateur out of a man
who has speed and no money, any more than

you can make a hen hatch chickens by setting

her on half a dozen glass door-knobs.

OR THIN LEGGING FILLERS.

Bicycles and abreviated skirts are now so

popular that when a girl is heard railing at

them she is immediately suspected of having
big feet.
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A name of National fame

Money Talks
But we would rather talk money to a sharp, wide-

awake man whose capacity and past record entitles

him to talk dollars and cents with the largest

concerns—the more money he can command, the

more we wint him for an agent. By April 10,

there will not be a city or town in the United

States that will not have an agency in it for " The

American Beauties."

Our past record.

Our present advertising.

Our hundreds of salesrooms

will make every coming buyer familiar with the

name "Windsor"'—and call for it. If there is no

agency in your locality write to us for it.

Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co.,

KENOSHA, WIS.
Chicago—285 Wabash Ave., New York— 101-103 Duane St.,

Geo. L Magill, Sales Agent, Hermann Boker <S Co., Eastern Agents.

DULUTH—Marshall Wells Hardware Co.,

Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SCARING '-ANGELS" FROM "PARADISE."

Everyone who has read any advertisements

of the beauties of Bermuda, never fails to learn

that this little coral island is "the paradise of

wheelmen," and forthwith every Boulevard wab-

bler proceeds to plan to make him-

self an angel for the custom house

authorities and hotelkeepers of Bermuda.

Ine number of these angels may be

gathered from the fact that out of 2Jo passen-

gers sailing for Bermuda last week 2)0 of

them carried bicycles.

One of this 200 whose riding in New York

has been principally confined to the round of

the Boulevard and Riverside Drive, writing

from Bermuda says he does not regret taking

the trip, as in most respects he is charmed

with the island, but he adds that it is inaccur-

ate to describe it as a "paradise" for wheel-

men.

In the first place the Bermuda Government

levies a tax of |2.45 on every wheel brought

there, even though it is to be taken away in

ten days' time. Then the roads are bad and

the hills are numerous and steep. An expe-

rienced rider will nevertheless rind cyclmg in

Bermuda pleasurable, but those who have been

riding only on asphalt in and around New
York will be apt to find cycling in Bermuda

by no means as easy as they have been led to

expect.

WEATHER AND WOMAN.

These variable days the past week are very

trying to the cycle enthusiast. Especially to

the girl who has just graduated from the rid-

ing school and is anxious to prove to skepti-

cal friends what she can do with a wheel on

the road. She is willing to brave the winds,

but the rain makes such havoc that her cour-

age fails. If all the days were horrid and

wintry she would know what to expect and

would be resigned, as the American girl al-

ways is, to the inevitable.

But a delightful ride one day and finding

it impossible to take her wheel out of the

house the next puts her disposition to a great

test. She understands James Whitcomb
Riley's feelings when, in describing such a

time of the year, he says:

"Little hints o' sunshine and
Green around the timberland

—

A few blossoms, and a few

Chip-birds and a sprout er two

—

Drap asleep, and it turns in

'Fore daylight and snows agin!"

LESS OF IT.

She really had not called upon her dress-

maker for any very voluminous costume; in

fact, as she sat in the saddle, scanty was a

mild term to apply to the costume she wore.

Perhaps she saw something of this in the

way he looked at her, for she said:

"Do you think, Mr. Speakout, that we

wheelwomen are too original in our dress?"

"Well," said he, "perhaps that is not quite

the word; how would aboriginal do?"

GREAT CHANCE HERE.

With all the makes of bicycles, and with all

the difTerent sundries and equipments therefor,

no genius seems to have yet invented anything

that will keep in the saddle a man when he is

obliged to get off against his wilL

HARD TO TELL EM APART.

Two Boulevard sidewalk critics stood look-

ing at the cycle procession on Sunday. Finally

critic number one shifted his cigar to the other

corner of his mouth and, as a particularly

natty looking rider shot by, said to critic num-
ber two:

"Hully gee! Ain't that feller a dandy?"

"G'wan!" answered number two. "What's

eatin' yer? He ain't no feller, he's a girl."

"Whatcher givin' me? Think I don't know
a girl when I see her? How do you know it's

no feller?"

"Yer can't tell by their looks, nor their

clothes. Yer gotter watcher bysickles; dat

feller he had one of those cut a way in front

ones, dat's how I knew he wasn't no girl, see?"

Critic number two, of course, referred to the

drop-frame wheel the masculine-looking cy-

cler under discussion had ridden. Just as he

was enjoying his triumph over critic number
one along came a wheelwoman mounted

on a diamond-framed machine, and togged

out more man-fashion than even the one who
started the discussion had been.

"Well?" was all critic number one said as

he jerked his thumb toward the rider.

"Nufif said!" answered number two. "There

ain't no way to tell 'em. Come have a drink."

And they went.

A VERY BLACK STORY.

A young widow of West Philadelphia, re-

cently bereaved, has combined cycling and

widowhood in a manner that has furnished

plenty of material for gossip, although she

has evidently solved the problem to her own
satisfaction. Her costume is one of sombre
black, with jaunty turban, and gloves and

leggins all to match. The handle-bars of her

bicycle are tightly wrapped with crepe, and
little streamers of the same stuff hang down
from the bars. Every bit of metal work is

coated with jet down to the spokes and the

bell, and the wood rims even have not been
neglected on this solemn steed of mourning.
To complete the effect she has had the wool
of her little pet dog dyed black, and she takes

him out with her for exercise when she rides,

or, at least, a Philadelphia paper says she

does so.

BULLETS EASY AFTER BOULEVARDIERS.

"You say the burgular fired six shots at

you from a distance of less than thirty feet,

and missed you?"

"He didn't miss me; I missed him. You see

I had to cross the Boulevard every day, so

that scorchers dodging made a second nature

to me, so I hadn't the slightest trouble evading
the bullets he sent at me."

A tack machine should be a strong argu-

ment against unpuncturable pneumatics. It

makes its points so easily.

CHARMING AS SHE IS.

Dainty as a sunbeam, royal as a rose.

How the Cycle Maiden in her beauty glows!
Eyes like morning dewdrops; cheeks like evening

fire;

Voice like liquid rapture of the sunrise choir.

Round of limb and supple—strength allied with grace,

Sparkle of health's rubies in her winsome face.

How she seems to queen it over all the land

With the witching magic of her slender hand!

Juno in her chariot drawn by peacocks gay;

Aphrodite rising cloudlike from the spray

—

Goddesses outrivaled! Now the poets kneel

To the charm of JBeauty riding on a wheel.

Womanhood supernal—beauty at its height

—

Hail the Cycle Maiden, vision of delight!

Spin and flash and glitter, steed of burnished thews;

Thus through woman's life blood God the race re-

news!

MAKING IT PLAIN.

The reason why a pneumatic tire runs

easier than a solid one is that it evens up the

track upon which the wheel runs. At a slow

rate of speed the compressed rubber gives

back nearly all the pressure it receives by the

push of the expanding tire as it leaves the

ground. On a smooth, hard road a solid tire

will run almost as easily as a pneumatic at a

very low velocity, but as soon as the velocity

is increased, it will take more power. As the

pneumatic is much more yielding than the

folid, it will cover more surface, and, hence,

there will be less compression of the dust,

and the layer of packed dirt will be thicker.

Hence the reason of the common observa-

tion that a pneumatic will run easier on a

soft road or on a hard one covered with a

thick layer of dust than the solid, because, as

the wheel does not sink so deep, it does not

have so steep a grade to ride up atthe front end

of the rut. The pneumatic also runs easier on
a hard road because the force lost in com-
pressing the rubber of the solid tire at the

front of the wheel is saved. The pneumatic

being naught but a thin rubber tube, is, by
comparison with the solid, very elastic, re-

quiring virtually no force worthy of notice to

compress the front of the tire, as to do this

all that is necessary is to displace the air at

that point, which practically offers no re-

sistance.

The only resistance that has to be over-

come by a pneumatic tire on a clean, hard

road is the friction of the machine itself, and
the almost imperceptible force required to

bend the tube as it rolls along. The resist-

ance of the solid tire under the same condi-

tions is not only the friction of the machine,

but also the force, or, at least, a large portion

of it, that is required to compress the front of

the tire.

IN PROGRESSIVE GERMANY.

"Do you know why the Germans take so

kindly to that stock company which has bi-

cycles and tricycles to hire all over the city of

Berlin?" asked a returning traA^eler from the

land of the War Lord. "If you had ever tried

to travel around in a Berlin omnibus or horse

car you would soon know the reason why. In

Berlin there are iron posts or stanchions

fixed on the curb, at convenient distances,

marked 'halting place,' for omnibus or street

car. At these places the passengers wait, and

the drivers are not allowed to pull up at any

other spot. When an omnibus approaches

one of these posts the conductor calls out,

'Halting place,' and if a passenger wants to

get out, or if any passengers are waiting to

get in, the driver pulls up; if not, he passes on.

You can well imagine that the freedom of

action and the ability to stop when and where

one pleases, is all in favor of the rapid exten-

sion of the use of the cycle as a conveyance."

DEATH TO CANVAS DAUBERS.

At last cycling is to be credited with being

the direct cause of a public benefaction. A
critic of a recent British art exhibition states

that "owing, perhaps, to the rage for cycling,

the amateur works are less numerous than

usual this year, and smaller in size."

QUIEN SABE ?

See the scorcher on his wheel.

Bending to it without check;

Is he going to break his record?

Or going to break his neck?
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How Do
Your Tires Wear?

A. A. Gracey, of Philadelphia, has

won the mileage prize of the Century

Road Club of America. He rode

22,848 miles in 1896. Excepting 192

miles, the entire mileage was made on a

single pair of Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morgan &WRIGHTT1RES

ARE GOOD TIRES

In mendlnsr punctures, have
tire pumpedup, so you can
Inject cement Inside the Inner
tube, and by pressing down,
pick up the repair strip inside.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SPRING CYCLE RENOVATING.

If you be one of those whom cruel fate has

forbidden the hixury of a new mount for '97's

riding, then the time has now arrived when
your last year's wheel should be given a

thorough overhauling. Assuming that you

must be pretty well bent in a financial way,

for in no other way can your failure to get a

new machine be accounted for, and 'hence do

not feel that you can afford the expense of

sending the wheel to a first-class repairer for

the overhauling it must now receive, you

will find these hints as to the administering of

the wheel's spring medicine of value. This

medical treatment, in all ordinary cases, should

take the shape of doses of benzine or kero-

sene to the vital parts—the bearings. But the

entire machine may require general overhaul-

ing, polishing-up, and adjusting. It must be

remembered, though, that a good wheel,

properly used, rarely requires overhauling in

the more thorough and complete fashion. By
overhauling is meant taking to pieces and put-

ting together again. Adjustment of the bear-

ings, which should be preceded by flushing

with kerosene squeezed into them through the

oil-holes with a large-sized oil can, or, better

stil, a syringe, is all that is often necessary.

USING KEROSENE.

This washes out all the thick and black oil

and grit, and leaves the parts quite clean. Care

should be taken that the kerosene is not al-

lowed to run down the spokes onto the pneu-

matic tire. After this, the bearings should be

adjusted, and then, before the machine is

ridden, clean lubricating oil in small quantity

injected. Of course, if there is the slightest

suspicion of a broken ball, then- the bearing

should be taken to pieces for examination.

If it be desired from any cause—say ex-

cessive riding or neglect—to completely over-

haul the machine, it should be done with

great care. First it is advisable to work
systematically from beginning to end. To
work in a room where no children are likely

to be, or most certainly the parts will be hope-

lessly disarranged or lost. A saucer, with a

piece of soft stufif laid in it, is a good thing

to hold under the ball bearings to catch the

balls, thus preventing their erratic flight over

the floor. Every part of the machine, when
detached, should be labeled with a tag desig-

nating right or left side, etc. In the event of

finding a broken ball, do not replace the

broken one by a new ball, but put in a com-
plete set of new ones.

BENT CRANKS.

Should a crank be bent, it can be straight-

ened, without fear of breaking, in an ordinary

office copying press, by placing it upon two
blocks of wood, with a third block over the

top of the arch, and screwing down a little in

excess of the straight. If the handle-bar is

slightly bent, it can be made straight by first

heating with a Bunsen atmospheric gas-

burner, or with a blowpipe, or a methylated

spirit lamp. A red-heat, when necessary, can

be produced by skillful manipulation without

injuring the nickel, but this should only be

done by an experienced hand. It „ie handles

are loose, or it is desired to take them off,

heat the bar just in front of the handle with

the oxygenated gas-burner or spirit, until the

heat travels along under the handle, when the

cement will liquefy and the handle will sl^de

off. In re-cementing, the handle-bar should

be heated, the cement smeared on, and the

handle slid into place at once and not touched

imtil cold.

To clean the chain from accumulations of

tliick grease, and possibly grit, all that is

needed is to run a quantity of kerosene

through the top into the chain, allowing it to

fall on the ground while the wheel is in slow

rotation, after which it can be wiped clean.

In the event of it being necessary to detach

the chain by the connecting bolt and nut, be

careful to label the chain left or right side, by

tying a label on one side or the other. Some
chains are reversible, i. e., the inside may be

made the outside, but the desirability of re-

versing must be determined by the amount of

wear.' In refitting, having screwed on the

little nut of the connecting bolt, "burr" over

the edge of the bolt outside the nut slightly

with a small hammer, to prevent the nut

working off while riding. Serious accidents

and injury to machine have often resulted

from neglect of this operation. The chain

should never be adjusted tight, as in a shower

of rain after a dusty ride, the chain will some-

NOT VERY BEAUTIFUL.

Sylvester B. Hill, of Chicopee, Mass., is

responsible for this creation in cycle frames.

He claims it to be 20 per cent stronger and

more rigid than the diamond frame.

times so tighten as to unduly strain the ma-
chine and bearings. If you detach the chain

altogether, place it in a dish and cover it

with kerosene, and clean with an old tooth-

brush or short-haired paint-brush, after which

hold it up at length and pour kerosene at the

top end and let it run right down over every

link and off at the last, until it runs off clear.

Then hang.it up to drain, and when dry dip

into lubricating oil, refit, and adjust per-

fectly. If the chain has been neglected, and is

"painty" with an accumulation of half-dried

grease, boil in strong soda-water or soap

powder, and thoroughly rinse.

Pedals ought not to require taking to

pieces. Ordinarily it is sufficient to detach

them, loosen the adjusting cone, hold up-

right in a saucer, and pour kerosene at the

top, letting it run out at the bottom until it

is clear. Then drain, adjust, and oil. The
ball-head can be treated similarly after the

front wheel is out of the forks.

Those riders who ride "high" should be

careful in adjusting the seat-post and handle-

bar-stem to allow of sufficient overlap to en-

sure safety. It is not wise to allow the post

to be less than about half an inch be-

low the bottom edge of the clamping lug,

whether that lug is at the top of the tube or

a little way down it. In tightening nuts, do

not turn them too far, or the threads will be

stripped, and such damage done as only a

mechanic can remedy. Experience alone

shows to what extent a nut can be safely

forced. . In clamping the saddle into position

by the nuts, and where considerable force is

necessary to make them clamp the saddle-pitt

tightly enough, it is often advisable to oil the

threads and face of nuts to assist this tight

clamping. In all ordinary cases where there

is no special reason to the contrary, the saddle

is best adjusted with no tilt, but quite hori-

zontal.

SHINING IT UP.

There is nothing like kerosene to revive and

smarten up a machine. But it should not be

used in excess. After a muddy or wet ride,

it is well to wash the machine while it is wet,

but without allowing the water to get into

the bearings. When the wheel is thoroughly

dried, it should be rubbed over with a cloth on

which some kerosene has been sprinkled,

which will bring out all the color of the lining

and give a gloss to the enamel, while, at the

same time, to some extent preserving any ex-

posed metal where the enamel has been

chipped away. The nickel-plating rarely

needs polishing if it is never allowed to get

really dirty and tarnished. This can be pre-

vented by always wiping over the plated parts

with a chamois after a ride in bad weather,

or even in the summer after riding on a

damp night.

Some riders are forever polishing and rub-

bing their machines, with the result that the

plating is worn away, and the enamel on the

projecting edges of thelugsis worn off. Other

riders, on the other hand, shamefully neglect

their wheels, and after riding simply run

them into their places covered with mud, there

to dry. In the event of the rider allowing his

wheel to be groomed by a servant, the servant

should be duly instructed in the necessary

points, given herewith, or damage will in-

variably follow. In cleaning the wheels, the

spokes are often loosened by undue pressure

upon them; it is very easy, for instance, to

put with the hand more strain on an indi-

vidual spoke than that spoke would ever get

in fair riding.

TO KEEP AND PRESERVE.

As a preservative, there is nothing better

than vaseline, brushed with a soft brush all

over the cycle, except the tires, of course, be-

fore putting away for any time. In this case

the machine is best strung clear of the

ground, or stood upside down, so that the

tires are not flattened at any one point when
they become deflated. It should be in a dry

place, and if possible in equable temperatures,

as rubber is peculiar in its susceptibility to

climatic changes. It is not necessary, nor

is it of any avail to deflate the tires. The
valve tubes require renewing somewhat fre-

quently, as the smallness of the tubes and the

thinness of the rubber, coupled with the fact

that at one part they are under compression

between two narrow surfaces of metal, causes

that part to more rapidly perish. It is a wise

plan for the rider to always carry with him

a couple of valve tubes in case of need.

In the overhauling of a cycle, hints have

been given above as to what a rider may do

for himself in all ordinary cases; but if it is

discovered that actual repair of any part is

necessary, it is then well to send the machine

to a careful and honest repairer. Remember
that the care of your machine is the care of

your own personal self.
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ANOTHER INVASION!!!

England invaded by everything we make

that is good, and ship-loads that's rotten poor,

is attacked in an entirely new quarter—Jour-

nalism.

There will be, perhaps, some who were "just

going to do it" (there always are a lot of

"just going to do its"). But it remained for

that sure-enough, sterling cycling paper, "The

Referee," to be what is termed an "iser," not a

has been, or a going to be, and it has got the

jump on the boys this time. Knowing for a

number of years the gentlemen who have

made The Referee what it is, we do more than

simply hazard a guess that the European

Referee will be a great and splendid success,

and stake our full judgment on it.

Ye Gods! If there is one thing more than

another that really tickles us, makes us buy an

extra package of "cofHn tacks" or remember

an old debt we owe, contracted when a boy, or

be downright good-natured to the piece of

Arizona pepsin chewing gum that does service

to our jaws when not working in the interest

of "A Genuine Bicycle," it is to see "genuine"

progressiveness and enterprise.

The Referee move is a glorious one. It is

not a paper without a name or sponsor, like

many of the "high grade" (?) wheels sent to

foreign shores as "representative" American

goods. It is not a "cut rate" affair, kicked off

at its own "dung hill" for want of decent liv-

ing support as many of the aforesaid "high

grade" bicycles are here, who flock to an un-

known trade to claim its patronage as Ameri-

can high grade makers. No, sir!! Friends of

America, American institutions, you'll not be

ashamed of The Referee. Its mission is well

defined. Its success means only the careful,

skillful management of S. A. Miles, who, with

his colaborers, has made an honorable, fair

and upright record with their American edi-

tion, and will do so. without cjuestion, with

their new enterprise. The European Referee.

They deserve the support of their fellow-

American journals, and wUl have, without

doubt, the moral support of all citizens of

these United States who believe in the supre-

, macy of things American.

Uncle Thomas.

$10.00 IN CASH.
(Are You Good?)

It now appearing that the National Board

of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers (E. Franks,

Secretary) has as one of its largest assets, five

miles of wire used in the electric lighting of

the Coliseum at the recent cycle show held in

Chicago, which lighting rumor says only cost

$42,000—a trifling sum. And, whereas, the

said 5 miles of wire is reliably reputed to be in

5 lengths of 1 mile each (5,280 ft.), and where-

as, we are just aching to spread about a bit of

the dividends (to be declared?) on the two

shows, we make the following offer: To the

one sending what, in our opinion, is the best

solution of the momentous problem of dispos-

ing of the said 5, one (1) mile lengths of good

American cable, we will give $5.00 in cash;

THE TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

SUCCESSORS TO FRANK T. FOWLER MFG. CO.,

"THE TRINITY,"

Nos. 1-3 CHANDLER STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.

second best, $1.00, and S prizes 50 cents each

to next best—all to be published with or with-

out sender's names as desired.

Now, people, get your supply of gray matter

in the vicinity of the "ways and means" tank

working and solve this great question. The

National Board of Trade of Cycle Manufac-

turers (E. Franks, Secretary) will no doubt

be greatly, immensely gratified at our efforts

in their behalf; and, incidentally, you and your

friends will read our ad. and keep looking

for something new each issue in the interest of

the Trinity, from your Uncle Thomas.

P. S.—We reserve the right to reject any

personal allusions to the Editor, as do all high

class journals. (We understand that our com-
petitors regard the "Chimes" as exemplifying

the very highest type of journalism—and red

hot advertising.)

WE APOLOGIZE.
To The Windsor Construction Co., sup-

posed place of honorable residence and rapid

growtii, Chicago. Most Honorable Construc-

tionists, Greeting:

Although the hue and cry raised at your

electric light charges at Chicago show, one

year ago, which rent the ozone u'om Ocean to

Ocean, Great Lake to Gulf, finally dropped

out of sight, the question has again arisen, and

all on account of the "bills" for electric service

at the two shows (New York and Chicago)

which, if right and fair, entitle you, mighty

boys of Windsor, to a "rake off," so to speak.

No doubt the National Board of Trade of

Cycle Manufacturers would gladly re-imburse

you the discrepancy from the $20,000 you of-

fered them for this year's show. (Which they

didn't accept).

It's always different who's getting thumped

—Ain't it?

YALE "KICKS."
And now comes Yale—good old Yale—or

rather its sputtering faculty, an I raises a terri-

fic dust because some of the boys send Corbett

their best wishes and a Yale flag.

Say, Yale Faculty, you better look a bit

closer into morality nearer home and more

dangerous to public good, than to raise such

a riot over a silly little matter. The Yale boys

were all right in expressing honest sentiments,

while the "old maid" faculty is a laughing-

stock of the country. Thej^'re too good.

MAYBE IT IS-NOT.
Some of the readers of this issue of the

"Chimes" may claim this is sort of a "National

Board of Trade of Cycle Manufacturers" issue.

You're %>i6ng.

We're not in a business that tries the coer-

cion act, when things don't go our exact way,

or rather a "bluff at coercion" sort of a "run

for your money and finish last racket."
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IN THE LIGHT OF LONG AGO.

In no department of the sundry trade, unless

it may be in saddles, has such marked prog-

ress been shown in quality and cheapness as

in that which deals with the lamp. Verily,

cycling has lamps to burn, though a strict re-

gard for truth-telling compels the chronicler

to declare that though cycling has lamps for

this purpose, the lamps do not always burn

as they should. Lamps are contrary in such

matters.

Whether all this improvement in lamps is

to be attributed to the indirect effect of com-

pulsory cycle lighting or to competition en-

gendered by individual enterprise, I know
not, but certain it is that the lamp of to-day,

or rather of to-night, sold at the modest

figure of a few dollars, in weight, design,

finish, and light-givins? power is ohms, arcs,

and candle-powers ahead of the wildest

dreams of the pre-safety cycler.

I can remember just as well as though it

were only yesterday, the lamp of my polo-

cap days, the lamp that rattled and sung as it

swung from the gun-metal hubs of a dearly

beloved 50-inch Harvard.

That lamp weighed more pounds and cost

me more dollars and swear words than I care

to think of in these luxurious, electric-lighted

evenings of a serene and safetyish old age.

"Yes," admitted the cockney, patronizingly,

"the 'King o' the Road' is a fairish 'ub lamp.

But it ain't my lamp," he added, with per-

suasive unction. "Look at this 'ere, one

of our own make, finest lamp on the market;

burns like a light'ouse; got green glarss in

one side and red in the other; catches the hi

of each luvly gurl wot passes yer, and looks

for all the world like a chemist's shop hout

for a hairin'. Only seventeen shillings and

sixpence—to you. It leaves me no profit, but

I like to see our lamps goin' about under

well-known men.'

RECENTLY PATENTED "CHAINLESS BICYCLES."

5 7 8,269. BICYCLE Dbtalho di BaAzu SAVoaaBAH, Romft,

Italy, assignor to Cora Ann Slocomb dj Brazza Savorgiian, Horuzzo,

Italy, aod Kow York. H. Y. Pllfld Sept i 1896. SBrial Ho. 5ei,«0,

(No model)

fell, ripping half the spokes out of the driving

wheel the very first night I rode with it.

I took it back to that blasted Britisher. His
memory failed to remind him either of the

lamp or of me.

A sneak-thief stole it one night, as my ma-
chine stood outside of old 791, and I witnessed

the theft. I felt sorry for the thief, and sorrier

still, when in the first hundred yards of his

flight, that lamp jammed between the forks

of his machine and threw him, so that he died.

Claim - 1 , In a bicycle, a cam-block having a spiral can-groove,

l'ovt-operat«d lever, antifViction-rollera carried on the said lever, the

said antifriction-rollers having their axes arranged in different ver-

tical and (litferent hori/ontal planes, each roller comprising an outer

shell, two -segmental sections within said shell, bearing-rollera mov-

able in ;;roovcs formed in s.-iid segmental ecctiona and also in gr. tves

on the Bupportiiif;-bars extended from the foot-lever, and a guide for

each of said antifriction-rollers, substantially as specified-

BEARDING THE LION IN HIS DEN.

Johnny Bull is opening his eyes. For the

past year they have been closed by the cries

of his trade papers that there was no Ameri-
can cycle invasion, there never could be any

such thing, and, even if there was, no one

would buy the "bloomin' bleedin' Yankee bi-

cycles." But now John has been reading his

government's custom house reports, and he

finds that they do not agree with what his

trade papers and his own conceit have hereto-

fore caused him to believe.

Compared with January last there was a

considerable increase during February in the

value of the foreign cycles and cycle parts im-

ported into Great Britain, the total being re-

turned at $249,430, as compared with $133,720.

At the same time the value of the re-exports

S77,509. BICYCLE ClASLB B. Comra and CiSL F- Bum. 577,6S1 DKIVniO UECIUIII3H FOK VELOCIPEDES, rua 577,895. BICYCLE- Utiso F- Whb. Woonrocket, R. L Filed 578,360. DRIVINO-OEAE FOR BICYCLES. JaiBOloandJon
Chicago, ni Filed Sept 10, 1895- Serial No. 562,085- (No model) .'^ A- Ewdbuuhh, Molboiiine. Victoria. Filed Sept 3. 1896. Serial Sept 30, 1896. Serial No. 607,413. (No model) McDohald, Toronto, Canada. Filed Hay 8, 1896. Serial Na 590 742

No. 601788. (No model) ^
,

,
^f- .' . (No model)
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bicycle tricycle or similar device
I levrr fnlcnimed at a point between
; bar supported by the frame, and t«r-
perial suit at the rear end in an inter,

nrcd to the rear wheel and located
therewith, and a guide adapted to keep

I. In driving mechanism for bicycles and other lite ma-

cured l„ .l!!'',",'"" ?
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-! In a bicjcle or other velocipede, the combination of
a main frame having top line-tubefl. rear stay* connected with the
top rine-tiib&s, bottom lioe-tubefi connected to and e x tending forwardiy
and upwardly from the lower cnd<; of the rear stays.

Claim.— In a bicycle, the c^jnbination with the bent lever A, piv-
oted to the frame of the bicycle ; the pedal b connected to the long
arm B of the bent lever

, the crank E connected with the axle of
the driving sprocket-wheel F of the ordinary gearing; and the pit-

man D connecting the aaid crank with the short arm C of the bent
lever and situated under said Jwnt lever, of a buffer connected with
'the long arm of said bent lever and constructed and arranged to
come into contact with the pitman D and throw the crank over ths
dead-center when the sai^ bent lever approaches the said pitman,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Long since that lamp has found an honored

home amongst the lares of a bookcase top,

where it enjoys a dusty and honored retire-

ment.

Never do I look at its tarnished nickled

sides and its two antennae-shaped side-guides,

without thinking of more than one devastat-

ing header into pitchy darkness, when earth

and sky seemed to meet in one awful rever-

berating crash, while little hills, spangled with

multi-colored and sundry-sized stars, couchee-

coucheed round in chaos, and I occupied the

very centre of the whole picture.

And then, another lamp I once owr.'"'^.

which for obvious reasons does not repose by

the side of its bookcase-topped brother. I'll

never forget walking into the only cycle

store north of Fulton street, and asking a

cockney, who acted as clerk because he was
no good at anything, that included, but who
was thought to know all and everything about

bicycles, because he claimed to have ridden a

wheel before either bicycles or himself had
been seen in this country, if he had any really

good cycle lamps.

"Good lamps?" Why, of course, he had!

Every one he sold was the best made. "Which
would you prefer, a King of the Road, a

Cyclops, or a Sunblazer?"

I was rather inclined King of the Road-
ward, and so intimated.

578,013. BICYCLE- JoHii Hawusou, Stamford, Enelani Filed

Peb.ll, 189S. Serial No. 637.982. (No model)

ciarm.— Iti a velocipede having cranks actuated by pedal-bars
mounted upon eaiti cranks and severally connected at their ends to
links depending from the frame, the conibiuatioii with the jMjdal-bai-s

and with a sun-wheel liaviiic its periphery eccentric to the axis of
rotation, and located on a driving shaft oi- hub, of an elliptical planet-
wheel tixed on one of said pedal-bars and having iu axis at theceii-
ter of the ellipse and gearing into said sun-wheel, the combination
serving to insure an approximately elliptical pedal-path, all substan-

tially as set fbrth

A- the cockney chanted the praises of that

lamp -'id quoted its price in shillings and
pence, I felt it must be the real thing, so

English, don't you know! The green and red

glasses tickled my fancy. The incense of his

subtle flattery bewildered my young brain,

and turned the scale of my wavering judg-

ment.

I bought that lamp there and then. It was
a wonderful lamp. Aladdin's magic lantern

could not have held a candle to it for eccen-

tricity and general cussedness. "Burn like

a lighthouse!" It flamed at the chimney like

a blast-fwrnace, and melting its soldered sides,

decreased from $23,020 in January to only

$13,540 in February. The total value of the

foreign imports during the first two months
of the year amounts to $383,150, and that of

the re-shipments to $35,560.

HARK PROM THE TOMBS 1

Lamenting editorially the effective invasion

of the British markets by American cy-

cles, the poor old "Cyclist," which has so

long sought to belittle and deny the hold

American-made wheels had upon the English

market, now comes forward with the bold

Briton's last resort and asks that a suflficiently

large duty be put upon American wheels to

keep thern from gaining further hold upon
British markets. What a confession this is

for the "Cyclist" to make, after all it has said

about the unsatisfactory qualities of Ameri-

can-made machines, and the utter impossi-

bility of such machines to secure a market in

Great Britain!

DIFFERENT, BUT STILL SIMILAR.

"Cycling has always gone in for intemper-

ate costuming."

"How do you make that out?"

"Take the knee-breeches of years ago, or

the roomy knickerbockers of to-day, and you

will find the former very tight and the latter

very full.
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THE EVILS THEREOF.

In submitting the following from the "Cycle

Trade Journal," The Wheel does so because

it believes that the conditions of the British

cycle trade therein set forth are almost an

exact reproduction of the ones the American
trade is facing at the present moment:
There is an old proverb to the efTect that

"the more the merrier," but in matters of

business it is often very much the reverse.

When the trade was young, everybody was
pleased to watch its development, and to note

the newcomers, for it followed that the more
agents there were, the more would the whole-

sale trade increase. Nobody wished to see

even a single town of importance in the coun-

try without its cycle agent, and no one wishes

to see it now; but what we do want to avoid

is the sight of perhaps half a dozen agents in

one town, each underselling the other.

Such a state of things is deplorable, and yet

that is what is coming about. Take any

town of importance where fashionable people

congregate, such for example as Brighton, .

and what do we find? Almost every street

has its cycle agent and more premises are be-

ing constantly opened. For a time these

establishments may make ends meet, but it

is impossible for them all to survive the ap-

proaching time of depression, and every one
that is opened makes it worse for those al-

ready established, and ultimately means ruin

to many.

Of course, "every man for himself," and if

anybody has the capital and pluck to enter the

cycle trade as an agent—well, by all means
let him do so, but what we would point out

is this: it takes a clever business man to suc-

cessfully run a cycle agency nowadays, and

even he, unless backed substantially with this

world's goods, will find it hard, when the

boom is over. Half those who are now taking

to the trade have had little or no experience;

they are men on the lookout for any trade

which will show a good profit, and there is

a popular delusion that of all available pur-

suits that of a cycle agent is about the most
lucrative.

Hence it is that men enter upon a business

which they do not understand, and can often

hardly conduct at a profit even when times are

good. They get a mechanic, who may or may
not be first-class, to do repairs, and if they

have enough capital to make a good show,

often secure the control of the machines of

some reputable firm for their particular dis-

trict. So long as the orders are coming in,

all goes well, but should these show a falling

off, what will happen?

The firms supplying the machines are also

running a considerable risk, and hence it is

we should prefer to see a more general feel-

ing amongst the manufacturers that it is de-

sirable to support old-established agents,

rather than go to new men, who may perhaps

take a less commission, and by selling at low

prices do a larger turn-over, but cannot be

looked upon as reliable in times of need.

These men may pay up well while the season

is good, but if they are cutting their profits

small in order to undersell somebody else in

the neighborhood, they cannot put by for a

rainy day.

In this we are only expressing the common
sense business view of a question which must
sooner or later force itself upon the manu-
facturers; we have ignored the sentimental

side, which would appear to give the old-

'established agent, who has worked up his

business and that of his firm when times were

not so prosperous, a prior claim upon the

makers. From a strictly business point of

view it is not good to have too many of the

same trade in the same place, and when we
see four or five cycle depots in a street not a

quarter of a mile long, we tremble for the

consequences. Competition is good, and a

healthy stimulus to honest trade, but over

competition is disastrous and often means

positive ruin.

GOOD AT GUESSING.

Once more New York scores over Chicago!

The Bean-Chamberlain Mfg. Co., who ofTered

one of their Hudson bicycles to whoever

guessed nearest the cyclometer mileage re-

corded by the wheel which they kept running

at both the big shows, announce that the win-

ner developed at the New York event in the

person of Miss Helen Diss, of Brooklyn, N.

Y. The cyclometer registered 698 3-5 miles;

Miss Diss's guess was 699 miles. The bicy-

cle, equipped to meet her wishes, has been for-

warded to the lady.

A SIMPLE REPAIR

TO PICK UP THE STRIP
OF PATCHING RUBBER IN-

SIDE THE INNER TUBE
(THUS CLOSING THE
PUNCTURE), GET M.aW.
QUICK-REPAIR CEMENT [N;

SIDE THE INNER TUBE.
ONLY WAY TO DO

THIS IS TO FIRST PUMP UP
THE INJECTOR WILL

NOT ENTER A FLABBY
INNER TUBE.

Morgan sWright

HE'S LOSING HIS GRIP.

February has been a severe shock to the

British cycle manufacturer who had been

jollied by his trade papers into believing that

he not only held his home trade safe, but

had a first mortgage upon all the foreign

wheel trade as well. The British customs re-

port, just issued, shows a falling off in British

exports of cycles and parts, both as compared
with the preceding month and with February

last year. The February shipments have gen-

erally exceeded those of the first month of the

year, but from $762,820 in January last, the ex-

ports last month declined to $688,195, the total

for the corresponding month of 1896 being

$706,125.

GOOD THINGS FOR SPORTSMEN

A "bicycle fishing rod" contained within a

canvas case, which fits into and is strapped

within the frame of the bicycle, is one of the

cycling conceits which Janney, Semple & Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn., are marketing. A bicy-

cle rifle, "which can be used either as a rifle

or a revolver," and which may be carried on
a wheel in a holster, made for the purpose,

is also catalogued by the firm.

SHORT BUT BRILLIANT.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co. are just a bit over

a year old. The '96 season just ended was,

therefore, their first. Looking backward over

their career in the cycle business, even an in-

sider in cycling is astonished to realize that

their career is such a short one, so well-known

has become the "World" name and methods

and so thoroughly has the fact become in-

grained in every cycling man that they are

very much in the business to stay and have

in a very short time at the game, actually

climbed up beside the oldest and best known
names in the trade.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co. are one of the two

concerns who have in the history of cycling

made over 5,000 wheels in their first year in

the business. There is more in this even than

appears at first glance, for the Arnold-

Schwinn manufacturing record is unique in

the respect that they not only built this quan-

tity of wheels in their first year, but included

among them tandems, triplets, quads and

quints. The latter machine is, of course, the

most special machine which they manufac-

ture, and is turned out only to order. They
have one sample, however, always on hand,

which is sent to their various importa.nt agents

during the season.

Even the casual visitor at the "World" fac-

tory can hardly help noticing the businesslike

air which pervades the place. It is only a

matter of fairness to say that the men who
have been essential in the rapid rise of the

"World" are Messrs. Schwinn and O'Connell,

who handle respectively the mechanics and

the finances.

PRAISED BY "GRINDERS."

As a result of the Chicago six-day's race,

the Challenge Machinery Co., of that city,

has two highly valued testimonials to the

merits of their Challenge adjustable handle-

bar, which really is one of the most merito-

rious inventions of the sort. Both Schinneer

and Miller, who finished first and second,

respectively, in the race, have joined in laud-

ing the bar with which their wheels were

equipped. The facility with which changes of

position were effected without dismounting

charmed the two "grinders" and, as will be

readily understood, afforded them rest of arms
and back that was of great worth. Both men
also used another up-to-date invention, the

Perry pneumatic saddle, and there is small

doubt but that the studied use of these mod-
ern devices did much to place them in the

front rank.

REPAIR SHOP EQUIPMENT.

Europe will shortly be given an opportunity

to inspect some genuinely Yankee cycle repair

devices, those of the New England Cycle Sup-

ply Co., Keene, N. H. Mr. Altstaeder will

sail on April 8th with a complete line of the

concern's inventions among them the Uni-

versal repair jack, the repair and truing stand,

the crank and axle and tube straighteners and
the lacing and truing chuck, each and all of

them undeniably clever and useful. Since the

cycle shows, the New England people have

been behind with orders for the chuck, but

they are now shipping the machines at the

rate of twenty per day, and will soon be able

to promptly fill all orders with which they

may be favored.

No wheel is ever exactly what the woman
who buys it hopes it is.
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WHAT THE TEXANS ARE DOING.

Dallas, Texas, March 26.—While the trade in

the State of Texas has been as good as was gen-

erally predicted, the dealers in several of the

heretofore best bicycle towns have been dis-

appointed. Dallas and Galveston have en-

joyed good business in past years, but the

outlook at this writing is gloomy. Several

dealers in Dallas have tried to force the mar-

ket by price cutting. One firm started

with a $40 machine as a leader, which was fol-

lowed by a $35 machine being offered, and

next still another dealer cut to $34.50. One
firm advertised two popular $100 list machines

at $85. Another prominent dealer stated he

was advertising no cut-prices, but if a cus-

tomer called on him he would not let him

go out without selling him if he had any-

thing to suit the buyed.

A heavy rain that has continued for over a

week means bad roads for several weeks in

this section of black wax land, and a holding

back of the trade for some time longer.

J. J. Young, the head of the Young Cycle

Co., Dallas, Tex., and Joliet, III, the leading

firm of this city, is advertising his interest in

the Dallas branch for sale.

The Waverley has again found a new home,
the agency having been taken in by J. Pey-

ton Hunter. J. A. Roach, of San Antonio, was
in the city recently representing the manufac-
turers.

The Tiger line has been placed with Lips-

comb & Hummell.
Lloyd Wilmans, who sat on the top round

of the percentage ladder of Texas riders, has
left for Memphis, to go in training for the

Southern Coliseum circuit.

The opening event in the racing line is the

meet promoted by Tom Taliafero, which is

being extensively advertised. It was origin-

ally intended to make it a road race, but it was
changed to a track meet. A long list of prizes

have been secured from the manufacturers in

the North and East. The date is April •21st,

San Jacinto day, a Texas holiday, in cele-

bration of the victory of the Texans at the

battle of San Jacinto. A large attendance is

expected, if other attractions which will take
place on the same date do not interfere.

The question of secession is little heard of

here; it is confined to the cycle papers and
the owner of the Dallas track, who has not the
support of the riders, as he has made himself
unpopular.

Fort Worth.—While favored with the best
streets and roads leading to country lines of
any town in Texas, has always been behind in

cycling matters. A number of failures marked
last year's trading.

The business of Day Cycle Co., has been
purchased from the assignee by T. P. Day (no
relative of the original owners), and will be
continued under the management of John
Tiller, and Lem Day, the former owner, has
been employed as repairman. The only wheel
selected so far is the White.

The Worth Cycle Co., J. B. Bragasa, pro-
prietor, continues to do a good business. He
handles the Sterling, Crescent, Columbia, Gen-
dron. Falcon, and others.

Monarchs are in the hands of the Fort
Worth Art Co., managed by F. H. Collins,

the oldest bicycle dealer in the city.

Vassar & Son do a renting and repairing

business and Jas. Murray also follows the

same lines and sells the Ajax line.

Waxahachie.—M. W. Lowry & Co. is the

only exclusive bicycle firm here; the members
of the firm came from Florida. They make
the Crescent their leader. The Outing is

handled by Ed. Oldham & Son. F. S.Cronk,

who sold Crescents in '95, will again sell bi-

cycles; he has the Westminster line.

Hillsboro.—This place has always been a

slow bicycle town, but now has three firms en-

gaged in the business. L. H. Walter, jeweler,

is the leading dealer; he has the Sterling,

Crescent, and Crawford. The renting busi-

ness is principally done by A. F. Pittman, who
has a complete repair shop and has built a

number of machines and is now at work on
several tandems. Hillsboro Cycle Co. have
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the stock of the assigned Temple Cycle Co.,

but report that they will discontinue the busi-

ness as soon as the stock is sold.

Waco.—In Waco, trade is reported good.

The leading firm is the Southern Cycle Co.,

a consolidation of the Woodworth Cycle Co.,

Cycle Supply Co., and the Southern Cycle

Co. They are equipped to do all necessary

work on bicycles, including nickel-plating.

They have a great many agencies, among them
the Sterling, Rambler, Patee, Thistle, Barnes,

Crescent, Detroit and "310." The Central

Electric Co. do a repair business and will han-
dle a few wheels this year. Ed. Phillips is the

latest to engage in the bicycle trade; he has

the Clipper and does repairing. The Beustedt
Hardware Co. will continue to sell Columbias.
The best rental trade is done by the Waco

Cycle Co., J. A. Steer proprietor, who also

sells the Envoy, Fleetwing, Dayton and Vic-

tor.

The Texas Flyer Co., recently incorporated,

will sell the Ide and a stenciled wheel made in

Chicago, which they call the Texas Flyer.

The Dupree stock, which the local trade

feared would be put on the market at very

low prices, and result in demoralizing the

trade, has been sold in bulk at a price which

will compel the buyer, in order to make any

profit, to sell at prices that will not interfere

with the regular trade. Jno. A. Fisher is in

charge of the goods, which consist of over

100 machines, the stock W. E. Dupree, who
failed last fall for a very large amount.

Taylor.—Taylor has never gotten back on

its feet as a bicycle town. In '94 the Taylor

Hardware Co. did quite a business, but very

few wheels have been sold since. K. J. Peter-

son sells the Moline, also rents and repairs.

The Monarch and Victor have agents, but

they carry no stock, not even samples.

Austin.—No city in the State has come to

the front as a cycling centre like Austin. Fred

Petmecky has been the leading dealer, but

was so unfortunate as to be compelled to

make an assignment recently. He met with

quite a set back last fall by being burned out,

and was delayed over a month making an ad-

justment, losing the best part of the season's

trade in his sporting goods line.

G. C. Bengener & Bros, continue the Cres-

cent and Rambler agencies. Corner & Fon-
taine have the Victor. The wholesale hard-

ware and implement firm of J. A. Webb &
Bro. have an assorted stock of bicycles, most
of which was carried over from last season.

Monroe Miller, one of the largest livery

firms in the State, who put in a stock of rent

bicycles last season, desires to dispose of his

machines and discontinue this department, as
it has been a source of too much trouble.
Another rental stock is carried by R. P.
Mathews. K. Von Boekman has given up his
rental department and will confine himself to
repairing.

San Antonio,—This city is at present doing
the best business of any Texas town; a greater
percentage of high grade wheels is sold than
elsewhere. The leading house is W. E.
Roach, who is the oldest exclusive dealer in
Texas. He has a variety of the best lines of
bicycles, such as the Sterling, Waverley,
Cleveland, etc. He does a wholesale business
in sundries and carries a large rental stock.

. Wagner & Chabot, who pushed the Barnes
so extensively last year, have taken the Co-
lumbia agency, to the surprise of everyone,
and are pushing it and the Rugby for all they
are worth. They are also making a specialty
of the Plew saddle, with which they equip all

their machines. They also do a jobbing bus-
iness in sundries.

R. Hugo Hofheinz, the popular racing man,
continues to do the leading repair business
and sells many Clippers, his line lor '97. An-
other first-class repair shop is conducted by
Jno. A. Rollins, who has a good line of rent
wheels. France & Thiele report a very good
trade in Crescents and Ramblers, especially
their $50 Crescent.
A dyeing establishment owned by E. Y.

White, has the Adlake, but has not had their
stock long enough to do any business. The
Dayton agency is with D. Heyl, a saddlery
dealer. L. A. Prentiss & Co., a branch of
a Chicago firm, also doing business in Flor-
ida, have done a fair rental business and also
sold a number of Napoleons and Prentises,
the latter made under their name at Kenosha,
Wis. The>- are new comers in this city, hav-
ing done business through the winter only.
The Monarch agency is with H. Rheim, dry
goods dealer. W. W. Avery conducts a rental
and repair business op a small seal?.
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They come from far Cathay, from Egypt's desert sands,

Siberia's waste of fields, and the Arctic frozen lands.

They would come from Mars and Saturn, if a pathway could be laid,

To buy "THE AMERICA" TRUSS FRAME WHEEL, the BEST
WHEEL ever made.

(§)

America Cycle Mfg* Co*,

Fulton and Jefferson Streets,

CHICAGO, Ilvlv.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
Mo. The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

^iUiUiiUiUiUUiUiiiiUiaiUiaiiii4UUiUiiUUiUiUiii(S)iUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiiiiiUhiiUiUUiUiiUiUUiUiUiii^

ALDRieH BUILDING.
Warren, Church and Chambers Sta., New York.

In the Heart of the Bicycle District.

OFFICES TO LET-LOW RENTAL.
Single or en suite.

The location of this building, situated as it is in the centre of the bicycle
district, makes it very desirable for manufacturers of bicycles and bicycle

sundries, who want offices in this section.

...ALSO...
Lofts 25x200 each at 31 Warren Street.

Address Aldrich Building as above, or

Aldrich Estate, 45 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

271 BROIDWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD. GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

Mercantile Agency, Collection Department and

Information Bureau.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers* Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES

ALABAMA.
Gadsden.—Jones Cycle Co., new store.

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles.—Tlie Los Angeles Bicycle Co., sold

out.

CONNECTICUT.

Windsor.—Humphrey & Stevens dissolved. Mr.

Humphrey will continue.

GEORGIA.

Atlanta.—The Gregory Bicycle Mfg. Co., will be

organized by Mrs. Julia Isbel and Mrs. De Hart to

manufacture a punctureless tire.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—The U. .S. Protective Co., certified to

change name to Metroiiolitan Cycle Co. and reduced

capital stock to $3,000.

Chicago.—The Dania Cycle Co., incorporated.

Chicago.—The Frost Gear Case Co., opened a Chi-

cago office at 297 Wabash avenue.

Chicago.—The Chicago Cycle Co., increased capital

stock from $10,000 to $12,000.

Chicago.—Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., increased

directors from three to five.

Chicago.—Kenwood Bicycle & Mfg. Co., judgment,

$517.33.

East St. Louis.—L. W. Schnell will open cycle store

at 343 Missouri avenue.

Mattoon.—F. C. Frost will open bicycle store and re-

pair shop on First street.

Stockton.—Edw. S. Patterson, purchased half inter-

est in business of John Schubert.

INDIANA.

Darlington.—G. W. Seybold & Co., have opened up

in their new quarters.

Gas City.—Gas City Cycle Co., will open new estab-

lishment.

South Bend.—F. Mayr, Jr., new store at 121 W.
Washington street.

West Lafayette.—M. Waldvogel and J. Hanley will

open store and repair shop.

IOWA.

Boone.—C. E. Cook, new store.

Des Moines.—Joe Baker, new store at 217-219 Wal-

nut street.

Des Moines.—J. M. Ferree, new store.

Humboldt.—D. L. Woodward, new store.

Ida Grove.—G. Warren, new store.

New Kensington.—The New Kensington Mfg. Co.

has begun to make bicycles.

KANSAS.

Salina.—M. Stiefel, new store.

MAINE.

Mechanic Falls.—A. A. Woodson, new store.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston.—Chas. W. McFarland. Insolvency Court

grants discharge.

Boston.—J. A. Glass & Co., 119 Washington street,

wall-paper, etc., have added bicycles.

Concord.—J. O. Haskell, new store.

Gloucester.—Lloyd, Parsons & Martin, new store at

3 Main street.

Gloucester.—L. E. Smith, hardware, has added bicy-

cles.

Gloucester.—C. W. Luce, furniture, will discontinue

bicycle department.

Gloucester.—Cyrus Story, hardware, has added bicy-

cles.

Hillsboro Bridge.—W. S. Scruton & Co., druggist,

will add bicycles.

Natick.—Wilde & Wright, general store will add bi-

cycles.

Northampton.—W. L. Clark, harness and saddlery,

has added bicycles.

Northampton.—G. H. Clark, jeweler, will add bi-

cycles.

Oakham.—Morse & Mullett. I. W. Mullett sells in-

terest to G. H. Morse, who continues.

Pittsfield.—Maxwell Eisner has formed a partner-

ship with the Pittsfield Rubber Co., in the bicycle

livery business.

Southbridge.—E. C. Ellis, grocer, has added bicy-

cles.

Springfield.—The Metropolitan Furniture Co., have
added bicycles.

Springfield.—Quinnell & Co., stained glass, have
added bicycles.

Springfield.—Luther, Eames & Co., furniture, have
added bicycles.

Springfield.—Brewer & Coburn have added bicycles.

Webster.—C. Spalding, hardware, has added bicy-

cles.

Webster.—C. W. Bergman, new store.

West Medway.—B. Stimpson & Geo. Peckham, new
store in Walker Block.

MICHIGAN.

Alpena.—W. A. Blackburn, new store.

Alpena.'—C. V. Hicks, new store.

Coldwater.—The C. H. Behse Mfg. Co., incorporated

by C. H. Behse, J. Canrike and E. D. Lueders; to

manufacture mud and chain guards. Capital stock,

$5,000.

Detroit.—Strubel Bros., reported discharged chattel

mortgage for $1,863.

Flint.—Jas. Slocum, new store.

Kalamazoo.—The Michigan Buggy Co. have con-

tracted for 10,000 bicycles to be known as the Garland.

. Negaunee.—E. W. Adams, new store.

Niles.—The Mathews Bicycle Co. have opened bicy-

cle factory.

MINNESOTA.

St. Paul.—Whaley Mfg. Co., sued by Theim & Co.

for infringing upon their patents of an adjustable bi-

cycle toe-clip.

MISSOURI.

Columbia.—Clendening & Co., sold out to Edmonds
& Stewart.

Kansas City.—The Kansas City Bicycle Co., sued on
account for $38.

Lock Springs.—D. B. Ashbrook, new store.

St. Louis.—Norman Cycle Co., new store corner

Eighth and Olive streets.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Keene.—A. J. Sweeney & Co., dealers and repairers,

have opened new store.

Nashua.—H. C. Lincott, now Lincott & Buswell

;

new store at 35 Railway square.

Peterboro.—Sheldon Bros., barbers, will handle bi-

cycles.

Pittsfield.—F. E. Dennett, hardware, will add bicy-

cles.

Pittsfield.—M. H. Nutter, hardware, has added bicy-

cles.

Pittsfield.—Louis Haywood, barber, will sell bicy-

cles.

Simcook.—J. R. Paine, jeweler, has added bicycles.

NEW JERSEY.

Freehold.—A. A. Zimmerman Mfg. Co., incorporat-

ed by A. A. Zimmerman, John H. Stokes, Wm. S.

Burtis, and L. E. Morris; to manufacture bicycles.

Capital, $50,000.

Jersey City.—Mannesmann Cycle Tube Co., incor-

porated. Capital stock, $2,000,000.

Jersey City.—Mannesmann Cycle Tube Co., judg-

ment, N. Y. City, $1,201.

Madison.—D. S. Elj' has reopened store.

NEW YORK.

Albany.—Eugene Sanders. Confesses judgment,

$49.84.

Brooklyn.—Amphion Cycle Mfg. Co., judgment,

$108.75.

Buffalo.—P. A. Powers, judgment entered, $49.12.

Little Falls.—Hpmer P. Snyder, successor to Snyder

& Fisher, assigned to Olin N. Simmerman, after filing

two mortgages, aggregating $26,200 covering shop, ma-
chinery and tools.

New York.—Manufacturers' League Cycle Co., judg-

ment $81.19.

New York.—J. Harris & Co., bicycles, 725 Broadway,
say that it was J. Harris, clothier, 791 Broadway, who
gave the bill of sale to I. Lichtag, reported last week.

New York.—T. F. Jerome. Chattel mortgage, $200.

New York.—W. W. Zimmerman, chattel mortgage,

$100.

Pine Hill.—Geo. E. Rose, new store.

Sidney.—Bolton, Stanton & Dayton, new store.

Syracuse.—Barnes Cycle Co., profit insurance report

adjusted at $38,000.

OHIO.

Bellevue.—Miller Hisky & Burr, hardware, have
added bicycles.

Benton Ridge.—P. Baldwin, new repair store.

Cleveland.—The National Specialty Co., incorporated

by Chas. P. Weeks, Alexander C. Bates, A. G. Gome,
H. W. Price and Ed. Greenberg; to manufacture and
deal in bicycle specialties. Capital, $5,000.

Defiance.—Defiance Bicycle Co., indemnity chattel

mortgage, $7,500.

Richwood.—Joe Wilkins, new store.

Toledo.—Toledo Cycle Supply Co., S. D. Carr ap-

pointed receiver.

Wooster.—^J. Smith, new store.

OREGON.
Ashland.—Kinney & Provost, new store.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Allegheny.—Geo Rofe & L. McGrew, new store at

411 Fifth avenue.

Conshohockeii.—H. C. Messinger, new store.

Harrisburg.-H. A. Dill, reported gave judgments
for $3,604.

McDonald.—B. M. McCartney, reported sold out.

Pittsburg.—The Pittsburg Cycle Co., 430 Wood
street, damaged by fire. Loss about, $200.

Reading.—Acme Mfg. Co., Plant damaged by fire.

RHODE ISLAND.
Newport.—G. A. & A. H. Popple, new store at 134

Bellevue avenue.

TEXAS.
Lott.—W. L. Watkins, sold out to Charles L. Trice.

UTAH.
Salt Lake City.—Buckley Cycle Co., judgment

against them for $1,711 deferred.

VIRGINIA.
Roanoke.—Overstreet & Thurman, new store at 20

Campbell avenue, S. W.

WASHINGTON.
Montesano.—S. A. Richardson, reported discontinu-

ing.

WISCONSIN.

Appleton.—Langstadt & Croswell, new store.

Chippewa Falls.—L. W. Stapleton, new store.

Ripon.—Harlew & Seelig, new store.
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Kindly mention The Wheel

A WISE SAYING.

much quoted, is, " The proof

of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, not in chewing the string,"

The proof of the superiority

of the tires made by the

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

is that they >^^EAR ^VSTEIvL.

The celebrated G. & J., and L. C
Smith Detachable Tires, and the

full line of Single-Tube Tires, all

WHI-A.T^ "WELL

Kindly mention The Whee)

Doesn't touch or damage the tire.

That's one advantage of the Doolittle

Brake which should interest the tire

and bicycle makers.

Doesn't encumber or disfigure the

handle=bar and head with levers,

lugs, rods or spoons.

That's another.

Doesn't contain 12 different parts or

any springs or joints or compli=

cations.

That's another.

Doesn't numb or tire the rider's

fingers or arms or legs.

That's still another.

Is not rendered useless if the tire

punctures or the adjustable han=

dle=bar is reversed.

That's one more.

Aad there are others—plenty of them. There is

not a man or woman who rides or makes a bicycle

who is not interested. We are prepared to prove

that the Doolittle has at once and forever settled

the " brake question," and simply desire the oppor

tunity.

OLIVER, STRAUS & CO..

23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NEW PATENTS.

579,122. Pneumatic Tire. Edgar W. Balding, New-

ark, N. J. Filed March 17, 1896. Serial No. 583,574

( No model.)

579,125. Bicycle. William S. Brewer, New York, N.

Y. Filed October 10, 1895. Serial No. 565,206. (No

model.)

579,154. Bicycle-Skirt. Alexander M. Green, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Charles Cohn & Co., Balti-

more, Md. Filed December 19, 1896. Serial No. CIG,-

258. (No model.)

579,216. Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Samuel E. Barnes,

Willimansctt, Mass. Filed June 5, 1896. Serial No.

594,382. (No model.)

579,218. Bicycle-Propelling Mechanism. Bonn
Bremer and Charles A. Lundgren, Chicago, 111., assign-

ors of one-half to John S. Hallstrom, same place.

Filed April 13, 1896. Serial No. 587,259. (No model.)

579,237. Gear-Wheel and Driving Chain. Adolph

Kotin, London, England. Filed April 10, 1896. Serial

No. 586,983. (No model.)

579,260. Tire-Tightener. William Dobrowolski and

Harry Wise, San Antonio, Tex. Filed September 5,

1896. Serial No. 605,006. (No model.)

579,279. Combined Stay and Luggage Carrier for

Bicycles. Alexander McCormack, Portarlington, Ire-

land. Filed October 27, 1896. Serial No. 610,179. (No

model.) . Patented in England October 23, 1894, No. 20,-

184.

579,307. Velocipede. Gustaf A. Skarin, Buffalo, N.

Y. Filed June 10, 1896. Serial No. 594,945. (No
model.)

579.351. Velocipede. Ira W. Rubel, New York, N.

Y., and Ernest W. Naylor, Bound Brook, N. J. Filed

December 23, 1895. Serial No. 573,030. (No model.)

579.352. Machine for Removing Tires. Henry H.
Smith, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor of one-half to

Charles M. Chamberlin, same place. Filed November
2, 1895. Serial No. 567,860. (No model.)

579,439. Luggage- Carrier for Bicycles. John T.

Long, Evanston, 111. Filed Sept. 24, 1896. Serial No.

606,812. (No model.)

579.442. Bicycle-Saddle. John K. Poole, Randolph,

Mass., assignor of one-half to Charles Prescott, same

place. Filed July 11, 1S9G. Serial No. 598,797. (No
model.)

579.443. Bicycle-Lock. Charles E. Rambo, Berwyn,

Pa., assignor of one-half, to Joseph C. Potts, same
place. Filed January 2, 1896. Serial No. 574,072. (No
model.)

579,471. Cycling-Skirt. Carrie G. Childe, New York,

N. Y. Filed October 7, 1896. Serial No. 608,112. (No
model.)

579,479. Bicycle-Pedal. John A. Coebler, Indianapo-

lis, Ind., assignor to the Indiana Bicycle Company,
same place. Filed .September 16, 1895. Serial No.

562,690. (No m.odel.)

579,490. Bicycle-Wheel. John A. Magnusson,

Tacoma, Wash. Filed September 21, 1896. Serial No.

606,563. (No model.)

579,510. Ice Velocipede. Paul Bieth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Filed March 26, 1896. Serial No. 584,898. (No model.)

579,514. Seat for Bicycles. Elbert A. Collins, Chilli-

cothe, 111. Filed June 8, 1896. Serial No. 594,684. (No
model.)

579,521.

port. Pa.

model.)

579,539. Bicycle Lock and Coaster. Charles W.
Hudson, Weedsport, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

Fred M. Harrington, same place. Filed November 24,

1896. Serial No. 613,317. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
26,795. Bicycle Parcel-Carrier. Frederick Yunck,

Bryan, Ohio. Filed February 3, 1897. Serial No. 621,-

889. Term of patent 7 years.

26,794. Bicycle-Lamp. William S. Hamm, Chicago,
111., assignor to the Adams & Westlake Company, of
Illinois. Filed February 5, 1897. Serial No. 622,220,

Term of patent 14 years.

Tire for Bicycles. Jonas Parker, Williams-

Filed July 30, 1896. Serial No. 601,011. (No

GONE ACROSS THE SEAS.

Exports of cycles and cycle material from

port of New York during week ending

March 23:

Argentine Republic % 1,867

Aberdeen 1,100

Antwerp 1,739

Amsterdam 11,504

Brussels 741

British Australia 3,767

British West Indies 219

Belfast 180

Brazil 300

Barcelona 364

Bremen 802

Berlin 5,863

British West Indies 1,043

Copenhagen 4,112

Christiania 840

Dutch West Indies 259

Genoa 1,833

Helsingfors 200

Hamburg 21,823

Hull 40

Havre 8,762

Lisbon 380

Liverpool 8,748

London 32,442
Messina , 58

Marseilles 130

New Zealand 502

Odessa 700

Peru 302

Rotterdam 11,037
St. Petersburg - 70
Southampton 6,846
Stockholm 2,618
Santo Domingo 386
U. S. of Colombia 108

Total $131,685

RECENT PATENTS.

}. BICYCLE-SCPPORT. Hdoo Sbuld, PbllAdetpttla, Pa.

I,'l896. Serial Ko. 607.590, (No modeL)

A bicyclc-supporl consistingof a clBtnp B, meooflfor

n bicvcle-fork, one mi^tobcr of said clamp

5 7 8,959. HAND - QRI?. ADOLPB R. WiERS and Qbbjbaks J.

B&ABIS, Maw&ukee, W1& PUedApr.20,1896: Serial Ho. 588.346. (No

model)

^\^.'J^.^^^^?^'^f''i^V^^^^^- ^'^^ 579.514. sBATPoaaiCYCLsa ELHIETA.(^>aIn(M^loott^

S'l
Pfled Apr. 10,1896, Serial Ha 586,983. (No Dl PIW JuDe 8, 1896. Serial He 5H6M. (Ho model)

Ctuim.— I. Ahaud-gripcompriaiiigaBkeleWa frame.ando woveo-

l^
caoe jftcke'k eacompassing the frame.

|578,921. BICYCIB. FezdE OUY, New York, N Y PUedJime
lfi,189&. Serial Ha 096,058. (No model)

hariogu led^ I! thereupon, with a shoulder adjacent tburelo, an ano
pivoted 1o uid ledge, and provided with a tKvez ncur ite point of

attachment, and a yieldiog device adapted to engage suid receas when
laid ann is io iDoporativc position.

679,4:79. BICYCLE-PEDAL JoHK A. (Sokblsb, Indianapolis. Ind,
aaalgnor to the Indiana Bycle Company, same place Filed Sept. IB
1B85. aerial Ho, 562.690. (Wo model)

'

Claitn.— I . In a chUd'a seat for a bicycle a bar or bare adapted
U) be Becurod to and upoa the frame part« A and B of a bicycle, a

C^.-m._l.Th6Combinationoft«^ogear.wheebandachain bJl- T^ ^JueUblj' connected with said bare and meana for facilitatiDg

teeth arranged in aockets formed in the wheoUand chain andW "" ready attachme,. I and det*chiEent of thebur orbare.all substan-

iAg-Burfaces formed on the wheeU about the aocketa which match
^^^ ^ " ahowrtaod dcocnbcd.

corresponding portioiLi of the chain,

*579,44y. BICYCLE-LOCK. CHirlb £ RiJiBo, Berwyn. Pi. w-
^
'^^'P P,9.:

B'"CL&aADDL£ Jajibs E Plbw. Chicago. Ill

slgnor or one-hal/ 10 Joseph C. Potts, same placsL PUed Jan. 2. 1891
""M Sept 14. 1896, Serial Na 605.811. ffloaodel)

Serial No, 574,072. (No model)

.in f^ 7 V
«"»'>"'"'»". '" a bicyclc-pedal. with the pedal-pm and pedal.<:enter, of pedal sides formed of two part« ofVheet

met* struck up aud bent to the required form and damped to saidpedal^ater. the ends of naid aidw being bent up and in to meet and
then umu>d. whereby they arc enabled to nmtuaUj support each

<ub(!t«ntially as shown

C/aim.—The combination "itb a bicycle-frame, connecting-bar^

' of which are fonued of hinged sections, the side of the bar^ adjacent

'to the hinged coiuicction being flHitened longitudinally forming cavi-

ties or recesses, whereby the outer portion of the hinge is flush with

'the surface of the section nnd a tubular clani]i, the longitudinal sec-

tions of which are hinged at one sidi- thereof, the ftee sides being

provided witli a longiludiaal rib piovided with clamping devices

BulistantiaUy a,3 de&cribed

5 7 8,837. BICYCLE-SADDLE. BDOiKUJ a 3U1A1I. Canton,

Ohio. Piled July 22, 1896- Serial Ha 600,155. (Ho model)

Cl.i.n,.— 1 |„ conibinaiKin with the foik-sj.indie of n bicycle, a
cone secured thereto, a flutch surrounding said spindle and slidiogly

secured to the front tube of the machine, a folk pivoted to ihid clutflh

'and to the frame of the machine, an extension from s.-tid fork, a cu-
iing surrounding the end of said extension, having a keyhole forobcd

therein, whereby a suitable key may be gnidcd, in operating said

extension, substantially as and for th« purposes set forth.

579,37t5. BRAKE. Wilua^ L Ba:^. Brooklyn, N, Y, FUed OoL
23, 1896. Serial No, 609,812 (No model)

C/<n"m.— In a bicycle-saddle, the combination with a supporting
ihime, of a support. B, attached thereto and consining of a solid

pomrael-section formed by folding tlic ntaterial transversely upon itfiell

and having a cantle-€ection divided into diverging tleiible airaoda in-

tegral with the pommel-eoction, nnd a saddle-leather covering said
.support and having a cross-bar at it« pommel-section to slip undoi-
the supporting-frame, and lacings at its cantlc-scction for attachment
to the cantle-section of the supporting-tVame, whereby the covering
'\^ ri<nnhln^f k,.:M„ :...j,..-Kcd and dclached, Substantially as flet forth.apable of btit)

CktiiA.— 1, In a bicycle, the frame having an elastic upper con-
nection between the front-fork-bearing tube and the Beat-post, and an
approrimatoly V-ahaped spring, the apex of which has a bearing on
laid froot tube, one arm of said spring having a sliding bearing o

«aid upper connection,.and the other nno a connection «lth the sat

die-DOS', "ubslautiallv as spi-cilicd.

-1, Thccombinotionwithapiacticillv rigid base, extend
ing from fVoot to the rear of a licyclo-saddlc, ivilh a soft oryieldiog
nose or pommel superposed' upon the forward part of ¥uch base and'
fluitablysecnred in place iHub^tantiallyaaandforthe purpose set forth.

5 7 9,521. TIRE FOR BICYCLES. JOHAS Pabkeh. WlUlomsport,
Pa. filed July 30, 1896 Serial Ha 601,011 (Ho model)

579.216. TIRE FOR VEHICLE-WHEBLa SamOSL B. BaESIS, Chim:-~\ A brake, consiating, in combination, of a wheel a
WUUmanBett, Mam. FUed June 5, 189^ Serial Ha 5H382, (Hu crank-axK a fixed brake-disk, aud toggle-levers, the inner membere
model) of which are fixed to the crank-axle, and theouter members of which

are pivoted to the wheel, and arc provided with brake-shoes, sub-
stantially Ai aet forth,

579,307. VELOCIPEDE Oostaf A SIARIH, BuflUo, N. T, FDed

June 10, 1836. Serial Na 594,945. (Ho model)

Ch'.m — Au nir-t

proper, A, having it<i

ragm-slrip It edge'

C/,'i,.t— 1 A nhocl fni' liicyclts and similar vehicles provided
with a rim which is segmental in eros.'M;oction, on its outer surface,
and n tire which is ainiilarlj- formed, said tire being connected with
said lim by moans of bolte which pass through ahd are free to move
in .said rim, nnd f^aiil bnlw being provided at their outer ends with
ero3<^hiaids to which nrr jccnred a ring or band of spring raetaJ, and
s bearing of rubbir or simitar material, whicli is pbced between said,
rinj; or band of spring metal and said tin bsiantiatly as ahown and

5 7 9 ,4.43 . BICYCLE-SADDLE. Johs a Poole, Randolpli, Mobsl.

asalgDor of one^ball to Charles Prescott, same olace. Filed July 11

1896, Serial No. 598.797, (Ho model)

C'jfaiM.— In a wheel, a hub, spokea, spring pivotaDy secnrvd to

•aid spokee. an annolAr cbamiel-Hffi, pins extending botweon the

fianges of said rim, between whjch piua and the outer portion of the

rim the outer end portions of the springs are Iocst«d, and the Hrt

upon said rim, ^ulMtanlially aw described.

tire consisting of * lube,.

portion at one end omitted, as at 10, a dia-

Httached to opposite inaer sides of the lube

proper, having attachments with the cud portion 13 of the tube, serv-

ing to cloflc the base of the tube at the place wljerc the tubt-base it

omitudand having an attachment at 14 to the inner portion of the CUtm.—l. The combination with a hanger or bracket, of atup-
tub«-bkt)« near the margin of the receae 10, the diaphragm having ita portipg-slwevejournaled in said hanger and having a split end portion
other end inclosed and secured between the upper and lower thick- provided with a tapering bore or scat, a bearing-cone mounted ad-
nem>s o( the tnhe at the other end of the latter, and being otherwise joatably on said split portion, and a crank having a tapering shank
unsecured, the vftlvcd paseagc C entering through the closing part fitted in the taperingaealof said supporting-sleeve, whereby thesplit

cnnsliliited by said banc portion of the diaphragm, and the vnlved portion of the eleeve is expanded into the adjustable cone and caused
|a^,^gc U entering through the base of the tube proi>erlo the f"----

'
'

-

lt:r below the diaphragm, subvtanUally as described.

a-i.m.-k Incycle-saddle comprising a relatively stiff bodv por-
tion having a pocket or depression, a flexible diaphragni securou ,it

its margin to the body portion along a line removed from the niavgin
of said pocket or d.'|irc«3ion. the central unattached portion af «aid
diaphragm being fi-ee to ri-c and fall independently of the body l-or-
lion and provided with a series of orifices near the line of attachment
to the body portion, un<l m. inflatable cushion placed in said pocket
"'"' ''"

'' '• yieldingly support the central portion of the dia-
-blenir-chnmbcre being -formed between oppoailr

hion, the perforated portions of the diaphragm
.f the body lying between the margin of the pocket
1 of attachment of the diaphragm, whereby a cir-

I i,.-j
, jii^ cushion .^obsunjiallj- m

• pbragm, <

sides of the air-ci

.Tnd those portioiii

culiitioii of a

ribed
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WHEN YOU MOLD A HAND LIKE TtllS,

TflE^OTMER FELLOW"SQUEALS:
IT HAS AWINNING WAY-TMAT WINS

LIKE TRU55 FRAME r^cU^&^\Nnm^.

roWlER CYCIC MFti. Co.

DROP U5 A POSTAL CHICA^fl NEW YORK.
,

FOR A ^ -^-* BOSTON. PROVIDENCE.
97. CATALOGUE. LONDOm.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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REGARDING "RUBBING STUFF."

Every trainer, whether he be a real one or

only a make-believe one, has some mysterious

embrocation, vaguely referred to as "rubbing

stuff," the secret of whose composition is sup-

posed to be safely locked up in the innermost

recesses of the muscle-slapper's brain. Ask a

trainer what the stuff he smears his subject with

is, and he'll answer you in a way which will at

once show you that you have violated one of

the most stringent rules of athletic etiquette.

In this connection it is interesting to know
that the oldest medical receipe in the world,

according to a French medical journal, is an

embrocation intended for making supple the

muscles of Egyptian runners.

This famous "rubbing stuff" recipe is

dated 400 B. C, and directs that dogs'
paws and asses' hoofs be boiled with dates in

oil, and the resulting mess kneaded into the
muscles of the runners. The patent rights on
this mixture have now expired by limitation,

and any wheelman or trainer in search of an
old and once famous muscle-limberer is at

liberty to make a free use of this one.

YOU MUST PAY TEN CENTS.

The Eagle Bicycle Co.'s road maps are not
being distributed gratuitously, as was stated
last week. A merely nominal fee, five 2-cent
stamps, is, however, all that is asked for them.

THE FINEST

" ^^1
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^
White

Chain

Labricant
IN THE MARKET.

Will not clog, but makes the
chain run smoothly and with
ease.
Lessens the wear on chain

and sprockets.

MANUFACTURED AT

William F. Nye's,
Headquarters for
Bicycle Lubricants,

New Bedford, Mass
Kindly mention The Wheel.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWEBS FREE
and strawberries to be had for the picking. California
only four days distant, and rates Lowest of the Low.
Leave this land of snow and ice and take the Nickel Plate
Road, with its superb service, to the Golden Gate of the
Sunset Seas. For all information ot rates and weekly
excursions, call on your nearest ticket agent, or address
F. J. Moore. Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate Road, 2^ Exchange
St., Buffalo. N. Y. ***

IT COSTS twice as much as other oilers.

25c.

USE IT
eap oilers), second (

CUSHMAN <& DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.

and you will know why.
"Star" Oiler (best of cheap oilers), second to none but the "Perfect," loc.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

OPENING BICYCLE AUCTION SALE
Of the Season.

E. Bissell, Sod & Co., Auctioneers,

(EstabHshed 1863)

No. 12 Murray St. and 15 Park Place, New York,

Tuesday, April 6tlx, at xs.so O'clock.
Absolutely Unreserved Sale of

High-Grade Safety Bicycles and Tandems.

Comprising a large assortment of ladies', gents',

girls' and boys' models, also diamond and combina-

tion tandems, all new goods, standard and reliable

makes sold with name-plate and manufacturers' name.

Wheels finished in all colors and fitted with first-

class tires.

Bicycle riders, clubs, and bicycle trade should take

advantage of this unreserved sale to purchase first-

class, high-grade wheels at their own price.

Bicycles on exhibition, Monday, April Dth. ***

m SALE, filCIANlii;, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Bach additional word two eentt. Oaah In-

varlablT In advance.

\17 ANTED—Live bicycle dealers in every town to
'• push the Lavigne Combination Right-Side-Up
Pedal. If you have seen- this pedal you will write us
at once. If you have not, let us send you descriptive
matter and draft of our offer. The Lavigne A Scott
Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn. 4-a-c

tX7ANTED—Position as superintendent of agen-
*• cies, branch house manager or correspondent;
thoroughly posted in the cycle business; first-class
references. Address Lucas, care The Wheel. 4-1-p

PATENT FOR SALE—Pants Guard for bicycles—
'• entirely new— attached to pedals; does away
with clips. Address P. A. McGinnis, 433 Cass Ave.,
Detroit, Mich. 4-16-p

OFFICE, with room for stock and storage. V. P.
Humason, No 80 Chambers Street, New York.

tf c

FOR SALE, CHEAP- Red Cross Vulcanizer; used
but little; good order; make an offer. Address

Warren, The Wheel.

WANTED immediately, one agent in each of the
following cities : New York, Brooklyn, Phila-

delphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland and St. Louis, to sell

an article to bicycle dealers in the sundry line ; a
great seller ; we pay liberal commission ; there is

money in it ; we want only active men of good char-
acter and business ability to drum the trade. At-
wood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass. 4-2-c

EMPLOYMENT GOLDMN.

SITUATIONS WANTBS.
Rate, 50 words, i time, $1.00 4 times, $3.00

75 " "
'-so

"
S-oo

Letters received and forwarded in confidence.

Salesman—Traveling salesman desires connection with reliable firm, as
traveling representative ; highest references; well-known to the trade.

M. M. S., care The Wheel.

Young man (30), thorough knowledge of the mechanical and sales depart-
ment of the bicycle and fittings business. Address, E. S. C, care The Wheel.

Wanted—A position as New York manager or manufacturer's agent for a
complete line of high-grade and cheap bicycles, made by a reliable house

;

salary and commission; can place large orders for the right kind of goods;
best of references as to competency and reliability. Address R. T. Peckham,
25 W. ijth Street, New York. 3-26

Manager—Position as, by a man thoroughly posted on bicycles and sun-
dries; marketed 600 wheels at retail, and $20,000 sundries last year; references
the best. Address " Charles," care The Wheel. 3-26-c

Wanted—By a young man, position as outside or inside salesman; have
had five years' experience in the business; able to manage branch and look
after repair work; best of references given. Address W. W. G., care of The
Wheel. 3-26-p

Bright young man who understands the bicycle trade, especially the tire
and parts trade, is open for position. Address W. H. M., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop
in good location, or conduct business on commission. A. B., Box 46, Brandon,
Vt.

Wanted—A situation, by a young man, 26 years of age; experienced in light
repairing, tires, etc., also in renting agency; desires position in bicycle sales-
room, renting agency, repair shop, or factory; good references given. J. E.
C., Box 538, Rochester, Ind.

Wanted—Position by an experienced machinist, also capable of making
gigs and special tools or managing any concern. Thomas Maher, 897
Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Situation wanted in a bicycle manufacturing company as enameler.
thoroughly understand the business in any color; can give best references;
Address S. E. D., 54 Bassett Street, New Britain, Conn.

A man, 21 years old, eight years' experience in repair shop and factory,
competent to manage repair shop, would like to correspond; South preferred.
Address E. R. Sutch, 439 Prospect Street, Roxborough, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thoroughly experienced stenographer desires a position with responsible
firm; have been for several years with large hardware jobbing house. Address
F. E. W., care The Wheel.

Nickel-Plater—First-class nickel-plater would like position; ten years' ex-
perience on nickel plating, polishing and buffing; capable of taking charge;
five years as foreman; references. Frank Luffy, 1418 DeEalb ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Wanted—Position with a reliable cycle 'jouse; write and give me terms;
can give Ai references; would like a few articles to sell on consignment; have
been dealing in cycles and cycle repairs for five years. Address J. H. Robins,
Flag Pond, Va.

Wanted—A situation as bicycle salesman (indoor) by*a young man with
four years' experience in the trade, and can furnish the best of references
either in or outside of New York city. Address A. B., care The Wheel.

Wanted—By a young man of 25 years of age, who has long experience in

cycle business, position on road or in salesroom with good firm; responsible
references that are Ai can be given. H. L. W., care of fhe Wheel.

A practical enameler in all colors, 10 years' experience, desires a position

as foreman or day work; best reference. J. K., care of The Wheel.

HI!l4F WANTBD.
Advertisements in this column, free. Letters received and forwarded in

confidence.

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling side-line to
small trade; all letters in confidence ; refer to Western Office The Wheel,
as to responsibility. Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Monadnock Bldg.,
Chicago.

Wanted—Repairman, young man experienced in bicycle repairing, and
understanding vulcanizing ; must make himself generally useful ; salary small
to begin. Call afternoons, N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau St. N. Y.

Wanted—Stripers ; a few good stripers for bicycle work ; state age, ex-
perience and salary expected. Address Shelby Cycle Mfg. Co., Shelby, O.

Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper nor plain dipper;
write, stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods
as a side line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give
references. Box 642, Rochester, N. Y.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand; one who can bend
handle-bars and do bench work; state salary and reference. Address
Experience, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—Experienced manager for a large bicycle factory in New York;
must be perfectly competent in every detail, to superintend every department.
Address 27, care of The Wheel.
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IML. I^E^IIVKIi,
Maker of Evcry]Description of Wire Twisted Brushes.

"''p^?E'-|?rs?l?sStl'"' Leiner't Bicycle Tire Brush

'WLL CLEAN BOTH Slots OF CHAIM AT ONE
OPERATION. CAM BE V^ASHED m HOT OR

COLDV/ATER.

Patent applied for.

This brush will be greatly ap-
preciated by all who value the
appearance of their wheel and
do not care to importstreet mat-
ter in their halls or carpets.
The brush may be also used

on the frame or other parts of
the bicycle.

1267 BOSTON ROAD, NEW YORK.
lEINER'S PAT. BICYCLE TIRE BRUSH.

\N1LL CLEAN AHD POLISH Tl RE AND
RIM AT THE SAME TIME WITHOUT
TROUBLEOR SOILING THE HANDS.

FITSANY SIZE.

Leiner's Bicycle Chain Brush.
Patent applied for.

The illustration shows it

working with the chain between
the two brush prongs, but either
of the two flat ontsides may be
used on the chain or on any other
part of the bicycle.
Unlike any other make of

brushes, these may be dipped in
boiling water or soda to clean
out the oil and grease.
Only Russian bristles used.

MADE OF RUSSIAN BRISTLES
AND CAN BE WASHED OUTIN

HOTOR COLD WATER AND
ARE GUARANTEED IN EVERf

11,,,, B OTHER RESPECT.

Prices of both adapted for popular use.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The.

Favorite Bicycles

have the HANDSOMEST LINES, are

the BEST FINISHED, STRONGEST,
EASIEST RUNNING and most UP-
TO-DATE Juvenile Bicycles ever put

on the market.

Made with 20, 24 and 26 inch wheels.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Smith*s
Roller Spring
Seat Post.

PATENTS
PENDING.

Vibration,

Friction,

Squeak.

The Only

Spring Post

that Will Give

Satisfaction.

PRICM, $2.50.

AGENTS WANTED.

Liberal Discount

to Dealers.

JOS. N. SIVIITH & CO.,
Manufacturers,

, No. 29 LARNED ST., WEST, - - DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK OFFICE, No. 26 WEST BROADWAY.

Ximilj acntioa Tk* Wkad.

IN THE

German^
Spanish^
French.

{ANT ZyANOVJiCtE.)

American Catalogfues Translated, Con-

densed and Printed in any Lan8:uag:e,

THE WHEEL PRESS.
88 West Broadway, Ne^w York.

KKNZOLINE
BICYCLE OIL.

Qeaner^ Oiler and Lamp Oil Combined.

Will remove all dirt and grit from bearings and oil

them at the same time. Try it and be convinced. Ask
your dealer for it.

KENZOLINE OIL CO.,

621 Rialto Building, Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHEN SECESSION MEETS.

There will be all the greatest riders,

As well as League backsliders,

And the Sunday racing trackers, longing

For the day of treats.

Every man astride a hobby,

Backed up by the racers' lobby,

Throwing mud at the L. A. W. when
Secession meets.

It will be a sight worth seeing,

These reformers quickly fleeing.

From swift pursuing office, making good

Two minute heats:

And again 'twill just be killing

When the unpursued (but willing)

Hide keen daggers up their coat sleeves when
Secession meets.

Water will be turned to honey.

Loafing will be making money.

Wind will furnish racers' bread, race tracks

Sugar beets:

L. A. W. methods must skeddaddle,

Sunday racing's in the saddle

And is boimd to "get there, Eli," when .

Secession meets.

PETER AND HIS HARD LUCK STORY.

Uncle Sam has an emigrant sifter down at

Ellis Island in New York harbor; through

this sifter all would-be American citizens must

pass before they are allowed to land. Up
against the fine mesh of this sifter last week
landed Peter Jansehin with this fairy tale to

explain his stone-brokeness:

Jansehin said he was the champion amateur

bicycle rider of Russia, that on the way to

this country he stopped in Berlin to ride in

an amateur tournament, but first competed in

a preliminary race with the German amateur

champion, whom he defeated. He was in-

duced to accept a cash prize, which made him
a professional and barred him from the tour-

nament.

Then he became reckless and was robbed
of 900 roubles in a Berlin cafe. Evidently

Uncle Sam's inspectors didn't believe Peter,

or else they concluded that the United States

already possessed a sufficient number of dam-
aged and penniless amateurs, for they ordered
Peter to be returned to Russia by the steam-

ship company which had landed him on these

shores.

THEY BEGIN YOUNG.

"Is your youngest at the safety-pin age?"
"Dear me, no; safety bicycle only."

CYCLONE PUMPS.
(Fifteen Styles.)

ALSO ....

Wood Handle-Bars,

Handle-Bar Stems,

/^O^ Spokes and Nipples.

3
Special Prices to larg« Jobbers

and Manufacturers.

TITLE AS LONG AS HIS TRIP.

"Champion Old Man Long Distance

Rider of the Pacific Coast," is the title

claimed for this gentleman, Maj. Edward A.

Weed, who is en route from Portland, Ore.,

to the City of Mexico, over roads seldom, if

ever before, pressed by a bicycle. Maj. Weed

is obtaining material for an illustrated lecture

and a book of his travels. He is being carried

by a trusty 22-pound Adlake fitted with M.
& W. Cactus tires. His luggage weighs

thirty-five pounds.

WINNING TACTICS VARY.

There are as many theories of the proper

way to ride a race to win as there are "kinds

of trees" in a schoolboy's first composition

—

"a great many." Every individual rider knows

the method by which he achieves success,

and many of them, especially those who have

not had the advantage of experienced train-

ers, have little idea why certain plans of action

even in their own cases accomplish the de-

sired results. So when anyone attempts to set

down rules calculated to guide the novice at

cycle racing in the way to make the most of

his ability, he must expect to meet criticism

from a hundred riders, each of whom holds
his plan the best and surest to bring success

in track competition.

THE DAVIS & STEVENS
MANUFACTURING CO.,

SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

You Want To

Get What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,
28-inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26 inch. 24-inch,

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.
••••••••••••

ELMORE MFC. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City,

General Agents for New York
and New England States . .

Kindly mention The Wheel
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CRAWLED DOWN.

One Railroad Gets Off Its High Horse
Before It Is Forced to by

I<aw.

Following close upon the heels of the pass-

age of the New Jersey bicycle baggage bill

comes the announcement that the Pennsylvania
Railroad Co. has decided to carry bicycles as

baggage throughout its entire system. For a

year or more the company has discriminated

unfairly against the East by transporting

wheels free west of Pittsburg. New Jersey's

victory over the railroads probably had some-
thing to do in bringing about the decision.

For over a year the Pennsylvania Division

has been endeavoring to persuade the com-
pany to omit the charge for wheels, but until

Monday last no satisfactory result was ob-
tained for the continuous work of the League
officials.

On April 5th Chief Consul Boyle wrote to

General Passenger Agent Wood asking for an
early decision on the matter on account of the

opening of the riding season, and on Monday
received the following reply from General
Passenger Agent Wood:

"I have much pleasure in advising you in

response to your letter of even date, that it has

been determined by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company to accede to your request, in

that bicycles should hereafter be carried with-

out charge over its lines.

"This conclusion has been prompted not

only by the arguments presented by yourself,

but in a large degree to the demands made
upon us from time to time for this conces-

sion by our numerous patrons, it always hav-

ing been both the desire and the policy of this

company to accommodate itself so far as

possible to the views of the people who
patronize its lines.

"Our instructions to agents will be issued

within a day or two, and will cover not only

the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad east

of Pittsburg and Erie, but the Cumberland
Valley Railroad, Cornwall & Lebanon Rail-

road, Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain

Railroad, Tuckerton Railroad, New York &
Long Branch Railroad, New York, Philadel-

phia & Norfolk Railroad, as well as the Union
Transportation Company, operating the Pem-
berton & Hightstown Railroad."

Without "boycotting" the Pennsylvania

Railroad, wheelmen have naturally felt an

interest in those roads which have extended

to them this courtesy, and it is said that the

result of this has been to draw many thou-

sand dollars' worth of freight and passenger

traffic to other roads, and that this fact was

one of the considerations which brought

about this change of policy.

The only stipulation attached to the agree-

ment is that the company shall not be held

responsible for broken or stolen lamps, and

that bicycles shall be rated as weighing 100

pounds and are to be considered as part of

the 150 pounds weight allowed to each passen-

ger in the baggage car.

Later in the week it was rumored that it was

probable that Governor Griggs would not sign

the New Jersey bill, and that the Pennsyl-

vania Co.'s action was a shrewd move to af-

ford him an excuse for not signing the bill.

MIXED UP.

AS SOON AS SIGNED.

Denver, Col., April 6.—Senator Reuter's

baggage bill has passed both branches of the

Legislature and is in the Governor's hands.

Hume Lewis, of Pueblo, a newspaper man,

had charge of the bill in the House, but would

probably have failed to secure favorable action

but for assistance from the representatives of

The Wheel and of The Referee. The wheel-

men seemed to let the bill drop after it got

through the Senate. The bill will go into

effect as soon as signed by the Governor.

WORKING MORE THAN EVER.

A scare-head report that the bicycle depart-

ment of the White Sewing Machine Co.,

Cleveland, would shut down for an indefinite

period is vigorously repudiated by the White

people. Far from ceasing work, they say,

they are behind with orders and are working

a larger force than ever before.

DIXON, OF DIXON, THE MAN.

The L. A. W. Racing Board has been com-
pleted by the appointment of Henry S. Dixon,

of Dixon, 111. Reappointment was tendered

and declined by Fred Gerlach, of Chicago.

Mr. Dixon is chairman of the Illinois Divi-

sion Racing Board and is well vouched for.

SHOULD BE A LAW.

A bill compelling ferry-boats to carry bi-

cycles free of charge, the same as railroads,

was last week reported favorably by the Com-
mittee on Commerce and Navigation of the

New York Assembly.

Politics Makes Strange Bedfellows Among
Wheelmen Who Pose as

I^eaders.

Chicago cycledom has been all upset by a

red-hot political squabble. It was precipitated

by the issuance of a circular letter last week en-

dorsing Carter H. Harrison, the Democratic

candidate for mayor (since elected), in which

cyclists were urged to support him for that

office in the recent election. It was signed as

though endorsed by the Associated Cycling

Clubs, the L. A. W., and other organizations,

and immediately stirred up a hornet's nest.

The circular was signed by Geo. K. Barrett, R.

G. Fisher, Dr. J. C. Barclay, W. F. Reed, F. L.

Chase, H. N. Elliott and F. J. Fanning, and

was issued without the consent of the organi-

zations they pretended to represent.

An indignation meeting was immediately

held, at which it was ascertained that Barrett

wrote the circular and appended the names
and titles. Fanning and Elliott denied that

their names were authorized in strong words,

and Barrett came in for a scoring. Chief

Consul Pattee immediately telegraphed Presi-

dent Potter requesting him to suspend Barrett

from the League pending investigation, a re-

quest which was later followed by another

signed by a joint committee from the Illinois

Division and the Associated Cycling Clubs.

Included among the signatures was the name
of N. H. Van Sicklen, Barrett's business part-

ner. A circular was immediately issued

counteracting the one sent out by Barrett, de-

nouncing it as an untruthful and impolitic pub-
lication, and practically endorsing the Re-
publican candidate. The primary cause for

the angry outburst over the circular is due
to the fact that it is likely to kill all chances
of the cycle baggage bill, now pending before

the Legislature, becoming a law, the bill hav-

ing been opposed by the Democrats and sup-

ported by the Republicans. President Potter
has wired Chief Consul Pattee that he will do
all that he can to bring the offenders to jus-

tice, and has turned the matter over to the

Members Committee. Barrett was once be-

fore expelled from the League for creating

and indorsing the application for membership
of a dog.

THE MAN FOR THE PLACE.

W. C. Marion sailed for Europe on Saturday

last, in the interests of Morgan & Wright. He
will make London his headquarters, but his

ministrations will not be confined to the Brit-

ish Isles. Mr. Marion will be absent six

months or more.
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FOURTON'S FOLLY AND "JERRY'S ' VERBOSITY.

Whatever he had in mind when he endea-

vored to "force the L. A. W. to show its

hand" by applj'ing to the Racing Board for a

Sunday sanction is best knofwn to Mr. H. C.

Fourton, the New Orleans track owner who
so loudly proclaimed that it was "Sunday rac-

ing or a sheriff's sale." He asked for a "final

decision," although a reading of the League
regulations was clearer even than crystal and

could have been seen without a miscroscope.

It was naturally supposed that Chairman
Mott's reply would be short and unequivocal.

But it is not. It is a rather tremulous-please-

wait-a-while afifair, and as Mr. Mott was in

New York on Sunday last consulting with

President Potter, the inference that there is

something in the wind—a special meeting of

the National Assembly, for instance—is justi-

fiable.

In his letter returning the sanction fee to

Mr. Foufton, Mr. Mott says:

"Under the constitution, by-laws and racing

rules of the L. A. W. the president and the

Racing Board combined are powerless to

grant this sanction. But that is in no sense

the 'final decision.'

"The President and the Racing Board have

no authority to give a 'final decision.' This

is simply a decision of necessity for 1807. Like
all good citizens, we bow to the will of the

majority, as expressed in the laws of the land.

Like all loyal members, we bow to the will

of the majority, as expressed in the laws of

our organization. If in less than a year the

National Assembly amends these laws in your
favor, all our loyal members will still bow to

its decree."

WILL USE NO OTHER.

INSURING THEMSELVES.

Members of the Century Wheelmen, of

Philadelphia, have formed a "Mutual In-

surance Club" for the insurance of the wheels
of the members against theft. Each member
joining the club pays an entrance fee of $1,

and whenever a wheel is stolen pays an assess-

ment of 25 cents, $50 being paid to the loser

of the wheel.

NOT WILL R.

D. W. Pitman, of St. Louis, is an earnest

church worker and an enthusiastic wheelman.
He conceived the idea several days ago of a

church exclusively for cyclists. Forest Park
being the Mecca of most cyclists, Mr.
Pitman's idea is to have a church built in that

locality, and on Sundays have hourly services.

PRIM OLD BOSTON.

Boston cyclists are up in arms against a

new ordinance framed by the Park Commis-
sioners which forbids anyone to sit or stand

or lean a wheel against any of the wails or

fences in the park system, a practice which
many cyclists have been accustomed to in-

dulge in to their hearts' content.

UP TO THEIR NECKS IN POLITICS.

In the election for city ofificers at Frost-

burg, Md., which takes place on Monday, the
Frostburg Cycling Club has nominated a full

municipal ticket. The wheelmen's ticket is

non-partisan, and, standing for progressive-

ness, has an excellent chance of being elected.

A. A. Gracey, the Philadelphian who rode

22,848 miles during the year 1896, has been

most industrious since the Century Road
Club officially declared him "Mileage Cham-
pion."' He has kept his pen in hand, and

while the lamp-bracket and handle-grip makers

have not been heard from, Mr. Gracey has

paid his respects to nearly everyone else. The
Spalding bicycle, M. & W. tires, and Bald-

win chain have all been eulogized, and it is

natural that such an important factor as the

saddle should receive its share of the credit.

Gracey used a Hunt X hygienic saddle. Un-
known to the Hunt Mfg. Co., he selected it,

he says, "after a very careful examination of

the various saddles and after trying several."

Gracey considers the Hunt's "good points

and lasting qualities too numerous to men-

tion." He was "never troubled with soreness

or chafing" and "hereafter will use no other."

The Hunt people are in possession of the old

saddle and a photograph shows it to be in

excellent condition despite its long and hard

usage.

WILLOW GROVE PROPOSITION.

It has been decided not to resurface the

Willow Grove track, Philadelphia, with as-

phalt for the National championship races

in August, as was at first proposed, but simply

to put the present surface in the best possible

condition by scraping, rolling, raising the em-
bankments, etc. It is proposed to enlarge the

grand stand to accommodate 6,000 spectators,

and to erect temporary stands and bleachers

for about 8,000 more. It has been decided to

hold the races on Friday and Saturday, Aug-
ust 6th and 7th, running the preliminary heats,

and possibly one or two of the less important

events, in the morning, and the finals in the

afternoon.

SIDEWALK CYCLING.

The New York Supreme Court, in a suit

by Anna Lechner against the village of New-
ark, N. Y:, held, by Justice Werner, last v\:eek,

sustaining demurrer to the complaint, that

where the charter of a village gives to the

trustees general supervision of its streets and
sidewalks, they have the power to adopt an

ordinance .authorizing licenses tO' ride bi-

cycles on the sidewalks, and the mere granting

of such license does not make the village liable

for injuries sustained in consequence of the

improper or negligent acts of the licensee,

unless after notice that such licensee was, in

the first instance, an improper person or was

negligent or careless in the exercise of the

privilege granted him, the trustees neglected

or refused to revoke the license or to take

other steps for the protection of the public, or

the granting of such licenses creates a public

nuisance.

UNITED LOCAL CONSULS.

At Boston last week the local consuls of

that city and vicinity met and organized the

Board of Local Consuls of Boston. A. K.

Peck was elected president, Chas. E. Bxick,

secretary, and B. B. Perkins, treasurer.

All members must be local consuls. The
object of the board is to aid the chief consul

in carrying out plans which will be of benefit

to wheelmen, and particularly to oppose legis-

lation adverse to their interests, and give aid

to laws and ordinances which will be favor-

able.

BABIES AT ?3 PER.

The first arrest made in this city under the

new ordinance making it a misdemeanor to

carry a child under five years of age on a bi-

cycle occurred on Sunday last. The victim

was John Schwartz, who was arrested by a

policeman on Fifth avenue, at the request of

several citizens. Schwartz was locked up, but

later was bailed out. In court the next morn-
ing he pleaded ignorance of the law. The
magistrate fined him $3.

THE AXE TO THE HATCHETS.

As a souvenir of the work done by the

old Racing Board ex-Chairman Gideon has

sent to his fellow members of the Board a

very handsome League badge surmounted by

a diamond and bearing in purple enamel on
the rim of the wheel the words "Racing

Board, '96."

SPATZ'S CYCLE SPASM.

A strong fight is being made in Pennsyl-

vania against the bicycle tax bill, recently in-

troduced in the Legislature by Representative

Spatz. The fight against the bill has been

pushed so vigorously tliat it is stated that Mr.

Spatz has decided to ask that his bill be

amended so as to provide for a tax on all

vehicles rsing the highways. If this statement

is confirmed the wheelmen's opposition to the

bill will be withdrawn, they being entirely

willing to unite with all other users of the

road in providing for their maintenance.

SOMEWHERE IN THE SOUTH.

Chairman Mott is quoted as saying that all

idea of the League's sending men to repre-

sent America at the international champion-

ship meeting in Glasgow next July has been

abandoned. He also states that dates in the

National Circuit will not be announced until

about April 20th, but from present indications

it is assured that it will start somewhere in

the South, getting East about June 20th.

THEY ARE WIDE-AWAKE.

Although March is not rated as a month
conducive to cycling, the report of the Fair-

mount Park, Philadelphia, police shows that

the Quakers are extremely active, and that

in number they have increased enormously

since last year. The tally for March is as fol-

lows: Bicycles, 49,579; vehicles, 25,257; eques-

his rear wheel. Wathour was the last man in

trians, 1,366.

GREAT CHANCES FOR SPEEDSTERS.

There will, this year, be two big 25-mile

road races in Buffalo, instead of one as here-

tofore. The Lewis race, on May 31st, was

promoted under the impression that the an-

nual Martin fixture had been abandoned. It

now transpires that the latter will occur as

usual, on May 29th. Both prize lists will be

rich in trophies, and the racing men will be

the gainers by the misunderstanding.

WROTE TO THEIR UNCLES.

A letter has been sent to Philadelphia pawn-

brokers by the Secretary of the Pennsylvania

Division recommending that in making loans

on bicycles they require some reputable per-

son to vouch for the person presenting the

wheel. This has been done with a view of

making it more difficult for cycle thieves to

dispose of their booty.
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YOUNG MEN AND CINCHES.

As harbingers of spring, the robins are

being rivaled by the cycle agents.

Despite the severity of last season, the crop of

"new stores" is unusually bounteous, as refer-

ence to The Wheel's "Trade Changes" col-

umn of the past month will attest.

The Young Man with a future before him

and with a few dollars to invest, is naturally

attracted to the business. It is his legitimate

field, for is he not "a hustler?" Does

he himself not ride a wheel? Does

he not know every one in town? Will

not he himself look after the business?

And when winter comes can not he

fold his tent 'and again reopen it when the

flowers bloom? What then is safer or surer

of profit than the sale of bicycles? What

easier to secure than the agency for half a

dozen wheels? What easier to give than or-

ders for 50 or 100 wheels? Was ever a cycle

agent called to account for failure to com-

plete his order? The cycle business is a

"cinch!"

Small wonder that the Young Man is at-

tracted. Small wonder that he is now tack-

ing up his shingle. Small wonder that he is

now figuring numerously in the "new deal-

ers" column. What does he know of the dark

days of last fall? What does he care? He's

different from the other fellows. He's all

right, and as a harbinger of spring he'll serve

,almost as acceptably as any robin that ever

twittered or any flower that bloomed. But

the unsentimental credit man at the factory,

profiting by the experience of the past, may

be tempted to advise Cuba as an even more

promising field for Young Men. The six

months' cycle agent should be a third choice,

and not a particularly strong one at that.

VANITY, VANITY, ALL IS VANITY.

A MONG the "pomps and vanities of this

** wicked world" is the epaulette. Em-

blematic of military rank and greatness, it

was put to such base uses that the New York

Legislature was prevailed on to prohibit its

further niisemployment.

The prohibition was a sore blow at the self-

consciousness of not a few cycling club officials

whose betinseled shoulder-straps inspired

themselves with pride and their fellows and

the inn-keepers with more or less wholesome

respect. Fearful lest their lights be dimmed

and their importance lessened, some of these

officials have been "racking their brains" to

provide a means of "getting around the law."

Not to be so marked that all the world might

see, would rob their titles of all glory; club

life would lose much of its attraction. But a

Moses has appeared and the way is clear. The

future insignia of cycling rank, as he would

have it, is a two-inch ring-worm within which

is embedded one, two or three tnagnified

microbes, as the official station warrants. It

will be worn on either arm midway between

the funny bone and the shoulder-blade. It is

to be "worked in gold on a black back-

ground" and will be a thing of such beauty

and such prominence that the National Guard

and Boulevard lounger will alike bow low in

acknowledgment.

The clubs of New York will be asked to

adopt the golden ring-worm as the "cycling

standard." It is hoped they will do nothing

of the sort. Gold braid and tinsel and con

spicuous insignia have no place on a cycling

costume; they are cobwebbed relics of cycl-

ing's childhood days, and with few exceptions

advertise their newness and unsophistication.

It is natural that history should repeat itself,

and therefore it is not strange that the recent

great influx of new clubs should have brought

with it a return of many of the fads, fancies

and foibles which had long since been out-

grown by those who had "seen the folly of it.
'

Here in New York is an excellent example of

the sort. Forced by a perfect inundation of

self-written, but clever press notices, the club's

growth has outdone the m.ushroom. Its lead-

ers are excellent, energetic and well meaning

gentlemen, who, cyclingly, are recent converts,

and who have attracted their kind in great

numbers. All fairly bubble with enthusi-

asm, energy and ideas. Most of the "ideas" are

reincarnations of those which were once

thought dead beyond recall. The uniform is

resplendent with frogs, circles, pretzels, criss-

crosses, zigzags, and bebraided ginger-bread-

ery in general; the list of officials includes once

honored sergeants, color bearers, buglers, sur-

geons and the like, and each officer has, or

had, his epaulettes or other insignia of rank

conspicuously displayed; the two-by-two-no-

smoking-in-ranks rules; the whistle code; the

periodical dress parade and nearly all the

other old fancies so dear to memory, have

been disinterred and had life breathed into

them. The "cycle editors," who are as new

as the club, accept the ideas as distinct inno-

vations, and when the club turns out for a run

no circus parade attracts more attention. The

public applauds accordingly. To the "old

fossils" it is all very amusing.

Except on rare occasions, pomp and glitter,

bugle-blowing and banner-bearing, and a gen-

eral mimicking of the militia or of spectacular

orders has no place in cycling life. Cycling

passed through all that sort of thing years

ago.

Clubs are organized not for public display,

not for constant exhibitions of discipline or

authority, but for the mutual pleasure and

convenience of their members, and the cycling

organization is no exception to the rule.

"AWAY DOWN SOUTH IN DIXIE.'

A WAY down South in New Orleans, where
'* the air is sweet with the fragrance of

honey-suckle and magnolia, and balmy sun-

kissed zephyrs langorously caress the weeping

willows and the moss-veiled oaks, where the

cane and cotton grow, and the mocking birds

are singing to their mates—away down there,

where all is suggestive of ease and quiet, there

is unrest and discontent, unrest and discontent

of the savage, seething sort.

The Southern chest is heaving fiercely, the

mild New Orleans eye is flashing fire, the

gentle lips are screeching defiance. The "cycle

editor" of the New Orleans "Item" says so,

and surely that is sufficient. He himself has

heaved and flashed and screeched until his

complexion is akin to royal purple.

"Give me Sunday racing, or give me
death," he shouts in clarion tones three col-

umns long—tones that have penetrated the

innermost recesses of the East and made

strong men shiver and women weep—tones

that have robbed infants of their slumber and

brought business to a halt.

"Beware! 'Ye New Yorkhogs'," he declaims

in the rousing language of a Patrick Henry,

"beware! ye 'treacherous monopolists,' ye

'aiders and abettors of tyranny,' ye 'tram-

melers of the rights of freemen in a free

country'."

And all New York is bewaring and in fear

and trembling, awaiting that "great, terrifi-

cally moving ball of secession" which "no

body of humans can check." They already
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hear its ominous whizz. They see the ruined

homes and the joyous undertakers in its train.

They see the great League of American

Wheehnen rent asunder, and its parts flat-

tened like pancakes. Their blanched faces

and straining eyes portray their agony. They

foresee the end and await the dull, sickening

thud of the "great ball of secession," which

will drive them deep down into the very

bowels of the earth in a state of anguish which

none but a condemned people can understand.

In their delirium they implore forgiveness.

With their last breath they ask an ice poul-

tice and a cooling draught from the mulatto-

colored Mississippi for their Nemesis—that

unconquerable tornado, that roaring volcano,

that daring, impetuous, irresistible crevasse,

the "cycle editor" of the "Item."

Now let "the great ball" strike!

TO BE. THOUGHT OVER.

IT is on the cards that the directors of the

Board of Trade are seriously considering

the discontinuance of the Credit Bureau. Of

course the heavy loss on the Chicago show

and the fact that the Bureau did not fully

cover expenses, has confronted the directors

with a condition and not a theory, but the

Credit Department seems such a power for

good that its abandonment before the plant

is in full working order would appear a mis-

fortune. ...
Perhaps if a keener effort to interest and

secure the co-operation of the whole trade

had been made, the present situation might

not have arisen. Those who have made free

use of the service are among its heartiest ad-

herents, and while delays and imperfections

may have developed they were usually such as

might occur in the conduct of any newly-

established business.

It would be unfortunate if the structure

were torn down before it had been fully com-

pleted. That the Bureau came within two or

three thousand dollars of meeting expenses

is not discouraging. Many men would crack

their heels for joy did their first year's busi-

ness pan out as well. That the directors will

handle the matter competently is assured, but

that the cycle trade will be able to maintain a

service which other trades have maintained

for years profitably and succestifully is father

to the thought.

WHICH WAY?

T2 VERY road takes two directions. If it

*—
' happens to be a road over which you

wish to wheel, one direction will be toward

the point you wish to reach and the other to-

.

ward some different point, usuallyjustasfarre-

moved from the point you wish to reach as it

is possible to be cyclometered on a straight

line between the two points. To which point

you may ultimately go depends entirely upon

toward which point you ride.

It is the same in building and selling bicy-

cles. Success is at one end of the road, failure

at the other. The two are distant from each

other as far as any two things can be separated

while on this earth, but at the same time they

are but towns located upon the same road, a

road to which no guide book has ever been

issued save the one which each week appears

between the covers of a reliable trade paper.

LIKE DAVEY'S COON.

There once was a coon who, upon seeing a

lank, lopsided hunter, with a business looking

rifle, standing beneath the tree where his

coonship was resting, inquired if the hunter

was the famous rifle shot Davey Crockett, and

upon learning that he was, informed the

gentleman he need not bother about shooting,

as the coon, knowing the uselessness of wait-

ing to be blown out of the tree, would at once

descend and put himself at the disposal of

Mr. Crockett. This coon was wise, he knew

when it was time to come off his perch; the

Pennsylvania railroad, in its tardy recog-

nition of the wheelmen's demands for cycle-

as-baggage transportation, is but a shrewd

imitator of the Crockett coon. The corpora-

iton preferred pretending to do of its own

volition what it saw the wheelmen would very

shortly have compelled it to do by legislative

enactment. When the leader of those rail-

roads fighting wheelmen hauls down its flag,

the future action of the small fry is not diffi-

cult to predict.

It is an easy matter to figure out the differ-

ence between the cost of 10,000 or 20,000 bi-

cycles and a selling-price of $100, and the di-

version is an enchanting one. But with the

wheels scattered throughout the United

States, and some of them consigned to for-

eign agents, it is not so easy to repay from

sales the money borrowed to produce them.

Under such conditions, the failure of many

manufacturers has been inevitable, and some

who are still keeping their heads above water

would have gone down, but for the leniency

of creditors.

The political ruction in Chicago again calls

to mind that citizenship and the proper exer-

cise of suffrage is founded on something

higher and more substantial than one's means

of locomotion or conveyance. The time when

a cycling candidate merited the support of

cyclists because of the fact is of the past, not

of the present or of the future. Nowadays

there are nearly as many rogues awheel as

there are afoot or in chaises.

If those New York clubs which are sorely

troubled by the law forbidding the wearing of

epaulettes desire to retain insignia of rank.

let them employ the old method of designat-

ing the chief mogr.ls by a narrow golden cord

worn half way ar^rond the cap, the lesser

lights by silver cords. It is effective and in

good taste. But it permits of little ostenta-

tious display, which is one of its good fea-

tures.

These be the days when the man who hath

not ridden since December goeth forth on

Sunday morn full of strength and assur-

ance, and after an all day jaunt awaketh on

Monday with many and divers kinks and

quirkings in his knee joints.

What an age this is! Every once in a while

it seems as though we had reached the end of

our tether in cycling, and then comes some

one who throws all former achievements into

the shade of the scrap heap.

When you are the victim of an accident

caused by the clumsiness or carelessness of

another rider, it may be pleasanter to be good-

natured than ill-tempered about it, but it's

a darn sight more trouble.

Every argument between a road-hog and a

wheelman is fun to one of the parties con-

cerned. Sometimes it takes a good while,

however, to find out which one.

Many a woman draws a long sigh every

time she looks at the bill for the bargain-

counter wheel she thought was such a bar-

gain when she bought it.

It is a wise inventor who knows enough

to invent something that will sell, leaving the

question of the article's merit to be discovered

by the buyer.

Some men are such infernal liars about the

wheel they ride and the way they ride it, that

it's dangerous for the truth to have them

speak it.

In worrying about your wheel, never put

off until to-morrow what can just as well be

put off until the day after to-morrow.

The trouble with the medium grade ama-

teur is that usually they are too keen after the

circulating medium.

It is well enough to reflect at times what

some riders, whom you think are fools, think

of you.

Consistency is a jewel with which the beauty

of bicycling is often content to be unadorned.

Any man may rise in the cycle trade if he

starts low enough in it.

Trade has ever been the quicksand of ama-

teurism.
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WRIT SARCASTIC.

Shaferiau Comment and Criticism Which Cer-

tainly Is Not Pleasing to Mr.

Shafer.

San Francisco, March 28.—Dave Shafer

is managing the "World's Greatest Bicycle

Meet," and is learning that the manager's lot

is not always a happy one. Besides being the

guiding spirit of the "World's Greatest," etc.,

Shafer has charge of the Morgan & Wright

racing team, which comprises nearly all the

professionals riding in California. With such

duties thrust upon him, the great trainer is

having an exciting time of it.

Although the indoor tournament is ex-

pected to hold the boards for three weeks, I

do not see how it can be done and the man-
agement escape a big financial loss. The
Friscoites have witnessed seven nights of rac-

ing, and the attendance has been rather slim.

The opening night brought out a good crowd,

with the admission price fixed at 50 cents to

any part of the house, excepting a few boxes.

On the second evening it looked like a frost,

many refusing to go into the pavilion when it

was learned that an additional charge of a

quarter had been made for reserved seats. As
all the best seats were reserved, it cost 75

cents for a seat. "Times are hard in Frisco

town," and a long line of amusement seekers

filed away to the other play houses, leaving

Shafer with a troubled look on his face. He
evidently solved a great problem while the

races were being run that night, for at the

conclusion of the programme, Knapp an-

nounced that from that time on the price of

admission would be 25 cents, with reserved

seats that amount extra.

The next evening Dave put on a fresh col-

lar and a new spring tie, and hied himself

with record speed to the big barn, expecting

to get through the crowd with the aid of a po-

liceman. Alas! the copper wasn't needed,

and strange shivers chased each other down
the managerial spine. On entering the pavil-

ion, however, Shafer was warmly greeted by

a crowd—but not of spectators. They were

the amateurs who had won prizes on the pre-

ceding nights. Delmas, of San Jose, was the

first to greet the manager. Holding a Water-
bury watch on high, so that all could see, he

called Shafer's attention to the fact that

whereas his prize was valued at $20 on the

programme, the very highest retail price that

could be charged for the ticker was $6. After

some pertinent remarks had been made by the

little fellow from the Garden City, which were

applauded by the rest, who were waiting for

their turn to tell their troubles, he wound up

by stating that unless the prizes were as

represented, he, for one, would not accept his.

This declaration of rights made Shafer very

angry; he said the amateurs were trying to

bulldoze him. When Delmas replied that the

bulldozing was on Shafer's side, the great

trainer waved the rest of the crowd away,

and at once gave orders that all amateur

events, except the cup race, be withdrawn

from the programme for the rest of the meet.

This seemed to the manager to be the only

way to settle the matter; it never occurred to

him that the amateurs were justified in com-
plaining about their prizes.

The attention of R. M. Welch was called to

the fact that the prizes were not right, and he

expostulated with Shafer, telling him plainly

that he was not favorably impressed with such

a way of doing business, and that the rules

called for so and so. His words had but lit-

tle weight with Shafer, who realized that any

penalty that might be inflicted could not hurt

him much, as every one knows the present

meet is the last that will be given under sanc-

tion of the League.

Evidently seeing the last of League manage-
ment in the present meet, gamblers have made
preparations to sell pools on the events, and
the pool room is expected to be in full opera-

tion by the end of the first week. This is but

a forerunner of what may be expected when
the League loses control of cycle racing in

Northern California. Already the evil effects

of the new movement are being felt in the

tournament. The prizes are not up to value;

pools are to be sold on the events; the ama-
teurs are barred from further competition,

and have no redress; and so it goes.

James J. Corbett, late champion puncher of

the world, but now a mere nobody, was on
exhibition Wednesday evening, his mouth in

repose, and was hailed as a patron from the

gods. Thursday evening a match race was
run between Sloane, "the famous jockey,"

and one Murphy, "the champion pigeon-shot

of the world," the purse being $100. This

event was the last on the programme, and

was heralded by the announcer as a treat not
to be missed. After a wait befitting the im-
portance of the occasion, the "gents" ap-

peared, in street costume and trouser guards.

Sloane had never been on a track before, and
the steep banks bothered him, causing him to

fall while doing a preliminary wabble around
the track; but Murphy was evidently a bi-

cycle rider before he took to killing pigeons,
and easily won the race, doing the mile in

four or five minutes. Such an exhibition may
be Shafer's idea of managing a meet, and
furnishing star attractions, but if so, he is

off on astronomy, and may ride to empty
benches before his dates are out. Nevada can
stand a prize fight, and Frisco Sunday rac-

ing, but a jockey and a pigeon killer will never
be accounted attractions in California, or be
applauded for encircling a bicycle track.

Longhead, Eaton, Becker, Wells, Jones,
Stevens, McFarland, Foster, the two Terrills

and Starbuck are the leading riders in their

class, and seem to be winning all the money.
Starbuck has had but little luck as yet, but
expects to show up better in the long-distance

events next week.

At the conclusion of the programme last

night, the announcer informed the crowd that

on next Monday evening Corbett would spar

three rounds with his training partner, Billy

Woods, the latter "gent" being encased in the

pneumatic armor invented expressly to pro-

tect the life of Woods. Notwithstanding the

greatness of the attraction, the admission price

would remain unchanged, etc. The applause
that was expected to greet this announcement
extraordinary failed to materialize, strange
to say.

What promises to be an exuting contest is

slated for next week, a match race between
Wells, Becker, Eaton and Longhead having
been arranged, each entrant depositing $100,

the winner to take $300, and second, $100.

The management adds a small purse, and as

the race costs the promoters very little, there
will probably be a paying crowd on that

evening.

NOW WILL THEY FLOP?

San Francisco's indoor tournament ended
on Saturday night. Charles S. Wells was the
star of the meet. Besides winning many of

the open events, he defeated W. F. Foster in

three straight heats in a match race. The
greatest rivalry existed between the two
riders, and the result was the match race for

a purse of $400. The distances were one, two
and five miles. All the races were won by
less than three feet. The time of the different

races was 2.02 2-5 for the mile; 5.45 4-5 for

the two miles, and 11.16 for the five miles.

Floyd A. Macfarland won the mile open for

professionals easily. The following qualified

for the final: Macfarland, Eaton, Allen, and
Jones. Allen tried to make a runaway win of

it, but was nipped on the last turn and fin-

ished fourth after one of the gamest rides

seen during the meet. Macfarland outclassed

his opponents and ran away from them in

the short home stretch. Jones finished sec-

ond and Eaton third. Time, 2.18.

J. E. Wing, riding against time, lowered
the amateur indoor five-mile record 21 3-5

seconds, his time being 10.29, within four sec-

onds of Michael's record. Eaton rode a quar-
ter mile in 27 3-5 seconds, a cut of 1 1-5 sec-

onds.

WATCH IT FLICKER OUT.

San Francisco, April 4.—North California

now has a rival organization to the League.
At a meeting last night the California Asso-
ciation of Cycling Clubs severed its alliance

with the L. A. W., adopted a constitution
and by-laws, and elected officers. Profes-
sionals are not excluded from membership;
clubs are permitted to pay actual expenses
of members participating in races for club
trophies in which the rider has no personal in-

terest; Sunday racing will be allowed, and the
League rules suspending members pending
investigations is not included. "Any white
person, of good character, over the age of

eighteen years," is the constitutional descrip-

tion of eligibility.

NO SECESSION IN THEIRS.

With the closing of the indoor tournament
at San Francisco on Saturday night, track

racing on the coast will cease until the new or-

ganization which is to take the place of the

League is perfected. Most of the men who
have been riding in California have departed
to their homes for a rest, while Eaton, Mac-
Farland, Stevens, Longhead and Wells are

on their way South to start on the National
circuit.

The fussy rider is reminded that the quick-

est way of killing time is to worry himself to

death.
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WHAT THEY DO.

How the Happy, Htimpy, Hustlltig, Circuiter

Gets Ready for Future Gold and

Glory.

Savannah, Ga., April 5.—The tide of racing

men is turning this way, and within a fort-

night there will probably be a number of

crack men from the North and East at work
on the Thunderbolt track, where the members
of the Morgan & Wright team have already

gotten in such good work. A visit to the

track these bright spring days reveals a scene

of activity, for the men out there are training

in earnest, with the intention of getting into

competition just as soon as they possibly can.

Cooper and Michael have improved not only

in condition, but in looks during their stay.

When the Detroit "beauty" arrived, he had

been suffering from a cold, which had settled

in a defective tooth, and he appeared far from

well. Michael, too, was under the weather,

from a severe attack of neuralgia he con-

tracted in Chicago. The warm weather and

regular work and diet that have fallen to these

men's lot have corrected all their troubles, and

both of them now look the picture of health.

Trainer Webb is holding back Cooper a

bit in his work, but Michael is going right

ahead with a bull-dog determination to get

into shape early. The wee Welshman trains

like no American athlete ever trained, and is

at work almost constantly. The men ride

about three miles every morning and after-

noon, at a steady, slow pace, and will not be

allowed to sprint at all for another week.

They do some little road riding on the fine

shell roads encircling Thunderbolt, and

Michael takes a five-mile jog afoot every day.

In addition, he is resorting to his skipping

rope, Whitely exerciser and dumb-bells to re-

duce weight, changing his sweaters as many
as a dozen times a day.

The crowd at the camp will be augmented

in a couple of days by Charley Murphy and

his trainer, and by Ray McDonald, who pro-

poses to ride this year as the star of the Royal

Worcester team. Murphy has trained here

for several seasons past, and is well-known

amongst the local patrons of the sport, but

this is McDonald's first visit South. Nothing

further has been heard from Johnny Johnson

or his party, but they are expected to drop

into town almost any day. Dave Shafer has

telegraphed that the California Morgan &
Wright team is on its way East, and it is ex-

pected that these men will visit Savannah for

about a week's training before tackling the

Southern circuit.

For a couple of days the latter part of last

week the men here were confined to the house

by rain, but this has cleared away, and the

sky is as bright as though there never had

been a suspicion of dampness about it. A
letter from Eddie Bald, who is at Louisville,

says that they have been prevented from do-

ing regular work there on account of rain,

and it is possible he may come here yet. The

probable thing is that the men will train

here about three weeks longer, and then go

up to Louisville to put on the finishing

touches. Michael claims that he will be in

shape within a couple of weeks, and could

ride now, but for his wind, which is hardly up

to the standard required in long riding.

The crowd at the track was a large one

Sunday, and local interest in the sport is

growing. A strong bicycle club was organized

here last week by Prof. Lyon, the Boston

gymnasium instructor, who has charge of the

athletic department of the C. L. A. Prior

to the coming of the racing men, there was

not a club in the city, although Savannah is

one of the greatest wheel towns in the South.

L U. Kinsey, a local professional, has begun

training for the season, and gives promise of

good riding. A local tandem team, Thompson
and Edwards, will come to the track regularly

every afternoon, for the purpose of training

and of pacing the men now at work.

A letter was received a few days ago by

the manager of the Zimmy Cycle Co., indi-

cating that Arthur Zimmerman has not

abandoned his intention of visiting Savannah

while the speed merchants are at work here.

It is commonly thought that the champion in-

tends tryinghis own speed while here, with the

intention of returning to the path, if he finds

he is the Zim of old. He will not ride

again, however, if he finds there is any likeli-

hood of his being defeated should he reap-

pear.

PRINCE'S MEN AT NASHVILLE.

Nashville, April 5.—At the second meet on

the Southern circuit, which opened here to-

night. Over 2,000 spectators enjoyed the sport.

In the mile open, the main event, five men
started. The first half was a loaf, as the men
were not willing to go up and pace. Steen-

son made a jump on the half, with Baker on

his rear wheel. Walthour was the last man in

the line. On the sixth lap, Bert Repine, who
had been in third place, came up to the front.

At the bell Repine pulled away from the field

several lengths, but Steenson soon closed the

gap. Weinig came up to Steenson's side on

entering the homestretch, and beat him out

at the tape by two inches. Both riders were

a length back of Repine, who won. The time

was 2.26 4-5.

Seven men started in the invitation race.

Eli Winsett and Starbuck, who won noth-

ing in the open, worked hard in this race.

Walthour came up from the rear and won the

race in a grand finish from Con Baker by

three inches. C. Jack was third. Starbuck

was fifth. The time was 2.19. Earl Kiser did

not ride owing to his having a fall in the

morning, and on account of the insufficient

banking of the track.

A purse of $1,000 will be divided at the end

of the season among six men who have won
the most money. The six in the lead now are:

Steenson, $100; Repine, $75; Walthour, $67.50;

Weinig, $60; Jack, $45, and Con Baker, $35.

LOOKS VERY GOOD.

GETTING GOOD AGAIN.

Tom Linton's stock is again on the rise. He
won all of a recent series of three races at the

Winter Track, Paris, the distances being six,

fifteen and thirty-one miles. His competitors

were Bonhours and Lartigne. The former

finished second in each event. The total times

of the men for the three races, by which

method of the contest was decided, were: 1,

Linton, 1 h. 48 m. 53 3-5 s.; 2, Bonhours, 1

h. 49 m. 16 4-5 s.; 3, Lartigne, 1 h. 49 m. 24s.

Does Prince's Southern Coliseum Circuit-

Crowds See the IVap Makers and

Falls.

Memphis, Tenn., April 4.—Prince's South-

ern Circuit started encouragingly on Friday

night. The attendance was about 3,500, and

the races aroused more than the average

amount of enthusiasm. On Saturday night

rain interfered with the attendance, still almost

2,000 spectators applauded the riders. The

scheme of forcing every man to show to the

front before the bell, was tried with success

and will be the rule throughout the entire cir-

cuit. Changes were frequent and interesting

as the men fought to gain the lead. Three

one-mile races were decided, nin^ men being

allowed to receive a portion of the money.

The first race was open to all, the second

open to non-winners in the first race, and the

third a consolation race closed to winners in

the first two races.

On the first night. Earl Kiser, Bob
Walthour, Carl Stockins, C. Carpenter,

amd Con Baker qualified for the one-mile

professional. Kiser and Walthour rode

a dead heat for first place. On the last

lap Walthour jumped the field and gained ten

lengths, but Kiser soon closed this gap, and

beat Walthour by a foot. On Saturday night,

a time limit of 2:30 was placed on all heats

and finals. Eight men were allowed to qualify

in the final of the one-mile professional race.

This crowded the men very much on the six-

lap track. Starbuck ran off the course in con-

sequence at the start, and Kiser and Winesett

fell on the third lap, colliding with each

other. Steenson jumped to the lead on the

fifth lap and won out in a magnificent sprint,

with Rapine second. The one-mile invitation

event was won by Starbuck, but not coming

under the time limit it had to be run over.

Parquette then won, Weinig being second,

and Starbuck third, beaten out just at the

tape. The time was 2:22 2-5. Parquette was

disqualified for his failure to pace. Summary:

FIRST NIGHT.
"^

One Mile Open—1, Earl Kiser; 2, R. Walthour; 3, C.

G. CariK'uter. Time, 2.21 3-5.

Mile Invitation—1, C. B. Jack; 2, EH Winsett; 3,

Conn Baker. Time, 2.33.

Consolation— 1, H. R. Steenson; "2, Zach. Oliver;

3, Carl Stockings. Time, 2.20.

SECOND NIGHT.

One Mile Open—1, H. R. Steenson; 2, Bert Rapine;

;i, A. L. Decker. Time, 2,22 2-5.

One Mile Invitation—1, Al. Weinig; 2, Frank Star-

buck; 3, Lloyd Willman. Time, 2.21.

One Mile Consolation—1, W. Hoffstetter; 2, Walter

Sanderson; 3, Eddy. Time, 3.22.

One Mile Amateur—Dead heat between G. A.

Branch and Len. Monroe; 3, R. D. Sanderson. Time,

2.28 1-5.

BY THE BRAKELESS ONE.

The wheel it coasted gaily on.

In fashion wild and free,

But the novice thought his safest con-

Duct was to hug the tree.

RATHER HIGH INTEREST.

The new track now in the process of con-

struction at Glasgow,- Scotland, on which the

World's championships will be contested, will

cost $6,000. It is being built by the Celtic

Football Club, and will be leased by the Scot-

tish Cyclisits' Union for $2,500. The track

will measure 3J laps to the mile and will be

constructed of cement banked to 9 feet at the

curves. It is expected to be finished by May
1st.

Never mind the other riders' mistakes;

profit by your own.
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44 In the elder days of Art

Builders wrought with greatest care

Each minute and unseen part^

For the Gods see everywhere/^

LONGFELLOW.

That's the way VICTOR BICYCLES are built to-day.

You can pull them to pieces and you will find that every

hidden part is ^^ wrought with greatest care/'

Victor nickel and enamel cover nothing that we are ashamed

to have the public see.

This means extra expense—thousands of dollars of it. It

means the maintenance of a large corps of experts who are

paid to do nothing but inspect every minute part of the bicycle

as it is turned out.

It means that the different parts of each VICTOR BI-

CYCLE must pass more than 2300 gauge inspections before

the machine is assembled.

It means that we are giving you the very best possible value

for your money when you pay $100 for a VICTOR.
Don't expose yourself to the countless risks of a tin-shop

bicycle.

IF YOU WILL RIDE A VICTOR YOU
WILL KNOW WHY THEY COST $100.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO,
NEW YORK . BOSTON CHICAGO DETROIT
DENVER SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND, ORE.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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AT HOME AGAIN.

Decoration Day's Great Road Race Triable to

Be Run Over the Old

Course.

There will be no race on Riverside Drive,

after all.

The Park Commissioners have denied the

petition made by the Associated Cycling

Clubs of New York. President McMillan,

and those of his colleagues who had assured

the clubs of their support, entirely turned their

coats, and while they did it as courteously as

posible, the unamimous vote was rather un-

expected. They explained that the Drive was

never intended for such a purpose, some-

thing which had not occurred to therri until

some ill-natured newspaper criticism of them-

selves had been published. It is also charged

that certain L. A. W. officials went out of

their way to secretly oppose the project and

some bad feeling is brewing as a result.

The Commissioners also rejected the appli-

cation for the setting aside of the Central

Park "circle" as a cycling speedway. The

spot is in an out-of-the-way corner of the Park

and is usually deserted. Until two years ago

it was given over to wheelmen by common
consent, then a spasm of virtue swept over the

authorities and the privilege was stopped.

As the Riverside Drive race is now out of

the question, attention will be turned toward

the Irvington-Millburn race. That the famous

event will be run over the old course on

March 31st is a settled fact; the only question

is, who will promote it? A meeting of the

race committees of the New York, Long
Island and New Jersey associations will be

held this week, at which P. Anthony Brock's

plan of having it managed by these associa-

tions jointly will probably be adopted. If

not, local New Jersey clubs will take it up at

a moment's notice.

For several years it has been thought that

the trolley tracks would disrupt the old

course, but it now looks as though it will re-

main famous indefinitely. The Traction Co.

operating the line, as has been stated in

The Wheel, is jnore than anxious that the

race be continued. Orders have been issued

to aid the promoters in every possible man-
ner, and the traction people will comply with

almost any reasonable request from the pro-

moters of the race.

The tracks up to May 31st will be in use

as shown in the accompanying illustration,

but on the left side only. A legal complica-

tion makes it impossible to continue the rails

to the Irvington end, thus leaving the course

as free as formerly, barring the two cross

tracks. A representative of the line who
went over the course on Sunday, states that

the rails where they cross the road will be

covered with cement or cinders, and rolled

at any time prior to the race that the pro-

moters desire. All traffic on the line will be

stopped at an agreed time, and the company
will sprinkle the road for several days in ad-

vance if necessary, in case of dry weather.

LIKE THE FAMOUS BROOK.

C. M. Murphy, the veteran rider of Brook-
lyn, expects to participate in another active

campaign on the track this year. He will

leave for Savannah this week to begin train-

ing.
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VERY FEW OF THEM LEFT.

"What is a pedestrian?"
"Any one who doesn't ride a wheel."

Some riders waste a good deal of time wait-
ing for the unexpected to happen to them-
selves or their machines.

A MARE'S NEST.

That Is All that Great IVeague French Alliance

Discovery Seems to Amount
To.

A sensational story was floated late last

week to the effect that ex-Chairman Gideon
and ex-President Elliott had entered into a

secret contract with the Union Cycliste, a

French organization, in opposition to the main
body, recognizing it as the "sole authority

in cycle racing in France." It was stated that

this alleged agreement had greatly excited

other foreign organizations, and that the In-

ternational Association would be asked to ex-

pel the League from that body. League offi-

cials immediately expressed ignorance of any

such document and branded the tale as bun-

combe.

It was later found that the League
agreed to admit the fact that such an or-

ganization existed, without in any way agree-

ing to recognize it as having sole authority

over racing or anything else. The agreement

is terminable at thirty days' notice, and will at

once be broken, and the International Asso-

ciation will at once be informed of the true

facts. In reference to the matter Chairman

Mott says:

"Theonlyagreemeentwe have with a cycling

organization in France is that in which we
agree to recognize their suspensions and sanc-

tions, while they agree to do the same for

ours. The document is quite voluminous, and

is couched in legal phraseology. If an agree-

ment had been made with the Union Cycliste

throwing over the rival organization, I would

know it, for the document would now be in

my possession. I find no such agreement,

though I have recently looked for it."

SCHOCK SURPRISED EVEN HIMSELF.

Albert Schock, the veteran plugger, sur-

prised himself and many others by winning the

six-day race—142 hours—which ended at

Washington on Saturday night. Schock was

barred out of the Chicago race because

it was thought that he would be in the way
of the younger and faster riders. At Washing-

ton Schock started at a heart-breaking pace

and kept it up for the first three days, and cut

all of Hale's records. In 48 hours he covered

776 miles, six miles to the "good of Hale's

• figures. At that time he had been off his

wheel but Ihour and 18 minutes since the

start. On Wednesday night his score was

1,072 miles, five miles in advance of the

record. Then his hard work began to tell on

him, and on Thursday all hope that he would

break Hale's record
.
was abandoned. The

final score was: Schock, 1,670 miles; Albert,

1,615; Golden, 1,605. Lawson and Cassidy

each covered over 1,500 miles. The other con-

testants were Ford, Muller and Rivierre.

AN EX-FLYER NOW KILLS FLYERS.

Dute Cabanne's sporting proclivities, since

they can no longer find vent in winning races,

have caused him to take to pigeon shootmg,

and he has already shown symptoms of

crackajackism in the bird-destroying line.

ONE AGAINST THREE.

Morin, the French crack, has been matched

to ride against the Cabaillot triplet team,

who are considered the fastest multicycle crew

in Europe.
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REMEMBER THIS MAN.

Illinois has much to be proud of, but among
all of its treasures it has none of whom it

should be so proud as of Judge Sherman, of

Macomb. It remained for the introduction

of a bill to force railroads to carry bicycles

as baggage, to give Judge Sherman a chance

to show what a brilliant, witty and learned

legislator he was. In opposing this measure

Judge Sherman let the following chunks of

Macomb-made humor fall from the eloquent

lips he had hidden in the timothy-trimmed

whiskers which adorned his face:

"You Pharisees that get on your bicycles

and go scudding around over the country

want us farmers to build hard roads for you

and you want the railroads to carry your bi-

cycle baggage free. You hump-backed gen-

iuses of creation, you are the gentlemen who
are raising a disturbance in this House this

morning because your rights have not been

carefully conserved by a committee. I want

to say to you gentlemen who have flooded

this country with circulars and who have

made Uncle Sam's mail sacks groan with the

burdens of your complaints, that when you

undertake to come to the hall of this House

and to write threatening letters, I want to say

to you men who belong to the associated cy-

cling clubs and other imposing organiza-

tions with more Latin names and capital let-

ters than a Greek professor, I want to serve

notice on all of you gentlemen that you have

taken the wrong shoot to get legislation from

the General Assembly of Illinois.

"We have a right to transact our business on

this floor without being jostled and elbowed

and besieged and bulldozed and assaulted by

mail, by petition, by word of mouth, by

strength of jaw, by breadth of lung, by vo-

ciferous ejaculations from every wheelman in

Illinois. I want to tell you wheelmen here

that I am your friend and I will loan you my
pump to inflate your tire. I will loan you
whatever you carry in your hip pocket to help

you out on your long journey. I will help a

brother in need. But when you try to impress

on my mind that you are long suffering sons

of Adam while you are sliding around Illinois

on a hundred dollar wheel, when you tell me
that you are the only oppressed poor, I want

to say you have got on the wrong shoot.

"I do not know of any general demand that

comes from the oppressed poor of Illinois for

relief from the onerous burdens of excessive

baggage rates. Where does this bill come
from? It comes from this organization, the

League of American Wheelmen, a very esti-

mable lot of gentlemen and from other

leagues of a like kind over the State. Now,
when these wheelmen came down here bearing

on their faces a look of invincible resolution, a

cast iron, pot metal, bicycle face, with a chunk
of gum in one side and a gob of wind in the

other side to shoot at us fellows, I made up
my mind to sell my wheel and am willing to

take half price for it."

If the wheelmen of Illinois, those in and
around the town of Macomb, particularly, do
not erect a monument to Judge Sherman and,

for fear that some other community might
steal from them so learned a jurist and so

eloquent an orator, do not elect Judge Sher-

man to stay right at home in future, then all

that the Judge said of wheelmen, their meth-
ods, requests, and personal appearances was
'Correct

m TRUE BEARINGS

TJRE essential to perfect bi-

r% cycle construction; a point

•-^ at which all makers have

aimed but never reached, be-

cause all fine graduating devices

depending upon threaded adjust-

ments must fail in perfection of

alignment ji ^ jt jt ^ ^

M M M THE •

Wayerley
Patent sliding-adjustment bear-

ings, invented and perfected in

our own factory, have finally

solved the problem. They mark
the greatest stride in bicycle

construction since the introduc-

tion of the pneumatic tire. You
need not be mechanical to under-

stand this new principle which
makes every investigator ac-

knowledge that Jt ^ jt ji,
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Waverley Bicycles Run Easiest

5̂^
INDIANA BICYCLE COMPANY

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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RACING BOARDS BULLETIN.

HANDICAPPERS APPOINTED.
District No. 6^P. C. Massie, Montgomery, Ala.

;

R. M. Ingersoll, 232 West JBay street, Jacksonville,

Fla. ; John P. Dill, 705 Broad street, Augusta, Ga.

District No. 7—H. W. Rockwood, Vicksburg, Miss.

District No. 9—W. R. Stevenson, Wheeling, W. Va.

District No. 10 —A. M. Patitz, Milwaukee, Wis.

;

Albert T. Allan, 767 Fourth street, Detroit, Mich.
District No. 11—A. E. Nott, 121 Central avenue,

Minneapolis, Minn.

SUSPENDED.

For riding in unsanctioned races while under sus-

pension, Jerry Cronin, St. Louis, Mo., until June 14,

1898.

For riding in unsanctioned races at St. Louis, Mo.,

and competing with Jerry Cronin, while he is un-

der suspension, J. G. Ellwanger, Chicago, 111. ; Frank
McWatters, Chicago, 111. ; Harry Wippern, Chicago,

III.; George Deittmeir, St. Louis, Mo.; Charles Carll,

Chicago, 111.;—Bartlaeux, St. Louis, Mo.; James
Burke, St. Louis, Mo., until July 1, 1897.

Suspended pending investigation, J. W. Davis, Den-
ver, Col. ; F. H. Roberts, Keosaqua, Iowa.

Professionalized—John B. Corser, Allentown, Pa.

(\'ote of Board.) Charles P. Haigh, Detroit, Mich.

(Own request.) George E. Dench, Allegheny, Pa.

(Clause a.)

Suspensions removed, George E. Dench, Alle-

gheny, Pa.

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
P. R. R. Y. M. C. A., Philadelphia, Pa.—May 31,

two events.

Hazelton Athletic Association, Hazelton, Pa.—May
29, July 3, August 14 and September 4.

Oskaloosa High School Field Day, Oskaloosa, la.

—May 8. (Closed.)

H. A. Bary, Germantown, Pa., June 19.

Harrisburg Cycle Track Association, Harrisburg,

Pa.—May 31.

Wabash Cycle Co., Terre Haute, Ind.—May 31.

Prince Wells, Louisville, Ky.—July 5.

Memphis Coliseum Co., Memphis, Tenn.—April 2

and 3.

Castle Wheelmen, Philadelphia, Pa.—June 12.

Mercury Wheel Club, Texarkana, Tex., date changed
from March 26 to April 9. (Closed meet.)

Arbor Athletic Club, Albany, N. Y.—May 31.

Good Roads Association, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

—May 31 and July 5.

Excelsior Boat Club, New York, N. Y.—July 3 and
July 5.

Buffalo Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
—August 24 to 28.

Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Cal.—Feb-
ruary 10. (Closed.)

Frank T. Lyman, Pasadena, Cal.—February 13.

Intercollegiate Athletic Association, Los Angeles,
Cal.—February 22. (Closed.)

San Miguel Cycling Club, San Miguel, Cal.—Febru-
ary 22.

Rasin City Cyclers, Fresno, Cal.—February 22.

Academic Athletic League, San Francisco, Cal.

—February 27. (Closed.)

Santa Rosa Wheelmen, Santa Rosa, Cal.—Febru-
ary 27.

Lowell High School, San Francisco, Cal.—March
3. (Closed.)

Garden City Cyclers, San Jose, Cal.—March 10.

S. F. Amusement Co., San Francisco, Cal.—March
20, March 22 to 27, March 29 to April 3.

Union High School, Phoenix, Ariz.—March 20.

(Closed.)

C. M. Raymond, Boston, Mass.—March 29, 30, 31.

Associated Cycling Clubs, Boston, Mass.—May 31.

(Mass. Div.)

Waterbury Wheel Club, Waterbury, Conn.—^July 3

and 5.

E. H. Huntress, Westfield, Mass., July 5.

W. T. Smith, Westfield, Mass., September 6.

Young Men's Christian Association, Norwich,
Conn.—June 2. (Closed.)

Rambling Wheelinen, Bridgeport, Conn.—May 31

and September 6.

Essex Co., Wheelmen, Centennial Grove, Essex,
Mass.—May 31, June 17 and September 6.

Nashville Coliseum Co., Nashville, Tenn.—April 5

and 6.

PROFESSIONAL RECORDS ACCEPTED.
Flying start, unpaced, against time, 2-mile tandem,

3.59 4-5; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Col., November 16, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced, against time, %-miIe tandem,

1.25 1-5; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swansbrough,
Denver, Col., December 5, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced, against time, 3-mile tandem,

6.07 1-5; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Colo., November 16, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced against time, 5-mile tandem,
10.37; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Colo., November 23, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced, against time, 6-mile tandem,
13.22 2-5; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Colo., December 5, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced, against time, 7-mile tandem,
15.36 4-5; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Colo., December 5, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced, against time, 8-mile tandem,
18.51 3-5; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Colo., December 5, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced, against time, 9-mile tandem,
20.6; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Colo., December 5, 1896.

Flying start, unpaced, against time, 10-mile tandeiri,

22.16 2-5; made by W. F. Sager—E. W. Swanbrough,
Denver, Colo., December 5, 1896.

The following are the national circuit applications

to date:

Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Cycle Track Asso-

ciation, May 31; Charlotte, N. C, J. E. Carson, June;
Grand Rapids, Mich., Grand Rapids Wheelmen, L.

A. W., 2 days between June 5 and June 17; Baltimore,

Md., Electric Park, June 23 and 24; Jacksonville, Fla.,

Jacksonville Wheelmen, June or July; Denver, Col.,

Denver Wheel Club, Friday and Saturday between
June 1 and September 1 ; Saratoga, N. Y. , Saratoga

Good Roads Association, July 4; Binghamton, N. Y.,

Binghamton Athletic Association, July 4 or later

(not Saturday); Racine, Wis., Racine Athletic Asso-

ciation, L. A. W., July 8, 9, 10; Bridgeport, Conn.,

Bridgeport Wheel Club, July 5; Columbus, O.,

Columbus Cycling Club, July 23 and 24; Trenton, N.

J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge No. 33, August 2; Phila-

delphia, Pa., National Meet, August 6 and 7; St.

Louis, Mo., A. C. C, August 21 (Saturday); Pueblo,

Col., Rover Wheel and Athletic Association, before

September; Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen,
after national meet; Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen,
L. A. W., after national meet; Meriden, Conn., Meri-

den Wheel Club, August 28; Riverside, R. I., Cres-

cent Park Cycle Track Association, September 4;

New York, N. Y., Quill Club Wheelmen, September
4 and 6; Boston, Mass., Press Cycling Club, Septem-

ber 6; Baltimore, Md., Electric Park, September 28

and 29; Laredo, Tex., L. B. R. Association, early;

South Bend, Ind., Commercial Athletic Club, no date;

Fredonia, N. Y., Fredonia Athletic club, no date;

Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, L. A. W., no

date (Saturday) ; Washington, D. C, International

Athletic Park and Amusement Company, no date;

Rochester, N. Y., Rochester Athletic Club, no date;

Kalamazoo, Mich., Michigan Cycling Club, L. A. W.,

no date; Erie, Pa., Erie Cycling and Athletic Asso-

ciation, no date; Memphis, Nashville and Chattanooga,

Tenn., Atlanta, Ga., and Montgomery, Ala., Southern

Circuit, two days at each place, no dat«.

Applications close April 15.

THREE IN A LINE.

For the third successive year the Bay City

Wheelmen of San Francisco, on Saturday last,

won the annual 100-miles inter-club team race,

and the handsome silver trophy now becomes

the property of the club. The event has al-

ways been one of the most important contests

run on the Pacific Coast. The course extends

around the bay from San Francisco to Oak-
land. Each club participating enters ten

riders, and each rider goes ten miles. This

year ten clubs entered teams, making 100 con-

testants in all. The 100 miles was made in

4 hours, 49 minutes and 39 seconds, breaking-

all previous records. The Bay Citys finished

a mile ahead, with Reliance second, a wheel
ahead of Acme.

CHANCE TO WIN A TRIPLET.

For the first time on record a triplet will

figure as a prize when the list for the Lewis
25-mile road race at Buffalo on March 31st.

is completed. It will be awarded to the rider

making the best time over the course. About
100 other prizes will also be ofifered.

GOES GUNNING FOR DUCKS.

Bald's daily training routine, except when
the weather is inclement, will not appeal to

one as particularly arduous. Since taking up
quarters at the Fountain Ferry track, Louis-
ville, under the care of new trainer P. H. Mc-
Donald, he arises at 7 o'clock and takes a

cold bath and a rub-down. At 8 o'clock he
partakes of breakfast with the other men at

the track, consisting of oranges, oatmeal,

chops, eggs, dry toast and a little potato. This
is washed down with weak tea, coffee being
on the black list. After breakfast a short walk
is taken, after which he reads or chats until

10.30, when he proceeds to the track and at

present rides about five miles at a 3-.minutc

clip.

The pace and distance will be increased

as the season advances. After a brisk rub-down
dinner is served. This usually takes until

1.30 o'clock. Then he grabs his gun and with
McDonald he goes duck hunting and usually

bags a brace or two. At 3 o'clock he returns

to the track and takes an hour's exercise. The
rub-down is followed by another tramp with
the gun until dark, when he is ready for a

hearty supper. He then lounges around until

9 o'clock and retires and sleeps like a top until

called at 7 o'clock the next morning.

GROWN WISE AT LAST.

Better facilities for reaching the Manhattan
Beach track are promised by the Long Island

Railroad this season. Special cars for cycHsts
and their wheels will be attached to trains,

beginning May 8, and will be continued un-
til the end of the season. The track at Man-
hattan Beach, which is operated by the rail-

road company, will be formally opened for

the season on May 8.

On race meet days there will be special

trains for wheelmen as well as special cars

containing racks for wheels. The track, the

manager announces, has been engaged for

race meets for all Saturdays and holidays

from May 28th to September 15th, except dur-
ing the month of August.

CINDERS AND CLAY ARE dsSOLETE.
Work was begun this week on the new

third-mile track on the Princeton college

grounds, the gift of Robt. Garrett, Jr., of Balti-

more. It will lie behind the tehnis court, and
be made of the best cinder and clay at a cost

of $1,200. The track association expects to

have it completed within a few weeks, and
the bicycle squad will then begin practice im-
mediately. "Joe" Harrison, the Asbury Park
professional, has been engaged to coach the

men for the month after Easter.

ARE THERE ANY AMATEURS THERE?

Geo. J. Griebler, a brother of Joseph Grieb-

ler, the Minneapolis rider who was killed by a

fall at Lima, Ohio, last season, has decided to

try his luck on the track. He will ride as an
amateur in and around Minneapolis.

AFTER THE HOUR HONOR.

Stocks has begun training for the much-
coveted hour record, which was wrested from
him last year by Tom Linton. He expects to

cover thirty-two miles in sixty minutes.

STARTS IN PARIS.

The open air racing season in Paris will

start on April 11th, when a big meet will be
held on the Seine track.
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WE STILL HAVE

WHITE FLYERS

WISE BUYERS.^

FOR

THERE seems to be a tendency in many instances to

misrepresent the condition in which our blaze of

March 4th left us as regards supplying bicycles to our

customers. Don't be deceived, for you will not be obliged

to CHANGE YOUR MIND if you have decided to ride

a BARNES wheel for 1897.

Our factories are running as if nothing had happened.

Our agents will be taken care of, and they, in turn, will

promptly supply intending purchasers.

The Barnes (^ycle ©o.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^-/m
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NOT AFRAID.

British Trade Papers Secure in Their

Position— Still Promoting Cycle

Shares.

London, March 27. — While "insiders"

understand that the Chicago effort to estab-

lish an American cycling paper in this coun-

try is a purely personal venture, and has trade

backing only to the extent of the advertise-

ments which it will carry, the general im-

pression is that the American firms who' have

depots on this side are behind the project, be-

cause they desire an organ of their own in

London, owing to the treatment extended

to them by a section of the English cycle

press. I do not wish to pose as an upholder

of the English cycle press, but it appears to

me that the London edition of the "American

Referee" is not likely to be a howling suc-

cess. The only papers which can be held to

have shown a decided bias' against American

makers are "The Cyclist," and, perhaps, "Cy-

clers' News," both of which seem to take a silly

delight in raking up puerile remarks and inci-

dents which insinuate a reflection on Ameri-

can goods in general. The remainder of the

British cycle press are quite impartial in their

dealings, and, I fancy, show just as much dis-

position to support American as English ad-

vertisers. Of course, the new departure

would quite alter this state of things, as

the "invader" could only depend on Ameri-

can support.

Amalgations and fresh developments in the

tire world are flooding the air at present. The
most sensational is a scheme for the amalga-

mation of the Beeston, Woodley, Warwick
and Turner tire companies, with a huge capi-

tal. These are practically the leading licensees

of the Dunlop Company, and between them
gather in most of the trade in wired-on tires

which escapes the Dunlop. It is said that the

Beeston Co. wants £600,000 for its holding,

while the Woodley is willing to accept £110,-

000. The capital required would be about

£1,500,000.

The tire war has gone into summer quar-

ters; but meanwhile the Fleuss Tubeless Tire

Co. have issued a writ for infringement against

the Trench Tubeless Tire.

WILL GO AT IT AGAIN.

Two horseman last week rode from New
York to Philadelphia, by means of a relay of

horses, in 6 hours 58 minutes. The ac-

knowledged cycle record is 7 hours 6 minutes,

by John Nobre. It is probable that the good
time made by the horsemen will cause Nobre
and other hardy road riders to renew at-

tacks on the record between the two cities in

the near future.

PAYING THE PIPER.

On April 1st the law passed by the New
York Legislature permitting Niagara County
to tax bicycles 50 cents annually went into

efifect. The money derived from the tax is to

be devoted to the building of sidepaths in that

county. On the first day 1,074 licenses were

issued. Delinquents are liable to have their

wheels seized and sold.

Every wheelman in time becomes an ex-

something in cycling.

LOOKS LIKE A TUBE COMBINE.

London, March 23, 1897.

Extraordinary meetings of the shareholders

of the Climax Weldless Tubes, the Star Tube
Co., and the New Credenda Tube Co., were

held last week, at the Grand Hotel, Birming-

ham, to pass resolutions amalgamating the

three companies into one concern, to be

styled "Weldless Tubes (Limited)," which

would be formed with a nominal capital of

£1,000,000, divided into 500,000 6 per cent

preference shares and 500,000 ordinary shares.

The first meeting was that of the Climax

Weldless Tubes. The agreement which had

been entered into by the three companies

states that the capital of the Climax Weldless

Tubes was 250,000 £1 ordinary shares fully

paid; the capital of the Star Company at

present was £25,000 in preference shares, 75,-

500 f 1 ordinary shares, on which 8s. had been

paid, and 20,000 debentures; and the capital

of the Credenda Company was £100,000 in

ordinary shares, of which £90,000 was issued,

and there were debentures of £50,000.

Thenew company would take over the whole

of the assets, and each shareholder would re-

ceive 40s. for each ordinary share, the share-

holders of the Climax Company, in addition,

receiving a dividiend of 2s. per share, which

was at the rate of 10 per cent for the half-year,

or 20 per cent per annum. The chairman pro-

posed a resolution approving of the agree-

ment for the sale of the company's assets

and effects to a company registered as "Weld-
less Tubes (Limited)," and authorizing the

directors to take all steps necessary to carry

the same into effect. He said the original

shareholders would remember that the pros-

pectus which was issued in July last fore-

shadowed a dividend of 8 per cent. By the

agreement they would receive an interim divi-

dend of 10 per cent, which was equal to 20

per cent per annum in -excess of the 40s. re-

ceived for each share.

It was proposed to issue 150,000 mortgage

debentures at 5 per cent, 475,000 preference

shares at 6 per cent, and 475,000 ordinary

shares. For the old shareholders that would

be 320,000 preference and about 800,000

ordinary, the public taking the remainder.

The amount required to pay those dividends

would be £74,000 per annum, and it was cal-

culated that the income of the three com-
panies for the current year would be half as

much again, so there was a large margin for

profit and for preference shares. The resolu-

tion was seconded and carried.

Similar meetings of the Star Tube Co.

and the New Credenda Co. were also held,

when identical resolutions were carried.

HARD PAN.

DAYS OF THE DARK HORSE.

Many young men are smitten with the rac-

ing fever about this time of the year, and
feel a longing for the stern delights of the

race track. Extreme care should be exercised

by these enthusiasts to first discover whether

they are constitutionally sound and capable

of standing the intense strain which modern
racing puts upon the body. A good, healthy

pair of lungs, sound heart and a cool head

are the principal requisites for success, and
unless the embryo racing man feels that he

possesses these he should steer clear of racing.

Judicious training- will, of course, benefit

rather than injure these organs, but modera-
tion and common sense are rare virtues in the

young.

Where the Cycle Trade Must I^and Before It

Is Disaster-Proof and Panic-

Safe.

A false doctrine has been inculcated in the

American people that needs eradication. They
have been led to believe, and their faith has

been confirmed by a long period of exceptional

prosoerity, now unfortunately ended, that such

a thing as an American standard of living has

been established, and an American scale of

wages has been created, differing radically

from the general experience of the world.

They are finding now that no fixed standard

of living prevails anywhere, and that no rate

of wages is proof against adverse natural con-

ditions. All may rail at fate, try to upset

inexorable laws, and even attempt by reso-

lution to make rain fall at regular intervals

on every man's farm, but even Americans can-

not change conditions imposed by the prog-

ress of events or by the operations of the in-

exorable laws of trade.

It is probable that the cycle trade, in com-
mon with other business men in this coun-

try, have reached a time when it will be im-

possible for them to do business in the old

way. They will have to stop using so much
of other people's money, and depend more on
their own capital. If they have little, they

will be obliged to confine themselves to a

small business or quit. It seems to be be-

yond doubt that big profits in the cycle manu-
facture and trade are of the past. The mul-

tiplication of means for rapid production, at

low cost, and of transportation to any and
all markets, near and remote, has so intensi-

fied competition that costs of all sorts must
be minimized, including the payment of inter-

est on borrowed capital, which eats up a large

share of any possible profit. The men who
have their own capital are those who will be

able to stay in the trade, and they will have

to be satisfied if they can make a better inter-

est on their capital than they could if it were
loaned out on securities. If, when trade shall

be good, and a little bulge shall "thus be real-

ized, they can gain something in profits, they

will be lucky, and can have something ahead

to assist them over periods of dull trade, low
prices and small profits.

It should not be inferred from what has

been said that the doctrine is laid down that

the cycle trader is never to borrow any
money; for that would probably be impossi-

ble in numerous instances, and unwise in

cases wherein advantages and profits could be

secured by a judicious expansion of credit.

But, beyond question, the time has

come when less business should be

done on wind and water, and more on
actual capital. The manufacturer and dealer

should curb his disposition to grasp all the

credit within his reach. He should restrain

his expansiveness within safe bounds. The
habit of doing business on $1 of real capital

and $10 of credit should be abandoned by the

cycle trade. It might be laid down as a sound
rule that the man who has a given amount
of his own capital should never allow himself

to use credit beyond an amount equivalent to

his capital.

That is, if a man has $10,000 of his own
money in his business, he should not accept

more than $10,000 of credit, and so on up-

ward, to any amount, in equal ratio. That
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THE WINNER FOR '97.

FOR HIGH-URADE, POPULAR-PRICE MACHINES,

OVERLANDS
CHALLENGE THE WORLD.

$40.00 to $75.00, 24. 26 and 28 inch Patterns. BICYCLES
BOLTLE^S

EXCLUSIVE
CONTROL

TO RELIABLE AGENTS

IN UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY.

RUN V^^
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Catalogue

Free

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Baldwin, Robbins & Co., Boston, Mass.—New England Statf s

J. W. Buckley, 156 South St., New York City— Southeastern New York State

Long Island and Northern New Jersey.

F. M. Dampman Cycle Co., 1227 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.—Eastern Pern-
sylvania and Southern New Jersey.

J. E. Plew, 1208 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.—City of Chicago.

W. D. Alexander, Atlanta, Ga.—State of Georgia.

Empkie, Shugart & Co , Council Bluffs, la.—Nebraska and Sjuthwestern Iowa.

E. L. Rose & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.—Southern New York and North-
eastern Pennsylvania.

N. E. Furniture and Carpet Co., Minneapolis, Minn.—Minnesota, North
and South Dakota.

The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.—Western and Northern
New York.

John GriflSths Cycle Corporation, Ltd., Toronto, Canada.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,
Manufacturers,

PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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would place him in position to pay off it he

were driven to extremities. If business was

done on this basis in the cycle trade, there

would be few bankruptcies, no panic, no

cut-prices, and no overproduction. Possibly

such a manner of doing business would pre-

clude the possibility of booms, and doubtless

would do away with what have sometimes

mistakenly been called "good times." But

it would be a safeguard against panics, ex-

treme depression, and really hard times. It

would also banish overspeculation, which has

been the bane of the wheel trade in late years.

What is wanted for the happiness and thrift

of the cycle trade is a steady-going, every-

day, steadfast, safe business. If the passing

depressed period shall force the trade to adopt

this method, the distress of the past two

years will not have been in vain.

It may be assumed that the restriction of

credit within the bounds indicated would

cripple enterprise, destroy enthusiasm, and

check that rate of progress and development

which has been the peculiar characteristic of

the cycle trade. So be it then. The trade has

been going headlong too far already. It is

time to slow down, plow deeper, cultivate

more carefully, and thus secure better and

more uniform results for effort and outlay.

It is better to make a steady and sure progress

than to scorch along at a record-breaking gait

in one year, and flounder in wreck and ruin

in the succeeding one.

IS REAL DEVILISH, SOMETIMES.

It was a clever girl who suggested to her

novice friends the "Off and On Club" as an

appropriate name for the road riding club

they were talking of forming among the grad-

uates of the riding school. No one but a nov-

ice will ever be able to appreciate how much
perversity can be embodied in some twenty-

one pounds of steel tubing plus a pneumatic

tire.

It is safe to say that for the fair novice there

is more fiendishness wrapped up in a bicycle

than hus ever before been compressed in the

same amount of air and metal, without bar-

ring either bombshells or pewter beer mugs.

A piece of tubing is never very graceful,

and when it is trying to stand on end, tie it-

self into figure eights, and at the same time

do the outer edge in different ways with two
wheels, the result is, to say the least, mildly

amusing. The fact that a figure in bloomers,

skirts or golf stockings is scattered over the

picture in an impressionistic splash of form

and color that would astonish even Aubrey

Beardsley, only lends life and action.

A rail fence in a Kansas cyclone is a pic-

ture of Sunday afternoon peace and quiet

compared with a bicycle giving a nervous

novice the first degree and enjoying the work.

WAS A COLD DAY FOR HIM.

"What is the cause of your confinement?"

asked the inquisitive visitor to the prison

of the interesting-looking convict.

"The climate," replied the striped one.

"The what?"

"The climate. I froze on to a bicycle that

didn't belong to me."

HANDLE A STRING OF WINNERS.

The Tinkham Cycle Co., of this city, have
added the agency for the Lovell Diamond bi-

cycles to their possessions, already having the

agencies for the Victor, Tourist, Crawford,
Tinkham, Stearns.

SOME BILLET FACTS,

Under the Dingley bill as it has just passed

the House, the tariff on both solid and hollow

billets is increased from 35 per cent to 45 per

cent ad valorem. Representative Kerr, of

Ohio, in opposing this advance in duty said:

"I am opposed to this provision in the bill,

and also to the amendment. Mr. Chairman,

in my district is situated the largest steel tube

manufactory, not only in the United States,

but in the world. It is the pioneer institution

in this country, the one that first made steel

tubes in America, the Shelby Steel Tube Fac-

tory. Now, I know that the Committee on
Ways and Means have labored much over this

provision of the bill, and I have no doubt

have endeavored to do justice to all these in-

terests, but I am satisfied that under this

amendment the bill will not do justice to the

American manufacturers of steel tubing. In

the first place, I am satisfied from calculations

which I have examined, made by gentlemen

who are competent to make them, that there

will not be the difference between the rate of

duty upon the hollow billets and the rate up-

on the finished tube that is stated by the gen-

tleman from Pennsylvania. I think—and cer-

tainly it is in accord with the general idea

of a protective tariff-^that the raw materials

ought to come in at a lower rate than the fin-

ished product, and especially ought that to be

true in a case like this, where the article is

not produced in this country.

"No hollow billets are made here; they are

all imported from Sweden, so that this duty

is purely a revenue duty. Now, there is a

patented machine owned by a gentleman in

this country who, I suppose, is the only man
who imports from Sweden solid billets made
of this kind of iron. He brings them here,

and by his machine hollows them. His pur-

pose (and it is a perfectly laudable one, con-

sidered from a business standpoint) is to se-

cure a high enough duty on hollow billets

to give him a monopoly, or to give him for

his billets hollowed out by his machine some
considerable advantage over the foreign pro-

ducer. I have no objection to that except

that it will give him a leverage upon the

American tube makers by raising the price of

the foreign billet, and I say the duty ought to

be sufficiently low upon the hollow billets not

to give him any more than an honest busi-

ness advantage, which he may be entitled to

by reason of his apparatus and the fact that

he operates in this country.

"As I have said, the Shelby Tube Company,
located in my district—and I only speak of

it to show the importance of this industry to

my people—last year, out of $200,000, or near-

ly $200,000, of duty paid to the Government
upon hollow billets, paid $109,000, showing

that this company consumed a little more than

half of all the hollow billets imported into the

country. This company use a hollow billet

a little different from that used by any other

tube mill in the country. They use a billet

thicker in the walls than 5-16 inch. Only one

ortwootherfactoriesuse such billets. So I say

this bill, in the first place, with the provision

now proposed to be stricken out, was unsat-

isfactory to the industry in my district, because

it left all the other hollow billets—all those

which were thinner than 5-16 inch—at one

rate—namely, 35 per cent, ad valorem, and

puts billets thicker than 5-16 inch in the gen-

eral clause, where they will go • now if this

amendment is adopted.

"While the provision as it is now is not sat-

isfactory to my people as to the billets or

blooms, I think the amendment would prove

less satisfactory. While I am not captious

about the matter, I want to get the best

thing I can, not for the particular industry

I represent, but for all the tube makers of the

country, because this is an important industry

now, and will be still more important in the

future. Hence, it ought to be dealt with fairly.

I think that the duty fixed in the amendment,
or in the general clause where the billets will

go if this amendment is adopted, will be a

higher rate than the industry can bear, and I

think in ad valorem equivalent will be higher

than the rate on the finished product—on the

tubes." In spite of the opposition to the

amendment, it was agreed to by a party vote.

THEY ARE " ELEPHANT "-TAKERS.

Manufacturers, of cycles, tires, parts or sun-

dries, who would escape the worry and ex-

pense of marketing the whole or part of their

outputs will do well to get in touch with the

World Mfg. Co., 82 Reade street, this city,

which, so to speak, was formed to take such

elephants off the makers' hands. The World
Company is well organized, has specialists in

charge of the export and other departments,

also a staff of competent salesmen and seems

in every way qualified to do business in busi-

ness fashion. They have had bicycle experi-

ence.

MAKING THINGS RIGHT.

There never was a perfect wheel, road, rider,

or day; don't expect them when you go out

for your first long ride of the season. Try
tothinkthatthingsare right; it certainly helps

to make them right. Keep this old gentleman

in mind:

He was always a-sayin,' "It's all for the best;"

No matter what fortune was bringin',

He did what he could—left to heaven the rest,

An' went on his pathway a-singin'

!

By day and by night—in the dark in the light

—

You'd find him serene and contented;

The world, to his notion, was treatin' him right,

An' his way with its roses was scented.

WANTED, A TOP-NOTCHER.

"The very best all around superintendent in

the world" is wanted by a new cycle concern

which does not figure on marketing its wheels

before the '98 trade is inaugurated. The pro-

jectors are well known and will pay up to

$5,000 per year to the right man. Communi-
cations addressed "F. O. W.," care The
Wheel, will be forwarded.

SHE HAD NOT WASTED HER TIME.

The Pastor—I hope the Lenten period has

been of great benefit to you, Miss Swift.

One of His Flock—Indeed it has. Doctor.

Why, I won enough at our Lenten poker

parties to pay the difference .between my last

year's wheel and a '97 one.

MONARCH TIRES HERE.

The Monarch Rubber Co. now has a New
York office at 385 Broadway. J. H. Sykes is

in charge and a complement of Monarch-of-

All tires in evidence.

JOHNNY KNOW-IT-ALL.

"He makes his living by writing cycle items

for the daily papers."

"What a fine imagination he must have."
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NOAH BUILT AN ARK, the Babylonians built a tower,

The old Egyptians built the sphinx, a riddle to this hour.

AMERICA built a Bicycle, built it with TRUSS FRAME,

It outdoes tower, sphinx and ark, AN HONOR TO ITS NAME.

O^®

America Cycle Mfg^ Co*,

Fulton and Jefferson Streets,

CHICAGO, Ilvlv.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
T. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.
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You Run No Risk
WHEN USING

"Projectile Brand"

COLD -DRAWN SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING,

FORKSIDES,

HANDLE-BARS,

TAPERED TUBES.

Manufactured from the BEST SWEDISH STEEL
by

The United States Projectile Co.,

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Used by the Hi(fhest-Grade Manufacturers.

We Solicit Correspondence.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Special

Seamless

Tubes

FACTS OF SPECIAL IMPORT.
It is impossible to make a "live" bicycle of

low carbon " dead " steel.

The life or constitution of a bicycle is in the
frame, and safety, strength and longevity are
assured by using

Hercules Special.
ADDRESS,

Hercules Seamless Drawn Tube Co.
OFFICE:

POSTAL BUILDING, Room 513,

NEW YORK.

WORKS:
' GARWOOD,

NEW JERSEY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DOCTOR JA\E MARY'S MISHAP.

While other scientists were giving their

days and nights to the discoveries of anti-

toxin, cathode rays, and the Hke, Doctor Jane

Mary Bloomerville labored to attain some-

thing which would prove a far greater boon

to humanity in general, and to her sex in

particular.

She had almost discovered it. One in-

gredient alone was needed to make the mix-

ture perfect and successful. But what was

the unknown factor of her equation? She

wrestled long and learnedly with the prob-

lem; but, at last, at the hour of 12 m. one

night, she was on the point of breaking the

jars and bulbs and turning the Protean

Liquid into the sewer, when a peculiar thing

happened.

With a glare of lightning and a rattle of

thunder, something invaded the laboratory

and stood, grimly grinning, at Doctor Jane

Mary Bloomerville's elbow.

"Who are you?" asked the doughty Jane

Mary, M. D.

"Spook No. 13. I've come to give you the

name of the unknown ingredient."

"Go back where you came from, and send

ville donned her most rational and hygienic

cycle costume, mounted her specially equipped

wheel and sallied up the Boulevard to find

a homely wheelwoman, in order that she

might demonstrate the practical workings of

her Protean Liquid. Surely half a dozen

blocks on that cycle-crowded thoroughfare

would supply her with female frights enough.

But, no. Nor could she find what she

wanted in six blocks, sixty blocks, or six

hundred of them. For days and evenings,

too, Doctor Jane Mary addressed herself to

scores and scores of wheelwomen whose faces,

dress and appearance would collectively or

singly, figuratively speaking, have "cracked

the Sabbath," or "stopped a cyclometer."

Not one woman would acknowledge herself

ugly of form or feature or aught but a cycling

thing of grace and beauty; not one woman
but looked upon the proffered use of the

famous Protean Liquid as a gratuitous insult.

"Show me a homely wheelwoman upon
whom I may demonstrate the virtues of my
great discovery."

"Come here!"

Spook No. 13 beckoned, and Doctor J.

Mary Bloomerville advanced.

"There is one!"

The spook pointed to a long mirror in

which was reflected the angular frame of a

rational clad wheelwoman who was
Jane Mary Bloomerville, M. D.

!

She was silent for a moment, but finally

whirled about with fiery eyes and lowering
brow, and utterly regardless of her compact
with No. 13, cried:

"Liar!" Then, in a flash, she disintegrated

and ceased to be. A moment later Spook
No. 13 gave an unearthly laugh as he van-
ished into the misty realms of Nowhere arm-
in-arm with the astral body of the late Jane
Mary Bloomerville, M. D.

UNLESS SHE BE NERVOUS.

It is really a study to watch the methods of

the veteran cycle instructors in one of the up-
town riding schools. They prefer to teach

ladies rather than men—a singular fact. Men
are always so opinionated, they say. A man
before he gets on a wheel to ride is sure to

have an idea of how it should be ridden.

No. 12 or No. 14," said Doctor Jane Mary,

with a distinctly unprofessional shudder.

"No. 12 attends to the tire and saddle

cranks, and No. 14 is the mile-a-minute-bi-

cycle-fool-killer. They're both worked to

death. It is my exclusive business to counsel

with experimenters of your calibre. ' You take

me, or no one."

"Then I take you. Now, what is it?"

"There's a condition."

"Am I to trade my soul for the solution of

this problem?" queried Doctor Jane, as her

eye rested upon a picture of Jean De Reske

as Faust.

The spook snickered.

"This isn't no Black Crook affair. The
condition I serve you on is this: Call on me
whenever you like; but if you ever doubt my
word, you die."

"I accept the condition."

"Then " And Spook No. 13 whispered

the name of the missing ingredient into Doc-

tor Jane Mary's ear, and vanished.

"At last," cried Doctor J. Mary, "the world

is mine! One drink of my Protean Mixture

will make the homeliest creature a veritable

demi-god. Every woman will have a girdle

of Venus ready at hand at the nearest soda

water fountain. Eureka!"

Theory is one thing, practice another. The
very next Sunday Doctor Jane Mary Bloomer-

Poor Jane Mary, M. D.! She narrowly

escaped the lunatic asylum, and finally when
it had got so bad that someone actually ac-

cused her of being Charlotte Smith, dis-

couraged and disgusted, she touched the but-

ton and summoned Spook No. 13.

"What's the matter now?" was No. 13's

greeting as soon as he had materialized

enough of himself to vocalize the question.

"Cycling's full of fools," groaned Mary, M.
D. "Three-fourths of the women who ride

are as homely as hedge-fences ; regular guys

on a wheel, but they won't acknowledge it,

and it is impossible for me to give the Pro-

tean Liquid a fair trial. Woe is me!" And
the tears streamed down the doctor's cheeks

and fell in splashy profusion upon the sweater

she wore as part of her cycle costume.

"There, there, don't cry, doctor. What shall

I do?" said No. 13, moved by Doctor Jane
Mary's unprofessional weeps.

Then he tries to apply this idea, w.ith disas-

trous results as a rule, unless it is the right

idea, which iS rarely.

"You have to let him tumble and tumble

and dust up the floor generally, until his

opinion is busted, before he can begin to

learn," said one of these veterans recently.

"Then when he begins to realize how little he

knows you can teach him." (This all while

one of the opinionated men went sprawling

around over enough floor area to make a

good ground plan of a suburban cottage, all

because he thought that the wheel should turn

such a way.)

"Now, when a lady comes to be taught,"

continued the teacher, "she hasn't any opin-

ions at all, and learns a good deal faster than

a man on this account, unless she is an ex-

ceedingly nervous person.

BLAMING IT ON THE MEN.

"How little originality these men have!"

she pouted.

"What's the matter?"

"They're getting so their riding costumes

are almost exactly like ours."
,
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A GUARANTEE OF EXCELLENCE.

Great Strength, United with Bai^ancf,

AND Freedom of Action, Are
THE Main Points in

IVER JOHHSOH CYCLES.
Send for Catalogue.

mm sm\nm\^'s
FITCHBURC.MASS.

C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Represents us in

NewYork, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Kindly mention The WheeL
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MARY ELLEN AND MACHINES.

They were evidently parting from one who
was near and dear to them, and they didn't

know for how long; to judge from the white

hair of some of the party, perhaps forever.

For some time not a word did they say, but

looked awkwardly from one to another in

silence.

"Don't forget to take that tonic regularly

in the spring," at length called out a motherly-

looking old woman, and after the youth, who
was hanging half way out of the car window,

had assured her that he "wouldn't forget,"

the silence was resumed. Nobody seemed to

know just what to say next, but presently one

of the girls giggled out:

"Did you get a chance to say good-by to

Mary Ellen, Hiram?" followed by a general

snicker and then more silence. It was finally

broken by a determined-looking man who,

with the air of having at last found a subject

fit and fine enough for the occasion, observed:

"Remember, Hiram, if you should decide

to get a bicycle after all, to get the 'Great and
Only.' It beats 'em all. And be sure and get

the 'Honest Injun' tires. They'll last ye twice

as long
"

TIME TO BEWARE.

This is the time of the year when the bar-

gain-counter cycle fakir stalks abroad in the

land seeking whom he may devour. Don't

be deceived by specious advertisements and

ridiculously low prices. The best is the

cheapest in the long run, and a really good ma-
chine at a few dollars more in price is better

than a half-hundred beautifully enameled gas-

pipers. The price of a high-class machine may
seem a little exorbitant, but you should re-

member that dirt is dear at any price. If you

are really unable to distinguish yourself be-

tween a good and bad machine, call in the
services of a friend who can; or better still,

devote a few spare moments to carefully

studying the machines advertised on the pages
of a wheel paper, a place the bargain-counter
fakir and his class never advertise, for ob-
vious reasons.
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NO EASY JOB.

The construction of a bicycle is one of the

most delicate and intricate problems in me-

chanics. It is a problem not less difficult than

the building of a bridge, a locomotive or a

sky-scraping ofifice building. In most high

grade wheels there are one hundred main

parts. But with the duplicates and the small

auxiliary parts included, there are actually, all

told, over nine hundred and fifty separate

pieces. To assemble them to make one com-

pact, rigid, smoothly-running machine, light,

yet strong, is an undertaking requiring the

highest mechanical intelligence.

JOYS OF BARGAIN-COUNTERING.

The riders of a French tandem were re-

cently returning to Paris on it when the front

forks broke and the riders got severely shaken

up. One had his jaw fractured, nose broken,

teeth smashed, etc. The riders sued the man-

ufacturer of the tandem for damages, and the

court called in experts to examine the broken

parts. They reported that the accident was

due to the fork head having been made of

poor metal, and that it had not been rein-

forced. The net result was a verdict in favor

of the riders, one receiving $800 damages and

the other $100.
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"All aboard," shouted the conductor, and

the little group pressed forward and each

made a grab at the youth's outstretched hands.

"Good-by, good-by," they cried, while the train

moved off, and as it finally disappeared around

a curve, the motherly old woman burst forth

with a

—

"Oh, dear, there was so much I had to say

to him right at the last that I didn't get said,

and here we have used up all our precious

good-by time in talking about Mary Ellen and
.bicycles."

(y^^^

JNTERESTING TO PARTS-MAKERS.

A locomotive contains two hundred and

forty main parts, a watch two hundred and

thirty, and the human body two hundred and

eight parts—that is, bones. These three con-

stitute a trinity of power, delicacy and elas-

ticity, and each of these qualities is represent-

ed in the one hundred steel parts of a bicycle.

And as a chain is no stronger than its weakest

link, so is a bicycle no stronger than its weak-

est part.

CATCHING WABBLERS IN A NET.

The Touring Club of France, owing to the

numerous accidents which have taken place

on a very dangerous hill on the road from

Mentone to Monaco, have decided to erect

"a kind of net in sheet steel" to catch those

who lose control of their machines down the

slope. The "net" will be fixed on the Ram-
ingaou Bridge, locally known as "the bridge

of the dead," and is being made according to

plans drawn up by the T. C. F. local consul.

The club will- defray the cost of the undertak-

ing. Here is a chance for the New Jersey

Division to send to France for the pattern

of that net and erect a duplicate of it on
Fort Lee and Weehawken hills.

THE WABBLER'S WHEEL AND THE WIRE FENCE.

[a fable.]

A brand-new wheel ridden by a wabbling

novice one day tried to jump a wire fence, but

it did not jump high enough. The result was
disastrous to the wheel, and it bitterly com-
plained. "See here," it exclaimed, "what do

you mean by tearing these rectangular holes

in my mackintosh felloe covers? You've

spoiled as fine a pair of air cushions as were

ever guanteed by a tire maker. There are

at least seventeen wounds on me in the region

of the equator. Haven't you any conscience?"

"Nary a one," answered the fence, as it

picked bits of tire out of its teeth with a

sliver of wood rim, "but I have barbs, as you
may have noticed. You jumped on me and

now you should blame yourself for the
crevices in your equipments?"
Moral—Any wheel but a novice's would

have gone to a gate.

When one's road in cycling is perfectly

plain, it sometimes makes the other course
seem all the more attractive.
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NOAH BUILT AN ARK, the Babylonians built a tower,

The old Egyptians built the sphinx, a riddle to this hour.

AMERICA built a Bicycle, built it with TRUSS FRAME,

It outdoes tower, sphinx and ark, AN HONOR TO ITS NAME.

(§)

America Cycle Mfg. Co*^

Fulton and Jefferson Streets,

CHICAQO, Ilvlv.

^-O
GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
T. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.
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You Run No Risk
WHEN USING

a
Projectile Brand"

COLD -DRAWN SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING,

FORKSIDES,

HANDLE-BARS,

TAPERED TUBES.

Manufactured from the BEST SWEDISH STEEL
by

The United States Projectile Co.,

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Used by the Highest-Grade Manufacturers.

We Solicit Correspondence.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Special

Seamless

Tubes

FACTS OF SPECIAL IMPORT.
It is impossible to make a " live " bicycle of

low carbon " dead " steel.

The life or constitution of a bicycle is in the
frame, and safety, strength and longevity are
assured by using

Hercules Special.
ADDRESS,

Hercules Seamless Drawn Tube Co.
OFFICE: WORKS:

POSTAL BUILDING, Room 513, GARWOOD,
NEW YORK. NEW JERSEY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DOCTOR JANE MARY'S MISHAP.

While other scientists were giving their

days and nights to the discoveries of anti-

toxin, cathode rays, and the like. Doctor Jane

Mary Bloomerville labored to attain some-

thing which would prove a far greater boon

to humanity in general, and to her sex in

particular.

She had almost discovered it. One in-

gredient alone was needed to make the mix-

ture perfect and successful. But what was

the unknown factor of her equation? She

wrestled long and learnedly with the prob-

lem; but, at last, at the hour of 12 m. one

night, she was on the point of breaking the

jars and bulbs and turning the Protean

Liquid into the sewer, when a peculiar thing

happened.

With a glare of lightning and a rattle of

thunder, something invaded the laboratory

and stood, grimly grinning, at Doctor Jane

Mary Bloomerville's elbow.

"Who are you?" asked the doughty Jane

Mary, M. D.

"Spook No. 13. I've come to give you the

name of the unknown ingredient."

"Go back where you came from, and send

ville donned her most rational and hygienic

cycle costume, mounted her specially equipped

wheel and sallied up the Boulevard to find

a homely wheelwoman, in order that she

might demonstrate the practical workings of

her Protean Liquid. Surely half a dozen

blocks on that cycle-crowded thoroughfare

would supply her with female frights enough.

But, no. Nor could she find what she

wanted in six blocks, sixty blocks, or six

hundred of them. For days and evenings,

too. Doctor Jane Mary addressed herself to

scores and scores of wheelwomen whose faces,

dress and appearance would collectively or

singly, figuratively speaking, have "cracked

the Sabbath," or "stopped a cyclometer."

Not one woman would acknowledge herself

ugly of form or feature or aught but a cycling

thing of grace and beauty; not one woman
but looked upon the proffered use of the

famous Protean Liquid as a gratuitous insult.

"Show me a homely wheelwoman upon
whom I may demonstrate the virtues of my
great discovery."

"Come here!"

Spook No. 13 beckoned, and Doctor J.

Mary Bloomerville advanced.

"There is one!"

The spook pointed to a long mirror in

which was reflected the angular frame of a

rational clad wheelwoman who was
Jane Mary Bloomerville, M. D.

!

She was silent for a moment, but finally

whirled about with fiery eyes and lowering
brow, and utterly regardless of her compact
with No. 13, cried:

"Liar!" Then, in a flash, she disintegrated

and ceased to be. A moment later Spook
No. 13 gave an unearthly laugh as he van-
ished into the misty realms of Nowhere arm-
in-arm with the astral body of the late Jane
Mary Bloomerville, M. D.

UNLESS SHE BE NERVOUS.

It is really a study to watch the methods of

the veteran cycle instructors in one of the up-

town riding schools. They prefer to teach

ladies rather than men—a singular fact. Men
are always so opinionated, they say. A man
before he gets on a wheel to ride is sure to

have an idea of how it should be ridden.

No. 12 or No. 14," said Doctor Jane Mary,

with a distinctly unprofessional shudder.

"No. 12 attends to the tire and saddle

cranks, and No. 14 is the mile-a-minute-bi-

cycle-fool-killer. They're both worked to

death. It is my exclusive business to counsel

with experimenters of your calibre. You take

me, or no one."

"Then I take you. Now, what is it?"

"There's a condition."

"Am I to trade my soul for the solution of

this problem?" queried Doctor Jane, as her

eye rested upon a picture of Jean De Reske

as Faust.

The spook snickered.

"This isn't no Black Crook affair. The
condition I serve you on is this: Call on me
whenever you like; but if you ever doubt my
word, you die."

"I accept the condition."

"Then " And Spook No. 13 whispered

the name of the missing ingredient into Doc-

tor Jane Mary's ear, and vanished.

"At last," cried Doctor J. Mary, "the world

is mine! One drink of my Protean Mixture

will make the homeliest creature a veritable

demi-god. Every woman will have a girdle

of Venus ready at hand at the nearest soda

water fountain. Eureka!"

Theory is one thing, practice another. The
very next Sunday Doctor Jane Mary Bloomer-

Poor Jane Mary, M. D. ! She narrowly

escaped the lunatic asylum, and finally when
it had got so bad that someone actually ac-

cused her of being Charlotte Smith, dis-

couraged and disgusted, she touched the but-

ton and summoned Spook No. 13.

"What's the matter now?" was No. 13's

greeting as soon as he had materialized

enough of himself to vocalize the question.

"Cycling's full of fools," groaned Mary, M.
D. "Three-fourths of the women who ride

are as homely as hedge-fences; regular guys

on a wheel, but they won't acknowledge it,

and it is impossible for me to give the Pro-

tean Liquid a fair trial. Woe is me!" And
the tears streamed down the doctor's cheeks

and fell in splashy profusion upon the sweater

she wore as part of her cycle costume.

"There, there, don't cry, doctor. What shall

I do?" said No. 13, moved by Doctor Jane

Mary's unprofessional weeps.

Then he tries to apply this idea,- with disas-

trous results as a rule, unless it is the right

idea, which is rarely.

"You have to let him tumble and tumble
and dust up the floor generally, until his

opinion is busted, before he can begin to

learn," said one of these veterans recently.

"Then when he begins to realize how little he

knows you can teach him." (This all while

one of the opinionated men went sprawling

around over enough floor area to make a

good ground plan of a suburban cottage, all

because he thought that the wheel should turn

such a way.)

"Now, when a lady comes to be taught,"

continued the teacher, "she hasn't any opin-

ions at all, and learns a good deal faster than

a man on this account, unless she is an ex-

ceedingly nervous person.

BLAMING IT ON THE MEN.

"How little originality these men have!"

she pouted.

"What's the matter?"

"They're getting so their riding costumes

are almost exactly like ours."
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MARY ELLEN AND MACHINES.

They were evidently parting from one who
was near and dear to them, and they didn't

know for how long; to judge from the white

hair of some of the party, perhaps forever.

For some time not a word did they say, but

looked awkwardly from one to another in

silence.

"Don't forget to take that tonic regularly

in the spring," at length called out a motherly-

looking old woman, and after the youth, who
was hanging half way out of the car window,

had assured her that he "wouldn't forget,"

the silence was resumed. Nobody seemed to

know just what to say next, but presently one

of the girls giggled out:

"Did you get a chance to say good-by to

Mary Ellen, Hiram?" followed by a general

snicker and then more silence. It was finally

broken by a determined-looking man who,

with the air of having at last found a subject

fit and fine enough for the occasion, observed:

"Remember, Hiram, if you should decide

to get a bicycle after all, to get the 'Great and

Only.' It beats 'em all. And be sure and get

the 'Honest Injun' tires. They'll last ye twice

as long
"

r
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TIME TO BEWARE.

This is the time of the year when the bar-

gain-counter cycle fakir stalks abroad in the

land seeking whom he may devour. Don't

be deceived by specious advertisements and

ridiculously low prices. The best is the

cheapest in the long run, and a really good ma-

chine at a few dollars more in price is better

than a half-hundred beautifully enameled gas-

pipers. The price of a high-class machine may
seem a little exorbitant, but you should re-

member that dirt is dear at any price. If you

are really unable to distinguish yourself be-

tween a good and bad machine, call in the
services of a friend who can; or better still,

devote a few spare moments to carefully

studying the machines advertised on the pages
of a wheel paper, a place the bargain-counter
fakir and his class never advertise, for ob-
vious reasons.
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NO EASY JOB.

The construction of a bicycle is one of the

most delicate and intricate problems in me-

chanics. It is a problem not less difficult than

the building of a bridge, a locomotive or a

sky-scraping office building. In most high

grade wheels there are one hundred main

parts. But with the duplicates and the small

auxiliary parts included, there are actually, all

told, over nine hundred and fifty separate

pieces. To assemble them to make one com-

pact, rigid, smoothly-running machine, light,

yet strong, is an undertaking requiring the

highest mechanical intelligence.

JOYS OF BARGAIN-COUNTERING.

The 'riders of a French tandem were re-

cently returning to Paris on it when the front

forks broke and the riders got severely shaken

up. One had his jaw fractured, nose broken,

teeth smashed, etc. The riders sued the man-

ufacturer of the tandem for damages, and the

court called in experts to examine the broken

parts. They reported that the accident was

due to the fork head having been made of

poor metal, and that it had not been rein-

forced. The net result was a verdict in favor

of the riders, one receiving $800 damages and
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"All aboard," shouted the conductor, and

the little group pressed forward and each

made a grab at the youth's outstretched hands.

"Good-by, good-by," they cried, while the train

moved off, and as it finally disappeared around

a curve, the motherly old woman burst forth

with a

—

"Oh, dear, there was so much I had to say

to him right at the last that I didn't get said,

and here we have used up all our precious

good-by time in talking about Mary Ellen and
.bicycles."

>^ k-i
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JNTERESTING TO PARTS-MAKERS.

A locomotive contains two hundred and

forty main parts, a watch two hundred and

thirty, and the human body two hundred and

eight parts—that is, bones. These three con-

stitute a trinity of power, delicacy and elas-

ticity, and each of these qualities is represent-

ed in the one hundred steel parts of a bicycle.

And as a chain is no stronger than its weakest

link, so is a bicycle no stronger than its weak-

est part.

CATCHING WABBLERS IN A NET.

The Touring Club of France, owing to the

numerous accidents which have taken place

on a very dangerous hill on the road from

Mentone to Monaco, have decided to erect

"a kind of net in sheet steel" to catch those

who lose control of their machines down the

slope. The "net" will be fixed on the Ram-
ingaou Bridge, locally known as "the bridge

of the dead," and is being made according to

plans drawn up by the T. C. F. local consul.

The club will defray the cost of the undertak-

ing. Here is a chance for the New Jersey

Division to send to France for the pattern

of that net and erect a duplicate of it on
Fort Lee and Weehawken hills.

THE WABBLER'S WHEEL AND THE WIRE PENCE.

[a fable.]

A brand-new wheel ridden by a wabbling

novice one day tried to jump a wire fence, but

it did not jump high enough. The result was
disastrous to the wheel, and it bitterly com-
plained. "See here," it exclaimed, "what do
you mean by tearing these rectangular holes

in my mackintosh felloe covers? You've

spoiled as fine a pair of air cushions as were

ever guanteed by a tire maker. There are

at least seventeen wounds on me in the region

of the equator. Haven't you any conscience?"

"Nary a one," answered the fence, as it

picked bits of tire out of its teeth with a

sliver of wood rim, "but I have barbs, as you
may have noticed. You jumped on me and

now you should blame yourself for the
crevices in your equipments?"
Moral—Any wheel but a novice's would

have gone to a gate.

When one's road in cycling is perfectly

plain, it sometimes makes the other course
seem all the more attractive.
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IS HONESTY IN BICYCLE BUILDING.

Every owner of a Crimson Rim of

1897 will have a wheel that for ex-

q.nisite finish and tested strength is

incomparable. This is what it is to

lay OTit yoTir money for a mount
backed, supported and upheld by
"Crimson Rim Quality." There's
nothing like it.

The Long Trail of the Crimson Rim

Leads to Success.

1897 CATALOGUE.

Liberal options, latest wrinkles of
up-to-date cycle building, strength
and beauty all enter into the con-
struction of the CRIMSON RIM
SYRACUSE.

Makers

:

Metropolitan Agents:

The H. H. Kiffe Co.,

523 Broadway, New York.

Syracuse Cycle Co.

SYRACUSF. N. Y.

I****************************************!******!*************;!;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^''^''•'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«
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In the "Isles of June," as the Bahamas
have been called, cycling is possible the year

round.

Nassau, the capital city, on the Island of

New Providence, is hundreds of miles below

the frost line, or, as they say in Florida, it is

in the frost-proof belt. There is sunshine dur-

ing the entire twelve months, and in the even-

ings and early morning hours, it is not too

warm for such an exercise as cycling.

While the thermometer does not reach a

great height even in summer, yet the time of

year for the tourist is from December until

the end of May. The temperature then does

not rise over 80 degrees, and there is always

the trade wind to make life endurable.

the Gulf Stream. They are under British rule

and are well governed; life and property are

perfectly safe.

Nassau is a tourists' paradise. But the aver-

age man does not go far away from the suburbs
of the city on the island. If he is a cyclist, he
may resolve to explore the interior, to ride

. to the town of Adelaide, some fourteen miles

out on the island to the westward, or to Fox
Hill, some four miles to the eastward. He may
make these resolves before he arrives. He
may think of them after he gets there. As a

rule, the breaking of the resolution will

naturally follow. The rule in these climes is

to resolve to do to-morrow what may be put

off to-day. Like the girl in the story, you
keep your resolutions yesterday and to-mor-
row, but never to-day.

The city itself is situated on a beautiful har-

bor, the waters of which are as clear as ether.

One may see the bottom of coral rock at a

depth of forty feet. The town is built on the

hillside, and the houses, like the shades in a

water color, are all wash tints, and are sur-

rounded by cocoanut and palm trees. The
streets run parallel with the water front and at

right angles to it. The city is flanked by a

fort at either end, and at the top of the hill

stands the Governor's mansion and the jail.

The houses are modest structures of from one

to three stories, nearly every one having a

garden filled with the bizarre foliage of the

This may be best illustrated by looking at the
great silk-cotton tree which stands back of the
post ofifice. The tree is some forty feet high
and its roots run over the rock in search of

sustenance for a circle of fully twenty feet.

They stand, great gnarled trunks, above
ground. Under these conditions it will be
seen that all that is necessary to do to build
a road is to brush off the sand and level off

the uneven rock. The roads are about ten
feet wide and have a good crown with proper
arrangements for drainage. For during the
rainy season, a great deal of water comes
down in a very short while. The way they
are built is to cut down a level surface in the
rock with a pick, then put on crushed rock in

layers. After the first rain this solidifies like

cement, and the road is as hard as the original

rock. They remain in good condition, for

there is very little to wear them out.

The horse of the island is about as large as

a pony, and is used mainly for light carriage

work. Most of the hauling is done by di-

minutive jackasses, hitched to two-wheeled

One feature about wheeling in the South
is that the man from a colder clime will soon
get accustomed to it. From 10 o'clock in the

morning until 4 in the afternoon, any exer-

cise is unpleasant. As compensation for this

the cyclist is generally able to ride after the

abrupt sunset as long as he desires. The
nights are not so dark as in the North. There
are no fogs, although the dew is very heavy,

and for an hour after sunset it is better not to

be out. One experience of this time is gen-

erally sufficient to convince him of this rule.

The first ride he takes at this period, he will

find that his wheel and clothes are covered
with a deposit of moisture. He is about as

wet from the heavy dew as he would be from
a thick fog. The starlight is bright enough
at night to enable the cyclist to ride with

safety on the chalk-white roads of New
Providence. And the moonlight of this

region is far better than daylight for wheeling.

The reason for this is a constant glare from
the white roads in the day, which is very hard

on the eyes. On the contrary, by moonlight
there is just light enough, for the moon of

the tropics is a nearby friend, no cold, silver

sheen, but a mellow light, so strong that one

may see to write by it.

The city of Nassau is on one of the Ba-

hamas, which are separated from Florida by

tropics, palms, cocoanut, banana and every

flowering shrub.

The streets and roads of the island are a per-

fect delight to the cyclist. They are built and

cared for by the British colonial government
of the island. One of the reasons they are so

good is easily explained. The whole island is

of coral formation. There is little or no soil.

It is simply one calcareous rock covered with

a light sprinkling of sand or dirt. In fact, in

some of the Bahamas, whenever they wish to

plant anything they simply take a knife and
scratch a hole in a crack in the rock and insert

the seed or slip. The soil is barely skin-deep.

carts. The loads are what a man could lift.

There are a number of bicycles on the

island when it is considered that the popula-

tion is about 16,000, five-sixths of whom are

black. There are several stores which handle

bicycles as a side line. They sell in the main
a $24.49 grade of wheel. One of these agents

said to The Wheel representative: "The de-

mand here is for the cheap wheel. No one
has money enough to buy a $100 cycle. If

he has the money, he will write to the States

and the manufacturer will sell him one, dis-

count off. Any one can buy one of the

standard makes for from $70 to $80. Of
course, he has to pay duty at the port and the

freight in, some $4. We can buy wheels here

at wholesale cheaper than you can in the

United States."
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hardest

name in the world

—for our competitors to forget. They've had cause to remember

it in the past—they'll never have it out of their minds "for a

minute" after this season.

'97 Windsors

have more selling-point improvements in them than the combined

improvements of any two other high-grade wheels.

'97 Windsors

represent an investment in money and energy that will place them

farther than ever in the lead of all others.

We need several

more good agents

—men who can command highest terms, who
are accustomed to handling a large business.

Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co.,
KENOSHA, WIS.

Chicago—385 Wabash Ave., New York—101-103 Duane St.,

Geo. L Magill, Sales Agent. Hermann Boker A Co., Eastern Agents.

DULUTH—Marshall Wells Hardware Co.,

Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Two of the $100 wheel makers of the

United States have estabhshed branch stores

here. The representative of one of them
was a pushing Yankee from Connecticut. He
said that he had not sold many wheels, but he

had rented enough to clear expenses. The
price for letting a ridable bicycle, perhaps a

'90 model, is 35 cents for the first hour, 25

cents each following, $1.50 per day.

In view of the fact that a good bicycle can

be hired here as well as on the East coast of

Florida, it is advisable for the tourist to leave

his wheel at home, and hire when he wants to

ride. This is so for these reasons: In the

first place, he will not want to ride so much as

he may have planned; Then, he will be saved

the care at the hotels and on the railroads, the

constant tipping of porters and baggage men,

the worry of looking out for the wheel, and

his cycle will not be marred by railroad and

steamboat handling.

The sights and scenes which flash before

the wheelman's eyes form a panorama in this

region which is worth a careful notice. Out-

side of the city of Nassau he will find the

natives are black, with the exception of the

proprietors of a few cocoanut plantations.

The first run he will take will probably be

to Grant's town, a suburb some miles from

the city. Here the houses are one-story af-

fairs, raised a single step from the ground.

In some instances they are of stone, but most

of them are of wood, with thatched roofs.

Land is cheap, and each house has a little

yard containing, perhaps, a banana or a

cocoanut tree, or a rosebush. The houses, or

rather huts, are little 10x12 structures. They
are furnished with a bench, a table, one or two
prints in the living room, and a couple of

mattresses in the bedroom. These little homes
are scrupulously neat. One could eat his din-

ner off the floor so far as cleanliness is con-

cerned.

The negroes are pleasant people to meet.

They are happy from morning until night. It is

true that they are beggars from the age at

which there is intuition enough to hold out

a hand for a coin, until that at which age

makes begging a means of livelihood. But a

copper or a kind word will satisfy them.

There is one bad feature about the island;

the drinking water is hard. The compensa-

tion is that lemons are exceedingly cheap, and

lemonade can be had for a penny a glass.

Another popular drink is cocoanut milk.

The fruits of the island are many; oranges,

bananas, cocoanuts, limes, lemons, Jamaica

apples, sappadillas, tamarinds, mangoes,

maumies, star apples, pineapples and guavas.

By taking a ride into the country, the wheel-

man may pick any one of these fruits from the

tree, or get a fresh cocoanut by sending a

pickanniny up a tree and eat the custard with

a spoon.

The other runs on the island are to Con-
trabuda, some four miles; to Fox Town, or to

Adelaide. The roads to any of these places

are good. By going to the latter place, the

cyclist will find that for fourteen miles he

passes over a road as smooth as a cement
path. The country on each side is flat; there

are no hills worthy the name. Occasionally

there is a grove of cocoanut palms, but the

tree by the roadside is mainly the pine. It

would be hardly right to call it the evergreen,

for here all foliage is evergreen. Alongside

of the road, mile after mile, are milestones,

and for much of the way, at distances of some

twelve feet, the government has planted the

sisal plant, which rears its tall stalk from out

its spiked bunch of leaves. At Adelaide there

is a typical negro settlement. The children

up to the age of twelve play in the same garb
in which they came into this sunny world,

clad in the "altogether" and a smile—in fact,

some of the women adorn themselves with

the last named article and an apron, but they

have nothing to hide, for their forms are

superb. Their carriage is good, for the con-

stant carrying of weights on the head insures

that. In fact, the popular way of carrying

anything, from a live chicken to a trunk, is on

the head.

In cycling here a puncture is a rare occur-

rence. The only drawback to cycling is the

heat. Occasionally they have races among the

merchants and clerks—pronounce "clarks,"

please. One of these events I witnessed. It

was a mile event on the road. Pace-making

and loafing were apparently unknown. Each

of the five contestants "lit out" from the

start, and one man won by a quarter of a mile

in the fast time of 3.20. James Foster.

BUILT OF BAMBOO.

While bamboo cycles are not wholly new to

the cycling world, they were so fitfully and in-

differently placed before the public that it is

a great wonder they excited the interest

they did. They are not entirely in the back-

ground, however, for in Milwaukee, Wis., at

249-251 Lake street, the Bamboo Cycle Co. is

diligently "at it" and a personal visit consider-

ably impressed a Wheel representative. The
Bamboo is not a bad looker. The frame is

of bamboo, of course, reinforced at short in-

tervals with joints or bridges. The metal

joints are of steel which taper on the inside to-

ward the end. A steel thimble of the same

taper is used in connection with the bamboo.

After the ends of the bamboo are sized they

are pressed into the joints by special machin-

ery. The surface of the bamboo is finished

with a transparent enamel, which preserves

the natural appearance of this light and strong

fibrous material. The frame, it is said, will

not absorb moisture, warp or shrink. The
Success double spoke hub, a feature of this

wheel, is here illustrated. The spokes do not

bear on a sharp angle, but pass around a half

circle, as shown. The barrel is steel, and the

cups and cones are tool steel, tempered,

ground and polished.

HAVE A REPUTATION BACK OF THEM.

The' Bean-Chamberlain Mfg. Co., Hudson,
Mich., report that a thirteen-hours-per-day

factory schedule has been found necessary in

order to keep pace with the demand for their

Hudson bicycles. Before undertaking in

cycle manufacture the concern was engaged
for fifteen years in making implements. They
are now making four lines of wheels, listing,

respectively, at $100, $75, $65 and $55.

BERMUDA GOOD ENOUGH FOR HIM.

Mr. Editor—In re your correspondent's re-

marks in last issue concerning Bermuda, allow

me to say that they are not correct, or, at

least, they certainly were not so one year ago
when I was there. My experience then was
that everything claimed for the island is more
than justified. The only exception, perhaps,

being that the steamers you have to use to

get to it are not very good.

The writer only paid $1.75 duty on his wheel,

and besides this a receipt was offered which
would allow the same bicycle to be taken there

again at any time without further duty. Now
a duty of If per cent on a wheel is not much
to a man coming from a country where 40

per cent duty is charged on bicycles brought
in by a tourist.

As far as the roads are concerned, whilst

they are not as smooth as the Boulevard,

they are yet about as comfortable as the aver-

age road in the park. Of course, there are a

few bad roads, and one or two dangerous
hills, but you can ride the full length of the

island without having to dismount, and there

are very few roads which an ordinary rider

cannot enjoy very much. Your correspon-

dent's friend must have very little experi-

ence in cycling if he is dissatisfied with Ber-

muda in any way. My advice to all who can

go there is to go—and take your wheel, and
make the fullest use of it.

The only thing Bermuda was lacking for

a wheelman a year ago was a good repair

shop, but I believe that is remedied now.

Wheelman.

GOES TO THE SPOT.

Although his Safety Oiler is one of the

newest on the market, Ludwig Hirsch, 65

Nassau street, this city, has been signally suc-

cessful in making it a factor in the trade. He
is furthering its manufacture and certainly the

apparent merit of the article is sufficient to

interest one at short notice. As is fairly well

known, the oiler is made with a spout so ar-

ranged that it may be easily drawn out from

the oil-well some two inches. This renders it

possible to reach any part of the bicycle with-

out difficulty, and a curve at the end of the

spout further facilitates its use. When the

spout is pushed back it passes over a pin sol-

dered at the bottom of can, acting' as a valve,

and .no oil can pass. The screw head is

packed solid with leather, so that it cannot

possibly leak, and is thereby automatically

closed.

HAS EXCLUSIVE FASTENINGS.

With the increasing interest in roller chains,

the fact that Brown & Wales, of Boston,

claim theirs to be the original double roller

article is worthy of note. It is also exclusive-

ly made with the Burns patent screw bolt fas-

tening which holds the bolt in place without

the use of a nut. All joints are detachable and
all are made to the standard pitch of one inch

and for cyclodial or standard sprockets.

ANDRAES ABROAD.

Andrae cycles will be well represented

abroad in the future. John Caldwell, the well

known Chicago middleman, has just left for a

foreign trip largely in the interests of Andrae
people. He will establish headquarters for
the Andrae wheel in London and also in

Glasgow, his errand primarily being to com-
plete pending negotiations.
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SUPPOSIN*

you had $100 and wanted to

buy a watch. You go into a

shop and the jeweler shows
you two watches exactly alike,

except that the movement of

one can be taken out for clean-

ing, repairing, etc., while the

movement of the other can-

not be taken out for any pur-

pose whatever. Which would
you buy?

Morgan sWrightTires

are good tires

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PAY AS YOU GO.

Washington, D. C, April 3.—Hon. C. W.
Chancellor, United States Consul at Havre,

France, has forwarded to the State Depart-

ment the following report on "Cycling in

Europe," compiled by Mr. Philip S. Chan-

cellor:

Presuming that any information in regard

to the rules relating to the introduction of

private bicycles into European countries

might be useful and interesting, I have the

honor to furnish the following report for

such disposition as the Department may deem
proper to make.

FRANCE.
DUTY—The duty on cycles brought into France i.s

$48.25 on every 220 pounds (about 25 cents per pound
dead weight). Americans arriving in France with a

cycle, not for sale, but with a view of cycling through
the country, are required to deposit the same amount
as if they were for sale. This is returned, however,

when the cyclist leaves the French territory. When
the deposit is made a lead seal is attached to the bi-

cycle, with the Custom House mark stamped on it.

A tourist can leave the country by any frontier and
reclaim the deposit. It is not necessary to inform

the original cvstoms bureau of the intention of leav-

ing the country.

TAX ON CYCLES—The law imposes a ta.x of $2

per annum on every cycle. The year commences with

the date of payment. In case of sale, the same tax will be

collected from purchaser without rebate. Residents

are required to make a declaration at the Mayoralty

within thirty days after having bought or come into

possession of a bicycle. Should the declaration not

be made within the specified time, the tax will be

doubled. This tax is only collected from residents.

Tourists are not required to pay it. The revenue

from this tax amounted in 1896 to 1,000,000 francs. This

money is applied to the improvement of piiblic road-

ways. By a ministerial decree of March 1, 1896,

many of the obnoxious restrictions formerly imposed

upon cycling have been removed. This is mainly due

to the activity of the Touring Club de France. Be-

low will be found a synopsis of this decree, which

applies to cycling in the whole of France:

DECREE—Each wheel must be provided with a

gong or bell capable of being heard at a distance of 50

yards. A plate bearing the name and address of

owner must be attached to cycle. Lanterns must be

lighted at sundown.

Cyclists must take the right on meeting a vehicle,

and when passing one must take the left, slowing up
and sounding their bell.

Drivers of vehicles and men on horseback must go
to the right on approach of a cycle, so as to leave

the cyclist a space of at least 5 feet in width.

In crowded thoroughfares the cyclist must dismount
and lead his wheel.

It is forbidden for cyclists to form in groups so as

to obstruct the public ways, or pass through funeral

corteges or military processions.

Cyclists are forbidden to cycle on pavements or foot-

paths reserved for pedestrians, excepting in the

country, where roads are not paved or being mended.
In cases where it is permitted to cycle on footpaths,

the cyclist must moderate his speed when meeting
pedestrians.

TRANSPORTATION BY RAILROADS—The
Minister of Public Works has issued a decree requir-

ing all French railroads to transport cycles as bag-

gage, and making them responsible for any damage.
The amount of indemnity depends on which class, I,

II, or III, the cyclist is traveling.

GERMANY.
DUTY—$5 on every 222 pounds, being about 3

cents per pound. No restrictions placed on tourists.

No deposits required.

AUSTRIA.

DUTY—$12.06 each wheel when imported for sale. By
a recent decree $10 has to be deposited by tourists at

the Custom House. They are also required to make
and swear to a declaration that the wheel in their

possession is not for sale, and that it is their intention

to remain only temporarily in Austria. When leaving

the country this deposit will be refunded.

BELGIUM.
DUTY^Ad valorem, 12 per cent. Tourists are re-

quired to make a deposit at the Custom House of a

sum equivalent to 12 per cent ad valorem. This

amount will be refunded when they leave the country.

By a ministerial decree of February 11, 1896, mem-
bers of the Touring Club de France are exempt from

this deposit, provided they do not remain in the

country over six months.

SPECIAL—On leaving Belgium do so through a

frontier town where there is a Custom House. Present

your receipt and the money deposited will be re-

funded. If leaving Belgium for France by railway,

two or three days before doing so, write to the Cus-

tom House officer at Quevy (?) (frontier town and
Custom House) enclose your receipt and inform him
on what train you expect to pass through Quevy. He
will stamp the receipt and after assuring himself that

the cycle mentioned in the receipt is in the bag-

gage van, he will refund the amount of your deposit.

This is necessary, as the train only stops at Quevy a

few minutes. Same formality to be observed when
leaving Belgium for Paris via Erynetines.

DENMARK.
DUTY—Ad valorem, 10 per cent. Tourists must

make a deposit at Custom House equal to 10 per cent

ad valorem as a guarantee that the wheel is not for

sale. See that the Custom House officials place

lead seal on cycle. Amount of deposit refunded only

at Custom House where entry is made, unless special

permit is obtained allowing cyclist to leave via

another Custom bureau.

EGYPT.

DUTY—Ad valorem 8 per cent. Same formality as

in Denmark. Do not fail to get receipt for money
deposited, only 7 per cent will be refunded.

ENGLAND.
DUTY—none.

GREECE.
DUTY—$2 each. Cyclists are required to pay, first,

an "octroi" duty of 40 cents, payable at bureau of

entry, and reimbursable; second, duty of $2, which will

however, be refunded, less $1 for expenses and also

a small supplement if cyclist does not leave the

country by the same Custom House.

ITALY.

DUTY—$8 each. Tourists are required to de-

posit above amount as a guarantee that the wheel is

not for sale. Money refunded on leaving country.

Members of the Touring Club de France are, how-

ever, exempt from any duty or deposits. On presenta-

tion of card of membership a free pass will be de-

livered. On leaving Italy, however, it will be neces-

sary to inform the Custom House officials, who will

require the member to deliver his pass. If a member-
of the Touring Club de France fails to do this, he

will become responsible for the amount of duty.

LUXEMBOURG.
DUTY—6 cents per kilo; 3 cents per pound. A de-

posit required. Members of the Touring Club de

France exempt.

NETHERLANDS.
DUTY—Ad valorem, 5 per cent. Tourists enter

without having to make a deposit or pay duty.

PORTUGAL.
DUTY—Ad valorem 27 per cent. Same as in Den-

mark. Can leave country, however, by any frontier.

ROUMANIA.
DUTY—$1.55 each. Same as in Portugal and Den-

mark.

RUSSIA.

DUTY—$7.80 each. Same as Portugal and Den-

mark.
SPAIN.

DUTY—$13.52 per 222 pounds. (About 6 cents a

pound.) The tourist entering Spain will be given a

temporary pass for six months' duration, for which 20

cents is charged, besides the regular deposit of duty.

This deposit will be refunded on leaving country.

SPECIAL—The importation of bicycles has given rise

to many obnoxious and worrying formalities. It is

wise, therefore, to obtain the service of a commis-

sionaire on the frontier or an international Custom
House broker at Hendaye or at Cerbire, frontier

towns. This will save much trouble. If a mistake is

made in the declaration the amount of duty will be

forfeited and a fine imposed.

SWEDEN.
DUTY—Ad valorem 15 per cent. Cyclists have to

make a deposit of a sum equal to 15 per cent ad valo-

rem. In estimating this duty, packing, assurance and
freight charges are taken into account. When the

cyclist enters Sweden via the following Custom
bureaus, Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmoe, Lands-

krona, Helringborg, Stanitad, Charlottenburg, or

Stortin, there are no special formalities to be ob-

served. If, however, he enters by any other Custom

bureau, a letter will have to be addressed to the Di-

rector General of Customs, asking permission of

entry. In order to have deposit refunded in this case,

cyclists will have to leave the country by port of

entry. In other cases, deposits will be refunded by
one of the above mentioned Custom Houses. If tour-

ist remains over sixty days the deposit is forfeited.

SWITZERLAND.
DUTY—$13.52 per 222 pounds. (About 6 cents per

pound.) A deposit required. Members of Touring
Club de France exempt. Conditions same as in

Italy.

TURKEY.
DUTY—Ad valorem, 8 per cent. Same formalities

as in Egypt.

A notice printed in the journals of to-day makes it

known that "The French authorities will not put a

duty on cycles that are brought into the country for

a short time. A return ticket or card of member-
ship of some touring club will be sufficient evidence

to the custom authorities that the cyclist is a bonafide

tourist, though it is right that he should know that

the duty chargeable can be insisted upon, but it

would be refunded to him on his return."

MOREHOUSE; LESS SENSE.

Please revise your crank lists. Place at

the head of the column the name of Matilda

Morehouse, address, New York. This lady

has appeared before the Mayor of New York
and asked that already overworked official to

incorporate in the charter of Greater New
York a clause prohibiting cycling. In the

course of a yard or two of yawping before

the Mayor, in which Matilda told his Honor
how she would run the city if she had his

job, Matilda said, among other things:

''Especially would I do away with bicycles,

for they endanger human life, promote im-

morality, and ruin their devotees because they

cannot, many of them, spend all their time

flitting about the country on wheels and at-

tend to their business, too. I would stop it

all by law; that is the only way to do it."

Matilda Morehouse looked very determined

as she said this, and gazed lovingly at a

photograph of her sister shrieker against cy-

cling, Charlotte Smith, once upon a time of

this city, but now of Boston.

SCORCHED A SCORCHER.

Smoking is strictly prohibited on the

grounds of the West Point Military Academy.

For this reason a cyclist passing through the

place on Monday put his pipe in his pocket.

As he passed the officers' mess room a major

saw a cloud of smoke with a skirt of bright

flames in the wake of the cyclist. The officer

jumped in the roadway, planted himself be-

fore the rider, who rolled off of his machine in

amazement. Then he discovered that his coat

was in flames. A blanket was wrapped

around the frightened wheelman and he was

rolled on the ground until the fire was ex-

tinguished.

SHE TUMBLED AT ONCE.

"I trip the light fantastic toe," said the

curbstone, as it lifted the wheelwoman's foot

from the pedal and deposited her on the road-

side.

TERROR OF THE BOULEVARD.

He comes! He comes! And cheeks are pale.

And brains with terror reel

;

The Juggernaut of cycling

—

The wabbler on a wheel.

WAS A SCREAMER.

The law said his wheel must be adorned with a bell,

But the society chappy didn't heed it,

For the suit he was wearing he knew very well

Was so loud that he never would need it.
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DEFINITION OF A WHEEL.

We have heard of the ride of Paul Revere,
And his beautiful horse he loved so dear.
If you'll listen I'll tell of another steed
That was made for beauty, strength and speed.

The nuts on the "Trinity," do the axles show through?
Then look at other wheels and see if they do.

For adjusting the wheel we think we have the best.

Hold on to the lock-nut and we will do the rest.

The " Trinity," why, have you not seen
The wheel that's enameled in a beautiful green,
A maroon, black or whatever you choose?
Tor the difference of color, you, we would not lose.

To tighten the handle-bar from turning around,
Screw up on the bolt and you're sure it has bound.
All styles in bars and sizes we make;
We give you a new one if e'er it breaks.

Look at the lines of the racing wheel, say.

With a three-inch drop, just right for a sway.
The roadster has a two and one-half.

While the drops on other makes would make a man laugh.

See the tubing that is put in the frame;
With re-inforcements you never could lame.
And the fork crown twelve gauge round.
Filled with rosin and flattened down.

Cranks, who has the same?
The shaft is the star to hold up the name.
With a right and a left thread to go in the sleeve

—

And how she stands up, you will also conceive.

To tighten the chain and take out the wheel

—

Watch how we work it, we know how you'll feel-
Loosen up the nut, throw down the joint.

Take out the wheel and you will see the point.

Then comes the hub—who could but say
'Twas the finest they had seen in our century.
The spokes pull direct with a full even strain.

Laced tangent, not tied, it's a point that we gain.

All drop-forged parts in our steed.
Fine tool-steel bearings to give you speed;
No balls dropping out as in times of old,

And many more points as good as gold.
—George J. Coles.

One of the results of our |I10

cash offer:

From the Bi-Wor(d.

Wire Pullers, Attention ?

Having a disconcerting amount of good

healthy electric light wire on hand, we beg to

offer the same for the use of Political Wire

Pullers (League or other).

Would rent by the hour or day.

Or sell by the foot or mile.

Come early

—

Only five miles of the wire left.

Cost $42,000. Will sell low, 1,000 per cent

discount.

Bring your own express wagon.
Promptness more desirable than cash.

It will pay you to take this wire. If it

doesn't, I will.

Yours-for-more-room-in-the-house,

Secretary.
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THE FROST GEAR CASE.

At the cycle shows it received such a very

V general introduction to the trade, that the

Frost gear case can scarcely be termed a new
comer, but since that time it has been im-

proved in minor details, the Frost Gear Case

Co. has been organized and incorporated and

offices established in this city at 253 Broadway,

and the article is now fairly on the market.

Its future does not seem uncertain. The case

appears to suit every demand, and, what is by

no means a minor item, it ofifers less resist-

ance to the wind than other devices of similar

nature, one of the few objections that has been

urged against them.

The Frost case is essentially American.

It is constructed principally of metal, and

has elastic rubber parts, making all joints

tight, noiseless and accessible. A disc of

metal is fastened rigidly to the crank shaft

bearing. This supports an elastic rubber rim

having ears attached, into which the alumi-

num chain runs are fitted. The front disc is

held in place by the contraction of the elastic

rubber. It is impossible to disturb the joints

with any amount of jolting, but in a few

seconds the elastic rim may be pushed back

and the front disc dropped out, allowing ex-

amination of the chain and sprocket. With
the disc out, the chain may be removed and

replaced in a few moments, or the sprocket

may be changed.

The box covering the rear sprocket is made
of pure rubber supported by a metal segmen-
tal piece held on the spindle of rear wheel by
the rear sprocket nut. Having an elastic wall,

the box is put over the sprocket by simply

stretching it, and having a rubber wall be-

tween the sprocket and the spokes insures not

only a tight joint, but noiselessness. The
chain runs are of aluminum lined with a heavy

graphited duck, making the case noiseless, so

that if the chain by any carelessness should

become slack, it rides over the smooth graph-

ited surface without noise and without fric-

tion. These tubes are held by the rubber ears

on front and rear boxes, and are further se-

cured by metal clamps. It will be seen that

this construction allows for any amount of

\'ibration, the vibration being taken up by the

elastic rubber front and rear. The case will

weigh from 14 to 16 oz. It is adaptable to any
length of frame, and in ordering cases inde-

pendent of the machines, it is only necessary

to give the number of teeth in front sprocket.

Size A front box fits sprockets with from 17

to 20 teeth: size B fits sprockets with from
20 to 25 teeth. The chain runs and rear box
fit all sizes.

WORE THEM UNDER SKIRTS, MAYBE.

Dollie—Do you think bloomers any ad-

vantage over skirts?

Pollie—I don't know. I never wore them
that way.

REGULAR BUTTON MAKER.

Plugs, as means of closing minor punctures

in single-tube tires, are rapidly being replaced

by the thick, plastic rubber compounds which

harden when exposed to the air. The
tools for inserting this compound into the

tires are many and ingenious, one of the very

newest and cleverest being that made by the

Clark Novelty Co., Rochester, N. Y., which

is specially advantageous in that it can be

operated entirely with one hand, leaving the

other free to manipulate the tire. A nozzle is

inserted into the tire, and the notch-

cap, shown in the illustration, is turned

to the left. This forces a plunger towards the

top of the cement tube, injecting the cement

into the tire, while at the same time the ac-

tion is such that it brings the cement so that

the turning needle-point makes a veritable

button of the rubber on the inside of the tire.

The tool can be re-filled with cement by

simply unscrewing the cap and filling it from

the ordinary tin tubes, and as it is air-tight,

the solution can be kept for an indefinite

time without hardening.

HERE'S YOUR ACETYLENE.

In these days it is no trouble to turn light

on the cycling subject. Illuminant in plenty

is to be found and certainly none is newer

than acetylene, "the new gas." Neither is it

strange that an acetylene cycle lamp_has al-

ready been devised; cyclists are now a much
catered-to class. The Solar Acetylene Lamp

liiimaiiiii*'

Co., 76-84 Market street, Chicago, are market-

ing the lamp, which is here shown. It is the

result of continued experiments and is simple

and no larger or costlier than the ordinary

bicycle lamp. The gas is pure white, and, it is

claimed, will reflect itself seventy-five feet

ahead. It is not aflfected by jarring or jolt-

ing.

SIMPLE AS CAN BE.

One of the cycling contrivances not clear

to the average mind is the "internal fasten-

ings" for seat-posts and handle-bar stems
which have so largely come into use on '97

wheels. Some are so complicated that their

life seems measured, but there are others

which show that complication is easy to avoid;

that employed on the Globe bicycle, the pro-

duce of the Globe Cycle Co., of Bufifalo, is

in the latter class. In the Globe both handle-

bar and seat-post are secured by a split taper

sleeve, which is forced down into a heavy

extra nut of the fork-stem or seat-post tube,

by the nut shown in the cut, thus wedging

the handle-bar stem or seat-post and holding

them securely. This device makes it impossi-

ble for either of these parts to work loose,

as an enormous pressure can be exerted on

the nuts, and when once the tapers are forced

into place, it is impossible for them to loosen

or turn without freeing the respective nuts.

NEVER LOOSENED A BOLT.

Wm. Shields, the Rhode Island trick rider,

who has been traveling around the country in

the guise of a hayseed, startling the natives

by daredevil feats at seemingly inopportune

times, turned up in Washington, D. C, last

week, where riding down the steps of the front

of the capitol is no longer considered as

wonderful as it once was. Shields, however,

selected the Maryland avenue for his per-

formance, and with a photographer in wait-

ing, made the first successful cycling descent

of that stairway, comprising 74 steps and

three landings. He lost his pedals on the

third flight and reached the .street feet off,

landing in a heap, but escaping serious in-

Jury. He used no brake,and as the Sterling

agent was present, and as the report of the

performance concluded with these detailed re-

marks, further Comment is unnecessary:

"The Sterling wheel which he was riding did

not loosen a bolt or yield at any point under

the severe strain to which it was put, and aside

from a twisted handle-bar, received at the fall,

at the bottom, came out of the ordeal without

a scratch. It was a Model 50, 1897 make.

No. 81; 68 gear, Morse roller joint chain ;7-

inch cranks; 22-inch frame; Palmer tires, and

Brown saddle."

THE REPAIRER'S FRIEND.

The St. Louis (Mo.) Screw Co., 3,000 Palm

street, has added the manufacture of pump
connections, nipples, etc.. to its other interests

and is in position to talk business to the trade.

The St. Louis concern is also marketing a

stock and die especially adapted to repairers'

uses. The screw plate is of a new and patent-

ed design.
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We ... .

Are All . .

Attracted

BEAUTY,
BY GRACE AND

STRENGTH
That is why you sec so many

imitators of

WORLD(^veLES
AGENTS, REMEMBER="They cannot imi=

tate the stand-up and speed qualities.

Prices Riaht.

Deliveries Promot.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO.. Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul ; Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden. Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch.

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney. Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Write Us

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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..As Others See Us..

«^
New York City

Cycle Policemen
RIDE ONLY

-Jimencan

^^d

S
PURCHASED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

Selected because of their ability to

survive the severe tests to which the

wheels are daily subjected. %^ ^ ^

J POLICE COMMISSIONER ANDREWS says:

-^ **Your wheels were adopted by the department after thorough

examination and exhaustive competition/^

Do you wonder at the eagerness of

agents to be classed as Wolff-American

representatives? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ,^

R. H. WOLFF k CO., Ltd.

NB^w YORK crrY.
Distributing Agents,

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE, Chicaeo, III.

l^WHW^WHW^WHW WHWHW

W

W

W

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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AMERICANS IN EUROPE.

The question has been very widely dis-

cussed as to what extent present conditions of

the American cycle trade abroad are abnormal

and therefore fleeting. Thinking men have

not been able to joinjn the very enthusiastic

views expressed by some alleged authorities

and by a vast crowd of poorly informed

writers. Cautious critics hold that this for-

eign foothold of the trade will succeed, be-

cause they believe that Americans shall be

able to cheapen costs of manufacture at

a relatively greater rate than their European

rivals, and thus reach a permanent position as

exporters. Before that end is attained, how-

ever, there must be an interregnum of some

years, the length of that period depending

upon so many contingencies that any esti-

mate is out of the question. Now American

prices are low, so low, indeed, that a long con-

tinuance of them must cause a sharp shrink-

age in active plants here. In Europe values

have been on a level which has made manufac-

turers there unusually prosperous. A modest

rise here and a return to conditions which

have prevailed for years abroad would quickly

close the gap through which Americans have

found a market since last summer.

American manufacturers should face the

situation, and make their plans accordingly.

No one wants to see those who are spending

money freely now to introduce their ma-

chines and sundries abroad abandon all this

costly missionary work as soon as the home

market brings them orders more freely, or at

the first sign of shrinking margins in foreign

markets. In some departments in machinery

and kindred lines, American manufacturers

have had that experience before, and the work

once done had to be performed all over again,

with all the added drawbacks which cling to

the reputation of being only a casual seller.

There are those in the cycle trade who are en-

tering foreign markets merely in order to

secure temporary relief, or to take what profits

are in sight. They mean to abandon them as

soon as their object is attained. But the great

majority of those who have already gone into

the export trade, or intend to go into it in

the near future, propose to stay in it for good.

It would be well if those American makers

who take the export trade seriously would

give careful thought to the future, and pre-

pare for contingencies which are only too

likely to come up. Only very few of the very

largest concerns in the trade will find it ex-

pedient or even possible to bear the burdens

which are involved in keeping a footing in

periods when conditions are adverse to mar-

keting product abroad. Close observers de-

clare that in many lines such a time will come,

and it may not be distant. Single-handed,

every one of the American cycle concerns

represented in foreign markets may be forced

to give up the struggle, which, combined, they

could easily maintain. It is quite evident,

therefore, that American makers must ar-

range for some system of co-operation, the

character of which must be determined by

the nature of the business done, and of the

product marketed. In many lines in the wheel

trade, produced under practically identical

conditions, one obstacle to co-operation—con-

flicting claims as to quality of goods—might

be well dismissed. Rival manufacturers may

do a good deal of talking on the quality of

their wheels as contrasted with that of their

neighbors, and may do so sincerely, when, as

a matter of fact, the experienced purchaser

finds little difference. In high-grade machines

there is really little to affect a choice between

reputable makers. They would do far better

to present a united front in new territory than

to give a handle to foreign calumnies by

mutual jealousies.

As a matter of fact, American manufactur-

ers abroad have a very big fight on their

hands—a fight in which they must struggle

against prejudice and misrepresentations, as

well as against open, fair competition. They
should make common cause, share new tri-

umphs and divide the burden of what sacrifices

are necessary when the times do come for

holding against adverse circumstances what

trade has been conquered. With co-opera-

tion, the manufacturers can do it. Let them
get ready now for the inevitable struggle.

It will pay them well in the long run.

MR. OVERMAN OPINES.

Cycling is full of queer people, as any one

can see by looking around him—or even in

the glass.

Morgan kWrightTires

are good tires

OUR GUARANTEE
REMAINS THE SAME
AS IT HAS BEEN

1 THE PAST.

Morgan &Wright

FREE FROM BLOW HOLES.

Ferrite metal is the name of a comparative-

ly recently "discovery," which its makers, the

Ferrite Steel Cycle Fittings Co., of Racine,

Wis., say has scored an emphatic success.

The manager of the concern, J. T. Llew-

ellyn, is responsible for it. He was previously

connected with the Illinois Steel Co., and an-

ticipating the possibilities of cast parts, and

his experience having taught him the virtues

of annealed castings, he produced the mixture

of steel which is now known as Ferrite metal.

The establishment of the concern at Racine

resulted. The metal is made into all sizes and

designs of sprockets, crank-hangers, seat-post

connections, hubs, handle-bar stems, seat-

posts and tandem parts. The metal, the Fer-

rite people say, runs from 55,000 to 60,000

pounds tensile strength, is easily machined,

close grained and free from blow holes.

DENIED MR. JOHNSON.

The application of L. H. Johnson, president

of the Premier Cycle Mfg. Co., Bridgeport,

Conn., for the removal of J. C. Cassidy as re-

ceiver of the insolvent concern, has been

denied by the courts.

A. H. Overman rarely consents to be in-

terviewed; when, however, he departs from his

rule of silence, the result is always something
worth listening to. In Buffalo last week, a

reporter was lucky enough to meet Mr.
Overman when he was inclined to talk, with

this result:

"Has the bicycle idea a stronger hold on
the people than it had last year?" he was
asked.

"Undoubtedly. There are more orders

waiting in our shipping room this minute

than ever before in the sixteen years of our

business. It is the human interest of the

wheel that will continue its popularity. It has

passed the confines of sport. It has become as

material in our daily life as clothes and food

and street cars and railroads. Some man who
has not ridden before says to himself this year:

'There is Jones, who does in a minute what it

takes me five to do. I must save that four

minutes, too.' And he buys a wheel, and
once he has it, if it is a good wheel, he finds

the daily necessity for it.

"In making bicycles we are helping God to

make healthy men and women. If it should be

announced to-morrow that there would be a

general distribution of angel's wings and you
were not included in the distribution, you
would feel bad about it, wouldn't you? Well,

the bicycle equips men and women with wings

that do not bring them into entanglements

with church steeples and wind-mills and such

things."

"What will be the bicycle improvements

of the future?"

"The improvements of 1897 are in the re-

finement of the wheel. They consist in taking

out a quarter of an ounce in one place with-

out weakening the wheel, and putting in a

sixteenth of an ounce in another place where
it will strengthen it."

"Do you regard the motor cycle as prac-

ticable?"

"No. And the reason is right here," said

Mr. Overman, slapping his thigh. "Right

here you have more power than it is safe to

use on a bicycle. It costs nothing to use it;

the more you use it, the more you have, and
the more you have, the better you are. The
bicycle has been perfected past the motor cy-

cle, and is looking back at it much as the first

bicycle looked back at the velocipede. The
motor carriage is all right, but why should

any man or woman care to sit astride a

motor cycle when he has more power than it

is safe for him to use on a bicycle?

"I have been trying to secure the passage

of laws in the various States," continued Mr.
Overman, "to compel the makers of bicycles

to furnish with each wheel a bill of particu-

lars of what it contains. Riders have a right

to that knowledge. The handle-bar should

be as good as the bone in the arm which
steers it. When a man goes down a

hill on a bicycle he should know that

there is the best of everything in the

vital parts of the wheel beneath him
and that his life is not hazarded by some
maker who believes that the stuff in it is good
enough. Nothing is good enough. A glit-

tering name-plate is no recompense for a

broken neck. If you had to ride to bread on a

name-plate you would starve."

What a foolish ad. the other maker writes!
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DRAWBACK ALLOWANCES.

Washington, D. C, April 3.—The Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury has promulgated

two important regulations regarding allow-

ance of drawbacks, which will be of interest to

bicycle manufacturers.

One regulation provides that on the expor-

tation of seamless bicycle tubing, manufac-

tured from imported steel billets by the "cold

drawn" process, a drawback will be allowed

equal in amount to the duties paid on the im-

ported billets so used, less the legal deduction

of one per cent. The entry under which the

merchandise is to be inspected and laden must

show, separately, the mark and number of

each shipping package, its gross and net

weight, which must also be marked thereon,

and the quantity of tubing of each size and

gauge contained in each package. Before al-

lowance of drawback the manufacturer must

file with the collector of the port from which

exportation is to be made, a sworn statement

and schedule, setting forth the processes of

manufacture and showing the several sizes of

tubing manufactured by him for export, de-

scribed by gauge and external diameter, to-

gether with the average weight per foot of

each size of tubing exported, the weight of

steel used in the manufacture of the same, the

weight of waste incurred in the process of

manufacture, and the percentage of such waste

based on the weight of the exported tubing.

The cost of the imported steel laid down at

the factory and the value of the waste at fac-

tory must also be shown in the drawback en-

try. Such declaration must further show, in

addition to the usual overments, that the tub-

ing was manufactured in manner as set forth

in the manufacturer's sworn statement and

schedule filed with the collector as herein pro-

vided. In determining the weight of imported

steel which shall be taken as the basis of liqui-

dation, there shall be added to the net weight

of the exported article, ofHcially verified, the

weight of the "waste" incurred in the manu-
facturing process, reduced by a number of

pounds equal in value to the value of the said

waste, according to the values of material and
waste declared on the drawback entry, but in

no case shall allowance for wastage be con-

sidered in excess of 35.7 per cent of the net

weight of the exported tubing.

The second regulation provides that on the

exportation of bicycles or parts of bicycles

manufactured wholly or in part from import-
ed materials, a drawback will be allowed equal
in amount to the duties paid on such materials

used, less the legal deduction of one per cent,

provided that when drawback is claimed on
tubing, it must be shown that no tubing made
from domestic steel shall have been used.

The entry under which the mercandise is to

be inspected and laden must show, separately,

the different kinds of articles exported, with
quantity and description of the same, and of

the part or parts of such articles on which
drawback of duties is claimed. Before allow-
ance of drawback the manufacturer must file

with the collector of the port from which the
exportation is made, a catalogue and sworn
schedule showing the models of bicycles or
parts of bicycles manufactured by him for ex-
port, and the imported part or parts thereof
on which drawback is claimed, with dimen-
sion or description of the same.

The manufacturer's declaration on the

drawback entry must show, separately,

the quantity of each kind of article ex-

ported, described in the manufacturer's

sworn schedule, and must identify the

imported materials used by marks, num-

bers, names and dimensions, or otherwise, as

described on the import invoice; but in no

case shall drawback be allowed on any tool or

appliance used in connection with bicycles ex-

ported in condition as imported, and which

does not enter into or form a part of a com-

pleted bicycle. Such declaration must further

show, in addition to the usual overments, that

the articles exported were manufactured in

form and of materials as set forth in the man-

ufacturer's catalogue and sworn schedule filed

with the collector at the port of exportation,

as herein provided. When the tubing used

GOING RIGHT AHEAD.
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has been manufactured in the United States

from imported steel billets by the "cold

drawn" process, the drawback thereon may be

determined in manner as set forth above.

COMES WITH HERO AND HOMER.

J. A. Jochum, one of Chicago's cordial

tradesmen, is now established in New York .

at 44 and 46 Duane street. As its Eastern rep-

resentative, he stands for the Home Rattan

Co. He is displaying their full line of

Homer and Hero bicycles, the former an

adult's wheel at $50 and the latter a juvenile's

at $20, $25 and 430. The concern is increas-

ing its list of Eastern agents and has a price-

quoting reputation which should stand it in

good stead.

Cincinnati, April 3.—The dealers of this city

incorporated last Tuesday with a capital stock

of $5,000. They will henceforth be known as

the Cycle Dealers' Board of Trade. The in-

corporators consist o^ J. E. Poorman, the

Cleveland agent; Charles Hall, president of

the Hall-Moore Roller Sprocket and Chain;
Manager Smith, of the Gormully & Jefifery

branch; Frank M. Thomas, manager of the

White branch house. The object of the com-
pany is to promote the interests of the local

dealers, regulate the prices of bicycles, and
the amount to be allowed on second-hand

wheels, and, in fact, to do everything and any-

thing that will advance the cause of cycling.

One of the largest road races ever given in

Ohio will be given under the auspices of this

company on the morning of Decoration Day.
In the afternoon they will run a fine card of

races at Chester Park.

Miller & Blair, one of the largest repair

firms in the city, have lately closed a contract

with the Hall-Moore Roller Sprocket & Chain

Co., whereby the former company are to

operate the patent of the latter company.
Miller & Blair will also do all bicycle work
for the Hall-Moore Co. Edward H. Miller,

senior partner of this firm, was formerly with

the Hamilton-Kenwood Co., at Grand Rapids,

Mich. R. C. Blair, the junior partner, was
formerly foreman in the repair department of

Frank T. Miles Cycle Co.

The Alpine Safe & Lock Co., on Clark street,

have entered into the manufacture of bicycles.

They are building a cheap wheel, and are

turning them out with great rapidity. The
Kinsley Nickel Plating Co. are largely in-

terested in this venture.

The Cincinnati Cable Cycle Co. have opened

a large factory on Longworth street, and are

turning out quite a large number of bicycles,

most of them to be retailed by the Alms &
Dopke Co., a large department house of this

city.

The National Cycle Co., last week, secured

the agency for the Wolff-American. They now
have in addition to this agency the Keating,

National, and several cheaper grades. They

will accept no more agencies this season.

Rud. Giewert, formerly manager for the

Schleuter Cycle Co., is the new manager of

the National.

HIGH WHITE FEATHER.

F. W. France, of Rochester. N. Y. is

probably the only American retailer who has

also a foreign store. His European establish-

ment is in Sydney, New South Wales. Very

appropriately he handles an American wheel,

the Barnes, which is in high feather in the

antipodes.

VERY RARE, INDEED.

"Look out for these; they're trick lamp

wicks."

"What's the trick?"

"They light the minute you touch them with

the flame of a match."

TAKING A GOOD THING ABROAD.

W. W. Stall, president of the Boston Wood
Rim Co.. will sail for England and the Contin-

ent at an early date, to visit the foreign trade,

and with a view of establishing factories on

the Continent
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ALWAYS RIDING DOWN HILL

The difference in the riding qualities of Palmer Tires and other tires is marked.
The Palmer rider feels as if he were continually riding down hill, so easily does his

wheel run. He fairly coasts on the level.

Why spend your good money for cheap tires, the kind found on every department
store bicycle, when a little more will purchase tires that give the rider every virtue

needed in a pneumatic ?

A high-grade bicycle needs a high-grade tire. There is but one—the Palmer.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.^

CHICAGO.

NE\V YORK OFF^ICES, 66-68 Reade Street.

FREE REPAIR STATIONS in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, Cleveland,

Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul, Rochester and Baltimore.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

:TANDEM^.IOr

Kindly mention The WbecL

A WISE SAYING,

much quoted, is, " The proof

of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, not in chewing the string."

The proof of the superiority

of the tires made by the

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

is that they W^EAR A?SrEIvIv.

The celebrated G. & J., and L. C.

Smith Detachable Tires, and the

full line of Single-Tube Tires, all

Kindly mention The Whee)
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Always Ahead,

The '97

MESINGER SADDLE
is always in the lead. There

is a reason for this, of course.

The reason is this : It is the

only perfectly healthy saddle,

it is the only saddle which is

adapted perfectly to the human
anatomy, which does away
with all injurious pressure,

which is as soft as a cushion

and stays soft. It is springy

and light and in a few years

will be on every wheel in the

United States.

Merit always comes to the

top, but don't take our word
for it, ask anyone who knows
about saddles.

All the leading manufactur-

ers put our saddle on without

extra charge.

MESINGER
RATTAN
SADDLE

Try our/o/nyy/dfh.^

Mesinpr Bicycle SaileCoj

LE ^

COOL AS A CUCUMBER
When the intelHgent policeman halts a

cyclist with an unlighted lamp, and the rider

pleads that it "just went out," the brass-

buttoned gentleman usually feels the lamp to

learn the truth of the pleading. If it be warm
an arrest does not usually follow. If it be

cool, a fine impends. But the Hitchcock
Lamp Co., of Watertown, N. Y., are pointing

out that "feeling the lamp" is not always a

sure test. They cite their Happy Thought
lamp as an example:

"It has become almost an accepted fact,"

they say, "that the flame of a cycle lamp must
be small, because it was supposed a small

lamp could not be made to produce a large

flame and that it would not stand the resultant

heat if it could. But the premise is not well-

founded, as our lamp not only produces a

large flame, but remains cool, both results

being accomplished by a single device—

a

double body through which the air passes,

from the top downward, finally reaching the

flame through a burner, the result being a

wide, white flame, similar to that of the

ordinary house lamp, or to a gas jet. This

would heat the lamp, were it not for this same
double body, but the cool draught through it

keeps the lamp almost cold. This construc-

tion also raises the temperature of the

draught, which tends to whiten and to add to

the brilliancy of the flame, the draught being

such that the harder the wind, the brighter

the light."

In New York, Surpless, Dunn & Co., 15

Murray street, control the sale of Happy
Thoughts.

PROOF OF THE PUDDING.

In the face of strong prejudice against anti-

leak concoctions, the Bufifalo (N. Y.) Special-

ty Mfg. Co. is making headway in a manner
that cannot but evoke commendation. Realiz-

ing that their's was an uphill fight, they some
time since sent to many prominent people in

the cycle trade, jars filled with their Neverleak

compound in which was immersed sections of

tires; the trade was invited to note the effect

of the fluid on the rubber. In addition, the

president of the concern added, and adds, his

personal guarantee to that of the company. As
a result, the Buffalo people are now selling

Neverleak to three tire manufacturers and have

a list of indorsements from others that tells its

own story and which must carry great weight

wherever it is seen.

MR. BUMP DEFIES BUMPS.
If the invention of Chas. M. Bump is all

that he claims, jarring out of the light need

no longer be numbered among 'lamp trou-

bles." Mr. Bump has devised and patented a

lamp burner so constructed that the wick is

mounted on a spring and not on the lamp

proper, permitting the lamp to be rigidly at-

tached to the wheel. He believes that it will

not only be welcomed by the rider but by the

lamp makers, as it is designed to save the ex-

pense and weight .of the spring backs now
employed. Mr. Bump is cashier of the Old
Second National Bank in Bay City, Mich.

In one respect the microbe is worthy of

imitation in cycling. It accomplished a great

deal before it made any noise in the world.

SUIT FOR INFRINGEMENT.

Thiem & Co. of St. Paul have brought suit

in the U. S. Circuit Court against the Whaley
Mfg. Co., of same city, and others, for in-

fringing on their U. S. Letters Patent of

Thiem's adjustable toe clip.

LOOKS LIKE

The Dayton quad , here shown, is the Davis

Sewing Machine Co.'s newest recent creation,

and embodies several new ideas in multicycle

construction. The frame, 23 inches, is design-

ed to afford the greatest possible resistance to

vertical stresses. The rear forks are double,

and doubly braced, insuring rigidity against

all driving strain. The front fork sides ex-

tend upward to top of the head in one solid

piece of seamless tubing of heavy gauge and

A GOOD ONE.

one piece of solid steel, securely attached to

tool-steel spring-tempered crank-axles. The
crank-hangers are provided with eccentric ad-

justments for the transmitting chains. Two
large driving sprockets transmit power to

rear wheel, the stress and pull of chains being

distributed with perfect equality on both sides.

Chains pass from the first crank-axle to the

second; from the second back to the fourth;

from the third to the fourth, and the fourth

33 WEST 23D ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Whed.

special design, being locked by a top brace

which holds the pins of fork-sides and steer-

ing tube securely in position. The handle-bar

has three stems entering fork-sides and head

tube. By this method, the strongest possible

construction is obtained at a point which has

proved weakest in other multiple machines.

The crank-hangers are of box form with

apertures for passage of chains, the sprockets

and chains being located on the center line of

frame. The double sprockets are made from

crank-axle drives directly on the heavy rear

axle. The tread of the first, second and third

crank-hangers is only 4J inches, while that

of the rear rider is less than 6 inches.

The hubs are extra strong, and all bearings

made of finest tool steel. Cranks and sprock-

ets are all detachable, and every adjustment
on the machine is readily effected. The quad
shown is geared to 100 4-5 with 36-tooth driv-

ing sprockets and 10-tooth sprockets on rear

hub. This machine weighs, complete with all

equipments, 95 pounds.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

271 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD. GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

Mercantile A£:eticy, Collection Department and

Information Bureau.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President, First Vice-President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN. F. A. VERY.
Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

J. J. MANDERY. GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

ALABAMA.
Huntsville—^J. V. Betty, new store.

Mobile—The Gulf City Carriage Co., incorporated

by W. E. Adams, Mary L. Adams and Mary A.

Adams; to build carriages and bicycles. Capital stock,

$50,000.

ARKANSAS.
Warren—C. W. Hankins Hardware Co. Sold out to

C. W. Hankins, who will continue.

CALIFORNIA.
Auburn—J. L. Smith sold out to Ed. Futhey.

CONNECTICUT.
Saybrook—G. W. Walker, new store.

GEORGIA.
Augusta—Thomas & Barton. Failed.

Augusta—F. A. Beall, reported gave bill of sale for

$3,000; conveyed real estate for $4,734.

Savannah—Holland & McGlashen; J. F. McGlashen
deceased.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago—Climax Cycle Co. Sheriff N. Y. County

sells 150 bicycles under attachment, $4,200.

Chicago—B. E. Harris & Co. B. E. Harris sued,

$10,000.

Chicago—Invictus Cycle Fittings Co. Incorporated.

Capital stock $25,000.

Chicago—The Commercial Wheel Works, new firm,

commenced business.

Earlville—F. Foote, new store and repair shop.

Mt. Sterling—Perry & Smith, new partnership.

Will sell bicycles.

Quincy—J. H. Jarrett & Co., new store.

Tuscola—H. Ward & F. Beggs, new store in

Masonic Temple Block.

INDIANA.
Fort Wayne—The Olds Cycle Co., new store, with

J. O. Goff, manager.

Monticello—^The Star Bicycle Co. has added new
machinery to its establishment.

North Manchester—E. & L. Strauss, new store.

IOWA.

Des Moines—Bishop & Lindquist, 509 E. Locust

street, succeeded by Bishop & Lindquist Hard-

ware Co.

Dubuque—Herancourt & Whelan, opened new store.

Oskaloosa—Huber & Kalbach, new store. S. Miles,

manager.

Oskaloosa—L. R. Walker, new store on High
avenue, East.

Oskaloosa—Chris. Malone, new store on N. Mar-

ket street.

Pleasant Plains—Roberts & Mealy, dissolved part-

nership.

KANSAS.

McPh^rson—M. McCourt, opened new store.

MAINE.

Ellsworth—C. A. Morrison, of Winter Harbor, is

erecting a new building in which he will conduct a

bicycle repair business.

Harrison—Scribner Bros., saw mills, have begun

the manufacture of bicycle crates.

Kittery—Whitney Bicycle Improvement Co. Incor-

porated with capital stock $10,000. Officers: Geo. E.

Whitney, president; Geo. B. Upham, treasurer; both

of Boston, Mass.
MARYLAND.

Baltimore—^The Union Hardware Co., hardware and

bicycles, new store at 1405 N. Charles street.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston—Edmund P. Blake, bicycles, reported re-

corded chattel mortgage for $800.

Holyoke—A. F. Scofield & Co., new store at 326

High street.

Middlesboro—H. Sears, new store at 158 Centre
street.

Northampton—^J. C. Phelps, new store.

Rockport—Lloyd, Parsons & Martin, new store at

3 Main street.

Warren—F. W. Ruggles, new store on North street.

Worcester—J. A. Hendricks, bicycles, reported re-

corded chattel mortgage for $100.

MICHIGAN.
Alma—Ed. Weston, new repair shop.

Detroit—The Detroit Bicycle Improvement Co.,

Limited, has been incorporated.

Kalamazoo—The Edwards & Chamberlin Hardware
Co. have added bicycles.

Sault Ste. Marie—The Soo Hardware Co., new bicy-

cle store.

St. Joseph—J. A. Wilson Mfg. Co. Now operating

as Ajax Mfg. Co.

MINNESOTA.
Deer Creek—^J. Kreuger, new store.

West Duluth—L. O. Ketchum, moving to larger

quarters in the Stewart Block.

Winthrop—Kulander & Olson, new store.

MONTANA.
Belt—T. H. Campbell & Co., druggists, have added

bicycles.
NEW HAMPSHIR-E.

Nashua—Brown & Dewey. C. E. Brown mortgages
real estate, $135.

NEW JERSEY.
Gloucester—C. Sagers & W. E. Green, new store

on Champion Road.

Jersey City—Mannesmann Cycle Tube Co. Judg-

ment satisfied, $1,201.

Trenton—Stephen Harrison & Son, succeeded by
Stephen Harrison & Sons.

NEW MEXICO.
Albuquerque—R. L. Dodson, new store.

Albuquerque—W. H. Hahn & Co., new firm.

NEW YORK.
Albany—The Albany Hardware & Iron Co.j new

branch bicycle store at 73 State street.

Buffalo—Ida L. Schack, reported gave judgment for

$3,642.

Buffalo—Atwood & Light. Chattel mortgage, $100.

Buffalo—Wa-Fa-No Cycle Co. Judgment $308.30.

Elmira—Paul A. Renton. Bill of sale to L. T. Dick.

Gloversville—^J. W. Sisson, new store at 25 Washing-
ton street.

Idlewood—Queen City Cycle Co. Judgment $1,000

for salary account, Anthony Jerome.

Malone—Howard Short and F. C. Denneen, new
store on East Main street.

New York—Geo. R. Bidwell. Three judgments

vacated vs. Bidwell et al., aggregating $67,324.

New York—Redway Mfg. Co. Judgment satisfied,

$99.29.

New York—W. H. Ruffhead. Judgment $119.39.

Norwich—Norwich Bicycle & Electric Works will

shortly commence operations in the Hotchkiss Block

on N. Broad street.

Utica—J. Oschwind & Sons, new store.

Waterloo—F. Bogenschneider will manufacture bi-

cycles,

Whitesboro—Chas. Wilson, new store.

OHIO.

Cincinnati—The Clement Toy Co. Assigned to Ed-

ward Ritchie, after confession of two judgments,

$19,243.43. Liab. $43,000; assets, $35,000.

Cincinnati—Clermont & Co. J. H. Clermont deeds

real estate, $1,00.

Cincinnati—Chas. Hanauer Cycle Co. Sued $288.45.

Mdse. account.

Nevada—W. A. Wolfe is adding repair shop to his

establishment.
ONTARIO.

Sault Ste. Marie—Bassingthwaite, furniture and bicy-

cles, offering to compromise.
Toronto—The Ranger Cycle Co. Incorporated to

manufacture bicycles.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Huntingdon—Fisher & Sponeybarger. Dissolved.

Sponeybarger continues.

Philadelphia—Rex Cycle Co. File application in W.
Va. for charter under style of "New Rex Cycle Co."

Pittsburg—Pittsburg Cycle Co. Have leased large

storeroom in the Methodist Protestant Building on

Fifth avenue.
SOUTH DAKOTA.

Clear Lake—R. S. Lockhart, machines, has added

bicycles.
VERMONT.

Enosburg Falls—A. E. Galbraith, new store.

Montpelier—George H. Whitney, reported applied

for relief in bankruptcy.

VIRGINIA.

Alexandria—The Smith Flexible Chain Co. organ-

ized. E. J. Smith, Washington, D. C, president.

Norfolk—B. F. Whitmore. Bill of sale, $200.

WASHINGTON.
Tacoma—The Fred T. Merrill Cycle Co., of Port-

land, Ore., will open branch house and distributing

depot here.

SENT OVER THE SEAS.

Export of cycles and cycle material from the

port of New York during the week ending

Mach 30.

Antwerp $2,951

Amsterdam 2,240

Aden 9^

Bremen l""

Berlin 1.275

Bucharest ^^

British possessions, all other 210

British Australia 6,182

British possessions in Africa ." 85

British West Indies 2,247

Central America 1^*

China 501

Copenhagen 1^'

Dutch West Indies 340

Frankfort ^'^

Florence ^50

Genoa 2,652

Hamburg ^,829

Hull •••2.055

Santo Domingo ^*

Venezuela ^29

$29,893

WELL INDORSED AND REPRESENTED.

Miller & Schnauffer, 101 Reade street, have

become the New York agents for the Brooks

spring seat post, which is being so energeti-

cally pushed and which has received the in-

dorsement of not a few well-known people m
the trade.

ARTHUR HOLDS ALL BUTJ FOUR.

Of the stock of the newly incorporated

Zimmerman Mfg. Co., at Freehold, N. J., the

great Arthur A. holds 196 of the 200 shares,

each valued at $100. The incorporation is, of

course, simply a continuance of the business

which has been conducted at Freehold for

several years.
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DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

JANNEY, SEMPLE & CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Entire State of Minnesota, Northern and East-
ern S. Dakota, Northeast Iowa.

FLETCHER HDW. CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

Entire State of Michigan, Northern Indiana,
Northwest Ohio.

LEE-CLAKKE-ANDREESEN HDW. CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

Entire State of Nebraska, Northern Kansas,
Northwest Iowa, Southwest S. Dakota, Colorado.

J. A. JOHNSTON,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Western Pen^sylvania.

REEVES & CHAVANNES,
Baltimore, Md.

Northern Maryland and Delaware.

WILLIS ARMS & CYCLE CO.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Western Missouri, Central and Southern Kan-
sas, Texas and Arkansas, Indian and Oklahoma
Territoriec

C. C. STOLTZ,
Marion, O.

Marion, Crawford, Wyandotte, Hardin, Logan,
Union, Delaware, Morrow and Seneca Counties,
Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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NEW PATENTS.

PATENTS.

579,584. Bicycle-Hanger. Stephen C. Jessup, Salem,

Ohio. Filed August 29, 1896. Serial No. 004,303. (No
model.)

579,G0S. Reversible Handle-Bar for Bicycles. James
\V. Roxburgh, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed October 5,

ISOfi. Serial No. 607,859. (No model,)

579,613. Combined Supporting and Locking Attach-

ment for Bicycles. James F. Stevenson, Allegheny,

Pa. Filed May 29, 189G. Serial No. 593,564. (No
model.)

579,664. Steering Attachment for Bicycles. Robert

E. McConley, Whitcomb, Wis. Filed March 20, 1896.

Serial No. 534,136. (No model.)

579.677. Spring-Bracket for Bicycle Lamps. George

Havell, Newark, N. J., assignor to the Havell Man-
ufacturing Company, same place. Filed August 26, 1896.

Serial No. 603,925. (No model.)

579.678. Bracket with Spring-Jaw for Supporting

Bicycle-Lamps. George Havell and Alfred G. Will-

iams, Newark, N. J. Filed October 24, 1896. Serial

No. 609,978. (No model.)

579,682. Means for Adjusting Handle-Bars of Bicy-

cles. William Penberthy, Denver, Colo., assignor of

one-half to Thomas C. Johns, same place. Filed May
25, 1896. Serial No. 592,973. (No model.)

579,717. Bicycle Support. Marion S, Michener,

Kansas City, Kans., assignor of one-half to Angus
McMillan, same place. Filed July 15, 1896. Serial No.

599,224. (No model.)

579,732. Bicycle. Abraham L. Adams, Bridgeport,

Conn. Filed September 19, 1895. Serial No. 562,970.

(No model.)

579,942. Sprocket Wheel and Chain. John C. Cotte,

New York; and Charles J. Marks, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed July 30, 1896. Serial No. 601,018. (No model.)

579,753. Parcel-Carrier for Bicycles. George H.
Henkel, Middletown, Ohio. Filed October 14, 1896.

Serial No. 608,797. (No model.)
579,761. Package-Holding Device for Bicycles, etc.

Robert A. Mayo, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed October 7,

1896. Serial No. 608,086. (No model.)
597,774. Bicycle-Handle. George W. Rugg, New-

ark, Ohio. Filed July 14, 1896. Serial No. 599,118.

(No model.)
579,794. Oil-Hole Cover for Bicycle Hubs. Rimmon

C. Fay, Ilion, N. Y., assignor to the Remington Arms
Company, New York, N. Y. Filed Decenber 28,

1895. Serial No. 573,611. (No model.)

579,812. Canopy for Bicycles. Scott F. Whitaker,
Worcester, Mass., assignor of one-half to

Charles A. Homer, same place. Filed October 24,

1896. Serial No. 609,934. (No model.)
579,846. Pneumatic Tire. William L. Stewart, Wil-

merding, Pa. Filed October 29, 1895. Serial No. 567,-
300. (No model.)

579,856. Bicycle Saddle. William Boulton, Alpena,
Mich. Filed February 19, 1896. Serial No. 579,939.
(No model.)

579,879. Bicycle Tire. Restore B. Lamb, Camden,
N. J. Filed June 24, 1896. Serial No. 596,673. (No
model.)
579,886. Wheel for Velocipedes. Edward C. Martin,

Caulfield, Victoria. Filed August 12, 1896. Serial No.
602,512. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
26,826. Bicycle Lamp. John C. Miller, Waterbury,

Conn., assignor to the Matthews &Willard Manufac-
turing Company, same place. Filed February 15,

1897. Serial No. 623,754. Term of patent 14 years.
26,839. Cylinder for Bicycle Pumps. John Lines,

Waterbury, Conn., assignor to The Scovill Manufac-
turing Company, same place. Filed March 30, 1896.
Serial No. 585,495. Term of patent 7 years.

TRADE-MARKS
29,772. Bicycles. Schovering, Daly & Gales, New

York, N. Y. Filed February 2, 1897. The word
"Gales." Used since February 1, 1890.

RECENT PATENTS.

579,794. OI^HOLE
Pat, nioD, N. Y., assignor

Yort H. Y. PUed Dec 28.

COVER POaBICYCLK-HUBa RlMHOj C. 5 7 9 ^ 3 3 BICYCU^ ABIU^^^^^^^ ^'^'^^l^OS. RBVEBSIBLB HANDLE-BAil FOR BICTCLEa JamB 5 7 9 937 TRIP -RBCORDrNQ CYCLOMETER OR MEASURING
r to the Remington Anna Company. New Piled Sept 19. 1895. Serial Na 562.970. (HomodeL) W. RonraoH. Bridgeport. Conn. PUedOot6,1896. Serial No. 607,859. DETO!£ OMROEtBrnEiflH. Northfleld,N,a.a«lgnortotlieTaUy
1.1895. Serial No. 573.611. (No model) J^M (Ho model) ^.^ Dial Cyclometer Company. Newport. R. L PUed Mar. 23, 1896. Serial

No. 5S4.360, (No model)

CZbim.— A'n internal oU-hole cover for tubular vehicle-bearings,

consiating of a plate formed of resilieat material eKtendiog length-

wise of the bearing, and bent to conform approximate!)' to the eon-

lour of the bearing, and held in place by spring-arma integral thei-c-

with; Bubetantiatly as described.

5 7 9 8 93 . H™ AND BOnOM BRACKET FOR BICYCLES. Fmd-

e RICK J, OsMOHD. Moeeley. England. Filed Dec. 1. 1896, Serial Na

614.090. (No model) Patonted'lo England Mu-. U. 1895, No. 5,11').

Clam. -1. ThccombiiiRtion with a tube having alongitudinally-

iplit and exteriially-tlireaded end. the said threads being inclined on

one eide only, the opposite aide being perpendicular to the ftxis of thu

lulie.ofaniitorniigcorreHpondinij'ly threaded internally and adapted

to engage and contractthe split end of the tube, subi«tantially as de-

scribed.

57 9,7 53. PARCEL-CARRIER FOR BICYCLES. Oeorbk E ElH-

KKL, Middletown. Ohio. Piled Got 14, 1896. Serial Na 608,797. (No

model)

Cliiiw.—In a bicycle, the combination of the crank and the craub-

pin, the auxiliary craiik carried by said pin and capable of bein^

swung around ite axis, the pedal-spindle secured to said ausiliar}'

crank ecceolric to the axis of said pin, the pedal suitably joumaled

around said spindle, the notches in the circumference of said pin, the

latch pivoted to said auxiliary crank and capable of engaging with

said notches, the spring whereby said latch is normally engaged with

said nQtches, and the lever resting upon said latch and carried by the

auxiliary crank. 'aiih»tantially as set forth.

579,613. COMBINED SUPPORTING AND MCKINO ATTACH'

MENT FOR BIGYCLEa Jahks P. Stbvxhsoii, Allegheny, R Piled

Hay 29, 1886. Serial Na 693.564. (No model)

Claim.— 1. Ina parcel-carrierforabicycle,thecombination, sub-

stantially as set forth, of a box-like structure comprising a pair of

compartments separated by a recess adapted to straddle the rear

wheel of a bicycle and united by ties at the top and rear of said re-

cess, and attaching devices carried by said structure and adapted to

engage the frame. and^gtepa pf^thc bicvclc.

5 7 9,86 6. BICYCLE-SADDLE. WiuuM Boultoh, Alpena. Mich.

Filed Feb. 19. 1896. Serial No. 679.939. (No model)

Claim.—1. A handle or grip, compriaingtn inner tubular former,

a cushion or packing surrounding the same, an outer covering of

flexible material surrounding and inclosing said cushion and having

ita ends tucked in the open cndw of the former, and end plugs remov-

ably inserted in the ond.i of the former, sul>Htantially as doBcribed,

2, A handle or grip, compriaiog an inner tubular former, a cush-

ion or packing .>;urrounding the same, an outer covering extending

around and inclosing said cushion and having its ends tucked into

the open end^^ of the former, and the end plugs or ferrules inserted

Id tfae open ends of the former aed provided with the conoidal heads.

^betaDtiftUy as described.

(Axim.— 1. The combination, inareversmlehandle-barfor bicy-

cles, of the open curved forked head, teeth on the periphery of said

forks, semicircular bearings for the handle-bar to rest in, a collar on
said bar a grooved recess to admit the coDar, such collar being suf-

ficiently large to bear against the inner &ce8 of the forked head,
combined with a threaded stud to euch collar, and a clamping-plate
carrying a eiogle tooth to engage wHh the t«et& of the forked bead,
iu)d a tixhtening^nut, substAOtialiy as described'

57 9,925. BICYCLE-HANDLE Hkulu W. Hoeft, La Crowe,

Wis., asalgnor of oae-half to Walter J. Bciyoott, same place. Filed May

Serial Na 5d2,79Qr (No model)

Chilli.— 1. In a measuring device or cyclometer having a dial,

independent long and short distance measuring mechaniauia, the latter

including a' spindle having a hand or pointer to cooperate with the

dial, an intermittingly-rotated disk loosely mounted on the spindle

between said mechanisms, a lug or projection on each side of said

disk to engage and actuate said mechanisms respectively, and majiu-

ally-operated means to rotate the spindle ai)d thereby aet the hand

or pointer to the zero on the dial, substantially as described.

5 7 9,846. PNEUMATIC TIRE -WiLUAM L Stiwart, Wllmei^
ding, Pa. Piled Oct. 29. 1895, Serial No. 567.300. (Ho model)

(Jtoim,—1. Ina coinbine3 supporting nod locking attachmeni

for bicycles, the combination of a bar or rod attached to the framr
of the bicycle

; a gripping device slidably mounted on said bar or ... , - , . ... " t i

rod; . p.i, „f.„pp„«i.g.ug, c«„.«t«i to s.id gripping dovic, '^f:!!^:!^iir:'!!^"'!':^^.^!^^:?^^^!^.^;^
ireby the same is held suspended on said rod ; a spreader-foot,

and a spiral spring mounted on said rod between the grippingdevice
"^

and the upper end of the supporting-legs, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

5 7 9,8 7 9. BICYCLE-TIRE. RtsTOM R Uo, Camden. K. J.

Piled June 24. 1896. Serial Na 396.673. (No model)

-In a bicycle the combinatlbD of the iandle-bars jolaeJT

situated therein, a aleere Oiaurroundiog taid cent«r piece, a haodl*-

bar stem formed integral w)th said sleeve 0, a socket.{iiece seoored

to the handle-bar stem, a lea.f.4pring F situated at the upper end of

the said handle-bar stem, and fitting into the said aquarv hole b, nb^
stAfltially as set forth and de^scribed.

5 79,689. MBANS FOR ADJUSTING HANDLE-EARS OF BICY-

CLES. WiLLiAH Pbibptet, D«nv^Colo., sflBlgDor of one-baU to

Thomw C. Johiu, same plaoe. FQed Hay 25, 1896. Seriil No. 692.973.

(TfoEftodel)

- 1. The combination with a tire in the torm of a flat band,
onnecting the edges of the band together, and a binding-

wire in one edge of tlie said band, of a plate mounted to turn, bent
links pivoted to opposite aides of the plate, ttirnbuckles scoured to

the ends of the binding-wire, atid chains secured to the tur|ibuckle(r

and links, substantially as described.

'579,681. BELL Jobipb P. McConhkll, Reading, Pa, asalgnor

of ODd-bair to John George Segler, same place FUad Aug. 20, 1896.

Serial Ha 603,312. (Ko model)

n.—A bicyule-eaddle, comprising a frame formed of a ningle

rod bent in a horizontal plane to have an uninterrupted curved front

portion and sides, each end of said rod beinp turned below the plane

of the horizontal front and aide porliooft and forming coiL«, said eiidc

being finally earned horizontally forward, whereby arms for attach-

ment to the saddle-post are formed, and a net-like covering woven

around the front and sides of the frame and upon which the person

of the rider is to rest, said covering being woven to oxpo»e.said coils,

as and for the purpose set forth.

579,774. BK^YCLfi-HANDLE OBoaoB W. ROM, Newark, Ohla

PUed July li 1896. Serial Na G99.118. (No model)

-I. A non-puncturing guard for a bicycle-tire conaisting
of the strips E and P of tough material and the piece G of fabric,
said strips being on opposite sides of said piece, the latter having ita

aides extended beyond the edges of said strips forming the attaching
ends H, the joints of said strips being broken on opposite sides, and Cluim.—l. The combination with the handle-bar having a de-
the adjacent edges of the strips abutting forming a continuity of the pending apertured neck terminating in a ball, the twin socket parts
stnpa on both faces and a uniform thickness of the guard throughout inclosing the ball and terminating in a stem adapted to be connected
the length of the same. ^ilh the post of the front fork, soitable bolta connecting the socket

6 7 9,934. INFLATION-VALVE AND COUPLUG FOR PNBD part^, each of said parts being provided with a number of apertures

MATIC tires. Josef Sohwabiz, Bay City, Hloh. PUed Jan. 2, 1897. adapted to register with the aperture in the neck and a locking-pin

Serial Na 617,806. (No model) adapted to be inserted in the aperture of the neck and socket part*

BubstluttiaUy as described.

579,677. SPRING-BRACKEfT FOR BICYCLE-LAMPS. Qsoaer

Havill, Newark, N. J., asslgaor to the Havell Manu&cturing Com-

pany, ame plaoft Piled Aug. 26, 1896. Serial No. 603,926. (Ho

owdaL)

Claim.—In a bell mechanism the combination of the gong with

the train of gears O, /', F, the striker-carriage C formed with a pin-

ion t on its under side and with lugs c at each of its four cornerB, a!

pair of strikers m with balls m' on their outer ends, loosely mounted
in said Ings and adapted to move outwardly, in opposite directions,

by the centriAigal force imparted thereto by the rotation of said car-

riage, on a line at right angles to the axis of the pin on which said

carriage revolves, and adapted to strike a lip A' in the gong at each

revolution of the carriage, substantially as set forth.

579,743. SPROCKET WHEEL AND CHAIN. JOHM C. COTTll,

New York, and Coables J, Hareb, Brooklyn, N, Y PUed July 30, 189&

Serial Ha 601.018. (No model)

Claim.—The combination of au inflatable device having a flexi-

ble ioflation-tLibe connected thereto, the tubular valve-body having

a tapered portion d, an'anged in said tube and a flange bearing against

the outer end of the tube and also having the valve-seat and an in-

teriorly-threaded portion below said seat, a tubular screw accompa-

nying the inner end of said valve-body and engaging the interior

threads thereof and having the portion reduced in diameter and pro-

vided with o{^ening3 li, and a ball-valve arranged in the valve-body

in the space between the valve-seat and the contiguous end of the

tubular screw, a threaded band arranged upon the inflation-tube and
an annular nut bearing upon the flange of the ralve-body and having
threads engaging those of the band, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Qaim.— l. A npring-bracket for bicycle-lam pa, havinga socket
adapted for connection with the bicycle, such bracketcomprisingtlie
said socket and the tie-plate E provided each with lug» and having ,

Claim.~l. A sprocket-wheel constructed of a series of ringu
the links D jointed thereto, and the socket being provided with one secured together, a flange formed at each side of the peripheral por-
or more arms / having each a pocket at the end, and one or more *^<*° of the wheel, bearings located in the space between the'flttuges
clock-springs having eacEits inner end secured in said pocket and its of the wheel, aud rolling surfaces mounted to turn in the said bear-
outer end applied to raise the tie-plate, substantially aaherein set forth, jngs, substantially as shown and described.
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^tORIAillL. Pet,. 27, 1897.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co.y

Buffalo, N. Y.

Gentlemen:-
Your letter of the 22d Is at hand, and also have your

samples of tire fluid, including the test jar, which has been opened
by us, and the rubber Immersed therein found to be in perfect condition
so far as we could discover by ordinary tests.
This would certainly indicate that your fluid is not injurious to the

inner ^tube of the tire, and we would have no hesitancy in so advising
anyone who asks us for our opinion on your product.

Assuring you that your business will never suffer from anything
we may say on the subject, we are.

Yours very truly,
Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co.

Dictated by C. J. B, -- S.

'"M-f

Over a dozen other tire makers have also endorsed

it, with more falling into line. Watch this space

for them, or write us for copies. ^ 'i'b ^ 'i'b

»^ M » M -f M-H-H-K

What Does This Mean?
It means that NEVERLEAK is the only compound
recognized by tire manufacturers, and that it is

therefore the WORLD'S STANDARD! It means
that dealers cannot afford to handle any other.

It means that riders take no chances in using it.

You cannot afford to handle dead goods, handle
Neverleak.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co,. soie Makers,

1645 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

J

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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GREATEST OF ALL TEACHERS.

When the fact that mankind has conquered

the world, has wrested her dearest secrets

from nature and has reduced to placid subjec-

tion forces that are terrible to contemplate, is

considered, the mere ability to sit on a bicycle

and turn the handle-bar a bit to right or left

does not seem much of an achievement. But

so goes the world. It is always the little

things that are most highly esteemed.

It is an even thing that if Noah were alive

to-day, he would be prouder of his ability to

ride a century than of his great combined,

world-famous, many-caged menagerie. New-
ton thought he did something when he dis-

covered his law of inverse squares and direct

attractions, but if he had ever tried a bicycle

he would have learned things about stars

that would have dazed him.

People who cannot tell the difference be-

tween a law of gravity and a binomial the-

orem have learned things on a bicycle about

falling bodies that Newton never dreamed of,

and if the story about the apple tree is true,

it is fair to assume that in his day Newton was

something of a dreamer himself.

HAVE YOUR FEET FITTED.

In the purchase of toe-clips the average

wheelman usually accepts whatever is offered

him. Whether or no the clips properly fit his

feet is of little or no moment. The Whaley

Mfg. Co., of St. Paul, Minn., is showing such

buyers the "evil of their ways." They are

making their basket clips in sizes to fit the

various sizes of feet and the point is well

worth consideration. Incidentally, theWhaley
people, who also make lamp brackets, holders,

etc., are introducing their wares in Europe.

The Valor Cycle Co., Birmingham, represent

them in Great Britain. In New York, they

are represented by the Alford & Berkele Co.,

77 Chambers street.

SIDE-CLIPPED PEDAL FASTNERS.

In addition to their toe clips for men, the

Buescher Mfg. Co., Elkhart, Ind., are now
making a special toe clip for ladies and boys.

It is of the Buescher type, that is, it secures

the foot at the side and not over the toe, as is

usual.

When a man says his wife should have
consulted him before taking certain steps in

cycling, he means she should have given him
a chance to object.

WORKS COMING AND GOING.

He who devises a pump that will do twice

the work of the ordinary pump in the same
amount of time deserves to have his name

writ high on the list. A. B.

Diss & Co., 94-100 Fifty-

third street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

who are marketing the Diss

double action pump, believe

they ^re ~in " the deserv-

ing class, their pump being

uncommon in that it forces

air into the tire, both on the

down and on the up strokes

of the plunger. As the illus-

tration makes plain, it has an

air chamber which encases

the tube, thoroughly protect-

ing it from indentation or in-

jury, making the plunger at

all times work perfectly

smooth. It is constructed of

brass throughout, and the

workmanship is high class.

The valves are so constructed

as to cause a continuous flow

of air, giving the highest

pressure desired, with the least amount of

labor. Another good feature of the Diss

pump is that it has the outlet nipple at the top

of the cylinder, thus avoiding unnecessary

stooping to attach connections to the tire.

The pumps are made in two heights—eighteen

and twenty-four inches—handsomely finished

in old bronze, and each is thoroughly guar-

anteed for six months, which secures the user

against any possible non-working risk. The

pump is easy in action.

AN INGENIOUS FORGING.

Of the fork crowns possessing distinct in-

dividuality, that now employed on the Kens-

ington bicycle, made by the

Martin & Gibson Co., of

Buffalo, is an excellent type,

as it is a splendid example

of the forger's art. It is of

the eye-pleasing oval form

so generally in vogue, but is

lighter and made distinctive

by hollowing or dividing the

centre. It is a one-piece

forging and undoubtedly

adds to the attractiveness of

an otherwise attractive wheel.

DID YOU EVER THINK OF THIS?

What engineers call the "factor of safety"

is lower in a bicycle than on almost any other

mechanical product, being IJ. On account

of the high pressure of guns, for instance, the

factor of safety is as high as 20, which means
that guns are twenty times as strong as is

necessary for the strain they must bear. In

the ordinary gun this factor is, on the aver-

age, 12; in boilers it is about 7, in bridges

usually 6, and in general machinery about 5.

This extra strength is given to insure against

unseen errors in construction or defects in

material.

This being so, and, together with the fact

that the ordinary bicycle of 20 pounds can

support a 200-pound man, with the abuse and

knocking about which a clumsy man of that

weight unconsciously gives a wheel, it is read-

ily seen that the bicycle is not an article that

an ordinary mechanic can build. A high grade

wheel can only be made by workmen who
have been brought up in the business. Every

part of a bicycle is constructed to support ten

times its own weight, and must be rigidly in-

spected after each operation, nearly all the

parts being operated upon by at least a half-

dozen different workmen.

THE OTHER SIDE OF IT.

A decided protest against the department

store method of doing business has been made

by the Cycle Board of Trade of Long Isljind.

Last week the following resolution was adopt-

ed:

"Resolved, That it is the sense of the Cycle

Board of Trade of Long Island that in the

matter of the purchasing of bicycle sundries

this board abstain as far- as possible from pur-

chasing such goods from manufacturers or

jobbers who sell their wares to department

stores."

TWO IN ONE.

While he has practically fulfilled the duties

for some time past, William M. Shirley has

just been officially appointed manager of sales

for the Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. Mr.

Shirley will continue in charge of the adver-

tising. The two departments having been

consolidated under the one management.

When you read a real good cycle advertise-

ment it often requires a great deal of faith to

doubt. Don't it?

The MYERS
Safety Bicycle

Stand and

Home

Trainer

STAND FOLDED

The Finest Bicycle Stand on the Market
IT CliAinPS THE WHEEL, MAKIIVO IT HIPOSSIBLE

FOR IT TO TOPPLE OVER.
A^ajde of Spring Steel, Kinely Kinislneci.

PEICE LIST.

Myers Safety Bicycle Stand $1 30
Myers Home Trainer Attachment . . . . 1 00
Myers Safety Bicycle Stand and Home Trainer

Complete 2 30
Myers Truing Device Attachment . . . . 1 70

Write for discounts to

dealers and jobbers.

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,
Ashland, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
SHOWING

TRUIINie STftND
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CYCLE AND CARRIAGE GUARANTEES.

"Cycle manufacturcis are going through the

same troubles regarding guarantees that the

vehicle manufacturers had experienced," ob-

serves "The Spokesman," the very able car-

riage trade paper. "We are glad to note,

however, that the former are likely to come to

a wiser conclusion than have the latter, who
still persist in the old, antediluvian method of

maintaining a guarantee that does not guar-

antee, but that has all the disturbing elements

of bickerings and contentions about it that

keep them more or less in hot water with

their patrons and dealers.

"This ancient relic descended from olden

times, when it took a small fortune to buy a

carriage, and a good slice of that price was

a profit. Compared to the present methods
of selling a vehicle at a dollar or two profit,

and then giving a guarantee that may make
the manufacturer liable to a contingent cost

for repairs that may consume one-half or

more of the gross amount received, it is un-

business-like, and such a custom continued

can not but lead to the conclusion that the

people that do business that way are chumps.

"The bicycle manufacturers have already

shortened the time of the guarantee, and the

probability is that another year will see it

entirely wiped out, and bicycles will be sold

on the reputation of each manufacturer and

the equitable basis that they are entitled to.

This is what the vehicle manufacturers

should do."

There are some things that must be done in

one heat or not at all. You can't leap across

a hole in two jumps.

THE

LILY

WHITE
BICYCLE
OIL . . . .

is a high-grade oil, put

up especially for the

fine trade, and will run
a wheel three times as

far as the same quan-

tity of any other oil in

the market.

Manufactured at

WILLIAM F. NYE'S, New Bedford, Mass.
Headquarters for bicycle lubricants.

=\ HANDLE BARS
^ I FORK SIDES

_J/PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
CORR.SP0N0.NCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
«t,c„cD^ AMES SWORD CO, CHICOPEE, MASS.

'Juit hear dem bells,

Devj'6 ringing everywhere!'

WSALLTHEIRO^NN; STYLES

:'w
FREE

.„...,..-.. .;,,..-vS*»
BOOKLET '

C/J ,A 1>P0" applicalion.^^

•* '^

Hisrlry mtdTLiBERmiLL
honored and loved. 5u)eefne5S and

purity 0/ tone h^ve md.de THE NEW
DEPARTURE BICYCLE BELLS

u)idel\) knouin ix\i univeri^tlvj jipp-

reciatedjhe acme 0/ excellence

-

Theidedlo/per/ecfion.

MainSr. I

The Safety ©iler.

RAISED FOR OILING

NO PARTS TO LOSE. NO OILY CLOTHES.
EVERY PART OF WHEEL ACCESSIBLE ABSOLUTELY NON LEAKABLE.

When spout is in oiler is CLOSED. When spout is drawn out it is ready for use. Made of brass, heavily
nickeled. Special price to jobbers and manufacturers of bicycles, sewing machines and typewriters. Sam-
ple sent prepaid on receipt of 25 cents.

LUD^WIG HIRSCH, Sole Patentee and Manufacturer,
65 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

Agents for Export to Europe, S. GUETIRMAN & CO., LONDON.

You Want To

Bet What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,
28-inch. 23-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
24-inch.26 inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

ELMORE MFG. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York Cfty,

General Asents for New York
and New England States . .

Kindly mention Tke Wheel
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LOW IN PRICE, HIGH IN MERIT.

J. C. Barrett, 223 Walton street, Syracuse,

N. Y., has succeeded to the ownership of

what was known as the Bolton brake, and

reports an active demand. The brake, as i's

fairly well-known, has the merit of being

adaptable to any handle-bar, adjustable or

otherwise, the adjustments not affecting its

usefulness in any manner. Its operation is

such that once applied it stays on, leaving the

hands free to steer the wheel. The brake is

also made with the standard lever, and can

be supplied to cycle makers at money-saving

prices.

NEW YORK PLEASE NOTE.

Out Oregon-way the "allowance- system"

prevails to an extent that should excite the

envy of the New York machine. With but

some 300 members to work for, the Chief

Consul and Secretary-Treasurer of the Ore-

gon Division have voted themselves ."allow-

ances" that absorb almost the entire income.

It is now in order for them to apply for a

"loan."

MENDERS, ATTENTION!

Arkell & Douglas, 95 and 97 Broad street,

New York, desire to communicate with the

manufacturers of the Enterprise Menders.

HERE IS A SAFE COMBINATION.

Here is the very latest in locks, the product

of the Weedsport (N. Y.) Drill Co. It is not

merely a lock, however, but is rather a lock

within the coasters, or vice versa. A tube is

contained within one of the coasters and is

drawn across and between the spokes, as

indicated by the dotted lines. It is always

ready for duty, as is evident.

TRIED A TUBE COMBINE.

The attempt in England to duplicate the

tire monopoly in a cycle tube one has failed.

America's ability to step in and break up any

such combine was the stumbling block the

monopolists fell over.

CTS.

HIGHEST GRADE OILER.

DOES NOT I^EAK.
Absolutely unequaled for High-Grade Wheels.

10 CTS,

The best Medium-Grade Oiler. Second to none
but the " Perfect."

An excellent article for cheaper wheels.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

VACATION DAYS.

In the Lake Regions of Wisconsin, Northern Mich-

igan, Minnesota, Iowa and South Dakota, along the

lines of the Cliicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway,

are hundreds of charming localities preemi-

nently fitted for summer homes, nearly all of

which are located on or near lakes which have not

been fished out. These resorts range in variety from

the "full dress for dinner" to the flannel shirt costume

for every meal. Among the list are names familiar

to many of our readers as the perfection of Northern

summer resorts. Nearly all of the Wisconsin points

of interest are within a short distance from Chicago

or Milwaukee, and none of thenr are so far away from

the "busy marts of civilization" that they cannot be

reached in a few hours of travel, by frequent

trains over the finest road in the Northwest

—

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Send a

two cent stamp for a copy of "Vacation Days" giving

a description of the principal resorts, and a list of

summer hotels and boarding houses, and rates for

board, to Geo. H. Heafford, G. P. A., Chicago, 111.

THE THROUGH SI.EEPING-CAR SERVICE
Is to be re-established between New York and Chica-

go via the D. L. & W. and Nickel Plate roads on

April 13th, 1897. An elegant Pullman car will be at-

tached to train No. 7, leaving New York 7:30 p. m.,

each day, and will arrive at Chicago at 9:00 p. m.,

following day. Dining car attached at BufTalo at 7:00

a. m. For space and all information call on ticket

agents D. L. & W. R. R.

No. 7.
***

The man at the top of the ladder should not

forget that it is the fellows at the bottom who
hold it up.

FOB SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Eaeh additional word two oonti. Cash In-

variably in advance.

WANTED—Position as superintendent of agen-
cies, branch house manager or correspondent;

thoroughly posted in the cycle business; first-class
references. Address Lucas, care The Wheel. 4-16-p

PATENT FOR SALE—Pants Guard for bicycles—
^ entirely nevsr—attached to pedals; does away
with clips. Address P. A. McGinnis, 433 Cass Ave.,
Detroit, Mich. 4-16-p

OFFICE, with room for stock and storage. V. P.
Humason, No. 80 Chambers Street, New York.

tf c

EMPLOYHENI GOLDIN.
Wanted—Position with a reliable cycle house; write and give me terms;

can give Ai references; would like a few articles to sell on consignment; have
been dealing in cycles and cycle repairs for five years. Address J. H. Robins,
Flag Pond, Va,

Wanted—A situation as bicycle salesman (indoor) by a young man with
four years' experience in the trade, and can furnish the best of references
either in or outside of New York city. Address A, B., care The Wheel.

Wanted—By a young man of 25 years of age, who has long experience in

cycle business, position on road or in salesroom with good firm; responsible
references that are Ai can be given. H. L. W., care of The Wheel.

A practical enameler in all colors, 10 years' experience, desires a position
as foreman or day work; best reference. J. K., care of The Wheel.

SITUATIONS 117ANTED.
Rate, 50 words, i time, $1.00 4 times, $3.00

75 " " >.5o " S-oo

Letters received and forwarded in confidence.

Wanted—A situation by a young man as inside or outside salesman ; am
z6 years of age and have five years' experience in the business; I am well
knownthroughtheNew Jersey trade. Address W.W.G.,care The Wheel. 4-9-p.

Salesman—Traveling salesman desires connection with reliable firm, as
traveling representative ; highest references ; well-known to the trade.

M. M. S., care The Wheel.

Young man (30), thorough knowledge of the mechanical and sales depart-
ment of the bicycle and fittings business. Address, E. S. C, care The Wheel.

HXiI.F WANTED.
Advertisements in this column, free. Letters received and forwarded in

confidence.

Bright young man who understands the bicycle trade, especially the tire
and parts trade, is open for position. Address W. H. M., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop
in good location, or conduct business on commission. A. B., Box 46, Brandon,
Vt.

Wanted—A situation, by a young man, 26 years of age; experienced in light
repairing, tires, etc., also in renting agency; desires position in bicycle sales-
room, renting agency, repair shop, or factory; good references given. J. E.
C, Box 538, Rochester, Ind.

Wanted—Position by an experienced machinist, also capable of making
gigs and special tools or managing any concern. Thomas Maher, 897
Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Situation wanted in a bicycle manufacturing company as enameler.
thoroughly understand the business in any color; can give best references;
Address S. E. D., 54 Bassett Street, New Britain, Conn.

A man, 21 years old, eight years' experience in repair shop and factory,
competent to manage repair shop, would like to correspond; South preferred.
Address E. R. Sutch, 439 Prospect Street, Roxborough, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thoroughly experienced stenographer desires a position with responsible
firm; have been for several years with large hardware jobbing house. Address
F. E. W., care The Wheel.

Nickel-Plater—First-class nickel-plater would like position; ten years' ex-
perience on nickel plating, polishing and buffing; capable of taking charge;
five years as foreman; references, Frank buffy, 1418 DeKalb ave., Brooklyn,
N.Y.

Wanted— Ai repairman, residing in Bedford avenue district. Address
Repairman, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling side-line to
small trade; all letters in confidence ; refer to Western Office THE Wheel,
as to responsibility. Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Monadnock Bldg.,
Chicago.

Wanted—Repairman, young man experienced in bicycle repairing, and
understanri ing vulcanizing ; must make himself generally useful ; salary small
to begin. Call afternoons, N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau St. N. Y.

Wanted—Stripers ; a few good stripers for bicycle work ; state age, ex-

perience and salary expected. Address Shelby Cycle Mfg. Co., Shelby, O.

Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper nor plain dipper;
write, stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods
as a side line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give
references. Box 642, Rochester, N. Y.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand; one who can bend
handle-bars and do bench work; state salary and reference. Address
Experience, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—Experienced manager for a large bicycle factory in New York;
must be perfectly competent in every detail, to superintend every department.
Address 27, care of The Wheel.
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HAVE QUITE ENOUGH.

Officials Who Can Not Stand the Company
Nor the Ne-w Administration's

Methods.

At least one man in the Massachusetts Di-

vision has the courage of his convictions

and, having them, has unmistakably and

straightforwardly expressed them. Henry W.
Robinson, of Boston, is -the man. Disgusted

and wearied by the repugnant methods of the

League administration, and unwilling to ap-

pear a silent advocate or upholder of their

ways, he has resigned the chairmanship of the

Massachusetts Racing Board, and washed his

hands of all official connection with the or-

ganization.

While Mr. Robinson has expressed it deli-

cately, his resignation is directly due to the

appointment of the notorious "Charley" Per-

cival as handicapper, after the man had been
publicly dishonored and had been repudiated

by the best element in the Division.

Mr. Robinson had accepted the office as a

special favor to Chief Consul Tippett—so the

latter testified—but as soon as he learned

definitely that he was to count as nothing

when compared with "political managers"
and vote manipulators, he forwarded his resig-

nation to Mr. Tippett. The document is em-
phatic and worthy of record. It is as follows:

It is with regret that I hereby hand you my resig-

nation as Chairman of tlie Massachiisetts Division

Racing Board.

The recent action of the Chairman of the National

Racing Board in the refusal to reappoint Mr. Kerrison
to the position of handicapper, and his absolutely ig-

noring the several recommendations that were in his

hands in favor of the above-named gentleman, have
made me believe that the policy of the Board is to

be one of paying off political debts rather than ad-

vancing the best interests of racing; and I therefore

wish to have nothing to do with such an administra-

tion, not even as remotely as in the position which I

now resign.

The resignation was accepted and Geo. W.
Dorntee, of Boston, who succeeded Mr.

Robinson as a member of the National Rac-
ing Board, was appointed to fill the vacancy.

It is not altogether improbable that other

resignations will follow. It is no secret that

Chief Consul Tippett himself is considering

the subject. Contrary to the general belief

that he was "Williams's man" body and soul,

and that he indorsed Percival for office at

Spencer Williams's bidding, it appears that

Tippett did nothing of the sort. He opposed
'the appointment, but Potter and Mott brushed
aside his recommendations as unworthy of

consideration, and placed in office a dis-

credited notoriety seeker, who no more fitly

represents the State than a green flag repre-

sents Germany. Mr. Tippett and some of his

official colleagues are disposed to resent the

administration's idea that the Massachusetts

Division is bounded on the North, South,

East and West by Spencer Williams, and

unless the plausible president soon pours out

some of his persuasively happy expressions,

there may be several vacancies to fill in the

Bay State.

Dissatisfaction caused by similar treatment

is also ill-concealed in official circles in New
Jersey. The officers unanimously indorsed

one man for handicapper, but again did

Messrs. Potter and Mott disregard their

wishes and appoint a man of their own
liking, against whom, however, naught is to

be said.

THEY DESERVE CREDIT.

ALLEGED PEDAL INFRINGEMENT.

Philadelphia, April 10.—In the United

States Circuit Court, yesterday, argument was
heard by Judge Dallas on a motion

for preliminary injunction made for A.

G. Spalding & Bros, of New York; the

Lamb Knitting Machine Mfg. Co., Chi-

copee, Mass., and the White Sewing
Machine Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, to re-

strain the Cycle Components Co., of Rock-
away, N. J., from making an alleged infringe-

ment of the plaintiffs' patented bicycle pedals.

The proceeding belongs in the New Jersey

Circuit. Attorneys Hall and Fay, of Cleve-

land, represent the complainants, and Attor-

neys Briesen and Knauth, of New York, the

defendants. Decision was reserved.

FOR ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-TWO NOTES.

Elgin, 111., April 10.—The Elgin Sewing
Machine & Bicycle Co., makers of the Gun-
ning bicycle, have filed a trust deed for $33,-

362.12 in favor of Wm. Groat. The deed

covers the real estate and manufacturing

plant, and was executed to secure indebtedness

on 1-52 promissory notes.

GOING DOWN THE LINE.

The Miami Cycle Mfg. Co., of Middletown,

Ohio, whose suit against the Union Mfg. Co.,

of Toledo, for infringement of the Racycle

crankhanger patents was reported in Thf.

Wheel two weeks since, announce that they

will shortly bring similar proceedings all

along the line. Tliey already have pending a

parallel suit against a Paris, France, concern

which has infringed their patent rights.

Denver's Assembled Wheelmen Teach Seces-

sionist Fire !Eaters a Much Needed

I<esson.

Denver, Col., April 13.—The secession

movement received an unexpected set-back in

this city last night and despite the volume of

fire that has been breathed from this quarter,

Colorado will not be founc' in the secession

column, at least not for awhile.

"Come, let us reason together" was the pur-

port of the invitation which brought the Den-

ver representatives together. The reasoning

was lengthy and at times animated, but for all

that the fire-eaters were not so fiercely warm
as there had been reason to expect. As a

whole the meeting was calm, orderly and of

a sort that inspired respect.

After the whole matter had been well

threshed, it was resolved to ask that the Na-
tional Assembly be convened in special ses-

sion to reconsider the Sunday racing question,

urging that the whole matter be left to local

option.

A further suggestion was advanced that the

League divorce its racing affairs from the

regular League organization,, to the end that

a gradual separation of the two might occur

to the best interests of both and the harm of

neither.

The decision of Denver to remain true to

the League is believed here to break the back
of the Western secession movement. If Den-
vtr had broken away, Montana and other

Western Divisions were ready to follow. The
meeting was not one of delegates of the differ-

ent clubs, but an invited meeting of officers 01

clubs and prominent L. A. W. officials and

members. Even those who had expressed de-

cided secession views modified them in the

meeting.

HERE IT IS AGAIN.

The Scottish Cyclist reports that the much-
rumored and oft-denied RIorgan & Wright
"English deal" has taken an unexpected turn,
that of amalgamation with the great North
British Rubber Co., makers of the Clincher
tire. As the story goes, the ioint flotation
will be_ capitalized at $10,0O0,0OO, but The
Wheel's London correspondent advises that
the matter is denied by an official of the Clin-
cher concern.

SAM SAYS GOOD-BY.

Sam T. Clark, one of the veterans of the
trade, has resigned as manager of the Keat-
ing Cycle Co.'s Philadelphia branch, a pro-
ceeding which rather surprised trade circles
in the Quaker City.
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JINGLE MAKERS.

What Size They Should and Should Not Be,

According to the Views of an

Sxpert.

Hereabouts, that is, in New York and

Brooklj'n, two minor, but somewhat exasper-

ating evils have developed within the last

twelvemonth—the use of red lenses in lamps

and the employment of huge gongs as get-out-

of-the-way signals. To an extent they have

become public nuisances, and the efforts of the

Consulates and the Associated Cycling Clubs

to have them suppressed is deserving of com-

mendation. These organizations have been

seeking to have laws passed forbidding the

red lights and the use of bells or gongs of a

greater diameter than 2J inches.

Talking of the subject this week, John H.

Graham, the head of the John H. Graham Co.,

of this city, and also president of the New De-

parture Bell Co., applauded the efforts that

are being made, and also shed some addi-

tional light on the subject from a new point

of view.

"If the wheelmen are wise, however," said

Mr. Graham, "they will make the bell limit

3 inches instead of 2J-. It will serve a better

purpose all around. The If and 2-i-inch bells

are the ones most largely called for in this

country, but to my mind the 2f-inch article is

the best for practical uses. It is the one

which we export in the greatest numbers, and

if wheelmen but knew it the larger alarms—

I

do not mean nonsensical gongs—are much
better made and far more durable than the

smaller ones. You can see for yourself"-—and

as he spoke, Mr. Graham dissected several

sample bells
—

"that the mechanism of the one

is far superior to that of the other. The bell-

makers have room in which to do the work.

"The small bells were the outcome of the

craze for light bicycles, but now that wheel-

men are getting more reasonable and realize

that an ounce or two makes little difference, if

any, in their favor, they should understand

that the same is true of bicycle bells as of the

bicycles themselves. Three years ago the 3-

inch bell was the standard, and this same 2|

we termed our 'ladies' bell', as you may re-

call. And it is not only a better bell in a me-

chanical way, but it is the practical bell. The
small ones are little more than law-dodgers;

they are useless outside of park districts or

quiet communities. In the midst of traffic

they can be heard but faintly, if at all. But

this one—the 2|—you will notice produces an

unmistakable alarm, and now that cycling in

crowded business districts is becoming com-
mon, it is really the practical article, but under

the proposed laws its use will be made illegal

by an eighth of an inch. Not only the fram-
ers of such ordinances, but the authorities who
are asked to enact them, should be made clear

on this point.

"The 3-inch bell, too, has a field. It is the
proper alarm for tandems, triplets, and quads
and other machines which cannot be as quick-
ly checked as a single wheel. I use one on
my tandem and believe in it firmly. I agree
that gongs are nuisances. We keep them in

stock to meet the demand, but make no effort

to advance their sale for use on bicycles, for

which, as a matter of fact, they were never
made nor intended. But as it is practically

impossible to make one of less than 4 inches

in diameter for service on a wheel, a legal

limit of 3 inches would abate the nuisance, and
yet not stand in the way of the bell which is not

only the most durable, but is the most service-

able from the public's standpoint."

ON THE BANKS OF THE RHINE.

Cincinnati, April 12.—The Overman Wheel
Co. has brought suit against the Chas. Han-
auer Cycle Co. for $1,448 with interest from

November 1st, 1886. The suit is brought for

the recovery of money for goods claimed to

have been sold the Hanauer Company by the

manufacturers of the Victor. The Chas. Han-
auer Cycle Co. had handled the Victor since

1886 until the present season, when the

agency was transferred to the Powell &
Clement Co.

The different dea'lers of the city have

adopted a different policy this year, and none

of them seems desirous of handling more than

one high-grade make as a leader. The conse-

quence is that many of the most prominent

makes which had quite a run in this city for

the past few years have no representation here

at present.

The Schleuter Cycle Mfg. Co., of this city,

manufacturers of the Norwood bicycle, on last

Thursday began working a day and a night

force. Some idea of the volume of their

business may be gleaned from the fact that

the local agents of the Norwood last week
booked orders for no less than 425 wheels.

By working nights the company will be en-

abled to turn out from 150 to 160 wheels

per day.

RICE'S PUDDING.

EIGHT OUT OF TWELVE.

Cincinnaiti, April 12.—It is more than prob-

able that 'hereafter the local politicians will

entertain a more wholesome respect for the

"bicycle vote."

Por some two years past the wheelmen have

been endeavoring to obtain a reasonable

modification of the street sprinkling ordin-

ance, but without avail. Four weeks ago they

were again rebuffed with scant courtesy by the

Board of Legislation, the members of which

seemed curiously attached to the Street

Sprinkling Association. Weary of such treat-

ment, the wheelmen determined to exert the

"bicycle vote" at the impending municipal

election, which occurred on Monday last.

Meetings were held and the various candi-

dates sounded and committed to an expression

of opinion. When these were secured, action

was taken and the proper resolutions adopted

and extensively published and circulated.

The result was most satisfactory. Of the

twelve candidates endorsed by the cyclists,

eight were elected. It is conceded that the

"bicycle vote" amoumted to some 6,000 bal-

lots. Chief Consul Kempton contributed very

materially to the success of the campaign.

BATCH. THROWN OUT OF COURT.

Boston, Mass., April 9.—In the first session

of the Superior Court, yesterday, a case of in-

terest to cyclists was decided by Judge Hop-
kins, who ordered a verdict for the defendant

in the case of H. G. Batchelder vs. the War-
wick Cycle Co.

Batchelder in 1894 bought a bicycle of de-

fendant, which in the course of time broke at

the forks, throwing plaintiff to the ground and

severely injuring him. He sued to recover

damages on two counts, one for deceit and

one for breach of guarantee. The plaintiff

could not prove deceit, and had no guarantee

to rely upon except one to replace broken

parts without charge. Judge Hopkins ruled

that he could not recover.

The Judge Decides he is iEntitled to it when
A Suit Was Brought Against

Him.

Denver, Col., April 6.—^Judge Le Fevre has

decided the suit of the Mcintosh-Hunting-
ton Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, against John C.

Rice, on two promissory notes for $3,285 and
$1,662.81 respectively in favor of the defendant.

In July, 1893, Sidney H. Percey, represent-

ing the bicycle company, came to Denver to

establish an agency to sell the wheels. He
secured an arrangement with Rice to handle

them, but before the bicycles reached Denver
the panic came, and Rice notified the com-
pany that he did not care to undertake the

business in the face of hard times. But the

wheels were sent to him just the same, and

when they arrived Percey went to Rice and

proposed to sell them in Rice's name, but

without any risk of loss to him. An agree-

ment was drawn up to this effect. Rice signed

the two ncntes to the Cleveland company and

took from the agent two similar notes to

secure himself in the new transaction. Per-

cey took the seventy-five wheels to Colorado

Springs and Salt Lake and sold them. Since

that time he 'has not been seen by any of the

other parties to the transaction.

The Mcintosh-Huntington people in due

time sued Rice on the two notes and he set up

the defense that Percey, the authorized agent

of the company, was alone responsible for

any loss the company had suffered. Judge Le
Fevre decided for the defendant, finding from

the evidence that Percey was the authorized

agent of the company; that it was bound by

his acts in the affair, and that it could not re-

cover from Rice.

QUITE CORRECT, MR. COMMISSIONER!

Somewhat of a sensation was stirred up in

this city last week by the action of Commis-
sioner of Public Works Collins in preventing

the parade of the Century Wheelmen. While

he is friendly to cycling, he fs opposed to all

cycle parades, whether promoted by corpora-

tions, clubs or individuals, and would

do all in his power to stop the granting of

permits for such events. When interviewed

on the subject, he said: "I am paid by the

city to look after the care and maintenance of

the streets, and I propose to see that the roads

do not suffer while I am in office. If we allow

parades, the shrubbery and flower beds, etc.,

would be ruined, and much of the valuable

scenery of the park would be destroyed by

those who would patronize the event. Mayor
Strong and the heads of all the city depart-

ments are with me in this matter. No parades

will be allowed on the Boulevard or Riverside

Drive while I can prevent them."

NOT MORE THAN ONE YEAR.

The Judiciary Committee of the Connecticvit

Legislature has reported favorably a bill which

imposes a penalty of imprisonment for not

more than a yfear for theft of a bicycle. It

provides also a fine of not more than $50

and imprisonment for not more than three

months for willfully taking a bicycle without

permission; A bill making theft of a bicycle

a State-prison offence was some time ago re-

jected.
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YOU WILL NEVER SEE A CHEAP
BICYCLE with the crank-shaft bearings

like those in the G-endron and Reliance,

because they are expensive, requiring

skill and great care to make them.

THE -

EASY
> RINNING i

BICYCLES

Gendron^^ AND

RELIANCE

We have not only the easiest-running

bearings, but the longest-lived.

Send for book of reasons why Gendron and Reliance Bicycles are superior to

all others.

GENDRON WHEEL CO.,

Toledo, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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cbe Clipper

Special
which is just coming out and is

meeting with so much favor among

the knowing ones^-the refined and fastid'

ious riders^'has been called an "1696" bicycle,

14 months ahead of anything yet shown. Every bit of

material, every ounce of steel every minute's work, every inch

)bf finish eniployed in the make up of this expensive bicycle

IS 24 1fe fine
lere isn't a single good, practical mechanical feature which

we could think of that was untried. Only those which were

RIGHT were used. Not a feature of this bicycle is an experi-

KTOent. We get the right wheel base (44 in,), a narrow tread

Y^^a •"'• correct distance between ball races (3 in.), large

sprockets (22 tooth), wide tire i2 iiv), all without weakening

rear forks by BENDING j the Clipper Elliptical Hollow Truss

Hanger docs it, X Special Catalogue on applicatioa

MADE/
BY
THE''

^PIDS
\APtD3,

rcLE

jDi:MNSON-BROS. 6R.-MK.H. P 268 M.

i^iii^ivrN^iiiiiM

April 1 6,

THE PUNCTURE DOCTOR

EAGUEKIT

Will eall 0n You During April
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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FAME AS A TRADE FACTOR.

\ \ / HEN the declining sun of speed begins

" ' to cast its rays aslant the career of the

racing man, he is wont to turn to the cycle

business as a sure and easy purse-filler. But

the man who goes into the cycle trade

possessed of the idea that his reputation as a

racing man will successfully carry him along

in his new line is making a sad mistake.

Racing is all very well as a means of ad-

verfising a wheel, but it will be found that

good common-sense arguments, attention to

details, well-placed logic and courtesy to cus-

tomers are what, after all, bring the most

money. Fame is but a flitting shadow, and

many who cheer the champion on to victory

will have entirely forgotten his name in a few

short months.

Undoubtedly a racing man enjoys many ad-

vantages that enable him to judge correctly

the good points of any machine. Yet this

knowledge is all lost from a business stand-

point, unless he conducts his establishment

in accordance with the fundamental principles

of trade, and gives it the undivided attention

it requires.

The experiment of combining racing with

business is not a new one. It has been tried

time and again, and always with the same

ultimate result—failure. It is but a repeti-

tion of the old adage about serving two mas-

ters. No one can do that properly, and this is

only another demonstration of the truth of

this oft told proverb. Many of the erstwhile

shining lights of the path occupy enviable

positions in the trade, and, while their early

careers admittedly gave them valuable im-

petus, yet it was only by dropping all play

—and racing in a certain sense is play—and

by work of the hardest kind that they finally

saw their efforts crowned with success.

TWEEDLEDEE AND TWEEDLEDUM.

SOME "Potter precedents" are returning

to vex their maker.

When the New Yorker was first chosen

chief consul of the New York Division, he

insisted that the State and territorial appoin-

tees of the National administration should ob-

tain the indorsement of the officials of the

Division in which they resided. He insisted

so strenuously that he carried his point. He

was thus enabled to wreak his revenge on cer-

tain office holders who had committed the

fearful offense of opposing his candidacy.

But now that Mr. Potter is president of the

L. A. W., he and his obedient servants are re-

fusing to lie in the bed of their own making.

They are traveling rough-shod over the recom-

mendations of other chief consuls and Divi-

sion ofiicials, are dismissing the latter's re-

quests with calm contempt, and ignoring tliei"

wishes in a manner that is profoundly discour-

teous and high-handed.

In Massachusetts and in New Jersey and

elsewhere the resultant grumblings of discon-

tent and dissatisfaction are making themselves

heard, and the once great and glorious Mr.

Potter is no longer esteemed as highly in of-

ficial circles as was once the case. He had

best hold fast and truckle well to " the New
York press boys," for if their support weak-

ens or is withdrawn at this time the fall of

Humpty Dumpty may be paralleled. Mean-

while The Wheel can sitate most positively

that reports that Isaac B. Potter and Albert

Mott constitute the whole League of Ameri-

can Wheelmen are illnatured and untrue.

There are several others in the organization,

but their existence is unfortunate and is mere-

ly tolerated for the looks of things.

THE RIGHT AND THE WRONG WAY.

SOME of the secession spouters and Sun-

day racing screamers of the South and

West complain that they are not being taken

seriously in the East; that the real force of the

secession movement is not appreciated in the

land of supposed efifetcness. They appear to

believe that every paper which opposes their

"liberal views" is a "Potterite" or a believer in

"Potterism," The Wheel being included in

the general charge.

It would be the height of absurdity to deny

the intimation so far as it concerns this paper.

Knowing the gentleman very well, we warned

the present Hies of secession from walking

into the Potter cobwcbbcd parlor. We well

knew, and foretold, that he would rather be

president than be right, and that his cam-

paigners would promise and agree to anything

and everything to satisfy his heart's desire.

Having walked without blinders into the Pot-

ter trap, the West and South have only them-

selves to blame for the present state of af-

fairs; to the impartial man their attitude is

mightily like that of the boy who won't play

if he cannot have everything his own way.

The wailing, the gnashing of teeth and tear-

ing of hair ill becomes healthy men. The talk

of secession scarce deserves serious considera-

tion. It is, at best, unwholesome. Granted

that something—that Sunday racing—comes

of it, chaos only will result. It is in the East

that the racing man's interests lie. Here is

the bulk of wealth, population and invested

values. Here it is that race meetings are most

frecjuent and prizes the most valuable, and

here it is that Sunday racing will not be toler-

ated, at least not for years to come.

The big men, the crackajacks—most of

them —have brains as well as brawn. With

them racing is a profession, not a pastime.

They are scarcely likely to bite ofT their noses

to spite the L. A. W. They will go where

money and the chances to win it are most

abundant. They would be foolish to do other-

wise, e'en though they have no fine scruples

concerning competition on the Sabbath.

Granted, that an anti-L. A. W. organi-

zation is organized and that races are

conducted under its rules! What then?

The men who race and the tracks upon

which they race will be blacklisted by the

League, which will retain control in the East.

The result? The big men will perforce con-

fine their attention to the East. The South

and West will know them and see them no

more. The Southern and Western tracks will

become mere plucking grounds for "has-

beens" and second and third-raters, and pin-

heads in general, who are just fast enough to

outspeed the "local champions," that is, if

church people do not step in and have passed

laws entirely forbidding what may be termed

the desecration of the Sabbath—a not unlikely

conclusion, as once the issue is joined, it

seems certain that few public men and few

public prints, regardless of personal opinions,

will be found that will dare maintain against

the remembcr-the-day-and-keep-it-holy teach-

ings of centuries.

It is assumed that the leaders of the seces-

sion movement have \'iewed the subject in

these varied and varying phases. It is pre-

sumed they are assured that their quarrel

is just, and that no legislative stumbling

blocks will be placed in the path, for such as-
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surances will be sorely needed ere their ideas

obtain even temporary lodgment. Secession

has been tried before—tried right here in the

heart-centre of the League, and with big men

and big tracks behind it, and it has eventually

been hoist by its own petard. Small wonder,

then, that the East views the present convul-

sion with small alarm. But this aside, an

organization which has Sunday racing for its

one aim, for its beginning and its ending;

which would have the world believe that

cycling's future rests upon such a narrow, un-

true and insecure foundation, does not de-

serve the respect or serious appreciation or

support of any people, whether of the East or

West, North or South. And this is not an

effete view, but of one who has on many oc-

casions raced—road raced—on Sunday in the

South with some of the finest fellows that ever

drew breath, gentlemen amateurs, everyone,

who attended church on the same day and

were none the worse for their cycling diver-

sion. But gain or gate money was not in their

thoughts, which is the real basis of the present

movement, as none can deny.

To the dispassionate man who understands

and can appreciate the manner in which a par-

cel of selfish New Yorkers played false and

trampled integrity and good faith under foot,

it would seem that those who were betrayed

—

who were allured into the Potter parlor—by

false pretenses, would profit by experience,

would endeavor to make the Saturday half-

holiday universal, would seek to build up

their Division during the interim, and reach

the next National Assembly in such force as

would administer a stinging rebuke and de-

servedly relegate to the background the men

who played them false. They will be serving

themselves, as well as the East, and if then

Sunday racing secures the L. A. W. seal much

will have been accomplished. The League is

firmly rooted, and of great power. Its seal

means much. No rival can detract from its

importance. It is easy to prattle of divorcing

the League from racing, but the shrewder

judges know that racing was its first, as it is

still one of its best advertising mediums, and

they will be slow in consenting to the divorce.

With two organizations in the racing field, it

is easy to see which will attain in the end.

If, instead of breathing fire and hurling

maledictions, the anti-Sabbatarians will accept

results in good part and bide their time, the

East, it is safe to say, will bow peacefully to

the will of the majority and in time learn that

That monster, custom is angel yet in this,

That to the use of actions fair and good

He likewise gives a frock or livery,

That aptly is put on.

When custom has made the Sunday racing

frock seem fair and good, doubtless New

York and other supposed puritanical States

will have it altered to fit, and then wear it be-

comingly. The day seems far removed, but

that need have little to do with the case.

/"CHAIRMAN MOTT seems to be develop-

^-^ ing into a dangerous aqueous experi-

mentalist, i. e., he is endeavoring to carry

the fluid upon both shoulders, and at the

same time to suffuse its troubled sur-

face with oleic pacificators. Mr. Mott

might do worse than to study well

the methods of his illustrious predecessor, Mr.

Gideon, and imitate closely that model offi-

cial's business-like brevity and dispassionate

performance of his duties as laid down by the

League. What Mr. Mott, himself thinks, in-

terests no one but hirnself, and any of his

excursions from the narrow path of duty into

the wide fields of verbosity and personal opin-

ion, will only result in trouble and vexation

of spirit. It is because we wish Mr. Mott well

that we thus early in his career seek to save

him from himself and his friends on the daily

newspapers.

A Brooklyn boy who was playing on a pub-

lic street on Tuesday last ran in front of a

passing wheelman, the result being a dead boy

and an injured wheelman, who was promptly

committed to prison immediately his wounds

were dressed. The ever-wise police are sure

he was scorching; a more sympathetic judge

believes he was merely careless; why, it is

difficult to understand. The wonder is that

more accidents of the sort are not reported,

for the antics of a frolicking dog are not more

uncertain or harder to gauge than are those of

the tag-playing, ball-tossing, hoop-rolling

youngsters, who make play-grounds of the

public streets. As a rule, the older and more

careful the wheelman the more does he hold

them in dread.

It has grown customary to joke at the

compiler of cycle catalogues as a man whose

employment of the superlative was only

equaled by his friend, the editor of circus an-

nouncements. How undeserved such a repu-

tation really is can best be appreciated by a

careful reading of the catalogue excerpts in

another portion of this issue. We believe that

no trade can boast of a story better told,

more modestly put, or wisely written, than

that the cycle cataloguer has shown, and few,

if any, lines of business can show equally in-

teresting, entertaining, and instructive litera-

ture. :

'•

i )'M

It is difficult to understand how any self-

respecting man can remain associated with

the malodorous individual whom an elastic-

conscienced administration appointed to an of-

fice of trust in the Massachusetts Division, and,

conscientious gentleman that he is, it is

not, therefore, surprising that Henry Robin-

son should rebel against doing so and

refuse to serve the League while such

conditions exist. His protest is timely

and to the point, and merits the approbation

of every League member who values decency

and honor more than political chess-play.

When the editors of the "Sun" tire of harp-

ing on the Riverside Drive cycle-path, they

might profitably, and with as much purpose,

turn their attention to the Consulate's latest

"great scheme," that of having trailers at-

tached to street cars for the transportation of

tired or disabled bicycles. It is a glorious

idea, and, like the elevated railroad cycle

trains, it renders such exquisite tribute to the

all-around utility and practicability of cycling!

There is a touch of delicious irony in the de-

cision of the Associated Cycle Clubs to leave

the furtherance of the scheme to its fathers,

the J. Birds of the Consulate.

The editors of both morning and evening

editions of the "New York Sun" are sorely

in need of liver tonic or kidney cure. Their

continuous scolding because the unused and

grass-grown path on Riverside Drive was

converted into a wheelway sounds old-woman-

ish, and is growing distressingly tiresome.

Despite the fire-eaters and calamity howlers

the Denver wheelmen have handled the Sun-

day racing subject in the only manner calcu-

lated to inspire respect and serious considera-

tion. They deserve all praise for refusing to

go off half-cocked.

No man is indispensable, but in driving such

as Henry W. Robinson from the "working

force" of the League and alienating the inter-

est of others, the administration illustrates

how cheaply it values itself.

A conservative is the man who attempts to

ride with his back to the handle-bars as the

cycle of progress carries him forward over

the highway of life.

It is a good deal easier for some people in

the trade to admit that they are wrong than

it is for them to admit that a competitor is

right.

The trouble with experience "as a cycling

tea<;her is that too many scholars are given a

post-graduate course.

Don't swallow any praise about your wheel

or riding that you know is undeserved. It

has medicine in it.

When misfortunes overtake them on the

road, women riders desire sympathy; men pre-

fer help.

When the nervous novice first essays a road

ride he soon notices that the scenery is very

striking.

No man gets everything he pays for, or

pays for everything he gets in cycling.

A fool friend of the wheel is a greater men-

ace to cycling than an armed enemy.

Of two evils in cycling choose the one you

enjoy best.
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PEOPLE WITH THEM,

Had Colonel Prince's Coliseum Circuit Chasers

at the Foot of JVookout

Mountain.

Chattanooga, Tenn., April 11.—Chatta-

nooga's inhabitants took kindly to Prince's

circuit game. At the opening last night near-

ly '2,000 spectators were present and to-night

the attendance was much greaiter. Winsette

made some sensational spurts on the opening

L'ight and won his heat in the mile open

in a manner that brought everyone to their

feet.

The final heat had Repine, Winsette, Conn

Baker, Walthour, Weinig, Kiser, and Car-

penter as starters. Starting the last quarter,

Winsette moved from the rear, and, gaining

the front, started for home. Weinig, was im-

mediately at the rear of Winsette, and the

contest started promptly. Weinig won by a

very small margin. Walthour was third, and

Kiser was four lengths back of him in fourth

position. The invitation race was won very

handsomely by Carroll Jack, although he was

hard pushed by Decker. During the evening

the riders who have just arrived in the South,

from California were brought out on the track

and introduced. All of them excepting Loug-
head, who will go to Savannah to train, will

follow the southern circuit.

Wells and i\Iacfarland made their debut on

the second night and ran one two in the mile

open.

Carroll Jack made a clever win of the first

heat, shutting out Newhouse and Steenson in

2.18 3-5. The second heat brought Wells,

Winsette and Weinig into combat, the men
jockeying each other round the little eight-

lap track from the first crack of the gun. At
the sixth lap Wells headed oft the customary

sneak in which Winsette indulges, and won
out in 2.17 1-5. McFarland easily disposed of

Decker in the third, after pacing him around

for the last half, and Walthour shut out Re-

pine and Conn Baker in his heat.

In the final Wells had the pole, with Win-
sette, Walthour, McFarland and Jack at his

right. Jack and Winsette carried the first half

and then Wells went up. McFarland trailed

him until Winsette made his sneak, when both

the Californians shot to the front and were
never headed. Wells had six inches the best

of it at the tape, while Walthour by a strong

effort passed Winsette and landed third

money, two lengths back. The time of the

mile was 2.26 2-5, but the last quarter went in

the good time of .28.

The consolation had seven starters, after the

two trial heats had been ridden. In this Re-
pme played a winning game, holding to the

front until the sprint, and then leading out

with a rush that was too much for Newhouse
and Steenson. Tackaberry ran into fourth

place, while Stocking and Eddy captured the

small consolation prizes. Baker fell.

During the amateur race A. V. Ellis, repre-

senting the Western Wheel Works, of Chi-

cago, attempted to cross the track, and was
knocked senseless by the winner of the heat,

just as he reached the tape.

Summary:
FIR.ST NIGHT.

Mile Open.—1, A. E. Weinig, Buffalo; 2, Eli Win-
sette, Olympia, Wash. ; 3. Robt. Walthour, Atlanta,

Ga. ; time, 2.19.

'I^Iile Invitation.—1, C. B. Jack, Reading; 2, J. L,

Decker, Springfield, Mass.; 3, J, F. Starbuck, Phila-

delphia, 1 C. D. Carpenter, Rahway, N. J,; 5, Conn

Baker, Columbus, O.; 6, W. I. Huffstetler, Orlando,

Fla.; time, 2.19.

SECOND NIGHT.

Mile Open.—1, C. S. Wells, San Francisco; 2, F. A.

Mcl'arland, San Jose; 3, Robt. Walthour, Atlanta;

time 2.26 2-5.

Mile Consolation.—1, Bert Repine, Nashville; 2, J

A. Newhouse, Buffalo; 3, H. R. Steenson, Minnea

polis; 4, W. A. Tackaberry, Ft. Worth, Tex.; time, 2,23

Mile Open, Amateur.—1, Roy Heard, Chattanooga:

2, R. E. Kennedy, Chattanooga; 3, Al. Keyser, Chatta

nooga; time, 2.28.

OVER THE HILLS

"COLONEL" PRINCE'S PIE.

Atlanta, April 12.—Jack Prince, or Colonel

Jack Prince, as he is now known, was happy

tc-night. Nothing but success has crowned

his efforts since the opening of his circuit at

Memphis over a week ago, but to-night

capped the cliinax. The big coliseum at the

exposition grounds was fairly packed with

eager spectators, long before the hour for

starting the races. At 8 o'clock the crowd

overran the building and caused an hour's de-

lay before the track could be cleared. Weinig

took the mile open and the satisfactory honor

of winning the most money thus far on the

circuit, $210. Steenson is next with $137.

Orlando Stevens fell in his heat and had his

shoulder dislocated, while Wells lost his heat

to a local man, Walthour, which put the spec-

tators into spasms of joy and stirred them up

to a pitch of enthusiasm seldom 1)efore seen.

MacFarland lost in his heat to Steenson and

Starbuck.

Carpenter, Weinig, Steenson, Eaton, Wal-

thour and Decker started in the final. At the

quarter Weinig was leading, with Decker

second and Eaton third, and these positions

were maintained, although closed, to the fin-

ish. The last sixth was in 19s., the race in 2.20

1-5. Steenson, Walthour and Carpenter fin-

ished in order behind the winners, the entire

six men in a blanket finish.

The invitation race went to Wells, with Car-

penter second and Decker third.

HOTHEADEDNESS COST TEN DOLLARS.

Very nearly 2,000 spectators attended the

second night's meet on Prince's circuit at

Nashville, April 6th. Weinig won the mile

open from Newhouse by half a wheel in

2.21 1-5. C. B. Jack was third. The consola-

tion race went to Starbuck, Decker second,

Carpenter third. Time, 2.17 4-5. Huffstetter

was fined $10 by the referee for back-talk on

the track.

BLANKS FOR THE "NINTH ANNUAL.

Entry blanks for the Irvington-Millburn

road race may be obtained from any of the

committeemen in charge. Edw. Gerbereux,

463 Boulevard, N. Y.; Geo. W. Shannon, 1311

Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, or Walter Rutan,

Montclair, N. J. Blanks may also be had a:

The Wheel office.

GIDEON STILL CHAIRMAN.

Ex-Chairman Gideon has accepted the

chairmanship of the Racing Committee of the

Nati'onal meet. He will have the assistance

of a number 'of men who have been promin-

ently identified with large meets given in

Philadelphia in past years.

As of Yore, Will the Metropolitan District's

Speed Test be Held This

Year.

Over those famous hills between the little

towns of Irvington and Millburn in the Stat"

of New Jersey, where once each year, for eight

years, has occurred the greatest road race of the

East, if not in the country, will the event again

be decided.

All other courses and schemes are off, and

Monday, May 81st, at 11 o'clock a. m., rain or

shine, will see the "Nrnth Annual Irvington-

Millburn 25-mile Handicap Road Race"—to

employ its official designation—inaugurated,

and, there is every reason to believe, in a more

lurid blaze of glory and interest than ever be-

fore. There are some 75 clubs behind the

event this time, all of those included in the

Associated Cycling Clubs of Long Island and

New Jersey, and what is left of the remodel-

ing Metropolitan Association of Cycling

Clubs.

President Brock, of the M. A. C. C, and the

Chairmen of the racing committees of the

other organizations came together on Monday
last, and as a result "under the joint auspices''

appears for the first time on the entry blanks,

which are already ready for distribution.

Edw. Gerbereux, A. C. C. of N. Y., is Chair-

man of the joint committee, and Geo. W.
Shannon, Long Island, whose address is 1311

Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, Is Secretary.

Walter Rutan, New Jersey, is the third mem-
ber. An auxiliary or advisory committee, con-

sisting of W. E. Scudder, P. A. Brock, W. A.

Drabble and R. G. Betts, who have had ex-

perience in conducting the race for some five

years past, was also appointed.

Assurances of hearty co-operation and evi-

dence of a substantial nature from the traction

company whose tracks, it was feared, had de-

stroyed the course forever, encouraged the

committee, and there is small doubt but that

the road will be in prime condition and every-

thing else in tip-top, up-to-the-mark shape. It

is also probable that a grand stand will be

erected near the finish, a long wished and

sought-for, but heretofore impossible accom-
modation.

The limit for the honor badges—the bronze

time standard medals—was reduced one min-

ute, from Ih. 16m. to Ih. 15m.

Racing may owe all those who follow it a

living, but it isn't easy to hypothecate the

claim, just the same.

WALTHAM'S PASSING GLORY.

Waltham's famous track, which has been

used but little since the completion of the

Charles River Track, Boston, is to pass into

the hands of the city of Waltham and will be

turned into a playground. Up to a year ago

it was the scene of numerous meets and many
successful record trials.

Unless there is a change in the present ar-

rangements, it may be used for the last time

on May 31st. After an absence of two years

the Associated Cycle Clubs of Boston will

return this season to the scene of its former

triumphs and glory. This was decided last

week after considering several propositions,

the chief reason being that the rental for the

Charles River track has been increased. This

meet, as formerly, will be held in conjunction

with the Massachusetts Division's spring

(neel;,
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THUNDERBOLTERS.

What the I<igfhtuingf-I/lke Racers Are Doing

Now Down in the Sunny

South.

Savannah, Ga., April 13.—Perfect weather

has fallen to the good fortune of the racing

men encamped at Thunderbolt, every day of

which has added yards to the speed of the

crack riders of the forthcoming circuit. The
Morgan & Wright team was reinforced yester-

day by the arrival from San Francisco of Fred

Longhead, the Canadian champion. Loug-
head went to the Coast in January, but did

little training there, and has a good deal of

work ahead of him here.

Fred. Titus writes from Baltimore that he is

anxious to ride, but that his engagement on
the road has prevented anything but occasion-

al road riding. He claims to have received a

number of propositions from meet promoters,

who are anxious to get him to ride a match
race with Michael, and thinks it a good idea

to come here and get a line on Michael's

methods of training.

Chances are he would be disappointed if

he came, for Michael trains like no racing

man in America, and what is of undo-ubted

good for the tiny Welshman would run Titus

off his feet in a fortnight. Michael has taken

up handball work in addition to his dozen or

more devices for keeping up a sweat, and the

manner in which he keeps a couple of the tiny

spheres going indicates a surprising activity.

Tom Cooper thinks a couple of more weeks
of work will get him in shape, but "Mother"
Webb thinks differently. Cooper will be

trained .for long sprinting this year, and the

probabilities are he will attempt the same
style of sensational racing that made his

reputation in 1895. Cooper is the only man in

the game who can win out after a sprint of

three-eighths of a mile, and this is the kind of

grand-stand riding that makes a man a popu-
lar hero. It is an open secret that Cooper is

looking for popularity this year, and nothing
could please him better than the soubriquet of

"Gentleman Tommy" that has been given him
heie in Savannah.

The arrival of Murphy and McDonald will

serve to liven up the camp. Murphy will ride

a Luthy this year, travelling the circuit on his

own account, while McDonald will ride a

Royal -Worcester. Of the two, McDonald is

likely to give the best account of himself, if he
can ever manage to get rid of the pounds and
pounds of fat he has been carrying around
e\ cr since his return from France last fall.

ECK, KISER & CO.

Tom Eck has opened a training camp at

Hot Springs, Ark. After Johnson's refusal to

join the Spalding team, Eck began to negotiate

with Earl Kiser, resulting in Kiser signing

with Eck for a year. Kiser left the Southern
circuit at Chattanooga and is now with the

Hot Springs party.

Kiser will have for team-mates Clinton
Davis, of Buffalo, and A. C. Mertens, the fast

St. Paul man who followed the National cir-
cuit the greater part of last year. Mertens and
Davis have renewed their agreements with

the "good tire" people, and Kiser, it is said,
is anxious to close with the same firm.
Eck is also corresponding with several other

riders, and will probably strengthen his team
by about two more men. He intends to feat-
ure Kiser in match races, if he can get any
on for the youngster.

THAT FRENCH MUDDLE.

Chairman Mott evidently had not searched

his records sufficiently well when he gave out

that he was unable to find any trace of a

mutual agreement between the L. A. W. and

the Cyclists' Union of France. That one ex-

isted and turned up later is evinced by this

notice of "dissolution of partnership" which

has been served on the French union:

Baltimore, Md., April 12, 1S97—Messrs. Leon Ham-
elle. President; Paul Ronneau, vice-president, Union
Cycliste de France, 17 Rue Saint-Marc, Paris, France.

—Gentlemen: As provided for in the last paragraph

of the agreement between the Union Cycliste de

France and the League of American Wheelmen, the

Union Cycliste de France is hereby respectfully noti-

fied by the League of American Wheelmen, that the

agreement signed April 7, 1896, by then Chairman
George D. Gideon, and April 8, 1896, by then Presi-

dent Sterling Elliott, is terminated to date May 27,

1S97. Very respectfully, your obedient servants,

ISAAC B. POTTER,
President L. A. W.
ALBERT MOTT,

Chairman Racing Board L. A. W.

Messrs. Elliott and Gideon have declined

to express themselves on the question since

the complaint was made, on the grounds that

it might "embarrass the present administra-

tion." The agreement, however, did not re-

cognize the Union Cycliste de France as

"the sole French governing body," as has

been stated. In effect it promised to mutually

recognize transfers from the amateur to the

professional class and suspensions for unfair

dealing and nothing more.

It is doubtful whether the demand made
by the French organization for "the punish-

ment of the L. A. W." would have amounted

to anything in view of the nature of the agree-

ment made. As the new organization is not of

any value to the League, President Potter has

decided that the easiest solution of the diffi-

culty is to terminate the objectionable agree-

ment, to which end the above letter was

written.

MAY BE TWO.

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS.

Philadelphia, April 10.—Preparations for

the League meet, which will be held in this

city during the first week in August, are now
going on apace. The Executive Committee

recently appointed by President Hare has al-

ready done considerable preliminary work,

including the selection of suitable headquar-

ters, the present A. C. C. ofiice being entirely

too small to accommodate the various com-

mittees which must necessarily hold frequent

meetings from the present time until the

meet. This office, which is located at 916

Chestnut street, in the heart of the business

section, is large, well-lighted, and peculiarly

adapted to the demands of committee work.

The Traction Company is waiting for settled

weather before starting work on the track and

the improved seating accommodations at Wil-

low Grove. It is the company's intention to

so increase the permanent capacity of the

stands that 5,000 may be easily accommodated,

in addition to which temporary seats will be

built for 5,000 more.

ARMORIAL RECORD FRACTURING.

At the Eighth Regiment A. A. games. New
York, on Saturday last, F. F. Goodman
lowered the armory unpaced record to 2.30

flat. W. G. Frank won the mile scratch race

in 2.41 2-5; O. V. Babcock the mile handicap

from scratch in 2.24.

Rival Claimants for the Honor of Winning
the "Biggest Race of the

Year."

Chicago, April 10.—Whether Chicago will

have one or two road races on Decoration

Day is still a matter to be settled, but at pres-

ent there is every indication of there being a

red-hot fight between the Associated Cycling

Clubs and the Cook County Cyclists' Associa-

tion. Each of these organizations has

secured a sanction for a race over the wheel-

ing course, and both are preparing to hold big

races regardless of the other.

President Hally, of the Cook Co. Club, as-

serts that his associates hold the whip hand
and that their race will have at least 1,000 en-

tries. Chairman Siman, of the A. C. C. Race
Committee, refutes Rally's allegations, and
says the only and original eleventh annual

Chicago road race will be held that morning
at 11 o'clock. He said no attention would be

paid to the rival body, its race or its permits.

Evidently a warm fight for supremacy is on.

Thus far the C. C. C. A. has evinced greater

enterprise in the way of securing permits. On
the other hand, the A. C. C. has been equally

lucky in having one of the permits annulled.

In the estimation of wheelmen who desire

peace, the outcome of the entanglement will be

that both associations will appoint Arbitration

Committees to adjust the differences, and that

it is possible but one great race will be held.

The Cook Countys are not weakening.

Neither is the A. C. C. But in the interest of

harmony it may be deemed advisable to short-

ly have a joint meeting of the opposing fac-

tions. That is the way it looks, regardless of

the confidence expressed by both sides.

FORMED A CIRCUIT OF THEIR OWN.

Kalamazoo, Mich., April 8.—The Michigan-

Indiana interstate cycle racing circuit pro-

moters met here to-day and organized by
electing Leo. A. Caro, of Grand Rapids, as

president, and G. D. Stuart, secretary, treas-

urer and manager; W. H. Packard, of Char-

lotte, and Marsh Byers, of Grand Rapids,

Auditing Committee. The Committee on
Schedule presented the following dates for

races, which were adopted: " Coldwater, May
17th, 18th; Elkhart, May 20th, 21st; South

Bend, May 24th, 25th; Dowagiac, May 27th,

28th; Kalamazoo, May 31st, June 1st; Three

Rivers, June 3d, 4th; Charlotte, June 7th, 8th;

Ann Arbor, June 10th, 11th; Detroit, June

14th, 15th: Lansing, June 17th, 18th; Flint,

June 21st, 22d; Bay City, June 24th, 25th; Mt.

Pleasant, June 28th, 29th; Grand Rapids, July

1st, 2d.

Each city will give four professional, four

amateur and two local events. Special cash

and diamond prizes will be given riders mak-

ing the best percentage on the whole circuit.

GLASS THROWER GRABBED.

A tailor residing on Sixth avenue. New
York, was caught throwing broken glass into

the street last week by a passing cyclist. A
policeman was called and the tailor was ar-

rested under the new ordinance, which makes

such an offence a crime. In court the next

day he was fined $5, after receiving a severe

reprimanded by the magistrate.
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FOR PART OF GATE RECEIPTS.

Detroit, April 10.—It looks at present as

though the long wordy war between Cooper

and Bald over their relative rights to the title

of champion will be settled in this city on May
31st. Bald has sent word from Louisville that

he will accept Cooper's challenge and will ride

against him in his own town. The distance

will be one mile, best two in three heats. De-

ttoit is at present without a good track, and in

view of the importance and interest taken in

this race it is very probable that a quarter-

mile board track will be constructed especially

for this meet, by the Detroit Athletic Club.

The purse will in all probability consist of a

certain percentage of the gate receipts. The

Detroit Wheelmen have offered the athletic

club a splendid bonus to construct the track,

allowing that organization to have the use of

it after the first meet. Bald has also accepted

the challenge of Sanger to ride for a purse and

a side bet of $1,00U, best two out of three heats

for a mile each.

JERSEY RACING MAD.

Not since the days of the high wheels, when
the old Roseville track was the Mecca of the

riders hereabouts, has there been such inter-

est displayed in racing in New Jersey, as this

season. Road and track races are under dis-

cussion in all parts of the State near the Hud-

son River. The most pretentious movement

has been made by the Atalanta Wheelmen of

Newark, which has leased the half-mile track

at Waverly Park for the entire season. Four

meets will be run by this club, including the

State meet and a National circuit meet. It

is also proposed to lease the track to any

other organization desiring it, and to keep it

in good condition for training purposes. The

Atalanta's first meet will be run on Decoration

Day, and the second on July 5th.

HOW BILL DROVE.

"Cannot some one be found good enough

to beat the Yank?" is the way an Australian

paper comments on Martin's numerous vic-

tories. In eight days, early in March, he won
$600. The "Sportsman" is responsible for the

following story anent the American:

"When Bill Martin came out for his last race

on the Sydney track on Thursday he had only

a quarter of an hour in which to catch the

train to Melbourne. Consequently Bill de-

cided that the race would have to be over as

quickly as possible, and he put down his head

and went. Passing the post he jumped off,

and, throwing his jigger into a hansom, drove

hell-for-leather to the Redfern station and

caught the Melbourne express."

"IN MIZZOURI."

It is now stated that the first serious seces-

sion move will be made in St. Louis on or

about May 1st, the local or territorial "flare

ups" being considered of little importance.

The St. Louis meeting will be made up of

representatives from the several disaffected

sections and will be National in scope if

counted in numbers.

READY FOR EACH IN TURN.

Bald has expressed a disposition to meet

all comers, in addition to Cooper and Sanger.

Early in May he will ride against Owen Kim-

ball at Fountain Ferry track, Louisville, for a

purse of $500. Later on he will pay his re-

spects to Hackenberger of Denver.

CENTURIONS EARLY AT WORK.

There was many a rider in the Metropolitan

District who felt stiff and sore on Monday
from an over-indulgent ride on Sunday.

Muscles that have been at rest all winter were

brought into as severe use as during the lat-

ter part of the season, when they were tough

and hardened, resulting in a general epidemic

of "that tired feeling." Those who took part

in the first century run of the season from

Jamaica to Patchogue and return were prob-

ably the greatest sufferers from the com-

plaint. Runs of 100 miles so early in the season

have but little temptation for the average

rider, still over 100 cyclists took part in the

Patchogue run, and a good proportion of

them finished. The run, as customary, was

divided into two divisions, fast and slow, and

terminated in a general scorch for home dur-

ing the last fifteen miles. Capt. W. J. White,

of the New York County Wheelmen, the club

which promoted the run, finished first, arriv-

ing at Jamaica at 6.20 p. m. Several women
took part in the run and finished among the

advance guard.

CHURNING UP CHALLENGES.

Denver, Col., April 8.—O. B. Hachenberger

will have to hire help to run all the races to

which he has been challenged. To-day a chal-

lenge came to hand from Arthur Gardiner,

who wishes to race the "Buttermilk boy"

from one to ten miles. As there are several

already on the list. Manager Leonard will in-

from.the Chicagoan that he will have to

await his turn. Hachenberger is willing to

race all who challenge, but cannot do. it all in

a month or two. He will be ready for Gardi-

ner about the last of July, if he has luck and is

still an unbeaten rider.

NOT HEAVEN, BUT

At the semi-annual meeting of the New
York Presbytery, one of the delegates thus

relieved his mind: "No doubt there is a great

deal of heaven in New York, but I fear that

there is not a little of the other place. If my
brother lived near the Boulevard and could

see the swarms of bicyclists flying up and

down on the Sabbath he might change his

opinion."

DROPPED FOR CAUSE.

Captain Hill of the Yale team has dropped

J. S. McFarland, the college champion, from

the list of riders who will represent the college

this year. McFarland declined to take part in

the early training and was dropped for disci-

pline's sake. The team will train on the Sea-

side track, Bridgeport, during the Easter va-

cation.

KNOCKS THEM ALL OUT.

A gentle Buffalo, N. Y., thug has brought

his professional equipment up abreast with

the times. When arrested recently, he was

armed with a club made by filling a single-

tube tire full of steel shavings and iron filings.

His ingenuity cost him $11.50 and the loss of

his up-to-date skull-cracker.

COSTS TEN NOW.

Scorchers arrested in this city on Sunday

last received but little sympathy when brought

up before Magistrate Simms on Monday.

After lecturing the culprits, he fined them all

$10. Heretofore these reckless riders have

been discharged after paying a fine of $5.

MUST TOE THE PLANK IN FRANCE.

Aroused by the grasping attitude of the

French and foreign professionals, the track

owners of France have taken the bull

by the horns and organized a union

for protective purposes. By the rules

adopted, appearance money is aboilis'hed,

but riders may be allowed their travel-

ing expenses and $10 for board. In

traveling expenses and $10 for board. In

match races in the future, the full amount of

the purse goes to the winner and nothing to

the loser. Pacing will be furnished by the

track managers, and heavy fines will be im-

posed on riders who break faith. The Parisian

pros., not content with moderate returns, have

gradually grown more grasping, until they

are now face to face with the prospect of a

GonsideraMe diminution of their earnings. The
men are said to be furious, and have

threatened all sorts of counter movements.

GOT AWAY AFTER ALL.

A report, under date of March 13th, from

Consul Bergholtz, at Erzerum, to the State

Department, states that the trial of the four per-

sons accused of murdering Frank Lenz, the

American cyclist, was to. commence that day.

His exequator not having been granted, the

consul could not be ofificially recognized, but

the British dragoman, who is entirely familiar

with the case, was permitted to appear as the

American representative. The three Ar-

menians, who were released on bail, have

escaped to Russia, and the Kurds are in hid-

ing, although warrants were issued £pr them
last November.

MANAGEMENT SATISFIED.

Although but 300 passengers were carried

on the special cycle trains on the Ninth Ave-

nue Elevated Road, this city, on Sunday, the

first day of the experiment, the general man-
ager expresses himself as being satisfied.

Thirty-five trains were run between 6.30 and

9.30 a. m. and 4.40 and 7.40 p. m., each con-

sisting of two cars. Cyclists only were carried

on the trains, which stopped at certain desig-

nated stations, from 155th street to Rector

street. Next Sunday the trains will be run

until a later hour in the evening, and addi-

tional cars will be readv.

MAKING LIGHT OF IT.

In connection with the unveiling of the

Washington monument in Fairmount Park,

Philadelphia, arrangements are being made
for an illuminated cycle parade on May 15th.

One hundred and fifty dollars will be set

aside to meet the necessary expenses, and $300

in prizes will be offered to the clubs making
the best displays.

ENDORSED BY A. C. C.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of New York
have indorsed the Parsons bill which seeks to

eflect uniformity- of cycling ordinances

throughout the State and which is a highly

desirable measure. Resolutions favoring the

Higbie-Armstrong good roads bill have also

been adopted.

HE WAS A GOOD THING.

"What's a good thing for punctures?"

"You seem to be; you're always complain-

ing of them."
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RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

President Potter lias api)ointed Alliert Mott as rep-

resentative of the L. A. \V. to tlic International Cyc-

lists' Association.

H. D. Crosby, Topeka, Kan., is announced as

liandicapptr in District No. 9, and C. F. Wilmans.

Dallas, Tex., in District No. 7.

By vote of the Board it has been decided that com-

petitions in or outdoor on machines fitted with the

"new reduced gear" require a sanction in the same

manner as cycle races.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Harry D. \\'ood, Oberlin O., Clause A; M. Edward

Clifford, Cleveland, O., Clause A; F. H. Roberts,

Kcosauqua, la.. Clause A; Willie March, Lafayette,

Ind., Clause A.

SUSPENSIONS.
For riding in unsanctioned races at St. Louis, Mo.,

and competing witli Jerry Cronin while he is under

suspension, J. Chelsea, St. Louis, Mo., until July 1,

1&97.

Suspended Pending Investigation—L. W. Keams,
Pittsburg, Pa.; W. D. Bishop, Topeka, Kan.; Will

Hammer, Topeka, Kan.

Suspension Removed—F. H. Roberts, Keosauqua, la.

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
Rock Hill Athletic Association, Rock Hill, S. C ;

date changed from May IS to May 25.

Electric Park, Baltimore, Md. ; May 29.

Penn Wheelmen, Reading, Pa. ; May 31, July 5,

August 25, September 4 and September 25.

H. O. Price, Hot Springs, Ark.; April 6.

Associated Cycling Clubs, Pittsburg, Pa. ; June 19.

Erie Cycle and Athletic Association, Erie, Pa.

;

May 29, July 5 and September 4.

Charles Lewis, Mansfield, O. ; June 15.

F. G. Byrd, Atlanta, Ga. ; April 12, 13.

G. L. Fordyce, Youngstown, O. ; April 5 to 10.

W. C. Bibb, Montgomery, Ala.; April 15, 16.

H. E. Perry, secretary Detroit Wheelmen; May 31

and September 6.

Michigan Cycling Club, Kalamazoo, Mich.; July 3

and 5.

Cohoes Wheelmen, Cohoes, N. Y.
; July 3.

North End Wheelmen, Albany, N. Y.
; July 5.

New Jersey Athletic Club, Bayonne City, N. J.;

May 31, July 5 and September 6; two open events each

day.

Marengo High School Athletic Association, Marengo,

la. ; closed meet.

Montrose Wheelmen, JNIontrose, Col.; April 16.

Haverhill High School Athletic Association, Haver-

hill, Mass. ; May 8 (closed).

Harvard Athletic Association, Cambridge, Mass.

;

May 8 (closed).

Harvard Athletic Association, Cambridge, Mass.;

May 15 (closed).

Crescent Park Cycle Track Association, Riverside,

R. I.; May 31, June 12, 19, 26, July 3, 5, 10, 17, 24, 31,

August 7, 14, 21, 28, September 4, 6.

THE NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

The indications of the applications for the National

Circuit are that it will begin at Charlotte, N. C, on
May 12; reach Jacksonville, Fla., on May 15, and then

move up through Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee to

Pueblo and Denver, Col., early in June; back through
the West to Northern New York, and down through

Pennsylvania, to reach Philadelphia in time for the

national meet. This cannot be certain, however, until

all the applications are received on April 15.

Additional applications for National Circuit dates:

Boston, Mass., A. C. C, May 31; Boston, Mass.,

Massachusetts Athletic Association, July 31 and Sept-

ember 18; Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge
No. 33, August 2; Peoria, 111., Peoria Bicycle Club,

two days middle of week. Applications close on April

15.

BILL RIGHT IN THE BUNCH.

Martin rode in what is described as mar-
velous form at the League of South Austraha
Wheelmen's meet, held late in February, at

Adelaide. In the mile invitation, he defeated

Lesna, Parsons, Walue and Relph, winning
in the fast time of 2m. 3-5s. He displayed a

similar burst of speed in the final of the mile

handicap, which he won from scratch in 2m.
2s. The ten-mile championship of Austral-

asia went to M. Porta in 24m. 16 2-5s.

tin finished second.

Mar-
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FORGOT WHERE HE LEFT IT.

Cycle thieves have many and often very

amusing excuses for helping themselves to

other peoples' property. It's "I only took it

for a joke," or "thought it belonged to a

friend," or some similar yarn, when brought

before a judge, nine times out of ten. Last

week, in a New York police court, a man was

arraigned on the charge oi stealing a wheel

in a New Jersey town and bringing it to New
York and selling it.

"It's all a mistake, your Honor. I bor-

rowed the bicycle," he asserted, when asked

what he had to say to the charge.

"That's what the complaint says," replied

the Court. "You borrowed and kept it and

brought it into this State."

"I borrowed it and rode it to the depot,"

continued the prisoner, "and at the depot I

met with an accident. The bicycle was broken

and I was injured. All I was able to tell any-

body was that I lived in New York, and they

put me aboard a train with the machine, and

the first thing I remember was being in New

MOONLIGHT, MORALITY AND MACHINES.

Indianapolis has troubles of its own, not

the least of which is a band of women re-

formers who are seeking to renovate the

morals of the world. Recently this aggrega-

tion of angel-makers appointed a committee

to push the passage of a curfew law, and this

band of bell-ringing boomers has thus re-

ported:

"Your committee believes the approach of

warm weather is a menace to morals. The
bicycle, which is a means of adding almost

incalculably to outdoor recreation and to the

proper pleasure resulting from it has in reality

become nothing less than a menace to moral-

ity. Young children on summer nights, by its

means, betake themselves miles away from
parental supervision, and any one having eyes

can see in the bicycle an additional argument
for the curfew law."

FABLED AHEAD OF DATE.

One day, near the close of the twentieth

century, a number of bicycles that were re-

posing in adjoining racks, while those that

owned them were in the city, were passing the

time of their inactivity in conversation.

"I saw a strange sight to-day as my master

and I were scorching to the station," said

seven-pound full roadster. "Coming along

the road by one of those very old-fashioned

houses, we passed one of those old people

riding the queerest machine I ever saw. It

hadn'tasinglewheel, only four pins, one undei

each corner of it, with which it stumped
along at a lively gait. And it was a great

deal bigger than any of us."

"Larger than I am now?" asked each of the

machines, puffing their tires.

"Much larger."

They puffed still more.

"Than we are now?"
"Very much larger."

Again they puffed.

"Now?"
"Oh, very much larger."

Then they puffed until every blessed tire

bursted.

Moral—At the end of the twentieth century
no one but a liar will say that he has ever
seen a horse.

York. I left the wheel at a repair shop and

have not been able to find the shop since, so

I couldn't return it."

"You might have written," suggested the

Court. •!

"I was so badly injured I couldn't write,"

was the ready response. He was sentenced to

thirty days in jail for not writing.

NOT LOOKING WHERE SHE RODE.

She fell.

Love of display turned her head.

Her head was turned to enable her to see

the imported costume worn by the woman
whom she met on the Boulevard, and she did

not observe the pile of brick until she had

ridden smack into it.

CAN HARDLY BE CALLED "BEAUTIFUL."

Max O'Rell says that nothing but heaven

can be prettier than an American girl on her

bicycle. It is to be hoped that Max may
never be tempted to alter this opinion by
seeing a forty-year old, two-hundred pound
American "girl" on a hot day walbble up the

Boulevard.

WON'T HOLD WIND.

"Wabbles' doctor ordered him to take to

cycling for exercise, so he bought one of

those bargain-counter, just-as-good wheels,

but he never rides it."

"Never rides; well, how does he get any

exercise out of it?"

"Trying to pump the tires up, so they will

stay inflated, gives him all the exercise he

needs, and more, too."

DROPPING THEM ON GLASS.

A new method of testing the hardness of

steel balls has been devised in Germany. The
balls are dropped from a fixed height on a

glass plate set at an angle; if properly temp-

ered they rebound into one receptacle and if

they are too soft they drop into another,

GOOD AS THEIR MAKERS.

Lozier & Co. have added to their stock a

line of Toledo juveniles, listmg at $40 and

$50. They are also quoting something special

on their $75 Westfield and guarantee prompt

deliveries.

PEACE TO HIS PIECES.

His wheel he mounted at eventide,
' When murky and dark was the hour;
''- And then,- minus lamp or bell,

T' He scorched with all his power.
;
*-p ******«*#

' ;, They gathered him up in the gloaming,
1 The pieces were plenty, but small;

They carved a neat line on a headstone,
And now he ne'er cycles at all.

HAPPY AS A KING.

Other sports are often cast aside after a trial

or two, but men and women learning to ride

a bicycle usually get so mad at the "thing"

before they have been at it five minutes that

they determine that nothing short of death

will prevent their mastering it. This is a sort

of "Pike's Peak or bust" feeling, and the only

difference is that they usually reach the goal.

The satisfaction of finally riding off on the

wheel, shaking it up a bit under them, pulling

it this way and that, more than repays all the

effort that has been spent in learning to ride.

The rider who has just discovered how to

steer his wheel in safety, and keep out of the

way of the cars and horses, even if he does

run over a few people, feels that there are no

more worlds for him to conquer. He is

satisfied and happy.

ASSERTING HIS AUTHORITY.

"Madam!"
The wife paused on the doorstep and looked

at her husband, whose face was unusually

stern.

"Am I the head of this family?"

"You are," she answered meekly.

"Then come right back in the house and

take off my knickerbockers. I am going out

riding myself."

Such an incident could only happen in this

age.
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When a portion of our factory was burned down on March 4th, it

was the signal for the agents of envious

Some People's Say rivals to spread the report that we would

So Doesn't Make ^.^"f'f
*°

f" "'^T.u ^^"TL '"'I'-^^-^—-^^^—^—^—^— side of it. It wasn t the truth, though

It So. Not MlUCh ! the wish may have been father to the

thought.

WE ARE filling orders with promptness and dispatch. The persons

who have bought 1897 wheels of us will

But When We Say not be disappointed. Our reputation

c^ Wp JvipTn iT ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ depend upon it.

OU ¥VC 1 ICOII—lU ^g ^^g ^^^ sleeping, but are right

in it night and day, turning out WHITE
FLYERS FOR WISE BUYERS.

You Bet

!

Write for Souvenir Catalogue.

The Barnes (^ycle 60.,

Syracuse, N. Y.
®

A. FEWr AQENCIES.
Elmwood Cycle Company 57 Park Place, New York City. '

'

']

Jas. Wilde, Jr., & Co State and Madison, Chicago, 111.
;

Darrah Cycle Company Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.
H. A. Johnson 647 West Baltimore street, Baltimore, Md.
Diamond Cycle Company Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, D. C.
Sweet & Johonnot Buffalo, N. Y.
Collister & Sayle Cleveland, Ohio.
Forest Park Cycle Co St. Louis, Mo.
Willis Arms & Cycle Co Kansas City, Mo.
Denver Cycle Co Denver, Col.

Hooker & Co., Pacific Coast Representatives, San Francisco, Cal. ,^:

Kindly mention The Wheel
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jpj^ HISTORIC YORK STATE ^oe

POINTS OF HISTORIC INTEREST ACCESSIBLE TO THE CYCLING TOURIST WHO CARES TO

SEEK THEM.

To the cyclist who possesses a desire to know

something about the places he visits, more

than that the road there and back is hard or

sandy, or that the run can be made in so many

hours and minutes, there is abundance of op-

portunity throughout the Empire State to be-

come familiar with places made famous by

historical events.

The aim of this article is to briefly enumer-

ate the points of historic interest easily ac-

cessible to a cyclist who might leave New
York city for a tour of the State.

The condition of the roads will not be par-

ticularized further than this: The places

mentioned between New York city and Lake

Champlain, and from Albany or Amsterdam

west to Niagara, are all accessible by means

of good roads, while the return from Niagara

to New York by the southern tier of counties

would necessitate much rough riding.

The history of New York city, of course,

antedates that of all the rest of the State, be-

ginning with the landing of the Dutch, in

1609.

Leaving New York by what was originally

the old Albany post road, one is reminded in

crossing King's Bridge that in 1693 Frederick

Phillipse was granted the right to build a toll

bridge over Spuyten Duyvil creek. He named

the bridge in honor of King William III., and

King's Bridge it has remained ever since.

Ten miles from New York is Yonkers, built

on the site of the Manor of Colendoch. The

land, about 2,400 acres, was the property of

Patroon Van der Donk.

In this city lived JVIa'-y Phillipse, George

Washington's first love. The house which

was her home was erected in 1682, and still

stands.

Among the earliest settled towns is Dobbs

Ferry, which has been at various times the

seat of important negotiations. Here Wash-
ington met Rochambeau, October 14th, 1781,

in the old Livingston mansion and planned

the Yorktown campaign. May 6th, 1783, he

conferred with Governor Clinton and Sir

Guy Carleton to arrange terms of disbandment

for the two armies, and here the papers were

signed by which England gave up all claim to

these United States.

A British sloop anchored opposite the

town fired seventeen guns in honor of Wash-
ington and his country. This was the first

time that the Stars and Stripes had ever been

recognized by a salute from England. A
handsome monument commemorates all these

events. East of Dobbs Ferry is Ardsley, a

one-time cainp of the Mohegan Indians; also

Elmsford, formerly Hall's Corners, where a

small company of faithful patriots were beaten

by and surrendered to a thousand British

soldiers in 1780.

Next up the Hudson from Dobbs Ferry

is Irvington. Washington Irving's home,

Sunnyside, is a favorite attraction for tourists.

The cottage, which is a rambling one, reached

its present size by additions; made from time

to time by Irving. It is covered by a fine ivy

raised from a piece of the vine which covers

Abbotsford, the home of Sir Walter Scott.

Irving is buried in the Tarrytown Ceme-

tery.

Near the centre of Tarrytown is a monu-
ment, which tells the bravery and unimpeach-

able honesty of the three loyal Americans,

Paulding, Van Wart, and Williams, who cap-

tured Major Andre, the British spy.

Tower Hill, near Tarrytown, is the "Sleepy

Hollow" of Irving's tale. The River Pocan-

tico (an Indian name, meaning "a run be-

tween two hills") is here crossed by a bridge

said to be on the very spot where the headless

horseman overtook the immortal Ichabod

Crane.

Further east is White Plains, located upon

a tract of land originally called Quaroppas,

purchased by the English in 1663.

Near here, at Chatterton Hill, was fought,

October 28th, 1776, the battle of White Plains,

with Washington commanding the Continen-

tal troops in person.

Northeast of Tarrytown is Chappaqua
where was burned the old home of Horace

Greeley. At Quaker Hill is a house at one

time occupied by Washington and Lafayette.

Opposite Sing Sing, thirty-one miles from

New York, is Haverstraw Bay—formerly

Haverstroo in New Netherland topography

—

into which sailed Hendrik Hudson with his

ship, the Half Moon, thinking he had reached

the head of the Shattemuc, as the Indians

termed the Hudson. Peekskill is named after

the Dutch sailingmaster Peek, who sailed up

into a small side stream near here.

At one time Washington had his head-

quarters on the Van Cortlandt farm above the

city. The Depew and Beecher homes are

here, and not far away is picturesque Lake
Mohegan.
The State military camp is open from June

to September. Just beyond the State Camp
rises Anthony's Nose to a height of 1,200 feet.

Reaching Garrison's the cyclist finds him-

self up.on the scene of an event with the details

of which every American schoolboy is famil-

iar. At the foot of Sugar Loaf is Beverly

House, from whence fled Benedict Arnold to

the sloop Vulture, after arranging with An-
dre to turn over to the British the Colonial

fort at West Point with only the veriest

semblance of resistance.

This fort was captured by the British in

1777, and a heavy chain stretched across the

river.

A few miles above West Point is "Crow's

Nest," the home of N. P. Willis.

To the northeast of Fishkill Landing, two
miles, stands the Verplanck house, the head-

quarters of Baron Steuben, of revolutionary

fame, while a mile south is the Wharton
house, referred to in Cooper's "Spy." On the

west side of the river further north is Kings-

ton, the gateway to the Catskills.

"And lo! the Catskills print the distant sky,

And o'er their airy tops the faint clouds
driven."

While this small mountain chain, or rather

group, contains no scenes of historic note, yet

it is one of the most -picturesque regions of

the State. \

Kingston wks burned by Gen. Clinton on

his way to aid Burgoyne in 1777. He went

no farther after this, but sailed back to New
York.

Further up on the east side is Hudson,

named after Hendrik Hudson, who landed

here while on his expedition up the river in

1609. He was very kindly treated by the In-

dians, and repaid their hospitality by getting

their chief drunk.

At Claverack, only four miles east, is an

interesting old red church, built by the Dutch
in 1767.

Albany, 144 miles from New York, was the

farthest sailing point of Hendrik Hudson, al-

though he sent boats as far as Troy and Half

Moon.
Albany was settled by Walloons as Ft.

Orange, a trading post, in 1614. It is the

oldest surviving European settlement in the

thirteen original States. The name was
changed to Albany at the same time that New
Amsterdam became New York, September
8th, 1664, in honor of the Duke of York and
Albany. It became the State capital in 1797.

Schenectady was founded in 1662. On the

night of February 9th, 1690, a combined force

of French and Indians descended upon the

town and massacred all but sixty persons, and
those all old people or children.

About twenty miles above Troy, on the

west side of the Hudson, is Bemus Heights, the

scene of the two battles of Saratoga, which,

taken together, are considered one of the de-

cisive battles of the world. At Schuylerville,

farther on, is a large monument commemorat-
ing the surrender of Burgoyne, on October
17th, 1777. The monument stands on a hil!

overlooking the village and is called the Sara-

toga Battle Monument.
Re-crossing to the east side of the river, a

few miles north, is Ft. Miller, and next Ft.

Edward, named in honor of the brother of the

Duke of York.

Lake George is 210 miles fr«Hi New York.
At the southern extremity of tbe lake are the

ruins of Ft. William Henry and Ft. George.
From here a boat is the best mode of transit to

Ft. Ticonderoga.

At this point Gen. Abercrombie and his

15,000 men were repulsed by the French under
Montcalm in 1758. Upon the fortifications

here and at Crown Point, Gen. Amherst spent

millions of dollars after their evacuation by the

French.

It was at Ft. Ticonderoga that Ethan Allen

and the Green Mountain boys earned their

lasting honor by capturing the fort with only

a handful of men, "In the name of Jehovah
and the Continental Congress." This was
followed up at once by the capture of Crown
Point, only ten miles further up, by Seth

Warner and a hundred men.

Farther up Lake Champlain is PLattsburg.

It was near this place that the naval battle

was fought between McDonough and Ma-
comb.

Back again on the Mohawk at Amsterdam
Indian signs are plentiful. Not far west of

Amsterdam is located the little village of

Tribes Hill, a historic meeting place of the

Mohawk Indians, whose homes between
Schenectady and Little Falls were located in

three encampments—Os-ser-ru-en-on, near

Amsterdam; On-da-gone, near Fultonville,

and Te-on-on-to-gen, near Spraker's Basin.

In 1C66 these villages were all burned by the

French, and the tribes moved to the north

side of the Mohawk, settling between Fonda
and Little Falls. In 1700 they moved back

again and remained until they migrated to

Canada.
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Palatine Bridge was first settled by the

Palatines, who came from Germany in the

time of Queen Anne.

Two miles west of Ft. Plain stands the

Palatine church built in 1770. It is a stone

edifice near the road, and is still in good re-

pair.

On past Utica is Oriskany, where Gen.

Herkimer defeated St. Leger and drove him
back from his projected attack upon Ft. Stan-
wix (now Rome), which he expected to cap-
ture easily.

Southwest is Oneida Lake, over which
Shirley led his forces bound for Niagara in

the French and Indian war. At Oswego the

expedition was given up and went no further.

.\t Syracuse are the salt works. The exist-

ence of salt here was known to the Indians,

who imparted their secret to the Jesuits in

1694.

Palmvra was the scene of the commence-

ment of Jos. Smitii's jMormonism operations.

Two miles south of here, at Mormon Hill, he
claimed to have dug up tiie golden plates

from wliich the Mormon Bible was trans-

lated.

Western New York is not fertile in historic

associations. The country was only sparsely

settled when the Colonies were shaking off

the yoke of Great Britain. However, the

region near Niagara was important at all

times, because of its proximity to Canada.
Fort Niagara was captured by the British

July 24th, 1758, and near here was fought the

famous battle of Lundy"s Lane, August 14th,

1814.

The Iroquois Indian reservation is at

Niagara. South of the Mohawk Valley lie

Cherry Valley, Otsego Lake, and the head-
waters of the Susquehanna. In November,
1778. the fort at Cherry Valley was the scene
of an Indian niassacre. About fifty persons
were killed and the fort and village burned.

This outbreak of the Five Nations was

checked by two expeditions.
Gen. James Clinton came west to Coopers-

town from Albany. He dammed the outlet of
Otsego Lake, built boats in which he placed
his force; he then broke the dam and they
floated on the flood down to Tioga (now
Athens, Pa,), whefc they joined the second
expedition, under Sullivan, who had just de-
stroyed the Indian village at Chemung.
They marched against the Indians and some

Tories who were banded together at New-
town (now Elmira) and defeated them in a

severe battle.

This completes the enumeration.
There arc numberless points o'f minor inter-

est in connection with those mentioned, as well

as entirely separate, but this article only aims
to mention the more prominent places.

It is the writer's earnest hope that it may
have the effect of causing at least one
scorcher to pause in his mad rush long
enough to become better acquainted with the
history of his own State. F. F.

IDE QUALITY
Never deceives the rider. Our
Tandems stand the racket-they
have been tried, and proven true.
No idlers, no long chain, no side
spring. Perfect chain adjustment,
perfect bearings and perfect lines
make the Ide the ideal Tandem of
1897.

F. F. IDE MFG. e©.. Peoria, 111.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ide Special Tandem—Price, 3175.

Catalogue Free.

I NO MORE GREHSY LAMPS.
|

> CAN BE HANDLED WITH KID CLOVES. I

t The Light of 1897--Thoroughly Tested—Guaranteed. I

ABSOLUTELY
NON-EXPLOSIVE.

I^SULATED KeROSENE
RESERVOIR

Renders it impossible to get oil on the hands

or clothing and absolutely prevents explosions.

REVERSIBLE RIGID BRACKET
Instantly attachable to either side of Bicycle

or Carriage Dash Board (no other bracket

required)

REAR DANGER SIGNAL
Decreases liability of rear collision, as the

rider can be seen from behind, though the night

be dark.

AUTOMATIC WICK LOCK.
A novel device, which renders wick jar-

proof.

Positively Stays Lit.

Burns kerosene 16 hours—No special oil re-

quired. Entire lamp with its bracket can be

removed from wheel in a twinkling, without

the use of wrench, screwdriver, etc

All up-to date improvements, such as red and

green Bohemian Jewels, Match Striker, Cotton

Packed Reservoir, etc., etc. The only strictly

high-grade lamp for bicycles and carriages.

9^9- :•#

INSULATED-KEROSENE

non-explosiVe
REVERSIBLE RIGID BRACKET.

No Springs. Steady and ^oiseles9.
Patented in the United States and Principal Countries of

the World.

••

A MARVEL OF
CLEANLINESS.

AN INTENSE. STEADY AND
PIERCING LIGHT.

By means of a properly focused double conve.x

photo lens, backed by a powerful reflector.

NO TROUBLE.
Nothing to get out of order. Can be all

taken apart, cleaned and made ready for use

instantly.

CONSTRUCTIDN.
Honestly built on scientific principles and

made of best drawn brass throughout, riveted

and no solder to melt. Weighs but 12 ounces.

HANDSOME APPE'XRANCE.
Its artistic lines and beautiful nickel finish

make it highly ornamental.

Special Discount to the Trade.

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.

ROSE MFC. CO.,
MAIS OFFICES:

311 & 313 N. Third St.,

PHILADELPHIA, - - - PA.
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IS SOMETHING SPECIAL.

When a concern is manufacturing half a

dozen different models, it is rather unusual to

wholly devote a particular catalogue to one

particular wheel. This, however, is exactly

what the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Cycle Co. has

done. They have just issued a special cata-

logue in the interests of their Special Clipper.

The book itself is a handsome creation.

The same is true of the wheel, which was

really designed to be marketed in 1898. One
of them was,, however, exhibited at the Na-

tional shows and a limited number were sold

to a favored few. Despite its price, the de-

mand that resulted was too strong to be de-

nied, hence the special publication.

"Necessity is the mother of invention," the

catalogue begins. "During the season of '95

we noticed a growing demand among a cer-

tain class of fastidious wheelmen for bicycles

with 'narrow tread.' After a careful study of

the matter, coupled with no little experiment-

ing, we came to the conclusion that a tread

under six inches was an absolute necessity,

from a commercial standpoint. For various

reasons a mechanically correct frame and

bearings could not be made on lines hereto-

fore accepted as the proper thing. If the tread

was reduced to less than 5| inches (a width

which could be acquired by using not over

1| standard tire), the rear fork must be bent

which prevented properly reinforcing a vital

point, and consequent weakening of the

frame; the crank-bracket must also be ex-

tended, a process which was undesirable for

two reasons, viz.: More links must be

added to the chain, which, of course,

added to an already troublesome fea-

ture. The 'wheel base' must also be

lengthened, thus adding weight without

increasing strength. One and three-quar-

ter-inch tires and 20 and 22 tooth front

sprockets were rapidly growing in favor.

Neither could clear the forks of a wheel with

a 44-inch 'wheel base' and straight rear forks,

both of which, for reasons stated above, are

mechanical features of no little importance,

and which we fear are being disregarded by

many makers with a recklessness that is sur-

prising.

"To overcome all the objectionable features

of a narrow tread was our aim, and we have,

we believe, succeeded. After a long study and

many drawings and designs, we produced

early in '96 a few models, which were at that

time a radical departure from the generally

accepted methods of construction. For a full

year we have worked on these new lines, mak-

ing many changes and trying many experi-

ments, our experimental models having been

put to some very severe tests on the road and

otherwise; and we believe we are, in offering

our New Clipper Special, placing upon the

market a wheel way in advance, so far as ex-

perience goes, of anything yet produced."

By the use of an elliptical hollow truss

crank-hanger, the Grand Rapids people are

able to employ their blade reinforced straight

tapered D rear forks, giving clearance for a

tire from IJ to 1-^ inches, also a sufficient

clearance for 18 to 22 tooth front sprockets,

fitted to a 4|-inch crank-axle with ball races

3 inches apart, 50 link |-inch Baldwin chain,

and a 44-inch wheel base with crank-hanger

dropped 2^ inches, and the tread but 4f inches

over all. The Special has Clipper reinforced

flush joints, reinforced l^-inch tubes in main

frame; 11-16-inch tubes in rear stays, l\ head.

7 inches long on 22-inch, 9 inches on 24-

inch and 11 inches on 26-inch seat-mast.

Tool-steel ball-cups, with ball-retainers, and

cup adjusting bearings are used, also an

arched fork-crown, now so popular, and which

the Grand Rapids concern claims originated

with them in 1893. Six and seven-eighths-inch

diamond-shaped cranks, secured without cot-

ter-pins and invisible seat-post and handle-bar

fastenings are among other special features.

Any tire or saddle desired will be supplied.

The wheel weighs 21J pounds, and is provided

with a Special name-plate, but despite its

"specialness," the Grand Rapids Co. frankly

states that "although we ask and obtain a

much higher price for this model, we cannot

conscientiously claim it to be 'higher-grade' or

superior for practical or business use to our

$80 Clipper."

FUTURITY IS PRESENT.

Makers of upholstered saddles may have

trouble in store for them. The Futurity Sad-

dle Co., a brand new concern at 104 West

Twenty-fourth street, this city, has acquired

the sole rights to the Stienen invention and

with their first bow to the public announce

that they will begin legal proceedings. The

Futurity is a saddle that suggests ease at a

glance and is yet in nowise freakish. It is

constructed on the principle of a parlor chair

or sofa. The base is of vulcanized fibre, the

body is made up of coiled sreel springs and

curled hair, the covering is of leather of any

desired shade. The illustration will convey an

idea of its appearance.

HARD ON HUNGARY.

Between foreign competition and the cheap

prices at which horses can be obtained in

Hungary, two large Hungarian cycle manufac-

turers were obliged to make assignments to-

wards the end of last year. The third com-

pany which has taken to making cycles—The

Hungarian India Rubber Goods Company^
has suffered a severe reduction of its net pro-

fits and will no doubt soon decide to give up

the manufacture of machines altogether. It is

claimed that German and American competi-

tion has been the downfall ol the bicycle in-

dustry in Hungary.

NOT EIGHTY THOUSAND.

Pittsburg, April 12.—Capt. Alfred E. Hunt,

president of the Pittsburg Reduction Co., quite

recently delivered a lecture in Philadelphia be-

fore the Franklin Institute, on "The Utdizotion

of Aluminum in the Arts." The remarks of

this distinguished authority were widely

noted, but especially his comments on the

relabi'On of aluminum to bicycle con-

struction. It was reported that he had said

that the Pittsburg Reduction Co. had orders

for 80,000 aluminum bicycle frames. Capt.

Hunt was seen yesterday and said that he was

incorrectly reported. The company only

builds bicyde parts of aluminum on order.

When customers submit designs of wheel

parts that can be cast in aluminum, the cast-

ings are made. Their orders are chiefly for

saddles, rims and brake-shoes.

The Pittsburg Reduction Co. is responsible

for the entire aluminum output of this coun-

try, and one-third of the product of the light

stufif of the world. But Capt. Hunt says that

the company does not pretend to make alum-

inum bicycles or frames. The company makes

all parts of a bicycle in aluminum that can be

cast. The compiany goes no farither than cast-

ings. The company has orders for 80,000

parts from customers. One order about to be

filled is for 80,000 brake-shoes. Capt. Hunt

says that the use of aluminum in bi-

cycle construction is rapidly developing and

increasing on its own merit. The company

makes no effort to increase the demand,

simply filling orders for castings that are re-

ceived. Capt. Hunt's son has an aluminum

wheel, but it weighs just as much as a steel

steed, about twenty-two pounds.

PITS ANY FOOT.

Although toe-clips are among the manufac-

tures of the M. & S. Mfg. Co., 48-52 North

Clinton street, Chicago, the concern is just

now making a leader of their New Era pedal, on

which patents are pending, and which has the

merit of being adjustable to any width of

foot, and is so constructed that toe-clips are

unnecessary.

CHANCE FOR A LONDON BRANCH.

The advertiser desires to communicate with

some responsible firm who desires to open a

branch house in London. He understands

the bicycle trade and is a resident of that city.

Address, "Resident," care of The Wheel.

JUST LIKE HOME.

Americans in attendance at the first Aus-

tralian cycle show, which opened in Mel-

bourne, February 27, would have felt very

much at home. American bicycles predom-

inated and signs bearing old familiar names

were numerous and conspicuous. The stars

and stripes were likewise largelj- in evidence.

In all there were fifty-three exhibits, tastefully

arranged and decorated as photographs attest.

It was remarkable that nearly all of the agents

handling English wheels, likewise had Ameri-

can goods, while few of the American agents

displayed English wares. The exhibition was

quite international in character, American,

Canadian, English, French, German and Aus-

tralian wares being in evidence. The attend-

ance was somewhat disappointing and such

side attractions as performing dogs, and Punch

and Judy shows imparted an unpleasant im-

pression.

The American wheels exhibited were as fol-

lows:

Tye & Co., Clevelands, Barnes and Nor-

woods; Victorian Cricketing & Sports Co.,

Daytons; English & American Cycle Agency,

Ramblers, Unions and Owens; Melbourne

Sports Depot, Sterlings; Schumacher Cycle

Agency, Czars, United States and Eclipses;

Hall & Warden, Coronets built by the Iver

Johnson Cycle Works; Bown & Raphael,

Columbias and Hartfords; Melba Cycle

Works, Americas; Buckley & Nunn, Peerless

and American Triumphs ;Foy & Gibson, Syra-

cuses and Remingtons; C. S. Boyle, Eagles;

Klingender, Probert & Co., Whites; S. Cooke

& Co., Keatings; Mac Robertson, Monarchs.
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^ THE CRIMSON RIM. ^

YOU CAN TELL IT BY ITS COLOR.

YOU CAN TRY IT BY ANY TEST.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON IT EVERY TIME.

YOU CAN RIDE IT ON ALL ROADS.

YOU CAN BE PROUD TO OWN IT.

YOU CAN HAVE "CRIMSON RIM QUALITY" WITH IT.

YOU CAN NOT GET A BETTER GUARANTEE.

YOU CAN BUY IT FOR JUST $100.

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO., Makers,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

^ A Wheel for the Million. ^
••Vi
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Kindly mention The Wheel.

• •••
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AFFECTS SOME THIS WAY.

A staid respectable citizen, who has never

posed as a profanity expert, took his first

road ride on his new '97 wheel on the Boule-

vard Sunday. After his first fall, he used 187

new expressions, each one warranted to give

a Sunday-school superintendent epileptic fits.

One of the sidewalk critics, who has been

familiar with the finest profanity of New York
since boyhood, regarded the outbreak as the

best example of catch-weight swearing he had

ever heard, and yet the victim of the

fall remarked that he had feared that

he had done small justice to the occa-

sion. He thought that possibly a man
with fluent command of Sanscrit, old

Anglo-Saxon and a smattering of Scotch

might do himself credit under such cir-

cumstances, but that a man who was not an

expert linguist had better make up his mind
to let bicycles alone, or to allow his feelings to

go unrecorded. It is said that one man re-

lieves his feelings after trying to repair the

tire thereon by shutting his eyes and writing

on a typewriter with the heels of his shoes.

The manuscript when read to him by his

stenographer, who is a German with a lim-

ited command of English, is said to have a

soothing effect.

Any middle-aged, pompous and pursy nov-

ice who has not had more falls than a North

Pole thermometer ought to be ashamed of

himself. With no practice at all the clumsy

novice can tumble oftener than a wildcat gold

stock, and come up every time with a smile of

peace and resignation. It is an open secret

that since the bicycle with the pneumatic tire

came into vogue the profanity bureau in the

recording angel's department has had to move
into larger quarters, and that in spite of the

fact that hundreds of new clerks with fountain

pens have been put on, the books are hope-

lessly behind. Swear words uttered now have

no heavenly show to get off the blotters of

the shorthand reporters and into the general

ledger before next Christmas. Men who have

gone through the years of a happy and peace-

ful life-time without even getting their names

into the index of profanity record, now sport

whole rows of figures, and each figure repre-

sents a page of unprintable matter, ranging

from the mildest of blanks and dashes up to

efforts that could only be expressed with ex-

clamation points in great primer and stars out

of the "ad" case.

SOUND ALIKE.

"Hattie Scorcher ran over a broken bottle

yesterday, the very first time she was out

with that new wheel of hers."

"Well, from what I know of Hattie's tem-

per, I suppose she blest that tire then, didn't

she?"

"No; just blew it up."

MRS. SOURPACE S PREDICTION.

Johnnie Sourface's Sunday-school teacher

is a lady. The other day she asked him:

"Johnny, do you know what a miracle is?"

"Yes'm. Ma says if you don't break yer

neck on that bysickle of yourn, it will be a

miracle."

MAGGIE DONAHUE'S DRESS PARADE.

"Cornalia," said Mrs. Dooley, "did ye iver

hear th' puzzle. Whin's a woman not a wo-
man?"

"Sure, an' I have," replied Mrs. McKenna.
"Whin I was a kid I knew the answer."

"Ye niver knew this answer," snorted Mrs.

Dooley. " 'Whin is a woman not a woman?'
'Twas give me las' Sathurday noight be

young Callahan, th' cable ca-ar conducther,

that have all th' latest jokes that does be out.

Whin is a woman not a woman? mind ye!

Whin she's on a boysickle, bedad! Yis, yis!

Whin she's on a boysickle. Cornalia, d'ye

know Maggie Donahue?"
"I know her father," was Mrs. McKenna's

reply. "Her father he run for Alderman once

and lost his ear."

" 'Tis the same wan. Well, th' dacent man
sint his daughter, Maggie, to have a convent

schoolin' an' she learnt to pass the butter in

Frinch, an' to paint all th' chiny dishes in the

cubb'rd, so that whin Donahue came home
wan night an' et his supper, he et a green

ha-arp off his plate along with his cabbage,

"Oh, th' sha-ame iv it! Ivry man on th'

street stopped f'r to yell. Little Julia Dona-
gan yelled: 'Who stole Mag's dhress?' Ol'

man Murphy was sittin' asleep on his stoop.

He heered th' noise an' set his bull-tarrier,

Parnell, out of Lydia Pinkham, on to Maggie.
Malachi Dorsey, vice-president of th' Hod
Carriers' Elevather Trust, was comin' put of

the German's, where he does his drinkin',

when he see Maggie. He puts both his hands
before his face, wint back to th' ba-ar and
ordered a 'plug-hat' that held a pint if it did

a drop.

"But Maggie she wint bumpin' on, Cornalia,

till she come be th' house. Father Kelly was
standin' out in front of it, an' old man Dona-
hue was a-layin' down th' law to him about

th' Dingaling bill and th' thariff, whin 'long

come th' poor foolish girl, wid all th' kids

in th' ward afther her. Donahue tur-rned

white; thin he called out to his wife, 'Honora,'

he says, 'bring a bar'l. Maggie's come home
widout anything on but baseball pants and
a jumper, be jee!' Then he turned on his

daughter: 'May the Lord f'give ye, Maggie
Donahue, this night,' he says. 'Child,

where is ye-er dress?' 'Tut, tut,' says

Father Kelly. 'Maggie,' he says, 'ye

look foine on ther boysickle,' he says,

'but 'tis th' first time I iver knowed
Dinnis Donahue's daughter was bow-
legged.'

"Well, Maggie, wint into th' house

as if she'd been shot fr'm a gun, an'

th' next marnin' J see Finnegan's ex-

priss wagon haulin' a boysickle away

from Denny Donahue's basemint

door."

AND THE LAST, TOO.

"What is the first thing you've got to learn

in bicycling, Alice?"

"What to wear, of course."

an' Doctor Hinnissy had the divil's own
toime pumping the art work out of Donahue's

stomach. So he did. But Donahue bein' a

quiet man niver moinded that, but let Maggie

go on with her di-does, an' bought her a boy-

sickle. All the boysickles th' poor man him-

self had whin he was her age was the wheel-

barry he used to push full of bricks for

Comiskey, do yer moind! But Donahue
says: ''Tis all th' thing, let th' poor child go

her wa-ay,' he says to his wife, he says.

'Honora,' he says, 'she'll get over it!'

"No wan knowed she had the boysickle,

because she wint out afther dark an' prac-

tized on it over be the gas-house. But las'

Friday avinin', lo an' behold! whin th' street

was crowded wid people from th' carpet

works and th' gas-house, who sh'd come
ridin' along be th' thracks, bumpin' an' hold-

in' on to beat all, but Maggie Donahue. An'

dhressed! How d'ye s'pose she was dhressed?

In pa-ants, Cornalia, avick! In pa^ant*!

Dom'd th' thing on but sweather an' pair iv

them baseball kind o' pa-ants.

IN THE BEGINNING.

It is a sheer waste of time and talk

trying to convince a nervous novice,

after sjie has had her first road ex-

perience, that there is no such thing

as hypnotism. Further, she is con-

vinced that hypnotism is not confined

to living objects—inanimate ones

are equally hypnotic.

Dressed in her new spring cycle

costume, mounted upon her Hew '97,

she sallies forth to do or die in the

whirling throng on the Boulevard.^ A quarter of a mile away she sud-

denly discovers a meek looking hitch-

ing post, or, worse still, a mild lot of bricks

in front of an unfinished building. She thinks

no more of either until she is within a rod of

one of them, when the deadly hypnotism be-

gins to get in its work.

That meek hitching post or that mild brick

pile grows and grows in prominence, entire-

ly out of all proportion, until the poor hyp-

notized, wabbling one can see nothing else.

And filling, as it does, the entire scope of

vision, she is sure to make a bee line for it.

Then comes a rude awakening that Knocks

the gilding right off cycling enjoyment' for a

while. But practice makes perfect, and in

a little while your fair rider is not to be hyp-

notized by anything so commonplace as a

hitching post or a pile of brick.

;
;

; still faster.

Th_6 old-time politician that we meet,

Boasts that he gets there with both feet;

But when he with the wheelman meddles,

.Soon finds the latter gets there with both pedals!
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The

hardest

name in the world

—for our competitors to forget. They've had cause to remember

it in the past—they'll never have it out of their minds "for a

minute " after this season.

'97 Windsors

have more selling-point improvements in them than the combined

improvements of any two other high-grade wheels.

'97 Vi/indsors

represent an investment in money and energy that will place them

farther than ever in the lead of all others.

We need several

more good agents

—men who can command highest terms, who
are accustomed to handling a large business.

Chas. H. Sieg Mtg. Co.,

KENOSHA, WIS.
Chicago—285 Wabash Ave., New York—101-103 Duane St.,

Geo. L Magill, Sales Agent. Hermann Boker & Co., Eastern Agents.

DULUTH—MarshaU Wells Hardware Co.,

Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHY OCTAVIUS ORATED.

Octavius and Antony met on the Nile River

road, and as they leaned their machines

against a neighboring temple door, the future

Emperor of Rome remarked:

"See here, Tony, I can't say I just like the

way you are carrying on. It's scarcely decent,

to say the least. I gave you my sister, Oc-

tavia, for a second wife after the death of

Fulvia, and you told me you were going to

settle down. What do I find?"

"Blamed if I know!" ejaculated Antony,

quickly castingan eye over the tool bag on his

wheel to see that it was safely closed. "I

haven't lost anything."

"Now, see here. Marc," replied Octavius

getting warm under his steel sweater, "I

don't want any of your guff. I repeat: What
do I find? Simply this. Here you are seen

riding everywhere with that Cleopatra, mak-
ing a holy show of yourself, when you might

be earning the undying honor of posterity

by winning all sorts of glory in battle."

"To blazes with posterity," said Antony, ex-

citedly, while pretending to examine a blem-

ish on the rhinoceros-hide tire of his wheel.

"I'm looking out for a good time for myself.

Glory may be all right for you and the other

boys, but I don't want any of it in mine, thank

you. Cleopatra is all right. She's a peach.

I'm dead in love with her, and so is she with

me. That's why we are seen on the road so

often in each other's company."

"Do you really think Cleopatra is stuck on

you?" queried his brother-in-law, with a pity-

ing smile.

"Sure!"

"Well, then you are a soft, Marc."

Saying which Octavius, with a con-

temptuous snifif, mounted his wheel and rode

off in hot haste toward where the Roman
legions were camped, resolving to do An-
tony at the forthcoming battle of Actium or

bust.

"I wonder what's got into Octie?" mur-

mured Marc, as mounting he rode toward a

neighboring pyramid, in the shadow of which

Cleopatra was awaiting him. The remainder

is history.

AGE AND THE WISDOM THEREOF.

It's all very odd, but a man knows less as

he grows old, until at sixty he isn't positive

regarding anything at all. At twenty he

knows everything, and more, too; at forty,

he has doubts, and at fifty, he becomes very

modest. What a pity that at seventy a man
can not really know as much as he thought

he knew when he was twenty-five! The fore-

going is a short dissertation commended to

the careful reading and absorption by the

know-it-all novice, who at the end of six

weeks" riding thinks he has nothing to learn.

LEARNERS AND LEANERS.

Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox writes very

pithily once in a while. She sings of the

"two kinds of people on earth to-day," and
declares that they are not saints and sinners,

nor rich and poor; though she does not say

that those sung of are not cycle school in-

structors, a class closely described by these

lines of Ella's song:

"No, the two kiads of people on earth I mean,
Are the people who lift and the people who lean.

And oddly enough, you will find, too, I wean,

There is only one lifter to twenty who lean."

MERELY A MATTER OF FORM.

"At last!"

The young man heaved an intense sigh of

relief as he heard her well-known footstep

descending the stairs. For more than an

hour he had sat by the parlor window waiting

for her. His only amusement had been in

watching the two wheels leaning against the

curbstone in front of the house. She had

promised to take an early ride with him up

Riverside Drive, and as he noted the beauti-

ful spring morning fleeting away, he began to

grow impatient and almost regret he had

not gone alone.

"I told you I would only be a few minutes,"

she said, with an innocent laugh that showed

she was perfectly oblivious of the flight of

time, as she bounded into the room, and ran

her hand carelessly over the mantel in search

of a hairpin to fasten her glove.

"Why, my dear, you've been over an

hour," he replied, with his resentment some-

what modified by the charming picture she

presented, her short skirt serving but to ac-

cent the shapely, golf-stockinged limbs which

showed beneath it.

"Pshaw!" she laughed, well-aware of the

effectiveness of her costume, "you ought to

know by this time what a woman means by

a 'few minutes.'
"

"Probably I should," he returned, as they

moved toward the door, "but how is it you

can't dress as quickly as a man, when your

cycling costumes are almost identical?"

Before the door closed, or she could an-

swer, her little brother, who had been listen-

ing to the whole conversation, said:

" 'Cause she wears four pair of stockin's,

that's why."

WHY IT COSTS SOMETHING.

The cycle is a sort of a cross between a

watch and a siteam locomotive. It embodies

the delicacy and accuracy of the one with the

strength of the other. It is a machine of

hundreds of parts, so accurately adjusted that

it can be run for mionths without re-

pair; so light that it can easily be

hfted with one (hand, yet so strong

that it will carry a heavy man thousands

of rough miles without disaster. Is it to be

wondered at then that the manufacture of

such an article requires an immense amount

of skill and involves a great number of inter-

esting and intricate processes?

ENOUGH TO BREAK ANY WILL.

As a reason for believing that a wealthy

publisher of this city, who died a year ago,

was not at the time of making his will, which

is being contested, in his proper mind, it was

stated as evidence that he disliked the bicycle

and discharged all employees who indulged in

the recreation.

MOTHER-GOOSE-LIKE.

Mary, Mary,

Quite contrary,

How does your cycle go?

"It's not to my mind,

For the trouble I find,

Is to keep both the wheels in a row."

Little Jack Horner,

Raced round a corner.

And managed to ride rather wide;

When he finished his spin,

He thought with a grin,

How he'd kept the short markers outside.

SAVED BY CEMENT.

Out under the star-gemmed heavens, Daphne
McCarty and Bertie Cecil were sitting in the

chilly moonlight; sitting side by side upon a

park bench beneath the spreading branches of

a Riverside Drive oak thait had braved the

storms of years, while the silvered pencilings

O'f starlight, dancing among the leafless

branches that waved weirdly above them,

gave to the scene a touch of fairy beauty

which was like enchantment. It wasn't just

the weather for sitting in the open, but

Daphne's $39.83 wheel had suffered from tire

troubles, and Bertie had repaired same while

she looked on. The job completed, they

had lingered for a moment.
"Did you speak, darling?" asked Bertie,

bending toward the girl and gazing- at her

with eyes whose glances told more eloquently

than words of the great love ihe bore her.

But 'back of the tender look, back of the love-

laden tones, there was a haunting fear, a

ghastly horror, which all the marvelous

splendor of the scene could not dispel.

Despite all of which Bertie still busied himself

looking for the tin of tire cement he had used

and now failed to find. "Did you speak,

sweetheart?" asked Bertie again.

"I—I was going to say," began Daphne, in

low tones that bespoke the intensity of her

feelings, "that if you could assist—assist me a

little; I—I think I have been sitting on that

tire cement, and, and !"

Bertie gazed at her in a dazed way, then

rose tremblingly. "I will go for assistance,"

he faltered, and moved away through the

tender evening hush.

As he looked away up to the creamy splen-

dor of the Milky Way there was peace in the

pure young face, a. look almost of holy joy.

"Heaven kept us from reaching the Ciare-

mont," he said softly. "She was just on the

point of suggesting thaJt we stop there for a

couple of those 40-cents-'apiece milk punches.

I saw it in her eyes. She's played that game
on me before, and I hadn't but 20 cents in my
clothes! Surely angels watch over wheel-

men!" ^

And a great throb of gratitude welled up to

heaven from his swelling heart.

NO PLACE FOR WABBLERS.

"Oh, yes," said the progressive farmer,

who had found the bicycle a ready means of

quick transportation even over the rather

p6or roads surrounding his farm, "a bicycle is

a mighty handy thing for a farmer as soon as

he learns rut riding. The Boulevard professor

would be all balled up if he were suddenly

confronted with a long stretch of road where

a narrow rut was the only possible path. Yet

the rural wheelman will negotiate such an ob-

stacle with as -much sang froid as if he were

promenading through Central Park. As a

matter of fact, he finds it no obstacle at all.

"He 'has borrowed an idea from the tight-

rope walker, and takes care never to look

down. The instant result of such a proceed-

ing would be that his front wheel would begin

to wabble, and if the rut were very narrow, a

spill would follow with ugly results to

the wheel and maybe to himself. On the

contrary he keeps his eye well ahead, and

steering direct for some point in advance is

able to preserve his balance, ihis machine and

his skin."
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Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires

Morgan &WrightTires

ARE GOOD tires

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRE REPAIR SHOPS.

Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires

Tires may be sent to any of the M. & W. repair

shops named below, or to Chicago, for repair

or replacement, under the M. & W. guarantee:

Boston, Mass. -

Buffalo, N. Y. -

Baltimore, Md.
Cleveland, O.

Detroit, Mich. -

Denver, Col.

Kansas City, Mo. -

Minneapolis, Minn.

New York, N. Y. -

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.

Toronto, Ont. -

- 284 Columbus Ave.
- 534 Main St.

HE. German St.

- - - 285 Erie St.

- 66 State St.

- - - 922 18th St.

- - 818 Walnut St.

510 Second Ave., South.

105 Chambers St.

- - - 1129 Arch St.

- - 209 N. 10th St.

-130 Golden Gate Ave.
- 114 Victoria St.

The only way to cure some leak)'
tires is to put inner tubes in them,
thus making them double-tube
tires. Ask repairmen. They
know.

Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires
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AGENTS' WOES.

How They Suffer from the Guarantee Game
at the Hands of Untruthful

Riders.

"The bicycle has a demoralizing influence

in one particular," said an uptown agent who
has been at the game formany a long day. "It

will cause more people to deviate from the

truth and expend more brain power and en-

ergy in devising ways and means to account

for breakages and accidents, so as to let them

take advantage of the guarantee clause, than

anything else in the world. A rider will

scheme for hours trying to concoct some

story to tell the dealer in accounting for an

accident which will enable him to have his

wheel repaired for nothing. He will come
in with his tale of woe, and when he has fin-

ished, he knows perfectly well that the dealer

does not believe a word that he has said, yet

so long as he gets his wheel repaired, he is

perfectly willing to let the dealer think what

he chooses.

"There is no custom in the world that is

so frightfully abused as that of guaranteeing .

wheels against defects for a stated period.'

The purchaser always puts the most liberal

construction on the clause, and tries to twist

it into covering every possible accident which

might happen to his wiieel during th€ sea-

son. It is even said that one rider who had

his wheel stolen, called on the firm from

which he purchased it and demanded a new
wheel, on the ground that they had guaran-

teed the old one to last a year.

"This repair work on a guarantee is one of

the most disagreeable features of the cycle

business. It is extremely trying, yet, at the

same time, I often derive a great deal of

amusement from listening to the wonderful

stories which have been evolved in the minds

of the riders. Sometimes we call them down,

but more often we are so charmed with their

delightful exhibition of nerve that we fix the

broken wheel, although it is clearly out of our

province to do so. This sort of thing has

been permitted to run until the free repair

work done by me in the course of a single

summer amounts to several thousand dollars.

There is only one way to stop it, and that is

to shut right down on the guarantees, but the

riders have become so spoiled, and some of

them have become such artistic "nd polished

jugglers with veracity, that I doubt if the evil

will ever be remedied.

"Some of the evasions entered into by the

unfortunate rider who has run foul of an ob-

struction are really interesting. In fact, the

man who has an hour or two on his hands

could have a very enjoyable time on Monday
morning at any of the agencies by simply

standing round and listening to the tales

which are brought in, together with the

wrecks of wheels. I call Monday morning
Police Court day, and am always prepared on

that morning to hear evidence, which, in

many cases, would put a regular attendant at

the city Police Court to shame, providing, of

course, that the preceding Sunday has al-

lowed of cycling.

"The fact that wheelmen were out Sunday
always receives verification Monday morning
by the percentage of broken-down and

dismembered machines that find their way
to the repair shops, and judging from the

stories told in connection with these wrecks.

one not familiar with the guarantee game
would be led to believe that bicycles had a

most unfortunate habit of smashing their

rims, springing their frames, or knocking of?

cranks without the slightest provocation; that

they would fall to pieces while leaning up
against the side of a house; handle-bars would
drop off while the rider was going quietly

along the street, and frames would collapse of

their own weight. Iji fact, the novice would
be tempted to tackle a bucking bronco and

cater to its eccentricities rather than trust

himself on a bicycle which was liable to fly to

pieces at any moment.
"Sometimes, however, I get my fighting

clothes on, and then the man who attempts

to work me for repairs runs up against a sur-

prise party. Last Monday morning, while I

To ride, or not to ride, that is the question.

Whether it is nobler in the body to suffer

The aches and pains of a delicate constitution,

Or to buy a wheel, regardless of gossipers,

And by exercising end them. To ride—and ache

No more; but by so doing, Grundy says we end

The sweet modesty, and the thqusand natural graces

That girls cling to
—

'tis not an ambition

Devotedly to be fostered. We ride—men talk;

Men talk! perhaps not nicely; aye, there's the rub;

For in these days of advance, what griefs may come

When we have shuffled ofif this Grundy yoke.

Must, give us pause.

PRISCILLA'S SOLILOOUY.

was trying to make a sale, and just

about had the customer landed, a man
came in bearing the remnants of a front

wheel, one that we had sold him two weeks

ago. The rim was crushed in two places, and

the spokes twisted and bent. He had his

story ready, and as soon as he saw me opened

up. I tried to suppress him until I had got

rid of my customer, but he was running a

strong blufif, and I had to let him go on. He
said that he was going up the Boulevard Sun-

day afternoon, when his front wheel suddenly

gave down, the rim breaking in two places

and threw him to the ground. All this hap-

pened on the asphalt.

"I saw my customer edging toward the

door, as though he had seen enough of the

kind of wheels I must be selling, but I held

on to him, and turned my attention to the

broken machine. On picking it up, the

marks showed plainly where the wheel of a

heavy wagon had passed over it. I began

questioning the victim, and finally dug up the

fact that he was riding in Westchester County

at the time of the accident and had run into

a farm wagon. Now he came into the store

determined to make us repair his w^heel under

the guarantee clause. I gave the young man
my opinion of the affair, and sold a wheel to

the customer, who had become interested in

the story.

"Another rider came into the store Mon-
day morning with his sprocket wheel badly

bent. He wanted us to repair it and claimed

that the accident had occurred while he was

pushing the wheel in front of him, by the

chain slipping off and catching in a sprocket.

I looked at him in amazement. The utter

abandon with which he sprung the story was

charming, and I hated to call him down. On
exainining the sprocket and frame it showed
very plainly that the wheel had been locked

and that someone had attempted to ride it.

This the man denied vigorously, but after a

while he remarked inadvertently that he could

have thrown his wheel in the street when it

stopped on him the night before, and he did

not know what the trouble was until he had

got off and found that he had forgotten to un-

lock it. Then he got red in the face, for he

suddenly remembered that the accident was

caused by the weight of his hand resting on

the saddle.

"These are simply samples of what every

dealer has to contend with every day in the

week, and more particularly on Monday. It

is not right, but the competition is so keen

that no one dealer is willing to come out

strongly and firmly against the injustice which

is daily practiced upon them by the wheel-

EPFECTS OF FELLOW-FEELING.

Wheelmen are not devoid of the altruistic

spirit, though it is not often that one will go
far out of his way to remove a cause of dan-

ger from the path of the man who may come
after him. A rider proceeding slowly up the

Boulevard the other evening saw one of those

large milk bottles lying in the middle of the

road. Appreciating the fact that it might

be struck by wagon wheels and broken into

fragments, and knowing what the broken

glass would do to a number of tires, he dis-

mounted, picked up the bottle and flung it

into the vacant lot at Eighty-fifth street.

This incident is called to mind by the little

narrative which one passenger in the

elevated was overheard telling his companion

on a recent morning. "I was walking along

a street yesterday," he said, "when I saw a

tack lying on the sidewalk. It made no par-

ticular impression on my mind until I got

two or three rods beyond it. By that time

I had gone through a process of ratiocination,

something like this: 'The chances are that

if the tack is left there someone will kick it

into the street. Then some wheelman may

come along and get a puncture.' So I turned

back, picked up the tack and carried it to

the next corner, where I dropped it carefully

mto the sewer opening. And I must say that

I take satisfaction in the thought that at least

that one tack is forever out of the way of do-

ing any harm."
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WANTED lO-SUPPLY I.

If there is any condition that knocks

editorials and the like from your Uncle

Thomas' oddly shaped cranium more

than another, it is to have offers of

orders day after day for ten times more

wheels than he can build. Never was

there a concern trying more earnestly

to satisfy everyone. Each man con-

nected with the establishment under-

stands fully our position and puts forth

efforts accordingly.

We undertook an almost impossible

task in carrying out our outlined plans.

We have met with obstacles that would

make the ordinary concerns "lay

do\yn !"— such as two broken crank-

hanger dies at the forge shops, and an

almost inexcusable mistake by the die-

maker on still one other; two explosions

in our enameling plant, and unforeseen

delays with material, etc., have driven

us nearly wild. However, all roads

have a turning and ours is in near

sight. Things are coming our way now

in fine shape, and reasonable promptness

is promised to our agents hereafter.

THE TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO..

SUCCESSORS TO FRANK T. FOWLER MFG, CO.,

"THE TRINITY,"

NOS. 1-3 CHANDLER STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.

CHICAGO BRANCH, 128 DEARBORN STREET.

The balance of this page was made up of replies to
our recent "$10 cash offer," which Mr. Prial, Editor of
The Wheel, thinks should not be made a subject of
advertising—at least in The Wheel. We respect the
opinion of Mr. Prial in this and other matters cycling
and refrain from using the columns of The \Vheel
for the replies referred to, which replies, however, can
be found in the 'Irinity Chimes as published in other
cycling papers. They are interesting—read them.

Yours for things different,

UNCLE THOMAS.
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LIKE UNTO SPELLESY'S DOG.

It was when the Manhattan Beach race track

first opened, and the two gents who leaned

over the rail looking at the human racers

showed by their appearances that they were

more familiar with four-legged speed-

makers than with two-legged ones. They

were witnessing their first bicycle race, having

strolled over from Sheepshead Bay track,

where they were training race horses. Like

men of their cla;ss, they were close students of

form and action, and after watching Sanger

try the same tactics in two or three races and

get beaten in each one of them, the biggest

of the two turned to his mate, and jerking his

thumb toward Sanger, said: "That big 'un's

a dead ringer for the case of Tug Spellesy's

dog, Disturbance. Ever know Disturbance?"

"No, I never see Disturbance," admitted

the little man, regretfully.

"Disturbance was the fightenest dog that

ever carried a backer's money," announced

the black mustache, with conviction. "How
many fights you s'pose that dog win? He
win two hundred and ten battles, to my cer-

tain knowledge, and I wouldn't say so if it

wasn't so. Disturbance was what you might

call a monomaniac among dogs. The first

time he fought, instead of making for the

other dog's wind. Disturbance makes a play

for his left hind leg. Tug Spellesy, he was

sitting right by me, he says, 'It's a case of

tear up your tickets,' and he looked sort of

homesick, as he thought of the good money
he'd have to give up.

"But Disturbance didn't make any further

plays. He stood pat on what he had and

held on to that other kiyoodle for fair. Tug's

face began to clear up as he saw Disturbance

wasn't phased by the other dog's plays, but

just kept working away on that left hind leg.

Well, sir, you can search me if tbait there

Disturbance didn't hold on till he broke the

other dog's leg clean off, by which time there

wasn't enough breath left in him to blur a

handglass. And Disturbance never made
any other play in any of his other battles.

Most remarkable dog you ever see, and win

Tug a barrel of money. But they got next

to him at last."

"How was that?" inquired the little man.

"Well, he dies of a broken heart," re-

turned the other. "Some sport who wasn't

on the square made a match with Spellesy

to have Disturbance go up against an un-

known. Tug's dog had a reputation then

and there was all kinds of money bet on him

at odds. Well, when they got to the cellar

where the fight was to be pulled ofif, there

was the other dog, an ugly-looking bull and

a sort of cripple. He was minus a leg.

When they let 'em go. Disturbance rushed

for the unknown and made a play for his left

hind leg. It wasn't there. Disturbance gave

the most affecting cry I ever hear, turned

round and faced the crowd with a sort of re-

proachful look and toppled over, dead as a

Guttenburg skate. His heart was broke. Dat
big 'un 's de same way; he can't ride a race

but one way, and ain't fly 'nufT to change his

holt when he sees de odder blokes is on to

his game, see?"

"I guess we better go and get a ball," said

the little man hurriedly, and the other ofifered

no objection, and the last seen of them they

were headed toward Sheepshead Bay.

FOR WARM WEATHER EXERCISING.

This is an imported idea of a combination

shower-bath and home trainer. The machine
consists of a shallow tub to which is secured

a framework carrying a cycle saddle, handle-

bar, pedals, sprocket and chain wheels. The
resemblances to the bicycle go no further.

The small sprocket, which is driven from the

large one on the main shaft by the chain, is

secured to a small rotary pump w'hich is

fastened at the rear of the frame. The suc-

tion pipe of the pump ends near the bottom

of the tub, and the discharge pipe is curved

and etids in the sprinkler common to all

shower baths. A cock half way up the dis-

charge pipe permits of the water being turned

on to the sprinkler or through the hose and

nozzle, depending on whether the exerciser on
the machine desires a bath or not.

It is, of course, possible to obtain exercise

without getting wet, the pump furnishing the

resistance necessary for exercise and the

water which is pumped being discharged by

means of the rubber tube and nozzle. When
the rider has exercised sufficiently, he can

reach backward and turn the cock so as to let

the water pass upward and out of the sprink-

ler. The harder he pedals the wetter he gets.

The tub can be divided into two compart-

ments, one containing hot water and the other

cold water, and the cold and hot douche may
then be used at will. The device could be

made to set in any ordinary bath-tub.

VIEWED IT DIFFERENTLY.

Wheeler—Tell you, Walker, you don't half

appreciate what a blessing the bicycle is.

Walker—Oh, but I do. Just think, for

example, what a blessing it has been in furn-

ishing a subject of conversation to people

who haven't sense enough to talk about any-

thing else.

ACCORDING TO THE NOVICE.

"How can a man really tell which is the best

wheel, I'd like to know?"
"Buy one. After you have ridden it a week

it will be the best in the market. It always

works that way."

RAWSONS FIT AND THE CAT'S.

For years he scofifed at cyclers and was
convinced that a man who would pump a pair

of wheels about the streets was no better

than a lunatic. It is hard to tell what first

turned him the other way. It may have been
the pictures of bicycle parties stopping before

cosy looking country inns, for, although Raw-
son has never seen a country inn, he loves

them just the same, and when he runs across

a reference to a country inn in his reading
he is as delighted as an epicure over an un-
expected dainty. Then the thought of a level,,

white road stretching away through the coun-
try was another thing that convinced him that

he must get a bicycle. At all events he told

Mrs. Rawson one day that he was going to

buy two machines, one for her and one for

himself. Then began the trouble.

As a usual thing, Rawson knows pretty

well just what he wants when he sets out to

buy anything. The day he started out to buy
his bicycle he was soon convinced that bi-

cycles were not like other things. The first

dealer he interviewed assured him that he sold

"the only wheel on earth," and explained its

various points of excellence with such suc-

cess that Rawson knew less about it than
when he began. But Rawson said he would
look further.

Dealer after dealer told him that the only

wheel fit to ride was to be found in his shop.

That sort of thing consumed one week. The
next week passed in making each dealer take

his machine apart and explain their merits

item by item. Then he bought the wheel he
had intended to ignore. He was ashamed of

this experience until told it was the usual

thing.

His friends told him he must buy a riding

suit next. This took five minutes. That night

he put it on and posed for the admiration of

the family. The cat had a fit. Rawson isn't

sure whether it was the suit or merely the

cat's time to have a fit. Mrs. Rawson said

that the cat had more sense than Rawson,
for he had failed to get a fit. This took all the

joy out of the suit for Rawson.

BETTER FOR BOTH.

To be comfortable and harmless the sad-

dle should be set perfectly straight. To tilt it

forward throws too much weight on the hands
and arms, while a backvrard slant is apt to be

injurious. A good rider is careful to dis-

tribute as much of his weight as possible

upon the pedals, and as little as possible upon
the saddle; especially in crossing car tracks

or rough places on the road is this com-
mendable, as it not only saves the rider much
discomfort, but also saves the machine from
strain.

RUBBING IT IN.

He was all out of breath as he jumped from
his wheel, hastened to the ticket office in the

little suburban station, and anxiously in-

quired:

"Can I catch the 4.30 express to Jersey

City?"

Never a hair turned the official, as he looked

up from the paper he was reading and an-

swered:

"That depends upon how fast you can ride,

young fellow. It left here five minutes ago."

Too much cycling produces atrophy of the

wallet.

If some men were to have all there is in

cycling, they would hanker after more.
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We ... .

Are All . .

Attracted

BEAUTY,
Bv GRACE AND

STRENGTH
That is why you see so many

imitators of

World6YeLEs
AGENTS, REMEMBER="They cannot inii=

tate the stand-up and speed qualities.

Prices Riqht.

Deliveries PromDt.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela- _

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul ; Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Write Us ... .

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, III.
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C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Represents ns In

New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Kindly mention The WheeL
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A DARK DISASTER.

She was not fair, but fat—round as a firkin

of butter. She was not 40, but 39.98. Her
bloomers were seven yards wide, and her Vas-
sar hat sixteen inches across the top. Her
complexion and her leggings were black as

the owls at night, while her eyes shone like

moonstones. Her escort preceded her by
twenty yards as he turned his wheel out of

Twenty-sixth street into Broadway. Half a

hundred men and women were required to

pause on the brink of the gutter to let him
pass. The sharp tinkle of a bell behind kept

them pausing, and they saw her dimplets

swing gracefully around the corner in hot

chase.

Colonel Waring's Belgian blocks were

slippery, and just as a wide and confident grin

stretched her ruby lips from ear to ear, her

wheel went over toward Del's and her bul-

bous rotundity dropped upon the pavement.

It lay there like a ball, face down on the

stones, bloomers awry, feet in air. mouth
contracting. And all the spectators stood as

if spellbound.

Two colored gemmen gazed at the sight,

but stood transfixed. Not a hand was lifted.

Not a motion was made to help her up. She

got tired of waiting for her escort, who had

reached the Hoffman House, and rolling over

on her back, arose in wrath and dignity,

picked up her wdieel, crossed the street, leaped

into the saddle and sped eastward, a black

shadow followed by curious eyes and strange

remarks.

If she had been white and fair !

DRUNK WITH SPEED.

A wheel is, especially to the youngster, what

Jack's Seven League Bjots were to him, an

irresistible temptation to go fast. There is

something in fleetness of movement that in-

toxicates. Horseback riders feel its glow, and

it is the first stimulating sensation of the

wheel. It is the natural rebound from the

clogs of customary locomotion.

To be suddenly released from the slow move-

ment of walking and enabled to skim the sur-

face of the ground like a swallow, and with

almost his velocity, is an enjoyment few can

resist. Scorching is the first natural reaction-

ary effect of this increased capacity for get-

ting over the ground, and the sacrifice of all

that is really enjoyable and beneficial in the

wheel follows, but when the taste for speed is

sated, there is usually a return to normal con-

ditions, and all is well that ends well.

LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT.

The mere fact of being mounted upon a

bicycle does not ensure perfect enjoyment.

There are many little things to be taken into

consideration, such as the matter of adjust-

ment, the knowledge of pedaling and proper

dress. Precautions of this kind add very

much to the enjoyment of cycling, and great-

ly multiply the benefits that are to be derived

from it.

THEY KNEW EVERYTHING, ONCE.

The Chinese claim that they knew all about

the bicycle ages ago, but their reticence on

the subject of cycling has been equal to the

pressure of a ton to the square inch. It is

really wonderful how much some people

know, and how successful they are in keeping

it to themselves.

LITTLE THINKS BY AN ICONOCLAST.

Learn first; teach after.

Scorching is its own reward.

Let racers get rich and fear not.

Don't ride a race after it's finished.

It is a long road that has no beer sign.

It's an ill will that wishes no rider well.

Necessity is the mother of cycle thieves.

It is unlucky to be killed on a Friday's ride.

Don't judge a wheel by its coat—of enamel.

Great minds think as they like about a

wheel.

Loud racing costumes do not always adorn

champions.

Let the finishing tape be your goal, not the

starting one.

Hell is paved with good intentions; many
city streets with bad indentions.

It is unlucky to ride a bargain-counter

wheel on any day which has an "a" in it.

An intact wheel of the vintage of '96 is bet-

ter than the finest smashed-up '97 in the land.

When ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to ex-

amine into the materials of the wheel you

ride.

SUPPOSING
YOU HAVE $100 AND

WANT TO BUY A WATCH.
YOU GO INTO A SHOP.

AND THE JEWELER
SHOWS YOU TWO WATCH-
ES, EXACTLY ALIKE EX-
CEPT THAT THE MOVE-
MENT OF ONE CAN BE
TAKEN OUT FOR CLEAN-
ING, REPAIRING. ETC.,
WHILE THE MOVEMENT
OF THE OTHER CAN
NOT BE TAKEN OUT
FOR ANY PURPOSE
WHATEVER.

WHICH WOULD YOU BUY?

Morgan xWrightTjres
are good tires

AND HE GOT IT IN THE ARM.

There had been one of those cases of violent

contact which sometimes happen when
scorching wheelmen and apathetic truckmen

come together when one is going in an oppo-

site direction to the other.

From the melange the cycler had been

rescued with a broken arm, and taken to a

neighboring hospital for repairs. The sur-

geon in charge, after telling him the setting

of the fracture would be extremely painful,

inquired: "Will you take ether?"

"No," grimly responded the sufferer, who
when not a scorcher was a drug clerk. "If

it's just the same to you, I would prefer to

have a little boneset."

Then the nurse brought in the splints.

OUT OF PROPORTION.

Pat Angelo, of Buffalo, said to be a de-

scendant of the famous Mike of the same

name, when arrested there recently for riding

without a bell, astounded the court by saying

that his wheel cost only $2. He thought it

an injustice to have to pay 25 cents for a bell

and $1.50 fine for a wheel of that value.

Nevertheless, he had to pay the usual fine.

WHERE CAUTION IS WISE.

Wheelmen should reflect. Even yet they

are an innovation. Society has not perfectly

adjusted itself to the change in locomotion.

People have grown accustomed to walking

the streets without having to care for more
tiian tiie rattling car or wagon or carriage,

whose sound gives warning of its approach.

They are not yet thoroughly used to the noise-

less wheel; and the result has been frequent

collisions, damaging to the collider and col-

lidee, to adapt a legal expression to meet a

new necessity of language.

This tends to excite a hostility to the wheel

which finds expression in enactments of

ordinances restricting cycling. It is sure, if

persisted in, to result in more and more strin-

gent regulations that will impair the pleasure

and the benefit of wheeling. Now, this is a

condition wholly within the control, in the

first instance, of the wheelmen, either indi-

vidually or through their organizations. In

the next instance, it is in the control of so-

ciety acting through its police force. It rests

with wheelmen to say which method shall be
used. One or the other will be.

Some of the preventives on the riders'

part are the exercising of ordinary caution, a

slowing down at crossings, a bell sounding
its warning, a limiting of speed to the less-

frequented highways; club rules supplement-

ing city ordinances; co-operation with the po-

lice in enforcing them by giving information

of violations, will prevent accidents, fend off

hostile restrictive laws, add to the pleasure of

cycling, and, what is not of less value, insure

wheelmen in the general recognition and en-

joyment of their rights.

LOGIC OF THE CASE.

The bicycle, if properly used, like good
wine, in moderation, must be good for normal
women. Instead of inciting to hoydenishness,

this animating expedient Should prove for

their bodies what logic, music, mathematics
and poetry are for the mind. Woman being

physically more plastic than man, she should

find in rational cychng only the sculptoi's

dexterity and deftness.

In riding the wheel she should be able to

correct natural or acquired defects and to

approximate more nearly to the ideal feminine

model.

According to multifarious traditions, Venus
found aquatics a producer and preserver of

supreme beauty, whose first and always in-

dispensable requisite is health. Diana was not

the less feminine for her skill in archery, and

Juno was more majestic by reason of her

ease with the reins. Then, why should not

modern woman accomplish the same result

by the most modern of all exercises—cy-

cling?

AN EVEN BREAK.

Shakespeare is one of whom much is ex-

pected, because so much has always come,

but really when he makes King Lear say,

"Let go thy hold when a great wheel runs
down a hill, lest it break thy neck in follow-
ing it!" he gives advice that no careful brake-
using wheelman can accept. When further

on, however, he says, "The great one that

goes up a hill, let him draw thee after," he
proclaims an idea that will meet with the
hearty approval of every light-weight hill-

climber in the world. What endorsement the

great ones will give it is not quite so sure of

being favorable.
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GUIDES TO GEARS.

To have the wheel you ride properly geared

is so very important that two points must al-

ways be borne in mind when buying ma-

chines. One is that the novice, even though

he may be strong and muscular, cannot use as

high a gear as the man who has had long

practice in pedaling, for not only will the

particular muscles caHed into requisition in

riding require to be developed, but the novice

has not the knack of exerting his powers to

the best advantage. The other point is, that

gears which were suitable on a machine built

several years ago are not, as a rule, high

enough on a thoroughly up-to-date machine,

since the latter is lighter, easier to propel,

and faster than the former. For this reason

it will be found that experienced riders have

slightly raised the gear every season for

years past; and the fact that they can now
use, with perfect comfort, a considerably

higher gear than they could a few years ago,

they attribute partly to practice and partly to

improvements i'l the manufacture of ma-

chines.

It is very difficult to lay down definite rules

for the guidance of others in deciding on the

best height of gearing, as the most suitable

gear depends on so many conditions. The
first and perhaps the most important question

is the character of the rider's muscles. If he

is strong, but slow in his movements, he will

certainly need a high gear. If he is weak,

but quick, he will need a low gear. But the

character of the machine he is riding also has

to be taken into account. With a heavy ma-
chine fitted with full roadster tires, the gear

must not be as high as with a light one

equipped with racing tires, and with 6-inch

cranks it must not be as high as with 6}-inch.

Another very important consideration is the

nature of the roads to be ridden over. In a

level country, blessed with good roads, a

much higher gear can be ridden than in a

hilly country; and, again, if the rider only

goes out when the roads are dry, a higher

gear can be ridden, than if he goes out at all

times, no matter whether roads be dry or

muddy.
While it is not the intention of this article

to recommend the average cyclist a very high

gear, yet it can not be denied that many
riders fall into the error of having their ma-
chines geared too low. Although low gear-

ing requires less pressure on the pedals, it

necessitates moving the feet round faster, and
thus in reality adds to the amount of work
which has to be performed by the energy
which the rider expends. In any case, the

machine and its load have to be propelled,

but with a low gear the rider's feet and legs

have to be raised a greater number of times.

Of course, the low gear has the advantage
uphill or against a wind; but at other times

the rapid movement of the legs is apt to be-

come exhausting, besides which it makes
ankle action very difficult, if not impossible,

and increases the liability of the rider to lose

his pedals, and danger in regaining them.
Far more riders complain that the gears they
use are too low rather than too high. As to

back-pedaling, no doubt that a low gear is,

on the whole, the best for holding a machine
back going down-hill. But even here the ad-

vantage is not always on the side of the low
gear, for the pedals may go round so fast

that the rider can do nothing with them.
What any experienced rider eventually learns

to believe in is a moderately-high gear and a

good brake.

The average woman's wheel should be

geared some half-dozen inches or more lower

than that of the average man; but in each in-

dividual case the precise gear which will be

most suitable can only be determined by a

careful weighing of all the points which have

been mentioned above.

SOMETHING ABOUT BREATHING.

The easier a person breathes the easier he

may ride, but by ease of breathing should be

understood long, regular respirations, avoid-

ing any tendency to short, quick breaths.

Those troubled with nasal disorders are often

compelled to breathe through the mouth, and
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when riding fast, rapid exhalation is almost

unavoidable. This manner of breathing is

always injurious and may lead to heart or

lung trouble.

As much as possible the rider should train

himself to breathe through the nostrils when
cycling. Foreign elements thus will have a

long distance to go to reach the lungs and be

in a direct state of dissolution when they do.

On the other hand, if the inhalation is direct-

ly through the mouth and particles of fine

sand are drawn down into the lungs, and the

lungs are tender, the cells are likely to be

scratched by the sharp edges of the sand, and

if it happens then that the body is in an un-

healthy state, the evil will be communicated
to the bruised portions, perhaps with dis-

astrous results. When a ride is finished, clean

the nostrils thoroughly and rinse the mouth.

A small slice of lemon will, assist in clearing

the throat afterwards.

GERMAN TRADE HONESTY.

Hon. Paul Wieslke, United States Consul at

Managua, has forwarded to the State De-

partment the following timely report on bi-

cycles in Nicaragua:

"I have the honor to report that by decree

of President Zelaya, issued on the 9th day of

March, the duties on bicycles imported into

Nicaragua are reduced to 5 centavos (about

2 2-100 cents United States currency) for each

pound, gross weight.

"Heretofore the duties on bicycles were 10

centavos, with a surcharge of 100 per cent,

amounting to 20 centavos, or about 9 cents

United States currency, for each pound gross

weight. Bicycles consigned to this country

are put up in a skeleton frame, and four of

these are packed into a heavy wooden box,

and in this manner, for a bicycle that weighs

22 or 23 pounds, the duty for 87 or 90 pounds

were charged, the average weight for a box
containing four bicycles being 350 pounds.

While the duties on one bicycle were between

17 and 18 pesos under the old custom house

regulations, the duties on one bicycle are now
between 4 and 4J pesos ($2.13 United States

currency).

"There can be no doubt that Nicaragua of-

fers a good opening for the sale of bicycles, for

the reason that three months ago not more
than two bicycles could be seen on the streets

of Managua, and in this whole consular dis-

trict, which comprises the six larger cities of

Nicaragua, about six bicycles were used; and

nowadays, since some business houses have

imported bicycles from the United States, the

demand for the two-wheeled vehicle is daily

increasing.

"The suggestion that I would ofifer to Amer-
ican manufacturers of bicycles for the exten-

sion of their trade, is, that they should send

to this country relia'ble agents able to speak

the language or appoint such men residing in

this country. Much has been written in the

Consular Reports about the drawbacks to the

extension of the trade of the United States

with Central America, and these will have to

be considered again in t*he bicycle trade, for

the Germa'n manufacturers are m'knufaoturing

brands of American bicycles, and with their

better facilities for cheaper freight to this

country, will introduce them soon enough if

American manufacturers do not- get a solid

foothold here for the sale of their goods in

time."

TIME TO QUIT.

Mere rapidity of m^ovement, such as is

called for in sharp pedaling, should not in it-

self be sufficient to 'bring about "shortness

of breath," as it is familiarly known, but
must be accompanied by intense muscular
efifort in order to produce it, and may, there-

fore, be attributed to general muscular fa-

tigue. When a rider begins to feel a weak-
ness of this kind, he should at once ease up
in pace, or dismount and rest, at the same
time breathing through the nose with slow ex-

halations through the mouth.

THAT WAS TOO MUCH.

"]\Iarry that—^that " she hesitated. No
word seemed strong enough to adequately ex-

press her contempt.
' Why, marry that—thing? Marry a man

that rides a tricycle?"
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The Long Ride.

There is little fatigue in riding a bicycle for a mile or two, even at a fast clip.

It is the long ride that tries one's endurance.

Actual demonstration has proven that, where conditions are near equal, the

Palmer rider will pull away from the rider of other tires. The Palmer rider rot only

gets the best of it on the hills, both down and up, but he gets the best of it on the

level.

There is nothing of the department store quality in Palmer Tires.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.,

CHICAGO.
NE\Sr YORK OFKICKS, 66^68 Reade Street.

FREE REPAIR STATIONS in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver,

San Francisco, Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul,

Rochester and Baltimore.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

You Run No Risk
WHEN USING

a
ProjectileBrand"

COLD -DRAWN SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING,

FORKSIDES,

HANDLE-BARS,

TAPERED TUBES.

Manufactured from the BEST SWEDISH STEEL
by

The United States Projectile Co.,

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Used by the Highest-Grade Manufacturers.

Vife Solicit Correspondence.

S.&P.TIRES.

''WEAR
. . . THEY

WELL."
MAKERS OF

SINGLE-TUBE
AND. . .

G & J. TIRES.

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

OFFICES AT

19 Park Place New York City.
107 E. Jefferson st Syracuse, N. Y.
30 E. Genesee st Buffalo, N. Y.
166 E. Lake st Chicago, III.

Enibrce Cycle Co., Fil-

bert and Juniper sts Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Whee'
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IN A MIRROR.

How the Makers See Themselves and

Their Claims TTpon the

Public.

In a sense, catalogues are merely business

bugles. The compilers are the tooters or

tutors, as one pleases. The blasts they

blow, the lessons they teach, or seek

to teach, are seldom harsh or displeas-

ing. While all have the same end in

view, each is pitched in a different key, and

undoubtedly, and not unnaturally, each com-

piler believes his "the sweetest story ever

told."

Severally much of the sweetness is wasted

on desert air; collectively, it has a charm

that's all its own. Spread out in one show-

case, the stories, the differing manners in

which the several firms "state their cases"

and laud their wares, cannot fail to interest

and, in some instances, to educate. Here, for

example, are the bugle-notes from a number

of '97 catalogues:

Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.:

In substantiation of the claims we make regarding

the superlativeness of our goods and the many points

of advantage enjoyed by us over many competitors,

we submit tlie following:

Our factory has been greatly enlarged and fitted

throughout with new and improved machinery dur-

ing the past year.

The construction of all Outing bicycles is under the

personal supervision of Mr. V. B. Willits, a member
of our company. He naturally takes greater interest

and superintends the work more thoroughly than

would be expected of a salaried employee.

By the usage of natural gas in all of our heat gen-

erating apparatus, we are enabled to secure an even

temperature, lasting indefinitely. This uniform tem-

perature is immeasurably more conducive to perfect

brazing, tempering and baking than the usual fuel

method.

The location of our factory at Indianapolis, Ind., is

declared by government statisticians as being a few

miles only from the centre of the country's popula-

tion.

From Indianapolis, twenty-four hours takes one

about 1,000 miles in either direction. This' alone,

from a shipping standpoint, is an advantage over the

location of many plants.

Our business is conducted on a conservative but

broad-minded basis.

Last year, when failures in the cycle trade were
daily occurrences, and while prices were being merci-

lessly cut right and left, we never felt a single mo-
ment of anxiety as to our future welfare, and the per-

son does not exist who can truthfully assert that Out-

ing prices ever faltered an atom.

Our policy is one of protection to our agents, and
that this is appreciated is proven from the consis-

tent manner in which Outing agents never care to

change their lines.

. Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass.

:

With the continued growth of the bicycle industry,

the time has come when no one concern can lightly

claim that its product is the best. In saying this,

no disparagement of any bicycle is intended. Thous-

ands of men have attained marvelous skill in design-

ing and building this modern vehicle of the masses,

and no one manufacturer can hope to secure for

himself a monopoly of such men. They scatter; each

gathers around him and trains others, and the result

of so much widespread study and experiment, all

working to one end, is seen in the perfected bicycle

of to-day.

Neither can there be any monopoly of processes or

mechanical methods. The successes and the failures of

the past twenty years are an open book for the guid-

ance of those who care to learn. It is a battle of

skill for supremacy, and when backed by ample
means and directed according to sound business

methods, those will win who have the best training,

the keenest insight into the problems involved, and
the highest ideal of what can be attained in the art of

bicycle making, with unswerving determination to

produce the best.

In beginning the building of bicycles, in 1895, we
believed the time was ripe for the entry into the field

of bicycle manufacture of a new leader. We believed

there was ample opportunity for a new concern, with

new men, new methods, unhampered by worthless

traditions, to make bicycles which should at once

command attention for their perfection of workman-
ship and the completeness with which they answered

every requirement of the most exacting cyclist. In

short, we determined that our product should be un-

surpassable in every respect—a king among bicycles

—royal through and through.

R. H. Wolff & Co., Ltd., New York,

N. Y.:

Optimistic prediction is never good form. If it was

we might be tempted to say that signs portend that

the year of 1897 will be a Wolff-American Cycle year.

As it is, we shall refrain from such indulgence in

egotism, but humbly opine that the trend of 1897

trade will be in the direction of those few reputable

manufacturers who build good cycles, and build them
as good as they know how. Observation will uphold

this statement.

Frequent fatalities caused by the wrecking of the

claptrap bargain-counter wheel have aroused attention

to the mongrel machine, and a fear, which is com-
mendable, of the wheel without a pedigree is a con-

sequence of the agitation in this regard. Boisterous

claims of merit and gaudy garish appearance are

mere baubles which will have but little weight in

future in competition with meritorious features com-
bined with finest material. Records of a man's brawn
and prowess, because they happen to be performed

on a certain make of wheel, will no longer decide in

the mind of any intelligent person the merits of a par-

ticular machine when it is known that most racing

men only use that mount by which they profit most.

Summarizing briefly, the sentiment with which the

cycle business has been hampered in the past is

swiftly vanishing and the manufacture of bicycles is

gradually being done on a sound business basis.

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.:

The history of the Monarch is an interesting story

—it's a story of success. In 1891 the Monarch Cycle

Mfg. Co. was a lusty infant. In that year 35 men
were employed and 150 bicycles were made and sold.

This good seed of an excellent product, planted in

the fertile soil of unlimited capital and unsurpassed

facilities, nurtured by sound judgment, progressive

business methods and a policy of liberal and judicious

advertising, has in the short period of six years mul-

tiplied three hundred fold. The infant of but yester-

day is the giant of to-day. The experiment of 1891 is

the unparalleled success of 1896. Last year the 35

men and 150 wheels were increased to 1,500 employees

and 50,000 high-grade bicycles, which were marketed

in every civilized country in the world.

This phenomenal growth and success, especially

during 1896, the most trying and critical year in cycle

history, speaks volumes for the excellence and popu-

larity of the Monarch and the sagacity and stability

of its builders. During that period of panic, when
the winds of business depression blew and the floods

of fierce competition came, wrecking scores of bi-

cycle manufacturers, the Monarch stood as solid as

Gibraltar, the credit and reputation not only unim-

paired, but even better and stronger from the severe

test which it had undergone. This growing greatness

enables us to give still better value to our patrons.

Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.:

We believe that the intrinsic merits of "The Ameri-

can Beauties"—as they are assembled for '97—prove

that we have attained the greatest proficiency in the

Art of high grade bicycle construction. Our ambi-

tion has been to excel and no expense has been

spared in any direction to attain that end.

We do not speak disparagingly of any other first-

class wheel made. Instead we invite comparison—
the truest, most convincing test of merit—and rely

upon hard, cold facts to place "The American Beau-

ties" where they belong in the estimation of intelli-

gent riders.

We realize, and are satisfied, too, that the bicycle

buyer of to-day is a person who is thoroughly con-

versant with bicycle construction. This knowledge

has been acquired by experience or from friends who
are riders. The more intelligent the buyer, the more
readily will "The American Beauties" sell—hence our

satisfaction that the public is educated.

Critical judgment may, however, be diverted from

faulty construction bj' a salesman's enthusiasm over

a trivial improvement. We urge that the buyer pay
more attention to the A B C of the bicycle—the

foundation upon which improvements depend for

their practicability.

Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.:

It seems as though about ninety per cent of the

people of the world were accustomed, at some time

in their lives, to go hunting for "the best bicycle."

At any rate, in the spring-time a horde of bicycle

hunters go from shop to shop looking for the best

bicycle for their money. And in the springtime the

veteran and supposedly wise cyclist is regularly hailed

with the question,

"Say, what's the best bicycle?"

It is possible that the question is unanswerable

—

probably there is no such thing as the best bicycle.

Granted that is the case, then let us present the

Fowler as being as nearly best as anybody has the

right to demand.
If we were able to do so we might "reach a hand

through time" and by grasping the ideas of ten years

hence produce, as if by magic, a bicycle that was not
only up to date but a long way ahead of date. But,
in reality, your demand, Mr. Prospective Buyer, is

for the best bicycle that can be built with the knowl-
edge and skill that are known to the present day, is

it not? And surely you will not ask for more than
is known to exist.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.:

A house like the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.,

which has seen the rise of the bicycle industry and
has led in the tremendous development, holds its

position of proud supremacy because it has sought,

above all things, to educate the public up to a high

standard of expectancy and to persuade it that in

bicycle building only the very best material, design
and methods are permissible.

The Rambler models for 1897 will in nowise disap-

point the hopes that are based upon the work and
successes of the past eighteen years. It will be seen
that the record for happy originality has been lived

up to. Mere novelty that a single season may live

down is not improvement, but with the Rambler
wheels what has been achieved is the steady evolution

of all the parts together, so that one feature is never
in excess, or so much of an advance that in actuality

the machine as a whole is weaker because of its in-

corporation into the design or the material. Rambler
improvements have therefore not been such in name
only, but each aids to form a perfect whole, to which
every year's experience and study have contributed.

Julius Andrae & Sons Co., Milwaukee,

Wis.:
The two most abused words in the bicycle business

world are "high grade" and "guarantee." We have
yet to see or hear of a so-called bicycle, whether
made of tin or in a wagonshop, that was not repre-

sented as "high grade." We doubt if the reader, if

he has been shopping among bicycle stores, ever dis-

covered other than "high grade" wheels when he
talked with the salesman.

Every make of bicycle is "guaranteed." Of what
use to the purchaser is the word, whether written or

spoken, if the maker is financially irresponsible and
unable to fulfill? How many who last season bought
"high grade" wheels with a written "guarantee" at-

tached found themselves with a broken down wheel
and a broken up maker behind it simultaneously?

The word "guarantee" has sold many bicycles,

and many purchasers.

The Andrae is not the only high grade wheel on
the market, but it is one of them. It is not the only

factory whose guarantee is good, but it is one of

them. There are reasons for this, of course.

Crown Cycle Co., La Porte, Ind.

:

"Truth is golden," and our claim of making the

finest finished wheel, made of the very best material

that money can buy, will stand the crucial test of

utmost scrutiny.

We do not strive to become known as the largest

manufacturers of bicycles in the world, but rather

merit the reputation as makers of the best. The
quality of our niachiiies has met with the highest

approval and has built up for us a safe and enviable

business. This being our one issue at stake—the

construction of the highest type of modern cycles—our

entire energy is directed in its attainment. Each ma-

chine is within itself an individual advertisement,

and as our entire product is sold under our own name-

plate, each and every bicycle can be relied upon as

a standard article having a standard value. We are

not "assemblers" of cycles, but manufacturers, and

stand behind our machines with the guarantee that

they are mechanically perfect.

D. D. Warner & Co., Madison, Wis.:

We are not among the new comers in the cycle

business. Twelve years' ago, in 1884, the D. D.

Warner Company entered the bicycle business and
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A PERFECT WHEEL, such wheel is hard to find;

''THE AMERICA" TRUSS FRAME WHEEL is a wheel that's

perfect—mind.

Every one who buys "THE AMERICA/' with enthusiasm say,

"THE AMERICA" wheel is in the lead, 'tis the best wheel made

to-day

!

#

America Cycle Mfg. Co^^

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, Ilvlv.

(§)

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City,
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
Mo. The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

T

FROM A LARGE DEALER.

"The wheel is received and has caused much ad-

miration. It is a very handsome and tastefully decor-

ated machine, very rich in color. I believe it to be

one of the handsomest ladies' machines that I have

ever seen on the road, and some lady friends have

expressed their admiration accordingly."

THIS FROM AN EVERY DAY RIDER. FROM A RACING MAN.
"The wheel has been tested by me, and I must say "I have received my Peerless racer, and can say

is up to all expectations, and a better looking wheel ^^^^ j ^^ ^^j, pj^^^^^ ^^-^^ -^ Everybody thinks it is
you have never turned out, and it seems more rigid
than any previous model. No doubt it will be very '"^ nicest and best wheel they have seen. It runs
pleasing to other riders, and the several talking points „,„,, :„ „„:t„ „f tV,o i,,-™r, „..„_ tu. „ •..• • .

that it possesses will make it an interesting model for
^^'^ '" ^P'*^ °^ *^^ ^'^h gear. The position is just

discussion and comparison with others. The large right. I don't believe I could get a wheel to suit me
sprockets are quite taking, and I believe they run „
easier than the ones I used last year." better.

The PATROL For men and women. Is good throughout, high-grade in every respect, light, handsome,
easily adjusted. It is the best value of the season at its price, and surpassed by nothing-
but PEERLESS.

Write for High-Art Catalogue and some good territory still open. Be quick.

PEERLESS MFG. CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
Kastern Sales Agent, W^. A. NEFF, 57 Fark F»lace, NeA?SA York.

New York City Agents :

EL.]fll¥OOD CYCLE COMPANY,
Park Place, Cor. West Broadway.

Brooklyn Agents :

OSGOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
611 Fulton Street

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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from that date on has shared in its steady develop-

ifient -artd progress. During these years we have ac-

quired a complete acquaintance with the merits and

iemerits of all machines built during the last dec-

ade. We have ridden them steadily over roads that

fest a bicycle as severely as any in the world ;
have

St^ldied them in relation to many varying conditions;

have GCimpared them critically and in our designs

have succeeded in eliminating the superfluous and

imperfect details, and have selected, retained and re-

fined the essential. We believe that a wheel cannot

be built too Well, and we have learned how to build

them well. In all we shall have to say about the art

of building fine bicycles, we speak with the authority

of lobg experience and exact knowledge.

Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co., Springfield,

Mass.

:

Wfe have further proof on which to stand because

not only have our friends and patrons praised our

prodliction, but from the very camp of our competi-

tion ' the old adage is again made good that "Imita-

tion is the sincerest form of flattery." Just look

about you and see how many imitations of our bear-

ings, you will find—imitating our construction as

nearly as they dared, but there is only one way to

obtain the results such as we obtain and that is doing

it our way. Regarding further imitation of our '96

details, we wish to say that we were the first to use

D shaped or flattened tubing. We were the first to

test and bring before the public flanged sprockets.

From such imitations, therefore, we most certainly

feel Ithat we are contributing our share at least to-

wards perfecting the bicycle of to-day.

liumber & Co., America, Ltd., Westboro,

Mass.: ^
Nowhere in our catalogue, except in. this place,

will the word "best" be found. That was once an

excellent word, but it has been so misused that it

has lost much of its good signification. It suggests

comparisons, and comparisons to us are odious. Even

worse, it suggests methods employed .by charlatans

and mountebanks, cheap-jacks and jerry-builders. It

suggests rivalries, which, in our case, have been all

upon one side, since we have not been conscious of

rivalry. We are not even conscious of the milder

feeling that animated Landor's dying philosopher:

"I strove with none, for none were worth my strife."

We have had our own work to do, and we have

done it. We have had our place to gain, and the

world, for more than a quarter of a century, has known

and recognized what our place is.

Gladiator Cycle Works, Chicago, 111.:

It has been our aim, ever since our advent into the

bicycle business, to "give the purchaser the worth of

his money;" consequently, every ounce of material

used in the construction of Gladiator bicycles is of

the best that money can buy and experience select.

While more than ordinary precautions have been

taken in this direction, we have not lost sight of the

mechanical details. Every mechanic employed in our

factory is an expert in his respective line, and each

department is in the hands of a competent superin-

tendent. Our wheels are built upon safe and con-

servative lines. We avoid extremes in everything

and do not cater to fads which might impair the use-

fulness or wearing qualities of the wheel itself. Our

factory is acknowledged to be one of the most com^

plete in existence, and is equipped with the most

modern and improved types of machinery.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich.:

The manufacture of a good bicycle is an exact

science—at least it is so in the National factory. The

secret of it is in the purpose to produce only' the

best.

\\ e buy the materials best adapted to the require-

ments; we have the necessary complete manufactur-

ing equipment, and last, but not least, we have in our

mechanical department the "know-how."

The National bicycle is our best advertisement. It

is a conspicuous example of what the happy com-

bination of an artistic and mechanical mind can de-

sign—an illustration of what a perfect bicycle fac-

tory can make—a demonstration of our proposition

that our purpose is to build only the best. The bet-

ter you know the National, the more thoroughly you

will be convinced of its merits.

Peerless Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio:
In presenting this, our catalogue, we make no claim

for it as a story-book or as a history; nor is it a col-

lection of landscape views. At this stage in the de-

velopment of the bicycle business, long dissertations

on "The Healthfulness of Bicycle Riding," and other

like subjects, are entirely superfluous, and we shall

simply attempt to state, in a clear, concise and busi-

ness-like way, the points of excellence in the design,

construction and finish of our "Peerless" and "Patrol"

bicycles for 1897. The prominent and characteristic

feature of the "Peerless" is its clean-cut simplicity,

and the "Patrol" follows the same general lines.

Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.:

Whether the "Reading Standard" is not worth its

weight in gold and the peer of all $100 wheels, we can

safely leave to the intelligent riders—our judge and

jury. Fine lines, elegant appearance, tasteful finish,

hand decoration of high artistic value, careful con-

sideration of every detail entering into its construc-

tion, and an honest desire to seek the right, and do

the right in everything, we hope will deserve for us

full success, win hosts of lasting friends, and an en-

viable reputation for the "Reading Standard," which

we shall ever aim to make the "Standard" of the

World.

Jenkins Cycle Co., Chicago, 111.:

We have faith in the common sense of wheelmen.

We have consequently made no changes in the Napo-

leon for '97, except such as we know to be improve-

ments.

We are not of those who adopt new features simply

because they are new, or who cover their wheels with

odd and strange devices for the sole purpose of en-

abling them to have "talking points." The Napo-
leon "talking point" is the wheel in its entirety, a

work of art in the matter of looks, and the result of

the best and the latest mechanical ideas in the matter

of construction.

Stoddard Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio:
There is nothing mysterious about the construction

of a first-class bicycle. The best materials rigidly

tested and carefully inspected, under the manipula-

tion of skilled, mechanics who know what is demand-
ed—that is the whole storyw

,
Our production in Grade

A 1 consists of the simplest, lightest running, most
conveniently adjusted and best equipped wheels that

money and skill
. can produce. We have nothing to

hide; nothing to cover up. We want all the world to

know ho* our Tiger and Tigress bicycles are built.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville,

Mass.:
For ten years we have striven to manufacture a

bicycle, preeminent not by virtue of lavish advertis-

ing and skillfully wOrked up enthusiasm, but by the
superior qualifications of well selected 'stock and
skilled workmanship. We rely largely upon our old

customers for our business increase, and so well has
our confidence been justified, that in almost every
year the factory output has improved a hundred per
cent.

Western Wheel Works, Chicago, 111.:

For years past Crescent bicycles have been placed
before the public strictly on their merits; the unpre-
cedented demand proves conclusively that they stand
without a superior. In 1896 over sixty-five thousand
Crescent bicycles were made and sold by the Western
Wheel Works, and we will leave it to the reader to
judge whether they have met with public approval.

PLACING HIM PROPERLY.

"What were you on earth.?" queried the

celestial gate-keeper, as the knickerbockered
shade hammered on the outer portal.

"I was a wheelman."
"Ride fast?"

"Did I? Well, I guess! Wasn't a cop on
the Boulevard could catch me."
"Oh, I see! One of those regular scorch-

ers, eh? Always rode up the Boulevard and
along the Drive at top speed, never caring

how you frightened or injured other travel-

ers, eh?"

"Well, maybe it was a bit like that."

"Regular scorcher, eh?" the gate-tender

repeated, as he prepared to leave the wicket

where the conversation had taken place.

"Well, there's no scorching here. One floor

below is where you belong. Take the tobog-

gan to the right." Then the wicket slammed
and the seance ended.

STILL A LINGERER.

How runs the line? Oh, here it is: "Come,
gentle spring, etherial mildness, come."

Well, why doesn't it come?

THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH.

Perpetual youth is an everlasting desire with

some folks who can never, try as they will,

stey the hand of relentless time, who for some
has smiles, for others only frowns. Louis-

vi'lle wheelmen have among them two very

interesting characters, similar in disposition in

many respects, and well-kniown there for years,

yet defying to all appearances the hand of time

and denying in toto that be-whiskered chest-

nut that a rolling atone gathers no moss.

Prince Wells ait one time was a boy, a mere

lad. This may seem strange to some of those

who see him now for the first time and be-

hold a beardless youth presumably nearing the

age where he may proudly put his x under the

pigeon roost or the chicken-coop. They think

him a mere lad yet, but despite his looks, the

oldest inhabitant, several of whom are still

living, 'as small children can remember
the time when Mr. Wells did attain the much-
coveted age at which he could vote.

Prince Wells, in early boyhood, took to the

wheel as a duck takes to water, and from that

day he has been an example of the evolution

of a boy in a dry goods store to a succes.sful

bicycle dealer, looked on as a leader in things

cycling. As an early amateur, fancy rider, and

later in the skating rink's palmy day, he won
reputation and fame as an exponent of

. trick

cycling. 'Tis even said he successfully eluded

the watchful eyes of Chairman Bassett, of the

Racing Board, and of Chairman Davol, once

known as the "Iron Chairman of the Racing

Board/' in the day when- only a black sheep

was a pro., and a shady amateur was shunned

as a man with an infectious disease. ~ Again,

as a professional, he gilded his fame as a rider

and added new laurels by going into the bi-

cycle business in the great Northwest, and be-

coiming a successful business man. But the

heart of the rolling stone longed for the old

home, and he made a flying visit to Louis-

ville during one winter and crowded a big

skating rink with his home people, who de-

ligihted at his marvelous feats, and by generous

applause soon decided the fate of the gay

bohemian, who, with all haste, made arrange-

ments to become a Louisville Sealer, and here

he came, married, and settled down to be

soon recognized as a successful and shrewd

merchant, but, as stated before, to almost

grow younger as the years pass.

The parallel case is that of A. Hughmark,
at one time captain of the .Louisville Cycle

Club, and a gentleman of .various attainnieiits,

of which every one may 'be said to- be, a de-

cidedly creditable one. Of Norwegian birth,

on the sea at ten as cabin boy, later before

the mast for several years, he shows his early

training in that compact, sturdy frame, which

attracts but little attention, however, from the

casual rider until said casual rider has taken a

queer notion that Hughmark must ride to

keep up. Then there is fun, and it is gener-

ally the Norwegian's time to laugh. Hugh-
mark has visited several of the tropical coun-

tries in the old and the new worlds, and is a

gentleman of much practical knowledge,

along with a refined taste and an education

secured by brushing against the world and
by reading. He speaks fluently several
languages, and has charge of three large de-
partments with the Courier-Journal Job
Printing Co. His friends in Louisville say
he is younger than he was ten years ago, and
to-day he is hardly twenty-three, if appear-
ances only are to be considered. The moral to

these stories shall be plain: Ride a bicycle

and grow young.
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YOU CAN'T ZJ

SECURE A BETTER LINE.

Sunol - - $100^

Hercules - - 60^

Stella - - - - 60^

Tandems - 100.
SERVE YOUR INTEREST BY INVESTIGATING.

They Will Sell.

They Will Make You Money,
They Will Satisfy Your Customers

we -«vlll send for 15 cents a Handsome Pack of 8unol Playing
Cards, -wottU mucb more.

THE McINTOSH-HUNTINGTON COIVIPANY,
41 Cbamplain Street, Cleveland, Oliio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

flBgiEEBBEBBBBBEPlEBgiBBEBPElElBBBBBBB

FROM 20 TO 30% LESS
>- PRESSURE -<

ONBE/SHIHCSTM*"

WARNING. ;,

lorMtorv* ej u u lA* Kurd*

OUR
CRANK HAMCER

DOES IT
' BALLS, in HUBS OF THE CRAMKS .,

CHAIN» SPROCKIT BETWEENBEARINCb

'

MIAMI CYCLEaMFCCOMiooLtTawHB
f SEND FOR CATALOGUE .^

__-. ..MEWyOBKlOSFUaollSI CUIC1C0J25WABA5HAVES;

fiBBBBBBBBCEBEBBEBBCOBBBBOBBEBBDt

FaYDEile BIcjcIes

have the HANDSOMEST LINES, are

theBEST FINISHED, STRONGEST.
EASIEST RUNNING and most UP-
TO-DATE Juvenile Bicycles ever put

on the market.

Made with 20, 24 and 26 inch wheels.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

271 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President, First Vice-President,

A. L. GARFORD. GEORGE H. DAY.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

C. W. DICKERSON. W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

Uercantlle Aeeucy, CoUectloa Department and

Information Bttrean.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers* Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER,
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

COLORADO.
Denver.—Gerwing-Hilton Cycle Co., dissolved Robt.

Gerwing continues.

CONNECTICUT.
New Haven.—Campbell Cycle Co., nevi' store at 10

Temple street.

New Haven.—R. J. Kirby and L. M. Bishop, new
store at ISO Orange street.

Southport.—L. B. Switzer, new store.

FLORIDA.

Sanford.—B. F. Bruce, assigned.

GEORGIA.

Atlanta.—S. Thanhauser, new store at 28 Peaclitree

street.

Augusta.—E. W. Deveney, of Deveney, Hood & Co.,

has purchased the controlling interesting in the South-

ern Cycle & Sporting Goods Co.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—The Puncturoid Mfg. Co., of Chelsea,

Mass., established branch store at 134 LaSalle street.

Chicago.—National Cycle Guarantee Co., incorpora-

ted by Robt. J. F. Kolb, Jas. F. Cowan and Chas. C.

Gilbert; to register bicycles. Capital stock, $25,000.

Chicago.—Gas Engine & Bicycle Supply Co., incor-

porated by Herman Will, Robert Dewsberry and Ed-

ward H. Will; to manufacture supplies for gas en-

gines and bicycles. Capital stock, $10,000.

Chicago.—The Daniels-Foot Cycle Co., 46 Clinton

street, assigned to James Turnock. Assets are placed

at 10,600, and liabilities at $8,734.

Chicago.—The Chicago Exhibition Co. Give trust

deed $100,000, securing bond issue.

Peoria.—Peoria Cycle Works (S. A. MacAdams &
H. Lammers) will manufacture bicycles.

Urbana.—F. Foote, new store.

Elgin.—Elgin Sewing Machine & Bicycle Co., gives

trust deed for $33,362.12 covering real estate and man-
ufacturing plant.

INDIANA.
Crawfordsville.—T. J. Sidener, new store.

North Manchester.—The Cyclery (J. S. Leutzenhi-

ser) reopened.

Rochester.—W. W. Stem, of Goshen, will establish

store in this place.

South Bend.—S. R. Thomas, new store at 111 N.

Main street.

KENTUCKY.
Henderson.—Lee Oberdorfer, new store.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Clara J. Hansen. Files married woman's

certificate.

Florence.—L. A. Stevens, new store.

Lawrence.—J. H. Kelly, assigned.

Middleboro.—E. C. Gurney, new store on Centre

street.

Northampton.—Eva May Hallet. Files married

woman's certificate.

Waltham.—American Waltham Mfg. Co. Mort-

gage real estate, $75,000.

MICHIGAN.
Greenville.—E. A. Kemp, new store in the Roosa's

old stand.

Ishpeming.—Ed. LaLonde, new bicycle store.

Port Huron.—J. B. Sperry, new store.

Yale.—Geo. Mclntyre and P. Harris have formed

co-partnership, to deal in bicycles and sundries.

MINNESOTA.
St. Paul.—The New England Furniture & Carpet

Co., 434-436 Wabasha street, has added bicycles.

MISSISSIPPI.

West Point.—Bailey & Martin will establish works

and manufacture bicycles.

MISSOURL
Centralia.—Burke Bros. & Co., new store.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Epping.—E. A. Prescott, new store.

Nashua.—Brown & Dewey. Chas. C. Brown deeded

real estate, $1,000.

NEW JERSEY.
Camden.—The store of Sayers & Green on Cham-

pion Road, destroyed by fire; loss about $500.

Millville.—David D. King, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $500.

Newark.—Warwick Tube Co., reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $6,216.

Trenton.—Central Cycle Co., dissolved. C. H.
Wood retires.

NEW YORK.
Brooklyn.—Geo. A. Webb., dead.

Brooklyn.—Albert Jenkins, reported gave bill of sale

for $500.

Buffalo.—Hall & Carey, of Lockport, will remove
factory to this city.

New York.—Advertising Cycle Co., directors: Jos.

Matthews, Richmond Hill, L. I. ; Francis W. Greene

and Jos. G. Matthews, of New York. Capital, $10,000.

New York.—Saranac Cycle Co., directors: L. M.
Whittaker, Westfield, N. J. ; Glen B. Harris and T. F.

Gaines, of New York; Capital, $15,000.

New York.—The Union Tire & Supply Co., direc-

tors: August Wilvers, L. J. Wilde, C. W. Thompson
and Herman Silvers, of New York; and T. B. Beech-

er, of Bridgeport, Conn. Capital, $60,000.

New York.—Geo. R. Bidwell. 1893 judgment satis-

fied, $419.89.

New York.—Poland Paper Co. vs. American Wheel-

man Publishing Co. Judgment for plaintiff, $2,688.42.

New York.—The Standard Bicycle Co., incorporated

b> Geo. Hasbrouck, Samuel Tarr & Jas. Auld. Capi-

tal stock, $25,000.

New York.—A. E. Hemmel Electrical Co., 709 Col-

umbus avenue, has added bicycles.

New York.—Martin & Mears, 754 Eighth avenue,

new firm.

New York.—Fred A. Nagel Cycle Co., now Nagel

& Judge.

New York.—Raat Sickle, 156 Broadway, has author-

ity to negotiate for sole agency of good American bi-

cycle for prominent wholesale jeweler in Bombay,
East Indies.

Oswego.—C. J. Vewinkel & W. H. Selleck have

formed partnership and will open new store.

OHIO.
Cincinnati.—Chas. Hanauer Cycle Co. Additional

suit entered, $448.

Dayton-Meeker Mfg. Co., incorporated by Wm.
Meeker, Harmon and Fred Rogge, Henry and Wm.
G. Zwick; to manufacture vehicles and wheels of

every description. Capital stock, $10,000.

Madison.—The Madison Wheel Co., have commen-
ced operations, employing 27 men outside of the

ofifice force.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Reading.—The Pennsylvania Rubber Tire Co., char-

tered. President A. K. Kretz; Treas., Geo. W. Biehl;

Secy. & Gen. Mgr., Alvin T. Biehl.

RHODE ISLAND.
Providence.—W. G. Rankin & Co., judgment $3,000.

Providence.—The Thos. Wyatt Mfg. Co., chains.

Albert D. White withdraws.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Charleston.—McFarland & Reid, discontinued.

TENNESSEE.
Chattanooga.—Will C. Lettner. Damaged by fire,

$f'00; no insurance.

Nashville.—W. B. Dum, New store on Woodland
street, near Second.

VIRGINIA.

Norfolk.—Norfolk Bicycle Co., new store at 9 City

Hall avenue.

WASHINGTON.
Seattle.—Dingley-Hardwick Co., reported gave judg-

ment notes for $9,518.

Spokane.—The Spokane Cycle Co., sued for $31.

WISCONSIN.
Appleton.—Peterson & Kess, new store.

Bay City.—The Sphere Cycle Mfg. Co., incorpora-

ted by C. F. Leimkuehler, W. L. Tandy and W. H.
Boettcher. Capital stock, $100,000.

Cedarburg.—C. A. Dockery, reopened.

East Troy.—Chas. Wilmer, new agency.

Green Bay.—The Green Bay Cycle Co. (W. Hume
and A. B. Hume) new firm.

Green Bay.—W. D. Cooke will handle bicycles.

Green Bay.—B. Fontaine Hardware Co., has added
bicycles.

Green Bay.—C. Van den Elsen, new store.

Green Bay.—Ed Barclay, new agency.

Madison.—H. C. Hull, new store.

Marinette.—C. M. Fairchild and C. Bigelow, of

Toledo, and T. B. Catlin, of Iron Mountain, have pur-

chased the stock of the Standard Tubing Co., of To-
ledo, and will carry on the business upon an exten-

sive scale.

Sheboygan.—S. S. Tifft & Co., new store.

KANSAS.
Atchison.—J. N. Bridgeman, succeeded by Bridge-

man & Fisk.

NEW MEXICO.
Albuquerque.—Smith & Brockmeier dissolved,

Benry Brockmeier will continue.

TEXAS.
Galveston.—The Galveston Cycle Co., sued on ac-

count for $60.

SENT OVER THE SEAS.

Exports of bicycles from the p'ort of New
York for the week ending April 6th:

Argentine Republic $2,764
Amsterdam 95
Bremen 152
Belgrade 150
British Australia 7,354
Barcelona 140
Brazil ; 125
British East Indies 335
British West Indies 998
Christiania 9 235
Chili 191
Danish East Indies 285
Glasgow 245
Havre 2,036
Hamburg 1,101
London 11,013

Total $36,219

COSTS AN EXTRA TWENTY.
The wdrding of a recent advertisement of

the Brown-Lipe Gear Co., which appeared in
the cycle papers, was such that a number of
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. agents and
Ram'bler riders obtained the dmpression that
Rambler bicycles would be fitted with bi-
gears without extra charge. To avoid further
misunderstanding, the Brown-Lipe Gear Cp.
desires to state that though the Gormully &
Jefifei-y Mfg. Co. has adopted the bi-gear, the
option offered for wheels fitted with it is for
a consideration of ,$20 extra list. A recent
bulletin issued by the Gormully & Jefifery
Mfg. Co. states the terms clearly. Rambler
bicycles fitted with the bi-gear list for $100,
whereas the regular list price of the Rambler
without the bi-gear is $80.
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STERLING CYCLE WORKS

-M-4-4MMM MM M MMMH -f4*M»-»-
That's not all ; but more than a dozen tire manufac-

turers have also endorsed it, with several usiug it in

their factories! Watch this space for endorsements,

or write us for copies. ^ "^^ ^ ^ '^b "i^ 'i^

What Does This Mean?
It means that NEVERLEAK is the only compound
recognized by tire manufacturers, and that it is

therefore the WORLD'S STANDARD! It means
that dealers cannot afford to handle any other.

It means that riders take no chances in using it.

You cannot afford to handle dead goods, handle
Neverleak.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co . soie Makers,

1645 Niagara St , Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NEW PATENTS.

.579,982. - Tandem Attachment for Bicycles. Ma.x

Jakobson, New York, N. Y. Filed September 9,

1895. Serial No. 561,881. (No model.)

580,007. Velocipede. Raphael Schweers, Berlin,

Germany. Filed September 24, 1895. Serial No. 5G3,-

645. (No model.) Patented in Germany, May 17, 1895,

No. 80,554; in England, July 13, 1895, No. 13,528; in

Switzerland; Aiigust 16, 1895, No. 11,045; in Belgium,

August 31, ,1895, No. 117,006; in France, September
IS, 1895, No. 247,675; in Italy, October 12, 1895, No.

39,733; in Hungary, October 22, 1895, No. 3,906, and in

Austria, January 8, 189S, No. 46-67.

580,032. Bicycle-Support. George E. Bierbach,

Milwaukee, Wis. Filed July 6, 1896. Serial No. 598,-

069. (No model.)

580,040. Bicycle. John A. Espitallier, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 30, 1896. Serial No. 601,036. (No model.)

580,047. Combined Odometer and Chronometer.
David Harrington, Worcester, Mass. Filed October

4, 1895. Serial No. 564,605. (No model.) (Bicycle.)

580,069. Pneumatic Tire and Rim for Wheels.

Charles K. Welch, Coventry, England, assignor to

the Pneumatic Tyre Company, Limited, Dublin, Ire-

land. Filed August, 7, 1894. Serial No. 519,631. (No
model.) Patented in England December 8, 1893, No.
23,689; in France, July 7, 1894, No. 239,882; in Belgi-

um, July 7, 1894, No. 110,865; in Italy, July 15, 1894,

XXIX, 36,859, and LXXII, 254; in Switzerland, July

17, 1894, No. 8,985; in Denmark, July 21, 1894, No. 169,

and in Canada, September 5, 1894, No. 46,985.

580,164. Rubber-Tired Vehicle Wheels. John F.

Seiberling, Akron, Ohio. Filed June 5, 1896. Serial

No. 594,431. (No model.)

580,223. Luggage-Carrier for Bicycles. Philip Rein-

hart, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Jacob Blank, same
place. Filed December 12, 1896. Serial No. 615,452.

(No model.)

580,255. Tire for Wheels. David Crowther, Milns-

bridge, England. Filed November 14, 1896. Serial

No. 612,101. (No model.)

580,271. Bicycle-Brake. Albert N. Godfrey, Port

Townsend, Wash. Filed September 1, 1896. Serial

No. 604,577. (No model.)

580,291. Driving Mechanism for Bicycles. Fred-
erick J. Osmond, Moseley, England. Filed Decem-
ber 1, 1896. Serial No. 614,092. (No rriodel.) Patent-

ed in England, May 11, 1895, No. 9,389.

580,336. Plandle for Bicycles. Francis Mortimer,
New York, N. Y., assignor to Frank Barto, Brooklyn,
N. Y., and Richard S. T. Cissel, Elizabeth, N. J.

Filed March 13, 1890. Serial No. 583,051. (No
model.)

580,343. Roller Bearing for Vehicles. Arthur W.
Grant, Springfield, Ohio, assignor to the Rubber Tire
Wheel Company, same place. Filed August 15, 1895.

Serial No. 559,358. : (No model.)

HOME WITH A FOWLER.

Anna Held, the French singer who bathes

in milk and who, in her press agent's imagina-

tion, once ''leaped from her steed of steel, and
grasping the bridle of a runaway horse,

brought the maddened, foam-flecked beast to

a standstill in time to save the rider's life,"

will really take home with her an American
bicycle, a truss-frame Fowler. It was pre-

sented to her by the members of the Chicago

Athletic Club at the conclusion of a farewell

concert last week.

MUST CEASE "DISPORTING."

Lynn, Mass., has a fire committee which is

opposed to all sorts of scorching. Against the

cycle form thereof the committee caused this

notice to be printed in the daily papers:

"All those citizens who disport themselves

on bicycles about the apparatus of this de-

partment while it is responding to alarms of

fire, are earnestly requested to discontinue the

practice, as it endangers their own lives as

well as our efficiency."

LIGHT WITHOUT FLICKERS.

Of the recent electrical inventions few are of

greater interest that the bicycle electric light,

especially at this season, with the bicycle

claiming the attention of all who ride. To ob-
tain a light that will not jolt out has been the

aim of the lantern makers since the advent of

cycling. To jolt and depolarize the primary
battery has been the aim of electricians. With
a perfect jolter like the bicycle, the primary
battery works to pefection, and the aim of

the electrician is accomplished. One of the

hardest workers in this branch of electric

science is Albert C. Fletcher, of Cleveland,

Ohio, the inventor of the necktie light, pocket

battery, etc. The difficulties he has overcome
would have, and has, forced thousands of in-

ventors to the conclusion that the primary bat-

tery could never be made the ideal genera-

tor of electricity found in the batteries of

Mr. Fletcher's invention, the Ohio bicycle

electric light, in which he claims the genera-

tion of gas is overcome and leaks are unheard
of. The Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland,

Ohio, who manufacture this and many other

electrical novelties, have been gratified at the

reception accorded to the lamp, which, at $3,

is easily within the reach of all.

NOW BOWS THE BARNEY.

Another roller-joint chain, the Barney, is

making its appearance. It is being manufac-

tured by the Metallic Chain Co., 950 North
New Jersey street, Indianapolis.

RECENT PATENTS.

579,982. TAMDEM ATTACHMENT TOE EICTCLK& Mai 579,593. I-AMP. HAMI LuoAS, BtenliigliMn, Englmi Plied 580,345. VEHIClB-TIRa 8WMI E HUeiAT. Salem, K. E, sro O.d.7 onmmmnnnMifnni ivT>ri7T,n«n«»™, r,

J«0MO», Kew York, K Y, Filed Sept 9, 1896. Serial Ko. M1.881. Feb. 6, 1896. Serial Na 678,210. (Ho model) Patented In England Mrtgnor, by mesne aasignments, to the Eureka Bre Company. Borton,
riliiSi^,,' wonZ^r m.« ^^nfr? f^ o^^^

,
June 2. 189i.Na 10,709. ^, v^ Haea Filed May 8. 1896. Serial No 590.728. (Ho model.) S^T)

Filed Oct i 1S95. Serial Ho. 564,606.

Cliiim — 1 A three-wheeled tandem cycle, consistiug of ati ordi-

nary 3afety-bic<rcle at the Front of the same, an ordinary safetj-bicy Claim.— 1. Incombioation in a lantern, a base having a standard

cle, without the froot wheel, at the back of the same and supported at one end thereof, the lens supported thereon, and a conical body
by the rear axle thereof, by means of ita front fork, and a pivot- hinged at it* front enlarged portion to the base extending entirely

joiiit«d coupling attachinept betwetn the front and rear frames, sub- acroas the reservoir and having its smaller end open and. abuttiog

stiintially aj) !>et forth against the seat about the lens, the niiijor axis of said conical body

r.^, being horizontal, BubstalitiaUy as described.

Claim.— I. A vehicle-tire formed of ao incloeing tube having its

longitudinal edges brought together and united, a partition-wall di-

viding the tube into two compartments, and having its edges secured

to the inner walls of said tube, and sections of cork having conver-

ging flat faces and placed in the onter compartmeot of said tube, the Clai

inner compartment of said tube bein^ inflatable, substantially ad set binatioii

forth. hand for registering

-1. In

5.80,069. PNEUMATIC TIRE AND RIM POE WHEELS. f^gtHLtS

K- Welch, Coventry. England, assignor to the PneumiUc Tyre Com-
pany, Limited, Dublin, Ireland. Filed Aug. 7, 1894. Serial No. 519.631.

(No model) Patented In England Dec. 8, 1893. Ho. 23,689 ; In France

July 7, 1894, No. 239,882 ; Id Belgium July 7, 1894, No 1 10,865 ; in Italy

July 15, 1894. XXTX, 36,859. and LXXH, 254 ; In Switzerland July 17,

1894, Na8.985: in Denmark July 21. 1894. Na 169, and in Canada 3ept

5. 1894. No 46,985.

Claim.-\. The combination of .i wheel-rim having a central
groove or depression, a pncnmatif tiic which is not pemianently fibu-
lar and is furnished with an endless wire ring or core in each of its

edges, one core being arranged to engage or to lock with one side
of the rim 5u as to be retained ccntrallv with regard to the axis of
the wheel and the other core being arranged centrally in the rim or
immediately opposite the central ijroove or depression, the two edges
of the tire overlapping each other, substantially as described.

5 80,3 71., BICYCLE-BftAKE. AUE&T N, QoDraiT, Port Town
end. WutL Piled Sept 1, 1896. SeAal Ro. 604,577. (No modal)

C'/aim. -1. A bicycle brake device, comprising a hanger-shoe
having dejwnding members provided with iongitiidinally-elongated

rIoU and inclined inner WiiUs, a pulley-body having a slightly-pliable

periphery, convex cap-plutes on the ends of said pnlley-body and
conforming to the said inner walk of the shoe-limbs, a pintle project-

ing through »<aid pulley and having iu journal ends loosclv inaerted

in said slots, and a spring-supported prcsser-bar normally holding the ^,

pulley and shoe elevntcd iiud th»^ pulley free from contact with the
inclined aide-waJls of-tbe >4M>e,-but-free to be manually dcpreswd.^H.-
i^d for the jjurp^wejlcsaibcd^

580,133.
Pet 26. 1896,

LANTERN. Dbnys W, CoaBET, Brooklyn. N. Y. PUed,

Serial No. 580,905. (No model)

ntion with the body portion of a lant«ni,

of a fount adapted to be removably secured thereto and'x.draft-pJate

of Jtep form spaced from the top of the fount and adapted to be se-

cured between the fount and body portion, the said draft-plate hav-

ing a series of openings through the horizontal portion of the upper
step withiji the body portion of the lanteni and a second series of

opening? in the horizontal portion of the lower step ctterior to the

bo'dy portion, wh.-reby an indirect current of aii' is fed to the interior

5 80,2 91. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES. FBfiDEaiCK

J. OSHOND. Moseley, England. Filed Dec. 1, 1896. Serial No. 614,092,

(No model) Patented in England May 11. 1895. No. 9,389.

CV.i./H.— Interchangeable driving-chain rings having a rib or

dange « on one side and gaj^s or spaces 2*. n*. «* in the said rib or

dangc a for the radial chain- ling-carrying arms A, b. b, keyed tu the

bined odometer and chronometer, the

ans for securing said casing to a bicycle, *

,
ft hand for registering distance, said hands

„ ^_ t»eing located in adjacent comparable rdations so as to show the aoeed
5 80,1. 1 8. VALV^ OlOEGB H. P. gcHIUDm, New York. N. Y. at wkich a bicycle b being driven at auy Ume when the instrument

PCed NOV. n. 1862. Serial Na 452,281. (No model) is in use, a barrel, mainspring and train for actuating the time-hand.
an aetuatin/^ mechanism for the distance-hand, comprising devices
driven from a moving part of the bicycle, connections for automat-
ically winding up the mainspring, a relief for preventing excessive
tensions being put upon said mainspring, and a sUrtin;;, stopping
and resetting mechanism for said hands, subatantially as described.

560,336. EANDLE FOR BICYCLES. Peakcis MpfiTIMER. New

'

.
York, N. Y., asalgnor to Franit Barto, Brooklyn. N. Y„ and EUchard i T.

Clflsel, Elizabeth. N. J. Plied Mar 13, 1896. Serial No, 583,051. (No
model)

Oiaim.—1. Id a valve or stopper,- a socket and a stem, the one

movable relatively to the other, and one having a seat and the other

a valve proper closing thereon when said parts are relatively moved
in one direction, and opening therefrom when said part« are movuvl

in another direction, in combination with a check-valve carried by
one of said part^, movable relatively to said jiarts n'heu they are iu

theopoii position, and when then moved in one direction riosinj; com'
munication through the valve, and when moved in another direction'

openimj such conuiiunication,

5 '^9 991, BRAKE. JOBK Lks, Indianapohs, Ind. Piled Nov 3,

18» Serial No. QI0.9S1. (No model)

icrank-asle to take in and fit. the said arms b, b, b having shoulders
A*, tf, *' for engajpng under and fitting the inner side or edge of the
chain-ring, the driving-chain ring being connected to the radial chsin-
ring-carrying arma by screw-pins --, c, c j)ss3ing through large holes
ff*, "', u* in the chain-ring and Ukiug in screwed holes i», /*», A' in the
ejid*of the radial chain-ring-carrying arms A. b, b subsUntially as and
tor the purpose herein 3«t forth Rnd shown.

Ciuim.~~\^ an ijn)>roved article ol' manufacture, the hereiu-de-|
scribed handle for bicycles comprising the independent grasping-
handle divided longitudinally prMenling one or more pieces or sections
properly curved internally to fit the handJe-ba,r neatly and the metiL
end bands for holding the grasping-handle firmly, each end band be-
ing provided with a slot and a hoot opposite thereto, and ao inter-

mediate loctiog-plate having slot and n hook cnga^ng the slots and
hooks in the metal bunds. sub.'iUntiillv as dc-icrlbed,

5 80,045. CHRONOMETER AND ODOMETER David HARRIWe-

TOH. Worcester. Mssa Piled Mar. 22. 1895 Serial No, 542,794 (No'

model\

frame.

mtact with the *hecl-tire, substantially as set forth

Claim.~i. In a device of the class tlesciibed, the con
main shatl, a diHtanee-hand carried thereby, a drivi

nted in line with the main shaft, a frictional connection
hicic.ofabrakecoinposfd the main shall and driving-gear, comprising a friction pad

;

a screw-formed perfora- ,nKiti'.din»lly movable upoi^ the main sli^fl. a time-hand.
crew-formed end enteriufe numetric truin therefor, tnd a starting and stopping mechai

move the friction-pad into and out of engagement
d stopi the chrti

Cluim.~\. Thccombii
of }i bra'(e--hoe h-ivinj a Mem containiitj

tion. and u brake-operating rod having a

;

said perforation .aid parts being suitably mounted upon the vehicle- „oct*d to move the friction-pad into and
by rotating sa.d rod, said brake-ahoe may be forced driving-gear and to simultaneously Htart

lubutantially a:^ described.

rith the
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Locust Alarm and ^
Roller Brake Combined. ^

This is what you want.
To insure a clear track in crowded thoroughfares and street crossinj^s

turn the Locust on—the effect is magical, never fails of its purpose. The

sound being so eutirelj' novel that pedestrians are all attention innnediately. The sound resembles that made by the

Locust, only much louder and more distinct; reminds one of the "old horse fiddle" of our boyhood days. In fact,

it IS the " Old Campaign Rattle " revived and adapted to the bicycle. In those days the racket, the rattle, the devil's

clatter, or whatever j-ou choose to call it, was produced by twirling or swinging the device in a circle by hand, the noise

being produced by a wooden slab of spring hickory, revolving on a wooden handle with wooden ratchets in the end.

To-«lay Ave alt:i«'li il l« 111- l>i«-jfl«'. Instead of wood we use spring steel for the alarm slab, vulcanized wood
fibre for the spool, with metal flanges. To operate the slab, the spool is brought in contact with the moving tire; its

rapid revolutions when going at a moderate .speed produce a sound that can be heard for blocks in a crowded city, and a

much greater distance in the country. In fact, if j-ou wish to be "observed of all observers " and have "dead loads

of fun " put a Locust on your wheel.

It creates a sensation when and whertjvcr heurd,
causing jocular remarks from all sides.

...Rear View of Locust...
Illu.strates the llicyolc Locust Alarm for rear wheel. The top surface .shows the steel
spring slab, oil tempered, highlj' polished and nickel-plated; very neat and ornamental. This
slab is operated by ratchets in spool flanges as it rotates on the tire. Short, sharp signals can
be produced for warning pedestrians, which, if not eiTective enough, turn the Locust on full

force; that is, hold it in contact with the tire until it does attract attention.

^^^ t^^ ^^*

No. 2.

Illustrates the Gong or Bell
Attachment. Operated same
as the Locust. It rings
with electrical effect.

Far Superior
To Anything
Ever Invented
For Tandems.

Mi
CDiiHliii Cytli M.

Patented Sept. 10, 1895.

T~r<>r<> 1^ 'WT)n^re> tTio T r»r<<ct Tironf TXTt>r\r\er '' attracted the attention and excited the curiosity of two
1 xere l^ WllfCr^ me l-OCUSl W^eni wrong, - Knights of the Road • who dismounted the rider and played
a game of checkers on his stockings to decide who shall take "de bike and de clatter."

" Say, Pug; I'm goin' to take dat t'ing back and paralyze dat big yaller dog wit it, see ?
"

No. 6.

Shows Wheel Locked. Universal Attachment.

Keyless. Chainless.
Always in Position.

THE HARDKB TOU PRESS DOTTN
THE TIGHTER TOU LOCK

THE WHEEL.

Locks the wheel iiistHntiy and
securely by pressing the lock-bolt

firmly down upon the tire, where
it is automatically locked, and can be
released only b}- those acquainted
with the combiiiaiioii. Each lock
has a different combination.

The only Combination Lock that can be

Operated Successfully in the Dark.

...THE .

Johnson Novelty Co

,

H & 13 West Pearl Street,

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

He Who Laughs Last, Laughs Best.
Wimsey, you can have it if you want to carry it."

As the winner of the game attempts to ride the wheel he discovers
it locked with the Big 4 Combination Cycle Lock. " Say,

Tf»<> Ffff>rf nf fllf> T r»r<l«t ATat*m I'^ something wonderful. The sound is so entirely novel and sudden, there
1 lie l-,iiCl,l Ul Uie X^UtUil nj.d.Tin ,s „„ hesitancy in given it a clear track. All bicycle Alarms, of whatever

description, are positively eclipsed with the advent of the Locust.
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See us before closing your

Contract for Tires for 1897.

'0" o o o ©•oooooooooo o o o o o o o'

The "Rugby "

Single -Tube Tire, made of the best

material and fully guaranteed.

The "Common S^nse''
Single-Tube, made with the greatest care,

and especially adapted for hard road use.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

The Eastern Rubber Mig. Company,

102 Chambers St.. New York.
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LOUISVILLE DEALERS ACTIVE.

Louisville, April 10, 1897.

It is a gem. The Pope Company's new
branch is certainly an intensely interesting

and beautifully artistic creation. It shows
much careful study and tboug-htful arrange-
ment. The ladies, particularly, are highly ap-
preciative of the specially arranged apart-
ments for theiir use and convenience.

Will Parsons will have charge of the
Aquila Co.'s new headquarters ion Fourth ave-
nue. He is in every way familiar with the de-
tails of the business, and should be successful,

being experienced and having an exceedingly
large acquaintance.

W. C. & S. M. Nones are comfortably
housed on Fourth avenue, but continue to
show some wheels at their Main street store.

Fourth avenue is now a veritable cycle row
and the trade in other lines seems to be
crowded somewhat on that account.

G. M. Allison & Co. are not on Fourth ave-
nue, but are on Main, very near Fourth,
while on Jefferson, near Fourth, may be
found the Indiana Bicycle Co.'s branch. On
Fourth, between Green and Walnut, are the
Louisville Rubber Co., with Fowler bicycles
and Kokomo tires; R. C. Whayne Mfg. Co.,
and Harbison & Gathrig'ht; between Walnut
and Chestnut are Williams' Cycle Livery,
Outing branch, Columbia branch, W. C. & S.

M. Nones, Aquila branch. Prince Wells, Dow
Wire Works branch and Martin & Martin.

Cecil Fraser has been appointed Park En-
gineer by the Board of Park Commissioners
of Louisville. Mr. Fraser was one of the
builders of Fountain Ferry track. New Or-
leans and other -tracks. He is recently of the
firm of Fraser & Whitney.
Owen Kimble is training at Fountain Ferry

and may nbt go to the Coast. He is very anx-
ious for a match race with Eddie Bald, and
it may be brought about. It is even publicly
announced that arrangements have been com-
pleted for one.

Fred. Van Sicklen was in Louisville last
week m the interests of Hay & Willits He
hob-nobbed with Mr. A. L. Ray, manager of
the Outmg establishment in Louisville, and
each says the Louisville store has surpassed
all expectations.

" PATENT APPLIED FOR."

Imitation may be the sincerest flattery, but
a man with a good thing of marketable value
seldom relishes such Compliments. The Tur-
ner Brass Works, of Chicago, find themselves
in a position of that sort. They have recently
been allowed patents on the ornamental alum-
inum chain guards which are so much in evi-
dence on ladies' wheels, and 'being thus as-

suredoftheirground, they say very vigorously:
"We have marked our product with our
name and 'Patent Applied For ' and now that
patents have been allowed and issued, we pro-
pose to make use of the protection which is
rightfully ours. It is not our intention to in-
terfere with our customers nor to alter our
established prices, but we do propose to pre-
vent the manufacture of aluminum chain
guards by those who have ignored our rights
and copied our productions."

SNAKES ON A BEVEL-EDGE.

Two large green snakes, "as natural as life,"

encircling the Union shield—the Union peo-
ple's name-plate—the whole done in five
bolors on heavy bevel-edged card-board, is a
striking art novelty, recently issued by the
Unton Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville, Ma^s
Of which they are particularly proud,

HAS TELESCOPING FERRULES.

Certainly the unfortunate puncture sufferer

can not complain of either the number or in-

genuity of his friends, since to-day there are
almost as many methods and appliances for

repairing a puncture as there are ways and
means of getting one. The cure shown here
is being marketed by the Wexlcr Metal Goods
Mfg. Co., Walker and Centre streets, New
York, and seems to solve the puncture cure
question in a most satisfactory manner. The
tool is composed of a handle and three tele-

scoping ferrules made of drawn brass and
nickel-plated. They form a casing in which is

contained patches of three sizes, a collapsible
tube of "Tireoid" cement, a sharp-pointed
nipple, adhesive tape, a pair of steel pincers or
tweezers adapted for any make or size of rub-
ber patches, and an inserting pin or prod.
The makers claim that the variety of ferrules
in their repairer -enables a greater variety of
repairs to be made; a further advantage be-
ing that a patch three times the size of the
puncture can be introduced, thus making a
repair that cannot be "blown out." Believ-
ing in doing business upon "live and let live"
lines, the makers of this tool have made the
price of it "right."

LOSES NEARLY SIX POUNDS.

^^

In their recently-issued little pamphlet,
"Honest Talk about Honest Cycles," the Iver
Johnson people tell much that might be read
with particular profit by those who are for-
ever prating about the price of bicycles. The
manner in which the Iver Johnson steering-
ing head is made is in itself an object lesson. In
its original shape, the forging weighs more
than six pounds; after it is bored and turned
and polished and is ready to become a part of
the bicycle, it scales slightly less than half a
pound, capable of standing a tensile strain
however, of 80,000 pounds.

TAKE TO THE TINKHAM.
The Tinkham Cycle Co., of this city, re-

port that his excellency, the Earl of Aberdeen,
Governor-General of Canada, has purchased
a Tinkham tricycle, which has been shipped to
the Government House, Ottawa. The Earl
has never ridden before, but his attention was
called to the tricycle when staying in Wash-
ington recently, where Sir Julian Pauncefote
and Prince Wrede both ride Tinkham ma-
chines.

NEW YORK'S POLICE WHEEL.
The New York police department's cycle

squad will hereafter be uniformly mounted
that is to say, the cycle cops will all ride
Wolfif-Americans, that wheel having been of-
ficially adopted by the department "after
thorough examination and exhaustive com-
petition," as Commissioner Andrews attests
over his own signature.

You Want To

Bet What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,
28inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26 inch. 24-inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

••••••••*•

ELMORE MFG. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City

General Agents for New York
and ^ew Cng^land Stales . ,

Kiadly metiUw. Th? Wfe<^
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TWENTY THOUSAND SQUARE FEET.

If the $80 Como bicycle, which is being

made by the Windsor Cycle Co., 92-98 West
Seventh street, St. Paul, Minn., is as good as

its specifications imply, then its "trade price"

should attract buyers as thickly and as quickly

as syrup attracts flies. It looks all over a bar-

gain. In addition to making the Como, the

Windsor people have the agencies for the

Cleveland, Viking and other wheels, and are

also Northwestern agents for the Merchants'

and Manufacturers' Warehouse, and for the

New Brunswick Tire Co. They claim to have

the largest cycle store west of Toledo, 20,000

square feet, with a window frontage of 135

feet.

WONT STRETCH A QUARTER.

A chain guarantee is among the recent cy-

cling institutions. The Morse Mfg. Co., Tru-

mansburg, N. Y., who make the Morse roller

joint chain, are its inaugurators. It reads:

"Every Morse chain is guaranteed by
its manufacturer not to lengthen to ex-

ceed a quarter of an inch during the

year ending January 1st following date

of purchase of. wheel, and they will replace,

free of charge, any chain that has so stretched,

if sent to them, charges prepaid, prior to that

date. The exact length of a new Morse chain

of fifty links is 50J inches."

GROWING LESS EVERY DAY.

There are in the United States 15,000,000

horses and 2,000,000 mules. Speaking of

mules, refers, of course, to the quadrupeds,

for it is impossible to get an accurate census

of the other kind, who still refuse to consider

the bicycle aught but a toy and the riders of it

idiots.

GOING TO SUE.

The Turner Brass Works, of Chicago, which

has made a vigorous and determined effoi't to

introduce their Aluminum Chain Guard as an

improvement over the wood guard and cord

lajcing, and with satisfactory results, has been

allowed patents on the guard, and has served

notice that infringers will be prosecuted with

the same energy.

AMUSING IN THEIR IGNORANCE.

When newspapers talk of dividing the

year into the theatrical season and the cycling

season they only evoke a pitying smile from

the genuine rider, who propels his wheel the

whole year round.

HAD TO COME TO IT.

New York's great wholesale dry goods and

notions house, the H. B. Claflin Co., has

•instituted a bicycle department, in charge of

George; W.-. Carmer, Jr., formerly with the

Liberty; Cycle Co. They have contracted for

. the , erj'tire - cycle output of the Fairbanks

'Scale: Co.

If We Spent—

$1,000,000
IN ADVERTISING, SOME PEOPLE WOULD STILL USE CHEAP AND LEAKY OILERS.
SPEND A FEW CENTS MORE AND GET A "PERFECT" POCKET OILER. THE
HIGH-ART OILER.

GUSHMAN & DENISON,
172 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

PERFECTING AND DEVELOPING.

After the present week the F. R. McMullin
Mfg. Co. will be established, factory office and

all, in its new quarters, 70 to 82 West Jackson

street, Chicago. With the change will come
an increase in floor space and facilities, sev-

eral new pieces of machinery having been
added, and, naturally, they will be better situ-

ated to handle their business, which includes

the design and manufacture of tools of all

kinds and the making of cycle specialties and
patented articles. The perfection and develop-

ment of patents is a feature of the McMullin
business.

FOR SALE, IICHANGE, WANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 cents.
Baeh addition*! irord tiro oenti. Oaah In-

T«rlablT In advanoe.

VXT"ANTED—Position as superintendent of ag-en-
'• cies, branch house manager or correspondent;
thoroughly posted in the cycle business; first-class
references. Address Lucas, care The 'Wheel. 4-16-p

PATENT FOR SALE—Pants Guard for bicycles—
- entirely new— attached to pedals; does away
with clips. Address P. A. McGinnis, 433 Cass Ave.,
Detroit, Mich. 4-16-p

r^FPICE, with room for stock and storage. V. P.
^-' Humason, No. 80 Chambers Street, New York.

t f c

BICYCLE AND SUNDRY AGENCY WANTED-
Address A. R. Demcker.West Chester, N.Y. 4.16-p

XX7ANTED—At once, to exchange brand new Crown
•* Piano, walnut case, orchestral attachment, for

'96 or '97 Crescent bicycles. Could furnish any other
' f several makes of pianos if desired. Address Music
Dealer, cafe The Wheel. 4-23 p

POR SALE—The Best Cures for Punctures. Use
^ Puncture-Proof Pads in any inner tube tire, light,
punctureless,and costs trade $i.oo per pair; thousands
now in use.
For Hose-Pipe Tires, " Liquid Plugs " do the trick

I will replace any tire injured by its use, easy to
vulcanize, guarantee this.

Costs trade to treat 30c. or $3.00 per dozen pairs.
Both are the best and cheapest made. Printed matter
furnished, send your address. Milford Schindel,
Hagerstown, Md. 4-16-p

BICYCLE PLANT FOR SALE
In New York City, fully equipped in every detail,

most modern machinery, stock and tools; capacity,

200 wheels or more a week, now running. Address
SACRIFICE, care The Wheel, Box 444, New York.

4-23

EMPLOYMENT GOLDMN.
Nickel-Plater—First-class nickel-plater would like position; ten years' ex-

perience on nickel plating, polishing and buffing; capable of taking charge;
five vears as foreman; references. Prank i^uffy, 1418 DeKalb av«., Brooklyn,
NY.

SITUATIONS WANTBD.
Rate, JO words, i time, $t.oo 4 times, $3.00

7S " " 1.50 " 5-00

Letters received and forwarded in confidence.

Wanted—Position with a reliable cycle house; write and give me terms;
can give Ai references; would like a few articles to sell on consignment; have
been dealing in cycles and cycle repairs for five years. Address J. H. Robins,
Flag Pond, Va.

Wanted—A situation as bicycle salesman (indoor) by a young man with
four years' experience in the trade, and can furnish the best of references
either in or outside of New York city. Address A, B., care The Wheel.

Wanted—By a young man of 25 years of age, who has long experience in
cycle business, position on road or in salesroom with good firm; responsible
references that are Ai can be given. H. L. W., care of The Wheel.

A practical enameler in all colors, 10 years' experience, desires a position
as foreman or day work; best reference. J. K., care of The Wheel.

Wanted—A situation by a young man as inside or outside salesman ; am
e6 years of age and have five years' experience in the business; I aim well
known through the New Jersey trade. Address W.W.G.,care The Wheel. 4-9-p.

Youner man (30), thorough knowledge of the mechanical and sales depart-
ment of the bicycle and fittings business. Address, E. S. C, care The Wneel.

Bright young man who understands the bicycle trade, especially the tire
and parts trade, is open for position. Address W. H M., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop
in good location, or conduct business on commission. A. B , Box 46, Brandon,
Vt.

HBI,F WANTED.
Advertisements in this column, free. Letters received and forwarded in

confidence.

Wanted—A situation, by a young man, 26 years of age; experienced in light
repairing, tires, etc., also in renting agrency; desires position in bicycle sales-
room, renting agency, repair shop, or factory; good references given. J. E.
C, Box 538, Rochester, Ind.

Wanted—Position by an experienced machinist, also capable of makitg
gigs and special tools or managing any concern. Thomas Maher, 897
Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Situation wanted in a bicycle manufacturing company as enameler.
thoroughly understand the business in any color; can give best references;
Address S. E. D., 54 Bassett Street, New Britain, Conn.

A man, 21 years old, eight years' experience in repair shop and factory,
competent to manage repair shop, would like to correspond; South preferred.
Address E. R. Sutch, 439 Prospect Street, Roxborough, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thoroughly experienced stenographer desires a position with responsible
firm; have been for several years with large hardware jobbing house. Address
F. B. W., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easv-selling side-line to
small trade; all letters in confidence ; refer to Western Office The Wheel,
as to responsibility. Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Monadnock Bldg.,
Chicago.

Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper nor plain dipper;
write, stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods
as a side line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give
references. Box 642, Rochester, N. Y.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand; one who can bend
handle-bars and do bench work; state salary and reference. Address
Experience, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—Experienced manager for a large bicycle factory in New York;
must be perfectly competent in every detail, to superintend every department,
Address 27, care of The Wheel.
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THROWN DOWN HARD.

Massachusjetts Outside of the WilHatnsites not

in Administratioti Favor

Just Now.

Boston, Mass., April 19.—Patience, what

there is left of it, is rapidly, ceasing to be a

virtue in the Massachusetts Division of the

L. A. W.
Following on the heels of President Potter's

snubbing disregard of Chief Consul Tippett,

and Chairman Mott's contemptible violation

of decency and public opinion in the appoint-

ment of a notoriously unfit handicapper,

comes another vicious slap in the face. The

Press Cycling Club has been refused sanction

for its time-honored Labor Day meet. Mott

has awarded the date to the handful of gentle-

men who compose the Quill Club Wheel-

men, of New York. The P. C. C. has re-

jected the date, August 29th, which has been

accorded them, and is mad clear through.

And if ever anger was righteous, it is in this

case. Mott's action is without rhyme or sound

reasons and totally disregards the fitness of

things.

According to his official outline the Nat-

ional circuit comes into New England on

August 18th, and continues until August 29th,

when it jumps back to New York in order to

allow the Quill Club Wheelmen the dates of

September 4-6, jumping from Waltham to

New York and then back to Meriden, and

later to Boston.

The Press Cycling Club had secured the

endorsement of National Committeeman

Dorntee, and being a League club—which the

Quill Club is not, unless Boston knowledge is

faulty—had an unquestioned and rule-given

right to precedence.

It is generally understood that the Q. C. W.
is a cycling club in little more than name only

and that its bandbox-like room on the four-

teenth floor of the American Tract Society

Building is devoted to midday whist and

euchre rather than to cycling transactions. It

is likewise understood that Mr. Mott, like

President Potter, is hand in glove with the

whist-playing "cycle editors," who compose

the club, and has journeyed from Baltimore to

New York to prove his friendship by par-

ticipating in a few of their very few "runs."

He apparently understands what it means to

"stand in" with the New York "newspaper

boys," and realizing it does not mean that

,duty or the rights of others shall be permitted

to interfere with his friends, the "boys." As

they have treated him to dinner and many
times and oft stood by "me and Ike," it is

reasonably plain that he is endeavoring to dis-

charge the debt and still further ingratiate

himself at the expense of a large and loyal

League club and by what seems a plain viola-

tion of rules which he is nominally sworn to

respect. The great additional expense to the

army of racing men and trainers entailed by

the switching back of the circuit is also appar-

ently of no moment to the gentleman of Bal-

timore.

The persistent disregard of their recom-

mendations and requests has thoroughly dis-

gusted most of the Massachusetts officials.

Many of them are so sickened that they are

about ready to throw up their hands and quit,

and it need cause little surprise if a general

stepping down and out shortly ensues.

Messrs. Potter and Mott may be working for

the best interests of the League, but it's the

queerest working that man ever beheld.

CELLAR CYCLE SELLERS.

" PRESENT CONDITIONS COMPEL."

The mercantile department of the National

Board of Trade has been discontinued.

Late last week A. C. D. Loucks, who was
in charge of the department, received instruc-

tions from President Garford to turn over the

property of both Credit and Collection

Bureaus to Treasurer W. A. Redding.

"Present conditions compel us to take this

action," added Mr. Garford.

The discontinuance of the department was
not unexpected. It was seriously debated at

the last meeting of the directors, and the final

disposition of the matter left to a committee
of three, whom it was known favored such ac-

tion as has been taken.

The fact that the department fell .$2,500 short

of expenses and the heavy loss on the Chicago
show were undoubtedly factors in influencing

the decision.

Mr. Loucks states that he understands that

the Collection Bureau will still be continued

under Mr. Redding's direction.

Rebates on unexpired subscriptions to the

credit department will be made, of course.

TEN WHEELS ALREADY.

Although the event is nearly six weeks re-

moved, the Associated Cycling Clubs, of Chi-

cago, have already obtained ten prize bicycles

for the Decoration Day road race, viz., Ster-

ling, Quaker, Ariel, World, Windsor, Fowler,

Napoleon, Racycle, Road King, and Gladia-

tor.

Some Broad Ideas That These Dealers and Cut

. Rates Are Acquaintances,

Perhaps.

In all of the larger cities bicycle stores and

repair shops located in basements on the more
populous cycling thoroughfares have become
quite numerous during the past year or two.

"Bicycles Bought, Sold, Exchanged and
Repaired," is the sign they usually bear. Most
of them are conducted by repairers of modest
means; a few have been made clean and some-

what attractive, but as a rule, the reverse is

the case, and how the occupants can either

buy, sell or exchange anything, it is difficult

to understand.

While the basement stores have not claimed

their especial attention, the National Board of

Trade has been investigating the methods of

certain agents, and in doing so have probably

learned how many of the below-ground es-

tablishments do business.

The result of the Board's inquiry is con-

tained in this general circular, which has just

issued from the New York headquarters:

From information received by the National Cycle

Board of Trade, it appears that it is a practice of so-

called bicycle agents and dealers to allege that they

have the agency for well-known makes of wheels, and
to advertise in the daily papers that they will supply
'97 models at a cut price.

From inquiries we have made, the procedure seems
to be that these so-called agents rent a store and
when any customer calls in response to the advertise-

ment, they state they have none of that particular
make in stock, but will get them from the factory
within ten days. They get as many others as possi-
ble, and then go either direct to the manufacturer, or
to the legitimate local agent, or agent out of town,
and get a price on a number of wheels for which
they pay, and then cut the price.
The fact also develops that in country districts,

legitimate agents are in the habit of traveling outside
their territory, getting orders from clubs, etc., and
filling the orders from their home store at a cut rate.
We think it would be to your interest to watch the
advertisements of these cut-price agents, and in the
event of your finding any agent advertising your
wheels at a cut price, if he is not your duly author-
ized agent, you notify this office, so we can inform all
our members by circular letter.

BY HIS NE.XT FRIEND.
Cincinnati, O., April 16.—William Hanley,

a minor, by his next friend, has sued the

Grand Rapids Cycle Co. for damages in

$3,000 for an alleged breach of contract.

Michael Heintz, his attorney, avers in the pe-

tition that his client had the exclusive agency
to sell the Clipper cycles of the 1897 pattern at

certain prices. He says that in violation of

this agreement, the defendant has appointed

David Kauffman as its agent, and sold him

the wheels at agents' discounts.
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IS REINSTATED.

Michael Gets N. C. U. Clearance Papers-

Some Trade Changes and

Novelties.

London, April 10.—Doubtless long before

the news reaches him through The Wheel,
Michael will learn from the L. A. W. that the

N. C. U. has removed his suspension by cable

on his solicitor having settled the claim of the

Leeds Club, on whose complaint the little

Welshman was suspended.

As a matter of fact, the whole affair has

been one in which Michael has been as much
sinned against as sinning. He was to have

ridden under an agreement at Leeds at a time

when he was called on to appear before the

N. C. U. for alleged "racing" in the great

chain matches. When this matter was settled

and Michael exonerated, he had to make his

choice of riding J. S. Johnson at Wood Green

or go to Leeds to fulfill his contract. No
alternative was open, so he made a choice,

under T. W. Eck's persuasion, in favor of the

Johnson races at Wood Green.

The Leeds people complained, and Michael

emigrated to America. He was desired by the

N. C. U. to report himself on his return, but

he failed to do this offiicially. He endeavored

to fix up the matter with a member of the

Executive, but failed to get an audience, and

again left, giving his solicitor instructions to

have the matter settled. The N, C. U., how-
ever, does not deal with solicitors, and re-

sented the culprit's easy method of detailing

the penance for his sins, and so the limb of the

law was refused a hearing. Michael was sus-

pended, and he has been losing £15 a week on

that head. He will be more careful in the

future, perhaps.

The English racing season proper opens to-

day with the historic Surrey Bicycle Club's

meeting on Kennington Oval. The chief

events are the contests for the Surrey cup and

the Sydney trophy. The former is a ten-mile

scratch race unpaced, and the latter is a half-

mile scratch race, both being amateur events.

Thanks to the drastic administration of the

licensing laws, the entries have not quite

reached the normal point in numbers, or per-

haps in quality, but sufficient ability is still

observable in the amateur ranks to make sure

that, unless the rain has made the grass track

so slippery that the best men will fall, there

will be some good racing.

The British public has taken kindly to the

flotation of the "semi-tube trust," the Weld-
less Tubes, Ltd., capital £1,000,000; the shares

are at a premium. The famous Steifel process,

which is to be the sole property of this con-

cern, consists of a method which produces

from the solid ingot a bloom nine feet long,

ready for cold drawing, inside one minute.

This entirely dispenses with the necessity for

cold-boring the ingot—a saving of time; and

as the necessary perforation of the ingot in the

Steifel process is obtained by expansion, there

is also a great saving in waste. I believe that

the owners calculate that they can undersell

any other tube makers on the market by

about 30 per cent.

hung saddle. Not only does the rider swing

to and fro, but he rocks from side to side in

such a manner as must make his seat far from

secure. Of course, it is a company promoting

speculation, and, of course, some of the sub-

RECEIVER'S TROUBLES.

servient press men on this side have found it

an ideal saddle.

Another distinct novelty is the Guthrie

tire, the construction of which the accompany-

ing sketches almost explain.

The outer cover envelopes the air-tube

twice, the thickening at the base serving as a

clinch to hold the cover firm around the tube

and in the rim. I haven't seen the tire yet,

but I am told that it can be made in tubeless

form, if necessary, although I quite fail to see

how this could be done.

HOLDS OUT NO OLIVE BRANCH.

Syracuse, N. Y., April 16.—Frederick

Dodge has begun summary proceedings

against Frank W. Gridley in the Municipal

Court for the possession of the premises now
occupied by the Olive Wheel Co., which were

formerly the possession of the Dodge Bicycle

Works.
In his petition to the court, Mr. Dodge sets

up that he is the owner of the premises, and

that Mr. Gridley, contrary to law and with-

out the petitioner's permission, has intruded

into and squatted upon the premises and re-

fuses to get out. On the 30th of March Mr.

Dodge served a notice to quit on or before

last Saturday, on Mr. Gridley, but it had no

effect.

After denying about everything in his an-

swer, Mr. Gridley claims that on August 24th

last, Frederick Dodge and his wife gave a

mortgage to the Salt Springs Bank for

$21,022.50, which he was owing. That mort-

gage was upon these premises and the machin-

ery in the bicycle factory, and it is claimed

that of his own free will Mr. Dodge sur-

rendered the possession of the premises to the

bank. On the 26th of September the bank as-

signed its interest to Daniel W. Gridley, and

for him the defendant has possession.

The case was adjourned until next week.

The latest thing in saddles here is the Es-

mond, which, if I may be permitted to offer

an opinion on it, I would put down as an

amalgamation of all the bad points of a spring-

LOOKING FOR NEW WORLDS.

If the bicycle continues its triumphant

career a few years longer, it may find itself

in need of a Columbus to discover a new
world in which to extend the area of its con-

quests.

He is Having His Full Share of it With
the Affairs of the Premier

Company.

Bridgeport. Conn., April 16.—Receiver John
C. Cassidy, of the Premier Cycle Co., only a

few days ago finished with a law suit—the con-

test over his removal from the receivership

—and now he has the pleasant prospect of

seeing another staring him in the face. The
prospective case does not involve a very large

amount of money, but it is one that will be

fought from court to court until a judgnuent

is obtained.

The Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co.

are the aggressors. Last July Receiver Cas-

sidy ordered a lot of chains from the company
for use on the Premier cycles. In payment he

gave a note for $644.90, payable in forty days

at the City National Bank in this city. The
note when presented for payment was pro-

tested. Since that time the Chain Company
has attempted to collect the face of the note,

but have not been successful, mainly

because the cycle company, one month
after the note was given, passed into the

hands of a receiver.

As a result of Mr. Cassidy's last refusal, a

deputy sheriff yesterday attached 100 shares

of the cycle company owned by him, Mr.

Cassidy, who is also vice-president, valued at

$2,500.

The note was signed by the treasurer of the

Premier Co., and indorsed by Mr. Cassidy

without his title of vice-president, which omis-

sion, he says, was accidental.

Mr. Cassidy is a large manufacturer of

chandeliers and electrical appliances in New
York.

TO MEET LOW-PRICE DEMAND.

Hartford, April 15.—Quite unexpectedly

the Pope Mfg. Co. has reduced the prices of

three of their Hartford bicycles.

Models 7 and 8, heretofore selling for $75,

are reduced to $60; and Models 9 and 10, from

$60 to $55. Colonel George Pope, in reply to

the query of a "Courant" reporter, explained

as to the reason for the reduction:

"We have done this to overcome in some

measure the demand made for patterns 1 and

2, the $50 wheel. We have beren wholly un-

able to meet the demand for these wheels, and

we have cut the prices of the other patterns

down in order to satisfy the demand for a

good, low-priced wheel."

The advertisement of the local agents for

the Pope Mfg. Co., the Andrus & Naedele

Co., announces 1896 Columbias of different

patterns from $75 to $65. At the office of

the Pope Company it was said that the 1896

Columbias were not catalogued this year, and

they are now being sold to dealers at a net

price, and no restrictive limit has been fixed

at which they shall be sold, consequently the

dealers are able to fix their own prices.

HERE COMES THE CHAINLESS.

The Carroll chainless bicycle, the wheel on

which Frank Starbuck is racing, will be made

at the Anglo-American Cycle Fittings Co.'s

factory in Waterbury, Conn. T. H. Carroll,

the head of the Carroll Chainless Cycle Co.,

of Philadelphia, was in Waterbury last week,

perfecting the arrangements. It is expected

that the wheels will be forthcoming early in

May.
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MERELY A MISTAKE.

OUR high altitudinous contemporary, in

crawling down from the secessionist

eminence it has formerly occupied, makes

this announcement regarding what it declares

is the injustice of the League's suspending rac-

ing men pending an investigation of charges

brought against them: "It is an injustice

which reflects alike upon the humanity and

common sense of its enforcers and should be

discouraged at once. There is no justification

for it either in sacred or profane law and it is

a reproach to the body which countenances

it."

Making all due allowances for the high-

flown hyperbole of high altitudes, we still can-

not see that the League has "no justification

either in sacred or profane law," in first sus-

pending and then trying anyone against whom
charges are preferred, since under both eccles-

iastical and common law this is exactly what

is done.

Prefer charges against a priest or minister,

and he is at once suspended by his superiors

from his sacred duties until he is proven guilty

or innocent. Do the same with an officer of

the United States Government, a soldier,

sailor, policeman, fireman, and any and all

• public officials in every civilized country in

the world, and suspension comes first, trial

afterward. Only the unthinking allege differ-

ently, and none l)ut the unwise advocate any

other course.

AMERICA'S PLAN ABROAD.

PROGRESS, NOT PUSH.

l~^ VERY now and then we hear a great

••—
' deal about Push in the cycle trade.

What is "push?" Is it disregard for business

rules and business law, a sort of wild com-

motion in which there is a blare of trumpets

and great noise? Some evidently think so.

We incline to a more conservative view of the

matter, however, and find that Push is not out

of harmony with system.

The recent squeeze to which the trade has

been subjected caught a number of these

noise-makers unprepared; to-day they are no

longer in the trade, or, if so, they have quieted

down and become good, substantial business

men.

Push is legitimate when the policy is legiti-

mate. Push is another thing entirely when it

becomes a wild, noisy, hurry-skurry after

trade without regard to either costs or re-

sults, thinking that returns will be satisfactory

and depending on chance to make them so.

Sometimes failure comes where good busi-

ness management has always existed, but it is

less apt to do so, and never does except

where conditions cause a swamping regard-

less of what management has been. Good
management has in itself carried many a firm

in the cycle trade through a period of de-

pression, where anything bordering upon

"push" would have brought disaster.

HAND-WRITING ON THE WALL.

T AST week a conference of the Methodist
*—

' Episcopal Church passed a resolution

stating:

We are convinced that the use of the bicycle for pleas-

ure purposes on the Sabbath is a serious misuse of that

day and the sign of a decline of religious life when mem-
bers of the Christian Church indulge therein.

We beg leave to ask what this and other de-

nominations would do if Sunday racing was

attempted? It takes no great gift of prophesy

to see that in the South and West, where the

strength of the Methodist Church is greatest,

this vast body of church-goers, reinforced

by other denominations and all of the better

elements of society, would at once proceed to

pass laws in the various Legislatures which

would not only make Sunday racing forever

impossible, but which in other ways might

greatly restrict the rational enjoyment of the

bicycle on Sunday.

Is it possible that juvenile politicians, hot-

headed boys, and dollar-seeking track pro-

prietors can not see that all this, and more

too, will surely come to pass if they persist in

their attempts to indulge in Sunday racing?

If they can not foresee this, then verily it is

a case of "the blind leading the blind," and

the end all men knoweth.

r^ VERY success won by an American
^—

' manufacturer in a foreign market makes

success there for another American manu-

facturer easier. The advantages gained

to date will give impetus and direction

to future efforts. The increasing vol-

ume of American cycle commodities that

enter international commerce is destined

to change the commercial map of the world.

The day has arrived when a well-considered

policy for exploiting the sale of American

cycles in every foreign market can be formu-

lated and carried into successful operation.

It will not be built upon antagonisms or de-

ceptions, but will be girded, braced, and

bound into a massive structure from which

all weakness has been eliminated or guarded

against through rightly bringing into co-

operation the mutual interests of the Ameri-

can producer and the foreign buyer and rider.

Commerce is an exchange for the mutual

benefit. Piracy is seizing an advantage with-

out giving a benefit. It should be the mission

of the American cycle maker to develop

American commerce.

ME AND MY FRIENDS.

\\T HAT matters a double somersault

" * of five or six hundred miles, or

the expense thereof, to fifty or sixty

circuit followers? What if the racing

rules do say that League clubs shall

have preference m the allotment of dates?

What's the matter with the Press Cycling

Club, of Boston, anyway? Don't they under-

stand that Isaac and Albert are uncommonly

chummy with the Quills, of New York, that

they eat, drink and ride with them, and that

the Q. C. W. virtually comprise the official

press bureau and personal body guard?

What matter if the rules say so-and-so or if

the Quills are not a League club and are only

one-fourth as strong numerically as the Bos-

ton institution! Rent comes high in a New
York 20-story office building and the "boys"

must be given some chance to make pin

money in return for hundreds of press notices

which they have penned and printed. Jttstice?

Fiddlesticks! She's blindfolded and can's see,

anyway. Get chummy with the president and

the chairman and neither rules nor anything

else will prevent the obtaining of sanctions

whenever they are wanted. In the game of

playing favorites there is no such thing as a

checkmate.

NO PLACE FOR HER.

O ECAUSE of the respect it bears true wo-

*-^ manhood, and the love it has for cycling.

The Wheel begs to suggest the impropriety

and undesirableness of women as cycle poli-

ticians. To her all the pleasures, benefits and
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freedom of the wheel are gladly given, but the

political features thereof are something few

men care to trifle with, and no woman cer-

tainly should undertake.

The experiment of women as cycle poli-

ticians has not been a success. In the late

lamented Cyclists' Federation, women were

prominent in oflice and in the organization's

subsequent disruption. The story is now be-

ing repeated in the case of the Local L. A. W.

Consulate. Consulships, Consulates, Repre-

sentativeships and such like political and semi-

political positions may be places for men, but

they are rarely the same for women, and no

friend of hers will ever uphold woman in her

attempts to fill such offices and indulge in the

wrangling they too often beget.

Have Messrs. Potter, Mott, and Williams

found a single public endorser of their Massa-

chusetts handicap appointee? Does the above

named trio, as such, endorse it themselves?

Do they claim that the method of the ap-

pointing or the man appointed is beneficial

to cycling or worthy of the League? If they

can truthfully answer any one of these ques-

tions in the affirmative, we should be pleased

to have them do so; at the same time, how-

ever, asking them to furnish a chart of the en-

dorsement, so that some one other than them-

selves may understand how such an answer is

possible.

California's glorious climate seems sur-

charged with secession. Like the L. A. W.,

the Amateur Athletic Union is feeling the

effects of it. Because a controversy was not

decided to their liking, half a dozen big clubs

have withdrawn from the Union. It creates

the impression that athletic and cycling lead-

ers in the State are alike, great big blubber-

ing, pouting "kids," who won't play when

they can't have things as they want them. A
vigorous application of the slipper—the best

known antidote for that sort of thing—might

do them good.

A girl in Buchanan, Mich., has died of ex-

cessive cycle riding. There will now follow a

chorus of alarm about the dangerous effects of

cycling upon the human constitution. It

should be borne in mind that where one wo-

man dies of cycle riding a thousand die be-

cause of not doing so. It should also be re-

membered that of the three Fates the one

who cut the thread of life was not the one

who was at the wheel.

The Racing Board has apparently adopted a

keep-the-public-guessing policy. It may not

seem proper to visit the sins of the promoter

upon the track owner, but ignorance is no

excuse for violation of law, and the Dowagic

precedent bulletined this week is mighty

dangerous. It gives room for unlimited com-

binations between track owners and men of

straw, and takes all substance out of the

rule.

It is singular that cycle dealers who embark

in public crusades against department stores

do not see that they are giving to those mer-

cantile establishments the biggest kind of an ad-

vertisement. They make the assertion that

the great establishments are able to sell cycles

and sundries so much cheaper than the regu-

lar dealer in them can as to make him unable

to compete. Is it wise to admit, or even im-

ply, this?

When the Cycle Board of Trade made an

exception to its rules and gave a sanction to

the Minneapolis cycle show for the present week,

the Board evidently did not then know that

the cycle show was to be a side issue to a

dog show and a woman's six-day race. Such,

however, is the case, and the Board's excep-

tions in favor of Minneapolis will be few and

far between in the future, we believe.

In ferreting out and reporting "fake" and cut-

throat agents to the National Cycle Board of

Trade it would seem that the National Asso-

ciation of Retail Dealers, if it is ever to be

livelier than a shelled oyster, could prove of

even more value to its members than to the

manufacturing trade, which, through the

Board, has undertaken the task.

If cycling on Sunday is the sin some church-

men claim it is, then those churches who pro-

vide cycle racks for members of their congre-

gations are promoting perdition in a most

alarming fashion.

It is to be believed that we shall have no

rainbows this year. The colors have all been

appropriated to supply the cycling army with

its coming season's golf stockings.

It used to be something of a distinction

to own and ride a wheel. Nowadays a man or

woman may attract attention by refusing to

ride one.

Riders would be much more thankful for

the things they have in cycling if there were

not so many other things in it that they want.

It is agreed by learned writers that one per- ^ ^j^^^.g tendency to give advice about

son in every seven is insane to a greater or
^^^^ ^^^y^^^ j3 ^,5^^,,^ j^ indirect ratio to his

less degree; with six of every seven somewhat
^^^jjj^y ^^ ^-^^^ l^j3 ^^^^ business.

daft on cycling. If, therefore, cycling is a

"craze," as many have said it is, then who The row made about the defects in a wheel

shall be called upon to act as the custodian of is almost invariably greater than the defects

the crazy people? themselves.

RAILROAD GAVE THE CINDERS.

Albany, N. Y., April 19.—An effort is be-

ing made to repair the cinder path between
this city and Schenectady, a distance of seven-

teen miles, and enough money has been raised

by popular subscription to do so, but there is

considerable complaint on the part of some
of the wheelmen, who say that the work done
does not represent the amount of money ex-

pended. The cinders were very generously

given to the wheelmen by the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River Railroad.

The Johnstown Bicycle Association contem-

plates building a bicycle path from that town
to Fonda, a distance of about seven miles.

The association also proposes to place guide-

boards at the junction of all streets and roads

in the town. The Johnstown and Glovers-

ville wheelmen also have in view the con-

struction of a path between those towns.

TWENTY YEARS BEHIND THE TIMES.

The Allegheny Common Council is not just

the kind of council its name expresses. To the

contrary, Allegheny has an un-common coun-

cil, since it was wise enough to table a resolu-

tion presented by the Committee on Public

Safety advocating the closing of all cycle re-

pair establishments and the prohibiting of

wheel rental on Sunday. Evidently Alle-

gheny's Committee on the public safety wants

a private safety of its own, and, therefore, pro-

poses to make it difficult for the public to

either procure or repair its safety.

CARS FOR CYCLISTS.

Suburban street car lines of St. Louis are

preparing to run cars for the exclusive use of

cyclists. The cars will be fitted with side

doors and furnished with racks on one side. A
pump and kit of tools will be part of the

equipment of each car. They are intended for

the convenience of those who wish to avoid

pedaling through the centre of tlie city over

rough pavements, and those who meet with

mishaps.

TREATING ALL ALUtE.

It is indicated that the bills now pending

in the State Legislature for an annual tax of .$1

on all bicycles in Pennsylvania will be re-

ported by the committee to which they were

referred witk the word "vehicles" substituted

for "bicycles" and a stipulation that the money
so collected shall be used solely for road im-

provement. Such a modification will meet

with no opposition by the League officials.

GIVING CYCLE THIEVES LIFE.

In the Massachusetts House of Represen-

tatives Mr. Clarke, of the town of Lee, offered

an amendment to the proposed bill defining

the penalty for stealing bicycles, whereby such

offence should be punished by imprisonment

for life, but the legislators thought such a pen-

alty a bit too severe, and Mr. Clarke's radical

innovation was promptly voted down.

DEAD AS ADAM.
Wisconsin's bicycle baggage bill was last

week killed in the Assembly. The meas-

ure was brought up without discussion and

went to that place from which no bill re-

turneth by a vote of 49 to 32.

It is only the habitually silent rider that

can occasionally realize that wheelmen are

prone to talk too much.
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THEY'RE SATISFIED.

The Colonels Are Content With the Racing At-

tractions They Are Going

to Have.

Louisville, Ky., April 17.—Louisville has

drawn one of the plums, May 81st,

in the L. A. W. National circuit lot-

tery. This will probably necessitate the

change of the matinee date for May
29th, and probably an abandonment of that

day. The cycle race fixtures for Louisville

and vicinity are about as follows, of course,

subject to change:

May 15, 29—Matinee, F. F. C. and A. A.

May 31, morning—Evening Post's coasting

contest.

May 31, afternoon—National circuit meet,

F. F. C. and A. A.

June 5—Magnolia Wheel Club race meet.

Fountain Ferry.

June 12-26—Fountain Ferry matinee meet,

Fountain Ferry.

June 22-28—Kentucky Division meet, Cyn-
thiana, Ky.

June 24—Masonic Jubilee, St. John's Day.

July 5—Prince Wells' road and track races.

July 10-24, August 4, 7, 18, 21, October 2,

16—Fountain Ferry matinee.

The match race between Bald and Kimble
is nearing a focus, and it is not only possible,

but decidedly probable it will occur at the

matinee May 15th. Bald is making many
friends in Louisville by his genial, gentle-

manly deportment, and this not a newspaper
"jolly" either. Kimble is never a quitter and
there is a good chance for him to win. To
venture a prophecy, The Wheel correspon-

dent feels that Bald will win the match race

because of—what? Superior speed? No.

Superior courage? No. Superior generalship

and experience? Exactly; unless by some care-

ful work Kimble should round into form

earlier than Bald, and earlier than his own
usual time to commence to win. This opin-

ion does not carry less of faith in your corre-

spondent's fellow-townsman, but is an opinion

based on past experience, and not on account

of any loss of confidence in Kimble. The fact

is, Kimble will win over Bald numerous times

before the season is over, and the betting at

even money that Kimble will roost higher

than the bright-eyed Buffalo on the ladder at

the end of the season is considered equitable.

The strongest card in the hand of the Louis-

ville lad is that a few defeats do not dis-

hearten him. In every race, regardless of a

previous defeat, he comes up with a heart like

a lion, and in this regard his superior does not

exist. He is an "instantaneous recuperator,"

and this trait has made him fame, and will

make him money with it.

Fraser & Whitney are to resurface with

cement the old Auditorium track, where the

first electric light meet in the world was suc-

cessfully held, and where Geo. K. Barrett made
his 2.46 at the Kentucky Division meet in

1891. This was "electric light record" until

Bliss made 2.38 3-5 on the same track. With
cement and higher banking, there is no doubt

good crowds will be in attendance, although

the racing could not equal Fountain Ferry

possibilities if only electric lights were placed

satisfactorily there.

powers") to raise the stock for the Fountain

Ferry track, and who is one of the incorpo-

rators and one of the first Board of directors,

and now a successful dealer in photograph

material and bicycles in the City of Mexico,

has just recovered from an attack of small-

pox. Fortunately no scars remain, he writes,

to tell of his recent unwelcome visitor. After

several weeks at the hospital, he returned to

his place of business to find everything well

cared for, and he was in this way relieved of

a great care.

LET IT R. I. P.

Nearly 40 per cent of Kentucky Division has

renewed to date, which is an indication that

all did not join just to get next to the bath-

tub at the meet.

May 15th will be "ladies' day" at Fountain

Ferry.

A local Cycle Board of Trade is being

talked of.

OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED.

The following road records have been al-

lowed by the Century Road Club:

Geo. E. Dixon and Chas. A. Kraft, San

Francisco; 5 miles, 10.22 4-5; September 27.

1896. American tandem record.

Chas. A. Kraft, San Francisco; 20 miles,

52.51 1-5; July 12, 1896. California State

record.

Frank R. Blackmore, Cleveland-Geneva

Century Course; 6.58.00; October 10, 1896.

Course record.

Wm. Lockwood and Leroy Caulkins,

Cleveland-Geneva Century Course; 6.58.00;

October 10, 1896. Tandem record.

Geo. S. Easton and Ernest Wills, St. Louis-

Bonhomme Century Course; 6.50.00; October

8, 1896. Tandem record.

W. B. Handy, Boston, Mass., and H. F.

Marshall, Nashua, N. H., have been awarded

meritorious ride medals for meritorious rid-

ing, October 4, 1896.

WILL BE A LARGE FOUR.

Believing that a full week is too much time

to devote to the League meet, the committees

in charge of the Philadelphia function have

decided to confine the programme to the

last four days in the first week of August.

The first two days will be given over to runs

to points of interest about the city, and the last

two will be devoted to racing. As at present

outlined, a river excursion will be given on
Wednesday night, a monster smoker on
Thursday night and an outdoor entertain-

ment at Willow Grove on Friday night. The
meet will wind up with an excursion to Atlan-

tic City on Sunday. Mayor Warwick has

assured the committee of his hearty co-opera-

tion and that of the different city departments.

NOT HAPPY NOW THEY'VE GOT IT.

San Francisco, April 15.—The enlarged As-
sociated Cycling Clubs of California, enlarged
to promote and control Sunday and all other
racing on the coast, is not wholly happy. If

the truth be told, the added load is likely to
prove too heavy for its carriers. The whole
movement is hovering between success and
failure, and at this writing it looks as if suc-
cess will come out second best.

Thos. R. Crump, one of the three men who
undertook (in spite of the opposition of "the

TOLD ARTHUR HE'S COMING.

J. W. Parsons, the Australian crack, who
last year raced in this country with indifferent
success, is again on his way hither, via Eng-
land. He has written Arthur Zimmerman, ad-
vising him of the fact.

Secession's Speedy £nding in a Rarlfied Atmo-

sphere—One to Paris, Other

Chicago.

Denver, Col., April 17.—Secession is dead,

dead, dead, and in its place is a movement
which seeks to have the League of American
Wheelmen relinquish control of racing. The
movers hope to operate through the members
themselves.

No sooner had the wheelmen of Denver ex-

pressed their intention to stand by the League
than the new movement commenced. The
intention is to correspond with all the presi-

dents of clubs in the Western States, and

wherever in the East there is a prospect of

securing a convert, and have a letter written

to President Potter asking a special session

of the National Assembly to consider the

segregation of racing, or, at least, the grant-

ing of local option on the subject of Sunday
racing.

It is urged that President Potter himself

and all the members of last year's Racing

Board, have put themselves on record in

favor of local option and also in favor of a

separate organization for the control of rac-

ing. So sanguine are the backers of the

movement that they predict a special meeting

of the National Assembly will be called with-

in two months, and, once called, the plan will

go through without opposition of moment.
The State Board of the L. A. W. held a

meeting in this city Tuesday evening, and

adopted the following:

Whereas, The members of the State Board
of officers of the Colorado Division of the

League of American Wheelmen desire to

make clear their position on certain matters;

therefore, be it

Resolved, That we favor the admission of

professionals, and the granting of local op-

tion in regard to Sunday racing; and be it

further

Resolved, That we urge the calling of a

special meeting of the National Assembly to

reconsider the measures.

With this endorsement the proposed meet-

ing is looked on by outsiders as having a

chance for its life.

O. E. Boles, the agent for the Indiana Bi-

cycle Co. in this city, has resigned his posi-

tion to accept a place with the Paris, France,

agency of H. A. Lozier & Co. Boles was for

many years a salesman in a dry goods house

in this city, and a foot-racer of no mean abil-

ity. When cycling became popular as a sport

he developed into a champion rider, and de-

feated the best men of the State. He did

fairly well against the great cracks when the

National meet was held in Denver, and it was

freely prophecied that he could become a

rider of world-wide celebrity. But he was
offered the agency for the Waverley and buried
his racing hopes in the mad rush for wealth.

There never was a more popular salesman or

a better liked racing man than Boles, and he

goes to Paris with the best wishes of every

one who knows him.

Sam Leonard has gone to Chicago to ar-

range a series of races between O. B. Hachen-
berger and Walter Sanger. This series has

been hanging fire ever since Hachenberger
came into prominence.

A wealth of imagination is not always
negotiable in cycling outside of the ad. com-
piling departments of a wheel factory.
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THE OTHER SIDE.

Old Sagle Eye Has a Few Things to Say

About That Cast-off Foreign

Alliance.

Ex-Chairman Gideon is anything but

pleased at the action of President Potter in

terminating the agreement between the

League and the Union Cycliste de France,

entered into by himself and ex-President

Elliott. While not caring to discuss the

action of his successors in office, his views as

expressed to an intimate friend are as follows:

"In canceling the alliance the present ad-

ministration has, to my mind, taken the weak-

est action possible. The alliance, which was

a very informal one, was made with the sole

purpose of mutually recognizing proper trans-

fers to professionalism and suspensions for

misconduct, and it placed the L. A. W. in a

position of having at least one friend on the

continent. As it is now we have absolutely

none. The International Cyclists' Associa-

tion has, on every possible occasion, shown

that it was, as an organization, willing to fur-

ther every interest of the cycling organizations

of the little unimportant European principali-

ties to the detriment of the League; and the

Cyclists' Union of England, which, as the only

other English speaking body in the I. C. A.,

we should naturally look to for support, has

never in any way shown a disposition to aid

the League even when they have admitted our

claims were just ones, their action being uni-

formly based upon some threat by the French

or Belgian organization to withdraw from the

alliance. Incidentally it may be remarked that

there is now an alliance existing between the

League and the National Cyclists' Union

which ought also to be terminated if we are

to be consistent. The Belgian organization

has a habit of periodically threatening to with-

draw from the I. C. A., and it is a great pity

that is has not been allowed to do so.

"When Banker won the professional mile

championship, the English speaking officials

of the I. C. A. permitted themselves to be

bulldozed into robbing him of the race by

one of these threats of withdrawal, and the

L. A. W. was solitary and alone in its nega-

tive vote against such injustice. The Eng-

lish officials themselves subsequently formally

acknowledged that their vote upon this ques-

tion was an injustice to the American. Last

year something else displeased this little or-

ganization, and again the threat of withdrawal

was used with other European cycling organ-

izations just as successfully as before.

"If the present administration of the L. A.

W. had the courage to form a real alliance

with the U. C. F. instead of the one which

was formulated during the last administration,

and to stick to it in spite of the threats of

'punishment' from the I. C. A., that effete or-

ganization would by this time be casting about

for an excuse for existence. The L. A. W.,

in giving up its independence and manhood
by 'knuckling down' to the kicking members

of the I. C. A. to avoid a threat of 'punish-

ment,' has indeed 'sold its birthright for a

mess of pottage.'
"

TRAINED BY ONE OP THEIR OWN.

Harvard College has no less than twenty-
five men in training for the various intercol-

legiate races to be held this season. They are

in charge of F. S. Elliott, the old-time Har-
vard rider, and get in their practice work each
afternoon on the Charles River Park track.

TOUTING THEM ON.

Jack Prince has a sonorous but foggy voice,

and every one who attends the Southern cir-

cuit becomes very familiar with it before leav-

ing. A megaphone is his constant compan-
ion and directions and orders are thundered

through it in all directions. Racing is a new
game at some of the cities on the circuit, but

by means of his trumpet Prince keeps the

crowd informed of every movement. He
opens a meet in this style:

"Everybody must have a programme. Each
rider has a number on his back, and to pick

them out you must have a programme. Every-
body get a programme. The men will start

at the report of my pistol and anyone starting

before will be put back ten yards," etc.

SECRETARY "T. T. T."

Prior to his present prominence, due to

cycling, Chairman Mott was an effulgent

spark in baseball. Before cycling gave him
the exercise he needed, finding desk work
was knocking him out, he organized the

Creighton Club in Baltimore in '73, equipped
it and paid all its expenses. He was manager,
captain and catcher. In 1883 Mr. Mott began to

feel the inception of his present desire to write

things, and the first of his letters to a base-

ball paper began under the nom de plume of

T. Tom Trebla, a transposition of the letters

of his name. This was shortened to "T. T.

T.," under which signature he still writes, be-

ing the veteran correspondent of that paper.

READY FOR ALL.

NOW CALLAHAN S CAUGHT IT.

Louis A. Callahan, of Buffalo, now has the

paced-by-a-locomotive-mile-record bee in his

bonnet. He thinks he can knock Anderson's
alleged mark of 1.3 into smithereens, and with

that end in view, has been negotiating with a

Syracuse manufacturer. He wants boards
placed between the rails for a distance of two
miles over a level stretch of the New York
Central road near Syracuse, and expresses

himself as being confident of covering the

mile under a minute. The manufacturer is

thinking it over.

CAL. WILL MANAGE.

Cal. Paxton, a prominent Buffalo road

rider, will manage the Martin twenty-five-

mile road race on May 29th. It will be run

over the Corfu course as heretofore. A new
course has been laid out for the Lewis race on

May 31st. It will be run to Bowmansville

and return by a round-about route measuring

about twenty-two miles. It is claimed that

there is not a hill on the entire course.

ONE FOR EACH WEEK DAY.

Cincinnati can give all other cities cards

and spades when it comes to tracks. This

season it will have no less than six, two of

which are to be constructed. The full list is:

Chester Park and Lagoon A. C, both cement;

Cincinnati A. C. and Y. M. C. A., cinders;

Carthage Fair Grounds and Manhattan A. C,
dirt.

FOR COLLEGIANS ONLY.

Columbia College will run a race meet at Man-
hattan Beach on Decoration Day for colle-

gians only. Invitations have been sent to the

leading cyclists of the different colleges and
universities, inviting them to meet the Colum-
bia champions in the six events to be con-

tested at the meet.

The Pride of Buffalo Preparing for Those Who
Think They Can Defeat

Him.

Louisville, April 17.—Bald has been train-

ing faithfully since taking up quarters at Foun-

tain Ferry track and is fast rounding into con-

dition. He contemplates a lively season for

match races and has decided to give most of

his attention to such contests and will not

join the circuit until all disputes are settled.

"I have already made enough matches to

keep me busy for several months," he said to-

day, when the subject was mentioned. "I am
taking on every one who wishes a race and

am now just able to give my plans in detail

with some assurance that I will not have to

change them all when the next mail arrives.

"I have sent a letter to Cooper, as an-

nounced, accepting a challenge to race in

Detroit, on May 31st—Decoration Day. We
will ride three one-mile heats. They will very

likely be tandem paced and each man will be

allowed one rider. Of course, I conceded some-

thing to Cooper in consenting to ride in De-

troit. That is his home. and the fact that you

are in the presence of a home crowd is more

help to a racing man than is commonly sup-

posed. But if a return match should be de-

sired it will be ridden at Buffalo, my home.

Grand Rapids, Mich., is also anxious to see

us race, and perhaps Cooper and myself will

decide the little question that exists between

us by riding three match races, one at Detroit,

one at Buffalo, and one at Grand Rapids.

"My first match race of the season will be

with Owen Kimble, of Louisville, at Fountain

Ferry, early in May. We will ride three

heats, one mile, single or tandem paced. I have

posted $150 against Kimble's $100 and the

track association will offer either a $500 purse

or a share of the gate receipts.

"The next race after that will be with

Cooper, and then I will take on Walter San-

ger, of Wilwaukee. He has challenged me to

race one mile, three heats, for $1,000 a side and

the best purse offered, and I Have accepted.

Last year Sanger and myself rode two match

races, one at Watertown, N. Y., and one at

Milwaukee. Sanger won the first and I won
the second, so this will be the run-off. After

I have met Sanger I will in all probability

race Hackenberger, Denver's 'Buttermilk

Boy.' A Denver club has offered a $1,000

purse. It is proposed that we race both at one

and two miles, two heats at each distance and

one of these will be paced, the other unpaced.

After this race, I will go on the circuit and

try to win the championship again. In the

fall, about October, I will sail for Europe to

meet the European racers, and that is about as

far ahead as I can look."

CHANCE FOR RECORD FRACTURE.

A twenty-five mile road race will be pro-

moted by the A. C. C. of Long Island on June

12. It will be run over a five-mile course on

the Merrick road on the plan of the Irvington-

Millburn race. The course being almost level,

fast time may be expected.

TRAINER WITH SENSE.

A well-known racing man, who has had a

successful experience on the path, is in posi-

tion to take charge of a team as trainer and

manager; has business sense besides the talent

for training. Address A. F., care The Wheel.
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UNLIKE THE LEAGUE.

The Canadian Association Decides Blatters by

Popular Vote and Is I^ittle Disturbed

by Peanut Politics.

Toronto, April 17.—Unlike the L. A. W.,

the Canadian Wheelmen's Association, which

yesterday held its annual meeting in this city,

was not greatly concerned or agitated by

greed for office or personal ambitions.

The result of the election was a foregone

conclusion and interest and excitement cen-

tered on the choice of a place for the annual

meet.

Chatham, Brantford and London were the

contestants. It has been unusual for three

contestants to come before the delegates for a

choice and this rendered the situation all the

more uncertain.

At this time last year it was looked upon as

a foregone conclusion that the meet would go

to London on consideration of certain deals

made.

When the fight began last winter, however,

the Londoners slid backward, and let it be

understood that they were not anxious for

the event. Chatham and Brantford then en-

tered the ring and began a fight that will be

historic in the annals of the C. W. A. At

the last minute London finally came and made
the finish. Chatham's mode of warfare,

planned by Meet Secretary J. F. Cairns, was

aggressive and sportsmanlike, and great

strength was soon developed. Brantford made
a surprising rush and looked quite , like a

winner a week before Good Friday. The final

sprint, though, showed the wonderful powers

of Chatham's thorough organization, and the

day before the convention it was Chatham
everywhere.

Large crowds of "rooters" came from the

three towns on special trains with bands and

decorations galore, but the "yaller kids" from

Chatham predominated, and Chatham's vic-

tory was not wholly a surprise, although its

overwhelming majority was never once

thought of. The total vote cast was 7,586,

Chatham receiving 5,687; Brantford, 1,439;

London, 460. Chatham's plurality was 3,788.

The announcement of the result was received

with deafening applause.

The delegates convened in the handsome
home of the Toronto Athletic Club, and owing
to the large number present the credential

committee did not present their report until

nearly 11 o'clock; 7,950 members were repre-

sented at the meeting.

After the reports of the several officers and
committees had been read, Geo. H. Orr, of

Toronto, was elected president by acclama-

tion.

The vice-presidential contest was between C.

W. Wells, of Waterloo, and T. T. Cartwright,

manager for the Warwick Cycle Co., in Can-
ada. The former received a handsome ma-
jority. It must be said in justice to Mr. Cart-

wright, however, that he is comparatively a

new man in C. W. A. affairs and his candidacy

this year was more in the nature of an adver-

tisement of himself and business. He is now
as well known as any of them, and immediate-

ly after the result moved that Mr. Wells' elec-

tion be made unanimous and at once began
the campaign for the vice-chair of '98.

The amendments to the constitution,

which have already been foreshadowed in this

correspondence, were taken up and passed

with very few changes.

The principal change made from the old

constitution is the giving to districts the power

to hold district championships and district

meetings, and allowing them a certain percent-

age of the funds to spend as they deem proper.

The Good Roads Committee will hereaf-

ter consist of sixteen members, the chairman

and a member in each district.

A resolution was adopted in support of the

Casey Baggage Bill; and another in support

of the bill proposing to make the 24th of May,
the Queen's Birthday, a holiday in perpetuity,

in honor of Her Majesty's diamond jubilee.

The Board of Officers met in the afternoon

at 3.30 and revised the by-laws, appointed

committees, etc.

The most important amendment to the by-

laws was the one providing for the holding of

Provincial championship meets on Dominion
Day, July 1, and changing the Dominion
championship meet to Labor Day, the first

Monday in September. This was the scheme
of Vice-President-elect Wells, and was adopt-

ed after a sharp fight.

Geo. H. Orr, President C. W. A.

T. A. Beament, of Ottawa, was elected

chairman of the Racing Board. The other

members are Bloss, P. Corey, Petrolia; J. G.

Gauld, Hamilton; W. G. McClelland, and A.

E. Walton, Toronto.

Transportation committee—A. F. Webster,

Toronto; D. J. Watson, Montreal and R. J.

Wilson, Kingston.

Membership committee—Dr. Balfour, Lon-
don; Omer Carrier, Levis, Que.; J. M.
Barnes, St. John, N. B.; W. J. Darby, To-
ronto.

The Good Roads, Rights and Privileges

and Rules and Regulation committees will be

filled by the executive.

T. T. Cartwright's scheme for giving gold

bricks for amateur prizes was withdrawn.

W. W. Beaton, of Winnipeg, was present

to advance the claims of Winnipeg for '98.

Peterboro is also in the field.

The matter of foreign relations received ex-

tended mentioji. President Robertson re-

commended that efforts be made to simplify

the entrance of tourists' wheels into the

Dominion, implying that the courtesy now ac-

corded solely to L. A. W. members—^that of

presenting a membership ticket in lieu of a

cash deposit—should be made general.

Secretary Donly also had something to say

concerning foreign relations, and stated mat-

ters most ingeniously, as follows:

"It is gratifying to be able to announce that

during the year our relations with other

cycling bodies have continued to be of the

most friendly character. The two gentlemen

who have been at the heads of the Racing

Departments of our Association and of the

big League in the United States have acted

in concert. The racing men of either coun-

try, when they stray across the national

boundary, fail to secure freedom from racing

rules, which though absolutely essential for

the good government of cycle racing, they at

times no doubt feel to be irksome.

"Our membership in the International

Cyclists' Association has been kept up, and

now that its Championship Meet is again to

be held in an English-speaking country, it is

likely that this organization will attract more
attention in America than it has for some
years past.

"The I. C. A. was founded in 1892, the C.

W. A. being one of the original participating

unions. Its first race meet was held in Chi-

cago during the World's Fair. At the time

of its organization it was supposed that the

meets would be held at frequent intervals on

this side of the Altantic. From the fact that

in America there are only two National cycle

organizations, it would, perhaps, be too much
to expect the meet to go alternately each year

to America and Europe, yet from the relative

importance of cycling in the two continents

America cannot be expected to continue loyal

to an organization that proposes to serve

every little European principality before again

coming to this country. Canada asked for

the meet of 1895, but was not at all surprised

that she did not get it. We submitted with

good grace to a second refusal, when Scot-

land won the '97 meeting. Your Executive

have extended a third invitation for 1898, and

will ask this annual meeting to back that invi-

tation up energetically. Communications have

already passed between the C. W. A. and the

L. A. W. upon the question, and we are

promised the most active sympathy and as-

sistance from that body. At the gathering in

Glasgow in July next it is proposed that Can-

ada shall be represented both upon the track

in the championships and at the annual meet-

ing, and it is to be hoped that a better under-

standing will there be reached as to the future

sharing of championship meets between

Europe and America. If the L. A. W. and

C. W. A. were to be broken up into a dozen

bodies governing cycling in various portions

of the continent, and all the fragments were

affiliated with the I. C. A., the two conti-

nents would then be put on an equality—Scot-

land securing the meeting for 1898 does not

satisfy the claims of the other unions in the

British Islands for consideration—surely it is

not fair to penalize the cyclists of America

because, so far, they have found truth in the

proverb that 'In union there is strength.'
"

Up here the "annual meeting" is a source

of profit to the association. The Execu-

tive Committee submitted a plan for a

rearrangement of things connected there-

with. Heretofore clubs holding the meet

had been allowed to run their own business,

giving the association 25 per cent of the

profit All expenses were paid before the
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association's percentage was struck. They
recommended that hereafter the association

will stand expenses to the amount of $2,200,

as follows: Rent of grounds, $200; advertis-

ing and printing, $400; prizes and pacing,

$1,000; music, $150; attendants at track, $150;

sundries, $300. All other expenses must be

borne by the promoters.

E. B. Ryckman, chairman of the Rights and

Privilege Committees, gave particulars of the

bicycle baggage bill and the steps that had

been and were being taken in support of it.

Among other matters of interest, he reported:

"During the year it has been established in

Ontario that a toll-gate keeper is not war-

ranted in closing his gate and keeping it

closed to the inconvenience of wheelmen in

their use of toll-roads. The case in question

was taken up at the instance of the Kingston

Bicycle Club, and was disposed of promptly

and to the satisfaction of the bicyclists of

Kingston and District.

"Some cyclists have been of the opinion

that they were responsible only in money
damages for bodily injury caused to others by

their reckless riding, but for the benefit of

'scorchers' and careless riders, we desire to di-

rect attention to Section 253 of the Criminal

Code, which enacts that 'Every one is guilty

ofan indictable offence and liable to two years'

imprisonment, who, having the charge of any

carriage or vehicle, by wanton or furious driv-

ing or racing, or other willful misconduct, or

by willful neglect, does or causes to be done

any bodily harm to any person.' Under this

section a bicyclist, who, it was alleged, rode

at an immoderate rate and ran down a foot

passenger, was indicted before a police

magistrate and by him committed for trial at

the General Sessions. The wheelman was in

the end successful in securing an acquittal, but

the result would have been desperate if he

had been found guilty and visited with the

term of imprisonment named in the statute.

There is no doubt, however, that if a bicycle

rider while 'scorching' or racing, or riding

negligently, causes bodily injury to any per-

son, he is within the mischief of this section

of our criminal law and is liable to imprison-

ment."

The reports of the officers showed a most

gratifying state of aflfairs. Five years ago the

Association numbered 1,096 members; each

succeeding year marked a substantial increase,

viz., from 1,096 to 1,505, to 2,306, to 3,537, to

6.566, until on March 5th of the present year

the total was 9,386. Twelve thousand is the

estimate for the ensuing twelve months. One
year ago there were 158 affiliated clubs, of

which 33 did not renew, but 90 new clubs

came in, swelling the number to 215. Of
these, 13 are located in the United States.

The receipts during the year were $5,384.15,

the disbursements, $5,295.36, leaving a balance

on hand of $88.79. The ofRcial organ of the

association cost $3,175.43. The Racing

Board's income amounted to $747.83, $381.15

over and above expenses.

President Robertson told how every effort

to make amicable arrangements with the rail-

way companies for the free carriage of passen-

gers' bicycles had failed, leaving legislative

action the only alternative. The Casey bag-

gage bill, now in the House of Commons, is

the result.
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DONNYBROOK FAIR.

"Colonel" Prince's Pets Punch and Club Bach

Other on the Famous Coliseum

Circuit.

Montgomery, Ala., April 16.—Montgomery

was the only city on the Southern Circuit that

was considered doubtful, but the fact that the

average attendance was about 2,000 on both

nights, makes the first round of Coliseum

racing a success. The meet on the first night

was a combination of racing, pugilism, club

throwing, angry words and muddled officials,

while Col. Jack Prince forcibly reminded

everyone that he was the boss of the show. It

brought to the surface the fact that gold chas-

ing has caused some of the men to lose all

of that quality known as sportsmanship and

that a deal of bad blood exists among the fol-

lowers of the circuit. In the mile invitation

Macfarland, it was generally conceded, won
the race, but Prince came to the aid of the

muddled judges and declared Eaton, who fin-

ished third, the winner.

In one of the heats of the mile open Baker

fell. He branded Wells as the author of his

sprawl, and picking up a club that lay handy,

he hurled it at the Californian when he came

around on the next lap. Wells saw the mis-

sile and dodged to the bank, which threw him

out of his stride and the race. After settling

this dispute with Baker, Wells found it neces-

sary in the dressing room to administer a lit-

tle physical correction to Weinig on the

ground that he was becoming too fond of

practicing the elbow trick. Wells got up in

the invitation race, after all this, with blood in

his eye, and made a holy show of the entire

field. He jumped at the last quarter and

opened a gap of ten lengths which he held to

the tape. Walthour made a splendid effort and

succeeded in taking second place from Steen-

son by two lengths. Barry, the fourth man,

protested Steenson, claiming that he had been

too free with his elbows, but Prince, acting for

the judges, would not allow it.

On the second night Eaton and Stevens

were the stars, the former taking the open and

the latter the consolation. In the final of

the first race Eaton, Baker and Weinig alter-

nated in pacing. At the bell Eaton was lead-

ing, after having carried a lap and a half, with

Weinig taking a comfortable sleighride be-

hind him. The pair swept on by Baker and

Starbuck, while on the back stretch Jack woke
up to a clever sprint and attempted to pass

the leaders on the turns. Eaton kept un-

winding his sprint, shaking off the big Bison

in the straight and winning by a length, and

Jack slipped up to Weinig's side at the tape.

The consolation race, open to the even

dozen contestants who had run unplaced dur-

ing the two nights of racing, found seven

starters after the two heats were through.

Stevens was decidedly out of his class in a

consolation race, and took the men of his

heat and the men of the final into camp with

ease, after carrying a quarter-mile sprint each

time. Baker jumped Winesett on the back-

stretch, but could not get by Newhouse, who
got second. Winesett, Eddy and Huffstetler

were placed in the prize list, Carpenter being

•disqualified from fifth place from not having

taken his share of the pace.

The summaries;

FIRST DAY.
Mile open.—^1, Jay Eaton, Elizabeth; 2, Floyd Mac-

farland, San Jgse; 3, Al. Weinig, Buffalo: time, 2.16.

Mile invitation.—1, Charlie Wells, San Francisco;

2, Robt. Walthour, Atlanta; 3, H. R. Steensen, Minn-
eapolis: time 2.15 3-5.

SECOND DAY.

Mile open.—1, Jay Eaton, Elizabeth, N. J.; 2, A. E.

Weinig, Buffalo, N. Y.; 3, Carroll B. Jack, Reading,

Pa. : time 2.24.

Mile consolation.—^1, O. L. Stevens, Ottumwa, la.,

2, J. A. Newhouse, Buffalo, N. Y.; 3, Conn Baker,

Columbus, Ohio; 4, Eli Winesett, Olympia, Wash.:
time 2.19 3-5.

Mile open, amateur.—^1, David Todd, Montgomery,
Ala.; 2, Henry Brown, Montgomery; 3, John Hanson,
Montgomery: time, 2.38 1-5.

FEATHERS IN THE WIND.

WON BY A MINUTE MAN.

A large grand stand erected at the starting

and finishing point of the Gloucester, Mass.,

road race on Monday, added much to the en-

joyment of the spectators. The race was over

a course of twenty-one miles, necessitating the

riders to pass the grand stand twice. It was
an easy race for pot-hunters, for the reason

that there were fifty-five regular prizes and but

fifty-six starters, of which number about half

dropped out owing to the wind. There were
also eight time prizes, including two $100

wheels, and twelve special prizes to local

riders. The first prize, a $350 piano, went to

R. B. Tracy, a minute man, while H. B. Hills,

Jr., took the time honors from scratch, beat-

ing out Barnaby and Alexander, the last year

Irvington-Millburn winner. Thirty-one men
finished, the leaders and their times following:

Handi- Actual

cap. time.

m. s. h. m. s.

R. B. Tracey, Hartford 1 00 1 09 18

H. B. Hills, Jr., Providence scratch 1 08 36

T. Barnaby, Revere scratch 1 08 37

R. M. Alexander, Hartford scratch 1 08 38

A. L. Murdock, East Boston 30 1 09 19

A. A. McLoud, East Boston 1 40 1 10 25

W. Holland, Ipswich 2 30 1 11 15

A. E. Burnett, Hyde Park 3 20 1 12 09

J. F. Ingraham, Peabody 40 1 10 09

F. Harse, Gloucester 4 30 1 13 25

ON THE SECOND ROUND.

Memphis, April 20.—The second round of

the Southern circuit began here last night

with a good attendance. Two unsuccessful

trials were made to reach the time limit of

2.25 in the mile open. Steenson finished in the

lead in the first attempt, beating Wells at the

tape. In the second try, MacFarland won
with Walthour second. Dous, of Nashville,

fell over Weinig and sustained a broken col-

lar bone. The race was declared off, and the

men started in the invitation. Winesett made
a sneak for more than three lengths. Stevens

took it up, with Jack tacked on. In the

stretch Stevens won out by half a length.

Winesett was second and Jack third. The
time was 2.19 4-5.

JONES AND JIB.

Allen N. Jones, one of California's speed-

iest riders, has been matched for a mile race

against the great pacer Flying Jib. The race

will take place on the stock farm track at

Pleasantin, Cal., to-morrow. Jones has been

trained carefully for the race and is in fine

condition.

FIZZLED AT THE FINISH.

Despite the great hullaballo, the much-
heralded "first attempt" of the owners of the

New Orleans track, who proclaimed the doc-

trine of "Sunday racing or sheriff's sale,"

ended in an inglorious fizzle, and was declared

off,

Though Well Blown He IVands Across the I^lue

a Winner in the Dedhani

Race.

With a field of 185 starters and a crowd

of spectators numbering about 20,000, road

racing started with a boom in New England

on Monday, Patriots' Day. The Dedham
race, a ten-mile handicap, has opened the rac-

ing season in and around Boston for several

years, and always attracts a crowd of new as-

pirants for racing fame, although it comes

before the average road rider has time to be-

come hardened. On Monday the race for the

first time in its history was won by a compara-

tive back-marker, F. Feathers, of Dorchester,

doing the trick in 28.19 from the 1.45 mark.

His win, however, was due entirely to good
luck, for W. E. Kirk, of South Norwalk, a

member of the Yale team, overtook him just

before the finish, but lost his place by a fall.

After remounting, he was rapidly overtaking

Feathers when the tape was reached. Ten
yards more and Feathers would have had to

be content with second place. Kirk, despite

his fall, finished in 27.40 and took the time

prize. Urquhart, the scratch man, failed to

secure a position. The men had a stiff wind to

combat with on the outward trip and sailed

home on the last five miles with the wind

shoving them along. Feathers was mounted

on a Fowler.

The first twenty men to finish follow:

Handi- Cor'd

cap. time.

m. s. m. s.

1. F. Feathers, Dorchester 1 45 28 19

2. W. E. Kirk, South Norwalk 1 15 27 40

3. J. F. Mclnnes, Providence 1 45 28 21

4.' P. J. Donahue, Hyde Park 2 20 28 57

5. L. G. Hanna, Providence 2 00 28 ?S

6. W. H. Woods, Providence 1 45 28 25

7. E. E. Ryan, Waltham 2 10 28 51

8. W. G. Norris, Brookline 2 10 28 53

9. F. G. Chamberlain, Roxbury 1 45 28 29

10. W. D. Tandvin, Providence 2 00 28 29

11. C. W. Eastman, Araesbury 1 00 27 47

12. L. J. Solari, East Boston. 1 00 27 48

13. Louis Morser 2 20 29 09

14. A. L. Barber, Taunton.. ? 2 10 29 00

15. P. Goodgosian, Jamaica Plain 2 10 29 02

16. F. G. Knowlton, FrankUn 2 10 29 04

17. P. W. Foster, Newton 2 00 29 02

18. F. F. Cook, Cambridge 2 00 29 03

19. G. W. Lake, Dorchester 2 30 29 34

20. E. F. Sholtz, Providence 1 15 28 20

21. M. A. Peterson, Somerville. . .
.". 2 30 29 30

DISGUISING THE DOSE.

Chicago, III, April 18.—Tattersall's will be

the scene of another six-day race. May 10th

to 15tli. The proposed contest, however, will

not be continuous. It will be in the nature of

a relay race, and will be run twelve hours
each day. Six men will represent the East,
and six the West, competing two hours at a
time. One thousand dollars, the stake money,
has been deposited.

FLOWERS OF THE EASTERN FLOCK.

Nat and Frank Butler, E. A. McDuffee and

Guy Gary are preparing for the season's work
on the Charles River Park track. Gary's
riding will be watched with interest this sea-
son on account of the promising form he dis-

played two years ago. Last year he did not
ride.

MAY CROSS THE SEAS.

Ray MacDonald has joined the colony of

racing men at Savannah. If he finds that he

can get his speed back he announces his in-

tention of sailing for Scotland to compete in,

the international championships.
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NOW, HERE'S THE POINT!—Yes, the four points necessary to a perfect wheel

:

Strength, lightness, easy running and beauty of design and finish. All these are artistically

souped in

^ ^^^ FOWLER ^
and so beautifully blended that if they do not reach perfection, that coveted point will never be

reached by any other wheel. We make big claims for the people's favorite, and it is all we claim

for it. Ask Fowler riders about it

!

rOWLER CYCLE MiFli. Co.
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MOTT'S MULTITUDINOUS MISSIVES.

Boston, Mass., April 19.—When Albert

Mott retires from the chairmanship of the L.

A. W. Racing Board, he will leave behind

him a monument of letters, which, if collected,

will be worth their weight in silver to any

publisher of a "ready letter writer's compen-
dium." Quite a few of them may be obtained

in this city.

The handicapper embroglio has furnished a

splendid test for the chairman's facile pen, and

some of his missives are most interesting pro-

ductions. Henry E. Ducker has one that is

worth preserving in oil; Andrew McGarrett,

C. W. Fourdrinier, and Henry Robinson have

others. Secretary Pease, of the Press Cycling

Club, also has one which was read at its last

meeting; if anything it is calculated to add

to the laurels of the doughty little man in

Maryland, who writes: "I myself endorse the

strong testimonial to the cleanness and skill

of Mr. Kerrison as handicapper and I am
quite sure that President Potter does, also."

Nevertheless, Kerrison was shelved and the

notorious "Charley" Percival was given the

place.

It will probably surprise not a few people

to learn that Mr. Potter and Mr. Mott are not

agreed as to who is responsible for the unfit

appointment. Your correspondent has seen a

letter from Mr. Potter who says Mott and the

Racing Board is to blame. Mr. Mott denies

the impeachment and writes that Potter did it.

It is unnecessary to pay any money. Take
your choice of the two assertions free of

charge.

It is a certainty, however, that Mr. Mott

and, it is believed, Mr. Potter, also, were well

aware that Kerrison had been most highly in-

dorsed, while Percival was, and is, under a

cloud and in bad odor, even Mott's predeces-

sor and bosom friend, Geo. D. Gideon, having

repudiated the man in no mincing fashion and

vigorously opposed his re-appointment.

LAUGHING AT THIRTEEN.

Thirteen may be an unlucky number, but

the New York Division's Racing Board has

taken a chance and incorporated that number
of cities in the State circuit. The dates as

arranged this week are as follows: Fredonia,

June 8; Rochester, June 10; Warsaw, June 11;

Buffalo, June 12; Elmira, June 15; Bingham-
ton, June 16; Cortlandt, June 17; Utica, June

18; Syracuse, June 19; Saratoga, June 21 and

22; Troy, June 23; Albany, June 24; Brook-

lyn, June 26. The racing at Saratoga will be

the annual summer meet of the New York
Division. As two professional events will be

run at each meet with $100 for first prizes in

the majority of cases, it is expected that some
of the cracks will be induced to leave the Nat-

ional circuit, which will then be in the far

West, and try to win some of the Empire
State's gold.

TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH.
A suit for slander with damages placed at

$10,000 has been instituted by the Riverside

Wheelmen, of this city, against Mrs. Nellie

R. Kurtz, who sought to restrain the club

from occupying the house next to her resi-

dence on Ninty-ninth street as a club house.

When the Riverside Wheelmen decided to

move their headquarters to the house in ques-

tion, Mrs. Kurtz took the matter to court.

She lost her case, and as a matter of vindica-

tion the suit for damages as above mentioned

has been begun.

RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

The following handicappers are announced:
District No. 12, D. C. Eldrege, York, Neb.
District No. 14, Henry Goodman, 132 Sixth street,

Portland, Ore., v/ill do the handicapping for Oregon
and Washington until further notice.

RESTRICTIONS REMOVED.
The restriction on the eight-lap track of the Trans-

Mississippi Amusement Company of Omaha, Neb., is

removed, pending an investigation.

The restriction on the track at Dowagiac, Mich., is

removed and sanctions will be granted for bicycle

races held there when not under the auspices of the

Dowagiac County Fair Association. No sanctions

will be granted to that association.

SUSPENSIONS.
For promoting unsanctioned races W. J. Benedict

is placed upon the list of those to whom sanctions

will be refused.

For riding repeatedly in unsanctioned races Jacob
Dech and James Rankin, of Akron, O., to July 12,

1897.

For riding in unsanctioned races at Utica, N. Y.,

to May 20, 1897: Ed. Hayflinger, Amsterdam, N. Y.,

E. A. Payne, Amsterdam, N. Y.; W. E. Dell, Min-
den, N. Y.; G. W. Pittock, Deerfield, N. Y.; A. L.

Jones, New Hartford, N. Y.; W. S. Curtis, Utica, N.
Y.; Ray Beechwood, Utica, N. Y. ; Jay Edee, Utica,

N. Y.; J. Berry, Utica, N. Y.; Foy Swancott, Utica,

N. Y.; A. F. Ferriss, Utica, N. Y.; John Crass,

Utica, N. Y.; Frank Burdick, Utica, N. Y.; Robert
Inman, Utica, N. Y.; H. C. Fincke, Utica, N. Y.

Suspended pending investigation—William Price,

Mahoney City, Pa.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Gilbert L. Logue, Nashville, Tenn., own request;

Bert C. Irons, Monaca, Pa., vote of board; W. W.
Oudkirk, Denver, Col., clause (c).

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
Electric 2.15 Club, Prospect Park, Baltimore, Md.,

June 19-26, July 10, 17, 24, August 7, 14.

Tourist Club, Paterson, N. J., September 6.

New Castle Cycle Club, New Castle, Pa., July 5.

Alercury Wheelmen, Allentown, Pa., May 15, May
2S, July 3 and August 14.

Tacoma Athletic Club, Taconia, Wash., May 29.

Dallas Cycle Track Co., Dallas, Tex., April 21.

H. Kalbach & Son, Lebanon, Pa., May 10-15.

Central Branch Y. M. C. A., Philadelphia, Pa., May
8, 1897. Closed meet.

Chattanooga Coliseum Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,

April 8-9.

J. H. Norris, Canton, O., September 6.

Detroit Wheelmen, Detroit, Mich., July 5.

Y. M. C. A. Bicycle Division, Pine Bluff, Ark.,

April 17, 1897. Closed meet.

ADVOCATES BLIND-EYEISM.

Henry S. Dixon, the Illinois member of the

Racing Board, is probably the clever gentle-

man that his friends claim him to be. His

study of law has doubtless taught him how
easy it is to cravvl through loopholes and

whip the devil around the stump, but his

initial attempt to pour oil on troubled waters

is unworthy of him, and is calculated to make
the L. A. W. the laughing stock of the nation.

Not only does he aim to violate the expressed

will of the National Assembly and seek to

have the Racing Board exceed its powers,

but he would have the members close their

eyes or wink at the open violations which

would result.

Here is the resolution which Mr. Dixon, of

Dixon, would have adopted:

In accordance with article 4, section 7, clause 6, of

the by-laws, no sanction will be granted for a race

meet to be held on Sunday, but the racing board will

not impose penalties upon promoters of or racing

men for participating in races held on Sunday in such

divisions wherein the division board of officers shall

have filed a petition adopted by a three-quarters vote

of the entire board requesting such action by the

board; providing that the promoters shall file an ac-

curate and complete report of such meet. This rule

is not to be understood to exclude other penalties

than those for competing in unsanctioned races.

Mr. Dixon should try again.

GRABS ALL SATURDAYS AND HOLIDAYS.

Since the decision was made last week to

hold the Massachusetts Division meet on

Decoration Day at Waltham, Manager

Ducker, of the Charles River Park track, has

been on the war path. After learning that his

track had been cast aside by the Division,

Ducker called on Dorntee, the Massachusetts

member of the Racing Board, and demanded

sanctions for May 29th andSlst. The former was

granted and the latter refused. Then the racing

rules were produced and it was found that he

had the right to secure a sanction for two

events for the afternoon, if run in connection

with athletic events, and also for a night meet.

These sanctions were granted, and it is now
probable that he will promote an opposition

series of races on Memorial Day. The next

day he applied for and secured twenty-two

other sanctions, embracing every Satiirday

and holiday during the season. He doesn't

intend to get left in the future. A check for

$110 was necessary to cover the bill entailed

by the wholesale supply of sanctions. Ducker

claims that by request he was saving the track

on Decoration Day for the Division meet.

Those in charge of the meet claim he wanted

an exorbitant price and for that reason se-

lected Waltham.

FIRST CENTURY RUN COURSE.

When the reign of the high wheel was at

its height, the first organized century run in

this district was promoted over a course from

Newark to Philadelphia, leading cyclists from

both cities taking a hand in the management.

Since its inception, this run has always been

largely patronized by Philadelphians. Of late

years it has been perpetuated by Philadelphia

organizations, practically becoming an insti-

tution of that city. This year it will be run

by the Associated Cycling Clubs of that city

on June 5. The Quaker City Wheelmen
have abandoned their proposed run over the

course on Decoration Day and will unite

with the A. C. C. in the endeavor to make
the June run a record breaker in point of

attendance. The same course "will be used for

another monster run by the Associated Cy-
cling Clubs of New Jersey on the Saturday

before the League meet, July 31.

TROUBLE BREWING HERE.

Chicago has its own troubles over the Decor-

ation Day road race question. Besides an an-

gry squabble between the Associated Cycling

Clubs and the Cook Co. Wheelmen, which
organizations propose to hold rival races over

the same course, the Lincoln C. C. has

now found a grievance against the A. C.

C. and refuses to take part in its

race. The appointment of Joseph. D.

Guinea, as handicapper, rankles the

breasts of the Lincoln men. They claim that

inasmuch as he is an expelled member of their

organization, he is apt to show partiality in

allotting the starts. Unless peace is patched

up all around, Chicago will be a pretty warm
place on Decoration Day.

BORN OF JEALOUSY.

There is no truth in the report that

"Colonel" Prince has leased the Coliseum at

Rome, with the intention of putting in a

track and adding it to his Southern racing

circuit.
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ROOM FOR THIS CONCERN.

Chicago, April 17.—With very little blowing

of trumpets, but effectively and with business-

like precision, a new cycle fittings company

has recently been formed in this city. It is

called the Invictus Cycle Fittings Co., capital-

ized at $25,000. Invictus, as every one knows,

is Latin for invincible.

The parent of the new company is John

Icely Warman, of the Warman-Schub Cycle

House. For a long time, Mr. Warman has

had the desire to go into the parts business.

The idea has really been a hobby of his. He
has had so much experience, both in this

country and abroad, in turning out metal

cycle fittings, that he is thoroughly prepared

for the active management of such a concern.

It was not until this time, however, that his

active duties with the W. S. C. H. permitted

him to bring his desire into being.

The new company was formed almost with-

out the knowledge of others than those di-

rectly interested, but ample factory space has

been engaged near the W. S. C. H. factory,

and a good part of the machinery is now
actually in place. The Wheel man who
called at the factory one day last week found

Mr. Warman busily engaged in the locating

the equipment.

"For a long time," said Mr. Warman, "I

have had knowledge which came to me from

my intimate connection with the trade, that

there was plenty of room for a new cycle fit-

tings factory, one which would make it a point

to deliver goods promptly, and which is in

shape to make any sort of cycle metal fittings.

This is the principal reason for the launching

of the Invictus. The company will do well, too.

At the very start we shall probably be busy to

our utmost capacity, as already I have in hand

a number of orders from trade acquaintances,

who seem to have the idea that the manage-

ment of the new company is sufficient guaran-

tee of the conscientious quality of its manu-

facture."

As already stated, the Invictus line will be

a complete set of cycle fittings, such as pedals,

hubs, etc., and they will also manufacture the

special cycle tools for factories which have

been designed by J. I. Warman and Carl Wen-
ter, including hub-making machinery and mul-

tiple drills.

GONE TO A GARMENT FACTORY.

M. J. Fisher, formerly part owner of the

Snyder & Fisher Bicycle Works, of Little

Falls, N. Y., is again to engage in the manu-

facture of bicycles. He has leased a disused

garment factory in Fort Plain, not far from

Little Falls and Utica, and is preparing to

equip it with the necessary cycle-making ma-

chinery. About twenty-five men will be en-

gaged at the outset.

CONTROL ALL METALS.

The Turner Brass Works, Chicago, have

brought suit against J. J. Ryan & Co., of the

same city, for alleged infringement of patents

on the Turner ornamental dress guards. The
Turner people assert that their rights cover
such guards made not only of aluminum, but
of all other metals.

COINED A WORD.
"Sundrylog" is the synonym for "catalogue"

which A. U. Betts & Co., Toledo, Ohio, are

employing to describe the publication. It may
sound odd, but it certainly explains the con-
tents of the book.

KEEPS THEM SOFT.

Eugene Arnstein, the Chicago enamel and

brush maker, apparently has an inexhaustible

store of new things. His most recent produc-

tion, is the brush-case here illustrated.

It is claimed that it will soon pay for itself

in the saving of brushes, and should be very

useful in the japanning room. The case is

made of heavy tin and is fitted with a special

clip for holding brushes in order that they

may not rest on the bottom of the can, there-

by adding to the life of the brush. To pre-

vent the brushes from getting lousey, the case

is fitted with an air-tight cover, so that the

oil in which the brushes are hung does not

skin over. Brushes kept in this fashion will

always be soft, pliable and free from dirt. The
case holds six brushes and retails for 75 cents.

WITH AND WITHOUT BEADS.

It would seem that ingenuity was ex-

hausted in the manufacture of bicycle bell

mechanism. However, Joseph F. McCon-
nell, Reading, Pa., is marketing a bell that

has many new and admirable features in its

mechanism. Being an electric stroke, the

rotary motion is used, of course, depending on

the centrifugal force to throw the hammers
against a small lug cast in the gong. As may
be seen, the knockers slide in the carriage

and are thrown outward when pressing the

lever. This admits of a very simple construc-

tion, and, at the same time, insures a positive

stroke. The gongs are cast of a special mix-

ture of bell metal and produce a clear, loud

ring, while the finish is of the best. They are

made in two styles, with and without a bead,

and while the regular stock are, of course,

nickel-plated, they can also be finished in any

color of enamel. While this type at present

is the only style made by Mr. McConnell, a

full line will be added as the season advances.

Wm. Taylor, of Kearney, N. J., has invented

a back-pedaling brake, which, unlike all

others, is attached to the sprocket side of the
crank-axle instead of to the rear hub, although
itg action and general idea seems the same.

FOREIGNERS WANT NO FRILLS.

Chicago, April 17.—It is not a very great

while since the Ralph Temple Cycle Co. made
a bid for foreign trade, but it has been long

enough for them to obtain results that have

made them rub their hands for glee.

In his racing days, Mr. Temple himself

spent some time on the other side and was

very big and very well known while

there. He learned a thing or two
concerning the people and their ways,

and this stands him in good stead. Talking

of the export business a day or two since he

remarked:

"Many of the so-called 'invaders of foreign

markets,' have overlooked the vital fact of

permanency and serviceability, and conse-

quently have yet to learn a painful and expen-

sive lesson. Not that the requirements of for-

eign trade are so vastly different from the

domestic; on the contrary, with the exception

of a few minor details of equipment, they are

identical. But the foreign buyers of wheels

are strictly and severely 'rational.' They buy
no 'freaks.' They patronize no passing fads

or fancies. They care not for little bits of

fancy construction, which constitute 'talking-

points' only, and are of no practical use to the

rider. And in expressing this preference for a

bicycle 'built to ride' the foreigners are not

alone by any means. Those who desire a

wheel without 'frills' constitute a vast army at

home as well as abroad, and that's the army
we are catering to."

TWO EXCELLENT REPRESENTATIVES.
When W. W. Stall, president of the Boston

Wood Rim Co., goes abroad, he will not go
alone. J. Friedenstein, former secretary and
general manager of the Anglo-American Cy-
cle Fittings Co., has entered into an arrange-
ment with him with a view of further extend-
ing their Boston wood rim trade in this
country and in Europe and will accompany
Mr. Stall when he sails. Mr. Friedenstein has
been one of the Boston wood rim's staunchest
supporters, and having been extremely suc-
cessful in introducing it through his former
connections, is no stranger in his new
capacity.

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL.
Within the past few days, nearly all of the

principal cycling clubs hereaoouts have been
favored with a particularly effective advertis-
ing effort, a stationery rack for letter heads
and envelopes, which is being distributed by
the Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago. The rack
is neat and serviceable and of the Sterling's
distinctive olive green shade and embodies a
perpetual calendar. The advertising text is

not too conspicuous, indeed the word "bicy-
cle" does not appear, which will count against
the rack outside of cycling circles.

WILL MAKE A THRILLING SERIAL.

Harry Colcord, whom Blondin, the world-
famed tight-rope artist, carried across Niag-
ara Falls on his back is a personal friend of
Frank T. Fowler, the head of the Trinity
Cycle Mfg. Co., and while the feat was not
performed on a bicycle and has no cycling
connection, Mr. Fowler was so interested by
Colcord's narrative that he engaged him to
reduce it to writing. This he has done and
those who enjoy thrilling narratives will be
specially interested in the "Trinity Chimes"
for the next few weeks.

WHY NOT "TWO'FER?"
A two-seated, two-pedaled contrivance,

which may be attached to a single bicycle and
which enables two persons to ride side by side,
sociable fashion, is being marketed by the
Snow Bicycle Mfg. Co., of Minneapolis.
"Two-a-Cycle," is what its makers term it.
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TRADE CHANGES.

ARIZONA.
Phoenix.—Fay H. Knowlton. Bill of sale, $250.

CALIFORNIA.
East I.os Angeles.—Burke Bros., new store at

Downey & Hellman streets.

Marysville.—F. D. Gordon, new store at 208 D
street.

Maxwell.—Hardon Bros., new store.

COLORADO.
Denver.—C. E. Reynolds, new agency.

Denver.^The Kearney Cycle Mfg. Co., recently of

Kearney, Neb., has filed with the Secretary of State a

copy of its articles of incorporation taken out in Neb-

raska and a certificate that W. B. Walker had been

appointed agent for Colorado. Their capital stock is

$25,000.

CONNECTICUT.
Danbury.—F. Smith and A. Dunham, new store.

Saybrook.^Chas. Gates, new store.

Wallingford.—H. J. Owens, new store.

DELAWARE.
Wilmington.—Adams & Bro., new store at 504 Mar-

ket street.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—D. G. Pfeiffer & Co., pianos, organs,

etc., 417 Eleventh street, N. W., have added bicycles.

GEORGIA.

Atlanta.—Cabaniss & Castle Cycle Co., new firm at

Auburn avenue and North Pryor street.

ILLINOIS.

Antioch.—W. Kelly new cycle and machine estab-

lishment on S. Main street.

Beardstown.—F. Mason, new store.

Berwyn.-—W. Rooth, new store at 166 Windsor ave-

nue.

Dixon.—Dixon Music Co., pianos and bicycles, re-

ported sued for $500.

Leroy.—W. A. Rowley, new store cor. Centre and

Chestnut streets.

Prophetstown.—R. Olmsted and W. Green, formed

partnership to engage in the repair business.

Sullivan.—A. S. Creech, new store.

Waukegan.—N. Johnson, new store at 206 S. Genesee

street.

INDIANA.
Frankfort.—F. Gangwer sold out to his partner,

Geo. Miller.

IOWA.
Des Moines.—Geo. H. Jarvis and Bert Parkhill, new

store at 618 East Grand avenue.

KANSAS.
lola.—T. B. Sherman will add bicycles, and desires

an agency.

MAINE.
Brewer.—Brewer Bicycle Co. (W. A. Gordon & D.

McLeod) new firm.

Brewer.—Phil Crowder, new repair shop.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Chelsea.—The Linscott & Patten Cycle Co., organ-

ized with Geo. A. Patten, president; J. M. Linscott,

treasurer; and these two with C. F. Blanchard direc-

tors. Capital stock, $2,500.

Foxboro.—F. Bassott, new store in Bassott Block.

Hanson.—Benj. F. Livermore, new repair store on

Main street.

Haverhill.—Durgin & Child, new store in Durgin
Building.

Merrimac.—Wm. Frazer, new store in the Little

Block.

Northampton.—H. M. Parsons, reopened store in

Davis' store.

Rockport.—S. Dolliver, new store in the Stickney

Building.

Springfield.—Springfield Cycle Depot (F. P. Damon
and E. C. Adams) opened at 76 Worthington street.

Springfield.—S. S. Wheeler and L. P. Alexander,

new store in the Wollison Block.

Turners Falls.—C. E. Cary, new repair shop.

Wakefield.—F. C. Howard, of Stoneham, new store.

Waverly.—Geo. Putney, new store in Chase Block.

Whitinsville.—^J. A. Milligan, new store in Fo.x

Block.

Worcester.—F. A. Marsden, new repair store at 10

Austin street.

Worcester.—Buck & Hunt, manufacturers of leather

elastic bicycle belts, dissolved partnership. E. E.

Buck will remove to the Bowker Bldg. and continue

the business.

MICHIGAN.
Au Sable.—H. M. Loud & Sons, new bicycle rim

and guard factory.

Charlotte.—H. J. Bare is remodeling his store.

Coldwater.—R. Van Schoick, new repair store at

84 Chicago street.

Detroit.—Grinnell Bros, have opened two branch

salesrooms; one at 1177 Jefferson avenue, and the

other on Fort street. West.

Marquette.—Robt. Steele, new store.

Marquette.—L. M. Spencer, new store.

Menominee.—Menominee Hardware Co., has added

bicycles.

New Lathrop.— Stuart Bros., new store.

MINNESOTA.
Minneapolis.—The Ariel Cycle Co., new store at 823

Nicollet avenue.

MISSOURI.

Columbia.—Clendenin & Co., succeeded by Ed-

munds & Stewart.

Kansas City.—Lawrence Bros., fire loss, estimated

$200 to $300.

NEBRASKA.
Hastings.—Hastings Furniture Co., will add bicy-

cles.

Omaha,—^Jordan & Davidson, chattel mortgage for

$500.

NEW JERSEY.

Asbury Park.—Woolley & Co., nevv store.

Newark.—Warwick Tube Co., reported gave judg-

ments for $452.

Rahway.—Jos. Bocchetti, new store cor. Grand
street and St. George avenue.

NEW YORK.
Cooperstown.—Chas. H. Kane, new store in the

Moak Bldg.

Ellicott.—The Straight Manufacturing Co. organ-

ized to manufacture bicycles. Directors: Wm. H.

Bentley and Robt. S. Hall, of Jamestown; and Russell

J. Straight, of Bradford, Pa. Capital, $75,000.

Homer.—L. Morse, new store.

Mellenville.—Wm. Shortman, new agency.

Nassau.—Elmer Shaver, new store.

Rochester.—Meilke & Jacobs, burglarized.

OHIO.

Painesville.—F. E. Stiverson, new agency.

Toledo.—The Monroe Manufacturing Co. organized

to handle and manufacture bicycles and bicycle am-

bulances.

Toledo.—The Toledo Brazed Fork & Tube Co., or-

ganized, with John B. Winslow, of Findlay, manager.

Zanesville.— H. Warner, new agency.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Chester.—B. D. Wright, new store.

Chester.—Thos. Swanger & Co., new store in the

McCollum Bldg.

Conshohocken.—Conshohocken Tube Co., 90 John
street, attachment issued against them for $2,147, in

favor of Lewis N. Luken, who was the secretary of

the company.
Duncannon.—Chas. Sieg, new repair shop.

Dewart.—Yinger & Rothermel, new store.

Philadelphia.—Baker & Donlevy. Damaged by fire.

Loss about $100.

Watsontown.—J. C. Gibson, new agent.

West Chester.—Eli Cope, new repair shop.

RHODE ISLAND.
Newport.—Ed. Griffith, new store in Bryer Bldg.

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Siou.x Falls.—W. Gregory & L. Maxwell will open

agency on Ninth street.

TEXAS.

Comanche.—McDermott & Hill, sold out to T. O.

Levi.

UTAH.
Ogden.—Browning Bros., M. S. Browning has sold

realty valued at $400.

VIRGINIA.

Alexandria.—The Universal Ball & Roller Bearing

Mfg. Co., incorporated, with S. S. Yoder, of Ohio,

President, to purchase patents of and to manufacture

anti-friction devices. Capital stock, $400,000.

Norfolk.—W. W. Staylor, reported gave bill of sale

for $2,200.

WISCONSIN.
Green Bay.—Thomas & Anheuser, reported dissolved

partnership.

Janesville.—F. Randall, new salesroom at 15 N.

Main street.

North LaCrosse.—E. W. Parkgr will remove to

larger quarters in the Bank Bldg.

Sheboygan Falls.—W. M. Little, new store.

SHIPPED ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles

York during the week
Antwerp $3,497

Aalborg 50

Arnheim 3,850

Amsterdam 1,150

Aberdeen 1,250

Brazil 656

iBritish East Indies. 526

Bremen 749

British Honduras.. 71

British Guiana 82

British Australia .. 5,602

Berlin 3,001

British West Indies 4,729

China 260

Cuba 186
Copenhagen 19,050

Christiania 1,250

Central America ... 135

Dutch West Indies. 212

from fhe port of

ending April 13th

French West Indies
Frankfort
Gothenburg
'Gelfe
1 Helsingfors
!Hu11
Hamburg
Havre
Liverpool
Liege
Moscow
London
Newcastle
St. Helens
U. S. of Columbia..
Vienna
Venezuela

New

199
60

1,000
1,800
466

2,243

23,423
16

3,375
680
600

14,872
530
75
84

770
474

Total $96,973

GUTTED THE GUTTER BUILDING.

The only building of the St. Louis Refriger-

ator & Wooden Gutter Co.'s Luminum bicycle

plant that escaped destruction by the tornado

last May, was burned to the ground last

week. Since the tornado, the building has

been used solely for the storage of machin-

ery. It was valued at $45,000, and the ma-

chinery it contained at $15,000. The insur-

ance amounts to only $10,000.
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::::: ::::

•::::: as a rule, when you see :::::8

•••••• «!••
S::::: a wheel enameled in ••••••
#••••• •••••••J:::: a wheel enameled in ••••••

••::•• the color popularly known :::::j
•••••• '**!!•

5::::: AS RED, YOU MAY SET IT ••••••

••••'' DOWN AS A "CRIMSON RIM." lilliS
•••••• '"I2S
2::::: THIS IS THE WORLD-WIDE FA- -I-iS
••••••

'.'.lilt

•S2::: mous name op the "Syracuse," ::::••

••••

t::::: made by the Syracuse cycle :::::8
•••••• "lllm
•Ji::: company, of Syracuse, n. y., ••••••
•••... '

' .

'.'.lilt

•••::: and sold everywhere, but ::iiit
••••I. ••••••

till':. ALL RED BICYCLES ARE NOT ••|5f

:J' "There is but one •••••#
•••••• crimsonRim. It " CRIMSON RIMS." UNSCRUPULOUS :::::••••••• is the Syracuse." !.l2

S::::: makers and imitative riders '.'lilt
«•••.. ••••••

is:::: trade on the reputation of '••••••

••:::: the "crimson rim." no wheel :::::?
•••••• ••••••

till:: CAN BE A "CRIMSON RIM" '''Hit
•••••• ••••••

••••jj UNLESS IT HAS "CRIMSON RIM" '^t

S::::: quality, red enamel will ::::S8
9m»:. ••••••

•III'- NOT GIVE AN INFERIOR WHEEL ••••••
•••••. ••••••

••:::: "crimson rim quality." the ::::2S

till'.: SYRACUSE cycle CO. MONOPO- "•-•tS
•••••• ••••••

•••••; LIZES THAT. HENCE THE GLORY iijiij

S::::: of the "crimson rim." :::::S
•••••. ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
^•••.. Kindly mention The Wheel. ••••••

^^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^^^
* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *
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CALL IT "F" FOR SHORT.

In marketing their new Fleur de Lis tire,

the Hodgman Rubber Co. are using a "talk-

ing point" that is as clever as it seems reason-

able.

They state it in this wise: "Desirous of ap-

pearing absolutely consistent in our strong

advocation of the smooth tread, we did not

rush in and market an untried novelty, conser-

vatism being our custom. When the call for

a rough tread became so great as to attract

attention, after much preparation and fore-

thought the company put out the Hodgman
'F.' The small and graceful Fleur de

Lis figures are very perfect, and are

raised on the tread at regular intervals; they

do away with the suction caused by a rough

tread composed of a succession of air cells.

This suction has been found very objection-

able in many rough tread tires, and the riders

have rebelled, as they want a combination of

speed and a holdfast tread. As a rider of the

Fleur de Lis tread rather uniquely expressed

it, 'My wheel is equipped with a Hodgman F
—not a pair of slippers.' Then, too, on ac-

count of doing away with the suction, the tire

does not pick up and throw mud as much as

the other rough tires do, and in case of any

mud sticking to it, it is very easily cleaned,

having such a large percentage of smooth sur-

face."

For the sake of convenience, it is known as

the "F" style, as in throwing the French

term, some of the following difficulties have

been encountered in ordering the goods:

"Flor-de-Lee," "Flure-de-Lea," "Flore-d-

Lees," "Flure-de-Leaux," and one bonny son

of the Emerald Isle, "Flee-de-Loor."

In construction it does not differ, except on

the tread, from the "Hodgman B" regular

road tire.

AS AMBITIOUS AS SHE IS HANDSOME.

Mrs. A. E. Rinehart, the Denver wheel-

woman whose many century runs and whose

record of some 18,000 miles during 1896

brought her prominently before the public,

is not content to rest on her laurels. She has

contracted to ride an Olive bicycle and has

mapped out a formidable programme for the

present season. She means 10 attack both

the century and the mileage records, and will

devote her time almost wholly to the under-

takings. She will visit all of the larger East-

ern cities and show the land of effeteness how
easily centuries may be ridden when one has

acquired the knack. One of the most promi-

nent fixtures on Mrs. Rinehart's list is an

onslaught on the cross-continent record.

DID WELL AND NOW MOVE.

The Independent Electric Co., 153 Lake
street, Chicago, manufacturers and jobbers of

cycle fittings and material, will, on May 1st,

move into new and roomier quarters, 152-154

Lake street, directly opposite the present lo-

cation. This concern reports a very satisfac-

tory business thus far for '97; their new policy

of selling for cash only, and thereby making
prices very low, has succeeded admirably.

SILK AND COTTON GRIPS.

Grips made of cotton or silk textile are be-

ing marketed by the Brighton Mfg. Co.,

Rochester, N. Y., who also manufacture lacing

cord and netted dress-guards in large quanti-
ties. The grips, like the cord and guards, are

supplied in an infinite variety of colors.

HERE IS A HANDY LINE.

Although best known by reason of their

enamel polish, Horton & Woolson, New
Haven, Conn., by no means confine their at-

tention solely to that article, having added

quite an extensive line of cycle sundries to

their stock, among them, the Smith roller

spring seat-post, the Worcester Twist toe

clip, the Curtis chain brush and lubricator,

the Can't Slip handle-bar, Puncturecure and
an aluminum plating material, which imparts

an aluminum finish to rusty spokes or other

parts, wood rims included.

WATCH THE RESULT.

Under the direction of Manager George
Macdonald, the advertising of the Wor-
cester Cycle Manufacturing Co. has thus

^ ^ The Wheel j^ j^\

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

«^up to March Jst

A necessary refer-

ence book for aU

makers and sell-

ers.<>« Price, $2.00

j'Catalogfues in the

Geirman, Spanish,

French,Of any Lan-

guage..^ American

e^ catalogues transla-

ted and condensed.

The Wheel Press,

88 "West Broadway,

New York J- j^ ^

<^Twenty-five
thousand bicycle

agents, in type.

ftSr
sold by State or

the entire list. ^
Quotations upon

application.^ .5*

88 West Broadway 1

far been prepared by William Ban-

croft, of the Pettingill Advertising Agency.

Under newer arrangements, however, Mr.

Bancroft will take direct charge of

and organize the advertising department of

this progressive company, devoting a portion

of his time to this work each day, acting as

the Worcester Company's advertising man-
ager. Bancroft was formerly connected with

the Pope Mfg. Co. in a similar capacity.

PLACE AND MAN BOTH GOOD.

Chas. Timm, former superintendent of the

Sterling Cycle Works and later with the Du-
quesne Mfg. Co., has joined the Royal Wor-
cester force. He has been assigned to the

Worcester Co.'s Middletown factory. Both
factories of this concern, by the way, are be-

ing operated twenty-two hours daily.

SHE HAD MONEY AND PAID CASH.

G. P. Kievenaar & Co., of The Hague, are

the Monarch agents for Holland and Bel-

gium. They are very satisfactory agents, as

attested by the considerable business they have
sent to the Monarch people.

Quite recently the Monarch received the

approbation of no less a personage than Her
Highness, the Queen of Holland, who favored

the Kievenaar firm with an order for a model
47. The wheel is the regular Monarch prod-

uct in every respect, except that it has gold-

plated instead of nickel trimmings. The
Queen has money and paid for the wheel.

It was not a donation, the Monarch people de-

sire it understood.

FOR TIMING " DARK HORSES."

At this time of the year, the thoughts of not

a few young men turn not lightly to stop

watches. Few there are who do not, at some
time or other, long for one, and a month from
now the possessor of a chronometer will be
much in demand. The Trenton (N. J.) Watch
Co., whose cyclometers have made them
well known in cycledom, have realized this

and have placed a good timepiece of the sort

within the reach of the man of modest means.
The Trenton chronograph, it is styled; $12.50

is its price. It records to 1-5 of a second and
the start, stop and fly-back work from the

pendant. They claim it to be the only timer

made in this country.

MARVEL OF COLOR AND COMPLETENESS.

Some idea of the magnitude of their plant

and output may be gleaned from the fact that

the National Sewing Machine Co., of Belvi-

dere. 111., turns out daily, 500 sewing machines

and 200 bicycles. Their catalogue shows the

factory to be literally a city in itself. The
illustration is a beautiful piece of color work,

which, however, prevails throughout the book,

the pictures of wheels being perfect reproduc-

tions of the bicycles themselves, frames, tires,

rims, saddles, handle-bars, etc*, being each

printed in their natural colors.

GOOD PEOPLE TO KNOW.

One of the very first things that the intend-

ing purchaser of a bicycle learns, is the su-

periority of tool steel bearings over the other

kinds. As his knowledge increases, he usually

learns that "Jessop's steel" is a cycling watch-

word, as it is a name to conjure with in the

hardware and other trades. There are few

manufacturers who do not use it; there is none

who can safely confess himself unfamiliar with

it or who cannot profitably get in touch with

Wm. Jessop & Sons, at 91 John street, this

city.

NO DISCOUNT ON THIS.

"Count" A. de Julio, who is one of the cy-

cling characters hereabouts and is known to

the New York public as the rider of the most

expensive bicycle in everyday use, a $600 in-

laid Phoenix, is not content with the fame

thus acquired. Accordingly, he has placed

an order with the Stover Mfg. Co., for a spe-

cial Phoenix tandem, which is also to be

Tiffanyized and encrusted with $1,000 worth

of gold and mother of pearl. The machine
is now in course of construction.
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The

hardest

name in the world

—for our competitors to forget. They've had cause to remember

it in the past—they'll never have it out of their minds "for a

minute " after this season.

'97 Windsors

have more selling-point improvements in them than the combined

improvements of any two other high-grade wheels.

•97 Windsors

represent an investment in money and energy that will place them

farther than ever in the lead of all others.

We need several

more good agents

—men who can command highest terms, who
are accustomed to handling a large business.

Chas. H. Sieg Mtg. Co.,
KENOSHA, WIS.

Chicago- 285 Wabash Ave., New York—101-103 Duane St.,

Geo. L. Magill, Sales Agent. Hermann Boker & Co., Eastern Agents.

DULUTH—Marshall Wells Hardware Co.,

Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TEXAS TRADE IMPROVING.

Denison, Tex., April 16.—Dealers in this

section of the State are enjoying good trade

and report an improvement over last year.

DENISON,

the Gate City, named from being the first

gateway to Texas from the North, is a pros-

perous railroad town. More trains enter and

leave here than in any other city in the State.

The roads in the immediate vicinity of Deni-

son are not as desirable for bicycle riding as

one might wish, but still the interest is stead-

ily growing. Being close to the Red River,

the soil is like all along that stream,, stony

and sandy.

Ltither Andrus, the oldest agent in Texas,

who has continued steadily in the bicycle

business, is the only exclusive dealer. He be-

gan selling bicycles in the ordinary days, and

did some racing on that wheel. He now has

the Crescent and Waverley, and says he can

not get the medium-priced wheels fast

enough.

Dollarhide, Maynard & Harris, hardware

and sporting goods house, have just taken up

bicycles, and report an excellent trade in

Columbias, Hartfords, Eagles, and West-

minsters. They also have put in a complete

repair shop.

Owen McCarthy, who was recently burned

out, had the Syracuse and also had a com-

plete repair shop.

H. H. Dempsey does only repairing.

SHERMAN.

Ten miles south of Denison is Sherman, a

thriving city and county seat. This city is

fained for its several female colleges, and has

many wealthy residents, and also for the num-

ber of large business houses whose trade extends

well into the Indian Territory. Sherman has

for many years been an enthusiastic bicycle

town, owing principally to its being head-

quarters for the L. A. W. Division officers.

E. W. Hope, who was Chief Consul for the

past six years, has his home here, and carried

on a bicycle business, which, however, he re-

cently discontinued.

R. W. Gibbs, druggist, controls most of the

trade, and has had a good demand for Crescents,

which he handles exclusively. This season he

has put in a complete repair equipment, in

charge of Yerk Taylor.

The renting and repair business is prin-

cipally done by Miller Bros., who also sell

the Moline bicycle. They have also built

several tandems for renting.

The large wholesale and retail hardware

house of Roberts, Hardwick & Taylor have

gone into the bicycle business quite extensive-

ly; they have the Crawford and Cleveland.

Geo. T. McKinstrey & Co. sell the Rambler.

R. Walsh has the Columbia and Hartford

agency.

VAN ALSTYNE

is a small place, but quite a number of wheels

are in use. Jesse Cave is the only agent there.

He handles the Crescent.

MCKINNEY

is dead in a bicycle sense.

J. P. Dowell & Co. and Crouch Hardware

Co. have agencies, but have done no business.

J. R. Parker does some repairing.

PARIS

boasts of selling a greater percentage of high

grade wheels than any town of its size. H.

S. Bettes Hardware Co., who sold a great

many Sterlings last season, still handle the

"Built-like-a-watch" brand, and have added

the Crescent and the Monarch. Repairing is

made a specialty. F. M. Allen, Hickman Co.

have the Columbia and Hartford, and report

a good trade. E. K. Baker conducts their re-

pair business. There were four or five other

dealers here last season, but they have no
wheels in stock, and are apparently "dead to

the world."

As a whole, the outlook for trade in Texas
is somewhat better than at previous writing,

but it is, nevertheless, very slow in attaining

full headway.

TWO VERY GOOD ONES.

The Sterling Cycle Works and the Overman
Wheel Co. are the only American cycle mak-
ers who have taken space at the Brussels ex-

position which opens April 24th.

CHANGE OF OFFICE.

S. A. Harms, so long associated with

Oliver, Straus & Co., of this city, is no longer

connected with the firm.

Morgan ftWRiGHTliREs

ARE GOOD TIRES

ONLY WAY TO CURE
SOME LEAKY TIRES IS

TO PUT INNER TUBES IN

THEM, THUS MAKING
THEM DOUBLE -TUBE TIRES

Morgan ^Wright

IN LOTS OF A THOUSAND.

According to the "Journal of Commerce,"
a local forwarding agent for a manufacturer

of bicycles in the upper part of New York
State received a letter last week from the

manufacturers saying, in part: "Since we sent

our representative to Europe two months ago

every mail has brought encouraging reports.

We shall soon be ready to make several large

shipments to France and Germany. We have

all ready to ship to London the 980 wheels

that should have gone last week. They leave

here in two or three days. If the export trade

continues it will far exceed the domestic de-

mand. At least this will be our experience."

STRAIGHT UP AND DOWN.

All know the beauties of an upright life,

but, few, perhaps, have thought of the ad-

visability of the same thing in a bicycle.

Whenever and wherever your wheel is,

whether ridden or resting, try and keep the ma-
chine in a perpendicular position, otherwise

the oil escapes from the bearings, slops over

from the lamp, and sooner or later the wheel

itself leans a bit further, slides and lands on

the ground none the better for its drop.

AHEAD OP LAST YEAR.

Chicago, April 17.—Of the various lines

which make up the bicycle business, probably

that of tires is the one which, as far as trade

is concerned, is the best index to the con-

dition of the trade proper; or, to put it more
concisely, when the tire man has his order

book well filled and specifications for months

ahead, it is a sure indication that the cycle

manufacturer himself knows what's what.

A Wheel man had a talk with C. M. Fair-

child, manager of the New York Tire Co.'s

Western office, a day or two since. His

judgment is that the greatest difference be-

tween last year's and this year's methods is

the extreme hesitancy with which the aver-

age manufacturer gives his specifications.

"He is buying," said Mr. Fairchild, "pretty

much just as he needs the tires and anticipat-

ing his wants very little. You can readily see

that this is disagreeable to the tire manufac-

turer, who has very little to bank on, and with

whom even a positive quantity order, where

the specifications are not given, is not alto-

gether something to place dependence on. It

matters little with the manufacturer what the

conditions of the order were when the tire

man is a bit late in deliveries. He is raked

over the coals just the same."

Mr. Fairchild is well pleased with the busi-

ness his company is doing. Despite the

decreased output and the unwillingness to tie

up on contracts, he states that up to date, his

company is well ahead of last year's business.

DIAMOND TEST WAS SATISFACTORY.

Charles E. Test, one of the original stock-

holders of the Indianapolis Chain & Stamping
Co., of Indianapolis, makers of the Diamond
line of chains, has retired from that concern.

He was recently bought out by Messrs.

Fletcher and Newby, who were the organ-

izers of the company. The fact in no way
affects the policy of the concern. Mr. Test

was simply anxious to retire from active busi-

ness, and the company paid him a good round
figure for his stock. The management of the

business will in the future, as well as in the

past, be in the hands of Messrs. Fletcher &
Newby.

WILL INCLUDE FOUR SPECIALS.

Peoria, 111., April 17.—S. A. MacAdams and
Ben M. Steele, who comprise the city's new-
est cycle institution, the Peoria Cycle & Mfg.
Co., have leased the Four-story 40x75 brick

building. 111 Main street, and will shortly

have the "Peoria" bicycle ready for the pub-
lic. Mr. MacAdams owns four special fea-

tures, which will be included in the wheel.

The concern will conduct retail and rental de-

partments and will also manufacture ball and
roller bearings for vehicles other than bicy-

cles.

REWARD OF^MERIT.

Without much splurge or splutter the Ko-
komo (Ind.) Rubber Co. have been "getting

there" in no uncertain fashion. Witness the

fact that the factory is being run night and
day, to keep pace with the demand for Koko-
mo tires.

THAT SETTLED IT.

"I see that Miriam and Mr. Shadshanks'
engagement is off."

"Yes; he wouldn't be convinced that the

saddle on her wheel was the best made."
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Morgan XtWRiGHTliREs

ARE GOOD TIRES

Morgan iWRiGHTTiREs

ARE GOOD TIRES

HOW
DO YOUR
TIRES WEAR?

S. F. Chadbourne, Newton Centre, Mass.:
"

I have used about 50 pairs of Morgan &
Wright tires this year ; have had only one go
bacic on me. I have one pair on a wheel
that has been ridden over 8,O0O miles, and
have not been repaired but once; that was
a tack puncture. They show hardly any
wear now. Should think they would go
eight thousand more. I just mention this
as a reference. After having tested all

tires this year, have found the M. & W.
stand the hard wear the best."

Double-tube, cemented-to-the-rim

tires g^ve the most comfort and the

least trouble to the most people. Ask
repairmen. They know.

Morgan &WRIGHTT1RES

ARE GOOD TIRES

Morgan &WRiGHTliREs

ARE GOOD TIRES
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LO, THE POOR scorcher:

Clang-a-clang! Clang-a-clang!

"Whatcher doin' there, sleepin'?

"Holy sprockets! that was a close call for that

old duck—and for me! I don't see what peo-

ple want to wander around the streets for,

anyway. They stroll across the Boulevard just

as leisurely as though they had a right to be

there, and some one of them is always trying

to cross just as I want to swing round a cor-

ner. There ought to be a law against it—

a

law compelling pedestrians to remain on the

sidewalks where they would not be in the

way of those who really have a right to the

streets.

"Lookout! Hi, there! Suffering pneumats

!

Whatcher tryin' to do, stand me on my
head?

"Hang it all! Children ought to be chained

up in their parents' yards, or made to play

in the cellar. They're eternally getting in the

way, and yet there would be the darndest

howl if I should run over one. No one would

with that car, and that don't pay. I don't see

why they're allowed on the streets, anyway.

They have absolutely no respect for the rights

of others, and should be barred off forever.

They're a source of constant danger to fast

riders, and that is enough to

"Hi, mister! do you think you own the

whole Boulevard? Why don't you get off the

earth with that rig?

"It's an outrage thatpeople with wagons and
carriages should be permitted to use the

asphalted streets to get in the way of a fellow

every time he wants to ride faster than a

snail crawls. The authorities ought to stop it.

Let four-wheeled vehicles keep over on the

Belgian-block streets, if they must go out.

Wonder if we couldn't get the Aldermen to

pass some such law as that? It's worth try-

in', anyhow. I'll bring it up at the next meet-

ing of the Consulate.

Clang! Clang! "Hi!" Ting-a-ling! Clang!

^

WHAT FAITH WILL DO.

One person will learn to ride the wheel in

fifteen minutes.

Another person will have to take six or

eight lessons and have a strong-armed at-

tendant always at the saddle. The instructors

say that learning to ride the wheel is as much
a matter of confidence and "nerve" as any-

thing else. A beginner who is determined to

be cautious and timid will certainly topple

over as soon as the instructor lets go of the

saddle. The man or woman who pedals hard

and strikes out boldly may have one or two
falls, but will be riding successfully in a few

minutes. It is not difficult to manage a

swiftly moving wheel.

It is almost the invariable rule that the

novice, after a few minutes of struggling with

the wabbly machine, begins to comprehend
the principle by which he is to prevent him-

self from falling.

"That's good," says the instructor. "That's

right. Don't be afraid. I have hold of the

saddle and you can't fall."

So long as the rider cannot fall, he pumps
bravely and gets up speed. Why should he

be afraid? The instructor is running along

behind with a hand on the saddle.

stop to think how hard it is for me, going

twenty miles an hour through a crowded

street, to avoid running into some one every

day or so. No, indeed, they'd probably ar-

rest and fine me, letting the darn pedestrian

go scot-free. That shows you the injustice

and favoritism of our social system. Here, I

am, the holder of more'n twenty century bars

and an Irvington-Milburn time prize, actually

compelled to moderate my great speed and
move with care and caution, for fear I might

run over some child that has been sent to the

corner to buy a yeast-cake, or some old

codger who is trying to rob me of my rights

by crossing the Boulevard. It is an out-

rage

"Hi! Hi!" Clang-a-clang!

"Jerusalem chains! That old woman came
near being obliged to turn a double flip-flop.

She'd ought to have known that I'd want to

turn the corner, but, of course, old people are

inclined to be a little slow-witted at times.

That's why they should be kept off the streets.

As a matter of fact, really, streets should be

tunneled or bridged at every corner, then these

people just couldn't get in the way of being

run into. That's the only way us road racers

can be protected in our rights, the only way
in which pedestrians can be forced to

Clang! Clang! "Hey!" Clang-a-clang!

"Jumping Jupiter, but that was a close call!

That's what comes of giving the streets over

to the tender mercies of the cable cars. I

came darn near disputing the right of way

JOHN JOINS THE MAJORITY.

He was a Chinaman. There was no dis-

guising this, nor had any attempt been made
to do so. He was pushing a bicycle along the

sidewalk just about as gracefully as he would
have sprinted a shirt up and down a wash-

board. Despite the cycle in Cathay gag,

there still seems to be something incongruous

about wheel-riding Chinamen, and so more
than one idler followed this one.

Reaching an asphalted side street where
vehicles were not numerous, the yellow one

looked at the fast gathering audience, placed

the wheel in the gutter, carefully seated him-

self in the saddle, and pushed off. The bicycle

never was a respecter of persons, and John
was dumped upon the pavement and rolled

in the dust with about the same reckless
abandon and frequency with which the ordin-
ary Caucasian is thus treated. John had little

to say, but displayed a persistency in purpose
that was truly admirable. Whenever the ir-

repressible wheel got the best of him, he
simply untangled himself, smiled as if he
was enjoying it just as much as the onlook-
ers and started in again. He finally conquered
the machine sufficientlyto remain in the saddle
long enough to wabble around the corner,

and the crowd dispersed.

But suddenly he looks across the floor and

sees the instructor fifty feet away. Then he

realizes that he has been running on his own
responsibility, so he weakens and the machine

falls over and he falls with it.

BENEFICIAL BATHING.

If you have taken to cycling for health-seek-

ing reasons, and in consequence one of the

chief objects of a ride is for the purpose of

inducing perspiration, let not the perspiration-

starting part of your ride be on the run out,

that is if you intend halting at the outer end

of the journey. To the turning point for

home let a moderate pace be taken as a sort

of preparatory warming-up, but when once

your face is turned toward home then pile on
as much steam as you can carry to the finish-

ing point, without let-up. This once reached,

lose not a moment in shedding every garment

you have ridden in, rub yourself vigorously

with a coarse towel and then get beneath the

shower bath. If the latter be a bit too rigor-

ous for you, let its place be taken by a sponge

bath with the water as cold as you can stand.

Finish up with alcohol well rubbed in by the

naked hand, and the result will be entirely

satisfactory, no matter from what standpoint

it is considered.
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We ... .

Are All . .

Attracted

BEAUTY,
BY GRACE AND

STRENGTH
That is why you sec so many

imitators of

WORLDCvetES
AGENTS, REMEMBER="They cannot imi=

tate the stand-up and speed qaalities.

Prices Riqht.

Deliveries Promot.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Montana.
BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,
San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Write Us ... .

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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SUCH IS FAME.

There was no doubt that Newtire's new '97

wheel was a good one. Newtire said so, the

agent said so, the catalogue said so, and

Newtire's next door neighbor, a veteran of

five years' scorching and tumbling and mend-

ing, had looked the machine over critically

and added his "Amen" to the other said-so's.

All these things being so, as the lamented

Caesar observed several times, in the course

of his commentaries on the unpleasantnesses

in Gaul, it was no wonder that Newtire made

his first appearance on the Boulevard in a

condition of ecstatic pride.

Newtire's clothes, like his wheel, were new.

He cut a trim figure and was confident that

he could also as easily trim his course

along the asphalt, even in a crowd. He
started beautifully at 106th street. He made a

graceful turn two blocks above and passed

from the Boulevard to the Riverside Drive.

He made the grand circle at the Claremont

end of the Drive, rested according to popular

cus tom opposite
Grant's Tomb, and

then did the long, hilly

ride down to Seventy-

second street in truly

excellent form for a

rider of so brief an

experience.

Then back to the

Boulevard went New-

t i r e, and, pedaling

northward, h e soon

reached the top of the

long slope which is the

delight of the wheel-

man going uptown and

the bother of the tired

novice coming down-

town. At the moment
the roadway was prac-

tically clear. Newtirt

felt within him the

temptation to which

many a braver man
had yielded. He re-

sisted it through two

thoughts and fell at

the third. Cautiously

he took his feet from

the pedals and rested

them on the crown of

the front forks. He
was coasting.

"It is glorious!" he

said, his cheeks aflame.

"Look out!" He didn't say that, at all.

A small boy's voice uttered it, and added:

"Sliishcr's afier yer!"

Newtire had heard of the cycle policemen

and their marvelous chases after intoxicated

cab drivers, scorching wheelmen and runaway
baby carriages. He shuddered at the thought

01 being pursued by one of these pedaling

fiends. But he must—he would escape. The
chaser should meet his match at last.

In some miraculous way Newtire managed
to regain his pedals. He had passed the

down-grade, and had to work for his further

passage. He could hear the frequent com-
mand of his pursuer to stop. He did not stop.

The fever of the chased was upon him. His

wheel fairly flew with him, and gleeful spec-

tators, observing that the great Slusher failed

to gain, shouted out to "Go it, young 'un.

He'll never touch you."

The chase went out of bounds. The
asphalted roadway was left behind and both

riders flew down the rough hill at the bottom

of which were Manhattan street and the cable

cars. It was a hard trip for poor Newtire.

His legs ached, his back ached, his arms

ached, his head ached, and his lungs ached.

He longed for the end, and the end came.

Just as Manhattan street was reached, a cable

car jolted along in front of Newtire. He
made a frantic effort to turn to the left, lost

his balance, pitched headlong and parted with

his senses just as the cycle policeman gained

a hold on his collar.

Newtire was not seriously hurt. He paid

$4 fine next morning, which was about $10

less than the repairs to his new wheel

amounted to. Other casualties:

A nurse girl scared into convulsions by the

tremendous whirl of wheels.

A baby carriage wrecked by a glancing

blow from one of the policeman's pedals.

Nineteen wheelmen, who never thought of

AN INTERRUPTED APRIL TOUR.

scorching before, started into a mad rush to

see the end of the chase.

Two women and one man caught in the

avalanche formed by the rushing nineteen

and subsequently taken to the hospital.

A novice so rattled that he rode over a curb-

stone and through the glass front of a corner

store.

But it was another great day for the cycle

policeman and he got his name in the papers.

VERY SEVERE TEST.

There is nothing in this world which will

put a man's religion to the test like a good
old-fashioned breakdown of a new wheel.

If he can gather up the remnants, and return

home by train without the smell of brim-

stone on his clothes, he will thereafter be be-

yond the reach of temptation.

UP AGAINST IT.

"Do you know," observed the knock-kneed
man, firing his query at the man alongside of

him, "that at one time I feared that even I

might become a victim of the bicycle craze?

By 'craze' I don't mean a temperate, rational

enjoyment of the wheel, but that exclusive de-

votion to it of all one's thought and time and
talk which ends in making a man an insuffer-

able bore. But, although I have been riding

for two months, I flatter myself that I have

thus far maintained a decent moderation.

Moderation is the exact word, both in riding

and in telling people about it. Teach your-

self moderation.

"You can show moderation in many ways,

especially in talking to strangers. Of course,

if you are in a street car, it is all right to ask

the man next to you what sort of a wheel he

rides and how much it weighs; not that you
care anything about it, but, after a few ques-

tions like that you can break in and talk to

him about your own wheel until you leave the

car. But I call it poor

taste to try to do this

with a total stranger on
the street, simply be-

cause he happens to be

going in your direc-

tion. Like as not he

will turn off into a side

street just as you get

well under way, and

you may have business

in hand that prevents

you from following him.

"Of course, barbers,

waiters and personal

friends, or any one you
can impose upon, are

obliged to listen to

you. But always be

considerate. Don't try

to say all the things

you know about a

wheel to every one. A
good way to open with

a stranger is to say

something funny, such

as, 'It's queer about

this wheeling craze;

even the street cars are

on wheels now.' After

a hearty laugh, in

which you join him, he

will be glad to listen to

you, and you can tell

him all about it.

"Be moderate in the time you spend on the

wheel. Don't be a slave to business, but don't

put ofif important business in order to ride

unless you are sure that you can put it off.

"Be moderate in the use of technical terms.

Don't say 'resiliency' very often. You know

what it means, but most people will think you

don't. 'Deflate' isn't so bad, and 'sprocket'

will be generally understood, although to me

it will always suggest a kind of German

bread with raisins and caraway seeds sticking

out of it."

And the man who had stood with his back

to the dashboard while all this flood of infor-

mation was fired at him, reached into his

pocket, handed his talkative neighbor a card

and stepped off the platform of the car.

When the talker glanced at the bit of paste-

board the man had given him, he read: "I'm

deaf and dumb." , . _
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IT'S:OUT.
Our catalogue which we have waited and

longed for, is out. It is not as fine artisti-

cally as we wanted, expected and agreed to

pay for; but, it says what it has to say in such

plain, common, every-day English (for which

no thanks is due to the Combmation who got

it out), that it is a pleasure to go through it.

We agreed to pay for the "finest thing of

the year," the "very finest throughout," etc.,

etc., etc. We will admit that there are some

catalogues that are a trifle more artistic and

handsome; yet, there's not one that talks busi-

ness more to the point than ours, which is

entitled "What Each Man Says." And even

a postal card with your address on it brings

one.

P. S. The truth at times hurts. It hurts us

to admit that we haven't got something better

than everybody else, but we haven't. We're

playing honest injun!

WH/VT FOR?
Our dearly beloved friends (our competi-

tors), the enemy, may wonder what under an

April sun are we saying anything about Col-

cord and Blondin walking across Niagara

for—Probably might wonder how it has

anything to do with advertising Trinity bicy-

cles—it does all right; because, every mother's

son of 'em read the Chimes every issue, and

next to first turning to their own paid-for ad.,

turn eagerly to the Chimes corner, expecting

something different each week—which they

get—sometimes it's good, sometimes it's mid-

dlin', sometimes it's fair, sometimes it's bad,

other times rotten; but, they read it just the

same—And that's what it's here for!

What for?

Advertising!

It may not be everybody's way of doing it,

but we wouldn't give our dividends from the

late cycle shows for a man or concern who

waited to see what his neighbor did before he

acts—That fellow, according to Uncle

Thomas' abridged or unabridged dictionary

of things cycling, is a "ninny."

THE TRINITY CYCLE MFG. CO..

Successors to FRANK T. FOWLER MFG. CO.,

"THE TRINITY,"

Nos. 1-3 CHANDLER STREET,

WORCESTER, MASS.

CHICAGO BRANCH, 128 DEARBORN STREET.

HARRY COLCORD'S
Perilous Trip Across Niagara

Falls.

While at the Howard Athenaeum in the

year 1857, when the Revells and Martinetas

came there for their two weeks' performance,

I became acquainted with Monsieur Blondin,

who was connected with that famous company

of pantomimists. I joined the troupe with

them, and my ambition was fired to gain pro-

ficiency in that line of work. I took small

parts, and, of course, had to work my way up,

soon becoming a first-class harlequin.

There being an evident affinity and sym-

pathy of purpose between Blondin and myself,

it was quite natural for us to practice success-

fully together on the rope. He carried me

from one end of the stage to the other until

we grew a little more venturesome and made

the high ascensions—those lofty trips from the

stage into the gallery. We had the monopoly

of that class of work in the epoch referred to,

and continued to perform for several years

these feats, making our theatrical circuit, com-

ing back with the company from Havana and

landing in Cincinnati in 1858. There the com-

pany disbanded, the Revells going back to

France, the Martinetas forming a company of

their own, while Blondin made a proposition

to me that we should go to Niagara and make

an ascension over the falls.

We spent the year 1858 trying to get per-

mission to put the rope across. After succeed-

ing in so doing, I went to New York, had the

rope made, and early in 1859 it was erected.

The rope was of slender manilla, 2,500 feet in

length, although the actual distance to be

traversed across the water was 2,100 feet. The

rope was stretched above the water a height

of 260 feet. We drilled holes in rocks and

into them slipped some railroad car axles.

They were put in slantingly and about them

the rope was wound.

One may get some idea of the weight of

that manilla line, when it is stated that after

all our efforts to pull it taut, there was still

a sway of fifty feet. Guy lines were stretched

from both shores at intervals of twenty feet.

There was, however, a space of forty feet in

the middle where the rope was not supported.

Blondin made his first ascension in June,

and made several ascensions before I con-

sented to go with him. He went over at one

time blindfolded; but his crowning piece of

daring was walking on stilts. How he did it

is something that I have never been able to

explain; and I doubt if Blondin himself could

give a satisfactory explanation. It reauired a

masterful nerve.

One day Blondin and I had a long conver-

sation at the hotel concerning our proposed

joint trip. My objections were strong, but

he persisted day after day. While I did not

desire to needlessly jeopardize my life on the

altar of fame, yet the arguments of Blondin

destroyed my trepidation, and I assimilated

his dare-devil, if not foolhardy spirit in the

extreme. We commenced advertising; no-

body would have any faith in its success;

everybody thought it was a humbug; no one

who had ever seen this mighty cataract and

wonder of the world would believe that it was

possible for two men to do more than contem-

plate a trip across those whirling waters on a

tight rope. There was tremendous excite-

ment. Great, flaring posters announced the

event in all the cities of the Union. For many

weeks it was the National theme; and when

the eventful day arrived, thousands of excur-

sionists came by rail and water. The esti-

mated number in attendance was at least 300,-

000 souls.

I^To be continued.] _' » '^^
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C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Represents us in

New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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VIEWED AS A MONEY SAVER.

We had never been happier, my wife and I,

than when we moved into our new house in

the suburbs last spring. I was successful in

business, and we were all anxious for the

pleasures of out-of-town life, particularly so

since we had all become devotees of the wheel.

"Everything is perfect," said Aline, "and

you see, Fred, how wise I was to think even

of storage for our bicycles m the basement.

I shall go into town to-morrow and buy my
suit and Dorothy's, and we have decided

that we will ride the Whizzerino, so you can

get them as soon as you like."

A week later I sent the two new wheels

home. I had paid $100 apiece for them and

was rather proud of it. My own had cost a

like sum a little earlier. I abhor cheap

wheels. As I pedaled leisurely out home a

few evenings later I was overtaken by Joe,

who came scorching up at a furious gait.

"Joe," said I, reprovingly, "sit up. Do you
want a camel's hump on you before you get

into Yale?"

"No, pop," said my son, with young
American respect. "I'm tired of this old ma-
chine and I want a Skeedadler. Get it for me,

will you, pop?"

My neighbors all say I'm an indulgent

father. I promised Joe the new $lOU-wheel.

After dinner I asked Aline for her bill of her

shopping that day for herself and Dorothy.

"How's this!" said I. One hundred dollars

for two suits! And what's the rest

—two sweaters in silk and wool,

|8 each, $16; two pair boots at $5,

$10; two pairs tights at $4, $8; two

pairs gloves, |1.50, $3. Is that all?

My dear, I
"

"Why, Fred," interrupted Aline,

"we had to get good things, of

course, and we are economizing on

everything else."

"Very well," said I. "The bill's

all right." Two days later my wife

said she and Dorothy had discov-

ered that they could not possibly

ride the saddle of the Whizzerino,

but that they had found in the wheel paper

we subscribed to a satisfactory saddle. I paid

$5 apiece for two new saddles. The same

day Dorothy complained that she had no lug-

gage carrier, so I gave her $2 to get one for

herself and her mother. Joe came up and laid

in a lot of miscellaneous claims about toe

clips and things, and I gave him $5 to get rid

of him, with a warning that he must econo-

mize on everything else all summer. As I

sped merrily on home a few evenings later

Brown overtook me.

"Hello, old man," he said, "you seem to

enjoy your wheel, but let me tell you you

miss half the pleasure there is in it by not

having a camera. I've had twice the fun

since I got mine."

"I haven't time," said I.

But when I mentioned it to Aline she ap-

proved of it, and said I had devoted too much
time to the ofifice and that I ought to get it.

"You know we are all economizing by giv-

ing up our summer trip," she added.

One week from that evening I walked into

my house with a $75 camera. I had only in-

tended to spend $10 or $15, but there seemed
to be as much difference in cameras as in

wheels.

"It's a beauty, dear," said Aline, "and I'm

so glad you didn't get a poor, cheap one, and

oh, here's a little bill that came in to-day."

Somehow I felt a slight qualm as I took

the bill. Two pairs of serge knickerbockers,

$5 apiece, $10; two pairs low shoes at $3, $C;

two belts at $1.50, $3; total, $19.

"We found we had to have these things,"

said Aline.

"Aline, this business is really getting ex-

pensive," said I savagely. "I'm not exactly a

poor man, but I'm not a millionaire, and I

can't stand this all summer."
Aline seemed surprised. "Why, dear, how

could I imagine it, when you have just bought

your
"

"Yes, very true," said I, feeling half

ashamed. "Never mind, but try not to run

up any more bills for a while."

But as I sat alone in the library after Aline

had gone upstairs I did some figuring in my
private account book.

I grew really interested in my note book.
I was on the right side of the market on Wall
street, and I settled occasional bicycle bills

^ (f^ DOBBIN'S DOLEFUL RUMINATIONS,

™. . (J7 ^Farewell, a long farewell to all my greatness!

i^ /i3 t»This is the state of hippoism: to day a king
Xi iy A!>V*Upon the turf; to-morrow comes the trolley

\4 .y '^' V'^JlAnci knocks his horsey value to $10; J
Vi AA //'ra^/F'And then society takes to the wheel; fJ)

.

^X\i) ^ i^ Leaves its former idol in the stables, ^/^
•^ I I .li mlj Or works him intn crlnf rtV rnfc Viirri up Uyi

Leaves its former idol in the stables,

Or works him into glue, o'r cuts him up
And sends him in tin-cans to Germany

'

^(^idj Ding-bat the Willie-boys that hump 'tiftir shoulders,
"^' v'.r A

.

lVvi|'"' Y'l/-'^"'^ pump their pipe-stem legs up and down,
And scoot by me on the Boulevard, giving me
The ha! ha! and a pain! It beats my time

}^By several seconds. I'm not in now.
I feel my oats no longer. O how wretched
Is the old plug whose owner wants to sell him
*A*nd buy a. bicycle I Far better for him

^V'lf he were a saw-horse [ Any other kind
^~Is up against it! fj/yj>^

with great complacency. Bills for Joe and

myself in the way of sweaters, golf stockings,

outing caps, gloves, and the list also showed

repair outfits, legging hose, enamel polish,

cyclometers, adjustable toe-clips, ball-bearing

chains, pneumatic brakes, detachable sprock-

ets and adjustable pedal rubbers. The night

before the Fourth of July Joe's wheel was

stolen. I took out my private note book and
looked at it carefully. After all, what business
has a man to have a family if he can't provide
decently for them? I reflected savagely on
lockers, a bull dog and a special night watch-
man. My resolution was made.

"Joe," said I, calmly, "you shall have a new
wheel."
There was some commotion over my state-

ment, and then Aline said: "What is there in
that little book that interests you so, Fred?"
"Oh, nothing much," said I, "just a little

account to show how economical cycling is."

"How nice," said Aline, approvingly. "May
I see it?"

I handed her the book without a word. She
traversed the row of figures with an incredu-
lous air until she reached the total, $862.
"Oh, Fred!" she cried, and thoughtful

silence brooded over the family circle.

SPRAIN CAUSES AND CURES.

Accidents will happen to wheelmen, as to

others, no matter how careful, lucky or ex-

pert they may be. One of the results of acci-

dents, and a result much more likely to happen

in the glad spring time, when warming

weather, coupled with a winter's rest, makes

overdoing and falls extremely likely, is

the securing of a sprained ankle or wrist.

One of the greatest hindrances to the prompt

cure of these lies in the fact that not sufft-

cient importance is attached to the injuries at

the time. Under the rider's impression that it

is "only a sprain," a course of active treat-

ment is entered upon which is calculated to

increase the mischief and retard the recovery.

What happens in a sprain is briefly this:

The ligaments which bind the Joint become

greatly stretched, especially on the side where

the force of the blow comes.

The result of this condition of things is

obvious. An unnatural degree of freedom is

permitted to the workings of the joint, and the

part at once becomes inflamed and swollen.

The active use to which the joint is put in

cycling, under the impression that thereby the

inflammation will be kept down, only serves to

aggravate the symptoms.

With the increase of inflammation the tissues

of the joint may become directly attacked,

and a predisposition to a chronic trouble be

established. When the joint itself becomes
involved, stiffness is the almost inevitable re-

sult.

Although it is thus seen that a sprain may
become a very serious affair, the remedy is

equally simple; and if applied immediately

and thoroughly, will prove efficient.

The first thing to be done is to immerse
the part in hot water. The water should be

as hot as can be borne, and should be kept

up to a constant temperature by frequent

additions. It will be necessary to continue

this treatment for a long time, it may be
for hours, or until every trace of sore-

ness is practically dispelled.

The part is then to be tightly strapped

in a bandage in a position just short of

absolute fixity. The best article to use

in such a case is what is called in medical

parlance a "Martin's Bandage." This is

a long, narrow strip of sheet rubber, of suffi-

cient strength to withstand considerable strain

and fitted at one end with tapes for tying. It

is easily seen that by the use of this bandage
the desired pressure can be obtained without
complete immovability. This course of treat-

ment, coupled with a cessation of all riding or
other exercise calculated to bring undue
stress upon the injured part, will bring relief

and cure. Whether, however, the above be
the method of cure or not, is ot little conse-
quence, so long as prompt and proper action
of some kind is taken, since delays are often
dangerous in such injuries.

HAD TROUBLES OP HIS OWN.

"You are all right now, except your ex-
pression—please look pleasant." Thus spoke
the photographer as the captain of the Con-
tinental Centurions, clad in all the glory of a

new uniform and a clothes line of century

bars, faced the camera.
"Gosh-dang it, I can't!" blurted out the

great hundred-miler. "I'm bow-legged, an'
am tryin' to hold me knees together so's it

won't show. When I smile I forgit all about
me knees, an' when I pay attention to my
knees, I forgit to smile!"
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AT COLD SPRING-ON-THE-HUDSON.

ABOUT ITS DEADLINESS.

With the increase of cycling as a popular

pastime, it is not surprising that accidents of

a more or less serious nature should occa-

sionally occur to those who ride a wheel.

Still, all things considered, the hospital bill

of cycling is very small in comparison with

any or all other outdoor sports and pastimes.

It is rather amusing to notice the way in

which yellow journals seize hold of every cycl-

ing accident and serve it up to their readers

with some ultra sensational heading. Most
of the fatal accidents which have occurred to

cyclists have been the result of some organic

weakness, and could by no stretch of the

imagination be attributable to cycling. Or-
ganic diseases do not picl? and choose their

victims.

TACKLING HILLS.

Hill climbing is an art that cannot be

mastered all at once, but requires constant

practice, perseverance, and pluck. Those

whose hearts fail them on seeing an up-grade

and at once dismount, will never become hill

climbers. The best way for the novice to

proceed is to make up his mind that he will

climb just as far up that hill as he can man-

age without undue exhaustion. His pace

should be steady, and for a hundred yards be-

fore arriving at the hill he should slow up and

so nerve himself for the effort he intends to

make. If these simple rules are borne in

mind and acted upon, practice and experience

will do the rest.

Piety suffers when it meets an aggravated

tire puncture face tp f^cc,

TIME'S CHANGES.

How long has it been since the occasional

pedestrians on the Boulevard stopped to gaze

at the seldom-seen wheelman on his ordinary?

They were mildly amused at him, and they

told one another that it required all kinds of

people to make up a world.

If some prophet had halted the gouty old

gentleman or plump matron and had said,

"Ten years hence you will be riding a wheel

and scorching alongside of the children," the

elderly person would have laughed derisively

and said: "Stuff and nonsense!"

The first safety seemed to be a squatty

nondescript, especially intended for the rider

who did not have the courage to bestride a

high wheel. It was laughed at, and the first

rider who rode it in the park didn't enjoy his

outing at all.

Then one day a woman rode a safety. At
present she is lost in the crowd, but she is a

woman of flinty resolution, a pair of steel-gray

eyes and a resolute chin. She had to run a

fearful gauntlet of smiles and sneers—even

spoken insults—but she pedaled and looked

ahead and declared that the great yawping
public would have to be broken into it sooner

or later. Sunday as she spun along the

Boulevard in a costume altogether too girlish

for her years no one took a second glance at

her. She had "broken in" her public.

Even the small boy can remember the first

pneumatic tire, and how misshapen, bloated

and out of proportion it seemed as comnTf>d
with the regulation solid tire. Nowadays the

dogs come out and bark at a wheel fitted with

solid tires.

SHE KNEW IT.

Cr-r-r-ash!

The dust whirled up in concentric clouds

from the scene of disaster. Servants rushed

to the windows with trembling lips and
blanched facej. Strong men shook like as-

pen leaves at the sickening sight. In a mo-
ment the frantic clang of the ambulance bell

sounded through the tumultuous street.

Messenger boys could be detected in actual

motion, so great was the excitement.

At last she opened her eyes and looked va-

cantly about her. She could not yet speak,

but in answer to her inquiring glance the

attendant explained that she was in a hos-

pital and admonished her to be calm. But

there was an anxious, troubled expression

on her face, and with an effort she gasped,

"Was the other girl hurt?"

The attendant sorrowfully said that she

was instantly killed. "And will I recover?"

she continued, visibly excited. She was told

that, with the exception of a few broken

bones and a slight concussion of the brain,

she was comparatively uninjured. "Ah," she

said, "this is but another proof of the superior

make of the wheel I ride."

Then, with a smile of triumph on her placid

face, she contentedly fell asleep.

DANGERS OF NEGLECT.

Watch closely and persistently all the bolts

and nuts on your machine. A bad accident

is often prevented by a little timely attention.

It is a good plan to get in the habit of al-

ways looking over a machine before starting

for a ride. A loose nut under the writer's

saddle once caused him to have a fall which

laid him up for weeks.
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'W^~ AMERICA."
''AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation.

The PRIDE OF THE NATION*

(§)

America Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, II^Iv.

(§).

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
T. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A Western (Cyclone...
THIS FROM A PROMIWE^fT RIDER
OF ailCHIOAIV:

" Your favor of the loth inst. to hand, and will say that I have several good propositions from different

manufacturers, and they make me a little better price than you offered me, Bui I would be willing to

pay you morefor a Peerless Racer than any machine built. ''^

Is the Peerless in it?
We also build the PATROL. A high-grade wheel at a medium price.

In thoroughness of construction, excellence of material, and up-to-date ideas in design and equipment, PATROL BICYCLES are note-

worthy. They are strong, durable and easy-running, while the lines are exceedingly graceful.

It is a wheel of which every owner may well feel proud, as it will fulfill all requirements made of it, and is surpassed by nothing

but PEERLESS.

THE PATROL NAME-PLATE IS A GEM, and adds greatly to the "tone" of the wheel.

Write for Unique Catalogue.

THE PEERLESS MFG. CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
General Eastern Sales Agent,

^W. A. NEFF, 57 Park Place, Ne-w^ York.

New York City Agency :

ELm^VOOD CYCL.E COMPANY,
Park Place and West Broadway.

Brooklyn City Agency :

«^ OSGOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
611 Fulton Street

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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^ WHEN4HE CALLED^THE.TURN.

"I saw a pretty bloomer-wearing wheel-

woman riding up the Boulevard this morn-
ing," Teller began, an ecstatic smile horizon-

tally dividing his countenance.

"You never saw anything of the kind," said

his friend. Mat. Rymony.
"But I did, old man," persisted Teller, with

some heat. "You have no idea how many
wheelwomen have adopted the rational cos-

tume."

"Oh! I know all about that; but, if I re-

member right, you said you saw a pretty wo-

man with bloomers on to-day, didn't you?"

"That's just what I said."

"But you didn't see any pretty woman wear-

ing bloomers."

"Well, I like your nerve. Just as if I don't

know what my eyes
"

"Yes; I know all about your eyes; but you

said you saw a pretty woman wearing bloom-

ers, and that is an out-and-out exaggeration,

if not a prevarication, on its face. Come, now.

Teller, own up; was she really pretty?"

"Well, perhaps, she wasn't so very, very

pretty, but she was nice-looking," Teller ad-

mitted reluctantly.

"I thought so. Rather thin, wasn't she?"

"She may have been a trifle angular."

"Had on one of those Alpine hats and

chewed gum, didn't she?"

"I believe she was guilty of both."

"Looked as though she was trying very hard

to make herself believe that skirtlessness was

the grandest thing on earth, didn't she?"

"Yes."

"But she was making a dismal failure of it

every time the pedals went round?"

"Exactly."

"Not so very young, either, was she?"

"All of thirty, I should imagine."

"I thought so; I thought so," Mat repeated,

triumphantly. "Not pretty, but nice-looking;

not young, but about thirty; and angular—

a

trifle angular! I've heard such talk before

—

about the bewitchingly beautiful bloomer girls

on the Boulevard—and the newspapers are

full of such nonsense; but the plain, honest,

unadulterated fact is that the man who has

cut his monogram on the North Pole with

an ice-pick is no more of a rarity than the

man who has seen a pretty woman in bloom-

ers! The pretty women all ride in skirts."

"There may be something in what you say,

old man," Teller said quietly; "but if I was in

your place I wouldn't continue raving in this

strain when I reached home."

"Why not? Every word I said is the Gospel

truth."

"Maybe it is all true, as you say, but the

v/heelwoman I started to tell you about was

your wife! She was planning a surprise

for you."

HAVE A CARE.

Don't be deluded into believing that the

modern bicycle is a later and improved edi-

tion of the wonderful one-horse shay, something

that will run forever and a day without either

care or attention. Endeavor to make your-

self familiar with the construction of the

wheel you ride, so you may know at once

when anything about it needs attention. With

the greatest of care a wheel lasts none too

long; with no care, it will hardly be a joy

forever to the man who at the same time

neglects and rides it.

PUSHING PRAYERS PER PEDAL.

To so great an extent have the Japanese

adopted European methods and models that

an enterprising Buddhist has adapted the bi-

cycle to serve the needs of the praying wheel

as used by the followers of his creed. Instead

of attaching the written prayer to the cus-

tomary wheel, which is generally turned by a

convenient stream of running water, the new
vogue is to fix the prayer to the hub of the

cycle wheel, so that the faster the rider can

pedal the better he can pray. Although there

appears to be a spice of sacrilege in the prac-

tice, it is apparently catching on. Here is a

great chance for a shrewd American maker
to flood Japan with specially made machines

having the Buddhist collects embossed on the

tire, so that the bicycle will become an instru-

ment of pleasure and a prayer-book com-
bined.

CYCLING'S POSTER MAIDEN.
A dark green pine 'gainst a sea of yellow,

A purple sun in a russet sky;

A lake of orange, deep and mellow,

A thing in black with a scarlet tie.

A violet hill and a lavender brooklet,

An indigo cloud in a blue-black night;

An umber moon and a crimson spooklet

Gibb'ring alone in the pale green light.

A maid with a leg like a broomstick slender,

With just one foot in a wispy shoe,

Mounted on a wheel like a worn out fender,

With face of a witless kangaroo.

MAUD'S PRESENCE OF MIND.

"Did you hear of Maud's wonderful pres-

ence of mind?"

"Dear me, no. What was the occasion?"

"Why, you know what a surprise it was to

us all when she gave up horseback riding for

cycling. Well, going down the long hill on
Riverside the other day her bicycle began
to run away with her, and what did she do
but pull back on the handles and scream
'Whoa!' at the top of her voice!"

BEFORE BREAKFAST RIDING.

About this time of the year the early-morn-

ing-ride-before-breakfast idiocy is due to put
in its annual appearance. First cousin to that

early-to-bed-and-early-to-rise foolishness, this

before-breakfast fallacy can not be too promptly
sat upon. Never was an idea further from
health-giving than is this riding before

sun-up.

Breakfast should be eaten before leaving

the house for exercise of any description.

Those who eat will be able to ride farther and
with greater comfort than those who ride before

breakfast. Besides this, the average duration

of life of those who take breakfast before exer-

cise or work will be a number of years greater

than those who do otherwise. Most persons

begin to feel weak after having been engaged
five or six hours in their ordinary avocations;

a good meal reinvigordtes, but from the last

meal of the day until next morning there is

an interval of some ten or twelve hours.

Hence the body, in a sense, is weak, and in

proportion cannot resist deleterious agencies,

whether of cold or of the poisonous miasm
which rests upon the surface of the earth

whenever the sun shines on a blade of vegeta-

tion or a heap of offal.

This miasm is more solid, more concen-
trated and hence more malignant about
sunrise and sunset than at any other

hour of the twenty-four, because the cold

of the night condenses it, and it is on
the first few inches above the soil in its most
solid form, but as the sun rises it warms and
expands and ascends to a point high enough
to be breathed, and being taken into the lungs

of the before-breakfast-rider with the air and

swallowed with the saliva into the stomach,

all weak and empty as it is, it is greedily drunk

in, thrown immediately into the circulation

of the blood and carried directly to every part

of the body, depositing its poisonous influ-

ences at the very fountainhead of life.

TOLD BY A HAYSEED.

"I saw a mighty mean piece of business,

when I was up to the city," remarked Jay

Green, soon after returning from his first visit

to the metropolis. "An old colored man was

hobblin' across the street on his cane, when
them bysickle scorchers came tearin' around

the corner, lickety-scoot, an' before the old

darky could get out of the way the bysickle

hit him an' knocked him down. The front

wheel an' the hind one both ran smack over

his head—:of course, you know, a darky's head

is as hard as an oak knot, but I could see

that it hurt an' confused him a good deal."

"What did the bysickle feller do about it?'i

asked Josh Medders, to whom Jay was re-

lating the incident.

"Why, he twisted his head around an' hol-

lered savagely, 'Out o' the way, there!'

"

"What did the old darky do?"

"'Good land, boss!' says he, scrabblin' to

his feet. 'Yo' ain't gwine to turn aroun' an'

come back at me agin, is yo'?'
"

ABOUT THE SIZE OF IT.

"What is philosophy, John Henry?" asked

the teacher of the cycle editor's oldest.

"Philosophy is taking air out of a tire to see

whether there's any in it or not," replied John

Henry, shifting his spectacles to an easier po-

sition.
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. The Long Ride.
There is little fatigue in riding a bicycle for a mile or two, even at a fast clip.

It is the long ride that tries one's endurance.

Actual demonstration has proven that, where conditions are near equal, the

Palmer rider will pull away from the rider of other tires. The Palmer rider not only

gets the best of it on the hills, both down and up, but he gets the best of it on the

level.

There is nothing of the department store quality in Palmer Tires.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.,

CHICAGO.
NE^SPSr YORK OKFICKS, 66-68 Reade Street.

FREE REPAIR STATIONS in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver,

San Francisco, Cleveland, Detroit, BuflFalo, St. Paul,

Rochester and Baltimore.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

You Run No Risk
WHEN USING

a
Projectile Brand"

COLD -DRAWN SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING,

FORKSIDES,

HANDLE-BARS,

TAPERED TUBES.

Manufactured from the BEST SWEDISH STEEL
by

The United States Projectile Co.,

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Used by the HIehest-Grade Manufacturers^

We Solicit Correspondence.

S. & p. TIRES.

...THEv"WEAR
WELL."

MAKERS OF

SINGLE-TUBE
AND.. .

G. & J. TIRES.

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

OFFICES AT
19 Park Place New York City.
107 E. JefiFerson st Syracuse, N. Y.
30 E. Genesee st Buffalo, N. Y.
166 E. Lake st Chicago, 111.

Embree Cycle Co., Fil-
bert and Juniper sts Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheci
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NEW PATENTS.

580,366. Speed-Gearing for Bicycles. James W.

Brasfield and Joseph H. Jenkins, Smithville, Mo.

Filed December 26, 1895. Serial No. 573,334. (No

model.)

580,369. Chain-Gear for Vehicles. John D. Bultz

and George Reiter, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed August

24, 1896. Serial No. 603,704. (No model.)

580,377. Paper Rim for Bicycle Wheels. Edward E.

Claussen, Hartford, Conn. Filed April 6, 1896. Serial

No. 586,351. (No model.)

580,386. Adjustable Handle-Bar Connection for Bi-

cycles. Edwin H. Ehrman, Oak Park, 111., assignor

of one-half to the Walker Ehrman Manufacturing

Company, Chicago, 111. Filed April 13, 1896. Serial

No. 587,331. (No model.)

580,389. Antivibratory Handle-Bar for Bicycles.

William H. Garland, Kansas City, Mo., assignor of

one-half to G. W. Greene, same place. Filed June 8,

1896. Serial No. 594,736. (No model.)

580,391. Bicycle Support. Marion

South Milwaukee, Wis., assignor of

Adolph Ricker and John E. Kraner,

Filed September 16, 1896. Serial No.

model.)

580,400. Bralce for Velocipedes. Joseph Hollis,

Ilkeston, England. Filed August 28, 1896. Serial No.

604,212. (No model.)

580,433. Bicycle. George F. York, Elgin, 111. Filed

May 23, 1896. Serial No. 592,812. (No model.) .

580,449. Connecting Link for Sprocket-Chams.

Homer M. Caldwell, Worcester, Mass. Filed July 11,

1896. Serial No. 598,787. (No model.)

E. Gladfelter,

two-thirds to

same place.

606,005. (No

580,474. Tire-Tightener. William B. Taylor, San

Antonio, Tex., assignor of one-fourth to James H.

Nunn, same place. Filed July 14, 1896. Serial No.

599,141. (No model.)

580,477. Bicycle-Brake. George Vi^hitney, Win-

netka. 111. Filed December 7, 1896. Serial No. 614,699.

(No model.)

580,491. Bicycle-Skirt. Mary E. Higgins Effnsdale,

111. Filed August 21, 1895. Serial No. 560,077. (No

model.)

580,498. Ball-Bearing. Truman C. Lewis, Marion,

Ohio. Filed June 27, 1896. Serial No. 597,199. (No

model.)

580,500. Tire-Tightener. Rice A. Medaris, Farmers-

ville, 111. Filed August 5, 1896. Serial No. 601,731.

(No model.)

580,512. Pedal Mechanism. William S. Sharpneck,

Chicago, 111., assignor of five-sixths to Cyrenius A.

David, same place, and Alexander C. Calvert, Cam-

bridge, England. Filed July 20, 1896. Serial No. 599,-

783. (No model.)
.

580,514. Folding Crate for Transporting and Hous-

ing Bicycles. Eugene Vincent, Pans, France. Filed

January 11, 1896. Serial No. 618,698. (No model.)

Patented in France, June 30, 1896. No. 257,733, and in

Belgium September 10, 1896, No. 123,460.

580 544. Bicycle-Rest. Herbert W. Brown, Mount
Vernon, N. Y. Filed July 20, 1896. Serial No. 599,850.

(No model.)
_ ^ , -r .,, nu-

580,587. Carrier-Velocipede. John L. Warman, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed October 30, 1895. Serial No. 567,359.

(No model.) „ _ .

580,604. Tire-Remover. Robert M. Otey, San Jacin-

to, Cal., assignor of one-half to Maggie A. Clark, same
place. Filed July 24, 1896. Serial No. 600,437. (No
model.)

580,619. Bicycle-Brake. Edwin S. Leaycraft, Jersey

City, N. J. Filed November 18, 1895. Serial No. 569,-

308. (No model.)
, , ^^ ^. , .

580,661. Bicycle-Lock. Arthur H. Dickinson,

Brockley. England, assignor of one-half to Heniy
James Fisher, London, England. Filed May 5, 189b.

Serial No. 590,366. (No model.)

580,686. Bicycle-Track. John B. Hansler Newburg,

N. Y. Filed September 9, 1896. Serial No. 605,273.

(No model.) „ . .„ ,, t,t ,x j
580,702. Bicycle-Support. Francis P. McNulty and

Thomas McDermott, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed July

8, 1896. Serial No. 598,431. (No model.)

580 706. Velocipede Pedal. Nils Nilson, Needham,
Mass., assignor of one-half to Erick V. Ulfyes, same

place. Filed June 5, 1896. Serial No. 594,456. (No

580,785. Means for Attaching Saddles to Bicycles.

Mary F. Henderson, Washington, D. C. Filed Jan-

uary 19, 1897. Serial No. 619,776. (No model.)

580,796. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. William J. Mc-
Ginniss, Washington, D. C. Filed April 15, 1896.

Serial No. 587,694. (No model.) , ^ ^ ^,.
580 840. Wheel-Tire. Thomas Bassford, St. Thomas,

Canada, assignor of two-thirds to William M. Lahey,

same place, and John Lahey, Detroit, Mich. Filed

February 5, 1897. Serial No. 622,147. (No model.)

DESIGNS.

26 876. Bicycle-Boot. Etta Marguerite Lindley, New
York, N. Y. Filed December 30, 1896. Serial No.

617,517. Term of patent 3 1-2 years.
^ ^ ,

26.891. Bicycle Handle. George A. Suiter, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Filed September 21, 1896. Serial No. 606,-

588.
' Term of patent 7 years. , /-v

26.892. Fork-Crown for Bicycles. John J. Gibson,

Buffalo, and George W. Houk, Elmira, N. Y., assign-

ors to the Martin & Gibson Manufacturing Company,
Buffalo, N. Y. Filed February 25, 1897. Serial No.
625,056. Term of patent 7 years.

26.893. Bicycle Saddle. Warren H. Clair, Lawrence,

Mass. Filed December 23, 1896.

RECENT PATENTS.

f^ ft O T O 6 HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. WiUlAM J. McOW-

riiwMmn^n.D.C. PUed Apr. 15. 1896. SerlalNa 587,694 (No

model)

ClaUii - I A cap lor bicycle handle-bars consisting of an inner

cup or thimble, and an outer flaring ur conical-shaped ferrule, the

space between said cup or thimble a

wedge-shaped chamber, substantially :

mile forming a

t forth.

5 80 7 57 LAMPUQHTIN3 DEVICE. CablP. BBBflMAFH, Jeiwy

City, N.J. FUed Oct. 24.

1

896. .ggrjal Hft 608.907. (No model)

Cloi»i.-\. The CO

wall of II lamp near iw

in the tube near its inn

match, and completely

and thus prevent h'

wick. !>ubslantially

nbination, with a guide-tube penetrating the

burner of a sprinp-presaed scratching device

ir end. that is adapted to ignite an inserted

close the tnbe when the match is withdrawn

rrcnts from flaring the Harae of the lighted

descHHed

5 80,443 . BICYCLR Gborge F. Yoek. Elgin, ni Filed Blay 2

1896. Serial Na 592,812. (No model)

5 80,449. CONNECTIH&-LINK FOR SPROCKET-CHAINa Ho-

MEB M. Caldwbll, Worcester. Mass. Filed July U, 1896. Serial No.

598,787. (KomodeL)

Claim.— 1. In a sprocket-chain, the combination w ith the remov-

able side link, and the pivot-pins having grooves 'about the ends

thereof; of a lock device consisting of a resilient wire having its

ends bent to fonu circular end loops with backwardly-retumed ex-

tremities, said loops adapted to pass over the grooved ends of the]

pivot^pins and engage by spring action within said grooves.

5 80,514. FOLDKO CRATE FOR TRAB8P0RTINQ AKD HODS-

IMQ BICYClia E066K8 ViHcuiT. PariB, Prance. FUod Jan. U, 1897.

Serial No. 618,698. (No model) Patented In Pmnce Jime 30, 1896.

No. 267.733. And In Belgium Sqit. 10. 1896. Ha 123.460.

^^S*"^^^*
SPEED-INDICATOR. LiaOT a SriBMiT. Athol, Mam 580.569. LAOTKRK. Qbomb a BROwh, New Britiln, and Bo-

Filed Hay 30, 1896. Serial Na 649,92a (No model) TARD C FovLXS, Bilstol Conu., aaslgnon to tho Biiatol I

Clotik Company, New York, N. Y. Piled Dec 14, 1806. Serial No
615,369. (No model)

Claim.— I. In a speed-indicator, the case A X^ having a, central

opening through its flat body, the hub H located in said opening and
threaded internally, and the gear-wheel D firmly affixed to said hob,

in combination with the graduated ring M tixed to, tho case, the

rotary indicator J mounted on the hub, and the screw K engaging

the internal threads of the hub and having a broad head overlapping

part of the indicating-disk and externally roughened so as to tighten

or lomten the disk when desired, substantially as set forth.

5 80,706. VELOCIPEDE-PEDAL NlifiNnsoN.Heedhara.Maas.
assignor of one half to Erik V. tllfVes, same place. FUed June 5 1896
Serial Na 594,466, (No model)

Cliiim —A system of folding crate for the transport of bicycles

consisting of a base-board « mounted on rollers c and hinge-jointed

at & so as to. fold together, in combination with hoop-frames e, f, g
jointed at rfahd t so as to form two symmetrical hoods united by a

band A by means of lacing or straps q and adapted to fold down hori-

zontally within one another when the crate is not in use, all substan-

tially as hereinbefore described and illustrated in the accompanying

drawings,

5 8 O 5 7 3 TIMIHQ INSTRUMENT, Edward 0. DoRCBESTKR,

OeneVa. H. Y FUed May 27. 1896, Serial Ho 593,240 (Ho model)

Cfii»m7—\ V lantern couiprising a back plate, a fount removably

decnred thereto, n top hiugcd to the back plate, and a chimney re-

movably secured to tlie said top, subitaiitially as set forth.

580.619. BICYCLE-BRAKK Eowim S. LEayoraft, Jen»y city

M. J. FUed Nov. 18, 1895. Serial Ha 569,308. (No model)

C/,ff/H.— In a velocipedc-peda! in combination a crank-pin an^

a single cross-bar autifl-ictionally journaled on said pin and its ends

connected t I U-shaped pedaUpIate and L>shaped foot-resta and

5 8 O . 3 8 6 . ADJUSTABLE HAHDLB-BAR C0NNE(m0N FOR
BICTCLEa EnwQt H. Ehbkak, Oak Park, DL, assignor of one-half to

theWalber-Ebrman Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III FUed A]ir.

13. 1896. Serial Na 587 331. JNo model)

Claun.— 1. A handle-bar comprising a contra! lug having latev-

ally-projeciing sleeve nr finger portions disposed at an angle to each

other, two handle-bar sections independently and adjustably con-

nected to aaid lug, the handle-bar etom detachably connected to said

lug, and means whereby said lug may be reversed, substaotially as

and for the purpose described.

5 80,400. BRAXE FOR VELOCIPEDEa JoasPH HOLUH, lUestOD,

England. PUed Aug. 28, 1896- Serial Na 604,212. (No model)

Chinn - I A apecd-inaicaio. con.sisting of an inclosing case

vided with a dial, a shaft extending through said case and hav

aiBxed to it a pointer traversing said dial, a plurality q\ gears ot

ferent diameters secured to -.aid shaft, an axially-prolonged g

parallel with Siiid shaft, a revolnWe spiral axially parallel with

afor«*id shaft, a phite riding on the helices of the spiral. vertJ

guides preventing said plate from turning with the spiral, a pm

9,rpported on said plat*- adjnsUMy to transmit motion from the p

lon.'ed gear to cither ol the aforesaid differcnt^sized geare, a pulsa

actuated by the «-hee! to be timed, and mechanUms transmitt.

motion from said pulsator to the prolonged gear us set forth.

5 80,4 7 7. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Oeorob Whithbt, Wtanetka, Dl

Piled Dec. 7, 1896. Serial Ha 614.699. (No model)

Claim-— I. The combination with the front tube of a bicycle-

frame, of a fork-stem journaled therein and having the end laterally

yielding and extending above said front tube, a handlebar holder

carrying a clamp for adjustably securing the handle-bar in any rotated

position and provided with a cylindrical recess for the reception of

the end of said fork-stem, a boll for operating the clamp on said han-

d)ft-bar holder, and means operated by said bolt for pressing the end

of said fork-stem outward.against the walls of said recess whereby

the single bolt serves to clamp the hand)e-bar in the holder and to"

eecure the holder to the fork-stem, substttutiaUy as described

5 80 587. CARRIER-VELOCIPEDE. JOBS I Warmah. Chicago,

m. ' PUed Oct 30. 1895, Serial Ra 667.359. (No model)

oVt/im.— 1. The combination, in a bicycle, with a brake-shoe, a

support therefor, and a piece fitted to move lengthwise of the bicycle-

bandte, of a connector placing said Kupport in operative connection

with the aforesaid piece, and a handpiece, or lever consisting of a

body portion and lateral extensions and having surfaces adapt«d to

bear against the end of the bicycle-handle, the aforesaid piece hav-

ing a hinged connection with the extensions of the handpiece or lever,

and the gearing-surfaces on the latter being arranged nt different dis-

tances from the point of connection of the aforesaid piece with the

handpiece -or lever, substantially as and ff^- *he purpose set forth

5 80,3 7 7. PAPER RIM FOR BICYCLE-WHEELS EdwaRD E
CLAUSSEM.HartfontConn. FUed Apr. 6, 1896. Serial Ha 586,351. (No

model)

Claixr^ In brakes for bicycles in combination with a hollow

handle-bar , inclined surfaces or planes cut or formed upon the ends

of said hoUow handle-bar . a sliding piece engaging upon said inclined

surfaces or planes and attached to a loose sleeve carrying the han-

dle said loose sleeve turning upon the end of the hollow handle-bar

a flexible wire or connecting-piece attached to said sliding piece by

mean." of a screw-threaded rod having a nut for adjusting the position

of same, a pivoted quadrant or bent lever operated by said flexible

wire or connection . a telescopic rod attached at one end to the said

quadrant and carrying at the other end the brake-block for engaging

upon the wheel: a spring for coutroUing the said telesc J»ic rod sub-

Btantialiy as described and illustrated herein.

1 . An automatic braxe atuchment for oicycles compris-

inp in combination a sprocket-wheel swingingly attached to the main

frame of a bicycle, a grooved shoe rigidly attached, and an upward

and downward flexible aud sidewise rigid support for said sprocket

wheel, said sprocket-wheel having hooked teeth adapted to engage

the links of a bicycle driving-chain and operate as a chain-tightener,

and also ud/vpted to engage within a grooved shoe by means of k

backward pressure upon the pedal, substantially as described

WJl^—\~/, caiTicr-velocipede comprising a main frame sup-

porting a centrally-located steering-head spindle and vertically-ar-

ranged oscillatory wheel-supporting spindles mounted thereon at

laterally opposite and separated points, said several spindles being

located in equilat«ral triangular relation to each other and each pro-

vided with a bell-crank lever rigidly connected therewith, a connect-

iiiR-rod extending fVom each arm of the steering-head-apindle bell-

crank to one arm of each bell-crant ol" the wheel-supporting spindles,

and « third connecting-rod, connecting the other two arms of the

wheel^iupportio^^pindle bell-cranks, said rods being ea«h arranged

to cross the other two. suhaUntially aa >ei forth.

ed

Chi". —1 As a new article of manufacture, an annular paper

rim consisting of superimposed curved layei-s of paper, of uniform-

thicknesses cemented together and forming substantially a crescent

shape tn cross-eec^oo and having the serrated wall, substantially as

de«cribed.
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Barnes Bicycles

THEY STAY BUILT
o o o

BECAUSE

THEY ARE BUILT TO STAY.
o o —-o

CHAMPION EDDIE BALD, the fastest wheelman in America,

and the SYRACUSE ELKS' CYCLING CLUB, the heaviest

wheelmen in the world, 100 MEMBERS, all ride BARNES
WHITE FLYERS; average weight, 210 lbs.

X A WHEEt THAT 18 FAST ENOUGH FOB BALD AND
^ STBONG ENOUGH FOB THE EI,KS OUGHT TO BE I

GOOD ENOUGH FOB ANYBODY. .. ..«< *

The Barnes Cycle Company,
SYRACUSE, 1^. Y.

A FEWT AGENCIES.
Elmwood Cycle Company 57 Park Place, New York City.

Jas. Wilde, Jr., & Co State and Madison, Chicago, 111.

Darrah Cycle Company Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.
H. A. Johnson 647 West Baltimore street, Baltimore, Md
Diamond Cycle Company Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, D. C.
Sweet & Johonnot BufTalo, N. Y.
Collister & Sayle Cleveland, Ohio.
Forest Park Cycle Co St. Louis, Mo.
Willis Arms & Cycle Co Kansas City, Mo.
Denver Cycle Co Denver, Col.
Hooker & Co., Pacific Coast Representatives, San Francisco, Cal

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SOLD LIKE HOT CAKES.

A few years ago, "Output sold" was a favor-

ite and early cry of the newer manufacturers.

It suggested an overpowering recognition of

merit and demand for their goods. The cry

became so common that it finally came to

mean nothing more than a trade joke.

In The Wheel's advertismg pages this

week, the Thomas Mfg. Co., of Springfield,

Ohio, give what seems to be a final warning

to agents who are interested in the Thomas
agency. Its purport is that they will soon

have to cease the creating of new agencies

and that to get the agency for '97 at all means

to get it now. Their statement is relieved

from commonplaceness, they state, by its

truthfulness.

It is no idle humor, or cheap advertising

methods, that prompts this warning note. The
company is actually very nearly sold up and

feels that protection in the matter of prompt
deliveries to already established sellers of their

line demands the drawing of the line.

The Thomas Co. have been particularly suc-

cessful this year. Despite the lateness of the

season in opening up, they have had excellent

orders from their clientele and in many cases

duplicates. Probably part of the credit for this

is due to the variety as well as excellence of

their line, which is particularly complete.

Their Thomas Special heads the list

at $100; their Thomas sells at $85,

and the Springfield at $75. In addition, there

are the Thomas Juveniles, at popular prices.

The company has a happy way of mentioning

their various wheels as the "Thomas family."

HANDY FOR TINKERING.

Eugene N. Bown, of Battle Creek, Mich.,

offers this as his contribution to the already

large wealth of "cycle stands." Wisely, how-
ever, he claims it better suited and particularly

adapted for the repairer than the rider, a claim

which, from the appearance of the article.

seems well founded. The handie-bars are

held firmly by automatic jaws, and an ample

base is provided for the saddle. It is easily

seen that the stand affords a very handy means
of holding the wheel while repairing or tin-

kering is being done.

BECOMES A CHURN OVER ROUGH ROADS.

A Michigan man has designed a milk can

of such form that a milkman with not too

many customers can use a bicycle to make his

rounds. The can, which is flat, and is really

only a reproduction in tin of the well-known
touring carrier, is made just the size of the

frame, so that it fits exactly, and is fastened

to the tubing with straps. A faucet at the bot-

tom is provided to draw out the milk.

CRANK-HANGER RACING HELPS.

In racing the dropped crank-hanger has

many advantages which novices should early

learn to appreciate. One of the things most
often quoted in favor of this construction of

a racing wheel, is that with it the chain runs

down hill. Whether this is an actual fact,

and hence supposedly an aid to speed making,
is a thing each rider in the end must decide

for himself. There is advantage, however, in

the fact that with a dropped hanger the rider's

centre of gravity is nearer the ground, which
is a decided help in taking the curves at a

rapid pace. About two and one-half inches is

the proper drop. If it goes lower, there is

liable to be danger on the curves where the

dropped crank-hanger's greatest advantage

should be shown. Indeed, many good riders

have received bad falls while this improvement
was being experimented with.

But unless the hanger is too low, there is no
danger to be apprehended from its employ-
ment. In a paced race, the merits of the

dropped hanger are very noticeable. It gives

the rider, sitting low in the saddle, much
fuller protection, and leaves the unfortunate

who sits high to encounter all the resistance

of the air, as he is not so well shielded.

The best memory a rider can have is one
that knows how to forget judiciously.

WORDS OF WISDOM.

You may kiss in a hammock
And laugh at the spill,

But don't on a tandem
Without making your will.

BUILT TO SIT ON,

NOT TO STRADDLE.

HIGHEST WORKMANSHIP, BEST MATERIAL, MOST COMFORTABLE AND HYGIENIC, are a few of the points of merit of the celebrated

WHEELER REFORM SADDLES.
Bicycles fitted with these Saddles are easier sold and give better satisfaction to customers than any other on the market.

Our customers say so and we have their written statements to prove it. Write us for prices.

THE WHEELER SADDLE CO.,
w" 1 89- 1 9

1

Lamed St., West,
d1TR0IT,3MICH.

•ThB.

FavDBile Bicycles

have the HANDSOMEST LINES, are

the BEST FINISHED, STRONGEST,
EASIEST RUNNING and most UP-
TO-DATE Juvenile Bicycles ever pu*

on the market.

Made with 20, 24 and 26 inch wheels.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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mMUM Neverleak!
./r:^^*£if

(p"*D^

A 'Alf.CQX. A-'-tQM, O

k|^%MylMk^rCo.

jOOOS.

//>

Messrs. Buffalo Specialty Co. , „ „
1445 Niagara, Buffalo, N. Y.

Gentlemen,
-^^^^^ a week or 10 days ago your rep resen tat ive called

on us With some samples of your Never-Leak fluid,
"^^f J J^f

samples cans' with us for a test, and wished after we had tested this

ft^idJo write you concerning sane. We have given it a thorough

test, and find it very sat isfactory ' and so far as healing small

punctures it works to perfection.

We have, therefore, concluded to send you ^ order for

10 gallon as a trial order. Kindly forward this by freight without

delay.
/'Very truly yours,

The India Rubber Co.

If 6ood for Tire Makers,

Why Not for Tire Users?

This is only a sample—we :;:

have over a dozen others.
JJ

Watch this space for them or \
write us for copies.

¥^^^

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co.. soieM«uers,

1645 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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That's what it means to give your cus-

tomer what will please him. You can

buy saddles for less than you pay for

ours. Not much less, and what differ-

ence does it make anyhow ? It's what

you make makes the differencfe. You
make more when you sell a '97 Mesin-

ger saddle than any other make. Any
wheel that comes to you fitted with a '97

Mesinger saddle is worth more. It costs

the manufacturer of the wheel more
when equipped with a '97 Mesinger.

Then your customer will be better satis-

fied. The saddle is comfortable. The
base is rattan. That's the secret of

our seat—wood fibre cannot stretch.

Price, $3.50.

(§)

Hulbert
Mr Brake.

You don't need hills to sell brakes now.

High gears demand them. Ours fits

any wheel, and you can sell one to 75

per cent of your trade if you show it up.

$3.00 to $4.00 profit a day easy enough
in a small town. Price, $3.50.

ESINCER

prBicycleSaileCo

33WEST23DST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

RULES FOR ROAD RECORDS.

Now that the skies are clearing and the

frost is out of the ground, the whirr and whizz

of the young man in training for "centuries,"

for road races and road records Is once more
heard in the land. He is likely to be more
numerous than ever before and the printing of

the subjoined and revised regulations of the

Century Road Club is, therefore, timely.

1. Kind of Course Acceptable.—The Century Road
Club of America will recognize only such cycle

records as are made on the public highway in accord-

ance with the following rules; provided, that no more
than one-tenth of the entire distance ridden shall be

on asphalt, wood-block, stone or brick pavement, or

park boulevards:

—

2. Classification of Records.—Two separate and dis-

tinct classes of distance records are recognized;

straightaway and standard courses. A straightaway

course may be defined as one having starting and

finishing points at different places and in one direc-

tion, or a course laid out in a straight line. A stand-

ard course is one in which the starting and finishing

points are at one and the same place; such as an out-

and-home course, thus compelling rider to go both

ways. Any advantage gained, such as down grade,

wind, etc., on outward trip must naturally be contend^

ed with on the return; thus equalizing matters. The
adoption of a rule recognizing records over standard

courses tends to place all riders on exactly the same
basis. Wherever practicable, in courses measuring
more than five miles the starting and finishing point

should be in centre of course with turns at both ends.

3. Classes of Records Recognized.—Standard dist-

ances: 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500

and 1,000 miles. Twelve and twenty-four hour records.

Thirty and sixty day century and mileage records.

Club Century survivors record. City to city and cen-

tury course records. Individual century and mileage

records for the calendar year. No distinction will be

made between paced, unpaced and competitive

records.

4. Length of Course Permissible.—A standard

course (other than straightaway) may be either circui-

tous, out-and-home, or one as defined in rule 2, with

starting and finishing point in centre with turns at

each end. For a mile record the distance must be

not less than one-half mile from start to point of re-

turn; for a five mile record the distance must be not

less than two and one-half miles from start to point

of return; for 10, 15, 20 and 25 mile records, not less

than five miles; for a 50 mile record, not less than ten

miles; for a 75 mile record, not less than fifteen miles;

and for records of 100 miles and upwards, not less than

twenty miles.

5. Standard Distance Records.—Either straightaway

or standard course, twelve or . twenty-four hour
records, cyclometer measurement will not be accepted.

The course must be a surveyed one and the surveyor's

certificate, or a certified copy thereof, must be for-

warded with claim; and it must be proven that the

distance as surveyed and claimed was ridden.

6. City to City Records.—The city or town hall must

be used as starting and finishing point. In rides from

city to city and return, the starting, turning and
finishing points must be at city halls.

7. Century Course Records.—In records over so-

called century courses or routes of general interest,

the city or town hall must be used as starting and

finishing point; except, where access to such build-

ing through the streets is impracticable on a wheel;

in which case the start and finish may be made at a

point to be determined by the State Centurion of the

State in which the city is located; due notice of the

change to be given the Chairman of the Road Records

Committee by said State Centurion before any records

over such course will be considered, such point to re-

main as the established starting and finishing point for

all century rides out of or into such city. Same rule

applies to record rides over routes of general interest,

where access to the city hall through the streets is im-

practicable.

8. Mileage and Century Records.—To establish a

claim for mileage or century record for the calendar

year, or for thirty and sixty day mileage or century

record, the committee must be furnished with details

of daily riding for the entire period duly sworn to be-

fore a notary. A checking book must invariably be

carried and made use of by any one trying for an

unusually large mileage or the national record ; said

checking book to be filed with claim at close of the

year.

9. Club Century Survivor's Record.—All centuries

must be ridden in accordance with the rules govern-

ing century rides as l^id down by the C. R. C. The
signature of each participant must accompany claim,

the same to be a bonafide dues-paying member of at

least one month's standing in competing club. Said

claim to be approved by the President and Secretary

of competing club, and sworn to before a notary.

10. Timing.—Timing at the start and finish must be

done by at least three competent persons, each of

whom must have a watch; the watches must be com-

pared before the start and adjusted to correspond ex-

actly. If start and finish are in different towns, tim-

ing must be arranged for beforehand, and the six

watches adjusted to a common standard. Timers shall

certify to such comparison and adjustment. If there

be any variation in times, the slowest time shall be

claimed.

11. Checking.^—Reliable checkers must be stationed

at turns or essential points en route, who must certify

to place, date and hour of checking; or, in the case of

a city to city, century course or route of general

interest record, the rider may carry a checking-sheet

upon which he must obtain, in ink or indelible pencil,

signatures and addresses of reliable witnesses, with

place, date and hour of signing. Checkers' or wit-

nesses' signatures must be submitted with claim for

record.

12. Affidavit.^—The claimant when sending in a claim

for record, must file with the committee an affidavit

to the effect that the entire distance claimed was
made on a wheel; unaided in any way beyond pacing;

together with a statement that all essential points of

the claim as submitted, are correct in every particu-

lar. The same to be sworn to before a notary.

13. Proof.—The burden of proof as to the genuine-

ness of any record shall be understood to rest with

the claimant; the Road Records Committee reserving

the right to take whatever steps it may deem proper

to secure evidence relating to the same; also the

right to require any additional proof that it may con-

sider necessary and render any decision it may see fit,

after a thorough investigation, as to the authenticity of

any claim which may be held in dispute or one that is

non-corroborative. The foregoing rules must be

strictly adhered to; ignorance thereof will not be con-

sidered an efficacious excuse for violations.

14. Blanks.—Blank forms for claiming records or re-

porting mileage may be obtained from any member
of the committee.

15. Road Record Certificates.—A charge of one dol-

lar will be made for road record certificates issued to

others than members of the Century Road Club.

GEARING DOWN HILL.

Suppose two machines of the same build,

one geared to 80 inches and the other to 64

inches, were started down hill with the

riders coasting, which wheel would travel the

faster? To test this a rider coasted down a

hill on two machines thus geared, the result

being that both machines occupied the same

time. The result showing that when the

pedals are not used, the wheels simply per-

form their ordinary revolutions without in-

fluence from gearing. When human power is

applied, however, the high-geared machine

would, of course, other things being equal,

travel faster.

EVEN LANGUAGE FEELS IT.

Writers, in particular, and speakers, in a

less degree, are beginning to discover that the

astonishing upspringing of the bicycle as an

instrument of recreation or utility is forcing

into the language some of the new and un-

musical phrases which usually follow the in-

troduction of any invention of general useful-

ness.

HE MIGHT TRY A GRAVEYARD.

It is said you can get anything by ad-

vertising for it. This theory is to be given

the severest of tests by a Boston man, who
has just advertised for a boarding place where

they don't have bicycle talk for breakfast, din-

ner, supper and between meals.
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Tl Avoid Infringement :

TURNER

TY/E HAVE brought suit against the people who claim to have '

'
The

Largest Brass Foundry in the United States." This suit is brought

for infringement of our patents on bicycle Chain Guards. There must be

no misunderstanding. Our patents are not confined to aluminum, but cover

any material: brass, steel, iron, tin, paper, wood, or anything else; either

stamped, cast, pressed, or otherwise made. The public is hereby warned

not to make, sell, buy or use chain guards which are infringements of our

patents.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

TURNER TURNER

HICAGO

""^^ Originators* Inventors • Patentees •^ hw
TURNER

El
Avoid Infringement

TURNER

Kindly mention The WheeL
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You Want To

Bet What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,
28-inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26-iiich. 24-inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

EASY AS ROLLING OFF A LOG.

It is such a simple matter to mend a punc-

ture in a Palmer tire, says the Palmer Pneu-
matic Tire Co., in describing the operation of

their Heywood repair tool, that, out of mere
wanton carelessness, many riders fail to make
good repairs. The numbered illustrations

give the different movements required

in inserting the plug, and to further

assist the rider, the following defini-

tions are given:

1. The puncture.

2. Putting the rubber solution on the plug.

(Use plenty of the solution; it is impossible

to use too much.)

3. Putting the solution-covered plug into

the barrel of the Heywood tool. (Hold the

plug in position with the thumb of the left

hand, place the small end of the plunger upon
the apex of the plug, and push as far as possi-

ble into the barrel of the tool.)

4. Nail extracted from the tire and tool in

position for inserting in puncture.

5. Section of a tire, showing tool in the

tire before plug has been pushed from the bar-

rel of the tool. (In inserting tool in punc-

ture, care should be exercised that the point

of the tool is not violently forced to the oppo-

site side of the tire and another puncture

made.)

6. Method of ejecting the plug from the

barrel of the tool before pulling the tool from
the tire. (Before withdrawing the tool from

the tire, push the plunger into the barrel of the

tool as far as it will go; otherwise the plug

will not be forced from the tool.)

7. Section of a tire, showing the plug after

it has been ejected from the tool, and the

tool being withdrawn from the tire.

8. Section of the tire, showing the plug in

proper position for closing the puncture, with

the shank of the plug protruding outside.

9. The puncture repaired. (In cutting off

the shank of the plug, care must be exercised

not to trim too closely to the surface of the

tire.)

It may be well to caution riders against

using anything but umbrella-shaped plugs.

Do not use the flat plugs and pinchers advo-

cated by other tire makers. They are not

suited to the peculiar construction of Palmer
tires.

Another mistake riders frequently make is,

after the plug has been inserted with the Hey-
wood tool, the head of the plug is not pulled

up snugly against the inside of the tire. Be-
fore cutting off the plug shank, pull the shank
with considerable force.

Should it be necessary to remove the tire,

or a portion of it, from the rim, be careful to

recement. A tire will chafe and cut on the

rim if a very small portion becomes loose.

HE'S IN AN ASYLUM NOW.

"Do you-aw-know how you are different

from-aw-aw a twamp, Miss Skantskirt?"

asked Charlie Softire, as he smiled simpering-

ly upon the fair Boulevard scorcheress.

"I'm sure I cannot tell, Mr. Softire," an-

swered Susie Skantskirt, innocently, as she

thought of more than fifty ways in which she

differed from a tramp, and inwardly waxed in-

dignant that such a comparison should be

made. "Do tell me, please, why you think I

am not like one?"

"Why, ye know, twamps steal rides-aw-aw-

and you-aw-ride steel," and the ghastly silence

that followed was broken only by the solitary

and lonely laugh of the wit.

NOT NEEDED TO DISCOVER HIS GALL.

"Before I sign a contract with him to race

on my wheel for the coming season, I'd like

to get a picture of Coynchase with that new
light."

"What for?"

"I want to know if he really has any sand

in him."

DIDN'T WANT TO SPIN ALONG.

"Don't yer wish yer had a bysickle.

Weary?"
"Naw; I'se got ter live up to the motter of

our perfesh: 'dey toil not, nurther do they

spin.'
"

HEALTHIER MOVING.

When moving day came once a year

The thought thereof awoke dismay.

Now cycling moveth us to cheer

That every day is moving day.

••••••••.• SAVE YOUR WHEEL
FI JVIODF IVIF*!^ f^ C\ By oiling it properly with the best oil can in the -world, the

LLiiui\c iiru. i>u., cp^pp.^^^,, POCKET OILER.
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York C?ty.

General Agents for New York
and New England States . .

Kindly mention Tke Wheel

FULL SIZE.

bis oiler does not leak. It regulates the supply of oil to a nicety. The "PERFECT" is highest grade
only, and has won every competitive test.* Price, 25 cents each.

Oiler HoldersrorSPump Holders, 25c. each. " STAR " Oiler, second to none but the " Perfect," 10c. etch.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
s
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DRAWBACK DECISIONS.

CompUcations Arising from the Government's

Ruling Regarding Tube

Rebates.

Relative to the Government's recent pro-

nouncements concerning drawbacks on im-

ported material for use in bicycles and on ex-

ported American tubing, R. F. Downing &
Co., the New York export firm, who transac*;

much of this country's foreign cycle trade,

call attention to the fact that even if the

tubing be contained in the completed bi-

cycles, collection of drawback can be ef-

fected.

"Drawback is being claimed," they say,

"not only on American and foreign tubing,

but on foreign chains and saddles. The approx-

imate amount of drawback which will be al-

lowed by the Government on exportation of

the machines will be twenty-five to forty

cents per machine on the foreign tubing,

fifteen to twenty-five cents on Ameri-

can tubing and fifty cents each ov

saddles and chains. In order to secure the

benefits of the drawback, it is necessary that

the manufacturer and exporter should file at

the port of exportation, prior to the shipment

of the goods, what is termed a preliminary

entry, fully describing the shipment to be

made, so that the machines can be properly

inspected by Government officials in accord-

ance with the requirements of the Federal

regulations."

MR. EELLS SECURES HIS LOAN.

Buffalo, April 24.—The Niagara Cycle Fit-

tings Company has filed a chattel mortgage

to Howard P. Eells, of Cleveland, O., for

$5,000, covering the machinery, tools and im-

plements in their plant at Nos. 297-301 Nia-

gara street. The mortgage was given yes-

terday with the consent of a majority of the

stockholders, and is I0 secure Mr. Eells for

money loaned on five promissory notes of the

stated value of $1,000 each.

GIVEN ANOTHER CHANCE.

Pittsburg, Pa., April 23.—In the case of the

Czar Cycle Co., Chicago, against John W.
Holmes & Co., on an account, the Superior

Court has reversed the judgment of the lower

court, and ordered a new trial. The judge

held that an error has been committed in

denying Holmes & Co. the proving of cer-

tain credits.

OFFERS TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT.

Little Falls, N. Y., April 24.—The commit-

tee appointed at the meeting of the creditors

of Homer P. Snyder has completed its report.

Charles H. Merrill, of Chicago, representing

Morgan & Wright, one of the heaviest cred-

itors, remained in Little Falls after the meet-

ing to prepare the report on behalf of the

committee. He completed his work of in-

vestigation and has returned home. His re-

port is a full and complete presentation of the

facts connected with the failure, with a list of

liabilities and assets. The report has been ap-

proved by the other members of the commit-
tee, K. J. Fenno, representing the Boston

Woven Hose and Rubber Company, another

heavy creditor, and Charles Stewart, of GIo-

versville, representing a New York creditor.

The report states that the offer of twenty-five

cents cash is the best that can be made under

the circumstances and recommends that the

same be accepted.

SUING THE STOCKHOLDERS.

Toledo, Ohio, April 23.—Martha J. Smith

has begun a suit against the Toledo Cycle

Supply Co., to recover $500 on a promissory

note given her by A. A. Barber, the payment
of which was assumed by the company. The
concern being in the hands of a receiver, and
the liabilities being far in excess of the as-

sets, according to the petition, she asks that

the statutory liability of the stockholders be
enforced. The owners of the stock in the

company according to the petition are

Samuel Snell, Herbert J. Thompson, La-
fayette L. Barber and Alfred A. Barber.

ITS NAME SUGGESTIVE.

Pottstown, Pa., April 24.—The Modern Age
Bicycle Co. is about to locate here. The offi-

cers of the company, which has just been or-

ganized, are: President, James P. McNichol;
secretary and treasurer, W. F. Wilkins; man-
ager, H. D. Boeyer, all of Philadelphia. The
company has purchased the plant of the Potts-

town Nickel Plating Co., and will com-
mence operations May 1st.

MAY GET FIVE YEARS.

A bill has been passed by the Massachu-
setts House of Representatives imposing a

penalty for the second offense of stealing a bi-

cycle valued at $10 or more, of imprisonment

not exceeding five years or a fine of not less

than $100.

WILL GIVE UP.

Heavily iBmbarrassed Again, the I,ibetty

Cycle Co. Asks That it be

Dissolved.

For the second time within a year the

Liberty Cycle Co., makers of the Liberty bi-

cycle, have failed. Their main office is at 4

Warren street this city, and their factory at

Bridgeport, Conn.

On Wednesday, of this week, the Supreme

Court appointed John Beattie receiver in an

action brought by William F. Wilson, a

stockholder and creditor, for a dissolution of

the corporation.

The bond of the receiver was fixed at

$20,000.

The officers of the company are: John
Holden, president; William F. Wilson, treas-

urer; W. L. Allen, secretary.

The company was incorporated under the

laws of Connecticut in January last with a

capital stock of $100,000.

The liabilities are about $212,000; and

nominal assets, $226,000.

The failure will prove a surprise to the gen-

eral public, as it was popularly supposed

when Mr. Holden acquired the property that

there would be no lack of ready cash. Dur-

ing the last month, however, the concern has

been hard pressed and been forced to ask for

a great number of extensions of notes and

open accounts.

The price of their wheels, too, has been

openly slashed and hammered, the first evi-

dence of weakness.

The Liberty Cycle Co. failed for $183,000

during the panicky days of last year—in July.

After much trouble and turmoil, the plant and

business was bought by John Holden, who
had previously been named as receiver. He
reorganized and refinanced the company, and

until a few weeks ago there was no outward

evidence of embarrassment.

LARGELY ATTENDED BY CREDITORS.

Hamburg, Pa., April 24.—The assignee's

sale of the Wilhelm Bicycle Works on Wed-
nesday was largely attended by creditors,

among whom were several from Philadelphia.

The real estate was sold subject to a mort-

gage of $14,000, held by the Hamburg Board

of Trade, and brought $10. The personal

property brought $15,100. The purchaser of

all was Grant B. Stevens, attorney, who, it

was learned, acted for local capitalists who
will reorganize the concern.
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LIKE KANSAS

Is the Fatnoas Consulate Ruled and Regru-

lated by Its Owners and

Officers.

New Yorkers, like most other supposedly

well-balanced people, are prone to laugh at

Kansans, that is, at the Kansas law-makers.

The many irrational and ludicrous measures

advocated or enacted by the latter have caused

people to gasp for breath between smiles.

But, if the truth be told, some of the Kan-

sassine germs have migrated this way, and

most of those that failed to find lodgment in

the New York Legislature have apparently

crawled into the L. A. W. Consulate. On
several occasions during the past few months

they have squirmed most vigorously with

more or less laugh-provoking results. They
gave another vigorous wriggle last week
when the Consulate held its regular monthly

meeting.

After the usual windy and animated session

had been half concluded, some one raised a

point of no quorum. The distinguished

Chairman, J. Bird Townsend, J)oet, society

poseur and tour-promoter, ignored the point

and went right on as if nothing had happened.

Although the Consulate is supposed to have

some 300 members, and figures frequently in

print, the fact is that interest is lukewarm, and
the question of no quorum might well be

raised at almost any of its meetings.

The roll is seldom, if ever, called. The
Chairman usually requests those who are

members to arise while the secretary casts an

eagle eye over the standees. "Business"' is

then begun. As the meeting is open to all

and as members and fun-loving spectators

are seated indiscriminately, the count is open
to cavil at all times. No record of names is

made in the minutes, but about the only oc-

casion when a quorum was not found was at

the annual meeting when the old officials and
present incumbents unexpectedly found a

movement afoot to oust them, and quickly

announcing "no meeting," disappeared. Few
have ever seen the constitution, and at last

week's meeting it developed that there is but

one copy in existence, and that was in the

possession of a member who is not an ofificer

and who was not present.

It's a great institution, is the Consulate!

The regular row on this occasion was pre-

cipitated by a wheelwoman, who asked the

Consulate's reason for rejecting M. L.

Bridgman, one of the oldest and best-known
cyclists in the Metropolitan District. The
Wheel reported the unwarranted action some
two months since, but the matter has since

been smouldering.

The Chairman endeavored to explain, and
when he had nearly concluded, he placed his

hand on his chest. It is his wont to declaim

very vigorously and at length, and his "ex-

planation explained nothing, but was
rather a labored defense of himself and the

handful of men who help him "run things."

Before he touched his chest, he suggested

that Mr. Bridgman might apply again for

membership.

Mr. Bridgman's spokeswoman retorted that

she did not believe that Mr. Bridgman or any

other self-respecting man would have any-

thing to do with such an organization.

A Mr. Cone also arose and was able to say

that he was disgusted, when the Chairman cut

him short by ruling him out of order.

"You must not criticise the Consuls,"

warned the poet-chairman.

Among the momentus improvement which

the Consulate reported as having placed to its

credit was the removal of a cab stand. They
were to have held a mass-meeting to condemn
a sprinkling law, but Chief Consul Potter

headed them ofif, and compelled them to keep

their ready oratory bottled and corked.

A Kansan proposition developed as was ex-

pected. It proposed that a bicycle patrol for

the removal of glass and refuse from the

streets be advocated and supported by volun-

tary contributions. It will probably come
about when its twin brother—the coupling of

special trailers to street cars—materializes.

After the meeting it was slated that the

Chairman's chest-tapping was due to a slight

inflammation of the lungs, caused by excessive

explanations. No serious complications are

feared.

IN POLITICS.

TAILORS OF TOOLEY STREET.

Fifty cyclists attended the meeting at Min-
neapolis last week, where the United Wheel-

men of America was permanently or-

ganized and a constitution and by-laws

adopted. The following officers were

elected: President, F. H. Williams; vice-

presidents, H. L. Jacobs, Fred Straub;

secretary, E. B. Smith; treasurer, Carl

Strom. The racing board consists of J.

A. Wirtensohn, chairman; Tom Bird and A.

J. Matter. The principal aim of the organ-

ization is to promote Sunday racing. The
initial meet will be held the first Sunday in

June.

LOYAL LEAGUERS WANTED.

As a means of counteracting the secession

movement in California, President Potter in-

tends to issue a call for all members loyal to

the League to send their names to him.

From those who respond he proposes to ap-

point an entire Board of Officers, first declar-

ing the present offices vacant. He then pro-

poses to introduce a number of recruiting

schemes which are now being developed, and
these will, he believes, place the State in a

position which it has never previously oc-

cupied.

NOR THOSE IN LEGISLATORS' CRANIUMS.

Connecticut legislatures are considering a

bill proposing a tax of $1 for bicycles, the

revenue to be used by the State Highway
Commissioners. It requires owners of bi-

cycles to register their wheels with the town
clerk and fixes a penalty of $7 or thirty days'

imprisonment on those who neglect to do so.

The bill does not apply to wheels in the
hands of manufacturers or dealers, not used
or rented, nor any wheel used by a person
temporarily in the State for not exceeding
three months.

GOVERNOR GRIGGS IS GAME.

After keeping the cycling public of this
vicinity in a state of expectancy for three
weeks. Governor Griggs, of New Jersey,
signed the Gledhill bicycle baggage bill on
Monday. The same day the Erie Railroad,
which for the past two years has made travel-
ing with a bicycle on its lines decidedly un-
pleasant, and which evidently got word of the
Governor's decision to sign the bill, an-
nounced that wheels would ^e carried free
throughout the entire system.

Kentucky Wheelmen Have Friends Galore

Slated for Office—Money In

Sight.

Louisville, April 24.
—"Duke" Bowden,

familiarly, otherwise, Marmaduke B. Bow-
den, lawyer, the greatest of Kentucky's jug-

glers of vocabulary and the author of the

famous speech at Baltimore that secured the

League meet for Louisville, has been nomi-

nated by a local Democratic convention for

the county judgeship. Mr. Bowden has not as

yet said he will make the race. Many of the

wheelmen hope he will not. They feel that

between him and the Republican holder of the

office. Judge Chas. G. Richie, there is a

problem in the choosing of the better. The
lot would probably fall on Judge Richie's

side, because so many voters recognize that

his able administration deserves an endorse-

ment. One thing is sure, Bowden does not

want to make the race against such a strong

personal friend as Judge Richie. And the

wheelmen would, in choosing between the

two, be in the position Gov. Bob Taylor's

negro was in, "strictly on de fence."

That the "bicycle vote" will play a part in

deciding matters, there is small doubt. It

has done so on previous occasions, as when
the late Henry S. Tyler was elected mayor
of Louisville over a many-times-before mayor
and a hitherto unbeaten candidate, all just be-

cause the wheelmen worked for him on ac-

count of his friendliness toward brick streets.

Mr. Tyler was a Democrat.

When Robert Kinkead was a candidate for

Park Commissioner on the Republican ticket,

no Republican had ever succeeded in getting

into a popular wave of such magnitude as to

leave him on the beach of success during one

of the wave's most successful spells of rolling.

Yet the cyclers knew the popular friend of

the cyclers was president of the Drivers' and

Wheelmen's League of Louisville, and as

there were three commissioners to be elected

from nine candidates, many riders voted for

Mr. Kinkead and no other because they knew
it would count strongest. Mr. Kinkead's vote

topped the vote of every candidate for every

office.

The wheelmen were organized on the oc-

casion first mentioned, but in the latter it

was the result of personal private solicitation;

there was no machine work in it at all.

The Aquila Wheel Mfg. Co.'s factory, at

Twelfth and Rowan streets, in Louisville, has

been sold to the Illinois Central Railroad for

the building of a large freight depot. The
Aquila people will move this week or next to
the large building at Ninth and Jefferson.

The "National Meet Club" is the name of

a new organization composed only of mem-
bers of the Executive Committee that went
to Baltimore. It was organized April 20th;

the membership is limited.

Some of the Louisville papers are trying to

make it appear that the officials at the recent

"ladies' race" in Louisville were there only
as a "courtesy" to the "management," and
not "officially." In the meantime the of-

fenders are shakingly awaiting the swish of

the scythe as wielded by the Racing Board.
A letter from R. H. Courtney, receiver of

the German National Bank, is before your
correspondent. It states that the first divi-

dend to depositors will be paid about the 1st

of May. The first payment will be 40 per
cent. This news will be hailed with delight

by the Century Road Club and the Kentucky
Division, whose finances were affected by the

bank's embarrassment.
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WIFT,

.URE.

Send for book of reasons why
Gendron and Reliance Bicycles
are superior to all others.

GENDRON WHEEL CO..
TOIiEDO, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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IPpT BEHIND Our competitors are left behind in the matter of bearings. The^h.1 »i«B_iiiivii^B
bearings are to the bicycle what the heart is to man. If the heart

don't work right, the man is sick. If bicycle bearings eire untrue, irregular, or out of align'
ment, the bicycle goes hard, In the first place, the cones must be made right. Tool steel
is the stuff, and it must be tempered in oil to be hard enough, A cone gets nearly three
times as much wear from balls as a cup, yet many makers, in fact most of them, make
cones no better than cups, and use case hardened machine steel for both,

Clipper bearings are made of tool steel, tempered in oil, ground perfectly
true, fitted with dust proof devices, which keep them clean and free from sand,
and are fitted into the wheels and crank hangers, which in turn are put into
frames that are made stiff enough by reinforcements to prevent any "side
weave" or "spring" which necessarily throws bearings out of alignment,

Clipper bejirings are being copied by ''^-

some of the best makers. The ball

retaining devices we invented four

years ago, also the dust proof features.

We don't "kick" on other makers
imitating them. They are a good
thing, and good things are what we
want, ^^

"^ Made by the

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO,,

I
/ Grand Rapids, Mich,

piccLfifio"* Pratt 250 T.

>fJ:.¥r.^4M,-
,^0"'*"§ -

EAGUEKIT

PLUG TAPE

SMSS^S)^

LEACUEKIT, THE PUNCTURE DOCTOR,
belongs to both schools, the old and the new, and uses

the best features of both—cures large punctures with

plugs, small ones with cement. Carries both in tlie

same kit, ami charges no more for the combination

than you novy pay for either singly. In other words,

you ''get double value for your money, and get it just

in . the" shape you need it. Ask j^our dealer for League-

kit. If he hasn't it, send address.

Repair Stalious for League Tires:

Baltimort Indianapolis

Boston New York

Chicago Philadelphia

Cincinnati St. Louis

Cleveland. San Francisco

Denver Detroit Toledo

NEWYORK BELTfNG&PACKINC CO.LTD

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HAYSEED POWER.

IF an accurate census of the voters in the

State of New York were taken we believe

that such a count would unquestionably prove

that there are very many more voters who

pedal than there are voters who plough. In

other words, the vote of the wheelman is far

in excess of that of the farmer. Even so

patent a fact as this, however, has not, so it

seems, percolated through the vote-chasing

brains of the greatest, wisest and. most in-

corruptible legislative body in the world—the

New York State Assembly.

Thanks to the scythes and sickles of the

hayseeds, the so-called Good Roads bill was

last week successfully hacked to death.

The bill provided for the keeping of the

reads throughout the State in good condition

by means of a general tax. The farmers

have no objection to the securing of fine

roads, but they do most decidedly object to

paying anything towards getting them. If

the wheelmen want them the countryman is

quite willing that they should have them, but

the cities must foot the bills alone.

"If the farmers of this State knew that

such a bill as this was on final passage here,"

said one of their representatives in the As-

sembly, "there would be a revolution. The

farmers will not stand this kind of legisla-

tion," he shouted, and another member pre-

dicted that if the measure was passed the

farmers would even go the length of voting

against the Assemblyman's party this fall.

The bill was beaten, of course, and the far-

mers will presumably remain loyal to the As-

semblyman's party.

In all this where does the wheelman come

in? At the tail end of the procession, as

usual, or does he fail to come m even there?

I.'i hayseedism and the raising of hirsute facial

disguises to be the only winning badges in

the taxpayers' demand for enlightened leg-

islation at Albany? If so, let the fact be as

widely known as possible, so wheelmen may

decide which they shall do, raise hayseed and

whiskers or raise the standard of Albany leg-

islators by condemning to a permanent dis-

connection the labials of these flirters after

farmer favor and the teat of treasurial pap

tliey so love to suck. This is a cure easily

administered by the cycling voter, and the

time for its administration has just about ar-

rived.

NOT A COSTLY THING.

"T" HANKS to ignorant, and often preju-

* diced writers upon the daily press, a false

impression exists among not a few otherwise

well informed people that cycling is one of

the most expensive of luxuries. The basis of this

erroneous idea is corner-stoned upon the equal-

ly mistaken impression that a bicycle costs a

considerable sum to pur^-hase, and subse-

quently demands an ever-continuing expen-

diture for repairs and care. No one will

attempt to deny that a wheel costs more

than a tennis racket or a golf stick, but that

subsequently, use for use, a bicycle calls for

any more exaggerated expenditure is decid-

edly at variance with facts.

If there is any one thing wheelmen will

agree upon it is that in comparison with

whatever enjoyment may be derived from

other pastimes, cycling is far and away the most

economical, all things considered. If a man
takes up tennis or golf his expenses multiply

in a fashion astonishing to himself, especially

if he shall have entered them with an idea

that the comparatively small initial expense

represented the major portion of his expen-

diture resulting therefrom. Boating or yacht-

ing are expensive amusements, be one as

economical as possible. Even photography

becomes costly as a pastime, though allied to

cycling its pleasures will be increased and its

expense, results considered, much lessened.

Go all down the list of popular pastimes or

amusements and you will find a duplication

of the foregoing conditions. But see what

the cycler gets for his money. He becomes

acquainted with the place in which he lives

and the country for miles and miles around

it. Even foreign countries become by the sole

power of the bicycle within the reach of a

limited purse. His health is bettered, a thing

beyond all computation of price. The more

he rides the more his character broadens and

the more he accumulates an education, such

as none but a rider can acquire so cheaply. Is

cycling expensive? Ask any of the thousands

and thousands ,of riders you meet and let

their answer convince you. Excepting the orig-

inal outlay for the purchase of the machine,

which is, perhaps, somewhat debilitating to a

non-plethoric purse, cycling is, and alway?

will be, the mose economical, healthy and

enjoyable pastime or exercise in the entire realm

of relaxation. This, too, despite all carpings

by prejudiced or uninformed critics to the

contrary.

SUNDAY AND THE CYCLIST.

O EGULARLY as the sarsaparilla adver-

* ^ tisement appears in the spring-time,

comes the pulpitorial protest against Sunday

cycling. While it is ever a thankless task for

the layman to enter into a discussion with

the clergyman, yet to the former does it often

appear, in such cases as this, that all the

strict ideas of Sunday observance held by a

number of the clerics rest upon no solid

foundation.

The New Testament distinctly teaches that

the old Jewish Sabbath is done away with.

The Christian world, excepting England and

some parts of this country, recognize the day

as a religious holiday, as it really was meant

to be, not a day of gloom and repression and

self-denial. The Sabbath was made for man,

not man for the Sabbath. That was the teach-

ing at the very beginning of the Christian

era; Luther ordered his followers to make

merry on Sunday; but a small knot of zealots

in England taught a different doctrine and

have handed it down through their descend-

ants there and here.

The rigor of the doctrine cannot be main-

tained under new conditions, and the change

now being brought about by the bicycle is

only natural and inevitable, but need not be

regarded by the good men of the ministry as

anything alarming or soul-destroying. The

entire tendency of the times regarding Sab-

bath observatnce is towards rather than away

from the teachings on which the church was

founded.

UNWARRANTED IMPERTINENCE.

T T is alleged that an individual wearing a

' clerical costume and countenance has been

fiequentingthe Coney Island cycle path of late,

intruding his unwelcome personality and un-

sought ideas regarding costume and behav-

ior, upon wheelwomen. Assuming that the

cleric-like critic is actuated by what he con-

siders to be his dut}' in this matter he should

not forget in the meantime, however, that

he has no more right, legally or otherwise,
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to express his opinion, pro or con, regarding

the vvheelwomen's costumes than has the

drunken loafer on the street corner to do

the same thing. The right has not yet been

given to any man, whether cleric or layman,

to address man or woman regarding the

pattern of clothing they may wear, no matte;

how much the garments themselves may of-

fend clerical ideas of propriety or the canons

of good taste. There yet remains some per-

sonal freedom in this country, and, as the

small amount thereof decreases daily, it be-

hooves every lover of liberty to resent such

intrusions as the one above. We believe a

cyclist approached and criticized by this cler-

ical censor would be but right in calling upon

the nearest policeman for protection from

such impertinent and unwarranted annoyance.

Complaint has been made not only in the

United States, but in France and England,

that with the adoption of the bicycle by wo-

men, a new type of the sex is app^ing. It

is the grown-up tomboy, the adult hoyden.

Cycling ought to be as salutary for women

as for men. The open air is as natural an at-

mosphere for the one sex as for the other.

Judicious muscular development is as whole-

some for one-half the human species as for

the other half. There is no more reason why

healthful exercise, like cycling, should make

women unwomanly than that the same exer-

cise should make men ruffians. The woman

hoyden is only the effeminate modification of

the male rowdy. Neither is a legitimate pro-

duct of fresh air, cycling, or enlivening recrea-

tion.

Father Time has been abruptly discon-

certed by the youth-restoring attributes of

cycling. In so far as all men are made young

again by this revivifying agency, the wheel can

be declared to be an attendant of youth, but

age, considered as a matter of years, "cannot

wither the infinite variety" of the pastime,

and when an individual expresses an opin-

ion that he is too old to ride a bicycle, he

evinces a disheartening ignorance of the fun-

damental principles of cycle usage and en-

joyment.

In view of the two examples of Philadel-

phian anti-cycling ignorance and intolerance

appearing elsewhere in this issue, it might aid

these and other gentlemen, who seem de-

termined to wipe wheeling off the list of street

traffic, to bring suit against cycling in the

name of some of the many street railroad com-

panies who have defaulted in their interest and

license charges, because the managers of these

companies declare the riding of bicycles has

robbed them of so many passengers that their

investments are no longer paying ones.

has carried him ofT his feet in some instances,

but as a rule, his intentions are for the best

and his conscientiousness and his earnestness

of purpose are admirable and beyond question

or cavil. His efforts to have rules respected

and to subdue the blatant rowdies and "fresh

kids"—the term is inelegant, but is the only

truly expressive one—who infest racing cir-

cles hereabouts, are worthy of all praise.

More power to him!

Now that Poet J. Bird Townsend, Chairman

of the L. A. W. Consulate; has shocked so-

ciety by going into the foreign tour-promot-

ing business on his own account, why

wouldn't it be a good idea for the National

organization to establish a "Tour Bureau,"

with Mr. T. as Tour-master? In the old days

there was such an office and such a title, and

in the general repetition of history that is now

in progress, it is a trifHe queer, anyway, that

the Tour-master has not been resurrected.

A firm writes: "Advertising is money,

means money and costs money"—which is

quite true. It costs money to get good ad-

vertising, but good advertising brings good

money. The advertising leak is the biggest

kind of a leak. Spending money in poor

mediums is like cultivating barren ground.

Discrimination is the thing. The Wheel is

rich soil.

There is a good deal of satisfaction to be

had from comparing the faults in another's

wheel with the perfections in your own

mount.

No man can reap everything ue sows, or

sow evervthing he reaps. The proper cast-

ing of the seed of advertising is based upon

just this idea.

After all a cycle tour is very much like an

opera glass, depending largely from which

end you view it.

Never worry too much about getting up

in the world. Cycling must nave taught you

that ntit every hill is worth climDmg.

We never knew a wheelman who liked to

be called "cute" or a wheelwoman who .iked

to be described as "intellectual-looking."

The bicycle goes rolling along. If it does

not already own the earth, it cannot be de-

nied that it certainly is "heading that way."

We don't know how many things on a

wheel we can't get along without until we are

once enabled to supply ourselves with them.

One-half of cycling wonders why the other

half is allowed to ride.

NEW FIRM'S RICH ACQUISITION

Boston wood rims may in the future be

ordered from New York direct. At 320

Broadway, in the brand-new Central Bank
Building, the American Cycle Fittings Co.

have opened offices, and they are now the

sales agents for all America for the Boston

Wood Rim Co.'s output, vvhich, by the way,

amounts to 600,000 rims during the last

season.

The American Cycle Fittings Co. was or-

ganized by Joseph Friedenstein, who founded

and for a long time managed the Anglo-
American Cycle Fittings Co., and who has

both a large American and European ex-

perience in the cycle trade. E. P. Hadley is

also interested in the new firm, to look after

the interests of the Boston Wood Rim Co., in

which firm he has been interested for some
time. The new company will also have exclu-

sive control for Europe of the Boston wood
rim and will also handle in America other

specialties, as chains, pedals, tubing, saddles

and the like. They have, in fact, already made
connection for some first-class lines. Mr.
Friedenstein will sail for Europe on May 22d

to establish European connections for the

Boston Co., the success of which is so largely

due to the indefatigable efforts of W. W.
Stall.

THE JUDGE MAY REFEREE.

If he accepts the appointment which has

been tendered him. Judge Charles E. Simms,
president of the Associated Cycling Clubs, of

New York, will referee the ninth Irvington-

Millburn road race. In the event of his de-

clination, P. Anthony Brock will be the man.

A. B. Barkman, the founder of the race,

has been invited to serve as starter, a posi-

tion which he filled for many years. With
few exceptions, nearly all of those who offi-

ciated in previous years have also been asked

to serve again, viz,: Fred Keer, Robt Gentle,

Waldo E. Fuller, Warde Bingley, Leon Scher-

merhorn, as judges; W. C. Nellis, Jas.

Josephi, M. L. Bridgeman, J. C. Pierrez and
L. B. Whymper, as timers; W. A. Drabble,

as chief clerk; E. Allen Smith, as chief scorer;

Adolph Stahl and R. J. Wolff, as chief um-
pires and M. A. Heath and J. F. Owen, as

chief marshals. F. P. Prial will do the handi-

capping.

The usually staid New York Tribune has

contributed a trophy, which they promise will

be the finest ever offered for a road race, for

the club having the greatest number of finish-

ers inside the "honor mark," Ih. 15m.

NEW BLUE LAWS.

A bill has just passed the Connecticut

House providing that no labor or sport be

allowed to take place in the State on Sundays

between sunrise and sunset, except such as

is absolutely necessary. There was some
trouble in fixing the penalty, which was fin-

ally placed at $50 fine.

The bill, if its provisions are strictly con-
strued, would stop the electric cars and would
make it unlawful to ride out in carriages or
on bicycles.

Will R. Pitman has his faults. He has

become so enrapt in the racing game that zeal

A lie can ride faster than the truth, and it

meets more people on the road, too.

Canadian customs regulations regarding
entry of wheels into Canada are being strictly

enforced. There are apparently only two
ways in which wheels are now admitted.
One is to belong to the L. A. W. and show
membership ticket at the Collector of Cus-
toms' office; the other to deposit duty at the
rate of 30 per cent, to be refunded upon
return.
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COLD FEET

Have the Great Secessionists—Aspersions Upon
the Fame of a Great and Good

Man.

San Francisco, April 21,—Sunday racing

will be inaugurated in California on May 2d,

California Associated Cycling Clubs having

granted a sanction to the Velodrome manage-

ment for that date. There are two amateur

and two professional events on the card, and

the papers advertise that "all the speedy ama-

teurs will ride," but names are missing. As
there are no professionals of note at present

in San Francisco, the announcement is made
that "fine professionals from Los Angeles will

ride," but again are names missing, and the

San Francisco riders are wondering who the

famous pros are.

Otto Ziegler is "between the devil and the

deep blue sea," if any one knows what that

means. At present he has not signed to ride

for any one, and his chances of securing an

engagement are very slim. Morgan & Wright

have so many fast men on their Eastern team

that the addition of Ziegler would make no

material difference, and so the little German
is almost persuaded to take the advice of an

Eastern maker, who suggested that if Otto

went East the competition would be so sharp

that wins would be very few; whereas, if

he remained on the Coast, and cast his for-

tunes with the Sunday racing people, he

would make more money, and be the only

bubble in the suds, although Walter Foster

may challenge that last statement.

Allan Jones has almost decided to keep out

of the new league, and not ride on Sunday.

At present the smiling Olympian is touring

the interior towns, trying to get matches with

the fast racehorses. He thinks he can make
something racing against horses, and is

booked to compete against the great "Flying

Jib" this week.

Aside from the three riders noted above,

and with the addition of Downing, of San

Jose, and the Terrills, there are no profes-

sionals of note in California, so that unless

some of the fast amateurs go over the line

there will be little to amuse the public, so far

as the cash prize men are concerned.

Now that Dave Shafer has left the State, he

is being vigorously "roasted" for his various

misdeeds while here. No one seemed to want

to run up against the little man with the

snappy eyes before he departed. It is true,

though, that he hurt the sport a great deal

while here, and as a manager was not the

"sweetest peach in the basket." When Dave
took hold of the recent faky tournament,

everyone thought another color was to be

added to the rainbow, and that Dave was

King; instead there was nothing but dark

clouds, and the "veteran trainer" was a false

alarm.

Ziegler claims to have been euchred out

of a good job by Shafer. If so, it serves him
right for playing cards with sharps. Shafer

played several petty tricks upon the racing

men while here, especially in regard to his

"great circuit," which pegged out after the

first meet, no one getting any money for rid-

ing. Ziegler won a $50 first, and never re-

ceived a cent, being out $30 for expenses.

These and other things make the "Little De-
mon" stutter furiously when he tries to talk

of Shafer.

Trade is dull on the Coast—awfully dull.

The big bugs can stand it, but there are many
small concerns that will have to go back to

selling chewing gum and stoves. One big

dealer positively grinned when he remarked

about the dull season, and said he hoped it

would continue throughout the year, so the

small fry would have to quit. Then next year

the business would pay for those who success-

fully eluded the sheriff, and smiles and the

glad hand would once more be a feature of

cycle row.

The protest lodged every year about the

relay race resulted as usual when the matter

came up before the C. A. C. C. recently. The
cup was awarded to the winners, the Bay City

Wheelmen.

S. G. Scovern, secretary of the C. A. C. C,
still retains his like office in the North Cali-

fornia Division, L. A. W. That reminds one
or serving "God and Mammon," but it is only

another peculiarity of our glorious climate.

R. M. Welch, dear old "Uncle Robert," is

in Los Angeles attending a meeting of the

Bankers' Association. Heaven grant that

Uncle and Monaghan tread different streets

while the two are there, or else the C. A. C.

C. might be deprived of one of its shining

lights, while the League would the quicker

die.

NOT PROMISING.

ANIMAL, NOT BEAST.

Judge Steere, of Detroit, last week ren-

dered a decision in the famous suit of James
O. Murfin against the Detroit & Erie Plank

Road Co. Murfin was riding his wheel

aiOng the plank road bet-veen Detroit and

Mt. Clemens, on March 17th last, when he

was stopped at a toll gate and ordered to

pay toll at the same rate charged for one-

horse vehicles. He refused and attempted to

pass through the gate but was prevented by
the keeper. He subsequently brought suit

against the company, claiming $125 damages.

In his decision, Judge Steere says:

"The only question sought to be litigated in this

action is the right of the plank road company to col-

lect toll under its charter from bicycle riders * * *

While it is true that man is an animal and a bicycle

is a vehicle, we are not prepared to accept the con-

tention that the term animal as found in the act

under which the company was incorporated, would
include men, women and children on bicycles, or
nurse maids with baby carriages. Although techni-

cally man is an animal, we think the clear intent of

the legislature was to designate draught animals,

beasts of burden and other dumb brutes. There seem
to be but two reported cases on the question of col-

lecting toll from bicycles, and, unfortunately for the

peace of this issue, they arrive at contrary conclu-

sions.

"Our statute contains penal provisions and ought
not to be extended by construction beyond the clear

meaning of the terms used. The many cases reported

involving turnpikes, plank road and canal legislation

almost universally construe exemptions from toll,

and ambiguities, in favor of the public, and hold the

companies to a strict compliance with the terms of

their grant.

"The conclusion reached is that bicycles are not

ejusdem generis with the vehicles specifically men-
tioned in our statute, and that no general provisions

are found in the act which would include them ac-

cording to the accepted rules of construing such

legislation. The plaintiff is entitled to recover, and
the clerk will enter judgment in his favor."

The case was started as a friendly suit. It

will be appealed. If the plank road wins the

Rapid Railway will construct a cinder path

to Mt. Clemens for the use of wheelmen, the

railway companies taking its pay by means of

toll.

Talk, Not Action, Seems to Be the Foundation

of Denver's Plea for Racing on

Sunday.

Denver, Col., April 23.—The movement for

a new racing d^al moves apace. At the Den-
ver headquarters it is said that assurance has

been received from chief consuls in several

Western States that all the help needed will

be given, and that petitions will soon be

started for headquarters asking that the spe-

cial session of the National Assembly be

called.

The most encouraging news is reported

from Idaho, Utah and Nebraska. E. H. Per-

kins, secretary of the Associated Cycling clubs

of Denver, has received word that the resolu-

tion of the meeting in Denver has been re-

ceived and would be referred to the Execu-

tive Committee of the L. A. W. Abbott Bas-

sett, the secretary, merely notices the receipt

of the resolutions. J. W. Clendenning, the

treasurer, replies at length, saying he is op-

posed to the special session. The Western

men were, he says, defeated in the National

Assembly, and should accept that defeat as

final for the year. He adds that the West and

South make a large section of the country

and if the two should work earnestly for their

point until the meeting in St. Louis, next

year, he has little doubt that they could carry

their point. A. Cressy Morrison, first vice-

president, replies at still more length and goes

into a pretty thorough discussion of the Sun-

day racing question, as viewed by the East

and West. He promises that when the reso-

lution comes before the Executive Committee
it will receive the most careful consideration

from the standpoint of the good of the

League.

A feature of the movement is the row that

has been stirred up between Chief Consul

Dawson and Frank Mayer. Mayer has pushed

the plan right merrily, and claims that Daw-
son agreed to introduce a resolution at the

meeting of the State Board of the L. A. W.
favoring a separate organization to control

racing. He did not do so, though his reso-

lution asked that the League reconsider the

stand taken on Sunday racing. The result

was some lively discussion and Mr. Mayer
wrote the chief consul a letter which he con-

ceived to be a joking one. He called Mr.

Dawson numerous names and wound up by
telling him not to answer the letter or he

(Mayer) would "scorch h out of him."

A day or two later Mr. Dawson wrote a let-

ter to a local newspaper defending his posi-

tion and roasting Mayer. The latter retorted,

using some strong language, and a first-class

shindy is on between the two. Mr. Mayer
charges Mr. Dawson directly with going back
on his word, and the latter says he never said

it, and has always officially opposed a separate
organization for racing, whatever his personal
opinion was.

It was a curious fact, however, that the Sun-
day racing question has already come up and
been sat down on in Denver. The Memorial
Day road race was first set for Monday,
May 31st, but some enterprising wheelmen
conceived the idea of running the race on Sun-
day, May 30th. A movement was started to
have the date changed, but several clubs, nota-
bly the Y. M. C. A. and D. A. C, declared
they would withdraw from the Associated
Cycling clubs and from the race if the change
was made. No further action was taken and
it is pretty certain that none will be. So Sun-
day racing received a square knock-out on its

first appearance. ^^

^ V
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NEGRO IN THE FENCE.

How the Colorado Wheelmen Finally Chased the

Ebony Rascal Into the

Open.

Denver, Col., April 24.—Not until Governor

Alva Adams signed the Renter baggage bill,

recjuiring" railroads to carry bicycles as bag-

gage within the State, did the advocates of the

law breathe easy. The measure traveled a hard

road. It was introduced in the Senate by

Senator Reuter, of Arapahoe County, very

early in the session, and passed the scrutiny

of that body early in March. March 13th it

was reported back from the Corporations and

Railroads Committee of the House for favor-

able action. Day after day passed, however,

and the bill did not appear on the calendar for

third reading. The chief clerk of the House
was asked numerous times about the bill, but

always vaguely stated it was all right and

would be on the calendar when its turn came.

Finally, Representative Hume Lewis, of

Pueblo, who had the bill in charge, appealed

to a newspaper friend to help him out, and

it was agreed that the chief clerk would feel

what is known as a "roast" if the biii^as not

on the calendar within a couple of days.

Several bills had been placed there and their

record was looked up. It was found that bills

reported for action twelve days after the bicy-

cle bill had been pushed ahead of it. This

was shown to the clerk and he was told that

unless the bill was in the first twenty to ap-

pear on the next day's calendar he would be

dealt with severely. After this was told him
a mutual friend informed the Pueblo represen-

tative that two first-grade bicycles would get

the bill where it belonged. There was a hot

remark or two afterwards directed directly at

the clerk, who disclaimed any authority for

the announcement which had been made.

The bill was nineteenth on the calendar the

next day, but the Plouse fussed over other

matters all through the day and second read-

ing of bills was not reached. The following

day was the last on which bills could get a

second reading in the House, and it opened

with a well defined efifort to delay legislation

that the baggage bill could not be reached,

but late in the afternoon it was reached, and

late the next day it was given its third read-

ing and was safely past both houses.

Late that night, the last of the session, it

was found the bill was lost. The Wheel
correspondent and Mr. Lewis started to find

it, but could only learn it was lost in the com-
mittee room somewhere, just where could not

be ascertained. The Wheel man went to

Senator Reuter and detailed the circum-

stances to him. The Senator claimed he was
too busy, but was finally induced to go on
the sleuth after his bill. He was the only

person who really had the right to demand
its appearance. It was found stowed away
in a drawer, where it was hoped it might lie

until doomsday. Money had been offered cer-

tain clerks to sidetrack the bill, for, though

the railroads had offered no active or open

opposition, they had tried to defeat it through

delay on the last days of the session. It was

found, signed and rushed into the Governor's

office, which it reached two mmutes before

the time limit ended. The notation on the

bill reads that it was received at 11:58, the

last night of the session.

In the Governor's hands its trials had only

begun, for the railroad men beseiged him with

appeals to veto the measure. This became

known to the wheelmen of the State and

the Governor was interviewed almost every

hour of the day until the bill was signed.

FROM FOREIGN SHORES

ALL FREE NOW.

Pittsburg, April 26.—Ever> railroad now
entering Pittsburg carries bicycles free of

charge when accompanied by their owners.

For a long time the Pennsylvania Railroad

(East) enjoyed the unique distinction of being

the only railroad that entered this city that

charged for carrying bicycles, but this com-
pany has at last discovered which side of

the bread is buttered, and has decided to

check bicycles free of charge. The companj'

is not as liberal in the matter as other roads,

in that the agents will check free only when
the owners carry no other baggage. This is

a slight concession, indeed, but it is a conces-

sion. It shows that wheelmen's rights are

beginning to be recognized and will prove

beneficial in more ways than one. Wheel-
men going ofi' on a long trip will not be

benefited by the new conditions, as they will

have as much baggage as the law allows

without considering bicycles, but to those

who go out on short trips, taking nothing

with them but their machines, the concession

will be appreciated. Many times wheelmen
have gone out for a day's ride, and becoming-

weary before they reached home would have

returned home by train had there been no

charge for their wheels. Of course the

charge was not much, but the unjustness of

the fee has pursuaded many a man to stick

to his wheel even though he had to ride in

the rain.

USUAL POLITICAL THROWDOWN.
Cincinnati, April 26.—The wheelmen of

Covington, just across the river, have been

made the victims of a political trick. Mayor
Rhinock, of their city, was a candidate for re-

election, and to secure the "bicycle votes,"

he catered to them in every way, even going

so far as to have the toll upon bicycles on
the old Di-ycreek turnpike removed.

The wheelmen voted for him in a body, bur

now he has forgotten his ante-election prom-
ises, although the votes of the wheelmen ma-
terially assisted in his election. To make
matters worse the toll is again being put on
the Drycreek pike, although Covington is one

of the largest stockholders. As this is a very

necessary pike for the Covington wheelmen,
they are very indignant over their treatment,

and will bide their time.

TO RACE FOR THEIR OWN PRIZES.

Cincinnati, April 26.—Cincinnati's Cycle

Board of Trade means to "dabble in racing,"

and obtain some visible return for the prizes

they were wont to contribute to others. The
initial dabble will occur on Decoration Day,

when a mammoth 18-mile road race from
Hamilton to Chester Park will be decided

under the Board's auspices; during the after-

noon of the same day, the dealers will also

conduct an open race meeting on Chester

Park track, which was thrown open for the

season last week.

Conies McDonell-Says the Kangaroo Men Are

a Fast I.ot, but the Climate

Is Poor.

A. B. McDonell quietly returned to his

home in Rochester, N. Y., last week, after a

ten months' jaunt around the world. Dur-

ing his trip he rode at Honolulu, Auckland,

New Zealand and various places in Australia

with good success and established a new set

of records for the Hawaiian Islands. Mc-
Donell looks stronger and better than ever

before, and has returned for the express pur-

pose of following the National Circuit.

Speaking of his Austi'alian experience, he says

that the climate of Australia is very hard to

train in on account of the sudden and great

changes. The cold is damp and the houses

are not properly heated, a single grate fre-

quently serving to heat a whole hotel. The
races are all handicaps, the popular distance

being two miles. The handicap limit in a

two-mile race is .500 yards. Many riders hold

themselves in in the races of lesser import-

ance so that they can get a big handicap in

a big race. This trick frequently results' in

the defeat of the "crackajacks."

"The Australian riders," he stated, "are

probably as good as you'll find in the world,

and the person who goes over there expect-

ing to run across a lot of novices, will be

greatly disappointed. They are representa-

tive riders from Italy, England, France,

South Africa and America.

"Ken, Lewis, Martin, Bob Waller, Kellow

and myself used to get most of the money.

But it is hard to keep form, and the riders

have to take turns in winning."

In regard to his future plans, he said: "I

want to get on the American circuit and do

something here. I won't race until the cir-

cuit opens. My movements at present are a

little undecided. I "have come up on my gear

and ride an 88 now. I have a good sprint

and have come down to short distances. My
favorite distance is the half-mile. I think I

will be in the very best form for the National

circuit. I have given up the road and will

go in for track racing for the future."

PLATE-GLASS TAPE.

A new surface of cement is being laid over

the gravel track at the Auditorium Amphithea-
tre, Louisville. The track will be six laps to the

mile and will be fitted with what is styled an

illuminated tape, consisting of a strip of plate

glass three inches wide, illuminated from

underneath by twenty small incandescent
lamps. It is intended that the lights will not
be turned on until all the riders pass for the
last lap.

CENTURY RIDING BOOMING.

Six hundred riders took part in the Cen-
tury Wheelmen's century run from Brooklyn
to Patchogue and return on Sunday. All but
about fifty will receive survivor's medals. It

was the largest run ever made out of the
metropolitan district. Philadelphians partic-
ipated in their first century ride of the season
on Sunday, the route being to Trenton and
return. Four hundred and sixty-one riders
started and about four hundred survived.

DRESSED WITH CINDERS.

Work was commenced on a ten-lap track at

Roxbury, Mass., last week, which will be
completed by May 10. It will have a top
dressing of cinders and will be heavily banked.

BOTH ARE SPECIALISTS.

Louis Gimm, of Cleveland, and Fred Schin-
neer, of Chicago, have arranged for a 24-
hour match race for $500 a side. It will be
held at Grand Rapids, Mich., on May 31st.

Both are specialists at long distance riding.
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Another Victor Year,

We have MORE ORDERS on our shipping boards due to

be shipped to-day than EVER BEFORE in the history of the

Overman Wheel Company^

We are doing LESS ADVERTISING than we have done

at this season of the year during the past FIVE YEARS*

We are running our factory TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
a day^ six days a week*

We have MORE PEOPLE in our employ to-day than ever

before*

Our weekly PAY-ROLL is LARGER than ever before*

Our CAPACITY FOR MAKING BICYCLES is larger

than ever before*

Do you want any better evidence that Victors are worth

$100*00?

The VICTOR ROAD RACER is speaking to the public.

It is taking the place of printers^ ink* Hence the SMALL
AMOUNT of advertising we are now doing*

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
OFFICES AND FACTORY, CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

NEW YORK. BOSTON. DETROIT. CHICAGO.

DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND, ORE.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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UPS AND DOWNS.

These Are the Rtile, Not the Exception, on

the Coliseum Cash-Chasing

Circuit.

Chattanooga, April 24.—Jay Eaton had hij

ups and downs on the return trip to this city.

Last night he was knocked galley west by

half a dozen men in the mile open, while to-

night he rode rings around the whole crowd.

On the first night MacFarland won in 2.00,

a mark that has never before been equaled

in this country on an indoor track. The sift-

ing process required four heats, pacemakers

for each heat being selected by lot. They

were permitted to ride in the final if the heat

was won in 2.25 or better.

In the final Repine volunteered for the

pace. He made three hot laps, with MacFar-

land and Wells trailing him, and Stevens

and Eaton struggling along after them, tho

latter passing Stevens and taking no chances

of getting up to Wells. On the back stretch

of the third lap MacFarland shot dm. and

around Repine, pulling his procession of

three after him. The balance of the field were

out of it by this time, for the half went in

1.01, and the gap back of Stevens was a big

one from the first. That was all there was of

the race for MacFarland and Wells never

changed positions until the straight, when Wells

came out and lapped his California comrade.

Stevens got lonesome back in the rear and

went up by Eaton to rejoin his team mates,

and the Jerseyman missed him in the finish

by a length.

Eaton, however, took comfort to himself

over a clever ride in his heat and the final of

the invitation. He shut out Weinig in the

heat, while Walthour disposed of Gonzales

and three or four others in his, and Barry

made his sprint good over Hofer and Gus-

taverson. The final was ridden in 2.13 2-5,

and the slowest time made in any of the

heats was 2.14 1-5. Walthour made a game
bid for first, but just before the bell Eaton

came out, taking the Georgian in tow, and

heading the field in by about a foot.

To-night the pacing arrangements were

again changed. The latest wrinkle is to se-

lect one "dub" for a pacemaker in each heat,

letting the winner of the heat qualify, and

the pacemaker in each of the three fastest

heats. This put into the final Eaton, Weinig,

Repine and Jack, heat winners, and Tessier.

Gonzales and Huffstetler, pacemakers. Tes-

sier, a long-limbed plugger from Sutton,

Neb., was selected to pace the final, and hi

carried the field around in the good time of

2.09 4-6.

In the sixth lap, when the pacemaker con-

cluded he had enough of it, Eaton jumped
to the front, but found a combatant in Re-

pine, who engaged him clear around and into

the stretch, and beat Weinig for second

money.

Stevens won his heat with ridiculous ease

in the consolation, but in the final Carroll

Jack made a bid for the race, and the Iowa
record-breaker had to get on a little steam

to dispose of him. The race, however, was

won handily in 2.16 3-5, with Jack lap-

ping Stevens on the outside. Back of Jack

was a six-length gap, with Huffstetler, Gus-

taverson and- Gonzales, the pacemaker, try-

ing to fill it. Summary:

FIRST NIGHT.
Mile open.—1, F. A. MacFarland; 2, C. S. Wells; 3,

O. L. Stevens; time, 2.06.

Mile invitation.—1, Jay Eaton; 2, Robert Walthour;

3, EH Winesett; time, 2.13 2-5.

SECOND NIGHT.

Mile open.—1, Jay Eaton; 2, Bert Repine; 3, A.

Weinig; time, 2.09 4-5.

Mile consolation.—], Orlando Stevens; 2, Carroll

Jack; 3, W. I. Huffstetler; 4, Iver Gustaverson; time,

2.16 3-5.

Mile open, amateur.—1, Will Krause, Chattanooga;

2, R. E. Kennedy, Chattanooga; 3, Roy Heard, Chat-

tanooga; time, 2.21 3-5.

SECOND ROUND.

JAY JUMPS TO TOP.

Atlanta, Ga., April 26.—By winning the

mile open to-night. Jay Eaton placed himself

at the head of the prize winners on the

Southern circuit. Four heats were run, Mac-
Farland winning the first by a clever win over

Jack right at the tape.

Wells took the second heat by a foot from

Repine, who pressed the California giant all

through the last lap. Eaton had little diffi-

culty in capturing the third heat from Stevens,

and Decker, the Chicago man, defeated the

local favorite, Bob Walthour, in the last heat.

C. S. Wells, on his Cleveland.

Barry paced in the final heat with Wells,

Decker, Eaton, MacFarland and Tesser in

the order named. These positions remained

unchanged to the bell lap, when MacFarland
went round to the side of Wells, and Eaton

rounded into the lead on the banking. Wells

took Eaton's rear wheel and MacFarland was

a length back of Wells. They finished in this

way. Decker being fourth. The time was
2.12 2-5.

Stevens won the fastest and gamest fought

heat of the evening when he qualified for the

mile invitation race, beating Weinig by six

inches. The time was 2.07 4-5.

Stevens, Repine, Bob Walthour, Barry

qualified, and Chapman, R. Walthour and

Stock qualified by pace making. Barry again

paced. Stevens won a pretty race by a foot

from Walthour, with Chapman third. The
time was 2.18 2-5.

Merrily the Game Goes On in the Southern

Much-Racing-for-I<lttle-Money

Scheme.

Nashville, Tenn., April 22.—At the opening

of the second round of the Southern Cir-

cuit in this city last night, Herman Foltz,

the Indianapolis member of the Racing

Board, took a seat in the grand stand, unrec-

ognized, and made a note of a number of

little irregularities, such as "jumping the

gun" and stepping over the tape on the part

of the starter. To-night ht made himself

known and brought the men up with a

round turn, and the races were run without

friction. The track at Nashville is the only

one on the circuit that is unsafe, and many of

the riders have refused to again risk their

necks on it unless it is altered. An innova-

tion in pacemaking caused squabbling in

each heat of the mile open. The pacemaker

for each heat was selected for J:he referee by

lot, and had to keep in the lead for four laps.

The winner and pacemaker of the faste.st

heat qualified for the final.

It was a sure shut-out for three of the

four men selected, no matter how hard they

tried to bring the time down, for after t'aking

liis half mile of pace the pacemaker was ab-

solutely at the mercy of the balance of the

field, who could at once start a loaf and

shut him out.

After continual squabbling through each

heat, five men were lined up for the final,

with Baker on the pole and Barry, Winesett,

Eaton and Jack in order. Eaton got away
a little too soon, and went back ten yards.

At the third lap he took the running and led

the field around for the balance of the race.

From there on the men trailed around to the

tape, with Eaton, Jack and Barry ten lengths

ahead of Winesett and Baker. The invita-

tion went to Bert Repine.

Foltz acted as referee on the second night

and held the men to a strict observance of

the rules, and caused heat after heat to be

run over. In the final of the mile open
Eaton was beaten at his own game by Car-

roll Jack. Jack came up at the bell, and made
a great sprint for the entire last lap. Eaton
tried to overtake Jack but failed, and was
thrown out of his stride when Walthour fell

on the upper turn. Newhouse went over

Walthour, taking a hard fall head over end.

Repine trailed Jack the last lap, and finished

but a half length back at the tape.

Nine men started in the final in the mile

of consolation race. It was an easy win for

Weinig. Summary:

FIRST NIGHT.
Mile open.—1, Jay Eaton, Elizabeth; 2, C. B.

Jack, Reading; 3, Preston Barry, Nashville; time,

2.21 1-5.

Mile invitation.—1, Bert Repine, Nashville; 2,

Iver Gustaverson, Chicago; 3, Robert, Walthour, At-

lanta; 4, Russell Walthour, Atlanta; time, 2.24.

SECOND NIGHT.
Mile open.—1, Carroll B. Jack, Reading, Pa. ; 2,

Bert Repine, Nashville, Tenn. ; 3, Jay Eaton, Eliza-

beth ; time, 2.22 3-5.

Mile consolation.—1, A. E. Weinig, Buffalo; 2, Eli

Winsett, Olympia; 3, Gilbert Logue, Nashville; time,

2.18.

Tom Linton expects to make a return visit

to this country in September.

SHOULD BE FORBIDDEN.

Two brothers, aged six and eight years re-

spectively, will appear on the track at a meet
shortly to be held at AUentown, Pa. Juven-
ile records will be next in order.
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DESERVED BETTER COMPANY.

A conglomeration of cycle show, food show,

dog show, and female racing was held at the

Exposition Building, Minneapolis, last week.

The combination took well with the inhabit-

ants of the Twin Cities, the building being

crowded each evening. The cycle exhibit

stood head and shoulders high over the dog
and food displays. Apart from the tire peo-

ple, the exhibits were made by local agents,

who spared no expense at decorations and

electrical effects. The exhibitors follow:

Morgan & Wright, tires; Moore Carving

Machine Co., Konnack, Yarnell and Elmore
cycles; Wheeler & Peck, Tribune and Deere

cycles; Northwestern Cycle Co., Dayton,

Fowler and Tiger cycles; S. E. Olson & Co.,

Gendron and Reliance cycles; Wirtensohn
Bros., Syracuse, World and Crawford cycles;

Appleton Mfg. Co., Gladiator and Spartacus

cycles; Northwestern Furniture Co., League
and North Star cycles; Peter Faber, World,
Gilt Edge, Crawford, Thomas, and Diamond
cycles; Windsor Cycle Co., Como, Comet,
Cleveland, Westfield, Falcon, Erie, and Vik-

ing cycles; P. A. Myers & Co., Olive and
Enterprise cycles; Snow Cyclery, White and

Waters cycles; Hartford Rubber Works Co.,

Hartford tires; W. L. Price & Co., Pyramid,

Halliday, and Zimmy cycles; C. D. Holbrook
& Co., Hunter, Elgin, and Thomas cycles;

Boutell Bros., Spalding and Geneva cycles;

Kennedy Bros., Columbia and Hartford cycles;

Borden & Selleck Co., Stearns and Howe
cycles; Lindsay Bros., Imperial, Linfield, and

Fairland cycles; J. I. Case Co., Beebe and

Relay cycles; Northern Cycle Supply Co.,

Chase tires; C. H. Tob'ey, Christy saddles;

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Vim
tires. Sundries and various specialties were

also displayed.

SACRED CHESTNUT STREET.

For a city possessing the number of intelli-

gent wheelmen which it undoubtedly does,

Philadelphia has the most extraordinary col-

lection of anti-cycling judges ever put on ex-

hibition. Magistrate South is the latest ex-

ample of this. In holding a wheelman in $500

bail to answer the charge of having accident-

ally run into a pedestrian while riding down
Chestnut street, Magistrate South delivered

himself of this very weird judicial opinion:

"You ought to be fined, you or any one

who rides a bicycle on Chestnut street. There
is not room enough for people to walk, let

alone for wheels." It is said that Magistrate

South delivered this new legal opinion re-

garding the sacredness of Chestnut street

after carefully reading over the original char-

ter of William Penn, and finding therein no
mention of any rights being given unto wheel-

men to profane the sacred pavement of Chest-

nut street. Why do not the wheelmen of

Philadelphia make Magistrate South aware of

the fact that Mr. Penn is dead?

HAYSEEDS HOLD IT UP.

Hayseed legislators got the upper hand
on Senator Higbie's bill to abolish the labor

system of taxation on highways and substi-

tute direct taxation and State aid, at Albany
last week, and killed the bill. Another at-

tempt to secure such a law will be made
when the next Legislature assembles.

When accidents befall you, it is but natural
that you should think the silver lining is

always on the wrong side of the cloud.

Our great factories

—

second to none in the

world—have not sprung

into existence by magic.

The reason for their

existence Hes in the

reputation which our

product has obtained,

and which is and will

be maintained regard-

less of cost. We sim-

ply build good bicycles

and people have found

it out. There lies the

whole secret.

'97 Prices, $100, $60.

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.

i^ «£^ tjfi

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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TRAINING DOWN AND UP.

The statement recently made by Murphy

that he beheved racing men should train more

like prize fighters than they have been doing,

is capable of working much injury to the rising

generation of racing men, who, without due

understanding, are liable to too closely follow

out Murphy's idea. In nine cases out of ten,

possessed of this idea, novices go at their pre-

paratory work for racing in the wrong way.

They train down instead of training up,

weaken instead of strengthening themselves.

They think because a lot of prize fighters,

wrestlers and base ball players are engaged in

training down, that is, reducing themselves by

getting rid of fat to take on muscle, they

should do likewise, and they begin by taking

powerful cathartic draughts and working

down flesh, wrapped up in heavy sweaters.

After a course of this treatment they are less

fit to do any good work than they were when

they began. It is all right for whisky or beer-

soaked people to train down a little in antici-

pation of being able to perform athletic work,

but the young men who are not over fat or

liquor-soaked do not need such treatment,

and hence a too liberal following of th^^ur-

phy idea is a thing to be avoided rather than

imitated. .

DIED IN HARNESS.

Coming at the very opening of the out-door

track season, the fall of A. W. Harris, the

crack English professional, on the Lower As-

ton track, which resulted in his death, has

cast a gloom over English racing circles.

Harris fell at the Sport and Play Easter meet

and sustained a fractured skull. He had for

several years stood among the top-notch men

on the English tracks and was preparing for

another active season. Two years ago, when

an amateur, Harris was almost invincible.

Last year he rode with success in Australia,

where he added vastly to his reputation. Har-

ris's fall occurred in a ten-mile race, and was

caused by the rim of his wheel breaking.

SUCH IS JUSTICE !

United States Consul Bergholz, at Erz-

eroum, Armenia, reported to the State De-

partment last week that the Armenians and

Kurds who were accused of murdering Frank

Lenz had been acquitted. Some time ago

the accused were released on bail. They fled

the country and the trial was conducted with-

out their presence.

LACKS SUPPORT.

Sunday racing has not met with the rec-

ognition of the racing men in the hearty

manner expected by the secessionists. San

Francisco promoters were compelled to post-

pone their first meet from April 18th to May
2d, owing to lack of entries, and New Or-

leans has been compelled to twice postpone

its first Sunday meet for the same reason.

WON VERDICT AND MONEY.

In June, of last year. Miss Elizabeth Ma-
lone, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y., while riding

a wheel was run down by Edward Kearney,
who was also on a bicycle. Miss Malone
sued for $10,000 damages, and last week a

verdict was rendered for $250 in favor of the

plaintiff. .

JOINED HANDS FOR A TRACK.

Members of the Detroit Wheelmen and the

Detroit Athletic Club have joined hands for

the purpose of constructing a suitable track

for the Bald-Cooper match race, and organ-

ized the Detroit Cycle Track Association,

with a capital stock pf $5,000 at $5 per share,

FIFTY IN SEVENTEEN.

A seventeen-mile road race was run at

Waltham, Mass., on Saturday last, in which

over fifty riders took part. It was expected

that there would be a hot time between the

scratch men, Hills and Barnaby, but the latter

was compelled to drop out owing to a broken

chain. Hills finished nineteenth in 46.46. A.

G. Chamberlain, of Roslindale, beat the

scratch men for time, finishing in 46.12. The
first ten men follow: 1, Ernest Rogers, 1.20,

46.29; 2, T. Hennessy, 2.40, 47.49 3-5; 3, H. H.

McLean, 1.20, 46.35; 4, Jas. Small, 2.40, 47.49;

5, E. Lord, 1.00, 46.21; 6, T. A. Regan, 1.00,

46.26; 7, R. F. Cronin, 1.20, 46.47; 8, A. W.
Chamberlain, .45, 46.12 1-5; 9, R. L. Elliott,

.45, 46.13; 10, P. W. Foster, 2.20, 47.49.

NEW ENGLAND'S FIRST TRACK RACES.

Two professional events, the first of the out-

door season in the East, were run at the

Saugus, Mass., track last week. Nat. Butler

showed good form in the two-mile handicap,

winning from 60 yards. E. A. McDuffee,

scratch, was second. Wettergreen, 125 yards,

third. Jackson, of Lynn, took the mile open,

Frank Butler, McDuffee and Wettergreen

finishing in the order named. Mugridge was

disqualified for assaulting one of the starters,

and Referee Ducker has reported the case to

the Racing Board.

JEERING A GEARER.

A Welsh inventor, D. Williams by name,

claims that by the use of his new gear a

wheel can be propelled a mile a minute, and

issued a challenge to any rider to compete

on a regular gear against a rider using his

invention. T. Gibbons-Brooks immediately

accepted the challenge, but the inventor re-

mained strangely silent. In order to stir him

up Tom Linton has offered to ride against

any man he may name, who, of course, is to

use the new gear, on any track for any dis-

tance and for any amount of money.

DOCTORS HANDY.

Racing on the steep-banked, small-sized

French tracks is a dangerous pastime, even

for those familiar with it. The Racers'

Union has, therefore, entered into an arrange-

ment with the Medical Students' Club, since

the track people will not bear the cost of a

doctor, and hereafter a student is to be in at-

tendance every day during training operations

at the Seine track, and will give his profes-

sional services in the accidents, which are

now so frequent since the introduction of

multicycles as pacing instruments.

SECESSION'S SOLILOQUY.

To secede or not secede—that is the question:

Whether 'tis better for us still to suffer

The present evils of League domination,

Or to combine against those who now control us,

And by combining do them. To secede—to fight

No more; and by secession end

Which now controls us—'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished. To secede—to meet;

To meet, and then to talk—ay, there's the rub.

For in those meeting times what may be said

To throw away the vantage by bluffing now,

Must give us pause; there's the respect

That has given unto League so long a life;

For who would bear the kicks and jeers that come.

The vague distrust of all racers' honesty.

The fear of losing graft already got?

But that dread of something yet unknown
Makes iis bear those ills we have.

Than fly to others that we know not of.

Ihus common sense makes cowards of us all.

WORTHY OF HIS TEACHER.

"Choppy" Warburton's pupil. Champion,
continues to ride in a manner that does not

belie his name. In a 50-kilometres (31^ miles)

race on April 4th with Bonhours and Bauge
he simply rode rings around those speedy

French riders. Starting at a terrific pace, he

left them at once, and before five miles had
been covered had lapped them both. At five

kilometres he was inside the world's record,

and had he met any semblance of resistance,

he would have made splendid time through-

out. Having taken the measure of Bonhours
and Bauge, however, he slackened a bit and

took matters easy, eventually winning by three

laps over Bonhours, who rode a creditable

race. Champion's time for the 31J miles (Ih.

2m. 29 2-5s.) is a record for competition, as is

the distance covered by him in one hour

(nearly 30 miles).

HE WAS AN ANGEL.

Between $20,000 and $25,000 was lost by the

recent series of day and night races at the

Olympia, x^ondon. While several of the

riders who took part in the two weeks' meet

made several hundred dollars, others were

left penniless by the sudden termination of

the affair. Their condition was aided by the

generosity of a French crack who sent

to be distributed among the unfortunates.

SUCCEEDS ROBINSON.

E. P. Burnhamhas been appointed chairman

of the Massachusetts Division Racing Board

to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation

of H. W. Robinson. Burnham was a crack

racing man back in the tricycle and high

wheel days, and still holds several records.

He was also the official handicapper for New
England for six years.

FLEETNESS OF FOOT.

As a matter of comparison it is interesting

to note that the twenty-five-miles running

race from Ashland to Boston on Monday last

was won by J. J McDermott, New York, in

2h 55m 10s, or about an hour and three-

quarters longer than the average cycle race for

the same distance is run. Most of the contest-

ants were followed by trainers on bicycles.

THINKS OF THINKERS.

A canvass of twenty-seven circuit chasers

on the Southern circuit, all of whom know
Bald and Cooper and have ridden with the

two riders, resulted in the following opinion:

eighteen thovight Bald would win the match

races with Cooper and nine fancied Cooper,

while but one was at all doubtful of the re-

sult.

A CYCLING CLASSIC.

On April 10th the first outdoor meet of the

season iti England was held at Surrey, with

10,000 spectators in attendance. The only

professional event, a half-mile handicap, went

to Barden, from scratch, Lambley, fifty

yards, second. E. J. Callaghan won the ten-

miles challenge cup race in 32.38.

LEAD BY THE MAYOR.

Mayor Carter Harrison, of Chicago, has

accepted an invitation to lead the annual

union run of the Associated Cycling Clubs,

on May 23d, over the park and boulevanl

system.
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FIXTURES.

MAY
3-4—Memphis, Tenn., Coliseum Co., Nat'l Circuit.
5-6—Nashville, Tenn., Coliseum Co., Nat'l Circuit.

l-a—Chattanooga, Tenn., Coliseum Co., Nat'l Cir.

10-11—Atlanta, Ga., Coliseum Co., National Circuit.
14—^Jacksonville, Fla., Wheelmen, National Circuit.

15—Harrisburg, Pa., Capital City Cyclers.
15-29—Allentown, Pa., Mercury VV.
19—Cambridge, Mass., Bostonian C. C.
20.—Petersburg, \ a.. Cockade City C. C.

20-21—Chiirlolte, N. C, J. E. Carson, Nat'l Circuit.
22.—New York, Quill Club Wheelmen.
25-Rock Hill, S. C, Rock Hill A. A.
27-2t).—Dowagiac, Wis., C. C.
29 —Meriden, Conn., C. C.
29—Baltimore, Md., Electric Park.
29—Buffalo, Martin Road Race.
29—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
29—Harrisburg, Pa., Wheel Club.
29—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
29—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
29—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
29.—Boonton, N. J., A. C.
29.—Hammontown, N. J., A. C.
29.—Millville, N. J., Athletic Park Association.
29-31—Fonda, N. Y., John R. Briggs.
29-31.—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
31.—Danbury, Conn., Altair C. C.
31.—Kalamazoo, Mich., C. C.
31.—Utica, N. Y., VV. E. Barber.
31—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry, Nat'l Circuit.

31—Albany, N. Y., Arbor Athletic Club.
31—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.

31—Boston, Mass., A. C. C. & Mass. Div. Meet.
31—Buffalo, Lewis Road Race.
31—Buffalo, N. Y., Park Side Wheel Club.
31—Chicago, Road Race.
31—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen.
31—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
31—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Harrisburg, Pa., Track Ass'n. -_
31—Irvington-Millburn Road Race. "Mt
31—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
31—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
31—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
31—Paterson, N. J., Excelsior Boat Club.
31—Plainfield, N. J., Crescent Wheelmen.
31—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Davy Crockett Wheelmen.
31—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen.
31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Track Ass'n.
31—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
31—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
31—V\ ashington, D. C, International Park.
31—Westfield, Mass., Young Men's Social Club.
31—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.
31—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
31 —New Britain, Conn., Nutmeg A. C.
31.—Middlefield, Conn., Westfield W. C.

JUNE.
2.—Salem, Ohio, C. C.
3-4.— three Rivers, Mich., C. C.
5.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City vVheelmen.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Quaker City Wheelmen.
5—St. Louis, A. C. C, National Circuit.
5.—Louisville, Ky., Magnolia Wheel Club.
7-8.—Charlotte, Mich., C. C.
8—Pueblo, Colo., Rover Wheel & A. C, Nat'l Cir.
9—Denver, Colo., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
9.—Ithaca, N. Y., C. C.
10-11.—Y'psilanti, Mich., League Club.
10.—Rochester, N. Y., Lake View VVheelmen.
11.—Warsaw, N. Y., Ramblers B. C.
12—Philadelphia, Pa., Castle Wheelmen.
12-19-20— Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Track
14-15.—Flint, AJich., VVheelmen.
15—Mansfield, O., Chas. Lewis.
15—St. Louis Cycle Racing Ass'n, National Circuit.
17—Essex, Mass., Co. VVheelmen.
17—Peoria, 111., B. C, National Circuit.

17-18.—Jacks<jn, Mich., C. C.
19—Germantown, Pa., H. A. Bary.
19—Pittsburg, Pa., Associated C. C.
19-26—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—Soutii Bend, Ind., Commercial A. C, Nat'l Cir.
21-22.—Bay City, Mich., Plank Track Co.
23.—Troy, N. \'., B. C.
23-24—Kalamazoo, Michigan C. C, National Circuit.
24.—Albanv, N. Y., County Wheelmen.
24-25.—Mount Pleasant, Mich., B. C.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
26—Philadelphia, Pa., South End Wheelmen.
26.—Manhattan Beach, Kings County VVheelmen.
26-28—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
28-29.-Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.

JULY.
1-2-3—Racine, Wis., A. A., National Circuit.
3.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
3—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
3—Cohoes, N. Y., Wheelmen.
3—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
3—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
3—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
3-4—New York, Excelsior Boat Club.
3-5.—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
3-5—Kalamazoo, Mich., Michigan C. C.
3-5—Waterbury, Ct., Wheel Club.
3-5-10-17-24-31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Albany, N. Y., North End Wheelmen.
5—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
5—Buffalo, N. Y., Press C. C.
5—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
5—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
5—Washington, D. C, International Park.
5—Harrisburg, Pa., VVheel Club.
5—Louisville, Ky., Prince Wells.
5—New Castle, Pa., C. C.
5—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
5—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
5—Westfield, Mass., E. H. Huntress.
5—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.

5—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
5.—West Pittston, Pa., West Side Wheelmen.
5-6.—Henderson, Ky., VVheel Club.
5-6^Chicago Cycle Club, National Circuit.

6—Westfield, Mass., W. T. Smith.
8—Dayton, O., B. C, National Circuit.
9-10—Columbus, O., C. C, National Circuit.
10-17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
13—Warren, Pa., Recreation Park, National Circuit.
15-16—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. A., National Circuit.
17—Fredohia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
24—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n, Nat'l Cir.

27—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A. National Circuit.
31—New Y'ork, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.

AUGUST.
2—Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
6-7—Philadelphia, Pa., National Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
7.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C, National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.

28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
L—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex Mass., Co., VVheelmen.
C—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
16.—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
25—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, Nat'l Circuit.

RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.
Promoters of race meets are requested to read the

paragraph headed "Official Referees" on Page 19 of

the Racing Rules. It is not "impossible" to obtain

the services of an official referee until application has

been made to the member of the Racing Board in

charge of the district and to all the members of the di-

vision racing boards. Chief consuls will furnish pro-

moters with names and addresses of members of di-

vision boards.

The attention of referees is called to the fact that

the matter on Page 28, relating to trial heats, is a

recommendation and not a rule; promoters are

not obliged to run trial heats in the manner
therein prescribed, but it will be found best when the

e.xpenses of a meet do not warrant giving prizes for

extensive pacemaking.

Attention of referees is also called to the time limit

on class races on Page 33. The object of the time

limit is to keep racing men from holding back, simply

to retain their classification. If the men make an

earnest effort to reach the limit, the prizes should be

awarded, even though there is a failure to reach it

by a considerable margin. The conditions of a "good
day," when there is not the least air stirring; a "good

track," with the best surface and best length for

speed, and when there are "pacemakers" for each

quarter, will very seldom prevail, and the limit is

only exacted by the rule when, in the judgment of

the referee, all these conditions do prevail. The men
should not be subjected to any hardship under this

rule.

Referees should be firm and carry out the Racing

Rules to the letter, so that there may be uniform prac-

tice. If that is done, the racing men will know by
precedent in any one place just what is requisite in

another. Do not permit yourself to display anger,
whatever the provocation from racing men. You will

be protected whenever your decisions are warranted
by the rules.

If you have inadvertently failed to place a time
limit on a race, you should award the prizes, even
though the time made is very slow. Expert umpires
should be selected, and then their testimony should

be largely relied upon in making decisions upon un-
fair riding. A large part of the success of the meet
and the entertainment furnished spectators is due to
your administration of your duties and the exercise
of your judgment.
The following handicapper is announced: District

No. 12, F. B. Thrall, Ottumwa. la.

RECORDS ACCEPTED.
Made by W. E. Becker, San Francisco, Cal., Feb-

ruary 22, 1897: Competition, standing start, paced, 1

mile, 1.58; competition, standing start, paced, 2 miles,
3.54 3-5; competition, standing start, paced, 3 miles,
5.55; competition, standing start, paced, 4 miles,
7.54 3-5; competition, standing start, paced, 9.54 3-5.

SUSPENSIONS.
For promoting an unsanctioned race meet, Frank

Rose, Akron, O., is placed upon the list of those to
whom sanctions will be refused.
Suspended Pending an Investigation—W. H. Con-

nery. Savannah, Ga. ; Charles Gierke, North East,
Pa.; Fred Burnet, Mahanoy City, Pa.; R. M. Mug-
ridge, Maiden, Mass.
Suspended—For delay in paying entree fees, W. E.

Dutton, Aurora, 111., to June 1, 1897; for false entry,
William Price, Mahanoy City, Pa., to June 1, 1897.
Suspension removed—Rufus R. Roop, Irving Park,

III.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Transferred to the Professional Class—Glenn Curry,

Allegan, Mich., own request; C. B. Haskins, Cleve-
land, O., own request; Frederick J. Titus, own re-

quest.

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
Boonton Athletic Club, Boonton, N. J., May 29.

De Lancy School, Philadelphia, Pa., April 29 and
30. (Closed meet.)
Hammonton Athletic Association, Hammonton, N.

J., May 29.

Athletic Park Association, Millville, N. J. May 29.

University of Pennsylvania, April 17 and 24. (Closed
meet.)
Quill Club Wheelmen, New York, September 4 and

6, National Circuit.
Penn Wheelmen, Reading, Pa., August 10, National

Circuit.
Springfield Bicycle Club, Springfield, Mass., Sep-

tember 14, 15, 16, National Circuit.
Atalanta Wheelmen, Newark, N. J., August 14, Na-

tional Circuit.
Racine Athletic Association, Racine, Wis., July 1,

2, 3, National Circuit.
West End VVheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa., August 12,

National Circuit.
Sir Charles Napier Lodge No. 33, Trenton, N. J.,

August 2, National Circuit.
Princeton University, Track Athletic Association,

Princeton, N. J., May 1. (One event.)
West Side VVheelmen, West Pittston, Pa., July 5.

Cockade City Cycle Club, Petersburg, Va., May 20.

Benner Boys, Philadelphia, Pa., July 3.

Penn Wheelmen, Reading, Pa., date changed from
August 25 to August 27.

Magnolia VVheel Club, Louisville, Ky., June 5.

Memphis Colisevim Company, Memphis, Tenn.,
April 19 and 20.

Salem Cycling Club, Salem, O., June 2.

Henderson Wheel Club", Henderson, Ky., July 5, 6.

Binghamton School, Binghamton, N. Y., May 15
(two events).
Buffalo Evening News, Buffalo, N. Y., May 15.

Quill Club Wheelmen, New York, May 22.

W. E. Barber, Utica, N. Y., May 31.

Ithaca Cycle Club, Ithaca, N. Y., June 9.

Lake View Wheelmen, Rochester, N. Y., June 10.

Ramblers of Warsaw, Warsaw, N. Y., June 11.

Browning, King & C^o., Brooklyn, N. Y., June 19
(closed meet).
Troy Bicycle Club, Troy, N. Y., June 23.

Albany County VVheelmen, Albany, N. Y., June 24.

Kings County VVheelmen, Brooklyn, N. Y., June 26.

Prince Wells, Louisville, Ky., April 20.

Wabash Cycling Club, 'Terre Haute, Ind., Septem-
ber 1.

Chattanooga Coliseum Company, Chattanooga,
Tern., April 23, 24.

Atlanta Coliseum Company, Atlanta, Ga., April
26, 27.

Dowagiac Cycling Club, Dowagiac, Mich., May
27, 28.

Michigan Cycling Club, Kalamazoo, Mich., May 31,

June 1.

Three Rivers Cycling Club, Three Rivers, Mich.,
June 3, 4.

Charlotte Wheelmen, Charlotte, Mich., June 7, 8.

"Ypsilanti League Club, Ypsilanti, Mich., June 10, 11.

Flint Wheelmen, Flint, Mich., June 14, 15.

Jackson L. A. W. Club, Jackson, Mich., June 17, IS.

Valley City Plank Track Company, Bay City, Mich.,
June 21, 22.

Mount Pleasant Bicycle Club, Mount Pleasant,
Mich., June 24, 25.

Grand Rapids Wheelmen, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
June 28, 29.

Crescent Athletic Club, Cleveland, O., April 24 (two
events).
Nashville Coliseum Company, Nashville, Tenn.,

April 21, 22.

Wayside Park Club, South Framingham, Mass.,
May 31, July 5, September 6.

Altair Cycle Club, Danbury, Conn., May 31.

Spindle City Wheelmen, Lowell, Mass., June 5, July
3, August 7 and September 4.

R. M. Mugridge, Saugus, Mass., April 19.

Charles E. Tilton, Portsmouth, N. H., April 22.

Twin City Cycle Club, Lewiston, Me., May 31.

Westfield Wheel Club, Middlefield, Conn., May 31.

Nutmeg Athletic Club, New Britain, Conn., May 31.

Meriden Cycle Club, Meriden, Conn., May 29.

Charles River Park, Cambridge, Mass., May 29, 31,

June 2, 5, 9, 12, 16, 17, 19, 23, 26, 30, July 3, 5, 7, 10, 14,

]7, 21, 24, 28, 31, September 4, 6.
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PUYING ORACLE.

How the British Gamble in Cycle Shares Is

Helped Along By Financial

Touting.

London, April 19.—I am sure you Amer-

icans must be highly amused and at the same

time greatly amazed at the erratic specula-

tions in cycle shares which has been our lot

foi" the past year, and which each day has

shown increasing intensity. One can readily

find reasons for variation in the prices of

steel billets or of railway shares. Such

commodities have interests of vast propor-

tions, are ramified, are interwoven, are af-

fected by laws, conditions of trade, variations

in rates, violations of agreements, and all

that. A cycle company is depending very

largely on the condition of the market for

that season, which is readily ascertained and

which is not so variable, and by the amount

of ability invested in the concern by its chief

manager and head. Yet this logic seems not

to have been applied to cycle share stock

speculation, and a perusal of the daily reports

from foreign stock exchanges is highly amus-

ing, or at least must be amusing to the in-

siders, the milkers, the manipulators. I ap-

pend a few reports from the Birmingham
Stock Exchange scribe, each paragraph be-

ing, of course, freighted with vital interest

to the many millions who have invested their

pounds, shillings and pence in the cycle class

of stocks.

"Birmingham, Tuesday Afternoon.—To-

day's tone is rather heavier than it has been

for a few days. There are signs that, with the

return of warm weather, prices will improve.

New Hudsons are on the up-grade; Raglans

are 3d. lower, while Rileys are down to 23s.

"Birmingham, Tuesday Afternoon.—There

is little improvement to report on last week's

doings, the cold, cheerless weather and one

or two other things affecting the market.

The gamblers are less venturesome. Cau-

tiousness is the order of the day. After the

bad time of a week or more ago, Rudge-

Whitworths have traveled slightly better.

Brookes cycles have also bounded up. Weld-

less tubes have been somewhat disappoint-

ing. One of the latest items to reach me is

to the effect that Sport and Play, Limited, has

gone off splendidly. The Rainbow Lamp
prospectus is offered for public subscription

at £30,000, H. Miller & Co. having received

£20,000 for the patent rights. Coventry Cross-

cycles are good, on the strength of a com-

ing sale. This, I believe, awaits consumma-

tion. There are few better things going at

the price than Starleys, which I can still rec-

ommend. Osmonds have not created the

sensation some people expected."

So it goes on, a veritable i iith Sea bubble.

No doubt the investing public read this kind

of oracular stuff in fear and trembling, with

smiles if a rise is predicted by this "man
who knows" and with tears if Sir Oracle

points out some particular form of rotten-

ness in the investors' pet coi ")any.

In America I do not suppose you could

have any such thing, because of the many
avenues you uave for the speculative outlet.

You put your dollars into railway shares and

into booming town lots, and you have the

produce exchange speculation m commodi-
ties to satisfy the gambling instinct. In this

tight little kingdom, however, where there

are a million small fortunes and where spec-

ulation is a public passion and where there

is no chance of speculation in commodities

of any kind, we are all driven into the stock

exchange. Our railways do not satisfy us,

nor do yours, because there is not enough
movemeht in them. Thus it is from time to

time our stock exchanges are the scenes of

balloon ascensions of the kind which we are

just now witnessing. The bubble cannot last

much longer, and many depleted fortunes

will mark its history. There will be wailing

and gnashing of teeth in the by-ways, while

the insiders will renovate cathedrals, acquire

titles and enter Derby candidates.

GREENVILLE'S CAPTURE.

MAKING SADDLES MORE COMFORTABLE.

To their already extensive line, the Hunt
Mfg. Co., Westboro, Mass., have added an-

other saddle, or, more properly, a saddle

spring, since it may be applied to any of

their hygienic seats. The "S spring," as it

is termed, was designed in response to a de-

mand for a saddle having a more elastic base

than that in general use. By referring to the

illustration it will be noticed that the rear coil

spring furnishes ample elasticity, while thi^

double coil in front renders the pommel en-

tirely soft and easy and yet affords the nec-

essary support for balancing the wheel. Few
persons can ride a wheel comfortably upon

a saddle having no pommel, as the weight of

the rider is thrown discomfortingly forward

upon the handle-bars.

The Hunt people believe they have remedied

this in their new creation and that it will

prove a fitting accession to their wares, all

who knpw aught of Hunt quality and thor-

oughness will readily appreciate.

AN ENGLISH-LIKE TOOL.

The monkey-wrench is conspicuously ab-

sent from the tool-bag of the Sterling bicycle.

Instead the Sterling Cycle Works are sup-

plying the spanners here shown, in which

there is some originality.

WHEN THE AIR IS BLUE.

It may be all right for sensation-seeking

wheelwomen to carry parrots perched upon the

handle-bars of their wheels when they go
cycling, but riders of the other sex would

better not follow the example. It would never

do to have a parrot there picking up words

when a man comes in violent contact with

mother earth or a coal cart.

A Wonderful Tube Plant Which Has Been

Built Up in a Pennsylvania

Village.

Greenville, Pa., April 26.—A Wheel
representative who spent a day in this quaint

Pennsylvania town last week was afforded ex-

cellent opportunities to judge of the preten-

sions, the capacity, tlie location and the man-
agement of the new tube mill which is near-

ing completion and which will surely figure

conspicuously m the industry.

Greenville itself is a very pleasant town, in-

deed. It can fairly be called a city in the

bud, such an air of business enterprise sur-

rounds its commercial quarters. It has, per-

haps, six or seven thousand people. It is lo-

cated on three railroads and is in what is pop-

ularly known as the iron district of Pennsyl-

vania, perhaps seventy-five miles north of

Pittsburg, and an equal distance south of

Cleveland.

The tube mill is named in honor of its

birthplace—the Greenville Tube Company, it

is called—and nestles among some odd score

cottages, five minutes' walk from the business

centre of the town.

The mill is an imposing structure. The
main building, the drawing-room, is one solid

undivided body inside; outwardly there are

three separate arches, ajl adjoining, and each

with a V-shaped roof. There are windows

everywhere, on top, and on side, and the

light is magnificent.

Mere figures can hardly convey an idea of

the size of this tremendously big drawing-

room; to the eye its length seems to extend

the distance of half a dozen city blocks. In

exact figures the length of one side of this

wonderful room is exactly 617 feet, this being

the span which extends furthest; the width

at every point is 250 feet. In addition there

are the offices and several other buildings.

The plant complete comprises over three

acres of floor space actually under cover, the

drawing-room alone being responsible for

2^ acres.

The plant has been put into being quietly

and effectively. There has been little tooting of

horns or blowing of trumpets over its crea-

tion. Since the inception of the company

last June there has been little real knowl-

edge among the general public of how quick-

ly the work has been progressing or of how
important a factor in tube production the

new mill was likely to be.

The huge property is nearly complete.

There remain but a few finishing touches to

roofs and floors and the placing of the balance

of the machinery. At the present moment
half a dozen benches are actually drawing

tube and very nearly a hundred men are at

work.
Something of importance is likely to be

deduced from the experiments the company
are making with compressed air for power.
It is something the officers of the company
care to say very little about, but indications

point to its becoming very largely, and per-

haps entirely, used in the turning of their

machinery.
Fred Ensworth, formerly president of the

Elwood Tube Co., is president and manager
of the new mill. Ele\en years of important
work in the cycle trade have rendered him a
wide acquaintance and a reputation in the
business. The new company is of his for-

mation, and he will give it his labor and
brain to the exclusion of all other interests.
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.SHAW'S NEW HUB.

The Shaw hub, the idea of George E. Shaw,

of the Shaw-Herron Company, this city, is be-

ing shown the trade for the first time. The barrel

is made of bar stock and the bah races of tool

steel, cut with a deep recess, forming an

oil retainer. The races are threaded into a

hub. The pressure comes under the threads,

and not outside, thereby, it is claimed, elim-

inating the danger of the races rocking loose

or the balls crushed through, as has been

the case with some hubs constructed on this

principle. The bearings are locked by a fin

washer and knarled disk. The sprocket is

threaded with right hand thread on Iffk out-

side of the hub, and locked by a nut on the in-

side of the hub. The goods were patented

May 12, 189C. Other patents on improve-

ments are pending.

LOCKS LIKE A DOOR.

Ever fertile American ingenuity, in this

instance personated by H.

J. Gilcher, 802 Seneca

street, Cleveland, Ohio, has

devised this quite original

conception in adjustable

handlebars, on which pat-

ents are pending. The il-

lustrations explain matters

so well that words are almost

unnecessary. The bars are

locked and unlocked ex-

,
actly as one would lock

or unlock a door, and the

key may be left in the key-

hole on the bar or be car-

ried in the pocket, as the

owner desires. The bars

are made of . -

,^

both steel and ,'
,-'" ^'^ '-'

wood, and Mr.

Gilcher is in

position to sub-

mit favorable

quotations to

those in the

trade and out of it

MEDIUM PRICE WHEELS IN DEMAND.

Cleveland, April 24.—While they have been

devoting most of their energy to the $100

Peerless, Manager Fewsmith, of the Peer-

less Mfg. Co., says the demand for a

wheel costing less is increasing as the

season advances. That is their exper-

ience. The call for their $65 Patrol is swell-

ing in volume as the days grow longer, and

as they recently announced "special induce-

ments" on the wheel, it seems quite reason-

able that the public has realized the oppor-

tunity and is making the most of it while the

chance lasts.

PRESERVES THE FULL STRENGTH.

An English wrinkle in chain adjustments

—it is employed on the Dunlop bicycle

—

which is described as "an exceedingly hand-

some fitting for D or round chain stays," is

here shown. The end of the D tube is slotted

horizontally, the chain adjuster works inside

the tube formed to prevent rocking, and carry-

ing the end of the axle. The end of the tube
is covered with a cap, and the protruding
axle end is secured by an ordinary nut work-
ing on a washer curved to fit the outer face

of the D. This preserves the full strength of

the D tube, while, of course, saving some
weight. In the round section stays a simi-

lar method is adopted, a second concave
washer on the axle inside the stays preventing
any injury to the latter.

CRAMP AVOIDER.

Everyone who has descended a long grade
knows what it means to keep a hand-brake
"on." Tired wrists and numbed or cramped
fingers invariably result. In seeking for a

remedy, one of the prominent English con-

cerns hit upon and adopted this idea. The

notched projection on the end of the handle-

bar is a permanent fixture; the brake-lever

engages in the notches and keeps the brake

applied and leaves the hands perfectly free.

HOLDS FOUR SIDES OF THE NUT.

It requires no great flight of fancy to pic-

ture the future of a wrench that will not

slip, nor jam, nor bind, and when the Ideal

Wrench Co., 66 Broadway, this city, claims all

these merits for their wrench it is scarcely neces-

sary to say more. The Ideal is drop-forged and

case-hardened, and is, its makers assert, the

only wrench made which grasps four sides oi

a hexagonal nut. The screw-driver on the

end is designed to add to its usefulness.

IS NO PLAYTHING.

Use of adjectives in the mention of ^y
thing of Morgan & Wright production is

scarcely required. The firm is too well and

favorably known to require it. Therefore, it

is enough to say that this is the M. & W.
vulcanizer, and that, in the words of its mak-
ers, it is "no plaything, yet very easy to

operate."

It is built in such a manner that steam

heat is applied directly to the surface to be

vulcanized. It is made for gas or gasoline

burner, and while primarily intended to be

used in vulcanizing tires, it may be applied to

any kind of rubber, the surface of which can

be clamped to the vulcanizing arm.
__

The price, $12.50, includes equipment suf-

ficient to make from 25 to 100 repairs.

WILL INTEREST THE COLONEL.

The bicycle street-sweeper, long a fruitful

source of inspiration for the professional

funny man, is now an actuality. A United

States patent was granted last week on the

machine here shown. It will undoubtedly in-

• terest Col. Waring, New York's chief

sweeper, and is well worth the consideration

of the L. A. W. Consulate. When the lat-

ter's volunteer refuse-removing patrol is es-

tablished, this bicycle street-sweeper should

prove a valuable adjunct.

ON THE REAR PLATFORM.

Bicycles are now carried by the Alley L
road of Chicago. Instead of running special

trains, however, as in New York, they are

placed on the rear platform of the last car.

NUMEROUS IN PARIS.

In Paris 1,600 motor cars are in use. In

New York there are .six or eight of the horse-

less carriages going about daily.

When a man is on the down-grade his

wheel needs no 1 bricating.

THE THROUGH SL,EEPING-CAR SERVICE
Is to be re-established between New York and Chicago
via the D. L. & W. and Nickel Plate roads on April 13,

1897. An elegant Pullman car will be attached to train

No. 7, leaving New York 7:30 p. m., each day, and will ar-

rive at Chicago at 9:00 p. m., following day. Dining car

attached at Buffalo at 7:00 a. m. For space and all infor-

mation call on ticket agents D. L. & W. R. R.

No. 7.
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tl)c$m of tiK Crimson Rim.
There is no city or village of

importance in the United States

where the Crimson Rim is not sold.

When you see a sign out indicating

a Crimson Rim Agency, take time to

stop Step in and look around.

Do this even though you already own
a Crimson Rim. If you are not as

lucky as all this, stop anyway.

There is not a Crimson Rim Agency
in the country which cannot interest

a wheelman. A stock of Crimson Rims
is always beautiful to look on. The
people who sell them know their busi-

ness. They are never importunate,

for the Syracuse Cycle Company
require their represeniatives lo be con-

siderate of the feelings of those who
are not riders of the Crimson Rim.

They do not " bone" anybody to buy.

But if your errand is that of a pros-

pective purchaser— prospective then or

in the future—they have a tale to tell,

if you will listen. The tale will bore

no one. It is not long As a matter of

fact, the Crimson Rim does the talking.

It has a tongue in its head that is

eloquent beyond vocalism Give it

your ear for a moment the next time

you have a moment to spare

(§)

]Vtak:ers of OR^l IVU^^OIV T^IIVI^

SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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CORK AND RUBBER FARMERS.

With the overwhelming advance of the

pneumatic tire, the American imports of

crude rubber has increased, until last year they

reached the value of $16,103,000. The employ-

ment of cork grips also increased the imports

of cork, which during 189C amounted to $1,-

619,337.

Naturally the use of tires and cork grips

has imparted cycling interest to the crude

stuffs, and the fact that experiments are being

made to produce them in this country will

heighten the interest.

In one of his addresses to a hearing of

farmers, ex-Secretary Wilson, of the United

States Agricultural Department, drew atten-

tion to these efforts:

The soil of California, he said, is well adapt-

ed to the species of oak whose bark is the

cork of commerce, and small forests of the

trees are already growing in that State, the

Department of Agriculture having sent many
bushels of the acorns thither for planting.

Portugal is the greatest producer of cork to-

day, and the enormous consumption of the

article is indicated by the circumstances that

the world annually uses 7,000,000,000 cut corks

for bottles. The material has many other

uses, however, being employed for bicycle

handles, hat linings, toilet powder, lining for

ice houses, life-preservers, saddles, life boats,

artificial legs and arms, buoys and inner soles

for shoes. In Southern Europe it is utilized

for roofing, pails, window lights, plates, tubs,

cups, religious images, horse-shoes and cof-

fins. Much of the finest quality goes into

nose-pieces for eye-glasses. We imported $1,-

619,337 worth of cork last year.

The culture of the rubber tree is being

tried in the region of the Florida Everglades.

In that part of the country is a vast swampy
region that could be made to supply the

world with rubber. At present the market
supply is threatened seriously by reckless

destruction of trees in Mexico and Brazil.

There are several rubber producing plants,

the best of them being the Shiphon elastica,

a superb tropical tree, which has seeds like

horse-chestnuts, three in a pod. When ripe

the pods burst like a cracker, throwing the

seeds to a distance. This tree does not come
into full bearing of sap until its twentieth

year; the juice is 56 per cent rubber. A full

grown specimen will produce fifty pounds of

"milk" per annum for forty years. It is a

striking fact that this country imported $16,-

103,000 worth of crude rubber last year.

FOR DRUMMERS AND PICNICKERS.

Something new in parcel carriers is being
marketed by the J. C. Russell Co., Middletown,
Ohio—a metal receptacle attached to the rear

of the bicycle and designed to carry the par-
cel out of sight and out of reach of the ele-

ments. Its makers believe it "particularly

adapted for picnickers and for drummers de-
siring to carry samples overland."

"BELIEVES," "SOMETHING LIKE."

Without submitting facts or figures to in

any way substantiate its claims, "Wheeling,"
dealing with America's chances in Great
Britain, says: "We believe that something like

40,000 unsold American-made machines are

at present in this country."

TITLE AND TEXT ORIGINAL.

"What Each Man Says," printed in gold on
a slate background, is all that appears on the

covers of the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co.'s cata-

logue just issued. The text of the book is as

original as the title. The scheme permits of

the free use of the personal pronoun "I," and
the short, crisp sentences, which are made
easier and more direct by its employment, is

the result. Each man—that is, the steel

worker, the frame maker, the enameler, etc.

—is pictured in characteristic attitude, and
tells his little story in convincing fashion.

There is even a chapter, "What the Window
Washer Says." The language is simple and
whether one rides a Trinity or some other

wheel, none can read the book without being

interested, entertained and instructed.

^ ^ The Wheel .^ ^

American Trade

Difectofy, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

wp to March Jst.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers.^ Price, $2.00

9^

«J*Twenty-five

thousand bicycle

agents, in type,

sold by State or

the entire list. <^

Quotations upon

application <>8 <^

e^

J*Catalogues in the

German, Spanish,

Ffench,of any Lan-

gttagfe.«5t American

catalogfttes transla-

ted and condensed.

The "Wheel Press,

88 "West Broadway,

New York J- J- J-

^S^

88 West Broadway

HISTORY TO REPEAT ITSELF.

The elliptical sprocket, which once set

cycling America afire, and which was ex-

tinguished only after barrels of ink had been

spilled over it, is giving a wee, small splutter

on "the other side." A Bolton, England, firm,

which also makes "special milling cutters for

bevel gears at one cut," is marketing and

actually advertising and advocating an ellipti-

cal gear, the sprocket of which is more radi-

cal than anything ever seen on these shores

—

it is almost oval in form.

HAS TWELVE PAGES.

The Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. has com-
menced the publication of an "official organ"—"Warwick Cycledom," it is termed. It will

appear monthly. The April issue is a pre-

tentious number of twelve pages.

TRADE-MARKS AND OWNERS THEREOF.

It may be f interest to manufacture-s to

have some of the leading decisions of our

courts in reference to trade-marks.

The name of an inventor, discoverer, or

manufacturer may be employed as a part of

a trade-mark.

There can be no absolute right in a name,
merely as such; it is only when printed or

stamped upon a particular article, thus be-

coming identified with a particular style and
quality of goods, that it becomes a trade-

mark.

Persons of the same name have a common-
law right to use it in connection with articles

manufactured by themselves.

A trade-mark must be such as will identify

the article, and distinguish it from others;

no one can appropriate a word in general

use for such purpose.

The property in a trade-mark will pass by

assignment, or operation of law, to any one

who takes, at the same time, the right to

manufacture or sell the particular merchan-

dise to which it has been attached; but there

is no property in it, as a mere abstract right.

If a manufacturer sell to another the right

to use his name as a trade-mark, a subse-

quent use of the same mark, with the word
"improved" affixed, is a violation of the

rights of the purchaser, which equity will

enjoin.

To entitle the owner of a trade-mark to an

injunction, to prevent its use by another,

there must be in the copy such a general

resemblance to the form, words and symbols

in the original as to mislead the public.

The plaintiff adopted the words Rising Sun
Stove Polish, with a figure of a rising sun,

as a trade-mark; the use of the words Ris-

ing Moon, with a figure of the moon, held

not to be an infringement; though a close

case.

A manufacturer cannot have an exclusive

right in a particular mode of putting up his

goods for sale.

A manufacturer will be enjoined from com-
bining his name with marks and symbols

which are a colorable imitation of those of an-

other.

If, on the dissolution of a firm, one of the

partners transfers to his copartner the good-
will of the firm business, the former will be

enjoined from using the firm name upon his

sign at a new establishment, to the injury of

the purchaser.

A manufacturer does not abandon his trade-

mark to the public by permitting in a few in-

stances a dealer to put his name upon the

article in connection therewith.

Exact similitude is not required to consti-

tute a trade-mark infringement.

Delay in seeking relief will not prevent an

injunction, where the infringement is clear,

though it may preclude an account of past

profits.

CHEWING GUM CATCHES THEM.

Cyclists are famed as gum-chewers, and
when W. J. White, the maker of the famous
Yucatan gum, began appealing largely to
them by shaping his advertisements accord-
ingly, it cannot be said that he builded better
than he knew. He was wise in time and has
no reason to regret the move. The demand
for his product is enormous. In his factory,
at Cleveland, Ohio, between three and four
hundred hands are employed, and everything
except the sugar and crude gum is made on
the Dremises.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT

factor in the construction

of a high grade wheel is

GOOD TIBING
By good tubing we mean material

that will give the ''best practical

results.** It is results we are all

after. Our competitors say:

"IT'S JIST AS GOOD AS SHELBY."
WILL A TEST OF THEIR PRODUCT

(NOT A SAMPLE) PROVE IT?

We use in the manufacture of our tubing .10 to .50 carbon

SANDVIKEN CHARCOAL STEEL CANNOT BE DUPLICATED.
CANNOT BE EQUALLED.
IT IS THE STANDARD.

The Shelby Steel Tube Company,
Wain Office and Works. Western Office, Eastern Office and ^Vorks

SHELBY, OHIO, l. S. A. 1 35 Lake St., Chicago. 144 Chambers St., New York.> »»

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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SIX LETTERS, THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.

Usuallj' the cost of writing a letter is mere-

ly a matter of ink and energy.

If Frank Gibbons, a Buffalo lawyer, has his

way, si.x letters written by them will cost the

Niagara Cycle Fittings Co., of that city, $5,000

each.

The action was brought some time ago by

Mr. Gibbons, and the defendant set up a

demurrer that the allegations in the coniplaim

were not sufllcient to constitute cause of ac-

tion.

Mr. Gibbons asked that the demurrer be

dimissed, and this was done last week.

Interlocutory judgment was granted and the

defendant will now be permitted to file an

answer to the complaint.

Mr. Gibbons charges in his complaint that

the defendant "wickedly and maliciously in-

tended to injure the plaintiff in his good name,

fame, and credit as an attorney and counselor

at law, and to bring him into public scandal,

infamy and disgrace in and among all of his

neighbors and other good and worthy citi-

zens and to cause it to be suspected and be-

lieved by those neighbors and citizens."

Mr. Gibbons names six causes'^" action.

The first alleges libel in a letter addressed to

the Elliott-Washington Steel Co., of New
Castle, Pa., which had employed Wood &
Gibbons to bring suit against the defendant.

The letter is dated, "Buffalo, N. Y., Sep-

tember 27, 1895," and among other things

says: "These lawyers have acted the part of

unscrupulous shy.sters," meaning, says the

plaintiff, that the plaintiff had in another mat-

ter conducted himself in such business in a

tricky, dishonest, and unprofessional manner.

The second cause is contained in a letter

dated October 9th of the same year, to the

same firm, in which the following appears:

"If you keep on employing attorneys who
look after your interests as well as those peo-

ple (meaning said firm of Wood & Gibbons,

and particularly this plaintiff), do, and persist

in following their idiotic advice as you have

in this case, you will surely get rich."

The third cause is contained in a letter

under date of December 14, 1895, in which the

firm is again referred to in slighting terms.

The next cause is in a letter of November
20th. The Elliott-Washington Steel Co. is in-

formed by the Niagara Cycle Fittings Co.

that the former's attorneys. Wood & Gibbons,

have gotten them into a mess.

The fifth cause is embodied in a letter to

the same company written by the defendant

March 10, 1896, calling Wood & Gibbons

"dastardly shysters."

A letter from the defendant to the Port

Chester Bolt & Nut Co. contains the sixth and

last cause of action. The date is October 3,

1896. This sentence occurs: "This firm

(Wood & Gibbons), who demanded payment

are not people to whom we would care to en-

trust any of our money, anyhow," meaning,

says the plaintiff, that they "were dishonest

and were unsafe to trust with money belong-

ing to other people for fear that they might

steal the same and that the firm and particu-

larly this plaintiff were thieves."

Damages are placed at .$5,000 in each cause
of action.

SUCCEEDS MR. CLARKE.

S. S. Thorpe, formerly with H. A. Lozier

& Co.'s New York branch, has succeeded
Sam. T, Clarke as manager of the Keating
Wheel Co.'s Philadelphia depot.

WON ON ITS MERITS.

During the past six or eight months it has

been a dull day, indeed, when inventive genius

has not brought to light a new cycle stand.

Those articles have become so numerous that

he is a clever man who has kept track of

them all. Not a few of them are of undoubted

merit, and of the number, none has met a

readier sale than the Myers stand, illustrated

herewith. It was first exhibited in an out-of-the-

way corner at the Chicago show by its makers,

F. E. Myers & Co., Ashland, Ohio, but it did

not long remain in obscurity, its all around

practicability was easily apparent, and since

the show few articles have sold more readily.

Beyond stating that the stand is of spring

/ Mjim^m\mm'.ijk -*

Steel, the illustration is largely self-explana-

tory. The stand rests firmly on the ground

without the necessity of screws or a heavy

base,' can be raised or lowered in an instant

or be as quickly foldedlikeabuck-saw; whenin

use, it holds the wheel in the automatic clamps

so that it cannot topple over, and that it may
be mounted by a prospective wheel purchaser

with facility and without assistance. More than

this, it may be converted into a home-trainer

by the attachment of the roller device, or as

a truing stand by the use of another device,

which Myers & Co. have originated—in brief,

there is no question but that the stand is an

emphatic all-around success.

HE SAYS IT IS THE FIRST.

Pittsburg, April 26.—Pittsburg wheelmen

were much interested in the first horseless

carriage ever exhibited in Pittsburg. The
vehicle was built for Eisner & Phillips by W.
A. Haller, chief engineer at the First National

Bank Building. During the afternoon, Wil-

liam Eisner and a party of guests took a trip

over the city, and pronounced the vehicle a

success. It is driven by steam generated

by the use of gasoline, and all sound is so

mufifled as to make it noiseless. Mr. Haller

claims the carriage is the first of its kind to be

built, all others using either gas or electricity,

and that in completing his invention he has

solved a problem that has perplexed inventors

for many years. It will seat eight persons

comfortably, besides affording room for bag-

gage. Eisner & Phillips intend to use the

vehicle for delivering goods.

HAVE HOOPS TO ROLL.

.\bout every boy in North Tonawanda, N.

Y., is rolling a wooden rim for a hoop. A local

toy dealer secured over 600 imperfect rims

from a manufacturer last week, at such a price

that he was able to sell them for one cent

apiece at a good profit, and they went like the

proverbial hot cakes, the stock being ex-

hausted in two hours. Another supply was

closed out at five cents each. The rims had

been improperly stored for over a year and

were cracked and scratched and unfit for their

proper use.

LIKE JACK'S BEANSTALK.

To those in the trade who constantly view

the present and the future through indigo-

hued glasses, the following editorial in the

New York "World" may prove both inter-

esting and instructive:

"Complaint was made by dealers last year

that the bicycle business in New York City

was 'badly overdone,' but if surface indica-

tions count for anything, the 1st of May this

year will find two retailers of bicycles in the

city where there was one on the same date

last year.

"None of the dealers are likely to make im-

mense fortunes, but all seem to be making a

living after putting money in circulation

through payments for rents, clerk hire, taxes

and in the many other ways through which

every merchant helps to make the life of the

entire community more thriving.

"We have never had a more striking in-

stance of what unfettered brains and hands

can do than is afforded by this growth. No
one has subsidized the business. It has never

been 'fostered' in any way. Strenuous ef-

forts have been made to check it and to re-

strict the output of wheels, but in spite of

them the trade has outgrown Jack's bean-

stalk, and it is likely to go on growing for

years to come.

"The secret of business success is to find out

what will do the largest possible nuiiiber of

people the largest possible amount of good,

and to give it to them at once. That is the

moral of the growth of the bicycle trade, and

a first-rate moral it is."

HAS A SOFT NOSE.

Since the Manufacturers' and Merchants'

Warehouse, of Chicago, took the Plew saddle

in hand, the spread of the peculiar catch-

phrase, "Its nose is soft," and the sale of the

saddle have been most gratifying. Its "nose"

is, of course, the peak or pommel, and the

reason for its softness is obvious. It is ob-

tained, too, without sacrifice of appearance,

the Plew being one of the comparatively few

cycle saddles embodying oneumatic features

which appeal to the rational individual. It is

made in several different patterns, which are

covered with a fine quality of leather, that is

guaranteed to wear indefinitely, as there is no

strain whatever on the top, but comes directly

upon the steel base, which is strong enough

to bear the heaviest rider over the roughest

road. The base is stamped out of cold-drawn

sheet steel stock of the finest quality. The
felt pads used are of the best material and are

not likely to "pack" or get out of shape. Only

the best quality of spring steel is used in the

spring. The pneumatic bag is held in place by

lacing and is easily accessible. All parts are

heavily nickeled.

The M. & M. W. people also control the

manufacture of the "Duplex" saddle, in which

the springs are distinctive and are aided by

felt pads.

RIGHT FROM HEADQUARTERS.

Hereafter not only the manufacturing, but

the details of marketing of Stormer bicycles

will be transacted at the Acme Mfg. Co.'s

factory in Reading, Pa. G. A. Boyer who, as

manager of sales, marketed the product from

his headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio, has re-

moved to, and is now permanently located in

Reading.
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Morgan iWRiGHTllREs

ARE GOOD TIRES

Morgan ScWrightTires

ARE GOOD tires

ARE
YOUR TIRES

EASY TO RERMR?

Walter Blackwell, Detroit, Mich.: "I rode a pair of

the M. & W. tires 2,467 miles, starting from Detroit,

Sept. 10th, '95. While passing through the western

part of Illinois, a friend of mine to whom I had loaned

a pair of your D tires, and who was accompanying me
at that time, rode over a thorn bush, receiving seven-

teen punctures in the rear tire. As he did not under-

stand the quick-repair device, I repaired those seven-

teen punctures entirely by your simple repair method,

so that he had no further trouble with them while in my
company."

Free Repair Depots :—Boston,
Buffalo, Baltimore, Cleveland, Denver,
Detroit, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New
York, Philadelphia, St. I^ouis, San
Francisco, Toronto.

Morgan &WRIGHTT1RES

ARE GOOD TIRES

Morgan &WRiGHT7iREs

ARE GOOD TIRES
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers,

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers^ Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

. President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.^Sylph-Winton Cycle Agency opened

uptown office at 702 Fourteenth street, N. W.

FLORIDA.
Gainesville.—^J. L. Cartledge and W. L. Davis have

bought out G. H. Neff, and will do business as Davis

& Cartledge.

GEORGIA.
Atlanta.—The Gregory Spring Tire Co., incorporated

by W. B. Gregory, J. G. Isbell and J. W. Varley, to

manufacture non-puncturable tires. Capital stock,

$100,000.

Augusta.—Southern Cycle & Sporting fioods Co.,

chattel mortgage, $2,795.
^^

Brunswick.—H. N. Arnau, new store.

ILLINOIS.

Cimton.—James Denn & Bro., commenced to manu-
facture bicycles.

Chicago.—The Newton Hall Co., incorporated by J.

Morrissey, E. J. Blessington and A. Hall, to deal in

bicycle supplies. Capital, $10,000.

Chicago.—The Bicycle Guarantee Co., incorporated

by W. H. Harnley, G. W. Fryleofer and W. H. Hall.

Capital, $2,500.

Hoopestown.—^J. W. Shuck & Son, new store.

Huntley.—E. Torrey, new store.

INDIANA.
Toll City.—^John V. Ross, new store.

Warren.—Ira J. Gage, new store.

KANSAS.
Abilene.—Abilene Bicycle Co., new store.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—Fairbanks, Morse & Co. will add bicy-

cles.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—The Chesapeake Cycle Co., 608 West

Baltimore street, assigned to Jas. S. Shipley, trustee.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Easthampton.—A. F. Riedal, new store on Cottage

street.

Faulkner.—Ed. Wharton, new store at 55 Byrant
street.

Franklin.—Oscar Daniels, new store.

Newton Lower Falls.—Kenney Bros., new store.

Shelburne Falls.—The Lamson & Goodnow Mfg.
Co. will manufacture parts.

West Newton.—G. Turner, new store on Watertown
street.

West Newton.—G. Turner, new store in Associates'

Building.

Winthrop.—A. W. Hubbard, new store.

Westboro.—E. M. Howe, new store.

Spencer.—E. B. Honey, new store.

Cochituate.—H. G. Dudley, new store.

MICHIGAN.
Cheboygan.—Vet Moloney, new store.

Escanaba.—Gus Brandquist, new store.

Howard City.—J. W. Lovely sold out to H. M.
Gibbs.

Sparta.—Ed. Amidon, new store.

MINNESOTA.
Minneapolis.—P. A. Myers & Co., new store at 612

First avenue, south.

Slillwatcr.—J. J. Karst, hardware, has added bicycles.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo.—Niagara Cycle Fittings Co., mortgage cov-

ering machinery and tools, |5,000.

Castile.—Chas. E. Lucas, new store on Chapel

street.

East Williston.—Baldwin & Bartels, new store on

Jericho Turnpike.

New York.—Hessen Cycle Co., new store at 263

West Nineteenth street.

Oswego.—Bert Rice, new store in Fitzhugh Block.

Pine Hill.—Geo. E. Rose, new s.tore.

NORTH DAKOTA.
Watertown.—Eicherner Bros., new bicycle, livery

and repair shop.

OHIO.
Cincinnati.—The Alpine Safe & Cycle Co., incorpor-

ated by John R. Kinsley, Geo. D. Allen, Mollie K.
Allen, Joseph E. Shepard and Maggie C. Shepard, to

manufacture bicycles, safes and specialties. Capital,

$50,000.

Cleveland.—The Comfort Bicycle Seat Co., incor-

porated by Dayton W. Glenn, Adolph W. Schirring,

Frederick E. Downing, William A. Reader and John

J. McCormick, to manufacture bicycle seats and other

specialties. Capital, $5,000.

Cleveland.—The Eberhard Cycle Co., assigned. As-

sets, $1,000; liabilities, $800.

Columbus.—AUadin Cycle Co., asked for a receiver

for the U. S. Bicyclists' Protective Co. Petition

granted, and Richard Jones, Jr., appointed. He gave

$2,000 bond.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Conshohocken.—The Long-Mead Iron Co. and the

Conshohocken Tube Co. have gone into the hands of

receivers. Liabilities about $300,000; assets, not over

$150,000.

Swatara.—C. S. Seller, new shop.

RHODE ISLAND.

Westerly.—Orville Stillman, new store on High
street.

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Clear Lake.—R. S. Lockhart, machines; added bicy-

cles.

WISCONSIN.
Sheboygan.—W. M. Brand, new store.

NEARLY A QUARTER MILLION.

Exports of bicycles from the port of N(
York during the week ending April 20th.

Antwerp $5,394

Amsterdam 38,760

Abo 98

Brazil 2,177

British E. Indies... 8

Bremen 6,292

Bordeaux 543

Brussels 3,020

British W. Indies. 2,943

British Australia .. 2,066

British Africa 8,047

Cuba 132

Copenhagen 4,850

Chili 577

Dutch Guiana 60

French W. Indies.. 85

Glasgow 8,140

Gothenburg 300

Havre 13,241

Hamburg 28,660

Hull $28,462

Helsingfors 608

Lisbon 1,113

Liverpool 2,103

London 60,701

25

New Zealand 89

Nicholaisfski 2,065

Porto Rico 149

Portuguese Africa. 242

Peru 1,020

Rotterdam 1,815

Stockholm 600

Southampton 16,640

St. Petersburg ... 2,509

U. S. of Colombia 38

Venezuela

Total

310

$243,882

TAX AND COLLECTOR BOTH ON WHEELS.

The City of Mexico seems to be cycling up
with the times, or, rather, it has got ahead of

them in one matter. The City Council has

just appointed a bicycle inspector at a salary

of $40 a month. His work will be to see

that the owners have their machines registered

and pay their taxes.

ADDS A HUNDRED PER CENT OF BEAUTY.

"Well, I vow! Just look here, Clara.

They've commenced using tortoise-shell

handle-bars on bicycles. And aren't they

pretty?"

The two girls were looking in a show-win-

dow in which was a tandem fitted with bars

which there was no denying did have a de-

cidedly tortoise-shell appearance. The com-
ment was justified, but, as a matter of fact, the

bars are innovations of the present season and
are the product of the Vulcanized Handle-

bar Co., of Bridgeport, Conn.

The vulcanized bars, however, are not all of

the tortoise-shell, or "mottled," finish, as the

makers term them. They are made also in

either black or maroon, the former appearing

not unlike ebony. Internally the bars are quite

like other bars, that is, of steel tubing; they

dififer only in being covered with one-six-

teenth of an inch of hard rubber, which takes

a very high polish, giving a- finish which the

Bridgeport people assert adds 100 per cent

to the appearance of a bicycle. Naturally they

are thoroughly and efifectually dustproof, and

are warranted not to flake or chip. They are

likewise "soft to the touch," and easy to keep

bright, and as they become better known, it

seems certain that they will earn their share

of popular favor.

THE MAN AND THE MOTOR.

The English cycling trade press is just now
being glutted with page advertisements of a

certain motor-cycle promoting company.

It is not fair to hit a man when he is down,

and the same charity applies to the man who
is up, or should apply to him. Not knowing
whether this particular motor-cycle-promot-

ing actor-man is up or down, The Wheel
wants to point out that he swooped through

the cycling trade of America three years ago,

meteor-like, leaving a trail of unpaid accounts

behind him; and, mind you, these accounts,

besides being unpaid, were uncollectable.

When we say "he" we do not literally mean
"him,"butheandhisbackers. The WHEELdoes
not know whether he is personally a fraud, or

whether he is personally a fakir. But the

fact remains, as stated above, that his com-
panies petered out, leaving a hill of unpaid
bills behind them. It seems to be the duty

of journals devoted to a particular business

to point out to those engaged in that business

parties who practice fraud upon it, especially

when that fraud seems to be of a fine Italian

character.

ADDRESS WANTED,
The makers of the Missouri bicycle are

asked to communicate with J. S. Hulse Hard-
ware Co., Rockford, 111.
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Are All. .

Attracted

BEAUTY,
BY GRACE AND

STRENGTH
That is why you see so many

imitators of

W©RLDevetEs
AGENTS, REMEMBER--=They eaonot imi-

tate the stand-up and speed qualities.

Prices Riqht.

Deliveries Prompt.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Minnesota,

North and South -Dakota and Montana.
BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Write Us

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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HOW WEIGHT HAS BEEN SAVED.

A practical engineer and bridge builder

spent some of his evenings recently in figur-

ing out for his own amusement just how much
a bicycle ought to weigh. When he had fin-

ished his figuring the lowest estimate of what

a wheel should weigh lo carry the ordinary

rider safely, he could make, according to his

training, was sixty pounds, and that, he said.

he would hesitate to guarantee.

Cycle makers started at the bridge

builder's estimate ten years ago, but

now by practical experience they have

found that they can safely build a

road wheel to weigh as little as twenty-two

pounds, and in some cases even less. The
change has been a gradual one, rendered pos-

sible partly by a great number of important

in\entions and partly by the exact knowledge,

secured by experience, of where the machine

can safely be lightened.

The diamond frame, the wood rim and the

pneumatic tire have been the principal in-

ventions which have been responsible for

the decreased weight, the first two being lighter

WEEKS AND WICKS.

One Sunday last summer, when a party of

wheelmen were returning from a run to Coney
Island, Frederick Wicks, a Long Island

f;;rmer, in language unparliamentary and pro-

fane, expressed an extremely unfavorable opin-

ion of cycling and cyclers. Charles L. Weeks,

one of the wheelmen, dismounted, argued

with Wicks, then trounced him. Upon trial

Weeks was sentenced to serve thirty days in

jail and pay a fine of $50. The case was ap-

pealed to the County Court, which sustained

the sentence. A second appeal was taken to

the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court,

and that body has just rendered a decision up-

holding the sentence. Weeks is arranging his

affairs so that he can serve the sentence. It

is said that upon his release he will be served

with the papers in a suit for $5,000 damages
instituted by Wicks.

LOSES POWER AND GRACE.

Stand on the Boulevard and watch the

riders pass, and it will really surprise you to

see how few riders know how to pedal cor-

rectly. Apart from those who actually use

DIVIDED UP THIS WAY.

Say you weigh 150 pounds, and certainly

you do if you are an average wheelman.

Now, have you ever stopped to think how
light are the individual parts of the twenty-

two-pound wheel which carries you safely

over good roads and bad? Or has it ever

caused you to wonder how strong, perfect

and properly proportioned each one of these

parts must be? You are supported when rid-

ing a bicycle by a frame of tubing very little

thicker than good-sized card-board and by

wheels of wood not much heavier tlian good
stout barrel-hoops. It is interesting to see

just what the weight of the different parts of

the bicycle have been now scaled down to.

Taking the average road wheel, weighing

22 pounds, as an example, these figures are

about right: Front wheel, 3f pounds; rear

wheel, 4; frame, oj; front forks, 2J; handle-

bars, 1; saddle, IJ; running gear, chain,

sprocket, cranks, pedals, etc., complete, 4J-.

Splitting these up into three main divisions

for convenience it will be seen that the frame

and stationary parts generally are, as would

be expected, the heaviest portion of the ma-

chine, weighing in all 10 pounds, while the

wheels come next at 7f pounds, and the gear-

ing last at 4J.

In the gradual lightening of the' bicycle

themselves, and the last allowing a general

cutting in the weight of the metallic parts by
doing away with vibration, which is of course

most trying to metals. In addition to this

the experience of years has shown exactly the

parts which bear the greatest strain, so that

the others can be lightened.

In all of this the bicycle differs from

most other machines, which have a certain

uniform "margin of safety"—that is, excess of

strength—throughout. In the bicycle this is

graduated according to the possible strain on

the machine. In some places where no sudden

strain can possibly come, there is an excess

strength of only some 25 per cent. In others,

which are likely to be subjected to great pres-

sure, the bicycle is four times as strong as is

necessary to carry its load.

In a general way the front part of the bicy-

cle is the one which must be inade especially

strong, because in collisions and most all acci-

dents which are likely to occur to a wheel it

is the front portion that suffers the most. Be-

sides, a man, on general principles, would pre-

fer not to take too many chances of breaking

his neck or leaving his classic features in the

road by a header. A m.an has only one neck

and his supply of features is limited.

It is necessary also to have the parts about

the crank-shaft unusually strong, because it is

there tliat the strain of driving comes. From
this point upward and backward the propor-

tionate strength is gradually decreased.

the instep of the foot, there is a great class

who forget that they possess such things as

ankle joints. Over and above the extra power

which may be applied by the skillful use of

the ankle, there is a distinct gain in appear-

ance. A great many riders lose a lot of their

propelling power by pressing on the pedal,

even after it begins to ascend. They do this,

of course, unconsciously. Riders should learn

to lift the foot as the pedal ascends, thus al-

lowing the down stroke to be much more

effective.

FREN'CH INGENUITY.

The number of patents applied for in France

during the last year connected with cycles

was 826, as against 590 in 1895. Although the

number is not anything like so large as that of

similar applications in this country, it will be

seen that it shows a considerable increase.

which has been going on for years, probably

the largest percentage of weight has been

subtracted from the frame during the develop-

ment of the machine, but a general cutting has

been made everywhere which it would be al-

most impossible to calculate on account of its

minute sub-divisions.

NOT SO EASY AS TALKING.

It is easy to tell a man what to do with his

wheel when an accident has happened it, but

if you want to know what hard work is go

and try to do it yourself,

TOM'S BUFFALONIAN COUSIN.

Cycling has so very many queer characters

that it seems hardly possible there should be

room for any new ones, yet daily the list

lengthens. The latest addition comes from

Buffalo, where a gentleman, who claims a

cousinship with Tom Stevens, asserts he has

North Pole discovering aspirations, and, like

his cousin, he proposes to achieve his feat on

a bicycle. He expects to start in June, and

means to do the trick alone by going on a

whaling vessel to Spitzbergen. With a special

bicycle, running on wide pneumatic tires, he

intends to make a dash across the ice fields

straight to the pole. The young man's

previous experience in ice-riding, so he

thinks, ought to fit him for this fin-de-siecle

task. All of which inspires the single com-
ment in the expressive language of the

French: "It is to laugh!"
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hardest

name in the world

—for our competitors to forget. They've had cause to remember
it in the past—they'll never have it out of their minds " for a

minute " after this season.

*97 Windsors

have more selling-point improvements in them than the c mbined

improvements of any two other high-grade wheels.

'97 Windsors

represent an investment in money and energy that will place them
farther than ever in the lead of all others.

We need several

more good agents

—men who can command highest terms, who
are accustomed to handling a large business.

Chas. H. Sieg Mtg, Co.,
KENOSHA, WIS.

Chicago- 285 Wabash Ave., New York—101-103 Duane St.,

Geo. L. Magill, Sales Agent. Hermann Boker & Co., Eastern Agents.

DULUTH—Marshall Wells Hardware Co.,

Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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FOR
CATALOG.

C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Represents us in

New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TWO QUEER EXPERIENCES.

The accident in Brooklyn last week whereby

a youngster who was playing in the street

ran heedlessly in front of a passing wheelman,

was knocked down and killed, recalls a some-

what similar occurrence in which I was per-

sonally concerned. It was happily less serious

than the Brooklyn affair and, in a manner, is

the only case of the sort on record, as far as

my knowledge goes.

It happened away back in the "high wheel

days." I was returning from work one after-

noon and was keeping well to the right of the

road when a pedal-high youngster who was

rolling a hoop on the asphalted street turned

directly in front of me. It was impossible

to escape him and I made a flying leap back-

ward to save myself. The jump imparted ad-

ditional momentum to the wheel and a pedal,

coming down, struck the child with great force

just over the eye.

When I picked him up he was conscious and

crying and the blood was fairly gushing from

the wound. I carried him into a friend's house

nearby, and while the poor little fellow kept up
an incessant cry of, "Oh! am I goin' to die?

Am I goin' to die?" we managed to stop the

flow of blood. This done, I led him to his

parents', immediately around the corner.

He refused to be pacified or reassured.

"Am I goin' to die? Am I goin' to die?"

he continued to sob at every step.

I knew, of course, the general belief that all

such accidents were the fault of the wheel-

man, and as we neared the boy's home, I

braced myself for the parental outburst.

Imagine my surprise when, as we ap-

proached the door and he caught sight of his

father, the youngster forgot all about dying

and set up a still louder wail.

- "Oh! papa. Don't whip me. Don't whip

me. I didn't mean to do it. I'll be good. I

won't do it any more. Please don't whip me,"

he bawled at the top of his voice.

I scarcely knew how to account for the

marvelous change of front and, white as a

sheet, I explained what had happened.

Anyone could have struck me down with a

feather after what followed. Instead of receiv-

ing the expected abuse, the father turned to

his son.

"Didn't I tell you the nexi time I caught

you playing on the street I'd give you the best

flogging you ever got in your life?" he ejacu-

lated angrily. "Didn't I?"

"Y-yes, sir. Y-yes. But I won't do it any

more. I'll be good. I'll be good," came from
the youngster's lusty lungs.

"You little rascal—you!" muttered the

father. "Take him inside and change his

clothes," this last to the mother, who had
made her appearance.

He then turned and acquitted me of all

blame.

"We can't keep that boy ofiE the street," he

said, half apologetically. "This will teach him
a good lesson." /

The whole affair is as fresh in memory as

if it happened yesterday, although as a' matter

of fact it occurred nine or ten years ago. To
the best of my knowledge and belief, it is the

only instance of the sort that turned out that

way—when the wheelman was held absolutely

free from even parental blame.

It recalls another accident, and this time

—

whisper it softly—I was scorching. But it was
on a deserted avenue, and at the dead of night,

and also in the "good old days."

Overhanging trees made the darkness

darker, and, head half-down, I could see noth-

ing. The next instant I saw—stars—millions

of them.

For the moment, I was dazed. I scarcely

realized what had happened, until a deep, full

voice nearby partly called me to my senses.

"Oo! Oo! Is I dead? Is I dead? Oo!
Oo! Oo!" the voice howled in agony—howled
so loudly that a door finally opened and some
kindly Samaritan led me still half dazed into

the house and there wiped away the blood.

What became of the big buck negro,
whom they told me I had hit fairly amid-
ships, I do not know. They certainly did not
carry him indoors with me. But for nearly five

years after I carried dark "strawberry marks"
on my hands and person, where they had
scraped the asphalt in that midnight encounter
and slide. At times I fancy I can see them
yet. B.

EQUAL TO THE EMERGENCY.

He—If we were not on a tandem I'd kiss

you.

She—Let me off this bicycle instantly, sir.

Morgan *WrightTire5

are good tires

DOUBLE -TUBE, CEMENTED-
TO- THE -RIM TIRES GIVE
THE MOST COMFORT AND
THE LEAST TROUBLE TO
THE MOST PEOPLE. ASK
REPAIRMEN. THEY KNOW.

Morgan &Wright

SCIENTIFIC PLASTER STICKING.

While wheelmen have not that continuous

and wholesale need for plaster and arnica

that the would-be funny man and the space-

filling newspaper writer are wont to assert,

it is nevertheless., true that to the enthusiastic

wheelman, more than to the sedate pedes-

trian, there comes a time when the adhesive

affair that sticketh closer than a brother is

needed. Then it is nice to know how to apply

it. Here is how a doctor goes about plaster-

ing UT -. wound:
First, fold the piece lengthwise directly

through the middle. The plaster should be
considerably larger than the wound, to keep
well over the edges. Then slash the plaster

lengthwise nearly to the edge. Straighten

the court plaster out flat, and cut the slashed

pieces at opposite ends.

Place the straight edges of the court
plaster to the flesh on either side of the wound,
bringing the strips across the wound.
Moisten them, and, taking a strip from each
side, draw them together gently, closing the

cut, and stick the plaster in place. Continue
with all the strips, and the cut will be dressed

in a manner to insure a perfect healing, and as

well as any doctor could do it.

DOCTORS HURTING BUSINESS.

"Did you read about the man who took
poison by mistake up in New England and
rode on his wheel to a doctor's office and got
pumped out in time to save his life?" asked
the tall and melancholy man at the convention
of the Billtown funeral directors, before the

meeting was called to order.

"Why, what' of it?" asked the little man
with red mutton-chop whiskers.

"Looks as though the bicycle was going to

hurt business. Look how that case escaped

someone's hands."

"Oh, that's all right. Just see how they're

getting killed on the wheel; read of two fatal

accidents this morning."

"Two don't count. I read that 25,000 people

were out in the air around New York last

Sunday, and a doctor stated that the exercise

was adding ten years to their lives; that's en-

couraging for us, isn't it?" continued the

melancholy one, with a tinge of bitterness.

"Well, out of a crowd like that some of 'em
are bound to catch colds, that will bring them
our way, or get hit by a vehicle, or smash into

each other, or break their necks going down
hill, or run into someone crossing a street.

The bicycle can't hurt us here, and it might

benefit the craft," put in the little man, hope-

fully.

"Well, I don't know about that. Only the

other day, right in this town, a person you and

I both know, was taken seriously sick in the

night and u messenger was sent on a bicycle

for " doctor. The sawbones jumped on his

wheel and arrived at the house in time to save

the patient's life. There goes business for

either you or I up the flue. Doctors ought

to be satisfied with horses. They ain't treat-

ing us square," and the melancholy man
heaved a sigh.

"Well, well, is that so? Right in this town?
My! I didn't think the bicycle would affect us

here. By George!" and the little man jumped
up in his excitement. "I'm going to make a

motion that doctors be asked to give up riding

wheels; that they brand cycling as injurious

and that a committee of one be appointed to

keep tabs on the houses where there's sickness

and that a man be hired to confiscate all the

wheels found in such houses. More'n that,

we want to oppose street improvements and

let 'em dig all the sewers and holes they want

to. When it comes to doctors scorching

to their patients in this town, it is only in the

line of sound business policy to call a halt.

We need protection from the baleful influence

of the bicycle, as you say, and need it quick."

But the motion, after discussion, was lost

owing to the announcement of the arrival of

one hundred and forty-eight $32.33 bargain-

counter bicycles in the town the previous

week. It was decidedly advisable, by unani-

mous vote, to bide their time and each dele-

gate went home in a more cheerful frame of

mind, after deciding to raise prices all around

in view of the approaching harvest.

BROUGHT BACK AVUNCULAR RECOLLECTIONS.

"What is the meaning of that Latin inscrip-

tion, 'In hoc signo vinces'?" she asked of the

ex-amateur, who was viewing the Grant Day
decorations with her.

"Um—er—I know what the first two words

mean, but the last ones bother me," said the

man who ha4 QOC^ race4 fpi" clocks and dia-

monds. , , .
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LEARNING IN RURALDOM.

Of course, the blessed resident of cities and

towns has not a word to say regarding the

difficulty of learning to ride a wheel. Why
should he? All the cityite has to do is to go

to some more or less splendid "academy,"

where padded \\falls and skilled attendants

await his pleasure, make known to the

wealthy proprietor of the establishment his

desire to become a rider, and straightway his

road to ridership is made straight, smooth

and pleasant for him. But every would-be

rider of the bicycle is not a resident of places

where the art of cycling is taught with

feather-bed attachments to guard against the

would-be's sudden contact with a hard, cold

world. It is of the novitiate of this unfortu-

nate I would write; of him, since of him I am
a sore and bruised portion.

To my fellow-unfortunates in rural, minus-

cycle-school . localities, greeting! And may
these advices, based upon my own painful

experiences, be accepted as valuable, if for no

other reason than their sincerity. When you

have irrevocably deter-

mined to alone and unaided

conquer the bicycle, it is ^^
well to get your physician's '^t

opinion as to the propor-

tion of animal and mineral

matter in your bones, that

you may thus know
whether possible fractures

thereof can be easily
patched up. If his report

is fa\orable, take out an ac-

cident policy in a good

company, buy a gallon of

liniment, borrow a wheel

and sail in.

I would here impress

upon you the wisdom of

beginning on a borrowed

wheel. If you are as

clumsy as I was, and I am
counting upon your being

so all through this advice

of mine, you are more than

likely to make that wheel

suffer, and it seems a pity

to visit suffering upon a

machine of your own.

Then, too, you might break

your neck, and a second-

hand, badly-damaged bicycle would not

amount to much as an asset of your estate.

Having, therefore, borrowed someone else's

wheel, select a smooth, level stretch of road

possessing considerable width—you will even-

tually discover that half a mile would be none

too wide for your purpose-—then learn to

mount. If possible, secure the attendance at

the festal occasion of a dozen friends. They
make an excellent jury for the determining of

the progress you are making, and their ad-

vice will be voluble, if not valuable. Each of

the dozen will urge upon you a plan different

from all the rest, and then you will wabble off

in your own sweet way.

Stand behind the borrowed wheel grasping

the handles firmly, place your left foot on the

step, and hop gracefully along for a few rods,

then swing into the saddle just as you have

seen expert riders do; once safely landed

there, paw the air with your right foot where

the pedal should be. About this time an idea

will rush through your head that you wished

you had learned to dismount before you at-

tempted to ride. But don't you mind. Just

around then you'll have other things besides

how to dismount gracefully demanding your

attention. Give attention solely to the ques-

tion: "On which end shall I land?" The
practice here is extremely varied. The
patients come down like the waters of Lo-

dore, according to Coleridge, in all sorts of

ways—heads first, heels first, endwise, length-

wise, anyhow, everyhow.

The next thing to do is to untangle yourself

from the wheel, and get up. If you are a man,

and none of your church people are within

ear-shot, a few remarks are here in order on

what you think of clumsy people teaching

themselves cycling. After repeating all of the

foregoing a sufficient number of times, you

will have learned all about the theory of cycle

riding, and need only the practice thereof to

make you a real wheelman.

Later you may, perhaps, find that the ma-
chine knows a queer trick or two itself. At

first it will invariably endeavor to carry you

into the curb willy or nilly, or to turn out

.
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RURAL IDEA OF THE WHEELMAN'S PLEA FOR GOOD ROADS

of its straight and narrow path to run into, or

over every possible obstruction or person.

But as you grow to know each other better,

the evil inclination of the wheel will gradually

abate, and yoi: will, like me, seek to tell every-

body of the delights of cycling; that teaching

one's-self how to ride is the easiest thing in

the world; that you never had a fall; that the

wheel you ride is the best in the world—and

so on, enough to make the most enthusiastic

disciple of Walton blush with envy. All this

and more, too, does the writer know of his

own experience. E. V. S.

THE MAID OF IXION.

In spring and fall she rides her wheel,
Her hobby then—she rides it hard.

Each week a century she'll reel,

Just scorching up the Boulevard.

And when the summer, piping hot.
Comes on and bakes the torrid land,

She goes aboard her father's yacht.
And takes another wheel in hand.

So, land or sea, it's wheel and wheel.
Till I, who've followed where she's led,

With all these turns am dazed, and feel

As if I had wheels in my head.

EQUAL TO THE EMERGENCY.

He was mad clear through, he knew it and

he proposed everyone else should, too.

Striding up to the cycle counter in the de-

partment store where only the day before he

had given over thirty-nine good, honest dol-

lars in return for a just-as-good-as-any-hun-

dred-dollar bicycle, he said:

"Say, this is a nice game you've given me.

Why, it would take a steam engine to push

that wheel you sold me."

"Why, what's the matter with it?" asked the

clerk, who had only that week been promoted
to the cycle counter from the corset depart-

ment, and, therefore, had not as yet grown
used to the rows raised by dissatisfied cus-

tomers.

"Matter! Matter enough! You told me
yesterday that this Whizzerino wheel you sold

me was the easiest running wheel in the world,

and this morning when I tried to ride it I

found Samson would have had a fit if he

ever tried to push it along. And, mind you,

before I went to bed last night I carefully

oiled it all over, but even

that didn't seem to do any

good.

"Sure you used pure oil

and was careful to put

some of it where the wheels

go round on, and at the

roots of the treddles?"

I asked the ex-corseteer, as-

suming a knowledge he

saw his antagonist was as

much lacking as himself.

"Used the stuff you gave

me in the bottle. Don't

know whether that was

pure or not."

"Bottle?" faintly gasped

the clerk, whose twenty-

four hours' experience had
served to make him better

acqiiainted with his sundry

stock.

"Yes; bottle! There it is

half gone, the other half

being in every blessed hole

: in that bysickle I could

I pour it in."

I "From what you tell me
I can see your wheel is

troubled with a slight con-

ge jtion of the correlative parts, and, if you will

allow me, I will call round this evening and

arrange it satisfactorily for you. In the mean-
time allow me to present you with this can of

our improved oil, in lieu of this partly empty
bottle you have given me."

When the customer had gone, the new' clerk

w.'ped the perspiration off his brow, and

sht'ddered at the narrow escape he had. Only
the day before when he had waited upon the

man who had just gone away, he had by mis-

take given him tire-patching fluid in place of

lubricating oil, and the reason that wheel

failed to run easy was no mystery to the clerk,

even though he had formerly been in the cor-

set department.

^
HOW IT HAPPENED.

"I hear Vill Whizleigh is laid up from

cycling. What's the matter; have a bad fall?"

"No; he was frost-bitten."

"While he AVas out riding?"

"Yes; had e\ Boston girl on the front seat

of the tandem.
I'
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Kindly mention The Wheel.

"AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

(§)

America Cycle Mfg* Co*^

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, II^I^.

0^(§)

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. t. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.
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;g> 100.00.

PEERLESS....
Leader among high-class bicycles. Is abso-

lutely unsurpassed. Intrinsic worth makes its

price entirely satisfactory, while DISCOUNTS
TO AGENTS make it a profitable wheel to sell.

PEERLESS TANDEMS
increase in popularity every day. Their real

merit does it.

PEERLESS RACERS.
Too well known to need comment.

^65.00.

PATROL
The claim that this wheel classes ABOVE
OTHERS at medium prices, CAN EASILY
BE SUBSTANTIATED. It is distinctly high-

grade in lines, bearings and finish, and at the
present popular price.

Don't Buy a Cheap Wheel.
The PATROL is high in quality, but low in
price.

It's the best value possible for the money.

See It Beforei^^You Buy.

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio,

make these wheels. Their guarantee adds value. They offer

VERY ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS to agents, meeting all

competitions. WRITE THEM QUICK.
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Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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EFFECTS OF SHORTS.

Clothes make the man, and, it is not unfair

to add, the woman.
So sayeth the proverb, and proverb has

never conveyed an untruth!

Ipse facto, unconventional clothes make
unconventional men—and, women.

Cycling clothes—short clothes—are uncon-

ventional clothes, and their effect on those

who wear them affords a fruitful and not un-

interesting study for psychologists not other-

wise employed.

That they do have an effect must be ap-

parent to even an inch-deep thinker whose

sight is not impaired. Offhand, it would ap-

pear the possession and riding of a bicycle

accentuates the effect—that in very many in-

stances the effect is in the nature of a fulfill-

ment of that longing:

Turn backward, turn backward, O time in thy flight

And make me a child again just for to-night.

Happy-go-Iucky-don't-careism is an essen-

tial of the short-clothed childhood.

It is not wholly a pleasing admission, but

the same trait is discernible largely i^^^tthose

of maturer years who affect cycling garb.

Its power to free one from the cares of the

workaday world is one of the time-honored

and not unmerited virtues of the bicycle. But

without the proper clothing most of those

who have had experience will attest that the

freedom is not nearly so complete. The aver-

age man cannot feel perfectly free and easy

and don't-carish in starched shirt and collar

and long trousers. They exert a restraining

influence. Even though the trousers are

clasped at the ankles, the attire worn awheel

compels a feeling of self-containment, so that

it cannot be successfully maintained that to

the bicycle itself is due the happy-go-lucki-

ness. It's in the clothing, I contend.

Let the psychologist visit Gotham's Grand
Boulevard or Riverside Drive or the principle

cycling thoroughfares and rendezvous in other

cities and he will not lack for specimens.

Here is the well-mannered young woman
who, in walking garb, would flush and be

stung to the quick were it even suggested that

she would rest herself on the gutter-curb.

But there she is in cycling costume seated on

the curbing as unconcerned as if she were in

the privacy of her boudoir. And there's her

sister on the park bench, well-mannered also,

in her cycling habit, she apparently thinks

nothing of being seated legs crossed and an
arm stretched on the back of the bench, in full

view of the passing populace. And the one
who just passed! What an ill-fitting, unbe-

coming costume! And the leggings! Two
sizes too large, and so loose and wrinkled that

they seem as if they were falling down. Yet
in ordinary dress that lady is a pink of neat-

ness and would faint for mortification did she

even imagine that her hosiery was ill-kempt

and that any one might see. How numerous
they are! If your psychologist is particularly

keen-eyed, he will notice, too, that many ladies

who would be insulted were they addressed

by strangers while afoot and who would not

deign to laugh or talk aloud on a public

street, treat it lightly while wearing their

cycling habits.

The men are as bad; perhaps, worse. There
has been vast improvement during the past

two years, but slouchiness of apparel is yet

too common among the younger men to ex-

cite remark. But there's Dr. Pastorbean and

Attorney Blackstone—the one with wrinkled

stockings and walking-shoes from which the

straps protrude unpleasantly, and the other in

a soiled white sweater, worn outside his

breeches, and so large and so loose that it

looks not unlike a curtailed night-gown!

They are men of breeding, who stand high in

the community, careful of dress, ordinarily,

but affected by don't-careism when cycling.

There, too, is Aubrey Golfstocking! There's

not a more refined or better dressed man in

the cotillion class. But there he is wearing a

wide-collared red sweater which hangs down
under the bottom of his coat, black hose and

tan shoes, and he has just shouted to

some friend on the sidewalk. The club-

man who passed him has a business

of his own downtown, but when cycling

he wears that braid-festooned coat, and

when on a club run he becomes "a

child again just for the day" and toots a

bugle, while his business partner carries a flag.

Silly? Of course, it is. But they descend to

such things only when in cycling garb.

If the psychologist will cross the river on

the same ferries or dine at the same hotel

with some of the cycling clubs, he will be able

to obtain additional brain-food. If he does

not discover full-grown men, whose looks

justify better things, singing on the boat,

shouting to pedestrians on the street, throw-

ing bread across the table, bawling orders to

the waiters—all regardless of the presence of

ladies and strange gentlemen—it will be an

uncommonly dull day.

That the cycling costume is responsible for

such exhibitions is one of my pet ideas. Per-

haps I am wrong. I hope so, at any rate.

C. Y.

CAUGHT IN HIS OWN TRAP.

Some time ago the head of the Township

Committee of the little village of Franklin,

N. J., who is Lester Kiersted, had an ordin-

ance passed compelling cyclists to carry lights

at night. Last week he instructed the chair-

man of the Police Committee, who is Lester

Kiersted, to arrest all offenders. The Chief

of Police, who is Lester Kiersted, thereupon

summoned all the captains, lieutenants and

patrolmen, who are embodied in one man,

Lester Kiersted, and the streets were

patrolled by the village Pooh Bah on a

bicycle. To aid in the capture of lawless

cyclists, he extinguished his lamp and rode

slowly around on the watch for lampless

riders. Presently the village constable spied

the police department riding without a light

and pounced upon him. They recognized

each other at once. The constable ordered

the chief to arrest himself for breaking his

own ordinance, and upon refusal, took it upon
himself to make the arrest. So the head of

the Township Committee, the chairman of

the Police Committee, the Chief of Police, the

minor officers and patrolmen accompanied

the constable to the office of the Justice of

the Peace, who happens to be Lester Kier-

sted. The two m_en in whom all the positions

were embodied, talked over the situation and

the justice finally parolled the police depart-

ment to appear before him the next day.

Then the justice discharged the committee-

man, Police Commissioner, etc., incidentally

himself, and admonished the constable to

keep mum.

Of two evils in a wheel consider well ere
you reject either.

AS HE TOLD IT.

He had a face like the phiz of an under-

taker, and one would never from his looks

have taken him to be an individual in whose

composition humor lurked in any large-sized

chunks. But you can no more tell what sort

of a man a human being is by looking at his

face than you can tell the value of a clock by

the same form of inspection, and so when he

began with, "In an unguarded moment I pur-

chased a bicycle," the listener, quite natur-

ally, prepared himself to hear the usual hard

luck story, but it didn't come in the usual

form.

"I have always been accounted a fairly

level-headed man," he continued, "and why I

suddenly became bent on buying a bicycle, I

cannot imagine. Perhaps it was that without

knowing it I had gotten a wheel in my head,

and that one was lonely, and was yearning for

another. I believe that cycling is really an

epidemic, and anybody is liable to be afflicted.

"How in the world it was learned that I

contemplated purchasing a bicycle is some-

thing I cannot imagine, but it was revealed in

some manner. The upshot was that I re-

ceived agents at all hours, eager to detail the

many advantages possessed by the wheels

which they represented. I mortally insulted

the new minister by not recognizing him,

giving him a stony glare, and informing him
curtly that I had given up all idea of purchas-

ing a bicycle, and was thinking about securing

a horseless carriage instead.

"He looked at me as if he was certain I had

everything in the wheel line I needed, and

left. Upon my word, I would not have been

at all surprised to have been awakened by a

burglar with a pistol at my head, and an order

to buy a Ratcatcher bicycle or die.

"After examining, I think, not less than

several thousand, or so it seemed, different

makes, I tempted fate and made a purchase.

"Did my troubles end theji? To use the

classic Shakespearean phrase, not on your

life. No sooner had I bought a bicycle than I

was invaded by accident insurance agents,

eager to pay me $1,000 for the loss of a leg or

arm, or $5,000 for the entire loss of breath.

I managed to stave off this wild rush, but

the worst was yet to come.

"I hunted up my best friend, who had been

an enthusiastic wheelman for months, to have

him extend the warm grasp of the L. A. W.
to me.

"He seemed pleased when I told him what

I had done. The first question he asked me
was: 'What wheel did you buy?' I told him;

his face grew hard and cold, and he smiled

sarcastically.

" T knew you sometimes made mistakes,'

he said, 'but I never thought you were cap-

able of making such a one as that. Why, oh!

why did you not get the Bugaboo instead of

the Hullabaloo?'

"I left him with tears in my eyes and spirit

completely crushed, but now that I have
gotten to know it, I would not part with my
wheel for love or money."

BLOOMED, THEN VANISHED.

Women can't stand ridicule when they feel

that it's deserved, and the obnoxious bifurca-

tions known as bloomer cycle suits are this

season fast being dropped in the rag bag or

amalgamated with the family mop.

It doesn't require much cultivation to raise
a novice's hopes.
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A Novel Repair Tool.

Next week we shall have something to say

about a New Repair Tool. It is a wonder.

In the meantime, don't forget that Palmer

Tires mark the High-Grade Wheel.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co.,

CHICAGO.
NEW YORK OFFICBS, 66-68 Reade Street.

FREE REPAIR STATIONS in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver,

San Francisco, Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul,

St. Louis and Baltimore,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

••••••••••••••

(

Tie Hflitel States Projectile Co, i

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
t

MANTJFACTURF.RS OF

: Seamless Bicycle Tubing.

:
:

New Features for '98.

One-Piece Taper Gauge Fork-Sides.

Fork-Crown and Stem all One Piece.

D Cranked and Tapered Rear Forks.

Round, Cranked and D Upper Rear Stays.

Seamless Fork-Sides.

Special Tapered Tubes.

WE USE ONLY THE HIGHEST GRADE OF

Special Swedish SteeL

t

2 ^V'e Invite Comparison and Solicit Correspondence. S

S. & p. TIRES.

''WEAR
...THEY

WELL."
MAKERS OF

SINGLE-TUBE
AND

G. & J. TIRES.

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

OFFICES AT
19 Park Place New York City.
107 E. Jefferson st Syracuse, N. Y.
30 E. Genesee st Buffalo, N. Y.
166 E. Lake st Chicago, III.

Embree Cycle Co., Fil-

bert and Juniper sts Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel
5&P
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SO EASY.

She did want a bicycle. To the Sterner

Parent she confided this want, and as a con-

fidence receptacle he was almost as much of a

failure as he promised to be as a wheel pur-

chaser.

"No daughter of mine," the Sterner Parent

began, "shall put herself in a position to be

jeered at, and justly, by every truck driver on

the Boulevard!"

"But, papa
"

"Do you admire these women you see rid-

ing around by themselves?"

"But, papa
"

"And no wonder they are by themselves

—

no man can be found with gall enough to

ride with them."

"But, papa
"

"Don't let me hear another word on the sub-

ject; my decision is final. No penny of mine

shall ever go toward buying one of those ma-

chines for any of you girls to ride."

At this point the prettiest member of the

family, whose spirit matches her good looks,

remarked to her sister:

"If I were you I'd get one anyways You've

saved up enough money out of your allow-

ance to buy a wheel, and it's your own, and

I'd do exactly what I liked with it."

"No," promptly replied the filial young wo-

man, who knew her game even though she was

so undutifully advised; "no, unless papa

gives his full consent I should never enjoy

a moment spent on it." And she left the room
with impressive dignity.

A faint scoff from the youngest member of

the family group that sounded somewhat like

the word "martyr," followed her exit, but it

was frowned down by the Sterner Parent; and

the very next morning, while the "martyr,"

with hope in her heart and resignation in her

eye, was helping him on with his coat in the

lower hall and taking particular care in pull-

ing his overcoat collar up and his inside coat

tails down, the Sterner Parent said, quite

hurriedly, but with delightful distinctness:

"I've been thinking it over and I don't ob-

ject seriously to your having a wheel if you

won't ride up the Boulevard Sundays chew-

ing gum and wearing a sweater." And he re-

treated down the front steps amid a shower of

promises and almost tearful thanks.

So you see virtue, even in this wicked world,

sometimes brings more than its own reward.

AT THE BARGAIN COUNTER.

In the department store. Ma is being

waited on by a graduate from the white goods

department, noted for his ability to sell back-

numbered goods at top prices.

"I want a bicycle for my boy."

"Yes'm. Want a good one, of course?"

"Yes. What does a really first-class bi-

cycle cost?"

"Well, a real high-grade like our Never-

sweat '97 will cost you $100. It isn't economy,

you know, to
"

"See here, sir, I'm not Mrs. Astor. Haven't

you something that
"

"Oh, ves; here's our own Kantbeatem at

$38.87. None better in the world. It isn't

economy, I was about to say, to pay these bi-

cycle makers' high prices. Coal department?

Yes'm, third aisle to the left."

TWO ON A TANDEM.

There is really a slight foundation for that

alleged joke wherein the tandem is introduced

as the cycling symbol of wedded bliss. Al-

most any two persons can be good com-

panions while tandem riding. Each feels that

the other is in thorough accord and sympathy

with his pleasures, his joys, or his sorrows.

After a steep hill has been ridden, each feels

that the other fellow is more baked than him-

self.

If, as is very often the case, the other fellow

happens to be his girl, of course, the case is

different, and he feels a pride at the end of

their ride that he has supplied most of the

motive power therefor. He feels that she, per-

haps, is thinking, "What a strong, brave fel-

low he is, to be sure; one might go safely

through life with such a husband." It does

not by any means follow that this is the train

of thought she is pursuing; the chances are

that she is wondering if her hat is on straight

or if the hair-pins are doing their duty in her

back hair, but so long as he thinks she thinks

of him, that's the same thing, so far as he is

concerned. For whatever the cause may be, it

can not be denied that there is something in

tandem-riding that more nearly than anything

else makes "two hearts beat as one." It needs

only a short trial to convince any doubter of

this, and the fair experimenter to occupy the

front seat on the machine is never difficult to

secure.

GETTING GOOD GOODS.

Nothing has made more possible the preval-

ence of the just-as-good,' or bargain-counter,

bicycle, than the common error of would-be

cyclists, when purchasing their first wheel, to

consider cost rather than quality. Even the

man or woman who will readily pay a high

price for a horse, will often hesitate to pay

the few dollars difference between the high-

grade wheel, which is the real thing, and the

shoddy, I-am-as-good-as-you machine, which

is dear at any price. They forget that in one

case they are buying something amply able,

under all circumstances, to bear them safely

through most emergencies, provided only they

know how to ride and care for it.

In the case of the imitative machine, the

buyer thereof pretends to believe that the sav-

ing in price is not accomplished by a corre-

sponding lowering in the machine's merit, a

proposition as untrue in regard to bicycles as
it is in relation to any other commodity. At
best, the bicycle is a marvel of lightness, rigid-

ity and strength, and no one should risk life

and limb upon such a marvel unless sure that

in no possible way has security and workman-
ship been sacrificed to the question of cost

price. The best is none too good, nor too

dear, either, when it comes to buying a bi-

cycle.

Things hardly ever begin coming a racer's

way until he's spent a good deal of time going
after them.

MIGHT BE WORSE.

Go on and enjoy a ride all you can. Smile

as often as possible, and get as much fun out

of life as your circumstances will permit, for

after all:

This world of ours is not as drear

As we would often take it.

Nor is it half as lonely here

As many people make it.

If skies are sometimes overcast

And all seems dark before us,

The sunshine always comes at last

And throws its splendor o'er us I

A FABLE.

Two horses in a racing stable were always

boasting of their speed, and after some time

spent in this diversion, their friends succeeded

in pulling off a match race. They ran like

good fellows, and each was badly punished

before one got there by a nose. Just as the

match was concluded, the man who owned
and fed them for the advertisement there was

in it for him, appeared and said: "You two
nags are a disgrace to the stable. You never

go to Y. M. C. A. meetings, and you are al-

ways quarreling. I shall inoculate you into

canned corned beef."

"But," interposed the one who had been de-

feated, "I have already been whipped. See

me weep over my defeat and think of my be-

ing now an 'also ran.' Can't you let me off?"

"No," was the reply. "Since you have been

defeated you're no good as an advertisement

and for the same reason you can't elevate the

stage by becoming an actor, so you have

nothing to live for."

"Will you kindly notice," whinnied the

other equine, "what a world-beater I am, and

how I knocked the everlasting shoes off that

back-number over there? I am now the un-

disputed champion. You certainly do not

mean to cut me down in my prime?"

"Since you are now champion," said the

owner, who was a pretty smart man, "you

might as well die before you lose your laurels.

Should you keep on racing you would ulti-

mately be beaten out of sight."

MORAL.
This should apply to racing gentlemen

whose challenges and acceptances now adorn
the pages of the daily papers.

NO COAST DEFENSES NEEDED.

"It is perfectly fascinating," Maud ex-

claimed, "to read about the proceedings of

Congress."

"I suppose it is interesting," Mamie an-

swered, with a sigh; "but it's awful hard to

understand."

"Yes; but that's exactly where the enjoy-

ment comes in. You find out so many things.

I never realized until a short time ago how
much we were in need of protection for our

coasts."

"Well, I don't think we need any at all,"

Mamie replied with emphasis.

"Why, of course, we do."

"That's because you're timid. A brake's

only in the way. If you strike a hill so steep

you are afraid to coast with your foot on the

tire; the only thing for you to do is to get

off your wheel and walk."

And Maud was forced to admit that Con-
gress had not, so far, at least, as she had read,

taken any such view of the case.

THERE ARE OTHERS.

Speaking of races, and most active whee'.-

men are just at this time doing something
of the sort, how doe3 Lhis list of the various

kinds strike you?

A close race—The Hebrew.
A great race—The American. •

A hard race—The Scotch.

A slick race—The Greek.

A loafing race—The Negro.

A hot race— ihe Spanish.

A short race—The Japanese.

A road race—The Gypsy.

A desperate race—The human race.
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WAR! WAR!! WAR!!

A Wagging Tongue and a Wagon One the

Weapons Prominent in Its

Declaration.

His name is Keachline, Harry Keachline,

please remember. He is a Philadelphian; last

place in the world you would look for such a

fierce warrior as Mr. Keachline says he is.

When not otherwise busy talking through

the megaphone of Fame, Mr. Keachline con-

descends to act as the secretary of the Car-

riage and Wagon Builders' Association.

Feeling the effects of all this Greco-Turkish

war talk, Mr. Keachline brought forth his

trusty megaphone, trained it upon the bronze

coat-tails of William Penn, and thus brayed

forth defiance to cycling and all connected

therewith, saying to his fellow-members of

C. and W. B. A.:

"We must awake from our lethargy and

devise ways and means for putting a stop to

this ever-increasing evil. The only way by

which this can be accomplished is through

legislation. The reason that bicyclers have re-

ceived, and are receiving, so many conces-

sions is that they "are thoroughly organized,

and, as many of them are voters, legislators

are afraid to legislate against them. We, as

carriage men, ought to array ourselves

against them. Every time they are granted

new rights, it is a direct blow to the car-

riage builders."

Hardly had the echoes of this immortal

utterance ceased reverberating through Chest-

nut street, than badly frightened wheel own-

ers and dealers were hastening to the office of

Mr. Keachline to find out if he really meant

it. Assuming a Napoleon-addressing-his-

scullion attitude. Secretary Harry Keachline

thus unburdened himself of words:

"Those interested in the manufacture of car-

riages, the making of harness and other ac-

cessories to the carriage trade pay 90 per

cent of the taxes of this town. Wheelmen pay

but 10 per cent. Though this is the case,

those interested in driving are ignored by our

Legislatures, while the bicyclists, being thor-

oughly organized, have secured recently many
great concessions. This condition of affairs

must be changed. Therefore, the carriage

and wagon builders, the harness makers and

others interested in the trade, will be organ-

ized for the purpose of waging a bitter war-

fare against the wheelmen and against their

monopoly of the highways and roadways in

and about Philadelphia.

"I want every one to know that I am op-

posed to the granting of privileges to bi-

cyclists," continued Mr. Keachline. "They
should not be permitted to monopolize the

highways and roadways. Practically, they

have robbed the driver of nearly all the pleas-

ure that he once had in driving. So con-

gested are the roadways in the Park now that

the danger attending driving is almost in-

calculable. The much-mooted bicycle face

which has been the butt of our humorists for

some time past is not confined alone to

wheelmen. That strained expression of coun-

tenance is now frequently seen on the faces of

drivers. And why? Because the driver is

fearful of a collision with inexperienced

wheelmen and forced to be on the alert to

check his horses if they happen to shy at a

ryclist who scorches under their very hoofs."

Mr, Keachline was here shown the police

and hospital reports of Philadelphia, both of

which failed to bear out his allegations.

Even the testimony of officials, that wheelmen
caused few runaways among horsemen, failed

to mollify Mr. Keachline, who was bent on

war and gore, saying:

"I grant that, but it is because the driver

is afraid that there may be an accident that

he is worried and fails to derive any pleasure

from driving."

"How do you propose waging this war
against wheelmen?" asked the interviewer,

frightened by Mr. Keachline's evident ferocity.

"By legislation," was the reply. "A petition

will be drawn up, circulated among the mem-
bers of our trade, and when it has been signed,

will be sent to the Councils and to the State

Legislature, requesting that bicyclists be iso-

lated in paths of their own. We are deter-

mined to stop the granting of privileges to

bicyclists. The war will be waged to the bit-

ter end. At the next monthly meeting of the

Carriage and Wagon Builders' Association

final action will be taken. Ways and means will

be devised that we may array ourselves in

formidable numbers against wheelmen, and

we expect the hearty co-operation of news-

papers and of staid Philadelphians."

All of which makes it evident that it will

only be a short time now before Mr. Keach-

line will have every wheelman in Philadelphia

safely locked up in a cage, the key of which

will be in Mr. Keachline's off-pocket, pro-

viding the Fool-killer in the future remains

as remiss in his official functions as he has in

the past.

LAWS FOR US.

SOME WAR NEWS.

What a feminine effect the opposing armies

of the war that's just on in the plains of

Thessaly must have; quite "new woman-
ish," and quite anticipatory of how the Col-

orado militia will look ere long. The modern

Greek in his war apparel closely resembles

the wheelwoman. He wears the same sort

of zouave jacket, the same length of -abbre-

viated skirt, and his lower extremities are

encased in what look to be leggings identical

with those worn by many wheelwomen. Even
his coquettish little hat is strangely similar

to the most popular, if not the most com-

mendable, cycling headgear.

As for the Turk—but every one knows that

Constantinople is the original home of

the bloomers, that there they have

become so thoroughly domesticated that

not only the women but the men
wear them. The Turksh regiment will

therefore look also like a vast array of

wheelless wheelwomen, but of a more radical

kind than the Greek—the kind that has dis-

carded skirts altogether and goes in for

bloomers alone. In other words, the species

who when asked "Do you wear bloomers

with or without?" answers "Without."

However the war may result as regards

political events, therefore, there is one thing

that it can't help but settle—that so far as

their costume is concerned there is no reason

why women shouldn't become soldiers as

well as men and the wheel, as well as its cos-

tume, become part of every army.

What the Wheelmen's I,egislative Friends Have
Bone, and Failed to Do, for Those

Who Ride.

Albany, N. Y., April 26.—There has been a

number of excellent good roads and bicycle

bills passed in the Legislature during the past

ten days, of which the following are abstracts

:

Senator Parson's—To regulate the use of

bicycles, tricycles and similar vehicles, and to

require uniformity of ordinance affecting the

same. The bill gives power to the cities,

towns and villages of the State to pass ordin-

ances regulating the use of wheels on public

highways, streets, parks, etc., in accordance

with the following provisions: Bicycles and
similar vehicles may be required to carry a

lamp while in use of such illuminating power
as to be seen 200 feet ahead, and kept lighted

between one hour after sunset and sunrise;

to carry bells, which, when rung, may be
heard 100 feet distant; to regulate the rate of

speed at which it may be lawful to ride; to

permit the authorities in cities, towns and vil-

lages having charge of the highways, streets,

and parks to grant permits to any person or

persons to ride at any rate of speed over

specified courses with certain conditions; to

regulate and prohibit the riding of bicycles

on sidewalks; to provide that every violation

of any such ordinance render the offender

subject to a fine of not exceeding $5 for each

offense, and finally that no city, town, or vil-

lage shall pass any ordinance, by-law or regu-

lation in the use of wheels, except as pro-

vided in this act, and that ordinance or regu-

lation shall be passed applying exclusively to

wheels, but shall apply to all vehicles.

Senator Higbie's—To amend the highway
law, relating to rebate of highway tax for the

use of wagons having tires of a certain width.

This bill amends the law of 1893, which
granted a. rebate of one-half the assessed

tax for each year for using a wagon to 'v'-ich

two or more horses are attached, with tires

four inches wide. The riHit to t'-'is rebite is

not forfeited by the use of carriages carrying

a weight of not exceeding 1,000.

Mr. Baker's—To provide for the employ-
ment of convicts at road building. General

Austin Lathrop, Superintendent of State

Prisons, is empowered to employ 100 convicts

of Auburn and Clinton prisons between the

15th of May and the 15th of October during

the years of 1897, 1898, 1899, and 1900, at_ such

places as he sees fit.

Assemblyman Peterson's—To authorize the

construction and maintenance of bicycle paths

or wheelways within the limits of the high-

ways in Chautauqua county. The bill is quite

long, and specifies how the work is to be
done, and provides for the proper protection

of the paths.

Senator Coggeshall's—To provide for the

creation of a Board of County Road Com-
missioners in certain counties of the State

and defining their powers and duties. This

bill is also a very long one, and goes into de-

tail as to the duties and powers of the com-
missioners.

The worst possible bicycle face is made
these bright spring days by the boy ^yho is

told he can't have a wheel,

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG.

Patience is one of those cycling virtues

invented by the fortunnte riders, who have
no use for it, to make the unlucky ones,
whom they bully, think they have a gooc|

time when they have hard IvtcK,
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"TThe F»opu.lar Saddle for '9^.

Is built to sit on, not to straddle,
and is the only Bicycle Saddle affording a safe,

comfortable, and natural support for the rider.

Th8 "Whseler Saddle" is not only anatomically correct,

but is elegant in appearance and adds greatly to

the attractiveness of the wheel as well as to the

comfort of the rider.

Office and Factory : 189-191 W. tariiarrt St.

A Modern High-Grade Saddle.

Manufactured by THc Vi/Hceler Saddle Co., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

&8l,008. BICYCLB-TIRR LoinsPATKmP&tereoD, N.J. PUod

Aux- yj. 1896. Serial Ho. 9Oi.06b. (Ho model)

5 8 1,310. FNBOUATIU TDIS. 0I0R8BS d IMFREVILLS. f|ew

YortN. Y. FUed Dec 23, 1896. Serial No. 616,734 (Mo model)

Ciaim.— I A bicyclc-tire. consisting of a hollow elastic tire, of

an open nuxiliar/ mctJiHit' spring-tire nrraiigtd within said elastic

tirt ind conforming to the shape of thr latter, and of a mptal stiip

arranged between the elastic lire aud the metallic lire.substHiitiaMy

as Aoi for the purposes deacribed.

5 8 1 15 1. CI^^'TE POR SHIPPIKG BICYCLEa WiLUAM C

Fear. SummltTlUe. ln± FUed Mar. 28, 1898. Serial Ra 585,245. (Mo

BOdel)

heel-tire composed of a series of ^mall inflated

hollow rings* of rubber, cemented together to form a larger hollow

ring or tube having an inner air-tight cundtiit, substantially af set

forth.

581 166. PATCH FOR PNEUMATIC TIEE3. WujJAM C. LiLLT

aod' Jambs M. H. Febdbrici, Akron. Ohio. FUed Sept. 1. 1896. Serial

'^Mfta 601579 (No model)

CTfr-m.— l. The herein-described crate for shipping bicycles con-

iating of a strip or strips bent entirely around the bicycle, braces

which coooect the upper and lower portioos of the said strips, the

lower -portions of the strip or strips, Fetweeo the two wheels of the

bicycle* being bent into edgewise position, substantially as specified.

J.— 1 The means of repairiDg pneumatic tire* and similar

articles, consisting of a sheet of flexible material carrying a plug B,

substantiallv as set forth

5 8 1 >02 4. SPROCOrr mechanism foe bicycles. Lmiia&D

B. OaTLCK. Erie, Pa. Filed Jan. 3, 1896. Serial No, 57i201. (No

model)

&80,994. BEARlKu, i;labs A. SvKKssoM. Buffalo. N. V
Julyn.U96. Serial No. 599,516, (No model)

FUed

CiaiTtt, The combination with a sprocket-chain having Wocks

,u.
with link connections at each end and a reduced middle portion, of

dp ft sprocket-wheel made of a sihgle soljd pi^c, the bearing-aurfaces

L.p of which at the sides of the t«eth, and also between the t«€th coin-

only the radial thruat of the bearing, and balls also arranged in sa

channel and having a larger diameUr than the length of said rollei

whereby the balls extend beyond the ends of the rollers and rcceivr

the end thrust of the bearing, substantially as set forth

5 81,25 5. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. Anos

V. OUKM, Denver, Colo., aasl^or of oDe-halT to John 0. Morgan and

LrmanRH. Brown, same place Filed Oct 15,1896. Serial No 608.944.

(No model)

the purposes set forth.

5 8 1,038. BRAKE FOR VELOCIPEDEa WiLLLUI C RAmrtT.

Elbridge. N. Y FUed July 18, 1896. Serial Na 556.363. (No model)

mbination of two dii^tinct handle-bara having

nities correspondingly cogged or toothed and pro-

i, the back plate formed integral with or attached

engaging the

13 for holding

ana for lock

Iheiradjaceatextr*

vided with apcHuri

to the dependingst«m and having cylindrical projectioi

extreinitieft in the meshing handle-bar extremities, n

the handle-bar extremities inoperative position, and

ing the .<<aid handle-bar extrctnilic against rotali

priug-plate norniaily disengaged Irom the handle-

and meaos for forcing naid plate to locking engagement with the said

eztremitiea

5 8 1,005. CYCLE-BRAKE. Edward A. Hmi; Hew York, H Y
FUed Oct 9. 1896. Serial No. 608,342. (No model)

Cinim ~ 1 A chain-actuated braking mcchaniam consisting of a

guiding-casing inbstantially horizontally disposed and means for

clamping said caoing to the frame of the machine, a brake-shoe, a

•liding plate carrying said brake-nhoe loDgitudinally disponed and

guided in taid casing, a lever pivoted in said caaing and connected

to uid Klidiog plate the fret end adapted to be acted upon by the,

driving-chain of the machine

581,254. HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. Amos V. Oebbk, Den-

ver, Colo., assigDor of one-half to John Q. Morgan and Lymao B. H.

BrowQ, same place FUed SepL 3. 1896 Serial No. 604.766, (No

5 81.235. DEVICE FOR REPAIRINQ RUBBER TmES- MATrBIw"
H. Kekyon, Aflhaway, R I Filed Pet). 24. 1897. Serial No. 624.862.

Claim^ —I. The combination with a journal and a ivlieel-hub

•uitounding ca.s« separated ft-om the journal by an intervening am
Ur race or channel, of rollera arranged in said channel aud ma
shorter than the width of said channel, whereby the rollers recei.e - - -

. , ^l j. j-.^** «p »,- Kin/.yB fnr

,nd balls also arranged in said c'de throughout with the corresponding surfaces of the blocks, for

C'/<nni — I 111 a brake for bicycles, the combination with

able hrake-slmc, d h»Huw handle-bnr provided with n lengthw

in one end and havint; a hollow standard, and a flcxi
~

passed through the handle-bar and standard and coiinccled to the

brake-shop of collar? r* encircling the slotted end of the handle-

bar, one of the collars being adjustable toward and away ftom the

other and the outer ends of said collars being provided nnth annular

projecting "boulders r' r'. a handpiece D revoluble on the slotted end

of the handle-bar and having iu^ opposite ends mounted on the col-

lars i-' between the rthoulders f* r\ the inner peripheral face of the

handpiece being threaded and «paiatcd fiom the adjacent portion

uf the peripheral face of -inid slotted end of the handle-bar, and an
ope rati ng-pi(^ce F comprising an oiiter ring/" encircling said slotted

•nd of the handle-bar and having its outer peripheral face provided

with threads engaged with the threads of the inner peripheral face

of the handpiece, and an inwardly -ex tend ing arm/"* movable in the

slot of said end of the handle-bar and having its inner extremity />

adjustably connected to the fle.iible connection, substantially as and
foT the purpose specified

T
O'um.— 1 The combination with a suitable casing attached to a

depending stem adapted to be connected with the post of a bicycle-

fork, of the two distinct handlc-bai-s journaled in said caaing, the said

bars being provided with n)eshing pinions, a movable locking-rack
located within the caning and forming a housing for the pinions, said

rack being interiorly cogged to engage the cogs on the peripheries
of the meshing pinions, and suitable means for actuating said rack

5 81,139. CYCLE-LANTERN. Frahk Rhind, Bridgeport, Coon.,

aMJgnor to The Bridgeport; Brass Company. Filed Feb, 19. 1897. Se-

rial No. 624,227. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A repair-patch for rubber ti reTconsisting of a lave

t>f unvulcanued rubber ready for vnlcani/ing, a layer of vulcftni/:ed

rubber and a layer of inelastic fibrous material placed between the

other two and having its edgen covered thereby s.ihstanliallj as and
for the purposes set. forth

Cluhn. —1 in a lantern in combination a fixed portion provided

with a seat, a sooket, a catch and a guide, a removable portion

adapted to bear against said seat and an expansible locking-ring in

said socket adapted to bear against said removable portion said ring

having one of its ends secured in said catch and the other end free

to move within said suidc, substantially as described.

580,884. PNEUMATICTIRK JamesA. MURPHY,Holyoke,MaaB.,

assignor of ODe-half to Charles H Morgan, same olace. FUed Aug. 14,

1896. Serial No. 602.702. (No model)

5 81,095. RUBBER ATTACHMENT FOR PEDAL! Pbaiti I

WiLLARD. Sacramento. Cal FUed Aug. 31, 1896, Serial No 604,455.

(No model)

istiog of a pair

of and adapted

having a later-

Ciaim.— 1, A pnenmatic tire For vehicles corsisting of a single

tube having therein a flexible diaphragm united by its edges to aaid

tube, a series of radially-disposed continuous ribs forming part ot

said tube, and located between the tread part of said tire and said

diaphragm, aod a reinforcing metal ring embedded in one of said

ribs in the f^ane of the greatest diameter of said tire, substantially

as described

5 8 1 , 1 7 . COMBINATION TIRE-IKFLATINQ POMP AKD BICY-

CLE-SUPPORTER JOEM Emkst, Brunswick. Victoria. Piled Apr. 16,

1896. Serial Na 588.142. (No model)

Claim.— 1, A rubber attachment for pedals

of rubber strips or pieces and a pair of frames ext'

to clamp the bases of said strips, each of said fri

ally-projecting flange adapted to engage the edges of the pedal,

a spring connecting the frames whereby thty can be stretched to nt

the pedal and be held there by the tension of the spring

6 81,071. VELOCIPEOE-CHAIN, HonorE M. J. Jacqubt, Liege.

Belgium. FUed July 8, 1896. Serial No. 598,477. (No model) Pat-

CDted in Belgium Dec. 23. 1893. No, 107.907.

Claim.—-A. chain for sprocket-wheels of bicycles or any kind of
machinery, composed of perforated blocks " having holes ej' near the
ends aud of lateral counecting-links each having at one end a hole r"

of the same diameter as the holes a in the blocks and an elongation /r*

thereof of a smaller diameter and at the other end a pivot r^ with a
neck f^ and a head <^, said pivots being adapted lo fill the holes n'

ID the blocks, and said neck c' being adapted to lit into the elonga
tions i-*, aaid blocks and connecting-links being adapted to be assem-
bled in the manner above described, said links having rounded ends («,

which in the tssembied chaii. coine close enough together to pre-
vent the slipping back of the necks <•» into the openingsV and to
prevent accidental disconnection of the chain.

5 8 1 ,0 7 6. APPARATUS FOR nfFLATIKO BICYCLE-TIRES
HOSEA W. LlBBEY, Boston, Mass. Filed May 15, i89fi. Serial Na
591,636. (No model)

Cffurr>.— \n combination with a wheel liaving a pneumatic tire

an air-pump rigidly secured to the nipple of said tire and a flat spring

secured at its center to the piston-rod of the pump, the outer ends
of said spring being slotted and bearing upon the inner portion of the
wheel-rim and studs for holding the outer ends of the sprfag in place

.

aubsUntially as set forth

681,181. PEDAL FOa VELOCIPEDEa FRZDaiOi J. SPiMCia.

Staples, Mlna FOed Oct 8. 1S96. Serial No. 608.273. (Mo model)

Claim— 1. A support for bicycles consisting in the combination

of a tirc-inUating puinp. and a shield for the flexible connection thereof

provided *rith means for attachment to the bicycle.

y
CTo-iTtv.— I In a pedal, the combination with the foot-plate and

toe-clip, of a hook or catch in sliding engagement with the foot-plate,

a screw for adjusting the sliding plate or catch, and a plate secured

to the heel of a shoe, said plate having a projecting portion which
engage* the hook or catch by a lateral movement, substantially a.'!

shown and for the purpose set forth.

580,859.

hoven, Jr.

Serial No

580,884.

NEW PATENTS.

Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Walter Gussen-

, New York, N. Y. Filed February 15, 1897.

, 623,462. (No model.)

Pneumatic Tire. James A. Murphy, Hol-

yoke, Mass., assignor of one-half to Charles H. Mor-

gan, same place. Filed August 14, 1S96. Serial No.

603,702. (No model.)

580,956. B.all-Bearing for X'ehicle Wheels. Charles

G. Roberts, Oak Park, 111. Filed June 4, 1896. Serial

No. 594,253. (No model.)

581,005. Cycle Brake. Edward A. Hine, New York,

N. Y. Filed October 9, 1896. Serial No. 608,342. (No

model.)

581.008. Bicycle Tire. Louis Payette, Paterson, N.

J. Filed August 27, 1896. Serial No. 604,065. (No

model.)

581,024. Sprocket Mechanism for Bicycles. Leonard

B. Gaylor, Erie, Pa. Filed January 3, 1896. Serial

No. 574,201. (No model.)

581,038. Brake for Velocipedes. William C. Ran-

ney, Elbridge, N. Y. Filed July 18, 1895. Serial No.

556,353. (No model.)

581,049. Display Rack. Willard J. Unkenholz, Liv-

ingston Manor, N. Y. Filed June 10, 1896. Serial

No. 595,984. (No model,)
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581,071. X'elocipede Chain. Honore M. J. Jacquet,

Liege, Belgium. Filed July S, 189G. Serial No.

598,477. (No model.) Patented in Belgium, Decem-

ber 23, 1S93, No. 107,907.

581,076. Apparatus for Inflating Bicycle Tires.

Hosea VV. Libbey, Boston, Mass. Filed May 15, lS9(i.

Serial No. 591,636. (No model.)

581,095. Rubber Attachment for Pedals. Frank J.

Willard, Sacramento, Cal. Filed August 31, 1896. Se-

rial No. 604,155. (No model.)

581,103. Reversible Spring Motor. John J. Click,

Bellevue, Texas, assignor of one-half to John H.

Major, same place. Filed May 23, 1896. Serial No.

592,765. (No model.)

581,107. Combination Tire Inflating Pump and Bicy-

cle Supporter. John Emery, Brunswick, \ ictoria.

Filed April 18, 1896. Serial No. 588,142. (No mode'.)

581,139. Cycle Lantern. Frank Rhind, Bridgeport,

Conn., assignor to Tiie Bridgeport Brass Company.
Filed February 19, 1897. Serial No. 624,277. (No
model.)

581,151. Crate for Shipping Bicycles. William C.

Fear, Summitville, Ind. Filed March 28, 1896. .Serial

No. 585,245. (No model.)

581,166. Patch for Pneumatic Tires. William C.

Lilly and James M. Tl. Frederick, Akron, Ohio.

Filed September 1, 1896. Serial No. 604,579. (No
model.)

581.180. Tire Tightener. George W. Soule, Meri-

dian, Miss. Filed October 23, 1896. Serial No.

609,797. (No model.)

581.181. Pedal for \'elocipedes. Frederick J. Spen-

cer, Staples, Minn. Filed October 8, 1896. Serial No.

608,273. (No model.)

581,190. Street Sweeper. Ira \V. Conselyea, Newark,
N. J., assignor of one-half to De Forest P. Lozicr,

same place. Filed September 1, 1896. Serial No.
604,502. (No model.)

581,210. Pneumatic Tire. George d'Infreville, New
York, N. Y. Filed December 23, 1896. Serial No.
616,734. (No model.)

581,218. Sky Cycle. Carl E. Myers, Mohawk, N. Y.

Filed March 13, 1889. Serial No. 303,178. (No model.)

581,235. Device for Repairing Rubber Tires. Mat-
thew H. Kenyon, Ashaway, R. I. Filed February 24,

1.897. Serial No. 624,862. (No model.)

581,2.51. Manufacture of Tubing. Peter Patterson,

McKeesport, Pa., assignor to the National Tube
Works Company, of New Jersey. Filed March 18,

1896. Serial No. 583,741. (No model.)

581.254. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Amos \'. Green,

Denver, Colo., assignor of one-half to John G. Morgan
and Lyman B. H. Brown, same place. Filed Septem-
ber 3, 1896. Serial No. 604,766. (No model.)

581.255. Adjustable Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Amos
V. Green, Denver, Colo., assignor of one-half to John
G. Morgan and Lyman B. H. Brown, same place.

Filed October 15, 1896. Serial No. 608,944. (No

DESIGNS.

26.946. Hammer for Bicycle Bells. Herbert S. Pull-

man, Waterbuiy, Conn., assignor to The Scovill

Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed March 1,

1897. Serial No. 625,670. Term of patent 7 years.

26.947. Bicycle Foot Rest. Arthur I-. Allen, Mid-

dletown. Conn. Filed January *, 1897. Serial No.

61 9,1 22, Term of patent 7 years.

26.948. Bicycle Fork. I'atrick II. Brennan, Syra-

cuse, N. Y. Filed April 30, 1896. Serial No. 539,782.

Term of patent 7 years.

26.949. Sprocket Wheel and Chain Guard. William

S. Noyes, Chicago, 111. Filed March 9, ,1897. Serial

No. 626,682. Term of patent 3 1-3 years.

Race leet

Catcli tlie Eye

j

ALL SIZES.

Plain BlacUMMe
|

OR IN
j

Three Colors. ^ Ofliclf Worl

ESTIMATES.

ON LINEN,

Plain, Black Fipres,

THE WHEEL PRESS,
88 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

IT COSTS twice as much as' other oilers.

25c.

USE IT
eap oilers), second i

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.

and you will know why.
"Star" Oiler (best of cheap oilers), second to none but the "Perfect," loc.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

-WB OR.IOI2>TA.TE]r)

Aluminum 6hain Guards
We have broad and numerous patents.

We have started damage suits against infriuging makers and dealers.

You can avoid liability by refusing chain guards of other makes, and
using only those bearing our name.

You Want To

Get What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,
28-inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26-inch. 24-inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

••••••••••

ELMORE MFC. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City.

General Agents for New York
and New England States . .

Send for Catalog. THE TURNER BRASS WORKS, 120 Kinzie St., Chicago. Kindly Mention The wheel.
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ROUND THE CLOCK IN A RUSH.

Boston, April 24.—The factory of the Bos-

ton Woven Hose and Rubber Co., at Cam-
bridgeport, Mass., where Vim tires are made,

is a perfect Babel of industry. Men and ma-

chinery are working twenty-four hours per

day, and varying languages spoken by each

tell a story that conveys its own moral and

which can be understood by, all. For some

weeks there has been a shift working until

midnight; but beginning Monday, April 26th.

a force will work all night long. This neces-

sitates two complete forces, one working from

seven to six in the daytime, and the othet

from seven to six at night. It is only by

this extreme measure that the company is

able to fill its orders.

FRENCHY, THEREFORE ARTISTIC.

People to whom posters seem inexpensive:

creations of paper and color will be consid-

erably awakened when they learn that it will

cost $1 to secure one of the Lozier posters

•—a figure of an Indian mounted on a Cleve-

land bicycle and brandishing a tomahawk in

aggressive style. The design is by "j^l." the

French artist, and is full of action." While

$1 is asked of poster collectors or curiosity

seekers, legitimate cycle dealers may obtain

copies of the Cleveland creation for fifteen

cents, which merely covers the express

charge.

OVERDOING A GOOD THING.

A person who has never ridden the wheel

should not take more than ten minutes' exer-

cise at the first lesson he essays in cycling.

Otherwise he is liable to find himself sore and

stififened for several days afterward. He may
go into a riding school, and, encouraged by

his success, practice for an hour without im-

mediately feeling any bad effects, but he will

pay the penalty afterward. It is best' to begin

moderately, and, above all things, not to at-

tempt any long rides until after a month or

more of preliminary trial heats in the shape

of short Boulevard and park road runs.

HAS NO STEM.

On their new Lyndhurst racer, on which

the triple fork is employed, McKee & Har-

rington afford a rather novel means of handle-

bar adjustment. Instead of being provided

with a stem sliding inside the head of the

wheel, the bars are arranged to slide on the

upper tubes of the triple fork, giving lean-

over enough to please even the extremist.

CYCLING SHOES BY MAIL.

In addition to the well-known "Ball Bear-

ing," the B. B. Shoe Mfg. Co., 121 Reade

street,New York, is now marketing two new
cycling shoes, the "Ridemphast" and the

"Pedalshoe," and F. M. Fargo, of the com
pany, reports trade as being brisk, their mail

order business amounting to a considerable

volume.

SPOT-CASH FIGURES INTERESTING.

The Ralph Temple Cycle Co. has added

another wheel, the Faultless, to their line. It

is of the flush-joint type and retails at $40.

The Temple people can supply the wheels

in quantities and have a spot-cash quotation

that is interesting.

MAKES SMOOTH THE RUNNING.

M. A. Woodbury, Bradford, Pa., must be

credited with a really original attempt at sup-

plying the exposed cycle chain with an auto-

matic lubricator and duster. Mr. Woodbury
declares that once his invention is affixed to

the machine, the subsequent securing of a

smooth and easy running chain is a certainty,

and this, too, without further annoyance or at-

tention on the part of the rider. The new in-

vention consists of a glass cylinder 2|x|

inches, with a canton flannel sack covering

the open end of the cylinder, which is filled

with powdered graphite, weighing complete

J-ounce, and clamped to the rear fork, so

that the extreme flat end of the sack, which is

stitched across, drops over the chain, as

shown, dusting ofif the dirt and depositing a

small portion of the lubricant on the chain
blocks to ease friction on sprockets. In use
chains are thoroughly cleaned and the lubri-

cator applied as described, there being no ob-
jection, however, to oiling the block pivots
so long as the blocks are not allowed to re-

tain oil.

GRASPS THE IDEA.

The tendency toward box-ended wrenches
for use awheel, crops up in the latest aspirant
to cycling favor, the Fletcher wrench, shown

herewith. Joseph G. Fletcher, 23 Congress
street, Hartford, Conn., is the manufac-
turer, and he calls especial attention to

the fact that while the jaws of his

wrench will securely hold square head
bolts or screw up to and including
J-inch, the closed end can be relied upon to
accomplish the same thing for anything from
3-16 to |-inch. The wrench seems well de-
signed for both carrying and use.

IN PORKOPOLIS.

Cincinnati, April 26.—The Alpine Cycle

Company was incorporated last Wednesday
with a capital stock of $50,000. The capital

stock is divided into 500 shares of $100 each.

The articles of incorporation state that the

company will manufacture bicycles and spec-

ialties. The incorporators, who will be' the

only stockholders, are John R. Kinsley,

George D. Allan, M. K. Allan, Joseph E.

Shephard and M. C. Shephard.

The company had all their machinery on

hand, and active work had about commenced,
when the certificate of incorporation was re-

ceived. They turned out their first bicycle

last Thursday. Their wheels will be of me-

dium grade and will be called the Alpine.

Two models will be manufactured, although,

of course, all sizes of frames will be made
and will be finished in any color to suit the

purchaser.

The New York Tire Company has opened

a branch house on Main street. Thomas
Wetzel, formerly manager of the Chicago

branch, is in charge. He will have charge of

Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky business.

The suit of the Overman Wheel Company
against the Charles Hanauer Cycle Company,
of this city, was amicably settled on last

Friday by the attorneys of the two companies.

The Hanauer Company had handled the Vic-

tor goods for many years and the trouble

grew out of an accounting. The Overman
Company agreed to take their own goods as

part payment of their account.

WARRANTED TO WORK.

The White Mfg. Co., of Chicago, are mak-

ing a new enameling oven designed espec-

ially for repair shops and selling for $10. It is

constructed entirely of galvanized iron, doubly

screwed, and is heated by a specially con-

structed blow-torch holding one gallon, and

capable of producing 350 degrees of heat in

ten minutes. The oven will accommodate
two frames and is warranted to work satis-

factorily.

Women are very much like the spokes in

a cycle wheel; they are attached to a tire, and

cling to the felloes.

THE IDE TRIPLET.

For some time, the F. F. Ide Co., of Peoria,

111., has had the idea of having triplets form a

part of their regular complement of

wheels, but with the care which is their

habit, have preferred to thoroughly and prac-
tically test their product before offering it to

the public. Thus it is that up to date only
sample triplets have borne their name. These
specimen wheels have proven what they ex-

pected, and the Ide folks now announce them-
selves ready to supply public demand for the

machine. It weighs about 65 pounds, is built

particularly for road use, and is triple steering

and lists at $850.

They will also supply the Ide triplet (the

higher priced model is the Ide Special) at

$300. The dilVerence between the two ma-
chines is purely in details of frame construction.
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4ftA gentleman said
99

that the " RAMBLER was the one wheel on the market which is distinctive (original) enough to be recognized at a
glance," but he was a well-posted, old-time wheelman.

You can tell
a RAMBIvER as well as he by noting its distinctive features, as pictured above.

(1) Its " dished " sprocket wheel—that is, with rim of sprocket wheel " pressed inward," as it were, from its point of attachment. Why ?

To bring- the "pull" of the chain between the bearings, for rigidity and stability and to permit of a narrow tread with wide
distance between bearings, for "ease of running." Is original with us and has few imitators.

(2) Its " barrel " shaped crank-hanger, best of its kind, its "claw" crank, showing mode of attachment to the sprocket wheel, so as " to apply
the force to the sprocket wheel rim direct." and not to its hub—for greatest utility of power applied—, its " L" crank— crank-
shaft and crank combined— , original with us, and with many imitators of the last-named feature.

(3) Its strong front fork-crown, with long outside fish-mouth reinforcements. Nickel-plated to emphasize its distinctiveness. Original with
us, few imitators.

(4) Seatpost cluster. Frame is rish-mouth reinforced " inside" the tubing at this point because not subject to so great a strain.
(5> Strong crank-hanger cluster, showing long "fish-mouth" outside reinforcements, extending beyond the " dish" or bend of the rear fork

tubing. Original with us, few imitators because the most expensive (tho' strongest) joint and reinforcement used on any bicycle.

THE 1897 LIST PRICE OF RAMBLERS IS $80.

Unique Booklet at any Rambler Agency.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.
CHICAGO.

New York: 939-945 8th Ave. Brooki.yn: 343-343 Flatbush Ave. Boston, Washington,

Coventry and London, England.
Detroit, Cincinnati, Buffalo.
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You should certainl}' write to us, as hundreds have

done in the past week, relative to handling the

"
Faultless

"

TO RETAIL AT f

$4050
Made of seamless tubing and dropped forgings.

As little trouble with this wheel as with any of

the finest |ioo bic}xles.

^ You Will Be Strictly In It With This Wheel
For a Leader.

THESE "WHEEIiS "WILL, BE SUPPLIED TO BUT ONE
DEALER IN A TOTVN.

RALPH TEMPLE CYCLE CO.,

204 Thirty-Fifth Street, Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I
f

Gilliam Saddles
ARE THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL.
WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE.

I Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio. I

® Kindly mention The Wheel. T

wHEN WE READ the advertisements we learn that all bicycles are the "best" and all bearings are

"dust-proof." There is but one line of bicycles, however, that is equipped with Burwell Bearings;

the kind that are not only dust-proof while you talk, but are dust-proof when put to the test.

iiiiiniiiiiiiiii) r^î ^i'i I iiiiiiiiiil

^^^\ii/ji//>mn.niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiih itiiiiinurrrr,

Study this bearing in detail ; note the two-point contact (if you're an expert you'll know this is mechan-

ically correct), the adjusting cone locked in position, and the soft leather washer that dust cannot crawl over.

Send for catalogue giving further description of this and other exclusive features. : ::::::::
The world does not produce an easier running bicycle than the Cleveland, a fact due to the Burwell

Dust-proof Bearings. ::::::::::::::::
Branch Houses: New York, Boston, Phil-

adelphia, San Francisco, Toronto, Lon-
don, Paris, Hamburg.

Factories: Toledo, Ohio; Thompsonville,

Conn. ; Weitfield, Mass. ; Toronto Junc-

tion, Ontario.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ID. H. %03ter ^ Co..
MAKERS OF

Cleveland and WestHeld Bicycles,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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ADVERTISERS-CLASSIFIED AS TO PRODUCT.
Aluminum Equipment.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.

A.lumlnuni I.acquer.

Colophite Mfg. Co., The, New Haven, Conn.

Asphalt Pavements.
Barber Asphalt Paving Co., The, 1 Broadway, N. Y-

Axles.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Chicago Screw Co., 96 W. Washington St., Chicago.
Fauber, W. H., Clinton and Jackson Sts., Chicago.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

Bearings.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

BeUs.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Hall-Shone Co., 17 Elm street, Rochester, N. Y.
Hill, N. N., Brass Co., East Hampton, Conn.
McConnell, Jos. F., Reading, Pa.

New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.
Nutter, Barnes & Co., Boston, Mass.
Starr Bros. Bell Co., East Hampton, Conn.

Bi-Gear.
Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Bicycles.

Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, 111.

America Mfg. Co., Chicago, ill.

Ames & Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Anderson Cycle & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co^ Goshen, Ind.
Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, 111.

Barnes Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Bayvelgere Cycle Co., The, Union Sq., N. Y.
Boyer,G.A.,13U New England Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Buffalo Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo Wheel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Central Cycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Columbus Bicycle Co., Columbus, O.
Davidson Cycle Co., Chicago, 111.

Davis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton, O.
Defiance Bicycle Co., Defiance, O.
Delp & Bell, Allegheny, Pa.
Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.
Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, O.
Everett Cycle Co., Everett, Mass.
Fairbanks Co., The, 311 Broadway, New York.
Featherstone, A., & Co., Chicago, 111.

Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Gendron Wheel Co., Toledo, O.
Gilbert & Chester Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Hendee & Nelson Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Hoffman Bicycle Co., Cleveland, O.
Home Rattan Co., Chicago, 111.

Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co., 33 W. 23d St. N. Y.
Howe, E., & Co., 271 Broadway;, N. Y.
Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Ide, F. F., Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

Iver Johnson Arms & Cycle W'ks, Fitchburg, Mass.
Jandorf, L. C. & Co., 321 Broadway, New York.
Jenkins Cycle Co., Chicago, 111.

Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kirk-Young Manufacturing Co., Toledo, O.
Lozier, H. A., & Co., Cleveland, O.
Luthy & Co., Peoria, 111.

Mason & Mason, 587 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Maumee Cycle Co., Toledo, O.
Meiselbach, A. D., Milwaukee, Wis.
Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
National Sewing Machine Co., Belvidere, 111.

Penn Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.
Peerless Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Pierce, George N., & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.
Remingtoii Arms Co., 315 Broadway, New York.
Richmond Bicycle Co., Richmond, Ind. .

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway, N. Y.
Sieg & Walpole Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.
Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111.

Syracuse Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Thomas Mfg. Co., Springfield, O.
Temple, Ralph, Cycle Co., 204 35th St., Chicago, 111.

Toledo Metal Wheel Co., Toledo, O.
Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.
Union Cycle Mfg. Co., 239 Columbus Ave., Boston.
Union Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Wolff, R. H., & Co., New York.
Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., 45 Wall St. New York.
Yost Mfg. Co., Yost Station, Toledo, O.

Bicycle Couplers.
Bicycle Coupler Mfg. Co., Gallon, O.
Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway, N. Y.

Bicycle Drills.

Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

Bicycle Materials.

Brown & Wales, 69-83 Purchase St., Boston, Mass.
McMuUen, Roger B., & Co., 139 Lake St., Chicago.

Bolts.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O,

Brakes.
Barrett, J. C, 221-224 Walton st., Syracuse, N. Y.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Johnson Novelty Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co., 26 W. 23d St., N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Spencer Brake Co., 140 Chambers St., New York.

Brazing Stands.

Betts, A. U., & Co., Toledo, O.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Dental Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Carriers.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Cases.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.
Worcester Ferrule and Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Cement.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.

Betts, A. U., & Co., Toledo, O.

Cliaius.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Chantrell Tool Co., Reading, Pa.
Graham, J. H., & Co., 113 Chambers St., New York.
Hall-Shone Co., 17 Elm street, Rochester, N. Y.
Indiana Chain Co., Box 482, Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co., Indianapolis.
Meyer, F. C, & Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Morse Mfg. Co., Trumansburg, N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.
Torrington Chain Co., Torring^ton, Conn.
Warwick & Stockton Co., Newark, N. J.

Chain Ouards.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Olds Wagon Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N. Y.

Chewing Gum.
White, W. J., Cleveland, O.

Coasters.

Johnson Novelty Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Cones.
Chicago Screw Co., 96 W. Washington St., Chicago.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

Cranks.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Eccles, Richard, Auburn, N. Y.
International Cycle Fittings Co., New York.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.

Crank-Hangers.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.

Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.
Worcester Ferrule & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Cups.
Chicago Screw Co., 9( W. Washington St., Chicaco.

Cycle Stands.

Bishop & Benton, 13-25 Oak St., New Haven, Conn.
Brodie, Wm. H., 39-41 Cortlandt St., New York.
New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H.
Safety Mfg. Co., 63 S. Canal St., Chicago, 111.

Union Bicycle Supply Co., 8 Murray St., New York.

Cyclometers.
Hall-Shone Co., 17 Elm street, Rochester, N. Y.
Schlesinger Mfg. Co., 139 Rees St., Chicago.

Electrotypes.

Mugford, A., 177 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.

Electric lianaps.

Ohio Electric Works. 13 S. Water St., Cleveland, O.

Emery Wheels.
Northampton Em. Wheel Co., 20 S. Canal St., Chicago

Enamel.
Betts, A. U., & Co., Toledo, O.
Gerstendorfer Bros., 17 Barclay St., New York.
Horton & Woolson, New Haven, Conn.

Enameling Outfits.

Berger Mfg. Co., Canton Ohio.
Horton & Woolson, New Haven, Conn.
Standard Varnish Works, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Willey, A. 181 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Felt.

Taber Felt Co., Fredonia, N. Y.

Fittings.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Fauber, W. H., Chicago, 111.

International Cycle Fitt'g Co., 70-72 Reade St..N.Y.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.
Worcester Ferrule and Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mast.

Forgings.
Clapp, E. D., Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Eccles, Richard, Auburn, N. Y.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

Fork Crowns.
Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.

Forksides.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Kirk Young Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Shelby Steel Tube Co., Shelby, O.

Frames.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

Gear Cases.

Frost Gear Case Co., 253 Broadway, N. Y.

General Supplies.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.

Grinding and Polishing Machinery.
Builders Iron Foundry, Providence, R. I.

Graphite.
Buffalo Graphite Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Grips.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Codling Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.
Grand Rapids Bicycle Grip Co., Grand Rapids.
Hartley & Graham, New York.
Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Cona.

Handle-Bars.
Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Gilcher, H. J., Cleveland, Ohio.
Indiana Novelty & Mfg. Co., Plymouth, Ind.
International Cycle Fitt'g Co., 70-72 Reade St.,N.Y.
Kelly Handle-Bar Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Olds Wagon Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Rastetter, Louis, & Son, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Union Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Vulcanized Handle-Bar Co., 465 Water St., Chicago.

Honae Trainer.
Union Bicycle Supply Co., 68 Murray St., New York.

Hubs.
Angell, Sumner & Co., 41 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.

Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.New Britain Hardware Mfg. Co., New Britain, Cona.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.
Strauss, G. E., 487 Broadway, New York.
Warwick & Stockton Co., Newark, N. J.
Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N. Y.
Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.

I.amps.

Adams & Westlake Co., 110 Ontario St., Chicago.
Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., New York.
Hall-Shone Co., 17 Elm street, Rochester, N. Y.
Ham, C. T., Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Markt & Co., Ltd., New York.
Miller, Edward & Co., Meriden, Conn.
New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn.
Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland, O.
Place & Terry Mfg. Co., 247 Centre St., N. Y.
Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Solar Acetylene Lamp Co., Chicago.
Surpless, Dunn & Co., 15 Murray St., New York.
Union Lamp Co., 124 S. Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

liamp Brackets.
Johnson Novelty Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Place & Terry Mfg. Co., 247 Centre St., N. Y.

leggings.
Cooper, Wells & Co., St. Joseph, Mich.
Smith & Byron, 151 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

liOcks.

Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Brodie, W. H., & Co., 39-41 Cortland St., N. Y.
Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn.
Johnson Novelty Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Safety Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Weedsport Drill Co., Weedsport, N. Y.

Machinery.
Barnes, W. F. & J., 245 Ruby St., Rockford, 111,

Bliss, E. W., Co., 25 Adams St., Brooklyn, N. 'X,

Builders Iron Foundry, Providence, R. I.

Cleveland Mach. Screw Co.. Cleveland, O.
Geometric Drill Co., New Haven, Conn.
McMullin, F. R., Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Northampton Emery Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

Mud Guards.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Olds Wagon Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Name Plates.

Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.
1

Nickel-Plating Outfits.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Newark, N. J.
Mayer, M. M., 2d Ave. and 122d St., N. Y.
Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co., 526 W. 25th St., N. Y.

Nipples.

Chicago Screw Co., 96 W. Washington St., Chicago.
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.
Weston-Mott Co., Jamesville, N. Y.

Nuts.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

OUs.
Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn.
Nye, W. F., New Bedford, Mass.

Oilers.
Cushman & Deoison. 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
Hirsch, Ludwig, 65 Nassau st., New York.

Oil Cups.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

Oil Hole Covers.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.

Parts.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co^ Harrison, N. J.
New Britain Hardware Co., New Britain, Conn.

Patents.
Aughinbaugh, W. E., Washington, D. C.
Peck, Hubert E., 629 F. St., Washington, D. C.

Pedals.
Chicago Screw Co., 96 W.Washington St., Chicago.
Lavigne & Scott Mfg. Co., The, New Haven, Conn.
Moore Cycle Fitting Co., Harrison, N. J.

M. & S. Mfg. Co., The, 48-52 N. Clinton St., Chicago.
Perfection Pedal Balance Co., Daytona, Fla.
Record Pedal Co., Boston, Mass.
Snell Cycle Fitting Co., Toledo O
.Spaulding Machine Screw Co,, Buffalo, N. N.
Warwick & Stockton Co., Newark, N. J.

Presses, Dies and Tools.

Bliss, E. W., Co., 17 Adams St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ADVERTISERS.-CLASSIFIED AS TO PRODUCT.-Contmued.
Polishing: Material.

Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn.

Pumps.
Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Repair Tools.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Clark, A. N., & Son, Plainville, Conn.
Cycle Specialty Co., Erie, Pa.
Deane, A. L., & Co., Denver, Col.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.

Mechanical Rubber Co., Chicago, 111.

New York Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Saddles.
Beck Bicycle Saddle Co., Newark, N. J.
Beckley-Ralston Co., The, 132 Lake St., Chicago.
Brown Saddle Co., Elyria, O.
Climax Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Cutting & Kaestner, 241 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.
Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, O.
Hall-Shone Co., 17 Elm street, Rochester, N. Y.
Harris Toy Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Hollenbeck, F. A., & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Hunt Mfg. Co., VVestboro, Mass.
Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co., New York.
Muller Mfg. Co., 605 W. 39th St., New York.
P. & F. Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.
Sager Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Schlesinger Mfg. Co., 139 Rees St., Chicago.
Taber Felt Co., Fredonia, N. Y.
Wheeler Saddle Co., Detroit, Mich.
Zinc Collar Pad Co., Buchanan, Mick.

Scre-ws.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O.

Seats. _^g.
Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.'fc

Seat-Posts.

Brooks Spring Seat-Post Co., Chicago, 111.

Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn.
International Cycle Fitt'g Co., 70-72 Reade St.,N. V.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.

Specialties.

Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.
Bullock Coat Collar Spring Co., Boston, Mass.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Clark, A. N., & Son, Plainville, Conn.
Cole, G. W., & Co., Ill Broadway, N. Y.
Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn.

Specialties (Continued).

Johnson Novelty Co., 11-13 VV. Pearl St., Indian-
apolis, Ind.

New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H.
Perfection Pedal Balance Co., Daytona, Fla.

Sprockets.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.

Stampings.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. N.

Steel.

Jessop, Wm., & Sons, Ltd., 91 John St., N. Y.
Wolff, R. H., & Co., Ltd., 118th St., and E. R., N. Y.

Steel Balls.

Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, O.
Excelsior Machine Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sundries.
Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn.
Buffalo Graphite Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Hall-Shone Co., 17 Elm street, Rochester, N. Y.
Hartley & Graham, New York.
Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. 1.

Moore, A. L., Co., Cleveland, O.
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Tires.

American Dunlop Tire Co., 504-506 W. 14th St.,N.Y.
Boice, John R., Toledo, O.
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., The, Boston.
GormuUy & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford, Conn.
Indiana R'b'r & Insul. Wire Co., Jonesboro, led
Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.

Mechanical Rubber Co., Chicago, 111.

Monarch Rubber Co., Campello, Mass.
Morgan & Wright, Chicago, 111.

Newton Rubber Works, Newton Upper Falls, M»«s
New York Belting & Packing Co., New York.
North American Rubber Co., 81 Reade St., N. Y.
Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., Chicago, 111.

Peoria Rubber & Mf^. Co., Peoria, 111.

Spaulding Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Spaulding & Pepper Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Union Bicycle Supply Co., 68 Murray St., New Y«rk.
Weaver Cycle Material Co., 956 8th Ave., N. Y.

Toe-Clipg.

Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn.
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

X'ool Bags.
Beck Bicycle Saddle Co., Newark, N T
P. & F. Mfg. Co.. Reading, Pa.
Rosenblatt, H. M., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Steel.

Jessop, Wra., & Sons, Limited, 91 John St., N. Y.
Tools.

Bliss, E. W., Co., 25 Adams St., Brooklyn, N. YHammacher, Schlemmer & Co., 209 Bowery N Y
McMuUin, F. R., Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111

' *

Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.

Transfer Oritaments
Betts, A. U., & Co., Toledo, O.
Meyercord Co., The, Chicago, 111.

Trouser Guards.
Bevin Bros., East Hampton, Conn.
Out of Sight Trouser Guard Co., Fall River, Mass.

Tubing.
American Weldless Steel Tube Co., Toledo, O.
Brown & Wales, Boston, Mass.
GormuUy & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.
Moore Cycle Fittings Co., Harrison, N. J.
Pope Tube Co., Hartford, Conn.
Shelby Steel Tube Co.. Shelby, O.
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo. O.
U. S. Projectile Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Valves.

Schrader's Son, A., 32 Rose St., N. Y.

Vises.

Prentiss Vise Co., 44 Barclay St., N. Y.

Vulcanizer.
Betts, A. N., & Co., Toledo, O.

Wood Handie-Bar Stems.
Champion Blower & Forge Co., Lancaster, Pa.
Gilcher, H. J., 300 Seneca St., Cleveland, O.
Horton & Woolson, 766 State St., New Haven, Conn

Wood Polishing W^heels.
Builders Iron Foundry, Providence, R. I.
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Locust Alarm and ^
Roller Brake Combined. ^

ThlC 1C IvflSit Vf\ii WQtit To insure a clear track in crowded thoroughfares and street crossings

1 lllo lO Trlldl jUU rTd.111* turn the Locust on—the effect is magical, never fails of its purpose. The

sound being so entirely novel that pedestrians are all attention immediately. The sound resembles that made by the

Locust, only much louder and more distinct; reminds one of the "old horse fiddle" of our boyhood days. In fact,

it IS the " Old Campaign Rattle " revived and adapted to the bicycle. In those days the racket, the rattle, the devil's

clatter, or whatever you choose to call it, was produced by twirling or swinging the device in a circle by hand, the noise

being produced by a wooden slab of spring hickory, revolving on a wooden handle with wooden ratchets in the end.

To-day we attach it to the bicycle. Instead of wood we use spring steel for the alarm slab, vulcanized wood

fibre for the spool, with metal flanges. To operate the slab, the spool is brought in contact with the moving tire; its

rapid revolutions when going at a moderate speed produce a sound that can be heard for blocks in a crowded city, and a

much greater distance in the country. In fact, if you wish to be "observed of all observers " and have "dead loads

of fun " put a Locust on your wheel.

It creates a sensation when and wherever h^ard,

causing jocular remarks from all sides.

...Rear View of Locust...
Illustrates the Bicycle Locust Alarm for rear wheel. The top surface shows the steel

spring slab, oil tempered, highly polished and nickel-plated; very neat and ornamental. This
slab is operated by ratchets in spool flanges as it rotates on the tire. Short, sharp signals can
be produced for warning pedestrians, which, if not effective enough, turn the Locust on full

force; that is, hold it in contact with the tire until it does attract attention.

^^W^^W^^W

No. 2.

Illustrates the Gong or Bell
Attachment. Operated same
as the Locust. It rings
with electrical effect.

Far Superior
To Anything
Ever Invented
For Tandems.

Mi
Ciiliaii Gidi litt

Patented Sept. 10, 1895.

No. 6.

Shows Wheel Locked. Universal Attachment.

XJ^^^ i^ ^A^^.A,^ J-U^ T ^..^..r.4. -^-r^^i. —,,4^^^^ It attracted the attention and excited the curiosity of two
rlere is where tne Locust went wrong. » Knights of the Road " who dismounted the rider and played
a game of checkers on his stockings to decide who shall take " de bike and de clatter."

" Say, Pug; I'm goin' to take dat t'ing back and paralyze dat big yaller dog wit it, see ?
"

Keyless. Chainless.
Always in Position.

THE HAKDEK TOU PRESS DOTVN
THE TIGHTER YOU I,OCK

THE WHEEI/.

Locks the wheel instantly and
securely by pressing the lock-bolt
flrmly down upon the tire, where
it is automatically locked, and can be
released only by those acquainted
with the combination. Each lock
has a different combination.

The only Combination Lock that can be

Operated Successfully in the Dark.

....THE...

Johnson Novelty Co

.

H & 13 West Pearl Street,

INDIANAPOLIS IND.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

He Who Laughs Last, Laughs Best, ujocked with the Big
Wimsey, you can have it if you want to carry it."

As the winner of the game attempts to ride the wheel he discovers
..«.-,__ J _.:.!, xu- ^3_ 4 Combination Cycle liOck. "Say,

Is something wonderful. The sound is so entirely novel and sudden, there

is no hesitancy in given it a clear track. All bicycle Alarms, of whatever
description, are positively eclipsed with the advent of the Locust.

The Effect of the Locust Alarm
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Ok
^ new Semi-Pneumatic Saddle••••

Double Felt Lined

Felt padded.
Yielding,

Will not chafe.

Manufactured by

the P. &F. Mfg. Co.,

has reached the

acme of perfection

in regard to all the

cardinal points of

hygiene.

P.&F.

Mig. Co.,

READING, PA,

Makers of full line of

Saddles and Tool

Bags,

••
Chicago Branch
Office,

410 Motion Bldg.

Perfect Ventilation

Baler &Hainillofl,

San Francisco, Cal.,

Dist. Agents on

Pacific Coast.

Hickory cantle

Strong, Light

SEMI-PNEUMATIC POMMEL

VIEW SHO WING SEMI PNEUMATIC SADDLE WITH COVER REMOVED.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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of all me fo/r(/ fo/es I'i/e hearc/,

/ f/iinh ihis is ihe mosi oSsurd,

when'people sac/, Ihe wheels ihey ma/re

Are /us I as (jfood as ihe Ao//a/

far
A^°

0¥
c/^7cAGojrtiiGli

Degree

W0^^'^ ^'^'^'cf^Co.

The X Ray Lamp
Always makes a good
Showincf.
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F -THE- 3

I DflYIDSON, I

I 1897. I
S^ Sti^ in the lead, with many improvements. ^^

g^ All up-to-date people and good riders shonld get in their or- —

g

g^ ders early to insure prompt delivery. ZS

^ Model H. = $85. 3
F Model B. » $100. 3
^ Tandems, $150. ^
^I^ All withlthe finest equipment the market can afibrd. ZS

^ Davidson (Eycle Company, ^^— FOOT OF ORLEANS STREET, --^

^ CHICAGO. ^
Branch Stores:

1626 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
307 S. 6th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
515 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
79 Jackson Street, Chicago.
339 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
130 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
Cor. Randolph and Sangamon Ste., Chicago.
3519 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Riding Academies ;

130 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
3519 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

gr Send for Catalogue.. _
^^—, Kindly Mention The Wheel. _^9
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|sTORME^ ^TORME^

No. 5

STORMER

List

$60

AS GOOD AS MONEY CAN BUY.

THE MOST P0PDL5R BICYCLE MADE IN AMERICA.

Nine Models. Beautifully Decorated. As Fine as the Finest.

Perfect Design.

A year's written guarantee with every STORMER.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco,

Sacramento and Los Angeles; Pacific Coast
and Western Export Agents.

STUDLAY & JARVIS, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
State of Michigan.

McDonald BROS., Minneapolis, Minn.;
States" of Minnesota, North Dakota, South
Dakota and Montana.

TOWNLEY STOVE CO., Terre Haute, Ind.:
Counties in Southwestern Indiana and
Southeastern Illinois.

J. A. JOHNSTON, Pittsburg, Pa.; Pittsburg
and surrounding counties.

GEO. W. JOHNSON'S SONS, Wheeling,
West Virginia; Wheeling and surround-
ing counties.

JAS. S. BARRON & CO., New York City
and Metropolitan District.

O. S. LEAR, Columbus, O. ; Columbus and
surrounding counties.

COLLISTER & SAYLE, Cleveland, O.;
Cleveland and surrounding counties.

SMITH & GARDNER SUPPLY CO.,Bosto"h,
Mass. Boston and surrounding counties.

t«1

9i

FACTORY AND IdAIN OFFICES:

Acme Mfg. Qo„ Reading, Pa.
For full information regarding STORMER BICYCLES address

Cr. A. BOYER, IHanag^er of Sales,

Care of Acme mfg. Co., Reading-, Pa.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.

iTORMER.

I9i

iTORMER.

ir^m
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Are made to last, somewhat like a custom shoemaker makes
shoes—that is, they are assembled only as orders are received.

^lOO

Are not turned out as a hen lays eggs—one just like the other—and yet they resemble the eggs when cooked,

whether they be soft-boiled, omelet, poached or shirred with either jelly or parsley on the side.

Outings are practically * the built-to-order kind/* Not all one size of gear, same size frame,

similar makes of saddle, tires, rims, etc.

You specify what you want and you get it.

It's not necessary to accept everything that's placed before you. Tell us or our agents what you want

and you may have it if it's on our generously proportioned list.

Remember, all parts are interchangeable.

Write us for the Outing Art Catalogue. It tells an interesting story of how the most serviceable line of

wheels ever produced are made.

76 North Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Kindly mention Th« WbecL
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The genuine

Vimoid
is contained

in a tube

having a red tip.

^
All other preparations claiming to be VIMOID

t t , , t

ditt imitations*

«^

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.

276 Devcnthirt St., BOSTON.

69 Chambtrt St., NEW YORK.

20B L>k« St., CHICAGO.

39 South Sacond St., PHILADELPHIA.

102 Superior St., CLEVELAND.

709 North Fourth St., ST. LOUIS.

14 Fromont St., SAN FRANCISCO.

1730 Arapthoo St., DENVER.

1

1

7 Yonge St., TORONTO, CAN.

16 Court St.. BUFFALO.

19 Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, ENG.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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A Contented Man

Pi<ATTSBURGH, N. Y., April 8, 1897.

THOS. COSTELLO,
Plumber, Steam and Gas Fitter,

Dealer in Stoves and Tinware,

94 Margaret Street.

The Yost Mfg. Co., Toledo, O. :

Gentletnen—Two years ago I purchased a No. 4 Falcon wheel. I

used it almost every day during the riding seasons of 1895 and 1896, over

all kinds of roads, and it has stood the test in a remarkable manner. I

have had no expense on the wheel whatever. I have used different

makes of wheels, and I can truthfully state that the FAIyCON has

satisfied me as being the best.

I can recommend it as a first-class machine, and I would use no

other make. Yours truly, T. F. COSTFIvLO.

THEY SUIT THE PEOPLE- "NUFF SAID >>

THE YOST MFG. CO.,
YOST STATION, TOLEDO, O.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

JOHN CAUDWEIiL & CO., Chleago, 111., 611 Omalia Bailding, Reprecentatlveg.

THE OlDS WOOD HP|IDLE>B|II|.

See that all goods are stamped " Olds," which is our
trade-mark and a guarantee of excellence.

It retails at $2.50 (postage paid by us.)
Discount to the trade.

WE GUARANTEE INSTANT SHIPMENTS.

INSTANT SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY.
As great an improvement over the stiff, unyielding metal

bar as the pneumatic tire over the solid. Does away with all

numbness in hands, wt-isls and arms. Our bar is of second-growth
hickory. It is adjustable to any position.

THE OLDS WOOD RIM
is the highest grade wood rim produced. Special stock to work from. Special stiffness. Special joint. Made
in both Slng^le-plece and Laminated. AH single-piece Olds Rims have the Olds joint. Can you find it ?

We also manufacture . . ,

If you're In doubt, secure a
sample of our products for
comparison with others.MUD AND CHAIN GUARDS.

OLDS WAGON WORKS, Fort Wayne, Ind., U. S. A.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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BICYCLES
are high-class, medium -grade wheels,

made by people who have had 18 years'

experience in building high-grade wheels.

There is all the difference in the world between
medium-grade wheels and those so-called only

—

just the difference between building "for and to

keep" a reputation and building to "sell."

OUR REPUTATION IS AT STAKE,
"WE INTEND TO KEEP IT SAFE. '

SEE IDEALS AT IDEAL AGENCIES,
OR SEXD rOK CATALOG.

SHELBY CYCLE MFC. CO.,
R. P. GormuUy, Pres't.

I T. B. Jeffery, V.-Pres't.

^ A. W. Gump, Mgr. & Treas.»#» Shelby, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I

X

I

X

X

X

I

Bicycle

Material.
CORK GRIPS Of Snperior Qnality.

We are Manufacturers and

Dealers, and have a large

assortment

Correspondence solicited.

Brown & Wales,

I

69-83 Purchase St.,
|

BOSTON. 5

Catalog on Application. •
Kindly mention The Wheel. J

J.1? KELLY HANDLE=BAR

THIS IS THE ONLY

PRACTICAL ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR

... ON THE MARKET . . .

Any position, from a drop to an upturned bar, may be obtained,
always keeping the correct pitch of grips. The adjustments secure
and simple, and will not work or wear loose.

Th« dealer or manufacturer handling the Kelly Bars saves extra
expense and annoyance of carrying a large assortment of different

styles, and at the same time furnishes a handle-bar that will please
all classes of riders.

All Kelly Handle-Bars thoroughly guaranteed.

We will furnish the manufacturer with bars complete, in parts,
or the stubs only.

We solicit your corresp ondence, and will submit samples and
quote prices on application.

The Kelly Handle-Bar Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel

THE BOLTON BRAKE
Self-locking,' "l^strong,

llg^ht, neat and more
powerful than the

long lever brake,

l^hen locked the

wheel is under con-

trol on the §teepe8t

hill.

No. 1, Price, $2.00.

Fits any wheel by

clamping on the

fork. Easy to at-

tach, quick in ac-

tion and easy to

operate. For par-

ticulars address

No. 2, Price, $2.50.

J. C. BARRETT, "1-224
Walton St.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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THERE IS MERIT IN

An article which steadily gains in popularity

after being tested by the public for years.

That is the reason for the great popularity of

Hartford

Single-Tube Tires

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

BRANCHES:

loo Chambers St., New York City.

136 East Lake St., Chicago, 111.

188 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

910 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

a53 First Ave., S,, Minneapolis, Minn.

22 West Chippewa St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

. M M M M» MM M M M »

The '97 Perry!
PNEUMATIC!
HYGIENIC!

',1 Neither too hard nor too soft! Can be made as you like it. T,.

It is the only saddle that is scientifically hygienic, and that can
be ridden deflated as well as with air. You get the ordinary hard
saddle and the pneumatic as well IN ONE.

Is your health of importance? It surely is of $5 impor-
tance, and that is the price of the PERRY in various
styles for ladies and gentlemen.

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

I
The Harris Toy Company,

}
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

MMMMMM M MMM *MMMMM 4»4MMMMMM

Fairbanks Bicycles, *

Like

Fairbanks Scales, * *

excel in Quality and morkmansbip.

^'^-Sff^^mflB^--^

'^-laas.BY E.»-T.

Agents Wanted for

Unoccupied Territory.

THE FAIRBANKS CO.,

311 Broadway, N. Y.

Albany, N. Y. Pittsburg. Pa.

BuflEalo, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa.

Boston, Mass. Baltimore, Md.

New Orleans, La.

Kindly mention Tke Wheel.

fMM t M »»t MM tMMM »»t»»»» MMf
t
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...THE.... Won by ALBERT SCHOCK
ON- A.

Six-Days' Race at Washington, . ,4^ „ ^ j j,
March 28th to Apn. 2d.

'^ mUllCf ^mOit

Five Men in this Race Rode Muller Saddles...

They were : ALBERT SCHOCK, winner ; FRANK ALBERT, 2d place; PETER
GOLDEN", 3d; JOHN LAWSON (The Terrible Swede), 4th; S. L. CASSADY, 5th.

The others rode some other kind of saddle.

Muller Manufacturing Co.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. NEW YORK CITY.

FITZ on the Scorcher.
THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY.

Gentlemen : The model that all scorchers seem to imitate, to ape after, I dis-

covered at a variety show, where trained monkeys were on exhibition. A particu-

larly stolid one had been taught to ride a bicycle, and the effect was fine. All the

scorcher needs is a long appendix to make the resemblance complete.

But speaking of scorching, I was wheeling along the boulevard the other

evening on my Pierce Special, looking at the other people riding their '

' just as

good as '

' machines, when I saw two scorchers approaching each other. It was at

that crossing of streets, cable cars, horse cars and elevated at Sixty-ninth Street,

I believe. Well, with that utter disregard of everybod}', characteristic of scorch-

ers, they rushed blindly toward each other, and to the apparent pleasure of all the

lookers-on, they met. It was an animated meeting—and the street cleaners swept

up several baskets full. I've looked in vain to see a scorcher on a "Pierce

Special," but the explanation is simple—the Pierce will give the same high rate of

speed without the rider humping over the handle-bar. .\s ever,

ROBT. FITZSIMMONS.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE OOMPANv, Manufacturers, Buffalo, N. Y. /^

NEW YORK. BOSTON. BROOKLYN, ORANGE. N. J.

Kindly nention The Wheel.
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"Little Foxes Spoil the Vines."

A little WEAR of the chain makes

a machine run much harder. . ^ .

AVOID
The grinding out of chains and sprock-

ets by equipping your wheels with

FROST OEAR CASES and . .

HELP TOUR SALES.

Retail Price, $5.00.

THE FROST GEAR CASE CO.,

253 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Look Below

!

SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL.
NOVEL.

Best Finish.

THE....

LAVIGNE
Instantaneous

Changeable

PEDALS.

Showing how pedals are changed from rubber to rat-

trap, or vice versa, by the upward pressure of fingers.

Always Horizontal.

''or $3.00 we will send a pair of these Pedals, prepaid,
to any address, with privilege of return if not what you
want and money refunded. If ordering a wheel make
your dealer show them to you. They are what you have
been looking for.

The Lavipe& Scott Mfg. Co.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

If at First You Don't Succeed,
TRY THE

HOFFMAN
and you will have no other. The HOFFMAN
stands at the head of the class of high-grade

wheels. It has no equal for strength, durability

or finish, and will not cost you all you can make
on it to keep it in repair. Catalogue sent upon
application.

THE HOFFMAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, O., U.S. A.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

TD^Pathlight For All Wheels

p. & T. HEAD
BRACKET.

BURNS KEROSENE.

Cold-rolled steel, nickel-

plated, felt lined, and ad-

justable to any size head.

We Use No Tin in Our Lamps.

p. & T.

REVERS
BLE FORK
BRACKET.

Solid brass, nickel-plated, burns

kerosene. Jolt and cyclone

proof. Lens door.

Nickel-plated. Can be

reversed from one fork

to the other in a minute.

The Place & Terrv Mfg. Co..
247 CENTRE ST., NEW YORK.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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Bicycle riders, dealers and manufacturers of the year 1897 can well afford to laugh at some of the primary school ideas in

the form of Pneumatic Tires, which are constantly submitted to them by the pedantry of new pedagogues who think they
have discovered something.

We will not insult your intelligence by offering for sale anything but the BEST. A guarantee on Pneiimatic Tires means
that a manufacturer of tires must thoroughly understand his business, or get swamped before the close of his iirst season.

n

CUT No. 1.

A.—Air Tube. D.—Valve Stem.
B.—Circular Woven Fabric. E.—Laced Opening.
C—Outer Rubber Covering. F.—Showing Circular Feature

of Tubular Seamless Fabric.

rif^^

are the results of lessons learned in the hard school of EXPERIENCE. We are the ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS of

PNEUMATIC TIRES in the UNITED STATES and know our business.

IMECHANICAL FABRIC CO., Providence, R. I.

Kindly mention Tae Wheel.

®>®>®>®4<S)^^)4<s)4Ks)>®4®^S®4<^f^^

WE MAKE WHEELS, TOO!

THE^ ELDREDGE
BELVIDERE.AND

%

Quality Guaranteed

The Best.

Eldredge Road Racer, Model G. O^^:-^
Eldredge Combination Tandem.

WRITTK FOR CAXAIvOQUK.

National Sewing Machine Company.
Eastern Office, 339 Broadway, New York. Factory and Home Office, BELVIDERE, ILL.

Kindly mention The Wheel d
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(^uttinq Pneumatic Saddles
THE SUCCESS OF '96.

THE IHOST POPULAR TOR '97.

THE mOST ENDURABLE SADDLE IIV THE
WORLD.

THE MOST COmrORTABLE EYER RIDDEN.
ENDORSED BY ALL LEADING PHYSICIANS.

TELEPHONE, 4.14-1 MAIN.

TO THE trade:
The following are a few of our Jobbing Agents who will push Cutting Pneumatic Saddles. While not com-

pulsory, if agreeable we would prefer you deal direct with those in your territory.

Chicago :

Chicago Tip & Tire Co.
Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.
Manufacturers& Merchants' Ware

house.
Montgomery Ward & Co.
Beckley, Ralston Co.

St. Paul:
C. W. Hackett Hardware Co.

Saginaw, Mich.:
Morley Bros.

Sacramento, Cal.:
Kimball & Upson.

San Francisco, Cal.:
Robt. Malcom Co.
Dunham, Carrigan, Hayden Co.

Port Hnron, Mich. :

Port Huron Cycle Co.

liOuisville :

W. B. Belknap & Co.
G. M. Allison & Co.

Fayette, la.:

Baker & Son.

Albany, N. T.:

Albany Hardware & Iron Co.

liebanon, Pa.
H. Kalback & Co.

Kansas City, Mo.:
Richards & Conover Hardware Co
Midland Cycle & Supply Co.

Indianapolis :

Hay & Willits Mfg. Co.
Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.

Davenport, la.:

Davenfrtrt Cutlery Co.

Freehold, N. J.:

Burtis & Zimmerman.
Philadelphia :

Sharpless & Watts.
Edw. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co.

Philadelphia :

Hart Cycle Co.
F. M. Dampman Cycle Co.
M. E. Smith & Bro.

St. liouis :

Simmons Hardware Co.
A. F. Shapleigh Hardware Co.
E. C. Meacham Arms Co.

Soston :

Brown & Wales.
Bigelow & Dowse Co.
Wm. Reid & Sons.

I.ondon :

Henry W. Peabody & Co., 5 East India Ave.

Hamburg :

Henry W. Peabody & Co., Monkedam No. 5.

Baltimore, Md.:

Alfred Ely & Co.

Manchester, N. H.:

Jno. B. Varick Co.

Glens Falls, N. Y.:

Glens Falls Cycle Co.

AGENTS FOR EXPORT TRADE.
Paris :

New York City:
Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bros.
Jno S. Leng^s Son & Co.
Hartley & Graham.
Geo. N. Pierce & Co.

Dubuque, la.:
A. Tredway & Sons.

Columbus, Ohio :

The Tracey-Wells Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio :

Powell, Clement Co.

Montreal, Can.:
A. Holden& Co

Buffalo, N. Y.:
W. C. Boak.

Lincoln, Neb.:
H. Whitman* Co.

Jacksonville, Fla. :

Sabel Bros.
Phoenix, Ariz.:

Pinney & Robinson.
Yazoo City, Miss. :

Crane-Hinman Hardware Co.

liittleRock, Ark.:
Dickinson Arms Co.

Cleveland, Ohio :

Mcintosh-Huntington Co.
N. A. & B. T. Quilling.

Pittsburg, Pa.:
Logan, Gregg & Co.

Detroit, Midi.:
Geo. Hilsendegen.
Fletcher Hardware Co.

Duluth, Minn.:
Marshall Wells Hardware Co.

New Orleans, ta.:
Stauffer, Eshlemann & Co.
Philip R. Rice.

Milwaukee, "Wis.:

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.
John Pritzlaff Hdw. Co.

Ft. Wayne, Ind.:
Morgan & Co.

Continental Furope :

Henry W. Peabody & Co., 46 Rue de L'Echiquier. Hammacher, Delius & Co., Main Office, 367 Broadway, New York City
Sydney, N. S. W.: ^- * ^- Meyer, Main Office, 192 Front St., New York City.Sydney.

Henry W. Peabody & Co., No. 24 Bond St
B. Singer & Co., 281 George St.

Stock carried by Henry W. Peabody & Co.'s branch houses.

CUTTING & KAESTNER, 249 South Jefferson St.

CHICAGO.

THE COMPANION BICYCLE.

Any two^people can ride it, no

matter what their weights

may be.

Either person can steer.

Mounting is easy.

This whee' can be ridden with-

out previous experience by
any bicycle rider.

One person can ride it.

The Companion has carried ^i//-

children and iwo grown per-

sons at one time.

Weight, 40 lbs. Price, $1 50.

DELP & BELL, Allegheny, Pa.

AGENTSIWANTED IN EVERY CITY. BRANCH OFFICE. 25 Warren St., N. Y. City.

Kinc'iy Mention The Wheel.

Money Makers,

Are You
With Us?

EDaraels, CenieDls,

Transfers, Ki Yi's.

Enameling Ovens,

$9.75 up.

Brazers,

$10.00 up.

Vulcanizers

that will

VULCANIZE,
$5.00.

IVrite for 1S97 Sundrylogr.

••••••••••••

ARLINGTON U.BETTS&CO.

Toledo, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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One of thi

Greatest Wonders

of the World.

Thfi

Risss BicjclH

Can Be Attached

to Any Bicycle.

MR. AGENT

:

Are you after the

coin ? If so, write

for information.

The Bicycle Coupler Mfg. Co.,

GALION, OHIO.

1 897 Model now ready for shipment.

Ki&dlr Bcntioa The WheeL

'VT* -- » * > '

(D

WE ARE
The Largest Manufacturers

Bicycle

l>o$c

(§)-

IN THE UNITED STATES.

152
Distinct Styles Shown at the

Chicago

Cycle Show.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

and Prices.

We Sell to Dealers only.

COOPER, WELLS & CO.,

ST. JOSEPH, miCHIOAlV.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

-®

To Bicycle Riders.

WE MAKE OUR TUBE

FIFTY CARBON STEELOF

Because a Tube like this of our Is just as strong as a Tube like this of

While

weight for weight in a Bicycle our FIFTYCARBON Steel will last so long

and TWENTY-FIVE CARBON Steel will last only so long |^^B
NOTE THE FULL IMPORT OF THE

PARALLEL LINES.
The comparison which they graphically make indicates the result of

the prolonged investigations of the most practical experts of the world.

That the tests in our own laboratory corroborate these results is merely

so much to its credit ; that the same is true of actual trial on the road

equally proves the trial to have been made in bicycles of correct design and

construction. THE FACT REMAINS.'
The margin of safety is greatly increased by the use of this tube.

Every bicycle manufacturer should use it ; every dealer should insist on

having it ; every rider should demand it. Send for catalog^ue.

THE POPE TUBE CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Study the Cuts,
The designs will interest you.

Patents Pending.

C/Ju>ro

WE also manufacture CRANKHASfOER PARTS, which,
by good judges, are pronounced the finest and most practical

at present in the market. We also make Head Parts, HIJB and
SPECIAL. OIL, CUPS, Patent SPOKE CLASPS, Patent
Wood Rim WASHERS.

Write for 1897 Catalogue.

Aflrora Automatic Machinery Co.,
AURORA, ILL., U. S. A.

Agents for United States :

lT«n-BrandenbaTg-Bnrgres8 Co., New Tork, Rochester and ChloAKO.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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This is a fac-simile reduction of the cover of the new
Warwick Monthly. Send for a copy of May issue.

There is not in all cycledom a

more honestly built or more

thoroughly popular wheel than

the famous ^ ^ ^

marwicR Perfection €yck

Built on l)onon

J\ marwick Agency means
QuicK Sales « « «

Satisfaction

Profit

« « «

« « « «

Warwick prices range from $150

for a tandem to $75 for a ladies*

or gentleman's road wheel. <^

Our Bampden Cycle

^ at $60 ,^

Is the greatest value for the

price in this Country. Send

for catalogue. ^ ^ ^

Warwick Cycle lUfg. Co.,

SDriitgndd, mass.

Kindly Mention The WheeL

American Weldless Steel Tube Co.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.
MANUFACTURBRS OF

Weldless Steel Tilbin^
FOR,

CYCLES, MOTOR CARRIAGES,

BOILERS, ETC.

SectioD.
Cranked D Shaped Buttom Tube.

iCZ)<-
< li"

Secfion.

Cranked Oval Bottom Tube (No. OvjlI).

Crank D Shaped and Oval Bottom Back Stays

FOR CYCLES A SPECIALTY.

Quotations given for special sections upon application.

WE GARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF CYCLING TURE IN STOCK.

Kindly taention The Wheel.

REVOLUTION IN SPROCKETS.

Over

20 PER CENT
of friction done away with.

Get Catalogue for

Full Information.

SILVER KING and

SILVER QUEEN

BICYCLES,

$75.00.

••••

HENDEE & NELSON MANUFACTURING CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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Kindly Mention The Wheel.

N©RW©0D
BieveLES

Equipped With Record Tires

••••••••••••

Guaranteed for One Year.

®

4«

Stand the Racket."

Models 14 and 16. 3100.
Models 6 and 8, ,$75.

Belmont Models, 350.
Tandems, 5125.
Convertible Tandems, Si 50.

EASTERN BRANCH,

82 W. Broadway, New York.

SCHLUETER CYCLE MFG. CO.,

Kindly Mention The Wheef. Cincinnati, UhlO.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.

ii^Mmum^^fm

[•I

THAT NAME-PLATE is the index to perfection

in the art of cycle building.

The "Snell '97" is the product of years of ex-

perience, best material and skilled workmanship

A FEW rOINXS.

Cotterless Cranks. Drop Forge, Oval Pattern Crown.

Invisible Joints. Narrow Tread. Detachable Sprockets.

Tool-Steel Bearines. Superior Finish.

EVERY PART FULLY GUARANTEED.

Only $75.00.

SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

•* Agents -nranted in all territory not taken. Write at once."

=5

I

m^sf^pmrnm^mmmm^^tm.
:i&

KuMUr mMti.. Th. WhML
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THE ROYAL
- ANATOMICALSADDLE

PRICE, $5.00.

For Men and Women.
(PATENT PENDING).

m No Vibration. ^^ No Shocks. '

EVERY SADDLE GUARANTEED TO GIVE
SATISFACTION.

Independent Adj. Pads, resting on a wide, flat

spring, in a raised position, permit a perfectly free
action of the legs and an easy motion in every direc-
tion. Under the weight of the rider the Saddle auto-
matically asanmes the shape of the body, relieving
the pelvis bones from all pressure and overcoming
all hygienic objections in other saddles. PRICE, $5.00

The ^97 Climax****
Made for 26, 2§ and
30 inch l^heele.

Trip or Day-Ride Recorder

....AND....

Ten Thousand Mile

Cyclometer.

Weight, 2 oz., fully guaranteed. Price, $1.50,

The only Practical Cyclometer, with independ-

ent adjustable trip indicator, giving mileage of

each trip or day's run without figuring or book-
keeping.

Write for Catalogue and Quotations.

Kindly mention The Wheel. SCHLESINGER MANUFACTURING CO., i25-t37 Rees St., Chicago,

'Do Tour Biking
On a Viking.'*

You Know Them From Afar Off.

There is a grace and style about the '97 Viking that has not yet been duplicated,

and it is as good as it is handsome.

"Viking" Means Inventive Genius
Reduced to Mechanical Success.

It's worth something to have a distinctive mount. That's why the Viking is a

favorite with both rider and dealer, and it's easy to sell a favorite. Perhaps there

will come a time when others will be "just as good," but not this year.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT.
The '97 Viking is worth $100, as comparison with other high-grade wheels will

clearly show. We also have a Viking for $75, which is better than most wheels at

any price. Better write for a catalogue

The Union Manufacturina Qo.,
TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A

African Depot: No. 25 St. CeorKe St., Cape Town—G. E. Carveth, Sole Agent. Kindly mention The Wheel
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The Bayvelgere Bicycle

®
Territory

is rapidly

being takeu

Do you

want to

represent

us?

If so,

apply at

once.

Overcomes the Difficulties
Experienced In
Other Chalnless Bicycles.

Distributing

Agents

:

HARRIS & CO.,

725 and 717 Broadway,
New York City,

FOR
Penn , New York,

Mast., Rhode
Island and Conn.

<< -—

4^^P .
'mi " m ^'

wV
g^-^^fi^ f. s. \

ii>n ^
i^'i mdiII^^^^

\%

^V^
KS^J

Tfc^T-

THE BAYVELGERE
CYCLE CO.,

504 Broad Street,

Newark, N.J ,

FOR
Essex County.

WM. V. GARRISON,
Boulevard,

Jersey City, N. J.,

FOR
Hudson Coun<y.

" It presents some unique mechanical features in overcoming the difficulties inherent in the construction and
propulsion of this class of bicycles. We therefore consider it worthy of the Special Medal of Silver."

(Diploma Awarded by the American Institute of New York.)

The Bayvelgere Cycle Co.,
^,. ,, „ .

Lincoln Building, Union Square, New York City.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.

There's a g^icl)mon6 in the field.

(s /lere. ''^

Hygienic, Pneumatic, Anatomical, and a host of other improved saddles, can't remove the jolting, the bumping, from rough

roads and streets. You are on the wrong track for a remedy.

Our Cushion Device is a part of the frame, can't break, work loose, or rattle, and gives a resiliency of two to three inches. A tire

gives about one-quarter of an inch. Some difference, isn't there ?

Our " Facts About Cushion Frame Bicycles " tells the story, and the experience of riders. Send for it.

^ ^ ^

EASTERN BRANCH:

97 Chambers Street,

New York.

Richmond Bicycle Co.y

RICHMOND, IND.

Kindly mention Tke Wheel.
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MMRIT RMWARDMD.

The phenomenal success of the Ariel Wheel at the Chicago

Show, was due not to the price, but deserved merit. From the

better class of dealers, who appreciate the fine points of mechanical

construction, beautiful workmanship, and finish, we request the

most critical inspection, and invite comparison with other wheels,

regardless of the name they bear. In addition to these claims,

we are prepared to show a greater number of advanced ideas than

any other wheel represented. We mean all we say.

Ariel Cycle Mtg. Co., Goshen, Ind,

STEPHEN T. MOEN, 22 Vesey St., ^"^^ItLV^^m.t
General Sales Aeent for the

District.

Kindly mention The Wheel

COLDWELL'S

BICYCLE COUPLER
HAUF NICKEL-PLATE, SIO.OO.
EULI. NICKEL-PLATE, S14.00.

No knowledge of riding required ; can be ridden by the most inex-
perienced when these are used. Can be adjusted to any wheels in

two minutes and removed in one. i i

Will not strain or injure the bicycles. Can be turned In ten feet. 4-4-

So constructed that one wheel can pass over an obstruction with-
out affecting the other.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway, ^ew York.

mtmt

Agents Wanted
FOR

Gales Cycles,
"Equal to the best,"

Dtiane Cycles,
28 IN.

26 m.
24 IN.

i Gotham Cycles,
26 IN.

24 IN.

^80

$50.00.

45.00.

40.00.

50.00.

40.00.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,

302 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

I;

Kiadly mention The Wheel.

mm«i
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A. D. Meiselbach Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

^ BICYCLES ^
North Milwaukee^ ^ ^ Wisconsin*

IS

8^
mi

Kindly menti*ii The Wheel.

One Moment, Friend
Before placing your order for your '97 mount. Please in-

vestigate the merits of

THE WHEELER
Price, SI 00.00.

IT LEADS THEIM ALL.

Our two-part crank-shaft, cut of which is herewith shown, is the

strongest, most simple and best crank on the market to-day. So

simple a child can operate it with ease, and yet so strong it will

stand the most severe tests. It can be taken apart or put together

in less than thirty seconds, without disturbing adjustment of bear-

ings in the least. You want the best value for your money, and we

have it. Good, live, responsible agents wanted in unoccupied terri-

tory. Write us for catalogue and discounts.

THE DEFIANCE BICYCLE CO., Defiance, Ohio.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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BirrALOWHEELCS.
BUFFALO, N.Y.

We Are Prepared To Renew =A5eiici) Arrangments

And MaKG New Ones, Where Not F^epresentcd

Correspondence Solicited.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WhMl fitted with t>i« SptnMr Plungtr Brake.

Nothing Counts...
Neither punctured tires nor broken chains, steep hills

nor trolley cars, are alarming to those who use the

SPENCER PLUNBER BRAKE
OPERATES BY A TURN OF THE GRIP.

IT ^E:!^!^^ A2\rHLB:E:i^^.

Following are some of the manufacturers who furnish it when call^ for:

FIRM. PRODUCT. FIRM. PRODUCT.
Remington Arms Co., Remington. Waltham Mfg. Co., Orient.

Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co., Fenton. Everett Cycle Co., Fenway.
Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., Worcester. Ariston Mfg. Co., Ariston.

E. C. Stearns & Co., Stearns. Faxon Mfg. Co., Puritan.

Olive Wheel Co., Olive. Speirs Mfg. Co., Speirs.

Lamb Mfg. Co., Spalding, Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co., Flying Yankee.
Geo. N. Pierce Co., Pierce. Kankakee Mfg. Co., Kankakee.
Luthy & Co., Luthy. Keystone M. & M. Co., Penryn-Hygienic

THE SPENCER BRAKE COMPANY,
140 Chambers Street. NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

DSXSXjXSSXSXSXsXSSXSXSXi^^

This Identical Saddle is the one referred to below.

.o\'©ft:vV.ab.«X^xvxx, v\v, V8t\(e

^>!i^

II, A. A. GRACEY, do l?ereby 5u;ear to tl?e follou/ip^

:

I used a Hunt saddle exclusively during my rid-

ing in '96, having ridden 22,848 miles, including 156

centuries, and having been awarded both National

century and mileage records by the Century Road

Club of America. I consider the Hunt the best

Hygienic Saddle made.
(Signed) A. A. GRACEY.

Sworn and subscribed to before me this 28th day of March, A. D. 1897.

(Signed) CLIFFORD P. ALLEN, Jr.,

Notary Public.
< SEAL. !•

-7?^

Saddles are most durable and
comfortable because made
of the best material in the

best possible manner. . .

HUNT MFG. CO., Westboro, Mass
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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I
Shorter Than a Goat's Tall

I

.... BUT MORE SIGNIFICANT.

Z Full Information Regarding

i

1

t

Gilchester Bicycles
HAS INTRINSIC VALUE.

Gentlemen of the trade, a postal inquiry will put you in possession of the

facts. We solicit your interest.

I
THE GILBERT & CHESTER COMPANY, |

t

J
Z Kindly mention The Wheel. ELIZABETH, N. J.
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i(

Boys' and Girls'

"

20-in. and 24-in. Bicycles
-•

TO OUR FAMOUS LINE OF

44

•-
Soudan, Nile and Pyramid "

Bicycles and Tandems. . . .

.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND QUOTATIONS.

MASON & MASON CO., MFRS. incorporated.

Cable Address, "Soudan, Chicago." 587 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Kindly mention Tlie Wheel.
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MYERS HOME TRAINER.

Bicycle Stand. H«me-Tralner Attachment. Truing Device Attached. Stand Folds Up Like This.

BICYCLE SHOW STAND, TRUING GAUGE AND HOME TRAINER.
The very best, most complete and cheapest trainer. THE HIT at all the cycle shows.

NO NOISE ; BUNS EAST. Weight, ^14 pounds complete. Made of spring steel. Carries a 3so-pound
man. A FIBST-CGASS CLEANING STAND. Will fit any wheel, front or rear. A home trainer
superior to any. Enables the customer to try and adjust wheel in store before purchasing.

TBUING DEVICE ATTACHMENT. 8IMPL,EST AND CHEAPEST ON THE MARKET.
Myers Safety Bicycle Stand, So cents each

; $7.20 dozen. Home Trainer Attachment, 70 cents each ;

$6.00 dozen. Truing Gauge, |i.oo each
; fg.oo dozen.

TESTIMONIALS.

For Exercise or Training.

Chicago, Jan. aSth, 1897.
Gentlemen—I have examined your home

trainer, and think it is the finest home trainer
on the market to-day. Yours truly,

A. D. Kennedy, Jr.

New York, Feb. 26, 1897.
Gentlemen—The home trainer purchased

at the New York Cycle Show gives •very
satisfaction, and I cheerfully recommend
same as a good and healthy indoor exerciser.

Dr. J. A. Williams.

Chicago, Jan. fg, 1^7.
Gentlemen—I have tried your home

trainer, and find it the simplest and best I have
ever tried. Yours truly, E. C. Bald.

New York, Feb. 22, 1897.
Union Bicycle Supply Co.

Gentlemen— I have bought your home
trainers at the New York Cycle Show. My
wife being an invalid and unable to take out-
door exercise, has used your trainer (doctor
advising her to do so) with such beneficial re-
sults that I cheerfully recommend same.

CHAS. WARREN.

Cheapest House in America, UNION BICYCLE SUPPLY CO., 68 Murray St., New York.

SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade-mark Registered April 30th, 1895.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT.
MANUFACTURED BY

A. SCHRADER'S SON,
(Established 1844)

30 & 32 ROSE ST., NEW YORK, U. S. A.

In order to avoid complications, I sell to tire makers only, and request jobbers
and dealers to purchase their supply from the following tire makers, who use
Schrader Universal Valves on all their tires:

Shoe style, for Tires
and Repairs.

Pope Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.
Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford and New York.
N. Y. Belting and Packing Co., New York, N. Y.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York, N. Y.
Revere Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.
Newton Rubber Works, Newton Upper Falls Mass.
New York Tire Co., New York, N. Y.
Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.North American Rubber Co., Setauket, N. Y.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.

Combination Roll and Rubber Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., New York. N. Y.
Indiana Rubber and Insulated Wire Co., jonesboro, Ind
New Brunswick Rubber Co., New Brunswick N J.
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.
Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Indianapolis Rubber Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Spaulding & Pepper Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Reading Rubber Tire Co.. Reading, Mass.

Saddle
style.

Overman Wheel Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Peoria Rubber and Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Ideal Rubber Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hodgman Rubber Co., New York, N. Y.
India Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

Keystone Rubber Works, Erie, Pa.

Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.
Spinney, Virtue & Co., Lynn, Mass.
L. C. Chase & Co., Boston, Mass.
Empire Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.

Home Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.

Monarch Rubber Co., Campello, Mass.
Brooklyn Rubber Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stoddard Punctureless Tire Co., N. Y. City.

Self-Healing Pneumatic Tire Co., N. Y. City.

Dean Tire Co., N. Y. City.

Deering Mfg. Co., N. Y. City.

Para Rubber Tire & Mfg. Co , Williamsport, Pa.

Regnlai
Style.

IN DOMINION OF CANADA- -I

^^*'^^"^®'^'^'^* ^""^ ^'^^''^^ ^^^' ^^'^ °^ '^°'^°'^'-°'

I
American Dunlop Tire Co., Toronto.

Canadian Rubber Co., of Montreal.
American Tire Co., of Toronto.

The following jobbers also carry a stock of the various stylos of Schrader Universal Valves : COI.VIEBIA RUBBER WORKS.
CO., 66 Reade St., ]V. Y. VERF CYCLE CO., 245 Columbus Ave., Boston, IHass. ELASTIC TIP CO., 152 & 154
Lake Street, Chicag^o, III. \YILLIS ARMS & CYCLE CO., 1111 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo. THE
COLUMBIA RUBBER WORKS CO., 159 Lake Street, Chicago, III.

JOBBERS ! DEALERS! ; RIDE RS ! !! take notice that every Schradei; UaiversalVa.lve is, marked SCHRADER UKIYER-
SAL VALVE on valve cap, Noa« genuine unless so marked,
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THE

Monarch of Ml Tire.
The result of education and

experience in tire production.

It is practically

PUNCTURE PROOF,
RESILIENT,
DURABLE,
EASY RIDING-,
READILY REPAIRED.

Five elements which constitute

our claim as being the Best

Road Tire on the market.

M©NAReH RUBBER ©©MPaNY,
NEW YORK OFFICE-

J. H. SYKES. Agent,

335 Broadway.

CAMPELLO, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

EVERY ONE
of our agents is delighted

with the sale of . . .

Homer Bicycles 5S,. . .:===;:s=E.:i*:2S

The, SELL THEMSELVES__a„d STAV^so^^^ $50.00 STRICTLY HIGH GfiADB.

They say the same thing of our

HKF^o Bic^5rcr^E:s
Do you know why ? Because they are the cheapest and best line of Juvenile Bicycles made.

LOOK AT THESE 20-inch, - - $20.
24-inch, - - - 25.

PRICES: 26-inch, - - 30.

Why not write for the agency ? We have

some good territory still open
HOME RATTAN COMPANY,

MAKERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.Kindly mention The \\'heel.
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WtBels Ital Please
MDST BE

Perfect in COHSTRDCTION, BEAOTIFDL in FIMISH, PLEASING to tlie eye.

-the-go-ligKtly l^indL,

are such

They ride easily, sell easily and are the
wheels to handle. Liberal discounts to
agents. Special inducements to riders.

CatalogugJree.

^J* ^^ ^Jr^

AMES & FROST COMPANY,
...MAKERS...

CHICAGO, Ilvlv.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•.••• ••••• ••••• ••• • ••••• •.•• ••• • ••• • •.• T.«* ••• • ••• • •.•••••• ••••• ••• • ••••• •••• *•• • ••• • •••• •.•••.••• '.• • *.••• ••••• *.••• •.••• •.•••••.• •••• •••• •••• ••••• •.••• •••••.••• ••••• ••• • '••• ••••• ••••• •••.• •••.• !•• !• •

"Torrington" Chains
HAVK RECORDS TO B£ PROUD OF.

NO LINKS TO BE TAKEN OUT OF SUCH CHAINS.

One of our No. 3, fifty link, chains propelled a wheel from Chicago to Fargo, N. D., and return, 2,300

miles, and showed a "stretch" of ONE-EIGHTH OF AN INCH ONLY. This means LESS THAN
HALF-A-THOUSANDTH OF WEAR for each of the 300 wearing parts of the chain.

.... THINK OF IT.
The above run is equivalent to the average use of a wheel a whole season.

Another such chain covers 4,500 MILES OF CONNECTICUT HILLS in a season and a half and

shows a "stretch "of FIVE-SIXTEENTHS OF AN INCH IN FIFTY-TWO LINKS.

.... THINK OF IT.
ACTUAL FACTS.
WE FEEL PROUD OF THEM.

THE TORRINQTON CHAIN CO.,
. . . TORRINGTON, CONN...

The A. L MOORE CO., General Sales Agents. CLEVELAND, NEW YORK, CHICAGO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.



"My EiBerience Willi Tie Tiger

Has been so eminently satisfactory,

that I am urging all my customers to

use this tire, and I do this because I

believe it to be good policy to equip

my wheels with the best tire on the

market."

The above voluntary expression of a Chicago

manufacturer is of a like character to many others

frequently tendered us.

If you want a thoroughly reliable lire,

call for

THE TIGER.
We also manufacture tire tape, patching rubber,

repair plugs, etc.

Kindly mention
The Wheel.

Branch Store: 1810 Blake St., Denver, Col.

The Mechanical Rubber Co., ^^"^r^r
.'!"'*

bicycles will interest a thinking dealer. They have
some new talking points. For instance, an en-

tirely

New Two-Piece Crank!
If honest bicycles at taking figures have any attrac-

tion for yon, yon will write to

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Maltby, Henley Co., New York City.

Carlin & Fulton, Baltimore, Md.
Harbison & Gathright, Louisville, Ky.
Sells Vehicle Co., Columbus, O.
Frank Derr & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dorken Bros. & Co., Montreal, Can.

KIRK-YODNG MFG. CO.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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THE FAUBER CRANK AXLE.
Patents ire Pioneer, and Cover One-Pieoe Axles of Every Practical Construction.

•VVi

BARNES C\CLE CO.,

BUFFALO CYCLE CO.,

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS:

Syracuse, N. Y GLOBE CYCLE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y. ST. NICHOLAS MFG. CO.,

WELLAND VALE MFG. CO., St. Catharines, Out.

BuflFalo, N. Y.

Chicago, in.

See Our 1897.

BICYCLE AND TANDEIM HANGERS.
Over i8,ooo sold for next year.

Record for '96: Only THREE (3) Broken Cranks Replaced in lO.OOO.

Crank axles broken in use replaced free

of charge on receipt of broken parts.

W. H. FAUBER, Manufacturer,
70-74 W. JACKSON STREET, CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

r ^^
DONT TAKE CHANCES ^.^

HANDLE THE OLD RELIABLE LINE

ANDENVOYS
FLEETWINGS

AND YOU WILL BUILD UP A TRADE THAT WILL NEVER LEAVE YOU. WE HAVE A FEW
POINTS STILL UNCOVERED, AND WILL QUOTE YOU DISCOUNT IF YOU WRITE US, PRO-

VIDED YOU ARE A BONA-FIDE DEALER AND THE TERRITORY IS OPEN.

i

i

WRITE FOR^
CATALOGUE. BUFFALO CYCLE CO., Buffalo, N. Y. i

MsMsmsym
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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XooWng

Jfor

lit In

Which, aside from the details of con

venience and adjustability, is the

prime essential in a bicycle,

THE QUAKER WHEEL.

NN
MFG.
CO.,

ERIE, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

*>®>^)>Ki)^Ki)>-®>KS>^KSH^H^)>®><!)^ ®>®4®4<S)4®><S>>4<$4®>^HK£)^^

ROYAL FLUSH BICYCLES.
C. G. Fisher & Co., Indiana Distributers, Indianapolis, Ind.

Studley & Jarvis, Michigan Distributers, Grand Rapids. Mich.

Martin & Martin, Kentucky Distributers, Louisville, Ky.

Baker & Hamilton, California, Mexico and Central Missoula, Mont.,

Distributers, San Francisco, Cal.

A. J. Uriin, Montana Distributer, Missoula, Mont.

George E. Hanna, Colorado Distributer, Denver, Col.

MR. DEALER!
In the busy season the work that

tires you most is those long, ted-

ious, knock-down arguments

necessary to sell some kind of

goods to some kind of people.

The long-headed dealer has a

distinctive wheel with exclusive

improvements which are prac-

tical. The

Columbus

Royal Flush
is such a bicycle. It appeals to

the rider's eye; it interests him;

he is enthusiastic, and your work

is half done when he has exam-

ined the wheel.

Have You Seen It?

(Columbus Bicycle Qo.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I

4®4®4®^®4®>®i<!>4®4®>®4(i)4<i)>-®>KS)>^^
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Zllbr. XHnion Hoent: * *

A word with you, if you please. You are doubtless much exercised about your competitors

cutting prices; probably angry enough to enter into the fray yourself and cut and slash. Don't do

it. Keep an even keel, conscious that you are handling the top-notch bicycle created in these

United States. You notice we say created. Yes, sir; the UNION SPECIAL is a distinct creation,

as much to be recommended for its unbreakable and wearing qualities as for tone and lightning

responsiveness. It is worth every dollar of the one hundred dollars we ask for it, and as the

laborer is worthy of his hire, so are you entitled to your legitimate profit. Remember, that the man
looking for a discount is the man capable of giving you ten to fifteen dollars' worth of trouble,

blowing up tires, fixing punctures, adjusting bearings, etc., etc., and this will last during the whole

blessed year. How ridiculous, then, for you to give away your profit for the purpose of keeping pace

with your unbusinesslike competitor, and through doing so reap a peck of trouble.

You know that the UNION SPECIAL, which Michael rides, and which is shod with M. & W.
TIRES, is

BUILT ON A GOLD BASIS.

SELL IT ON THE SAME PLAN.

PORTER CYCLE CC, H Warren Street, New York City,

Representatives for New York City; also 587 Main St.,

Orange, N. J. Representatives for Orange and

East Orange, N J.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

OVER ONE-HALF AMERICA'S

RIDERS RIDE THEM.

"Most Cycle Manufacturers

Have Adopted Them
As Their Standard."

Thus we advertised in 1893, and the statement is exactly true to-day.

Our goods have given satisfaction because they have been scientifically made of

the best materials and superbly finished.

The dealer has only to consider whether standard goods or freaks, shoddy, imi-
tations and out-of-date articles will sell.

We invite every retail bicycle dealer to send for our catalogue and terms.

GARFORD MFG. CO., Elyria. Ohio.

R. IB. McMQI^LKN & CO, U. S. Sales Agents,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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TROUBLES OF ITS OWN

Has the I/lberty Cycle Company Just at This

Time and in "Various

Quarters.

The trouble-tossed Liberty Cycle Co.,

whose second assignment was reported in last

week's Wheel, does not mean to retire from

the arena, an impression which its application

for a receiver created.

Manager W. F. Wilson states that the com-
pany will be reorganized and continue to do

business. The factory, at Bridgeport, is still

being operated, but under the direction of A.

J. Cable, receiver at the Connecticut end.

John Beattie is the legal appointee in New
York.

The present embarrassment is directly

traceable to last year's failure. To cover the

old liabilities, the new corporation gave

notes, most of which were met promptly, and

drew heavily on their resources, leaving but

a narrow margin for operating expenses.

Doubt and the delay in restarting the factory

placed the concern at a disadvantage, and as

wheels were consequently late on the market,

they were not converted into cash as soon as

had been anticipated. Embarrassment natur-

ally resulted.

To secure some of their obligations, the

Liberty people pledged several lots of their

bicycles, and fearing that they would be

thrown on the market and disposed of at a

slaughter sale, on Tuesday, of this week. Re-
ceiver Beattie obtained an order from the Su-

preme Court to protect the property thus

secured, and to prevent their sacrifice in case

the note-holders should sell them at auction.

There are 335 wheels in a storage warehouse
pledged to secure notes amounting to $15,-

200. The receiver is empowered to make ar-

rangements with the owners of the notes, that

he may take the bicycles, sell them in the

regular way, and pay the proceeds to the

note-holders, less a reasonable charge for

selling the wlieels.

Since the failure, Frederick Stimson has at-

tached the stock in the Liberty branch in

Newark, N. J., on a claim for $20,000, and
the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Co.,

whose claim amounts to $20,098.38, has levied

on the stock in the St. Louis store. The lat-

ter was a part of the Wheeler & Wilson Sew-
ing Machine Co.'s establishment, and after

the sheriff had removed the goods, the

Wheeler & Wilson Co. filed a suit against the

cycle company for $400, and Augustus A.
Hart, the manager of the cycle company, rdso
presented a claim for $250 against the con-
cern.

PEES SHRINK ASSETS.

Buffalo, May 1.—Receiver John T. Mc-
Laughlin has filed his report in the matter

of the voluntary dissolution of F. X. Muller

& Co., bicycle manufacturers. No. 1453 to

1459 Niagara street. The company was dis-

solved December 22, 1896.

The amount realized from the sale of the

property was $6,708.81, which, together with

$C50, borrowed from the People's Bank, made
a total of $7,358.81 coming to the hands of the

receiver, who says he has been unable to col-

lect anything from outstanding debts. The
lawyers' fees of "Becker & Farnham amount
to $748.61. Deducting $4,316.76 for expendi-

tures from the total receipts, $7,358.81, there

is a balance in the receiver's hands amount-
ing to $3,042.06. From this commissions,

counsel's fees and other expenses have to be

deducted.

WAINWRIGHT'S WRATH.

CAN COMPANY BRINGS SUIT.

Providence, R. L, May 1.—Proceedings

have been commenced in the United States

Circuit Court here against both the W. W.
WHiitten Cycle Company and the Congdon
& Carpenter Company, but neither company
is aware as yet just what it has infringed.

The complainant in the two cases is the

Self Sealing Can Company of New York.

The bill states that May 26, 1888, Richard

McDoinald Spencer of New York invented

certain improvements in "cans, can tops and

can covers or stoppers," and that this inven-

tion has been assigned to the Self Sealing Can
Company. The respondents are accused of

having used and vended an article that is an

infringement. Decrees have already been

obtained against three Boston firms.

PREPARING TO GROW GREAT.

In a small way, small for them, the United

States Rubber Co.—the so-called Rubber
Trust—has been making tires for some time,

and reports of bigger things to come were

floated on several occasions. Last week
something came of the talk, when negotia-

tions between the United States people and
the Consolidated Rubber Co., Boston, were
completed, and the former became actively

interested in the manufacture of the Kanga-
roo thread tire. As a result a more aggres-

sive policy will be pursued, and the facilities

for the making and marketing of the tire be
very materially increased. With the prestige

of such a combination, results should soon be

apparent.

Department-Store Misrepresentation of His

Goods To Be Exposed in

Court.

Indianapolis, May 3.—L. M. Wainwright is

mad,- and he is not "boiling within," either.

Of course, every one knows that Mr. Wain-
wright is president of the Central Cycle Mfg.

Co., and any one who knows how particularly

proud he is of the '97 Ben Hur, can under-

stand his feelings when he learned that the

department store of Ehrich Bros., New York,

was advertising the wheel.

It is the old, old story of a bargain-coun-

ter establishment securing a few wheels and

by specious advertising leading the public to

believe that they had a large stock, and were

selling them with the approval of the manu-
facturers. In the present instance, the par-

ticulars are particularly aggravating, and

there is no reputable man or woman who will

not share in Mr. Wainwright's righteous in-

dignation.

The facts of the case are these:

In 1896, the Central Co. manufactured a

jobbing wheel, made up mainly from 1895

parts, and sold them to various jobbers under

different names. They sold a large number
of these bicycles to Davidson & Sons, of

Chicago, under the name of Neptune. David-

son & Sons failed, having a short time prev-

iously sold their bicycle business to the

Davidson Cycle Co., and a small number of

the wheels were purchased by Ehrich Bros.,

who are now advertising them as "the pro-

duct of the Central Cycle Mfg. Co., each

wheel bearing the name Ben-Hur."
The methods of the above department

store were further exposed when a Central

representative was sent to the store to in-

vestigate the matter. All sorts of arguments
were brought to bear to sell him a machine,

and in the presence of three witnesses, the

salesman stated that Ehrich Bros, bought the

goods direct from the factory for spot cash

and that the Central Cycle Mfg. Co. was on
the eve of bankruptcy, all of which is a lie in

every sense of the word.

The Central Cycle Mfg. Co. is financially

strong, has never sold Ehrich Bros, a dollar's

worth of goods, and legal steps are being

taken to sue the concern for $50,000 damages.

IN FINANCIAL STRAITS.

.'\nderson, Ind., April 30.—The Anderson
Bicycle Co. is in financial straits. As a way
out, J. H. Terhune has been appointed re-

ceiver. Liabilities are placed at $12,000:

nominal assets, $15,000.
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THESE THE QUESTIONS.

Shall the Trade Coutitiue Showing: as of Vore,

or Shall I^ocal Shows Rule the

Bay.

It will probably be a matter of a few weeks

at most before the long-bruited "show ques-

tion" will be forever disposed of.

In accordance with the resolution of the

Board of Trade directors, President Garford

is canvassing the active membership for defi-

nite expressions ot opinion on the subject.

His letter was issued this week. It practi-

cally means a mail vote.

The presidential communication is prefaced

by the resolution referred to, which was

adopted at the directors' meeting on March

24-25, as follows:

"Resolved, That inasmuch as we are but a

small number of those interested in the bicy-

cle industry, and feeling that the Board

should have an expression from the stock-

holders whom we represent, it is suggested

that the Executive Committee formulate cer-

tain questions on that line, and request imme-

diate response by return mail; th^e to be

considered at a meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors, to be called by the president some

time in the near future."

Mr. Garford then goes on to say:

"The recommendation directly and inferen-

tially made in the stockholders' resolution

may be interpreted as follows:

"(1) That it advocates the abolishment of the

annual national cycle shows, and would sanc-

tion, and in every way encourage, local or

public cycle shows as a substitute therefor.

"(2) That sanction and encouragement be

first and preferably given to local cycle

Boards of Trade as to the management and

conducting of these shows, under such pre-

scribed rules, regulations and provisions as

govern (a) amount to be paid for said sanc-

tion or privilege, either in a net amount or a

percentage on gross receipts; (b) the charac-

ter of these exhibits and the manner in which

they shall be conducted; (c) the dates at

which they shall be held; (d) the amount of

space that any one exhibitor can purchase,

and the price at which said space must or can

be sold.

"Thus the matter resolves itself down to the

question as to what shall be the kind and
character of these future exhibits.

"It may be assumed that the dates at which
they are held will largely determine their

character.

"Should they be held in November or De-
cember, they would naturally be deemed trade

shows, whereas were they to be held in

March or April, their purpose would be
primarily to interest the cycling public, and
be deemed public shows.

"The present rules governing the granting

of sanctions to local cycle exhibits, given
up to this date in all places, save Chicago
and New York, substantially cover the con-
ditions suggested by the resolution, excepting

as to the amount to be paid for said sanc-

tion, so that the issue may be confined to the

holding of shows in the two cities above men-
tioned.

"You are, therefore, asked to determine

whether in your opinion local or public

shows in New York and Chicago, held

under conditions imposed by the resolution,

will be more beneficial to the interests of the

cycling industry at large, than if conducted

as in the past as National or trade shows,

and wholly governed by, or given under, the

direct auspices of the National Cycle Board
of Trade.

"The resolution declares for the encourage-

ment of local cycle shows, and the grant-

ing of sanctions preferably to local Boards
of Trade. Thus the query arises, are the

local Boards of Trade in New York and
Chicago so organized as to be able to carry

on the shows under the conditions imposed;

and if not, to what extent shall negotiations

be carried on with outside parties or show-
men having no direct interest in the cycling

trade."

These are the specific questions which the

members of the Board are requested to an-

swer before the 20th inst.

:

1. Do you favor National or Trade Cycle

Shows to be given by, or under, the im-

mediate auspices and direction of the Na-
tional Cycle Board of Trade?

2. If so, when and where should they be

held?

3. Do you favor the holding of local or

public shows in New York and Chicago, to

be given by, or under, the immediate aus-

pices and direction of the National Cycle

Board of Trade?

4. If so, when should they be held?

5. Do you favor the holding of local shows

in other cities under the sanction of the Na-

tional Cycle Board of Trade, subject to the

rules, regulations, conditions, prices of space,

etc., as may be prescribed by the National

Cycle Board of Trade?

6. If so, when should they be held?

IN DUE TIME

TOOK POSSESSION LEGALLY.

Syracuse, N. Y., May 1.—The suit brought

by Frederick W. Dodge against F. W. Grid-

ley to eject the latter from the factory for-

merly occupied by the Dodge Bicycle Works,

and now tenanted by the Olive Wheel Co.,

has been decided in favor of Mr. Gridley.

In his ruling the judge said: "I find that

possession of the premises in question was

taken with the consent of the owner, Frederick

Dodge, and that the defendant is not a squat-

ter; that the defendant is a subtenant of

Daniel W. Gridley, who should be made
defendant; that Daniel W. Gridley holds a

mortgage on said premises and cannot be re-

moved from possession while said mortgage

remains unsatisfied; that the premises are

now occupied by the assignee of a mortgage

who went into possession with the consent of

defendant. Judgment in favor of defendant,

dismissing proceedings with costs."

QUESTION OF A NAME.

Chicago, April 30.—Frank Douglas, manu-

facturer of the Douglas fcicycles, who was

formerly interested in the Kenwood cycles,

is defendant in a $25,000 damage suit begun

in the Circuit Court by the Hamilton-Ken-

wood Cycle Company, of Grand Rapids,

Mich. The latter company some time ago

purchased a right to use the name "Kenwood"
from Douglas, and now alleges that he is sell-

ing wheels under that name, of an inferior

grade. The plaintifif says that it has been

considerably damaged by the action of Doug-
las, and wants recompense through the courts.

Saddle Makers May Hear Something: From
These Gentlemen and Their Patent

Ris:hts.

"We do not claim to be the best-known
saddle makers in the country," says the Craig
Cycle Saddle Co., Lawrence, Mass., "but we
have paid our especial respects to some of them
and but few saddle-men but who will hear

from us in due time."

The general "paying of respects" is direct-

ly due to the granting to Warren H. Craig,

on April 13th last, of Design Patents Nos.
26,893 and 20,894, which the Craig people as-

sert affect and are being infringed by 95

per cent of the saddle trade.

The original Craig patents were issued

June 11, 1895, and, broadly speaking, covered
cycle saddles that would sustain the weight
of the rider on two cushions above the

pommel or centre line of the saddle.

The patents issued last month cover the

designs as follows:
No. 26,893.—The saddle embodying the design is

similar in outline or contour to the saddles hereto-

fore constructed, the said outlines having a main sub-

stantially oval portion with a prominent projecting

U-shaped curve at one side of the said oval, the por-

tion having oval outlines constituting the seat and
cantle portion of the said saddle and the portion

bounded by the U-shaped curve constituting the

pommel.
The leading feature of the design resides in the

shape or configuration of the upper surface of the

said saddle, which has two rounded portions, sub-

stantially covering and conforming in shape to the
main oval portion of the saddle and being substan-

tiallj' wholly at the rear of the extension or pommel
portion of the saddle at the forward side of the oval.

As has been stated, the said rounded portions,

taken together, are substantially oval in shape, but are

separated by a channel or depression, in line with

the pommel portion and substantially on a level

therewith.

The front sides of the two rounded portions are

shown as inclined forward somewhat toward the pom-
mel portion, the saddle as a whole approaching the

shape of a pear flattened at one side and having a

longitudinal channel formed in the flattened side.

The said rounded portions rise substantially above
the surface of the pommel portion, and the channel

or main surface of the saddle, which is on about the

same level as that of the said pommel portion. The
sides of said rounded portions, where they adjoin the

surface and pommel portion are curved upward, the

curve, however, being somewhat abrupt, so that the

upper surface of said rounded portions are not widely

separated by the channel.

No. 26,894.—Substantially the same as that of bi-

cycle .saddles commonly used, said saddle having the

usual forward extension or pommel portion, the top

of which has a rounded upper surface.

The leading feature of the design resides in the

shape and configuration of the top and front of sad-

dle. The top of the saddle has two prominent sur-

face portions rising above and separated by a de-

pression or channel, the outlines of said portions being

substantially straight along the sides of said depres-

sion, as indicated, and then slightly flaring laterally,

and finally curving rearward. The surfaces of said

portions curve downward toward the bottom of the

saddle. Along the sides and front of the saddle is a

line curving upward over the pommel and extending

rearward along the inner side of the convex portions.

The Craig Saddle Co. believe these patents

will control the market, and mean to proceed

with that end in view.

There are altogether too many other people

in cycling.

INVENTED BY WHEELWOMEN.
Atlanta, Ga., May 1.—The Gregory Spring

Tire Co. has been incorporated here, with a

capital stock of $100,000, for the purpose of

manufacturing a patent non-puncturable tire.

The interested parties are W. B. Gregory, J.

G. Isbel and J. W. Varley. The tire is the

invention of two wheelwomen.
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SWIFT,
STRONG,

SUFn.

^^M Bicycles ^^| i

^^V Iruesi bearings ^^V
^^ Superior Construction ^V

Send for book of reasons why Gendron and Reliance Bicycles are superior

to all others.

GENDRON WHEEL CO.,

Toledo, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Follow the Man

P. 31. A 1897.

who minds his P's and 0's>

He's the man who looks at

Prices and Quality. Qipper prices are always deter"

mined and set after Clipper quality has been decided upon.

No cheap, shoddy material or workmanship
enters into any part of a Clipper

^kftsSsStSSfi©-""
bicycle. No bicycle

need to cost a

single dollar

more than the

best Clipper,

Every Clipper bi--

cycle sold carries with it a

name plate and a guarantee
backed by a concern with ample means
and a desire to treat all customers fairly

and honestly ; a concern on whose cornerstone

of success is engraved the word, " Equality,"

If you don't know about Clipper bicycles, ask some one
who does. Possibly it might pay you, " He who knows,
and knows that he knows, he is wise j follow him,"

MADB BY THE

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Kindly raentiaa Tbe WfaeeL

n^^ c^^ c^iO

When you're sick the doctor prescribes the medicine

you require—not what he happens to have with him.

When your tire is sick LEAGUEKIT, THE PUNC-
TURE DOCTOR, treats it with the same care—pre-

scribes cement for small punctures, plugs for large

ones; and, best of all, fills his prescriptions on the

spot. The same kit holds both and costs no more

than the ordinary kind. If you like a handy thing, a

quick thing, a sure thing, ask your dealer for LEACUE-
KIT, THE PUNCTURE DOCTOR.

Repair Stations for League Tires:

Baltimore Indianapolis

Boston New York

Chicago Philadelphia

Cincinnati St. Louis

Cleveland, San Francisco

Denver Detroit Toledo

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKING CO.LTD
TAPE

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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REVERSING THE PICTURE.

IN the name of fair play, is it not timely

that some share of the controversial tal-

entj now so lavishly and slavishly given over

to discussion of the relative rights of wheel-

men and pedestrians, should be devoted to

more accurately fixing the degree of consid-

eration to which wheelmen are entitled from

other vehicles? There has never been mani-

fested by those who act as sovereigns of traffic

in our streets so deep a regard for the safety

of pedestrians as to give reason for the be-

lief that wheelmen can safely entrust life and

limb wholly to the unspurred and unclubbed

courtesy, the voluntary prudence and gentle-

ness of either jehu or truckman.

It is to the general public interest to en-

courage legitimate and orderly cycling. The

use of the bicycle as a vehicle has in it the

germ of a solution of the corporate monopoly

of highways. When wheelmen have become

sufficiently banded together to compel the

maintenance of well-paved streets and the

safe enjoyment thereof, there will be a heavy

falling off in the tribute paid by the people

to elevated magnates and traction barons,

who now control our thoroughfares, and tax

us for the proud privilege of getting to and

from our daily labors. Beyond all this there

is the certainty, too, of a higher physical

standard (or the race in the universality oi a

vehicle which insures to its users fresh air and

moderate exercise.

To allow the tens of thousands of

wheel users in this city to remain at the

gentle mercies of the truck driver or

butcher boy, who delights to swing around

a corner as the redoubtable Hank Evans

swung his stage coach carrying Horace

Greeley around the ticklish ledges of the

Great Divide, would be poor policy and worse

humanity, even if, in the present case, the imi-

tators of the great Hank possessed even a

tithe of his ability as a reinsman, which, un-

fortunately for all concerned, they most cer-

tainly do not. All this is not so much a matte;

demanding legislation as it is a thing calling

for a vigorous interpretation of existing

laws by policemen and justices, both of

whom, it cannot be denied, still more quickly

note and punish the mote in the eye of the

wheelman before they think of doing the

same thing when the beam in the optic of

the truckman or cab driver is in evidence.

WHERE THE TROUBLE IS.

"T^HERE are four critics before whom the

* costume of the wheelwoman must pass

—health, fitness, fashion, and artistic beauty.

The third of these is ever at odds with all the

others. As for art in personal adornment, it

cannot be said to exist among people who
tolerate a combination of sweater, bloomers

and leggings, or the deformed wheelwoman

of alleged fashion journals.

Yet the principle at the foundation of the

dress question seems exceedingly simple. Is

it not—shaped clothes for work, draped dress

for leisure? For muscle play, freedom is the

first requisite, whether in cycling or in scrub-

bing a floor. It would seem that in the selec-

tion and designing of a cycle costume for

Avomen, the principle said by Veblen to

govern all modern dress, conspicuous ex-

pensiveness, novelty, and ineptitude—waste

and unfitness in order to prove wealth and

leisure—need not apply. But they do, and

right there is the foundation of all this dihi-

culty the wheelwoman experiences with her

costume.

"STRAWS" AND THE WIND.

A S nearer draws the actual racing season

*^ the more pronounced becomes the flight

of those "straws" which show how the wind of

official favor is being blown adversely to L.

A. W. racing control. It is extremely difficult

to take one of these "straws" and make it

stand forth as a proof of this, but plain as a

pike-stafif is it that it will be the fault of

neither weak-hearted, half-hearted or faint-

hearted League officials if those who are

clamoring for a divorce of the League and

racing do not succeed.

With no idea of claiming the questionable

honor grudgingly given to those who prophesy

correctly. The Wheel at this early date in

the career of the new administration calls at-

tention to the prediction it repeatedly made

during the campaign that the election of Mr.

Potter meant the loss of racing control to the

League.

Now, as "straws," it is worth noting that

never before has the League's racing interest

been in so unsatisfactory a condition; never

before has the League, through its chairman,

been placed upon the defensive, and had the

enforcement of its laws constantly accompa-

nied by an apology on the part of the chaii-

man for so doing, and never before has sedition

and secession been so widespread. These are

but "straws," yet they already clearly show

the direction in which the wind is blowing.

Who is to blame? Is it not natural that

he who sows the wind should reap the whirl-

wind? Did not Mr. Potter and the New
York division sow the wind of the League's

abandonment of racing control, and arc they

not, at least negatively, preparing, even now.

to aid in the harvesting of a whirlwind of se-

ccssiom and dissatisfaction? It looks so.

PROFITS AND GULLIBILITY.

DROOKLYN is entitled to the laurel

'-' wreath in the way of an ingenious nego-

tiator of cycles. He has perfected one of the

cleverest schemes which has yet come to the

front. He has an office in Brooklyn, an office

in New York, and he may also be found at

his club or at his father's house, or at several

other places simultaneously. He publishes a

weekly list of cycles which he has for sale.

This list contains the names of all the very

best makes in the cycle trade. The prices of

the highest grade 1897 wheels range from $40

to $60, and the fact that he actually supplies

these wheels at the prices named keeps him

within the law. These lists are sent out

broadcast, firms have been much annoyed, and

they have notified the Board of Trade.

But the Board of Trade can do nothing. It

is the firms themselves that are to blame.

Here is his method: He solicits an advertise-

ment for a newspaper in which he controls

space. His score of periodicals are of a

peculiar class. They have no special date of

publication; they have no special field. One
is the mouthpiece of a local Brooklyn club,

another is the organ of a ward political or-

ganization and appears spasmodically, and

none of them has great influence or circula-

tion. Yet, marvelous as it may appear, he

gets plenty of advertising for them, to be

taken out in wheels. These wheels eventu-

ally turn up in a Bedford avenue store, and

are sold at the prices indicated in his lists. He
is entitled to the palm for working up an

honest scheme. The wonder is that the trade

are so easily gulled and so easily misled.

More information can be obtained about this

party in the offices of the Board of Trade.
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GREATEST OF ALL LEVELERS. AN UNDESIRABLE TYPE.

IN ancient times the weapon of the soldier

was the sword and his defense was armor.

A single knight could put to flight a hundred

common men; in fact, he had his own way with

tliem. The invention of gunpowder revolu-

tionized warfare by equalizing men; the veri-

est lout or weakling could shoot as well as

the knight. The knight and his armor had to

go.

The same process has been going on in

locomotion, though much more slowly. The

strong could run all day. Indians have been

known to make seventy miles at a single run.

The horse and the camel did much to bring

the weak and the strong to a level; but the

element of cost and expense of keeping pre-

vented equality. Cars and the steamboat are

wholesome afifairs at best and so far equaliz-

ing. But your true leveler in locomotion is

the bicycle.

On a wheel any person of sound health can

make his journey; old or young, rich or poor,

man or woman, are all equal in cycling, and

all must pedal, sweat and breathe dust alike.

With this they share the joys of riding equal-

ly. Your wheel is the true leveler of men.

The day of brute strength and wealth is gone

as went the knight and his armor before the

powder blast.

Great is cycling!

TWO VIEW POINTS.

O UNDAY is popularly sujiposed to be a

*^ day of rest. In fact, it is with most peo-

ple, but what is rest for one man

is work for another. The few peo-

ple who yet refrain from riding a

bicycle consider wheeling very hard work,

v.'hile those who cycle call it rest to pedal

over ten, twenty or forty miles of country

road, according to the number of degrees that

they have taken in the craft of cycling.

Again, non-riders wonder why it is that

hundreds of mechanics and laboring men,

hosts of young and old women and boys and

men employed in shops and ofifices, to say

nothing of their employers, and that vast

aimy who have just as much time to ride one

day as another, long for and wish for and

wait for Sunday to come.

On the other hand, the riders theiiisclves

cannot understand why the uninitiated do not

love the Sabbath day with an ardor that

should more than satisfy a man wno obeys the

fourth commandment to the letter of the

law! And so, viewed from different stand-

points, the cyclist and his critic each wonder

at thi other's density.

THE rowdy-dowdy bicycle girl has a

brand-new wrinkle. She has become

tired of the bent-back, nose-paring position

on the front of the tandem. The carefully ex-

posed calf, the abnormally abbreviated skirt,

the speed-glare of the eye-ball—all this too

many of the rowdy-dowdies have, and they

no longer attract attention. Attention, even

though it be ribald, is the meat and drink of

the rowdy-dowdy one; without it she starves.

But she is resourceful, and having failed to

provoke the insult and the jeer by old tricks,

she has now taken to the rear seat of the tan-

dem. A Wheel man ran across a fine type

of the rowdy-dowdy girl on the Boulevard.

She was on the rear seat, a bundle of rags

and perspiration. Bent-backed she was, and

pedal did she, even as a walking-beam.

"Sprinter" was her trade-mark all over. He

was on the front seat, a toughishly small fel-

low, heavy-headed, as if shame-faced. They

were a pitifully nondescript pair.

Come out like a man, Mr. Mott, and say

frankly that the Labor Day sanction was

awarded the Quill Club Wheelmen because, as

a whole, they are a lot of pretty good fellows

and clever men, with whom you have

"chummed," whose hospitality you have en-

joyed, and who have rendered some service

to the L. A. W. Any other explanation is

but whipping the devil around the stump.

I'he explanation you have made is shuffling,

illogical and contradictory; it establishes a

precedent that is ridiculous, on the face of it,

and is altogether unworthy of you. If, in

"coming out," you can also find it in your

heart to say that the appointment of a handi-

capper who had been expelled from his club,

and whose employers had branded him "thief,

liar and scoundrel," was made for political

reasons, it will be admirable and manly.

There is a distinction between those who

are cranks on cycling and those who are

cranky cranks thereon.

The introduction of a law in Massachusetts

providing a specific punishment for cycle

thieving leads to the thought that if we are to

have a special penalty for stealing a bicycle,

will it not be necessary to have a special pen-

alty for stealing a horse, a cow, a pig, a sheep,

a gold watch, a silver watch, a diamond stud,

and each of a great multitude of other things?

Will it not be necessary in the end to affix

a special penalty for stealing a march, stealing

away, or stealing time? Already there is a

body of law intended to punish people for

stealing ideas—when expressed in work pro-

tected by copyright. As we have before re-

marked, cycling's would-be friends are often

its very worst enemies, and the introduction

of all such special legislation as the above

proves it.

League politics and shooing a hen have

their uncertainties.

A trade paper is a window through which

the manufacturer looks out upon the world

of cycHng, of style, of price and methods of

doing business. Without a trade paper a man-

ufacturer or a dealer is shut up in a small

space, wherein he sees naught but his own

errors, and knows naught but what the sales-

man sees fit to tell him. A well-posted agent

is the peer of any of his brethren, even

though his store be located at the cross-

roads. If you would succeed you must know

all you can know about your business, and

there is no way possible for you to do this

except by the careful study each week of a

trade paper.

The invention of the electric telegraph, and

annihilating distance, had an immense

efifect upon mankind, exalting him

greatly in his own estimation, and stimulating

in him the pulse of ambition. But there are

thousands upon thousands to whom the elec-

tric telegraph brings no sense of power, since

they never use it. There are few, upon the

other hand, in whose lives the bicycle is not

an active factor.

When the much magnified "negro ques-

tion" was an issue in the L. A. W., very many

of the secession-stirred States that are now

howling for "division option" on Sunday rac-

ing, fiercely resented the East's suggestion

that option of the same sort was the proper

light to throw on the colored folk, and in-

sisted that one rule should govern the whole

League. Their attitude at this time suggests

that consistency has lost none of its virtues.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of Long Isl-

and are untrue to themselves in asking the

Brooklyn authorities to enforce an eight-mile-

an-hour ordinance. They are too enlightened

not to know that such a snail's pace is prac-

tically impossible, and that it is being and

would be violated by nine-tenths of the peo-

ple who ride bicycles, A. C. C. members

among them.

This week will probably witness the dis-

comfiture and probably the imprisonment of

a cycle selling fakir, one who is of the name-

erasure species. The firm whose wheels are

being sold at a reduced price—with the names

taken off—is a strong one, and its attorneys

are strong attorneys. We will take pains to

give the case all the publicity is is worthy of,

as soon as the action climaxes.

There may be nothing in a name, but it is

significant and somewhat amusing that the

removal of the name-plate is one of the very

first performances of the average purchaser of

a department store bicycle.

There are times when every man connected

with cycling realizes that he has too many

friends in it.
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IS MOTT MAD?

Certainly He Must Be, To Account For This

Attempted Explanation of His

Acts.

Mr. Mott and Mr. Gideon are close friends,

but now that Mr. Mott has thrown the blame

for the Boston Press Club-Quill Club Wheel-

men embroglio on Gideon, the latter owes it

to himself and his admirers to explain certain

things.

Mr. Mott has made his explanation in a let-

ter to the Press Club, as follows

:

"The records in my office show that the

application of the Quill Club is dated Febru-

ary 15, 1897. The application of the Press

Club is dated March 20, 1897. But I did not

sanction the Quill Club's meet on account of

precedence. Precedence has nothing what-

ever to do with the National Circuit applica-

tions. Those dates are assigned by the chair-

man, and it is impossible for him to take the

ru'le of precedence, for, in that case, pre-

cedence for a particular date might lay in Ari-

zona or on the cold coast of Maine. The

circuit has to start early in a warm climate,

and that governs dates. It has to be led regu-

larly and economically throughout the whole

country, with as little jumping as possible.

"But this particular date had to jump to

New York, because the 1896 chairman had

accepted the check of the Quill Club, which

accompanied the application, banked, col-

lected and disbursed it. This made a con-

tiact with the Quill Club, which, in my esti-

mation, should be carried out in good faith

by the succeeding chairman. I simply could

not repudiate that contract, and it has caused

some embarrassment in arranging the circuit,

as you can well see.

"I will add that if you filed an application

with Mr. Gideon, February 11, 1897, as you

state, that application has not reached me, al-

though many others did."

Mr. Mott's explanation is not as ingenuous

as one would expect from a man of his ca-

pacity. His logic is faulty, and clearly con-

firms what is apparent to every one "in the

know," that the award of the sanction to the

New York Club was simply a game of play-

ing and paying favorites. When Mr. Mott

says that the circuit "has to be led regularly

and economically, with as little jumping as

possible," he gives a painful jolt to his pre-

vious statement that precedence has nothing

to do with the case, since precedence in this

instance would make the circuit more regular

and economical, and save a jump, or rather

a somersault of nearly 600 miles. Again, if

"the dates are assigned by the chairman," and

since he has allotted undesired dates to other

clubs, to make the circuit "regular and eco-

nomical," where is the rhyme or reason in

asserting that the acceptance of the Quill

Club's check was in the nature of an unre-

pudiatable "contract" for the date which they

requested, when the "contract" throws the

circuit out of plumb? Were all other such

"contracts" so religiously regarded and ad-

hered to? Certainly, after such a ruling, the

Arizona club has a right to insist that the cir-

cuit be jumped back to suit their desires, if

they were "contracted for" by the banking of

their fee.

Just why Mr. Gideon should "accept, bank,

collect and disburse" the Quill Club's check,

when, to The Wheel's positive knowledge

he returned checks for other sanction fees

whilst retaining the applications themselves,

"to be turned over to the new chairman," is

one of the things hard to understand, and

which is one of the things to be explained.

NOW A UNIT.

SMALL POTATOES, FEW IN A HILL.

San Francisco, May 2.—They've gone and

done it. The "secesh" have made good their

threats, and 'Frisco has had its first taste of

Sunday racing. It occurred to-day on the

Velodrome track, under the auspices of the

California Associated Cycling Clubs. "Un-
cle Robert" Welch officiated as referee, but

strange to say, "Judge" Kerrigan and the

Bay City Club shouters were conspicuous by

their absence. The fact was severely com-
mented on.

"Looks as if the chief train wrecker is

afraid to witness the result of his machina-

tions," was the way one man expressed it.

About 1,500 people were present.

Otto Ziegler, Clinton Coulter and Allan

Jones were the only prominent men who
jumped the L. A. W. traces, and who are

now "outlaws." The summary:
One mile open, professional.—1, Ziegler; 2, Jones;

3, Coulter; time, 2.15 2-5.

Two-thirds mile, handicap, professional.—1, McCrea

A New York Scorcher Chaser.

(55 yards) ; 2, Boyden (SO yards) ; 3, Jones (scratch)

;

time, 1.27 4-5.

Two-thirds mile, amateur.—1, Russ; 2, Wing; 3,

Barton; time, 1.20 3-5.

Half-mile handicap, amateur.—1, Russ (scratch) ; 2,

Gooch (20 yards) ; 3, Krafts (25 yards).

ONLY ONE WAS TURNED DOWN.

The only strife for office of any warmth in

the annual election of the Century Road Club

occurred in Massachusetts, where A. O. Mc-
Garrett ran against and defeated C. G. Per-

cival, the unpopular handicapper, for the chief

ccnturionship of the State. The election re-

sulted as follows: President, W. A. Skinkle,

Cleveland; first vice-president, Daniel M.
Adee, New York; second vice-president, M.
H. Bentley, Chicago; secretary, Charles M.
Fairchild, Chicago; treasurer, Orville W.
Lawson, Louisville; State centurions, Mary-
land, Alfred Ely, Baltimore; Massachusetts,

A. O. McGarrett, Boston; New Jersey, J. W.
Foster, Schraalenburg; New York, F. A. My-
rick, New York; Pennsylvania, E. J. Sturz-

njckle, Erie.

Toledo Cycle Organlijaiions Banded Together

For Mutual Protection and

Aid.

Toledo, May .3.—The Federation of Toledo's

cycling clubs is now a certainty. The final de-

tails were arranged at a meeting held at the

rooms of the Toledo Cycling Club on Satur-

day evening last. The project has been

fathered mainly by President C. R. Clapp, of

the T. C. C, which is the oldest club in the

city. The plan is simply a club union, in or-

der that the various associations of the city

may act as a unit upon all matters affecting

riders in Toledo.

The organizations that have affiliated with

the federation are the Toledo Cycling, the To-
ledo Wheeling Association, the Crescent Cy-
cling Club, the Willard Cycling Club, the

Oriole Cycling Club, and the Y. M. C. A.

Wheeling Association. In addition to these

bodies, arrangements have been made to in-

clude outside riders, by ward organizations.

The constitution provides that the federation

board shall consist of two representatives

from each regularly organized club possessing

over twenty-five members. In addition a

representative is accorded on the petition of

not less than twelve male riders in a ward.

The plan is received with enthusiasm, and
it is expected will result in bringing the great

body of unaffiliated wheelmen in the city into

touch. That this is most desirable, is evident

from the statistics that have been evolved by
the federation. There are in Toledo any-

where from twelve to twenty thousand riders.

A conservative estimate would be 15,000. Of
this number, there are only 776 riders enrolled

in clubs. Toledo's large number of cycle fac-

tories are doubtless responsible for the ex-

traordinary number of wheels owned in the

city. Most of the factories allow special rates

to their men, which closely approximate the

wholesale prices of the different wheels. As
a result, each employe, and in many cases the

members of his immediate family, possesses

a wheel that he would not own were he em-
ployed in any other business.

WANT PAY FOR FIRE LOSS.

Los Angeles, April 27.—Failing to effect an
amicable adjustment, E. C. Stearns & Co.
have finally instituted suit against the South-
ern California Railroad Co. to recover

$4,792.50, the value of the precious racing out-

fit which was destroyed by fire while in the

possession of the railroad company on March
28, 1896. Among other things, the outfit con-

sisted of seven tandems, two triplet machines,

one quadruplet, and seven racing machines.

Between here and San Diego the train was
wrecked, the baggage caught fire, and the

contents, including the outfit belonging to

Stearns & Co., were destroyed.

FALLING INTO LINE.

Governor Pingree, of Michigan, has signed

the Anderson bicycle bill, compelling rail-

roads to carry bicycles free as baggage, add-

ing another State to the rapidly growing list.

Last week the Seaboard Air Line, one of the

largest roads operating in the South, bowed

to the inevitable, and announced that bicycles

would be hereafter carried free over its en-

tire system. ^ ^
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RACING MATTERS IN DENVER.

Denver, April 30.—The trouble over the ap-

pointment of H. D. Crosby, of Topeka, to be

handicapper for Kansas has been settled, and

Mr. Crosby will hold the fort. He was a can-

didate for a position on the racing board of

the L. A. W., but when Mr. Doty was ap-

pointed it left him out. The first act, almost,

of Mr. Doty's career as a member of the

board was to offer Mr. Crosby the position of

handicapper for Kansas. The act brought

forth a storm of opposition, but Mr. Crosby

has accepted. The funny part of the afTair

was that men who had endorsed him for the

racing board protested against his appoint-

ment as handicapper. A letter received to-

day states that much misrepresentation was

made against Mr. Crosby, which has led to

the fight. It is now corrected, and everything

is lovely.

M. O. Dennis has issued a challenge to

Stanley Barrows for any kind of a race the

latter wants. Dennis made a mile over a

straightaway course near Denver, during a

howling wind storm, in 1.11 3-5. Later Bar-

rows was credited with making a mile over

STREET WATERWAYS.

Pittsburg, May 3.—Pittsburg wheelmen are

up in arms against the unsystematic manner
in sprinkling the streets, which they say is re-

sponsible for many accidents. At an informal

meeting of wheelmen, held yesterday, it was
decided to appoint a committee to wait on
Director Bigelow. This committee will lay

before him a list of accidents due directly to

wheels slipping on places wetted by his carts

and point out that a judicial decision has held

a Western city liable in damages for bones

broken by a wheelman in attempting to ride

over a spot dampened by a watering-cart.

They will suggest that all the watering in the

down-town districts be done before 6 o'clock

in the morning, and in Oakland and East

End not until after 10 o'clock at night. The
committee will also ask that there be some
regularity in the hours of watering the park

roadways. As it is now, the wheelmen claim

that the roadways are kept in a condition

which renders them almost useless for bicy-

cling.

1-

PERRINE PRAYS FOR ^zi.yip.

John B. Perrine, late proprietor of the de-

funct Valpo Cycle Company, of Valparaiso,

Ind., has brought a suit to prove that his fail-

ure was the result of conspiracy, which has

attracted considerable notice because of the

prominence of the defendants. Professor H.

B. Brown, the millionaire president of the

Northern Indiana Normal College, and Hon.
Daniel E. Kelly, one of the best-known law-

yers in Northern Indiana, who gained consid-

erable note last year by withdrawing from
the State Democratic ticket to espouse the

cause of the gold democracy and John M.
Palmer.

The complaint alleges a conspiracy to

bring about Perrine's commercial ruin, and

damages to the sum of $21,719 are sought.

According to the complaint, Perrine, being

indebted to the Merchants and Manufactur-

ers' Warehouse Co., of Chicago, was induced

to apply to Professor Brown for a loan. He
signed a blank note, which Kelly filled in,

dating it seventeen days later. A chattel

mortgage was given to cover the note. Not
being taken up when due, the factory, stock

and household goods of Perrine were seized.

Perrine claims that the whole transaction

was a conspiracy to ruin him financially.'

Back of the case is the story of Brown and

the same course, in another howling storm,

in ..58 3-5. It was carried to Dennis's ears

that Mr. Barrows wanted to meet him on the

track. Dennis being willing, and waiting for

some time for Barrows's challenge, and not

receiving it, took matters in his own hand

and issued the challenge. The conditions

were: Five miles on the track, nothing less

than a 100 gear to be used. Barrows has nor

accepted the challenge.

Walter Sanger and O. B. Hachenberger

have been matched for a race of five miles,

unpaced, June If. The date is just one year

from that on which Hachenberger defeated

W. W. Hamilton in a twenty-five mile race.

ELEPHANT AND "IT."

The Kilpatricks are coming, and Chas.

G. in particular is chuckling ha-has to him-

self. The clever one-legged trick rider and

his wife and their Iver Johnson cycles have

had a continuous triumph during their for-

eign tour, and, to use the words of Kilpatrick

himself, they are returning with "the elephant.

"Oom Paul's medal and a barrel of 'it.'
"

They are due in New York May 9th.

^;>

The Director will also be asked to issue

stringent orders against the hose fiend. Or-

ders for the suppression of this nuisance are

promulgated yearly, yet he continues the

cheerful waste of city water, and the wheel-

men say that on the score of economy alone

he should be shut off. As it is, he is even

more dangerous to riders than the watering

carts.

B. Frank Perrine, the father of the complain-

ant, who came here twenty-five years ago and

started the normal college, which has 2,300

students annually. Perrine, through business

reverses later, lost a fine brick block and

printing business, which is alleged to have

passed through Brown's hands into those of

Professor Bogert of the college.

BELONGED TO A COMMITTEE.

Jersey City's corporation counsel has noti-

fied the Board of Aldermen that the ordi-

nance recently passed prohibiting any person

carrying a child under five years of age on a

bicycle is unconstitutional, and must be re-

voked and referred to the proper city

committee having authority to act on such

matters.

APPROACH OF ROAD RACE SEASON.

"Jimson tried to have his life insured, but

they wouldn't have him."

"Heart disease?"

"No; referee." i

PARAPHRASED.

He who njes in a. moderate way
Will live to ride another day;

But he who rides until he's blown.

May find his health forever flovfn.

HUDSON COUNTY HOMELESS.

The fourth oldest cycle club in the United

States, the Hudson County Wheelmen, of

Jersey City, organized in 1882, is homeless.

On Monday, J. Charles Appleby took posses-

sion of the clubhouse on a mortgage, and

the effects of the club have been placed in

storage. When the club bought the house,
Mr. Appleby took the greater part of the

stock and also assumed a mortgage of $4,000.

A year ago he had a disagreement with the

officers and resigned. Recently hearing that

he would be blackballed if he applied for re-

admission to the club, he quietly bought up
all the outside stock possible, and then by
right of a deed made in 1894, forced the club

to vacate the house and assumed possession
of the property. The officers of the club have
not as yet arranged for the future. Mr. Ap-
pleby is a wealthy property owner, well ad-

vanced in years and an enthusiastic cyclist,

who until recently excited comment by riding

on a silver-plated tandem or a triplet with
seat-mates having an overabundance of

muscle..
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MONEY - MAKING BICYCLES.

$75 and $100 Modek

High-Grade 1896 ModelB, in Lots of

10 or More to ttie Trade.

$24.00 each. $29.00 each.

35.00 (( 37.50 a

Such Makes as

in ELMORES, SYRACUSE, LIBERTIES, RUGBYS.

Good 1896 models will sell better than cheap, gaudy 1897 stuff

Send for further particulars.

W1LLI5 FflKK ROW DICTQLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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AN ALL-AROUND REPAIRER. > v

"Leaguekit"—nothing more—in neat script

letters, is stamped in its nickeled face, and

the whole appearance of the article suggests

a tubular pocket match safe

rather than the puncture

repairing tool which it is,

the new one of the New
York Belting and Packing

Co., and named for their

League tire. Unlike some

of its prototypes, it is as

useful in repairing a large

puncture as a small one.

In the latter case, the

nozzle is merely inserted in the hole and a bit

of plastic rubber compound injected. To

close a large aperture, a keen edged circular

cutter is screwed over the nozzle and the hole

cut evenly until of a size that will admit the

usual plug; a threaded supply of each ac-

companies each tool. It looks what it is

claimed to be, a most convenient and practi-

cal all-around repairer.

SERVES A DOUBLE PURPOSE.

Not everyone who sees the sometimes

ornately-lettered name of a bicycle on either

end of the crate in which it is contained,

understands its full use.

It is not alone intended to advertise the

wheel wherever the crate may stand or be

transported or unloaded, but is designed

largely to provide the agent with signs, which

may be nailed to dead walls, fences and trees.

Most of the lettering is now printed on the

wood, and often in two or more colors, form-

ing a really neat and attractive advertising

sign.

GIVING AWAY WHEELS.

As an agent-getter the Trinity Cycle Manu-

facturing Company is evidently not content

to rest on its already established yearling rec-

ord. Their latest origination, that of giving

away a Trinity each week, is proof of it, and

should result in a material lengthening of the

list, especially as they do not limit their

bounty to Trinity agents only. Any agent

can share in the distribution.

IT'S FREE TO DEALERS.

In their advertisement this week the Mesin-

ger Bicycle Saddle Company make the an-

nouncement that they will present to any

dealer who asks "something for nothing."

The something in this case is a lithograph

that will add to the attractiveness of a cycle

store.

WITH ENGLISH MONEY.

It is stated that English capital is to be put

into the insolvent Premier Cycle Co., at

Bridgeport, Conn., and that the plant may
again be operated. The original Premier was

an English bicycle, and the American factory

resulted when home-made wheels forced the

imported product out of the country.

"HEAR THEM BELLS!"

It is amazing how great an affinity Con-

necticut has for the bell industry. To the al-

ready numerous colony, another bell factory

is being added, that of the new Mills Bell Co.,

at Middletown. The plant is now being

equipped ...__,_

COMES THE CARROLL CHAINLESS.

After a deal of inconvenient delay, the Car-

roll Chainless Cycle Co., Philadelphia, mak-

ers of the Carroll bicycle, on which J. F. Star-

buck, the well-known professional, has made
several notable performances, is about read)"

to do business and supply wheels with reason-

able promptness. The Carroll is an interest-

ing creation, as the illustrations attest. The
makers score their points in this wise:

"The chainless bicycle marks as great a step

of progress in the bicycle as was made when
the 'Safety' supplanted the old-time high

wheels.

"The commanding feature of the Carroll

Chainless bicycle is the simplest mode
of transmitting power. The chainless

bicycle gives results in speed and dis-

tance for every effort of muscle. No
work is lost. Every push of the foot counts

full. No waste of energy. Power is trans-

mitted from the crank shaft by means of spur

gearing to the rear hub. This does away
with the chain and all other contrivances of

the past, which came to naught.

"This revolutionary improvement con-

sists of three spur gear wheels, made of spe-

cial steel forgings; the front or main driving-

gear is fastened to the crank shaft in the ordi-

nary way. The intermediate gear wheel runs

on a double row of balls, and is held in posi-

tion by a special rear fork, so constructed that

it makes the Carroll wheel fully 25 per cent

stronger than any other wheel made.

"Note also this fact: The bearings in the

intermediate wheel are of simple construction

and made on the same principle as the bottom

bracket and hubs.

"The rear gear wheel is attached to the hub in

the same way as the ordinary sprocket wheel.

It is by this wheel that all changes of gearing

are made. To change the gear, all that is

necessary is to remove the rear wheel from
the hub and replace it by another. Place rear

wheel in the frame, and it done."

The wheels list at |125.

[^

SEE HOW IT STANDS.

This is the Howe stand, from the Howe
Scale Works, Rut-,

land, Vt., for whom
Page, Dennis & Co.,

341 Broadway, this

city, are general
agents. Apart from

the fame of its mak-
ers, its merits are

that it will hold a bi-

cycle at a height

from the floor suffi

cient to render in

spection or cleaning

without stooping;

that it prevents the

front wheel from swaying or turning, that it

may be revolved on its base and that it is

adapted for either large or small tubing.

1

CHASING A CUT-RATER.

Humber & Co., through Attorney Chas.

H. Luscomb, ex-president of the L. A. W.,

have called on the courts to help them get at

a price-slasher. They have made applica-

tion to Justice Osborne, of the Supreme

Court of Brooklyn, for permission to exam-

ine Edward F. Meyer, one of the members of

the Bedford Cycle Company, of 1256 Bedford

avenue, to ascertain the name of the agent

who is selling the Humber wheel to the Bed-

ford company. Humber & Co. hold a con-

tract with their agents not to sell the wheel

under $115. The Bedford Company is sell-

ing it at $100.

SAID NOT GOOD-BY.

Niagara Falls, May 1.—John McDonald,
who for the past month or two has conducted

a bic3^cle business in the Arcade Building,

has disappeared. He left the store Thursday
night. George Comper, who acted as Mr.

McDonald's clerk, says his employer left him
no instructions and he does not know of his

whereabouts.

McDonald was agent for the Globe Mfg.

Co., of Buffalo, and the Waltham Mfg. Co.,

of Waltham, Mass. Both companies have

taken steps to recover their property.

PAINTING WHEELS IN THE WOODS.
Two cycle thieves were arrested in the

woods near New Brighton, Pa., last week,

while engaged in painting and altering stolen

machines, to avoid their identification. The
men were recognized as well-known crooks,

and held for trial. The wheels were identified

as belonging to residents of New Brighton.

ITS NAME WILL CONFUSE.

Buffalo, N. Y., May 1.—The Union Cycle

Works has been incorporated by Arthur

Lobouse, Julian Darrajla, John Stahl, Chas.

Mosher, H. H. Bolton, Geo. E. McCann, and
Henry Heimrich. Capital stock, $20,000. ^

WON BY THE WHITE COMPANY.
The White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland,

has obtained the injunction prayed for, which
restrains the Cycle Components Co., Rock-
away, N. J., from manufacturing the pedal on
which the latter infringed.

PASSED TO HART.

The plant of the defunct Wilhelm Cycle

Works, at Hamburgh, Pa., has passed into

the hands of W. H. Hart, who expects tq

have it in operation shortly.
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TURNING OP THE TRADE TIDE.

Sanniel Buckley & Co. have been very well-

known both in this country and in England

as importers and exporters of both Ameri-

can and European cycle goods. Their par-

ticular business last season was the importa-

tion of English tubing, of which they sold a

very large quantity to some of the largest

concerns in this country. This year their tub-

ing business will be changed in the respect

that they will import very little English tube,

but will concentrate themselves in the other

direction, on American tubing almost en-

tirely—the well-known Pope tube, for which

they have the sole English agency, and also

general American agents.

Another agency which they have exclu-

sively for England is that of the well-known

Mesinger saddle.

A new account which the Messrs. Buckley

have just added to their list is that of the Star

Machine Screw Co., of Reading, Pa., who are

manufacturing a disc-adjusting hub, which, in

a general way, is the well-known English pat-

tern hub, but vastly improved by the Reading

factory. This account they will have the sole

representation for, both in America and in

England..

Probably the goods through which Buckley

& Co. have become best known in this coun-

try is that of the Brooks saddles, for which

they have the sole agency for the States. As
the trade are aware, the Brooks saddles are

made in a great variety of styles. The illus-

tration is that of a racing saddle of the line;

it is broad-based and particularly adapted to

heavy riders. The saddle is made in a variety

of styles as to framework and springs, but its

distinctive feature is that, between the top

and the end leather, on each^l side of the

saddle, is fitted a piece of rubber, perhaps a

quarter of an inch thick, which is claimed to

produce the same effect for riding purposes

as a pneumatic cushion.

The company have just removed their New
York office to more commodious quarters in

the Woodbridge Building, corner John and

William street.

SPEAR ALONE RESPONSIBLE.

Syracuse, N. Y., April 30.—Judge Ryan, in

the Municipal Court, has decided the suit of

C. A. Reeves & Co. against Luther W. Spear

and other defendants, said to have been par-

ticipants in and members of the American

League Cycle Association, in favor of the

plaintiff affirming a judgment for $74 against

Mr. Spear and dismissing the action with $20

costs against other defendants, who appeared

by attorney. The suit was to recover for

goods sold and delivered to the association.

It was alleged that all who bought wheels un-
der a contract were liable. This it was at-

tempted to establish by inference. Unless
other evidence proving a direct liability is ad-
duced in any subsequent litigation that may
arise, the decision will act as a precedent
that Spear alone is responsible for any debts
that may have been contracted, and exempt
purchasers from litigation.

We do not claim to pos-

sess the entire brains of the

bicycle trade. The world

is full of good mechanical

experts, and we have simply

secured our share of them.

The result of their work

speaks through our reputa-

tion. Have you seen the

'97 Waverley bearings ?

They are perfectly true

—

can't be otherwise—the

only practical new device

of the year. They make

Waverleys run easiest.

'97 Prices, - $100, $60.

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.

%^ ^ «cl*

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDIflNflPOLIS, IND.

Kindly Mention The Wb?el.
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WEINIG RAN AMUCK.

He Seemed Bent On Putting Men Out of the

Race, But McFarland

Won.

Montgomery, Ala., April 30.—Floyd JSlc-

Farland played the stellar part on the Southern

circuit chasers' return visit to Montgomery,

while Weinig assumed the role of the villain,

and played it with such realistic efifect that he

was disqualified. Both nights McFarland

won the mile open by clever riding, while

Weinig rode wildly, and fouled every man

who came in his path. The consolation on

the first night went to Starbuck, who has been

resting a week, owing to his poor form since

returning from California. In the mile open

on the first night there was trouble again over

the pacemaking, and a deal of useless kick-

ing. Four heats were run, the winners and

pacemakers of the two fastest qualifying. In

the final, McFarland and Stevens hooked on

to the pacemaker, Gonzales, at the start.

Eddy got Stevens, and Winesett took Eddy's

wheel. Eaton wisely chose Winesett—but

when the driving finish was over it was dis-

covered that there had been some little error

in the arrangement. Winesett followed in-

structions, and went up in the fifth lap, with

Eaton, but McFarland had his riding shoes

on, and when he shot to the front with Ste-

vens at his rear, it was all over but the shout-

ing. Eaton stayed on the pole, an open

length back of the long-legged Californian.

The mile was traveled in 2.11 4-5, State record.

Carroll Jack romped away with the invita-

tion in even an easier fashion. He had

Weinig, Walthour, Repine and Baker to beat.

Eddy paced, with Baker in second position,

and Weinig placed for a comfortable chase

after Baker, when the sprint should start.

The Buffalonian's plan miscarried, for Jack

got his 80-inch gear going in the sixth lap.

and came in with lengths to spare. Weinig

got second, and Repine shot up in front of

Baker at the tape.

In the mile open on the second night

Weinig simply ran amuck, fouling every man
in the course of his journey, with the excep-

tion of McFarland, for whom he has a whole-

some regard.

Eaton, Stevens and McFarland were drawn

for pacemakers in their respective heats.

Stevens paced his mile in 2.11 4-5. Eaton was

caught in 2.13. McFarland's time was a fifth

under Eaton's, and the "indoor king"

cracked his heels against a grand-stand seat

the balance of the evening.

There was more trouble in the final of the

mile open. The pacing fell to Barry, who
carried five laps at a good clip, with Stevens,

McFarland, Newhouse, Weinig and Jack
hanging to his rear. Then, while Stevens

was plugging away up in front. Jack tried for

a jump. Weinig turned repeatedly to look

for him, and each time the Reading rider

made his bid, the Buffalonian crowded over

and shoved him further up the bank, once

forcing him clear out to the railing on one

of the steep turns. When Jack resigned his

cfifort, Weinig came down beside Newhouse
in an effort to blufif him away from McFar-
land, rubbing shoulders for half a lap. He
tried once for Stevens in the sprint, but the

lowan called him. Once again he came up,

and this time cut square across Stevens, and

shut him off. McFarland keot on grinding at

the front, and came in half a length ahead of

Weinig, while Newhouse came up from the

rear with a game sprint and landed third,

with Stevens nicely pocketed on the pole,

and in fourth place. Stevens and Jack both

submitted their case. Weinig was disquali-

fied. The mile went in 2.15 3-5.

Starbuck's win of the mile consolation came
easy to the veteran, with Barry, Winesett,

Gustaverson, Hufifstetler and Gonzales up

against him. Starbuck made his famous
sneak in the fifth lap, and wandered away with

the race, winning hands down. Barely 200

spectators were present, owing to the price of

admission being doubled. Summary:
FIRST NIGHT.

Mile open.—1, F. A. McFarland; 2, U. L. Stevens;

3, Jay Eaton; time, 2.114-5, State record.

Mile invitation.—1, C. B. Jack; 2, A. E. Weinig; 3,

Bert Repine; time, 2.16 4-5.

SECOND NIGHT.
Mile open.—1, McFarland; 2, J. A. Newhouse; 3,

O. L. Stevens; time, 2.15 3-5.

Mile consolation.—1, Frank Starbuck; 2, Iver Gus-

taverson; 3, Eli Winesett; time, 2.17 1-5.

Mile open, amateur.—1, David Todd; 2, Harrj-

Brown; 3, H. Reynolds; time, 2.36.

"MIKE" ON THE MAKE.

KILLED GOLD EGGED GOOSE.

Memphis, May 3.—Greed for gold brought
the Southern circuit to a sudden termination

in this city to-day. The plans of the manage-
ment to reduce the prizes nearly one-third

and at the same time increase the admission

fee, caused the racing men to revolt. The men
refused to enter for the third round of the

circuit under the new terms, and after a

conference with the promoters, the entire

series was called off, as no agreement could

be reached. The purses had been $200 in

each race. The reduction was $65 in the open

and $95 in the invitation. All the cracks

who had been following the circuit have de-

cided to join the training camp at Savannah.

The collapse of the Southern circuit will

postpone the opening of the National circuit

until May 14th, when it will open at Jackson-

ville, Fla. All the men at the Savannah camp
will ride at the opening meet.

SHUT OUT IN THEIR HEATS.

McFarland, Wells, and Stevens were shut

out in their heats in the mile open on the sec-

ond night at Atlanta, April 27th. In the final,

Eaton took the lead at the bell, and won, al-

though he was hard pushed by Walthour.

Decker was third. Time, 2.06 2-5. Con
Baker took the consolation, with Carpenter

second and Jack third. Time, 2.16 2-5.

LOOKS LONG-JUMPY.

The National circuit is not getting in run-

ning order as rapidly as Chairman Mott de-

sires. Washington, Baltimore, Louisville

and St. Louis have all declined the spring

dates offered them and ask for others. Mr.

Mott is now trying to arrange matters so that

the circuit chasers will not be obliged to

jump from Charlotte, N. C, to Colorado.

A man may not know when he's beaten in

a race, and yet have an uneasy feeling that it

would have been wise to arbitrate the event.

He Jumps Right Into the Match Race Busi-

ness Taking McFarland On
First.

Memphis, May 3.—In anticipation of the

National circuit opening at Memphis to-day,

as intended until the sudden collapse of the

Southern circuit, Michael and a string of

pacemakers arrived here this morning, fresh

from their training quarters in Savannah.

He received the welcome news, while here,

that his suspension had been raised and a ten-

mile match race was immediately arranged
with Flovd McFarland, the long-limbed

Californian, to take place on Friday night at

the Coliseum.

Four multicycle teams v/ill pace. McFar-
land is pitted to meet Michael at this time,

having developed while in California this

winter into one of the best five-mile men in

this country. It is fitting that Michael should

enter upon his racing season on the Memphis
track, as it was here that he finished his last

year's American season with his ride of 27

miles, 1,283 yards in the hour, two-thirds of

the distance without lighting under the over-

hanging covering of the track.

Michael has been training for a month, and
has reduced from 115 pounds to 108. He will

reduce another four pounds, at least, and will

continue his training in this city. He is still

riding a 105 gear.

It is his purpose to follow the National cir-

cuit when not riding in match races, of which
he has promise of a dozen during the season.

Michael will be accompanied by a team of

a dozen crack pacemakers, including Ingra-

ham. Wells, McFarland, Stevens, Kennedy,
Blanchard, Bainbridge, Pickard and others.

TROUBLE AHEAD.

As a result of the effort of the managers of

the Southern circuit to cut down expenses

by lowering the value of the prizes, a charge

of substituting prizes of less value than ad-

vertised has been preferred against J. S.

Prince by J. Eaton. Chairman Mott has

placed the matter in the hands of Herman
Foltz, the Indianapolis member of the Racing

Board, for investigation. As Prince an-

nounced on his entry blanks and advertising

matter a specified sum for prizes for the entire

circuit and each meet, he is likely to feel the

sharp edge of the Racing Board's axe.

SIMMS WILL SERVE.

Judge Chas. E. Simms will referee the

Irvington-Millburn road race. He has ac-

cepted the appointment.- It will be his first

appearance in a capacity of the sort, but there

is no doubt but that he will fill the bill.' He
is keen-eyed, clear-headed, alert, well-in-

formed, and his position as city magistrate

has made him an expert in the handling of

knotted questions besides which the plaints

of racing men are child's play.

HOW TO WIN.
Grit makes the racer,

Want of it, the chump

;

Racers who succeed

Hook on, hang on and hump.

KICKED UP A RUMPUS, TOO.

"Saw a queer accident upon the Boulevard

last night," said the shoe clerk boarder. "An
old man was trying to cross when a wheelman
ran right over his foot."

"And I suppose," said the soup-eating

table boarder, "that he immediately came out

flat-footed against cycling, eh?"
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PAYING THE PIPER.

Denver, Col., April 30.—^Jack Davis, J. W.
Flynn, J. C. Hames, Charles Pierson, and

Joseph Frick were found guilty of conspiracy

in the West Side Criminal Court, and are

likely to serve time in the penitentiary for work-

ing the double cross on Denver's well-known

dealer and the president of the National

Retail Dealers' Association, George E. Han-

nan, in the celebrated Colorado Springs fake

bicycle race. The particulars of the race were

told in The Wheel at the time.

Hannan was beaten out of $7,500, and im-

mediately went after the fakirs. The de-

fendants claimed that Hannan had put up a

scheme to beat a Colorado Springs wealthy

Scotchman out of $5,000 on a sure thing

—

Bertie Banks, of Denver, against Paul

Ritchey, of Pueblo. The wealthy Scotchman

proved to be a faro dealer of Colorado City

who was getting $20 a week, so the culprit's

evidence fell flat. Hannan testified that he

went into the race knowing that Banks could

outride Ritchey, and that there was noth-

ing fixed about it further than his knowledge

of the two men. He accused Davis and

Flynn of putting up the game on him.

The jury was instructed to find the de-

fendants not guilty if they believed that Han-

nan had any guilty knowledge of an effort

being made for a fake or unfair race. The

jury was only a couple of hours in finding all

guilty.

Jack Davis is the well-known trainer and

J. W. Flynn is an equally celebrated foot-

racer. As "Cuckoo" Collins, the greatest

300-yard foot-racer of the day, is in the same

jail, charged with stealing a tray of diamonds,

the Arapahoe county authorities think of put-

ting in a gymnasium or a third-mile race

track. The Racing Board will probably sus-

pend Banks and Ritchey for their part in the

game.

DISQUALIFIED THE WINNER.

A ten-mile road race at Dorchester, Mass.,

on Saturday last, brought out 90 starters out

of 150 entries, despite the unfavorable

weather. The first man to finish, C. S. Bolt-

ing, was protested on the ground that he cut

the course. The prize will not be awarded to

him unless he can prove that he made a cer-

tain turn where he was not checked by the

scorers. The scratch men, T. A. Barnaby and

Robt. Urquhart, finished twenty-fifth and

twenty-seventh, respectively. Bolting, the

disqualified rider, made the best time, which,

coupled with the fact that he finished a quar-

ter of a mile ahead of the second man, added

to the belief that he had not ridden a fair

race. Jas. Urquhart made second best time.

Result:

C. S. Bolting, Providence 0:20 27:56

T. A. Regan, Walthani 0:45 28:49

James Urquhart, Dorchester :45 28 :49 1-5

L. G. Hanna, Providence 1:15 29:22

B. P. Hemeon, Cambridge 2:20 30:29

C. W. Eastman, Amoskeag 0:45 29:01

S. F. Gould, Jamaica Plain 2:00 30:16

C. E. Broad, Newton Centre 2:40 30:56

S. Peterson, Providence 2:40 30:58

W. B. Thompson, Gloucester 2:40 31:23

HIGH-GRADE FAME SEEKERS.

Cleveland, Ohio, May 3.—Cleveland's first

outlaw races were started at the Central

Armory this evening, with an attendance

(liberally papered) of at least thirty-five hun-

dred. There were seven contestants in the

first hour's race (for men), who are now ripe

for the official headsman's axe. The race was

won by Geo. Comstock, a rider of cosiderable

local fame, with 21 miles 14 laps to his credit.

The rest of the bunch to claim the attention

of the racing board are Elmer Fisher, Cas.s

Clark, J. G. Welcher, Geo. Thomas, Jno.

Klise and U. J. Farrand. All were warned

of the penalty for riding in an unsanctioned

race, and therefore will have no excuse to

offer. The second hour's entertainment con-

sisted of a female race, in which there were

five local aspirants for fame. The winner put

20 miles and 3 laps to her credil:. Four of the

five finished the hour's hard work, and the

fifth fell from her wheel from exhaustion in

the 18th mile. The exhibition will continue

each evening throughout the week.

UNDERSTOOD THE GAME.

A MAKESHIFT AFFAIR.

The track at Waltham is being partially re-

laid, having become somewhat demoralized

by its two years' idleness. Next week it will

be open to those desiring to train for the

Decoration Day meet.

"Where are you going?" asked the in-

quisitive citizen of the shufifling hobo he had
overtaken on the road.

"Oh, I'm jes' takin' me annual spring cen-

tury run," replied Meandering Mike.

"But you are no wheelman."

"No; but de principle's jess de same. I jes'

keeps a goin' nowhere in pertickler fur de

sake o' seein' how much ground I kin cover."

FOURTON TRIES AGAIN.

Denver, April 30.—H. C. Fourton, of New
Orleans, has broken out again, and in a new
place. He will be remembered as the track

owner who applied to Chairman Mott for a

Sunday sanction, in order to force a "final

decision." Evidently he is not satisfied with

the decision given him, as W. I. Doty, the

Denver member of the Racing Board, is in

receipt of an application for a sanction for

May 4th and 5th. Mr. Fourton concluded his

request with the gratuitous information that

if the L. A. W. failed to approve Sunday rac-

ing by May 16th, he, Fourton, would get out

of the organization.

A MARVELOUS PACEMAKER.

London, April 23—It is almost a certainty

that the man who first employs the Pingault

electric tandem as a pacemaker will place a

string of marvelous records to his credit.

In January last, on the 7th, to particularize,

the machine was given a trial trip and reeled

off five miles in 8m. 56s., as was reported in

The Wheel at the time. On Good Friday,

April 16th, another public performance was
given at the Catford grounds. This proved
another eye-opener, all world records from
two to six miles being fairly pulverized, de-

spite adverse condition, the track being heavy
and soggy and the wind blowing half a gale.

The tandem was ridden by young Hunter
(who was one of the Simpson chain team that

was recently in America), and the French-
man, Darcier.

The time as taken by E. A. Powell, N. C.

U., official timekeeper, was as follows:

Pingault Pingault Ordinary
Tandem, Tandem, Tandem,
April 16.* Jan. 7.* Paced.

Miles. Min. Sec. Min. Sec. Min. Sec.

1 1 44 3-5 1 46 3-5 1 42 2-5*

2 3 30 2-5 3 31 4-5 3 39 1-5**

3 5 17 4-5 5 18 4-5 5 28 3-5**

4 7 3 2-5 7 6 3-5 7 214-5**

5 8 49 2-5 8 56 9 13 1-5**

6 10 34 None. 11 9 3-5**

*Flying starts. **Standing starts.

The machine ran wonderfully steady, as the times
by laps goes to show, viz. : 35 sec, 34 4-5 sec, 34 4-5

sec, 34 3-5 sec, 36 3-5 sec, 36 4-5 sec, 35 2-6 sec, 35 1-5

sec, 35 sec, 35 sec, 35 3-5 sec, 35 sec, 35 2-5 sec,

35 3-5 sec, 35 2-5 sec, 34 4-5 sec, 34 2-5 sec, 34 2-5

sec.

PAPA WAS RIGHT IN IT.

Road racing opened in New Jersey on
Saturday last with a small riot due to inex-

perienced management. The events were held

on the Washington avenue course, Newark,
the Pierce C. C. being the promoting organi-

zation. Incompetent officials placed the men
wrong at the finish of the mile handicap, and
during the controversy which followed, blows
were struck, and for a while it looked as

though there would be several broken heads.

The father of the rider who finished second,

but who was not placed by the judges, waxed
so warlike that he finally declared he would
block the road with a wagon unless the de-

cision was reversed, but he was finally paci-

fied. Protests and direful threats fell on the

heads of the officials after each of the four

races. H. C. Hedman, Rahway, was awarded
the mile race; J. S. McCormick, Brooklyn,

the mile novice; W. E. Kirk, New Haven,
(scratch) the two-mile handicap; and Jos.

McGuire, 1.15, the five-mile handicap.

RACING FOR THE "NET."

On June 19th, Walter Sanger and O. B.

Hachenberger will be the principals in a five-

mile match race at Denver. The purse will

be $300, and the winner will take also 85

per cent of the net gate receipts. The men
will start from opposite sides of the track

and ride in the same direction. Sanger is ex-

pected in Denver next week.

MERLEY A QUESTION OF TIME.

"Any place around here where a man can

get a tire repaired while he waits?"

"Certainly. There's forty of them within a

mile of here will do it for him if he only

waits long enough."
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This is the Time
To Boom Juveniles.

* The trade in small bicycles opens later than in adult wheels, but when the demands of the youngsters begin to make ^* ^
•*» parents act, dealers will discover their stocks incomplete without a line of juveniles. The bicycle to consider, of j*
* •*•

^ course, is the one that will please the grown-ups in price and quality, catch the fancy of the youngsters, and prove •?•

^ >ir

* satisfactory to the dealer. The Elfin combines all the essential features of a high-grade wheel, is distinctively •?•

-i* *
•* j ivenile, handsome in appearance, and built to meet the requirements of the child. >5-

I "The Elfin is built for the child-the child %
t not stretched to fit the bicycle." If:

4» CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING. ^
4< *
± makers: E

* Distributing Agents:

FRAZER & JONES CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
«««

>¥

5-

4« Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago. Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis.
jf** «•

^ J. Andrae & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston. 4.

Maltby-Henley Co., New York.
J, Kindly Mention The Wheel. ^

<gi A»XiXiXtXfcjj.^»XtX»X4X«X*^tJj«XtXtX Jl;,,X4XtiXtXt)4i)KiiX4XtXiX«XiXtXtX(Xi^

No Vibration ! No Numbness !

^Kimball
Patent Pending.

This bar applied to a wheel practically does away with all vibration and numbness
caused by the use of the ordinary bar.

The cost is small compared to the comfort obtained in using it.

Twenty-seven cubic inches of air space in the bar and grips for compressed

air ; this large quantity of air is what makes it practical.

In all other grips the hand must conform to the grip.

The Pneumatic conforms to the hand and prevents blisters, cramps and soreness.

The grips are indestructible and will last as long as your wheel.

PRICE AND DISCOUNTS ON APPLICATION.

The Weston- Hall Company, Sole Manufacturers,

70 to 90 West Jackson Street, Chicago, 111.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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INTERNATIONAL RACING ARRANGEMENTS.

Representatives from eleven countries at-

tended the meeting of the Executive Board

of the International Cyclists' Association, at

Rotterdam, Holland, April 17th. The meet-

ing lasted from 10 a. m. to 7 p. m., during

which time thirty-three subjects were

brought up for debate and action. The

League's recent muddle with the Union Cy-

cliste de France, an outlaw body, resulted in

a rule being passed that no organization

affiliated to the I. C. A. shall be allowed to

enter into an agreement to recognize the de-

cisions of any organization which has been

refused afBIiation, and that any organization

doing so shall be called upon to explain its

action, and withdraw from the agreement

under penalty of expulsion. It was further

decided, so far as France is concerned, to

continue to recognize the Union Velocipedi-

que de France as the governing body of pro-

fessional sport. The rule in regard to the

recognizance of amateurs was made to read

as follows:

"Each union affiliated to the I. C. A. agrees

to recognize as prima facie evidence of the

amateur status of any rider the certificate or

license of his own country, but at the same

time reserves to itself the right to refuse to

recognize the license of any cyclist licensed

to ride as an amateur whom it may consider

to have been at any time guilty of any breach

of the amateur laws."

It was decided that entries for the world's

championship races at Glasgow must be made

two weeks in advance, instead of one, as at

previous international meets, and that all

amateur and professional events should count

in the scoring for the Saltonstall trophy, the

mile match championship race being ex-

cepted. It was reported that nearly every

country belonging to the association had

promised to support the championship meet

at Glasgow in August.

ONE-HUNDRED-DOLLAR SPILL.

Despite a steady downpour of rain, twenty-

six amateurs and thirty-two professionals

started in the Paris-Roubaix road race on

Sunday, April 18th. The race is for a dis-

tance of 175 miles, and is in the nature of a

training dust-up for the Bordeaux-Paris race

—about 375 miles—to be held on May 15th.

Cordang, the Dutch crack, held the lead al-

most from the start and would have won but

for a spill, as he was entering the track at

Roubaix, on which the race ended. Before he

could get under way Garin came up and

secured a lead of 200 yards. Cordang set out

in hot pursuit and was within two yards of his

rival when the tape was crossed. Frederic

was third and Rivierre fourth. Garin's time

was lOh. 43m. 5s. L. Crousselier won in the

amateur section. The first prize was $200;

the second, .$100.

DIVIDING THE GATE.

As customary for the past two years the

municipal authorities of Paris have agreed to

give the sum of 10,000 francs ($2,000) for

prizes for the Grand Prix de Paris, an annual

track event held in July. It has also been de-

cided to give 40 per cent, of the profits of the

meet to the poor of Paris, 30 per cent, to the

Racing Men's Syndicate and 30 per cent, to

the prize fund of the classic Bordeaux-Paris

road race.

MARRED BY THE WEATHER.
Notwithstanding that the weather was wet

and windy during the Easter holidays in

England, over a dozen large meets were held

and the attendance at all of them was de-

cidedly satisfactory. At the Catford meet,

although but four events were run, 300 in-

dividual entries were received. Barden and

Chinn showed the best form among the

cracks, while the Linton brothers were bad-

ly beaten by unknown riders in unpaced

events at Blackburn. The disagreeable

weather greatly militated against Easter tour-

ing, one of the English rider's most pleasant

fixtures, still hundreds of cyclists left London
for the country. The only thing to mar the

felicity of the season's opening was A. W.
Harris's fatal fall at Birmingham.

BARDEN WAS THE BEST.

At Putney, on Easter Monday, a series of

time trials between Barden, the English

champion, and Impens, the Belgian crack,

resulted in a victory for the former. Barden

was in splendid form. Without pacemakers

and with a standing start, he made a new
English record for the mile, his time being

2 minutes 8 2-5 seconds. The previous record

was 2 minutes 17 3-5 seconds. Barden also

lowered the world's record for the half mile,

unpaced and with a standing start. His time

was 60 2-5 seconds, one and one-fifth seconds

better than the old record.

OPENING EVENT IN ENGLAND.

Ten thousand spectators attended the meet
at Wood Green, London, on Good Friday.

F. W. Chinn won the ten-mile scratch race

in 24.56, Barden, Harris, Camp and Osborn
finishing in the order named. The tandem
pursuit race between Barden and Armstrong
and Nelson and McGregor resulted in the

former team catching the latter in 9^ laps. A
sextette was ridden three miles in 6.13 3-5,

and J. Platt-Betts tried to lower his own mile

record. The best he could do was 2.05.

ROOM FOR ALL.

Accommodations are provided for 80,000

spectators atthe new quarter mile cement track

at Aston Lower Grounds, Birmingham, which

was opened on Easter Monday, the meet at

which Harris received fatal injuries. Chinn

won the quarter-mile event in 32 1-5, and was

beaten only by inches in the ten-mile race by

Nossam, of Paris. The time was 26.02. Har-

ris won his mile heat of the ten-mile race

after a magnificent finish with Smitz. Twen-
ty-eight thousand spectators were present.

FIVE BEAT FOUR.

A five-mile race between quintuplet and

quad teams at the Wood Green track, re-

sulted in a victory for the quint by 120 yards.

New quint records were made as follows: 1

mile, 2.09; 2, 4.16 2-5; 3, 6.24 2-5; 4, 8.35; 5,

10.4! 1-5.

RESTING ON THEIR LAURELS.

The Roe brothers, of Patchogue, L. I.,

who developed championship form last sea-

son, have announced that they will not ride

this year.

ALL THERE IS TO IT.

The life of a champion told in two lines:

I win—I'm cheered;

I lose—I'm jeered.

OHIO'S NEW RACING CENTER.

Cincinnati, May 3.—A large crowd of rac-

ing men are now in active training at the

Chester Park track. Tom Eck and his team.

Kaiser and Mertens, arrived at the track last

Monday, and at once began active work. Eck
claims to have two wonders, and promises to

give the public a few surprises. The team will

remain at the Chester Park track until some
time in June, and will be entered in the

Decoration Day races, which will be given

under the auspices of the local Cycle Board
of Trade.

Fred. J. Titus arrived at the track last

Tuesday, and is also in active training. He
is in fine form, considering his long absence

from the track, and is confident of regaining

the hour record. Barney Oldfield, the

Racycle rider, and Fred. Schrein, who will

this year ride a Dayton, are in hard training

for their match race, which will occur at the

Chester Park track some time during the

coming month. In addition to these men
there are many others from the surrounding

States, and a crowd of local racing men in

training.

The local Cycle Board of Trade are nego-

tiating with the management of the Chester

Park track for the use of the track on every

Saturday afternoon during the season. Their

idea is to give race meets every Saturday

afternoon, both for amateurs and profes-

sionals, and thus arouse interest in cycling.

HAS RADICAL IDEAS.

M. T. Faulkner, the trainer who is en-

deavoring to secure the support of the manu-
facturers in his scheme to take a team of

American riders abroad to compete at the

international meet and elsewhere, expects the

matter to be finally decided this week.

Among the men asked to join the party are

Ray MacDonald, C. M. Murphy, Walter

Sanger, Nat and Tom Butler, Fred. Titus and

Arthur Gardiner. Faulkner has some radi-

cal ideas on training, and thinks that he

could manage the men on a tour that would

be lucrative to themselves and wipe out the

disgrace of the many previous defeats on

foreign paths.

READY TO DO BUSINESS.

Chairman Mott recently received a letter

from a Pennsylvania racing man, who was

transferred from theamateurtotheprofessional

class, offering as an inducement for reinstate-

ment as an amateur $50 in cash or the amount

in merchandise. A postscript stated that the

writer would never breathe a word of it to a

soul.

ANOTHER CHALLENGE RACE.

E. A. McDuffee, who defeated Michael in a

ten-mile match race during his first visit to

this country, is anxious to meet the little

Welshman again. He has challenged Michael

to ride on the Charles River track for $500

a side, at any time, both men to furnish their

own pacemakers.

STILL GETTING THE COIN.

Martin & Lesna continue to coin money in

Australia. At Sydney, on March 31, Martin

won a mile and a-half handicap from scratch

in 3.31 1-5, while Lesna won a five miles

paced race in 11.07 1-5, both men beating the

local talent handily.



HANGING ON.'*

Supplement to The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review, May 7, 1897.
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IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

HOW A WHEEL IS BUILT.
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THE SUM TOTAL of excellence

in a bicycle is its capacity for

standing WEAR AND TEAR. IF

IT IS THE CRIMSON, the SUM
TOTAL is comprehended in the

motto, "CRIMSON RIM QUAL-
ITY," which is the Syracuse Cycle

Company's BEST HOLD on pub-

lic popularity. Having said a

wheel has "CRIMSON RIM
QUALITY," nothing is left to be

said.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

4.4.4..{..1.4.4.4.4.414.414..{.4.4.4.4..{.4.4..{.4.4.4.4.4.4.

The SYRACUSE CYCLE CO.,

Syfacttse, N. Y., make the

Crimson Rims.
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FIXTURES.

MAY
3-4—Memphis, Tenn., Coliseum Co., Nat'l Circuit.
S-5—Harrisburg, I'a., Wheel Club.
0-6—Nashville, Tenn., Coliseum Co., Nat'l Circuit.
7-8—Chattanooga, Tenn., Coliseum Co., Nat'l Cir.

U)— I'hihulelphia, I'enn Wheelmen.
10-11—Atlanta, Ga.^ Coliseum Co., National Circuit.
14—Jacksonville, Ha., Wheelmen, National Circuit.
15—Harrisburg, Pa., Capital City Cyclers.
15-29—AUentown, Pa., Mercury VV.
19—Cambridge, Mass., Bostonian C. C.
20i— Petersburg, \ a.. Cockade City C. C.
20-21—Charlotte, N. C, J. E. Carson, Nat'l Circuit.
22.—New York, Quill Club Wheelmen.
25-Rock Hill, S. C, Rock Hill A. A.
27-2S.—Dowagiac, Wis., C. C.
29—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Association.
29 —Meriden, Conn., C. C.
29—Baltimore, Md., Electric Park.
29—Buffalo, Martin Road Race.
29—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
29—Harrisburg. Pa., Wheel Club.
29—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
29—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
29—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
29.—Boonton, N. J., A. C.
29.—Hammontown, N. J., A. C.
29.—Millville, N. J., Athletic Park Association.
29—Lebanon, Pa., Iroquois W'heelmen.
29—ploniestead. Pa., Cyclers.
29-31—Fonda, N. Y., John R. Briggs.
29-31.—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
31—Denver, Colo., Road Race.
31—Cleveland, Ohio, Wheel Club.
31.—Uanbury, Conn., Altair C. C.
31.—Kalamazoo, Mich., C. C.
31.—Utica, N. Y., W. E. Barber.
31—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Albany, N. Y., Arbor Athletic Club.
31—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
31—Boston, Mass., A. C. C. & Mass. Div. Meet.
31—Buffalo, Lewis Road Race.
31—Buffalo, N. Y., Park Side Wheel Club.
31—Chicago, Road Race.
31—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen.
31—Elniira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
31—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Harrisburg, Pa., Track Ass'n.
31—Irvington-Millburn Road Race.
31—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
31—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
31—Norwich, Ct., Rose o£ N. E. Wheel Club.
31—Paterson, N. J., Excelsior Boat Club.
31—Plainfield, N. J., Crescent Wheelmen.
31—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Davy Crockett Wheelmen.
31—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen.
31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Track Ass'n.
31—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
31—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
31—Washington, D. C, International Park.
31—W'estfield, Mass., Young Men's Social Club.
31—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.
31—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
31 —New Britain, Conn., Nutmeg A. C.
3L—Middlefield, Conn., Westfield W. C.

JUNE.
2.—Salem, Ohio, C. C.
3-4.—Three Rivers, Mich., C. C.
5.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City vVheelmen.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Quaker City Wheelmen.
5—St. Louis, A. C. C, National Circuit.
5.—Louisville, Ky., Magnolia Wheel Club.
7-8.—Charlotte, Mich., C. C.
8—Pueblo, Colo., Rover Wheel & A. C, Nat'l Cir.
9—Denver, Colo., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
9.-Ithaca, N. Y., C. C.
10-11.—Ypsilanti, Mich., League Club.
10.—Rochester, N. Y., Lake View Wheelmen.
11.—Warsaw, N. Y., Ramblers B. C.
12—Buffalo, N. Y., Athletic Field Co.
12—Philadelphia, Pa., Castle Wheelmen.
12-19-26—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Track
14-15.—Flint, Mich., Wheelmen.
15—Mansfield, O., Chas. Lewis.
15—St. Louis Cycle Racing Ass'n, National Circuit.
17—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen.
17—Peoria, 111., B. C, National Circuit.

17-18.—Jackson, Mich., C. C.
19—Syracuse, N. Y., A. C.
19—Germantown, Pa., H. A. Bary.
19—Pittsburg, Pa., Associated C. C.
19-26—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—South Bend, Ind., Commercial A. C, Nat'l Cir.
21-22.—Bay City, Mich., Plank Track Co.
21-22—Saratoga Good Roads Association.
23.—Troy, N. Y., B. C.
23-24—Kalamazoo, Michigan C. C, National Circuit.
24.—Albany, N. Y., County Wheelmen.
24-25.—Mount Pleasant, Mich., B. C.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
26—Philadelphia, Pa., South End Wheelmen.
26.—Manhattan Beach, Kings County Wheelmen.
26-28—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
28-29.-Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.

JULY.
1-2-3—Racine, Wis., A. A., National Circuit.
3— Paterson, N. J., Union C. C.
3—Beaver Falls, Pa., Beaver \'alley Cyclers.
S-Hudson, N. Y., B. C.
3.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
3—AUentown, Pa., Mercury W.
3—Cohoes, N. Y., Wheelmen.
3—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
3—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
3—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
3-4—New York, Excelsior Boat Club.
3-5.—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
3-5—Kalamazoo, Mich., Michigan C. C.
3-5—Waterbury, Ct., Wheel Club.
3-5-10-17-24-31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park,
."i—Pouslikcepsie, N. Y., Phoenix Hose Co.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Limekiln Club.
5—St. Louis Cycle Racing Association.

5—Canton, Ohio, B. C.
5—Albany, N. Y., North End Wheelmen.
5—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
5—Buffalo, N. Y., Press C. C.
5—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
5—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
5—Washington, D. C, International Park.
5—Harrisburg, Pa., Wheel Club.
5—Louisville, Ky., Prince Wells.
5—New Castle, Pa., C. C.
5—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
5—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
5—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
6—Westfield, Mass., E. H. Huntress.
5—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
5—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
5.—West Pittston, Pa., West Side Wheelmen.
5-6.—lienderson, Ky., Wheel Club.
5-6—Chicago Cycle Club, National Circuit.
6—Westfield, Mass., W. T. Smith.
8—Dayton, O., B. C, National Circuit.
9-10—Columbus, C, C. C, National Circuit.
10-17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
13—Warren, Pa., Recreation Park, National Circuit.
15-16—Erie, Pa.. Cycle & A. A., National Circuit.
17—Fredonia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
24—New York Herald.
24—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n, Nat'l Cir.
27—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A. National Circuit.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.

AUGUST.
2—Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
6-7—Philadelphia, Pa., National Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
7.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. VVheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
14—AUentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C, National Circuit.
24-28—Buftalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
1.—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W.. National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6.—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, C, J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex Mass., Co., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
16.—Boston, Charles River Park Tract.
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
25—Riverside. R. I., Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn W'heelmen.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, Nat'l Circuit.

RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

HANDICAPPERS APPOINTED.
The following handicappers are announced:
District No. 13—Idaho, Utah, Montana, Edward H.

Scott, Atlaska Block, Salt Lake City, Utah.
District No. 15—California, Nevada, Arizona, H. C.

F. Smith, 124 East Second street, Los Angeles, Cal.
The by-law relating to the college meets reads as

follows: "Contestants at closed college or school
meets shall, for those meets only, be governed by the
amateur rules of the Intercollegiate Association of
Amateur Athletes of America." This by-law relates
only to the amateur status of the contestants. The
meets require sanction, and the events are to be run
under the L. A. W. racing rules.
The sanction clause relating to these meets is as

follows: "But no fee shall be charged for a sanction
for a meeting the entries to which are limited to the
members of the school or club holding the meeting."
If members of other schools, clubs or colleges contest
at meets, the sanction fees as found on page 17 of the
Racing Rules apply.
Traveling Permits granted—Gus Baessler, Paterson,

N. J.; Jacob Mazer, C. H. Stein, Benj. Prager, Frank
Friessel, John Henk, Pittsburgh, Pa., to compete in
the bicycle races during the Turners' games only at
St. Louis, Mo., May 4-7, 1897.
The .sanction granted the Buffalo Cycle Race Meet

Promoting Company for August 24, has been can-
celed. Also, Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club, on July 5.

The Denver Wheel Club has honorably met all ob-
ligations and settled for all prizes that were due riders
in their National Circuit meet.

SUSPENDED.
Permanent Suspension—J. W. Davis, professional

trainer, Denver, Col. Vote of board.

SUSPENDED PENDING INVESTIGATION.
Joseph Gallagher, Camden, N. J.
Charles C. Sunday, Mahanoy City, Pa.
Howard Burchill, Mahanoy City, Pa.
H. G. Grimley, Norfolk Va.
Thomas Tanner, Norfolk, Va.

Ballard, Norfolk, Va.
George Hogan, Norfolk, Va.
Steve Hogan, Norfolk, Va.
George Moss, Norfolk, Va.
E. Von Frederick, El Paso, Tex.
Suspensions Removed—L. W. Keams. Carnegie, Pa.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Transferred to the Professional Class—Chas. C.

Crosby, South New Lyme, O., Clause A. ; L. J.
Hjelm, Webster City, la.. Clause A; J. C. Keith,
Nashville, Tenn., own request; Jacob Burros, John
Saitz, Alfred Collins, Thomas Chegwidden, Will
Boon, Harry Retallic, Thomas Harris, Joseph Fitz-
patrick, Calumet, Mich., Clause A.

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
Union Cycle Club, Paterson, N. J., July 3.

Limekiln Club, Philadelphia, Pa., July 5.

J. E. Carson, Charlotte, N. C, National Circuit,
May 21.

Iroquois Wheelmen, Lebanon, Pa., May 29.

Beaver Valley Cyclers, Beaver Falls, Pa., July 3.

Mifflin County Agricultural Fair Association, Lewis-
town, Pa., July 5.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., May
1 (closed).
Homestead Cyclers, Homestead, Pa., May 29.

Riverside Wheelmen, New York, July 31, National
Circuit.
Charles M. Bruce, Waltham, Mass., August 28, Na-

tional Circuit.
Montgomery Coliseum Company, Montgomery, Ala.,

April 29 and 30, National Circuit.
Memphis Coliseum Company, Memphis, Tenn., May

3 and 4, National Circuit.
Georgetown University, Washington, D. C, May 7

(closed).
Nashville Coliseum Company, Nashville, Tenn.,

May 5 and 6, National Circuit.
Chattanooga Coliseum Company, Chattanooga,

Tenn., May 7 and 8, National Circuit.
Atlanta Coliseum Company, Atlanta, Ga., May 10

and 11, National Circuit.
Penn W'heelmen, Philadelphia, Pa., July 10.

Harrisburg Wheel Club, Harrisburg, Pa., dates
changed to July 3 and 5.

Harrisburg Ciycle Track Association, date changed
to May 29.

Century Cycle Club, Irvington, N.
J.,

May 31.

J. C. Doughty, Union Lake Athletic Park .'\ssocia-
tion, Millville, N. J., May 3L
Jacksonville Wheelmen, Jacksonville, Fla., May 14,

National Circuit.
Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., May 1 (closed).
Benner Boys, Philadelphia, Pa., date changed from

July 3 to September 11.

Atalanta Wheelmen, Newark, N. J., September IS,

State Division Meet.
Mercury Whe.-l Club, Texarkana, Tex., April 28

(closed).
The Pecan Valley League Club, Bro\vnwood, Tex.,

May 3 and 4.

The T.iylor Fair Association, Taylor, Tex., May 7.

'

St. Louis Cycle Racing Association, St. Louis, Mo.,
July 5.

Colorado Springs High School, Colorado Springs,
CcO., April 24 (closed).
nast Denver High School, Denver, Col., April 26

(closed).
H. O. Price, Hot Springs, Ark., April 13.

Colorado Agricultural College Athletic Association,
Fort Collins, Col., May 1 (closed).
Colorado Springs High School, Colorado Springs,

Col., April 28 (closed)
;
postponed from 24th.

H. O. Price, Hot Springs, Ark., April 27.

H. Silverman, Atlanta, Ga., April 24.
Montgomery Coliseum Company, Montgomery, Ala.,

April 29-30.

Cleveland Wheel Club, Cleveland, O., May 31.

Miami University, Oxford, O., April 28 (closed).
Terre Haute High School, Terre Haute, Ind., May

29 (closed).
Canton Bicycle Club, Canton, O., July 5.

Fountain Ferry Association, Louisville, Ky., May 15.
Columbia Grammar School, New York, N. Y..

April 24 (closed).
E. N. Josephs, Warwick, N. Y., May 7 (two events).
Press Cycle Club, Rochester, N. Y., May 19

(closed).
Citizens' Corps, Gloversville, N. Y., May 31.

Buffalo Athletic Field Company, Buffalo, N. Y.,
June 12.

Syracuse Athletic Association, Svracuse, N. Y.,
June 19.

Saratoga Good Roads Association, Saratoga, N. Y.,
June 21-22.

Hudson Bicycle Club, Hudson, N. Y., July 3.

Phoenix Hose Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., July
5.

New York Herald, New York, July 24.

ROAD RECORDS ALLOWED.
The Century Road Club of America has

allowed the following road records:
Mrs. A. E. Rinehart, 25 centuries in 30 days, Octo-

ber 17th-November 15th, 1896. Colorado State record.
Mrs. A. E. Rinehart, 46 centuries in 60 days, Sep-

tember 27th-November 25th, 189(S. Colorado State
record.
Mrs. A. E. Rinehart, 2,628 miles in 30 days, October

17th-Novemher 15th, 1S96. Colorado State record.
Mrs. A. E. Rinehart, 4,962% miles in 60 days, Sep-

tember 27th-November 25th, 1896. Colorado State
record.
R. E. O'Connor, 2,786 miles in 30 days, July 1st-

July 30th, J896. Illinois State record.
R. E. O'Connor, 5,364 miles in 60 days, July 2d-Au-

gust 30th, 1896. Illinois State record.
Dr. John T. Sibley, 23 centuries in 1896. Missouri

State record.
C. P. Staubach, New York City, has been awarded

the 189G New York State medal for meritorious riding
June 7th, 1896.
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THE PALMER JIFFY REPAIR TOOL

Tool encased in cover—for carrying in the pocket or tool-bag.

Sectional View of the Tool, showing collapsible tube partially emptied.

Tool in action,

showingmethod
of mending the

puncture. . .

.

The original Solution Injector—invented by John F. Palmer and first used by the

Palmer Pneumatic Tire Company in 1892-3.

THE PALMER JIFFY REPAIR TOOL
Is by far the best, most economical and neatest tool yet made for the making of solution repairs. The conical wire tip keeps the

puncture open while the solution is being injected and absolutely insures a thorough and even distribution of cement over the

puncture.

POSITIVE IN ACTION AND AN ABSOLUTE CURE
FOR ALL PUNCTURES.

Full particulars of the Palmer Jiffy Repair Tool in the next issue of The Whebi,, with a history of the origin and perfection

of solution tools as embodied in the Palmer Jiffy.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

NEW YORK OFFICES, 66-68 READE STREET.

Free Repair Stations, Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul, St. Louis and Baltimore.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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FACTS IN THE CASE.

Toledo, O., May 3.—"One of the reasons

for the poor business of last year, will be the

safeguard of the trade this season," remarked

Col. Raynor, of the H. A. Lozier Manufactur-

ing Company to The Wheel. "Last year,

the slump came so early in the season, that

dealers kept their stock down to the lowest

possible point, expecting still greater drops.

As a result fewer wheels were sold, and many

dealers who had intended making large ven-

tures, simply held ofif until it was unwise to

purchase at all. This year we are experiencing

a tremendous demand for wheels, with every

expectation of high prices bemg maintained,

and the best assurance of that condition is the

fact that individual stocks held about the coun-

try are extremely short. The reason for

that is to be found in the liberal options that

are ofTered this season in equipment and spec-

ifications. A man can not only get enamel to

match his complexion, but he can have pretty

nearly anything that he wants in the way

of pedal, crank or style. As a result we are

in daily receipt of telegraphic orders to 'send

immediately' a wheel so many inches larger

or smaller than our standard, with an axle

just a little longer or shorter than usual, with

a crank somewhat different from anything

we have ever made, enameled in petunia and

striped in 'new' blue. It would take a mil-

linery expert to tell us what some of the col-

ors demanded are. We get a dispatch of that

sort on Saturday, and another on Monday
asking why we have not forwarded the wheel

ordered 'last week.' As a matter of fact,

we have half a dozen men who do nothing else

but look out for special specifications, and see

that the peculiar parts wanted are satisfactory.

If that were not the case, a peculiar shaped

handle-bar would come to a man who has his

jig set for the standard size, and the operative

will naturally take his time about readjusting

his machine. If the matter is not watched,

the handle-bar will soon gravitate from the

top of the bench to a secluded spot under it,

and we will know nothing about it uniil we

get an irate telegram from Podunk declaring

that our delay is ruining hundreds of sales.

"The new conditions are a little vexatious, at

times, but I really think that the demand for

special specifications is largely responsible for

the market not being overstocked with wheels,

and therefore, I think we are much more like-

ly to have a famine in high-grade wheels than

an 1897 slump in prices."

Toledo bicyclists have had their feelings

sorely wounded this past week. Under a local

ordinance of the city, bicycles are taxed 50

cents each, and the tax year begins on March
1. One of the provisions of the ordinance is

that lamps must be used. This year there was

no attempt to have the law observed until the

past week, and in addition, one of the Council-

men introduced a resolution repealing the

lamp clause. The resolution did not prevail,

but the cyclists grew very careless, thinking

that it would be passed, and when the au-

thorities decided to round up the violators,

they picked them up in shoals. It is the

custom here to arrest the wheel, and allow it

to be claimed in court the followmg morning.

One day last week there were between forty

and fifty lanternless wheels piled up at the

central station, and their owners made all

sorts of explanations to the police judge that

morning. That was the biggest haul of the

week, but it was a poor night that ten or a

dozen violators were not gathered In. As a re-

sult the offices which issue bicycle licenses

were the busiest places in town, and for

several days there were over 1,000 licenses a

day issued.

cause of the heavy demand for export, which,

coming in the dull season here, will doubtless

keep many American factories running the

year round in the near future.

Estimates of the Toledo factories' output

for 1897 can now be made with some degree

of accuracy. The Union Manufacturing Com-
pany will put out close to 8,000 Vikings this

year. The Kirk-Young Company will pro-

duce 4,500 Yales. The Gendron factory ex-

pects to put 20,000 wheels on the market, and

the Lozier will send out 30,000 in all from the

Toledo factory. This includes 5,000 Westfields

that were manufactured here early in the sea-

son, before the Westfield factory was well un-

der way. The Toledo factory is working ex-

clusively on Toledo wheels at present, and will

send out 25,000 of that grade. The other To-

ISN'T SHE HANDSOME?
An uncommonly pretty female face set ofif

by a mass of golden curls forms the centre

piece of the Peerless Mfg. Co. poster and

gives a charm that is lacking in the usual

"poster girl." She is mounted on a Peerless

bicycle, of course, and in her wake there fol-

lows, quite naturally, a man. The entire pos-

ter is an attractive creation.

ledo factories are unwilling to give their fig-

ures as yet, but there is every reason for be-

lieving that over 100,000 wheels will go out

from the "Coventry of America" this season.

H. S. Milburn, of the Viking selling force,

has been withdrawn from the road to assume

the management of the Viking salesrooms, to

take the place of C. S. McHenry, who re-

signed last week. Norman Church will also

leave the road, and become assistant manager.

The Lozier Manufacturing Company is now
employing 1,000 men on day work alone. This

is the high-water mark with this factory. The
Westfield and Thompsonville factories of this

company are employing about 400 men each.

The Yost Manufacturing Company is mak-
ing only one grade of the Gold Crank Falcon

this season, and will put 10,0uo wheels on the

market.

The Kirk-Young Company is figuring on a

ten-months' working season this year, and its

management thinks that next year it may be

possible to work twelve months. This is be-

The American Weldless Steel Tube Works
is now running full-handed with 125 men.

While this company is now making "D," di-

agonal, octagonal, hexagonal and all other

shapes demanded, it is not the opinion of the

management that the fad for peculiar shapes

will last. One large Eastern manufacturer

even sent in a large order foi uiamond-shaped

tubing, but the order has never been dupli-

cated. On the regular round tubing the com-
pany is still much behind with its orders. The
"D"-shaped back-stays made by this com-
pany seem to be winners, as the order book
is so far behind that no one can tell when mat-

ters will be helped, notwithstanding the fact

that the company is turning out 1,000 sets per

day. One order last week called for 8,000 sets.

Some idea of the wonderful -demand this sea-

son may be learned from the fact that three

months ago the orders were averaging 100

sets, while now the orders run into the thous-

ands and are frequently duplicated. A new
New York firm sent in an order last week for

750 sets, saying that they were for samples

only.

BY THE SAD SEA WAVES.

The Outing Cycle Academy, at Atlantic

City, N. J., under the management of Wm.
Paine, has been opened for the season. It is

stocked, with 1897 Outing bicycles, fitted with

Morgan & Wright tires in the riding school

and rental department, as well as in the retail

store. The location of this academy is di-

rectly on the Ocean Promenade Walk; it has

seventy feet frontage. It is an outdoor school

and is a favorite rendezvous.

CHAINLESS COLUMBIAS COMING.

The trade generally amd those newspapers

and other people in particular who were dis-

posed to poo-pooh the importaince of The
Wheel's great "beat" in reporting the forth-

coming of Columbia chainless bicycles, will

find food for reflection and digestion in the

illustrated list of patents in this issue. The
six patents issued to the Pope Manufacturing

Co. all relate to their chainless wheels.

They're coming.

CARING FOR THE BOSTONESE.

Two retail stores are now being conducted

in Boston by the Iver-Johnson Arms and

Cycle Works, one at 76 Washington street

and another, which was opened last week, at

200 Boylston street. They are thus able to

take care of both up-town and down-town
trade with equal facility.

TRANSFERRED THE FITTINGS.

Hereafter the Independent Electric Co., of

Chicago, will confine itself exclusively to

the electrical business, the cycle fittings de-

partment having been transferred to the In-

dependent Supply Co., with headquarters at

152 and 154 Lake street.

LIKE UNTO ITS NAME.

Evidently the Ideal bicycle is in high

feather. Its makers, the Shelby (Ind.)

Cycle Mfg. Co., are having plans drawn for

three brick additions to their already large

plant.
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Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires

Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires

IN THE SOUTH.

On the Southern Circuit of Coliseum Races,
Befi:innin^ April 2, and Ending April

27, 1897, M. & W. Tires won:

Memphis (April 2-3) (4 ©ut of 2 1 prizes

Nashville (April 5-6) 17

Chattanooga (April 9-10) 19

Atlanta (April 12-13) iq

Montgomery (April 15-16) 1 e

Memphis (April 19-20) is

Nashville (April 21-22) j7

Chattanooga (April 23-24) 22

Atlanta (April 26-27) 19

Total- 158

21

21

21

21

21

18

23

21

188

Or about 83 per cent of all prizes won.

All-stttck-together tires are
Stifier and therefore slower
than double - tube tires.

Morgan StWRiGHTliREs

are good TIRES

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires
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IN THE CAPITAL OF THE NATION.

Washington, iD. C, April 30.—The Uncle

Sam Cycle Co., W. H. Waggoner, manager,

a new institution here, have received their con-

signment of wheels, for which they have been

waiting for about two weeks, and are now
ready for business. They handle the Fair-

mount, Uncle Sam and Reading Standard bi-

cycles. H. H. Kramm, sales manager for the

Reading Standard Mfg. Co., was here on

business connected with the establishment of

the agency.

Peter Grogan, the furniture man, on Sev-

enth street, as he expresses it, has fired a

bomb into the camp of the regular dealers.

He says he had made arrangements with

the Maryland Manufacturing and Con-

struction Co., of Baltimore, Md., whereby he

would handle their wheels in Washington.

He will handle the "F. F." (Fast Flyer), "F.

F. V."(Fast Flying Virginian), Druid, Subur-

ban and Postal wheels. No absolute price has

yet been decided upon, but they will be sold

on the installment plan, his method of selling

his furniture.

The Goodyear Rubber Co., 807 Pennsyl-

vania avenue, are pushing the Demorest, and

are meeting with fair success.

Chas. T. Luthy, representing Luthy & Co.,

Peoria, 111., spent Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday in Washington, on the lookout

for an agency.

The New York Cycle Co., of 434 Ninth,

don't seem to care to talk very much about

where they get their wheels or about their

business methods in general. They offer "un-

redeemed" bicycles at "one-third" value, but

just what they mean is past guessing. Among
the cycles noted are Columbias, Syracuse,

Pacers, Rambler, Spalding, March, Worlds,

Flyers, Niagaras, Shirk, Liberty, Victors,

etc., men's, women's and children's wheels.

They also exchange or buy outright and

take wheels for storage. Their advent has

caused some under-surface speculation among
the "regulars," and their plans are carefully

noted, as this is about the first time, so far,

that anything of the kind has been observed

here.

^\

TWENTY SMILES FOR TWO CENTS.

In the thirty-four pages of the Indiana Bi-

cycle Co.'s (Indianapolis, Ind.) "Evolution

of the Bicycle," there are at least twenty-five

smiles. The choicest and most picturesque of

the old crocks from 1790 down to the Waver-
ley of to-day are catalogued and illustrated,

and none but the most parsimonious will re-

gret the two-cent stamp which is required to

obtain a copy of the interesting and instructive

little book.

SCORED A BULL'S-EYE.

H. A. Lozier & Co. do nothing by halves.

It is not surprising, therefore, that their "of-

ficial organ," "On the Square," the first issue

of which appeared last week, should score a

bull's-eye at the first shot. It is particularly

attractive and worthy of its sponsors.

DONE ON DAYTONS.

"Winnings on the Dayton" is the title of a

pretentious, volume just issued by the Davis

Sewing Machine Company. It includes pic-

tures of a number of Dayton celebrities, and a

formidable array of records and firsts, as its

size, 40 pages, tends to show.

U. C. WITH AN I. C.

With their aptly-named I. C. lamp, the Bris-

tol Brass and Clock Company, 4G West Broad-

way, this city, expect to prove that even in

a cycle lamp it is possible to combine cheap-

ness in price with merit in design and struc-

ture. Practically the new light-giver is in

three parts, as shown. The metal portions

are brass, riveted and nickeled. The I. C. is

provided with an automatic wick lock, and is

said not to jar out, blow out or smoke. It

consumes kerosene, weighs 11 ounces filled,

and is 6 inches high. The glass chimney is

of a substantial character, and is held in the

upper part by lugs, it being fastened in posi-

tion by giving it a half-turn to the right after

the chimney is in place. Tilting outward

slightly the fount is placed squarely against

the botto-m of chimney, the projecting end

of wick lift inserted in the oval slot, and the

other end of lift snapped into place by forc-

ing it against the lock spring seen in the

cut. This construction makes the I. C. easy

to disassemble and put together when clean-

ing, a thing in itself enough to prejudice many
a sufferer from grease and soot in its favor.

"GENTLEMANLY GUARDS."

"With our guards, a gentleman may look

like a gentleman, whether awheel or afoot,"

is the forcible language in which the Trouser

Guard Co., Fall River, Mass., state their case.

The Out of Sight Trouser Guard, as the de-

vice is styled, does not clasp or bind the

trousers, but merely holds them stiffly in a

natural position, as if they had been freshly

cieased.

CONTROL COLDWELL'S COUPLER.

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, this city, have ob-

tained control of the Coldwdl Coupler, one
of the simplest appliances for securing two
bicycles together, and thus converting them
into a sociable.

G. &J.'S MERKWAARDIGE BYZONDERHEDEN.

While nearly all of the American exporters

have issued one or more foreign price lists,

few, if any, have gone to such an extent as the

Gormully & Jefifery Mfg. Co.

That sterling old house has printed no less

than six catalogues, one each in the English,

French, German, Dutch, Spanish and Italian

languages. They form an interesting collec-

tion, though in appearance each is an exact

reproduction of the American publication.

Tlie Dutch book is the quaintest of the

lot. For instance, in that language a "bi-

cycle" is a "tweewieler" ; "guarantee" is

"waarborg"; "tire" is "radbanden"; "distinc-

tive details" becomes "merkwaardige byzon-

derheden." In German "bicycle" is the same
as in English; in Italian it is "bicicli"; in

Spanish, "bicicleta"; in French, "bicyclette".

In the several catalogues the price of the

Rambler is the same, and is, strange to say,

expressed in American money, $80.

DIDN'T SHED A SPOKE.

At their factory, in Shelby, Ind., the Shelby

Cycle Mfg. Co. recently put the Ideal bicycle

to an interesting test, the result of which

conveys its own moral. An endless belt was,

constructed with one-inch projection, and

an Ideal placed upon it, with a weight (on

saddle) of 200 pounds. This' belt was pro-

pelled at a speed that fairly made the lookers-

on shiver. Although it seemed as though no

wheel could stand such a severe strain, at the

end of an hour and a quarter the machine was

taken down and examined, and it was found

that tires, rims, spokes, and bearings were as

perfect as before they were used.

IF IT HAS A RED TIP IT'S GENUINE.

Imitation may be the sincerest flattery, but

the man with a good thing doesn't wholly ap-

preciate the complim^ent. The Boston Woven
Hose and Rubber Co. is in a position of

the kind. The undoubted success of their

quick repair, Vimoid, has inspired counter-

feits. To guard themselves and their patrons

they are spreading broadcast the warning

that the genuine Vimoid is put up only in a

tube having a red tip.

EASIEST RUNNER ON THE MARKET.

Fort Wayne, Ind., April 30.—J. J. Wood,
of the Fort Wayne Electric J^orporation, is

authority for the statement that the Smalley

Bicycle Works, at Plymouth, Ind., will re-

sume operations on Monday. Mr. Wood
says that he has perfected the bearings and

gear of the wheel, amd that the new Smalley

to be manufactured under the management of

E. A. Barnes, of Fort Wayne, will be the

easiest running wheel on the market.

MARKT'S DOUBLE STAR.

"Double Star" is the title of the newest

lamp, which Markt & Co., this city, have add-

ed to their already extensive line. The new-

comer is designed to be a ready-seller—$10.50

per dozen, to the trade—but is well made and

trim-appearing, no solder being used in its

make-up.

LUCKY IT ISN'T " D. B."

"John Jones, B. D." is the manner in which

a Michigan repairer advertises and subscribes

himself, "B. D." being an abbreviation of

"Bicycle Doctor."
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We ... .

Are All . .

Attracted

BEAUTY,
Bv GRACE AND

STRENGTH
That is why you sec so many

imitators of

WORLDeveLES
AGENTS, REMEMBER"=They cannot imi=

tate the stand-up and speed qualities.

Prices Riqht.

Deliveries Prompt.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Montana.
BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Write Us

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TRADE AND SPORT.

They are Nicely Blended in the I/atest Items
from the Banks of the

Ohio.

Louisville, Ky., May 1.—There'll be a Vic-

tor branch store in Louisville shortly—very

likely before this will have seen the light. W.
W. Darling, representing the Overman Wheel
Co., is here completing the arrangements.

It will be an acquisition, but not an addition

to Louisville's numerous cycle colony, since

it means, to a large extent, merely the removal

of one sign and the placing of another in its

stead. The sign to be removed is that of

Jefferis Bros., who for several years have been

Victor agents in this city. The Overman
people vvill take over the business and em-

bellish and further dignify the establishment.

Howard Jefferis will remain as manager. His

brother, Thomas, is now in the cycle trade in

Philadelphia. Both brothers originally hailed

from Wilmington, Del., and are or were

fairly well-known in the East.

The Columbia being already established, this

will make two branch houses of the original

"Big Three" of the cycle trade who have

houses here, while if Prince Wells continues

to put out Ramblers as he has been doing

for several years, the G. & J. people will con-

tinue to feel that they couldn't do better if

they were here themselves.

Mr. "Columbia" Parsons—no doubt the

gentleman will permit himself to be christened

thus, to distinguish himself from Mr. "Aquila"

Parsons, while the latter will certainly not

feel offended at also having a high-grade

name attached by way of separation in the

public mind from his high-grade namesake
competitor on the same square—said to The
Wheel correspondent to-day, "Our opening

and getting under way has been attended

with all the difficulties that 'getting started'

carries with it, but we have, we are pleased to

say, been doing some business, although the

season is undoubtedly a little late. I did not,

nor do I now, expect to turn the world over

at one stroke. Like large bodies that get

started slowly we have just gotten under way.

Such bodies cannot be easily retarded and it

will prove so in this instance.

"Yes, the tendency of the greater number is

for cheaper wheels, but many ofthose who have

always ridden the higher grade, when making
another purchase, decline to favor the lower

priced goods.

"The majority of the wheel purchasers of

to-day are not of the wealthy classes, which
brings prominently the cheaper wheels of

necessity, and especially in Louisville which

cannot be considered a wealthy city."

Owen Kimble does not forget to remind

each of his friends daily that that match race

with Bald is on May 15th. Owen is interested

in the gate receipts. If the Louisville public

desires to prove its interest in a home grown
product, which on many occasions it has failed

to do, it now has the opportunity to go to

Fountain Ferry track and cheer to victory,

if it be victory, the grittiest and speediest ex-

ponent of cycle racing the city has ever pro-

duced, or to give generous and sportsmanlike

applause to Mr. Bald if he prove to be the

winner.

Geo. Plambach, for several years one of

Prince Wells' repairers and later employed in

the Delker bicycle factory, at Owensboro, was
sent up last week for one year. He was out
of work and purloined a bicycle.

HE COULD NO LONGER RESIST.

After having been in the very centre of the

cycling vortex of the metropolis for several

years, and resisted all allurements to en-

gage in the business, A. Edmund Hildick has

finally been won over, and this week added a

cycle department to his establishment at 84

Nassau street, this city. Hildick served two
terms as president of the Metropolitan Asso-
ciation of Cycling Clubs, and was .promi-

nently identified with nearly every important

cycling transaction hereabouts. He is a

bright, well-balanced and gentlemanly young
business man, who has been markedly suc-

cessful in the conduct of a trunk, cutlery and
optical goods establishment of ' his own. He
has taken the agency for the Iroquois Cycle

Works, Chicago, and is displaying a full line

of Iroquois bicycles.

m BOOM ON.

W. H. WELLS.

Mr. Wells is master mechanic of the Lamb
Mfg. Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass., of which A.

G. Spalding is president, and which manufac-
tures the Spalding bicycle. He but recently

came into the position. But he was no
stranger to its duties, his appointment being

in the nature of a step upward. Previously

he had served extended terms as assistant

superintendent and general inspector in the

Lamb factory. The mechanical trait runs in

the Wells family, and W. H. Wells has added
to his natural bent by experience in the re-

tail cycle trade and as a racing man and man-
ager of the Spaldings' first racing team. He
was one of the Kings County Wheelmen
when their title as "road kings" admitted of

no dispute. He is a quiet, unassuming man,

who has won his way on his merits.

COMING OP THE HOWE.

Now that the widely-known Howe Scale

Co., whose factory is in Rutland, Vt., is also

engaged in the manufacture of bicycles, it is

quite natural that Page, Dennis & Co., 341

Broadway, who have so long sold their scales

in this vicinity, should take on the Howe bi-

cycles, as is the case. The New York firm

has represented other wheels for a couple of

years, and their "bicycle experience" is ma-
terially added to bv that of their bicycle man-
ager, G. Y. Patterson, who has been con-

nected with the trade for some ten years. The
Howe line consists of ladies' and gentlemen's

models at $100, a racer at $125, and two tan-

dems at $150 each.

But Sunshine Expected to Send One Along;.

Tire Repairers. Instalment

Dealers.

Cleveland, O., May 3.—Trade here is not

yet booming with the boom that was ex-

pected. Of course there has been a good bus-

iness from those who every spring exchange
their last season's mount for the newer
models, but the "raw recruits" who were

expected to arrive in regiments have

not materialized. Competition, too, is

keen, much keener than it was last year, and

this may have something to do with the case,

the business necessarily being more divided.

Again, the unfavorable weather may have

something to do with it, It is certain, at any

rate, a few warm, sunshiny days are looked

for anxiously by the average dealer and will

be welcome indeed.

Since Morgan & Wright started their free

repair depot in this city, most of the other

larger tire makers have fallen in line

and done likewise. There are at pres-

ent very few of the leading tires which
are not repaired free of charge without being

sent out of the city. The M. & W. branch is

located on Erie street in the Lozier block.

The Vim can be made as good as new at the

store of the Boston Woven Hose and Rub-
ber Company on Superior street. Goodrich

and Palmer tires are looked after at the store

of Collister & Sayles, in the Cuyahoga build-

ing. The W. H. H. Peck Company, at 176

Superior street, take care of the product of

the New York Belting and Packing Company;
the Home Rubber Company, of New York,

and the New Brunswick Tire Company. The
New York Tire Company also has a local

branch, which is on Frankfort street, in con-

junction with the Revere Rubber Company.
Preparations for th€ annual Memorial Day

road and track races of the Cleveland

Wheel Club are fast.nearing completion and

the day's sport promises to outshine all pre-

vious efforts. Heretofore the 25-mile road

race has been run in the morning, but a novel

change will be tried on the 31st. The race will

be but fifteen miles and will be started at 1

o'clock p. m., the finish to be upon the Glen-

ville track, immediately preceding the track

events, so that it will practically be the first

event of the afternoon as the riders must cir-

cle the track once in order to cover the neces-

sary distance. Eight track events, including

two for the "pros." will make up the pro-

gramme.
Although bicycle agencies are as thick as

bees, new ones are springing up every week.

The latest addition to Cycle Row on Euclid

avenue is the Eureka Cycle Depot. Among
their high-grades are the Monarch, Halliday,

L. & B., and Ariel. These are sold on a $15

down payment and $2 per week. The cheaper

grades, chief among which is the Eureka, at

$55, are sold at $7.60 down and $1.50 weekly.

This is a new scheme for Cleveland, but the

promoters seem to be doing their share of the

business.

CAN MAKE CYCLE PARTS.

The Cream City Can Works, of Milwaukee,

has branched into the manufacture of cycle

parts, and is reported busily engaged on sev-

eral large contracts. Its factory is located at

263 Reed street.
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I RACING NEWS. I

I I

I "They're off "at Kenosha. I

4( Factory running sixteen hours a day—regular force »j.

^ of workmen nearly doubled. "Windsors" coming %
4« out finer and better than they ever were—worth 25 %
^ per cent more money than last year's model, but still Ifl

* held at regular prices. ^
t *

I "Windsor leads at the quarter
!"

I
j; If:

^ " Windsor " deliveries up to the present date are far tj.

^ ahead of those of any other high-class make—but {.

^ not far enough ahead to suit our high aim— may suit 4.

i* some people, but not us. %
I *

I " Running easy at the turn
"

|
* We have the sales' record for '97 already won, but '^

4» we have our own great '96 record to double—that's ^4» we have our own great '96 record to double—that's ^
•S< what we mean to do, will d.o it. We need the spurs. ^

I - 4

4« 'Into the Stretch!" I

4» We want several more agents of the highest ability,
ll;•«•

4. "We offer tlie most liberal terms to
^

% wide-a'wake men. Write to us at once if f
% there is no representative in your locality "Windsors" k-

"^ '

are known all over the world as quickest sellers, •?-

^ easiest riders, and stanchest friend makers. ^

I Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co., j

I KENOSHA, WIS. I
t I
-5< CHICAGO- 285 Wabash Ave., New York- 101-103 Duane St., v
J* Geo. L. MaKill, Sales Agent. Hermann Boker & Co., Eastern Agents. ^
j( DtjLUTH—Marshall Wells Hardware Co., »J.

•i< Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest. '^

4* Kindly mention The Wheel. [^
4* *
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers* Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

ARIZONA.
Phoenix.—W. E. Rhodes, sold out to Fay Knowl-

ton.

Phoenix.—Rhodes & Shaver (Cecil Rhodes and W.
E. Rhodes), new firm.

ARKANSAS.
Aigenta.—J. R. Chamblee, new store.

CONNECTICUT.
New Haven.—Yale cycle Mfg. Co. organized by S.

E. S. Gay, Benj. Slade, Wm. Gay and W. H. Hub-
bard. Capital stock, $2,000.

CALIFORNIA.
Riverside.—Geo. F. Seger, new store.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—B. F. Guy & Co., stoves, ranges and

furnaces, 1005 Pennsylvania avenue, will add bicy-

cles.

Washington.—William W. Herron, reported sold out

by marshal.

Washington.—Peter Grogan, furniture and carpets,

has added bicycles.

Washington.—The Uncle Sam Cycle Co., W. H.
Waggoner, manager, new store at 610 F street, N. W.
Washington.—The New York Cycle Co., 434 Ninth

street, N. W., new store for sale of "unredeemed" bi-

cycles.

GEORGIA.
Atlanta.—Gregory Spring Tire Co., incorporated

by W. B. Gregory, J. G. Isabel and J. W. Varley.

Rome, W. West, new store.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Independent Electric Co., transferred

cycle fittings department to Independent Supply Co.,

154 Lake street.

Chicago.—Geo. P. Bunker Co., incorporated, by G.

P. Bunker, G. G. St. Clair and G. N. Dana, to build

carriages and bicycles. Capital stock $25,000.

Chicago.—The Vim Cycle Company, purchased the

retail stock of the Warman-Schub Cycle House.
Chicago.—The Central Enameling Works, incor-

porated by F. M. Frankland, J. P. Seymour and S.

E. Lewis.

Chicago.—Geo. C. .Spencer, removed to 318 Royal
Insurance Building.

Harvard.—W. Matteson, new store in the Roach
Building.

Indiana.—J. O. Calvin, new store.

Monmouth.—Fred S. Weir, new store.

Quincy.—Wm. F. Schreiber, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $656.

Waukegan.—H. M. Wheeler, new store.

INDIANA.
Anderson.—Anderson Bicycle Works, receiver ap-

pointed. Assets, $15,000; liabilities, $12,000.

Mellott.—Mellott & Co., new store.

Terre Haute.—Griffith & Miller, succeeded by V. N.
Griffith.

Tipton. The Laminated Steel Tube Co., destroyed

by fire; not insured.

IOWA.
Cherokee.—Shardlow & Baker, reported assigned.

Cherokee.—Shardlow & Baker, reported assigned.

Dubuque.^Wm. W. Whelan has given a chattel

mortgage for $315.

Dubuque.—Wm. W. Whelan, reported recordea

chattel mortgage for $315.

KANSAS.
Clay Centre.—A. A. Wixom, new store.

Junction City.—Jos. I. Lodge has sold realty for

$1,000.
KENTUCKY.

Bowling Green.—L. Greer & Son, sold out to James
Spjifh.

Middlesboro, Geo. M. Stains, new store, corner

Twenty-second street and Cumberland avenue.

MAINE.
Boothbay Harbor.—C. B. Willis, new store in Gush-

ing Building.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Cambridge.—Brighton Flyer Cycle Co., reported

recorded chattel mortgage for $1,00.

East Northfield.—J. W. Barber, new store.

West Newton.—Geo. Turner, new repair store on
Washington street.

MICHIGAN.
Niles.—Charles Quimby, new agency.

Traverse City.—J. C. Ellis, new store at 311 Front
street.

MINNESOTA.
Atwaler.—E. J. Swedlund, will commence business.

Kasson.—Howell & Shaver, removed to Stout's

Building.

MISSOURI.
Joplin.—The Suppee Bicycle Company has moved

here from Emporia, Kas., and has opened bicycle liv-

ery in tlie BrinkerhofI Block.

MONTANA.
Butte.—R. C. Howell & Co., reported succeeded by

A. J. Daven.

NEBRASKA.
Norfolk.—Arthur B. Ellis, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $104.

Norfolk.—Arthur B. Ellis has given a chattel mort-

gage for $104.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
West Campton.—L. F. Avery will open new store.

West Derry.—W. C. Smith, new store in the Abbott
Block.

NEW JERSEY.
Newark.—Warwick Tube Co., reported given judg-

ment for $117.

NEW YORK.
Binghamton.—Demeree & Morse, new store at 26

Chenango street.

Buffalo.—E. S. Moore, reported given bill of sale

for $175.

Buffalo.—Union Cycle Works, incorporated by Ar-

thur Lobouse, John Stahl, Chas. Mosher, Julian

Darrajla, H. H. Bolton, Geo. E. McCann and Henry
Heimrich. Capital stock, $20,000.

Castile.—Preston & Kerr, new store.

Hudson.—Bayard Byrne, new store on Columbia
street.

New York.—A. E. Hildick, cutlery, 84 Nassau
street, has added bicycles.

Utica.—C. H. Kassing, new store at 326 Genesee

street.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Raleigh.— S. Higgs & Co., and W. Wynee, new

store.

OHIO.
New Carlisle.—The Morris Cycle Co., new store on

Jefferson street.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Hamburg.—Wm. H. Hart has purchased the Wil-

helm bicycle plant, and will soon commence work on
5,000 wheels.

Harrisburg.—The Mechanical Improvement Co., in-

corporated by M. L. Deitzler, L. S. Bigelow, G. W.
Reilly and E. Bailey, to manufacture bicycle saddles,

etc. Capital, $1,000.

McKeesport.—R. L. Davis, reported given execu-

tion for $697.

Philadelphia.^Blasius & Sons, pianos and organs,

have added bicycles.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Charleston.-The Southern Cycle, Supply Co.

incorporated by Wm. R. Welch, Robert H. Simons
and Fred R. Lett, to do general bicycle business.

Capital stock, $8,000.

TEXAS.
Temple.—Thomas D. Martin succeeded to entire

business of Simkins & Martin.

VERMONT.
Chester.—F. L. Junkins, new store.

Putney.—E. S. Munger, new agency.

WISCONSIN.
De Pere. The branch store of F. De Cremer, of

Green Bay, in the Childs Building, will be closed

within a few weeks.

Madison.—H. D. Hull, new store.

Menasha.—Screnson & Larson, new store.

Milwaukee.—The Broadway Cycle Co. (M. B. Zim-
merman and J. N. Petersen, repair shop at 412 Broad-
way.

Milwaukee.—Schowalter Cycle Works, new store at

557 Twelfth street.

Milwaukee.—E. F. Rohn, jeweler, at 274 W. Water
street, has added bicycles.

Milwaukee.—^J. A. Holt & Co., dealers in safes at

432 Jefferson street, have added machinery for the

manufacture and repair of bicycles.

Milwaukee.—Carl M. Boll, new store in North Side

Turn Hall.

Milwaukee.—Francis R. J. Summerson, new store

at 337 Reed street.

Milwaukee.—A. T. Skelton, new store at 426 Jeffer-

son street.

Milwaukee.—The Milwaukee Bicycle Co., organized

by Nick. Noll, O. E. Klug and A. E. Klug, at 756

Twelfth street.

Milwaukee.—Taylor & Berg, new store.

Milwaukee.—E. A. Kummel & Co., new store at W.
Water and Sycamore streets.

SENT ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles from the port of

York for week ending April 27th:

Antwerp $5,966
Amsterdam 1,105 Genoa
Abo 1,837
Bergen 343
Bremen 1,132
Brussels 950
Brazil 638
Berlin 3,036
British Possessions,

all other 75
Barcelona 30
Bolivia 58|

British Australia ... l,250|Rome
British West Indies. .3,143' Stockholm
Central America 20 Smyrna
China 42 Santo Domingo ....

Copenhagen 7,960 Southampton
Christiania 2,835| Southampton
Cuba 15IU. S. of Colombia..
Dutch West Indies. 96| Venezuela

Glasgow

Havre
Hamburg . .

.

Helsingfors
Liverpool ...

London
Madrid
Munich
Nova Scotia
Naples
Rotterdam .

.

New

2,425
675

8,962

3,453
57

1,400
22,838

485
50
76

200
10,631

200
330
100
24

7,145

2,761
35
73

STOPPED BY UNCLE SAM.

The post-office authorities have black-

listed and ordered stopped mail matter ad-

dressed to the Typewriters' Headquarters,

Charm Bicycle Company and Joseph Kirby,

No. 45 West Twenty-fourth street of New
York.

COLLEGE NAMED COMPANY.
New Haven, Conn., May 1.—The Yale

Cycle Mfg. Co. is the title of a new concern

which has just been formed here with a capi-

tal of $2,000. The officers and shareholders

are: S. E. S. Gay, secretary; Benj. Slade,

Wm. Gay, and W. H. Hubbard.
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MAKES MAGNIFIERS OF MEN.

Just at this season each returning year, min-

isters who find themselves preaching to empty

pews on Sunday morning, begin making war

on the wheel. They say that the bicycle

breaks the record as a Sabbath breaker, and

calls upon the scorcher to put on the brakes

in his downward path. It may be the prov-

ince of the pulpit to deal with this phase ol

the subject; but it seems strange when by

them the moral aspect of the bicycle is under

discussion, that attention has not been called

to the temptations it offers towards encour-

aging untruthfulness. Indeed, a person who
has not wheels in his head—but who simply

regards the subject from the point of view

of an observer of the casualties and tenden-

cies of the cycle—might almost say that it is

in league with and a covenant with the father

of untruthfulness. Of course this is not the

original intention.

Presumably it is every man's purpose in

buying a wheel to get fresh air and exer-

cise. So far, so good; but the moment he

gets so he can ride without wabbling all over

tlie street, and running into the gutter at

every crossing, he is bitten with the idea of

scorching. Thereafter, everything in life re-

solves itself into a matter of distance and

speed. He has ridden so many miles in so

many minutes. The speed tops the record

breaker's best efforts; but you let it pass,

knowing that human nature is weak and

liable to untruth as the sparks are to fly up-

ward, when it boasts of its achievements.

Only, you wonder why all these remarkable

bursts of speed happen to be made when
there was no one around.

There is your friend, Charlie Milemake.

Time was when you would have believed his

slightest statement. That was in the days

before he took to cycling. Now, you take

with allowance his assertion that he rod'^

forty miles before breakfast. You hope it

seemed that far to him. He says, patroniz-

ingly, "I tell you what, old man, you ought

to get up and ride to Tarrytown and back before

breakfast. You can easily do it in a couple

of hours. I do it in " and then he un-

blushingly tells you such a whopper that you

can but groan over his decadence in the mat-

ter of veracity. But you know this disregard

of everything but speed and distance is as

much a part of the scorching disease as

abnormally dropped bars and a featherweight

wheel. Your friend tells you that he made a

tour on his wheel last summer, and inci-

dentally mentions that he was through the

Berkshires. You grow enthusiastic over the

beauties of the scenery, where green hills

dimple into verdant valleys, and he says, in-

differently, "Ye-es, I believe so; but there's

the finest hill for coasting there you ever saw.

It's four miles long, and," meeting your eye

with a hardihood born of much experience,

"I put on my brake and came down in three-

quarters of a second by my watch."

It has been observed that scorchers of this

variety like to go off to ride by themselves.

Various excuses are made for this, such as

the difficulty of suiting pace with somebody
else's riding, the fact that fast pedaling is, of

all things, least adapted to conversation,

etc., but the real reason is that each one
wants to tell his own story of his own riding

in his own way, with no witnesses to contra-

dict. It is like the wonderful things a man

sees who has not his gun along. It is not in-

tended to suggest that the whiCelman who
comes in to breakfast, hot, tired and dusty,

has not ridden as far as he said he has, or

that the man who lays out a double century

run and runs it alone, has not gone the

whole distance in a given time. They say

tliey have, and no one else was present. But
i't cannot be doubted that to a not perfectly

truthful person the cycle, in conjunction with

speed generating and mileage accumulation,

offers unusual temptations to prevaricate.

George Washington never told a lie. He
never rode a bicycle in a contest for either

speed or a multiplicity of miles.

SWORE ON TACH RECORD.

Some of the District of Columbia cycle po-

licemen are getting the thing down fine.

They have equipped their wheels with tach-

ometers or speed indicators, and one of the

officers last week settled a point and secured a

conviction by swearing to the record of the

instrument.

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

ALL STUCK - TO- GETHER
TIRES ARE STIFFER, AND
THEREFORE SLOWER THAN
DOUBLE -TUBE TIRES.

Morgan &Wright

ADVANTAGES OF A COMPACT PLANT.

A concern which started in the trade not

so very long ago, and has already scored a

success, was at its inception twitted with be-

ing too small in plant to successfully compete

with the larger and more pretentious fac-

tories. Defending bis plans and plant from

such attacks, the originator then said, and

has since proved correct by results, the fol-

lowing:

"Of course we mean to succeed by means

of the advantage we possess with new, high-

grade machinery, and particularly by the com-

pact and economical disposition of- the same.

Some plants are spread over so much more
space than they really need that they make an

economical method of working impossible;

besides this, much of their machinery is worn

out and not up to date. With a good plant

well arranged, a thoroughly equipped super-

intendent in charge, and an outlet for just the

quantity of wheels that we can turn out, we
fail to see where anyone can have an advan-

tage over us simply because of a more ex-

pensive plant and larger capital."

There is a world of wisdom and common
sense in just this idea, and there is room for

yet a few more newcomers in the trade to fol-

low in the profitable footsteps of this defender

of compactness.

BEAT THIS, IF YOU CAN.

Denver, Co!., April 30.—Louis Ricthmann
is the hero of a story that has elements which

border on the impossible, and it certainly

stems improbable. But he has the skinned

knee and various small abrasions on his body
to show for it, so it may be accepted as true,

especially as his cousin, Louis Philbeck, of

Indianapolis, Ind., was with him when the ac-

cident occurred, and will also vouch for it.

The fireman and engineer of the train did not

give their names, and their testimony cannot

be obtained at present.

Riethmann and Philbeck were riding on the

road leading to Brighton, and came to a cross-

roads just as a train hove in sight. The train

was speeding at the rate of about thirty-five

miles an hour, and Riethmann thought he

could get over the track ahead of it. The
startled engineer saw the venturesome bicy-

clist disappear in front of his locomotive,

closed his eyes and reversed his lever. Both
the locomotive men trembled as they de-

scended from the cab in anticipation of seeing

mangled arms and legs protruding under the

big Mogul as from a dead house. But there

was nothing under the engine, nothing un-

der the tender, nothing under the cars—that

is, nothing but railway grade and cinders.

Then Philbeck came up looking for the re-

mains of his friend. "Did I see a bicyclist

get run over?" asked the engineer of him.

"Well, there was one there, somewhere,''

replied Philbeck. "Can't you find him?"
"No," replied the engineer, "neither man

nor wheel. Are you sure he was there?"

"I came all the way from town with him."

"He didn't have no airship, did he?" asked

the railroad man, scanning the sky.

But Mr. Philbeck saw a wheel, pneumatic
tired, hanging on something in front of the

engine. The wheel was revolving as though
a scorcher was trying a mile a minute. The
three men ran forward, and there was Rieth-

mann, still a little bewildered, but grasping

one of the little flag standards with his left

hand, while his right held his precious bicy-

cle in the air. While the trainman stared, he

recovered, and asked, with a wonderful sang
froid: "Say, may I ride into town with you?"
"You bet you can," gasped the bewildered

engineer, "but for God's sake, don't ever

board my train that way again."

The promise was quickly made, and the two
shook hands.

Riethmann has no distinct recollection of

how he escaped instant death. The last he
remembers he was trying to get over the

track, and something lifted him. How he
managed to grasp the flag standard and to

catch his wheel by the saddle are as un-

known to him as to the public in general.

His bicycle sustained but a few scratches, and
the rider had one badly scraped knee and
some minor bruises, but nothing serious.

He has, however, concluded to take no more
chances, and the next train will get by before

he tries to cross.

GETTING LEFT, TOO.

Most of the people who last year predicted

that the "cycle craze" "had reached high-

water mark;" "was passing;" "was done for;"

"was over with," and other like croakings are

to-day found standing in line at the dealers'

anxiously propounding the query: "When will

that wheel of mine be here?"
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SHUTTING DOWN OR RUNNING ON.

A troublesome problem which comes to the

cycle manufacturer in times of trade and finan-

cial depression is the one of whether a shut-

down is advisable to tide over a dull period,

or whether to keep his plant in operation.

As is well known, it is not profitable to

have a plant idle; and as it is patent that a

profit must be secured from the labor of

every employe in order to prevent loss to the

manufacturer, it can be readily understood

that this phase of the question calls for care-

ful consideration.

Besides, a period of idleness, with the usual

dropping out of some of the hands which

generally ensues, prevents the harmonious

working together of the remainder when the

factory is again put in operation, that is so

necessary to secure the maximum of produc

tion.

Is it surprising, then, that factories are fre-

quently run at a loss, manufacturing goods for

which there is no demand, or which it is im-

possible to dispose of except below cost,

rather than incur the ill results which ensue

from a shut-down?

Of course every day of the unprofitable run-

ning tends to make a manufacturer poorer,

and the question of when to stop in the latter

case becomes more perplexing than the orig-

inal one, of whether or not to start running at

a loss.

HAVE YOU A LIST ?

A list of those who have bought wheels, re-

pairs or sundries of you or of people whose

trade you would like to cultivate is a very

valuable thing for any agent to have for send-

ing out circulars, circular letters, etc. A good

list requires time to compile, but it is time

well spent and should be made up under the

direction of some one who is thoroughly com-

petent. After it is compiled it should be care-

fully gone over each time before using—to
keep the changes of addresses up to date.

There is money in such a list properly cir-

cularized.

FORCED TO THE TOP.

The struggle for supremacy among makers

of high-grade bicycles has, in comparatively

few years, placed wheel construction at the

top notch of mechanical work.

BOOKED THROUGH TO THE OTHER WORLD.

He bought a book on cycling,

It told him how to ride;

He followed the instructions

The author gave inside;

And the jury gave its verdict

Of "death by suicide."

TERSE AND TRUE.

If you can't sell the wheel or sundry as

good and cheap as you advertise, don't

advertise them that way, and don't

claim they are better than they really

are. Honest ads., honest in their ad-

jectives, honest in their promises and

prices, honest in every particular, are the ones

that make money. No matter what it costs,

when once you promise anything in your ads.

—no matter what—live up to it, to the letter.

If you say so, do so, and if you don't mean to

do so, don't say so. The old saying, "A sat-

isfied customer is the best advertisement," has
more of truth in cycling than most anywhere
else, but the other side of the question is truth
itself

—"A dissatisfied customer is the worst
advertisement." And the only way to make a
customer satisfied is to do as your ads. say
you will. That's good advertising.

The most unwelcome advice a man gets in

cycling is to keep his advice to himself.

STARR BROS/ BELLS
ARE KNOWN THE 'WORLD OVER.

Do You Handle Bicycle Bells?

7^ Our Prices and Styles wHI interest you.

ROTARY, KIvBCXRIC,
DOUBLE and SINQIvE STROKE.

Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

THE STARR BROS. BELL CO., East Hampton, Conn.

The Douple 5t/ir
rx^zTs? rl? *x? Is? 'z* ii? "^

Front
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DetacliaWe

Top.
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Colored

Side dlasses.
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Nicely
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THE CHEAPEST AND NEATESTI

All Hickel
Bicycle Lamp

UN THE MARKET.

No Solder Used in its Construction.

All Connections are Clinched or Riveted.

Price to Trade, $10.50 Per Dozen.

Markt & Co., Ltd.,

J?3 and 194 WEST' STREET^ ^fiW YORK.

The only Bicycle Lamp with chim-
ney and parabolic reflector is

i

:
:

THE ••WORLD"!
BICYCLE LAMP.

i

I

Burns
Kerosene.

No Smoke.

Perfectly
Safe.

No Odor.

Guaranteed
Not to Jar
or Blow
Out.

Latest Pattern Just Out. Improved to Perfection.

MADE IN THREE SIZES:

PRIGE-No. I. $3.50; No. 2, $4.50; No. 3, $5.50.

MARKT & CO., Ltd., 193&194WestSt,NEWY0RK.

:
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Kindly mention The Wheel.

W^ AMERICA/'
"AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

(§)•

America Cycle Mfg* Co*,

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, ILIv.

^
^

o-®
GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City,
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
T. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co^ Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., Nevir York City,

N. Y.
Mo. The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.
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Blossoms
"DEAUTIFUL as are these signs of returning
'-' summer, they are interesting to the cyclist
mainly as suggestive of the long delightful
rides over good roads sweet-scented by their
fragrance.

To make this delight absolutely perfect, one must be mounted on a

Peerless
Which, as a thing of

beauty, vies even with
the Blossoms.

It is handsome, runs easily, stands all strains. You can "ride all day" and "feel all

right." You can prove this. Buy a Peerless!

" I have a bone to pick with you Peerless people," said a well-known rider. "You
must put a curb-bit on my Peerless, it runs away almost before I can mount it. It

must be held back till I get on —it runs so easy."

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Makers also of the High-Grade PATROL, at the Popular Price of $65.00.

Special Inducements in Discounts to Good Agents Now. Be Quick !

New York CiTy Agency : Brooklyn Agency :

ELTNL^VOOD CYCLE COMPANY, «^ OSGOOD CYCEE COMPANY,
Park Place and West Broadway. 611 Fulton Street.

Ea»tern Sales A-eent,

\Sr. A. NEFF, 57 Park Place, Nev^ York.

«i>»fr>rv ^<frv?*. m^jr>^ ^<fr.<rv ^*^^>, mwyrs- mt^yr^ m*^yT>. <in»>rv <i>»>^» m*^JT^ mw.rT>- mwjr^ mm^.rr^ mt^jr*- mi^y:^ m't^jr>
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FREE!

To any dealer who will men-

tion where he saw this notice

and drop us a postal asking

for our No. A hanger, a

handsome lithograph, just

published. Best size for

show room, 14 inches by 28

inches.

MESINGER

MESINGER BICYCLE

SADDLE CO.,

33West23tlSt.,

NEW YORK

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

VERILY, VERILY, THIS IS SOI

A monkey wrench in your tool bag when
the time for its employment arrives is worth

two oil cans at home on the piano.

Because you have the wind in your face

when starting on a run is not proof positive

that you will have it at your back coming
home, nor in your tires, either, for that

matter.

Fools rush in where angels fear too narrow

a tread; better a bit more width amid wheel

than a narrowness there which means ultimate

disaster.

Neither a lender or a borrower be, for a

loan oft loseth both itself and friend, and if

your wheel is smashed, the borrower seldom

proffers more than his thanks, and you foot

the repair bill.

And lo! easier were it for the camel to

scorch humpfull through the needle's eye, than

for the buyer of the bargain-counter wheel

to escape disaster to it and himself.

Judge not the Boulevard wheelwoman by

the view you get before overtaking her,

for, though sylph-like in form and natty in

dress, she may peroxided be, and have a face

upon her like unto those newspaper war maps.

FRANCIS HATCH'S RACK.

Francis M. Hatch, of South Bend, Ind., be-

lieves that a "newspaper rack" is among the

cycling wants. After pondering over the sub-

ject, he has devised and patented the above.

Will newsdealers please note.

WANTED A RULING.

Charon hard-ported his helm.

"I wish," he exclaimed, somewhat petulant-

ly, "they would hurry up and decide to which

place the souls of scorchers go. I've got the

bonded-warehouse about as full now as it will

stand."

PRETTY SEVERE TEST.

"And what, in your opinion, is the best test

of a gentleman. Miss Ware?"
"Foramanwhen he meets a buxom, bloom-

er-wearing, middle-aged, golf-stockinged

wheelwoman not to turn around and stare

at her."

TWO OLD CRONIES.

Somewhere in desolate, wind-swept space.

In Phantom land, in Never land,

Two ghostly shapes met face to face

And bade each other stand.

"Hello!" cried one, "What's this I view

With all these trunks and bags?"

"I'm the wheel that's tired joke. And you?'*

"I'm the latest of those secession gags!"

RUINED BY EDUCATION.

"Sent that boy of mine to college; kept him
there four years, and spent a lot of money on
him," said the rural shopkeeper, to his friend,

the undertaker, "only to find that his blamed
education has ruined him for business."

"Kind o' stuck up, I suppose?" queried the

funeral director.

"No, not exactly; but he just drives cus-

tomers away. For instance, a young woman
came in to-day and said she wanted to buy a

twenty-five-pound lady's wheel I'm advertis-

ing, and what do you think that idiot said to

her?"

"Oh, I don't know; told her you didn't have
any, I suppose."

"No; just asked her if a lady's twenty-five-

pound wheel wouldn't do just as well."

AN INJURY TO HIM.

"Have you given up the wheel, Mr. Few-
scads?" asked the landlady, desirous of saying

something pleasant to her hall-room boarder,

as he forked over the week's rent.

"I haven't been riding much lately," he
answered. "I find that it doesn't agree with

me."

"How?"
"It increases my appetite so."

And that night when the chicken was doled

out, he got two necks and a wing.

CLOTHES TO THE TRUTH.

"But there is nothing wrong with bloom-
ers," she protested in their defense.

"Oh, no," he answered. "There is nothing

intrinsically wrong with tights, either, but

I wouldn't care to have my wife or daughter

wear them as a regular thing."

And thereupon she said he was a narrow-
minded man and the aro-ument ended.

PLENTY MORE LIKE HIM.

"Hello, Lazer, where have you been?"

"I've been up the Boulevard, exercising, old

chap."

"You exercising, why you never rode a

wheel in your life, and never will."

"Right; was watching the crowd ride. Ex-
ercising my eye, don't you know."

Money talks, but in racing it doesn't waste

many words with the slow brigade.

The value of a racing board law depends
upon the ability required to break it with

safety.

SCORCHER'S STRATAGEM.

"What! Another new riding suit! And
so different, too, from the one you had on the

other day."

"Well, I am glad to hear you say that it is

different. I ran over a woman who lives in

the next block, and I don't want her to recog-

nize me."

STRIPES AND BARS.

"What yer don't know about me would fill

a cirkyerlatin library," said the cycle thief

caught red-handed.

"Is that so?" replied the detective, "well,

what I do know about you will fill a suit of

stripes." And later on the judge took iden-

tically the same view of the case.
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RAT-TRAP REQUIREMENTS.

Even women's wheels are in some instances

equipped with rat-trap pedals, so popular still

is this form of foot-fastener among wheelmen.

Despite the introduction of a multitude of

anti-slippers in the shape of toe-clips and the

like, the original form of non-slipper, the

rat-trap, still holds its own in the affections

of a large portion of those riders who study

cycle propulsion as something close akin to an

art.

Where rat-traps are used it will be learned

that the patterns having oinly three or four

teeth on each bar are preferable to those with

a whole row of saw-like teeth, the mission of

each one of which seems to be to act the part

of a sole destroyer. Where the few-toothed

form of pedal is used, it will be found that

the teeth soon work holes for themselves in

the shoe until the sole thereof rests on the

bar, thus giving a really good grip without

further cutting or wearing of the sole itself.

A good plan for the number of riders

who do not believe in the now almost uni-

versal toe-clip, is to have their shoes slotted.

When you get a new pair of riding shoes,

have fairly thin soles on them, and wear them

for a short ride to mark the proper places for

the pedals. Then take them off, and put

chalk marks a quarter of an inch wide right

across each sole where the pedal bars fit, and

instruct your shoemaker to put on a new sole

in three pieces, leaving quarter-inch slots

where the marks are. You will then have a

shoe in which you can both ride and walk

comfortably.

STRAIGHT LINE IDEA.

In both the designing and constructing of

the frame of a bicycle the mechanical principle

of a straight line is adhered to as closely as

possible, for the reason that a greater amount

of service, weight for weight, is given than

can be secured from a two-track vehicle, as

the straight line design embodies the two best

principles of scientific construction, the tri-

angle and the circle. By the use of a narrow

tread the side strain superinduced by the

foot-thrust is reduced to a minimum. Owing

to the inequalities of the road a bicycle is

called upon to stand a pounding strain, or, lit-

erally speaking, a strain in the line

of its longest parts. The advent of

the pneumatic tire has done much to

alleviate that strain, but still it exists as the

greatest constant strain to which a wheel is

subjected.

SHE SHINES AND SHOWERS ON US.

To the profane and the general this

may be claimed as hifalutin, but, all the same,

as a rhapsody many a worse one has been

written in honor of subjects less worthy:

"May is here. The roses lave in silvery

showers, like naiads bathing in limpid forest

streams; rainbows bend across the sky, re-

splendent with prismatic glory; the sun plays

hide and seek behind the shifting clouds, but

peeps through the rifts every minute or two

to smile upon gay, gorgeous, glorious,

grand old cycling."

AN URGENT NECESSITY.

"You couldn't give me a little assistance to-

day, could you?" said a bedraggled-looking

woman with an old shawl over her head, and

whose face was not an unfamiliar one to the

one she was addressing.

"State your case."

"Well, we're dreadful pore, an' times is

hard, an' there's nine in the family. My ole

man don't have stiddy work, an' we're out

o' coal an' flour an' kerryseen, an' the lanlord

wants his rent. We don't have but four dol-

lars a week regular income, an' this week
we're under an extry expense."

"Indeed! What is it?"

"Our Lilly May's got to pay the installment

on her bicycle."

She got fifty cents.

AN IMITATION SCORCHER.

"That's a very fine attitude," said the dog

"but you can't fool me for a single little

minute. You never rode a bicycle in your

life."

OPPOSED TO EXAGGERATION.

"You say you're one of the fastest tandem

team in the world?"

"That's what I said. Did I ever tell you

what we did on the trotting track down at

Mudhole?"
"No. What was it? Went around the track

so fast that you felt the other man's breath

against the back of your head while you were

holding down the rear seat of the machine?"

"Well, I didn't notice that, but the fact is,

and everybody observed it, that our shadows

had to cut across the infield tcr catch up with

us as we finished down the stretch."

WHEN THEIR NAMES ARE MUD.

Wise racing men in the heyday of their

prosperity lay up something for a rainy day,

because under such conditions dust is scarce.

REMEMBERING AND FORGETTING.

It is just as important in cycling to occa-

sionally unlearn a great many things you
know as it is to learn a great many things

you don't know. At amy rate Socrates hinted

something in this line a long while ago.

WHEN HE FORGOT HIMSELF.

These are the days when, in Suburbia, where

the cycle academy does not exist, the accom-

modating masculine neighbor teaches his

wife's or daughter's friends to ride. One
woman, who has been profiting by these

neighborly attentions, thinks she has a good
joke on her instructor. The other evening

she was taking her lesson, and after riding up

and down for a while she dismounted in front

of her friend.

"Gool land!" he exclaimed, as she got off

the machine, "have you been dismounting

that way all this time? Well, I never noticed

it. Why, you must learn the proper way, and

you might as well learn it first as last."

The woman meekly signified her willing-

ness to kam the "proper" way, and the man
mounted and rode off. Then he turned,

came back, and dismounted beside her. lie

accomplished this by throwing one leg back

over the saddle, in the usual masculine fash-

ion.

"There!" he said, "that's the way to do it."

The woman looked at him a moment, then

she asked him if hie had noticed many women
dismounting that way. He hesitated, reflect-

ed, and finally admitted that although, as he

still insisted, it was the "proper" way to dis-

mount, it would be a somewhat inconvenient

method for a woman in skirts.

NEVER AGAIN.

"Why don't you ride any more?" asked the

slim girl as she slowed up alongside of the

stout girl on the Boulevard, and came to a

standstill with one foot on the curb. "You
were always on the road a month ago."

"If you must know," said the stout one,

with the air of making a desperate confes-

sion. "I always hated the wheel, but I rode it

to improve my figure. Naturally, I stopped

when I found cycling was improving my
health instead, and, in consequence, I was

gaining three pounds a week. Just think of

that!"

IN ITS UNTAMED STATE.

In its wild state and under the alleged con-

trol of a nervous novice the bicycle is one of

the most unruly of all vehicles. No matter

how easily avoided road obstacles may be,

the fiery, untamed novice-bearing bicycle

will head for those obstacles with a persis-

tency worthy of a better cause. It has, in

fact, been said by ill-natured critics that it is

only when the bicycle is thoroughly broken
that the nervous neophyte can trust himself

upon its saddle with the least assurance that

he will not break his neck.

RUINED HIS BUSINESS.

The Touched —"Well, what is your partic-

ular hard-luck story?"

The Toucher —"Well, yer see, sir, I useter

be a boss thief till dese bysickles busted me
up in business, like dey did everybody else.

Now I'm tryin' to live a hones' life. Can't

yer chip in a dime, boss?"

He got it, and later on leaned his grimy

vest against the mahogany counter behind

which stood a servitor with a white coat and

dyed moustache.

Conscious lack of physical power keeps

many riders out of trouble.
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WON BY ONE MAN.

When the Hamilton Cycle Co. was organ-

ized to manufacture bicycles few tradesmen

would have prophesied the rosiest path for

it. It was at the very time when bicycles

seemed most likely to become a glut on the

market, when old and strong concerns were

beginning to show signs of the strain of

competition in a crowded industry, and the

whole trade seemed destined to be shaken to

its roots by a series of failures and then fall

into a cataleptic fit as the result of everybody

who wanted a wheel having been supplied.

Judged from the simple supply and demand

point of view, there seemed little chance for

the successful operation of a new producer,

with older and strong competitors to buck

against, with the whole trade showing signs

of approaching somnolence, and with the new

firm under the management of a man new to

the cycle business; the latter fact alone was

a violation of all the traditions of the trade.

Chas. L. Thayer was the man who set the

Hamilton Co. in motion, and to say that he

has made a success of it is merely to repeat

what the trade well knows.

Mr. Thayer is one of your big, pleasant-

voiced and pleasant-faced men, who refuse to

be worried over the trivialities that develop in

every business, by which there is a salvage of

energy for the big things of a business. He
is an Eastern man who went westward be-

cause he thought the money-making opportu-

nities were better there; but his heart is in

the East, and when some day he counts up the

dollars in the stocking and finds there are

enough there he will journey toward the rising

sun to spend the declining years of his time

in Puritan New England.

Mr. Thayer had learned long before his ad-

vent into the cycle game the wisdom of sur-

rounding himself with good men, in men who
can create as well as obey, and much of the

success of the Hamilton-Kenwood Co. he at-

tributes to the capable staff of lieutenants he

has gathered together, as Manager of Sales

Hartman, who looks after the travelers and

visits the large trade in person, and Supt.

Parkhurst, an old-timer in wheel construction,

and one of the cleverest technical men in the

business.

In one year the business of the company
had grown to proportions that made it patent

to the company that their quarters at Hamil-

ton would be insufficient for the '97 demand
and this knowledge was the steppmgstone to

the amalgamation of the Hamilton, the Sligh

and the Kenwood factories under the name
Hamilton-Kenwood Co., and their removal to

Grand Rapids. At this place they have fa-

cilities for the production of an unlimited

output, commercially speaking, and it is their

permanent home.

The company has done mure rhan its share

in introducing novelties in construction. Their

'97 Hamilton model, for instance, is replete

with clever mechanical notions which, it will

be remembered, were fully detailed in The
Wheel some months ago.

The task of prophecy is always a delicate

one, but it is not out of order to say that if

the Hamilton-Kenwood Co. is as cleverly run

in the future as in the past they are not likely

to be content with even their present prom-

inent place on the manufacturing ladder, but

are apt to become, in the next few years, one

of the first half-dozen largest wheel producers

in the country.

TIRE MENDERS' FRIENDS.

If the average repairman "looked alive"

and thumbed his cycle papers intelligently his

reputation and his receipts would be the better

for it. Too many of them are mere tinkers

who plod along in the paths of their fore-

fathers, with never a thought of acquiring

modern tools and the betterment of their own
and their patrons' interests.

Here, for instance, is a collection of handy

W Q

repair tools for double tube tires, which,

though sold by Morgan & Wright for thp

modest sum of $2.50, and which should pay

for themselves in a week's time, are seldom to

be found in even the more advanced shops.

The outfit makes it unnecessary to cut a

casing in order to patch the fabric inside.

The first tool is the scraper. It is inserted

in the casing, through the lacing slit, amd

Shoving Brush into Holder.

scrapes the soapstone off the spot to be

patched.

Next is the brush and brush-holder.

The brush is dipped into the can of rub-

ber solution and the brush placed inside the

holder (which is to keep the casing from be-

smearing Spot with Solution.

ing smeared in the wrong place) and the

holder shoved into the casing; when it is close

to the scraped spot, push the brush forward,

out of the holder, and smear the spot with so-

lution.

The other three tools are patch-holders, for

Putting Patch in Holder.

casings of different diameters. On one side

of the patch put soapstone. Slip the patch

into the patch-holder, with the soapstone

side of the patch face inward. Shove the

holder into the casing, after the smeared spot

in the casing has had time to partly dry.

When it is in far enough, press the out-

side ol the casing with the thumb so as to

press against the thumb notch.

....—•iK/

Sticking Patch-Holder into Casing.

This will Stick the patch to the casing. Then
get the patch out of the holder, by turning the

bolder. Turn the holder a little; then press

down with the thumb against the thumb-
notch; turn the holder a little more and press

down again, and so on, following the thumb-
notch around until the whole patch is out of

the holder. Then roll the casing on the

Rolling Patch.

bench, with the flat of the hand on the

patched place, with the holder still inside at

the same place.

The patch will stick to the casing. Pull

out the holder. Now put in soapstone, roll

it all around the inside of casing and shake

out the residue.

The operation is quite easy, and, if time is

money, it will add many dimes to the repair-

ers' income.

SIXTEEN CYCLE LIVERIES.

Pittsburg, May 3.—As an evidence of the

increase of popularity of cycling locally, it is

of interest to note the number of bicycle

renting establishments that are doing business

in the city. Sixteen such cycle liveries are

now conducted in the East End alone, twelve

of which have been opened since the inaugu-

ration of the '97 season. In addition to these

a number of down-town dealers rent wheels,

and Allegheny has at least half a dozen rent-

ing stands. An interview with some of the

agents in the business shows an unprece-

dented demand for tandems. Possibly the

reason for this, according to the agent inter-

viewed, is the fact that ladies who have

ridden but little feel more secure and neces-

sarily enjoy a ride better on "A bicycle built

for two," as their escort controls the wheel.

The bicycle renting business pays in Pitts-

burg, and a very successful season is ex-

pected.

WHAT IT COST THEM.

It appears from the report of the Police De-

partment, that the number of arrests made by

the bicycle policemen of this city in the pre-

ceding year was 1,318 and the total number
of fines collected amounted to $4,812. There

are twenty-nine bicycle policemen, and their

salaries amount collectively to about $32,000,

so that the fines collected represent somewhat
more than an eighth of the expense for their

salaries paid for the city by the speed-loving

citizen.
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SEAMLESS
^>^
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SEAM^ESa

yWr. Manufacturer:

Not only do we make

but—
A I Tubing

5EAMLESS FORK SIDES, '^D"

REAR FORKS, TAPERED HANDLE

BARS, FRAHE TUBES, TAPER

GAUGE OR OUTSIDE DIAMETER

TAPERED, AS YOU MAY ELECT.

These specialties, please bear in mind, are made from

S/INDVIKEN Cn/1RC0/1L STEEL
acknowledged by all to be without an equal. Prices (quality

considered) will interest all manufacturers. For further

information, kindly address

The Shelby Steel Tube Company,

Eastern Office and Wareroom,

144 Chambers St., New York.

Main Office and Works,

SHELBY, OHIO, l. S. A. Western Office and Wareroom,

135 Lake St., Chicago, ills-

S£AAy,ESa SEAMLESS

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
i liKlB¥»TEllM:OBfi'
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now TO SOLVE THE FREE WHEEL PMZZLE.
-M-f-

We shall each week choose a sentence from our Trinity Chimes "ad." of not more than ten words, which will be

cut up as the one you see to-day. Join the words together correctly and send to us and some of you will get the wheel

—

a $ioo Trinity.

Send your answer along—some one gets a wheel per week free—that's sure. Maybe you

!

^

THE TRINITY CYCLE

MFG. CO..

Successors to

FRANK T. FOWLER

MFG, CO.,

^

R GENUINE BieveLE.

With our increased facilities, and working 22 hours a

day, we can take care of a few more Agents.

^

"THE TRINITY,"

Nos. 1-3 CHANDLER ST.

WORCESTER, MASS.

CHICAGO BRANCH.

128 DEARBORN STREET.

^

RULES OF THE FREE WHEEL
CONTEST. Anotler Trtaity Free

!

Give your name and address.

In what paper or papers did you see the ad.?

What cycling papers do you take?

(Should the wheel be awarded to an agent

in a place where we have a regular Trinity

agent, then we are to have the option of giv-

ing cash instead.)

Not more than one reply per week from

any agent.

Be particular to observe rules.

Contest for Agents only.

Address all communications to

Uncle Thomas,

Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Worcester, Mass.

''4\

SOLVE IT.

Put these together right and some one will

get a $100 Trinity free-

Maybe you.

Sknarcht

otstiurcer

refl

lac ew.

YOU GET THIS—MAYBE.

Winner to be announced in second issue

after each appearance.

The second wheel to be given away is a

22, 24, or 26-inch frame, regular roadster,

with the following equipment:

Spaulding & Pepper (Chicopee Falls,

Mass.) Tires.

Boston Wood Rim Co.'s (Bedford, Mass.)

Laminated Rims.

Excelsior Needle Co.'s (Torrington, Conn.)

Spokes and Nipples.

Record Pedal Co.'s (Boston, Mass.) Record

Pedals.

U. S. Projectile Co.'s (Brooklyn, N. Y.)

Tapered Tubing.

Fiber-Buckskin Mfg. Co.'s (Maiden, Mass.)

Grips.

Persons Mfg. Co.'s (New York city) Per-

sons Saddle.

Anglo-Ani. Cycle Fittings Co.'s (Water-

bury, Conn.) Perry Chains.

Elastic Tip Co.'s (Boston, Mass.) Drop

Forgings.

(We use only the best material that we can

get in the Trinity.)



HARRY COLCORD'S PERILOUS

TRIP ACROSS NIAGARA
FALLS.

THE TRINITY CHIMES.

As soon as Blondin got his balance, I

climbed on his back again. We had all the

other guy lines to go over again, but we man-

aged to get through our trip safely. It only

shows what a cool disposition Blondin had,

what presence of mind in saving me from the

agitation which would have resulted if he had

told me his suspicions, for he thereby saved

our lives.

We reached land in safety. As we drew

near the American shore, every man, woman
and child within one hundred feet of the line's

end had arms outstretched to receive us.

Their lips were parted, and their eyes had

something of almost agony in them. I have

believed to this day that there were people in

that crowd undergoing a greater nervous

strain than either Blondin or myself.

Our second ascension took place in 1860.

We shifted the rope down over the whirlpool,

and then enclosed the grounds and erected

boxes and seats. Here was where Blondin

made his fortune on the sale of tickets of ad-

mission.

Thinking that the undertaking would be

more successful if under the patronage of

some notable, I endeavored to gain the kind

offices of the Prince of Wales; but as I did

not know him personally, I left the manage-

ment of this affair in the hands of Sears, pro-

prietor of the Cataract Hotel, and two or

three other influential people, while we con-

tinued our daily performances of making as-

censions at Jones' Woods. These gentlemen

telegraphed me that they did not want any-

thing to do with it; so I hurried away from

New York, and reached there the night before

the day we were billed. The following day

I worked and planned as I had never done be-

fore. I called on the Duke of Newcastle. He
was the only man who could secure for me
the audience I desired. He did everything he

could to make it pleasant for me, giving me
a note to the manager of the Clifton House,

where the Prince of Wales and his suite were

stopping. Mr. Rhodes, the gentleman referred

to, went immediately to the Prince, and cam.e

back and told me that he had consented to go

down with his suite and rifle company, pro-

vided I would not make it public. x\t that

time I was not aware that there were about

three hundred thousand people on that side

—

the Canadian shore—aind on the American
side almost as many. We had a rustic cot-

tage built at the end of the rope, and in the

enclosure .1 proposed placing the Prince and
suite, drawing the rifle company up in the

rear, so as to keep the crowd away from him.

I stationed pickets all the way from the Clif-

ton House down to the scene of action, when
they started, so that I could have the roads

clear from the street to the gate and into the

grounds and cottage without his being mo-
lested.

(To be continued.)

»••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Running 22

Hours per Day
THE TRINITY
SUPPLED IN SIX DAYS.

¥^-*

We can ship The Trinity regular roadster, 22, 24 or 26 inch frame,

i^ or 2}4 inch drop crank-hanger, any color, any equipment,

W/TH/M SIX DAYS FROM RECEIPT OF ORDER.

Ladies' and Racers a little longer.

-"

There is no concern in this or any other

country, that is making a wheel the equal

of The Trinity in good points.

SEE THAT CUT ON OPPOSITE PAGE?

Tapered Gauge Tubing.
Drop Forgings—No castings or

stampings.
Tool-steel Bearings.
Boston Wood Rims.
Any saddle or tire.

Record Pedals.
Flush Joints—Internal Handle-bar

Fastenings.
Adjustable or Solid Bar.
Perry (pen-bushed) Chains.
Diamond-shaped Cranks.
Oh! Everything that's Best.

Agents Wanted for The Trinity.

f4^

TRIHITY CYCLE MFG. CO.

W T . > . WRITK US FOR

We want Agents. Catalope and Terms.
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mmm Neverleak!
Wt* H.1»A0fH£
CHAS O £VAHT

kvCo.

oftRubberGoods.

- #../. ^'

Messrs. Buffalo Specialty Co. ,

1445 Niagara, Buffalo, N'.'Y.

Gentlemen,-
About a week or 10 days ago your rep resentat ive called

on us With some samples of your Never-Leak fluid. He left a few

samples cans' with us for a test, and wished after we had tested this

fluid to write you concerning same. We have given it a thorough

test, and find it very satisfactory ' and so far as healing small.

punctures it works to perfection.

We have, therefore, concluded to send you an order for

10 gallon as a trial order. Kindly forward this by freight without

delay.
y^Very truly yours,

The India Rubber Co.

Per

H Good for Tire Makers,

Why Not for Tire Users ?

t M M M t t> M M M
4- .*

:: This is only a sample—we ::

JJ
have over a dozen others.

JJ

Z Watch this space for them or -
.11.

* -
11 write us for copies. ::

M"f4 M M H i MM M M M »

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co., soieMakers,

1645 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BIRDS OF A FEATHER.

For the crank, cycling has an irresistible

attraction. No matter what the age, sex or

mental condition producing the crankism

may be, a bicycle and a crank are not long

parted. Once they are wedded, the result is

an engrafting upom suffering cycling of all

the fads and foibles of his or her crankship.

"No better way to give a pet canary bird

an airing has been devised," said a bebloom-

ered, spectacled crank of the feminine gender,

on the Boulevard, the other day, when several

women gathered around her wheel to look at

a handsome little yellow bird in a small cage

resting like a package on the handle-

bars. "The poor little dearie wasn't get-

ting his share of attention when I hap-

pened to think of putting him on my wheel. It

was a dreadfully frightened bird at first, but I

only took him a couple of blocks and back

again. Next time I took him further, and now
you see how sprightly he looks. It is only

when I tumble now that he gets at all scared.

I lide over fifty miles with him some days,

and sometimes he sings, if the road is smooth,

and he always answers the little chirps of

birds along the way. He's lots of company,

too."

And the bird, poor thing, he couldn't say

anything, but if looks counted he wasn't

nearly as well pleased as the female notoriety

seeker pretended he was.

CLOTHES AND CLEANLINESS.

It is troublesome, and it may seem foolish,

yet for all this the fact remains that the most
beneficial result from a ride is only secured

through the rider receiving a vigorous rub-

down after the finish of each wheel journey,

followed by an immediate and complete

change of clothing. Nothing is, or can be,

more uncomfortable, to say nothing of its be-

ing injurious, than for the rider on his re-

turn home to remain clad in the garments

which have been saturated with perspiration.

Following all this, a cold sponge bath is an

excellent refresher and stimulant for those

whose constitutions are sufificiently robust to

withstand the initial shock, but where organic

weakness exists or delicate health is in evi-

dence, a brisk alcoholic rub will be equally as

beneficial and less rigorous.

OH, WHAT A LYRE!

Writing to the Springfield "Union," a cor-

respondent, in no wise related to the late Mr.

Washington, deposes as follows: "I know a

young man who, in cleaning his wheel a day

or two ago, struck one of the spokes in such

a way that it emitted a clear tone, and on a

little investigation he was able to find six

spokes that furnished as many notes of an

octave. The other two notes were missing,

but might have been easily secured by tight-

ening or loosening other spokes. As it was,

he was able to play a few simple airs, either

in whole or in part."

HOW IT BEGAN AND HOW IT ENDED.

They were the dearest friends in the

world; at least that is what either one of them

would have said prior to their meeting on the

Boulevard Sunday morning. Thiey had not

met since each had become a wheelwoman, so,

after the usual bird-like peck at each other's

cheek that women always construe into a kiss

when mutually osculating, the one with the

shortest skirt said to the one who wore golf

stockings, because it was plain to be seen she

was built that way

—

"How lovely! I see you ride one of those

splendid Nonesuch wheels."

"Yes, isn't it a dear? What do you ride?"

"Oh I find nothing suits me so well as the

Scorcherino."

"They're magnificent."

"Yes, so light and durable.

"How much does it weigh?"

"Just twenty-two pounds."

"As heavy as that! Why, mine only

weighs twenty-one pounds."

"Yes! but then yours, you know, is not so

durable."

"The Nonesuch not durable? Why, the

contrary is admitted by everyone. You just

can't knock them out."

"Nonsense! Bessie Bangped bought one

and it fell to pieces before she'd ridden it a

month."

"I don't believe it."

"Wliat? You don't believe me?"
"No, I don't; one Nonesuch will outlast,

outcoast and outrun a dozen Scorcherinos."

"You're a horrid, contemptible thing, and

I hope you'll never speak to me again!"

"Don't worry. I wouldn't compromise my-
self by speaking to anyone who rode a

Scorcherino."

And henceforth and forever they were the

deadliest of enemies.

HAD NO "SO SUDDEN" CHANCE.

"Did you feel nervous and trembly when
Pedalmore proposed?"

"No, I didn't dare to."

"Didn't dare to?"

"No. You see, we were coasting down
the long hill on the Riverside on a tandem
which had no brake."

PUNISHED TO FIT THE CRIME.

"We will now," said the attendant imp, "go

and get your wheel. You will have nothing

to do for all eternity but to scorch around

street corners as fast as you can go."

"What?" exclaimed the delighted scorcher,

"Then I must have got into heaven after all!"

"Your wheel," the imp continued without

noticing the interrupt'on, "will be geared to

four inches and will weigh four hundred
pounds."

A sound of rattling laughter was heard

coming from the department in which were
confined those who had died in throes of

profanity the moment after being run down.

SHE FOUND CAUSE TO LIVE.

Hers had been a life of keen disappoint-

ment and sorrow, and, as she advanced step

by step to the edge of the Palisades, the climax

had come. Reaching the brink, she stopped

there a moment to offer a last prayer, and one

could see by the look of despair on the fair

young face of the girl that death had no ter-

rors for her.

Two hundred feet down to the swift-tided

Hudson below, and the bruised and bleeding

body would be left on the heaps of new-cut

paving stones the man whose whole life had

been passed in blasting had there accumu-

lated.

With a look upward she was about to take

the awful leap, when the wind turned over a

bit of newspaper at her feet, and as she looked

down, these words met her sorrowful eyes:

ONLY A VERY FEW OF THEM LEFT—THE
FAMOUS RYDEZEE WHEEL, NEVER BE-
FORE SOLD FOR LESS THAN $100; OUR

PRICE, $17.87.

With a cry of delight the girl reached for

the paper, and read the glad tidings a second

time. Then she looked for the ferryboat

time-table, discovered she had barely time to

catch the next boat back, turned from the

flowing waters and jagged stones, and

gasped:

"Saved! saved! No girl can die with such

a chance to buy a wheel at a bargain."

And next day she was right in the front

rank of the Boulevard pedal pushers, mounted

on a Rydezee.

HE HAS ARRIVED.

Given the bicycle as a means of self-trans-

portation, there arises a crowd of necessities

to minister to the comfort or the mere ele-

gance or the use of the rider. The more

the world gets on in cycling, the more crit-

ical it becomes, with the result that ultimately

a great deal of pleasant labor must be paid

for.

With the rich, there comes the new domes-

tic, a cross between machinist and footman,

whose duty it is to take charge of the room-

ful of cycles, and to be able to follow the

timid beginners on trial trips; and from this

branch of service may spring a general "out-

door man," who will be on hand to receive

the muddy, dusty machine after a lorig run,

and look to its housing till the next time it

is required.

As one thing leads to another, it is natural

to suppose that this complex age will not

allow so simple a thing as the bicycle to re-

main unattended by luxuries. The cycle

man is destined to be among the foremost.

GIFTED THAT WAY.

'It is dead easy to learn to ride," said he.

"I lode all right the very first time I ever

got on a wheel, and have never had a fall

yet."

"Oh, of course," said the girl, who had

been practicing "this-is-so-sudden" before

the mirror for more than six months. "It

is oul of the question for one to expect you
ever to take a tumble."

PAT, FOOLISH AND FERVID.
The parkway and the cycle paths,

A close resemblance bear,

For now the flower-beds are clothed

With blooming plants so fair;

While o'er the winding cycle course—
Adherents of that fad

—

On wabbling wheels fat women speed.

Likewise in bloomers clad.

LIKE A CHAMELEON.

"So you think Fussier an exceedingly bash-

ful man?"
"Eminently so, why when he took his first

lesson in a cycle school, there happened to be

a few wheelwomen present, and he absolutely

changed color."

"Indeed!"

"Yes; he was green when he began, and

black and blue when he finished."

DOUBLY FATIGUING.

"Rags, let's swipe a couple o' d£m bysickles

and use 'em in our business."

"Hully gee! Cinders, yer loony; want to

wear yerself out a-ridin' an' a-walkin' at de

same time?"
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HE WAS A FINANCIER.

Cycle stealing has grown to be such a

wholesale failing among the wheel renting

confraternity, that the cycle agent requires al-

most as much identification from the would-be

renter as the paying-teller in a bank does from

the man who wants to get a check cashed.

A well-dressed, prosperous looking man,

accompanied by a lady correctly appareled for

cycling, recently attempted to rent a tandem

from an uptown agent. The gentleman said

he wanted the machine for at least a day, and,

if it suited' him, he might keep it for a week.

Being a stranger in the city,. references he had

none, so to secure the dealer against loss the

renter agreed to buy the machine, the dealev

in turn guaranteed to buy it back at the same

figure when returned in good order.

Certainly, if ever there was a real sure thing

the dealer had it in this deal! At the end of

ten days the couple rode up on the tandem,

speaking in glowing terms of their tour and

the good qualities of the machine. After ex-

amining it thoroughly and finding it in every

way the same as when it was rented, the dealer

paid back to the renter the money he had re-

ceived for the machine, which had remained

in his hands in the shape of the certified check

the tandem hirer had given him.

Carefully tearing the check in small bits,

the customer walked toward the door, ap-

parently to throw the scraps of paper into the

street. Arriving at the door he cast them to

the wind, and then, lifting his hat to the

dealer, who had followed him, wished him

good afternoon.

"Hold on," exclaimed the dealer, "you

haven't paid me for the ten days' hire of that

tandem."

"My dear, sir," was the cool reply, "I never

hired a tandem from you. I have been tour-

ing on my own machine, one I bought from

you. This I have sold again to you, and

there the transaction ends." And he had van-

ished in the crowd before the dealer could re-

cover his senses.

WHAT A 'SIDEWALK" IS.

In a case brought before him, in which a

wheelman was charged with riding on the

sidewalk in violation of an ordinance. Judge
Pearne, of Middletown, Conn., thus defined

what legally constitutes a "sidewalk" in the

eyes of the law, saying:

"A fair, reasonable, safe construction of the

ordinance, and one which will avoid confusion

is that its intent is that the term sidewalk

means that portion of the highway between

the fence line and the part of the highway
which is used by vehicles a& a traveled way,

and is worked and improved by this city for

that purpose, and the ordinance applies to all

streets under the control of the city, except

such streets as are not improved in that por-

tion between the traveled path used by
vehicles and the fence line, or where there

is not some sort of a walk laid out, con-

structed or improved by the city or by the

abutters."

MERELY A MATTER OF TASTE.

Two on a tandem. Hot day. Shady road-

side spring. Both dismount. Willie Good-
boy, as he drinks heartily of the free

thirst-quencher: "Ah, after all, what is more
refreshing than a drink of pure water?"

"Beer!" laconically made answer Toughly,
his team mate.

GREATEST TEACHER; MOST PUPILS.

To get an idea of the influence of the bi-

cycle on urban life it is only necessary to

make a tour of the suburbs and the country

surrounding any city on a bright Sunday. For

miles in all directions the roads are dotted

with wheelmen and wheelwomen.

There is nothing like cycling to give one a

knowledge of his home city and the country

surrounding it. The rider learns aii the

roads and lanes. He becomes acquainted

with all the suburban towns. He becomes

familiar with the scenery and revels in beau-

tiful views which his tours have disclosed.

Cycling brings the country into the lives of

the city people.

It is difficult to overestimate the value of

tliis free egress into the country by the busy

men and women of the city. It broadens

their vision, instills the love of nature into

them, lends new interest to life and freshens

the atmosphere of their minds.

Cycling is as good a tonic for the mind

as for the body. It develops the spiritual

as well as the physical powers of men and

women. It is an educator.

TRUSTS IN PROVIDENCE.

Kansas has produced Mary Ellen Lease,

Senator Pfeffer, "Sockless" Simpson, and not

a few other objects of public curiosity and in-

terest, so that the world will readily under-

stand Kansas brain-matter is responsible for

this device. It comes directly from the in-

ventors' Co., of Topeka. Its purpose is made
plain by the illustration—it is a twin carrier,

so to speak. The youngster who is made to

seat himself on the "bowsprit" and who uses

the swinging stirrups attached thereto, will

require the constant care of Providence.

WHAT IT SEEMED LIKE TO HER.

Girls will be girls; yet they would never be

such if they did not express themselves by

superlatives and exaggerations. Two girls

coming down in a Boulevard car were talking

of cycling; the one with red peonies in her

picture-hat was trying to convey to her com-

panion some idea of the enjoyment she had

experienced when taking a ten-mile coast

down one of those perfect Alpine roads.

She said as she shot down the mountain

side the silence, swiftness and security she ex-

perienced made her feel like a tub of butter

swimming in honey, cologne, nutmeg and

chocolate; as though something ran down her

tensioned nerves on feet of diamonds, es-

corted by scorching cupids mounted OJi

honeysuckle-shaded wheels, the whole affair

being literally spread with melted rainbow.

"Oh, Margery," gasped her friend, as she

removed her glasses and looked defiantly at

the man in the corner chewing tobacco, "how
grand it must have been!"

A BOULEVARD NOVELETTE.

CHAPTER I.

The sun was scorching on the Boulevard

for the first time in '97.

So was I.

The cycle cop tried not to catch either of us.

He was resting in the scanty shade of a

half-leafed horse-chestnut tree.

CHAPTER II.

A pretty girl on a full-nickeled wheel shot

by.

She was short-skirted and golf-stockinged.

And she smiled.

That smile had hooks on it that grappled

my very soul.

It sent my heart dancing up around the col-

lar of my sweater. It filled my eyes with

strange lights and my head with bewildering

thoughts.

There was heaven in that smile.

And there was well, trouble.

CHAPTER III.

I turned my head to look once more at the

disappearing divinity.

She was waving her hand at me.

A moment more and I would have turned

back to follow hier.

But just then

!!!!!!!!!!
•4:******* + *

????????
CHAPTER IV.

When I regained consciousness in Roose-

velt I felt very bad.

The kind nurse explained to me as well as

she could how I had run smack into a

brewery wagon and that most of the injuries

sustained in the collision had been allotted to

me.

And it all happened two weeks ago.

CHAPTER V.

And the pretty wheelwoman?
Don't mention her!

When I ride up the Boulevard now I wear

blinders.

OVER CAUTIOUSNESS.

To exercise a reasonable amount of care

is undoubtedly one of the prime requisites of

successfully selling bicycles just the same as

it is of any business. When you see a man in

the trade who is careless about small things

you can be pretty certain that he is also neg-

ligent about the more important ones, and
that sooner or later he will meet with financial

disaster. It is necessary, however, to take

some things for granted. No employer can

have complete supervision of all those under

him constantly. Having started them correct-

ly at their tasks, he must take it for granted

that they will be able to carry them out cor-

rectly afterward. In other words, there is

such a thing as being over-cautious, and thus

suffering an immense amount of unnecessary

worry in consequence.

SCORCHED TO THE END.

"This "

Sardanapalus, crazed with the news of Baby-
lon's defeat, gave a last look to see if all his

wives were placed on the funeral pyre, and
then jumped on himself.

"
is a hot finish to my race!"

As the fierce fire fanned his face and his

family he felt somewhat consoled to be with

his old flames as well as new.
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B. &B. B. & B. B. & B. B. & B. -B. & B.

N/IME
50iIND5
WELL.

5T/lNb
SELLS
WELL.

THE

"B. & B." Bicycle Stand
IT IS THE BEST BICYCLE STAND IN THE WORLD.

WEIGHS I.KSS THAN FOUR POUNDS. WILL NOT TOPPLE OVER.

We are going to push it, and want the legitimate cycle trade to sell

it. Knocks down for shipping at a low freight rate. Retails at $i .00

in japan or $1.50 in nickel, with good trade margins. For circulars

and discounts address

BISHOP & BENTON,
Patentees and Manufacturers, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HOW IT HAPPENED.
The B. & B. Bicycle Stand is the in-

vention of an enthusiastic wheelman
whose machine was ruined by causes

that lost their force with the creation

of the new stand.

WHAT IT IS.

The B. & B. supporting stand for bi-

cycles is the simplest and most practi-

cal article of its kind in the market.

Lightly but solidly built of selected

Bessemer steel, it weighs less than

four pounds. When in use it occu-

pies less lateral space than the wheel
itself ; when not in use the stand can

be folded up and hung on a nail.

WHAT IT DOES.
It supports the machine with both

wheels suspended from the floor, and
so engages the steering wheel that

turning sidewise is impossible. Both
wheels can be revolved freely, and all

parts of the wheel are readily access-

ible for cleaning and oiling.

WHAT IT COSTS.
The B. & B. Stands are made in two
styles—No. i, japan finish, |i.oo ; No.

2, nickel finish, fi.50. Liberal dis-

count to the trade.

B. & B. B. & B. B. & B. B. & B. B. & B.

HomT
Cyci??- at

J

The Wise Boy^ the Paint Bucket and the Idle Sign Painter.

C. J. GODFREY,
II Warren St., New York,

Represents us in

New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
FITCHBURC. MASS.

mmsmmsws
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I TIRE SALE OF the YEAR,

RETIRING FROM THE TRADE.

I Owing to our having concluded to
JJ

retire from the tire business, we will dis- Z

pose of the balance of our stock, consist- ::

ing of about 10,000 sets of Single and

Double Tube 1896 tires, at a sacrifice in 1

price. The lot is up to the standard of -

Morgan & Wright or Hartford, and buy- -

;: ers will be protected as to license on the ::

'-"^ single-tubes.

Correspondence solicited.

I North American Rubber Co.,

81 Reade Street, New York.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

•••••••••••••••••••••a

1 Tie litel States Projectile Co. i

I BROOKLYN, N. Y. i

MANUFACTURERS OF

! Seamless Bicycle Tubing.

New Features for '98.

One-Piece Taper Cauge Fork-Sides.

Fork-Crown and Stenn all One Piece.

D Cranked and Tapered Rear Forks.

Round, Cranked and D Upper Rear Stays.

Seamless Fork-Sides.

Special Tapered Tubes.

WE USE ONLY THE HIGHEST GRADE OF

Special Swedish SteeL

IWe Invite Comparison and Solicit Correspondence.

CHARLES
RIVER . . .

Grand Opening
...OF THE...

Racing Season

7VJAY 29-31.

^3,000.00 in Prizes.

Full particulars by writing. Address

CHARLES RIVER PARK,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

S.&P. TIRES.

''WEAR
. . . THEY

WELL."
MAKERS OF

SINGLE-TUBE
AND.. .

G. & J. TIRES.

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

OFFICES AT

19 Park Place New York City.

107 E. Jefferson st Syracuse, N. Y.
30 E. Genesee st Buffalo, N. Y.
166 E. Lake st Chicago, 111.

Embree Cycle Co., Fil-

bert and Juniper sts Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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WIGMAKER AND WHEELWOMAN.

You must have noticed how the writers of

love stories invariably describe the fair hero-

ine as having her classic brow shadowed with

soft tendrils of sunny hair. In novels this is

an easy thing to arrange; in every day life,

any woman will tell you, it is the most diffi-

cult thing she undertakes. The result is

crimping irons, curl papers, and frizzes de-

tachable. No one suffers more in this battle

of art against nature than the wheelwoman;
perspiration and rapid motion through the air

are death to the tendril idea.

The wig- maker has come to the rescue, and

the wheelwoman is now relieved of the des-

perate efforts she has long been making to

keep her coifl'ure in order. The annoyance

caused her by the wind and heat has been one

of no little importance and she may now
avoid it. The bicycle bang is of human hair,

matching that of the wearer, and is fastened

on with numberless diminutive . pins, con-

cealed amid the meshes of the bang, so that

there is nothing to detract from its natural-

ness. The hair is treated with a chemical that

prevents it getting out of curl no matter how
moist may be the atmosphere, or how boister-

ous the wind. When art is allied to nature

what wonderful things result!

REGULAR HEART-BREAKER.

Dr. Richardson was the authority for the

statement that the blood flows through the

average man's veins at the rate of seven

miles an hour. If you live to be seventy

years old your blood will have traveled

something like four million miles. But this

.seven miles an hour doesn't hold good under

all circumstances. If you should happen to

be waked up in the night by the cry of

"Fire!" your blood would take up a gait of a

mile a minute, and when a woman's new
spring bonnet is suddenly lifted from her

head by a gust of wind and deposited under

the front wheel of a 170-pound bloomerized

rider of a bicycle, as was the case on Sunday
on the Boulevard, you may be sure that the

woman whose new Easter bonnet it was finds

her blood goes faster than the quickest

"limited" that ever pulled out from a station.

This blood-flowing business all depends on

circumstances.

ALL BOOMING THE WHEEL.

The literature of the wheel is literally fill-

ing the land. From Dan to Beersheba, and

exen further, the poets have turned their

muses loose upon the bicycle; and hardly a

day passes that does not bring to hand

a "special bicycle edition" of one or another

periodical, daily paper, magazine and what

not. It is well enough. Cycling, even its

most prejudiced critics have been forced to

admit, has come to stay, and there is no pos-

sibility of any ordinary force working its un-

doing at this late day.

MAKES YOU TIRED.

A desire to mind one's own business is ad-

mittedly an acquired taste, but still it is one

you often wish the weel-meaning cycle critic

had acquired early in life.

CONTEMPT BORN OF FAMILIARITY.

A curious thing about the English sparrow

has often been noticed by wheelmen. When
riders first took to the streets on the towering

ordinary the birds used to hop up in

the air and skip away before the wheel

was within fifteen feet of them. The

rapidity of the motion seemed to startle

them out of their wits. But now,

even with the increased speed of safeties,

pneumatic tires and high gears, the birds

show little or no fear of the wheels, waiting

till the last moment before flying. The wheel

is often less than two feet from them before

they take to flight.

^ ^ The Wheel j^^I

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

ft^up to March Jst.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers,t>t Price, $2.00

j^Catalogfues in the

German, Spanish,

French,Of any Lan-

guAgc,^ American

t^ catalogfues transla-

ted and condensed*

The "Wheel Press,

88 West Broadway,

New York ^ jf> ^

<>tTwenty-five

thousand bicycle

agents, in type,

e^sold by State or

the entire list, t^

Quotations upon

application <>* «^

88 West Broadway |

AND HE WENT.

"Dust thou art, to dust return," said the

fractious cycle as it bucked and landed the

wabbling novice in the unsprinkled road bed.

CHEERS THE COMMUTER.

Cycling has worked a revolution in the

social side of the joyful commuter's life.

Neighbors formerly separated by distance, or

by lack of sufficient horse power, now find

themselves, thanks to the wheel, not of For-

tune, but of the cycle, brought with-

in easy access. People are beginning to find

they can run over to lunch and tea with each

other with a speed and ease which does much
to enliven life in a suburban house, so dull

at certain seasons of the year.

Girls, especially, in the suburbs, have bene-

fited socially by the overpowering favoritism

of cycling. It renders them independent of

the maternal buggy, solemnly got under way
with horses and men servants. It is less trou-

ble even, and better exercise, than the pony
wagon, which some time back came in as

such a boon and a blessing to the younger

members of a family.

WORTH THE TROUBLE.

An individual's character always stamps

itself upon what he is intimately associated

with, and while a man's habits can be told by

the clothes he wears, so also does the bicycle

he rides give an indication of his general

characteristics.

A man who takes a pride in his personal

appearance, and is careful in his habits, gen-

erally takes good care of his wheel; or, if he

were riding a horse, the horse would be found

to be carefully groomed and the harness kept

in perfect order. On th« other hand, a, rider

of a dirty machine is very apt to be careless in

his dress and a slouch generally.

Therefore, keep your machine clean; no

skill is required, merely a little care. The
bearings need thorough lubrication; but by

thorough lubrication is meant just a few drops

of oil occasionally instead of an overdose at

long intervals, nor is it necessary to oil them

for every ride. Also keep the chain thorough-

ly free from dirt and well covered with graph-

ite, and once in a while go over every nut

and screw to see that they are tight.

Attention to these small details insures com-

fort and freedom from annoying little acci-

dents. Your wheel is a very generous friend

and rewards you for a little attention a

thousand-fold.

WHEN CRAMPS OCCUR.

It was believed by the ancients that cramp

was but the knotting up of an angry serpent,

which under certain conditions found lodg-

ment in the body of man. Of course, learned

as the world is now, even school children

know this is not so. Yet a cramp in the leg of

a cyclist to-day is just as painful to him as the

same affliction in the same portion of the

anatomy of a Roman Centurion was to him

2,000 years ago. Coming to cramps as

cycling knows them, one of the best and

simplest remedies is to bare the leg and rub

the calf thereof vigorously with both hands

in an upward direction.

Another, and somewhat more Spartan remedy

is to procure a piece of lath-shaped wood,

say about a foot long by two or three inches

wide, and strike the naked leg with it until

the flesh burns under the slaps administered.

Embrocation is good, but usually cramps oc-

cur when the bottle of rubbing stuff is miles

away from the point of pain.

FOR SUPERSTITIOUS RIDERS.

If in starting on a cycle journey the first

man in uniform that you meet is a cycle cop,

it is a sure sign that you are Unlucky. You
should at once proceed to the nearest feedery,

and there partake of the left hind foot of a 2-

year-old lobster; then seek another road.

Reverse your pillow at night to prevent the

hoodoo having effect upon poker playing. In

policy play no number beginning with the

figure 1.

WITH A DULL AND SICKENING.

The curtain of night fell athwart the blue,

and a diamond star pinned it to the zenith; a

spring-time leaflet trembled into silence and

nr.ught was heard but the gnaw of a yellow

dog in the dusk, fraying out a bone—a shock

—a tremble—a squeal, and all was over. The
fat lady had dismounted from her bicycle.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS WANTED IN AI>L UNOCCUPIED

TEBBITOBY. BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

Office and Factory: 189-191 W. Lamed St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

!36,989. R£Afi £KA(XET FOR BICTCLEa J&HD a COPKUHD.

aaxtford. Codil, asstgnor u> tha Pope IbuiLboUuifig Compan;, same

plBC«. PUed Mar 11. 1$97. Serial No. 627.067. Term of pateot 14

yMre

!36.98l. B£AR ^CEET FOR BICTGLBS. Jamss a CoPKUjrD, 26,979. CRANE-SHAFT BRACKET. HkuuiO P. Cmz, Hartibrt,'

HartfouL Coujl, assigDor to tbe Pope Maoabcturing CompaDy, same Cooa, asflixnor to tin Pope HanulocturiQf Company, same place. PQed

place. Filed Mar, li. 1897. Serial Ka 627.066. Term of patent 14 Mar. 11, 1897. Serial 'No. 627.063. Term of patent 14 yean
yeare.

C/'iini.—The design tbr a rear bracket for a bicycle-frame, sub^

stantJaUy as shown

*2G^QSO. CRANK-OTAFT ''BRACKET. James a CoPSLAHD. KarV

ford, Cooa, asslgDor to the Pope Uanu&cturlQg Compaoy, same plaoei

Filed Mar. 11, 1897. Serial No. 627,065. Term of patent 14 yeara

36,983. RSA* HRICKET FOR BICYCLER Jamss a CoPKUWft

Harlii)Rl,'coiui, uHlgDOT to tbe tofe H&ou&cturliig Company, saoe

pl&oa Filed Mar. 11. 1897. Serial No. 627,061 Tenn of patent 14

yeais.

26,985. SPROCKET-WHEEL AND CHAUt WARD. Hasusok R
RotWTKEK. Chicago, RL Piled Mar. 27, 1897. Serial Na'6S9.63L Tern
prpatontSi yeais.

Claim.—The design for a crank-shaft bracket for a bicycle-fVaiue,

liubstantially as shown.

3'6,984. REAR BRACKET FOR BICYCLEa JaMBs & CoPKLaSBL
Hartford. Conn., aseiguor to the Pope Manufiiotuilng Company same
Plact. PUed Mar. 11. 1897. Sertal Ha 627.069. TennTitont 14
yeara

Claim.—Tbt design forasprocket-wheel and dririog-chain guard
for bieycles, subatantiall; as herein ahowa and deacribed.

5 81,387. BICTCLS-fiELL PHILIP & AswHJ]^ But Eamptoo,

Cono., auigitor to the Bevin Brothers ManufiuOoring Conqiany, aunei

pUoe. Filed J«a 20, 1S97. Serial Na 619.833. (Ho moitoL)

k-shatl bracket foraiiicyclo-fraiite,

Ciaint— tbi dengD for a rear bracket for a bicycie-fraiDe, sob*

etaqtiallv as yhown

581,306. WCYCL&BELL Ajjua F. aocKWKu, BristoLXoim.
assignor to the New Departure Bell Company, same place. Filed Aug
"" """

Serial No 603,8ia :'®-^*

581 ,6 4: 1 . APPARATDS FOR REPAIRIHO PNEUMATIC TIRK&
JiJLua R Wou, Providence, B. L. aaslgsor of ODe-b£f to Benno WolC
aameiOaoa. FUed May 29. 1896. Serial No. 593,584. (No model)

Cttttwt.- 1 111 combination in a bell-strikiog oiechaniiB a base.

' gong, a revoluble atriker-bar mounted on tbe base, means for re-

TolTiag the 9triker-bar, and a striker moonted on the strikec-bar and

having a radial moremeiit thereof, aod loeaua involving the striker^

bar or a part thereon for limiting the sidevrtse swinging movement
of said striker.

581,4:44. BICYCLE-BRAKE William VaiJ3m» and WiLLUii
S. VALDrTDiK Lewiston, CaL FUed Aug. 17, 1895. Serial Na 659,692

(No model)

C'iatTH.— Tbe design for a rear bracket for a bicycle-ft^me, sob-

staotially as shown.

581,28^. HAHDLE FOB HAHDLS-BABS or BICY(3£& Jon
6. HoiMSOi, Maywood, HL Filed July 16, 1896. Serial Na 699,873.

(Homod^)
,

Claim.— 1; The devices for iosertiog the rubber plug into a tire,

consiatiog of the stretching-bar having the ring 18 and arms l!> 10
connecting the ring with the bars 20 20, and the button 14 provided
with the rim 15 havingthe bayonet-slots 16 16 andthe central ekewer
17. as described,

6 8 1 , 4: 6 4: . 8AIH)I£ Feabx A. Bollkmbbs, ^jnracuse, H. Y.

FOed Not. 29. 1895, Serial Na 670,S4a (No model)

CtaitH.— 1. The combination with a bicycle-wheel having spokes
which croaa each other near the hub; of a brake-disk having a fric-

tiooal periphery-, means for attaching the brake-disk to the wheel at

the croesed pointa of the spokes, and a brake arranged to press upon
said disk and having means for operating it substantially as shown
mod described.

&8l,682. BICTCLE4RAEE: arsPHER ViM Sltks, IndiansfKiUs,

Ind., sMlgnor of one-half to Robert E. Poindexter, same place. FUed
Jane 28. 1896. Serial Na 597.040. (No model)

C//(;»,i.— !n a bicycle-saddle, the combination with a rigid frame

formed with apertures havinj: forwardly-extending branches or ex-

tensions, supplemental frames arranged beneath the rigid frame and

having their outer edges secured to the rigid frame and their cen-

tral portions elevated and formed of yielding material, and pads per-

manently secured within tbe apertures and mounted upon the yielding

central portions of the supplemental frames, said pads being provided

with forwardly-extending arms arranged in said branches or exten-

sions, subiitautiallv a." and for the purpose set forth

5 8 1,654;. BICYCLE-BRAKE Jahes K Bdllabd. Spnngfleld,

UaB8,,a2sl,^norofone-half toHenryA. Chapin, same place. PUed Jan..

9.1897. Serial Ka 618,506. (No model) Patented in Canada Feb. 8,

1897, Fa 54.916.

Oatm.— 1 In a bicycle-brake, the combination, of tbe frame,

me*n» for attaching to the bicycle-fVame. a housing extending out

OQ each side of the wheel, a journal in each and a fHctioa-pUte at

it6 inner end, and brake-rolls mounted on said journals to slide lon-

gititdinally as well aa rotate thereon, tbe faces of which extend down-

wardly at an angle oo each side of said wheel, whereby when said

br«ke-ro)ls are forced down into contact with the wheel their inner

ends will be for.ed to bear against said friction-plkte*. subsUntially

M deKnb«d and for the purpcee specified.

C/iniii — I
. A brake mechanism for bitytlea comprising a wheel-

hub, a Mprock el-wheel engaging thorcwith and rotatable thereon, a

brake element movable in a ].laiie at right angles to said hub and
Supported thereon on ihc end thereof opposite u> thai on w-hich said

sphocket-wheel is secured and rotating therewith, a non-roUlable

brake clement contviilnc with said hub, and means within said hub
between said sprotkol-wheel and said iion-rofcatable brake element,

and actuated by said Bj>rocket-wheel. for etfecling the engagement
and diwiiigagemcnt of said routing and non-rotating brake clomcnts,
aiid raeaoB for routing the sprocket-wheel, substantialfy a« desciibed.

CUtim ~ 1. In a brake niechanisiii7iirc"powcr-shitft. tlic normally

free driving-wheel thereon, and the crank for rotating said shaU.

combined with the rntchet-wheel applied to rotate with said shaft,

the spring within the rim of said wheel rigidly held a( une end. and

ings therein at diamelrirally o|iposite points, and a pair of parallel

Bnniilar ridges upon its onter surface forming a trackway upon which
said ball may br rolled, nf tubes titling within said openings having
annular flanges at their outer ends by means of which they may be''

secured to jnid bol! adjareni lo said openings, a sHdingly-mouDtAd
shaft connecting .iftid tubes, a stop tur limiting the outward movc-
menU of said shiill, huH the hcac of ; ^t^t nr«.. t-.Kch end of said
nhaft adapiett to hi within i^aid tubes and to be projected ontwardly
from the openiligi in said ban.,ati()8tantially as and for tbe purpose
described.

^fiSji.— T. Tn the striker-mount of a bell oJ'tfie character de-
scribed tbe curved spring with arms bentoutward, their ends bearing
up agaian the pivot-heads, its center being loose on the post and
bearing on the top plate of the etriker-monnt, keeping the top plate
in position without other support, lubstantially as bereint>«fbr« de-
scribed and set forth.

-^

';681,260. HAHD-RBST FOB foCYCLE HA9DL8-BAR& Am-
AHiisB W. BiSDLx, Phlladelpbfa, Bl FOed Oou 16. 18S6, Solil la
609,041 (No model)

Ctedm^— I. A handle for a bicycle haviog a stiff or rigid lower
[turtion or segment extending to the outer end of the handle, and a

yielding or elastic upper portion or segment, said yielding or elastic

portion or segment being only ^t the onter portion of the handle,

substantially as specified.

581,304:. BRAKE FOR BICYCLEa CoiBTAKl F. D« Rmos, Bew
York, N. Y., assignor to Henry Chaurant and Augustus W. Petera, mntt -

place. FOed Jtme 15, 1896. Serial Ha 595,533. (Ho model)

CZiinj.— 1. In combinatiimwith a bi^dsrhandle bar, two bioad
slightly convex nppeMur&ced hand rests ooBforming substantially iq
form and extent to the open palnu of the hands of the rider, mbttMo-
tiaUy as and for the potpofee apfyftttd.

5 81, 6 5 9 . VEHICLK-Tm& Jum C Cols, London, Rnghtwi
^•dJal7l(MS8& 8ariBl]ra698.«8& (Ho model)

C/tum.-l In a brake mechanism, the [lower-shafl, the normally
free driving-wheel thereon, and the crank-arm on said shaft for rout-
ing the latter, combined with the spring within the rim of said wheel,
and having separated ends, the wedge adapted to enter between said
ends, aod means operable from said crank-arm for driving ^aid wedge
between the ends of said spring during the forwartl motion of said
arm and also during the reverse motion of same: subsUntiallv as set
forth.

'

581,305. BRAKE FOR BICYCLEa COHSTABT F Di Rbdoh, New
York, N, Y., assignor to Henry Chaurant and Augustus W. Petera, same

:

place. FUed June 15. 1896. Serial Na 595,534. (Ho modal)

Carim.— 1. As a new article of manulkcture, a ball for sectional
pneumatic tires, said baU being provided with portions constructed
to fit the rim of the wheel, and having an onter-spherical snrfiice and
an inner surface recessed on opposite aides, whereby the portions of
the balls which engage adjacent balls when the balls are fitted on the
rim will be rendered thin, substantii^^ as decoribed.

68l,301. BICYCLE HANDLE-BAR. JOHH F. O'BuBl, BUgbtOP
Eo^anl Filed July 6, 1896. Serial Na 598,489. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1 A handle-bar for velocipedes consistiog of a snitably-

'beiit bar having a solid middle portion A' and solid end 'portions A'

the parts between said middle and end portions being slit as at o 0*

b A' all for the purposes and substantialK' as described and illustrated.

•581,395. CRAHK-HANOER FOR BICYCLES WilbxbFHaWI^
Denver, Cola FUed Apr. 14, 1896 Serial Na 587 493 (No model)

>i.— 1, In a bicycle-bearing, the combination witli a hollow

casing having near one entremily an inwardly -projecting ridge pro-

vided' with notches; of an interiorhollow shafl. a cone carried thereby

andhavinglugsengagingthesaidnotffaes. an ad.lustable cone mounted
on its opposite extremity, two series of bath, and the orank-axlea

having mnwayii for the latter.at And for th* purpose^sat forth
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NEW PATENTS.

581,260. Handle Rest for Bicycle Handle-Bars

Alexander W. Biddle, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Octo

ber 16, 1896. Serial No. 609,041. (No model.)

581,287. Handle for Handle-Bars of Bicycles. John

G. Hodgson, Maywood, III. Filed July 16, 1896. Se-

rial No. 599,373. (No model.)

581,301. Bicycle Handle-Bar. John F. O'Brien,

Brighton, England. Filed July 6, 1896. Serial No.

598,489. (No model.)

581.304. Brake for Bicycles. Constant F. De Redon,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Henry Chaurant and

Augustus W. Peters, same place. Filed June 15, 1896.

Serial No. 595,533. (No model.)

581.305. Brake for Bicycles. Constant F. De Redon,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Henry Chaurant and
Augustus W. Peters, same place. Filed June 15,

1896. Serial No. 595,534 (No model.)

581.306. Bicycle Bell. Albert F. Rockwell, Bristol,

Conn., assignor to the New Departure Bell Com-
pany, same place. Filed August 24, 1896. Serial No.

603,810. (No model.)

581,337. Bicycle Support. James W. Cole, St. Paul,

Minn., assignor of one-half to William L .Wi-

nans, same place. Filed July 1, 1896. Serial No.
597,763. (No model.)

581,384. Bicycle Lock. Louis Williams, Rome, N.
Y., assignor of one-half to Isaac J. Evans, same place.
Filed May 20, 1896. Serial No. 592,346. (No moclel.)

581,387. Bicycle Bell. Philip C. Arnold, East
Hampton, Conn., assignor to the Bevin Brothers'
Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Janu-
ary 20, 1897. Serial No. 619,933. (No model.)

581,395. Crank Hanger for Bicycles. Wilbur F.
Hawes, Denver, Colo. Filed April 14, 1896. Serial
No. 587,493. (No model.)

581,444. Bicycle Brake. William Valentine and
William S. Valentine, Lewiston, Cal. Filed August
17, 1895. Serial No. 559,692. (No model.)

581,464. Saddle. (Bicycle.) Frank A. Hollenbeck,
Syracuse, N. Y. Filed November 29, 1895. Serial No.
570,340. (No model.)

581,499. Supporting Stand or Rack for Bicycles.
William H. Wallingford, Newport, Ky. Filed Sep-
etmber 19, 1896. Serial No. 606,449. (No model.)

581,501. Bicycle and Bicycle Course. Edward B.
Allen, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to John W. Calver,
same place. Filed July 25, 1894. Serial No. 518,546.

(No model.)
581,506. Bicycle Tire. John R. Boice, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed January 23, 1897. Serial No. 620,396. (No
model.)

581,550. Combined Bicycle Support and Package
Carrier. Paul Goldsmith, Troy, N. Y. Filed Janu-
ary 27, 1897. Serial No. 620,923. (No model.)

581,567. Pneumatic Cushion Tire. George Walzel,
New York, N. Y. Filed September 19, 1894. Serial

No. 523,495. (No model.)
581.575. Wheel Support for Bicycles. William A.

Douglass, Nashville, Tenn. Filed May 14, 1896. Se-
rial No. 591,546. (No model.)

581.576. Apparatus for Manufacturing Cycle Gear
Cases. Horace W. Dover, Northampton, England.
Filed November 10, 1896. Serial No. 611,621. (No
model.)

581,585. Bicycle Rack. George Hirschman, Sr., and
George Hirschman, Jr., Morristown, N. J. Filed
July 6, 1896. Serial No. 598,149. (No model.)

581,641. Apparatus for Repairing Pneumatic Tires.

Julian B. Wolf, Providence, R. I., assignor of one-
half to Beno Wolf, same place. Filed May 29, 1896.

Serial No. 593,584. (No model.)
581,654. Bicycle Brake. James H. Bullard, Spring-

field, Mass., assignor of one-half to Henry A. Chapin,
same place. Filed"January 9, 1897. Serial No. 618,506.

(No model) Patented in Canada, February 8, 1897;

No. 54,916.

581,659. \'ehicle Tire. James C. Cole, London,
England. Filed July 10, 1896. Serial No. 598,682.

(No model.)
581,682. Bicycle Brake. Stephen Van Slyke, Indian-

apolis, Ind., assignor of one-half to Robert E. Poin-
dexter, same place. Filed June 26, 1896. Serial No.
597,040. (No model.)

TRADEMARKS.
29.924. Bicycles, Velocipedes, Tandems and Articles

Accessory Thereto. The Maumee Cycle Company,
Toledo, Ohio. Filed March 19, 1897.

29.925. Bicycles, Tricycles and Velocipedes. N.
Snellenburg & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March
25, 1897. The letters "M. H." Used since August 15,

1896.

29.926. Bicycle Lubricant. Robert C. Shelmerdine,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 18, 1897. The words
"Stop that Rattling, Use Chainealeine." Used
since September 15, 1896.

I want

a New

Departure

Bell.

Send for our '97 Booklet.
They're going fast.

THE NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO.,

Bristol, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

You Want To

6et What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,

The best OILER in the WORLD

25c.

Regulates the Supply of OW to a Prop.ZPQgS NOT LEAK
CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

28-inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26-inch. 24-inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

••••••••.•

ELMORE MFC. CO.,
CLYDE. OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City

General Agents for New York
and New Enffland States . .

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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KMPI^OYMKNT COIvUMN.
Answers rceeived in confidence and forwarded without charge.

Rate: 25 -wvords, one tlnie, 50 cents ; three times, $1.00.
50 -words, oi^e tin:ie, 3i-oo; four tlnnes, ^3.00.
75 -words, one time, $1.50 ; four tiines, $5.00.

SITUATIONS WANTBD.

Wanted—Situation as repairman and salesman, by young man (24) of practical ex-
perience. Specialties: making cements and inner tubes ; enamel work ; building and
truing wheels. At present engaged ; desires cooler climate. Address C. H. V., Box 106,

Winter Park, Fla. 5-7-p.

Wanted—Position as manager sales department, superintendent of agencies or
branch house manager; experienced in bicycle business; references first-class. Ad-
dress, Lucas, care The Wheel. 4-30-p.

Youn< man (30), thorough knowledge of the mechanical and sales depart-
ment of the bicycle and fittings business. Address, E. S. C, care The Wneel.

Bright young man who understands the bicycle trade, especially the tire
and parts trade, is open for position. Address W. H M., care The Wheel.

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salt am an, or would rent shop
in good location, or conduct business on commission. A B , Box 46, Brandon,
Vt.

HBIf WAITTBD.

Advertisements in this column free,
dence.

Letters received and forwarded in confi-

Repairman wanted, to make light repairs on bicycles and vulcanize tires; steady
work to capable young man. Address '• Single Tube," care The Wheel.

Wanted—Experienced superintendent to take complete charge of large bicycle
manufacturing plant ; state past employment, with full particulars, retpuneration
expected; "Standard," care Wheel office. 5-14-p.

Wanted — *n experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of
an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Sleeltube," care of this
office, giving experience.

Displayed A.d-v-ertisements:
One-half ln.cl-i, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00.
One inch, one time, $1.50; four times, *s-oo-

Wanted—A thorough repairman, experienced and capable of building a wheel;
steady work for good man. Apply at once to Amos Shirley, 935 Eighth Ave., New
York City.

A leading house in the trade desires to employ a salesman of experience and
ability. Address, Integrity, care The Wheel, P. O. Box 444, New York.

Wanted —A first-class striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted, in our bicycle department, a bright, active man who has had experience
in the line as inside salesman and to make himself generally useful. Apply at once
in person. The Union Nut and Bolt Co., 107 Chambers St., New York.

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling side-line to
small trade; all letters in confidence ; refer to Western Office The Wheel,
as to responsibility. Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Monadnock BIdg.,
Chicago.

Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper nor plain dipper;
write, stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods
as a side line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give
references. Box 642, Rochester, N. Y.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand; one who can bend
handle-bars and do bench work; state salary and reference. Address
Experience, care of The Wheel.

Wanted—Experienced manager for a large bicycle factory in New York;
must be perfectly competent in every detail, to superintend every department.
Address 37, care of The Wheel.

FOB SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Eaeh addltlonkl word two eent«> 0»ah In-

TsriablT In advmnee.

"POR SALE A Tinkham Carrier Tricycle; '96 pattern;
-'- list price $150; perfectly new and in good order; our
price $60 cash. Brunner & Co., Hartford, Conn. 5-7-c.

\X7ANTED -Bicycle repair shop in or near city of New
'* York; please state price and amount of business.
Address R. A., care The Wheel.

T WANT TO BUY large or small lots of guaranteed '96

-•- or '97 bicycles for spot cash. Address E. R., Hotel Ven-
dig, Philadelphia. 5-7-c.

pOR SALE—Bicycle business in New Jersey, with pool
-' parlor, two tables ; account of other business. Busi-
ness, care The Wheel. 5-7-p.

THE THROUGH SI.EEPING-CAR SERVICE
Is to be re-established between New York and Chicago

via the D. L. & W. and Nickel Plate roads on April 13,

1897. An elegant Pullman car will be attached to train

No. 7, leaving New York 7:30 p. m., each day, and will ar-

rive at Chicago at 9:00 p. m., following day. Dining car

attached at Buffalo at 7:00 a. m. For space and all infor-

mation call on ticket agents D. L. & W. R. R.

No. 7. *,*

THE

LILY

^5^ WHITE
n BICYCLE

OIL . . .

.

is a high-grade oil, put

up especially for the

fine trade, and will run

a wheel three times as

far as the same quan-

tity of any other oil in

the market.

Manufactured at

WILLIAM F. NYE'S, New Bedford. Mass.

Headquarters for bicycle lubricants.

FOR APPEARANCE'S SAKE.

As a rule, when a woman mounts a hor.se

for a ride, the woman does not venture into

the public streets, parks or boulevards un-

less she feels that she can do so without call-

ing down ridicule upon herself. She looks

to her costume, her horse and her own man-
ner of sitting in the saddle, nor would she

think of jumping upon an animal's back in

any gown she chanced to be wearing. And
it is much the same with a man, though with

him, perhaps, the costume is less noticeable.

Of course one feels more conspicuous

mounted on a horse than on the bicycle, for

the reason that equestrianism is much less

common. And it is safe to say that neither

a man nor a woman would think of riding

a horse without the laudable ambition of ap-

pearing as if moving with every movement
of the animal, and studying to see wherein an

improvement in the method of riding could

be made. But how dififetent is the mode
of riding a bicycle!

TALKING OF TOMAHAWKS.
Students of archaeology are aware that the

Indians, in making tomahawks, divided the

handle and passed it on either side of the

head between the edge and face; people now-
a-days divide the head at the same point, and

put the handle in it, with the result that a

firmer blow can be struck and the handle will

stand a greater strain without danger of

splitting. An ingenious commentor upon
cycle construction uses this as an argument in

advocating the running of the tubes of the

frame into the head forgings instead of over

them, as in that way he argues the tubes are

less liable to be split.

HIS LEGS FAILED TO.
Little Willie bought a piaid suit neat.

With which to go a riding;

Alas! although 'twas quite complete,

His thinness 'twas not hiding.

The budding spring rejoiced him not,

Nor birds that trilled together;

With gentle sighs he wailed his lot

And longed for Christmas weather.

Hi.-; golfies were what made him pause;

Their wrinkles were simply shocking;

Quoth he, "I wish that Santa Claus

Would, somehow, fill my stocking."

KEEPING GLASSES CLEAR.

It not unfrequently happens, in this month

of shower and sunshine, that the wheelman

who wears glasses is caught by rain in such a

fashion as to be forced, at least for a while, to

ride exposed thereto. The moisture, in con-

sequence of being held upon the surface of

the glasses, soon reduces their wearer to a

condition approaching semi-blindness.

If, however, an envelope, or even a closely

folded strip of paper, is placed under the peak

of the rider's cap, and allowed to project

two or three inches beyond his forehead, the

raindrops are kept from the lenses and the

result is satisfactory. The remedy is a homely

one, but it works, and that is considerable in

its favor.

A SPRINGTIME SILHOUETTE.

They were sitting in the twilight, and he

was explaining how he lost the race.

"You see it was this way: Turning into

the stretch I was on the inside and a good two

lengths in the lead, but gradually I went back,

until I was neck and neck with Niptape
"

"How lovely," she exclaimed, interrupting

him and moving just a trifle nearer to him on

the park bench they were occupying.

"How lovely!" he repeated, "I don't under-

stand. I was dropping back, don't you see?

and there was $150 first money for me to win

in the race, too."

"Yes, Horace, I know; but I was think-

ing how perfectly beautiful it must have been

to be neck and neck."

Then he drew closer to where she sat, and

there in Riversidean silence and gloaming

they illustrated in pantomine the racing term

he had used above.

ON AND OFF.

Two friends were discussing which was

really the best wheel to buy. One told the

other how he had overheard the clerk in the

Sicem agency tell a friend of his that the

Sicem Scatterer for '97 was nothing like as

good a wheel as the '96 model was.

"Of course that put me on at once," he
added.
"Oh, come ofif!" his hearer remarked.
All of which goes to show what a great

language English, as she's slanged, is.
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nT5 ANY WHEEL.

PniCB £.op

OSES

^^

QE3D3 fcrac^ B-^l^£J 1
ATTENTION

!

DEALERS. AGENTS. REPAIRMEN.

It's yours for the asking

—

ODR 1897 CATALOGUE, No. 16,

OF

Bicycle Sundries.
IT CONTAINS

Lowest Net Trade Prices on Hundreds
of Bicycle Accessories, all fully illus-

trated and described

FREE.
Send busi-
ness card
and a two-
cent stamp
for this gold-
plated cycle
pin, without
advertising.

IT'S YOUR OWN
FAULT if you order

elsewhere before seeing

our catalogue.

Free upon request.

Address exactly thus :

E. H. HALL,, Pres.,

THE HALL-SHONE CO.d-)
J 7 Elm Street, Rochester, N. Y.

<D DEB' Q |., ^^ g^ ^ ^^^ m

ThE

FaYDsile Bicycles

have the HANDSOMEST LINES, are

the BEST FINISHED, STRONGEST.
EASIEST RUNNING and most UP-
TO-DATE Juvenile Bicycles ever put

on the market.

Made with 20, 24 and 26 inch wheels.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Royal morctster

Popularity

No bicycle ever produced has attained

such immediate and secure popularity as

the Royal Worcester It is the

handsomest^ simplest, strongest bicycle

yet. Talking points all over it—not

mere fads, but improvements of con-

vincing merits

The MIDDLETC^XHN line is a revelation to all in quality, elegance and
advanced construction. Never such value for $60 before, or such attractive-

ness in small sizes at $50 and $40. ^ J* e^^ o* jt ^

OUR POLICY IS LIBERAL AND PROGRESSIVE. WRITE FOR TERMS.

Worcester ©ycle Mfg. ©o..
•c K f^Tr\TiTce i Middletown, Conn.FACTORIES

I Tj7o,^ter, Mass. J 7 Murray St., NEW YORK.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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Additional

20% Discount
That*s what we are giving the agent this year,

because we are selHng direct. We know if

you knew what we know, you'd agree that there

cannot be better value offered. Remember, we

only ask a reasonable, regular manufacturers*

profit (our firearms business keeps us busy when

bicycles don't). Not a ''three months' bicycle

profit" big enough to last a year. And remem-

ber our points—patent quick-repair roller-chain

—self-oiling bearings—two-piece, simple, strong,

crank-shaft—wheel made extra strong to stand

banging.

MAJESTIC
List $50 and $75.

Send for Catalog. BieveLE
HOPKINS & ALLEN MFG. CO,

Norwicln, Conn.
New York Office, 33 W. 23d Street.
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When a Horse is in Question

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

all the 'world
?cnov[^s iwhcit
tKe term
''thoTOUigftbT'eci"
rrLecLTis^ ccnd
tKe more they
lecuTTh of tt,

the more lA^Lll

the pizblic
recognize that
"thoroixghhred"
is the only
-word that filly
describes the
IS-poiznd G-reat
Eastern racer.
It's a, trizzmpJi—
a. poem—
CL thoroTzghhred
in steel.
If YOV -would
Tmo^w more of
it, a^ddress

EASTERN CYCLE MFG. CO., Amesbury, Mass.

GREAT EASTERN RACER.

r«..r»..r»..i»..l.*.»».*.»..'.»«.*.«.|-« .;»,.;».. •»..l.*.«».*.«».'.»«.*.«.;«..;»..;». ;».»:« .!».»;««?«.»*.....».. .r. .;..«?.«r.~«-.«»..«T. »..«..»T.»^-.«-.«;i. A«J.»«.l.»..-..».«» .*.««.•««

Are
You
Posted
on

1897 OmMOND eHAINS?
If not, write for samples and prices.

The bigh standard of accuracy we are maintaining will surprise you.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAIN & STAMPING CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

R. B. McMtJLLEN & CO.,
General V. S. Sales Agents,

309 Broadway, New Tork.

139 Iiake Street, Chicago.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

NEW TOBK DEPOT!
J. S. l«ng*8 Son & Co., 4 Fletcher Street, New York.

BOSTON DEPOT:
Tery Cycle Co., 246 Colnmbng Avenae.

• •*• • •*• • •*• •V. •• • •• •••'**ii*i i!>z ?"Si*i •.• • •.•• *,• • •,• • •••• •.•• •.••• •••• f• • f• . ••*. •••.••. • •*. • •'• . ••. . •*. • «•. .#•. .V. • •*. •"•*.••* ••.•.•.• •-•.• •.•.• •«•.• i».. •.•.. ••* ••*. •V. ••*
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Address HUBERT E. PECK,
Patent Attorney,McGowan
Bailding, Washington, D.

__C, regardirgf your inven-
tion or rejected application. Highest references.
PATENTS.

Used IM HIOH-CRADE TKhl

.>'B.P*P5ll SADDLES

TABER FELT CO
FREDONIA.N.Y.

THE MORSE

ROLLER JOINT CHAIN

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Bearing.

rUO FRICTION-NO WEAR.
NO WEAR-NO STRETCH.

ReSQtS: { no stretch-no WEAR-iiODUuo. -,

^^^ ^pp QP sprockets.
V. 09 1-3 per cent efficiency.

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

}^ inch during a season.

Send for Catalograe.

MORSE MFG. CO.,
TRUMANSBURC. N, Y,

For COMFORT,
For BUSINESS,
For PLKASURE,

You should use the

WE HAVE.

i,ooo

HlWralel Bicycles

without tires, in lots of 10 or more.

$22.50 Will Buy Them.

F. W. CUTTRELL & CO.,
233 Broadway, New York.

The most perfect in the world. Can be

changed to any position without dismounting.

NO TOOLS REQUIRED.

ORDER OF ANY DEALER.
Dealers should write at once for particulars

and net prices. Best selling specialty ever

offered. Manufactured by

THE CHALLENGE MACHINERY CO.
2550 L.eo Street, Chicago.

^M HANDLE BARS
^ 1 FORK SIDES

^J^?mnQ10R REVOLVERS
CORRESPONDENCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
iOL,c„co-o AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPEE, i»1ASS.

Race leet

Specify
THE

Stylish

Agents Wanted.

GORDON
if you want the best

saddle made.
Perfect in detail. Com-
fortable, handsome and
durable. Made by

The Beckley-Ralston Co.

132 Lake St., - Chicago.

fBERGER'S

-•f
ENAMELING
OVENS.

The strongest and
most perfect enamel-

ing oven on the mar-

ket.

Every Oven Guarantted

Our prices will suit

you.

.TteBergerMfg-Co.,

CANTON, O.

••• -••

Plain BlacUMWIiite
OR IN

Three Colors.

Cofflpelllors'liiiliers

ON LINEN,

Plain, Black Fipres.

CatcUHeEye!!

ALL SIZES.

ESTIMATES.

THE WHEEL PRESS,

88 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

Individual Cycle Name-plate.
Handsome Nickel-Plated

Scroll. Easily and securely
attached.
Blank, 20C. each; with en-

graved name, 35c. each; open
plate for owner's card, asc.
Special Prices to Agents.

Brooks Odometer Co., Lowell, Mass.

FOR BICYCLES. DOES FOUR THINGS.

Trade-Mark.

1. Cleans entire Wheel. 3. Removes Bust.
2. Lubricates Chain and Bearings, 4:. Prevents Rust.

SAMPLES MAILED FREE ON RECEIPT OF TWO CENTS
IN STAMPS FOR POSTAGE. Write us for trade prices. Electro-
types for catalogues sent on application. Mention this paper.

NORTON Sl WOOLSON,
ROOM 1 , 766 STATE STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

Plalnvllle,
Conn.,

P&temted AMgitat 2S, ISM.

A. N. CLARK & SON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

TOOLS and PLIERS for REPAIR KITS.

Will furnish estimates to Tire Manu-
facturers on Repair Tools. . .

Z*a> Quotations on Piters.

THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York.
EeeOORSED BY THE L. A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The WheeL
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^ Boice Tire
A single tube pneumatic tire that is

absolutely

-^Puncture Proof
Guaranteed to resist

tains all resiliency.

jlass, wire, etc., yet re-

Easiest riding.

WILL FIT ANY RIM

and outwear three ordinary tires. No more
punctures. Send for catalogue.

JOHN R. BOICE,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

,,, M *« ***** H t**

'Tis but a little blade of grass
That bends with every breeze,

And nods its emerald garnished head
Beneath the waving trees;

So small and unassuming, yet
How cheerful to the view.

Resplendent o'er the earth it vies
With skies of brightest blue.

It spreads itself o'er fertile land,
And roughest spot of ground

Is by its mystic power decked,
Till beauty doth abound.

It springeth up in verdant green,
Refreshened by the rain

;

'Tis food unto the grazing kine
That wander o'er the plain.

Though small the thing,
But yet how much

Of goodness oft implies
To little things we sometimes see

Which mankind doth devise.

So, if with heartburn you're perplexed
And over-surged with grief.

Try Yucatan, the certain cure,

Which always gives relief.

All American Wheelmen who detir* to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe, should subscribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricyclinq Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free tc

any part of America for one year, $2.50. American
subsc.iption agent, P. P. Prial, 7a Warren Street.

New York City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to In-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THE 0"yOILiIST.
Terms on application to ILIPFE & STURMEY,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American trade visiting Eng-
land are invited to call at THB CTOUST Office

at Coventrr.

THE BEST STEEL
FOR BICYCLE

J

BEARINGS
IS

lEALEDESSOP'S -"'

STEEL.TOOL

WILLIAM JESSOP & SONS, Limited,

91 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and I

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. B. AnaHINBAUaH,
McOiU Bld'g, 90S—«4 "a" St., N. W. Wash'gton, D. C.

{yVVVvvvvvvvv^>^>N^>sv^*vvvvvv^rVS^^vvs^v^vvvvv^»^^

PHOTO
WOOD

elECTROTYPINg
ALt, DONE ONTMC PREMISES

mm^. SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.

p. O. BOX, 444. N. Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one yearns subscription, \

commencing with issue of

Name,

Address, -

aty,

State, -

3Xro. T.
4-inch drop, 15}^-

inch spread. Our

Handle Bars are made

_ from second-growth

New England

Hickory, with

full nickel plated

gun-metal clamps and

steel tube stems, adjustable

and reversible. Natural wood,

with our celluloid finish, which is

elastic, transparent and waterproof,

Price, $2.50.

YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN

BENDING WOOD.

CUT THIS COUPON OUT It is worth from $1.50

to $15.00 a day to you.

No. 737. -^'^y^fi^ C:JO'CJI=»03>J'- "uw^^
Send this coupon with 97 cents, to pay cost and packing charges, and we will

send one of our No. 7 HICKORY Handle Bars as sample, complete, ready to go

on to any ladies' or gentlemen's bicycle, with instructions how you can easily make

from $1.50 to $15 a day taking orders for our goods.

(Copyright.) 113 Worthington Street, Springfield, Mass.

One lady and one gentleman wanted in every town and city to show our Handle

Bars. Every rider wants a wood handle bar. Ours sells at sight.

Send for sample and begin at once to take orders. -Be sure to give the size of

stem required; 3-4, 13-16 and 7-8 (standard sizes) always in stock.

Send money by registered letter, P. O. order or check to

113 Worthington St., Springfield, Mass.

The Safety Oiler

/ RAISED FDR OILINIS

NO PARTS TO LOSE. NO OILY CLOTHES.

EVERY PART OF WHEEL ACCESSIBLE. ABSOLUTELY NON LEAKABLE.

When spout is in oiler is CLOSED. When spout is drawn out It is ready for use. Made of brass, heavily
nickeled. Special price to jobbers and manufacturers of bicycles, sewing machines and typewriters. Sam-
ple sent prepaid on receipt ef as cents.

I.UD1JVIG HIRSCH, Sole Patentee and Manufacturer,
65 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

Agents for Export to Europe, S. GUITERMAN & CO., LONDON.

"Out of Sight"

Trouser
Guards

are all they seem. Perfect
in looks, in action, in com-
iort. Natural position, a-

Liberal terms to agents and the trade.
Send 35 cts. for a pair to

'OUT OF SIGHT" TROUSER GUARD CO.. Fall River. Mass.

OLD
wheel or afoot.

NEW

FREE TO BICYCLE
RIDERS.

Send us the names and addresses of ten of your
friends who ride wheels and we will send you a
beautiful pair of steel toe-clips, silver finish, pro-
viding you enclose ten cents to cover cost of
postage and packing.

AMERICAN MFC. CO.,
194 Broadway, New York,

DIXON'S aRAPHITOLEO
lubricates not only the chain and sprockets, but alio
the pins In the links of the chain, which stick
graphite cannot do and Is not intended to do. For
^un locks, for copying presses and for ofiBce chairs it

IS uneqnaled. If your dealer does not keep It, men-
tion The Wheel and send i< cents for sample.

JOS. DIXON CBUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

A.l-wa.37-s Specify
INDIANA l'& CHAINS.

Fob mailed on receipt of 26 cents.

INDIANA CHAIN CO.,
Box 482. INDIANAPOLIS, IND,
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XJulon • Lamp • Co,
Price, $4.00.

THE LATEST LAMP.

THE HANDSOMEST LAMP.

THE MOST PRACTICAL LAMP.

Contains 14 Jewels artistically

arranged.

The delightful " Oriental " effect of the

Lamp must be seen to be

appreciated.

BURNS KEROSENE.
We make Acetylene Gas Bicycle Lamps

to order.

Send for Catalogue.

194 to 198 So. Clinton St., Chicago

mm'RERDINGSTAHDARD

1^ Looks Are Deceiving,

but when you look into the merits and high-

class workmanship of our wheels you will at

once see that our wheels are BETTER
THAN THEY L.OOK, and they don't

look bad eitlicr.

See here what the following list at:

Reading Standard, -

Royal Reading,

Reliable Readine,

«ioo.
- 80.

60.

THE READING STANDARD MFG. CO., Readins, Pa.

Makers of High-Class Bicycle Jigs and Tools.

AGENTS

:

Shone-Hanna Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., sole agents for
Michigan and New York States.

House & Hermann, Wheeling, W. Va., sole agents for
West Vireinia and Ohio River cities.

T. C. Bradford, Wilmington, Del., sole agent for State
of Delaware.

Pailadelphia Agency, 83a Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOREIGN AGENCIES.
Sole Agents for Germany, Hammacher, Delins tc Co.,

267 West Broadway, New York, and zt Alter Wall, Ham-
burg, Germany.

Sole agents for Great Britain and Ireland, Martin Pul-
verman&Co. Lancaster Buildings, 38 Minories,L-ndon,E C.

QifvoMmoNmaH

WE MAKE THE GRIPS
with wood reinforcements, cork or corkine centre, which is made
well in every respect and stays well; any style tips for any size bar.

Manufacturers will have less broken grips and riders more com-
fort and wear when using our grips.

Why have a poorly-made, out-of-date article, when you can get
ours for a reasonable price.

Sample pair will be sent to any address upon receipt of 25c. in
stamps. Write for prices, we can save you money.

The Grand Rapids Bicycle Grip Co.
36 Mill Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Kindly mention The Wh.al.

WILLEY'S ENAMELING OVENS.
Fully Guaranteed in

Every Respect.
Ovens from $13 to |35 and 2 to 10 frames always

in stock.

•^•^

Estimates Jurnished for alt kinds or sheet

metal, baking and enam.eling ovens. . . .

Write for prices and description,

A. WILLEY,
181 LAKE STREET, - - CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The "New Era" Adjustable Pedal
Patent Pending. WARRANTED.

It is THE PEDAL of 1897. Possesses immetise talking points.

Superior in design, material and finish. Adjustable. Fits all

shoes. Saves toe-clips. We make lamp brackets and toe-clips.

Request catalogue.

THE M. &S. MFG. CO.,
PROMPT SHIPMENTS, 48, 50 and 52 N. Clinton St.. Chicago.

Screw-Cutting Die Head
Self-Opening and Adjustable. - - -

Releases the Thread Automatically.

Especially Designed for Threading

BICYCLE HUBS. TUBING and FITTINGS.

Any kind or style of thread, sizes from bicycle spokes to six inches diameter.

We are also fitted up for drilling irregular shaped holes, such as square,

D shape, hexagon, etc., either straight or tapered, for bicycle crank fitting.

Geometric Drill Co.,
Patentees and Sole Manufacturers. New Haven, Conn.

Si
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WALL DEVICE.

THIEF-PROOF.

SHANNON "LOCKING HOLDER."
For Home Use, Clubhouses,
Hotels, Parks, Dealers, Etc.

Allgoods handsomely finished in baked enamel.

Liberal discounts to the trade.

Write for catalogue showing our new FLOOR
STANDS, being the best on the market for

salesroom and show-window displays es-

pecially.

SAFETY MFC. CO., 63 ahd 65 South Canal St., Chlcego.

Kindly Qiention The Whee'.

The LINWOOD
1 1-4 Tubing, Flush Joints,

Patent Crank-Hanger.

(§)

Child Can Take Out and Put Back in Three

Minutes.

(§)

Also . . .

15,000 i^^^i
always on hand. Prices below any com-

petitors'. Export Our Specialty.

L. C. JANDORF & CO.,
321 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

TRANSFER ORNAMENTS
(DCCALCO/nANIAS)

We carry a stock of h^icycle

decorations, name plates, strip-

ing, varnishes, etc. Special de-

signs can be delivered in less

than two weeks. Get our cata-than two weeks

logue.

^OM^,
3 weeks. Getourcata-

j
^^^^JRY. f W/TH US,

THE MEYERCORD CO.
JIanufactui-er

GU^RANTBBD ^ DBGAl>GOMAINI/\ ^ TRANSFERS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHICAGO.

Whiteley's McHaffie Steel

Bicycle Fittings
EMBRACING

Crank-Hangers, Hubs, Fork-

Crowns, Seat-Post and Con-

necting Lugs, Rear Fork Con-

nections, SiDrockets, Etc.

These fittings are made from the finest metal ever pro-

duced in pattern form with very smooth surface.

Goaranteed Superior to Drop-Forgings.

We furnish the steel fittings in pattern form, either from

stock or customers' patterns, ready for machining, but do

not do any machine work or fitting on same.

Whlteley Steel Company,

MUNCIE, IND.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.

THE «•

The Most Perfect, Practical, Common
Sense Saddle Made.

Beautifully nickel-plated on a
heavy coat of copper. No chaf-
ing. No sweating. Will not get
out of shape. Will not wrinkle
and will not soil the clothes as
leather. Being highly nickel-
plated, makes them a marvel .f

beauty and adds very materi-
ally to the appearance of any
wheel. They are the handsom-
est, cheapest, latest and best.

MANUFACTURED BY
WEIGHT COMPLETE i6 OZ

ZINC COLLAR PAD COMPANY,
BUCHANAN, MICH. P. 0.80x563.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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.^ This IS WHAT Does IT.

PATENTED

Electros

for your

Catalogues

PERFECTION

PEDAL BALANCE...

New and Novel.

Indispensable to

CYCLISTS.
Fits any Pedal.

Holds up Toe-Clips
Full Nickel Finish. .

SELLS at SIGHT.

Sample pair mailed to any
address on receipt of

price, $1.00.

Dealers, write for
Trade Prices, they
are interesting.

Perfection Pedal Balance Co.,

Daytona, Fla.,

Sole Manufacturers.

PAT. NOV. 19. I88«'.

LIGHTNING

REPAIR TOOL
Can be used without

Deflating Tire.

NO PIvUGS.
Can be carried In vest

pocket. Repairs Punctures
permanently in 30 seconds
and ready to ride.

A. L. Deane & Co.

1722-1724 Lawrence St.,

DENVER, COIj.

Kindly mentiongXhe Wheel.

"AUBURN" CHAIN.
Made in a great variety of styles in both Fig. 8 and letter B
shaped blocks and sides, fitted witfo hardened rivets. Cen-

tre blocks accurately shaped ! Made from choicest steel.

Highest finish. Each chain carefully inspected and tested.

50,000 made and sold during the season 1896. We make
prompt shipments.

Write for prices before placing your orders. We will

surprise you.

F. C. MEYER & CO., Auburn, N. Y.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.

(S) SARTUS ®

Patented September i, 1*96 ;
January 16, 1897 ; Feb-

ruary 2, 1897 ; March a, 1897. Othtr patents pending.

•••••- HUB. -•••••

Made on entirely different and most excellent

principles. Contains more food talking points

than all other hubs combined. . ."

Anti-Friction

Rotating

Retainer

For

Ball

Bearings

Always properly adjusted and in perfect align-

ment through self-adjusting cone. Other good
features may be learned by application to . . .

BEOISTEBED

TRADE MABK

G. E. STRAUSS,
487 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY.

Ericson Automatic Bicycle Bell.

Short or Continual Ring.
Patented.

To ring the bell

press small lever

on handle-bar.

NUTTER, BARNES & CO.,

Sole Owners and Manufacturers.

364 and 366 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel

Robt. Malcom Co., 735 Market St., San Francisco, Gal., agents for Cal. and coast
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Prentiss' New "Up-to-Date" Bike Vise.

Quickest-Acting Vise

Ever Made.
Holds Frame Securely

in any position without
injury.

Saves time and money
and is cheap.

SOFT LEAD JAWS.
Holds %, 5i, %, I, iVa. iK tube.

PRENTISS VISE CO., Makers,
44 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

Send for Descriptive Circular and Prices.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

''HAND-
MADE."

Some...

Brown
Saddles

are furnished with coil spring at rear.

This renders them easier, yet does not

detract from the stability of the sup-

port. There is no rocking motion to

the Brown coil spring saddles.

Send for a Catalog.

BROWN SADDLE CO.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

ELYRIA, OHIO.

Saddle Sore No MIore."

The Brooks

Spring Seat-Post
SOLVES THE SADDLE PROBLEM.

Thousands of satisfied riders pronounce it "the
greatest improvement since the introduction of pneu-
matic tires." Used by any weight of rider with any
wheel—with any saddle it will insure comfort. Try it.

PRICE, $3.00.

Have your new wheel fitted with the " BROOKS "—Accept no other.

BROOKS SPRING SEAT-POST CO.,

1540 Marquette Building, Chicago.

THE IMPROVED

LOVELL BICYCLE WRENCH.
The Best Wrench in the World.

"A GIANT
IN THE COMPASS
OF A DWARF."

The most original
wrench made, yet
the most practical.
It is so constructed
that no difficulty is

experienced in ap-
plying it to any nut
on a wheel.

I.OVEI.I. WRENCH COMPANY,
BRIDGHPORX, CONX.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

THE NE\A/ GAS.
MOST WONDERFUL LIGHT

IN THE WORLD.

SOlHH

THE
ACETYLENE GAS

BICYCLE LHIPP
Impossible to jar or blow

it out.

When once used you will

have no other.

Throws a pure white light

1^ to loo feet ahead

of the rider.

So simple a child can

handle it.

PRICE, $5.00.

SOLAR ACETYLENE LAMP CO.
194-198 So. Clinton Street,

CHICAGO, ILI.., U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I OmMONO TIRES I

:

" Have few equals and no superiors."

THE HAZELTINE.

R!
(esilient.
esists puncture.
Reliable.

DIAMOND RUBBER CO., Akron, Ohio. \
ROGER B. Mcmullen & CO., U. S. Sales Agents.

Chicago, 139 Lake St. New York, 309 Broadway

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

Me
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IVIR. REPAIRMAN

:

Why not be comfortable during this

HOT WEATHER
Like thousands of up-to-date people who are using our

Labor Saving Tools.
SEND FOK CATALOG.

NEW ENGLAND CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

86 Myrtle Street, Keene, N. H.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.

E. W. BLISS CO.
25 ADAMS ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

We§terii Office: 96 W. WASHIIVOTON ST., CHICAGO
SPECIAL CATALOGUE

f

OF

TOOLS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

BICYCLE PARTS

and FITTINGS.
Correspondence Solicited.

PRESSES, DIES
and Special Machinery,

Adapted for Making
CHAINSIDES,

PEDAL PARTS,
SEATPOSTS,

FRAME CONNECTIONS,
SADDLE CLAMPS,
CRANK-HANGERS, ETC

DROP-FORGING
PLANTS.

OWNEKS OF

STILES FORGING DROP.

THE STILES & PARKER
PRESS CO,

Kindly Mention The Wheel

DROP FORCINGS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Our bicycle

work has made

a record for

itself.

CRANKS

We can quote

you prices that

are interesting.

both Flat and Round,
a Specialty

Any Carbon Steel can be Turnlshed.

RICHARD £CCI.HS,
Auburn, N. Y.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

3-t'trri

FaMt Blcfde Loci aid Coasters.

LOCK YOUR WHEEL AND BE SAFE.

The lock when not in use is out of sight and out

of the way.

Any one can put it on wheel ready for use.

No holes through forks. Is light and neat for

coasters. Is handy and strong for lock. Push tube

across and it locks in other coaster. Release with

key and tube springs back in place. Will not break

your spokes or mar the enamel.

The Handiest Combination on tbi Marliat for tiii Wliaei.

PRICE, $I.2S EACH.
If your dealer cannot supply you, we send, postage paid, upon

receipt of price.

WEEDSPORT DRILL CO.,
WEEDSPORT, N. Y.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

It gives a Light that'* White and Bright, and two cents is the cost per n<ght.

TRADE PRICES:

f4.oo Lights, S2.50
$6.00 Lights. 3,00

If our $6.oo Light don't
give double the light of
any oil lantern return it.

If you ride at night and
value your life, get a
,96.00 light at ^3.0O.

It is the only safe light
for the wheel.

Write fmr our 1897
cataloG^ue and

discounts.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
CL> VELAND, OHIO, V. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wbrel.

"The LITTLE WONDER"
A JV^TT COMBINATION I,OCK, WITS NEW F^ATVKBS.

POSSESSINO OVER 5.000 DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS.

SO MAKR YOURS WHAT YOU WILL.

Made of best material, of best
workmanship ; very effective.

Small, light, durable, and easy
to adjust. Locks sprocket and
chain together firmly; is highly
nickeled, with black enameled fig-

ures, so combination can be readily
seen at night. No keys to bother
with or loose. The only perfect
bicycle lock on the market, which
you may secure, postage prepaid,
by mailmg us 75 crs., with name
and address, or by applying to
general dealers.

For agencies apply to

WM. H. BRODIi; St CO.,

89 and 41 Cortlandt St.,

New York City.PATENT APPLIED FOR.

See cut of " The Standard Bearer " Cycle Stand in next weelf's isiue.
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f.>>».M-»-»-M-H"H

ATWOOD LIGHT....

Ask your dealer to show you the

Atwood Light. Accept no substitute.

It is practically impossible for this light to

go out. They give absolute satisfaction in

every case. The only lamp that always keeps X
perpendicular. Burns kerosene. f

Atwood Manufacturing Co., t

AMESBURY, MASS.
Kirdly Mention The Wheel.

4 » » M M M M M M ^M-f-M->^M-M- 4->-f»^»"M-H-

A chain is no stronger
than its weakest link.

••

Every part in the

Chantrell Chaiii ..

is guaranteed for strength.

Jtfj TlCl
JNO. H. GRAHAM & CO., Selling Agents,

113 Chambers Street, N. Y.

CHANTRELL TOOL CO.,
Manufacturers,

1
Kindly Mention The Wheel.

"Standard

Bakingm
CONSISTING OF'

Rubber First Coating.
Black Finishing Cycle Enamel.
Deep Blue First Coating and Finishing Cycle Enamel.
Royal Blue " " " "

Carmine " " " "

Maroon " " " "

Vermilion " " " "

DeepOrange" " " "

Light Yellow" " " "
Dirk Green " " ' " "
Olive Green " " " "

Chocolate Brown " " "

Orange Red, Translucent Cycle Enamel.
Solferino R»d " " "

Purple " " "

Light Green " " "
Brilliant Blue " " "

Transparent Baking Copal. Cycle Wood Rim Varnish.

All of the foregoing put up in i gal., % gal., }i gal.,

% gal. and i->6 gal. pails.

Sample Color Card of Cycle Enamels, together with
directions for use, and price list will be furnished upon
application. Used by many of the leading manu-
facturers in this country and in Europe. A trial
will substantiate our claims.

Manufactured by STANDARD TARNISH ITORKS,
CHICAGO, General Offices. I.ONDOX,

2629 Dearborn St. 29 Broadway New York. 23 Billlter Street.

ARE
THE BEST

in the
WORLD.

Patents Pending.

THE GILCHER ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR
can be adjusted while riding, i6 different

positions; steel bars; up and down ram's
horn, three different bends; see letter A
on sectional cut; handle always comes
true when reversing from up to down;
cannot slip from notch. Sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of $3.50 each.

Wanted, Agents in Every City.

H. J. GIL.CHBR,
300 SBNCCA SXREEX, Ct,EVEl,AN», OHIO.

BICYCLE

Lantern Oil.

ms

IcS'^^^S^^

A LANTERN OIL THAT ISTILL

SEE YOU HOME SAFELY. . . .

Will burn in any lamp.

Can be used in any climate.

Is perfectly odorless.

1897 Catalogue to dealers

on application.

FT3,rtle3r& Oraham
NEW YORK CITY.

P. O. Box 1768.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Zu"7r' Child's Seats 3 Parcel Carriers.
Sold by nearly all Bicycle firms.

Our Carrycycle is a Wonder. Send for Catalog.

KALAMAZOO CYCLE CO.,
Manufacturers, Kalamazoo, mlcll*

/ ''

Folding Parcel Carrier.

Kalamazoo Carrycycle tvith Chair. Bro-wnie Child's Seat. Carrycycle with Box.

NORTHAMPTON EMERY

m ® WHEEL COMPANY

Factory: LEEDS, MASS.

Complete Plating; Outfits Always on Hand

EMERY AND COMDUffl WHEELS,

KINDLY MENTION
THE WHEEL WHEN WRITING. <iniiBiwuin>ii

Mnilni, PolisUni, ani Buffini fflacMiery,

Sriniers', Polisliers' aii Platers' Supplies.

20 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL

KVES-m«ISUBr

No. a.

PHOENIX CYCLES^
CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES:

G-race, Strength, Perfection of Mechanism and Easy Running.

8^* ^* 9fi^

STOVER BICYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,
575-577 MADISON AVENUE, Near 57th St., NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Wheel. Tactory, Freeport, Ills.

THE CYCLE TRADES' FOREIGN LISTS.
Contains tlie leading bicycle agencies and manufacturers in the folloviriny countries

:

England, Sweden, Finland, India, Japan,
Italy, Turkey, New S. Wales, S. Australia, China,
France, Holland, Jamaica,

Victoria,
Burmah, Transvaal,

Switrarland, Greece, W. Australia, Barbados,
Germany, Belgium, Bahama Islands, Cape Colony, Egypt,
Austria, Russia, New Zealand, Ceylon, Trinidad,
Denmark, Spain, Cuba, Straits Settlements, Algiers,
Hungary, Servia, Queensland, Natal, Antigua,
Norway, Portugal, British Guiana, Java, Mexico.
Roumania, Poland, Tasmania, Grigualand, West,

A selected number of foreign buyers resident In tbe principal cities throughout Europe.

A selected list of exporters of bicycles resident in New York.
All of the firms whose names are listed in this book are houses of first-class reputation.

BOOK NOW READY. Published by F. P. PRIAL, 88 West Broadway, New York.
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When You Hear the McConnell Bell A-ringing You Will Discover Merit in Its Very Tone.

It Is Not a Mere Tintinnabulum,

but a bell embodying a perfect electric stroke.

Sinnple in Mechanism,

Positive in Action,

Pleasing in Tone and

At a Price Thai fill Merest Every Dealer.

Kindly mention The Wheel. JOS. F. McCONNELL, Reading, Pa.

imiHEDIAXE D£L.IVKRIES in any quantities. If you are experiencing any difficulty in securing your supply

write us, and we shall be pleased to help you out.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

See that Ferrule?
Mark of high quality.

Write for prices and dis-

. counts.

Best assortment of styles

and largest capacity in the

World.

Rastetter quality synonymous

with perfection.

Book of styles, prices -and discounts sent on application

-'^'mJ^K

Agents wanted in all

unoccupied territory.

LOUIS RASTETTER &SON, Fort Wayne, Ind.

All the parts to build a High-Grade
BiCVCle Supplied in complete sets or separately.

SETS OF TUBES CUT TO LENGTH, TAPERED AND SHAPED.

\\ Connections, Sprockets, Cranks, Head parts, Crank-hangers,

y^ Handle-bars, Brakes, Coasters, Seat Posts, Chain Adjusters,
\t»\

\c\

Frames, Hubs, Built-up Wheels, Chains, Pedals, Spokes,
Fork Sides, Fork Ends, etc., etc.

Quality the Best.
All Parts Interchangeable.

Finish Unsurpassed.
Prices Attractive.

¥\

-Wiec}^o3?53iHao..-

^

Correspondence solicited.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue on application.

The Moore Cycle Fittings Co.

Manufacturers of High-Grade

Component Parts of Bicycles.

Works : Harrison ( Newark), N. J.

CODLING GRIP.
CoDiBOSi-

tion

Corl

Vnlcanite

Ends.

Made in any size, and fitted witli various colored
ends to match enamel of wheel.
Our wood centre grip makes it impossible for ends

to break off.

Write to us for prices—we can save you money.

The Codling Mfg. Co.,
BRISTOL, CONN.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Foot Blowers and Blow-Pipes
FOR

BICYCLE REPAIRERS

AND

TOOLROOM PURPOSES,

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

BUFFALO DENTAL MFG. CO.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Also Manufacturers of

Brazing Stands
FOR

Bicycle Makers. NO. 8 E.
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Cvcles 5ave6
From Gummy Bearings,
Dirt, Rust and General De-
cay, by the use of THREE-
IN-ONE. Cleans, Lubri-
cates, Prevents Rust. Man-
ufacturers should use it.

e. W. COLE & CO.,
(ROOM K),

111 Broadway, N. Y.

Sample bottle free. Send
2-cent stamp for postage.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

m fiovw^E & CO.,
Manufacturers of

Bicycles, Bicycle Equipments and Special
Bicycle Fittings.

A Full Line of Bicycles and Bicycle Fittings for the Jobbing

Trade and for Export.

Offices: 271 BROADWAY. - - - NEW YORK.
Rooms ioo-ioi. Kindly meatlon The Wheel

I Coasters.
LIGHTNESS,
FINISH,
STRENGTH

are claimed for our coasters.
Write for prices to

I
The Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., |

BRIDCEPORr, CONN. 8
B. G. I,

Patent. ^ Kindly Mention the Wheel.

THE GOMiNG HANDLE-BAR.
No Nickel to Rust or Wood to Break.

A STEEL BAR COVERED TVITH VULCANIZED RUBBER.

Black, mottled and maroon.

OUR. BARS are made from the best seam-

less tubing that we can obtain from Swedish
Steel, and covered with a one-sixteenth inch

coating of hard rubber, which takes a

very high and lasting polish, and adds one-

hundred per cent to the looks of a bicycle.

WE C1.AI1II this bar superior to a nickel
one for many reasons: It will not rust, chip
or flake; is soft to the touch and always
looks bright, while it can never assume the
dirty, soiled appearance common to wood
bars. Bent to any shape, and all bars ad-
justable and reversible.

THE VULCANIZED HANDLE-BAR CO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

465 Water St., Bridgeport, Conn.

No. 9

- f^ii,^-:^-.'^:e?mmii:siaz:

C. J. STEBBINS, 103 Reade St., New York,
General Agent.

ELASTIC TIP CO., Boston, New England
Agents.

HIGHEST QUALITY.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

YOLANT.
Weldless steel tube. Flush-joint frames,

T^in., 1)4 '^^- andij^ in. Frame heights,

22,^2 in. and 25^ in. D rear forks. Spec-

ial pattern saddle-post bracket, the old style

bolt and nut being discarded. Flat two-

piece 6>^-in. cranks. Detachable sprockets,

^-in. balls in yoke, X-i^' front, 5-16-in. rear.

There is nothing on the market which

offers more desirable features. Colors

—

Black, maroon and dark green, decorated.

We also manufacture the popular

TALLY=HO TANDEM.
Short wheel base, easy steering qualities,

Ei,EVATiON of rear rider. Best road tan-

dem on the market.

The Maumee Cycle Co., Toledo, o.
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WADE.

PATENT
INSULATED-KEROSENE

SAFETY LAMP

-.^rn .M THtUNI
»-,nPRlNCIj

AUTOMATIC WICK LOCH

—
-^^aig

NO grease:
^fe_~^J

iNu urviNOcn
^ll

NON-EXPLOSIVE J
P' ,!llllll

OES
rrioN^^'^^^-^ts

ROSE MFG. CO. PATENTED SPEClALTI ES PHILADELPHIA. PA.U.S.A.

-f<SH<!)><!>>®^^)><!)>®^€>>®>®>^^

STERLINGS
ARE

GOOD BELLS.

N. N. HILL BRASS CO., East Hampton, Conn. I

BICYCLE FITTINGS.
We are prepared to make, on orders for

quantities, all kinds of Sheet Steel

Stampings, such as
STEEL BALL BEARING CASES S^Er3rllS^^^^—^—-•^^••aa—aB—i_^_^__^.^^^^ lor, to any made

PORK OROiA£NS, F=RK7V^B OONNECTIONS.
Tees, CRKNKHKNCeRS,

and all sheet metal specialties, like. DUST CAPS, PEDAI. PLATES, FERRULES and TVASHERS. Do not carry gaadi

in stock or iss"« * "italogue, but will be pleased to furnish estimates on samples or drawings of anything in our line.

WORCESTER FERRULE AND MFG. CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. 100 BEACON STREET. WORCESTER, MASS.

STEEL BALLS
We are the largrest producers of Steel Balls in exlstenc*.

Place your contract with us and be taten care of. Don't foreret ovir Trade Mark.

We also manufacture.

/OB TURNIHQ AMD FINISHING CONES, CUPS. SCREWS, NUTS, NIPPLES, ETC. OUR MACHINES ABB USED HXTBMSIVBLY BTT

NKABLY EVERY PROMINENT CYCLE MANUFACTURER IN THIS COUNTRY AND EUROPE.

KlndlT maatlon Th« Whet.'
THE CLEVELAin HAGHIIB SCREW Cn., Clmland, lIliK
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Cling Fast to that Which Is Good.
Ask a majority of the leading manufacturers how many thousands

of Boston Laminated we have shipped to them this season, and you

will find that the total mounts up into the hundred thousands.

Then ask them how many of this enormous number of Boston

Laminated Wood Rims have broken, come apart at the joints,

Trade Mark.

split, been anything except absolutely accurate in dimensions, or

shown defects in any way, shape or manner, and you will learn that

the proportion is such an infinitesimally minute fraction of one per

cent as to be entirely unworthy of consideration.

••••••

Boston Wood Rim Co., Bedford, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

lis Good Policy
to get the best of everything

in the way of bicycle para-

phernalia. Experience proves

that there's a satisfaction in

wearing the famous

S. & B. BICYCLE LE6GINS
fthe elove-fitting kind).

They are the

best by all

odds—exper-

ienced riders -^

IN STOCK
we have

JERSEYS,
CANVAS,

CORDUROY.

SPECIALS
made to order.

Send for catalog and meas-
urement blank.

SMITH & BIRON,BioyD.E leggins. 151 FiftH Amne, CMcap.

w

HOLD ON,

THERE!
Don't place your orders for the man-

ufacture of your Bicycle or other Metal

Specialties before getting an estimate

from us. We also Design and Build

Special Machinery and Tools to order.

F. R. McMallin Hig, Co., I

70=82 W. Jackson St., Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE

Honest Thomas.

The THOMAS family of

wheels have gotten to be pop-

ularly known as the '

' Honest

Thomas" line.

It is patent that this is the

best compliment a trade or

public could bestow.

It is equally patent that

where there is so much smoke

there must be some fire.

Future Policy.

We're going to keep 'em

honest.

Which means that they're a

good line, not simply for a

year, but for as long as they're

made.

With the agency for such a

line, your work is a good in-

vestment. The wheels will

prove themselves honest, and

your business will grow larger

and easier.

A Hint.

The Thomas makers have

published "A Story — With
Words," which tells in straight-

forward fashion the mechan-
ical tale of the Thomas line.

No evasions^ no lack of sim-

plicity. Many novel features

fully detailed.

It is a plain, unvarnished tale

of all the models—$ioo, $85,

$75—and juveniles.

You're welcome to it.

THOMAS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Springfield, Ohio.

BOSTON, a I South Market Street. ALBANY, 54 Dean Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 217 North Broad Street. ROCHESTER, 5 Caledonia Avenue.

EXPORT OFFICE, B 21 Produce Exchange, N. Y. City.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

-«"0*-

THE largest factory in the World

devoted exclusively to bicycle

wood work. More Plymouth Rims
in use than all other makes combined.

Our new Enameled Rims in col=

ors a specialty. Also, Tandem and

"Quad "Rims.

Send for catalogue of our second growth white

hickory HANDLE-BARS. Eight styles.

Stocks of Plymouth Rims. Guards and

Handle-Bars are carried by

our Agents:

Semi Ram's-Horn Handle-
Bar, Bfew Clamp.

Adjustable to any position.

-90*-

Our Neur Handle-
Bar Clamp.

Neat. Effective.

BLASTIC TIP CO., 370 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

J. S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher Street, New York, N. Y.
TOLEDO CYCLE SUPPLT CO., 509 St. Clair Street, Toledo, Ohio,
CHICAGO TIP AND TIRE CO., 154 Lake Street, Chicago, IIL

A. F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO., St. Louis, Mo.
S. GUITERMAN & CO., 35 and 36 Aldermaobury, London, E. C, England, European Agents.

Up-to-date manufacturers use the Plymouth line of Bicycle Wood "Work, because

the riding public demand it.

We own patents on eyeleting wood rims. Also broad patents on single piece rims

and interlocked joints.

THE INDI/IN/I NOVELTT M/INqrilCTqRINQ CO.. Plymouth, ind.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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When
A Man

«^ %^fe^fe^«^

Spends $100
for a bicycle it is natural to suppose

he expects to get the best. ^ ^ ^ ^

When he pays $75.00 for a

Road King or Road Queen,

w he KNOWS he gets the perfection of ^

^ mechanical skill in bicycle construction.

There is nothing better than a Road

King or Road Queen at any price. ^
Riders of these wheels know this, why

don't you?^ Possibly a Duke or Duchess

at $40.00 might suit your fancy. ^ Or a

Runabout Tandem, $100.00. ^ Our Art

catalogue (mailed free) will tell you all

about them. ,^ Send a postal to-day. ^

H. Featherstone & 6o., Makers,

CJHICJVCiO.

THE WHEEL PRESS, 88 West Broadway, New York. Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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TUBE TURN ON.

An ;€uglisli Combine Said to Be Here

Dickering for our Plants and

Processes.

London, May 1.—Arthur Pilkington, one

of the various brothers of the "Tube King,"

sailed last week for America, his object being

to buy up the Steifel's American patents.

This, it is said, is the only foreign patent not

yet purchased by Steifel's foreign company,

but it is not known whether this gave rise to

the announcement made in a Liverpool paper

that a number of experts, connected with the

weldless tube trade in Birmingham, left Eng-
land in the Lucania on Saturday, in order

to complete a large commercial enterprise on

the other side of the Atlantic. It is further

asserted, however, that the syndicate have en-

tered into negotiations for the purchase of

huge tube works in Pennsylvania and Toledo,

Ohio.

If it is, as I anticipate, the intention of the

Steifel's Company to establish mills in Amer-
ica, no company is in a better position to

compete either at home or abroad. The
American tube mills, it is understood, have all

been recently equipped with plant for turning

out tube under the old regime, and the intro-

duction of the Steifel process at this early

stage in the history of the American tube

trade would probably prove a serious com-
petitive element.

As stated in The Wheel's London letter

of several weeks since, the stock of the Weld-

less Tubes, Ltd., capital £1,000,000, who own
the Steifel process, is at a premium.

The process consists of a method which

produces from the solid ingot a bloom nine

feet long, ready for cold drawing, inside one

minute. This entirely dispenses with the

necessity for cold-boring the ingot—a saving

of time; and as the necessary perforation of

the ingot in the Steifel process is obtained
by expansion, there is also a great saving in

waste. I believe that the owners calculate

that they can undersell any other tube makers
on the market by about 30 per cent.

Mr. Pilkington passed through New York
before news of his departure from the other
side had been received, but it is known that

he has been engaged with Edw. Warwick, of

the American Weldless Steel Tube Co., of

Toledo. Mr. Warwick does not deny that a

deal of some sort is possible. Mr. Pilkington
is believed to be in the Ohio city at the pres-

ent time. In response to inquiries, The
Wheel's correspondent at that point wires:

"Two English capitalists are here, the

guests of Mr. Warwick, and are figuring on
purchase of the American Weldless Steel Tube
Co., but Messrs. Snell and Warwick refuse

even to divulge their names."

TWO IN DIFFICULTIES.

Oliver, Straus & Co., of this city, failed on
Friday of last week. They assigned to Jesse

Stearns, their attorney.

The embarrassment was wnoliy unexpected

and caused unfeigned surprise and regret, both

members of the firm being veterans in the

trade, who are widely known and generally

liked.

The assignee is now at work on the books

and imtil this task is completed Mr. Oliver

says that no figures or other statements are

possible.

The firm handled Cilley chains, Haney cy-

clometers, Doolittle brakes and the tires made
by the India Rubber Co., of Akron, O. Their

failure was precipitated by the financial diffi-

culties of the C. W. Cilley Co., Norwich,

Conn., which made the Cilley chains, and in

which they were largely interested and in-

volved.

The Cilley Co. is in the hands of a receiver.

The business was started by Mr. Cilley in

June, 1895, and incorporated in November,

1896, with a capital stock of $25,000. Reports

from Norwich state that the company en-

tered into a contract by the terms of which

it could not collect moneys due for some
time to come. This contract expires July 1

next. Being cramped for funds on account

of the capital thus tied up, application was

made for a receiver for the Company, and

Frank H. Allen, of Norwich, was appointed.

ANOTHER MILLENIUM.

MORE MAGOWAN TROUBLES.

The much-aired family troubles of Frank

H. Magowan, have finally involved the East-

ern Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J., of which he

was the organizer and in which he was the

power.

One of, if not his firmest, personal and bus-

iness friends. State Senator Wm. H. Skirm,

finally became disgusted and applied to the

courts for the appointment of a receiver, which
was granted.
Skirm owns 600 shares of stock in the com-

pany. It is capitalized at $250,000. It is

bonded for $189,000, the $75,000 worth of real

estate is mortgaged for $110,000 and the in-

debtedness amounts to $66,000.

SPENCER BRAKE ABROAD.

The Spencer Brake and Components Syn-

dicate, Ltd., is being floated in London. It

is being capitalized at £25,000 in 25,000 shares

of £1 each. None of the American inventors

and owners of the brake are named in the pro-

spectus, the directors being C. P. Sisley, edi-

tor of "The Cycle," F. J. Beamish, an Irish

justice of the peace, and H. R. Wilkinson, a

director of the Alcolite Syndicate. The con-

cern designs to operate the crank axle brake.

Kansas Keeps up Her Reputation, "With a

Co-operative Cycle Works
This Time.

As has been before remarked, lots of queer

things come from Kansas.

The very latest is a "bicycle idea." It origi-

nated at the annual meeting of the Interna-

tional Association of Machinists, which was

held in Kansas City, last week. It was incor-

porated in a resolution appropriating $10,000

for the founding of a repair shop in Kansas

City and a bicycle factory "in some district

yet to be named."

The Kansas City shop will probably be de-

voted to repairing machinery of various kinds,

rather than to manufacturing any special

article. It will not be a large affair at the

start, but is expected to grow. The cycle

manufactory will be a larger institution, it is

explained.

The object of the machinists in establish-

ing these industries is to give each lodge a

chance to make some money. The appropria-

tion is voted by the grand lodge, and shares

are then offered to the 450 different subordin-

ate lodges. This is where the co-operative

part comes in. The association already has

two co-operative plants, one at Baltinaore

and the other at Bradford, Pa. They are both

reputed "immensely successful." The Balti-

more plant, established three years ago, is

devoted to the manufacture of gas-engines.

The machinists there have solved, it is stated,

a very important question—how to procure

a double explosion. It is a sort of scheme for

the piston to be propelled by an explosion,

both going and coming, and the invention is

worth a great deal to its inventors. It makes
one engine perform the work of two. At
Bradford the co-operative industry was estab-

lished about one and a half years ago.

The appropriation of $10,000 was the result

of a request from both the Houston, Tex.,

and Elgin, 111., lodges of the order. The bi-

cycle end of the proposition "is expected to

be a great affair by the delegates to the con-

vention." They expect to be "able to meet
and defeat all kinds of competition," as "they
will have the most skillful workmen in the
country."

"All of the workmen in this line belong to
us," said D. Douglass Wilson, chairman of

the Press Committee, to a Kansas City repor-
ter. "We shall have the highest skilled labor
in that branch of the work, and will be able
to defeat anyone in the excellence of our pro-
duct. We expect bicycle manufacturing to

be a great success. By our co-operative plan
there is absolutely no interest to pay, which
gives us an immense advantage."
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FRONTENACS TO THE FRONT.

Syracuse, N. Y., May 10.—The Frontenac

Mfg. Co. has just been organized in this city

and is already doing business.

Its object is the manufacture of the Fronte-

nac bicycle, formerly made by the Syracuse

Specialty Mfg. Co., who went into a receiver's

hands some time ago.

The new company has secured the Syracuse

Specialty Co.'s plant, machinery, stock and

fixtures of the receiver, and is, therefore, do-

ing business at tlie old Frontenac stand.

The Frontenac Mfg. Co. is in no sense a

re-organization of the old concern, despite the

fact that its stockholders include several of the

Specialty Co.'s. It is an entirely separate

corporation.

The concern will be abundantly financed.

It is capitalized at $75,000, of which $45,000 is

already paid in, but these figures are purely

nominal, the actual necessary cash investment

probably largely exceeding them. The list of

stockholders of the company include

some of the most solid and responsible busi-

ness men of Syracuse, and every indication

points to a successful future.

A. R. Dickinson, who is receiver for the

Syracuse Specialty Co., will act as manager

for the company. In a chat with the writer

he stated that an encouraging indication of the

popularity of the Frontenac wheel was that

during his receivership sufficient business was

in hand to keep the factory running daily.

The policy of the Frontenac Co. will be to

continue the business on the old lines; only

one wheel will be made—the Frontenac

—

listed at $100, and its price will be sustained.

The company is in earnest in the matter of

protecting the prestige of the name. It will

take care of the guarantee on all Frontenacs

irrespective of whether made by themselves

or by the old regime.

THEIR LOSS IS MOURNED.

About four weeks ago two well-dressed men
established at 123 Liberty street, this city, the

"Eastern branch of the Orion Cycle Co., of

Chicago." They are missing now and the

oflfice is closed. "To introduce the Orion"

they made a "special offer" of 300 wheels at

$17 each to the first persons applying. The
bait was plentifully swallowed, but the Orions

never came and the post office detectives are

now endeavoring to learn the whereabouts of

the men involved, L. D. Gage, John R. Max-
well, Hubert S. Wall and John R. Blair.

UNDER THE RED FLAG.

One of the final scenes in the dissolution of

the Bufifalo (N. Y.) Drop Forging Co., will

occur on May 17th. On that date and under

the auspices of the receiver, Richard L. Ber-

tram, the entire plant, including the land on

which the property is situated, will be sold at

public auction.

WHY, OF COURSE.

Ilumber & Co. failed in their efforts to

force a Brooklyn cut-rate dealer to divulge

the source of his supply of Humber bicycles.

The Supreme Court dismissed their petition.

JUDGMENT FOR l5,ooo.

Judgments aggregating $5,000 against the

Pittsburg (Pa.) Cycle Co. have been entered

in favor of Christian Hess.

CHANCE FOR LION ROARING.

Cleveland, May 10.—If the English lion

doesn't roar when he learns this it will be

amazing: The Garford Mfg. Co. have com-
menced to operate one of the patents of

Brooks, the well-known British saddle maker.

It relates only to a saddle-clamp, but that will

be enough for the lion.

The Garford people purchased tlie American
patent—No. 472,427, issued April 5th, 1892—
from the Pope Mfg. Co., about one year ago,

but until quite recently have made small use

of it. Latterly other saddlemen have been

employing clamps which the Garford Mfg.

Co. considered infringements and the latter

promptly served them with notice of the fact.

Several acknowledged the corn and are paying

royalty, while others denied the impeachment
and will stand suit.

ARE OPEN TO PROPOSITIONS.

The Central Cycle Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis,

Indiana, makers of the Ben-Hur bicycles, find

their rapidly growing business demands larger

floor space and are open for propositions from
cities or individuals for the removal of their

plant to some suitable location. The com-
pany employs about 300 men and has an out-

put of about 10,000 bicycles per j^ear. They
will be obliged to get new quarters this fall

and before making arrangements in Indianap-

olis, would like to hear from any one inter-

ested in other locations, where a satisfactory

inducement can be offered.

A HORN YOU DO NOT BLOW.

Here is another of Morgan & Wright's in-

expensive, but time-saving tools—a tube horn,

designed to be placed in the opening of the

tire casing and provide a smooth passage

through which the inner tube may be drawn.

It costs but 10 cents.

LEAD TO A STABBING.

A fight growing out of a dispute between

August Schroeder and T. J. Durkin on the

track at Jackson Park, Chicago, over the

right of way on the track, resulted in Schroe-

der mortally stabbing Durkin. The former

claims that the latter repeatedly endeavored to

throw him, and that he stabbed the man in

self-defence. The injured man was a fast

rider, and is connected with F. W. Osman &
Co., cycle dealers, at 5028 Lake avenue. At
the hospital it was announced that his in-

juries were fatal.

COALS TO NEWCASTLE.

That the Frost Gear Case Co., of this city,

should take to England, seems as natural as

a duck taking to water, and if the Englishmen
are not slow to appreciate a good thing—and
the volume of inquiries received appear to

settle that point—the Frost case should soon
assume prominence on the other side. N. A.

Phillips, vice-president of the company, is al-

ready enroute to the tight little isle; he has

with him a Columbia and a Cleveland, both
equipped with the gear cases, of course.

BOTH GLAD AND SORRY.

The Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co. are both

glad and sorry at the same time. Last week
they advertised in The Wheel and some
other cycling papers that they were giving to

agents an "additional 20 per cent discount"

because they were selling direct. A healthy

flow of inquiries from wide-awake agents

promptly reached them. This was evidence

that the advertisements in the cycle papers

are read. This pleased them, but as the let-

ters convinced them that their announce-

ment had been misunderstood, they were like-

wise sorry. The Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co.

desire it known, however, that they are not

making a new additional 20 per cent discount.

In fact, their prices have not changed, and as

their factory, at Norwich, Conn., is as busy

as can be, they have no reason to change, but

they are selling their wheel 20 per cent

cheaper than the jobbers who controlled the

Majestic last year were able to sell them, and

are able to do this because they are selling

direct from the factory to the agent; there is

no "middle man" to share with.

L02IER STILL LAUNCHES OUT.

Cleveland, May 10.—The Paris, France,

branch of H. A. Lozier & Co. is now managed

by the company direct, the same as those at

Hamburg and London. Until last month this

department of the foreign business was in the

hands of C. Bertrand & Co., the head of which

firm it will be remembered was a visitor to

this country last year and became quite well

acquainted among the trade. Mr. Bertrand

has been retained as manager of the branch

with O. E. Boles, of Denver, Col., who is now
on his way to Paris, as assistant. The com-

pany now have eight sub-agencies in Paris,

and have just made arrangements for the

opening of the largest riding school (situated

on Champs Elysee) in the city.

TO LIFT LIBERTY UP.

The first step toward the reorganization of

the Liberty Cycle Co. was taken on Tuesday

last, when a meeting of the creditors was

held in the Astor House, this city. About

sixty persons were in attendance. No addi-

tional facts or figures concerning the failure

developed, the sum total of the business

transacted being the appointment of a com-
mittee of five on reorganization. The gen-

tlemen selected were Messrs. W. A. Folger,

of the B. F. Goodrich Co.; J. W. Zoller, of

the Sager Manufacturing Co.; G. M. Bald-

win, A. T. Porter and W. F. Wilson, the lat-

ter the treasurer and manager of the insolv-

ent concern.

WANTS TO GET HIS PROPERTY BACK.

It seems as if the troubles of the Howard-
Nichols Chainless Cycle Co. will never end.

When the company was formed Alexander

Milne, of Newark, took $50,000 of its stock

and gave in payment factory property in

Woodside, N. J., a part of Newark. He now
claims that false representations about the

company were made to him, and he has peti-

tioned the Court of Chancery for permission

to bring suit against the receiver of the con-

cern to have the stock canceled and his

property returned.

The woman who, refusing advice, goes to

the bargain counter for the bicycle of her

choice, generally has occasion later on >o

wonder at the poorness of her .aste.
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SETTLING ITS PERMANENCY.

THE practical side of any popular movement

usually settles its permanency. Nothing

can float without ballast, for even the clouds

fill with moisture and sink to earth again.

The most ephemeral life has, then, its anchor

somewhere to steady and control what is ap-

parently a passing vision, otherwise all

ephemera would be lifeless, and hence useless.

Without applying this law of nature to the

singular modern development of the wheel,

it is, nevertheless, true that such a piece of

mechanism, independent of itself, has become

a tremendous factor in the sum of society.

For, curious as it may seem to those few

benighted souls who still greet the cycle and its

manufacture, sale and riding with contempt,

not only has a new industry arisen, but with

it a new employment for their consideration.

It is a question of labor that forms the

ballast for what was intended originally, per-

haps, as a mere pleasure. When cycling be-

came a fashion, another avenue opened for

wage earners. The manufacture and sale of

bicycles has ceased now to be tentative. Each

is an established industry. As every year will

develop the utility of the machine, the bicycle

must take rank with the other inventions

which require great workshops for their man-

ufacture.

But this is not all; in the beginning the

manufacture of th? now universal bicycle vva^

wholly a business enterprise confined to a few

makers, and, presumably, the "best" wheel

had no rival, but now there are scores of "best"

wheels in the market, and many more

competitors in the field to add to the strength

of this century-end discovery. For the bi-

cycle in its present form is a discovery, as

much of one as a proprietary medicine, or

the uses of electricity. A discovery, too, of

far greater interest to the average citizen than

either of the other two just named.

SELF-CREATED ILLS.

'

I

- HE ailings and failings of the cycle trade

* are for the most part of the trade's own

creation. The ailings of the trade are not

heirlooms, as are most inflictions of the flesh,

but are self-created and self-committed. The

ailings and failings of the cycle trade are for

the most part superinduced by trickery, or by

the "talent for business" over-developed, or

by the lack of the "genuine business in-

stinct."

A fair share of the ills of the trade

is due to dishonesty, misrepresentation, and

trickery. Another fair share is due to the

"talent for over-doing it"; the mad, emotional

rush to "do business," to do it anyhow, to

make wheels, to market them, and to spread

figures in a ledger without regard to "net re-

sults." So long as orders are being booked,

and wheels are being gotten out and banking

is carried on, it is all right, and a man begins

to fancy himself something of a financier.

He is doing business, sure enough, but he is

entirely losing sight of the fact that the success-

ful man can point his finger, and can usually

place his finger on money earned, money in

hand, money in sight, property tangible.

That man only is making sound money who

can take part of it and put it somewhere, so

that it is an income-earner, so that it can be

used as an umbrella on a rainy day. A long

list of accounts payable and bills receivable

does not work up in the solid business man

unutterable joy.

THE LEECH OF TRADE.

A MONG the minor evils which are

^»- just now eating into the vitals

of the cycle trade is the disease of

the department store. The department

store has not yet been long enough with

us to size it up. It is not yet known by the

small-store man, or by the specialist, just what

figure the department store will cut, so far as

they are concerned. In many other trades, as

well as in cycling, they are selling certain

lines of goods at lower prices than they can be

purchased from those who make a specialty

of these goods. They buy the best brains;

they have enormous capital. They turn their

money quickly, at a small margin, in some

cases at no margir, whatever, the goods being

undersold in order to lure the purse-bearer

within the walls of the concern. Their busi-

ness is conducted quickly, and in the barter

for a bargain, the question of misrepresenta-

tion or shodyism does not appeal to the sell-

ers as a very important matter, whereas the

buyers find it a less serious thing to suffer

discomfort and annoyance from a misrepre-

sented article, than to attempt to send it back

through the exchange and complaint offices

of many of the big department stores. No

doubt these exchange and complaint offices

are honeycombed with snags in order to min-

imize the efforts of thebuyers to obtain their

rights, it is a very clever and diplomatic ar-

rangement; but then it must be remembered

that all diplomacy is not expended upon

boundary lines and the acquisition of terri-

tory.

These department stores—even more than

some corporations—are without consciences;

at least, they are dependent upon the con-

sciences of their employees. Of course, we

mean some of them, not all, because some

there are among them who conduct business

on a high-class basis. But, as a rule, they are

too ramified and too entensive to be indi-

vidualized or to bear the imprint of any one

person upon them. The proprietors and the

top-notch managers look for results and they

pay men to get those results, without regard

to petty misrepresentation or the palming off

of goods which are below par.

Last year the department stores did their

share towards ruining the bicycle trade. This

year they are doing much to hurt it. The

trade is very much to blame for it. There

are firms in the market to-day who sell wheels

for $100, and who, in addition to their own

line, make special wheels for Blank & Co., of

New York, Chicago, and elsewhere, and

which line Blank & Co. are selling at $29.99,

$49.99, or thereabouts. Blank & Co. are alert

and are not apt to lose a point of advantage.

They instruct everyone in their bicycle de-

partment—and the instructions are carried

out to the letter—to inform the customer, in

confidence, where they bought their wheels,

and to assure the customer, in confidence,

that the wheel he is inspecting is absolutely

a fac-simile of the hundred dollar wheel in

question. Give a salesman an ounce of truth

and his assertions will take on a lot of

bravado and a semblance of entire honesty

that will go a long way. The ounce of truth

in this case is that he positively knows where

his firm bought their wheels, and he cannot

fail to impress upon the customer that, if he

pays $100 for a wheel which he can buy for

$37.50, he is simply throwing money away.

The sources from which the department

stores get their wheels are open secrets. It

is known usually from the head of the house

down to the sub-cellar man. It is a matter of

common gossip. A representative of one of

the largest of the New York stores recently

caUecl upon the Board of Trade in order tg
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obtain its guarantee, the house fancying that

in some way they could use the same as a

blind for the public. The loquacious repre-

sentative informed the officials in the Board

of Trade's office exactly how many wheels his

firm had bought, the source, and the price.

He also declared with frank impudence that

his salesmen took pains to instill into each

customer all the details. This evil appears to

be within the grasp of the trade, and only

the trade can remedy it.

One of the cures for the evil is to insist

upon a strict confidence when a firm is big

enough to turn out its own line of high-class

wheels and is also big enough to turn out

another line of wheels for sale in other

sources, such as in the department stores or

to jobbers. This confidence should involve

with it some liability. A firm which permits

its representatives to resort to misrepresenta-

tion should be made to suffer damages.

Whether this misrepresentation exists or not

can be readily ascertained, because the aver-

age salesman in the bicycle departments of

the big stores is as easily turned on as a

water faucet, and the exact conditions pre-

vailing in the bicycle department of any de-

partment store is an open book.

Another remedy lies in the wide-spread an-

nouncement by the firms who make these

"second lines" that they do manufacture them,

and to have it plainly understood by the pub-

lic that they are an entirely inferior line to

those cycles which are offered through regu-

lar cycle-selling channels. It is true that the

wheels offered at department stores, in con-

siderable measure, are of the shoddy variety,

that they are of cheap material, are unfinished

and they lack stamina and style. The public

only learn these facts through the investment

of $29.99 and odd, whereas it would seem to

be the duty of the trade to teach them these

facts in the amount of space they buy in the

cycling press, the daily press, and other pub-

lications. The lesson cannot be taught too

broadly; the distinction between the good

wheel and the bargain-counter wheel cannot

be implanted too deeply.

WHO AND WHERE IS HE?

UNDER the new style of things it is more

difficult to keep up with the great list

of applicants for proscenium boxes in the

house of fame. Formerly the pugilists headed

the list, but now that cycling's great trackmen

have taken to imitating the plug-uglies in their

jawsmithing and gabfesting, the poor pu-

gilistic inventors of the game are nowhere.

The new prosceniumites are more numer-

ous than the seashores on the sand, and every

one of them steps up to the box office with a

swelling chest and a mien of confidence.

Most of them will be laughed at and many of

them will get the refrigerator hand; and some

will be thrown out by the policeman in the

lobby.

But one there is who does not apply for

tickets; to whom the whole house is offered

with a mind of sincere admiration. He is and

could be and would wish to be no other than

the illustrious racing man who has not yet

challenged either Michael, Bald or Cooper to

a match race for fame and a share of the gate

money on the side.

The wide arch of the house of fame may fall;

stone by stone its columns and its capitals may

moulder and crumble, but not until the lizard

suns itself and the goat grazes musingly over

the last of the ruins of that shrine once

deemed deathless, will the now unknown

name of the undiscovered non-challenger

cease to fall like a benediction from the lips

of the cycling world, of which he is one of the

chief ornaments.

WHAT FAIR COMPETITION IS.

/~\ NLY one legitimate basis for competi-

^-^ tion exists, and that is merit. The

maker or dealer who considers cheapness of

more consequence than quality in a wheel, and

a variable price list more valuable that a rep-

utation for trustworthy methods of doing

business, is wielding a two-edged sword,

which sooner or later will not only cut his

own throat, but that of his competitors as

well.

Price-cutting is not competition, although

it unfortunately too often parades as such,

for eventually underselling injures rather than

stimulates trade, since its practice must be

either a sacrifice of rightful profits, a loss

which neither maker nor dealer can long sus-

tain, or it is a fraud upon the public, which is

ever disastrous to reputation.

Rational and healthy competition in the

wheel trade must concern itself with building

up a reputation for straightforward methods,

for good qualities in goods offered, and hon-

est value in return for fair prices. Deviation

from this means disaster to all concerned.

There's a touch of pathos in "Uncle Rob-

ert" Welch's "open letter" to Otto Ziegler.

His wild talk of appealing to the International

Cyclists' Union to protect the California "out-

laws," and his rash assertion that the "admira-

tion of the entire cycling world has been ex-

cited by California's bold and determined

stand," are vaporings that ill become a man

of his experience and intelligence, who knows

better. It suggests rainbow-chasing and a

pitiful attempt at keeping a stiff upper lip. In

the East there are at least a few people who

respect and admire such "seceders" as Welch

and "Bobby" Smyth for what they did for cy-

cling in the "good old days"; they were sad-

dened to see them stray from the fold; they

are further grieved to see such fine fellows and

able men tilting at phantoms.

The bicycle brings a sense of power

to virtually everybody. Its inspiration is

universal. People are getting to think in

new ways, to order their lives in new ways,

and to be in many regards new men and wo-

men, because of cycling. He who plodded

afoot yesterday can whirl as fast as the best

of them to-day. The student of environment

cannot but believe that such an alteration in

condition must eventually influence man's

whole identity.

The Wheel has no desire to appear in the

light of nagging at Chairman Mott, but when

he states that, once issued, a sanction cannot

be revoked—not even when he is convinced

that it was obtained by fraud or misrepre-

sentation—we cannot but repeat the thought

that the gentleman's sense of reasoning and

of right and wrong has become impaired. It

adds one more to his lengthening list of re-

markable and ununderstandable rulings.

If America is to be represented in the In-

ternational championships . at Glasgow, it

would seem that the L. A. W. Racing Board

is the proper and duly constituted committee

to devise ways and means to further the pro-

ject. If encouragement be lacking,- Frank

T. Fowler's offer of $250 should start the pot

simmering, and a little effort in the same di-

rection on their part should boil out the rest

of the needed means.

It should be at least an unwritten law that

no track owner should be a member of

either the National or State Racing Board.

Chairman Neefus, of the New Jersey Board,

is living proof of why such a rule should

obtain.

Notice has been served from the president's

office that secession is to be fought. How and

where? Can the quick battle with the dead?

Can something contest with nothing? Can

you belabor wind or strangle gas? We wot

not.

You can't make a mahogany box out of

pine wood; apply the same idea to the just-

as-good, bargain counter bicycle.

As an omen of success, judicious and persis-

tent advertising is more to be relied upon

than a four-leafed clover.

There is too much say it, and too little

prove it, in the bargain-counter's claim for

cycle excellence.

The chief trouble with the man who rides

a hobby is that he won't let you get out of his

way.

Cycling is a jimmy with which many an

invalid has rifled the treasure house of health.

Utopia is a land whose inhabitants are all

novices just entered for their first race.
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MUCH CRY; LITTLE WOOL.

Magistrate Cornell is determined to exert

all his power to prevent the running down

of New York cyclists by road hogs, of which

there have been several cases of late. The

Judge so informed two such culprits who
were brought before him. They had not

only attempted to run down a wheelman, but

one of them had jumped out of the wagon
and bloodied the cyclist's face. To show
that he was deeply in earnest, Judge Cornell

fined the puncher the enormous sum of $10

and the other fellow $5. Meanwhile, wheel-

rnen who have knocked down or punched no

one, but who have merely exceeded the speed

limit, are being arrested and fined |5 and $iO

each, with reasonable regularity.

RIGHT IN THE CHALLENGE GAME.

Although Tom Eck has not purged
himself from contempt as demanded of

him by the Racing Board, for not ful-

filling an engagement at Portland, Me.,

last year, he is still in the ring. Last week he

bobbed up with a challenge in behalf of Earl

Kiser, offering to match him against the win-

ner of the Bald-Cooper match, for $500 a side.

From the present outlook he will have several

months to get Kiser in the best of condition

before a date can be arranged.

HOW AMERICANS WOULD LAMENT.

American racing men who are prone to

rail at their lot and the "iron hand" of the

Racing Board might profitably sing small

after learning of the way things are done in

Australia. At a recent meeting there, the

referee fined "Bill" Martin five shillings for

looking around, mulcted another 2s. 6d. for

not having "a white band at the edge of his

guernsey," while two others were taxed the

same amount for riding without numbers.

TREATED LIKE PRINCES.

Chas. J. Kilpatrick and his wife, the popular

trick riders, returned to New York on Sun-
day, after an extensive and profitable tour

through Europe and South Africa. He claims

that they were the first riders to give exhibi-

tions on safeties in England and were well

received there and in France. In Sovith Africa,

however, they made the greatest hit and were

treated like princes.

MARKS OP HIGH DEGREE.

There will be an Adlake team on the cir-

cuit and Dave Shafer will be in charge. Wells

and MacFarland, the Californians, have al-

ready been engaged by Adams & Westlake

and their work on the Southern circuit has

put them in prim': condition for the bigger

events to come. Black and white will be the

colors of the team's wheels and costumes.

BALD'S FIRST BOW.

E. C. Bald vill make his first appearance in

competition .his season at the meet of the

Quill Club ac Manhattan Beach, on May 22d,

and will ride at the Massachusetts Division

meet at Wab ham on May 31st, the match with

Cooper at Detroit having fallen through.

WILL DO A QUARTER CENTURY.

A. L. Hach;nberger and W. W. Hamilton
have been matched to ride twenty-five miles

on the Denver Wheel Club's track on May
22d, riding in opposite directions without
pacemakers.

"TERRIBLE" ACTUALLY TRIUMPHED.

Baltimore, May 11.—W. Fred. Sims, the

crack Washington cyclist, was defeated at

Electric Park this afternoon by John Lawson,

known as "The Terrible Swede," in a mile

match race. They were paced by a triplet,

which carried them around until they

reached the homestretch. At the crack of the

gun, the Swede shot ahead under the big

wheel, Sims trailing behind. The first half

was covered in 1.01 and the mile in 2.01 1-5.

The first heat was close, Lawson winning

by only eight inches. In the second heat

Lawson again took the lead and won by a

clear wheel. The first half was covered in

1.04 3-5, and the mile in 2.02 2-6. Frank Wal-
ler tried for the hour record, but, after going

ten miles, gave up the attempt.

DESERTING THE SINKING SHIP.

Chattanooga, May 11.—With one or two
exceptions all of the crack riders have left

the Southern circuit since the prizes were re-

duced, consequently the racing in this city

to-night was rather tame. The attendance,

however, was. very satisfactory to the manage-
ment.

In the second heat of the amateur races

Krause, of Chattanooga, won in a close fin-

ish with Gaston and Fuller as pacemakers, in

2.11 2-5, which is the State amateur record.

Summaries:

One mile, professional—1, Eli Weinsett; 3. J. L. Decker,

Chicago; 3, Robert Walthour, Atlanta. Time, 2.13 4-5.

One mile, invitation- 1, Bert Repine, Nashville; 2.

Weinig, Buffalo; 3, John Chapman, Atlanta. Time,

2.10 2-5.

One mile, amateur—1, Will Krause; 3, Dave Gaston;

3, R. E. Kennedy. Time, 2.32.

MULLIGRUBS, MAYBE.

A press dispatch from Alameda, Cal., says

that "W. R. Bentley, who recently came to

Alameda from Zimmerman, La., has been re-

moved to the County Infirmary suffering from

some unknown malady, which is thought to

be the result of too much riding on a bicycle.

To aggravate his case, his landlady says he

would eat nothing but pies, cakes and pud-

dings."

ORANGE IS GOOD ENOUGH.

Harry Wheeler denies the report which has

been extensively circulated to the efifect that

he intends to return to the path this season.

His cycle business in Orange demands his

undivided attention.

THEY ARE FORTY.

New York's bicycle police squad has been

increased to forty men and will probably be fur-

ther augmented shortly. This does not in-

clude the cycle-mounted park cops, of whom
there are six or eight.

QUIT AT TWO HUNDRED.

Rudolph Larrika, of Boston, started out to

put up a new 300-mile road record on Sun-

day, but "chucked it" at 200 miles. Pie covered

100 miles in 7 hours 20 minutes, and 200 in 16

hours and 20 minutes, both State records.

GONE TO ITALY.

Barden and Armstrong, the English cracks,

have left Paris for a racing tour through
Italy. They will ride tandem and endeavor to

meet the fastest teams on the continent.

ON THE FLOOD'S EDGE.

As every one knows, much of the country

along the Mississippi is lower than the level

of the river, and to keep the water in its own
bed miles and miles of levees or dykes are

thrown up. The levees are of sand and earth

and are ten, fifteen and sometimes twenty feet

higher than the sandy roads which usually

tically confined to the cities and towns, so

loose and vile are many of the highways. At
the present moment, however, there is little

or no bicycle riding permitted on the

levees. The Mississipppi is away above
highwater mark, and the levees have
all been strengthened and built higher

skirt them. The levees, of course, are very

solid and afford much better walking than the

roads. As a result, a hard foot-path varying

from a few inches to a foot or two in width is

worn into the top; on this path much of the

Southern wheelmen's riding is done; indeed,

were it not for this path they would be prac-

and are being constantly patroled to

guard against inundation. The illustration,

however, shows a party of wheelmen on a
portion of the levee in front of crevasse-threat-
ened New Orleans. The beaten path may
be seen directly behind the long line of sand
bags with which the levee has been strength-
ened.
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MORE OFFICERS THAN A MILITIA REGIMENT.

Mountain View is sharing honors with San

Francisco in the "secesh movement" in Cali-

fornia. It matters little where Mountain View
is located; it's away up and that should be

sufficient. Mr. C. G. Taylor represents the

airy eminence on the Executive Committee of

the California Associated Cycling Clubs, the

organization which expects to move heaven,

earth, and the L. A. W. on or from the Pacific

seaboard.

The affair has assumed semblance by the

selection of officers and a full complement of

committees, as follows:

President, A. P. Swain, 15 Nevada Block,

San Francisco; second vice-president, G. G.

Taylor, Mountain View; secretary, Stanley

G. Scovern, 1590 Fulton street, San Francisco;

treasurer, Jules F. Hancock, 636 Market

street, San Francisco.

Chairmen of standing committees: Mem-
bership and Inter-Club Relations, F. L. Sey-

bolt, San Jose; Recruiting and Local Organi-

zation, Frank H. Kerrigan, New City Hall,

San Francisco; Highway Improvement, V.

A. Dodd, A. C. C, 1519 Eddy street, San

Francisco; Rights and privileges, J. F. Cof-

AGAINST SUNDAY RACING.

Philadelphia, May 10.—So much has been

said about the other side of the case that the

fact that the L. A. W. has gained members
because of its attitude on the Sunday racing

question has been almost wholly lost sight of.

That gains have been made most of

those in the know are aware. As an illus-

tration: A. D. Knapp, the National Assembly-
man from Williamsport, this State, himself

a prominent lumber wholesaler, only last week
sent, among others, applications from the fol-

lowing large-calibred and influential men of

his city, all of whom joined the League solely

as an indorsement of its stand on the Sunday
subject: Rev. Geo. C. Foley, Trinity Episco-

pal Church; Rev. E. C. Armstrong, Third
Presbyterian Church; Rev. James Carter,
Second Presbyterian Church; Rev. W. F.
Rick St. Mark's Lutheran Church; Rev. R.
G. Bannen, Messiah's Lutheran Church; Rev.
S. E. Bateman, St. Matthew's Lutheran
Church; Rev. J. R. Baker, Lycoming Presby-
terian Church; Rev. L. Maxwell, Disciples'

Church; A. J. Harder, general secretary, Y.
M. C. A.; W. Ellis Wise, chief of police.

HERE'S A CHANCE FOR PATRIOTISM.

There is a vast amount of gray matter^
space—printer's ink going to waste about the

International races to be held later on, and it

looks like America, who claims so much for

her racing men, is not going to be repre-

sented.

There is an old saying, "Talk is cheap, but

whisky costs money." All your blubber-sput-

ter is cheap, but it costs money to send six or

eight men to Great Britain for these races

—

anyhow, $5,000 to $10,000.

Let's laise it.

There are at least fifty concerns in the trade

who will give $50 each, and who will under-

take to raise $50 more each, by contributions.

It's easy to do it.

There can easily be found 5,000 people to

contribute $1 each.

There are twenty concerns, surely, who will

guarantee to raise $250 each or supply the

balance themselves.

We will do it.

Let's get this thing going.

Let's put competition behind us.

Let's work for American supremacy.

Let's get together a team of riders who will

everlastingly lick the boots off of the others.

The question of comparative abilities of our

racing men has long been a mooted one be-

tween them and us.

fey, O. C, 305 Larkin street, San Francisco;

Touring, Victor A. Hancock, 636 Market

street, San Francisco; Road Racing and

Records, Charles Albert Adams, O. C. W.,

139 Phelan Building, San Francisco; Track

Racing and Records, Robert M. Welch, 532

California street, -San Francisco; Rules and

Regulations, C. H. Troilet, I. C. C, 614 Van
Ness avenue, San Francisco.

Executive Committee: A. P. Swain, 15

Nevada Block, San Francisco; H. H. White,

U. S. Custom House, San Francisco; G. G.

Taylor, Mountain View; H. F. Wynne, 224

Folsom street, San Francisco.

R. M. Smyth, of San Francisco, a really

rare old-timer of undoubted ability, has been

made official handicapper, and since April 3d

ten sanctions have been granted, but two of

them for Sunday meets.

PREFER GOING ABROAD.

Word has been received from California

that H. F. and W. A. Terrell, two of the

speediest riders on the coast, have decided not

to cast their fortunes with the new California

Association, but instead will sail for France

and try their luck on the Paris tracks. They
expect to sail from New York under the

management of H. Zaralana, of Paris, who
will have charge of their movements abroad.

They will allow themselves plenty of time

for preliminary work, and confine themselves

at first with th? middle-class riders,

UNLUCKY THIRTEEN.

A careless driver of a horse and buggy at-

tempted to turn about suddenly just as a

party of twenty-five riders, headed by a tan-

dem, came along the river road at Belleville,

N. J., on Sunday night. The result was that

the tandem and thirteen singles crashed

against the vehicle and all were piled up in a

confused mass in the twinkling of an eye.

While many of the wheels were badly

wrecked, none of the riders received serious in-

jury. The infuriated cyclists threatened the

driver with a bath in the river at first, but

finally compromised by taking his name and

address on a promise that he would pay the

repair bills.

RACE MEETS FOR THE SEASON.

Stamford, Conn., has a chance of being re-

awakened to the joys of sporting life, that

is, of recreative life. The impulse has been

supplied by the Woodside Athletic Associa-

tion, a club recently organized by Mr. E. G.

Peckham, physical director of the Y. M. C. A.

of Stamford. Among their plans is a list of

race meets to last throughout the season.

Let's show them a trick or two.

We can do it.

Why not?

If $5,000 is not enough, raise more. Start

popular subscriptions all over the country.

Your money part will soon be settled.

Choose your men strictly on their merits.

Offer them a $1,000 or more per champion-

ship. They'll want to win without it, but

that sum will reimburse their lack of op-

portunity to race here.

Get up some enthusiasm. Stir the Ameri-

can heart—always ready ;o be stirred when
its supremacy is questioned:

Lay aside every feeling in the matter

—

but to win.

Will you do it?

We are ready to pledge $2i.'0. Who will

follow?

We don't want to make ar, advertising

scheme out of this.

We have no candidate on the T -inity.

Believe us, our motive, pure and simple, is

to establish American supremacy in this par-

ticular branch.

We don't want to handle the money.

We don't want any glory—but the common
glory of victory for America.

Frank T. Fowler,
President, Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co,
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CAR-TRACK CYCLE-CATCHERS.

The attention of those cycHng organizations

and powers who are interested in local im-

provement is called to the sinuous and decep-

tive manner in which certain of the car-tracks

are laid in Gotham and its vicinity. One of

the most fruitful causes of quick-dismount is

the car-track. Sometimes the rail is carefully

concealed in dust, and its whereabouts is un-

known till the cyclist bites the dust.

Again, the rails are curved and joined in

the most scientific fashion, and are the source

of much grief. For instance, on North Broad-

way, on the Yonkers road, one of the most

beautiful and most popular roads out of New
York, there is a stretch of car-track, four

rails, which is never used and which has been

placed there probably to hold down some
charter. Of course, in the mind of the aver-

age man, it seems silly that a street should be

torn up and railed merely for some technical,

legal purpose. These Broadway car-tracks,

have a protective coat of dust and have long

been the bane of cyclists.

A brilliantly bad example of the sinuous

car-track is at the commencement of Sedg-

wick avenue, just as you cross the bridge

which spans the Harlem. You rush down this

bridge and run across the car-tracks of the

Third avenue cable system. Coming from the

north, you go down the steep hill of Sedgwick

avenue, and meet the same conditions. These

tracks are so laid that it requires an expert

to cross them with any degree of safety. It

may be a little thing, but the comfort of the

cyclist depends on little things. The present

growth of cycling indicates that all matters

pertaining to streets and roadways will have

to be eventually adjusted to its convenience

and comfort.

ACCORDING TO HIS EXPERIENCE.

The man in loud knickerbockers laughed.

"Very funny," he said.

''What?" queried the one with a large sec-

tion of skin missing from his nose.

"Why, these 'Don'ts' for wheelmen," re-

plied the talkative-costumed one.

"Let me look at 'em," said the cuticle-

robbed man.

The other man handed him the daily paper

containing the "Don'ts."

"The best one isn't here," said the man with

the fantastic nose, handing back the paper.

"If it was, the rest wouldn't be necessary."

"What one is that?"

"Don't ride," answered the man whose nose

stood in need of skin grafting, as he care-

fully put a large piece of court plaster where

it would do the most good. You see he had

formed his opinion of cycling from experience

gained by riding a $'29.87 bargain-counter bi-

cycle, and from his experience, he was justi-

fied in speaking as he did.

WHEN BULGES BLOOM.

Whenever a bulge is noticed in a tire, cau-

tion should be exercised in pumping it up,

and, if possible, the air pressure should not be
increased until the tire has been opened and
the cause of the bulge ascertained. If, as will

very probably be the case, moisture has got

through a cut in the outer rubber and rotted

the fabric, a blow-out may occvir if the tire

is pumped hard,

FOR MEN AND WOMEN OF TO-MORROW.

"Just as the twig is bent, the tree's in-

clined," is a proverb well and aptly put by

the Frazer & Jones Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.,

who devote themselves wholly to the manufac-

ture of Elfin bicycles, one of the most ap-

propriate and best-chosen names in use for

juveniles' wheels.

The proverb is quoted to emphasize one of

Frazer & Jones Co.'s strong points—that

Elfins, in every part, are properly propor-

tioned for those for whom they are designed,

the coming generation. The pedals, saddles

and cranks, the width of handle-bars, the dis-

tances between handle-bars and seat-posts and
between saddles and pedals are all correctly

gauged and carried out that they shall not

"deform or abnormally develop the growing
limbs or put unnatural crooks in the little

backs of the men and women of to-morrow."

The Elfin line includes not only wheels for

boys and girls, but tandems as well and all

are well made and the cutest little things imag-

inable.

Frazer & Jones have apparently left nothing

unconsidered. Their reversible crank bracket,

here shown, is a fair example. It was designed

to answer the oft-uttered parental plea, "They'll

outgrow the wheel in a year." By simply

changing the brackets from the top to the

lower side of the chain stays, two inches extra

are obtained.

AFFORDS RELIEF.

To the practice of "holding the bars short,"

now so general, is due this innovation; the

Perfection Relief Grip, it is termed by its

makers, the Ventilated Grip and Manufac-
turing Co., Newark, N. J. It is made

of sponge or porous rubber, and its ob-

ject is obvious. Being soft and flexible, it

conforms to any curve of the handle bar, and

may be placed at or shifted to any point de-

sired.

JEWING DOWN JUSTICE.

"Your fine," said the judge to the fair owner
of a bargain-counter $19.87 wheel, "for riding

without a light will be one dollar, madam."
"Couldn't you make it 99 cents, judge?"

pleaded the woman, who believed in securing

her cycling pleasures and penalties upon a

strictly bargain-counter schedule,

WHERE THE SHOE PINCHES.

A man spent the years of his youth in slav-

ing to make of his business a success. Fortune
smiled upon labor and perseverance, and suc-

cess crowned all. Say his business was the

production and sale of shoes. He made the

best shoes he knew how to make, or could

hire others to, make for him; he asked no
more than the shoes were worth, and to the

purchasers the shoes gave satisfaction. He
had for sale two grades of shoes; both good,

but one a trifle better, therefore, more ex-

pensive.

Doing business upon business principles,

selling his shoes at a profit fair enough to

earn a reasonable return from the large plant

he had gradually built up, the owner of the

business was one whom many less successful

than he were wont to envy.

One day there came a customer who con-

tracted for a pair of the cheaper of the two
grades of shoes. When they were finished, or

rather before that, even, the customer said' to

the man who made shoes:

"I'll take another pair, the best ones this

time, and of course I shall not pay you for

them."

At this the shoe manufacturer wondered,
and asked why he was to receive no payment,
for the second and more expensive pair of

shoes.

"Oh, haven't you been in the business long

enough to learn that?" answered the would-be

dead-head. "You see it is a custom among all

of us shoe buyers to strike the manufacturer

for a free pair of shoes, in return for the honor
we do him in giving him our trade."

"But," said the shoe mail, "are not my shoes

worth the money I ask for them? Because

you order a cheap pair is that any reason why
I should make you a present of a finer pair?"

"Oh, your shoes are all right," said the

buyer, "they are as good, if not a trifle better

than many of those made by your com-
petitors, but you can't stay in business unless

you sell your goods, and you cannot sell them
unless you meet competition, and to do this

you must give away your best goods for noth-

ing, so your customers may, now and then,

pay you for some of the cheaper grades."

The argument was so ingenious that the man
who made shoes consented to the proposition,

before he really understood the purport there-

of. Of course you will say the shoe man was

a fool, ai d the man who made him such a pro-

position was well, no matter. Yet all

this is true, if you transform the shoe man-
ufacturer into the owner of a trade paper;

the shoes into advertising space; the shoe

buyer into an advertiser, and the free shoes de-

manded into reading notices. Moral: Well,

if you haven't discovered it, never mind.

THE NEW ORDER OF THINGS.

"What'cher in such a hurry for?"

"Want to get these challenges in the mail."

"Who are they for?"

"For all the cracks. I'm challenging them
to race me for any amount and any distance."

"You must be crazy! You couldn't beat one

of them if he had only one leg."

"I know it. That's why I'm challenging

them. I can't win a race nohow, but in this

new racing game all you have to do is to

challenge the big guns, put up a fake forfeit,

and then get the loser's end of the gate re-

ceipts. It's a regular cinch! Beats racing all

hollow, I tell you."
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STREET " IMPROVEMENTS."

Those Made and Unmade Upon Prominent

New York Thoroughfares.—How to

Still Improve.

The New York C3'clist, or he of New
Jersey or elsewhere, who uses the Eighth

avenue asphalt pavement as a leader to the

Boulevard, to Central Park and to the great

beyond, has anything but a delightful prospect

before him. , This asphalt pavement extends

from Fourteenth to Fifty-ninth street, a two-

and-a-quarter-mile stretch, and is contiguous

to the residences of a quarter of a million

people. The street was asphalted through the

influence of cyclists and through the influence

of The Wheel.
The history of this asphalt is a curious one.

It appears that the original pavement was not

of sound composition, and in a short time it

deteriorated into a ribbon of ruts and pools

and quagmires, and presented a jolty topogra-

phy not inviting to those who were com-

pelled to use it. Rumor says the contractor

was never paid for the work. When the as-

phalt had gotten into an extremely wretched

condition, it was repaired by another asphalt

company, and the avenue was presentable.

But the streets of New York apparently

know no peace, and shortly after its renova-

tion the asphalt was rent from stem to stern

by a new gas company, and after they had

given their mains proper interment, the coat-

ing was re-laid in a most uneven fashion.

And yet again, another gas company has ob-

tained the right to do battle with the asphalt,

for it also wishes to have the gas custom

of the great West Side. And more than this,

the Eighth avenue limping, loping, loitering

horse-car line has been sold to the Metropoli-

tan Traction Company and it will be turned

over to that corporation this fall. The bene-

ficent feature of the transaction is that the

present Eighth-avenue, Forty-ninth-and-Fif-

tieth-street charnel house will disappear, and
cycling shall know its multifarious odors no
more; but in place thereof shall have a power
house, which toils not, neither does it spin,

that is, along the line of malodorousness. But
the obverse side of the medal presents a view

of Eighth avenue torn up from stem to stern,

from Fourteenth to Fifty-ninth street, from
gutter to gutter, and kept in that unridable

condition for months.

This avenue has become a necessity to

many thousands of riders. It adds greatly to

their pleasure; it would be an immeasurable
loss to them. Therefore The Wheel sug-

gests to the powers that be that Seventh
avenue, one block east, be asphalted, and as-

phalted at once. Seventh avenue, from Green-
wich avenue to Fourteenth street, is a quiet

residence avenue. From Fourteenth to Thir-

ty-fourth street it is heterogeneous. In places,

its shops are shabby and its residences, both
on the avenue and contiguous to it, are of

that particular class upon which asphalt has a

beneficial efifect. Of course the sanitary and
social reformers take a firm stand that once a

street is asphalted, its cleanliness, its smooth-
ness, its noiselessness and its evenness pene-

trate into the domiciles which border it,

and a distinct improvement in manners, mor-
als, equipage and accoutrement is noted. This
fact is not disputable. From Thirty-fourth

street to the Park the avenue increases in tone
and in value, the principal portion being lined.

by luxurious apartment houses.

Seventh avenue is particularly favorable for

asphalt pavement, being broad and level, and

there are other things to commend this im-

provement. Eighth avenue, mornings and

evenings, is now a death trap. Its pavements

are crowded with playing children; every cab

on the West Side seeks it as a rapid means of

going up or down town,- while it is the de-

light of the truckman. It is now congested

so that cycling upon it, whether by day or

night, is dangerous, and it has furnished its

quota of accidents. If Seventh avenue were

asphalted, it would turn much of the conges-

tion from Eighth avenue.

From these several points of view the as-

phalting of Seventh avenue strongly recom-

mends itself. The Wheel calls the attention

of the Public Works people and of influential

cyclists and influential cycling organizations

to this suggestion.

AN UNALIENABLE RIGHT.

GROWING CONSTANTLY WORSE.

The amazing multiplication^ of bicycles

causes in some. parts of every city an incon-

venient overcrowding of the streets at times,

but of this, though many persons may deem
it a nuisance, no complaint can be justly made.

The bicycle has been declared to be a vehicle,

and it is illogical to be angry because traffic

has increased—in other words, because the

streets are extensively used for the purpose

for which they chiefly exist. The trouble is

that by a number of wheelmen the streets

are recklessly and unlawfully used, and that

the evil grows worse continually.

NO PLACE FOR A WOMAN.

The rival race to be run in opposition to the

Chicago road race on Decoration Day by
the Cook County Cyclists' Association is to

enjoy the unique distinction and unwhole-

some precedent of having a woman act as

referee. Miss Edna B. Dean. It behooves

Miss Dean to equip herself with a stout pair

of ear muffs unless she enjoys hearing a pro-

fusion of choice Billingsgate and language un-

known to Sunday-school scholars.

LOOKS LIKE A NEW DEAL.

From Boston comes the news that the

Press C. C. of that city has taken it upon
itself to see that the United States is repre-

sented at the International meet at Glasgow
next July, and that it has voted to send a team

to Scotland. Asa Windle, it is stated, will be

in charge of the men. If the plan is carried

out, the club's annual meet will be aban-

doned.

MERELY CIGARETTE MONEY.

Some of the French professionals who rode

at the Winter track, Paris, during the season

of cold weather, fared fairly well financially

for the period when the average rider is at

leisure. From November to March Bon-
hours is reported as winning $1,530; Cham-
pion, $1,200; Armstrong, $600, Bauge, $540,

Linton,

COLLEGE MEN DISCIPLINED.

G. W. Dorntee, the New England member
of the Racing Board, has suspended every one
of the Tufts College racing team which was
to compete at the intercollegiate meet at

Worcester on Saturday. This action was taken

because the men rode in an unsanctioned race

at Medford la.st Saturday,

I<lke a Pension, Sanctions Cannot Be Revoked,

No Matter How Obtained, Says

Mott.

Sanctions for Decoration Day have been

granted by Chairman Mott to two different

clubs of Newark, N. J. As a consequence

there is blood on the moon and a lively war
is aborning that is likely to terminate in a

sensational manner. The principals in the

argument are the Atalanta Wheelmen and

Chairman H. F. Neefus, of the State Racing

Board and president of the Vim Bicycle

Club.

Early in the season the Atalanta Wheelmen
leased the Waverly Park track, Newark, for

the year, and applied and secured a number
of sanctions for the choicest days of the sea-

son. This left the Vim Club at the mercy of

the Atalantas, and, not to be outdone, a com-
pany was formed, through the president of

that club, to build a board track at the Shoot-

ing Park, work on which is to begin this

week. A month ago a sanction for Decora-

tion Day was applied for by the new track

company under the name of the Century Cycle

Club, of Irvington, a club born for the occa-

sion from the ashes of an organization of a

similar name that once existed in Newark.
After securing the sanction, owing to the

liberality in dealing out dates for holidays.

Chairman Mott was requested to transfer it

to the Vailsburg track. Not being able to

find Vailsburg on the map, he made inquiries

of the Century C. C. secretary, who is also

secretary of the new track association, and be-

ing assured that it would not conflict with the

Waverly sanction, granted the request. Then
it transpired that the Vailsburg track was
none other than the proposed track at Shoot-

ing Park, Newark, and the Atalanta people

protested so vigorously to Mr. Mott that he

journeyed to that city on Sunday to investigate

for himself. After -visiting the tracks he

admitted that he had been completely de-

ceived, and stated that he would never have

granted the sanction had he known that Vails-

burg track and Shooting Park were one and

the same.

Although he admitted that the sanction had

been secured by misrepresentation and deceit,

he made the somewhat incongruous statement

that a sanction once granted could not be re-

voked by any clause in the racing rules, with

one exception, which is foreign to this case; a

ruling which, if followed through the sea-

son, may lead to some serious complications,

and completely annuls the value of a sanction.

As over a dozen meets are scheduled to

draw on the riders of the Metropolitan Dis-

trict on May 31st, three or four of which ex-

pect patronage from the Irvington-Millburn

race, the opposition has caused strong feeling

between the Atalanta Wheelmen and Chair-

man Neefus, of the State Board, whom they

claim has deliberately planned to injure their

meet, instead of performing the duties of his

office. In fact, there is a strong tendency to

prefer charcres against him of malfeasance in

office. Neefus became prominent shortly

after the last Irvington-Millburn race by his

conduct in supporting Hadfield, the dis-

qualified winner, at which time he threatened

to annihilate the men in charge of the race.

Connecticut will have a State circuit this

year, starting at Norwich on Decoration Day.
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THE CRY OF A JEREMIAH.

From the depths of despair the "India

Rubber World" thus stretches itself upon the

future of the cycle and tire trade:

"The numerous rubber-men who are mak-

ing tires should not overlook certain indica-

tions which presage a turning-point in the

bicycle trade. Not that it will happen this

year, perhaps, but it is a simple truism that

the present rate of increase in the production

of bicycles cannot continue indefinitely. At

this rate a very few years more would see a

bicycle apiece for every inhabitant of the

country, and there must be a considerable el-

ement of the population unable either to ride

a wheel or to pay for one.

"The first suggestion that an era of over-

production is nearing is to be found in a

weakening in prices, even earlier this season

than last. There were wheels sold at every-

body's price in 1896, and more of the same

kind of business is to be looked for this year.

A second indication is in the recklessness

with which some bicycle manufacturers, in-

experienced in the exporting trade, are rush-

ing wheels abroad without first having ar-

ranged for adequate foreign representation.

"There is reason to fear that too

many of the bicycles thus exported are

not of a character to enhance either

the foreign demand for our wheels or

foreign appreciation of American me-

chanical skill or business methods. It is

not difficult to understand that bicycles con-

signed to another continent are worth even

less to the manufacturer as assets than con-

signed bicycles in the hands of agents at

home.

"The lesson of the situation is that wheels

are being made that cannot be sold at a

piofit, if at all, and that the rubber-man who
is not cautious may have reason, in no great

while, to envy his competitor who began in

time to ship tires C. O. D., even to some
bicycle-makers who may have bought freely

in the past, and paid their bills. It must be

admitted that no other important branch of

the rubber industry has ever proved so disap-

pointing to the manufacturers as the tire

trade, despite the great consumption and the

enormous aggregate of money expended for

tires.

"It was bad enough that mistakes should

have been made in the beginning in the

choice of materials for tires, and in the

methods of construction as well, followed by
the almost suicidal guarantee policy. If to

this be added the indiscriminate opening of

accounts for tires for all comers, the inevita-

ble disaster to some houses will make the

history of this department of the rubber trade

a very sombre one, indeed.

"There is the making of a great industry

in tires—a very great industry—under proper

conditions. Bicycles have become essential

to modern life, and rubber tires are indis-

pensable to the bicycle, so that a permanent
tire industry is bound to exist, so organized

as to yield fair profits on the product. But
before this can be realized there must be a

weeding-out of the very many of the bicycle

concerns now at work, and the tire-makers
of to-day will be exceedingly fortunate if

none of their number is pushed to the wall
with the failures in the bicycle trade."

A racing board chairman, like the play-
writer, must expect to be judged by his axe.

Their quality has estab-

Hshed their reputation. No
bicycle stands higher than

the Waverley because Wav-
erleys are and have been

built right. In five short

years they have made their

way all over the civilized

world. The 1897 Waverley

has the first true bearings

ever attached to a bicycle

—

consequently Waverleys run

easiest.

'97 Prices, $100, $60,

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.

«^ fe^ «c|6

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Kindly Mention The Wheel,
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CRACKAJACKS, PLEASE NOTE.

"Is there any money to be made by Ameri-

can wheelmen in South Africa?" Charles G.

Kilpatrick, the well-known trick rider, who
has lately returned from Cape Town and Jo-

hannesburg, was asked.

Turning the calcium-light flash of a Cape

diamond which ornamented his shirt bosom
full upon the questioner, he answered: "Is

there? I know where a good American rac-

ing man, not necessarily a crackajack,

either, can pick up somewhere around $20,000

almost for the asking."

"Where?" gasped the interviewer, with vis-

ions of training, racing and reaping of for-

tune thereby.

"Oh, down in Johannesburg," airily an-

swered the man of cycle tricks.

"How?"
"By just going down there, taking time to

train and become acclimated, and then de-

feating one or both of the two cracks who
now lord it over everything in South Africa.

The people there have money to burn,

matches are plentiful, and monetary confla-

grations are always in order. The South Af-

ricans think their two men are world beaters,

and are willing to go broke backing up

that proposition. While the men are clever,

they would not be in it with any man of a

dozen American racers I know of. There's

a whole picnic in South Africa for the first

good racer to strike there. If I only had
another leg I'm blamed if

"

Then the exponent of trick cycling changed
the subject.

SECESSIONISTS TO GET TWO YEARS.

While the California Associated Cycling

Clubs has issued a bulletin terminating all

existing suspensions and restrictions iinposed

by the League on tracks and racing men in

California, the officials of the League have

decided on the punishment to be inflicted on

all persons identified with the outlaw associa-

tion. Racing men, officials and members will

all come under the ban of the League, and all

tracks on which Sunday racing takes place

will be blacklisted. The penalty to be

visited upon the racing men will be suspen-

sion for a term of two years from May 5th

from all privileges of the League.

PUNCTURE KILLED HIM.

At the inquest it developed that a puncture

indirectly caused the death of A. W. Harris,

the English crack. Previous to the race in

which the accident occurred, his tire had punc-

tured, and as it could not be repaired in time

to permit him to start, he borrowed and re-

moved the front wheel of a friend's bicycle,

which he placed in his own machine. During
the race, the borrowed wheel buckled and
gave Harris the fall which fractured his skull

and caused his death. He was unconscious

except for an instant, in the hospital, when he

seemed to regain his senses and exclaimed

"I'm beaten! I'm beaten!"

WAS AN "AUTHORITY" ONCE.

Charles R. Culver, he who once, in the guise

of trainer, patted the muscles and rubbed the

cuticle of the mighty Sanger, when the latter

was a world-beater, has concluded to again

act as mentor and masseur to racing men,
having assumed charge of the Yale College

bicycle squad until after the Iiitercollegiate

cycle meet, June 5th,

FINE—ON PAPER.

A corporation known as the New Jersey

Bicycle Track Association promises to revo-

lutionize cycle racing in the Metropolitan Dis-

trict. Within the period of two weeks it pro-

poses to construct a four-Jap board track at

the Shooting Park, Newark, and revive cycle

racing in the land of mosquitoes as has not

been known since the palmy days of the old

Roseville track. The proposed track is to be

oval in shape, 26 feet wide on the backstretch

and gradually increasing on the curves to a

width of 40 feet on the homestretch. The rises

will vary from 3 feet in 26 on the stretches

to a 9-foot embankment on the turns, the

latter to be on a radius of 135 feet. The
curves will take up 424 feet, while on the

homestretch there will be a straight course

of 236 feet, which, with the extra width noted

above, will minimize the chances of accidents

occurring and will give all contestants a fair

chance at the finish.

The track is to have a stone foundation, the

underpinnings to be of chestnut of large di-

mensions, and the supports to be a well and

strongly built trestle. The surface of the

track will be of ljx2 yellow pine, tongued
and grooved, with leaded joints to reduce

vibration to a minimum. The surface will

also be creosoted and colored so as to do

away with all glare.

On the west side of the track will be

erected a grand stand capable of holding

2,000, and also sixty private boxes, and the

other space will be sufficient to accommodate
some 8,000 to 10,000 additional spectators.

An electric-lighting plant will furnish illum-

ination for night races.

The association is composed of H. J. Bloe-

mecke, president; C. B. Bloemecke, vice-presi-

dent; H. F. Neefus, treasurer; A. J. Hargan,
secretary.

TO COMMAND LEAGUE FORCES.

George H. Strong and Francis T. Dwyer, of

San Francisco, have accepted the positions

of chief consul and vice-consul, respectively,

of the North California Division, and will at

once begin an aggressive fight against the

California seceders.

Chief Consul Strong also wired to Presi-

dent Potter for $200 to pay an alleged claim

for printing and expenses incurred by ex-

Vice-Consul Wynne during his occupancy of

office and a claim by Percy V. Long for ser-

vice as counsel of the Division Rights and
Privileges Committee, on account of which

claims 1,400 road books of the division have

been attached. The money was despatched to

Strong, but it is stated that the matter will

be taken to the courts.

CHANCE FOR A WORLD WINNER.

A World quadruplet valued at $500 is to be

awarded to the winner of the Lewis road race

to be run at Buffalo on May 31st. Over 100

other prizes will be offered, valued at $3,000.

The time prize is a Thistle triplet. Twelve

single machines are also offered of the follow-

ing makes, nine of which are given by the

D. H. Lewis Cycle Co.: Four Quakers, two

Worlds, and one each United States, Globe,

Warner, Gladiator, Electric City, and Zenith.

DEAD FROM CARELESSNESS.

Following close upon the death of Harris,

in England, through an accident on the track,

comes a fatal smash-up in this country. At
Danbury, Ct., on Thursday of last week,

Homer S. Sturgis, while training on the track

for a Decoration Day meet, was run down by

Chas. Clark and killed instantly. Sturgis had
finished his exercise and, ttirriing about near

the tape was riding slowly back toward the

dressing rooms, when Clark came rushing

down the homestretch behind a pacemaker.

Both men had their heads down and were not

aware that anyone else was on the track. As
they neared the tape Clark shot ahead of his

pacemaker in a final burst of speed and crashed

into Sturgis, who was riding slowly with

bowed head.

Sturgis was hurled into the air and fell un-

conscious, while blood gushed from his

mouth.

He was placed in an ambulance, but died on

his way to the hospital. His skull had been

crushed, his nose was broken and he was in-

jured internally.

Clark escaped with two broken fingers and

a bad shaking up. Both wheels were wrecked.

Witnesses agree that Sturgis was riding

close to the rail and in the opposite direction

to the regular course. He should have been

on the outside of the track. He paid the pen-

alty of his carelessness with his life. It was

dusk when the accident occurred.

HE ORATES THROUGH HIS CHAPEAU.

Robert M. Welch, chairman of the Cali-

fornia "secesh's" Racing Board, has inaugu-

rated his administration by writing "open

letters." He has penned one to Otto Ziegler

telling him sadly, that, owing to the L.

A. W.'s affiliation with the International Cy-_

clists' Union he (Ziegler) would be ineligible

to compete on European tracks, although

Sunday racing is the rule there. But Mr.

Welch states that he means to apply for mem-
bership in the I. C. A., and "will appeal to

that body from any attempt to outlaw Cali-

fornia riders because of Sunday racing." In

this same open letter to Zeigler, Mr. Welch
makes himself believe that "the bold and de-

termined stand taken by California has ex-

cited the admiration of the entire cycling

world." Then in the name of the California

Associated Cycling Clubs, he issues a bul-

letin terminating all existing suspensions and

restrictions imposed by the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen on tracks and racing men
in California on account of Sunday racing,

though just how any one but a L. A. W. offi-

cial can do this no one but a Californian will

ever know.

MORE MONEY FOR RACING MEN.

The kinetoscope company which took the

views of the Fitzsimmons-Corbett fight are

endeavoring to secure pictures of a race meet

on the new Auditorium track at Louisville,

LO, THE CONQUERING HERO COMES.

After enjoying for six months all the de-

lights to which a champion rider is heir to,

Monte Scott returned to New York on Mon-
day from Mexico, where he had everything

his own way. He defeated every native rider

matched against him, wiped out all the old

records and put up a string of new ones and

made a host of friends throughout the coun-

try. Scott has been one of the crackajack

back-mark men in the Irvington-Mill-

burn race for several years, but will have to

watch the others ride this season, now being a

professional.
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THE PALMER JIFFY REPAIR TOOL

Tool encased in cover—for carrying in the pocket or tool-bag.

Sectional View of the Tool, showing collapsible tube partially emptied.

Tool in action,

showingmethod
of mending the

puncture ....

The original Solution Injector—invented by John F. Palmer and first used by the

Palmer Pneumatic Tire Company in 1892-3.

THE PALMER JIFFY REPAIR TOOL
Is by far the best, most economical and neatest tool yet made for the making of solution repairs. The conical wire tip keeps the

puncture open while the solution is being injected and absolutely insures a thorough and even distribution of cement over the

puncture.

POSITIVE IN ACTION AND AN ABSOLUTE CURE
FOR ALL PUNCTURES.

Full particulars of the Palmer Jiffy Repair Tool in the next issue of Thb Whbei<, with a history of the origin and perfection

of solution tools as embodied in the Palmer Jiffy.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

NEW YORK OFFICES, 66-68 READE STREET.

Free Repair Stations, Chicago, New Yorl£, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul, St. Louis and Baltimore.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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FIZZLING OUT IN 'FRISCO.

San Francisco, Cal., May 10.—Sunday rac-

ing dragged a bit at the second meet of the

California Association, held at the Veledrome

yesterday. While the attendance was fairly

good, the appearance of the same riders over

and over again failed to arouse the enthusiasm

of the spectators, and unless recruits for the

outlaw meets are speedily secured, the public

will tire of the game. The only event that did

not fall flat yesterday was the final of the

two-thirds mile professional, when Zeigler

Jones and Davis fought a battle royal for first

money.

Zeigler was the first to catch the pacemaker,

closely followed by Jones and Davis. The
latter two, by clever maneuvering, succeeded

in dislodging the San Jose rider from the

coveted position on the fifth lap, and before

the latter could straighten himself out for the

final sprint, Jones and his team mate were a

dozen yards in advance of him. Jones won
by two lengths, while Davis just lasted long

enough to beat Zeigler for the place.

The two-mile post race, professional, proved

a farce. Zeigler immediately secured the first

four points, but Jones and Davis resorted to

team work, and as a result Davis secured a

lead of fully half a lap. It was practically

impossible to catch him at this stage, and he

secured the remaining six points and the race.

Summaries:

Two-thirds mile, professional.—1, Jones; 2, Davis;

3, Zeigler; time, 1.26.

One mile, handicap.—1, E. F. Russ (scratch) ; 2,

F. L. Morton (80); 3, Percy Mott (scratch); time,

2.22 3-5.

Two-mile post race, professional.—1, C. L. Davis

(6 points); 2, Zeigler (4 points); 3, Jones; time,

4.40 1-5.

HOW PROUD THESE MEN MUST FEEL.

Cleveland, May 10.—The outlaw races at the

Central Armory came to an end Saturday

night, with Geo. Comstock a winner. He
further entangled himself Saturday afternoon

with the powers that be by going against one

of the female riders in a trial of speed. Of

the five women who started Monday night

only two were able to stand the strain until the

finish. One fell Tuesday and fractured a

couple of ribs. She pluckily rode on the fol-

lowing night, but was then obliged to give it

up. The remaining two hung on until the

last half hour Saturday night, when both fell

from their wheels in a fainting condition,

which was followed by attacks of vomiting

and hysterics. Such is fame; and there are

scores of others anxious to take a hand in the

game.
.^

CHINN CAUGHT THE MOST.

At the last day of the Sport and Play meet,

Birmingham, Chinn and Osborne defeated

Nelson and McGregor in a five-mile . match

tandem race by ten yards in 11.35. Barden

took the mile handicap from scratch in 2.04

2-5, beating Nossam and Chinn handily. Ful-

ford, 60 yds, took the half-mile handicap, with

Barden, scratch, second and Chinn, 15 yds.,

third. Sixteen riders rode quarter-mile time

trials, the best times being Nossam, 27 4-5s.

;

Chinn, 28s.; Camp, 28 4-5s. The half hour's

ride against time went to Chinn, who covered

12 1-4 miles. Twelve thousand spectators

were present.

"MIKE" MADE MIC QUIT.

Floyd MacFarland's ambition to show his

rear wheel to Michael was knocked endways

in less than five minutes at Memphis on Fri-

day last, when he started in a ten-mile match

race with the Welchman. It only required a

mile and two-thirds of red-hot pedaling to

convince the lanky Californian that the pace

was a little too warm for comfort, so he re-

tired and left Michael to go it alone. With
MacFarland out of it the midget called for

more pace, and although he was not com-
pletely satisfied with the best efforts of the

two triplets and four tandem teams, he got un-

der record at three miles and cut all the fig-

ures from six to ten miles.

Weinig, Kennedy, and Bainbridge were on
the first triplet and Stevens, Longhead, and

Bartholomew on the second. Oliver and Pres-

tige, Blanchard and Ingraham, Weinsett and

Walthour, and Repine and Gustavson manned
the tandems. Michael rode a 105 gear and
MacFarland an 88. The former secured the

pole, soon caught the pacemaker, and rode the

first half a mile in 1:03. The mile was covered

in 2:03 and the two miles in 8:59 1-5. The new
figures follow:

3 miles, Michael 5.54 2-5 Becker, 5.55
6 12.00 4-5 McDuffee 12.08 2-5

7 14.04 1-5 "
14.05 3-5

S 1G.05 3-5 "
16.08 1-5

9 IS. 05 1-5
•'

18.13 4-5

10 " 20.08 2-5 •'
20.18 3-5

McDuffee's figures were made last year

during his match race with Michael, when the

Welchman was defeated.

CHASING TIME ALREADY.

Attacks on the records were begun in Eng-
land. J. Platt-Betts is the first man to begin

worrying the scythe man, who on April 27th,

at the Crystal Palace track, pared off 2-5 of

a second from the mile standing start mark,
held by himself. He was helped along by
quad and quint teams. The figures follow:

New. M.S.

% Platt-Betts 0.31 4-5

V2 Platt-Betts 0.56 3-5

% Platt-Betts 1.22
1 Platt-Betts 1.47 3-5

M.S. Old.

0.28 1-5 J. S. Johnson
0.54 2-5 J. S. Johnson
1.21 1-5 Platt-Betts
1.48 Platt-Betts

On the same day, at the North London Cy-
cling track, P. Wheelock, J. Walton, W.
Grace, J. Green, and A. Batchelor on a "quint"

established new records from one to five miles,

as follows:
Time. Old Record.

Miles. M. S. M. S.

1 1 58 1-5 2 09
2 3 52 3-5 4 16 2-5

3 5 48 2-5 6 24 2-5

4 7 46 4-5 8 35
5 9 45 10 28 2-5

HOW THE MIGHTY HATH FALLEN 1

At the recent championship meeting in Aus-

tralia a one-mile "ordinary" race was carded.

That the once proud high wheel is now but a

joke may be judged from the fact that when
the six starters appeared, "the crowd simply

roared; the fast pedaling which seemed to re-

sult in very little speed was most peculiar ap-

pearing." The event, nevertheless, was won
in 2m. 48 2-5s.

A sextet used for pacing at the Wood Green

track, England, is geared to 132 inches.

ALL FROM FIFTY-FOUR.

London, May 7.—At Sydenham yesterday

Walters rode 100 kilometres (62 miles 246

yards) in 2 hours 9 minutes and 13 4-5 sec-

onds, lowering the record for the distance.

He also broke the records for all the dis-

tances from fifty-four miles.

ROAD RACE WRANGLES COMMENCE.

Harry M. Hewson, of Cambridge, a 2.45

man, won the East Boston 12-mile road race

on Saturday last from a field of over 100

starters. Tom Barnaby, a scratch-man, took
the time prize in 32.25, finishing eighteenth.

The crowd was so dense at the finishing

point that the police were unable to give the

riders sufficient room, and consequently falls

were numerous. At one point seven riders

went down in a bunch, and Barnaby ran into

an ice wagon and escaped injury by a mira-

cle. A. A. Chamberlain, of Franklin, fin-

ished first, and claimed the time prize, but as

he was not checked at the turn, and evidence
was secured showing that he was seen to de-

liberately cut the course, he was disquali-

fied. He went away threatening a suit

against the promoters. Alexander, the other
scratch-man, finished a second behind Bar-
naby. The first 20 men to finish follow:

H. M. Hewson, Cambridge 2.45 34.28

A. I. Paine, Brockton 2.10 34.01

L. J. Solari, East Boston, E. C. C... 1.50 33.45

Tom Hennessey, Roxbury, E. C. C. 2.30 34.25 2-5

B. H. McLaughlin, Lynn 3.00 34.56

F. F. Rowan, Eagle C. C 2.45 34.43

J. F. Callahan, Berkeley C. C 2.10 34.10

J. W. Davis, Lynn 3.00 35.16

P. W. Foster, Newton 1.50 33.56 1-5

A. L. Titman, East Boston 2.45 34.53

H. A. Hill, Lynn 2.30 34.34

J. Fred Hale, Woburn 3.00 35.10

A. E. Brunette, Hyde Park 1.40 34.01

C. E. Broad, Newton 2,30 34.511-5

J. R. Dubois, Brockton 2.45 35.07

A. S. Martin, Manchester 2.45 35.08

James Urquhart, Dorchester 0.30 32.54

T. A. Barnaby, Eagle C. C scratch 32.25

R. M. Alexander, Hartford, Conn, .scratch 32.26

F. P. Kent, Boston, E. C. C 0.45 33.15

Time prizes—First, Tom Barnaby; second, R. M.
Alexander; third, J.imes Urquhart; fourth, Rob
Urquhart.

SHELLED OUT NEW FIGURES.

On a course laid out over the famous shell

road east of Baltimore, Henry Smith, of the

Maryland Century C. C, rode 314 miles ip

24 hours on Sunday and Monday last. He
was after the American 24-hour road record, a

mark that needs plenty of boosting to get it

in a respectable location, and had no trouble

in wresting the record from his Chicagoan
namesake, A. E. Smith, who held the honor
with 295 miles. The Baltimore rider also

placed the 12-hour record at 170 miles, and

made new figures for 300 miles, his time be-

ing 22 hours, 56 minutes, 8 seconds.

In addition to this he broke the Maryland
records for 10, 20, 60, 100, and 200 miles. His
total resting time was 3 hours and 58 seconds.

The course was laid ofif by a competent civil

engineer, and the run was made under the

auspices of the Maryland Century Cycling

Club. The figures will be submitted to the

Century Cycling Club of America for verifi-

cation.

TANDEM, TRIPLET, QUAD.

Homage was paid to Zimmerman for the

second time at the Seine track, Paris, on Sun-
day, April 25th, when a 1,000 meters (1,094

yds.) race was run styled the Prix Zimmer-
man, divided into four heats and two semi-

finals, all paced. The final was won by Nieu-

port, Piette second. Time, Im., 17 3-5s. The
first prize was $200. Another feature of the

meet was a multicycle race for 2,000 meters,

the result being 1, Leneuf, tandem; 2, Jallu,

triplet; 3, Fayet, quad. Time, 2.42 4-5.
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KEEPS THEM GUESSING.

"Mr. Coleman is out of town;" "down in

Virginia, hunting"— or, it may be, "up

in Canada, fishing." Such are the responses

most often given to inquirers for Mr. Coleman

at his Warren street office, and one wonders

how he keeps in touch with his big business

interests and yet manages to either be in Vir-

ginia or in the Canadian waters so many

times during the year. The peculiar thing

about these absences is that Mr. Coleman is

always off on these trips in the most busy

part of the season. For instance, it has not

been possible to locate him in Warren street

for the past three weeks, during which time he

is alleged to have been up in Canada, fishing.

On the face of it, it does not seem possible

that a man can so personally manipulate his

business and yet be so much away. Therefore

those who are fond of guessing maintain that

R. L. is neither fishing nor hunting, but has

a secret office in Warren street, into which he

occasionally disappears and turns out oceans

of work. Or else they opine that Mr. Cole-

man, instead of being on his Virginia home-
stead, or hunting the finny ones in Northern

waters, is deeply intent in watching the aortal

valve of the Western Wheel Works factory at

Chicago.

FINE POINTS IN TOE-CLIPS.

Only when he sees a collection of them does

f the average mortal realize how many possibili-

ties there are even in things that it would ap-

pear must be of one shape, toe-clips, for in-

stance. Codman & Shurtleff, of Boston, who

have been in the game for a long time, show

very nicely in their New Winner toe-clips

that even in such articles "fine points" can be

developed. They have them in several lengths

and heights to fit the various sizes of shoes,

and the spring steel of which they are made is

concaved so that it makes a snug, smooth fit

with no sharp edges to cut or mar the

leather. C. & D. are naturally proud of their

product and stamp each clip with their full

name.

THEY ALL WANT ONE.

Hereafter it will not be necessary even to

solve a puzzle to stand a chance of securing

the Trinity which the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co.

is giving away weekly. All that is required

are answers to the questions propounded in

the advertisement. That the scheme has

proven profitable and that ample results

almost invariably flow from keen advertising

is attested by the Trinity people's testimony

that from the two publications of the ofifer

more than 2,000 responses have already been
received.

PAY FIVE HUNDRED MORE.

Gormully & Jeffery have paid another $500

into the English courts in their fight with the

North British Rubber Co. The highest courts

have decided against them, and to stay the

injunction it was necessary to pay $2,500

pending an appeal to the House of Lords.

When the time expired the Lords' Appeal
Committee had not yet heard the case, and by
paying the additional $500 G. & J. were
granted further time. In all they have paid

$5,500 into British courts in matters of the

sort.

SOLD AT LAST.

Layfayette, Ind., May 8.—After going beg-

ging for some time, the plant of the Lindsay

Bicycle Co. has finally been disposed of by the

receiver. Benjamin Kirker, of Cincinnati,

has secured the property for $19,025. The
plant, which has been idle for nearly a year,

will resume operations.

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

W. H. Becannon is now familiar to the local

trade as the exponent of the League tires, of

the New York Belting & Packing Co., with

which concern he has been for some time.

Previous to this connection, Mr. Becannon

had, in the old days, endeared himself to the

public as a crack baseball player. But Mr.

Becannon was not intended for all sport and

the business instinct soon developed itself.

Later he was salesman for A. G. Spalding &
Bro., and after that was in business on his own
account with the firm of Keith & Becannon,

sporting goods. This firm started out with

rapid strides, and that it did not achieve a

great and lasting success was due to a combina-

tion of circumstances which did not reflect on

the concern, and which was more or less, ex-

traneous, and even though they did go out

of business they went out in a clean way. As

is shown by the accompanying picture of Mr.

Becannon, his face is of the frank and pro-

W. H. Becannon.

gressive kind and speaks for itself. The ele-

ment of popularity is there, and all those other
qualities which bring a man near to the peo-
ple with whom he comes in contact.

By the way, the New York Belting & Pack-
ing Co. is cutting a bigger swath in the cycle

trade this year than ever before in the his-

tory of that concern. A Wheel man recently

had an interview with W. D. Baer, the secre-

tary of the company, and he spoke cheerfully

and hopefully of their prospects. The tire de-

partment is in charge of F. A. Leland, and he
and his assistants are marketing the N. Y.
Belting & Packing Co.'s League product on
a large and legitimate scale.

ONLY TWO EXCEPTIONS.

All but two of the dealers and repairmen
of Louisville have signed an agreement to al-

low a cash discount of 10 per cent on all re-

pairs to members of the League.

TOOK THREE MONTHS TO CATCH UP.

With a plethora of cycle-stands on the mar-

ket, some folks have been unkind enough to

remark that it is difficult to understand how
very many of the makers could figure a re-

turn on their investments. But in proof that

merit is recognized and that the fittest will

survive, and, incidentally, that cycle shows are

not as barren of results as croakers would
have believed, the B. & B. stand is a good
illustration.

Its makers. Bishop & Benton, New Haven,
Conn., first displayed the stand at the New
York show, and later at the Boston exhibi-

tion. They affirm that no other advertising

or soliciting was done, and yet for three

months they have worked overtime to supply

the demand that came to them. Lately they

have considerably increased their facilities

and with new automatic machinery, are in

position to turn out practically unlimited

quantities and promptly execute all orders.

The stand is a wonderfully simple creation

of stout wire, standing on its own base and
holding both wheels of the bicycle ofif the

floor, the front one being prevented from
swaying or "swinging around."

PLEASANT PEOPLE TO DEAL WITH.

It is extremely doubtful if there are half a

dozen firms making high-grade bicycles

under more than one name-plate that have

been able to impart a distinctiveness to each

that shows for itself. At best it is a difficult

task, and of the very few who have essayed

none has been more signally successful than

the Mason & Mason Co., of Chicago.

Their three wheels, Soudan, Nile and Pyra-

mid, are splendid proofs of the fact. While
each is wrought with exceeding care and all

have features in common, each has a point or

two—decidedly original fork-crowns, for in-

stance—that is all its own and renders it

easily distinguishable from its mates. Quite

recently, Mason & Mason have added the

manufacture of juveniles, 20 and 24-inch

wheels, to their business, and there is scarcely
a doubt but that they will do well. The
Masons have been through the mill, and are
pleasant people to deal with.

FIRST OF ITS KIND.

W. G. Ribble, an employee of the Hay &
Willits Mfg. Co., has recently completed a

compressed air motor cycle, in which he rides
about the streets of Indianapolis. It is the first

vehicle of the sort to be successfully propelled
by such power.

The old adage that figures can't lie does not
hold good during the rural record-breaking
season.

STARR BR0THERSVBELLS
Are known the world over.

DO YOU HANDLE BICYCLE BELLS?
Our Prfces and Styles will interest you

ROTARY, ELKCTRIC,
DOUBLE and
SINOLE STROKE.

Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

THE STARR BROTHERS BELL CO.,

Kindly mention The WheeL EaSt HamptOM, Cofin.
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FIXTURES.

MAY
10 Philadelphia, Penn Wheelmen.
14—Jacksonville, Fla., Wheelmen, National Circuit.

15—Harrisburg, Pa., Capital City Cyclers.

15-29—Allentown, Pa., Mercury VV.

19—Cambridge, Mass., Bostonian C. C.

20 —Petersburg, \ a.. Cockade City C. C.

20-21-Charlotte, N. C, J. E. Carson, Nat'l Circuit.

22.—New York, yuill Club VN'heelmen.

25—Rock Hill, S. C, Rock Hill A. A.
27-28 —Dowagiac, Wis., C. C.

29—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Association.

29—Lebanon, Pa., Iroquois Wheelmen.
29—Homestead, Pa., Cyclers.
29 —Meriden, Conn., C. C.

29—Baltimore, Md., Electric Park.
29—Buffalo, Martin Road Race.
29—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
29-Harrisburg Pa., Wheel Club.
29—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
29—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
29—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
29—Boonton, N. J., A. C.

29 —Haramontown, N. J., A. C.

29.—Millville, N. J., Athletic Park Association.

29—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.

29—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.
29-31—Fonda, N. Y., John R. Briggs.
29-31 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
31—Denver, Colo., Road Race.
31—Cleveland, Ohio, Wheel Club.
31—Red Bank, N. J., Wheelmen.
31—Elizabeth, Pa., Athletic Association.
31—Akron, O., Wheel Club.
31—Marietta, O., Cycle Club.
31—Patchogue, L. I., Wheelmen.
31 —Danbury, Conn., Altair C. C.

31 —Kalamazoo, Mich., C. C.

31—Utica, N. Y., W. E. Barber.
31—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry, Nat'l Circuit.

31—Albany, N. Y., Arbor Athletic Club.
31—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.

31—Boston, Mass., A. C. C. & Mass. Div. Meet.
31—Buffalo, Lewis Road Race.
31—Buffalo, N. Y., Park Side Wheel Club.

31—Chicago, Road Race.
31—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen.
31—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
31—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Harrisburg, Pa., Track Ass'n.
31—Irvington-Millburn Road Race.
31—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
31—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
31—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
31—Paterson, N. J., Excelsior Boat Club.
31—Plainfield, N. J., Crescent Wheelmen.
31—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Davy Crockett Wheelmen.
31—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen.
31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Track Ass'n.
31—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
31—Washington, D. C, International Park.
31—Westfield, Mass., Young Men's Social Club.
31—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
31—New Britain, Conn., Nutmeg A. C.
31 -Middlefield, Conn., Westfield W. C.

JUNE.
2—Salem, Ohio, C. C.

3-4.—Three Rivers, Mich., C. C.

5 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Quaker City Wheelmen.
5—St. Louis, A. C. C, National Circuit.
5 —Louisville, Ky., Magnolia Wheel Club.
7-8 —Charlotte, Mich., C. C.

8—Pueblo, Colo., Rover Wheel & A. C, Nat'l Cir.

8—Fredonia, N. Y., A. A.
9—Denver, Colo., Wheel Club, National Circuit.

9.—Ithaca, N. Y., C. C.

10-11.—Ypsilanti, Mich., League Club.
10 —Rochester, N. Y., Lake View Wheelmen.
11—Warsaw, N. Y., Ramblers B. C.

12—Buffalo, N. Y., Athletic Field Co.
12—Philadelphia, Pa., Castle Wheelmen.
12-19-26—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Track
14-15.—Flint, Mich., Wheelmen.
15—Mansfield, C, Chas. Lewis.
15—St. Louis Cycle Racing Ass'n, National Circuit.

16—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A.
17—Cortland, N. Y., A. A.
17—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen.
17—Peoria, 111., B. C, National Circuit.

17-18.—Jackson, Mich., C. C.

19—Germantown, Pa., H. A. Bary.
19—Pittsburg, Pa., Associated C. C.

19—Syracuse, N. Y., A. C.
19-26—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—South Bend, Ind., Commercial A. C, Nat'l Cir.

21-22—Bay City, Mich., Plank Track Co.
21-22—Saratoga Good Roads Association.
22-23—Cynthiana, Ky., Meet Club.
23—Troy, N. Y., B. C.
23-24—Kalamazoo, Michigan C. C, National Circuit.

24—Albany, N. Y., County Wheelmen.
24-25.—Mount Pleasant, Mich., B. C.
24-25—Peoria, 111., B. C, National Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
26—Philadelphia, Pa., South End Wheelmen.
26 —Manhattan Beach, Kings County Wheelmen.
26-28—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.

JULY.
1-2-3—Racine, Wis., A. A., National Circuit.

3—Paterson, N. J., Union C. C.
3—Beaver Falls, Pa., Beaver Valley Cyclers.

3—Hudson, N. Y., B. C.

3-McKeesport, Pa., Cyclers.
3 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
3—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
3—Cohoes, N. Y., Wheelmen.
3—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
3—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
3-4—New York, Excelsior Boat Club.
3-5 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
3-5—Kalamazoo, Mich., Michigan C. C.

3-5—Waterbury, Ct., Wheel Club.

3-5-10-17-24-31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.

5—Albany, N. Y., City Meet.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Phoenix Hose Co.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Limekiln Club.
5—St. Louis Cycle Racing Association.
5—Canton, Ohio, B. C.
5—Schenectady, N. Y., Fire Department.
5—Albany, N. Y., North End Wheelmen.
5—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
5—Buffalo, N. v.. Press C. C.
5—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
5—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
5—Washington, D. C, International Park.
5—Louisville, Ky., Prince Wells.
5—New Castle, Pa., C. C.
5—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
5—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
5—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
5—Westfield, Mass., E. H. Huntress.
5—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
5—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
5.—West Pittston, Pa., West Side Wheelmen.
5-6.—Henderson, Ky., Wheel Club.
5-9—Chicago Cycle Club, National Circuit.
6—Westfield, Mass., VV. T. Smith.
8—Dayton, O., B. C, National Circuit.
9-10—Columbus, O., C. C, National Circuit.
10-17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
13—Warren, Pa., Recreation Park, National Circuit.
14-15—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. A., National Circuit.
17—Fredonia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
24—New York Herald.
24—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n, Nat'l Cir.

27—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A. National Circuit.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.

AUGUST.
2—Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
6-7—Philadelphia, Pa., National Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
7 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14^Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C, National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
1.—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4:—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. L, Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. N orris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Fa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex Mass., Co., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.

/ 11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
16 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
25—Riverside. R. I., Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—\\'ashington. International Park, Nat'l Circuit.

RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

By vote of the Board the following rule has been

adopted, and will be added on page 38:

"Prizes—The prize value of $35 in amateur and 1100

in professional class can only be given to winners

of first prizes. No prize can be given in a trial heat,

nor more than four prizes in a scratch race or six

prizes in a handicap. The limit may be given to

each of the two winning riders in a tandem race."

Applications for National Circuit meets will be re-

ceived for dates between May 21, at Charlotte, N. C,
and June 12, in St. Louis, Mo. ; thence to June 24,

toward Peoria, 111. ; thence to July 1, towards Racine,

Wis.; also for dates between July 17, at Fredonia,

N. Y., and July 24, at Binghamton, N. Y., and be-

tween that and July 31, to New York City; also, be-

tween September 18, at Boston, and September 27,

at Trenton; also after September 29, at Baltimore.

Attention of promoters is called to the last para-

graph of the sanctions granted to them, which reads

as follows: "The holder of this sanction agrees that

no premium, bonus, expense or appearance money
shall be paid by or for him to any rider to secure

the entrance or appearance of said rider at the

meet."

Promoters are also cautioned not to exceed the

prize limit on page 38, of the Rules, either in open or

closed events, invitation races or "match races"

without the "special permit" required by the rule.

The following telegram was received from Thomas
W. Eck, April 28:

"Will have Portland and Ohio charges settled by

Tuesday. Don't want any more trouble. See let-

ter."

A check for $100 has been received from Mr. Eck, pre

sumably for Portland, Me. But the suspension still re-

mains.

No letter has been received. Mr. Eck is under

sentence voted by the 1896 Racing Board. In this

connection racing men are cautioned to carefully

read the rule on page 35, especially the portion relat-

ing to "accepting service." Promoters are also

asked to read the rule. Riders "accepting serv-

ice" to the extent covered by the rule will become

liable to the penalty.

The following handicapper is announced: District

No. 13—John H. Sharp, Jr., Deseret National Bank,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Traveling permits granted—Fred Schade, George-

town College, Washington, D. C, to compete at

Charlotte, N. C, May 20 and 21, and Rock Hill,

S. C, May 25; Henry P. Thompson, Jacksonville,

Fla., at first meet after April 26th, Savannah, Ga.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Transferred to the professional class—Peter J.

Fisher, Jr., New York, vote of Board; Russell Wal-

thour, Atlanta, Ga., Clause A; George Howard,

Youngstown, O., Clause B.

SUSPENSIONS.
For riding in an unsanctioned race—Mr. Lyons.

University of Virginia, to June 6.

For riding in unsanctioned races at Akron, O.

—

Henry Deck, Ford Tilly and Otis Semler, to August

4, 1897.

For riding in unsanctioned races at Youngstown,

O.—George Howard, Harry Thomas, Will White-

side and Will Heintzleman, to August 4, 1897.

For riding in unsanctioned races at Cleveland, O.,

after warning—George Thomas, Geo. Comstock, Cass

Clark, J. G. Welcher, N. J. Farrand, Elmer Fisher,

John Klise, to August 4, 1897.

For riding in unsanctioned races—E. S. Lyman,
Sherburne, N. Y., to June 5.

For riding in unsanctioned races at San Francisco,

Cal., the following are suspended for a terra of two

years, frora May 7, 1897: Clinton R. Coulter, San
Francisco, Cal.; Otto Zeigler, Jr., San Jose, Cal.;

Herbert E. McCrea, Los Angeles, Cal.; A. H. Boy-

den, Oakland, Cal. ; Allan N. Jones, San Francisco,

Cal.

Suspended pending investigation—Julius White-

law, Akron, O.

Suspension removed—Howard Burchill, Mahanoy
City, Pa.; J. B. Fowler, Waltham, Mass.

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
Mahanoy City Athletic Association, Mahanoy City,

Pa., May 29th.

McKeesport Cyclers, McKeesport, Pa., July 3d.

Roman Catholic High School, Philadelphia, Pa.,

May 18th (closed).

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., May
5th (closed).

Norristown Wheelmen, Norristown, Pa., August
14th.

Pacific College, R. A. Newberry, Ore., April 23d,

(closed).

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.,

date changed from May 1st to May 5th (closed).

Memphis Coliseum Company, Memphis, Tenn,

May 7th.

Recreation Park Association, Warren, Pa., July

ISth, National Circuit.

Meriden Wheel Club, Meriden, Conn., September

11, National Circuit.

Erie Cycle and Athletic Association, Erie, Pa.,

July 14th and 15th, National Circuit.

Crescent Park Cycle Track Association, August
21st, National Circuit.

Bridgeport Wheel Club, Bridgeport, Conn., August
18th, National Circuit.

West End Wheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa., date

changed from May 31st to May 29th.

Red Bank Wheelmen, Red Bank on the Shrews-

bury, N. J., May 31st.

Princeton University Track Athletic Association,

May 8th (one event).

Electric Park and Exhibition Company, Baltimore,

Md., May 11th (two events).

Kewanee High School, Kewanee, 111., May 15th

(closed).
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Chicago Athletic Association, Chicago, 111., May
10-15th.

Cutler School, New York, May 7 (closed).

Elizabeth Athletic Assiciation, Elizabeth, Pa.,

May 31st.

Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., postponed to May
8th (closed).

Massachusetts Athletic Association, Charles River

Park, Cambridge, Mass., August 25th and Septem-

ber 18th, National Circuit.

Century Cycle Club, Irvingtpn, N. J., May 31st, at

\"ailsburg, N. J.

International Athletic Park and Amusement Com-

pany, Washington, D. C, May 15th and 22d.

Erie High School Athletic Association, Erie, Pa.,

May 22d (closed).

Hazleton High School, Hazleton, Pa., May 22d

(closed).

Y. M. C. A., Wilkesbarre, Pa., June 5th (closed).

Peoria Bicycle Club, Peoria, 111., June 24th and

25th, National Circuit.

Chicago Cycling Club, Chicago, 111., July 5th, Na-

tional Circuit.

York Cycle Track Association, York, Pa., July

31st.

Earlham College, Richmond, Ind., May 1st

(closed).

Mansfield High School, Mansfield, O., June 14th

(closed).

D. Kugleman, Pensacola, Fla. May 4th.

Akron Wheel Club, Akron, O., May 31st.

Marshall High School, Marshall, Mich., May 7th

(closed).

Lobdell Cycle Club, Marietta, O., May 31st.

Rev. D. A. Harper, Germantown, O., August 4th.

Cynthiana Meet Club, Cynthiana, Ky., June 22 and

23.

The Wabash C. C, Terra Haute, Ind., date

changed from May 31st to May 29th.

Ogden Wheel Club, Ogden, Utah, May 1st.

Phoenix A. C, Phoenix, Ariz., May 29th.

Capital City \\'heelmen, Sacramento, Cal., May
4th.

Rock River Assembly, Dixon, 111., August 10th

(two events).

Interstate Cycle Racing Association, Chicago, 111.,

May 17th and 22d.

Drake University Athletic Association, Des
Moines, la., April 30th (closed).

Hastings, Morgan & Wright Club, Hastings, Neb.,

May 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th (closed).

Decatur High School, Decatur, 111., May 8th

(closed).

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis., May 8th

(closed).

Chippewa Falls High School, Chippewa Falls,

Wis., May 15th (closed).

North American Turner Bund, St. Louis, Mo.,

May 7th and 8th.

Dallas Cycle Park Co., Dallas, Tex., May 6th.

C. H. Brown, Fort Smith, Ark., May 25th.

Pueblo High School, Pueblo, Col., May 1st

(closed).

Wabash /Vthletic Association, Ferguson, Mo., May
15th (closed).

Manual Training School, Denver, Col., May 1st

(closed).

St. Joseph's Festival, New Orleans, La., May 4th

and 5th.

Trinity School A. A., New York, April 30th

(closed).

Century Cycle Club, Rochester, N. Y., May 13th,

20th and 27th.

Rochester Athletic Association, Rochester, N. Y.,

May 1st, 15th, 19th, June 12th, 26th, July 5th, 10th,

24th, August 7th, 21st, September 4th, 18th (closed).

Patchogue Wheelmen, Patchogue, N. Y., May
31st.

Fredonia Athletic Association, Fredonia, N. Y.,

June 8th.

Y. M. C. A., Elmira, N. Y., June 12th.

Binghamton Athletic Association, Binghamton, N.

Y., June 16th, July 5th.

Cortland Athletic Association, Cortland, N. Y.,

June 17th.

Albany City, Albany, N. Y., July 5th.

Schenectady Fire Department, Schenectady, N. Y.,

July 5th.

Friends' Athletic Association, Washington, D. C,
May 15th (closed).

HOW "DARK HORSES " ARE BORN.

No sooner does he really acquire confidence

in his riding than the young man, whether

heretofore possessed of sporting proclivities

or not, is at once consumed with a great and

burning desire to know just how fast he really

could push those pedals around for a mile.

Some day he goes out for a little ride with a

friend. On the way home the wind happens

to be blowing strongly with them, and the

wheels run so easily that they can hardly keep

pace with the pedals; they speed along faster

and faster until it becomes a real scorch.

Now, it has not been the intention of the

older rider to run away from his novice friend,

but he does not like the fast pace set by his

companion, and consequently goes out to

"beat him." It is said, "Love of strife lies

in the breast of every man," and this spirited

race was enjoyed by both. It chances that

the experienced rider has some reputation as

a fast man, and at the club he tells his mates

of his ride, and how he tried out the likely

novice.

If the report be not too adverse to the

novice's gameness and speed-producing quali-

ties, he attracts the attention of the talent

hunter, maybe is asked to train for a place on
the club's road-racing team, and then and there
is born a "dark horse," the end of whose
aspirations as a racer no man knoweth.

LISETTE WOULD LIKE TO.

Lisette, the well-known French racing

woman, has written the Monarch Cycle Mfg.

Co., that she expects to visit America this sea-

son and is desirous of making arrangements
to ride a Monarch racer.

SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trade-mark Registered April 30th, 1895.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT.
MANUFACTURED BY

A. SCHRADER^S SON,
(Established 1844)

Shoe Style, for
and Repair!

Tires

30 & 32 ROSE ST., NEW YORK, U. S. A.

In order to avoid complications, I sell to tire makers only, and request jobbers
and dealers to purchase their supply from the following tire makers, who use
Schrader Universal Valves on all their tires:

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartford Rubber Works Co. .Hartford and New York.
N. Y. Belting and Packing Co., New York, N. Y.
American Dunlop Tire Co., New York, N. Y.
Revere Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.
Newton Rubber Works, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
New York Tire Co., New York, N. Y.
Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.
North American Rubber Co., Setauket, N. Y.
Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, R. I.

Combination Roll and Rubber Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.
Indiana Rubber and Insulated Wire Co. , Jonesboro, Ind.

New Brunswick Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J.
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.
Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Indianapolis Rubber Co., Indianapolis, Ind,
Spaulding & Pepper Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Reading Rubber Tire Co., R«ading, Mass.

Saddle
Style.

Overman Wheel Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Peoria Rubber and Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Ideal Rubber Co., Brooklyn, N. Y,
Hodgman Rubber Co., New York, N. Y.
India Rubber Co., Akr >n, Ohio.
Keystone Rubber Works, Erie, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.
Spinney, Virtue & Co., Lynn, Mass.
L. C. Chase & Co., Boston, Mass.
Empire Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.
Home Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.
Monarch Rubber Co., Campello, Mass.
Brooklyn Rubber Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stoddard Punctureless Tire Co., N. Y. City.

Self-Healing Pneumatic Tire Co., N. Y. City.

Dean Tire Co , N. Y. City.

Deering Mfg. Co., N. Y. City.

Para Rubber Tire & Mfg. Co , Williamsport, Pa.

Regnlai
Style.

IN DOMINION OF CANADA . ( Gutta-Percha and Rubber Mfg. Co., of Toronto.

I
American Dunlop Tire Co., Toronto.

Canadian Rubber Co., of Montreal.
American Tire Co., of Toronto.

The following jobbers also carry a stock of the various styles of Schrader Universal Valves : COLUMBIA RUBBER WORK§
CO., 66 Reade St., N. Y. VERY CYCLE CO., 245 Columbui Ave., Boston, ]?Ias§. ELASTIC TIP CO., 152 & 154
Lake Street, Chicago, III. VTILLIS ARMS & CYCLE CO., 1111 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo. THE
COLUMBIA RUBBER lYORKS CO., 141 Lake Street, Chicago, III.

JOBBERS! DEALERS!
SAL VALVE on valve cap.

RIDERS ! !! take notice that every Schrader UniversalValve is marked SCHRADER UNIVER-
None genuine unless so marked.
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WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF 1897 WHEELS.
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CORRESPONDENCE INVITED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BUFFALO WHEEL COMPANY,
BUFFALO, R Y.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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THESE BE MEN OF WEIGHT.

The Marlborough, of New York, was a hot-

bed of cycling travelers during the past week.

On Friday evening quite a number of cycling

men gathered within its walls. Mr. F. M.
Sproehnle, president of the Monarch Co.,

came to dine with his New York manager,

and he also had in his company one of his

travelers, Adolph Stahl. E. C. Bode was
pleasantly present, taking the opposite side of

every question, as usual; Bode takes to debate

as a duck does to water. C. A. Benjamin, the

Barnes Benjamin, moved about the hotel,

bulging with collateral as the result of the

speedy manner in which the Barnes is being

placed and paid for this year. There was also

present George W. Houck, of the Martin &
Gibson Mfg. Co. Walter Wararop and C. W.
Blackman, of "Cycling Life," were also in

town. These gentlemen came East to estab-

lish an Eastern office, and their business rep-

resentative, F. W. Lewis, will hereafter hold

forth at the Chamber of Commerce Building.

GROGAN'S GREAT GUARANTEE.

Washington, D. C, May 8.—Peter Grogan,

the installment plan furniture man, who re-

cently added bicycles to his stock in trade, has

adopted "unconditional guarantee" as his bat-

tle cry. This means, he says, that every bicy-

cle sold by him, regardless of the price, is

guaranteed against accidents, collisions,

smash-ups, everything except willful and mali-

cious destruction. If the purchaser runs into

a cable car, for instance, and demolishes his

wheel, he will be given a new one free. Gro-

gan's wheels are the product of the Mary-
land Manufacturing and Construction Co.,

of Baltimore, Md.

STILL HOLDS THE REINS.

In the bright sunshine of last Saturday after-

noon, Mr. R. P. Gormully was airing himself

in Central Park in a victoria. Mr. Gormully

has been putting up at the New Netherlands

for some time, and though still in the hands

of his physicians, he is progressing rapidly.

During his entire illness, with rare determina-

tion and ambition, he has kept the reins of his

business closely in hand. As is well-known,

and it is a matter of this season's history, the

reduction on the Rambler bicycles has met
with popular approval, and all of their branch

houses report big sales, and G. & J. are well

on for a very big year.

TOLEDO'S WHEEL OUTPUT.

Conservative estimates of Toledo's output

of bicycles for the present season place the

number anywhere from 110,000 to 120,000.

This is a material increase over last season,

which was estimated at the beginning of the

season at 130,000, but fiinally shrank to 75,000.

And this, notwithstanding the fact that one

large factory has burned down and two small

concerns have been forced to close their doors

since the bginning of last year, says the

"Journal."

WINNER FROM WINAMAC.

Dr. W. H. Thompson, Winamac, Ind., won
the $50 in cash offered by A. G. Spalding &
Bros, for the best advertisement written by a

physician, setting forth the good points of

the Christy saddle. The second prize, $25,

went to F. A. Myrick, this city, and the third,

.$10, to E. R. Axtell, Denver, Col.

AT ANY ANGLE.

Most of the cycle stands now being mar-
keted are intended solely for the purpose of

holding a bicycle upright, and, in conse-

quence of this are bought chiefly by riders

and cycle agents for show-room purposes.

The Universal, here shown, is made by Fred-

erick Kelley & Co., Pawtucket, R. I., espe-

cially for employment in repair shops, where

there has long existed a need for something

of this kind. The swinging arm, shown ele-

vated in Fig. 1, and depressed in Fig. 2, is

rectangular in form and is made hollow to

secure lightness, the aim being to make a

practical machine, strong enough to stand any

Fig. 1.

strain wliich may be put upon it and yet light

enough to be easily handled. The swinging

arm is locked automatically in the upright

and horizontal positions, the revolving head is

locked securely in any position by a partial

turn of a hand-screw, the clamps for holding

the frame to the revolving head being also

operated by hand-screws. All metal surfaces

Fig. 2.

which come in contact with the enamel are

protected with leather specially prepared for

the purpose. Every part of a,bicycle can be

taken from or added to the frame while it is

fastened to the support, and at the same time

the support can be moved in any position.

The weight of the stand complete is 95

pounds.

NO MOSQUITOES ON THEM.

New Jersey is not rich in cycle factories,

but, generally speaking, the wheels that are

turned out are a credit to the State; a remark

that applies with special force to the Gilches-
ter, made by the Gilbert & Chester Co., of

Elizabeth. The makers are men of long ex-
perience in cycling, and well versed in the
what's what and who's who. Their catch
phrase, "A wheel of quality," describes the
product admirably.

W. W. Stall will sail for England on
the 22d.

SUPPLYING A LONG FELT WANT.
Since the hygienic saddle attained popular-

ity, the demand for felt has quickened ap-

preciably. As an instance, it is stated that
one concern, the Taber Felt Co., Fredonia,
N. Y., has orders in hand for more than one
million pads to be used in cycle saddles.

ROUND BY THE RHINE.

Cincinnati, May 10.—E. S. Passel & Com-
pany commenced business last week at 807

Walnut street. They will have several agen-

cies, the most important being the Sterling.

.They will also do repairing and renting.

The branch of the New York Tire Com-
pany, at 425 Main street, was formally opened
last Wednesday. T. J. Wetzel, formerly of the

Chicago branch, is in charge. Repairing of the

New York tires will be done free at this

branch.

The Hall-Moore Manufacturing Co., paten-

tees of the Brown roller sprocket and chain,

has taken the agency for the Chloride, the

latest novelty in cycle lamps.

Charles M. Hayes has been appointed man-
ager of the bicycle department of the Fair.

Mr. Hayes was formerly assistant manager of

the Cincinnati branch of the Waverly.

The agency for the Quaker was last week
taken by the firm of Shaw & Davis, on
Seventh street.

QUITE ORIGINAL.

Wm. Gay, head of the newly organized

Yale Cycle Mfg. Co., of New Haven, Conn.,

was formerly a hotel proprietor. It is stated

that he will make wheels mainly for adver-

tising purposes, that is, to be offered as

"premiums." When told that there was al-

ready a "Yale" bicycle on the market, the

New Haven people naively remarked that

their's will be titled "Yale Cycle," a distinc-

tion which they fancy will save them from
trouble.

WELL AND FAVORABLY KNOWN.

Gotham has a visitor this week, among
many others, of course, in J. C. Becker, of the

Elmore Cycle Co., whose habitat and home is

in Clyde, Ohio. Mr. Becker comes East in

mid-season to cast a bird's-eye-view over his

Eastern territory, and meanwhile he has been

fraternizing with his representatives in

Gotham. Mr. Becker is well-known among
the trade, as he never fails to attend the show
functions.

ARISTOCRATS OF CYCLE ARCADIA.

Fowler tandems are coming through in

quantities and all demands are being promptly

met, the recently-established "tandem depart-

ment" being now in shipshape. According to

the catalogue, Fowler tandems are "conducive

to contented bachelorhood, to conjugal

happiness, or to blissful matrimony," and

those who ride them are "the aristocrats of

Cycle Arcadia."

WHY THAT CREDIT BUREAU WAS ABANDONED.

"The character of the inquiries received dur-

ing the past season indicated that an immense

amount of work has been done, apparently to

satisfy the idle curiosity of many of the sub-

scribers in securing reports of leading firms

with whom they were doing absolutely no

business whatever."—Arthur L. Garford,

President of the Board of Trade.

HOW THEY EXPRESS IT.

There's at least one firm that is in position

to not only promise prompt deliveries and to

fulfill the promises—the Buffalo (N. Y.) Cy-

cle Co. They say that no one will be kept

waiting for either Envoys or Fleetwings.

"Any quantity at any time; capacity un-

limited," is the way they express it.
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SIX WORLD'S RECORDS.

In a match race at ID miles, between Jimmy

Michael and F. A. McFarland, at Memphis, Tenn.,

May 7, Michael won, and also broke the profes-

sional competition records for 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 and

1 O miles:

3 miles, 5.54 2-5. Previous Record, 5.55

6 ' *
1 2.00 4-5. ** 12.08 I 5

7 ' * 14.04 1-5 " I4.05 3 5

8 * '
1 6.06 3-5. " I6.08 1-5

9 * * i8.05 1-5. " 18.13 4-5

'
* 20.08 3-5 " 20.18 3 5

Michael was mounted on a Union, fitted with

IM. & W. tires.

Morgan &WrightTires

ARE good tires

Morgan &WrightTires

ARE good tires
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REALLY IT IS JAPANNING.

Enameling is an ancient art, though cycling

has done much to bring it into intimate ac-

quaintanceship with the ordinary man and

woman. It may be briefly defined as the pro-

cess of coating metals and other hard sub-

stances with vitrifiable colors, whereby the

material so treated becomes glazed, present-

ing a hard, glassy surface. Such articles,

which by reason of merit attain to the dignity

of Works of art, are frequently spoken of as

"enamels." The familiar lacquered work of

the Japanese differs chiefly from enamel in

being less hard. The lacquer itself is a yellow

varnish, and mostly used to give brilliancy to

various metals.

The so-called enameling of bicycles is not,

properly speaking, enamel, but is a method

of japanning on metal in black or colors; and

the composition of the material used is gener-

ally concealed by manufacturers for obvious

reasons.

Japanning consists in coating metals with

varnishes which, owing to their peculiar com-
position, become very hard when exposed to

an intense heat, which may rise as high as

300° Fahr., though a lower temperature is

more desirable. The varnish used, known as

black japan, is composed of asphaltum, gum
anime or gum copal, in linseed oil and tur-

pentine. Black japan is not black in color,

but brown if but one coat is used, though

several coatings, forming "depth of color,"

produce an intense black that clings tenacious-

ly to iron or steel. Rotten stone is used for

polishing and copal varnish for finishing over

any ornamentation; but this varnish is hard

drying, having less oil in it than carriage var-

nishes.

Lnless the work is done on an extensive

scale in a factory properly equipped for such

work, any attempt at japannmg by an inex-

perienced person will prove very unsatisfac-

tory.

In some repair shops, second-hand wheels

are painted in the same way as the iron work
of a carriage, though the work is seldom up
to the standard of carriage painting. Any am-
bitious carriage painter doing piece-work can

add to his revenue by contracting with repair

shops for the work of repainting bicycles. All

parts of the machine not plated should be well

scraped and sanded, given a coat of lead prim-

ing, two coats of color, striped and varnished

with hard drying varnish. This way of re-

painting bicycles is superior to an ordinary

job of japanning. Colored enamels are ob-

tained by adding mineral colors to the japan

in the same way as "color and varnish" is

made by the carriage painter.

NO ROOM FOR VARIATION.

The Indiana Chain Co., are now guarantee-

ing their Indiana chains not to vary more than

five-thousandths between any two links and
assert that they are the first people to warrant
such close work. Their factory, they report,

has been run night and day since November
last.

NOT NEW, BUT EXCELLENT.

Pneumatic handles are not new, but it is

due the Weston-Hall Co., of Chicago, to say

that the Kimball pneumatic grip, which they

are marketing, is one of the most rational ap-

pearing which has made its appearance during

late years.

ABSOLUTE AS GEOMETRY.

It is scarcely probable that any wide-awake

factory manager or superintendent will allow

the Geometric Drill Co.'s new screw-cutting

die head to escape him. It has every appear-

anoe of the improved device which adds to the

betterment and the productive facilities of a

factory, which of itself shoufd interest the

mechanical heads.

It is designed for use on all turret-head and

other screw-cutting machines and is self-open-

ing and adjustable. It is claimed that it can-

not be clogged by chips and is guaranteed

against breaking and straining. It per-

mits of the finest adjustments, being

graduated upon one side of the shell

and provided with an index which
allows quick and accurate variations of the

diameter of the thread, and as the index is

controlled by one screw, both dies are ad-

justed simultaneously, which insures the great-

est accuracy; no "guess work" being required

as with other heads where each die has to be

adjusted separately.

The construction of the dies and mode of

holding is such as to allow a thread to be cut

flush up to a shoulder, and by means of the

adjustable gauge, which when set automati-

cally opens the dies and releases the work,

either long or short threads can be cut, and

by removing the gauge almost any length re-

quired may be cut.

After a thread is cut, the dies may be quick-

ly closed again by means of a small handle

provided for the purpose at one side of the

head, or they may be closed automatically by

screwing a pin into the threaded hole opposite

the handle and attaching a taper piece to the

tail stock or bed of machine, which will en-

gage the pin as the head is brought up to the

work.

In stating their case, the Geometric people

say: "Any mechanic will at once appreciate

the advantages of this method of screw-cutting

when compared with the old way of running
the work into a solid die and then being
obliged to reverse the motion of the machine
in order to allow the work to run back, and
the time thus consumed can, by the use of

our Self-Opening Die Head, be employed in

producing more work; and the many well
known objections to the solid die, such as
stripping the thread, or otherwise injuring
either thread or die when reversing the motion
of the machine, are wholly obviated."
In addition to this contrivance the Geomet-

ric Drill Co. are experts in the manufacture of
special machinery and tools and their success
is best attested by their removal last week
from 150 Ashmun street. New Haven, to a new
two-story brick factory in Westville, Conn.,
a suburb 20 minutes from New Haven, where
they will occupy the entire building and have
six times more floor space than in their former
location.

WHY AMERICANS WIN.

One of the strongest holds the American
cycle maker has upon the English market is

the fact that the British cycle agent is treated

by the American maker just as though he

had a perfect right to expect civility and
prompt attention, whereas the British cycle

maker treats the British cycle agent directly the

reverse of this. The "Cycle Trade Journal,"

which surely must be deemed a pro-British

publication, thus deals with the bold Britons'

brutish indifference to what the cycle agent

may write or want:

"It is a curious thing to note that often

those firms which are turning out the best

machines are the most behindhand in dealing

with their correspondence. Only the other day
an instance was brought to our notice, where-

in an agent wrote no less than four times to

a well-known firm, on account of a small de-

fect in a machine supplied to a customer. This

kind of thing should never be, because when
an accredited agent of good repute writes a

letter of complaint, or rather asks for a new
part in place of an alleged defective one, he

should not have to apply four or five times be-

fore notice is taken of his communication.

"As a matter of fact, when the firm at last

replied, the letter was really offensive in tone,

and calculated to make any self-respecting

agent decide to push any machines rather than

those sent out by the particular firm in ques-

tion. The fact is that it appears to be the rule

rather than the exception, to allow the office

work to be in the hands of clerks who have

never had that business training which

is necessary before dealing with ordinary let-

'ters from the public and general customers.

In addition to this, it would appear that many
of the office employees do not possess a copy

of the 'Polite Letter Writer,' and hence frame

their replies in language which would not be

tolerated in any business house."

With such business methods can it be won-
dered that American methods, machines and
men have secured a following among the
British cycle agents and a consequent hold
upon the British public?

BRISK BUSINESS IN BELLS.

Gauged by the product of the New De-
parture Bell Co., Bristol, Conn., the month of

April was a good one for the bell trade. The
average output was 10,000 bells per day, but

on several occasions more than 12,000 were

shipped and once high-water mark, 16,000,

was touched. This relates solely to bicycle bells

and does not include the company's other

wares, call bells, door bells, etc., and will af-

ford a fair insight into the size and capacity

of the factory and the demand for the New
Departure goods.

HAND-MADE SADDLES.

Hand-made saddles will be the chief feature

of the new Rusch Bicycle Saddle Co.'s busi-

ness. The output will be limited and quality

not quantity will be the rule. The concern,

which is located at 91 and 93 Thompson street,

is already producing a saddle which seems to

attractively and rationally combine some of

the newly-developed hygienic features with

those of longer establishment.

AND NOW THE ALUMINUM PEDAL.

An aluminum pedal is being manufactured

by the Lamson & Goodnow Mfg. Co., Shel-

burne Falls, Mass. It is said to be wonder-

fully light and attractive.
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• • •We .

Are All . .

Attracted

BEAUTY,
BY GRACE AND

STRENGTH
That is why you see so many

imitators of

WORLDeveLES
AGENTS, REMEMBER"=They cannot inii=

tate the stand-up and speed qualities.

Prices Riqht.

Deliveries Prompt.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul ; Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles; Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

Write Us

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The WheeL.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers,

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers* Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEOROE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

604-B06 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
Pasadena.—Geo. H. Frost, succeeded by A. C. Her-

rick.

Riverside.—W. S. Collins, succeeded by Collins &
Noble.

CANADA.
Montreal.—J. A. Pitts, commenced business.

St. Johns, Que.—J. C. Racicot, jewelry, has added

bicycles.

CONNECTICUT.
Hartford.—Gardner & Kibbe, succeeded by W. E.

Kibbe.

New Haven.—Geometric Drill Co., removed to

Westville, Ct., twenty minutes from New Haven.

Waterbury.—Charles Messer, reported to have given

bill of sale.

DELAWARE.
Wilmington.—The McDaniel Cycle Co., 1011 Mar-

ket street. Incorporated to manufacture, sell and re-

pair cycles. Officers: President, Wm. E. Hawkins;

vice-president, Jesse K. Baylis; secretary, treasurer,

and general manager, B. F. McDaniel.

GEORGIA.

Cordele.—Shipp & Carson, new store.

IDAHO.

Pocatello.—L. C. Johnson, chattel mortgage for

$278.

ILLINOIS.

Fairbury.—P. B. Streeper, new store in Bronson

Bldg.

INDIANA.
Indianapolis.—Mueller & Watson, damaged by fire.

Lafayette.—The Lindsay Bicycle Works, sold at pu

lie auction by W. J. McCrea, receiver, to Cincinnati

parties for $19,025.

IOWA.

Des Moines.—Kenyon-Cooper Bicycle Co., succeeded

by the Kenyon Bicycle Co.

KANSAS.
Leonardville.—S. Thompson, commenced business.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—The Chicopee Falls Bicycle Co., new store

at 296 A, Columbus avenue.

Highlandville.—Gordon Turner, new store in the

Jones Block.

Hyde Park.—Corbett & Andrews. A. W. Corbett

filed voluntary petition in insolvency. No schedules

of assets and liabilities were filed.

Worcester.—C. S. Forbes, reported application to

force into bankruptcy.

MICHIGAN.
Grand Blanc.—Geo. Jones, new store.

Petoskey.—Miller & Co., N. Howard street, sold

out to C. F. Lancaster.

MINNESOTA.
Albert Lea.—The Albert Lea Bicycle Co. (Crysor

Bros.), new firm.

MISSOURI.

Kansas City.—The Kansas City Bicycle factory has

changed its name to J. E. Sellers Cycle Co.

St. Louis.—The Vandergrift Tire Co., incorporated

by C. Duflee, J. McCargo, A. G. Enderlee; to manu-
facture and sell bicycle tires. Capital stock, $100,000.

NEW MEXICO.
Las Vegas.—Willington A. Givens, sold real estate

valued at $1,300.

Raton.—W. L. Grey, new store.

NEW YORK.
Albany.—G. V. & F. M. Cameron, 284 Central

avenue, hardware, have added bicycles.

Brooklyn.—Henry W. Jackson, recorded chattel

mortgage for $123.

Buffalo.—Buffalo Drop Forging Co. Receiver ad-

vertises sale on May 17th.

New York.—Oliver Straus & Co., assigned to

Jesse Stearns.

Rochester.—Mielke & Jacobs, 103 Franklin street.

Store closed by virtue of chattel mortgage for $610.80

in favor of Heinz & Munschauer, of Buffalo.

Syracuse.—The Frontenac Mfg. Co., incorporated to

manufacture bicycles. Directors: Edwin D. Dickin-

son, Chas. H. Duell, F. Herbert Halcorab, Willard

Kimball and Frank C. Hewlett. Capital stock, $75,000.

NORTH DAKOTA.
New Rockford.—H. C. Hoy, new store.

OKLAHOMA.
EI Reno.—The Bonebrake Hardware & Implement

Co., incorporated to sell hardware, sporting goods,

etc.; capital stock, $25,000.

OHIO.

Cincinnati.—E. A. Passel & Co., 807 Walnut street,

new firm.

Cincinnati.—The Chas. Hanauer Cycle Co., recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,280.

Columbus.—Mann, Schmidt & Co., succeeded by

Longstrctch, Schmidt & Co.

Geneva.—D. R. Grace, new repair store on South

Broadway, in the Reid Blk.

Sidney.—Samuel Lyon, reported gave judgment for

$2,332.

Toledo.—Toledo Cycle Supply Co., -sued by Union
Savings Bank Co., of Jackson, Mich., to recover

judgment on a promissory note for $2,000, with inter-

est, made payable to Dennis Machine Co.

Urbana.—C. A. Harmstead, reported gave real es-

tate mortgage for $800.

OREGON.
Rosenberg.—Carle & Richardson, dissolved.

RHODE ISLAND.

Newport.—H. A. Heath & Co., new store at 14 Belle-

vue avenue.

Pawtucket.—Harvey & Lavigne, new store at 382

Main street.

Westerly.—I. G. Barber, new store on Main street.

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Bridgewater.—Wm. Savage, removed to new quar-

ters.

TEXAS.
Beeville.—W. T. Landridge, of San Antonio, new

store.

Galveston.—John A. Payment has given chattel

mortgage for $196. He has admitted a partner and
the new firm is John A. Payment & Co.

UTAH.
Ogden.—Browning Bros., M. S. Browning has been

purchasing real estate here.

WASHINGTON.
Seattle.—Dingley, Hardwick & Co. Application for

a receiver denied.

WEST VIRGINIA.

Shepardstown.—The Shepardstown Specialty Mfg.

Co., will increase its capital stock and the capacity of

its chain factory.

WISCONSIN.
Baraboo.—C. H. Farnum has purchased A. S. Lan-

ich's interest in the bicycle store on Fourth street.

Madison.—Miller & Cook, reported succeeded by
Harry L. Hall.

WYOMING.
Douglas.—The Florence Hardware Co., incorporated

with a capital stock of $20,000.

SENT ABROAD.

Export of bicycles from the port of New
York during the week ending May 4:

Argentine Republic. $789

Antwerp 4,321

Amsterdam 3,809

Bremen 2,537

British East Indies. 849

British Australia 1,763

Brussels 3,540

British West Indies. 2,304

British Guiana 150

Barcelona 420

Berlin 3,675

Budapest 150

Belfast 335

Basle 35

Copenhagen 1,278

Chili 300

Cuba 39

Christiania 525

Central America 76

Dublin 95

Dutch West Indies... 474

Florence 1,700

Furth 90

Genoa 325

Nuremburg 400

Peru 867

Prague 350

Vienna 5,306

$36,502

WANT AMERICAN CONNECTIONS.

Reiss & Co., W. 56, Berlin, Germany, a

fifty-year-old German house, desires American

cycling trade connections; their advertisement

elsewhere in this paper gives further partic-

ulars. The company is managed and influ-

enced largely by Edw. Reiss, a brother of the

head of the firm, who spent his business life

from his twentieth to his fortieth year of age in

New York. While in this country he was Euro-

pean buyer for a prominent dry goods house,

and is thoroughly familiar with American

trade and foreign trade. The firm states that

any American visiting Berlin will receive most

courteous treatment from Mr. Reiss and from

the firm with which he is connected.

BRINGING OUT A NEW TWO-PIECE.

Arthur J. O'Leary, manufacturer of railway

and quarry tools, vises, and general smith

work, has added the manufacture of chains,

bolts and cycle forgings. He will shortly

have a two-piece crank ready for the trade.

He has opened a showroom and store at

130 Lake street, Chicago, adjoining his works

at 132 and 184.

TAKING HOME FOUR OF THEM.

F. Robinson Viana, a prominent citizen of

Santiago, Chili, who is visiting this country

on semi-official business for his government

takes home with him next week four "Tried &
True" Pierce bicycles, including a full nickel

lady's Pierce Special—a duplicate of the well-

known McKinley wheel.

ADDING TO THEIR LINE.

Encouraged by the success they have made
with their cycle lamps, Edward Miller & Co.,

Meriden, Conn., have brought out a line of

electric-stroke bells, these are in turn to be

added to by a new form of barrel cyclometer

and other sundries of a like nature.

What slow moving things are the wheels of

Time when compared with those of the

scorcher.
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"Glory"
don't meet a long weekly pay roll

or keep any factory running—

but it's a good thing to advertise a bicycle. " Windsor" wheels

now have the improvements that have given them the '

' glory" of

being the best selling high-grade bicycles of 1897.

We've paid dearly for this "glory" in experimenting and

perfecting improvements that should make the "Windsors" the

most talked-about wheels of 1897

—

they are.

NOW
it.we propose to make "glory" pay us back—we're doing

Factory running sixteen hours each day and ^vrorking force

just doubled. Two things did it

—

1st—The liberal terms we allow agents makes it a money-
making policy to confine their entire time to

"Windsor" wheels—we get the best men in this

country—we pay well for highest ability.

2d—The improvements iu the '97 "Windsor" make it

worth 25 per cent more money than it was last

year, but we hold them at our regular prices.
" Windsor" wheels sell best where competition is

hottest.

Are you in line to

Make Money—Big Money?
We want a few more good agents,

agency-take an

"inside" facts

-sooner, however,

June ist is not too

the better. Write to

late to

us for

Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co.,
KENOSHA, WIS.

5

CHICAGO—285 Wabash Ave., New York—101103 Duane St.,

Geo. L. Magill, Sales Agent. Hermann Boker & Co., Eastern Agents.
DULUTH—Marshall Wells Hardware Co.,

Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Drop U5 a. Poste.! for a. '97 Gate. log ue.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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WITH THE TRADE IN TEXAS.

Dallas, Tex., May 7.—Trade here continues

quiet. It is reported that the Young Cycle

Co. has disposed of their business to a prom-

inent wheelman of this city, but the writer

could not get proof of the fact. The State

agency for the Keating has been placed with

B. F. Avery & Sons, who are one of the

largest implement firms in the State.

H. D. Dejagers, representing the Willis

Arms and Cycle Co., was in the city recently

with the Fowler line and placed the agency

with Thos. J. Hines & Co.

The initial race meet of the season was held

in this city on the 21st prox., in which Edgar

Boren carried ofif all the professional events

and Will Loupe all the amateur. At the

races at Brownwood on the 3d and 4th, they

repeated the performance.

HOUSTON.

In the "Magnolia City" — Houston — the

dealers are all enjoying a good trade. The
leading dealers are Grant & Pearl and C. L.

& Theo. Bering, Jr., the former firm doing an

exclusive bicycle business with the Warwick,

Luthy, United States, Fowler and Walworth,

and rental business. C. L. & Theo. Bering,

Jr., are dealers in household goods, and have

been very successful with the Crescent, Day-

ton, Sterling, and Electric City. Repairing

and renting departments are included in

the business, an additional feature of which is

a trolley riding school in charge of Roy
Spore who, until recently,was a dealer in this

city for a number of years.

Next door to the last mentioned firm is be-

ing conducted a sale of back-date wheels by a

Mr. Johnson, of the late firm of Johnson &
Field Co., of Racine, Wis., who advertises

himself as manufacturers' agent, and ofifers

bicycles, at retail, at manufacturer's prices.

His stock consists of the Johnson Special and

the Field, jobbing wheels made for the firm

last season before they failed.

The Whitlesey Hardware Co., a reorganiza-

tion of the Morris Hardware Co., who failed

last season, have the Monarch agency, but do

not even keep a sample wheel in stock.

The Columbia agency is with the E. K.

Dillingham Furniture Co., who are not push-

ing the sale of bicycles in any marked de-

gree.

Perrill & Gale are exclusive bicycle deal-

ers, but push their rental department prin-

cipally, and also get their share of the repair

trade. Their line of bicycles contain such

well-known makes as the Barnes, Patee,

Spalding, Ben-Hur, Hamilton-Kenwood and

White.

Culmore & Reiler are entering on their

third year in the business, and are continuing

their old agencies, the Cleveland and Craw-

ford, and have added the Keating to their line

this season.

Other agencies are Mistrot & Co., the Vic-

tor; W. L. Foley, the Stearns; Sam Sam, the

Richmond; N. C. Munger, a bank cashier, the

Rambler.

Walton Scurry, C. O. Lorenz, and Edw.

Illig & Bro., have gone out of the bicycle

business.

GALVESTON.

Trade in the Island City has not been as

good as the past year, but the dealers have

few complaints to make. W. F. Stewart con-

tinues to get the cream of the business. He is

pushing the Sterling and Remington, as

usual, and is making strong efforts to popu-

larize the Pierce, which he has added to his

line this season. He is making preparations

to hold the best race meet of the year in Texas
on the 21st and 22d inst. on his new track.

The Galveston Cycle Association was organ-

ized here last year, enclosed a large tract of

well located grounds, built a commodious
grand stand and a cement and shell quarter-

mile track and pulled ofT a four-days' race

meet, two days of which were circuit dates,

after which there was dissension among the

stockholders. This resulted in the association

being sued for medals made for the races, and
theproperty wassold by the sheriff. Mr. Stew-

art has purchased this property and has great-

ly improved it by building a board track over

the old one on lines that make it by far the

best track in the State. It is 28 feet wide

and banked to 10 feet, and the rises are so

even that it is hardly perceptible to a rider

entering on the turns, a feature which is lack-

ing in the other board tracks in the State. A
large prize list is offered in both amateur and

professional events.

Morgan acWRiGHiTiRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

ASK DEALERS AND
RIDERS WHAT OUR
GUARANTEE MEANS

Morgan sWright

A. J. Gould, who has been connected with

several Eastern concerns, is building a num-
ber of wheels, and expects to soon start a fac-

tory.

The Emporium, managed by J. C. Mabry, is

conducting a rental and repair business.

E. Dulitz continues the Crescent agency,

and reports a good trade.

John A. Payment, who has been doing

business for a few months, has taken Wm.
Falkenhagen in partnership, and will change

the style of the firm to Jno. A. Payment &
Co. They report a good business in Daytons,

Fowlers and Iroquois.

L. J. Selby is having a good business in

Clevelands, which he has sold for a number of

years, and which continues one of the most
popular wheels in Galveston.

F. S. Thompson represents the Adlake, but

carries no stock.

Labadie Bros, are conducting two stores,

one at their old stand and the other where
Railton & Mabry had their store last season.

Renting is their principle trade.

The Stearns is being ha,ndled by a dry

goods house.

Irwin Hardware Co., who failed last fall,

are selling off their carried-over stock of

Columbias.

Clark & Courts, who figured very exten-

sively in liie bicycle trade last year, are out

of it this season.

CORSICANA
is dead as a bicycle town. Very few wheels

have been sold this year, and those that are in

the business are about ready to ([uit.

Johnson & Wood have the Crescent

agency, and have obtained about all the busi-

ness that was obtainable. Huff Bros, do rent-

ing and repairing, but are complaining. W.
T. Carrigan follows the same lines. W. C.

Caldwell & Co. have the Cleveland agency,

and the Monarch is with H. Iverson & Co.

ENNIS

is comparatively a small place, but supports

two exclusive bicycle houses, and a hardware
firm carries a line. Ertnis Cycle Co. is a new
firm, and handles the Monarch. A. A.

Reeves does renting and repairing only. J.

Blakey & Co. have the Crescent agency.

Preparations are being made to hold a race

meet on the 21st inst.

Race meets are springing up in all direc-

tions, which will, beyond a doubt, do a great

deal toward reviving an interest in cycling in

the State.

CALLING ON THE TRADE.

In making a business call, the business

should be the object of the call, and when the

business is transacted the call should be

promptly terminated. In too many instances,

when the business is finished, there is careless,

lazy hesitation and waiting. It does not

necessarily follow that the business caller

should always immediately proceed on his

journey when the business of the call is ended.

If the circumstances and the humor of the

recipient of the visit are propitious, there may
follow a friendly call or chat; but let the

business be wound up and the change to the

other kind of call be positive.

Any hesitation or waiting, that seems to

need something more to be said when all is

said that is necessary, quickly becomes ex-

ceedingly annoying; and, while the man re-

ceiving such a call may not formulate in his

mind the reasons for the annoyance, he con-

ceives a dislike unconsciously.

There are some men in the trade—young
men mostly—who consider an abrupt, gruff

manner as a business-like acquirement. Such
a manner is quickly set down by the man of

experience as callow affectation. This is not

so serious a danger as the other, but it is one
to be avoided. Be natural; be courteous; and,

above all, be prompt.

SPECIAL STEELS TO BE MADE.

The Reading Steel Co., of Reading, Pa.,

have leased the plant of the Diamond Steel

Co., in North Reading, and will make special

steels of peculiar chemical requirements and
of particular physical results. They will

make special shapes, such as figure eight for

cycle chains, etc. The concern proposes to

make a specialty also of die blocks, for which
the Diamond Steel Co. had a high reputation.

The new concern expect to be in position in

the very near future to figure somewhat
prominently in that portion of the cycle trade

coming \vithia the company's scope and
plans..
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CRANK LENGTH AND PEDAL POWER.

The bicycle is a road engine, driven by

human power, and is governed by identically

the same mechanical laws as a locomotive.

Freight engines have low gears in the sense

that the cranks are comparatively near the

rims of the driving wheels, while the express

locomotives have a short stroke, or what

would represent a high gear on a bicycle. The

radius of a wheel is known as the long arm

of the lever. The crank proper, irrespective

of its length, is the short arm. The shorter

the crank the more power or weight is re-

quired to balance the end of the long arm

wheel. As the crank is increased in length

the weight or power required on the pedal

is diminished.

For example, a wheel geared 63 inches,

with cranks 6J inches in length, and bear-

ing a pressure on the rim of the wheel of one

pound, requires 4.85 pounds pressure on the

pedals to balance it; with the same gear and

8-inch cranks the necessary pressure would

be 3.875 pounds. The 6J-inch crank in mak-

ing one revolution covers a lateral distance

equal to 40.8 inches and propels the wheel a

giound distance equal to 197.9 inches, while

an 8-inch crank in making one revolution

covers a lateral distance equal to 40.8 inches

and propels the wheel 197.9 inches. Thus the

distance covered by the wheel is the same

whether a 6J or an 8-inch crank is used, pro-

vided the gear is identical, the difference be-

ing in the power employed. The GJ-inch

cranks need 4.85 pounds and an 8-inch crank

3.875 pounds. But, while with the S-inch

crank there is less exertion to move the

weight, with the 6J-inch crank the foot travels

9.42 inches less in driving the wheel the same
distance.

This is merely the application of a well-

established law in dynamics that power and

speed are interchangeable. While on a bicy-

cle of 63 gear and with a 6J-inch crank 4.84

pounds are required to overcome one pound
of resistance, and a pressure of that amount
by the foot traveling through one inch of

space produces progression of 4.84 inches, a

pressure on an 8-inch crank of only 3.93

pounds overcomes the same resistance, but as

a result of 1-inch foot motion yields only 3.93

inches of progression. As the average rider

cannot adapt himself to the stroke of pedal

which is easiest for the rider of abnormal
strength and reach, he must be fitted with a

crank and gear best suited to his powers.

This, and this only, is the germ of all the end-
less discussion anent gear that from the com-
ing up of the sun to the setting thereof, and
long after even that has come to pass, is in-

dulged by those who buy, sell or ride bicycles.

BEST FOR THEM.

A long man—that is to say, a man with
great length of limb from knee-cap to ball

joint of pelvis—can obtain better results by
using lengthy cranks and a high gear than

from a shorter crank and a lower gear. A
strong and heavy man, with lengthy limbs,

can use long cranks and still higher gears.

The short, stocky man will find his best
results centred in a shorter crank and a high
gear, while the average rider, who is generally
neither too lengthy nor too short, will find
the present crank and a lower gear than is

now fashionable beneficial alike to his com-
fort and pace, apart from the mere matter of
spurting, for which medium gears and short
cranks are advisable.

FALLS AND THEIR FALLING.

The clerk nearest the window was soon to

be married, so the red-haired clerk to his left

and the bald-headed clerk to his right were

doing all they could to make it nice and pleas-

ant for him.

"Are they going to take a wedding trip?"

asked the no-haired tormentor.

"Not this time," said the solferino-thatched

one.

"Why not?"

"No money. He spent it all for candy and

theatre tickets."

The victim squirmed uneasily on the high

stool on which he was seated.

"Mighty foolish, that," said the hairless one.

"Oh, I don't know," answered solferino.

"What's the use of having her if he can't take

her and show her off?"

"And you mean to tell me they are really

going to get married without going on a trip

to Niagara?"

"No, not even to the Falls, where every

bride and groom are expected to go."

It was too much, the married man that was

to be had to say something.

"I've bought a couple of bicycles," he said

quietly, "and we rather expect the falls to

come to us."

The unexpectedness of the reply so over-

came the annoyers that the bald-headed clerk

inadvertently swallowed some of the tobacco

he was chewing, and in the coughing that en-

sued the subject was changed.

REPLACING A CHAIN.

The novice in cycling and the novice in

shaving find that the removal of a chain and

the removal of a budding moustache are much
alike in one respect—either is easier removed
than replaced. Why this is so regarding the

moustache needs no explanation; in the case

of the chain, however, this may do away with

the difficulty of immediate replacement. The
ends should always be brought together over

one of the chain-wheels. Don't try to fasten

the ends in any other position, as then there

is nothing to keep the chain taut. When both

ends are brought together on the gear wheel

it will keep them steady while the bolt is be-

ing inserted.

LET YOUR LIGHT SO SHINE.

No less authority than holy writ is responsi-

ble for the advice to see that lamps be kept

filled and burning. Filling results in satis-

factory burning only when the quality of the

filling material is satisfactory. To secure an

oil that will meet all requirements, proceed

in this fashion: Fill a pint bottle with two-

thirds of the best lard oil and one-third of head-

light oil, to which add a piece of gum cam-

phor about the size of an egg. The cam-

phor is supposed to cause the oil to give a

very white light, and when it is used the flame

will not go out easily.

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING.

Many riders make a great mistake in pump-
ing the front wheel tire as hard as the one on

the driving wheel. For comfort, the front

tire should be considerably softer than the

back one, as when it is inflated hard the rider

is subjected to much unnecessary vibration.

Indeed, on rough roads, to ride with a hard

front tire is sometimes positively painful.

FAILED TO MERIT HIS APPROVAL.

He carefully pedaled a thirty-pound wheel

up to the station, carefully fell off it, and then

carefully confided it to the care of the station

agent to await his return from the city. He
was a full-fledged citizen of Suburbia, and

had taken to the wheel solely because it was

cheap and convenient. Sport and pastime af-

fected him not, utility and expense-saving

were his cycling sponsors. When he had

taken his seat in the train, the early spring

warmth told upon him and he began mopping
his expansive brow. A fellow-townsman

thereupon trotted forth the standard commu-
ter joke number five, and accused him of be-

ing overheated because he scorched. Taking

the alleged witticism seriously, he opened up

on scorchers and scorching thusly:

"The scorclier is doomed! This fiend, born

of a fancy for public notoriety, is rapidly

passing into a decadence. In every town,

hamlet or city edicts are going forth to the

effect that the space annihilators must cease

their violent and destructive exertions. These

riders go through a town at a terrific rate of

speed and woe unto the unfortunate pedes-

trian who gets in the way of the human thun-

derbolts. To such an extremity has this craze

for speed gone, that we may expect to ob-

serve the scorcher, minus all hirsute appen-

dage, his head shaven clean as a billiard-ball,

a shield in front of him to cut the air and his

face and body covered with suet or some
other greasy substance, so as to permit him

to slip through space with the least possible

resistance."

He probably had more to say in the same

strain, but just at this point the brakeman

stuck his head in the door and cried, "All out

for Jersey City," and he followed the crowd

onto the ferryboat.

COASTING AND ITS DANGERS.

When, after a muscle-tiring climb, the sum-

mit of a hill has been reached and down the

other side stretches the road fair and smooth,

the temptation to coast is almost an irresistible

one. There is, however, safety in caution, and

it is wiser to descend at a reasonable speed,

keeping the wheel at all times well in control.

The sudden darting of an animal or human
being across the rider's path may occur at

any moment, and even when such accidents

do not happen there exists at all times a

chance that something may go wrong with

your wheel. The breakage of a chain rivet,

the snapping of a fork, the puncture of a tire,

or splitting of a rim, any and all may prove

fatal when happening at a time the rider is

descending a hill at full speed, trusting to

Providence, his wheel and good luck to land

safely at its foot.

HOW RE-PUNCTURES OCCUR.

Dirt or grit working in between the can-

vas covering and the air-tube is a frequent

cause of those minute punctures which occas-

ionally mystify the rider. This dirt penetrates

through cuts in the rubber, or is the remnant

of a former puncture when the hole in the

cover was not filled up after the repair was

made. Every time a puncture is repaired

the rider should be careful to look for the hole

on the tread of the cover, and inject a little

solution into it. This will prolong the life of

the tire and prevent the penetration of grit

and dirt.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.

"AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'

The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

America Cycle Mfg* Co^^

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, ILIv.

GENERAL D1STRIBUT1^G AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
Mo. The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.

Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-
tralia.
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imSIOO
Peerless

High Class In Price

BECAUSE
High Class In Value.

Peerless in appearance.

Peerless in construction.

Peerless in running qualities.

Peerless on the road.

Peerless on the track.

Peerless as a coaster.

"PEERLESS'* means ** UNEQUALED/'
Write the producers for their High Art Catalogue giving fu'l descriptloD.

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

W. A. SIEFF,
Eastern Sales Agent,

57 Park Place, New York.

ELMWOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
New York Agents,

Park Place and West Broadway.

OSGOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
Brooklyn Agents,

611 Fulton Street.
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RECENT PATENTS,

5 81,963. INKER TUBE FOR PNEDMATIC TIKES. OlOBai C.

HooRE, Providence, R. L PUed Feb. 18, 1897. Serial Ha 624,111.

(No model)

DC 4: 3C
5^

Cliiim.— 1. The improved inner tube for use in pneumatic tires

for vehicles, formed of rubber or other suitable elastic material in

strip form bent upon itself to form the ends of the tube, with the

edge portions of the said strip united to each other along the sides

of tbe tube, and the ends of the strip joined together, substantially

as described.

5 81,907. BICYCLE-HANQER. Petkb Foeo, SomervUle, Mass.

Filed June U, 1895. Serial No. 552,436. (No model.)

Claim. — 1. .46 a new article of manufacture, a crank-hanger for

bicycles consisting of a closed drawn-metal tube having its circumfer-

ential wall normally unbroken, and a plurality of outwardly-extended

hollow bosses integral with the wall of the closed drawn tube and pro-

jecting from the tube afan angle to each other with their adjacent

lower portions substantially close together and provided with rounded

5 81,988> SPROCKET-CHAIN. Joseph C. Hadsee, Shepherdstown,

W.'va. Filed Aug. 13, 1898. Serial No. 602,623. (No model)

Ctaini.— 1. In a pivot for sprocket chains, the combination of a

pivot-cylinder, hard upon its exterior, eccentrically perforated or

channeled from end to end for the reception of a rivet, and a rivet

portion of metal capable of being upset, headed or riveted, accu-

rately fitting the said perforation or ebannel, and projecting at each

end of the hardened portion a suitable distance to form tenons or

rivets for assembling in the formation of the chain, substantially as

specified.

5 83,071. HAHDLE-BAR-ADJDSTINa MECHANISM FOR BICY-

CLES, Joseph A. larrLE, Lawrence, Maaa, assignor of one-half to

Hugh P. Simpson, same place. Piled Feb. 29, 1896. Serial No. 581,273.

(No model)

Claim.—A bicycle handle-bar having teeth , and an annular groove

intersecting said teeth, a socket to receive the toothed part of said

handle-bar, a dog having a series of teeth to engage the teeth of the

handle-bar, and a pin loosely placed lengthwise in a groove of the

dog, combined with means to move said dog and pin causing the teeth

of the dog to engage the toothed surface of the handle-bar and at

the same time, put the pin in the annular groove of the handle-bar,

the pin preventing withdrawal of the handle-bar from its socket and

the teeth preventing the rotation of the handle-bar in its socket, sub-

stantially as described.

5 83,099. DUST-PROOF JCHAIN-8UARD. JoHM Salisbbbt, Ar-

lington, N. J., assignor to the Arlington Manufecturlng Company, same

place. Filed Aug. 5, 1896. Serial No. 601,751. (No model)

5 81,865. CYCLOMETER Chahles S Labopish, WUllamsport,

Pal assignor of one-fourth to Charles R Harris, same place. Filed

Aug. 12, 1896. Serial No. 602,496. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a cyclometer, the combination with a casing, a

shaft therein, and indicating-disks loosely mounted oo the shaft, said

disks each having toothed hubs, of arms on the shaft carrying two
gear-wheels adapted to mesh with the teeth on hubs of adjacent

disks, a star-wheel having a spur-wheel thereon adapted to engage
and turn the disk adjacent thereto step by step, and lock it against

turning when, the spur has passed from the teeth, substantially as set

forth.

5 81,813. GEAR-WHEEL PREsroM Datiss, London, England.

FUed Apr. 10, 1896. Serial No. 586,979. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A gear-wheel having imprisoned balls as teeth and
sockets for the balls larger radially than the imprisoned portions of

the balls, thus permitting them to have a radial rolling movement,

and having walls exteuding inwardly to prevent the withdrawal of

the balls, substantially as described.

5 81,84:1. BICYCLE-BELL. Raymond^ M. Beattt, Newark, N. J.

Filed Apr. 25, 1896. Serial No. 589,02^ (No model)

Claim.— I. In bells for bicycle handle-bars and the like, two an-

nular members passing around the bar, the one fixed thereto and the

other rotative around the longitudinal axis thereof, strikers carried

by one of said members, and projections carried by the other of said

members, and operating the strikers during their relative move-

ments, and a plurality of bells proper carried by one of said mem-
bers opposite said strikers, surrounding and disposed with their axes

at substantially right angles to the axis of said bar.

581,953. BICYCLE-CGUPLINO. Thoias Coldwku and Habby
T.H.CoLDWEll,Newburg,N.Y. Filed;Aug. 1, 1896. Serial »a601,33L

(No model)

Claim.— 1. The coupling for bicycles comprising among its mem-

bers, a front frame provided with coupling-plates having semicylin-

drical portions for engaging the front portion only of the bicycle-

heads, a rear frame having at each end a coupling-plate provided

with portions for engaging the rear portions only of the rinr forks

and a single adjustable clamping device for drawing said frames to-

gether to clamp them upon the bicycle-frames, said'olamping device

forming the sole connection between said front and rear frames and

the bicycle-frames, substantially as described.

5 81,689. SPROCKET CHAIN AND WHEEL James A Beown,

Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Charles 0. Hall, same place. Filed Feb.

20, 1896. Serial No. 580,088. (No model)

Claim.—The herein-described cycle gear-case and chain-guard

composed of the upper and lower tubular Hiembers 5, and 6, the ver-

tical bracing-blocks 9 secured in transverse slots in the under and

upper portions of the said upper and lower tubular members, respec-

tively, and intermediate the end portions of said members, for the

purpose of bracing the gear-case, and the, two separately-attached

curved end pieces 7 and 8 that receive the ends of the said upper and

lower tubular members adjacent to the points of attachment for the

said bracing-blocks^ subs.tantially as described.

581,987. BELL WiLLUM E HAimoND, Meriden, Cona, assignor

to the Qrataam Manufacturing Company. West Haven, Conn. FUed
Sapt 21, 1896. Serial No. 606,477. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a small portable bell, the combination with a gong
having an inwardly-projecting striking-lug, of actuating mechanism,
a carrier connected with the said actuating mechanism for being
actuated in rotation thereby, and a striker having a shank which lies,

upon the carrier, and which is pivoted thereto so as to have limited

vertical movement, the said carrier being normally held by gravity

in a tilted position and out of the plane of the striking-lug of the
gong, but lifted into the said plane for impinging against the said lug,

by the action of centrifugal force when the carrier is rapidly rotated.

583,086. BICYCLE-HOLDER Teohas FooLE and Edsas a Rl3-

DOH, Trenton, N, J. FUed Sept 26, 1896. Serial No. 607,032. (Ho
model)

Claim.— 1. In combination with the sprocket-wheels of different

diameters, the smaller wheel having curved sprockets and marginal

projecting rims, the larger wheel having sprpckets and a periphery

which is made up of said sprockets and alternate bearing surfaces or

segments the curve of which has the same radius of curvature as the

marginal rim of the smaller wheel ; together with a chain having cen-

tral links with curved bearing-surfaces which are adapted to contact

with the sprockets and faces of the sprocket-wheels, and outer links

the contacting edge of which has the same radius of curvature as

the marginal projecting rims of the smaller sprocket-wheel, substan-

tially aa shown.

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-holder, consisting of a metal strip bent
upon itself to form a hollow center, a series of arms grouped around
the center, and pockets intervening the said arms, a tie-band attached
to the inner surface of the said strip, and means for securing the de-
vice on a post or standard, substantially as shown and described.

5 83.138. BRAZED TUBE-JOINT CHARtES W. Hedenbero and
Christopher S Reamy, Needham, Mass. Filed Jaa 13, 1897 Serial
No. 619.116. (No model)

Claim.— k tube-joint composed tit two part^^ or sections fitting
one within the other, the inner part or section being provided on its

outer surface with cavities or pockets fiir containing the soldering
metal and flux, whereby the solder is caused, when melted, to uni-
formly distribute itself and entirely fill the space between the inner
and outer sections when fitted togetlier and heated, substantially as
described.

583,084. BICYCLE-HANDLE. Pbteb C. Petebsou, Alexander

Valley, Cal Filed June 22, 1896. Serial No. 596,439. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination of a handle-bar having a partly-

returned slot in its end, a hollow handle fitting on the end of the

handle-bar and having an inwardly-extending bearing-surface at its

outer end, a straight spring carried within the handle and at the outer

end thereof, the spring hearing at an intermediate j)oiot on the bear-

ing-eurface aforesaid, and a rod carried by and projecting into the

handle proper and capable of entering the slot in the handle bar, the

spring having its ends bearing against the h»ndle-bar to hold the rod

in the slot, and being flexed around 'said bearing-surface as the rod is

placed and displaced in the slot, substantially as described.

5 81,881. BICYCLE-SADDLE. Levi M. Devore, Freeport, HI,

assignor of one-half to H. H Wlloozon, same placa Filed Apr. 2, 1896,

Serial No. 585,915. (No model) .R

Ctmm.— \. The combination with a seat and a longitudinally-

extending spring attached thereto, of a plate adapted to rest upon

the horizontal member of a saddle-post and having a longitudinally-

convex upper surface, a saddle adapted to rest upon said plate, and

a stirrup adapted to embrace the horizontal member of the saddle-

post and provided with a depending set-screw socket and set-screw,

the stirrup and saddle being adapted to clasp between them the lon-

gitudinal saddle-spring and being longitudinally adjustable upon the

convex surface of said plate, whereby the inclination of the saddle-

spring may be varied.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS WANTED IN AI.I. UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

Office and Factory : 189-191 TV. learned St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

5®^L?-*^„-
TOOI- FOR REPAIRINQPNEOMATIC TIRES. Frak 5 81,885. AOTOJIATIC BICYeLE-BRAKE. MosES A. Kkllkr, 581843 REAR FORK END FOR RTrvrrR.! „, . u „a M.TH. Denver, Colo. Filed Feb, 8, 1897. Seri^ No. 622,496. ,No BaU.1^ N. Y. Filed Apr. la 1896. Serial No. 587.047. (No model) ^it^^r 0^^^,^^^L^''^^'y^^l^^^'lZ""^^^'

" - Serial Ko. 602,859. (No model)
'

Ckt'tin.— 1. A tool for repairing tires, comprising a coiupressible

receptacle for liquid sealing or cementing material, a tubular outlet

for said receptacle, a needle-shank movable longitudinally in said

tubular outlet, a needle-point on the outer end of said sh&jik, the

greatest diameter of said ueedle-point being substantially that of the

diameter of the tubular outlet, and a stop on the inner end of the

tieedlc-shank. to prevent its movenient ton far outward, substantially

as suecified.

5 8 3,034. VELOCIPEDE CHAIN-8EARIN8. ROBBBT F RISI-

HIKOTON, Hartlepool, and James A. RimiDiGTOii, London, England.

rUed Apr. 27, 1896. Serial No. 589,294. (No model >

Claim.— \. In a bicycle-brake, the combination with the pedal-
shaft, a driving sprocket or gear journaled on said shaft, an eccen-
tric keyed on said shaft, a frictional clutch-dog journaled on said
eccentric and operating in conjunction with the said sprocket or gear,
and a spring, means connecting it with said clutch-dog, to hold the
same in contact with the said sprocket or gear and cause it to oper-
ate, in the manner substautially as described.

6 83,144. BICYCLE-SADDLE. WiiLlAM N. Mookg, Washington,
D C. Filed Det 9, 1895. Serial No. 571,470. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A chain-wheel formed with teeth having rollers ai

ranged in cavities therein, which latter are slightly longer radially

than the diameter of the rollers to permit them to move bodily ra-

dially, but partially closed at their leading ends through which the

rollers project to prevent the rollers fi"om dropping out. in combina-

tion with a chain having horns projecting between the teeth

Chnn.— \ . A bicycle-saddle, consisting of a support, two curved

springs mounted upon said support and adjusted laterally, longitudi-

nally and to various angles or inclines, and two seat-sections having

one end rigidly connected to the springs and the other end movably
connected: whereby the sections have a spring and vibrating action

and are supported in the same plane throughout their length.

Claim.— 1. A rear fork end for bicycles formed from a blank
having an arm, a neck and an outer end substantially as described and
shown, said arm and outer end being pressed into hali^ylindrical
form and the outer end bent backward over the arm and caused to
register therewith.

581,730. BALL-BEARINS-RETAINDiaDEVICB. ROBIET It
Kbatmg, Springfield, Hasa FUed May 23, 1896. Serial Ho. 592,721
(No model)

C/irim.— l. In combination with a ball-bearing hub, an independ-
ent ball-retaining ring fixed in the hub at one side of the ball-channel
and having a movable part adapted to be moved to allow of the pas-
sage of the balls while the major portion of the ring remains in posi-
tion in the hub, substantially as shown

2. The combination with a ball-bearing hub, of a baU-retaining
ring fi.xed in the hub and having a part adapted to be bent or sprung
from its normal position to permit the passage of the balls, substan-
tially as and for the purposes stated.

NEW PATENTS.
5S1,CS9. Sprocket Chain and Wheels. James A.

Brown, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Charles O. Hall,

same place. Filed February 10, 1896. Serial No.
580,088. (No modeh)

581,730. Bali-Bearing Retaining Device. Robert M.
Keating, Springfield, Mass. Filed May 23, 1896. Se-

rial No. 592,724. (No model.)

581,743. Bell-Clip for Bicycles. Harry Lucas and
Bernard Steeley, Birmingham, England. Filed August
21, 1896. Serial No. 603,553. (No model'.)

581.766. Bicycle. Wilber J. Pine, Oshkosh, Wis.
Filed February 6, 1896. Serial No. 578,264. (No
model.)

581.767. Bicycle. Leroy S. Powers, Chicago, 111.

Filed October 3, 1895. Serial No. 564,498. (No model.)

581,823. Adjustable Spanner for Cyclists, etc. John
Harrison, Peterborough, England, assignor to the

Elliptic Cycle Company, same place. Filed Septem-
ber 14, 1896. Serial No. 605,844. (No model.)

581,835. Bicycle Training Device. Samuel A
Sturgis, St. John's Mich. Filed April 18, 1896. Se-

rial No. 588,181. (No model.)

581.841. Bicycle Bell. Raymond M. Beatty, New-
ark, N. J. Filed April 25, 1896. Serial No. 589,022.

(No model.)

581.842. Rear Fork End for Bicycles. Frank H.
Beecher, and Robert G. Cornforth, Seymour, Conn.
Filed August 15, 1896. Serial No. 602,859. (No model.)

581,844. Chain and Chain-Link. Richard A. Breul,

Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to the Bridgeport Chain
Company, same place. Filed June 12, 1894. Serial No.
514,308. (No model.)

581,852. Sprocket-Chain. Ashford T. Dowden, Prai-

rie City, Iowa. Filed September 24, 1896. Serial No.
606,903. (No model.)

581,880. Attachment for Bicycles. Thomas W.
Davis, Logansport, Ind., assignor to William C. Dunn
and Edward Dunn, same place. Filed June 24, 1896.

Serial No. 596,714. (No model.)

581,881. Bicycle Saddle. Levi M. Devore, Freeport,

111., assignor of one-half to M. H. Wilco.xon, same
place. Filed April 2, 1896. Serial No. 585,915. (No
model.)

581,885. Automatic Bicycle Brake. Moses A. Keller,

Batavia, N. Y. Filed April 10, 1896. Serial No.
587,047. (No model.)

581,907. Bicycle-Hanger. Peter Forg, Somerville,

Mass. Filed June 11, 1S95. Serial No. 552,436. (No
model.)

581,918. Wheel Bearing. John F. Pope, Chicago,

111. Filed February 13, 1897. Serial No. 623,272. (No
model.)

581,945. Implement for Repairing Pneumatic Tires.

Ernest Scott, Providence, R. I., assignor to the Me-
chanical Fabric Company, same place. Filed March
1, 1897. Serial No. 625,647. (No model.)

581,953. Bicycle Coupling. Thomas Coldwell and
Harry T. H. Coldwell, Newburg, N. Y. Filed Au-
gust 1, 1896. Serial No. 601,331. (No model.)

581,962. Inner Tube for Pneumatic Tires. George

C. Moore, Providence, R. I. Filed February 19, 1897.

Serial No. 624,111. (No model.)

581,973. Bicycle. Phineas H. York, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to the Tonk Manufacturing Co., same place.

Filed September 9, 1895. Serial No. 561,981. (No
model.)

581,985. Bicycle. Robert Fritz, West Hoboken, N.
J. Filed October 1, 1896. Serial No. 607,538. (No
model.)

581,988. Sprocket Chain. Joseph C. Hauger, Shep-
erdstown, W. Va. Filed August 13, 1896. Serial No.
602,623. (No model.)

582,010. Tire for Ice Bicycles. Emmet A. Dean,
Clear Lake, Wis. Filed October 7, 1896. Serial No.
008,114. (No model.)

582,024. Velocipede Chain-Gearing. Robert F. Rim-
mington, Hartlepool, and James A. Rimmington, Lon-
don, England. Filed April 27, 1896. Serial No. 589,-

294. (No model.)

582.033. Tire Upsetter or Shrinker. John M.
Bender, Alexandria, La. Filed November 18, 1896.

Serial No. 598,588. (No model.)

582,048. Tool Case for Bicycles, etc. Frederick
Eigenraug, Jr., Baltimore, Md. Filed July 9, 1896.
Serial No. 612,638. (No model.)

582.070. Bicycle Attachment. James S. Lester, At-
lanta, Ga. Filed July 27, 1896. Serial No. 600,704.
(No model.)

582.071. Handle-Bar Adjusting Mechanism for Bi-
cycles. Joseph A. Little, Lawrence, Mass., assignor
of one-half to Hugh P. Simpson, same place. Filed
February 29, 1896. Serial No. 581,273. (No model.)

582,084. Bicycle Handle, Peter C. Peterson, Alex-
ander Valley, Cal. Filed June 22, 1896. Serial No.
596,439. (No model.)

582,086. Bicycle Holder. Thomas Poole and Edgar
S. Risdon, Trenton, N. J. Filed September 26, 1896.

Serial No. 607,032. (No model.)

582,091. Bicycle Skirt Adjuster. Helen B. Rennie,
Stratford, Canada. Filed March 1, 1897. Serial No.
625,638. (No model.)

582,096. Pants Guard (bicycle). Cornelius A. Ro-
minger, Reidsvdle, N. C. Filed June 29, 1896. Se-
rial No. 597,387. (No model.)

582,099. Dust Proof Chain Guard (bicycle). John
Salisbury, Arlington, N. J., assignor to the Arlington
Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed August
5, 1896. Serial No. 601,751. (No model.)

582,126. Wheel for Bicycles. George Hayes, New
York, N. Y. Filed April 8, 1896. Serial No. 586,697.

(No model.)

582.143. Tool for Repairing Pneumatic Tires. Frank
H. Mayer, Denver, Col. Filed Feb. 8, 1897.

Serial No. 622,496. (No model.)

582.144. Bicycle Saddle. William N. Moore, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed December 9, 1895. Serial No.
571,470. (No model.)

STAR BICYCLE ENAMEL y^UJl'a'fe'^.^

minutes to re-enamel your bicycle, giving it the appear-
ance of a new v^'heel, from which the enamel will neither

chip nor crack, by using the ready-mixed "STAR BI-
CYCLE ENAMEL." We will mail you a sample can of

black or any other color for 25 cents, sufficient for one
wheel. 29 different colors, including L. A. W. color

(royal purple). Send for color card.

OERSTBNDOKFKB BROS.,

17 Barclay St , New York. 67 Lake St., Chicago.
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THE PASSING OP JIBSON.

Jfbson was the beau ideal of a gentleman

o^ the old school. Not that Jibson was old.

riut he went in for all that was conservative

arid proper, stood upon his dignity, dressed

quietly and correctly, and always wore a black

cravat.

He made up his mind never to marry, and

had surrounded himself with a small circle of

select friends as quiet and proper as himself.

The years went by and the rattle of the

bargain-counter cycle was heard in the land.

Jibson and his friends smiled superciliously.

The young, the old, the grave, the gay, took

to the pneumatic tire. But Jibson and his

friends held aloof.

"It will pass," they said, "like the pigs in

clover puzzle, and the riddle of the white

horse and the maid with auburn hair."

When they saw everywhere men gather

in groups in places they resorted to,

and heard them talking of "centuries,"

and "sprockets," of "high gear" and

"ball bearings," they stepped aside in the calm

dignity of their indifiference. But a break

came. Naylor, his nearest friend, fine, old,

gray-haired gentleman, who had looked

askance at the coming in of the Remsen

Cooler in the place of the tried and true Tom
Collins, was tempted and fell.

Word reached the ears of Jibson that Nay-

lor had been seen scooting up the Boulevard

in check knickerbockers and sweater, with his

eye fastened on the cyclometer on the front

axle of his high-grade roadster. Jibson

shuddered, and from that on Naylor was to

him as one dead. Topper was the next to go.

Topper lived out of town and there were such

fine roads, and he had a chance to get a wheel

at a bargain, etc., etc.

But his apologies were unheeded by Jib-

son. Jibson regarded him as one who had

done him a wrong that could perhaps be

forgiven; but to forget—ah! that was another

thing.

Bilson was the next to fall—Bilson, who
weighed 400 pounds and whom any man
would have deemed beyond temptation. But

Bilson took the fever hard and had a massive

special built for him, free of any cost, by a

manufacturer who appreciated what an adver-

tisement it would be, and in a short time

Bilson was making runs out to Patchogue.

This was the last straw and, sobbing like a

child, Jibson was led away to where they teach

you to ride in three lessons and sell high-

grade wheels on easy terms. Jibson is of the

stuff that martyrs are made, but to be the

only man on earth who did not ride a wheel

was too much even for his cast-iron fortitude.

RAGS AND ELBOW GREASE.

It is evident by even the most casual study

of the Boulevard rider that he never heard

that cleanliness was close akin to godliness or,

if he did, that he does not believe that this

condition of affairs prevails when he and cy-

cling form a co-partnership. As the army of

riders moves past it is made plain that very

many privates therein never give a thought

to the condition of the machines they ride.

Apart from the appearance of these unkempt

wheels, the neglectful riders materially add to

the labor of propulsion, thus detracting from

both speed and comfort in riding. These last

noted facts should tempt the neglectful ones

to caring for their machines, even if they still

care nothing for the untidyness thereof.

POINTED AND PRACTICAL.

Love me, love my wheel.

Make the best of a bad road.

Novices may sooner fall than rise.

A good cycle reputation is a fair estate.

Don't make haste while the sun shines.

Cycling is a good servant, but a bad mas-
ter.

Never ride a free (or any other) bicycle to

death.

No gale can equally serve you going and
coming.

Like any other pig, a road hog does no
good till he dies.

Money makes the racer go. Likewise the
reverse is very true.

Every rose has its thorn; every tire its

eventual puncture.

A ready way to lose your friend is to lend
him your money or machine.

Cheap talk marks the cheap rider. Slang is

the classic of ignorance, in cycling as else-

where.

^ ^ The Wheel ^^\

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

e^up to March 1st.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers..^ Price, $2,00

j^Catalogues in the

German, Spanish,

French,Of any Lan-

guag;e..^ American

C^ catalogues transla-

ted and condensed.

The Wheel Press,

88 "West Broadway,

New York J- ^ ^

<^Twenty-five
thousand bicycle

agents, in type.

e^sold by State or

the entire list. S
Quotations upon

application.^ tM

88 West Broadway
|

CASE OF MULTIPLICATION.

Amid all the labored explanations of the

layman seeking to explain cycling's popular-

ity, it is made evident that the charm of the

bicycle is not appreciated by any man who is

not himself a rider of it. Once he becomes a

rider, then the solution of the question is

most simple: it is that the wheel has revealed

to man that his natural powers of locomotion

can be multiplied. With the same amount of

energy required to take one stride, a rider on
a 70-gear wheel can cover eighteen feet of

ground, almost a realization of the magic
powers of the seven-league boots.

SOME ADVICE TO A STATESMAN.

From Washington comes the direful news
that Speaker Reed has concluded to abandon
his cycling expeditions in the National Capi-

tal, because, forsooth, he has ridden full-tilt

into an aggressive curbstone. After the acci-

dent there were solutions of continuity in the

doughty Speaker's trousers, but his heart and
sand were still whole. It is but just to the

Czar, moreover, to say that in Washington
the disaster has thrown no cloud upon his

reputation for skillful riding. Men of much
greater pretensions to witch the world

with noble wheelmanship have fallen much
more calamitously.

Take one of the first men in Congress to

take to the wheel, for example. There is a-

man who regards himself and is regarded in

his Congressional district, and, perhaps, in

other parts of Illinois, as one of the greatest

living exponents of scientific cycling. He
stables his revolving steed in the room of

the Committee on Appropriations, not with-

out much resultant abrasion of the tibiae and
violence of voice on the part of the other

members of the committee. He is never seen

in public except in his cycle togs. He wears

a large Egyptian diamond wheel in his cravat.

And yet this mighty master of the tire has

run plump into the Washington Monument
at least a dozen times; and the only known
way of stopping his mad career is to catch

him with a lasso, a net, or a derrick.

There is a model for Speaker Reed to fol-

low. Give up cycling, bosh! Let him show
in his cycling but one tithe of the firmness

he exhibits in quorum-counting, and the deed

is done. It is not a far cry to 1900, and the

cycling vote will be well-worth having then;

Presidents have been elected and defeated by
less. Mr. Reed knows this, and should act

accordingly.

MAKES PESSIMISM IMPOSSIBLE.

Just as sure as any sure thing can be, cy-

cling has given pessimism its death blow. There
was the gloomy pessimist of a year ago who
groaned when it was time to start to work
and sighed when Sunday came, with the pros-

pect of a whole day at home; who prophe-

sied the spread of disease in the crowded cars,

and hard times in the roomy ones. You may
see him now, starting from home ten or fif-

teen minutes earlier than is necessary, to take

a little extra turn around the park. You may
see him at night, with pleased anticipation

in his face, sniffing the dinner before it

reaches the table. You may see him greeting

Sunday with acclamations, and vacation with

wildest joy. Have you ever seen an enthusias-

tic cycler who was a pessimist as well? No
one else ever has.

SUITED TO HER.

Clap-trap and sensationalism aside, cycling

has come as a happy cap to modern women's
indulgence in physical exercise. Girls ride

with the results of health, beauty that

comes from cycling. Women much sooner

than men arrive at the end of their physical

powers, largely because of hereditary disuse

of their motor centres. Time, however, will

level this up. The leg, the instrument most

seriously taxed in cycling, has in the case of

woman not only great latent possibilities of

development but it finds in riding of the bi-

cycle decided potentialities of benefit.
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Is the foundation of a bicycle*
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are built by the most

renowned makers of

steel and steel wire in

the worldj ^ ^ ^

Twenty-Five Years' Experience.

Regarded by mechanical

experts as the peer of any

cycle built in America*

R. H. WOLFF & CO., Ltd.,

NEW YORK CITY.

L / DIstrlbutlne Agents,

yyVV VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE. Chlcaso, III.
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For Canada, \A/
DORKEN BROS.. Montreal. fi
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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IN THE MORNING.

To the million and more of New York's

citizens who have never made an early morn-
ing visit to Central Park, the advice is earnest-

ly given to get them upon a bicycle and pay

the visit at the very first opportunity. Espe-

cially at this season the early morning is of

all times the most delightful for such a visit.

The air is fresh and fragrant. The sward seems

a purer green, and the wisteria blooms a richer

purple, and the humble dandelion more like

refined gold, than in the garish light of mid-

day. The songs of the birds are at their best,

and even at the very borders of the Park are

not yet deadened by the rising roar of the

great city. Earth and air, flora and fauna,

unite to bestow exhilaration which no matutin-

al cocktail can rival and no midday stimula-

tion replace. He who has never ridden in the

Park at that hour never has seen the Park

at its best, and he who does not do so often

loses from his life what should be some of its

most joyous experiences.

But such a visit, if made for the first time,

will be fruitful of bewildering revelations. The
Park will not be found deserted, save by an

occasional wanderer. On the contrary, its

driveways are literally thronged with wheel-

men and wheelwomen, and wheel children,

too. The rays of the newly risen sun flash

upon almost as many nickeled spokes as drops

of dew, and the silvery tinkle and clink of

bells well nigh rival the songs of the birds in

number and profusion. There are "all sorts

and conditions of men " and machines in the

procession, save only those sorts of men which
are most pleasing in their absence. The hood-
lum and his female mate are not there. Later

in the day is their time for parading. But in

their places are the lovers of Nature, and
lovers of rational exercise, and lovers of early-

rising for its own sake. There are those whose
busy cares permit no other opportunity for

cycling than this. There are old men and
matrons, and young men and maidens, and
now and then a whole family awheel—father,

mother, and children of graduated ages and
sizes. If the procession be not so numerous
as that on the Boulevard, it at any rate has an
air of much greater pleasure and enjoyment.

The simple joy of life invests each rider, and
makes the scene, even to a non-cycling spec-

tator, one of pure delight.

How great a social and hygienic revolution

is indicated by such a scene, one needs not

hesitate to say. Of the many who thus use

the Park between daybreak with a bite to eat

and an appreciated breakfast later on, it is

hardly questionable that not a tithe could

afford to go out with horses, or would
care to go afoot. Before they cycled the

Park at that hour was to them a veritable terra

incognita. They slept and dozed and yawned
almost to breakfast time, and after it went to

the day's duties dully and with repinings that

they had no opportunities for recreation. Cy-
cling has renovated their lives. The amount
of early rising, salutary exercise, good appe-

tite and digestion, buoyant spirits, physical,

mental and spiritual exaltation, enjoyment of

Nature, health, happiness and prolonged life

represented on the Park roads in early morn-
ing is beyond calculation. There is no scene

that more impressively sets forth the beauty

and beneficence of cycling, and none that

should arouse a stronger determination to

preserve that glorious exercise and pastime
from the abuse and disrepute with which some
of its less worthies threaten it at times.

E. V. S.

KING OP HABIT-BREAKERS.

Aside from those to whom the bicycle is

merely an incident, neither making nor break-
ing any serious habits of life, there is the vast

majority of its devotees to whom its advent
marks a complete revolution in their habits of

life. There are the salaried young men and
women in the city whose homes are out of

town. Before the cycle rolled into their lives

they spent their time "resting" from work,
lounging in the boarding-house parlor, feeling

tired, playing cards and taking street-car

rides. To them the bicycle has left nothing of

their old life unchanged save their hours of

labor, and these hours are shortened by hav-

ing strength of endurance and pleasant an-

ticipations of the evening ride.

Then there is another habit that is being

broken on the wheel. It is difficult to know
what to call it except the habit of "street

routine"—that is to say, the habit which most
people have of always going down the same
street. Mounted on bicycles, people are get-

ting acquainted with the town in which they

live. They are learning that it is possible to

go down-town by several different routes. If

yo.u do not appreciate the force of this habit,

try it some morning and see how much
strength of mind it really takes even to go
down the other side of the street when you
have once fallen into the habit of street

routine.

Besides these radical changes cycling

breaks up bad habits by forming good ones.

It breaks up the habits formed from ill health

by sending the good, red blood coursing

through the veins. It breaks up the habits

formed from idleness by offering an interest at

once legitimate and absorbing. It breaks up

the habits of the recluse by first dispelling the

gloom around him, and then casting him

headlong among his fellowmen.

SLIGHTLY MIXED.

"Paw, v/hat's descendants?"
"Why, they are the people who come after

you, my son. Who is that young man in

the reception-room?"
"That's one of sister's descendants come to

take her out riding on a tandem."

UNCLE EPH'S IDEAS.

Cyclin' gits lots ob peeple dat no udder

sportin' would hab.

No one tells de truf erbout League poli-

ticks—not eben de ballot-box.

Dar seems ter be ebiery variety of bargain

counter bysickle 'cept a good one.

De man in de moon is popular wid dah
bysicklers bekase he nebah tells ennyting he
sees.

De favahs dat de makers exten' toe de

riders offen cos' de rider a great deal ob
money.

De fools in bysicklin' are not all dead yit;

an' what is mo,' dey nebah will be so long
as you and me's in hit.

Needn't tell me de dumb man he doan' says

nuffin' when he run his new bysickle ober de

sharp edge of a tin can.

De aberage talker on bysicklin' is in lub

wid his own voice an' is de victim ob unfortu-

nate but natural imposishun.

You go ask dah man what sol' you yoh
bysickle, an' see if he doan' say dah's a dif-

ferunce in the feelin' uv the ower an' the

owed.

As soon as a man begins to fink bysicklin'

kain't git erlong widout 'im he stahts right

out toe maik hit imposs'ble for hit toe git

erlong wid 'im.

Sometimes dese hyar crackerj ackers dat

keeps a seein' how big dey kin talk seems ter

be jes' ez careful in seein' how little dey kin

ride for de money dey gits.

Some riders hab sech er tendency ter git

wrapped up in dah own sorrers, dat dey gits

ter lookin' on de unpleasant wedder ez er

pus'nal grievance an' doan' symp-fize wif

nobody.

Ef y' wanter know how de people in de

trade speak ob yo' and yo're wheel behin*

yo' back, listen toe de reckless mannah in

wich yo' and dey pitch intoe de uddah feller

an' his'n.

When de man what owns de dram shop
tells one o' his lies agin' bysicklin' hit am like

a catfish oin dry Ian'—hit may fret an' fling

an' maik bother, but hit kain't hurt nobody.
Yo' hab only toe go on ridin' about yo' busi-
nes an' hit'll die ob hitself.

On the Kingsbridge Road,
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REVOLUTION IN SPROCKETS.

Over

20 PER CENT
of friction done away with.

Get Catalogue for

Full Information.

SILVER KING and

SILVER QUEEN

BICYCLES,

$75.00.

••••

HENDEE & NELSON MANUFACTURING CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

••••••••••••••••••••••

I Tie Mel States Projectile Co,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

I
Seamless Bicycle Tubing.

New Features for '98.

One-Piece Taper Gauge Fork-Sides.

Fork-Crown and Stem all One Piece.

D Cranked and Tapered Rear Forks.

Round, Cranked and D Upper Rear Stays.

Seamless Fork-Sides.

Special Tapered Tubes.

WE USE ONIvY THE HIGHEST GRADE OF

Special Swedish SteeL

We Invite Comparison and Solicit Correspondence.

9

:
I
t

American Weldless Steel Tube Co.,

TOl-EDO, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WeldlEss SiEGl Tiiliin^

FOK.

CYCLES, MOTOR CARRIAGES,

• BOILERS, ETC.

Cranked D Shaped Buttom Tube.

iC_)<-
Cranked Ov«l Bottom Tube (No. i Oval).

Crank D Shaped and Oval Bottom Back Stays

FOR CYCLES A SPECIALTY.

Quotations given for special sections upon application.

WE GARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF CYCLING TUBE IN STOCK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

S-&P.TIRES.

"WEAR
. . . THEY

WELL."
MAKERS OF

SINGLE-TUBE
AND.. .

G. & J. TIRES.

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

OFFICES AT

19 Park Place New York City.
107 E. Jefferson st Syracuse, N. Y.
30 E. Genesee st Buffalo, N. Y.
166 E. Lake st Chicago, 111.

Embree Cycle Co., Fil-

bert and Juniper sts Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PLAYED FOR A SUCKER.

Mr. Wheeler Swift whizzed along the as-

phalt, his nose on his front wheel tire. Mr.

Swift was a little out of humor. He had tried

to scrape the coat tails of a pedestrian, but

the man had been too nimble for him, and, to

add to his discomfiture, had laughed, in-

stead of swearing at him. It was barely sun-

rise; the streets were almost empty, and there

seemed little chance of getting even on some

one else. Just then there turned in from a

side street a fat and wabbly looking rider

dressed in ordinary street costume, with the

legs of the trousers slovenly bound around

the ankles with a bit of string, the entire ag-

gregation mounted on a last year's wheel,

with chin-high handle-bars.

Mr. Wheeler Swift cast a satisfied glance at

his natty knickerbockers, golf stockings and

correct shoes, gave a withering look at the

outfit of the wabbly-looker and essayed to

pass him. The fat and wabble-like one let

out just a little bit, without even leaning over,

and his lead began increasing. Mr. Swift be-

came interested. His back humped so that

it gave him a distinct pain in his stomach;

his tachometer showed him that his speed

was on the increase—and still that fat rider

sailed on. Mr. Swift decreased his speed. So
did the fat man. It was clearly a challenge.

Then Mr. Swift buckled down to it. His

golf-stockinged legs worked like the drivers

on a locomotive. That aggravating wabbly-

looker not only kept the lead, as before, but

occasionally he looked back over his shoulders

and grinned. The end of the asphalt was

reached. "I guess this will pump the wind out

of him," thought Mr. Swift. But it didn't.

Mile after mile was covered; Mr. Swift's tach-

ometer, it seemed to his imagination, had be-

gun to give out a little blue line of smoke.

His head reeled; the flabby, non-perspiring

fiend in front of him seemed suddenly to swell

to the dimensions of a balloon. Mr. Wheeler
Swift conned his tachometer again. His speed

had fallen off more than 30 per cent. "That

settles it," said he. He ran his wheel to the

curb and dismounted. The man who looked

like he was a good thing turned and came
back. As he passed Mr. Wheeler Swift he

flipped a card to his victim. Wheeler Swift

picked it up and read:

Softhyng's Pocket Cyclomotor.
Storage System.

Weighs but six pounds, is two-
horse power, and can be concealed
in the pockets of an ordinary coat.

Get one and pump the wind out of
would-be racers who are looking for
soft marks.

-!" said Mr. Wheeler Swift.

IN CLASSES THREE.

Men who do not ride a bicycle belong to

three classes: Those who cannot afiford it,

those who do not have the time, and those

who have an element of fear, or sensitiveness

to ridicule, which prevents them from start-

ing. They will not admit this last named
classification, except under extreme circum-

stances, but there is a big percentage of this

class, nevertheless. There is hope for them,

however, for when once they do learn they

become the most enthusiastic of riders.

HERE IS ORIGINALITY.

Every one has grown familiar with th«>

caterpillar-like appearance of the wheelman

as the caricaturist delights in picturing him.

Of course, every one, except the caricaturist

aforesaid, knows that the caterpillar-cyclist

is the exception, not the rule. From all this

it might be concluded that the massive brains

responsible for the inventions herewith were

contained in the craniums of the caricaturer.

But this is not so; the gentlemen simply took

the pictures in the comic papers as truthfully

showing how wheelmen caterpillarized, and

then set out to rectify the deformity.

In this magnificent product of inventive

genius is shown a cross between a perambula-

tor and a sleeping car, the inventor guarantee-

ing that no user of the machine can ever be

arrested for scorching or be guilty of the ag-

gravated bent-over position.

This one is evidently intended to prevent

the user of it getting his feet wet in sloppy

weather; he, too, can recline at his ease as he

pedals, though the inventor says when he

grows tired of pedaling with his feet above his

head, he can drop them to the foot rests, and

propel the machine by using his hands in

turning the pedals. Large sums of money
have not been refused for these two machines.

MANY A SLIP HAPPENS HERE.

When an ordinary, every-day rubber pedal

has been ridden for some distance it is wont

to develop a slipperyness close akin to that

exhibited by a cake of soap in a bath-tub. The
rider's feet decline to stay on the worn pedal

rubbers and there is trouble. Toe-clips pre-

vent this parting of the pushed and the pusher

to some extent, but their use unvariably de-

stroys ankle action, a thing not by any means

to be thought of. To give a better holding

surface to the worn rubbers, take a sharp knife,

wet it and cut a series of furrows in the rub-

bers. If this seem too drastic a remedy, use

a file, drawing the sharp edges thereof across

the rubbers at dififerent angles. This will re-

sult in the formation of a number of sharp

projections, which grip the shoe sole in satis-

factory fashion.

WOES OF THE WHEEL SELECTOR.
I've pored through countless catalogues descriptive

of machines,
And the advertising pages of wheel papers and maga-

zines;
And it's certainly perplexing, when I want to get the

best,

To read that each has some advantage over all the
rest.

ONLY A FEW OF THEM REMAINING.

Strange as it may seem, walking, both as a

means of locomotion and as a source of recre-

ation and pleasure, has not yet become wholly

extinct, even in those districts where the bicy-

cle is now the undoubted king.

There are yet a few persons—obstinate and

unenlightened persons, of course—who still

cling to the old habit and to their thick-soled

walking boots and their scarred and blistered

alpenstocks in spite of the superior merits of

the rat-trap pedal and the cork-tipped handle-

bar.

These ancient relics of ante-century-run

days turn resolutely from the voice of the

wheel charmer and stubbornly refuse to par-

take of the joys of cycling.

They know not of the wild ecstacy that

thrills the soul of the scorcher as he pants past

Nature's most exquisite bit of handiwork at

the inspiring and perspiring speed of a twenty-

miles-an-hour bat.

In their ignorance these remnants of the

heel-and-toe age probably could not tell a

century badge from a nickel-plated ball-bear-

ing cyclometer, and they are happy in their

ignorance and would not part with their billy-

cock hats, their alpenstocks and their thick-

soled walking boots for samples of each of

the best grade wheel which is being turned

out in such profusion. When the cycle

glimpses swiftly past them on the road they

smile pityingly and compassionately upon it

and regard it in much the same light that old

Mrs. Washington Square North would regard

Coal Oil Johnny or one of the Barney Bernato

brigade. Like the old guard, these pedestrian

worshipers die, but do not surrender, and

like the number of colored gemmen and ladies

who were body servants to George Washing-

ton, their passing away is fast becoming a cer-

tainty, and their replacement an equal certain-

ty of non-accomplishment.

SHE DIU NOT EXPLAIN.

They were brother and sister, both rode,

and each had a different idea of what was the

proper costume for her to ride in. He re-be-

gan the controversy, where it had been left

off, with:

"You know, there is really nothing manly

about bloomers, if that's why you wear them."

"Pooh!" she said, "Who wants to be manly,

I'd like to know?"
"Well, certainly there is nothing womanly

about them," he retorted, coming about on

another tack.

"Indeed!" she answered, slightly sneering,

"Well—ah—who wants to be womanly?"
That floored him. Regarding her for a few

moments in silent admiration, he unburdened

his mind with:

"Now, there is a brand of unreasoning, in-

spired idiocy that commands attention and

forces admiration, but it does not add to my
understanding of why a good-looking girl

like you are persists in wearing garments that

make her look like an animated meal bag."

She made no further effort to enlighten him.

"OTHERWISE INDECENTLY DRESSED."

A notice, of which the following is a trans-

lation, is displayed in some of the omnibuses

in Florence, Italy: "Female cyclists wearing

skirtless cycle costume, or being otherwise

indecently dressed, are not allowed to use

these omnibuses."
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PATENT RIGHTS.

G. & J.'s Tire Ones Being Fought Over in

United States as Well as in Britist

Courts.

After having spent three years in gathering

testimony, the legal forces of the North Brit-

ish Rubber Co., of Edinburgh, Scotland, and

of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., of Chi-

cago, were finally arrayed against each other

in the United States Circuit Court, in this

city, on Friday afternoon last. Judge Town-
send, himself a wheelman, devoted all of Mon-
day and Tuesday to the case.

Technically, the suit was the North British

Rubber Co. vs. Louis C. Jandorf and Pfeifer

Jandorf, but Gormully & Jei?ery were the real

defendants, the case involving the basic

clincher principle of the G. & J. tire.

The New York lawyers of the Scottish con-

cern first attempted service on G. & J., but

as the latter was an Illinois corporation the

service would have required trial in Chicago.

Accordingly, papers were served on the Jan-

dorfs, on Schoverling, Daly & Gales, and

other New York firms that handled G. & J.

tires. The decision in the Jandorf case will

settle the others.

The printed testimony comprised four

bulky volumes, and was most exhaustive.

C. K. Offield, of Chicago, argued the case for

Gormully & Jeffery, and Brown & Betts, of

New York, for the plaintiffs. The hearing

was closed at 3.30 o'clock, Tuesday evening.

It is not expected that Judge Townsend will

render his decision for at least three weeks.

The successive verdicts adverse to Gormully

&: Jeffery, rendered by the English courts in

a similar suit, figured in the legal arguments,

but Mr. T. B. Jeffery, who was an attentive

attendant at the trial, does not believe they

will have much bearing on the American de-

cision. As Judge Townsend is a wheelman,

Mr. Jeffery looks for a particularly intelligent

decision, as he expressed it.

The patents involved are W. E. Bartlett's,

No. 448,793, March 24, 1891 (reissue No.

11.216), which is owned by the North British

Rubber Co., who claim that it is infringed by

T. B. Jefifery's, No. 466,532, Jan. 5, 1892.

As every one who has followed the case in

The Wheel is aware, Gormully & Jefferj-

have fought the English case with bull-dog

persistency. Although defeated three times in

the British courts, the firm now has an appeal

pending in the House of Lords, and Mr.

Jeffery says they will not give up until every

legal resort ha.s been exhausted. He him-

self will sail for London next month to fur-

ther the fight.

THAT AMERICAN TUBE PLANT DEAL.

Toledo, May 15.—Some additional facts

concerning the visit of Arthur Pilkington and

other English capitalists are now possible, and

while as yet smoke only has arisen, the spark

of fire is there, and as the Britons have the

cash ready, a considerable conflagration in

the tube market is quite likely.

The syndicate has under consideration the

buying of three mills, the American Weldless,

at Toledo, now under management of Mr.

Warwick; the Ellwood plant, at Ellwood City,

Pa., now in charge of J. G. Nicholson, and

the Greenville plant, at Greenville, Pa., at

present under the management of the veteran

Fred Ensworth.

There will be a decision soon. But The
Wheel is in a position to state positively that

there has been as yet no agreement.

If the purchase is made the plants will be

operated under one management, although

each will probably have as its nominal man-
ager each of the gentlemen now in charge of

the respective plants.

The three mills under consideration repre-

sent something over one-half of the total

American tube product.

COLONEL DODGE

London, May 7.—^In addition to buying

up the American Steifel patents, Arthur Pilk-

ington and the experts who accompanied him
to America will inspect three tube mills, one

in Toledo and two in Pennsylvania, with a

view to a purchase. The intention is to secure

these three mills, and to immediately com-
mence manufacturing tube under the Steifel

process. The purchase will be completed if

the mills coincide with the reports submitted,

of which there is not the slightest occasion

for doubt. The purchase of Steifel's Ameri-

can patent is sure to be carried through in

any case, something like £10,000 was paid

for the option some time ago. The American

business will be floated over here with a

capital of about £300,000.

BENEATH THE RED FLAG.

Milwaukee, May 15.—On the 20th inst. a

red flag will wave over all that is left of the

Huseby Cycle Co. The receiver, Hugo H.
Casper, is advertising that on that day he will

offer for sale at public auction and sell to the

highest and best bidder at such sale all the

stock of manufactured and partially manufac-

tured bicycles, parts of bicycles, bicycle tools,

materials, appliances, equipments and fur-

nishings. The Huseby Company, it will be

recalled, made wood bicycles.

Is Threatened With a Patent War by What Is

Sometimes Known as the Rubber

Trust.

Back of the recent announcement that the

United States Rubber Co.—the so-called

trust—has become interested in the Consoli-

dated Rubber Co., of Boston, there was more
than was first apparent.

When the Consolidated Co. was first organ-

ized it was given out that one of its chief

purposes would be the contesting of the

single-tube patents controlled by Theo. A.

Dodge. They manufactured the Alligator and

Kangaroo tires at their factory in Reading,

Mass., and in due time Col. Dodge filed an

action against them. Latterly the Reading
factory has been occupied by another rub-

ber concern, and until the recent announce-

ment that a junction had been effected with the

United States Rubber Co., the plans of the

Consolidated people appeared problematical.

A conference of the allied forces was held in

Boston last week, at which Manager Saund-

ers, of the United States Co., and Messrs.

Porter and Heustis, of the Consolidated, were

present. As a result, the latter concern will

shortly come into possession of a rubber

plant at Bristol, R. I., and there continue the

manufacture of Kangaroo tires without re-

gard to the suit brought by Col. Dodge. The
name of the United States Rubber Co. will

not appear in the matter, but when the case

is called for trial it will be vigorously de-

fended, and the millions of the United States

Co. will provide the means. This is the real

meaning of the alliance.

Although the validity of the Dodge patents,

as every one in the trade is aware, has been

acknowledged by practically all makers of

single-tube tires in this country, who are

bound by an iron-clad compact to sustain

them, there has been so much talk concerning

the legal pregnability of the patents, that the

forthcoming action will be of the keenest in-

terest, and a decision prove in the nature of a

"long-felt want."

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO BE SETTLED.

On Monday next the Board of Trades'
mail vote will be canvassed at the directors'

meeting at headquarters in this city, and the
show question be then finally disposed of.

To-morrow a meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee will be held.

MADE PERMANENT RECEIVER.

Trenton, N. J., May 18.—Vice Chancellor
Reed this morning made an order appointing
Charles Case permanent receiver of the East-

ern Rubber Company.
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HERE'S THE SELF-LIGHTING LAMP.

"Matchless" has more than one meaning,

and in applying the title to a new lamp which

they are about to place on the market, the

Geo. N. Pierce Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., mean

that it shall convey at least two of its mean-

ings—that the lamp is of superior quality and

that no matches are required to light it. It

lights itself, so to speak.

The "Matchless" is a kerosene-burner of

attractive appearance, and retailing at the rea-

sonable price of $3.50.

The self-lighting feature consists of a

small knob arranged on the outside of the

lamp, and the turning of which ignites a

small percussion tape, which communicates

the flame to the wick. The Pierce Co. con-

trol the patent, and have a large number of

the lamps practically completed.

If the article bears out its promise—and the

standing and reputation of the Pierce people

practically guarantees it—it should create

something of a furore and meet with an im-

mediate demand.

SAYS THE MORTGAGE SURPRISED HIM.

Rochester, N. Y., May 14.—Henry C.

Jacobs, of the firm of Jacobs & Mielke, bi-

cyle dealers and repairers, who were closed

by the sheriff, has commenced an action

against Mielke in the Supreme Court to se-

cure a dissolution of the firm.

Jacobs also secured an injunction restrain-

ing Mielke from disposing or interfering with

the stock.

The store was closed on a chattel mortgage

for $610.80 given to Heinz & Muncheuer.

Mielke claims that his partner filed the

mortgage without his knowledge. The first

he knew of the matter was when he came to

the store and found a notice posted and the

door locked.

REPRESENTED AT ROTTERDAM.

Cleveland, May 14.—America will be hand-

somely represented at the Rotterdam cycle

show. The shipment of ten Peerless bicycles,

which left the Peerless factory this week, as-

sures this. The shipment was a part of a

considerable export order, but the ten wheels

in question—two of them tandems—were
specially striped and touched up for the ex-

hibition to show the Europeans the capacity

of Americans in the matter of high-art pro-

duction. There is small doubt but that the

wheels will be a centre of interest.

READY AND RUNNING IN THIRTY DAYS.

Cincinnati, May 17.-—The Cincinnati capi-

talists who bid in the Lindsay Bicycle Works,
at Lafayette, Ind., will organize a new com-
pany, and will expend at least $10,000 in im-

provements. The chief improvement will be
the addition to the factory of a new depart-

ment for the manufacture of cycle sundries

and novelties. The new company expect to be

organized and have the factory running with-

in thirty days.

PASSING OF THE BAMBOO.

Milwaukee, May 14.—The Bamboo Cycle

Co., of this city, have filed articles of disso-

lution with the State authorities. The con-

cern made the Bamboo bicycle and was sup-

pose^ to be 4oing ^ fairly prgsp^fQ^s business.

WANT STOKES'S GUARANTEE MADE GOOD.

Boston, May 14.—^Judge Knowlton, in the

Suffolk Supreme Court, has overruled the de-

murrer filed by the defendants in the case of

the American Exchange National Bank of

Chicago vs. Charles F. Stokes et al., to the

plaintiff's bill in equity.

The plaintiff seeks to hold the defendant,

Charles F. Stokes, who was president of the

Stokes Mfg. Co., to the performance of his

guarantee that notes of this latter company,

amounting to $17,700, some of which were

prosecuted by the plaintiff to judgment, should

be paid, and to have 100 shares of stock in the

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., which it is alleged

he owns, subject to certain liens, amounting

to about $4,200, in favor of other defendants,

applied to the payment of its claims.

The plaintiff agrees, however, to amend his

bill.

PATENTS ARE PENDING.

Groton, N. Y., through the Crandall Ma-
chine Co., has contributed this invention to

the fund of vibration-absorbers. The lever,

which is a steel forging, is brazed on the

handle-bar and fulcrumed in the handle-bar
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stem. When weight is thrown on the bar, the

lever presses against the cushion, which is of

rubber. The same idea, it will be noticed, is

carried into the seat-posts. Patents are pend-

ing on the device.

ANYONE CAN GET THEM.

While signally successful in interesting the

manufacturing trade, their brake having been

adopted by some twenty manufacturers, the

Spencer Brake Co. has finally yielded to pres-

sure, and henceforth will themselves fit the

invisible-operated-by-a-turn-of-the-grip brake

to individual wheels. Because of their former

policy. The Wheel knows that many would-

be purchasers of Spencer brakes, who desired

them fitted to their old mounts, have been

turned away, and now that the device is on
the open market, there seems no doubt but

that its popularity will be immensely in-

creased. The Spencer Co., by the way, have

recently removed their offices from 140 Cham-
bers street, this city, to the new Central Bank
Building, 320 Broadway.

STERLING'S SECOND EXECUTION.

Scranton, Pa., May 14.—^The Sterling Cycle

Works has again obtained an execution

against A. W. Jurisch, this time for $1,356.30.

This is the second execution filed by the

Sterling people within two weeks. When the

sheriff made the former levy, Jurisch claimed

that the goods in his store on Spruce street

belonged to his sister and not to him. They
at once applied for a sheriff's interpleader and

the inatter ;§ §tiU in abeyance.

SCIENTIFIC STEEL MAKERS.

Reading, Pa., will have further interest for

the cycle trade when its newest establishment,

the Reading Steel Co., is better known. The
concern is making a direct bid for the cycle-

makers' patronage, and has a fund of argument
that is not to be gainsaid, and which can

scarcely be better expressed than in the words
of President J. S. Robeson.

"In so far as our business relates to the bi-

cycle trade," says Mr. Robeson, "we are pre-

pared to make the steel used for cones, balls,

saddle-posts, and springs, cranks, chains and
the die-steel used in tube drawing.

"Our rolling equipment is most complete,

and as we have secured the services of Walter
Steel, one of the best known and most skill-

ful rollers in the country, we are ready to

undertake the making of special, intricate and
odd rolled shapes. His services, together with

a most rigid inspection as to the surface and
section of our finished product, will insure

the shipment of perfect material only. This,

you understand, relates to what might be
termed the 'physical aspect' of the steel.

"Chemically, we will control our product

by the aid of a skillful chemist and a labora-

tory fitted with the most modern improve-

ments. In addition to making complete analy-

ses of every shipment, so that we may keep

our product most regular, we have placed this

laboratory at the disposal of our customers.

We will watch the wearing qualities of the ma-
terial furnished and make such experiments

and changes as will tend to improve the ma-
terial.

"The long metallurgical experience of the

members of the company, together with that

of our consulting engineer, Mr. Jos. Harts-

horne, warrants us in asserting that no other

concern offers better facilities for the produc-
tion of special high-grade steels and is a

warranty to the buyer of the quality."

FORTY YEARS IN THE BUSINESS.

Louis Rastetter & Sons are rubbing their

hands for glee over the manner in which the

demand for the wood handle-bars fitted with

"that ferrule" is continuing. Although their

factory at Fort Wayne, Ind., is turning out2,000

bars per day, they say they have been com-
pelled to work overtime to keep pace with the

orders. To further popularize the bar, they

intend appointing agents in various parts of

the country, and to that end are making some
special offers. The bars, which are made in

twenty different styles, are made of second
growth hickory, with transparent celluloid

finish, designed to preserve and make the

wood waterproof. The ferrule, which is a dis-

tinguishing feature, is a piece of seam-
less tubing shrunken on the bar like a
tire is shrunken on a wagon wheel. It is after-

ward compressed by hydraulic power and
tightly riveted. Thus secured, it provides a

reinforcement for the centre of the bar and a

grip for the handle-bar clamp that effectually

prevents damage to the wood. Rastetter &
Son have been forty years in the wood-bend-
ing business.

STRAIGHT AT JAMESTOWN.

Jamestown, May 15.—The Straight Mfg.
Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $75,000, of which $50,000 has been paid in.

The concern will manufacture bicycles at their

East Jamestown plant. R. I. Straight has

been elected president; R. S. Hall, vice-presi-

dent; W. H. Bentley, secretary an4 treasurer.,
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KEEP UP WITH THE PROCESSION.

EVERYTHING in life is changing. Rev-

olution and evolution seem to be going

on everywhere. Scenes, methods, habits,

tastes, and even principles, are radically

changing. It is a new life, with new ways and

new aspirations—not the least startling change

is to be seen in business life.

What wotild the rich old merchants of half

a century ago say to the methods, expenses

and fine surroundings of an up-to-date busi-

ness like the cycle trade, for example? They

would rub their eyes in bewilderment, and tell

many a story of their own day of simplicity

and economy, and yet of great and honorable

success. All business men, and especially

those who have cast their fortunes with the

cycle trade, should recognize the new state of

affairs, and make a constant study of the

changes and development that are taking

place. Judgment and nerve are required in

the cycle trade in a higher degree to-day than

ever before. Making and marketing of cy-

cles, parts or equipments thereof demand

clear brains and stout hearts. Success therein

can be born only of constant watchfulness and

energy. It must have regard, not only for

private interests, but the public welfare; the

success and expansion of cycling cannot take

place without the prosperity and growth of

the country at large.

The cycling road to fortune is no longer the

track beaten hard and smooth by the wheels

of pioneers in the trade. Each season and

each year is producing new elements and re-

lations in the situations, in connection with

cycle progress, and the wise and successful

makers will be those who join in in the for-

ward maich with faith in themselves and con-

fidence in the future of cycling, and in its

affiliated trades and industries.

FAR-REACHING EFFECTS.

IT would not be at all strange if history in

the end came to regard the bicycle as the

greatest incident of the nineteenth century.

When we think of the effect upon the race of

endowing practically all of the people with

the means of greatly accelerated locomotion,

the imagination finds no bounds.

The effect, while it may not become readily

apparent to us of the day, is likely to appear

something tremendous to the future observer

of events. We would be accused of a favor-

able prejudice did we go so far as to suggest

from the bicycle a transformation and an ex-

pansion of humanity such as followed upon

the invention of printing or the mariner's

compass, but you can't tell.

The bicycle influences a vast number of

people, and it influences them by no means

lightly or superficially. Less momentous and

less universal circumstances than the wheel

have strongly affected racial character.

THE BOUNCING BOY.

"T" O properly appreciate the true immensity

* and diversity and the far-reaching effect

of the cycle industry, requires a serious

pause-and-consider. It cannot be enclosed in

a single thought.

It may well be doubted if any invention of

the last half century has played such an im-

portant part in the social and commercial life

of our people. Its influence on other com-

mercial and mechanical pursuits is clearly

marked.

Aside from coal, iron, machinery and other

basic industries which are the natural allies of

all manufacturing institutions, the bicycle in-

dustry has permeated, and percolated, and

entered boldly into more different and differ-

ing phases of commercial and mechanical life

than any other or others that can be readily

called to mind. It is now the centre of an

inter-dependent group of allied and kindred

trades that is as diverse as may well be im-

agined.

Since its beginning, the rubber industry has

been the bicycle's closest and strongest ally

and has profited accordingly. In tires, pedal

rubbers, grips, repair outfits, and the like, the

bicycle brings to the rubber trade certainly

not less than $12,000,000 annually.

Leather, too, has since the beginning felt

the quickening influence in plump, well-round-

ed figures, the great bulk of the material used

in saddle-tops being of the choicest grades,

while that employed in tool-bags and other

parts is likewise expensive. If one cares to

carry the idea further, it is patent to all that

the leather market has been additionally af-

fected by the demand for cycling foot-wear;

but it is rather the purpose of this article to

show how, in the manufacture of the bicycle

itself, .seemingly distant industries have been

drawn on and developed.

If the rider as well as the bicycle were be-

ing considered, the effect on the textile trades

could be shown to be well nigh marvelous, as

they are responsible for a demand for wearing

apparel which each year mounts far into eight

figures. The wheel developed the trade in

sweaters and ribbed hose and to its own

make-up, the textile trades contribute hand-

somely and are the richer for such produce

as expensive fabrics and dress-guard lacings.

The hard woods and wood-working trades,

likewise, have very perceptibly felt the cy-

cling elixir. Were it possible to roughly state

the value of the millions of wood rims, handle-

bars, saddle cantles and etceteras—nearly all

formed of selected and costly stock—there is

no doubt but that the total would prove pro-

foundly impressive. The same is true of the

wire-working industry, represented in the bi-

cycle by millions, if not billions of spokes and

saddle springs, to say nothing of toe-clips,

luggage-carriers, trouser-guards and other

extraneous devices employed by the cyclist

himself.

Even the paint business plays an important

part and has had a finer side developed by

the bicycle industry. Until the latter expand-

ed, American enamels or japans were much

less than half as numerous as at present, and

not nearly so good in quality. Where one

gallon was used before it is fairly safe to say

that ten are now disposed of. With equal

assurance may it be stated that no mdustry

has done more, if any has done as much, to

bring the art, science or business of nickel

plating to its present standard. As an Ameri-

can establishment, the manufacture of decal-

comanias or "transfers " is yet infantile, but

it is not very long since that all, or nearly all

goods of the sort were purchased abroad, and

it is only since the business of bicycle manu-

facture assumed the dignity of an in-

dustry, and called for "transfers" for

name plates and frame ornamentation that

the making of decalcomanias proved profit-

able in this country. The establishment in the

United States of tube-drawing mills and the

manufacture of steel balls, now representing

millions of capital, were coincident with the

conquest of the bicycle. Formerly, several

millions of American dollars went to

Europe each year in exchange for those com-

modities.

Cork, in the form of handles, and felt, in
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the shape of washers and saddle-pads, likewise

represent sums which are not inconsiderable

and which are as gifts from the bicycle to the

trades in question.

Carry out this suggestive line still further,

and witness some of the other businesses

that the bicycle has quickened: Who
will say that it did not bring a handsome wind-

fall to the watch-making trade, because of the

demand for cyclometers, speed indicators, etc.?

Who will say that it has not caused an ex-

change of millions for asphalt and crushed

stone? for brass for lamps, bells and locks? for

oils and lubricants, and so on ad infinitum? Who
will say that the bicycle is not the develop-

ment of the age? that the bicycle industry is

not the big, bouncing boy, the cornucopia of

commerce? or that it does not produce an

agent of peace and health and pleasure that

should cause the world to arise and call it

blessed?

CYCLING'S INFLUENCE.

I T has been often contended, in fact is even

* yet contended, by those, poor, anti-pro-

gressive souls, whose strabismic mental

eyesight prohibits them from seeing fur-

ther than the length of their shortened

noses, that as a general business pro-

position the bicycle was sure to prove

more of a detriment than anything

else. They argue that the average per-

son has a certain amount of money to spend

which he must perforce divide among "the

butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker,"

each to get their share. But let this person

become stricken with acute cycling, and the

aforesaid worthy tradesmen must each be de-

prived of a share of business in order that the

stricken one may get the money with which to

purchase the only thing that will do him any

good—a wheel.

Like a good many other propositions that

seem logical enough, this one "fails to con-

nect." Take the local conditions in any town,

city or village throughout the land, for ex-

ample. It is entirely safe to say that in any of

them there are several times as many bicycles

owned by individuals as there were last year,

and a large majority of them are owned by

people who come in direct contact with the

retail tradesmen.

If the above argument were true, then local

retail business should show a considerable

falling off this year. Instead of that, the re-

verse is true, and retailers almost without ex-

ception report better business conditions

than have obtained for years. Cycling's

beneficent influence is extending in nearly

every direction, and business conditions are

bettered rather than hurt by the release of so

much money spent by cyclists in the many

ways necessary for the enjoyment of their

favorite pastime.

The bicycle is no respecter of persons and

it has broken into many a hoard that would

never have been touched had not cycling come

along and sent the dollars spinning into cir-

culation.

OVERDOING REFORM.

'T' HERE is nothing so tiresome as the pro-

^ fessional reformer, a fact which the New
York Consulate might well bear in mind.

The press agent finds it necessary to print

almost daily reports of whom the Consulate

has written to and what the Consulate proposes

to do which are commencing to pall. When
the press agent finds it necessary to print

the fact that the Consulate has actually writ-

ten the authorities requesting the removal of a

watering-trough, and the following day pub-

lishes the equally momentous information that

its communication had been referred to the po-

lice department, we believe that the astute

Chief Consul will see the point and drop a sug-

gestion where it will do the most good. It

is well to keep before the public, but let it be

done judiciously and in a manner becoming

men.

THE VALUE OF IT.

THE what-do-I-get-for-my-dollar? man

has long fought the idea of his club be-

coming or remaining a League club. He

has asked time and time again what

benefit there was to be derived from

the enforced League membership of

seventy-five per cent of his club mates.

Until now it has been difficult to give him a

really convincing answer, but, thanks to

Chairman Mott, the kicker must now be con-

vinced that being a League club is a valuable

thing. Whenever a favor is to be shown be-

tween two bidders for a racing sanction, one

of the bidders being a League club and one a

non-League organization, any possible favor-

itism is to be shown the non-League organi-

zation. This is clearly proven in the Chair-

man's famous Boston and Newark rulings.

Verily, a League club is a good thing!

WHERE FANCY LEADS.

I T is in the spring that a young man's fancy

* was saidtolightlyturnto thoughts of love.

Lightly, indeed. There is no spring. Summer

is an acrobat. Before you have had time to

hide your all-wool sweater from the moths,

summer has jumped upon the town. There

is nothing between winter and it.

Spring is a legendary season, a fiction of

poets, which, like the real thing in amateur-

ism, is to be sought and found only in the

dictionary.

It is in the summer that the young man's

fancy lightly turns, and when it does, it is to

where and on what he shall cycle.

And not only the young man's, but the young

woman's, and the fancy of father, of mother

and of children, too.

SHOULD BE DONE.

I

F no rule exists whereby sanctions obtained

' by fraud can be revoked, the Racing Board

should lose no time in adopting one, that the

good name of the League and their own honor

and the rights of others may be protected and

upheld. If Chief Consul Kireker, of New Jer-

sey, has any backbone and wishes to further

the cause, he will quickly remove H. Freeman

Neefus from the State Racing Board. The
fact that the latter has become a track

owner should be sufficient cause for action. If

it is not, Mr. Kireker can easily find other

reasons in abundance. The circumstantial

evidence alone is convincing. Aside from

this, a man who makes capital out of such

brutality as dog-fights lends no honor to the

position, anyway.

TRYING IT THEMSELVES.

/'^ ROWN tired of recording how this cycle
^"—

* concern and that has suddenly enriched

its owners by selling out to the dear confiding

public at high prices, the British cycle papers,

at the eleventh hour, have determined to

secure a share of the golden rain; hence, three

of them are to be turned into stock companies,

and rumor has it that more will follow. If

things keep on in this fashion, the British in-

vestor will ow.n everything connected with

British cycling; then, later on, the British in-

vestor may wish he did not own quite so

much.

Should a flying machine be devised that

would carry men through the air, its efifect

upon the race could not be measured. There

would be measurable merely the convenience

of a more expeditious means of going from

place to place, very great, it is true, but noth-

ing, considered from the point of view of the

human family as a permanent thing, to the

expansion of the sense of power that began

when Adam was given dominion, and has

grown with every useful discovery and in-

vention. With the sense of power comes

effort and with eft'ort achievement. What
would be true of a flying machine, is true in

a degree of the bicycle.

Modern racing tactics, the challenge brand,

may be successfully treated by the troche or

the barring of the contestants from the use of

the mails or the columns of the press.

There is only on way to eliminate risk from

the cycle trade, and nobody has discovered

that one as yet.
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BEATEN BY A SINGLE POINT.

Buffalo defeated Rochester by the narrow

margin of one point in a team race at the in-

augural meet of the season at the Buffalo

Athletic Field. Mack, Miller and De Temple

represented Buffalo, while Bradstreet, Zim-

brich and Hubbard endeavored to uphold the

good name of Rochester. The race was for

two miles, paced. At the bell Bradstreet cut

loose and led Miller and De Cordy to the tape.

Mack barely got fifth place, making the score

11 to 10 in favor of Buffalo.

In the open and club events of the day,

Goehler and Stevens, of the Ramblers, showed

to advantage. Goehler won the city club

championship at five miles in dashing style,

although Denniston gave him a desperate

fight and lost by but half a wheel. The in-

door champions, Duer and Webster, seemed

to be able to make but slight impression on

the cement.

The attendance was not up to expectation,

but the entry list was unusually large.

Summary:
Half-mile handicap.—1, Stevens; 2, De Temple; 3,

Dukelow. Time, 1.04 3-5.

Mile open.—1, Stevens; 2, Longnecker; 3, Zimbrick.

Time, 4.56 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, Cabanna; 2, Pilkey; 3,

Longnecker. Time, 4.56 2-5.

Five-mile inter-club championship.—^1, A. B. Goehler,

R. B. C; 2, E. E. Denniston, P. C. C; 3, Geo. Box,

P. W. C. Time, 01.41 3-5

AN INNOVATION IN TAPES.

Louisville's new six-lap track at the Audi-

torium was opened on Wednesday night of

last week with a series of spirited races that

attracted several thousand spectators. The

surface is of cement, banked at an angle of 35

degrees at the turns. It is 21 feet wide at

the stretch and 18 feet wide at the turns.

Thirty arc lights and thirty clusters of six in-

candescent lamps furnish ample illumination

for night racing. Five events were run at the

inaugural meet, the contestants being mostly

local men. Otto Maya, of Erie, Pa., won the

two-ntile professional from McKeon In

4.55 2-5, while the latter took the mile handi-

cap from the Erie man in 2.11 1-5. The elec-

tric tape, consisting of a row of incandescent

lamps sunk in the cement and covered by

heavy glass, worked perfectly and gave the

utmost satisfaction.

MIDDLE-GRADES' OPPORTUNITY,

The exodus of all the crackajacks from the

Southern circuit has made it possible for the

middle-grade riders who still remain in the

South to pick up a few of the dollars which

heretofore were beyond their reach. At At-

lanta, on May 14th, J. L. Decker won the mile

open in 2.08 2-5, with Con. Baker second.

The mile invitation went to Walthour in

2.0C 2-5. Gustavsen second. In one of the

heats Baker rode a mile in 2.04 1-5, the best

time that has been made on the circuit.

CROWNED WITH OLIVE.

Veteran Charles M. Murphy visited Syra-

cuse last week and signed a contract to ride

an Olive wheel for the coming season.

HE CUT THEM AGAIN.

A London despatch states that on Satur-

day last, J. Platt-Betts cut all records from

two to five miles, riding the latter distance in

9.04 4-5.

BARDEN MEETS HIS MATCH.

Three quads, two quints and a triplet were

brought into use to pace J. W. Stocks in a

trial against the ten-mile record at the Cat-

ford meet on May 1st. But despite the numer-

ous pacing machines and the clever pick-ups

of the Dunlop teams, he was unable to do bet-

ter than 18.59, against 18.41 3-5 by Tom Lin-

ton. An electric motor tandem was present

to pace Tom Linton in a five-mile record

trial, but it refused to work properly, causing

the trial to be abandoned. T. Osborne won
the International ten-mile race in 23.59, with

Smits, Holland, second. In the mile pursuit

race, T. G. Gascoyne beat C. F. Barden, the

champion of England, by nine yards, finish-

ing in 2.07. The men were started half a lap

apart. During the first half, Gascoyne gained

twenty yards on his opponent, which Barden

pulled down to nine before the end of the

mile. A quad pursuit race was another novel-

ty on the card. The meet attracted 10,000

spectators.

WHERE DID THEY GET THE SIX MACHINES?

At the League of Victoria championship

meeting at Melbourne, a mile handicap

ordinary race was introduced as a novelty. It

brought out six starters, and went to C. B.

Kellow, scratch, in 2.48 2-5. The big event of

the meet, the mile championship of Australasia,

fell to J. Megson, in 2.19 4-5. The two-mile

federal handicap was run in nine heats. C.

O. Tebbutt, 90 yards, won the final in 4.30.

In the five-mile championship of Victoria, R.

H. Walne and J. Megson rode a dead heat

in 11.40. Parsons was third, while Martin,

Porta, Kellow, Boidi and a dozen other cracks

were unplaced. Megson also won the fifty-

mile championship by a yard from Tebbutt,

with Kuhle third. The time was 2.09.01 3-5.

Martin and Lesna were ill and did not start.

The English riders, Edwards, Green and

Relph, rode disappointingly.

CLEARED OVER A THOUSAND.

Five thousand dollars were put up in prizes

at the League of Victorian Wheelmen's
championship meet at Melbourne early in

April. The gate was not up to expectations,

but the League managed to clear about $1,000.

GOING BACK TO FIRST PRINCIPLES.

Charles Kellow and Tom Busst, prominent

Australian riders, are matched to ride a race

on high wheels, both believing that they can

still get considerable speed out of the old-time

machines.

RUNS LIKE AND BY LIGHTNING.

A new electric triplet is being tried on the

Paris tracks with great success. It travels in

a steady manner, and can attain a speed of

thirty-five miles an hour.

AN ACTUALITY IN AUSTRALIA.

The "blue ribbon" is an actuality in Aus-
tralia. The winner of the one-mile champion-

ship was decorated with it immediately after

dismounting.

MADE A BROTHERLY DIVISION.

Were Wm. Penn alive to-day, he would no

doubt vote a wreath of laurels to the Phila-

delphia riders who attended the meet at Al-

lentown, Pa., on Saturday, and followed his

teaching of brotherly love so touchingly.

There were but two professional events, but the

Quakers divided the money very prettily and

all were able to at least pay their expenses.

About 2,000 spectators were present. Sum-
mary:

One-mile, professional.—1, Charles A. Church, Phil-

adelphia; 2, E. S. Aker, Philadelphia; 3, Clem Tur-

ville,, Philadelphia. Time, 2.32 3-5.

One-mile open.—1, W. C. Roome, Jersey City; 2,

John Shomo, Philadelphia; 3, J. Jasper, Easton.

Time, 2.57.

Two-mile handicap.—^1, C. G. Kidd, Bethlehem; 2,

A. W. Smith, Whiteboro, N. J.; 3, J. F. Smith,

Easton. Time, 4.55 2-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, E. S. Aker,

Philadelphia; 2, Charles Hadfield, Philadelphia; 3, C.

A. Church, Philadelphia. Time, 5.02.

AN IMPORTED IDEA FROM ENGLAND.

If the "poster race," as instituted by the

ivxanheim Cricket Club, of Philadelphia, last

week, becomes contagious, a new avenue will

open via which the advertising managers can

get their now plentiful cycling posters before

the "best people." At the Quaker function

they had "poster races" for ladies and gentle-

men and boys and girls. The conditions were:

Mount wheels with colored posters in hand,

ride over course and, dipping poster in bucket

of paste, place the same on a board at the

end of the course; then return to starting

point on wheel and write name of contestant

on paper Iving on tables.

BEYOND THE POINT OF ASTONISHMENT.

"John has broken a record at last," said

the proud father, as he read a telegram which

had just been handed him.

"Well, it ain't a bit more'n I expected," re-

plied the mother, with pious resignation on
her face and in her voice. "He's broken the

front gate, the cat's back, the croquet set, and

his collar-bone since he began to ride that

bysickle, so I'm prepared for anything."

PLANS FOR A ROUSING MEET.

Racine, Wis., aspires to the place once held

by Ripon. The new quarter-mile cement

track, designed by C. E. Hawley, has been

completed, and, in the words of Henry Van Ars-

dale, '"plans are being laid for a rousing meet."

The affair will extend over three days, July

1st, 2d and 3d, and $1,565 in cash prizes and

$500 in trophies for amateurs will be dis-

tributed.

WILL NOT BE SOLD.

New managers have assumed possession of

the Waltham track, and instead of being sold,

as proposed, the park in which it is located

will be transformed into a pleasure resort.

The track has lain idle for two years, but has

recently been repaired and is now in splendid

condition.

Those opportunities to win which a man
loses in a race are always golden ones when
he looks at them after the race is over.

MAY RACE IN GLASGOW.
H. K. Bird and J. T. Williams, Jr., of the

Columbia College team, contemplate riding

at the International meet at Glasgow, provid-

ing the necessary credentials are secured from

the Racing Board, certifying to their amateur

status.
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STRONG, AND THE BETTER

lElement, "^Vill Make the l,eagne In California

a Success Against Secession and

Race Tracks.

San Francisco, May 13.—George H.

Strong, the newly appointed Chief Consul of

the North California Division, L. A. W., has

entered upon the performance of his duties

with a determination to not only save the

League from disruption in the State, but to

build it up, and increase its membership and

influence. There will be no fight with the

California Associated Cycle Clubs, the Sun-

day racing organization). The "seceding"

body will be ignored, absolutely, and the

League will continue to grow in the Golden

State.

It needs but a few good men to carry on the

work of the League successfully, and, fortun-

ately, the right kind of material is here

—

Strong could not look on unmoved when he

saw the League so basely deserted, and his

feelings were shared by a number of others

who have been in the League for years, and

who are unwilling to desert it now.

A reaction has taken place, and its effect

will be felt very soon. Although two of the

race meets have been given under the aus-

pices of the new organization, the racing

men have not entered for the events in the

large numbers expected. There are a number
of very good riders who positively refuse to

become "outlaws," although pressure has

been brought to bear to induce them to ride

under the rules of the C. A. C. C.

Chief Consul Strong became aware of a

bold move on the part of certain parties to

become possessed of the property of the

League, and by his prompt action not only

foiled the scheme, but covered the schemers

with confusion. A firm of printers had a bill

against the League of about a hundred dol-

lars. The League attorney also had a claim,

and with a few other minor claims, the whole

amount alleged to be due was assigned to the

printers, who at once attached the property of

the League, the most valuable possession be-

ing about 2,000 road books. There being no

one to represent the League, judgment was

obtained by default, and the property about

to be sold by the sheriff, when Mr. Strong

appeared on the scene. President Potter had

offered the Chief Consulship to Strong, but

the latter had delayed in accepting the ap-

pointment. When it was learned, however,

that the road books were to be sold by the

sheriff. Strong wired to Potter, accepting the

appointment, and was at once authorized to

settle the claim and procure the property of

the League, which was done. This was a sad

blow to the schemers, who had hoped, by

bidding in the road books for a small amount,

to become possessed of property that had

cost the League hundreds of dollars, and to

use the same for the benefit of the C. A. C. C.

The new Chief Consul has prepared a pre-

liminary announcement which will be sent to

the wheelmen throughout the State, and this

will be followed by other matter, which will

serve to awaken all League members to a

sense of duty, and tend to create an enthusi-

asm in League affairs that will be of great

benefit. The circular, which is the Chief Con-

sul's first address to the cycling fraternity, is

as follows:

"To the Loyal Members of the North Cali-

fornia Division, League of American Wheel-
men—and others:

"This Division represents one State in this

Union, in all of which there are about 75,000

L. A. W. members, all working for the same
end, viz., the best interests of wheelmen.
"The L. A. W. has brought wheeling to its

present popular condition, has settled wheel-

men's rights through the courts until they are

well understood and protected, has obtained

transportation privileges for wheels, has es-

tablished the custom of allowing a reduction

in hotel rates to wheelmen; has provided

Division road books with maps showing the

character of the roads and directions to aid

the tourist and traveler; and has already, in

many localities, obtained great improvements
in roads, with the prospect of still further

and more rapid improvements in the future.

"We do not believe that any single State

organization can do this work better than it

has been done in the past, and will be done
in the future; and without any quarrel with

or blame to those who may think otherwise,

we ask you, if consistent with your senti-

ments, to uphold the grand organization

which has already done so much for you
and which will continue to serve you in the

future. It will take a little time to reorganize

and get the business into proper running or-

der again, and we ask you to have a little

patience with the new officers until that is ac-

complished."

Local Consuls will be appointed in the in-

terior towns as fast as suitable persons can

be found for the purpose. Sacramento and

San Jose are loyal to the League, Zeigler be-

ing the only prominent racing man from the

Garden City to embark in the new enterprise.

Oakland clubs prefer Sunday club runs to

bicycle racing, and will not support the new
body as was expected, while the 'Frisco club

men were not at all well represented at the

past two meets.

Wheelmen begin to see that the new order

of things is very nice for track owners in

San Francisco, but bad for every one else. As
a consequence, the better element will stay

with the League, and, with many of the best

riders in the State, will no doubt give some
well-attended race meets.

Kenna, the amateur star, will not ride for

the C. A. C. C, unless he changes his mind

very suddenly. There are no Bay City riders

of note competing in the Sunda-' races

—

notably the Terrills and Griffiths. And Down-
ing and Delmas, of San Jose, are afraid to risk

their fortunes with the shaky concern. So it

looks very much as if the C. A. C. C. had al-

ready seen its best days, and having already

burned its fuel, the fire must perish.

With Strong at the head of League affairs,

no one will need fear that the L. A. W. will

die in California.

MAN AND METHODS.

CAUGHT THE ENTRIES.

Manhattan Beach track will be formally

opened to-morrow by the Quill Club Wheel-

men's meet. An unexpectedly large entry list

has been received, proving the feasibility of

the early meet idea. In the amateur class over

175 riders are booked, while the two profes-

sional events have attracted over twenty-five

of the speediest money riders, including Bald

and the Morgan & Wright team.

In consideration of cycle misfits, there's no

one so bad as the rider who can't ride.

Just Who and What They Are in Mr.

Mott's Famous I-Can't-Help-It

Race Meet.

If there was any doubt that there is an Afri-

can in the woodpile of the so-called Century
Cycle Club's race meet, which is billed to oc-

cur on the Vailsburg or Shooting Park track

at Newark, N. J., on Decoration Day, the

entry blank effectually removes it. This is the

affair which Chairman Mott admits he sanc-

tioned under misapprehension, caused by mis-

representations of the promoters, of whom
Chairman Neefus, of the New Jersey Racing
Board is one, which fraud Mott claims to be

powerless to undo or to punish.

The entry blank reads: "Century Cycle

Club race meet, on the new board track of the

New Jersey Bicycle Track Association (of

which Neefus is an incorporator) assisted by
the Race Committee of the Vim Bicycle

Club." The "Vim Bicycle Club" (of which
Neefus is president) is in type nearly twice

the size of the other matter. The entries are

to be sent to C. H. Earl, a member of the

Vims. The address given is that of the Vim
clubhouse. At the time the meet was sanc-

tioned and at the time the entry blank was
issued, the "new board track" existed only in

the minds of Neefus and a few others. It is

given out that work will be commenced dur-

ing the present week.

It is not generally known that the Shooting
Park track was blacklisted last year because

of Sunday racing and that its disabilities were
removed by Mr. Mott largely through the

personal persuasion of Mr. Neefus. But as

the latter is an upright, high-minded gentle-

man, of course, none will even hint that his

solicitude in that regard had aught to do with

the present case or with the future of the"New
Jersey Bicycle Track Association"!

Before the development of the present

trouble, the Atalanta Wheelmen—a League
club—whose meet is affected by the Vim-as-
sisted Century Cycle Club's affair, had in-

vited Neefus to referee their races. After a de-

lay of three weeks, Neefus accepted the office,

but in the light of recent events, the Atalantas

have repealed their invitation, so that the

high-minded Chairman of the New Jersey Rac-

ing Board may have time to count tickets and
gate money at Shooting Park, where the

Newark Germans were wont to guzzle beer

and where his finances will be involved on
Decoration Day. Neefus first gained notoriety

through his efforts in behalf of Chas. Had-
field, who finished first in the last Irvington-

Millburn road race and was disqualified.

At that time he created a great hullabaloo,

raised a fund, hired a lawyer and proclaimed

that he would sue anybody and everybody

and fight till the last armed foe expired.
After spluttering in this fashion for a while, he
fell outside the breastworks without ac-
complishing anything, and was not again
heard of until Chief Consul Kireker appointed
him chairman of the New Jersey Division
Racing Board. Neefus is now pursuing the
same policy. He has enlisted the services of

the same lawyer and is threatening ^o sue
some of the Atalanta Wheelmen for libel, al-

though the attorney, the well-known Herbert
W. Knight, who is a member of both the Ata-
lantas and the Vims, has diplomatically hinted
that if a quasi-apology is made and Neefus'
Shooting Park cohorts are reimbursed to the

extent of their present outlay, their Decora-
tion Day meet will be abandoned. A hint

that is little better than polite blackmail.
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ASA IS TALKING.

Saying Things About That Foreign Trip Which
He May Be Sorry For I<ater

On.

Boston, May 17.—That the Press Cycle

Club will send a team to compete at the In-

ternational meet at Glasgow is an assured

fact. Assurances of financial support have

been received from the members individually

and from sources outside of the club. War-
ner Demond, Chairman of the club's racing

board, has begun active operations in arrang-

ing for the campaign abroad, and is mapping
out various plans for securing the neces-

sary fund by subscriptions. At a meeting of

the board last week, the following letter was
read:

"Mr. Warner Demond: I see by the papers

of to-day that the Press Cycling Club is

about to send a team to Europe to compete
in the International championships. The
spirit and enterprise of the Press Cycling Club

is ever commendable. The expense of this

trip must necessarily be large.

"Among the many admirers of the Press

Cycling Club's pluck and energy is the

Charles River Park, and to assist you in

raising the necessary funds to defray the ex-

pense of the team to Europe, we desire to

offer you a benefit on one of the evenings of

June. We should suggest the middle of June

as the proper date. Should the proposition

meet with your favor, we should be pleased

to confer with the Racing Board and arrange

the details. Trusting that same will meet with

your approval,

"Massachusetts Athletic Association,

"Henry E. Ducker, Manager."

The board has accepted this generous offer

of the Charles River Park. Just what events

shall be held that evening has not been de-

termined, but the chances are that the team

selected to go abroad will make its final ap-

pearance on the track in this section on the

evening selected by the Charles River Park

people.

Secretary Sullivan was authorized to open

correspondence with the officers of the Inter-

national Cyclists' Union with a view to ob-

taining the needed information relative to the

Glasgow races.

The team has not yet been definitely settled

upon, but there is every reason to believe that

Tom and Nat Butler and Eddie "McDuifee
will be among the members, with the possible

addition of another of the best men in the

country. McDuffee, however, is inclined to

believe that some of the dates he has made
will keep him at home.

The fact that Asa Windle is to handle the

team is taken as a guarantee of success.

In speaking of the matter, he said: "I

shall probably leave here July 1 with the

team of three and perhaps four men, and we
shall enterall the races in the Glasgow tourna-

ment. The team will probably include Tom
and Nat Butler. The third man has not

yet been decided upon, but Eddie McDuffee
stands the best chance of being selected. Nat
will enter the long distance, and Tom the

short distance events, while Eddie McDuffee
would be strong at both.

"I shall come to Boston early in June, and
we will train as a team until we start for

Scotland. I should like to see the team go
to France, were it not for the fact that I

really believe an American can not win there,

as the resident riders want everything their

own way.

"I am confident that with either Bald, Mc-
Duffee or either of the Butlers I could beat

any team in France. I would also like to

take Starbuck along for the long distance

event, but the club and its friends will go to

all the expense it can properly stand in send-

ing the team it now proposes.

"We will go abroad with full confidence,

and you can rest assured that the team will

be a success. I have reason to believe that

ten or a dozen members of the Press Club
will accompany us on the trip, and that we
will receive the best of treatment from the

Scotchmen."

NO BLAZE OF GLORY.

INTERNECINE STRIFE DECREASES ENTRIES.

Chicago, May 17.—High-water mark was
touched by the Chicago twenty-five-mile road

race last year, when the entry list totaled 642

individual nominations.

There were enthusiasts who believed that

the 700 mark might be reached this season,

but they were doomed to disappointment.

When the list closed on Friday last, exactly

496 names had been recorded.

The increased fee, $2.50. may have had

something to do with the decrease, but what-

ever it was, none who enjoy road racing for

the sport there is in it will shed tears of re-

gret. It is rather a fortunate circumstance, as

the race on Decoration Day will not now be

the disgi-aceful scramble that it was in prev-

ious years. The event will be under the aus-

pices of the Associated Cycling Clubs, and
competition is limited to members of the

clubs comprising that organization.

The Cook County Association's race over

the same course, on the same day, which is to

be refereed by a woman, is open to all, but

despite the fact, it is completely eclipsed by
the other and established event, and is pro-
voking little or no interest and will prove a
flash in the pan. The entry list does not
close until Saturday. At this writing 168
nominations have been made.

The entry list of the Irvington-Millburn
closes this Friday. Up to Wednesday
a. m. but forty odd entries were in

hand, but as in previous years the great
bulk was received during the last two days,
there is no doubt but the total will run well
over the hundred mark, as usual. R. M.
Alexander, of Hartford, last year's winner,
and A. M. Shepard, of Meriden, Conn, and
I. G. Perry, Chicopee, Mass., are among the
notables already entered.

LET HIM WIN ONE.

Rain caused a postponement of the meet
to have been held at Louisville on Saturday, at

which Bald and Kimble were booked to ride
a match race. The weather was favorable on
Monday, however, and Bald demonstrated
that he still possessed his old-time speed.
The match was for a one-quarter, one-half
and one mile, best two out of the three races,
for a bet of $400 and a purse of $500. In the
first heat, the quarter-mile, they kept together
and rode side by side to the backstretch,
where Kimble jumped out and gained a good
lead. Bald made an effort to overtake him,
but Kimble won by six inches. Time, 48 2-5

seconds.
Bald won the second heat, the one-mile, in

hollow style. Maya and Becker paced two
laps. The men then kept together to the
stretch, where Bald made a sprint, and won
with ten lengths to spare. Time, 2 minutes
11 3-5 seconds.
The third, and decisive heat, the one-half

mile, was also won by Bald with comparative
ease. They rode unpaced, and Bald crossed
the tape on the final sprint six inches in the
lead. Time, 1 minute 26 2-5 seconds.

National Circuit Opened More I<lke a Coun-
try Fair Meet Than Anything

Else.

Jacksonville, Fla., May 14.—It cannot be

said in full accord with the truth that the Na-
tional circuit opened auspiciously or was
bathed in a "blaze of glory." As a matter of

fact, it was a tame affair, with a handful of

second-raters on the track, in addition to the

few local riders. None of the men who have
been training at Savannah and Louisville at-

tended the meet, and the departure of Michael
and his retinue of pacers for the North, to-

gether with the absence of Cooper, Bald, and
Murphy, cast a damper on the meet. About
a half dozen of the riders who have been on
the Southern circuit put in an appearance, and
but for this the meet would have been a rank
failure. It is not likely that the National circuit

will assume its characteristic form until after

the New York State circuit, which ends late

in June. The fact that most of the stars are

practically out for themselves and are

obliged to stand most of their expenses,

causes them to look twice before making long

jumps on the road. The attendance here was
very satisfactory, close to 3,000 spectators be-

ing present. Hufifstetler, Newhouse and Jay
Eaton divided the professional events. The
fastest competitive time was made in an ama-
teur event by F. D. Powers, of Jacksonville,

who won the mile open in 2.09 1-5. An exhi-

bition mile was ridden on a triplet in 1.54 2-5.

Kinsey, of Savannah, and Huffstetler, of

Florida, took part in a mile match race. The
result was a victory for the former, who won
two straight heats. Summary:
One-mile, handicap.—1, W. I. Huffstetler, 130 yds.;

2, H. R. Steenson, Dayton, O., 30 yds; 3, A. New-
house, Buffalo, N. Y., scratch. Time, 2.11 1-5.

One-mile open.—1, Newhouse; 2, H. R. Steenson;

3, W. T. Becker, Minneapolis, Minn. Time, 2.20.

Three-mile handicap.—1, Jay Eaton, Elizabeth,

scratch; 2, W. T. Becker, scratch; 3, Carroll Jack,

110 yds., Reading, Pa. Time, 7.18 3-5.

RICH IN PRIZES.

Buffalo, May 17.—The prize list for the

sixth annual Martin Decoration Day twenty-

five-mile handicap road race is one of the

largest and most valuable ever offered for a

road event. The first position prize will be a

Special Fischer piano, valued at $500, and
some of the other position prizes will be a

$300 diamond stud, a special Keating racer,

valued at $125, special Yale racer valued at

$100, a diamond ring valued at $75, and a

diamond ring valued at $50.

The first time prize will be a diamond ring

valued at $400, and the second time prize, a

special Tribune Triplet worth $300. The third

time prize is a special Kensington racer valued

at $125.

Special attention has been given to clubs.

Among the club prizes are the Sampson
trophy, valued at $150, to be given the club scor-
ing the most points, the first fifty fastest time
counting; the Morgan & Wright trophy,
valued at $140, for the club scoring the most
points, first 100 positions counting; the Good-
rich trophy, valued at $100, for the club hav-
ing the most men finishing, and the Dr. Linn
trophy valued at $50 for the club entering the
most men.
The Buffalo Express has also given a valu-

able trophy to be given to the club scoring the
most points, fastest time counting. A valu-
able medal will also be given by the Express
to the unattached man making the fastest

time in this race.
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PUTTING AN EDGE ON.

During the past few days the Manhattan

Beach track has been the scene of a deal of

active preparatory work by numerous riders

endeavoring to obtain winning form for the

coming season. Late last week Michael

and Shafer's string of speedy men ar-

rived from the South, and began ac-

tive training on the track. The list in-

cludes Wells, Loughead, MacFarland,

Stevens, besides a small army of pacers. In

addition all the professionals and speedy ama-

teurs of the metropolitan district have begun

a course of hard work on the track. On Sun-

day over 100 sped around the quarter-mile

cement surface, while at least 1,000 interested

spectators looked on. The Kings County

Wheelmen's quad team paced a number of

men several fast miles. Michael remained in

his room at his hotel at Sheepshead Bay on

Sunday, being slightly indisposed, but took

up his usual work on Monday. Powell, Fear-

ing, LefTerson and Dawson, of the amateur

squad, are riding in unusually fast form, while

a number of other local clubmen appear to be

in extremely fine fettle.

THAT I-CAN'T-HELP-IT SANCTION TRACK.

Work on the proposed board track at the

Shooting Park was begun on Monday by

digging post-holes. After excavating for a

depth of two feet, water was struck, the

ground being swampy, which will necessitate

the use of a large quantity of stone filling be-

fore the work can be actively pushed. It will

require strenuous day and night work to

complete the track by May 31st, and the con-

struction of a grand stand in the required time

is admitted to be an impossibility. "Scab"

labor is being employed, owing to a difficulty

with the Carpenters' Union, and difficulty has

been encountered in finding a sufficient num-
ber of workmen.

NO LOAFING HERE.

The French novelty in cycle racing known
as a pursuit race, will be introduced at the

Charles River Park track, Boston, on

Memorial Day by Starbuck and McDuffee.

In this event the two men will be started at

opposite sides of the track, and the one who
first catches his opponent before reaching the

ten-mile mark will win the event, or if neither

man catches the other before going that dis-

tance, the man who has gained upon the other

will be declared the winner. Each rider will

have his own pacemakers and timers.

WILL THEY ACTUALLY MEET?

Tom Cooper has at last decided what he

will do with himself on Decoration Day. Fol-

lowing the lead of Bald, he has entered the

open events at the meet of the Associated
Cycling Clubs of Boston, at the Waltham track.

Three professional events are on the card,

which will give the prolific letter-writing

rivals every opportunity to do a little riding

and less talking. Their much-talked of match
race may be arranged after this meet.

CEMENTED ON LOAM.

Philadelphia's popular track at Tioga is to

be treated to a covering of cement, which will

be laid over the present surface of loam. It

will be opened on June 5th by the meet of

the Quaker City Wheelmen.

ONE MAYOR TO ANOTHER.

A message was carried from the Mayor of

Worcester to the Mayor of Boston by nine

relay riders in 2h. 45m. 8 3-5s. on Saturday

last. The distance is forty miles.

MOTT BLOWS HOT AND COLD.

Baltimore, May 18.—Chairman Mott of the

L. A. W. Racing Board to-day issued the fol-

lowing notice:

"The sanction granted to the Massachu-

setts Athletic Association for two cycle events

on the Charles River track, Boston, on May
31st, is revoked and withdrawn, because the

manager, contrary to the intention of the

rules, is using it in a manner to conflict with

the race meet of the Massachusetts Division

on the same date. Racing men under the

jurisdiction of the L. A. W. are warned not

to ride at the Charles River track on May
31st under penalty of suspension.

In view of Chairman Mott's statement to

the Atalanta Wheelmen, of Newark, that

once issued a sanction could not be revoked,

not even when it had been obtained by fraud,

this withdrawal of the Charles River sanction

is most astounding and inexplicable, and is

calculated to cause any one to throw up his

hands in disgust and cry out, "What next,

O Lord, what next?" Information from Bos-

ton states that Racing Committeeman Dorn-

tee "has it in" for the Charles River people

and is leaving nothing undone to make them

feel his power and importance.

WELL SEASONED, THEREFORE A WINNER.

That rare, old-time French rider, Rivierre,

has again donned the robe of the conquering

hero, and taken the classic road event of

France as his own, the Bordeaux, Paris, 367

miles, straightaway. The race was run on

May ICth, with a dozen starters, with Huret,

Rivierre's greatest rival, as the favorite. The

latter, however, showed all the way to Paris,

arriving first, in 20 hours, 36 minutes, 25 sec-

onds. Cordang, a Dutchman, was second,

and Meyer, a Dane, was third. Last year the

late Arthur Linton, Tom Linton's brother,

finished first in 21 hours, 17 minutes, 18 sec-

onds, with Rivierre a minute behind him.

Rivierre entered a protest, claiming that Lin-

ton had not covered the right course, and the

judges finally declared the race a dead heat.

Rivierre is a rare type, with remarkable stay-

ing powers. He held the 24 hours record un-

til Tom Linton rode over 31 miles last year.

He now says he intends to crowd over 32

miles in 60 minutes before the season is over.

Rivierre was an editor before finding that he

was more powerful with his legs than with the

pen. The Bordeaux-Paris race was inaugu-

rated in 1891, when G. P. Mills, the long-dis-

tance English rider, took the honors.

WHERE SUNDAY RACING RULES.

Bright weather brought out a large at-

tendance at the spring meet of the Bicycle

Union of Mexico, held in Mexico City, on

Sunday. Mohler and Hatton captured about

all the honors in slow time. The principal

events resulted as follows:

Half-mile.—1, J. F. Mohler; 2, W. W. Hatton. Time,

1.16 1-2.

Two-mile lap.—1, Hatton; 2, Maud. Time, 5.19.

Mile handicap.—1, Mohler, 35 yds. ; 2, Bouligny, 35

yds.; 3, Loubens, scratch. Time, 2.14 3-5.

Two-mile tandem.—^1, Mohler and Hatton; 2, Lou-

bens and Bouligny. Time, 5.07 1-5.

WALTER HAS ARRIVED.

Walter Sanger arrived in Denver last week
and has begun training for his match race

with Hachenberger. Before returning East

he will endeavor to regain the mile unpaced

record, now held by Coulter.

HERE IS "HONEST" RACING FOR YOU.

It isn't often that a man is proud of the

part he may have played in the "fixing" of a

race; he is a rare bird who will record his

pride in print.

One of the rare specimens has been found,

however, and in due time its screechings will

probably awaken the whole South. The con-

fession is made in such innocence and is so

free from guile, that it is positively amusing.

The "rare bird" in question is the same who
warned the "New York hogs" to beware of

"the great ball of secession" that was coming
their way. His name is Edwards, and he

"writes cycling" for the New Orleans "Item."

He affirms that he is a cycling veteran of '82

and was a racing man as late as 1888, but

this is hard to believe. At any rate, he has

still a few thmgs to learn.

His confession involves Emile Gonzales,

one of his aspiring townsmen and friends, and

will probably result in the suspension of the

young man for an extended period.

It seems that W. B. Tackaberry, a Texas

crack, has been training in New Orleans, and

by way of relieving his surplus energy, has

boasted of what he could do, even offering to

back his opinion with his money. When
Gonzales, who considers himself "some
pumpkins," offered to take on the Texan, the

latter began to hedge. Some two weeks ago

the men met in an open race, and from the

evidence, Gonzales was a sure winner until

within a few yards of the tape, when Tacka-

berry nipped him. At this point Cycle Editor

Edwards enters. In writing his report of the

race, he remarks that Gonzales' defeat may
have seemed peculiar, and in a manner child-

like and bland he tells why it was so. In

substance it was that Edwards and Gonzales

agreed that to get on a bet with Tackaberry,

it was necessary that the latter should win,

and accordingly the race was mapped out and

ridden with that end in view. In other words,

Gonzales "threw" the race on the advice of his

friend Edwards, and now Edwards "gives the

game away" to the extent of almost half a

column, and does it unblushingly, and as if

he is proud of the part he took.

When the Racing Board gets in its work

"the great ball of secession" will be given an-

other terrific whirl.

SECESSION'S CRESCENT SPUTTER.

A press dispatch from New Orleans an-

nounces that the fire of secession still burns

in the Crescent City. A meeting of represen-

tatives from several of the local clubs was

held on Monday to form an organization in

opposition to the League, the chief object of

which will be to promote Sunday racing.

John Dymond, formerly a local Consul, was

elected president.

NEW FORM OF WHEEL TAX.

Hereafter if you sell bicycles or pianos in

the State of Mississippi, you will be called

upon to pay a privilege tax of $10 per annum,

that is, if the Governor signs a bill to that ef-

fect, which has just been passed by the Mis-

sissippi Legislature.

WITH AN " IF" IN IT.

First Crackajack—And what salary do you

draw nowadays, Coldstuff?

Second Ditto—Two hundred per

F. C.—Per what—week, month or year?

S. D.—Per—haps.
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LAWFUL TO WALK WHEELS ON SIDEWALKS.

The justices of the Appellate Court of New
York State have handed down an interesting

decision on sidewalk cycling. The case at is-

sue before the Appellate Court originated in

Otsego village, Otsego County, and was an

action brought by Ruzilla Fuller, a wheel-

woman, against Thomas Redding, a trustee

of the village, who had authorized the village

constable to arrest her and other persons, if

he found them riding upon the sidewalks of

the village. The suit was to recover damages
for false imprisonment, resulting from an ar-

rest made on the sidewalk of the main street

of the village, the rider setting up the claim

that she had taken to the sidewalk to avoid

teams.

The village ordinance under which the ar-

rest was authorized reads as follows: "All

persons are forbidden under penalty of one

dollar for every offense from riding bicycles

on the sidewalks within the limits of the vil-

lage of Otsego."

The trial court held that a civil action was

the only proper manner for the village to re-

cover the amount of the fine as the offense

charged was not a misdemeanor under the

ordinance, and a verdict for the plaintiff of

$600 and eosts was rendered. The case came
up on appeal before the third department of

the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court,

Justice Parker presiding.

The Appellate Division ordered a new trial

of the action and the sections of the opinion

applicable to the case in hand are as follows:

"The evidence that the reason plaintiff rode

on her bicycle on the sidewalk was that the

street was obstructed is not admissible to

show malice on the part of one who caused

her arrest for so doing in an action against

him for unlawful and malicious arrest, be-

cause the obstruction of the street did not

justify plaintiff in riding on the sidewalk in

violation of an ordinance. * * * "Phe vil-

lage ordinance did not prevent her going

upon the sidewalk with her bicycle, but mere-

ly prohibited her riding on the sidewalk. If

the street was obstructed by teams or other-

wise, she had the right to alight and walk on
the sidewalk with her bicycle. Had the viola-

tion of the village ordinance been a mis-

demeanor, the fact that she rode upon the

sidewalk to avoid teams would not have ex-

cused her. The obstruction of the street did
not justify her willful violation of the village
ordinance. It was within her power to have
alighted and walked past the obstructed part
of the street with her bicycle. The act of the
accused in riding her bicycle on the sidewalk
appears to have been an unnecessary, willful

and wrongful violation of the village ordin-
ance, although not a misdemeanor."

AS A FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH.

For a renewer of youth there is nothing

which equals the bicycle. Young persons find

much enjoyment in the use of the wheel be-

cause it affords them an independent means
of travel and it enables them to take long
journeys with little effort and but little loss
of time. And then again it is fashionable.
Everybody is riding nowadays. But young
people do not get nearly so much enjoyment
from cycling as do their elders. A man may
be anywhere from 60 to 70 years old, stiff-

jointed, slow and careful of his steps, never
venturing for a walk without his cane, and
yet let him once seat himself in the saddle of
the bicycle and he immediately becomes a
boy again. One can have this fact demon-
strated any afternoon by a visit to the River-
side Drive or the Boulevard.

All the finer bicycles have

flush joints, attractive lines

and fine finish—the Wav-

erley has all these and more.

It has the most easily de-

tachable and the only true

bearings in crank-shaft and

hubs—true bearings make

a bicycle run easy—Wav-

erleys run easiest. It

goes without saying that

Waverleys are well con-

structed from the best ma-

terial. They have always

been honest bicycles.

'97 Prices, $100, $60,

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.

«£^ fe^ «48

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDlflNflPOLIS, IND.

Kindly Mention The WheeL
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LOOKS LIKE SMALL BUSINESS.

Philadelphia, May 17.—Those in charge of

the coming League meet in this city

are somewhat perturbed over the ac-

tion of the Philadelphia Cycle Board
of Trade in declining to make an ap-

propriation to assist the A. C. C. with

a contribution of $500, the sum at first pro-

posed. It is said that at a recent meeting of

the Board the general sentiment was against

the donation, and no definite action was

taken.

The Finance Committee of the meet have

been calculating upon a donation from this

source, in view of a letter received from

President Brewster stating that such an ap-

propriation would probably be made.

Great, therefore, was the surprise of the

committee when instead of receiving a check

with the best wishes for the success of the

meet, they were sent a letter to the effect that

the dealers' association would be willing to

make a donation on condition that they were

to have some say in the running of the meet.

This, of course, the Executive Committee

would not think of doing. They, however,

notified the board that the names of any of

their number that would be submitted to them

as suitable men to be placed on any of the

committees would receive the same considera-

tion as those of any other cycling organiza-

tion in this city. That this was not what the

Cycle Board required was shown by their

action on Thursday evening of last week,

when they expressed the opinion that any

money they appropriated for the benefit of

the meet would be spent by themselves.

Should the trade persist in this line of con-

duct it will create quite a bitter feeling against

them by the wheelmen.

AN EXAMPLE FOR NEW YORK.

It is extremely probable that six-day races

will be known no more in Illinois. At Spring-

field, last week, the Shanahan bill, designed

to do away with such events, was passed by

a vote of 100 to 7. The bill has been endorsed

by the best class of the cyclists of the State,

and will undoubtedly receive the Governor's

endorsement. The full text of the measure

follows:

That it shall be unlawful for any person, persons,

or corporation to engage, take part in or conduct a

bicycle contest, match or race of more than twelve
consecutive hours' duration without a rest of six

consecutive hours following each twelve hours' racing.

It shall be unlawful for any person, persons or cor-

poration to rent, lease, let or hire any building,
race track, park or road, be they public or private,

to anyone for the purpose of conducting a bicycle
race not in accord with section 1 of this act.

Whoever shall be found guilty of violating: any of

the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and liable to a fine of not less than $25
nor more than $500, or a sentence of not less than
thirty days nor more than one year in the county
jail or house of correction, according to the discretion
of the court.
All laws or parts of laws in conflict with this act

are hereby repealed.

COURT SAYS BICYCLES ARE NOT BAGGAGE.

The "bicycles as baggage" fight in Missouri

has been brought up with a short turn. After

the lower courts had decided, in the Bettis

case, that bicycles were baggage, the State

Court of Appeals, on the 18th instant, re-

versed the decision, permitting railroads to

charge for their carriage.

A MILE AGAlNaT THE KINETOSCOPE.

"White Flyer Tips" states that Bald has

been engaged by a kinetoscope company to

ride an exhibition mile in front of one of their

machines.

FIGHTING TOO MUCH SPRINKLE.

Cincinnati, May 17.—The Cincinnati wheel-

men, after a long, fierce fight of over two
years to obtain an ordinance for the regula-

tion of street sprinkling, lost the fight last

Wednesday. The committee from the Board
of Legislation, appointed by the Board to act

upon the ordinance, met on last Wednesday
afternoon, but decided not to recommend it.

This, of course, settles the matter as far as the

Board of Legislation is concerned, and the

wheelmen will have to look elsewhere for re-

lief.

The L. A. W. assisted the wheelmen con-

siderably in the struggle just passed, and
Chief Consul Kempton, of the Ohio Division,

did yeoman service for the cause. Everything
possible was done to secure the passage of the

ordinance; money was subscribed, badges
printed, and over 25,000 of them distributed

and worn; thousands of dodgers were printed;

the wheelmen resorted to the polls at the re-

cent election, and, though they won a signal

victory, it all went for naught.

The wheelmen, however, have decided that

they will obtain a dry strip by some means,

and have appointed a committee for each ward
in the city. The duty of this committee will

be to have private parties place a provision in

the contract with the sprinklers to leave a dry

strip in front of their premises. By this means
it is hoped the dry strip may be accomplished.

MOST GORGEOUS AND NUMEROUS.

From a standpoint of numbers and gor-

geousness of costumes and general display, the

parade at Philadelphia on Saturday night, by
the cycling clubs and unattached riders of the

city, in honor of the dedication of the

Washington monument, was one of the

grandest demonstrations of its kind ever held

in this country. It is estimated that over

15,000 cyclists took part in the parade. All

along the route to the park where the review-

ing stand was located, the streets on both

sides were jammed with humanity. The de-

signs, decorations and costumes were be-

wildering. AH the clubs introduced some
novelty, and each made an effort in either

fancy or comical costuming to win a prize.

There were tramps, Indians, clowns, cowboys,

Quakers, Uncle Sams, and the impersona-

tions of numerous presidents and historic

men. The parade was divided into seven di-

visions, consisting of clubs, out-of-town clubs,

military orders, post ofifice cyclists, schools,

business men's leagues, and unattached, the

latter numbering over 5,000 riders alone.

The Century Wheelmen carried off the club

honors. They were dressed in white duck

suits with black stockings, and rode in mili-

tary order.

EMULATING CROCKETT'S FAMOUS COON.

Legislation by various States making it

compulsory for railroads to carry bicycles free

as baggage, has caused the Trunk Line Asso-

ciation, to which all the large railroads in the

country are affiliated, except those of New
England, to decide to carry wheels free in all

States touched by their lines. An exception
is made between Canada and the United
States, between which points wheels will have
to be checked and paid for as regular baggage.

SUNDAY RIDING NO INSURANCE BAR.

Insurance companies do not quite own the

world, though it must be admitted they daily

grow nearer to doing so. The Maine Supreme
Court recently gave a decision along this line.

The case was that of Charles B. Eaton against

an accident insurance company and was to

recover under a policy of insurance issued by
the defendant to the plaintiff, insuring him
against accidental injuries, to recover $25 per

week for an injury which wholly and con-

tinuously disabled him from performing his

duti^j as a letter carrier.

Eaton, it appeared, was thrown from his bi-

cycle while returning to his home in Belfast

from Waldo, where he had been to attend a

funeral. It also appeared that he returned by
another road four miles longer than the di-

rect road to his home. The defendants con-

tended that they were not liable, because the

plaintiff was traveling on Sunday in violation

of law, and that if they were liable the amount
should not exceed $12.50 per week, because

when the plaintiff was injured he was doing

an act or thing pertaining to an occupation

classed as more hazardous than that under

which he was insured.

The court held that the riding ofabicycleon

Sunday was not prohibited by the statutes; also

held that the returning from Waldo by a cir-

cuitous route brought the claim for compensa-

tion within the marginal clause of the policy,

which provides that "if the insured be fatally

or otherwise injured while engaged for pleas-

ure or recreation in amateur bicycling (not

racing or coasting), yachting, fishing, or

gunning, indemnity will be paid at fifth class

rates as given in the company's latest

manual." Judgment was ordered for the

plaintiff for $50 and interest.

IS THE L. A. W. GOING INTO INSURANCE?

There must be an error somewhere in the

report from Minneapolis that Attorney Gen-
eral Childs has given an opinion for Minne-
sota's Insurance Commissioner in regard to

the application of the League of American
A'^heelmen for authority to organize a mutual

bicycle insurance company in Minnesota. The
attorney general holds that bicycle insurance

comes under the provisions of the law passed

last winter, authorizing the organization of

companies to insure against loss by burglary

and theft. Companies coming under this law

must have $100,000 capital stock, which would
shut out mutual companies.

PEDALERS' LICENSES.

As an example of the increase of honesty

or of the increase of cycling, in Indianapolis,

it is noted that during the entire year of '96

only about 11,000 bicycle licenses were issued

by the city government, while '97, less than

five m.onths' old, has already seen 10,445 of

these permits to pedal issued. Nearly the

same story comes from Pittsburg, where 7,560

licenses have alreadv been issued for '97,

nearly as many as were issued during the

whole season last year.

WITHOUT OPPOSITION.

A bill to compel railroads to carry bicycles

as baggage has passed its second reading in

the Canadian House without opposition.

THE MAGISTRATE'S OPINION.

In fining a scorcher, who the policeman

said had also been riding "hands off," Magis-

trate Cornell, of this city, took occasion to re-

mark that in his opinion riding "hands off"'

constituted reckless riding.
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Afraid of Palmers.

Local wheelmen are making arrangements

for a coasting contest between San Bernardino

riders The only hitch at present is that certain

riders ask to have the Palmer Tire barred.

—

Daily

Times- Index, San Bernardino, Cal , May 8, 1897.

THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.,
CHICAGO.

New York Offices, 66-68 Reade Street.

Free Repair Stations in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, Cleveland,

Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul, St. Louis and Baltimore.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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This is the Time
To Boom Juveniles.

The trade in small bicycles opens later than in adult wheels but when the demands of the youngsters begin to make
parents act, dealers will discover their stocks incomplete without a line of juveniles. The bicycle to consider, of

course, is the one that will please the grown-ups in price and quality, catch the fancy of the youngsters, and prove

satisfactory to the dealer. The Elfin combines all the essential features of a high-grade wheel, is distinctively

jivenile, handsome in appearance, and built to meet the requirements of the child.

"The Elfin is built for the child-the child

not stretched to fit the bicycle."

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

makers:

FRAZER & JONES CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Distributing Agents:

Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago. Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis.

J. Andrae & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston.

Maltby-Henley Co., New York.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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FIXTURES.

MAY
22—Stamford, Conn., W'oodside A. C.
22.—New York, Uuill Club Wheelmen.
25—Rock Hill, S. C, Rock Hill A. A.
27-28 —Dowagiac, Wis.. C. C.
29—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Association.
29—Lebanon, Pa., Iroquois Wheelmen.
29—Homestead, Pa., Cyclers.
29 —Meriden, Conn., C. C.
29—Baltimore, Md., Electric Park.
29—Buffalo. Martin Road Race.
29—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
29—Harrisburg, Pa., Wheel Club.
29—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
29—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
29—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
29 —Boonton, N. J., A. C.
29—Hammontown, N. J., A. C.
29.—Millville, N. T., Athletic Park Association.
29-Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
29—Wiilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.
29—Roanoke, Va., Virginia Wheel Club.
29—Potsdam, N. Y., Racquette Valley W.
29—Manhattan Beach, University Cycle Team.
29—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
29-31—Fonda, N. Y., John R. Briggs.
29-31 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
31—Denver, Colo., Road Race.
31—Cleveland, Ohio, Wheel Club.
31—Red Bank, N. J., Wheelmen.
31—Elizabeth, Pa., Athletic Association.
31—Akron, O., Wheel Club.
31—Marietta,. O., Cycle Club.
31—Patchogue, L. I., Wheelmen.
31 —Danbury, Conn., Altair C. C.
31 —Kalamazoo, Mich.. C. C.
31—Utica, N. Y., W. E. Barber.
31—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry, Nat'l Circuit.

31—Albany, N. Y., Arbor Athletic Club.
31—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
31—Boston, Mass., A. C. C. & Mass. Div. Meet.
31—Buffalo, Lewis Road Race.
31—Buffalo, N. Y., Park Side Wheel Club.
31—Chicago, Road Race.
31—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen,
31—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
31—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.
31—Harrisburg, Pa., Track Ass'n.
31—Irvington-Millburn Road Race.
31—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
31—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
31—Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
31—Paterson, N. J., Excelsior Boat Club.
?l_piainfield, N. J., Crescent Wheelmen.
31—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Davy Crockett Wheelmen.
31—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Track Ass'n,

31—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
31—\\'ashington, D. C, International Park.
31—AX'estfiefd, Mass., Young Men's Social Club.

31—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
31—New Britain, Conn., Nutmeg A. C.

31 —Middlefield, Conn., Westfield W. C.

JUNE.
2—Salem, Ohio, C. C.
3.4._Three Rivers, Mich., C. C.

5 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City vVheelmen.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Quaker City Wheelmen.
6—St. Louis, A. C. C, National Circuit.
5 —Louisville, Ky., Magnolia Wheel Club.
7-8 —Charlotte, Mich., C. C.

8—Pueblo, Colo.. Rover Wheel & A. C, Nat'l Cir.

8—Fredonia, N. Y., A. A.
9—Denver, Colo., Wheel Club, National Circuit.

9.—Ithaca, N. Y., C. C.
10-11.—Ypsilanti, Mich., League Club.
10 —Rochester, N. Y., Lake View Wheelmen.
11 —Warsaw, N. Y., Ramblers B. C
12—Buffalo, N. Y., Athletic Field Co.
12—Philadelphia, Pa., Castle Wheelmen.
12—St. Louis, Mo., Associated C. C, Nat'l Circuit.

12-19-26—Riverside, R. L, Crescent Park Track
14-15.—Flint. Mich., Wheelmen.
15—Mansfield, O., Chas. Lewis.
15—St. Louis Cycle Racing Ass'n, National Circuit.

16—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A.
17—Cortland, N. Y., A. A.
17—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen.
17—Peoria, 111., B. C, National Circuit.

17-18.—Jackson, Mich., C. C.
19—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
19—Germantown, Pa., H. A. Bary.
19—Pittsburg, Pa., Associated C. C.
19—Syracuse, N. Y., A. C.
19-26—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—South Bend, Ind., Commercial A. C, Nat'l Cir.

21-22—Bay City. Mich., Plank Track Co.
21-22—Saratoga Good Roads Association.
22-23—Cynthiana, Ky., Meet Club.
23—Troy, N. Y., B. C.
23-24—Kalamazoo, Michigan C. C, National Circuit.
24 —Albany, N. Y., County Wheelmen.
24-25.—Mount Pleasant, Mich., B. C.
24-25—Peoria, 111., B. C, National Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
26—Philadelphia, Pa., South End Wheelmen.
26 —Manhattan Beach, Kings County Wheelmen.
26-28-Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.

JULY.
1-2-3—Racine, Wis., A. A., National Circuit.

3—Paterson, N. J., Union C. C.
3—Beaver Falls, Pa., Beaver Valley Cyclers.
3-Hudson, N. Y., B. C.
3—McKeesport, Pa., Cyclers.
3 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
3—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
3—Cohoes, N. Y., Wheelmen.
3—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
3—Reading, Pa.. Electric Wheelmen.
3—Chicago Cycling Club.
3-4—New York, Excelsior Boat Club.
3-5 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
3-5—Kalamazoo, Mich., Michigan C. C,
3-5—Waterbury, Ct., Wheel Club.

3-5-10-17-24-31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Albany, N. Y., City Meet.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Phoenix Hose Co.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Limekiln Club.
5—St. Louis Cycle Racing Association.
5—Canton, Ohio, B. C.
5—Schenectady, N. Y., Fire Department.
5—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club.
5—Albany, N. Y., North End VVheelmen.
5—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
5—Buffalo, N. Y., Press C. C.
5—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
5—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
5—Washington, D. C, International Park.
5—Louisville, Ky., Prince Wells.
5—New Castle, Pa., C. C.
5—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
5—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
5—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
5—Westfield, Mass., E. H. Huntress.
5—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
5—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
5.—West Pittston, Pa., West Side Wheelmen.
5-6—Dubois, Pa., Arrow C. C.
5-6.—Henderson, Ky., Wheel Club.
5-9—Chicago Cycle Club, National Circuit.
6—Westfield, Mass., W. T. Smith.
8—Dayton, O., B. C, National Circuit.
9-10—Grand Rapids, Mich. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
9-10—Columbus, O., C. C, National Circuit.
10-17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
13—Warren, Pa., Recreation Park, National Circuit.
14-15—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. A., National Circuit.
17—Fredonia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
24—New York Herald.
24—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A., National Circuit.
24^Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n, Nat'l Cir.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.

AUGUST.
2—Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
6-7—Philadelphia, Pa., National Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
7 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. VVheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C, National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
31—Portsmouth, N. H., J. E. Rider, Nat'l Circuit.
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
1.—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6 — Lowell. Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Akron, O., Tip-Top C. C
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. j. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Fa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex Mass., Co., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
16 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
25—Riverside. R. I.. Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, Nat'l Circuit.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, Nat'l Circuit.

RACING BOARDS BULLETIN.

Baltimore, May 17.—-The followin.^ circu-

lar letter has been issued by a bicycle iiianu

tacturer, and explains itself:

"To Our Agents; As you are probably aware, we
have decided not to have a professional racing team
on the circuit this year, believing that the interests

of the ( ) bicycle will be better served by get-

ting the best Class A riders on the ( ) wheel.

We inclose herewith a blank form which we would
like to have you fill out with the names of the best

amateur riders in your territory whose interest it

might be well to procure for the season of 1897.

Placing them in the order of their relative ability,

that is, the best man first, and so on down the list.

Show in column headed "remarks" any special men-
tion you may desire to make. We will then corres-

pond with you further on the subject."

This is the same manufacturer that issued a sim-

ilar circular in 1896, and amateur racing men know
the one to whom reference is made. Starters in

amateur races on these bicycles are warned that that

fact alone will be taken as circumstantial evidence

(Clause D, sec. 7, art. 4, by-laws) in an investigation

of their amateur status.

By vote of the Board the following is added to the

racing rules: "Race promoters must not offer, nor
riders demand or accept anything in excess of the

prizes promised by the entry blanks, score cards or

programmes."
When there are no conflicting interests involved,

members of the Board in charge of districts will

give the special permit required by the rule to exceed
the prize limit for "match races," if the members are

satisfactorily guaranteed that the purse or pri»e is

bona fide, as advertised to the public through pub-

lications. When this special permit is granted it will

be published in the Bulletin.

The National Circuit meet at Racine, Wis., has

been given special permit to exceed prize limit to

the extent of $300 and $250. The National Circuit

meets of the Massachusetts Athletic Association at

Boston have been given special permit to exceed the

prize limit.

The Velodrome track at San Francisco, Cal., is

placed upon the list of those to which sanctions will

be refused.

The following handicapper is announced: District

No. 13—Lewis Penwell, 403 Power Building, Helena,

Mon.
The entries in a novice race must be passed upon

by the handicapper, and in that sense it is a class race.

TRAVELING PERMITS GRANTED.
W. E. Guerard, Savannah, Ga., to ride at Jackson-

ville, Fla., May 14. O. A. Cashin, Anderson, S. C,
at Charlotte, N. C, May 20 and 21. Jacob Steinmetz,

Indianapolis, Ind., at Dowagiac, Mich., May 27-28.

R. B. Howard, H. M. Kauffman, F. Brookfield, Ed.

Hill, Jr. (Yale College Team), at Princeton, N. J.,

April 30, May 3. L. B. Dannemiller, Canton, O.,

Martin Sullivan, Pensacola, Fla., Oscar Seppi, Bos-

ton, Mass., students at Georgetown College, to com-
pete at Washington, D. C, May 15. C. B. McKennie,
Charlottesville, Va., at Washington, D. C, May 31.

H. Woodworth Clum and Griffin Halstead, Washing-

ton, D. C, at Charlotte, N. C, May 20 and 21; Rock
Hill, S. C, May 25. Albert J. Ewing, Nash-

ville, Tenn., at Charlotte, N. C, May 20 and 21.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Clause C.—Fred. Fletter, Kalamazoo, Mich. ; Ed.

Aldridge, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Frank C. Burkhardt,

Windsor Park, 111. Clause E.—Charles M. Engart,

Logansport, Ind.; J. B. Haimbaugh, Peru, Ind.; Lee
Heller, Fort Wayne, Ind. ; J. N. Leonard, Danville,

111.; P. S. McCabe, Brook, Ind.; J. Warren Miller,

Indianola, 111.; Frank W. Skinner, Logansport, Ind.;

Bob Wason, Delphi, Ind.; S. M. Latimere, Ennis,

Tex. ; own request. Clause F.—W. H. Connery, Savan-

nah, Ga. ; vote of Board. Edward T. Broderick,

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; own request. Clause I.—Joseph Gal-

lagher, Camden, N. J. ; Steve Hogan, George Moss,

George Hogan, Thomas W. Tanner, H. G. Grimley,
• Ballard, Norfolk, Va. ; Chas. C. Sunday, Mahanoy

City, Pa.

Suspended Pending Investigation.—John Weise,

Akron, O. ; Joseph A. Vernier, Philadelphia, Pa.

Suspension Removed.—L. H. Conklin, Chicago, 111.

Permanent Suspension.—Fred. Bernet, Mahanoy
City, Pa., for unfair dealing in connection with cycle

racing.
SUSPENDED.

For riding in unsanctioned races at Akron, O.,

Koplin, Epley and Cole, to August 4, 1897;

R. M. Mugridge, Maiden, Mass., for improper con-

duct and language on the track and assaulting an

officer of a meet, to November 8, 1897, for competing

in amateur events after having accepted cash in lieu

of prizes won by him, Frank C. Burkhardt, Windsor,

Park, 111., to July 8, 1897; for delay in paying entry

fees. W. I. Waters, Buffalo, N. Y., to May 28, 1S97.

For riding in an unsanctioned race at Combination

Park, Medford, Mass., H. Litchfield, A. S. Buss,

Frank B. Towle and A. B. Whitney, to May 21, 1897;

for riding in unsanctioned races at Akron, O., Julius

Whitelaw, to July 12, 1897; for delay in paying entry

fees. Dr. A. I. Brown, Cleveland, O., to June 2.

For riding in unsanctioned races at San Francisco,

Cal., the following men to May 5, 1899. The second

offense will result in permanent suspension: C. L.

Davis, San Jose; B. H. Elford, Oakland; Ed. Chap-

man, Napa; Horace Slater, Phoenix, Ariz.; M. Bleu-

ler, San Francisco; E. F. Russ and George P. Fuller,

San Francisco; J. E. Wing, San Jose; P. R. Mott,

Oakland; Charles Kraft, San Francisco; P. A. Dea-

con and C. D. Gooch, Oakland; C. J. Birdsall,. San

Francisco; J. C. Williamson, Santa Rosa; A. B, John-
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son, Redwood City; R. G. Barton, Fresno; R. Robin-

son, F. L. Norton, D. E. Francis, C. M. Goodwin,

E. A. Bozio and Ed. Saunders, San Francisco; M. G.

Francis, San Jose; H. Ducoty, Santa Clara; Charles

A. Wilson, San Francisco; A. T. Smith, East Oak-

land; L. Dezert, I. R. Frank, Gustave Sachs, T. H.
White, M. Meyers and A. Thiesen, San Francisco;

J. S. Brereton, Oakland; R. A. Coulter, San Fran-

cisco; J. H. Otey, Oakland; J. Van Dyne, San Fran-

cisco.

SANCTIONS GRANTED.
St. Paul Interscholastic Athletic League, St. Paul,

Minn., May 7, two events; Arrow Cycle Club, Dubois,

Pa., July 5 and 6; Virginia Wheel Club, Roanoke, Va.,

May 29; Associated Cycling Clubs, St. Louis, Mo.,

June 12; National Circuit; Y. M. C. A., Wilkesbarre,

May 22 (closed) and June 5 (open) ; Grand Rapids

Wheelmen, Grand Rapids, Mich., July 9-10, National

Circuit; Interstate Fair, Trenton, N. J., September

27, National Circuit; J. E. Rider, Portsmouth, N. H.,

August 31, National Circuit; Swarthmore College A.

A., April 28, May 5, 8 and 15 (closed) ; Plainfield High
School, Plainfield, N. J., May 15 (closed); Atalanta

Wheelmen, Newark, N. J., June 19, July 24, August 28

and October 2; Amalgamated Association of Textile

Workers, Philadelphia, Pa., June 5, (two events);

Young Men's Temperance Society, Bethlehem, Pa.,

July 5, (two events) ; Springfield High School Ath-

letic Association, Springfield, Mass., May 15; Tacony
Athletic Park Association, Tacony, Philadelphia, Pa.,

June 24; Des Moines High School, Des Moines, la..

May 15; Y. M. C. A., Binghamton, N. Y., June 12;

Vim Bicycle Club, Newark, N. J., July 3; Waverly
Cycle Club, Waverly, la., June 3; Bloomington High
School, Bloomington, 111., May 8, (closed) ; Grinnell

College Athletic Association, Grinnell, la., May 8,

closed; Wyoming High School, Wyoming, 111., May
22, (closed) ; Racine Athletic Association, Racine,

Wis., July C; Doane College, Crete, Neb., May 10,

(closed) ; Macomb High School, Macomb, 111., May 7,

(closed); Chicago Cycling Club, Chicago, 111., July 3;

Sioux City High School, Sioux City, la.. May 7,

(closed); West Aurora High School, -Aurora, 111.,

May 7, (two events) ; State Normal School, Cedar
Falls, la., May 15, (closed); Red Oak High School,

Red Oak, la.. May 7, (closed) ; La Crosse High
School, La Crosse, Wis., May 22, (closed) ; La Crosse

County Wheelmen, La Crosse, Wis., May 31; Univer-

sity of Illinois, Champaign, 111., May 11, (two events)

;

Smith Academy, St. Louis, Mo., May 15, (closed)

;

St. Louis Manual Training School Association, St.

Louis, Mo., May 22, (closed) ; Waco Wheel Club,

Waco, Tex., May 12; Kansas City High School, Kan-
sas City, Mo., May 12, (closed); Cycling West Pub-

lishing Company, Denver, Col., May 22; W. F. Stew-

art, Galveston, Tex., May 21-22; H. C. GifJord, Olym-
pia Park, N. Y., May 7, (two events); Rochester

University, Rochester, N. Y., May 13, (closed) ; Rac-

quette Valley Wheelmen, Potsdam, N. Y., May
29; University Cycle Team, New York, Man-
hattan Beach, N. Y., May 31; Brooklyn Athletic Club,

Brooklyn, N. Y., May 31, (two events) ; Dina Wheel-
men, Lynbrook, N. Y., June 1, (closed) ; Thomas H.
Bacon, Jericho, N. Y., June 17, (two events) ; Williams
College, Williamstown, Mass., May 5, (closed); R. H.
Brigham & Co., Hudson, Mass., May 31; Worcester
Academy, Worcester, Mass., May 8, (closed) ; Bridge-

port Wheel Club, Bridgeport, Conn., July 5; Westerly
Baseball Company, Westerly, R. I., May 31; J. E.

Rider, Portsmouth, N. H., May 31; Riverside Driving
Club, Danielson, Conn., May 31; Smith & Woodward,
Danielson, Conn., June 19; Worcester H. S. A. A.,

Worcester, Mass., May 14, (closed) ; Trinity College,

Hartford, Conn., May 8, (closed); Yale Bicycle Team,
New Haven, Conn., May 15, (two events) ; Hillsboro

Athletic Association, Hillsboro, N. H., May 31; Os-

good & Coolidge, Gardner, Mass., May 31 and July 5;

Brown University, Providence, R. I., May 14,

(closed) ; Woodside Athletic Association, Stamford,
Conn., May 22; Chattanooga Coliseum Com-
pany, Chattanooga, Tenn., May 10-11; Young
Men's Lyceum, Lisbon, O., July 15; South End Social

and Literary Club, Cleveland, O., July 5, (two events)

;

Tip-Top Cycle Club, Akron, O., September 6; At-
lanta Col. Co., Atlanta, Ga., May 13-14; Montgomery
Col. Co., Montgomery, Ala., May 11; Montgomery
Col. Co., Montgomery, Al4., May 17 and 18; East Pal-
estme C. C, East Palestine, O., July 15; Independent
C. R. Club, Dayton, O., June 5; Chas. Edg. Tudor,
Cmcinnati, O., May 31; Purdue Athletic Association,
Lafayette, Ind., May 15, (two events); Nashville Col.
Co., Nashville, Tenn., May 13-14; G. A. R. Post No.
141, Cleveland, O., May 22; Memphis Col. Co., Mem-
phis, Tenn., May 20-21; P. R. R. Y. M. C. A., Phila-
delphia, Pa., July 3; Binghamton Athletic Association,
Binghamton, N. Y., July 24; National Circuit; Fre-
donia Athletic Club, Fredonia, N. Y., July 17, Nat-
ional Circuit; The Tuckerton Wheelmen, Tuckerton,
N. J., May 31 and July 5; George W. Fisher, Hunt-
ingdon, Pa., May 29; Y. M. C. A., Pittston, Pa.,

June 17. ALBERT MOTT.
Ch. R. B., L. A. W.

WHY RACE IN SCOTLAND?

Editor of The Wheel: Silence is golden
only when money does no talking. Silence

regarding tlie international championships is,

therefore, no longer golden, not even gilded,

since money has spoken plainly, distinctly and
to the point. Mr. Frank T. Fowler has pa-
triotically backed up his desire to see America
represented at the world's championships in

Scotland by ofifering to go down in his pocket
for a generous supply of the needfuJ. While
the writer honors Mr. Fowler both for his

patriotism and his generosity, yet he would
crave of you sufficient space to protest against
America's making any strenuous endeavors
to be represented in the Glasgow events.

It will be remembered that when the idea

of this international racing association was
first formulated in England that the League
of American Wheelmen not only became a

member thereof, but at considerable expense
sent the chairman of its Racing Board, Mr.
Raymond, to England, even paying for a spe-

cial train for him to reach London in time
to attend the meeting. To America the first

races were awarded, Chicago, with its World's
Fair, being the scene of contest; and what did

England send to represent her? Nothing!
A gentleman, Mr. Osmond, engaged as an
exhibitor at the World's Fair, and denied the

privilege of racing as an amateur in his own
country, was finally induced to pose as Eng-
land's representative in the shorter races,

while Mr. Meintjes, whose expenses were paid
by his club-mates in South Africa, was the

only other foreign competitor. That was how
much England thought of the first world's
championships. Subsequent championships
have had shown them the same high regard
by Great Britain.

The fact is that in every form of athletics,

in all contests of skill, brawn or speed, Amer-
ica has always an overweening desire to go
to England, and there, on their native

grounds, defeat the Britishers. That is sport;

this is commendable only when the Britisher

shows an inclination to return the compli-
ment. But does he? Never; not in anything!
There is not one single case on record where
an English athlete, racing man, oarsman, run-
ner or pedestrian, has ever come to this coun-
try actuated by any other spirit than that of

gain, and for fear that he might really have
to win before he received that, invariably has
his departure for America only taken place

after his expenses over and back have been
guaranteed, and a bit on the side thrown in

for good measure.

That's English sportsmanship for you! The
facts are as I have stated them, and any one
can easily learn that no prejudice has induced
a misstatement therein. Such being the case,

why should the American trade and public gen-
erously go down in its pockets to send repre-

sentatives to a country that never has at any
time shown a disposition to return the com
pliment in kind? Why should our own cham-
pionships be robbed of the fastest riders there-

in for such an unsportsmanlike country? As
an humble student of fair play and true sports-

manship, as both are understood in this

country, I again ask why? E.

WALKING VERSUS WHEELING.

Walking requires five times the exertion

that riding a bicycle does. In other words,

one can ride twenty-five miles with the same
expenditure of power necessary to walk five.

The pedestrian carries himself, besides effect-

ing locomotion, while the cyclist is carried by
his wheel and expends his strength only upon
the forward movement. To be added to this

is tlie fact that the exercise obtained astride

tlie latter brings more of the various

parts of the body into harmonious play

than walking does. Walking is good
as far as it goes, but it exercises only

certain muscles and leaves many others un-

employed. It is not, as a rule, exhilarating,

but requires a strong will and becomes tire-

some.

Agreeable places for walking are not in

easy reach of the average city man. Subur-

bia, for the majority, is dreary miles away and

to be gained only by a very long tramp over

stone pavements and street crossings of an

uninspiring character. By the time the pe-

destrian reaches the green fields and bosky
glens he is so completely fatigued that he is

in no condition to enjoy anything. The sum
total of his energies has been exhausted and
he returns to the city on a car, feeling any-

thing but refreshed.

The cyclist, on the other hand, speeds to the

park, or to the country, with a minimu^n of

exertion and arrives there fresh for the en-

joyment of the beauties of nature. Movement
is exhilarating, and not tiresome. Objectj

are passed so rapidly that he has his attention

constantly diverted to something new, with

the result that mental cares are forgotten.

There is no surer means of resting a jaded

mind than to give he body the occupation

supplied by a five-mile ride over a good road.

The wheel may claim the merit of bringing

the present generation back face to face with

nature. The city youth is led by his wheel

to spend a good part of his time on the road

in the open air, in contact with the real facts

of the material world, instead of mewing him-

self up in close rooms at billiards, drinking

or engaging in other desperate expedients for

killing time. His thoughts are diverted to

wholesome topics.

To the rider a turn in the road now and

then discloses a charming bit of scenery.

Vistas of long, shaded paths through the

woods, the infinite wealth of leaf and flower

on either hand, teach a refining lesson. Rid-

ing in solitude softly along the banks of a

stream on his wheel, the cyclist is reminded

of the existence of sources of pleasure that in-

volve no combat with others. To the ardent

rider are revealed the delights of being

abroad in the early hours of the day. He
may see the stately pageant of sunrise—

a

glorious spectacle which few city folk ever

witness.

SHOCK WAS FATAL.

HOW VERY TOUCHING !

An old Belgian lady, with a propensity for
preserving relics, is said to have the handle-
bar of the machine on which Houben defeated
Zimmerman fixed tastefully on the wall with
portraits of the riders beneath.

"I see some of the accident insurance com-
panies have raised their premiums since cyc-

ling has become so universal."

"Yes, they had to; quite a number of old

policy owners dropped dead when they saw

their aged better halves go up the Boulevard

clad in attempts at kittenish cycle costumes."

Nowadays you train up a child in the way
it should go—and away it goes on a wheel.
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THE PAPAL PIONEER.

From Him the Gospel of Good Roads and

Cycling Has Come largely Unto

America.

Of the three hundred and sixty-five slips

which compose the Columbia calendar, the

red-letter one for Col. Albert A. Pope is that

which marks May 20th. and which is here re-

produced. For it was in mid-May that the

Colonel was born. The fact is particularly in-

teresting to him, and is also generally inter-

esting to the millions who now use bicycles.

It is not plain that there would be no safe-

ties, or pneumatic tires, or bicycle pathways, or

cycling legislation, if there had been no Colo-

nel Pope. Equally certain is it, however,

that it required some energetic pioneer to

hasten the bicycle movement, and that pioneer

happens in this case to be "The Colonel."

Those there are who criticise him; those there

are who decry him. But the fact remains

that he was the first powerfid exponent and

agent of cycling; the fact remains that,

whether he had the gift of prophecy or not,

he certainly had the gift of activity and of in-

telligent activity, and he also had the greater

gift of supplementing his own activity with

the brains and energies of others. He did not

create cycling. Others had been in the busi-

ness before him, but he smoothed its pathwav

from the first days of the boneshaker and the

cobble up to the present development. To
his energy and his broadness the bicycle rider

of to-day owes much. It is often stated tliat

he never did anything in which there was not

a tag of profit on the end of it; that whether

it was charity, or advertisement, or good work

of any kind, there was always an advertise-

ment closely shadowing the act. This would

seem to be the' highest kind of good work

—

that work which accomplishes at its inception,

and which ever afterwards brings profit to

the donor, thus enabling him to still further

amplify and multiply his good deeds.

Perhaps the greatest thing that Colonel

Pope and his company ever did was to prop-

erly educate the public up to the bicycle.

When it first came into use it was regarded

with dread by the average citizen, and if he

did not look upon it as a toy, he catalogued

it as one of the devil's instruments for the

temptation of the young. The old witchcraft

movement was repeated, after a fashion. It

was this anti-cycling spirit which the Pope

Co. had to combat. To do this they em-

ployed printers' ink without end. They inter-

ested those who taught and those who
preached. They beat back the spiritual ob-

jections of the public, and when that had been

partly accomplished, and the first seeds had

commenced to bear fruit, then they com-
menced on the physical side of the public, and

taught it what wonderful recreative powers

were within the bicycle; what a panacea it was
for the mental and physical ills which clothe

mankind. They accomplished this in great

measure, and then they cultivated the sport-

ing aspect of cycling by the production of

Hendee and Rowe and the long string of Co-

lumbia flyers, by subscriptions to race meets

and donations of prizes, all of which are at the

basis of American cycle racing history. But

these things all carried with them an unearned

increment. That many of them carried ad-

vertising is certain, but it was the best form

of increment, the best form of advertisement,

because the Pope Co. had no wall built around

cycling, and the seeds they sowed bore flow-

ers, and these flowers were for the culling of

others.

For these reasons Col. Pope will always be

an interesting figure. All movements or radi-

cal successes cluster about one central

figure and American cycling history

will always start off with the name of

Pope. Those wdio know him best, know
best his weaknesses, know best his ec-

centricities, for he is a free-living, out-

spoken man, easily gotten at, and his defects

and his excellences are unveiled. But the sum
total verdict is in the Colonel's favor. He is

a big, rough-and-ready figure, of much fore-

sight and of great energy, essentially the lead-

er of his great organization, essentially suc-

cessful, essentially likable. A man big in the

SColumbia
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f J Bicycles

COLONEL ALBERT A. POPE,

founder of the manufacture of bicycles in
the united states and pioneer of the

great movement for better
american roads.

Born, May 20, 1843.

trade recently said of him: "There is nothing

sinister about Pope," and perhaps no better

thing than that could be said of him.

Incidentally, a pamphlet is just being pub

lished, for private circulation, which will be of

great interest to students of bicycle history.

It is a history of Colonel Pope's connection

with the bicycle trade. From an advance

copy which has been placed at The Wheel's
disposal, the following interesting facts are

gleaned:

Colonel Pope's interest in the bicycle com-

menced in 1854, when he was the boy yictim

of the velocipede. A dozen years later he

rode the bone-shaker. In 1876 he saw the

first English bicycle, at the Centennial Ex-

hibition. In 187C, under the style of Albert

A. Pope & Co., he was in the shoe-finding

and air pistol and novelty business. This

languished, and in 1877 Colonel Pope was on
the market for something new, when he came
across John Harrington, an English traveler,

with whom he had had previous dealings, and

who was his guest during the summer of 1877.

The Colonel then resided at Newton, a Bos-
ton suburb. Harrington's recital of the Eng-
lish bicycles so fired the Colonel that he had a

wheel built by a Boston mechanic, the total

weight 70 pounds, the wdieel clumsy, and the

cost $313. The Colonel spent much of the

summer of 1877 in learning to ride this cum-
bersome machine, and in the spring of 1878,

when the bicycle business had been finally

started and a riding school was established,

the old wheel was fitted with rubber tires and
used in the school. Later it was sold, and all

efiforts to trace it have failed. Once it was
nearly located in North Adams, but the clue

was lost. A reward for the return of this

historic machine has frequently been offered

by the Pope Co., but no ont has had the good
fortune to claim it.

In the late summer of 1877, the Pope Mfg.
Co. was organized, under the laws of Con-
necticut, with offices at 87 Summer street,

Boston, three flights up, with a small capital

and big energy, and with a resolution to see

what was in the bicycle business. Mr. Har-
rington took back an order for some English

machines in 1877, but there was some delay,

and finally the Colonel ordered eight ma-
chines through Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,

a Boston importing house, the wheels being

50 and 52-inch. They arrived in January,

1878, and were displayed at 45 High street.

They were: two Coventry machines, two Du-
plex Excelsiors, two Singers, and two made
by Haynes & Jefifries. The first Columbia bi-

cycle made in America was modeled upon the

Duplex Excelsior. The working force of the

Pope Co. was the Colonel himself, his cousin,

E. W. Pope, and two boys. E. W. was the

bookkeeper and financial man, and the

Colonel was the managing man, and there

were no stenographers and all was noise—the

noise of repairing and the noise of teaching

—

and the business was carried on amidst this

chaos, the Colonel alternating between his

pine desk and all over the show.

The riding school was under the charge of

Will R. Pitman, whose enthusiasm in the

cause remains unabated to this day. The
pamphlet says of Mr. Pitman: "His enthusi-

asm for the new sport made many converts."

The original bicycles were replaced by an-

other lot, and by 1878 seventy-five English

machines had been imported. In 1878. the

Pope sale was 98 machines; 1879, 800; and

1880, twice that many wheels, being mostly

sold in the vicinity of Boston, but Baltimore

was taking a big interest in the new sport, the

interest being created by the Ariel and Para-

gon bicycles which had been left over from

the Philadelphia Exhibition.

By this time the necessity for manufactur-

ing became so great that in November, 1878,

the Weed Sewing Machine Co., Hartford,

started on fifty machines, and they were the

first bicycles manufactured in the United

States. Of course, they were the old ordinary

style, 46 to 56 inches, with steel rims, solid

rubber tires; iron tubing were the backbones,

and the scale capacity fifty pounds.

In the summer of '78, the Colonel made a

trip to Europe, to study the cycling situation.

On this occasion he was accompanied, or, at

least, was present at the Harrowgate Camp of

cycling men with J. S. Dean, of Boston, and

Herbert E. Owen, then of Washington.

At the outset of their career, the Pope Co.

encountered the Lallement patent, controlled

by Richardson & McKee. This Lallement
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patent was the basic patent of bicycling and

covered the application of the crank to the

forward wheel of a bicycle. Lallement prac-

tically made the first crank-driven bicycle, so

that the importance of this patent is easily

noted. The patent had been ofifered to

Cunningham, Heath & Co., a rival firm who
were then importing bicycles into Boston,

but their option expired, and, in 1878, a gen-

eral license was issued to the Pope Mfg. Co.

and Cunningham, Heath & Co., authorizing

them both to use the Lallement patent in the

United States. Later, the Colonel persuaded

Richardson & McKee to sell him one-half

their interest in the Lallement patent, the

other half being owned by the Montpelier

Mfg. Co., of Montpelier, Vt. As soon as he

had completed this purchase. Col. Pope took

the first train for Montpelier, arriving there

twenty-four hours before the letter of "those

who had thought to outwit him." A meeting

was held early the next morning, and the

Colonel used every effort, and the result was

that he purchased their half of the patent,

thus giving him control of it. Later, the

Richardson & McKee people sold their final

quarter interest to the Pope Co. The Popes

then began to issue licenses, even to the

Cunningham Co., who went out of the busi-

ness in 1885, the license fee being $10 for each

machine manufactured in this country. They
supplemented the Lallement patent with

hundreds of others, and maintained a patent

lawyer, Charles E. Pratt, at an annual fee;

they were hard patent fighters, and obtained

a good deal of money on various royalties

for several years. In passing, let a word of

praise be recorded for this same Chas. E.

Pratt, whose ability cut no small share in the

growth of the Pope Co.

It is the early history of a firm which car-

ries the most interest. It is the struggle for

the pins and pennies that call forth the great-

est energy, and are provocative of the

keener interest. After the small successes,

the big ones seem to come easy, and they

never seem to excite the same blood-boiling

sensation which is frequently known at the

start. The nickel once appears large, after-

ward the dollar seems small, and, then, later

on, in a monstrous success, the thousands

dwindle, and even the hundreds of thousands

do not startle. So that the early interesting

history of the Pope Co. is told in the above

extracts.

There seems to be some superstition in the

Pope Co., because in the pamphlet of the

Pope Co. some space is taken to set forth the

part which the figure 7 has played in the

Pope Co.'s history. They were first at 87

Summer street, then at 597 Washington

street, then at 77 and 79 Franklin; but at

219-225 Columbus avenue—in which there was

no 7—the building was burned to the ground

and $100,000 worth of bicycles destroyed.

The Pope Co. now has a Columbia factory,

a Hartford factory, a tube factory, a tire fac-

tory and a motor vehicle factory, all in Hart-

ford, employing 3,000 men, and interesting

one-fifth of the population of Hartford, to which

city the company has recently given a park.

This, with the 3,000 dealers with whom the

company do business, make the company one

of the biggest employers of the country

among private concerns. Perhaps few con-

cerns can point to a more contented family.

The most completely lost of all days is the

pleasant one on which you have not ridden.

HEAR THE RUMBLE?

It Comes From Boston and May Mean Much
to those who Make Tire-

menders.

Now that the use of plugs as means of clos-

ing punctures in single-tube tires is on the

wane, and the solution injector is in the as-

cendency, that legal troubles would sooner or

later result seemed certain.

The first rumble is now being heard. The
Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Co., whose
Vimoid solution and injector started the

plug on the down-grade, are creating the

rumble. It is not as loud as it may be later.

The warning has been issued. The "now be-

ware" is a matter of course.

The Vim people place their reliance in

patent No. 515,284, filed May 13, 1893, and
issued February 20, 1894, to Chas. E. Buck-
bee, of Flushing, Mich. They believe it

covers every method of repair by the injection

of plastic matter, and mean to proceed ac-

cordingly.

The Buckbee patent, which is now a docu-
ment of keen interest, is as follows:

The repairer is provided with a cylindrical cap,

which is threaded interiorily and is adapted to screw upon
the neck of an ordinary cement tube. The cap is pro-

vided with an outwardly extending needle, which
opens from the cap and which is slightly pointed at

its outer end, to enable it to be easily insetted in the

puncture of the tire or other tube. <i

In the tubular needle is carried a plunger, which is

long enough to extend through the needle and which
is preferably provided, at its outer _nd, with a coil

or ring, to prevent it from dropping through the nee-

dle, and this plunger is used for pushing back and
forth through the needle so as to prevent the needle
from being choked up by half dried cement, and it

may also be used for cleaning out the puncture in the

tube or tire which is to be repaired.

The tube is the ordinary flexible tube such as is

used for holding rubber cement, and in repairing a
tire or similar tube which has been punctured, the
needle is inserted while there is sufficient air pres-

sure in the tire to hold the inner tube in place, then
the air is allowed to escape through the needle before

the cap of the needle is screwed to the cement tube.

The cement tube is then screwed to the cap and the
wheel is inverted so that the cement will follow the

needle readily as it is pulled out of the tire. The
tube is squeezed until sufficient cement is passed
through the puncture of the tire to accumulate in a

small button on the inner side of the tire, after which
the needle is withdrawn, being meanwhile turned
slightly and the tube squeezed gently so that a crrent

of cement follows the needle and fills the puncture,
thus tightly sealing the same. If necessary,

the plunger may be inserted in the puncture before

applying the needle, so as to make sure that the nee-

dle will enter readily.

Having thus described my invention, I claim as

new and desire to secure by Letters Patent:

1. The method of repairing pneumatic tires which
consists in injecting rubber cement through a frac-

ture of the tube to cover the inner surface of the tube

about the point of fracture and then injecting an
additional quantity of the material to fill the fracture

from the inner surface to the exterior of the tube,

substantially as set forth.

2. The method of repairing pneumatic tires which
consists in inserting a tubular needle connected with

a supply of rubber cement into the hole or fracture to

be repaired, forcing sufficient of the cement through
the needle to cover the inner surface of the tube about
the point of fracture, and form a button thereon, and
withdrawing the needle while the tire is inverted so

that the current of cement will follow the needle and
fill the puncture, substantially as set forth.

3. A tire repairer comprising a flexible cement tube
closed at one end and open at the other, a cap adapt-

ed to fit the open end of the cement tube, and a tubu-

lar needle secured to the cap, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A tire repairer, comprising a cap adapted to be at-

tached to a source of cement supply, a tubular needle

leading from the cap, and a plunger adapted to fit

within the needle, substantially as described,

SUSTAINED FAIRBANKS AND BERLO.

In a recent decision in a case before the

United States Circuit Court for the Northern
District of New York, Justice Coxe sustained

the Fairbanks and Berlo patent of May 9,

1893, on wood rims for bicycle wheels.

The patent is for a rim composed of a series

of sections or plies of wood of varying course

or direction of grain, cemented together, the

ends of each section breaking joints with the

ends of adjacent sections.

The court held that "the introduction into

the art of the marked and at the present day
universally recognized improvement of the

patent required an exercise of the inventive

faculties. * * * Carriage wheels with the

ordinary compression spokes and reinforced

with iron tires had been made with laminated

fellies, but there is no pretense that the break
joint and varying grain features of the patent

are found in any of these structures, which
are not adapted for use in a wheel provided

with suspension spokes and pneumatic tires.

* * * The patentees have done much to

make the modern bicycle a perfect machine."

WILL CURE ELBOW-CROOKING.

Did you know that riding a bicycle was a

cure for the elbow-crooking habit? Well,

that's just what it is. Just as soon as the

Keeley people get onto it you will hear of

their falling into line with all the other busi-

nesses cycling is supposed to have ruined.

The discoverer of anti-jagism in pedaling says

that the reason therefor is perfectly easy to

understand. The continual up and down
movement of the leg acts upon the stomach
and bowels much as the working of an old-

fashioned blacksmith bellows acts upon the

upper or air chamber, within it.

When the body is in a state of repose what-

ever rum may be taken into the aesophagus

travels by easy, uninterrupted process through

the diaphragm to the cardiac orifice of the

stomach without in any way disturbing the

posterior mediastinum. Its entrance into the

stomach proper is encouraged by the mus-

cular contraction of the parvagum nerve.

Once in the stomach it is taken up by the

coating or absorbed by the food remaining

there in process of digestion. The nerves

being touched up by the alcohol, set fire, as it

were, convey the sensation gradually to all

parts of the body, and presently we find the

person in a state of inebriety.

The brain nerves being more sensitive than

any others, the liquor has more effect in the

head, and for that reason you find that a man
may be drunk and yet make use of all the

functions of the body except the brain. In

the cyclo-ride cure there are seen strange yet

perfectly natural antitheses. The pumping
motion of the legs has a tendency to close the

cardiac orifice of the stomach by raising the

diaphragm. It actually elevates that portion

of the anatomy above the tenth dorsal ver-

tebra.

The consequence is that whisky or beer

hastily drunk, and followed by even moderate

exercise on the wheel, is not able to find free

passage from the pharynx to the stomach,

therefore nausea and vomiting ensue. A
repetition of this several times a day soon

causes a distate for stimulants and a perman-

ent cure is the final result. If you do not be-

lieve this, choose any day but Sunday in this

vicinity and try it. Sunday experimenting is

difficult owing to Mr. Raines' restrictions.
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COURT OF APPEALS

Declares That I/Uggage-Carriers Placed in Cycle

Frames Are Not Patentable

Articles.

Chicago, May 17th.—Judges Woods, Jen-

kins and Showalter, of the United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals, have handed down a

decision which holds that the so-called tour-

ists' luggage-carrier has nothing about it to

ei'.title it to the protection of the patent laws.

The decision was in the appeal of the J. J.

Warren Company from an opinion of Judge
Grosscup that the patent was invalid. The
defendant was Harry M. Rosenblatt. The
luggage-carrier is the box-like trunk carried

inside the frame of a bicycle. Judge Jenkins,

in concluding the opinion of the court, said:

"What did the patentees accomplish? They
adapted the use of a valise or hand-bag and

confined its shape to the space between the

arch, strut and tie of the cycle. The specifica-

tion itself claims that when removed from the

machine it can be carried as an ordinary hand-

bag. This is, therefore, a mere change in

the shape of a hand-bag. To be sure, it over-

comes the objection of those which were for-

merly in use. It is more convenient, and by
means of straps and buckle fasteners it will

ncvt sway from side to side when the cycle is

in motion. There is, however, nothing novel

in such fastening and prevention of motion,

and we are unable to perceive anything in this

alleged invention except the adaptation in

shape and width of an ordinary hand-bag to
the space between the arch, strut and tie of
the machine. It is a mere change of form and
size, and that is not an invention. It even
does not exhibit a high degree of mechanical
skill."

NO LOVE OR CONSIDERATION FOR THE WHEEL.

The danger to pedestrians from bicycles

has been much discussed, and ordinances have

been framed to restrict cycle riding and to

surround it with such conditions that acci-

dents may be avoided. Reasonable riders

of the bicycle make no protest against these

restrictions. They recognize that they form

only a part of the community, and that the re-

mainder has rights which must be respected.

While conceding the rights of others, they

also claim the consideration due them.

The main cause of complaint at present is

regarding the wheelmen's relations with

drivers of horses. It is a fact which only

the riders of bicycles appreciate that there

are few drivers who are willing to recog-

nize that the wheel has any rights on the

road. Whether this is due to ignorance of

the law or pure maliciousness makes lit-

tle difference. But every rider of a wheel

knows that the most consideration he can

expect from a driver is to be ignored, while

often drivers seem to take a fiendish delight

in doing little things to annoy and even to en-

danger the wheelman.

This is specially true on country roads,

where the only part of the roadway of any

use for travel is the narrow strip worn smooth

by teams. It is seldom that a team turns out

to give the wheel its share of the road. The
result is that the bicycle rider must either

take chances on injuring his wheel on the

rough sideways or dismount. On crowded

streets it is no better. The driver goes on, re-

gardless of the wheel, and the wheelman is

obliged to dodge as best he can.

The impulsive man would save himself

sorrow by riding backward.

SAME PEOPLE

So the Defendants Said, When They Were
Sued by the Davidson Cycle

Company.

Milwaukee, May IS.^udge Ludwig and a

jury has decided the suit of the Davidson Cy-
cle Co. against Lindsay Bros., to recover the

value of a lot of bicycles seized on an attach-

ment in favor of the Lindsays.

It appears that the defendants, on January

16, 1896, sold a lot of bicycles to Davidson &
Sons for $1,791. Thepurchasers gave thirty-day

notes in payment, but before the notes were

due, it is alleged, the property of the firm was
transferred to another concern. Davidson &
Sons then made an assignment. The Davidson
Cycle Co. was organized after the failure and

began operations with the property, it is

claimed, that the Davidsons transferred prior

to the assignment.

The contention of the defendant was that

the Davidson Cycle Co. and the Davidson &
Sons Co. are one and the same organization

with the name changed, and the jury appears

to have agreed with them, having found for

the defendants on every question. Frank

Hoyt appeared for the plaintiff and W. J.

Turner for the defendants.

SORE ON THEM.

"You have a very fine climate here," said

the visitor to a resident. "Such a bracing air!"

"Yes," replied the resident, dyspeptically,

"but them there bysicklers come along and

pump the air into them wheels of theirs and

carry it off."

OOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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The Kansoo
A Revolution in §============ o

o
Tool-Bags I

->^v,

The Invention

Of the Age. .

.

THE KANSOO TOOL-BAG
Is without question the most practical, compact and serviceable tool-bag
that has ever been offered to the public. As shown in the illustration,

the different compartments are on a revolving cylinder. Each article,
such as the vvrench, l)ump, oiler and repair kit, has"a compartment for itself. Each revolution displays the tool desired. There can be
no mistake, no jumbling and no falling out. Rattling is entirely obviated. Those who have had trouble with their tool-bags in the
past, particularly at night, when it was essential to find some tool, know the annoyance they have been subjected to. Tools are lost,
and dropped out, and it is utterly impossible, without dislodging the entire contents of the bag, to find the tool you are after. The new
Kansoo Tool-Bag obviates all these difficulties.

MANUFACTURERS

Geo. Barnard & Co.,
Sixth Ave. and Pacific St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Also Manufacturers of BICYCLE CLOTHING,

RIDERS, when they purchase a wheel, should insist that the Kansoo Tool-Bag
be attached to the wheel.

DEALERS will find the Kansoo Tool-Bag a ready seller, and a bicycle fitted

with one of these tool bags will sell quicker than one without. Insist
that your manufacturer send bicycles fitted with the Kansoo Tool-Bag.

Ask your dealer for this Bag.
If he cannot furnish you, send
in currency or postal order,

and we will send you one by mail.

»1.25
©0©9QOQOQ90©0©©0©©OQOOO©00000€XK50000000000CX>000©OOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOO^

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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This cut in three sizes, 6x4^^, 9^x7^^ and 18^^x14, printed in three colors. Posters complete. Prices on application.
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THEY SAY THEY ARE INNOCENT.

Chicago, May 14.—Three days ago Thomas
Cahill, F. W. Smith and W. P. Gaskell were

prosperous bicycle dealers on North Clark

street. To-day they occupy cells at detective

headquarters in the City Hall. All three are

arrested on criminal charges, and will be ar-

raigned in court.

The men were formerly employed by the

Calumet Bicycle Company, and for months, it

is said, they carried away quantities of bicycle

sundries. Such a large amount was taken, it

is claimed, that a few weeks ago the three

were enabled to give up their positions and

go into the bicycle business on their own ac-

count. Everything went well until their for-

mer employers discovered that their stock was

short about $1,200 worth of goods. Then an

investigation was commenced, the three men
were suspected, and warrants issued for their

arrest; but it was not until yesterday after-

noon that the police were able to find them.

The prisoners deny the allegations, and say

they will have no difficulty in proving their

innocence.

NO LONGER ON THE RAGGED EDGE.

Mr. T. A. Edge has evidently made a suc-

cess of cribbing from American papers and

then sneering at the source from which the

only bright things appearing in the "Cyclers'

News" ever came. As proof that cribbing

from and sneering at America appeals to

British patriotism and pockets, the "Cyclers'

News" is to be stock-companied to the tune

of $60,000, out of which Mr. Edge, cribber and

sneerer, is to pocket $15,000 in cash, $30,000

in stock and a five years' contract for further

cribbing and sneering at an annual compen-

sation of $2,000. After this, who will dare

say virtue is not its own and everlasting re-

ward?

INSURED TO COVER.

Northampton, Mass., May 14.—Fire on

Wednesday considerably damaged the proper-

ty and stock of the Northampton Bicycle Co.,

makers of the Northampton bicycle. A few

crated wheels were destroyed, but the prin-

cipal damage was to several hundreds of fin-

ished frames which hung on overhead racks.

The loss, $12,000, was fully covered by insur-

ance.

Several press reports stated that it was the

Hampshire Cycle Co. which had been burned,

but these were incorrect. The fire did not

touch the Hampshire works.

AN ARTISTIC FAILURE.

"Your husband enameled your wheel him-

self, didn't he?"

''Well, yes, I suppose he got some of the

enamel on the machine, but you wouldn't

think it possible if you could have seen the

house and his clothes when he was finished."

LUTHY'S EQUIPMENTS.

In addition to the usual wrench, screw-

driver, oiler and repair kit, Luthy & Co. in-

clude in the equipment of all of their wheels, a

ball case with extra balls, a lamp bracket,

chain lubricant and a chain cleaner.

WON OUT ON POPULAR PRICES.

Toledo, May 15.—No factory has enjoyed a

greater proportionate prosperity this year than

has the Kirk-Young Mfg., Co., of this city,

who, though, as cycling history goes, are but

recently birthed, have carved a notch for

themselves.

Against all precedent, the Kirk-Young Co.

in forecasting their '97 plans, determined on a

$50 and $75 list as a basis for their business,

and it seems they guessed well.

The best proof of the accuracy of the fore-

sight is the fact that for over a month their

factory has been going twenty-two hours a

day in the efifort to keep on handshaking

terms with the demand.

They are now in the comfortable position

of having enough to do every ten-hour day,

but make the point that night work would be

resorted to if necessary to avoid the reverse

proposition of failing to promptly supply their

customers.

As is well-known the product of the Kirk-

Young folks is the Yale wheel, made in two
models, outside joints and flush joints re-

spectively, at $60 and $75.

A project which the Yale people have under

consideration is the building and marketing

of a tandem—an up-to-date, thoroughly com-
mercial, flush-joint afTair, which, in the event

of its birth, will be listed at $100.

.^ .^

THE CORD PRODUCES A CHORD.
''"^

Shone-Hanna Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

have added to their stock and are American
and Canadian sales agents for a new rotary

bell, which has extreme simplicity and has re-

markable lightness and lack of bulk to com-
mend it.

As the cut shows, the edge of the bell's

wheel is about half an inch from the tire. By
a mere touching of the cord attached to the

handle-bar, the wheel is brought into contact

with the tire; the motion of the latter instant-

ly sets the former revolving, causing the gong
to strike continuously. The retail price of the

bell, complete, is $1.25.

WITH FEATURES OF ITS OWN,

The Cooper Lamp Co., Plainfield, N. J.,

has added the manufacture of bicycle lamps to

its business. The new lamp will have features

all its own.

BELIEVES IT WILL BE VICTORIOUS.

A charter has just been obtained for a bi-

cycle railroad system between Amesbury and

Exeter, N. H., whereat there is much re-

joicing. The line will be ten miles in length,

and will be the first of the kind in New Eng-
land. It is said a speed of a mile a minute
will be attained. A. H. Overman is an en-
thusiastic believer and stockholder in this

system of railroading.

FOR THOSE WHO DISLIKE REPAIRING.

"While it is a well-known fact that in a G.

& J. detachable tire, a puncture of almost any

size can be quickly and easily repaired by the

rider on the road, without tools of any kind,"

says the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., in an-

nouncing their list of free repair depots,

"there are people who do not care to bother

with the most simple operation of repairing

wheel or tire. For the benefit of that class,

and also those who are unfortunate enough to

meet with accidents which totally disable their

tires as, for instance, long cuts in the outer

case, a numb€r of G. & J. free-repair and re-

placement depots have been established by the

Gormully & Jefifery Mfg. Co. at the following

named addresses and under the management
of the concerns named:

Philadelphia, Tenth and Arch streets,

Chas. S. Smith & Co.; San Francisco, Tenth

and Stevenson streets, Thos. H. B. Varney;

Louisville, 426 Fourth avenue, Prince Wells;

Syracuse, 109 W. Jefferson street, Spalding &
Co.; Pittsburg, 439 Wood street, J. B. Kaer-

cher; Minneapolis, 517 Hennepin avenue,

Frederick Roach; Ogden, Utah, 2461 Wash-
ington avenue, Browming Bros.; Salt Lake
City, 155 Main street. Browning Bros.; Port-

land, Ore., 127 Sixth street, Fred. T. Merrill

Cycle Co. ; Omaha, 313 South Fifteenth street,

F. M. Russell; St. Louis, Washington avenue

and Twenty-fourth street, J. B. Sickles Sad-

dlery Co.; New Orleans, 511 Canal street,

Stauffer, Eshleman & Co.; all G. & J.

branches, viz.: Boston, 174 Columbus ave-

nue; Brooklyn, 344 Flatbush avenue; New
York, 939 Eighth avenue; Washington, 1325'

Fourteenth street, N. W. ; Buffalo, 509 Maim
street; Cincinnati, 516 Main street; Detroit,.

201 Woodward avenue; Chicago, 85 Madisom
street.

At these free-repair depots all G. & J. tires'

will be repaired, if punctured, and re-vulcan-

ized if cut, without charge for such services.

BISONS ON THE BOULEVARD.

While the average New Yorker imagines

that all the Bisons in the city are confined to

Central Park's zoological garden, there are a

goodly number of them to be found on the

highways and byways of the city, neverthe-

less. In fact, the demand for these cycles

—

not the American buffalo—has been sufficient

to induce the New York agents of Seyfang &
Prentiss, of Buffalo, the Burke-Roberts Co.,

to open a handsome branch store at 894

Boulevard, in the heart of Gotham's great

cycling playground. Their main New York
store is at 66 West Broadway, where S. J.

Burke holds forth and pushes the Bison line.

Mr. Burke was employed by the Humber Co.

in England for several years before coming to

this country, and his long acquaintance with

the trade stands him in good use. He states

that he is well satisfied with the season's

trade thus far, although he finds a pronounced

tendency for cheap machines in preference to

high-grade wheels. The Boulevard store is

in charge of J. E. Roberts.

PROTECTION FOR LILY-WHITE FINGERS.

A sunshade for the hands has been patented

by a Brooklyn man. It is attached to the

handle-bar near the grips, and may be set at

any angle. It is not stated that the inventor

believes he is supplying "a long-felt want,"
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Morgan StWRiGHTTiREs

ARE GOOD TIRES

Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires

They are getting out

quick-repair tools this year.

They do this every year.

The Morgan & Wright
quick-repair strip is the

only practical way. It means
carrying a strip of patching
rubber inside your inner

tube instead of inside your
tool bag.

1

Ask dealers and

riders what our

guarantee means.

Morgan iWRiGHTliREs

ari: good TIRES

Morgan &WrightTires

are good TIRES
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VANCOUVER'S VANGUARD.

Vancouver, B. C, May 6.—The trade in

British Columbia is divided between Ameri-

can and Canadian makers.

Among the leading dealers are the Hudson

Bay Co., who handle Comet bicycles at their

stores in Victoria and Vancouver, and E. G.

Prior & Co., Ltd., who also have establish-

ments at those places, and who deal in the

Harris-Massey wheels. Norman Caple & Co.

have the Gendron, and J. H. Duncan has the

Windsor. Thos. Dunn & Co., Ltd., are agents

for the Evans & Dodge, while F. J. Painton

& Co. represent the Crawford, Centaur and

K. O. S. The Goold Bicycle Co., Toronto,

has a depot of its own in this city. Wm.
Ralph, stove and tinware dealer, recently

added the sale of the Union bicycle to his

business.

John Barnsley & Co., of Victoria, have the

Victor, Remington and Stearns. C. Cocking,

the pioneer dealer in Vancouver, recently

establish a branch in Nanaimo. He will ad-

vance the! interests of the Hyslop and the

March-Davis in both cities. In Nanaimo, H.

A. Lozier^ & Co. have a wide-awake agent in

the person of J. H. Good, who also conducts

a branch store in Wellington. In the latter

place, Leiser & Hamburger also sell bicycles,

the New Barnes being their leader.

ENJOYING AN OFFICIAL FLAVOR.

Since Police Commissioner Andrews

adopted the WolfT-American for the New
York bicycle squad and put his pen to paper

in praise of the wheel, R. H. Wolff & Co.

report that inquiries from the police authori-

ties of several other cities have written them

to learn "what's what." Commissioner An-

drews' indorsement has also given Wolfif &
Co. something of a corner on the patronage

of the fire, the street cleaning and the lamp-in-

specting departments.

WHO WON IT ON A RAMBLER.

Brazi! :is coming on. A cycling journal,

"Revista Velocipedica," has been established

in Buenos Ayres. Two French, one English

and one American bicycle—the Rambler—are

advertised in its pages. The first issue also

includes a full-page portrait of the Brazilian

champion, Manuel R. Linares, who won the

title on a Rambler.

MISTAKES WILL HAPPEN.

The types in last week's Wheel made F.

M. Sproehnle the president of the Monarch

Cycle Mfg. Co., instead of president of the

Fowler Co. However, the former company is

so good, so solid and so successful, that the

correction is scarcely necessary, except in the

interest of the fact.

BANDMEN'S BEST FRIEND.

Several bands of musicians are negotiat-

ing with R. H. Wolff & Co. for a large num-

ber of Duplexes to be utilized for parade pur-

poses, the double-seated machine naturally

having many advantages over the single ma-

chine when one has to ride and play at the

same time.

IN HONOR OP A HOME TOWN.

A $50 wheel has been added to the Hunter

Arms Co.'s line. It will be titled the "Ful-

ton," in honor of the New York town in

which the Hunter factory is located.

GOES RIGHT TO THE SPOT.

When John F. Palmer, now the head of the

Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., first became in-

terested in bicycle tires he was engaged in

selling the picturesque Broncho chainless bi-

cycles for Thos. Kane & Co., of Chicago,

and the writer well remembers the furore

which was created in Windy City cycling

circles by the heavy-as-lead, but puncture-

The Original Palmer Jiffy.

proof tire which he then devised. The tire,

jabbed with nails, pins, and tacks, excited the

wonder of all, and when the report got abroad

that H. A. Lozier had offered Palmer $25,000

for the invention, the Chicagoan, who was
then a prominent club man, began to assume

importance in the eyes of his mates. They

The Palmer Jiffy in Section.

marveled that he should refuse the "princely

ofifer."

These reminiscences arise from the recent

exploiting and quite general adoption of

"solution injectors" as the proper repair tools

for single-tube tires. They recall that when
Palmer tires were first marketed, the plug

was unknown. In 1892 double-tube tires were

repaired much as they are to-day, while

single-tube tires—then a, small factor and

fighting desperately for popularity—were re-

paired with rubber bands, pieces of rubber

string, and such devices. The only excep-

tion was the method advocated by the Palmer

Mending Puncture with Palmer Jiffy.

Pneumatic Tire Co. They used a solution in-

jector.

This was in 1892. And the injector was tlie

invention of John F. Palmer.

The Palmer JifTy is an effective and practical

tool. Usually the patch or plug can be dis-

pensed with entirely, yet the plug can be ef-

fectively used in conjunction with the Jiffy.

The Palmer Jiffy consists of a holder for the

collapsible tube of solution, with a nozzle

that is conical, presenting elongated openings,

the nozzle being adapted to enter the puncture

freely. The holder is provided with a

plunger, operated with a screw, which serves

to collapse the tube and force the solution

into the tire.

The chief advantage of the Palmer Jiffy is

in the nozzle. It insures an even spreading

of the solution immediately over the puncture

—just where needed. There is no chance of

"missing fire." Pump the tire to half-riding

pressure, force the cement into the puncture,

give a twist or two, withdraw the tool, wait

a minute for the solution to set, pump up your

The Palmer Jiffy Encased.

tire, and ride off. If the nail penetrates the

rim side of the tire, press down, and put in

another injection on the tread side. If the

injury is a bad cut, wrap the tire with tire

tape, inject an extra quantity of cement, pump
up your tire, and go on your way rejoicing.

The price of the Palmer Jiffy is 50 cents,

with liberal discounts to the trade.

NO WHEEL MORE CONSCIENTIOUSLY MADE.

In the face of keen competition and despite

the price of their wheel, $150, Luthy & Co.,

Peoria, 111., have been making an impression

in the East, where their campaign is being

waged aggressively. In this city, the Luthy
agency has been established with Austin

Remsen, 150 Nassau street, who has a full line

of the wheels in stock. In Philadelphia, the

firm is represented by J. Wesley Johnson, 1016

Chestnut street, and in Baltimore by the Mt.

Royal Cycle Co. The catalogue, which is being

generally distributed, is well worth perusal. It

cannot fail to enlighten one on many fine

points of cycle construction or to impress the

reader with the exceeding care with which

every feature of the Luthy wheel has been

designed and carried out; it only serves to

confirm what every one in position knows:

that there does not exist a more conscien-

tiously made bicycle than the Luthy, than

which no higher praise can be accorded.

A MAN OF MEN.

Ill-health has again compelled E. H. Wil-

cox—"Ned" Wilcox—to retire from active

business life. He left his position as manager

of the Iver-Johnson cycle department last

week, and returned to his farm at Genoa, 111.

Wilcox has been a long and patient sufferer

and held on until he broke down completely.

He has looked so distressed for several

months past that his retirement was not un-

expected, but if hearty wishes will bring back

the veteran's health, none will recover

quicker. There are few men who have served

the cycling cause for nineteen years, as has

Wilcox, and the few are valuable.

CHAMPION OF GERMANY NOW.

Nick E. Kaufmann, formerly of Rochester,

N. Y., who is now residing at Ohrdruf, Ger-

many, and is there the recognized champion

trick rider, has ordered two Bi-Gears of the

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., for his personal use.

They were shipped him last week.

AMERICA WINS THE FIRST.

They've had their first coasting contest in

Canada, which is of interest in the States, be-

cause the winner, C. Richardson, was mounted

on an American wheel, a Cleveland.

EARLY BIRDS, THESE.

Boston's Cycle Board of Trade is so elated

over the success of its recent cycle show, that

application has already been made for a sanc-

tion for next year.
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What a Competitor

Said of

WorldCveLES
In New York City

Last Week:

'-THE WORLD' is without a doubt

the FINEST TYPE OF A HiGH-GrADE BiCYCLE

EVER PRODUCED in this or any other

country."

TRUTH IS MIGHTY.

Worlds" are never troublesome.

They hold all the Records.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARVVELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF &• MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

AGENTS, WRITE FOR AGENCY.

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford. Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

B04-B06 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Albernini.—D. M. Patterson, sold out to Wm. Hilli-

gass.

CALIFORNIA.
Los Angeles.—J. Holcomb purchased the Boyle

Heights Cyclery.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—The Hydrocyclc Mfg. Co., incorpor-

ated with E. S. Randall, president; A. P. Gordon,

vice-president; and C. H. Pirtle, secretary and treas-

urer. Capital stock, $10,000.

GEORGIA.
Atlanta.—Cabaniss & Castle Cycle Co., succeeded by

Willingham & Castle, Mr. Harry Cabaniss having sold

his interest to Richard F. Willingham.

Augpsta.—Southern Cycle & Sporting Goods Co. Re-

ceiver E. J. Costello offers entire stock at public

sale.

ILLINOIS.

Auburn.—Savage & Ramsey, harness, etc., contem-

plates adding bicycles.

Chicago.—The Chicago Handle-Bar Co. certified to

a reduction of capital stock from $25,000 to $10,000.

Chicago.—The Thorsen Co., incorporated by Geo. T.

Langbelle, Jas. Thorsen, Sr., and Geo. C. Miller;

to deal in bicycles. Capital stock, $5,000.

Danville.—Chas. Swisher, sold out to M. H. Force

and A. E. Fowler.

Rock Island.—Hansen & Mintz, new firm; bicycles.

INDIANA.
Dana.—E. P. Helt, hardware, sold out to B. F.

Bolinger, who will add bicycles.

KANSAS.
Inman.—Perner & Harms, new store.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Hyde Park.—Corbett & Andrews, who recently as-

signed, have filed schedule of assets and liabilities.

The liabilities amount to $4,191; assets consist of stock

in the Hyde Park store, buildings in Hull, etc., upon
all of which are mortgages.

Northampton.—The Northampton Cycle Co., dam-
aged by fire. Loss, $12,000; fully covered by in-

surance.

Northboro.—L. Guertin new store in Brigham Bldg.

North Brookfield.—S. D. Converse, new repair store

in Walker Block.

MICHIGAN.
Hartford.—D. W. Lewis, new repair store in Ander-

son Bldg.

Jackson.—C. A. Cone, filed chattel mortgages aggre-

gating $3,300.

MINNESOTA.
Caledonia.—A. J. Flynn, hardware, has added bi-

cycles.

Hastings.—G. A. Mahar, new store, cor. Second and
Vermilion streets.

Minneapolis.—Salisbury & Satterlee have added bi-

cycles.

Rushmore.—Ferrin & James, succeeded by A. W.
Ferrin.

MISSOURI.
Fayette.—Bell Bros., reported assigned.

NEW JERSEY.
Newark.—Warwick Tube Co., Roderick Byington,

appointed receiver. Liabilities estimated at $10,000.

Passaic.—Central Bicycle Agency, reported gave bill

of sale for $1.

NEW YORK.
Cazenovia.—Geo. A. Benjamin, new store in Linck-

lan street.

New York.—The Sol. Heyman Co., incorporated by
Rachel Heyman, Sigmund Heyman and Henry Blu-

menthal; to deal in carpets, household goods and bi-

cycles. Capital, $100,000.

New York.—Sickles & Nutting Co., incorporated to

deal in bicycles. Directors: J. R. Nutting, R. Sick-

les and F. I. Simpson.

Utica.—Otto L. Endres, recorded chattel mortgage
for $90.

OHIO.
Elyria.—The Brown Saddle Co., incorporated by M.

B. Johnson, C. C. Ford, R. A. Wilbur, C. J. Gould
and H. H. Johnson; to manufacture bicycle and other

saddles. Capital, $100,000.

Geneva.—C. E. Slocum and C. A. Bartholomew, new
store at Centennial and Forest streets.

Geneva.—D. R. Grace, new store in old Reid Block.

Toledo.—Ott & Henley, removed into larger quar-

ters at 602 Monroe street.

Toledo.—Baker & Rosebrugh, new store in Bennett
Block.

ONTARIO.
Simcoe.—Geo. Gilmour, repairer, damaged by fire.

Loss, $800; no insurance.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—The Wm. J. Haines Co., reported sold

out.

Philadelphia.—C. Curtis & W. Curtis, will manufacture
bicycle sundries and handle bicycle parts at 911 Wal-
nut street.

Pittsburg.—Pittsburg Cycle Co. Reported gave ex-

ecution for $7,253.

Roxborough.—E. Whitty, of Germantown, will open
store here.

NORTH DAKOTA.
Sioux Falls.—Gregory & Maxwell succeeded by

Gregory & Leavitt.

Veblin.—A. K. Ingebo, new store.

TEXAS.
Fort Worth.—Vasser & Son, sold out.

VIRGINIA.

Norfolk.—S. L. Sears, assigned to Bruce Simmons,
trustee. He reserves tools and utensils, valued at $100.

The following are preferred creditors: W. C. Smith,
$100; A. A. O'Neil & Bro., $312.75; W. N. White, all

money due him. Liabilities, upward of $1,000; assets

not stated.

Norfolk.—The White Cycle Co., incorporated by L.
B. White, L. W. White and H. L. White. Capital.

$10,000.

WASHINGTON.
Seattle.—Dingley-Hardwick Co., stock sold b> sheriff.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—Bamboo Cycle Co., filed notice of dis-

solution.

Milwaukee.—Huseby Cycle Co. Receiver H. B.

Casper will sell stock at public auction.

BORN OF LONG THOUGHT.

"After four years of experimentation,"

Adams C. Hendricks, Martinsbiirg, W. Va.,

has invented a back-pedaling brake, applied

at the crank-axle.

ORDER A HUNDRED TANDEMS.

A. H. Tennis, the Warwick agent in this

city, has placed an order for 100 Warwick
tandems, which, he believes, is the largest or-

der ever given for two-seaters.

FOR NINE MONTHS.

The Treasury Department has just issued

its report of the exports of bicycles during the

month of March and for nine months ending

with March, the latest period for which the

figures have been compiled:
For March. Nine Mos.

United Kingdom $327,332 $1,415,116
Germany 171,927 488,762
France 61,275 143,053
Other European countries 176,762 692,920
British North America 114,376 339,563
Mexico 5,200 53,095
Cent'l Amer. & British Honduras 2,496 49,453
Cuba 152 1,469
Puerto Rico 239 3,199
Santo Domingo 834 3,214
Other West Indies & Bermuda.. 11,243 88,434
Argentina 10,245 32,248
Brazil 1,768 17,627
Colombia 1,254 18,179
Other South Amer. Countries 5,133 55,388
China 981 10,978
British Australia 54,224 578,231
British East Indies 800 11,993
Other Countries in Asia and
Oceanica 9,250 66,185

Africa 21,723 96,883

$977,214 $4,165,990

ONE WEEK'S SHIPMENTS.

Exports of bicycles from port of New York
during the week ending May 11th.

Hane 2,377
Hull 1,750
Inverness 140
London 35,972
Liverpool 408
Newfoundland 26
New Zealand 1,146
Porto Rico 297
Peru 425
Rotterdam 5,128
Stockholm 2,507
Southampton 12,571
Tasmania 46
Turin 2,696
U. S. of Columbia.. 713
Venezuela 60
Wiborg 5,665

Antwerp $ 4,984
864
160

1,410
636
492

11,032
55
28

710
2,813
5,458
2,010
451
923
643

. 600

. 3,553
3

. 72,087

Aberdeen

Belfast
British Australia...
British East Indies
British West Indies

Berlin
Copenhagen ...

Chili
Central America
Glasgow
Gothenburg
Genoa
Helsingford
Hamburg

$180,839

BACKING UP THE PRICE WITH MONEY.

Reports of probable reduction of price

have brought the Overman Wheel Co. to the

front with an announcement that the pric. of

Victors will remain at $100 throughout the

entire season of '97; they further guarantee
to refund any purchaser of a $100 Victor the

difference between $100 and any price they
may establish later in the season.

GONE TO BOWLING GREEN.

The Eastern sales ofifice of the Union
Drawn Steel Co., of Beaver Falls, Pa., has

been removed from 136-138 Liberty street,

this city, to the Bowling Green Building, 5-

11 Broadway. The concern has supplied con-

siderable material to the cycle trade.

" PASSED " ON THE " MONEY QUESTION."

The "money question" has so distressed

the Warwick Tube Co., Newark, N. J., that

the property has passed into the hands of a

receiver. Roderick Byington was the man
named by the court, on Tuesday of this week.
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Ŝuccess.

It's the agent

that makes the wheel
—or kills it.

The phenomenal "Windsor" success is largely due to our

policy of securing only the best agents—pay liberally, allow ex-

travagant terms

—

but get them ! We've got over 8oo, but want

more.

It will not be too late June ist to take up an agency.

Compare " Windsor " bicycles with any wheel made—or any

of its many improvements with same improvements on any other

wheel. This comparison shows the other side of the " Windsor "

success.

Then write to us for further particulars concerning an agency.

Don't write if you are not a man capable of handling a big business.

Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co.,

KENOSHA, WIS.
New York-101-103 Duane St., Hermann Boker & Co., Eastern Agents.

CHICAGO OFFICE- 286 Wabash Ave.

DULUTH—Marshall Wells Hardware Co.,

Agents for the Northwest and Pacific Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PRIVATE BUSINESS A PUBLIC TRUST.

There be those in all businesses, that of the

cycle not excepted,who seem to conduct their

dealings according to the lines shadowed in

..lathew XX., 15, wherein is the question put:

"Is it not lawful for me to do what I will

with my own?" If I have the capital to drive

a rival out of business by cutting prices lower

and longer than he can stand it, haven't I a

right to do it? Or, if I control the sale of a

necessary article, haven't I the right to force

the price up as high as I can?

But trade is nowadays working more and

more closely to the prmciple which Roman
lawyers laid down before the dar.^ ages: "So
use what is yours as not to injure what is an-

other's." Business is not charity; but it is

justice. A man's business is his own, but not

his hammer, to crush a competitor, or his

lancet to bleed a customer. It is a certainty

that the world shall see this principle wrought
further into statute law than it has yet been.

All private business is a sort of public trust

—that is, for the public benefit, including,

of course, the benefit of the man who carries

it on. It is to be worked for all it is worth,

not to him alone, but also to those whose
wants he supplies. By supplying their wants

he makes his living. The more and the bet-

ter he does it, the more he makes by it. But

is he to think only of what he thus gets, and

not equally of what he thus gives?

This, then, is his trust, his public trust, to

care as much for what he gives as for what he

gets; to make his business worth as much for

public as for private benefit. There are men
in the cycle trade now who act on this social

theory. Conscience and a sense of personal

honor, stimulated by the public approval of

their example, ma" be relied on to bring it

untimately into general adoption. The time

will come when business generally will be

done on this basis.

WOULD DO A WORLD OF GOOD.

An Illinois lawmaker has proposed an

amendment to the libel law in that State,

making it illegal for any newspaper to eulo-

gize unduly any person or persons, thus mis-

leading the public by creating reputation

upon no foundation of merit. If this Illinois

legislator really wants to accomplish some-

thing he will incorporate the one word "arti-

cle" with those of persons, whereupon he will

bring on his head the blessings of every man
connected with a trade paper, while, at the

same tirne, decreasing materially the postal

receipts of third-class matter in the Chicago

post-ofifice.

SILENCE SHOWS WISDOM.

''But what makes you think Newrider really

knows anything about cycle construction or

propulsion?"

"I've got the best evidence in the world.

He's never said a word about either. If he

didn't know anything about it, he would be

saying columns."

WHERE MONEY WAS SAVED.

"It seems to me, Robert," said Mrs. Fulish,

"it would be a waste of money to buy a tan-

dem when each of us already has a single."

"That's just like a woman," retorted Fulish.

"Don't you see, Amelia, that when we go rid-

ing on a tandem in the evening, we will only

need one lamp!"

HERE IS POPE'S LATEST.

The Columbia horseless carriage was
launched, so to speak, on Thursday of last

week. For a year or more the experimental

vehicle has been frequently seen on the streets

adjacent to the Pope Mfg. Co.'s plant in Hart-

ford, but it was only last week that the ma-
chine was formally declared perfected and ex-

hibited to a number of invited guests and

newspaper people.

There are many "bicycle ideas" in the car-

riage, although the power is supplied by stor-

age batteries. The batteries weigh 850

pounds, the entire weight of the carriage be-

ing 1,800 pounds, this weight of battery being

adequate to drive the carriage about thirty

miles on smooth, level roads without recharg-

ing. :

A meter is provided which shows at any

time to what extent the batteries are ex-

hausted, so there is no danger of being caught

a distance away from home without sufficient

power to return.

The expense of charging is very slight;

where the current is taken from the city

^. r-"^'

mains, the cost for each full charge does not

exceed 50 cents. If the carriage owner pos-

sesses a private electric plant, the cost is

much less, and under favorable conditions

would not exceed ^ cent per mile.

In this connection it is interesting to know
that before venturing to produce the electric

carriages for sales purposes, the Pope people,

with the aid of cyclometers, obtained the

best data possible upon the subject of mileage

requirements of private citizens, surgeons, ex-

pressmen, and other constant users of vehicles.

Some idea of the periodical expense of run-
ning a carriage whose mileage cost of opera-

tion is known, may be derived from the fact

that this investigation indicated an average
travel of about eighteen miles per day, and,

with one exception, a maximum mileage not

exceeding twenty-five. That exception was
in the case of a veterinary surgeon who had
a large country practice.

The carriages are designed for a maximum
speed of between fourteen and fifteen miles

per hour on good roads. There are also

three lesser speeds, one of twelve, one of six,

and one of three miles per hour. All these

speeds can be obtained backwards by a very

simple manipulation, and the carriage is

steered with ease and a minimum of mus-
cular effort. There is a powerful foot-brake

which can be quickly and effectively applied,

and a warning signal is provided of distinc-

tive and powerful, though agreeable tone.

When leaving the carriage standing in the

street or elsewhere, one can, by taking Out the

emergency plug, which is of a size to con-

veniently go into the waistcoat pocket, make
it impossible for any one, not possessing a

similar plug, to use the carriage. The conec-

tion is broken by removing this plug, so that

the carriage cannot again be moved by its

own power until the plug is replaced.

The wheels are fitted with ball-bearings,

which are also used elsewhere throughout the

carriage wherever of possible advantage. The
tires are three-inch pneumatic. The frame is

of steel tubing, and the running-gear is made
dust and mud proof by gear cases.

CRANK-LENGTH AND GEARING.

Years ago, and not so very many years ago.

either, an adjustable crank was one of the

talking points on a wheel; experience, how-
ever, showed that not one person in every,

twenty who rode a safety ever altered his

leverage in this way. The improved appear-

ance of the non-variable crank at once caught

the racing man's taste, and, of course, the road

rider and the general public followed in his

wake.

By a consensus of opinion, arrived at in

some unexplainable manner, a six-and-a-quar-

ter-inch crank was fixed on as the correct

thing for everybody—long or short, stout or

slender. They were at liberty to vary their

gear at will, but fashion ordained that their

cranks must be neither more nor less than six

and a quarter inches. This undoubtedly did

cycling a good turn, inasmuch as it turned

the cycle designers' attention towards pro-

ducing the neat and quickly interchangeable

gear-wheel now so general. Still, even that

does not reconcile the absurdity of the crank

fashion with common sense.

It is almost a self-evident fact that a rider

with, say, a .36-inch leg can use a longer crank

than a man to whom nature has only conceded

30 inches. Six inches may be too long a

crank for the latter, but it may also be too

short a one for the former, and, though vary-

ing the gearing is, of course, a sound me-

chanical theory, it is adapting only a portion

of the teachings of mechanical science to the

designing of the bicycle.

CHOICES TWO.
He had worn the tire off his last year's wheel

;

No longer his friends would admire it;

So all he could do with his good old friend,

Was either to re-tire or retire it.
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EDISON ON MOTORS.

He Tells What He Knows About Them
and Their Possibilities in the

Future.

Undoubtedly Thomas A. Edison has been

a prolific and successful inventor; he has also

been, and still is, an inexhaustible mine of

material for the copy-grinders, which mine

they persistently work, though the product

almost invariably shows much need of refin-

ing, being crude, unsatisfactory and sensa-

tional. With the long experience of the Pope

Co. in cycle construction, added to the com-
pany's expensive study of motor propulsion

resulting in a motor vehicle, not a motor

cycle, it is with some degree of disbelief that

Mr. Edison is credited with fathering the fol-

lowing press yarn. Horseless carriages at

$100 each is the hope now held out by this

yarn. Motor vehicles for the masses and every

man his own motorman. Experiments, it is

claimed, have been in progress at the factory

of the General Electric Co., at Schenectady,

N. Y., which have resulted in the announce-

ment that the market is soon to be flooded

with horseless carriages at a price that will

bring them within the reach of everybody.

Every man who is now able to own a bicycle

will soon be able to own a road cart, or a

landau, or a victoria, for the use of himself

and his family, according to this yarn.

Thomas A. Edison is credited with having

devised the motor by which these cheap

machines are to be fitted. This is not the

case, however. When interviewed, he veri-

fied the statement that the General Electric

Co. was preparing to ofifer cheap motor car-

riages to the general market, but denied that

he had devoted any time to them.

"Oh, yes," he said, "the boys up there tell

me they have a cheap motor and that they are

going to turn out a large number of low-

priced vehicles, but it is not my work. In-

venting motors is too dead easy for me to de-

vote time to it. I have dabbled at such a

thing during spare moments, but purely on

my own account.

"The thing I am making is to be used on

a tricycle, to pull me up this hill every day."

and he pointed to the steep decline leading

through Llewellyn Park from his residence

to the laboratory at the foot of the slope.

"That, however, is only for my private use. I

am building for the purpose a tiny motor that

will generate a great power. Yes, electricity,

of course, is the force. This motor will be at-

tached to the axle and will be hardly large

enough to be noticed at all. That can be done

easily, because I only intend using it for this

short distance. Where a motor is to serve

for several miles, it must of necessity be

larger.

"The whole problem rests in the construc-

tion of cheaper and lighter motors. Over two

thousand men are at work in this country

alone trying to invent better motors for

horseless vehicles. Hundreds of others in

Europe are also engaged in the same task.

It is only a matter of time. The automobile

is bound to be in general use before long.

Take the bicycle, for instance. The high-grade

wheels which cost $100 each to-day will in a

few years at best drop to $50, and the ma-

chines that can now be bought for from $50

to $75 apiece will cost only $15 or $20.

"The same thing will be the outcome of

the experiments with horseless carriages. The

motors now cost from $250 to $350 each. The
price will eventually be reduced, if the boys

in the factory up at Schenectady have not al-

ready reduced it, to from $25 to $50. The
motors will also be made smaller and more
easily manipulated. That means that tricycles

and light road vehicles can be put on the mar-

ket at a cost of $100 to $125 each. Of course,

the cost of the superstructure can be made
little or much—just as carriages cost more
than buggies—but a serviceable light vehicle

to carry two or even four people can be made,

very much after the principle of the tricycle,

at a cost of from $100 to $125.

"In the construction of the motor there are

three different kinds of power to consider

—

gas, petroleum and electricity. Electricty

should be the best and cheapest. The most

successful automobiles made thus far are those

in which electric motors are used. They can

go twenty-five miles or more without being

recharged, at a rate of ten miles an hour. I

expect the horse to disappear almost entirely

so far as his use for street traction is con-

cerned. Delivery wagons, busses, express

wagons, broughams, and all of the heavier

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires
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TURNPIKES AND TOLL.

class of vehicles can be driven as easily by a

storage battery' as any other kind, if the bat-

tery is improved sufficiently, and that will un-

questionably be done.

"Horseless carriages at such a low cost

would permit the poor as well as the rich to

crowd the parks and boulevards on every

pretty day. It is a revolution that is bound to

come, and at a very early dav."

WAS A WEIGHTY MATTER.

"How much does that wheel you're riding

weigh?"

"The man I bought it from says twenty-one

pounds; but so long as the last installment

on it isn't paid, it weighs about two tons on

my mind."

WHAT IT LACKS.

Oh, tandem, you're a poor device,

For lovers twain, alack!

She cannot see her swain at all,

While I behold her back.

No tender glances are exchanged

;

Indeed, the case is sad!

No arm can gently steal around

To make waist places glad.

Why the Former are Somewhat Chary About

Taxing Wheelmen for the

I^atter.

"No," said the director of one of the very

few New Jersey toll-roads within the radius

of the Metropolitan riding district, "we are

not charging wheelmen any toll for the use of

our road. Because we believe in cycling?

Well, not exactly.

"When we first made up our minds that this

cycling was going to be a great thing, and
that, in controlling the only good road in

this section, we were going to reap a harvest

from it, I consulted our lawyers about it, and

they advised me that in case we charged a

rider toll and his machine while riding over

our road was injured, a punctured tire, for

instance, the rider or owner might have a

good suit for damages against the turnpike

company, on the ground that as the company
charged a toll it guaranteed to some extent a

good, if not a perfect, road for the wheel to

ride on. The cycler would claim that it was
our duty to go over the pike on our knees

every day and pick up sharp stones and

splintered rock, which might puncture the rub-

ber tires of the wheel, or pay the damages if

we did not.

"A turnpike company could not sustain it-

self long paying out, say, five-dollar damages
for a wheel, when all it could get in would
not average over a few pennies. These dam-
age suits might be more numerous than we
would like or than we could stand. The tolls

received would not pay even the expenses of

the lawyers we would be compelled to keep

on hand to defend the suits. The chances,

therefore, are that there will be no enforce-

ment of cycle toll as far as we are concerned."

IT WAS A CLOSE TURN, BUT HE MADE IT.

It was at a cycle celebration which had

terminated in a banquet, and that function in

turn had terminated in speech-making. He
was a young politician, ambitious to suc-

ceed, hence anxious to win the wheelmen's

votes; he listened to speaker after speaker di-

late upon the glories of the bicycle and the

greatness of its riders; he knew his turn

was surely coming, and yet there he sat with

no more knowledge of a bicycle or its riding

than he had of what the Emperor of China

was thinking of at that precise moment.
Finally his turn came, and he found himself

facing the assemblage, with his chance of

winning their support depending upon the

words he spoke. "Gentlemen," he said, "if I

only had the ideas I ought to have regarding

this glorious pastime and its illustrious sup-

porters, and the words to express those ideas

to you, I think I could relieve my feelings;

but, lacking these, I beg you to excuse me
from depriving you of the pleasure of listen-

ing to more fortunate, but no more faithful,

friends of yours than I am."
And some way that seemed to catch on, for

he won at the next election, and is now a
wheelman.

SHE SAYS " IT'S JUST THE THING."

The "bicycle bouquet holder" is a recent in-

novation. It consists of a slightly ornamental
brass cup, which will hold water, and which
is clamped on the head of the wheel. The wo-
man who invented it vows that it is "just

the thing for decorative purposes on club

runs," and that it "makes a pretty and useful

addition to a woman's wheel."
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DETERMINING THE " BEST."

"What's the hardest thing to learn in cy-

cling?" asked the man who was in the incip-

ient stages of cycle fever, of the man who had

been riding a week. The one-week-old rider

who, like all of his kind, knew it all, sighed,

looked extremely wise, then said: "Choosing

your wheel."

Letting that announcement sink deeply into

the heart of his listener, the seven-day veteran

continued:

"Before I tried it I thought it would be the

easiest kind of thing to pick out a wheel. I

would just go to a reputable dealer, plank

down my money, tell him to send the ma-
chine to my house, and that would be the end

of it. That's just what I would have done if

there had been only one or two reputable agents

here, but there are 999 of them, more or

less; every mother's ion of them handles only

'the best bicycle built.' I found that out the

very first thing.

"Then I thought it would be an excellent

idea to inquire of my friends who rode. I

tried that, and every single one of them told

me, confidentially, that the machine he rode

was the best. Finding I could not get at the

HAS HIS DOUBTS.

"I have seen a great many discussions as

to whether or not bicycle riding is a healthful

exercise for women," said the father of a fam-

ily, "but I have never read any which seemed

to me to be founded on a complete knowledge
of the facts. I should like to submit the ex-

perience of my daughter and a girl friend of

her's who took a long ride one hot day last

week, and they said they did it for their health.

"Theiriirst stop after they started out was at

a drug store, where they had ice cream soda

water. Then they rode a short distance into

the suburbs and decided to take luncheon at

a hotel. They had lemonade, lettuce salad,

and an omelet, and then rode home in the

afternoon sun. When they got home both

said they had never been better in their lives.

No doubt the experience of most women
riders includes details just as remarkable.

For that reason I've lost confidence in all

general opinions as to whether or not bicycle

riding is healthful for women."

In some painful cases, the famous "bicycle

face" is the result of court-plaster and the law

of gravitation.

MAKING A GAMBLE OUT OF IT.

All kinds and conditions of men combine to

throng the sidewalks of the Boulevard on a

pleasant Sunday afternoon. Cycling is the

show which draws this army of sidewalk

critics so far up-town. Four gents with talk-

ative garments and shiny hats and shoes,

formed a noticeable quartette there last Sun-

day. It seemed from their appearances that

they must know more about the betting ring

than anything else, and their conversation

bore out this idea.

"Blue's mine," cried one, "if yer bar black."

"Gimme red," put in another.

"Make me yaller," said the third.

"An' I'll take green," said the last, "so put

up de dough."

Each produced a quarter. The stakeholder

took the money and cried "Time!"

"Two minutes froi.i now," Le said, while the

other four grew red with exciteme.it.

"Time's up." Down the street came a

crowd of wheelmen.

"Come on, blue!" yelled the first side-

walker.

"Push her, hey, you on de red wheel!"

cried number two.

"You've got 'em, yeller!" roared number
three, but there was no wheel with green

frame or rims in sight, so number four kept

quiet.

The bewildered wheelmen didn't know what

was up, but they spurted in answer to the

yells. The man on the red wheel came abreast

first.

facts in that way, I asked one of them if

This-and-that wasn't a good machine. 'Don't

touch it,' he said. 'If you ever buy one of

them you'll have it in the repair-shop half

the time. Buy the Killmore.' The very next

friend I met I asked him about the Kill-

more. 'No good in the world,' he answered.

'Buy a Peacherine.'

"So it went all along the line, and the more
questions I asked and the more wheels I

looked at, the less I knew and the more un-

decided I grew."

"Well, how did you finally settle it?" asked

the man whose pulse had shown the first flut-

ter of the coming fever.

"I took a wheel paper and cut out of it the

name of every bicycle I saw advertised there,

I put these clippings in a hat, shut tight my
eyes and drew one of them. But I'll tell you
this," he hastened to add, the novice's know'-

it-all instinct coming to the front, "this wheel

that I bought is the best machine made, and

you'll make a mistake if you don't buy a
"

But the seeker after knowledge had fled.

AND HE WAS.

"Cinders!" exclaimed the newly arrived

soul, raptuously. "What an elegant place to

scorch."

The presiding demon, meanwhile, clutched

a chair for support and whispered some fever-

ish commands in the ear of an attendant.

THE VITAL POINT.

Five minutes had elapsed after a serious ac-

cident to a rider on the Boulevard, when a

wild-eyed scorcher dismounted at the out-

skirts of the crowd surrounding the fallen

rider.

"What's the matter?" he asked.

"Fellow's wheel buckled and almost killed

him," said one of the crowd who had been

enabled to get a view of the disabled man.

Shifting his chewing gum from one cheek to

the other, and pulling down a yard of

sweater collar which the wind had blown up

around his ears, the inquiring rider wasted no

time asking who the man was, nor what the

chances of recovery were. No, indeed, he

stuck close to the important section of the

text.

"What wheel was he riding?" he eagerly

asked.

WHICH WERE REFERRED TO?

I see Amelia Sprocket is going to deliver

a series of lectures on skirted costumes before
the Woman Wheel Club."

"Well, for my part, I do hope she'll make
'em short"

"Money's mine," said number two, "an' it's

great sport even if they do make it no cinch

to bet at Morris Park."

The four were betting on the colors of the

wheels as they passed. He won who named

the color that first came by after "Time!" was

called.

SHE WAS TAKING NO CHANCES.

"Well, I proposed to her last night."

"Did, eh? How'd you phrase it, old boy?"

"Oh, I went through the usual programme;

professions of undying love, and all that sort

of thing, winding up by declaring it would

ever be my unfaltering aim in life to secure

her weal."

"That was nice. What did she say?"

"She said I was just like all other men;

they only married to secure a woman's

property, but as it had cost her a lot of econ-

omy and privation to acquire her wheel, she

guessed she'd keep it all to herself."

INDEED THEY DO.

Wheelmen ride, in pleasant weather,

O'er the roads macadamized;

And they ride most altogether

Wheels most largely advertised.
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''AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

(§)•

America Cycle Mfg* Co*,

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, Ilvlv.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

^
^

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.
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Cl^e Omccful
Easy Running ImSIOO

Peerless
High Class In Price

BECAUSE
High Class In Value.

Peerless in appearance.

Peerless in construction.

Peerless in running qualities.

Peerless on the road.

Peerless on the track.

Peerless as a coaster.

"PEERLESS" means ** UNEQUALED.''
• Write the producers for their High Art Catalogue giving fuU description.

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

W. A. NEFF,
Eastern Sales Agent,

67 Park Place, New York.

ELMIVOOD CYCLE COMPAMY,
New York Agents,

Park Place and West Broadway.

0§GOOD CYCLE COIUPANY,
Brooklyn Agents,

611 Fulton Street.
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SHE WAS A FAKIR HERSELF.

As a rule, actors are not fond of exposing

to the public gaze the illusions that go to

make up a stage picture, likewise the press

fakir is not over-anxious to let the readers

of his fakiring know how little truth there is

in it. Under these circumstances the following

from the "Sun" casts a ray of sunlight upon

the way cycling is journaled in the columns of

the New York dailies:

It was in the office of the Sunday edition of

the yellowest of the yellow journals. The
bicycle editor was busy with an aerial bicycle

story by the new woman. The dope dream

editor was busy with a wad of copy provided

by Spikey Mag, the homeliest woman in Pell

street. There were a dozen other editors

around. Things were mighty quiet. Suddenly

the boss editor of the shop leaped up 'and

shrieked:

"Eureka, O'Reilly! I have an idea.
'

Instantly there was commotion in the room.

The various sub-editors gathered around him

with loud cries of "What is' it?"

"It's an idea," shrieked the boss editor

again. "Come here, you bicycle editor. Send

out the best men you've got and hire one of

Buffalo Bill's squaws for an afternoon. Take
the whole art department with you. Take the

squaw up to Central Park; have not less than

seven cameras, and picture her falls. If she

breaks her neck so much the better."

The entire editorial staff set up a great

cheering. The boss editor, satisfied with him-

self, called up the art department and notified

it that it was under the control of the bicycle

editor until further orders. This was on Mon-
day.

The next scene is laid in Central Park.

Two days have passed. The squaw has been

hired. A new bicycle has been purchased. A
great crowd gathered at the Fifty-ninth street

entrance to the Park. Along the road for half

a mile are stationed the photographers with

snap-shot cameras. There are not less than a

dozen of them. At the entrance, besides the

squaw and bicycle editor and the crowd and

the bicycle, there are reporters with huge

notebooks. The bicycle editor is giving his

final instructions. The squaw grunts, once,

twice, three times.

"It is well," says the bicycle editor, and then

he shouts to the half a mile of photograph-

ers, "Are you ready?"

"Ready," bawl back the photographers.

The reporters approached the squaw and the

bicycle. They lifted the squaw up in the air

and set her firmly upon the seat.

"Steady, now," yelled the bicycle editor.

Thrice again did the squaw grunt.

"Now," said the bicycle editor. The re-

porters let go. The squaw sailed away with

the bicycle, and it was three hours and a half

before she got back.

It wasn't until next day that the yellow

journal learned that the squaw had been rid-

ing a bicycle in South Brooklyn for more
than six months.

OVER THE BORDER.

The inventor of a bicycle intended to run

on railroad tracks is endeavoring to boom his

invention. Wheelmen who ride on railroad

tracks, and butt an active, youthful locomo-

tive once or twice, never seem to care very

much for further cycling, and are surprised

to find that the company they join after the

butting is over are playing harps.

WILLING TO OBEY, BUT COULDN'T.

Suddenly Mr. Knowitall-Knobrake's wheel

got away with him, and in a flash he was go-

ing down the long hill on Riverside a great

deal faster than he wished to.

"Hould on, there—hould on!" shouted the

fat gray-coated guardian of Park proprieties.

Two seconds later, at the bottom of the hill,

Mr. Knowitall-Knobrake, with his gay-golfed

legs through the spokes of the front wheel,

raised his head from the road and groaned

heavily.

"I arrist yez!" cried the fat Park guard,

badly winded by his rapid run down hill.

"Phy didn't yez sthop whin I hollered at

yez? Didn't I tell yez to hould on?"

"Well, that's what I did," moaned the

wheelman. "I held on till I went over. Then
how could I?"

Which would have seemed reasonable

enough to any one but a fat Park guard.

SHOULD BE PAID FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT.

That this "bicycle-load is the centre of ob-

servation wherever it appears," as is stated

by the Bufifalo paper from which the picture

is reproduced, none will doubt. It is almost

as certain that the father of it, H. J. Vom

Scheldt, is losing money by giving the exhi-

bition gratis. The children range from five

months to twelve years of age, and four of

them have been carried in this fashion "for

hundreds of miles, even to Niagara Falls

and back." Providence has been particularly

kind to Mr. Vom Scheldt and his brood, as it

is related that "they have never had a mishap."

MADE HIS CHEST SWELL.

The fat man came down the Boulevard

pumping away on a '95 wheel. He was bent

over the front tire like the hands of a clock at

6.15. -Little perspiration rivulets coursed

down his roly-poly visage.

"Hi, there!" yelled the cycle cop, anxious

to show off before the spring-time girl he had

been chatting with, "quit that scorching.

You ought to know better than to go tearing

up the street at that rate of speed. Why,
you're doing fifteen miles an hour, sure."

The fat man promptly fell off his wheel in

astonishment. Pride chased astonishment

from his countenance.

"Mr. Officer," said he, "if it wasn't for that

doggone Raines law, I'd blow you off. You've
paid me the greatest compliment of my life."

WHY A GREAT PLAN FAILED.

Russell Sage has studied human nature

a-wheel. He has devoted over two hours of

his valuable time to watching diversified cy-

cling rush along the Boulevard. It all came
about this way: Mr. Lawson Fuller said to

Mr. Sage:

"If you build an 'L' road cycle path all

Gotham will call you blessed, and toll will

roll into the Manhattan Company's coffers

like shot dropping from a dropping tower."

"Lawson," said Russell, "I think you have

got this bicycle business on the brain. It's

all right to talk about lots of people riding

wheels, but they are the young folks, and I

don't think there are so many of them as the

newspapers say."

"I'll prove it," said Lawson.
"I'll go you," said Russell.

And so the two boys of somewhere around

seventy years went out to see first if enough
people rode the wheel to justify the building

of a big roadway over the "L" road tracks.

They went to the Boulevard, of course. Mr.

Fuller smoked a cigar and Mr. Sage ate an

apple. That is, he started to eat one, but he

had taken but two bites when his attention

was diverted by the appearance of two girls in

knickerbockers, andthen he forgot all about the

apple. The wheelwomen were dressed alike,

in white waists, blue caps, tan shoes, dark-

green golfing stockings and a skirt which was
more of a ruffle than a real garment. Such
stunning costumes are rare even in gay

Gotham. In Philadelphia or Toronto an out-

fit of the kind, even if simply exhibited in a

store window, would block the street. When
the pair had passed Lawson chuckled:

"Eh, Russell," said he, "don't you think it

would be a good idea to give that pair passes

on the cycle road? They would draw travel."

But the great financier was thinking too

hard to speak. He said something about wish-

'

ing he had brought opera-glasses with him.

"It's getting dark," said Mr. Fuller.

"Why, no," argued the great financier,

glancing at the sunlight.

"I mean this wheelman," chuckled Lawson
again, but Mr. Sage simply frowned at the

passing cyclist of color. He didn't even laugh

at a joke Mr. Fuller made about an aged spin-

ster resembling an "L" road post, and when
he said something about the probability that

she would not look pretty in the costume of

the knickerbocker girls, Mr. Sage looked

pained.

He admitted as the cycling army went past

that there are more who believed in cycling

than he had ever thought. Mr. Sage an-

nounced that he was convinced, except that

he was afraid if cycle paths were built, the

"L" trains v/ould have so few passengers that

the car straps would not be utilized. And this

is the true story of why the famous elevated

cycle path was never built.

HOW VERY SELECT.

Newark, N. J., which gave the "Select Few"
to cycling clubdom, now has a contempo-
raneous organization, "Just Ourselves."

THEY ARE NATURAL DOUBTERS.

"I speak from experience," said a man who
has become celebrated for his ability to sell

bicycles to women; "it isn't a bit more use for

a man to lie to a woman about cycling than
it is about anything else. The reasons are
twofold. First, if the woman is at all clever

you can't possibly deceive her; she detects a

man's lie every time; second, all women, be
they clever or stupid, very rarely ever believe

anything a man says to them any way. So I

just tell 'em the truth, or pretty near the

truth, about what I'm trying to sell them, and
they don't often get away from me."
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FLOWER-THIEVING CYCLERS.

"I have always been fond of flowers and

shrubbery," said the suburbanite, "and it was

to gratify this love of the beautiful that a

number of years ago I gave up city comforts

for the dubious joys of a commutership. I

had succeeded in surrounding my home with

flowers, shrubs and vines after years of culti-

vation, but cycling has ruined all that, and

after ten years of suburbanizing, and all that

it means, I am going to give it up and po to

flat-hunting.

"Unfortunately for me my country home
faced upon a perfectly macadamized road, and

many of my choicest plants and shrubs were

planted close to the front fence to act as a

screen for my house. Before cycling came in

vogue this was an ideal arrangement, but now
the road is but a long string of wheel-riding

cityites, and the result is sadly dififerent. Al-

most all riders reach over the fence and break

bunches off flowering shrubs in a most ag-

gravating way. It is nothing to them that a

tree is the result of ten years' care and wait-

ing. They care nothing about the damage
done by breaking ofT a buncn and splitting a

limb. The be-sweatered young man wants

some flowers to deck his best girl with, and

here's a chance without costing a cent. It's

useless to speak to them. The damage is

done so quickly that unless you stand in front

of the shrub, it's gone before help can come.
"I know that one of the things most often

sung in praise of the bicycle is the fact that it

carries the poor dweller amid bricks and mor-
tar out into the sweet and pure country. So
it does, and back to bricks and mortar that

poor dweller carries most of the flowers and
shrubbery of the poor country resident."

PART OF HIS DUTY.

Women and novices are not the only per-

sons who do and say ridiculous things. On
Grant Day a well-known New York surgeon

took his first ride outside the academy. As
he was wabbling along in fear and trembling

toward the Park gate at 106th street, he sud-

denly ran into the horse of a mounted police-

man, which was standing by the side of the

road.

"Excuse me," said the flustered doctor to

the animal, as he picked himself up.

"That's all right," said the gray-coated park

guard, patting his horse on the neck, "he

doesn't mind. He's used to it."

F. F. PULCHER.

TALKING OF TURNS.

The turning point in many a juvenile rider's

career should be across his mother's knee,

rather than around the street-corner which he
takes with a rush regardless of consequences
to himself or others.

HEIGHT OF EXPEKTNESS.

"Has Spinner really learned how to ride?"

"Well, I should say he had! He's a

scorcher, he is. Why, he's run over four
people within a month and the police never
caught him once."

He travels Ohio for the Hay & Willits Mfg. Co.

WHERE THE POOR RELATIVES FIGURE.

"I'm tired of bicycles," said the girl with

the dimpled chin. "They have actually ruined

our family."

"Why, dear," said the girl with the curly

bang. "I didn't know you'd been having any

accidents."

"It isn't that. Only papa supports about a

dozen relatives, and this year they not only

had to have new clothes all around, but each

demanded a new wheel. I have had to deny

myself nearly everything, and bicycles are to

blame."

MAKING OUT A CASE AGAINST CYCLING.

The fashionable women of London took up
cycling a year or two ago with no less en-

thusiasm than the fashionable women of New
York displayed and still display. It is re-

ported now, however, that large numbers of

the London women have virtually abandoned
the wheel this year, and that all are less inter-

ested than at first; Whether this is due to a

special cause, such as royal disfavor, or

whether it is the natural reaction from excess

is not reported, but probably it is the latter.

All experience shows that a large proportion

ofbothmenand women weary of any new form
of exercise, though sometimes there is a re-

vival, in which case the moderate pursuit of

the pleasure becomes enduring.

In the case of women the temptation to don
a cycle suit is strong at first, but after a time

the prejudices of the conservative make them-
selves felt. It is doubtful if any large number
of persons of taste will concede that cycle

costume shows a woman to the same ad-

vantage as conventional dress.

However, the radical fault in the eyes of

ultra-conservatism is the speed of the cycle.

In saying that "all haste is vulgar," Emerson
pointed out a principle of esthetics. Con-
servatism claims it cannot be denied that wo-
men who ride slowly appear best on the

wheel. Speed and repose of manner are pos-

sible only when the motive power is distinct

from the person. A woman on a toboggan
may be a most attractive sight, and a woman
loses none of her charm on horseback if she

rides well. It is only when her own muscles

produce the speed, say the anti-cyclists, that

the vulgarity of haste is apparent.

COME TOO HIGH TO HAVE THEM.

An Ansonia, Conn., man, in a moment of

temporary inability to decide which was
whose, purloined a wrench from the tool-bag

of a bicycle. Tried by a jury and convicted,

the judge made the penalty a fine of $1, in

addition to the cost of the case, which brought

the total expense of the wrench-taker's for-

getfulness up to $46. It is supposed that at

this price, bicycle wrenches and forgetful
gentlemen will not become intimate acquaint-
ances in the future.
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THREE WEEKS OF TRAINING.

Thinking of racing, are you? Well, you are

not alone in the possession of just such

thoughts. Imagine you have the germ of

crackajackism concealed about you some-

where, eh? Once more you have company.

Would like to see what you could do after a

bit of training? So! Again, there are others.

Can you stick it out for three weeks, do you

think? You believe you can! Well here's a

three weeks' course. Try it and if after fol-

lowing it carefully that germ of crackajack-

ism has not developed, you may be sure that

it never will germinate, and you can at once

turn your time, attention and talents else-

where.

The first week of riding should be very

easy—about three miles morning and after-

noon. Never better than three minutes to

the mile. The pace should be as even as pos-

sible, no fast work being done, as the muscles

are not in condition to stand any heavy strain,

and consequently the result of hard work
would be anything but beneficial. The ob-

ject of training is to build up the strength and

at the same time increase the endurance of the

rider. Better results are generally had by

training entirely alone during the early part

of the preparation. When riding in company
with others the work is more apt to be ir-

regular, and although it is necessary to be-

come accustomed to this, you will have am-

ple time later on in your training.

The second week's work should be the same
in every particular, except that the distance

might be increased to five miles in the morn-
ing. Always have someone hold a watch,

and if you are riding too fast take it easier.

You may feel that you are not doing sufficient

work, and that you would like to ride faster;

this is a good sign that the work is doing

you good, and right here is where so many
new riders harm themselves. They feel so

strong that they would like to see what they

can do for an eighth or a quarter of a mile.

Never mind that just now. It will be noticed

in training that the more experienced riders

are doing much less sprinting than the begin-

ner. People visiting the track to see some
great rider train are disappointed when he

leaves the track without once exerting himself.

The third week you may give yourself a

little more opportunity to test your condition;

even to be allowed to ride in the morning
with other riders—there can be no advantage

in more than three riding in company, and as

the liability of falls increases with the num-
ber of riders it is well to keep out of any
large bunch. A racing man is always subject

to falls, and there is no use of willfully increas-

ing your chances to be laid up for a week or

more. In a race it is often necessary to take

desperate chances in order to win. Each rider

should make his share of pace, and make it

even, never jumping or increasing the speed

too suddenly. In the afternoon a couple of

miles at just sufficient speed to warm up,

and after a little rest an easy long sprint of a

quarter of a mile will do the wind good, and
you can judge from the way the muscles feel

whether you are beginning to come into form.

In this sprinting never work up to your limit,

always keeping something in reserve.

By this time you should De in fair shape

physically, and partially grounded in the ele-

ments of race winning. Send in your entry

then, and try in open battle the tactics and
sprinting you may have acquired in your three

weeks' novitiate. If you are lucky or fast

enough to win your novice race, don't think

your name is Zimmerman, nor if you lose it

conclude your patronymic to be either Den-
nis or Mud. Time is the test of racing men,

like it is of most other things in life.

RARE AS A DAY IN JUNE.

Oh! the heartache. Oh! the pain; great the

loss and naught the gain. Oh! the bitter, bit-

ter sigh; quivering lip and moistened eye.

Earth no pleasure now affords; naught to me
are misered hoards. Worldly things no longer

please; nothing can my grief appease.

Where, oh, where in Christendom, Africa or

kingdom-come; where on water, where on
land, by entreaty or demand, can I find some
one who'll say, "Friend, I'll light this dismal

day; help you in this awful mess; relieve you
in your sore distress; swear for you and cuss

like sin; mend for you that film-like skin;

call me not a bloomin' liar, I can fix that

punctured tire?"

^ ^ The Wheel ^ j^\

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

e^up to March 1st

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers.,^ Price, $2.00

J*Catalogues in the

German, Spanish,

French,Of any Lan-

guage.^ American

«^ catalogues transla-

ted and condensed.

The Wheel Press,

88 West Broadway,

New York J- jf- ^

<^Twenty-five
thousand bicycle

agents, in type.

«^sold by State or

the entire list. ^
Quotations upon

application.^ ^

88 West Broadway 1

TWO GOOD REASONS.

He (slightly jealous)—You seem to think

more of that bicycle of yours than you do
of me.

His Wife—Why not? It supports me nice-

ly; besides, it is not so easily broke.

. WHEN CLOTHES CONFUSE.

When comes the crash, when eloquence

Exhausts its phrases terse;

When you have checked your words intense,

To think of something worse,

A shock more fierce than all the rest,

Your senses sets awhirl

—

The scorcher whom you thus addressed
Turns out to be a girl.

AND THEN SHE FLOATED OUT.

She was a pretty girl, and when she entered

the cycle store she wore a pleased, inno-

cent expression as she gazed round at the

machines with the gentle air of one who has

found a new chamber of horrors or curiosi-

ties.

The salesman was unsuspecting and smiled

his best.

"I want to buy a bicycle, please," she said

casually, in the same tone she would have

used to buy a spool of thread. This un-

businesslike method of hers left him gasp-

ing—if he had been wise he would have

dragged out his pencil and order book and
said, "Yes'm. What number, please? It will

be up to-morrow," and finished the sale on
the spot. But he was not wise. He scram-

bled to get back on the beaten path of sales

methods. "Do you ride?" he asked, as she

waited sweetly.

"Oh, no," she answered. "I just thought

to-day cycling would be nice, so I came after

the wheel."

"Do you want a drop frame or a diamond?"
he ventured, mildly.

The pretty girl looked puzzled. "I didn't

say anything about diamonds," she corrected

a trifle severely. "And I should think a

frame that dropped would be inconvenient

—

can't you fasten them up?"

The salesman coughed softly and scowled

at the man in the aisle who was sympathiz-

ing dramatically with him. "We can fix it

for you," he murmured. "No," as he ob-

served her eye light on a dark-blue wheel,

"that wouldn't do for you. The gear is too

high."

"Why don't you let it down, then?" she

asked, interestedly. "Where is it? I don't

see it."

The salesman retired behind a pile of crates

and had it out with himself. When he

emerged he led two wheels and talked him-

self black in the face, explaining their ex-

cellencies and differences.

She had sat looking politely at him all this

time, and when he stopped to recover breath

she smiled courteously. "How interesting!"

she murmured. "But there's no use of your

telling me any more, because it might just

as well be Sanscrit. I can't see a bit of dif-

ference in wheels—they all look alike! to me
as do boats. Why do they have so many dif-

ferent names?"

The salesman looked into her deep blue

eyes and calmed his turbulent mind. "I

really don't know," he said. "It seems to be

a fad of the manufacturers."

"And I suppose it gives some one employ-

ment thinking up names," she put in char-

itably.

The salesman grew desperate and fingered

his pencil. "Which One shall I send up?" he

asked, as a gentle reminder.

She was plunged in thought. "I had no

idea they painted them in so many different

colors," she said, half to herself. "I'll have

to think it over. You see, I haven't decided

what I'll get for a bicycle suit, and, of course,

the wheel must match it. I'll let you know."

She floated out.

INDEED THEY DO.

"Necessity is the mother of invention," and

a great many cycle inventors plainly show the

relationship.
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B. &B. B. & B. B. & B. B. & B. -B. & B.

NAME
50VINb5
WELL.

5ELL5
WELL.

THE

"B. & B." Bicycle Stand
IT IS THE BEST BICYCLE STAND IN THE WORLD.

WEIGHS LESS THAN FOUR POUNDS. WII,!, NOT TOPPLE OVER.

We are going to push it, and want the legitimate cycle trade to sell

it. Knocks down for shipping at a low freight rate. Retails at |i .00

in japan or I1.50 in nickel, with good trade margins. For circulars

and discounts address

BISHOP &. BENTON,
Patentees and Manufacturers, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HOW IT HAPPENED.
The B. & B. Bicycle Stand is the in-

vention of an enthusiastic wheelman
whose machine was ruined by causes

that lost their force with the creation

of the new stand.

WHAT IT IS.

The B. & B. supporting stand for bi-

cycles is the simplest and most practi-

cal article of its kind in the market.

Lightly but solidly built of selected

Bessemer steel, it weighs less than

four pounds. When in use it occu-

pies less lateral space than the wheel

itself
; when not in use the stand can

be folded up and hung on a nail.

WHAT IT DOES.
It supports the machine with both

wheels suspended from the floor, and

so engages the steering wheel that

turning sidewise is impossible. Both

wheels can be revolved freely, and all

parts of the wheel are readily access-

ible for cleaning and oiling.

WHAT IT COSTS.
The B. & B. Stands are made in two

styles—No. i, japan finish, $^1.00 ; No.

2, nickel finish, $1.50. Liberal dis-

count to the trade.

B. & B. B. & B. B. & B.- B. & B. B. & B.

REVOLUTION IN SPROCKETS.

Over

20 PER CENT
of friction done away with.

Get Catalogue for

Full Information.

SILVER KING and

SILVER QUEEN

BICYCLES,

$75.00.

••••

HENDEE & NELSON MANUFACTURING CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

American WeldlessSteelTube Co.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

MfBldless Sleel Tilbln^
F-OR.

CYCLES, MOTOR CARRIAGES,

BOILERS, ETC.

Cranked D Shaped Buttom Tube.

id).
Cranked Oval Bottom Tube (No. i Oval).

Crank D Shaped and Oval Bottom Back Stays

FOR CYCLES A SPECIALTY.

Quotations given for special sections upon application.

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF CYCLING TUBE IN STOCK.

Kindly mention The Wheal.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

»

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS TTANTED IN ALl, UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY.

Office and Factory : 189-191 W. Larned St. nianufactured

BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

581.743. BKLIrCLIP TOR BICYCLBa HAEKiLocAsandBlR- 583,04.8. TOOL-CASE FOR BICYCLES, Ac. FESDEiraBGEmuos, 583183 BALL-BEAMNO. Wiluaji Diebkl, Philadelphia, P*

1**?J1S"\ "^f?*"^^ Filed Aug. 21, 1896, Serial' Jr., Baltimore, Md FUed July 9, 1896. Serial No. 598,588. (Ho model) Fil^ Oct 25, 1895. Serial No. 586.834 (HomodeL)
na 603,553. (Ko modeL) -"s "—

Claim.—In ck)iQbiiiatioii. the bell, the clamping-band, and the

pivoted screw and nut for clamping the band, the said screw having

a straight or flat part to prevent injury to the threads, substantially

as described

6 82,184. BALL-BBARING. William Diesel, Philadelphia, Pa

Original appiloaOon filed Aug. 1, 1896, Serial No. 601,316. Divided and

this application filed Oct 30, 1896. Serial No. 610,523. (No model)

Claim—^The combination in a bearing for bicycles and the like

of a shaft D, a two-part inner bearing-disk carried by said sbail with
one of the parts adjustable relatively to the other part, an outer
bearing-ring, balls interposed between said outer bearing-ring and
the periphery of the two-part disk, and a spacing device interposed

between the two parts of the disk and having. its periphery recessed

or notched to engage the balls, substantially as described.

583,600. BRAKE FOR BICYCLES. James H. Bollard, Spring-

field, Mass., assignor of one-half to Henry A Chapin, same place. Filed

Feb 3, 1897. Serial No. 621,729. (No model!)

Cluim.— 1. A brake mechanism for bicycles and siniiUi vehiil

consisting of a wheel-hub, a sprocket-wheel having a limited rotal it I

movement thereon, a flange fi.xed on said hub, brake-shoes pivoted by

one end on said flange, means on said sprocket-wheel for engagement

with the free ends of said brake-shoes whereby they are moved in a

plane at right angles to the axis of said !iub, a stationary caseinclos-

ing said brake-shoes, and means for moving said sprocket-wheel, sub

stantially as described

5 83,5 30. CRANK -FASTENING FOR BICYCLES. Samuel W.
HlATr,GreereTille,Ohio. FUed Jan. 6, 1896. Serial No. 574.462. (No

model)

C'liinn.— 1. The combination with a tool-case, of a clip or bail,

the ends of which are slotted and extend through slots in the case,

a plate, the ends of which lie loosely in the slots in the clip or bail,

and a set-screw extending through a threaded hole in this plate and
adapted to bear against a portion of the case to hold the clip or bail

583,334. BICYCLE ATTACHMENT. Aososr ZKTQRAlfP, Denl-

son, Tex., a^ignor to the Texas Bicycle Company, same place. Filed

June 9, 1896.,^ Serial Na 594,828. (No model)

Claim.—In a crank-fastening for cycles, the combination with

the crank-axle box. of a crank-axle made in separate sections each
of Tvhich carries a crank at its outer end, the contiguous ends of said

sections being formed to interlock, a sprocket-wheel fast on one of

said sections, a sleeve secured to said sprocket and surrounding said

section and also embracing a portion of the other section, an adjust-

ing-cone having a threaded engagement with said other section and
with the sleeve S slide-washer on said section having a tongue-and-

groove engagemenf therewith and arranged outside of the adjusting-

cone, and a jam-nut on said section aranged outside of said washer
ahd adapted to be screwed up against the same, whereby the adjust-

ing-coue is prevented from unscrewin;;. siibsi-antially as and for the

purpose_specified.

Claim.— 1. The herein-described bearings comprising a central

shaft, a disk of comparatively large diameter mounted thereon mid-

way between its ends, and a casing inclosing said disk and forming

a bearing for its periphery, substantially as shown and described.

5 83,35 6. BICYCLE-TIRE. AlbebtJ. Keck, St Paul, Minn. Filed

June 27, 1896. Serial No. 597,2ia (No model)

CUaau— 1 . A bicycle attachment composed offrames and brack-

ets adapted to slide thereon, means for pivoting said frames to the

iVont fork of the machine, and means for holding them invei-ted

5 83,393. PEDAL FOR BICYCLES, JOHB H KiBSHAW, Belvidere,

m, assignor to the National Sewing Machine Company, same place

.

Filed Oct 12. 1896. Serial No. 608,599. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle-wheel, a rim having a channel encircling
its periphery, a ribbon of elastic mat«rial wound around and around
the rim and stretched across said channel, and an endless flexible tire

stretched around said rim and in contact with said elastic ribbon

where stretched across said channel, substantially as and for the piir

pose set forth.

583,167. BICYCLE-LAMP ATTACHMENT. LEOPOLD A. BEEN

EEinta, New York, N. Y. FUed June 6, 1895. Serial No. 551,836.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. In a pedal the combination of a pedal-iVame having

its ends brought together at the end of the pedal-pin, a two-part

collar or flange having one part formed on each end of said frame,

a cap secured over said collar or flange and binding said ends of the

frame together, and a pedal-pin journaled in said fVame substantially

as set forth.

583,511. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Hembt C Williams, Trenton, N. J.

Filed May 21, 1896. Serial No. 592,386. (No model) CfazTO.— 1. The combination with a lamp, of a movable inter-

rupter and a frame for removably connecting the interrupter to the

base of the lamp, substantially as set forth.

5 83,355. BICYCLE-SADDLE Geoboe J. Bernasco, Burlington,

FUed June 19, 1896. Serial No. 596,131 (No model)N.J.

Claim.—A tire, the tread of which is formed with a series of

curved ribs parallel to each other, each rib being highest at the lon-

gitudinal center of the tire and beiug extended up each side of the

tire and being regularly tapered so as to have an arc-shaped edge

which intersects or runs into the cross-sectional arc of the tire, each

rib extending across the longitudinal line of the tire and being dis-

posed diagonally with relation to said line, and the tire also having a

rib running along the longitudinal line of its tread and crossing the

highest portions of the ribs, substantially as described.

583,607. SUPPORT FOR BICYCLE-SADDLES ObadiaH Seelt,

Syracuse, N. Y. ; Horatio S Seely. administrator of said Obadlah Seely,

deceased, assignor to E. C. Stearns ft Co., same place. FUed June 21,

1895. Serial No. 553.532. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-saddle formed of sections, springs having
convolutions under each section upon which the latter are directly

sustained, the sections being adapted to be freely movable laterally

on said springs, a bar adapted to bear on said springs, and means for

movably holding said bar in engagement with said sections.

5 83,374. APPARATUS FOR PATCHING PNEUMATIC TIRB&
John F. Rao, Chicago, Dl, assignor, by mesne assignments, to the

Morgan & Wright same place. FUed June 8, 1896. Serial Mo.

594.753. (No model)

Claim.—In a combined seat-post and clamp for a bicycle-saddle,

the combination with the upper member of the post formed with a
semicircular band, of the segmentally-grooved clamping-plates fitted

thereto and adapted to turn thereon, a saddle-spring having its sides

seated in horizontal grooves of the clamping-plate, a blank for hold-

ing the spring in said grooves and provided with dependent lugs Claim.— 1. An apparatus for patching pneumatic tires comptising
seated upon the clamping-bolt, and the clamping-bolt for securing the a holder for the patch hi i lag an OTerlappiii{^ sdge portion and prfl-

parU^tog^thcr, substantially as specifiod. vided with a handlo, 4ubiibuitial(yM Mt ford^
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NEW PATENTS.

582,167. Bicycle Lamp Attachment. Leopold A.

Bernheimer, New York, N. Y. Filed June 6, 1895.

Serial No. 551,836. (No model.)

582,170. Bicycle Shade. James Brown, New York,

New York, N. Y. Filed June 17, 1S95. Serial No.

553,056. (No model.)

582.172. Tire for Bicycles. Charles F. Browne,
VVestfield, Mass. Filed January 23, 1896. Serial No.

576,558. (No model.)

582.173. Bicycle Luggage-Carrier. Lynn Buckley,

Portland, Me. Filed November 9, 1896. Serial No.
611,440. (No model.)

582.183. Bali-Bearing. William Diebel, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed October 25, 1895. Serial No. 566,834. (No
model.)

582.184. Bail-Bearing. William Diebel, Philadelphia,

Pa. Original application filed August 1, 1896. Serial

No. 601,316. Divided and this application filed Octo-

ber 30, 1896. Serial No. 610,523. (No model.)

582,208. Chain-Gearing. Thomas Jennings, Brook-

field, Ireland. Filed September 17, 1896. Serial No.
606,108. (No model.)

582,255. Bicycle Saddle. George J. Bernasco, Bur-

lington, N. Y. Filed June 19, 1896. Serial No. 596,136.

(No model.)

582,260. Roller Bearing for Wheels of Bicycles.

Alexander C. Brownell, Providence, R. I. Filed July

15, 1896 Serial No. 599,274. (No model.)

282,279. Bicycle Controller. Willis D. Gold, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed December 18, 1896. Serial No.
616,149. (No model.)

582,292. Pedal for Bicycles. John H. Kirshaw. Bel-

videre, 111., assignor to the National Sewing Machine
Co, same place. Filed October 12, 1896. Serial No.
605,599. (No model.)

582,315. Bicycle. Martin Quinn, Denver, Col.

Filed November 19, 1896. (No model.)

582,334. Bicycle Attachment. August Zintgraff,

Denison, Texas. Assignor to the Texas Bicycle Co.,

same place. Filed June 9, 1896. Serial No. 594,826

(No model.)

582,346. Propelling Mechanism for Bicycles. Jack-

son Deneal, Toledo, Ohio, assignor of five-sixths to

M. S. Franz, Ellisworth E. McFarland, and Eli A.

Stark, same place. Filed October 26, 1895. Serial No.
566,945. (No model.)

582,356. Bicycle Tire. Albert J. Keck, St. Paul,

Minn. Filed June 27, 1896. Serial No. 597,218. (No
model.)

582,334. Apparatus for Patching Pneumatic Tires.

John F. Rau, Chicago, 111., assignor by mesne as-

signments, to the Morgan & Wright, same place.

Filed June 8, 1896. Serial No. 594,753. (No model.)

582,447. Shade for Handles of Bicycles. Richard A.

Wade, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed August 15, 1896. Serial

No. 602,899. (No model.)

582,511. Pneumatic Tire. Henry C. Williams, Tren-

ton, N. J. Filed May 21, 1896. Serial No. 592,386.

(No model.)

582,523. Pneumatic Tire. Thomas Dunn, London,
England. Filed January 24, 1893. Serial No. 459,585.

(No model.)

582,530. Crank-fastening for Bicycles. Samuel W.

Hyatt, Greensville, Ohio. Filed January 6, 1896.

Serial No. 574,462. (No model.)

582,595. Bicycle. John A. Anderson, Wakefield,

Mass., assignor of two-thirds to Ezra M. Southworth
and Junius Beebe, same place. Filed September 24,

1896. Serial No. 606,841. (No model.)

582.599. Roller-Bearing. Alexander C. Brownell,

Providence, R. I., assignor of one-half to Henry T.

McDonald, same place. Filed February 11, 1897.

Serial No. 622,891. (No model.)

582.600. Brake for Bicycles. James H. Bullard,

Springfield, Mass., assignor of one-half to Henry A.

Chapin, same place. Filed February 3, 1897. Serial

No. 621,729. (No model.)

582,607. Support for Bicycle Saddles. Obadiah
Seely, Syracuse, N. Y. Horatio S. Seely, administra-

tor of said Obadiah Seely, deceased, assignor to E.

C. Stearns & Co., same place. Filed June 21, 1895.

Serial No. 553,532. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
27,038. Bicycle-Crown. Hugh Daniel McCarty,

Providence, R. I. Filed September 23, 1896. Serial

No. 606,792. Term of patent 14 years.

TRADE-MARKS.
30.027. Bicycles, Velocipedes, Tandems and Acces-

sory Articles, Excepting Lanterns. The Maumee
Cycle Co., Toledo, Ohio. Filed May 19, 1897.

Essential feature.—The compound word "Tally-Ho."

Used since November 1, 1895.

30.028. Bicycles. The Waltham Manufacturing Co.,

Waltham, Mass. Filed March 8, 1897.

Essential feature.—A gometrical figure formed of

horizontal bands, connected by inclined bands. Used
since October, 1894.

30.029. Velocipedes. R. H. WolfiE & Co., Limited,

New York, N. Y. Filed April 16, 1897.

Essential feature.—The representation of a wolf and

a vehicle wheel. Used since June 2, 1894.

THAT YOUR LIGHT MAY SO SHINE.

Much of the trouble which is experienced

with lamps is due to the fact that the wick is

far too closely woven to burn easily. See

that this does not happen, and keep the wick

trimmed well, and lamp clean. Be sure, too,

to see that all the ventilation holes are kept

free, and not allowed to become stopped with

grease.

PA WAS A STUDENT OF CYCLING.

"Thought you said her father was so mad
over their elopement that he would never for-

give thein, yet he's just presented each one of

them with a new wheel."

"That's his star-play to separate them. Each

wheel is a different make, and in less than a

week they'll be fighting like cats and dogs

over the question which one has the 'best' ma-

chine."

IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

Morgan & Wright's '97 catalogue bears the

date of May 1st. It is just now being gen-
erally distributed. It is of handbook size, has
144 pages, and is full of illustrations and in-

terest.

The M. & W. guarantee is in a class by it-

self and leaves no room for misconstruction

or jugglery. It says:

"We shall continue in 1897 our custom of

repairing all tires of our manufacture free of

charge.

"We shall replace defective parts when, in

our judgment, the defect is from our fault.

In no case will we replace when worn out in

service or injured by accident."

The words "when in our judgment" and "in

no case" ^re in heavy, black type.

Not including vehicle and baby carriage

tires, which are listed, the catalogue shows
what is not generally known, that M. & W.
make fifteen different styles of tires. Their

Cactus tire, so named because it is thorn-

proof, and, therefore, practically puncture-

proof, and their "R" tire, "a big, fat tire"—
2i-inch—designed for "our old friend. Some-
body," who always wants "something differ-

ent," are catalogued for the first time. Among
the interesting exhibits is "Style M," a ribbed

or corrugated tire made in July, 1892—before

the first M. & W. patent was issued—on
which, as few are aware, John S. Johnson rode

the mile in 1.56 3-5, which electrified the

whole, wide world. An export tandem tire is

also shown, likewise cement, patching rubber,

lacing cord, pumps, repair tools, pedal rub-

bers, etc.

PAT'S ARGUMENT.
Asked whether he felt competent to climb

a very steep hill just ahead of him, Pat looked
up the incline, dismounted and started afoot
to push his wheel to the top, saying:

"Shure, whin it comes to roidin' up thim
stheep hills dt's th' bist t' run the rhisk at a
walk."

FLAT AS PANCAKES.

"My!" said the freckled-faced boarder, who
had been on a double century run the day
before and was therefore late to breakfast, "I
wish I had my tire pump here, I'd inflate
these muffins with it."

SOMETHING NEW!
^^^sj^ The new seat-post clip illustrated

^\ MAIN CUP
lierewith has just been perfected.

M Y€L It will fasten firmly to any post
1 f^^....LOWER PLATE . _ ,-^

o
A. ^^ Fi^/ even when i-8 under or over 5-8

'^g^>::V^^^ size, and being made of forged

Pi^^^iil BINDING NUT steel is unbreakable. We will ex-

^l^^fsP change any of our '97 clips for this

j^g^^-
' style to accommodate those using

„fcW irregular sizes of post.

Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co.
33 West 23d Street, New York.
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PROPOSING FROM THE SADDLE,

When a man reaches that high eminence in

cycling which entitles him to be quoted by

the daily papers as "an authority," he is war-

ranted in increasing the size of his head-gear.

One of the readers of The Wheel, who has

evidently mistaken the editor thereof for "an

authority" of this kind, has written to know
which it would be the easier to make—a pro-

posal of marriage while riding a tandem, a

sociable or separate wheels.

Posing temporarily as "an authority," the

most reasonable view favors the last named.

The risk of an upset, owing to nervousness,

is incidental to the other two mounts. It is

a well-known fact among those who have ex-

perimented matrimonially, that the habit of

kneeling while popping the question has its

origin in the weakness of the joints that usu-

ally accompanies that declaration. If such an

attack ever came while a man was expected to

supply the major propelling power of a tan-

dem, the result would be disastrous.

Again, in the event of a rejection, single

machines have manifest advantages. Each

upon a separate wheel would allow the mit-

tened one to drop behind a couple of yards

and hide his manly sorrow; he might even

dodge around a corner, and still better con-

ceal his chagrin. If he were on a tandem, he

might take a notion to run away with the

girl and get arrested for scorching, which

would be disastrous and expensive. Under
the most favorable circumstances, though,

prudence would suggest the unwisdom of an

attempt at the mixing of pedaling and pro-

posing. The latter is risky enough under the

most favorable of conditions and surround-

ings.

UNCLE SAM BELIEVES IN CYCLING.

Uncle Sam has not been slow to learn that

nowadays the wheels of State revolve on ball-

bearings and pneumatic tires, hence at the

State, War, and Navy Buildings in Washing-

ton, stands for bicycles were erected some
time ago. Others are now to be added, and a

stationary tire pump has been placed in the

courtyards. This extraordinary kindness on
the part of the Government towards its em-
ployees is not wholly unselfish. There is a

method in it, which an official instrumental in

having the stands and pump erected has ex-

plained.

"We found," he said, "that the men and
women who ride wheels got down early in

the morning, so we decided that bicycle riding

was a good thing to encourage. The cyclists

are always on time, usually ahead of time,

while many of those who walk or depend on
the street cars are not. Then, again, the

clerks who ride bicycles work with a vigor

lacking in some of the other employees. They
spend more time in the open air, wheeling de-

velops their muscles and brains, and, alto-

gether, the bicycle is helping the Government,
particularly in clerical efficiency."

MIXED YEARS AND MILES.

"Old Mr. Garlick completed a century this

morning."

"How long did it take him?"

"Why, a hundred years, of course."

"Well, he don't get no century club badge
for that performance. He's got to do it in

better than fourteen hours before he can get

on the club's books."

NEW YORK'S GUMBOYS.

Cycling has developed a rival of the news-

boy and the cabman—here in New York, at

least.

As a rule he is neither large nor very for-

midable, but he is quite numerous, and no
aggregations of "Sun? World? Journal?

Extra Baseball?" criers, or "Cab? Cab? Cab,

sirs?" are more energetic or insistent than this

newcomer—the gumboy. On Saturdays and

Sundays he's everywhere, or nearly every-

where that cyclists are won't to dismount or

congregate.

Grant's Tomb, on Riverside Drive, Central

Park, Washington Bridge, the principal ferry

landings, and Coney Island are the gumboy's

haunts. They are eager and watchful.

When they are not darting in and out of the

seated or standing crowds of cyclists, they are

anxiously awaiting the new arrival. The lat-

ter is hardly able to dismount before the gum-
boys are upon him and half a dozen small,

dirty hands, each grasping a box or a pack-

age of the chewable, are thrust in his face.

1/

m

"Gum? Gum? Pepsin! Yucatan! Tutti-

frutti! Gum? Gum, sir? Here's yer pepsin.

Five cents a package," pipe the shrill, small

voices in unison.

They are insistent little devils—these gum-
boys—and the constant thrusting of gum under

one's nose and the constant repetition of the

cry is wearing on the patience. But for all of

that they're an industrious lot and worthy

compeers of the New York newsboys and

cabmen. It is rather odd that attention has

not been drawn to them sooner.

The "Gum! Gum!" cry has earned the right

^ rank with "Extra!" and "Keb!"

NO REASON TO THE CONTRARY.

Oh, but this is a perverse and a pedaling

generation. It would rather go wheeling

about on Sunday than to go to meeting and

hear the very newest thing in theology, the

very highest thing in criticism, the latest thing

in heresy, or the most lurid thing in pulpitorial

sensationalism. And why shouldn't it?

WHICH ?

When mamma saw my cycle suit,

She cried: "It's too short, daughter.'

When riding on the Boulevard,

Some men yelled: "Cut it shorter."

Now, I'm a simple, cycling maid.

So won't someone apprise me,

Jf I must listen to mamma
Or what the men advise me?

ONE ADVANTAGE SCORCHING GIVES.

Dyspepsia had left its imprint upon his face;

his views of life were as sour as his stomach,

but withal he was not to be sneered at when
it came to a duel of words.

"When you come to think it all over," he

said thoughtfully, "scorchers do have great

advantages over us poor ordinary mortals

who are not cyclists."

"Of course they have," returned the man
with a League pin on the front of his fried-

egg cap. "But I never expected a wheel-hater

like you to admit it, though."

"Well, it hadn't occurred to me before that

he never has to hang onto the strap of a

cable car."

"I should say not. He just goes sailing

along on his
"

"Oh, I wasn't thinking of that feature of

it," interrupted the dyspeptic one. "Besides.

that's an exaggeration, anyway. He does have

to ride on cable or elevated cars at times, and

he has to ride on crowded ones, too, but his

advantage lies solely in the fact that he

doesn't have to hold onto a strap a foot above

his head—his back is so curved that he can

easily steady himself by putting one hand on

the floor."

Since then the man with the fried-egg cap

hasn't been on friendly or even speaking

terms with the dyspeptic cyclophobist.

LEAVES, NOT BLOOMERS.

It was quietly, very quietly, she was descend-

ing the stairs. She reached the front door, her

hand sought the knob, and she slowly turned

it, hoping to get out of the house without at-

tracting attention. But the door of the library

swung quickly open, and she was discovered.

"My daughter," said the white-haired old

gentleman, "what is that—what are those

you have on?"

She hung her head, turned the door-knob

uneasily back and forth, then attempted to

lengthen the apology of a skirt by smoothing

it downward, but she did not answer.

"Did you not promise me," the old man
went on, "that if I allowed you to ride a bi-

cycle that you would not wear—that is, you

would wear a skirt longer than a ruffle?"

She stepped towards him; then paused.

"Yes, father," she murmured soft and low;

"I did; and I meant it, too. But I didn't know
these then. The more I saw of them the bet-

ter I liked them, the less I liked my skirt

length, and the less voluminous they became.

They improve on acquaintance, father. They
grow on one

"

"My daughter," he interrupted, "Eve's gar-

ments grew on her."

SHEOL COULD NOT STOP HIS BOASTING.

"Is this hot enough for you?" asked the

boss imp, getting record for '97 with this

famous witticism.

"Purty warm," admitted the newly-arrived,

"but I remember a century run we took to

Philadelphia once, when it was so doggone
hot that

"

The attendant imps, at signal, grabbed him
and shoved him down seven stories nearer the

bottom which isn't there.

EXPERIENCE IS DIFFERENT.

The time has arrived when the estwhile

omnipotent novice comes forth from cycle

academic shades to find that he is a very small

potato in cycling's very big world.
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NO LONGER THE HIGHEST PRICE.

Luthy bicycles will no longer be listed at

$150.

The announcement was made by Luthy &
Co. on Saturday last, when this new scale of

prices was made public:

Luthy Roadsters and Road Racers, enameled $100

I.uthy Roadsters and Road Racers, with nickel

laps 110

Luthy Roadsters and Road Racers, satin finish.. 120

The Lady Luthy, enameled 110

The Lady Luthy, with nickel laps 120

The Lady Luthy, satin finish 135

I he Luthy Track Racer, enameled 125

The Luthy Track Racer, with nickel laps 135

Extra for brake 5

The Luthy people do not conceal their re-

gret that trade conditions necessitated the

step. "Although we meet with a loss in mak-
ing the reduction," they say, "and reluctantly

place the price of our peerless wheel on a

level with the present price of the cheaper

wheels, we believe the future will justify our

action and that the riding public will appre-

ciate the move."

No. 483-

RATHER COMPLEX FROM PITTSBURG

Were the Questions at lasue Between Maker
and Seller of Dauntless

Bicycles.

Pittsburg, May 24.—In the case of the

Dauntless Bicycle Company vs. S. M. Jones
& Co., in the United States jJistrict Court of

Pennsylvania the case was compromised, and
the jury brought in a verdict by agreement of

counsel of $2,943.58 for the plaintiff.

The suit occasioned considerable interest,

and grew out of a contract between the

Dauntless Bicycle Company, of Toledo, and
S. M. Jones & Co., of Pittsburg.

According to the testimony adduced, on
October 28, 1895, the Dauntless company con-

tracted to furnish the Jones company 1,500

Dauntless wheels, with an option of 1,000 ad-

ditional wheels, if desired. The defendants

claimed to have contracted for a wheel built

like a model exhibited by President T. B.

Terry, in which "material should be of the best

and said bicycle should be equal, if not bet-

ter, than any on the market." The defendants

stated that they had received 643 wheels aiid

had ordered 78 more to be shipped to cus-

tomers, per contract, for which they were to

pay $3,860. On April 19, 1896, the Jones com-
pany ordered 817 additional wheels, which

they had sold to their customers, and for

which the Jones firm was to pay $87,667. But
the plaintiiT refused to fill the order. The
Jones firm shipped to the factory six wheels

which had been returned by customers as im-

perfect and not according to the guarantee.

These the plaintifif refused to repair and

return, alleged the defendant. The plain-

tiffs sued for $4,776.97 for bicycles and bicycle

parts furnished the defendant. But the Jones

company put in a counter claim of $8,425.80

against the Dauntless people, which sum re-

sulted from the loss they incurred by having

salesmen cover their territory, sell the wheels

and fail to deliver them. The defendants

thereupon claimed from the plaintiff the dif-

ference of $3,648.83. The jurors manifested a

desire to find out the actual cost of building

a wheel, but nothing further was evidenced

than the price at which they were sold whole-

sale.

SETTLED OUT OF COURT.

H. A. Christy and F. A. Hollenbeck & Co.,

of Syracuse, N. Y., have come to an under-

standing and settled their differences out of

court. Mr. Christy has withdrawn his suit

for infringement of his saddle patents and paid

all costs.

UNION SUPPLY COMPANY CEASES.

Maurice Meyer, dealer in bicycle supplies

under the style of the Union Bicycle Supply
Company, at 68 Murray street, this city, has

failed. The sheriff closed his place on Tues-
day on an execution from Erdman, Levy &
Mayer for $1,023, in favor of Annie Philips.

Liabilities are estimated at $30,000; assets, un-
known, but it "is believed the stock on hand
will satisfy the sheriff's execution. Most of

the outstanding accounts, however, have been
transferred to creditors for borrowed money.
Meyer formerly kept a restaurant, and organ-
ized the bicycle supply concern in January
last.

NOW COMES THE WOOD RIM FIGHT.

Jamestown, N. Y., May 22.—The Fenton
Metallic Manufacturing Co., of this city, has

been served with a bill of complaint in the

United States Circuit Court at the instance of

the Fairbanks Wood Rim Company, of Brad-

ford, Pa.

The suit is brought to prohibit the Fenton

Company from using the Boston Wood Rim
Company's rims, as infringing on the Fair-

banks patents.

The Boston company, it is expected, will

fight the matter, and a stubborn legal battle

will probably result.

Now Comes the I<atest Reports Regarding that

Tube Deal and the People

In It.

From Pittsburg comes the news that the

deal has been accomplished, and that Arthur

Pilkington and the other English capitalists

who have been dickering for American tube

mills have secured the plants at EUwood City

and Greenville, Pa., together with the Ameri-

can rights to the Stiefel patent.

It is stated that $3,000,000 was the purchase

price, and that H. A. Lozier and the other

American owners will still retain an interest

in the properties.

The names of the Britons who accompanied

Mr. rukington to this country are also made
public for the first time. They are Messrs.

J. F. J. Piercy, J. H. Piercy and H. N. Tay-

lor, of Birmingham, England.

Vice-President Hartmann, of the Ellwood
Tube Co., sailed for Europe on Saturday "to

turn over the patents," so the report states.

It is known, however, that several other par-

ties interested in the transaction also sailed

on the same day and that further develop-
ments may be expected.
When information was sought Manager

Ensworth, of the Ellwood Mill, politely

begged to be excused from talking of the
matter. Manager Warwick, of the Ameri-
can Weldless Tube Co., with whom the Pil-

kington party was first treating, says: "Ne-
gotiations are still pending. The deal can-

not be closed without us," which statement
implies that the end is not yet.

Atlanta, Ga., is about to establish a cycle

squad; accordingly the chief of police is anx-

ious to obtain bids from cycle makers.

WARWICK WINS HIS SUIT.

About two years ago George T. Warwick
and Charles S. Stockton started in business

in Newark, N. J., under the style of the War-
wick & Stockton Co., making a lot of ma-
terial under Warwick's patents. The business

grew to great proportions, especially in hubs,

pedals, chains, etc. Then came disagree-

ments between the partners, later an estrange-

ment, and finally a parting. Warwick then

sued for an accounting of one-half the profits

of the concern since the commencement of its

operations, and for three years to come, the
contract covering a period of five years, and
the New Jersey courts have just given judg-
ment in his favor. The decision gives War-
wick victory on every point on which he
sued. He is entitled to one-half the profits,

not only on his own patented goods, but on
any bicycle material which the firm turns
out, and an order for accounting has been
entered. Meanwhile the firm is working
much more than ordinary day's work, and
is doing a highly successful business, and
now that the court has decided matters, it is

not probable that the business will be inter-

fered with in any way.
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NO MORE CYCLE SHOWS.

At I,east Not for the Next Twelve Months

Will There Be Any Such

Thine:.

There will be no more cycle show?—not

even a local exhibition. The National Board

of Trade has so decreed.

That the National events should be abol-

ished caused no great surprise, but the taboo

placed on the local affairs was rather unex-

pected.

The decision was reached at the meeting

of the directors of the board in this city on

Monday of this week, at which eleven mem-
bers were presents, viz.: Messrs. Garford,

Day, Dickerson, Coleman, Dikeman, Wain-

wright. Brown, Spalding, Measure, Peck and

Funnel. Messrs. Yost and Crawford were the

only absentees.

The subject was first considered at a ses-

sion of the Executive Committee on Satur-

day. The discussion, it is understood, was

animated, ex-President Coleman leading the

argument for the continuance of shows.

He carried his point, but when the

matter was debated at the general meet-

ing on Monday it was decided to

submit to the will of the majority of the

membership at large as expressed by the

mail vote, which has voted "no show." Ac-

cordingly this resolution was unanimously

adopted:

Resolved, That no national or local cycle

exhibitions shall be held or sanctioned by

this board between June 1, 1897, and June

1, 18D8, and that the Board of Directors

recommend that February 22d be designated

as a general Opening Day throughout the

country.

This settles the matter for twelve months
at least, and it is clear that should develop-

ments and conditions warrant the holding of

exhibitions in 1899, the crossing of that bridge

will be easy when it is reached. The di-

rectors did not commit themselves for all

time.

From all reports, the manufacturers were

led to oppose local exhibitions, because of

the growth of the idea, and the great and in-

creasing number of calls for "show wheels,"

electric signs and the like.

The suggestion of a general "Open-
ing Day" is a Boston idea. Until this

season February 22d—Washington's birthday

—of each year has always been generally so

observed by the retail trade of that city. The
new models were usually in hand by that

time, and the public, both by private invita-

tion and through the newspapers, were in-

vited to call and inspect. The stores were
usually embellished for the occasion with

potted plants, etc., and "open house" with its

concomitants of punch, sandwiches and
cigars was the rule. The Bostonians took
kindly to the idea, and invariably flocked to

the cycle district in great numbers. If it

can be as thoroughly instilled into other com-
munities there will be small need for the

more expensive "local shows."

In the discussion of the show question it

was shown that because of the Board of

Trade's direct conduct of the National ex-

hibitions, a saving of $75,000 in space rentals

had resulted.

At Monday's meeting it was decided that

the subscription to the mercantile department,

including such weekly reports as may be is-

sued, will be $20 per annum, and cost of col-

lection remain the same; and that if special

reports or signed financial statements be fur-

nished on aplication, a charge of $1, payable

in advance, shall be made.

Before adjournment the following were

elected to active membership: K. L. Ryman,
Strieby & Foote Co., Newark, N. J.; M. H.

Hulbert, Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co., New
York City; W. C. Mowry, Hopkins & Allen

Mfg. Co., Norwich, Conn.; and these to as-

sociate membership: F. Coit Johnson, J. H.

Lane & Co., New York City; Henry Hor-

ton, Horton & Woolson, New Haven, Conn.;

Cox & Tingley, Elizabeth, N. J.; John G.

Xander, Keystone Match and Machine Co.,

Lebanon, Pa.; Max Tonk, Tonk Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, 111.; Wm. Sanford, New Bruns-

wick Rubber Co., New York City; Studley

& Jarvis, Grand Rapids, Mich. ; Wilson

Brothers' Woodenware and Toy Co., New
York City; I. S. Ventries, The Union Nut

and Bolt Co., New York City.

Transfers of stock were reported as fol-

lows: From James S. Holmes, Jr., to Charles

H. Metz, Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham,

Mass.; from Harry White to H. E.

Maslin, Tourist Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

;

from Ernest F. Walton to Julian R. Tink-

ham, Tinkham Cycle Co., New York City;

from C. L. Hotz to L. Fewsmith, The Peer-

less Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio; from Eliza-

beth J. Lutz, executrix of estate of J. F.

Lutz, deceased, to Walter W. Hastings, New
York Standard Watch Co., New York City;

from D. L. Cockley to W. E. Miller, Shelby

Steel Tube Co., Shelby, Ohio.

COMPANIONS DID IT.

RACING IN THE FOOT HILLS.

Denver, Col., May 22.—W. W. Hamilton

reestablished himself in the eyes of the rac-

ing world as a long distance unpaced rider

to-day.

In a twenty-five-mile race with A.

L. Heckenberger, brother of the But-

termilk Boy, he won in 1.01.59. There

was no record found for a similar race,

unpaced in competition, but the nearest it

could be judged by was A. F. Senn's perform-

ance against time at Louisville, Ky., Novem-
ber 18, 1895. Then Senn rode the twenty-

five miles unpaced in 1.02.37 2-5. The race

to-day was started from the same tape, but

the men went different directions. Hamilton

the right way of the track, and Hachenberger

the wrong wav. To make matters even Ham-
ilton turned out whenever the two met. The
latter rode strongly and was not pushed at

any part of the race. Hachenberger rode

pluckily, but his wheel had something wrong
with it, as the chain ground and rattled.

When Hamilton finished Hachenberger had

two-thirds of a mile yet to go and did not

finish.

The race was at the first meet of the year

in Denver. In the mile professional, single

paced, W. W. Oudkirk, handled by W. P.

Stanton made the mile in 2.07 1-5, equaling
the record made with single pace-making in

the Bald-Sanger tie race at Kalamazoo, Mich.
Stanton has taken up Oudkirk in place of

Harry Clark, and hopes to get him on the
national circuit this year.

The meet was opened with a mile race on
old high wheels. The men came out in var-
ious outlandish costumes, but did the best they
could with the cumbersome wheels. The time
was 3.44 1-5, Robert Gerwing, the old-time
racing man, now handling the Sterling wheel,
finished first. N. A. Pippin was second and
J. J. Rutherford, third.

That Form of Wheel So Tied Up Its Makers
That They Were Forced to

Quit.

Rochester, N. Y., May 21.—The Punnett

Cycle Mfg. Co. is in financial straits.

Armed with two executions in favor of the

German National Bank, amounting to $2,000,

the sheriff took possession of the factory, and

later Frank J. Hone, of the law firm of Hone
& Ernst, was appointed receiver.

It is stated that the primary cause of the

failure is due to the contract which it had
with the Pittsburg firm, which contracted for

twelve hundred Companion bicycles. The
contract was made last fall, and in order to

fill it the company was compelled to stop the

manufacture of other bicycles and devote its

entire resources to the manufacture of the

Companion wheels. Recently trouble arose

with the Pittsburg firm, which finally refused

to accept the goods. This left the Punnett

Company with a large stock of wheels on its

hands, and as it had devoted all its energies

to the manufacture of these wheels it had few

of the other kinds to supply the trade.

The factory was in full blast when the

sheriff took charge, and President Punnett,

who was in charge, said that the judgments

will be paid as soon as the company can

collect in the money. He was granted the

privilege of keeping the office open to receive

money on account, and the deputy was paid

by him the sum of $1,100 to apply on the

judgments.

The company is confident that it will be

able to settle its affairs and be able to re-

sume business.

The annual report of the company, made
last January, gave the capital stock as $25,000;

debts, $10,500; assets, $28,000. The directors

of the company are Reuben S. Punnett, S. E.

Newcomb, R. J. Strassenberg and J. George

Wagner, Jr. Mr. Punnett is president of the

company and Mr. Newcomb is secretary.

An action has been brought by the Sager
Manufacturing Company against the Punnett
Company to recover $700.93, alleged to be
due for saddles furnished to the defendant
between Dec. 5, 1896, and May 1, 1897. The
plaintiff claims to have furnished goods to the
amount of $805.73, and to have been paid only

MR. HARRIS HAS LEFT TOWN.

Petersburg, Va., May 21.—Charles J. Har-

ris, trading at the Old Dominion Cycle and

Supply Store, has filed a deed of assignment

in Chancery Court, naming Ordway Puller as

trustee. Liabilities are placed at $1,500.

The trustee will take charge of the stock and

dispose of everything for the benefit of the

creditors. Mr. Harris has left town. It is

not known whether he will return. It is said

that he expected ample backing to run the

store, but failed to get it and was forced to the

wall. Mr. Harris' departure was a surprise

to those associated with him.

CAUGHT IN KETTLE FALLS.

Dansville, N. Y., May 22.—William H.

Dick, proprietor of the Will Dick Cycle

Works, has made an assignment to his father,

Conrad Dick.

Dick made considerable money in the man-
ufacture of a shoe specialty, called the "fire-

side comfort," but it is said he lost the most
of it in the Kettle Falls bubble. He is a pop-
ular man and the failure is regretted gener-

ally.
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TOLD BY TWENTY.

'T' HE busiest half of the cycle trade is that

* between October 1st and May 1st. The

following list shows the twenty largest ad-

vertisers in The Wheel during this period

—

ten East and ten West. Examine the names

carefully. Are they successful firms, or are

they not? There are two points of view:

Either advertising has made these concerns

successful, or success has made them value

advertising.

EAST. WEST.
1. Boston Woven 1. Arnold, Scliwinn &

Hose and Rubber Co.
Co. 2. Featlierstone, A.,

3. Cycle Impi-ov't Co & Co.
3. Dodge, Theo. A. 3. Fowler Cycle Mfg.
4. Johnson's, I v e r

,

Co.
Arms and Cycle 4. Gendron VVlieel Co.
Works. 5. Gormully& Jeffery

5. Leng's, J. S., Son Mfg. Co,
& Co. 6. Lozier, H.A., & Co.

6. Meslnger Bicycle 7. Palmer Pneumatic
Saddle Co. Tire Co.

7. Pope Mfg. Co. 8. Peoria Rubber
8. Spencer Brake Co. Mfg. Co.
9. UnionCycle Mfg.Co 9. Sieg, C. H.,Mfg.Co.
0. W^orcester Cycle 10. Sterling Cycl e

Mfg. Co. W^orks.

A TIMELY I:XPERIMENT.

y HE WHEEL does not believe in the No
* Show movement. It does not endorse

it as being a movement of absolute wisdom

and certainty. Shows certainly accomplish

as much good as they are supposed to do

harm, and the advantages of the big shows

and the advantages of holding local shows

far out-run the disadvantages. But this pres-

ent year and the coming season will mean a

big settling-down movement for the bicycle

trade. This crystallization process has been

going on slowly for three or four seasons.

There was a sudden congealment in 1893, a

deal of quick hardening in 1896, and the im-

mediate future promises to further shake

the business down to hard-pan legitimacy.

It is probable that some of our trade vessels

will sail in strange waters, somewhat white-

capped, and it is only fair that the skippers

should not be burdened with explosive ma-

terial in cargo, but should be free to employ

all their talents and powers and attributes

to steer their vessels into smooth waters.

For that reason The Wheel commends the

one-year No-Show movement.

ELEVATING THE STAGE.

THE moralizing tone adopted by some of

the daily papers with regard to the ap-

parent decline of the theatre artistically and

financially during the past season, and the

charge that is brought against the bicycle of

interfering seriously with the theatre business

brings us to a particularly happy suggestion,

which we trust may have its foundation in

fact, and that is that there is really a strong-

tendency towards the simpler and more

wholesome amusements to be observed in the

young people of to-day.

If the bicycle has helped to bring this about

it deserves all the adulation it is getting, and

more, not because the theatre is essentially

vicious or unwholesome, but because it has

occupied a more prominent place among pop-

ular amusements than any purely artificial di-

version ought to do, and especially any that

appeals so strongly to the emotions.

There are two advantages to be expected

from this reaction, if it has really set in. One

of them is obviously a brighter and more

spontaneous mental and moral attitude on the

part of that portion of the public which di-

verts itself.

The bicycle has stimulated a love for fresh

air, for country scenes and for physical ex-

pansion. It will give us a race of strong-

limbed, vigorous-lunged men and women,

with eyes to see and ears to hear. This is

the broader and farther-reaching effect.

Then, we shall have, as a natural conse-

quence, better plays and better acting. It

.
will be necessary to hold out the real thing

as an inducement to tempt these well-venti-

lated young people into a tlieatre. They will

demand a higher order of play and the best

of acting, and it will no longer be easy to

palm off on them a poor quality of either.

Dramatists and actors will be stimulated to

their best work by the common-sense de-

mands made on them by a public recreated by

the all-powerful bicycle. And in this way the

benefits of the latter will be reflected on those

unhappy ones who, by reason of age and fee-

bleness, are debarred a more direct acquaint-

ance with its joys.

WHERE JUSTICE WEEPS.

PHILADELPHIA lawyers are proverbial,

*• but they must look to their laurels.

Philadelphia judges are making them-

selves famous in their ability to ren-

der verdicts against wheelmen. The
latest in this line is a decision that when
it comes to a question of right of way be-

tween a wheelman and any other vehicle,

the only right the wheelman has is the right

to give way to the other vehicle or be run

over, this, too, without any regard to the

rules of the road.

When Philadelphia has grown tired of erect-

ing monuments to the late Mr. Washington
and the later Mr. Penn, it might sprinkle

here and there a few brazen images to per-

petuate the wisdom and legal acumen of its

distinguished judges, for surely such famous

men should not go down into their graves

and be forgotten by all save those to whom
they dealt out their peculiar brands of "jus-

tice."

ETERNAL VIGILANCE.

r\URING these days of cycle popularity,

•*-^ when crooks are making a picking

ground of cycledom, he is a wise dealer who
takes nothing for granted.

Within the past few days the old game of trans-

mitting an order by telephone has been suc-

cessfully worked, and the Board of Trade has

found it necessary to warn its members
against forged letter-heads and checks. It is

beheved that a number of these are in circu-

lation, and the Board's caution, "Unless the

party presenting them is known, make inqui-

ries before delivery of goods," should be

borne in mind and be heeded.

Eternal vigilance may save the price of sev-

eral bicycles.

FOR TWELVE MONTHS.

'T' HE news of the "No Show" Board of

Trade resolution was quickly passed

about, and, as was to be expected, the knowing
ones, the wiseacres, with much head-oscillation

and ahemming and hawing, opined generally

that, in spite of the Board of Trade, in the

face of this, that and the other thing, there

would be two shows, or at least one show.

The propagation of such an opinion is a

thing not devoutly to be wished for, and

the smothering of such an opinion at the ear-

liest opportunity should be the chiefest work

of the Board of Trade. The trade at large.
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l)y mail vote, have decided against the hold-

ing of shows, and the Board of Trade direc-

torate have nailed the "No Show" flag to

the masthead, and from now until the end

of the twelve-months' experiment this flag

should flutter freely in the breeze, and should

not under any circumstances be half-masted or

hauled down. It should be "No Show" first,

last and all the time—that is, for a twelve-

month.

Last year there were possibilities of pen-

alties. For instance, violation of agreement

not to patronize local shows was punished

by exclusion from National shows. This year

there can be no such penalty, so that the

Board should at once set to work and bind

every member of the trade to the strongest

kind of an agreement. The sooner President

Garford's cabinet begin this work, the better.

Let the "No Show" experiment be tried; let

it be fully tried. Let it be understood long

before show time comes that there will be no

shows, that there is to be no hitch in the

scheme. Then the trade will be absolutely

free to try the "No Show" experiment.

Whether this season will witness the apogee

of the bicycle's favor is inconsequential be-

sides the all-important and ever-pervading fact

that the wheelmen own the earth for this one

season at least. It may be that the percentage

of those who do not ride and never will ride,

even though wheels become as plentiful as

blackberries in August, will be definitely de-

termined this year, and it may be that the

maximum limit of those who will succumb to

the blandishments of the spinning multitudes

has been reached. But this is a matter inter-

esting only to those poor, benighted souls

who for ten years and more have posed as

Jeremiahs, crying out that cycling was a craze

and its end approaching.

The Racing Board has placed one more

charmingly unique ruling to its already de-

cidedly unique record. As only six profes-

sional entries of doubtful calibre had been

received for its Decoration Day meet, the

Crescent Wheelmen, of Plainfield, N. J., de-

sired to declare the events off, and according-

ly wired the chairman. The latter ordered

the entries turned over to the Atalanta

Wheelmen, which means that the six men who

supposedly had an inalienable right to select

the easiest pickings have practically had the

Plainfield prize money taken out of their

pockets by official edict. Was ever a League

committee so free from guile?

The manufacturers that secure fame for

their business by conspicuous and persistent

advertising will go on absorbing the trade .of

their competitors who do not use that means

of obtaining publicity. That is inevitable and

irresistible.

Police Commissioner Andrews, himself a

West Point graduate, will probably bite his

lip when he sees the photographs of his

"pets" in this issue of The Wheel, not that

the men, as a whole, do not present a splendid

appearance, but the "position of a soldier,"

so dear to the military heart, appears to have

been lost sight of by nearly all of the police-

men. Even the commanding officer, wearing

his white cap, holds his feet widely apart, a

fact that cannot but cause Commissioner An-

drews to shudder.

Another "Wheel" has made its appearance,

and in the South, where men are popularly

supposed to be intensely jealous of all that

is honest and honorable. Its first issue says

that the paper "will be conducted on a high

moral plane" and contains a number of clip-

pings from religious journals. Patrons of

The Wheel should guard themselves against

deception.

None should shed tears of regret that

a general decrease in the number of entries

has marked all, or nearly all of the prom-

inent road races that occur annually on Dec-

oration Day. For the past two years the

fields of starters have been above the danger

limit and permitted luck to become a too im-

portant factor in the events.

The bicycle is greater than the horse. The

question here in the effete East is removed

once for all from the province of the debating

societies by the action of the Massachusetts

legislature in making a penalty for stealing a

bicycle, though there is no special penalty

for stealing a horse.

Diogenes was said to have hunted with a

lantern for an honest man. The customer, be

he agent or rider, will not look for bargains

in cycling this way. If either finds them it will

be because those who have cycles or sundries

to offer hang their lanterns out in the shape

of advertisements.

Did you ever see a wheelwoman who was

too strong-minded to listen to gossip about

some other rider, her machine, or her cos-

tume?

While a useless official may be useful as a

warning, yet it seems as though the League

had just a few too many of this kind of warn-

ing.

The manufacturer who is in a hurry to get

rich out of building bicycles, generally has to

wait till his hurry is over, sometimes longer.

A great many users of the public highways

think that courtesy and f(:)rbearance are ab-

solute necessities—for the other fellow.

A woman on a bicycle is never as old as

she looks, unless she doesn't look it.

WHEELMEN AND RIGHT OF WAY.

When it comes to anti-cycling judiciary

the Philadelphia bench is a million miles away
from any other place in civilization. From
the highest to the lowest of Philadelphia

courts the poor, unfortunate wheelman has

just about as much chance of getting fair play

as a cat without claws in a flour barrel would
of escaping. Judge Wilson, in the Court of

Common Pleas is the latest addition to the

long list. The case was one brought by a

wheelman against a cart driver who ran into

the wheelman. It was proven by the rider

and admitted by the cartman that the wheel-

man was riding between the rails of a street

car track, the cars on which ran eastward,

the way the wheelman was proceeding. The
cartman, driving swiftly westward, the wrong
way of the car track, refused to turn out for

the rider, and the latter trying to do so was

struck by the cart, thrown down and injured.

Suit was brought against the Union Traction

Company, the driver's employers, for dam-

ages. In sustaining the trial judge's throw-

ing of the wheelman's case out of court, Judge

Wilson makes this queer decision regarding

right of way:

"There may be said to be two grounds upon which

the plaintiff bases his cause of action. The first of

these is that the defendant's driver was driving at a

high rate of speed. I do not think there is any-

thing in the evidence which would justify an infer-

ence that the plaintiff's injuries were owing to any

negligence of the driver upon that cause.

"The other ground is that the plaintiff had the

right of way. To sustain this point, reliance is had

upon the statute which gives to a bicycle the charac-

ter of a vehicle, and also to an ordinance of the

city which, in ordinary cases, gives to vehicles the

right of way upon the tracks of the passenger rail-

way companies, in the direction in which the cars

ordinarily run. The obvious reason of this ordinance

however, is that it was intended to give to the ve-

hicles making use of the rails of the tracks a con-

venient and settled right of direction and occupancy

upon these rails. I do not think it has any bearing

whatever upon the right of the riders of bicycles.

- Nobody, I presume, would dispute the proposition-

that, in the ordinary occupancy of streets and under

ordinary circumstances, the drivers of vehicles drawn

by horses and the riders of bicycles must regard the

ordinary rules of the road, for each other's conven-

ience and safety. I do not, however, think that such

a rule would require that in an open, unobstructed

highway, a vehicle like a cart, for instance, should

be driven to one side in order that the rider of a

bicycle might be relieved of the necessity of deviating

from a straight line. Good sense and reasonable re-

gard for the peculiarities of such cases ought to be

required, both of the drivers of vehicles and of the

riders of bicycles. This is hardly necessary to say. The
experience of almost everyone, in his own family if

not from his own personal use of the bicycle, em-
phasizes the importance of proper and reasonable

regulations for the protection of the many thousands

of people who use the modern vehicle known as the

bicycle. At the same time it is also to be borne in mind
that that vehicle is much lighter and more under
the control of its rider than vehicles of the other sort,

which are drawn by horses.

"In many cases, therefore, it is the duty of the rider

of the bicycle to regulate his course and to make
concessions, which possibly the driver of a vehicle

of burden ordinarily would not be obliged to do. In
this particular it is quite evident that the plaintiff,

under the notion that he had a right to compel the

driver of the cart to leave the track in order to give

him a free and unobstructed passage remained in his

onward course so long that the collision which oc-

curred was unavoidable. In this he was at fault; he
brought the consequences upon himself by his own
folly. In our judgment there was nothing in tlie cir-

cumstances of the case or in his duty which required

the driver of the cart to leave the track to make room
for the plaintiff. We are, therefore, of the opinion

that the plaintiff made out no case, and that the in-

struction of the Trial Judge to render a verdict in

favor of the defendant was proper and should be sus-

tained.

"The rule is therefore discharged."
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HERE'S THE MENU.

How the Racing Banquet "Will Be Spread for

Racers, Both Pures and

Pros.

Philadelphia, May 25.—Unlike the National

meet at Louisville last year, amateurs and pro-

fessionals will not come together in the cham-

pionship races at the Philadelphia meet. For

the first time in the history of the League
the two classes will be given the opportunity

of fighting out among themselves the ques-

tion of to whom belongs the title of national

champion at the various distances. The pro-

fessional championships will be at a quarter,

half, one and five miles; the amateur at a

mile and two miles.

In addition to the championship events

there will be four professional and three

amateur races—one and two-mile handicaps

for each class, mile open and mile (2.05 class)

for professionals and third mile open for ama-

teurs. This long programme will, in the

opinion of the Race Meet Committee, furnish

excitement galore for the crowd, and for that

reason it was decided to turn down the big

list of trick-riding applicants, and entirely

dispense with that feature, which has become
somewhat monotonous in recent years.

The full programme, with the order in

which the races will be run ofif, follows:

FIRST DAY.

2-mile handicap, professional.

1-mile championship, amateur.

J-mile championship, professional.

2-mile handicap, amateur.

1-mile championship, professional.

1-3-mile open, amateur.

1-mile, 2.05 class, professional.

SECOND DAY.

i-mile, championship, professional.

1-mile handicap, afnateur.

1-mile open, professional.

2-mile championship, amateur.

1-mile handicap, professional.

5-mile championship, professional.

The trial heats will be run off in the morn-

ings, beginning at 9.30, the semi-finals and

finals to be reserved for the afternoons, at 3

o'clock.

The work of improving the Willow Grove

track is now in progress. Although less than

a year old, and never in proper condition for

making fast time, the mile was negotiated

upon it last season in 2.04 and a fraction, the

surface at the time being decidedly soft; in-

deed, poor time at Willow Grove has been an

exception, which argues well for the lines

upon which the track is built. Between now
and the first of August the management will

spend a large amount of money in placing

upon it a surface which, while possessing all

the advantages of asphalt, will have none of

its disadvantages, and that good time may
characterize the two days' racing they pro-

pose to spare no expense in making any im-

provement which may be. suggested by the

competent track builder who has charge of

the work. By the first week of August next

the Willow Grove track will be one of the

fastest three-lap ovals in the country.

COMES THE WHITE-WINGED ANGEL.

Peace has been declared among the French
cycling bodies, and the threatened civil war
has died in its infancy. At a recent meeting
of reconciliation all disqualifications were can-

celed and a committee, known as the "Comite
des Courses Velocipedique de France," was
appointed to govern all cycling sport in

France. The election of this Council resulted

in the selection of the following: MM.
Baduel, Vienna and Busquet; MM. Dreux,
de Perrodil and Porcheron; MM. Leon Ham-
elle, Paul Bernard, Marcel I'Heuheux, Victor

Breyer and A. Moore.

IN HOT WATER.

SANGER OUT ON AN OUTING.

Walter Sanger, the mammoth Milwaukee-
an, is now ofif the fence. He has elected to

ride an Outing bicycle, and will shortly don
the purple and white that will distinguish the

Outing team. The Outing Bulletin is au-

thority for the statement that he will devote

all his attention to match races until fall,

when, after the American championships in

the East, he will attempt to lower the un-

paced records. Sanger is now in Denver.

CHALLENGE DISEASE SPREADS.

J. W. Stocks evidently intends to make the

best of his last year on the path. He is now
out with a challenge to the world to ride a

paced match against any cyclist (A. A. Chase
preferred) for one hour; the match to take

place at the Crystal Palace track, June 7th

or 8th, for a sum of not less than $250 a side.

In addition to this, the Crystal Palace Co.

have ofifered to give a prize of $500 to the

winner.

PAYS BETTER THAN RACING.

In England, this year, the big riders will

give more attention to record-breaking than

competitive racing. Chase, Betts, Walters,

Linton, Stocks and Holbein are all training

to worry the scythe-man. As most of the men
are interested in different tire and machine
firms, the rivalry promises to be keen.

OPEN FOR TRAINING.

A quad was tried on the new cement track

at Celtic Park, Glasgow, specially laid for the

International championships, right after its

completion, and it is reported that it "took

the turns beautifully." It is now open for

training.

SMALL DISTANCE; BIG PRIZE.

July 11th has been fixed as the date for the

great Parisian event, the Grand Prix de

Paris. The race is for two kilometres (1 mile

427 yards), the first prize being 6,000 francs

($1,200). It will probably be held on the

Seine track.

PAYS TWO-FIFTY PER DAY.

London now has a brassard. The Wood
Green track authorities have put up an arm-

let which will bring to the holder $2.50 per

day. It will be open to competition in a five-

mile paced race up to September 30th.

WHAT HAPPENS HIM.

The man who starts out to woo fortune on
the race track finds in the long run he is ex-
pected to give handicaps rather than to re-

ceive them.

HAS GREAT AMBITION.

England's famous long-distance road rider,

M. A. Holbein,- is training to achieve his am-
bition in covering 400 miles on the road in

twenty-four hours.

The Old Mistake of Finishing a Road Race on

a Track Again Causes

Trouble.

Cleveland, Ohio, May 24.—The race com-
mittee of the Cleveland Wheel Club's Decor-
ation Day races are having a hard row to

hoe, and all on account of a little clause in

the L. A. W. racing rules, which some one
has unfortunately discovered.

It reads: "Should any part of a road race

be run upon the track, such part immediately

becomes subject to track rules."

Two sets of officers have already been
chosen for the events, and unfortunately have

accepted; therefore, as the last mile of the

road race is to be finished upon the Glen-

ville track, where the afternoon races are to

be held, who will be in authority?

"When the road race becomes a track

race," according to L. A. W. rules, the road

race officials will be "out of a job," for they

cannot officiate upon the track.

On the other hand, it is very evident that

under the rules the track race offtcials have

no jurisdiction over the road riders until they

reach the track. The checkers over the

course have no authority to act with the

track officials, therefore how can the winners

be picked and how do the judges know that

the men covered the course?

Committeeman Dorntee of the Racing

Board has decided to issue no sanctions for

road races that finish upon tracks, consider-

ing them impracticable, but the plans of the

C. W. C. are all made and cannot well be

changed, and the committee are in hot, very

hot, water, and are debating as to what to do.

The only solution appears to be the sugges-

tion that there be but one set ot officials for

both events, so that when their road race

duties end they can immediately begin those

at the track. But even this plan has its bad

features, as numerQUS officials already asked

to serve will have to be requested to resign.

• Two other points have come up regard-

ing the race. Of course several of the prizes

exceed $35 in value, and the question arises:

Will this be according to L. A. W. rules?

Agam, will a novice who wins a prize in the

road-track race be eligible to compete in

the novice race?

The police are waging a tireless war upon
the city scorcher, and the latest dodge to

catch him in the act is the forming of a po-

lice bicycle squad. These guardians of the

peace are dressed in citizens' attire and fre-

quent the usual haunts of the scorcher. When
they catch him in the act—if they do catch

him—he is run in and fined. In this way
it is hoped to put a stop to a growing nuis-

ance and a constant menace to the safety of

pedestrians. The plan has worked well so

far, and several of the hump-backed gentry

have been caught and punished. Violators

of the lantern and bell ordinances are also

contributing their mite to the revenues of the

city.

ITALIAN CUTICLE DESTROYERS.

Parbly and a number of French cracks have

returned from a racing trip through Italy,

with numerous cuts and bruises sustained by

falls on the narrow tracks in that country.

Jaap Eden, who was also with the party, sus-

tained three defeats on Italian soil.
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LIKE ON A PORCUPINE.

QulUs Stuck Out All Over Manhattan Beach—

Klser the New Star of the Speed

Pirmament.

Whether inspired by the magnetic influence

of Thomas Eck or benefited by that veteran

trainer's method of cultivating good material,

certain it is that Earl Kiser, Eck's new ipro-

tege, played all manner of tricks with the

speedy professional talent at the Quill Club's

meet at Manhattan Beach on Saturday. Al-

though a rider of reputation, a rider who
scored a number of clever victories last year,

his stock jumped up a hundred per cent, by

dumbfounded his colleagues. When he won
the final of the handicap it was thought to

be somewhat of an accident, but his decisive

victory in a mile scratch event showed him

to be a new star in the firmament. His most

formidable competitor was Bald, who discon-

tinued letter writing long enough to take

part in the two events, and each time he was

stalled off close to the tape. In the heats

Bald had no trouble in qualifying, but in the

finals he was woefully weak in his sprint. Each
time he essayed a task of showing the men the

way across the tape, and just as often he was

nipped by Kiser and three or four riders who
responded to the Bison's challenge. With

his accustomed frankness. Bald admitted

class, with a few exceptions. The attendance

was gratifying to the promoters, between

four and five thousand spectators being on

the grounds, all of whom were conveyed to

the track by special trains or rode awheel,

for Manhattan Beach itself is dead. The man-
agement was close to perfection, and the

clerks of course performed their duties so ad-

mirably that for once the spectators at a Man-
hattan Beach meet were able to reach New
York before dark.

his work on Saturday, and speculation is rife

as to what he will do before the season is

over.

There were but two professional events at

the Quill Club's meet, and although the entry

list embraced the names of most of the crack

money riders of the day, Kiser won both

events. He qualified with comparative ease in

his heats, and his sprint in the two finals fairly

after the meet that he had not regained his

accustomed sprint, and manfully submitted to

his two defeats with good grace.

In the amateur events the Columbia College

team—Powell, Fearing and Dawson—made
a clean sweep. The Riverside and Harlem
Club delegates, who last year fairly howled
themselves hoarse at all Metropolitan race

meets, were as silent as church mice, a fact

that was freely commented on.

The meet was promoted hastily, as a specu-

lation that a meet held before Decoration

Day, the accustomed time for opening the

season, would prove successful, and the ex-

pectations were more than realized. The en-

try list was unusually heavy, eight heats be-

ing required to sift down the amateur events,

and the cash races caught the flower of that

The meet inaugurated the season for the

Metropolitan district. It savored of a first

night theatrical performance, and the first

nighters were out in full force. As customary,

there was a semblance to an ocean breeze,

which interfered somewhat with the times,

and a chilliness in the air caused those who
brought light overcoats to congratulate them-

selves. But one accident marred the meet,

and that occurred in event No. 13, the final

of the tandem, when Owen and O'Connor
went down in the sprint, after aiding and abet-

ting a most disgusting loafing exhibition.

It required eight heats to sift the novices

for the final, and an equal number in the mile

open amateur and the mile handicap, but one

man qualifying in each heat, except in the

handicap. The final of the novice was a hair
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raiser for the judges, eight men finishing al-

most abreast. In the mile open amateur
Powell finished with a sprint that carried him
yards in advance of his competitors. In the

handicap Powell misjudged Hausman, a Yale

man, who came up strong close to the tape

and cleverly outsprinted the Columbia man.

In the final of the mile professional Kiser,

Bald, Mertens, MacFarland, Kennedy and

Hadfield started, with Ingram setting pace.

Mertens moved to the front when the pace-

maker dropped, with Kiser right behind.

Bald started around the bunch on the home
stretch, with Kennedy in his wake. Then
Kiser took up the challenge, and left the

crowd as though they were standing still,

dragging Kennedy and MacFarland over the

tape right behind him. In the handicap Bald

and Riser started from scratch. At the bell

the field was well bunched. Coming down the

stretch Bald came up on the outside, but

was speedily jumped by Kiser, who won in a

double sprint that will make him wealthy if

he holds it to the close of the season, and

Bald was left struggling for fourth position.

Paced by a tandem, Bald rode an exhibition

half in 56 seconds. A noticeable feature at the

meet was the adoption by a number of the

riders of the Frenchified custom of attaching

club or trade emblems on the back instead

of on the breast.

The meet brought together a wondrous col-

lection of famous and notorious personages.

First and foremost was A. A. Zimmerrhan

and his sport-loving father, who confessed

that the only Arthur Augustus was getting

into shape, and would again burn up the

tracks. There was Albert Mott, who refused

to discuss matters pertaining to his office;

A. D. Wait, the Cohoes beauty; the be-

whiskered W. S. Bull, W. W. Wilson, the

Buffalo member of the State Racing Board,

and the notorious Percival, of Boston, who
was imported by the Quill Club to fill an

official position for some inexplicable reason,

displayed his red bandanna and posed before

the grand stand in a vain effort to attract at-

tention. President L. H. Adams, of the

Springfield B. C, was also present, endeavor-

ing to induce Bald to meet Cooper at the

proposed spring meet at the famous Spring-

field track, as was also Spencer Williams, the

Boston magnate, which caused some people

to wonder what was up, and numerous rep-

resentatives of coming meets, fishing for en-

tries. Summary:

Half-mile novice.—1, W. H. Hayes; 2, H. D. Hesser;

3, J. T. Walker. Time, 1.13 4-5.

One-mile open.—1, I. A. Powell, Columbia Uni-

versity; 2, W. H. Fearing, Columbia; 3, Bert Ripley,

Knickerbocker A. C. ; 4, Ray Dawson, Columbia.

Time, 2.20 4-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, E. C. Hausman, New Haven,

40 yds; 2, I. A. Powell, scratch; 3, L. R. Leflterson,

Knickerbocker A. C, scratch; 4, W. C. Roome, K.

A. C, scratch.

Half-mile handicap, professional.—First heat—1, A.

C. Mertens, 20 yds; 2, E. C. Bald, scratch; 3, Jay

Eaton, 10 yds; 3, Sam Brock, 50 yds. Time, 1.00 3-5.

Second Heat—1, Ray MacDonald, 40 yds; 2, C. M.
Murphy, 30 yds.; 3, Earl Kiser, scratch; 4, Chas. Had-

field, 35 yds. Time, 1.01 3-5.

Final.—1, Kiser; 2, MacDonald; 3, Eaton; 4, Bald;

5, Hadfield. Time, 1.02 3-5.

One-mile tandem.—1, Dawson & Powell; 2, Collett

and Hausman; 3, Bird and Ripley.

One-mile open, professional.—First heat

—

1, Bald;

2, Kennedy; 3, Brock; 4, Aker. Time, 2.20. Second

heat—1, Mertens; 2, Hadfield; 3, MacDonald; 4,

Eaton. Time, 2.25 1-5. Third heat—1, Kiser; 2, Mac-

Farland; 3, Stevens. Time, 2.18 3-5. Final—1, Kiser;

2, Kennedy; 3, MacFarland; 4, Hadfield; 5, Bald.

Time, 2.18 2-5.

WAITING FOR THE WORD.

Only That Is Necessary to Slake the

Ninth Irvington-MiUbum

Historic.

One hundred and twenty-two entries for

the ninth Irvington-Millburn road race had
been recorded when the list closed.

The total is considerably less than last

year's, but it will have small bearing on
the race itself. The annual mcrease had

made the race unwieldly, dangerous and

harder to handle each year, and the lessened

number of starters is rather a benefit than

otherwise.

Monday's event should easily outstrip its

eight predecessors. Interest was never keener

or more general, and arrangements were

never so nearly perfect. The road overseer

has promised that the course will be in apple-

pie order, and the committee in charge has

further arranged to have the road inspected

on its own account and have all loose stones

removed and all crossings made flush with

the surface. The usual fence will be erected

for 300 feet on both sides of the finishing

stretch, and the entire course will be more
thoroughly policed, marshaled and umpired

than ever before. Some 350 men are engaged

or enlisted for this service. For the first time,

A. B. Barkman.

too, there will be a grand stand, or rather

two of them, from which the race may be wit-

nessed. The Britton stand, directly at the

tape, will be the official stand. The Western

Union Telegraph Co. will have six operators

stationed there, and a raised stand, projecting

to the edge of the tape, has been designed for

the use of the officials.

Among the entrants is as warm a lot of

back-markers as ever started in an Irvington-

Millburn. New England is sending down an

unusually strong representation. R. M. Alex-

ander, of Hartford, who won last year's race

and made second best time, will undoubtedly

grace the scratch mark. He will have his

work cut out for him, as I. G. Perry, Chi-

copee, Mass.; A. M. Shepard, Meriden,

Conn.; W. E. Kirk, Boston; and Gilbert

Finch, Stamford, Conn., are among the other

"Yankees" who are competent to make things

interesting for him. Upper New York State

will likewise have a speedy representation.

F. W. France and J. McTaggart, of Rochester,

are particularly likely men. Delaware will

be represented by C. A. Elliott, of Wilming-

ton, who is one of the Irvington-Millburn

war horses. In Chas. T. Earl and A. G. Rel-

yea, of the Kings County Wheelmen, and

Geo. H. Bell, Long Island's interests are in

strong lungs and speedy legs, which will

surely exert a marked influence in the re-

sults. New York City, as usual, is not strong-

ly represented. L. V. Mockridge is, per-

haps, its most likely man, although the Green-

wich Wheelmen have Jos. Thompson and half

a dozen other men who may cut a figure.

New Jersey is as numerously in evidence as

ever, but few of the men are known quanti-

ties. Jersey, however, is a land of "dark

horses," and has furnished so many surprises

in the past that it must always be included in

the reckoning.

The prize list is of the average length and

value. The "Tribune" $200 trophy is the

richest in value. It will go to the club finish-

ing the greatest number of men inside the

honor mark, Ih. 15m. The Road House
Trophy, provided by contributions from the

innkeepers along the course, the Britton cup,

the Sterling tilting pitcher, and the McKee
and Harrington prize are also near the top

of the list. Three bicycles, a Royal Worces-
ter, a Cleveland and a Duquesne, have been

contributed. Two more are in sight.

The race will be started, as usual, at 11

o'clock a. m., rain or shine. Committee
headquarters will be established at the Hil-

ton House.

All roads lead to the course on that day,

but those who desire to reach it via rail

should take the D., L. & W. to Maplewood
or to South Orange station. From the latter

place a trolley line leads directly to the

starting and finishing point, two miles away.

Mountain Station, on the Erie Railroad, is al-

so convenient, and trolley cars from Newark
reach the turning point in Irvington.

The race, as nearly every one knows, was

the outgrowth of a series of twenty-five-mile

inter-club team races, held twice each year,

over the course during 1886, '87 and '88. The
Kings County Wheelmen were never de-

feated in the entire series, and their invinci-

bility discouraged the other clubs and ended

the contests.

On May 80, 1889, the Irvington-Millburn

race proper was inaugurated. It had been

planned by A. B. Barkman and F. P. Prial

and was carried out under their direction

until 1892, when it was turned over to the

Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs,

who conducted it until this season. The forth-

coming event will be under the joint auspices

of the Associated Cycling Clubs of New York
and New Jersey and Long Island.

After an absence of several years, Mr. Bark-

man, who is now a resident of Chicopee Falls,

Mass., is coming down to attend the '97 race,

and will again fill the office of starter, in

which he was once without a peer.

The history of the race is well told by this

summary:

WINNERS OF RACE.

1889....W. F. Murphy 1.32.13 Brooklyn.
1890. ...W. F. West 1.35.35 Philadelphia.
1891.... F. C. Graves 1.34.35 Springfield.
1892. . . . W. Steves 1.24.45 Brooklyn.
1893 . . . . C. von Lengerke 1.21.21 Newark.
1894.... A. H. Barnett 1.11.18 Elizabeth.
1895.... F. W. Richt 1.14.30 Brooklyn.
1896. . . .C. Hadfield* : . . . .1.14.03 Newark.

Disqualified and race awarded R. M. Alexander,
Hartford, Conn.

1889.

1890.

1891.
1892.

1893.
1894.

18'9o.

TIME-PRIZE WINNERS.

. . .John Bensinger 1.31.43 Brooklyn.
. ..W. F. Murphv 1.28.29 Brooklyn.
...A. W. Porter" 1.27.11 Boston.
. . .H. Smith 1.17.11 New Bedford.
. ..C. M. Murphy 1.15.10 Brooklyn.
...A. H. Barnett 1.11.18 Elizabeth.
. . . M. Scott 1.12.29 Plainfield.

. . .M. Scott 1.08.21 Plainfield.
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FOR TEMPERANCE COLORS.

Night racing was successfully inaugurated

at the Charles River Park track on May 19

by the blue ribbon meet of the Bostonian C.

C. The electric lighting arrangements were

perfect, and the support afiforded it by lovers

of cycle racing was such as to guarantee the

success of such events in the future. One of

the interesting events of the evening was a

match race between Frank Rowe, a runner,

and Nat Butler. The conditions were that

the former should run half a mile and the lat-

ter ride a mile. The event was won by Rowe,

who ran the half mile in 2.06, while Butler

completed his mile in 2.18 4-5. In the mile

professional race, "Major" Taylor, the

colored rider, who beat Bald at Madison

Square Garden last December, showed his

back to all the pet Boston money riders ex-

cept McDuflfee, who fell. The prizes were

presented to the winners by a delegation of

ladies. Summarv:
One-mile open.—1, W. Pickard; 2, W. B. Davis; 3,

B. Himeon. Time, 2.29 3-5.

One-mile professional.—1, "Major" Taylor; 2, F. A.

Gately; 3, Nat Butler. Time, 2-17 2-5.

One-mile invitation.—1, H. P. White; 2, W. Brinck-

erhoff; 3, J. Harbeck. Time, 2.24.

One-mile tandem, professional.—1, Taylor & Pierce,

125 yds.; 2, Callahan & Welch, 80 yds.; 3, Mayo &
Saunders, 101 yds. Time, 1.57 3-5.

THE KING COMES BACK.

All the rumors and talk concerning Zim-
merman's return to the track were brought
to an end on Saturday last. At the Man-
hattan Beach track he announced positively

that he would again don his racing suit and

follow the New York State circuit. "Zimmy"
will confine his work at the start to exhibition

rides. On Monday he began training in earn-

est. If he finds that he can round into shape

so as to hold his own with the new generation

of riders he will probably take up competi-

tive riding. Two years have elapsed since

Zimmerman has appeared on the track, dur-

ing which time he has devoted himself to

business. He has repeatedly stated that he

longed to tackle the game again, and his

movements will be watched with the greatest

interest. His exhibition rides will be merely

in the way of feelers, and unless he regains

his old time sprint, it is safe to assume that

he will not venture to ride in competition.

Zimmerman's father is authority for the state-

ment that he recently rode a mile", paced,

under two minutes. In accordance with

this Zim. will make his first appearance at

Newark, on May 31, at the Vim B. C. meet.

MR. MOTT "PITIED HIM."

. Chairman Mott states that Tom Eck has

settled the claim against him from a Nash-
ville hotel keeper, in addition to satisfying

the Maine race promoters, whom he disap-

pointed. After Johnson pays his $100 to the

Maine people and Eck writes a letter of ex-

planation, Mott affirms that he will reinstate

the veteran trainer, although he has a batch
of claims against him in his desk, all of which
he will shelve. Commenting on Eck, Mott
says: "The old board recommended that the
man be suspended for life, but we are dis-

posed to be merciful, and you may expect to
hear of his reinstatement any day now. I

pitied him yesterday, sitting up in the stand,

while his new find defeated them all so hand-
ily down on the track, and it is not my wish
to keep him there any longer than possible."

It is surprising that no one

ever thought of a way to make

a true ball bearing before. It

seems simple enough now that it

has been done.—Just so with

many inventions that work won-

ders. It may be worth your

while to remember that the

Waverley Bicycles are as well

built as any—better built than

most, and run easiest.

'97 Prte, $100, $60.

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not
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Send for catalogue.
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WERE THE CLOCKS ASLEEP?

Watches in Philadelphia must run with the

characteristic slowness for which the city is

famous. In the Holbrook road race, over an

alleged ten-mile triangular course, on Satur-

day, all of the contestants, according to the

timers, rode the entire distance at a little more
than a two-minute clip, the times averaging

about 22 minutes. ' The race was divided

into two classes, professional and amateur, the

latter contingent riding the faster. W. H.
Derousse, a 2J-minute man in the amateur

class, won first prize, in 21.05, knocking the

road record into smithereens and coming
perilously close to a track record, although

the Quakers very modestly refrain from an-

nouncing the fact. S. L. Cassidy took the

honors in the professional events, his time

being announced as 22.57. The ordinary road

racing man would be extremely proud to ride

like any of the following speedy band of

Quakers, if the time announced could be

seriously considered. Results:

PROFESSIONAL.
Names. Hdcp. Time.

min. m. s.

S. L. Cassidy 1% 22.57
George Zimmerman 1% 23.02
Clement Turville % 23.20
Josh Lindley 1/2 22.22
R. V. Crouse 1/2 23.23
W. E. Dickinson % 23.25
C. C. Bowers „. scratch. 23.26
E. F. Miller scratch. 23.27
William A. Wenzel scratch. 24.00

AMATEUR.
Names. Hdcp. Time.

min. m. s.

Walter H. Derousse 2% 21.05
Malcolm Massey 2^4 21.21
George Gregory 2% 21.08
George Zimmerman 2% 21.24
A. Cooney 21/2 21.10
G. Upton 2% 21.41
W. E. Seibert 2% 21.42
William A. Kennedy 2% 21.43
William Mailing 2% 21.15
K. Merrill 2^4 21.25

FROM FIFTY UPWARDS.

At the Crystal Palace track, London, on
May 5th, A. E. Walters made a successful try

at the records from fifty miles upwards, with
a special view of cutting Huret's 100 kilo-

metres ( 62 miles 246 yards), record of 2

hours 10 minutes 31 1-5 seconds, which he
succeeeded in doing, his time being 2 hours

9 minutes 13 4-5- seconds. He got inside the

bests at 54 miles in 1 hour 51 minutes 58 sec-

onds, against 1 hour 52 minutes 3 2-5 seconds

by Stocks, which was world's record. Stocks'

two hours' distance of 57 miles 845 yards,

made at the Catford last year, was beaten
by 620 yards. Walters doing 57 miles 1,465
yards. In the first hour he covered over 29
miles 185 yards.

BAKER'S EASY THING.

Con Baker is having an easy thing on the

Southern circuit, since the crackajacks left

it for the North. At Memphis on May 23d
he won the open race in. 2.18, with Repine
second and Chapman third. The consolation
went to Winesett, Gustavson, Quinn and
Monroe, finishing in the order named.

HANGING UP CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

A tempting bait has been put out to at-

tract American cracks to the Canadian Wheel-
men's Association's annual meet at Chatham
on July 3d. A jubilee handicap, two-mile, has
been decided on as a feature, with purses
amounting to $1,000.

SUES FOR HEAVY DAMAGES.

Geo. T. Pearson, the administrator of Wm.
Pearson, who was killed last year while riding

on the Coliseum track, at Nashville, has en-

tered suit against the Coliseum Co. to recover
$25,000.

TirUS TRlbS SPRINTING.

A first and a third was the result of the

initial attempt of F. W. Titus in the role of a

professional rider. He rode at Washington
on Saturday at the opening meet of the In-

ternational Athletic Park. The mile open
was a loaf until the last eighth, when Titus

won in the sprint, defeating Oldlield, Sims,

Church and two local riders. In the third

mile he was smothered by Church and Sims.

Titus felt extremely happy over winning his

first money as a professional. He expects

to regain his old-time form in rne course of

a week, and has mapped out an active cam-
paign for the season for competitive work
in short distance events, having found that

he is unfit for long distance races. Summary:
One-mile professional.—1, Titus; 2, Oldfield; 3,

F. Sims. 2.43 1-5.

One-mile open.—1, E. L. Wilson; 2, Wm. Sims;

3, E. A. Duvall. Time, 2.25 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, Wilson; 2, Sims; 3, Danne-
miller. Time, 4.44 2-5.

Two-thirds mile professional.—^1, Church; 2, F. Sims;
3 Titus. Time, 1.36 1-5.

HE STARTS A LOSER.

C. W. Krick, the Pennsylvania toll-gate

guardian, who reaped a small fortune in ama-
teur prizes last year, ran up against a snag

at his debut for the season at Harrisburg, on
May 18. W. A. Lantz and H. L. Shammo
were both able to show him the way across

the tape. Nevertheless he scored two seconds

and a first. The meet was postponed from the

previous Saturday, Capital City Cyclers being

the promoters. Lantz won the mile open in

2.38 4-5, with Krick second and Stewart third.

Krick won the five mile handicap from

scratch in 13.20, and took second in a mile

handicap, with Shammo first, in 2.21. The
third mile handicap went to Lantz, with

Stewart second.

BACKED BY A BREWER.

More track talk is in the air. The latest

report to be floated is a proposition to con-

struct a quarter-mile cement track on the

east side of the Coney Island Boulevard,

near King's Highway, with a large iron

grand stand and particularly fine training

quarters. An electric light system and facil-

ities for night racing accompanies the story.

A wealthy brewer is alleged to be the backer

of the enterprise.

BROKE HIS ARM, NOT HIS AMATEURISM.

Joe Harrison, the speedy little Asbury Park

rider, did not make his debut as a profes-

sional at Manhattan Beach on Saturday, as

he intended. He has been forced to dispel

the idea, owing to a broken arm, which he

sustained by getting mixed up in a spill while

training on the track last week.

COMING HERE AGAIN.

Lucien Lesna, the Swiss rider, has left Aus-

tralia, where he has been dividing honors

with Martin, for this country. He is ex-

pected to arrive at San Francisco this week,

and will probably join the circuit chasers.

HARD TO KEEP THEM AWAY.

For the first time since he was stricken with

fever in Europe, in 1895, Geo. A. Banker, will

don his racing suit and ride in public on May
29th. He has promised to ride an exhibition

at the Pittsburg A. C.'s field-day.

AMONG THE SABBATH RACERS.

San Francisco, Cal, May 24.—A match
race between Otto Ziegler and Allen Jones
attracted a large crowd at the Sunday meet
held at the Velodrome yesterday. The two
California cracks rode three races—a half-

mile, one mile and two miles, in two of which
Jones showed Ziegler the way across the

tape. The half-mile was won by Ziegler in

1.06 4-5, and the mile and two mile races were
won by Jones in 2.22 3-5 and 4.40 3-5, respec-

tively. The races were paced. The half-mile

professional handicap was won by Bert Elford,

60 yards; McCrea, 20 yards, second; A.Davis,

15 yards, third. Time, 1.04 3-5. The half-

mile open amateur was won by J. E. Wing,
of San Jose; P. A. Deacon, of Oakland, sec-

ond; Maurice Cook, Los Angeles, third.

Time, 1.05 1-5. The two-thirds of a mile

professional was another victory for Jones,

who outstripped a field of six. Davis, of

San Jose, took second place from McCrea,
of Los Angeles, by a foot. Time, 1.36.

FOR A "BET" OF ONE HUNDRED.

Nothing daunted by the withdrawal of the

sanction for the races at Charles River Park,

on the afternoon of May 31, on account of

clashing with the Massachusetts Division's

meet at Waltham, as recorded last week.

Manager Ducker immediately arranged for

the appearance of Michael and the Morgan
& Wright team at the track on the afternoon

of May 29 and the evening of May 31. Mich-

ael will ride five and ten miles and also will

ride an exhibition mile. This mile will be on
a so-called bet of $100 between Superintendent

Corcoran, of Charles River Park, and Man-
ager Shafer that Michael will be unable to

beat the time Bald will make at Waltham in

his exhibition mile. Michael will have a fly-

ing start and pacemakers, similar to all ar-

rangements in detail to that of Bald.

AIDED BY SEVENTY-FIVE POLICEMEN.

Twelve clubs entered teams of six men in

the Worcester, Mass., Telegram ten-mile

road race for the club championship of the

county on Saturday last. Ten thousand

spectators lined the course, which was

guarded by a detail of seventy-five policemen.

Of the seventy-two starters, ten dropped by

the way, owing to accidents. H. B. Hills,

Jr., was the first man to finish, his time be-
ing 25.56 1-5. The Newport Wheelmen won
the trophy. The scores follow:

Newports, 378; Vernons, 340; Worcesters,
328; Century, 283; Stearns, 273; Vikings, 214;

St. Stephens, 157; Armenians, 144; Lovell

Diamonds, 127; Boyds, 125; Greenwoods,
109; Albions, 95.

BALD WILL LET HIM WAIT.

Efforts have been made by the Springfield

B. C. to bring about the much-talked-about

match race between Cooper and Bald. The

club has put up a purse of $500, and Cooper
has signed and deposited $500 for a side bet.

Bald has refused to enter the agreement, as

he is entered all along the New York State

circuit. The club set the date for June 15,

when they anticipated holding a spring meet.

WHERE RIVALRY IS KEEN.

Bufifalo, May 25.—Entries for both the

Martin and the Lewis road races do not close

until Friday. At this writing 215 nomina-

tions have been received for the former and
216 for the latter. Both are trade promoted
events, and rivalry is keen. The Lewis oc-

curs on Saturday, the Martin on Monday.
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Hiqh^Grade Wheels and

Department'Store Tires

A maker of truly high-grade bicycles is, as a rule, proud of his machines. He loves to descant

upon this feature and that unique device—the strength of the frame—the beauty of its lines—its

perfect bearings—its easy-running qualities. For all of these he feels personally responsible.

But the pneumatic tires!

" Oh, this, that, and tother are all right, I guess. Good enough, I suppose,"

And every one he mentions can be found upon any twenty-two-fifty department-store

bicycle.

Only one pneumatic tire made is not found on department-store bicycles.

PAI.I»IER XIRES.
They are too expensive—and too good.

. THE PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO.,
CHICAGO.

New York Offices, 66-68 Reade Street.

Free Repair Stations in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, Cleveland,

Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul, St. I^ouis and Baltimore.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

>$;.{.4.4.r]^4;.,^r|,4,r{,4,,^i^.|..;t4;.4;.4^4;.4;4;.4<4..j.4^4;.4i<|..^j.<j.

This is the Time
To Boom Juveniles.

The trade in small bicycles opens later than in adult wheels, but when the demands of the youngsters begin to make
parents act, dealers will discover their stocks incomplete without a line of juveniles. The bicycle to consider, of

course, is the one that will please the grown-ups in price and quality, catch the fancy of the youngsters, and prove

satisfactory to the dealer. The Elfin combines all the essential features of a high-grade wheel, is distinctively

juvenile, handsome in appearance, and built to meet the requirements of the child.

"The Elfin is built for the child-the child

not stretched to fit the bicycle."

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

makers:

FRAZER & JONES CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Distributing Agents:

Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago. Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis.

J. Andrae & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston.
Maltby-Henley Co., New York.

Kindly Mention The Wheel

ijj.J.^.f^^^^^.|..J..f.|.^(.^;|i.j.^^ij.;|.^^;j,^^jf^jj.^;|.i|.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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STIEFEL'S TUBE PROCESS.

Jttst What the ^Sngllshineti Are Dickerlne

For—$50,000 For the

Option.

When a syndicate of hard-headed English-

men pay $50,000 for an option on the Ameri-

can rights of a patent and journey to this

country to close the deal, an idea of its true

value is conveyed and interest in it is at once

aroused.

The present prominence of the Stiefel patent

is due to this state of affairs, the visit of the

Pilkington party and the $3,000,000 deal re-

ported about completed having placed the

tube trade on edge. When it is understood

that by the Stiefel process it is claimed pos-

sible to make tubing for 30 per cent less than

by other means, even the average man will be
interested.

The patent is No. 551,340, issued Dec. 10th,

1895, to Ralph Charles Stiefel, Ellwood City,
Pa., and covers "Mechanism for Making
Tubes from Metallic Ingots." In full, it is as
follows:

To ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Be it known that I, Ralph Charles Stiefel, a citizen
of the Republic of Switzerland, residing at Ellwood
City, Lawrence County, Pennsylvania, have invented
certain new and useful Improvements in Mechanism
for Making Tubes from Metallic Ingots or Blanks in
a Heated State, of which the following is a specifica-
tion, that will enable those skilled in the art to
which my invention pertains to make and use the
same.
My invention relates to improvements in mechan-

ism for making tubes from metallic ingots or blanks.
Its object is to pierce metallic blanks or billets in a
heated state without subjecting them to torsional
strain or materially disturbing the longitudinal ar-
rangement of the fibers of the metal, and the mech-
anism for accomplishing this object consists of a
pair of specially constructed and arranged parallel
disks and a piercing mandrel by means of which the
heated blanks or billets may be drawn and pierced at
one operation. In this operation a blank is passed
between the adjacent faces of the two parallel disks
which impart to it a rotary motion, and at the same
time a longitudinal motion which forces it against
a conical piercing mandrel lying in the path of the
axis of the blank, the arrangement of the working
surfaces of the disks being such that a practically
uniform speed of rotation is imparted to each and
every portion of the blank lying between and being
acted upon by them, thus producing a drawing ac-
tion upon the blank that does not materially alter
the longitudinal arrangement or relation of the fibers
in the blank or in the final product thereof during
any changes wrought in its diameter. The grip of the
disks on the blank gives it sufficient power in its

forward and rotary movements to force it onto and
over the mandrel which thus pierces its centre. The
mandrel may be fixed, or it may be rotated at a speed
different from the speed of the blank in order to im-
part to it a more or less energetic boring effect in
penetrating into the blank.
The accompanying drawings show approximately

the shapes and relative positions of the disks and
mandrel of the mechanism which I employ in the
practice of my invention, no attempt being made, how-
ever, to represent the framework or housings, the
gearing for imparting motion to the parts or other
portions of a fully organized machine; such general
features forming no part of the invention herein
claimed, and their application being well understood
by those familiar with the art to which my inven-
tion pertains. I do not mean, however, to confine my-
self to the exact proportions and shapes shown, as
these may be varied to a considerable extent to suit
differing conditions, without departing from the spirit

of my invention as set forth in the claims at the end
of this specification.
Figure 1 is a plan view partially in section of a

pair of my disks, with a piercing mandrel, the point
of which lies between their working surfaces, and a
blank or billet embraced by the disks and undergoing
the process of being pierced by the mandrel. Fig. 2
is a side elevation of the same, some of the parts
being broken away to more clearly illustrate the con-
struction of those behind them. Fig. 3 shows a modi-
fication of the shapes and arrangements of the disks.
Fig. 4 represents still another modification of the
disks in which their diverging surfaces are arranged
to act upon that part of the blank which is being
opened and enlarged by the conical part of the man-
drel lying between them.
The disks A B lie in parallel planes, and are

mounted on the ends of the shafts a b, the axial
lines of which are also parallel, and lie in the same
horizontal plane. These shafts may be mounted in

any suitable housings, and -motion is imparted to

them by any suitable gearing or driving rnechanism.
The working portion of the face of each disk is near
its periphery, and as the shafts are not in the same
axial line the right-hand side of one disk is opposed
to the left-hand side of the other. The disks revolve
in the same direction as indicated by the arrows
thereon, so that a blank or billet passed between them
in contact with their opposing surfaces has imparted
to it a rotary movement, and, if the blank is passed
between the disks, either slightly above or below the

plane of their axes, it has imparted tP it a longitudi-

nal movernent also,

In Fig. 1 the working faces of the disks are formed
by a part of the plane surface c of the disk A, and a
part of the outer beveled surface c' of the disk B, the
outer diameter of the surface c being the same
as the inner diameter of the beveled surface c'. The
edges formed by these two surface diameters lie op-
posite to each other at the pass for the blanks, so that
the pass is narrowest at this point, as indicated at
the line X X. The axial line of the pass I prefer to
locate below the centers of the rolls, as shown in Fig.
2, and guide-blocks G of suitable construction are
employed to hold the blanks in proper position. The
blank enters the pass at its widest point near the
line Y Y, where it is gripped by the rolls, revolved
and gradually forced forward into and through the
narrowest part of the pass at X X, upon the point of
the conical mandrel M, and from thence over the re-

mainder of the mandrel, but out of the grip of the
disks.
The disposition and shape of the disks are such

that their action upon the blank elongates or draws
it out without imparting any spiral twist to the fiber,

resulting in a finished pierced blank, the fibers of

which are parallel to each other and substantially
straight or without twist, and this feature constitutes
the main aim and object of rny invention. This re-

sult is accomplished by imparting to the blank a sub-
stantially uniform speed of rotation throughout all

those portions of it in the grip of the working sur-

faces of the disks. At the point X X, where the pasa
is most contracted, and the grip of the disks on the
blank the greatest, the radii x x' of the two disks
is the same, and consequently the speed of rotation
imparted to the blank at this point by both disks is

the same. At the line Y Y in the pass, while the ra-

dius y of one disk is smaller than the common radii

X x' of both disks, the opposing radius y' of the other
disk is proportionately greater than the common
radii x x', so that the mean effective rotative action
imparted to the blank by the two disks at the line

Y Y is the same as that imparted to it at the line

X X ; or, to express it in another way, the circumfer-
ential speed of the disk A is slower at its radius y
than at its radius x, and, consequently, its rotative

action on the blank is slower at Y than it is at X, but
the circumferential speed of the other disk B at its

opposing radius y' is as much greater than at x', as y
is slower than x, so that the mean effective rotative

action upon the blank of the smaller apd larger radii

y y' of the two disks respectively is the same as that

of the common radii x x'. Consequently, that portion
of the blank lying within the grip of the disks at the
line Y Y is rotated at substantially the same speed

as that portion at the line X X. As this condition
prevails in every point in the grip of the disks be-

tween the lines X X and Y Y, a larger radius and
greater circumferential speed of one disk being op-

posed by a smaller radius and slower circumferential
speed of the other, there is practically no twisting of

the blank within the grip of the disks by reason of

one portion of the blank being rotated faster than
another portion. There might, if there were no slip-

page, be a slight difference of speed of rotation of

portions of the blank within the grip of the rolls, due
to the fact that the diameter of the blank is slightly

smaller at X X than it is at Y Y, but owing to the
slippage this does not occur, and the blanks, when
they leave the pass between the disks, have their fibers

substantially straight and parallel throughout. This
reduction of the diameter of the blank between the
lines Y Y and X X is not intended particularly for

its effect in compacting, working or drawing out of

the metal, but is the result or consequence of the
contraction in the width of the pass necessary to give

the disks sufficient grip or hold upon the blank to

force it forward upon and overcome the resistance of

the piercing mandrel.
For such purposes as merely straightening, finishing

and burnishing bars or tubes, either cold or at a I9W
temperature, there is no resistance to the endwise
movement of the blank, and the sides of the pass
may be parallel, or substantially parallel, only a slight

grip of the disks on the blank being necessary to

urge it endwise through the pass, and at the same
time rotate it between the opposing moving surfaces

of the disk. But where, as in the practice of my in-

vention, it is necessary to impart to a soft or plastic

mass of metal endwise movement with sufficient

force to overcome the resistance of a piercing mandrel,
it is necessary to so dispose the sides of the pass
that they shall have a firm, and, through a certain

length of the blank, a continuing pressure or grip

upon it. This I effect by the contraction of the
width of the pass from its entrance at the line Y Y
to the point X X, the amount of such contraction
and the length of the converging surfaces varyinr'
with circumstances and conditions, such as the due'
tility of the metal, the resistance of the piercing
mandrel, etc.

The drawings are more or less diagrammatic in
character, and it is not intended that they shall rep-
resent the exact proportions and relations of the
disks and their working surfaces, to be followed
under all circumstances, for these proportions may
vary widely with the conditions of work to be per-
formed.
The outer beveled surface d of the disk A and the

inner beveled surface d' of the disk B are formed at
such divergent angles as not to be brought into con-
tact with or operate upon the tubular structure of the
blank, being produced by the penetration of the
mandrel. The angles of these divergent surfaces
depend upon the form of the mandrel and the amount
of expansion it effects in the balnk. With a small
mandrel producing but little expansion of the blank
the surfaces might be less divergent than they are
shown, to an extent that will dispense entirely with
the inner beveled surface d' of the disk B, the plane
surface of which would be sufficiently divergent from
the axis of the blank as not to come into contact
therewith.

Fig. 3 is a modification of my disks showing the
diverging surfaces d and d' omitted.

Fig. 4 shows another modification of the disks, in
which the diverging surfaces of the disks at the
exit side of the pass are formed at such angles a3
to produce between them and the portion of the
blank embracing the conical mandrel, contact, which
may be such as to exert compacting pressure or
merely a rolling and polishing effect on the outer
surface of the blank.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

as new and useful, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. The combination of two parallel disks revolving
in the same direction and overlapping each other,
one of said disks being beveled at its outer edge,
which beveled surface is opposed to a portion of the
plane surface of the other disk; the outer diameter
of this plane surface and the inner diameter of the
beveled surface opposed to it being substantially the
same, and the edges formed by both diameters inter-

secting the same transverse plane through the pass
between the disks; the angles of the opposing sur-

faces converging to this plane which is at the iiar-

rowest part of the pass, with a conical mandrel lying

in the axis of the pass at its exit side, substantially

as set forth.
2. The combination of two parallel disks revolving

in the same directions, beveled at the edges of their

adjacent faces and overlapping each other, so that

the beveled portion of one disk lies opposite a flat

portion of the other disk, the edges formed by the

smaller diameters of the beveled portions of the

disks intersecting the same transverse plane through
the pass between the disks, whereby the sides of the

pass first converge to this plane and then diverge-

beyond it, with a piercing mandrel located between
the diverging sides of the pass and exactly in axial

line of the pass, substantially as hereinbefore set

forth.

BALL PUSHERS THESE.

It's done.
The "great ball of secession" has been set

in motion, that is, the long-looked-for New
Orleans "ball." It has already squashed the

Louisiana Division of the L. A. W., and is

now tearing the air in this direction, and
when it strikes the Vanderbilt Building it is

believed there will be work for the ambulance
corps.
The "ball" has "Southern Cyclists' Associa-

tion" embossed on its surface, and it is really

a terrifying article! Forty-six undaunted
New Orleanians, many of them stockholders

in the New Orleans cycle track, and who
would rather see racing on the Sabbath than

witness a Mardi Gras pageam or attend Sun-
day-school, gave the "ball" its momentum
at a meeting held May 17th at the Young
Men's Gymnastic Club. It was a joyous

gathering, and after Director-General H. C.

Fourton had hurled a few oratorical thunder-

bohs and filled the room with forked light-

ning, each man assumed a strike-for-your-

altars-and-your-sires expression and cast his

vote for officers with a do-or-dieness that

boded no good for the League of American
Wheelmen.
These are the gentlemen chosen to keep

the "ball" moving and the Sabbath holy:

President, John Dymond, Jr.; vice-president,

Robert W. Abbott; secretary, P. W. Mohan;
treasurer, E. M. Graham. Executive Com-
mittee—H. C. Fourton, Bertrand Miller, W.
L. Hughes and H. G. Grelle.

When this had been accomplished the gal-

lant fortv-six subscribed to this sentiment :'>

"We. the undersigned, favor the formation

of a Southern Cyclists' Association, local

option, and admission of professionals to

membershio, and hereby attach our names to

the formation of an organization. And that

we recoenize all sports over which the Cali-

fornia Club and the United^ Wheelmen of

Minneapolis have jurisdiction."
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Morgan ScWrightTires

ARE GOOD TIRES

HOLES
IN

SHIPS
Are not repaired with thick gum,

or plugs. A flat patch is used. No

other way to make a permanent

repair. Same way with tires. The

" gum'* route looks easy. So does

a shell game. Double=tube, ce=

mented=to = the = rim tires, which

can be easily and permanently

repaired, give the most comfort

and the least trouble to the most

people. That's why we make 'em.

Ask dealers and

riders what our

guarantee means.

Morgan &WrightTires

are good tires

Morgan &WrightTires

ARE GOOD tires

Morgan &Wri6htTires

are good tires
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RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

Baltimore, Md., May 24.

The -management of the race track at Santa Monica,

Cal., baying signed an .
agreement not to permit bicy-

cle contests on that course imless sanctioned by the

L. A.,W.,.the restriction on the track is removed, and

sanctions will be granted.

Referees should select the fastest men for pace-

makers in the trial heats, under the method outlined

on page 2S of the Rules.

Failure to pay entry fees will entail a suspension

of one month after fees are paid—two months for sec-

and offense, and four months for third; but race

promoters must show that they requested payment be-

fore allowing a start, and were refused.

Chief consuls who have not already done so are

earnestly requested to send names and addresses of

members of Division Racing Boards to the member

of the National Racing Board in charge of their dis-

tricts. The services of these officials are needed as

referees and in investigations.

An emergency bulletin was issued May 18, revok-

ing sanction for Charles River track, Boston, for two

cycle events on the afternoon of May 31st. Riders

are again warned accordingly.

For promoting unsanctioned races, Archie Hardie,

Akron, O., is placed upon the list of those to whom
sanctions will be refused.

TRAVELING PERMITS GRANTED.

Adrian W. Smith, Philadelphia, at Allentown, Pa.,

May 15; W. P. French, Saratoga, N. Y., at Danbury,

Conn., May 31. (Student at Yale College.)

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Charles Martin, Omaha, Neb., Clause A; A.. L.

Hachenberger, Denver, Col., own request; Charles C.

Sunday, Mahanoy City, Clause I; Charles S. French,

Galveston, Tex., own request; James Bigelow, Colum-

bus, O., own request; Chas. Gierke, North East, Pa. ;

'

Clauses C and D, vote of Board; L. M. Miller, Gal-

veston, Tex., own request; Cem. Turville, Philadel-

phia, Pa., Clause A.; William D. Bishop, McPherson,

Kan., Clause I.; Will Hamner, Salina, Kan., Clause

I; Roy E, Merritt, Pen Yan, N. Y., Clause C.

;

Fred E. A. Brock, Galveston, Tex., own request; Ben
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn., Clause A.

DUNLOP CONTROLS.

LIKE A LOCAL AFFAIR.

But few riders of reputation appeared at the

National Circuit meet at Charlotte, N. C,

May 20 and 21. The first day was devoted to

amateur events, and on the second rain be-

gan to fall shortly after the racing began,

bringing the meet to a sudden termination.

On the first day Fred. Schade won the quar-

ter-mile open in 33 3-5; J. H! McAden, Jr.,

the half-mile in 1.08, and J. Harris the mile

handicap in 2.18. On the second day C. B.

Jack, Philadelphia, won the half-mile pro-

fessional race, in a beautiful quarter-mile

sprint, by three inches from Newhouse, of

Buffalo. The two riders led the field by ten

lengths all the way. Jay Eaton ran last,

Steenson securing third position. The time

was 1.11. W. E. Becker, of St. Paul, did not

ride, having contracted a severe cold while

coming on the cars from Savannah. Hal-

stead won the mile amateur race from Clum
in a close finish. Schade, the inter-collegiate

rider, ran third. The time was 2.21 2-5.

WAS AN OLD SPRINGFIELD WINNER.

One of England's old-time high wheel

champions, R. H. English, died at London
on May 12. In his day he won numerous

championships, and possessed in the neigh-

borhood of 300 championship cups. In 1885

he visited this country and defeated several

of the best American riders.

AND STILL THE GAME GOES ON.

Jay Eaton's challenge to ride against any

man in the country for $300 will be taken up

by MacFarland and probably several other

riders, who think that Eaton is rather pre-

guinptuous.

The Great Tire Concerti Seem to Have a

Monopoly of the British Racing Game
Now.

London, May 15.—The English racing sea-

so is now in full swing, and from what has

transpired a fair line can be taken as to its

prospects. Contrary to general expectations

it looks as though 1897 was going to be a

good year for professionals here. This result,

I fancy, has been secured by the enterprise

of the Dunlop Tire Co., who have gone much
further toward assisting sports, promoters

and racing men alike, than at any previous

time. In fact, it is said that under the agree-

ment which the professionals on this side

have to sign with the Dunlop Company, it is

within the powers of the latter to order racing

men to compete at any meeting they decide

upon, and for which they pay expenses; con-

sequently it is now possible to merely secure

the support of the Dunlop Company for any

meeting, and success follows as a conse-

quence.

I am told, with what truth I cannot say,

that quite a number of the London profes-

sional meetings this year will be largely run

under agreement between the Dunlop Com-
pany and the sports-holders, the latter pay-

ing the company a lump sum to secure the

support of specified lists of riders. This

simplifies matters considerably and makes it

cheaper, too, for everybody concerned, as you

can get through the Dunlop Company, much
better terms from these professionals than

would be possible dealing direct.

The fees for appearance have been abol-

ished by order of the N. C. U., and profes-

sionals now must ride for the prizes put up,

except in matches and record attempts. For

these the figures are still very high, for in-

stance, Linton, I believe, received £35 from

the Catford Club for an attempt on the five-

mile record at its meeting. This for an af-

fair which was little less than farcical, seems

stifif, but as a matter of fact, none of the

cracks' will mount for much less than that

sum, £25 being the usual figure.

Among the handicap riders Barden seems

to be at the top of the tree, as he has repeat-

edly won from scratch, giving away good
starts and doing very fast time. It is prob-

able, however, that in this line the new pro-

fessional flyer, Gascoyne, will divide the

honors with him before the season is out,

while in scratch races he will probably only

win in his turn from such men as Chinn,

Green and Edwards, who are on their way
back from Australia, and the French cracks,

who seem inclined to visit us more frequent-

ly than previously. This latter result, I

fancy, arises from the fact that in France the

struggle which has been going on between

the track owriers and the racing men has re-

sulted in a mutual reconciliation, the racing

men meeting the track owners as to terms;

the decline in general interest in racing

having left the track owners no option but

to reduce the cost of their meetings.

Among distance men Linton and Stocks

appear to be going in even better form than

last year, and both are very confident that

thirty-three miles will be covered, or nearly

covered, inside sixty minutes. Linton is hav-

ing electric pacing machines especially built

for him in France at the expense of W. S.

Simpson, inventor of the famous chain, and

this, it is expected, will be at work within a

fortnight on the cement track at Catford.

Stocks has got fit much earlier than was- the

case last year, and is going so well beliind his

pacers on the Crystal Palace track that it is

intended when he gets properly fit to send

him on a tour, which will embrace most of

the continental countries and Australia, in

order to put up such figures as will keep rec-

ords in the safe custody of the Dunlop Com-
pany, in whose interest he rides.

Already records have fallen this year, but

the only one worth mentioning is that of J.

Piatt Betts, who on Friday night reduced the

mile flying start record to 1.40 flat, thus cut-

ting a clear second off his own previous best.

As the Palace track is not, in the opinion

of good judges, so fast as either the Catford,

Wood Greene or Heme Hill enclosures, it is

very likely that it will not be long e'er this

record is Upset, and it is expected that before

the end of the season 1.86 will have been

reached. It is all a matter of pacing, how-
ever, and if electrical paced records are not

accepted, it is not likely that this time will

be touched.

In the amateur ranks, and there are a few'

good men in them, the principal are those

who came out last year. In Bourke, West,

Ingram, Burnand and Brown we have a quin-

tette who are very nearly fit to be placed

alongside of the leading professionals. At
least their performances against the watch

bear such a striking resemblance to those of

the professional cracks that the opinion can

be supported by evidence and argument.

VARIATION OF THE GRINDER GAME.

On the ten-lap track at Tattersalls, Chi-

cago, an alleged 72-hours inter-city challenge

race was concluded on Saturday night. Two
teams advertised as representing New York
and Chicago alternated in keeping the boards

warm by riding in squads. The so-called New
York team consisted of Gimm, Waller, Flem-

ing, Simkin and other Westerners. Schineer

crossed the tape first, with a record of 512

miles to his credit. The score follows:

First Squad—Riding from 11 a. m. to 3 p.

m.—Fleming, New York, 459 miles, 8 laps;

Simkin, New York, 458 miles, 2 laps; Stewart,

Chicago, 459 miles, 8 laps; Hannant, Chicago,

458 miles, 2 laps.

Second Squad—Riding from 3 p. m. to 7

p. m.—Lawson, New York, 491 miles, 1 lap;

Dench, New York, 487 miles, 2 laps; Mac-
Carthy, Chicago, 493 miles, 5 laps; Weage,
Chicago, 493 miles, 6 laps.

Third Squad—Riding from 7 p. m. to 11 p.

m.—Schineer, Chicago, 512 miles, 2 laps;

Decardy, Chicago, 512 miles; Waller, New
York, 512 miles; Gimm, New York, 511 miles,

8 laps.

HONORED AS HE SHOULD BE.

It is a far cry to September, but neverthe-

less the Springfield Bicycle Club already has

planned the more important details of its an-

nual fall tournament: The referee, for in-

stance, has been chosen and been approved

by the Racing Board. Henry W. Robinson,

who, despite the oceans of words during the

recent flare-up in the Massachusetts Division,

proved himself the only man with backbone

enough to act and not talk, is the gentleman

selected. He served last year.

Men are like tires; in the end both lose their

wind.
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What a Competitor

Said of

W©RLDeveUES
In New York City

Last Week:

-'THE WORLD' is without a doubt

the FINEST TYPE OF A HiGH-GrADE BiCYCLE

EVER PRODUCED in this or any other

country."

TRUTH IS MIGHTY.

Worlds" are never troublesome.

They hold all the Records.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARVVELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

AGENTS, WRITE FOR AGENCY.

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago. 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DEALERS AS PARADE PROMOTERS.

Cleveland, Ohio., May 24.—At a meeting of

the local Cycle Board of Trade, held at the

Hollendin Hotel, Friday evening, it was de-

cided to promote a wheelmen's parade later

in the summer, which, it is proposed, shall

be even greater than its predecessor in 1896.

The board also made arrangements for a ban-

quet, to be held in the near future. This

is to be for members only, /lowevcr, so will

not be of interest to the general public. The
board feels much gratified over the way it has

controlled trade this spring, and an effort

is to be made to bring every retail concern

in Cleveland under its protecting wing.

The Cleveland Cycle Fittings Company is

the title of a new concern that has recently

started in business at 427 Erie street. They
intend handling a complete line of cycle fit-

tings, sundries and accessories. They will

not cater to the retail trade, dealing with

manufacturers, dealers and repair men only.

The Brown Saddle Company, of Elyria,

has been incorporated for $100,000 under the

laws of Ohio, with M. B. Johnson, G. C.

Ford, R. A. Wilbur, C. J. Gould and H. H.

Johnson as incorporators. The incorpor-

ation of this well-known company in no way
changes the management of operations, but

was done simply to bring it under the laws

of Ohio. The company was originally lo-

cated at Denver and incorporated as a Col-

orado company. Later a large share of the

stock came into the possession of A. S. Gar-

ford, and the main factory was removed to

Elyria. A short time ago the Denver fac-

tory was closed, and the present incorpor-

ation thought advisable. With a larger cap-

ital the company will be enabled to push the

popular "Brown" harder than ever.

The A. L. Moore Company let contracts

this morning for the building of two stories

to their plant in this city. Each floor will be

46x200. They will also add an annealing

oven 30x95 in the near future.

POLITICIAN, POET, PEDALER.

Mayor Harrison and ex-Mayor Washburn
headed the annual run of the Associated Cy-

cling Clubs of Chicago on Sunday. The
Mayor wore a gray knickerbocker, white

sweater and black stockings. A platoon of

policemen on wheels headed the procession,

followed by a bugle corps, the Mayor, the

officers of the association and 3,000 clubmen

and unattached riders. When this soul-in-

spiring sight greeted the eyes of the poet

laureate of the drainage canal, he twanged his

lyre and gave vent to his feelings thusly:

Chicago's streets are paved with silver blocks.
Her sprinkling fiends are dead;

No more her cycler rides o'er stones and rocks
Which pitch him on his head.

The lordly copper vifith his mace
Will bother him no more;

He'll scorch along at any old pace,
And scatter wide the gore.

No more in water deep he'll slip;

No more on mud he'll reel.

Let loose the law's dodblasted grip

—

Carter rides a wheel.

The day is come—the hour is here!
Let brassy voices peal.

For what care they? Waste not a tear

—

The May'r rides a wheel.

UNDER PAWNBROKER'S PROTEST.

Cincinnati, May 24.—A gang of bicycle

thieves struck the city last week, and as a

result several wheelmen are mourning the

loss of their mounts.

Seven cases were reported to the police

and three of the wheels were recovered from

second-hand stores, where they had been sold

or pawned. The stores were of course out

the amount they had paid or loaned on the

wheels, but as they are not willing to lose

this amount without a struggle, there will be

a test case made of one of them.

The result of this case will be eagerly

watched by the wheelmen and cycle dealers,

as if the case should be decided in favor of

the pawn shops there will be many additional

suits entered in—those cases where the pawn
shops have already surrendered the wheels.

NEW D. C. HEADQUARTERS.

Washington, D. C, May 22.—The Boston
Woven Hose and Rubber Co. has established

a depot for the sale and repair of Vim tires

at 511 Ninth street, N. W., in this city. A
full stock of tires will be carried and the

prices will be the same as at the Boston office.

All repairs will be without charge, and the

same attention will be given all orders as at

the factory.

The Goodyear Rubber Co., 867 Market
Space, has taken the agency of the Demorest
wheels, and will push their sale. Samples of

the different grades are now on exhibition.

H. Grindberger & Co. have opened a shop

and salesroom at 434 Ninth street, N. W.,

under the name of the New York Cycle Co.

Bicycles will be bought and sold, wheels

rented and repairs promptly attended to.

COSTS FIVE TO OPEN.

Insomnia was directly responsible for Mr.

Somers' invention. He thought it all out dur-

ing a spell of sleeplessness, and his friends be-

lieve his fortune is now assured. The inven-

tion is a bicycle holder operated on the

nickel-in-the-slot principle. The rack or

holder is secured to the floor or wall, and

when the wheel is backed in, the holder locks

it in automatically. To release it, requires a

key and a five-cent piece, and the former can-

not be removed until another wheel is placed

in the rack. Mr. Somers' initials are W. T.

;

his address, Windsor Hotel, St. Paul, Minn.

MONEY MAKES THE MAIL GO.

An item in H. A. Lozier & Co.'s "On the

Square" states that that firm's '96 postage bill

amounted to $7,800. At two cents each this

represents the sending out of 380,000 pieces

of mail matter, an average of more than 1,200

per day—a speaking index of the volume of

business transacted.

W.

When in a wheel, the riding, the construc-

tion, or the equipment thereof, it comes to de-

ciding upon the least of two evils the rider

generally chooses the one he likes best.

AVERAGED NEARLY THREE EACH.

After working for nine months, the police of

Berlin have arrested a band of thirty-nine

cycle thieves, who are charged with stealing

over 100 wheels.

FOR PRIZE PHOTOGRAPHS.
Otto Dorner, chairman of the L. A.

Highway Improvement Committee, has re-

newed the "prize ofTer" for photographs of bad
country roads. One hundred and twenty-five
dollars will be distributed as follows: First

prize, $50; second prize, $25; third prize, $15;
fourth prize, $10; and five prizes of $5 each.

5 arc not ordinary bicycles by any means. A higher standard of construction than any other +

J maker has yet attained. Your cycling pleasure demands that you investigate. *

I
$100 to everyone . Worth it.

|

I $60-MIDDLETOWN CYCLES-$60 I
4* As light, handsome and durable as most $ I OO Wheels. Send for Catalogues. X

I WflRPF^sTFR rVPI F MFR m <^ ^"'^^y ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^'^y- t
^ WwIIULbwI IhII wIvLLb Ifll Ub WWa^ FACTORIES: MIDDLETOWN, CONN.; WORCESTER, MASS. f
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Ten Thousand Complete Bicycle Frames

1

One and two piece Hangers^ all latest improvements^

enameled; striped^ decorated^ ready for wheels, six

styles, at

r ^
; Phenomenally \

»

>

>

I Low Prices.... \
f f 1

n

Jobbers, Sma Manufacturers, Dea ers,
I

WRITE US AT ONCE.

Everything to build a wheeL Largest stock in America,

STORKS:
NEW YORK, VIENNA, AUSTRIA;

BOSTON, LONDON, ENGLAND;
PHILADELPHIA, HELSINGBORG, SW

JERSEY CITY, CITY OF MEXIO
WESTERN OFFICE— 1209 Monadnock Bldg., CHI

^EDEN;
D, MEXICO;
CAGO.

AL CO.,

Makers of KENNEDY and PICKWICK TIRES.

WEAVER CYCLE MATERI
Agents for nobody—own and make all our goods.

«

Kindly mention The Wheel.

\)
^

<i
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BRITISH TRADE OUTLOOK.

How it Seetns, and Why—Cycle Stock Promot-

ing: Not All Profit or

Popular.

London, May 8.—The fall of Pharsala has

been nothing to the fall of the French Dunlop
Co. in its bout with a sjaidicate of other tire-

makers.

Two years ago the then Dunlop Co. insti-

tuted proceedings against alleged infringers,

and as _the defense was the boldest possible

line which could be taken—a denial of right

and a claim for anticipation on several points.

Under the circumstances, the usual legal pro-

cedure of relegating matters to the govern-

mental patent experts for analysis and report

was adopted. After two years of what we
must assume was close and careful study, the

report was handed in some weeks ago, and as

the price of the shares has steadily declined

since that time, it is only natural to suggest

that somebody was aware of the tenor of the re-

port. The formal decision of the court was
made on Friday, and judgment was given

against the Dunlop patents on every ground

and issue in debate. As a consequence, the

shares have slumped rapidly from 15s.

to 5s., and so great is the Dunlop influence

that almost every other stock on the cycle

market was affected in sympathy.

As a matter of fact, the trade here is in

rather a critical condition, and not at all in a

position to assist the share-market against

panics. In anticipation of a similar season's

trade to that experienced last year, great ef-

forts were made during the winter to be ready

for the expected rush. Every firm at least

doubled its previous output, but the Easter

rush, which was to open the ball, never came
and deliveries over-ran orders until at present

the trade itself is becoming alarmed at the

stagnation in the retail depots.

This is a matter which is not con-

fined to any one section of the trade, although

the leading English makers with reputations

and large organizations do not feel the pinch

so much. I fear that the American depots are

among the worst sufferers, and I have been

told that not a few of those who have opened

depots here have practically decided to return

at the close of the year should matters not

take a radical turn for the better. Trade is

very dull in London, and only those who have

been able to secure good provincial agents are

paying their way at present.

The slackness in sales has, of course, had an

important bearing on flotations, and it is not too

much to say that the bottom has been knocked
out of the cycle boom in this direction. Only
those concerns which cannot by any possibil-

ity wait have been coming out during the

past three weeks, and their experience has

been such as to effectually deter any others

from following save in extremis. The Os-

mond Co., which appealed for practically

£200,000 on its recent extension, raked

in about £9,000 of the public's money,

and this was augmented to £20,000 by

those interested in the affair. Another

concern which asked for something like

£70,000 was accommodated to the tune

of £1,500, and so on. These companies

have gone "to the public," as the phrase goes,

chiefly on underwriting contracts, and, as a

consequence, their scrip is left severely alone, as

to buy might mean no market when realiza-

tions are necessary and to sell might mean a

heavy squeeze by reason of the promoters

commanding most of the shares.

It is feared that just as in the jubilee year
—'87—people, out of the perfervid loyalty

of the English heart, are saving up their spare

cash to have something special in commemo-
ration of the diamond jubilee of our Queen's

reign, but I don't hold to this opinion

at all. It is merely a natural reaction

after an unwonted period of high pres-

sure, and will have its ebb and flow

like every other mundane affair. We
are in the trough of the wave now and very

likely we shall be on the crest inside another

THEY ARE PROUD OP HIM.

Mr. Emery is the head of B. B. Emery &
Co., of Boston, and is a conspicuous business

success, which conveys a volume to those

who look below the surface. His store, at 40

Columbus avenue, is an attractive place, and

since its inception has been almost a bee-hive

B. B. Emery.

of industry. Mr. Emery has made an em-

phatic impression on the New England trade,

and as the territorial representative of the

America Cycle Manufacturing Co. has created

and filled a demand for America bicycles that

has caused Manager Hastings, of the Chicago

factory, to remark: "We are proud of him."

three months or so. If we are not, then there

will be a host of bankruptcies ahead, for three

months of what we are now having will cause

a crisis.

London, May 15.—Since my last letter con-

siderable reaction has taken place in the cycle

trade, thanks to the improvement in the

weather and a successful attempt made on

behalf of those concerns whose stock has

passed into the hands of the public to restore

confidence in their financial position and

prospects.

"Wheeling" came out this week with an

elaborate digest of the opinions of most of

the trade leaders. According to these the

future of the trade never looked so promis-

ing, and as for the present season's business,

all are unanimous in asserting that it will be
a record when summed up. It seems to be
generally admitted, however, that the retail

trade is not in such a happy position as the

makers, and I am inclined to doubt if all

these happy auguries will be tulfilled unless

the weather is extremely favorable.- In .my
riding in and about London I can honestly

say that I have never seen so iftany cyclists

abroad, and as most of' them are palpably

novices, . I suppose it follows- that they are

this year's crop. One thing I am certain of

and that is a reduction in price is going to

be general with the general run of dealers.

The era of £30 bicycles was short and merry,

but it is gone for a while at least.

The chief incident of the week, to use an
Irishism, is the complete absenci' of any. cycle

flotation. Things in this line have been much
worse than most people could Ifave imagined

from the outside appearances. When the

Humber-Gladiator-Pegot amalgamation was
brought off by Messrs. Hooley and Rucker
it was not imagined that the public would
come in very voraciously, but nobody
dreamed that out of £500,000 asked for only

£7,000 would be subscribed. This was a big

drop for the promoters, who had paid down
in hard cash something like £400,000 for the

concerns floated. I believe that "almost every

flotation which has occurred in the interval,

with the exception of about five or six, met
with a like response, and the presence of so

miich loose scrip on the market, in the hands
of men who must have ready riioney at any
cost, is one great cause of the present de-

pressed state of the financial market. A man
inay be a millionaire; on paper in the cycle

trade at present and yet have to' borrow £100

on a thirty days bill.

Interest during the week has been centered

on the law courts, where the Scottish Tire

Co.'s appeal was decided in favor of the Dun-
lop Co., and although some talk is made of

going to the House of Lords with the case,

it is not likely that this will be done. An-
other appeal case which is not yet decided is

that of Dr. MacCabe against the decision of

the Irish Vice-Chancellor in the matter of J.

B. Dunlop's claim against him for £10,000 on
the shares alleged to have been obtained by
fraud from him. So far as it has gone I fancy

the Doctor has had all the worst of the

Judge's contentions, and it looks odds on his

losing the appeal, which must send his costs

up fairly high. Still another case was that

of a purchaser of Grappler tire shares about

a year ago on the Rucker-Hooley offer, which

I reported at length at that time. In this

the purchaser was successful in inducing Mr.

Justice Grantham and Mr. Justice Wright to

agree with him that it was by means of a

.false conspiracy to rig the market that he

was induced to purchase those shares at the

time, and consequently he can recover the

money he lost on the transactions from the

millionaires. It would appear from this as

though Messrs. Hooley & RucKer are in for

some more law suits oh the same grounds,

and altogether that Grappler deal will prob-

ably prove one of the most extensive which

they engineered.

GREAT MINDS AGREE.

"Spacer sent in a good story on Boulevard
scorching," remarked the trade note editor.

"Yes," said the first office boy, "it's hot
stuff."
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B. &B. B. & B. B. & B. B. & B. B. & B.

SOUNDS
WELL.

5T/INb
SELLS
WELL.

THE

"B.&B." Bicycle Stand
IT IS THE BEST BICYCLE STAND IN THE WORLD.

WEIGHS I.ESS THAN FOUR POUNDS. WHvL NOT TOPPI.E OVER.

We are going to push it, and want the legitimate cycle trade to sell

it. Knocks down for shipping at a low freight rate. Retails at $i.oo
in japan or I1.50 in nickel, with good trade margins. For circulars

and discounts address

BISHOP & BENTON,
Patentees and Manufacturers, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HOW IT HAPPENED.
The B. & B. Bicycle Stand is the in-

vention of an enthusiastic wheelman
whose machine was ruined by causes

that lost their force with the creation

of the new stand.

WHAT IT IS.

The B. & B. supporting stand for bi-

cycles is the simplest and most practi-

cal article of its kind in the market.

Lightly but solidly built of selected

Bessemer steel, it weighs less than

four pounds. When in use it occu-

pies less lateral space than the wheel

itself ; when not in use the stand can

be folded up and hung on a nail.

WHAT IT DOES.
It supports the machine with both

wheels suspended from the floor, and

so engages the steering wheel that

turning sidewise is impossible. Both

wheels can be revolved freely, and all

parts of the wheel are readily access-

ible for cleaning and oiling.

WHAT IT COSTS.
The B. & B. Stands are made in two

styles—No. i, japan finish, |i.oo ; No.

2, nickel finish, I1.50. Liberal dis-

count to the trade

.

B. & B. B. & B.- B. & B. B. & B. B & B.

EKKOieGS

Are ridden by those wDo appreciate tbe refinements

of a superior machine. Riders use tDem once and

then always. Jlgents wbo bave sold tbem do not

change to any otfier line. « ««««««««««
Send for (Catalogue.

Tenton metallic mfg. Co.,

Jamestown, n. V.

ThB.

FaYDBite Bicples
have the HANDSOMEST LINES, are

the BEST FINISHED, STRONGEST,
EASIEST RUNNING and most UP-
TO-DATE Juvenile Bicycles ever put

on the market.

Made with 20, 24 and 26 inch wheels.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

IDEAL RUBBER CO.

High-Grade Tires.

SALES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:

Ideal Rubber Co.
,
426. Street, near 5th Avenue, New York.

E. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co., 10-12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.
Very Cycle Co., 243 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Von I/cngerke & Antoine, 277 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

. . . AND . . .

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY,
28 Rodney Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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CALL'S COSTUMES.

Since racing amounted to the proverbial "a

row of pins," S. B. Call, of Springfield, Mass.,

has been catering to the wants of racing men.

His racing suits and supporters and ^suspen-

sories are known to everyone wtio knows any-

thing at all. He has supplied the goods to

nearly every prominent man who ever strad-

dled a racing wheel, an autographic testimo-

nial from Tom Cooper being conspicuous in

the latest edition of the Call catalogue. Some
new and startling patterns in racing costumes

are also illustrated. A few of them are re-

produced here. Sashes are made to order and

bath robes are listed from $2 upwards. Rac-

ing shoes, cleated shoes, and the cleats, sep-

arate, are also supplied, likewise "chamois

pushers," a soft toe and instep covering de-

signed for speedmen who wear no socks.

Lately Mr. Call has added a very complete

line of cycle sundries to his stock, lamps, bells,

cyclometers, toe-clips, suits, golf hose and

sweaters among them. All are included in his

book and it is only fair to say that the prices

quoted on everything are strikingly rea-

sonable.

LAMPS TO BURN AND SHIXE.

L. A. Jackson, president of the Acme Elec-

tric Lamp Co., 1659 Broadway, New York,

has returned from a trip through Europe in

the interests of his company. Mr. Jackson

sold a large number of the lamps in London
and Paris, where they proved decided novel-

ties, there being nothing of the sort on the

European market. The Acme Company has

just added to their line an adjustable electric

bicycle lamp, the battery of which is in a

leather case and can be hung on any part

of the frame. The new lamp has a white

enamel reflecting surface and throws a clear,

white light without any rings or shadows. It

has two brilliant side lights and is attached

to the bracket by a ball and socket, which per-

mits its being turned in any direction.

FIT FOR AN AMBASSADOR.
The Wolfif-American agent in Stockholm,

Sweden, has notified R. H. Wolff & Co., Ltd.,

that United States Ambassador Ferguson has

purchased of him Wolff-American bicycles

for himself and wife.

ONLY PARTIALLY INSURED.

Fire last week gutted the factory of the

Winona (Minn.") Wood Rim Co., entailing a

loss of about $10,000. The property was but

partially insured.

GLUES THEIR FEET DOWN.

This is a toe-clip that has become immense-

ly popular with the National circuit chasers.

It is one of Morgan & Wright's productions

and is of heavy, but yielding rubber. It al-

most keeps the foot glued to the pedal and
only those who have tried them realize how
much they add to a rider's- power. The eye-

holes stretch over the rubber buttons and

nothing short of breakage and the fingers can

unfasten them. It must be understood, how-

ever, that the clips are suited almost entirely

to racing men. It requires assistance to place

them over the feet, and once "lost" they can-

not again be "caught."

TAKEN FROM CHICAGO'S CENSUS.

New York last week subtracted from Chi-

cago's Four Million Club—a large, healthy,

agreeable, six-foot, two-hundred-pounds sub-

traction, too. John P. Walters is the man.

John P. Walters.

He comes East to travel New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Maryland for the

Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co. Mr. Walters had

been connected with A. G. Spalding & Bros'.

Chicago house for several years, and knows
the what's what of the cycle trade.

SCORED ANOTHER COUP.

The American Dunlop Tire Co. has scored

another coup, the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.

having adopted the Dunlop as their leading

tire. This, with the Western Wheel Works'
adoption, conveys its own significance.

FIRST TIME IN SIX YEARS.

Ralph Temple, the head of the Temple

Cycle Co., of Chicago, was in New York this

week—his first visit in six years. He was
en route to Canada, and after a brief sojourn
there will sail for Europe.

SILENTLY STOLE AWAY.
Last Saturday's steamer carried almost a

full cargo of American cycle trades people

to Europe. But with scarcely an exception

they desired no mention made of it, which is

significant in itself.

SPECIALLY BUILT BRAZER.

Built especially and adapted for manufac-

turers and repairsmen who have no power air

pump and tank, is the Universal Combination

Brazer, shown below. The pump and air

chamber is in the column, and so arranged

that it can be operated with ease. The burn-

ers are automatic, and. can be placed in any

position or angle. The flames can be regu-

lated to any size by stopcocks, and are ar-

ranged to do any kind of soft or silver solder-

ing, sweating on cones and cups, and cement-

ing on tires, also for light forging, tool dress-

ing and case-hardening. The Enterprise Ma-
chine Works, Richmond, Va., the manufac-

turers, also make the Enterprise Brazing Fur-

nace, built especially for cycle work; foot

blowers and blow-pipes.

DENVER GETS A PRESIDENT'S BROTHER.

Denver, May 21.—W. H. Smith, a brother

of President Chas. F. Smith, of the Indiana

Bicycle Co., has been appointed manager of

the Waverley branch in Denver. He suc-

ceeds O. E. Boles, who resigned to accept

a berth in Lozier & Co.'s Paris establish-

ment. Mr. Smith is a stockholder in the

Indiana company, and as one of the heads of

the Progress Cycle Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis,

acquired experience which will now serve him

to good purpose. Among the innovations he

has established in the Denver store is the

employment of a saleswoman to attend the

female patrons of the Waverley.

IN EX-QUEEN LIL'S LAND.

The Board of Trade has received informa-

tion that bicycles which have heretofore been

free of duty in the Hawaiian Islands have, by a

new ruling of the customs authorities, been

classified as carriages, upon which a duty of

twenty-five per cent ad valorem is levied. The
new ruling took effect May 4th.

IN THE Y. M. C. A. MIDST.

In addition to their branches in Boston and

Chicago, the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co. have

established a retail store in Worcester, in the

new Y. M. C. A. building. It is elaborately

furnished and the opening on Saturday last

was attended by a huge cro.wd. A $100 Trin-

ity was among the souvenirs given away.
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365 DAYS AHEAD OF THEM ALL.

The following un-

excelled offer is

made and lasts for

a few days only. In

order to introduce

and advertise the

CUTTING SAD-
DLE in all parts of

the U. S. with the

least delay we make
the offer printed
below

OUR No. 5, AVITH COIL SPRINGS.
NOTE THE DESIGN.

THE GUTTINB '98 PAT. PNEUMATIC.
LIGHT. GRACEFUL. COMFORTABLE. GUARANTEED.

•o«o*o*o«o«o»o«o*o»o«o*o*o«oao*o«o«o*o«o«o*o«o«o«o«o«o«oao«Ofto«o*o«o*o«o«o«o»o*o«o«o*o«o«o«o«o«o*oao«o*o»oao*o*0)*o*o*oso»o»oao«o*o»oto
o«o«o«o*o«o*o«o*o«o«o»o«oao«o»oto*o«o*o«o«o«o*o«o«o«o«o«o«o*o*oaoao*o*o«o«o*o*o*c«o*a«o«o«o*o*o«o*o«o«o*o«o«o«owo*o*o*o«o«o«o«oao«o«o«
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I COUPOM I CUTTING & KAESTNER, I

I GOOD FOR I "' ^" ''''"'°" ^' CHICAGO.
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•0 So Gentlemen: I enclose you money order for $2.50 (not stamps ) and your So

•o S2 50 So
coupon which is good for $2.50 in retum.for which you will please send me §2

•o So one of yournumber '98 pattern saddles, the following conditions So

** DN A So
strictly understood. Should saddle not prove as represented by you I SS

So 80 am at liberty to return same and g'et my money back in full, you to pay 2*

oS CUTTING •§
return express charges. Respectfully, §2

I SADDLE. I Signed I
•O 90 So
•o iflr "^ #0
2S 2o
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This Offer is for First

Saddle only.

The inner tube is accessible. Why ?

Note the lacing.

The pneumatic tube gives you a soft

seat.

The vibrating springs take av^ay the

jolting.

The difference between our saddle

and others is the same as a pneu-

matic and the old solid tire.

Just order a sample and convince

yourself.

You have everything to gain and
nothing to lose.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

OUR No. 4, WITHOUT COIt SPRING.

CUTTING & KAESTNER,
241 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET, - CHICAGO.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

. Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President, First Vice-President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN. F. A. VERY.
Second Vice-President, Treasurer,

J. J. MANDERY. GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

604-506 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

COLORADO.
Denver.—A. L. Deane & Co., will remove to Kit-

tredge Building.

CONNECTICUT.
Meriden.—Brainard & Wilcox, dissolved. W. I.

Wilcox will continue.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—W. C. Newton & Co., type-founders,

G22-24 D street, N. W., have added bicycles.

GEORGIA.

East Point.—F. T. Hunt, new store.

ILLINOIS.

Carlyle.—B. T. & S. E. Ward, sewing machines and

organs; will add bicycles.

Monmouth.—F. Weir and C. T. Higgins, new store.

Paris.—Scott Bicycle Works purchased by Jos.

Bradbury.
INDIANA.

Anderson.—Westerfield Bros., Opera House Block,

sold out to J. B. Lott & Co. (J. B. Lott & R. C.

Schenck).

Indianapolis.—The Bruner Mfg. Co., incorporated

by Aug. Bruner, Anderson Bruner, C. A. Hanable

and O. B. Boardman; to manufacture bicycles. Cap-

ital $50,000.

Terre Haute—A. Cheney, 129 South Seventh street,

hew agency.

- Wakarusa.—J. Deering, new store.

KANSAS.

Salina.—White & Crowthers, dissolved. Mr. White
will continue.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—The Faultless Roller Brake Co., incor-

porated by Benjamin Sternheimer, Wm. H. Weil,

Louis Kraus, Wallace Robb and David H. Hayne;
to manufacture bicycle novelties. Capital stock

$10,000.

Baltimore.—Mr. Royal Cycle Co. (S. P. Oliver &
O. H. Harvey) ; W. P. Harvey appointed receiver

by Judge Dennis.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Chicopee.—Wm. Thereau, new repair shop and

105y2 Main street.

Danvers.—Perkins & Inman. C. E. Perkins sold

his interest to C. T. Inman.
Leominster.—F. M. Trumbull & Geo. F. Prevear,

new store on Pleasant street.

Marlboro.— L. Guertin, new store.

Newton.—W. B. Jones, new store at 326 Centre
street.

Onset.—W. E. Ward, new store.

Whitinsville.—J. A. Milligan, new store.

MICHIGAN.
Calumet.—A. F. Brown, new establishment.

Detroit.—The Mabley & Goodfellow Co., new
store. Park Matthewson, Jr., in charge.

Jackson.—Chas. A. Cone, assigned to Frank Cum-
mings.

Marquette.—Robert Steele, commenced business.

New Lathrop.—Stuart Bros., new store.

Port Huron.—J. D. Stephenson, new store.

MINNESOTA.
Canby.—Ed. C. Hull, commenced business.

Winona.—The Winona Wooden Rim Co., damaged
by fire, loss $10,000, partially insured.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Littleton.—C. J. Currier, new repair store.

NEW YORK.
Brooklyn.—The Cushioned-Steel Tire Co., incor-

porated by Alfred H. Bronson, John L. Douglas and
Levi Eldredge. Capital stock, $10,000.

Cooperstown.—Chas. H. Kane, new store.

Dansville.—Wm. H. Dick (Will Dick Cycle

^^'orks), assigned.

Homer.—L. Morse, new store.

Lincoln.—Kennedy, Hatch & Co., have added bicy-

cles.

Rochester.—Punnett Cycle Mfg. Co. Two execu-

tions, each for $1,000, secured on judgments in favor

of the German American Bank, were placed in the

hands of the Deputy Sheriff, who took possession

of the factory.

Rochester.—Henry W. Mielke, late of Mieike &
Jacobs, will open new store at 218 N. Clinton street.

Oneida.—Plate & Co., removed from 45 to 77 Madi-
son street. F. G. Underwood has retired, and been
succeeded by F. W. Chapin.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—The Eberhard Cycle Co. (Ida S. Eber-

hard), 80 Prospect street, sold by receiver at private

sale.

Cleveland.—A. F. Hartz, new store.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Lebanon.—David Brightbill, sold out to William

Freshley.

Eeynolds.—J. Burgh, new store.

Wrightsville.—H. Smith, new agency.

RHODE ISLAND.
Newport.—J. Engel, new store at 163 Prospect Hill

street.

TEXAS.
Beeville.—W. T. Landridge, new store.

VERMONT.
Burlington.—E. N. Vancor, new store.

VIRGINIA.
Richmond.—The Old Dominion Cycle and Supply

Store, 1004 East Main street (Chas. J. Harris), as-

signed to Ordway Puller, trustee. Liabilities about

$1,500.

WISCONSIN.
Oconomowoc.—L. D. Rosenkrans, new store.

Sheboygan.—H. H. Miller, hardware, has added
bicycles.

Sheboygan Falls.—W. M. Little, commenced busi-

ness.

WHERE THEY WENT.

Exports of bic

York for week
Argentine Republic.
Antwerp
Brazil
Belfast
British West Indies.
British East Indies.
Bergen
British Australia
Brussels
Berlin
Bremen
British Guiana
Central America
Furth
Gefle
Ghent
Glasgow

ycles from the port of

ending May 18th.

$4,626 Genoa
4,516 Hamburg
2,139 Hull

88 Havre
2,297 Japan
1,090 London

90 Liverpool
5,289 Mexico ;...

850 New Zealand
1,748 Odessa
2,117 Peru
302 Rotterdam
829 Stockholm
143 United States of Co-
780 lumbia
58 Uruguay
27 Venezuela

New

300
45,199
2,972
1,533
40a

33,486
468
408

2,590
1,422

185
1,422

3,920

871
1,610

17

ADDED TO THE FOWLER FAMILY.

A $50 wheel has been added to the Fowler
family. It has been titled "Normandie," and
in the words of its makers, it is "a high-grade

wheel, built by a high-grade company, and at

a popular price." It will be made in both

diamond and drop-frame patterns, be finished

in green and be fitted with either M. and W.,

New York or Vim tires. The Normandie,

however, will not have the truss frame, dis-

tinctive of the Fowler Cycle Manufacturing

Co.'s $100 product.

PRAISE FROM GLOBE-GIRDLERS.

H. Darwin Mcllrath, the Chicago news-
paper man who, accompanied by his wife, is

circumcycling the globe, wrote the Fowler
Cycle Mfg. Co.—the couple are riding tfuss-

frame Fowlers—for "two of the best lamps to

be found on the American markets." In re-

sponse two X-Ray lamps were forwarded.

Under date of March 26th, from Rangoon,
India, Mcllrath acknowledges their receipt.

Adams & Westlake, who manufacture the

the lamp, are making extensive use of the

communication. The globe-trotter says it is

"a model of beauty, strength and scientific

construction" and "the most powerful light-

. shedder we have ever seen."

BELIEVE IT IS IN THE PITCH LINE GEARING 1

Whether, or not it is^ their "pitch line gear-

ing"—and they believd it is—the Waltham
Mfg. Co. say that the demand for the 18-pound

Orient track racer has been so great that in-

stead of building the limited number first de-

signed, they will manufacture the wheels on

a large scale and carry then in stock.
.
They

will be sold for track racing only.

HAVE A BRANCH IN BALTIMORE.

The New York Belting and Packing Co.

has established a Southern Sales Agency with

Boyd, Jones & Co., 12 North Charles street,

Baltimore. The firm will carry a complete

line of the New York company's goods, in-

cluding League tires and cycle sundries, and

is empowered to quote factory prices.

THESE CARRY RIMS IN STOCK.

The Boston Wood Rim Co. has established

depots with the following firms, where dealers

and repairers can' secure Boston rims without

delay in quantities of from one to fifty- pairs:

Herman Baker & Co., New York; Geo. A.

Clark & Co., Utica, N. Y.; Weed & Co., Buf-

falo.; Hunt, Davis & Co., Cleveland; Excel-

sior Supply Co., Chicago.

IN A NUTSHELL.

Says the Sterling Cycle Works in its most

recent hand-book, "In a Nutshell:". "By
human labor a ton of iron worth six dollars

is converted into fifty thousatid dollars' worth

of needles"—a fact full of significance which

should specially interest those who are' prone

to croak about the price of bicycles.

PLEASANT FOR INVESTORS.

"The Statist," which is England's foremost

financial authority, says that from the financial

point of view, but not from the trade aspect,

few really sound cycle companies exist;-

When, in totaling up the cost of her experi-
ence with a denaitment store bicycle, the

average woman "puts two and two LOs:ether,"

the result is always more than four.

I
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Mr. Manufacturer:

We want you
with us
in 1898!

QUALITY IS THE TESl
OF CHEAPNESS.

Can you not better afford to pay a gOOd priCC

good tubing than a little lower figure
inferior tubing?

WRITE US

The Shelby Steel Tube Company,

Eastern Office and Wareroom,

144 Chambers St., New York.

Main Office and Works,

SHELBY, OHIO, U. S. A, Western Office and Wareroom,

135 Lake St., Chicago, Ills
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Uoi. I. €bicf Bell Kinder « • « Uncle CDomas. no. 22.

Our New
20%'lb.

1

4 1-2 inch (actual) tread, ^

2 1-2 inch drop at hanger,
*

ilt

List $J00,
]1

^^^'^ IS READY* ] i*

Ifs a Business'Maker.

J\ Business'Reviver. 1

Write us for further information.

TRINITY CYCLE MFG, CO.,

WORCESTER, MASS.

HOW MANY CAN SAY IT—
HONESTLY?

How many bicycle makers can say that

they haven't had a defective brazed joint on

their flush-framed bicycles this year?

How many of them can say they haven't

had a frame or fork out of line?

How many can say they haven't had:

A broken spoke,
" " chain,

. " " handle-bar,
" " axle, or
" " crank?

We can say it, and it's so!

Our divided crank is a fine one, surely.

We made a bull on the first fifty—not in qual-

ity or workmanship, but in error of judgment.

We wanted them to fit too snugly to bottom

bracket. Since then we've allowed i-inch

on either side, and we haven't had a single

solitary one come back. The cycling frater-

nity never saw a better crank fastening, and

we don't believe as good.

How many users of divided crank shafts

can say as much?

Our cones and cups are revelations for

uniformity and ease of running.

They are top notch!

Our seat-post clamp was changed because.-,

the other one wasn't up to Trinity quality.,

'

The new one, never a hitch—it holds like

an assessment on your property.

Our combination adjustable internal clamp-

ing handle-bar is a "new one" on the boys.

It's a "satisfier."

Some of those "be-marble" competitors"

thought our 21, 23 and 25 tooth sprockets

weren't thick enough and wouldn't stand.

Why, say, have you heard of a single one
not keeping in line? "Nixy." They stand up
under all kinds of usage, like old "Eagle
Eye" did last year.

When we think things over and hear the .

awful, awful trouble of some makers,

We call in the braves and chiefs, clear the ^

office of its array of desks, typewriters, etc.,;

etc., and hold a

"Thankful Dance."

We wind up by "filling wp" on "spring,

water" (we've got a 99-100 per cent, pure

spring near by). Then to our several homes
and sleep—to sleep the sleep of the good

—

'

and, as the fat and saucy Irwin is wont ta

say, if we felt any better we couldn't stand it.
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Our

Chicago

Branch

is ''A Genuine Branch"

—one of the few so-called

branches in the cycle trade

that takes care of its cus-

tomers in a business-like

way.

They have a full line of

TpiQities

on hand, and can fill

ORDERS
in a satisfactory way.

GILLESPIE & BAWDEN,

MANAGERS,

128 Dearborn Street.

Takes care of Indiana and Illinois and

all West.

TO AGENTS.

Any agent who sends in his name and

address stands a chance to win a Trinity

bicycle.

Please follow instructions given below.

RULES OF THE FREE WHEEL
CONTEST.

Give your name and address.

In what paper or papers did you see the

ad.?

What cycling papers do you take?

Should the wheel be awarded to an agent

in a place where we have a regular Trinity

agent, then we are to have the option of giv-

ing cash instead.

Not more than one reply per week from

any agent.

Be particular to observe rules.

Contest for agents only.

Address all communications to:

Uncle Thomas,

Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Worcester, Mass.

Winner to be announced in second issue

after each appearance.

YOU GET THIS—MAYBE.

The fifth and last wheel to be given away

is a 22, 24 or 26-inch frame, regular roadster,

with the following equipment:

B. F. Goodrich & Co.'s (Akron, Ohio)

Goodrich Tires.

Boston Wood Rim Co.'s (Bedford, Mass.)

'"Laminated" Rims.

Excelsior Needle Co.'s (Torrington, Conn.)

Spokes and Nipples.

Record Pedal Co.'s (Boston, Mass.) Rec-

ord Pedals.

U. S. Projectile Co.'s (Brooklyn, N. Y.)

Tapered Tubing.

Fibre-Buckskin Mfg. Co. (Maiden, Mass.)

Grips.

Muller Mfg. Co.'s (New' York City)

Saddle.

Anglo-American Cycle Fittings Co.'s

(Waterbury, Conn.) Perry Chains.

Elastic Tip Co.'s (Boston, Mass.) Drop

Forgings.

The best is none too good for our wheels,

and that is what goes into every one of 'em.

A CHALLENGE.
While we're not always running around with

a '"chip on our shoulder," yet there is always

one handy, and can be placed on the out-

skirts of our broad back if the occasion de-

mands.

We're ready for argument with any concern
in the country making bicycles who thinks
"hisn" is superior to "ourn."
You can either all speak at once—or by

the piece—it's no difference to tis. We be-
lieve we've gpt the

Most up-to-the-minute.
The easiest seller.

The best bicycle as a whole.
In all this great'(country of ours.

And if there's any one who thinks
different.

Here's a chance to come out
And argue the case

—

*

The people being judge and jury.

An '* Ad.'^ Idea for Trinity Agents.

IF IT ISN'T WHAT

return it and get

That's a high-grade
policy—one that.....

THE TRINITY
is sold under.

It pays to buy a wheel that's worth
the price. We have it in

XHE TRINITV.
" The Genuine Bicycle,"

for men and women.

Sold for cash or on instalment plan.

JOHN JONES,
James Street, Johnstown.

This ad. would hardly apply to any other wheel
than The Trinity, but you can use it just the same, if

you like it.

Third wheel won by Will C. Paine, At-

lantic City, N. J.

WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NO.
We are thankful for being classed as "do-

ing things different" from other concerns.

We don't hesitate to admit a wrong—an

error in judgment. Everybody, every concern

makes them. Show me a man or concern

who don't and I'll show you a "pile of ossi-

fied stiffs" who haven't enough sense to eat

soup with anything but a fork for fear of

strangling themselves.
On the first 100 Trinities there were sev-

eral little things needed attention—and they
got it.

But we rise in our seats at this juncture
of the proceedings and say that those (the
first 100) knocked the spots, so to speak, off

of 95 per cent, of the 100 high grades you
see running around.
The Trinity as it stands to-day is the peer

of anybody's wheel.
If that expression means best—why, best

it is.

If any concern thinks they are making a
better wheel

Than
The Trinity,

A truly

Genuine Bicycle,

Let him walk forward and claim attention

of the speaker, and

—

We'll be there
To challenge him

Point for point.
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JUST LIKE A MAN.

One side of a dialogue between Mr. Rural

and his neighbor—a young widow to whom
he is giving her first lesson in cycling. Scene,

a smooth stretch of road in front of the Villa

Rural

:

"You don't mean to say, Mrs. Widgrass,

that you never mounted a wheel until now?"

"You sit perfectly! I never saw any one

learn to balance so quickly. Don't mention

it! It is a positive pleasure to teach you, I

am sure. How gracefully you dismount! Too
heavy? Nothing of the kind. You ride like

an expert already. Allow me."

One side of another dialogue between Mr.

Rural and his wife. Circumstances and scene

the same as before:

"Now, Amelia, if you hang on that machine

like a sack of meal, you'd better give up try-

ing to learn to ride. I told you before we be-

gan that I hadn't the time to go wabbling all

over the State of New Jersey tuying to hold

you on a wheel. It's too much to expect of a

man, even if he is your husband."
" !

I I
! ! !

...?"

"Mrs. Widgrass? Why, that woman
wouldn'tlearn to ride in seven thousand years;

CHOOSING OF A SADDLE.

Among the "options" now given the pur-

chaser of a wheel none is more deserving of a

close study and careful selection than that of

the saddle. When buying a new wheel, there-

fore, it is wise to try several makes and forms

of saddles before deciding upon a final selec-

tion, and if at the last moment there is even

a lingering doubt of the saddle favored being

satisfactory, take no chances, remove the

tried and proven one from your old wheel

and affix it to your new mount.

If you have not ridden a wheel of your own
prior to selecting your new mount, then, of

course, this old saddle idea is of no avail. In

lieu thereof, when deciding upon a saddle, see

that the cantle or curve at the back of the

saddle is not too acute. It is far from pleasant

to find yourself bumping up and down on the

two outside rivets when riding over a stretch

of rough road.

As a rule, you will find a fairly long saddle

with a narrow peak to be comfortable, one

in which there is plenty of leg room between

the ends of the backbow and the peak. Sad-

dles are often contrary, one that is the acme
of comfort when you start on a journey may
become hard and uncomfortable before you

have ridden a dozen miles, while another

which, perhaps, felt as hard as a stool of

repentance at the start, may be the acme of

comfort after twenty or thirty miles have been

red.

CLOTHES AND THEIR WEARERS.

Among the many things to which cycling

contributes is the knowledge of character.

Notice the various riders on the Boulevard.

Here comes a group of carelessly-dressed

young fellows, bodies bent over, with no

thought for appearance; solely intent upon
getting over the ground. Merely to get

there is their object, and the surroundings

have no efifect upon them.

Then comes the fastidious rider. All the

accessories of costume are essentials, and be-

token interest, care and study. He is so at-

tentive to appearance that he knows nothing

else. There is the leisurely, well-dressed

rider who can sprint, but is out to get all the

benefit of exercise and fresh air, and is not

ambitious for a record as to time and dis-

tance.

Of women riders there are, too, many vari-

eties. There is the one careless as to dress

and manners, loud-spoken, and unattractive

in her efforts, to masticate a supply of chew-

ing-gum. Then that nondescript, the mascu-

line-dressed woman, for whom there should

be no place. Unsightly in appearance, un-

graceful in movements, she is, as a rule, a dis-

grace to cycling in general, and to woman in

particular.

Most pleasing is the woman with well-fit-

ting short dress, golf stockings, a bright

shirt waist and becoming hat, who sits erect

and modestly and gracefully rides her wheel.

She deserves enjoyment and benefit from the

exercise, and it is a pleasure to watch her

movements.

neither for that matter will you! I never did

anything of the kind—I never told her so! She

asked me to teach her for a few moments, and

I did it purely out of neighborly kindness."
'•

I
! ? ...

!"

"I hold her hand? I never did anything of

the kind, except to drag her on and ofif that

wheel. Whatcher leaning away over on one

side for? Oh, yes, I'd look fine running

alongside of you, now, wouldn't I? Not much,

Mrs. Rural! If you don't learn in two lessons

out here, you can go to the city and get some-

one else to teach you, for I won't. There you

go! Well, whose fault was it? No! I won't

make a holy show of myself trying to hold

you up! Go into the back-yard and wabble to

your heart's content. I'm done playing rid-

ing-school teacher."

ENOUGH TO KEEP HIM BUSY FOR LIPE.^

If the fool-killer is doing business at his old

stand and wants a permanent job, he needs to

look out for but three classes of riders; the

class which follows hose carts to fires at break-

neck pace; the class which scorches alongside

street cars, and that more numerous class

which defies every rule of the road by scorch-

ing at all times and places. There is a per-

manent job for the fool-killer right here in

New York.

FUTURE WAR STRATEGY.

"Sire," quoth the chief of stafif, "the Ama-
zons are assembling on the right wing and evi-

dently intend to turn our left with a vigorous

charge."

"You don't mean the Amazonian wheel

corps, do you?''

"Yes, sire, and they are a gallant sight.

Their wheels have all been renickeled, their

corps colors fly in ribbon-streamers from each
handle-bar, and they have donned their new
ashes-of-roses uniform for the first time."
"Order out the royal White-Wings with

their sprinkling-cans loaded to the very brim."
"Yes, sire."

"Let them make the battle ground in front

of our left wing as muddy as they do a street-

crossing."
"Yes, sire."

"Just as soon as the charging Amazons in

their new silk imiforms strike that mud they
will turn about and scorch back as fast as they
can pedal."
"For what, sire?"

"For their old uniforms or their mud-
guards, stupid. Then if we advance rapidly
enough to surprise them before they can get
their helmets on straight, the day is ours."

And it was even so.

As a rule, women are more graceful riders

than men; but a neat and modest costume
adds much to the appearance on the wheel,

which plainly tells what manner of person,

either man or woman, is mounted thereon.

TRUE AS GOSPEL.

"Well," whinnied one horse to his neighbor
in the next stall, during the course of a little

confidential talk at 2 o'clock the other morn-
ing, "I saw about a million women riding bi-

cycles on the Boulevard to-day, and all ex-

cept about a dozen of them were riding flat-

footed, with a high knee action which would
have been fine for you or me, but looked like

the old scratch in their case."

"I've seen 'em," the other horse meditatively

replied, as he nibbled a few more splinters from

off the edge of his feed-trough. "But you

must admit the average woman on a bicycle,

riding as she does, flat-footed, low-seated and

all that, does a darn sight better when she tries

to ride a bicycle than she ever does when she

tries to drive a horse."
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*'AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

®'

America Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, Ilvlv.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
T. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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It Sometimes Seems....

As if people did not care WHAT they got if it was only

CHEAP, forgetting that only GOOD things are ever

cheap. If anything in the world is DEAR instead of

cheap it is a poor-quality, low-priced bicycle.

DON'T BUY IT,

But go and see the easy-running

...Peerless...
Good throughout, full value for the price, therefore

CHEAP.

JUST NOW we are offering irresistible inducements to agents. If there is none in

your town, write us direct. We can sell you.

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

W. A. MEFF,
Eastern Sales Agent,

5T Park Place, New York.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

ELMIVOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
New York Agents,

Park Place and West Broadway.

OSGOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
Brooklyn Agents,

611 Fulton Street.
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Tt Isn't v?. Enamel
—although we haven't seen any handsomei

—

But cno-Repair Record
that is now making

this factory run 16 hours a day—with double

force of men— to keep up with our agents^

sales* We want to run it ^4-.

Windsor
The
High

Grade.

Pacific
The
Medium
Grade.

HLSO
HIGHEST
GRKDE
JOBBIMG
iAiHEEL-S.

CKPHCITV
300
DKILV.

If you are a good, live, bright salesman, in the

habit of making big money, we want you before

June 1st* Write us for terms* Well surprise you!

CU^iH-^^lSt^KENOSHA Wl».
CHICAGO OFFICE 285 Wabash Avenue. New York-101-103 Duane St., Hermann Boker & Co., Eastern Agents.

, DULUTH—Marshall WelU Hardware Co., Agents for the Northwest and Paciflc Northwest.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SADDLE COMFORT FOR WOMEN RIDERS.

It is in the tilt of the saddle quite as much
as in its form, construction and structure that

the comforts or discomfort of the rider

depends. More than half the complaints

one hears against women's saddles arise

from want of knowledge in regard to

their saddles' adjustment and tilt. It

is said that the perfect saddle for

ladies' use is not yet made. That is as may be.

There are, however, many saddles on the mar-

ket which may be used with absolute comfort

so long as care is taken in the placing of them.

An inclination toward an upward tilt of the

peak seems most desirable, since if the saddle

is placed quite flat, the rider is thrown forward

too much, particularly going downhill, and

there is a great amount of strain and very

much vibration which should not be felt. A
woman can soon find out for herself how far

upward her saddle should be tilted, and the

operation of altering the tilt is a very simple

one.

The nut which holds the saddle to the pillar

should be loosened, and the back of the sad-

dle itself pressed down till the desired angle

is made. If women find that they are thrown

too far forward when riding, or find their arms
aching after a ride, let them make this slight

alteration, and usually the trouble will dis-

appear.

RIGHT OF WAY.
The most perfect locomotive would be of

no use without a proper track to run on.

The track is an essential part of the machin-

ery of locomotion. The bicycle is, happily,

not tied down to the same narrow and rigid

lines. But, in a broader and freer sense a

suitable track is essential to even its efficiency

as a vehicle.

This is why the wheelmen everywhere con-

stitute the most zealous and dctive prop igan-

da of the gospel of good roads—a propaganda

which is growing rapidly in strength and in-

fluence, as those who ride a bicycle increase

and multiply.

But this is a work which can only be ac-

complished through a legislative reform of

the administrative machinery and methods of

road-making, and, therefore, through the slow

education of the farmers and others in the

economical value of good country roads.

The building of cycle paths is, therefore, an

expensive and foolish evasion of what'should

be cycling's motto—"Good roads everywhere

and for all people." On no other platform

will better riding surfaces come either to cy-

clists or others.

WORKING A WIND-BREAKER.
To watch pacing triplets at work in a race

or record attempt is interesting. Some teams

sit the machine without the suspicion of rock-

ing, others follow every up-and-down move-
ment of the pedal with a corresponding mo-
tion of their heads, caused, of course, by the

high gears of the machine. Some triplets

seem very easy to steer, others require strong

arms and careful handling to get them round

without swinging.

One would think that with three men
aboard, of whom two were perfectly sheltered,

having a pacer ahead would be of little mo-
ment to triplet teams, but that is a mistake.

Pacing is certainly not of the same value to

multicycles as to singles, but it makes the

steering work easier, and gives the man re-

sponsible for it the shelter he otherwise lacks.

EVERYBODY MUST HAVE ONE.

Femininity has gone over to cycling en

masse. Not to cycle is to be worse than no-

body. True, it is no mark of distinction to

ride: for everybody who is anybody and many
who are nobodies ride, so that the person who
does not ride might as well give up the ghost

at once. There is an old saying that one might

as well be out of the world as out of fash-

ion. To modernize it and say one might as

well be out of the world as not to wheel,

would be nearer the truth.

The wheel is not a fashion. It is a para-

mount necessity. Those persons who do not

possess one try to comfort themselves with

the thought that it is a mark of distinction

not to have a bicycle, but all the time they

are sadly conscious, whatever their social

prestige might have been, that they are no

longer "in it", at all. All the fun that is to be

had these days is in some way connected with

cycling.

Morgan &WRiGHTliRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

UNDERSTAND OUR
GUARANTEE? IF NOT,
ASK REPi^lRMEN. THEY
KNOW. .

Morgan sWrigmt

A FACTOR l\ TRANSPORTATION. .

Milwaukee is one of the many places where

the street cars are an unfailing barometer of

the number and utility of bicycles. The
difference in the daily receipts of the

car lines, on a fair day, compared with

those on a rainy day, would indicate

that an average of 10,(H)0 people in the

city, who patronize the street cars when
the weather does not permit wheeling, ride

their wheels to and from business daily.

"We figure that the wheel business in Mil-

waukee on a favorable day represents a fall-

ing off in receipts of an average of $500 a day,"

said Vice-President Payne. "On a wet or

disagreeable day the street car company sends

out about 250 cars for the day's business, and

that number is needed, as against from 200

to 230 cars on fair days, so that, with the

increase of cycling in Milwaukee the aver-

age number of cars necessary for the traffic of

the city will be reduced, instead of increased,

as the company only runs cars according to

the actual demands of the traffic, which is

working on business principles.''

A STREET EPISODE IN BLACK AND WHITE.

Jay Eaton, among many other stories he

has to tell of his Southern experiences, while

racing on the Coliseum circuit, narrates this

as happening on Pcachtree street in Atlanta,

Georgia:

She was riding gracefully, though somewhat
rapidly. She was, pretty, and her jaunty at-

tire gave her a natty appearance that excited

tlie admiration of the men and the envy of

the women. A negro woman, very fat and
chubby, was waddling along with a bucket of

potatoes on her head. The paths of these

two people, who so strongly contrasted in ap-

pearance, crossed, and before either knew of

the other they came together with a dull,

though not sickening, thud. In another mo-
ment each was scrambling from the ground.
The wheelwoman was first, and picking up
her wheel, she walked over to the old negro
woman and said:

"Aunty, I am very sorry I ran against you.

Here is 25 cents to pay for your potatoes."

Fire burned in the old negress' eye as she

faced the pretty cyclist, but the sight of the

money somewhat softened her wrath, and she

hesitated to speak. At last she took the coin,

stuck her arms akimbo, and throwing her

head to one side said:

"Lookyeer, white 'oman! I takes yer money,
but jes' nex' time you er air nuther white

'oman knocks dis yeer nigger down wid one
er dem ficklements, dar ain' no 25 cents go'

Stan' betwix us—dere sho' ain'!"

After delivering her speech she began pick-

ii.g up her potatoes, and the pretty rider

mounted her wheel and rode away, while the

old woman kept shaking her head and mum-
bling to herself.

REGARDI.XG FOOT-PRESSURE.

Despite what all self-elected authorities may
say to the contrary, the practice of using the

foot as a brake by placing it on the front tire

behind the fork-crown is one which should

only be indulged in with great caution.

Apart from the possibility of injury to the

tire, the rider may get his foot jammed in

between the tire and the fork-crown, the re-

sult being that the wheel is stopped dead;

and a disastrous accident follows.

At the same time there are occasions when
the use of the foot as a brake may pro\e in-

valuable to those who ride brakeless and mud-
guardless machines, and to all such advice is

given to practice this accomplishment a little

while riding slowly, so that if real need ever

arises the rider m:iy know what he is about,

and have the necessary confidence to check his

speed in this manner.

ALONG THE WAGON ROAD.

When rural riding tempts you to wander
from the beaten roads of travel, do not trust

too implicitly to the wagging tail of the
farmer's dog: it doesn't belong to the end of

the animal that is most dangerous to your
health and welfare.

TWISTING THINGS WITH A WRENCH.

Even in so seemingly simple an affair as that

of loosening or tightening up a nut there ex-

ists a right and a wrong way of going about

it. The right way is to always have the jaws

of the wrench pointing the same way as you

are pulling. The reverse has a tendency to

pry the jaws of the wrench apart, while at

the same time giving you a poorer hold upon

the nut with a greater liability of taking the

corners off of it. Always screw the wrench
tight to the nut before applying power to it.

It is J:he abuse of the wrench, not the use

thereof, that ruins nuts and bolt-heads.

WHEN HE CATERPILLARIZES.

Many a man who has been bent on getting

a bicycle has still beert bent on it after he got

it.
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PLACING THE BLAME WHERE IT BELONGS.

Dear Mr. Editor: You edit a paper for bi-

cycle makers, dealers and riders, and I have

no doubt that you do not do so entirely for

philanthropic reasons. I hope not, at any

rate, for you certainly should be well paid to

carry around the burden upon your con-

science you are forced to. It cannot be that

in the still watches of the night there never

comes to you a realization of the awful work

you have done, and are doing, in the direc-

tion of inducing foolish people like me to

ride! Once that thought has settled on your

soul, how can you ever thereafter know a mo-

ment's peace!

Take my case as a sample of your deadly

work. An intelligent and beneficent-looking

gentleman hurriedly left the train at New
Haven not long ago. When he had gone, and

the train was once more under way, I hap-

pened to glance down at the seat he had oc-

cupied, and seeing there a paper, picked it up,

read the title, The Wheel, read the con-

tents, and in the end read other issues of it.

Became interested, studied up the question,

became more interested, went to a riding-

school, learned to ride, bought a wheel and

on it went out to conquer. And you were to

blame for all that followed.

The latest improved wheel, like mine, has

no brake or other contrivance for stopping it;

in fact, I am told, it is not considered "good

form" to have a brake on your wheel; a brake

on a wheel would prevent a man from break-

ing his neck, and this is not "good form" in

cycling circles.

I'll never forget the first real road ride I

took, in the course of which I started down a

long hill, and in some unaccountable manner

(everything is unaccountable with a wheel) I

lost my pedals. Each yard down grade add-

ed velocity to my speed. There I sat, going at

the rate of several miles per minute, as help-

less as Mother Eve before the serpent of

biblical fame, with visions of surgical opera-

tions, broken bones, bruised flesh, the hor-

rors of Hades and the beauties of Paradise

traveling through my brain at the same rate

that my wheel was going down hill.

I had lost my pedals, I was on the eve of

losing everything that I had strived nearly

fifty years to acquire, and now, if I should

"lose" my head for an instant the repair bill

on my wheel would be presented to my ad-

ministrator at the same time that the under-

taker sought to be renumerated for necessary

expenses incident to the birth of a new
widow. I have learned in the sad school of

experience that a 200-pound man has no busi-

ness on a Ijicycle; this, too, notwithstanding

all the nice and convincing things you may
write to the contrary.

I never start down the street on my
"beauty" that I don't feel like crying out in

the language of the man who yoked himself

with his calf, in order to break the calf. Like

the man on the wheel, he found out his mis-

take too late, and at the top of his voice

yelled to his friends and acquaintances: "Here
we come, d—n our fool souls, somebody head

us!"

This may all be of no interest to you, Mr.

Editor, but, believe me, even being able to

complain to you, the cause of all my trouble,

is of no small satisfaction to J. E. W.

WHY SOME WOMEN RIDE NOT.

There are women to whom the bicycle is

merely an incident in their lives; they ride

the wheel in the evening or in the morning
instead of going for a walk. It is a pleasant

amusement, and they like it, but they are not

enthusiastic, nor is their number large. For
these the bicycle makes no new habits of

consequence and breaks no old ones, except

so far as it changes the form of amusement.

Under different circumstances, they would be-

long to that class of women who do not ride

because they meet opposition. "Mother does

not like it," or "John does not like to see

women on the wheel," and this class is larger

than one would think. Many of the women
who do not ride cannot afford it; many
others do not ride because of the opposition

they meet. Investigation will show a surpris-

ingly small number who do not ride simply

because they do not care to.

^ ^ The Wheel ^\^\

AmeMcan Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

«^op to March Jst.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

crs.1,^ Price, $2,00

J*Catalogues in the

Gefman, Spanish,

French,Of any Lan-

guage..^ American

S'
catalogues transla-

ted and condensed.

The Wheel Press>

88 West Broadway,

New York ^ jf- J^

<>tTwenty-five

thousand bicycle

agents, in type.

e^sold by State or

the entire list. <^

Quotations upon

application J* <^

88 West Broadway
|

SETTLED ALL ARGUMENTS.

"Do I understand you to say that this man
never made a statement that was not true?"

"That was what I said."

The questioner laughed long and loud.

"Impossible," he said. "Absurd! Prepos-

terous! Why, he has charge of the cycle de-

partment down at Bugdig Bros.' department

store."

AN INNOVATION IN INNS.

The very few people who still hold aloof

from cycling, and the very many who do ride,

but confine their practice of the art of pedaling

to the Boulevard and the Riverside Drive, can

have no idea what a change has been pro-

duced by cycling in remote country places.

For one thing, the condition of the roads has

improved immensely within a year. This is

largely the efifect of concentrated efifort, stead-

ily applied. But by. far the most interesting

evolution is the recrudescence of the inn.

Those who drove horses were an insignifi-

cant few as compared with the army of the

wheel. The custom which depended upon the

horsey people was variable and uncertain.

On the other hand, that of the cyclists is con-

stant and reliable. The innkeepers have real-

ized that their time has come round again.

The competition among the keepers of houses

of entertainment is just keen enough to cause

them to give good value.

Meals that are satisfactory to those whose
appetites have been sharpened by a ride along

a good road, are obtainable at places where a

short time ago only the most primitive fare

could be had. The wheelman who cares to

"wander from his own fireside" has no longer

any trouble in finding accommodations for

himself and wheel. If the good work goes

on the inn will become more and more of an

institution. This is a consummation de-

voutly to be wished for by those true souls

who believe cycling was made for something

better than asphalting and park-roading.

MUST HAVE LOOKED FINE.

Albanians are much exercised over a mys-
terious wheelman who has lately been seen

riding upon some of the hilly thoroughfares

of New York's capital. The queer object is

said to be a reputed divine healer who travels-

about the country giving mani''estations of his

alleged powers.

He was attired in dark breeches, and a long

black mantle of light material thrown over

his shoulders. Around his waist was a red

sash which held the mantle in position. Upon
his head a large black hat was worn. The
man wears a long brown beard, which falls in

great thickness on his breast, while his hair,

of a similar color, is so long that it rests on

his shoulders.

LIKE CURES LIKE.

When an accident results in the bending of

a pedal-pin, it will sometimes be found that

the pedal can be made temporarily ridable by

simply turning the pin round in the crank-slot.

For instance, if both the pedal-pin and the

crank are bent, the one bend can often in this

way be made to counteract the other; or, on

the other hand, if the bend in the pedal-pin

causes the pedal to come against the crank,

and prevents it from revolving, the act of re-

versing the pedal-pin, so that it bends away

from the crank-boss instead of towards it, will

probably enable the pedal to clear the crank.

Most riders believe they could do wonders

if they only had some other rider's chance.

USED EVERY ONE OF THEM.

"Only think of it, Eliza! There are over
a hundred thousand words in the English
language."

"There's no need of telling me that. You
demonstrate it every time you try to explain
to anybody the merits of your wheel."

ROOM AT THE TOP.

"This," said the proud proprietor of the

cycle factory, as he threw open the door of a

large, well-lighted room, "is our designing

and experimental ofhce."

"H'm," said the visitor, "room for improve-

ment, eh?"

But the spoke department was next, and

nothing was said.
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THE STRONGEST,
STIFFEST TUBING MADE.

Bicycles Sell Faster When Advertised As "Made from Fifty Carbon Tubing."

Smooth and round inside and out. Brazing practically invisible, being a mere hair
line, thus absolutely preventing, by capillary attraction, the special high heat melting
brazing mixture from running out of seam or joint when connecting joints are brazed on
ends of tubes. Joint thoroughly dovetailed by lateral displacement m clinching of teeth,
insuring perfect resistance of steel against steel to all strains. Uniform quality of steel

guaranteed by test of clinching eight teeth in every inch of tube, which is an all-Impor-
tant test, as no steel unsuitable for cycle frames will stand it. All tubes accurately
sized, straightened, cut to exact length and most rigidly inspected before shipping. Ends
swaged or tapered when required. " Clincher " joint spring steel fork-sides and D and
oval shape tubing, etc., also made to order in any thickness of wall, diameter or size.
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Not the Cheapest in First Cost,

but the Cheapest in the End.

50 per cent Carbon Sadva'il'ie" at Reasonable Price

AD^NLY FROMBB^ffietEKlBMl^Ii
^^mjwwTP^ir^inJwwxrwi.
,"SWED0H"SPRIN6 STEEL BILLETS 25^°75%CARB0N.

Trade Marks

Regd

After years of experimentiag with every conceivable kind of a toothed joint for brazed
bicycle tubing, we are convinced that the only practical method of matching and in-

terlocking rigidly and securely a great number of teeth, and in a manner which prevents
their warping out of place under the white heat required for brazing the tube joint,

especially in a high carbon stiff spring steel, is thoroughly covered by our patents.
Teeth one thirty-second of an inch or more narrower than their corresponding

notches, can by this method of lateral displacement, be abutted edge to edge so tightly
as to make an air-tight joint, and when brazed and polished, practically invisible.

It is entirely practicable to make by this stamping method and at less expense, stiffer

and stronger tubes, weight for weight, when annealed (as is the case when connections
are brazed on ends), than can be drawn in seamless tubing, because the requisite quality
of raw material is reduced by draw bench operations, too slowly to be commercially or
mechanically practicable, not to mention the liability of drawing or stretching the seamless
tubes until checks and flaws are started, which may cause it to break when in the bicycle.
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The only makers of

Tubing direct from
the Solid Steel
Billet.

OLDEST establish

edmakersln Amer-
ica of

COLD-ROLLED
BRIGHT
STAMPING
STFEL.

I^ WILMOT & HOBBS |V1FG. CO.,
Established 1877. Incorporated 1884.

I

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., U. S. A.

NEW YORK : 353 Broadway. CHICAGO : 19 S. Jefferson St.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BEFORE ORDERING

YOUR '98 TUBING

Investigate

THE MERITS OF

Wilmofs

Patent

''Clincher''

Cycle Tubing.

STRONGER THAN
SEAMLESS TUBING.

Manufacturers

will find it

to correspond with

us at once.

.' ^ Af^tHADE. FROM "^

WILMOT 5 PATENT CLINCHER

jiuBMaaiiHHHin

Jt

See copy of patent in issue of May 28th.

A few licenses wHI be granted.

Foreign patents for sale.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SOPFNESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS WANTED IN ALt UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

Office and Factory: 189-191 W. Lamed St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

® ®NAoLE^cLlr, I'i^^^nM OotZV'S No' mm ® %ti^,1? 7f™i!if ™^ '"'"' ''"'^'"'' I'«'«n«'>"ln'e. 5 83,1 73. TIRE FOR BICYCLEa Charles F. Browne Weatlleld.
(No modeL) Patented in F.n^l.nH LI,IL. „™', i'°;„™_*'f

.' ^"^^"^ ^'f
"<"•

"[ t""-"!"^ t» ""« Bennett Price, Chorlton-Cum- "asa Filed Jan. 23, 1896, Serial No. 576,558. (No modeU
Hardy, and Edward Turner Whitelow, Manchester, Eneland FUed

-=«a^^ '

., ::u,g,a„u. ruea uci; 14. 1896. Serial No. 608 871(No model) Patented in England Aug 17, 1895, No. 15,482 ai^d inFrance Mar. 4, 1896, No. 25i.506 May 28. 1896. Serial Na 693,495. (No model)

Claim.— In combination, the hub, the ball-cup within the end

thereof and having a neck or extension, the inner locking-ring-hav-

ing, its exterior threaded to engage the hub and adapted to bear

against the ball-cup, and the outer locking-ring threaded upon tho

neck or extension, the threads of the outer and inner rings being

reversed, substantially as described

5 8S ,8 6 1 . BICYCLE • HUB. Llewellyn Henry, Cincinnati, and
James 0. Tebow, Elizabethtown, Ohio. Filed Sept 10, 1896. Serial

No. 605,334. (No model)

O'
Clainu~\n combination with the air-tube of a pneumatic expan-

sible tire, a ring or sleeve encircling the same and constituting an
elastic expanding ligature, adapted to grip the said tube from the
first moment of inflation, and to expand with the said tube but mov-
able over any puncture which may occur, thereby mending tlie tube
at that point substantially as set forth.

5 83,750. CRANK AND CRANK-AXLE FOR BICYCLES. Edwin
S. Leaycraft, Jersey City, N. J. Filed July 16, 1896. Serial No.

599,366. {No model)

Claim.— lu a bearing for bicycle-wheels, the combination of a
hub-shell A, having outward and inward end extensions forming
sockets, cups D seated within said sockets, a sleeve E screw-threaded
at each end, cones on the screw-threaded portionb of said sleeve,
balls inserted between said cups and cones, clamp-nuts H, an axle de-
tachably secured within said sleeve, annular packing-rings K screw-
threaded on their outer faces to engage with threads on the inner
surftceB of extensions C, said rings being recessed on their inner faces,
and a packing in said recesses, substantially as specified

5 83,864. SPRING SEAT-POST FOR BICYCLES. James tt LAY-
MAN. Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Daniel M. Sechler, same place. Filed

Deo. 9, 1896. Serial No 615,057 (No model)

Claim.—The combination of a crank-axle provided at its extrem-
ity with a smooth tapering portion and an adjacent threaded portion,

a crank having a recess or socket passing into it a short distance from
one side, a portion of the length of the recess or socket being taper-<

ing to snugly fit the corresponding portion on the axle, the remainder'

being threaded to engage with the threaded portion of the axle, and
a securing-pip formed with a tapering part terminating in a screw-

threaded part, the pin fitting a recess located partially in the axle'

and partially In the side wall of the rece.<« or socket in the crank,

substantially as specified

5 8 3,848. APPARATUS FOR MANDFACTDRINO TUBINO.
ROFUB C. Crawford, McKeesport, Pa, assignor of two-thlnls to Adolpb
Chaudon and Charles Patterson, same place. Filed May 8, 189S Se-
rial No 473,352. (No model)

Claim.—The standard A, having an inwardly-projecting rib M,

and a fixed guide' N, perforated at n; a cap F, secured upon said

standard, and having a prolongation f; a screw 1 engaged with said

prolongation; a seat-post H, traversing said cap and prolongation,

grooved longitudinally at /(, to admit the point of said screw, and

having a spindle K, screw-threaded externally at k; a non-rotatable

nut L, grooved vertically on one side, as at /, to admit said rib M,

and engaged with said screw k ; a coiled spring 0, surrounding said

spindle K, and interposed befwcen said guide N n, and nut L /, and

suppoi-ting the latter; a collar K, carried by the spindle; and a pad

P, secured between said standard A, and cap F; the collar R being

normally in contact with said pad, all combined in a velocipede in

the manner de.'^cribed, and for the purpose stat- i.

Claim:~\. In apparatus for forming l.ip-wtld tubing, the com
bination with a draw-bench, of a welding-bell having a flaring por-
tion and a welding portion corresponding to the e.tterior diameter o(
the tube formed, and having in one part of the flaring face thereofa
depression to receive one of the beveled edges of the skelp and direct
the same under the other beveled edge thereof, such depression exr
tending into the welding portion of the bell and gradually tapering
off' at the point of smallest diam»ier of the bell, and an interior sup-
port for the tubing at the point of weld, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

CI<nm.-~\. A vehicle-tire having inclosed therein a series of bags
each having a valve with their upper ends curved and adapted to
bear against the inner upper surfaces of the bags, whereby when one
of the series of said bags is punctured the- adjacent bags expand and
close the valve of the punctured bag and thus prevent the leakage
of air substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

583,945. CHAIN-ADJUSTIN8 DEVICE William PussoR, Bir-

mingham, England. Filed Nov. 25, 1896. Serial No. 613,408. (Mo

model)

Claim.—A chain-adjuster comprising a tube having at one end a
flattened portion provided with a longitudinal slot, the flattened, por-
tion at the end of the slot being swelled out or drawn apart to receive
an adjusting device contained within it.

5 83,971. SPEED-INDICATIN8 ALARM. Leon 0. Anthony, Salt
Lake City, Utah. Filed Aug. 12, 1896 Serial No 602,547. (No model)

Clrnm.— I. In a speed-indicator, the combination of a wheel
adapted to engage the periphery of a rotating body, and spring-
restrained levers pivoted thereto, and adapted to be swung outward
under the influence of centrifugal force to engage the nong, with a
fixed gong having a bell-mouth surrounding the five ends of said
levers, substantially as described.

583,678. CONVERTIBLE BICYCLE. Lewis T. Patrs, Alton, III

,

assignor of ohe-half to William Joesting, same placa FUed July 3,

1896. Serial No 598,009. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with a diamond-frame safety-bicycle
having a straight removable top bar separably coupled at its ends to

the steering-head and seat-bar respectively, of a separate and inde-
pendent drop-bar interchangeable with said top bar, and comprising
front, rear and bottom members parallel with the corresponding mem-
bers A', A', A' of the frame, the uppfer ends of the front and rear
members projecting toward the steering-head and seal>bar respec-
tively, for coupling therewith at the same places as the straight top
bar, and one or more braces on the drop-frame having means for
coupling to the frame, substantially as described.
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OT a-^fi BICYCLE-CROWN. HUGH Dahiel McCabtt, Providence,

R I ni'ed Sept 23, 1896, Serial No. 606,792 Term of patent 14

37 066. BICYCLE-CHAIN RIVET. CHARLES E. TEST, IndlanapoUs.

I'nd., assignor to the Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Company, same

place. Filed Mar. 8, 1807. Serial No. 626,551. Terra orpatent 7 years.

5 82,978. LAMP • BRACKET. JOSEPH M. BROWN, Nanalmo, Can-

ada. Filed Nov. 18. 1896. Serial No 612.628. rNo model.)

^3E?

CTa.m.-Thc design for a bicycle-crown herein shown and de-

scribed U V J

2T O7 2 BICYCrE-STAND. HORATIO a SEKLY, Syracuse, N. Y., aa-

_ ilnlstratir of Obadiah S^ely, deceased, assignor to B. a Stearns & Co

*
same place. Filed Apr. 2, 1897, Serial Ho. 630,485 Terra of patent

7 yean

a

<7toJTO.~The desigii for a bicycle-chain livet herein shown and

described. Cliuni'.— 1. A bicydc-larn )) bracket, com pi-ising the band arraogpil

to encircle the tubing of the frame and having its ends formed with

5 82 8 2 4 WHEEL-HUB SeTH H. Leavenworth, Cincinnati,, eyes polygonal in cross-section; and the U-shapcd spring-bracket to

Ohlo'asslgnorofone-half to Joseph T.Homan, same place. Filed June which the lamp is attached and having legs shaped corrcspondingto

3 1896 Serial No '594.077 (No model) ^*'*^ ^^'^^ '" which they are received, the tension of said legs secur-
' j J. a r^ r' J^' ing said band upon the tubing, as set forth,

»a*a^ J I -M ri^X'J.-,^!^^'

582,974. PROPELLING MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES. OeraED

Beekhan, New York, N. Y. .Filed Feb, 4, 1897. Serial No. 621,945.

(No modeL)^

C&im,—The design for a bicycle-stand, as herein shown and de-

scnbed.

5 82,902. HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. Charub 0. DiETEE-

ich! Brooklyn, N. Y. FUed June 6, 1896 Serial No. 594,487. (No

model)

Clmm —1. An axle; a pair of cones B, B', secured to said axle,

and having oil-passages /-, (.', and ball-races C C ;
a set of balls D, D'

traversing said races; cupsKi, K'/.'; a hub G screwed to said cups,

a cylinder E, fitted within said hub, and surrounding said cones B, B

,

and an oil-absorbent material K, filling said cylinder and in direct

contact with said axle A, all as herein described, and for the purpose

, (_^ij
Claim.— \. In a cycle, the combination with a rotary-driven ele-

ment, of two rotary pedal-cranks flexibly connected in diametrically

5 82 948. BICYCLB-FRAME. ALEtAHDER PWOVBE, Hew York, opposite relation to each other upon their axis of rotation and having

H. Y. Filed Jan. 2, 1897. Serial Ho. 617,781. (Ho model) their pivot of 8exure on said axis, and clutch mechanism operated by

the flexure of said cranks whereby to engage with said driven ele-

ment

C. H. Pederson, West

598,195. (No model)

CUirm. 1. The combination, with an internally-toothed sleeve

on the post or spindle of the front fork, of a handle-bar haTlne a

recessed portion, a hollow guide-block arranged in and interlocking

with said recessed portion, said guide-block being provided with a

longitudinal recess open at one side, a slide-piece guided in the recess

of said block and having a toothed portion projecting laterally be-

yond the guide-block, a cushioning-spring for said slide-piece, a chain

connected to the slide-piece, and means for pulling the chain so as to

move the slide-piece out of engagement with th.e teeth of the sleeve,

and for returning it into engagement therewith for locking the han Ctmm.—\.\u a bicycle-frame, a socket having an interior shoul-

dle-bar in adjusted position, substantially as set forth.
^^^ ^ ^^.^^ member having a channel into which said shoulder may

3 7 ,0YO .-1 SPROCKET-WHEEL AND CHAIN QUARD. HARRISON H. engage, the said frame-section being also provided with kerfs or slits

ROUNTEEE, Chicago, III Filed Mar. 27,1897. Serial No. 629.624 Term ext«ndedlongitudinally,andmeansforejtpandingtheepdoftheframe-

ot patent 3i years. section in the socket, substantially as specified

37,O68r9SPR0CKET-WHBEL AND CHAIN GUARD. WILLIAM S.

NOYES, Chicago, III Filed Mar. 9,1897. Serial Ho. 626,682. Term of

patent 34 years.

582,764. BICYCLE -STARTER, Petter

Superior, wkpiled July 6, 1896. Serial No.

Claim.— I. A device for starting bicycles, comprising a standard

composed of two members with a space between them for a bicycle-

wheel, an inclined board having one end supported on the standard,

means for adjusting the angle of the board, and means for holdijig

the bicycle to the standard, substantially as described.

5 82,984. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Mahlon E. Davis, Sycamore, Ohio.

FUed Jiily 14, 1896. Serial Ho. 699,137. (Ho-model)

Ctoi'm.—The design for a sprocket-wheel and driving-chain guard

or shield for bicycles, substantially as herein shown and described.

Claim.—In a bicycle, the combination with, a frame provided

with a driving-gear, substantially as described, an arm P pivoted to

the hanger of the frame, a brake-rod rt secured to the frame and

through which the brake-rod works, a shoe pivoted to the brake-

rod, a rod R pivoted to the arm P with one end, a rod S pivoted to

, . ,, , the frame and to the rod R, a pedal pivoted to the rods R and S, and

CfeinK—The design for a sprocket-wheel and driving-cham guard
a spring V connected to the rod S and having its free end bearing

against the rod R, substantially as set forth.shield, substantially as herein described and shown.

SUMMARY OP PATENTS.

582,750. Crank and Crank Axles for Bicycles. Ed-
win S. Leaycraft, Jersey City, N. J. Filed July 16,

1896. Serial No. 599,366. (No model.)
.582,764. Bicycle Starter. Peter C. N. Penderson,

West Supsrior, Wis. Filed July 6, 1896. Serial No.
598,195. (No model.)

582,779. Speed Gear for Transmitting Power in Bi-
cycles. Frederick Ecaubert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed
January 24, 1896. Serial No. 576,633. (No model.)

583,830. Pntumatic Tire. John Pearson, Leven-
shulme, England. Assignor of two-thirds to John
Bennett Price, Chorlton Cum Hardy and Edward
Turner Whitelow, Manchester, England. Filed May
28. 1896. Serial No. 593,495. (No model.)

582,861, Bicycle Hub. Llewellyn Henry, Cincinnati.
Tames O, Tebow, Elizabethtown, Ohio, Filed Sep-
tember 10, 1896, Serial No, 605,394. Filed September
10, 1896, (No model,)

582,902, Handle bar for Bicycles, Charles G, Diete-
rich, Broklyn, N, Y, Filed June 6, 1896, Serial No.
594,487, (No model,)

582,864, Spring Seat for Bicycles. James H, Lay-
man, Cincinnati, Ohio, Assignor to Daniel M.

Secliler, same place. Filed December 9, 1896. Serial

No, 615,057, (No model,)
582,948, Bicycle Frame, Alexander Pinover, New

York, N, Y. Filed January 2, 1897. Serial No. 617,-

781. (No model,)
582,947, Propelling Mechanism for Bicycles. Ger-

ard Geekman, New York, N. Y, Filed February 4,

1897, Serial No. 621,945. (No model,)
582,978, Lamp Bracket, Joseph M, Brown, Na-

naimo, Canada, Filed November 18, 1896. Serial No,
612,628, (No model,)

582,984, Bicycle Brake, Marlow E. Davis, Syca-
more, Ohio. Filed July 14, 1897. (No model,)

DESIGNS,

27.068, Sprocket Wheel and Chain Guard. William
S, Noyes, Chicago, 111, Serial No, 626,682. Filed
March 9, 1897, Term of patent 3% years.

27.069, Sprocket-\\'heel and Chain Guard. William
S, Noyes, Chicago, 111, Filed March 9, 1897. Serial
No, 626,685, Term of patent 31/2 years.

27.070, Sprocket-Wheel and Chain Guard, Har-
rison H, Rountree, Chicago, 111, Filed March 27,

1897, Serial No. 629,624. Term of patent 31/2 years,
27,066. Bicycle Chain Rivet. Charles E. Test, In-

dianapolis, Ind, Assignor to the Indianapolis Chain
and Stamping Company, same place. Filed March
8, 1897. Serial No, 626,55L Term of patent, seven
years,

27.071, Sprocket-wheel and Chain Guard, Har-
rison H, Rountree, Chicago, 111, Filed March 27,

1897. Serial No, 629,625, Term of patent 31/2 years,
27.072, Bicycle Stand, Horatio S, Seely, Syracuse,

N. Y,, ministrator of Obadiah Seely, deceased, As-
signer to E, C, Stearns &: Co,, same place. Filed
April 2, 1897. Serial No, 630,485, Term of patent
7 years.

TRADE-MARKS.
30.066. Bicvcles, Fannie Kirshbaum, New York,

N. Y. Filed November 21, 1895. Essential feature,
the word "Defender."

30.067. Bicycles, Tricycles and Tandems, The
Black Manufacturing Co., Erie Pa. Filed April 16,

1897. Essential feature, the word "Blue Streak."
30.068. Bicycles. Tricycles. Tandems and ^'eloci-

pedes. Oehm & Co., Baltimore, Md. Filed .March
12, 1897. Essential feature, the word "Severn" upon
a transverse band across an ornamental shield, hav-
ing the words "Oehm's Acme Hall" at the top and
"Baltimore, Md,," at the bottom.
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REPUTATION STAKED.
678,801

With This Patent and the Brazed Tube Which It Covers

a Big Concern Leaves No Room for

Doubt.

Of course it cannot be denied that there exists some prejudice

against brazed tubing, but when a large and old and honored concern

like the Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., who have

spent their lifetime in the metal business, say unequivocally that after

comparative tests with the seamless article, they will stake their repu-

tation on their brazed tube, none but the confirmed bigot can afford

not to be interested.

The Clincher tube, as the Wilmot & Hobbs product is styled, com-

mands more attention, because it is no "inspiration," but is the result

of three years of serious study and experimentation. In the price, too,

there is a world of meaning for the tube purchaser.

Although the patent was only issued on March lOth last, the tube

is already on the market; the sample is most impressive. It is

formed of "Swedoh" spring steel billets, .25 to .75 per cent, carbon,

is smooth and round inside and out, and the brazing is a mere hair

line, thus preventing, by capillary attraction, the special high heat

melting brazing mixture from running out of seam or joint when
connecting joints are brazed on ends of tubes. The joints are thor-

oughly dovetailed by lateral displacement in clinching of teeth, in-

suring perfect resistance of steel against steel to all strains. Uniform
quality of steel guaranteed by test of clinching eight teeth in every

inch of tube and subsequently annealing it when brazing. All tubes

are accurately sized, straightened, cut to exact length and most rigidly

inspected before shipping; ends are swaged or tapered when required.

"Clincher" joint spring steel fork sides and D and oval shape tubing,

etc., are also made to order in any thickness of wall, diameter or size.

Wilmot & Hobbs mean to push the tubing not only at home but

abroad, and are ready to negotiate with Europeans who can appreciate

a good thing.

The patent, which the Bridgeport people believe is the foundation

patent, is as follows:

United States Patent Office.

FRANK A. WILMOT, OF BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.

SHEET-METAL TUBE.

SPECinCATION forming part of Letters Patent Na 578,801, dated March 16, 1807.

AppUoation filed September 29, 1896. Serial Ko. 607,350. OTo model,}

To all whoTn it may concern.-
Be it knowii'that I,Frank A. "Wilmot, aciti-

zen of the United States, residing at Bridge-
port, in ttte county of Fairfield and State of

5 Connecticut, have invented certain new and
ufieful Improvements in Sheet-Metal Tubes;
and I do hereby declare the following to be a
full, clear, and exact description of the in-

vention, such as will enable others skilled in

20 the art to which it appertains to make and use
the same.
This invention relates to the method of

Tmiting sheet-metal edges and to the articles

of mannfacture produced by such method,
15 and has particular reference to the produc-

tion of metal tubing which may be made of
cl^k-spring steel, although the method may
be employed in connection with the produc-
tion of other articles than tubes and from

to other metal than steel.

The object of my invention is to produce a
joint in which interlocking projections and
recesses are so brought together under edge-
wise compression as to cause parts or mole-

35 cules of the metal, to change their relative

positions laterally, and thus become immov-
ably interlocked without appreciably chang-
ing the thickness, of the sheet metal at the
seam or joint.

30 With these ends in view I have invented
the novel method and the product thereof
which I will now proceed to describe, and
then point out in the claims.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1

35 represents a completed tube produced ac-
cording to my method. Fig. 2 represents the
tube having its edges formed with alternate
projections and recesses and adapted to be
brought together and compressed edgewise

40 to form the completed tube shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 represents two flat strips of metal hav-
ing their edges united according to my inven-

tion, tiie particular shape of the interlocked

projections and recesses being similar to the

45 illustration in Fig. 1. Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are

views similar to Fig. 2, but Hlustrating differ-

ent shapes which the edges may have prior

to the final edgewise interlocking and com-
pression.

50 Similar reference-characters are employed

to designate similar parts throughout the sev-
eral views.

Referring first to Fiff. 2, A designates a
blank adapted to be formed into a tube, the
edges of which blank are provided with al- 55
ternate projections a and recesses 5, which
may be termed the "main" projections and
recesses, these being subdivided, as by a
smaller projection or lug 1 at the center of

each recess 6 and by a smaller recess or notch 60
2 at the center of each projection a.

For convenience in describing my inven-
tion I hereinafter mainly, use such terms as
above ; but of course another way to describe

the shape of the edges of the blanks would 65
be to refer to the parts 1 and the small parts on
each side of a notch 2 as "projections," and
to apply the term "recesses" to the spaces or
notches 2 and the spaces each side of a part
1. I prefer, however, to distinguish the main 70
projections a and main recesses h from the
smaller ones which subdivide them for the
reason that in the forms which I have here
chosen to illustrate my invention the main
projections and recesses are substantially 75
rectangular in outline, while the smaller
or intermediate ones (termed "lugs" and
"notches") have portions which are more or
less curved or inclined.

To permanently unite the two edges of the 80
blank shown in Fig. 2, the said edges are
closed together about a mandrel or drawn
through a die, or passed through rolls with or
without a mandrel to cause tJbe projections
to pass directly into the recesses as the edges 85
are brought together, and in this direction of
movement a circumferential or edgewise
compression is given to the blank, so as to
cause the side walls of the lugs 1 to laterally
displace the portions of the projections a 90
which lie each side of the notches 2, thus
causing some of the molecules of metal form-
ing the projections to change their, relative
positions to some extent, the projections
finally becoming clenched together, as indi- 95
cated in Fig. 1, withontappreciable alteration
in thickness.
Owing to the sides of the lags 1 being in-

clined in opposite directions the forcing of

the parte together causes €h© two prongs of toq

the projections a to move laterally in alter-
nate opposite directions, the shapes of the
recesses adjacent to said prongs on both
pieces or edges of metal being correspond-

5 ingly altered.

I may employ a small amount of solder at
places or throughout the length of the irregu-
lar line of the joint, but I do not limit myself

" thereto.
10 In the case of uniting the edges of two flat

strips or sheets of metal, as indicated in Fig.

3, the procedure is the same as above de-
scribed, except thathere there would be nocir-
cumferential compression—merely an edge-

15 wise compression.
As indicated in Fig. 4, the lugs 1 and

notches 2 may be omitted from some of the
main recesses and projections, and, as indi-

cated in Fig. 5, the lugs 1 may be of greater
20 length than the two prongs of the projections

a, and the notches 2 may be of greater depth
than the recesses 6, or, as shown in Fig. 6,

the lugs and notches may be, respectively, of

less length and depth than the main projec-

25 tions and recesses.

Having now described how my invention
may be carried into effect, although without
attempting to set forth all of the modifica-
tions of which it is capable, I declare that

30 what I claim is

—

1. The method of uniting two edges of sheet
metal which consists in forming said edges
with interlocking projections and recesses,

some of the projections having sides which
35 are inclined in opposite directions, and then

forcing the projections and recesses together
edgewise and thereby alternately displacing
portions of the metal laterally and in oppo-
site directions to alter the shape of the said

40 projections and recesses, whereby the parts
will be firmly clenched together.

2. The method of making sheet-metal tub-
ing which consists in first forming the edges

of theSlank with interlocking projections and
recesses, some of the projections of one edge 45
differing in outline from the opposite recesses
of the other edge, and then forcing the pro-
jections and recesses together edgewise and
thereby laterally displacing portions of the
metal to alter the shape Of the said projec- 50
tions and recesses, whereby the parts will be
firmly clenched together.

3. A tube formed from,a blank of sheet
metal having upon its edges a continuous
series of interlocking projections and recesses 55
portions of which have oppositely-inclined
sides to form cam-surfaces so that, when a
circumferential compression is given to the
blank, metal is displaced in alternate oppo-
sitedirectionsandlocksthe said edges against 60
separation.

4. A tube formed from a blank of sheet
metal having its edges provided with inter-

locking projections and recesses, the ends of
some of said projections or recesses differing 65
in outline from the ends of the corresponding
parts so that, when the blank is compressed
clrcumferentially, metal is displaced sidewise
and clenches the edges firmly together,

5. A tube formed from a blank of sheet 70
metalhaving upon its edges interlockingalter-
nate projections a and recesses h subdivided
by the notches 2 in the projections a and the
Cam-shaped lugs 1 in the recesses 6, the said
lugs 1 being wider than the notches 2,where- 75
by, when the blank is compressed clrcumfer-
entially, thS portions of the metal each side
of the notches 2 are displaced sidewise and
interlocked.

In testimony whereof I afllx my signature 80
in presence of two witnesses.

FRANK A. WILMOT.
Witnesses:

A. M. WOOSTER,
SU8AN V. HELEY.

(No Model.)

No. 578,801.

F. A. WILMOT.
SHEET METAL TUBE.

Patented Mar. 16, 1897.
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We Dan'l Claim llie Earlli!

But we do claim as good a wheel for $50.00, |8o.oo and
$100.00 as ever tracked up the surface of this mundane sphere.

The Normandie.

$50.00 ^^l g. $50.00

Made by the Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co.

;?80.00 STRAIGHT FRAME $S0.00
SIOO.OO TRUSS FRAME ;S> 100.00

...THE FOWLER...
Never betrayed a trust, never caused a rider to walk back home.

AGENTS—You may need a good line. If you haven't the agency it isn't too late

to secure it.

Send for prices and terms and order NOW.

FOWLER CYCLE MFG. CO., . . Chicago, III.

New York. Boston Providence. ILondon.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TO KNOW WHERE VOU ARE GOING.

A novice in traveling always starts out with

a tooth-brush and a check-book; whereas, as

he grows older, he gradually increases the

sum total of his impedimenta, until finally he

is always preceded or accompanied by a good-

sized trunk containing all that he will need

and all that he may need. Thus is the acme of

comfortable traveling attained, and thus he

manages to duplicate home comforts as much
as possible. If this, that or the other thing is

missing, the discomfort begins.

So it is with the wheelman and the wheel-

woman. The way to enjoy cycle-touring is

to have the proper touring equipment, not the

least part of which is a proper knowledge of

the country through which one tours. This

information is so easily obtainable, the won-

der is that so many wheelmen resort to a

thousand and one questions, whereas they

might carry their plans with them and thus

avoid uncertainty and inquiry. For the con-

venience of wheelmen many map-makers have

devoted particular attention to all ridable

parts of the United States, especially to the

East.

Of these map-makers none have gained a

better reputation or given the matter more

careful attention than R. D. Servoss & Co.,

21 Centre street. New York city. Their maps

are gotten out in various sections; for in-

stance, one on Long Island, one on Kings,

Queens and part of Suffolk Counties, and an-

other on Northeastern New Jersey. The maps

are very cheap, ranging from 25 cents to 50

cents. On rainy Saturday afternoons and

Sundays they are worth the price, if only for

the comfort they give one in mapping out

tours which may never be taken, but which

are anticipatively enjoyed nevertheless. Every

wheelman should keep a series of these maps

and leave home with a knowledge of how he

may go out and how he may return.

AN IDIOTIC YARN.

The world is asked to believe that the Jap-

anese cycle manufacturer conducts his busi-

ness on these lines. Prices are fixed for their

machines according to the speed at which they

are capable of running. That is to say, what

tlipy term a "seven-mile bicycle" may be

bought for $.30, while a twelve-mile bicycle

would perhaps cost $50.

The ingenious individual who is responsible

for this yarn has unfortunately refrained from

telling who determines the rate of speed at

which the machine is capable of running. If

the purchaser be the one, then certainly there

never would be any "twelve-mile" machines;

if the seller, then a "seven-mile" wheel would
be as rare—as a blue moon or a toad with tail-

feathers and a monocle.

AN EASY ONE TO ANSWER.
The man who, nine times out of ten, makes

a success of his advertising is the one who
puts into it a large share of his personal in-

terest and enthusiasm. He may relegate the

preparation of his matter to others, but his in-

terest in the success of their efforts never

fails. He is a pleasant man to deal with—he
bubbles over with pride and delight when he

gets hold of a better idea than the other fel-

lows have—or one that he thinks is better.

He pays his bills cheerfully, and knowing the

value of bright ideas, doesn't quarrel about

prices. There is an excellent example of all

this in cycling just now—can you guess his

THINKS THEY WILL USE RAZORS.

It must not be supposed from his official

position that Chairman Mott is not thorough-
ly au fait regarding cycling other than racing.

.Such an opinion would not be in accordance

with the facts in the case. Mr. Mott is re-

sponsible for the following dissertation on
wheelwomen and razors:

"Say—do you know, all the girls are talking

about taking to diamond frames and use a di-

vided skirt? They say the men's wheels run

easier and are lighter, and that's the kind they

are going to ride. They are in dead earnest

about it, too—hunting up tailors to make
the skirts, and skirmishing around after other

paraphernalia.

"Then won't it be nice?

"Come home and find you haven't a bicycle

to your name. Wife, sister, mother, sweet-

heart gone off with the whole outfit.

"This thing has got to be stopped. The
first thing you know, they will be using our

razors."

Mean men are very disagreeable; but you

can learn a lot about economical cycling from

a study of them.

WHY BIG SPROCKETS ARE FASHIONABLE.

How many of those riders using the large

sprocket-wheels, now so popular, have any
idea of why they do so? The majority have
adopted the new fashion purcfy because it was
supposed to be "the thing," but why, they

neither know nor cared. The theory of in-

creasing the diameter of the sprocket-wheels

is that doing so results in less friction, di-

minished tension on chain, and consequen'

pressure on rear wheel and crank-brackets

bearings, also a tendency to prevent bending

of rear forks.

Taking 56 gear'and a crank of 7 inches, with

a pressure upon pedal of 100 pounds, with 12

teeth front and 6 teeth rear, there will be 366.4

pounds tension on chain; with 20 teeth front

and 10 teeth rear, 220.1 pounds tension on

chain, which represents a lessening of

pull on the chain of 39 per cent. The
pressure on rear-bearings and crank-

shaft is reduced by nearly the same
proportions, and will be found to be 384.3

pounds in the one case, and 245 pounds in the

other, a decrease of 139.3 pounds pressure on

bearings, which is 36.2 per cent of the load

due to driving the bicycle.

FOX CHASE.
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A Philadelphia suburb, where those who attend the League Meet may roam.

VALUED AT FIFTY EACH.

The Springfield, Mass., assessors will tax

bicycles this year at the rate of $50 each, with-

out regard to age, sex, color or previous con-

dition of servitude. This means that each

wheel owner must pay about 80 cents tax. It

is expected that the town treasury will be the

gainer of from $800 to $1,000 from this source.

Some who ride machines purchased second-

hand, for which they paid $10 or less, may
feel disposed to question the justice of assess-

ing them on the basis of $50, but their loss is

some other person's gain, and the argument
against them is simply that they should own
a better wheel.

HE MUST HAVE A CARE.

A wheelman assumes all the responsibility

of a driver of a vehicle. He must regulate

his speed according to the law, and he must

look out for pedestrians. Even if a rider

whose wheel carries both lamp and bell col-

lides with a pedestrian under circumstances

in which the blame should rest with the lat-

ter, the law recognizes only the rights of the

pedestrian. In other words, a wheelman should

ride only with his wheel so perfectly under

control that he can avoid any possible collision

with a pedestrian or another vehicle.

NOT IN HER SET.

"I won't associate with her."

"Why not?"

"She wears ready-made knickerbockers."

TO THE MAN WHO WALKS.

Whene'er you start to cross a street,

And see wheelmen alert and fleet,

Don't go ahead with unconcern,

But dodge and hesitate and turn;

Squirm back and forth and twist and stew,

And make him ride on both sides of you,

And never touch a single hair.

Or have him shot right then and there.
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FLUTTERING FALCONS.

Nearly Half of the Tail Feathers Plucked From
the Price of the Birds—Some Trade

Changes.

Toledo, Ohio, June 1.—The Yost Mfg. Co.

gave the trade a sensatioii on Wednesday
last, by announcing that the 1897 Falcon

would be closed out at $45, spot cash. This

was a straight cut of $30, and while there

were signs that a cut in the Falcon was prob-

able, the reduction was much heavier than the

trade was expecting. The cut was made in a

roundabout manner. C. A. & J. H. Yost suc-

ceeded the Yost Mfg. Co. as managers of the

downtown Falconry, and the prices are an-

nounced over their names.

In speaking of the matter to The Wheel,
President Joseph L. Yost intimated that the

cheap wheel had become such a thorn in the

side of the high-grade manufacturer that he

regarded the case as one requiring heroic

treatment. It seemed to him a wise thing

to check the offering of cheap wheels at cheap

prices, by putting out a good wheel at a very

low price. Up to the present time Mr. Yost

has not found other Toledo wheel-makers

who agree with his proposition. Other mak-
ers reiterate the statement that there will be

no cut on their wheels during this season,

and more than that, the trade conditions for

the week were fully up to the other weeks of

the month.

Decided changes, which, in fact, amount to

reorganization, took place at the Yost Mfg.

Co. last week. Leander Fisher, late treasurer

of the company, and Walden L. Laskey, sup-

erintendent of agencies and advertising, re-

tired. Will F. Dewey returns to his old desk

as treasurer of the company. The duties of

this position, combined with those of man-
ager of the Maumee Cycle Co., make Mr.

Dewey one of the busiest wheel magnates in

Toledo.

Mr. Fisher will probably join the staff of

the Snell Cycle Fittings Co. as the confiden-

tial man of J. R. B. Ransom.
The Viking downtown salesrooms reported

to The Wheel that last Saturday was their

banner day since the opening of the place last

spring. Fourteen sales were made after 1

o'clock, and every wheel sold was a Viking.

Of course the house handles cheaper wheels

for those who wish them, but purchasers of

that stripe were evidently x\qX buying that

?ifternoon,

IN THE BRITISH TUBE COMBINE.

According to advices cabled by The
Wheel's British correspondent, the famous

British-American tube combine, first made
public in the columns of The Wheel, by the

by, has at last gone through.

At Birmingham on Monday a meeting was

held, representing the various interests, at

which meeting were present Messrs.' Stiefel,

Lozier, Hartman and their legal advisers.

It was proposed that the American tube

concerns to be sold to the new management
should be those at Ellwood City and Green-

ville, Pa., and the American Weldless, of

Toledo, Ohio.

This finally closes the transaction, and the

arrangements for stocking the amalgamated
interests will be promptly proceeded with, no
doubt, since the affair has now been made pub-
lic, showing that there no longer exists any
reason for the mystery and secrecy which has

surrounded it up to this stage.

KIND OF COMPLICATED.

MICHAEL NOT REINSTATED.

London, May 22.—Considerable surprise

has been caused on this side by the news that

Michael has been racing against MacFarland
in spite of the fact that the N. C. U. ban of

suspension has not yet been lifted.

It is stated that Michael has been rein-

stated by the L. A. W., and the N. C. U. is

moving in the matter, as it is surmised that

some fraud has been perpetrated on the L. A.

W. to induce it to do so. Michael was given
the opportunity of terminating his suspension
by paying a fine of £30 to the Leeds A. C.
over his non-appearance there last August,
and on receipt of that sum the club was in-

structed to inform the secretary of the N. C.
U., who was authorized to cable the L. A. W.
that the suspension had been removed. It is

now thought that somebody has done this in

the name of the N. C. U. and so hoaxed the
L. A. W.

CYCLE SELLERS' LICENSE.

Kansas City, Mo., May 26.—John Conover,
president of the Richards & Conover Hard-
ware Co., at 127 West Fifth street, has been
fined $25 for doing a bicycle business without
a license. Mr. Conover, who was arrested on
complaint of a license inspector, holds that

his merchant's license gives him permission
to handle bicycles in wholesale lots. Judge
Gifford said, however, that in justice to small
bicycle dealers Mr. Conover should be re-

quired to pay the license.

Mr. Conover took an appeal to the Crim-
inal Court for the purpose of having it def-

initely determined whether wholesale hard-
ware houses are liable under the bicycle or-

dinance,

"What Has Happened Through a Disagreement

Between Principals in the Terre Haute

Company.

Terre Haute, Ind., May 27.—The Terre
Haute Bicycle Co., which manufactures the

Damascus bicycle and the Schluer detachable

and convertible tandem, has filed the follow-

ing mortgages: One on the building and real

estate at the corner of First and Main streets

to Frank McKeen for the sum of $12,800, and
the following four chattel mortgages: E. H.
Bindley, $2,800; Delaney Bank, Marshall, 111.,

$500; Terre Haute Savings Bank, $2,500, and
George Starr, $6,000.

It has been understood for some time that

the works, brought here from Dixon, 111.,

last winter, was laboring under some em-
barrassments by reason of the fact that the

season has been very backward, and the me-
chanism of some of the machines is not satis-

factory to the management. Mr. Brosius,

who owned the Dixon works, was anxious

to have the plant here continue the manu-
facture of his automatic sewing machine,

claiming that large orders could be placed.

Other officers of the company, however, be-

lieved the Schluer tandem would be more
profitable. It is said these differences of

views led to the withdrawal of Mr. George H.
Prescott from the directorate a short time

ago.

At the time the Terre Haute Buggy Co.

moved from the Keyes plant there was also

organized the Terre Haute Buggy Building

Co., composed of many of the leading citi-

zens of Terre Haute. This company bought
the ground at First and Main and erected

thereon a fine building suitable to the buggy
company's purposes, which began occupying
it about four years ago. During the winter

the buggy company proper made an assign-

ment. Attorney A. M. Higgins being ap-

pointed assignee. When the bicycle company
was moved from Dixon to this place the capi-

tal stock was increased from $80,000 to

$150,000, ,$20,000 of the increased stock being

assigned to the Terre Haute Buggy Build-

ing Co. as payment for their property.

It is said the general creditors of the bi-

cycle company, the amount of whose claims

is not known, will hold a meeting in Chicago

with a view to taking steps to protect their

unsecured claims and to arrange some settle-

ment satisfactory to the various interests of

all those involved in the company's affairs,
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JUBILEE JEOPARDIZED.

Such Is Said to Be the Condition of the British

Cycle Trade Outlook—Motors

Moribund.

London, May 22.—The condition of trade

here has but sUghtly altered since last week.

London depots in particular still complain

of a lack of trade, and in the endeavor to

ascribe reasonable causes it has been blamed

onto jubilee celebrations, which are now

close at hand, and for which, of course, a con-

siderable amount of money will have to be

found.

There may be some truth in the contention

that English people, in their endeavor to

honor the occasion of the Queen's six-

tieth year of reign, have decided to

spend on it the money wnich would

otherwise have gone to purchase cycles, but I

am very much afraid that there is only slight

foundation for the argument. The fact of the

matter probably is that those people who pur-

chased cycles last year, especially in the West

End, had to pay very sweetly for their ma-

chines, and in most cases were kept a con-

siderable length of time waiting for delivery.

It has probably occurred to these people that

high-priced articles like a bicycle are fit for

more than one season's work, and as these

machines are in the hands of people who have

no opportunities of knocking them about,

they are probably almost as good now as

when bought last summer or autumn. In

any case the fact remains that society cyclists

this year have only bought new machines

when beginners, and are now continuing, in

the majority of cases, to ride the wheels which

they purchased last year. I think, too, that

the revolt against the high prices charged

has caused a good section to go into trading

relations with the hundreds of .small local

makers who exist in the suburbs of London.

These men build light, stylish-looking ma-

chines as a rule. They assemble them from

Eadie, Perry and Birmingham small arms

parts, have them enameled in the best style,

and sell them to their customers at about $fiO

or $65. I have noticed a great many of these

machines on the road, and have no doubt

that they have to some extent absorbed the

demand which was supplied in the city depots

last year.

Quite a diversity of opinion seems to hold

in the American depots. Some assert that

they are doing very well; others complain of

the badness of trade. Under the circum-

stances I won't attempt to differentiate, be-

yond believing that the older established

firms are bound to be reaping the benefit of

their early enterprise.

The second stage of the great Dunlop vs.

MacCabe case has been concluded. It leaves

the defendant (MacCabe) in a worse position

than before he appealed from the judgment

of the Irish Vice-Chancellor, who declared

that he had secured by fraud from Mr. J. B.

Dunlop 2,000 shares in the Pneumatic Tire

Co. at a price of £7 per share, in order to sell

them at £11 10s. per share, he knowing at the

time of purchase that the shares were worth

the latter figure. The appeal came on be-

fore the leading judges in Ireland last week,

and although retarded slightly by the unfor-

tunate death of one of the presiding judges,

was concluded on Monday last, and all four

judges gave a most sweeping verdict in favor

of Dunlop. They were much more severe, if

that were possible, on the defendant than was

the Vice-Chancellor, and it seems an ill-ad-

vised action on the part of the defendant to

take the case, as it is said he will, to the

House of Lords. As the matter stands, this

judgment will cost the young Dublin doctor

a matter of about £20,000.

I have been told, with what truth I cannot

say, that the flotation of the "Pennington

Motor Co." in Ireland the other week was to

a considerable extent a disappomtment, not to

use any harsher term. If it be true, as I have

been told, that all the public subscription was

a matter of £6,000, I do not very well see how
the company can go on. There certainly has

been very little said about it in the Irish

press since I last wrote, and in the absence

of any further information, I suppose we must

take it for granted that the proposed factory

on its sixty-four acres of land outside the

Irish capital, will not now be proceeded with.

Mr. Pennington has been in England this

week with one of his engines, and evidently

wishes to be apprehended for furious driving,

as it is said he touched the speed of thirty-five

miles an hour the other day on the road be-

tween Coventry and Birmingham. In point

of fact the motor industry in this coun-

try is in a very moribund condition. I do not

believe that there are 100 motor carriages

in use throughout the kingdom, and it seems

to me highly improbable that the evil-smell-

ing, intensely vibratory machines, which have

up to the present been placed before the pub-

lic, will be accepted. I believe that the Lon-

don Car Co. is about to place upon the streets

of London 100 electrically-driven cabs, but

these, of course, will not have any connection

with the various motor companies which are

being floated.

WANT THEIR INSURANCE MONEY.

St. Paul, Minn., May 29.—Four cases have

been brought in the municipal court, by

Minneapolis parties, against the American

Wheelmen's Protective Association. The
claim in each case is that the plaintiffs in-

sured their wheels with the defendant com-
pany, the wheels had been stolen, and the

company had thus far refused to make the

loss good. John E. Tappan, a Minneapolis

lawyer, is the attorney.

George K. Belden alleges) that his Napo-
leon was stolen October 17, 1896, and that

he made due claim for the $75 value of the

wheel. Arthur P. Place lost a Columbus on

October 20, 1896, and also wants $75. John
E. Tappan lost a Thistle October 1st, and

would like to have $100 to repair the damage.

Edwin S. Mooers wants $100 also for his An-
drae, which was stolen October 20.

All the plaintiffs ask for interest from the

time they made the claim to the present date.

NEWLY ORGANIZED.

MANUFACTURED THE ZOONER.

Knoxville, Tenn., May 26.—Internal dis-

sensions have forced the Bayzarian Bicycle

Co. into the hands of a receiver. Money
matters, it is stated, had nothing to do with

the case. The company handled the Barnes

and other high-grade wheels, and also manu-
factured the Zooner. It was organized last

November by R. H. Hanna, of the Anchor
Woolen Mills at Maryville; W. D. True-

blood, of this city; and H. Bayzarian, of Chi-

cago. Recently Mr. Trueblood decided to sell

his interest to a party objectionable to Mr.

Bayzarian, and the trouble resulted.

Cycle Associations with a Field and Fair Out-

look—Paying for Cycle-Thief

Catching.

Cincinnati, May 30.—The Wheelmen's Pro-

tective Association has just been organized

by the wheelmen of Newport, Ky., a city just

across the river from Cincinnati. The object

of the organization is to obtain and protect

wheelmen's rights. The association will first

direct its attention to the passage of an or-

dinance regulating the sprinkling of their

streets. Most of the leading politicians of the

city and county are at the head of the organ-

ization.

The many bicycles stolen in the past few

weeks has caused much alarm among the

wheelmen. Last week there were more bi-

cycles stolen than in any previous week. The
standing reward of $25 which the Ohio Divi-

sion is paying to any one furnishing evidence

that will lead to the detection and bringing

to justice of any one who steals a bicycle has

borne fruit in two instances. Earnest Barker

and William Willis, each on different occa-

sions, stole a bicycle, and because of this

reward evidence was secured and each sen-

tenced to a term in the Ohio Penitentiary.

Local Consul Chryst, at Warren, Ohio, has

organized a Good Roads League Club, which

at present has over 500 members. This club

has taken the only practical way of obtaining

good roads. They purchased a road planer,

and are now engaged in planing the roads

leading to and from Warren. The Good
Roads League Club is intent on spreading

the good work, and have agreed to loan their

planer free to any other club or town that

wishes to use it. Chief Consul Kempton, of

the Ohio Division, is paying personal visits

to all small towns in this vicinity, urging the

wheelmen to organize league clubs. His

visits have been successful far beyond his

most sanguine expectations, and many new
league clubs have been organized. The city

of Gallipolis sent in fifty-seven applications

last week, Coshocton has as many more for

next week, and Ironton will send in as many
applications as both of them combined.

FOURTEEN LAWYERS IN THE CASE.

Jackson, Mich., May 27.—The examination
of C. A. Cone, who recently assigned his bi-

cycle establishment, and W. N. Wilt and an
attorney named Kenney, who are charged

with conspiracy to make away with the bi-

cycle goods, shows that $15,000 worth of pur-

chases were made since January last, and no
assets. There are fourteen attorneys con-

cerned in the case.

T. E. Barkworth testified that Kenney told

him there were no assets when he called to

look after a claim for a client. Kenney testi-

fied that he did not know how much he had

received or where he got the cash. A Chi-

cago firm is the complainant.

KILLED BY A POLICEMAN.

A French rider, Gastron Pelle, has met his

death much in the same manner as did A. W.
Harris. While training on the Municipal

track, Paris, he fractured his skull by a col-

lision with a gendarme. He was picked up

in an unconscious state and died soon after-

ward.
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DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND.

r^ VER since the bicycle made its appear-

" ance in America Boston has been

looked upon as cychng's birthplace. For an

equal period of time there has arisen from

Boston a most doleful wail that it was denied

a racing track. A speculative pawnbroker

finally constructed a track in a neighboring

town and Boston rejoiced. Because the

speculation paid him dividends less sure than

pawnbrokerage, or for some equally as good

a reason, the promoter allowed the track to

deteriorate, after having run It purely and

seliishly for the money that was to be made

out of it, and with no regard to either sport

or the League.

Seeing an opening and, unfortunately, mis-

judging the spirit of sportsmanship and civic

pride of Boston, a number of capitalists con-

structed one of the most complete racing es-

tablishments in the world. Well located, ad-

mirably equipped, officered by enthusiastic

and capable sportsmen, it seemed as though

the new venture would win, as it certainly

did merit, Boston's support and patronage.

But not so. Petty differences, politics of

the peanut calibre. League deals and dislikes

snd other childish and disgraceful differences

were all brought to bear adversely upon the

new track, and instead of receiving the sup-

port itj.was entitled to, the track was injured

in 4y|?f way possible.

Boston wheelmen, their politics, politicians,

officials, methods and warfare are all things

beyond the ken of the ordinary man. The

present war against the Charles River track

is but one of a hundred examples Boston

has lately shown of how not to benefit cy-

cling. The days when Boston's wheelmen

were powerful in the advancement of the

best interests of cycling seem to have de-

parted, with no immediate prospect of return.

It is to be regretted.

LOVE OF SPORT.

r^ ESPITE rain, mud and manifold dis-

'—^ comforts, thousands were on hand to

cheer the winners and console the losers in

the running, for the ninth consecutive time,

of the most famous road race in the East, the

L'vington-Millburn.

The enthusiasm the event inspired was but

the result of that ineradicable human impulse

of admiration for the man who does his

work, whatever it may be, in a superior way,

with skill, precision and with all the might

there is in him.

This is the real basis of all hero-worship,

though Carlyle missed it in his search. All

men and all women grow enthusiastic over

the man who does anything better than any-

body else can do it. They rejoice in the con-

quests of Napoleon without much concern-

ing themselves to question the justice of the

cause in which those conquests were made.

In the same spirit they rejoice over the

winning of an event calling for the stamina,

speed, determination and judgment, as does

the, winning of such a famous race as the

Ii vington-Millburn.

Tiuly "peace hath her victorit?," and their

renown is great.

BORN OF "NEWNESS."

|\ T EARLY all cycle factories are laying off

' ^ workmen; several have practically shut

down. And the alarmist is once more wag-

ging his tongue.

He is whispering the "news" to his neigh-

bor; he foresees "trouble," "slumps" and other

distressing what-nots; he remarks it sadly

and with an ominous shake of The head and

a dropping of jaws. To him the future, if not

blank and drear, is shudderingly uncertain.

Alarmists of this type are too numerous

in the cycle trade world. They are barnacles

on the boat. They hinder the progress of the

craft and serve to irritate and give the "blues"

to whomever comes in contact with them.

They are insidious and thrive in all climes

and in most unexpected spots. They are in

high places and in low, and some of them

are men who should know better.

The first yip of the a,larmist reached The

Wheel two months ago. One of the very

largest and wealthiest manufacturers in the

cycle business had discharged a number of

tool-makers. These had scattered and ap-

plied for work in other cities. They had re-

cited the story of their "laying-off," but did

not say that three times their number had

been added to another department in the

same factory. Some of those to whom these

unemployed tool-makers applied for work

repeated their story and left nothing to be

inferred. As a result it is doubtful if any

one in the trade did not hear the whisper

that "the Croesus Cycle Co. was in a bad way."

It was a choice morsel, and could be

relished without sauce. Yet all who partook

of it and who stopped to think knew full well

that it was utterly without substance; they

knew that no concern is richer or is more

firmly established. But the alarmist was still

yipping, long after the firm in question was

so choked with orders that it was impossible

to obtain one of their wheels without a wait

of two or three weeks.

The calamity howler's next spiced dish was

that "so and so were overstocked." Practi-

cally every one was included, and now that

men in all departments are being laid off and

a few factories are being shut down, there is

an I-told-you-so ring in the howler's sub-rosa

remarks.

It is a most vexing state of affairs, and all

who can should do their utmost to counter-

act the bad effect that such gossiping creates

and to spread the gospel of common sense

and reason.

The cycle trade differs in few material re-

spects from other established industries. It

is folly to contend that it does not have its

seasons and its dull times. It is unreasonable

to expect that it ever will be otherwise. The

very nature of its product makes it a business

of seasons, and to talk in ominous undertones

of the discharge of men or the shutting-down

of factories is distinctly wrong. It will be

ever so, and the sooner it is generally under-

stood the better will it be for all concerned.

Practically the whole world wears clothes at

all times, yet textile mills are constantly shut-

ting down or the working forces reduced, and

nothing is thought and little is said of it.

Certainly it is not made the "talk of the

trade." We all eat bread and burn matches,

yet flour mills and match factories have been

known to shut down; but the eating of bread

and the burning of matches continue with-

out diminution. Hardware factories, rubber

mills, glass factories and innumerable others

"shut down," frequently for months at a time,

and yet none of these industries has gone

to pot. But the managers, travelers, agents,

salesmen and office boys of competing con-

cerns do not find it necessary to dilate and

spread the fact or to prophesy "trouble,"

"slumps" and ruin and desolation generally.
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To the "newness" of the cycle trade and the

"newness"—new to responsibilities—of many

of those in it occupying positions of influence

and trust, is attributable nearly, if not quite

all, of the ills that now beset it. They appear

not to think, or at least, to fully realize, that

the bicycle industry is amenable to the same

natural laws that affect all trades. The law of

supply and demand must and will regulate the

production of bicycles, as it does everything

else, and if those directly in the business will

begin to understand it, and, with it, that some

firms will always sell more goods than others,

much good will have been accomplished. If

the chatterboxes, the alarm-sounders and the

calamity howlers will further understand that

talk of future price reduction, of men "laid

ofif," of factories "shut down" is unwhole-

some and does not stimulate business, more

good will have been done.

When a cycle factory is "shut down" it mere-

ly signifies that the unalterable law of demand

and supply is being respected—nothing more,

nothing less, unless it also means, in the cycle

trade world, at least, that the planning of next

season's product has commenced, A "shut-

down" is not the direful bugaboo that it

seems. It does not imply that business tran-

sactions have ceased or that the factory-own-

ers are in a "bad way," and there should be

an end to such puerile and harmful blather

and flub-dub.

MATTERS OF CONSCIENCE.

MEN of education and intelligence were

probably in the majority at the meet-

ing of ministers in Philadelphia on Monday,

which has declared that cycling on Sunday

and such like recreations are sinful and ought

to be prohibited. But their education has

taught them nothing of the needs of modern

life in the great cities.

It ought not to be possible for intelligent

people to wish to force on others their own

ascetic views, but it will be so long as many

intelligent people know so little of the con-

ditions of life in crowded communities.

The ascetic view of the use of holidays is

born of life in thinly populated countries. It

is eminently unsocial, and eminently unfitted

for modern cities. The very life of the city

holiday is the social intercourse which the

ascetic holiday makes impossible.

If people who lead sequestered lives wish

to spend their holidays in inactivity and medi-

tation, it may be better for tnem than riding

bicycles, but they have no right to try to

impose their ideas on others whose needs they

know nothing about.

All attempts to impose uniformity in regard

to the consciences of men must be abandoned

as a hopeless task. The wonder is that the

attempt has been persevered in for so many

generations, and that visionaries peresevere in

it still. And they will not succeed permanent-

ly in doing it, not even with the aid of the

reverend gentlemen in Philadelphia.

CYCLING IN THE CENSUS.

|\
I
OT a day goes by that some paragrapher

^ ^ does not launch a declaration regarding

the number of bicycles ridden in his locality

or in the country at large. Without any ex-

ception the figures thus employed are the

result of no study or knowledge of the sub-

ject; they are given as though some one had

asked the number of grains of sand on the

sea-shore, and an answer embracing certain

figures had been forthcoming.

It is time that some more definite basis for

calculating the number of bicycles and their

riders be arrived at. The chance to secure

this is at hand in the census to be taken in

1900, arrangements for which are now being

made. When the government officials visit

each citizen of the United States and ask him

the number of horses, asses, oxen, children,

pianos, carriages and mortgages he has, let

bicycles be added to the interrogations, and

the result will be of considerable value to the

statistician, the politician, the road-builder and

the manufacturer.

GREATER THAN EVERYTHING.

IT appears that the reason Michael has

not been reinstated by the National Cy-

clists' Union of Great Britain, is because the

racing man very unwisely declined to voyage

three thousand miles to appear in person be-

fore that august body. It was Michael's grie-

vous error of thus declining which has

robbed him of a reinstatement. True, the ac-

cused appeared before the mighty N. C. U.

by counsel. At least, his counsel endeavored

to do so, but the N. C. U. believed that it

was beneath its dignity to thus deal with the

accused, and declined to listen to his repre-

sentative.

The right to appear by counsel is recog-

nized by the highest tribunals of justice

throughout the civilized world, but evidently

none of these are by the N. C. U. considered

of equal importance with itself, hence the

declination. It is such idiocy and injustice

as this that make of cycle government a

travesty and a laughing stock for the world.

TERROR REIGNS.

The L. A. W. monopolistic officials must
be feeling just a bit apprehensive at the pres-

ent time.
—"New Orleans Item."

They are, indeed. Why, a cordon of police

has been established around the Vanderbilt

buildinp since "the great ball of secession"

has been turned loose, and five detectives

with daggers between their teeth, bowie

knives in their boots, and six-shooters in

their belts, follow every movement of Presi-

dent Potter to protect him from assassination

and lynching. Apprehensive! That doesn't

begin to express the feeling. Terrified is the

better word.

It has long been the contention of the

wheelmen in their fight for the privilege of

carrying bicycles as baggage, that baggage

was not a thing to be defined by the limits

of trunks and valises. Railroads had pre-

tended to believe otherwise for obvious rea-

sons. To-day the Pennsylvania Railroad

tacitly admits that the views of the wheelmen

are correct. Hereafter the Pennsylvania will

check dogs as baggage. Enough said.

While the wheel threatens disaster to the

manufacturers of pills and summer tonics, it

is also a standing menace to the utilitarian

spirit of the age. It has violently assaulted the

old idea that streets were made exclusively

for expediting commercial exchanges and that

they should be given over entirely to the

traffic of those who know nothing but sordid

trade.

Decoration Day was a great occasion for

the dark horse, likewise the mud horse. Al-

most every race, from the Brooklyn Handi-

cap to the Irvington-Millburn,went to winners

who had been expected to finish in the "also

ran" column, and failed to do so. Dark horses

are great institutions—when they materialize

as winners.

There are two kinds of people who are

extremely fond of telling proprietors of wheel

papers how their property should be edited

and managed—those who have a lot in their

heads and nothing in their purses, and those

who have everything in their purses and

nothing in their heads.

There should be some reciprocal rights

between the people who ride bicycles and

the people who drive carriages, vans and

carts. The blame for accidents is not always

on one side.

In League politics "using your influence"

generally means asking something you ought

not to ask from somebody who ought not to

listen to you.

Too many riders cast their bread upon the

troubled waters of racing in the hope of its

returning later in the form of "dough."

The man who builded better than he knew

never manufactured bargain-counter bicycles.

Age in cycling brings experience, and some

kinds of experience in cycling bring age.

The cyclometer of hope is the sight of

iccess. L
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DEAD SEA APPLES.

Pacific Coast Secession Reaps and Eats a

Plentifttl Crop Thereof—Strong Will

Win.

San Francisco, May 27.—Chief Consul

Strong has had charge of the L. A. W. prop-

erty just two weeks, and in that short time

has succeeded in doing much to put the Divi-

sion on its feet. The support he is receiving

from interior points is very encouraging, and

notwithstanding the big odds against him.

League work is being advanced encourag-

ingly.

Until Strong came to the rescue of the

Division the "outlaws" had everything their

own way. They control Smyth, Spalding and

Ravlin, the cycling writers of the Examiner,

Call and Chronicle, and not a word of un-

garbled League news appears in the columns

of these three morning papers. The reports

of California Associated Cycling Clubs prog-

ress have been widely exaggerated, and no

wonder League members were worried. They
looked in vain for some news in the papers,

and wondered if such as Robt. M. Welch
could wreck a Division of fifteen hundred

members. Now that Strong is at the head

of League afifairs on the Coast, the seceders

are worried. All kinds of ridicule have been

heaped at the new Chief Consul, but in be-

littling such a man, the ridiculers only show
their weakness.

One problem the out-of-town members are

trying to solve is this: Why should Messrs.

Welch and Kerrigan work so hard to kill

the Division after working so gloriously for

its success only a few months back? If they

wanted Sunday racing, well and good; every

man to his taste. If they felt the need of a new
cycling organization, they were welcome to

organize it—but why such bitterness and

hatred towards the League? Why should

Kerrigan hang on to his office as long as he

dared, then drop it without giving the Divi-

sion a chance to find a new leader? Why
such haste to collect a small bill, when they

knew the L. A. W. was good for the amount?
Because they saw a glorious opportunity to

become possessed of fifteen hundred road

books, that were the result of months of

work on the part of the board of officers;

they saw a chance to rebind these books and

send them out as the gift of the C. A. .C. C.

to its new members, and they could point

with pride to their enterprise in the interest

of the wheelmen.

But Strong spoiled it all. He paid the

claim, got the books, and then sent out a

gentlemanly circular to the Division member-
ship, explaining the situation. In response

to this came several hundred letters from all

over the State, and with such backing the

new Chief Consul is preparing to carry on the

League work as never before.

Welch admits the failure of Sunday racing

in San Francisco. With fifty tliousand people

enjoying a Sunday afternoon in Golden Gate

Park, only a few hundred witnessed the sec-

ond Sunday race meet at the Veledrome, at

the very entrance to 'Frisco's big pleasure-

ground. Welch strutted to empty benches.

The riders rode phantom-like around a cheer-

less track, without even a glad Iiand to spur

them on to empty victory. (Ziegler will

understand those last two words, as at this

writing he hasn't received his prize money.)

The great claim of Welch was, that with

Sunday racing in 'Frisco there wouldn't be

room enough in the Veledrome grounds to

accommodate the crowds that would fall over

each other to get in. Possibly it is dawning
upon his classic mind that there are otiier

things in life besides witnessing a cycle race;

possibly he realizes that by antagonizing the

better element of society, and lovers of the

pastime (not the Welch element), he is put-

ting the sport on a level with a glove contest,

a horse race, or a fake baseball tournament.

A number of Sunday meets are booked for

the near future, the one at San Jose on the

30th being the most important. The Garden
City is a church town in every sense of the

word, and one wonders how they can expect

to succeed there with fifty ministers working

against them. And do they ever consider

that the number of racing men being so lim-

ited, that the public will soon tire of seeing

the same men compete, and the same men
win the prizes? The public will demand
variety, or stay away. The Eastern racing

men who winter here will be seen no more,

and the whirr of the champion's wheel heard

no more in the land.

The C. A. C. C. will probably be successful

in one thing—they will kill racing in Califor-

nia and make worthless to their owners some
of the finest tra.:ks in the world.

What noble ambition, thine, Uncle Robert!

San Francisco, May "24.—Some one has

said that the "third time is the charm," but

that phrase certainly could not be applied to

the bicycle races at the Veledrome Beer Gar-

den yesterday. "Uncle Robert" was there

early, and ever and anon polished his eye-

glasses to get a better view of the multitudes

he looked for in vain.

When the races commenced and the gates

were locked so that none could escape, some

one who had nothing else to do counted the

crowd, and the grand total was a few less than

six hundred, over half of the spectators oc-

cupying the two-bit seats.

In explanation of the "Beer Garden" phrase

above, it might be mentioned that the sale

of liquors is one of the chief industries of the

place, and when one is not busily engaged

in watching Jones, Ziegler, et al. do the same
thing over again, he is expected to be patron-

izing the bar. Whenever an intermission oc-

curs (and the programme is made up prin-

cipally of them), a small boy trots out to

the megaphone that roars its vacant announce-

ments to unsympathetic rafters, and displays

a big sign, bearing the inscription: "Five

minutes for refreshments."

There is one thing that puzzles the poor

ignorant cyclist, and it is this: How can

Messrs. Welch and Kerrigan work so hard

to put money into the pockets of prize-fight

promoters? The clubs derive no financial aid

from these Sunday meets, as in the good old

days, and the owners of the track settle back

in their chairs and say "Suckers!"

How have the mighty fallen! Picture O.tto

Ziegler, who returned from his tour on the

National circuit with a pocketbook as plump
as his rosy cheeks, riding neck and neck with

a lot of cheap pros, and dividing up the prizes

with them. Yet Ziegler and Jones are the

pillars of attraction of the outlaw association,

and were it not for them there would be ab-

solutely nothing left to draw even a small

crowd.

While the Sunday-Racing League is mak-
ing frantic efforts to enrich the Veledrome

management, the same bitter fight is being

made to cripple the L. A. W., and the daily

press is heaping ridicule on the manly and

dignified administration of Captain Strong,

the Chief Consul. One letter received by the

Chief Consul contained this significant re-

mark: "I think I see the nigger in the wood-
pile." There are^ many others who detect

traces of the sable-hued aborigine in the cord-

wood.

In one breath, nothing but abuse is heaped

upon the L. A. W. In the next, the state-

ment is made that the C. A. C. C. will take up

the work of the League, but will "keep the

money at home."

Jones succeeded in taking two out of the

three heats from Ziegler in the "match" race,

but aside from this event there was nothing

of interest at the meet yesterday. There are

no additions to the list of racing men, and
will not be until the San Jose meet on the

30th, when, it is expected, a few more mis-

guided riders will ostracise themselves from
all legitimate amateur sports. There will

probably be a good crowd at San Jose next

Sunday, as the affair is being managed by
the Garden City Cyclers—a club that under-

stands how to give a race meet, and has never
lost money on one. If, however, the meet
should prove a failure, the Sunday racing

crowd will have to start a baseball league or

a prize-fighting tournament to keep their

patrons in line.

HERE IS PHILADELPHIA'S LATEST.

The special committee appointed by the

Presbyterian ministers of Philadelphia to pre-

pare, with the Baptist and Methodist minis-

ters, "a judicious letter" to the cycling

clubs of Philadelphia regarding the use of the

bicycle on Sunday, submitted the following

letter on Monday, which was adopted by the

association:

"To the Wheelmen's Clubs of Philadelphia

and vicinity:

"We, the ministers of the Baptist, Metho-
dist, and Presbyterian churches of Philadel-

phia and vicinity, desire to bring to your at-

tention the growing evil of Sabbath-day bi-

cycle riding under the auspices of organized

bicycle clubs. We recognize the pleasure and
use of the bicycle, but already the enthusiasm

for this pleasure has apparently carried many
thoughtlessly beyond what their maturer judg-

ment would sanction. The temptation to

many to forget or neglect the Sabbath by the

common use of the Sabbath by the bicycle

clubs for special pleasure and 'runs' is very

great.

"The Sabbath has always been observed in

our city, and its observance has been used of

God as one of the great instruments in

furthering our prosperity. To prevent the in-

crease of the evil referred to and the evils

already resulting from Sabbath bicycle riding,

we ask your consideration of this subject, and

that you make some effort to secure action

against the use of the Sabbath day for such

organized or club riding."

The Rev. Dr. Wills, chairman of the com-
mittee, stated that the discussion of this sub-

ject had been a difficult one, some advocating

"homeopathic doses" and others "drastic

words" in this letter. The result was a com-

promise. On motion of the Rev. A. J. Sulli-

van it was decided that the committee prepare

an additional petition on the subject to the

League of American Wheelmen,
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STARBUCK AGAIN STARRED.

Philadelphia's first meet of the season took

place on Saturday at the Willow Grove track,

and, judging from the size of the crowd, the

Quakers were eager for the sport. Between

nine and ten thousand people passed through

the turn-stiles. The management was unable

to cope with the crowd and the police force

was insufficient. As a consequence the spec-

tators swarmed over the track, broke down

fences and spoiled the finish of the last race.

This event, a twenty-five-miles handicap, was

a novelty to Philadelphians, and was tiresome

and uninteresting. At the end of seven miles

the scratch men were even with the leaders,

and from that point it was simply a question

of which scratch man would win, nothing but

an occasional spurt by one or the other of the

contestants enlivening the procession. Star-

buck did most of the pacing, Aker showing

an unwillingness to take any chances, though

frequently "guyed" by the crowd. On the

back stretch of the last lap Starbuck spurted,

followed by Aker and Hadfield, in which

order they stood fifty yards from the tape. At

that point the crowd closed in and Aker was

thrown heavily on the track, Starbuck win-

ning, with Joshua Lindley second and Had-
field third. The mile handicap was also a vic-

tory for Starbuck, who easily ran away from

Hadfield, the latter being unplaced at the

finish. Summary:
Mile open.—^1, A. W. Stackhouse; 2, W. H. Cressy;

3, J. A. Shomo; 4, Joseph B. Clift. Time, 2.36 3-5.

Mile handicap.—1, J. P. Williams, 50 yds. ; 2, Ham-
ilton Crisp, 65 yds.; 3, John Zimmerman, 100 yds.

Time, 2.10 4-5.

Mile handicap, professional.—1, J. F. Starbuck,

scratch; 2, B. B. Stevens, 50 yds; 3, H. W. Eckart,

9.5 yards; 4, C. C. Bowers, 95 yds. Time, 2.29 1-5.

Professional, 25 miles.—1, F. J. Starbuck, scratch

;

2, Joshua Lindley, 300 yds.; 3, Charles Hadfield,
scratch ; 4, C. C. Bowers, 100 yds. ; 5, Charles Turville,
275 yds. ; 6, George Zimmerman, 550 yards. Time,
1.8.26.

BECAUSE A CHURCH FELL ON HIM.

Jack fell down and came very near breaking

his crown at the Electric Park meet, Balti-

more, on Saturday last. Jack is the crack

rider of Reading, Pa., and a professional of

known ability. In the half-mile open Church,
Sims and Jack went down in a heap, but Jack
was the only man not able to continue riding.

He was badly bruised and hurt internally.

Titus rode in the professional events, but ap-

parently made no effort to win, except in the

handicap. For once Baltimore drew a pay-

ing gate, over 2,000 spectators being present.

Summary:
Half-mile professional.—1, Al. Newhouse, Buffalo; 2,

B. Oldfield, Toledo; 3, G. Ball, Washington. Time,
1.07 2-5.

Team race, one mile for $200 trophy.—Won by Co-
lumbia Athletic Club, of Washington. Time, 2.45.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, C. Spencer (100
yards), Baltimore; 2, G. Ball (50 yards), Washington;
3, Fred Titus (scratch). New York. Time, 2.13 3-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, G. Halstead (30 yards)
Washington; 2, E. Wilson (20 yards), Cincinnati- 3'

E. Roseke (130 yards), Baltimore. Time, 4 50 1-5
Half-mile open.—1, E. \\'ilson, Cincinnati; 2, G Hal-

stead, Washmgton; 3, F. Schade, Washington. Time
1.10 3-5.

'

FIVE TO FOUR ON THE WINNER.

A pursuit race between an English quint
team and a Scottish quad team was a novelty
introduced at a recent meet at Glasgow.
The quint won after a 5 minutes 48 seconds
chase. Chinn and Osborne, the English
cracks, won the tandem race and divided

honors in the open events, and A. A. Chase
lowered th^ Scottish five-miles race to

10,352-6,

RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

The professional quarter, half, one-mile and five-

mile national championships, and the amateur one

and two-mile national championships are assigned

to the National Meet races at Philadelphia on Au-

gust 6 and 7. The professional two-mile national

championship and the amateur half-mile national

championship are assigned to the Penn Wheelmen
of Reading, Pa., their National Circuit meet on Au-

gust 10.

Permission to exceed the professional prize limit

has been given to the National Meet races at Phil-

adelphia.

The National Circuit Meet at Peoria, 111., on June

24, 25, has been abandoned by the Peoria Bicycle

Club, owing to its inability to procure a track.

Washington, D. C, has been added to the National

Circuit for September 24.

The Pastime Track, at Boise, Idaho, is placed

upon the list of those to which sanction will be re-

fused. For failure to comply with Clause E, General

Rules, A. J. Powers, Paterson, N. J., is placed upon
the list of those to whom sanctions will be refused.

The suspension placed upon Jasper Parris, Indian-

apolis, Ind., will expire on July 23, 1897. The sus-

pension placed upon Dr. A. I. Brown, Wilton Place,

O., expired on May 25, 1897. The suspension of the

following men expires on June 3: Messrs. Brown,
Butler, Babcock, Harmon, Harrington, Lambertine,

Milburn, Schwartz, Taylor, Ireland, Miles City,

Mont. ; Brown, Walter Daniels, Harry Day, Charles

Dell, W. O. Ferguson, Hensley, C. W. Kerr, C. W.
Keefe, W. B. Laswell, E. A. Law, Ed Marlett, Jack

McLeod, Carl Nickols, Pierce, William Peters, Troy
Pendleton, C. W. Reber, Lyman Royce, C. A. South-

wick, E. Shields, Wathey, L. H. Cooney, Butte,

Mont. ; A; S. Church, Louis Copinus, D. J. Davis,

A. B. , Dudley, J. F. Kennedy, J. Kaufman, L. La
Fontise, H. Lemple, Thomas Leonard, James Lyons,

C. R. Morgan, B. J. Morgan, R. Ryan, Anaconda,

Mont.; Kent Clark, Hugh Clark,
, C. W. Chattin,

Thomas Hathaway, Floyd Hyde, Ike Leiser, George

Wall, Missoula, Mont.

Suspension removed—L. L. Flansburg, Kalamazoo,

Mich.

TRAVELING PERMITS GRANTED.
Adrian W. Smith, Whitesboro, N. Y. (U. of P.),

at Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 29; Millville, N. J., May
31. J. A. Anderson, Norfolk, Va., at Washington,

D. C, May 31. Leo B. Dannemiller, Canton, O.,

and Daniel Sullivan, Pensacola, Fla. (Georgetown

University), at Baltimore, May 29. Marshall T.

Levey, Indianapolis, Ind., at Detroit, May 31. Wal-
ter Snyder, Massilon, O., at Erie, Pa., May 29.

Henry Creange, New York, at France; Richard Weir,

U. S. M. S., St. Louis, at France, England and
Germany. H. M. Kaufman (Yale), St. Louis, Mo.,

at Bridgeport, Conn., May 31; Meriden, Conn., May
29. C. B. Benedict (Yale), Attica, N. Y., at

Bridgeport, Conn., May 31. W. P. French
(Yale), Saratoga, N. Y., at Meriden, Conn.,

May 29. K. S. Brackett, Haverhill, Mass., at Han-
over, N. H., May 26. A. L. Hammond, Haverhill,

Mass.,, at Hanover, N. H., May 26. A. W. Evans,

Haverhill, Mass., at Hanover, N. H., May 26. W. R.

Evans, Haverhill, Mass., at Hanover, N. H., May 26.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Edward Anderson, New York; Ernest G. Steck,

New York ; Charles D. Coburn, Savannah, Ga. ;

George Davisworth, Louisville, Ky., and W. S.

Mitchell, Louisville, Ky., own request; Karl Thome,
Louisville, Ky. ; Kendall Spier, Atlanta Ga. ; F.

Steinhauer, Atlanta, Ga.
; James Keefe, Kentland,

Ind., and N. H. Welling, Florence, Col., Clause A;
C. W. Miller, Colorado Springs, Col., Clause B; J.

F. Macomber, Pueblo, Col., Clause B; J. A. Vernier,

Philadelphia, Pa., vote of Board, Clause F.

SUSPENDED.
For delay in paying entry fees, Frank Wing, Chi-

cago, 111., to June 7, 1897. For non-payment of entry

fees, Macy S. Good, Chicago, 111., and C. F. Ferris,

Lafayette, Ind, pending payment of same and for

thirty days from date of payment. For entering

races at AUentown, Pa., May 15, and failing to ap-

pear, N. E. Danner, to June 7, 1897. For competing
in an unsanctioned Sunday race at Ossco, Minn., the

following men to May 27, 1899: F. H. Williams, L.
I^, Stevens, A. Oberg, J. Kleifgen, Harry Arsniean,
Minneapolis, Minn. ; Captain Parker, Auoka, Minn.
Pending payment of fine and return of prize, W. B.

Tackaberry, Fort Worth, Tex., to August 3, 1897.

Suspended pending investigation—Amos M. Ste-

venson, Ottawa, 111. ; Thomas A. Barnaby, East Bos-
ton, Mass., after June 1; W. E. Lum, Montgomery,
Ala.

; H. M. Lum, Montgomery, Ala. ; Lloyd Max-
well, Sioux Falls, S, p,; Tom Wilkes, Sio«j? Falls,

S, D,

RAN TO EMPTY BENCHES.

Promoted hurriedly and run on a busy

work-day, it is not at all strange that the

Columbia University's meet, at the Manhattan

Beach track, on Friday last, was poorly at-

tended. Hardly a handful of spectators were

present, in consequence of which the colle-

gians were forced to go down rather deeply

into their pockets. The most pronounced

feature of the meet was the victory of Ray
Dawson over Powell, Fearing and the rest

of the Columbia team in the college cham-

pionship race. Both of the interscholastic

championships went to J. S. Dickinson. Sum-
mary:
Third mile interscholastic championship.—1, J. S.

Dickinson; 2, C. C. Warren; 3, L. Huntington. Time,

.46 sec.

Half-mile handicap, open.—1, H. S. Waterman, 125

yds.; 2, E. G. Krumm, 30 yds.; 3, G. Reith, 40 yds.

Time, 2.09.

Mile interscholastic championship.—1, J. S. Dickin-

son; 2, H. Poillon; 3, H. Polhemus. Time, 2.33 3-5.

Mile Columbia University championship.—^1, Ray
Dawson; 2, I. A. Powell; 3, H. K. Bird; 4, W. H.
Fearing. Time, 2.15 2-5.

SMASHING TIMES.

C. F. Barden, the English champion,

showed capital form at the Crystal Palace

track on May 15, winning the mile handicap

from scratch in 2.05 4-5, the third-mile race

in 46 sees., and getting second place in the

ten-mile scratch, being beaten ty inches by
H. Brown. Stocks and Silver, the Scottish

champion, rode a ten-miles match. Stocks

winning easily in 19m. 16s. J. Platt-Betts

concluded the meet by a successful attack

on the five-miles record, cutting the figures

from two miles. His time for five miles is

world's record for all types of machines, the

previous best being 9.13 1-5, by the Chase

brothers on a tandem. The times follow:

Miles. Time
Previous

best.

1 .

*3 ;;

*4 ..

*5 ..

• J- Platt-Betts

*World's

. . 1 49 4-5 .

. . 3 36 4-5 .

.. 5 26

.. 7 15

.. 9 4 4-5 .

record.

. . 1 47 3-5

. 3 42 4-5

.. 5 33

. . 7 24 2-5

.. 9 16

WEINIG'S WINNING WAYS.

Weinig's predilection for foul riding cropped

out again at the Southern circuit meet at

Chattanooga, May 25. In the final of the mile

open he crowded and collided with John
Chapman, throwing him to the ground.

Weinig finished third, but was disqualified

for foul riding. He was permitted to ride in

the consolation, however, which he won.

About 2,000 spectators were present. Sum-
mary :

One mile open.—1, Con Baker, Columbus; 2, Bert

Repine, Nashville; 3, John Parquette, Mobile. Time,
2.12 1-5.

One mile local, amateur.—1, Dave Gaston; 2, D. C
Griffiths; 3, John Thompson. Time, 2.26.

Two miles consolation.—1, Al Weinig, Buflalo; 2,

Zach Oliver, Memphis; 3, George Quinn, Memphis.
Time, 4.44 1-5.

W. SNYDER AND HIS COLLAR-BONE.

Open-air night meets were resumed at the

Olympia track, Harlem, May 27. A paced
exhibition mile, so-called, by Goodman, was,

ridden in 2.28, and Mockridge managed to,

ride a half in 1.12. A little excitement was
introduced to the meet by W. Snyder, of the,

Riverside Wheelmen, who fell and broke his^

collar-bone. Stanley Godfrey won the novice^

and only lost th.e mile handicap by inches^

to H. Y. Bedell. W. C. Roome won the mile,

scratch in 2.38, and W. C. Brown, 50 yards,

th^ two-mile handicap, in 5,16.
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SODEN ON A SODDEN COURSE.

HE WINS, WITH LAST YEAR'S VICTOR GIVEN BEST TIME.

HORSES, BOTH DARK AND MUD, HAD THEIR INNINGS— GUMBO WAS THERE, TOO—WONDERFUL
MR. SHEPARD AND HIS WORK—NEW JERSEY AND NEW ENGLAND

DIVIDE THE HONORS.

Reference to the dictionary will tell any

one that gumbo is "a soup of which okra

is an ingredient; also, a dish of tender okra-

pods stewed with condiments."

If personal acquaintance with the dish is

lacking, this definition will convey, however,

but a faint idea of it.

Hereabouts gumbo is occasionally to be

found on bills of fare, but it is not the real

thing. It looks for all the world like half-

clean dish-water, in which a dozen or more

small round wafers of something are afloat, or

are half submerged. The wafers are popular-

ly supposed to be okra—and perhaps they are.

Down in the land of gumbo, in the Gulf

States, it is a very different article. It is

eaten out of a soup-plate, and for that reason

takes its place in the soup column.

But, as a matter of fact, it is a compromise

between fluid and solid, which easily out-

hashes hash and is seventy-nine per cent more

palatable. Chopped ham, chopped veal,

chopped peppers, chopped beans, chopped to-

matoes, chopped okra, broken ham bones,

broken beef bones and everything else are

placed in the pot, and when it is "done" the

gumbo is of the consistency ot tire cement,

a thick and mucilaginous, but nose and palate-

tickling concoction full of red, grey, green

and other colored lumps and substances of all

shapes and sizes.

Of course, it is a long stretch from gumbo
to a road race, but having understood the

nature of gumbo, it will be easier to under-

stand the nature of a goodly portion of the

classic Irvington-Millburn course on Mon-
day last. It may be likened to nothing so

much as gumbo.

Never in the eight years' history of the

great race were the weather gods so unkind.

They had frowned before and rolled up banks

of ugly clouds, they had spat a few drops of

rain on the road, had sent pitiless shafts of

sweltering sunlight on the assembled thou-

sands, and had sent great gusts of wind

scurrying up and down and over the lung-

cracking hills, but in the end they always

smiled graciously, and let the story of the

race be written in unwetted and unmuddied
panegyrics.

And the gods smiled as usual on Monday
last. But the smiles came too late.

All of Sunday night and part of Monday
morn the gods had frowned and darkened

and bellowed and wept. There must have

been a mighty row in the ethereal household.

The thundering din made one believe that

the head of the family was throwing around
the stoves and pots and pans and other fur-

niture without thoughts of rueing, while the

goddesses and little gods wailed and opened

wide their tear-cups. They wept long and
loudly, and so copiously that Niagara might

well have become envious.

When day dawned all Nature was dripping

wet and well nigh drowned. Once or twice

a patch of blue betokened peace above. But
speedily it darkened again, and heaviness of

heart and looks of vexation were everywhere

below, that is, everywhere in and about the

metropolitan district.

The Irvington-Millburn had lost its fetich,

and under the long-fixed "rain or shine" rule

there could be no postponement!

The course was a part of Nature that had
been half-drowned. It was not the same old

road, anyway. For a couple of miles on

either side trolley tracks had been embedded.

They did not materially affect the macadam,
and, as things turned out, proved benefactors

of the racing men. But they looked like in-

terlopers, nevertheless. Worse than these

tracks, however, was a mile of loose stone

extending from fifty yards beyond the tape

to more than a mile in the direction of Ir-

vington. It was the first time the Highway
Commissioners had done anything of the sort,

but as it must needs be endured, the man-
agers of the race made the best of it. They
placed themselves in close touch with the

road overseer, and the offer of a bonus

spurred him on. The ponderous roller was

kept moving over the bad patch part of Fri-

day and all of Saturday. Adhesive Jersey

red clay had been mixed with the stone, and

when the rolling was completed, only the

chronic growler could find much fault with

the condition of the road as a whole.

Sunday evening the rain came, and with it

the "gumboing" of the stony stretch. The
traffic soon churned the stone and clay into

an oozy, sticky, slimy, mucky mess—there

was more than a mile of it, and every yard

of it pregnant with sharp, puncture-produc-

ing stones. Races may have been ridden over

viler roads, but it will require affidavits to

establish the fact. Excepting this bad stretch,

the road was as good as the average macadam
can be after a severe storm.

There was scattered talk of postponing the

race, but too many riders from out of town

were present to allow the talk to have weight,

and at 10.40 the men were already making
their way from the headquarters, at the Hilton

House, to the si:arting point. The rain had

ceased, but the sky was still overcast; but

there were signs that the clouds were break-

ing. At 11 o'clock, the time set for the start,

old Sol peeped through. He appeared to

like the looks of things, and smiled benignly.

His smile grew broader and broader, and at

11.20 or so, as the men were being lined up

for the start, the old fellow, as if he had

enjoyed the joke and disc.omfiture, broke into

a grin that overspread the whole country.

He then proceeded to '-corch on his own ac-

count.

At 11.29 Clerk of the Course Drabble re
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ported all ready. His corps of assistants were

stationed, each with a bamboo pole, between

the several squads of men to which they had

been assigned. At exactly 11.30 Starter A. B.

Barkman fired the blank cartridge that sent

the four limit men on their way. Barkman,

who founded the race, and who had served

as starter during its earlier years, had not

filled the position for several years, but his

work on Monday amply proved that his eye

has lost none of its quickness nor his wits

any of their cool calculation. The starting

was perfect. There was no confusion, and

despite the crowd and the slippery road, not

one man fell.

Seven minutes after the first batch, the three

scratch men were pushed ofT. They were R.

M. Alexander, Hartford, Conn.; A. M. Shep-

ard, Meriden, Conn.; and I. G. Perry, Chico-

pee, Mass. They got away in good shape,

but just after plunging into the gumbo Shep-

ard fell; but he remounted quickly.

Undoubtedly some punster who was pres-

ent will remark that never was there a race

in which so much grit was displayed. He
will tell you that it was lodged in the men's

eyes, in their shoes, on their arms and legs,

on their chests, in their chains, bearings, and

in or on every other part of their wheels

—

that is, all but F. G. Smith's wheel, which

was fitted with a gear case. Grit was dis-

tributed in dabs, splashes, gobs and in great

flying chunks. It fairly choked some of the

wheels. But the best evidence of grit or

pluck, whichever one cares to call it, is found

in the number of starters. Of 123 men en-

tered, 109 started. There were but three

notable absentees, F. W. France, Rochester,

N. Y., scratch; Geo. H. Bell, Brooklyn, 50

seconds; and E. A. Bofinger, New York, 60

seconds, and of these Bell was ready and

willing, but the" powers decreed otherwise.

He had gone to the depot to receive two ex-

tra racing wheels, and while awaiting them

received, instead, an unwelcome telegram

from the L. A. W. Racing Board, informing

him that he had been transferred to the pro-

fessional ranks.

In Chicago a bright newspaper man, who,

like too many of his towns-people, is given to

measuring merit by quantity, not quality,

rushed into print with the announcement that

"the Irvington-Millburn is degenerating"

when the news reached him that the race had

attracted some^ 50 entries less than last year,

forgetful that his own beloved Decoration

Day road event had fallen off something like

200, and knowing full well that very many
men enter the latter simply "tor the fun of

the thing," while in the Irvington-Millburn

the entries represented seven States, every man
deeply in earnest—a fact abundantly oroven

by the fact that, despite the sickening condi-

tion of the road, but thirteen failed to put in

an appearance. More than ever has the

Eastern event sustained its right to be classed

the premier road race of the country.

Two minutes after they had left the post the

appearance of the men underwent a marvelous

change. From more_ or less spick and span

beings they became more than less speckled

beauties. They were hardly under way before

they plunged into the gumbo, and then the

mud began to squirt and to fly. Imagine a

succession of canary birds taking a bath in

a bowl of tomato puree or a pack of dogs

shaking themselves after a swim in the same
stuff, and an idea may be obtained of the way
the gumbo flew and the color of it. The
wheels went through it with a sucking, hiss-

ing sound, and scattered the muck over on-

lookers and contestants alike. Many of the

them kept at a respectful distance, and rode

cautiously and with eyes well squinted. Not

a few "chucked it" before they reached the

comparatively good road beyond.

Referee Chas. E. Sinims.

former, and, of course, all of the latter, were

peppered from head to foot. They looked

as if a mud battery had bombarded them with

pellets of red paste.

There was little "hanging on" while the

men were floundering in the gumbo. The

Two groups of officials.

man in front had all the best of it. Those
who trailed him were treated to a shower-

bath of mud, and several were blinded by

the grit which flew in their eyes. Most of

When the first turn, at Irvington (2J miles)

was reached, 17 men had already succumbed.

But 92 turned the red flag. F. R. Warren
went around it first. N. Edwards, Geo. A.

Soden, J. W. White and J. W. HoUis fol-

lowed in the order named.

Alexander was already drawing away from

Shepard and Perry and had overtaken Mc-
Taggart, of Rochester (30 sees.), and Chas.

T. Earl, K. C. W. (50 sees.), the latter of

whom was already in trouble, his tire having

punctured.

After straightening out Nos. 7, 8 and 9,

Warren, Soden and Hollis, all 6.30 men, be-

gan to get in the work that ultimately landed

the principal prizes. They forged steadily

ahead, and passing the judges for the first

time (5 miles), were fifty yards in front of

the next man, J. W. White. Fred A. Temple,

Stamford, Conn. (4,30), had made big gains,

being then in fifth place. Paul Molitor (5.00)

was just behind him and crying out for a new
wheel. • At that point, however, the most
dangerous-looking man was Fred J. Peer, of

Hartford (3.00). He had worked into posi-

tion and was going like a horse. At the five-

mile point Alexander was going it alone.

He had shaken off his fellow-scratchmen.

Perry and Shepard. Neither were in sight.

When Perry appeared, after a long wait, he

was seen to be covered with mud, which told

the story of a tumble. Shepard was still

further behind, so far, indeed, as to be al-

most hopelessly out of it. He passed four

minutes after Alexander.

The space between the trolley tracks, at the

side of the road, is paved with Belgian block,

and when the men reached the gumbo patch

they jumped between the tracks, and bumped
over the stone paving in preference to plough-

ing through the muck. They strung out in

Indian file. Passing was perilous, if not im-

possible. Several who tried it slipped and

landed in the ditch.

The Millburn half of the course was rela-

tively in good condition, and despite the

squeaking and grinding of grit-troubled

chains, the men did splendid work. As the

table shows, the Millburn half was three min-

utes faster than the Irvington end. Going
around the Millburn flag the position of the

leaders was virtually imchanged. Eighty-four

men reached that point, but Perry, Shepard

and McTaggart were numbered with the miss-

ing. Alexander had caught Kirk, Clark and

Camp, and was moving well.

At ten miles, the order was Soden, Warren,
Hollis, who had further increased their lead

and were apparently sharing the work. Moli-

tor came next, then T. R. Goodwin (5.00),

who were going it alone. Peer was still gain-

ing, but he came to grief before reaching the

Irvington turn and was seen no more. Alex-

ander was forty-ninth, and immediately in

front of him was Mr. Shepard, of Meriden.

No one appreciated the supernatural ride that

the latter must have made to close up the

four-minute gap between himself and the

Hartford man when they had passed before!

The daily papers reported that he had "caught

up," and not even the officials gave the matter

a thought.

At the second turn in Irvington (12J miles)
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little Warren was again showing the way, but

Soden and Hollis were still at his heels, and

Goodwin remained at a respectful distance

further away. Alexander had made great

gains, and going around the flag was in thirty-

fourth place. He had passed all of the back-

markers except Thos. Firth (2.30), who had

also done good work, and was riding twenty-

second. Shepard did not make the turn.

When they passed the judges on the fifteenth

mile, the positions of the leaders were un-

changed, and the crowd began to awake to

the fact that the three young Jerseymen in

front were riding a winning race. The spec-

tators shouted encouragement. Their sym-

pathy was plainly with Warren, who apparent-

ly had been doing all of the donkey work.

He is a chubby, pleasant-faced, red-headed

boy, whose freckles could almost be seen

through the flecking of mud that dotted his

face. His companions were much larger, and

all along the line they were urged to "go

ahead and do some of the pacing." But if

they heard, they did not heed. Little Warren
was left to do the work. Goodwin, in fourth

place, had the road to himself and was doing

heroic work. He rode practically twenty-four

miles unpaced and otherwise unassisted. Alex-

ander was twenty-eighth, and there in front

of him, apparently innocent of wrong and

with none suspecting evil-doing on his part,

was Mr. Shepard, of Meriden.

At twenty miles, when the red-headed War-
ren appeared over the brow of the long hill

and started for Irvington on the last lap, with

Soden and Hollis trailing him closely, excite-

ment began to sizzle. It was some time be-

fore Goodwin, the lone star, appeared, and,

bar accident, it seemed certain that the three

youngsters would finish one, two, three. The
hot sun had dried the road considerably, and

the trio were riding strongly. Paul Molitor

was not far behind Goodwin, but there was

a great gap between Molitor and the next

man. Presently Alexander came toiling up

the hill. At his rear wheel was Firth, and in

Indian file came a long string of eight or ten

others. As they swept by the judge's stand.

Firth sat up, and pointing to Alexander,

shouted in a loud voice:

"He's been paced! He's been paced!"

The crowd laughed and wondered, and the

riders flew by, and fifty yards beyond plunged

into the rapidly-drying gumbo. Little was

then thought of the incident. Subsequent

events proved there was more in it than there

seemed. The ranks had thinned greatly. But

57 men went by for the last lap, not including

Earl, of Brooklyn, who passed after the race

had been won, and who finished the 25 miles

after nearly everyone else had gone home.

After the last man had passed the buzz of

expectancy swept over the crowd. In a few

minutes more the race would be over, and an-

other name would be enshrined in glory and

be heralded throughout the land as the win-

ner of one of, if not the hardest road races

ever run. So, why shouldn't the thousands

buzz and stretch their necks and strain their

eyes! They did not know, of course, that

little Warren went around the last turn with

his back still to his trailing "foes," Soden and

Hollis, nor that Goodwin and Molitor were

in company and were closing rapidly on the

leaders. They did not know that Firth, Alex-
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ander and Clark were dogging each other,

and while next in order were too far behind

the leading five to overtake them. The thou-

sands—for as the skies cleared the people

came out in droves, afoot and in trolley-cars

and vehicles of all sorts and descriptions and

lined the course as thickly as in previous years

—simply knew that the beginning of the end

of the great race was in view, and they sim-

ply buzzed and waited. Presently that old

familiar cry, "Here they come!" volleyed

down the line.

Big, handsome, white-haired Chief Gregory,

of Newark, and his uniformed aids, and the

dozens of cycling "marshals" ran up and

down the line.

"Get back there! Get back!"

The command was taken up and repeated

by the crowd further down. The police and

marshals threw themselves bodily against the

surging, craning throng, which looked a liv-

ing funnel.

"Get back! Get back!"

The cry was still echoing as the narrow

end of the funnel parted and fell back on

either side, and five mud-spattered men on

mud-spattered wheels tore like mad through

the opening. The rough muck is cleared

and the good road reached. Fifty yards away

is the white tape. The five men know it, if

they do not see it. They dig savagely at

their pedals. One of them clears the crowd.

He opens one, two, three yards of daylight.

It is a mighty effort. The others cannot

equal it. The race is his. It is No. 8—Soden,

1- . R. Warren, After Finishing Second.

^tf#^

m-

Pos,
Fin.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

U.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28,

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

HOW THEY FINISHED.
at

~ Handi-
Name. Club. cap.

George A. Soden Unattached, Newark, N. J 6.30

F. R. Warren Unattached, Kearney, N. J 6.30

T. R. Goodwin Logan VV., Brooklyn 5.30

J. VV. Hollis Unattached, N. Y.." 6.30

P. Molitor Chatham W., Chatham, N. J 5.00

Tliomas Firth Unattached, Harrison, N. J 2.30

R. M. Alexander Hartford VV. C, Hartford, Conn scratch
F. A. Clark Y. M. C. A., Union City, Conn 50

William Spree S. Brooklyn W 3.45

John Ruel Vim B. C, Newark, N. J 2.45

W. C. Price Y. M. C. A., Stamford, Conn 3.45

H. S. Bosworth Unattached, Easton, Pa 3.30

W. G. Sherrer Unattached, Elizabeth, N.J 5.30

John Faubel Glenmore W., Brooklyn 5.30

J. McGuire St. Michaels W., Newark 3.00

W. E. Kirk T. C. W., Stamford 30

N. Edwards Chatham W. Chatham, N. J 7.00

C. D. Camp Triangle W., Rochester 30

J. Plansen Eagle A. C, Perth Amboy 4.00

William Saich Belleville W., Newark 4.80

H. T. Carlisle Union C. C, Paterson 4.30

H. A. Jackson Unattached, J. C 6.00

D. J. Sweeney Pierce C. C, Newark, N. J 3.00

James R. Harrison Vim B. C, Newark 1.50

B. C. Fuller , New Dtnham, N. J 3.45

VV. J. Deniby American W., New York 4.00

C. A. Elliott W. W. C, Wilmington, Del 3.45

J. Gregory Unattached, Roseville, N. J 4.00

J. E. Gregoire Unattached, Brooklyn 4.00

W. Rakowsky Triumph W., New York 7.00

F. G. Smith Orange W., E. Orange, N. J 1.50

L. V. Mockridge Harlem W., N. Y 1.10

A. Paetscher Yorkville W., N. Y 3.45

E. Lockwood G. C. W., Glen Cove, L. 1 5.00

Harry Peters Kings Co. W., Brooklyn 4.00

J. Nagle Kearney A. C, Kearney, N. J 6.00

F. M. Letson N. B. B. C, Stelton, N. J 3.15

J. W. White Dayton W., Newark 6.30

T. J. Hall, Jr K. C. W., Brooklyn 4.00

Fred A. Temple Stamford, Conn 4.30

Marvin Cote Glenmore W., Brooklyn 6.30

W. Hegeman R. W., Rhinebeck, N. Y 5.30

C. W. Hurlburt W. W. C, Waterbury, Conn 3.00

G. Daily Greenwich W. C, Brooklyn 6.30

David Fox Unattached, N. Y 6.00

John McLachlan Greenwich W., N. Y , 5.00

A. Dufrane Alcyone C, Elizabethport, N. J 6.30

T. J. Leeper Union C. C, Paterson, N. J 5.30

E. A. Laws K. C. W., Brooklyn 2.00

A. G. Relyea K. C. W., Brooklyn 1.50

John W. Howard Unattached, Newark 3.30

*Race started at 11.30 a. m.

Finished
at.*

12.51.31 3-5

12.51,40

12.51.40
12.51.41

12,51.42
12.54.09

12.54.09

12.54.41

12.55.10
12.55,11
12.55,17

12.55,20

12.56.00
12.56.18

12.56,38
12,56,38

12,56,38
12.56.39

12.56.39

12.56.39

12.56.39
12.56.45
12.56.55

12.56.55

12.56.56
12,56,56

12,57.10
12.57.12

12.57..30

12,58.17

12.58.20
12,58.25

12.58.25

12.58.50
12.58.50

12.58.51
12,59.00

12.59.10
12,59.12

12,59,20

12,59,25
12,59,27
12,59,28

12.59.30

1.01.12

1.01.12
1.01.12
1.01,35

1.02.52

L02.55
1,04,40

Geo. A. Soden, of Newark. But the throng

has no time to look at score cards. Chubby,

red-headed little Warren, the slightly larger

Goodwin and the still heftier Hollis are fight-

ing desperately for the second honors. It's

a neck-and-neck struggle, but it is over in a

twinkling, and Warren, the game little pebble,

holds the honor safe. He wins by a half

length, A handkerchief would cover the

other three.

There is a slight relax of excitement, then

more craning of necks and bulging of eyes.

But there is a long wait before the cry of

"Get back! Get back!" is again heard.

Another swiftly-moving pack of humanity

is in view. The good road is reached, and

again is the fierce sprint repeated. There's

eight or ten men in the bunch, and Alexander

is recognizable. He is fighting with might

and main, but a doughty, round-headed little

chap is too much for him. Firth beats him
across the tape. At Alexander's heels is

Clark, another New Englander, and Spree,

of Brooklyn, and Ruel, of Newark. Then they

come across in ones and twos and threes.

Laws, of the K. C. W., falls near the tape;

his clubmate, George, is also dismounted, and J. W. Hollis, Fourth Place.
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THE NET TIMES.

Pqsition
and time
at five

Name. miles.
1—Alexander 75.. 15.48

2—Clark 71.. 16.38
3 -Firth 55.. 16.47

4—Molitor 12.. 16.56

5—Kirk 80.. 17.10

6—Camp 76.. 16.20
7—Goodwin 5.. 16.44

8—Ruel 59.. 17.05

9—Soden 3. .16.46

10—Warren 2. .16.46

11—Hollis 1.. 16.46

12—Harrison 69.. 17.03

13—Bosworth 54.. 17.47

14—Spree 35. .17.05

15—Price 34. .17.05

16—Mockridge 74.. 16.58

17—McGuire 46.. 17.17

IS—Sweeney 65.. 16.40

19-Smith, F. G 71.. 17.45

20—Hansen 27.. 17.20

21—Fuller 61.. 18,05

22—Elliott 51.. 18.02

23—Dembv 43.. 17.49

24—Sherrer 19.. 17.45

25—Saich 32. .17.50

26—Carlisle 49.. 18.47

27—Gregory 36. .17.20

28—Gregoire 28.. 17.20

29—Faubel 17.. 17.42

30—Paetscher 66.. 18.25

"31—Letson 45.. 17.30

32—Hurlburt 60.. 17.20

33—Jackson 16. .18.12

34—Peters 57.. 18.20

35—Hall, T. J 62. .18.25

36-Edwards 6. .18.14

37—Lockwood 33.. 18.20

38—Temple 40.. 17.30

39—Relyea 78.. 17.58

40—Nagle 11.. 17.56

41-Laws 73.. 17.48

42—Hegeman 20.. 17.45

43—Rakowsky 18.. 19.15

44—White 4. .17.21

45—Cote 24. .19.22

46—G. Daily 15. .18.41

47—McLachlan 31.. 18.20

48—Leeper 21. .18.12

49—Fox 48.. 20.17

50—Dufrane 10. .18.21

51—Howard 68. .18.18

Name.

Position
and time
at ten
miles.
49.. 29.42
50..30..35

31.. 31.15

6.. 32.00
74.. 32.09

70.. 31.15

4.. 31.49

34.. 31.43

1.. 31.34

2.. 31.37

3.. 31.38

58.. 31. 50
32.. 32.15

18.. 31.47

21.. 31.48
73.. 32.24

35.. 32.03
54.. 31.53

69.. 32.30
22.. 32.04
41.. 33.15

40. .33.09

39.. 33.10

20.. 33.33
17.. 32.32

47.. 34.11
15.. 32.01
24.. 32.05
11.. 33.30

59.. 33.55
45.. 32.44
46.. 32.40

23.. 34.05
44.. 33.34

53.. 33.53

9.. 34.18
29.. 33.15
42.. 34.00
77.. 34. 11
26.. 34.07
71.. 32. 50
30.. 34.00

27.. 35.10
5.. 32.49

36.. 35.33
12.. 34.30
38.. 34.10
19.. 33.33
55.. 35.53
13.. 34.30

75.. 35.12

Position
and time
at fifteen
miles.
28.. 46.27

29.. 47.17

13.. 48. 05
6.. 48.20

51.. 48.57
42.. 48.15

5.. 48.46

32.. 49.38
2.. 48.49

1.. 48.49

3.. 48.49
35.. 49.04

19.. 49.25
10.. 49.05

11.. 49.05

52.. 50.10

26.. 49.22

34.. 49. 14
46. .49.53

24.. 50.20

37. .50.59

36.. 50.59
31.. 50.37

20.. 51.26

17.. 50.23

45.. 52.30
9.. 49.20

18.. 49.54
15 .-.51.08

48.. 51.55
38.. 50.31

40.. 50.45
23.. 52.20

43.. 51.54
49.. 52.10

14.. 52.37
25.. 51.20

47.. 52.40

63.. 53.10

39.. 53.17
64. .53.20

44.. 53.24
41.. 54.45
7.. 50.13

30.. 53.01
21.. 52.27
50.. 53.23
16.. 50.33
55. .55.33

22. .52.39

59. .54.06

31

Position
and time
at twenty

miles.
7.. 1.00.40

10.. 1.01.30

8.. 1.03.10

5.. 1.03.17

34.. 1.03.51
1,03.27

4.. 1.03.47

IS.. 1.04.42
2..1.03.4S

1.. 1.03.48
3.. 1.03.48

25.. 1.04.29

12.. 1.04.40
9.. 1.04.25

13.. 1.04.55

46.. 1.05.47

20.. 1.05.07
24.. 1.04, 39
29.. 1.04.47
21.. 1.06.07
26.. 1.06.24

27.. 1.06. 25
32.. 1.07.05
19.. 1.07.37

16. .1.06.03

30. .1.07.27

11.. 1.05.10
17.. 1.05.40

14. .1.06.47

44.. 1.08.10

42.. 1.07.29
30.. 1.06.30

22. .1.08.11

40. .1.07.47

43.. 1.08.25

15. .1.08.22

33.. 1.08.20

38.. 1.08.09
51.. 1.09.05

39.. 1.09.47
50. .1.08.15

45.. 1.09.56
37.. 1.10.39

6.. 1.05.52

28.. 1.09.11

41. .1.10.28

47.. 1.09.50

23.. 1.07.55
48.. 1.11.50

35.. 1.09.53

53.. 1.10.45

Position
and time
at twenty-
five miles.
7.. 1.17.09.,

8., 1.18.31

6.. 1.19.39.,

5.. 1.19.42.,

16.. 1.20. 08.,

18.. 1.20.09.,
3.. 1.20.10.

10.. 1.20.55.,

1.. 1.21.04.,

2.. 1.21.10.,

4.. 1.21.11.,
24.. 1.21.45.,

12.. 1.21,50

9.. 1.21.55.,

11.. 1.22.02.,

32.. 1.22.35.

15.. 1.22.38.,

23.. 1.22.55.,

31.. 1.23.10.

19.. 1.23.39.

25.. 1.23.41.

27.. 1.23.55.

26.. 1.23.56
13.. 1.24.00.,

20.. 1.24.09.

21.. 1.24.09.
28.. 1.24.12.

29. .1.24.30.

14.. 1.24.48.

33.. 1.25.10
37.. 1.25.15.

43.. 1.25.28.
22.. 1.25. 45.

35.. 1.25.50.

39. .1.26.12

17.. 1.26.38.
34.. 1.26.50.

40.. 1.26.50.

50.. 1.27.45

36.. 1.27.51.

49. .1.27.52.

42.. 1.27.57.

30.. 1.28.17.

38.. 1.28.40.

41.. 1.28.55.

44.. 1.29.00.

46.. 1.29.12.

48.. 1.30.05.
45.. 1.30.12.

47.. 1.30. 42.

51.. 1.31.10.

Wheel and Tire.
Peerless—League

Hunter—Newton
Stearns—Palmer

Stearns—New York
Humber—Palmer

Pierce—New York
Orient—Newton
Hunter—Newton
Stearns—League
Dayton—Palmer

. ..Tribune—Cleveland

. ..Hunter—New York
Comet—Hartford
Hunter—Newton

. ..Lyndhurst—Newton
Pierce—Newton
Henley—Palmer

. Dayton—Hartford
Fowler—New York

Siroc—Newton
Crescent—Dunlop

. . . Columbia—Hartford
National—League

Pierce—Straus
Columbia—Hartford

Pierce—Hartford

. ..Lyndhurst—Newton
Orient—New York

Gales—Palmer
Columbia—Hartford

Halladay—Chase
Rambler—G. & J.

. ..Waltham—Hartford

Keating—Newton
Pierce—New York

Wolf—Ideal
,. Birdie Special—Palmer

Dayton—Palmer
. . ..Columbia—Bernard

Dayton—Newton
Quaker—New York

. .Rutherford—Hartford
Dayton—Palmer

Rhein—Vim
. . .Jersey Flyer—League

ander was at his rear wheel when they passed

the judges at the tenth mile. Shepard must

have pursued these tactics thereafter, as he

was again in front of the Hartford man at

fifteen miles, although he did not round the

12J-mile flag; neither was he checked at the

17J-mile turn. He was not with Alexander

when the latter, followed by Firth, went by at

the twentieth mile, and when Firth shouted

his protest to the officials. Shepard's times

by laps amply corroborate the checkers' sheets.

His first five miles were completed in 20.08,

his second five in 9.34 and the third in 16.45.

Alexander's times were, respectively, 15.48,

13.54, 16.45, 13.55, 15.51.

The prizes have not yet been distributed,

and both Alexander and Shepard have been

asked to explain matters. What action, if

any, will be taken, cannot be stated, of course.

It is a most unfortunate circumstance, and

it is difficult to conceive how Alexander could

become a party to such a proceeding. He is

an old hand at the road-racing game and has

particular reason to be cautious, since he won
first place last year by reason of Chas. Had-
field's disqualification for the same cause, ac-

cepting pace. He also won second time prize

in 1896 on his own merits.

THE "ALSO RANS."

Club.

Andrew J. Woolsey Cedarhurst, L. I

E. C. George K. C. W., Brooklyn
C. A. Oldenstaredt Greenwich W., Leonia, N. J
H. P. Baulch Queens Co. W., Ozone Park, L. I,

A. W. Conradson Logan W., Brooklyn
A. S. Rosenthal Greenwich W., New York City..
G. F. Whiting Orient W., Brooklyn
VV. Bethel Tamaqua W., Jamaica, L. I

A. M. Shepard M. C. C, Meriden, Conn
Thomas Adams American W., New York
H. T. Quortrupp Richmond Hill, L. I
Charles Kail Unattached, Harrison N. J
A. Schmelz New York Co. W., New Yorlc..
F. J. Peer Hartford, Conn
VV. Condon Orange Valley, N. J
F. D. Hart Q. C. W., Southington, Conn...
G. Holland Brooklyn Ramblers. Brooklyn .

.

G. A. Detroit American W., New York
C. J. Blomquist Unattached, New York
George Sweeney Concord C. C, Brooklyn
M. Apgar Unattached, Madison, N. J
M. L. Dunham Troy B: C, Troy, N. Y
A. Michael Seventy-first Regt., New York...
A. C. Wolf Unattached, New York
W. W. Parsons \\'hite Flyer, Newark, N. J
George H. Bird Unattached, Newark, N.J
S. E. Katley Ascension C. C, New York....
I. G. Perry Chicopee, Mass
C. T. Earl K. C. Wheelmen, Brooklyn

H'cap,
5.30

3.00

6.00

5.30

2.45

6.00
6.00

6.30

scratch
3.15
4.15
5.30

6.30

3.00
6.00

4.00

4.30
6.00

5.30

5.00
. 3.30
4.00

3.30
6.30

7.00
4.00
3.30

scratch
.50

Position Position
and time and time
at five at ten
miles. miles.

44.. 19.28 65.. 36.10
67.. 17.40 63.. 33.27

41.. 19.49 60.. 36.10

53.. 19.37 66.. 36.10

79.. 18.55 78.. 35.19
37.. 19.29 57.. 36.00
14. .18.10 14.. 33,51

9.. 18.31 7.. 33.30
83.. 20.08 48.. 29.42

63.. 17.43 52.. 33.05
47.. 18.22 64.. 34.50
42. .19,19 62.. 35.55
8.. 18,10 8.. 33.30

38.. 16.00 14.. 31.00

7. .17.32

22.. 16.52 67. .34.40

25.. 17.27 25.. 32.36
26. .19.20

29.. 18.50 37.. 34.36
30. .18.20

39.. 16.30
52.. 18.17 56.. 33.53
50.. 17.47 33.. 32.15
56.. 20.47
64. .21.40

70.. 19.13 76.. 36.07

81.. 20.17 79.. 37.47

82, .17.34

85.. 22.04 80.. 36,20

Position
and time
at fifteen

miles.
56.. 55.12
58.. 54.15

54.. 55.53
61.. 56.18

65.. 54.40
57.. 56.10
12..5L35
8 51.35

27.. 46.27

53.. 52.55
60.. 55. 03
62.. 56.25

Of course, falls due to the slippery course

were frequent, and most of them occurred at

the Irvington end. Once a dozen men went

down in a heap, but only two serious acci-

dents were reported. No. 1, H. R. Glent-

worth, of Newark, a tongue-tied limit man,

ran into J. D. Ferry, and was knocked sense-

Position less. He was picked up senseless and with

at'twenty blood gushing from his nose and mouth.

49 'YS'l^'^'s
Ferry was also stunned and badly shaken up,

52;;lio;15 N. H. Luckens, of Brooklyn, also had a fall

55 114 06 which broke his shoulder-blade.
56!!l1L20
57..L17.00

It was a great day for New Jersey's "un-

!!.......!! washed" dark horses. They captured first

and second prizes, and an "unwashed," i. e.,

unattached and unknown Newark man, Thos.
'.'.]!'.".'.!!!! Firth, won third time prize. The first time

honors fell to R. M. Alexander and the sec-

ond to F. Alton Clark, of Union City, Conn.

The winner, Geo. A. Soden, is a drug clerk

........... in Newark, is tall, slender and gentle-appear-

ing and twenty years of age. He has been rid-

ing a wheel about a year, and had raced but

.!.......!! once before. He was a protege of Chas. Had-
field and had haunted the course for two
months. He was tipped for a good thing

finishes afoot. But it is plain to every one
that Alexander has won the time prize, and the

crowd's interest is satiated. They swarm over

the road. The carts, carriages and bicycles

block the way. There is a deal of swearing,

and gradually the thousands filter through

the surrounding country, and the officials and

newspaper men are left pretty much to them-

selves in the, grand stand. The ninth Irving-

ton-Millburn is over, and only the times are

to be figured and its history written.

When the information wanted by the after-

noon papers had been supplied the officials

adjourned to the Hilton House to. verify the

figures. One of Referee Simms's first visitors

was Firth, of Newark, who had protested

Alexander during the race. He repeated his

protest and assertion that the Hartford rnan

had been paced. He was told to reduce the

protest to writing and file it within one hour,

as required by the rules. Firth then left the

on the morning of the race. Soden rode a
room and was not again heard from in any Hunter with Newton tires. Young Warren,
^"^P^- who finished second, was also named as a
When the official times of the riders who possibility

had completed the twenty-five miles had been Alexander is twenty-two years of age and
tabulated and given to the press, the event ^^s employed in a cycle store in Hartford,
was supposedly at an end. On Tuesday, how- He has been riding for seven years and has
ever, when the Chief Scorer began to tabulate been racing since 1893. Since his victory in
the times of the several laps and went over j^st year's Irvington-Millburn he has taken
the check sheets of the scorers at the turns, it part in nearly all of the more important road
was discovered that No. 122, A. M. Shepard, events in the East. He rode a Peerless racer
Meriden, Conn., one of the scratch men, had with Leao'ue tires

cut the course repeatedly, and had been guilty

of unsportsmanlike conduct, of which he has

probably not heard the end.

He was checked only at the rirst turn in

Irvington, and, as stated elsewhere in The
Wheel's report, at five miles he passed some
four minutes behind Alexander. He must
have dropped out before he reached the YJ-

mile turn, and, awaiting Alexander, joined

him and paced him on the way back, as Alex-

Last year, with the time limit for bronze

standard medals at Ih. 16m., 46 men qualified

for the souvenirs. This year the "honor

mark" was lowered to Ih. 15m., but owing to

the horrible condition of tne course, was
raised by the Race Committee to Ih. 22m.

30s. on the morning of the race, and but

16 men qualified for the awards. The "Tri-

bune" trophy for the club having the greatest
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number of survivors within the "honor mark"
was also governed by the same rule. It was
won by tlie Vim Bicycle Club, of Newark,
two of whose members, John Ruel and J. R.
Harrison, got inside the limit.

The officials were: Race Committee—Ed-
ward Gerbereux, chairman, chairman Race
Committee A. C. C. of New York; George
W. Shannon, secretary, chairman Race Com-
mittee A. C. C. of Long Island; Walter
Rutan. chairman Race Committee A. C. C.

of New Jersey; W. E. Scudder, J. C. C; P. A.
Brock, C. C. ,C.; R. G. Betts, M. B. C; W. A.
Drabble, A. W., treasurer. Referee—Chas.
E. Simms, Jr., president A. C. C. of New
York. Judges—Fred. Kerr, H. C. W.; John
Barnett, president A. C. C. of Long Island;

James M. Gentle, R. W.; C. P. Staubach,
Eighth Regiment N. G. S. N. Y.; Chas. H.
Norwood, T. C. C. ; Warde Bingley, C. W.

;

Geo. A. Needham, K. C. W. Timers—M.
L. Bridgeman, M. C. C; D. H. Bratton, K.
C. W.

; J. C. Pierraz, New York; Jos. Josephi;
C. F. Wilson, M. W.; W. C. Nellis, K. C. W.
Starter—A. B. Barkman, B. B. C. Chief
Scorer—F. P. Prial, M. B. C. Clerk of

Course—W. A. Drabble, A. W. Assistant
Clerks of Course

—

J. Frank Boland, B. B. C.

;

L. N. Thorne, A. W. Chief Umpires—R. J.

Wulfif, Prospect W.; Adolph Stahl, G. W.
Chief Marshals—J. F. Owens, C. C. C; Jas.

O'Neill, M. W.

HERE IS A LIKELY STRING.

Trainer Wm. Young, who will take charge

of Zimmerman and endeavor to get him in

his old-time condition, is arranging to man-
age a team to consist of Ray Macdonald,
Frank Starbuck and Oscar Hedstrom in ad-

dition to the New Jersey champion.

It is the intention of Young to place Mac-
Donald in the open races, Hedstrom and
Starbuck in the handicap events, and to have

Zimmerman ride exhibitions. The first three

will man a triplet to pace the only Arthur
in his trials.

FIRST WAS A SUCCESS.

The first meet given by the Harrisburg
Cycle and Track Association took place on
Saturday among amateur riders resident in

that locality, in the presence of about 2,000

spectators. The mile open was won by W.
A. Lantz, in 2.55; the mile handican by G.

W. Ellinger, in 2.22, and the five-mile handi-

cap by Craig G. Stewart, in 13.10 2-5.

TOOK DOUBLE FIRST.

Pembrook Dudley secured double honors

in the ten-miles road race at Asbury Park,

N. J., on Decoration Day. With seven min-

utes handicap, he won the event and time

prize, finishing in 30m. 15s. A. Naylor, six

minutes, was second, in 30.16; G. Knight, six

minutes, third, in 31.15.

OPENED AT HAMMONTON.

The opening meet of the Hammonton, N.

J., Athletic Association took place on Satur-

day. Ashbrook Cramer won the mile novice

in 2.47; H. J. Gormley, 100 yards, the mile

handicap in 2.21 1-5, and W. L. Austin, 280

yards, the five mile handicap in 13.01 3-5.

SECOND FROM SCRATCH.

O. A. Mosher, a 35-second man, won the

Saratoga seven-miles road race on Decora-

tion Day in 21.53. The scratch man, Chas.

Hawkins, was second; A. H. Farrington, 50

seconds, third, and D. S. Cooper, 45 seconds,

fourth.

MOTT CERTAINLY SAID IT.

Chairman Mott is "sorry he spoke," He
now disclaims having told the Atalanta

Wheelmen that, although convinced that the

Vailsburg sanction had been obtained by mis-

representation, and had he known the facts,

he would never have granted it, it could not

be revoked. But The Wheel re-afifirms its

assertion, and if Mr. Mott desires to join

the issue, can bring three men In whose hear-

ing the statement was made. One of The
Wheel's staff was present at the time.

WERRICK WON EASILY.

Buffalo, May 31.—A match race between

Charles Werrick and Louis Callahan, two

local professionals, was the big card of the

day at the Parkside Wheelmen's meet at Ath-

letic Field to-day. Two races were run, a half

and a mile, both of which resulted in easy

victories for Werrick. A. B. Goehler won
the two-miles handicap from scratch in 4.44

and the mile open in 2.23 2-5. The contes-

tants were all local men, but they attracted

over 4,000 spectators.

AND THEN HE DIDN'T RUN.

In the recent Bordeaux-Paris race, Cor-

dang, the Dutch rider, was paced by 170 men,

as well as four petroleum tricycles.

THOSE WHO LIVE BY THE SWORD.

Desiro Bruno, a well-known Chicago rac-

ing man, who figured conspicuously in recent

in-door meets in that city, was killed on Fri-

day night in a most peculiar manner. While

riding to his home with a frame of a bicycle

around his shoulders, he fell while crossing

some railroad tracks and received injuries

about his neck from which he died shortly

after reaching his home, although he was

able to ride to his house unassisted.

KRICK STRIKES HIS GAIT.

C. W. Krick made a clean sweep at the

Electric Wheelmen's meet at Reading, Pa.,

on Saturday. He won the half and one-mile

open, the two-miles lap race, the three-miles

handicap from scratch, and with W. M. Trott

for a mate, the two-miles tandem—every open

race. Trott, Stutzman, Henzel and Gardner

divided the second and third prizes. A high

wind prevented fast time. Attendance, 3,000.

WONDERFUL ROAD WORK.

Rivierre's performance in the Bordeaux-

Paris race is equal to riding 400 miles on the

road in 24 hours. He covered the 370 miles

between the cities in 20h. 3dm., leaving 3J

hours to cover the odd 30 miles.

PLENTY OF PHILADELPHIANS.

Atlantic City authorities estimate that 3,200

Philadelphia cyclists rode to that place

on Saturday and Sunday, the largest crowd

of riders ever entertained at that resort.

BY SPLENDID PACING.

By the splendid pacing of a quint and two

quad teams, Platt-Betts, at the Crystal Palace

track, on May 14, lowered the mile record to

1.40, cutting his own record a second.

WANTS TO MEET MIKE.

Bonhours, the French crackajack, is re-

ported to be on his way to this country for

the purpose of meeting Michael in a match

race.
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LIFE IN THE OLD MAN YET.

DESPITE HIS FIFTY-ONE YEARS, HARNESS-MAKER SMEDLEY CAPTURES THE CHICAGO ROAD

RACE WITH RIDICULOUS EASE—LETTER-CARRIER O'BRIEN WINS TIME

PRIZE—SCRATCH MEN NOWHERE.

Chicago, May 31.—Another Chicago Road

Race has been handed down to cycling his-

tory, and this time, and unlike some of its

predecessors, without blemish.

That it was a great affair is not necessary

to say. Here all things are great, and all the

world knew several weeks ago that with its

immensity of entries, 496, to-day's race could

not well lack greatness. And it did not.

The finish of the race is in Garfield Park, at

what is popularly known as ''The Loop."

Garfield Park is the largest park in West

Chicago. The Loop is perhaps five-eighths

of a mile long, and is nothing more or less

than the main drive of the Park, which the

racers enter at one side, following it for

five-eighths of a mile in a half-circular direc-

tion to the finish tape. Here is erected the

judges and timers' stand and the invitation

stand, with a front row for press men. With
the exception of the press the seats are en-

tirely by invitation. The seating capacity is

in the neighborhood of 500, and the seat

courtesy is extended to the city Park Commis-
sioners and their ladies, and in general, the

city big wigs and their ladies. This is rather

a politic as well as a neat courtesy, for it is

to these same gentlemen of municipal promi-

nence that the race promoters are indebted

for the privilege of using the city park-way

for their finish and for the very generous

public arrangements. There are so many
police present that one can easily believe the

city crooks are having a fine time of it in other

parts of the city.

The park was en fete.

The surroundings would have been credit-

able to Derby Day. There must have been
twenty thousand people present. It was free,

and the crowd came. They came in tally-

hos, in carriages, on wheels and on foot.

Color was given to the occasion by the great

number of ladies present, who were as one to

three of the men. Several hundred feet be-

yond the finish were the white tents of the

various clubs having entries in the race, with

anxious club-mates on hand to take care of

their mates as they arrived, and all cock-sure

that the colors of their club were surely com-
ing to victory.

The arrangements for entertaining the wait-

ing thousands at the finish were excellent.

Two hours before the finish the main drive

and the adjacent park-ways were well filled.

Trick riding was offered as a sop, and the

crowd was generous in appreciation of the

young man's efforts to fill in time. Then,
after the start had actually been made, tele-

grams were received from different points

on the route, and their contents announced
through the megaphone.
There were some amusing incidents.

Prince among the fun-makers was the Hon.
Billy Cook, superintendent of the Park Com-
missioners of the Windy City, who pranced,
re-pranced and then did it all over again, in

front of the stand, on a big black horse, and
every time the horse pranced Mr. Cook
looked serious, and as the horse never stopped

prancing, Mr. Cook was kept pretty busy.

Mr. Cook was on hand as superintendent in

a superintending capacity. Just what he was

superintending was the question at issue with

the crowd. However, they were generous

of their applause of Mr. Cook's act. Mayor
Carter Harrison, of whom Chicago wheelmen

are so very proud, was on hand, very agree-

able, very democratic, and very much like

a real wheelman. He was in cycling clothes,

and hobnobbed with the press men, smoked
Democratic cigars and was presumably pretty

It would be difficult to over-estimate the

good nature, the interest and the enthusiasm

of the twenty thousand spectators. They took

advantage of the slightest excuse for making

a noise, and for applause, and especially after

the first telegram had been received to the

effect that the race was actually under way

were they on edge. The striking part of it

was that every one of the immense throng

seemed to have an intimate acquaintance with

the scheme and the past of the great race.

There are always funny little incidents at-

tendant upon a race of this character, and this

one contributed its quota. An accident illus-

trative of the vanity of a certain class of racers

is the following: In one of the first bunches

of long-mark men to arrive was a thin chap

all in black, with a worried look, as if he had

been trying to keep track of all the men he

had passed, and falling behind as he dis-

mounted from his wheel beyond the finish

Henry O'Brien, Winner of First Time Prize.

busy, mentally, sizing up the "bicycle vote."

The arrangements for the race were excel-

lent.

The various officials are a unit in accord-

ing to John Siman, chairman of the race com-
mittee, the major part of the credit for bring-

ing the race to a successful conclusion. A
hit was made at the park by the North Shore

Wheelmen, who came to whoop for their club

in tally-hos. There were two of the latter

filled with smiling gentlemen and pretty

ladies of the North Shore, and they drove

proudly around the Loop amid much trum-

peting and waving of banners. The Twentieth

Century Lamp people were responsible for a

mild sensation. Their tally-ho, fully occu-

pied by a big Twentieth Century Lamp, was
on hand, accompanied by a few trumpets,

which willingly worked overtime.

line, he rushed toward a group of gentle-

men, whom he mistook for newspaper men,

and exclaimed: "I know I've won first time

sure; here's my picture," and at the word
plucked a dozen tin-types from inside his

garment, offering one to each of the group.

When assured that they were not newspaper

men at all he lost all interest in them, and

started on a run toward the press stand.

The most generous sort of treatment was
received by the race at the hands of the city

officials. Six hundred and seventy-five police-

men were contributed by the city, who policed

the course for five miles from tlie rinish.

This is the second year the race has been

run over the Wheeling course. The time for

last year, with, however, not so favorable con-

ditions as this year, was 1.09. '22.

The course runs from the town of Wheel-
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ing to Garfield Park Loop. By official

measurement it is just 24| miles. It was very

nearly a perfect day for racing. The wind was

very nearly nil, as a factor either for or

against good time, and the road itself was

very fine, with the exception of one stretch

of a mile and a half, which was a bit soft, not

sufficiently soft, however, to necessitate dis-

mounting.

It was expected that owing- to the running

of the junior road race by the Cook County

Association at very nearly the same time there

might be some friction, but things passed oti

smoothly. The managers of the bigger af-

fair waited till the Cook County race was well

started and out of the way before attempting

their function.

The starting was perfect.

It was in the hands of Tom Heywood, who
is an old hand at the game, and he manip-

ulated the 438 actual starters without a hitch.

There was but one disqualification at the

starting point. Considering that the road at

the starting point is but sixteen feet wide, this

is appreciable. Mr. Heywood invented a dif-

ferent method for identifying the contestants

than any hitherto prevailing, and it worked

perfectly. The numbers on the backs of the

men were not of the usual flimsy material, but

were of heavy glazed material, and they stood

out prominently. Additional to this, each

man had a tag with his number on wired

around his wrist.

As the first man was discovered coming

around the bend of the Loop, the twenty

thousand people seemed to be one immense
neck bending in the direction of the flying

wheelman, and as he really did seem to be

flying, figuratively, speaking, considering

the twenty-five miles that he had all but cov-

ered, his pace was a remarkable example of

endurance. There was no wabbling, no hesi-

tation, no appearance of having strained

every nerve for over an hour. As the bent

figure came nearer and nearer there were a

thousand guesses as to his identity. Club

rivalry was rife, and every spectator seemed
a sympathizer; but when the man did actually

arrive few recognized him, and when the

number 497 was found to be the winning
combination, there was a general thumbing
of programmes to find out who had captured

first place in what can be fairly called Ameri-

ca's Cycling Derby.

The impossible had happened!

A rank outsider, a limit man, an impossible

with a fifteen-minute handicap, had walked

away with the first honors. To say that he

won hands down is no exaggeration. He
was minutes ahead of the next man in. He
arrived well within himself. He had made
an easy win. In a betting book his chances

would have been reckoned as about one in five

hundred. He is W. D. Smedley, of the Calu-

met Cycling Club.

Perhaps Smedley may be considered the

most remarkable cyclist in America. A man
of 51 years of age wins against scores of the

fastest and toughest road riders that ever

bestrode a wheel. Fifty-one in age, but, as

Smedley himself says, a boy in vigor and en-

durance.

There is nothing about Smedley's past per-

formance in cycling to give a hint of his won-
derful work to-day. He has been a member
of the Calumet Club for some time, but has

not been especially conspicuous on their road

rides. His fifteen-minute handicap is an in-

dication of what the authorities thought of

him. This is his second road race. His pre-

vious one was the Chicago race of last year

over the same course, in which he did no bet-

ter than twenty-first place.

Smedley is a man of five feet nine in height

and 150 pounds weight in cycling costume.

He wears a mustache, looks chunky and uses

eyeglasses. He certainly will go down in

history as a marvelous performer for a man
of 51. As a press man remarked, he appears

to get better as he gets older, and by the

time he is Gl will likely be a time winner as

well as a place winner.

From an unprejudiced standpoint it does

seem as if he was the man of the race. He
had but two men on the limit mark with him,

and left them behind very shortly, so that

for practically the entire distance he was in

the lead unpaced, with no one in front to

draw him on. He was never headed from

start to finish. In addition to the fact of be-

ing unpaced, he looked strong as a bull at the

finish, much less tired as to appearance than

many who followed him in. It is the writer's

opinion that if Smedley had been placed on,

say, the five-minute mark, he would, barring

accident, have placed the first and time honors

to his credit.

Smedley states that he trained conscien-

tiously for the race for two weeks, and reduced

his weight seven pounds in the process.

He speaks of his race into town as rather an

excursion jaunt. He had but one fall, caused

by a fissure in the road, which, however, did

no damage. Smedley is a very modest man.

It seems that in addition to being a manu-

facturer of harness specialties, he also puts up

a liniment
—"Smedley's Own"—and after the

race proudly told the wheelmen that he him-

self was not nearly so responsible for the win

as the liniment. It may now be expected

that Mr. Smedley will make a fortune out of

"Smedley's Own."
Smedley's mount was an Andrae, fitted with

Palmer tires and Perry saddle. His wheel

was geared to seventy-seven. His time was

Ih. 7m. 4 2-5s.

Several minutes after Smedley's arrival the

next man—Sickels—arrived. He was in com-

pany of half-a-dozen others, and had a hot

fight to stave off Roeder, who was but a foot

shy of second place. After this they straggled

in in bunches and singly in the usual road-

race way. The table below shows the order

of finish and each man's actual riding time.

One explanation of the winner—Smedley

—

having received the handicap limit, is that

Handicapper Guinea was approached by a

prominent official during handicap-making

time and assured that he (the prominent

official) had been watching Smedley carefully

in his training, and that he deserved the limit

and more too. Guinea listened to the wily

advice, Smedley got the limit, and the promi-

nent official put his wad on the limit man.

Pos. Name and Club. Hdcp. Time.
1—W. D. Smedley, Calumet 15.00 1.07.04 2-5

2—E. Sickels, Morgan Park 8.00 1.05.13

3—W. Roeder, Calumet 9.30 1.06.44

4—O. Ridenour, West Side 10.00 1.07.15

5—M. R. Ross, Lincoln 7.30 1.04.46

6—M. J. Bolstad, Viking 9.00 1.06.17

7—F. Meyer, North Star 10.00 1.07.17

8—J. A. Papineau, Thistle 9.30 1.06.50

9—G. V. Oxley, Ossian, Iowa 10.00 1.07.22

10—P. E. Neuerberg, Garden City.... 7.00 1.05.00

11—W. F. Cody, Lincoln 12.00 1.09.31

12—E. B. Llewellyn, Woodlawn 8.30 1.06.47

13—T. A. Nelson, Independent 8.00 1.06.18

14—N. Rudd, Viking 7.30 1.05.48

15—J. A. Sedlacek, Central 10.00 L08,20
16—G. Spengler, Lake Forest 8.00 1.06.21

17—Norman Hopper, Clover 9.30 1.07.56

18—E. O. Rice, Englewood 10.00 1.08.35

19- H. M. Kruse. Bankers' 9.00
20—W. H. Robinson, North Shore... 9.00

21—John Mortenson, Viking 9.30
22—E. VV. Kuehn, Harlem 8.30
23—P. R. Boole, South Side 8,30
24—N. G. Cooper, North Shore 9.00
25—C. E. Tones, South Side 11.00
26—C. H. Loweth, South Side 9.30

27— T. J. Ryan, South Side 10.00
28—Gus Dahl, Joliet, 111 7.30
29— G. H. Meiser, Englewood 9.00
30—W. Myers, Y. M. C. A 10.00
31—A. J. Thibodeau 7.00
32—A. C. Deiner, Illinois 12.00
33—D. F. Kinnally, South Side 7.30
34—A. W. Bradish, Thistle 8.00
35—E. H. Laderer, Clover 18.00
36—F. Doubec, Central 9.00
37-R. A. Wheaton, Thistle 7.00

38—J. Langley, Viking 7.30
39— Felix Hanzel 7.30
40—F. I-Ieberling, Thistle 6..30

41—O. B. Schroeder, Irving Park.... 7.,S0

42—A. L. Hoodwin, Delaware 7.30
43—H. Makowsky, Ouincy, Wis 9.00
44—C. Cole, EngleWood 9.00
45—R. F. Beach, Lakeview 9.00
46—N. Sandvig, West Side 7.30
47—F. J. Schulze 9.00
48-P. Kleifely, North Shore 6.30
49—F. W. Wichman, Lake \ iew 6.00

1.07.59

1.08.00

1.08.31

1.07.31

1.07.32

1.08.02

1.10.03

1.08.33

1.09.04

1.06.34

1.08.05

1.09.18

1.06.22

l.n.26
1.07.01

1.07.39

1.07.51

1.08.52
1.06.52

1.07.23

1.07.23

1.06.24

1.07.25

1.07.26
1.08.57

1.08.59

1.09.00

1.07.42

1.09.14

1.06.48

1.06.18

TIME PRIZE WINNERS.

The back-markers were able to make but

small impression on the flying battalion in

front of them, but nevertheless managed to

secure all of the time prizes, as follows:

Name and Club. Hdcp. Time.
Henry O'Brien, Lake View ; 1.00 1.03 OS

Fred. Nelson, Independent 1.00 1.03.14

Orlando Adams, Chicago 2.00 1.04.15

James Levy, Chicago 00 1.04.16

Josiah Bell, Irving Park 00 L04.17

A. Flath, Columbia 00 1.04.19

O'Brien is a letter-carrier, who trained after

hours in the evenings on the Adlake wheel

which, with the Goodrich tires surrounding-

its rims, won him the above honors.

RED HOr IX A FROST.

Grand Rapids, Mich., May 31.—Cold
weather caused the Gimm-Schinneer 24-hours

match race to end in a sensational manner.

The men started at midnight with frost on the

ground and found it impossible to keep warm
even by hard riding. Schinneer gave up

at 22 hours, after covering 439 miles. Soon
after Gimm was attacked by blindness and fell

from his wheel. He had covered 446 miles

in 23 hours. Schinneer finished the first 100

miles in 4.05.25, fairly smothering Harden's

record of 4.37.56.

HIS PEOPLE STILL ADMIRE HIM.

For the first time since being stricken with

typhoid fever at Nice, France, two years ago,

Geo. A. Banker made his appearance in a rac-

ing suit at the Pittsburg A. C.'s games, on

Saturday. He rode a quarter-mile exhibition

in 31 seconds. His appearance brought forth

round after round of applause from the Pitts-

burgers, showing his great popularity with

his townspeople.

AMONG THE OUTLAWS.

San Jose, Cal., May 30.—Sunday racing was

inaugurated in this city, but the attendance

was hardly satisfactory. Ziegler rode two-

thirds of a mile unpaced in 1.20, one second

under record. He also rode a mile unpaced

in 2.10. Los Angeles also held its first Sun-

day race meet to-day. The attendance was

about 4,000.

HE FOUND THEM EASY.

W. G. Douglass, of Philadelphia, had an

easy time at the West End Wheelmen's

meet, at Wilkesbarre, Pa., on May 29. He
won the mile open in 2.20, the half mile in

1.06, the mile handicap from scratch in 2.20

4-5 and the two-mile lap race.
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r.WON BY A ROCKY MOUNTAIN HAYSEED.

Denver, Col, June 1.—Of course several

generations of seventh sons are required to

pick winners in the big handicap road races

of Decoration Day, but as a rule "the talent,"

those who know the proverbial thing or two,

can usually name the time prize men with a

reasonable degree of certainty, and it is a rare

case when they fail utterly.

But in Denver's big 2.5-mile event yester-

day "the talent" dropped with a dull, squashy

thud. Their prophecies all went for naught.

A raw countryman, "a hayseed from Grand

Junction," as city folk would term him, came

on and completely upset all of the "sure

things."

Alex. Struthers is the rustic's name. He
started from the 5.30 mark, and not only did

he hold his own all the way with Harry Watts

of the Denver Ramblers, who started from

the same mark, but he beat out the latter in

a bruising sprint, and carried away both first

prize and first time prize in the splendid time

of 1.04.14. Watts was one second behind,

and Jay Thompson, a 7.30'er, was at the lat-

ter's heels.

It was some time before the wiseacres

could recover from their surprise. Their un-

doing was complete, however, as thei scratch

men were unable to make better than fourth

best time.

The weather was clear and hot. The pace,

also, was torrid, as may be judged from the

following summary of the first twenty men:

No. Name and Residence. Hdcp. Time.
1—Alex. Struthers, Grand Junction 5..30 1.04.14

2—Harrv Watts, Rambler 5.30 1.04.15

3—Jav Thompson, Arapahoe 7.30 1.06.16

4— D.'
J. Badger, Rambler 7.80 1.06.26

5—F. A. Bennett, Arapahoe 8.00 1.06.52

6—\V. Robertson, Broadway 7.00 1.05.53

7—C. H. Anderson, Y. M. C. A 7.30 1.06.25

8—M. Mohr , 7.00 1.05..55

9—F. A. Lessley, D. W. C 7.30 1.06.26

10—W. H. Beggs, A. W. C 7.30 1.06.27

11—VV. G. Struthers, G. J. \V. C 5.00 1.04.55

12—R. H. Goranfio, Y. M. C. A 6.00 1.05.56

13—J. D. Epley, L. W. C 8.00 1.07.56

14—K. B. Hamilton, B. W. C 6.30 1.06.28

15—T. J. Bartle, Ramblers 7.00 1.06.50

16—T. L. Krimminger, Ramblers 6.00 1.06.06
17—H. E. Demerest, D. VV. C 6.30 1.06..3S

IS—Willie Rogerson, O. A. C 10.00 1.10.09

19—George Reid, Jr., D. W. C 7.00 1.07.1G
20—E. L. Matthewson, Nebraska 6.30 1.07.00

NAMED AFTER OLD DAVID.

Firemen promoted a meet at Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., on Decoration Day, and succeeded

in drawing about 4,000 spectators to the Hud-
son River Driving Park. The Davy Crockett

' Hose Company, the promoters, is consequent-

ly in a flourishing financial condition. The
day's sport was marred only by a collision

between Lester Scheick, a New York city

amateur rider, and Adam Winters, a trainer.

Scheick's right shoulder was dislocated,

and he was badly cut about the head. He
is threatened with concussion of the brain,

and the doctors also fear that he has suffered

internal injuries.

Winters had his left shoulder dislocated

and his collar-bone broken. Both men were
removed to Vassar Hospital. Summary;
Quarter-mile.—1, Lester A. Scheick, New York ; 2,

Arthur S. Lee, Cohoes; 3, J. J. Pugnet, Fordham.
Time, 0.35 1-5.

Two-mile tandem.—1, Ray Murray and W. D.

Haiglit; 2, W. Fries and R. M. Van Wyck. Time,

5.09 3-5.

One-mile, 2.30 class.—1, W. D. Haight, Poughkeep-
sie; 2, Carl Sanford, Brooklyn; 3, W. C. Fries, Pough-
keepsie. Time, 2.31.

Two-mile handicap.—1, Arthur S. Lee (scratch) ; 2,

J. J. Pugnet, Fordham (130 yards); 3, M. L. Perkins,
Poughkeepsie (180 yards). Time, 4. .55.

Two-mile team race, Hudson Valley championship.

—

1, Poughkeepsie B. C, 41 points; 2, Century C. C.,
Poughkeepsie, 25 points; 3, Crockett Wheelmen 24
points. Time, 6.12.

It is our good fortune this

year to have discovered and per-

fected a new mechanical device

which we beHeve puts us ahead

of all the rest in bicycle con-

struction. We have succeeded

for the first time in attaching a

perfectly true ball bearing to a

bicycle. It is one of those simple

things, but wonderful, makes

Waverleys run easiest.

'97 Prices, - $100, $60.

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.

fe^ «^ «£$•

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Kindly Mention The WkwL
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JOHN J. OR J. WILLIAM ?

John Hudson Knew He Would Win and Says

He Did; Others Say 'Xwas His

Brother.

Chicago, June 1.—Naturally the same

weather prevailed in the road race of the Cook

County Cyclists' Association as in that of its

elder and more dignified relative, the Chicago

Road Race.

This is the first year of the Cook County

race, which owes its birth to the natural

rivalry between the two Chicago associations,

each of which comprises in its membership

various Chicago clubs. The principal reason

the Cook County people advance for running

a road race on the same day and in competi-

tion with the other function is that by the

rules of the latter, no Chicago man can ride

who does not belong to one of its own clubs.

The Cook Countys generously took up the

cudgel for the great army of unattached, and

opened their race to any one and every one

in Chicago and out of it.

It was expected that considerable friction

would result from running the two races

over the same course for a part of the dis-

tance, and it is likely the expectation would

have been gratified but for the fact that the

train which carried the officials of the Chi-

cago Road Race to their starting place was

very late, thus preventing their getting down

to business until after the Cook County men

were well on their way to Electric Park,

Chicago, their finishing point. The distance

of the Cook County course was eighteen and

one-half miles over excellent roads. One

hundred and fifty-one men actually left the

start at the crack of the pistol.

This Cook County function, which is now

termed the Decoration Day Junior Road

Race, was very much eclipsed by the other

affair, both as to prominence of the entries

and the general interest among cyclists as to

its conclusion.

John Hudson, a slim fellow not yet of age,

took everything worth taking. He not only

won the race, but added first time honors as

well, and judging from his form at the end

of the contest, if there had been anything

else to take he would have taken that too.

Hudson rode a Dayton shod with Palmertires.

After the race Hudson modestly stated

that he knew he was going to win, that he

was certain of it every minute of the dis-

tance, and that he had spent most of his time

on the jaunt to the finish wondermg what

disposition he would make of his prizes. He
had his family on hand to witness his triumph,

and after it was all over, received feminine

congratulations nonchalantly, and told them

he could go out and do it all over again. It

was the first time in the history of Chicago

road-racing that the same man won first place

and time as well. Hudson's handicap was

six and one-half minutes, the limit being

twelve minutes, and his actual time was 47m.

Is. He had a hard argument on his hands

for the last half-mile in the nearness of Otto

M. Christianson and A. L. Wolfgram, who

chased him to the last inch, and took second

and third places respectively by close margins.

It is not yet sure that Hudson will receive

his prizes without opposition, as shortly after

the race the rumor was circulated that John

Hudson had not ridden the race at all, though

John Hudson had entered and on his record

received a six and one-half-minute handicap,

but that his brother, J. William Hudson, had
ridden the race for him. J. William is a

flyer, and had entered his name for the Chi-

cago Road Race, but did not ride. He had
been allotted only one minute start in the big

race.

The scratch men, Stobbard, Betts and

Donnelly, cut no figure either as to time or

place. Stobbard was the first scratch man to

finish, his actual time being 48m. 22s., the

fifth best.

R. M. Merrill, a six-and-one-half-minute

man, got second time, in 47.12, and F. W.
Muench, handicap four and one-half minutes,

third, time, 47.21; Frank Clarke, handicap

seven and one-half minutes, fourth, time,

48.19.

Following is the order in which the first

dozen men finished, with their actual riding

times:

Narae. Hdcp. Time.

John Hudson 6.30 47.01

O. M. Christianson 8.00 48.3G

A. L. Wolfgram 8.30 49.10

R. W. Merrill 6.30 47.12

Frank Clarke 7.30 48.19

C. J. Scholz 7.30 49.16

J. C. Fell 8.00 49.47

Geo. Skinner 8.30 50.30

F. F. Smith 8.30 50.58

Philip Gate 7.00 49.42

P. Schuster 6.30 49.12

R. Currie 8.00 50.53

DARK HORSE FROM BACKWOODS.

YALE WENT POT-HUNTING.

The Yale team swooped down on the open-

ing meet at Pleasure Beach track, Bridge-

port, Conn., May 31, and carried off the first

prizes in every race in which they were

eligible, even capturing the novice. Sum-
mary:
Mile open.—1, L. Tweedv, Yale; 2, E. C. Hausman,

Yale; 3, H. H. Leopold, Bridgeport. Time, 2.25 1-2.

One-mile handicap.—1, 7. O. Butler, Yale, 80 yds.;
2, H. M. Kauffman, New Haven; 3, J. N. Anderson,
Taftville, Conn. Time, 2.11 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, E. C. Benedict, Jr., Yale;
2, R. B. Harris, Brooklyn; 3, T. F. Clarke, Bridge-
port. Time, 4.55.

One-third mile open.—1, L. Tweedy, Yale; 2, J. J.
Plughes, Brooklyn; 3, J. A. Forney, Brooklyn.

HIGH WIND AND SLOW TIME.

A mile invitation race between local cham-

pions excited keen interest at the meet of the

A. C. C. of Allentown and Bethlehem, at

the Rittersville, Pa., track on Saturday.

Daubenspeck, of Allentown; Kidd, of Beth-

lehem, and Smith, of Easton, were the con-

testants. The race was won by Smith. John
Jasper took the half and mile open events.

W. C. Roome, Jersey City, won a second and

two thirds. The high wind caused slow time.

ON MAHANOY'S NEW TRACK.

A new track was opened at Mahanoy City,

Pa., on Decoration Day by the Mahanoy City

A. A. in the presence of about 3,000 specta-

tors. A strong wind interfered with fast time.

Moore, of Williamsport, won the half and

one-mile open, and DeWitt, scratch, the five-

miles handicap. Berwick, 85 yards, caught

the two-miles handicap.

MARRED BY AN ACCIDENT.

During the fourteen-miles road race at

Indianapolis on Decoration Day W. J. Heim
and M. Paxton collided. Both riders were

badly injured. The race was won by Louis

Gordon, a five-minute man.

He Gives the City Chaps a Double Surprise-

Gets First Place and First Time
Pri^e.

Buffalo, N. Y., May 31.—There's a happy

man in Tonawanda to-night. Sanborn—I. O.

Sanborn is his name.

There's good reason for his happiness, too,

and almost any other man would feel as

tickled were he in a like position. Sanborn

won the Lewis road race to-day and with it

the World quad, which stood asi the first prize

in the event.

Sanborn was a 4.45 man, and rode a race

that deserved victory. His time was 1.05.20.

He had several falls, but nevertheless won
with something to spare.

The conditions were not favoring. The
air was cold and raw and a howling wind

swept the course. Overcoats and gloves were

numerously in evidence, and while the thou-

sands who viewed the race may have shivered,

their enthusiasm remained unchilled.

Of 233 entries, 180 started. The limit men,

six minutes, were given the word at 1.30 p.

m. Three men were booked to start from

scratch, but A. B. Goehler did not appear,

and shortly after getting under way, Schil-

linger, of Syracuse, came to grief, leaving

Ray Duer to go it alone. He was quite equal

to the task, and worked his way into thirty-

fourth place, and, as expected, won the time

prize, his time being 1.02.01 1-5. The other

time prizes were distributed as follows:

Hayes Willis, Rochester, 1.45, time

1.02.35; J. Thompson, New York, 2.00, time

1.02.42; and J. S. Hampel, Erie, 2.00, time

1.02.42 1-5, the last two men having a rare

dust-up at the finish.

The course is about tvventy-thrfie miles and
well suited for a race of the kind. The affair

was admirably conducted and reflected credit

on its promoters, the D. H. Lewis Cycle Co.

Sanborn, the winner, rode a Thistle, with

Spaulding & Pepper tires, and Duer, a Mer-
cury, with New York road tires.

The summary:
No. Name and Residence. Hdcp. Time.
1—I. O. Sanborn, Tonawanda 4.45 1.05.20

2—C. E. Lang, Buffalo 4.20 1.04.20

3—James Fitzgerald, Niagara Falls.. 5.45 1.06.27

4—J. Thompson, New York 2.00 1.02.42

5-N. Daul, Buffalo 4.45 1.05.27

6—Geo. Hammerlein, Buffalo 4.10 1.04.08 1-5

7—J. S. Hampel, Erie 2.00 L02.42 1-5

8—G. T. Rickert, Niagara Falls 4.45 1.0.5.27 3-5

9—W. "H. Rickert, Niagara Falls 2.45 1.05.27 3-5

10—J. A. Dugan, Buffalo 4.00 1.04.43
11- -A. P. Tastor, Fredonia 3.00 1.04.44

12—W. H. Vail, Buffalo 5.15 1.06.01

13—E. J. Fox, Buffalo 4.45 1.05.32

14-A. L. Wirth, Rochester 2.30 L03.19
15—Hayes Willis, Rochester 1.45 1.02.35

16—E. N. Stolle, Buffalo 5.45 1.06.40

17—A. M. Wolfe, Buffalo 4.30 1.05.28

18—A. Pilkey, Buffalo 2.45 L03.44
19—H. Huehne, Buffalo 1.45 1.02.45

20—G. D. Ernst, Buffalo 4.30 1.05.38

21—J. Pens Eyres, Buffalo 1.45 1.03.00

22—W. Conrad, Lockport 4.20 1.05.55

23—C. J. Reilly, Buffalo 4.45 1.06.21

24— T. Shevlin, Buffalo 5.00 1.05.40

25—F. E. Hunt, Buffalo 4.45 L06.28
26—F. E. Russell, Batavia 5.00 1.06.45

27—C. H. Howe, Buffalo 5.30 L07.23
28—N. J. Crone, Buffalo 5.15 1.07.09

29--W. T. Crane, Buffalo 5.45 1.07.40

30-Wm. Faulkner, Buffalo 5.00 L06.58
31—C. L. Ackerson, Rochester 5.45 1.07.45

32—H. C. Whire, Buffalo 3.45 LOS.45 1-5

33—F. C. Eaton, Ontario 5.00 1.07.00 3-5

34—Ray Duer, Buffalo scratch 1.02.01 1-5

35—W. M. Peckham, Buffalo LOS 1.03.312-5
35—W. M. Peckham, Buffalo L50 1.03.312-5
37—S. S. McCargo, Holly L15 L03J.7 1-5

38—T. F. Beck, Buffalo L30 L03.33
39—C. Boyer, Rochester 3.00 L05.03 2-5

40—W. B. Webster, Buffalo 3.45 L04.51
41—G. A. Miller, Buffalo LIS L03.20
42—T. Henderson, Buffalo 4.10 L06.16

43—J. M. Schwoob, Buffalo 3.45 L05.52
44—T. M. Schreck, Buffalo 5.00 L07.23
45—j. F. Ingram, Boston LIS L03.49
46—D. Buse, Tonawanda 4.00 L06.3S
47—P. Nehrbass, Buffalo 3.00 L05.40
48-L A. Baker, Syracuse 4.30 L07.32
49—L. E. Bush, Buffalo 4.00 L07.06
50—C. A. Neutter, Buffalo 4.00 L07.09
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What a Competitor

Said of

WorldeveLES
In New York City

Last Week:

'-THE WORLD' is without a doubt

the FINEST TYPE OF A HiGH-GrADE BiCYCLE

EVER PRODUCED in this or any other

country."

TRUTH IS MIGHTY.

Worlds" are never troublesome.

They hold all the Records.

II

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

AGENTS, WRITE FOR AGENCY.

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TONGUES VS. LEGS.

In Boston's Racing the I,atter Move Slower

Than the Former-Klser Still

Wins.

Boston, May 31.—Bald and Cooper have

apparently been giving more attention to let-

ter writing than to training. At the A. C. C.

meet at Waltham to-day both were defeated

by Earl Kiser in the 'half mile open. Cooper

rode miserably in the finals, but Bald some-

what redeemed himself by winning the mile

open from Kiser, although he was out-sprint-

ed in his heat by F. A. Gately.

After the novices had loafed until the sprint

the half-mile open professional was run. In

the first heat Tom Cooper and Gately made

the running, the former winning at the tape,

with Mertens trailing Gately. Bald had little

difficulty in qualifying in the second heat,

Kiser missing the aid of his team mate, Mer-

tens. The final was a disappointment, as

Cooper was not heard from, Kiser, Bald and

Gately finishing in that order. The race was

simply an exhibition of good team work on

the part of Mertens and Kiser. The latter was

pulled up around the turn by Mertens, and

Bald could not catch Kiser before the tape.

Steenson, who has been training on Tom
Eck's speed linament, surprised himself and

everyone else by winning the final of the pro-

fessional handicap by a jump down the stretch

worthy of emulation by Kiser.

Probably the most exciting race of the day

was the second heat of the half-mile profes-

sional. Mertens set the pace to the turn. The
crowd rose to its feet en masse as Gately

shot into position down the stretch, and

cheered wildly as he sprinted head and head

with Bald. As they shot by the tape Gately

seemed to have the best of it, but the judge

gave it to Bald.

Steenson paced the first heat of the mile

professional, Tom Cooper catching on. Tay-

lor started the sprint on the turn, with the

field close up, but Steenson, who was not

to be caught napping, ran Taylor out. Then
Cooper went to the front and opened a gap

of twenty feet on the gravel. Kiser followed

fast and closed it up, bringing the field with

him, and Cooper died on the turn.

Mertens was run off the track in the sec-

ond heat, which Mayo paced. Mertens got

on the surface again and caught the pace on

the backstretch. Gately, from third position,

went up on the turn and left Goodman in

the stretch. When the crowd heard the an-

nouncement that Bald had won, following

Gately down the stretch, it hissed loud and

long.

Saunders and Mayo paced the final in a

long string until they bunched on the turn.

Bald and Kiser tore down the stretch like

miniature cyclones, and although a photo-

graph taken by a newspaper man just as the

tape was reached shows Kiser a winner. Bald

was presented with first money.

Tom Cooper stayed out of the mile "pro."

handicap. In the first heat Gately took the

pace at the end of the second lap. There was

a close bunch on the turn, out or which rushed

Frank Butler and Kiser in a struggle for su-

premacy, but Kiser could not catch the Cam-
bridgeport rider till the tape had been left be-

hind.

Bald came out for his heat of the handicap

with a high gear, which he had difficulty in

pushing to first place. Mertens held Bald

back, but finally Bald sized up the situation

and lit out, but it was too late, for Steenson

had come out of the leading bunch and taken

the heat. Mingled applause and hisses greet-

ed Bald and Mertens respectively as they cir-

cled the track after the finish.

The bunch was "laying for" Kiser when he

came up into it in the final, and he was pock-

eted neatly. Porter went around the outside

as though he wanted the money, and Steen-

son pushed his wheel over a length to the

good.

Summary:
Half-mile open, professional. — Oualified, Tom

Cooper, F. A. Gately, A. C. Mertens. "Time, 1.06. E.
C. Bald, Earl Kiser, W. E. Becker. Time, 1.08 3-5.

Final heat—1, Kiser; 2, Bald; 3, Gately. Time, 1.12.

Third-mile, open—Final heat.—1, Blake; 2, Davis;
3, Urquhart. Time, 0.49 3-5.

Mile open, professional.—Qualified, Earl Kiser, Tom
Cooper, Major Taylor. Time, 2.13. E. C. Bald, F. A.
Gately, A. C. Mertens. Time, 2.14 1-5. Final heat—
1, Bald; 2, Kiser; 3, Taylor. Time 2.15.

Mile handicap, professional.—Qualified, F. A. Butler
60 yds. ; Earl Kiser (scratch) ; F. A. Gately, 45 yds.

;

G. L. Bates, 40 yds.; Orlando Stevens, 35 yds. Time,
2.15 3-5. H. R. Steenson, 40 yds. ; T. F. Goodman, 55
yds.; A. W. Porter, 25 yds.; J. E. Walsh, 75 yds.;
L. P. Callahan, 65 yds.; W. F. Saunders, 85 yds.
Time, 2.13 3-5. Final heat—1, Steenson; 2, Butler; 3,
Goodman; 4, Kiser; 5, Calahan. Time, 2.13 4-5.

Mile exhibition paced.—E. C. Bald, quarter, 27 2-5;
third, 36 2-5; half, 55 2-5; two-thirds, 1.14 4-5; three-
fourths, 1.23 3-5; mile, 1.51 3-5.

Half-mile exhibition, paced.—Tom Cooper. Time,
0.55 1-5.

Two-thirds mile exhibition, paced.—Arthur W. Por-
ter. Time, 1.15 3-5.

ZIM REDIVIVUS.

CYCLE SELLERS' SUCCESSFUL MEET.

Cincinnati, May 31.—The Decoration Day
Road Race, which was given under the aus-

pices of the Cincinnati Cycle Board of Trade,

proved to be the largest road race ever given

in this vicinity. The course was from Hamil-
ton to Cincinnati, a distance of twenty miles,

the finish being upon the Chester Park track.

A crowd of fully 5,000 people was present to

see the finish and to witness the track events,
which were held after the road race was over.

Six of the riders broke the record of the
course, which was held by N. H. Van Sicklen,
of Chicago. Frank B. Farnsworth won the
race, while Stanley A. Kepler took the time
prize. The first ten men were as follows.

Name. Handicap. Time.
1. Frank B. Farnsworth 8.00 53.09
2. Harry Storms 8.30 54.00
3. Jacob C. Hansen 8.30 54.15
4. Ben. H. Wilberding 6.00 52.06
5. Harry T>. Hunter 6.00 52.30
6. George P. Staley 7.00 55.02
7. Edgar Parsons 8.30 55.15
8. Winiford Bower 8.30 55.15
9. Herbert Apple 6.30 53.20

10. Edward H. Theis 8.00 55.00

When the track had been sufficiently cleared

the track events were commenced. Although
there was but one professional event, the

races were very exciting and interesting. Ow-
ing to the large number of entries all the
events were run in heats. The mile amateur
was beyond the time limit of 2.30, and it was
declared no race. Summary:
Mile open, professional.—1, Oscar Trimmer; 2,

James A. Reilly; 3, W. J. Sextro; 4, L. B. Sawyer,
Time, 2.25 2-5.

One mile, final heat.—1, George E. Hentz ; 2, Charles
R. Hall; 3, Charles Wellman. Time, 2.27 4-5.

One mile open, amateur—final heat.—1, Stanley A.
Kepler; 2, Edward Wellman; 3, Harry Gibson; 4,

George H. Pierce. Time, 2.19 4-5.

UP IN THE NORTHWEST.

At Dowagiac, Mich., on May 28, Arthur

Gardiner won the mile professional from

Kimble in 2.22. Walthour took the two-mile
handicap from ten yards, with Bowler, twenty
yards, second. Peabody, of Chicago, won the
amateur events.

SPORTY QUAKERS.

Church and Aker will ride for a $600 purse

at the Quaker City Wheelmen's meet at

Philadelphia to-morrow. The club has put
up $100, and each rider has placed a side bet
of $250.

The Old Champion Reappears and Rides a Half

in 56 3-3S. at a Picturesque

Meet.

For the first time since returning from

Australia, the great and only Arthur Augus-

tus Zimmerman donned a racing suit and

sallied forth on the track to win the public's

applause on Monday. Zim made his debut

of his return visit to the path on the new
board track at Vailsburg, alias the Shooting

Park, city line, Newark, N. J. The meet,

according to the programme and other liter-

ature distributed, was promoted by the Cen-

tury Cycle Club, assisted by the racing com-
mittee of the Vim Bicycle Club on the New
Jersey Bicycle Track Association's grounds.

Nothing daunted by the multitudinous display

of titles, Zim manfully followed a quad around

the track for two laps, half a mile, and the

clocks stopped at 56 2-3 seconds. The cham-

pion Jerseyman appeared before a Jersey

crowd, but apparently it was unaware of Zirti's

past greatness, and the applause was nothing

to what was expected. Zim wore a plain

black racing suit and smiled his old accus-

tomed smile and rode with his usual grace-

fulness.

Next to the champion's appearance was an

interesting affair not down on the programme.

The carpenters engaged to build the track

were in a state of mind about their money,

and after vain endeavors on Saturday night

to obtain what was due them, they quietly

stretched themselves out on the track prior

to the time of starting the first race and re-

fused to budge until paid. As it was impos-

sible to ride over the prostrate bodies of two
score of hardy men, and the police were un-

able to dislodge them, the managers paid out

to each man 75 oer cent of the amount due.

They then arose and the racing began.

There were no seats ready for the 1,500

spectators, so they swarmed around the track,

sat on piles of lumber and on the edges of

the track. Assistant judges, timers and sur-

geons aided the small army of officials and
things went along swimmingly. Probably no
meet in the country has been run under such

peculiar conditions, and the scene presented

was decidedly spectacular.

The track is in a crude state, pushed
through in ten days' time, but ultimately

promises to be decidedly fast and one that

will prove a factor in the metropolitan dis-

trict. Summary:

Two-mile handicap.—1, J. M. Hague, Bloomiield (50
yards); 2, J. T. Beam, R. W. (scratch); 3, A. T.
Fowler, R. W. (180 yards) ; 4, John Letzler, V. B. C.
(110 yards) ; 5, O. J. Wirtz, V. B. C. (80 yards). Time,
4.42 3-5.

One-mile open.—1, J. H. Lake, Harlem Wheelmen;
2, J. Ruel, V. B. C; 3, L. R. Leiiferson, V. B. C. ; 4,

George Scofield, Richmond Hill. Time, 2.29 3-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, J. H. Lake, H. W. (40
yards); 2, O. J. Wirtz, V. B. C. (70 yards); 3, J. T.
Beam, R. W. (20 yards); 4. V. Hesse, V. B. C. (120
yards) ; 5, G. A. Robertson, New York (60 yards).
Time, 2.15.

Half-mile open.—1, L. R. Leflferson, V. B. C. ; 2,

O. T. Wirtz, V. B. C. ; 3, G. R. Robertson, New York;
4, j. H. Lake, H. W. Time, 1.12.

One-mile tandem.—1, Owen and O'Connor, K. A.
C. ; 2, Wirtz and Hague, V. B. C. ; 3, Laflin and Foley,
T. C. C. Time, 2.21.

One-mile triplet.—1, Ruel, Hesse and Gebhard, V.
B. C; 2, Owen, Scofield and O'Connor, K. A. C.

Time, 2.21 2-5.

Exhibition mile by L. R. Lefferson. Timfe, 1.59 4-5.

Quarter-mile exhibition by J. M. Hague. Time,
27 2-5.

You can hide by politeness a deficit of

knowledge regarding cycling, but no amount

of cycle lore will conceal a lack of politeness.
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TITUS ON HIS METTLE.

He Displays Good Form on His Reappearance

in tlie Metropolitan Racing

District.

There were many anxious race meet pro-

moters on Decoration Day in the metropoli-

tan district, who early in the day were in-

clined to heap maledictions on the head of

the clerk of the weather. From all appear-

ances open-air sports were out of the ques-

tion, and financial losses and postponements

stared them in the face. Several race meets

were declared off, but the burst of sunlight

at noon restored confidence to the majority,

and the clear afternoon saved hundreds of

dollars to several clubs. The most exten-

sively advertised and important meet was that

of the Atalanta Wheelmen held at Waverly,

Newark. The track was a sea of mud at 11

o'clock, but by rolling and scraping and the

help of the sun, it was in excellent shape

by 3 o'clock, when the Irvington-Millburn

race crowd arrived, and the sixteen events

were pushed through without a hitch in three

hours. Over 4,000 spectators were on the

grounds, overflowing the grand stand and

massing around the outer fence, until vantage

ground was at a premium. It was the first

of a series of eight meets to be held by the

club at the track, which it has leased for the

season, and the support tendered, in the face

of the numerous opposition meets was highly

gratifying to the management. In the ama-
teur contests the event of the day was the de-

feat of Ray Dawson by Bert Ripley, the

popular Jersey riders, who rode nip and tuck

throughout last season. Dawson afterwards

rode a half, paced by a tandem, in 59 sec-

onds, track record. D. Sutphen, a local rider,

displayed good form in the handicaps, taking

both events. Fred Titus made his first metro-

politan appearance since the well-known St.

Louis episode. He was out for the mile open,

and won it cleverly, as his trainer stated that

he would before the race. In the half-mile

he failed to qualify, and in the handicap the

back-mark men showed no disposition to set

pace, and consequently cut no figure in the

event. Frank Waller demonstrated that he
was better adapted to six-day grinds than

sprint races. Summary:

Mile novice—Final heat.—1. W. W. Taylor; 2, C. A.
Vaughn; 3, F. B. Pennington. Time, 2.29.

Half-mile professional handicap—First heat.—

1

Charles Hadfield, Newark; 2, E. S. Aker, Philadel-
phia; 3, Samuel Brock, Brooklyn; 4, W. E. Dicker-
son, Palmyra, N. J. ; 5, Frank Waller, Chicago.
Time, 1.02 2-5. Second heat—1, B. B. Stevens, Phila-
delphia; 2, B. Oldfield, Toledo; 3, Ray MacDonald,
Staten Island; 4, Harry Hawthorne, Newark; 5, Gil-
bert Eaton, Waverly. Time, 1.03 2-5.

Final heat.—1, Samuel Brock; 2, Harry Hawthorne;
3, B. B. Stevens; 4, B. Oldfield. Time, 1.01 3-5.

One mile open—Final.—1, Bert Ripley; 2, Ray Daw-
son; 3, H. M. James; 4, William Weller. Time, 2.29.

One mile amateur handicap—Final.—1, D. Sut-
phen (110 yards); 2, Thomas Firth (110 yards); 3,

T. F. Fagan (140 yards); 4, Charles Linchburg (110
yards). Time, 2.05 2-5.

One mile, professional, open—First heat.—1, Fred
J. Titus, New York; 2, E. S. Aker, Philadelphia; 3,

Sam Brock, Brooklyn; 4, Charles Hadfield, Newark.
Time, 2.24. Second heat.—1, Ray MacDonald, Staten
Island; 2, C. C. Bowers, Riverton, N. J.; 3, B. Old-
field, Toledo, Ohio; 4, B. B. Stevens, Philadelphia.
Time, 2.37 1-5.

Final heat.—1, Fred J. Titus; 2, Ray MacDonald;
3, E. S. Aker; 4, .B. Oldfield. Time, 2.29 1-5.

Half-mile handicap—Final heat.—1, D. Sutphen (55
yards) ; 2, J. E. Roche (60 yards) ; 3, Walter A. Kelsall
(65 yards); 4, J. G. McGuire (30 yards). Time, 1.031-5.

Two-mile professional handicap.^—1, B. B. Stevens,
Philadelphia (120 yards) ; 2, Charles Hadfield, Newark
(110 yards) ; 3, Samuel Brock, Brooklyn (120 yards)

;

4, C C. Bowers, Rivington, N. J. (90 yards). Time,
4.28 1-5.

One and a half mile tandem.—1. Bert Ripley and
Ray Dawson; 2, R. W. Lamb and C. D. Hummer;
3, Bert Sayre and Steve Dunn. Time, 3.38 1-5.

PATERSONIANS ARE PECDLIAR.

Last year, race meets at Paterson were poor-

ly attended. The meets were held on the

third-mile cycle track of the Tourist C. C,
but foi- somCi' reason the gates were small.

On Decoration Day the Excelsior Boat Club

packed the large grand stand at the old Clif-

ton mile trottiiig track, and secured the crowd
such as Paterson turned out in former years,

before exclusive cycle tracks were thought of

in New Jersey. While a cycle club and a cycle

track fail to catch the public's approbation,

a boat club and mile-horse track step in and
fill the breach to a nicety, by some strange

freak on the part of the Patersonians. Rain
caused the track to be heavy in places. Sum-
mary:
One mile novice.—1, L. Reinhart, Jersey City; 2, R.

Taylor, New York City; 3, C. Van Houten, Morris-
town. Time, 2.50.

Two-mile multicycle, handicap.—1, W. Slavin, W.
Cane, Jr., and M. R. Brown, on a triplet (70 yards);
2, A. W. Freudenthal and T. Adametz, on a tandem
(150 yards) ; 3, P. C. Hardifer, on a single (300 yards)

;

4, Ertz, Brown, Nagle and Judge, on a quad. Time,
4.2S 4-5.

Three-quarter mile handicap.—1. H. F. Varley,
Newark (30 yAtds) ; 2, M. R. Brown, Passaic (30
yards); 3, Walter Babb, E. B. C. (40 yards). Time,
1.44 2-5.,

Quartei--mile ' Open.—1, Thomas Hughes, U. C. C,
Paterson; 2, A., W. Freudenthal, E. B. C. ; 3, W. H.
Cane, H. W. Time, 0.30.

One mile open.—1, C. M. Ertz, R. W. ; 2, M. R.
Browh, H. W.; 3, W. E. Mosher, R. W. Time,
2 21 2-5.

One mile and a half, tandem, handicap.—1, J. Van
Buskirk and C. A. Wells, H. W. (130 yards) ; 2, E. B.
and J. W. Looschen, U. C. C. (180 yards) ; 3, IT. Hall
and H. Waterrtian, Columbia University (160 yards).
Time, 3.20.

Three-mile handicap.—1, John Beckett, E. B. C. (50

yards); 2, A. Freudenthal, E. B. C. (110 yards); 3,

T. Adametz (150 yards). Time, 7.48 2-5.

ON TEDDY HALE'S WHEEL.

SAbNESS MIXED WITH ANGER.

The inhabitants of Boonton, N. J., were

sad oh Saturday. For the first time in many
a lotig day they saw their pride, the college

champion, Ray Dawson, defeated on his na-

tive heath. As a rule, Dawson wins every

race in which he starts when at home, but in

the three-mile handicap on Saturday he found

riding from scratch too much for him, al-

though he won the two miles in accustomed
Boonton style. A commotion was created
in the dressing-room by the clerk of course
refusing the riders time for a rub down. After
being run out of the training quarters by two
of the riders, he decided to allow the men the

two minutes asked for. A number of bad
spills occurred, in one of which Thomas
Firth was so badly hurt that he was taken to

a Paterson hospital. Summary:
One mile, 2.40 class.—1, H. Ellis, Newark; 2,H. Y.

Biddle, New York; 3, A. J. Forney, Jr., Brooklyn.
Time, 2.51.

Two-mile handicap.—1, Ray Dawson (scratch),
Boonton; 2, C. H. Carlson (90 yards), Brooklyn; 3,

F. C. Everett (140 yards), Hackettstown. Time, 4.57.

One mile, 3.00 class.—1, H. Y. Biddle, New York;
2, H. D. Hooper, Roseville; 3, J. F. Rodgers, Avon-
dale. Time, 3.01.

Three-mile handicap.—1, W. F. Wahrenberger (190
yards, New York; 2, D. Sutphen (200 yards), P. C. C.

;

3, J. F. Rodgers (130 yards), Avondale. Time, 7.30.

Neely Not Only Won First Place But Took

The First Time Priaje As

Well.

Cleveland, Ohio, May 31.—Contrary to the

usual luck of the Cleveland Wheel Club upon

the weather question, to-day's output was per-

fect, and the annual road and track races went

off without a hitch.

The first event, in which there were 124

starters, was started from in front of the club-

house at 1 p. m. The course was 13 1-3 miles

in length, and finished on the Glenville track,

where the speed events of the afternoon were

run, thus offering an additional attraction for

patrons.

The race developed a dark" horse of the

very darkest shade in the person of John

Neely, who started from. the 3i-minute mark,

and not only took first-place prize, but first

time as well, and had a full half-mile lead up-

on his nearest competitor when he crossed the

tape.

Neely, who had never ridden in a race be-

fore, rode a Peerless racer, fitted with Palmer

tires and a Simpson chain, the only one in

the race. The wheel was geared to nearly

92, and is the one ridden by Teddy Hale in

the one-hundred-mile contest which he lost to

Gimm in this city.

The finishers:

Hdcp. Time.

No. Name. min. m. s.

1—John Neely 3% 36.21

2—Miles Carlson 3 36.55

3—Hm. Welker 4 37.56

4—John Merkle 3 36.57

5-C. A. Calahan 4 37!58

6—W. J. Bailev 4 37.59

7—J. R. Fitzsimmons 2V, 36.37

S-S. R. Moyer 3V„ 37.48
9- P. B. Goucher 4 38.19

10—C. C. Hoffman 3 37.43
11—Roman Wascka 3J/, 3S.14

12—Wm. Gunton 4 38.45

The attendance at the track was the largest

ever seen in Cleveland, fully, nine thousand

people enjoying the events, which were full

of spice and life. The track was fast and

good time was made, as is shown by the

summaries. In addition to the regular events,

Alex. Winton speeded his motor carriage for

half a mile. Time, 54 seconds.

Summary:

One-mile novice.—J. A. Krider, won. Time, 3.06.

One mile, open.—Frank S. Robbins. Time. 2.10 2-5.

One mile handicap, professional.—Forest Bigelow,
Columbus, 120 yds. Time, 2.08 2-5.

Two mile, Cuyahoga County championship.—W. C.
Emerick. Time, 4.34 3-5.

One mile, C. W. C. handicap.—F. N. Seeland, 40
yds. Time 2.17 3-5.

Five mile open, professional.—L. C. Johnson. Time,
12.49 3-5.

Five-mile handicap.—F. • A. Robishaw, 210 yds.
Time, 12.11 3-5.

Half mile, open.—Frank S. Robbins, Middletown.
Time, 1.05 3-5.

Two-mile tandem.—Hood and Seeland. Time, 4.35.

FOR THREE-QUARTERS OF A CENTURY.

A 75-mile road record was established on
Sunday by Henry Smith, of Baltimore, who
covered the distance in 4h. 17m. r2Js. Inci-
dentally he cut all State records from five to
seventy-five miles.

JACK A THREE-TIME WINNER.

Washington, D. C, May 31.—At the Inter-

national track to-day the local Cycle Board
of Trade held a meet that attracted over 3,000

spectators. Carroll Jack was the star in the

professional races, winning all three events.

Summary:

Two-thirds mile professional.—1, Jack; 2, Church;
3, Newhouse. Time, 1.40.

Mile open.—1, Fred Schade; 2, E. R.Wilson; 3, Will-

iam Sims. Time, 2.21 4-5.

Mile, professional.—1, Jack; 2, Newhouse; 3, Huff-

stettler. Time, 2.25 1-5.

Two-mile tandem.—1, Schade and Halstead; 2,

Greer and Smith. Time, 4..59.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Jack; 2, Spen-

cer; 3, F. Sims.
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DUCKER'S DARLING.

His Charles River Track Shows Good Racing,

with Michael and Riser the

Stars.

Boston, Mass., May 29.—The Charles River

track was formally opened this afternoon

with a crowd of 2,000 in the grand stand and

bleachers. Racing Board Member Dorntee

ofificiated as referee, and began his official

work for 1897 by running off a flawless meet.

Kiser was the star of the meet, winning

the mile open hands down, and, although un-

placed in the handicap and the tandem race,

riding gamely in each. Nat Butler captured

the sensational race of the day, the two-mile

handicap, jumping of? the track inside of

Kennedy in the sprint and coming back on

again in time to crowd the Chicagoan from

his position on the pole. Butler won by

about a foot over Wells.

The mile open was paced by two singles.

Mayo and Becker. The sprint was started by

Eaton, who tried a sneak. The two M. and

W. men up ahead spoiled this by a steady

grind that proved too fast for the "indoor

king," and Kiser kept up his comfortable

sleigh-ride until the head of the straight,

when the field broke. The Dayton rider's

sprint was a splendid one, and he showed the

Canadian the way in by two lengths. "Major"

Taylor slipped up into third place, heading off

Nat Butler. In the third-mile amateur E. M.

Blake, of Keene, cut the record from 43 sec.

to 41 4-5 sec.

The feature of the day was a five-mile rec-

ord trial by Jimmy Michael. He had a sextet,

quint and triplet for pacemakers, and despite

a strong wind was going nicely when his

quint ran off the track in the second mile, ow-

ing to a flat tire. Michael sprinted around

for the triplet, and reached it on the back-

stretch after an unpaced ride of over a quar-

ter. This spoiled the proceedings, the little

Union star finishing in 9.57 3-5. The sym-

pathy of the crowd was with him, and the

Welshman was cheered to the echo as he

finished. Nat and Frank Butler, who won

the tandem handicap from 35 yards in 1.55 1-5,

made an attempt against the paced tandem

mile of 1.42 3-5, held by Nelson and Mac-

Gregor, of London, but the best they could

do, with the sextet as pacemaker, was 1.47 2-5.

An amusing feature of the meet was the

careful scrutiny accorded the handicapper's

work. Percival officiated, owing to the refusal

of Kelsey, of Hartford, to interfere, and by

rare good luck every handicap of the day

worked nicely, the scratch men in each race

finishing up with the bunch. At the night

meet last week Percival was hissed on ac-

count of his handicapping. The summary:

Mile open, professional.—1, Kiser; 2, Longhead; 3,

Taylor. Time, 2.07 4-5, single paced.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Butler, 15 yds.

;

2, Wells, 15 yds.; 3, Kennedy, scratch; 4, Steenson, 30

yds.; 5, Stevens, 10 yds. Time, 4.35 1-5.

Mile tandem handicap, professional.—1, Butler
Brothers, 35 yds. ; 2, Walsh-Callahan, 80 yds. ; 3, Hoyt-
Newton, 50 yds. Time, 1.55 1-5.

Third-mile open, amateur.—1, Blake; 2, Hills; 3,

Johnson. Time, .41 4-5, amateur world's record.

Mile handicap.—1, Hills, scratch; 2, Hurt, 65 yds.;

3, Himeon, 80 yds.; 4, Fowler, 55 yds. Time, 2.20 1-5.

Five-mile exhibition. — Jimmy Michael. Time,
9.57 3-5.

Mile tandem exhibition.—Butler Brothers. Time,
1.47 2-5, sextet paced.

The meets scheduled at Plainfield, N. J.,

and Patchogue, L. I., for Monday were post-

poned until June 5, owing to the wet weather.

STARBUCK WON AND MIKE BROKE RECORD.

Boston, May 81.—Racing was continued at

the Charles River Park track to-night by

electric light. Starbuck had but little diffi-

culty in defeating Nat Butler in the five-miles

pursuit race. Jimmy Michael clipped 5 2-5

seconds off of Bald's time for one mile,

paced, made at the Waltham track in the

afternoon. Michael's time was 1.46J, a new

track record. Summary:
One mile open.—1, G. F. Hurt, Cambridge; 2,

Brinkerhoff, H. U. A. A.; 3, G. L. Howland, Dorches-
ter. Time, 2.10.

One-third mile open, professional.—1, H. R. Steen-
son, Dayton, O. ; 2, Major Taylor, Cambridge; 3, A.
C. Mertens. Time, 0.42 4-5.

One mile handicap.—1, G. L. Howland, Dorchester;
2, H. C. Sanderson, Brighton, Mass. Time, 2.13 2-5.

One mile handicap, professional.—1, O. L. Stevens,
15 yds. ; 2, C. S. Wells, 15 yds. ; 3, A. C. Mertems,
scratch; 4, J. E. Walsh. Time, 2.16.

Michael against time, 1.51 3-5. Time, 1.46 1-5.

Pursuit race.—Five miles. J. M. Starbuck, of Phil-

adelphia, beat Nat Butler, of Cambridge. Starbuck,
12.01 3-5; Butler, 12.17 3-5.

MIKE AND MAC.

BEATEN BY THE TRIPLET,

Members of the Kings County Wheelmen,

Brooklyn, had what they call a "cinch" at

the Newburgh, N. Y., Wheelmen's meet on

Decoration Day, and returned with the pick

of the prizes. In the mile triplet race, how-

ever, they were defeated by the Newburg
team, who won in 2.11. The track and

weather were perfect and the attendance over

6,000. Summary:
Half-mile open.—1, A. B. Wise, K. C. W. ; 2, E. A.

Thomas, Newburg; 3, W. A. Ladue, Cold Spring.
Time, 1.07 1-5.

Mile handicap.—1, E. A. Thomas; 2, C. W. Young,
K. C. W.; 3, Horton. Time^ 2.23.

Mile open.—1, Wise; 2, Thomas; 3, Ladue. Time,
2.43 4-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, Wise; 2, Ladue; 3, Doup.
Time, 5.20.

COLLETT COLLECTED THE PRIZES.

Danbury, Conn., May 31.—The ten-mile

road race of the Altair C. C. to-day was won
by Otto Heim, of Danbury, a four-minute

man. J. A. Cowan', New Milford, two min-

utes, was second, and J. Shparadoski, three

minutes, third. Time 31m. 4s. Four thou-

sand persons witnessed the track races. Sum-
mary:
One-mile, 2.45 class.-rl, G. H. Collett, New Haven;

2, W. W. Sheperd, South Norwalk; 3, E. S. Collett,

New Haven. Time 2.37.

One-mile open.—1, G. H. Collett, New Haven; 2,

J. F. Conlin, Unionville; 3, U. H. Minnie, Chicopee.
Time, 2.41 3-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, G. H. Collett; 2, J. F. Con-
lin; 3, U. H. Minnie.
Half-mile open.—1, G. H. Collett; 2, J. F. Conlin;

3, T. Burdick. Time, 1.10 3-5.

Half-mile handicap.^^ J. S. Shparadoski; 2, Otto
Heim; 3, A. Wrigley. Time, 1.05 2-5.

CAUSED BY THE CROWD.

Millville, N. J., enjoyed the most success-

ful meet ever held in South Jersey on

Memorial Day. The crowd overran the

grand-stand and infield, resulting in one of

the spectators being knocked down and seri-

ously injured by one of the riders. Philadel-

phia riders carried off the plums of the meet.

Summary:
Mile open.—1, W. G. Douglass, Philadelphia; 2, H.

D. Gardner, Philadelphia; 3, Chas. Hensall, Phila-
delphia. Time, 2.30.

Mile handicap.—1, Douglass, scratch; 2, F. Reeves,
Millville, 100 yds.; 3, W. H. Cressy, Philadelphia,
100 yds. Time, 2.24.

Two-mile tandem handicap.—^1, Corson and Robbins,
Millville, 225 yds.; 2, Wallace and Logue, Philadel-
phia, 125 yds. Time, 4.21.

Five-mile handicap.—1, H. G. Gardiner, 320 yds. ; 2,

J. Logue, 200; 3, C. Kilmer, 230. Time, 12.33.

INHERITED CYCLING.

They Are Matched for Fifteen Hundred Dollars

and Fifteen Miles—Fast Against

West.

Boston, June 1.—Michael and McDuffee,

the Boston man who defeated the Welshman
last year, were matched for a fifteen-miles race

to-day for a purse of $1,500, the winner to

take all.

Each man is to supply his own pacemak-

ers, his own pacemaking machines, and the

Charles River track owners offer the

purse of $1,000, while the riders each

add $250 to the purse as a side wager.

The arrangements are very thorough.

The pacemakers start from opposite ends of

the track; neither man is allowed to fight

for the other's pace, although each is allowed

to take the rear wheel of his competitor

should anything go wrong with his pacemak-

ers. The positions at the start are to be de-

termined by the toss of a coin. Henry W.
Robinson, of Boston, is to act as referee; J.

J. Fecitt, A. O. McGarrert and Edward Sa-

velle as timers, and each rider selects four

umpired for the turns. It is also provided

that in no case, providing a disagreement

should arise, is there to be recourse to law.

In event of rain the corutest is to be postponed

to a date mutually agreeable. June 17 is a

local holiday in Boston, and it is estimated

that the attendance at the match will be a

record-breaker for this city.

Manager Ducker, of the Charles River

track, is also arranging for a team race be-

tween the East and^Vest for the National

circuit meet of Augti^ 25. In these races it

is proposed to follow the pursuing plan. Each
team will be composed of five men, including

the captain. The teams will start from op-

posite sides of the tracks and continue in the

race until one or the other team has closed

the gap. The king-pin in the contest is the

captain, who must catch the captain of the

competing team. The four men of each team
serve as single pacemakers for this captain,

carrying him along at a lively pace.

MORE THAN A HUNDRED STARTERS.

Over 100 riders started in the Quincy,

Mass., road race on Monday over a course

heavy with mud. R. J. Dubois, from the 2.20

markj won first place and fourth time prize, in

34.21. First time prize went to C. S. Bolting,

of Providence, his time for the twelve miles

being 33.13. The first fifteen men to finish

follow:

Name. Handicap. Time.
R. J. Dubois, Brockton 2.20 34.21
W. F. Norris, Brookline 1.20 33.57
W. A. Full, Rockport 3.40 36.18
W. L. McDonald, Waltham 2.20 34.59
K. B. Knapps, Wahham 3.20 36.00
H. W. McCabe, Quincy 3.20 36.01

P. B. Blanchard, Newton U. F 3.40 36.22

F. A. Hooper, W. Newton 3.20 36.03

Eugene Lord, Weymouth 0.40 33.24

A. H. Philbrook, Neponset 3.00 35.55

G. A. Call 3.20 36.28

C. S. Bolting, Providence scratch 33.13

H. O. Swift, New Bedford 3.20 36.34

Dan Murphy, New Bedford 1.40 35.03

A. Brunnell, Amesbury 2.40 36.13

Surely, the children born of the present

generation will be cyclers from birth! The
French have a proverb which about fits the

case when it declares, "What is born of a cat

will catch mice."

CURVES ARE DANGEROUS.

A straight line is the shortest distance from

one point to another; and plain, straight-for-

ward statements in advertising a wheel reach

the reader's reason more quickly than the

roundabout sort.
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PARKER'S PIANO.

He Outrode Two Hundred Men to Secure It—

Goehler Gets a Diamond

Ring.

Buffalo, May 29.—To-day and Monday are

very properly called road racing days by the

Bisons. The two big events, the Mantin and

the Lewis, have annihilated track racing and

other sports for the Decoration Day holiday

period.

The original Buffalo Memorial Day race,

the Martin—twenty-five miles—was held to-

day over the Bowmansville course. It was

not an ideal day for the big event, threatening

skies and a chilly atmosphere making it un-

pleasant for the spectators, but nevertheless

thousands of sight-seers were on hand. Two
hundred and twenty odd riders started in the

race, and the greater portion finished.

Rivalry ran high between Buffalo and

Rochester for first honors, but the latter city

came out triumphant, a Rochester Athletic

Club man, A. D. Parker, by name, proving

to be the winner. He started from the 6.15

mark, and finished in 1.15.23, and won a

piano by his work. Time honors went to

Buffalo, A. B. Goehler taking the $500 dia-

mond ring, by covering the course in 1.10.20.

Ray Duer won the triplet, the second time

prize, in 1.10.22.

The parade grounds, the starting and finish-

ing point, were jammed with humanity at 3

o'clock when the men were lined up. Mounted
policemen had their hands full in preserving

order, but the riders got away without acci-

dent. A twenty-mile-an-hour wind blew the

men along on the outward trip. Those \^o
had high gears passed everything in sight,

but coming back matters were different. The

usual confusion prevailed when the leaders

were sighted making for the tape. The of-

ficers had barely time to clear the way when
Parker dashed through the crowd, not more
than a dozen lengths in the lead of R. A.

Miller, of the Greenwich Wheelmen, of New
York. Then after a brief interval Burdick, of

Buffalo, crossed the line with a bunch of a

dozen riders trailing him. The men then

flew over the tape so close together that it

was almost impossible to catch their numbers.

The Parkside Wheeling Club won every-

thing in sight in the way of trophies. . It had

the greatest number of men entered, the

greatest number to finish, and scored the

greatest number of points. It also had a man
among the time winners.

Parker, the winner, is a slim, unlikely-look-

ing specimen of a road plugger, but the sprint

which he had concealed up his sleeve at the

finish was surprising. When he had gone a

couple of lengths past the tape he looked

around and then gave a yell and threw up
both hands, to show that he was still strong

enough to ride further. He was carried to his

dressing-room on the shoulders of his admir-

ers. His mount was a Thistle. A number
of spills threw many promising men out of

the race, chief among whom was Wm. Clel-

and, Wm. Blake and Thomas Mack, scratch

men. The first fifty riders to finish follow:

Handicap. Time.
1. A. D. Parker, Roch 6.15 1.15.23

2. R. A. Miller, New York 2.45 1.11.54
3. S. Burdick, I. C. C 5.30 1.14.40

,4. E. J. Fox, R. B. C 7.00 1.16.12
5. L. A. Waller, P. W. C 5.45 1.14.59

6. A. Pickey, P. W. C 3.30 1.13.10

7. J. B. Stahl, Geneva 3.G" 1.12.41

8. W. D. Cleland, P. C. C 2.30 1.12.12

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.-

47.

48.

49.

50.

C. G. Bo.x, P. W. C 2.30

E. J. Kirby, Rochester 1.45

A. B. Goehler, R. B. C scratch
H. Huehne, P. C. C 2.45

A. E. Odell, Rochester 1.45

S. S. McCargo, Rochester.... 2.00

C. Boyer, Rochester 4.15

R. Duer, P. W. C scratch
C. D. Cain, P. C. C 7.00

A. McCarthy, P. C. C 7.00
D. Kelley, Buffalo 5.00

J. E. Calvin, Springfield, 111.. 6.00

J. N. Mason, Erie, Pa 1.15

W. G. Fries, Fr'kville 6.15

N. Daul, P. W. C 6.00
I. M. Schreck, P. C 7.00
L. J. Schillinger, Syracuse 0.45

W. G. Webster, P. W. C 4.15

M. W. Feind, P. W. C 6.15
F. Zimmerman, R. B. C 4.15
R. F. Cronin, Chelsea 2.00
L. J. Solare, Boston 2.45

F. A. Aiple, P. W. C 6.00

M. H. Vail, P. W. C 5.45
N. J. Crone, I. C. C 7.00
T. P. Donnelly, Buffalo 6.45

C. L. White, Marseilles 6.15

C. J. Reilly, R. B. C 5.15

E. J. Sauer, P. W. C 5.00

J. E. Grant, Buffalo 6.15

W. Rickert, Niagara Falls 2.15

F. E. Hunt, P. W. C 2.45

F. E. Ernst, P. C. C 5.45

C. L. Ackerson, Rochester 5.15

R. E. Water, Alleghany, Pa.. 1.30

H. C. Hipp, Buffalo 7.00

M. F. Baker, Bow'ville 6.15

-W. W. Wells, I. C. C 5.00

W. Faulkner, P. C. C 5.30

J. F. Valley, P. W. C 4.40

J. I. Sanborn, Tonawanda 2.15

F. S. Jaques, Auburn 4.00

1.12.15

1.11.20

1.10.20

1.12.49

1.11.54

1.12.10

1.14.30

1.10.22

1.17.28

1.17.29

1.15.30

1.16.31

1.11.48

1.16.49

1.16,36

1.17.36 1-5

1.12.21 2-5

1.15.05

1.15.51 4-5

1.15.50

1.12.53

1.13.42

1.16.58

1.16.44

1.17.59 1-5

1.17.44 2-5

1.17.15 3-5

1.16.20

1.16.06

1.17.55

1.13.57

1.16.00

1.17.32

1.17.20

1.13.37

1.17.08

1.11.24

1.17.10

1.17.41

1.16.52

1.19.58

1.15.14

CALLS AT THE CAPITAL,

WONDERS NEVER CEASE.

The Wonder Mfg. Co., Elkhart, Ind., are

making a specialty of two cycle accessories,

the Wonder luggage carrier and the Wonder
cycle holder. The former is shown in the

accompanying illustration and seems a prac-

tical contrivance. Any desired length of cord

is stored in the cylinder. The cycle holder

is of heavy wire and secured to the wall. It

holds the wheel in a perpendicular position

and looks a particularly good thing for a

store in which storage room is limited.

DOWN IN OLD VIRGINNY.

It has been discovered that the bicycle or-

dinance passed in the various cities of this

State previous to the adjournment of the last

Legislature was made void by a law passed

by that body nullifying them. The only

bicycle law in existence in West Virginia is

the State law, which merely prohibits riding

without bells or lamps, thus giving the cyc-

lists all the privileges usually prohibited by

the special town ordinances passed by local

Dogberry legislators.

THIS CAN'T BE TRUE.

"Bildem is the most modest man I ever

saw."

"What makes you think so?"

"Why, he's been turning out bicycles from

that new factory of his for more than six

weeks now, and I never heard him claiming

that his machines are the best on the mar-

ket."

Does Mr. Fulton, and Obtains Control of a

New Device -An Official

Auctioneer.

Washington, D. C, May 28.—H. H. Ful-

ton, president of the Eclipse Bicycle Co.,

while on a visit to this city last week bought
the exclusive right to manufacture the Far-
row automatic brake and coasting device.

Mr. Lasley, the local agent of the Eclipse

Co., had already purchased the selling riglit

for the District of Columbia. Mr. FuUon is

much pleased with the brake, and will im-

mediately make arrangements to manufacture
them in large quantities at the Eclipse fac-

tory. Next year they may become a part of

the regular equipment of the Eclipse wheels.

Mr. Lasley also has for sale a portable de-

livery box, that can be attached to any bi-

cycle. They are extensively tised l)y con-

cerns selling small wares, and are excellent

for quick delivery.

By an arrangement through the local Cycle

Board of Trade all the second-hand wheels

that are for sale by the various members of

the Board will be sold at auction every Satur-

day at the riding academy of Benjamm Dakin,

1230 New York avenue. The auctions are

held between 12 and 2 o'clock and between

4 and 5 o'clock. Before the sale an exhibi-

tion of fancy bicycle riding will be given by

local wheelmen. An excellent opportunity

is thus afforded to secure good second-hand

wheels at a very low figure.

R. C. Bond & Co., 602 Thirteenth street, N.

W., have taken the agency for the Fairbanks.

William Wagner, dealer in hardware, has

taken the agency for the American Traveler

Wheels and reports a good trade. He also

sells the Hunter wheel, and carries a stock of

sundries.

Parson & Magee, agents for the Adlake

wheels, have removed their store from No. 7

Second street N. E. to No. 224 East Capitol

street.

The Capitol Hill Cycle Co. has established

a store and repair shop at 202 East Capitol

street. They are the Capitol Hill agents for

the Crawford wheels and make a specialty of

repairing.

McLean & Alstead have opened a store and

repair shop at 1402 Pennsylvania avenue.

They will sell the Fowler and tlie King Bee.

LICENSED TO STEAL.

Denver has introduced many innovations in

cycling, some good and some not so. The
latest Denver introduction is a novelty which

shows Denver's originality, but which will

probably remain the ' introducer's sole prop-

erty, since few other places will care to imi-

tate it. The new aspirant for cycling honors

is a gentleman ornamented with a deputy

sheriff's star, who first steals a bicycle and

then offers in his official postion to hunt the

wheel up and turn it over to its owner for a

consideration. At last accounts the man with

the star was doing a nice land-office-like busi-

ness, with every one satisfied.

GOOD ADVICE, BUT IT WONT WORK.

"Get the girl out of your head, and come

with us," is the manner in which the captain

of the Louisiana Road Club concludes one

of his club-run notices.
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YOU SEE THEM EVERYWHERE.

Tlic British Consul in Uganda announces

the arrival there of a missionary who had

mounted his wheel at the Indian Ocean, and

rolled all the way to the Victoria Nyanza,

about (iOO miles, to the astonishment of the

natives. They regarded him as a wizard.

The missionary's journey was the pioneer

cycling trip to Central Africa, but as a

feat it was not notable, for pedaling was com-

paratively easy along the fine wagon road re-

cently completed from the Indian Ocean to

Victoria Nyanza. The loads of steamboat

machinery now passing over the road weigh

sexcral tons apiece. It would make the far-

mers in our I\Iohawk Valley stare to see any

one attempt to haul such loads through some

of the sandy stretches on the Albany post

road. Still the prospects are fair that we shall

be able to show a large mileage of good

country roads by the time Africa can of^er

superior inducements to bicycle tourists.

The Consul says that bicycles are seen every

day on the streets of Mengo, the capital of

Uganda. The fact speaks well for the condi-

tion of the streets in that young centre of

civilization, and as the bicycle arrived there

about the time the streets were laid out, it is

safe to say that Mengo has never known the

cobblestone variety of street paving.

Along the twenty-five miles of river front

on the Congo where, not so very long ago,

the Bangalla ran abreast of Stanley's canoes

yelling "Meat, meat," as they launched their

boats in pursuit, the peaceful wheel wends
its way daily, carrying the white men of the

post to their various places of duty; and it is

reaching even more remote parts of Africa.

Mr. Hourst, who, last year, made the first

complete descent of the Niger River, brought

home a curious photograph. In the rear

was a long line of natives, many of them
Tuaregs of the Sahara, on their horses, and
hundreds of the river negroes, all intent up-

on one of Hourst's men, who was riding up
and down the line on a bicycle. The show
was repeated all along the river, and it drew
like a circus.

EVEN THE BLIND KNOW OF THIS.

A blind man, if he be within earshot of

the whirr of the thousands of wheels that

spin along all the highways and many of the

byways of the land, realizes that cycling is

the sport of sports and that it is always
broadening its sphere of usefulness. The
reasons for its ever increasing popularity are

manifold, the principal one being that there

is no other method of locomotion that is at

once so practicable, cheap, speedy and
pleasurable. To many the wheel is a neces-

sity; to all it is a continuous delight. The
father will cut down his expenses, the wife
will curtail in the conduct of the household
and the children will sacrifice anything to get

a wheel. And the wheel is bought—thou-
sands and thousands are bought daily, and
they roll and roll, and good health and
strength and happiness go with them.

HOW THEY GO ALONG.

What a queer gait the world does go! The
ballet girl trips on her tip-toes, my lady hard-

ly brushes the pavement, the plug-ugly

slouches along on his heels, the wise bear

walks plantigrade, the cat crouches and
creeps, but the scorcher—he pucs his feet on
another sort of crank than himself!

DEPARTURE FROM OLDER TYPES.

The Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co., of New
York, are now marketing their new type of

dynamo, the Multipolar American Giant Dy-

namo, as they style it, which is shown in the

accompanying cut.

Leading up to the new machine they say:

"Since the introduction of the dynamos for

electroplating in place of acid batteries there

have been many attempts to produce a perfect

plating machine. Some of the methods
adopted to produce results to that end have

been retained, and more discarded. Take for

example the old dynamo, cooled by passing

a stream of water through the parts liable to

sive) field rheostat for holding the voltage

constant under varying loads.

"The dynamo shown herewith is a depar-

ture from older types, is especially constructed

for the work it is to do; is entirely self-con-

tained, and the regulation automatic, without

the use of external devices. It is made with

many poles, instead of two. The one illus-

trated has six poles and the larger sizes have

from eight to twelve; also all machines of

this type are built with two commutators.

"By this form of construction, carefully de-

signed, a dynamo has been developed which

has shown remarkable results, especially on

heavy and continitous work. A competitive

test between a 6-pole dynamo of this type

heat. The particular result desired was ob-

tained, but in an artificial and wasteful way;

the power being converted into heat, which

was then taken up by the water. The old

style of dynamo with separate exciter was

also another example of the same kind of

makeshift design, which was given up as

soon as possible, except where the machines

were of large size.

"On account of the curious adherence to

old types originally designed for lighting and

power dynamos, nearly all prominent ma-

chines of large size sold at the present day

have either the old separate exciter gr the

more modern and equally bad (but less expen-

and one of the latest and best 2-pole dynamos
showed a voltage drop of only 8 per cent for

the 6-pole against about 40 per ( ent for the

2-pole dynamo. This result was obtained

entirely automatically and without hand regu-

lation, which is necessary with separately ex-

cited and field-regulated dynamos.

"By using a dynamo of this type there is

practically no possibility of a plating plant

being shut down through accident to the

dynamo, as there are two entirely separate and

independent windings. In case of an acci-

dent to one winding, the dynamo may be run

indefinitely with the other, until time can be

found to repair the damaged one."

HAD BETTER RIDE IN A WHEELBARROW.

Dr. Destot has published in the "Gazette
des Hopitaux" an account of his bicycling ex-
periences. After a long ride he experienced
paraesthesiae in the fourth and fifth fingers,

with impaired sensibility, and paresis in the
interossei, lumbricales, and the adductor
pollicis. This paresis was followed by dis-

tinct atrophy in the affected muscles. He
considers the affection to be the result of

pressure upon the branches of the ulnar nerve,
aggravated, doubtless, by the vibration oc-
casioned by bad roads. He also considers
that predisposing factors existed in the soft-

ness of the skin of the hand and- in ih?' ex-
haustion of the muscles and the consequent
loss of protection to the nerves lying in or
under them. '

/

BEFORE THE SERPENT ARRIVED.

"I think it is just too mean, so I do," Eve
sobbed as Adam tried to comfort her.

"Whatse masser wiz my ownest own
tootsie?" he inquired.

Tears poured from her eyes and into his

watch, causing Adam to nervously remove his

chronometer and place it on the sofa beside
him, for fear the delicate mechanism might
be ruined.
"You are the only man in the world," said

Eve between tears, "and I am not sure that I

love you as much as I might love another,

and then I can't make you. jealous by wearing
this new bloomer suit before other people.''

Then as she sighed she carefully rearranged
the flowers that constituted the new costume
she was wearing for that day.
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Being one of the first to appreciate the merits of,

and to manufacture the SINGLE-TUBE style of tire,

and having manufactured rubber goods longer than

any other manufacturer in the United States, we are

able to offer absolute perfection to the trade and riders

in the Hodgman Single-Tube Tire—^^Made of rubber/'

HODGMAN RUBBER COMPANY, Mfrs., 459 Broadway, New York.

Cable Rubber Company, 23 Essex St., Boston.

Seltzer-Klahr Hardware Co,, 535 Market St., Philadelphia.

Weed & Company, 298 Main St., Buffalo.

Denver Rubber Company, Denver, Coio.

t

t^
K̂indly mention The Wheel.

Cinkbam Cricycks . . .

.

K^ • . . Single and Tandem . .

.

AFFORD ALL THE PLEASURE

AND EXERCISE OF BICYCLING

WITHOUT THE NERVOUS^^
^^^ STRAIN AND DANGER.

You stop when you want to.

No instruction necessary . .

.

I TheTinkham Cycle Company,
306, 308, 310 West 59th Street, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THAT PHILADELPHIA DECISION.

Dealing editorially with the recent decision

of a Philadelphia judge, which practically de-

clared that under any and all circumstances

the bicycle, as the lighter vehicle, should give

way to all others, the Baltimore "News"
has this to say:

"The general principle laid down was that

the lighter vehicle should make way for the

heavier. This is in itself quite a righteous

principle, but its application is questionable.

The cart was within the street-car tracks,

going in a direction opposite to the cars.

That is. it was on the wrong side of the

street, where it had no right to be. The bi-

cycle was also on the street-car track .going

in the direction in which the cars were go-

ing. That is, it was on the right side of the

street, where it had a perfect right to be.

"It is a principle in law and ethics as old

as civilized courts that one must himself be

blameless before he can accuse another of do-

ing him wrong. The principle that the

lighter vehicle should give way to the heavier

could give the heavier vehicle no right to

break the law by going on the wrong side

of the street, and then claim right of way over

a vehicle which was exercising its clear legal

rights. The rule could only apply where the

rights of the vehicles to the positions which

they held were otherwise equal. It may be

earnestly hoped JDy wheelmen that this decision

of Judge Wilson will promptly be declared

by a higher court to be what it is, bad law,

bad justice and bad common sense."

NEXT DOOR TO "GOOD" PEOPLE.

Press dispatches late last week reported

a big fire in Chicago in which Morgan &
Wright's factory was involved, out the latter

part of the story proves untrue. There was a

fire ne.xt door to them, but M. & W. were un-

harmed.

ARRANGING FOR EUROPEAN OUTINGS.

Thos. Hay, president of the Hay & Willits

Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, spent several days

last week in New York city conferring with

one of the company's European representa-

tives.

IN THIS UNION THERE WAS NO STRENGTH

Maurice Meyer and Henry Lowenthal,

president and manager respectively of a con-

cern known as the Union Bicycle and Supply

Co., whose offices were at No. G8 Murray
street, have disappeared. It is asserted that

they owe in and out of this city between

$4l»,0(K) and $50,000. Among the firms and

companies who assert that they are creditors

of Meyer & Lowenthal are the Home Rubber

Co., the Waterbury Mfg. Co., the Manhattan

Electrical Supply Co., the Allentown Chain

Co., the Franklin Supply Co., the Cortland

Supply Co., and the Empire Rubber Co.

About six months ago Messrs. Lowenthal

and Meyer made themselves known in the

cycle world. They engaged a large suite of

apartments at No. 68 Murray street, and put

up a sign which announced that they con-

ducted the "Union Bicycle and Supply Co."

They did not wait for traveling men to call,

but visited the houses of various rubber and

supply companies and stated that they de-

sired to purchase goods in large quantities.

They claimed to have a capital of $10,000 in

cash, and intended to buy for cash only.

From the first the men gave large orders,

invariably sending a check with each, and in

no case was this check found fraudulent. In

the course of a month or two they had sent

immense orders to each of the concerns men-
tioned. Two months ago the "company"

ceased sending checks with its orders. But

this fact was not considered at all strange.

They were given credit and took full advan-

tage of this fact, it is urged, and their orders

flew in thick and fast.

A suit brought against the company con-

vinced all of the concerns that had given

Meyer & Lowenthal credit that they had lost

their money. An attachment for $1,023 on

notes for money loaned was obtained by a

woman named Annie Phillips. It was

rumored Wednesday that Meyer & Lowenthal

meant to sail on the Westernland. Detectives

searched the ship just before she sailed, but

the men were not found.

NEITHER PNEUMATIC, NOR SOLID.

Although the patent No. 513,433 was
granted to August Meyer on January 23, 1894,

he has but succeeded in interesting others in

the tire which it covers. As a result the

Meyer Universal Tire Co. is being formed

in Baltimore, offices having been already se-

cured in the Bank of Baltimore Building.

The tire is adapted for motors and carriages

as well as bicycles. "It is neither a pneumatic

nor a solid tire; no pumps and no valves are

needed," is the way the prospectus reads. It

is rather a cushion-tire, divided into circular

sections, which are strung on a cord and

then enclosed in a casing The sections con-

sist of disks or short cylinders, having a

broad rim or outer bearing surface and con-

cave ends, which have a web in the centre

of the section; which web is reduced in cross

sectional area gradually from the rim to the

hub, to impart the maximum of elasticity to

the web, and locate the greatest degree of

elasticity near the transverse centre of the

tire.

GIVING A'WAY FREE BICYCLES.

Some Utica dry-goods firms advertised that

for every dollar spent for the purchase of goods

in their establishments they would give the

purchaser a ticket which entitled him to a

chance for a bicycle, the ownership of which

was to be decided by lot each week. One

concern has now been summoned to appear

in court and defend itself against the charge

of conducting a lottery, under the following

section of the penal code:

Section 328—Offering property for disposal depend-

ent upon the drawing of any lottery. A person who

ofifers for sale or distribution, in any way, real or

personal property, or any interest therein, to be deter-

mined by lot or chance dependent upon the drawing

of a lottery within or without this State, or who sells,

furnishes or procures, or causes to be sold, fvjrnished

or procured in any manner, a chance or share of any

interest in property offered for sale or distribution, in

violation of this chapter, or a ticket or other evidence

of such a chance, share or interest, is guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

A fool is a man who believes you are mis-

taken about the wheel he rides.

NEW FIGURES FOR TEN MILES.

London, June 2.—At Sydenham to-day J.

Platt-Betts rode ten miles in 18.40 8-5, estab-

lishing a new world's record.

X *
5 are not ordinary bicycles by any means. A higher standard of construction than any other ^
J maker has yet attained. Your cycling pleasure demands that you investigate. *

I
$ too to everyone . Worth it. t

I $60-MIDDLETOWN CYCLES-$60 I
•^ As light, handsome and durable as most $100 Wheels. Send for Catalogues. %

i WnRHFC^TFR PYri F MFR PR ^^ Murray street, New York City. I
% WW Wl ll#l«W I H 1 W I WLL ItIIMb VW*^ FACTORIES: MIDDLETOWN, conn.; WORCESTER, mass. J
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AS TO SUNDAY CYCLING.

If some one would write a book on "How
to Get People to Go to Church" it would
fill a great want. Not such a very long-felt

one, perhaps, but one which is steadily grow-
ing. The chances are that it would find its

way to the shelves of almost every ministerial

library in New York—provided its advice

was guaranteed to bring success. Churchgo-
ing is on the decrease, and, quite naturally,

the ministers realize the fact more keenly than

any one else does. But the people who don't

go to church realize it, too. They used to be

made to feel that they were ostracised by a

certain portion of the community. They feel

this no longer, since almost everyone has

taken to cycling. There are too many of the

don't-go persuasion. One can't, ostracize

everybody. There even seems to be a falling

off in the desire to regard them as beyond
hope of redemption. Staying away from

church on Sunday is not looked upon now-
adays as one of the cardinal sins. That was

a little walk. It is after 4 o'clock. You al-

ways write to your mother, or your married
sister, or some inevitable relative on Sunday,
so you take this time for that duty.

"From 6 to 6 you have a comparatively free

hour. Then comes the Sunday night supper,

which your wife prepares, because the ser-

vants are allowed to go after dinner. Possibly

at 7 o'clock you turn up at church again,

ready for the Christian Endeavor meeting,

and after that comes the evening service.

Your wife has stayed at home with the chil-

dren. When you get home the youngsters

are in bed and asleep, and your wife is sleepy

herself. You say, 'Well, I must get up early

in the morning, and I'm awfully tired to-

night!' so off you go to bed, and that's the

end of your 'day of rest.'

"Now, isn't that a beautiful programme?
I'd rather be a wheelman and dawdle along

the hot and dusty streets, with at least the

prospect of a few hours with good Parson

Greenfields and the hope of a healthy night's

FROM A LEVEL-HEADED MAN.

Mr. Charles Dudley Warner is a level-

headed specimen of what North America can

produce. Somebody has been wondering
whether all this physical exercise for girls

brought about chiefly by cycling is a good
thing. Is it nice, asks the idiot, with a lisp,

for girls to have a muscle?

Well, time was when the pale, consumptive

creature was the ideal. A slight cough made
her interesting, and if you thought she

wouldn't live long, she was, theretore, posi-

tively fascinating. But, as the farmer said,

"them days is gone, and they never won't

come back no more."

Mr. Warner was questioned on the

subject, and what a lot of desperate

common sense there is in his reply. He
says: "If you will allow me to go
a little further, I will say that it is the testi-

mony of experts who have superintended the

training of girls that exercise suited always

to the individual and to the sex, as judicious

cycling is, is not only an intellectual stimulus

of great value, but that girls who so exer-

cise make the best wives and are best fitted

for the general duties of life."

Now, then, let the horror-stricken emi-

grate. When the world wants to hear croak-

ing it will go to a mill-pond.

the reply made to an investigator the other

day when he asked one of the army of ab-

sentees why he didn't go to church.

"After all, there isn't any eleventh com-
mandment, is there?" said the stay-away.
" 'Thou shalt remember the Sabbath day to

go to church' might have been put in the

Decalogue; but, you see, it wasn't! If it had

been put that way we couldn't have followed

the latter part, in my opinion, at any rate,

without taking another day for a day of rest.

Why do you call the churchgoers' Sunday 'a

day of rest?' I know the whole programme.
"Get up in the morning and have breakfast;

spend an hour in dressing, for it is the' day for

putting on new suits and all that sort of thing;

take a long street-car ride or walk to church;

get a headache from the bad air or a cold

from the draught or a backache from the

seats; perhaps you hear a good sermon; yes!

but you could have read something much
more uplifting and inspiring at home. You
have left the children there because they can-

not sit through the service, and they are to

go to Sunday-school in the afternoon.

"You get home just in time for dinner,

which has to be rushed a little, so that the

children won't be late. Maybe you go your-

self to Sunday-school, and so you take them
along with you and have a glimpse of them
on the way. Then they go into their classes

to pinch each other and fidget, while you
teach your own pinching and fidgeting class.

Or, perhaps, you enter the Bible-class and get

into a heated argument on some theological

question, and at the close of the hour you
are tired and nervous, you hate yourself and

your neighbor, too. You reach home after

rest at the end of the day, than pass such a

day of rest."

"But you needn't go from one extreme to

the other. Why can't you go to church at

least once during the day?"

"I can."

"Well, why don't you?"

"Because of one thing this Sunday, and
another thing last Sunday, and something-

else the Sunday before. . You don't suppose
my life has no variety? I've almost as many
reasons as there are Sundavs. In the first

place, Sunday doesn't come in the right place

in the week. If Sunday came on Monday, I

think I should hear a sermon every week. I

like a good sermon, especially when it coin-

cides with a good preacher, which isn't as

often as one could wish. But anybody that

has done any sort of brain work all the week
long is in no condition to go to church and
sit through a sermon Sunday morning, un-

less, of course, he absolutely wants to. But
after my Sunday rest and change, why, I'm

just ripe for church when Monday morning
comes. I wouldn't like anything better than
an hour and a half of the quiet and the music
and the good preaching. The hush and sort
of primness of it all would be reposeful on
Monday morning, although they make me
horribly nervous on Sunday. No, things
ought to be moved. Sunday ought to come
on Monday."

MAKES HEROINES OF THEM.
Can it be something in the very "making

the wheels go round" that puts the boldness

of the lion into the feminine heart? Girls

who used to have hysterics at sight of a

cockroach and convulsions over a mouse go
rushing down the steepest hills and scorching

along the most crowded thoroughfares. Their
actual endurance seems to have increased.

Take an incident on the Boulevard, for ex-

ample: A girl on a tandem the other evening.

It was in the darker end of twilight, and she

and her partner in recklessness were scorch-

ing along at many a mile an hour faster than
legal and lawful speed. Something went
wrong, and presently from a wild tangle of

tandem, curbstone and riders there emerged
a girl, pale of face, except from a slight bruise

over one eye. Onlookers expected to see her
call for an ambulance, but she didn't. She
ground her teeth, she mounted that tandem
again, and in an instant more the wheel with
its two riders was scorching down the Boule-
vard again. There was something positively

blood-curdling about it, but it only goes to

show what a revolution in femininity cycling-

has brought about.

CAN ANY ONE TELL?
If there is no such thing as luck, how in the

world is the immunity from accident to the

tires and wheels of other people to be ac-

counted for?
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PREPARING FOR FUTURE IDIOCY.

Customers were not so plentiful that the

salesman lacked either time or inclination to

extend the glad hand and present the cheer-

ful face to the ready-money-looking gentle-

man who strolled into the establishment.

"Can I show you the best wheel on earth?"

the salesman opened the engagement with.

"Yes," was the reply; "and what is more
you can sell it to me if you work it half-way

right. I've held out against this bicycle busi-

ness as long as I could. I took an oath I

never would make a spectacle of myself for

my acquaintances to scoff at, but I guess I'll

have to give in. I've caught the complaint,

and here I am. Everybody I know is riding

a wheel, and I want to join them."

"Oh, everybody comes to it in tmie," said

the salesman, as he smiled at the helplessness

of his victim.

"I recognize that fact. I've seen strong-

minded men, whose intellects are fitted to

grapple with the problems of our social sys-

tem, get excited in a paltry discussion of

whether a rat-trap pedal was better than a

barrel-cyclometer. And now when I find

myself weakening so far as to want to ride

one of the things, I'm worried half to death

wondering how far I'm going to get the dis-

ease. So, before you and I go any further in

our business, I want you to promise me some-

thing."

"Oh, of course, we'll give you a guarantee."

"Let me feel the muscle in your arm. That's

a good bulging bicep. I hope I'll never have

to call on you, but, as I said, there's no tell-

ing how severely this malady may strike in

on the best of us. What I want you to promise

me is this: If you ever

see me on the Boule- fr^
"^ ~

vard, or elsewhere,

wearing a pair of

checker-board knicker-

bockers, wall-paper-

patterned golf-stock-

ings and a red sweater

with one of those big

collars that fall back

over your shoulders

like the one on a little

boy's sailor suit, you

are -to take a club, and,

without saying a word
to any one, me in-

cluded, you are to

knock me off that bi-

cycle and call for an

ambulance."

Having thus pro-

vided for the most
virulent attack of cy-

clomania, lie bought

and paid two prices for

a complete outfit.

REALLY AN "OLD-TIMER."

It is the desire of most wheelmen to claim

the veteran honors belonging to the proud
declaration of "I am an old-timer." The ex-

act definition of just what an "old-timer"

is has never been positively determined.

Many in this country, to secure for them-
selves the sought-for honor, say that all are

"old-timers" who are entitled to wear a L.

K. W. veteran badge, i. e., who have been
ten years a member of the organization. The
simon-pure "old-timer" sniffs at the ten-year-

old imitation, and declines to recognize as old
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Close examination of the Aston rules, for

a copy of which The Wheel is indebted to

Mr. Warwick, shows that though an amateur

organization, it had a queerish sort of pro-

fessional-like flavor. For example, the very

first words in the club's rules are those upon
its motto, which certainly are suggestive of

shady amateurism, being "In hoc." Then in

• clause 5 it is stipulated that no member shall

retain less than 90 per cent of any prize he

might win, the remaining 10 per cent going

into the club's reserve fund.

As an offset to these regulations will be

found the one which compels members to re-

turn from Sunday rides in time for church

attendance. That injury to members or

mounts, when the fault of others, should be

fought in court by an assessment of the club's

members, while the expense of using profane

language is tariffed at two cents per using.

The whole document is worth study, even

though its peculiar wording and capitalization

may seem amusing to the hypercritical rider

of to-day. Regarded as a patent of old-timer-

ship. The Wheel believes that it makes Mr.

George Warwick, beyond all question, the

dean of the old-timers' corps, an honor many
claim, but none has ever submitted more an-

cient documentary proof than the foregoing.

.l.ll-S;itl

i'.it i.l any Akialxr I'L-iu

'J hat any Menihcr nifetinp; with an Accident cith:.'r

t.i til'- injury of hiniSBlf or his .\Iiicldne legal proccod-

iiius sirill bf takvu to o-ct cunipensatiou foi- the

m:ii>' and that two thirds of the expenses he ile-

tnvi.'d liy an eijual ,sul)>criptiou among the Meniberti

of tills As^eeiation. -

That all Members shall be expected at all times

to krip tliH left hand side of the Koad, but anyOf
them having on the Club Cap and failing to do So,

shall be fund (id for every olfenec

'J'hat any \[i-n)ber actuig or behaving in sneh a

uianiiVr as shall be detrimental to tic interest of

any individu d member or to the Chib as a body he
shall pay a pi'nalty of Is.

That any ri-rson wisliing to become a ilcmber
of this. A>-s leiation shall .pay Is. entrance and tid.

ca'di month alterward's ; such fees, snbscriptions

and fines to aeeumuUite till the end (if the quarter

when tliey shall be spent iu an entertaiiuneiit tin;

riatare ol which shall bo decided by a majinity <if

the Members.

T'hat any Member fouling aitother carelessly shall

bi- fni.d :!d.

Any Mi-inh.r using profane or obscene Language
or otle iwisc iiiiseondiioting himself wliile out with
the ( Inb shall forfeit Id., this rale shall apply \\\ the

Club house, in front thereof, or wherevi-r wi; ujay

be, or shall iiieet OD'Bicycle business or pleas-uie

- ^ ... -
- _^

. In cases of Kiieeial or urgent Business tlicre shall

1k' a eonnnittee of five elected by the club to in-

vestigite ol- transact the some, any inattention on
the part of any one of the five appointed shall in-

volve a fine of (id.

living till; Ciul:) ,>liall sacritiL'e any
isiue; friaii this fund.

RULES OF THE RESERVE FUND.

1. Thai eacli Member shall piy 3d. per vreek on or h:Toro

each Wednesilay uiijht or be tned Id.

2. That tliis fuuJ 'shall be only a|'p'icd for extvaordiuary

expenses.

3. Thafc DO Member shall run in arrears will; Ins jiayaicuts

for more than tour nij^tits or be iiiie'f (id.

4' Tb.it any Me'nbi

arirf every ndvauta^

5. 1 lait any MciviIht winning a Prize iu any race excepting

Match.'s, shall pay ten per cent of whutcvcr bo wius to

fills fund,

G. That the Members b' nidel in their expenses from this

lup-d only to a distance ot fw-enty Miles.

7- That no Member he nlhnved to enter aiiy race indi\'idu-

ally, or otherwise th.in iu conjnuction with this fuud.

S. That i^Ir. Styles be appointed cime keeper and judge

of \leiit.

d, That .Mr. .J, Whitebouse & Mr, T, Cailyle be app-iefed

ju,l;;es of Starts,

Slci.ei.oit, a. WARWICK, TcEABCKEn, G. WILLI.4.JIS.

jrX^ FS.TCT: OITE FElTJSrir.

SUFFERED FROM CIRCUMSTANCES.

"What do you want to take me in for?"

protested the rider on the Boulevard, who
had been scared to death by the way the

scorchers had rushed past him. "Why don't

you grab some of those fellows who are

scooting by me. They're going every inch of

twenty miles an hour, and I couldn't do more
than half that if my
life depended on it."

"See here, young
fellow, you come right

along witli me, and

don't give me no ar-

gument, see! This is

the first day on the bi-

sickle squad and I've

got to make me mark,

and I can't do no
twenty miles an hour

nuther, savvy?" The
cycle cop might have

said more, but he

didn't, and as for the

rider, well he knew
what it was to be made
a martyr oi by an am-

bitious seeker after
cheap glory when later

on the judge read him

a lecture on the dan-

gers of scorching and

fined him dollars
ten.

• SEEKING A NAME FOR IT.

"Cycling is a monomania with a great many
people nowadays, isn't it, doctor?"

"It certainly seems to be."

"Monomania is closely allied to insanity, is

it not?"

"Yes; very closely, indeed."

"Well, then, would you call a cycling crank

a victim of temporary insanity, recurrent in-

sanity, or—or—what?"

"I think it would be more appropriate to

call him a victim of circular insanity, don't

you r
?"

any rider who cannot preface his yarns of the

early days in American cycling with: "I re-

member in '79 "

Such is the American idea of what is an

"old-timer," but compared with that across

the ocean, the American "old-timer" is but

a puling babe beside his grandparent. For

example, witness the reproduction here of the

rules of the Aston Star Bicycle Club, founded

in 18G9. Examine carefully and you will see

why George Warwick laughs when he hears

riders who took up cycling in '79 and '80

pluming themselves upon their old-timership.

Warwick antedates such fictitious "old-timers"

by just ten years.

RARER THAN A BLUE DOG.

Diogenes stopped to do a little necessary

wick-trimming.

"Hello!" shouted an irreverent passer-by,

"what under the sun are you doing out here

in broad daylight with that lantern?"

Diogenes regarded the smart Aleck calmly.

"I was looking," he explained, "for a store

that didn't have the agency for the best bi-

cycle in the world."

Then the irreverent one went on his way
and told it in the market-place that Diogenes

was daft. Certainly, it did look so.
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''AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound repotation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

®

America Cycle Mfg. Co.^

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, ILIv.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTI^C AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
T. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Ttyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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There were road races in plenty on Decoration Day, BUT
There was none—absolutely none—that can compare with the

Irvington-Millburn " Twenty-Five."
Up-hill and down, and steep ones, too; through slush and slime,

over cobbles and car tracks, there was NEVER SUCH A
TEST OF MAN AND WHEEL, and

R. M. Alexander, on His Peerless Bicycle,
came out WITH THE HIGHEST HONOR—

THE FIRST TIME PRIZE.
It was a test that stands for something. The moial is plain.

In the CLEVELAND ROAD RACE, too, the PEERLESS
scored decisively—first place and first time prize by John Neeley;

also two firsts, two seconds and one third in the track events.

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

W. A. NEFF,
Eastern Sales Agent,

57 Park Place, New fork.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

EL.MWOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
New York Agents,

Park Place and West Broadway.

OSGOOD CYCLE COMPANY,
Brooklyn Agents,

611 Fulton Street.
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Handsome wheels
Easy-running
Wheels that safely

carry the highest guarantee
that any seller can

give them.

Any firm is safe in handling our goods.

We are now the only source of supply for eleven of the

largest bicycle jobbers in this country and England. Write us.

o

^
Chicago Office—285 Wabash Avenue.

8 .

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MERELY AN INCIDENT.

He was old and skinny, but he wore knick-

erbockers and looked decidedly up to date.

In his hand he held a cap of the style that

bags over the visor, like a bustle worn wrong
side foremost. His stockings were as thick

as a Turkish rug, and the part that turned

over below the knee made a distinct hum-
ming noise as the wearer stepped briskly up

to the bar. It was not the kind of bar the

old sport liked to step up to. Behind it sat

a police justice with an amused face and a big

sheet of paper.

"John I. Chase, 1624!" read the justice,

half to himself, as he scanned the police reg-

ister. "Well, officer, what's the matter with

John I. Chase?" asked the justice, turning to

the cycle cop, who formed the official escort

of the ancient cyclist.

"Nothin' much, yeronner," replied the

officer. "Only he nearly run down a horse-

car, a fun'ral persesshun, an' tree cityuns

crossin' de street on de Bullyvard. He can hit

'er up like a goodun on, a wheel, an' I'd never

'er got up wid 'im, ef I hadn't been myself

de champeeon of de cycle squad."

"Hm—scorching!" murmured the justice,

as he glanced with manifest astonishment

at the white wings of the old boy and his

nude cranium. "A sort of a Jay-Eye-See!"

added the justice, with a smile at his own
joke. "Well," he continued, "what have you

to say for yourself? You are charged with

violating section 1624 of the municipal code,

which prohibits disorderly conduct."

"Your honor," quavered Cyclist Chase,

"I'll tell you all about it. I was riding along

the Boulevard Sunday afternoon about 5

o'clock on my wheel. I heard somebody
buzzing along behind me, and turned to one

side. It proved to be a boy, who evidently

thought his youth would enable him to taunt

me with the white evidences of my greater

age," explained the aged scorcher, as he gave

a side-long glance of complacency at his

white wings. "'Come along, old man!' he

shouted at me. I could not resist his chal-

lenge, and rode after him. I suppose I was

getting a pretty speedy gait on me when

this officer rode after me and said I must go

to the station with him. I didn't intend to

do any scorching."

The justice thought a moment. Then he

said:

"Three dollars!"

AN ANSWER WANTED.

Does anybody know of anybody else who
has heard from a trustworthy source of any

person able to state specifically that he is ac-

quainted with somebody who knows whether

the crackajacks are going to cease challeng-

ing and actually race?

ENERGY OF NO AVAIL THERE.

"Energy," said the professor, "is never

wasted."

"It's a sure thing," said the student with

the longest shock of hair, "that the old man
never tried to hang on to a man in a race

when the man he was hanging to was about

four seconds faster in the mile than he was."

FROM THE CHRONICLES OF A CHAMPION.

And there came a voice from the midst of

the crackajacks saying: "I challenge the

whole 'push' to race me for anything from

a peanut to the pyramids for any distance

from an inch to a century. Wough!"
Then there was silence for a brief season

and a sound as of many waters rose rustling

on the air from the four quarters of the

mighty nation, the great republic.

Neither was it the sound as of one voice,

nor of several voices, but of hundreds.

And there was in it the softness of Southern

tone, the stridency of the West, the querulous

nasality of New England, and the accent of

those who have come hither from distant

lands.

And the sound of it was as of rushing

waters sweeping onward and breaking upon
the ears of peoples already made sick and

sore by the mouthings of those men called

fighters.

And it took up the one voice, crying out

of the midst of crackajacks, and swallowed

it, saying: "So do I! So do I! So do I!

So do I! So do I! So do I! So do I! So
do I! So do I! So do I! So do I! So do I!

So do I ! So do I!"

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

THE AVERAGE LIFE
OF AN M.aW. TIRE
IS TWO YEARS. ASK
ABOUT OTHER TIRES.

Morgan sWright

SAME OLD WHIFFET.

"I suppose Whififet isn't such an unconscion-

able liar since he gave up fishing so con-

stantly?"

"He has less regard for the truth now than

ever."

'"It hardly seems possible! What does he

lie about now?"
"Oh, the mileage he makes on his wheel

and the short space of time it requires."

HE WAS STILL A DOUBTER.

"Say, do you know it was a great idea to

put the district messenger boys on bicycles?

I saw one this morning going up the Boule-

vard like a railroad train."
'

"Huh! He was trying to complete a cen-

tury run before delivering his message, I'll

bet."

JUST A MILD PROTEST.

Mr. Editor:—I sometimes feel tempted to

remind my good friends who ride the bicycle,

and I might here say that almost everyone

I know now rides, that, after all, there are

still a few other people in the world, and

that their idolized machine, admirable and

useful as it is, is, scarcely the crowning event

or main purpose of civilization. There are

still a few millions of feet to which the wheel

is unknown, and even a few pairs of symmet-
rical legs which have never learned to jut

from golf stockings.

I may be mistaken, but I suppose that

Central Park, for instance, is of as much
use and beauty to the community in general

as are bicycles. That many, and probably

most, of the riders recognize this fact is evi-

dent from the small attendance at the meet-

ing, held in this city last week, for the pur-

pose of venting various propositions to in-

crease the rights and privileges of the bicyc-

lers at the expense of the public.

The wheel is a great institution, but so are

Magna Charta and the Habeas Corpus act,

and the Declaration of Independence and the

Constitution, and Shakespeare and Welsh
rarebit, and a sherry cobbler with weather

to correspond. It sometimes seems as if the

unconscious effect of a bicycle and the vast,

growing and organized power of the riders

thereof tended to make some of them assert

themselves a little too strongly, and to show
a disposition to encroach upon the rights of

the few who, like your correspondent, have

not yet forsaken pedestrianism for pedalism.

E. J. O.

TIMED BY A WATER-FILLED CUSHION.

John I. McDonald, of St. Joseph, Mo.,

has invented a device for timing horse races

which can easily be adapted for cycle races.

The invention works by electricity and was
tested at the fair grounds at St. Joseph Satur-

day afternoon during the matinee races of the

Gentlemen's Driving Club.

The device consists of a large dial twelve

feet in diameter. On its face are two hands

very much like the split-second hand
of a watch. Like Elliott's famous chrono-

graph, the McDonald timer is set up in plain

view of the grand stand, and the spectators

are enabled to time the racers from quarter

to quarter. By wires and an electrical device

the hands are connected with a small water-

filled rubber tire stretched across the track at

each quarter. The contact of the wheel in pass-

ing over the cushion moves the apparatus at

the side of the track. The current is trans-

mitted like a flash to the dial and one of the

hands stops.

Before the field reaches the half mile the

hand has started, and is again even with the

other one, which has kept moving. At the

half the first hand stops again and the same
process is repeated at the quarter. Those
who have examined the McDonald invention

believe that eventually it will be adopted on

race tracks where cycle races are run. Mr.

McDonald has worked on the apparatus a

long time with this idea in view.

WORKS BOTH WAYS.

When a racing man talks about the faults

of his riding, he generally does it in a way
calculated to emphasize his virtues in the

same direction.

FROM A PRINCE CIRCUITER.

"We learn to do by doing,"

I think the song doth run;

But to my mind
More things we find

And learn, by being "done."

FULL OF FUSS AND FEATHERS.

Too often the man at a race meet who is

dressed in a little brief authority is gener-

ally very proud of his apparel.
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THE OLD VETERAN MEANT WELL.

Dressed in a G. A. R. uniform, his face

shining with pride and perspiration, one of

the nation's defenders had wended his way

to the Boulevard on the afternoon of Decor-

ation Day. He soon became one of the

most interested critics of the cycHng army

that rolled up and down the broad shaded

avenue.

Presently a young

w o m a n rode by

whose costume was

an evident attempt at

an adaptation of the

military uniform of

the Turkish Zouave

to cycling purposes.

No sooner had the

old veteran set his

eyes upon the fair

rider than he seemed

to recognize her, and

at the same time

tliink of something

important, for, in an

unfashionable, but
good-hearted fashion,

he sang out:

"Hel-l-o, there,
Luce Blumer!"

The girl turned,

and recognizing the

old soldier as a friend,

crossed over to the

down side of the

Boulevard, then back

to where the G. A. R.

hailer stood, and dis-

mounting in front of

him. said in her

sweetest fashion:

"General, I am aw-

fully glad to see you,

but is there anything

you want to say to

me. I'm in a dread-

ful hurry to
"

"Why, y' see. Miss

Liice. when I was in

the war I was in the

cavalry, y' know; so

when I see you go

riding by with them

Zouavers on, I

thought I'd call you

over and tell you

about our cavalry

pants, before I forgot

it; y' see," and the

old soldier warmed

to his subject, "they

had two thicknesses

of cloth in the

se
"

She hardly knew

what to do, and in

her indecision stood

nuitely by, while the

General continued:

"Yas, they w u z

what y' call re-en-

forced in the se
"'

"You are an old

l)rute!" said the girl,

as ciuickly mounting,

she disappeared in

the cycling throng.
"Wa-al, that's where the wear comes from

a saddle. That Luce Blumer's too darned
pertic'ler."

And the General went to drcvn his recol-

lections in a neighboring wheelman's rest.

THERE IS NO SUCH VOTE.

"Talking about machine politics," remarked
the dough-faced boarder at the side table,

"what would you call a man who was trying

to get elected on the cycle vote?"

"I'd call him a darned fool," answered the

dyspeptic boarder, and the others at the table

agreed with him.

"FACILIS DESCENSUS," ETC.

"Fashion says we've got to go!"

The Big Sleeves were so agitated they

seemed on the verge of collapse.

"Well, if we must lower ourselves, here

goes

So saying, they quickly lowered themselves

into knickerbockers.

1 •-

I.ET GO OF THAT HORSE !

"

A Road Race Incident.

TO AVOID ARREST.

Beneath a bushel do not hide

Your lamp's effulgent light;

But put it on your wheel and ride

Forth in the darksome night.

WARM WEATHER RAIMENT.

"Those are mighty loud suits the early birds

are riding in on the Boulevard now."
"So? What are they made of?"
"Crash."
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THE STRONGEST.
STIFFEST TUBING MADE.

Not the Cheapest in First Cost,

but the Cheapest in the End.

50 per cent Carbon Tubing with all

its advantages at Reasonable Price.

Bicycles Sell Faster When Advertised As *'Made from Fifty Carbon Tubing."

Smooth and round inside and out. Brazing practically invisible, being a mere hair
line, thus absolutely preventing, by capillary attraction, the special high heat melting
brazing mixture from running out of seam or joint when connecting joints are brazed on
ends of tubes. Joint thoroughly dovetailed by lateral displacement in clinching of teeth,

insuring perfect resistance of steel against steel to all strains. Uniform quality of steel

guaranteed by test of clinching eight teeth in every inch of tube, which is an all-'rhpor-

tant test, as no steel unsuitable for cycle frames will stand it. All tubes accurately
sized, straightened, cut to exact length and most rigidly inspected before shipping. Ends
swaged or tapered when required. " Clincher" joint spring steel fork -sides and D and
oval shape tubing, etc., also made to order in any thickness of wall, diameter or size.

MiJLaj%J^CAJBJl^\^J^^^vU^

After years of experimenting with every conceivable kind of a toothed joint for brazed
bicycle tubing, we are convinced that the only practical method of matching and in-

terlocking rigidly and securely a great number of teeth, and in a manner which prevents
their warping out of place under the white heat required for brazing the tube joint,

especiall}' in a high carbon stiff spring steel, is thoroughly covered by our patents.

Teeth one thirty-second of an inch or more narrower than their corresponding
notches, can by this method of lateral displacement, be abutted edge to edge so tightly
as to make an air-tight joint, and when brazed and polished, practically invisible.

It is entirely practicable to make by this stamping method and at less expense, stiffer

and stronger tubes, weight for weight, when annealed (as is the case when connections
are brazed on ends), than can be drawn in seamless tubing, because the requisite quality
of raw material is reduced by draw bench operations, too slowly to be commercially or
mechanically practicable, not to mention the liability of drawing or stretching the seamless
tubes until checks and flaws are started, which may cause it to break when in the bicycle.

outlet COLD POLL IN

Ihe only makers of

Tubing direct from
the Solid Steel
Billet.

OLDEST esttblish-

ed makers In Amer-
ica of

COLD-ROLLED
BRIGHT
STAMPING
STEEL.

Ih^ WILMOT & HOBBS |V1FG. CO.,
Established 1877. Incorporated 1884.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., U. S. A.

NEW YORK: 253 Broadway.

^4->4-:«v^f*:-

CHICAGO : 19 S. Jefferson St.

Kindly mention Tlie Wheel.
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BEFORE ORDERING

YOUR '98 TUBING

Investigate

THE MERITS OF

Wilmot's

Patent

''Clincher''

Cycle Tubing.

STRONGER THAN
SEAMLESS TUBING.

Manufacturers

will find it

to their Interest

to correspond with

us at once.

I
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?
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I
See copy of patent in issue of May 28th. -f

A feAv licenses will be granted. ¥
VForeign patents for sale. -f

t

WiLMOT 5 PATEKT CLINCHER

CL0CKSPRIM6STEELTUB1KG

Jt jy
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS WANTED IN Att UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY.

Office and Factory: 189-191 W. learned St. Manufactured

BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATEKTS.

583,105.
A. WBBELSB,

(No model.)

ADJUSTABLE HANDLEJAR FOR BICYCLES OeKW

Chicago. Ill Filed June >5, 1896. Serial No. 595,517.

©.

5 8 3 , 1 ©7 . SPROCKET-CHAIN FOR BICYCLES. HOMER M. CALD-

WELL, Worcester, Mass. Filed June 12, 1896. Serial No 595,238

(No model)

583,353. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Uewellyn H. Flory, Ashley, Pa
Filed Sept 18. 1896. Serial No. 606,268. (No model)

Gliiiiii.— In a sprocket-chain, the combination, of the blocks or

intermediate links having pivot-holes therethrough, the side links

disposed in pairs, those at one aide having screw-threaded openings,

and those at the other side having plain openings for removably re-

ceiving the pivots, the pivot-pins each fitted with a screw-threaded

neck, a cylindrical body portion and a transverse groove or rece-is

across the side of its projecting end, the lock-bar arranged upon the

outer side of the removable side link and adapted to engage the

recesses in said pivot-pins, and the hinding-screw securing said lock-

bar to the side-link plate, substantially as set forth

Claim.— \. The combination with a steering-post, of the seate on

its upper part, each having in its rear portion a recess provided with

oppositely-beveled vertical walls, the handle-bar made of two pieces,

each pivotally secured to one of the seata and an adjusting-lever piv-

otally secured on the rear portion of each of the seats on the pivots

of the handle-bar, and provided on its inner surface with rounded or

beveled lugs to contact with the beveled surfaces of the walls of the

recesses, and connected to one piece of the handle-bar, substantially

as described.

5 83,2 3 3. BUROLAR-ALARM FOR BICYCLES JOHN A. DevoRE,

Chicago, 111-, afisignor of one-fourth to Fred L Hill, same place. Filed

Oct. 28, 1896. Serial No. 567,079. (No model)

5 83,779. SPEED-OEAR FOR TRANSMITTINO POWER IK BI-

CYCLES Frederic Ecaubert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Jan. 24, 1896.

Serial No. 576,633. (No model)

Claim.— 1 . A bicycle-brake consisting of oppositely-located foot-

levers pivoted to the front fork of the bicycle and extending for-

wardly therefi'om, a friction-roller journaled between said levers at

their forward ends, a hollow bearing-spindle provided with an aper-

ture through its wall and having a portion thereof of less diameter

than the interior bearing-surface of the roller to form a chamber for

lubricant, and a spring to support said roller normally out of contact

with the tire of a bicycle, substantially as described.

5 83,3 70. TIRE FOR BICYCLES EUAS D. Strono, Chicago, 111

assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to Anton C. Eggers, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed Sept 29, 1894 Serial No. 524,540. (No model)

/

Claim -1 . In an alarm for vehicles, the combination with a cas-

ing adapted to be secured to a relatively-fixed part of the vehicle a

sounder within the casing, spring-actuated mechanism operating the

sounder a projecting arm in the spring-actuated mechanism, aspnng-

actuated trip-bar engaging said arm, a dog movable from without

the casing to engage and release the trip-bar, and a tngger project-

ing at one end without the casing, and having its inner end presented

for engagement with the trip-bar when the latter is released by the

dog. substantially as described.

5 83,4=38. APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURINO PNEUMATIC

TIRES. Robert Cowen, Cambridge, Mass.. assignor to the Boston

Woven Hose and Rubber Company, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 30, 1896.

Serial No. 585,313 (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with the crank-shaft, cranks and

pedals, of studs and a stud-plate connected to and revolving with the

crank-shafl, gear-wheels carried by the studs, a sprocket-ring sur-

rounding and supported by the gears, an eccentric-ring and crank-

pins carried by that ring and passing through holes in the gears, and

means for locking the crank-pin ring so as to revolve with the crank-

shaft and for disengaging the locking device and holding the crank-

pin ring in an eccentric position for the crank-pins to rotate the gears

as the gears are carried bodily around by the crank-shaft and stud-

plate, substantially as set forth.

5 83 340. BICYCLE. Michael T. Smith, NUee, Mich. FiledMay

16.'l896. Serial No. 591,745. (No model)

o

Clshit.— 1. The method of making pneumatic tires which con-

sists in uniting the ends of a strip of suitable material to form a band

or belt, rolling such belt into the form of a tube, and securing the

outer edge thereof, substantially as described

5 83,260. COMBINED SPEED-INDICATOR AND CYCLOMETER.

Harry H. Kellej, Elyria, Ohio, assignor of one-third to Herbert S.

FoUensbee, same place. Filed June 3, 1895. Serial No. 551,469. (No

model)

Claim- A vulcaniT-.ing-mold consisting of three members, to wii

a flexible outer member, and two substantially rigid inner members,

the latter being adapted to retain the said outer member and there-

by inclose the tube to be vnlcanized.said two inner members having

substantially the same width, and being formed to constitute between

them an annular selvage-receiving chamber with opposite entrances

between the overlying adjacent edges of said two membei-s, and said

outer member having enlarged .selvage edges to enter the said oppo-

site entrances of said .selvage-receiving chamber and be securely held

within said chamber,and means carried by one of the said two inner

merabers to clamp the said two members logether, substantially aa

described. ^ '._...„ ...

Clriim—l. in a convertible bicycle the combination with the

rear section, having a tube Q in its front tube arranged to retain the

balls therein when the front fork is detached, of the front section

consisting of the front tube A, provided with the tube Q, upper tube

B lower" uhe C. main upright tube D and rear horizontal tube E, a

supplemental upright tube on the rear horizontal tube E, united in.

termediate its ends with the main upright by a brace-rod and pro-

vided at its upper end with a coujling-tube adapted to screw in the

front tube of said lear section, a horizontal arm secured to said main

upright D and carrying a hinged clamp arranged to engage the front

tube of said rear section above said coupling-tube, and a second

hinged clamp secured on the rear end of the horizontal tube E and

adapted to engage the inclined tube of said rear section, substantially

'

•as shown and described

Claim.— 1. In combination, a casing, a dial, a hoi'izontai operat-

ing-shaft mounted in the casing and extending out beyond one side,

a collar fixed to the shaft, a sliding sleeve with an annular groove

mounted upon said shaft, a bell-crank lever pivoted within the cas-

ing and having on one arm a projection which enters the groove in

said sleeve, a curved rack on the other arm, a pointer-shaft a pointer,

and a pinion secured thereto, the latter engaging with said curved

rack, a spring-case surrounding the pointer-shatl, a spring secured

at its ends to said shaft and spring-c.ise, and mechanism for adjust-

ing the position of the spring-case, substantially as and for tlie pur'

pose specified.
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37,067. VALVE-STEM PROTECTOR. Abram H. PH* Wefcrte^ 583,183. valve FOR PNEUMATIC TIREa iBWIll F. Kbpub,
City, UwtL Filed Dea 30. 1896. Serial No. 617,616. Term of patent Akron, Ohio. FUed July 27, 1896. Serial No. 600,626. (Ho model)

7 yean.

588,086. PEDAL FOR BICYCLES. Edward a RICHARDS, Chi-

cago, m. Filed Feb. 6, 1896. Serial No. 678,184. (No model)

Claim. The design for a valve-stem protector aa shown and de-

scribed.

583.4:37. VALVE-STEM FOR PNEUMATIC-TIRE TUBEa JAMES

L Hatch, MIKord, Mass., asalgnor, by mesne asslgnmenta, to Charles

a Phlnney. BrookUne, Maaa FUed Oct 22, 1896. Serial No. 809,646.

(No model)

C/aini.—\. A Hexiblo rubber valve-stem for pneumatic-tire tubes,

comprising a laterally-extended base and an external-corrugated stem

proper, substantially as described.

5 8 3 , 1 4: 5 . PNEUMATIC-TIRE ARMOR. ALLISON N. FREE and

Alfred Free, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Feb. 3, 1896. Serial No. 577,806.

(No model)

Cliiim.— The combination in a pneumatic-tire valve with the ca.se

having a screw-threaded opening and a reduced extension of said

opening to form a gasket-seat, of a screw-threaded plug to fit said

screw-threaded opening, having a radial notcli in combination -witfi

an air-pump-tube tip to fit said screw-threaded opening and having!

an oppositely-disposed radial notch to ejgage the notch of said plug,

substantially as shown and described.

5 83,190. WHEEL-HUB. Ne?f E. PARISH, Cleveland, Ohio, as-

signor to the Parish & Bingham Company, same'flace! Filed July 20,

1896. Serial No. 599,861. (Ho model) ^

Claim.— 1. The combination, in a pedal, of the pedal-shaft, the

sleeve thereon, the springs having coils and outsetting curved reaches,

and horizontal bridging reaches practically as set forth, and the tread-

plate secured to said horizontal reaches.

5 83 356 WOODEH BICYCLE-FRAME. jDsra OiLBERT, Victoria,

Canada. Filed Oct 23, 1895. Serial No. 666,642. (Ho model)

Claim. -\. A piinctnre-proof armor for a pneumatic tire, the

same comprising two series of arc-shaped scales of suitable hard ma-

terial, one series having depressed edges forming angular seats and

the other having uninterrupted s\iifaces, the scales of the latter series

being alternate with tliose of tlie former series and seated in the de-

pressions of tlie same, to tliereby have the outer faces of all the

scales flush with each other around the circumference of the tire.

Rft3 149 BICYCLE. Jekvis A. Marikle, Brooklyn, H. Y

Feb. 26, 1896. Serial No. 680,737 (No model)

*

Claim.— 1. In a tubular wheel-hub fpr bicycles and the like, a

tube forming the body of the hub having outward projections; and

the Hanged sleeve over said tube having iuward projections flush

therewith on the end of said tube interlocked with the said outward

projections, substantially as described.

5 8 3,3 45. BICYCLE OR LIKE VEHICLR CHARLES L Travis,

Minneapolis. Minn. FUed Hay 23, 1896. Serial No. 692.794 (No

model)

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-trame comprising a steering-head, a drop-

bar, a perch, the rear fork having its lower bars formed with verti-

cally-enlarged forward ends providing a divided crank-bracket lap-

ping the meeting ends of the drop-bar and perch, which are mortised

therein, and the crank-axle bearings mounted on the sides of the for-

ward ends of the lower bar«L substa.ntially as described.

583,380. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Mark L Deeeino, Brooklyn, N. T.
Filed Sept 17, 1896. Serial No. 606, 107. (No model)

Claim.—

I

. In a bicycle, a supplementary fi-ame composed of the

pillar/, the reaches/", the steering-head /«, the collar/' on the pil-

lar, the blocks H inside the pillar, one of which has a bearing for a

steering-post, a seat-post bracket adapted to be fastened to the blocks

H, and one or more braces S attached to the lower end of the pillar/,

substantially as described

5 83 313 DRESS-8UARD FOR BICYCLES. Thokas Tatlob and

John B.WRI6HT, Chelsea, Mass. FUed Nov. 9, 1896. Serial Ho. 611,471.

(No model)

CImm.— I. In combination witba rigid ii'ontfrE)me; arear-wheel

fork flexibly connected with said iVame: a brace flexibly connected

with the rear-wheel fork and with the front frame, and comprising

two telescoping tubes fitting air-tight; a collar upon the end of the

inner tube- and a shpulder swaged in the outer telesco'ping member
at a |)oint adjacent to its end adapted to engage with the collar upon

the inner tube, thereby forming a stop.

5 8 3,083. BICYCLE -FRAME. THEODORE H BoLTE, Kearney,
Hebr., assignor of one-half to Stephen A. D. Henllne, same place FUed
May 20, 1896. Serial Ho. 692.322. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. A pneumatic tire comprising the combination of aa
outer endless inflatable tube having an anerture in the wall thtregf
an inner inflatable tube 3, which is adapted u> oe drawn by one end

out of and into said outer tube, and a mechanical fastening compoeed
of a post, fixed to the tube 3 and extending from the exterior of that
tube through said aperture in the endless tube, and of a rigid coun-

terpart whereby an air-tight connection is made between the post

and the endless tube, substantially as described

5 8 3,433. BICYCLE-SADDLE jESiE T. HALL, Chicago, HL, ai-

si^isr of one fourth to Minor T. Jones, same place. FUed Aug. 70,,

1896. Serial No. 603,347. (Ho model)

Clnim.—\. The combination with the mud-guard of a bicycle,

said mud-guard being provided with eyelets, of a netted fabric of

proper shape, said fabric having loops along its edges, adapted to be

inserted through said eyelets, and securing-caps, provided with eyes

at their under sides to receive the ends of said loops, the loops being

hitched over said caps, and the latter being adapted to fit snugly into

said eyelets, substantially as described.

5 83 4 lO COIN CONTROLLED BICYCLE -RACK. HENRY Wbsi-

PHAL, Chicago. 111. FUed Aug. 17, 1896. Serial No. 602,979. (No,

model)

Claim.— I. The combination, of head-tubes, transverse connec-
tions for said tubes, curved metallic straps having their ends secured
to the upper connection, a handle-bar secured in said straps, a verti-

cal tube or rod turning in said transverse connections, and top and
bottom tubes of the bicycle-frame secured to the vertical tube.

5 83,338. SPEED-INDICATOR. Barton W. Scott, San Jos6, Cal

Filed June 23, 1896. Serial No. 696,580. (No model)

Cl0yn.— In a bicycle, a saddle structn

frame, having a drop part in the center,

wider rear "part of the frame, a flat spri

pan and connecting the respective ends

spring, having its respective ends coiled

steel-sheet covenng, a spring-plate, E. thi

F F, and the companion plate-springs, G G'

re, comprising an elongated

a steel sheet, covering the

ng, bifurcated at the rear

of the frame, a transverse

under and secured to the

e companion plate-springs,

', substantially as described..

583,078. SAFETY-BICYCLE. FbedericiD.Owkn, Washington,

D. C. FUed Mar. 15, 1893. Serial No. 466,056. (Ho model)

Cl'tnii.— 1 The combination with a casing, of a frame revolubly

mounted within the casing, a rock-shall nioimted in each end of the

frame, a spring-arm fixed to each rock-shafl, the spring-arms being

connected to tlie frame whereby the rock-skafts are held in normal
position, a weight fixed to each rock-shaft, a rigid arm connected to

each rock-shafl, a spindle rigid within the casing, a flanged collar

Cluim.— I. The combination of a rack or stand, with a securing sliding on the spindle and having a loneitudjnally-slotted laterally-

device for the wheel, and a locking mechanism, both located in the extended arm, a sector mounted in the casing and having a pin fitting Claim.— \. A safety-bicycle frame provided with horizontal piv-

stand, a connection uniting the locking mechanism and the securing in the slot of the said lateral arm, a secon,d spindle mounted in the. ' ota upon which the frame members may be rocked to change the

device, and a controlling mechanism engaging said connection and casing, a gear on the second spindle, the gear meshing with the see- Jake of the steering-head, the rear brace-rod of the ftame being ad-

adapted to bcdisengaged therefrom by the deposit of a coin or check tor, and a dial carried by the said second spindle, jubStantially fts de- Justable to change the position of the pivoted members and to lock.

and to thereby release the key to the lock, substantiaUy as described, scribed, them after adjustment as described.
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NEW PATENTS.

5S3,015. Air pump for velocipedes. Brant W. Aim,

Roseland, 111. Filed July 13, 1896. Serial No. 599,044.

(No model.)

583,078. Safety Bicycle. Frederick D. Owen,

Washington, D. C. Filed March 15, 1893. Serial No.

466,056. (No model.)

583,086. Pedal for Bicycles. Edward S. Richards,

Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 6, 1896. Serial No. 578,1S4.

(No model.)

583,105. Adjustable Handle bar for Bicycles. Orrin

A. Wheeler, Chicago, 111. Filed June 15, 1896. Serial

No. 595,517. (No model.)

583,124. \Mieel for Bicycles. Frederick A. Red-

mond. San Francisco. Cal. Filed April 2, 1896. Serial

No. 585,928. (No model.)

583,130. Steering Lock for Safety Bicycles. Robert

\V. Smith, Astwood Bank, England. Filed July 16,

1S96. Serial No. 599,435. (No model.) Patented in

England, August 4, 1894, No. 14,969, and in France

June 6, 1895, No. 247,938.

583.144. Gear Casing for Bicycles. James D. Far-

mer, St. Louis, Mo. Assignor of one-half to R. I..

Hill, same place. Filed September 4, 1896. Serial No.

604.892. (No model.)

583.145. Pneumatic-Tire Armor. Allison N. Free

and Alfred Free, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Feb. 3,

1896. Serial No. 577,806. (No model.)

583,167. Sprocket Chain for Bicycles. Homer M.

Caldwell, Worcester, Mass. Filed June 12, 1896.

Serial No. 595,238. (No model.)

583,149. Bicycle. Jervis A. Marikle, Brooklyn, N.

V.« Filed February 25, 1896. Serial No. 580,737. (No.

model.)

583,183. Valve for Pneumatic Tires. Irwin F.

Kepler, Akron,. O. Filed July 27, 1896. Serial No.

006,626. (No model.)

583,209. Pneumatic Saddles for Cycles. Andrew

Cleland, Toronto, Canada. Filed June 14, 1895. Serial

No. 552,814. (No model.) Patented in Canada March

9, 1895. No. 48,393.

583,223. Burglar Alarm for Bicycles. John A. De-

voire, Chicago, 111. Assignor of one-fourth to Fred

L. Hill, same place. Filed October 28, 1895. Serial

No. 567,079. (No model.)

583,253. Bicycle Brake, Llewellyn H. Flory, Ashe-

ley. Pa. Filed September 18, 1896. Serial No. 606,268.

(No model.)

583,256. Wooden Bicycle Frame. Justin Gilbert Vic-

toria, Canada. Filed October 23, 1895. Serial No.

566,642. (No model.)

583,270. Tire for Bicycles. Ellas D. Strong, Chi-

cago, 111. Assignor by direct and mesne assignments

to Anton C. Eggers, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Septem-

ber 29, 1894. Serial No. 534,540. (No model.)

583,280. Pneumatic Tire. Mark L. Deering, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed .September 17, 1896. Serial No.

606,107. (No model.)

583,291. Bicycle Lock. Robert W. Miller, Water-

bury, Conn. Assignor of one-half to John C. Miller,

same place. Filed April 6, 1896. Renewed April 9,

1897. Serial No. 631,440. (No model.)

583,313. Dress Guard for Bicycles. Thomas Taylor

and John B. \\'right, Chelsea, Mass. Filed Nov. 9,

1896. Serial No. 611,471. (No model.)

583,345. Bicycle or like vehicle. Charles L. Travis,

Minneapolis, Minn. Filed May 23, 1896. Serial No.

592,794. (No model.)

S83,.348. Bicycle Bell. Simon W. Wardwell, Jr.

Providence, R. I. Filed November 10, 1896. Serial

No. 611,633. (No model.)

583,362. Elastic Wheel Tire. Edward E. Duller,

Mildenhall, England. Filed June 22, 1896. Serial No.

596,517. (No model.)

583,371. Bicycle Brake. Preston Helmon, Charles-

ton, S. C. Filed January 18, 1897. Serial No. 619,643.

(No model.)

583,410. Coin-controlled Bicycle Rack. Henry West-
phal, Chicago, 111. Filed August 17, 1896. Serial No.
602,979. (No model.)

583,428. Apparatus for manufacturing pneumatic
Tires. Rogert Cowen, Cambridge, Mass. Assignor to

the Boston Hose and Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.
Filed March 30, 1896. Serial No. 585,313. (No model.)

583,433. Bicycle Saddle. Jessie T. Hall, Chicago,

111. Assignor of one-fourth to Minor T. James, same
place. Filed August 20, 1896. Serial No. 603,347. (No
model.)

583.437. Valve Steam for Pneumatic Tire Tubes. James
L. Hatch, Milford, Mass. Assignor, by mesne assign-

ments to Charles H. Phinney, Brookline, Mass. Filed

October 22, 1896. Serial No. 609,645. (No model.)

583.438. Bicycle Repair Plug and means for insert-

ing same. James L. Hatch, Boston, Mass., assignor

by mesne assignments to Charles H. P. Phinney,
Brookline, Mass. Filed February 8, 1897. Serial No.
622,463. (No model.)

DESIGNS.
27,103. Bicycle Frame. Charles E. Duryea, Peoria,

111. Filed January 6, 1896. Serial No. 574,551. Term
of patent 7 years.

TRADE-MARKS.
30,101. Bicycles. Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids,

Mich. Filed May 3, 1897. Essential feature, the word
"Wolverine."

,30,102. Bicycles and parts thereof. America Cycle

Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. Filed December 21, 1896. Es-

sential feature, a shield-like device having the figure

of a cycle wheel thereon, and associated with the

legend "The America."

30.103. Bicycles and parts thereof. Scott Paper Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed April 15, 1897. Essential

feature, the words "Great Scott," associated with a

picture, representation or likeness of General Scott.

30.104. Bicycles, Velocipedes and parts thereof.

Remington Arms Company, Ilion, New York. Filed

April 27, 1897. Essential feature, the word "Boule-

vard."

30.105. Bicycle Lamps. John M. Scott, Chicago, 111.

Filed April 26, 1897. Essential feature, "Hully Gee."

^ J- The Wheel ^^\

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled
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A necessary refer-
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ers..^ Price, $2.00
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i^Twenty-five
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application.^ <^

88 West Broadway
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HELPS TO BRIGHT LIGHT

When the lamp is not in use, the wick

should be turned down to a level with the

burner. After using, unless it be only for a

very short time, the charred part of the wick

should be rubbed off, and the lamp cleaned

and filled up with oil. The reservoir should

not be filled quite full, or the oil, expanding

with the warmth when the lamp is lighted,

may overflow. To clean the reflector, wipe

it lightly with a slightly oiled rag. The lamp

bracket should be vertical.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN UTILIZING AND COPYING

There is a distinction—though the dividing

line is a very narrow one—between utilizing

a suggestion and copying some one else's

ideas. That the wise cycle advertiser will al-

ways and everywhere be looking for fresh

ideas and suggestions is an elementary axiom.

He sees some useful phrase, some elegant

type, an effective form of display, or notes

a useful story or some modern event which
lends itself to making a good advertisement,

and from that starting point evolves a good
announcement.

This is not copying, though the root idea

is not an original one. It becomes the adver-

tiser's by right of conquest, so to speak; he has

made good use of it, and it becomes his. But
let us suppose that Smith is using a specially

designed border to surround all of his adver-

tisements. We will further suppose that a

particular style of type and setting has been

adopted, and then Robinson comes out with

an advertisement evidently modeled on

Smith's, and for a similar article. This is

copying, and not utilizing a suggestion.

The decision as to the place to draw the

line must, of course, ultimately rest on good
feeling and sense . of fairness; but every one

must admit that the line is sometimes over-

stepped. When a manufacturer has spent

money, energy and brains to identify himself

with some special form of or name for an

article, it is not fair for some one else to come
in and confuse the mind of the public, and

even to rob the original advertiser of a part

of his just reward. The worst of the evil is

that there is practically no legal remedy,

though the injustice must be patent to every

one.

WISE ECONOMY AND OTHERWISE.

Economy and enterprise are both necessary

to success. Too often the manufacturer fails

to secure a great measure of prosperity be-

cause he considers these qualities contradic-

tory, and cultivates one at the expense of the

other.

Economy may consist in saving every scrap

of paper, metal, string, coal, etc., which has

use and value, and may lessen expenditure; it

may be extended to mean a wiser expenditure

of money for fuel, light, wages, rents, adver-

tising and personal expenses, but the limit

of this kind of economy is the proportion of

actual waste which can take place in a given

amount of gross profits.

So, wherever economy fails to recognize

the necessity of making more business on a

scale of expenditure necessary for the larger

activity, economy degenerates into a weak-

ness, and not infrequently into a vice. It

is always both a vice' and weakness when
economy becomes meanness, and excites dis-

like and even hatred in the hearts of em-
ployees, riders and the general public.

TOLD JN STACCATO.

Wheel, girl, whirl. Dash, smash, crash.

Doctor, bandage, splint. Arnica, quiet, lint.

CHANGING THE CRANKS.

When pedals are made to screw into the

crank, the right-hand pedal is often furnished

—if it is not it should be—with a left-hand

thread, so that the tendency of the revolution

of the pedal on the pedal pin is to tighten

up the screw instead of to loosen it. When
such is the case, the rider must, of course, be

careful not to exchange the cranks if he has

occasion to take them off in cleaning or re-

pairing.
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B. &B. B. & B. B. & B. B. & B. -B. & B.

SOUNDS
WELL.

iiiiEKis*

5T/IND
SELLS
WELL.

THE

"B. & B." Bicycle Stand
IT IS THE BEST BICYCLE STAHB IN THE WORLD.

WEIGHS IvESS THAN FOUR POUNDS. WIIvL NOT TOPPLE OVER.

We are going to push it, and want the legitimate cycle trade to sell

it. Knocks down for shipping at a low freight rate. Retails at $i .00

in japan or f1.50 in nickel, with good trade margins. For circulars
and discounts address

BISHOP & BENTON,
Patentees and Manufacturers, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HOW IT HAPPENED.
The B. & B. Bicycle Stand is the in-

vention of an enthusiastic wheelman
whose machine was ruined by causes

that lost their force with the creation

of the new stand.

WHAT IT IS.

The B. & B. supporting stand for bi-

cycles is the simplest and most practi-

cal article of its kind in the market.

Lightly but solidly built of selected

Bessemer steel, it weighs less than

four pounds. When in use it occu-

pies less lateral space than the wheel

itself ; when not in use the stand can

be folded up and hung on a nail.

WHAT IT DOES.
It supports the machine with both

wheels suspended from the floor, and
so engages the steering wheel that

turning sidewise is impossible. Both

wheels can be revolved freely, and all

parts of the wheel are readily access-

ible for cleaning and oiling.

WHAT IT COSTS.
The B. & B. Stands are made in two
styles—No. i, japan finish, fi.oo ; No.

2, nickel finish, $1.50. Liberal dis-

count to the trade

.

B. & B. B. & B.- B. & B.- B. & B. B. & B.
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This is the Time
To Boom Juveniles.

The trade in small bicyclesopens later than in adult wheels, but when the demands of the youngsters begin to make

parents act, dealers will discover their stocks incomplete without a line of juveniles. The bicycle to consider, of

course, is the one that will please the grown-ups in price and quality, catch the fancy of the youngsters, and prove

satisfactory to the dealer. The Elfin combines all the essential features of a high-grade wheel, is distinctively

juvenile, handsome in appearance, and built to meet the requirements of the child.

"The Elfin is built for the child-the child

not stretched to fit the bicycle."

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

makers:

FRAZER & JONES CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Distributing Agents:

Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago. Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis.

J. Andrae & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis. Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston.

Maltby-Henley Co., New York.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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TAKING A FEW TUMBLES.

The cycle agent patted the saddle of the

sample wheel admiringly with one hand, while

with the other he held fast to the buttonhole

of the prospective purchaser.

"I tell you, sir," said he, "you have no idea

what a wheel does for a man. I have known
men, feeble, weak, with tired-out brains and

exhausted bodies, striving day and night to

earn a bare pittance; and I have sold these

men wheels, and seen them in a month's time

healthy, strong in mind and body, and on
the high road to fortune."

"You don't say so," exclaimed the prospec-

tive buyer.

The agent became extreme'iy confidential.

"I mean it; every word of it. Why not

four days ago—mark that, not four days ago

—

a man came in here who didn't have a cent

—

not a cent. I talked to him and he became

so interested that he went out, borrowed

$100, and bought a wheel, and now—pardon

the slang—at this very minute that man is

right out there on the road teaching himself

how to ride and fairly rolling in dust."

WHERE BELLS ARE NEEDED.

Among the numerous "demands" of New
York's famous Consulate should be one for

an ordinance compelling street-playing chil-

dren to wear bells around their necks, so that

wheelmen might get some warning when the

gentle juveniles started to rush across a

street without heed or care of their own or

other's safety.

WRIT SARCASTIC.

(Editorial from the "Daily Whooper.")

There is a growing evil under the sun, and
one that demands the instant attention of

wise legislators. We refer to the utter bru-

tality displayed on the part of pedestrians by
inserting themselves in front of the rapidly

approaching bicyclist. None who has walked
our thoroughfares can be blind to the fact

that there is increasing on the part of the

walking minority an apparently studied pur-

pose to annoy and harass the ubiquitous

wheelman.

Daily our news columns offer testimony to

the recklessness of men and women who
plant themselves ahead of the swift wheel,

with the result that the costly machine is,

perhaps, ruined, and its rider counted lucky

if he gets off with less than the loss of his

life.

This must stop. There are rights inherent-

ly belonging to the cycling world. If pedes-

trians will persist in bl'ocking the way, if

they refuse to hug the wall, if they insist that

collisions shall come, then let there be a law

adequate to punishing them. It is time that

the man who gets in front of a bicycle, im-

periling thereby the rider's life and prop-

erty, should be severely dealt with. We do

not care how severe the law shall be. We
only insist that it shall not be so light as to

be inoperative.

RENTING WHEELS FOR CHARITY.

A novel and ingenious attempt at making
of the bicycle a beneficence has been inaug-

urated by members of the Woman's Auxiliary

of the University Settlement. They purchased

a bicycle and put it in the custody of a com-
mittee of boys connected with that institu-

tion.

The boys acted as agents and rented the

machine to other boys in the neighborhood
whom they knew well at the rate of ten

cents an hour. The investment proved better

and worse than was anticipated. It was ex-

tremely popular and paid as high as a dollar

a day, though the average was about 85 cents

per diem.

On the other hand, what with boyish reck-

lessness, the tumbles of beginners and the

necessary collisions in the crowded streets

of downtown, it does not look as if the ma-
chine would more than half pay for itself,

after the numerous repair bills have been

settled.

WISHED BY THE WABBLER.

I wish I were that fly that roams

Around on yonder wall

;

For he could ride a wheel,

And not fall off at all.

IN PLACE OF THE DIAMOND-LOSING ITEM.

In St. Paul a stage star who believed that

his stellaship was so bright that no lamp
was needed to betoken his presence was rude-

ly arrested for cycling lamplessness and fined.

The actor gentleman declares—so his press

agent says—that he will carry the case to the

higher courts, because he holds that the pro-

vision of tlje city ordinance under which he

was prosecuted is nonsensical and unreason-

able, and therefore void, and that it is be-

yond the power of the council to enact such a

provision.'

mmiL€s
JIre ridden by those wbo appreciate tbe refinements

of a superior ntacbine. Riders use tbem once and

tben always. Hgents wbo Dave sold tbem do not

cbange to any otber line.

Send for (Catalogue.

« « « « « « « « «

Tenton metallic mfg. Co.,

3amc$town, K. V.

^/JO,
We guarantee the LuThy Wheel to be:

The Handsomest in Design and Finish.

The Best in Material and Workmanship.
. The Most Perfect in its Lines and Bearings.

The Easiest and Smoothest Running Wheel in the World.
:j_ A FEW SELECT AGENCIES SOLICITED. tg

"^ QiiutTTYirca© J'^MAKERS, '^"^ ^

S. & p. TIRES

ARE FAST.

They carried A. D. PARKER
to victory in the 25-mile

MARTIN ROAD RACE, May
29th. Time, i hour 15 min-

utes and 23 seconds.

Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

OFFICES AT

19 Park Place New York City.
107 E Jefferson st Syracuse, N. Y.
SO E. Genesee St Buffalo, N. Y.
Ififi E. Lake st Chicago, III.

Embree Cycle Co., Fil-

bert and Juniper sts Philadelphia, Pa.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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BONDED THE ATTACHMENTS.

How the Worcester People Met a Run—Mana-
ger Macdonald's Explanation of the

Trouble.

Quite a flurry was created in metropolitan

trade circles on Monday last by an unexpected

run on the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. It was

started by an attachment for some $1,900 is-

sued to the Shelby Steel Tube Co., which

was followed by several others, none of which

reached $2,500.

When seen. Manager Geo. S. Macdonald
smiled complacently, and said:

''The first attachment was taken out by one

of our creditors who claimed an amount of

money which we did not owe them, as they

had failed to give us credit for several items

as far back as February, and which reduced

the amount of our indebtedness to them near-

ly one-half. The New York representative of

this concern admitted the correctness of our

claim, but their attorney insisted upon taking

the attachment out unless we paid him the

full amout that he had a memorandum of,

saying that he received his instructions from

the home office, and could not change them.

He refused to consult the local office of his

clients and attached.

"All the other attachments are the result of

this first one, a number of creditors becoming
frightened, and wiring their attorneys to take

proceedings to protect them, which, in every

case except one, has been done, without even

taking the trouble to call on us and find out

the state of affairs. All those, with the one
exception, who have called have gone away
satisfied that the company is in good condi-

tion, and perfectly able to carry on its busi-

ness.

"We are proceeding with our business in

the regular way, have suffered no interrup-

tion and are going ahead with our plans fo-

'98.

"All the attachments so far issued either

have been or will be bonded and vacated,

pending the arguing of the claims in the

proper courts."

Mr. Macdonald also hinted broadly that in

due time the worm would turn and at least

one heavy suit for damages, and perhaps
more, be instituted.

SOME MORE "BESTS."
A London dispatch states that at the Crys-

tal Palace track, on June 8th, J. Platt-Betts
lowered the three-quarter-mile record to
1.20 2-5, and that J. W. Stocks established a
new mile paced record, covering the distance
in 1.46 1-5.

ONE THOUSAND AT TWENTY-FIVE.

London, May 29.—In face of the figures

showing the heavy imports of American-made
wheels into. Great Britain, it would seem diffi-

cult to explain the bad trade in American ma-
chines complained of on this side, but a simi-

lar situation obtains in the English trade,

where the factories are working overtime, and

the agents are grumbling at the slackness of

sales. I hear, however, that there are large

consignments of American machines finding

their way direct from the wharfs into the

auction room, and I was offered a lot of 1,000

machines, according to a sample shown, at

$25 each. This is, of course, bound to have

a detrimental effect on high-grade American
sales.

THREATEN TO RETALIATE.

WOOD RIMS AT BETHEL.

Lowell, Mass., June 6.—The Keene Wood
Rim Company has begun the erection of a

factory at Bethel, Vt., 120x50 feet, and four

stories high. The Central Vermont Railroad

will build a new side track to connect with

the factory. It is expected that the building

will be completed in two months, when the

company will transfer from Keene, N. H., its

largest bicycle rim shop. The company ex-

pects to employ at the outset 50 hands, at

least.

LEAGUE MUST PROVE CONTROL

Simcoe, Canada, June 7.—The C. W. A.

executive has decided that the Pacific Coast

outlaw riders may compete at C. W. A. races

in British Columbia District No. 1, if the dis-

trict so desires. The proviso to this is that

if the L. A. W. shows conclusively that it is

the ruling power on the coast, then the C.

W. A. will stand by them ; if not the C. W. A.

will stand by British Columbia.

TUBE DIFFICULTIES IN COURT.

• On Tuesday of this week the sheriff of New
York County received an attachment against

the Mannesmann Tube Company, of South
Wales, for $34,657, in favor of Daniel B. Mc-
Ilvaine, for commissions and advances. It

was served on a cycle company and bankers
here. Mr. Mcllvaine formerly represented
the Mannesmann Co., in this country.

HIGHER TUBE DUTIES.

The new Canadian tariff bill, as presented
to the Dominion Parliament by the Commit-
tee of Ways and Means, advances the duty
on "tubes of rolled steel, seamless, not welded
or joined, not more than 1 and IJ inches in

diameter; and seamless steel tubing for bi-

cycles" from 10 per cent to 15 per cent.

Canadian Wheelmen have a Plan to Punish

Americans For Their I,ack of

Courtesy.

Simcoe, Canada, June 7.—The privilege ex-

tended to L. A. W. members last year by

which they were exempted from taxation or

duty when bringing their wheels into Canada
on showing their membership tickets may not

be extended this year.

All arrangements to that end had been com-
pleted, and the members of the Executive

Committee had signed the bond to be given

to the Government when the hitch occurred.

It was caused by the refusal of the head of

the L. A. W. to grant a special sanction for

the $1,000 jubilee handicap proposed by the

Chatham '97 Meet Committee. The C. W.
A. has issued a sanction for this event, and
it was thought that the least the L. A. W.
could do would be to allow their riders to par-

ticipate in any events run under C. W. A.

permit. Pi-esident Potter does not see it in

this way, and the race may be declared off.

If this sanction is refused there will be no
customs privileges for the members of the

L. A. W.

President Potter states that the favor which
the Canadians ask is that the L. A. W. sanc-

tion their exceeding of the prize limit. Un-
less this be done, they fear the $1,000 race will

have to be abandoned, as the presence of the

American cracks is necessary to give it the

desired importance.

Chairman Mott had refused the courtesy

and the C. W. A. had appealed to i^resident

Potter. The latter has not reached a decision,

but seems disposed to uphold Mr. Mott. He
is not much perturbed by the Canadians' threat

to retaliate, and says that if it becomes neces-
sary some one else in Canada will be secured
to execute the desired bond, or the League
will deposit the required amount in cash.

TOOK THE ZOONER AND TWENTY-FIVE.

Knoxville, Tenn., June 3.—The trouble in

the Bayzarian Cycle Co. has been settled, and
Mr. Bayzarian is out. The court decreed that

he should take his tools, patents and patterns
of the "Zooner" bicycle, also .$25 in cash,

while the stock in hand and property purchased
since the company was formed, with the
Barnes and other agencies, will remain with
the other partners, W. J. Trueblood and R. H.
Hanna, who will continue the business as the
Knoxville Cycle Co.
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OUTSIDE THE FOLD.

The Metropolitan District "Wants No Such

Shepard as the Irvington-Millburn

One.

For the first time, A. M. Shepard, of Meri-

den, Conn., competed in an Irvington-Mill-

burn road race, on May 31st, last. As it was

the first, so will it be the last.

Mr. Shepard is now persona non grata in

the metropolitan district. In plain English,

his room will hereafter be preferable to his

entry fees or his company. He himself is

alone to blame for it.

When it was discovered that Shepard had cut

the course and deliberately paced R. M. Alex

ander,the time prize-winner in the last Irving-

ton-Millburn, both men were promptly writ-

ten to for explanations, as stated in the last

issue of The Wheel. Alexander responded

promptly, Mr. Shepard not at all. But he

made statements to the newspapers, which an-

swered almost as well. He admitted not only

that he cut the course and paced Alexander,

but that he paced other riders as well. He
brazenly asserted that as a competitor he had

a right to do so; that be had done the same

thing in other road races and escaped scot

free. But whatever is tolerated in New Eng-

land, he will find that no contestant has any

license to cut courses hereabouts, and by such

tactics involve the good names of a race and

of innocent riders.

The Race Committee convened on Monday
evening last and considered the case. Alex-

ander's statement and denial of complicity or

of knowledge that Shepard had cut the course

was clear and emphatic, and the records of the

race were so perfect that with Shepard's ad-

missions, it did not take long to exonerate

Alexander, nor to make a "punishment that

fits the crime" in Shepard's case. By unani-

mous vote he was permanently debarred from

competition in any and all events that may
at any time hereafter be held under the auspi-

ces of either of the Associated Cycling Clubs of

New York, New Jersey and Long Island. It.

was further resolved to send the papers in the

case to the L. A. W. Racing Board, and re-

quest action on their part. It is about the

first time that anything of this sort has been

done, but under the terms of the resolution

adopted by the last National Assembly, recit-

ing that infractions of League rules on the

road shall be recognized and punished by the

Racing Board, and as the latter deals with

"unfair riding," it is believed that Mr. Shep-
ard may be also retired from the track, for a

time at least. It will settle the point, at any

rate.

The phraseology of the resolutions is as fol-

lows:

Whereas, It has been established to the
satisfaction of this committee that A. M.
Shepard, of Meriden, Conn., has been guilty
of unfair riding in the ninth Irvington-Mill-
burn road race, and said A. M. Shepard hav-
ing failed to respond to the official inquiry re-
lating thereto,

Resolved, That said A. M. Shepard be and
is forever debarred from competition in any
and all events held under the auspices of the
Associated Cycling Clubs of New York, New
Jersey and Long Island, and that all papers
in the case and a copy of this resolution be
transmitted to the L. A. W. Racing Board,
and action requested under the resolution
adopted February 12, 1897.

Resolved, That having investigated the al-

leged unfair riding of R. M. Alexander in the
ninth Irvington-Millburn race. May 31, 1897,

and having found said allegations groundless.

the committee finds no cause for action in his

case.

Four other riders, each of whom is a mem-
ber of a prominent club in this district, were
also debarred from further competition in

road events until their Irvington-Millburn en-
try fees are paid.

The distribution of prizes was set for

Wednesday, the ICth inst., at the Astor House,

this city.

THEY ARE WORRIED.

SOME HAVE BRAKE ORDINANCES.

Cincinnati, June 7.—The Council of Nor-

wood, one of our largest suburbs, has just

passed a lantern and bell ordinance. All

suburbs, towns and villages within a radius

of fifty miles have now a lantern and bell

ordinance, while some of them have also a

brake ordinance.

Chief Consul Kempton, of the Ohio Divi-

sion, has just succeeded in having the fare

for bicyclists reduced one-half upon the Main
street incline. This is quite a boon to the

local wheelmen, as Cincinnati is so sur-

rounded by hills that no matter where one
lives he must climb a long hill. The reduc-

tion will be another good advertisement for

the L. A. W.
Michael G. Heintz, chairman of the Rights

and Privileges Committee, is framing a stat-

ute regulating the sprinkling of streets in all

cities of the first class in Ohio. This bill will

be presented at the next session -of the Legis-

lature, and the L. A. W. will see that the bill

becomes a law.

CHANGE IN ASSIGNEES.

Indianapolis, June 3.—Howard Cole has

resigned as assignee of the Munger Cycle

Manufacturing Co., and has been succeeded

by George B. Elliott. In his final report Mr.
Cale showed that since he took charge of the

business, he had received, through sales,

$0,102; receipts from old accounts, $4,302; to-

tal, $10,495. The amount of outstanding ac-

counts was shown to be, in the approximate,

$1,000. The assignee expended for rent and
other essential items $9,093.

Last April the re-appraisement of the prop-
erty aggregated $20,253. There was shown to

be due the assignee on account of repairs

$1,000, and a like amount due from the Bru-
ner-Munger company. It was reported that

there are in the factory fifty unfinished wheels.

The assignee recommended an early disposi-

tion of the property, and it is understood that

the plant will shortly be sold at auction.

NOT DETERMINED YET.

Greencastle, Ind., June 8.—The stockhold-

ers of the Greencastle Mfg. Co., whose fac-

tory was entirely consumed by fire May 30,

have not yet decided exactly as to their fu-

ture plans. It is, however, a reasonably safe

prediction that their courage will rise superior

to the natural dejection of a $30,000 loss, and
the business be continued, and be bigger and
greater than ever.

The Greencastle Mfg. Co., as the trade

is well aware, manufactured wood rims and
handle bars, and had created an exceedingly
good demand for their product. They made
careful and reliable goods and were in every
sense a responsible and ambitious concern.

BACK INTO THE INFIELD.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., report the receipt
of a telegram from Chairman Mott advising
them that Tom Eck had been reinstated and
could now come out of the grand stands and
assume charge of the Spalding team on the
track.

British Manufacturers and Stock Jobbers Have
Some Unpleasant Figures Given

Them.

London, May 29.—The publication on this

side of the American Treasury figures, show-
ing the values of American cycles and parts

shipped during the nine months ending March
last, has caused a good deal of comment in

the general and trade press, chiefly of a nature

showing surprise at the extent of the de-

velopments indicated. The total value for

the corresponding period of '95-'96 was re-

turned at under $1,000,000, while the period

under review was responsible for $4,165,680,

of which $2,065,680 were exported in the

three months of '97. On the figures it seems

as though the United Kingdom takes a good
third lof these, and with its dependencies ab-

sorbs over one-half, France, Germany, Italy

and Holland accounting for another quarter.

The tire war is fast approaching another

period of activity, and immediately after the

Whitsuntide recess it is expected that the

Dunlop-Tubeless-Fleuss case will come on for

hearing before Mr. Justice Romer. This ac-

tion will test the validity of the master patent

for tubeless tires, which in the person of the

Fleuss is said to be an infringement of the

Bartlett-Clincher attachment. I do know
that the Dunlop people issued several writs

against sellers of the Tubeless tire and so

caused a slight slump in the shares which,

after touching 391, now stand at 191. An-
other affair of a similar kind is on the tapis in

connection with the Beeston tire, which is to

be, or (has been, writted by the Non-Collap-

sible Tire Co. for infringement of the Scott

patent, held by the latter, and which is claimed

to cover all wired-on tires in which the ends

of the wires come through the rim. As the

Beeston tire is being made under royalty from

the Dunlop there will 'be some complications

if the matter goes into the courts.

Another case of the same complexion as the

Hooley-Rucker-Grapler deal is now in pro-

cess of discussion regarding the firm known
now as the Coventry Cross Cycle Co., former-

ly as Warman & Hazelwood. It appears that

a syndicate lofifered to purchase the concern

for £130,000 and paid £10,000 down as an op-

tion fine. During the process of discussing

matters the slump in the share market came
along and so frightened the purchasing syndi-

cate that they backed down and wanted their

£10,000 back. The company, however, have

held onto the installment, and called on the

syndicate to complete their contract.

It is freely rumored on this side that among
the largest unloaders of cycle shares of late

have been such men as Messrs. Ducros,
Hooley and Rucker, as well as the under-
writing corporations, who jumped to the con-
clusion that the bottom had been knocked out
of the cycle boom and the time to clear out
had arrived. The last purse must certainly re-

quire a good quantity of "the ready" at pres-

ent. There is that service of gold plate to St.

Paul's Cathedral and the old-age pension
scheme to be financed by Mr. Hooley, while
it is said that Mr. Rucker is spending £40,000

on his stables and kennels at Leatherhead, and
wanted to buy the Irish Derby winner,
Galtee More, for £25,000._ Mean\vhile the cycle

trade and those who believe in it are inaking
much money—on paper—and what that paper
is really worth will be hard to say for some
months. I am told that Humber's Extension
—the selling part of the great Humber fabric

—are overstocked in London and are cutting

prices considerably. This latter fact is, how-
ever, general.
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TWO DROMIOS OF JUSTICE.

A S soon as a Philadelphia judge declared

'* that users of the public highways were

entitled to precedence and right of way purely

upon the question of weight, i. e. the heaviest

vehicle to take everything and the lighter one

to give everything. It therefore became the

law that when two vehicles met they were to

argue their road rights entirely upon their

respective weights, and where the weight of

each was identical that neither should have

either right or wrong, but were forever to

remain facing each other in the highway until

death or other natural causes should reduce

the weight of one to less than that of the

other, it became a certainty that New Jersey

would not allow its neighbor across the Dela-

ware to grab all of the legal idiocy in sight.

The expected has happened. New Jersey

has put in her bid for anti-cycling judicial

paresis by the decision of one of her legal

luminaries that Sunday cycling for pleasure

is illegal. Under this ruling, and the exten-

sive code of blue laws still upon the New

Jersey statute books, cycling upon Sunday is

practically forbidden in New Jersey, since any

one riding a wheel in that State on Sunday

and unable to prove that his doing so is "a

labor of necessity" is liable to arrest, fine and

imprisonment. Both the Pennsylvania de-

cision and the New Jersey one may be good

law, but even if they are, certainly it cannot be

denied that both decisions lack sound sense,

equity and all indication of being in accord-

ance with traffic as it now exists.

T^ HERE is a new division of mankind. It

•• is no longer the man who buys his win-

ter coal at wholesale in the summer and the

man who buys it by the load when the bin

is empty. The boundary line between the

tailor-made man and the ready-made man is

obsolete.

There are no longer carriage folk and

street-car people. The girl with and without

the chaperon speak as they pass by.

All the old kings are dead. Long live the

king! Cycling is king, and great is his power

in the land. All the world is divided into two

parts—the part which rides a bicycle and the

part which doesn't, and the latter is swiftly

and surely passing away.

NO ROOM FOR SUCH.

1 T is to be hoped that road race promoters

^ everywhere will respect the ruling of the

Irvington-Millburn committee and refuse to

accept the entry of A. M. Shepard, of Meri-

den, Conn. United action of the sort will do

much to purge the sport of the scandals which

have too often been attached to it.

Shepard's unblushing confession that he had

cut the course in previous races and then

paced other contestants is ample reason why

he should be forever kept off the grass. How
any official could uphold such a practice, as

Shepard maintains was done, is inconceivable.

Did a competitor in a track race quit the

contest and later jump in and pace those who

remained, he would probably be mobbed and

the severest penalty be meted out to him. The

same rule should obtain in road events.

If the L. A. W. Racing Board can also

punish Shepard, as suggested, the sport will

be further cleansed.

SYMPTOMS OF A SICK MAN.

\\^HEN in the course of events a man

becomes sick, science reaches for her

record books, studies there the law of aver-

ages, and from such study determines the

ailment of the sufferer and the most likely

cure therefor.

It cannot be denied that last year the cycle

trade was, and perhaps this year still is, a sick

man. What the ailment was, what it is and

what possible cure, if any, exists, must be

learned from a study of the trade's death

record. Bradstreet is to trade and finance

what the most learned of doctors is to medi-

cine and surgery. Therefore, a close study

of Bradstreet's statistics may shed some light

upon how sick the cycle trade really was in

'96, ergo how nearly it can be regarded in

the light of a convalescent in '97.

The highest financial death rate in any

trade during '96 was in clothing, wherein

77 out of every 1,000 concerns failed—died

financially Regarding the cause of this high

mortality we are not interested, but when the

cycle trade comes along and for the same

time shows the next highest mortality, 51

out of every 1,000 concerns, then the ques-

tion becomes interesting. That the enormity

of this 51 out of every given 1,000 may be

better appreciated, it may be well to note that

the aver;ige rate throughout all the country,

and in all lines of trade, was only 14 in each

1,000. Clearly the cycle trade in '96 was

a very sick individual; close, indeed, unto

death would he have been had he possessed

less vitality, youth and hope than was his

heritage.

Closer study of the sick man's condition

develops these symptoms: During '96 147

out of 2,842 concerns in the cycle trade failed,

with a grand total of $1,095,977 in assets and

$1,874,336 in liabilities. These figures show

that more than three-quarters of a million

dollars—to be exact, $778,359—vanished

through the sick man's inability to proceed

at his regular pace along the highway of

commerce. Why?
The answer is left to wiser physicians in

finance than ourselves. Has the patient,

purged from the humors of his illness by the

violence of the attack he has been subjected

to, emerged stronger than before he was

stricken, or has the very severity thereof

weakened him to such an extent that his

eventual recovery will be a slow and tedious

affair? Upon a correct solution of this prob-

lem much depends, and each must diagnose

and prescribe as each in turn believes the

disease and remedy to be.

AS TO THE DANGER.

T T cannot be denied that a man will take

greater risks on a wheel than he would

think 'of taking if he were on foot. He feels

sure of his ability to ride a chalk line or to go

at great speed, and he will cross the track in

front of a trolley-car or he will pick his way

through a press of wagons, where a slight

miscalculation will throw him under the

wheels of the vehicles.

When he has done this thing once he feels

sure that he can do it again. Then, too, he

will rush in front of spirited horses in the

park, frightening them and exposing himself

to the danger of being run down by a frantic

animal. The use of a little common sense

and prudence will prevent nearly all of the

bicycle accidents.

The dangers of cycling ought by this time to

be pretty well understood. These dangers are

no greater than those attending almost every-

thing else that men do for pleasure or busi-

ness. A man cannot stir out of his house

without exposing himself to danger. But

the chances in his favor are so great that he

seldom thinks of the risks that he takes when

he goes upon the streets,
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Horses run away, houses fall down, mad

dogs rush through the streets, lunatics ex-

plode firearms, trolley-cars run away, man-

hole covers blow off, trolley wires break,

bricks fall from chimneys or from the walls

of buildings going up, sunstrokes prostrate

people to the earth, and a thousand and one

other things happen which injure or kill

people.

The wheelman is exposed to them as every

other person. The use of the bicycle has only

introduced a few new kinds of accident, every

one of which can be avoided, however, by

good sense and caution, except those caused

by a break-down of the wheel.

LET US BE HONORABLE.

OUR sympathy is all with Michael. But

sympathy does not make right. If the

L. A. W. has an agreement with the N. C. U.

—and it has—President Potter should see that

it is respected and made an article of good

faith.

To permit Michael to race in this coun-

try while under suspension by the N. C.

U., simply because he has a match race or

other "engagements" on the tapis, is a gross

and deliberate defiance of what may well be

termed "treaty rights." It isn't fair, it

isn't honorable, it isn't decent. If the

League does not wish or propose to respect

the international agreement, let the agree-

ment be terminated honorably, but as long as

it exists let it be adhered to. Sympathy and

plays for applause have nothing to do with the

case.

Suppose Otto Ziegler or some other

California "outlaw" should go to England and

was permitted to race, simply because he had

arranged a few match races. How we would

roar with indignation, and very properly. Yet,

in the present case, we are giving all Europe

oflense of the very same sort.

IF THEY ALL CYCLED.

"T^ HE bicycle has accomplished more than

^ any other medicine to render rosy the

cheeks and vigorous the muscle of the good-

roads movement. If public officials would all

take to c ycling they would likewise all take to

good roads.

In the long run improved highways are one

of the best dividend-paying investments that

the taxpayer can make, and the economic

value of well kept thoroughfares has never

been half appreciated by the public.

If all the officials would hasten to become

victims of the bicycle, then gullies, cobble-

stones, mud-holes, sand-patches and things

would soon be eliminated from the main

traveled roads in rural and suburban locali-

ties, even as they have passed away in the

streets of cities and towns since cycling came

in vogue.

BIRDS OF A FEATHER.

WHEN Gen. Weyler, the famous warrior

of the typewriter, sees that the task of

conquering Cuba by means of proclamations and

bulletins has grown beyond even his super-

lative ability in this line, and he feels the

need of an able assistant in this bulletin-

proclamation method of winning victories,

we are willing to stand sponsor for the

Honorable "Jedge" Kerrigan, of Californy,

who is outweylering Weyler in winning his

league victories through columns of printed,

written, spoken, telegraphed and telephoned

bulletins of secessionistic victories. The

"Jedge" is a warrior possessed of peculiar

winning qualities such as no man in the world

can appreciate as much as General Weyler.

The firm of Weyler & Kerrigan would be in-

vincible in their special line.

KISSING GOES BY FAVOR.

THE "determination" of the Canadian

Wheelmen's Association to pursue a

tit-for-tat policy—the refusal to renew the

agreement to permit League members' wheels

to enter the Dominion free of duty, because

the L. A. W. declines to favor their Jubilee

race—has a hollow sound. It bears the ear-

marks of a coercive bluff. But in the light

of recent events none will blame the Canucks

if they decide to take the affair seriously. If

the L. A. W. can violate international agree-

ments at will, other countries may as well do

something of the sort. Reciprocity is a splen-

did institution; but retaliation is frequently

more effective, and acts quicker.

It is often the case that an advertiser in the

trade expects too much from advertising, and

then condemns it if he does not fully realize

his expectations. Advertising is only the

chief element in building up and holding a

successful cycle business. It cannot bear the

burden alone. There must be coupled with it

the same degree of enterprise in every other

element of business success. Because this is

not done a vast amount of money is wasted

in the advertising end of the cycle business

and advertising gets the blame.

It cannot be claimed that the clerk of the

weather has shown any partiality in the dis-

tribution of his unpleasant favors. No busi-

ness, the cycle trade not excepted, has escaped

from the evil effects of an unprecedented spell

of unseasonable, unreasonable and unprofit-

able weather. All things, even such climatic

antics, as we are now burdened with, have

an ending in which knowedge rest

the hopes of the cycle trade that brighter

days are in store for those who ride cycles as

well as those who sell them.

The thing that is particularly interesting to

casual students of sociology, and doubters of

their own senses, just now, is the tenacious

hold cycling keeps upon humanity. Time was

when a portion of the more sedate and re-

served devotees of polite pursuits regarded

wheeling as undignified. With the passing

of the chimpanzee hump, however, and the

tendency to a more rational enjoyment of the

wheel, all classes of humanity seem to have

come under its magic spell.

"Jedge" Kerrigan, high priest of the Cali-

fornia "secesh," is a real nice gentleman, who

in all things adds dignity and impressiveness

to the organization which he represents. In

an "open letter to wheelmen" he has given

further proof of it. In the opening sentence

he refers to the president of the L. A. W. as

"Paresis Potter," a "thunderbolt" calculated

to win over decent people and convince them

that the California malcontents have their

quarrel just!

Actual results on the race track have shown

that the typewriter, the newspaper puff and

the wagging tongue are not conducive to

winning form on the part of those racing

men who adopt this form of training and

preparatory work. More racing and less talk-

ing, writing and puffing is what the public

expects of racing men. Just at present,

though, the public .seems liable to disap-

pointment in this direction.

If the good Samaritan had lived until to-

day he would have ridden a bicycle, and rid-

ing it, would have wended his way to the

Boulevard, where if 'he tried any of his good

Samaritan business he'd never have time to

do anything else.

When you can hold an eel by the tail you

will be able to tell one lie about your wheel,

or your riding of it, without telling a second,

not till then, though.

When it comes to believing in the loudly

proclaimed virtues of the bargain-counter

bicycle. Faith is but a polite name for cred-

ulity.

We should not need to realize our ideals

in wheels if we could idealize our reals

therein.

Were cycling void of all sentiment, it would

be like a garden without flowers.

Where there's a way, there's a wheel.
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THEY PARADED.

New York's Wheel Riders Show Their Paces,

Faces and Graces For

Prices.

The "parade season" was inaugurated in

the Metropolitan District on Saturday last.

The inaugural event was under the auspices

of the "Evening Telegram Bicycle Parade

Association," which grew out of the afifair

fathered by the New York paper of that name
last year.

Saturday's event, if the truth be told, for

general effect, is not to be mentioned in the

same breath with the impressive and fairy-like

pageant of last summer, despite the rose-

tinted reports of the daily press. It was pro-

jected on a larger scale, but the height aimed

at was not reached. There were more "inar-

slials" and "aides" than before, and each wore

h'vj. sash of pink with considerable "eclair," as

Vetdant Reub avowed, and the free show na-

turally attracted a throng, but it was not near-

ly' ;o numerous as on the occasion of the

night parade. The immense grand stand on

Riverside Drive, which did duty when Grant's

tomb was dedicated, was not even half-filled.

The daily papers reported 15,000 cyclists in

line. But divide that number by three and the

quotient will be liberally representative.

There were divisions of military cyclists, of

New York clubs, of Brooklyn clubs, of New
Jersey clubs, of school-boy-soldier-cyclists, of

wheelwomen, of cyclists in fancy an^ gro-

tesque dress, of cyclists with florally

decorated wheels, and, of course, a division of

unattached riders. By a stretch of courtesy

it may be fair to say that there was also a

trades' display.

To those who have had a surfeit of such

parades, the affair was little more than an or-

ganized turnout of "types," which gave ample

room for interesting comparison.

The same lack of music and of discipline,

and the difficulty of keeping proper alignment

was, as ever, apparent. Even the militia was

but little better than the other organizations.

There was a deal of talking in the ranks, no

little gum-chewing, and every other soldier

grasped his handle-bars at a different point,

some at the grips, some halfway up the bar,

and others at the head of the wheel. One

company carried its guns slung awkwardly

across their backs, while others carried them

on their wheels, and secured their red blankets

and other camp paraphernalia to their backs.

The Fifth Artillery, U. S. A., turned out witli-

out arms and without its army uniform,

wearing, instead, blue breeches and blue

sweaters. But they were bronzed and busi-

ness-looking lot, in which there was neither

gum-chewing nor chatter. The olifiicers of

one company of uniformed school-boys—who,

as a whole, made a surprisingly good and well-

disciplined appearance— tried to ride and look

happy while carrying drawn swords.

In the club divisions, the almost total ex-

tinction of the once-universally navy-blue uni-

form was marked. But three clubs, the

Brooklyn B. C, the Calumet Cyclers, a

Negro club, and the New York Fiiemen's B.

C, wore it, and in the case of the Brooklyns

its sombreness was set off by white duck

knickerbockers. Of cadet-grey, another once

popular shade, there was but representation.

Varying shades of tan cloth was all prevalent,

although the prize-winners, the Harlem
Wheelmen, turned out in two sections, the

first wearing new bottle-green costumes with

a golden aiguillette worn across the front of

the coat and a golden cord on the caps, each

rider looking not unlike an admiral or an ad-

jutant; the second section wore summer cos-

tumes of drab crash trimmed with white braid

and frogs; between the two divisions of the

club rode the racing team in baby-blue racing

suits. The Century Wheelmen have protested

the award of the prize to the Harlems. They
turned out the greatest number, and easily

secured a prize therefor, but they also think

they "looked prettiest." They wear tan

clothes trimmed with more brown braid than

are the uniforms of a Hungarian band. The
Century's captain, too, easily outshone the

Harlem's chief. He looked the hero of a

hundred wars, the brown braiding of his coat

being completely hidden by his breastplate of

century medals, purchased at an average cost

of $1 each.

The Manhattan B. C. had the germ of a

most interesting exhibit. They strove to de-

pict "the past and the present," and had in

line an old boneshaker, several ordinaries, an

Eagle ordinary, a Star, several solid-tired

safeties, a chainless safety, and, of course,

several pneumatic-tired wheels of to-day.

But they were so few in number and the

wheels were so indiscriminately mixed that

the idea was lost or not properly appreciated,

the public rather accepting the display as a

laugh-provoker.

The ladies did not take kindly to the daylight

parade. Their division consisted of little more

than a corporal's guard. There were about

150 in the fancy-dress section. Clowns, red

devils, hayseeds, knights, queens, etc., inter-

mingled promiscuously. One of the "sou-

brettes" who made the Seely dinner notorious

was conspicuously in evidence.

In the division of picturesque and flower-

adorned wheels, there were, perhaps, half a

dozen exhibits that rose above mediocrity.

An arrangement 6f daisies and doves, a floral

cornucopia and a huge canopy of flowers were

the most prominent. There was an air-ship

and two yachts, but they were crude affairs.

3 judged

The man who rode beneath the floral canopy,

which must have cost a pretty sum, spoiled

the effect by appearing in racing costume,

bare arms and full tights.

The "trade display" was a misnomer. It

consisted of the big Vim tricycle, a

mammoth Twentieth Century lamp on

tandems, a huge Never-out lamp, in a

wagon, in which was also a band of

musicians, R. H.\ Wolff &i Co.'s cycle-

mounted band, and two dirty-faced repairmen

riding a tandem on the frame of which was

hung their sign. Only these; absolutely noth-

ing more.

MUST ERECT GUIDE BOARDS.

In the Connecticut Legislature last week

a bill was reported to the House providing

that the Selectmen of every town shall main-

tain, at the intersection of all highways, a

guide post not less than eight feet high, with

a metal or wood sign, on which shall be

marked the name of the next town and the

distance thereto, and an arrow or hand indi-

cating the direction. A $5 fine is provided

for neglect to erect the same.

BEING JAILED NO DISGRACE.

"In my childhood it was a disgrace for

time and eternity to get arrested," said the

old-fashioned man.

"Now we have women scorchers in court

nearly every day, and very wise people have

spent the night in the station house because

a cycle light went out. No one cuts their

acquaintance for it or thinks the incident

much more serious than a good joke."
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VERY FROSTY.

This Was the Reception Given Secession's

Three Patron Saints at San Jose's Sunday

Races.

San Francisco, Cal., June 1.—Messrs.

Welch, Kerrigan and Wynne, the three graces

of the Sunday racing organization, went

down to San Jose last Sunday, accompanied

by their faithful retinue of newspaper corres-

pondents, to officiate at the first Sunday race

meet given in the Garden City, and to tell

the San Jose wheelmen what a grand organ-

ization the C, A. C. C. is, so that all would

flock around the banner of the outlaw asso-

ciation and swell the membership roll. This

same party returned to San Francisco sadder

and wiser men, while the mere mention of

C. A. C. C. in San Jose is now sufficient for

the dusky janitor of the Garden City cyclers

to bring out a can of lime.

This race meet in San Jose was looked

forward to by the organizers of the movement
as the actual test of the great question they

are agitating—that the people of California

want Sunday racing. The affair was widely

advertised, was well-managed, and everything

done to make it such a success that the L.

A. W. would never be mentioned again in

the land. And what was the result? Here

are the cold, unsympathetic figures: The at-

tendance was four hundred (not thousand).

The gate receipts, all told, about two hun-

dred dollars. The loss to the club (esti-

mated) about a hundred dollars. And all

this in the cycling centre of California! A
meet given by a club of over three hundred

members; on a track that cost close on to

ten thousand dollars; in a city that has seen

the largest crowds ever present at a Califor-

nia race meet. This is the outcome of the

meet Mr. Welch looked forward to as the

crowning achievement of the C. A. C. C.

in California.

If the worthy gentlemen are disappointed

at the outcome of the meet, how much more
so must they be at the result of the "mass

meeting" of wheelmen they expected to

address in Turn Verein Hall that bright

Sunday morning! On the bulletin board of

the club rooms of the Garden City Cyclers

appeared a bold announcement that on Sun-

day morning Messrs. Hon. Judge Kerrigan,

R. M. Welch and H. F. Wynne would ad-

dress the wheelmen of San Jose on the aims

and objects of the C. A. C. C, at Turn
Verein Hall—the largest in the city—and a

cordial invitation was extended to all to be

present and be awed by the burning elo-

quence, etc., of the speakers. The announce-
ment also appeared in the daily press. When
the time came for the great event, there were
only a handful of wheelmen present—prob-

ably twenty at the outside. The rooms of

the Garden City Cyclers were crowded with

wheelmen, as is usual on the morning of a

race meet, yet none of them heeded the an-

nouncement that confronted them as they

came up the stairs. This cold frost was suffi-

cient to dampen the ardor of Uncle Robert,

and he may have been partially prepared for

the further disappointment that awaited him
at the race track that same afternoon.

Aside from the excitement raised by the

secessionists on every possible occasion, very

little is doing in a cycling way in California.

Chief Consul Strong looks after the duties

of his office as usual, attending to the needs

of the Division, and conducting his adminis-

tration with a quiet dignity that is in striking

contrast to the braying methods of the free-

booters. On every possible opportunity the

cycling writers of the daily morning press

give Chief Consul Strong a slap, and they

wonder why he doesn't hit back. They do
not seem to realize that the silent contempt
with which their snarling is treated only

serves to make the writers ridiculous in the

eyes of the community—but they will prob-

ably learn.

Otto Ziegler did some great riding at the

San Jose meet last Sunday, and now, as he

realizes the winning form he is in, the little

German must bitterly regret that he did not

go east, instead of casting his lot with the

K. W. and W. organization (Kerrigan, Welch
and Wynne), as it is termed by the know-
ing ones.

Trade is somewhat slow on the coast.

Cheap wheels are selling well, but the higher

grades are not moving along as fast as de-

sired. This is due to the fact that there were

a good number of '96 wheels left over, and

these are being sold at any old price. In

s'ome of the models the '96 wheel is about

as good as the '97 machine, and hence they

sell well at the low figure.

SHE LED THEM.

DOWN ON THE OHIO.

Louisville, Ky., June 5.—Jos. Kast was

fined yesterday by Judge Thompson in the

City Court, Louisville, on a warrant sworn

out by Hewitt Green, the artist, on the charge

of fast driving. Mr. Green claimed that Kast

tried to run him down. Kast's claim was

that Green sprinted around him and then

slowed up, and repeated this several times,

and that he simply drove fast in an endeavor

to clear himself of this annoyance. Green

evidently told the most plausible story, and

verified it by witnesses, with the above result.

But little talk has been indulged in up to

date regarding a Chief Consul to succeed

J. W. Clendening. It is pretty well under-

stood that if Mr. Clendening desires to stand

in the way of the lightning for a second time

that the lightning will take great pleasure in

striking him again. However, it has been

hinted that he will not contest the candidacy

of a real good man, and the tendency of vox
populi is in N. G. Crawford's direction. He
is a man who can heal the differences that

have existed in Kentucky Division, and it

is safe to say that none of the now fast dis-

appearing feuds will be revived if he is the

candidate. If he is not the next executive

officer it is earnestly hoped that whoever it

may be will be a man as well fitted as is Mr.

Crawford.

Chas. H. Jenkins has paid up his back dues

in the L. A. W. and now holds the lowest-

numbered membership card in the Kentucky
Division L. A. W. The three numbers under

1,000 in Kentucky belong to Jenkins, Craw-
ford and Orville Lawson.

KEEPING THEM POSTED.

The Cycle Touring Club, of France, has de-

cided to post several thousand bills upon the

dead walls and fences, recording convictions

against cabmen for injuring cyclists and
against dog owners for setting their animals

on wheelmen. The record of fines and im-

prisonment will, it is hoped, make the care-

less Jehu think carefully.

A Nine-Year-Old Girl Heads the Largest

Number of Riders :Bver Making a

Century Run.

It is safe to affirm that the recent protest

issued by a body of Philadelphia clergymen
against Sunday cycling had but little effect

on the average Quaker City rider. As though
resenting the action of the ministers in their

endeavors to restrict their freedom on the

seventh day, the Quakers turned out en masse
on Simday last and broke all records in

the Kenilworth Wheelmen's century run to

Atlantic City and return, from a numerical

standpoint. Over 2,300 riders started in the

journey of 120 miles, and over 1,600 fin-

ished. Over 1,800 cyclists left Philadelphia

at 4 a. m. ; several hundred started later; over

300 Jersey riders joined the body at Cam-
den. At Hammonton the checkers announced
that 2,400 riders were in line. Further along

the procession stretched out for over ten

miles, and hundreds of farmers and country

folk watched the riders pass all along the

route. Atlantic City was fairly swamped with

wheels and their riders at 11 o'clock. About
everything eatable in the town was consumed.

Twenty-five women started in the run, but

less than half a dozen survived. Among them

was Lillian Dillmore, of Camden, a nine-year-

old girl, attired in a boy's corduroy suit, who
finished as fresh as the freshest. Many of

those who started remained at the seashore

until dark, returning by train, and many met

with accidents, but the number of survivors,

nevertheless, fairly smothers the record of all

previous 100-mile runs.

The return trip was begun at 1.15 o'clock.

The survivors arrived at Philadelphia in de-

tachments between 9 and 12 o'clock, weary

and dust-covered.

The prize for the club having the largest

number in line will go to the Time Wheel-

men, who brought through 129. The prize

to the largest out-of-town club will probably

go to the Century Wheelmen, of Camden,

who brought through 93.

GOES PHILADELPHIA ONE BETTER.

Under a decision rendered by Justice Col-

lins, of Westfield, bicycle riding in New Jer-

sey on Sunday is illegal. The decision was.

rendered in a suit for damages of one wheel-

man against another to recover $25 for dam-

ages done to his bicycle in a collision. The
two riders. Crane and Hedfield, collided in

a Westfield street on a Sunday. Crane's

wheel was broken and he brought the suit.

Justice Collins decided against him.

As Crane was cycling for pleasure. Justice

Collins said, he was violating the law, and

therefore had no standing in court. Crane

will appeal the case.

PROOF OF POPULARITY.

Is cycling on the wane? Is the number of

those who ride bicycles growing less? Find

your answer in these official figures: During

the month just gone there passed into

Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, from the var-

ious entrances thereto, 202,827 bicycles The
number recorded for the month of May of

last year was 92,048, and in the month of

1895, 24,791.
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THAT MICHAEL MIX-UP.

Mr. Mott Adds Thereto by Some Queer Sxplan-
atlous and Still Equally Queer

Rullngfs.

When the news, transmitted by The
Wheel's London correspondent, that "Jim-
my" Michael, the Welsh phenomenon, who
has been racing in this country for several

weeks, had not been reinstated by the Na-
tional Cyclists' Union, was given to the pub-

lic last week, it caused an unmistakable sen-

sation.

Michael's newspaper friends in Boston,

where the little fellow is at present, promptly
pooh-poohed the statement, and spread broad-

cast the assertion that The Wheel's exclu-

sive news was imtrue. The cable was resorted

to, however, and it was speedily confirmed.

The same sources then began to cry out,

"Chairman Mott must explain." But they

probably do not know that Mr. Mott is

credited with saying that he cares nothing for

what people or papers say or think of him;

that he is conducting the Racing Board to

suit himself, and without regard to the rest of

the world.

His action in this instance lends color to the

remark attributed to him. Although forced to

admit that he had erred in reinstating

Michael, that he had never seen his creden-

tials nor received official advices from the N.

C. U., and consequently the young man had

been racing in this country in violation of the

international agreement, did Mr. Mott make
haste to rectify his mistake? Not much. He
did not order Michael to cease racing forth-

with, as nearly every one supposed he would.

He did not care to interfere with Michael's

plans, and accordingly informed the youngster

that he could keep on racing until his engage-

ments were fulfilled, which period ends June.fr

18th. If this action does not further com-
promise Michael and get him in hotter water,

and if the L. A. W. is not seriously entangled

with the foreign powers, it will be surprising.

It certainly appears as if good cause for the

disgrace and expulsion of the L. A. W. from

the International Cyclists' Union had been

given.

Mr. Mott's lengthiest "explanation" was
contained in a telegram from him printed in

the New York "World," as follows:

"Story too long and too intricate to give
in detail. Michael's solicitor has unquestion-
ably attempted at various times to do some-
thing shrewd for his client and then sent
various reports to this country that suspension
was raised, money paid, etc.

"But the simple fact that the League has to
deal with is that Michael is still under sus-

pension by the National Cyclists' Union, and
as the L. A. W. has an agreement with that
body signed by ex-President Elliott and
Chairman Gideon, Michael will have to be
suspended in this country, due concession be-
ing made to innocent parties, such as Morgan
& Wright, Charles River track and a lot of
racing men, all of whom have become in-

volved financially in Michael's contracts.
"They should be made to suffer as little

financial loss as possible and that will be the
aim in dealing with the case. This will not
entirely satisfy our friends across the water,
but on this side we have to be governed by
conditions and circumstances and act for the
general good if possible."

President Potter, of course, does not desire
to interfere with the affairs of the Racing
Board or appear in the light of criticising Mr.
Mott's actions. He expressed himself to this
effect when seen by a Wheel representative,
but did say that he believed that the in-
ternational agreement should be held
sacred.

Much is said in advertisements

about bicycle finish—that is right

—fine finish is important on a

bicycle, carriage or piano. It in-

dicates careful work and inspec-

tion. Look at Waverley finish.

Compare it with any bicycle in

the world without exception; take

in all the little points about the

enamel and nickel, look carefully

at all the nuts and bolts and
joints; have it taken apart and
examine its bearings. We will

accept your verdict on the com-
parison.

'97 Prices, $100,

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.

«^ *^ «cj6

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDIflNfiPOLIS, IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WORDENS SUDDEN DEATH.

G. Mintuin Worden, than whom few men
were more widely known in the cycle trade,

died of apoplexy shortly after 2 o'clock on

Sunday morning last. But a few moments be-

fore he had attempted to take his life by

stabbing himself in ihe breast with a pair of

scissors. The wounds inflicted were not seri-

ous, but the excitement induced the apoplec-

tic stroke which caused his death. The sad

event occurred at the hotel in Brooklyn, near

Coney Island, in which Worden was living

with his wife and eight-year-old son.

Mr.Worden was thirty-five years of age, but

looked older. He was a large, portly man
of the apoplectic type.

He was one of the veterans of the trade,

having been more or less prominently with

the business for more than a decade. Six or

eight years ago he was a racing man of re-

nown, who had records and defeats of even

such men as Windle to his credit. Previously,

he had earned a big reputation as a hill-

PRECEDENT AGAIN DEFIED.

Can any one name a single rule of the Rac-

'ing Board that is safe from violation by the

Board itself since the new Chairman an-

nounced that "precedent" no longer governed

his decisions? As an example of how "prece-

dent don't go," the heretofore unbroken rule

forbidding amateurs to race when and where

they pleased, has been violated by Chairman

Mott, who grants to Mr. H. R. Sterrett,

Titusville, Pa., a permit good from June 1st

to November 1st, to race, presumably as an

amateur, anywhere "throughout the United

States." If cycling had not grown used to

such surprises, it might be tempted to ask

who Mr. Sterrett was, and why he should be

given such latitude, but, as it is, nothing can

come out of Baltimore any more which will

astonish cycling. After what has happened

most anything, except consistency, might be

expected from the shores of the Chesapeake.

Those drawbacks to cycling are the hardest

to bear that have no reason for being.

WHERE ONE BOYCOTT FAILED.

Berlin, May 26.—The boycott which the

German sporting papers have been ordered

by the German makers to declare against

all advertisements of American wheels has

already begun to react upon the German
manufacturers.

American wheels are more than ever

in demand. Columbias, Hartfords, Cleve-

lands, Victors and Monarchs go off like hot

cakes; the local agents cannot obtain enough.

Seizure of unprotected trade-marks is of no
avail. The American makers either buy the

pirates up or send another wheel with a dif-

ferent trade-mark, which they now take care

to have protected at the Patent Office.

The importation of American wheels is so

insidious that a good Prussian postal official,

who is chock-a-block with a holy hatred

of anything democratic, may, for all he knows,

be mounting his delivery men on American
wheels disguised under a German coat of

paint and a German name. The new Sport

TWO WINDY VIEWS.

" Perfect day for a ride, isn't it ? Not a breath of air." " Not a breath of air ! Just our cussed luck."

climber, and traveled extensively, giving such

performances on the Springfield Roadster.

After quitting the track, he served the trade

in varying capacities, as traveling salesman,

as office manager and as factory superinten-

dent. "Pop," as he was quite universally

called, was, however, his own worst enemy.

His life was full of ups and downs. At times
he had money to throw away, and it was
thrown away without stint. At other times he
was in very reduced circumstances, and when
in this state, his sensitive nature made him
believe the world was against him and held
out no hope. There is little doubt but that
it was because of this depressed state that he
attempted to take his life.

During his cycling career, Worden was as-

sociated with such prominent trade people as

Yost, Lozier, Wright & Ditson, Remington
.A.rms Co., and others. At the time of his

death he was the nominal head of a retail

concern in this city, which bore his name, the

G. Minturn Worden Cycle Co. Regrets over
the tragic death of the big, large-hearted fel-

low will be many and of wide extent.

GONE WITH THE CREDIT CLEARING HOUSE.
A. C. D. Loucks, who organized and con-

ducted the credit department of the Board,

has recently associated himself with the Credit

Clearing House, an association of merchants,

several thousand in number, covering the

principal markets of the country, who inter-

change credit experiences through fifteen prin-

cipal offices located in the larger cities. The
Credit Clearing House was founded some ten

years since in a small way, taking up certain
lines of trade and thoroughly organizing them
for the purpose indicated. Its growth during
the past two or three years has been marked
and it was quite likely that Mr. Loucks's con-
nection will considerably influence the inter-

est of the cycle trade.

POSTPONED FOR A MONTH.
The Seeley & Adams twenty-mile road

race, from Stamford, Conn., to Nor-
walk and return, has been postponed from
June 10th to July 8th. Entries close July 1st,

with C. Ford Seeley, Stamford, Conn.

Park, out at Friedenau, has started a bicycle

path down the Kaiser Allee toward the city;

it passes bicycle schools in which American
wheels only are sold. The attempts to keep
American wheels from the public have merely

proved a grand advertisement for American
manufacturers.

When this became evident to the gentle,

honest and fair-minded German, he began the

attack in another fashion. A committee of the

German Protectionist Society presented a pe-

tition to the Foreign Office demanding, in

view of American competition, that a heavy
duty be placed on American bicycles, the

cheapness of which threatens to deprive 25,000

German employees of work. Since it is not

likely that the petition will be granted, the

energetic German will have to seek for some
other method of meeting American competi-

tion. The idea of building a wheel of equal

merit seems never to have penetrated the
German brain, yet.
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John William Hudson's feat in winning
the Cook County Road Race on Decoration

Day, was notable in more than one sense.

About five miles from the tape his rear tire

picked up a wire nail, but not going flat,

he continued his terrific riding with such
effect as to easily secure time prize.

Hudson rode a Dayton wheel fitted with Palmer Road-Racing
Tires. Had such an accident happened to any other tire, it would
have been impossible for the rider to have finished in winning
form. Thus, because of an essential feature of the Palmer Tire, a
great victory was won for rider, bicycle and tire.

Tool Hey wood, who enjoys the reputa-

tion of being the most efficient starter Chi-

cago's Cycling Derby has ever known,
picked the winner this year.

On the Friday previous to the race, Heywood came into our office,

and his salutation, "I'vegot two winners—will you give 'em tires?"

was replied to with good-natured chaffing. His earnestness was
unmistakable, however, and the writer finally assented. Heywood
then introduced Smedley and Roeder, winners of first and third

prizes.

The Palmer Jiffy Repair Tool has been
kindly received by the trade. Up to the

present we have been unable to supply the

demand.
To use the Palmer Jiffy effectively, the tire should not be deflated.

Insert the nozzle quickly, turn the screw plunger two or three times,

and withdraw with a circular movement. In putting fresh tubes
into the tool, screw the conical nozzle to the tube, and then in-

close in the Jiffy barrel. Send for illustrated circular.

This year's Palmer Tire catalogue has

received much praise from many sources.

Here is a criticism that pleases us im-

mensely ;

The cover of the '

' Palmer Tire '

' is delightful in tinting and
choice to the feel. The interior is compressed and good. Like the
" Palmer " rubber, this book is " fine old up-river." Its effect be-

yond all computation must exceed its cost.—Advertising Man-
ufacturer.

For the first time in its history, the Chi-

cago Road Race was won by a man of mid-

dle age W. D. Smedley, the winner, bears

that distinction, and owns to fifty-one

winters and as many summers.
Mr. Smedley, mounted on his Andrae bicycle fitted with Palmer

Tires, started from the 15-minute mark and rode with such speed
that none of the other contestants saw him again until . after the
race was won and over. His ride was one of the most remarkable
on record and his time ( 1.07.00) was made in a 2.40 clip.

Arthur Gardiner is a great favorite in

Chicago. He has numbers of friends who
would like to see him do well this season.

Gardiner surprised the talent at Dowagiac and Kalamazoo by
appearing upon a bicycle fitted with Palmer Tires. Many supposed
him wedded to another make. He celebrated his change by win-
ning everything in sight and getting the State mile record ( i .49

4-5). Gardiner is riding a Dayton.

Tem Eck some time ago said that Earl
Kiser would prove a '97 winner. His pre-

diction seems to be coming true.

Kiser has been anxious to follow the circuit ever since he was a
member of the Stearns record-breaking team, but his European
trip interfered. Under Eck's management, Kiser's natural abil-

ities are being developed to the utmost, and it looks as if the
Spaldings had made a find. He and teammate, Mertens, are riding
Palmer Tires.

Orlando Adams, winner of third time
prize in the Chicago Road Race, rode an
Iroquois.

Last week we announced that Adams' mount was a Sterling.
We are informed by the Iroquois Cycle Works that Mr. Adams rode
an Iroquois. We are glad to make the correction, and to reiterate

that he rode Palmer Tires.

The Yale and Columbia College teams
are riding Palmer Tires, and in great form.

At the Quill Club meet Dawson and Powell, of Columbia, were
the particular stars of the amateur riders. At the Bridgeport and
Meriden meets the Yale team captured everji;hing worth capturing.
All on Palmer Tires, and most of them on Spalding bicycles.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire ©o..
NEW YORK OFFICES, 66-68 READE ST. CHICAGO.

Free Repair Stations in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, Cleveland,

Detroit, Buffalo, St. Paul, St. Louis and Baltimore.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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KISER A TOP'NOTCHER.

He Demonstrates It Again at Tioga - A
" Match Race " with a Very Fakerish

Appearance.

Philadfelphia, June 5.—For the third time

this seasori, Tbm Eck bcciipied a grand stand

seat and chuckled as he watched his new pro-

tege, Earl Kiser, ride rings around Bald and

the lessfer lights in the professiorial raiiks. It

Was at the Quaker City Wheelmen's meet, at

Tioga, to-day, that Kiser won his triple vic-

tory over the Buffalo crack, Who also had to

bow to the swift pedaling of Titus, in thte mile

open. The final was a battle royal between

Kiser, Bald and Titus, paced by the black and

White tandem.

Kiser took the double machine at the shot

of the pistol and held it safe xlntil the final

sprint, Bald and TitUs having safe positions.

When Kiser moved up the bunch followed,

and as he turned into the stretch the Ohio

crack was leading. Titus came around on the

outside, jumping ahead of Bald and went

gamely after Kiser, but the latter held his

lead all the way, winning by a wheel from

Titus, who took second from Bald by a wheel.

The event of the day was a match race be-

tween Aker and Church, the local flyers, for

a purse of $250. It was a peculiar race, and

Aker won after he was apparently beaten by

Church. The race was paced by a triplet.

At the shot of the pistol, Aker took the triplet

and led his rival around the first turn. Here

Church spurted and ran away from Aker and

the pacers and led them down the back stretch

and clean around past the starting point.

At the second turn, at the clubhouse,

Church led the way down the back stretch,

and to the surprise of everybody he seemed to

let up like a race horse that had "run his

race," and Aker pulled ahead, getting a safe

lead before Church woke up and closed the

big gap, but Aker beat him to the tape and

crossed it a winner by a wheel's length. There

was a good deal of outside betting on the

race with Church as the favorite, and Aker's

victory caused many to declare the race to

have a faky look.

L. R. Lefferson, the speedy Asbury Park

rider, made his debut as a professional,

but failed to do better than qualify in his heats.

The track was heavy from the rain of the

previous night. Over 3,000 spectators were

present, filling the grand stand to its utmost

capacity. Summary:

Mile novice.—1, W. H. ]Derousse; 2, C. L. Scott;
3, VV. Schwartz. Time, 3.04.

Mile, city championship.—1, C. C. Fulton Schwartz;
2, W. G. Douglas; 3, W. M. Trott. Time, 2.52.

Declared no race and no run-over.

One mile handicap—First heat.—1, C. B. Jack
(70 yards) : 2, B. B. Stevens (90 yards) ; 3, C. Turville
(105 yards); 4, H. W. Ackhardt (125 yards).
Time, 2.18 3-5. Second heat--l, L. R. Lef-
ferson (70 yards); 2, J. Lindley (105 yards);
3, E. S. Aker (80 yards); 4, Charles Turville
(115 yards). Time, 2.17 2-5. Third heat—1, A. New-
house (90 yards) ; 2, F. Goodman (75 yards) ; 3, L.
Beverlin (120 yards). Time, 2.19 3-5. Final heat—1,
Newhouse; 2, jack; 3, Lindley. Time, 2.22 3-5.

One mile open, amateur—Final heat.—1, W. G.
Douglas; 2, J. A. Shomo; 3, C. C. Fulton Schwarz;
4, C. VV. Krick. Time, 2.30.

One-third mile, amateur handicap.—1, J. A. Shomo
(10 yards) ; 2, John Zimmerman (25 yards) ; 3, V. A.
IJrown (10 yards); 4, W. G. Douglas (scratch). Time,
0.45 1-5.

One mile open—First heat.—^1, B. B. Stevens; 2,

L. R. Lefferson; 3, Earl Kiser. Time, 2.27 2-5.

Second heat—1, C. B. Jack; 2, Fred Titus; 3, A.
Newhouse. Time, 2.26 2-5; Third heat—1, Barney
Oldfield; 2, A. C. Mertens; 3, E. Bald. Time, 2.24 2-5.

Final h-eat.—1, Kiser; 2, Titus; 3, Bald. Time,
2.13.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, Josh Lindley
(275 yards); 2, Clem Turville (250 yards); 3, Charles
Turville (300 yards); 4, J. F. Starbuck (scratch); 5,

H. W. Eckhardt (300 yards.) Time, 12.27 2-5.

SUCH "RACES" SHOULD BE STOPPED.

The evil of the promiscuous promotion bf

road racing for advertising purposes by in-

experienced principals was never demon-
strated more vividly than at the contests run

at Avoudale, N. J., on Saturday last, by the

Orient C. C. Three events were scheduled,

one, two and five-mile races, and it was only

for lack of entries that a woman's race was riot

contested, the attempt failing because but bne
female was bold enough to serld iri an eiltry.

Over 175 riders entered for the five-mile race

arid about 50 took part in the other contests,

necessitating the running of heats.

Many spectators lined the course near the

finish, forming a human wall barely Wide

enough for the contestants to ride single file

and completely preventing all attenipts

at sprinting. Confusion reigned sUprenle

. front start to finish; the incompetent

officials being unable to maintain a semblance

of order, causing the road to be blocked for

about four hours. It was a case of go-as-you-

please with both riders and spectators.

The former, in addition,- taking a chance at

being placed and pot-luck whether the prize

won were received or given to the man yards

behind. As for time, anything went. It was
after 6 o'clock before the five-mile event was
started. Then, scarcely had the men got

underway before they piled up nine deep in a

stone-quarry, where a sharp turn was at-

tempted at full speed. By some lucky chance

no one was seriously injured, and those fol-

lowing were warned of the dangerous curve.

But "it was a good ad. and gave people

some sport," as one of the promoters put it.

The mile open was given to Charles Schlee;

the two-mile to Thos. Adamentz, and the five

to Todd Mitchell. Soden and Warren, of Ir-

vington-Millburn fame, started in the last

race, but were not heard from.

TOOK ABOUT EVERYTHING.

LESNA HAS LANDED.

On the steamer Mariposa, which arrived at

San Francisco on June 4th, was Lucien Lesna,

the French crack, who has been breaking

records and winning gold in the Antipodes

during the past six months. Lesna will come
East immediately, and endeavor to arrange a

long-distance race with Michael or any other

rider who cares to meet him. Lesna's forte

is long-distance riding, and any distance suits

him, from 25 to 100 miles. He will be remem-

bered as one of the foreign riders who rode

at Madison Square Garden two years ago, in

the six-day race. Early in the event he be-

came disgruntled and declared that he was not

properly scored, and retired.

MILE STRAIGHTAWAYS.

Under the revised rules of the Century

Road Club the following straightaway mile

records were established at Terre Haute, Ind.,

on June 4th.

Flying start, paced.—A. Ferguson, 1.55 1-5.

Flying start, unpaced.—Hal Dronberger, 2.11 4-5.

Standing start, paced.—Charles Franklin, 2.12%.
Standing start, unpaced.—A. Foster, 2.16 4-5.

Flying start, unpaced, tandem.—Frank Ferguson
and Dan. Ferguson, 1.55 1-5.

NEW BOARD TRACKS.

New board tracks were opened at Detroit

and Bay City, Mich., on May 31st, with pay-

ing gates at both places. At the former

place, Owen Kimball won the mile open in

2.15, and John Lawson the handicap from the

70-yard mark in 2.11 1-5.

Columbia's Racing Team Cleaned Up th^

Inter-Collegiate Contest in Great

Shape.

It was Columbia day at the Manhattan
Beach track on Saturday last. The Weli-

knoWn cry of NeW York's famous college

was heard almost continuously during the

intercolleigiate championship meet, for the

team of the local university took five firsts,

four seconds, and a third, scbring a total of

thirty-four points out of a possible forty. Ray-

Dawson was Columbia's particular pride at

the meet. He captured the one and fivernlile

championships, and the mile tandem with

Powell as his mate. Powell took the half-

mile championship, but was defeated by Fear-

ing in the qttarter-mile. Yale's riders scored

second in the point score, three thirds going

to their credit. Two points went to the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, by getting second

place in the tandem race, while Schade scored

a solitary point for Georgetown by a third in

the five-mile event.

Eight colleges were represented in the after-

noon's events, and five teams entered failed to

materialize. Three college records were

shaved at the meet, Dawson altering the one

and five-mile figures and the tandem mile with

the aid of Powel.

Pacing by non-collegians caused the heats

and finals to be run with life and snap, and

the sport was notable for its cleanness. Be-

tween the heats and finals, exhibition rides by
various local amateurs. What the attendance

lacked in numbers was equalized by the

boisterous enthusiasm displayed.

The summary:

Quarter-mile championship.—1, Fearing, Columbia;
2, P'owell, Columbia; 3, McCutcheon, Yale. Time,
0.32 3-5.

Mile championship.—1, Dawson, Columbia; 2,

Powell, Columbia; 3, Butler, Yale. Time, 2.13 3-5,

college record.

Half-mile championship.—1, Powell, Columbia; 2,

Fearing, Columbia; 3, Baird, Columbia. Time, 1.06 2-5.

Five-mile championship.—^1, Dawson, Columbia; 2,

Hays, Columbia; 3, Schade, Georgetown. Time,
11.15 1-5, college record.

Mile, tandem championship.—^1, Dawson and Powell,
Columbia; 2, Williams and Williams, Pennsylvania;
3, Walker and Anderson, Yale. Time, 2.10 1-5, col-

lege record.

ZIEGLER A COAST-WISE STAR.

At Sacramento, on Sunday last, another

meet was held under a sanction granted by the

Associated Cycling Clubs. The meet attract-

ed about 3,000 spectators. Ziegler cut the so-

called single-paced record from 2.06 3-5 to

2.05 2-5. The first heat in the mile scratch

was won by Jones, with McCrea second and

Downing third. Time, 2.14 4-5. The second

heat went to Ziegler, with Gouler second

and Davis third. Time, 2.16 2-5; and the final

was won by Ziegler, with Jones second and

Davis third. Time, 2.05 2-5. The profes-

sional one-mile handicap also fell to Ziegler.

with McCrea second and Jones third. Time,

2.06 3-5.

THIS DARK HORSE WAS WHITE.

An unattached rider of Kansas City, J. H.

White, won the Waldo Park ten-mile road

race, on May 31st, from the 4.30 mark, in the

presence of over 1,200 spectators. A scratch

man, J. A. Conover, of the Kansas City Cy-

clists, won the time prize in 27.29. He fin-

ished thirty-fourth; 114 riders started, and 83

finished.

i
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COOPER FAILED TO OUAUFY.

He Was An "Also Ran" in His Trial Heat—
I/OUghead Takes Stellar

Honors.

Boston, June 6.—A varied programme in

which cycle racing was mixed up with a bal-

loon ascension and a combat at arms attracted

several thousand spectators to the Charles

River Park this afternoon, although the

weather was unfavorable. Loughead, the

Canadian champion, never appeared to better

advantage, capturing both the professional

events in two as fine sprints as one could wish

to see, while the redoubtable Tom Cooper
failed to qualify in the trial of the third-mile

open pro, and was all but shut out in the

final of the two-mile handicap, but just man-
aged to crawl across the tape in fourth posi-

tion.

Another man who had his sprint for the

first time was Walter Reynolds, who, in the

trial of the third-mile open pro, jumped the

field at the back, and sprinting almost an en-

tire lap, came home a winner in grand style.

The Butler boys tried hard to win, es-

pecially in the handicap, where Frank did as

pretty a piece of work in pulling the field

up as was ever seen, but in the rush for

home he was distanced. In the final heat of

the two-mile handicap tandem the brothers

showed their ability. They were the scratch

team, and at the half-mile had the bunch
well in hand, but in the next half they got

pocketed, finishing fourth in Im. 57s., Ameri-

can competitive record.

Guy Gary made his first appearance as a

professional in the third-mile race, but failed

to get a place in his heat. In the final of the

handicap he beat Cooper for third place.

Summary:
One-mile Interscholastic cliampionsliip.—Final heat.

—1, A. K. Pope, Hopkinson; 2, B. L. WelLs, And-
over; 3, F. A. Petis, Mechanic Art. Time, 2.20.

One-mile open, amateur.—1, E. M. Blake; 2, W. B.

Davis; 3, F. A. Fish. Time, 2.27.

One-third mile, open—First heat.—1, F. A. Mac-
Farland; 2, E. A. McDuffee; 2, Watson Coleman.
Time, 45 sec. flat. Second heat—^1, F. J. Loughead;' 2,

C. R. Newton; 3, C. C. Ingraham. Time, 0.45 4-5.

Third heat—1, W. R. Reynolds; 2, F. A. Gately; 3,

Fred Hoyt. Time, 0.45 2-5.

Final heat.—1, F. J. Loughead; 2, Fred Hoyt; 3, C.

C. Ingraham; 4, E. A. McDuffee. Time, 0.43 2-5.

One-half mile handicap, amateur.—1, E. M. Blake

(scratch) ; 2, G. L. Howland (35 yards) ; 3, Gaston
Plaintiff (25 yards). Time, 1.03 2-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional—First heat.—1, F.

A. Gately (50 yards) ; 2, F. J. Loughead (scratch) ; 3,

Nat Butler (10 yards); 4, W. E. Becker (35 yards); 5,

H. R. Steenson (Co yards). Time, 4.36 4-5. Second

heat—1, Frank Butler (40 yards); 2, Guy Gary (120

yards); 3, C. C. Ingraham (100 yards); 4, E. A. Mc-
Duffee (10 yards); 5, Tom Cooper (scratch). Time,

4.30 1-5. Final heat—1, Loughead (scratch) ; 2, Becker

(35 yards); 3, Gary (120 yards); 4, Cooper (scratch).

Time, 4.50 4-5.

One-mile tandem handicap, professional.—1, W. E.

Becker and H. R. Steenson (80 yards); 2, J. P. Walsh-

and L. P. Callahan (50 yards); 3, C. R. Newton and
Fred Hoyt (30 yards). Time, 1.56 3-5.

THE MONEY WAS OWEN KIMBALL.

Owen Kimball won both professional

events at the Michigan circuit meet at Three

Rivers June 4. He won the half-mile open in

1.05 2-5 and the mile handicap from scratch
in 2.17 4 5. E. E. Peabody, Chicago, took
the two-miles amateur handicap from scratch
in 4.37, and finished second to J. Wilder,
Battle Creek, in the mile open.

CUT A QUINT FIGURE.

W. Watson, L. Robertson, B. Pope, A.
Watson and E. Pope have lowered the Eng-
lish quintet record to 9.35. The previous best

was 9.45.

TERRY TAKES THREE.

Arthur G. Terry, of Patchoguc, L. I., who
won his novice race last year, carried off

two first and a third at the Patchogue Wheel-
men's meet on Saturday, postponed from
Decoration Day. The attendance was large,

but the track was lieavy, causing slow time.

Summary:
One-mile novice.—A. T. Nye, Jr.; 2, William Bott,

Sayville; 3, R. E. Potter, Patchogue. Time, 2.39.

One-mile handicap.—1, Arthur G. Terry, P. W. (60

yards); 2, T. J. Skelly, H. W. (50 yards); 3, George
Rieth, H. W. (scratch). Time, 2.20 1-5.

One-mile open.—1, George Rieth, H. W. ; 2, C. W.
Ruland, Jr.; 3, George W. Miller. Time, 2.33 4-5.

Half-mile handicap.—1, A. T. Nye, Jr. (55 yards);

2, A. G. Terry (30 yards); 3, F. Fisher (10 yards).
Time, 1.4 4-5.

Five-mile handicap.—1, A. G. Terry (250 yards); 2,

Henry Homan, Patchogue Wheelmen (300 yards) ; 3,

W. W. Furlong, Patchogue Wheelmen (325 yards).
Time, 12.42 2-5.

COMES ANOTHER BUTLER.

WHILE A CROWD LOOKED ON.

St. Louis, June 5.—Twenty-five thousand
spectators watched the 110 riders who start

ed in the annual Forest Park road race to-

day. An unattached rider loomed up as the

dark horse, as usual. He was Albert C.

Menges, a nine-minute man, who finished

with a quarter of a mile to spare. Arthur
StockhofT, unattached, 2 minutes, captured the

time prize, covering the twenty miles in

0.52.20 1-5. Of the scratch men, J. C. Con-
over, who won the Waldo Park race on Deco-
ration Day, at Kansas City, finished first by
two lengths, with Joe Howard second, a

length before Weidner. Alex Laing, winner
of this race last year, fell, and did not finish.

FIFTY-TWO IN FIFTEEN.

Over a muddy course, fifty-two riders

plowed for fifteen miles in the Loeffler road

race at Revere, Mass., on Saturday. J. W.
Lake led at five miles, and Walter Whitmarsh
at ten, and then W. B. Thomson got in front

and set the pace until the finish, winning

easily. The scratch men failed to overhaul

the crowd. The time prize went to Peabody.

The first ten men follow:
Handicap. Time.

W. B. Thompson 2.45 46.18

Paul Hanson 1.45 45.19

H. H. Holman . 2.30 46.05

J. W. Lake 3.00 46.36

A. G. Chamberlin 1.45 45.37

F. D. Keough 3.30 47.30

Tom Hennessey 2.00 46.04

M. J. Galvin 2.30 46.40

L. J. Solari 0.15 44.30

E. O. Peabody 0.30 - 44.46

KIMBALL IN A COLLISION.

Charlotte, Mich., June 8.—Owen S. Kim-
ball, of Louisville, collided with Eberhardt, of

Salina, Kans., in the first heat of the mile

handicap professional race yesterday, and

Kimball's collar-bone was broken in two

places. Summary:
Half-mile open, professional—Final heat.—1, Fred.

Schrien, Toledo; 2, Harry Marsh, Dowagiac; 3, C. C.
Aughenbaugh, Pittsburg. Time, 1.04.

One-mile handicap—Final heat.—1, Eli Weinsett, Hig-
gins, Va. (100 yards) ; 2, Binghimer, Milwaukee (100

vards) ; 3, Wilhe Decardy, Chicago (60 yards). Time,
2.09.

STOPS SIX-DAY GRINDS.

Springfield, 111., June 4.—The Shannahan

bill, to prevent "long-continued and brutal bi-

cycle racing," was passed in the Senate to-

day. The bill had previously gone through

the House. It will receive Gov. Tanner's

signature.

The bill was introduced shortly after the

six-days bicycle race in Chicago. The new
law makes twelve hours' continuous riding

the limit.

It is Frank This Time, and He is Speedy

-

New Pursuit Racing I/acks

Ginger.

Boston, June 2.—Electric lights cast a plen-

titude of garish light over the Charles River

Park track to-night and 2,500 spectators en-

joyed a night of brilliant sport. Frank But-

ler, the youngest of the trio of Butler

brothers, starred in the mile open and divided

ho'nors with Brother Nat in the tandem pur-

suit race..

In their heats of the mile the pros gave
their usual hair-raising finish, and all the

sympathizers with hard-luck victims cheered

when MacFarland won a place. The feature

of the finail was the aid Nat Butler gave
"Brother Frank" at the vital point around
the turn, pulling him into position, from
which he took first money. Mertens snatched

second place from MacFarland by a jump
at the tape, while Kiser smiled approval from
the press box.

The five-mile tandem pursuit race 'between

Frank and Nat Butler and E. A. McDufifee

and Howard Mosher was exciting for one
lap. After that there were times when the

Butlers sat up and rested. Yard after yard

the lead of McDuffee and mate was cut down,
until on the turn of the two and two-thirds

miles the front wheel of the yellow tandem
lapped the rear wheel of the red one. The
time of catching was 5.27 3-5; the Butler boys'

time at the finish, 5.30 4-5.

All the heats of the half-mile professional

handicap were hard fought, Warren Rey-
nolds, who made his first track appearance of

the season, having the limit. It was only by
inches that he won first place in the final,

having been passed in the stretch by Walsh
and MacFarland, only to leave them at the

tape. MacFarland's time, one minute flat, cut

four-fifths of a second from Ziegler's record.

The summary:
Mile open.—1, Frank Butler; 2, Mertens; 3, Mac-

Farland. Time, 2.11 2-5.

Half-mile handicap.—1, Reynolds (55 yards) ; 2,

Walsh (45 yards) ; 3, MacFarland (scratch) ; 4, Ingra-

ham (30 yards). Time, 0.59 4-5. MacFarland's time

1 min. fiat, breaking the world's competition record

of 1 min. 4-5 sec, made by Otto Ziegler, New Orleans,

June 13, 1896.

One-third mile, open.—1, H. B. Hills, Provi-

dence; 2, C. M. Donohue, Lynn; 3, J. Urquhart, Bos-

ton. Time, 0.43 3-5.

Mile tandem, handicap, amateur.—1, Darlow and
Pickard (55 yards) ; 2, Hills and Cheswick (scratch)

;

3, Taylor and Barber. Time, 2.02 4-5.

Tandem pursuit race.—1, Butler Bros. ; 2, McDuffee
and Mosher, caught in 7% laps in 5.27 2-5, passed at

2 2-3 miles in 5.30 4-5.

SPILLS AMONG THE SPINDLES.

Spills and collisions characterized the

Spindle City Wheelmen's meet at Lowell, on

June 5. A half-dozen riders were bruised

and as many wheels broken. D. Urquhart
took a half-mile open in 1.08; B. E. Dakin,

40 yards, Brockton, a mile handicap in 2.22 2-5,

and W. A. Chase, 180 yards, the two-miles

handicap in 5.11 2-5.

EASY AS SLEEPING.

C. G. Stewart, of Harrisburg, had a walk-

over at the Iroquois Wheelmen's meet at

Lebanon, Pa., on June 6th, winning all four

events in which he was eligible. He took the

mile open in 2.31; the two-mile open in 5.24;

the half in 1.17, and the five-mile handicap

from scratch in 12.35.
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LINTON LEFT HIS MAN.

Champion, the "French Michael," evidently

did not imbibe a sufficient quantity of Choppy
Warburton's elixir of speed prior to the much-

talked-oi race with Tom Linton on Sunday,

May 22. In the previous match Choppy's

protege easily disposed of Linton, but this

time the Welsh rider turned the tables. The

race was for fifty kilometres (SIJ miles).

Linton, who was in splendid form, left Cham-
pion from the start. After gaining two laps

he contented himself with trailing his rival,

who was unable to get away from him and

regain lost ground. Linton finished the dis-

tance 2| laps to the good in 1.05.17 3-5. After

the race his admirers carried him from the

track on their shoulders. Linton made new
figures for 20 kilometres (12 miles, 753 yards),

his time being 24 min. 39 sec. In the hour

he covered close to 28 miles.

HOW IS THIS FOK A GATE?
Thirty thousand people attended the sec-

ond meet held on the new Celtic track, Glas-

gow, May 22, the track on which the inter-

national championships are to be run. Paced

by two quads, J. Platt-Betts lowered the Scot-

tish mile record, standing start, to 1.50. C. F.

Barden won the five-miles invitation race in

12.24 1-5, and won the half-mile scratch from

Osborne and Gascoyne in 1.13 2-5. The hour

race went to Stocks, with Gascoyne second.

He covered 29 miles 1,630 yards in 60 min-

utes, a new record for Scotland.

FOR THE FULL TWENTY-FOUR.

Efforts are being made to secure the ap-

pearance of a number of foreign long-distance

riders for the 24-hour race at the Charles

River Park track on August 24th. The event

will be the first of a series of three-around-the-

clock races. The purses will be the largest

ever ofifered for a similar contest, and a tro-

phy will be offered which will become the

possession of the man winning it three times

in these events.

WILL HIDE ON THE CIRCUIT.

Kiser and Mertens will start in on the Na-

tional Circuit at St. Louis, on June 15th,

leaving the New York Circuit free picking for

Bald, Cooper and Titus and the rest of the

cracks who have been circling around the East

for the last month, in preference to following

the early circuit dates. From the present out-

look but few of the representative men will

join the circuit before July.

COULD NOT ACCLIMATE.

A. C. Edwards has returned to England
after an unsuccessful tour through Australia,

being unable to get acclimatized. J. Green,

who accompanied him, will remain in the

Antipodes for another year, in the hope of

winning some of the big events after getting

used to the climate.

RIVERSIDE'S RACING DATES.
A series of electric-light meets are to be

promoted by the Riverside Wheelmen at

Olympic Park, 13.'>th street and Eighth ave-

nue, N. Y., on June 16th, July 7th and August
18th. A National Circuit meet will be held by
the club at Manhattan Beach, on August 31st,

PARSONS IN ENGLAND.
J. W. Parsons, the Australian crack, has

arrived in London. He will endeavor to

make a better showing on the track than dur-

ing his previous trip, and later will make a

return visit to this country.

WILL REDUCE TIME AND EXPENSE.

Motor-car pacing has opened a new era

for road records, and, as the vehicles are

made more perfect and faster almost every

day, we shall see some wonderful things done

on the road ere long, writes Victor Breyer,

the French critic. For instance, Rivierre has

already announced his intention of going

shortly for the 100 kilometres (62J- miles)

road record, held at present by A. Linton, in

2h. 29m. 58s., and he talks of getting the

mark down somewhere near two hours! On
the other hand, this style of pacing will next

year enable any man to go right through the

Bordeaux-Paris race with three or four

motor-cars, instead of having, as Cordang

did this year, to pay 180 pacemakers all along

the road, which represents expenses to the

tune of about |4,000.

HENRY SMITH, OF BALTIMORE,
On the Rambler on which he established the American

13 and 24 hours road records of 170 and 314 miles,
respectively.

WE HAVE A FEW PURES LEFT.

Richard Weir, of the Riverside Wheelmen,
this city, sailed for England last week, where
he will compete in amateur events. He also

expects to race on the continent. Weir's

reputed records are a half-mile in 56 seconds

and a mile in 2.06.

AFTER THE " BALL."

Down in New Orleans, where the "great

ball of secession" is spinning around like

a tired top, the third-rate racing men are

already bemoaning the smallness of the purses

that are being offered by the anti-League pro-

moters.

GREEN WILLOW TRACK.

With a view of having a track up-to-date

in every way for the national meet, the man-
agers of the Willow Grove track have: decided

to lay down a wooden path at once. Charles

Ashinger, the old-time six-day rider, who is

an expert on board tracks, has been secured

to superintend its construction.

The new track (which will be, of course, a

three-lap one) is to be erected on stone

foundation, the supporting work being of

well-seasoned heavy pine, fairly braced with

iron stays and bolts. For a surface 2x4 yel-

low pine, selected stock, will be used; these

boards will be laid lengthwise, and bent on

the turn, giving what experts claim to be a

surface offering the least possible resistance.

The surface of the track will be painted an

olive green color.

With an extreme width of forty feet along

the. entire home stretch the new track will

taper down to a width of twenty-six feet in

the back stretch. The sweep from the

straights into the turns will receive especial

attention and the lines will be accurately

made out. The extreme banking will be

about eight feet and at the apex of each turn.

HE WASN'T A BIT DISAPPOINTED.

W. D. Smedley,' winner of the great Chi-

cago road race, was a visitor at the Andrae

store in Milwaukee last week, and while

talking about the race to the entire Andrae

force, from Col. H. P. Andrae down to the

office boy, was incidentally asked by one of

his admirers how he liked the wheel that

carried him on to victory. Smedley looked

at the questioner over his glasses and slowly

replied: "Well, I can safely say that I am
not disappointed." The "Colonel" grinned,

the office boy snickered, and the troupe of

stenographers glided back to their desks with

an easy tread and satisfied expression. Smed-
ley had, unknowingly, sprung a joke on the

Andrae people—had made use of their pet

catch-phrase, which tickled them mightily,

and—whisper it gently—it is stated that they

reciprocated to the satisfaction of Smedley
before he returned to Chicago.

IF HE HAD ONLY CARRIED HIS AX.

E.x-Chairman Geo. D. Gideon had rather an
exciting encounter with a ruffian on a road

near the outskirts of Philadelphia last week,

while riding with his wife, and is now nursing

a bruised face. When a short distance behind

her, around a turn in the road, he heard his

wife scream, and, putting on speed, found her

standing before a man, who she said had in-

sulted her. The ex-Chairman expostulated

with the man, when the latter struck him in

the face, cutting a long gash across his cheek.

Mr. Gideon, who has something of a reputa-

tion as an amateur boxer, dropped his wheel

and proceeded to knock down and otherwise

roughly handled his assailant, who, as soon as

he was able, beat a hasty retreat. The man
was afterwards arrested on a warrant sworn

out by Mr. Gideon.

THE MOTOR WENT WRONG.

At the hospital sports, Catford, May 22,

the record attempts by A. A. Chase were

abandoned, owing to the pacing machine, a

motor tandem, going wrong. Harry Brown
won the ten-miles professional from Camp
in 25.41 3-5, and Fisher took the half-mile in

.59 4-5. The meet, although promoted for

charity, was slimly attended.
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FIXTURES.

JUNE.
2—Burlington, Vt., Division.
12—Buffalo, N. Y., Athletic Field Co.
12—Philadelphia, Pa., Castle Wheelmen.
12—St. Louis, Mo., Associated C. C, Nat'l Circuit.

12-19-26—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park Irack
14.15._Flint, Mich., Wheelmen.
15—Mansfield, O., Chas. Lewis.
15—St. Louis Cycle Racing Ass'n, National Circuit.

16—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A.
16—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
17—Cortland, N. Y., A. A.
17—Essex, Mass., Co. Wheelmen.
17—Peoria, 111., B. C, National Circuit.

17—Norwich, Conn., Alpha Wheel Club.

17-18.—Jackson, Mich., C. C.

19—Carlisle, Pa., Wheelmen.
19—Kansas City, Nat'l Circuit.

19—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
19—Germantown, Pa., H. A. Bary.
19—Pittsburg, Pa., Associated C. C.

19—Syracuse, N. Y., A. C.
19-26—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—South Bend, Ind., Commercial A. C, Nat'l Cir.

21-22—Bay City, Mich., Plank Track Co.
21-22—Saratoga Good Roads Association.
22-23—Cynthiana, Ky., Meet Club.
23—Troy, N. Y., B. C.
23-24—Kalamazoo, Michigan C. C, National Circuit.

24—Mt. Sterling, 111., C. C.
24—Albany, N. Y., County Wheelmen.
24-25.—Mount Pleasant, Mich., B. C.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
26—Philadelphia, Pa., South End Wheelmen.
26—Manhattan Beach, Kings County Wheelmen.
26—Stanhope, N. J., Driving Club.
26—Waterloo, N. V;'., Wheelmen.
26—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
26-28—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.

28-29—Springfield, 111., C. H. Robinson, Nat. Circuit.

JULY.
1-2-3—Racine, Wis., A. A., National Circuit.

3—Paterson, N. J^ Union C. C.
3—Beaver Falls. Pa., Beaver Valley Cyclers.
3—Hudson, N. Y., B. C.
3 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
3—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
3—Cohoes, N. Y., Wheelmen.
3—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
3—Reading, Pa., Electric Wheelmen.
3—Chicago Cycling Club.
3—Erie, Pa., Cycle and A. Ass'n.
3—Dayton, Ohio, B. C.
3—Coshocton, Ohio., C. C.
3—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
3—Greensboro, N. C, B. C.
3-4^New York, Excelsior Boat Club.
3-5 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
3-6—Kalamazoo, Mich., Michigan C. C.
S-B—Waterbury, Ct., Wheel Club.
3-5-10-17-24-31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
3-5—Frederick, Md., B. C, Division meet.
5—Chicago Cycle Club, National Circuit.
5—Fitchburg, Mass., RoUstone C. C.
5—McKeesport, Pa^ Cyclers.
5—Albany, N. Y., City Meet.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Phoenix Hose Co.
5—Philadelphia, Pa., Limekiln Club.
5—St. Louis Cycle Racing Association.
5—Canton, Ohio, B. C.
5—Schenectady, N. Y., Fire Department.
5—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club.
5—Albany, N. Y., North End Wheelmen.
5—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
5—Buffalo, N. Y., Press C. C.
5—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
5—Washington, D. C, International Park.
5—Louisville, Ky., Prince Wells.
6—New Castle, Pa., C. C.
5—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
5—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
B—Westfield, Mass., E. H. Huntress.
6—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
5—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
5.—West Pittston, Pa., West Side Wheelmen.
5—Sandford, Me C. C.
5-6—Columbus, Ohio, C. C.
5-6—Dubois, Pa., Arrow C. C.
5-6.—Henderson, Ky., Wheel Club.
6—Westfield, Mass., W. T. Smith.
7—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
»—Dayton, O., B. C, National Circuit.
7-8—Sturgis, Mich., A. C.
9-10—Grand Rapids, Mich. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
9-10—Columbus, O., C. C, National Circuit.
10—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
10-17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
13—Warren, Pa., Recreation Park, National Circuit.
14-15—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. A., National Circuit.
17—Fredonia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
24—New York Herald.
24—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
24—Latrobe, Pa., B. C.
24—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A., National Circuit.
24—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n, Nat'l Cir.
30-31—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.

AUGUST.
2—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
2-;-Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
4, 5, 6 and 7 -Philadelphia Nat'l I,. A. W. Meet.
6-7—Philadelphia, Pa., National Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
7—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
11—Coxsackie, N. Y., C. C.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.

14—Norrist<jwn, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
18—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C, National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
31—Portsmouth, N. H., J. E. Rider, Nat'l Circuit.
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
1.—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
6 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Akron, O., Tip-Top C. C
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct^ Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex Mass., Co., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
16 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
24—Washington, I). C, Cycle, National Circuit.
25—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, Nat'l Circuit.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, N^t'l Circuit.

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

THE AVERAGE LIFE
OF AN M.aW. TIRE
IS TWO YEARS. ASK
ABOUT OTHER TIRES.

Morgan sWright

RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

Baltimore, Md., June 7, 1897.

The professional two-mile national championship
and the amateur half-mile national championship
have been assigned to the West End Wheelmen, of

Wilkesbarre, Pa., for their National Circuit meet on
August 12th; not to the Pennsylvania Wheelmen, of

Reading, Pa., as stated in last week's bulletin.

For giving unsanctioned cycle exhibitions, the track

of the Fair Association at Hagerstown, Md., is placed

on the list of those to which sanction will hereafter be

refused.

Contestants must start in events in which they have

made entries, unless excused by the referee. Referees

report non-starters and suspension follows.

J. Michael is suspended after June 18th until further

notice, which will be explained by the following:

"National Cyclists' Union, London, May 25,

1897.-Albert Mott, Esq., Park Heights, near Kate
avenue, Baltimore, U. S. A.—Dear Sir: I beg to con-

firm the cablegram sent to you to-day as follows:
" 'Mott, League American Wheelmen, Baltimore

—

Why is Michael racing? Cable our expense. Noble.'

"From statements in the press it appears that Mi-

chael is racing, and as his suspension by us has not

been removed we cannot understand the statements

referred to. If you cable in reply to above I shall be

pleased to remit cost upon hearing from you. Yours
faithfully, SAMUEL R. NOBLE, Secretary.

For promoting Sunday races the Southern Cyclists'

Association is placed upon the list of those to which

sanctions will be refused.

Sanction granted to W. T. Smith, Westfield, Mass.,

transferred to Worroco Racing Association, Septem-

ber 6, 1897.

The suspension placed upon Frank C. Burkhart,

Chicago, 111., will expire July 3, 1897.

TRAVELING PERMITS GRANTED.
Regis A. Helbling, Pittsburg, Pa., Michigan Circuit,

June 4-20, '97; H. R. Sterrett, Titusville, Pa., June 1,

November 1, 1897, throughout the United States;

Norman S. Burcomb and Aug. Von Boecklin, Ta-

coma. Wash., at Vancouver, B. C, ; Walter C. Roome,
Jersey Cityj N. J., at Saratoga, Troy and Albany, N.

Y., June 21-25th; Adrian W. Smith (U. of P.), Whites-

boro, N. Y., to race within 100 miles of Philadelphia

during the collegiate year; Griffin Halstead (page of

the House of Representatives), to race within the 100-

mile limit while residing at Washington, D. C.

Suspension Removed.—John F. Wlese, Akron, Ohio;

W. L. Curtis, Worcester, Mass. ; W. E. Lums, Mont-
gomery, Ala. ; Thomas Wilkes, Sioux Falls, S. D.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Dick Hall, Omaha, Neb., Clause C; James E. Pat-

terson, Homestead, Pa., Clause C; John S. Wiese,

Akron, Ohio, vote of board. Clause F; John J.

Gregory, Jr., Newark, N. J., own request; Wayne
Bartholomew, Pupallup, Wash., own request; Linford

R. Lefferson, Lakewood, N. J., own request; O. E.

Moulton, Randolph, Me., own request; W. E.

Mockett, Camden, N. J., vote of board. Clause B;
W. E. Lums, Montgomery, Ala., Clause D; Thomas
Wilkes, Sioux Falls, S. D., Clause A; T. N. Mudd,
Washington, D. C, Clause A; A. Oberg, J. Kleifgen,

H. Arsniean, Walter Ripley, Eugene Harvey, Minne-
apolis, Minn, ; Captain Parker, Auoka, Minn., Clauses

A and B.

SUSPENDED.
For conduct detrimental to the racing interests of

the League, the following men are prohibited from ap-

pearing on the track in any capacity whatever at any
race meet held under L. A. W. rules, to June 4th,

1899: Adolph Peteler, Fred. Moore, G. A. Waterman,
R. E. L. Edwards, H. C. Fourton, J. Schwartz, B.

Miller, E. C. Stoddard, G. J. Dowers, Ned Memory,
Ed. Berbet, New Orleans, La.

For using profane language while contesting in a

race at Vailsburg, N. J., May 31st: Stan Baldwin,

Bloomfield, N. J., to August 2, 1897.

For failing to start in races at Tuckerton, N. J.,

May 31st, and for disturbing the peace of a race meet,

Ashbrook Cranmer, Mayetta, N. J., to August 3,

1897.

For false entry at Harrisburg, Pa., May 29th, Ar-
thur Moore, Harrisburg, Pa., to July 1, 1897.

For delay in paying entry fees, W. F. Selby, Peoria,

111., to June 18, 1897.

For competing in Sunday races at New Orleans,

La., the following, to June 3, 1899, Samuel Young, E.

D. Gonzales, A. J. Mitchell, — Johnson, Paul Robert,

Arthur Dakin, H. Baldwin, F. Chellet, W. Hathorn,
George Roberts, C. C. Stanfield, Robert Jobin, New
Orleans, La.
For entering races and failing to start: Harry Park

and Fred. W. Buckler, Washington, D. C, to June
12, 1897; G. H. Moller, Brooklyn N. Y. ; B. T.
Meeker, New York; George Thretfall, Paterson, N.
J. ; John Vreeland, Boonton, N. J. ; H. N. Carmer,
Hackensack, N. J.; to June 15, 1897; W. C. Dodds,
Steubenville, Ohio; Thomas Feightner, Robert Weir,
McKeesport, Pa.; Richard Hill, Pittsburg, Pa.; W.
M. Roberts, H. E. Hastings, Washington, Pa.; Al-
bert Stewart, Steubenville, Ohio; Sylvester Schofield,
William Ladley, Hazelwood, Pa. ; Frank Jun, Greens-
burg, Pa.; G. E. Boyd, Tarentum, Pa.; W. E. Bar-
ton, William C. O'Connor, J. E. Hanger, G. P. Whit-
ney (Georgetown College), W. H. Payne, D. L. Sul-
livan (Georgetown College), Washington, D. C. ; O.
Helbig, Roseville, N. J. ; George Eisele, L. V. Geb-
hart, F. A. Berger, John Letzelter, John Ruel, J. W.
White, Newark, N. J., to June 17, 1897; G. B. Bur-
gesser, Jr., Newark, N. J., to June 30, 1897; Eugene
W. Davies and C. E. Griffith, Everett, Wash., to June
24, 1897.-

For competing in unsanctioned races at Washing-
ton, D. C: Fred C. Bush, E. A. Hebard, George
Wallace, — Brush and C. Arnold, Washington, D. C.,
to September 1, 1897.

Suspended Pending Investigation.—T. Quigley, T.
B. Egbert, Couch, Collins, Case School of Applied
Science, Ohio; Austin Morganthaler, Steese, Han-
ford, Western Reserve University, Ohio; O. E. Shorb,
John D. Robinson, Cleveland, Ohio; George H. Bell,

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; William F. Douglas, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Hamilton Crisp, Trenton, N. J.; Samuel McFad-
den, Chester Pa. ; Daniel L. Sullivan, Auburn, N. Y.

;

Fred Russell, Seneca Falls, N. Y. ; William Tape,
Mount Carmel, Pa. ; Frank B. Rogers, Waterloo, N.
Y.; A. W. Stackhouse, Philadelphia, Pa.; W. L.
Rahily, Petersburg, Va. ; George J. Richrdson, Pe-
tersburg, \'a. ; Claude Doty, Marion, Ohio; Carl
Berger, New York; A. F. Diffenderfer, Binghamton,
N. Y.; James Henry Butler, Yonkers, N. Y.
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^THE CHAINLESS FRONT-DRIVER.

In a previous article (October 23d last)

we stated, and considered, one by one, all the

possible methods of carrying the power from

crank axle to rear wheel of the present type

of bicycle. There is, however, a method of

avoiding the chain by avoiding transmission

of the power; generate that close to the

driven axle, and there remains no gap to be

bridged. Barring the impracticable and now
forgotten broncho—a rear-driver which

placed the rider over the rear wheel—chain-

less direct driving involves front driving, and

also, although not quite inevitably, front

steering. Mention has already been made
of the Bantam, the only surviving chainless

front-driver. The device by which the driv-

ing is effected may be better understood by

first looking at another gear which has been

used for the same purpose.

This gear, the Sun and Planet, or (for

brevity) Planet, was used by James Watt

about 1781, in lieu of the crank on his steam

engine. Toothed wheel P (Fig. 1) was borne

^vWt^

Fig. 1.

on the end of the connecting red of his beam

engine, though the beam was not essential;

wheel P was fast to the rod, moving with

that in a circle around and upon wheel S,

though not itself revolving, and it converted

the reciprocal motion of the rod into rotary

motion of the wheel and shaft S. This device

left the crank nothing to do but to keep the

two toothed wheels in contact, and the oper-

ation differed from that of the crank in only

one particular—it "geared up" the engine, P
giving S an added sf^eed proportioned to the

relative size of the two. When of equal size,

as usually made, P drove S at the rate of

2 for 1.

Essentially the same thing, and identically

the same in principle, was applied to the Facile,

about ten years ago. a hollow

Fig. 2.

axle connected the hubs, and the left hub was

enlarged into the toothed wheel S, the hubs

and the entire wheel moving as one piece.

The cranks were on the ends of a solid axle,

which passed through and ran inside of the

hollow one. The hollow axle had its bearings

within the fork ends; the solid axle had its

bearings within the hollow one, the connec-

tion between the two axles being solely

througih the toothed wheels S and P. Now, if

P had been fast to the crank, the operation

would have been as if P were absent; all

parts would have traveled at the same speed

and the bicycle would have run as "level."

On the other hand, had P been left free to

revolve on its own pin or stud it would have

simply rolled around the circle upon S, and

no effect would have been produced; the bi-

cycle would not have moved. But P, al-

though having its bearing in the crank end,

was fast to the connecting-rod from the

lever; it moved around in a circle with the

crank, but could not itself revolve, the same
teeth always pointing toward the ground.

Thus the peculiar effect came in. Sup-

pose we take the crank in Fig. 2 by its end,

having detached the connecting-rod from the

lever, and turn the crank forward until it

stands vertical; the wheel has now made a

quarter turn, and the connecting-rod stands

about horizontal. Now—the crank remaining

stationary—pull the end of rod back and down
to its former position; this rotates P back-

ward a little and turns S forward. As P
goes around once it carries S and the wheel

once; but also—in effect and relatively to the

crank—P makes a rotation backward within

the crank end and thus imparts to S an extra

half-turn. That is, P and the crank are all

the time going around in a circle and carry-

ing with them S and the wheel, and P is also

(in effect) rotating backward on its own
bearing, and, of course, is thus hurrying up S

still more.

The principle of the Planet gear is that

when a toothed wheel is carried around an-

other toothed wheel, being in mesh with the

latter but not itself allowed to rotate, it im-

parts to the other a speed which is increased

in the ratio its own size bears to that of the

driven wheel. Gearing-up is thus accom-

plished; gearing down cannot be. Let S

have 36 teeth; then if P has 9, or 18, or 27, or

36, or 72, the speed of S will be as H, or IJ,

or If, or 2, or 3 times that of P.

Now, suppose the lever in Fig. 2 was removed

and an ordinary pedal put on the end of the

swinging connecting-rod. This modified con-

struction was in use, about seventeen years

ago, on a small bicycle known as the Sun and

Planet. If such a bicycle were pushed along

by a person walking, the crank and pinion P
would travel around the wheel axle as centre;

the connecting-rod (or swinging supplemen-

tal crank) bearing the pedal on its end, would

also travel in a circle and no special effect

would be produced, the running being "level."

But if, by pressure from the rider's foot, the

supplemental crank is kept vertical, with the

pedal at the bottom, we have the same case

as just described, and P, exactly as above

explained, gives additional speed.

The Bantam uses the Crypto gear, the

principle of which is that when a pinion is

carried around in a circle while in mesh with

an internally-toothed ring, which is itself fixed

fast, the pinion rotates on its own axis with

an accelerated velocity, and imparts such

velocity to any wheel with which it gears.

In Fig. 3, the large-toothed ring R is held

fast to the front fork and does not turn. The
central-toothed wheel is one piece with the

hub, and of course revolves with that and with

the bicycle wheel. Just as in the Facile gear

already described, the axle is solid, having

the cranks and pedals on its ends; this axle

runs on its own bearings within the hollow

hub, and is connected with the hub only by

the pinions. The problem is to make the

central-toothed wheel and hollow hub run

faster than the solid axle and cranks. On
the geared side, the st)lid axle has four short

arms (corresponding to the "spider" on the

familiar front sprocket), and these arms carry

the four small pinions shown; one pinion

would do the work, but four are used for

the sake of strength. If the large ring were

absent, the pinions would roll around on
wheel H without any effect; but as they are

carried around by the pedaling in the direc-

tion of the arrow they roll on the teeth of

the ring and also rotate on their own bear-

ings, making nearly five turns for each revo-

lution around the circle, being thus highly

"geared up." This increased velocity is some-
what reduced again at the centre, since the

larger pinion wheel "gears down;" but the

net result is that the hub and wheel make
2J turns for each turn of the axle and cranks.

This is the present jnode of construction; in

an older form, the central pinion was fast to

the fork, and what is here the outer fixed ring

was part of the hub, and revolved. This was
the reverse of the present, but the operation

was tne same.

The hollow hub runs on a row of balls

within each jaw of tiie front fork and the

solid axle runs on two rows of its own within

the hub; as respects the inner rows of balls,

cones and case both run, and in the same
direction, the case (and hub) outrunning the

cones (and axle). The construction seems a

Fig. 3.

little neculiar, but involves no mechanical ob-

jection. The four small pinions run on plain

bearings, but have performed satisfactorily.

It should be remembered that all the parts

are closely boxed in out of sight and from

dust and mud, the sole peculiarity noticeable

being that the front hub is larger on one side

than on the other and that the wheel runs

faster than the pedals.

This gear is not essentially new, and was

used, some eight years ago, on the Geared

Ordinary, which was the old high bicycle

reduced in size and with back wheel and

"rake" somewhat increased. To conform to

the present fashion, this was gradually con-

verted into the Bantam, which is now the

smallest mount made for adults. Its back

wheel iS 20 inches; front wheel is 22, 23, 24,

25, or 26, geared respectively to 60, 63, 66,

69, or 72. As yet, only one gear is made, the

speed ratio being always 2| for 1, and hence

depending on size of wheel.

The clear advantages of this form of chain-

less wheel are: The chain is abandoned with-

out involving any mechanical defects and in

favor of a gear which is simple, wholly out

of sight, and works with ease and smooth-

ness, while on the score of durability the

makers claim that under proper care it ought

to run 20,000 to 50,000 miles, a distance which

sounds astonishing; the torsional strains in

chain driving are absent; the bicycle is sin-

gularly compact and handy, its wheel base
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SYLPH CYCLES RON EHSY.
The following is from " Dampman's Hustler," published

by the F. M. Dampman Cycle Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

:

ARRESTED FOR COASTING.

Dampman and Three Others Rode Too Fast to

Suit Park Guards.

F- M. Dampman, the "Old War Horse" president of

the F. M. Dampman Cycle Company, of 44 North Tenth
street, has supplied the special police of the city with their

bicycles for two seasons and has just supplied Officers

Fray, Warner and Hay with new Sylphs.

Dampman and three of his men live at Ardmore and
ride in and out. Last night eight of the Guards laid in

ambush, surrounded the men and gathered them into

Sedgley Guard House, testifying on oath that "Sylph
cycles ran easy;" in fact, too easy to be allowed at large,

one even averrmg that thirty miles per hour was the regu-
lar pace. Thirty dollars was the fine demanded and it was
forthcoming on the spot, but as the sergeant refused to

give a receipt for the money, payment was refused. At
4 p. m. to-day the hearing occurs at Sedgley Guard House.

Mr. Dampman is very much pleased at the tribute to

the speed of his wheel and declared that the Sylph was the
only wheel to ride—except in the Park. For Park use
he will fit them up specially with a roller coaster brake,
designed to prevent their running away and exceeding the
legal rate of speed when going up hill. As soon as the
wheels can be secured they will be put on exhibition in

the windows at 44 North Tenth street.

—

Philadelphia Times.

The above clipping from the Philadelphia Times
speaks for itself. We always handle easy-running

wheels. If you want a machine to get around on fast.

Try an Easy-Running ^^SYLPH ^^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ Or a Reliable OVERLAND.

—but look out in the Park—you get to going faster than

you imagine and then there's trouble.

To suit the demand for low prices, we have 300 1896 Ladies' OVER-
LANDS we are quoting very low to close out. We shall carry over no

wheels into J 898. Write for prices.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,

PEORIA, ILL.
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Largest Manufacturers
in the world of
highest-grade

Jobbing Wheels.

Superb, easy-running, handsomely-finished wheels of the

best bicycle construction (guaranteed). Safe wheels to carry

your own name-plate and your guarantee.

We now supply eleven of the
largest bicycle dealers in this

country and England.

We're busy, but can take care of you.

Write to us.

Chicago Office—285 Wabash Avenue.
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being short and its total length being only

52 inches, against 74 in the chain-driver; it

is cleanly in use, resembling the old high

wheel in that particular and having almost

none of the mud-throwing and self-soiling

habit of the chain wheel. We give these as

undoubted advantages; others claimed are

perfect safety, the seat being nearly midway

between the wheels; ease of mount and dis- .

mount, no step being fitted or required; good

behavior on hills; ease of steering. As to

the latter, the Bantam is capable of making

singularly sharp curves, and should certainly

be a fine trick wheel. Its weight is about

that of the chain bicycle.

I. W. Boothroyd, the head of the Bantani

concern, the Crypto Works Co., of London,

is a prominent and interesting figure in the

English trade. His strongest title to fame is

that he is the inventor of the single-tube or

hose-pipe tire. In his historical letter in the

"Cyclist" of December 3, 1890, he pointed out

that competition was between the old cushion

and the inner tube pneumatic. The latter was

then heavy, costly, hard to get, lacking in

durability, and hard to repair; moreover, all

wheels had to go originally to the tire-maker

to have the tires put on. He declared that a

successful tire could be made up in one piece,

and suggested "a non-return valve throughout

the entire length;" that is substantially the

device of the Fleuss Tubeless of to-day, which

is somewhat like a "G and J" with the inner

tube omitted. He told how he had "thought

it would be possible to enlarge the puncture

and insert a piece of rubber of correspond-

ing size and with a large end, which should

be drawn tight against the inside of the outer

wall of rubber and serve as a non-return

valve." But he had hit on a simpler repair

method, having "found that the mere injection

of rubber solution effectually closed the cuts."

Here was an anticipation and description of

the now common mushroom-shaped plug and

of the later "plastic plug."

Conferences with Col. Pope afterward led

to the production of the "Hartford" tire, and

Mr. Boothroyd is fairly entitled to the dis-

tinction of being the father of the single-tube.

He has not profited pecuniarily, however, be-

cause (for reasons which are not now ma-

terial) the Dunlop dominates Great Britain,

and because he made no attempt to control

his invention. Erroneousfy, as we think, he

assumed it "so ridiculously simple that no

valid patent was possible," and published it

at once as a gift to the cycling world and to

prevent others from setting up what he

thought worthless claims.

Mr. Boothroyd is also an interesting figure

otherwise—an unvarying enthusiast, somewhat
of an optimist, and quite inclined to expect

that his latest type may work out a revolution.

On behalf of the Facile, long ago, and then

of the Geared Facile, he had much the same
faith as now in the Bantam; but he has never

wavered in at least one thing—adherence to

front driving.

In pursuance of investigation, we brought

over a Bantam last winter. Its short wheel

base and compactness, together with its 20-

inch back wheel, give to the eye a sugges-

tion of smallness, but its 26-inch driving wheel

is not iinfamiliarly small, although 23 to 25

inch wheels are generally used on it at home.

It is not beautiful, but neither is the chain-

driver; but only familiarity has made the

latter tolerable to look at, and ho type should

call another ugly. This specimen Bantam,

fitted with wood rims and single-tube tires

and without the mud guards which are cus-

tomary in England on all wheels, has been

moderately tried, and, naturally, opinions dif-

fer. One of us has not as yet been able to

find it agreeable, although fully appreciat-

ing the boon of escape from the chain; the

other likes it personally and warmly approves

it. Yet in view of the fact that each individ-

ual chain-driver requires, in most cases at

least, say 50 miles riding before it so "fits"

its individual rider that he gets the maximum
of comfort on it, the Bantam cannot be justly

judged unfavorably by anybody without an

extended trial, especially as it is so unlike

that to which riders are accustomed.

Mr. Boothroyd firmly believes that if the

chainless front-drive on the Bantam principle

had come in before the chain-drive had be-

come established, the latter "would not have

had the ghost of a chance," because the

ordinary riders would have gone over to the

new front-driver in a body. However that

may be, we observe that nearly every old

rider of the high wheel who has seen the

specimen Bantam manages it readily and is

disposed to like it, whereas those who think

it queer and are shy of it are of the present-

day riders, who know only of the chain wheel.

We presume that at home the Bantam finds

its friends largely, or at least most readily,

among the former "ordinary" riders.

We prefer to forecast rather than predict,

and caution is our unfailing counselor. It is

certain that in this country, as abroad, a dis-

tinctive type must find itself opposed to enor-

mous invested interests, and can conquer only

by possessing, and proving, extraordinary

advantages. This puts a steep and long grade

before the bevel-gear wheel in any form, and

equally before any geared front-driver. A
stern chase is a long chase. So it would be

too optimistic to suppose that any impending

revolution will soon cease to impend by be-

coming accomplished fact. And yet we have,

with Mr. Boothroyd at least, this much of

agreement, that we are not sure fixity of type

is reached nor that the front-driver may not

yet have the "day" it has never fully enjoyed.

Julius Wilcox,
Alex Schwalbach.

PREDICTING A WARM HEREAFTER.

"Whad yo' want ob a bysickle?"

"I wants one toe scorch wid, mammy,
same ez white folks does."

"Gwine 'way frum hyar, chile! Kain't yo'

done wait till yo're daid, yo' hasty, young
'im."

CEMENT MAKING AND SELLING.

There are establishments engaged in the

manufacture of rubber cement which at pres-

ent pay ten cents a pound for discarded inner

tubes and five cents a pound for old tire

stock, by which is meant outer covers and

inner tubes. Of course, the better the con-

dition of the rubber the higher the price it

commands from these reclaimers.

Inner tubes bring the higher price, be-

cause they are made from pure Para rub-

ber, and with little treatment are brought

to a high state of usefulness again. It is

necessary to chop up outer covers, mix them

with sulphuric acid for the purpose of de-

stroying the fabric, and after maceration wash

away the acid with water. When this is done

it is further necessary to improve the quality

of the rubber left by mixing pure stock

with it.

Some of the more reputable cement makers

declare that it is impossible to sell good rub-

ber cement at a wholesale price of less than

$3 per gallon. Yet buyers are frequently

offered cement purporting to be high-grade

in quality for $1 a gallon, and on top of this

their makers fcoast that they have allowed

for 33 per cent selling cost and a 50 per cent

profit. These adulterated cements are not

lacking in adhesive qualities, but they have

by no means the same degree of adhesive-

ness that characterizes high grade stock.

ANY OLD THING WILL CATCH THEM.

• "Newspaperdom" points out the cycle trade

as the easiest sort of easy thing when it gives

this advice to editors of daily papers:

"One of the best 'side issues' with which

to help out the lagging advertising days of

June is the bicycle edition. Every bicycle

advertiser can be secured for it and various

features a la the wheel will make it of inter-

est to readers. An Illinois paper is getting

up a cycle edition in which it will print the

name of every local rider together with the

name and number of his or her wheel. This

feature alone will sell many papers. The
wheel clubs could be 'written up,' portraits

of the officers printed, and lists of the mem-
bers. A vast amount of excellent bicycle

lore can be clipped or obtained of the plate

companies, while appropriate illustrations

may be had of one or more of the syndicates.

The expenses need not be great, and if the

cycle edition is well advertised and good work
is put into the ad. -soliciting, the financial re-

turns should be gratifying."

BROKEN, NOT BRAKED.

Pauf Reginald Fauntleroy- West
Got a wheel—and, of course, 'twas the best;

He went out to ride,

Brakeless, down a mountain side,
~'

And his tombstone will tell you the rest.

WHAT HE SENT AND WHAT HE GOT.

He sent a lot of stufif to the editor. The
trade-puff editor tossed is over to the racing

editor to pass upon, and he in turn trans-

ferred it to the clipping department; there

it was again dodged, and in the end the office

boy returned it to him with the old lie about

"Very sorry, etc. Columns overcrowded,

etc." He wasn't discouraged. He came back

with another batch, and still another, and in

the end his offerings were many; acceptances

few, very few. Discouraged at last, he sat

himself down and wrote this. He did not ex-
pect it to be printed, or paid for, yet, as proof
that it is always the unexpected that does
happen, here it is, and his check awaits him:

If all the stuff I have written
Was piled together in a pile.

And with a candle litten.

You could see the blaze for half a mile.

If all the gold from you gotten
For all the stuff I have wrote,

It would not hurt the feeblest kitten
To pour it, melted, down her throat.
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HANDLES THEORETICALLY.

The handles of rear-driven safety bicycles

usually serve three purposes. To steer with;

to support the rider on the bicycle; to pull

against when pedaling hard. Any ordinarily

expert rider can for a time steer and support

himself hands ofif, but when riding hard he

must pull either at the handles or at some

substitute for them. Handles cannot be

placed so that they will serve all these three

purposes equally well. Any fixed handle

position adopted is a compromise by which

one or other of these three 'handle purposes is

imperfectly achieved. How can this com-

promise best be effected, due regard being

had to economy of energy, to comfort, and to

health ?

As to steering. For most effective steering

mechanically the handles and 'handle-bar must

lie entirely in a plane which is at right angles

with the axis of the steering post, and must

consist of two straight tubes, the axis of each

tube being a straight line froni the middle of

the hand-grip to the axis of the bicycle head.

For physical ease in steering, the handles

must be so placed that when holding them all

parts of the body are in their least constrained

and most effective positions for riding. As

to physical constraint, the chief points in-

volved are that the lungs shall be free to fully

expand, that the back shall be hollowed and

not round-shouldered, and that the centre of

gravity of the body shall not be set forward

by the act of reaching the handles. These

three points are conditions of good form in

sitting and propelling a wheel and indicate

that the hands should be held at shoulder

width apart, that the shoulders Should not

be brought forward so as to compress the

lungs, and that the body should not be in-

clined forward merely for the purpose of

steering.

As to support by handles. Effective body
support can be obtained from various handle

positions. The chief points here involved are

the desirability of straight arms and the oft-felt

need for change of position of the hand sup-

port. The need felt for shifting the hand

position may in some cases be due to riding

with bent arms, and much body inclination

or stoop. Hitherto change of position of the

hand support has only been achieved by shift-

ing the position of the hand grasp along the

handle-bar. Straightness of arms is a con-

dition of good form. Movable handles are

one of the possibilities of the future—hardly

of the near future. Telescopic adjustment

might be suitably arranged.

As . to pulling against the handles. The
nearer the handle grip is to the centre of

gravity of the rider's body the more effective

mechanically will pulling at the handles be.

Handle position for pulling must depend on
the body position adopted when riding. Four
body positions may be considered. The up-

right; the slight-forwardly-inclined; the much
inclined ;the round-shouldered stoop with bent

arms. Many riders use the much-inclined

position for only such a small percentage of

their annual mileage, and the stooping divi-

sion are now so few in number, that the de-

signed position of fixed handles should not

be influenced by either position excepting for

individual riders. The much-inclined posi-

tion may, however, be taken as an indication

in favor of movable handles. Hard riders

who habitually use that position obviously

need handles for effectual pulling at to be in

a lower and more forward position than riders

using the more erect position.

These considerations point to a handle posi-

tion for the majority of average riders, which

shall be (1) in the handle plane, (2) at straight

arm distance from the shoulders when they

are in the body position usually adopted in

riding, (3) at shoulder width apart, (4) as

close to the body, and (5) as near in front

of the centre of gravity of the body w^hen rid-

ing, as (6) will yield suitable clearance for

the thighs in pedaling, and (7) for the handles

in steering. A. S. B.

IN HEAVY CYCLING ORDER.

Chicago, June 7.—Twelve cyclists, compris-

ing the Bicycle Corps of the Northwestern

Military Academy, started awheel for Wash-
ington this morning, to deliver a message to

Secretary of War Alger, from Gen. Brooke.

The message is merely a formal statement of

the trip and its object. The document is to

be carried the entire distance, from Chicago

to Washington by the corps. The members of

the corps will ride, camp, cook, maintain guard

and precautions according to the rules ob-

served in an enemy's country, with the ex-

ception of foraging. Each cadet carries a

Springfield rifle, shelter tent, blanket, extra

clothing and one day's rations. The weight

of each bicycle with equipment is fifty-five

pounds.

ALONG THESE LINES.

When first you learn

To ride a wheel,

You're apt to wabble so:

—

But when you've fairly

Mastered it,

This is the way you go:

—

GOOD MAN, GOOD WHEEL.
The Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville,

Mass., have just had printed a folder or small

leaflet of the '"Union Racer," showing Jimmie
Michael, the star of the Union team, on the

front and back cover, which will be mailed to

any one, on receipt of a 2 cent stamp for

postage. They also have a large three-sheet

poster, in five colors, showing Michael on

his Union racer in life size, and it is one of

the finest and most expensive posters ever

brought out. It will be sent to any one on
receipt of 30 cents in stamps. A. D. Ken-
nedy, the Chicago pro., recently ordered two
Union racers and joined the Union team.

AN AGENT HANDLES THE EAST NOW.

The Hall-Moore Co., of Cincinnati, manu-
facturers of the well-known sprockets and

chains which bear their name, will in future

be the marketers of their product for one sec-

tion of the country only.

The entire Eastern agency—all the territory

East of Pittsburg—will after July 1st be con-
trolled by Thos. A. Hine, with headquarters
at 113 Chambers street. New York.

WILL BE A CLOSE FINISH.

Simcoe, June 7.—The fate of the Bicycle

Baggage bill, promoted by the Canadian

Wheelmen's Association, still hangs in the

balance.

To-day the bill is to be read for a third

time at Ottawa. President Orr, Secretary

Donly and E. B. Ryckman, chairman of the

Rights and Privileges Committee, are on the

•spot looking after the association's interests.

No trouble was anticipated at this stage, but

it is expected that there will be a hot fight

before the Senate gives its approval. The
C. W. A. professes to be reasonably sure of

the final passage of the bill, but it is safe to

say that if they win it will only be by a nar-

row margin, as the railroads are preparing for

a bitter struggle.

Canada will likely be represented at the

I. C. A. world's championships at Glasgow,

Scotland, next month. John Davidson,

brother of Harley, and Ralph Axton were the

two amateurs who had asked permission to go.

They have since been suspended by the Rac-

ing Board, but it is believed they will be able

to square themselves without trouble.

R. O'Blayney, of Simcoe, the king-bee of

last year's amateurs, has joined the profes-

sionals this year. He is riding a Perfect, made
by the Welland-Vale Mfg. Co., St. Catharines.

Angus McLeod rides a Cleveland; Westbrook

and John Davidson, Brantfords, and Axton a

Stearns.

J. Arthur Beament, Ottawa, chairman of

the Dominion Racing Board, was married in

Toronto last week to Miss Belford, formerly

of the latter city.

Omer Carrier, of Levis, Que., was in-

stantly killed on May 31st by a live electric

wire, and the C. W. A. was thus deprived of

one of the finest young men in its ranks. He
was a leading cyclist of the province and a

member of a number of important commit-

tees. His death is deeply regretted by all who
knew him.

BICYCLES DID IT.

LEAVES OUT MERRY-GO-ROUNDS.

N. K. Beckrich has purchased the entire

plant of the Gillie-Goddard Co., ajt Tona-
wanda, N. Y., and will operate it as a bicycle
factory exclusively. Heretofore, merry-go-
rounds and other wares were included in its

manufactures.

One hundred thousand people are riding

bicycles every Sunday in New York who
would be wearing what are known as fine

suits if they were not riding bicycles. A bi-

cycle suit is a fiimsy affair compared with a

fine suit of clothes, and four or five bicycle

suits could be made in the time it would

take to make the regulation spick and span

fine suit. As a result 40 per cent of the tailors

are out of work now at the height of the

season, when under normal conditions every

one ought to be busy.

Joseph Goldberg, a member of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Brotherhood of

Tailors, says:

"The situation is a peculiar one. The em-

ployers are at a standstill as to resources.

Their shelves are filled with fashionable suits,

but they are not wanted. The vest trade is

almost disappearing, as no one wears a vest

on a bicycle, and outing shirts are taking

the place of laundered ones. Winter brings

little relief, as then wheelmen want comfort

rather than elegance, and wear sweaters. The
bicycle is bound to revolutionize the whole
clothing trade. So far 40 per cent of the tailors'

workmen are idle on an average every day,
and all owing to the reign of the bicycle."

AN UNREASONABLE INDIVIDUAL.

"Pop, what's a pedestrian, anyway?"
"Why, he's the fellow who always makes

a row when a bicycle runs over him."
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What a Competitor

Said of

WorldeveLES
In New York City

Last Week:

-'THE WORLD' is without a doubt

the FINEST TYPE OF A HiGH-GrADE BiCYCLE

EVER PRODUCED in this or any other

country."

TRUTH IS MIGHTY.

Worlds" are never troublesome.

They hold all the Records.

Cl

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARVVELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

AGENTS, WRITE FOR AGENCY.

ARNOLD,
SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,
Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WORTHY OF THEIR NAME.

Milwaukee, June 3.—The season for the

League Cycle Mfg. Co. has been a very suc-

cessful one, and President Fichtenberg

points with just pride to the achievements

since he organized the company in July, 1895.

From a small beginning the company now

occupies a four-story and basement building

50x100, and builds a wheel from start to fin-

ish. It makes all parts that compose a bi-

cycle, does its own nickel-plating and enamel-

ing, and supplies the trade with such parts as

crank-hangers complete, both one and two

pieces, hubs bored from the solid, wood and

metal handle-bars, steering head connections

from the solid, pedals of its own make, a

patent chain adjuster and a frame-filing vise.

Their goods are highly appreciated for their

quality as well as popular prices, and for the

liberal spirit of the firm's dealings.

So far they have put out over 6,000 wheels,

and President Fichtenberg expects to reach

8,000 before the end of the season. Not a

small part were exported to England, Hol-

land, Germany, Denmark, Spain and Italy,

and at present transactions are being accom-

plished for a large order to Austria.

The factory has been run day and night

up to the present time, and while a full force

is kept busy to manufacture '97 stock, experts

are experimenting with new ideas for the

'98 League wheel, which is already being

tested on the hilly streets of Milwaukee.

Mr. John Caldwell, who is at present in

London (55 H'olborn Viaduct, E. C), carries

the samples of the League wheels and spe-

cialties, and reports good success.

ALUMINUM-COATED SHEETS.

One of the latest novelties in the field of

sheet-metal working, as produced by a firm

in St. Louis, Mo., is that of steel sheets

coated with aluminum, these, it is claimed, be-

ing superior to and more durable than gal-

vanized iron, tin plate, or planished iron for

many purposes for which those materials are

now generally used.

The special advantages of such aluminum-

coated sheets are stated to be that they can

be worked and seamed without peeling; the

coating, adhering absolutely to the sheet, can

be easily soldered, will resist the action of

sulphurous gases, and can be heated to a red

heat without destroying the coating.

Moreover, such sheets can, when desired,

be polished to a lustre equal to burnished sil-

ver or nickel. An absolutely smooth and

evenly-covered surface is presented, free from
imperfections of any kind. Aluminum-coated
sheets plated with copper are also produced,

and these also take a high polish. There ex-

ists quite a field in the cycle sundry trade for

just such metal sheets as these are said to be.

TREBLED THEIR CAPACITY.

It will surprise few to learn that the Bald-

win Adjustable Cycle Chain Co., Worcester,

Mass., has removed to larger quarters and
nearly trebled their capacity. The marked
success of their chain makes the change ap-
pear a matter of course, and one that might
have been expected. The removal occurred
last week, and although made at a very busy
period resulted in no material delay. In
their new place, it is scarcely necessary to
say, the Baldwin people are better positioned
than ever to care for their increasing trade.

SOLD WHEREVER SHOWN.

The New Jersey Rubber Co., whose works

are located at Lambertville, N. J., and who
recently added the manufacture of tires to

their business, are now introducing the goods

to the trade. They embrace three types of

single-tube tires^—the Dandy, which has a

"basket tread," shown in the illustration, as

a distinctive feature; the Gem, a corrugated

or ribbed tire, and the Delaware, a smooth

tread article. A feature of all three tires is

the toughness of tread, which renders them

almost puncture-proof and yet does not affect

their pliability. The Jersey people report

sales wherever the tires have been shown,

which is the best proof of merit.

SALESMAN'S SUDDEN DEATH.

Quick and unexpected death came to Wm.
F. Ray, head salesman and general manager

of the retail store of Cline Bros., one of the

largest firms connected with the cycling trade

in Baltimore, on June 4th. Ray was acci-

dentally electrocuted by a live wire while help-

ing a boy paste signs in the window. Dur-

ing the progress of the work he walked along

the cornice, and caught hold of the wire to

steady himself at a spot where the insulation

had been partially rubbed off. The electric

shock was instantaneous, his hand being

burned almost to a crisp by the power of the

charge, and he dropped to the ground dead.

ONCE MORE THE STAR.

Reports from Smithville, N. J., say that the

bicycle factory of the H. B. Smith Co. is to

be re-established. It was in the Smith fac-

tory that the Star lever-driven bicycle, on

which Zimmerman first established his fame,

was made. The aged Hezekiah B. Smith

owned practically the whole of the town, but

after his death his interests became so badly

entangled legally that Smithville soon became
almost a deserted village. One of his sons

has recently come into possession, and, as

stated, there is now hope for the bicycle works
and everything else.

DISSOLVED PARTNERSHIP.

The Burke-Roberts Co., managers for Sey-

fang, Prentiss & Co., of Buffalo, having stores

at 66 West Broadway and 894 Boulevard, have

dissolved partnership. The interests of the

Bison makers will be taken care of by J. E.

Roberts, one of the members of the late firm,

who is now sole manager for the Buffalo

house, for Southern New York, New Jersey

and foreign territory. The business in this

city will be conducted at the salesrooms at

104th street and W. Boulevard, where Bisons
are very much in evidence.

NOT PRICE CLIPPERS.

How to keep bicycles out of the hands of

cut-throat dealers appears something of a

problem in certain quarters, although, as a

matter of fact, it is not nearly as difficult as

it seems.

The Grand Rapids Cycle Co. have never

been troubled that way, and in the most re-

cent of their periodical bulletins they make
public the what's-what of the case. They say:

"Isn't it annoying to a dealer or rider to

be constantly explaining to his friends that

the wheel advertised by some auction room or

department store at $31.31 is not the same as

he has, although it has the same name-plate?

Why is it the Clipper makers, dealers, or rid-

ers are not called upon or do not find it neces-

sary to offer apologies or explanations of this

sort? We'll tell you. Clipper bicycles are

made by people who know their business, peo-

ple who don't want cheap trade and are satis-

fied with a part of the bicycle business; people

who make enough good bicycles to take care

of and supply the good cash trade they get

without going to an unreasonable expense,

or selling at unreasonable prices.

"Clippers are never offered to or by depart-

ment stores, auction rooms, jobbers, or 'ex-

port trading companies,' at prices which will

permit retailing at a lower price than our

regular trade sell for. The Clipper factory

makes less mistakes in construction, finishing,

equipping, and selling, than most makers;

consequently, they have no returned wheels,

no undesirable or bankrupt stock, shop-worn
goods to close out at prices below cost. Clip-

pers are sold for spot cash to all alike. No
'overstocks' are in the hands of jobbers. If

more are made than are sold, the Clipper peo-

ple are able to carry them until regular cus-

tomers can use them."

LANDED BY LOZIER.

Ditton is one of the greatest resorts of

English wheelmen, who on Sundays and holi-

days fiock there by thousands. On a recent

Sunday, at the very height of the cycling

hour at Ditton, appeared an extremely hand-

some girl clad in the swellest of costumes,

overtopped by a picturesque hat of most gen-

erous proportions. The lady was unaccom-
panied, save by a small negro page, who rode

behind his mistress on a wheel specially con-

structed for his diminutive proportions.

Every English masher present, and there were

thousands of them, got ready for his deadly

work, but imagine their chagrin when a closer

inspection of the gilt mountings upon the

page's broad leather belt brought forth the

legend, "Ride Cleveland Cycles." In another

moment every masher was passing uncompli-

mentary remarks about the "bloomin", bleed-

in' Yanks;" but the ad. was a good one just

the same.

If a man persists in telling you how scrupu-
lously honest he is, go some place else^ to
buy a bicycle.

MUST BE "SOMETHING IN IT.'

The Beardsley spring seat-post is likely to
figure conspicuously hereafter. A. G. Spald-
ing & Bros, have "taken it on"—pretty good
evidence that "there's something in it,"

LONG-LEGGED ROYALTY.

Following upon the announcement that

United States Ambassador to Sweden Fergu-

son has purchased two Wolff-American bi-

cycles from R. H. Wolff & Co.'s representa-

tive in Stockholm, comes the report that

Crown Prince Royal Gustavus, of Sweden,

has emulated his example and ordered a

Wolff-American with 28-inch frame, which is

not only another plume in the Wolff-Ameri-

can cap, but is evidence that H. R. H. is an
unusually long-legged gentleman.
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Prices and Facts.

Take Time by the Forelock and Investigate.

TO THE BICYCLE MANUFACTURING TRAD:E.

Gentlemen:—Since our previous communications we have decided to give you the benefit of

our unexcelled facilities for the manufacture of Bicycle Tubing, and make you a special offer of 85 per

cent and per cent discount (depending upon character of specifications and time for delivery) from

the American Seamless Tubing List on No. 20 and No. 22 Gauge Fifty-Carbon " CLINCHER " Joint

Cycle Tubing, cut to exact length and reamed for flush joints, or, if not reamed, an extra 5 per cent

discount. This quotation is based upon your 1898 season's requirements—sizes, lengths, quantities of

each and date for delivery to be agreed upon on placing contract.

Our offer is made for early acceptance, and your acceptance could be made siibject to your prompt

approval on receipt of a sample lot of tubing ; and, for your own satisfaction, we would urge you to give

this justly celebrated tubing an early trial, at least to the extent of building a few dozen wheels, and thus

convince yourselves of its superiority.

This tubing is designed for frames where the tubing is to be used in practically straight lengths,

and not bent more than is customary for the loop-frame on ladies' wheels, as mild decarbonized steel

tubing is better suited for the more difficult shaped handle-bars, etc. We expect to obtain considerably

higher prices later in the season, and will guarantee you against decline of prices on our tubing sold

under similar conditions. Extensive transverse deflection tests have demonstrated that this tubing has

about double the stiffness possessed by seamless tubing after the annealing which is done in brazing on

the connections—a i)4 inch No. 30 gauge tube deflecting only about two-tenths of an inch under a thou-

sand pound weight suspended in the centre of a twelve-inch length, and one-half of an inch under a

fifteen hundred pound weight, and with a permanent set of only about one-half the deflection ; whereas

in the seamless tubing similarly tested with but six hundred and seventy-five pounds, bent down half an

inch, and had a permanent set of three-quarters of this amount.

It has also perfectly withstood a vibration test of one-quarter inch deflection, three hundred times

per minute, ten hours per day continuously for a month, without crystallizing. The "Clincher" joint

overcomes all annoyance in cycle-frame construction heretofore incidental to the use of brazed tubing,

and the seam cannot be detected in the finished bicycle, the surface of the tubing being smooth and the

line of brass so insignificantly narrow as to permit of perfect enameling. Our patented method of tubing

construction is the only process by which other than practically dead soft decarbonized steel can be

made into brazed tubes or fork-sides, and the length of interlocking teeth is reduced to a minimum, thus

greatly adding to the strength of the tubing.

As bicycles in '98 are likely to be sold largely on the ground of price (their appearance and
strength being equal), why not make a good dividend from the savings to be effected in the use of this

tubing, it being much less expensive, yet stronger, than seamless tubing, and worth double the price of

any other brazed tubing in the economies it will effect in the manufacturing departments, and the use of

Fifty-Carbon Tubing will also greatly assist in the sale of your wheels.

Yours very truly.

The Wilmot & Hobbs Mig. Co.,

NEW YORK: 253 Broadway.
CHICAGO: 19 S. Jefferson St.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

Established W7.

Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

Incorpofatcd J884.
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DOWN DALLAS WAY.

Dallas, Tex., June 5.—If a week was

to pass in North Texas without a rain

the bicycle dealers would think the

world was coming to an end. This has

been the wettest spring in many years, and

the roads have not had a chance to get in

riding condition. Consequently there has

been little demand for bicycles, and the rental

trade has been very poor.

The Young Cycle Co., the leading dealers

of Dallas, have at last succeeded in closing

out their business in this city. Their repair

shop has been bought by Wm. Kern, barber

supply dealer. This equipment and Peter

Newstrum, the oldest repair man in the city,

seem to be inseparable, as he has continued

in charge of it through its many changes of

owners. Mr. Kern will carry a hne of sun-

dries, but will not handle any bicycles for the

present. The balance of the Young Cycle

Co.'s stock has been removed to their Joliet,

111., store. Another change in the cycle trade

here will occur in the near future, but your

correspondent is not at liberty to say what

it will be at this writing, but it will prove

quite a surprise.

In Sherman the trade in bicycles remains

quiet, but repairing and renting continues

brisk.

In Denison, which has never been much
of a bicycle town, the trade has taken quite

a boom this season, and the leading dealers,

Dollarhide, Maynard & Harris, report an

excellent trade. The good business at this

point has attracted a new exclusive bicycle

house, Hutchinson & Robinson, who hail

from New York. They propose to job bi-

cycle and sundries, and have a large stock of

Yales and Globes.

Bonhain, Texas, along with the rest of

the smaller towns, has taken a back seat re-

garding cycling, trap shooting being now the

favorite sport in North Texas. Byers &
Sparger have sold their business to N. N.

Ntmn. Thompson & Abernathy continue the

Crescent line and have a repair shop in con-

nection with their establishment, which is run

by Wm. Collins, formerly of Dallas.

Vassar & Son, of Fort Worth, have sold

out their business to Wilson & Taylor.

A. J. Anderson, Fort Worth, Texas, sport-

ing goods dealer, has taken on a line of bi-

cycles, and has secured the services of Mr.
Burton, an old and well-known repair man
of that city, to look after that department.

The business in South Texas is also look-

ing up. An increase in sales is reported, and
an unusual number of summer visitors to the

watering resorts has increased the demand
for rental wheels.

W. A. Parker, an old racing man and bi-

cycle dealer of Waco, Texas., has gone to the

City of Mexico and is in charge of the bi-

cycle department of S. W. Walker, a large

carriage dealer of that city. Robt. Gill, an-
other Texas boy, is with him in charge of the
repair shop, and they have started building a
lot of medium-grade machines.

KICKERS HAVE VALUE.

Everything has its place in the plan of

creation, even those things in roads and their

riding which it relieves our feelings to kick at

If man had not been born a kicker, he would
still be sitting down to dine on roots clad in

an evening dress of his own hair.

TAKES TIME TO DELIVER THIS ORDER.

One of the best examples of the far-reach-

ing effects of advertising comes from R. H.

Wolfif & Co., Limited, of New York city, who
have just received an order for a WolfT-

American bicycle from J. W. McKean,
Chieng Mai, Laos, Siam. The place is 500

miles from the nearest seaport and requires

two months' navigation in native boats to

reach it. Mr. McKean is a missionary there,

and coming across an advertisement of R.

H. WolfT & Co. became interested in the

wheel. A request for catalogue and price

was received from him last January, and on

May 29th his order for an 1897 wheel ar-

rived. It has been shipped, but owing to

the lack of transportation facilities Mr. Mc-
Kean will not be in possession of his WolfT-

American until the latter part of August.

NEW PATENT BILL.

^ ^ The Wheel ^ ^
|

American Trade

Directory, not in-

cluding bicycle

agents. Compiled

e^tip to March Jst.

A necessary refer-

ence book for all

makers and sell-

ers.,^* Price, $2.00

j^Gitalogfues in the

German^ Spanish,

Ffcnch,of any Lan-

giS3igc,<^ American

e^ catalogues transla-

ted and condensed*

The Wheel Press,

88 West Broadway,

New York Jkjiji

<>*Twenty-five

thousand bicycle

agents, in type,

«5r
sold by State or

the entire list. <M

Quotations upon

application <^ iM

88 West Broadway |

BRISTOL-MADE RINGERS.

Corbin bells will shortly be manufactured
by the Bristol Bell Co., whose factory is

building in Bristol, Conn. E. D. Rockwell,

who is associated with the Messrs. Corbin
at the 'New Britain factory, will be general

manager of the Bristol institution; C. A.

Tredwell will be superintendent, and C. W.
Mallery, general salesman. The trio know
the business thoroughly, and affirm that

"Corbin bells the best" will continue their

motto.

Washington, D. C, June 5.—Inventors will

be interested in the following bill, which has

been introduced by Representative Maxwell
and referred to the Committee on Patents:

"That no patent shall be granted in any

case where the alleged invention is a mere
rearrangement or variance in constructive de-

vices and details of an invention already

known, provided that where a combination

of such details and devices produces a new
and useful result not caused by the separate

action of either or all of the old devices and

details, but due to the co-operation or recipro-

cal action of the combined devices and de-

tails, may, if of sufficient utility, be subject

to a patent.

'"Sec. 2. That section 4,880 of the revised

statutes of the United States be amended
to read as follows:

"Sec. 4880. Any person who has invented

or discovered any new and useful art, ma-
chine, manufacture, or composition, or any

new and useful improvement thereof trot

known or used by others in this country, and

not patented or described in any printed pub-

lication in this or any foreign country before

his invention or discovery thereof, and not

in public use or on sale for more than sixty

days prior to his application, may be the

subject of a patent, if of sufficient utility, un-

less the same is proved to have been aband-

oned by a failure to make application in sixty

days, in which case no patent shall issue.

"Sec. 3. That section 4919 of the revised

statutes of the United States is hereby

amended to read as follows:

"Sec. 4919. Damages for the infringement

of any valid patent may be recovered in a

civil action by the party intereste'd as paten-

tee, assignee, or grantee, but before an action

can be maintained against one who has pur-

chased and used in good faith a machine,

instrument, or composition so patented, the

patentee or his assignee who claims an in-

fringement, must recover a judgment against

the party guilty of such alleeed infringement

and establish the same. And whene'er in

such action a verdict is rendered for the plain-

tiff the court may render judgment thereon

for any sum within the amount found by the

verdict as actual damages, together with the

costs, but not for damages in excess of the

verdict.

"Sec. 4. That sections 4486 and 4919 of the

United States revised statutes are hereby re-

pealed."

PREVENTS ALL SIDE-PLAY.

The Brooks Spring Seat Post Co., 1540

Marquette Building, Chicago, has recently

brought out a marked improvement in their

Spring Seat Post in the shape of an adjust-

able nut at the top of the tube. The tube

where the nut is attached is slotted on each

side and threaded on a taper, so that when
the nut is screwed down it draws in the top of

the tube against the plunger and takes up all

wear, thus preventing side play on the part

of the saddle. The post is made throughout

of the best material, and with this improve-

ment is finding ready favor with riders and

dealers.

WHAT TO SELL.

In cycle dealing always be
As honest as you can;

Be sure 'tis cycles that you sell.

And not your fellow-man.

AFTER MR. WASHINGTON.

Many bargain-counter cycle sellers follow

young Mr. Washington's example of hew-

ing to the ly'n'.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers,

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-B06 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TSADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.
Selma.—George W. Allen & P. S. Myers have pur-

chased the Selma Cyclery from Robson & Simpson.

COLORADO.
Denver.—Clark A. Hallin succeeded by the Summit

Bicycle Works.
Denver.—Denver Wheel Livery Co. gave chattel

mortgage for $125.

CONNECTICUT.
Meriden.—Meriden Cycle Co., new store at 11 and

13 Crown street.

New Haven.—The Campbell Cycle Co. removed to

55 Broadway.
Seymour.—E. S. Tomlinson, new store.

Wallingford.—Wheel & Cycle Bar Co. B. A. Treat

has sold out his interest to the other members of the

firm and withdrawn from the business.

Wallingford.

—

F. L. Leighton Co., sold out to F. A.

Norton & Co.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Carter Hardware Co., 606 Pennsylva-

nia avenue, N. W., has added bicycles.

GEORGIA.
Blakcly.—E. L. Fryer, new store.

INDIANA.
Elwood.—il. Tousey, sold out.

Evansville.—Cliampion Bicycle Co., reported re-

corded chattel mortgage for $980.

Greencastle.—The Greencastle Mfg. Co.'s plant de-

stroyed by fire. Loss about $30,000.

Logansport.—Burgman Cycle Co., judgment against

Charles W. Burgman for $1,500.

IOWA.
Atlantic.—Fred Alexander, new agency.

Marshalltown.—Williams Bros., new store.

KANSAS.
Kinsley.—J. O. Harney, sold out to Hettewitz &

Blanchard.

Wichita.—Reuben H. Roys, gave real estate mort-

gage for $1,600.

MAINE.
Dexter.—B. W. Black, new store.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—The Owen Mfg. Co., New London.

Conn., has opened branch store at 203 E. Baltimore
street. Manager, J. W. Van Praag.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Ipswich.—J. W. Goodhue, new store.

Onset.—Onset Cycle Co., new store.

.Springfield.—The Chicopee Falls Wheel Co., new
branch store at 110 Worthington street.

MICHIGAN.
Alma.—L. H. Hayt, new store in Church Block.

Cadillac.—Kelley & Mather, new store.

Grand Rapids.—Cycloid Cycle Co. Judgment for

$296.82 against this concern in favor of Willis H.
Cushman for wages.

St. Clair.^C. E. Breder, new store.

Salem.—Bussey & Wheeler, new agency.

MINNESOTA.
Alexandria.—G. S. Spaulding, new store.

Benson.—J. P. Van Slyke & Co., new agency.

Elysian.—Kuykendall & Chadwick, sold out to J. G.

Gerlich.

Minneapolis.—Jos. Lautner, bicycle repairer, re-

ported recorded chattel mortgage for $140.

NEW JERSEY.
New Brunswick.—Kilton Cycle Co. have filed arti-

cles of incorporatibn.r Capital, $2,000.

Stockton.—Stockton Cycle Mfg. Co., gone out of

business.

Trenton.—The Albemarle Cycle Co., incorporated.

Capital stock, $100,000. Principal stockholder, F. H.
Brennan, of New Dorp.

Westfield.—Bard Bicycle Co.'s store destroyed by
fire. Loss about $6,000.

NEW YORK.

Buffalo.—Buffalo Cycle. Works, reported dissolved

partnership.

New York.—Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., 17 Murray
street. Attachments filed aggregating $8,967.

New York.—G. Minturn Worden Cycle Co. . G.

Minturn Worden dead.

Syracuse.—W. D. Andrews & Co., slightly damaged
by fire.

NORTH DAKOTA.
Fargo.—Charlie Bennett, new store,

NOVA SCOTIA.

Halifax.—Frank Creed, reported gave judgment for

$231.
'

'
^

OHIO.
Cleveland.—C. D. Lovejoy, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $600.

Elyria.—The I^rown Cycle Co., incorporated by M.
B. Jonson, C. C. Ford and R. A. Niefen, to manu-
facture bicycle and other saddles; capital stock,

$100,000.

OREGON.
Eoseburg.—L. D. Clark & Co., reported attached

for $200.
_ ,j|J

PENNSYLVANIA.
Bridgeville.—C. P. Mayer, new store.

Carlisle.—E. C. Bushman, reported gave judgment
for $399.

New Castle.—Ball Bearing Mfg. Co., Ltd., reported

made an assignment.

Williamsport.—Elliott & Stutzman will manufacture
bicycles.

RHODE ISLAND.
Jamestown.—A. O. D. Taylor, new store. No. 3 Cas-

well Block.
TENNESSEE.

Knoxville.—The Knoxville Cycle Co., succeeded to

business of the Bayzarian Cycle Co.

TEXAS.
Bonham.—Byers & Sparger, sold out to N. N.

Nunn.
Dallas.—Young Cycle Co., succeeded by William

Kern.

Denison.—Hutchinson & Robinson, new firm.

Fort Worth.—Vassar & Son., sold out to Wilson &
Taylor.

Fort VV'orth.—A. J. Anderson, sporting goods, has

added bicycles.

Galveston.—Labadie Bros., dissolved. E. H. Laba-

die will continue.

VERMONT.
Bethel.—The Keene Bicycle Rim Co. has begun to

erect a large bicycle factory here, which they expect

to complete in two months, when they will remove

from Keene, N. H., to this city.

WASHINGTON.
Spokane.—Miller & Thompson, received bill of sale

of one-third interest for $250.

WEST VIRGINIA.

Bellaire.—S. O. Cummins, new store on Belmont
street.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—Leonard P. Bellinghausen, new store

at No. 182 Ogden avenue.

I'eshtigo.—A. D. Porgoli, harness, has added bicy-

cles.

SHIPPED ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles from the port of

York during week ending June 1st:

CharleroiAntwerp $3,451
Argentine Repub... 1,628
Brussels 400
Belfast 274
British E. Indies.. 75
Berlin 3,628
British W. Indies.. 442
British Australia.... 11,249
Brazil 35
-British Honduras.. 415
Bremen 3,839

Dutch East Indies.

.

Gibraltar
Havre
Hamburg
London
Porto Rico
Rotterdam
U. S. of Colombia..
Venezuela

New

$100
135
150

10,613
12,896
4,953

1^
22

1,515
1,856

SAMSON-SHOD SUCCESSES.

While the events of Decoration Day pro-

duced jubilation in many quarters of the cycle

trade, nowhere was the satisfaction more pro-

nounced than in the New York Tire Co., and

not without reason. In the two big "trade

races" in Buffalo, the Martin and the Lewis,

the New York company's Samson tire made
almost a clean sweep of the speed honors.

In the Lewis, they scored first, second, third

and fourth time prizes, in addition to ten

position prizes; in the Martin, second, third

and fourth time trophies and twelve of the

first fifteen place prizes were the Samson's

lot—an unusual and remarkably large propor-

tion. On the track at Poughkeepsie and

Gloversville, N. Y., and at Reading, Pa.,

every first was captured by Samson-shod

wheels.

JUST THE THING FOR BOYS.

If any one is looking for something extra

in boys', wheels, they can scarcely do better

than to get in touch with the Grand Rapids

(Mich.) Cycle Co. That concern has added

a 21-inch Boys' Clipper to their line, and the

specifications attest that the wheel is not of

the common kind. It is made of Shelby tub-

ing, is finished in black or wine colors,

striped, has Berkeley rims, Indianapolis chain,

Wheeler Reforrh saddle, and options are

given on M. & W., Hartford, League and

Goodrich tires. It sells, for $35.

WOULD BE EXCELLENT ON BROADWAY.

A French inventor has taken out a patent

for an arrangement whereby a bicycle may
be attached to the rear of a cab and drawn

along on its own wheels instead of being

placed on the roof of the cab, as is customary

in continental countries.

CHANCE TO SECURE LONDON REPRESENTATIVES.

The firm of F. Powis & Co., 121 Stamford

street, Blackfriars, S. E., London, Eng., is

in the market to represent an American firm.

They desire to handle something in the rub-

ber or cycle accessory line. The firm is well

known and can furnish high-class references.
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TWO OF A KIND.

"Hopeless, utterly hopeless," said the

keeper, as he opened the door and let the

visitors see a man whose face wore a smile

of triumph. "He thinks he has invented

a bicycle lamp that cannot be jolted or blown
out."

The visitors shuddered and passed to an-

other room, where they found a man from

California writing proclamations to prove

that secession had succeeded.

MERELY NODDED.

"I understand, then," concluded the inter-

viewer, "that your success was achieved at a

bound?"

The maker of "the world's most resilient

tire" no'dded his head gravely.

.Short Jaunts

The Chicago & Northwestern Railway has just

issued a handsome pamphlet, giving a list of charm-
ing resorts in Wisconsin, at which a few days or
weeks of leisure time can be p'easantly spent. The
publication embodies a map of the State which all

interested in cycling should have in their possession.
Copies can be obtained at City Ticket Office, 212

Clark street, or by addressing W. B. Kniskern, Chi-
cago, 111. **•

$36.00 to San Francisco.

On June 29th to July 3d, 1897, the Northwestern
Line—the three-day route to Caiifornia^will sell

tickets to San Francisco at rate of $25.00 from Chi-
cago. Choice of routes and same rates from San
Francisco to Chicago on specified dates. Palace
sleeping cars and tourist sleeping cars leave Chicago
daily, and go through to San Francisco without
change. All meals in dining cars. For full particu-
lars as to dates of sale, stop-over privileges, etc., in-

quire of your nearest ticket agent, or at City Office,
Chicago & Northwestern Ry., 212 Clark Street. **

BUTTON-HOLE BICYCLE LAMP.
Cutest thing out. Wear it in your button-hole.

You will make a sensation. 3 white and colored
glasses. A bright light seen for blocks. Boys go
wild over it. By maU, SO cents. Big Catalogue
of Bicycle Supplies and Sporting Goods Free
BATES LAMP CO., Box 1540, Boston, Mass.

HAVE 100 HIGH-GRADE

GENTS' 1897 BICYCLES
Standard make, tool-steel bearings, guaranteed two years.

Will sell all or part with lodla or Vim Tires for

$24. 76.

J. B. PERRINE,
617-621 Austin Ave , Cor. Lincoln St., Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

mTmeis
JIre ridden by tbose wbo appreciate tbe refinements

of a superior machine. Riders use tbem once and

tben always. Ifgents wbo bave sold tbem do not

change to any other line.

Send for (Zatalogue.

« ««««««««««

fenton metallic mfg. €o.,

Olaiticstown, n. V.

A WHEEL
TH\T WILL INCREASE YOUR BUS1NE«»S

RIGHT NOW IS THE

Elfin Juvenile.
BECAUSE—The clamor of the children "lor a

wheel " is beginning to make parents look around.

BECAUSE—Many a boy has been promised a

wheel when " school closes."

BECAUSE—The Elfin can give points to any
other juvenile wheel on the market.

BECAUSE—The Elfin fit§ the child.

A distinctive feature is the reversible crank-

hanger, which permits an adjustment of two
inches in the frame height. It's a convincing

argument to offer in selling a wheel for a grow-

ing child.

Makers:

FRAZER & JONES COMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS—Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago; J.

Andrae & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis.; M. Lieber, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Hay
& Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis; Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston;

Union Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio; Maltby-Henley Co., New York..

TRANSFER ORNAMENTS
We carry a .stock of bicycle

decorations, name plates, strip-

ing, varnishes, etc. Special de-

signs can be delivered in less

than two weeks. Get onr cata-
/!/?£ you

//v£)(^5rff/. ^ Iv/r^ usp

THE MEYERCORD CO.
lean Manuf.icturei-s

GUAK«NTBBD jt DBGALGOMANIA ^ TRAINSPBRS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHICAGO.

Starr Bros/ Bells
ABE KNOWN THE WORLD OVER.

Bo Yoi HaiJle Bicycle Bells?

Our Prices and Styles

Will Interest You. . .

Rotary, Electric,

Double and Single Stroke.

Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

THE STARR BROS. BELL CO., EaslHamplOD, Coo.
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WHEN IT COMES TO HILLS.

Improve cycle construction as you may,

reduce friction and loss of power, thereby

increasing speed and ease of propulsion, and

still propelling a bicycle up grade will al-

ways be a laborious performance, this, of

course, having reference to. cycles driven en-

tirely by the power of the rider, as distin-

guished from those machines in which the

rider's strength is supplemented or superseded

by oil, electricity, or other extraneous power.

Even reduction in weight, together with per-

fect mechanism, will take but little from the

effort needed to ride up an incline; because,

to begin with, the reduction that is possible

in the weight of the machine is, at its great-

est, only a small fraction of the combined

weight or rider and machine; and, secondly,

it is weight, and not friction, that forms the

principal factor to be reckoned with in rid-

ing uphill.

How to ride uphill in the most economic

manner—economic, that is, in regard to bod-

ily strength—is a fitting study for the cyclist,

though it is, like many other studies, more
neglected than it should be. To put the mat-

ter in a nutshell, it may be accepted as a good

rule that a short hill should be sprinted up,

and a long one taken at an even and not too

rapid pace. But a short hill that is not steep

should not be sprinted up, and a long hill

that is steep should be walked; and between

the extremes the rider will find that a little

careful study will be amply rewarded. To this

advice should be added a general rule to the

effect that in starting on a long run hills

should be as far as possible avoided, and those

that must be surmounted should be walked.

The fatigue produced by hill-climbing is

in a way cumulative in its effects; and, more-
over, the body is least capable at the start of

a journey of enduring the effort required.

To begin a day's run, or even an afternoon's
outing by struggling at hill-climbing is al-

most certain to produce fatigue that will abide
with the rider until the day is done. Not
even a conservative rider believes in walking
hills that he can ride with a moderate effort,

but he does believe in taking cycling easy
early in the day; and believes that walking
the hills is a good investment—that a mile
lost in the morning will be regained with
substantial interest later in the day.

ADVANTAGES OF STEADY PACE.

Intermittent sprinting when road riding is

a tiresome and senseless practice on the part

of any rider who wishes to enjoy cycling.

Sensible riders pedal along at an even pace

and are not to be tempted into a scorch

every time someone passes them. Given reg-

ular pace, and the rider will cover much
greater distances than the spurter; that, too,

with less fatigue than falls to the lot of the

rider who ever and anon gives vent to his

unreasoning desire to force the pace.

SHE SAW WIDOWHOOD NEAR AT HAND.

"Quick! quick! hurry up, young feller! I

want an accident policy on my husband for

$100,000."

"But, my good woman, why all this hurry?
Won't to-morrow "

"To-morrow, nothing! He's gone and
bought one of those bargain-counter by-
sickles and he's going to ride the thing this

very afternoon."

WHY SHOULDN'T THEY?

Here are a few lines you may read twice

without any injurious effect resulting:

The country's growin' brighter!
Sing, brethren, every day!

The heart is feelin' lighter

—

More roses deck the way.
When cycle bells are ringin',

An' stars above us shine,
An' heaven an' earth are singin,'
Why shouldn't folks feel fine?

A FABLE.

A large Gasometer that had long stood by

the River Side, near the Gas Works, once

said to a Scorcher's Wheel that passed that

way every day: "Tell me, my Slender Friend,

you skim speedily over the asphalt every day,

is not Life in the City's crowded Mart sim-

ply captivating? Woe, Woe is Me, that I am
compelled to stand here Year in and Year
out, and cannot go Abroad and see Life."

"Say, if you knew when you were well

off," returned the Scorcher's Wheel, "You
would not complain Thus. Look at me; I

am the unwilling means of recording thou-

sands of miles on the flat face of that faking

Cyclometer there, yet I'm not happy, for I see

too much Suffering and Abuse. Be content, my
big Friend, that you always have a pleasant

View of the River, even if the Smell is some-

times Rich."

"But," said the Gasometer, "Down here I

can see nothing of Life. Why is it my Lot

to be unable to Travel and enjoy Existence

as other do—You, for instance?"

"Indeed," responded the Scorcher's Wheel,

"I have often, when being pounded along

over a rough road or rushed to death on a

Century Run, envied you your quiet Repose.

Why—"
But just then a laborer on the roof who

was lighting his Pipe, dropped a lighted

Match into the Gas Holder, and the Whole
Business exploded with a loud report. The
Pieces traveled in many directions, while the

Scorcher's Wheel, being hit by a flying frag-

ment, was so seriously injured that it was

consigned to the Scrap Heap. Thus both at-

tained their heart's desire—one rested, the

other traveled. But neither was worth a

Darn for Business afterward.

Any old Moral will do. All things come
to him who waits, and it isn't always a good
thing to rush matters. It is better to be
blown up in extreme old age than in youth,
unless you happen to be a hot-water bag or a
pneumatic tire.

KEEPS ONE GUESSING.

"What's meant by being on the 'anxious
seat,' pop?"
"Being afraid it will slip off the post before

you reach home."

% are not ordinary bicycles by any means. A higher standard of construction than any other ?

% maker has yet attained. Your cycling pleasure demands that you investigate. t

I
$100 to everyone . Worth it. %

\ $60-MIDDLETOWN CYCLES-$60 I
^ As light, handsome and durable as most $ I OO Wheels. Send for Catalogues. %

% WnRCF^^TFR TYPI F MFR HR ^^ Murray street, New York City. I
* WW Vl 1\ILW I l«l 1 W I wLLa IfirUa W\Ja^ FACTORIES: MIDDLETOWN, CONN.; WORCESTER, MASS. J
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SCENE FROM A NEW FRENCH DRAMA.

Scene—The morning room of the Countess.

Annette, the soubrettish lady's maid, and Jo-

sef, the usual flunky, in plush knee-breeches

and silk stockings. Annette leads off with:

"Unless something is done quickly Madame
will go mad."

Then Josef takes his cue and comes back

with:

'•True, Annette. This great strain of suf-

fering is doing its fatal work. If we could

only make her smile or weep she might yet

be saved. Stay, I have an idea!"

"What is it, Josef?"

"You shall soon know. Hush, madame

comes."

(Josef exits as the Countess enters.)

Looking around with a leading-lady look,

the Countess joins in, thusly:

"Ah! It is you, my good Annette! Come

closer, child. I want you to bring me a carv-

ing-knife and a large dose of poison and a

sharp meat-ax."

"Oh, madame!"
"Hurry, child, or I will tear me throat

apart with these slender hands."

Here Josef throws wide the double doors

and announces:

"Madame, your wheel awaits you at the

entrance!"

"My wheel!" (The Countess smiles, then

bursts into tears and rushes through door-

way.)

Annette and Josef, hysterically clasping

each other's hands, say:

"She is saved!"

Quick curtain to lively music by the or-

chestra.

WHERE UNTOLD SCORCHERS GROW.

_ Many things are changing in Africa, and

tile bicycle is one of the latest proofs that

the dark continent is coming more and more

into touch with the outer world. Cycle

manufacturers might do much worse than

keep an eye on 'Africa as a field offering to

them limitless possibilities. The natives to-

day look upon the wheelman with the feel-

ings that once rose in the savage breast at the

sight of the locomotive, or iron horse.

But some day the knowledge will dawn

upon the gentle African that the bicycle won't

bite and that anybody can learn the secret of

its equilibrity in five half-hour lessons. A
cycle boom in Africa is sure to come, and it

will be a continental calamity if wheels can-

not be distributed among the 200,000,000

blacks in quantities sufficient to meet their

ambition for this great fruit of civilization.

CHANGED HIS LANGUAGE.

"I soar!"

Thus cried the inventor of the new aerial

cycle, as he fiercely pedaled and slowly rose

from the earth.

A few moments afterward he corrected

himself.

"I mean I am sore!" he exclaimed, as he

dropped heavily upon his native soil, which

had some hard stones in it.

THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT.

This incident couldn't have happened a few

years ago, nor hardly in any city but that of

New York. It did happen the other day,

however. Both hero and heroine have been

dwelling all winter long under the same roof,

which roof caps a big apartment house, so

big, indeed, that neither hero nor heroine

had until the other day exchanged a word
with each other. After the manner of heroes

and heroines, though, each has been aware

of the other's existence, thanks to chance en-

counters in the elevator, stray glances across

the dining-room and the like.

Near this big apartment hotel is a tailor's

establishment, a modest affair "run"' by a

funny little foreigner whose nationality has

never yet been betrayed by the philological

freak that does him service a's^ speech. Into

this tailor's establishment entered the heroine

the other day, and whom should she encoun-

ter there but the hero, engaged in .earnest

conversation with the tailor.

Upon the entrance of the heroine, however,

the hero, as is customary in such' situations,

at once yielded up the centre of the stage-^

in other words, he politely stepped aside, and

insisted that she accomplish her errand before

he finished his.

Now, it so happens (and here comes in the

part that couldn't have happened a few years

ago) that the heroine is a wheelwoman, and

her object in visiting the tailor was that her

knickerbockers should be made a trifle longer.

Time was when such an errand might have

embarrassed a young woman, particularly in

the presence of a charming young man, who

had just yielded her the centre of the stage.

Things are different nowadays, though, and

the heroine said her little say without a blush.

That the garment might be sent her when fin-

ished she wound up by giving her name and

address, whereupon the funny little foreigner

gave a chuckle and said:

"You from there, too? So's he," pointing

to the hero, who was so courteously await-

ing the heroine's departure. "Only he wants

his pants shortened."

A TRUE DAUGHTER OP THE WHEEL..

The following story is used by the Victor

agent at Rochester,' Robert Thomson, as an

advertisement in his local newspapers. It

is an actual occurrence, and the httle girl re-

ferred to is the eight-year-old daughter of

Mr. Fred. G. Beach, of Rochester.

"Mamma," said the little East-Sider to her

mother, last Sunday, as she looked up from

the Easter carol she had been studying in-

tently, "do they have bicycles in heaven?"

"Why, where did you get that idea?"

queried the astonished parent.' '

"Well, it says so here," was the reply; and,

following the words indicated by the child's

finger, the mother read:

Fling open wide the golden gates

.\nd let the Victors in.

OR KNOCK YOU DOWN.

It has often been demonstrated that if

you stand on your dignity too much in cy-

cling, it is only a question of time when some

one will sit on you.

HIS SUNDAY OUT.

He touched the hars with gentle grip,

And pressed, the pedals fairly;

Then started on a scorching trip,

Seated on a saddle squarely.

Until o'erlaken by a cop.

Who clubbed him till he had to stop,

Led him before a magistrate.

And dragged his wheel along as freight!

"Having a fine time, eh?' Just so!

This is tine time; so pay and go!"

THOSE WHO COME MAY READ.

An uptown dealer who, like all energetic

and successful agents, believes in the efficacy

of printer's ink, has his establishment orna-

mented with some good advice to those who
are, or who might be patrons. A few of the

notices are these:

"If you don't see what you want, you may
want what you see."

"These wheels and sundries were selected

to please you. Please inform us where any-

thing better can be found at these prices."

"Our clerks won't solicit you, but they are

ready to serve you."

"Make your exact wants known, and we will

save you money and time."

"We are bound to please our customers, if

extraordinary care, skill and willingness to

meet their demands will do it."

"Mistakes may and will occur. We will

do more than our part to undo any that are

made here."

"Bargains do not grow on trees, but we

have arranged it so you can find them here."

"We make money by trading money with

you for our own goods—when you say so."

Here are a few more that the uptown dealer

did not have, but which seem to be in line

with the signs he had found profitable:

We don't want the earth—only just enough

profit to live on it.

We like the customer who likes to get a

bargain.

Take all the time you want to look things

over. Time is a commodity we neither measure

nor cut off.

Washington once threw a dollar across the

broad Potomac. We will try to make your

dollar go still farther.

All business days are our "bargain days."

Best quality joined to lowest price is the wed-

lock we invite you to. Every rider who deals

with us gets a piece of the cake.

AN EVEN BREAK.

In a country town in Kentucky there is a

store where they sell " 'most everything," in-

cluding bicycles. The young man who does

the selling intends to be a brilliant hand at

repartee some day. Meanwhile he practices

on the patrons in general, with a preference

for colored patrons. An old "aunty," with a

mellow fifteenth-century finish on her cheek

bones, came in one market day and inquired:

"You 'ain't got no cheap bicycles fer dat boy

ob mine, is you?"

"I didn't say I hadn't, aunty," replied his

smartship.

. "Well, you needn't be so smart, mister. I

'ain't arst you isn't you; I arst you ain't you.

Is you?"

TRAINING FOR THE ANANIAS STAKES.

A nine-year-old boy, vv.ho was arrested for

throwing tacks oit one of New York's asphalt

avenues, last week, told the magistrate before

whom he was brought that he- had a little

brother whom he loved very much, and he

was afraid some cyclist would knock him

down and kill him while playing in the streets.

The boy's precociousness so amazed the

magistrate that he discharged him with a

reprimand not to repeat the crime.

HOW THEY MOVE.

Large bodies move slowly; also small ones

when called upon for a final spurt at the end

of a century run, for instance.
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Crawford
Bicycles ?^

»***#********#******4

$

*>

I Small Sizes

i $45, $40, $35

Crawford Bicycles are reliable, handsome^

easy-running machines, built of best ma-

terial in the best manner, and sold at prices

from which all unnecessary profits have

been eliminated*

The fact that a greater number of CRAWFORD BICYCLES

are in use in and around New York than of any other one

make attests the high quality we offer at Crawford prices^

XLhc Crawford JMfg. Company
factories : Ragcrstown, JMd.

NEW YORK CITY AGENTS:

Central Cycle Company, ... 47 Second Avenue
Mathews Brothers, .... 105 West I25th Street

R. E. Nichols, 276 Eighth Avenue

J. W. Blackman & Son, . 2653 Third Avenue
L. Guttag, 2893 Third Avenue
Tinkham Cycle Company, . . 306 W. 59th Street

Dtirant McLean & Co., .... 299 Broadway
C. N. Bowen, .... 89th Street & Boulevard

Equitable General Providing Company, 29 Broadway
Manhattan Hardware Company, 497 Third Avenue

S. B. Davega ; 32 West I4th Street

Goff & Cheevers, . , . , 740 Eighth Avenue
The H. H. Kiffe Company, . . . 523 Broadway

89 Chambers St^^ ]Vew yiorh.

BROOKLYN AGENTS:
W. H. Briggs & Company, . 424 Bedford Avenue
Edward Sheffield, . . . . 141 Kosciusko Street

Tonkin & Smith, 993 Fulton Street

Fountain Brothers, . , . 150 Fiatbush Avenue
W. J. Fountain, Jr., ... 3 Prospect Park, West
Wm. Devine, .......2122 Fulton Street

M. Schoenherr, 1234 Broadway
Chas. Osborne, . . . . . .I5J4 Fulton Street

Durant McLean & Co., . . I2t3 Bedford Avenue
People's Cycle Company, . .1175 Bedford Avenue
M. Shannon, 778 Bedford Avenue
F. A. & A. L. Seavei:, .... 1244 Third Street

Robertson Brothers, Atlantic Avenue & Clinton Street

Osgood Cycle Company, ... 6U Fulton Street

H. H. Kiffe, ....... 318 Fulton Street

N. Zirkel, 268 Seventeenth Street

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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SHE CALLED IT A " FAD."

Coming down in the elevated railroad the

other day, a well-dressed, and apparently a

well-informed, woman caught a glimpse of

the cycling army as the train crossed the

Boulevard, and then, in speaking to her com-

panion regarding cvcling's popularity, ap-

plied to it that horrible hackneyed term of

"fad"—dismissing the light, delicate and most

substantial fabric as if it were an airy pageant

or a fleeting fashion.

Yet the bicycle is responsible for a new

form of motion, outstripping the horse,

swift-footed; costing less than either horse

or buggy, and much less than both together;

requiring neither groom nor corn nor box

stall; within the means of thousands and

thousands who never kept a rig; adapted to

childhood, youth and age. It is the next

thing to flying. Would you, oh! madam, call

wings a fad, if it should so be that science

should presently discover a method of move-

ment like unto that which the birds have?

Oh, no, the cycle is no fad. It has been a

long time coming—but it is here to remain.

As long as young men and women delight in

exercise; as long as they feel the exhilaration

of motion, they will ride the wheel, and this,

too, despite the manifest desire of a few peo-

ple who do not ride to dismiss the machine

with the popularity-destroying label of "fad"

safely pasted up on it.

TUAT OTHER MACHINE.

Riding one machine and wheeling another

at the side is a very easy accomplishment,

after you learn how, as the second machine

—

like the rear wheels of a tricycle—affords

an additional point of support, and enables

the rider to go as slowly 3= he pleases, or to

stop altogether without dismounting. But

those who are attempting the experiment for

the first time, or even for the second or third

time, should religiously avoid crowded thor-

oughfares, as it is very difificult for the inex-

perienced to stop quickly or to manoeuvre

in and out amid traffic, when cumbered with

the second machine. Novices at this little

accomplishment have more than once nar-

rowly escaped a smash-up through riding with

two machines where it would have been per-

fectly safe for them to have ridden with one.

GETTING INTO THE SADDLE.

Did you ever notice the difference in the

way in which a woman novice and one of the

other sex mounts a wheel? The former stops,

puts one foot upon a pedal, gives a little

spring, settles lightly upon the saddle, and

away she goes. The man grabs the handle-

bars, stretches himself out behind the ma-

chine, puts one foot upon the step, hops

along on one leg like a lame ostrich, gives

a jump, lands "kerplump" in the saddle,

kicks about to find the pedals and then goes

wobbling on a rod or so before he gets his

centre of gravity located. Women can do

some things better than men, and in their

novitiates mounting a bicycle is one of them.

TWO OF A KIND.

It does not take much of an acquaintance

with the irascible road-hog to con-

vince anyone, whether wheelman or other-

wise, that the man who cannot control his

temper is not fit to drive a good horse in

public or elsewhere. He ought always to use

a mule team—sort of a tandem, as it were.

KISSING GOES BY FAVOR, NOT BICYCLES.

As to kissing on the wheel—well, it's sim-

ply out of the question. It can't be done, at

least not with either grace, satisfaction or

safety.

Could it have been this feature that brought
the wheel into such high favor with the

strong-minded, new-woman set? They took
to it first, you know, and are still sticking

to it, but they are not having a monopoly
now. For women who have an ambition to

go it alone, and without being bothered by
the men, the wheel is the thing.

No doubt some unkissable female riders

will say it is this particular feature that ren-

ders the wheel unpopular with some men.

And they may be not far wrong. As a rule,

men prefer to make love quietly, if not on

the quiet, and not as they go bumping and

wabbling along at a break-neck pace beside

a woman in high boots and short skirts.

It is love that makes the world go round,

but only feet do the same thing for the wheel.

AVOIDING A DIFFICULTY.

"Thought you told me your doctor had for-

bidden you to ride a bicycle?"

"So he did, but then I went to another
doctor."

SOUR GRAPES TO A CERTAINTY.

"Does a girl lose caste by riding a wheel?"

is a question asked by a "sassiety" paper.

Has there not been enough of that twaddle?

Lost caste? What caste? Who has the au-

thority to answer any such question? It was

a blessed day when the bicycle became pop-

ular among women. It has been of immense
service to her in every way, and is now one

of her most useful servants and best friends.

Those who croak to the contrary only make
themselves lamentably ridiculous or unen-

viably conspicuous. The few, very few,

women nowadays who think that woman
should not ride the wheel have good physical

reason probably for knowing that they per-

sonally would not appear to any advantage

on one.

EVEN THE COW MAY SUE.

A damage suit has been brought in Port

Jervis, N. Y., by a wheelman against a farmer

for $1,000 for injuries to himself and bicycle.

The farmer sent his hired man to Church-

ville to get a cow he had purchased. It was
dark and the hired man drove the cow on the

path built by and set apart for the sole use

of wheelmen through that place. They had

not gone far before the wheelman, who was
riding without a light, crashed into the cow.

The cow was frightened and tried to climb a

fence and the hired man was knocked into

a ditch. The rider came out with a badly

wrecked bicycle. The wheelman says that the

farmer violated the law in driving the cow
on the cycle path, and the latter says that

the wheelman was riding at a high rate of

speed and without a lantern, and was there-

fore guilty of contributory negligence.

He threatens to sue the wheelman for dam-
ages to his cow, and the hired man meditates

a suit for personal injuries, while the cow,

having heard of that Pennsylvania judge's

decision, that weight determines right of way,

is prepared to prove that she weighed more
than the wheelman, hence was, under the

Pennsylvania idea of law, entitled to right of

way and damages from the wheelman for not

getting it.

WHERE BANDS ARE HANDY.

When it comes to cycling comfort, bands,

as a rule, are not thought to be highly. essen-

tial, yet, despite this, a couple of rubber ones

safely stowed in the tool bag away from any

chance contact with oil, which soon rots them
and renders them useless in consequence, are

as handy a possession as a pocket in a shirt.

These rubber bands can be used in an

emergency as trouser clips by simply stretch-

ing them over the folded trouser bottoms.

Likewise, in rainy or windy weather, they

will keep the rider's wrists dry and comfort-

able by being similarly fastened over the

wrist bands of his coat, and should he desire

to carry any small parcel on his handle-bar, a

couple of such bands will do this much more
serviceably than pieces of string, which in-

variably work loose and cause him much
worry in consequence.

WORTHY OF HOMAGE.

Skimming along, with a half-audible whirr,

over the floor-like asphalt of the Boulevard,

the rider of that marvel of lightness, speed

and beauty, the modern safety, is apt to be

a very self-sufflcient creature. Should he

meet, by rare chance, one of those high, old-

fashioned affairs known as an "ordinary"

though now regarded by reason of the scar-

city as most extraordinary, he greets it with

derision. A more proper proceeding would

be for him to take off his hat, giving unto it

the homage due age and pioneership.

MERITS MUCH CARE.

The reasons why a wheel should be care-

fully and intelligently looked after and cared

for are briefly these: A machine with deli-

cately-adjusted parts must be kept delicately

adjusted to do its work properly; proper

adjustment insures that the work shall fall

as it was intended by the machine's designer

it should fall, and this gives it the best chance

of meeting the calculated strains, and at the

same time prolongs the machine's life as an

effective instrument.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.

^P AMERICA. ff

''AS GOOD AS ITS NAME**
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation.

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

®

America Cycle Mfg. Co^^

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, II^Iv.

O-®
GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co^ Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

I

^miiUUiiUUiiUiUaiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiU ($) iiUUiiWiUiUiiiUiiUaiUiUiUiUihiUiii iU^

SAMSON TIRES«B

Honors Come Easy

To Those Riding Samson Tires.

LEWIS ROAD RACE, POUGIIKEEPSIE, N. Y.,

First, second, third and fourth time, and ten out Three firsts, two seconds.
of fifteen place prizes. SCHENECTADY, N. Y.,

mARTIN ROAD RACE, Xwo firsts and Half-mile track record.
Second, third and fourth time, and twelve out of «i «TWA-«rm7»» i«r mm
fifteen place prizes.

HANOVER, N. H.,

INDIANAPOI.IS ROAD RACE,
'""^"^^'^ championship and Mile track record.

First place.
BOSTON, MASS.,

mjEiHrDVTD^ TKT -w
^^""^^ ^"^ third in mile professional handicap.NEWBURtx, X. «.,

iw«?-iMf Awmr wr w
Three firsts, three seconds and three thirds.

Jll^WAKH., 3. J.,

Every prize offered. First m one-mile tandem.

READING, PA., MERIDEN, CONN.,
Five firsts. Every first prize offered. First and second in two-mile lap.

GEOVERSVIEEE, N. Y., KINDERHOOK. N. Y.,

Three firsts, three seconds. First in one-mile open.

NEW YORK TIRE CO., Makers.
59-6i Reade Street, New York City.

SAMSON TIRES
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS WANTED IN Atli UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

Office and Factory: 189-191 W. tarned St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

'-37,106.
Filed Aug. 26,

TUBEBUSHINO. CHARLES F. Meiunk, Toledo, Oblo, a 7, 149. RBPADIIMO ?ATCHFORBICYCL]E-TIRES. ErnestScoti, ,-

Serial No. 604,031. Term of patent 34 years. ProTldence, R. L

patent 14 year^.

Filed Apr. 17, 1897. Serial No. 632.673. Term of
5 8 3,151. DRIVE-CHAIN. EVERETT F. MoR^E, Tnimaiisburfl

N Y. FUed Nov. 13. 1893. Serial No. 490,750. (No model)

Claim.—The design for a tube-bushing substantially herein shown

and described.

5 8-3,44:5
BscK, Newark,

model)

BICYCLE OR VELOCIPEDE SADDLE. Thbodork E
,
N. J. Filed Apr. U, 1896. Serial No. 587,058. (No

Claim.— I. In a drive-cTTain composed of alternate central and
side links, a seat-pin having its ends held firmly in the side links and
extending through the central links, said seat-pin having a convex
curved bearing-aurface facing the forte of the joint, a rolling pin ar-

„. , . „ . . . L z. t IX- u ranged within the central link, at one side of the seat-nin and bear-
C/aim.-The dea.gD for a repa.rmg-patch for b.eycle-t.res, here-

,^^ ^^^^^^ ,^^ „^„^ „^ ^^^ ^^,^ ^^^ subrtantially 1
in shown and described. described.

583,457. BICYCLE-HANDLE. Heury A. UHRISTY, Chicago, III ^®^'"^^„^...,'^^^-^^™ ^^ FLEXIBLE TUBINO. Jahk L.

FIW June 20. 1896. Serial No. 596,285. (No model)
Hatch, Milford Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Charles a,
Pbinney, Brookline, Mass. Filed Oct. 22, 1896. Serial No. 609,644 (No
model)

"

Claim.— 1. The corhbination with the saddle-seat, of a spring

having its forward end perforated, the seat being riveted directly tially as specified

upon said spring and a raised loop or cushion being formed in said

.seat above the metal of the spring, substantially as set forth.

27,147. BICYCLE-LANTERN. Haery Lucas, Birmingham, Eng-

land, assignor to the Joseph lucas & Son Company, Bristol, Conn.

Filed Deo. 7, 1896. Serial No. 614,848. Term of patent 14 years

Claim.— 1. The combination of a handle-bar and grip united by
a spring and having an open space c between the bar and the core of ciaim.-\. A repair-plug iorilixible tubing, comprising a fiexi-
the gnp, the grip being extended to cover said open space, substan-

^,^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ shank having a series of engaging corrugations there-

on, substantially as described.

5 8 3,144. GEAR-CASING FOR BICYCLES Jamks D. FARMER, 2 7 , 1 3 . BICYCLE-FRAM E. CHARLES E. DuRYEA, Peoria, HL Filed

St Louis, Mo., assignor of one-half to R L Hill, same place. Filed Jan. 6, 1896. Serial No. 574,551. Term of patent 7 years.

Sept 4, 1896. Serial No. 604,892. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a gear-casing for bicycles, a front sectional boxmgi

adapted to cover the driving sprocket-wheel^

27,150. RIM FOR WHEELS. Oein A. HaotORD, Paris, Me.

Sept 17, 1896. Serial No. 606,182. Term of patent 7 years.

riaim.^The design for a lantern substantially as herein shown

and descrilted.

5 83,667. FLEXIBLE COUPLING FOR CONDUITS. HENRY K.

Austin, Reading, Mass. Filed Jan. 28. 1897. Serial No. 621,078, (No

model)

Filed aiaim.~The design for a bicycle-frame described and illustrated.

583,438. BICYCLE-REPAIR PLUG AND MEANS FOR INSERT-

ING SAME James L. Hatch, Boston, Mass., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Charles H. Phinney, Brookline, Mass. Filed Feb. 8, 1897.

Serial No. 622,463. (No model.)

Claim.—The design for a rim for wheels, substantially as shown
and described

3 7,148. SPROCKET-WHEEL Franklin P. Burbbam, Middle-

town, Ohio. Filed Apr. 16, 1897. Serial No, 632,517, Term of patent

14 years.

Claim.— \. A longitudinally-perforatedWcyclc-tire plug adapted

to be inserted into a hole in a tire and to have india-rubber cement

discharged within the tire at the inner end of said perforations, the

said cement overlapping the inner end of said plug, and connecting the

said inner end to the interior of the tire, and plugging said perfora-

tions, substantially as described.

3 7,146.. BICYCLE-BELL. ALBERT Fbnimore RoCKWHi, Bristol,

Conn. Filed Dec. 26, 1896. Serial No. 617,107. Term of patent 7

years.

Cfatm.^l. An elastic coupling of the character specified, having

distensible automatically-contracting end portions, which are inter- Claim.—The design for a sprocket-wheel herein shown and de- C/a;m.—The design for a gong, substantially as herein shown

nally enlarged at points near their ends. .:8cribed *"<) described.
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583.880. JlCYCtB-HANDLEBAR CUP. EuoENE H. OLDS, Fort

Wayne. Iiid. Filed Dec. 8, 1896. Serial No. 614,969. (No model)

§83,i50. DRIVINO-CHAIN. EVEEETT P. MOMJ, Tnimansburg
N. y. Filed May 10, 1893. Serial No. 473,658. (No modal)

5 83,854. DRIVE-CHAIN. FEANB W WOOD, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed July 1, 1898. Serial No. 597,786. (No model)

Claim.— I. In a clip tor bicycle handle-bars, the combination of

the apring-inetal clip 2, slotted as shown, having its lower end screw-

threaded and brazed upon a tubular supporting-stem, and having the

head thereof lungitjidinally extended and slitted as described; a

clamping-collar 7 having the parallel flanges 10, the serrations 8, and
the inclined gripping-faces for the purpose specified ; and a securing-

nut 6 adapted to force the said collar toward the handle-bar for

clamping the same, all substantially as described.

Ciaim — 1. A chain having a rockcr-bcaring between the incni

crs composed of two hardened pins rocking on one another one nt

rhich is fastened in the side links while the other is located in the

niddle link and held against longitudinal displacement by the .fide

inks, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3 7 , 1 O 4 . TUBE-BUSHINQ. CHARLES F. MEILIire, Toledo, Ohio,

FUed Aug. 26, 1896. Serial No. 604,030. Term of patent 3) years.

Claim.— 1- A drive-chain conijiosed of rivets and links part of

which links are mounted to rock on said rivets which are provided
with grooves in their bearing-faces for containing lubricant, subatan-

tially as set forth.

5 83,1 '24. WHEEL FOR BICYCLES. FREDEBIcit A- REDIIOK, San

Francisco, Cal Filed Apr. 2, 1896. Serial No. 585,928. (No model)

588,681. TIRE. THADDED8 UALviN, Detroit, Mloh. Filed July

U, IMM. Serial Nu. 598,860. (No model)

Claim.—The design for a tube-bushing substantially herein shown -_„„.„-

land described. Cfaim.— 1 A suspensiim- wheel, havingTivo laterally-yielding

rims in combination with a single elastic tire connected to both rims.

583,209. PNEUMATIC SADDLE FOR CYCLES. Andrew CLE- 5 g 3 ^g Q 3 _ CHANGEABLE LOCKING-LABEL FOR VEHICLES.

LAMD, Toronto, Canada. Filed June 14, 1895. Serial No. 552,814 (No Cassius Alley.' Richmond, Ind., assignor of one-half to James Smith,

. model) Patented in Canada Mar. 9, 1895, No. 48,393. same place. Filed Jan. 9, 1897. Serial No, 618,629. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A single-tube inflatable tire for vehicles comprising

1 tube provided with a U-shaped depression on one side extending

nearly to the opposite face thereof; a rib or flange E having a rounded

head, said head being designed to fit within the curved portion of the

U-shaped section; and a shoe'or tread closing the mouth of the U-

shaped opening and designed to complete the curvature of the tire.

5 83,491. CYCLOMETER. Charles & Labopish, Wllllameport,

Pa.,' assignor of one-fourth to Charles R. Harris, same place. Filed

Oct 24, 1896. Serial No. 609,979. (No model)

Claim.—In a pneumittic bicycle-eaddle, the combination with the

side pneumatic cushions and rear cushions forming a continuation of

the same on the same level, of the central depression having oblique

rearwardly-extending depressions from the rear of such depression,

the ends of which are inclined and merge into the top of the saddle,

so as to form a forwardly-extending central raised portion, as and
for the pui'pose specified,

5 83,497. PNEUMATIC HANDLE FOR HANDLE-BAilS OF BICY-

CLES. Frederick E. Merry, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

Harley Merry, same place. FUed June 3, 1896. Serial No. 594,148.

(No model)

Cliiiiii.— 1 The combination, in a locking-indicator
;
of an inclos-

ing casing
;
a locking mechanism therein adapted to engage with the

casing, including springs whereby tlie locking devices are normally
held in one direction, and a cam locking-wheel wherebysaid mechan-
ism is forced in the other direction : a dial-plate provided with an
opening through which a word may be displayed; and a name-plato
beneath said dial-plate, bearing the desired words, and adapted to

to be moved and locked by said locking mechanism so that one of
said words jnay be displayed

5 83,743. BICYCLE-TIRE. Peam A. Hamp, Terre Haute, Ind

• Filed Oct 26, 1896. Serial No. 610,130. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. In a cyclometer, the combination with a plurality of

coaxial registering members or wheels having transversely-resilient

rims provided with interlocking projections and depressions, and

means for deflecting the rim of each member or wheel of lower de-

nomination to bring it Into opeiative relation with the rim of the

contiguous wheel of higher denomination, substantially as specified.

5 83,781. BICYCLE-HANDLE. Allan J. BARBER, Woonsocket

R L Filed Aug. 25. 1896. Serial No. 603,893. (No model)

Cliim.— 1. A handle for the handle-bars of bicycles and similar

vehicles, said handle being adapted to be connected with said handle-

bar, and being composed of a central longitudinal tube which is com-

posed of rubber or similar material, and suitable heads coimected

therewith, one of which is provided with a central opening through

which the end of the handle-bar is passed, and each of said heads

being provided with an inwardly-directed flange or rim, to which said

tute is secured, and' at their periraetei"s with an inwardly-directed

flange or rim which is slightly conical in form, and a tubular casing,

the ends of which are fitted within said last-named flanges or rims,

said casing being composed of rubber and being larger at the middle

!thau at the eifds, and being prbvided with a covering or casing which

is composed of cloth or textile material, substantially as shown and

described.

5 83,798. CASE FOR DRIVING-GEAR OF WHEELED VEHICLES
Warren H. Frost, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Frost Gear Case
Company, same place. FUed June 24, 1896. Serial No 596,689. (No
model) Patented In France July 15, 1896, No. 258,085; in England
July 15, 1896, No. 15,701, and in Germany July 15, 1896, No. 11,502

Claim.— I. The combination,, with the rim of a vehicle-wheel, of
a tire consisting of a cork body made in sections, a tie-band holding
the sections closely one against the other, the said tie-band having
its ends twisted and then carried in opposite directions, a cover-tube
for the said body, a sleeve fitted around the meeting ends of the cover-
tube, the said sleeve being located at the meeting ends of the tie-

band, and a set-screw passed through the rim of the wheel into the
said sleeve and to an engagement with the flaring extremities of the
tie-band, as and for the purpose set forth

5 83,680. CASE FOR DRIVIHQ-eEAR OPWHEELED VEHICLES
Wakren K Phoot, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Frost Gear Case

Company, same place. FUed Nov. 13, 1896. Serial No. 611,932. (No

model) Patented In France July 15, 1896, No. 258,085; In England

July 15, 1896, No. 15,701, and In Germany JiUy 16, 1896,. No. 11,502.

•V-toi,

Cffthn.-

Cfaini.— I As a new article of manufacture, a grip for the han-

'iit^-liars of bicycles, consisting of a cylindrical fie.KibIc body formed
nf a helically-wound strip, whereby the body may be torsionaliy

sted and contracted to reduce the diameter of its bore tq,enable ^^^ wheeUurrounding the edge and making flexible contact with di*8ks

C/aim.— 1. In a wheeled vehicle the combination with the driv-

I Tr, , «.i,« i*j LI 77— ,. . « ing-gear of a case for a gear-wheel conaifltine of two disks located
1

In a wheeled vehicle the combmat.on of a chain and „pon opposite sides of the wheel and a strip of soft elastic ™Sber

>''whtrsrr*'rou'nSiVJ"t1,e ed"^'
7''1°" "f 'h^""'''

"""" '"' ^'''"^ "* '^^'' ''''''^"^ °^«'- '"'^ '"PP""^"'' "P"" *« «<>««» "^ »">

. to snugly fit the handle-bar throughout the entire length, and ^POsH. «..., between the h^ and t;:^p::^h:^, ^.l^Sl^t^ r;:S11 S^Cc^lall^^^rS^S
means for holding the body in its state of contraction.
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!= ''^ SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

5s3,445. Bicycle or Velocipede Saddle. Theodore E.

Beck, Newark, N. J. Filed April 11, 1896. Serial No.

587,058. (No model.)

583,457. Bicycle Handle. Henry A. Christy, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed June 30, 1896. Serial No. 596,285.

(No model.)

583,483. Bicycle. Albert A. Kellogg, Clinton Mo.,

assignor to Charles C. Kellogg, Boston, Mass. Filed

November 7, 1896. Serial No. 611,383. (No model.)

583,491. Cyclometer. Charles S. Lamorish, Will-

iamsport, Pa^ assignor of one-fourth to Charles R.

Harris, same place. Filed October 24, 1896. Serial

No. 609,979. (No model.)

583,573. Bicycle Prop and Pump. Frank H. Harris

and Stanley C. North, Canandaigua, N. Y., assignors

of two-fifths to Marie M. Andrus, same place; said

North assignor of thirteen-one hundredths of the en-

tire right to said Harris. Filed February 28, 1896.

Serial No. 581,173. (No model.)

583,638. Bicycle Lock. Max Thomson, Chicago, 111.,

assignor by mesne assignments to the H. C. Schroeder

Company of Illinois. Filed December 24, 1896. Serial

No. 532,861. (No model.)

583,656. Supporting Attachment for Bicycles. John
H. McGrady, Boston, Mass. Filed May 25, 1896. Se-

rial No. 592,907. (No model.)

583,728. Bicycle Lock. Edward H. Brow, Fall

River, Mass. Filed February 15, 1896. Serial No.

579,341. (No model.)

583.742. Pneumatic Propellor. Albert A. Graham,
Topeka, Kans.

583.743. Bicycle Tire. Franz A. Hamp, Terre

Haute, Ind. Filed October 26, 1896. Serial No.
610,130. (No model.) f

583,749. Motocycle. Max E. Hertel, Chicago, 111.

Filed February 24, 1896. Serial No. 580,315. (No
model.)

583,769. Bali-Bearing. William C. Quigley, Mar-

ion, Ohio. Filed April 9, 1897. Serial No. 631,456.

(No model.)

583,781. Bicycle Handle. Allan J. Barbour, Woon-
socket, R. I. Filed August 25, 1896. Serial No.
603,893. (No model.)

583,809. Steam Bicycle. Hosea W. Libby, Boston,

Mass. Filed May 29, 1896. Serial No. 593,662. (No
model.)

583.860. Bicycle Handle-Bar Clip. Eugene H.
Olds, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed December 8, 1896.

Serial No. 614,959. (No model.)

583.861. Bicycle Lock. John Rank, Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed May 1, 1896. Serial No. 589,817. (No
model.)

DESIGNS.

27.146. Bicycle Bell. Albert Fenimore Rockwell,

Bristol, Conn. Filed December 28, 1896. Serial No.
617,107. Term of patent 7 years.

27.147. Bicycle Lantern. Harry Lucas, Birming-
ham, England, assignor to the Joseph Lucas & Son
Company, Bristol, Conn. Filed December 7, 1896.

Serial No. 614,848. Term of patent 14 years.

27.151. Frame for Marine Velocipedes. Luther V.
Moulton, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed January 30,

1896. Serial No. 577,482. Term of patent 14 years.

27.152. Frame for Marine Velocipedes. Luther V.
Moulton, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed May 3, 1897.

Serial No. 634,953. Term of patent 14 years.

27.153. Frame for Marine Bicycles. Luther V.
Moulton, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed May 3, 1897.

Serial No. 634,955. Term of patent 14 years.

27.153. Frame for Marine Velocipedes. Luther V.
Moulton, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed May 3, 1897.

Serial No. 634,955. Term of patent 14 years.

27.154. Wheelhouse for Marine Velocipedes. Luther
V. Moulton, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed May 3,

1897. Serial No. 634,954. Term of patent 14 years.

SECRET OF SUCCESS.

Chiefest of all the necessary requisites of

the successful cycle agent is the ability to buy
his goods correctly. Wheels and sundries
well bought are not only half sold, but they
are even more than that. It does not require
very much advertising or salesmanship to sell

the wheel or the sundry for which the people
are searching, and, if he has been fortunate

enough, or have exercised good judgment
enough to secure them at the right prices, the

agent may feel not at all uneasy but what his

stock will find ready sale.

HERE IS YOUR LABEL, MR. MAKER.

The right of labor to put a label upon every-

thing under the sun must not be questioned.

For a long time labor has cast envious eyes

upon the advertising possibilities of the bi-

cycle. Now from casting longing eyes up-

on it, labor is prepared to grab hold of the

unoffending wheel and plaster this upon it.

The International Bicycle Workers' Union
adopted this mark of their having been em-
ployed to help construct the bicycle upon
which it appears. The label is shaped like a

shield and bears the national colors, white

stars on a blue field, with red and white

stripes. The label is to be aflixed to the

^eat-post, and the union intends furnishing

it to manufacturers without cost, but its use

by the manufacturer will not be insisted upon

by the I. U. of B. W. until next season's

rush begins. Manufacturers should order

their supply of labels now to avoid later on
having to stand in line to get them.

SPROCKET DENTAL WORK.

Sooner or later upon any machine not pro-

vided with a gear-case the mud and dust

slowly but surely wear down the sharp edges

of the teeth upon the rear sprocket wheel.

The result of this is that a sudden swerve, in

order to avoid a pedestrian or vehicle, will

twist the chain completely off, and a fall is

often the result. The slight slipping has not

warned the rider that something is amiss,

but if such is felt he may depend the fault

does not lie with the bearings, but with the

sprocket teeth. The edges, however, may
be easily made right by using a sharp-

bitiug file in moderation, while a link taken

oi* will generally tighten up the chain suffi-

ciently, and yet not shorten it to such an ex-

tent as to cause a possible snap.

ONE WAY TO CLEAN A CHAIN WELL.

Take a can six inches in diameter and
three inches deep, coil the chain and place in

the can; pour in naphtha enough to cover

chain; put on a tight-fitting cover and shake

it for a few minutes. Pour off naphtha and
repeat once. In five minutes this will clean

any chain perfectly. Oil well and work it

in; now wipe dry and put on a moderate
amount of Dixon's graphite, and the chain

will run smoothly.

The trade may owe you a living, but you
will never get it by talking about it.

THE EXACT SIZE OF IT.

"I should think it would take all you could
make out of building bicycles to pay for so

much advertising."

"It woiild take more than I could make to

pay for less.'''

MONEY FOR CYCLE PICTURES.

Another "happy idea" has been hit upon by
the Pope Mfg. Co. It is a photographic con-

test this time. These are the conditions and
prizes:

First prize, a '97 Columbia tandem, for the

photograph in which shall appear one or more
of our '97 model Columbias, with the best

and most attractive surroundings and back-

ground.

Second prize, a '97 Columbia bicycle, for

the best photograph of one or more Columbia
bicycles in motion, with rider or riders.

Third prize, a '96 Columbia Dicycle, for

the best photograph of any bicycle in motion,

with rider upon it.

Fourth prize, a $60 Hartford, for the best

photograph of an attractively gowned girl or

woman on any bicycle.

Fifth prize, a $50 Hartford, for the best

photograph of an amusing or comical scene

in which one or more bicycles figure.

Photographs must be mounted and not less

than 3x3 inches in size. They must be for-

warded, plainly addressed on the wrapper, on
which, as well as on the back of photograph,

should appear name and address of sender.

Advice of shipment or mailing, with name
and address of sender, must also be mailed in

a sealed envelope.

Express charges or postage must be fully

prepaid.

All photographs submitted in this contest

are to become outright the property of the

Pope Mfg. Co., to be used by them as they

may desire, whether they be prize winners or

not.

The contest will close October 1st next.

GOING OF THE GEAR-CASE.

"We regret to say," declares the Cycle Trade

Journal, "that the introduction of American
machines last year and the revival of the

light-wtight craze, in consequence of the low

advertised weights of Yankee wheels, has

led to a falling off in the gear-case demand,

for in order to bring English machines down
to the standard of lightness demanded by

people who believed the tales of feather-

weight American machines, English manu-
facturers have had to send out cycles minus

the accessory referred to." After this admission

on the part of such an ultra-conservative and

British periodical, no one can deny the hold

American bicycles must have upon the Eng-

lish market. Do away with gear-cases! Per-

ish the thought! England, aided by Ameri-

ca's gear-case editor, will allow no such

thing to come to pass.

WHEN SHINING UP.

In cleaning a machine care should be taken

not to scratch the enamel and nickeled parts.

The best way to remove dry mud or dirt is

to use an oiled rag or cotton waste. For

shining the bright parts, there is nothing

so good as polisher's rouge, which shines

without scratching or damaging the surface

of the finish upon which it is employed.

SOME SLIPPERY RECORDS.

Wheels, tires, chains and saddles have each

been boomed as the winner of races and

holder of records, but it has remained for a

Texas manufacturer of chain lubricant to

play the limit. He is advertising that his

lubricant "holds several State, track and road

records."
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A FAIR SAMPLE OF THEIK GRIT.

One of the New York "cycle cops" last

week performed the feat of stopping two
"scorching horsemen" at the same time. He
rode between the two teams, and grasping a

bridle in either hand, brought them up short.

His wheel was demolished in the perform-

ance.

WHEELS IN HIS HEAD.

Wheelmore—Saw a terrible thing to-day.

Runaway horse came tearing down the Boule-

vard and nearly ran over a dozen people be-

fore a cycle cop caught him.

Walker—The darn fool must have thought

he was a bicycle scorcher.

HLL-ING'S
Adjustable Bicycle Rest

(Patent Applied for)

Always on Wheel Ready for Use.

Being Aluminum weiglis only
6 ounces.

Made semi-circular to close around seat-

post tube. Cannot rattle or get out of
order. Very convenient to hold wheel
Upright when lighting lamp or pumping
tires. Attached to any wheel having
straight tube from saddle tocrank-shalt.
Specially adapted for window displiys.
Enameled to correspond with frame.

Sent prepaid to any address for $1.^0.
Liberal discount to dealers and agents.

O. C. ALLING,
257 W. 122d St., New York.

25 CTS,

HIGHEST GRADE OILER.

DOKS NOT LKAK.
Absolutely unequaled for High-Grade Wheels.

r JO CTS.

The best Medium-Grade Oiler. Second to none
but the " Perfect."

An' excellent article for cheaper wheels.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.
Kindlv mention The Wheel.

BICYCLE HUBS FOR SEASON OF 189?
* High'Grade Hubs from Bar Steel
or Forcings. Cones, Cups, Axles,
Nuts, Nipples, Chains, etc.

Send Samples and writ* for prices.

The NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO..

NEW BRITAIN. CONN.

Smith's Roller Spring

SEAT^POST
As well have no ball bear-

ings in the wheel as seat-

post without the Roller.

The Newest and Best. AH
sizes from |^ to lj\.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Price, S2.50.
Liberal Discount to Dealers.

JOS. N, SMITH & CO.,

29 Larned St., Det'^oit, Mich

I want

a New

Departure

Bell

Used m HIGH- GRADE "tH
'

I. .'S,
PADDED SADDLES

: TABER FELT CD
* .?BEDONIA.N.Y.

Send for oar '97 Booklet.
They're going fast.

THE NEW DEPARTURE BELL CO
,

Bristol, Conn.

t Kindly mention The Wheel.

You Want To

Get What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

575.00, $50.00,
28-inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26-incb. 24-inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

ELMORE MFC. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City

General Aeents for New York
and Ne^v Engrland States . •

Kindly mention The Wheel. _ _ ^
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KMPLOYMKNTT COLUMN.
Answers received in confidence and forwarded without charge.

Rate: 25 -svords, one time, 50 cents ; three tinaes. «r.oo.

SO -words, one tiixie, $1.00; four times, $3.00.

75 -words, one tlnae, ^1.50 ; four times, $5.00.

Displayed Advertisernents:
One-kialf inch, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00.
One inch, one tiixie, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

SITUATIONS WAMTBD.

Wanted—Position, by an experienced superintendent in bicycle factory; good

references. Address K., care Tlie Wlieel. 6-~.3-p.

Wanted—Position as superintendent of bicycle factory, with ten years' expe-

rience. Address Y. C, care The Wheel. o-H-c

Wanted—A situation as trainer or rubber with racing team. Address Wm.
Waldron, care of R. H. Robe, Albany, N. Y.

Youne man (30), thorough knowledge of the mechanical and sales depart-

ment of the bicycle and fittings business. Address, E. S. C, care The Wneel.

Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop

In good location, or conduct business on commission. A B, Box 46, Brandon,

Vt.

HBI.F WANTBD.

Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confi-

dence.

Wanted— Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Broolclyn. Address

G. S. & G., 1128 Bedford Avenue, Bi'ooklyn.

Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted; a

good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill, Mass.

Repairman wanted, to make light repairs on bicycles and vulcanize tires; steady

work to capable young man. Address '• Single Tube," care The Wheel.

Wanted— An experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Steeltube," care of this

office, giving experience.

Wanted—A thorough repairman, experienced and capable of building a wheel;
steady work for good man. Apply at once to Amos Shirley, 935 Eighth Ave., New
York City.

A leading house in the trade desires to employ a salesman of experience and
ability. Address, Integrity, care The Wheel, P. O. Box 444, New York.

Wanted—A first-class striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted, in our bicycle department, a bright, active man who has had experience

in the line as inside salesman and to make himself generally useful. Apply at once
in person. The Union Nut and Bolt Co., 107 Chambers St., New York.

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easv-selling side-line to
small trade; all letters in confidence ; refer to Western Office THE WHEEL,
as to responsibility. Address R. &Son, care The Wheel, 934 Monadnock Bldg.,

Chicago.

Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper nor plain dipper;
write, stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of

The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods
as a side line; liberal commission to responsible men ; exclusive territory; give
references. Box 642, Rochester, N. Y.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand; one who can bend
handle-bars and do bench work; state salary and reference. Address
Experience, care of The Wheel.

FOR SALE, IXCHAN&E, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. Cash in-

varnbly in advance.

FACTORY wheel truer; new; capacity two hundred
wheels daily; to exchange for 1 1-16 hollow spindle

lathe or large drill press. Address "Truer," care The
Wheel. 6-18-p

SALESMAN
Representing one of the first gunmakers of Liege, travel-

ing all over Europe, having traveled with success^ for the

same firm for six years, wants to represent, in conjunction

with the European firm, an American bicycle manufactory.

If necessary, can visit America and get acquainted with

the business. Good salesman, speaking and writing five

languages. Address P. T., No. 100, Post Office Liege, Bel-

gium, Germany.

THE THROUGH SLEEPING-CAK SERVICE

Is to be re-established between New York and Chicago

via the D. L. & W. and Nickel Plate roads on April 13,

1897. An elegant Pullman car will be attached to train

No. 7, leaving New York 7:30 p. m., each day, and will ar-

rive at Chicago at 9:00 p. m., following day. Dining car

attached at Buffalo at 7:00 a. m. For space and all infor-

mation call on ticket agents D. L. & W. R. R.

No. 7.
***

Cycle
ChainDIXON'S

GRAPHITESC2^

In Stick or Paste Form,
Are unequaled for purity of ingredients and for lubricating

quality. They prevent rust and wear, and insure ease and
comfort in riding.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

MERGER'S

^

THE FINEST

White

Chain

Lubricant
IN THE MARKET.

Will not clog, but makes the
chain run smoothly and with
ease.
Lessens the wear on chain

and sprockets.

MANUFACTURED AT

William F. Nye's.
Headquarters for
Bicycle Lubricants,

New Bedford, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ENAMELING i
OVENS.

— e^5^^'

The strongest and

most perfect enamel-

ing oven on the mar-

ket.
I

I
Every Oven Guaranteed

Our prices will suit

you.

^TieBerprltt.Co.,

CANTON, O. '

SERVOSS' SECTIONAL ROAD MAPS,

Showing the Good Roads.
Long Island, 25c.; Northeastern New Jersey, enlarged

to include Greenwood Lake and Lake Hopatcong, .50c.;

Kings and Queens Counties, 50c,; Staten Island, 25c.;

Wes Chester "County, 50c.; the Jersey Shore, from Perth
Amboy to Toms River, 50c.; Northeastern Massachu-
setts, from Boston to Lawrence, Newburyport and Cape
Ann, .50c.; the Shores of the Hudson River (part 1', from
New York to Poughkeepsie, 50c. ; the Shores of the Hud-
son River (part 2), from Poughkeepsie to Troy, 50c.; Rock-
land County, N. Y., 25c.; Orange County, N. Y. (ready in

July), 50c.- Wall Map of Long Island, Mounted on
Rollers, |1.00.

For sale by the principal dealers, or by the publishers,

SERVOSS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
31 and 33 Centre Street, - - NEW YORK.

^,==~==.,.^^ "Out Of Sight"

Trouser
V^^-r Guards

are all they seem. Perfect
in looks, in action, in com-
fort. Natural position, a-

wheel or afoot. Liberal terms to agents and the trade.

Send 25 cts. for a pair to

"OUT OF SIGHT" TROUSER GUARD CO.. Fall River. Mass.

NEW

y^TONE
PHOTO
WOOD

lECTROTYPlNG
ALL OONE ONTHE PREMISES

ARE YOU GOING TO BUY

A '97 WHEEL
9

*

Be Sure That the Bearings
Are Made of

JESSOP'S TOOL STEEL

PATENTS.
Address HUBERT E PECK,

Patent Attorney,McGowan
Building, Washington, D.
C, regarding your inven-

rejected application. Highest references.

Looks Are Deceiving,
bitt when you look into the merits and work-
manship of our medals, fraternity pins, rings,

etc., you will see that they are better than
they look, and they don't look bad either.

Send for Catalogue.

G. S. Alexander k Co.,"'cWGt'iLl.'*-

INDIANA g%'a"de chains.
Guaranteednotto vary over 5-1 COO of an inch betweenllnks

Always
Specify

Watch Fob Chain mailed for 26c.

INDIANA CHAIN CO.. Ihdianapoli3, Ind.

Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trarie-

marks, designs, labels

and copyrights. Send
description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and

I will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.

All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 908—24 "G" St., N.W.,Wash'gton, D. C.

PATENTS
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SPOKES
OIL CUPS

A Complete Line

and

Prompt Deliveries.

CO

NIPPLES
MACHINED CRANKS
- JLiJLlbuLm, N. V-

•4-

•4-

•i-

«4>
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THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York.
ENDORSED BY THE L. A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The WheeL

THE MORSE
ROLLER JOINT CHAIN

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Bearing.

Resnlts

NO FRICTION-NO WEAR.
O WEAR-NO STRETCH.
O STRETCH-NO WEAR-
NC OFF OF SPROCKETS.

99 1-3 per cent efficiency.

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

^ inch during a season.

B8«nd for Oatalog^ue.

MORSE MFG. CQ.,
TRUMANSBURC. N, Y.

STAR BICYCLE ENAMEL. y^UJl'afi'^
minutes to re-enamel your bicycle, giving it the appear-
ance of a new wheel, from which the enamel will neither
chip nor crack, by using the ready-mixed "STAR BI-
CYCLE ENAMEL." We will mail you a sample can of
black or any other color for 25 cents, sufficient for one
wheel. 29 different colors, including L. A. W. color
(royal purple;. Send for color card.

OERSTBXDORFBB BROS.,

17 Barclay St , New York. 67 Lake St., Chicago.

Articles of Real Merit

Inspire Lasting Confidence.
THAT'S ONE REASON WHY

FZEID -^ STAR
CYCLE GRAPHITE

is so popular. The public has learned thatthe makers
take pride in their product, and make an earnest,
conscientious endeavor to give honest value. They
employ skillful men, use only the best materials and
progressive methods o£ manufacture. Other makers
use SOAP STOCK as a chief part of their product
Not an ounce of such rubbish has ever been used in
the manufacture of "RED STAR.'* Graphite.
Only one quality—THE BEST— and our prices are
such that our cojnpetitors caii't touch us. Dealers'
own labels put on everything, no matter how smal
the order. EVERY RIDER in the world is invited
to send five one-cent stamps for samples, which will
be sent by rpturn -Tiail, then ask your dealer for
•'R.ED STAR" Sundries, and you will take no
3ther. Address

BUFFALO GRAPHITE CO., Buffalo, N.T.

Kindly Mention the Wheel.

NVVVS^tVvS*.V^>VvVS>SVVSVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV»VtS^

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.

p. O. BOX, 444. N. Y.

^»

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

\ commencing with issue of

Name, ;

Address,

City,

State, _

WE HAVE-

I5OOO

HigliMe'
without tires, in lots of 10 or more.

$22.50 Will Buy Them.

F. W. CUTTRELL & CO.,

253 Broadway, New York.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe, should subscribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricyclinq Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to

any part of America for one year, $2.50. American
subsc.iption agent, P. P. Prial, 7a Warren Street.
New York City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise In

THE OirOLIST.
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Uembera of the American trade visiting Bng-
land are Invited to oall at THB CTOIilST Office

at OoTeotry,

PERFECTION
PEDAL BALANCE.

Fits any Bicycle pedal, keeps
them level. Holds up Toe-clips.
Dealers, write for trade prices.
Sample pair mailed to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, $1.00.

PERFECTION
PEDAL, BAIiANCE CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,
Daytona, Fla.

^1 HANDLE BARS^1 FORK SIDES
^^^I^PROTECTOR REVOLVERS

CORP.SPONOENCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
iOL.cEo-^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPEE, MASS.

Truth is slow to travel, but falsehood fleet as wind,
Doth swiftly take its journey yet leaves its trail be-

hind
To blacken and to blemish and smirch the human

soul,
And do its deadly longing ere truth shall reach the

goal.

For truth with all its candor, its honesty and fame,
Must struggle in the battle, and fight to keep its

name;
For willing ears will listen to each defamer's call,

And lies do ofttiraes conquer, and truth is known to
fall.

Yet, truth will gain its triumph, like justice 'twill

arise,
With its ennobling power which reaches to the skies;
And though the strength of Hades its ramparts shall

assail.

Yet truth itself is mighty, and must at last prevail.

Chew White's YUCATAN Gum.
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'The Standard Bearer,"
A NEW AND
PERFECT
BICTCLE STAND.

It bolds the Wlieel free of the floor and protects the Tires.

Is made of the Best Steel, with no Cast
Iron to break, and let the Wheel fall and
hrvak Handle-Bars, Lamp, etc.

Can be taken apart instantly, and
packed on your Wheel, or in your trunk, if

taking- your Wheel to the country-
Only weighs Three and One-Half

Pounds; is Strong, Light, Neat and Dura-
ble, and is adapted to any wheel.
"The Standard Bearer " holds the

machine in such a way as to allow both
wheels to revolve freely, for repairing
or cleaning, and is invaluable for these pur
poses as well as for Borne, Clubhonse
or Show Window purposes, as it takes up
very little room.

Ask your Dealer for "The Standard
Bearer" or write to us direct.

PATENT Al'PLlED FOR.
Prices, SI. 25 each. Japanned.

2.50, Nickeled.

For Agencies apply toWM. H. BRODIE & CO.,
188 and 190 Greenwich St., New York City.

See cut of " The Little Wonder Lock " in next week's issue.

ligrnvEasiD)!

AVOIDS AIL /HT"^
JOLTahdJAR/g/mmm^m^.

SEE THATNUT C
TAKES UP ALL WEAR
AND PREVENTS
SIDE PLAY.

"Saddle Sore No IVIore."

THE BROOKS

SPRING SEAT-POST
SOLVES THE SADDLE PROBLEM.

The only post with an adjustment for wear.
All other posts develop side play and soon
become useless. Be sure and buy the
"BROOKS." Can be used by any weight
of rider on any wheel or saddle. Thou-
sands in use. Try it.

PRICE, $3.00.

Have ytur new wheel fitted with the " BROOKS "—Accept no other.

BROOKS SPRING SEAT-POST CO.,
1540 Marquette Buildino", Chicacyo.

'^ KEY FOR •»-

ADJUSTING SPRING
rOWEIGHt OF RIDER

When a Horse is in Question

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

clZI the jvorld.
l^TZOTVS TvhcLt
tJze term
''tTtoTOULgKlDT'ed,''
TTtecLTis, and
the more they
Zecurrh of tt,

the more will
the pizbltc
recogrvize thctt
"thoroTzghhred"
is the orily
-word that fitly
describes the
18-pouun,d G-reat
Ea^sterrt racer.
It's a. trivumpli—
a, poem—
a. thoroizghhred
in steel.
If YOVw^ould
?cnoTV more of
it, a^ddress

EASTERN CYCLE MFG. CO., Amesbury, Mass.

GREAT EASTLRN RACER.

Cricson Automatic Bicycle Bell.

Short or Continual Ring.
Patented.

To ririff the bell

press small lever

on handle-bar.

NUTTER, BARNES & CO.,

Sole Owners and IManufacturers.

364 and 366 Atiantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Robt, Malcom Co., 735 Market St., San Francisco, CaU, agentt for Cal. and coast

Saved me my Job!
So said the Bicycle Editor of the New

York Journal after our Gear Case had

enabled him to do "15 mileS over

muddy roads in 50 minutes and

arrive in time for the Irvington-Millburn

race.

Do you see the point ?

Price, $5.00.

3^ Frost Gear Case Co.,
253 BROADWAY, N.Y,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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"TUBES, AMERICA, LTD."

This Is the British Sounding Title of the

Now Completed Stiefel Patent

Deal.

London, June 15.— (Special Cable.)—The
Pilkington tube deal is now fully accomp-
lished and the details are public property.

The amalgamated concern will be known
as "Tubes, America, Limited"; capital stock,

£360,000. The purchase price was £290,000;

valuation £170,000.

The Stiefel tube patents have been secured

for a term of five years.

H. A. Lozier was elected president and

Messrs. Hartmann, of the Ellwood Mill,

and Smedley, Pilkington and Stiefel, the

Europeans in interest, directors.

This deal is another of H. A. Lozier's

quiet masterstrokes. The fact that he should

erect two tube mills, one at Ellwood City

and another at Greenville, Pa., while the

price of tubing was on the decline—and, in-

cidentally, it has just gone lower—amazed
many and was difficult to understand, but

there is small doubt that the long-

headed American had looked well into

the future, and knew what he was about,

as the negotiations just completed go to

show.

The Stiefel process, it is asserted, will re-

duce the cost of the manufacture of tubing

about 30 per cent, so that its importance will

be readily appreciated. The process was fully

described in the patent published exclusively

in The Wheel of May 28th last.
' Mr. Stie-

fel, while residing in Ellwood City, is not

an American, as some papers have stated,

but is a Swiss, who has not renounced his

allegiance to that republic.

MICHAEL PERSONA GRATA AGAIN.

Michael is again in good standing with

the N. C. U., of England. Chairman Mott

received a cablegram on Saturday last an-
nouncing that all claims against him had been
settled and that his suspension had been re-

moved. This will give the diminutive Welsh-
man the privilege of riding at all meets under
the League jurisdiction in this country and
put an end, it is hoped, to the international

mix-up and threatened complication between
the L. A. W. and N. C. U.

PAYS FOUR PER CENT.

The trustee of the estate of the Frisbie

Cycle Co., New Haven, Conn., has filed his

report with the Probate Court. It allows the

creditors 4 per cent of their claim. The
liabilities of the defunct concern amounted to

$6,229.10.

ASKED FOR A RECEIVER.

Terre Haute, Ind., June 10.—The Whitely

Malleable Casting Co., of Muncie, Ind., yes-

terday asked for a receiver for the Terre

Haute Mfg. Co., which manufactures the

Schluer separable tandem and Damascus bi-

cycle, alleging that the company owes $60,000.

Judge Piety issued a restraining order pend-

ing the hearing for a receiver.

NEW HAVEN CHAIR CO.

This action will hardly create surprise. As
The Wheel reported three weeks since, the

Terre Plaute concern has been racked by

internal dissensions, and was forced to file

mortgages amounting to some $26,000. Dur-

ing recent weeks their Damascus bicycles have

been offered for sale at ridiculous prices in fly-

by-night establishments in this city.

BETTER THAN THIRTY-TWO IN THE HOUR.

London, June 10.—Several weeks ago J. W.
Stocks went into training with the avowed in-

tention of covering 32 miles or more in the

hour before the close of the season. At the

Crystal Palace track to-day he fulfilled his

resolution by riding 32J miles in the 60 min-

utes, establishing new figures for all inter-

mediate distances. The previous record was

31 miles 582 yards, by "Tom" Linton, on Oc-

tober 21, 1896, at Crystal Palace, London.

Stocks also holds the two-hour record, with

57 miles, 845 yards, made on July 11, 1896,

at Catford. The American record is 27 miles

1,690 yards, by "Jimmy" Michael, at Man-

hattan Beach, on September 18, 1896.

MERRILL'S MISFORTUNE.

Fred T. Merrill's Portland, Ore., estab-

lishment is the most recent sufferer from the

fire epidemic, which seems to have fallen heav-

ily on the cycle trade within the past three

months. The building was entirely gutted

and about 375 wheels destroyed. The insur-

ance, $5,000, will not begin to cover the loss.

Merrill is Northwestern "agent for the Rambler

bicycle, and conducts two branch stores in

other cities.

MINNESOTA AND CYCLE INSURANCE.

In acordance with the adverse ruling of

the Attorney General of the State, two Min-

nesota cycle insurance companies, the Bi-

cyclers' Security and the Northwestern Pro-

tective companies, will wind up their affairs

and go out of business. While the directors

of both are prominent men in Minneapolis,

the capital stock represented is small. Sev-

eral outside companies will also be affected

by the ruling.

Building Bicycles Caused the Concern to Go
Into Receiver's Hands.—Figures

Given.

New Haven, Conn., June 12.—As a result

of its venture in the bicycle business, the

New Haven Chair Co. is in the hands of

receivers.

Action was taken yesterday, and on appli-

cation of the directors, the receivers, Isaac

N. Dann, president of the concern, and Ed-
win F. Mersick was named by the court.

The liabilities are $85,000, and the nominal

assets $160,000.

Edwin F. Mersick, George A. Ailing, Ed-
win Kelsey, T. A. Tuttle, George H. Town-
send, George E. Dann, Nathan A. Tuttle

and Mary E. English, the latter two being

executor and executrix of the estate of

James E. English, all stockholders, applied

to the directors for a receiver at the meet-

ing held Monday night. Last night the di-

rectors met and voted to consent to the ap-

pointment. The directors are Isaac N. Dann,

president of the company; Edwin Kelsey,

secretary and treasurer; G. A. Ailing, Fred

Ives, Fred J. Bradley, George E. Dann and

Le Grand Cannon.

The directors hold 2,207 shares, repre-

senting $55,175 of the capital stock, $110,000.

In court yesterday C. S. Mersick, president of

the Merchants' National bank, said his bank
was a creditor for $1,500. Gen. S. E. Merwin,
of the Yale National bank, said his bank held

a claim for $12,000. The rest of the liabilities

are divided between local and Boston firms.

The bond for the receivers was fixed at $50,-

000. It was stated in court that George E.

Dann held a chattel mortgage on all the

finished stock in the factory, and that these

would be sold at his place of business.

The assets are given as follows: $35,000 in

stock of bicycles and chairs, $40,000 for the

land and buildings and $40,000 for machinery.

In 1864 the Folding Chair Company was
organized with a capital" stock of $20,000.

Isaac N. Dann was president and Edwin F.

Mersick secretary and treasurer. The present

factory on Audubon street was built, the

capital stock was added to, and in 1881 the

firm's name was changed to The New Haven
Chair Company. In 1895 the firm com-
menced the manufacture of the New Haven
and Elm City bicycles, and additional capital

was secured. The capacity of the shop
is 10,000 wheels a year, and 140 hands are
employed.
Edwin F. Mersick stated that hard times

and western competition had killed the bus-
iness.
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"IT WILL BE A '98 MODEL,"

Says Col. George Pope Regarding the Chain-

less—An Interview Filled, with Figures

and Facts.

Everyone in the trade who knows anything

at all, now knows that the chainless Columbia
is fairly on its way to the public.

When The Wheel exclusively announced
its coming last summer, several of its

chagrined contemporaries endeavored to un-

derrate the importance of the "beat," and
stamped "Pope's chainless" as 60 per cent

myth. But as evidence accumulates, it all

goes to show that The Wheel's information

was strictly accurate, and that but for unfore-

seen circumstances the chainless Columbia
would have been on the market early in the

present year.

Reports that the wheel would be ready for

the market some lime next month, induced this

paper 'to send a stafif correspondent to the

Pope Mfg. Co.'s Hartford factory on Friday

last. Col. George Pope was seen in person.

Col. George (he is usually so styled in con-

tra-distinction to Col. Albert A.) does not

figure much in print, but he is, nevertheless,

one of the busiest and most important gears

in the great Pope machine, and, withal, he is

a most agreeable and kindly personality. He
is in touch with every wire in the immense
establishment, and seems to have everything

practically at his finger ends. He is of the

sort whose glad-to-see-you does not have a

hollow and perfunctory sound, whose hand-

clasp is hearty, and whose voice and manner,

while kindly and ever courteous, seems manly,

natural and unstrained. There is no straining

for effect, despite the fact that he is a care-

ful talker and weighs his words so well that

there are few, if any, loopholes through which

an interviewer might enter, and yet he can

diplomatically say a great deal without having

said anything.

Was it true tliat the chainless would be

ready during July? It was not.

"If any one tells you that he knows when
the wheel will be on the market," said Col.

George, "tell him that you know differently.

It will be a '98 model. That much you can

say. I don't mind now telling you, however,

that last fall we did expect to have it ready

in April last, but our designer saw changes

that were desirable and that it was necessary

to have patented. There were new tools and

machinery to make and to patent, and it was
consequently necessary to defer the introduc-

tion of the wheel."

Would it be possible to get a glimpse of the

machine? It would not. Col. Pope weighed

the words well, and the refusal was courteous

but sufficient.

"There is but one model of the finally ac-

cepted machine in evidence," he remarked,

"and no one has seen it but ourselves, our li-

censees and whoever might have seen it on the

streets."

Of course, there was no doubt of its suc-

cess? None whatever.

"When news of it first got abroad a flood

of inquiries and a great many letters, asking

that orders be booked without regard to

price, were received. But we booked none

of them," added the Colonel.

And the price? Was that, too, still a state

secret? It was.

"But it will be higher than the chain-geared

Columbia, for, -of course, we mean to still

market that type of wheel."

And the price of the chain-geared wheel!

Would that be reduced?

"The tendency is unmistakably that way."
Would $75 be the '98 figure?

"During the last few weeks," said Col.

Pope, "I have talked to several manufactur-

ers, and they all seem agreed on that point.

There seem to be no natural stopping-places

between $100 and $75 and $75 and $50."

The state of trade?

"We are still quite busy. We are working
more men than at this time last year. Wait;

I'll get the figures."

Col. Pope left his private office for a few

moments.

"We have 540 more men at work in all de-

partments than at this time last season," he

said when he returned, "of which increase

186 are in the bicycle factory."

The nominal force of the latter? About

1,100 men.

POOLED THEIR ISSUES.

Col. Geo. Pope.

The export trade?

The Pope Co, has no complaint to make.
As is not generally known, their foreign busi-

ness, except in a few far-distant countries, is

handled by a New York export house, and
the money is paid in this city before shipment.

Col. George Pope thinks, however, that the

business has -been overdone, and knows of one

instance in which 1,000 American w'heels of a

well-known American make went begging in

London at ,$20.

And of the future?

The business, in Col. Pope's opinion, is now
fairly settling down to permanency and plac-

ing itself on a level with other industries.

"There are some concerns now doing busi-

ness who will be missing next year," he said.

"We have finally about reached that stage
where the fittest will survive."

MORE HOWARD-NICHOLS TANGLES.

Newark, N. J., June 10.—James C. McDon-
ald, representing the Howard Savings Insti-

tution, applied yesterday to Vice-Chancellor
Stevens for leave to foreclose two mortgages
aggregating $24,000 on property of the How-
ard-Nichols Cycle Co.
The property at first belonged to Thomas

Benfield, and under his ownership the Savings
Institution loaned first $20,000 and afterward
$5,000. Upon the latter mortgage $1,000 has
been paid. Since Benfield transferred the
property to the Cycle Company the company
has gone into a receivership. The receiver,

Elwood C. Harris, refused to pay the Sav-
ings Institution the interest, hence the appli-

cation to foreclose.

The receiver's counsel, John R. Hardin, said

he could make no objection, and the required
leave was given.

How Four Racing Men Had a Good Thing-
Queer Performances All Round In

"Washington.

Washington, D. C, June 18.—The local

racing world is all astir, and wondering what
action the chairman of the Racing Board of

the League will take. The amateurs were at

first apprehensive, and now the tables have
been partly turned and the professionals are

feeling worried.

The whole trouble grows out of the Decor-
ation Day meet, held under the auspices of the

local Cycle Board of Trade. There were three

professional races, in which Carrol B. Jack,

of Reading, Pa., carried off the honors, win-
ning all three races and earning $140 in cash.

It subsequently developed that a pool had
been formed between Jack, Al. Newhouse, of

Buffalo; Charles A. Church, of Chester, Pa.,

and Fred Sims, of this city, in which all four

agreed to divide their winnings after the

meet was over. This implied, of course, that

one would help the other. While Jack cap-

tured $140, Newhouse won $30; Church, $20,

and Sims, $15, a total of $205, or a little over

.$50 per man.

The Board of Trade got wind of the mat-
ter, and as they have charge of the next local

meet on July 5, they decided not to have any
professional races. This fact and the fact that

the annual races of the Maryland State Divi-

sion would be held at Frederick on the same
day, taking in a good many professional rid-

ers, caused them to reach the conclusion. The
professionals got mad over this, and under
the leadership of Fred Sims, sent a letter to

Chairman Mott, with charges against Fred
Schade, Griffin Halstead, of Ohio; H. W.
Clum, Billie Sims, E. L. Wilson, the District

of Columbia champion; Harry Z. Greer and

George E. Smith, the champion tandem team,

and a number of other amateurs, claiming that
all had violated the amateur rules in different

ways, all of which were enumerated, and ask-
in that they be suspended or professionalized.
All of this was with the object in view of

breaking up the success of the July 5 meet.
The Board of Trade was scared, and withheld
the entry blanks for the meet, which were
ready to go out. A committee was sent to

Baltimore to personally visit Chairman Mott
and endeavor to have him cast the charges
aside, or in any event to withhold his action
until after July 12, because of several meets.
The committee reported the pooling action

of the four professional riders in the last

meet, and Chairman Mott has written to all

four men in rather strong terms. The chances
are that some action will be taken on the

matter. In the meantime all of the amateur
riders have received letters from the chair-

man of the Racing Board with a long list

of questions, which they are obliged to

answer. As the entry blanks for the race meet
will "nave to come out, it is very likely that

the local board will crawfish and put in sev-

eral professional races.

Growing out of the Decoration Day race

meet, charges have been preferred by Man-
ager Gettinger, who was clerk of the course, of

conduct unbecoming a gentleman on the part

of Fred Sims. It seems as though the clerk

of the course claimed that Billie Sims, a

brother of Fred, was drunk and in no condi-

tion to ride a race, and this is refuted by Fred
in strong terms. The offense of the elder

Sims is extenuated, however, by the fact that

he wrote on to Chairman Mott, explaining

the whole matter, acknowledging that he used
some hard language, and apologizing. Man-
ager Gettinger knew nothing of this and filed

charges several days later, when he ascer-

tained that Sims was at the head of the move-
ment to break up the success of the coming
race meet.
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CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.

F5.OM the very beginning the Long Island

Railroad has done everything possible

to discourage wheelmen from using its lines.

Where obnoxious rules and regulations did

not do this, impertinent and officious officials

never failed to make plain the fact that the

wheelman and his money were neither ap-

preciated nor desired. This was the former

policy of the company.

It is a pleasure to announce that under the

new administration those who ride bicycles

are not only to be treated courteously by the

Long Island Railroad, but cycling patronage

is actually to be sought for. To this end a

bicycle agent has been appointed whose sole

duties are to look after wheeling traffic. We
congratulate the new management upon its

change of policy. The result will be as satis-

factory to the management, in a financial way,

as it will be agreeable to the wheelmen in the

line of convenience and courtesy.

CRIMES AGAINST CHILDHOOD.

WJ HEN unthinking parents permit imma-
* ture children to act as pacemakers

in century runs, the time has indeed arrived

when the fool-killer and the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Children should form

a close and active alliance. Thrice within as

jnany weeks has this criminality and brutality

been indulged in, and glorified in the columns

of a sensational press as something to be

praised.

It is too much to expect children of eight

and nine years of age to refrain from ruining

their health and shortening their lives by such

performances as century runs; likewise it

seems to be useless to expect either humanity

or common sense from a certain class of

parents and guardians. Therefore the only

remedy seems to be in the intervention of the

fool-killer or the S. P. C. C. The former is

preferred, but the latter will be gladly accepted

if it only acts promptly and decisively.

STUDYING THE BAROMETER.

\ \ / HEN a man finds himself shelterless and
" ' unprotected in a rain storm he does

not need to consult either barometer or

weather bureau regarding the uncomfortable

position he finds himself in. If either could

have warned him against the storm before

it occurred the discomfort avoided would

have been much. So is it with financial storm

and sunshine. When the trade bows under

one or blossoms under the other it needs no

financial weather prophet predictions. Thrice

blessed, however, is that prophet who in the

time of storm and gloom can accurately point

out the near approach of calm and sunshine.

Such a prophet is here. Good times are near

at hand. That barometer of finance, the stock

market, as surejy foretells this as anything

can.

A decided movement in the security mar-

ket, upward or downward, is always interest-

ing in itself. But the question as to what

such movements foreshadow in the future

of the cycle trade and industry is the con-

sideration of first importance. But for the

fact that stock exchange advances and de-

clines forecast industrial changes which are

as yet in incubation only, no such extensive

interest as is nowadays exhibited would be

taken in the course of prices.

The average man in the cycle trade has very

limited concern in "bull markets" or "bear

markets," considered simply in the light of

speculative loss and profit. But the fact which

all experience demonstrates, that real condi-

tions, which must later govern every branch

of trade, find quickest and most accurate re-

flection in the price of stocks, makes this

market a necessary field of study to every pru-

dent merchant.

The stock market of 1873 declined months

before general trade collapsed; its movement

was an equally faithful forecast in 1884 and

1893. Securities advanced in 1879 while the

country's industry was still motionless; in

1885 the succession of events was similar. The

Wall Street movement of 1895, both in its

sudden violence and in its equally abrupt re-

siction, outlined in miniature exactly what

ensued after a month's delay or more in the

iron, grain, and dry-goods markets. In each

of these notable modern instances, prices of

stocks were moving rapidly before the move-

ment elsewhere had become even visible;

therefore, no wonder need be wasted over the

present inactivity of general trade, in the face

of the upward surge in stocks.

What is a more legitimate field for curiosity

is conjecture as to the probable nature of the

general movement thus foreshadowed. This

month's advance in prices of securities seems

to be neither violent nor reckless; it halts re-

peatedly while operators take their bearings,

yet seems to find conservative support at each

successive halt. It lacks, undoubtedly, the

element of daring speculation which distin-

guished I880 and 1895, and for which the later

market of both years had to suffer.

It began, moreover, not in an overwhelm-

ing rush of buying orders, but with a pro-

tracted period, in the course of which, while

buyers hesitated, sellers held off from trade at

current prices. It is that particular phase of

the present movement, visible a month ago,

to which the situation in the commercial mar-

kets generally now presents a parallel. Con-

spicuously, the iron market, one of the sound-

est barometers of trade conditions, is develop-

ing to-day some symptoms not at all unlike

the preliminary chapter of the current rise in

stocks.

Looked at in the light of past experiences

it cannot fail to convince the student of com-

mercial possibilities that the dawn of better

times is near at hand, nearer, in fact, than he,

the average student, can appreciate. Wall

Street is a past grand master in carefully

weighing the outlook and the future. Wall

Street rarely fails to correctly forecast, dis-

count and profit from this ability to correctly

size up the future. Wall Street has begun to

do just this very thing. The deduction is

easy. "Better times" are at hand, and the

cycle trade will have its share thereof.

LOST FROM DISUSE.

T T is extremely likely that not a few of the

A muscular movements of the human body

have been lost from disuse. Life under modern

conditions cannot fail to exert a decided effect

in the evolution of the bodily structure and

functions, and certain offices and exercises

which were once required, but are no longer

so and would apparently serve no useful pur-

pose, have been counter-developed or evolved

out of use.

There seems little doubt that the special

conditions of modern civilized life which

result from an extraordinary prevalence of

sedentary habits in business; the general rid-

ing in street cars and other conveyances, the

use of elevators to supersede the walking up

and down stairs, haye decreased the ordinary
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strain upon the abdominal muscles of the

body, and have finally weakened them from dis-

use. To this fact must be attributed to a large

degree the prevalence of abdominal disorders,

particularly in women.

It is in this connection that the use of the

bicycle has been a revelation. At first medi-

cal men were disposed to criticise the ma-

chine with severity, and to prophesy that it

would create not a few causes of serious dis-

ease. They were disappointed in this. Where

it is ridden in wise moderation it has produced

effects on the human health which have

proved to be remarkably beneficial.

There is good reason to believe that cycling

has brought into exercise muscles which had

apparently ceased to perform any special ser-

vice, and, having put them in active relations

with other muscles which are ordinarily em-

ployed, has aroused sympathy and stimulated

them to the performance of healthful and

harmonious functional duties.

But, leaving it to the medical profession

to reason out the physiology of this matter,

the fact remains that cycling has unquestion-

ably produced beneficent effects in the cases

of many persons who had become, through

lack of proper exercise, general ennui and the

disorders that follow them, invalids and vale-

tudinarians.

LET SIZE DETERMINE.

\ I /LTH the approach of warmer weather,

^ and the opening of the summer and

seaside hotel, the perennial case of the wheel-

man who, on account of his costume, is de-

nied accommodation by the hotel proprietor

is sure to make its appearance.

If even at this late date there are some

proprietors of hotels and restaurants who are

going to draw the line at all with regard to

the nether appearance of male guests, we sug-

gest that they, draw it in view, not of the

knickerbockers or trousers, but of the calf.

In other words, the question: Should a man

wearing knickerbockers be admitted to the

dining-room? must be answered according

to what sort of leg he has. There are men

and knickerbocker-wearing men, too, whose

lower extremities are so attenuated about the

shank and so lumpy about the knee and ankle

that when exhibited in knickerbockers they

have the distressful appearance of two loco-

motory ham bones, and their effect upon the

beholder is so depressing that they should by

no means be admitted to any place that is ded-

icated to good cheer.

Those wheelmen, in fact, ought to be re-

stricted by law from appearing in costume

anywhere but in a cemetery, a dog-pound or

a medical college; and if it is to legs of this

sort that the hotel man forbids the hospitality

of his board, we have no doubt any jury will

be sure to find for him if he puts the plaintiff in

the witness-box in cycle costume.

While the protection of home industries is

not to be gainsaid, it does seem, now that the

National circuit has practically gone to pot,

the Racing Board could well afford to

favor the Canadian Wheelmen's jubilee

race. There may come a time when we may

desire to celebrate an extraordinary occasion

of the sort, and refusal of a foreign power to

extend favors will seem as narrow as we must

now appear to the Canucks. The Racing

Board's refusal is the more inconsistent be-

cause the chairman is attempting to pose as

the great and good friend and protector of the

racing man. But declining to give the latter

the unusual opportunity of securing the $750 in

Canadian gold, which would certainly be well

within the grasp of the Americans, is a rather

weak exhibition of friendship.

When the history of human progress is

studied it shows that the epoch-making in-

ventions in the past have never been patented.

The man who first discovered fire and its

value received no pecuniary profit from the

knowledge. The person who first used a

wheel, without which the bicycle never could

have come to pass, to say nothing of other

vehicles and mechanical inventions, was con-

tent to disseminate the fact of his discovery

without hurrying to the patent office.

When business seems to be going down

hill, as many people think it is doing most

of the time, they act on the theory that they

can help it up by pushing it down still further.

On the same principle they could aid the as-

cension of a balloon by chaining it to the

earth, or climb a hill on a bicycle by back-

pedaling.

Cycling is, indeed, a happv find. It oiifers

the easiest explanation for all social and busi-

ness changes, and next fall will have to

shoulder the responsibility of any number of

otherwise inexplicable election results. The

bicycle is the philosopher's friend.

There are as many ways of advertising bi-

cycles as there are crimes in the calendar, but

the method that pays best is continuous use

of the trade paper.

The rider who stands on his dignity fre-

quently wishes he had some kind of toe-clips

with which to make his footing more secure.

It is knowledge that makes us critical. One

wheel is just as good as another to tumble

from.

The world is like a bicycle—it throws down

those who do not keep moving.

What is not understood about cycling is

often over-estimated.

FOR FOREIGN CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Boston, June 14.—About half the required

amount to send the Press C. C. racing team
to Glasgow has been secured, and it is hoped
that, with the subscriptions which will be re-

ceived during the coming week, and the funds

derived from the benefit at Charles River
Park, next Saturday afternoon, the total

amount will be sufficient.

As soon as the financial part of the under-

taking is assured, Aza Windle will an-

nounce the make-up of his team. At first

it was only intended to send a professional

team of three or four men, but during the

past few days the P. C. C. Racing Board has

been considering the advisability of having

amateur riders represented. If sufficient prog-

ress can be made, Aza Windle will intro-

duce the international team to the public at

the benefit on Saturday. Although the veteran

trainer has in view a number of prominent

riders, he has deemed it advisable not to an-

nounce his selection until he takes charge of

the men. The professional team will prob-

ably consist of the three Butler brothers. A
feature of Saturday's meet will be a triplet

pursuit race, the first of its kind in this country.

ROAD RACING ON A SCREEN.

The Chicago road race was run over again

last week, but this time on canvas. It was

at an exhibition given by the Chicago Multi-

scope Co. Finished films of the multiscope

flashed the form of Smedley, the winner, on

a screen and all his competitors followed

him across the tape, with features and forms

true to life.

The multiscope registered 146 finishers.

Each one up to fifty was minutely examined,

and in all instances the costumes of those in

doubt compared exactly with the descriptions

furnished Referee Gardiner by the claimants,

who were protested. Thus far the camera

has identified seven of the fifteen protestants

and the machine has verified the decisions

of the judges.

IF HE HAD NOT FALLEN.

London, June 12.—In the international pro-

fessional race of twenty-four hours, which be-

gan in the Crystal Palace at 8 o'clock last even-

ing, Cordang for 126 miles beat the record,

covering the distance in 4.45.59 1-5. He im-

proved on the record of Huret, the French

rider, up to the ninth hour, when he came into

contact with his pacer's wheel and fell dis-

abled. Patterson at the end of the twelfth

hour was 240 yards ahead of the world's rec-

ord, with 228 miles 460 yards to his credit.

Afterward, however, he was behind the record.

RICHEST EVER OFFERED THERE.

Three prizes, divided into purses of $1,600,

$400 and $200, attracted all the crack riders

to the Grand Prix de Bruxelles race at Brus-

sels, Belgium, on Sunday, May 29. After

numerous heats, run on the previous Sunday,

Bourillon, Protin, Jaap Eden and Chinn, the

English rider, were delegated to start in the

final, for the richest prize ever offered in

Europe. The men finished in the order

named, Bourillon getting first money easily.

The course of true wheels will always run

smooth.

Misrepresentation is the death of trade.

POOR PACING AGAINST HIM.

At Buffalo on Sunday, Michael in a trial

spin, rode five miles in 9.10 with poor pacing,

owing to the sextuplet going wrong. The

record is 9.07 4-5, held by himself.
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"BETTER TIMES."

They Are Close at Hand Accordlngf to the

Best of Signs, Both Trade and

Financial.

Trade and commerce have been deep down
in the valley of depression and despair. The
strongest houses in every line of trade have

found it obligatory upon them to curtail ex-

pense, output and enterprise. Through all this

the legitimate cycle trader has come nearer

to advancing at a normal rate of commercial

progress than any other industrial. True, the

Hy-by-night concerns, those harlequins of trade

who appear and disappear through the trap-

door of speculative finance, which swings both

ways in the floor of business, have found that

the trap-door through which they were shot

into public prominence was equally

as efficacious in dropping them back into the

obscurity from which they sprang. That,

however, is a benefit the trade has gained by
the squeeze it has gone through. Now the

real pageant of prosperity, robbed forever of

these merry Andrews of trade, can proceed

without further let and hindrance.

Secretary Gage's speech at Cincinnati, two

weeks ago, not only pledged speedy action

for currency reform, but asserted with con-

fidence that "the revival of industry is at

hand." With revenue and currency legislation

once completed and removed as a factor of

potential disturbance, "nothing now foreseen,"

the speaker predicted, "can delay the recovery

of past losses, and the inauguration of a new
forward movement along the lines of material

advancement and social progress."

The manner in which this prophecy, with

its accompanying promise, has been received,

is very characteristic. A change in general

sentiment was at once perceptible, and now,

within two weeks, the stock market, the most

faithful index to the hopes or fears of the en-

tire financial community, has burst into such

sudden activity and strength as to remind the

trained observer of the old-time days of real

and general prosperity.

Now, it is true that hopes of immediate

return of good times, even when shared by

govern- lent and people, have often enough

before this proved delusive. None of the

numerous peripatetic students of American

society has failed to notice the intense spirit

of optimism prevalent among us -regarding

trade. If business is prosperous and active,

that only means that it will be vastly more

prosperous to-morrow. If times are hard, the

turn is nevertheless near at hand. Trade to-

day may be idle, the markets flat, collections

poor; but only let the State legislatures ad-

journ, or the President's inaugural be conser-

vative, or the tariff bill be passed, and "better

times" will begin.

The trade revival is always on the near

horizon; sometimes, during a series of years,

the vision recedes as fast as the anxious

watcher plods along in its direction. A pes-

simist would dismiss the apparition as an in-

dustrial mirage; but the average watcher of

the trade horizon is very rarely a pessimist.

The American who proclaims his skepticism

over the possibility of early trade revival will

turn out, in nine cases out of ten, to be some

one whose own affairs have gone so far to

wreck that even "better times" could not im-

prove them.

This chronic hopefulness is not in all re-

spects unreasonable. No industrial commun-
ity has experienced in this century so many
and so violent ups and downs of fortune as

the American one. The commercial crises

which have touched the European peoples

only as a passing shock, ruining the more
reckless speculators, and contracting profits

for the business community at large, but only

temporarily interrupting industrial progress,

have been small matters compared with the

convulsions which once at least in a gener-

ation have overwhelmed the United States.

Nevertheless, the country found the way out

of each; it recovered, slowly enough but sure-

ly, after 1837, after 1857, and after 1873, and
recovery led the way to a movement of ex-

pansion during which prosperity advanced as

high above the ordinary level as the depths

of adversity, not long before, lay below it.

The difficulty has been, however, to discover

the "psychological moment" when the turn

in affairs was due, and it must be admitted

that deluded hopes, mistaken prophecies, and
false starts have been numerous enough in

every period of depression—even in the four

years since 1893—to make experienced critics

cautious.

As the student of industrial history reviews

these successive periods of depression, he finds

almost invariably three separate causes con-

tributing to recovery from hard times. One,

and undoubtedly the most essential, is the

completion of the normal reactionary move-
ment. Conditions which made inevitable the

previous collapse in the cycle trade, for ex-

ample, were the undue use of credit, the tying-

up of capital in unproductive enterprises, and

the accompanying phenomena of extravagance

and waste. Expansion of this delusive sort

always attends a m'ovement of real industrial

advancement. The further prices, trade ac-

tivity, and facility in credit go, the larger be-

comes this mass of fictitious concerns in the

trade. In the end the house of cards is top-

pled over. Sound and conservative cycle

trade survives, but for the rest a movement
of liquidation follows; a load of debt, based

on collateral now quite unmarketable, presses

on the entire system of cycle making and sell-

ing. This must be cleared away by the se-

vere processes of continuous sacrifice, econ-

omy, and business caution. Until such liqui-

dation is completed, the genuine forward

movement cannot be and never has been re-

sumed.

But the movement of expansion cannot be

resumed even then, unless the general

business community knows the ground

on which it stands. If the measure

of all commercial values is left shift-

ing and uncertain, a business contract

becomes a continuing uncertainty. N^w en-

terprises will not be undertaken in the face

of such a prospect, except those which are

rbsolutely necessary to keep the currents of

distribution moving. The protracted period of

depression after 1837 might have been short-

ened but for the overhanging dread of un-

sound currency; during six years after 1873,

the United States was in an alternating fever

of hope and dread regarding the prospects of

further fiat-money inflation, and each succes-

sive struggle of industry to get upon its feet

was met by a new blow from its insidious

enemy. The trade has had some e:perience

durin-^ t'-e hst year with this factor in the

situation. There was no continuous recovery

from 1837 until the country came to a strict

hard-money basis, and it was six months
after the resumption of specie payments in

1879 before the true reaction began from the

panic of 1873.

When the time is ripe for such a movement
of recovery, a third essential factor has usually

arisen in the shape of some special and per-

haps accidental stimulus to trade. In 1845 the

abolition of the English corn-laws, coincident

with a European harvest failure, suddenly

opened the foreign markets to our products.

This development started the general advance
in industry for which thorough liquidation and
a recognized currency had already prepared

the way. In 1879 the great American harvest

in the face of foreign famine served a similar

purpose.

Whether the present time is ripe for a simi-

lar advancing movement is a matter of inter-

esting conjecture. The country has had nearly

four years of thorough Hquidation and of se-

vere economies; after 1837, however, there

were seven or eight successive years of such

liquidation, and six elapsed after 1873 before

recovery began. Much is promised regarding

the currency, but nothing has yet been done
except through the automatic action of the

markets. Of the immediate stimulus to pro-

fitable trade, on the other hand, the country

has already experienced something not unlike

the grain market developments of 1845 and
1879, and certainly, so far as the mere balance

of international trade affects the reckoning,

the advantage thus accidentally acquired is not

far short of that obtained in the two former

years referred to. Under the present singular

conditions of the foreign grain-producers, this

advantage may be emphasized later in the

year. On the whole, despite the numerous
uncertainties of the problem, it is not surpris-

ing that the markets are at least beginning to

reflect the hope of a decided turn, and the

long expected "good times" seem close at

hand.

AX OLD-FASHIONED CENTURY.

Over the historic Newark-Philadelphia 100-

miles course, the course on which century

runs were first promoted in the high wheel

days, when a century was looked on as some-
thing of a feat, the Inter-Club Century was
run on Saturday last. Three hundred and
fifty riders took part, mostly Philadelphians.

It was expected that 800 or more cyclists

would participate in the run, but the popu-
larity of the numerous "out and back runs,"

which can be made at much less than half of

the expense of a straightway run, affected

the attendance very perceptibly. The start

was made at 5 a. m. Dinner was partaken

of at Trenton, and Philadelphia was reached at

7 p. m., 250 riders finishing. Of the ten women
who started, five finished. Seven-year-old

John Benner, one of the well-known Benner
brothers, of trick-riding fame, was among those

who finished.

KURDS AND AWAY.
A dispatch from Constantinople states that

two of the Kurds supposed to have been con-

nected with the murder of Frank G. Lenz
have died in prison at Erzeroum. The other

Kurds suspected of complicity in the murder
escaped from prison some time ago. United

States Minister Terrell has appealed to the

Supreme Court to secure the recapture and

trial of the fugitives. In all, eleven men were

arrested on the charge of being concerned in

the murder of Lenz.
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RIVER TRACK RECORDS.

Tandem Cotnpetitive Figtires I<owefed-Tlie

Butler Family Get Their Share of the

Prices.

Boston, June 12,^-Another record was

placed to the c'redit oithe Charles River Park

track to-day by Callahan and Walsh, who made
the competitive professional tandem record

for three miles at 6.39 1-5. The meet was

notable for the re-appearance on the track of

Nelson, of Springfield; Daley, of Taunton;

Bly, of Northampton; Appley, of New Jersey,

and several other men. Of these Daley showed
the most surprising form, winning his heat

of the third-mile open and the final of the

half-mile handicap by jumping the bunch on

the back-stretdh and lower turn respectively,

and holding the sprint with unusual endur-

ance to the tape.

In the firstj heat of the mile professional

handicap, ]^y. Eaton, who was on scratch,

caught Frank Butler on the start, and the

two alternated pace till the bunch was caught

at the three-quarters. Butler won out in a

lapped finish. The second heat was made ex-

citing by the fall of Appley and Harvey

Hutchins at the three-quarters mark, Appley's

front tire having crept from the rim. Neither

was seriously injured. In the final, Eaton and

Butler worked together, as in their trial, and

caught the bunch at the two-thirds. Arthur

Porter set the pace up the back-stretch, but

was unable to hold it, Walsh and Nadeau nip-

ping him at the tape.

In the final of . the half-mile professional

Frank Butler went up on the turn, pulling Nat

into position out of the bunch, and the family

won as they xtdse, with Warren Reynolds

third. The five-mile tandem pursuit race

between Callahan and Walsh and Mayo and

Saunders was won by the former in the first

lap, when they gained ten yards. This lead

they slowly increased until, at the end of the

three miles, they had made it eighty. Their

time is a competitive tandem record. The

summary:
One mile handicap, prpfessional.—Qualified, Joseph

Nadeau, Keene, ,N. H., 65 yds.; F. A. Butler, Cam-
bridge, 10 yds.; J. E. Walsh, Waltham, 50 vds. : Jay
Eaton, New York, scratch. Time, 2.12 4-5. H. P.

Mosher, Storm King, N. Y., 40 yds.; A. W. Porter,

Waltham, 50 yds,; Watson Coleman, Boston, 95 yds.;

W. S. Reynolds, Hyde Park, 75 yds. Time, 2.11 3-5.

Final heat—1, Walsh; 2, Jay Eaton; 3, Porter; 4,

Nadeau. Time, 2.18 3-5.

One-third mile.—Final heat—1, Blake; 2, Fowler; 3,

Nelson; 4, Senter. Time, .43 2-5.

Half-mile handicap.—Final heat—1, Daley, 25 yds.

;

2, Bly, 25 yds. ; 3, Plaintiff, 25 yds. ; 4, Cousins, 25

yds. Time, 1.06 2-5.

Half-mile professional.—Qualified, F. A. Butler,
Cambridge; J. Nadeau, Keene; A. W. Porter, Wal-
tham; Guy L.' Gary, Chelsea. Time, 1.03 1-5. Nat
Butler, Cambridge; W. R. Reynolds, Hyde Park; F.
A. Gately, Roxbury; Jay Eaton, New York. Time,
1.03 4-5. Final heat—1, F. A. Butler; 2, Nat Butler;
3, Reynolds. Time, 1.03 3-5.

Three mile tandem pursuit race.^-Won by Callahan
and Walsh by 80 yds. Time, American tandem com-
petitive professional record. Mayo and Saunders, sec-
ond. Time, 6.46 3-5.

ON BRAND-NEW BOARDS.

On the new board track at Detroit on Sat-

urday Eli Winesett, 30 yards, won the two-

miles handicap in 4.59. The mile open went
to Chas. S. Porter, Detroit, in 2.16 2-5, with

F. A. Joseph second. Joseph also won the

two-miles lap race in 4.42.

NOT EVEN STANDING ROOM.

Foreign paplers state that at the Grand Prix

meet at Brussels on Sunday, May 30, 3,000

people were refused admission, not even st^nd-

jng room being obtainable.

EDWARDS NIPS THE TWENTY-FOUR.

Another boost has been given to that much-
behind-England 24-hours road record, a rec-

ord that needs considerable worrying before

it assumes a respectable shape. Over a 21-

miles course between the New Jersey towns
of Elizabeth, Rahway, Westfield and Spring-

field, Edward S. Edwards, of the Century
Wheelmen, of New York, on Saturday and
Sunday last, rode 349 2-5 miles, putting an
end to the short-lived figures made by Henry
Smith, of Baltimore, a month ago, of 314

miles, and completely smothering the State

record of 277 miles, by A. W. W. Evans. Ed-
wards made his headquarters at a road house
at Linden. He covered the circuit sixteen

times and then rode back and forth between
Elizabeth and Rahway. In the twenty-four

hours Edwards's total resting time was 2

hours 44 minutes, the longest single rest be-

ing 34 minutes, about midnight. He was not

ofif his wheel again until break of day. His

NOT LIKE IT WAS.

tciwan-cK '^z ^

food during the ride consisted of rice pudding

and raw eggs, with ginger ale, beef tea and

sherry. He ate five times, always dismount-

ing to do so.

He was paced by club mates on tandems

and singles, among whom was a young

woman, who with a male tandem mate, set

a stiff pace for 100 miles on Sunday. Ed-

wards is a light-built young man, about 23

years of age, who distinguished himself last

year by breaking the New York-Philadelphia

record. He rode an 18-pound Bison wheel

geared to 77, with American Dunlop tires.

His intermediate times follow:

Miles. H. M. Miles. H. M.
21 1 10 210 14 10

42 2 17 231 15 19

63... 3 42 252 ... 17 071/2

84 5 30 273.. . 18 361/2

105 6 55 294 20 08

126 8 11 315 21 33

147 9 59 336 23 13

168 11 15 349 2-5 24 00

189 12 33

CLARENCE WILL CIRCUIT.

Clarence McLean, the Outing trick and

fancy rider, under the management of F. Ed.

Spooner, will follow the National Circuit this

season.

Circuit Chasing Shows Its Decadence at St.

I/OUis—Mile-A-Minute Anderson
Shows.

St. Louis, Mo., July 12.—For the first time
this season the National Circuit meet, held in

this city to-day, partook somewhat of a na-
tional afTair, although it is still woefully in

want of the galaxy of stars that have followed
it in previous years. The arrival of Kiser
and Mertens did much to enliven the profes-
sional events, and it is plainly evident that
they will score a tidy number of points and
have a good margin to rest on unless the other
crackajacks make haste to join the circuit.

The surprise of to-day's meet was the riding

of E. E. Anderson, he of locomotive pace
fame. In the mile open he made a jump at

the start, and as Kiser, who was leading at

the time, made no effort to go after him, he
won by almost half a lap. Gardiner tried to

make a runaway on the last lap, but Kiser
jumped him, and, coming down the home-
stretch, won second by a full length from
Mertens, who defeated Gardiner for third

place. Cabanne was fifth. The time was 2.22.

The mile match race between Will Coburn
and Kiser did not come up to expectations.

A tandem was put in to pace, also E. E. An-
derson on a single. Rounding into the home-
stretch for the finish, Kiser ran away from
Coburn, winning by fifteen lengths.

The third-mile professional was won by
Kiser in a beautiful finish. Cabanne was de-

feated by Gardiner by two inches.

Earl Kiser, W. Coburn and Gardiner

started on scratch in the two-mile handicap.

After the second lap there were three bunches

on the track. Jack Coburn and Harding in the

lead. Kiser closed with the second bunch on
the fourth lap. The leaders could not be

caught. Coburn won from Harding in a hard

and close finish. Kiser, W. Coburn and Gar-

diner came down the stretch abreast, Kiser

winning right at the tape, Gardiner fourth

and Coburn fifth. Summary:
^One mile.—1, C. McCarthy; 2, F. Castello; 3, J.
Howard. Time, 2.23.

Two mile handicap.—1, R. Buder, 135 yds. ; 2, C.
Knower, 135 yds. ; 3, E. Kriedler, 115 yds. Time,
4.34 4-5.

Third-mile professional.—1, Kiser; 2, Gardiner; 3,

Cabanne. Time, .44.

One mile professional.—1, E. E. Anderson; 2,

Kiser; 3, Mertens. Time, 2.22.

Two mile handicap, professional.—1, J. Coburn, 135

yds. ; 2, A. Harding, 200 yds. ; 3, Kiser, scratch.
Time, 4.38 1-5.

Mile match.—1, Kiser; 2, W. Coburn. Time, 2.18 1-5.

BRASSARDS ARE BOOMING.

Professional racing is flourishing so well

in Scotland that the management of the new
Celtic Park track has decided to put up a

brassard which will bring $5 a day to the hold-

er, in addition to a $50 challenge stake and

$50 of added money at each contest. At the

first contest on June 19, it is expected that

Barden will compete against a picked Scotch

rider.

CHASE, BY A COUPLE OP LAPS.

England's first brassard race took place

at the Wood Green track on May 29. The

event was a ten-miles match between A. A.

Chase and A. Bauge, the French crack. The

result was a victory for Chase by two laps, in

20.40 2-5. The armlet carries with its posses-

sion the sum of $2,50 per day to the holder

until defeated.
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BECAUSE TALLY-HOS FAILED TO WIN.

The Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., of Indian-

apolis, makers of Outing bicycles, have been

challenged to make a team race by C. G.

Fischer & Co., local agents for the Stearns

and Grande bicycles. The challenge came
about in a peculiar manner.

In the Zig-Zag Road Race, which was run

Decoration Day, the Outing people made no

preparation whatever, had no riders entered

excepting those who were owners of the

wheels they rode, and yet Herman Baase, on

on Outing, finished second in the field of one

hundred and fifty-four starters, while Elmer
Pierce, also on an Outing, won the time prize,

lowering course record nearly two minutes.

Mr. Fischer, on the other hand, drove to the

starting point in a gaily decorated tally-ho

coach, his employees riding in another simi-

larly decorated, while the forty or fifty riders

of Stearns and Grande bicycles, who were en-

tered in the race, made the trip in still another

gorgeous coach. In addition to this, Mr.
Fischer and all of his employees and guests

carried huge umbrellas of yellow and black,

making in all quite an attractive showing.

Notwithstanding all of this preparation none

of the men figured conspicuously. The fol-

lowing morning, in the Hay & Willits Mfg.

Co.'s advertisement, mention was made that

"gaily decorated tally-hos and vari-colored

umbrellas did not win bicycle contests for

supremacy," etc., etc. This allusion to the

failure of Fischer's men to win so aroused

him that he straightway issued a sweeping

challenge to the makers of the Outing bi-

cycles, stating that he was desirous of taking

another try over the same course, each of the
makers to start six men, riding Outing wheels
for one side and either Stearns or Grande on
the other, no man to be allowed to ride other
than those who had competed in the race and all

starters to be allowed same handicaps as were
given them in the original contest. The chal-

lenge was accepted without any hesitation on
the part of the Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., and
it is quite likelj^ that the race will be contested
before July 4th over the same course as the

Decoration Day event.

KEEPING A HOLD ON THE GAME.

It is rather an odd sign of the times that

the trade itself, as in the instances of the Cin-

cinnati and the District of Columbia Boards

of Trade, should add racing to their policies.

Both organizations have gone about the mat-

ter systematically, and by leasing tracks ob-

tained control in their respective localities.

GOING TO KANGAROOLAND.

At the close of the English outdoor racing

season Platt-Betts, Stocks and Osborne, ac-

companied by the pick of the Dunlop pacing

team, will start for Australia, it is stated, and

endeavor to capture some of the large Anti-

podean purses.

PROM TROTTING TO PEDALING.

The trotting track at Linden, N. J., has been
turned into a cycle path, and the first of a

series of meets was held on it on June 12. H.
C. Deraisines won all the open events, and
Sam Brock, of Brooklyn, rode an unpaced
mile in 2.20.

KANASKA BECOMES A LEAGUEITE.

Henry Kanaska, the Milwaukee profes-

sional, has signed with the League Cycle Mfg.
Co. and will probably follow the Michigan
circuit.

These are the days of com-

petition, when bicycle makers

are running after cheap devices.

On many machines of boasted

superiority, tried forgings have

given way to sheet-steel stamp-

ings, but the Waverley sticks to

the best—only forgings in all

parts of Waverley Bicycles. No

castings or sjtampings find a

place in our factory.

'97 Prices, - $100, $60.

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.

%^ «^ t4w

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BEFORE THE BISONS.

Bald Redeemed Himself on His Native Heath—
l/oughead a Fighter for First

Honors.

Buffalo, June 12.—Bald retrieved hmself in

the eyes of his towns-people to-day at Ath-

letic Field, the second New York State cir-

cuit meet. It was a Bald crowd that filled

the stand and bleachers and Bald simply had

to win. It was in the mile open that the

Bison set the crowd cheering until hoarse.

It was not Cooper, but the Canadian flyer,

Longhead, who took up the cudgels and at-

tempted to lower Bald's colors before his

own people.

Cooper got the pace, with Longhead next,

Titus third. Bald fourth, and MacDonald and

Werick in the rear. Nothing eventful hap-

pened until .on the back stretch of the bell

lap, when Longhead jumped and opened a

gap of several lengths.

Bald went' after him, but did not get to the

speedy Canadian until the turn into the short

straight of the quarter-mile track. Bald, inch

by inch, drew up alongside the Canuck, who
responded with all that was in him. A final

desperate shove was accompanied by the in-

evitable wiggle, and Bald had won by inches

only. A length behind was Cooper, with

half a wheel the best of Titus, and MacDon-
ald and Werick were in the rear.

The result was so close that the spectators

waited anxiously for the announcement.

When Bald's number was declared cheers

followed from whichever direction the mega-

phone was pointed.

Proof that Bald still has speed is the time

he made in his exhibition. In this mile,

paced by a sextette manned by six sturdy lo-

cal men, he went against the track record,

1.52 4-5, made by Jimmy Michael, paced by

a triplet, on September 7, 1896. Bald did

1.51 1-5, the fastest mile he ever made in his

life. The finish, in which he out-sprinted the

sextette, greatly excited the crowd. As he

rode to the training-quarters, after the exhi-

bition, the crowd poured onto the track and

Bald had to force his way through a crowd
of small boys, Ayho insisted on enthusiastically

patting their hero on the back.

In the professional handicap, interest in the

first heat was destroyed when Bald dropped

out after three laps.

In the amateur mile open, Dawson was

shut out of the final by C. J. Miller in his

first heat and by Longnecker in the heat

for second men. Goehler qualified easily,

and so did Powell. Miller and Goehler evi-

dently tried to play ducks and drakes with

Powell in the final, for, failing in what looked

like an effort to pocket the speedy New
Yorker, Miller cut loose at the opening of
the final lap, and drew Goeler out for an
eighth. Powell semed to enjoy the fun and
when he entered the stretch and let himself
out. the spectators opened their eyes. The
college crack won by a couple of lengths, his
spurt being one of the meet's features. The
Buffalo champion came second. Summary:
Half-mile handicap.—1, J. F. Higgins, 25 yds.; 2,

M. Cornwell, 25 yds.; 3, M. T. Cabanna, 20 yds.
Time, 1.01.

One mile professional.—1, E. C. Bald, Buffalo;
2, Fred Longhead, .Sarnia. Ont. ;

.'3. Tom Cooper, De-
troit; 4, Fred Titus, New York. Time 2.12 3-5.

Two mile handicap, professional.—1, Gretrix, Toron-
to, Ont., 120 yds.; 2, F. W. Palmer, Rome, 180 yds.;

3, W. D. Elkes, Glens Falls, ISO yds. ; 4, B. Cleveland,
BufTalo. 200 yds. Time. 4.20 1-5.

Mile open amateur.—1, I. A. Powell, N., Y. A. C.

;

2, A. B. Goehler, Buffalo; 3, C. J. Miller, Buffalo.
Time, 2.08 2-5.

Two mile handicap.—^1, E. C. Haynes, Buffalo, 100
yds.; 2, Harry Short, Buffalo, 80 yds.; 3, W. I.

Waters, Buffalo, 90 yds. Time, 4.3X 4-5.

RALV SPOILED SPEED.

Ypsilanti, Mich., June 11.—Rain put the

track in a very poor condition for the two-

days State circuit meet, held yesterday and

to-day, causing slow time. E. W. Peabody,

of Chicago, took the honors in the amateur

events, winning the mile open, the two-miles

handicap from scratch and the half-mile open.

Glen P. Thayer, a promising rider of the

Hamilton-Kenwood team, who, it is pre-

COOPER A WINNER.

Glen P. Thayer.

dieted, will show many of the Western riders

the way across the tape before the season is

over, rode in excellent form in the profes-

sional handicaps, taking the mile from 90

yards in 2.11J and the two miles from 110

yards. The mile professional, scratch, went
to Harry Marsh, Dowagiac, in 2.26; MacLain,
Aurora, second; Decardy, Chicago, third.

CRACKERJACKS AS "ALSO RANS."

Warsaw, N. Y., June 11.—Owing to un-

favorable weather conditions, the New York
State Circuit commenced here to-day, Fre-

donia's meet having been prevented by rain.

Bald showed some of his old-time speed, al-

though the honors of the day were clearly

Teddy Goodman's, who took the two-mile

handicap and lost the mile open to Bald by
a couple of inches only. Bald and Titus were
on scratch together in the two-mile, but both

failed to qualify. Cooper finished fourth in

the mile. Church, Bald's new team mate,

helped the rider considerably. In the amateur

races the showing of Dawson and Powell was
somewhat of a disappointment, although the

two collegians took first and second in the

mile open. The judging was very poor and

evoked much controversy. Summary:
Half-mile open.—1, A. J. Bradstreet, Rochester; 2,

Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C. ; 3, E. D. Stevens, Buffalo;
4, VV. E. De Temple, Buffalo. Time, 1.09 2-5.

One mile open.—1, I. A. Powell; 2, Ray Dawson;
3, C. E. Haynes, Buffalo. Time, 2.25 1-2.

Five mile handicap.—1, E. D. Stevens, Buffalo, 50
yds. ; 2, A. J. Bradstreet, Rochester, 100 yds. ; 3,

i. A. Powell, scratch; 4, Ray Dawson, scratch. Time,
12.29 1-5.

One mile open, professional.—1, E. C. Bald; 2,

Teddy Goodman; 3, Barney Oldfield, Toledo; 4,

Tom Cooper. Time, 2.16 1-5.

Two mile handicap, professional.—1, Teddy Good-
man, 60 vds. ; 2, Carroll Jack, 40 yds. ; 3, O. C. Tuttle,
Utica, 120 yds.; 4, W. F. Buse, Buffalo, 160 yds.
Time, 5.01,

He Shows Bald the Way Over the Tape—

Amateurs of the Dark-Horse

"Variety.

Rochester, N. Y., June 14.—Following
Bald's example, Cooper came to the front

to-day and showed that he is not a has-been

by taking the mile open from Bald—his first

win of the season. It was at the State cir-

cuit meet of the Lake View Wheelmen at

the driving park, that Cooper gave indication

of his old-time form. He won his heat easily,

riding the last ciuarter in 25 3-5 seconds.

Nine men rode in the final, with single pace.

At the half-mile pole Newhouse had the

pacemaker, Stevens, Bald, Cooper and Good-
man following. At the three-quarters the

field bunched as under a blanket and Cooper
shot out to the lead. Bald was after, with a

free field, but an evident inability to over-

take his great rival. Bald closed to the pedal

of Cooper, but dropped back, taking second,

a length behind Cooper. He had won his

first race and was the happiest man on the

grounds. Steenson cut in third, Randall tak-

ing fourth.

Bald started scratch in the two-mile handi-

cap, but could not stay. He made a great

ride in a field of twenty-nine starters, but

closed slowly. Finally, gaining his field at

the mile and one-half, when Stevens had the

lead, AlacFarland held the rear of his partner,

Stevens, and shot out into the lead down the

stretch. Steenson came up on him gradually,

but lost by a foot, with W. H. Birdsall third.

Titus, Callahan and Goodman followed.

Ray Dawson captured the amateur mile,

and I. A. Powell, his team companion, ran

second, a length back. Bradstreet, the Roch-
ester rider, who beat the New Yorkers in

the half-mile at Warsaw, ran fourth, being

beaten out by Dewitt, another local star. In

the city championship Bradstreet scored over

this rider.

Powell and Dawsbn had no trouble in

landing the tandem event, and traveled the

last quarter in 25 3-5 seconds, which is under

the amateur figures, but cannot go as a rec-

ord, as three watches did not catch the time.

One mile professional.—1, Tom Cooper, Detroit; 2,

E. C. Bald, Buffalo; 3, H. R. Steensen; 4, W. M.
Randall, Rochester. Time, 2.17 2-5.

Mile open.—1, Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C. ; 2, I. A.
Powell, N. Y. A. C; 3, M. J. Dewitt, Buffalo. Time,
2.21 3-5.

Two mile handicap, professional.—1, MacFarland,
California, 40 yds.; 2, Steenson, Syracuse, 90 yds.; 3,

W. H. Birdsall, Syracuse, 200 yds.; 4, Fred Titus, 20
yds. Time, 4.25 3-5.

Two mile handicap.—1, L. H. Cardie, 70 yds.; 2,

M. T. Dewitt, 70 yds. ; 3, R. C. Haynes, SO yds. Time,
4.44 3-5.

Mile tandem.—1, Dawson and Powell; 2, Scholand
and Dawson ; 3, Dewitt and Hayes. Time, 2.17. Last
quarter, 25 3-5 seconds.

IN SUMMER'S HEAT.

Madison Square Garden will once more be

made the scene of a "midsummer cycle fes-

tival." The evenings of June 26, 28, 29, 30

and July 1, 2 and 3 are the dates selected, and
for which League sanction has been asked

and will in all probability be granted. A spe-

cial and highly banked track will be con-

structed, and the programme will be long and

varied, and will include both amateur and pro-

fessional events. Efforts are being made to

secure the presence of Zimmerman, Michael,

Bald and Cooper, and with fair prospect of

success. A 24-hour race for amateurs will,

however, be made one of the stellar attrac-

tions. The tournament will be conducted

under the auspices of the Gotham Wheelmen.
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FAST BIRD.

Proves Himself a Flyer Over the Merrick Course

—Scratch Men All Died

Early.

Practically a counterpart to the Irvington-

Millburn race, save the mud and hills, was the

25-miIes handicap of Associated Cycling Clubs
of Long Island over the Merrick course on
Saturday last. Three long-mark men—six

minutes—took the lead at the start, and by
an interchange of pace drew further and fur-

ther away from the field, and finished far in

advance of their nearest rivals. These men
were G. H. Bird, B. P. Lukens and L. Dis-

brow. After the last turn Bird steadily pulled

away from his comrades, and won with 35

seconds to spare.

This was the second race promoted by the

Long Island Association, last year's event

being held on July 4. The course is laid out

on a practically level five-miles macadamized
stretch, and but for a strong west wind, the

race would have resulted in some brilliant

achievements in the way of fast time. De-
spite the location of the course, ten miles

from the outskirts of Brooklyn, several thou-

sand spectators were present, about all of

whom journeyed to the starting point awheel.

Bloomer girls and girls in costumes more
daring were in plentiful abundance; the club-

man was seen everywhere, and the unattached

and riders of all sorts of crocks swarmed
over the road, presenting an unwonted scene

of animation.

Of the 68 entries, 65 started, the scratch

men being Kirk, Hendrickson, Munz, Earl
and Thompson. Many of the contestants of

the last Irvington-Millburn added a New Jer-
sey flavor to the event by riding, includmg
Soden, of Newark, the winner of this year's

"Derby." Although he found his minute
handicap too great to overcome, he had the

satisfaction of having fellow townsmen take

first and time prizes. Barring Kirk, of Stam-
ford, the scratch men cut but little figure in

the race. Earl gave up at the first turn; Munz
wilted later on, and Thompson punctured.
Hendrickson also suffered from lack of air

in his tire, although he finished by riding on
the rim. Kirk worked well up, and secured
seventeenth place and barely missed the time
prize, which, after an hour's figuring, was
found to go to J. R. Harrison, of Newark, a

30-seconds man, who finished ninth, in 1.07.50.

A general favorite for first place was De
Martini, who pulled up from the 2.30 mark
to fifth position.

The finish, barring the feeble struggle for

second place between Lukens and Disbrow
and a bunch of six riders headed by De Mar-
tini for fourth prize, was of a hollow sort, but
the great throng of spectators, lining both
sides of the course for an eighth of a mile

each side of the tape, awoke echoes by their

cheering just the same. Bird, the winner, rode
a Kimball with Newton tires. The finish was
as follows:

Hdno. Tim°.

l_George H. Bird, Newark 6 00 1.12.05

2~B. J. Lukens, Brooklyn 6.00 1.12.40

3—L. Disbrow. Richmond Hill.... 6 00 1.12.40 1-r

4—E. De Martini, South Brooklyn. 2..'^0 1.09.45

5—A. Michel, Jersey City 3.30 1.10.46

6—W. F. Wahrenberger, N. Y.... 4 30 1.1147

7—W. M. Valp, Richmond Hill.... 2.30 109 4«

8—.S. R. Hall, Harlem 4.00 1.11.09

9—T. R. Harrison, Newark 0.30 1.07.50

10—K. A. Laws. K. C. W 2.30 1.09.51

11—A. Munz, Montauk 4.00 1.11.22

]2_r.. W. Stringham, 14th R. A. A. 5..30 1.12.55

l,3_p. Moletor, Chatham, N. J 0.30 1.08 03

14--R. Cuthing. L. I. C. Wheelmen .5.S0 1.13.15

1.5—G. F. Whiting. Orient 4.00 1.11.50

16—W. C. Nickolds, Logan 3.30 1.11.45

17_\V. E. Kirk, Stamford. Conn, .scratch 1.09 24

18—Wm. Spree, S. Brooklyn 1.00 1.10.25 2-5

19—E. W. Conradson, Logan 2.00 1.1125

20—L E. Gregoire. Brooklyn 3.00 1.1^30 2-5

21—George A. Soden, Newark 1.00 1.10.31

First-time prize won by J. R. Harrison 30 seconds;
time, 1.07.50. Second-time prize won by Paul Molitor,

30 seconds; time, 1.08.03. Third-time prize won by
W. E. Kirk, scratch; time, 1.09.24.

BALD BOWLS IJI A WINNtR.

Elmira, N. Y., June 15.—Bald and Powell

(jivided honors evenly to-day at the State

circuit meet, each taking the two open events

in their respective classes. Smarting over the

victory gained by Cooper at Rochester on the

previous day. Bald simply let himself loose

and no one was able to cope with him when
he came in sight of the tape.

Bald rode from scratch in the two-mile hand-

icap, winning his heat and the final. In the

latter MacFarland gained a lead of five

lengths, but twenty yards from home he was
overhauled by Bald, who jumped to victory

by half a wheel.

Showers afifected the attendance at the

races, but did not afifect the poor track. A
hard wind blew down the stretch. Five men
qualified for the final of the mile open. Wer-
ick caught the pacemaker, Cooper following,

with Bald on his rear wheel. MacFarland
trailed, and at the half rushed up, taking the

place of pacemaker. Cooper still holding

down the second place. At the quarter Bald

shot out and opened length after length,

while Cooper seemed to quit trying. Steen-

son came up on Cooper and came within a

foot of taking the second place. Summary:

Mile open, professional.—1, Bald; 2, Cooper; 3.

Steenson. Time, 2.16 3-5.

Two mile handicap, professional.—1, Bald, scratch;
2, McFarland, 20 yds.; 3, Newhouse, 60 yds. Time,
4.34 1-5.

Mile open, amateur.—1, I. A. Powell, N. Y. A. C;
2, Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C. ; 3, E. D. Stevens, Buf-
falo. Time, 2.24 3-5..

Mile handicap, amateur.—1, I. A. Powell, scratch;
2, C. W. Thorne, Binghamton, 30 yds.; 3, O. V.
Babcock, New York, 40 yds. Time, 2.17.

GENEROUS QUAKERS.

THB KING AND THE CASTLE.

Philadelphia, June 12.—Zimmerman rode

his second exhibition at the Castle Wheel-
men's meet at Tioga to-day. Paced by a trip-

let manned by Church, McCurdy and Star-

buck, he covered a half in 54 seconds, which

is within 1 1-5 seconds of the State record,

made at Tioga by Johnson, and 2 2-3 seconds

better than his previous attempt. Zim re-

ceived a cordial reception from the 2,500 spec-

tators present. The intended feature of the

meet, a quad race between the Riverside

Wheelmen, of New York, and the Castle

Wheelmen's team, had to be abandoned on ac-

count of the latter club's machine going

wrong. The New York quad team afterward

rode an exhibition in 1.56. The most inter-

esting race of the day was the five-miles handi-

cap, in which Starbuck and Hadfield started

from scratch. Both men alternated in pac-

ing, and after getting through the bunch they

had buflittle trouble in landing first and sec-

ond prizes respectively. The race for the

championship of Philadelphia was disappoint-

ing, for the reason that several crack local

men failed to enter. Summary:

(Tne mile novice.—1, J. P. Lower; 2, W. Lewis.
Time, 2.28 1-5.

Mile Philadelohia championship.—1, W. M. Trott:
•>. T. Fagan; 3, L. Eeverlin; 4, W. A. Wenzel. Time,
2.27 1-5.

Mile open.—1. C. M. Ertz; 2, A. W. Stackhouse; 3,

J. A. Shomo; 4, C. W. Krick. Time 2.34 1-5.

One mile professional.—1, C. A. Church; 2, B. B.
Stevens; 3, L. Beverlin; 4, W. A. Wenzel. Time,
2.27 1-5.

One mile hand'can, professional.—1, Lloyd Bever-
lin. 80 vds; 2, C. C. Bowers: 3, Clem Turville, 50 yds.;
4, B. B. Stevens, 25 yds. Time, 2.16 1-5.

Two mile handicap.—1, F. B. Marriott; 2, J. Col-
gan: 3, J. P. Rogers; 4, W. A. Brown. Time,
4.42 2-5.

Five m'le handicap, professional.—1. J. F. Starbuck,
scratch: 2, Charles Hadfield, scratch; 3, B. B. Ste-
vens, 175 vds; 4, Josh J^indley, 150 yds; 5, H. Haw-
thorne, 350 yds. Time, 12.1 4-5.

They Open Wide Their Purse Strings and I,et

l/oose A Golden Tiize

Flood.

Philadelphia, June 17.—Large and fat

purses will be temptingly hung up to allure

all the speed merchants to the National meet,

outside of all the attractions that such a func-

tion possesses. It was voted last week to

offer in all $2,500.

When it is remembered that six of the thir-

teen events which will make up the two days'

programme are championships—four profes-

sional and twc amateur—the prizes for which
must be (in accordance with L. A. W. rules)

medals in gold silver and bronze, it is appar-

ent that the remaining races will afford

"golden" opportunities for the speedy ones.

Indeed, the Race Meet Committee has suc-

ceeded in having the $100 limit waived in all

the professional events, and that mark will

be passed in each instance. For the profes-

sional mile open, which will be one of the

features of the last day's racing, the snug
sum of $500 will be hung up—the largest pot

in any one race on the National Circuit of

1897. In each open event there will be four

prizes, while in the handicaps the first six

men to cross the tape will share the good
things. From this it is apparent that the

professional and amateur championships of

the United States, which will be decided at

Willow Grove on August 6 and 7 next, will

be well worth coming a long distance to

witness.

STARRED WITHOUT PROFIT.

E. A. McDuffee was supposed to be the

star at the meet at Crescent Park, Providence,

June 12, but in both open events he was
cleverly pocketed, and returned to Boston
without a first to his credit. In the mile open
he finished second to Newton, with Hoyt,
third. The time was 2.13 2-5. In the mile

handicap McDuffee started from scratch and
caught the field on the second lap. At the

last turn Arnold cut out a sharp pace, taking

and holding the lead until on the home stretch,

when Newton forced it away from him. Hoyt
then tried conclusions with Arnold, and came
up to second, and made a sharp bid for the

lead, finishing second by three lengths behind

Newton. Arnold was a good third, and Mc-
Duffee, who was again pocketed, could not

even finish fourth, that honor going to Bow-
den. Time, 2.12 2-5.

J. S. Johnson, of Worcester, won the mile

open, amateur, in 2.11 4-5, with H. B. Hills,

second. Paced by a triplet, McDuffee rode
a mile in 1.53 2-5, two seconds better than the
track record.

QUEER EXCUSE FOR A RACE.

With the expectation of retrieving the loss
sustained by the erection of a grand stand
on the Irvington-Millburn course, which
proved a financial failure on Decoration Day,
owing to the inclement weather, the builder
of the stand has secured the support of the
Union Co. Roadsters, of Rahway, in the pro-
motion of two races over the course on July
3. One of the events will be a novelty in the
shape of a 25-mile handicap tandem race, and
the other a 15-mile handicap for singles. The
tandem race has caused speculation to arise
as to how the double machines will stand
the strain and make the turns. The machine
that wins the race will secure a testimoniaf
for strength that should prove of inestinta-

ble value. Entries close June 26- with M.
B. Macfarlane, 150 Nassau street, N^ .Y. , .r.
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CHANGED FOR THE BETTER.

The Passing of One Railroad Management Into

the Hands of Friends of

"Wlieelmen.

To those unacquainted with the former state

of affairs, the action of the Long Island Rail-

road Co. in employing a high-salaried official

to specially look after and cater to the cycling

traffic, is hardly appreciable. To those who
have had experience, it proves how great is

the change that has come over the spirit of

the railroad's dreams, and will convey sharply

how great is the difference in men, as con-

trasted by the late Austin Corbin, the some-
times lamented president, and owner of the

road, who was not improperly styled the

"Czar of Long Island," and Wm. H. Bald-

win, his successor.

Under Corbin rule there Vere no terms of

denunciation too strong for wheelmen to ap-

ply to the corporation. It was the meanest,

peskiest, measliest, blankety-blanked railroad

in the country. The officials and employees,

from the highest to the most menial gatekeeper

and car cleaner, seemed imbued with the idea

that cyclists were yellow dogs, and should be

treated as such. They openly proclaimed that

their patronage was not wanted, and nothing

Was too insolent or too discourteous to give

evidence of the sort. Signs warning them
off the Manhattan Beach grounds, one of

Corbin's holdings, were everywhere. In fact,

one of them still stands prominently, and it is

presumed will shortly be removed under the

new order of things. Men in knickerbockers

were not even permitted in the hotel. As
late as two years ago, the tariff on passengers'

bicycles was almost prohibitive, and such

petty doings as allowing only one person with

a tandem to go to the baggage cars, forcing

the other rider to sit in the waiting-room
until the gates were opened, were the rule.

The shrewd little Englishman, Wyndham
Quinn, who had social aspirations and who
organized the Michaux Cycling Club, in some
way got Corbin's ear, and succeeded in inter-

esting him in the scheme that eventually re-

sulted in the building of the Manhattan Beach
cycle track. This was an entering wedge.

When Mr. Corbin had been finally con-

vinced that the scheme was worth serious

consideration, he had Mr. Quinn invite a

number of prominent wheelmen and several

newspaper men to join him in a visit to the

site of the proposed track. It was a cold,

blustry day in early winter, and the trip to

Manhattan Beach was made in a "special

train," consisting of a locomotive and a cheer-

less and hard-seated chair car. Although the

party made the journey to give Austin Corbin
publicity and the benefit of experienced coun-

sel, and though they tramped through snow in

looking over the then swampy waste, at no
stage of the game was there extended a cigar

or any other of those courtesies which are

naturally the first thought of a gentlemanly

host on such occasions.

The one feature that was impressed on all

was that Corbin, despite any post mortem
eulogies that may have been since written.

was a coarse, ill-mannered, grasping, money-
worshiping individual.

One little incident of the trip will serve to

show the nature of the man and the policy

that guided the railroad which he controlled.

Although worth millions, the fact that the

track would cost $10,000 or |12,000 seemed

to cause Mr. Corbin no little concern. Quinn

and Haynes and others had told him that the
track would pay for itself the first season. The
writer, who was present, combatted this idea,

and finally the Corbin brows knitted. Stick-

ing his big, coarse forefinger in his mouth
and drawing out and then swallowing some
food that had evidently lodged in his jaw, the

millionaire remarked:

"Well, no one must get in free. Every one
must pay something, even if it's only ten

cents."

Formerly, to reach the track it was neces-

sary to walk over a bridge, through a big pa-

vilion and then over a loose cinder path, a

walk of more than a quarter of a mile. The
distance from the train could have been as

easily reduced one-third and the walk over

the bridge and through the pavilion avoided,

as at present. The papers were constantly

pointing out the long walk as a serious draw-

back and inconvenience, but none of them
ever told how or why it was so arranged.

The writer, however, heard it from Corbin's

own lips on the "prospecting tour" that snowy
day. He wanted the crowd to go through the

pavilion "so they would know where to get

sandwiches and stuff to drink."

On that occasion, it was also suggested that

popular prices should be the rule and that

an effort be made to attract the Saturday

afternoon crowd from nearby Coney Island.

But Corbin's private secretary, who was pres-

ent, airily interposed that "they were not

wanted."

Corbin is dead now, and in his place is

Wm. H. Baldwin, a gentleman of refinement

and liberal ideas, who is not only a wheelman,

but in whose home are several other wheels.

The change that has since come over the en-

tire staff of understrappers is little short of

marvelous. Instead of snarling arrogance,

cyclists are treated with uniform courtesy and

are made to feel that they are human beings

whose money and whose presence are wel-

come, and heartily so. Only last Saturday a

Wheel man trained to Flushing on a bag-

gage-earless train, and in the forward coach

the aisles were blocked with bicycles, over

which the train hands climbed good-naturedly.

In the Corbin days they would have cursed

audibly, if, indeed, the entire train crew was

not "court-martialed" and discharged for per-

mitting cyclists such liberty.

H. B. Fulle'rton, of Brooklyn, is the gentle-

man selected by President Baldwin to be the

Long Island Railroad's "bicycle agent." He
gave up a snug berth to accept the office,

which, it is said, is worth between $8,000 and

$10,000 per year. Briefly, Mr. Fullerton's mis-

sion will be to make Long Island a "Cyclist's

paradise." He will publish maps and suggest

tours, promote road building and lend himself

to anything and everything calculated to at-

tract and interest cyclists.

When Mr. Corbin was alive the writer once

heard a man remark that the day that Corbin .

died would be a happy one for Long Island,

that it would mark the beginning of its proper

development. There is every indication that

the man spoke truly.

SCHADE SHOWED THE WAY HOME.

At the Columbia A. C.'s meet, Washington,
D. C, on Saturday, Fred Schade, the South-

ern collegian, won the mile open in 2.18 and

the two-miles handicap from scratch in 4.51,

defeating Sims, Halstead, Wilson and other

Washington cracks.

RACING'S NEW CENTRE.

Cincinnati, June 14.—Cincinnati is fast be-

coming a racing centre, and beginning with

July, will have bicycle races every Saturday
afternoon until October, Charles O. Hall,

president of the Cycle Board of Trade, having
signed a contract with the Chester Park Club
last week, whereby the Cycle Board are to

have the track every Saturday afternoon and
the afternoon of July 5th. Mr. Hall stated

that the Cycle Board had decided to have a

card of professional and amateur events run
every Saturday afternoon throughout the sea-

son. On the afternoon of July 5th the best

programme of races ever given in this city

will be run. It was impossible to secure Bald
and Sanger, as they were already engaged, but

most of the other top-notchers will be pres-

ent. Mr. Hall is trying to arrange a match
race between Cooper and Kiser, and from
present indications the match will be arranged
for the meet of July 5. Tom Eck paid a spe-

cial visit to the city in order to have a per-

sonal talk with Mr. Hall.

NO ECK TRIANGLE.

The announcement that Bald, Cooper and
Kiser had signed to ride in a triangular

match race at Philadelphia on June 26 is

branded as false by the first two riders. They
claim the race was arranged by Eck without

authority, and that they do not care to ride

on the quarter-mile track at the Philadelphia

ball grounds, claiming that it is unsafe.

Cooper expects to join the National Cricuit at

Springfield, 111., June 28, and Bald will prob-

ably follow suit, fearing Kiser will secure too

great a lead on them in the way of points.

THINKS IT A GREAT TRACK.

Platt-Betts, before leaving Glasgow, said

he considered the new Celtic track there one

of the fastest and safest he had ever been on,

and, given any sort of luck in the matter of

weather and pacing arrangements, world's

records could be easily lowered on it. This

is the track on which the world's champion-

ships will be held in August.

POINT SCORING.

During the first week of the Michigan State

circuit, E. W. Peabody, Chicago, scored 38

points, his closest competitor, John Wilder,

Battle Creek, having 15 to his credit. In the

professional class O. P. Kimball, Louisville,

and Harry Marsh, Dowagiac, tied, with 16

points each. Walthour, Atlanta, stood next

with 12 points. Kimball has returned to his

home to nurse his broken collar-bone.

ECK COMES BACK.

Tom Eck appeared on the track at the

National Circuit meet at St. Louis, for the

first time this year. He showed a telegram

from Mott authorizing him to appear on the

track, and acted as pusher-off for Kiser. All

the main charges against the veteran trainer

have been settled to the satisfaction of the

Racing Board.

FAVORITES GO DOWN.

Tom Linton was defeated by J. W. Stocks

in a 50-kilometres race at Brussels on May
27, and on the Seine track, Paris, Jaap Eden's

colors were lowered by Morin, the French

champion, who won two straight heats from

the Dutch rider.
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FROM OVER THE SEA.

Tube Deal Rumors—Slop-Sliop Atnericati Wheels

at Auction—Tire Stock Slump
Approaches.

London, June 5.—From an American point

of view, the most important event in trade

circles on this side during the past week has

been the negotiations for the amalgamation

of the Elwood, Greenville and American

Weldless Steel Tube concerns which have

been in the hands of Messrs. Stiefel, H. A.

Lozier, S. Snell and E. F. Hartmann during

the past week.

On May 31st a consultation between these

and W. T. Smedley and W. Pilkington, repre-

senting an English syndicate, resulted in an

agreement to purchase these concerns for the

purpose of flotation on this side. The idea,

I am told, is to license the new company

solely to manufacture steel tubes under the

Stiefel patents on royalty payments, and the

capital of the venture is to be £400,000, se-

cured here, as I have said. This information

was given me by a source which I should

have no hesitation in accepting as trust-

worthy, but on interviewing Mr. H. A. Lo-

zier this morning at the Cleveland Depot, on

Holborn Viaduct, he assured me that the deal

had not been completed, and that my in-

formation was not quite accurate. He would

not permit himself to discuss the matter fur-

ther, as he asserted that it would be three

weeks before he could make any definite,

statement. At the same time, I am inclined

to think that so far as human possibilitie.s

will permit such things to be prophesied, I

am right in concluding that the deal will be

an assured fact at the end of three weeks.

Mr. Lozier informed me that he is going

to remain on this side over July. He is off

to Paris and Berlin next week, and will be

back in time to take part in further consulta-

tions in this tube deal. It is impossible to

get any of the participants to give an ink-

ling, further than as I have stated.

By the way, I hear that George Pilkington,

a brother of the "tube king," as Mr. Pilking-

ton is called, has departed for your shores, in

company with Mr. J. G. Inshaw, on business

which, I presume, has some connection with

the introduction of the Inshaw system of

brazeless jointing, which I described and il-

lustrated in The Wheel last December, I

think.

In conversation with one of the heads of a

large London importing company dealing in

American machines, I was somewhat sur-

prised at the emphatic manner in which he

declared against the single-tube tire. He
declares them quite unsalable, and admits

that he struggled vainly for a whole season to

push them on his wheels, losing much trade

in consequence, but he has dropped them and

wood rims finally.

Seeing an announcement of a sale of Amer-
ican machines in the well-known cycle sales-

rooms of Syd. Lee & Co., Furnival st., E. C,
I went up there on Tuesday to see the class

of machines being dealt in, and I cannot

wonder that American machines have a bad

name on our roads, after looking over the

rubbish I saw there. The wheels struck me
as the clearing out of a lot of obsolete parts

run together anyhow for salesroom purposes.

They were fitted with a most motley

lot of single-tube tires, and are a dis-

grace to the firm which turned them on the

market. I have seen rough and ragged

work in the past on cheap-grade machines,

but never have I seen such libels on the cycle

builders' art. They seemed to sell rapidly

enough at about £5, which, even in a dear

market, appeared to me to be a trifle beyond

their value. They may stand work, but from

the manner in which they were jumping

about when the wheels were spun, I would be

inclined to bet against them doing so.

By the way, I am in a position to state with

definiteness that, as I asserted some time

since, when the press here was full of the

Clincher and M. & W. deal, the matter has

been abandoned. A considerable amount of

attention has centered in the amalgamation

of the Beeston, Warwick, Woodley, Turner

BEAUTY AS A BRAZER.

''Woman's long line of inheritance in

charge of the kitchen fire has naturally ed-

ucated her for just this kind of work," says

the Turner Brass Works, of Chicago, who
contribute this picture, "and we may soon

expect to see bicycle shops brightened and

labor's irksomeness lessened by the presence

of a bicycle girl in charge of the department

of brazing." The young woman in this case

is Aliss Bessie Young, of Corinth, 111., who is

experienced in the work.

and Scott tire companies, the group who
hold undisputed licenses from the Dunlop

Company. This has been practically settled.

The capital is to be £1,250,000, and one of the

directors of the latter concern is to join the

Board, a working agreement having been en-

tered into to sell the tire at a uniform rate of

not less than 30 shillings below that of the

Dunlop tire.

The feature since my last letter in English

trade circles has been a most demoralizing

slump in the issue of the Dunlop Tire Com-
pany. From whatever reason this result has

accrued, its effect has been most widespread

on the remainder of the trade. From 30

shillings the £1 shares have run down to 22

shillings 6 pence, and a variety of rumors are

abroad as to the cause for this. First, we are

told Messrs. Hooley & Rucker, in order to

obtain money to develop their Trafiford Park

estate, are unloading heavily in all tlie "com-

panies in which they are interested, arid most
largely out of Dunlops. Then, further, a ru-

mor has it that the trading .profits of- the

Dunlop Company, though large, have been

somewhat nullified, so far as the shareholders

go, by trading losses accruing from invest-

ments in other companies, and that as a con-

sequence the dividends will be very small; in

fact, it has been said that there will be no
dividend for the deferred shareholders, which,

of course, are the principal speculative shares.

Then again, it is said that there are dissen-

sions in the Board, and altogether the state

of affairs seems to point to an entire absence

of information of a public nature. All we
know is that these shares, hithert-o looked

upon as the most valuable in the cycle mar-
ket, are down below the price of stock in

companies whose trade has been of a most
mythical character.

TO AVOID LABOR TROUBLES.

Says the "Toledo Bee": Joseph L. Yost,

as a member of the National Board of Trade
of Cycle Manufacturers, has sent to President

O'Connell, of the International Association

of Machinists, a letter requesting a confer-

ence with a view to adopting some plan, .to

prevent boycotts in the future and lift those

now in existence, and to adjust other un-

pleasant labor matters which come up from
time to time, with particular reference .to

those now in progress. He suggests that

some arrangement should be effected where-

by an agreement might be made annualiy^ to

fix prices of piece and day work that would
govern the situation for each year. President

O'Connell has written to A^ L. Garford, of

Elyria, O., president of the National Board
of Trade, saying that the machinists /would

be pleased to hold such a conference.

BORN OP THE POPPY PLANT.

A palatial half-milHon-dollar cycling club-

house in which Wm. C. Whitney, Cornelius

Vanderbilt, W. R. Grace and other New York
millionaires were alleged to be interested, was
born in the brain of a baseball reporter late

last week, and was promptly given to the pub-

lic 'prints. The names of J. J. Coogan, the

owner of the Polo grounds, and Andrew
Freedman, that beautiful and universally-loved

gentleman who owns the New York baseball

club and Manhattan Field, were also coupled

with the reporter's dream, and as the "club-

house" is to be located near the Coogan-
Freedman possessions, it is easy- guessing

from whom the scribe obtained the dream-

powders.

HEAPING COALS OF FIRE.

Despite the refusal of the L. A. W. to sanc-

tion their jubilee race, the Canadian Wheel-

men's Association has not been reluctant to

have Americans officiate at their National

meet, where the $1,000 event will be decided.

Chief Consul Hines and Handicapper Allen,

of the Michigan Division, and W. Montague
Perrett, of Chicago, are all included in the list

of officials.

MERCURY FOOrS DOWN-HILL.

The annual coasting contest of the New
York Athletic Club will be held on long hill

at Mamaioneck, L. I., on June 26. The con-

test will be run in heats, ten men qualifying

in the first and three in the second. Two
prizes are offered.
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AN AID TO BACK PEDALING.

It now seems likely that the automatic,

back-pedaling brake, which so many believe

is the real solution of the so-called "brake

question," will be heralded and pushed with

the energy and persistence which it merits.

The fact that the New Departure Bell Co.,

Bristol Conn., has "taken on" a brake of that

nature inspires the thought.

The New Departure Automatic brake, as it

is termed, and which, by the way, is said to

ante-date all others four years, does not differ

radically in appearance and principle from

others of its kind that have been previously

exploited, and there is every reason why it

should be a thoroughly good thing.

It is applied to the rear hub on the chain

side, and is locked and unlocked by mere

pressure on the pedals, the degree of power

applied governing the tension. It may be

applied gently and gradually or locked in-

stantly, as the rider desires, and what is of

prime interest and importance, it may be fitted

to any wheel, old or new, and simply.

When supplied for wheels in use, the brake

is furnished already assembled upon an inter-

changeable rear sprocket, so that all the rider

has to do is to unscrew the old sprocket and

screw on the new one, and the thing is done.

The brake properly consists of two parts,

which may
really be
classed as in-

tegral parts of

the machine it-

self. In Fig. 1

is shown the

brake assem-

bled complete.

It is applied

to the rear hub,

between the
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Sprocket and the fork, and occupies the space

which is always there found. It consists sim-

ply of a split expansion ring, and an internal

friction faced drum in

conjunction with the

hub and sprocket. A is

the hub, with the flange

A' and the lug A'

formed in one piece.

This is shown in detail

in Fig. 2. B is the

sprocket, which has a

slot cut out to allow it to slip over the lug

A^ C is the split expansion ring, which is

slipped upon the hub, with the enlarged end

fitting into the slot

in the sprocket and

the other end abutting

against the lug, A^

(See detail of ring.

Fig. 4.) The ball

cup F (Fig. 5) is

then set into the end

of the hub, and over

all is placed the cap

E, which forms the

internal friction drum, its inner surface being

provided with suital)le friction material. (See

Fig. (1)

It will be noted that this construction re-

quires no screw-threads on either hub

or sprocket, and is extremely simple

and inexpensive, with no screws or loose

parts to become broken or deranged in any

way.
- In case of danger from obstructions

of any sort, or pi-eparatory to riding down a

Fig. :i.

steep hill, the natural impulse is to hold back

upon the pedals and firmly grip the handle-

bars. This is as involun-

tary and unconscious on

the part of the rider,

whatever his degree of profi-

ciency, as it is for the pedes-

trian to slacken his pace under

similar conditions. So soon

as the rider ceases the forward

motion of the pedals and attempts to hold

back, the brake comes to his

aid and in an instant action,

even without any backward
motion whatever upon the

pedals. The retarding of the

sprocket causes the expan-

sion ring C to expand, and

the outer surface is brought ^'^- ^•

into frictional contact with the inner surface

D of the friction drum,

the latter being held

against rotation. This

causes positive braking

of the wheel, and whether

slowly or suddenly ap-

plied, the braking action

is smooth, positive, and

of instantaneous effect.

In New York the brake will be shown by

the New Departure selling agents, John H.

Graham & Co., 113 Chambers street. ^'
ADDED THIS BRAZER. xj^

A. U. Betts & Co., Toledo, Ohio, makers

of the widely-known Red Cross specialties,

have added this brazer to their wares, and so

satisfied are they that it will give complete

satisfaction that they offer to send it "on ap-

proval" to all prospective purchasers. In this

way, they say, none need risk getting a toy.

The Betts brazer is built for business, and is

fully guaranteed.
As shown in the cut, the brazer is equipped

with a high-grade gauge, powerful floor pump.

Fig. 6.

ten-gallon 200-pound test tank, and adjustable
burners that will flow spelter all the way
around in one minute and one-half.

The company also manufactures a smaller
sized machine, suitable for repair shops in

small towns.

CYCLE STANDS WANTED.

D. A. de Lima & Co.. exporters at 67 New
street. New York city, have an order for bi-

cycle stands for a foreign market which they

are ready to fill, the Boss stand being particu-

larized.

BLOWING HOT AND COLD.

The transcript of the stenographic report

of the Sunday racing subject at the National

Assembly makes a volume of interesting read-

ing. It covers thirty odd typewritten pages.

In the light of recent events and in view of

the continuous performances of Messrs. Ker-

rigan and Welch in California, their utter-

ances in the debate place them in a most
amusing position.

When Mr. Kerrigan arose at Albany he

seemed broad and fair-minded, and prefaced

his remarks with a vigorous repudiation of

any intention to assume a won't-play attitude

in the event of defeat.

"The first thing I desire to do is to prevent

any misunderstanding," he said. "I want

to say to you right here and now that we will

not take our playthings and go home if you

do not play our way. We know very well

that you can't come to an intelligent audience

and say to that audience we are going to do

so-and-so if you don't do what we require

you to do. We don't come here to breathe

threats of secession; we are going to go back

and abide by your decision patiently."

Mr. Welch, too, was but a whit less vigor-

ous in his remarks, as witness this colloquy

between himself and Mr. Monaghan:
Mr. Monaghan—I don't believe, and I think

Mr. Welch will bear me out in the proposi-

tion, that there is any such idea as seceding

from the League if this amendment is not

adopted? Do you think there is, Mr. Welch?
Mr. Welch—What do you mean by seced-

ing? What do you mean by your proposition;

who else has mentioned it?

Mr. Monaghan—The proposition has been

mentioned through the papers several times.

Mr. Welch—Who has mentioned it; let us

know who you mean?
Mr. Monaghan—The proposition is right

here, but I don't believe there is a Western

division that has had any thought of such a

thing. I have had delegations come to me
and say they had heard threats of secession,

and I think that in one of Mr. Welch's letters

there is a remark made to that effect.

Mr. Welch—I have no recollection of it;

but I withdraw it if it was there. It might

be hard to control them, and it has been.

MORRISON TO COME EAST.

New York has an attraction for people that

even the manifold charms of Milwaukee are

not potent enough to resist, hence it is that

Vice-President A. Cressy Morrison, it is said,

will shortly forsake Germans and hops for

Gotham and emulsions. Incidentally, Mr.

Morrison's new position as the advertising

boomer of "Scott's Emulsion," carries with it

an annual honorarium of very close to a five-

figured size.

CYCLE MACHINERY FOR JAPAN.

The "Journal of Commerce" reports the

placing of an order with a New York ma-

chinery house, name not given, for $31,000

worth of bicycle machinery for shipment to

Japan.

CAUGHT UP ON TANDEMS.

For the first time since the Julius Andrae

& Sons Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., commenced

work on their '97 product are they in a posi-

tion to supply the demand for tandems

promptly.
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TOLD IN TOLEDO.

Toledo, Ohio, June 15.—Alvin Peter, of

Viking fame, has just arranged for a pleasant

outing for the selling department of the Union
JMfg. Co. This end of the business is usually

designated as the Viking crew, and it is highly

appropriate that the outing should take the

form of a cruise. Messrs. Peter & Son are

e.xtensive lumber handlers, who convey their

sawed product from the upper lakes by means
of their own steamers. One of these will be

placed at the disposal of the crew, and in a

few days they will leave for a delightful, easy-

going trip around the lake ports. Ed. Eager
js to be commodore of the good ship, and he

is busy figuring his staff appointments, so that

every other man shall rank all the rest.

E. P. Breckenridge Co. has been so success-

ful with its "Imperial" lamp that the company
is now engaged in putting out a new lamp, of

a somewhat cheaper grade, to be known as

the "New Light." Harry Breckenridge re-

ports the trade as holding up well, with an

extraordinary demand from Australia and

England. The Breckenridge Co. is now turn-

ing out 1,000 lamps daily.

Toledo has, it seems, been a sufferer from

the Cuban war. Up to the beginning of hos-

tilities, the Toledo Metal Wheel Co. was en-

joying an excellent and profitable business on

the island, but since that time, according to

President Southard, this trade has dwindled

.to almost nothing. The company is still do-

ing nicely in the way of export trade, how-
ever. Among the orders of last week were

shipments for Glasgow, Buenos Ayres, Mel-

bourne, San Juan, South America, and several

other points in the last-named continent. The
company now has a special representative on

our sister continent, who is sending in a fine

lot of orders. It is to be doubted whether

any other makers of juvenile wheels in the

country is having a wider distribution for

their wheels.

WABASH WEAKENS.

Cincinnati, June 14.—M. G. Gill, of the

Transportation Committee of the Ohio Divi-

-sion, scored another triumph for the L. A. W.
last week by compelling the Wabash Railroad

to carry bicycles free as baggage.

Although a law was passed by the last Gen-

eral Assembly of the State of Ohio compell-

ing all railroads to carry bicycles free as bag-

gage, the Wabash line defied it and refused

to comply with its provisions. As soon as this

fact was made known to the Transportation

Committee, Mr. Gill at once notified the gen-

eral manager that the L. A. W. would im-

mediately prosecute the company unless the

charge vipon bicycles as baggage was at

once removed. After considerable arguing

Mr. Gill succeeded in convincing the general

manager that he was in the wrong, and last

week the Wabash Railroad issued a general

order to all their agents that on and after

June 10 bicycles were to be carried free as

baggage, provided that no passenger be en-

titled to have more than one bicycle or bag-

gage in excess of 150 pounds.

GOT ANOTHER LEG.

Chas. G. Kilpatrick, the well-known Iver

Johnson trick rider, is in danger of losing

his title of one-legged champion. He has

thrown away his crutch and grown another

limb, that is, he has purchased a cork leg.

With this acquisition he is hardly recogniz-

able.

SIGHTLESS, BUT A CYCLE SELLER.

Sightless cyclists are no longer uncommon,
and for that reason Aaron H. Engle, of Mount
Joy, Pa., who is posed here apparently in

the act of making a sale, is no phenomenon.
Although totally blind, Mr. Engle rides under

the guidance of his nephew, but more than
this, and despite his afifliction, he is a dealer in

bicycles, and successfully conducts the Crescent
agency in Mount Joy. His distinction is in

this regard.

NOTHING EQUALS THEM.

It is curious how fashions change. Fifty

years ago the "die-away" girl, who swooned
nito the nearest pair of manly arms at the
sight of a cow, and wept her eyes red at the

death of a favorite poodle, was all the rage.

The healthy girl of to-day has no time for

such frivolities. Tender her heart is, and true

as steel, and her pretty face is spangled with
healthy freckles, maybe; but she never swoons,
and nothing less ferocious than a tiger—or

mouse—would cause her cheek to blanch with

fear. The old-fashionable girl was good and
lovable, but he must be a bold man who would
maintain her to be better and more adorable

than the athletic girl of to-day.

LIKED BY LONDONERS.

Among the several popular cycle accessories
made and marketed by the Heath-Quimby
Co., Minneapolis, Minn., is their Diamond

Folding Stand, illustrated herewith. It was
patented as recently as February 2d last, and
has met with ready sale. When in this coun-
try in February, A. W. Gamage, the well-

known London retailer, placed a commission
for 1,000 of the stands, and has just repeated
the order.

NO TAX YET AWHILE.
When the bill before the Connecticut Legis-

lature requiring bicyclists to be licensed at the
rate of one dollar for each machine carrying
one person and two dollars for each cycle
carrying more than one person, was taken up
last week, but the motion of Mr. Butler, of
Middletown, to indefinitely postpone the bill

was carried by a vote of 110 to 43. amid ap-
plause.

HAS NO HARD-LUCK STORY.

It's gotten to be so fashionable for the

maker to regale the newspaper man with

hard-luck stories of depressed trade, decreas-

ing prices and sales, and over-stocked mar-
kets, that the tale of a Cincinnati manufacturer

seemed like balm to the spirit^balm, be-

cause it was so different from the stereotyped

hard-times wail that the- average maker af-

fects, whether from lack of intimacy with the

Gospel, or from a desire to stave off the pos-

sible ad. solicitor, it's hard to distinguish

which.

The balm-offering was applied by the

Schlueter Cycle Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati.

"No, sir," they said to The Wheel man,
"we absolutely have no cause for complaint.

We feel that the kindness of Providence, and
incidentally a little work on our own part,

have put our business into very handsome
shape.

"At the beginning of the season we hard-

ly expected to turn out more than six or

seven thousand wheels, but the indications

are that at least ten thousand will be alive

and well to answer to the August roll-call, and
all under the Schlueter name.

"Of course this quantity comprises our
various machines, our Schlueter ladies' and
men's models (the $100 models), our juve-

niles, and our $515 wheel, the Belmont, a wheel

we have had a big run on, and which was
introduced to meet the demand for a strong,

tidy-looking roadster at a workingman's

figure.

"An item we hardly figured on at all at the

commencement of this gracious year, A. D.
'97, was the tandem possibility. We had
never run on them to any great extent, and
were unprepared for the really fine demand
that offered itself for a place on the order

books. We met it, of course—which is what
we're in business for—but are still behind on
them.

"There has been no slacking up in the fac-

tory. We are shipping just as many wheels

daily as at any time during the season, and

will certainly use up every set of parts in the

storeroom."

And The Wheel man knows it's all so.

SIR HENRY'S RIDDLE.

Sir Henry Irving has not only a very pecu-

liar method of speech and gait, but seemingly

his mental locomotion is also faulty, for in a

recent interview he. gives vent to his ideas in

these very peculiar statements: "If you ap-

peal to people by letter to tell you their favor-

ite recreation, they will probably say cycling,

which, as often as not, is a mere blind. No,
gentlemen, scratch the professed cyclist, and

you may find a devotee of the flute."

GETTING IT DOWN FINE.

In London, where cycle-mounted police are

not yet—and, by the way, why does not some
progressive English paper urge the innovation

—the "bobbies" have inaugurated an anti-

scorching crusade. They are gauging pace

by marking out sections of road and holding

stop watches on the riders. In one day re-

cently they arrested three dozen cyclists and

secured convictions by this means.

OTHER WORDS TOO INEXPRESSIVE.

"Tell me what you think of that $39.87 bar-

gain-counter wheel you bought."

"I don't swear."
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Who

is better

able to judge

than

40,000 O'Connor?

^ ^ ^

A FEW ARROW FACTS.
R. E. O'Connor, of Chicago, has ridden

over 40,000 miles in his time.

Was second in point of mileage in '95.

The only man to beat him in '96 was a

"hired rider."

He could get any wheel made for the mere

asking.

Is it

"dull times''

with you?

Get a sample of our 20^4^ -lb.

(actual weight),

^RINITY RlOADSTER,

LIST S100,

4>^ tread (actual),

2}^ drop (actual) at crank-hanger,

And you've got

a

Business-Reviver.

Write us.

TRINITY CYCLE 1>1FG. CO.,

WORCESTER,
MASS., U. S. A.

^\

Ninety-nine per cent of the makers would

have paid him to ride.

nor, why do you ride a Trinity? Is it better

than the ?" O'Connor replied: "I never

rode a bicycle—and I've ridden 50 in my time

—that is 'in it' for a jifify with the Trinity"

—

or words to that effect.

O'Connor is an honest man, and the "new"

one "flew" his trolley.

O'Connor rides a Trinity because his years

of experience say it's best; he ought to know

—and does, we think.

^ ^ ^
BABY SHALL HAVE A BICYCLE.

^_,
'

jQJ^S
'
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'
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He had offers galore, but what wheel did

he take?

The Trinity
—"A Genuine Bicycle."

A certain man—I think it was the same

"new" one who asked (before he had seen it)

if the Trinity was a '96 model—said: "O'Con-

What, a sweet picture this is.

It suggests absolute purity and innocence

that does us rough-and-ready business grind-

ers of to-day good to stop and contemplate for

a passing moment.

Children, flowers, music, a Trinity—the love

of which lessens crime.

Note.—We are gratefully indebted to

"Wheel Talk" for the original cut.

jT* 9^ 9^

We acknowledge receipt of a neat, instruc-

tive, breezy little book entitled "Cyclists"

Guide," edited by Loren C. Co.x, of Quincy,

111., who says:

"This little book is sent out with the hope

that it will interest bicyclists of this country

in the League of American Wheelmen and

serve to show the benefits of GOOD
ROADS."
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers*

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DpUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

604-606 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.

University.—Ray Bennett, new store on Thirteenth

street, near Wesley avenue.

COLORADO.
Denver.—A new bicycle saddle company has been

incorporated by Gen. C. M. Moses, H. T. Davis, A.

P. Ray, W. B. Walker and O. P. Rhoads, to manu-

facture bicycle saddles. Capital stock, $10,000.

CONNECTICUT.
Danbury.—L. S. Corbitt & Co., new store on West

street.

New Haven.—The New Haven Chair Co., Isaac N.

Dann and Edwin Mersick, appointed receivers. Lia-

bilities estimated at $85,000; nominal assets, $115,000.

New Haven.—Clark A. Hallin, succeeded by Sum-

mit Bicycle Works.

New Haven.—Smith-Stowe Co. George H. Stowe

withdraws.
FLORIDA.

Clearwater.—C. E. Bachman has purchased Nichol-

son's bicycle establishment.

GEORGIA.

Augusta.—The Southern Cycle and Sporting Goods

Co., succeeded by the Standard Cycle Co., H. Kee-

nan, manager.

Brunswick.—P. O. Kessler, new repair store.

ILLINOLS.

Chicago.—Wm. Litzen, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $500.

Chicago.—The Old Hickory Bicycle Co., certified

to a change of name to the Old Hickory Cycle Co.

Ravenswood.—L. Eastman, new store at 1263 W.
Ravenswood Park.

INDIANA.
Indianapolis.—John A. Wilde, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $400.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Centreville.—Messrs. P. Coteau and W. T. Vail,

new store.

East Brookfield.—Tlios. Dailey, new store.

Pittsfield.—L. A. Webster, new store in Y. M. C. A.

Building.
MICHIGAN.

Hillsdale.—L. M. Delavan, new store.

MINNESOTA.
Glencoe.—W. G. Gould, commenced business.

Mcintosh.—Theo. Rice, new store.

Minneapolis.—P. A. Myers & Co., succeeded by
H. A. Jacobs.

MISSOURI.

St. Louis.—The Shepherd Mfg. Co., reported as-

signed.
NEW JERSEY.

Asbury Park.—Burtis & Zimmerman, dissolved. W.
S. Burtis will continue.

Camden.—Thos. Randolph, sold out to Messrs.

Geo. W. Hines, J. Kearns and H. Edwards.

Newark.—The Blauvelt Cycle Co., incorporated by
C. Schmidt, E. Leighton Blauvelt and H. Hauser;
to manufacture bicycles and tricycles. Capital stock,

$5,000.

Newark.—Howard-Nichols Cycle Co. Permission

given to begin proceedings to foreclose mortgages

aggregating $24,000.

NEW YORK.
Brooklyn.—Plumtree & Murphy, dissolved partner-

ship.

Buffalo.—Union Cycle Works, new firm will manu-
facture bicycles at 319-321 Ellicott street. A. S. Lob-

house, general manager. Capital stock, $20,000.

Utica.—Weston-Mott Co. are preparing to remove
from Jamesville to occupy a new factory in this city.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Wilmington.—W. P. Oldham & Co., desire agency.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—Hartz Cycle Co., gone out of business.

ONTARIO.
Toronto.—R. A. McCready Co., stock advertised to

be sold at auction.
OREGON.

Grant's Pass.—W. J. Rogers' store, destroyed by
fire.

Portland.—Fred. T. Merrill's Rambler Cyclery,

Sixth street, burned out. Loss about $35,000; insur-

ance about $5,000.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia.—Mr. Lancaster, late with W. S. Em-

erson & Co., has, with Mr. Hewer, opened new store

at 1230 Arch street.

UTAH.
Provo.—Frank Ramsey, new store.

WASHINGTON.
Port Angeles.—R. McClinton, new store.

WISCONSIN.
Carron Falls.—O. F: Peters, hardware, has added

bicycles.

Merrill.—E. W. Anderson, new store.

A SIMPLE REPAIR

TO PICK UP THE STRIP
OF PATCHING RUBBER IN-

SIDE THE INNER TUBE
(THUS CLOSING THE
PUNCTURE), GET M.aW.
QUICK-REPAIR CEMENT \t±

SIDE THE INNER TUBE.
ONLY WAY TO DO

THIS IS TO FIRST PUMP UP
THE INJECTOR WILL

NOT ENTER A FLABBY
INNER TUBE.

Morgan sWright

SHIPPED OVER THE SEAS.

Exports of bicycles from the port of New
York for week ending June 8fh:

JUMPED RIGHT I.\TO BUSINESS.

Another Rambler branch, this time at 252

Euclid avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, has been
added to the Gormully & Jeffery map. The
establishment of the store was in the nature

of a surprise to the Cleveland trade, but de-

spite the lateness of the season thirty-five

Ramblers and Ideals were sold the first week.

The G. & J. factories, by the way, are still

working full time and full force.

Antwerp $15,734
Abo 1,649
Amsterdam ISO
Africa 1,611
Argentine Republic. 213
Berlin 6,336
Barcelona 560
British West Indies 3,693
Bremen 2,723

Brussels , 1,730
British Possessions

in Africa 1,03S
Dutch West Indies.. 450
Dublin 200
Havre 17,S24
Inverness 100
London 128

GIVING THEM AWAY.

A Toledo tire maker is advertising that

with every pair of his puncture-proof tires he
will give away a lamp, a bell and a 10,000-mile

cyclometer.

FROM A SMALL BEGINNING.

It's an old saw that trade don't come with-

out the asking, but that it practically some-
times does is proven by the manner in which
the Fenton Metallic Mfg. Co. got their first

bite of European business—a bite, by the way,

which has led to a very appreciable quantity

of business.

An American gentleman who was going
abroad ordered a Fenton, his favorite wheel,

for the purpose of negotiating the boasted

European roads on the wheel he liked. He
was not educated in cycle mechanics, but had
picked the Fenton for the reason that many
a man picks his new mount—it had stood

up well under him and satisfied him gener-

ally.

On arriving on the other side, in a purely

unprofessional way he gloated over his wheel

in the usual owner fashion. A gentleman

whom he knew was led to look the wheel over

and was immediately struck with the many
clever mechanical ideas, which the Fenton has

in abundance. The more he looked it over

the more he liked it, and the consequence was
his establishment as the Fenton agent for his

section, and in this wise the Jamestown people

were led to appreciate the possibilities of the

European market.

THE FIFTH ON SAMSONS.

The Fifth United States Artillery, stationed

at Fort Slocum, L. I., whose cycle corps cre-

ated such a favorable impression in the recent

parade in this city, are all mounted on Ken-
sington bicycles fitted with Samson tires.

CHANCE IN N. S. W.

The United States Consul in New South
Wales reports to the Government that "there

is a grand opportunity" for some enterprising

American to establish a cycle factory in that

country.

PAYING LINDSAYITES.

In accordance with the final report of the

receiver, the Circuit Court of Indiana has

ordered a 7^ per cent distribution of the assets

of the Lindsay Bicycle Works of Lafayette.

NO CHAINS ON THIS FALCON.

It is stated that the Yost Mfg. Co. will

shortly have a chainless Falcon on the market.
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COMB PROM CLEVELAND.

Cleveland, O., June 14.—The Hartz Cycle

Co., formerly located in Cycle Row on Euclid

avenue, is the first of this season's crop of

cycle establishments to shut up shop. The
concern was in existence about three months.

In a conversation with your correspondent

Mr. Hartz said: "The first six weeks we were

in business we made some money; then the

price cutting began to come, and as we were

not in it solely for our health we concluded

to close out what stock we had on hand and

quit. Yes, we made a little money."

Mr. Hartz is manager of the Euclid Avenue
Opera House, and went into the cycle business

in preference to risking a summer theatrical

season, thinking there was more money in it.

He handled the Geo. Worthington line, and

also that of the Howe Scale Co.

The Gormully & JefTery Co. have recently

established a branch store at 252 Euclid ave-

nue, with C. A. Boyle, chief of their traveling

force, in charge.

The Tireine Mfg. Co., of this city, are hav-

ing a boom with their goods the present sea-

son, having sold four times as much Tireine

up to the present time as during all of last

year.

The National Specialty Co., of this city, has

just put a unique saddle on the market. It

is called the national ball-bearing saddle, and

consists of two separate leather pads, sup-

ported upon spring posts, each pad acting

independently upon its ball-bearing, allowing

it to iTiove with the rider's every motion. Its

•construction precludes the possibility of pres-

sure upon the sensitive parts of the body, and

as the pads are laterally adjustable, the sup-

port to the pelvis can be made to exactly fit

•each individual case. It has already met with

iio small degree of success.

TALKING IT OVER.

Sandusky, Ohio, papers report that the Im-

provement and Investment Co., of that city,

are dickering with the D. D. Warner Co.,

IMadison, Wis., for the removal of the Warner

plant to the Ohio city. Representatives of the

Warner company have been in Sandusky to

''talk over the matter," but no conclusion has

yet been reached.

HANDLED IN CANADA.

Two more important Canadian concerns

have added American bicycles to their stock,

Gravel, Duquette & Duhamel, wholesalers of

carriage and saddlery hardware, and Letang,

Letang & Co., wholesale hardware men, both

Montreal firms. The first named handle

Tryons and Vespers and the latter Fowlers.

WON ON A WARWICK.

The Warwick bicycle has taken its turn at

scoring in a coasting contest. At the event

held in Montreal, Canada, on June 7th, in

which there were more than fifty entries, a

Warwick, ridden by H. A. Consirrat, of the

promoting club, the Wanderers' B. C, easily

finished first.

SAILED FOR FOREIGN TRADE.

C. M. Postman, representing the Shaw-

Herron Co., sailed on Wednesday to intro-

duce the Shaw hubs and bottom brackets to

the European trade.

BAILEY BACK PEDALING BRAKE.

In addition to their Burton Automatic Han-
dle-bar, Thomas Kane & Co., of Chicago,

have just placed on the market the Bailey

Automatic Bicycle Brake, which has keenly

interested all who have seen it.

The brake consists of a compound lever

with a shoe attached, clamped to the lower

forks of the frame. The free end of this lever

SOME SATISFACTORY TOTALS.

During the month of April of the current

year the total export of bicycles amounted to

$1,117,824, as against $330,990 for April of the

year before. For the ten months ending with

April last, which is the latest date which the

Government figures, just announced, include,

the amount of exports was $5,283,504, as

against $1,001,347 for the ten months of the

preceding year.

ENTER THE " FT. PLAIN SWELL."

M. E. Fisher, who withdrew from the
Snyder & Fisher Bicycle Works before its

failure, now has his factory at Fort Plain,
N. Y., in operation. He is producing the
"Fort Plain Swell," a $50 wheel made of seam-
less tubing, with one-piece hanger and adjust-
able bars, on which a wide range of options
on tires, saddles and finishes is afforded.

is provided with a ball-bearing roller, which

rests just over the chain.

A rider desiring to slacken speed or to stop or

keep his wheel in checkwhen descending a hill

or grade, instinctively reverses action on his

pedals, which instantly straightens the lower

reach of the chain and transfers the slack

from the lower reach to the upper. As the

lower reach straightens it catches the ball-

bearing roller, lifts and carries the lever back-

ward, thereby drawing the shoe against the

tire.

The amount of brake power is regulated

by the force applied in back pedaling. The
illustration shows the Bailey Brake in action.

INVENTED BY A PAYMASTER-GENERAL.

A company, capitalized at $10,000, has been
organized in E)enver to manufacture the Davis
saddle, invented by Paymaster-General Harry
T. Davis, of the Colorado National Guard.
Factory space has been leased at 1623-38 Cali-

fornia street.

WILL BE IN SHAPE.

By next week the Frost Gear Case Co. ex-
pects to be in shape to execute all orders
promptly. The demand exceeded anticipa-

tions and necessitated the increase of facilities

which is now under way.

JUST A FEW.

Julius Andrae & Sons' Co. are building a
limited number of "special Andrae racers,"

listing at $125 each.

BOTH PLATES

Having recently acquired the Zingsem

patented plating apparatus, the Zucker &
Levett & Loeb Co., this city, are now bring-

ing it to the notice of the cycle trade. It is

designed for plating and polishing, in one

operation, all small metal articles, such as

bicycle spokes, nuts, nipples, ferrules, chain

AND POLISHES.

one another, which imparts to them, through

friction, a highly-polished surface, while the

operation of plating is going on. The deposit

that is obtained by this means is very malle-

able, tenacious and uniform.

The apparatus is put out on a royalty; the

annual rental depending upon the size. If a

links, buckles and screws. No wiring or buff-

ing is required.

The work to be plated is prepared in the

usual way, and placed in bulk in the plating

apparatus, which is then immersed in the

plating solution. The apparatus is then sub-

jected to a continuous or intermittent rotary

motion, causing the articles to tumble over

sample lot of articles is sent to the Zucker

people they offer to plate them free of charge

in the apparatus to show what kind of a de-

posit and finish it will give, and if they are

informed of the number of gross or pounds

that are intended to be plated per day, they

will be able to state what size apparatus will

be suitable to do the work.
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ANENT NEW MODELS.

What EfiFect No Cycle Shows Will Have Upon
Their Appearance—Points to Be

Considered.

Although the trade is still actively engaged
in marketing wheels of recent manufacture,

the time has come for assembling and test-

ing 1898 models. Designs for them have, for

the most part, been completed for some time,

and some makers have already had their new
patterns out and ridden for weeks.

There is a certain disadvantage in preparing

for a change in model so early in the season.

One large company had its '98 model com-
pleted in April—not on paper, but in use on
the road; but, at that time, the '97 models had

not been subjected to road use long enough
to show what were in reality their best points,

or to develop any latent weaknesses that may
have existed. Neither had the manufacturer

then learned anything of moment regarding

the tastes of the public; he knew almost noth-

ing of the manner in which his '97 features

would ultimately be regarded, and no con-

sensus of public opinion had been formed that

would serve him as a guide for the future.

It will not be disputed that success results

from catering to the public taste—from giving

the people what they want, or think they want;

and, to do these things successfully, very much
can be learned by carefully following the

trend of the riding public's opinion on all

subjects with which they have to deal.

An early start on new models is an impor-

tant thing for the maker, but it is not advis-

able to go too far until all that is possible is

learned from the experience of the current

year. Riders are becoming so particular as

to details that it is increasingly important not

to make trivial mistakes, even in the smallest

particulars. Many sales have been lost, and

many wheels have just escaped becoming

successes, simply because of some details that

proved repugnant to riders.

It may, perhaps, seem more important than

ever to makers to push forward work on their

'98 models, now that it has been decreed that

there will be no cycle shows next winter, and.

consequently, little to induce them to hold

back their new designs, while there is a good
deal to urge them to be early in the field.

But such anxiety to be read> very early is

apt to work self injury in many cases. The
maker, as a rule—that is, the head of the

house, with whom the ultimate decision rests

—is rarely a regular, practical rider, some-

times not a rider at all, and very seldom suffi-

ciently in touch with wheelmen; oftentimes

the superintendent and designer is in a very

similar position, and the result is that the

wheel produced is a compound of good and

indifferent features; it has unpopular details

crowded onto a good general design, or fine

workm::nship, handicapped by poor design-

ing, or poor fittings or crude tinisii.

There is nothing more important than to

have the factory management in touch with

the rider. Wheelmen are constantly looking

for the perfect wheel—for the one that con-

tains the largest number of good points, and

they do not find it. The maker and his

superintendent are generally too far removed
from them, and there is too much hesitation in

adopting features that competitors have used

with success. There is too much desire for

individuality, generally at the expense of the

factory output.

A very large proportion of '97 trade has

been done with '9G goods. The public have

regarded the latter as quite equal to the for-

mer, and far more desirable, at the prices

at which they have been ofifered, than the

newer patterns. They simply would not pay
the difTerencc in price for the changes in the
'97 models, and one of the most popular of

'97 wheels did not, it should be noted, incor-

porate at least two of the principal changes.

These facts will bear very careful consider-

ation in connection with preparations for '98

models, and along with them must be consid-

ered the price that the public is willing and
able to pay for its bicycles. Should changes

be made for '98, requiring new tools and ex-

pensive preparations and consequent high

prices, or should existing designs be improved
and greater attention be devoted to details

and finish? A good, fair price can be always

obtained for a really meritorious article. T'ne

riding public appreciate more and more the

value of fine work, nice detail and elegant

finish, and will pay the price for these features

when they are skillfully and attractively com-
bined in wheels. But those wheels that lack

them will not hereafter bring the prices paid

for those which have them, no matter how
good the material in the latter may be, or

what price they list at. Luther.

"MADE IN GERMANY."

LOOKS MUCH BETTER.

Mr. A. H. Bryant, of the Simmons Hard-

ware Co., St. Louis, has covered the entire

bicycle territory this season and has visited

all of the larger distributing centres, especially

between St. Louis and the Pacific coast. He
is, therefore, well calculated to speak intelli-

gently on the subject of the cycle trade out-

look in a very large and important section

of the country. Giving his views to the "Stoves

and Hardware Reporter," Mr. Bryant says:

"It is, of course, necessary to admit in the

first place that the business of selling wheels

has not been so good in its entirety as was

the case last year. This is due to two facts,

namely, the bad weather and worse roads,

and to a natural curtailment of selling after

the rather unfortunate experience of last year.

Yet in this latter fact there is a substantial

reason for encouragement, even though the

statement may appear to be something of a

paradox.

yLast year, the wheels were handled in part

by a class of merchants to whom the trade

does not belong. That is, the wheels were

not strictly in their line. Dry goods and fur-

nishing stores carried them in stock, and, in

many cases that I know of, also carried them
over into this year, with the result that they

do not care to continue the expermient as

a rule, and are no longer in the active selling

field.

"This leaves an open field for the hardware
trade and the agents. This cannot help being
beneficial to the trade in the long run. A
bicycle is of such general use that its introduc-
tion and attempted sale by what I may call

outside stores is not to be wondered at, but
there are certain disadvantages connected
therewith which are not readily overcome, and
it is evident that the trade is drifting back to

where it more properly belongs."

WIWERS FROM THE START.

T'-e Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., makers of

O-'ting bicycles, have organized a baseball

club known as the Outings. So far this sea-

son this club has played twelve garnes, and of

that number won eleven.

How Steel-Ball Making Has Sold American
Machinery Abroad—Chances for Other

Makers.

Washington, D. C, June 11, 1897.—Accord-
ing to the report of Hon. Louis Stern, United
States Commercial Agent at Bamberg, just

received by the State Department, it seems
that the enormous development of the Ger-
man steel ball industry during the last four

years is about to benefit also the machine-
making industry in the United States. It has

just been announced that the German Am-
munition and Small Arms Factory (Deutsch
munitions and pfafinfabrik) at Berlin has

given an order to an American firm, the

Cleveland Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio, for

nearly $120,U<I0 worth of machinery for mak-
ing steel balls for bicycles. This article used

to be made almost exclusively in Germany, at

SchweinfUrt, United States Consular District

of Bamberg, and exported to the United
States in small quantities. The export of the

article amounted to $20,877.43 during the last

four quarters. The manufacturers at Schwein-
furt had hitherto been considered to have a

monopoly, i. e., to be the sole possessors of

patents for the manufacture of such balls. It

came, therefore, as a surprise to those con-

nected with this trade in Germany, that the

requisite machinery (in German, Fraesma
Schienen) was also being manufactured in

the United States, and even exported from
there to Germany.

The enormous development the steel ball

industry has experienced is shown by the fact

that an English syndicate ofifered $160,000 for

a Schweinfurt factory, which devotes itself

exclusively to the manufacture of this style

of balls and which was made a joint stock

company twelve months ago with a capital of

only $150,000. This same concern produced

after the first year a balance sheet showing
net profits amounting to about $87,000. And
this with a capital of only .1150,000.

Quite a number of ball factories have

sprung up in this district during the last few

months. One of these is situated in this city.

If the same have only partially been started, it

is because it is impossible to procure the

necessary machinery, for many of the large

machine-building factories are fully engaged
for more than ten months, and do not take

an order without stipulating delivery within

a year. This circumstance ought to be turned

to more profitable account than hitherto by

our machinery works in the United States.

American makers of machinery fit for ex-

port ought, after having taken out the neces-

sary patents, and thus protected their articles

against imitation, as much as possible, to look

about in Germany, either personally or by

official representative. Catalogues printed in

English, such as are received by United States
Consular officers, are of little value in Ger-
many.

HE WAS A DODGER, NOT A SCORCHER.

"What do you think of the wonderful
spread of cycling?"
"Great thing! Why. I never took so much

good exercise in my life."

"Why. you don't tell me you have actually

taken to riding a bicycle after all you have
said against it?"

"Indeed I have not, but I have to cross the

Boulevard tvvice each ' day to get from my
house to my office and back again."
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Largest Manufacturers
in the world of
highest-grade

o

o

Jobbing Wheels.

Superb, easy-running, handsomely-finished wheels of the

best bicycle construction (guaranteed). Safe wheels to carry

your own name-plate and your guarantee.

We're busy, but can take care of you.

Write to us.

Chicago Office—285 Wabash Avenue.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

lo<>00,>,>>>,>0000.^^
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THE '98 QUAKER WILL LIST AT ?ioo.

The Penn Mfg. Co., of Erie, Pa., makers of

lite Quaker wheel, have some sensible things

to say on the price question.

"This trade year," they state, "has unques-

tionably been one of low prices. As soon

as the retailing season was really open it was
observable that the purchasing trend was
toward a $50 wheel—the 'better the wheel, the

more satisfied the customer—but good or bad,

the wheel was still to cost an even fifty. And
the trend did not change. The masses have

been buying bicycles, and the value they have

elected a bicycle to contain is fifty dollars, all

of which is very good.

"But there are a great many people in these

broad. United States, and they are divided

into different classes. One of the classes is

composed of the better-off, medium-circum-
stanced folks and the distinctly well-to-do.

These are the people who have enabled us to

do business. It is from their ranks that the

Quaker clientele has been drawn. They are

the people who, when it is decided a certain

article is wanted, are determined that nothing

but the best in its line will properly subserve

their want. The conclusion is arrived at dif-

ferently. Sometimes it is a mere matter of

pride in having a costly thing—pride of name-
plate and reputation; again, it is the feeling

sure that by paying the highest piper they

are taking every possible precaution against

accident, resulting from improper workman-
ship; and again it is the willingness to pay

a hundred-per-cent higher price for a proved

twenty or ten per cent betterness; or a proved
two-per-cent betterness, even, would be a suf-

ficiently strong argument.

"The ethics of the bicycle business seem
to demand a change of model each season. It

it works out this way in '98 we will be at a

disadvantage, for we really at this moment
cannot see wherein the Quaker can suffer a

change to advantage. It is strange that some
people do not realize that making a change
for change's sake alone means that you are

substituting for a mechanism that has proved

itself, a mechanism that is untried and may
turn out improper, for, say what they will, the

best test of the propriety of any certain part

of a bicycle is the actual riding test of a w'hole

season.

"We ourselves have already forecast our
'98 position. We shall continue to cater to the

class that wants the best and the proved, with

the price a merely incidental consideration.

"Our '98 list will be $100, and we shall not

make a cheaper model."

BLISS AUTOMATIC CHAIN MAKERS.

The E. W. Bliss Co.,- 25 Adams street,

Brooklyn, N. Y., have added to their exten-

sive product the two machines for the manu-

WEAVER WIDENS OUT.

The Weaver Cycle Material Co., of 956

Eighth avenue. New York city, has leased

the plant of the defunct Wilhelm Bicycle Mfg.

Co., at Hamburg, Pa., where they will manu-
facture frames for the trade. This, in addi-

tion to their several other frame-producing

plants, makes them one of the largest

frame manufacturers in this country. The
Weaver people have also opened a branch

store in Philadelphia at 831 Arch street, which
for size (it extending through an entire block)

and appointments they believe is unequaled

by any other like establishment in this coun-

try. The firm last week completed an order

for frames and parts complete for 2,000 bi-

cycles for a large concern in Hildesheim.

Germany, which was shipped via the Ham-
burg line, cash in New York.

facture of chain links here shown. These
two presses together do all the press work that

is required in the manufacture of the links.

The machine shown in Fig. 1, with double

from 130 to 150 links per minute; the scrap is

carried off by the other set of rolls. After
each stroke of the press, at the moment when
the pilot pins attached to the blanking punch
are about to enter the pin-holes previously

pierced, the upper holes are automatically

raised, so as to release the strip and permit
the pilot pins to shift it in the proper position,

thus correcting any "slips" which may have
occurred in the feeding. By means of the

hand wheel shown the strip may be quickly

fed to the starting position, and the last end
quickly removed.

After the links are thus punched and pierced

they have to be marked with the name of the

maker or user, and in some cases the pin

holes have to be slightly countersunk, and the

outer edges slightly beveled all around the

link. To do this the machine shown in Fig.

2 has been designed, and will perform the

operations of lettering, countersinking and
beveling automatically at the rate of about
100 per minute or more. It will be under-

stood that the links are put into the rectangu-

lar tube, which is shown at the left of the

machine, the die being placed in the centre

of press bed. An automatically-actuated push-

ing device, annexed by means of bell-crank

and links shown at the side, takes the link at

the bottom of the pile and feeds it into the

die, having previously pushed away from the

die the link operated upon by the last stroke

of the press.

A\ ARGUMENT AGAINST TUBE TAX.

When paragraph 148, covering steel tubes,

was reached in the United States Senate's

discussion of the new tariff schedules. Senator

Chilton, of Texas, called attenrion to the pro-

viso which the Senate Committee had added
providing a tax of 30 per cent ad valorem on
"other iron or steel tubes, finished or unfin-

ished, not specially provided for in this act."

"This paragraph," he added, "reaches what

are known as hollow billets, such tubes as are

used for bicycle purposes. Those billets are

produced in Sweden and none of them are

made by the iron men in ttiis country. The
only beneficiary of this particular increase

of tariff would be the American patentee of a

machine used to hollow out solid billets. All

the billets made in the United States are solid,

and he has invented a machine for hollowing

them out. The duty fixed in this paragraph

doesn't even rise to the dignity of helping

American industries. It would help but a

single individual or firm, and that is the indi-

vidual or firm which will enjoy a complete

monopoly by reason of a patented invention.

There was a revenue last year of $300,000, I

believe, from the importation of these hollow

billets, and it should not be cut off by making
the duty too high."

CYCLE TELEGRAPHIC CODE.

Besides attending to the routine of busi-

ness. President Fichtenberg, of the League
Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, is compiling a

telegraphic cycle code particularly adapted for

the export trade, which will be offered to the

public at a reasonable figure. It will make its

appearance in a few days.

roll feed, receives the steel strip at the left,

feeding it to the double die, which first pierces

the hole and then cuts the blank, producing

RARER THAN A WHITE CROW.

"Brown is a crank, isn't he?"

"A crank? Why, he is not even satisfied

with the saddle he rides."
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"NOT PROVEN."

That Was the Verdict When the Keep-the

Mouth-Closed Experiment Had
Been Tried.

It's funny how unexpectedly old friends

turn up!

I ran across one a few weeks ago that 1

hadn't seen for several years, and I've been

meeting it nearly every day since. It is go-

ing the rounds of the newspaper offices, and

poking itself imprudently into their "cycle

columns," and I have no doubt that not a few

young men have been rather glad to make its

acquaintance. I was. I confess it sadly and

with humbled pride.

It was nine or ten years ago when our first

meeting occurred—during my salad days.

Lettuce protruded from my ears, and I was

proud in the possession of a 52-inch bicycle

and a pair of full-length tights.

I was ambitious, too. I could "hold my
own" with most of the boys, but in the short,

hard sprint the holding of it usually gave me
pain. My breathing apparatus was not equal

to the task. Frequently my wind would be

gone, while my legs were as strong as those

of an ox.

I forthwith began to look around for the

cause. Cycling, I saw, had developed and

muscled my legs quite satisfactorily, but my
chest, alas, had refused to swell. Intermit-

tently, I toyed with dumb-bells and swung
Indian clubs, but to no apparent purpose.

My lung power increased little, if at all.

As I have remarked, those were my salad

days. As proof of it I need only say that I

believed everything I read. Because of this,

one day, when I had about despaired of im-

proving my wind, I met my friend. I forget

the name of the paper in which I saw it, but

that is immaterial. The meeting gave me
joy—much joy. As I recall it, my friend

—

it was a newspaper item—read something like

this:

"Keep the mouth closed, and breathe

through the nose. Breathe deeply. Carry

the air down into the lower and little-used

cells of the lungs."

The very advice I was looking for! It was

simple enough, easy enough, inexpensive

enough, and the very thing that should be

done! Why hadn't I thought of it before?

I fairly cracked my heels together.

That evening I mounted my wheel with un-

wonted exuberance. There were no "cycle

cops" in those days. The avenue was clear,

and the "trying of the experiment" was easy.

"Keep the mouth closed and breathe

through the nose."

The advice was easily kept in mind, and I

kept it there.

With lips fairly glued together, I started,

slowly, at first, but gradually I warmed to it.

My chest began to heave. I longed to part

my lips for a breath of air. But "keep the

mouth closed and breathe through the nose''

was ringing in my ears. I remained true to

the injunction.

Another quarter-mile, and my chest was
rising and falling as no billowy waves have

ever undulated, and my heart was pounding

like a trip-hammer. I almost snprted in the

effort to "keep the mouth closed and breathe

through the nose," but I had determined to

do or die!

But the agony of it! Every turn of the

wheel added to it. My mouth was parched,

my eyes were straining at their sockets; at

every breath the sides of my nostrils seemed
to be sucked half way up my nose, and my
cheeks were drawn inward until they seemed
to touch.

I knew I could not stand it much longer.

But "keep the mouth closed and breathe

through the nose" had burned into my brain,

and by a mighty grinding of teeth I held out

for another half minute. Human nature could

stand it no longer. My brain seemed con-

fused; my heart was tugging at its strings;

my tongue was cloven to the roof of my
mouth; myriads of little particles were danc-

ing before my eyes; my nostrils seemed stuck

together; my chest did not heave, because I

could scarce draw a breath; my pace had

slackened and I felt my strength leaving me.

I recall the thought: "What if my heart

should stop beating?" It frightened me. I

feared that I would drop ofT my wheel. I

tried to open my mouth. It was stuck to-

gether. This added to my fright. I was

thoroughly "rattled." But at the next effort

my lips parted. I gasped. I gagged. I

gulped in the air. No long-imprisoned

wretch ever experienced such relief. I am
sure of it. I can no better explain my feelings.

I simply know that, pale and weak, I dis-

mounted and sat on the curb. When I re-

mounted, I was a wiser, if not a better, youth,

and the owner of a soda water fountain pro-

fited by my experience to the amount of at

least 15 cents.

"Keep the mouth closed, and breathe

through the nose."

VIEWED DYSPEPTICALLY.

Every day merry wabblers tumble over each

other, pick themselves up, mount their wheels,

and are off again without giving the affair a

second thougiht. Such mishaps are peculiar

to cycling's salad days. A novice is bound

to wabble about and lose his head and his

equilibrium at the most unexpected time, and

it is proverbial that when trying to avoid an

object he is sure to run plump into it.

When a wabbler meets a scorcher it is said

that the safest course is for the former to

make a bee-line for the latter, with a deter-

mination to wreck him on the spot. By this

means the safety of both riders is assured.

Accidents with wabblers are looked upon as

inevitable, and all injuries that occur from

them which can be repaired by a machinist

or a bottle of arnica are regarded as mere
casualties incidental to wabblingism.

When a wheelwoman runs down a wheel-

man it is an unavoidable mishap. When a

wheelman runs down a wheelwoman it is an

unpardonable blunder. When two wheel-

women collide it proves to each that neither

understands the sport, and is not yet educated

for the road.

HURRIED ON TO HER FATE.

"The other night when I was out tandem-

riding with Jimmie Fresh he had the cheek

to whisper that 'he intended to kiss me when
we reached a lonely spot just ahead on the

road."

"What did you do, scream or fall off?"

"Neither; I scorched."

WOUGH

!

The doctor told Sarah Jane Gough
To take the wheel for her cough;

She couldn't get on

Without help from some one.

But she needed no help to get ough.

A WESTERN JUDGE.

He Views the Wheelman's Road-Rights in a
Wiser Manner Than the Quaker

One.

The situation as it stands to-day between
the cyclist and the owners of other vehicles
on the public highways is simply that the
driver knows that he has the larger and
stronger vehicle, and that in a collision the
wheel will get the worst of it. He knows,
too, that even if he is in the wrong, there are
few wheelmen who will take the chance of
injuring or destroying their machines for the
sake of standing for their rights. Despite all of
this, the fact remains, however, that the wheel-
man has all the rights of the road of any other
vehicle. The law classes it as a vehicle. If
any damage occurs in a collision the wheel-
man can hold the driver liable if he has not
considered the rights which the law gives him.
Probably as good a definition of the rights

of the bicycle on the road as has been given
is contained in a decision of the Supreme
Court of Minnesota. The case is N. A.
Thompson vs. W. M. Dodge. The facts, ac-
cording to the findings of the court, are sub-
stantially as follows: Thompson, driving a
horse, and Dodge, riding a .wheel, met on the
highway. Thompson's horse became fright-
ened at Dodge's wheel. The buggy was over-
turned from the road into a swamp and dam-
aged to the extent of .|15. Thompson brought
action in a lower court to recover that amount
from Dodge on the ground that the accident
was caused by Dodge's carelessness and negli-
gence. He received a judgment there, but the
District Court reversed the judgment, holding
that even on the evidence of the plaintiff no
negligence on the part of the defendant was
shown. The Supreme Court, in an opinion
by Justice Buck, sustains the District Court
in every particular. The court says in its

syllabus:
"A highway is intended for public use, and

a person driving a horse thereon has no rights
superior to those of a person riding a bicycle.
"A bicycle is a vehicle, and riding one in

the usual manner as is now done upon the
public highway, for convenience, pleasure, or
business, is not unlawful.
"A person cannot be made to pay damages

for his acts unless they were done in such a
manner and at such a time as to show that
he was acting in the disregard of the rights of
others."

Justice Buck says in his opinion:
"A person riding a bicycle upon the public

highway has the same rights in so doing as
persons using other vehicles thereon. A
highway is intended for public use, and a
person riding or driving a horse has no
rights superior to those of a person riding
a bicycle. In the use of a public highway,
there are certain rights of the road which
must be observed by all persons, and a
violation of those rights constitutes action-
able negligence. Bicycles are vehicles used
now very extensively for convenience, rec-
reation, pleasure and business, and the rid-
ing of one upon the public highway in the
ordinary manner as is now done, is neither
unlawful nor prohibited, and they cannot be
banished because they were not ancient
vehicles, and used in the garden of Eden by
Adam and Eve. Because the plaintiff chose
to drive a horse hitched to a carriage does
not give him the right to dictate to others
their mode of conveyance upon a public
highway where the rights of each are equal
* * * 1878, O. S., ch. 14, section 1, pro-
vides that when persons meet each other on
any bridge or road, traveling with carriages,
wagons, sleds, sleighs, or other vehicles, each
shall seasonably drive his carriage or other
vehicle to the right of the middle of the
traveled part of the road so that the respective
carriages may pass each other without inter-
ference. * * *

"It is not the duty of a party lawfully travel-
ing upon a public highway upon a bicycle,
when he sees a horse and carriage approach-
ing, to stop and inquire whether such horse
will become frightened, especially in the ab-
sence of apparent reason for so doing."
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Ride the Best....

AND

....Leave the Rest.

WORLD CYCLES
RRB BEST.

The highest type of that which is

good in cycle construction.

ART CATALOGUE FREE.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-

sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and

Delaware.

FARVVELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-

nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

IIAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

ARNOLD,

SCHWIINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,

Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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CORRECT POSITION AWHEEL,

While much has been written upon the

subject of correct position on a cycle,

it has to be admitted that the experienced

rider shakes his head dubiously over the

possibility of conveying much useful infor-

mation to the beginner regarding same. The

experienced rider believes that in this mat-

ter, as in most others, a grain of experience is

worth a ton of theory. Without trying to

controvert this idea, there is room, neverthe-

less, for a few hints whereby the novice may
know how to set about obtaining such a de-

sideratum as a correct position on a wheel.

The beginner has scarcely any idea of the

importance of being so placed with regard to

his work as to obtain the maximum of effect

with the minimum of effort in propelling a

wheel. Indeed, many who have ridden for years

scarcely appreciate the importance of this.

This comes about from the fact that the great

bulk of riders never tax their strength and

endurance to the utmost. A position which

seems comfortable and right during a spin

of twenty or thirty miles may demonstrate its

unsuitability over a run of sixty. In the for-

mer case the rider has a good margin of

strength to call upon, and consequently does

not feel trifling inconveniences from which

he would suffer over a more extended run.

By this it is not meant that there are a num-

a lower seat is not economical of strength.

There are other reasons why racing men
adopt a somewhat low seat, such as that the

residuum of strength left in the leg allows of

a clawing action being brought about.

With the road rider the conditions are al-

together different, and he should remember
this, and not model his position by that of

the racer. Seeing that in ordinary road riding

the foot performs the circle of the crank

leisurely, the leg, even if fairly well extended,

returns quickly enough for all practical pur-

poses, and at an ordinary pace one is not

conscious of the leg's "dead centre," so to

speak. Then the advantage of a moderately

high seat comes in, in the lessened flexion

of the knee, whereby the muscles get more
quickly to work, and. work to greater advan-

tage. The whole question of propelling a bi-

cycle lies in forcibly extending an already

flexed leg; and, since an over-flexed limb is

practically powerless, the whole secret of

position resolves itself into an attempt to sit

so that the flexion of the limbs may be equally

distributed over the joints involved; which al-

so, at the same time, determines another ad-

vantage, that the muscles are all equally em-
ployed. If the posture and position of the

rider be correct, there ought to be no localized

pains anywhere throughout the limbs, but a

general, and not often disagreeajble, weariness

DECIDED LIKE A SOLOMON.

"It's a serious problem," said the young
man thoughtfully.

"What is?" demanded the older man,
anxious to give the younger man the benefit

of that wisdom that comes only with years.

"Why, you see, I've been intending to get

married," explained the young man.
"That is a serious matter," admitted the

older man.

"Not at all," returned the young man
promptly. "It isn't the question of marriage

alone that bothers me, but a question of com-
parative values."

"I don't believe J quite understand," said

the older man.

"Why, it's just this way," explained the

young man. "I have my wife all picked out

and everything fixed for the wedding, and I

thought it was all settled last night, but to-

day along comes a fellow who offers me a

brand-new high-grade wheel at a bargain, and

I'm sort of troubled about it. I can't afford a

wife and a bicycle, and I don't seem to be able

to make up my mind which I want more. The
wife's a little the cheaper at the start, but in

the long run she'll cost a lot more'n a bi-

cycle; and yet—and yet
"

"Well?"

"I can't help thinking that a good wife will

last longer than a good bicycle, if you keep
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HARK. HARK ! THE DOGS DO BARK THE SCORCHERS HAVE TAKEM THE TOWM; SOME IN RA66 AMD A FEW WITH JAaS, BUT EVERY MOTHERS 50M OF THEM FILLED WITH A WILD AND ALMOST UNCONTROLLABLE
DESIRE. TO RUN S0ME.BODY DOyVN..

ber of "best" positions according to the dis-

tance to be ridden, but only that a fairly long

run must be taken before the question can be

satisfactorily settled.

While distance ridden has no relation to

position, save that an extended run may prove

that a certain position is a faulty one when
a shorter run would not, it is another matter

with regard to speed. The speed at which a

rider would run very profoundly affects the

position of the rider. The wheelman riding

leisurely on the road can allow of an exten-

sion of the leg which would be fatal to speed

in the racing man. The reason for this is

obvious enough. When the leg is either

very thoroughly extended or very thoroughly

flexed, there is a moment (analogous to the

dead centre of a crank) when the individual

has little control over his limb, either to move
it quickly or with force. Now, it is of the

very utmost importance that the rider going

at racing speed should have the power of

quick return of the leg after the pedal thrust

has been made. To make this possible the

racing man finds it better to sit low rather

than high, for then he retains power enough in

his limbs to bring about the quick return

which he requires. This advantage is not

got for nothing, however, and were it not for

the comparatively short distances which the

racing man has to go he would soon find that

over the whole body. When one invariably

finds that he breaks down in a special part,

such as the knees, ankles, or front of the

thighs, it is a sure sign that a proper distribu-

tion of work is not being secured, and that

the sooner a few experiments arc made the

better.

FOR BOTH FAT AND LEAN.

Fat women are objecting to the bicycle,

claiming that it makes them appear ridiculous;

thin women, that it makes them thinner.

Now, to the first, one may say that persever-

ance in riding, coupled with heavy perspira-

tion-promoting woolens, will be their own re-

ward; and, for the second, there is this splen-

did regimen mapped out by a specialist:

Breakfast—Porridge and milk, followed by

cocoa; weak tea, or coffee and milk, with

rather fat bacon, or fish, and jam. At 11

o'clock a cup of milk, bovine or egg and milk.

Lunch—Meat, plenty of potatoes and sweets.

No afternoon tea, cocoa being substituted.

Usual dinner, with plenty of vegetables and

sweets. Eat fats, sauces, butter, gravy, bread

and sugar in abundance, and all starchy foods,

besides peas, beans, etc. This, with judicious

riding morning and evening, will never fail

to bring about the desired change in appear-

ance.

away from South Dakota and Oklahoma.

Suppose you had only $85 and a chance to get

a wheel or a wife, which would you get?"

"I think the price of machines will fall

first," said the older man.

"I guess that's right," returned the young

man. "I'll stand a better chance of getting

a good wheel for $86 next year than I will

a good wife. I guess I'll stick to the girl."

ORTHODOXY IN WHEEL NUMBERS.

As the annual church conferences roll

around each denomination feels called upon

before adjourning to go on record against

the wickedness of Sunday bicycle riding.

Therefore, the inference is fair that in the

eyes of these critics the less wheel a man has

under him on Sunday the wickeder he is.

Four wheels are the orthodox number, and

three are barely allowable. Two wheels are

an abomination; and the bottomless pit must

fairly yawn for the poor devil of a trick rider

who manages occasionally to get along on
one.

THEN HE WOULD BE HAPPY.

"How do yott like cycling, now that you
have learned to ride and passed safely through
your novitiate?"

"Great! Say, I'd be perfectly happy if I

could only find some other fool who would
buy all the useless and unnecessary sundries
and equipments I bought."
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THAT INSURANCE GAME.

If a man has an ice-box, a coal-shovel, or a

mouse-trap to sell he no longer advertises its

merits as such, but seeks in some way to tack

it onto cycling, announcing that "it is just

what every rider needs, etc." Even the insur-

ance people have felt this all-prevailing direc-

tion of the trade wind, and any number of

so-called wheel insurance companies have

blossomed and died before they bore fruit of

success to others than those responsible for

their planting, the wheelman, whose $2-per-

annum supplied the nourishment for the plant,

usually being treated to no fruit differing

much from that of the Dead Sea apple variety.

The usual method adopted by these insur-

ance companies to evade carrying out the im-

plied contract they entered into when they

took the wheel owner's $2 is something along

this line: The contract of the insurance com-
pany is, broadly, that in case the bicycle is

stolen within the year the owner is to be sup-

plied with a new one of the same make free

of charge by the insurance company. The
bicycle is stolen. It was left outside a few

nights since while the owner went into a shop

to make some purchases; and during the few

minutes of his absence the wheel disappeared.

Upon application to the insurance com-
pany for the new wheel contracted for the

agent of the company placidly observes:

"Furnish us with the proof that your wheel

was stolen and we will promptly give you

the new one." But that, unfortunately, is just

what the owner of the wheel cannot do. He
can make affidavit that he believes his wheel

to have been stolen; but the agent declines

to accept the affidavit as proof. And inas-

much as the owner had left nobody in charge

of his wheel by whom he can prove that it was

actually stolen, his remedy seems to be gone.

The agent professes the utmost willingness

—not to say eagerness—to furnish the new
wheel upon getting the proof demanded; but

without the proof he is regretfully compelled

to decline. He cannot tell, he says, but the

owner of the wheel may have run it into the

river or otherwise disposed of it for the pur-

pose of getting a new wheel; and if it were not

for the fact that the owner in question is an

honorable citizen, incapable of any such ac-

tion, the supposition would be a fairly plaus-

ible one.

It is very evident, however, that there is a

screw loose in this wheel insurance scheme.

If the man or woman who loses a wheel by

theft—or what is supposed to be such—can

only get the new wheel promised upon actual

proof of theft, then the paying of two dollars

for insurance is throwing money away. Not
once in a score of times could such a theft

be proven, either to the satisfaction of the

insurance company, or even of the owner.

The Wheel suggests, therefore, to those who
are meditating the insurance of their wheels

that they ascertain definitely the limits of the

insurance company's liability; and unless there

is a better prospect of receiving something

for the premium paid than there seems to be

in the many cases like the one above noted,

that they keep their premium and do their

own insuring. It looks, indeed, very like a

swindle for an insurance company to take a

person's money under the circumstances out-

lined in the case above, which, it may be

stated, is an actual one and not one manufac-

tured for purely illustrative purposes.

EAST AND WEST MUST GIVE WAY.

Lost indeed is that day which does not see

some new cycling decision emanate from

Philadelphia. Here is one of the latest, deal-

ing with the question as to the right of way

between wheelmen meeting at right angles

with each other (that is, where one wheel-

man is going north or south and the other

is coming east or west), as to which must give

way to the other.

By Philadelphia's Department of Safety,

which corresponds with the Police Depart-

ment in any other city, it is held unhesitating-

ly that the wheelman going north or south

has the right of way as against those using

intersecting streets. This has long been set-

tled as the rule of the road in Pennsylvania,

and the Supreme Court has decided that bi-

cycles are vehicles within the meaning of the

law, hence police officers are instructed to act

accordingly on the bicycle question.

TRYING THE OTHER SIDE.

I
I
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"What, you buying a bicycle? Why, I

thought you detested them."

"So I do, but I've been run over and

shouted at long enough. Now, I'm going to

do some of it myself."

ONE VIRTUE IN BARGAIN-COUNTER CYCLES.

"I wish I could think of something to keep

my husband home at night," said the hatchet-

faced woman to her next-door neighbor

across the air shaft.

"Get him one of those $39.77 bicycles down
at Tapes & Stays'," said the woman in the

other flat.

"That would take him out more than ever."

"Oh, no, it wouldn't. My husband only

rode his Tapes & Stays' bicycle for one day,

and the doctors say he won't be out for a

month."

Just here a feeble voice called for arnica,

and she went to answer it.

JOINING A CLUB.

In joining a cycle club wheelmen are ac-

tuated by various motives other than the one

especially concerned, namely, that of secur-

ing companionship in riding. It is a natural

inclination to associate with those who hold

similar views to our own, and who take their

pleasure in the same way. By joining a club

an unattached rider creates for himself. a bet-

ter social standing in cycling; he gets the

benefit of spirited unity, and, if he be a novice,

brotherly helpfulness from those in the club.

As soon as a man joins a club he immediately

makes friends, and though, as in all clubs,

there are bound to be a few whom he cannot

altogether consider of his own stamp, he is

pretty sure to meet with several whose so-

ciety he can enjoy both in the club and out

of it. He obtains the advice of experienced

riders, and he gets trained into an active rider,

and eventually becomes more and more inter-

ested in the club to which he belongs.

Many, however, join a club solely for the

purpose of making friends or for riding with

companionable persons. Some, indeed, con-

sider it their first duty to inquire into the

personnel of the club, while others consider

that the least important matter. If a club

has a good billiard-room, likewise a few good
billiard-players, these alone may draw men
into it who would otherwise remain unat-

tached. No objection can be made to the ac-

cession of such men, but members of a wheel

club should be riders first and billiard-players

after. Then there are others who join for

indtilging in similar forms of recreation, such

as card-playing, chess, dominoes, etc. Prob-

ably in the cities, particularly, more join to

secure locker, storage, bathing" and wheel

cleaning facilities than for any other purpose.

It is the ambition of some men to occupy

official positions, to obtain the presidency,

captaincy, secretaryship, or some other im-

portant post; but few, indeed, who enter into

office know the worry associated with it until

they get into the work. A club official is

easily bewildered if he allows himself to be

lax; he must act upon his own initiative, and

trust to his good sense to do the correct thing.

Another man may pride himself on his ability

to speak forcibly, and may desire to show this

ability in the political arena of cycling. He pays

little attention to anything except League and

club discussions, in which he shows a disposi-

tion to exhibit his phraseology and to impress

his hearers with his eloquence. Then the

scorcher, who considers that he should hold

the captaincy because he finds he can hold his

own with other members of the club. A
speed man is not the man for a captain, al-

though such an official should not be a dawd-

ler. As in other matters, men are actuated by

various motives in linking themselves to clubs.

BETTER HURRY UP!

Isn't it about time for some long-haired,

long-eared "scientist" to rise and remark that

in just 18,947 years man will have lost com-

pletely the art of walking, owing to his de-

votion to, and dependence upon, the bicycle?

HER NEGLECTED EDUCATION.

"You can not graduate this year,"

Dan Cupid sadly cried,

"Because, unlike these other girls,

A wheel you do not ride."

"A ROSE UNDER ANY OTHER NAME."

A bicycle has been poetically defined as

being the dream of youth and the envy of

old age. A poem in metal. The Rosinante

of many a Quixote.
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THEY MET BY CHANCE.

It was not exactly a formal introduction

that brought them together. Yet when fate

again decrees that they shall pass one another

it is likely that they will remember that they

met in a bicycle collision.

He was well mounted upon a maroon-col-

ored wheel and had maroon-colored hair. A
truck was passing in the centre of the street.

A delivery wagon was passing the truck on

the right, and the maroon-colored wheel, rid-

den by the maroon-topped man, was passing

on the left. The trio were on the Boulevard

when the accident occurred.

She rode a blue wheel, had fetching blue

eyes and wore a scant-skirted costume of blue

serge and a blue shirt waist. Blue streamers

flew from the handle-bars of her wheel. She

was a novice, and evidently desired to turn

into a cross street. He saw her coming, and

realized that she had lost her nerve, so he

hugged the track as close as possible. But

she made straight for him with unfaltering

aim, and to save himself from being thrown

he was compelled to turn sharply to the left

and meet her.

She did not scream—but turned a back

somersault that would have delighted a circus

audience. He was up in a moment and at

the side of Miss Blue Eyes to inquire if she

had been injured and to assist her to her feet,

but she only growled and looked daggers at

him, and then succeeded in driving him away
until she could satisfy herself that none of the

important portions of her costume were dis-

connected. He picked up her wheel, brushed

the dust from the streamers and straightened

the twisted handle-bars, contemplating the

truthfulness of the moral that streamers and

costumes do not make a cycle rider.

MODERATION IN EXCESS.

Moderation, of course, must be observed in

all athletic exercises, especially at the begin-

ning; but the average wheelwoman carries

moderation to excess. She wants to become

a good cyclist without any trouble; she "does

not see the fun" of trying hard at an amuse-

ment, and s'he is mortally afraid of reddening

her face, or disarranging her hair.

Now, in the first place, proficiency in cy-

cling is impossible without some hard work at

the beginning; then, the pastime will never

be really easy and pleasant unless the dose of

hard muscular labor is willingly taken at

first—so that the muscles are developed, and

do their work smoothly and unconsciously

—

and, as regards personal appearance, the cy-

clist who never attains good form will never

look anything but "blowsy," once she leaves

the Park roads or Boulevard for the ups and

downs of country roads.

SURE CURE FOR CYCLE STEALING.

Cycle thievery in Kentucky will no longer

be popular with those gentlemen who think

anything they see belongs to them, provided

it is not chained or guarded, if the recent

punishment meted out by a Lexington Judge

becomes fashionable. Two boys were brought

before him charged with cycle stealing. The
stealing being proven to the Judge's satisfac-

tion, he ordered the culprits to be soundly

thrashed, which was promptly done. A few

doses of this kind will bring cycle thievery in-

to such disrepute as no other ordinary punish-

ment will ever succeed in doing.

BOYS AS DRIVERS.

In all the ordinances lately brought forth,

or proposed and intended for the safer use of

the city's streets, no provision has been made
in regard to what is a serious and growing

abuse. This is the intrusting of the driving

of horses attached to grocers' and butchers'

wagons to boys, who, without practical knowl-

edge of the requirements of proper driving,

and without the strength requisite to guide

or control a horse when unruly, are permitted

to direct the course of heavily-loaded wagons

and trucks through the most crowded streets

of New York to the imminent peril of pedes-

trians and other drivers.

The larger number of these boys are light-

haired Germans or German-Americans, »vho

work for wages that include little more than

board and clothing. A reduction in expenses

is secured by employers who hire such boys;

but the damage to pedestrians, to cycle riders

and others is considerable, and there has

recently been some agitation looking to the

adoption of an ordinance which will make

compulsory the employment of adults for such

work. If, it is claimed, the Board of Alder-

men has the right to regulate the rate of speed

through the streets and rounding corners, it

has equally the right to adopt an ordinance

calling for adult drivers, and it should prompt-

ly turn its attention thereto.

WAS A NATURAL SEQUENCE.

Mr. Pedalmore's wife was eyeing him sus-

piciously as he ate his breakfast.

"You don't seem to like the biscuits?" she

said. What is the matter with them?"

"Oh, nothin' much."

"Then why don't you eat them?"

"I don't feel much like eatin' biscuits this

morning."

"Then there must be something the matter

with them or with you."

"Well, to tell you the truth, they're a lit-

tle more burnt than I ordinarily like 'em.

And I hope you won't think I'm fault-finding

and not willing to make allowances. I know

that human nature's human nature, and it

isn't with any idea of blame that I remark

that lately when ye ain't scorchin' on the

Boulevard ye're scorchin' on the cook stove.

I s'pose the two just naturally go together."

AS IT WAS AND AS IT IS.

"Other times, other manners," might well

be applied to the spread of cycling, as it is

daily more developed. Fancy the languid,

graceful grandmothers, who thought it "lady-

like" to faint at the sight of a mouse, and who

had hysterics over a spider, if, like that one

of Miss Muffet fame, it "sat down beside her,"

wheeling forth debonnairely in the up-to-date

cycling costume, or, to put the case in verse-

fashion, beginning romantically and finishing

slang fashion:

Her great-great-grandam, worthy dame.

Through the long summer days would sit

While swift she sped her spinning-wheel.

But what she loved to do was knit.

The modern maiden, bloomer clad.

On spinning wheel makes quite a hit;

And yet—heredity is strong

—

What she loves best to do is nit.

IN THE YEAR TWO THOUSAND.

(From the Daily Wheel.)

During the rush hours yesterday evening

on Broadway, while the three elevated cycle

tracks and the asphalt pavement below were

crowded with cyclists, a strange object turned

in from Tenth street.

It was an animal of some sort with a large,

hairy body, coarse hair on its neck and had

very long legs. Of course, not knowing what

the beast was, a panic ensued among the hun-

dred thousand or more riders. Those who
were safe on the tracks above sent down warn-

ing shrieks to those on the street below, and

the frantic yells for help of the latter made
pandemonium for a few minutes reign su-

preme.

At length the great animal, with a whisk

of its long, hairy tail and a kick from its heels,

turned and ran up Tenth street again, and was

later captured and shot by the Fifth Regiment,

which had been called out to suppress him.

After going to a great deal of trouble and

spending much time reading vip on natural

history, we find that -the animal referred to

is called a horse. History says he is a very
gentle beast, and perfectly harmless, but as we
know little or nothing about such animals
ourselves, our advice is to bend over ,your

handle-bars and scorch when you come across

one. However, as that is the first one of its

kind seen in these parts for over five hundred
years, it is pretty safe to predict that we may
never see another.

HOW SHE LOOKS AND WHY.

Whatever faults may be laid at the door

of the modern wheelwoman, she certainly sits

straight up, with a rigid determination that

would do wonders if only she realized that

there are other details of style to which it

might equally be applied.

Her knees and ankles are her weakest

points, as a general rule. The former—alas

for her laziness in refusing to learn a proper
mount, and determining to sit in a comfort-
ably low saddle!—are too frequently seen to

paw the air like the limbs of a high-stepping
horse, and giving the rider a general appear-
ance of squat ungainliness, unless she be
"more than common tall," whereupon she

looks like a six-foot rule half folded up.

Of course the remedy for this is—raise the

saddle. This is absolutely the most important
though the most generally neglected detail

of cycling good form, if women could ever be
made to understand it so.

TAKE THEM IN TIME.

Look out for mistakes in your riding form.

They are simply cartilaginous at first, and

you can bend them at will. After a while

they become so tough that they bend you, and

then it is too late to alter them.

Tires, $5 pair. Best '97's Full warranty. Miner-
alized. Rubber Co., New York. Agents wanted. * * *

Inner tubes, 600 cheap. Best makers; this year's;

full warranty. P. O. 1371, New York. * * *

Take Your Wheel With You.

SUMMER TOURS
VIA

BIG FOUR ROUTE,
TO THE

iviountains. Lakes and Seashore.
Special Low Rates will be in effect to Put-in-Bay,

Islands of Lake Erie, Lake Chautauqua, Niagara
Falls, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River, Adi-
rondacks, Lake George, New England Resorts, New
York and Boston. To the Great Lakes, Cleveland,
Sandusky, Toledo, Detroit, Benton Harbor, Mt.
Clemens, Mackinac and Michigan Resorts. To the
Northwest and West, via St. Louis and Chicago.
For rates, routes, time of trains and full particplars,

apply to any agent "Big Four Route," or address

E. o. Mccormick,
Passenger Traffic Manager

"Big Four," Cincinnati, O.
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ON GOING TO EUROPE.

Every man, and every woman, too, for that

matter, expects some day to get hold of

enough time and money combined to "do

Europe." Many succeed in part of their

hopes—that relating to the money and the

time—but they fail lamentably in the latter

portion. Instead of their doing Europe, Eu-

rope very effectually does them. The reason

of this is chiefly the ignorance of the Ameri-

can regarding European customs, countries

and charges. Forewarned is forearmed, in this

as in most other battles, and Mr. Robert

Luce, of Boston, in a handy little volume en-

titled "Going Abroad," has done much to

make smooth the way of the American inno-

cent abroad. In an unusually readable man-
ner Mr. Luce has shown up the foreign "tricks

of the trade," and with a copy of this little

book safely in his possession the American
tourist can play the foreign tour game with

his eyes wide open. From Mr. Luce's little

volume the following extract regarding for-

eign wheel touring is taken:

Assuming good health and ordinary strength,

to people who like bicycle riding the wheel

unquestionably gives the best means for en-

joying a European trip undertaken chiefly for

sight-seeing. If there were truth in a common
notion that the only important object in going

to Europe should be to see beautiful buildings,

art galleries, and other travelers, the bicycle

would have no use for the tourist, as all these

things are to be seen chiefly in the cities; but

the fact is that the rural districts are the more
delightful, the people of the towns and vil-

lages are the more interesting, and of course

real scenery is rustic, so that touring by bi-

cycle gives more pleasure and added profit,

while fostering health. Compared with the

pedestrian tour, the bicycle tour has the ad-

vantage of saving a great deal of time, the

disadvantage that the wheel stamps the tourist

as a foreigner and so increases his expenses

somewhat, for the known foreigner is always

overcharged. But this objection will irTatter

little to most people, for the cost of living

while traveling a-wheel seems at the most to

be economy to anybody who has toured about

America. It is cheaper than rail touring, be-

cause with convenience you can stop in small-

er towns, where hotel bills are always smaller

than in the cities, though the accommodations

often have more real comfort.

Abroad, as at home, the serious "out" of bi-

cycling is due to the weather. There is a

great deal of hard work and no pleasure in

riding on a wet day. On the continent the

percentage of days unfit for riding is about

the same as in the States; England and Scot-

land have much more rain and mist; and in

Ireland wet weather strikes some tourists as

the rule.

On the continent the railway companies

treat bicycles like any other personal baggage;

where trunks go free, a bicycle goes free;

where there is a charge by weight, the bicycle

is weighed, but the cost cuts little figure. In

England trunks go free, but bicycles do not,

the system of charges being much like that

with us, and there is complaint of the expense

on short journeys. It costs four or five shill-

ings to get the wheel across the Channel. No
covering or crating is necessary after you

reach Europe, but in sending the wheel across

the ocean you should crate it—some com-
panies insist on it; the charge for taking it

over may be ten shillings.

Like all other luggage, the bicycle will be

more carefully handled on foreign trains than

on ours, but it is wise to put the wheel aboard

with your own hands, and in England, where

no checking system prevails and the responsi-

bility of the company ends when the luggage

is put on the platform, you should be'on hand

to take your wheel as soon as it is off the car,

else you may see it vanishing in the distance

with a strange rider. Bicycle trunks as now
made are huge, clumsy affairs that the tourist

in a hurry will shun, for the handle-bar and

pedals must be removed every time you pack

one, and to get it to and fro between hotels

and stations is an infernal nuisance.

Bicycles can be hired in every city the tour-

ist is likely to visit, though not for a song.

Though some tourists advocate taking along

a wheel for use in the cities and on excur-

sions, even if all long trips are made by rail,

it is certainly less bother to hire when you

want a wheel than to carry one along from

place to place, and much less expensive. If

you are to stay several weeks in a city like

Paris, where riding on the boulevards and city

streets is easy and delightful, the case will be

altered, but as a rule a bicycle as an incidental

is more bother than it is worth. Wheeling

in London and most English cities is poor.

For touring, I should certainly advise

against hiring the wheel abroad. American

wheels are better than those commonly to be

hired on the Continent, at least, and of course

all hired wheels are liable to be m poor con-

dition, with tires that may give out at any

moment, frames out of true, bearings worn,

chain uncertain.

So for a tour take your own machine, and

before you start have it thoroughly examined

at the maker's or the repair shop. To be sure,

many American companies are represented in

London, Paris, and other cities, and Columbia

repair shops are scattered through England,

at any rate—and an accident seldom does dam-

age that you cannot quickly get remedied, but

it is far the best plan to make certain before

you start that everything about the wheel is

in apple-pie order, and it might be well to take

along the duplicates of nuts that might not

easily be matched abroad, as of that on the

chain. Before shipping the wheel, cover the

bright parts with Russian oil (petroleum jelly)

to prevent rust.

The roads of Great Britain, France, and

Switzerland are vastly superior to the ordi-

nary roads of the States, and a careful rider

will seldom expose his wheel on them to a

strain too severe for our lighter wheels, yet

it is wiser to lessen the risk of a break-down

by using a wheel of at least 22 pounds,

stripped, and 25 or 28 pounds reduces the risk

still more. By the way, a "stripped" wheel

is impracticable for foreign touring. The lug-

gage carrier and tool bag are, oF course, im-

perative; every wheel must carry a lantern

after dark in England, and I think everywhere

on the Continent; and the law requires the bell,

which must be sounded when passing vehicles

or other bicycles; in France it is also pre-

scribed that each wheel shall be provided

with a plate bearing the name and address

of the rightful owner, but a visiting card can

be tied on for a plate. The brake question

does not change any when you cross the At-

lantic, save that some strength is added to the

argument of the brake advocates that the

boot-sole wears out the tire faster than the

brake, and in a country like Switzerland they

can make a point of the fact that braking

on long hills is much less fatiguing than back-

pedaling. This objection would hardly ho'ld

on such a coast as that said to exist in the

Hartz mountain^ in Germany, a coast 27 miles

long, that can be ridden without touching the

feet to the pedals, yet the road is so fine and

the slope so gentle that there is no danger
of a spill.

Dangerous hills are usually marked with a

signboard in England. An excess of caution,

however, sometimes puts these at the top

of hills that any fairly skillful rider can easily

go down.

One rider reports that in making a Swiss

tour he found his tires so thin he did not dare

use the brake, so he bought a pine log about

four feet long and eight or ten inches thick,

into which he drove a nail, so that he could

drag it behind the bicycle by means of a cord

nine or ten feet long, attached to the saddle-

post. This drag he found a great saving of

strength on the down grades of three passes.

This rider with a friend made nearly six

hundred miles in Switzerland in three weeks,

criss-crossing the country from end to end,

and he strongly recommends it as a delightful

way of seeing Switzerland. To the bicyclist,

who better than anybody else appreciates the

meaning of the phrase "the ups and downs
of life," this seems strange advice. Yet, though

Switzerland is all hills, there are many miles

of fairly level road. Along Lake Lucerne, for

instance, with Mt. Rigi on one side and Mt.

Pilatus on the other, both rising sharp from

the water's edge, and the southern end of the

lake so walled by heights that the road has to

be carried along by frequent tunnels, this

road, the Axenstrasse, is nearly as level as

the drives in Central Park. Around Lake
Geneva, too, and up the Rhone valley the

roads are surprisingly level. On the passes it

is all up or all down, but as their roads were

built with military purposes in view, and the

grades had to be easy to permit the dragging

of cannon over them, there are no pitches too

steep to wheel down, as you repeatedly find in

an American mountain region. Some wheel-
men maintain that it is actually easier to as-

cend an Alpine grade with a bicycle than
without one—that by throwing the weight
forward on the handle-bar, they can walk up
a mountain faster than the unincumbered
pedestrian.

Look out for the diligence in Switzerland.
The driver thinks he owns the road and seems
to have a spite against all wheelmen. His
whip-lash is a more formidable weapon than
any you can command, and it is the better
part of valor to submit humbly to being
crowded into the ditch.

Another Swiss nuisance—for that matter,
one found in many part of Europe—is the in-

significant but mighty hob-nail that drops
out of the peasant's shoe and stands on the
road-bed with the point up. Seldom can you
see it, and often its damage is not known till

you find the thing fairly imbedded in your tire,

the air not escaping till you pull out the nail.

The croakers delight in telling wheelmen go-
ing to England that the thorns from the

hedges do the same sort of mischief so fre-

quently that the single-tube tires are danger-
ous, but I have met no one who has been thus

bothered. Yet the cautious rider will avoid
riding over twigs and branches in the road,

whether they are green or dry.

(Continued next week.)
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ROAD-RACING RULES.

Something like unanimity of rules may
hereafter prevail in the conduct of the more

prominent road races in this vicinity. Such

a result has been aimed at, and if it is ob-

tained it will be due to the co-operation of the

Associated Cycling Clubs of New York, Long
Island and New Jersey in the promotion of

this year's Irvington-Millburn road race, to

which the revised rules were first applied.

They were adopted at a meeting of

the joint committee. Those present were

Messrs. Edward Gerbereux, George W.
Shannon and Walter Rutan, chairmen, re-

spectively, of the race committees of the New
York, Long Island and New Jersey associa-

tions; W. A. Drabble and R. G. Betts, of the

Auxiliary Committee; P. Anthony Brock,

president M. A. C. C, and Judge Chas. E.

Simms, referee of the Irvington-Millburn;

also J. F. Owens and Jas. O'Neill, chief

marshals of the event.

The rules are the result of a very general

discussion and interchange of opinion and a

careful comparison of the rules of the Cen-

tury Road Club and those that have governed

the Irvington-Millburn races of the past.

Among the important additions is the stipu-

lation that no competitor not on his allotted

mark shall be permitted to start—a provision

born of experience and designed to prevent

"team work" and a general disarrangement

of handicaps. Among the fast brigade par-

ticularly there has ever been a desire to start

with the faster bunch behind, in order to ob-

tain better pacing. It has also been explicitly

stated that from the referee's decision "there

shall be no appeal" and that all protests shall

be filed in writing within one hour after the

finish of the race, which will do much to ob-

viate long drawn-out wrangles and hearings

by race committees.

The clauses pertaining to club prizes and
penalties are new and much needed—the "sen-

tences" for intentional and outside pacemak-
ing being stringent enough to act as a check

on practices which have caused several road-

racing scandals.

The rule stipulating the number of officials

was adopted for the Irvington-Millburn; all of

the others apply to road races in general, and

are as follows:

RULES GOVERNING ROAD RACING.

OFFICERS OF THE RACE.—The officers of the

race shall be a referee, seven judges, seven time-

keepers, one starter, one clerk of the course and as-

sistants, one scorer and assistants, two chief umpires

and assistants and two chief marshals and assistants.

REFEREE.—The referee shall have general super-

vision of and authority over the race, and shall give

judgment on protests received by him; shall decide

all questions or protests respecting foul riding, etc.,

of which he may be personally cognizant, or which
may be brought to his notice by any other official.

He shall decide all questions whose settlement is

not provided for in these rules. He shall have power
to remove any official who in his judgment is in-

competent. From his decision there shall be no
appeal.

JUDGES.—There shall be seven judges at the fin-

ish. In case of a disagreement a majority shall de-

cide. Their decision as to the order in which the

men finish shall be final.

CLERKS OF THE COURSE.—The clerks of the

course shall arrange the men in groups according to

handicaps, ready for the start. Competitors must
report to him promptly as their numbers are called.

UMPIRES.—It shall be the duty of each umpire
to oversee that part of the course to which he is

assigned by the chief umpire, and to watch closely

the riding, and immediately after the race, to report

to the referee any competitor or competitors whose
riding may be considered unfair.

MARSHALS.—It shall be the duty of the marshals

to use their best endeavors to patrol and keep that

part of the course assigned to them by the chief

marshal, clear of obstructions.

CHANGING BICYCLES. — Contestants may
change bicycles during the progress of the race, but

they must at all times be with a wheel, and make no
progress unaccompanied by a wheel.

RULES OF THE ROAD.—The law of the road

shall be strictly observed; all contestants must keep

to the right, and when passing in the same direc-

tion, must go to the left. Any violation of this rule

shall be to the violator's peril, and in case of a foul

he shall be disqualified. The contestant reaching

the turning point first shall have the rigKt of way;
no sidepaths shall be taken; violation of this rule

shall be judged a foul.

PACE-MAKING.—If clearly proven that any
contestant submits by consent to pace-making, he

shall be disqualified.

PROTESTS.—All protests must be presented in

writing to the referee within one hour after the finish

of the race.

COMPETITORS.—Each competitor must be at

the tape and in position according to handicap, and
ready to start promptly at the time appointed; each

competitor must have his proper number securely

pinned low down on his back, so that it can be
plainly seen by the scorer; competitors whose num-
bers cannot be seen will not be scored. The start

shall be made from a standstill by push-off, and no
call back will be allowed under any circumstances, af-

ter leading men have started. Any competitor who
is not on his allotted mark shall not be permitted

to start. No competitor shall be allowed to race

with mounting step, lamp bracket, coasters, cyclom-
eter or any other device projecting from his bicycle.

CLUB PRIZES.—Clubs competing for any club

prizes must be represented by bona fide members
paying the full dues of such clubs at least thirty days

prior to the date of the event in which they com-
pete.

PENALTIES.—Any club or clubs violating the

foregoing rule may be debarred from future contests

or may be suspended for a period of not less than

two years.

Any rider violating any of the provisions of the

foregoing rules may be debarred from entering all

future contests, or may be suspended for a period

not exceeding one year. Any rider who, whether
entered in a race or not, intentionally paces a com-
petitor may be debarred from participating in any
race held under the auspices of any of the Asso-
ciated Cycling Clubs of New York, New Jersey or

Long Island, or may be suspended for a period of

not less than two years.

All questions which may arise and are not covered
by the foregoing rules shall be decided by the racing
rules of the L. A. W.

REGARDING PROFIT MAKING.

A writer in the "India Rubber World," who
designates himself as "The Man About Town,"
tells this as a fact:

After a recent meeting in New York of the

Rubber Tire Association, one of the members
said to me: "You will be safe in cautioning

rubber manufacturers against too great liber-

ality in extending credit to the bicycle trade.

There is still a considerable element in that

trade attracted to it by a great misapprehen-

sion as to the profits of bicycles, and there

must be more failures before the industry is

on a solid foundation. By the way, you can

count on your fingers the bicycle firms in this

country that have actually made money."

"And how many have made money in bi-

cycle tires?" I asked.

"Only one concern has made the business

pay well," said he, naming the company. A
third member of the party suggested another

factory that he thought had made money.
"Perhaps so," said the first speaker, "but not

more than the same investment would have

paid in any ordinary business. There has

been no commensurate return for the trouble

they have gone through, the risk incurred, and

the exertion that has been made to build up a

great business."

POSITIONING A SADDLE.

That day is lost which sees no new saddle

placed upon the market, yet the fact remains

that there are dozens and dozens of makes
of saddles already in use, any one of which, if

properly understood by the rider, answers all

possible requirements of a safe, comfortable

and healthful cycle seat, without resorting to

any of the claim-all new-fangled monstrosities

one sees advertised in the magazines as the

"only hygienically and anatomically correct

saddle in the world."

Perfect adjustment of the saddle to the

rider is a matter requiring considerable study

and attention. Both with regard to its fore

and aft movements and its up and down ones,

it is not too much to say that so small an al-

teration as one of a quarter of an inch may
make all the difference between comfortable

and uncomfortable riding. In many instances

the difficulty of finding the proper position

for the saddle lies in not making the alter-

ations by small enough degrees. The rider

finds himself too high, and at once lowers

his saddle a quarter of an inch, maybe more.

The change seems a great improvement, for

he is now resting muscles which he previously

overtaxed. In the course of time he discovers

he is no better off than before, and up goes

the saddle back into its old oosition; and so

it goes, a really proper division of the work

among the various groups of muscles never

being accomplished.

The fore and aft position of the saddle

touches the question of comfort in various

ways. To begin with, riding with the saddle

too far forward produces over-flexion at the

knee, leading to loss of power in the leg thrust

and pains in the knees, even after only a few

miles have been ridden. Again, unless the

legs are moderately flexed at the hips, a true

sitting posture is impossible, and the con-

sequences are saddle soreness and the famous

so-called "perineal pressure," which the sad-

dle-maker so often refers to in the advertising

of his wares. Reversely, to ride with the sad-

dle ioo far back means increased exertion in

lifting the extended leg on the up-stroke, in

so much as the leg, not being under the body

but projecting in front thereof, it has an im-

mense leverage over one. Practically, discom-

fort from this source is felt chiefly in the

groin.

Short runs are useless in determining cor-

rect position; almost any position is comfort-

able where it is maintained only long enough

to cover a few miles. Only alter the position

of the saddle after carefully studying the ef-

fects of its faulty position, and in altering it

never move it more than a quarter of an inch

at a time, giving it a thorough trial after each

alteration before deciding upon another one.

After the rider has tired out one group of

muscles by a combination of an incorrectly

placed saddle and a long ride, he is in no con-

dition for properly determining whether a new
saddle position is right or wrong; therefore,

after making an alteration leave it for a fresh

trial and decide by that. Never rest content

until that "tired feeling" after a run is general,

not painfully localized.

CALLS FOR A CLOSE DECISION.

There are many miseries in life, but it is

not yet decided which suffers the most, the
man who rides a bargain-counter bicycle or
the man who is in love.
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Prices and Facts.

Take Time by the Forelock arid Investigate.

TO THE BICYCLE MANUFACTURING TRADE.

Gentlemen:—Since our previous communications we have decided to give you the benefit of

our unexcelled facilities for the manufacture of Bicycle Tubing, and make you a special offer of 85 per

cent and per cent discount (depending upon character of specifications and time for delivery) from

the American Seamless Tubing List on No. 20 and No. 22 Gauge Fifty-Carbon "CLINCHER" Joint

Cycle Tubing, cut to exact length and reamed for flush joints, or, if not reamed, an extra 5 per cent

discount. This quotation is based upon your 1898 season's requirements—sizes, lengths, quantities of

each and date for delivery to be agreed upon on placing contract.

Our offer is made for early acceptance, and your acceptance could be made subject to your prompt

approval on receipt of a sample lot of tubing; and, for your own satisfaction, we would urge you to give

this justly celebrated tubing an early trial, at least to the extent of building a few dozen wheels, and thus

convince yourselves of its superiority.

This tubing is designed for frames where the tubing is to be used in practically straight lengths,

and not bent more than is customary for the loop-frame on ladies' wheels, as mild decarbonized steel

tubing is better suited for the more difficult shaped handle-bars, etc. We expect to obtain considerably

higher prices later in the season, and will guarantee you against decline of prices on our tubing sold

under similar conditions. Extensive transverse deflection tests have demonstrated that this tubing has

about double the stiffness possessed by seamless tubing after the annealing which is done in brazing on

the connections—a i}i inch No. 20 gauge tube deflecting only about two-tenths of an inch under a thou-

sand pound weight suspended in the centre of a twelve-inch length, and one-half of an inch under a

fifteen hundred pound weight, and with a permanent set of only about one-half the deflection ; whereas

in the seamless tubing similarly tested with but six hundred and seventy-five pounds, bent down half an

inch, and had a permanent set of three-quarters of this amount.

It has also perfectly withstood a vibration test of one-quarter inch deflection, three hundred times

per minute, ten -hours per day continuously for a month, without crystallizing. The "Clincher" joint

overcomes all annoyance in cycle-frame construction heretofore incidental to the use of brazed tubing,

and the seam cannot be detected in the finished bicycle, the surface of the tubing being smooth and the

line of brass so insignificantly narrow as to permit of perfect enameling. Our patented method of tubing

construction is the only process by which other than practically dead soft decarbonized steel can be

made into brazed tubes or fork-sides, and the length of interlocking teeth is reduced to a minimum, thus

greatly adding to the strength of the tubing.

As bicycles in '98 are likely to be sold largely on the ground of price (their appearance and

strength being equal), why not make a good dividend from the savings to be effected in the use of this

tubing, it being much less expensive, yet stronger, than seamless tubing, and worth double the price of

any other brazed tubing in the economies it will effect in the manufacturing departments, and the use of

Fifty-Carbon Tubing will also greatly assist in the sale of your wheels.

Yours very truly,

NEW YORK: 253 Broadway.
CHICAGO: 19 S. Jefferson St

The Wilmot & Hobbs mg. Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

Established )877. Incorporated )884.
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HIS RETURN TO CARRIAGE RIDING.

"I had one of the most curious experiences

yesterday I've had for a long time," said one

prosperous-looking business man to another

of the same ilk, as they exchanged greetings

and occupied adjoining seats in an elevated

train on Monday morning. "For the first

time in three years I undertook to do a little

driving with a friend, and he wished me to

handle the reins. Before I took to the bicycle

I had enjoyed considerable driving in my life,

and never had any hesitation in handling any

horse that I ever saw, but I must confess that

I am a little out of practice and feel more at

home now on a bicycle saddle than on a car-

riage seat.

"I had no difficulty whatever and every-

thing went swimmingly, even though the

horse was a little scary at the elevated roads

and thought a steam roller which was resting

on the side of the road was something to be

avoided by as wide a distance as possible.

"The curious thing was that when we ap-

proached a crosswalk, where people were go-

ing from one side of the street to the other, I

had a strong impulse to ring my bell, and

could even feel the muscles of my left hand
grasping the handle-bar and the thumb press-

ing the spring. This was especially noticeable

at the beginning of the drive, but even after

a dozen or fifteen miles the automatic impulse

would be felt again.

"Another thing that I could not help notic-

ing was the different feeling the cyclist has in

a carriage when he comes up behind another

vehicle and looks ahead to see about passing

it. It requires a second thought to tell him
that an opening abundantly wide for a bicycle

will not do for a four-wheeled vehicle. After

three hours in the buggy, with the horse pull-

ing pretty hard at times, I came to the con-

clusion that driving was more tiresome work
than wheeling. But going back to driving

was worth trying just to convince a man what

a good thing a bicycle is when compared to a

horse and carriage."

AS TO ANKLE ACTION.

When you find a wheelwoman who really

can use her ankles properly, and does not

pedal as stiffly as a mechanical figure in a

show-window, one wants to capture her with

a large landing-net, and preserve her in al-

cohol as a valuable rarity—there are so very

few of her. It is no exaggeration to say that

nineteen wheelwomen out of twenty have not

the faintest conception of what proper ankle

action means. What they lose by such ignor-

ance—how much harder hills are to climb,

and how much easier pedals are to miss, and

how the liability to side-slip is increased

—

they also ignore. Good ankle action adds

very much to the rider's powers of endurance,

speed, and hill-climbing, and not a little to

appearance; but because its necessity is not

immediately apparent to an ill-taught novice,

it is too frequently neglected altogether.

EACH IN HIS TURN.

The brakeless rider who coasts down the

long hill with the sharp turn at the bottom

and breaks his anatomy into several pieces

by dismounting quickly, only needs to loiter

around the foot of that hill a few pleasant

Sundays to see many of the low-browed

humorists who laughed at him come to the

same sad and sore ending.

IT WASN'T MEDICINE.

"I know a man," he said earnestly, "whose
life was saved by a patent

"

"Excuse me," interrupted the auditor, wear-

ily, "but it's bad enough to have to read those

things without listening to them."

"But this isn't any display-type-next-to

reading-matter story. It's a genuine fact.

He couldn't eat anything——

"

"Yes. And then he took Dr. So and So's

Something or Other, and it toned his digestion

up so that he could digest carpet tacks."

"No. He couldn't eat, because he didn't

have the price of a meal. But he invented

a patent ball-bearing pneumatic side-saddle,

for wheelwomen, got a capitalist to help him
put it on the market, and now he can eat

whenever he feels like it."

ON THE ROAD TO FAME.

Willie Hayes, the. youngster here pictured,

might well be termed a "natural-born trick

rider." All he knows, and that is some thirty

difficult feats, he "picked up himself." Al-

though not yet twelve years of age, he has

several times appeared in public at his home-
place, Trenton, N J., and at Philadelphia, but

not until he made his "metropolitan debut,"

at the Quill Club's meet two weeks ago, was

his reputation established. His performance

there was undeniably clever and was heartily

applauded, and as a direct result he has since

received three engagements, and is now fairly

started on the route to fame.

CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER COSTUMES.

"Algy, I want a bicycle."

"A bicycle? Why, my dear, I thought you

always regarded cycling as an unladylike per-

formance."

"So I have; but the dressmaker says she

can make over that gray gown of mine into

a cycle costume that would be just too lovely

for anything."

AFTER THE FALL.

"I see by the papers that down on Long
Island a wheelman was held up by two men."

"I wish," said Wobblemore, as he felt if the

court-plaster was in place, "I wish to gracious

I had been."

WOMAN AS A MODEL.

Possibly the Creator, in His wisdom, Mr.
Editor, has some good reason for tolerating

the hump of some who ride a bicycle, and
possibly the man, who humps himself like a

small boy who has just succeeded'in bringing

his stomach into contact with an overdose
of green apples, feels as distressed as he looks.

If he does, may the saints pray for him. But
he says he doesn't. He says he feels pretty

fair when he humps himself like a duck tug-

ging at a helgramite worm that is stuck in the

mud, and leaves 'the inference that the only

real misery is on the part of the spectator,

who is wrought to a pitch of distress from the

spectacle.

Possibly it is all true. But after seeing a

man get his back up over a bicycle, about in

the same artistic archy architecture that the

hot-tempered cat affects when he is not feeling

amiable, it is enough to make a man fall down
at her feet and worship her to see how grace-

fully and erect the wheelwoman can ride.

She never ties herself in a knot around the

handle bar, with her nose rooting the tire of

the front wheel, but she sits the machine as a

queen sits a horse. And in thus setting an

example to her brother of a thing that, he

thinks can't be done, she also illustrates for

herself how a woman's dress can be so made
as to keep it from doing scavenger duty on
the streets.

Since the bicycle has presented an argument
against the filthy trailing dress, women can

get about with garments that do not drag in

all of the nastiness that is on the street and
the sidewalk, and, perhaps, in time, the bicycle

may become such a sanitary missionary that

long, street-sweeping dresses may be held in

the contempt they should be.

If woman on the bicycle teaches man on
the bicycle that he need not be an expert con-

tortionist to ride a wheel, and at the same

time teaches womankind that they do not

need to do the public scavengering with their

street clothes, the wheelwoman will have

been more useful than some of the mossbacks

of life appear to think. Such, at least, is the

idea of one who has carefully studiea the sub-

ject from a Boulevard sidewalk, and who is

content to sign himself An Onlooker.

SHE SHOULD HAVE TRIED A TANDEM.

"Talk about the misery of unattainable as-

pirations," mused the Fat Lady, who had some-

thing of a penchant for philosoph-" though

not for pedal-pushing. "You weren't here, I

guess, when the Four-Legged Girl first got

stuck on riding a bicycle?"

No, the India Rubber Man, who was now
billed as the Human Tire, had not been with

the side-show at the time mentioned.

But when he thought of the lady's four-

pedal extremities and the bicycle's two

pedals, he laughed hoarsely, even to the verge

of puncturing his larynx.

FOLLOWING HIS WHEEL MARKS.

That the name of Michael, in connection

with cycling, may not be forgotten in his

native Wales, while James the famous, of

the tribe of Michael, was suspended in America,

the Aberaman Ladies' Cycling Club has been

organized in Wales, with James's sister the

captain and his wife the honorable treasurer.
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"AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

®'

^
^

America Cycle Mfg* Co*,

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, IIvL.

(§)

GENERAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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1 ALBANY—^ 1

1 Seamless i

1 Steel Tubing i

^: Equal in grade and quality to any ^^
^ bicycle tubing in the world. . . . ^

1 CAPACITY-6,000,000 FEET PER YEAR. }
^ Write for Price§ and Samples. :^

A WHEEL
THAT WILL INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS

RIGHT NOW IS THE

Elfin Juvenile.
BECAUSE—The clamor of the children "for a

wheel " is beginning to make parents look around.

BECAUSE—Many a boy has been promised a

wheel when " school closes."

BECAUSE—The Elfin can give points to any
other juvenile wheel on the market.

BECAUSE—The Elfin fits the child.

A distinctive feature is the reversible crank-

hanger, which permits an adjustment of two

inches in the frame height. It's a convincing

argument to offer in selling a wheel for a grow-

1 Albany Mfg. Co, |
^ ALBANY, INDIANA. ^
^: Kindly mention The Wheel. -^

^ittittiUiUiUMkiUiUiUiUiUiUiiUUiUiUiUiUiU^

Makers:

FRAZER & JONES COMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS—Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago; J.

Andrae & Sous, Milwaukee, Wis.; M. Lieber, Philadelphia, Pa.; Hay
& Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis; Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston;

Union Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio; Maltby-Henley Co., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SADDLES

Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE

SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN AM. UNOCCUPIED
TEBBITORT. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.

Office and Factory : 189-191 W. I-arned St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

583,348. BICYCLE-BELL SiBON W. Wardwell, Jr., Provi- 583,886 SPRINO SEAT-POST OR HANDLEBAR. CLARENCg W. 5 84,06 6 PNEUMATIC TIRE FOR BIGYGLBS. LeeRStoddkb,

dence.RL FUed Nov. 10, 1896 Serial No^61 1.633. (No model) Beenber, St Louis, Mo. FUed Nov. 16, 1896. Serial No. 612,215. (No Chicago, 111. FUed Dec. 31, 1894. Serial No. 533,460. (No model)

model)

Claim.— i. In a bell, the combination of a gong liavitig a series

of projections, and arranged to revolve freely and to continue its

motion by momentum, and a hammer supported to be struck by, and,

move radilly under the action of the projections, substantially as de-

scribed Claim.— 1. The combination with the post of a handle-bar. or

Serial No. 613,822. (No model!

Serial

583,893.. BICYCLE-LOCK. JOHN DiVlDSOS, London, England, as- ^^^^^ ^f ^ gig^^g jnto which said post is slidingly fitted, a slot-and-pin

slgnor of one-half to John Rombach, Bame place. Filed Nov, 28, 1896. connection between the upper ends of the post and sleeve, a plug

threaded into the lower end of the sleeve, a spring interposed between

the plug and lower end of the post, and a bolt passing freely through

said plug and threaded into the lower end of the post, the head of

said bolt impinging against the under side of the plug; substantially

as described.

5 83,904. DUST-OnARD FOR SPROCKETS AND CHAINS OF BI-

CYCLES. HehbyHol, Whitman, Masa Filed June 29, 1896.

No. 597,497. (No model)

Cfaim—The combination, with a case, of clips for connecting the

same to a cycle-frame, each provided with a slotted stem or extension

and with bowed clipping portions having parallel ends for the recep-

tion of securing-bolts, a bolt projecting from the case and passing

through the slotted extensions of said clips ; a catch within the case;

and means carried by the case and adapted to be passed through a

wheel of a cycle and to be locked by the catch.

5 84 3 84 BICYCLE LAMP OR LANTERN. WiLLUM S. Hamx,

^'c^om,' assignor to the Adams & Westlake Company, of Illinois.

Filed Aug. 19, 1896. Serial No. 603,258.^ (No model)

Claim.—A pneumatic tire comprising one or more layers of fab-

ric treated witli a mi.\ture of alcohol, resin and borax and one or

more layers of rubber, substantially as set forth.

584,920. PNEUMATIC HANDLE. SEWARD M. OUNSAUL, Omaha,

Nebr., assignor to the S. M. Qunsaul Company, same place. FUed July

11,1896. Serial Na 598,841. (No model)

Claim,— 1. The combination, with a suitable threaded supports

ing-stem having abutments arranged thereon as specified, a handle-

casing working over against said abutments and partly encompassing

the stem, such handle-casing being approximately cylindrical and pro-

vided with end flanges or lips and a projecting head, the same being

of flexible elastic air-tight material, outer nuts working upon said

stem and against said lips, in combination with a suitable valve, all

arranged substantially as shown and described.

584,033. BICYCLE-BELL ALEXANDER B. BURNS, Washington.

D. C., assignor of one-half to Isadore Saks, same place. Filed Aug. 13,

1896. Serial No. 602.650. (No model)

Claim.— I. A d\ist-guard for the sprocket chain and wheels of

bicycles and the like comprising two main box portions which shut

onto each other, recesses in the edges of the box portions which form

a slot through the box when said portions are brought together, and

detachable spring-clamped covering-strips for the sides and ends of

said slot, and pads on the inside walls and on the inside of said side

covering-strips of the box, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed

583,931. BICYCLE

Claim.— I In a bicycle-bell, the combination with a train of
gearing actuated by the teusioned force of a spring, of an escapements

-BRAKE. JOSEPH MURPHY, Jr., New York,
'*^*''

^"^\"f
^ *•*""""• »"^ * ^'".S'* ^ar or detent movably secured

N. Y. Filed Apr. 18. 1896. Serial No. 688,077. (Ho model)

Claim..— I. In a lamp or lantern of the character described, the

combhiation of an outer case having openings, a removable front lens,

removable side glasses, a removable rear reflector, and double, thread-

ed flanged sockets screwed upon each other and secured to the open-

ings in the outer case by the flanges and the indentations 16- formed

in the said flanges and outer case, the supports for the front lens, the

side glasses and the reflector being detachably screwed in said sock-,

ets, substantially as set forth.

5 83 945 ELECTRIC UOHT FOR VEHICLES. ALPRED M. ROD-

EIGOEZ, Brooklyn. »• Y. FUed Oct 7, 1896. Serial No. 608,085. (No;

model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with a wheeled vehicle and an elec-

tric lamp and generator mounted thereon, of a friction-wheel rota-

upon the plate supporting the train of gearing and arranged to be
pushed into and out of ehgagement with the escapement-lever, where-
by the befl is caused to ring continuously when the bar or detent is

moved out of engagement with said escapement-lever and is stopped
when the bar or detent is moved into engagement with the escape-

ment-leverl'iubstantially as specified.

583,911. BALL-BEARINB. ' William D.'Knowles, Buffalo, N. T
FUed Oct 9, 1895. Serial No. 565,200, (No model)

tively mounted on the vehicle and in pei-ipheral contact with some

part of the wheel thereof, and a flexiijle shaft between the shaft of "

,_ j

said wheel and the arbor of the armature of the generator and con- means for operating the same and a concave

nectiDg the same, whereby the former drives the latter. spring metal having eUipt.cal rollers journaled therem

Claim.—In an antifriction-bearing, the combination of an axle-

spindle having the reduced and threaded outer end, the shoulder c,

and the circular enlargement d, the sleeve arranged on the said spin-

dle and having exterior threads at its outer end and also having the

enlargement at its inner end forming an interior shoulder and an ex-

terior shoulder, a nut arranged on the reduced and threaded end .of

the spindle and abutting against the end of the sleeve, a cylindrical

hub surrounding the sleeve, the cups G, H, having the horizontally-

disposed portions arranged within the hub at opposite ends of the

same, the outwardly-extending portions at the outer edges of the

horizontal portions bearing against the ends of the hub and the in-

wardly-extending portions at the inner edges of the horizontal por-

tions, an interioriy-threaded ring C, mounted on the threaded end of

the sleeve, an annulus D, mounted on the sleeve and arranged against

the said ring, an annulus E, mounted on the sleeve and arranged

against the shoulder thereof, antifriction-balls interposed between and

arranged in raceways formed by the cup H, and the annulus B, and

u- , V^i '
"*(.. "„..JS!!ati^ of a brake-rod and the cup G, an annulus D, and the ring K, surrounding the ring C, and

CTa^m.-^n a b.cycle-brake the combmat.on of^a brake^rod an^d ^^^^^P^^,
^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ .^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ substantially >us and

for the purpose set forth.
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6 8 4,295. DEVICE FOR REPAIRINO PNEUMATIC TIRES.

J0E« ScHADK, Brooklyn, N. T., asalgnor of one-half to Henry Scbade,

same plaoe. fjled Auk. 27, 1896. Serial No. 604,114. (No modeL)

5 S^r.OS^r. USHTER FOR BIOTCLE OR OTHER LAHPa Jou
HouiB, Newark, N. 1. Filed Sept 28, 1896. Serial Na 607,31$. (No

model) ^
588,891. WHEEL FOR CYCLEa David Coixim and WlLLUM

E. Wallis, Southampton, England. Filed Nov. 13, 1896. Serial No.
611,962. (NomodeU

Claim.— 1.. Asa.newarticieof manufacture, .the herein-deaoribed
reversible plug for repairing pneumatic tires, consisting of a cylindro-
conoidal stem portiob, a head oi> flange portion formed with a cen-
trally-located depression therein to provide a bearing for a tool in
seating.thc plug, and a pull-cord sewed through said stem pprtioh
and secured to pull centrally thereon, said plug being adapted to be
inserted into the tire by its stem end and subsequently revei-sed, sub-
stantially ad specified

5 84,10 8. WHEEL-TIRE. Willum CoBUss, Providence, R. L
Filed Hoy. 29. 1896. Serial No 570,477. (No model)

Claim.~-l. The improved lighter for lamps comprising a tubular

piece of sheet metal having at one end a series of resilient arms d, d,

providiug flrictional surfaces adapted to engage the ignition material

of the match, having an intermediate shoulder or flange g, and at the

opposite end a series of cleats at the end opposite that having the

arms, the said cleats being adapted to be bent down and with the

flange hold the lighter in rigi(f relation to the lamp, tlie whole being

formed of one integral piece of metal, substantially as set forth.

5 84,0 1 7 . BICYCLE-LOCK. Augustus R. Sewell, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jan. 22. 189.7. Serial No. 620,190. (No model)

kM ^^^

tvr-„--,.^f-y...- jsri ttvf^i^ 1 > L..

Claim.— 1. The combination ofa concave trough-shaped rim hav-
ing inwardly-turned hooks at its edges, an outer tire or cover, heli.

cal springs at its edges held under tension when in the hooks, and
whose unstretched length is not greater than the smallest circumfer-
euce of the inside of the rim, so that wheu the tire is deflated the edges
automatically move to acentral position in the rim, and an innerpneu-
matic tube bearing when inflated upon the inside of the trough and
pressing the spring edges of the tire into the hooks.

Tnm

,yL.

2q
5 84,3 77. WOODEN FELLY FOR VEHICLE-WHEELS. OeorSe

Tyler, Clarksburg, Canada. Filed Nov 4, 1896. Serial No. 611,076
flfo model) Patented In Canada Dec. 7, 1896, No. 54,290.

Claim.— I, A wheel-tire consisting of a series of iudependent
metallic springs the ends of which are inserted into grooves on the
inner portion of the rim of the wheel, substantially as described.

584,3 86. CYCLOHETEK Chakles T. HiooWBOTBAit, Thomas-

ton, Conn., assignor to the Seth Thomas Clock Company, same place.

Filed Oct 4, 1895. Renewed Apr. 16, 1897. Serial No. 632,492. (No

model)

Claim.— 1. In a cyclometer, an inclosing case, a dial and an in-

dex, in combination with operating mechanism for the latter receiv-

ing motion from the wheel of the carriage .through an eccentric G'

with a proper holding-pawl, and gear for reducing the motion, and

Claim.—}
.
A lock for bicycles and similar vehicles, the sa~me

comprising a box or casing, locking-bars which are longitudinally
movable therein, the opposite ends of said bars being provided with
a hinged section, each of which is provided with a hook, and said
bars being adapted to be adjusted in said bo» or casing, and to be
locked in the desired position tlierein, substantially as shown and
dejwribed,

5 84,163. MANUFACTURE OF PNEUMATIC TIRES. Jamb F.

Lawrence, Chicago, III, assignor to the Morgan & Wright same place.
FUed Mar. 29, 1897. Serial No. 629,823. ,(No model)

eio.!m.— In a joint for the wooden fellies of vehicle-wheels, the
.wmbinatiou of the grooves a and grooves <i«. in one end of the fellv.
of the tongues A and // on the other end, of the two locking poitions
a' and *', and of the tongues a' and a', and the corresponding grooves

584,05 9. PNEUMATIC TIRE. WlLLUM B. Mann. BalUmow, M(l.

FUed Jaa 18, 1897. Serial No. 619,539. (No model)

means as the spring E for inducing friction between the eccentric and

the operating-pawl, substantially as shown, so that when the eccen-

tric is turned by the carriage moving forward it will induce the en-

gagement of the pawl to properly operate the index, and also will

iTi case of any reveree motion of the eccentric, be held out of engage-

ment and of no effect, substantially as herein specified.

5 84,17 6. BICYCLE-LAMP SUPPORT. WlLLUM S Hamm, Chi-

cago, III, assignor to the Adams i Westlake Company, of Illinois.

Filed Mar. 11, 1897. Serial No. 627,019, (No model)

Clai.m.— i. A device for use in the cementation of inner tubes
to the inner walls of pTieumatic-tire casings, comprising a tube-holder
adapted for engaging and holding a portion or portions of an inner
tube drawn out from a Hibular-tire easing within which the inner
tube is confined, and arranged for maintaining the portion of the tube
which is within the tire-«asing in a taut condition against the inner
wall of the tire-casing at the base side thereof, substantially as de-
scribed.

5 84,164. MEANS FOR MAKING PNEUMATIC TIREa Jamks
F. Lawrence, Chicago, m, assignor to the Morgan k Wright, same
place. Original application filed Mar. 29, 1897, Serial No. 629,823. Di-

vided and this application filed Apr. 7, 1897. Serial No. 631,088. (No
model)

Claim.— 1. In a vehicle-wheel, the combination of a rim having
a peripheral channel with undercut sides ; and an inflatable elastic tire

having, a solid elastic annulusprotrudingfrom its inner side and seat-

ing against the bottom of the rim-channel, said annulus having flar-

ingsidesto engage the undercnt channel sides, and the interior surface

of the tire immediately behind the annulus being reentrant of the

cross-sectional circle of the tire and the annulus thus thickened

through-its middle portion, substantially "as and for the purpose set

forth.

5 84,193. PNEUMATIC TIRE. John C. Raymond, New York, N. Y.

Filed July 3, 1896. Serial No. 597,962. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. In a lamp-support, the coitibination" of a lamp-body

curved arms secured thereto, a segment having the same radius as

the curved arms and telescopically connected thereto, and elastic

bearings between the ends of the segment and the lamp-body, sub-

stantially as set forth.

584,350. SPROCKET-WHEEL FOR CHAIN-SEARING. JamesA
Walkis, Folkestone, New South Wales. Filed Dec: 23, 1896. Serial

No. 616,768. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A device for use in the cementation of inner tubes to
the inner walls of tubular-tire casings, comprising an annular support
for the casing having a gap oi' opening, and holders arranged at op-
posite sides of such gap or opening and adapted for holding the end
portions of an inner tube drawn out from an opening in a casino*

upon said support, substantially as set forth.

584,17 9. BICYCLE ALARM. JOHN L Leavitt, Albuquerque,

andEMa B'BO, BeraaliUo, N. Met Filed Aug. 12, 1896. Serial Ho.

502,543 (No model)

Claim-.— 1. A pneumatic tire, comprising a series of pneumatic

sections, a flexible cireular casing adapted to receive the sections and

open at the inside, and a rim carrying the said casing and formed

with openings registering with the open inside of the casing, to per-

mit of inserting or removing the said pneumatic sections, substantially

as shown and described.

584,300. BICYCLE.
. Joseph Wheatlky, Memphis, Tenn. KUed

Dec. 22, 1896. Serial No. 616,616 (No modal)

Claim..— 1. A chain-wheel having groups of sprockets or teeth

on its circumference, and provided with an adjustable compensator Claim.— 1. An alarm device for Vehicles, consisting of a vibra.-

composed of an elastic or flexible peripheral piece constructed to be tory tongue secured in said gong, projections on the spokes of the

bowed outwardly, combined with means for bowing said compensator, traveling wheel of the vehicle, and means for throwing said tongue

substantially as and for the purposes described in direct contact with said projeetiqns, substantially as set forth.

Claim,— 1. A driving-gear for bicycles, comprising a sprocket-

wheel mounted to rock or oscillate on a stud carried by the bicycle-

frame, a sprocketr-chain engaging said sprocket-wheel, fulcrumed

pedal-levers to which the lower ends of the chain are attached, a

curved rack on the sprocket-wheel, a shaft mounted to rotate on the

bicycle-frame and arranged at rightangles to the axis ofsaid sprocket-

wheel, bevel-gears loosely mounted on said shaft and meshing with

the curved rack, clutch devices between the shaft and gear-wheels,

a sprocket-wheel rigidly secured on one end of the said shaft, and a

sprocket-chain coiuiectingsaid sprocket-wheel with a sprocket-wheel

on the axle of the rear wheel of the bicycle, substantially as specified.
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SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

583,891. Wheel for Cycles. David Collins and

William H. Wallis, Southampton, Eng. Filed No-

vember 13, 1896. Serial No. 611,962. (No model.)

583,893. Bicycle Lock. John Davidson, London,

England, assignor of one-half to John Rorabach, same

place. Filed November 28, 1896. Serial No. 613,822.

(No model.)

583.904. Dust-Guard for Sprockets and Chains of

Bicycles. Henry Hill, Whitman, Mass. Filed June

29, 1896. Serial No. 597,497. (No model.)

583.905. Lock for Velocipedes. Charles B. Hill-

house, New York, and Henry F. Parker, Brooklyn,

N. Y., assignors to Georgiana R. Hillhouse, New
York, N. Y. Filed February 21, 1896. Serial No.

580,192. (No model.)

583,911. Bail-Bearing. William D. Knowles, Buffalo,

N. Y. Filed October 9, 1895. Serial No. 565,200.

(No model.)

583.920. Bicycle Trainer. Lucie De Montgomery,

nee Ditte, Paris, France. Filed December 7, 1896.

Serial No. 614,804. (No model.)

583.921. Bicycle Brake. Joseph Murphy, Jr., New
York, N. Y. Filed April 18, 1896. Serial No. 588,-

077. (No model.)

583,942. Bicycle Support. Dusenbury Rancour,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 25, 1896. Serial No. 600,-

536. (No model.)

584,017. Bicycle Lock. Augustus R. Sewell, De-

troit, Mich. Filed January 22, 1897. Serial No. 620,-

190. (No model.)

584,032. Bicycle Bell. Alexander B. Burns, Wash-
ington, D. C, assignor of one-half to Isadore Saks,

same place. Filed Aug. 3, 1896. Serial No. 602,650.

(No model.)

584.054. Lighter for Bicycles or other Lamps.

John Holmes, Newark, N. J. Filed September 29,

1896. Serial No. 607,315. (No model.)

584.055. Ice Velocipedes. Gustaf A. Johnson, Ever-

ett, Mass., assignor of one-half to Gustaf Johnson,

same place. Filed March 5, 1897. Serial No. 626,026.

(No model.)

584,059. Pneumatic Tire. William B. Mann, Balti-

more, Md. Filed January 18, 1897. Serial No. 619,539.

(No model.)

584,066. Pneumatic Tire for Bicycles. Lee H.
Stodder, Chicago, 111. Filed December 31, 1894. Se-

rial No. 533,460. (No model.)

584,100. Bicycle Attachment. Simon W. Wardwell,

Jr., Providence, R. I. Filed August 12, 1896. Serial

No. 602,.579. (No model.)

584,106. Cycling Skirt. Charles Bristow Welling-

ton, New Zealand. Filed January 13, 1897. Serial

No. 619,089. (No model.)

584,108. Wheel Tire. William Corliss, Providence,

R. I. Filed November 29, 1895. Serial No. 570,477.

(No model.)

594,155. Pneumatic Tire. Thomas B. Jeffery, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed May 16, 1895. Serial No. 549,489.

(No model.)

584.163. Manufacture of Pneumatic Tires. James
F; Lawrence, Chicago, 111., assignor to Morgan
& Wright, same place. Filed March 29, 1897. Serial

No. 629,823. (No model.)

584.164. Means for Making Pneumatic Tires. James
F. Lawrence, Chicago, 111., assignor to Morgan
& Wright, same place. Original application filed

March 29, 1897. Serial No. 629,823. Divided and this

application filed April 7, 1897. Serial No. 631,088.

(No model.)

584,176. Bicycle Lamp Support. William S. Hamm,
Chicago, III., assignor to the Adams & Westlake
Company, of Illinois. Filed March 11, 1897. Serial

No. 627,019. (No model.)

584,179. Bicycle Alarm. John L. Leavitt, Albu-

querque, and Emil Bibo, Bernalillo, New Mexico.
Filed August 12, 1896. Serial No. 602,543. (No
model.)

584,193. Pneumatic Tire. John C. Raymond, New
York, N. Y. Filed July 3, 1896. Serial No. 597,962.

(No model.)

584,200. Bicycle. Joseph Wheatley, Memphis,
Tenn. Filed December 22, 1896. Serial No. 616,616.

(No model.)

584,207. Bicycle Parcel Holder. Wallace H. Car-

ter, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed June 22, 1896. Serial

No. 595,516. (No model.)

584,220. Pneumatic Handle. Seward M. Gunsaul,
Omaha, Neb., assignor to the S. M. Gunsaul Com-
pany, same place. Filed July 11, 1896. Serial No.
598,841. (No model.)

584,238. Device for Cleaning Bicycle Chains. John
T. Reagan, Newport, R. I. Filed November 16,

1896. Serial No. 612,309. (No model.)

584,234. Bicycle Lamp or Lantern. William S.

Hamm, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Adams & West-
lake Company, of Illinois. Filed August 19, 1896.

Serial No. 603,258. (No model.)

584,289. Pneumatic Tire. Fred W. Morgan, Chica-

go, 111., assignor to Morgan Sc Wright, same
place. Filed April 30, 1894. Serial No. 509,478. (No
model.)

584,295. Device for Repairing Pneumatic Tires.
John Schade, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor of one-half to
Henry Schade, same place. Filed August 27, 1896.
Serial No. 604,114. (No model.)

584,312. Bicycle Bell. Joseph R. Moore, Denver,
Col., assigner to Blanche L. Kuykendall, same place.
Filed November 30, 1896.

.
Serial No. 613,959. (No

model.)

THE GRASSHOPPER AND THE ROOSTER.

One warm day in the early springtime, as

the golden beams of suniignt were glinting

through the tangled leaves and the dew-

drops were sparkling like a myriad of jewels

in the grass, a Western grasshopper sought

to show off before his mates. "See me jump!"

he exclaimed, as he sailed high in the air.

Some of the grasshoppers gave contemp-

tuous grunts, and the foolish one made an-

other efifort. He jumped back and forth

and pro and con; he leaped sideways and he

caricoled until he evoked a storm of ap-

plause from grand stand and infield.

About this time a sagacious and industrious

old rooster reached the scene of the exhibi-

tion of agility. The grasshopper whose
wild leaps had amused his fellow hoppers
was tired, and fell an easy victim to the know-
ing old bird.

Moral—Racing men should not jump at

every chance offered them to secede.

GOING AT IT BLINDFOLDED.

It is strange that so many people who know
absolutely nothing about cycling in any way,

and are perfectly willing to admit that they

know nothing, are satisfied to go it blind in

making their first purchase of a machine. Yet
this is the case, and for that matter, always

has been.

Not two men in ten ask for or go by the

advice of an experienced friend in selecting

their first mount, preferring rather to trust

to their own incomplete judgment on the

subject, backed up by the one question of

cheapness in price, or to take the advice of

the silver-tongued salesman, who uses every

effort to make them believe that there is no
machine on earth equal to the one which he

has to show.

That many have been unwise enough in

consequence of this to buy at the bargain-

counter emporiums wheels which they after-

ward, wished they could get rid of, is apparent

as the season advances, but there are a great

many people in the world who can learn only

by experience, and after having invested in

something cheap and nasty at the bargain-

counter they are better enabled to make a

good selection the second time, provided, of

course, the first adventure does not disgust

them.

ONCE HE CUSSED IT.

If somebody had told the liverymen a few

years ago that by this time they would be

generally inaugurating the business of send-

ing out wiheels without vehicles or horses

connected wiih them, they would have been

slow to believe it.

But that is what they are now do-

ing in many localities. The steed that

is fed on air and oil is now rented

by them along with the other equines. They
cussed it for a while and hoped its popularity

would be transient, but seeing that it is no

temporary affair, they have adapted them-

selves to the situation and are proceeding to

make the most of it.

As the livery man's business was first to

feel the effects from the introduction of the

wheel into general use, there is a special ap-

propriateness in his engaging in the wheel-
renting business. And, perhaps, upon the
whole, he may find it more satisfactory than
the equine portion of the business which it

supplants. Meanwhile the horse is not saying
a word.

mmL&
Are riaden by tbo$e who appreciate tbe refinements

of a superior machine. Riders use tbem once and

tben always. Agents who Dave sold tbem do not

cbange to any otber line.

Send for Catalogue.

««««««««««

Tenton metallic mfg. €o.,

]am«$t«wii, n. V.
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FOR SEVEN YEARS.

No Dividends Were Paid During This Time,

and so a Stockholder Cries

"Enough."

Cincinnati, June 21.—Nicholas Curtis, a

stockholder, has applied to the courts for

the dissolution and appointment of a receiver

for the Anderson-Harris Carriage Company,
of this city.

Although this company was originally in-

corporated for the manufacture of carriages,

wagons, etc., for the past two years they have

been engaged in the manufacture of wood-
frame bicycles. They were also strong

adherents to wood handle-bars.

During 189C the Anderson-Harris Com-
pany's capacity was 25,000 bicycles for the

season. They have manufactured a large

number this' season. The authorized capital

stock of the company is $100,000, of which

$46,500 is paid up. N. S. Clark is president

of the company, Nicholas Curtis vice-presi-

dent and J. H. McCullough secretary and

treasurer. The stockholders are N. S. Clark,

282 shares; Nicholas Curtis, 175; D. H.

Bucher, 5; J. H. McCullough, 1; M. D. Clark,

1, and L. A. Clark, 1.

The reasons given for the appointment of

a receiver are that the business cannot be

profitably conducted; that no dividends have

been paid for seven years; that it has no funds

to conduct business; that the company is

without credit; that its plant and machinery

are mortgaged for almost its entire value, and

that it is in arrears for a large amount of

taxes.

The Anderson-Harris Company made an

assignment June 18, 1896, but it was raised

March 5, 1897, and the company was supposed

to have been in good financial standing.

The Closterman Cycle Company, aticr dis-

posing of their entire stock and fixtures, quietly

closed their store last week. The Closter-

man Company was one of the oldest cycling

firms in the city, but this year changed their

location. It is understood that in the new
location they were very unfortunate, and did

a losing business. Their leading wheel was
the Halliday-Temple, although they handled
many cheaper grades.

ATTACHED FOUR BRICK BUILDINGS.

Attachments have been placed on four brick

buildings occupied by the Worcester Cycle

Co., Middletown, Conn., in a suit brought by

Robert M. Murray, of New York city, in

which he claims $35,000 damages because of

the alleged failure of the defendants to pay a

loan of $25,000.

GOING RIGHT ON.

New Haven, June 19.—Receiver I. N. Dann,

of the embarrassed New Haven Chair Com-
pany, states that it is the intention of the

receivers to carry on the business for the

benefit of the creditors until the end of the

bicycle year at least. He says that they

would continue to make up wheels with the

stock on hand.

"We are not sick of the bicycle business

yet," continued Mr. Dann. "A year ago we
had a surplus of $75,000 on hand, but there

were complications which arose and the trade

was so dull that we became embarrassed. We
have not lost much money. I have not the

slightest doubt that we shall be able to pay

dollar for dollar to our creditors. That is the

way that it looks now. Already there are

plans under consideration for reorganization

of the company and carrying on the business

of making bicycles, and, perhaps, chairs. We
have not settled the matter, and there may be

things which will happen which may change

the aspects of things, but this is the way that

it looks now."

Reuben H. Brown and Robert A. Brown

have been appointed appraisers, and the

court has passed an order limiting the time

for the presentation of claims against the

company to four months from July 1st and

another order authorizing the receivers to pay
labor claims for work done prior to June 10th

amounting to §700 and for the payment of an

insurance premium of §300.

VALUE OF A NAME.

WILL SUE STOCKHOLDERS.

Columbus, Ohio, June 19.—Richard Jones,

receiver of the United States Bicyclists' Pro-

tective Company, filed a report showing that

the liabilities of the company amount to

$1,095.95, including amounts due policy hold-

ers. The amounts receivable foot up only

$54.75. The receiver was authorized by Judge
Badger to cancel existing policies and pro-

ceed against the stockholders.

HAMILTON-KENWOOD MORTGAGED.

Grand Rapids, Mich., June 22.—The Ham-

ilton Kenwood Cycle Company yesterday filed

mortgages aggregating $07,000. Morgan &
Wright, of Chicago, are the heaviest cred-

itors, their claims amounting to $10,000.

Slow collections are given as the reason for

the mortgages.

TUBE MEN MEET.

A meeting of tube men was held in Cleve-

land last week and an effort made to agree

on prices and to prevent the present down-

ward tendency. But considerable feeling was

displayed, it is understood, and nothing was
accomplished.

That of ^^imniernian Not Great Enough to

Stave Off the Failure of His

Concern.

Zim's name and fame have failed as fetiches

in the bicycle business. As a result his com-
pany, the A. A. Zimmerman Manufacturing

Company, at Freehold, N. J., is in the hands

of a receiver. The courts appointed J. T.

Rossell to assume charge of the property,

and gave the company two weeks in which

to show cause why his appointment as re-

ceiver should not be made permanent.

Action was taken on the application of the

Shelby Steel Tube Company and the Gor-

mully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company.
They averred that the Zimmerman Company
owed about $17,000, and had not sufficient

money to carry on the business. Real estate

valued at $3,000 and stock and machinery of

imcertain worth comprise the assets.

The failure of the Zimmerman concern will

scarcely occasion surprise to those "in the

know." It had never created much of a

splash, and when, in March last, Zimmerman
converted it into a stock company, there were

those who thought they saw the beginning

of the end, particularly a few weeks later,

when it became certain that Zim would re-

turn to the track. Reports that his reappear-

ance was due to necessity were public prop-

erty.

Zimmerman himself held 196 of the 200

shares in the company.

MERELY A CHANGE OF NAME.

The New York Tire Co. is no more.

This does not mean that it is dead, or even

sleeping, as, on the contrary, it is very much
alive, and doing business as usual, but under

another name, that of the Revere Rubber Co.,

of which it has ever been a part. The title

New York Tire Co. was employed simply to

distinguish the Revere's tire department.

The elimination of the title carries with it

no other changes. The Samson tires will

continue to be made at the Revere factory, in

Chelsea, Mass., under the direction of W. B.

Hardy, general manager, and Frank N.

White will remain manager of the tire depart-

ment, with headquarters in this city.

The Revere Rubber Co.'s main office is at

63 Franklin street, Boston, and has branches

in New York, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,

Cincinnati, St. Louis, Pittsburg, Philadelphia,

Louisville, Buffalo, Denver, Minneapolis and

Rochester.
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WHERE EVERYONE RACES.

No Trade, Organiaation or Business in Denver

Free from the I'11-Race-You

Fever.

Denver, Col., June 18.—The road race and

match race season is upon us with all its

deadly burden of challenges, counter chal-

lenges, serious accidents and wind-broken

contestants.

In this far Western city both fevers rage

with peculiar violence. First, nearly every

man, woman and boy in Denver can ride, and

if they do not own a wheel of their own, know
where one can be borrowed for the asking.

The result can be readily guessed. Follow-

ing the big event of the spring, the Memorial
Day road race over the Brighton course, each

club has its ten-mile road race to settle dis-

putes within the membership. Then the em-
ployees of every large mercantile house have

their races. Engineers, printers, lawyers,

physicians, insurance men, barbers, and near-

ly every union of laboring men aad secret

society of all classes also have their road

races. And each of these contests are inter-

esting.

There are at least two lawyers, two
printers, two Mystic Shriners, and two Wood-
men of the World, who have speed. These

two, racing from scratch, have a race between

themselves for first time and a general race

to pass as many of those handicapped ahead

as is possible. The boys, too, have their road

races; none being too young to sprint for at

least five miles. An experiment was made
last year with a girls' race, but it is not likely

to be tried again, for of the five starters four

fell by the wayside, and two were in a serious

condition of collapse. Last Sunday the Bur-

lington Wheel Club, composed of employees

of the Burlington Railroad, ran a ten-mile

race over the Barr course. Wednesday the D.

A. C. Club held its six-mile road race, and

yesterday the steam engineers ran a seven-

mile race, and the fire underwriters one of

something under four miles. Next Saturday

the employees of several firms will race be-

tween themselves and against each other.

But the match race fever is the hottest,

having a temperature of about 110 degrees.

W. W. Oudkirk, an amateur of last year,

graduated into the professional ranks with the

opening of 1897, and won his first race, a mile

open event, at the A. L. Hachenberger-W. W.
Hamilton match race meet. Immediately all

the old stagers were chasing him for a match.

Oudkirk rides a Tribune and is trained by

William P. Stanton, who handled Harry

Clark on the National circuit last year. Bertie

Banks asked for a match of three races, at

one, two and five miles, but Oudkirk refused

to ride anything but mile heats. After much
dickering a race was agreed upon at Oud-

kirk's terms, three one-mile heats in competi-

tion, single paced. The date was first set

for July 3d, but has since been changed,

owing to the impossibility of getting a track.

A. B. Hughes and W. W. Hamilton, the

famous paced riders, have agreed on a match

for July 10th on the same conditions as those

of the other match. E. J. Smith and Bertie

Banks are figuring on a series of one-mile

events at Colorado Springs.

John Flynn, the well-known foot-racer, pur-

chased the pacer Albatross at the last race

meeting at Overland Park, and has issued a

challenge to race the horse against any bi-

cycle rider in the world at one-quarter, three-

eighths, and one-half mile heats. That also is

about to be taken up by a local rider.

The Frenchman, Lesna, passed through
Denver the other day, and he issued a de-

fiance to Denver riders, agreeing to ride fifty

miles paced against any two Denver men, the

locals to ride twenty-five miles each. The de-

fiance will very likely be taken up. The
Frenchman is understood to have no end of

pacing machines ready to pace him at any
time, while Denver is a little short on teams.

There are enough good riders in the city,

however, to make up several good teams, and
there are two triplets, a quint and a quad here,

besides innumerable tandems that may be

used to pace. The Denver men to go against

Mr. Lesna will probably be either W. W.
Hamilton and O. B. Hachenberger, or Hamil-
ton and A. B. Hughes. Another local man,
who claimed to have made arrangements to

have Lesna race here, is trying to get John S.

Johnson to race against the Frenchman.
A feature of local racing is that every horse

meeting has bicycle races as an attachment,

and a contract was closed yesterday whereby
horse racing at night will be held on the

D.W. C. third-mile track. The track will be so

covered that it can be saved from injury, and

the same will be carefully restored to bicycle

condition each morning. It will be the first

attempt at such kind of racing in Denver, and

the sight of horses turning the short curves

of a bicycle track will excite considerable in-

terest and fear for the safety of the jockeys.

The races at Overland last week contained

two surprises. F. S. Waters, an amateur

rider, who last year was noted principally for

his awkwardness, won every amateur event,

except the first of the week. Every race was

won on merit, too, in a hard sprint for the

tape. In the professional five-mile lap race

W. F. Sager sprung a surprise on the other

entries that is still with them. The race was

on a mile track; the position of each rider at

the end of each mile to count so many points

for him, provided he finished within 150 yards

of the winner of the last mile. Sager lay back

in the first and second miles, but just after the

bunch crossed the tape for this second mile,

and while each was recovering from his sprint,

Sager slipped an eighth of a mile ahead.

Sager is one of the fastest unpaced riders in

the West, and he kept that eighth of a mile

throughout the race, practically shutting out

every other entry, for no one was closer than

200 yards of him when he finished the five

miles.

OUR STRAINED RELATIONS.

RECEIVER ALLOWED FIFTY DOLLARS.

George Tennant, receiver for the George

B. Spearin Bicycle Company, of Jersey City,

N. J., which failed last year, has rendered his

final report to Vice-Chancellor Pitney. Mr.

Tennant gave the liabilities of the insolvent

concern as upward of $6,000. His collections

on the assets amounted to $1,200. Vice-Chan-

cellor Pitney ordered a dividend of 15 per

cent, and allowed Mr. Tennant $50 as re-

ceiver.

HARDEN A CHAMPION.

London, June 19.—C. F. Barden won the

five miles N. C. U. championship, held at

Exeter to-day, in 14.03 1-5. Fawcett, of Leeds,

won the 25-mile amateur race in 63.42 2-5,

and Metcalf, of Cardif?, took the quarter-mile

amateur, owing to an accident which brought

down all the other contestants.

Fineness of the Mesh Through "Which They
Run in Canada -Jug-Handled

Reciprocity.

Simcoe, Can., June 21.—Since the particulars

of the strained relations between the L. A. W.
and the C. W. A. first appeared in this cor-

respondence the daily papers have taken it up
and President Potter is credited with all kinds

of utterances on the subject.

Mr. Potter talks very glibly of not being

under any great obligation to the C. W. A.

for the customs privileges, and says that it

will be an easy matter for the L. A. W. to

secure some other person or corporation to

go their security, or, if necessary, the L. A.

W. will deposit a sum of money with the

Canadian Customs Department. But it is

easier to talk this wa->' than it will be to do
what Mr. Potter suggests.

Had it not been that President Robertson,

last year's president, an3 the Comptroller of

Canadian Customs were fellow townsmen and

close personal friends, it is doubtful if this

concession would ever have been extended.

President Potter will find it hard to deal

with the Canadian Customs Department. It

is a conservative department, and looks

askance on any innovations from the estab-

lished ways of doing business.

Heretofore when American riders came to

Canada they were allowed to race under rul-

ing conditions here, and it was expected that

the same rule would apply in the case of the

$1,000 handicap at Chatham. Last year when
the L. A. W. circuit meet promoters in De-

troit could not secure a track in their own
city, the C. W. A. gave them permission to

hold their meet in Windsor, under L. A. W.
rules, and sanctioned the L. A. W. prize

values, which were higher than was allowable

in Canada. Surely the L. A. W. should be

courteous enough to .allow their riders to

participate in any races here that were under

the sanction of the C. W. A., more especially

on this occasion, the jubilee year, celebrating

Queen Victoria's 60-years reign, when all

British subjects wish to do something out

of the ordinary to properly mark the event.

Despite reports to the contrary, the race

will be run if fifty entries are secured.

The customs bond has been signed by the

C. W. A. Executive Committee, and is in

the hands of President Orr. The committee

will meet on Thursday next, when the whole

matter will be again discussed and finally

decided.

The prospects are that there will be an in-

flux of American tourists into Canada this

year. Secretary Donly, of the C. W. A., is

inundated with inquiries as to routes, etc.

Answering such queries is not within his pro-

vince. Chief Consuls of the various districts

furnish all information as to roads, hotels,

etc. For the information of intending tourists

I give the names of the ofificials to whom it

would be advisable to apply: British Colum-

bia, J. A. Fullerton, Vancouver; Manitoba,

I. Pitblado, Winnipeg; Ontario (crossing at

Detroit), H. L. Rothwell, Walkerville; (cross-

ing at Buffalo), J. J. Timmons, St. Catherines,

or H. B. Howson, C. W. A. office, Toronto;

Montreal, Louis Rubenstein; Quebec, F. M.

MacNaughton; New Brunswick, J. M.

Barnes, St. John, N. B.; Nova Scotia, W. A.

Finch, Truro, N. S.; Prince Edward, Id.,

A. E. Ingo, Charlottetown, P. E. I.
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TIME FOR A CHANGE.

/COMPETITION is the life of trade. Pro-

^^ verb says so, and to question proverb

would be discourteous. Nevertheless, it is

not certain but that competition has been re-

sponsible for as many business deaths and ail-

ments in the cycle trade as any combination of

causes that may be called to mind. Because

of the keenness of competition many firms

have gone to the wall, and others, old and

substantial and deserving concerns, have not

been able to extend themselves to their fullest

capacities.

Competition, too much of it, has given the

trade an ailing appearance, and Mr. Duryea's

contribution, published elsewhere in this is-

sue, contains many wholesome truths that will

bear careful digestion.

It brings to mind that much-sneered-at

fashion has as much to do with the lifefulness

of trade as competition, if not more. It em-

phasizes that "fixity of pattern" is not the

desideraturn which we once thought it, and

that the whims and caprices of the people

and the "annual alterations" which they be-

get, are profitable and are to be courted.

The yearly changes in hats and clothes and

carriages have much to do with the health-

fulness of the respective trades.

The illustrated newspaper joke which is

now going the rounds typifies the mind of the

people very nicely:

'Arabella and Clarence are pictured in com-

pany. A fleeting female figiu-c awheel is in

the distance.

"Didn't you see Miss White as she passed?"

Clarence is made to ask.

"Yes," replies Arabella, "but I couldn't

speak to her. She rides a '1)5 bicycle."

There is a considerable clement of truth

in the joke. The desire not to be too far be-

hind the times is natural. Few men have the

courage to wear a silk hat which is not of this

year's style, and the better classes are almost

as fastidious concerning bicycles.

For the past two years the changes in cycle

construction have been scarcely apparent to

the unpracticed eye, and in consequence the

curious anomaly of making up '96 stock lor

sale during the succeeding and present year

has been a feature of this season's business.

It is not a particularly enthusing sign, and

brings the trade sharply to the consideration

of the remedy which Mr. Duryea would ap-

ply, viz., radical change of pattern.

When in the declining days of the high

wheel the trade seemed to have reached a

stage beyond which there appeared no ex-

pansion, the safety bicycle came as a silver

lining, and in rapid succession came the

cushion and pneumatic tires to stimulate and

further brighten the conditions.

Of late years "fixity of pattern" seemed

reached. The keener thinkers agree that it is

not proving the good thing once thought, and

while there is no reason to be particularly

pessimistic or to believe that cycling is "going

back," there is not a man in the cycle busi-

ness who would not welcome a stimulant. A
radical innovation may prove the tonic. Where

it will come from or when, it is not for us to

say. Perhaps the chainless bicycle will prove

the "bracer." There is some reason to be-

lieve that it will. Certainly both trade and

Clarence and Arabella await it with an interest

that is not to be gainsaid and which argues

well for the future.

THE DAY AND THE DUTY.

"T" HIRD! Fourth! Fifth! Such are the

* magic dates which are resident in the

minds of all cyclists just now. What do they

stand for? Why, for Saturday, the third of

of July, Sunday, the fourth and for Monday,

the fifth, which will really be the Fourth; that

is, the fireworky, noisy, sky-rockety, patriotic

Fourth, that is dear to the hearts of every

American citizen, whether he be over twenty-

one or under twenty-one.

Study closely these three dates, and make

up your mind now to untilize them to the best

advantage. You have seventy-two hours of

cycling possibilities, seventy-two hours free

from work, free from worry, if you choose to

make them so; and, more than that, you have

seventy-two hours in which to put that with-

in you which will minimize this same work

and this same wwfry for many three days

thereafter. You have a chance for continuous

circulation, for a rehabilitation of the mind

and body such as was not possible until cy-

cling was.

Consider your seventy-two Iiours as an in-

vestment; each hour representing a gold

eagle. Make up your mind to spend it in the

most miserly manner possible, doling it out

quite as if each hour were a fortune. Make
up your mind to go far away from the con-

ventional and ordinary conditions which

freight you every day of your life, and be a

new man or new woman, as the case may be;

In brief, be different, be unbusincss-like, be a

cyclist.

Above all, be a touring cyclist. Get away

from the Boulevards and park stroll and all

that sort of thing. Get away from town. Go
deep into the country, by the lake, near the

woods. Rest; leave books and novels and

newspapers alone as much as possible. We
read too much, and do not think half enougli.

Moralize a little, but lazily; that is one fea-

ture of all vacations. Think of the past;

measure the present, and plan for the future.

Plan for advancement, for progress; plan to

rise, as on stepping-stones.

COMING OF THE CLOUDS.

P) EPLACING the banner of victory with

^ ^ the red flag of the auctioneer and cheers

for the champion with the snarl of the cred-

itor, is no pleasant picture.

• To-day America's greatest rider, a man
loved and favorably known the world over

as the beau ideal of all a champion should be,

finds that swift as he is, or was, the wings at-

tached to riches have made their flight yet

swifter, and though he be, or has been cham-

pion, he must be content to suffer defeat at

the feet of flying fortune.

The story is not a new one. The petted

favorite of the public, secure in that most

fleeting of all things—public favor—allows

the easy-coming golden flood to slip through

his fingers.

Commerce and trade are two things in

which sentiment and hero-worship form no

part, and the money-maker in the amuse-

ment line, but once more proves to be the

money-loser in the stern battle of trade and

barter.

Were friends and good wishes but coinable

commodities, Arthur A. Zimmerman would

to-day be richer than any man in cycling, and

it is much to be regretted in his case that the

gold of good fellowship and good wishes is

not coinable at the mint of adversity into

good and lawful coin.

There are people who are never so happy

riding as when they have something to be

sorry about it.
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TO MAKE IT AMERICAN.

|\
I
OW that the minority in the League

^ ^ has demonstrated that it must rule or

secede, it seems an extremely opportune mo-

ment to reconsider the anti-American law

of the League which rejects members because

of their color. The handful of Southern mem-
bers and the may-be "5,000 members we will

get you" has been allowed to control the

League's membership qualification entirely too

long.

No one can find any fault with the League

having been cheated in this 5,000-members-if-

you-keep-out-the-negro deal. Any reputable

man or collection of men who would make

such a dishonorable deal should be cheated.

Nor is having acted in an unworthy and dis-

honorable manner, and having been cheated

as a reward for so doing, in any wise a valid

excuse for further unworthinesss and dis-

honor.

While, however, the motion made at the an-

nual meeting of the New York State Division,

to eliminate the "white" qualification from an

organization assuming the name of Ameri-

can, is just, and should prevail, yet it is in-

opportune in view of the present condition of

League affairs in the South and West, and

will only play into the hands of the fire-eaters

and hoopla politicians if persisted in. Later

on, in due season, the League will correct the

mistake. The time to do so is not now.

SAVE US FROM THIS.

/^NE of New York's magistrates has dis-

^-^ charged a wheelman arrested for side-

walk riding, because the magistrate could find

no law forbidding the practice. Specific law

there may not be, but the law of precedent,

common-sense and equity all forbid a vehicle

from usurping the pedestrian's right upon

the highway. In all fairness and law the bi-

cycle is a vehicle, and should neither ask for

nor accept any more or any less than its just

rights as a vehicle.

No wheelman, when riding in the city of

New York, has either rhyme or reason to

forsake the street for the sidewalk, and when,

despite of this, he does so he should be

promptly arrested and punished. When a

magistrate allows such an offender to go un-

punished he commits a crime against every

user of the streets, whether wheelman, pedes-

trian or driver. Cycling already has much

to answer for from foolish riders and well-

meaning, but foolish friends, and to this

heavy burden unchecked sidewalk riding

should not, and must not be added.

Philadelphia does not propose to let her

unquestioned supremacy in the line of darn

fool cycle laws and rulings be jeopardized.

Hence her Council's Police and Prisons' Com-

mittee, to whom, strange to say, is given ju-

risdiction over street traffic, are considering

a measure prohibiting wheelmen from riding

on the chief streets in any other direction than

that pursued by the street cars on the same

streets. It has long been alleged that the

traction ring owned Philadelphia's streets and

Philadelphia's city legislators, but this is the

first time that the latter have publicly and un-

reservedly admitted the fact. Verily, a new

kind of anti-cycling judge or city official is

born in Philadelphia each day in the year,

and each new-born one is worse than his

predecessors.

It really does not seem possible, yet the

drunken driver of a brewery wagon has been sen-

tenced to four months in the penitentiary by

a New York magistrate. Not only did the

drunken driver do his utmost to run down

every wheelman he saw, but when arrested

by a cycle policeman he felt it obligatory

upon him to apply his whip-lash to the police-

man's face. Such gentle animals as this

brewer's pet should be safely put away for

life, just the same as any other dangerous

lunatic is safely lodged behind bars and bolts.

How would the famed centurions of Rome

have compared with those long-limbed, stout-

muscled, big-lunged bearers of a yard or

two of century bars? Julius Caesar might

willingly have foregone the honor of being

made an Emperor to have had the privilege

of striving for a century record from Rome

to Sienna and back on a bicycle.

It is well said that mariy a fortune has been

lost and many a good deed left undone by

lack of the courage that comes from faith in

Americans and American institutions. It

might readily be added that patriotism and

pessimism do not go together.

Some kinds of League racing reform are

a sort of painless dentistry. The operating

official isn't hurt, however much the patient

may suffer. Doctor Mott, for example.

The rider who whenever he is on the road

is spoiling for a fight would do well to remem-

ber that he may be entirely spoiled after it is

over.

Necessity is not only the mother of inven-

tion, but in cycling it is too often the only

reward of the inventor as well.

Ever notice that the man who is a failure

in the trade never claims to be a self-made

man?

THEY AWAIT THE VERDICT.

Another touch of comedy, or, rather, a

great gob of it, has been added to the Sun-
day racing subject by the California "out-

laws." The chairman of the "Track Racing
Committee" has written the I-am of the L. A.

W. Racing Board that "We are now prepared
to enter into affiliation with your organiza-

tion, and to recognize and enforce its rulings

against those men belonging to its jurisdic-

tion who may visit us."

"It is understood," he continues, "that you
have undertaken to declare our riders sus-

pended because they have competed at meet-

ings in this State sanctioned by the California

Associated Cycling Clubs. This, we assume,

has been done under a misapprehension on
your part as to the scope of our association

and the position it occupies in California.

"It is now in order to advise you that our

control of cycle racing in California is now
practically undisputed. The feeble resistance

to it in the southern part of the State is fast

disappearing. The clubs, the tracks and pro-

moters generally have accepted our jurisdic-

tion. The riders, therefore, have no alterna-

tive but to compete under our rules and sanc-

tions.

"As is well understood the only point of dif-

ference between your organization and ours

is that, as required by local conditions, there

is no day for which promoters of race meet-

ings may not obtain sanctions from the Cali-

fornia Associated Cycling Clubs. These con-

ditions your organization refused to recog-

nize and legislate for, and hence the control

of racing in California has passed from it.

"The effect of the present attitude of your

organization toward ours is that the riders of

either body are barred from the tracks of the

other. Should this position be persisted in

we will wait with perfect confidence the ver-

dict of the cycling world as to this attempt

of the League of American Wheelmen to

close so profitable and attractive a field as

California to those interests which it professes

to foster and advance."

MONEY MAKER AND SAVER.

Keator & Co., general Eastern agents for

the automatic-locking bicycle racks, whose of-

fices are in the New York Produce Exchange

Annex, have been markedly successful in in-

troducing the racks in this vicinity. They are

to be seen almost everywhere thai cyclists are

wont to congregate and refresh themselves

and where security is guaranteed their wheels

while the owners are indoors. The racks are

made in three patterns, the Anchor and

the Champion listing at $3, $3.50 and $2.50

They are substantial, and all embody the

self-locking principle. When the wheel is

backed into the rack, the clutch closes and

locks itself and unlocks the key in the top of

the rack. The rider takes the key with him,

and, as each key is different, there is no dan-

ger of theft. In the Champion, the key is

covered by a lid "which can be lifted only by

dropping a coin in a slot."

The wheelman wants a little more than he

will ever get here below.

SANGER LIKES " BUTTERMILK."

Denver, June 19.—Walter Sanger won the

much-talked-of five-mile match race with O.

B. Hachenberger to-day at the Denver Wheel

Club's track. His time was 11.56 2-5. The
men rode unpaced, starting from opposite

sides of the track. Sanger took the lead from
the start and finished 200 yards to the good.
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MIKE AND MAC.

They Race for Fifteen Miles, Fifteen Hundred
Dollars and Fifteen Thousand

People.

Boston, June 17.—Where little Michael
stores all his wonderful energy and strength
is a problem that is troubling the 15,000 in-

habitants of Boston and vicinity, who saw
him defeat E. A. McDufifee to-day in the

fifteen-mile match race for a stake of $1,500.

For mile after mile he followed his pace-
makers without once becoming distressed,

and at the proper time urged them to their

utmost and won over the Boston rider by 100

yards, finishing in 29.12, a cut of 2.22 2-5

under the former American record held by
himself. All previous records from the mile
up to the fifteen miles were lowered, the av-

erage time of each being 1.56 2-5.

No grander or fiercer contest on the track

was ever seen in America. But for Michael's

well-known record the odds would have all

been in favor of McDufifee. All the fast men
of Boston, with quints, quads and triplets,

were at his service. They had trained for

days and picked him up with marvelous dex-
terity. He came on the track looking strong

and husky, scaling 170 pounds, while the little

Welshman looked in comparison like a

schoolboy, his weight being 105 pounds.

Michael's wheel was geared at 105, while Mc-
Dufifee was satisfied with 96. For pacing the

midget relied on five triplet teams and two
quads, about all Westerners, imported from
Chicago and Buffalo, strangers to the track

and the surrounding conditions. To many it

looked as though Michael had met his match,

for up to the fourteenth mile he was behind
his rival. But when McDuffee had become
wearied and his pacers worn out, fresh pacers

brought the Welshman up to his man, then

past him and he won easily, beating his

pacers by a length.

Following instructions, Michael merely

played with McDuffee. His pacers kept just

so far in the rear, drawing up again and again

and urging the New Englanders on until

toward the last they were ready to drop from
exhaustion. But McDuffee rode a game race,

one that will long stand to his credit, and he

deserves unstinted praise for his showing
against the wonderful little Welshman. Al-

though a Boston favorite was defeated the

crowd shouted and screamed in its excitement

during the contest, and when it was all over

all partisanship was forgotten. The crowd
went mad with excitement, hats were flung

in the air and the roar of voices could be

heard for half a mile. A rush was made for

the track, but Michael escaped to hisdressing

room, and, after a rub-down, walked uncon-

cernedly to his hotel. The race was started

after the other contests were over, shortly af-

ter 5 o'clock. Michael got the pole at the

toss-up. He shook hands with McDuffee

and called for a triplet, while McDuft'ee asked

for his quint. Wells, the California crack,

pushed off the midget, while Asa Windle

did the trick for McDuffee.

Down the stretch came the two pacing ma-

chines, Michael's being ridden by Longhead,

McLeod and Kennedy, and McDuffee's by

Nat Butler, Gately. Frank Butler, Mosher and

Coleman.

Both men got away at the pistol, McDuffee

falling in behind Michael, and taking his pace

until the first turn from the stretch, when

both landed their pacing machines. The mo-
ment McDuffee was fairly hitched to the rear

wheel the big machine commenced to forge

ahead, and in a very short time he had
opened up a gap between himself and Mi-
chael's machine, and finished the first third

in good order.

On the second lap Michael failed in his at-

tempt to change pace, while the New Eng-
lander hung to his big machine and gained a

few more yards.

Both men were riding fast and well within

themselves, and at the mile and two-thirds the

"sex," manned by Sanders, Callahan, Walsh,
Pierce, Gary and Haggcrty, went in and did

a good job for McDuffee.

Michael was losing on every lap, until the

Waller triplet, manned by Waller, Leonert

and Weage, went in. This latter cut an awful

gait, and it became apparent that on this

triplet rested Michael's hopes. It apparently

looked bad for Michael at this stage of the

gaine, for he was half a lap ro the rear, and
McDuffee's pacers were doing good work.

At the third mile the quad again went into

the game and shook Michael a little more.

The constant change of the pacemakers
kept the crowd at fever heat. Three big sex-

tets did wonders for McDuffee, especially

that manned by the Butler brothers and four

other fast men. At the eighth mile McDuffee
was over one-sixth of a mile in the lead, and

his pacemakers were making it warm for him.

In the ninth Michael began to gain, the hard

work telling on the sextets, and soon there

were only one hundred yards between the

racers. Not once did either man drop away
from his pacemakers.

In the tenth Michael caught the Melrose

man, and for half a lap they raced side by

side. McDuffee, however, pulled out, and

soon had fifty yards' lead in the eleventh. In

the twelfth one of McDuffee's sextets picked

him up badly, with the result that Michael

caught up, and after a mile or more the two

were again on even terms: By this time there

was a continual roar of applause as the men
came flying around after the pacers, and this

was redoubled when Michael rushed ahead at

the beginning of the last mile.

At fourteen miles Waller and his mates were

pulling Michael along at a rattling gait, and

on each of the succeeding laps the pace wa:^

changed and Michael reaped the benefit there-

of.

At the bell both jumped to the call and went

out to do the final trick. McDuffee, behind

his large machines, was cutting time in grand

style, but not so fast as his ciever opponent,

who, as he reached the homestretch, came out,

and, riding between two triplets, crossed the

tape a winner of the fiercest cycling battle

ever fought on a race track.

The crowd yelled and yelled till it was tired.

Hats went up into the air, and there was

everything to show that the spectators were

wrought up to the highest pitch of excite-

ment.

The appended table shows the leader at

each third, together with the time made up to

these points:

Miles. Leader.
] -3.... "McDuffee.
2-3....ArcDuffee..

1 ....ftLcDufree..
1 l-*!....ArcDurfee..
1 2-3... McDuffee..
2 ....McDuffee..
2 1-3.... McDuffee..
2 2-3.... McDuffee..
3 .... McDuffee

.

3 1-3.... McDuffee..

Time by
Time. Miles.

44,3-.5

1.18 s-.";

1.54 4-5 1.54 4-5

2.31 1-5

3.06 2-5

3.42 4-5 1.47 1-5

4.1R 4-5

4.55 3-5

5.39 1-5 1.57 1-5

6.17 2-5

4 1-3.

4 2-3.

5 1-3.

5 2-3.

6
6 1-3.

6 2-3.

7
7 1-3.

7 2-3.

fi..55

7. .35

S.16

S..53

9.31

.McDuffee

.McDuffee
• McDuffee
McDuffee
.McDuffee
.McDuffee 10.07
McDuffee 10.49
McDuffee 11.31
McDuffee 12.11
McDuffee 12.47
McDuffee 13.24
Mel )uffee 14.03
McDuffee 14.41
McDuffe,e 15.21
McDuffee Ifi.Ol

McDuffee 16.41
McDuffee 17.22
McDuffee 18.01
McDpffee 18.40
McDuffee 19.21
McDuffee 20.03
McDuffee 20.44
McDuffee 21.19
McDuffee 21.51
McDuffee 22..36

McDuffee 23.18
McDuffee 23.55
McDuffee 24.33
McDuffee 25!l2
Michael 25.55
Michael 26.35
Michael 27.14
Michael 27.52
Michael 28^33
Michael 29.12

Summary of the other contests:

8 1-3....

S 2-3....

9

9 1-3....

9 2-3....

10 ....

10 1-3....

10 2-3....

11
11 1-3....

11 2-3....

12 ....

12 1-3....

12 2-3....

13 ....

13 1-3....

13 2-3....

14 ....

14 1-3....
14 2-3....

15 ....

.3-5

2-5

1-5

:!-5

4-5

:^-5

4-5

.3-5

1-5

2-.5

1-5

1-5

4-5

2-5

2-5

1-5

2-5

1-5

3-5

1-5

1-5

2-5

2-5

2-5

2-5

4-5

1.56

1.56

1..59

1-53

1.56

2.01

1-59

1.58

1.58

1-54

2.02

1.57

.3-5

3-5

1-5

1-5

2-5

2-5

I wo-miles professional handicap tandem.—1 F ALutler and Nat Butler, scratch; 2, F. Hoyt and C r'Newton, 100 yds.; .3. Louis Arnold and T. Bowden i:j(j

^r
• !'«/--;/ Callahan and J. E. VValsh, 65 'yds.lime, 4.05 1-5.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, W Cole-man, Boston, 100 yds ; 2, J. Nadeau, Keene. N. H.,

i 00
^ '

ISowden, Providence, 60 yds. Time,

Two-miles handicap.—1, H. R. Hills Providenre

?r"*'''' ^'Jr
S- ^I^K^y- Boston, 170 Vs.; 3 BradHimeon. Arhngton, .35 yds.; 4, C. H. RaymondW orcester, scratch. Time, 4.4.5 1-5.

J-^aymont.,

NO BENEFIT FROM A BENEFIT.

Boston, June 20.—Very poor patronage
was extended to the benefit race meet for the
Press C. C. International Meet Fund at thr
Charles River Park track yesterday. There
were several star attractions and a good en-
try list, but the crowd was very slim. The
Butler boys captured the lion's share of the
"pro." prizes, but Brother Nat was forced to
lower his colors to little Frank and Arthur
Porter in the open, and in the handicap he
finished third, the long-mark men running
away.

Ellery Blake, of Keene, was again the star

of the amateurs, winning both events, while
his townsman. Fish, captured second in one
and third in the other, and James Clark did
likewise, so that it can be said that the six

prizes in the amateur events were divided be-

tween three men.

Michael's attempt to lower the track record
of 1.46 made by himself was the event of the

afternoon. Paced by a quint or quad he rode
the first quarter in 0.26 2-5, the third in

0.35 2-5, half in 0.53 3-5, two-thirds in 1.12 1-5,

three-quarters in 1.22 2-5 and the mile in

1.50 4-5. A poor pick-up at the two-thirds

post and a strong head wind caused his

former figures to remain good. An unpaced,

flying start mile was made by the Cadet trip-

let team in 2.01 2-5, track record. Summary:

Third mile open.—Final heat, 1, E. Blake; 2, T-

Clark; 3, F. A. Fish. Time, 42 2-5.

Mile handicap, professional.—First heat, 1, A. A. TacV-
son, 150 yds.; 2, W. F. Saunders, 125 yds.; 3, Guy L.
Ciary, 65 yds.; 4, J. Nadeau, 80 yds.; time 2.16. Sec-
ond heat, 1, Burns Pierce, 100 yds.; 2, Nat Butler,
scratch; 3, Watson Coleman, 70 yds.; 4, F. A. Gatelv,
20 yds; time, 2.12 4-5. Final heat, 1, \V. F. Saunders,
125 yds.; 2, A. A. Jackson, 150 yds.; 3, Nat Butler,
scratch; time, 2.8 4-5.

Mile open, amateur.—First heat, 1, E. Blake; 2. F.
A. Fish; 3, C. A. Keating; time, 2.18 2-5. Second
heat, 1, F. S. McKay; 2, Hermann Taylor; 3, M. W.
Grey; time, 2.25 1-5. Final heat, 1, Ellery Blake; 2,

F. A. Fish; 3, J. Clark; time. 2.19.

Half-mile, professional.— First heat, 1, F. A. Butler;
2, W. F. Saunders; 3, James Nadeau: 4, C. S. Wells;
time. 1.4 1-5. Second "heat, 1, Nat Butler; 2, A. W.
Porter; 3, J. E. \\'alsh; 4, Monte Scott; time, L3 3-5.

Final heat, 1, Frank Butler; 2, A. W. Porter; 3, Nat-
Butler; 4, T. E. Walsh; time, 1.3 2-5.
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THREE IN NEW YORK.

How the Witiners and I,osers Fared on the

Start of the Empire State Racing

Circuit.

Binghamton, June 16.—Cooper was again

unable to hold his own with Bald when it

came down to the final sprint, in the mile

open to-day. There was at least a length of

daylight between himself and Bald when the

latter crossed the tape a winner. It was prac-

tically a race between the two letter-writing

rivals, the other contestants, Church, New-

house. Randall and Brock, cutting but a small

figure in the rush for the tape. Tandem pac-

ing made the mile fairly fast, and strung the

men out in a single line until the last lap.

Newhouse made the jump, Cooper tacked on

and Bald followed. When Newhouse died

away, the Bison jumped and was over a

length in advance when the tape was reached.

Church nipped Newhouse for third, and

Brock and Randall dropped out. Ray Daw-

son took the open amateur event, Powell was

beaten out for second place by Haynes, of

Buffalo. The collegians started from scratch

in the handicaps, but failed to catch the long-

mark men. Summary:

Two-third mile open.—1, Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C.

;

2, K. C. Haynes, Buffalo; 3, I. A. Powell, N. Y. A.

C. Time. 1.33 1-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, C. S. Scoville, Syracuse, 70

yds.; 2, F. J. Weale, Elmira, 110 yds; 3, R. S. Riker,

Binghamton, 300 yds. Time, 2.14 4-5.

One-mile open, professional.—1, E.G. Bald; 2, Tom
Cooper; 3, C. A. Church. Time, 2.10.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, F. F. Goodman,
New York, 90 yds.; 2, L. A. Callahan, BufTalo, fiO

yds.; 3, C. H. Werick, Buffalo, 100 yds.; 4, VV. H.
Helferth, Utica, 140 yds. Time, 4.53.

COOPER NOT ONE, TWO, THREE.

Cortland, June 17.—For the seventh time

Cooper was defeated by Bald to-day. Not

only did he bow to the superior speed of the

Bison, but Newhouse and Eaton also showed

him their rear wheels. Cooper finished out-

side the qualifying number in his heat, but

was allowed to start in the final heat because

the slipping of a pedal robbed him of second

position. At the start of the final, Newhouse

caught the single pacemaker, Eaton, Mc-

Donald and Bald and Cooper following in

order. On the last quarter Randall came up

from the rear, just as Cooper broke ranks and

started a rare clip for the tape. Bald, however,

jumped around the bunch, and with his old-

time sprint, passed the other, bringing New-

house with him, who was within half a length

of the Buffalo champion at the tape. Eaton

and Cooper had a neck and neck race for

third money, in which the former came out

victorious.

In winning the two-mile handicap from the

sixty-yard mark, Titus obtained his initial

first on the State circuit. Tuttle, who ran

second, collapsed after the finish, the race be-

ing hot from start to finish. The time was
4.23 3-5, very fast for a mediocre half-mile

track. Church was the scratch man. Powell

did not have much trouble in. landing the ama-

teur mile, and the handicap. Dawson got his

share of the plunder, although he was twice

defeated by Powell. Summary:

One-mile open, professional.—1, E. C. Bald; 2, J.

A Newhouse; 3, jay Eaton; 4, Tom Cooper; 5, W.
M. Randall, Rochester; 6, W. H. Birdsall, Syracuse.

Time, 2.19 3-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, F.J. Titus, New
York, 60 yds; 2, O. C. Tuttle, Utica, 160 yds.; 3, F.

F Goodman, New York, 70 yds; 4, C. H. Kmg, Ith-

aca, 200 yds.; 5, W. F. Buse, Buffalo, 180 yds. Time,

^One^mile open.-l, I. A. Powell, N. Y. A. C. : 2,

Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C. ; 3, Earl Bovee, Bingham-
ton- 4 W. A. Brown, New York. Time, 2.22 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, I. A. Powell, N. Y. A. C,
scratch; 2, E. C. Haynes, Buffalo, 30 yds.; 3, Ray
Dawson, N. Y. A. C, scratch. Time, 4.35 1-5.

BALD CLAIMS A FOUL.

Utica, June 18.-—Cooper turned the tables

on Bald here to-day, and Dawson kept up tlic

see-saw game by twice defeating Powell. In

the half-mile professional, nine men started,

Janny, of Utica, getting behind the pace-

maker, leaving him in front when the sprint

began. Cooper, who was second in line when
the pace dropped out, passed the Utican, just

as Bald came up on the outside with New-
house behind him. The two rivals pedaled

fiercely for the tape, and Cooper, who had

the inside position, rode a trifle wide and won
by a foot. Bald claimed a foul, but it was

not allowed.

The conclusion of the mile handicap

brought about a finish of the kind that caused

several thousand spectators to yell them-

selves hoarse. Newhouse, Bald and Janny
broke away from the bunch half way down the

straight and finished abreast so close that

inches decided the money. The crowd's

sympathy was with Janny, the local champion,

but the judges caught him in third place. Bald

second.

Ray Dawson took both amateur races from

Powell. Timnicliff, of Richfield Springs, tried

to beat out the New Yorkers in the mile, but

he was a couple of lengths short. The sum-

mary:

Half-mile open, professional.—1, Tom Cooper; 2, E.
C. Bald; ?.. ]. A. Newhouse; 4, W. M. Randall.
Time, 1.04 2-5.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, J. A. New-
house. 10 yds.; 2, E. C. Bald, scratch; 3, F. T. Janny,
Utica, 70 vds. ; 4, A. T. Crooks, Buffalo, 100 yds.
Time, 2.13 2-5.

One-mile open.—1. Ray Dawson; 2, I. A. Powell;
3, G. E. Tunnicliffe, Richfield Springs. Time, 2.16 3-5.

Two-mile handicap, amateur.—1, Ray Dawson,
scratch; 2, T. A, Powell, scratch; 3, R. A. Miller,
New York. Time, 4.36 1-5.

SOFT AND CRUMBLY.

TOWNSEND IN THE END.

A number of Irvington-Millburn celebri-

ties rode in the Alpha Wheel Club's ten-inile

handicap road race at South Norwalk on

June 17th. I. G. Perry took the time prize

in 26.35 1-5, with W. E . Kirk second in

26.35 2-5. R. M. Alexander's time was 26.36,

He was outsprinted by the other scratch

men. Wilbur Townsend, of Danbury, 2 3-4

min., won the race in 27.19.

MONEY MADE AT MAHANOY.

J. F. Starbuck won the two-mile handicap

from scratch in 4.38 1-5 at Mahanoy City, Pa.,

June 18th, while E. P. Thompson, of Harris-

burg, took the mile open in 2.27 1-5. Lantz,

of Harrisburg, captured the amateur mile open

in 2.44 1-5 and the three-mile handicap from

75 yards in 7.42 1-5.

WINS WERE DIVIDED.

At the Alpha Wheel Club's meet, Norwalk,

Conn., June 17th, G. H. Collett,^ Meriden,

won the mile open in 2.25 3-5; F. W. Richt,

Brooklyn, second; W. E. Tenzler, third. The
half-mile open went to W. H. Fearing; A. R.

Freeman, second; H. K. Bird, third. Time,

1.08. E. C. Hausman, scratch, won the mile

handicap in 2.10 4-5; W. J. Ehrith, N. Y. (30

yards), in 1.02 2-5.

This Was the Condition of Syracuse's Track
and the Cause of Cooper Being

Hissed.

Syracuse, June 19.—A miserable track, soft

and crumbly except at the pole, was placed at

the disposal of the State circuit chasers who
visited this city to-day. The part of the track

fit for fast work was only wide enough for

one man, causing the events to be won more
by luck than ability. Cooper suffered from the

track's condition, being crowded into the soft

ground as he rounded into the stretch in

his heat of the mile open, causing him to sit

up. This brought forth an undeserved storm

of hisses from the spectators, who imagined

that he had quit purposely to escape Bald in

the final. Bald secured third position in the

final at the last quarter. He shot out between
MacFarland and Steenson, and his sprint won
him the race with inches to spare. MacFar-
land was given second place, but he refused

the money, declaring it belonged to Steenson,

who beat him by an inch.

Bald and Cooper did not ride iti the two-

mile handicap, Newhouse and Titus being the

scratch men. The former qualified in the

first, but Titus failed in the second heat. Mac-
Farland won the race by a quarter-mile sprint.

The lanky Californian came from the back of

the long line at the bell, and, gaining the

lead, held his position for a full quarter, while

Teddy Goodman pushed up through the line

to second and Louis Callahan was beaten for

third money by O. C. Tuttle.

Goehler, the Buffalo amateur, was present

with the avowed purpose to get even for the

defeat administered to him by Powell and

Dawson in his own city. Powell failed to

qualify in his heat, and Dawson was beaten

through the "elbow trick," played by Miller,

Goehler's team mate. Powell and Dawson did

not start in the handicaps owing to the bad

track. Summary:
One-mile open, professional.—1, E. C. Bald; 2, H.

R. Steenson; 3, F. A. McFarland; 4, Barney Oldfield.
Time, 2.17.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, F. A. McFar-
land, 20 vds.; 2, F. F. Goodman, 80 yds.; 3, O. C.
Tuttle, Utica, 140 yds.; 4, L. A. Callahan, Buffalo, 40
yds. Time, 4.45.

One-mile open.—1, A. B. Goehler, Buffalo; 2, Ray
Dawson; 3, A. J. Bradstreet, Rochester. Tim.c,
2.16 3-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, O. V. Babcock, New York,
40 vds.; 2, A. W. Hughes, Rochester, 50 yds.; 3, M.
J. Dewitt, Rochester, 20 yds. Time, 2.14 3-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, A. W. Hughes, Rochester,
90 yds.; 2, J. J. Dukelow, Rochester, 90 yds.; 3, O.
V. Babcock, New York, 70 yds. Time, 4.38 3-5.

ON THE CIRCL'IT MICHIGAN.

At the Michigan circuit meet at Jackson,

June 18th, F. C. Schrein, Toledo, defeated

Harley Davidson and A. A. McLain in the

open professional in 2.08. The handicap went

to G. P. Thayer, with Weinig and Schrein

right behind him. Time, 2.16 2-5. Peabody,

as usual, took the mile amateur.

EARL WON TWO.

At Ithaca, N. Y., June 21st, Earl Bovee, of

Binghamton, won the half and quarter mile

open, and A. F. Diffendorfer the mile.

MADE A NEW STATE RECORD.

Over the Elizabeth-Rahway course on Sat-

urday, Clinton Gilbert, a scratch man,- won
a ten-mile road race in 25.20 4-5, a new State

record. Twenty-two men started in the

event. The previous best was 26.07, by Monte

Scott.

THE IRISH MILE.

The mile championship of Ireland, run at

Waterford on June 5th, was won by H. Mere-

dith in 2.38 4-5, defeating Reynolds and

Poole right at the tape.
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CAUSED BY A SKIDDING PACER.

Huret and Champion, the two French

cracks, met in a 100-kilonieters (G"2 miles, 246

yards) race at Roubaix on Sunday, June 6th,

but the contest was marred by an accident to

Champion's machine, when the pair were on

even terms. On the twentieth mile, when the

riders were going great guns, one of Huret's

pacing instruments skidded, causing the other

pacing machine belonging to Champion to

pull up sharply, and he, in trying to get clear,

caught his wheel in the quad, pulling out sev-

eral spokes. He immediately jumped off and

got another mount, but lost one and a half

laps, and when he remounted he was left

without pacemakers for a while. This greatly

disheartened the young rider, and he seemed

to lose all interest in the race, and Huret

eventually won by twelve laps in the quick

time of 2 hours 11 minutes 281-5 seconds,

close to the record.

FOR FAST CENTURIONS.

For the first time in a considerable period

a hundred-mile track race will occur in this

country. It will be a feature of the Harlem
Wheelmen's meet at Manha*^- n Beach July

10th, and under the conditions that will gov-

ern, should prove an interes'ing event. The
leaders at ten and at twenty miles will get

$20 each, while a double eagle will go to the

first to reach the thirty and the forty-mile

marks. The leaders at fifty and seventy-five

miles will get $50 each. The ultimate winner

will receive $250, the second man $50 and the

third $25. It will be seen by this that a man
leading all through the race stands to win

considerably over $400. It also gives the ten

and twenty mile men a chance to pace the

long-distance riders.

WANTED ANOTHER RACE.

Houben, the Belgian, who was defeated by
Bourillion in the semi-final of the Grand
Prix of Brussels' by barely a foot, has issued

a challenge to ride the Frenchman over the

same course for the value of the first prize,

$1,600. Failing an acceptance from Bouril-

lion, the challenge remains open to the second

or third man in the final. Parbly, the Eng-

lish rider, who finished fourth in the big

Brussels race, later defeated Eros and Mer-

cier, the French cracks, in a triangular match

race in three heats, capturing .$300 in prize

money.

VOGT VANQUISHES PARBLY.

R. A. Vogt, the Scottish champion, de-

feated Parbly by six inches in the Diamond
Jubilee stakes race at the "Sport and Play"

meet at Aston, June 5th, in the presence of

6,000 spectators. Barden won the quarter-

mile professional from scratch in 0.27 2-5 and

the half-mile from scratch in 1.04 3-5, defeat-

ing Osburn, Vogt and Parbly.

BETTER THAN NO EXCUSE.

The projected Madison Square Garden
race meet, which was to have occurred during
the week beginning June 26th and for which
the Gotham Wheelmen were to have stood as

sponsors, has been declared off. "Could not

get the track ready in time" is the explanation
given.

JALLUS AND THE ELECTRIC.

Those famous French pacers, the Jallu

bfothers, who visited this country last year,

are experimenting with an electric tandem.
on which they have traveled at the rate of

thirty-five miles an hour. In a recent trial

they covered a mile in 1..34 1-5.

Everybody knows, when they

stop to think, that a fine grad-

uating device depending upon

a thread cut on a steel bolt is dif-

ficult because the thread ''stag-

gers." No bicycle bearing, de-

pending upon a threaded cone

and shaft for adjustment, can be

true. The new Waverley bear-

ings all have sliding cones and

cases—always perfectly true

—

they therefore run easiest. Ex-

amine them.

'97 Prices, - $100, $60,

Good agents wanted

wherever we are not

well represented.

Send for catalogue.
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INDIANA BICYCLE CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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NEW YORK CONVENES.

Plays 'With "Colored" Fire; Counts Its Money;

Resolutes ; ^Endorses ; and Then
Adjourns.

Saratoga, N. Y., June 21.—If W. B. Phipps

has his way, the L. A. W. will once more be

turned topsy turvy by the '"negro question."

Mr. Phipps is an Albany young man with a

perennial desire for office and who regularly

stands as a candidate, and is as regularly de-

feated, but who usually contrives to get in as

a State representative when a vacancy or

something of the sort occurs.

He appeared to-day at the semi-annual

meeting of the New York Division Board of

Officers with a little amendment, which seeks

to have the word "white" stricken from the

L. A. W.'s membership qualification, but the

proposal was laid aside until the December
meeting.

Nothing else of material importance trans-

pired during the session. Chief Consul Potter

gave out that he did not desire re-election,

and there was some speculation as to wlio will

succeed him. It is safe to say that the matter

will be decided by the "inner circle" with

neatness and despatch. They will have no
trouble in finding a man. There are several

up-country gentlemen who will gladly sacri-

fice themselves. Walter S. Jenkins, the Buf-

falo lawyer, it is said, is among those who
would not mind moving to New York and

proving himself a "martyr in the cause," see-

ing that there is an "allowance" attached to

the office. F. M. Frobisher, W. C. Vrooman
and W. H. Baker, all "good men and true,"

who know how to take a hint when it is of-

fered, will compose the Nominating Commit-
tee, who will make up the ticket.

The Board also "dabbled" in national poli-

tics by endorsing Geo. R. Bidwell for Collec-

tor of the Port of New York and recom-

mended that a copy of the resolutions be for-

warded to the President of the United States.

The report of Secretary-Treasurer Bull for

the six months, December 1, 1896, to June 1,

1897, showed the total receipts to have been
.$13,401,13, which included a balance of

$3,055.57 from the previous report, and the

Long Island road improvement trust fund of

$633.06, or net receipts of $9,112.50, against

total disbursements of $11,418.22, leaving a

balance on hand, not including trust fund, of

$1,349.85. These disbursements include the

following items: For running division head-

quarters, $3,173.99; chief consul, $655.25; vice-

consul, $91.40; auditor, $90.01; secretary-

treasurer, $1,280; rights and privilege com-
mittee, $4; highway improvement committee,

$1,278.86; road books committee, $3,742.43;

racing committee, $12.50. Other items were
expenses of delegates to National Assembly,
last February, .$667.75.

Chairman Wait, of the State Racing Board,
recommended that the committee be increased

from three to five in order to better handle
the work. He also recommended that an
amendment be offered at the National Assem-
bly next February that the Division Racing
Boards be allowed to retain a percentage of

the sanction fees of the Division meets for

their support.

It was resolved that a member of the Di-

vision could select a book of any section of

the State without extra charge in lieu of the

one of the section in which he lived. It was
also resolved that each League club in the

State be given a full set of the Division road

books free of charge.

The matter of incorporating the Division

was reported as practicable and it will be done
in the near future.

Resolutions were adopted requesting the

National Assembly to pass an amendment
making it unlawful for any member to use the

name of the L. A. W. to promote his own
private business. President Potter also sug-

gested that the Division have the next Legis-

lature pass a bill protecting the League's

name from infringement.

Secretary Frobisher, of the L. A. W. Con-
sulate, offered a resolution that the Division

provide some means for its support.

At the evening session it was decided to in-

crease the number of members of all commit-

tees to such numbers as might in the discre-

tion of the Chief Consul seem necessary; to

give the State Racing Board charge of all

racing matters and make rules governing the

same, but which shall not conflict with the

National Racing Board in any manner; to in-

crease the retainer's fee of the Committee on

Rights and Privileges from $200 to $300 per

annum; to change the date for the filling of

nominations for Division offtcers from Octo-

ber 10th to October 1st, and the date of closing

the polls from November 15th to November
1st.

ONLY "ALSO RANS."

SNOWS NEW LOCATION AND NEW BLOOD.

The Snow bicycle chain is no longer of

Fayetteville. It has a new home, new pros-

pects, new blood behind it, and it should next

year prove a material factor in the chain-mak-

ing industry.

The history of the Snow chain is about like

this: Several years ago, B. W. Snow, a mas-

ter-tool maker and all-around mechanic of

years' experience, held the position of super-

intendent of a chain-making plant of promi-

nence, the holding of which position enabled

him to supplement some decided views on the

chain-manufacturing business with a practical

experience at the game. He was ambitious:

and, after a term of years, in all of which time

he was in charge of the chain shop and re-

sponsible for the product, decided to start in

for himself. Fayetteville was the chosen

place, the Snow chain the product, and a com-
paratively limited output the necessity from

the standpoint of capital. But while the busi-

ness was in a measure small, it was particu-

larly safe. So were the chains, and the Snow
customers were eminently satisfied.

This made possible the new deal which has

just been consummated.

It's the Snow Cycle Chain Co. now, and at

Syracuse, N. Y., instead of Fayetteville.

New capital has been added, and the busi-

ness is amply financed. The style of the firm

is a co-partnership. The factory at Syracuse

is more roomy than the old home, and is

amply large to receive the extra machinery

which will more than double the Snow
capacity.

B. W. Snow will remain in charge of the

manufacturing end of the business. Crosby &
Mayer, of Buffalo, are selling agents for the

chain.

LINTON GOT THE MONEY.

London, June 19.—Another one-hour
match race was held between Tom Linton
and J. W. Stocks to-day at the Crystal Palace
track. Linton won, covering 31 miles, 170
yards. The match was for a stake of $1,500.

In This Division New York's Crack Amateurs
Were Content to Rest in the

Championships.

Saratoga, June 22.—The races in connec-
tion with the State meet developed surprises.

Gothamites have a way of classifying those
residing in the State outside of the metro-
politan district as hayseeds. From this stand-
point the hayseeders fairly walloped the city

cracks out of their boots in the State cham-
pionships. But one championship fell to a
man from the metropolitan district. De Witt,
of Rochester, got the mile; Button, Schenecr
tady, the quarter-mile: Lee, Cohoes, the five-

mile, while Powell, of New York, managed
to land the half. It should be added, how-
ever, that spills were numerous, and luck

played a prominent part in the results.

On the first day Bald captured the half-

mile professional in good style, and it was
Steensen, and not Cooper, who came second,
the Detroit rider being obliged to accept
third. The single pacemaker ran away from
the field. Bald did not qualify from scratch in
the mile handicap, and the final came the way
of McFarland, who is developed into a star
in this sort of race. Goodman sprinted into
second place, and Jenney was at his rear wheel.
A heavy wind up the backstretch made the
time very slow, though the track was in ex-
cellent condition. Dawson and Powell, who
have been sweeping everything before them
on the circuit, had to be content with second
places.

Fifteen men started in the five-mile cham-
pionship, and twelve fell at one time. Some
of them mounted and finished the race. A. S.

Lee, of Cohoes, won handily by ten lengths.
On the second day Powell, Dawson and

Bird failed to qualify in the mile champion-
ship, leaving the race to the up-the-State
men. In the * half-mile, however, the New
Yorkers shut out the field, and for the first

time monopolized a championship. In the
professional events Cooper gained another
victory over Bald. Cooper got the pole and
held his position to the finish, leaving the
bunch to fight for se^cond honors, in which
Eaton came out the best. Bald getting third.

Twenty-one men started in the two-mile
professional handicap, with McFarland on
scratch. The field bunched at the mile and
sailed around the track a solid mass without
a fall. Field forged ahead at the quarter, and
with Titus and Brock made a great rush for

the stretch. Stevens gained the lead here, and
kept it, coming out a full open length ahead

of McFarland, who was second, by a foot

from Carroll Jack. Newhouse and Titus were
fourth and fifth, equally close up. Sum-
mary:

FIRST DAY.

Mile open.—1, M. J. De Witt, Rochester; 2, E. I^I.

Blake, Keene, N. H.; 3, A. W. Hughes, Rochester.

Time, 2.26 2-5.

Half-mile professional.—1, Bald; 2, Steenson; 3,

Cooper. Time, 1.16.

A'lile handicap, professional.—1, McFarland, scratch;

2, Goodman, 25 yds. ; 3, Jenney, 45 yds. Time. 2.20 1-5.

Ouarter-mile State championship.—1, J. Scott But-

toii, Schenectady; 2, I. A. Powell, N. Y. A. C. Time,
2.00 2-5.

Five-mile State championship.—1, A. S. Lee, Co-

hoes; 2. E. G. Zeiser; 3, F. W. Richt, Brooklyn.
Time, 12.29 4-5.

Mile handicap.—1, George Reith, New \ ork, 40

yds.; 2, Ray Dawson, scratch; 3, M. J. De Witt,

Rochester, 30 yds. Time, 2.30.

SECOND DAY.

One-mile professional.—1, Cooper; 2, Bald; 3, Ste-

vens. Time, 2.1S 1-5.

Half-mile State championship.—1, I. A. Powell, N.
Y. A. C. ; 2, George Reith, Harlem Wheelmen; 3, H.
K. Bird, N. Y. A. C. Time, 1.05 1-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Orlando Ste-

vens, Iowa. 160 yds.; 2, F. A. McFarland, scratch; 3,

Carroll Jack, 160 yds. Time, 4.40 1-5.

One-mile State championship.—1, M. J. De Witt,
Rochester; 2. A. J. Bradstreet, Rochester; 3, George
Reith, New York." Time, 2.20 2-5.

One-mile open,—1, Rav Dawson, N. Y. A. C. ; 2,

M. J. De Witt, Rochester; 3, F. W. Richt. Time,
2.22 2-5.

Half-mile handicap.—1, George Reith, 10 yds. ; 2,

E. M. Blake, scratch; 3, E. C. Hausman, 10 yds.
Time, 1.03 3-5.
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Last season [aWl the crackajack professionals

were riding one certain make of tire. All but Tommy
Butler and Sanger. It does not require much of a

memory to recall the way in which Butler, day after

day, defeated the best of them, nor a very logical

mind to deduce the fact that Palmer Tires were a

tremendous factor in Tommy's winnings.

The Palmer Tire Company did not plug the racing game very hard

in 1896. It looked like good business to let the " other fellow " spend his

money. The season's results conclusively demonstrated that no matter

how hard our opponents try, nor how many
champions they engage, Palmer Tires are be-

yond all cavil much faster than any other tire

ever made. Four years of racing have seen

twice as many prizes go to Palmer Tire riders

as have been credited to all other tires com-
bined.

he captured a world's competition record in the one-mile handicap, starting

from scratch and winning the race in 2:08 1-2. Peabody rides an Adlake
fitted with Palmer Tires.

Jesse Curry, whose youthful days were of the

long ago, is a splendid example of what athletics will

do for a man. Jesse was once a sprinter, then for

a number of years quit running, and now races.

At the Bankers' Athletic Club meet in Chicago, June 12, Curry
carried off the honors by winning the mile open. It was his first race of

the season, and his victory was a victory for the Dayton bicycle and Pal-
mer Tires. Jesse always has some cogent reason why Palmer Tires are

so much better than other tires for the racing
man.
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Cy Davis, the affable western
representative of the American
Wheelman, who once had the

distinction of being placed on

scratch with Zimmerman, will be

a contestant in the Chicago Club

races.

Davis will probably have for competitors

Sinsabaugh, Wagner and Root, and some fast

riding is looked for. To hear these newspaper
men talk, a novice would think them the only

pebbles. But a sure enough newspaper men's
race might demonstrate that there are others.

The request for prizes for race

meets continues without abate-

ment. They come from high

schools, colleges, bicycle clubs,

dealers, promoters, riders, and
this week a Baptist Church asks

for a pair of tires for their road

race.

Two or three seasons, ago it]|was a^com-
paratively easy matter to give tires as prizes to

race meets, but the number of meets has so

multiplied, and the demands of promoters has become so voracious, that

the Tire Association has advised its members to give no prizes whatever
to any one. Manufacturers really have no alternative but to refuse such
requests, for if acceded to, ruination would overtake even the strongest

concerns.

The big American Universities are turning out

some crackajack racing men—amateurs, of course.

Peabody, of the University of Chicago, in the West,
and Powell and Dawson, of Columbia, in the East,

are almost invincible.

Earl Peabody won over fifty firsts last year, and this season he has
won almost every race he has started in. At Charlotte, Mich., last week,

Columbia College ought to

be well pleased with her repre-

sentatives at the Intercollegiate

Race Meet held at Manhattan
Beach, June 5. They won the

quarter, half, mile, mile tandem,
and five-mile intercollegiate

championships— all that were
offered.

W. H. Fearing, Jr., won the quarter mile,

Irwin A. Powell the half mile, Dawson and
Powell the mile tandem, Ray Dawson the one
and five mile championships — all on Palmer
Tires. Palmer Tires won twelve of the fourteen

prizes, leaving one second and one third to its

numerous competitors.

The "touch committee" is

one of the pleasing features with

which the cycle trade is afflicted.

The "touch committee" is com-
posed of gentry of high and low.

degree who solicit donations of

bicycles, tires, bells, clothing, or

anything a manufacturer may
happen to be the maker of.

Riders who contemplate continental tour-

ing, or a short visit to the Fiji Islands, have
no hesitancy in [asking for 'all sorts of bicycle

paraphernalia, in return for which they promise to introduce the goods to

the natives. The futility of giving goods for any such purposes is at last

beginning to dawn upon the patient and generous maker, and he is fast

growing marble-hearted. Here's hoping he will become as adamant.

The original Palmer repair tool was a funnel-

shaped affair with a long barrel, into which was poured

the solution to be forced into the tire with a plunger.

The new tool, known as the Palmer Jiffy, is effective and practical.

Like its prototype it consists of a barrel with a nozzle at one end for enter-

ing the tire, through which the solution is forced by a plunger or piston.

In place of putting a fresh charge in each time it is used, the nozzle is

screwed onto the end of a collapsible tube and then onto the barrel. The
Palmer Company brought out the first repair tool and leads with its latest.
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AMATEURS DRAW WELL.

Amateurs were in their glory at the Ata-

lanta Wheehiien"s meet at the Waverly tracl<,

Newark, N. J., on Saturday last.

Ten events were on the card for those who

ride for diamonds, jewelry and other nego-

tiable articles, and 195 riders undertook the

almost hopeless task of endeavoring to at

least regain the cost of their entrance fees.

Forty heats were required to ascertain the

winners. In the half-mile handicap ten heats

were run, only the winner qualifying.

A specialty in the shape of a mile invitation

race brought out eight of the fasiest amateurs

in the metropolitan district. It went to Ertz,

the Riverside man, by a long sprint from the

last quarter, with Ripley, Slavin, Roome, Hen-

shaw and Bird in a confused mass right at

his rear wheel. Ripley took the event of the

day, the mile open, in masterly style. He
caught the pace and was never headed. One

hundred and twenty-five riders started in the

mile handicap, requiring eight large heats.

Of the scratch men Fearing and Douglas were

the only ones to qualify. In the final Haus-

man, on the 20-yards mark, brought the two

scratch men up in the bunch. In the stretch

Douglas made the jump, followed by Fear-

ing, but Hausman had plenty of go up his

sleeve, and cleverly outsprinted the two

scratch men.

Twenty-seven teams rode in the tandem

handicap, run in three heats, resulting in a

red-hot finish in the final, which brought the

2,000 spectators to their feet.

The over-zealousness of several of the po-

licemen in obeying their orders to keep the

track clear brought out a storm of hoots and

hisses when a talkative trainer was tapped

on the head with a club. B. T. Allen, a

Brooklyn rider, was suspended for the day

by the referee for striking another contestant

on the track, and his case will be reported

to Chairman Mott. The triplet race resuUed

in an exciting battle between two of the four

teams starting, the Kings County Wheelmen's

team winning by inches. Paced by a triplet,

Chas. Hadfield rode an exhibition mile in

1.55 4-5. Summary:
One-mile open.—Final, 1, Bert Ripley; 2, J. Rue!;

3 E. C. Hausman, New Haven. Time, 2.13 1-5.

One-mile handicap.—Final, 1, E. C. Hausmaii, Mew
Haven, Conn., 20 yds.; 2, W. H. Fearing Jr Colum-

bia U, scratch; 3, W. G. Douglas, Philadelphia,

scratch. Time, 2.22 4-5. ,, -r^ . -d A,r
One-mile invitation.—1, Charles M. Ertz, K. W.

;

2, Bert Ripley; 3, W. S. Slavin, Suffern, N. Y. Time,

2 17 2-5.

One-and-one-half-mile tandem, handicap.—Final, 1,

Walter Babb and Alex. Crawford, Paterson, 60 yds:

2 H. Y. Bedel and C. M. Tomlinson, R. W., 30 yds.;

si W. H. Cane, Tr., and C. E. Meyer, Hacken.sack, 50

yds. Time, 3.14 "4-5.

Half-mile handicap.—Final, 1, E. Ruell, Vim, B. C,
30 yds.; 2, William Weller, A. W., Newark, 30 yds.;

3, George Granberry, H. W., 55 yards. Time, l.OS.

One-mile triplet.—1, W. H. Owen, H. K. Bird, De
Martini; 2, C. S. Henshaw, C. Hedstrom, A. B. Wise.
Time, 2.32 2-5.

NEW JERSEY IS COY.

Another attempt to combine the three asso-

ciations representing New York, New Jersey

and Long Island was made last week. The

matter was left in an unsatisfactory condi-

tion, owing to the New Jersey officials show-

ing a disinclination to enter into the scheme.

Another meeting will be held this week, and

the association will be formed whether New
Jersey comes in or not.

NICE BUSINESS FOR MEN.

Louis Gimm, the Cleveland long distance

rider, under the name of Smith, is acting as

trainer and adviser of one of the female riders

who have been touring the West. A. A. Han-
son, of Minneapolis, is also engaged in this

unsavory line of business.

DOWN IN THE STRETCH.

Boston, June 18.—Night racing at the

Charles River Park track last night was

marred by a serious spill in the final of the

mile open. Robert Urquhart, one of Bos-

ton's speediest amateurs, went down in the

stretch and immediately arose, only to sink

down again. An examination found that his

shoulder blade was broken in three places

and his legs were badly bruised. The

men rode fast and furious in all the events,

resulting in exciting finishes in every con-

test. Summary:
iMile professional.—1, C. R. Newton; 2, F. A. But-

ler; 3, i'. A. Gately; 4, O. L. Stevens. Time, 2.11 2-5.

i\iile handicap.—1, J. A. Lynch, 75 yds.; 2, P. R.
Jackson, 110 yds.; 3, J. P. Johnson, scratch; 4, H. B.

Hills, scratch. Time, 2.18 2-5.

Mile open.—1, H. B. Hills; 2, J. Urquhart; 3, D.
Daley. Time, 2.16 2-5.

Half-mile handicap, professional.—1, Newton, 30

yds. ; 2, F. A. Butler, 15 yds. ; 3, F. A. Gately, 10 yds ;

4, J. iNadeau, 50 yds. lime, 1.01 2-5.

AN UNFORTUNATE ACCIDENT.

A sad but seemingly unavoidable fatal acci-

dent occurred at the finish of the ten-miles

road race of the Arcanum Wheelmen on the

Hudson County Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J.,

on Saturday. Howard GrifTtin, of the Aetna

Wheelmen, Jersey City, while riding at full

speed for the tape, dashed against the horse

of a mounted policeman. Griffin was thrown

heavily on his head in the road and died dur-

ing the evening of concussion oi the brain.

The officer's horse had become frightened

at the cheers of the crowd and shied into the

centre of the road, directly in front of the

unfortunate rider. The animal was knocked

from his feet, and the officer Darely avoided

being injured. Griffin had won the previous

race, the mile novice, and was well up in the

ten-miles event. R. H. Walker, 2 min., won
the race in 24.45.

NEW TANDEM FIGURES.

Colorado Springs, Col., June 21.—P. C.

Wright and F. C. Fairley, of the Century Cy-

cling Club, of Colorado Springs, have estab-

lished over the Denver road race course the

following American tandem road records:

Five miles, 11.36; ten miles, 23.35; fifteen

miles, 36.42; twenty miles, 50.17; twenty-five

miles 1.03.40; fifty miles, 2.21.10; seventy-five

miles, 3.45; one hundred miles, 5.14.38.

The former records were: Five miles, none;

ten miles, 27.05;- fifteen miles, 37.03; twenty

miles, 53 minutes; twenty-five miles, 1.10.00;

fifty miles, 3.10.00; seventy-five miles, none;

one hundred miles, 7.00.00.

SUNDAY RACING.

Sunday races were run at Pleasanton, Cal.,

on Sunday last. The professional events were

divided by Zeigler, Jones and Downing.

Summary

:

One mile.—1, Otto Zeigler, San Jose; 2, Allan

Jones, San Francisco; 3, Hardy Downing, San Jose.

Time, 2.20.

(Juarter mile.—1, Otto Zeigler; 2, Allan Jones; o,

Hardv Downing. Time, 0.35 2-5.

Mile and a quarter.—1, Allan Jones; 2, Hardy
Downing; 3, H. E. McCrae. Time, 2.56.

JUST DID IT.

Denver, Col., June 21.—C. H. Anderson,
of the Arapahoe.Wheel Club, has lowered the

road record for 100 miles from 6.31 to 6.30.30.

The former record was made byA L. Hachen-
berger last year. Anderson rode to Evans
and return, making his ride actually 102 miles.

RECORD IN A NEW LINE.

Chas. S. Erswell, of Cheyenne, Wyo., gained

prominence over a year ago through the

announcement that with the help of "Johnny"
Green a mile was reeled off on a tandem in

something like a minute and a half, with the

aid of a Western zephyr on their backs. The
record, however, never went on the books,

and the' pair dropped out of prominence. Last

week Erswell agam got his name in print, this

time in a manner not quite so pleasant. He
is under arrest, charged with the murder of

a private belonging to the Eighth U. S. In-

fantry. While riding along a road Erswell

ran into nine soldiers, knocking one down.

An altercation followed, during which Erswell

drew a revolver and shot one of the men and

escaped to his home. The soldiers followed

and battered in the doors and windows of the

house with rocks. While they were thus en-

gaged Erswell shot another private. It was

believed at the time that the injuries of both

men were slight, and Erswell entered an ap-

pearance for assault. Later, one of the men
died from his wound and the other is in a

critical condition and will probably die.

CROOKED METHODS; SQUARE RACES, SAYS MOTT
The riders charged with pooling the prize

money at Washington have been treated very

liberally by the Racing Board. It was

thought that the case would prove another

Titus-Murphy-Cabanne affair. It is an-

nounced, however, that the Racing Board

found extenuating circumstances in the case

of these riders, and, after a thorough investi-

gation, found that the races were on the

square, the money being divided equally be-

tween the four men, Newhouse, of Rochester,

Jack, of Reading, Church, of Philadelphia,

and Sims, of Washington. They have all

been fined $50. Further cases of the same na-

ture will be dealt with more harshly.

PLEASE NOTE THE DIFFERENCE.

When the Canadians asked Mr. Mott to

favor their jubilee race his reply was curtly

in the negative. As showing the contrast

between men, the letter of Geo. H. Orr, chair-

man of the C. W. A. Racing Board, to the

Detroit Wheelmen, when they asked for the

privilege and a sanction for holding an L. A.

W. meet on the Windsor track, is interesting.

Mr. Orr magnanimously replied: "Out of

courtesy to the L. A. W. we will hand that

portion of C. W. A. territory over to L. A.

W. jurisdiction for the days of the meet and

they can run things under their own rules,

with their own officials and to suit themselves

generally."

RECKLESS AND FATAL.

A possibly fatal accident occurred on the

Guttenburg, N. J., track, on Sunday last. P.

A. Detroit and Thos. Highwood on a tandem

crashed into Geo. Reynolds, of Englewood,

while training. Reynolds was taken to a hos-

pital unconscious, where it was found that he

was suffering from a fracture of the spine.

Detroit sustained a fracture of the left shoulder

blade. The men were foolishly riding in op-

posite directions.

DARK HORSE AT BLACK HORSE.

Black Horse hill, on the West Chester, Pa.,

turnpike, was the scene of a hill-climbing

contest last week. The best climb was made
by Lewis Ailhert, on a Stearns.

"A SPORTING CRIME."

Pooling of prize money is defined as "a

sporting crime" by the chairman of the Rac-

ing Board. The definition should be bracketed

with the "artistic success" which he wished

for a racing man whom he reinstated.
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WINTON WINS OUT.

At the End of Three Years He Enjoys a

Ride in His Motor

Carriage.

Cleveland, O., June 19.—After almost three

years of experimental work and having
brought to mechanical and commercial suc-

cess a motor vehicle, fulfilling the utmost re-

quirements, the VVinton Motor-Carriage Co.,

an offshoot from the Winton Bicycle Co.,

was organized March 30th, and is now manu-
facturing carriages for the market.

September 1st, 1896, Mr. Winton, presi-

dent and master mechanic of the company,
completed his first motor-carriage, which has

been in constant use since that time in all

kinds of weather and over all sorts of roads,

and on Decoration Day he established a rec-

ord with this same vehicle by making a mile

on a circular track in 1.48.

In just sixty days after the organization of

the company the first new and improved car-

riage was turned out, a picture of which is

herewith shown. This machine has been put

to every conceivable test, and which, Mr.
Winton believes, fully demonstrates the prac-

ticability of the self-contained hydro-carbon.

motor and its complete adaptability to road

locomotion.

On June r2th the new carriage was given

a road test of sixty miles, from Cleveland

to Elyria and return, and proved its perfect

utility for every purpose to which a horse

and wagon can be put. The day was warm
and the road torn up—undergoing repairs

—

and for a distance of six miles was a bed of

sand; yet on hill or level or sand, the

jnotor went through without a hitch with

four passengers and consumed only six gal-

lons of gasoline. Five miles of the route

was covered in si.xteen minutes, and the run-

ning time was five hours for the sixty miles.

The Winton motor-carriage resembles an

ordinary trap with the seats back to back, each

wide enough to seat three persons comfort-

ably. The motor and driving mechanism are

snugly concealed in the body of the vehicle

and are self-lubricating. The wheels are 36

inches in diameter in the rear and 30 inches in

diameter in front, and equipped with nickeled

spokes, steel rims and three-inch pneumatic

tires. Ball-bearings are used throughout, thus

securing the greatest possible freedom from

friction and wear. The body is supported

on easy-riding springs and is handsomely fin-

ished in polished natural wood, with nickeled

trimmings and leather cushions and dash. It

will be provided with a canopy top when
ordered. The weight of the entire machine

is 1,800 pounds.

The ten horse-power motor is of the hydro-

carbon type, compact, powerful and prac-

tically noiseless, odorless and free from vibra-

tion. It uses gasoline—available everywhere

—

(carrying seven gallons) which the patent

feeder converts to a fixed gas before entering

the cylinders, without any of the objectionable

features of the carburetter now in general

use. It is very economical in fuel, and costs

less than one cent per mile, carrying six pas-

sengers over ordinary country roads and city

streets. The improved igniter is absolutely

positive in its workings, requires no adjust-

ment, and will run for years without any at-

tention whatever.

Mr. Winton's perfected and patented pneu-

matic governor places the machine under per-

fect control, and by pressing a button the

speed can be increased and held anywhere
from zero up to the maximum power of the

motor, which is capable of thirty miles per

hour, and the transmission of power to the

wheels is thus explained. The carriage is

operated by a lever, which at will engages, re-

leases or reverses the driving mechanism or

applies the brake. The steermg gear is sim-

ple, ingenious and easily handled. These and

HOW IT CAME ABOUT.

other valuable patented features place tlic

company in the front rank, and they are en-

abled to present to the public at this time a

thoroughly practical, self-propelling vehicle,

light-running, easily controlled, highly-eco-

nomical, effective and reliable, and so simple

that it can be operated by a child. They state

that they are in a position to make deliveries

within sixty days. They now have a contract

with the Automobile Co., of Cleveland, for

their entire output of carriages outside of

vehicles for private use, and will shortly turn

out a light phaeton motor, which will sell at

a popular price.

COMBINING WORK AND SPORT.

Wm. Burnett, 1626 O'Farrell street, San
Francisco, should be a man of interest to Col.

Waring and other progressive street cleaning

chiefs, to say nothing of the army of lawn-

mowing suburbanites. Mr. Burnett is respon-

sible for the two inventions here illustrated,

the one a cycle dirt sweeper, the other a cycle

lawn mower. Both have long been butts

for fun-makers, but Mr. Burnett offers them

as practical devices which will do what he

claims for them. The sweeper, he believes,

will prove of value in cleaning alleys, side-

walks and smoothly-paved streets, and "will

do as much work in one day as a man can do
in one week with a broom." When in mo-
tion, the brush sweeps the dirt upon the tray

under the tricycle, and, the dirt, like the grass,

may be dumped in any particular spot by sim-

ply pulling the chain. "A day's work done

in an hour" is one of the Burnett "battle

cries."

STOOD TIME'S TEST.

The Brown-Lipe Gear Co. report that not

a few of their changeable gears, "the only one

that's stood the test of time," are of late being

fitted to tandems, the big gears of the two-

seaters making the gear a particularly valu-

able up-hill assistant.

Some Inside History of How the Now Famotis
Anglo-American Tube Combine "Was

Formed

Toledo, Ohio, June 21.—Now that the
British-American tube deal has been consum-
mated (in the following up and reporting of
which TiiK WiiiiEL has so signally proven its

value as a trade journal and newspaper), Ed-
ward Warwick, general manager of the Amer-
ican Weldless Steel Tube Company, has given
some of the particulars leading up to the
amalgamation.

Mr. Warwick states that the idea originated
with himself and his colleague, Mr. Samuel
Snell. They knew that Stiefel's patents, ex-
cepting the American one, were controlled by
an English syndicate, and thinking that they
could influence the British capitalists to
dicker for the American rights, and inciden-

tally, for certain tube mills in this coun-
try, Warwick left for England la.st December
and approached the Britons on the subject.

The latter welcomed the suggestion, and
agreed that if satisfactory arrangements could
be made with the American tube mills in ques-

tion the necessary cash to form the amalga-
mation would be forthcoming.

Immediately on Warwick's return, he, in

company with Mr. Snell, broached the matter
to the Ellwood Weldless Tube Company and
the Greenville Tube Company, of which
Messrs. Lozier and Hartmann are the re-

spective heads, and in which they saw the

Stiefel process operated. The Ellwood and
Greenville people promptly agreed to enter

the arrangement, and Mr. Snell was commis-
sioned to take the options on the three plants

to England and consummate the deal. Mr.
Snell went abroad on this mission in March,
and the Englishmen being impressed favora-

bly sent the Pilkington party of experts and
accountants to this country to examine the

property.

The Wheel's special cablegram from Lon-
don in its last issue contained the final par-

tictilars of the consolidation, and records the

fact that hereafter the three plants will be

operated as "Tubes, America, Limited," in

consonance with the title of the English con-

cern, in which the Pilkington people are also

interested. They now control the Stiefel

patents all over the world. Mr. Warwick
states that reports that other mills had been

invited to join the amalgamation are untrue.

Only the trio mentioned were approached, or

are concerned in the transaction in any way.

Incidentally, it is .stated that Messrs. Snell

and Warwick have other irons in the fire, and

deals of considerable importance and interest

to the general trade are bein.g negotiated and

will be made public in due time.

OVER THE BORDER.

Charles H. Wyman, the popular traveler

for the Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
having covered all the territory allotted to

him in New England, is making an extensive

trip through Canada, interesting many in Iver

Johnson cvcles and calling on their pistol

dealers there. Edward E. Perry is looking

after the firearms jobbers in the West, and

also visiting the agents for the "Honest

Cycles" in the different places en route.
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CHANGES DUE IN TOLEDO.

Toledo, Ohio, June 22.—There is good rea-

son for thinking that the return of Mr.

Samuel Snell from England will be coincident

with a decided innovation as to the Snell

Cycle Fittings Company's product. It is

known that Mr. Snell has made a careful study

of 'auto-mobile machines while he has been

abroad in the past year or two, and from several

mysterious hints that have come to The
Wheel, it seems likely that the Toledo con-

cern expects to dip into the moto-cycle busi-

ness quite extensively. The plant is excep-

tionally well fitted for this sort of work, and

the friendly relations enjoyed with the Amer-

ican Weldless Steel Tube Company's new
management will make it very easy for the

Snell to supplement its own peculiar product

with anything that can be needed in the tube

line, either for experimental or practical uses.

Other concerns in Toledo are a little wary of

the new problem just now, and although sev-

eral of them have new ideas in bicycle con-

struction up their sleeves to use if next year's

competition demands it, they will fight shy of

the auto-mobile question for several years yet.

F. W. France, of Rochester, has been in

Toledo for the past day or two hurrying up

some especially large orders for foreign trade.

Mr. France is the general agent of the Vi-

king in New South Wales and New Zealand,

and his energetic Sydney representative, F. A.

Peters, has been remarkably able in creating

a demand for this well-known Toledo wheel.

Mr. Peters was for years on the Viking's

staff, and knows all about its talking points.

The recent cut in Falcons has created such

a renewed demand for that wheel that Joseph

L. Yost stated to The Wheel a few days

ago that it was quite possible that the Yost

Manufacturing Company will be forced to

reopen the factory to meet the unexpected

call for the wheel.

Walden L. Laskey, for a long time adver-

tising manager and superintendent of agencies

for the Yost Manufacturing Company, has

accepted a position with the Sun Oil Com-

pany, and will be stationed for some time, at

least, in Detroit.

"ABSOLUTELY FALSE," SAYS MR. BURRIS.

After July 1st Humber & Co.'s New York

offices will be located at 3 Park Place. Their

former store, at 318 Broadway, has been

leased to Van Lengerke & Detmold, who

have taken the Humber agency. The closing

of the Humber branches. Manager Burris

states, was part of their policy to discontinue

retailing and do business through agents as

soon as Humbers had been properly estab-

lished in this country. Reports that they in-

tended withdrawing from the American mar-

ket, that the Westboro factory was for sale

and that they were pressed for money are

characterized by Mr. Burris as "absolutely

false." He invites any one and every one to

whom they may be indebted to call at once, if

they feel like it, and receive their checks.

TO MAKE BILLETS AND JUVENILES.

It is stated that the Albany (Ind.) Mfg.

Co., the tube works in which GormuUy &
Jeffery, the Western Wheel Works, the In-

diana Bicycle Co. and others are interested,

purposes erecting a rolling mill for the shap-

ing of the billets from which the tubes are

drawn. The manufacture of juvenile wheels

is also being considered.

ONE OF THE "CORRECT THINGS."

Chicago, June 19.—Hereafter there will be

no delay in filling orders for Fauber one-piece

crank-axles. The capacity of the Fauber fac-

tory, at 70-74 West Jackson street, has been

doubled, and Mr. Fauber is now in position

to meet all demands promptly. This evidence

of prosperity renders it opportune to remark

that the Fauber axle is a splendid example of

how merit and perseverance will "win out."

When it was first introduced, some four years

since, it was viewed askant. The fact that it

was simpler, neater, and consisted of fewer

parts than any other axle had little weight;

but by keeping everlastingly at it, the inven-

tor, W. H. Fauber, soon forced the trade to

give him heed, and little by little made
substantial headway, until his axle was

accepted as one of the "correct things"

in cycle construction. Last year the im-

pression he made was very marked,

and as for the present, the recent in-

crease of factory facilities speaks better than

mere words. The axle is made for both

single wheels and tandems, and, although of

late design, the tandem crank-hangers, with

their eccentric adjustment, have met with an

unusually ready sale.

PRICES, GOODS AND QUALITY EACH RIGHT.

Although having been engaged in the manu-

facture of wood handle-bars for some time,

the Blanchard Cycle Bar Co., of Shelbyville,

Ind., is, through the medium of advertising,

but just letting their light so shine that all

may see. The concern is an offshoot of the

Blanchard Furniture Co., and asserts that it

is "the largest manufacturer of wood handle-

bars in the world." The accompanying illus-

tration of the factory bears witness that it is

a substantial-appearing concern, and their long

experience in wood working is proof that

they know "what's what" in that line. The
bars are all made of second-growth timber

and are finished in the natural color, or in

green, maroon or orange; no elm is used;

this fact is particularized. The Blanchard

prices are not the least interesting features of

the business.

GOOD AS IT LOOKS.

In their advertising space, in this issue, the

Frost Gear Case Co. show, for the first time,

a view of their case as it appears on a bicycle.

That it looks tidy none will gainsay, and the

list of wheels to which it has been applied

will convey a full measure of its adaptability.

RULING ON DRAWBACK DUTIES.

Washington, D. . C, June 19.—For some
time past the Secretary of the Treasury has

been investigating the methods of certain

parties manufacturing articles for export with

benefit of drawback of the duties paid on im-

ported raw materials contained in the finished

product. The outcome of the investigation

was the issuing of the following customs cir-

cular supplementing article 758 of the cus-

toms regulations of 1892 relative to manufac-

turers' declaration on entry for drawback:

"Several cases having come to the notice

of the department where articles manufac-

tured at factories using indiscriminately im-

ported and domestic materials of the same
kind and keeping no separate records thereof^

have been entered for the benefit of drawback

under section 22 of the act of August 28, 1894,

and where, as a consequence, the declarations

on such entries for the identification required

by said law of the imported materials used in

the manufacture of the articles exported,

proved wholly unreliable, article 758 of the

customs regulations of 1892 is hereby supple-

mented as follows:

"The proprietor or legal representative of

the proprietor of the factory or place at which

the goods covered by the drawback entry

were manufactured or produced shall declare,

in addition to the averments specified in the

joint declarations of the proprietor and fore-

man that a separate true account of all im-

ported materials, and of all articles -manufac-

tured therefrom for export, is kept at such

place or factory, and that such account is at

all times open to the inspection of officers of

the customs."

MADE WELL AND SOLD WELL.

When Angell, Sumner & Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., made their original entrance into the

jobbing of cycle parts, they intended to cater

solely to the local trade of that city, but lat-

terly they have found their lines adapted to

the outside trade as well, and have built up a

handsome business with out-of-town manufac-

turers and agents. The firm has a consistent

policy of advertising their general wares by

making a leader of some one thing from time

to time. Their latest departure in this line is

their Moore hanger, which they furnish com-

plete for the machine, with a detachable cy-

cloidal sprocket, heavily nickeled on copper,

and with an electrically welded crank-box, for

$2.90 each. They guarantee prompt delivery,

and warn the trade that the hangers will be

rapidly disposed of.

IN THE BEST OF HANDS.

According to its makers. Cox & Tingley,

Elizabeth, N. J., the Cox repair tool has been

adopted by the following tire makers: Dia-

mond Rubber Co., New York Tire Co., Home.
Rubber Co., Canadian Rubber Co., New Jer-

sey Rubber Co., Spaulding & Pepper Co.,

Hodgman Rubber Co., Revere Rubber Co.,

Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co., Mineralized

Rubber Co.

HAS "TAKEN ON' THE BURNIP.

L. H. Leadam, 81 Pine street. New York,

has "taken on" and is marketing the Burnip

chain-link brush, which is designed to clean

not merely the top or bottom of the chain, but

between the links. The brush lists at 50c.
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The Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co.,
Established 1877. Incorporated 1884.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., U; S. A.

New York: 253 Broadwiy. Chicago, 19S. Jefferson St.
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©ur
©ffer on

Tubing.

To Bicycle Manufacturers:
Gentlemen—Previous communications regarding- price on tubing are recalled. We now make you a

special oiTer of 85 per cent and per cent discount (depending upon character of specifications and time
for delivery) from the American Seamless Tubing List in No. 20 and 22 Gauge, Fifty-Carbon " CLINCHER"
Joint Cycle Tubing, cut to exact length, and reamed for flush joints, or, if not reamed, an extra 5 per cent
discount This offer is based upon your 1898 season's requirements. Sizes, lengths, quantities of each and
date for delivery to be agreed upon upon placing contract.

THE TRANSVERSE TEST,
11-8 Inch 20-Gauge Tubing.

:0

1,000 Pounds.

Deflection 2-10 Of an Inch. THAT'S ALL.

The Deflection Test.
Exhaustive, transverse deflection tests prove that this tubing has about double the stiffness possessed by

seamless tubing after the annealing done in brazing on the connections.

The Crystallization Test.
This tubing perfectly withstood a vibration test of one-quarter inch deflection, 300 times per minute, ten

hours per day, continuously for a month w.thout crystallizing.

Investigate the Stiffness. Investigate the Strength.

THE WILMOT & HOBBS |V1FG. CO.,

Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A,
NEW YORK, 253 Broadway.
CHICAGO, 19 S. Jefferson St

Kindly mention The Wheel.

nm\9 jyn t] wpi [ nwfmwwwimm fî m
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

604-606 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CALIFORNIA.

Covina.—Coleman's bicycle store, destroyed by fire.

CONNECTICUT.
Clinton.—W. H. Stafford, new store.

Maiden.—C. W. Coombs & Co., dissolved partner-

ship.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.^Arlington Cycle Co., new store at

Ninth and H streets, N. W.
WashingJon.—^J. B. Chamberlain, photographers'

supplies, 521 Eleventh street, has added bicycles.

FLORIDA.
Jacksonville.—Tom H. Harris, new store at 228 W.

Bay street.

GEORGIA.
Savannah.—Lindsay & Morgan, going out of the

bicycle business.

ILLINOIS.

Astoria.—Henry Knock, new store.

Chicago, O. A. Schumacher & Co., 811 W. Twelfth

street, burglarized; loss ?500.

Chicago.—Gus Steele, reported gave bill of sale for

$445.

Chicago.—Standard Bicycle Co., 73 Jackson Boule-

vard, damaged by fire; loss about $800.

Chicago.—Warman Schub Cycle Co., incorporated

for .$200,000, to manufacture bicycles; incorporators,

I. A. Warman, C. H. Schub and C. Winyer.

INDIANA.

Fort Wayne.—Koehlinger Eros., new store at 31 K.

Columbia street.

Indianapolis.—The Collins Mfg. Co., incorporated

by C. W. Merrill, John J. Curtis and William C.

Bobbs, to make bicycles and bicycle appliances. Cap-

ital stock, $30,000.

IOWA.
Davenport.—The Mason Carriage Works have add-

ed bicycles.

Hawarden.—C. L. Stewart, succeeded by M. J.

Finch.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—Elzy & Manuel, succeeded by Thos. K.

Elzy.

MAINE.

Portland.—The Newton High Speed Cycle Co., or-

ganized to manufacture, sell and repair bicycles;

capital stock, $300,000; $80 paid in; officers; President,

E. Bertram Newton, of Boston; treasurer, John W.
Kennington, of Dedham.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Dalton.—^Jordon & Co., new store.

Lenox.—C. T. Curtiss, new store.

Maiden.—Merrill & Colchester, new store at 35

Florence street.

MICHIGAN.

Coldwater — F. N. Williams, new agency.

Detroit.—A. G. MolYat, 478 Grand River avenue,

burglarized.

Detroit.—The Detroit Bicycle Improvement Co., in-

corporated by J. T. Dodge, H. E. Dodge, M. J. Dee

and F. S. Evans; to deal in patents concerning bicy-

cles and bicycle parts; capital stock, $40,000.

<;rand Rapids.—The Peninsula Investment Co., in-

corijorated by M. L. Diver, C. W. Fox, Ed. B. Wil-

lis and W. M. Hewitt; to deal in bicycles and sun

dries; capital, $5,000.

';rand Rapids.—Hamilton-Kenwood Bicycle Co.,

filed mortgages aggregating $67,000.

Manistee.—Jos. Both, new store at 85 Maple street.

ManJslee.—Haskins & Olson, succeeded by Charles

Haskins.

Niles.—Fred Dean, new agency.

Portland.—H. J. Hayes, new store.

MISSOURL
St. Louis.—The Tidd Mfg. Co., assigned to J. P.

Williams for the benefit of creditors; assets are valued

at $4,000.

St. Louis.—Grand Avenue Cycle Co. (Henry C. Mc-
Lean), 1309-11 North Grand avenue, assigned to II.

A. Steinwender; estimated assets, $500; stock adver-

tised for sale by assignee.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Concord.—Wm. King, new repair store.

Exeter.—The Rockingham Cycle Co. will occupy
large building being erected at Hampton Beach.

NEW JERSEY.
Elizabeth.—Gilbert & Chester Co., reported record-

ed chattel mortgage for $854.

Freehold, N. J.—A. A. Zimmerman Mfg. Co., J. F.

Russell appointed temporary receiver; liabilities, $17,-

000; assets, real estate valued at $3,000 and machin-

ery and stock of uncertain value.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo.—Ida L. Schack, reported to have given

judgment for $88.

Suffern.—C. H. Hansen, sold out to Ed. Heddy, nf

Hillburn.

OHIO.
Cincinnati.—Anderson-Harris Carriage Co., re-

ceiver applied for.

Cincinnati.—Closterman Cycle Co., gone out of

business.

Cincinnati.—Cable Cycle Co., new cycle manufac-
turing concern at Massachusetts and Randolph
streets-

Toledo.—Truman Cycle Co., new store at 311 Supe-
rior street.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Dubois.—F. Guinsburg, new store.

Glen Rock.—The Star Cycle Works (W. D. Starr,

of New York, proprietor) will manufacture bicycles.

Pittsburg.—New York Cycle Repair Shop (W. J.

Lloyd and Alexander Monaghan), dissolved partner-

ship. W. J. Lloyd will continue.

Scranton.—Bittenbender & Co., have added bicycle

livery.

Turtle Creek.—W. C. Jones and C. Potter, new
store.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Charleston.—The Southern Cycle Supply Co., in-

corporated by W. Y. Welch, president; R. H. Simons,
vice-president; F. T. Kintzing, secretary; F. R. Litt,

treasurer; capital stock, $8,000.

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Watertown.—Max Duffner, new store on Oak street.

TEXAS.
Galveston.—John A. Payment & Co., Wra. Flaken-

haver retires; J. D. Burkehead admitted.

WISCONSIN.
Franksville.—T. Stevens, new store.

Green Bay.—M.Anhauser, new store.

Palmyra.—Geo. Kundle, new store.

OVER THE OCEAN.

Exports of bicycles and bicycle materials

and accessories from the port of New York
during the week ending June 15th:

Bicy- Mate-
• cles. rial.

Antwerp $3,597 $2,218
yVlexandria 570
Amsterdam 18,930 1,300
Africa 252
Aden 252
British Possessions in Africa 2,624 27'1

Berlin 1,550
British East Indies 135
British West Indies 2,487 iV5
Bremen 1,495 550
Belfast 125 107
British Australia 7,337
Brussels 900
Breslau 82
British Guiana 300
Cologne 480 367
Central America 270 59
Cuba 80
Constantinople 720
Danish West Indies 849 G
Dutch West Indies 12 47
Frankfort 500
Florence 575 400
Gibraltar o20
Glasgow 2,175 '...'.'.

Hull 2,218 1,714
Helsingfors 301
Havre 4,385

,.""

Hong Kong 240
Hanover '

'gx
Liverpool 12,853 ^,-150
London 48,711 12,963
Lisbon 2,203
Mexico 10
Munich 1,244 .....
Newfoundland l|565 ....'.

Porto Rico 43 .....
Rotterdam 11,250 4,U23
St. Petersburg 1,245
Southampton 10,445

'.'.'..',

Stockholm 668 '.'.'..'.

Tasmania 1x0 '.'.'..'.

Turin
\ 92 [\\\]

U. S. of Colombia 243 11
Venezuela x,513 133
Vienna x,800 130

SOLELY FOR CYCLISTS' USE.

"Cheeseman's Sandal" is the title of an in-

vention which the originator believes will ap-
peal to wheelmen particularly, although it is

designed for pedestrians as well. Briefly, it is

an adjustable and detachable rubber sole,

which may be attached to any shoe without
straps or buckles or anything else that will

mar the upper. For cyclists it provides a
ready means of obtaining the ease and com-
fort of rubber pedals while using the rat-trap

article, and will also protect walking shoes
when they are used by the rider. The sandals
are easily slipped on and off, and for pedes-
trians afford a practically invisible substitute

for "goloshes." Geo. R. Cheeseman, of Au-
burn, N. Y., the gentleman responsible for the

innovation, also has a folding bicycle stand,

which he believes is "just the thing."

REWARDED IN GERMANY.

H. A. Lozicr & Co. have just received ad-

vices from f^ermany that at the recent exhi-

bition at Frankfort, the gold medal was
awarded their Cleveland bicycle.

MONARCHIAL JAW-TIRER.

"Monarch chewing gum" is the latest sou-
venir that the Monarch Cycle Manufacturing
Company is distributing. The gum is put up
in packages similar to those which usually

cost five cents each.
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OVER THE FOURTH.
WHERE AND HOW THE METROPOLITAN WHEELMAN MAY BEST EMPLOY HIS

THREE DAYS' HOLIDAY EST TOURING OVER GOOD ROADS AMID
PLEASANT SCENES.

The most important and the most difficult

thing about any tour is the start. The
determination to have a good time is easy;

the realization of the good time is hard. One
hates to tear away from the old things, from

the old methods of procedure, from the old

ordinary every-day life. The something new
bothers ,them. The necessary preparations

appall them. But all this is imaginary. All

that is needed is time and a well-filled purse,

even though it be a small purse, because ex-

pensive cycling is not cycling at all. If one

cycles properly, there is no disposition to ex-

traordinary expense, no necessity for it, and

usually no opportunity for it, because to cycle

properly, one avoids that which is called

"swell," which is nothing more nor less than

life reduced to a science of pressing but-

tons and signing checks. Barring the purse

and time spoken of, you will need a square

yard of linen or rubber, or some other rain-

defying material, to cover a few extra gar-

that the man should be master at every stage

of the game, and not be ruled, led, cajoled,

worried and driven to a state of exhaustion by
the cyclometer or by the map. A beautiful

country should be picked out, and it should be
regarded as a private garden, without let or
hindrance, to stray wherever the tourist may
desire. One thing to avoid above all others
is schedule. Be always master of the situa-

tion. Ride as long as you see fit, loaf as

as you
dinner

if you

see fit.

is better

feel like

A three-hour rest

than a one-hour
taking the three

long

after

rest,

hours.

About 80 per cent of tourists return

to their bread-winning or other duties

about 80 per cent worse ofif than when
they started. It is only the wise 20 per cent

who come back renewed, refreshed and re-

habilitated. The refreshed 20 per cent are

those who do not rush and toil and do laboring

men's work, so as to be able to say that they

From Jamaica, along the Merrick road on
to Valley Stream, to Lynbrook. to Rockville

Centre, to Freeport. From Freeport to Mas-
sapequa, to Seaford, Amityville, Babylon, Bay
Shore, East Islip, Oakdale, Sayville, Bayport
and Patchogue. From Flushing you will

find this about a fifty-mile run, and you should

devote the entire day to the fifty miles, stop-

ing at Patchogue, there being a number of

hotels there. One of the best, perhaps, is the

Clifton House, directly on Great South Bay.

It might pay you, if you have been badl>

treated by the world, to loaf at Patchogue all

day Sunday. At the foot of the main street

you will find a number of captains, who will

rent you a fairly good-sized sloop for all of

Sunday, and your plan should be a fine sail

on Great South Bay, either to the Fire Island

Hotel on Fire Island Beach, or to the Water
Island Hotel on Water Island Beach; the first

sail being an all-day trip, with the possibili-

ties of fishing; the second sail occupying
simply a morning or an afternoon. At Water
Island Beach the feature is a fish dinner, and
there are possibilities of bathing and of loaf-

ing along the beach.

Your outing should take you—once the trip

is resumed—from Patchogue to Bellport, to

Brookhaven, to South Haven, to Moriches
and Eastport. At Eastport you forsake the
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ments and the necessary paraphernalia of

cleanliness, the whole making but a small

bulk. If you have never packed the actually

necessary outfitbefore, you will be surprised at

the amount of material you can tie to your

handle-bar, making a neat and not top-heavy

equipment. The thing can be done in a half

hour. There need be no perspiration, no

worry, no fret. You strap the bundle onto

your machine, mount, and as soon as you

press the pedals, your vacation has actually

commenced; nothing can stop you.

In a vacation of the kind that follow

here, get the proper people with you.

Make them covenant and agree most

solemnly to be at the appointed place

at . the appointed hour. Penal servitude

for life should be the sentence for failure to

appear, properly equipped. This proper

equipment, mind you, must mean not only

the coin of the relm and a handle-bar out-

fit, but the proper spirit should also be there,

a spirit of negligence, a spirit of humanness. a

determination to take things as they are, not

as they ought to be, a determination to be as

ordinary and as human-natured as possible.

There should also be minor penalties agreed

upon in advance for infliction upon all critics,

kickers and for bilious outbreaks generally.

Another thing to be kept keenly in mind is

rode so far, or went so fast, or did this, or
that, or the other thing. The 20 per cent are

those who tour for touring's sake, who tour

for stmshine's sake, who are completely in

control I of themselves, and who regard their

machines and their cyclometers as mere in-

struments of use and record, to be used by

them when needed, and laid aside when de-

sired.

Keep some of these precepts with you, and

you will enjoy your July Fourth outing along

any of the following routes The Wheel has

prepared for your kind acceptance.

TO GREENPORT AND RETURN.

Ferry from Ninety-ninth street to College

Point; from College Point to Flushing (about

three miles). Or ferry from Thirty-fourth

street to Long Island City, and to Flushing

(about eight miles). In both cases ask the

way. It is easier than burdening yourself with

figures and map-information. From Flush-

ing, up the hill to Jamaica (about seven

miles). In Jamaica, at the courthouse, turn

left a few blocks to Smith street, which is the

commencement of the glorious Merrick road.

On reaching this spot, you are practically at

the gateway of your tour, and cannot lose

yourself if you try. If you do lose yourself,

you are more liable than not to strike some-

thing better than you anticipated.

South end of Long Island and turn North,
that is, left. Inquire for the cycle path, which
will take you from Eastport to Riverhead, on
to Jamesport, Mattituck, Southold and to

Greenport. From Long Island City to

Patchogue should be one of your days, and
from Patchogue to Greenport—another fifty

miles—should be your second day, for Green-
port is 105 miles from New York. At Green-

port, a boat leaves at 5 o'clock every evening
for New York, landing you at about 7 a. m.
If you are a hard rider and haven't had
enough, you can make whatever plans you
wish to return awheel.

This entire route is given, and many other

routes, and all information about hotels and
the character of the country you are passing

through in the sectional map of Long Island

published by the Servoss Publishing Co., 21

and 23 Centre street, New York, which can be
obtained for the enormous sum of 25 cents.

TO NEWBURGH AND RETURN.
This is a saunterer's tour. It will please

none who love to see the play of the cyclo-

meter's figures. It affords but sixty miles of

riding, but it is pleasant riding, and is studded

with views so picturesque and restful that they

cannot fail to charm the senses of all but those

who have eyes only for miles and minutes.

It is really a better two days' tour than one

of three days, but away up in the mountains

there is a quiet nestling spot wherein an ex-

tra day may be spent with profit and plea-
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sure, or if one cares, he may ride up the

east side of the Hudson via Yonkers, Tarry-

town and Peekskill to Poughkeepsie, and

cross the river to Highlands and then ride

down the West Shore to Newburgh, where

this tour properly begins.

It is usual, however, to board the steamer

Mary Powell at West Twenty-second street at

1.30 o'clock Saturday afternoon and "sail"

up the Hudson to Newburgh. It is a glorious

sail. too. But there is no need to here pic-

ture the constantly recurring views in the

Highlands of the Hudson. They are famed

in story and in verse.

Leaving the "Powell" at Newburgh (or. for

that matter, Cornwall is as desirable), walk

lind yourself practically walled in by moun-
tains.

Gradually you emerge from the wooded
heights, and before you know it you are on
a comparatively level plain, the approach to

Tuxedo Park. The upper gateway comes in

sight after a gradual sweep around a turn to

the right. It is an unpretentious gateway
of wood, and a sign at the entrance warns
ofif all but Tuxedo Club members. Two miles

beyond is the main entrance, a handsome,
vine-covered gateway to gray stone. Signs

again tell the stranger to "keep out." None
but residents are permitted in the park on
Sundays; on other days "influence" may ob-

tain a permit to sample the thirty miles of

up the steep cobble-stone hill on which the

town is situated, to the main macadam street,

where turn left, and, after a half-mile, turn

right, then left again near the cemetery, ask-

ing for Vail's Gate, the nearest settlement,

when in doubt. The road is not the best, but

the side path is good, and "no ciuestions are

asked." At Vail's Gate, where the roads are

better, turn sharp left for Orr's Mill, where

bear left again to Mountainville, thence al-

most straightaway to Woodbury and High-

land Mills. Excepting the latter, none of

the places mentioned are much more than

dots on the map. The country is delight-

fully hilly, and in the cool half light of the

dying afternoon the landscape and mountain

views are a succession of Nature's rhapsodies.

Highland Mills itself is a droning and un-

interesting hamlet, but turn sharn right at the

"general store" and up, up you go. It's a de-

tour from the main road, and the climb is

long, fully a mile, but at the top is Cromwell

Lake (Iti miles from Newburgh), one of "the

gems of the mountain." There are three di-

verging roads on the way up. The third to

the right will bring the tourist to the Crom-
well Lake Hotel, situated on a knob of the

mountain, on the shore of the water, and com-

manding a glorious view for miles around.

The hotel is comfortable and commodious,

and here it is that one may while away the

Fourth of July in delightful indolence if he

so desires. There are shaded rambles and

quiet nooks and row-boats in plenty, and on

the opposite shore are bath houses.

Leaving the lake and retracing the way

down the long hill—and it is well to have a

care—to Highland Mills, follow the main

red road to Arden, another dot on the map.

Before Arden is reached, the road becomes

poor, but there is but a mile or two of it, and

it is easily ridable. At Greenwood Furnace

cross the railroad tracks and turn left and

follow what looks like a large ditch, but which

is really the Ramapo River, because the map-

makers have so termed it. Southfield is the

next settlement. It is little more than a

hotel and a couple of houses, but no matter.

It is picturesquely situated, and immediately

after leaving it the picturesqueness is more

marked. You rush up a short hill into the

woods and down again. There are several

of these exhilarating dips and dives, and if

your eyes are not glued to the road you will

marble-like roads within, of which a glimpse

is to be had in passing. The road is straight

and good, and Sloatsburg and Ramapo are

in order the next towns on the route.

After crossing the railway tracks at

Ramapo. the Hillburn depot may be seen

Hillburn is a pretty, park-like place buried in

the mountains. To see it necessitates a detour

of a mile, but the sight is worth it. To reach

Hillburn, take the right fork in the road be-

fore crossing the tracks.

Suffern, thirty-six miles from Newburgh, is

next on the route. The Eureka Hotel—not

the L. A. W. hotel, but much better than the

official hostelry, supplies a better-than-the-av-

erage country dinner. Leaving Suffern, the

most picturesque part of the trip is behind

you. Keep the straight road to Mahwah.
just over the line in 'New Jersey; thence to

Ramseys and Allendale in a straight line. Be-

tween Mahwah and Allendale the road is

poor, but from the latter place to Fort Lee it

is splendidly macadamized. After Allendale is

Hohokus, where bear right over the bridge

and follow the direct road to Ridgewood. An-
other macadamized road crosses here, but

keep straight on to the second fork, where

turn left to Areola, thence to Hackensack,

Bogota, Leonia and to the Fort Lee Ferry,

which carries the tourist to l"2!)th street. New
York. From Bogota to the ferry, hills are

frequent and care should be exercised; the Fort

Lee hill, especially, is a terror and is rich in

the blood and skin of novices and brakeless

fools who have sought to negotiate it.

ALONG THE COAST TO TOM'S RIVER.

This is an ideal trip for those who find hills

a bugbear; for those who like the appetizing

sea ozone, and a glimpse of the briny deep.

It takes one away from mountains, valleys

and glens, from shady nooks and leafy bowers,

and in place gives one a panoramic view of

the famous Jersey seaside resorts, and the

cedar and cranberry patches of South Jersey.

It may be made in two days easily, or three

if ridden very leisurely. At its termination,

Tom's River, one can continue on through

Barnegat to Atlantic City, or return by train

to New York in four hours.

Beginning at St. George's, Staten Island,

take the well-known shore road to Tottenville

and then the ferry to Perth Amboy. If prefer-

able, you can ride through Newark, Elizabeth,

Rahway and Woodbridge direct into Perth

to reach, because it is here that you have to

take a train in order to cross the Raritan

River, there being no wagon bridge nearer
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Amboy, finding good macadam roads all the

way. Perth Amboy is an all-important point

than New Brunswick. There are. however,

two ways of avoiding this. One is by riding

to New Brunswick, from Elizabeth, via Plain-

field, and crossing the river and then riding

through Old Bridge to Matawan, the roads

being excellent all the way; and the other is

to sail to Atlantic Highlands, from foot of Rec-

tor street, and then ride down the strip of

sand that extends from Sandy Hook through

Navesink Beach. Normandie to Seabright.

But, taking it for granted that you reach

Perth Amboy, board a train to Matawan,
about 20 minutes" ride. From here to Middle-

town the roads are what may be described as

fair, but if time is an object it is advisable to

remain on the train until Red Bank is reached.

From Matawan to Keyport is but two miles;

at Keyport any one can direct you to the road

to Middletown, from which a reddish gravel

road leads direct to Red Bank.

In the days of the high wheel. Red Bank
was known to every rider in the vicinity of

New York as the starting point of the famous

Rum sen road—a run over which every old-

timer enjoyed as often as circumstances would

permit. The Rumsen road runs along a strip

of land between the Navesink River and the

Shrewsbury River, from Red Bank to Sea-

bright. It is famous as .being one of the old-

est, as well as most level stretches of perfect

roadway in the State. Nearing Seabright

the rider will begin to sniff the salt air, and

then, after crossing a short bridge, the At-

lantic lies at his tires in all its restless, spark-

ling grandeur.
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The road along the coast from here to As-

biiry Park is of new macadam, at present as

smooth as the proverbial billiard-table. From
Seabright it continues straightaway, past

scores of artistic summer cottages, along a

bluff that reaches its highest point at Long
Branch, where it is lined by long, piazza-sur-

rounded hotels, well-kept lawns and cottages.

At the Ocean Hotel, tlic road turns abruptly

to the right, and afterwards to the left. New
macadam has made the road continuing to

Asbury Park, through West End. Elberon,

past the cottage where Garfield died and the

summer homes of himdreds of wealthy New
Yorkers, a paradise for cjrclists. A turn or

two is made at Bradley's famous resort and

one comes out at the railroad station. Then
it is plain sailing to Ocean Grove, across

Shark River, where a most delectable fish din-

ner can be secured, through Ocean Beach and

Spring Lake to Sea Girth, all resorts of na-

tional fame, composed almost exclusively of

airy hotels and handsome cottages.

At Sea Girt, a sharp turn to the right is made
and the ocean is left behind. At Manascjuan

stop at the Osborne House. It is here that

"Pop" Zimmerman acts as mine host. He will

show you many oftlie trophies won by the great

Arthur Augustus at home and abroad: give

j'ou a good dinner or bed. or set you right in

regard to the roads or help you mend your

tire. From Manasquan, the road is apt to be

confusing, numerous twists and turns abound-
ing, and a stranger will be apt to have to ask

his wa\^ After crossing the Manasquan River

over a long, ramshackle bridge, the first

town is Burrsville. consisting of a tavern, a

store, and two or three houses, and a turn at

right angles in the road. There is a mile

stretch of sandy road below Burrsville. that

is apt to be walked if the weather has been

dry, but ordinarily a hard path along the side

permits of rapid pedaling. After passing this

stretch, the road is a hard, yellowish gravel,

the sort that gives out a crisp, crunching sound

as the tires revolve and over which one can

fairly fly without apparent efifort.

This gravelly stretch leads directly into

Lakewood, the town among the pines which

in winter is the favorite resort of New York's

Four Hundred and many who aspire to be

members thereof, and which is dead as a door

nail in tlie summer. Its roads are superb, its

hotels Ittxurious. and its-trees almost embower
the entire place. Coming to a picturesque

lake at the end of the village, turn to the left

and, after crossing a short wooden bridge, the

rider will for the first time have a hill to

climb. The road from here to Tom's River,

ten miles, straightaway, is over a slightly un-

dulating country, but of such a nature that

one reels ofif the miles without effort. Tom's

River is a picturesque little place, situated on

a river of the same name, about a mile from its

mouth, where it empties into Barnegat Bay.

It has a number of good hotels, and is on a

direct line of the New Jersey Central to New
York. As stated before, the rider can either

return from here by rail or continue on. over

fairly good roads to Barnegat. where fish-

ing is about the only occupation of the na-

tives, of whom every male member is a cap-

tain. From Barnegat to Atlantic City the

roads are of hard graVel and well worth fol-

lowing, if the time is at command.

all lengths and degrees of steepness to climb

and coast: for a trip through the most fertile

farming and dairy lands of New York and
New Jersey, there is nothing better for a

three-day outing than the well-known Dela-

ware Water Gap tour. Famous with cyclists

since the era of the ordinary, it still retains all

its charms and is all the more accessible and

land, cross the ri\er to Alanonka Chunk and
on to Oxford and Washington. If moun-
tains have no terror for you. ride to Hacketts-

town, over Schooley's Mountain and Fo.k

Mountain to Chester. Then through Mend-
ham, Morristown. Madison. Chatham. Mill-

burn, to Newark or Elizabeth, and train to

New York. To avoid these mountains, a

THE FAMOUS WATER GAP TOUR.

For picturesque mountain scenery, roads

varving from the finest to mediocre, hills of

enjoyable with the air-shod safety for a

mount. No road in the country is probably

more famous than the natural shale road

along the Delaware River from Port Jervis to

the Gap. Every old-timer can tell you of its

beauties, its smoothness and the delights it

affords to the tourist.

The tour to this cycling paradise, as out-

lined, is in the neighborhood of 240 miles, re-

cjuiring too fast going for any one with a

camera, perhaps, but trains are available at

any point.

From New York it is preferable to go to

Newark, and then over good macadam roads

to ^lontclair, Pompton and Sufferns, a trip

which almost every ^Metropolitan cyclist has

enjoyed. At Sufferns, which is just beyond
the New York State line, the Erie Railroad is

crossed, and then you follow one of the finest

macadamized highways in the State, which

skirts the railroad mile after mile through val-

lej'S and glens and mountainous scenery fit to

set an artist in rhapsody. Past Turners. Tux-

edo. Chester. Goshen and Middletown, both

road and scenery are incomparable. Then
there is a mountain or two to cross, a coast

into Cuddybackville, and Port Jervis. the open

sesame to the Gap road, is reached.

This highway, for forty miles, follows the

Delaware River, passing through Milford.

Dingman's Ferry and Bushkill. Then it

skirts back through Stroudsburg to the freak

of nature yclept the Water Gap. Here the

river has cut its way through a lofty moun-
tain range, leaving but a narrow gorge, a

place fit to spend half a day with a camera, to

enjoy one of America's most picturesque bits

of nature's wildness. Hotels are numerous

at the Gap. and if one's time is up. a train can

be taken direct to New York.

But. proceeding by wheel, continue to Port-

pleasant route lies by the way of Glen Gardi-

ner, Clinton, Annandale. Summerville, Plain-

field and Westfield to Elizabeth, through a

fairly level farming country blessed with good
roads.

TODD COMPA.VY ASSIGNS.

St. Louis. Mo.. June 19.—The Tidd Cycle

^Ifg. Co. assigned yesterday to James P. Wil-
liams for the benefit of creditors. The assests,

consisting of a stock of bicycles, office and
store fixtures, accounts and machinery are

valued at about .$4,0OU. The assignment is sub-

ject to two chattel mortgages, one to A.

G. Gilliam for $1,500, and the other to R. H.
Wolff for $495.

MUST BE METRICALLY MENTIONED.

For the benefit of American manufactur-

ers the United States Consul at San
Juan del Norte, Nicaragua, has informed the

State Department that after July 1, 1897, all

invoices, bills of lading, etc., presented at the

custom house at Bluefields will be rejected

if the weights and measures therein mentioned

are not expressed in metric denominations.

WONDERFUL THAT HE WAS ALIVE.

"We are promised a splendid lecture on
the subject of "First Aid to the Injured' in

the university extension course to-morrow
night."

"Who is to deliver the lecture—some one
well qualified, I suppose?"
"Oh, yes: a gentleman who rode a bargain-

counter bicvcle the whole of last season."

BOTH SUFFER.

"Accident insurance agents now class cy-

cling as extra hazardous."

"Do they, indeed? Who pays the extra

rates—wheelmen or pedestrians?"
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WAYS OF THE AMATEUR.

They Show Up Beautifully "When It Comes
to Selecting and Receiving

Prizes.

As The Wheel stated in its report of the

Irvington-Millburn race, George A. Soden,
the Newark drug clerk, who won the historic

event on Decoration Day last, was a protege
of Charles Hadfield, who finished first in the
I89(i race, and who was disqualified for ac-

cepting pace.

It will be remembered that in the threshing

of that matter, and in the hubbub that was
created over Hadfield's disqualification, it

came out that the Newark man was so cer-

tain that he would win the race that he had
approached a manufacturer's representative

and offered himself for sale for $200.

It is necessary to recall this aging history

in order that it may be known how thor-

oughly infected was Soden with Hadfield

germs.

Like Hadfield, Soden was sure he would
win the event, and did so. Unlike Hadfield,

however, he was not fully impressed with his

importance until after he had actually done
the deed. He made his "strike" last week.

The prizes for the race were distributed on
Wednesday evening of last week at the Astor

House. Among the trophies was a Royal
Worcester bicycle. Soden had designs on it,

and, accompanied by a friend, sauntered into

the Worcester store in this city during the

day. He had visited the place previously

and looked over the wheels. Approaching

one of the Worcester men, he asked:

"Well, is the wheel ready?" Assured that

it was, his friend took up the conversation.

"What do we get?" he asked, "in case we
select a Worcester as first prize?"

"Why, you can select any wheel we have

in stock," was the reply.

"Yes, I know that," was the rejoinder, "but

how much money is there in it? If will be

a good advertisement for you, and last year,

you know, the Dayton people gave Alexander

$150 for selecting one of their wheels as his

prize."

When the Worcester man recovered his

breath he said something more forcible than

polite,. and the young men left the establish-

ment in no very pleasant frame of mind.

Soden did not put in an appearance at the

distribution of prizes, but sent a substitute,

who selected a Cleveland. F. R. Warren,

who finished second, took the Royal Worces-

ter, and T. R. Goodwin, the third man, the

Duquesne. J. W. Hollis selected as fourth

prize the Sterling Cycle Works' silver water

set.

In all there were forty-two prizes. Paul

Moliter, the fifth man, selected the Metro-

politan Bicycle Company's dressing set;

Thomas Firth took the Britton loving cup

and the silver meadal for third time prize.

R. M. Alexander obtained a Dayton bicycle,

a $60 diamond medal and the Road House

trophy, a $50 statuette, for making the best

time, and for seventh position selected Mc-

Kee & Harrington's roll-top desk. F. Alton

Clark chose $25 worth of merchandise con-

tributed by the Palmer Tire Company, and

was awarded a $20 gold medal for making

second best time. William Spree selected D.

H. Bratton's tapestry curtains; John Ruel,

Hay & Willet's bicycle suit, and W. C. Price

an Iver-Johnson revolver. Tires, lamps.

bells, cyclometers, chains, etc., made up the

rest of the prize list.

While Soden's case was amusing and auda-

cious, it was mild when compared with that

of J. McGuire, of the St. Michael's Wheelmen,
Newark, who finished fifteenth in the race.

While waiting the beginning of the distribu-

tion this choice individual called aside a cou-

ple of the committee, and desired to know
why he had been allotted but three minutes

handicap. He insisted that he should have

been given more. The committeemen
laughed the matter off, told McGuire they

had nothing to do with the case, and that the

handicapper had probably based his handicap

on his record in the previous Irvington-Mill-

burn.

"Perhaps he did," responded McGuire, "but

it wasn't right. My record in that race was

1.14, but I cut the course. As nobody said

anything about it I didn't talk about it either,

and took the prize which you gave me."

This unblushing confession fairly staggered

its hearers.

Assured that he was lucky in not having

been found out, and that his admission would

probably ^ debar him from future races, Mc-
Guire responded, "Oh, it don't make no dif-

ference now. 1 ain't goin' to race any more."

RACE OF RACES.

HAS A GREAT CHANCE TO LOSE.

Buffalo, June 21.—What license Fred. Titus

has to ride against Jirhmy Michael is a ques-

tion many are asking, but he is, nevertheless,

booked to meet the Welsh midget in a ten-

mile match race at the Press C. C.'s meet in

this city on July 5. Each man will be allowed

18 pacemakers. Titus, in '93-'94, when racing

was in a crude state, was the American cham-

pion at long distances, but since his return

to the track after two years' suspension, he

has not shown any remarkable bursts of

speed. A general feeling pervades every-

where that Michael will win without half try-

Since the foregoing was written, Titus finds

that he cannot ride at Buffalo on the 5th,

owing to an engagement at Bridgeport. He

states, however, that he is willing to meet

Michael on the 3d, or whenever another date

can be arranged. Manager Ducker, of the

Charles River Park track, has offered big in-

ducements to have the match decided at

Boston.

RACING BOARD'S RULINGS.

Baltimore, June 21.—Charges are made of

pooling and dividing the prizes in some

professional races in a few instances,

and one offender, at least, states that it is done open-

ly, because it is believed to be legitimate. The
statement is almost incredible. But m order that

there may be no misunderstanding and no feeling of

injustice for the penalties inflicted, warning is now
given that, after this notice and on conviction cf

such a sporting crime committed after this date, the

offenders will receive a severe sentence.

Amateurs are warned that to wear ori the shirt any
name or device advertising a bicycle will be to invite

an investigation of their status, and possible trans-

fer to the professional class. Officials of race meets
are requested to report all amateurs who start in

events with the name of a wheel on their costumes.
The wearing of club names is encouraged. Any rac-

ing man desiring to advertise a wheel on the track

can do so in the professional class, and has no le-

gitimate excuse for not requesting a transfer if he
has been riding as an amateur.
There are charges pending against Messrs. New-

house, Church and Jack, in which W. Fred Sims,
one of the parties concerned, has given State's evi-

dence. Promoters and referees are notified to hold
prizes won by the first three mentioned until further
notice, and instruct judges to catch enotigh men at

finishes in which they start to show to whom prizes
should go if they are eventually suspended. The
three men implicated are warned not to accept pri'ies

until further notice.

Steps Being Taken to Make Irvington-Millburn

in the Future One of This

Kind.

It is both possible and probable that the

next Irvington-Millburn road race will be
governed by radically different conditions.

The matter was talked of a few days since at

an informal meeting of the committee who
had to do with this year's race, and all present

seemed agreed that the change suggested

would be advisable, and add materially to the

general interest and importance of the event.

Briefly, the proposition is to make the race

open only to men with twenty-five-mile road

records of, say, 1.15 or better; to limit the

number of entries; to make the handicap limit

merely nominal, say, 2.30 or 3 minutes, and to

close the entry list at least one month pre-

vious to the race.

The idea is to give a genuinely "Derby
flavor" to the cycling event. Nowadays it is

customary for practically every road race pro-

moter to style his affair a "Cycling Derby,"

but with scarcely an exception, the term has

been a misnomer, crackajacks and the rag-

tag and bobtail of cycling being alike ac-

cepted, without regard to number or fitness.

The "Cycle Derby" is even a pet name for the

annual scramble in Chicago, in which four or

five hundred men compete, and in which the

limit is fifteen minutes, giving the limit men
an outrageous start of fully five miles on the

back-markers.

By closing the entries several weeks in ad-

vance, the Irvington-Millburn people believe

that public interest can be more thoroughly

aroused. The press will have opportunity to

follow up men and publish their pictures and

obtain reports of their doings, several weeks

previous to the date of the race, much as they

now do with the candidates for the Inter-Col-

legiate boat races, or for the classic horse-

races, and the public appetite thus whetted to

a fine point.

HALL-MARKED ROAD RECORDS.

The following road records have been al-

lowed by the Roads Records Committee, Cen-
tury Road Club, of America:

Henry Smith, Baltimore, 5 miles straightaway,
15.21 .S-4, May 23, 1897; 10 miles straightaway, 28.19 1-2,

May 23, 1897; 15 miles straightaway. 45.36 1-2, May
2.3, "1S97; 20 miles straightaway, 1.09.30, May 9, 1897;

20 miles, standard coutse, 1.03. 21 1-2, May 23, 1897;

25 miles, standard course, 1.23.33 1-2, May 23, 1897; 50

miles, standard course, 2.43.29 1-2, May 23, 1897. all

ilaryland State records; 75 miles, standard course,

4.17.12 1-2, May 23, 1S97, American and Maryland
records; 100 miles, standard course, 5.57.08, Mav 9,

1897; 200 miles, standard course, 14.34.55, May 9, 1897,

Maryland State records; 300 miles, standard course,

22.56.08, May 9, 10, 1897; 170 miles, 12 hours, stand-

ard course, May 9, 1897; 314 miles, 24 hours, stand-
ard course. May 9, 10, 1897, American and Maryland
records.

C. M. Hendrickson, Brooklyn, 10 miles, standard
course, 24.20 1-5, Nov. 7. 1896; 15 miles, standard
course, 36.57 2-5, Nov. 7, 1896, New York State rec-

ords.
Archie Ferguson, Terre Havtte, 1 mile, straightaway,

flying start, paced, 1.55 1-5, June 2, 1897, American and
Indiana records.
Frank Hulman—Daniel Ferguson, Terre Haute. 1

mile, straightaway, flying start, unpaced, 1.55 1-5,

June 2, 1897, American and Indiana tandem records.
H. H. Dronberger, Terre Haute, 1 mile, straight-

away, flying start, unpaced, 2.11 4-5, June 2, 1897,

American and Indiana records.
Chas. Franklin, Terre Haute, 1 mile, straightaway,

standing start, paced, 2.12 1-5, June 2, 1897, American
and Indiana records.

C. A. Foster, Terre Haute, 1 mile, straightaway,
standing start, unpaced, 2.16 4-5, June 2, 1897, Amer-
ican and Indiana records.

E. P. Hamilton, Rockville, Terre Haute, 1.43.00,

June 4, 1897, course record.

It has been decided to make a distinction
in one-mile road records. The four permiss-
able mile records now recognized are paced
and unpaced, flying and paced, and unpaced
standing starts.
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REAR SPROCKET THE VITAL ONE.

Erroneous Ideas Corrected — The Experi-

ments Which So Convinced an

Expert.

In up-to-date '97 models there is no feature

of more actual value than large sprocket

wheels.

The change to them from the small sprock-

ets that have been almost universally used for

three years was based on experience and com-

mon sense, as well as on correct mechanical

theories. They are a distinct advantage, but

they are, after all, only a reversion to an

earlier type of construction, for some manu-

facturers used them on rear wheels in the

years 1890 and 189"2. In those years chains

were 6-16 inch and f inch wider and much

heavier in construction than at present.

When the demand for lighter wheels began

to take form in 1893, it was found that a con-

siderable saving could be effected in the

cumbersome chains and in sprocket-wheels,

and, consequently, these were both continu-

ally reduced in dimensions until the smallest

size that could be used with any show of rea-

son (seven-tooth) was placed on the over-

light roadsters of 1895.

The season of '90 opened with little change

in this respect, and the host of new makers

pretty generally followed the '95 models. At

any rate, they had rarely any idea of the im-

portance of the sprockets, and they made no

change in these members, no matter what

they did in more noticeable points of con-

struction.

Six years ago, when 50-pound wheels were

called light roadsters, and gears ran to about

fifty-six, it was not necessary to have very

large front sprocket-wheels, and an 18-tooth

was about the limit, but there were 8, 9

and even 10-tooth rear sprockets made and

used. The revived use of these large rear

sprockets, in conjunction with light wheels

and much higher gears, necessitated the use

of considerably larger front sprockets, and,

consequently, in order to obtain the very high

gears often called for, some over-large sprock-

ets are creeping into use.

Very few riders have any clear understand-

ing of what gearing means, or how it oper-

ates. They have heard so often that high

gear means speed, and that big sprockets

mean high gear that they want big front

sprockets. Very often the rear sprocket does

not enter at all into their calculations. They
have gotten the impression that large front

sprockets contain, in themselves, some hid-

den virtue, and the more they can get of it

the better. This unfortunate tendency to run

to extremes, which seems to have been insep-

arable from the development of the cycle, is

becoming manifest in the present condition

of affairs. Those makers who cater to it but

illustrate again the fact that too many de-

signers, superintendents and heads of fac-

tories are not experienced or practical riders,

and not thoroughly in touch with the require-

ments of the sport.

The size of the rear sprocket is really the

vital question, and the size of the front one

necessarily depends on it. It is dangerous to

proceed on the theory that the more of a good
thing that can be had the better it is. In the

case of sprocket-wheels there are certain defi-

nite limitations that are. easily reached in con-

nection with the use of very large sizes. It

may take another season for most makers and
riders to learn this, as the cheap '97 wheels

and the better class of '9C wheels, which have
formed the bulk of '97 sales, have generally

been fitted with small sprockets. A year ago
the writer began a series of experiments with

various combinations of sprocket-wheels, fit-

ting them not only to his own wheels, but to

those of several other practical and experi-

enced riders, and has since then watched very

carefully the operation of the different com-
binations that have been put out by various

makers. Wheels have been used for all pos-

sible conditions of service, including racing,

ordinary road riding, touring and hill-climb-

ing, and the users of the different combina-

tions of sprockets have practically agreed in

their conclusions, which are substantially as

follows:

The largest size of rear sprockets that can

be used with advantage is the nine-tooth; the

best front sprockets to use with it are the 22,

23 or 24. These combinations give pleasanter

and easier riding, and a steadier and more
even pull than any others whatever. On a

single wheel it is not advisable to use a front

sprocket larger than 25 or 26, the last-named

giving an 81 gear, with a 9-tooth rear. In

fact, many riders, especially if they use a high-

class chain and keep it in condition, will pre-

fer an 8-tooth, with 22 or 23, to a 9-tooth, with

25 or 26, giving almost corresponding gears.

Also if a rider find 68 4-9 too low, and 71 5-8

too high, he can secure a very good gear at

70, but he should by all means use 8 and 20

to obtain it, and then pay much attention to

keeping the chain lubricated.

The 8-tooth rear sprocket is very good,

its chief advantage being in the high gears

that can be obtained with if without using too

large a front sprocket. It runs well when the

chain is properly cared for, but the three com-
binations with the 9-tooth rear above men-
tioned give the best satisfaction for the gears

that are most in demand.

The 7-tooth should never be used, unless

some extraordinary gear would make the

front sprocket too large to use with an 8-

tooth.

The 10-tooth is almost as objectionable as

the 7-tooth, because it compels the use of

larger front sprockets than are desirable.

The combination of 10 and 25 to obtain 70

gear is inferior to 8 and 20 if the chain is

kept well lubricated in the latter case, and

there is a tendency to drag on such large

sizes, particularly on up-grades. The use

of 10 with 26, or anything larger, is still

worse, as the drag becomes much mora pro-

nounced and disagreeable.

These combinations apply to single ma-

chines and tandems. The 9-tooth sprocket

is to be preferred decidedly for the double

machine, unless a very high gear is desired.

Luther.

CASEY'S BILL IS DEAD.

FEW OF THIS KIND.

He is a real philosopher,

Who admits without a groan

That the wheel another rides is

The equal of his own;

Who will admit with equal mind
When fortune deals him woe,

His clubmate is quite justified.

In his "I told you so."

But It May Come to I/ife I/ater—Canadians

Announce a Gilt-Edged Racing
Programme.

Simcoe, Can., June 21.—Casey's Bicycle
Baggage bill' was given its quietus for the
present when it, came up before the Railway
Committee of the Dominion Senate.

This body is non-elective, and the members
are generally political favorites who hold office

for life and good conduct. They are not re-

sponsible to the people for their acts, hence
if ten times ten thousand wheelmen asked
for a measure they would have no fear, but
would do as they pleased'. Secretary Donly
says the result was not entirely unexpected.

The association spent more than $1,000 in

furthering the bill this session, and will de-

vote $2,000 or $4,000 next winter if necessary

to secure the passage of this act.

There is a rumor current that the railway

companies told their friends in the Senate
that they wanted the bill knocked out, and
then they would carry wheels free.

The annual C. W. A. meet takes place at

Chatham, Ont., on July 1st, 2d and 3d, and
promises to be the biggest event in the as-

sociation's history. A red-hot programme
has been arranged, to wind up with the $1,000

International Handicap and a one hundred-
mile century road race on July 3d, after which
a special train will take the speed merchants
to the Detroit races the following day. Eight
open and nine championship events will be
decided.

A feature in connection with the meet will

be a relay race from Toronto to Chatham.
Riders representing the "Toronto World,"
newspaper, will take a message over one route,

and H. A. Lozier & Co., manufacturers of

the Cleveland bicycle, will send another mes-
sage over the other route. They leave Toronto
at 9 a. m. on Thursday, June 26th, and are

scheduled to finish in Victoria Park, Chatham,
at 7 p. m. This means a speed of 18 miles an

hour throughout.

WITH A CABLE FRAME.

Cincinnati, June 21.—The Cincinnati Cable

Cycle Company has just been organized. It

is backed by the Alms & Doepke Company,
of this city. The wheel made will be known
as the Cable. The frame will be different

from the ordinary frame of bicycles, and in-

stead of having the joints brazed, there will

be a strong steel cable run through the inside

of the frame. The plant of the company will be

located on Massachusetts street, and Rudolph

Meiser, one of the best-known bicycle men
in the city, has been placed in charge of the

factory. The new company will use the

Brown patent roller-sprocket and chain upon

all their wheels, and last week gave the Hall-

Moore Company, of this city, the patentees

and manufacturers, an order for 2,000 sprock-

ets and chains. The Alms & Doepke Com-
pany will be the general distributing agents

for the wheel.

PERFECTLY FAIR PROPOSITION.

"Look here, Baring, I'll make a deal with

you."

"Well, what is it, Pneupop?"

"You stop talking about that new wheel

of yours and I'll not say another word about

that smart baby."
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WHAT AILS THE TRADE?

" TJnder-CoJisuniptioii " the Trouble, Says "Dr."

Duryea—Radical Changes the Most
Potent Remedy.

It is now pretty well acknowledged that the

bicycle business is not experiencing the good

times which have been its lot for many years

past.

The cry comes up, "Why is this?" What

is the cause that is responsible for this lack

of enthusiasm among buyers of bicycles?

The calamity howler comes in with his usual

senseless cry and says "over-production."

This, however, is not the true cause. There

is never an over-production of wheat, so long

as people go hungry; never an over-produc-

tion of shoes, so long as people are forced to

go barefooted; never an over-production of

silver so long as silver is difficult to acquire,

and the same is true of bicycles. There is

not, and cannot be an over-production of bi-

cycles until all who would ride are supplied.

Some other answer must be looked for. We
find it in "under-consumption." This may
seem like a play upon words, but it is not so.

People do not consume, not because they

are satisfied and have all they want, but for

other reasons.

Those who would ride bicycles probably

cannot afford to ride them.

Those who can afford to buy them^do not

care to do so, or something of this nature,

and for this reason the consumption of cycles

is less than it normally should be.

Now, if we admit that under-consumption

is the trouble, the question arises, "What
causes this trouble?" It is easy to theorize,

but theories do not help us unless they are

sound ones.

Let us look back over the history of the cy-

cle business and see if we can find any straws

pointing our way.

In the "good old ordinary" days we
thought we had reached perfection, beyond

which little, if any, improvement could be

made, and although bicycles were selling

quite fast for those days, there was no such

sales as we found with the heavier, more
complicated and less perfect safety imme-
diately following its introduction. Later,

after the safety had become established, pneu-

matic tires came out, and a second revolution

in the bicycle business took place.

Still later, the wood rim came, and no up-

to-date rider could keep his self-respect and

ride a steel rim.

These three happenings have occurred

within the last decade, and if we may judge

from them, the time is now over-ripe for

some radical innovation in the cycle trade.

This innovation, whatever it may be, is the

one thing needed to stimulate the bicycle in-

dustry to-day.

"Can it be found?" "Who is long-headed

and brave enough to see it, adopt it and force

it before the public?"

Whoever can succeed in doing this stands

a splendid chance to make himself the leader

in the cycling trade of the United States.

H. S. Owen, who introduced the safety bi-

cycle, although but a small dealer in cycles,

made money rapidly, and controlled the safety

business for a time.

The first maker who supplied pneumatic tires

in this country found himself in a position to

dictate to the trade so long as he maintained
his position.

The wood rim was not so fortunate a mo-
nopoly, but no maker of importance was able

to ignore it when all were calling for wood
rims.

So it would be with a radical innovation in-

troduced in a proper manner to-day.

The elite, the clubman, the leader of fash-

ion, the man who can -afford to, have some-
thing better than his neighbor, and who takes

a pride in doing so, would, if properly ap-

proached, take up an innovation to-day,

and, having once taken it up, the whole
world would follow.

This is the thing to be desired. It does

not matter seriously what the novelty is, so

long as it is radical. It must be sufficiently

different to be noticeable without fail.

It must proclaim the rider as an up-to-date

man—one who has spent his money for a su-

perior article, one who is no longer classed

with the common herd, the bricklayer or the

darkey.

A mere change of color or points of con-

tact in a bearing, or the size of balls, or the

cut of the Saddle, or the twist of the handle-

bars is not sufficient, yet our builders of to-

day are depending upon such little insignifi-

cant details as these, and then wondering why
our trade isn't good.

The reason is this: The classes who have

money are not buying new wheels this year.

There isn't enough difference between this

year's wheels and last year's to be noticeable,

and they are not spending their money for

nothing. Why should they?

Show them some radical novelty, decidedly

and noticeably different from what they have,

and they will sell their wheels to a cheaper

class of people and buy for themselves the

latest.

This makes business in two ways. The
second-hand wheels thrown on tlie market at

a low price make an army of new riders.

They make this army without the objection-

able results arising from the cheap dep;uL-

ment store wheels.

These new riders next year will be in the

market for something up to date. In this way

the number of wheels which may be sold is

vastly increased, and the price at which they

may be sold is kept at the top notch.

Without this novelty the trade is bound to

get behind. Prices cannot help falling, until

only those few large concerns who are able

to manufacture bicycles at the least cost, can

sell bicycles at a profit at all.

This may be what the large concerns are

hoping for, but I do not think so. It is to

their interest that prices, quality and eclat

shoul_d be kept up, and for this reason they

should be as much interested as any one in

having the trading revolutionized, if possi-

ble, by some radical novelty.

It may be urged that a change in the style

is a detriment of the country, and, therefore,

as a matter of general interest, should not be

encouraged, but this argument will not hold

when applied to bicycles, for the reason that

there are many, many people yet who are not

riders, but should be, and, if wheels were

thrown on the market at a low price, would

be.

Therefore, the fact that the wheel goes out

of style and loses its fashionable value does

not detract from its actual value and does

not cause it to be thrown into the scrap
heap.

A change of style in the matter of clothing

may be a matter of national waste, because
clothes are not passed on to the next party

as second-hand bicycles are, and, therefore,

having gone out of style, their usefulness has
ceased; but with the bicycle this is not so.

There would seem to be no argument
against the necessity for, and advantage of a

radical change in the style of bicycle, and the

sooner manufacturers resolve to dare and face

what seems to be present public opinion the

better. What the novelty should consist of

is not for the writer to say. No one can tell

what will prove the taking article. This can

only be found out by a long, tedious, up-hill,

disheartening pull.

That an innovation will come there is no
doubt. In all things where style at all pre-

vails, innovations are required. In articles of
necessity like wash-tubs style cuts no figure.

It is a matter of fact that other shapes of
bicycles will give as good or better results

than the present machine, and this being true
there is no reason why one of these shapes
should not find its way to the front and prove
to be the bicycle of the next few years.

Such a machine would double the number
of present riders, bring prosperity to all' who
are connected with the cycle business and
good results to mankind generally.
The writer has called attention to a form of

bicycle that he described in a previous article,

so it is not necessary to describe it here.

Who is brave enough and business man
enough to introduce the innovation?

Chas. E. Duryea.

LAMSON IN THE CLOUDS.

When Charles H. Lamson, of Portland,

Me., some sixteen or seventeen years ago,

took to riding a bicycle his kind neighbors

tapped their noddle-boxes, sagely wagged the

boxes aforesaid, and whispered direful predic-

tions regarding Mr. Lamson's sanity and loss

of dignity. To-day these head-waggers and

their descendants ride.bicycles, demonstrating

thereby that they, not Mr. Lamson, were

deficient mentally.

When Mr. Lamson, after inventing the

present league badge and a number of

clever cycle attachments and fitments,

turned his attention to scientific kite

construction and liying, his neighbors, for-

getting their cycle experiences, again wig-

wagged their heads and cast expressive

glances from Mr. Lamson to where a neigh-

boring lunatic asylum was filling a long-felt

want.

On Saturday, attached to one of his kites,

Mr. Lamson was safely transported to a

height of more than 100 feet, and when ready

to return to earth was safely landed there.

The neighbors are still wagging their heads,

but Mr. Lamson believes he has taken an im-

portant preliminary step to aerial navigation.

GUARDING CHILDREN'S HEALTH.

Generally speaking, no child under seven

years should be permitted to ride or be car-

ried upon a bicycle under any circumstances.

After the age of seven years children may
ride. But it is absolutely essential that a

young rider should have a wheel exactly fitted

to his or her size, and especial attention should

be paid to the maintaining of a proper atti-

tude, to the practice of proper movements

of the limbs, and to the scrupulous avoidance

of anything even approximating to overexer-

tion.
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IN THE LAND OF THE CZAR.

Washington, D. C, June 11, 1897.—Consul-
General Karel, at St. Petersburg, has trans-

mitted a special report to the State Depart-

ment concerning cycHng in Russia.

Mr. Karel prefaces his report by saying that

as so many inquiries have reached his office

concerning the state of the bicycle trade in

Russia he thought that a report to the de-

partment on the subject would not be inappro-

priate.

Of course, on account of the severe climate,

bicycles can be used only in the summer.
Very little riding is done until after May

1st. Before any person is permitted to ride

he must first pass an examination before some
cycling association, of recognised standing

and secure a certificate of proficiency. When
this is obtained the applicant must present

himself before the proper city authority, and

by exhibiting his certificate will receive a per-

mit to ride. The permit is issued without

any charge, but all riders must pay a certain

amount in revenue stamps and must provide

themselves with a book of rules and regula-

tions, which is sold by the city and costs

about $1.13. The permit is good for one

year and dates from May 1st.

Upon the payment of another fee a regis-

tered number for the bicycle is issued. This

number is in plain white figures on a red

plate and must be fastened to the machine

both on the front and on the back, so as to

be clearly visible to the police and public in

case any mishap occurs or there is any breach

of the regulations.

The regulations provide that:

1. Only "low" wheels, or safeties, shall be

ridden, and that each rider shall always carry

his permit guaranteeing proficiency. Before

the permit is issued the rider must file with

the City Governor a photograph of himself, to

be used in cases of trouble.

, 2. Every bicycle must be furnished with a

bell and at night with a light, and the num-
bers spoken of must be in sight; that on the

front, so as to be seen from either side of the

wheel and that on the back, from the rear or

the front.

3. Every rider must carry with him at all

times, and must show to the police when re-

quired, his book of regulations.

4. Fast riding is prohibited.

6. All riders meeting pedestrians, vehicles,

or other riders must keep to the right.

6. When passing pedestrians or vehicles go-

ing in the same direction riders must keep to

the left.

7. When approaching corners or when near

pedestrians riders must ring their bells, but

bells must not be rung needlessly.

8. If horses take fright riders must get off

their wheels and lead them, and when in

crowds must do the same.

9. Wheelmen may not ride abreast, and

where there is a party of them there must be

at least fourteen feet of space between the

riders.

10. Riders must not ride or lead their

wheels on the sidewalk,

11. Riding in bicycle costume without a coat

is prohibited.

12. Riding on certain streets named by the

City Governor is not permitted.

13. Any violation of any of these regula-

tions causes the rider to forfeit his permit

and it cannot be renewed for another year.

Previous to February 1st, 1897, women were

prohibited from using the wheel, but now the

restriction has been removed. There are in

St. Petersburg four bicycle clubs and in the

suburbs three more. In all there are about

7,000 cyclists in the Capital.

Wheels are imported in large numbers,

principally from Germany, England and the

United States, the proportion being in the

order named.

There are five factories in Russia which

manufacture bicycles, two being in St. Peters-

burg, one in Moscow, one in Warsaw, and

one in Riga. There are a number of smaller

concerns hardly large enough to be called fac-

tories where wheel parts after being imported

are assembled.

Two of the factories spoken of are Eng-

lish, that at Warsaw being the establishment

of the Singer Cycle Co:, and that at Moscow
of the Humber Works.

Wheels made in Russia sell for from $42

to $67, the German wheels from $77 to $92.50,

the English wheels from $82 to $128.50, and

the American wheels from $103 to $128.50.

Although the American wheels are the niost

expensive, they are preferred on account of

their superior finish and their greater dur-

ability. Only the high-grade American wheels

have been imported.

The whole number of wheels imported in

1896 was 10,609. The duty on finished wheels

is about $9.26 per wheel; on unfinished wheels

in parts, is about $6.18 each.

HIS ARGUMENT A CONVINCING ONE.

"Well, young man," said the stern parent,

"you want to marry my daughter, eh? Have
you the means to warrant you in assuming the

responsibilities of matrimony?"

"Oh, you needn't worry about that," replied

the would-be son-in-law, "I guess I won't

have any trouble in raising the wind."

"Is that so? What reason have you for

being so certain of that?"

"I've invented the best tire pump you ever

saw, and
"

It was enough; the parent weakened and

gave his consent.

WAS A SICKENING SIGHT.

"Yesterday," remarked the snake editor, "I

saw a man up the Boulevard riding a bi-

cycle!"

"Oh, did you?" interrupted the horse editor.

"How very odd that was!"

"His trousers," continued the snake editor,

not noticing the interruption, "were held at

the ankles by bits of string. He wore low-cut

black shoes and white socks."

"Well?"

"No; I haven't been very well since."

TAKES A LOT OF MONEY.

"They say Speedier is going through his

fortune at an awful rate."

"That's rig'ht! He rides a bargain-counter

wheel and keeps it in perfect repair."

BLESSINGS ON IT.

God bless the wheel, the whirling wheel,

That wakens the world's unmeasured zeal,

And makes a man of my torture feel

Like praising the same alway;

For it's taken the girl next door, who sought

Tc daily pound the pianoforte,

To another brand of athletic sport

That bears her miles away.

CYCLISTS WIN FROM SPRINKLERS.

Cincinnati, June 21.—The closing chapter of

the long and bitter fight between the wheel-

men and the street sprinklers is now about

ended. Like all true novels, the hero (the

wheelmen) has come out victorious.

The Board of Administration amended their

waterworks regulations, and one of the new
provisions is as follows: "That only one-half

of each street shall be sprinkled at any one
time, and that a sufficient time shall elapse

before the other half of such street shall be

sprinkled, as will permit the partial drying out

of the side already sprinkled, thereby keeping
both sections of the street in proper condition

for use for all purposes and at all hours."

The final arguments between the sprinklers

and the wheelmen will be heard on June 25th,

but in the meantime the Board of Administra-

'

tion has instructed the secretary of the water-
works to issue no more licenses to sprinkle

streets till the question is finally settled. As
these licenses are only issued from month to

month, a .speedy solution is now certain.

This fight has been long and bitter, and
many of the office-holders who opposed the

wheelmen are now out of a job. This ac-

counts for the readiness with which the new
Board of Administration came to the relief of

the wheelmen. The fall elections are now
close to hand, and the politicians remember
the strength of the wheelmen as shown in the
last spring elections.

The sprinklers are highly enraged at the

order issued by the Board of Administration
forbidding the issuance of any more licenses,

and say that they will "get even" with the

wheelmen. They immediately had an ordin-
ance drawn up, and it will be presented to the
Board of Legislation next Monday evening.

The provisions of this ordinance are' that all

wheels, irrespective of make, price, or condi-

tion, be taxed $1. The local wheelmen will,

of course, fight the ordinance, and will be as-

sisted by the L. A. W. Chief Consul Kemp-
ton and Secretary Munro will take active part

and lend their personal assistance.

Chief Consul Kempton, of the Ohio Divi-

sion, has called a meeting of all the League
members in the city in order to organize a

consulate similar to that formed by the wheel-
men of New York city. Consul Kempton
has a copy of the New York constitution and
by-laws, and the Cincinnati Consulate will be
almost identical to it. It is hoped that this

will also help the passage of the sprinkling

ordinance.

WHY SHE PREACHED PROPRIETY.

"There is really no occasion for a chaperon
accompanying cycling parties," said one of

those delightful professional propriety guar-

dians the other day.

"Why, then, do you insist on going out in

the capacity of a chaperon," was asked.

"Oh, dear!" she exclaimed, "I do love to

ride and be in young people's company, too,

and I would be left out if it were not for my
presence being 'required.' I impress mammas
with the fact that I am indispensable."

UP IN THE CLOUDS.

It is the easiest thing in the world to build

"castles in Spain" with large and elegant

cycle conveniences attached, but it is the

hardest thing in the world to live therein.
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THE TOBASCO AND THE LOW-GEAKED.

One day Speedmaker, having convinced
himself by means of an ingenious Speed-In-
dicator and much Mileaging that he was, in-

deed, a Red-Hot Tobasco Scorcher, clial-

lenged his neighbor, for whose Best Girl he

himself cherished a deep, but unspoken, af-

fection, to a friendly road race.

''With your Nice

Red Mud Guards and

your Bright New
Lantern, you should

easily run away from

me," said the Scorch-

er to his neighbor,

taking great care that

the Best Girl should

hear his remarks.

In this underhand
manner the Scorcher

thought to win the

Glad Hand of the

Best Girl and give his

neighbor the Ever-

lasting Throw-Down,
for he knew him to be

only an Enthusiastic

Novice and a Low-
Geared Beginner.

"Your wheel is a

"97 model and has as-

bestos-lined tires, and

a ball-bearing bell,

while my wheel has

been much used and

has been shorn of all

its trimmings. These

facts alone should

readily defeat me,

even without such an

Excellent and Accom-
plished Rider as you
are."

Thus, with covert

sneers and sarcastic

utterances, the Red-
Hot Tobasco Scorch-

er excited the zeal

knd the low-voiced

profanity of the Low-
Geared Beginner, and
even before the even-

ing was half spent the

two, in the presence

of the Best Girl, had
arranged a road race

of thirty miles in the

country, to take place

at noon on the next

day.

In a short time the

Scorcher excused
himself and hurried

to his home, where
he spent a long time

and $2.50 preparing

his machine for the coming contest. The
Enthusiastic Novice did not hurry home, but

remained and talked fondly with the Best Girl,

and in due time proceeded to bid her a long
and lingering farewell, which would have filled

the Scorcher with horrid thoug'hts had he

been there to witness it.

Promptly, at the appointed time, the

Scorcher, clad in a decollete jersey and a con-

fident smile, arrived at the starting point and
waited impatiently for his adversary, boasting

vainly all the while of the things he wouldn't

do to the Low-Geared Beginner. Presently

the Beginner appeared, riding his bright new
wheel, with its Nice Red Mud-Guards and
its Bright New Lantern and other expensive

symptoms of the Enthusiastic Novice.

When the word was given, the Red-Hot
Tobasco Scorcher tied himself into a bow-
knot and, chewing gum fiercely, set ofif at a

furious pace.

UPS AND DOWNS OF ROAD INFORMATION.
"Where is Summit?"
"At the foot of the hill."

The Low-Geared Beginner followed as fast

as ever he could pedal, but, in a very short

time, he was far behind, and the vile plot of

the Scorcher to win the Glad Hand of the Best

Girl seemed almost a dead open-and-shut

cinch, for the Best Girl was a great admirer

of brawn and muscle, and had little time for

the Willie Chrysanthemum wheelman.

Ere they had gone half the distance the

Low-Geared beginner began to pant fiercely

and to say things, under what little breath he

had left, but the H.-T. Scorcher kept on his

course and turned neither to the right nor to

the left, permitting the babies and the aged to

dodge him as best they could.

Presently the scorcher, who was now many
minutes in advance of his neighbor, sighted

the lovely form of the best girl, who by chance
happened to be riding her ladies' wheel on the

same road that the adversaries had chosen
for the trial of speed. Before the Scorcher,

whose heart was beat-

ing with exultation,

had overtaken the

Best Girl, he saw her

dismount, in an im-

promptu manner, and

seat herself with great

emphasis on the pin-

nacle of a large stone,

which happened to be

in her path.

Thinking to make a

ten-strike in the eyes

of the Best Girl, the

Scorcher kinked his

spinal column into a

lover's knot, and

summoning all his

strength, flew past

her at a great pace,

never stopping to in-

quire if she was com-

fortable, or if he could

bring her another

lemon-ice.

When the Low-
Geared Beginner hove

in sight and perceived

the unconventional

pose of the Best Girl,

he heaved a sigh of

sympathy and quickly

alighting, inquired
earnestly if she was

enjoying the beautiful

scenery and the glad

spring weather.

At these kind words

the Best Girl smiled

feebly and replied that

she had not stopped

entirely of her own
accord, but it was

nothing. With his

quick eye the Enthu-

siastic Novice saw

that she was deceiv-

ing him, and without

more ado carried her

gently to the roadside

and made her sit

down and lean her

head against his heav-

ing chest. Under this

treatment the Best

Girl quickly revived

and poured out her

gratitude to the Low-
Geared Beginner.

And when the Scorcher returned on the

same road two hours later, wilted, but victor-

ious, he perceived with much astonishment,

and some chagrin, that the Best Girl and his

neighbor were deep in a discussion as to

whether a June Wedding was not better than

an Autumn Wedding.

MARY'S CALF.

Mary had a little calf

—

So awful thin 'twas shocking;

Sc when kind folks gave her the laugh

She padded out her stocking.
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STREET CROSSERS AND CHARACTER.

Character is indicated in the manner in which
a person avoids bicycles in crossing the Boule-
vard. One will stand waiting on the curb
for the wheels to get well out of his way be-

fore he ventures to cross, and is. nervous if

there is a bicycle within a block of him, and it

is a rare occurrence when there is less than a

dozen in each block. This pedestrian evident-

ly believes that if his life is to be saved from
the wheels it must be by his own caution.

The next person who comes along will walk
across unconcernedly, never looking up to

see where the wheelmen are. His actions say

plainly that he thinks it is the duty of the

wheelmen to keep out of his way, and that it is

no part of his business to do the dodging.

Between these two types there are many
intermediate shades of difference. Some will

start out boldly, and after getting half-way

across, when machines are coming along in

rapid succession, will lose their courage and
stop in uncertainty. Some will venture along

slowly, while others will make a quick dash

for the opposite curb, to reduce the danger

by shortening the time of passage. There is

another type, and the one who is the vexation

of all wheelmen; he will start to cross ahead

of the rider, and when the latter has set his

course accordingly, the man will change

his mind and draw back. The rider sheers to

the opposite side, when, perhaps, the pedes-

trian makes another forward lurch, and it is

fortunate if there is not a collision in which

the two men are tumbled in the street to-

gether.

The safety of both pedestrians and cyclists

requires that there should be an understand-

ing as to whose duty it is to do the dodging,

and it is not hard to decide where the respon-

sibility should rest. It should be understood

to be upon the wheelman, and for several

reasons. He travels more rapidly than the

pedestrians, and therefore can clear the way
quicker. It is easier for him to sheer enough

to avoid the pedestrian than it is for the latter

to step out of the way of danger.

Again, the pedestrian generally moves at a

certain speed, making it easy to calculate

where he will be in ten seconds, while cyclists

travel at different rates of speed, and when one

is bearing down upon you, it is impossible

to discount his movements in the same way.

And finally it is the cyclist, with rapid move-
ments and the momentum of his machine, who
creates the danger, and therefore it is his

duty to minimize it by taking all the precau-

tions.

Let it be understood that such are the ethics

of cycling, and then the pedestrian crossing

a street filled with bicycles, as the Boulevard

usually is, should walk calmly along and make

the riders do the dodging.

NOT HAPPY UNLESS THEY RODE.

"Helen's Babies" found their chief delight

in life in "seeing the wheels go wound." Their

youth antedated the cycling era; had they

been born a few years later they would have

been happy all day in watching the wheels

go up and down the streets.

WHERE WHEELMEN WORSHIP.

To those carping critics, whose narrowed
vision sees God's house only in a thing of

brick and stone and steeple, and who, in con-

sequence of this narrowed visuality, find

cause to rail at cycling because, forsooth, it

takes men and women afield and away, a

careful perusal of these verses by Frederick

Scott is commended, with the hope expressed

that a much-needed broadening of view and

vision may result:

This is God's house, the blue sky is the ceiling;

This wood the soft green carpet for His feet;

Those hills, His stairs down which the brook comes
stealing,

With baby laughter making earth more sweet.

And here His friends come, clouds and soft winds

sighing,

And little birds, whose throats pour forth their

love;

And spring and summer, and the white snow lying,

I'enciled with shadows of bare boughs above.

And here comes sunbeams through the green leaves

straying.

And shadows from the storm-clouds over-drawn,

And warm hushed nights, when Mother Earth is

praying,

So late that her moon candle burns till dawn.

Morgan xWRiGHTliRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

OUR GUARANTEE
REMAINS THE SAME
AS IT HAS BEEN
IN THE PAST.

Morgan xWright

THAT DID SETTLE IT.

"Psyche," said Cupid, gloomily, when he
had reached home after a hard day's work,
"it's no use."

"What's no use, Dan, old boy?" asked
Psyche, interested in the little fellow's dejec-

tion.

"These darts of mine," Cupid replied. "They
can't compete with those new-fangled wheel
machines that mortals have built."

"They are very delightful, dear," said

Psyche, softly, and blushing a trifle as she

gave that famous hirsute knot another twist.

"What! You don't mean to say—are you
riding one, too?"

And when Psyche, with a mouthful of hair

pins, bowed assent, Cupid went out into the

woodshed, and began chopping up a lot of

next season's darts for winter kindling wood.

ARE MANY SUCH.

"Who is that who is explaining all about

the correct way to win a race?"

"Oh, he's one of cycling's most promi-

nent experts."

"Ah, I see; he's an expert racing man, eh?"

"No—er—expert talker."

SHE KNEW IT.

_
"Oh! I know I look like a perfect fright!"

It was the same old female expression, but

on this occasion it was true.

She was fat, more than forty, pedaled flat-

footed, wore home-made bloomers and a

Tam-o'-Shanter.

WAS A CLOSE CALL FOR BOTH.

Two good friends, who had known each
other for years, started one night recently to
ride from the Circle to Claremont. As they
rode along they began to discuss the question
of tires. The tall, scant man rode double
tubes, and the short, plump man single tubes.

The tall man argued that the short man ought
to be using double tubes, and the short man
could see no earthly reason why the tall and
scant man should want more than a single

tube. The conversation became so ardent that

both riders simultaneously felt the need of

something to moisten the parched surfaces

of their throats, and they temporarily ad-
journed from the saddle to the bar. After
awhile they emerged and their argument had
reached that stage where the different makes
of tires were being discussed.

"I tell you," said the short, plump man in

a voice saturated with impressiveness; "I tell

you, sir, the Neverbust tire is the only one
fit to be placed on a bicycle."

"Bah!" said the tall, scant man, "the Never-
bust tire isn't fit to be cut up and used as base

supports for typewriters. The Plugtight is

the only tire made that has given absolute

satisfaction."

"Plugtight!" said the short man derisively;

"Plugtight! Why, it couldn't plug a leak in

a six-cent water-bucket. Where is its resil-

iency, where "

"Now, look here," said the tall man; "what
is resiliency? What do you define as re-

siliency?"

"Resiliency is the—ah, well—the spring-

toativeness of the rubber, if you will permit
me. It is the property of give and take that

exists, so to speak, between the surface of

the tire and the surface of the earth."

"Pshaw! You don't know what you're talk-

ing about," said the tall man. "Resiliency is

the amount of air between the rim and the

tire, and the harder the latter is blown up the

less the tire flattens, and the greater the re-

siliency."

"Why, you darned idiot," snorted the stout

man; "air has got no more to do with re-

siliency than it has with your conversation."

"I want you to know it has," said the other,

hotly, "and I'm no darned idiot. I've a good
mind to give you a slap in the face, if you are

a friend of mine."

"Slap me, darn it, slap me!" yelled the short,

plump man, dancing up and down in his

tracks; "slap me, you overgrown hayseed! I'll

make a resiliency map all over your face."

A crowd had collected by this time, and a

meek-looking gentleman pushed his way for-

ward, and inquired the cause of the trouble.

Some one explained to him that the principals

had disagreed on the definition of resiliency.

He stepped out and, in the interests of har-

mony, asked the stout man and the tall man
if they would not make a statement of their

cases. This they proceeded to do.

"Well, gentlemen," said the meek peace-

maker, "is either of you sure he is right? I

had always supposed that resiliency was some-
thing that was injected into the tire to keep

it from dropping off the wheel."

"Good Lord," said the short, plump man,
"here is one worse off even than we are. Let's

jump on our wheels and leave this crowd."

So the tall, scant man and the short, plump
man wheeled away, but a life-long friendship

had a narrow escape from being irreparably

punctured.
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ON THE RAGING CANAWL.

A returning wanderer is loud in his praise
of tow-path touring through the upper portion
of New York State. He says the going
was good and far cooler than on streets' and
boulevards. The river on one side and the
canal on the other combine to make riding
cool and pleasant even on the warmest day.
The meeting of canal-boats and teams of
mules was hardly more inconvenient than
meeting a farmer on a country road, as the
drivers appear to be a good-natured lot,

who are in no hurry, and willing to share the
path.

The mysterious inhabitants of the boats
gaze long and hard at the cyclist and seem
to enjoy the break in the monotony of level

path. The dogs bark good-naturedly and the
boat awakes. The captain straightens up and
smoothes out his whiskers as he sees a wheel-
woman riding towards him, and the many
children stare with envious eyes and make
signs. The mules point their ears as they
see the strange sight approaching, and the
driver hauls them a little nearer the canal
bank to give room. The young mules snort
and sometimes threaten to shy, but the "Ge-
lang, you" of the driver makes them drop
their ears and forget their skittishness as they
lean up against the collars and plod wearily
on.

As the former monarchs of the path seem
to show such a friendly disposition, tow-
path touring will doubtless become popular.

COX'S TIRF....
Repair Outfit..

Best in the world. Perfectly simple.
Absolutely sure.

The following Tire Manufacturing Com-
panies have adopted it:

Diamond Rubber Co., New York Tire Co.,
Home Rubber Co., Canadian Rubber Co.,
New Jersey Rubber Co., Spaulding & Pep-
per Co., Hodgman Rubber Co , Revere
Rubber Co., Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co.,
Mineralized Rubber Co.

COX & TINGLEY,
ELIZABETH, N. J.

BROUGHT UP TO THE TIMES.

To ride is human.
Love me, love my wheel.

Every wheel has its faults.

The scorcher knows no law.

Don't ride a free wheel to death.

Cyclists of a feather ffock .together.

A wheel in need is a wheel indeed.

The wheel is mighty and will prevail.

Novice proposes, the wheel disposes.

A man is known by the wheel he keeps.

There is no wheel without an exception.

What can not be ridden must be walked.
A poor rider always quarrels with his wheel.
A bicycle in hand is worth two in the repair

shop.

If at first you don't succeed, mount, mount
again.

Cycling is an excellent slave and a bad
master.

The apparel doth sometimes proclaim the

cyclist.

'Tis better to have ridden and punctured
than never to have ridden at all.

VIEWED AS A SOCIALISTIC ALLY.

Professor Frank Parsons, a Boston altruist,

who is to join Eugene Debs in establishing

a Bellamy heaven in the State of Washing-
ton, claims cycling as socialism's greatest ally,

saying:

"In the first place, the bicycle gives us good
roads; it gives us a healthy, jolly, justice-lov-

ing people. It gives us a democracy, for on
the road the millionaire is no better than the

tramp. The man with the best pair of calves

is the autocrat. The bicycle will give woman
the ballot. It will help us greatly in our re-

form."

HOWE HAS IT ALL HIS OWN WAY.

Capt. George Howe, of the coal barge Del-
aware, plying between New England and
Southern coal ports, is a lover of the bicycle,

but as much of his time is spent in sailing

over the bounding deep he has but little op-
portunity to push along the steady ground
he finds ashore. But Capt. Howe is a man
who adapts himself to circumstances.

The barge is 320 feet long, with a good
breadth of beam, and so Capt. Howe has at

his disposal a 600-foot cycle track, and he uses

it. This track is as smooth as glass. Capt.

Howe never collides with any other wheel-
man on it; no bad person ever sprinkles

tacks there, and no bull-dog ever reaches for

the captain's trousers as he spins along on the

Atlantic Ocean, nor do road-hogs and cycle

cops intrude their unwelcome company.
From the rising bow of the Delaware is a

coast that carries the wheel away to the stern,

and to get back on the other tack is easy. There
would be an occasional drawback for a lands-

man trying this sport in mid-ocean, for some-
times the deck suddenly comes up beneath

the wheel and then as suddenly gets away
from under it. But the Delaware has four

strong rails above the sides of her hull, and
if the cyclist takes a header seaward he is

sure to stop at these guards. Moreover, a

header excites no sarcastic remarks, as the

crew is well trained, and when they feel they

really must say something funny regarding

cycling they go into their quarters yind say

what they have to in a whisper.

Every rider should have something to show
for his experience in cycling, if it is only the

receipted bill.
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**AS GOOD AS ITS NAME/'
The stanch TRUSS FRAME;
Of sound reputation,

The PRIDE OF THE NATION.

®

America Cycle Mfg. Co.^

Jefferson and Fulton Streets,

CHICAGO, IIvI^.

§)

GENERAL DISTRIBUTI^G AGENTS.

Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. C. Anderson Cycle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, 111.

B. B. Emery & Co., Boston, Mass.
T. H. Fall & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
H. L. & E. E. Hunt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mt. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
E. K. Tiyon, Jr., & Co^ Philadelphia, Pa.
The Union Nut & Bolt Co., New York City,

N. Y.
The Hawthorne & Sheble Co., Ltd., London,

England.
Lamson Store Service Co., Sydney, Australia.
Lamson Store Service Co., Melbourne, Aus-

tralia.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ON GOING TO EUROPE.

(Continued from last week.)

There are many flinty roads in England, es-

pecially south of London, and though France

has the best highways in the world, they are

made of flinty material and demand good
tires to stand the strain. Many riders have

found it desirable to reinforce their tires by a

strip of rubber going around the tire where

the most wear comes, say an inch and a half

wide. It may cost $3 to have this put on.

Only the rash wheelman will make a foreign

trip without a tire repair outfit, or at least a

supply of tape to cover a puncture till a repair

shop can be reached. Yet many a returning

rider will report having gone through Europe

without a single puncture.

The brick roads of Holland are disliked by

some wheelmen—praised by others. As in

Holland, more than in most other countries,

the villages and rural districts are the more
picturesque and the less spoiled by the quick-

tour people, and as there are absolutely no

hills to climb, it is surely worth the wheel-

man's attention. "The roads of Spain," de-

clares one bicycler, "are good, as a rule,

though not equal to those in France and Italy.

A trip through any one of our States would

be a more formidable undertaking than one

through Spain. Of course we attracted uni-

versal attention, but it was always accom-

panied by courteous respect." Normandy is

another delightful region for bicycling, and

Touraine is declared a Paradise for wheelmen.

In Northern France the climate in summer
is excellent for the sport, being much less wet

than that of England, and averaging consider-

ably cooler than that of the United States.

months, at a total cost of from two to three

hundred dollars, according to the hotel ac-

commodations demanded. By crossing sec-

ond-class and economizing on the other side,

it can be done for $150 or even less, but most

people would not enjoy what they would get

for an expenditure of under $200.

Undoubtedly the favorite trip covers Great

Britain alone. The first time over, at any rate,

many dread the chance of embarrassment that

ignorance of the language might bring to a bi-

cyclist in the villages of the Continent. Of
course this danger does not bother the tourist

in Great Britain. Furthermore, the English

rural districts are justly famous for their

beauty, and the roads are uniformly excellent.

Living is more costly than on the Continent,

but $2 a day would be a fair allowance for an

economical ibicyclist, whether man or woman.
That includes everything except purchases of

clothing, mementoes, and presents.

and on its honorary list are many rulers and

princes of other countries. Its benefits are

much like those of the English club—reduced

rates at hotels, lists of bicycle repairers, and

people who will gladly give advice and infor-

mation. Furthermore, and of not the least

importance, its members can cross the line in-

to Switzerland and Belgium without paying

duty on their wheels. Possibly by the time

this is printed, the same arrangement v?ill have

been made with Italy. Both Italy and Switzer-

land have collected a duty on wheels enter-

ing the country, giving a receipt that would

secure the return of the duty when the wheel

went out again. This custom has been more

bothersome than serious, but it is worth sav-

ing the; bother by joining the French club.

A favorite trip is from Rotterdam or Am-
sterdam up the Rhine Valley to Switzerland,

and then from Geneva straight to Paris and

the sea. Home-coming wheelmen who had

just made this trip told me, however, that if

they were to do it again, they would reverse

it, so as to slide down the Rhine Valley rather

than climb it. Such a trip from New York
to New York, with first-class passage on a

slow line, could handily be made in two

Great Britain has a Cyclists' Touring Club

which it is worth while joining at an expense

of less than a dollar, though I am told that it

costs seven shillings for the man in a hurry.

Membership gives the right to use the C. T.

C. handbook, sold to members only, and con-

taining a list of 2,000 hotels where reductions

will be made to club members, the names of

2,000 bicycle repairers, and the addresses of

several thousand wheelmen scattered through

the kingdom, every one of whom is pledged

to give advice, information, or assistance to

the members. The "special hotel rates," how-
ever, like most such arrangements, are a trifle

deceptive, for any wheelman can get about

as much reduction for the asking, and further-

more, the hotels recommended are as a rule

of the cheaper grade. The ticket of the C. T.

C. admits members into Holland and France

without making a deposit on their wheels at

the customs house; and into Belgium, pro-

vided a special permit has been obtained be-

fore leaving England.

Any one meaning to cross the Channel

should also join the Touring Club of France,

at a cost of $1.40. It has about 30,000 mem-
bers, including gentlemen of the highest rank.

The postal systems abroad leave little per-

plexity for the bicycle tourist in the matter

of luggage. He is almost sure to want more
than he can well carry on his wheel, but large

parcels are sent by post at comparatively

slight cost, and a valise can be mailed with the

certainty that it will reach your destination

before you can get there on your wheel, un-

less you are to go but a very short distance.

The notion of mailing a heavy valise for 20

cents or so strikes Americans with a force

that they remember when they get home and

wonder whether our own postal department

does for us quite all it might.

Tourists content to dispense with variety of

costume can often get along for a week or

two with what can easily be carried on the

wheel, for all the hotel laundries will return

in the morning, when asked, articles given to

them the night before. The ordinary bicycle

garments attract no unpleasant attention in

hotels, galleries, and the other places usually

visited by tourists, and though a man feels

more at ease at the tible d'hote if wearing
trousers and a black coat, it is quite possible

to make a long tour comfortably in knicker-
bockers. In showery countries such as Great
Britain a light rubber cape is a useful adjunct
to the costume, and some riders recommend
leggins.

The luggage carrier should be of some stiff,

enameled material rather than canvas, which
will be bulged by the weight so that in time
the cranks will wear against it. American
lamps are the best; take one from here.

J are not ordinary bicycles by any means. A higher standard of construction than any other ^
% maker has yet attained. Your cycling pleasure demands that you investigate. J
t $100 to everyone . Worth it. %

I
$60-MIDDLETOWN CYCLES-$60 I

4* As light, handsome and durable as most $100 Wheels. Send for Catalogues. "t,

t WnRPPQTFR PYPI F MPfi PR ^^ Mui'ray street, New York City, t
% WWwril/twIkn W I wImL Ifll Ub WWa^ FACTORIES: MIDDLETOWN, CONN.; WORCESTER, MASS. ^
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THE NOVICE, THE COW AND THE MAN.

One da3' on the road ahead of her the

Nervous Novice saw a clumsy domestic cow,

and instantly felt in her bones that the bicycle

would tackle it if it got the chance. She at-

tempted to fall off on her head if necessary;

but the bicycle would not permit her to do so,

and with a cavort of triumph dashed off at

full speed in the direction of the cow. In the

road also were a fat pug dog, a nurse and a

baby carriage.

The pug dog snapped at the heels of the

cow, and the cow turned to see what was the

matter. The nurse fled in terror, abandon-

ing the baby carriage. The bicycle came
dashing on with the Nervous Novice helpless

in the saddle, to whose anxious eyes it seemed
as if the cow, trying all the time to make out

the nature of the pug dog, was charging upon
the baby carriage. Then she determined to

save the baby at the peril of her own life, and

actually encouraged the bicycle to run into

the cow. The nurse shrieked, and the cow
got nearer the baby carriage, and as the Nerv-

ous Novice dashed on she saw the Nice Young
Man pop out of the

background, with every

shadow driven out of

his face by the decep-

tive glory of a wholly

unnecessary piece of

heroism.

Well, they picked her

out of the ditch and

carried the pieces of

the wheel home and

bandaged her sprained

limbs and kicked the

pug dog and told the

nurse she ought to be

ashamed of herself and

let the cow go on

munching the grass

peacefully. When the

young woman was able

to get down stairs she

found the pieces of her

bargain-counter $32.87

bicycle upon the ver-

anda and the Nice

Young Man eyeing

them from the fore-

ground.

"What a wise wheel it is," he said grate-

fully.

"I'll have to send it to be repaired," said

the Nervous Novice, who had long since

grown used to keeping that wheel in a re-

pairer's hands.

"Repaired!" exclaimed the Nice Young
Man. "Never!"

"But I can't ride it as it is," said the Nerv-
ous Novice.

"Of course not," he said. "We'll have it

framed and keep it always as it is. It has ac-

complished its mission."

"It's mission?" repeated the Nervous Nov-
ice, raising her eyebrows in perplexity.

"Yes," he replied calmly, but decisively.

"It has taught you that you must never again

try to ride a dry-goods store wheel, and thars

enough to ask of it."

The young woman smiled, glanced at her

new ring, and said nothing.

PAPA PLAYED A MEAN TRICK.

"No use talking, there is no—well, no unwise
person like an old unwise person," observed

the girl with the big-plaided skirt, as she

moved up to make room for her friend in the

Boulevard car.

"H'm!" said her friend, as she dodged the

conductor's silent appeal for her fare, hoping
against hope that plaid would pay, "that

sounds as if you had come out loser in some
argument with your father."

"Some argument!" gasped she of the plaids.

"Do you suppose that a single argument set-

tled it? Oh, no, my dear. You know how
my father has always hated bicycles, so when
I made up my mind that I wanted one I knew
I had no easy job ahead of me."

"I should say not," her friend assented.

"What wheel did you buy? And have you "

"Well, when mamma went to visit aunty I

knew my opportunity had arrived. I had

often read that if you feed a man well first

he is much more apt to accede to any; request,

so I
"

"Made him take you out to dine at the

CO

I
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PROPER MEDICINE.

"Like cures like," as the cycle cop who be-

lieved in homeopathy said when he scorched

after the scorcher.

Waldorf? I see."

"No, I didn't, either; I wanted him to have

plenty of money to pay for my new wheel, so

I got him up the loveliest dinner at home;
then I followed him into the library, got his

slippers, put his cigars handy, arranged the

lights so they couldn't shine in his eyes, in-

cidentally mentioned that in the future I in-

tended to devote my life to his comfort, and

then, as apropos of comfort, brought up the

subject of bicycles."

"And did he "

"He never said a word, so I went right

along with my story. I told him that the

price of a bicycle often saved twice as much
in doctors' and druggists' bills, that no girl

who rode a wheel ever needed to buy any

expensive summer dresses, and that cycling

was so much more attractive that she never

cared to open the piano in the evenings."

"That surely must have conquered him;

did
"

"Right about this time I wondered why
he hadn't said something, and if you'll believe

me, I found he was sound asleep and hadn't

heard a single word I had said."

"Too bad; when he did wake, though,
he "

"When he did wake he was as cross as a

bear with a sore head, and said every clerk in

his office bad gone bicycle crazy, didn't half

do their work, and in consequence the extra

work he had to do left him so tired out that

he couldn't keep his eyes open after dinner.

I saw then all my former plans had failed, so

the next night I met him at the door, gave
him one of those I'm-in-an-awful-hurry kisses

and asked him to buy me one bicycle at once.

He said, 'You'd better buy a typewriter in-

stead and save your poor old dad from bank-
ruptcy.'

"

"But you didn't give up then, did you?"
"Not much. I got all of the wheel papers,

hid catalogues in his daily paper, put a Pope
calendar on his desk, and some posters with

red and green cycle girls on them over his

desk, and waited. I soon saw it was work-
ing. He slyly read all of the printed matter

and often looked longingly at those green and
red poster girls. That settled it. I knew I had
won and began taking riding lessons."

"How nice! Did "

"Well, one evening

last week I heard papa
and Mr. Ridgeman, the

bicycle man, talking in

the next room. Papa
said: 'Well, if you are

sure it's the best wheel
in the universe I'll take

it.' I knew it was mean
to listen, but I couldn't

help it, so when he

added, 'It's a surprise

to my daughter, so I

hope you will keep it

a secret for the pres-

ent,' I was ready to

dance, I tell you."

"The old dear! What
make is

"

"I went right ofi and
bought the swellest suit

you ever saw; but oh,

Julie
"

"Don't you like the

make?"
"It—it isn't that. The
wheel papa bought was

for himself. All his money now goes for sad-

dles, bells, lamps, suits and I don't know what

else. As for me, why I'm lucky if I can get

enough money for a pound of chocolates!

And then he has the cheek to tell me that he'd

never have dreamed of a wheel if I hadn't put

the idea into his head."

DURING THE HEATED TERM.

With the advent of warm weather comes al-

ways the danger of untrained and un-

thinking rider of bicycles over-exert-

ing themselves, and even on days when
thermometrically the danger is not indi-

cated fatigue and heat combined may bring

on a throbbing of the head with the faintness

that culminates in sunstroke. Riding far and

fast under a blazing sun tells upon most men,

and is particularly dangerous to those of ma-

ture age. Should you come across a case of

sunstroke, remove the patient to a cool place

and apply cold water, or, if obtainable, ice, to

the head; loosen the clothes, particularly

about the throat, but do not use stimulants.
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Ride the Best....

AND

....Leave the Rest.

WORLD CYCLES

ARE BEST.

The highest type of that which is

good in cycle construction.

ART CATALOGUE FREE.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-

sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and

Delaware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-

nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-

land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;

Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern

California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,

San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

ARNOLD,

SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,

Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PAUCITY OF GOOD WORKMEN.

At a time when general trade is dull, and the

industrial capacity of the country far from

being fully employed, when idle men may be

found in every trade, it seems strange that

there should be in any a complaint of the

scarcity of good men in cycle factories. Yet

such seems to be the case. With the trade

full of men there is still a great want of skilled

men, too few foremen, and men competent

to manage the complicated machinery of a

cycle factory. It is held that some induce-

ments must be offered for novices to engage

in longer terms of preparation, and that a re-

arrangement of the employment system is im-

perative.

There are numerous reasons why the me-

chanical trades these days turn out too few

good men. In many trades, like that of cycle

building, for example, the introduction of

labor-saving machinery is disarranging con-

ditions and making changes which are not

particularly encouraging to the boy who is

selecting his life vocation. The old days

when the apprentice was compelled to thor-

oughly learn his trade have passed, and in

many places he spends too much time as a

mere errand boy.

The division of labor does not tend to pro-

duce good all-round mechanics. When the

learner shows an aptitude for a special branch

of the trade he is kept at that. That there are

too few first-class workmen is not altogether

the favtlt of the workers, but is owing in a

great measure to modern industrial methods,

and to secure a supply of thoroughly compe-

tent workmen will require a radical change in

these methods.

SOME CHAIN CONTRARITIES.

Chains and mules are alike in two things

—

back-lash and cussedness. The former is not

so great a fault in a chain as it is in a mule,

but the latter is as aggravating in one as

it is in the other. Chains have been known
to click as a result of being oiled, and again

have been known to clink through want of

it. If the chain is very rusty, reckless oiling

will cause it to click. On the other hand,

if the chain, not having been oiled for a long

time, commences clicking without apparent

cause, anyone would recommend oil as a

likely remedy, but it should be carefully ap-

plied in small quantities to each joint sep-

arately. A better plan, of course, is to soak

the chain in kerosene, and then in lubricating

oil, afterwards wiping the oil from the out-

side; but this is not always convenient.

SOME TIRE DANGERS.

As a general rule there is not much dan-

ger of bursting a tire by the mere process

of pumping it too hard with the ordinary

small hand-pump of commerce, which, with

many faults, still has no tire-bursting powers.

But it should be borne in mind that tires,

when they have been ridden for some time,

are much more easy to damage than when
they are new. Even assuming that they have

been taken care of, and the moisture has not

been allowed to get in and rot the fabric,

it is likely that the fabric will have been re-

duced in strength by wear, and some caution

must therefore be exercised. Of course, any

tire may be burst if it is pumped hard in a

cool place and taken out into the sun.

THAT GEAR GAME.

Since cycling first amounted to anything
the effort to render hill climbing easier has

been unceasing. All sorts of contrivances

have been devised, but excepting, perhaps, one
American changeable gear, none have attained

even a degre of popularity or made a lasting

impression. But inventive genius has not

been discouraged.

One of the first and most frequently recur-

ring inventions was the extensible crank,

which automatically shortened and lengthened

itself and was thus supposed to provide ad-

ditional leverage. The patent ofifices are full

of dead ideas of the sort.

A modification of the idea, a cam crank,

which has recently made its appear-

ance m England, where it is creating some
comment, is reproduced herewith. It con-

sists of a steel strap, the narrow part of which

is fixed to the axle. In the round end is a disc

or eccentric, which revolves on the balls with-

in the strap, to which revolving disc is fixed

the pedal. This is not the usual kind, running

on balls, but is a plain one, and fixed in two

%jl "'^^
"^'%S "%v#

places to the disc. It is claimed that the pres-

sure of the foot ensures the pedal, and the

disc, remaining horizontal, and thus in the

downward stroke the pedal is at the extremity

of the crank, giving a 10-inch leverage. This

is gradually reduced by the pedal altering its

position in relation to the crank, until when
the crank is/vertical and below the axle, there

is a 7-inch leverage, which is gradually re-

duced to 4-inch when the crank becomes hori-

zontal on the up-throw, and again extends to

7-inch when the crank is vertical and above
the axle, from there again extending to 10-

inch when on the down thrust. The foot all

the time moves in a perfect circle, just the

same as it does at present with the ordinary

crank, and, further, only moves in the same-
sized circle, i. e., 14-inch diameter, of 7-inch

radius. As practically the whole of the propell-

ing power expended is exerted on the down
stroke of each pedal, and the longer the lever-

age the less the power required, it will be seen

that in the cam crank, as here shown, this

greater leverage is obtained without waste of

space. The inventor, of course, contends that

riders are able to climb the steepest and long-

est hills with comparative ease when their

machines were fitted with these cranks after

they had completely failed on a cycle fitted

with the ordinary crank. It is easy to fit to

any machine, and, according to an English

paper, if it does not belie its promise, will

make something of a splash in the cycling

world.

STOCK SPECULATION IN CYCLE COMPANIES.

One of the shrewdest students of British

finance, noting the near approach of a collapse

in the English cycle share bubble, sums up the

whole situation in this fashion:

The cycle trade is dependent on weather, to

some extent on fashion, and on the general

prosperity of the country. Most of the com-
panies were floated with a capital based on
profits earned under exceptionally favorable

conditions for a short time in 1895-96. Stocks

and plant are persistently over-valued. They
generally bear a real ratio of from one-eighth

to one-tenth of the amount of capital.

Cycling will continue, and is likely to in-

crease, but the means of producing machines

are increasing fast, and prices must, therefore,

fall, and that very considerably, except with

the best-known makers. There is more hope
for components companies than for those who
make the complete article.

There are a dozen or so companies which

will probably pay a fair dividend as an in-

vestment, but large dividends cannot be

earned on the present amount of capital, say

£30,000,000. None of the new companies has

as yet declared more than ten per cent for a

few months. The new and small firms will

go first to the wall, and the large ones will

probably cut down their capital. The pub-

lic should refuse to subscribe to any new
cycle companies for some time to come, and

until the result of a few years' trading of last

year's promotions are before them.

VALUE OF A REPUTATION.

The demand for the strictly high-grade

wheels will always be large, regardless of

the price, however, because there are a great

many people in this country who have dis-

covered that the best is usually the cheapest

in the long run. The man who has a wheel

that is admittedly at the top of the list feels

a pride and security in his mount that he

could never feel in a bicycle made by a firm

that is unknown or is only known because

it has made a disastrous failure.

Trade slumps will put bicycles in posses-

sion of the masses at a very low cost, but

it will not necessarily interfere with the bus-

iness of the best makers, because so many
people wisely prefer to take no risks. The
bicycle carries a human life, and there is an

element of rashness in riding along on a

machine that may be all right and then again

may be all wrong. A great many buyers

will put a few extra dollars into the first

cost as a sort of insurance payment.

LAUNCHING OF A NOVICE.

She starts—she moves—she seems to feel

That move she must, come woe, come wheel!
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IDEAL RUBBER CO.

High-Grade Tires.

SALES AND REPAIR DEPOTS:

Ideal Rubber Co.
, 426. Street, near 5th Avenue, New York.

E. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co., 10-12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

Very Cycle Co., 243 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Von lyengerke & Antoine, 277 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

. . . AND . .

.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY,

28 Rodney Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ericson Automatic Bicycle Bell.

Short or Continuil Ring.
Patented.

To ring the bell

press small lever

on handle-bar.

NUTTER, BARNES & CO.,

Sole Owners and Manufacturers-

364 and 366 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Robt. Malcom Co., 7:15 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.. aeents forCal. ard -nast

I ALBANY—

r

I

I
Seamless |

I Steel Tubing |

Equal in grade and quality to any
bicycle tubing in the world. . . .

I CAPACITY-6,000,000 FEET PER YEAR. |
^ liVrite for Prices and Samples. ZS

I Albany Mfg. Co. 1
ALBANY, INDIANA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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AWHEEL
THAT WILL INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS

RIGHT NOW IS THE

Elfin Juvenile.
BECAUSE—The clamor of the children "for a

wheel " is beginning to make parents look around.

BECAUSE—Many a boy has been promised a

wheel when " school closes."

BECAUSE—The Elfin can give points to any

other juvenile wheel on the market.

BECAUSE—The Elfin fits the child.

A distinctive feature is the reversible crank-

hanger, which permits an adjustment of two

inches in the frame height. It's a convincing

argument to offer in selling a wheel for a grow-

ing child.

Makers:

FRAZER & JONES COMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS—Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago; J.

Andrae & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis. ; M. Lieber, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Hay
& Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis; Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston;

Union Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio; Maltby-Henley Co., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

Office and Factory : 189-191 W. Lamed St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

5 8 4,663. FITTINO Fan CYCLES. Frank H. Beecher and 584,338. DEVICE FOR CLEANINO BICYCLE CHAINS. John

Roberto. CoRHFORTH, Seymour, Conn. Filed Feb. 15, 1897. Serial No. T. Reagan, Newport, R, L Filed Nov. 16. 1896. Serial No. 6I2,a09.

623,512. (No model.) (Ho model.)

5 84,621. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Beinrich Q. Borgfeldt, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed Feb. 27, 1897 Serial No. 625,266. (No model)

Ctulm.— 1. In fittings for cycles, the comljinatioii with the arras

thereof, of a collar constructed to fit within the frame-tube of a cycle,

a cap corresponding in internal diameter to the external diameter of

said collar, over one end of which it is set.

583,905. LOCK FOR VELOCIPEDES. CHAEIES B. HiLLHOUSE,

New York, and Henry F. Parker, Brooklyn, N. Y,, assignors to

Qeorgiana R HlUhousc, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 21, 1896 Serial

No. 580,192. (No model)

Claim.— In a cleaning device for bicycles, the combination with

the clamping-plates N and M, of the recessed casting F* slotted and

designed to be adjusted between the ribs M= ou plate M, the bolt \, Claim.— 1. A bicycle-brake, comprising a shoe adapted for en-

having a head engaging with the inturned edges of the said casting, gagenient with the tire of the rear wheel, a rod extended upward

of the bar F mounted on the casting and carrying brushes, and held from said shoe, a horiMoiitally-disiiosed rocking .saddlc-po.st to which

in an inclined position by reason of its bearing against an inclined the upper end of the brnke-iod is pivoted rearward of tlie pivotal

pdrtion of the said casting, substantially as shown and described. pomt of the post, and a saddle attached to said post forward of its

pivotal point, suli.stajitially as s|iecitied.

Claim.— \- In a bicycle, the combination with a sprocket-wheel 5 84,3 5'8. LAMP FOR BICYCLES, &c. JOHN HOLMES, Newark.
interchangeable for wheels of different dianietei-s, of a lock -bolt hav-

ing an eccentric engaging-head and means of adjusting said head so

as to present different engaging surfaces to the wheel when in a locked

position, whereby said bolt may be used to engage the peripheries of

wheels of different diameters,

5 84,389. PNEUMATIC TIRE. FRED W. MOROAN, Chicago, III,

assignor to the Morgan k Wright, same place. Filed Apr. 30, 1894.

Serial No 509,478. (No model)

N.J. Filed Oct 2, 1896. Serial No 607.fi79.

/
(No model)

584,478. VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC TUBES, &C. JOHN C. Mac-

Spadden, St. Joseph, Mo. FUed Apr. 24, 1896. Serial Ho. 588,872

(No model)

Claim.—The within-described improvement in the art of forming

pneumatic tires, consisting essentially in the following steps, to wit

forming and vulcanizing a thin rubber lube : drawing such tube upon

an annular, separable mandrel adapted to the bore of a pneumatic

tire; closing the separable mandrel; connecting the ends of the thin

rubber tube so as to render it continuous; forming and cementing

upon the thin rubber tube thus arranged an endless, seamless cover-

ing of rubber and fibrous matei'ial, and vulcanizing the latter by a

separate vulcanization ; opening the combined thin rubber tube and

covering to a limited extent; opening the mandrel and causing the

.combined thin rubber tube and mandrel to part from one another by

"way of such limited opening; and hermetically closing such opening

5 84377 CHANGEABLE GEAR FOR VEHICLES AND DRIVEN

MECHANISM. Framk H. Lefroy, New York, N. Y., assignor to Fran-

cis H. Richards, Hartford, Conn. FUed Mar. 13, 1896. Serial No.

583,106. (No model)

Claim. - 1. A lamp for bicycles or other vehicles, comprising
therein, a main body, having a lens in the front and a closed back «'

provided with openings or |)erforiitions, as u'\ and a reflector d hav-
ing one or more enlargements, as rf-, arranged in front of said open-
ings or perforations o", and the reduced portions adjacent to said

enlargement or enlargements, to secure considerable air-space at the

edge of the reflector, substantially as and for the purposes .set forth.

5 84,685. BICYCLE. MosES A. Harris, New York, N. Y. FUed
Sept 2, 1893. Serial No. 484,620. (No model)

Cluim.~\. In a changeable gear for driving machinery, the eom-

bination with a shafl, of a ijiultogear thereon, a driviog-wheel, an

rintemal gear conneeied therewith, and means for shifting the gear

.^longitudinally of the shaR and independent of the drive-wheel and

•-for shifting the drive-wheel and gear |Cft.n3yeraely of the, shaft, 8ub-

• stsjttUlly »a described,

Claim.— 1. As an improved" article of manufacture, a repair-

valve comprising an inflation-tube having an inner portion b, of rub-

ber provided with exterior threads, and an outer casing a, of metal

receiving the portion i, and having interior threads engaging the

threads of the portion-^, the base c, formed integral with the rubber

portion h, and adapted to be connected by rubber cement or the like

to the outside of an inflatable device, a check-valve of thin rubber

or similar material connected to the inner side of the base, and a cap

connected by threads to the metallic portion of the inflation-tube,

substantially as specified.

5 8 4,6 3 5. BICYCLE-BRAKE. WILLIAM H. Hart, Vancouver,

Wash. Filed Apr. 30, 1896. Serial Ho. 589,681. (No model)

Claim.—In a bicycle, the combination \vith the integral connects

iug-piece A at or near the point for the pedal-shaft, provided with

suitable connections for the various rods of the frame, and having a

socket in its under side ; of the frame E composed of the two similar

arms e^ <*' provided with larger and smaller oi)cnings for the ret ep-

tion of the bearings for the main and supplemental driving-shafts,

respectively, and joined by cross-piece r at their upper ends having

a tenon or projection f' formed integral therewith and rigidly seated

in the said socket in the connecting-piece It . a main driving-shaft

having pedal-cranks mounted thereon loosely journaled in said larger

openings; independent gears mounted loosely upon said shaft, and

one of said gears having a sprocket-wheel fixed thereto to rotate

therewith ; a double-faced clutch keyed on said shaft between said

geai^; a rock -shaft mounted in the upper part of said frame E; a

pair of forked arms mounted loosely upon said rock-shaft and en-

gaging in a peripheral groove in said clutch ; a paii' of double later-

ally-extending arms rigidly mounted uponsaid rock-shaft; coil-springs

connecting the ends of each double arm with said forked arms, a
rocking lever rigidly ntotinted upon said rock-shaft; a rod pivoted

to one end of said rocking lever and jiassing through a holding-guide

secured to a rod of the bicycle-frame ; a handl<> Qt> said rod, and

means for locking said rod ; and a pair of toothtfd gear-^of different

sixes rigidly mounted upon a supplemental sh^t^t loosely (ournaled in

.said smaller opening in the frame E, and meshing wii;h the gears ou
'

the tnaui shaft, substantially as described^

Clitiiii.— \. In a bicycle-brake-operatingmechanism. the combi-

nation of a grip having a short section at the inner end fixed to thei

handle-bar and provided with a locking-latch for engaging the movr

able section, a rotatable section hiiving the outer end thereof threaded

to ibrm a nut which turns therewith, with a.bolt lying in the holloiv

of the handle-bar tube and having two opposite sides ttatlened, a cord

or other attachment to thcinnerendof this holt for conveying powci

to the brake, and a cap attached to the outer end of the handle-bar

tube ant) having a hole therethrough for th« passage of the bolt hav-

ing an outline corresponding to that of th« boU and thus preventing^

its fot»ti9U^ substantially as described^
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584,316. BICYCLE-FRAME Elms Babm, ^loomfleld, H. J., and

Moris Sapo and Israel Sternsebr, New York, N. Y. Ffled Aug. 8,

1896. Serial No. 602.127. (No model)

6 8-4.468. BICYCLE-PEDAL. Frank E Bolte, Thomas A. DoH-

UVT, and James R. Conmell Milwaukee, Wis., assignors, by mesne as-

atgnments, to the League Cycle Hanubcturing Company, same placa

Filed Nov. 16, 1896. Serial No. 569,027. (No model)

4ff-

5 84,498. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Samuel F, Ettinoee, Little Rock,
Ark., assignor of one-halT to Kate Fleming, same place. FUed July 2o'
1896. Serial No, 599,881. (No model)

Claim.— 1. Al)icycle provided with a drop-bar having depending

posts provided with sleeves through which passes the tubular bottom

frame-bar, in combination with a removable brac«-rod secured within

the said, bottom bar ; substantially as described.

584,675. PERMUTATION • PADLOCK. Lewis T. Cokneli, Chi-

cago, HI, assignor, by mesne assignments, to the Morgan & Wright,

same place. Filed May 1. 1896. Serial No 589,862. (No model)

Ctaim.— 1. A bicycle-pedal comprising a pin-bairel hollow for

the greater portion of its length and provided with bosses extending
laterally therefrom in opposite directions, and a continuous foot-plate

made fast to the bosses and solid end portion of the barrel,

5 8 4,648. BICYCLE-TIRE. ChaKles H. Paschke, Chicago, la

Filed Oct 6, 1896. Serial No 607,980. (No model)

Claim.—A locking device comprising the hasp A having the

straight recessed end a' and the long end a, and the yoke B sliding

on the end a, and provided with the rotary channeled tumblere C and D,

having the internally-indented flanges c and d arranged to be held in

position by the spring-actuated pins U, and the tumbler D being rig-

idly conuected with the face or dial F located in front of the flange

c, substantially as described.

584,690. FABRIC FOR BICYCLB^IRES. Pker Krcmscheid,

Boston, Mass. Filed June 20, 1896. Serial No. 596,342. (No speci-

mens.)
,

Cliiirru—l. lira tire, the combination of a rim, a circumtierential
series of inflated balls seated in the rim, and a sectional armor-shoe
covering the outer sides of the balls and consisting of a continuous
series of duplicate shoe-sections resting in close contact with the
spherical surfaces of the balls, substantially as set forth.

684,393. VELOCIPEDE-BRAKE Francis C. Motlev, London,
England. Filed Sept S, 1896. Serial No 605,020. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-tire, provided with an outer rim compris-

ing a series of wires bent into ring shape, and an adjustable coupling

for connecting the ends of the wires with each other, substantially

as shown and described.

5 84,614. CYCLE-LAMP SUPPORT. James R White, Brooklyn,
N. Y., assignor to the Manhattan Brass Company, New York N y'

Filed Deo. 21, 1896. Serial No 616,375. (No model)

CZfHm.^The combination of the plate b, the brake-block a se-

cured to the under side thereof, the foot-rest < connected with the

upper side, the plate e arranged above au extension of the plate h,

the bolts / for securing the plates A and « together, and the bolt and
spring h for yieldingly securing the plates A and e together at one end.

584,679. BICYCLE-LAMP. Howard L Elton and Noeman J
Smith, Philadelphia, Pa. FUed Aug. 20, 1896. Serial No 603 301
(No model)

-Claim.— As a new article of manufacture a fabric consisting of a

bheet'ofgum.having embedded in its'sides, series of threads curved so

as to form U-shaped lines the ends of the threads being at the edges

of the fabric and the bow part at the middle the threads being so

located that the lines on one side of the f&bric cross those of the

other side at ah angle, the angles at the edge of the faerie being

obtuse and those at the center acute whereby the greatest longitu.

dinal elasticity is obtained at the center and the greatest lateral elas-

tieity is obtained at the edges, substantially as and for the purpose

set forth.

5 84,307 BICYCLE PARCEL-HOLDER .WALLACE H, Carter,

Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed June 22, 1896. Serial No 696,516. (No

model),

Claim.— I. The combination 'with' tfie" lamp and a bracket ex
tending out from such lamp, of a post having a circular upper end
received between the parts of the bracket, and a clamping-screw for
holding the post between the parts of the bracket, the lower end ot
the post being polygonal, clamping-plates bent angular to receive
the polygonal post, and a screw for applying pressure to hold the
post by the plates, substantially as set forth

5 8 4,637. BICYCLE -SADDLE Edgar R Jarvis, Toronto,

Canada Filed July 8, 1896. Serial Ho. 598,469. (No model) Patented

In Canada July 22, 1896, No. 63,1()5.

Claim.— I. In combination with a framework having a loop con,
stnicted integral therewith, the upper and lower portions of said loop
lying to the rear of the handle-bar and its support, the central or
middle portions projecting in front and to each side of the handle-
bar standard, and a key arranged to pass between the front loops ol
the framework and the handle-bar standard, said key being provided
with a loop H which embraces on« of said front loops to prevent the
complete removal of the key but is of sufficient length to allow the
free end of the key to be diseligaged to remove the framework tVom
the handle-bar standard, substantially as described

5 84,630. CHAN8EABLE GEAR FOR BICYCLES. Thomas S.

Drummodd, Punisutawney, Pa, assignor to himself and George E.

Zelgler, same place. Filed June 1, 1896. Serial No. 593,843. (No

model)

Claim.—In a device of the character described, a lamp-casing
adapted to be clamped to a bicycle-frame, a draft-hood arranged on
said casing, a reservoir of a shape' adapted to fit partially around
and be clamped to' the fVame of a bicycle, a pipe leading from the
reservoir to the lamp-casing,.said pipe being bent in semicircular
form, a burner projecting upward from the lower end of the pipe
underneath the semicircular portion, a second pipe projecting upward
into the burner for admitting air and valves for regulating the. flow
of liquid and gas, substantially as described.

584,389. BICYCLE -BELL. NORMAN T. MILLS, East Hampton,
Conn. Filed Aug. 8, 1896. Serial No. 602,172. (No model)

Claim.—:\.\n combination the saddle, the plate extending across
the bottom of the same, the washer situated underneath the plate

th{ ball portion of the joint connected to the washer and plate, the
circular socket-plate, means for connecting it to the saddle-bar, and
a cylindrical rubber spring surrounding the joint and teat* in the
washer and socket-plate extending into holes in the top and bottom
respectively of the rubber spring as and for the purpose specified.

5 84,63,3. LAMP FOR BICYCLES. James E White, Brooklyn,

N. Y., assignor to the Manhattan Brass Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 12, 1895. Serial No. 559,013. (No model)

Claim,— 1. In a bicycle, the combination of a drive-shaft or

crank-shalEl having a gear-wheel, a supporting-wheel .ilso ])rovided

with a gear-wheel, and a ball-containing runway made in the shape

of a loop having curved ends encircling the gears, the runway hav-

ing openings for the passage of the gear-wheels into and out of en-

gagement with the balls, the space between the upper and lower runs

of the said runway at the ends being of greater width than that of

the respective "gear-wheels, whereby the said gear-wheels when en-

gaging the balls are arranged eccentrically to the curved ends of the

nnnvay, aiid mechanism under the control of the rider, whereby the

.said gear-wheels and balls may be brought WtO ^ngageweut >>(">

eftch qUwv, sulijitftutially. «3 (l«<;vili«(i,

Claim.—I: In a gong-bell, the comnination with the gong, a
hammer and hammer-carrier, a post on which the latter is rotatably
and longitudinally movable, the actuator, the actuating mechanism
including one or more wheels arranged between said actuator and
hammer-carrier to actuate the latter by or from the former and to
support the hammer-carrier on the post, combined with an antirattle
spring arranged to exert upon the hammer-carrier a yielding pressure
laterally against one of the wheels of the actuating mechanism to
prevent rattle of the same when not in use, without interfering with
the proper operation of the actuating mechanism when needed for
use in sounding the gong, substantially as described

5 84,3 13. BICYCLE-BELL. JOSEPH R MoORE, Ijenver, Colo., as-

signor to Blanche L. KuykendaU, saflie place. Filed Kov. 30, 1896.

rial No. 613,959. (No model)

Claim.— 1. Tlie combination with a lamp-reservoir and a metallic

chimney, of a Shield exteudiug over and surrounding the upper part

(if the reservoir and resting' at its lower edge upon a rib around the

reservoir to inclose an air-chamber aud provided with openings near

the base of the .shield for air to pass into the air-chamber, and with

vertical openings in a horizontal or nearly horizontal portion of the

shield coming within the chimney and forming an air-distributer for

admitting the currents of air to pass upwardly into such chimney.

»

tongue |ierniauently fastened to the top of the reservoir and passing

through a nioi'tise in the shield and through a mortise in U\e tewer

\ioition q( tUe m?t»lU<; Qlumuey, substautiaUy «s sstj fqrth.,

Claim.— I. The combination with, the pedal, of suitable alarm

mechanism mounted on the pedal-pin and comprising a gong, a loose

wheel having peripheral projections and ratchet-teeth, and a spring-

held lever having one arm adapted to engage the periphery of said

wheel, the other arm being located in suitable pro.ximity to the gong,

and a movable device mounted on the pedal-frame and adapted to

engage th« rfktoUst t««th of tlw wheel, M audfijr.the purpose set
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SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

5'j4,316. Bicycle Frame. Elias Baum, Bloomfield,

N. J., and Morris Sapo and Israel Sternsehr, New
York. N. Y. Filed August 8, 1896. Serial No. 602,

liV. (No model.)

rS'i,?32. Bicycle Support. Henry L. Davis, Lon-

don, England. Filed October 31, 1896. Serial No.

(110, fif.?. (No model.) Patented in England, January

29, 1F96, No. 2,062.

584,358. Lamp for Bicycles, etc. John Holmes,

Xcwark, N. J. Filed October 2, 1896. Serial No.

607,679. (No model.)

.'JS4,?79. Pneumatic Tire for Bicycles. Ferdinand

Von Leicht and Herman F. Lange, San Francisco.

Cal. Filed October 23, 1895. Serial No. 566,636.

(No model.)

584,389. Bicycle Bell. Norman T. Mills, East

Hampton, Conn. Filed Aug. 8, 1896. Serial No.

W?.,W- (No model.)

584,392. Velocipede Brake. Francis C. Motley,

London, England. Filed September 5, 1896. Serial

No. 605,020. (No model.)

584,453. Bicycle Pedal. Frank H. Bolte, Thomas

A. Donlevy and James R. Connell, Milwaukee, Wis.,

assignors by mesne assignments to the League Cycle

Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Novem-

ber 15, 1895. Serial No. 569,027. (No model.)

584,456. Sleigh Cycle. William Bradbury, West

Bloomfield, Wis. Filed January 19, 1897. Serial No.

619,723. (No model.)

584,473. Bicycle Support. Wallace C. Kelly, Hast-

ings, Mich., assignor to Henry A. Rose and Ira C.

McAlIaster, North Tonawanda, N. Y. Filed Sep-

tember 2, 1896. Serial No. 604,601. (No model.)

584,498. Pneumatic Tire. Samuel F. Ettinger, Lit-

tle Rock, Ark., assignor of one-half to Kate Fleming,

same place. Filed July 20, 1896. Serial No. 599,881.

(No model.)

584,585. Adjustable support for Bicycles. Mark
Goodman, London, England. Filed September 30,

1896. Serial No. 607,435. (No model.) Patented in

England April 28, 1896, No. 8,924.

584.613. Lamp for Bicycles. James H. White,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the Manhattan Brass

Company, New York, N. Y. Filed August 12, 1895.

Serial No. 559,013. (No model.)

584.614. Cycle-Lamp Support. James H. White,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the Manhattan Brass

Company, N. Y. Filed December 21, 1896. Serial

No. 616,375. (No model.)

584,621. Bicycle Brake. Heinrich G. Borgfeldt,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed February 27, 1897. Serial No.

625,266. (No model.)

584,630. Changeable Gear for Bicycles. Thomas S.

Drummond, Punxsutawny, Pa., assignor to himself

and George E. Zeigler, same place. Filed June 1,

1896. Serial No. 593,g43. (No model.)

584,635. Bicycle Brake. William H. Hart, Vancou-

ver, Wash. Filed April 30, 1896. Serial No. 539,681.

(.\'o model.)

584,637. Bicycle saddle. Edgar B. Jarvis, Toronto.

Canada. Filed July 8, 1896. Serial No. 598,469. (No

model.) Patented in Canada July 22, 1896, No. 53,105.

584,648. Bicycle Tire. Charles H. Paschke, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed October 6, 1896. Serial No. 607,980.

(Xo model.)

584,663. Fittings for Cycles. Frank H. Beecher and

Robert G. Cornforth, Seymour, Conn. Filed Febru-

ary 15, 1897. Serial No. 623,512. (No model.)

584,662. Bicycle Pannier. Edward C. Bartlett, San

Francisco, Cal. Filed May 29, 1896. Serial No. .593,-

606. (No model.)

584,679. Bicycle Lamp. Howard L. Elton and

Norman J. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed August 20,

1896. Serial No. 603,301. (No model.)

584,685. Bicycle. Moses A. Harris, New York, N.

Y. Filed September 2, 1893. Serial No. 484,620.

(.Vo model.)

DESIGNS.

27.221. Bicycle Tire. Benjamin V. Gintz, Akron, O.

Filed January 11, 1897. Serial No. 618,809. Term of

Patent 7 years.

27.222. Velocipede Support. Edwin S. Calkins, Sol-

vay, N. Y. Filed April 29, 1897. Serial No. 634,470.

Term of patent 3% years.

27,223 Block for Bicycle Chains. Edward C.

Fletcher, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to the Indian-

apolis Chain and Stamping Co., same place. Filed

October 13, 1896. Serial No. 608,785. Term of patent

14 years.

27.224. Bicycle Lamp. Frederick W. Wright, Syr-

acuse, N. Y., assignor to the Steam Gauge and Lan-

tern Company, same place. Filed January 25, 1897.

Serial No. 620,694. Term of patent 7 years.

27.225. Bicycle Handle-Bar. Jeremiah F. Stauffer,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed February 10, 1897. Serial No.

622,862. Term of patent 7 years.

27,226. Cycle Seat. Otis K. Newell, Boston, Mass.
Filed January 6, 1897. Serial No. 618,208. Term of

patent 14 years.

TRADE-MARKS.
30.233. Bicycle Lamps. A. G. Spalding & Broth-

ers, Chicago, 111., Philadelphia, Pa., and New York,
N. Y. Filed May 19, 1897. Essential feature—a rep-

resentation of a locomotive. Used since May 8, 1897.

30.234. Bicycle Lamps. A. G. Spalding & Brothers,

Chicago, III.; Philadelphia, Pa., and New York, N. Y.
Filed May 19, 1897. Essential feature—A repre-

sentation of the forward portion of a locomo-
tive,, with a small lamp or lantern mounted
thereon and with a beam of light projected
from such lamp or lantern. Used since May 8, 1897.

HIGH-PRICED MAIL.

Out in the Australian "bush," which is but

another name for a form of desert, the trans-

portation problem was. one not easy of solu-

tion until the bicycle penetrated the land of

the kangaroo. Owingto the rich West Austra-

lian gold-fields being located in the "bush,"

the carriage of overland mail was a matter of

vital importance. To successfully accomplish

this a bicycle post was
established in 1894, and
carried the "bush" mail

continuously up to 1896,

when the British Gov-
ernment extended the

regular Imperial mail

service to Coolgardie,

doing away with the ped-

aliferous postman. One
of the stamps used for transmitting a letter

weighing one-half ounce or less is here

shown, and as it cost the sender of the letter

62 1-2 cents, it can readily be seen that the

cycle postman did not need to burden him-

self with a very weighty mail-pouch to make
each one of his trips a highly profitable un-

dertaking.

NOT A LIFE MATTER.

"Brother, may I wear those new golf stock-

ings of yours?"

There was a beseeching tone in the simple

words that would have touched the tender

fraternal heart at once, but that the iceman

had just informed the brother, who paid the

household bills, of the ultimatum of the trust.

So he frowned.

"Not on your life!" he answered irritably.

But the fair girl was nowise daunted.

She knew her business. She smiled.

"No, brother, dear," she said, "not on my
life, but

"

He recognized the status of afifairs, and got

the gorgeous golfies from his bureau-drawer

thereby dispelling forever the castles in the

air of a couple of industrious moths.

Twenty minutes later on the Boulevard

nothing attracted more favorable attention

there than those same golfies.

IN PYRAMID LAND.

A decision has lately been given by the

Egyptian customs authorities with reference

to the duties to be imposed on the cycles

taken into the country by tourists or travelers

passing through Egypt. The machines are

not liable to duty, but a deposit equal to eight

per cent of the salable value of the machine

must be made. The deposit will be refunded

on the production 'of the receipt if the machine

is taken out of the country within six months

of the date of the deposit.

HIS FRENCH WAS POOR.

An American artist on a pedestrian tour
through the Alps was passing a bicycle

store in a little town in Switzerland. A wheel
was leaning against the curbstone, and a man
was languidly resting against one of the door-
posts. The American addressed the individ-

ual, whom he took to be the proprietor of the

shop, and in his usual French inquired how
much he charged for the wheel by the day.

The Frenchman, in reality proprietor of the

machine, but not of the shop, understood the

American to ask how much he paid for his

bicycle, and replied: "Five hundred francs."

"Cheap enough," said the American, who
thought the man said five francs. Throwing
the man a five-franc piece he jumped on the

bicycle, and was off in a trice, heeding neither

yells nor execrations.

The police spent the day hunting for an
American riding a Frenchman's bicycle, which
American, by the by, was meanwhile enjoying

in innocent bliss a long day's outing. The
police arrested another American, who, of

course, protested vigorously. Late in the

evening the American artist returned, calm,

happy, free from care, and utterly unconscious

of coming trouble, and landed in a fine hor-

net's nest.

HER MATRIMONIAL CHANCES.

Is the cycle girl a marryihg girl? Most cer-

tainly she is. Chauncey Depew says that

there is no prettier sight under the sun than

a pretty girl on a bicycle. Although she is

less dependent on the good-nature of her

brothers—and other people's brothers—for her

amusements, the cycle girl is no more averse

to matrimony than her stay-at-home sister,

and is in universal demand in the marriage

market.

The girl who rides gracefully never looks

so well as when she is on her bicycle, and
men will never be indifferent to considera-

tions of this sort. Ahd there are other rea-

sons. The modern man, when he looks for a

wife, looks for an intellectual equal, and an

athletic equal if possible. He finds the latter

(and the former, too) in the cycle girl. She
is fitted to be his companion in sport, as well

as in the domestic circle.

DEALING WITH BLISTERS.

Tender feet, rough cycle hose and ill-fit-

ting shoes, combined or singly, often, in hot

weather, produce blisters on the rider's feet.

The best treatment for these is the bathing

of the feet on going to bed with strong salt

water, to which, if feet are very tender, it is

an excellent thing to add just a very little

vinegar and fine pounded alum.

If the blisters come, up very high it is

wise to let out the accumulated fluid by

running a needle through the upper surface of

the blister. If the blister is allowed to break,

the surface of the skin it is apt to become

very sore, sometimes being very difficult to

heal.

GOT HERE FINALLY.

It has taken the fashion nearly three years

to secure a hold in this country, but it is now
quite generally affected by the crackajacks;

nearly all are wearing their club or employer's

emblem on the back as well as the front of

their racing shirts. It is a Parisian style.
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WHEN A STOLEN WHEEL IS CAPTURED.

"There is something about the legal process

of recovering a stolen bicycle that might be

remedied with advantage to the bicycle-own-

er," said a successful bicycle detective, in

speaking of his calling. "The thief is out on
bail while awaiting trial, the owner has the

satisfaction of knowing that the guilty man
will be brought to justice, but the wheel, may-
be a new and expensive one, is retained as

evidence, and the owner deprived of its use

for an indefinite time.

"About the middle of last June I arrested

the man who stole a bicycle. The trial has

been put ofi and put ofT. The case has not

come up yet, and the wheel, kept in the prop-

erty-room of Police Headquarters, will hardly

be improved during the year of standing still.

Everybody knows what happens to tires under

such circumstances; besides, there is no proper

place for keeping these wheels in charge of the

officials; the dampness will have seriously af-

fected the machine by the time it is released;

$15 will have to be spent on the tires alone,

and in addition to all this damage the owner
has had to do without his wheel for months.

"I think some way should be contrived to

guarantee the proper identification of a stolen

wheel and then permit the owner to have pos-

session of it."

AN OFTEN REPEATED WARNING.

Whether a wheel be ridden for pleasure or

for health, moderation is to be observed and

fatigue avoided. This applies to the novice

and to the expert alike, to hill-climbing and

to riding on a level. There is more danger

of, and also more danger in, overexertion in

cycling than in almost any other exercise.

Consequently there is especial need of this

injunction.

Scarcely less urgent is the need of having

a well-made wheel, properly adjusted to the

rider. With such a machine no injury is to

be feared from the old bogy of vibration. The
fever and other bad symptoms often attributed

to that cause are really the results of fatigue

from overexertion, or from riding an unsuit-

able wheel over bad roads.

VERY THIN WITHOUT THEM.

When one picks up any of the numer-

ous magazines and sees there the many pages

of cycle and sundry advertisements, the on-

looker naturally wonders how the magazines

ever managed to worry along without them.

WORSE AND MORE OF IT.

Never interrupt a man when he is telling

you a hard-luck story about his wheel. If

you do. he will start over again at the be-

ginning.

PEDALDOM'S HIGHROAD.

Variety is the charm of the Boulevard—by
which is meant that asphalted portion of the

Boulevard, soon, happily, to be extended.

From sunrise to moonset, along this thor-

oughfare, the stream of cyclists flows, quietly

in the morning, vigorously in the afternoon,

uproariously in the evening, and again almost

noiselessly at night.

Naturally the number of observers during

the respective hours of the day and night

varies about in correspondence with the num-
ber of riders. Late in the afternoon and

during the evening of every fine day critics

crowd the sidewalks and the antiquated open

horse-cars to watch the never ceasing, ever

interesting stream. And no wonder, for what

strange, what varying sights they see!

Every denizen of Greater New York who
owns a wheel rides occasionally on the Boule-

vard. There the germs of wheeling prolif-

erate. It is the hot-bed of what some people

still call the "craze." The smoothness of the

asnhalt is just as seductive to the onlookers

as it is enjoyable to the cyclists. The noise-

less skimming catches their fancy and in-

augurates the process of conversation and

criticism.

FRONT WHEEL REPLACEMENT.

When the front wheel of a machine fitted

with cup-and-cone hubs is taken out of the

forks, it should be put back the same way as

before—that is, with the adjustable cone on

the same side of the machine. But with bar-

rel or cup-adjusting hubs, it does not matter

which way the wheel is replaced.

HIGHEST GRADE OILER
FOR HIGH GRADE WHEELS.

Does not leak. Regulates supply of oil to a drop.

25 CENTS EACH.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 NINTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Medium Grade Oiler for Medium
Grade Wheels—10 cts. each.

You Want To

Get What You

Pay For

If you are buying a

Bicycle you want one

that will be service-

able as well as at-

tractive.

The merit of the

Elmore
is recognized the world

over.

$75.00, $50.00,
28-inch. 28-inch.

$45.00, $40.00,
26-inch. 24-inch.

There Are None

Better.
When you buy an

Elmore
You Get

Value Received.

••••••••••

ELMORE MFG. CO.,
CLYDE, OHIO.

PARK ROW BICYCLE CO.,

23 Park Row, New York City

General Aeents for New York
and New England States . .

I Kindly mention The Wheel, _ . . - J
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KlVIPIvOYMENT COLUMN.
Answers received in confidence and forwarded without charge.

Rate: 25 -words, one time, 50 cents ; three times, $1.00.
SO -words, on^e tinae, $1.00; four times, ^3.00.
7S -words, one time, $1.50 ; four times, 455.00.

Displayed A.d-vertisements:
One-half in^cla, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00,
One incln, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted; a

SUPERINTENDENT.
good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill, Mass.

Wanted- Position, by an experienced superintendent in bicycle factory; good
references. Address K., care The Wheel. 6-25-p.

Repairman wanted, to make light repairs on bicycles and vulcanize tires; steady
work to capable young man. Address " Single Tube," care The Wheel.

TRAINER OR RUBBER.
Wanted—A situation as trainer or rubber with racing team. Address Wm.

Waldron, care of R. H. Robe. Albany, N. Y.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand ; one who can bend handle-
bars and do bench work

; state salary and reference. Address Experience, care of
The Wheel.

REPAIRMAN AND SALESMAN.
Wanted—Position as bicycle repairman and salesman, or would rent shop in good

location, or conduct business on commission. A. B., Box 46, Brandon, Vt.

Wanted—A thorough repairman, experienced and capable of building a wheel;
steady work for good man. Apply at once to Amos bhirley, 935 Eighth Ave., New
York City.

MECHANICAL EXPERT, DESIGNER AND DRAUGHTSMAN.
Mechanical expert, designer and draughtsman, having been employed by one of

the largest bicycle concerns for the past eight years, desires to make a change.
Address 47, care of The Wheel. 7-a-p.

SALESMAN.
To Manufacturers—A go'od salesman, in the bicycle line, wants a position to

SALESMEN.
A leading house in the trade desires to employ a salesman of experience and

ability. Address, Integrity, care The Wheel, P. O. Box 444, New York.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side
line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give references. Box
642, Rochester, N. Y.

travel on salary and commission, or to take goods to sell on commission, either in

bicycle parts or complete bicycles ; to control territory : has also had great experi-
ence in handling export trade ; has office and all appurtenances ; best of references

;

been selling bicycle parts to manufacturers a number of years. Address

Wanted, in our bicycle department, a bright, active man who has had experience
in the line as inside salesman and to make himself generally useful. Apply at once
in person. The Union Nut and Bolt Co., 107 Chambers St., New York.

"Salesman," Room 12, 23 Park Row, New York. t-f-c.

CASE HARDENER.
Experienced case hardener and temperer wants position ; over twenty year's ex-

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling side line to small
trade; all letters in confidence; refer to Western office The Wheel, as to responsibility.
Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Manadnock Building, Chicago.

perience in tool, die, and spring steel case hardening a specialty, with bone and
leather, or a new process which has given the highest satisfaction; also a new process
on cyanide case hardening ; a file cannot touch it and done without a fire mark.
Address Case Hardener, care of The Wheel. 6-25-p.

HEtP WANTED.

STRIPER.
Wanted—A first-class striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

DECORATOR AND ENAMELER.
Wanted—A first-class decorator and cnameler—no helper or plain dipper; write,

stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of The W heel.Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confi-

dence. TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted— ' n experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works 0/

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Steeltube," care of this

office, giving experience.

REPAIRMEN.
Wanted— Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Brooklyn. Address

G. S. & G., 1128 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.

FOR SALE, EXCHAEE, fANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
Eacb additional word tTVO cents.

Tarably in advance.
Cash in-

TDRICES smashed on bicycles. In Crawford's nest. Send
^ for illustrations, specifications and wholesale cut
prices, and be surprised. The Manufacturers' Supply
Co., Hagerstown, Md. 6-25-p

T\7 ANTED—Traveling men visiting the wholesale and
•' retail bicycle trade to carry the " Kozy" Baby

Seat as a side line. Manufactured by Geo. Hilsendegen,
Detroit, Mich. 7-2-c

"POR RENT—Desirable, in the heart of the bicycle dis-
-*- trict, one-half first loft i35x40 ft.) and all of second
loft (25x100 ft.), N. E. corner Chambers and Church streets.

Light on two sides and good sign space. Will lease sepa-
rately and at reasonable price to desirable tenant. The
American Wringer Co., 99 Chambers street, New York
City.

THE THROUGH StEEPING-CAR SERVICE
Is to be re-established between New York and Chicago

via the D. L. & W. and Nickel Plate roads on April 13,

1897. An elegant Pullman car will be attached to train

No. 7, leaving New York 7:30 p. m., each day, and will ar-

rive at Chicago at 9:00 p. m., following day. Dining car

attached at Buffalo at 7:00 a. m. For space and all infor-

mation call on ticket agents D. L. & W. R. R.

No. 7. ***

THE FINEST

^
White

Chain

Lubricant
IN THE MARKET.

Will not clog, but makes the
chain run smoothly and with
ease.
Lessens the wear on chain

and sprockets.

MANUFACTURED AT

William F. Nye's,
Headquarters for
Bicycle Lubricants,

New Bedford. Mass
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Tires, $5 pair. Best '97's Full warranty. Miner-
ali7ed. Rubber Co., New York. Agents wanted. * * *

BICYCLE HUBS FOR SEASON OF 1897
» High-Grade Hubs from Bar Steel
or Porgings. Cones, Cups, Axles,
Nuts, Nipples, Chains, etc.

Send Samples and write for prices.

The NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE MFG. CO.,

NEW BRITAIN. CONN.

Truth is slow to travel, but falsehood fleet as wind,
Doth swiftly take its journey yet leaves its trail be-

hind
To blacken and to blemish and smirch the human

soul,
And do its deadly longing ere truth shall reach the

goal.

For truth with all its candor, its honesty and fame.
Must struggle in the battle, and fight to keep its

name;
For willing ears will listen to each defamer's call.

And lies do ofttimes conquer, and truth is known to

fall.

Yet, truth will gain its triumph, like justice 'twill

arise.

With its ennobling power which reaches to the skies;
And though the strength of Hades its ramparts shall

assail,

Yet truth itself is mighty, and must at last prevail.

Chew White's YUCATAN Gum.

Inner tubes, 600 cheap. Best makers; this vear's;
full warranty. P. O. 1371, New York. * * *

The Blanchard Cycle Bar Co.

SHELBYVILLE, IND.

Largest Manufacturers

of

WOOD

HANOLE-BARS
In the World.

A^ll made of the best second-growth timber. Our bar is the best, the

most styHsh and cheapest in the market.

]{^inclly mention The Wh««l.

WILLEY'S ENAMELING OVENS.
Fully Guaranteed in

Every Respect.
Ovens from $13 to $35 and 2 to 10 frames always

in stock.

Estim.ates Jurnished for all kinds or sheet

metal, baking and enameling ovens. . ...

Write for prices and description.

A. WILLEY,
181 LAKE STREET < ^ CHICACOs

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WORCESTER WORSE.

Piling Tip of Judgments and I/Cgal Tangles

Pushing Them to the

Wall.

The affairs of the Worcester Cycle Mfg.

Co. have taken a turn for the worse. The
factories at Worcester, Mass., and Middle-

town, Conn., have been closed and keepers

are in charge. Legal custodians are also

guarding the several stores of the concern,

attachments amounting to more than $60,000

having so entangled the concern that the em-
barrassment is complete; everything is practi-

cally at a standstill.

On Saturday the Central Trust Co., of New
York, which advanced the $500,000 on the

mortgage which enabled the concern to begin

business, began proceedings against the Wor-
cester people in Boston, applying to the

United States Court for the appointment of a

temporary receiver, to take charge of their

property in Massachusetts.

In Connecticut the courts have designated

Frank S. Smith, of New York, as temporary

receiver of the company's property in that

State. Mr. Smith has also been named by the

New Jersey courts, under the laws of which
die Worcester company is incorporated.

FAXON FACES FIRE.

Boston, June 27.—The five-story building at

5 and 7 Appleton street was damaged $5,000

by fire late last night. The fire caught on
second floor, occupied by O. J. Faxon & Co.,

makers of Puritan bicycles and pianos, and
the Ideal Trading Co., dealer in cycle supplies.

Total loss, $15,000 on stock; partly insured.

YOST MAY RETIRE.

Toledo, June 28.—Important changes in the

Yost Mfg. Co. may be expected. It is given

out that W. F. Dewey has obtained an option

on the Falcon plant, and that President Yost
is anxious to retire and embark in other en-

terprises.

HASTINGS HELPS WHEELMEN.

Governor Hastings, of Pennsylvania, has

signed the Hamilton good roads bill, in the

fight for which the L. A. W. played such a

prominent part. It will not become operative,

however, until one million dollars is appro-
priated by the Legislature for road work.

MOTT'S DEAL AND THE TUBE ONE.

London, June 15.—Michael's suspension

has at last been raised officially by the N. C.

U., and to-day Chairman Mott will be ca-

bled to that effect. At the ^me time the

N. C. U. is waiting to hear why Mr. Mott

went off at half-cock, or how it came about

that Michael was permitted to race under

L. A. W. rules in face of the N. C. U. sus-

pension.

The whole incident, I am told, has arisen

out of the ineptitude of the late honorable

secretary of the N. C. U., J. A. Church, who
should have had the whole affair settled last

fall, but lost the correspondence instead.

As I wired you to-day the final ratification

of the big tube deal has taken place, and the

prospectus will appear here on the 26th.

The title, as was cabled, will be "Tubes

America Limited," and the mills purchased

for £290,000 are those at Elwood and Green-

ville, Pa., and the American Weldless Steel

Tube Co., of Toledo. The valuations made
by H. J. T. Piercy, Birmingham, show a total

of £170,000, and book debts bring it up to

£190,000. Included in the purchase are the

American rights of the Stiefel patents for five

years, Stiefel' joining the English board. The
capital is to be £350,000, which, it is estimated,

will leave about £50,000 for extensions and

working capital.

The money has already been largely sub-

scribed by insiders, and there will be no un-

derwriting. H. A. Lozier will be chairman,

or, as you call it, president, and will have the

assistance of Mr. Hartmann and the board of

"Tubes Limited," which is practically the

parent company.

"HE NEVER NEEDED TRADE PUFFS."

Chicago, June 28.—Fred. W. Settle has

gone with the A. D. Meiselbach Co., of

North Milwaukee, which means that Mr.
Meiselbach has added a really valuable man to

his staff. Settle, who resigned as Western
representative of Hermann Boker & Co. to

accept the new berth, is not only capable, but

is a safe and affable gentleman, who has won
his way without the aid of sky-rockets, brass

bands or "trade puffs." ^He will be the buyer
and virtual business manager for the Meisel-
bach Co.

COME INTO LINE.

PUTTING PHOENIX'S RIGHT.

Reports say that D. C. Stover, president of
the Stover Bicycle Company, who is now in
Europe, has closed a contract with a London
firm for 5,000 bicycles for '98 delivery.

Columbias Follow the I<ead for Popular Price

and the Demand for J^o-wer

Figures.

Seventy-five dollars is now the price of the
'97 Columbia bicycle.

The reduction took effect yesterday. It was
hardly expected, but during the present con-
dition of things, nothing can excite great sur-

prise or create great commotion. Every oc-

currence seems a matter of course, and not
even the Pope Mfg. Co.'s announcement will

cause the flurry or alarm which it would have
once created.

The reduction carries with it a general
lowering of Pope prices.

The '97 Columbia is now listed at $75, as

stated; the '96 model, at $60; the '97 Hart-
ford, at $50; the Hartford model 2, at $45;
model 1, at $40; models 5 and 6, at $30.

DECIDED THEY WOULD QUIT.

The Anglo-American Cycle Fittings Co. is

going out of business..

Things have not been going swimmingly
of late; in fact, something of a crisis was
reached several months ago, when Jos. Fried-

enstein, who organized and managed the con-
cern, withdrew and established other connec-
tions, but that the company would give up
was not wholly expected. On Tuesday of this

week, however, the officers voluntarily applied

to the Supreme Court for dissolution of the
concern, and the application was referred to

Burton N. Harrison, as referee.

The company, which was organized in

April, 1895, with capital stock of $80,000, re-

ports no assets and no liabilities.

AN UNFORTUNATE ACCIDENT.

The annual outing of the employees of the

Goodrich Rubber Co., the Diamond Rubber
Co. and the Akron India Rubber Co., on
Saturday last, had an unhappy ending. The
train on which the picnickers were being car-

ried to the grounds was run into by another
train, and several men, all cyclists, were badly
injured—three of them fatally.

INTERESTED IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

Thos. B. Jeffery, of the Gormully & Jeffery

Mfg. Co., sailed for England on Saturday last.

His visit has to do with the tire suit now
pending in the House of Lords.
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FALLING PRICES.

Causes of the Decline Made Plain—The Guar-

antee Entitled to a Share of Blame

Therefor.

The public have for years insisted tliat the

prices of bicycles were too high, and tlic present

era of largely increased competition and great

over-production has been their opportunity.

They have been able to purchase wheels just

as cheaply as they could wish. Not all the

cheap wheels, by any means, have been trash.

Many failures, the necessity to many of dis-

posing of surplus stock, and the general over-

production have thrown thousands of excel-

lent wheels on the market at very low prices.

The '96 patterns of .$100-wheels were first

offered at $75, and soon reduced to $50, and

then '90 frames, with complete '97 fittings,

were offered at the same low price. These

have sold readily in preference to new '97

goods. Their price is about what the public

consider a high-grade wheel to be worth, and

are willing to pay for one.

In some respects it has been an unfortunate

thing for the trade that the trend of events

has been as it has. Reductions in price seem

to the public to have been forced unwillingly

upon the older makers, who, the public be-

lieve, have substantially admitted that the

cost of manufacturing a bicycle is merely

nominal. As a matter of fact, the public

never consider anything but simple factory

cost, while the selling cost per wheel for the

disposal of the product of a factory is equally

great: that is to say it costs quite as much to

sell each wheel as it does to manufacture it.

Then, too, the cost of tools for new patterns

each season is a« expense that the public

does not consider or understand.

It has so happened, however, that the cost

of manufacture has been reduced very con-

siderably in the last few years, thus making

possible reductions in j)rice; but this is not

known to the public generally, who are plum-

ing themselves on their practical boycott of

the '97 high-grade list and congratulating

themselves on getting just about what they

want in " '90 frames with '97 fittings " at half

price.

It is quite clear, however, that the bulk of

the trade hereafter is to be in wheels of a

very moderate price, but of good quality. The

majority of riders are very new at the game

as yet; the trade is unsettled, and it is very

difficult for purchasers to distinguish merit

and buy understandingly. One reason why

new makes of wheels of every imaginable class

have sold so readily has been the repugnance

of the public to the prices and attitude of

many makers, and the impression that any-

body could build a wheel. When conditions

become more settled, and everybody gets down

to a normal state, things will adjust them-

selves, and a few years of experience will en-

able riders to judge better of the merit of

wheels.

For the present the public are thoroughly

set on getting good bicycles af an outlay of

not over $50, while many are unwilling to

pay even that. It is quite clear that the mak-

ers who put out the best grade of wheel for

'98 at this price will get the largest business.

It may not be wise or necessary to give the

usual string of options with it; these can

easily be reduced with convenience and profit,

but the quality of the machine should be

above reproach.

More expensive wheels, at $75, or even

more, will have a large sale, if they seem to

the public to be worth their price, but there

will be little use in asking such prices unless

such machines are evidently superior to the

cheaper ones in finish, detail and equipment.

Heretofore there has been too little observ-

able difference in wheels of different prices;

finish and equipment have been almost identi-

cal. The makers of high-price '97 wheels

have lost very many sales on this account.

The public are willing to pay for a good
thing when they think they have found it.

It will be truer in '98 than ever before that

high-price wheels must have something def-

inite to show for their price. If even the best

makers do not improve over their '97 output

in this respect the public will pass tliem by.

There is hardly a '97 high-grade wheel, no
matter how good many of its features, but

what would have sold more readily if certain

changes in detail had been made, and it had
had behind it a reputation for finer finish.

It has been a season for high and low prices;

only wheels of the highest reputation, or self-

evident merit, have brought their price, while

the bulk of the trade has been at very low
prices.

One thing, as much as any other, that will

make merit tell, and enable an extra good
wheel to bring what it is worth, will be to

sweep away entirely the whole guarantee busi-

ness. That has been nothing but an annoy-
ance, an expense, a cause of unfair actions

and a source of trouble, and it ought to be

wholly done away with. On paper, the merest
trash has had the same guarantee as the best

bicycle. Practically there has been much dif-

ference, but trade has been demoralized, be-

cause of the existence of this antiquated ab-

surdity. When it is removed every wheel will

have a chance to sell on its merits, and he who
builds the best one will be able to get the

best price. The public will soon learn how
wheels stand up and give service, and will

gladly pay for the best they can afford to pur-
chase. Under a guarantee they constantly

take chances, depending on the said guarantee
for protection. Without it, they would select

their mounts more judiciously, and would in

many cases give them fairer treatment. The
abolition of the guarantee is an important step

toward a healthy condition of the trade.

An Insider.

IOWA FORBIDS CYCLE INSURANCE.

Attorney-General Remley, of Iowa, holds
that a company which insures bicycles against

theft and guarantees to return the bicycle or

an equivalent within thirty days after it is

stolen, is an insurance company in the full

sense of the word, and must comply with the

State laws. Mr. Remley takes occasion to

state that the Iowa statutes do not provide for

this class of insurance.

OPENING COASTING CONTEST.

It was the New York Athletic Club that

started the wave of interest in coasting con-

tests. Their event of last year, to which The
Wheel alone gave proper publicity, was the

first of its kind, and it is natural that the club

should again lead off this season.

The event occurred on the Mamaroneck
(N. Y.) hill last Saturday, and proved a most
interesting event. It was run in three heats.

The ten best coasters in the first heat starting

in the second, and the three best in the second

heat contesting the final. A gusty wind af-

fected the conditions, and had a material ef-

fect on the final standing.

Thirty-one men started, these qualifying for

the second heat: 1, H. L. Howard; 2, P. L.

Howard; 3, H. A. Woodward; 4, O. J.

Stephens; 5, M. M. Belding, Jr.; 0, C. K.

Alley; 7, J. L. Cunningham; 8, Theodore

Belts; 9, Byron French; 10, P. F. Bruner.

In the final heat Woodward (217 pounds),

on an 88-geared Humber, coasted farthest and

won the contest. J. L. Cunningham (175

pounds), on a,70-geared Victor, was second,

and Theodore Belts (145 pounds), on an 80-

geared Spalding, third.

WHY NOT "THE RED HOT SCORCHER?"

General Booth, founder of the Salvation
Army, has his aggressive and possessive eye
upon the bicycle. In the wheel General Booth
sees great salvation and pecuniary possibil-

ities, and, as a first step cycleward, the Gen-
eral has copyrighted "The Scarlet Runner"
as a name for the salvation cycle that is to

be.

PUTTING CURBS ON CYCLISTS.

Cincinnati, June 28.—The expected ordi-

nance for the taxation of bicycles was last

Monday evening presented to the Board of

Legislation by Legislator Wiebking.

The provisions of the bill are that each

single wheel in the possession of any resident

of the city of Cincinnati be taxed $2 per year,

irrespective of its model, make or value, and

each tandem $3.

The ordinance, after being presented, was

referred to the Committee on Law, Contracts

and Claims. .Several prominent wheelmen
were present, and it was easy to see that the

street sprinklers were behind the movement.
The committee in charge of the ordinance

were ordered to report at the regular session

on next Monday evening.

After the bicycle tax ordinance was disposed

of, the ordinance providing for a dry strip in

the centre of the street was read for the sec-

ond time. One of the legislators, by name
Schweiniger, who seems to have considerable

interest in street sprinkling, moved to amend
the ordinance so that it would not take effect

until November 1. He was laughed at, and

the amendment was not acted upon. The dry

strip is therefore an assured success.

A practical test of the dry strip was made
by order of the Board of Legislation, and it

was a success, and shows that the scheme is

practical. The sprinkling carts are now be-

ing altered so as to leave a blank in the cen-

tre. On broad streets this will leave a narrow
strip about three feet wide on each side, while

on narrow streets there will be but this three-

foot strip down the middle of the street.

The village of Bond Hill has just passed a

very strict bicycle ordinance and it is being

very rigidly enforced. There have been four

city wheelmen arrested and fined, although it

has not been passed over a week. It provides

for a lantern, bell and brake ordinance, and
also a severe penalty for riding on sidewalks.

Never was a man or woman who rode a

wheel that did not like to be flattered about it,

even if the one who flattered them was an

idiot.
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TO THEIR CREDIT.

T T IS not an altogether new thing for Phil-

* adelphia to be made the butt of cheap wit,

the motive of which is the Quaker City's in-

clination to move slowly. Speed and thor-

oughness of accomplishment are rarely tan-

dem mates in the affairs of life, and in this

may be found a possible benefit to the L. A.

W. from the time-honored allegement of

Philadelphia's slowness.

When the Quakers decided to invite the

League to become their guests, they did so

with no hurrah, banging of drums, press-

working, promises or purchases. They of-

fered to entertain the League, and in return

for the offer they asked nothing of the League

but its acceptance. The Quakers said nothing

of their strength as a League city; they did not

think the League should accept their offer

because Philadelphia needed the meet as bait

to capture League members; they did not

promise to secure a single member for the or-

ganization if it accepted their invitation.

In plain language, Philadelphia extended an

invitation to the League, very much as one

gentleman would invite another gentleman to

dine with him. Only this and nothing more.

The change from the brass-band tactics

formerly employed by boomers for this local-

ity and that, seeking the League meet for

what there was in it—financially, was so re-

freshing and so novel, that at first the brass-

bandites and their following could not believe

it would prove successful. But it was, for-

tunately.

Awarded the meet, Philadelphia proceeded

to increase her League membership in an un-

usual manner. She proceeded slowly, but

surely, to arrange, plan and carry out a per-

fect system of entertainment for her guests.

In all she has done, is doing and plans doing,

Philadelphia has set an example of good taste,

good management and good judgment. We
commend the whole course of Philadelphia's

proceedings in handling League meet mat-

ters to the kind consideration of future aspi-

rants for the honor of acting as League hosts.

Brass bands, hurrahs and hellos have been too

much employed in the past. Let the future

bring us more Philadelphia slowness, success

and thoroughness.

NOTHING UNEXPECTED.

rjEOPLE in the trade are in such a state

*• of mind that it will require sotuething

extraordinary to excite wholly unfeigned sur-

prise; consequently, the reduction of the price

of Columbias will not "set the trade by the

ears," or turn things topsy-turvy. Its most

unfortunate effect is the sensational, scare-

head reports in the daily press which lead the

public to believe that the "bicycle pool" has

been smashed and the end of the bicycle busi-

ness is in sight.

Few wheels have brought $100 during the

last five or six weeks and it would be folly

to contend to the contrary. The Pope Mfg.

Co.'s reduction simply proves that, despite

its great strength and prominence, it has been

forced to yield to pressure.

Other makers have simply and quietly in-

structed their agents to meet competition;

the Pope people elected to publicly bulletin

their action, but despite the hurrah and fan-

fare of the daily press, it is difficult to see

how, in the face of conditions that have ex-

isted for weeks, the Columbia's reduction can

produce any very pronounced effect one way

or the other.

The reduction is but natural, and in this

connection none can read the contribution

by "An Insider," published elsewhere in this

issue, without profit and a clearance of un-

derstanding regarding the whys and where-

fores of lowering prices.

WORKING IT BOTH WAYS.

IT has been said that it is a poor rule which

absolutely refuses to work both ways.

Evidently this must be the German's idea,

and, like all men with one idea, the German

seems very much inclined to make himself

a nuisance.

After having tried all German ideas of hon-

orable competition with the American bicy-

cle, such as stealing the names and trade-

marks thereof, causing the native papers to

refuse American advertising under threat of

a boycott, and filling the columns of the saiue

papers with stories of American inferiority,

the German has finally grown desperate.

All these honorable methods having failed

most ignominiously to keep the Americans

from meeting with favor at the hands of those

who bought and rode bicycles, the German

now comes back with a retaliatory measure

aimed to keep out American wheels from his

market by imposing upon Yankee machines

a prohibitory duty.

It will be a severe blow to our newly-estab-

lished cycle export trade if this attempt is suc-

cessful. Others may follow Germany's exam-

ple, and we may find the protection boot re-

moved from the foot of the foreigner, for

whom it was especially designed, to our own

pedal extremities, for which it was never in-

tended. Let us hope the German may not

prove our protective system a poor rule by

applying to it the crucial test of seeing if it

will work both ways.

MISCOUNTING AN ARMY.

pROBABLY few trades have been sub-

* jected to closer public scrutiny than has

bicycle-making during the past few years, and,

perhaps, never has public interest, investiga-

tion and demand exercised a greater influence

in shaping policy and controlling prices.

For several years business at large had

been poor, while the bicycle trade seemed

prosperous, and was evidently growing. The

attention of idle capital was drawn to it, and

large amounts were invested in it after the

boom of '95. This, together with the in-

creased facilities, immediately provided by

the older makers, resulted in an enormous

output in '96, and an overproduction, which

is largely responsible for the auction sales

and big reductions in prices of to-day.

There is little doubt but what outside capi-

tal was seriously misled as to profits when it

contemplated entering upon the manufacture

of bicycles. The number of failures that have

occurred is sufficient evidence of this. But

the old makers were also misled as to the

actual deiuand when they doubled their out-

puts after the rush of '95.

In that year the great increase in the num-

ber of riders caused a sudden and unexpected

demand, but this demand was undoubtedly

largely overestimated. Intending purchasers

visited many agents, with the intention of pur-

chasing the first wheel that they could get.

They found that none could be delivered

promptly, and they soon repeated their visits.

In this way one purchaser called sev-

eral times on several agents, with the

result that each purchaser was counted

a number of times by each agent he

visited, and so one man was magnified into

twenty or thirty customers. Other persons
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actually placed orders with three or four

houses, accepted the first wheel that came,

and then countermanded their orders for the

others.

Agents, failing to obtain wheels rapidly

enough from their regular sources of

supply, applied elsewhere, and the makers

thus began to count on many new agents, as

well as largely increased sales to old ones.

Thus was the trade, in a measure, not alto-

gether to blame for its over-estimate. The

whole thing was but a commercial rendition

of the famous, apparently never ending, army

in the theatre, which marches off the stage on

one side and on it from the other side, mak-

ing a dozen men do duty for a hundred or

more. The trade will in future divide the

total count of its stage army by half, and will

be much nearer its exact numbers by so do-

ing.

EASING THE STRAIN.

A TRIP up New York State will discover
'~^ that most of the New York State trades-

people—that is, those who bear the big bui--

dens and the big responsibilities, have taken

to the north woods of the Adirondacks, and

by tree and stream will try to store up energy

for next season's strife. In other States there

are also woods and streams to which tired

men of the bicycle trade are resorting, or are

about to resort at this particular time.

The season just closed has not been all

strawberries and cream. And, by the by, it

is doubtful if any other business is more in-

tense than the bicycle business. Perhaps those

men who hang over the ticking thermometer

of the stock market are very highly wrought

up; but it is only from 10 to 3, with a lunch-

eon interval, and there are days and days

when they need expect nothing, and, in fact,

have really nothing to call them to Wall

street, so dead and dull is their market.

The bicycle business, on the contrary, lasts

for several months. It is fraught with doubt

and speculation, and even when the' prophecy

and the policy are right the profits are not

great. Beside the purely business end there

is the personal end to take care of. In no

other business is a man compelled to give up

so much as he is in the bicycle trade. He

must know everybody, and must keep him-

self current and on the carpet a great deal of

the time. The output of energy and nervous

force necessary to cycling success is some-

thing remarkable.

According to a Chicago press dispatch a

large dog went mad upon seeing one of Chi-

cago's famous mascuhne-like wheelwomen

engaged in scorching along on a diamond-

framed wheel. As no autopsy was performed,

and as the dog neglected to leave a diary, it

is unknown whether the awful sight of that

bent-backed bloomerite was too much for

his canine brain or whether he died solely

from the idea that many men have that

women were trying to rob him of his pants.

Either cause was sufficient to produce a fatal

cfifcct.

The disappearance of the bloomer-clad

wheelwoman from the places where cyclists

congregate is not a thing to be regretted.

When the hideous things were most worn

The Wheel was not slow to predict that

they would not last. The ground upon which

we based the prophecy was a safe one—no-

body ever saw a woman who looked well in

them. The female form divine disguised as

something that was neither man, woman nor

boy was impossible.

The metropolitan crowd is rapidly being

educated in the niceties of bicycle racing. At

the Kings County's meet on Saturday, the

referee disqualified a promising young man
who, after winning his heat, rode "hands-ofT"

to show how easily he had done it. A small

outbreak of hissing which followed the an-

nouncement was promptly drowned by vigor-

ous applause all along the line.

The wheel is an evangel of health and sun-

shine. It is the recognized foe of shriveled

lungs, hollow chests and torpid livers. It is a

better agency for temperance and good living

than all the legislation ever devised by dreamy

moralists for making people good. There's

really only one thing as desirable as a clear

conscience—a good bicycle.

Wihen a maker finds his output stacked up

in his stockroom and his unpaid notes stacked

up in his bank, it is not easy to convince him

that the wheels of commerce move on ball-

bearings or pneumatic tires.

If wishes were horses, beggars would go

into the canned beef industry. For beggars

will be choosers, despite the bad taste of it,

and no beggar would choose to ride a horse

in this day of the bicycle.

Nothing flatters the ordinary rider more

than to read in a wheel paper something he

thinks he has thought regarding cycling.

Those who believe in bargain-counter-just-

as-goods often spend all of their money try-

ing to get nothing for something.

Because you own a wheel, do not imagine

it is the best bicycle in the world.

Still waters run deep; still wheels don't

run at all.

STRAINING AT A GNAT.

The week would be dull, indeed, without

an original ruling from the head of the L. A.

W. Racing Board. The present is not a dull

week.

The Keystone Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,

had fixed a century run for July 25th, and

among other ofifers was one of one hundred
dollars in gold for the club breaking the rec-

ord for the greatest number of survivors; also

a second prize of ten dollars in gold for the

out-of-town club bringing through the great-

est number of men. The matter, it appears,

was called to the attention of Chairman Mott,

and a ruling was recjuested. It was promptly

forthcoming. It was as follows: "The con-

stitution reads that an amateur is one who
has never competed for a cash prize—com-
peted for it, but not necessarily got the prize;

he might not win the cash prize, but he would
become a professional by competing. A club

team of amateurs cannot compete for a cash

prize that goes to the club. Competition on
the road for cash is the same, under the rules,

as the track."

It is hardly necessary to add that the Key-
stone Wheelmen consider the ruling far-

fetched.

TRIPLE CENTURY RUN NEXT?
Philadelphia is century mad. The recent

hundred-mile run, in which some 2,000 cy-

clists took part, has been completely over-

shadowed by the double century promoted

and carried out last Sunday by the Time
Wheelmen. It seems difficult to believe that

420 riders would be found to undertake such

a long grind, yet that rmmber participated in

the Quaker City affair. It started at mid-

night, and finished twenty-four hours later.

In all, 250 riders survived. The first event

of the sort was promoted by the Manhattan

Bicycle Club of this city last year, and at-

tracted but sixteen riders, so that the inten-

sity of the Quakers' enthusiasm is apparent.

Happy to state, there were no children won-

ders or women riders among the double cen-

turions.

DANGEROUS EXPERIMENTING.

The Harlem Wheelmen propose running

the 'heats of tihe amateur events during the

progress lof the lOOwmile pro'fessional race

which is to be decided at their meet at Man-
hattan Beach on July 10, an arrangement that

is fraught witlh danger, and will militate seri-

ously against the record wihich it is hoped to

estabHdh. If the Harlems are wise they will

think again.

AVERAGED LESS THAN 1.37 PER MILE.

At a recent test of the Gladiator-Darracq

electric triplet on the Seine track, Paris, ten

miles were covered in the marvelous time of

16 min. 9 3-5 sec, an average of less than 1

min. 37 sec. per mile. Twelve of the machines

are being constructed in England for the

Gladiator Company.

AFRAID OF THE POLICE.

To American eyes, accustomed to bare

arms and legs, pictures of the contestants

lined up for the start of the Anfield 100-mile

Foad race, one of England's big events, all

wearing co-aJts and clothed in every-day cy-

cling garb, look odd.

Kn w a man by the company he would like

to keep.

Nantasket Beach has been selected for the

annual meet of the Massachusetts Division

L. A. W. July 17th will be the date.
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ON A DAMNABLE TRACK

Kiser Again Outspritits Batd and Cooper-

Trainers Talk and Arms Are

Broken.

Philadelphia, June 26.—It's very easy to tell

the story of the word-festooned !i!l,O00 tri-

angular match race, which occiixred at the

South End Wheelmen's meet to-day. Kiser

simply ran away from the other two when he

got good and ready, and won as he liked

in two straight heats.

Bald and Cooper took turns at beating each

other, but at no stage of the game were they

in it with the "Dayton Dumpling," which

really isn't half-bad nickname for the short,

round, chubby, pudgy, roly-poly Kiser.

It is only fair to say that the track at the

baseball grounds is a damnable quarter-mile

board affair, and that Kiser had been here for

nearly two weeks getting onto its peculiar

curves and dips, but this detracts little if any

from Kiser's credit. He won in decisive fash-

ion.

Two events not on the programme also oc-

curred. The first happened while the first

heat of the Kiser-Cooper-Bald event was in

progress. The trio were just rounding the

last turn, and the excited crowd on the

"bleachers'' were on their feet and leaning for-

ward to get a better view of the race, when
the rail gave way under the great weight and

precipitated a hundred people on the track.

When the struggling mass of humanity was

untangled it was found that several arms and

legs had been broken, and several ambulances

were required to carry away the injured.

The second unlooKed-for occurrence was an

excited and wordy wrangle between Trainers

Eck and Shafer. Eck was attending Mertens

and Shafer, Longhead. Both riders were on

the scratch mark for the five-mile handicap

when the trainers began their discussion. It

concerned the relative merits of their charges

and grew so warm and animated that the get-

ready whistle had blown before they returned

to the task of pushing off their men in the

race. During the race Eck and Shafer con-

tinued the wrangle, and finally posted $50 each

for a match. It will occur wherever the great-

est "inducements" are offered. Loughcad
and Mertens were so intent on watching each

other that they made no attempt to win.

Falls were numerous throughout the day,

and the track was so dangerous that Referee

Mott could not well refuse to excuse the sev-

eral men who asked to "stand down." J. F.

Starbuck was one of them.

In the toss-up for place in the first heat of

the triangular match Bald won the pole, with

Cooper in the middle and Kiser on-

the outside. "Turkey" Thompson was put

in to pace. Cooper caught the pacer,

followed by Kiser. This order was
maintained for more than tliree laps,

when Kiser spurted grandly ahead, carrying

Bald with him. As they came down the

stretch there was great excitement, the crowd
on the forward rows of "bleachers" leaning

far out over the rail, which broke and spilled

IDil people upon the track.

Bald's friends claimed that the accident

made him lose the race, by causing him to

swerve. All three men were, fortunately, rid-

ing close to the pole, and all of them naturally

swerved and slowed up slightly, but their rela-

tive positions were not altered six inches, and

the race was, at the time, practically won by

Kiser.

In the second heat Kiser was given the pole

for having won the first heat. He caught the

pacemaker,' with Cooper behind, this being

the order of the men throughout the race.

On the last corner Bald tried to get inside

of Cooper, wlio had swung wide, but the latter

suddenly came back, and he had to give up

the attempt. The sudden swerves caused his

wheel to "skid," and he fell, but without seri-

ous results.

Paced by three triplets, Jimmy Michael tried

for the two-mile record, but did but 4.10 2-5,

which, however, is State record.

The summary:
(hie-mile novice.—I, T. C. Kutz; 2, C. L. Drake; 3,

J. n. Smith. Time, 2.48 2-5.

One-mile open.—^1, W. PI. Cre.ssy; 2, \V. G. Doug-
las.s; 3, A. W. Stackhouse; 4, W. J. Ouinn. Time,
2.30 4-5.

One-mile professional.—1, A. C. Mertens; 2, C. F.
Willoughby; 3, B. B. Stevens. Time, 2.25 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, W. L. Austin; 2, \V. II.

Cressy; 3, J. P. Rodgers; 4, John Zimmerman. Time,
4.51 4-5.

One-mile trial against time.—South End Triplet
Team, Messrs. Marriott, Alcutt and Shannon. Time,
1.57 2-5.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, Clem Turville,
150 yds.; 2, W. E. Dickerson, 250 yds.; 3, Charles
Turville, 250 yds. ; 4, F. M. Dampman, 375 yds. Time,
12.21 2-5.

Two-mile trial against time.—James Michael, paced
by triplets. Time, 2.06 1-5, 4.10 2-5.

Professional match race, best two in three heats:
Earl Kiser 1 1

Tom Cooper 3 2

Edward Bald 2d.
Time, first heat, 2.13; second heat, 2.16 1-5.

WAIT AND WET MARRED A MEET.

Albany, N. Y., June 24.—Two events mili-

tated against the entire success of the National

circuit meet, which occurred here to-day.

The first was a heavy shower an hour before

the races began, which caused a slight post-

ponement, to give the track a chance to dry;

the other was A. D. Wait, the referee. De-
spite the slowness of the track (due to the

rain), and also the fact that the heats in the

professional event were ridden in 2.26, 2.20

and 2.23, Wait placed a time limit of 2.25 on
the heats of the four counties' championship.

When the race was run in 2.40 he declared it

off, but later changed his mind and had it run
over. At the second attempt the time was
2.32, when "no race" was announced.

Albany is a Bald town, and his victory in

the mile was immensely popular. He had
no great trouble in winning the event. Turn-
ing into the stretch, Eaton and Nat Butler at-

tempted to leave the field, but Bald came up
on the outside with a determined rush, and
landed first money. Newhouse, who had
tacked on, was pulled into second place.

It was on the track here that I. A. Powell,

the New York Athletic Club crack, broke his

collar-bone last year, and, naturally, he was
rather skittish in riding to-day. Referee
Wait declined to excuse him, however, and
he rode in the half-mile, but without any ap-

parent attempt to win.

The summary:
One-mile novice.—1, G. B. Smith; 2, H. T. Keenev

3, A. J. Minst. Time, 2.41 4-5.

Half-mile, open.—1, Ray Murray; 2, E. C. Hauss-
man; 3, J. Babcock. Time, 1.10 4-5.

One mile, professional.—1, E. C. Bald- 2 J A
Newhouse; 3, Nat Butler. Time, 2.08 1-5.

One-mile championship of Albany, Saratoga, Sche-
nectady and Rensselaer counties.—1, J. B. Speyers
Albany; 2, A. F. Mochrie, Albany; 3, T. P. Low|
Rensselaer. Time, 2.40. (No race.) Second attempt
—1, Mochrie; 2, Speyers. Time, 2.32. (No race.)
One-mile open.—1. Ray Dawson; 2, E. C. Hauss-

man; 3, A. S. Lee. Time, 2.21 2-5.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, Nat Butler, 30
yards; 2, F. J. Titus, 30 yards; 3, A. J. Newhouse, 15
yards. Time, 2.12.

The rider who cannot 'see a joke is not so
annoying a companion awheel as the man
who sees one where it isn't.

DOWNED THE "DUMPLING."

Cooper Braces Up and Twice Defeats

Kiser—National Circuit

Races.

Springfield, 111., June 28.—For the first time

this season the National circuit assumed an

appearance befitting its title. Cooper, Gar-

diner and Mertens turned up, and Bald is

reported en route. The weather was threat-

ening, and the attendance consequently slim.

In the mile open, professional, lined up in

this order—Cooper, Kiser, Gardiner, Turn-

bull, Cabanne and Mertens. Each man had
to show in front before the three-quarters was
reached. Entering the home-stretch Kiser

had started to sprint. Gardiner went round
and gained the lead, which he held to within

twenty feet of the tape. Cooper jumped and
came up to Gardiner's side. Gardiner sat up
and Cooper passed him, with Kiser tacked

on the rear wheel of Cooper. Gardiner de-

liberately quit when he could have won the

race. Cooper won in a desperate finish with

Kiser by half a length. Gardiner was an open
length back. Cabanne was fourth, with Mer-
tens fifth.

E. W. Peabody won the half-mile State

championship and the mile open, amateur.

This makes twenty-five wins for Peabody this

season. Peabody is after Zimmerman's record

of 103 firsts for the season.

The summary:
Mile open, professional.—1, Cooper; 2, Kiser; 3, Gardi-

ner; 4, Cabanne. Time, 2.39 1-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, "Tom" David,
Indianapolis, 125 yards; 2, A. C. Mertens, St. Paul, 50
yards; 3, J. N. Leonard, 125 yards. Time, 4.42 4-5.

Mile, 2..30 class, professional.—1, E. E. Anderson; 2,
Lou. Coburn; 3, J. H. Skelton. Time, 2.30 1-5.

Springfield, 111., June 29.—Western air or

something else has done wonders for Cooper.
At the second day of the Illinois Division

meet here he again rode with his old-time

dash, and repeated the dose of defeat which
he yesterday administered to the seemingly in-

vincible Kiser. He did the trick in the quar-

ter-mile, after which Kiser cried "enough"
and stood down in the mile open.

Arthur Gardiner also gave a flash of his

old self, forcing Cooper to extend himself in

the quarter and mile and winning the handi-
cap in brilliant style, in which he established

a record for a mile handicap of 2.06 1-5.

In the amateur events, E. W. Peabody
placed two more firsts to his credit.

Bald was not present, having passed
through Chicago yesterday for Racine, where
he meets Cooper, Kiser, Gardiner and Cabanne
in the races of Friday only. Kiser races one
day at Racine, and then goes to his home
at Dayton for a reception and meeting John
S. Johnson there.

The summary:
One mile open, professional.—1, Cooper; 2, Gardi-

ner; 3. Cabanne; 4, Mertens. Time, 2.22.
One mile, 2.15 class, professional.—1, Tom David In-

dianapolis; 2, J. \y. Coburn, St. Louis; 3, J. H. Skel-
ton, Chicago. Time, 2..34 3-5.

One-mile handicap, professional-1, Gardiner
scratch; 2, Mertens, scratch; 3, Cabanne, 25 yards; 4,'

Willie Coburn, scratch, Time, 2.05 1-5. Handicap
competition record.

ARE NOT TRYERS.

It is time referees or the Racing Board or

both paid their respects to some of the men
who, in handicap races, particularly, plainly

do not ride to win. On tracks where horses

are raced such performances would bring
about the severest punishment.
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WITHOUT A STAR.

The K. C. W. Prove Conclusively that a Race

Meet Can Be Made to Draw Without

Stars.

To its long list of successful race meets, the

veteran Kings County Wheelmen, of Brook-

lyn, have added one more, their sixteenth. It

occurred on Saturday last at Manhattan

Beach, and despite the absence of the par-

ticularly brilliant stars of the path, was at-

tended by a crowd that made Capt. Geo. A.

Needham and his co-workers chuckle. It was

a bumper house. Almost, if not quite, 5,000

people were there, and "deadheads" were

few and scattered.

The programme was long; including finals,

heats and exhibitions, forty-nine events were,

run, but things were kept moving and all was

over shortly before six o'clock.

The ocean breezes whistled a merry tune

and kept the f^ags snapping spitefully. They

blew in the riders' teeth on the back-stretch,

but released the men on the last turn, and

fairly swept them to the tape.

The meet was devoid of lurid color. R.

A. Miller, of the Greenwich Wheelmen, was

the most brilliant paint-pot, so to speak. Big,

brawny and solidly built, Miller had proven

himself a road rider of some pretentiousness,

but as a track man he was not included in the

reckoning of the Greater New York one-mile

championship, a K. C. W. institution. Irwin

Powell, the N. Y. A. C. crack, was thought

to have the race at his mercy. He coveted

the title, and when he caught the pacemaker

and remained glued to him until he dropped

out, it seemed that there would be no strain-

ing of the mercy. But Powell apparently fell

into a doze, and when the sprint began he re-

mained as if anchored. The field swept by

him, and when he awoke it was too late. He
made a gallant effort, and overtook all but

Miller and O. V. Babcock, who finished as

named, a length apart. Miller and Babcock.

doubled up for the State one-mile tanderii

championship, and accounted for it in decisive

fashion. The two men are built very much
alike and are a well-mated pair. Both invari-

ably finished with ear-wide smiles on their

faces.

In his heat in the half-mile handicap, Ray
Dawson gave away starts of 70 yards and won
in splendid style after an electrifying sprint.

His courage apparently oozed out in the final,

and he let up when it seemed that he might

have won. The event was taken in by H. D.

Hesser, a long-marker, 70 yards.

Falls in both professional events robbed

them of interest. In the handicap a spill in

the second heat laid low Chas. Hadfield and

four others, and in the final Carroll B. Jack

jumped Eaton near the tape and won by a

length. In the scratch event Titus, Mac-
donald, Eaton, Newhouse, Stevens, Goodman
and Jenney ciualified. On the second lap

Titus, Macdonald and Newhouse fell. The
other four slowed and permitted the pace-

maker to run away from them. They bunched,

and apparently engaged in earnest discussion

for a full quarter of a mile. It seemed as if

they were mapping out the finish or waiting

for the "fallen heroes" to remount and catch

up, when Jenney suddenly shot out like a

rocket and broke up the "tea party." It was

a long sprint, and although the Utica man
held the advantage to the tape and won by

a wheel, he did so only by heart-breaking

work, Goodman forcing him to the full limit.

The summary:

One-mile novice (six heats).—1, W. J. Vanderveer,
Pierce C. C. ; 2, W. B. Ogden, I. C. E. ; 3, C. Yoras-
cack, unattaclied. Time, 2.32 4-5.

One-mile handicap (eight heats).—1, H. D. Hesser,
Hobo C. C. ; 2, B. L. Hunter, Brooklyn; 3, George
Reith, Harlem; 4, C. O'Connor, K. A. C. Time,
2.13 3-5.

One-mile handicap, professional (three heats).—1,

C. B. Jack, Reading, 70 yds.; 2, J. Eaton, Elizabeth,
40 yds.; 3, L. R. Lefferson. Asbury Park, 50 yds.;
4, Austin Crooks, Buffalo, 100 yds. Time, 2.13 2-5.

One-mile, Greater New York championship (five

heats).—1, R. A. Miller, Greenwich Wheelmen; 2, O.
\". Babcock, Harlem Wheelmen; 3, Irwin A. Powell,
N. Y. A. C. Time, 2.19 3-5.

BRONZED, BUT BEATEN.

R. A. Miller.

One-mile tandem, State championship (three heats).
—1, O. V. Babcock and R. A. Miller, Greenwich W.

;

2, Oscar Hedstrom ^nd C. S. Henshaw, Riverside
W. ; 3, George Reith and E. Krumm, Harlem W.
Time, 2.15 1-5.

One-mile professional (four heats).—1, F. J. Jen-
ney, Utica; 2, F. F. Goodman, New York; 3, J. A.
Newhouse, Buffalo; 4, O. L. Stevens, Ottumwa.
Time, 2.29 1-5.

Half-mile handicap (eleven heats).—^1, H. D. Hesser,
Hobo C. C. ; 2, I. Schwartz, E. S. W. ; 3, B. L. Hun-
ter, Brooklyn; 4, J. P. Hutcheon, New York. Time,
1.01 1-5.

ARIZONA DISOWNS SUNDAY RACING.

Phoenix, Ariz., June 22.—Undoubtedly

people in the East have imagined that if Sun-

day racing would be popular and profitable

anywhere, here in Arizona would be the place.

Pictures of wild, woolly, devilish-looking

Westerners and "Arizony Petes," wearing

flannel shirts, slouch hats, high boots and

belts full of, revolvers, have so frequently been

made to do duty as typical Arizonians that

it is small wonder the rest of the world

should fancy that here there is little if any

regard for the laws of either God or man,

and here the Sunday racing-game would out-

grow Jack's beanstalk. But the experiment

has been tried, and the result speaks for it-

self.

The meet occurred on Sunday, June 20th,

at the Phoenix Park track, and exactly 45

people paid for admission, and less than 150

in all passed within the gates, "deadheads,"

and every one else included. The afifair had

been "whooped up" at a great rate by two
daily papers, and maledictions hurled early

and often at Chief Consul Pinney and the

other L. A. W. officials, and every one else

who opposed the project. The "Arizona Re-

publican" alone stood for Sabbath observ-

ance, and shares with the League people the

credit for the "knockout" so effectively ad-

ministered.

Three races were run, with these results:

One-mile open, tandem paced.—1, R. B. Hartwell;
2, A. G. Matteson; 3, Ross Grouse. Time, 2.14.

Half-mile open.—1, Ross Crouse; 2, J. M. Long; 3,

R. L. Matteson. Time, 1.10.

Two-mile handicap.—1, Ross Grouse, 60 yds. ; 2,

Howard Long'; 3, F. N. Linville. Time, 5.23.

Monte Irooked the Mexican, but l/ost to the

Bricklayer—Making Easy Amateur
Records.

Boston, June 26.—Monte Scott, still bronzed
from his campaign in Mexico, ran afoul of

Nat Butler in a one-mile match race at the

Charles River track this afternoon and found

that Mexican training and experience availed

him nothing. He was not a fit antagonist for

the Boston bricklayer, and Butler won in

two straight heats with consummate ease. The
first heat was paced by Howard P. Mosher
and the second by Frank Haggerty. Butler

came away at will and won as he pleased.

The tandem professional handicap was a

stirring event, the once famous team. Mayo
and Saunders, scoring their first victory this

season. They had 175 yards start in the two
miles and needed it. The Butler brothers

came with a wet sail on the last lap, and came
within an ace of catching the winners.

The amateur events were colorless, but the

meet furnished a pretext for an attack on the

two-mile collegiate record by W. R. Brinker-

hoff, of Harvard. Paced by a triplet, he had
no great trouble in making a big hole in the

old figure of 4.40 1-5. Brinkerhoff's time was
4.09 1-5.

After most of the spectators had left and
only the officials and newspaper men re-

mained. R. Lauricks went for the 50 long-dis-

tance unpaced amateur records and got them
easily. He rode the first mile in 2.46 2-5, and
got inside record at six miles, establishing

new figures as follows:

6 16.18 29 1.20.111-5
7 19.03 2-5 30 1.23.05
8 21.47 1-5

9 24.28 2-5

10 27.10 1-4

11 29.56

12 •. 32.412-5
13 35.25 3-5

14 38.113-5
15 40.55 3-5

16 43.37 4-5

17 46.25 3-5

18 49.09 1-5

19 51.53 4-5

20 54.42 2-5

21 57.28 3-5

22 1.00.18 3-5

23 1.03.05

24 1.05.55 2-5

25 1.08.47 1-5

26 1.11.39 1-5

27 1.14.30 2-5

28 1.17.18 4-5

The summary:

One-mile handicap.—1, C. M. Ely, 25 yds.; 2, H.
B. Hills, scratch; 3, F. S. McKay, 25 yds. Time,
2.34.

One-mile match race, best two out of three heats.—
First heat won by Nat Butler; time, 2.17 3-5. Second
heat won by Nat Butler; time, 2.13 2-5.

One-mile open, professional.—1, Nat Butler; 2, E.
A. McDuffee; 3, F. A. Gately. Time, 2.12 1-5.

Two-mile open, amateur.—1, H. B. Hills; 2, C. H.
Drury; 3, J. Clark; 4, W. H. Senter. Time, 4.56 4-5.

Two-mile tandem handicap, professional.—1, F.
Mayo and W. F. Saunders, 175 yds. ; 2, Frank A. But-
ler and Nat Butler, scratch; 3, J. Nadeau and W. S.
Reynolds, 110 yds. Time, 4.10 4-5.

32
1..40.0» A-O

1.28.53 1-5
33 1.31.47 1-5

34 1.34.43 3-5

35 1.37.40 3-5

36 1.40.39 4-5

37 1 43 37 4-5

38 1.46.38 1-5

39 1.49.38 3-5

40 1.52.40 4-5

41 1.55.45 2-5

42 1.58.46
43 2.01.48 4-5

44 2.04.50 4-5

45 2.07.58 4-5

46 2.11.03 2-5

47 2.14.07
48 2.17.13 1-5

49 2.20.25 2-5

50 2.23.25 3-5

WRIGHT AND FAIRLEY ACCOMPLISHED.

Denver, June 24.-—On June 20th the un-

paced road records were reduced on the

Denver-Evans course by Wright and Fairley

on a National tandem. Time-keepers and
judges were stationed at each five-mile point.

Time recorded as follows:

New Old.
Miles. record. record.

5 11.36
10 23.25 27.05
15 36.42 37.02
20 50.17 53.00
25 1.03.40 1.10.00
50 2.21.10 3.10.00
75 3.45.00

100 ; 5.14.38 7.00.00
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Albany - -

Seamless

Steel""
Tubing ' '

Equal in grade and quality to any bicycle tubing in the world.

Made with the most improved machinery—hydraulic power
benches and every modern equipment required to produce the

best obtainable high-carbon tubing.

UNIFORM IN THieKNESS,
PERFEeTI©N IN FINISH.

An abundance of natural gas - nature's free fuel- flows from our

own wells, and contributes its share to the quality and eco-

nomical drawing of our finished product.

Capacity, 6,000.000 Feet per Year.

Write for prices and samples.

ALBANY MFG. 6©..
ALBANY, IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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RING RULE FAILED.

Those Who Thought They Carried Kentucky

in Their Vest Pockets Tatight

Otherwise.

Louisville, June 24.—The Kentucky Divi-

sion meet at Cynthiana yesterday and the day

before was marked by a lavish display of hos-

pitality.

The division business meeting was marked

by an -attempt at ward politics that

would have made a bronze statue blush,

or a Tammany heeler jealous even un-

to death. The races were well at-

tended, and the great number of ladies in the

grand stand was a delightfully noticeable fea-

ture. The Louisville racing men won a ma-

jority of the prizes. The greatest credit is

due to Messrs. Cromwell, Levy, Barnhard,

Braun, Reynolds, Jett, Rieckel, Berry, Smithers

and Hauck for their untiring efforts to give

everybody a good time.

The meet began with a parade, which

was participated in by nearly 500 riders, fol-

lowing which parade came the business meet-

ing, at the opening of which an address of

welcome was delivered by Mayor Ashbrook.

The officers' reports showed the division to

be in prosperous condition, with more than

1,100 names on the membership roll. Louis-

ville heads the list of cities with 717 mem-
bers, followed by Paducah, with 57. The
financial report for the half year from De-

cember 1, 1896, to June 1, 1897, including

balance on hand at the former date, showed

receipts of $1,016.76, and expenses during the

same period of $421.68, leaving a balance of

$595.08, of which $495.89 is tied up in the de-

funct German National Bank, only the remain-

ing 199.19 being available.

The surprise of the meeting was sprung

when the nominations of candidates for the

division offices were made. Until to-day it

was generally believed that N. G. Crawford,

of Louisville, would be the nominee for chief

consul without opposition, but the Kenton
Wheel Club, of Covington, had made other

arrangements. It wanted the offices of chief

consul and secretary-treasurer, and it wanted

the 1898 meet, the latter demand being tacked

on simply to be traded for support to be given

to the other two.

Contrary to the long-established custom of

the division, a nominating committee was ap-

pointed on motion of Mr. Watts, with Mr.

Watts as chairman, the ultimate object of

which action was plainly apparent to those

who are aware that a certain half-dozen of the

division '"royalty," who claim to carry the

division in their vest pockets, had made boasts

of what they intended to do.

The committee reported the following nomi-

nations: For chief consul, Ed. H. Croninger,

of Covington; for vice-consul, E. C. Cleaves,

of Paducah; for secretary-treasurer, C. M.
Roberts, of Covington; for representative?, N.

G. Crawford, Geo. F. Kast, W. S. Waller,

Louisville; G. W. Albrecht, Middlesboro;

Thomas B. Dewhurst, Lexington. A merry
war followed the committee's report, which

was finally withdrawn, the great parliamentary

ruling of the meeting being that which al-

lowed the "withdrawal" of the report after its

overwhelming defeat.

The absence of Owen Lawson's name on
the report opposite the office of secretary-

treasurer was the casus belli. The meeting

was distinctly opposed to auch gag rule that

would allow one man to sail along as a candi-

date for any office under the euphonious title

of "official" candidate, to the detriment of an

always previously faithful official, who was to

be candidate for re-election, and the same
nominations were made in open meeting, with

the additional nominations of Owen Lawson
for re-election as secretary-treasurer, and E.

W. Ledman and R. F. Pelouze for re-election

as representatives. Mr. Crawford declined

to oppose Croninger for chief consul, though
he had every assurance of success had he

consented to run.

After the meeting Orville Lawson and J.

W. Brigman held a regular reception to their

friends, who came in swarms to congratulate
them on their fight and success against ring
rule.

The Rights and Privileges Committee
showed good progress, as was evidenced -the
day of the meeting by a telegram from the
L. and N., showing that a recommendation
for reduction and other concessions had been
made to the Southeastern Passenger Associa-
tion.

Lexington, Middlesboro and Paducah were
applicants for the meet of 1898, and after a
sharp contest Lexington was chosen.
On the track the Louisville men won twelve

out of a possible twenty-one firsts. The re-
sults were as follows:
One-mile novice.—1, W. T. Oder, Cynthiana; 2,

Charles R. James, Paris; 3, Stanley Scearce, Lexing-
ton. Time, 2.11 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, Horace Poutch, Louisville,
100 yds.; 2, H. I. Crane, Cincinnati, 250 yds.; 3, J. D.
Park, Covington. Time, 4.40 3-5.

Quarter-mile.—1, S. F. Robbins, Middletown, O.

;

2, Phil. Bornwasser, Louisville; 3, D. D. Slade, Lex-
ington. Time, .36 2-5.

Half-mile State championship.—1, Victor Dupre,
Louisville; 2, Harry Middendorff, Louisville; 3, D. L.
Slade. Time, 1.17 2-5.

One-mile open.—1, Robbins; 2, Bornwasser; 3, Du-
pre. Time, 3.03.

One-mile, 2.40 class.—1, Poutch; 2, E. L. Thomp-
son, Louisville; 3, Ed. Grossman, Covington. Time,
2.41 1-5.

Half-mile open.—1, Bornwasser; 2, Robbins; 3,
Thompson. Time, 1.46.

Two-mile State championship.—1, Dupre; 2, Born-
wasser; 3, Grossman. Time, 6.58 1-5.

One-mile Bluegrass championship.—1, Slade; 2, J.W. Ingles, Paris; 3, J. H. Carter, Lexington. Time,
2.45.

SECOND DAY.
One-mile State Championship.—1, Middendorff : 2,

Bornwasser; 3, Grossman. Time, 2.53 1-5. Time
limit of 2.40 exceeded. Run over 2.55. No race.

Half-mile handicap.—1, Slade; 2, Oder; 3, Midden-
dorff. Time, 1.02 1-5.

One-mile open.—1, Bornwasser; 2, Robbins: 3, Du-
pre. Time, 2.49.

One-mile handicap.—1, Park; 2, Poutch; 3, Oder.
Time, 2.12 2-5.

One-mile, 2.30 class.—1, Dupre; 2, Grossman; 3,
Middendorff. Time, 2.29.

Five-mile State championship.—1, Bornwasser; 2,
Middendorff; 3, Grossman. Time, 13.31.
Half-mile, Bluegrass counties.—1, Slade; 2, Carter;

3, James. Time, 1.14.

One-mile, Harrison County championship.—1, Oder;
2, Craig; 3, Fisher. Time, 2.46.

FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIPS.

A New Green Willow Grove, Grooved Board,

High Speed Philadelphia Race

Track.

Charles Ashinger was a carpenter years and

years ago, before he became inoculated

with the racing microbe and gave up shaving

timber for shaving records. Now the microbe

above noted is deader than Adam so far as

Ashinger is concerned. Ashinger is again a

carpenter, but on the you-may-shatter-the-

vase - but - the -smell -of- the-roses-will-linger-

still theory, Ashinger could not entirely di-

vorce himself from racing, so he has com-

bined his racing experience with his carpen-

tering experience, and the result is an excel-

lent builder of board tracks.

What this racer-carpenter considers the

greatest thing that ever happened in the way

of race tracks is here shown, the greatest be-

cause it is the latest, and because he (Ashin-

ger) built it. This is the new Willow Grove

track at Philadelphia, upon which will be de-

cided the championships at the forthcoming

annual meet of the L. A. W.

The new track is three laps to the mile.

Foundations are of stone, and the support-

ing timbers are of heavy pine, firmly braced

with iron stays and bolts.

The surface lumber is of 2 by 4 yellow pine,

selected stock, laid lengthwise and bent on

the turns, which will give a surface offering

the least possible resistance. The entire con-

struction, the surface as well as the support-

ing work, will be thoroughly coated with

water-proof paint. With a view of prevent-

ing the annoying glare so often complained

of by racing men, the surface of the track will

be painted an olive-green color, as it has been

demonstated that that shade is peculiarly rest-

ful to the eyes.

At its widest point the track will measure

40 feet, that being the width the entire length

of the stretch. The minimum will be 26 feet,

in the back-stretch. The sweeps from the

straights into the turns will be constructed

with particular care, and the lines will be so

accurately adjusted that, Ashinger promises,

"If you can get a quad or sextet team to

go in 1.30 your track will hold them safe

enough." The extreme banking at the apex

of each turn will be upwards of eight feet.

Where the Natiorial Championships will be decided,
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This year two handsome trophies were offered by

tire makers to Chicago cycle clubs. Both were won
by Palmer Tire riders.

John William Hudson, on a Dayton fitted with Palmer Tires, won the

big cup offered the Cook County cyclists, while Earl Peabody (Adlake—
Palmer Tires), the 1897 Zimmerman, won the other one for the Chicagos.

The latter event took place at Garfield Park, and was witnessed by over

9,000 people.

A traveling man was describing a new enameling
process for bicycles. He said :

" In going the rounds of a certain factory, the manager asked me if 1

would like to see his enameling room. ' Certainly,' I replied. Taking me
to a darksome corner, I beheld three davits, from which hung ropes with

hooks attached to their ends. On the floor rested three big tanks filled

with some black substance. The manager grasped a bicycle frame, at-

tached one of the hooks, swung the frame aloft, let it sink gently into the

vat of black, and pulled it out almost instantly. 'There,' he said, ' that's

the way we do it— just the way they

do coal-scuttles. Bake 'em ? Naw 1'

Dismay must have been shown in my
face. ' O. you needn't be alarmed.

They are for export.'
"

No greater compliment
could be paid Palmer Tires

than to bar them from
coasting contests. Here
is a good one from Cali-

fornia :

" Local wheelmen are making
arrangements for a coasting contest

between San Bernardino riders. The
only hitch at present is that certain

riders ask to have the Palmer Tire

barred." — San Bernardino Daily

Times-Index, May 8, 1897.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Darwin McIlrath.

It is quite probable that

the bicycle business has developed more "kickers"
than any other feature of commercial life. Yet it

has its bright side. Dr. F. A. Myrick, the New York
State Centurion, writes to us as follows :

"I wish to write you a voluntary testimonial regarding the Palmer
Tire. 1 have ridden considerably over 20,000 miles during the past two
years, using Palmer Tires. In 1896, won the first mileage prize in the

New York Athletic Club, with a total of 12,846 miles, with 30 centuries to

my credit. 1 consider them the easiest tires to repair, and the most re-

silient I ever rode; and never intend to ride any others as long as they are

made. I ride simply for pleasure and pastime."

We are getting out an instructive little pamphlet
describing the method of using the Palmer Jiffy. We
shall be very glad to send it free to any one.

Before using the Palmer Jiffy remove all hardened solution from be-
tween the wires of tip so that the four openings are clear. To repair punc-
ture, turn bicycle upside down, insert tip or nozzle of Jiffy into the hole,

turn the wheel until Jiffy points upward, force out the solution by giving
the screw-plunger two or three full turns and withdraw Jiffy with a twisting
motion. "The plastic plug will harden in a few minutes.

We hear a lot of talk and read a lot of stuff about

porous single-tube tires. As a matter of fact, there

can be no such thing in single-tube construction.

The inner tubes of double-tube tires, however, are

often porous.
Thread leaks in single-tube tires give rise to the charge of porosity.

Thread leaks are caused by improperly repaired punctures, or punctures
which penetrate the tire at the rim side without going entirely through the

tire. The air is thus enabled to reach the fabric, and follows the threads

until it finds an opening in the outer tube. Thread leaks are stopped by
repairing the original puncture.

The two National Circuit meets of 1897—St.

Louis and Kansas City—have shown a gratifying lot

of wins for Palmer Tires; we are getting twenty-four

of the thirty-seven prizes offered.

At St. Louis every amateur first

and every professional second and
third were won by Palmer Tire riders,

while at Kansas City every first but
one, both " pro" and amateur, fell to

the Palmer Tire crowd. In addition

to the foregoing, Kiser won the match
race with Coburn at St. Louis—Kiser
on Palmers, Coburn not.

The Chicago Record's
cyclingdepartmentisedited

by Miss Edna Bean. She
is the only woman cycle

editor in the world. Miss
Bean, in reporting the dis-

tributions of prizes to the

successful contestants in

the Chicago (Decoration
Day) road race, said

:

' ' Pop Smedley, it's your turn first.'

" ' Give me a bicycle.'

"The choice of 100 prizes awaited Smedley when he marched his

three-score of years up to the front, and awaited his reward. He looked a
little anxious, but smiled graciously upon the 20-year-old boys about him,
the same boys, in fact, who trailed into Garfield Park away behind the

frisky veteran."— [Smedley rides Palmer Tires and won the road race on
them.

—

Ed.]

The Mcllraths, who are circling the world awheel,

are nearing their journey's end. Mac sends us the

following characteristic letter from Dumree, India,

under date of May 8 :

" Please send me a lot of small valve rubbers, a half-dozen complete
valves, and three double-action pumps— and when you see the blue skies

above you, feel the breezes on your brow, bless God that you are where you
are and not with me. Thermometer, 130 in the shade; wind, fiery hot;

cannot even perspire— all dries up before it reaches outside."

Mr. and Mrs. McIlrath left Chicago in the spring of 1895, since which
Mr. McIlrath has contributed an entertaining weekly letter to the Inter

Ocean. They are riding Fowler bicycles fitted with Palmer Tires.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

A tandem two-mile professional National champion-

ship is established by vote of the Board, and assigned

to the Penn Wheelmen, of Reading, Pa., to be con-

tested at their N. C. meet on August 10th.

The following handicapper is announced: Pistrict

No. 13, Arizona, Herbert A. Drachman, TucSiOn.

The Sanction granted to the Pcnn \\'heelmen,

Philadelphia, has been transferred to Mr. O. S. Bun-

nell.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, Philadelphia, has

relinquished its date of August 21st, and has retained

July 24th.

The suspension placed upon W. A. Pixley, Omaha,

Neb., and O. O. Playman, Grand Island, Neb., will

expire on July 2, 1897.

For repeatedly riding in unsanctioned races, J.

Kleifgen, Minneapolis, Minn., is permanently sus-

pended.

TRAVELING PERMITS GRANTED.

Joseph McGunn, Newark—Hudson, N. Y., and vi-

cinity, June 19 to July 7.

C. B. McKennie, Charlottesville, Va.—Washington,

D. C, June 24 to November 1.

Howard M. Storer, Jersey City, N. J.—Hazleton,

Pa., August 14.

F. B. Watson, Pomfret, Conn.—at Charlmont,

Mass.

W. L. Curtis, Worcester, Mass.—at Waterbury,

Conn., July 5.

SUSPENSION REMOVED.
Leslie V. Mockbridge, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Alfred Gar-

rigues. New York; Frank B. Rogers, Waterloo, N.

Y. ; Curtis Harrold, Palouse, Wash. ; Fred Miller,

Oakesdale, Wash.; P. J. Mclntyre, Cleveland, O.;

W. W. Bonnell, Hubbard, O.; Samuel McFadden,

Chester, Pa.; Jad J. Strong, La Grange, Vt.

PROFESSIONALIZED.

F. W. Williams, Savannah, Ga., Clause B; Jos.

Tohline, Laramie, Wyo., Clause B; W. W. Gross,

Savannah, Ga., Clause B; C. A. Davis, Joliet, 111.,

Clause G; Walter T. Terry, Kansas City, Mo., own

request; F. M. Haggerty, Waltham, Mass., own re-

quest; Ed Hemion, Arlington, Mass., own request;

H. Woodworth Clum, Washington, D. C, own re-

quest; George Rowe, Elkhart, Ind., own request; A.

A. McLean, Chelsea, Mass., own request; Hugh Mc-

Lean, Chelsea, Mass., own request; M. L. Heinzman,

Omaha, Neb., Clauses A and D; Frank B. Rogers,

Waterloo, N. Y., Clause D; Jad J. Strong, La Grange,

Vt., Clause I; Chas. W. Wilson, J. E. Lowther, John

H. Rodgers, Abel Bolalini, Mount Pleasant, Pa.,

Clause E; Cuthbert Barkell and Walter English,

Scottdale, Pa., Clause E; Charles W. Patterson,

Bridgeport, Pa., Clause E.

SUSPENDED.

For entering races and failing to ride: F. H. Con-

nor, Washington, D. C, to July 7, 1897. For entering

races and not riding, W. A. Rulon and William Diehl,

Philadelphia, Pa., to July 1, 1897. For competing in

an unsanctioned race at Minneapolis, Minn., the fol-

lowing to June 12, 1899: A. E. Woolerd, H. M. Bobo,

J. D. Hume, G. Coffin, F. Chambers, M. Eller, J.

White, G. Hegburg, William J. Mitchell, G. Cheney,

E. Gahagan, J. Garvey and A. Dawson, Minneapolis,

Minn. For competing in unsanctioned races at

Nashville, Mich: C. A. and R. L. Fuller, Vermont-

ville, Mich., to July 15, 1897. For competing in an

unsanctioned race, after repeated warning, the follow-

ing, to December 24, 1897: Charles W. Wilson, J. E.

Lowther, John H. Rodgers, Abel Bolalini, Mount

Pleasant, Pa. ; Cuthbert Barkell and Walter English.

Scottdale, Pa.; Charles W. Patterson, Bridgeport,

Pa. For assault and disturbing the peace at a race

meet: B. T. Allen, Bath Beach, N. Y., until August

1, 1897.

W. W. Ingram, Rutland, 111., is permanently sus-

pended and ruled off all L. A. W. tracks in any ca-

pacity.

For conduct detrimental to the racing interests of

the League, George Collister, Cleveland, O., is ruled

off all L. A. W. tracks in any capacity to July 30,

1897.

For unfair dealing in connection with cycle racing,

the suspension of W. L. Eckhardt, Baltimore, Md., is

extended to January 1, 1901. He is also ruled off the

track as manager, trainer or attendant, and any rac-

ing man accepting service from him, on road or

track, will be suspended.

The Pullman Athletic Association, Pullman, Wash.,

has been placed upon the list of those to whom all

further sanctions will be refused for promoting un-

sanctioned races.

The Overholt Race Track, near Mount Pleasant,

Pa., is placed upon the list of those to which sanc-

tions will be refused, and all connected with the late

meet held there are disciplined in another part of this

bulletin. All the racing men are transferred to the

professional class, and given a term of suspension.

For promoting an unsanctioned race meet, after re-

peated warning, William Patterson and Clinton Gem-
mell. Mount Pleasant, Pa., are placed upon the list

of those to whom all sanctions will be refvised, and

are ruled off all L. A. W. tracks in every capacity.

For conduct detrimental to the racing interests of

the League in officiating at an unsanctioned meet,

after repeated warnings, the following men are ruled

off all race tracks in any capacity to Deceniber 24,

1897: Harry Mullin, Frank Gibbs, John Moss, John
Cochran, E. E. Zuck, Dr. Ed Lowe, Dr. J. S. Mullin

and William Zick, Mount Pleasant, Pa.

Suspended Pending Investigation.—H. R. Sterrett,

Titusville, Pa. ; W. E. Guerard, Savannah, Ga. ; Wal-

ter Snyder, Massilon, O. ; Earl Bovee, Binghamton,

N. Y.; R. B. Sunderland, Cleveland, O.

ANOTHER FROM BUFFALO.

According to the prophets, Walter S. Jen-

kins, of Buffalo, is slated to succeed Chief

Consul Potter, while M. M. Belding, of this

city, will replace W. E. Underhill as vice-

consul of the New York Division, L. A. W.
Whether this means that Jenkins, an am-
bitious and large-lunged lawyer, will be

brought to New York and given a new start

in life, and the chief consulship made a step-

ping-stone for winning him prominence and

law practice in the metropolis, or whether it

means that Perpetual Secretary Bull will be

given a chance to return to his old home
(Buffalo) remains to be seen. It is one of

the League theories that the chief consul and

secretary should reside in the same city, but

the New York logic is elastic, and it may be

that the pet theory will be given a blow on the

solar plexus.

THINK THESE WILL STAND.

It is generally considered on the other side

that Stocks' new record for the hour—32

miles 448 yards—will stand for the season

unless motor pacing is placed agaiinst it.

Stocks beat Linton's record by over three-

quarters of a mi'le, and established new figures

fro'm six miles on. Stocks' new string of

records follow

:

Miles. Time.
1 1.53

2 3.38 4-5

3 5.26 2-5

4 7.15 4-5

5 9.06 4-5

6 *10.55 2-5

7 12.43 2-5

8 14.34 2-5

9 16.27 3-5

10 18.20 4-5

11 20.10 4-5

12 22.01 1-5

13 23.54 3-5

14 25.49

15 27.41 1-5

16 29.31 2-5

32 miles 448 yards, 60 min.
*World's record.

Miles. Time.
17 31.20
18 3312 3-5

19 35.07 1-5

20 37.01 2-5

21 38.52 3-5

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

40.46

42.41 4-5

44.37 3-5

46.32 1-5

48.24 3-5

27 50.19
28 52.09 1-5

29 54.01 1-5

30 55.50 2-5

31 57.43 2-5

32 59.32 2-5

HISSED VICTOR; CHEERED VANQUISHED.

J. Platt-Betts was beaten in both of his

match races with J. W. Stocks. Stocks won
the mile in 1.46 1-5, a second better than

Betts' English record, and took the hour race

by 70 yards, covering 30 miles 1,640 yards.

Betts is such a favorite with the public that
he was carried from the track at the finish,

while Stocks was hissed for defeating him.
Betts' defeat is registered to poor pacing.

SIGNED THE BROTHERS BUTLER.

Nat and Frank Butler Irave been signed

by the Eclipse Bicycle Co. The third and

speediest brother, Tom, is, it is stated, in bad
shape, and will do little, if any racing, this

season.

BALD OUTGENERALS BUTLER.

Troy, N. Y., Jun« 23.—Frank Butler lost

first place in the mile open at the State

circuit meet 'here to-day 'by a display of poor

judgment. Butler held the 'pole from the

time the pacemaker dropped. Close to the

tape he swung out a:H'owing Bald, who was

behind, suffi'cient room to squeeze through

and secure first money. If the Massachusetts

rider 'had retained his position, Baid would

have been shut out, for both Titus and Mc-
Farland, on the ouifcside, 'had him safely

pocketed. The track was in exceedingly

poor condition, but a narrow path close to

the pole being fit for speeding. In the handi-

cap, the Iback-mark men found the olouds

of dust raised by those in front too muc'h for

their lungs. Powell and Dawson continued

their see-saw game, dividing the two scratch

amateur events. Sum-mary:

Half-mile.—1, I. A. Powell; 2, Ray Dawson; 3,

George Keith, New York. Time, 1.10 1-5.

One-mile, professional.—1, Austin Crooks, Buffalo,
130 yds. ; 2, Sam Brock, New York, -90 yds. ; 3, W. J.
Helfert, Utica, 80 yds. ; 4, O. C. Tuttle, Syracuse, 80
yds. Time, 2.13.

One-mile, open.—1, Ray Dawson; 2, I. A. Powell;
3, L. Tow, Troy. Time, 2.38 2-5.

One-mile open, professional.—1, Bald; 2, Frank But-
ler; 3, Titus; 4, F. A. McFarland. Time, 2.21 4-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, A. S. Lee, Cohoes, 50 yds.;
2, H. Y. Bedell, 70 yds.; 3, T. P. Low, Troy, 90 yds.
Time, 2.24 3-5.

SANGER'S MANY - DATES."

Denver, Col., June 19.—Walter Sanger de-

feated O. B. Hachenberger in the five-mile

unpaced match race to-day. The start was
from opposite sides of a third-mile track.

Sanger rode the first mile in 2.09, gaining

about 125 yards. He held this distance for the

balance of the race, finishing easy and without

any signs of distress or weariness. The time

was 11.56 2-5. After the race Hachenberger
had a violent attack of vertigo, which would
support the claim that he was not in condi-

tion. Sanger rode an Outing weighing 21J^

pounds and geared to 87. He weighed 186

pounds. Hachenberger rode a Denver, geared

to 92, and he weighed 175 pounds. Hachen-

berger's time was 12.10.

Sanger is now matched to ride three races

against the trotting horse Albatross, the dis-

tance to be one-third, three-eighths and

one-half mile. He is also considering, and will

likely accept, a challenge from W. W. Ham-
ilton for an unpaced race of from 5 to 25 miles.

SIMPLY DISGRACEFUL.

It is not generally known that the Railway

Cripples' Association is an actuality, or rather,

it was not known until Saturday last, when
the organization promoted an athletic meet

in Chicago. Men without legs and arms, and

with artificial substitutes, were numerous, and

their antics furnished amusement for a fair

crowd. The field looked very much like the

picnic of an infirmary. Two bicycle races

were on the programme, one for one-armed

men, which was won by J. M. Ridgway, time,

2.51; and another mile race for riders with one

artificial leg, which was won by G. G. Hair,

time, 3.15.

AN OLD-TIMER TWENTY-THIRD.

The Cataract twenty-mile road race at Nia-

gara Falls on June 26th was won by G. W.
Catley (4| m.) in 1.00.58. The time prize was

won by W. H. Rickert (1 m.) in 57.56 2-5.

Penseyres, the Buffalo crack, finished twenty-

third, riding from scratch in 59.30.
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TRINITY DAY
>»

" Polly Wants a Cracker."

Not discriminatingr between crackers and "crack-

ers," however, she takes what is offered—with

disastrous consequences.

There are a g'ood many " parrots " of this kind

amon^ wheel buyers.

To the agent offering' this sort of a Fourth of July
" sell " the end is no joke, for he gets " blown up "

pretty badly, and suffers about as much as the un-

discerning buyer.

The wise agent never tries to stick an innocent

customer.

When Such a one wants the best wheel in the

market, it pays to give it to him, or rather to

sell it to liim; and in such case, of course, the

name-plate has to read: THE TRINITY.
We stand at the half-flood of the year. Six

months behind and six months before us Agents

who are looking forward rather than backward

are invited to correspond with us relative to

Trinity agencies.

HOME OFFICE:

Trinity Cycle Mfg^ Co*,

WORCESTER, MASS.

Western Office : J28 Dearborn Street. <^ ^
^ ^ Boston Branch : 9 Park Square.

WRITE!

GRAND

Fourth of July Celebration

IN HONOR OF THE

New Trinity Models

^•^•t^*^*

The new Trinity seems to have caught on in

even a greater way than we had expected,

much as we knew of the popularity of our Une.

It seems, however, that nothing less than a

national recognition of its merits will satisfy the

public; so we shall accept with emotions of

pleasure the promised demonstration, fireworks,

and general rejoicing of the fourth day of July,

which has been set apart by the cycle lovers of

this country as Trinity day.

Orations will be delivered to many large and
enthusiastic gatherings on the subject of the

NEW TRINITY, the " genuine bicycle, " when
numerous reasons for this stupendous compli-

ment will be touched upon.

Modesty forbids us to add a word beyond;

and, truly, it seems superfluous. We can only

bow to the decree of favor and thank America

for her grand and patriotic reception of our

beautiful new 20^-pound Trinity.

BIFF!

BOOM! !

HURRAH! ! !

Many will be the burning words let oiT on the

above memorable occasion relative to the

supremacy of the Trinity, the skyrocket among
wheels — the red fire of cycledom—the—the

—

the only genuine thing left standing after the

War of Noise subsides and Silence reigns, till

Night puts up her umbrella in self-defense

and nothing but a faint echo repeats the story

of

"BIFF!

BOOM!
BANG!"

There's Money Behind Him.

The typical Trinity agent is a most contented individual.

It doesn't matter whether his eyes are round or square,

blue, brown or sage green; or if his hair be black or red.

We leave the details of the picture to your fancy to state

the main fact, which you may observe

:

He "Wears a Trinity ''Button.''

This "button'' is of silver, with milled edges, and bears

several sentences, prominent among which is the word
"Dollar."

By this sign we conquer i %

Would you like to make a collection of these Trinity

buttons?

You can do it ; write to us about it.

You'll have to go through certain iorms of making sales

of the popular Trinity wheel, but this is easy.

The Trinity bears such indisputable evidence of being

"A Genuine Bicycle" that it sells like the proverbial

warm bakery product, and gives to the purchaser such

gigantic junks of joy that he is anxious that everyone

around him shall ride a machine similar to his own— and

they do, sooner or later.

That means easy sales.

Write to the Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.,

if you want money badly enough to put out your hand
for it.
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

DARKENED BY DUNLOPS.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.

:engUsh Trade and Stock Market Both Feel

the 111 Effects of the Tire

Trouble.

London, June 15.—From whatever cause,

the slump in the cycle market continued

steadily all the week. Dunlop issues were
the most heavily sold, and, as I have before

had occasion to remark, these chares seem to

rule the market, and, in consequence, all

others declined in sympathy. It is very diffi-

cult to obtain any information which would
throw reliable light on the state of affairs, but

it strikes me that the solution will come in

a very simple way. First of all the shares

which the Dunlop company have accepted

as part payment for rights granted in their

kindred concerns, the French Dunlop Co., for

instance, have probably been written down
very considerably by the auditors, as this

class of business men is about the last in the

world to believe that the cycle trade has got a

future, and, therefore, he will have nothing

on trust, but must have everything in figures.

But that would not quite explain everything,

as the trade done by the Dunlop Company this

year was very fairly foreshadowed in an ob-

viously inspired article which was printed in

the "Financial News" some time since, in

which it was shown that the profits could not

be much less than about one and a quarter

million. These profits, it may be remarked,

were trade profits, and in no way af-

fected by any depreciation of investments in

other companies. My inquiries into the con-

dition of the trade have convinced me that

lack of ready money is most apparent, and, as

a consequence, it is very difficult for manu-
facturers to obtain prompt payment of their

accounts. The Pneumatic Tire Company has

always been one in which the accounts were

kept short, but owing to severe opposition

in many ways I think this sound business

policy has been somewhat departed from.

Consequently, although a huge trade has

been done and the profits have been earned,

these at present remain on paper only, and

were a large dividend declared the money
would have to be borrowed with which to

pay it, as the reserve fund at present is prac-

tically non-existent. Did it exist I have no

doubt that a substantial dividend could be

declared, and would; but as things stand at

present, no matter what the profits are, the

directors are forced to keep their dividend

declaration down very low. As I write things

have taken a turn, and I am inclined to think

we shall not again see these shares at such

a low figure. They touched 20s. in Dublin

two days ago, but now stand at 23s. 6d. for

the fl shares.

It was freely rumored during the week
that the amalgamation of the Turner, Wood-
ley, Beeston and Scott tires had been accom-

plished, and that the Turner shareholders

were to get five fl shares for each of their

original shares. The Scott people would get

scrip to the value of 27s. 6d. for each £1

share. The Beeston £3 and the Woodley 35s.,

and this, together with a rumor that Mr. Har-

vey Du Cros, Sr., would join the board, as

chairman, was also said to be a cause for the

decline of the Dunlop values. Although the

information comes from men with every ap-

pearance of good faith, I do not think the

latter item is quite reliable, nor do I think

the whole affair is yet an accomplished fact,

as I was informed by an American dealer yes-

terday that he had that day purchased some
hundreds of Turner tires at 34s. a pair, and
I also know that if the amalgamation had
taken place he would have been unable to

obtain his tires under 50s.

I hear that another tire amalgamation is

on this time between the Seddon, the Preston

Davies, and the Scottish Tire Cos., and when
all are consummated we shall have no less than

four groups fighting for the market on this

side, i. e. : 1, Dunlop-Clincher-Warwick-
Clipper; 2, Beeston-Woodley-Turner-Scott;

3, Seddon-Preston-Davies-Scottish; 4, Tube-
less and a couple of independent Dunlop
license holders. By the way, I am told that

the Tubeless have made arrangements so that

if they lose their case with the Dunlops, they

can continue under a proper license.

PATTERSON PUTS UP NEW FIGURES.

England's 24-hour track record now stands

to the credit of G. A. Patterson, 502 miles,

280 yards. The race which was run at the

Crystal Palace track, June 11th, brought out

nine starters, all but four of whom dropped

out before the finish. But for an unfortunate

accident to Cordang, the Dutch champion,

who collided with his pacemaker and fell,

fracturing his ankle, at the ninth hour, it is

thought that the distance would have been

much greater. Cordang was riding in marvel-

ous form. He had 25 picked pacers, and was

well in the lead when he fell. After his re-

tirement much of the interest in the race was

lost. Patterson then came to the front and

held the lead until the finish. Ford, the second

man, being far in the rear. He finished with

444 miles to his credit. Lewis was third, with

404 miles; Barnes, fourth, 342 miles. The

following table shows the leaders and dis-

tance at the end of each hour:

Distance,
ttrs. Leader. . "^ Mis. Yds.
1—Cordang 27 1,625

2~Cordang 54 1,150

3—Lewis 80 925

4—Lewis 105 505

*5—Cordang 132 840

*6—Cordang 158 290

*7—Cordang 182 1,560

*8—Cordang 207 420

*9—Cordang 222 1,130

*10—Patterson 241 610

*11—Patterson 264 1,155

*12—Patterson 288 460

13—Patterson 303 1,390

14—Patterson 320 1,23a

15—Patterson 342 65

116—Patterson 357 600
m—Patterson 373 1,352

<18—Patterson 390 1,173

ti9—Patterson 411 125

f20—Patterson 425 840
t21—Patterson 444 1,273

t22—Patterson 450 1,715

»23—Patterson 479 1,748

i24—Patterson 502 280
*World's records.
tBritish records.

The previous best, 476 miles, was made by

F. R. Goodwin in the last Cuca race at

Heme Hill.

THEY CULTIVATE A GOOD THING.

In Australia, according to a foreign con-

temporary, it is customary for some of the

racing men to ride as second raters and hold

themselves back for a year or more before

going at their best, so as to get long marks

in the handicaps. Then, when they finally

let themselves out from a good mark in one

of the big events and win first money, the

amount is ample compensation for the year

of pottering.
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THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

/

About Forging!
Most people regard the terms "forging"

and "forgers" as implying dishonesty.

But there are honest forgers and forgings.

\\ V are the first, we make the latter. We
use hammers, not

pens.

Every variety of

cycle forging. Each
is Ai.

Sprockets, cranks,

everything.

Do yourself justice

by inspecting our

product and prices.

HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers*

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers* Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers* Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

604-806 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

ALABAMA.
Florence.—A. P. Hartland, new store on Mobile

street.

Pratt City.—The Moore & Payne Cycle Co., has

dissolved, T. F. Payne purchasing the interest of T.

H. Moore.
COLORADO.

Denver.—The Vim Bicycle Saddle Co., incorporated

with capital stock of $1,000, for the purpose of manu-

facturing bicycle saddles.

Denver.—Chas. A. Stokes & Co., closed under chat-

tel mortgage held by Chas. H. Sieg Mfg. Co., of Chi-

cago, and is now in possession of an agent for the

mortgagee. Mr. Stokes claims that the embarrassment

is only temporary.

CONNECTICUT.
Hartford.—The Pope Mfg. Co., will add a three,

story building to their plant.

Meriden.—F. A. Norton, of Wallingford, has opened

a branch store here.

Waterbury.—E. H. Gaylord & Son, E. H. Gaylord

deceased.

DELAWARE.
Wilmington.—The McLear & Kendall Co., have

commenced to manufacture bicycles.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—Parsons & McGee, reported dissolved

partnership.

Washington.—D. G. Pfeiffer & Co., 417 Eleventh St.,

N. W., pianos, have added bicycles.

IDAHO.

Boise City.—F. W. Manville has given chattel mort-

gage for $95.

Montpelier.—T. Nielsen, gone out of business.

INDIANA.

Anderson.—Wosterfield Bros., new store.

Crawfordsville.—T. J. Sidener, sold out to Hearn

& Swearingen.

Terre Haute.—Terre Haute Mfg. Co. J. W. Craft

appointed receiver. Assets $140,000.

KANSAS.

Emporia.—J. L. Suppe & Co. will remove to Jop-

lin. Mo.
KENTUCKY.

Middlesboro.—Geo. M. Stains, sold out to Arthur

E. Crone.

MAINE.
Warren.'—Benj. Spear, new store.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Fenway Cycle Co., reported assigned.

Boston.—N. A. Brown, new store at 14 Milk street.

Boston.—O. J. Faxon & Co. and Ideal Trading Co.,

damaged by fire. Loss, $15,000.

Chelsea.—The Puncturoid Mfg. Co., incorporated by

N. S. H. Sanders, F. E. McFarlane and L. P. Met-

calf; to manufacture and deal in puncturoid cement,

lubricants, bicycles and sundries.

Haverhill.—F. H. Fernald has taken into partner-

ship A. E. Fernald. The new firm name will be

Fernald Bros.

Lowell.—Norton Bros., reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $200.

Newton.—W. B. Jones has opened. new store at

326 Center street.

Springfield.—L. H. Adams has sold out his interest

in the Columbia agency here, and the branch will

hereafter be managed by Geo. Kechew.

Westfield.—Dakin & Ferris, attached by the Pope

Mfg. Co. for $400.

MICHIGAN.
Athens.—Wm. Grill, damaged by fire; loss .$200.

Bay City.—Burger & Roth, new repair store on
Broadway.

California.—J. Lewis, new store.

Grand Blanc.—George Jones, new store.

Niles.—Michigan Cement and Bicycle Sundry Fac-

tory, damaged to the extent of $300 by an explosion.

MINNESOTA.
Minneapolis.—Harlon A. Jacobs, who succeeded P.

A. Myers & Co., has assigned. Liabilities, $4,703.06;

assets, $3,250.73.

Winona.—Lalor & Co., carriage makers, are manu-
facturing bicycles.

MISSOURL
Kansas City.—Van V. Lawrence, sued on account

for $14.

NEBRASKA.
Kearney.—H. S. Lambert, succeeded by W. E.

Jackway.

NEW JERSEY.
Camden.—The Audubon Mfg. Co., incorporated by

Geo. A. Aldrich, of Audubon; Geo. W. Ring and
William C. Hall, of Camden; to manufacture bicy-

cles. Capital stock, $25,000.

NEW YORK.
Brooklyn.—Wm. Holliday, 17 Flatbush avenue, store

damaged by fire. Loss to stock, $150.

Brooklyn.—Arcanum Bicycle Mfg. Co., reported to

have given judgment for $365.

Buffalo.—Mercury Cycle Works, reported to have
given bill of sale of $1.

New York.—Cushman & Denison, succeeded by
new firm; same title.

New. York.—New York Bicycle Equipment Co., S.

B. Lawrence appointed permanent receiver. Assets,

$5,507; liabilities, $10,597.

Rochester.—Fitch & Deininger, 297 N. St. Paul
street, burglarized.

OHIO.
Canton.—T. S. Culp, 627 Mahoning street, de-

stroyed by fire.

Geneva.—D. R. Grace, new store.

Springfield.—Wm. N. Whiteley will commence to

manufacture bicycles.

Springfield.—The Victor Rubber Tire Co., reported

gave judgment for $92, sued for $507.

Toledo.—Ojisto Cycle Co., mortgagee sale reported

advertised.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Freeland.—J. Schaefer and E. Salmon, new store.

New Kensington.—A. Berg and E. J. Bole, new
store.

Philadelphia.—Juniata Mfg. Co., bicycles; reported

gave judgment for $1,320.

Wrightsville.—H. Smith, new agency.

RHODE ISLAND.

Newport.—J. Engle, new store at 163 Prospect Hill

street.

TEXAS.
Beeville.—W. T. Landridge, new store.

VIRGINIA.

Richmond.—The Manly B. Ramos Co., incorporated
with Dr. L. Thurston, president; T. Wiley Davis,
vice-president; Manly B. Ramos, secretary and treas-

urer; to sell, make and repair musical instruments,
also musical supplies, bicycles, etc. Capital stock not
less than $1,000 nor more than $15,000.

Minneapolis should be a point of interest

for the lamp and bell trade. The City Fathers
are about to adopt an ordinance compelling
"the use of these articles on all bicycles.

GONE ABROAD,

Exports of bicycles and material from the

port of New York for week ending June 22d.

Bicy-
cles.

$2,053

2,210

300
380

Argentine
Antwerp
Bremen
Bristol
Berlin
Brussels
Brazil ; 2,276
British Possessions in Africa 300
British West Indies 2,842
British Honduras 87
British Australia 100
Cologne
Copenhagen
Central America 140
Christiania 1,795
Cuba 244
Hull 7,500
Helsingfors 681
Hamburg
Liverpool
London 17,438
Newfoundland 407
I'rague 285
Rotterdam 71,435
Stettin
Stockholm 12,890
Southampton
U. S. of Colombia 86
Venezuela 40

Mate-
rial.

$1,196
1,943

47
30

75
434

575
575

25
37

3

1,886

3,948

1,348

559
1,200

940

PLEASURE AND BUSINESS.

Peder Lobben, mechanical engineer of the

Iver Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works, has

just returned from a very extended tour across

the continent, visiting all the large cities en

route, and remaining in California for ten

days. The trip, although a business one in

the interest of the makers of "Honest Cycles,"

also afforded Mr. Lobben much pleasure and
rest.

SAYS THE TAX IS LEGAL.

Last year Erie, Pa.'s, City Councils enacted

an ordinance taxing bicycles $1 annually. The
wheelmen went into court with a bill in equity

asking that the city be restrained from enforc-

ing the collection of the tax. Judge Morrison
has now filed an opinion sustaining the or-

dinance as a proper police regulation and dis-

missed the bill.

TO KEEP WHEELMEN AWAY.
St. Louis expected to realize $20,000 from

the tax of $1 per bicycle, recently imposed
upon her wheelmen. Failing to make as much
as expected the city's License Commissioner

has decided that any wheelman, whether a

resident of St. Louis or elsewhere, who rides

upon St. Louis streets must take out a year's

license for the privilege at a cost of $1. Nice

town, St. Louis!

John Wanamaker's department store is al-

ready advertising his '98 models.

"Nature's tubing" is what the maker of a

bamboo bicycle styles the material of which
his wheel is made.

Among the passengers on the steamship
"Paris," which sailed on Wednesday, was F.

W. Wood, of the Indiana Chain Co.
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SELLING WHEELS ABROAD.

What the Cost and Regulations Regatdlng

Same Are in the Various

Countries.

Washington, D. C, June 23.—Hon. Theo-

dore M. Stephan, United States Consul at

Annaberg, Germany, has forwarded to the

State Department the following report on the

regulations regarding foreign commercial

travelers in European countries, the report

being based on the latest regulations issued by

the various governments.

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Foreign commercial travelers are required

to carry with them a certificate of identifica-

tion, containing a personal description of the

owner. The certificate must be obtained from

the authorities in the traveler's place of resi-

dence. A trade tax is not charged, if it can

be shown that such tax has been paid by the

home firm. Sample cards, having no com-
mercial value, and suitable for samples only,

are admitted duty free. Other samples than

these must bear some mark to identify them,

such as a seal of wax or lead, or something

similar, and must be mentioned on special

sample permission. The duty levied is re-

turned, provided that the sample product or

products shall remain unsold within a time

previously specified.

SWITZERLAND.

The license required is based on that issued

by the home authorities. This license costs

100 francs ($19.30) for six months. The tax

for the yearly license is 150 francs, or $28.95.

The requirements as to the duties on samples

are the same as in Germany.

ITALY.

The license issued by the home authorities

suffices. German commercial travelers are

exempt from a trade tax, as per stipulation in

the German-Italian commercial treaty. Sam-
ples are subject to the same customs regula-

tions as in Germany.

BELGIUM.

The license issued by the home authorities

is sufficient. A tax of 25 francs ($4.82) is

levied. German commercial travelers are

exempt, owing to reciprocal relations. The
regulation regarding samples are the same as

in Germany, except that German samples,

bearing German customs mark, do not require

a Belgium mark also. The same is true of

Belgian samples taken into Germany.

HOLLAND.

A tax of 15 fiorins ($6.03) is levied. Sam-
ples of small value are admitted duty free,

and otherwise the customs regulations are

much the same as in Germany.

DENMARK.
The license to be taken out is based on that

issued by the home authorities. The firm rep-

resented must be stated on the license. A
tax of 150 kronen ($36.88) is levied; if, how-
ever, more than one firm be represented, an

additional tax of 80 kronen for each addi-

tional firm is charged. In addition, foreign

commercial travelers are only allowed to do
business in large cities. The customs duty

on samples is returned if the same are taken

out of the country again within three months.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
Here the regulations are exceptionally hard.

Every foreign commercial traveler has to take

out a trading license at the nearest police sta-

tion, immediately upon landing, costing 100

kronen ($26.80) in advance for each month or

part thereof. This license has to be submit-

ted to the police authorities at each place vis-

ited. The penalty for any violation of the

regulations is very high. A license issued

in Sweden is only good in that country, and

the same may be said of Norway. The cus-

toms requirements are the same as in Ger-

many.
ENGLAND.

A license is not required, nor a tax levied.

The form to be followed in re-exporting sam-

ples is very simple.

RUSSIA.

The license is based on that issued by the

home authorities. The tax collected varies

between 37 and 39 rubles. The customs regu-

lations are similar to those in Germany.

SERVIA AND ROUMANIA.

For the subjects of the most favored states

the only license required is that issued by
the home authorities, but in Roumania busi-

ness can only be transacted with tax-paying

traders. No tax is levied upon the traveler,

and the customs regulations are the same as

in Germany.

Morgan xWRiGHTliRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

ASK DEALERS AND
RIDERS WHAT OUR
GUARANTEE MEANS

Morgan sWright

BULGARIA.

The regulations for Servia and Roumania
are applicable here, except that the home li-

cense is to be legalized by some one cham-
ber of commerce.

TURKEY AND GREECE.

No Special tax is levied in either country,

nor is a license required in the latter. Sam-
ples of no commercial value are duty free in

both countries. On samples of more or less

commercial value a duty oi 8 per cent ad va-

lorem is levied, of which 7 per cent is re-

turnable, provided the samples are taken out

of the country in six months. In Greece the

duty is returnable if the exportation takes

place within three months.

SPAIN.

No tax is levied on foreign commercial trav-

elers. Samples are admitted duty free for

one year.

If a wheel or sundry is worth selling, it is

worth advertising.

ACCORDING TO THE VIEW TAKEN.

A woman with a new dress is less an ob-

ject of interest to herself than a man who,
after reaching maturity, succumbs to the cycle

wave which is sweeping the world.

He was a successful architect, who had for

the first time donned cycle clothes, and was
standing up in the middle of the room, while

his wife criticised his attire. Season after

season she had hew dresses made and he dis-

posed upon them no further attention than to

comment that they were very pretty, and, per-

haps, to add a word or two about the expense.

But, to return good for evil, she was criticis-

ing in detail and giving him suggestions.

"That's very pretty," she said.

"You mean that golf-stocking?"

"No, I don't mean the whole stocking; just

a part of it."

"Which part?" he demanded.
"Why—I suppose it must have a name.

It's the part you turn over, you know. What
do you call it?"

"It isn't anything that I know of but just

stocking."

"It must have some name, I know!" and
then, as though possessed of an idea which
would show she was a worthy helpmate to an
architect, she exclaimed: "It all depends
on which way you look at it. If you regard
it as the top of your stocking it's a frieze, and
if you consider it the bottom of your knicker-

bocker it's a dado."

DINED BY HIS TOWNSMEN.

Milwaukee, Wis., June 24.—A. Cressy Mor-
rison, first vice-president of the L. A. W.,
who is about to become a resident of New
York, was tendered a farewell banquet at the

Hotel Pfister yesterday evening. It was a

gathering of old League members, all of

whom are conscious of what Morrison has
done for the organization in the West since

he took up his abode in this city nine years

ago. Morrison heard many expressions that

must have warmed the cockles of his heart

and convinced him that his labor of love has

not been in vain or been unappreciated. Dur-
ing the evening he was presented with a

L. A. W. watch charm, set with diamonds,

also a handsome engrossed testimonial signed

by all of those who attended to say good-bye
and godspeed.

PAID RATHER THAN CONTEST,

St. Louis, Mo., June 26.—S. M. Clark, a

bicycle dealer at King's Highway and Mag-
nolia avenue, pleaded guilty yesterday to
keeping a wheel without a license, and was
fined $10. He paid the assessment and at

once took out licenses for nineteen bicycles,,

for which he paid $19.

Clark was arrested on a police summons,,
and at first stated that he would test the law..

His change of front was a surprise to the au-

thorities, and will be unwelcome news to the

thousands of cyclists in St. Louis.

ANOTHER LEAGUE TICKET PASS.

The secretary of the Canadian Epworth
League has been notified by his Government
that all American delegates to the Epworth
League convention, to be held in Toronto

July 14th, will be allowed to pass their bi-

cycles through the customs on presentation

of Epworth League certificates.
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TIT FOR TAT.

Despairing of Competing with American "Wheels

Germany May Play This Retaliatory

Game.

Washington, D. C. June 26.—According to

information received at the State Depart-

ment, there is every indication that the duty

on bicycles entering Germany, where pre-

judices against American wheels have been

carefuly fostered, will be greatly increased

in the near future.

Consul-General DeKay, at Berlin, in a re-

port to the department, says that the wide

difference that exists betwen the duty on

American bicycles entering Germany and that

on German bicycles entering the United

States continues to give grave concern to

the native makers. The boycott laid by

sporting papers on advertisements of Ameri-

can wheels has proved entirely ineffectual.

On the contrary, appearances support the con-

clusion that this boycott has produced an

increase of popular favor for American ma-

chines. To all appearances buyers in Ger-

many have argued that such a boycott proves

that the German manufacturer does not build

as light, durable and graceful a wheel as does

the American maker, since the boycott is in

the nature of a confession to that effect on the

part of the German maker.

"American manufacturers," continues the

Consul-General, "who have taken heed to

the urgent advice from various consular of-

ficers in Germany to send over German-speak-

ing agents, cannot complain of failure to se-

cure orders, whenever they have been repre-

sented by able agents. If I can believe the

statements of a number of these agents who
have visited the consulate here, their business

trips have had brilliant results. And in part

corroboration of their statements, it appears

that American cycles have arrived in Ham-
burg in very large quantities. Some of these

are for immediate distribution, but the rest,

according to the papers, are for storage at

that point until the chosen moment for selling

them arrives.

"The reason for this large quantity of our

machines just now at Hamburg is not far to

seek. It springs from the same reason as

the boycott against advertisements in Ger-

man papers. The cycle manufacturers here

have reached a stage of exasperation, at which

their representations to the Government may
possibly result in customs regulations to the

detriment of our wheels. They say with truth

that their wheels are subject to a very high

duty on entering the United States, while on

the other hand, our wheels pay a very small

duty in Germany, varying from 71 cents to

$1.67, according to the material and weight

of the machine. The least they will be con-

tent with is a duty of $11.90 on each Ameri-

can wheel. It is in order to forestall this

rise in duty that American wheels have been

accumulated at Hamburg, just as vast quanti-

ties of German goods of all sorts have been

accumulated in New York, pending the pass-

age of the tariff bill now before Congress."

The League of Industries at Bochum has

addressed a memorial to the foreign office,

asking the German Government to protect

German cycle manufacturers against outside

competition. The following is taken from the

memorial

:

"According to reliable news the idea has

been discussed in American capitalistic cir-

cles to sell to German consumers the products

of American bicycle factories by the estab-

lishment of many branch businesses.

"Our bicycle factories, the number of which
is growing daily, stand in great danger. The
urgency of the matter can be seen from a re-

port by an American Consul, in which the

formation of a syndicate of American bicycle

makers is considered in connection with a

similar proposal on the part of the French
Minister in Berlin.

"The German bicycle fabrication has a se-

vere battle to endure, because the high cus-

toms duties of foreign countries strangle ex-

ports to a notable degree, while on the other
hand the import duty into Germany is hardly
enough for mention. It is well known that

the United States levy a duty of 35 per cent

of the valuation, which means on an average
$14.28 on a wheel, while in accordance with
the German duty of $5.71 on 100 kilograms
only from 71 to 96 cents duty fall to the for-

eign wheel. The consequence is that Ger-
many is swamped with cheap American bi-

cycles, but for her part cannot export wheels
to the United States. Germany is forced to

leave her own market open to American and
British rivalry and permit the native manufac-
turers to be seriously depressed. The German
manufacturer is forced to send out at great

expense salesmen to foreign countries that

will take his wares, in order to get amends
for the losses in his own land, which he has to

surrender to America and England.

"On the above grounds some aid is urgently

desired, in the interest of our German bicycle

industry. Its condition will be entirely un-

tenable as soon as the scheme of an Ameri-
can syndicate of bicycle makers in Germany
becomes an actuality."

"I would call attention to the fact," con-

tinues the Consul-General, "that American
wheels of standard make retail for from $95

to $117, so that their quality must be very

superior, if they can make any headway in the

German home market against German wheels

selling at from $40 to $55. It is not because

they are foreign wheels that they sell so rapid-

ly at the highest prices, but because they are

the strongest, lightest and most graceful in

outline. I may say that they have quite taken •

the field from Belgian, Austrian and English

wheels.

"Large concessions could be made with

safety to the Germans in the way of lower

duties on German-made bicycles, because the

German public is now so well convinced of

the superiority of our wheels that we hold the

market, and will continue to hold it as long as

our wheel-makers keep to the high standard

of work. A concession made in the pending
tariff bill expressly to meet the protest of

.

German manufacturers may prove useful in

this way; it may prevent a violent perversion

of some customs regulation, the object of.

which perversion would be to levy, directly

or indirectly, a large duty on American
wheels." F. E. L.

AFFECTS ONE THAT WAY.

A man always has a little better opinion of

himself when a friend who did not take his ad-

vice fails to be ratisfied with the wheel he

bought.

BUFFALOES BOUND COUNTRYWARD.

Buffalo, June 21.—The Globe Cycle Wdrks
gave its "second annual country run" yester-

day. It was a prodigious affair. The Jewett

Stock Farm, at Jewettville, twenty miles from

the city, was the destination. The run left

liston, manager of the Main street store,

Messrs. Penseyres and Haberer and others

acting as lieutenants. The number had grad-

ually swelled until nearly 3,000 wheel-

men were in line when the famous

Globe store, on Main street, and the crowd,

numbering 1,800, rode to the works on Broad-

way, where the picture was taken. Shortly

after 9 o'clock a. m., the army of wheelmen
left for Jewettville, captained by G. A. Wil-

covered track was reached. After a

generous lunch had been served, sev-

eral races were decided, and John
Penseyres, paced by the Globe quad,

rode an exhibition mile.
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WITH NO HURRAH.

Minus Any Shouting: the {Quakers Go Right

on Preparing for the IVeague

Meet.

Philadelphia, June 29.—League meet mat-

ters have now reached a decidedly interesting

stage. With the eighteenth annual function

less than two months off, with 1,001 details yet

to arrange, with all plans still to be perfected,

and with requests for information and particu-

lars of all sorts pouring in from every section,

the headquarters of the Associated Cycling

Clubs, where the various committees get their

heads together, is becoming an extremely

busy place.

It seems reasonably certain that the 1897

gathering will be a record-breaker in point of

attendance, and those who have matters in

charge hope to make it equally such as far as

attractions are concerned. This statement

may seem hackneyed. It certainly is not

new, and doubtless has been used in connec-

tion with every meet held in late years, but it

should, nevertheless, prove correct as far as

Philadelphia is concerned, for when Philadel-

phians undertake to do anything they always

try to do it right. It is the only large city in

the country which has never before enter-

tained the League of American Wheelmen.
The reason? It was through no lack of hos-

pitality, but simply that until quite recently

its streets were so miserably paved that the

wheelmen were in no mood to invite strang-

ers from afar, when even the principal thor-

oughfares were surfaced with cobblestones.

Now it is a veritable cyclers' paradise, and

the invitation which was extended by the As-

sociated Cycling Clubs last winter was issued

not only because the leaders in local afTairs

thought it an opportune time, but because

there was a unanimously favorable sentiment

on the part of the thousands of local clubmen

and League members.

Philadelphia is said to be slow; that is a

standing joke which her citizens bear uncom-

plainingly, for it does not bother them a par-

ticle in spite of its antiquity and the weari-

some frequency with which it is worked off.

There is more than one way of "getting there,"

and the Philadelphia plan has generally proved

successful, no matter what it may be called.

When it was decided that the League should

be invited here this year the wheelmen oi

Quakerdom considered the question .of loca-

tion settled without waiting for the formality

of a vote, and during the three months which

ensued there was practically no speculation

as to the result. The whole thing was quietly

done, and the ballot in favor of Philadelphia

was overwhelming.

Since that time the work of preparation

has been going quietly forward in the same

systematic, practical way, and the result is

bound to be equally successful. If the number

of visitors next August is not three to four

times greater than at any previous League

meet, disappointment will hang over the City

of Brotherly Love in huge chunks.

As the time draws nearer the wisdom of

providing for but four days of entertainment

becomes more and more apparent. It was

with no desire to shorten the programme that

this decision was made, but solely as the re-

sult of observations taken at Asbury Park and

Louisville, when it was noticed that many vis-

itors found it inconvenient or impossible to

be present the entire time, and either came

late or left early. By condensing all of the

scheduled programme into four days it is

hoped that every visitor will be able to be

present from start to finish and miss nothing.

Those who have more time at their disposal

and can come earlier or prolong their stay be-

yond the end of the formal programme will

be shown abundant attention. Reports from
the hotels show that quite a fair proportion of

those who have already engaged rooms in-

tend being here the entire first week of Au-
gust.

The programme is still in an embryotic

state, only some of the leading features hav-

ing been decided upon. It is proposed to fill

in every available moment from 9 a. m.,

Wednesday, August 4th, until midnight, Sat-

urday, August 7th, and while all who attend

will undoubtedly think it necessary to secure

hotel accommodations, they will have little

opportunity to sleep if they try to keep up

to the schedule. It is to be of the continuous-

performance type on three rings and a stage.

When once started there will not be much in-

termission, and as several events will be

scheduled for the same hours the visitors will

be compelled to choose the particular form

of entertainment which they think will suit

them best.

On Wednesday night a trip down the Dela-

ware River is proposed, stopping on the re-

turn at one of the well-known resorts on the

Jersey shore, where entertainment will be

provided. For Thursday night it is proposed

to arrange a ball for the express benefit of

the lady visitors, and at the same hour start

an all-night smoker at the largest building

suitable for the purpose which can be ob-

tained. The all-night smoker is a Philadel-

phia institution, and means exactly what the

name indicates. Starting about 9 or 10

o'clock it continues right through the night,

winding up in time to permit the participants

to get home in time for breakfast. Friday

night will be wheelmen's night at Willow

Grove Park, with a special musical entertain-

ment by the Damrosch Orchestra and other

features of interest to be provided by the park

management. Saturday night has not yet

been filled, and none of the daylight pro-

gramme has been definitely decided upon, but

these will be shortly announced. Tbe runs

will prove an attractive feature to many, and

of these there will be several each day under

the direction of the committee, composed of

twenty club captains, with Captain Al. Allen,

of the Century Wheelmen, as chairman. The
Philadelphia riding district is too well known
to make it necessary to urge visitors to bring

their wheels, and the trips will be arranged so

that riders of various abilities and tastes will

all find something suited to their individual

ideas each day. Arrangements will also be

made for trips around town, to the Mint, In-

dependence Hall, the museums and other

places of interest in which Philadelphia is

rich; and which will be attractive to visitors.

The Entertainment and Tours and Runs com-

mittees will shortly have plans laid which will

occupy the entire time of the visitors during

the day as well as at night.

Although the race will occupy but two days,

the menu will prove attractive from the racing

man's standpoint. There will be no trick

riding, no match races, no exhibitions of any

kind-; nothing but straight competition for

prizes far above the average on a track which,

it is believed, will equal, if not excel, any in

the country. This track is now being con-
structed, and as it will be finished before the
middle of July, at least two local meets
will be held on it between that time and the
date of the National meet, so that any defects

miay be discovered and alterations made be-
fore the big affair comes off. It will be built

of boards 40 feet in width on the home-stretch
and 26 feet at the narrowest point, scientifi-

cally banked and strictly up-to-date in every
respect.

The racing men can, if they choose, be
quartered in the vicinity of the track, and a

more desirable location for midsummer could
scarcely be imagined. Willow Grove is a

beautiful spot, and the track and equipments
are on the same scale as everything else in

this veritable fairy-land nestled among the
Chelton Hills and visited daily and nightly

by thousands of Philadelphians in search of

pleasure and amusement. The dressing-
rooms are comfortably furnished and are pro-
vided with shower-baths and lockers. Every-
thing that money and experience can provide
will be lavished on the track, and the 25,000

seats, which will almost completely surround
it, will serve as a perfect wind shield, so that

with the most favorable conditions imagina-
ble respecting every branch of the racing pro-
gramme a record-breaker should be the result.

All of the leading local clubs are making
extensive preparations to assist in the enter-

tainment of visitors. The Century Wheel-
men have appointed a committee of ten to

look after special entertainment at their club-

house, and it is safe to say that but few will

leave Philadelphia without visiting the head-
quarters of the widely-famed Centurions. The
Quaker City Wheelmen have issued a special

invitation asking that some time be set aside

for an entertainment at their country club-

house at Wissinoming, and it is probable that

a run will be taken there to partake of the

Quakers' hospitality. Similar plans are under
way in other organizations. It has been inti-

mated that the Century Road Club would
probably ask that some time be allotted to

them i for a century run, but this has not been
officially announced either by the local com-
mittee or by the Century Road Club ofificials.

One meeting of importance which will not be
a part of the regular programme, but will be
n;one the less interesting to those who are eli-

gible, will be that of the L. A. W. Pioneers,

which was organized at Louisville last year.

The Pioneer officials are arranging for this

affair, which will take the form of a banquet,

and it is probable that the membership will

be considerably augmented, as there are a

number of veterans in this locality.

One thing which every intending visitor

should bear in mind is thatthe lamp and bell are

absolute necessities if the wheel is to be used
extensively, as the Philadelphia police have
a sharp eye for these two articles. The lamp
may be dispensed with if night-riding is not

considered essential, and if one stop in the

centre of the city there will not be much use

for the bicycle after dark as far as the ofiicial

programme is concerned, but the better pol-
icy' would be to bring the lamp. The powers
that be do not intend that the guests of
Philadelphia shall be compelled to spend all

of their time riding the wheel as a form of en-
tertainment, but there are so many points of
interest and so many attractions which can-
not be enjoyed except awheel that the visitor

who does not bring his bicycle and take in at

least a part of the scheduled runs will miss
one of the best features of the affair.
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TEN GOLDEN RULES.

I, James Peddlesome, being of sound mind,

and (since my discharge from the hospital

for trying to knock down a six-ton beer

wagon with a twenty-five pound bicycle)

body, do hereby bequeath to the novices of

cycling, and their heirs and assigns forever

aird ever, amen! the following decalogue, be-

lieving that in a close observance thereof lies

all the health and happiness that the novice

can ever hope to get from cycling, the entire

ten being guaranteed against defects in ma-

terial and \vorkmansihip, and will be replaced

if presented within one year fiom date, if ex-

press charges are paid.

I. To avoid tiresome climbs up long hills

on windy days wiWh a high .gear—use a low

gear.

II. To increase mileage and to do centuries

in "surprisingly" short time—use a cyclometer

with a key.

III. To escape disfigurement of the face

—

allow the truckman's iclaim *o any part of

the road 'he may see fit to use.

IV. To insure getiting home whole—give

way to the rider who seems wabblingly in-

clined to use 'both sides of the street at the

same time.

V. To keep your conscience free and dear

—

don't mention wheds in connection with the

head. I 'have seen this joke sprung on a de-

fenseless man twenty miles from home. They

took himi 'home in the cars.

VI. To avoid paying for repairs—^don't tell

the dea'ler tbat story about the smooth road

and the iive-'miks-an-'bour 'gait. He has

heard it too often.

VII. When listening to a cycle sermon—be

careful not to talk in your sleep.

VIII. Bieer wagons are hard. Besides, if

ycu do them damage you are liable to arrest.

IX. If you are in New York and stop at a

hotel on Sunday, do not say, "Can I get any

liquor here on Sunday?" but sit quietly down,

as other gentlemen do, and request of the

waiter, "a sandwich and a 'little Raines water."

X. A tandem with a girl on the front is a

good thing to push down, but not up 'hill.

Therefore, if a 'hill suddenly rises before you,

have her dismount While you think you notice

a puncture, and conclude not to remount until

you reach the top.

And these things of which I speak, may
they do you good, as they mig'ht have done

me, James Peddlesome, 'had I but known.

WHAT IS NOT PUBLISHED.

One of the blessings that contemporary hu-

manity owes to the bicycle is the current

newspaper paragraph which tells how the

cycle policeman—vulgarly known as the cop-

on-wheels—pursued and captured the lawless

and disdainful scorcher.

The race between the scorcher and the

cop glows with sport and bristles with hair-

breadth escapes. Justice is always triumphant,

so the moral effect of the stories is good. It

should be added that in reality justice is not

always triumphant, but the cycle policeman

does not report the oases of the scorchers

whom he cannot catch, nor does his friend,

the space-filler, use two columns of space to

make public the same.

WHAT HAPPENED.

Now, it came to pass that a plague of pedals

fell upon the land, sparing neither the aged
graybeard, the toddling child, nor the shirt-

waisted maiden.

And on the day of the week known com-
monly as Sunday each man got him on his

wheel and sped into the country afar from
town, nor took he note of the pealing of the

bells or the passing of the contribution plate.

And those who preached within the sanc-

tuary were troubled in their hearts and lifted

up their voices against the wheel, but their

words fell only on the alleged ears of the

walls of the sanctuary.

And the wheel whirled afar off.

Then gat together the orators of the sanc-

tuaries and said, one to another:

"We must do something!"

And from the multitude of considerations

made they this plan:

Each man of them should betake him to a

distance of ten miles from the city and bestrew

the .highway .with tacks. And on the follow-

There is absolutely no limit to the money
you could spend in connection with cycling.

ing Sunday it was done. And, behold! as each

wheelman and each wheelwoman would come
unto the place of tacks, his or her tire would

give up the breath of its life, and he or she

would halt for a time by the wayside.

And when a great number had gathered to-

gether in this manner, the orators of the sanc-

tuary preached unto them on the virtues of

patience and resignation.

Now, on the day after all of this had oc-

curred, which was Monday, the orators of the

sanctuary gathered together and held counsel,

that they might review their good work.

"Verily," said one of weak heart and timid,

"I fear me that they spent more time in pro-

fanity, bewailing their ill luck and discussing

the various methods of repairing than they did

to considering our words."

But the others bade him go to, and said:

"Of what weight is that? Did we not make
them hear the words we had to say?"

And he of the weak heart retired into a cor-

ner to discover wherein was the benefit of it

all.

THE MAIL AND THE FEMALE.

They were holding a kind of combined ex-

perience meeting, and one of the mutual ad-

miration society at fihe same time. Hard
luck stories, regrets for the good old riding

school days, etc., and so forth as well, had

each had their turn when the girl with the

green golf-stockings told this:

One morning, just after I had taken my
first ride on the road, I went out before

breakfast, as I was told that that was the proper

thing. It struck me that, all things consid-

ered, it was quite the properest thing I had

done since I had been turned loose on the

public hig'hways, for I met hardly a soul. I

was, figuratively, patting myself on the back

at my good behavior, when just a block away
I saw a carrier taking up the mail. My heart

seemed to drop clear through to China, for I

knew his fate was sealed.

I determined to conquer that machine or

know the reason why. I shut my lips, set

my teeth and tried to turn my eyes away and

run into something else, but I was as com-

pletely fascinated as if he were the Gorgon's

head, and I had np more sense than to keep

on pedaling as if the mantelpiece had fallen

on my fox terrier, and I was going for the

doctor.

I struck the curbstone and flew around the

lamp-post three or four times, as if I were the

lash of a whip winding about the stock. The
carrier's feet cut spread-eagles in the air and

letters flew around the street like leaves in a

Dakota zephyr.

I began to remember all the dreadful things

done to people Who obstructed the United

States mail, and I felt if we ever stopped

acting like perpetual motion machines that

my only safety lay in a very humble apology,

and yet all I could think of was:

"Ah—er—^ah! do you collect mail here every

day at this hour?"

The man glared at me as if I had stolen

his pet watermeloit, and replied with needless

emphasis:

"I always have, but I'll be blanked if I do

it any more if you are going to be in this

vicinity."

SERMON ON THE MOUNT.

I have been there myself; so, behold! I ofifer

the following:

Grip the handles tig'htly, straddle the back

wheel, give one or two short hops, and—then

arise, brush the dirt from your cloths,

straighten the handle-bar and begin again.

Grasp the handles tig'htly, give one or two

s'hort hops—then take your wheel up onto

the sidewalk and allow that wagon (now four

blocks away) to pass.

This is enough for one lesson. It is neces-

sary to repeat this, eight or ten times, and

afterward all is plain sailing. Don't try to

mount a wheel with expectation of avoiding

any of this mode of procedure. It can't be

done.

This formula, if you are of the sterner sex,

may be accompanied by sudh relieving ex-

pressions as are usual under trying circum-

stances; but I would suggest that the ladies

confine themselves to "sugar," or, in case of

a bad fall, "darn."

CYCLE VERSIONED.

Ill fares the wheel to hastening ills a prey,

When rust accumulates and tires decay.
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Ride the Best....

AND

....Leave the Rest.

WORLD CYCLES

RRE BEST.

The highest type of that which is

good in cycle construction.

ART CATALOGUE FREE.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARVVELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;
Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,
San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON. Adelaide, Australia.

VAN DER WIELEN & SCHWIEBBE, of Ant-
werp, covering Belgium and Holland.

ARNOLD,

SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,

Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHAT CAUSED IT ALL.

"I wonder why it is," said the 'best-looking

girl in the party, "t1iat I can never mount my
wheel creditaibly when people are looking?"

"There are others," murmured the tall man.

"Wlhat ails you, Miss Curvee, is that on such

occasions you have an attack of stageismatic

frightus."

"I'm sure, if I thought for a moment I had

anything as horrid as those nasty-sounding

words, I never would mount a bicycle as long

a's I lived," said the 'little 'woman with the

faintest suspicion of a quaver in her voice.

"Don't let 'him scare you, sis," said her

younger brother, wtho icoimpleted the trio.

"AH he said you had 'was stage-fright."

"But I haven't any-

thing of the kind,"

was the quick reply.

"I guess I 'did the

skirt dance at ou'-

church sociaMe witli-

out making a single

misstep, 'and that was

more than any other

girl did. At least, so

everybody said."

(This in an apologetic

tone.)

' "Indeed you did

dance the best of

them all, Miss Cur-

vee," said the tall

man, with the faint-

est suspicion of a

smiie. "I was there

and saw the perform-

ance; still you do

really suffer from a

species of stage-fright

in your cycling. Now
when you put your

right foot on the

pedal, in front of peo-

ple you desire to im-

press with your

wheelwomanship, the

machine always starts

off before you expect

it to; does it not?"

"Y-e-s; that''s about

right."

"And the wheel ab-

solutely refuses to go

in the straight line

it always does when
there is absolutely no one around, eh?"

"Yes; it just wabbles awfully."

"And then your skirt catches, just as you

are ready to raise yourself into the saddle, does

it not?"

"Always; I never knew it to fail."

"And then you hear some one giggle; you

begin to fear that horrid skirt is too high, and

at once your wheel tries to climb a tree."

"It's very much that way, if not exactly as

you tell it."

"Stage-fright; nothing else in the world,

Miss jCurvee. The cause of all those pranks

Hes in the fact that when you try to mount
before those other peop'le, you are wondering

what they are going to say or think about

your riding ability or your appearance. You
have forgotten all about the fact that just at

that moment your wheel needs your attention,

and you do not remember to do those things

necessary for you to complete a graceful and

successful mount into the saddle. You are

weighted do'wn with the one idea that you
must be graceful, and active, au'd alert, while

if you did not think s'o much about them you
would be all three."

"How nice it is to know all about it," said

the pretty girl, as she raised her wheel clear

of the ground and spun it round to get the

pedals in position for mounting.

Then the trio prepared to continue their

ride up the Boulevard, while the tall man,

who had been telling her all the whys and

wherefores, still blushing and confused by the

sincerity of the tone she had addressed him

with, rode grandiloquently into the curb, and

tried to tie his wheel to a hitching post before

he regained his composure.

Some time, when you think all the forego-

ing isn't true to life, just watch one of those

painfully conscious people, who may be an

excellent rider otherwise, try to mount a

wheel 'before the critical eyes of the Boulevard

sidewalk coterie.

WHERE LOOKS ARE EVERYTHING.

The dear thing in light blue greeted the

sweet thing in gray effusively.

"I'm so glad to see you," she said, "for I

do want your advice so much." And there

was so much emphasis on the "do" and the

"so" that it was hard to understand how such

small words could hold it all.

The sweet thing in gray responded in kind

to the dear thing in light blue, and said that

she would be glad if she could be of service

to her in any way.

"Oh, you can," asserted the dear thing in

light blue. "You have such excellent taste,

you know."

This is a form of "jollying" that is prevalent

in the feminine portion of, polite society, but

really means nothing.

The dear thing in

light blue was satisfied

in her own mind at

the time that she

spoke that she had

more taste in five

minutes than the sweet

thing in gray would

have in seven years,

but, of course, it

wouldn't do to say so.

"Your judgment is

always so perfect

that I would not pre-

sume to question it.

However, I shall be

glad to make sugges-

tions that may seem

to me worthy of your

attention. What have

you been buying?"

"A b i c y c 1 e," re-

plied the dear thing

in light blue; "just

the sweetest, dearest

little bicycle you ever

saw, and I want your

^ opinion of it."

"What kind is it?"

asked the sweet thing

in gray.

"Black and gold,"

answered the dear

thing in light blue.

"Oh, why didn't

you get a cerise one?"

cried the sweet thing

in gray. "Black was

all right last year, but

this year it is red. Why, you won't be in

the swim at all with a black and gold bi-

cycle. No one who is any one rides them

now."

And—well, this merely illustrates how a

woman selects a bicycle.

HARD-LUCK STORY.

'Got your new tandem?"
'Yep."

'Tried it yet?"

'Sh!—no; we've quarreled."

THEY NEVER DO.

"That boy of mine is a regular mile-a-min-

ute machine."

"How; fast?"

"No; he won't work."

NO MORE THAN HE HIMSELF WOULD DO.

Returning along fair Riverside,

With look of one beatified,

Said she, in tone of rhapsody:

"My wheel fairly ran away with me."

Enthused by radiance of her eyes,

Bright-sparkled with glow of exercise,

With an ardor I could ill conceal,

I said, "Ah! who can blame the wheel?"

TRANSLATED TO ORDER.

A cycling maiden, modest and shy.

Who admits she doesn't know beans.

Writes to know if some one will tell

What "fin de siecle" means.

The answer is very easy, of course,

Please give us a harder one

—

"Fin de siecle"—a rider just come
To the end of a century run.
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NEW POLITICAL VIEW OF IT.

Just as the bicycle has decreased tippling,

so too, will it inspire a more temperate in-

dulgence in the strong liquor of political

argument. As a topic of conversation it is

imperious and compelling. It fills the talk

of all sorts and conditions of men, and it

draws together in close sympathy many who
would be hotly antagonistic over the right

or wrong of free trade. Where two or more
men are now gathered together, th-; talk i.s of

tire and gear and saddle and sprocket. Of
course there is no general agreement on these

important details. Opinions dilfer widely,

and they are set forth often with rasping dog-

matism. But there is a common ground

whereon all meet in heavenly amity; which

is, that however you are mounted, cycling

is the best sport in the world.

All agree with this except the possible

poor fellow who has not yet learned to ride,

or the more unfortunate man who attempts

to ride and enjoy a bargain-cotinter wheel.

But these sole exceptions to a- universal rule

count for little. They sit by, silent and awk-

ward, understanding that they are regarded

by the rest with pity or a sort of puzzled con-

tempt. This is where the bicycle is superior

to politics as a subject for friendly encounter.

When two good American citizens of op-

posing political faiths talk politics, each takes

the ground that the other belongs to a party

that is secretly pledged to overthrow the Con-

stitution of the United States. They have

no neutral territory. They declare them-

selves, and insult each other in the various

degrees that civilization permits. In past

campaigns this wrangling has been a fruitful

source of discord and malice and mis-

chief. The 'habit of thoughtful judgment

and the sense of fairness have both

suffered. It was a grievous misdirection of

energy. It obscured or distorted the real

issues and entailed a sad loss of self-respect.

It was a menace to the principles of decent

self-restraint on which our society rests. It

has resulted in .campaigns of villification and

personal abuse and general nastiness, of which

good citizens became properly ashamed when

they sobered up.

The bicycle is looked to to largely remedy

this evil. Brown cannot persist in regarding

Jones as a traitor to his country after he

learns that he and Jones swear by the same

make of bicycle. The fact punctures his big-

otry. As a subject for friendly talk it clears

the air of distrust and some of the arrogant

pride of opinions. Undoubtedly, Americans

will have fewer heated political arguments

this summer, and, as a result, there will be a

cooler and worthier consideration of the le-

gitimate issues of the campaign. All of

which means that all good cycling citizens

shall vote next November with a better intel-

ligence than heretofore. The bicycle is here-

by proclaimed a power for civic virtue.

SURE SPEED KILLER.

"I've got a sure cure for scorching."

"What is it?"

"Pass a law making every one who rides

a bicycle serve six months in the district mes-

senger service." ^

NO MERE PEDESTRIAN.

"I beg pardon, but in what walk of life are

you engaged?"

"Walk, nothin'i I'm a six-day racing-man."

HERE IS A FOOL-CATCHER.

They do these things much better in France.

In the Maritime Alps, not far from Nice and

Monaco, there is a very dangerous coast, com-
plicated by a sharp turn on the way down, and

below a deep ravine spanned by a bridge, the

bridge of Ramingao. The Touring Club of

France put up signs and issued warnings in

vain. Cycle fools, assured of their ability to

control a wheel anywhere and anyhow, rode

heedlessly to their destruction at a lively death

rate. Then the Touring Club, determined to

save these rash ones by force, sought permis-

sion of the local authorities and put up the

high wire netting shown herewith on each

side of the low parapet of the bridge.

When the public first heard of this wire

basket being over an abyss like a providential

spider's web, it was extremely incredulous.

But the wire net of Ramingao is not a myth.

It exists, it performs its function, and happily

does not catch corpses. It is a good strong

wire netting. Four days after it was put up

in April it was assaulted by a poor devil whose

machine was smashed against the parapet and

who was making straight for a better world

when he had the sweet surprise of being

caught on the fly, and rocked gently on an

elastic and springy couch. Isn't that a merry

emotion to recommend to one of these ama-

teurs of new emotions?

Since April four other victims have been

jerked from certain death, and there is a good

prospect of making a saving average of lour

lives a week. One can't help counting up

how many cycle tourists at this rate would

have been piled up in three or four years at

the bottom of the ravine of Ramingao. The
Touring Club has done well in putting an end

to this hecatomb. But is it not really incred-

ible that all of its counsels and precepts should

have remained unnoticed until it was forced

to hang a netting over the abyss because so

many people like better to take large risks

than little precautions?

The wire netting at Ramingao is positively

symbolic. Contemporary life is a coast.

Everybody wishes to arrive quickly at the risk

of not arriving at all. The precepts of moral-

ists are like the warnings of the Touring Club.

They have not the slightest effect in stopping

those who are eager to hurry themselves out

of the race. And statesmen seek in vain to

find a wire netting which will save the break-

necks from the final somersault.

IN THE ELDER DAY.

In the Fables of Antonius Thrasius there

appears this brief anecdote:

Once upon a time two centurions, one upon

a bicycle with his toga begirt with brazen

ibars, showing why he was a centurion, the

other upon a horse, his glittering breast-plate

and helm'et plainly telling the story of his

centurion'ship.

When they had come unto the stairs of

Cestus, over again.st the hill of Jannycully, he

with the brazen bars picked up his 'century-

maker and carried it to the summit.

"Say, "said the horse to the soldier centurion,

w'hose sandaled feet close pressed his heav-

ing sides, "why don't you get off and do that

for me?"
"Oh, g'wan," said the man of war, "you're

too blamed heavy."

"I'll show you w'hether I'm too heavy, as

well as to whom you are talking," replied

the horse, with a great show of indignation

in his voice. With that he lit out with his

'hind feet, stood lalternately upon them and

his front ones, bit at the ibare legs of his rider,

finally unseating him, and tore up the earth

in his vicinity. Wihen finally he had grown

'tired of his fun, the rider came within hailing

'distance, and, prefacing his speech with many
a martial oath, said:

"Well, you feel better now, don't you, you

dod-iblasted idiot?"

"Oh, I don't know," remarked his equine-

'sh'ip; "ibiit I think I have shown you that

I have a will of my own."

"Exactly," said the soldier, "and I don't

feel any crying need for an animal with that

possession."

The next day the centurion sold the horse

to a g'lue factory and that was the end of him.

With the pro'ceeds of the horse sale the cen-

turion bought him a sihare in a bicycle, for, be

it remem'bered, this was in the good old days

of high grades and high prices.

Mofa'l: D'o not kick if the elevator does

not always run.

TECHNICALLY PHRASED.

He had only just begun his first year in a

medical college, and begun the cultivation of

a downy moustache, to make him look older

than his eighteen years entitled him to. In

everything po'ssible he was strictly profes-

sional. He was taking his wheel out of the

cellar, when the janit'or, noticing ho'W soft

the tires were, said to him

:

"Y'ou had 'better pump them up, sir, right

away."

Carefully diagnosing the flabbiness of the

tires with a most professional manner and

method, to s'ay nothing of thumb pressure, he

replied:

"Yes, John, your advice is excellent, and I

shall immediately proceed to give them a hy-

podermic injection of atmosphere."

Whereupon he pumped up the tires.

ACCORDING TO THE WAY IT WAS VIEWED.

"I heard the agent who sold you that wheel

on the installment plan say you were behind

with your money."

"Well, he's dead wrong; I'm ahead. I owe

him $45."

SPILLED.

Jack and Jill went down a hill,

A-riding on a tandem,
They struck a rock
With an awful shock,

And fell around at random.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

SADDLES
AGENTS TVANTED IN Att TTNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

Office and Factory : 189-191 W. Earned St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

5 84,7 95. CYCLE-SADDLE. Geoege F. SCHRADER, Rochester. 5ftK 1 .Qn POWPB TRiN<JiwrPTTMa MornjKTOM n„.».„- r ^~^^

cm ( yeftrs.

Cfeim.— 1. Ill a cycle-saddle, the combination with a saddle-

frame, and the bearings above and below it, of the vertical screw,

the upper stationary collar, the lower adjustable collar, and the block
having the a|)erture and arranged upon the screw and engaging the

lower collar forming a lock-nut therefor, substantially as described.

5 8 5 . 1 8 . BICYCLE LUG6/ OE-CARRIER. CHARLES E Lamson,
Portland, Me. FUed Nov. 9, 1896. Serial No. 611,470. (No model)

Otaim.— 1. The herein-described luggage-carrier for bicycles con-

sisting of a shelf or bracket haviug hooks adapted to hook around
the tubing of the rear fork and to rest on the cross-bar, and having
tvo vertical arms extending down by said cross-bar aud bearing

against the rear face thereof and means for securing the lower ends
,of said ai-ms to the rear fork.

37,324. BICYCLE-LAMP. Frederick K. Wright, Syracuse, N. Y.,

aasignor to the Steam Gauge and Lantern Company, same place.
FUed Jaa 25, 1897. Serial No. 620,694 Term of patent 7 yeara

Claim.-h Means for transmitting power, consisting in the com- '

desc^!^d'~'^^'
^^^'^" *^' * ^'"^"^^ handle-bar. as herein shown and

bination with a driving-wheel and a driven wheel, each of which has
concave teeth with thick rounded points, of an endless series of balls ^ "^ » 1 8 5 . SADDLE-SEAT FOR BICYCLES. Henry A. Christy, Jack-

adapted to the said teeth and entirely separated from each other at
™"' *"* ^''^'' ^^^- ^'' ''^^- ^™' ^°- ^32,677. Term of patent

the wheels by their thick and rounded points, which project between ^ ^^^"^

the said balls and beyond the center line thereof and an endless guide
or runway for the said balls, substantially as specified.

5 8 4,905. BICYCLE-SADDLE. Orrin A. TOMPKiSs, Randelph,

N. y. FUed July 18, 1896. Serial No. 599,666. (No model)

Claim.— I. A bicycle-saddle comprisins; a bowed spring extend-
ing transversely of the machine, a flexible supporting-body attached'
to and supported by the spring, spaced side cushions extending longi-

tudinally of the machine and removably supported on the flexible

body aud the spring to engage the outside of the thighs of the rider,

and means to- adjust the width of the.seatanH the space between the
side cushions, substantially as described.

5 8 4,796. SPRING-BRAKE AND UPGRADE PROPELLER.
Peter Selleg, Valley, Wash. FUed Dec. 9, 1895. Serial No. 571,559.

(No raodeLl

Ctmm
described.

-The design for a lamp, substantially as herein shown and

Claim.—1. The combination with a pedal-driven shaft of a spring-

motor comprising a spring-box, a sleeve rotatively relative to said
spring-box, a convolute spring connecting said spring-box and sleeve,

means for retaining said spring-box against rotation in one direction,

means for retaining said sleeve against rotation in one direction,

clutch mechanism arranged to connect the .spring-box and pedal-
driven shaft at times to wind the said spring upon the said sleeve,

and a clutch mechanism arranged to connect the pedal-driven shaft
and sleeve at a time when the pedal-driven shaft and spring-box are
disconnected, key-rods for operating said clutches, and an arm ou
one of said key-rods arranged to release the means of retaining the
sleeve against rotation in one direction.

C/ann.—The design for a saddle-seat, substantially as shown and
described.

S7,3 237^L0CK FOR BICYCLE-CHAINS EDWARD C. FLETCHER,

IndlanapoUs, Ini, assignor to the Indianapolis Chain and Stamping

Company, same place FUed Oct. 13, 1896. Serial No. 608.785. Term

of patent 14 years.

Claim.—The within-described design for blocks for bicycle and

other pitch chains, substantially as set forth.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

584,764. Bicycle Bell. Charles H. Allen, Roches-
ter, N. y., assignor of one-half to Carrie T. Smyth,
same place. Filed July 28, 1896. Serial No. 600,780.

(No model.)
584,795. Cycle Saddle. George F. Schrader, Roch-

ester, N. Y. Filed November 16, 1895. Serial No.
569,222. (No model.)

584.807. Bicycle. Carl Young, Chicago, 111. Filed
September 8, 1895. Serial No. 485,063. (No model.)

584.808. Bicycle. Carl Young, Chicago, 111. Filed
February 10, 1896. Serial No. 578,726. (No model.)

584,858. Crank for Bicycles. William Diebel, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Filed January 18, 1896. Serial No.
575,941. (No model.)

584,888. Bicycle, Tricycles, etc. Downes E. Norton,
London, England. Filed September 14, 1896. Serial

No. 605,812. (No model.)
584,935. Cushion Tire. Rebecca H. Hayes, Galves-

ton, Tex. Filed September 15, 1896. . Serial No. 605,-

599. (No model.)
.

584,943. Luggage Carrier for Velocipedes. Charles

H. Lamson, Portland, Me. Filed April 3, 1896.
Serial No. 586,018. (No model.)

584,944. Spring Attachment for Bicycle Saddles.
Charles H. Little, Saginaw, Mich. Filed November
15, 1896. Serial No. 591,662. (No model.)

584,989. Bicycle Trainer. Isaac H. Davis, Boston,
Mass. Filed November 20, 1896. Serial No. 612,897.

(No model.)
'

585,022. Bicycle Bell. Colin W. Claybourne, In-
dianapolis, Ind., and Daniel W. Shiek, Chicago, 111.,

said Shiek assignor to Addison Bybee, Indianapolis,
Ind. Filed July 3, 1896. Serial No. 597,960. (No
model.)

585.054. Bicycle Lock. William H. Stevens, Buf-
falo, N. y., assignor of one-half to Philip Gerst, same
place. Filed March 12, 1897. Serial No. 627,241. (No
model.)

585.055. Wheel. Joshua T. Stockton, Santa Rosa,
Cal. Filed June 14, 1895. Serial No. 552,866. (No
model.)

585,067. Bicycle Brake. Ignatz Weise, Passau, Ger-
many. Filed December 24, 1896. Serial No. 616,924.

(No model.)

585,078. Puncture Closure for Pneumatic Tires,
William R. Bell, Danbury, Conn., assignor of one-
half to Susan E. Wildman, same place. Filed Janu
ary 29, 1897.

_
Serial No. 621,187. (No model.)

585.107. Bicycle. Louis G. H. Kinsman, Spring-
field, Mass. Filed May 22, 1896. Serial No. 592,598,

(No model.)

585.108. Bicycle Luggage Carrier. Charles H
Lamson, Portland, Me. Filed November 9, 1896,

Serial No. 611,470. (No model.)

585.139. Tandem Bicycle Steering Device. Alpha
O. Very, Springfield, Mass. Filed May 4, 1896.

Serial No. 590,058. (No model.)

585.140. Bicycle Support. Charles A. Wade, Par-
kersburg, W. Va. Filed March 28, 1896. Serial No,
585,145. (No model.)

585,149. Bicycle. Peter J. Berlo, Boston, Mass
Filed October 19, 1896. Serial No. 609,328. (No
model.)

585,156. Bicycle Support. Robert J. Cessford, For-
est Hill, La. Filed December 19, 1896. Serial No,
616,318. (No model.)
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584,669. BICYCLE-PANNIER Edward C. Bamlett, San Fran-
cisco, Cal Filed May 29, 1896: Serial No. 593,606. (No model)

Clti'im.— I. Inabic/ole-paiinier, an open metallic frame adapted
to be fastened by attaching-hooks to the rear-wlieol fork of a bicycle

and bjr means of a strap or straps passing around the package and
the saddle-post so as to have the rear end of the pannier discon-

nected trom the bicycle and free from vertical and lateral movement,
Giih.'^tatitially as described

5 85,139. TANBBM-BICYCLE STEERING DEVICE. AiPHA 0.'

Very, SpringHeld, Mass. Filed May 4, 1896. Serial No. 590,085. (No

model)

584,858. CRANK FOR BICYCLEa WILLIAM DiEBKL, Phlladel 584,935. CUSHION-TIRE. REBECCA H. HAYES, Oalvestgn, Tei.
phia, Pa Filed Jan. 18, 1896. Serial Na 676,941. (No model) Filed Sept 15. 1896. Serial No. 605,899. (No model)

Cfrtim,—The combination with a shatl, of a crank, bored to fit

the same and provided with an exteriorly-threaded boss, and a set-

acrew opening through said boss at right angles to the shaft-bore, a

aet-screw fitted to said opening and having its end adapted to engage

a recess in the shaft, and a sci'ew-cap fitted to said boss

5 85,07 8. PUNCTORE-CLOSER FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES. Wll-
LIAK R, Bell, Danbury, Coun., assignor of one-half to Susan E. Wild- Clium.— 1. A cushion-tire comprising the endless tube the plu
man, same place. Filed Jaa 29,j897. Serial No. 621,187. (Nomodel) ality of ela.stic balls therein, the tape connecting the exterior of said

balls and supplemental resilient means inserted in said ball

5 84,7 64. BICYCLE-BELL. CHARLES H. ALLEN, Rochester, N. Y.,

• asslgnorofone-halftoCarrleJ. Smyth, same place. Filed July 28, 1896.

Serial No. 600,780. (No model)

CUdm.— \. In a tandem bicycle, steering devices consisting of
two steering-heads, a handle-bar and a grooved pulley secured to
each of said heads, means of connection between said pulleys consist-
ing of two fle-xible parts, screw-threaded plugs secured to the ends
of said parts, suitably-threaded nuts to receive said plugs, and re-
cesses in the periphery of said grooved pulleys for receiving'said nut
and plug, substantially as described.

585,02S. BICYCLE-BELL COLIH W. Clayboobhb, Indianapolis,

Ind., and Daniel W. Shiek, Chicago, III; said Shlek assignor to Addi-

son Bybee, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed July 3, 1896. Serial No. 597,960.

(No mnlel)

Cltt'nn.-~\. A- puncture-closer for pneumatic tires, consisting of

a thin flanged head provided with a threaded shank to extend through

the wall of the tire and through a washer provided with a flange, the

aperture iu said washer flared outwardly to receive a conical nut,

provided with means to receive a tool for turning it, fitted thereto

and to said shank to draw said head and said washer into binding

contact with the surfaces of the walls of a tire, substantially as shown

and described.

5 84,948. LDGOAQE-CARRIER FOR VELOCIPEDES. ChaELM
H. Lamson, Portend, Me. Filed Apr. 3, 1896. Serial No. 586,018. (No

model)

Claxtn,—^1. In an alarm for vehicles, the combination ofabeII,a

suppcTtiug-arni therefor pivotally supported from the vehicle to act

by gravity to lower the bell toward the vehicle-wheel, an actuating-

wheel carried by said arm and adapted to engage and be rotated by

the vehicle-wheel, a hammer mounted on said arm and adapted to be

operated by said actuating-wheel. and means acting normally to hold

said friction-wheel out of contact with the vehicle-wheel.

5 8 4,944. SPRING ATTACHMENT FOR BICYCLE-SADDLES.
Charles H. Little, Saginaw, Mich. Filed Mav 15, 1896. Serial No.

591,662. (Nomodel)

Cloxm.— in a bicycle-franie, two upriglits A and .A, adapted to

form a fore fork, a lower cross-piece adapted to unite the said up-

rights and to form a base for the central member, a central mem-
ber placed between the two said upi'ights and connected to the same

Claim.— 1. A spring attachment for bicycle-saddle poste com- by the said lower cross-piece, and an upper cross or crown piece

j)rising a spring adapted to be secured at one end to the saddle-post kerfed as described and having clam])-screws whereby \\ is clamped
above the socket, the other end of the spring secured to the frame to the said uprights and said central member, the ends of the said

of the bicycle below the socket, whereby as the strain is put upon crown-piece extending beyond the uprights and having sockets in

the spring the saddle-post will move up and down in the socket, as which the ends of the handle-bar are secured, substantially as and
spcified. ^ ^ for the purpose set forth.

Claim.— 1 The combination with the supjiort, means for attach-

ing it to a cycle-frame and tlic bell thereon, of the rotatable arbor

journaled on the support, the bell-stiiker attached thereto, the plate

pivoted loosely on the arbor, the wheel on said plate adapted to en-

gage a cycle-tire, connections between said wlieel and the arbor for

rotating the latter, and the spring for actuating the plate in one

direction, substantially as described

584,984. nOCKER. Joseph S. Byrnes, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor

to himself and Edmund P. Martin, Jr., same place Filed Dec. 4, 1896.

Serial No. 614,465. (No model)

0%.

Claim.—The herein-described luggage-carrier for velocipedes

consisting of two elongated parallel frafnes adapted to rest horizon,

tally on the handle-bar, a loop on each of said frames

5 85,149. BICYCLE. Peter J. Berlo, Boston, Mass. Filed Oct

19,'l896. Serial No. 609,328. (Nomodel)

Cfahii.— 1. The combination of a base composed of three sec-

tions the intermediate of which has means by which it may be se-

cured to a support and the end sections of whicli are respectively

pivoted to oj)poH;ite sides i>i' the intermediate .section, each end sec-

tion having a slot ruriiiiii;;; !on;!^itudiii;illy through it, a link located

in each slot, the onter cuds of the iink.s being respectively pivoted

to tlie end .sections of the base at the outer cikIs tliereof. and the

inner ends of tlie links being alined with each other, and a rail rnti-

ning longitudinally with tlie base and bearing on the upper side of

the same, tlie rail and the inner ends of the links being pivotally

joined to each other on a common axis, substantially as described.

5 8 5,067. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Ignatz WEisfi, Pasaau, Qermany.

Filed Dec. 24. 1896. Serial No. 616,924 (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a brake for bicycles, the combination with a pair

of collai-3 adapted to be clamped upon the steering-forks; a pair of

ingle-levers pivoted to said collars, each having a depending arm
thereon carrying a brake-shoe, and a pair of oppositely-disposed bori-

y.orital arms through which the said depending arm is operated, tl»e

inwardly-extending arm of each angle-lever overlapping the corre-

sponding arm on the other angle-lever, and the two being provided

with coincident slots therein, and the out wardiy-e.^ tending arm of eacli

angle-lever forming a foot-rest; of a vertically-movable rod mounted
upon the steering head and passing through suitable guides thereon,

and having a forked lower end adapted to fit over the said slotted

arms; and a bolt passing through the forked end of said rod and the

slots in said slotted arms, substantially as described.
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Baltimore, June 14—21, 1897.

The third-mile amateur National championship is

assigned to the National Circuit meet of the Atalanta
Wheelmen, Newark, August 14. The third-mile pro-

fessional National championship, and the quarter and
five-mile amateur National championship are as-

signed to the Springfield Bicycle Club for their Na-
tional championship meet, September 14, 15, 16.

The suspension placed upon Harry Loches, Eliza-

beth, N. J., expired June 7, 1897.

For promoting unsanctioned ;-aces, Joseph L. Wilson,

Washington, D. C, is placed upon the list of those

to whom sanctions will be refused, and is ruled oH
all L. A. W. tracks.

For promoting an unsanctioned race meet the Inter-

Academic Association of Philadelphia, Pa., is placed

upon the list of those to which sanctions will be re^

fused.
The suspension placed upon W. Fred Sims, W ash-

ington, D. C, will expire on July 1, 1897.

The suspension placed upon R. D. Sanderson,
Memphis, Tenn., will expire July 1, 1897. '

Having paid the prizes owed to racing men, Dundee
Park and the Nanticoke Athletic Club,. Nanticoke,

Pa., have been restored to sanction privileges.

ROAD-RACE OFFENSES.
For unfair dealing in connection with cycle racing.

W. L. Eckhardt, of Baltimore, who is already un-

der suspension, is ruled off all tracks as racing man.
manager, trainer or attendant, pending a vote of the

Board on his case, and all racing men are warned not

to accept service from him, on track or road, under
penalty of suspension. William Porter, of Baltimore,

is transferred to the professional class for joinins;

with a suspended professional on a tandem in making
pace, and is suspended from road and track racing
until July 24. William Rutley and T. Wells Cole, of

Baltirnore, are transferred to the professional class

for knowingly accepting pace from a professional,

and, in addition, for accepting the pace from a sus-

pended man, and are suspended from road and track

racing until July 24.

TRAVELING PERMITS GRANTED.
W. E. Jones, Denver, Col., at Kansas City, Mo.,

June 19; E. C. Hausman, New Haven, Conn., June
21-26, New York Circuit; Robert Roy, Jr., Bradford,
Pa., at Syracuse and Utica, N. Y., June 18 and 19;

George Whitney, Washington, D. C, State of Massa-
chusetts, June 19 to September 1; George M. Espie,
Camden, N. J., within 100 miles of Rochester, N. Y.,

from July 1 to September 30, 1897; Walter D. Nye,
Norfolk, Va., within 100 miles of Providence, R. I.,

from July 1 to July 31; Wilbur Mcintosh, Indianap-
olis, Ind., at Louisville, Ky., June 19-26 and July 3-10;

E. D. Hubbard, Swarthmore, Pa., within 100 miles of

Pittsfield, Mass., June 17 to September 1; H. W.
Clum, Washington, D. C, at Richmond, Va., June
19th.

D. F. Sullivan, Pensacola, Fla. (Georgetown Uni-
versity), State of New Jersey, during June, July and
August; Ray Dawson, Boonton, N. J., on New York
Circuit.

SUSPENSION REMOVED.
Albert S. Van_Horten, Morristown, N. J.; Robert

Urquhart. Dorch'ester, Mass. ; G. A. Branch, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

;
James Harvey Butler, Yonkers, N. Y.

;

J. Michael, England; Carl Berber, Newtown, L. I.,

and New York; Daniel E. Sullivan, Auburn, N. Y.

;

Fred Moore, New Orleans, La.
W. L. Rahily, Petersburg, Va. ; John Letzeller,

Newark, N. J.; Hamilton Crisp, Trenton, N. J.;
H. E. Hastings, Washington, Pa. ; F. S. Russell,
Seneca Falls, N. Y".; G. H. Holler, Brooklyn, N. Y.

;

E. Von Frederick, El Paso, Tex.
; J. E. Hanger,

Washington, D. C. ; W. C. O'Connor, Washington,
D. C. ; George J. Richardson, Petersburg, Va. ; Daniel
F. Sullivan, Georgetown College, Washington, D. C.

;

A. F. Dififenderfer, Binghamton, N. Y. ; A. W. Stack-
house, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Sylvester Schofield, Pitts-

burg, Pa.; William F. Douglas, Philadelphia Pa.; T.
Quigley, Case School of Applied Science, Ohio; T. B.
Egbert, Case School of Applied Science, Ohio; -

—

Couch, Case School of Applied Science, Ohio; .

Collins, Case School of Applied Science, Ohio;
Austin, Western Reserve University, Ohio;
Morganthaler, Western Reserve University, Ohio;

Steese, Western Reserve University, Ohio;
Hanford, Western Reserve University, Ohio.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
H. W. Seaton, Jr., Louisville, Ky., own request;

Fred Wyatt, R. L. Miller, D. C. Stearns, Portland,
Ore., own requests; Victor Smith, Hoquiam, Wash.,
own request; Harry Jackson, Oregon, 111., own re-

quest; Guy L. Garry, Everett, Mass., own request;
H. W. Lindloge, Grand Rapids, Neb., own request;

J. C. Mitchell, Louisville, Ky., own request; L. I.

Lutes, Detroit, Mich., own request; Abe Weill,
Johnstone, Ned Memory, New Orleans, La.. Clause
B; Boyd Anderson, Jesse Arndt, Nanticoke, Pa.,

Clause B; E. Von Frederick, El Paso, Tex., vote of
Board, Clause F; F. W. Rogers, Fair Haven, Vt.,
Clause D; Henry D. Eddy, Kalamazoo, Mich., Clause
C; Frank Crick, Hansen, W. Biskins, North
Platte, Neb., Clause A; Hans Jorsten, Henry Sther,
F. W'. Powell, Fred Spethman, Charles McAllister,
Bert Jarvis, George Schlieger, John Graham, A. Wil-
helm. Mart Renick, A. W. Sterne, B. J. Rog-
ers, B. Reynard, Grand Island, Neb., Clause A;
J. Lee App, Louisville, Ky., Clause A; C. H. Appley,
Elizabeth, N. J., Clause A.
James Harvey Butler, Yonkers, N. Y., vote of

Board, Clause F; Thomas A. Barnaby, Revere, Mass.,
vote of Board, Clause F; Will E. J. Kirk, Westville,
Conn., vote of Board, Clause D. ; C. H. Lewis, H. C.
W'illiams, W^ E. Cole, George Wagner, C. F.
Ofitz, August Schlose, Charles Tyren, T. L. Bird.
A. E. Woolerd, H. M. Bobo, J. D. Hume, G. Coffin,
F. Chambers, M. Eller, J. White, G. Hegburg, W. J.
Mitchell, G. Cheney, E. Gahagan, J. Garvey, and A.
Dawson, all of Minneapolis, Minn., Clause B; H. W.

Lunn, Montgomery, Ala., Clause I; Gilbert Eaton,
Waverly, N. J., Clause A; J. A. Payment, Galveston,
Tex., Clause A; John F. Keefe, Newark, N. J.,
Clause A; Warren Blaney, Portland, Ore., own re-

quest; R. J. West, Brownsville, Pa., own request; R.
D. Bruce, Pittsburg, Pa., own request.

SUSPENDED.
For riding in unsanctioned races at New Orleans:

Louis Godberry, Abe Weill, Hoffman, Ben-
edict, H. E. Paquette, Sendra, Carey,
Gillis, New Orleans, La., to June 4, 1899.

For disturbing the peace of a race meet, for ungen-
tlemanly conduct and swearing at race-meet officials:

W. Fred Sims, of Washington, D. C, is suspended
until July 15th, and after that until further notice
pending a charge of unfair dealing in connection with
cycle racing, pooling and dividing winnings at a

race meet.
For unfair dealing in connection with bicycle rac-

ing: C. B. Haskins, Cleveland, O., to July 1, 1897.
• For conduct detrimental to the racing interests of

the League, the following men are prohibited from
appearing on the track in any capacity whatever
held under L. A. W. rules, to June 4, 1899: Ed. Hurl-
burt, Jake Newman and A. E. Boudreaux, New Or-
leans, La.
Until entry fees are paid, and for 30 days after:

Alfred Garrigues, New York, and Leslie V. Mock-
ridge, Brooklyn.
For false entry: Ulysses H. Minie, Chicopee, Mass.,

to August 7, 1897.

For competing in unsanctioned races at Washing-
ton, D. C, the following to September 6, 1897: E.
Smith, Jay Morgan, E. Short, E. Boyles, L. Rider, J.

Conroy, J. Griffith, H. McGowan, F. Tucker, J. Ma-
jor, W. Armstrong and W. Bell, Washington, D. C
For officiating at unsanctioned races at Washington,

D. C. : W. H. L. Walcott and C. Roberts, Washing-
ton, D. C, are prohibited from appearing on the
track at any race meet held under L. A. W. rules, in

any capacity whatever, until September 6, 1897.

For false entry: R. D. Sanderson and G. A. Branch,
Memphis, Tenn., to July 6, 1897.

For competing in unsanctioned races at New Or-
leans, the following to June 3, 1899: Samuel Young,
E. D. Gonzales, A. J. Mitchell, Johnson, Paul
Robert, Arthur Dakin, H. Baldwin, F. Chellet, W.
Hathorn, George Roberts, C. C. Stanfield, Robert
Jobin, New Orleans, La.
For repeated false entry: H. F. Hull, Manchester,

N. H., to June 10, 1899. For delay in paying entry
fees, H. C. Wood, Chicago, 111., to June 22, 1897.

Suspended pending investigation—Albert S. Van
Horton, Morristown, N. J. ; Jad J. Strong, La
Grange, Vt.; Ernest Scott, Lewiston, Me.; Robert
Urquhart, Dorchester, Mass.
For competing in an unsanctioned race at the

spring meeting of the Interacademic A. A., Philadel-
phia, Pa., the following to July 12, 1897: Erben and
Du Pont, De Lancy School; H. Levick and D.
Levick, Penn Charter School ; Nice, Cheltenham
Academy; Wiborn, Haverford Grammar School. For
competing in an unsanctioned race at Eau Claire,

Wis., Garry Dean, Alland Pawe and Lewis Ashbaugh,
Eau Claire, Wis., and Jenkins, Jr., Chippewa
Falls, Wis., to July 12, 1897. For having entered
races, and failing to ride, G. H. Rich, Baltimore,
Md., to June 29, 1897. Pending payment of entry
fees, and for thirty days from date of payment, Ru-
dolph Clark, Storm King, N. Y. For riding in Sun-
day races at Ossco, Minn., the following, to June 12,

1899, C. H. Lewis, H. C. Williams, W. E. Cole,
George Wagner, C. F. Ofitz, August Schlose, Charles
Tyron and T. L. Bird, Minneapolis, Minn. For rid-

ing repeatedly in Sunday races at Ossco, Minn., F.
H. Williams, H. C. Williams, L. K. Stevens, Minne-
apolis, and Captain Parker, Anoka, Minn., are per-
manently suspended. For entering races and failing

to ride, G. W. Card, P. L. Snodgrass and Richard B.
Jarvis, Trinidad, Col., to July 4, 1897. For competing
in an unsanctioned race at Pullman, Wash., the fol-

lowing men, to July 10, 1897: Curtis Harold, Paloust,
Wash. ; Fred Miller, Oakesdale, Wash. ; Boyd
Hamilton and M. JSTolters, Colfax, Wash. ; A.
Carlisle, William Ogle, R. Hughes, Roy Troupe,
Pullman, Wash. For entering races and failing to
ride, F. F. Davenport, Philadelphia, Pa., to July 2,

1897.

Suspended Pending Investigation.—Nat Laccv,
Franklin College, Ohio; Smalley, Franklin Col-
lege, Ohio; Thomas, Franklin College, Ohio;
—Hall. Franklin College, Ohio; H. E. Williams.
Richmond, Va. ; A. Thomas, La Crosse, Wis.; Geor,fe
Collister, Cleveland, O.; Ed. Downs, Nashville.
Mich. ; Price, Nashville, Mich. ; Charles Fuller,
Hastings, Mich.; R. Fuller, Hastings, Mich.

FIXTURES.
JULY.

1-2-3—Racine. Wis., A. A., National Circuit.
3—Paterson. N. J., Union C. C.
3—Beaver Falls. Pa.. Beaver Valley Cyclers.
3—Hudson, N. Y.. B. C.
3—Berwick, Pa., B. C.
3—Doylestown, Pa., Bucks Co., W. A.
3—Holly, N. Y., A. A.
3—Irvington-Millburn course, tandem and single

races.
3 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
3—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
3—Cohoes, N. Y., Wheelmen.
3—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
3—Reading, Pa.. Electric Wheelmen.
3—Chicago Cycling Club.
3—Erie, Pa., Cycle and A. Ass'n.
3—Dayton, Ohio, B. C.
3—Coshocton. Ohio., C. C.
3—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
3—Greensboro. N. C. B. C.
3-4—New York, Excelsior Boat Club.
3-5—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
3-5—Kalamazoo. Mich., Michigan C. C.
3-5—Portland, Ore., State Meet.
S-FU-Waterhurv. Ct.. Wheel Cluh.
3-5-10-17-24-31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.

3-5—Frederick, Md., B. C, Division meet.
5—Chicago Cycle Club, National Circuit.
5—Patchogue, L. I., Wheelmen.
5—Plainfield, N. J., Crescent Wheelmen.
5—Morristown, N. J., Sahodalica Wheelmen.
5—Rome, N. Y., A. C.
5—Keene, N. H., Monadnock C. C.
5—Taunton, Mass., Bristol Co. W.
5—Pawtucket, R. I., C. C.
5—Fitchburg, Mass., Rollstone C. C.
5—McKeesport, Pa., Cyclers.
5—Albany, N. Y., City Meet.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Phoenix Hose Co.
6—Philadelphia, Pa.,. Limekiln Club.
5—St. Louis Cycle Racing Association.
5—Canton, Ohio, B. C.
5—Schenectady, N. Y., Fire Department.
5—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club.
5—Albany, N. Y., ^lo^th End W heelmen.
5—Bayonne, N. T., N. J. A. C.
5—Buffalo, N. Y., Press C. C.
5—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Elmira, N. Y., C. A. Bowen.
5—Washington, D. C, International Park.
6—Louisville, Ky., Prince Wells.
6—New Castle, Pa., C. C.
6—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen.
^-Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
5—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
5—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
5—Westfield, Mass., E. H. Huntress.
5—Worcester, Mass., R. T. Gallagher.
5—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
5.—West Pittston, Pa., West Side Wheelmen.
5—Sandford, Me^ C. C.
5-6—Columbus, Ohio, C. C.
5-6—Dubois, Pa., Arrow C. C.
5-6.—Henderson, Ky., Wheel Club.
«—Westfield, Mass., W. T. Smith.
7—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
8—Dayton, C, B. C, National Circuit.
7-8—Sturgis, Mich., A. C.
9-10—Grand Rapids, Mich. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
9-10—Columbus, C, C. C, National Circuit.
10—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
10-11—North Bennington, Vt., Driving Park.
10-17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
13—Warren, Pa., Recreation Park, National Circuit.
14-15—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. A., National Circuit.
17—Fredonia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
17—Newark, N. J., Century C. C.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
21—Staunton, Va., C. C.
24—New York Herald.
24—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
24—Latrobe, Pa., B. C.
24—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A., National Circuit.
24—Wallingford, Ct., Ramblers' C. C.
28—New London, Ct., Pequot W. C.
30-31—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.

AUGUST.
2—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
2-;-Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
4, 5, 6 and 7—Philadelphia Nat'l L,, A. W. Meet
6-7—Philadelphia, Pa., National Meet, Nat'l Circuit.
7 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Rivei side, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
]^1 Coxsackie N. Y. C. C.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
18—New York, Riverside W^heelmen.
18—Bridgeport. Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
20—Portland, Me., W. C, National Circuit.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C. National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
31—Portsmouth, N. H.. J. E. Rider, Nat'l Circuit.
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
1.—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
6 —Lowell. Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Akron, O., Tip-Top C. C
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex Mass., Co., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
16 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
24—Washington, D. C, Cycle, National Circuit.
25—Riverside. R. I., Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, Nat'l Circuit.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, Nat'l Circuit.
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AN OLD FRIEND IN NEW GUISE.

How many can go back a dozen years or

more in thcir cycling experiences to the

Duckerian Era of Springfield's racing fame?

Out of the few Who can do so, what propor-

tion would recognize in the author of a recent

article in "The Lancet" on "Certain Affections

of the Nervous Systems of Cyclists," by Percy

Furnivall, F.R.C.S., Eng., Assistant Demon-
strator of Anatomy, St. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital; Assistant Surgeon to the Metropolitan

Hospital, etc., etc., the only gentleman, ex-

cepting Osnrond, tihat ever came from Eng-

land to race in America?

In his article ex-Racer, now Doctor and

Professor Furnivall, deals with the numbness

so nrany experience when cycling, which

numbness, the doctor declares, is born of three

factors, viz.: (1) Pressure; (2), vibration;

(3), auto-intoxication, witjh waste products

due to overwork.

On the first point, the pressure of a bad sad-

dle will undoubtedly produce nervous symp-
toms in the perinej^l region. Althougth vibra-

tion alone would not in all probability cause

these symptoms, the jolting on a rough road

giving a succession of shocks to fhe body
must be taken into account. The third factor

is caused through, and comes on during se-

vere or prolonged exercise, when the untrained

rider rapidly dissipates his reserve tissues, and

through certain reasons suffers from excitabil-

ity, which often prevents appetite or sleep.

Inner tubes, 600 cheap. Best makers; this year's;
full warranty. P. O. 1371, New York. * * *

Tires, $5 pair. Best '97's. Full warranty. Miner-
alized. Rubber Co., New York. Agents wanted. * * *

WAS AN OUTING PICNIC.

Indianapolis, June 21.—The challenge race

between teams of Outing riders, representing

the Hay & Willits Mfg. Co., and the Stearns

and Grande riders, representing C. G. Fischer

& Co., local agents for these wheels in this

city, was contested to-day over the half-mile

track of the Business Men's Driving Club.

There are those who aver that not less than

50,000 spectators were present. The Outing
team won first place and time prize, and, had
points been counted, as is customary in team
racing, the final score would have stood ten

to five in favor of the Outings. Herman
Baase, of the Outing team, finished first by
one mile, time for the fourteen miles being

40.04 3-5. Elmer C. Pierce, of the same teairi,

won time prize by fifteen seconds over the

nearest man, time being 39.30.

Some racing-men come out flat-footed in
favor of a wheel or tire, but more come out
with flat palms, demanding the price.

The Best Oiler in the World.

PRICE, 25 CENTS EACH.
This oiler has won every test in competition with

other oilers. Although higher in price, it has been
adopted by the leading manufacturers as being
without an equal for high-grade machines.

THE NEXT BEST.

PRICE,

This is an excellent oiler at the price,
tee it second to none but the "Perfect."

CENTS EACH.

We guaran-
; •"ir'ertect."

Oiler Holders, 26c. each. Pump Holders, 26c. each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ericson Automatic Bicycle Bell.

Short or Continual Ring.
Patented.

To ring the bell

press small lever

on handle-bar.

NUTTER, BARNES & CO.,

Sole Owners and Manufacturers-

364 and 366 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Robt. Malcom Co., 735 Market St., San Francisco, Cal., agents forCal. and coast

He Turned the Hose On.
THE FROST GEAR CASE DID IT-READ THE EVIDENCE.

Olean, N. Y., June 18, 1897.
The Frost Gear Case Co., 353 Broadway, New York.

Gentlemen—Your Gear Case on my '97 Wolff-American makes a combination
exactly to my taste. I have now ridden it for live weeks in a country medical practice

over all sorts and conditions
of roads (except good ones), and
am more and more pleased with
it every day. Week before last
I had a particularly wet and
muddy time, so much so that on
one occasion I had to dismount
frequently and clean the stiff
mud off the tires and forks, be-
fore I could go on with any
comfort, and on one occasion I

turned the hose on the wheel
when I got home to clean the
mud off. During all this time
and after it was all over, the
chain and sprockets were per-
fectly clean and ran as easily
and smoothly as ever. Conse-

quently I would not have a wheel without a Gear Case. I have no knowledge of any
Gear Case but the " Frost." Yoursvery truly,

(Signed) D. V. M. HIBBARD.
THE FROST GEAR CASE CO.. 263 Broadway, New Yorl^ City.

The Blanchard Cycle Bar Co.

SHELBYVILLE, IND.

Largest Manufacturers

of .

WOOD

HANOLE-BARS
in the World.

All made of the best second-growth timber. Our bar is the best, the

most stylish and cheapest in the market.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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BMPLOYMENTT COLUMN.
Answers rceelved in confidence and forwarded wftbont charge.

Rote: 25 -w-ords, one time, so cetita ; three times, $i.oo.
SO -words, one time, $i.oo; four tlnnes, *3.oo.
75 -words, one tlnae, $1.50 ; four tlnaes, $s-oo.

Displayed A.d-vertlsements:
One-half Inch, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00.One Inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

MECHANICAL EXPERT, DESIGNER AND DRAUGHTSMAN.
Mechanical expert, designer and draughtsman, having been employed by one of

the largest bicycle concerns for the past eight years, desires to make a change.
Address 47 , care of The Wheel. 7-3-p.

SALESMAN.
To Manufacturers—A good salesman, in the bicycle line, wants a position to

travel on salary and commission, or to take goods to sell on commission, either in
bicycle parts or complete bicycles ; to control territory : has also had great experi-
ence in handling export trade ; has office and all appurtenances ; best of references

;

been selling bicycle parts to manufacturers a number of years. Address
" Salesman,'^ Room 12, 23 Park Row, New York. t-f-c.

HELP WANTED.

Advertisements in this column free.

dence.
Letters received and forwarded in confi-

REPAIRMEN.
Wanted— Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Brooklyn.

G. S. & G., 1128 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.
Address

Wanted— In our bicycle department, a man who is thoroughly conversant with
general bicycle repairing, and at the same time can make himself useful at all times.

Apply in person at once to us at this address : The Union Nut & Bolt Co., 107 Cham-
bers St., New York.

Young man, head of repair department in one of the largest cycle houses in the
trade, desires to change; can make department a paying one. Change, care of The
Wheel. 7-16-p.

Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted- a
good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill, Mass.

Repairman wanted, to make light repairs on bicycles and vulcanize tires- steady
work to capable young man. Address " Single Tube," care The Wheel.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand ; one who can bend handle-
bars and do bench work ; state salary and reference. Address Experience care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side
line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory give references Box
642, Rochester, N. Y.

Wanted- Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling sideline to small
trade; all letters in confidence; refer to Western office The Wheel, as to responsibility
Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Manadnock Building, Chicago

STRIPER.
~

Wanted—A first-class striper on bicycle frames: piece work.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo Cycle Co.,

DECORATOR AND ENAMELER.
Wanted—A first-class decorator and cnameler—no helper or plain dipper- write

stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of The Wheel".

TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted—An experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to "Steeltube," care of this
office, giving experience.

FOR SALE, EXCHAKGE, WANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. Casb in-

Tarably in advance.

CYCLE TUBES agency wanted; advertiser having
sound and extensive connection, also large warehouse

for stock. Address, S. Law, Post Office, Birmingham,
England. 7-3-p.

FOR SALE—Complete set of machinery and dies for

the manufacture of brazed tubing. Address Box 472,

Canton, Ohio.

"\X7ANTED—Traveling men visiting the wholesale and
'• retail bicycle trade to carry the " Kozy" Baby

Seat as a side line. Manufactured by Geo. Hilsendegen,
Detroit, Mich. 7-2-c

Still Better.

The D. L. & W. R. R. now run an elegant through

Day Coach (as well as sleeping car). New York to

Chicago, on their train No. 7, leaving New York at

7.00 p. m., every day, thus ensuring "No Change of

Cars" to all passengers. It is the shortest route, and

has the lowest rates.

Apply to your nearest D. L. & W. R. R. ticket

agent. No. 65.

THE

LILY

WHITE
BICYCLE
OIL. . . .

is a high-grade oil, put

up especially for the

fine trade, and will run

a wheel three times as

far as the same quan-

tity of any other oil in

the market.

Manufactured at

WILLIAM F. NYE'S, New Bedford, Mass.

Headquarters for bicycle lubricants.

SIX BUILDINGS ON FOUR ACRES.

Milwaukee, Wis., June 26.—Not everyone

knows or appreciates the real immensity of

the plant of the A. D. Meiselbach Company,
in North Milwaukee, which, while of com-
paratively recent establishment, is of such

size as to command respect at first view. It

comprises six buildings, all built upon the

company's own four-acre enclosure.

The main building is a four-storied struct-

ure, 100 by 150 feet, with basement. It is a

very substantial structure, all joists being

bolted together by machine bolts and then

tied. When in full operation no very per-

ceptible jar can be felt. The first floor of this

building is devoted to the handsome offices

of the company and to the shipping depart-

ment. The shipping facilities are unexcelled,

each building being surrounded by roadway

and a private siding provided by the railroad,

which abuts the factory platform, facilitating

the receiving of supplies and shioping of

goods. Another noticeable feature is the

light afforded from all sides; each building

is entirely free from obstruction which would

hinder the entrance of daylight, and even on

the darkest days it is possible to work in the

centre of the building without artificial illu-

mination.

The second floor of this building is devoted

exclusively to the assembling of ladies' ma-

chines and tandems, and the third floor to

the assembling of men's machines. The fourth

floor is devoted to a storage and stock room.

Their stock department is very systematic,

and is arranged on the plan of a department

store.

The auxiliary main building, 100 by 150

feet, three stories and basement, is built upon

the same plan as the main building. The
basements of these buildings are devoted to

stockrooms. The heating apparatus is also"

operated there. The first floor of this build-

ing is devoted to framework. The frames

are constructed in the company's own jig,

the invention of Mr. Meiselbach. The second

floor of this building is a machine room, the

marvelous cleanliness of which impresses the

visitor. The machines used are of the Lodge

& Davis Company, of Cincinnati, and F. E.
Reed & Co., of Worcester, Mass., pattern, and
are fully up to date, most of them having been
placed in position last season. A separate
engine is provided for the operation of this

room, obviating difficulty of stopping work
if the regular factory engine is disabled. The
third floor is devoted to polishing and plating.

The nickeling plant is very large and com-
plete, its capacity being equal to 1,000 ma-
chines a day. Descending to the lower floor

the visitor is taken out to the rear, fifty feet,

where he finds a separate building 100 by 60

feet, devoted entirely to brazing. Its floor is

of soft cinders, and each workman has room
enough to prevent friction. Alongside this

building is a larger one, 80 by 100 feet, used

as the enameling plant. The board floor is

built up from the ground two feet, leaving

the enamel tanks in the ground. They now
have an oven capacity for 800 frames per day.

To the rear of these two buildings about

fifty feet is a small brick building, built

partly underground, which contains the pri-

vate gas plant of the company. Its capacity

is great enough to easily provide sufficient

gas for the brazing and enameling of 1,000

machines a day, said to be the largest plant

in the northwest for private use. The water

supply is obtained from an artesian well on
the ground, with a storage tank in connec-

tion with a capacity of 57,000 gallons. The
engine rooms and boilers are underground,

partly separate from both, but between the

two main buildings. The engine is a Corliss

of 250 horse-power, built by the Vilter Manu-
facturing Company, of Milwaukee. In con-

nection with this is a fire engine, with pres-

sure enough to throw a four-inch stream over

a large building, a distance of 350 feet. In

addition to this the plant is fitted throughout

with automatic fire
,
plugs and sprinklers.

The plant is heated by the B. F. Sturtevant

hot-air system, there being ten separate hot-

air engines and pumps throughout the plant.

Another especially noticeable point in con-

nection with the plant is the fact that all stair-

ways and elevators are built outside the walls,

giving the inside of buildings the full dimen-
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sions for the operations of the men. A visitor

to a bicycle plant naturally expects to see in

the course of a tour through, a repair de-

partment. A remark casually dropped

elicited a reply that they needed none, as thus

far, out of over 25,000 machines built and de-

livered in 1897, less than twenty had been re-

turned to date. The ofificials, after permitting

a peep at next year's models, stated that their

'98 production would be largely increased.

AIDS TO SUCCESSFUL CYCLE SELLING.

Your salesman must be able to size up his

customers in order to make good sales.

Agents and manufacturers who practice de-»

ception regarding the wheels they sell hurt

themselves more than they do others.

By taking care of your trade your cash ac-

count will take case of itself.

Perseverence has achieved more than

strength and brilliant brains in the cycle

trade, and it is likely to continue to do so.

An advertisement to be perfect should have

every necessary word in it and every unneces-

sary word left out of it.

There are cycle agents who do not clear

wages at the rate of five cents an hour. Too
much credit.

SIDE-SHOW PLEASANTRY.

"Don't scorch now," said the Human Ham-
mer, "or you'll get yourself in bad odor."

In reply the India Rubber Man didn't do a

thing but glare ferociously, after which he

wheeled swiftly away into the night.

When the novice has found that he knows
very little about cycling he has learned a great

deal.

There are good people who never look to

heaven except to see if it is going to rain on

their ride.

Take Your Wheel With You.

SUMMER TOURS

BIG FOUR ROUTE,
TO THE

Mountains, Lakes and Seashore.
Special Low Rates will be in effect to Put-in-Bay,

Islands of Lake Erie, Lake Chautauqua, Niagara
Falls, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River, Adi-
rondacks. Lake George, New England Resorts, New
York and Boston. To the Great Lakes, Cleveland,
Sandusky, Toledo, Detroit, Benton Harbor, Mt.
Clemens, Mackinac and Michigan Resorts. To the
Northwest and West, via St. Louis and Chicago.
For rates, routes, time of trains and full particplars,
apply to any agent "Big Four Route," or address

E. o. Mccormick,
Passenger Traffic Manager

"Big Four," Cincinnati, O.

Are you doing business with Ireland ?

And if not, why not ?

It is one of the best markets in Europe for
American bicycles. The Irish are your next-
door neighbors.

THE IRISH CYCLIST
is the best advertising medium for the country.
It is 13 years in existence, and enjoys an ex-
tensive circulation amongst riders and dealers.

Specimen copy and advertising rates on appli-
cation to

R. J. MECREDY & CO.,'Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

THE
BEVINFOOT BRAKE

New 1897 Model.

"Weig:lit, 7 Oiiiices.

Ample Adjustment for All Wheels.

Fitted with Special Attachment for OVAL
FORK-CROWNS if desired.

WARRANTED NOT TO RATTLE.
All Parts are Brass, and the Shoe is a Solid

Bronze Casting.

Has Stood the Test of Three Years, and is

the Only Satisfactory Foot Brake Made.

(Clipping from Hartford Conrant, May 10, 1897.)

Wheelman Fatally Injured.

Middletown, N. Y., May lo.—James Ken-
nedy, vyhile bicycling down a hill at Goshen
yesterday, placed his foot between the fork to
act as a brake, and was thrown heavily to the
ground. His skull was fractured and it is ex-
pected that he will die.

DON'T TAKE ANY CHANCES
Price, By Mail, 75c.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

BEVIN BROS. MFG. CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

East Hampton, - - . Conn., U.S. A.

DIXON'S
Cycle
Chain

GRAPHITES
In Stick or Paste Form,

Areunequaled for purity of ingredients and for lubricating
quality. They prevent rust and wear, and insure ease and
comfort in riding.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

PATENTS.
Address HUBERT E. PECK.

Patent Attorney,McGowan
Building, Washington, D.

_ _ _ _ - C, regarding your inven-
tion or rejected application. Highest references.

^BERBER'S

-•#
ENAMELING
OVENS.

The strongest and
most perfect enamel-

ing oven on the mar-
ket

Every Ovon Guarantied

Our prices will suit

you.

Jhe Berger Mfg. Co.,

CANTON, O. <

•• -••

CEMENT.
Manufactured on scientific principles and chemically

constructed for

WOOD RI^S, STICK CEMENT, RUBBER
PATCHING

for inner tubes and tires. We guarantee our Bicycle
Cement and will return money.

G. W. REEVES,
Bicycle Cements, Chemicals, Naval Stores.

No. 15 N. Front St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Out of Sight"

Trouser
GuardB

are all they seem. Perfect
in looks, in action, in com-
fort. Natural position, a-

wheel or afoot. Liberal terms to agents and the trade.
Send 2.5 cts. for a pair to

"OUT OF SIGHT" TROUSER GUARD CO.. Fall River. Mass.

PHOTO
WOOD

ALL DONE ONTME PREMISES

-A.NUGrORD.HAFnrFORDJCONN.

NEW

Looks Are Deceiving,
but when you look into the merits and work-
manship of our medals, fraternity pins, rings,
etc., you will see that they are better than
they look, and they don't look bad either.

Send for Catalogue.

G. S. Alexander k Cc/'^b'ttU'lLl.'*'

^^Tp^cif.... INDIANA »E CHAINS.
Guaranteed not to vary over 5-1 000 of an inch between links

Watch Fob Chain mailed for 26c.

INDIANA CHAIN CO., ivmANAPOLis, Ind.

THE MORSE

ROLLER JfllHT CHAIN

Every Joint is a

Frictionless Rocker Bearing.

r
NO FRICTION-NO WEAR.
NO WEAR-NO STRETCH.
NO STRETCH-NO WEAR-
ING OFF OF SPROCKETS.

99 1-8 per cent efflolency.

Guaranteed not to stretch more than

% inch during a season.

Send for Cfttalo^ne.

MORSE MFG. CO.,
TRUMANSBURC. N, Y,
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I SPOKES A Complete Line NIPPLES |

I
OIL CUPS Prompt Deliveries. MACHINED CRANKS |

I BOWEN IMFG. CO., Avtburn, N. Y. |

THE STANDARD PAVEMENT OF AMERICA.

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO., No. 1 Broadway, New York.
ENDORSED BY THE L. A. W. EVERYWHERE. Kindly mention The WbeeL

CVCLE

HOBS. wREH'="^S. CYCLE ;

PEDAl.5sTAMP<HeSAMHlHL«^

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels

and copyrights. Send
description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and
I will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

'W. E. AIJGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bld'g, 908—24 "G St., N.W.,Wash'gton, D. C."

THE STANZA''J _,-

TABER FELT CO
FREDONIA.N.Y.

STAR BICYCLE ENAMEL. y^UtlVfe'^;
minutes to re-enamel your bicycle, giving it the appear-
ance of a new wheel, from which the enamel will neither
chip nor crack, by using the ready-mixed "STAR BI-
CYCLE ENAMEL." We will mail you a sample can of
black or any other color for 25 cents, sufficient for one
wheel. 29 different colors, including L. A. W. color
(royal purple). Send for color card.

OKRSTENDOBFIIB BKOS.,

17 Barclay St , New York. 67 Lake St., Chicago.

Articles of Real Merit

Inspire Lasting Confidence..
THAT'S ONE REASON WHY

I^EID -^ STA.R
CYCLE GRAPHITE

is so popular. The public has learned thatthe makers
take pride in their product, and make an earnest,
conscientious endeavor to give honest value. They
employ skillful men, use only the best materials and
progressive methods of manufacture. Other makers
use SOAP STOCK as a chief part of their product.
Not an ounce of such rubbish has ever been used in
the manufacture of "RED STAR'* Graphite.
Only one quality—THE BEST— and our prices are
such that our co7npetitors can't touch us. Dealers'
own labels put on everything.no matter how small
the order. EVERY RIDER in the world is invited
to send five one-cent stamps for samples, which will
be sent by return mail, then ask your dealer for"RED STAR" Sundries, and you will take no
other. Address

BUFFALO GRAPHITE CO., Buffalo, N, T.

Kindly Mention the Wheel,
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SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.
p. O. BOX, 4+4. N. Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription^

commencing with issue of

Name,

Address,

Qty,

State,
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WE HAVE-

IjOOO

EigliMel Bicycles

without tires, in lots of 10 or more.

$22.50 Will Buy Them.

F. W. CUTTRELL & CO.,

253 Broadway, New York.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe, should subscribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to

any part of America for one year, $2.50. American
subscription agent, F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway,
New York City.
American manufacturers having new ideas to in-

troduce in machines or sundries should advertise in

THE O^S^OLIST.
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Members of the American Trade visiting Eng-
land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST Office

at Coventry.

PATENTED

PERFECTION
PEDAL BALANCE.

Fits any Bicycle pedal, keeps
them level. Holds up Toe-clips.
Dealers, write for trade prices.
Sample pair mailed to any ad-
dress on receipt of price, fl.OO.

PERFECTION
PEDAt, BAI,ANCE CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,
Daytona, Fla.

V HANDLE BARS
) FORK SIDES
^PROTECTOR REVOLVERS

coRpesPONOENCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
io.,c„c»-.o AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPEE, MASS.

THE BEST STEEL
FOR BICYCLE
BEARINGS
IS

J
lEALEDESSOP'S-

STEEL.TOOL

WILLIAM JESSOP & SONS, Limited,

91 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.
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NEARLY A HUNDRED THOUSAND.

Debts of Nearly This Amount Force the Central

Cycle Company Into Receiver's

Hands.

Indianapolis, July 4.—The Central Cycle

IVlfg. Co., makers of the well-known Ben
Hur bicycles, are in the hands of a receiver.

To those who have seen the straws which

have been doing duty as weather vanes, this

announcement of the Central's embarrassment

will occasion little or no surprise.

The company has been in straightened cir-

cumstances for a month or more, and Presi-

dent Wainwright's efforts to avoid the crash,

which have been apparent, were to no purpose.

The first real break came yesterday morn-

ing, when the company filed two mortgages,

one on its personal property and the other

on its real estate, each for $37,000, to secure

two Indianapolis banks for notes that they

hold. All of the property, real and personal,

was conveyed to Nathan Morris, as trustee, to

secure the notes.

In the afternoon the Indianapolis Chain and

Stamping Co. filed a suit, setting forth

some alleged facts concerning the financial

stress of the company and asking for the ap-

pointment of a receiver. Judge Carter heard

the complaint and appointed the receiver, a

proceeding which the company did not resist.

In the Chain and Stamping Co.'s complaint

it alleges that the Central Cycle Mfg. Co.

is indebted to it in the sum of $1,286.57 on ac-

count; that the defendant owes a large debt

which it is unable to pay; that a portion of this

debt is past due and the remainder approach-

ing and will shortly reach maturity; that the

company is indebted totally in the sum of

$94,000 without means or money to pay the

same.

It is alleged that the company is insolvent

or in immediate danger of insolvency.

The filing of the mortgages in favor of the

banks and the appointment of Nathan Morris

as trustee is cited, and in order to insure jus-

tice to all of the creditors and secure an equit-

able distribution of the proceeds from the

manufacture of the $40,000 worth of material

on hand, it is asked that a receiver be ap-

pointed and judgment for $1,500 is also asked.

The court, after hearing the complaint, ap-

pointed Charles B. Rockwood as receiver,

with instructions to continue the business and

operate the plant until further orders from

the court. Mr. Rockwood is connected with

the Diamond Wall Plaster Co. He filed a bond

in the sum of $25,000 with the Union Trust

Co. as surety. He said that he will probably

continue to operate the company officered

and managed as it is, as he saw no benefit in

making changes.

Mr. Wainwright, president of the company,

was asked concerning the cause of failure.

Pie said: "Last year was a bad ytar for us

and we suffered a great deal from the failure

of our customers, who owed us for bicycles.

One firm in Chicago alone caused us a loss

of $10,000 in that way. We carried these

losses over until this spring and made our

purchases for preparing to manufacture this

year's wheel without realizing on our sales

last year. Before we could realize on this

year's sales our creditors pushed us, and there

seemed no other way than to accept a re-

ceivership, so that all creditors shall be paid

alike. It is a shame to see a big business

that we have been so long and careful in build-

ing up go to the wall like this. We have suf-

fered also from the fact that we make a high-

grade wheel and could not afford to sell it at

as low prices as other wheels were selling at."

Mr. Wainwright hopes that the embarrass-

ment will be relieved and the business be con-

tinued, but does not feel over sanguine on that

point. He takes the trouble much to heart

and is much dejected.

REMAINS OF ZIM'S VENTURE.

W. S. Burtis, one of the stockholders of the

A. A. Zimmerman Mfg. Co. and at one time

Zim's partner in the retail business, has

offered to purchase the plant at Freehold,

N. J., for $1,500 in cash. Burtis's offer also

includes the assumption of the real and chattel

mortgages, amounting to $9,845.88. The re-

port of the receiver, just filed, shows the assets

of the insolvent concern to be $12,003.02 and
the liabilities, $31,157.14; the preferred claims

total $10,405.30.

APPELLATE DULY AFFIRMS.
The Appellate Court has affirmed the de-

cision of the Supreme Court denying the ap-

plication of Humber & Co., bicycle manu-
facturers, for an order enjoining Edward F.

Meyer & Co., bicycle dealers in Bedford ave-

nue, Brooklyn, N. Y., from selling their 1897

wheels for less than the list price, $115. It

was claimed that this injured the business of
the Humber agents.

SOLD FOR FRENCH MILLIONS.

The Cleveland Machine Screw Co., which
has furnished a deal of cycle machiTiery in its

time, is reported sold to a French syndicate.
One million dollars is given as the purchase
price.

LONG IS THE LIST.

Those Whose Names Are Found on the Schedule

of Oliver, Straus & Co.'s

Assignee.

Jesse M. Sterns, assignee of Oliver, Straus

& Co., this city, has completed his examina-
tion of the firm's books and filed the schedule

of the accounts in the Supreme Court.

The statement shows direct liabilities, $55,-

293; contingent liabilities, $32,049; nominal
assets, $97,920; actual assets, $0,351. The con-

tingent liabilities are indorsements on notes.

The principal creditors are as follows:

Demorest Mfg. Co., $535.02; V. T. Hunger-
ford, $3,902.72; American Weldless Steel Tube
Co., $1,500; Garvin Machine Co., $579.40;

Simmons Hardware Co., $007.90; Garford

Mfg. Co., $743.47; Speirs Mfg. Co., $702.11;

Merchants' National Bank, Norwich, Conn.,

$10,000; Fay Mfg. Co., $4,200.38; Johnson Cy-

cle Works, Buffalo, N. Y., $2,485.76; India

Rubber Works, $6,102.72; C. W. Cilley Co.,

Connecticut, $9,513.57; Newton Rubber
Works, $15,453.05; Pynchon National Bank,

$23,334.41. The indorsers of Oliver, Straus &
Co.'s promissory notes are: G. W. Worth,

$1,400; Edward Oliver, $1,000; Marion Cycle

Co., $1,200; Globe Cycle Works, $855.50;

Haney Mfg. Co., Connecticut, $3,195. Mer-
chants' National Bank, Norwich, Conn.—Bos-

ton Cycle Co., $2,250; Park Row Bicycle Co.,

$2,484.85; Globe Cycle Works, $925.05; Boston

Cycle Co., $1,559.80. Spaulding & Jennings,
New Jersey, promissory note, C. W. Cilley

Co., indorsed by Oliver, Straus & Co.,

$1,972.03; Union Drawn Steel Co., Penn-
sylvania, two notes made by C. W. Cilley

Co., indorsed by Oliver, Straus & Co.,

$014.68. Contingent liabilities of Edwin
Oliver: A. L. Garford, $3,000.

THE RED CROSS CHANGES HANDS.

Red Cross cements and rubber specialties

and Arlington U. Betts & Co. are no longer

synonymous.

The firm of Betts & Co. is no more, the

business having passed into the hands of the

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., and having

been removed from Toledo, Ohio, to Roches-

ter, N. Y. Negotiations have been in prog-
ress for four weeks, and finally con-
summated last week. A factory in Rochester
has already been secured, and the business
will be greatly enlarged and extended.

F. W. France & Co., the Rochester jobbers
and exporters, are the principal owners of the
Red Cross Co. They will take with them a
number of Toledo men. among them the well-
known E. G. Eager, who is also interested in

the new institution.
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THE RECEIVER'S STORY.

He Tells it in the New Jersey Chancery Court

In Connection With a Saddle-Cycle

Case.

Another phase of the legal controversy be-

tween the Combination Cycle Co., of James-

town, N. Y., and the Whitman Saddle Co.,

of Newark, N. J., and New York city, has

developed, John R. Hardin, the receiver of

the Newark concern, having come to the

Chancery Court, Newark, with a report and

suggestions.
^

The saddle company had a contract with

the cycle company to sell bicycles, executed

in November, 1895. A year later the latter

concern brought suit to compel an account-

ing for the return of bicycles then in the hands

of'^the Whitman company. They alleged the

latter had paid them nothing under the con-

tract, and owed them $34,000. They seized

$<),600 worth of goods in New York.

After the suit was begun the Newark com-

pany conveyed its real estate to Mrs. Eliza-

beth Mehlbach, wife of William C. C. Mehl-

bach, its treasurer, and gave mortgages ag-

gregating $40,000 to Mrs. Mehlbach and Mrs.

Mary L. Buck, wife of the president. The

Jamestown company attacked these as fradu-

lent. Mr. Hardin advises that they be set

aside.

But he also advises that the attachments

of the Jamestown company and the Chautau-

qua Trust Co., of New York, be also dis-

solved, on the ground that if the mortgage

and the real estate conveyance are declared

null and void, these companies, by virtue of

the attachments, would be preferred creditors.

He declares that he was appointed receiver

to secure a fair deal for all creditors. He

says, too, that the cycle company and the

trust company were acting in collusion in

that, after getting- the attachments, they united

to get a receiver appointed.

This is denied by A. F. Skinner, counsel

for these companies. The Whitman company

claims the Jamestown company broke its con-

tract and shut up its factory while it was do-

ing a profitable business.

SURE TO BE A "GOOD" ONE.

While it has been known for some time that

Morgan & Wright have had a single tube tire

in mind and in process of construction, it was

not until late last week they made formal an-

nouncement of the fact, and gave notice th.it

the tire was ready for the public.

The tire is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, and, as may be seen, it embodies the

quick-repair patch which is characteristic of

all M. & W. tires. The newcomer is guar-

anteed to be free from porousness.

Of the tire M. & W. say:

"Its advantages over other single tubes are

as follows:

"1. Has quick-repair patch, which is far

easier to use, more certain than plugs, does

not deface or weaken casing, and at same time

permits the use of any single-tube outfit on

the market.

MILLIONS IN IT.

LESNA AND MICHAEL MATCHED.

Boston, July 3.—Arrangements have about

been perfected for a match race between

Michael and Lesna at the Charles River Park

track. The management of the park agree to

put up a purse of $2,000 and the managers

of the principals made a side bet of $250 each,

making the total $2,500. The winner will take

all. The distance will be 38 miles. It is made

this way that the contestants may be afiforded

an opportunity of breaking the world's hour

record, now held by Stocks, of England.

The conditions of the race will be similar

to that between Michael and McDuffee. There

will probably be a slight limit on the number

of pacemakers, and possibly sextuplet ma-

chines will be barred, although nothing defi-

nite has as yet been agreed upon covering

this part of the agreement. No date has been

set for the reason that Lesna is not yet in con-

dition.

In all probability the match will be run off

the first part of August, perhaps the 7th.

"2. Vulcanizing large holes in casing is

made easy by the ability to slit the casing

next the rim down to tube, open up and in-

sert patching stock, patch tube, and lace cas-

ing, thus making a double-tube repair on a

single-tube tire.

"3. The valve is attached to a cemented

base, which can be reached through lacing,

and can be repaired quickly and certainly.

"4. The chronic leaks shown in other sin-

gle tubes are entirely prevented by our system

pf manufacture.

"The manufacture of this tire will in no

way interfere with our regular double-tube

tire, which permits of a wider range of re-

pairs than is possible in any single-tube con-

struction."

ANOTHER TROLLEY-RUINED ROAD.

Metropolitan wheelmen should avoid the

Fort Lee-Leonia . route whenever possible.

The three long hills, always dangerous, are

more perilous than ever. They are covered

with broken stone from end to end, which

renders even walking unusually unpleasant,

and as the roads are little frequented by heavy

traffic, small improvement is likely for many

months to come. The recently laid trolley

tracks are responsible for the present condi-

tions, and as no other one factor has ruined

so many good roads, it seems that the L. A.

W. might interest, itself with profit to the

whole people. It is time some one checked

the evil.

An Inside Estimate of the Amount of Money
Made This Year Out of Dunlop

Tires.

London, June 26.—Information, which I

cannot avoid considering of a most reliable

character, regarding the Dunlop Tire Co.'s

profits for the past year's trading, bears out

very fully the anticipations formed and must

effectually end the "bearing" operations so

conspicuous in thesfe stocks during the past

fortnight.

The profits will get very close to $6,000,000,

and as most of the money will be set aside to

wipe out the debentures and to form a huge

reserve fund, the dividends will be small, say

10 per cent, on the deferred. This, with the

claims of the preference and ordinary share-

holders, will require a sum of $1,750,000, so

that a very respectable sum remains over for

manipulation.

FOUR HUNDRED IN TWENTY-FOUR.

England's sturdy road rider, M. A. Hol-

bein, the hero of many a long distance ride,

has acomplished his long-cherished ambition

to ride 400 miles on the road in 24 hours. He
was the first to reach 300 miles on any style

of machine, and held the previous best, 397J
miles, made on a tandem tricycle in 1895. Hol-

bein's last attempt, on June 15, resulted in

placing the record at 402 miles, although rid-

den in a gale of wind that bordered at times

on a hurricane. Holbein was well fit, having

ridden several 24-hour rides in practice, and

had the full flock of Dunlop pacers at his

service. In addition, for the first time on rec-

ord, he had the help of a motor car. He was

behind this vehicle for 147 miles, which great-

ly mitigated the force of the wind. In 12 hours

he covered 219 miles, two miles better than

his previous best.

When Sabbath cycling wins your worship,

remember respect is more than reverence.

TOO HOT TO DO ANYTHING.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of

the Board of Trade was held at headquarters

in this city on Thursday of last week, which

was attended by all except Vice-President

Dickerson. "Nothing but routine business

was transacted," is the official announcement.

The question of price was not mentioned, it

is stated, and the session was short, lasting

scarcely an hour.

BOSS AND HOSS.

Colorado Springs, Colo., July 2.—In the

match race yesterday between Walter C.

Sanger, of Milwaukee, the well-known cyclist,

and the famous pacing horse Albatross, San-

ger won two out of three heats. The first

heat, half a mile, was won by Sanger, by 10

feet, in 1.08 4-5. The second heat, also half

a mile, was won by Albatross, by a length, in

1.04 1-5. In these two heats the horse was

driven by Jack Flynn. The third heat was a

quarter of a mile and Albatross was turned

loose. Sanger won by a few feet in 30

seconds.

LINTON LED AND WON.

Paris, July 4.—Twenty thousand spectators

witnessed a plucky race between Tom Linton

and J. W. Stocks at the Velodrome de la

Seine to-day. The distance was 50 kilometres

(about 31 miles). Linton passed Stocks at

the fifteenth kilometre (9J miles), kept the

lead and won by half a lap in 61 min. 24 3-5

sec.

HAS MONEY TO BET.

E. A. McDuffee is anxious to meet Frank

Staibuck or F. J. Titus in a ten-mile match

race. With this object in view he has posted

$750 with J. C. Kerrison as a side wager, the

event to take place at the Charles River Park

track, the manager of which will offer a purse

of $1,000.
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TRADE FAUBER REGISTERED

TRADE FAUBER MARK.

CRANK-AXLES
1^

Simple,

Reliable,

Popular.

Tandem Hangers.

.INCREASED CAPACITY...

Patents are pioneer and

cover one-piece axles of

every practical construc-

tion.

Proiiit ShiieBts GnaraHteei.

•i"l"t"l"l'4"l'

Crank-Axles broken in

use, replaced free of

charge upon receipt of

broken parts.

if* 4)t« tXt tX«vKt »Xi>^

W. H. FAUBER
MANUFACTURER...

Clinton and Jackson Sts., CHICABO.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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IF YOU'VE BEEN RIDING
I

or selling- unsatisfactory bicycles, bicycles without a name, a home,
or a reputation, bicycles that were m.ad.e to sell at a price too low
and too cheap to g-ive value received,

ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME
you were looking- around for something- better ? We want you to

"post up" on Clippers. We are sure you'd be satisfied if

YOU ROPE A CLIPPER?
Clipper riders rarely change their mounts. For nearly a decade the

Clipper has been known as a "satisfactory business bicycle." The
wheel you ought to have at the price you ought to pay.

MADE BY

THE CLIPPER PEOPLE,

p. 34—97. GEAND PAPIDS, MICH.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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TRADE-MARK.

BUIL-T BV

Fenton Metallic Mfg. Company,
JKTWVESTOiAiN, N. Y.

Ne'w York Salesroom : 128 Chambers Street.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BETTER THERE IS NOT.

I F you love nature and would love it more;

* if you love your country, and would love

it more, "do" the Shenandoah Valley before

you die. "Do" it awheel, and you will love

your wheel the more, for better than the

"Shenandoah tour" there is not in this great

broad land of ours.

Hereabouts these urgings are understood

and appreciated, and are scarcely needed. The

tour is famed and famous. But to very many

who will attend the L. A. W. meet at Phila-

delphia next month it is a gilt-edged volume

yet uncut. To these the League meet will

present an opportunity that none should fore-

go. Cut the leaves. Philadelphia is practically

the title page. Valley Forge, Gettysburg,

Winchester, Lexington, Richmond, are succes-

sive chapters which will stir the soul-senti-

ment and make the heart throb with patriot-

ism and reverence.

No kaleidoscope will present more varying

views. No pen can do them justice. Those

quiet, pastoral scenes, plodding mules and

picturesque pickaninnies in Maryland and

"Old Virginny;" those toothsome corncakes

and those nutmeg melons! they're ripe in

August, and nowhere else do they seem quite

the same; the pellucid streams and tumbling

brooks; the winding hills; the wild, rugged

majestic mountains; the deep, almost bottom-

less gorges; the wondrous Luray Cave; the

awing Natural Bridge—all, all, and more, are

in the Shenandoah. No tour is richer in

natural grandeur, in historic interest, in gen-

eral delightfulness.

"Do" the Shenandoah before you die. "Do"

it awheel. Do it rationally. It will never be

regretted. It can never be forgotten.

Interest in it will never die. This interest

long ago exhausted the issue of The Whkkl

in which the tour was originally described,

and is responsible for the reproduction which

is commenced in this number.

SOLEMN POPPYCOCK.

'"PHE verb "to gloat" has been a hard-

* worked verb during the last week.

There is a whole lot of solemn poppy-

cock in the trade, also a whole lot of

disloyalty to the business, also a whole

lot of tomfoolery. In the shuffle for pre-

eminence, the ego is paraded with uncount-

able capital E's. In the rush for position,

it is often forgotten that what hurts the trade

as a trade will react upon and injure the in-

dividual.

The case in point is the statement of certain

bicycle manufacturers, who have been widely

interviewed on the Pope cut. These makers

take the position that they have for the last

four or five years only asked the public to pay

an "honest" price for their bicycles—all of

which is solemn tommy-rot.

There is not a man in business who does

not ask the public to pay for his product all

that he thinks the public will pay. There is,

practically speaking, no such thing as an hon-

est price for product. An article is worth as

much as it will bring, and any merchant who

pretends that he has cut his price in order to

benefit the public is a hypocrite.

In another of these interviews, these makers

harp upon the honest price they have always

asked the public to pay, and practically inti-

mate and charge that every $100 maker has

been fooling the public for years. Such a

charge is unworthy of level-headed men. It

is founded upon hypocrisy and poppy-cock,

and harms the cycle trade to the extent of mil-

lions.

These are the kind of men who have sowed

the seed of revenge in the public mind. It is

useless to deny, as was pointed out in The
Wheel last week, that the public are actually

gloating over the present condition of the

bicycle trade. They feel that they have been

bamboozled in the past, and they are enjoying

to the utmost what they think is their revenge.

This spiteful feeling is fed by the makers who
travel in a cloud of press-men, by makers who
are always on tap whenever a newspaper re-

porter calls on them.

A MARK FOR IGNORANCE.

suming interest in the cost of its production is

one of the inflictions.

The price of meat, clothing, pianos, drugs,

guns or coffins may go up or down: the ar-

ticles may be sold at a profit of 100 or 200

per cent or more, and little is thought or said

of it. There are no "scare heads" in the news-

papers; no idiotic editorials on the double-

leaded pages. It is accepted as a matter of

course, as a perfectly natural consequence of

the prevailing conditions of trade.

There is no suggestion that the man who

purchased, say, an overcoat or a gun, when

the price was $50 is entitled to rebate of $20

because a day or a week or a month after

the purchase, the price of the same article

is reduced to $30. Yet this is the sort of

drivel concerning bicycles that is appearing

in the daily press—the "New York Herald," for

example. It's the sort of thing that makes

men—thinking men—tired and disgusted.

NOW IS THE TIME.

PROMINENCE and popularity have their

* penalties. The penalty is especially se-

vere in the case of the bicycle. The all-con-

"T^O advertise is wise, and has become, under

the new, more complex and less remun-

erative conditions of the trade to-day, a neces-

sity. Even more important than advertising is to

advertise at the right time. There is often

good money lost by even the smart men in the

cycle trade by advertising too late in the sum-

mer months, when they should have begun in

the spring; in the fall months, when they

should have started at latest in July; in the

winter months, when the people who purchase

their goods were looking around and figuring

for these goods in the fall. So it goes. The
parts or material maker, the sundry or the

cycle manufacturer, says: "Oh, yes! I intend

to advertise." So he does intend, and he does

advertise, but too often too late—and then he

wonders what is the matter, and blames the

medium.

It requires judgment to know not only

how to write an advertisement of the simplest

thing, but judgment and foresight when to

advertise it. More errors of judgment are

committed in this latter direction than in

any other. Many advertisers in the trade say:

"Wait till people are ready to buy." In nine

cases in ten this proves to be a mistake, for

the very self-evident reason that when they

are ready to buy, it is because they have about

made up their minds who they will buy from,

what Hne of goods they want, whose make,

and so on.

These matters they have been running over

in their minds for weeks, perhaps months,

and meantime the manufacturer who compli-

ments himself on knowing just when to begin

advertising is losing the golden opportunity

of making an impression on these prospec-

tive buyers. The best time to advertise is

when people are not buying, and for this lit-

tle common sense reason, that they are then

considering what they want—what they will

buy after awhile.
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There is not a buyer in the entire trade

but who instinctively questions his own judg-

ment, his own selection of material and stock

constantly, who is not watching to see who

may bring out something that he might sell

more easily, or employ more profitably in his

next year's output. The wise advertiser takes

advantage of this unrest, this suspiciousness

inherent in human nature as to the correct-

ness of its own conclusions, to catch a cus-

tomer—to make at least an impression—and it

is in this way that trade sprouts in the soil

made moist and warm by tnnely and judicious

advertising in a trade paper like the one you

are reading at this very moment.

MADE ONLY TO SELL.

A DAILY paper sows this sort of weed in

the public mind: "Anybody with a plant

can make these machines perfectly for about

$20 apiece." That is just the trouble with the

bicycle trade. The idea that anybody with a

plant can make bicycles has resulted in a bead-

like string of failures. If anybody with a

plant can make bicycles, why does a man de-

liberate and consult with all his friends before

he has the courage to put his money into a bi-

cycle?

Why does he study catalogues, and make

himself a general nuisance, and let it be known

to his whole town that he intends to buy a bi-

cycle? It is because anybody with a plant can-

not make bicycles. They can turn out a ma-

chine, but not a bicycle. At the present day

there are untold wheels which are not worth

mounting. They are unmechanical traps, con-

structed of cheap and nasty and dangerous

material.

The man who buys them is like him who

buys a cheap suit of clothes. Recently there was

a rain of $7 summer suits in New York. They

looked as good as the special made suit at $40.

They lasted a week, at the end of which time

they were baggy and raggy and unfit for wear.

It is the same with bicycles. Some of them

have the form of a bicycle, but intrinsically

they are not cycles. Neither money nor talent

has been expended upon them. They are made

to sell, not to use.

The poisonous element in the American is

that of anticipation. He is not willing to wait

for anything—even for death. There are now

in America thousands of men who believe that

the price of high-grade bicycles will be $25,

"sooner or later." Perhaps it will. Meanwhile,

these many thousands of human beings will

miss many thousands of days of sunshine, of

recreation and healthful enjoyment, while

waiting for the price to sag to their ideal low

level.

The topic of the week has been the Colum-

bia cut. Such scareheads and cartoons never

were. The daily papers make the mistake of

thinking that the Pope Co. is the entire cycle

trade. They have always handled cycling

matters stupidly, and have not failed in han-

dling the Pope cut in like fashion. The in-

jury done to the trade is immeasurable. The

Pope Co. has probably spent $2,000,000 in

printer's ink, giving Columbia its magic

touch. It is impossible to estimate the senti-

mental and actual loss connected with the for-

mal announcement of their reduction in price.

It is not the amount of work that counts

in the cycle trade to-day, but the intelligence

displayed in the efforts exerted. The finely

arranged and delicately adjusted safety does

more and better work than the cumbersome

and clumsy bone-shaker which was its pre-

decessor. Muscles without brains are value-

less, and brains are valueless unless healthy.

The keen intellect and the ready decision so es-

sential to success in a trade like ours can only

be counted upon when the brain is active, the

liver healthy and the digestion equal to the

demands upon it.

A claim to the cycling universe, advanced

without any foundation for such a claim, is

manifestly of less value and will produce a

correspondingly less efTect than a more mod-

est claim, every part of which is borne out

by the facts. Cycle advertising, which claimed

the earth and the universe, has recoiled upon

the heads of those who sought to use it, and

the result is that more than ever before is it

made apparent that the advertisement, after

all, is useless unless resting on the solid re-

liability and honest value of the cycles or

sundries advertised.

From North to South, from East to West,

from the city and from the country, goes forth

the cry: "The cut in the price of bicycles was

bound to come." There are more prophets

than there are blades of grass.

Few battles would be won if the command-

ing general first telephoned all his intentions

to the daily papers. Secrecy is the keynote of

success.

When merit, not price, influences the pub-

lic in its choice of bicycles, one may look for

mosquitoes at Christmas time and holly in

June.

Most men spend the greater portion of

their cycling lives exchanging energy for ex-

perience and getting the worst of the trade.

The man who really knows what he is talk-

ing about in cycling, as a general thing, hasn't

much to say.

The ti'ade must never forget that perfection

is attained only through a continual shifting

of standards.

NEW YORK'S NEW COLLECTOR.

George R. Bidwell has been appointed Col-

lector of the Port of New York, a big posi-

tion, well salaried and swinging with it much
influence and importance. It is also a species

of gateway for further advancement in the

field of politics or statesmanship. It is a splen-

did elevation for a man of Bidwell's age, and

there is every reason to expect that he will

wear his garment worthily.

Mr. Bidwell is connected with the Spald-

ing-Bidwell Co. and has been for fifteen years

connected with the bicycle trade. He is a

Bufifalo man, and came into the circle of

Gotham cycling as captain of the Kings
County Wheelmen. His L. A. W! political

career is known to all who are interested in

these matters, that is, the work he accom-
plished for cyclists in the way of legislation

and the building of roads. He was back of

the League for several years, and was its big-

gest man, so big that he never accepted the

presidency of that organization. Of all the

men who have puttied and pottered with

League politics, Bidwell is the only man who
has graduated successfully into real politics.

Some may remember that he failed in the

bicycle business; that is, the Bidwell Cycle Co.

failed. True it is that he did; at the same
time the mark of success and failure is often

indefinable. One little misstep or miscalcula-

tion often destroys a great house.

Bidwell had the finest retail salesroom in

New York, and in time had the finest sales-

room in America, so that travelers came to

look at it for pointers, and it was looked upon
as a model. Bidwell had the first exclusive

high-class cycle building; he built the first

padded-wall riding school, and while in the

height of bicycle manufacture, made a jump
for the Thomas tire. He was among the first

of the tire manufacturers. It is difficult to

prove that Bidwell is without greatness. His
present appointment marks him as diplomatic,

a quality which is closely allied with success.

His old friends in cycling will be greatly

pleased, and not a few of them astonished,

over his appointment as Collector of the Port

of New York.

JUDGE AGAIN REFUSED.

Chicago, June 30.—^Judge Grosscup again
refused to take up the bill for an injunction

against the Metal Polishers' Union, on appli-

cation of Gormully & Jefifery, who charge the

union with boycotting their make of bicycles.

The local union having answered that the

order for a boycott came from the interna-
tional union. Judge Grosscup refused to re-
cognize that service upon the local union is

service upon the international union. Yester-
day, for the third time, he told the firm's at-

torney that the place for the bringing of pro-
ceedings is the Federal Court at Detroit,
where the general offices of the international
union are located.

PACED BY A WOMAN.

Dreams of cycle perfection are the kind that

go by contraries.

E. S. Edwards, of the Century Wheelmen,
this city, who recently set up a new 24-hour

record, placed the New York-Philadelphia

record to his credit on Sunday last. He
started from the New York City Hall at 4.57

a. m. and reached the "town hall" in the
Quaker City in (i h. 8 min. Returning, he
completed the round trip of 212 miles in 17h.

1 min. He was accompanied on the out trip

l)y Fred Lester and Miss Nellie Benson on
a tandem, who thus established a new one-way
figures for the double machine. On the re-

turn trip their chain broke and forced them to
quit.
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RACING AT RACINE.

Three Days Did the Stars of the National

Circuit Meet, Race and Record

There.

Racine, Wis., July 1.—The judges said Bald

won the quarter-mile race at the opening of

the three-days National circuit here to-day,

but Cooper insisted that he was a tire's thick-

ness to the good, and the crowd was with him.

Nevertheless the decision was not changed.

In the mile open A. C. Mertens, Riser's team

ma"te, made a sneak when Bald was watching

the other men and won the event, much to the

surprise of contestants and riders alike. E.

W. Peabody, the amateur crack, was defeated

by C. R. McCarthy, of St. Louis, who has

been seeking Peabody's scalp for a month.

The summary:

Mile open.—1, C. R. McCarthy, St. Louis; 2, P. J.
Morse, Chicago; 3, E. W. Peabody, Chicago. Time,
2.18 1-5.

Ouarter-mi!e, professional.—1, Bald; 2, Cooper; 3,

Cabanne: 4, Gardiner; 5, Mertens. Time, 0.32 2-5.

Mile open, professional.—1, Mertens, St. Paul; 2,

Tom Cooper; 3, Arthur Gardiner; 4, E. C. Bald; 5,

Fred Hicks; 6, L. D. Cabanne. Time, 2.11 2-5.

Half-mile, State championship.—1, A. R. Baumann,
Racine; 2, A. D. Fish, Sparta; 3, Con Reineke, Mil-
waukee. Time, 1.12 3-5.

Racine, July 2.—With four professional

events on the card, the sport was of the high-

est order to-day. In the half and mile open
races Bald and Cooper fought like demons for

supremacy. The mile was declared a dead

heat and the half was given to Bald, although

Cooper again declared he had his tire on the

tape first. Mertens again came in for glory,

taking the two-mile handicap from scratch

and the ten-mile open for a $300 purse. He
also got third in the mile open.

The winning of the final of the half-mile

open race, in 1.00 4-5, the contest being single

paced, ties the world's record of Otto Zeigler.

The mark goes to Cooper, who also lowers

his class race mark to 2.05 3-5 in the mile open

to-day, the fastest race the Detroit man ever

rode from a standing start.

The summary:

Half-mile, professional.—1, Cooper; 2, Bald; 3,

Gardiner. Time, 1.00 4-5. Ties world record.
Mile amateur. State championship.—1, C. Muss,

ftlilwaukee; 2, Con Reinke, Milwaukee. Time, 2.20 1-5.

Mile open, professional.—Bald and Cooper, dead
heat; 3, Mertens; 4, Gardiner. Time, 2.05 3-5.

Quarter-mile, State championship.—1, Chester Allen,
Kenosha; 2, Con Reinke, Milwaukee. Time, 0.31 4-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Mertens
(scratch) ; 2, A. E. Weinig (135 yards) ; 3, A. F. Bing-
heimer (90 yards) ; 4, Tracy Holmes (65 yards).
Time, 4.23 3-5.

Ten-mile, open, professional.—1, Mertens; 2,
Weinig; 3, Bob Walthour, Atlanta. Time, 22.41 3-5.

Racine, July 3.—The departure of most of

the cracks for Chicago permitted Cooper to

reign supreme to-day, the last of the circuit

meet.

To close the day Cooper rode a mile, paced
by a quad, in 1.49, the third fastest time ever

ridden in competition, and two and one-fifth

seconds under the best time made by Bald.

In the amateur races Earl W. Peabody, the

Chicago man, who is after the record of 103

firsts in a season, made by Zimmerman, failed

utterly in the mile, being beaten cleverly by
C. R. McCarthy, of St. Louis.

The summary:
Mile open, professional.—1, Cooper; 2, Walthour-

3, Cabanne. Time, 2.05.

One-mile, 2.15 class, professional.—1, O. F. Bohm-
2, Fred. Hicks; 3, John Nelson. Time, 2.15.
One-mile handicap, professional.—1, John Nelson

(90 yards') ; 2, A. J. Weilip (85 yards) ; 3. C. E. Birum
(90 yards). Time, 2.06 2-5.

One-mile open.—1, Charles McCarthy; 2, E. \V
Peabody; 3, A. M. Chandler. Time, 2.02.
Five-mile State championship.—1, "Con" Reinke- 2

M. H. Plank; 3, A. D. Fish. Time, 13.12.

KISER KING IN HIS HOME.

Dayton, July 3.—Kiser came home "to

spend the Fourth" and was "ovatcd" in con-

(luering-hero fashion at the Dayton B. C.'s

meet to-day.

The Mayor declared the day to be a half

holiday, and all Dayton swarmed into the

grounds to worship and hurrah for the young-

ster who has been shedding such lustre on

the town of his nativity. Fully 10,000 people

were present.

From a more general standpoint the, oc-

casion was of interest because of the reappear-

ance of John S. Johnson after his hard, but

successful battle with the leveler of all ranks.

It was thought that with Kiser, Johnson

and Gardiner up, the professional events

would prove rare treats, but sad to tell, Kiser

himself brought about disaster.

It happened in the half-mile race, in which

there were just thirteen starters, and, as usual,

the number proved a hoodoo. Coming down
the back stretch at a tremendous pace, Kiser

suddenly fell; Johnson, who was behind him,

ran into him and went high in the air, turn-

ing a complete somersault and landing heavily

on his shoulder. Schrein, Oldfield, Mertens

and Trimmer also went down. Schrein was

found to be the most severely hurt and was

sent to the hospital. Trimmer was so severely

bruised that he will not be able to ride for

several weeks. Johnson was badly bruised

and should have been put to bed, but he in-

sisted on riding in each of the other two races,

although he could do nothing.

The mile open, professional, had eleven

starters, and as Johnson was out of it, Kiser

and Gardiner were picked as the winners.

Coming around the turn Kiser had a winning

position, but Gardiner jumped before he was

ready, and secured a good start, which Kiser

was not able to cut down, although he made

a game fight of it.

The two-mile lap professional was an easy

win for Mertens, as both Kiser and Gardiner

kept out of it.

The amateur races were especially interest-

ing, and in the tandem race Stanley, Kepler

and mate established new figures for the quar-

ter mile. They made the last half in 58 4-5

seconds and the last quarter in 0.27 1-5, which

is a world's record.

Kiser consented to ride a half-mile exhibi-

tion, and received a handsome testimonial

from the Dayton Bicycle Club, of which club

he is a member.

The summary:
Half-mile, professional.—^1, Arthur Gardiner; 2, C.

B. Haskins; 3, Barney Oldfield; 4, E. D. McKeon.
Time, 1.01 4-5.

One-mile open, professional.—^1, Arthur Gardiner; 2,

Earl Kiser: 3, A. C. Mertens; 4, Barney Oldfield.

Time, 2.10 3-5.

Two-mile lap, professional.—1, A. C. Mertens, 13

points; 2, Con. Baker, 10 points; 3, Barney Oldfield,

7 points; 4, E. D. McKeon, 6 points. Time, 4.57 4-5.

One-mile novice.—1, H. J. Hume, Dayton; 2, H.
Wiliken, Dayton. Time, 2.30 4-5.

One-mile open.—1, E. L. Le Fevre, Dayton; 2, S.

Kepler, Columbus; 3, C. J. Wagner, Dayton; 4, C.
Borouck, Greenville. Time, 2.22 1-5.

Half-mile.—1, Harry A. Gibson, Cincinnati; 2, J.
V. Jones, Dayton; 3, W. R. Ellis, Dayton. Time,
1.10 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, E. L. Le Fevre (25 yards)

;

2, W. C. Kunckle (135 yards); 3, Earl Forrer (70
yards). Time, 4.24 2-5.

Two-mile tandem.—1, Stanley Kepler and mate; 2,

L. T. Brown and mate. Time, 4.52.

Half-mile exhibition, paced by triplet, Earl Kiser,
.56 4-5.

GARDINER GOT GAY.

And While He Felt that Way I^anded Two
Wins— Good Racing on a Poor

Track.

Chicago, July 5.—On the track that was the

scene of the International meet in 1893, five

of America's crackajacks took part in the Na-
tional Circuit meet to-day, under the manage-
ment of the Chicago C. C.—Bald, Cooper,

Kiser, Gardiner and Johnson. Five thousand

spectators attended the meet, and they were
enthused to the highest pitch, because Gar-

diner, the former pride of Chicago, took the

honors, by winning two of the three open
events. Cooper took the remaining event,

while Bald had to be satisfied with a second

and third.

All the races were closely fought right to

the tape, wins by the usual narrow margins
being made in every race. The track was not

capable of fast time, being low-banked and
very poor on the turns.

Gardiner's two victories are the first he has

scored in Chicago since his amateur days,

when he cleaned up all the races at the Inter-

national meet. For the mile open, profes-

sional, the riders who qualified and lined up
on the tape in the order named from the pole

out were: Kiser, Gardiner, Cooper, McLain,
Bald, Ingraham, Weinig and Kennedy. Kiser

caught the pacemakers, with C(>()i)ci- at his

side, and Bald and Kennedy went around to

the front. Gardiner shot out of his position

on the backstretch and led into the stretch,

with Bald coming around the outside of the

bunch from the pocket into which he had been

forced. Down the stretch Kiser came up on
the pole and gained the rear wheel of Gardi-

ner. Bald, on the outside, gained the hub
and then they finished, all within a half length.

Cooper was in the rear an open length. Ken-
nedy was close up on Cooper.

Cooper's win in the third of a mile open was

earned, as he kept to the front all the way.

Gardiner gained a position near Cooper and

pushed him over the finish line, while Bald,

back in the bunch, could do nothing. In the

two-mile handicap Gardner just saved his race

by his lucky escape of the fall in which eight

of the twenty-two men came down.

The summary:
Third-mile, professional.—1, Cooper; 2, Gardiner; 3,

Bald. Time, 0.45 1-5.

One-mile, professional.—1, Gardiner; 2, Bald; 3,

Kiser; 4, Cooper. Time, 2.19 1-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional. — 1, Gardiner
(scratch) ; 2, Kennedy (25 yards) ; 3, Tracy Homes (125
yards); 4, H. B. Wood (145 yards). Time, 4.31 3-5.

Half-mile handicap.—1, Charles Lavin (15 yards) ; 2,

R. R. Hopkins (45 yards); 3, J. F. Goodenow (.50

yards). Time, 1.03.

Five-mile handicap.—1, J. H. Ouackenhurst (350
yards); 2, A. J. Doughty (375 yard's); 3, C. Spengler
(350 yards). Time, 12.08 4-5.

GOING FOR MIDDLE DISTANCES.

J. W. Parsons, the Australian crack, has

arrived in New York, and was an interested

spectator at the Manhattan Beach races. He
intends to get in shape at once for middle
distance work, and may, later on, join the cir-

cuit.

OFFICIALS KNOCKED OUT.

Two of the officials at the Union C. C.'s

meet at the Clifton track, Paterson, N. J., on
Saturday, were run down by one of the con-

testants, Thomas Hughes, while they were
standing near the tape. One of them, J. Bauer,

captain of the Passaic Falls Wheelmen, was
rendered unconscious for half an hour.

Hughes was thrown over the handle-bars, but

escaped injury. Ray Dawson won the mile

open in 2.58, defeating Powell and Milton

Brown. Powell captured the half-mile handi-

cap from scratch, nippingi Dawson, scratch,

at the tape. Time. 1.14 3-5. C. M. Ertz took

the three-quarter mile handicap from scratch

in 1.41. J. F. Nagle rode a half-mile exhibi-

tion in 0.55 4-5.
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ACTED LIKE HOODLUMS.

Wheeltnen Thus "Enjoy" Themselves—

Parades, Races and Protests

Follo-w.

Bridgeport, July 5.—Connecticut riders ran

things as they pleased in this city to-day.

Hotels were taxed to the utmost to hold the

throng of visiting cyclists who assembled to

take part in the festivities of the annual meet
of the State division, and, as is often customary

when a throng of wheelmen get together,

everything was turned topsy-turvey. In fact,

they went so far in one hotel as to break fur-

niture and otherwise disturb the peace of the

landlord to such an extent that he threatened

ejection from the premises.

The parade in the morning was divided into

ten divisions. Business houses and private

residences were everywhere decorated, while

the Mayor of the city acted as chief marshal.

The Fifth United States State Artillery Cycle

Corps of forty men headed the procession. In

line also were the NL;:au Club, Paramount
Club and Kings County Wheelmen and Gar-

net Bicycle Club, of Brooklyn: Prospect

Wheelmen, Harlem, Yorkville and Webster

Wheelmen, of New York, and clubs from

nearly every city in New England. There were

two divisions given up to prize competitors,

characters and grotesque costumes, and one to

industrial exhibits. i

The principal prize was awarded to the

Rambling Wheelmen, of this city, though the

Harlem Wheelmen were close competitors for

the first place.

In the afternoon 10,000 people were at-

tracted to the Pleasure Beach track, where

the races were held.

The mile professional ended in a row, Titus

and Taylor claiming that Hoyt, Gately and

Newton, of the Warwick team, were guilty of

team work. Jenney also put in a protest, but

the judges declined to alter their decision.

In the one-mile professional handicap Titus,

who was scratch, made the mile in 2.04. On
the last quarter H. D. Elkes, of Glens Falls,

N. Y., fell, carrying four riders with him.

Elkes was severely bruised and his shoulder

dislocated. The other riders escaped without

serious injuries.

An exhibition mile by Titus, paced by a

triplet, was covered in 1.53 2-5, which is the

track and State record. During the last quar-

ter Titus passed the triplet and led them all

the way home. It he had been properly paced

he would have lowered the mile to 1.50 or less.

A. G. Relyea, of the Kings County Wheel-

men, paced by the famous Kings County

"quad," covered two-thirds of a mile exhibi-

tion in 1.14 flat, which is the State record.

The summary:

One-mile, 2.45 class.—1, W. J. Ehrich, New York;
2, Thomas Clark, Bridgeport; 3, E. S. Collett, New
Haven. Time, 2.15.

Third-mile, professional.—1, F. A. Gately, Boston; 2,

F. J. Jenney, Utica; 3, C. R. Newton, Stafford

Springs. Time, 0.40 2-5.

Two-thirds mile.—1, E. C. Hausman, New Haven;
2, Irwin A. Powell, New York; 3, William Ottman,
New York. Time, 1.26.

One-mile, professional.—1, F. C. Hoyt, Bridgeport;
2. F. J. Jenney, Utica; 3, F. J. Titus, New York.
Time, 2.06.

One-mile.—1, E. C. Hausman, New Haven; 2, Ir-

win A. Powell, New York; 3, William Ottman, New
York. Time, 2.21 4-5.

One-mile, professional, handicap.—1, F. C. Hoyt,
Bridgeport (50 yards) ; 2, "Major" Taylor, Cambridge-
port, Mass. (25 yards) ; 3, F. J. Titus, New York
(scratch) ; 4, C^. R. Newton, Stafford Springs. Hoyt's
time was 2.03 1-5. Titus's time was 2.04.

Two-mile handicap.—1, E. C. Collett, New Haven
(185 yards) ; 2, Irwin A. Powell, New York (scratch)

;

3, E. C. Havisman, New Haven (15 yards). Time of
Powell, 4.22 3-5.

TITUS A TITBIT FOR MICHAEL.

Buffalo, N. Y., July 3.—Fred Titus is the

name of the latest toy with whom the Welsh
Rarebit, "Jimmy" Michael, has frolicked.

Titus is no slouch as a racing man, but
when his match with Michael was arranged it

simply afforded the knowing ones an oppor-
tunity for another smile.

The ten-mile "race" was run to-day under

the auspices of the Buffalo Cycle Race Meet
Promoting Co. and was witnessed by some
3,000 people. It is almost farcical to term the

affair a race, however, because Titus was not
a factor at any stage of the game. Michael
is easily the best man and had the best pacing,

and the result was a foregone conclusion. The
only interest lay in the number of rings Mich-
ael would ride around the New Yorker. Titus,

however, was not on the track long enough
to satisfy even this interest. He appeared
swathed in bandages and his pacing went
wrong in the first half-mile, became worse in

the next and at two miles was so mixed and
demoralized that he quit in utter disgust.

Michael had already left him hopelessly in the

rear and, left to himself, simply gave an ex-

hibition of his marvelous power. He com-
menced cracking the American records at two
miles and kept it up to the end, although
riding Well within himself.

His times were: First mile, 1.49; second,
3.37 3-5; third, 5.31 4-5; fourth, 7.31 3-5; fifth,

9.26 3-5; sixth, 11.21 1-5; seventh, 13.18 2-5;

eighth, 15.21 1-5; ninth, 17.20 3-5; tenth,

19.14 3-5.

Oi the other events, E. D. Stevens ac-

counted for the mile open in 2.12 1-5, and the

mile handicap, from 15 yards, in 2.12.

A. B. Goehler, scratch, gave a grand exhi-

bition in the two-mile handicap, picking up
his men in fine style and beating out his

co-scratchman, C. J. Miller, in a fierce sprint,

He established a new record for the distance

in competition, 4.15 2-5.

JAY'S THREE HUNDRED.

MATCH RACE MEETS NOW.

An exclusively match race meet was the

novelty run at Providence, R. I., July 3. First,

C. Stuart Bolting, the crack of Providence,

defeated L. J. Solari, who hails from Boston,

in a five-miles pursuit race. Next, Merritt

and Hanson, on a tandem, started out to beat

L. E. and A. L. Mowry on a similar machine
for five miles and then gain a lap. Although
the former team was ahead at five miles, they

could not gain the lap. Jos. Bowden and
Burns Pierce then started in a five-miles chal-

lenge race, starting from opposite directions.

Pierce not only won, but made a State record

of 12.39 4-5. The closing event was a two-
miles team race between the Eagle C. C, of

Boston, and the Rhode Island Wheelmen,
which went to the former club by a score

of 100 to 69.

SOME MORE OUTLAW RECORDS.

At San Jose, Cal., July 1, the electric light

meet was productive of excellent sport. A
new record for two-thirds of a mile in com-
petition was made by Otto Zeigler, who rode

from scratch in the two-thirds of a mile hand-

icap in 1.19. In the match race between Al-

lan Jones and Hardy Downing the latter es-

tablished a new coast record for a mile in

competition by riding the second heat in 2.02.

Downing won the match in two straight

heats.

They Were Dollars Won by Him in Two
Days'—Amateurs Battle

Fiercely.

Jay Eaton has left Newark, N. J., after
what, to the ordinary mortal, would be consid-
ered a very remunerative visit. On Saturday
at the board track he picked close to $100,
and by winning two firsts at the Atalanta
Wheelmen's meet at Waverly on Monday he
pocketed $200 more. Eaton rode two very
clever races, using his head as well as his legs
effectively, and fairly robbed McFarland of
one of the firsts, when the lanky Californian
was about to cross the tape, confident that
the hundred was his.

The meet, as has been all Atalanta meets,
was well attended, well managed and run off

without an instant's delay. The entry list was
of the usual hugeness, despite the many op-
position meets, and the thirty-three races,
which includes the heats, were run off in ex-
actly three hours. Several spills occurred in
the final of the mile-open amateur, due en-
tirely to the carelessness of the riders, but
no one was injured, except George De Haven,
of Sewaren, N. J., who sustained a broken
collar bone. Referee Wetmore brought out a
lot of groans and hisses from the spectators
for calling off two heats in the half-mile am-
ateur, for not coming up to the time limit of
1.10, which ruled out the favorites, Ripley and
Dawson, from the final. When the final was
won in 1.04 3-5, the spectators realized the
justness of the referee's action. In the mile
open amateur Dawson defeated his old antag-
onist Ertz by half a length, while in a two-
mile handicap Ertz turned the tables by win-
ning from Dawson. The latter rode a notable
race in this event. After catching the bunch,
Dawson became pocketed coming into the

stretch, but, finding an opening, he wriggled
through and flew down the stretch after the

fleeing Ertz, but was only able to catch his

hind wheel. The five-mile professional, the

particular event on the card, brought out a

long string of money chasers, with McFar-
land on scratch. After catching Maddox,
Eaton and Stevens, he gave them a sleigh ride

until the bunch was overhauled at four miles.

Eaton had enjoyed the ride, and when the

finish came he had enough left to beat the

Californian on the tape. Bert Ripley changed

the track record for a half mile from 59 to

56 seconds. The prize list was unusually

large, $525 being distributed among the pro-

fessionals and $400 in diamonds and jewelry

among the amateurs. Chairman Mott was

an interested spectator at the meet. The
summary:

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, C. B. Jack (50

yards) ; 2, C. G. Carpenter, Rahway, N. J. (60 yards)

;

3, Otto Maya, Erie, Pa. (70 yards) ; 4, H. K. Smith,
Brooklyn (100 yards). Time, 2.09.

One-mile open.—1, Ray Dawson, Boonton, N. J. ; 2,

C. M. Ertz, New York; 3, W. Weller, Newark;
W. H. Crane, Jr., Bogota, won fourth prize for i)ac-

ing; Bert Ripley came in fourth. Time, 2.18 1-5.

One-mile open, professional.—1, J. Eaton, Loraine,
N. T.; 2, C. B. Jack, Philadelphia, Pa.; 3, F. G. Mc-
Farland, San Jose, Cal. ; 4, J. L. Decker, Ashley Falls,
Mass. Time, 2.13 2-5. Paced by Harry Maddox.
Half-mile handicap.—1, A. Ellis, Newark (60 yards)

;

2. V. Hesse, Jr., Newark (40 yards); 3, C. A. Wells,
Hackensack (65 yards) ; 4, J. E. Bird, Newark (45
yards). Time, 1.04 2-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, C. M. Ertz, R. W., New
York (scratch) ; 2, Ray Dawson, Boonton, N. J
(scratch); 3, Fred W. Richt, Brooklyn (40 yards); 4
C. A. Wells, Hackensack (200 yards). Time, 4.36 1-5
Half-mile open.—1, C. M. Ertz; 2, F. W. Richt; 3,

T. Hutcheon, Brooklyn; 4, D. Sutphen, Newark!
Time, 1.04 3-5.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, J. Eaton (60
yards); 2, J. A., McFarland (scratch); 3, Otto Maya
(200 yards) ; 4, J. M. Chapman, Atlanta, Ga. (230
yards). Time, 12.54 3-5.
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Capacity, 6,000,000 Feet per Year. Write for Prices and Samples.

ALBANY MFG. eO..
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Equal in grade and quality to any bicycle

tubing in the world. Made with the most

improved machinery — hydraulic power

benches and every modern equipment re-

quired to produce the best obtainable high-

carbon tubing.

Uniform in Thickness. Perfection in Finish, m
An abundance of natural gas—nature's free

fuel— flows from our own wells, and contrib-
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HADFIELD HAD MORE THAN ENOUGH.

C. M. Hadfield got beyond his depth and

was smothered in two match races at the track

fanned by ocean breezes at Manhattan Beach

on Saturday and Monday. In the first he

ran amuck Frank Starbuck in a five-miles

pursuit race. They started from opposite sides

of the track, and after riding three and a half

miles Starbuck overhauled his rival and beat

him for distance by a quarter of a mile. On
Monday he took part in a two-miles match

race with F. F. Goodman. On the last lap

Goodman jumped to the front, when Hadfield

attempted to run him over the edge of the

bank. Despite this move, however, Goodman
continued his sprint and won easily. The pur-

suit race failed to interest the spectators on Sat-

urday. Robt. Miller, who won the Greater New
York championship the previous week, made

another sensational win in the mile open. C.

M. Murphy received an ovation on Monday

when he won the mile handicap. It was his

first win of the season. The attendance was

slim on both days.

FIRST DAY.

One mile open.—1, R. A. Miller, Greenwich Wheel-
men; 2, T. F. Hutchinson, Brooklyn. Time, 2.23 3-5.

One-mile professional.—1, O. Stevens, Ottumwa;
2, O. R. Newton, Bridgeport. Time, 2.14 2-5.

One mile handicap.—1, F. W. Richt, Brooklyn (30

yards) • 2. R. A. Miller, Greenwich Wheelmen
(scratch). Time, 2.06 1-5.

, ,^^ ^
One-mile tandem.-1, C. O'Connor and \\ . R.

Owen, Knickerbocker A. C. ; 2, F. G. Krause and R.

A. Miller, Greenwich Wheelmen. Time. 2.21.

Two-mile handicap, professional.-1, F. A. McFar-
land, San Jose (scratch); 2, O. B. Newton, Bridge-

port (60 yards). Time 4.36 1-5.

Five-mile pursuit race.—1, J. Frank Starbuck, Lewis-

burg. Fa.; 2^ Hadfield, Newark, N. J. Starbuck w^on

easily.

SECOND DAY.

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, C. M. Murphy,
Brooklyn (30 yards); 2, W. P. Neville, Newark, (100

yards); 3, C. S. Henshaw, Brooklyn (90 yards). Time,
2.10 4-5.

Ouarter-mile open.—1, Walter Babb, Paterson; 2,

F. A. Nagle, New York; 3, E. G. Krumm, New York.
Time, 32 seconds.
Two-mile match race.—1, F. F.Goodman. New York;

2, C. W. Hadfield, Newark. Time, 4.36 3-5.

Two-mile tandem handicap.—1, Thomas Aduntz and
H. B. Cashell (140 yards); 2, R. E. Hodly and C.

Adams. H. W. (180 yards) ; 3, W. A. ^\'helpley and G.
Lippman, Greenwich Wheelmen (160 yards). Time,
4.15 2-5.

Half-mile open, professional.—1, A. Newhouse,
Buffalo; 2, Sam Brock, Brooklyn; 3, Oscar Hedstrom,
Brooklyn. Time. 1.08.

One-mile handicap.—1, Thomas Adamitz, Passaic
(110 yards) ; 2, J. Cacarayo, Brooklyn (90 yards) ; 3,

W. B. Ogden, Brooklyn (60 yards). Time, 2.11.

CLEANED THE BOARD.

O. V. Babcock and R. A. Miller, two of

the fastest riders of Greater New York, left

the meets of the metropolitan district to

others, while they went on a quiet little pot

hunt on Monday. Red Bank, N. J., was their

picking, where they won every open event,

leaving scarcely a crumb for the others, ex-

cept in the mile handicap.

The summary:
Half-mile open.—1, O. V. Babcock; 2, Robert E.

Miller; 3, A. Chambers, Red Bank. Time, 1.13 1-2.

(Tne-mile handicap.—1. Toseph Johnson (70 yards),
Red Bank; 2, W. J. Sherman (90 yards), Colt's
Neck; 3, W. J. Mooney (60 yards). Railway. Time,
2.20.

Two-mile handicap.—1, R. A. Miller (scratch) ; 2, O.
V. Babcock (scratch); 3, W. 1. Sherman (220 yards).
Time, 4.42 1-2.

Five-mile open.—1, O. V. Babcock; 2, R. E. Miller;
3, L. R. Goodwin. Time, 13.36.

Two-mile tandem handicap.—1, Miller and Babcock
(scratch) ; 2, Hawkins and Johnson (110 yards). Time,
4.30 1-2.

GOT HLS MILE BACK.

London, June 26.—Last night J. Platt-Betts

recovered the mile record which he lost in his

match with J. D. Stocks a fortnight since. It

was by no means an idea! evening, but the

little Catford rider made a clean clip of a sec-

ond by doing L45 1-5. His times were 30 2-5s.,

54 4-5s., 1.19 3-5, 1.45 1-5.

DUEL BETWEEN SCRATCH MEN.

It is estimated that over 10,000 spectators

witnessed the 25-miles road race on the upper

end of the Hudson Co., N. J., Boulevard on

Monday. One hundred and ten riders started,

with six men on scratch, including Alexander

and Soden, winners of time and place prizes

in the last Irvington-Millburn race. Interest

in the race centered in the fight between Alex-

ander and Michels, winner of the last Eagle

Rock hill climb for time honors. Michels

clung to the Hartford man until close to the

tape, when he endeavored to take the lead, but

Alexander had sufficient speed left to stall of?

the attempt, winning by a foot. The first three

men to finish had a red-hot argument, Arron-

son getting the best of it by scarcely a wheel's

length. Shortly after the start of the race a

portion of the stand located at the finishing

point collapsed. No one was seriously in-

jured. The result follows:

NO. Hdcp. Finish.

1 Oscar Arronson 6.30 1.17.51

2 W. V. Kelsall 5.00 1.17.52

3 J. A. Scott 5.45 1.17.55

4 W. B. Reyen 6.00 1.17.58

5 A. J. Wise 5.00 1.18.06

6 F. Bohe 5.00 1.18.07

7 W. E. S. Grey 5.30 1.18.08

8 F. R. Warren 2.30 1.18.09

9 W. N. Valk 2.30 1.18.10

10 C. F. Hoolan 4.30 1.18.11

11 A. T. J. Peer 3.00 1.18.12

12 H. Dunn 5.00 1.18.13

13 W. C. Price 3.30 1.18.14

14 W. Bethel 6.30 1.18.30

15 D. Martini 2.00 1.18.31

16 J. White .3.30 1.18.33

17 T. Firth 2.00 1.18.35

18 W. H. Hicks 1.00 1.18.37

19 B. C. Fuller 3.30 1.18.39

20 John Brown 6.00 1.18.50

21 H. Von Hadlen 6.30 1.18..53

22 S. Robson 6.30 1.18.57

23 C. Kail, Jr ; 5.45 1.19.15

24 R. M. Alexander Sc'h 1.14.14 2-3

25 Adolf Michels Sc'h 1.14.14

26 G. Sweeny .3.00 1.15..30

27 George J. Soden Sc'h 1.16.00

STARBUCK AND LESNA STARS.
Boston, July 5.—Starbuck took part in an-

other pursuit race at the Charles River Park
track to-day, his opponent being Frank Wal-
ler. As in the case of Hadfield, he caught

his man during the third mile. Lesna, the

Swiss crack, made his first appearance since

arriving in this country from Australia. Paced

by a quint, he rode a two-miles exhibition

in 4.08 2-5. Frank and Nat Butler froze the

other men out of the mile open professional,

and finished third from scratch in the tandem

handicap.
One-third-mile open.—1, H. Taylor, Roxbury; 2,

W. R. Brinkerhoff, Cambridge; 3, W. D. Pickard,
Roxbury. Time, 43 2-5 seconds.
One-mile, professional.—1, Frank Butler, Cambridge;

2, Nat Butler, Cambridge; 3, W. Coleman, Boston.
Time, 2.10 1-5.

Two-mile tandem handicap.—1, W. D. Pickard, Bos-
ton, and A. E. Darlow, d'ambridge (160 yards) ; 2,

C. A. McKenzie and W. P. Lupton, Boston (80
yards) ; 3, J. A. Lynch and W. F. Voge, Jamaica
Plain (120 yards). Time, 4.12 2-5.

C)ne-mile handicap, professional.—1, W. S. Rey-
nolds, Hvde Park (45 yards); 2, J. Nadeau, Keene, N.
H., (60 yards) ; 3, Howard P. Mosher, Storm King,
N. Y. (75 yards) ; 4, Watson Coleman, Boston (55
yards). Time, 2.09 1-5.

Pursuit race.—Frank Waller vs. J. F. Starbuck,
limit ten miles. Starbuck caught Waller in 3 1-3

miles. Time, 7.57 1-5.

Three-mile tandem handicap, professional.—1, Frank
Mayo and W. F. Saunders (275 yards); 2, H. McLean
and A. A. McLean, Chelsea (325 yards); 3. Frank and
Nat Butler, Cambridge (scratch). Time, 6.06 2-5.

Scratch men's time, 6.31 2-5.

EMOLUMENTS OF SPEED.

A petition was laid before the War Minister

of France through several influential person-

ages, asking permission for Jacquelin, the

French champion, now doing military service,

to ride in the Grand Prix de Paris on July
11. This permit was granted, and also a leave
of absence to train.

RED-HOT FINISH.
This racing craze has grown so great.
Dame Nature is afifected;

For days the giddy creature has
In scorching been detected.

MADE HIM CHANGE HIS CLOTHES.

Albany, N. Y., July 5.—The bicycle meet
given by the Aldermen of this city on behalf

of the city to-day was an entire success and
was witnessed by 4,000 or 5,000 people.

The meet this year was the result of the

liberality of the Aldermen, who gave a pub-

lic meet last year which met with so much
favor that they determined to repeat it on
a much larger scale. The entries last year

were 42; this year nearly 80, and the prizes

were fully up to the advertised value, which
all racing men know is quite unusual, and,

too, the second and third prizes were of the

value of $-25 and $15, instead of $15 and $10;

this naturally attracted some of the best ama-
teurs within the limit.

A. D. Wait, who acted as referee at the

State Circuit meet on June 24, and brought

upon himself no little criticism at that time,

was referee of to-day's meet, and gave general

and entire satisfaction. He disqualified John
D. Nichol, who took second in the mile nov-

ice, for reckless riding, and forced Fred Hoff-

man to change his indecent dress for one

which was presentable, much to the satisfac-

tion of the crowd in both instances. There

were three individual spills, but no one was
hurt, and absolutely nothing happened to spoil

the sport.

Frederick L. Laraway won the novice race

in 2.28 2-5. John T. Beam, of New York,

took the third of a mile race in 4(3 seconds

and the mile open in 2.31 4-5, and finished sec-

ond to Frank D. White in the two-thirds mile

open. The one-mile handicap and the city

championship went to A. F. Mochrie, Jr., in

slow time.

Despite the free show promoted by the

"city dads," the meet of the North End
Wheelmen attracted a good crowd, and faster

times were the rule. The mile open was won
by W. Dennison in 2.23, and the same rider,

from the 20-yard mark, accounted for the

mile handicap in 2.18. J. B. Speyers (Albany

Co.) took the eight-counties championship

in 2.59 4-5; the Good Roads Association, of

Saratoga, won the mile team race. The novice

event fell to J. A. Minst in 2.29.

SAND MADE SPILLS.

A sandy track caused spills in almost every

race at the meet of the Crescent Wheelmen
at Plainfield, N. J., on Monday. J. M. Derby,

of Brooklyn, who won the novice race at Man-

hattan Beach on Saturday and was disqualified

for taking his hands from the handle-bar and

•shouting in the exuberance of his glee, again

rode as a novice. He won again, and this

time contented himself with merely smiling.

Metropolitan amateurs were out in full force.

The summary:
One-mile scratch.—1, W. H. Owen, Knickerbocker

A. C. ; 2, Charles O'Connor, Knickerbocker A. C. ; 3,

A. D. Mitchell, East Orange. Time, 2.15 3-5.

Two-thirds-mile handicap.—1, C. F. Linderberg,
Newark; 2, C. B. Mitchell, East Orange; 3, L. Rein-
hart, New York. Time, 1.29.

One-mile handicap.—1, Bert Tompkinson, Brook-
lyn (120 yards); 2, \V. A. Leek Morristown (100

yards); 3, Harry Lister, Plainfield (90 yards). Time,
2.12 3-5.

Two-miles handicap.—1, H. D. Hooker, Newark
(80 yards); 2, O. B. Mitchell (180 yards); 3, C. F.
Linderberg, Newark (110 yards). Time, 4.56.

Two-mile tandem, scratch.—1, Charles O'Connor
and W. H. Owen; 2, Stanley Godfrey and mate, N.
Y. C. W.; 3, Harry F. Doyle and mate, N. Y. C. W.
Time, 4.37 4-5.

BLAKE AND HIS MOUNT.

E. M. Blake, the New Hampshire youngs-

ter, who has been sweeping all before him

in New England, is riding a Warwick. He
has won every scratch race, save one, in which

he started this season.
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To be a champion is great glory, but it isn't much
to be a twin champion. Cooper and Bald have been

trying to create the impression that they are the

whole thing—but they forgot Kiser.

A deal of good white paper has been consumed anent the respective

merits of Cooper and Bald. Saturday at Philadelphia their pretentions re-

ceived a chilling blast when little Kiser beat them both in straight heats,

capturing the thousand-dollar prize for the triangular race. Kiser rides

Palmer Tires (on a Spalding.)

Arthur Gardiner shows a decided improvement in

form over last year. Arthur is a popular boy and

Chicago people would like to

see him the '97 champion.

For pure, unadulterated speed, some
of the experts say, Gardiner has no su-

perior. Unfortunately, a number of se-

vere accidents have made him cautious

— a term as offensive to champion racers

as ' can't " was to Napoleon. At the Ill-

inois State meet Gardiner gave a mag-
nificent exhibition of handicap riding,

winning the event from scratch in the

world's record time of 2.05 1-5, and at

Kansas City the week previous he carried

off all the honors. Gardiner's change of

tires has had much to do with his im-

proved showing. He is now riding

Palmers (on a Dayton).

An auction sale of cheap
bicycles is now in progress

in Chicago. It seems quite

superfluous to say that none
of the machines are Palmer
Tired bicycles.

Those manufacturers who have been
consistent users of Palmer Tires, it is to

be noticed, are having little trouble in

disposing of their output. No more al-

luring inducement can be offered a buyer
than to give him Palmer Tires. They
are the biggest quality bargains in the

bicycle business.

The Palmer Jiffy will save

many a tire—will save it from the hands of those who
do not know how to vulcanize patches or plugs.

Some riders attempt to vulcanize plugs with hot flat irons, some use
the kitchen stove pipe, while others try matches. And then they get angry
because we will not replace their tires. Vulcanization, like piano-tuning,
can only be done by those who know how to do it.

It is our desire to promote the cause of good roads.

Every bicycle rider of even the most limited experi-

ence knows that our highways are in a sad state.

They also know that touring or getting away from the main traveled
thoroughfares of certain favored localities, is attended with all kinds of dis-

couragements and difficulties, and sometimes with dangers. What we want
is a systematic beginning at highway improvement. The method is incon-

sequential, but it is important that something be done—immediately, uni-

versally, and systematically. Join the League.

We acknowledge receipt of " Country Roads " and
"Macadam Roads," two interesting and instructive

pamphlets issued by the road department of the

League of American Wheelmen. Both are from the

pen of L. A. W. President Potter. We quote from

Mr. Potter's " road philosophy "
:

•• A country road, like every other piece of human work, is bad, or

tolerable, or fair, or good, or excellent, or splendid, just in proportion to

the amount of sense and ingenuity that has been put into its construction.

The reason why our country roads are bad is because they haven't had a
sufficient place in the public mind. They are slovenly imitations of a bad
model ; chums to custom and strangers to sense. They have cost us
thousands of millions of dollars, but not an hour of thought ; and while our
brains have been gathering wool in distant pastures our money has turned
into mud."

The Union League Wheelmen, of New York, in

issuing notices for " runs " include the following good
advice on the same card

:

Please see that your bicycle and all equipments are in good order.

Bearings lubricated, chain adjusted, handle-bar and saddle fitted, tires a
little mellow, valves air tight, pedals oiled, tool-case complete, lamp filled,

cleaned and trimmed, nuts and bolts tight. Light wool underwear and
upright position recommended.

EWE
CMIO

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PULLMAN IS PASSE.

Not the Event It Formerly Was—Handicaps,
As Usual Force Dark Horse

Winning.

Chicago, July 6.—There was a time when
a PuUman road race meant pages of illus-

trations and descriptive matter in the cycling

press. That was several years ago—before

the Chicago 25-mile road race on Decoration
Day was instituted. Until that time the Pull-

man was the crowning glory of the West.

The last few miles of the route were bad and
narrow, and, after shedding a few tears, the

historic course was abandoned and the Wheel-
ing route substituted and the title of the race

changed.

Later the Pullman road was macadamized.

Accordingly, the South Side Cycling Club

last year disinterred the memories of the

course and imported a polish which makes
the race of moment, if not of intense interest,

to the world at large.

The second of the Pullman resurrections oc-

curred yesterday. Like most road races in

this city, it attracted a ridiculously large num-
ber of entries, 517 in all, and, as usual, the

handicaps were beyond all reason, and left

the back-markers not even a ghost of a cliance

for first honors.

Description of the race is scarcely neces-

sary. The course was heavy from rain the

night before, and the mob of nearly 500 men
scrambled and shouted and jostled and slid

their way over the 18 miles as best they

could.

C. A. Anderson (7 min.), one of Chicago's

numerous Swedish colony, managed to get in

front early in the race, and kept the lead to

the end, winning without trouble in 40.46 3-5.

R. W. Merrill (6 min.) finished second in

40.22, and Charles Terryberg (6 min.) third

in the same time. The next 25 finished

in this order: 4, Roy Whitson (7 min.),

41.22 2-5; 5, F. Neuhauser (6 min.), 41.43; 6,

N. Hopper, 41.26; 7, Emil Schuler (6 min.),

41.50; 8, H. Tronvig (6 min.), 40.46; 9, E.

Quinn (6.30), 41.16 2-5; 10, A. A. Thomas,

42.18; 11, J. Machesney (6 min.), 40.56; 12, Mi-

chael Venema (7 min.), 41.57; 13, C. R.

White (7.30), 42.27 3-5; 14, H. A. Jefifcott (6

min.), 41.04; 15, E. G. Olm, 41.06; 16, L. V.

Porter (5 min.), 40.07; 17, J. P. Short (6

min.), 42.07 1-5; 18, C. A. Burlinghame

(6.30), 41.38; 19, G. A. Bremberg (7 min.),

42.10; 20, Louis Howe, 40.11; 21, M. J. Fitz-

patrick (6 min.), 41.12; 22, J. A. Shoesmith

(6 min.), 41.13; 23, Harry Cobb (7 min.),

42.14; 24, N. McGillinay, 41.15; 25, T. Ellefson

(7.30), 42.48.

Charles Lavin, Fred Nelson and Orlando

Adams, all scratch men, accounted for the

time prizes in the order named. James Levy,

another scratchman, who won first time prize

last year, fell and broke a leg near the finish.

SECOND THOUGHT BEST.

On second thought, the Harlem Wheelmen

acknowledge the force of The Wheel's con-

tention and unless semi-finals be necessary,

the 100-mile race which is to be decided at

their meet at Manhattan Beach on Saturday

will be given a free track and will not be im-

peded by the running of heats during its pro-

gress. The heats will be contested previous to

the big event, which will be started at 12

o'clock sharp.

OHIO'S^SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL.

Columbus, July 5.—The seventeenth annual

State meet of the Ohio Division began their

first day's session this morning. The meet is

the best attended of any since 1891. Chief

Consul Kempton, of Cincinnati, called the

meet to order in the parlors of the Columbus
Cycling Club. Harmony reigned throughout

the meeting, which is quite a contrast to the

general run of Ohio State meets.

The reports of the officers and of the differ-

ent standing committees exhibited the great

work and successes of the League during the

past year. The Ohio Division erected over

2,000 sign posts throughout the State, enforced

the puncture law, the wide tire law, printed

4,000 copies of the Division Road Book, se-

cured the free transportation of bicycles and

in general assisted in obtaining good roads

and wheelmen's rights. The action of the

recent State convention in placing good roads

upon their platform received much favorable

comment. The finances of the Division are

better than ever before.

In the nomination of officers, which is really

the election of them, practically all of the

present incumbents were reslated, viz.:

Chief Consul—W. D. Kempton, Cincinnati.

Vice Consul—A. E. Chase, Toledo.

Secretary-Treasurer—W. C. Munro, Cin-

cinnati.

Representatives—Charles F. Williams, Cin-

cinnati; G. L. Ralston, Cleveland; S. W.
Miller, Columbus; M. G. Gill, Toledo; J. M.
Finch, Dayton.

After the business part of the meet was over

the annual parade was held, which, despite the

exceedingly hot weather, was very large. Gov-
ernor Bushnell of Ohio was to have delivered

the address of welcome, but was unexpectedly

absent.

The heats of the races were run in the

morning, the finals in the afternoon, on the

mile driving track of the Columbus Driving

Association. The weather was cloudy and a

high wind accounted for some of the slow

time made. The professional races, as usual,

were the most interesting. Haskins, the Cleve-

land crack, and a member of the Hofifman

racing team, captured all the events. Rain

interfered with the programme and two of the

races had to be cut out. The final of the

mile amateur was run in the rain. It was
paced by a triplet^ but the time made, 2.14 4-5,

is wonderful, all circumstances considered.

The summary:

One-mile novice.—1, R. E. Lovell; 2, C. F. Spicer.

Time, 2.43 4-5.

One-mile open, amateur.—1, C. J. Wagner, Dayton;
2, H. H. McCreery, Mt. Vernon; 3, W. Cummings,
Springfield; 4, M. M. Peters, Groveport. Time,
2.15 3-5.

One-fourth mile open, professional.—1, C. B. Has-
kins, Cleveland; 2, Barney Oldfield, Toledo; 3, Percy
Patterson, Bay City, Mich. Time, 0.36 4-5.

One-half mile State championship, final heat.—1,

Stanley A. Keplar, Dayton; 2, J. P. Steele, Lisbon; 3,

E. Bressler, Lima. Time, 1.05 4-5.

One and one-eighth mile handicap, amateur.—1 H
H. McCreery, Mt. Vernon (100 yards) ; 2. W. C
Kunckle, St. Clairville (75 yards); 3, F. A. Robishaw,
Cleveland (50 yards); 4, C. F. Spicer, Columbus (95
yards). Time, 2.31 3-5.

One-mile, 2.40 class, amateur, final heat.—^1, W. C.
Kunckle; 2, E. Dohse, Dayton; 3, E. Bressler, Lima:
4, C. E. Beatty. Time, 2.15 4-5.

One-half jnile open, professional.—1, C. B. Haskins
Cleveland; 2, Barney Oldfield, Toledo; 3, Con Baker,
Columbus. Time, 1.12 2-5.

HEAPS OF TROUBLE.

SCENE OF HIS FORMER TRIUMPHS.

At Asbury Park on Saturday, Zimmerman
rode an exhibition half, paced by a quad, in

57 1-5.

How It Was Caused By A Grand Stand Play,

A Missing: Man and a Borrowed Club

Name.

The Union County Roadsters, of Rahway,
N. J., had their own troubles with the two
races run on the Irvington-Millburn course

on Saturday, one for fifteen miles for singles

and the other a twenty-five miles event for

tandems.

The races were conceived by a young man
named Britton, who erected the grand stand

opposite the tape for the Decoration Day race.

The stand proved a white elephant on his

hands, and imagining that he might secure

the necessary withal to pay for its erection

by promoting another race, the use of the

name of the Roadsters was secured for a

monetary consideration, and prizes were ob-

tained. But a few days before the race Britton

disappeared. The carpenter who erected the

stand secured an attachment on whatever re-

ceipts might be taken in on Saturday, which
amounted to $7.50, and the police hired re-

fused to officiate until the Roadsters guaran-

teed to settle the bill. After these preliminary

matters had been arranged, the two events

were run.

The course was in excellent shape, except

for the long hill and mile stretch near the

starting point. Twenty-five men started in

the 15-miles race for singles. The event was
without incident until the moment when the

two leading men were riding wildly neck and

neck for the tape, when they locked pedals

and went down with lightning quickness on

the tape. Three other riders directly behind

them crashed into them, and for a moment
officials and spectators and police rubbed their

eyes in amazement. Parts of wheels and the
men were hauled off the course just as an-
other bunch dashed in, but by this time there
was a clear path. It was a bewildering smash-
up, but by a miracle none of the fallen ones
were seriously injured. One of the men who
dodged the wreck continued to Millburn and
back, riding twenty miles in the excitement.
The tandem race was notable only for fast

time, and the strain on both men and ma-
chines. Eight teams started, three of which
dropped out, owing to punctured tires. The
teams were soon strung out in a long proces-
sion, none of them being in sight of each
other. The winners cut their own pace from
the start and were never headed. Alexander
and Tracey rode strongly from scratch, but
they were unable to close the gap, although
they made the fastest time ever ridden over
the course—1.04.11. The timers and scorers,

however, appeared to be somewhat rattled in

figuring the results. The course record for a
single is 1.08.21, by Monte Scott. Results
follow:

15-MILE HANDICAP. Hdcp. Net
time.

1 F. J. Peer 2.00 40.51

2 W. Condon 3.00 41.521-5
3 Frank Bohl 2.30 41.212-5
4 J. H. Gregory 2.30 41.213-5
5 Oscar Aranson 3.00 41.514-5
6 Marvin Colt 4.00 43.00

7 W. T. Hornfecht 3.00 42.12
8 W. S. Spree 1.40 4L00
9 E. D. Martini 1.20 40.401-5

10 W. H. Hicks, Jr 1.00 40.47
11 C. A. Carlson 1.20 4L08
12 C. F. Hulin 2.00 41.57
13 C. Kail, Jr 4.30 45.56
14 John Daflon 3.00 44.43
15 J. Thompson 0.30 42.35
16 H. H. Harrison Scr 43.37 2-5

17 J. J. Archer 3.00 48.32

25-MILE TANDEM.
1 Hummer and Feybert, Newark 6.00 1.07.012-5
2 Clark and Gwinn, Montclair 4.00 1.05.45
3 Archenberg and Hanson, Perth Amboy.

2.00 1.04.39 3-5
4 Alexander and Tracy, Hartford Scr 1.04.11
5 Foss and Kohles, New York 4.00 1.16.00

The winners rode a Lyndhurst tandem, with
Palmer tires, 84 gear. Alexander's mount was
a Peerless, 84 gear, League tires.
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PRINTERS' INK ^

NEVER YET MADE TUBING NOR
NEVER WILL. WE RELY UPON <^

PROJECTILE BRAND"

BieveLE Tubing
To Advertise Itself.

IT IS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD
FOR STRENGTH, ELASTICITY, GAUGE
AND FINISH. MADE OF

HIGHEST GRADE SWEDISH STEEL.
AI,SO

KORK-SIDES, HANDLE-BARS,
ONE-PIECE FORK-SIDES, TAPERED TUBES,

REAR STAYS, SPECIAL SHAPES, Etc.

Tie UfliteJ Slates Projectile Co,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Write for Prices. Kindly mention The Wheel.

AWHEEL
THAT WILL INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS

RIGHT NOW IS THE

Elfin Juvenile.
BECAUSE—The clamor of the children "for a

wheel " is beginning to make parents look around.

BECAUSE—Many a boy has been promised a

wheel when " school closes."

BECAUSE—The Elfin can give points to any

other juvenile wheel on the market.

BECAUSE—The Elfin fits the child.

A distinctive feature is the reversible crank-

hanger, which permits an adjustment of two

inches in the frame height. It's a convincing

argument to offer in selling a wheel for a grow-

ing child.

Makers:

FRAZER & JONES COIMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS—Sterling Cycle Works, Chicago; J.

Andrae & Sons, Milwaukee, Wis.; M. Lieber, Philadelphia, Pa.; Hay
& Willits Mfg. Co., Indianapolis; Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston;

Union Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio; Maltby-Henley Co., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^ «^ ^be popular ^ jt

Ularwick

Perfection

Cycles

Will maintain both quality and the

prices listed in the J897 Catalogue.

Models 40, 41, 42, $100

43, 44, (Tandems) 150

45, 46, 75

47, 48, (The Hampden) 60

(Buaranteeb in (Siuallti?,

Dalue, price.

6€

i6

ii

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

Liberal discounts to the trade.

Send for Catalogue and

copy of

July WARWICK CYCLEDOM, containing

account of races won on The Warwick.^,^^

(UarwicK Cycle Kiti. €o.,

Springmid, ina$$.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

OUTLOOK IN AUSTRALIA.

Melbourne, Australia, June 3.—The cycle

situation has fallen extremely flat, sport

and the trade particularly. Indeed, the

condition of the latter calls for the greatest

concern, chiefly among small jobbers, and

with the three worst months of the year yet to

be gone through, gravest anxiety is being ex-

perienced as to the result.

The market is absolutely glutted; thousands

of dollars' worth of cycles and parts are

bonded; the banks are calling for their money,

and in some cases compelling consignees to

take up their bills. One house alone in the

trade has something like $160,000 worth of

machines, etc., in stock or in bond. If our

winter, now upon us, remains fine, it may
strengthen the situation somewhat.

Racing, with the exception of the great

diamond jubilee celebration on the 29th of this

month, is entirely done. Poad racing is be-

ginning to bud, already one open handicap of

twenty miles being decided. There were 100

entries in this the first "scramble" of the

season. Unfortunately, one of the competi-

tors, Sheppard by name, met with an acci-

dent—running into the parapet of a bridge

—

thereby losing his life. The road turned very

sharply just before reaching the bridge, and,

coupled with a decline, and a favorable wind

and high gear, Sheppard was unable to take

the tvirn safely.

Trans-continental touring seems to have

caught on here, for Australia has been crossed

from south to north by one Jerome Murif,

who had an arduous task on hand. No at-

tempt was made for a fast trip, but the rider

intends writing a book on the ride, thus mak-
ing it worth his while undertaking it.

This feat has found an imitator, or imitators,

I should say, as the Dunlop Tire Co. and the

Austral Cycle Agency are sending a well-

known rider, Chas. Greenwood, over the same
route, but in the opposite direction. The
"Australian Bicyclist," in its own interests, de-

cided at the last moment to send a repre-

sentative with Greenwood, and the twain left

for the north yesterday mid great eclat. As
you may be very certain, this latter affair will

be in the nature of a huge advertisement, and

as a set-off against Murif's book, v(jho, I un-

derstand, rode a different tire and wheel.

Greenwood and Coleman ride Dunlop ma-

chines and tires, while Murif rode an Electra.

The League of Victorian Wheelmen are

going into more spacious offices, the present

tenements having become much too small,

even for clerical work, to say nothing of the

comfort and convenience of the members.

They have leased the old Y. M. C. A. rooms,

a very commodious building, and expect to

be installed there in July.

Nothing has yet been done in the way of

amending the L. V. W.'s constitution, which

has proved altogether out of date for the rapid

growth of the League numerically. Several

schemes have been submitted, but none seem

to suit the taste or ideas of the present coun-

cillors.

TESTED IN A RAILROAD TEST ROOM.

Out in Altoona, Pa., recently the Wolff-

American agent at that place amazed the in-

habitants by some of the tests to which he

subjected the WoM-American bicycle. One
of the most interesting of these tests took
place in the test room of the Pennsylvania

Railroad shops. A crank-hanger, cup and

cone, were taken from a Wolif-American bicy-

cle, -placed in a lathe and screwed up as tight

as possible. Before the lathe was started the

experts present were of the opinion that the

cup and cone would burst under the strain, as

no oil was put in the cup or used on the balls.

Much to their astonishment, the lathe was
run up to seven hundred revolutions a minute

without the Wolff-American parts showing
the slightest distress. After some time the

lathe became hot and it was necessary to stop

it. Examination revealed the fact that the

cup and cone remained cool and did not show
any perceptible wear. Those present at the

test were astounded at the strength displayed

by the cup and cone, pronouncing the test one

of the severest to which a bicycle part has

ever been subjected.

ANOTHER INDEMNITY COMPANY.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 1.—The American

Bicycle Indemnity Co. has been organized

here, and will file articles of association within

a day or two. The following directors have

been elected: H. S. New, Pierce Norton, J.

F. McKee, D. B. Shideler, J. N. Hurty, W.
H. Griflith, R. W. McBride, W. J. Brown
and Pierre Gray. The purpose of the new
company is to insure members against theft.

Two per cent of the value of the wheel will

be charged, in addition to an admission fee

of 50 cents. Where an insured wheel is stolen,

the owner will be paid either the full amount

of his insurance or have his wheel replaced.

It is the purpose of the company to declare

dividends at the end of the year, the amounts

declared to be applied to the insurance of the

member the following year.

SAILING OF THE TRICKSTERS.

Charles G. and Madeline Kilpatrick, the

Iver Johnson trick riders, have gone abroad

again. They sailed on the 30th ult, and

mean to challenge all trick riders on the con-

tinent. They were accompanied by W. H.

Barber, who is equally accomplished in trick

work. The trio will visit all the European,

South African and South American countries

before returning to America. They carried

a complete line of new Iver Johnson Cycles

just received from the Fitchburg factory.

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

CRAWFORD'S CHICAGO HOME.

Crawford bicycles will hereafter have a

home of their own in Chicago, a branch house

and distributing depot having been located

in the Windy City at No. 15 Washington

street, at the corner of Wabash avenue. W.

O. Turrell is in charge.

WILL SELL DIRECT.

James Duckworth, the chain manufacturer

of Springfield, Mass., sailed on the 30th for

Europe. He will visit many of the principal

cities of England, Ireland, Germany and

France in the interests of his chain. Mr.

Duckworth has severed his connections with

the Crosby & Moyer Co., who have acted as

U. S. selling agents the past year, and contem-

plates selling direct to the manufacturers the

coming year.

LESS PER POUND.

By a recent decree the Nicaraguan Govern-

ment has reduced the duty on cycles imported

into the country to 2 2-100 cents per pound on

the gross weight. The old duty was about

13 cents per pound.
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$75.00
THE STANDARD PRICE FOR BICYCLES.

We made this announcement in 1893^ in establishing

the price of

eRESeENT
BieveLES.

We have fully demonstrated that high-grade wheels can be

made and sold at $75. Our prices remain fixed while Crescent

quality constantly improves. We put the best material, the best

skill and the very best value in the Crescent line that is possible

to put in a bicycle.

Crescents are worth the prices at which they are listed;

hence no reduction is necessary.

Honest prices need no change.

We guarantee Price as well as Quality.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS.
36 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

FACTORY: CHICAGO. Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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SPECIALIZING FINENESS OF FINISH.

One of the most recent claimants for promi-

nence in the wood-rim industry is the Ameri-

can Rim Co., of Pawtucket, R. I.

While they have been alive for some time,

but little has been heard of them in trade

circles, for the reason that they have as yet

hardly bid for trade. They have spent months
in placing and testing their machinery and in

experimenting in various ways with their

product, with a view to knowing where they

"were at" very well and intelligently before

announcing their readiness to take orders.

A Wheel man visited the American plant

last week, and was made acquainted with the

plans and policy of the new concern.

"Firstly," they said, "We shall make only

laminated rims, and they will be the best rims

it is possible to make. We shall not be satis-

fied with a product of mediocre quality. We
believe that the ring ai cheap rim-making is

already pretty well filled, and we shall en-

deavor to find a place for ourselves among
the recognized makers of top-notch goods.

Speaking in a general way, our methods of

making laminated rims will not differ mater-

ially from those now in use. We shall, of

course, use great care. We will pay particular

attention to the finish.

"In one respect, however, we will depart

from established methods. We believe that

the vital part of rim-making is in the glueing.

Upon that depends very largely the strength

and durability of the rim. We have been

very busy with some novel kinks in reference

to this end of the business, and believe we
have achieved some new methods that will

accrue to strengthen the ritn."

Several samples of the company's product,

which, by the way, are simply stamped

"American," bear out the testimony of the

makers as to their specializing a point of fine

finish.

The American company, in addition to rims,

will manufacture wood cantles and guards.

FROM RAILROADING TO OILERS.

George F. Wilcoxson has recently become

a partner in the old established firm of Cush-

man & Denison. As is well known, this firm

is one of the oldest in the cycling trade. Es-

tablished in 1883, they have made a specialty

of oilers: which articles they manufacture for,

practically, the entire trade. Although their

"Perfect" and "Star" oilers are standard, they

are still the subject of constant study and con-

tinual improvement. Mr. Wilcoxson was for-

merly General Eastern Agent of the Mexican
National Railroad, with headquarters in New
York City. He is an enthusiastic cyclist.

There will be no change in the firm name, nor

in its policy, which will continue as in the

past, "The best oilers possible at the best

price possible."

MAY HEALTH BE HIS.

E. H. Wilcox, recently with the Iver John-
son Arms & Cycle Works, and so long iden-

tified with the cycle trade, was removed a few

days ago from his home at Genoa, 111., to

Kokomo, Ind., where he will be under the

care of his uncle, who is a physician. It is

possible that an operation may be performed

upon Mr. Wilcox, which will restore him to

health; certainly, the wish is father to the

thought of every one in the cycle trade who
knows him.

OLD IN EXPERIENCE; NEW IN NAME.

It will doubtless prove news to very many
that Geo. W. Weymouth is no longer with

the Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitchburg,

Mass., and is now the head , of a steel ball

concern promoted and owned by himself and

several of his associates.

The new company, styled the Fitchburg

Steel Ball Co., is an established institution

incorporated under Massachusetts laws, and

liberally capitalized, with stock fully oaid in.

Its stockholders are Geo. W. Weymouth,
president and general manager; Chas. T.

Crocker, vice-president; Harry M. Putnam,

secretary-treasurer; W. A. Nelson, superin-

tendent; J. B. F. Gay, sales agent; Henry R.

Leathers, Byron Whittaker and W. L.

Walker.

The move is a purely business one. There

are no sores or trouble with the Simonds

Co. Mr. Weymouth and his associates sim-

ply feel that there is more money for them

in a new business which they entirely control.

G. W. Weymouth.

An examination of the list of stockholders

of the new organization reveals the fact that

of the eight stockholders, seven are gentle-

men who have been connected with the

Simonds mill in an actual working capacity.

Messrs. Leathers, Whittaker and Walker have

been foremen of their respective factory de-

partments. Mr. Nelson was superintendent;

Mr. Weymouth, general manager; Mr. Put-

nam, assistant manager, and Mr. Gay, the

well-known gentleman who for years has cried

the virtues of the Simonds ball into the ear

of the cycle maker. The average experience

of these p-entlemen in the ball-making busi-

ness is eight years.

While the launching of the new business

has been quietly done, it has been effective.

The company is already located in its home
on Lunenburg street, and are already in

shape to talk business. They will be turning

out balls before August 1st.

Mr. Weymouth, the head of the new com-

pany, had the management of the Simonds

business for seven years, and is a shrewd,

hard-headed successful business man. Any
business venture he connects himself with is

likely to succeed. In addition to his various

business interests in Fitchburg he was recent-

ly honored by his district with their Con-

gressional seat.

The rider who is wrapped up in himself is

amply justified in finding fault with his sur-

roundings.

GOOD AS THEIR GOODS.

Th*e Puncturoid Mfg. Co., 482 Boylston St.,

Boston, Mass., whose announcement appears

in this week's issue of The Wheel, has

proved itself different from the fly-by-night

concerns who in the past have pretty well

monopolized the puncture-mending liquid part

of the cycle business.

The Puncturoid people have a factory at

Chelsea, Mass., business headquarters at Bos-
ton, and a branch office at Chicago. They
have been on the market for two years, the

greater part of which time has been spent

in the testing of their preparation. They state

that tires in which Puncturoid was placed over
a year ago and had stood without usage all

winter long, are as easily healed to-day when
punctures occur, as a tire which has never
been treated. It is a fact that the company is

a responsible and businesslike concern. Its

members are business men of standing, and
not of the sort to allure purchasers for their

goods by promises that they do not intend to

fulfill. The Puncturoid Co. is incorporated
under Massachusetts laws. The president is

N. S. H. Sanders, who is also vice president

and secretary of the American Waltham Mfg.
Co., makers of the Comet wheel. F. E. Mc-
Farlane is treasurer and general manager.

PRICE OF POPE CHAINLESS.
Having reduced the price of Columbias to

$75, the Pope Mfg. Co. has made another
important announcement, or quasi-announce-
ment. It concerns the future, and while not
wholly satisfactory, will go far toward settling

a much mooted question, i. e., the price of the

forthcoming chainless Columbia.
The statement is contained in an interview

with Col. Pope issuing from Pope headquar-
ters.

"You may be sure we won't sell a chainless

bicycle for $100," the Colonel is reported as

saying. "If any one pays $150 for a chainless

Columbia in 1898, he will get full value for his

money."

The same bulletin, or interview, also gives

Col. Pope's reason for the recent reduction.

The Pope plant is now in position to make
more bicycles than can be sold at $100, and
the Colonel believes that the demand for $75

wheels will enable him to keep the factory in

operation the year round. Col. Pope "feels

a personal responsibility in keeping his large

force of workmen constantly employed.
'^

WELL PAID FOR THE INJURY THEY DO.

Naturally there has been some diversity of

opinion as to exactly what was the cause of

the recent flurry in cycle prices. Such diver-

sity need no longer exist. One of those New
York dailies which claims to know everything

about all things has settled the question: "The
recent decline in bike prices," says this great

and yellowish journal, "is due entirely to the

great department store of O'Sheol & Co.,

which for more than a year has been selling

$100 bikes for $39.87. Being unable to induce

Messrs. O'Sheol & Co. to join the bike trust,

that combination finally collapsed." And de-

spite this idiotic, inane drivel, cycle manufac-

turers still continue to pay the yellowish edi-

tor thousands of dollars for his valuable aid

to the manufacturers' business. Queer, isn't

it?

The seller of cycle locks may always key

his advertisements.
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

604-B06 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.
ARIZONA.

Phoeni,\.—Fay H. Knowlton, reported gave bill of

sale to Frank Scotton.

CALIFORNIA.
Modesto.—Minnear & Young, dissolved partnership,

Mr. Young continuing.

San Francisco.—Golden Gate Bicycle Brake Co.,

incorporated by Thomas Williams, Horace W. Bow-
man, Frances C. Williams, J. H. Caroh and Levifis H.

Bailey; capital stock, $10,000.

COLORADO.
Denver.—A. Lillyblade, furniture, bicycles, etc., 1717-

1723 Lawrence street, closing out stock.

CONNECTICUT.
Wallingford.—The Treat Mfg. Co. organized to

manufacture bicycle handles and sundries, with fac-

tory on Church street. Capital stock, $3,000.

GEORGIA.
Eastman.—D. W. Weaver, new store.

ILLINOIS.
Litchfield.—Ed. Bockewitz, new store.

Princeton.—S. Hoffman, new store.

INDIANA.
Franklin.—Van Vleet & Lacy, succeeded by Van

Vleet & Van Vleet.

Indianapolis.—C. H. Black & Co., carriage makers,

have begun to make motor cycles.

Plymouth.—The Smalley Cycle Co. incorporated by

J. H. Bass, R. T. McDonald and Jas. M. Barrett.

Capital, $50,000.
KANSAS.

Wichita.—The M. H. Burt Cycle Co., changed to

M. H. Burt Cycle Mfg. Co., with factory at 239 North
Main street. A. M. Carr will be associated with Mr.
Burt.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—W. C. & S. M. Nones will retire from

business about August 1st.

Louisville.—New York Bicycle Shop, Third avenue
near Walnut, burglarized.

LOUISIANA.
New Orleans.—Walter H. More, sporting goods,

damaged by water.
MAINE.

Rockland.—E. M. Titus, new store.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Clinton.—C. H. Kelley, new store.

Cotuit.—S. Butler, new store.

Essex.—Thos. Riddle, New store.

Salem.—T. Ambrose, new store.

MICHIGAN.
Flushing.—A. C. Davis & Co. filed chattel mortgages

in favor J. Davis.
MISSOURI.

Kansas City.—Lawrence Bros.' Cycle Co., 1210 Wal-
nut street, (B. V. Lawrence), assisgned to Geo. L.
Van Buren.

St. Louis.—The Cycle Frame Coaster Co., incorpo-

rated by Walter E. Grayson, LeRoy P. Curtis and
John McCargo. Capital stock, $10,000.

NEW JERSEY.
Elizabeth.—Gilbert & Chester Co. reported to have

given judgment for $962.

Jersey City.—Champion Bicycle Hanger Co., or-

ganized to manufacture bicycles and bicycle supplies.

Capital, $10,000.

NEW YORK.
Bay Shore.—Willey & Oakley, succeeded by A. A.

Willey.

Buffalo.—Empire State 999 Cycle Works, reported
gave judgment for $222.

Johnstown.—Frederick W. Partiss, 140 West Main
street, assigned.

New York.—The DuBois Cushion Tire Co., incor-
porated by W. B. Richards, L. K. Merrill and Jos.
Immerman, of New York. Capital stock, $250,000.

New York.—Garfield Cycle Co., incorporated by
Robt. Goeller, John F. Hessen and R. Llewellyn

Rees, of New York. Capital stock, $1,000.

New York.—M. F. Bargebuhr, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,000.

New York.—Chamberlain & Co., reported gave bill

of sale for $500.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—Cleveland Cycle E.xchange, 1132 Lorain

street, explosion, loss $300.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Doylestown.—J. Wintjen, new store.

Philadelphia.—The Tiger Cycle Co., removed to

1534 Market street.

TEXAS.
Galveston.—John A. Payment, chattel mortgage

for $56.

WHERE THEY WENT TO.

Exports of bicycles and bicycle material

from port of New York during the week end-

ing June 29th:

Crates,
Packages, Bicycles. Mate-

Antwerp 122
Abi 6

Aachen 1
Africa 2

Amsterdam 15
Arnheim 19
British West Indies 55
Brussels 19
British Australia 68
Belfast 1
British Guiana 2
Bordeaux 19
Brazil 4
British East Indies 30
Bremen 161
Cork 5
Chili 13
Cuba 3
Dutch West Indies 1 «
Dutch Guiana 5
Frankfort 23
Genoa 5
Gibraltar 2
Glasgow Mfg. Co 6
Hamburg 275
Hull 318
Japan 2
Liege 1
Liverpool 189
Malmo 21
New Zealand 48
Peru 12
Rotterdam 29
Riga 6
Stockholm 22
Staranger 2
Smyrna 4
Southampton 536
U. S. of Colombia 8
Vienna 30
Venezuela 5

Exports of bicycles and material from the
port of Baltimore during the month of June:

_ , ,
Bicycles. Material.

England $150
Germany $200
Belgium 4,200 1,811
British West Indies 200
Holland '

iss

terial.

$13,585 $257
785 200

110
256
822

7,500

2,7.53 275
1,893

6,600 598
112
140
695
170 75

4,567

7,958 980
281
863 37
120
40
184

7,000
434
190
380 25

17,355 1,215
15,600

93
10

6,736 890
500 125

2,972 386
1,198
3,677 468
150

1,428
110
250

21,286 3,396
885

1,100
45 95

IN HOT COMPANY.

"Never saw anything like those bicycle
salesmen," said Pluto to Proserpine, during
a temporary lull in business.
"Yes?" was all the latter said.

"That's a fact," Pluto continued. "I'm
blamed if I didn't just catch one trying to
fix a cyclometer on Ixion's wheel, hoping
Ixy might like it well enough to buy the
blamed thing."

"Well, I declare!" Proserpine said.

OLD GAME; NEW PLAYERS.

There is always a new recruit for a game
on the Boulevard. It is the game of cycle
cop and scorcher. When the scorcher
scorches beyond the patience of the law, the
cycle policeman, if he feels like it, takes after

him. Usually the scorcher has a blissful con-
fidence in his ability to scorch, and thinks it

much easier to just ride away from the police-
man than to go to court and pay a fine. So
they go flying up the Boulevard with the
whole mob of wheelmen and wheelwomen,
easer to see the race and enjoy fast pace-mak-
ing, sweeping after them. But the cycle po-
lice are mighty hard riders, and it takes a
flyer to escape them. The affair usually ends
in calamity for the scorcher, but meantime
fifty or sixty cyclists have had a period of

delirious joy, and more than one novice's
head has ideas of the day when he will out-
Michael Michael.

Cycle cop and scorcher is a good game, but
after all it is not so good as the game that

was played in the old days, when the sugges-
tion of a corps of cycle police in knicker-
bockers would have scandalized Mulberry
street. This was the game of fat policeman
on foot trying to stop a sprint. A huge, un-
wieldy oflicer rushing out into the street and
wildly trying to head off and grab some rider

who was scorching was a sight that caused
the populace to turn out in a body. If some
madman started at a fierce gait from the Co-
lumbus monument, he could have the con-
sciousness that at frequent and exciting inter-

vals red-faced policemen would gallop out
at him and frenziedly clutch at his coat tails.

And owing to a curious dispensation, the ma-
jority of the policemen along the Boulevard
were very stout and could swear graphically

in from two to five languages.

But they changed all that. The unpolice-

like cycle police are wonderfully clever, and
the vivid excitement of other days is gone.

Even the scorcher seems to feel depressed,

and narrowly looks over the nearest officer

before he starts on his frantic career.

BUT SHE DOESN'T.

The laws of gravitation

Are a source of provocation

To a maiden when she tries to ride a wheel;
Every time she makes a motion
She requires extra lotion

For the bruises she receives from head to

heel.

By the time she has tried it

Long enough to learn to ride it,

Every inch of frock or knickers has a tear;

There's a hole in either stocking

That is something truly shocking,

And that girly wants to sit right down and
swear.
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Should you be affected by that depressing

feeling, that horrible idea that this great

world is made alone for work, with little or no
reward for the increasing toil, and that every

other denizen of this busy land is engaged in

the cheerful occupation of pushing you to the

wall, don't mope and cry aloud in indignation,

nor in condemnation of the ungratefulness of

your fellow-man. No one will notice you.

Your liver is probably out of order. What
you need most is a change, bodily and men-

tally. The best way to obtain it is by means

of a bicycle tour, with a congenial companion

or two. The result will astonish you.

Should you still possess youth, the glorious

springtime of all existence, and be you

weary of the froth

and frivolity of the

average "report," the

licensed prowling

ground of the "sum-

mer girl," ever ready

to profit by your

presence, and when

you are gone, turn

that profit to some

other luckless fellow,

take your wheel and

rough it for a couple

of 'weeks. You will

come back with rem-

iniscences that will

linger a lifetime, and

thould you be clever

at description, be-

vome envied by the

Stay-at-homes.

Where to go is, of

course, the leading

Iq u e s t i o n. Many
places suggest them-

selves, but naturally

one wishes to cover

an interesting coun-

try, ever bearing in

mind the road con-

ditions.

The trip here map-
ped out has always

been a favorite with

cycling tourists. Some make almost yearly

pilgrimages to this beautiful section, which
embraces portions of five different States,

the route offering geographical variety in

plenty. In the way of Nature's curios it

presents the Natural Bridge and Luray
Cavern, to say nothing of Harper's Ferry,

but it is in historical interest that its main
attractions lie. The trip takes one through

a section of the country that teems with

memories of the days of George Washing-
ton, over roads that felt the tread of armies

in the dark days of 1776, and, further South,

past battle-grounds of a more recent period,

where the names of Grant, McC'ellan, Meade

\ BY

and Lee rise in the mind. Past Gettysburg,

with its plentitude of monuments, which make
an object lesson more lasting than pages of

written history, while the Shenandoah Valley

is still in much the same state that it was dur-

ing the "late unpleasantness." Washington,
of course, is ever a place of sight-seeing, while

ill its well-asphalted streets it possesses for

cyclists attractions possessed by no other

large city. The run from New York to Phila-

delphia is, perhaps, the least attractive. The
roads may be classed as good in places and

extremely indifferent in others. As far as Tren-

ton the topography of the country is com-
paratively level, but once the Delaware is

crossed the hills increase; but the good sur-

face from Bristol southward makes pedaling

a comparatively slight effort.

Philadelphia has, of course, much to offer

to the tourist. The United States Mint, Inde-

pendence Hall, where the Declaration of In-

dependence was signed. Carpenter's Hall, etc.,

have all historical associations that make the

places well worth looking up. But the most

attractive spot, from a cycling point of view,

is undoubtedly Fairmount Park, with its

abundance of charming scenery and miles of

perfect roads. The Wissahickon Valley should

not be forgotten. The wild, rugged landscape

of this section is unapproached by anything

included in a public park.

After leaving the Quaker City, the course

leads to the far-famed Lancaster Pike, the

first telforded roadway in this country. It

was laid in 1794, and enjoys the doubtful honor

of being the original road on which toll on

bicycles was collected. We soon ride past the

old General Wayne Hotel, once a favorite

stopping place of George Washington, and

through a beautiful and picturesque country.

Many magnificent suburban homes of wealthy

Philadelphians may be seen studding the hill-

sides, forming a succession of pretty modern

villages, rejoicing in such names as Ardmore
(where the Philadel-

phia Cycle and Field

Club's house is sit-

uated), Bryn Mawr,
H a V e r f o r d, Villa

Nova, Devon, etc.

Each seems to vie

with the other in ar-

chitectural beauty.

On reaching Ber-

wyn, eighteen miles

from Philadelphia,

we diverge for a few

miles

To Visit Valley Forge.

Turning to the

right and crossing a

small bridge that

spans the railroad

tracks, we are soon

on a steef) down-
grade known as Cas-

sett's Hill, from

which we obtain a

splendid view of the

fertile Chester Valley

spread out in im-

mense panorama to

the north. A short

ride brings us be-

tween the pine-cov-

ered hills that, in the

memorable winter of

1777, partly sheltered the freezing band of pa-

triots from the biting elements. The road

winds along the Valley Creek, amid a scene so

peaceful that one can scarcely imagine the

horrible sufferings and untold anguish that

was once witnessed in this little "vale of tears."

The house that served as Washington's head-

quarters is still in an excellent state of preser-

vation, and is filled with many relics of the

most hopeless period of the Revolution.

Surely a most interesting spot, and one that

should not be missed by any tourist.

We retrace our way to the Pike, and a few

miles further come to Green Tree, where we

once more digress to view the scene of the
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dreadful "Massacre of Paoli." Sign-boards

direct us right, and we reach the place where,

on the night of September 20, 1777, the Amer-
icans were so unfeelingly slaughtered by the

British under General Grey. Two monuments
mark the spot, the first erected in 1817, the

second dedicated on the one hundredth

anniversary of the conflict. Vandalism

has left the marble of the original

chipped and defaced, but the inscrip-

tions are still legible, and all of

THE GEN. WAYNE HOTEL.

them are reproduced on the new monu-
ment.

One of them reads:

Sacred

to the memory of the

PATRIOTS
who on this spot

fell a sacrifice to

British barbarity

during the struggle for

AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE
on the night of the

20th of September, 1777.

Inscril)cd on the north side is:

THE ATROCIOUS MASSACRE
• which this stone commemorates

was perpetrated

by British troops

under the immediate command
of

MAJOR GENERAL GREY.

The south face bears the legend:

Here repose

the remains of fifty-three

AMERICAN SOLDIERS
who were the

victims of cold-blooded cruelty

in the well-known

MASSACRE AT THE PAOLI
while under the command

of

GENERAL ANTHONY WAYNE,
an officer

whose military conduct,

bravery and humanity
were equally conspicuous .

throughout the .

REVOLUTIONARY WAR.

A record of the darkest blot on the pages of

modern warfare.

Back to the main road we go, and at Green
Tree, keeping straight on, take what is known
as the "Boot Road," traversing a twelve-mile

stretch of indifTerent pike and clay, to Down-
ingtown. Here the pike is again met and the

railroad is followed to Coatesville over a cin-

der path of seven miles, which is usually in

good condition.

A short rest at Coatesville makes the

ride to Compassville easier, for the road,

after leaving Wagontown, is six miles of hills,

covered with a layer of sand, that even the

hardiest rider must pronounce vile.

The next twenty miles to Lancaster show
decided improvement; the roadway is com-
posed of a sandy clay, that is fair in

places and fine in others. This whole region

is a magnificent farming district, and is

known as the

"Garden Spot of Pennsylvania."

Immense fields of wheat are passed, and, in

season, the tobacco crop is a novel sight to

those who have never visited a section where
this much-used weed is raised.

At White Horse we take the right fork to

Intercourse. Bird-in-Hand is the next place

of importance. This singular name was given

by the Mennonites, when
they settled here in the

early 1700's. They com-
prised a peculiar sect which

emigrated from Switzerland

in 1709 and settled near

Lancaster, then known as

Hickory Town. Many of

their old notions, such as

the washing of feet in their

religious ceremonies, the

men kissing when meeting

on the street, and refusing

to use buttons on their

clothes, are still adhered

to, but with all this they

make excellent farmers, and are a thrifty and

prosperous set.

After crossing the Conestoga Creek we are

soon in Lancaster, sixty-eight miles from

Philadelphia and 171 from New York. In

1777 Lancaster had the honor of being the

capital of the Union for three days, but can

ing what is now the most perfectly preserved

and the most clearly marked battle-ground in

the world. The National Cemetery, with its

splendid monument, is a beautiful spot; Sem-
inary Ridge, guarded here and there by guns

and punctuated by granite shafts; Cemetery

WASHINGTON S

VALLEY
HEADQUARTERS,
FORGE.

A TOLL-GATE ON THE LANCASTER PIKE.

now lay claim only to being one of the largest

inland towns in Pennsylvania. The eleven

miles to Columbia are uninteresting, but fairly

level, the roadbed being composed of lime-

stone.

We have now reached the banks of the Sus-

quehanna.

The river is crossed by a long tunnel-like

bridge, a mile and a quarter long. Wrights-

ville, on the west bank, is marked by a stiff

hill—the worst between Lancaster and York

—

which is reached after a thirteen-mile ride

over a rolling country, although in the road-

book it is designated as level.

After leaving York comes

The Rough Part of the Route,

fifty miles of hard riding among mountains,

hills, worn-out macadam and clay roads.

Railway trains are desirable and near at hand.

At Hockstown, a turn to the right brings us

on the clay road leading through East Berlin,

and twenty-four miles from York Hunters-

town is reached. Gettysburg is but five miles

away, and a half day, at least, can be well

spent looking over the battlefield, the scene

of one of, if not the most, important engage-

ments of the civil war. This is one of the

decidedly interesting places on the tour, and

some time can be profitably spared in examin-

Hill, with its earthworks still intact; Gulps
Hill, with its bullet-scarred trees; Cemetery
Ridge, with its line of monuments; Little

Round Top, surmounted by a heroic bronze
statue of its brave defender. General Warren;
Round Top, on the summit of which is an ob-
servatory, presenting a grand and extensive

view of all the surrounding country; the

Devil's Den, with its bullet-marked boulders;
the Peach Orchard, the Whirlpool of Death,
the Bloody Angle, and every quarter of the

field, each telling some eloquent story of hero-
ism, blood and death, is invested with vivid

and historic interest, which will live as long as

valor stirs the human heart. Two hundred
thousand of the world's Ijravest soldiers faced

one another in deadly conflict on July 1, "2 and
3, 1863, at Gettysburg, and when the

Booming: of the Guns Had Ceased

and the smoke of the furious contest had
cleared away on the evening of the third day,

forty thousand had succumbed to the perils of

war.

Leaving here we take what is known as the

Emitsburg Pike, which, in its best condition,

is never good; it is hilly and rough—a country

clay road is far preferable—and after a jolting

ride of eleven miles, we come to the little hill-

encircled town from which the pike derives its

name. The most prominent feature in the

VALLEY GREEN, ON THE WISSAHICKON.

landscape are the mountains that seem to

rise in every direction. Directly in our path

lie the dark, azure wastes of the Blue

Mountains, the bare, gray rocks and the thick,

primeval forest rising in gradual slopes as if

bidding defiance to our further progress.

(Continued next week.)
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FIXTURES.

JULY.
9-10—Grand Rapids, Mich. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
9-10—Columbus, O., C. C, National Circuit.
10—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
10-11—North Bennington, \'t., Driving Park.
10-17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
10-17-24-31^Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
13—Warren, Pa., Recreation Park, National Circuit.
14-15—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. A., National Circuit.
17—Fredonia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
17—Newark, N. J., Century C. C.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
21— Buflfalo, N. Y., Parkside W. C.
21—Staunton, \'a., C. C.
23—Philadelphia, Willow Grove Track, O. S. Bun-

nell.

24—New York Herald.
24—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
24—Latrobe, Pa., B. C.

24—Jersey Citv, N. J., Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
24—Binghamton, N. Y., A. A., National Circuit.
24—Wallingford, Ct., Ramblers' C. C.
2.8—New London, Ct., Pequot W. C.
30-31—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.
31—Baltimore, Jld., Electric Club.

AUGUST.
2—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
2—Trenton, N. }., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
3—Asbury Park, N. J., National Circuit.
4, 5, 6 and 7 Philadelpliia Mat'l L,. A."\V. Meet.
7 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
11—Coxsackie, N. Y., C. C.
11-12-Salina, Kan., B. C.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Cir.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
18—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
20—Portland, Me., W. C, National Circuit.
20—Trenton, N. J., A. C.
21—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C, National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
30—New Hampshire Division, National Circuit.
31-Portsmouth, N. H.. J. E. Rider, Nat'l Circuit
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
1—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
6 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Philadelphia, Willow Grove Track, R. H. Kain.
6—Akron, O., Tij)-Top C. C
6-Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Fa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex Mass., Co., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
7—Belleville, 111., League Cyclers,
11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
15-16—Cape May Court House, N. J., Fair.
16 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
24—Washington, D. C, Cycle, National Circuit.
25—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, Nat'l Circuit.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, Nat'l Circuit.

RACING BOARD'S BULLETIN.

The following handicapper is announced:
District No. 6—F. G. Byrd, 38 Peachtree street,

Atlanta, Ga,

For repeatedly promoting unsanctioned races and
other conduct detrimental to the racing interests of

the League,- Fred. T. Merrill, Portland, Ore., is per-

manently suspended and ruled off all L. A. W. tracks

in any capacity.

For promoting unsanctioned races, the Inter-High

.School Athletic Association, Washington, D. C, !§

placed upon the list of those to which sanctions will

be refused.

For promoting unsanctioned races, Eugene B. Wil-

kins, manager of the High School field and track

teams, Washington, D. C, is ruled off all L. A. W.
tracks in any capacity to September 1, 1897.

The following professional riders have been per-

manently suspended: A. H. Boyden, B. H. Elford,

Oakland, Cal. ; Otto Ziegler, L. H. Davis, San Jose,

Cal. ; Allen N. Jones, C. R. Coulter, San Francisco,

Cal. ; H. E. McCrea, Los Angeles, Cal.

The suspension placed upon T. Wells Cole, Balti-

more, Md., expired June 23, 1897.

The suspension placed upon N. H. Mannakee,
Washington, D. C, expired July 2, 1897.

The suspension placed upon B. T. Allen, Bath
Beach, N. Y., expired July 2, 1897.

' The suspension placed upon J. G. Welcher, Cleve-

land, O., has expired.

TRAVELING PERMITS GRANTED.
Hal H. Dronberger, Terre Haute, Ind., at Spring-

field, 111,, June 28 and 29; W. J. Tignor, Richmond,
Va,, at Washington, D. C, July 5; P. M. Edwards,
Richmond, Va,, at Washington, D. C, July 5; Robert
Kennedy, Chattanooga, Tenn., at Henderson, Ky.,

July 5 and 6; C. B, McKennie, Charlottesville, Va,,

at Hinton, W. Va., July 3; A. R. Allen, Montclair,

N, J,, at Burlington, Vt., July 1 to August 31; Robert
Kennedy, Chattanooga, Tenn,, at Evansville, Ind,,

July 3; Dan Ferguson, Terre Haute, Ind,, at Hender-
son, Ky,, July 5 and 6; Ray R, Phelps, Chicago, 111,,

on the Michigan State Circuit, June 29 to July 8, in-

clusive; Lacey J, Patterson, Omaha, Neb., at Des
Moines, la,, July 5 and 6.

PROFESSIONALIZED.
Charles H. Henshaw, New York; Oscar Hedstrom,

New York; Glen Willey, Windsor Mills, O. ; A. J.

Banta, Chicago, 111, ; W. K. Sibley, South Brooklyn,

A SIMPLE REPAIR

TO PICK UP THE STRIP
OF PATCHING RUBBER IN-

SIDE THE INNER TUBE
(THUS CLOSING THE
PUNCTURE), GET M.aW,
QUICK-REPAIR CEMENT [tL

SIDE THE INNER TUBE.
ONLY WAY TO DO

THIS 15 TO FIRST PUMP UP
THE INJECTOR WILL

NOT ENTER A FLABBY
INNER TUBE.

Morgan sWright

N, Y. (own request). Clause B; Homer A. Fuller,

G. H. Harvey, Chiltern H. O'Bannon, St. Louis, Mo.,
Clause B; Ernest Scott, Lewistown, Me., Clause I;

Julius Hampel, Erie, Pa. (vote of board). Clause C;
Claude Doty, Marion, O., Clause I; Andrew Spaman,
Grand Rapids, Mich,, Clause F (vote of board); H.
E. Williams, Richmond, Va,, Clauses F and D (vote

of board) ; Herbert Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa,, Clause

A; John T. Swift, Philadelphia, Pa,, Clause A.

SUSPENSION REMOVED.
Oscar Kratz, Evansville, Ind. ; Claude Doty,

Marion, O. ; H. E. Williams, Richmond, Va. ; Ernest

.Scott, Lewistown, Me, ; Ed. Steinmetz, Indianapolis

Ind.

SUSPENDED PENDING INVESTIGATION.
Roy Hubbard, Farwell, Mich.; Roy Sutherland,

Floyd Dougherty, Clark Giberson, Clare, Mich.

;

Jack Smith, Frankfort, Ind. ; Jason C. Stamp, Wheel-
ing, W. Va. ; A. M. Shepard, Meriden, Conn.; Con-

rad Holmes, Joseph Lampman, Del Rapids, S. D.

;

John Barton, Martin Thompson, Wm. Carr, Sioux

Falls, S, D.

SUSPENDED.
For riding in unsanctioned races:

At Chicago, E. Benham, H. McCourtie, Chas. Mc-
Mullen, R. Stayman, W. Falker, F. Lawrence, H.
Friedman, Y. Mason, Lewis Institute, Chicago, 111.,

to July 24, 1897.

At Waukegan, 111., Charles Bairstow, Ray Lindsay,

Ralph Dady, Walter May, W, Weir, Howard Cyrus,

Ben Jones, Bert La Chapelle, Waukegan, 111,, to July

24, 1897.

At Broadhead, Wis,, Edward Evans and Harry
Kelley, Broadhead, Wis., to July 26, 1897.

At Prairie Du Sac, Wis., Ben Weaver and John
Accola, Prairie Du Sac, Wis.; Carwin Slentz, Arthur
Hoag, Baraboo, Wis., to July 26, 1897.

At Woodland Park, South Manchester, Conn., R.
Glenney, E. A. Moriarity, James Veitch, Jr., E.
Schmidt, C. Rogers, G, Hartman, Wm, Robertson,
A. Bidwell, G. A. Pickles, L. V. Pulsifer and F.

Bartlett, South Manchester, Conn,, to July 26, 1897.

At Milwaukee, Wis,, Wm. Osborne, H. H. Bulton,
Edward C. Devlin, Milwaukee, Wis,, to July 23,

1897.

At Washington, D. C, A. Plant, S. Bogan, C. A.
Janney, N. H. Mannakee, A. Smith, R. Weaver, H.
E. Vandeventer, S. Page, R. B. Tenney, A. E. Craig,

M. Adams, G. A. Weaver, members of the schools
belonging to the Inter-High School Athletic Asso-
ciation, of Washington, D. C, to July 28, 1897.

At St. Louis, Mo., Homer A. Fuller, G. H. Har-
vey and Chiltern H. O'Bannon, to June 29, 1899,

At Bridgewater, Mass,, T, F. White, George Crapo,
A. Porter, Brockton, Mass.; Kenne, Whitman,
Mass. ; Geo. J. Donahue, West Bridgewater, Mass.

;

C. Benson, C. Bacon, M. Hooper, Bridgewater,
Mass.; Thomas Alger, Cohasett, Mass., to July 26,

1897.

At Sioux Falls, S. D., Harry Leo, Hugh Wilkes,
L. Skong, C. Devers, Ned Butterfield, A. Aga, S.

Metcalf, John Carrey, Clarence Beswick, Sioux Falls,

S. D., to July 29, 1897.

At Chicago, 111., H. Almert, C. E. Hatch, R. E.
Bruns and A. Jensen, Chicago School of Electricity,

Chicago, 111., to July 28, 1897.

Rudolph Clark, Storm King, N. Y., to July 14, de-
lay in paying entry fees.

W. M. Randall, Rochester, N. Y., pending payment
of fine.

W. C. Chamberlon, Sharon Centre, O, ; Geo. L.
Nickelson, Shepard, O. ; E. D. Seas, Orrville, O.

;

J. H. Turnipseed, Wooster, O. ; S. E. Parkins, Al-
liance, O.; J. B. Hedges, Columbus, O. ; Guy Falkes.
Lima, O. ; John Knepper, Findlay, O., for non-pay-
ment of entry fees and entering races and failing to

ride.

For conduct unbecoming a gentleman, refusing to

ride, swearing at race-meet officials, and disturbing
the peace of a race-meet, A. Thomas, La Crosse,
Wis., to December 29, 1897.

For entering races and failing to ride, Archibald
W. Ross, Mount Vernon, N. Y. ; Wm. Fehrenbach,
Philadelphia, Pa,, and J. M. Blanqui, New York, to
July 16, 1897.

For false entry, Marcellus Hicks, Richmond, Va.,
to August 2, 1897.

For non-payment of entry fees and for 30 days after
payment, James S. McCormick, Brooklyn, N. Y.
For repeated false entry, A. S, Van Houten, Morris-

town, N. J., to July 2, 1898, and afterward if prizes
unlawfully secured are not returned.

For riding in unsanctioned races. Hardy Downing,
San Jose, Cal., to June 22, 1899.

PROVERBED PEDALIFEROUSLY.

He that rideth uprightly rideth surely; but
he that leaneth over the wheel shall be known.
When the scorcher cometh, then cometh

arrest; but with moderate riding is wisdom.
As a jewel of gold in a swine's snout, so is

a fair woman on a century run.

He that trusteth in the just-as-good of the

bargain-counter shall fall; but the wise buyer
of straight goods shall flourish like a branch.

He that is void of wisdom criticises his

neighbor's wheel; but the man of understand-

ing holdeth his peace,

A righteous man regardeth the life of his

wheel; but the tender rriercies of the scorcher

are small.

Punctures expected make the heart sick;

but when a puncture cometh there is much
swearing.

Who so despiseth sharp road obstructions

shall suffer puncture; but he who feareth them
shall be rewarded.

He that rideth with wise men shall be safe;

but a companion of scorchers shall most sure-

ly be cycle-copped.

The bargain-counter purchaser rejoices in

his $19.27 bargain; but the wise man waiteth

until the slump comes and buyeth a real $100

wheel at his own price. Selah!
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WHAT WAS WORRYING HIM.

There were only two in the party, and they

sat at the table in one of the roof gardens dis-

cussing the bicycle question and testing the

temperature of some fluids in plain stoneware

mugs.

"I believe I've saved $50 easily since I have

taken to cycling," said the one who was

paying.

"And I believe I haven't saved a single cent

since I have had my wheel," said the one who
wasn't paying, gloom-

ily.

"Accidents?" in-

quired buyer.

"Naw, incidentals,"

growled the new
purchaser. "You see,

it's been just like this

with me. Now, there

was last Friday even-

ing. I was out on

the Boulevard on my
way to Claremont;

wouldn't take the

Riverside, you know,

because there wasn't

any crowd there.
Beautiful evening.
Saw a beautiful girl

with a beautifully
broken wheel. Dis-

mounted, like a fool,

and said: 'May I be of

any assistance?' 'Oh,

if you would be so

kind,' she said.

"Who wouldn't have

dismounted in an

emergency of that

kind? I soon found

that the break could

easily be repaired, so

easily, in fact, that I

wondered even such a

pretty girl as she was
couldn't have fixed it.

When the jo^ was

completed I was paid

in the sweetest of

thanks. Delighted

—

oh, you needn't grin;

I know you, you

would have done the

same.

"Saw the young
lady safely mounted

and fell in behind her,

allowing her to set

the pace. Eventually,

I caught the pace-

maker. 'We seem to

be going the same

way,' said I. 'So it

seems,' she answered.

'Claremont?' said 1.

'Oh, I don't know,'

she answered in a de-

lightfully non-committal sort of way
rode to Claremont.

"That young woman had one of those bell-

like voices you so often read about, but seldom

have the pleasure of hearing. I enjoyed it so

much; so would you. We arrived at Clare-

mont, and, of course, it devolved upon

me to have her wheel checked, and

I asked her if she would consider it pre-

suming on my part to suggest an ice

or something cool to drink. The even-

ing was very warm.

" 'You have been so very kind,' said she,

'that I can not refuse.' I plucked a carnation

from the button-hole of my coat and threw it

at myself. We ate, and drank a bit of claret

cup. The boy who has charge of the wheel-

rack came up with the startling intelligence

that the lamp on my fair companion's wheel

had caught fire. We both rushed to the

scene. Lamp done for. I borrowed another

claret cup, ices, tips and experience thrown
in. That's no cheaper than hiring a horse
and buggy, is it?"

"No," said the buyer, "but you were a

dunce just the same. What business has an
old bald-headed duck like you flirting with

beautiful voices and fair young women, I'd

like to know? You are entirely too suscepti-

ble. How do, you know that young woman
didn't have that lamp and break-down all ar-

ranged to catch some old fool like you?"
"I don't know it,

and that's just wliat

worries me," said the

claret-cupper.

Then they both
drank, while the Hun-
garian orchestra trot-

ted out a new ma-
zourka.

We

BLISSFUL IGNORANCE.

of the boy, leaving fifty cents deposit with

him as proof of my honesty. Young woman
saw the lamp lighted, was carried away with

its light-giving properties. Would the boy
sell it? He would. 'How much is it?' said she,

diving down for her pocketbook. 'Two dol-

lars' for the rare jewel was what the

boy demanded. 'Permit me,* said I. 'You
are too kind," said she, but she saw my $2 go
just the same. Result, $2.50 for lamp, $3 for

EVERYTHING GOES.

He walked into the

reading-room of a

downtown hotel the

other day with the

most disreputable
head covering that

ever was seen. It was
apparently a combina-
tion of an oil-skin

sou'wester and a tweed
golfing cap.

No one said,
"Wl'.cre did you get

that hat?" although he
nodded to some men,
with whom he evi-

dently was on inti-

mate terms.

One of them re-

marked that a year

ago the man could not

have worn such a bit

of head-gear without

being challenged by
every youngster he

might meet, and cut

by every acquaintance

he came across.

"It is easy to ac-

count for his being

able to do so now,"
said the critic. "The
bicycle is responsible.

To-day a man can

wear any old thing,

and the public will

say he is a wheelman
and take no further

notice of him. Only
a few months ago the

golfing cap, the yacht-

ing cap and the fried-

egg cap would have

been regarded as

freaks if worn on

Broadway, but that

day has passed. This, my boy, is the era of

cycling and progress!"

FIT FOR THE MOTLEY.

"I don't see w'h'at is to become of my son.

He seems to be a born blunderer."

"Um—^there is no reason why be should

not join the L. A. W. and capture the chair-

manship of the Racing Board."
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HIS FOOT WAS WITH HIM.

So, Taking Good Advice, He Used It for a Brake

and Came Near l/osing It from a

Break.

"No. 111,111" has written the L. A. W. Bul-

letin for its opinion on "the foot as a brake."

The much-pestered editor has replied. The
reply is interesting:

"We think such a brake has much to com-
mend it, assuming, of course, that the rider

refuses to employ any of the various forms

of brakes which are designed solely for that

purpose," says the Bulletin man. "The
rider usually has his foot with him, and at the

time it is needed for braking purposes he

really has no other use for it. Of course, it

would be unwise to use for such purpose a

sole that had any projecting nails which could

injure the tire. As compared with allowing

your bicycle to 'run away,' we say use the

foot for a brake, by all means."

Of course, there was a time when I ac-

cepted as gospel everything the "official

organ" said. That was some years ago, long,

long before Sterling Elliott ever dreamed of

becoming its publisher. But if I mistake not,

one of his predecessors once gave advice not

unlike that given "No. 111,111."

It was almost as easy to stop with the foot

the high wheels then in vogue as it is the

lowly safeties of to-day. Of cour.se, the rider

always had his feet with him, and "had no

other use for them when they were required

for braking purposes." In such a contin-

gency, it was only necessary to throw the legs

over the handle-bars, as if for coasting

purposes, and by grasping the rim

of the wheel between both feet, it was easy

(sometimes) to check the speed of the wheel.

It is a wonder to me that more of the old-tim-

erswhowere experts at "braking with the feet"

did not drift into the music halls and become
rivals of the Japanese juggler. It was an ac-

complishment that fitted them for the work.

Not everyone became an expert. The greater

number went to earth suddenly and uncere-

moniously, and even among the more ad-

vanced roasted corns and sizzled bunions

were common.
I never got near the head of the "ordinary"

class, but with the experience of nearly ten

years behind me, "braking with the foot" on

a safety was sublimely easy. I could do it

as good as the next fellow.

When one approaches a hill, what is easier

than poking a foot over the tire just under

the fork crown? Why, it is deliciously sim-

ple, and if the hill isn't so long as to warm the

foot, no better brake can be imagined.

What then is the use of cumbering wheels

with brake-rods and levers and spoons? Peo-

ple who urge that sort of thing are namby-
pambies and cowards! As Sterling Elliott

says, one's foot is always, or nearly always,

with him, and when it is needed for braking

purposes there is no other use for it! That's

the way I like to hear a man talk! Elliott's

a "daisy!" He ought to deliver a broadside

at those newspaper shouters for brakes! No
one else wants them! I don't, or, rather, I

mean, I didn't.

I have had two or three "experiences"

within recent years. I had my foot, or,

rather, feet, with me on each occasion, and, aa

Mr. Elliott says, when the time came for

braking I had no other use for them, and up

they went, first one, then the other, "Jonah"

Wetmore, who is now the L. A. W. handi-

capper for New Jersey, was with me the last

timt they went up.

.

Wetmore had "discovered" the Baltusrol

road over in Union County, New Jersey, and

was pointing out the beauties of the sur-

rounding country, when we came to a turn

in the road.

Aroimd the grade there was a hill and on

the hill there were some stones. The hill was

steep; the stones were hard. We—Wetmore
and "meself"—began to roll or bound along

right merrily. In a moment the rolling. and

bounding became too merry, and, having no

other use for it, up went Wetmore's right

foot, which he happened to have with him.

It reached out and touched the foot brake

with which his wheel was fitted, and the next

instant Wetmore and wheel careened over

to starboard and sprawled in the ditch. It

was a fall totally devoid of grace.

When they fell I decided that I, too, had

no other use for my right foot. I had decided

to brake with it, and up it went.

Have you ever gone up in a balloon or

flown through space in an airship, or jumped

oft a Brooklyn bridge? Have you ever in-

I picked up my wheel. Wetmore gathered

up mj' camera fifty yards away. 1 limped to

the foot of the hill. We hired a farm wagon
and a train took us home.

Including farm wagon, repairs to wheel,

etc., that "braking with the foot" cost me
something like $17.

It was a most delightful lay

Brake with your foot "when you have no

other use for it," but profit by a horrible ex-

ample, if you know what that means.

If you do not, get in a tight corner or let

your wheel "get a-going" and then try to stop

it short by braking with the foot. It's odds

on that you will then experience that shot-

out-of-a-cannon sensation and give the re-

pairman much joy. Bee.

WAY IT STRUCK HIM.

"It seems to me," shouted the irate citi-

zen at the masculine wheelwoman who had

knocked him down, as soon as he regained

his feet, his mind and his ideas, "you might

stop a second or at least look around to see

whether you'd killed anybody or not. That

would be the gentlemanly thing to do."

AN AGE OF ELEVATION.

Where big sprocket wheels are fast carrying cycle construction.

spected the heavens with a powerful teles-

cope? Have you ever been caught in a bear

trap or been kicked by a mule or been shot

out of a cannon?

It is safe to say that you have not. Nor
have I. But I can tell you all about the sen-

sations. Just now, however, you will have to

be satisfied with the statement that they are

queer. I felt them all one-hundredth of a

moment after I had "braked with my foot."

When I "came to" Wetmore was laughing.

I was not. I tried to get up. Instead, I

howled. I tried again. And again I howled.

"For my sister's sake, pull my foot out

of the fork," I begged Wetmore.

He gave it one yank, then another. I gave

one howl, then another. Then I lay still

and prayed, while Wetmore laughed. The

foot had not budged. I had "other use" for

it then. But I couldn't use it. I could only

pray. It was fairly wedged in the fork; it

seemed brazed there. Every move filled me
with a martyr's joy! I was pinned or half

crucified in that position for fully two min-

utes, and when at last the foot worked free

—

well I squatted on the hard cold ground and

felt the foot. It was still there.

WOMEN WINNING BY DEGREES.

From time out of mind it has been an

axiom that a man is the better for all the

physical exercise he can take short of exhaus-

tion or damage to his vital organs. Preju-

dice alone has prevented the same view being

held with regard to women. Bit by bit, as

they "have overcome this deep-rooted preju-

dice with regard to one physical recreation

or another, women, thanks to the advent of

the bicycle, are proving *hat exercise within

the same limits is just as beneficial to them

as the men. It is true that even in cycling

they are still 'handicapped by dress, by the dis-

use of their muscular system for generations,

and by the lack of the early training which

every schoolboy has the benefit of; but all

that is being remedied as 'each day brings

new recruits to the vast army of wtieelwomen.

WIFE OF A MILLIONJ!lIRE.

"What a heap of style Billy Boodle's wife

throws on?"

"Why shouldn't she? Boodle has added a

cycle repair department to his plumber shop,

besides buying out an ice route."
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CHOSE HORSE IN PLACE OF CYCLE.

Mr. Editor:—Will you be perfectly fair and

answer this question? Do you really believe

that a man should purchase a bicycle for his

riding in preference to a horse for the same
employment? Now, don't answer hastily,

because if you did I know exactly what your

answer would be. To aid you in arriving at a

perfectly fair decision, I want you 1o -isten to

mytale of woe. The question I have given you
was the identical one over which I pondered,

until a cycle agent in my town, by some
course of mind-reading, became aware of my
pondering and set himself down to influenc-

ing my decision against the horse.

In my life I had met life insurance agents

and book agents of the feminine persuasion,

and thought they were scorchers, but my
opinion is that they do not know the rudi-

ments of the art when compared to a cycle

agent. I was assured that a 22-pound wheel,

such as he sold, would, with "ease and safe-

ty," carry my 200 pounds of solid matter;

that, unlike the horse, the wheel did not have

to eat or be groomed, nor shod; that every-

thing was free, even toll-gates; that for ex-

ercise the horse "was not in it;" that riding

the wheel brought every muscle and tendon

of the body into full play with little O'- no ex-

ertion from the rider. He explained the ball

bearings that caused the machine to glide up

hill and down (mostly down) at the will of

the rider; he explained the drop forgings,

flush joints, pneumatic tires and saddle and

all the beauties connected with a first-class

wheel. After being almost persuaded for a

day or two, I succumbed to argument, paid

my $100 and carried my treasure home.

I even got a cyclometer to count my cen-

turies. I have owned my treasure for a week
or ten days. Do you want to buy it? I

have a wheel and a pet monkey, both for sale.

When I got home I took my first lesson from

an experienced teacher. In less than half an

hour I had ruined a suit of clothes and my
wheel had wiped up the face of the earth with

my corporeal existence a half-do/en times,

I had lost my temper and most of my reli-

gion. The hide that was skinned ofif is now
in process of being tanned, and will be made
into souvenirs for my friends.

I never knew how to properly compare a

bicycle with a horse until the last few days.

I have now come to the conclusion that there

is no comparison. I was told that I could

ride a bicycle twenty miles an hour, whereas,

if I rode a horse at that speed it would kill

the horse. My experience is that while a run

of that distance does not hurt the bicycle,

one-fourth of it puts me in fair condition for

a first-class wake. There are many other dif-

ferences. When a man is tired of walking,

he can rest himself by riding a horse; when a

man gets tired of riding a wheel, he can rest

himself by walking.

A good horse, even an old family horse,

is perfectly safe; you feel at ease on his back;

a bicycle, you never know what turn it is

going to take; it is worse tlian a

mule; unlike a mule, it is not by blood

related to a horse, but much more
treacherous. When a mule throws you,

you generally fall away from the mule; when
a bicycle accomplishes the same feat, it usu-

ally falls on top of you and hurts you worse

than the fall. A mule inclines his ears toward

his tail, giving you timely warning of future

events; the future events of a bicycle don't

even "cast a shadow before." A horse will

stand still until you get on him, but wheels

are not built that way; the same rule applies

when you desire to get ofif.

A horse, like his half brother, the mule,

warns you as to what is on his mind, but a

bicycle keeps its intentions to itself until its

object is accomplished. A horse sees the

stones and brick-bats that lie in his path and

avoids them, while a bicycle picks them out

and strikes them every time. In fact, it seems

determined from the time you start, either to

break your neck or give the aforesaid agent

a repair job. A horse eats oats, hay, corn,

etc.; a bicycle eats money, with which it fer-

tilizes the aforesaid agents.

If you succeed in mounting the wiry steed,

you will at once begin to think of how you
are going to get of? when you stop, whether

you will land on your feet or head, or whether

you won"t get off in a lump before you reach

your journey's end. Very few falls from a

wheel can be accounted for. A man's head

usually controls his actions until he gets on

a bicycle; then he finds that a bicycle has a

head of its own.

Instead of "riding with ease," "'little or no

exertion," I find that neither splitting rails

nor sawing wood is anything to be compared

to it. I find, after my said week's experience,

that not only my body and bones are broken

and bruised, but my spirits are broken, my
courage is all gone, I am afraid of the shadow
of a wheel; I feel like the fellow who is said

to have shied whenever a street car passed

him.

I do not claim that every man who goes in

for cycling experiences all I have, but he

gets through a fair share of it, enough, in

fact, to make the' answering of my question:
"Which shall a man choose for riding, a horse
or a bicycle?" no easy matter. At any rate,

I would like to have your opinion in the mat-
ter to see if it agrees with that held by

One Rider.

EVEN POSTERS DO SOME GOOD.

The cycle poster symbolizes the union of

art and commerce It serves its obvious pur-

pose indirectly. The passer-by sees first its

art, conventional or fantastic, as the case

may be. He reads its legends last, or not at

all. Whether or not the poster is a good of

a poor advertising medium for a bicycle, it

accomplishes something by doing away with

the aggressive ugliness of the old-fashioned

bill-board.

In France the poster was the legitimate

offspring of the decorative book-cover. Jules

Cheret, who had been famous as a designer

of book covers, began about ten years ago

to employ his clever art on the poster. It

soon became fashionable for great artists to

sign their names to these nonchalant prod-

ucts.

This French work is wonderful for daring

color and outline, for a certain riskiness of

subject, peculiar to the national temperament.

The devil, wheel and wheel with long-

necked, red-haired girls, ugly and clever-

looking, is a characteristic motive. Cross-

ing the channel, the poster is found to reflect

John Bull's disposition. It takes itself seri-

ously; is inclined to be heavy and moral.

The posters of Aubrey Beardsley, or Weirds-

ley Daubery, as he has been nick-named, are

an exception to this rule. His women arc de-

moralized Rossettian types, with curved

morals and petticoats. They suggest the

side-show freaks of a modern degenerate

Coney Island concourse.

In the United States the circus bill and

the patent medicine bill were the plebeian

ancestors of the cycle poster of to-day, and

too often, it must be admitted, the plebeian

parentage plainly shows in its pietald cycling

progeny. Every one remembers the garish

colors and lame drawings of these parental

board-fence ornaments, which shouted at the

passer-by to go to the greatest show on earth,

or to take Packer's Palatable Pills. Nowa-
days the cycle advertisement hides itself mod-
estly behind a unique drawing of Mr. Pen-

field's or Mr. Edward's or Mr. Bradley's.

Art in any department of business and so-

cial life is a sign of advancing civilization.

Queer as it is in many respects, even the cycle

poster has done something to popularize

beauty.

TOO HARD FOR HIM TO ANSWER.

King Solomon -was the wisest man that ever

lived.

People came irom miles around just to

look at 't!he human receptacle of suoh much
wisdom. One day a ycmng man came and

knelt before Solomon's throne.

"Oh, King, live forever 1" said the kneeling

man. "I am in love. I bought the object

of my affection, a brand-new hundred-dollar

bicycle, whereupon she allowed me to kiss

her, and later aooidentally called me 'dear,'

then blus'hed and apologized. Does s'he care

anything for me?"
"I don't know," said Solomon.

ALL THERE IS TO IT.

All the world is a cycle path.

All the men and women merely cyclists;

All have their tumbles

And their punctures.

And each in his time

Rides many a wheel.
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SHE CHASED HIM.

They were fishing with long-handled spoons

for the bit of ice-cream that lingered in the

bottom of their soda-water glasses; like

men, drinking together had made them con-

fidential, and while the long-haired clerk was

preparing another round of chocolate and

vanilla, the girl with the very short skirts,

who was, of course, the girl with the best

shaped golf-stocking fillers, told this:

"When they turned me out as a graduate

from the riding academy, telling me I knew
enough to ride anywhere on the road, they

either overrated my knowledge of a wheel or

else deliberately lied to me. No sooner did

I go in for road riding, and no longer had

that nice looking teacher—you know the one

I mean, Jennie; the one with the little curly

mustache—to depend upon, than my wheel

suddenly became as lively as a mule, and

twice as contrary. About all I did was to run

into everything I saw, of which curbstones

were the least.

"One day I saw a fine-looking man crossing

the Boulevard, and while mentally consider-

ing what a magnificent drum major he would

make, I saw him give a startled glance in my
direction, a dodge or two, and then, to my
horror, I discovered that I was actually run-

ning him down. He broke into a dog trot,

and when he struck the sidewalk he looked

around in evident belief that. he was safe, but

saw it was a leap-year rendition of the villain

still pursued her. Then he made a frenzied

dash for that little path in the centre of the

Boulevard, and land knows what the conse-

quence might have been if I had not struck

the curbstone and come down off my perch.

"His dignity was too much upset for him
to be polite and he blurted out:

" 'What in thunder are you following me
with that blamed machine for?'

" 'I wasn't following you. I couldn't help

it;' and then, as I saw an amused perception

of the case dawn in his face, I got up and went
away with an air of injured innocence.

"I had not gone three blocks further before

I found myself doing the same thing again.

I did not propose to have any more miscon-

structions of my actions, and called out:
" 'Oh, please get out of the way. I am just

learning to ride.'

"The man did not stand upon ceremony.
He ran into the first open doorway and
slammed it shut after him. Prudent man!"

CYCLING VERSUS CHURCHWORK.

A meeting of the Dutch Reformed Church,

the oldest church in Northern New Jersey,

was held a few nights ago at Passaic, and
only a few members attended. It was the an-

nual election of officers, but no one would al-

low his name to be put up. "Let's disband

the society until winter," suggested one of the

members, who recently purchased a wheel.

The suggestion was made a motion and car-

ried by a large majority. "It's too bad," said

a former president, "but so many of our mem-
bers have become so infatuated with cycling

that they had not time to take any interest in

the society, and we had to give it up."

HERE IS THE PAPER WHEEL.

From suits of clothes to car wheels and
houses everything is made of paper nowa-
days. What more natural, then, that the paper
bicycle should make its appearance? Here
is the largest British patent of a papier-mache
machine. Isn't very handsome? No; neither

was the safety when it first appeared upon
the scene, but its looks did not keep it from
completely ousting the graceful-appearing

ordinary. The same thing may happen with

the paper machine here shown. It may be

of interest to many to know the exact pro-

cess of turning out paper tubing for cycle

frames. The process is as follows: The
paper tube is made by winding a fine grade

of thin manilla paper upon a mandrel, with

a coating of special glue sprayed on the

paper. As the latter is wound upon the man-
drel compression rollers bear upon the tube

in process of formation, which pressure

causes the texture of the tube to be extremely

dense, about forty layers of paper being used.

In the operation of pressing, interior expan-

sion is resorted to, as any outward pressure

would disturb the alignment of the paper lay-

ers. The mandrel is removed and the tube

placed in a strong mold, so that when heavy

hydraulic pressure is brought into the core

of the tube the interior layers of paper are

pressed outward, thus compressing the layers

without fracture. The outward layers then

receive treatment in a rolling machine, which

compresses and hardens the surface. The
tubes are then turned and polished in a lathe.

A perfect mahogany finish is obtained by fit-

ting up a tin-lined chest and admitting steam

into this after having put in a quantity of

dry salts of ammonia. The fumes from

the salts attack the coloring matter in the

paper tube, drawing it to the surface, so that

when a coat of mahogany shade of filler is

put on, worked well and thoroughly gone

over with shellac, a good mahogany finish

is the result.

MINUS HIS HUMPBACK.

"Does he look like a scorcher?"

"Oh, dear me, no; not in the least. Why
he -can stand up just as straight as you or I!"

CASE OF KISMET.

NABBED AND NECKED.

The boy sat on the scorching wheel,

Of nothing did he reck,

Till a cycle cop put after him,

And grabbed him by the neck.

He watched her riding down the street.

So fleet!

Propelled by dainty, twinkling feet,

Petite;

Her riding costume, so trim and neat.

Complete;

A prettier girl you'd seldom meet

—

Or never.

She looked at him, the slyest glance.

Askance;

Took in his quiet elegance,

Perchance.
""

Then how his laughing eyes did dance!

For chance

Upset her, ending her romance

—

Forever

!

RINGING OP A BELL.

Notwithstanding that nothing is now more
familiar than the cycle bell, the little instru-

ment is much maligned and misrepresented.

People have been heard to say: "I hear the

wheelman ring for me to get out of the way,

but pay no attention to his impertinence."

Now, this ringing is not a peremptory order

for the pedestrian to get out of the way, but

merely a notification to him that a wheel is

coming, and a request that the pedestrian

continue in the same course, and then there

will be no danger of a collision.

On the other hand, suppose the rider

should not ring. The pedestrian, hearing

something coming from behind, would be

more than likely to step aside, and probably

into the very track of the wheel, when it was
too late to change its course, and a collision

would surely be the result. The bicycle is di-

rected with so much accuracy that careful

riders can avoid collisions, provided they

know what "the other fellow" is going to do.

Take street crossings as another example.

A wheelman is coming down the^ street, pedes-

trians are about to cross, but are looking in

another direction. The bell is rung. In this

case it says: "If you keep on in the way you
are going, there will be a collision, and unless

you have a preference in the matter my owner
prefers to avoid it." In nearly every case the

persons thus notified slacken their pace slight-

ly, the bicycle passes on, and everything is

lovely.

But assume that the people at the crossing

refuse to pause, even the sixteenth of a sec-

ond, but decide to quicken their pace. It is all

the same to the wheelman; he changes his

course a little, but avoids an accident, pro-

vided decision is shown by the people on foot.

RULINGS REARED IN REARDON.
One of the most amusing bicycle ordinances

ever passed is that one by the small town of

Reardon, a short distance from Cincinnati. It

provides that no wheelman shall ride at a

faster pace than six miles an hour, although

there is not over a hundred inhabitants in the

town. Each wheel shall be equipped with a

bell, which shall be rung at the intersection

of all streets, when there is but one street in

the whole town. The ordinance also provides

for the carrying of a lantern after dark, when
there is not a street light in the whole town
and the few inhabitants retire at dark. It also

provides for turning corners, and prohibiting

the riding of more than two abreast. This

ordinance is really ridiculous, when it is con-

sidered that Reardon is very much isolated

is surrounded by bad roads and has but two
bicycle riders in the town.

SHERLOCK HOLMES IN PETTICOATS.

"Oh, say, Mamel"
"What's the matter?"

"While I was riding through the park this

morning I found out something by studying

the statues there."

"Well, what was it?"

"You know the Pilgrim Fathers?"

"Of course; everybody knows them."

"Every one of them was a wheelman."

"How do you know?"
"By their clothes."

MATTER OF INTERPRETATION.

"Does Cholly Pypes race?"

"That's what he calls it."
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FROM THE PURCHASER'S STANDPOINT.
Editor of The Wheel:
There is probably no article so widely ad-

vertised to-day as the bicycle—certainly none
so poorly advertised. When wc reach the

bicycle advertising pages of a magazine we
wander through a fog of inane catch-lines

'and weird posters, seeking in vain for an ad.

that throws some light on what we really want
to know about a wheel.

We find that some wheels are built like a

clock, others like a J. P. Jones' pistol, and still

others are built on a tin basis. Incidentally

we learn that "if the rims are shrimp pink, it's

a Smith," and "if the front fork is half gilded

it's a Brown," and that "that name-plate

means Jones," but what good does that do ns?

An advertisement is intended, first, last and

all the time, to give information about an ar-

ticle that will lead the public to buy that ar-

ticle. This fact seems to have been lost sight

of by the writers of bicycle advertisements

in the magazines and lay press generally.

No reasonable man will buy a wheel simply

because he fancies the color of its rims or the

shape of its name-plate.

The natural questions for him to ask are:

"What does it weigh? Is it easy to propel?

Will it wear out quickly? Is it easy to ad-

just? Has it any special ' feature to recom-

mend it?" These are the questions you must
answer in advance.

There are two classes of people who are

reached by bicycle advertising—those who are

thinking of buying their first wheel, and old

riders who want a new wheel. Both classes

want all the information you can give them

about your wheel—the first, because they can-

not decide without the information; the sec-

ond, because they will naturally buy a modern

pattern of their old wheel unless you can con-

vince them yours is better.

These observations arc not meant in any
other than the kindliest of spirit and for the

benefit of your advertising patrons. What
I have complained of is something easily cor-

rected and surely profitable when once it is

corrected. Let manufacturers of cycles and

sundries think over the foregoing and see if

the writer is not Right.

THOUGHT HE WAS IN A PARLOR.

"Force of habit is a great thing."

"What makes you think so?"

"I just saw Pressley and his best girl on a

tandem, and they had the lamp turned down
so low that the cycle cop chased them, think-

ing it wasn't lit at all."

IN THE

German^
Spanish^
F'rench.

(ANT ZANGX/JLGJE.)

American Catalogues Translated, Con-
densed and Printed in any Language^

THE WHEEL PRESS,
88 West Broadway, New York.

The "M. & S." Toe Clip.

\y7"E make Toe Clips too, and make them to
"''

fit the foot—to fit any rat-trap or com-
bination pedal on the market—the light-

est, the most perfect ones. Will retain their

form. No superfluou'^ metal to carry. No long

shank to wear your instep or corners to cramp
your toes. It is a

Toe Clip in reality—

stamped, formed and
corrugated from one

piece of open-hearth

steel, polished and
nickel-plated.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. "VJi Two sizes.

Th^ M. & S. Mfg Co., 50 N. Clinton St., Chicago.

Sample Pair, 25c.

Also makers of " New Era" Adjustable
Pedals and Brackets.

Why not be comfortable during this

HOT WEATHER
Like thousands of up-to-date people who are using our

Labor Savinq Tools.
SEND FOR CATALOG.

NEW ENGLAND CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

86 Myrtle Street, Keene, N. H.
Kindly Mention The Wheel.

The Standard Bearer,"
A NEW AND
PERFECT
BICYCLE STAND.

It Iiolds the VVlieel free of the floor and protects the Tires.

Is made of the Best Steel, with no Cast
Iron to break, and let the Wheel fall and
break Handle-Bars, Lamp, etc.

Can be taken apart instantly, and
packed on your Wheel, or in your trunk, if

taking your Wheel to the country.
Only weighs Three and One-Half

Pounds; is Strong-, Light, Neat and Dura-
ble, and is adapted to any wheel.
"The Standard Bearer" holds the

machine in such a way as to allow both
wheels to revolve freely, for repairing
or cleaning, and is invaluable for these pur-
poses as well as for Home, Clubhouse.
or Show Window purposes, as it takes up
very little room.

Ask your Dealer for "The Standard
Rearer" or write to us direct.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.
Prices, SI. 35 each, Japanned.

3.50, Nickeled.

For Agencies apply toWM. H. BRODIE & CO..
188 and 190 Greenwich St., New York City.

See cut of " The Little Wonder Lock " in next week's issue.

+ . 4.

•J*

•^

•I-

J,

C. W. WEYMOUTH, President and General Manager. +
•^

•i-

4-

•i-

•^

A new firm, but composed of men who have been identified with ball- making since the inception of :he %
industry in America, ^

HTCHBURG STEEL BALL COMPANY,

Experienced Manufacturers of High-Grade Steel Balls*

READY FOR '98 CONTRACTS.

FITCHBURG,
DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

MASS., U. S. A.
ig^^^:..j.4.^4..j.^4.^,j,^^4,^4.4.^^4..j,4.4,^^.j,,j..|.,|.^,j.^^^^^^^,}..j.^^^.j,,j,^,j,^^^,j.^,j.^,j.^^^^^.j^^^^^^^^.^
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN XIX. UNOCCUPIED
TEBBITOBT.

Office and Factory : 189-191 W. learned St. Manufactured by

BUILT TO SIT ON.
NOT TO STRADDLE.

THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

5 85,466. TIRE FOR BICYCLES. RUDOLPH Faas and WILLIAM 5 85,571. BICYCLE-SADDLE. John Hartban, Philadelphia, Pa. 5 85,181. WHEEL-TIRE AND FABRIC THEREFOR. Qaroner
Mechwart, Chicago, HI., assignors to the No-Puncture Tire Company. Filed May 23, 1896 Serial No. 592,764. (No model) C. Bullard, Brookline, Mass. Filed Feb. 1. 1897. Serial Ho. 621,398

same place. Filed Nov 16, 1896. Serial No 612.217. (No model > (No model)

Chum.— 1 1h the constniction of an elastic tubular tire the coni-

l)iii,-\tion of an outei- covering of rubber, on inner cushion of felt, an

inner tube, composed alternately cf tiiin wooden dats or strips and

short strips of felt, and tirmly inclosed in canvas, as and for the pur-

pose above described.

585,351. BICYCLE, &c. Charles l. Travis, Minneapolis, Minn..

aatJgnor to the H^enic Wheel Company, Philadelphia, Pa Filed Dec

9, 1895. Serial No 571,579. (No model)

Claim.— \. The saddle-frame having sideeyes connected together
transversely and projections from the eyes terminating in a rim
adapted to receive a suitable saddle-seat, in combination with spring-

585,888. WHEEL-RIM. John a Kydd and Johm B, MitohIl,
Bowmanvllle, Canada. Filed Apr. 9, 1896. Serial No. 586,847. (No
model) Patented in Canada Apr. 14, 1896, No. 51,971.

v^r«-i»r.— 1. i,, 1 TTiicci-uiic. tuc ,.u,u i.,, i>.xvi v/ii yjt vu^c, arid iunCT

sheaths with an intermediate fabric having an intei'woven tread por-

tion composed of warp and weft threads, and adjacent side-forming,

portions of uninterwoven, crossed warp and wefl threads.

5 8 5,416. DRIVING CONNECTION OR BELT FOR BICYCLES.
Luther H. Wattles, Providence, R. L, assignor of one-half to William

B. Sherman, same place. Filed Sept 24, 1896. Serial No. 606,838.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. A bicycle provided with a jointed frame, the spring

member of which embodies a coiled spring, having a rigid post or

standard extending throughout a portion of its length, said parts

having a limited movement both laterally and longitudinally with re-

lation to one another, the post serving to prevent too great lateml

flexure of the spring.

5 8 5,177. BICYCLE, &c. Lotiis Bsyer, Jr., Washington, D. C.

FUed Apr. 1. 1896. Serial No. 585,759. (No model)
Claim.— 1 . The combination, with a saddle, ofa supporting-stand-

ard provided with a ball-and-socket joint, springs which connect said'

Claim.— A rim for rubber-tired wheels consisting of three layers

properly jointed and cemented together, the middle jayer consisting

of a strip of lengthwise-grained wood faced on its inner and outer

sides with a thin sheet of veneer with their grain lying transversely

to the inclosed strip, and the inner and outer layers consisting of ain-

gle strips of lengthwise-grained wood, the inner layer being thicker
than the central strij) of the middle layer, and the outer layer thicker

^han the inner layer, said layers being properly cemented and pressed

together and provided in their outer periphery with a circumferential

groove for the tire, all substantially as set forth.

5 8 5,369 .LANTERN OR OTHER CARRIER FOR BICYCLESt&O
Frank K. Hesse, Boston, Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Howard LShurtleff, same place. FiledJan.10,1896. Serial »a574,961.
(No model)

Claim.— 1. In a carrying device of the class described, a support
provided with an arc-shaped portion, and means to secure the same
inposition, combined with a carrier mounted upon and movable bodily
about and in an arc concentric with said arc-shaped portion, for vary-

Ctoim,—The combination, with a wheel having a tapering or

wedge-shaped groove, of a belt having frictional engagement with

said wheel wholly in said groove, said belt being tapering in cross-

section to correspond with the groove of the wheel, and its narrower

portion being divided into lugs having converging front and rear

faces, and of substanlially the- same length as breadth, whereby said

belt may be wedged into the groove, the lateral compression of the

lugs being permitted by their longitndinal expansion, substantially

as described.

5 8 6,61 '5. PNEUMATIC TIRR CharlesF.R A HBAOOT.Londoa

England.. FUed June 29. 1896. Serial No. 597,425. (No model) Pat-

ented In England Mar. 24, 1896, No. 6,513 ; In Qermany June 21, 1896,

Ho. 90,873 ; In France June 24, 1896, No. 257,647 ; In Hungajy June 26,

1896, No. 6,241 ; In Belgium June 26, 1896, No. 122,170; In Italy June

30, L'896, No. 237 ; in Switzerland July 2, 1896, No. 12,781 ; In Canada

July 22, 1896, No. 53,002 ; In Spain Sept 2, 1896, Ho. 19,261 ; In Austrll

Sept 28, 1896, Ho. 46/3,770, and in India Dec. 22, 1896, No. 3,657.

saddle with said standard above said joint and springs connecting

said saddle with said standard below said joint, substantially as and

for the purposes described

585,609. LAMP FOR BICYCLES OR OTHER VEHICLES James

E Wbitx, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the Manhattan Brass Company,

New York. N.Y. FUed Dec. 26, 1896. Serial No. 616,969. (No model)

ing the angular position of said carrier relatively to its support, sub-

stantially as described.

5 85,5 63. INFLATABLE WHEEL-TIRE. HERRI A. FLEU8S, Lon-

don, England, assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to Randal

Morgan, Fbiladelphia, Pa Filed May 29, 1897. Serial Na 638,749.

(No model) Patented In Prance Aug. 17, 1895, No. 249,670; hi

Claim.— 1. A tire having the tread portion formed with a plain

curve struck from a smaller radius than from the center of the tire,

Belgium Aug. 19, 1895, No. 1 17,030 r In England Oct 26, 1895, No. recesses A', h' formed in and extending around the troad portion and
20,145; In Switzerland Jan. 15, 189C, No. 11,799; In Norway Jan. 23, ridges A», 6>, substantially as set forth.

1896, No 4,758; In Sweden Jan. 28, 1896, No. 7,808; In Cape Colony

Jaa 29 1896, No 1,129; In Hungary Feb. 7, 1896, No 6,372; In Vic 5 85,313. SADDLE-SUPPORT FOR CYCLES. CHARLES R JoHES,

toria Feb, 13, 1896, No. 12,884; In New South Wales Feb. 17, 1896, No.

6,401; In South Australia Feb. 17, 1896, No. 3,173; in Tasmania Feb.

17, 1896, No. 1,573; In Western Australia Feb. 25, 1896, No. 842; In

Oueensland Mar. 3, 1896, No. 3,275; In New Zealand Mar 4, 1896, No.

8,326; In Italy Mar. 31, 1896, LXXIJC, 477; in Austria Apr. 21, 1896,

No. 46/1,564; In Spain Apr. 25, 1896, No. 18,583; in Canada June 26,

1896, No. 62,'?63 ; In Portugal July 20, 1896, No 2.142, and In India Aug.

13, 1896, No. 34.

Joseph M. Edgar, and Lyman Le P. McCarty, New York, N. Y. Filed

June 2, 1896. Serial No 594,017. (No model)

CJaim.— 1 The combinatiou with a lamp-body, of a reservoir

having a sKoulder upon the upper surface around which the lower

end of the lamp-body rests, an air-distributing ring within the lamp-

body and permanently connected to the reservoir around the collar

lor neck, and a latch for engaging the edge of the air distributer and

holding the same and the lamp-reservoir to the lamp-body, substan-

tially as set forth.

Claim— \ A single-ttibTtire having a radial division around its' Claim.— \. The combination with the saddle and saddle-bar, of

inner circumference and a stretched elastic band attached to the in- „ truck connected with the saddle-bar and having three triangularly-

tenor face of the tire on one side of the radial division, that bridges arranged rolls, a downward-curved bar connected at its ends to the

or eitends over the radial division and bears against the inner face saddle and resting upon the two lower rolls and passing beneath the

of the tire on the other side of the radial division.! ^the stretched uppgr roll in the truck, such downward-curved bar sliding between

elastic band being so constructed as to contract against said inner the sides of the truck and being guided by them, substantially as set

• face of the tire throughout its circumference when applies 'o a rim. forth.
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5 85,643. GAS-GENERATOR FOR LAMPa John C Ballaobbr. 5 8 5 , 1 7 6 . BRANCH CONNECTION FOR BICYCLE-FRAMES, 5 8 5,300. PUNCTURE -DETECTOR FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES

Elmira, N. T., assignor of two-thirds to David W. Payne and M. C. Ar- John H. Bemkkti, Worcester, Mass. PUed Dec. 21, 1896. Serial No. Samuel C. Feeels, HolUster. and Jobn T. HcKean, SanU Cruz. CaL

not, same place. Filed Oct 1, 1896. Serial No. 607,520. (No model) 616.391. (No model) Filed Nov 29. 1895. Serial No. 570,440. (No model)

Ctiiim.— I. In a g;as-generatiiig apparatus, the combination of a

generatiiig-chamber, a liquid-supply tank above the generating-<ham-

ber, and a two-part liquid-column between the two the parts of the '

column connecting with one another at iLi base subatantiallv as do- Oluim.— 1. A bianch connection-plate for bicycle-frames, pro-

scribed and for the purpose set forth. vided with an articulated branch, the main portion of the plate, and

said branch being formed of flat plate metal and both disposed 'n

586,57-4. BAIiL-BEAJUNO. JOHN E. HlODON, Indianapolis, Ind. ^^e same plane- substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Filed Mar. 18. 1897. Serial Na 628,081. (No model)

5 85,483. BICYCLE-BELL Levereit A. Santord, Bristol, Conn.,

assignor of one-half to Dunbar Brothers, same plaoe Piled Aug. 10,

_ _^ 1896. SeriajjNo. 602,235 (No model)

CIoAttl 1
. A pnnctupe-detector fnr^neumatic tires and other

air-containing receptacles consisting of a casing adapted to detach-

ably fit the surface of said lire or receptacle, and having a bottom
pervious to air, and a loose material upon said bottom adapted to be

agitated by the air passing into the casing.

5 8 5,585. SADDLE-CLAMP. James A. Malonet, Washington.'
D. C. Filed Jan. 28, 1897. Serial No. 621,118. (No model)

Claim.— I. In a bell, the combination with an oscillating striker-

arm furnished with a pinion, an oscillating plate meshing into the said

pinion, a multiplying-cam eoacting with the said plate and oscillat-

ing it, and means for '-otating the said cam.

Claim.— I. In a saddle-clamp, the body portion having the two
openings B and D, separated by a wall c having therein a narrow
oblong slot, and a clamping-piece loosely seated in said slot and

C4»»i.-1. A ball-bearing whose ball race or receptacle m formed 5 8 5 '^8 3 .
BELL FOR BICYCLES^ Leteeett A. SanfoSD, Brte- ndaptid to project through the same, said piece having a laterally-

by a cylindrical cup and a pair of spherical segments within the same ^iTv,rT! r^Q^T^R ?Nrnfl,r '*'"' "
f*"^"*

°' "^ ^'^^ """^ *''° ''"""S ''^ ^"^"^ «*" ^-x^"'* *"'' >'»

whose spherical (ices oppose each other and the diameter of whose
"""^ <!0^89b_Senal No. 599,778. (No mofleU lower corners rounded, substantially as specified.

spheres, if e.Ktended, would be substantially equal to the internal di- /^ •' ^^ —»~-\ 5 85,406. LANTERN-BRACKET. FRANK RhinD, Bridgeport, Cona,

ameter of the cup. ( \ /j5i^««^ >,
aa^gnor of one-halfto The Bridgeport Brass Company, same placa Piled

585.043. BICYCLa CHARLE8aMETZ.Walthain.Mass.,.sslgnor llllllllllljilllllllllllllli^^^-gpv T^ jS\
M«r.6,1897. Serfal No. 636,331. (Nom«iel)

to the Waltham Manufeoturing Company, same place. Filed July 20, ^r-r-"^^ ni'JritS.a^ \ ^-V^ (€))/&—

A

£
1896. Serial Na 599,849. (Nomodel)

Cfaim.—l. In a bell, the combination with the gong thereof, of

a centrally-arranged stud to the upper end of which the gong is rig-

idly secured, a rotatable disk-shaped operating-plate located close to

the open lower end of the gong, than which it is slightly larger in

diameter, and rotating upon the said stud as upon a center, a base

loc4te4 below the said plate %nd. connected with the lower end of the.

said stud, one or more hammers mounted upon the said plate, and a

non-rotatable ratchet-like wheel, the teeth of which are engaged by

the tails of the hammer-wires when the .operating-plate is rotated.

5 8 5,518. BICYCLE-LAMP SUPPORT. WiLLUiri & Hamm and
WnUAM a Tutfors, Chlcagv, ni, uslgnors to the Aduu ft Westlake
Company, ot Illlnal«. Piled Mar. 6, 1897. Serial No. 626,224 (No

model)

Claim.—1. A crown for bicycle-forks comprising a vertical series

of inclined struts having sufficient width to resist a torsional strain,

and portions forming- connections between the struts and the fork

arms-

5 8 5,5 19. CYCLOMETER Wawer W. HastiN9B, Jersey City,

N.J. FUed Har. 30, 1896. Serial No. 685,347. (Nomodel)

Claim.—I . A cyclometer having the stud or support A, the base-

plate 6xedly secured thereto, counting mechanism mounted on said

bgM-plate, the case-back mounted to rotate on said stud and having

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2

Claim.— 1 . In a lantern-bracket in combination, a pair of opposed
clamp-jaws, a tubular portion with which said jaws are pivotally con-

.Bect*d, eare in said jaws embracing said tubular portion and a bolt
passing through said eai-s and said tubular portion and adapted to
detachably secure one of said jaws to said tubular portion, the other
of said jaws being relatively free as to rotary movement, substantially

as described.

6 85,338. BICYCLE-BRAKE. JOHN 0. HUMPHREY and Edwm F.

MURDOCE, Oakland, Cal Piled July 6, 1896. Serial No. 598,245. ,(No

model)

Claim.— In a brake for a bicycle a brake-shoe in combination

with rollers iuterposefl between said shoe and the tire of the wheel,

a hanger formed of spring metal bent back on itself and one end

adapted to carry journals for the said rollers, and the other a brake-

Chtim.— I. The combination of a lamp-body, a segmental bar shoe, the one end supporting the said shoe and the other the said

pomts or prongs, at its edge, ftictional devices for controlling the attached thereto, a divided compressible sleeve having a longitudi- rollers, a supporting-spring to lift the^aid hanger from the wheel,

movement of said back on said stud, and a pin or projection carried ually-curved bearing therein through which the said segmental bar and suitable devices for depressing the said rollers and compressing
with the rotating case-back for actuating the interior counting mech- passes, and means for clamping the parts of the sleeve to the seg- the said hanger to rest the shoe on the rollers, substantially as de-

anism. substantially as described and for the purpose specified. mental bai-, substantially as set forth. scribed.

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.
595,170. Branch Connection for Bicycle Frames.

John H. Bennett, Worcester, Mass. Filed December
21, 1896. Serial No. 616,391. (No model.)

585,177. Bicycle, etc. Louis Beyer, Jr., Washing-
ton, D. C. Filed April 1, 1896. Serial No. 585,795.

(No model.)
585,181. Wheel, Tire and Fabric Therefor. Gard-

ner C. Bullard, Brookline, Mass. Filed February 1,

1S97. Serial No. 621,396. (No model.)
585,200. Puncture Detector for Pneumatic Tires.

Samuel C. Freels, Holister, and John T. McKean,
Santa Cruz, Cal. Filed November 29, 1895. Serial
No. 570,440. (No model.)

585,205. Tire. Frederick A. Hodgman, Yonkers, N.
Y. Filed June 16, 1896. Serial No. 595,712. (No
model.)

585,215. Saddle Support for Cycles. Charles B.
Jones, Joseph M. Edgar and Lyman Le P. McCarty,
New York, N. Y. Filed June 2, 1896. Serial No.
595.017. (No model.)

585,269. Lantern or other Carrier for Bicycles.
Frank K. Heese. Boston, Mass., assignor by mesne
assignment to Howard L. Shurtlefif, same place.
Filed January 10, 1896. Serial No". 574,961. (No
model.)

585,286. Wheel for Bicycles. Joseph D. Prescott,
Boston, Mass. Filed September 29, 1896. Serial No.
607,330. (No model.)

585,325. Wheel for Bicycle. David R. C. Devine,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Isaac Hoff-
ner, same place. Filed April 7, 1897. Serial No.
631,055. (No model.)

585,328. Bicycle Brake. John D. Humphrey and
Edwin F. Murdock, Oakland, Cal. Filed July 6, 1896.
Serial No. 598,245. (No model.)

585,337. Bicycle Lock. Maximillian Gessler, Mil-
waukee, Wis. Filed March 24, 1896. Serial No. 584,-
368. (No model.)

585,3.38. Bicycle Support. Martha J. Guthrie,
Wichita, Kan. Filed November 26, 1896. Serial No.
613,371. (No model.)

585,341. Bicycle, etc. Chdrles L. Travers, Minne-
apolis, Minn., assignor to the Hygienic Wheel Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed December 9, 1895. Serial
No. ,571,879. (No model.)

585,370. Bicycle Driving and Steering Mechanism.
Henry B. Trickier, Albion, Cal. Filed June 24, 1896.
Serial No. 566,732. (No model.)

585.388. Wheel Rim. John R. Kydd and James B.
Mitchel, Bowmanville, Can. Filed April 9, 1896.
Serial No. 586,847. (No model.) Patented in Canada
April 14, 1896. No. 51,971.

585,416. Driving Connection or Belt for Bicycles.
Luther H. Wattles, Providence, R. I., assignor to
Wi''iam B. Sherman, same place. Serial No. 606,-
fiSSi- Filed September 24, 1896. (No model.)

J b 585,418. Pneumatic Tire. Charles F. R. A. H.

Bagot, London, Eng. Filed June 29, 1896. Serial No.
597,426. (No model.)

585,421. Bicycle or Similar Vehicle. Frederick P.
Bemis, Davenport, Iowa. Filed July 18, 1894.
Serial No. 517,835. (No model.)

585,448. Cycle Case. William A. Quackenboss,
Chicago, 111. Filed November 30, 1896. Serial No.
613,986. (No model.)

585,458. Bicycle Support. Rufus C. Bailey, San
Jose, Cal. Filed July 17, 1896. Serial No. 599,498.
(No model.)

585,483. Bicycle Bell. Laverett A. Sanford, Bris-
tol, ,Conn., assignor of one-half to Dunbar Bros.,
same place. Filed August 10, 1896. Serial No. 602,-

235. (No model.)
585,485. Combined Bicycle Stool and Pouch. George

A. Shaw, Toronto, Canada, assignor of one-half to
William Howard, same place. Filed August 8, 1896.
Serial No. 602,167. (No model.)

585,495. Adjustable Handle-bar for Bicycles. Edgar
M. Winfrey, Wichita Falls., Tex., assignor of one-
third to A. D. Anderson, same place. Filed February
27, 1897. Serial No. 625,380. (No model.)

585,518. Bicycle Lamp Support. William S. Hamm
and William H. Tufford. (Thicago, 111., assignors to
the Adams & Westlake Co., of Illinois. Filed March
6. 1897. Serial No. 626,224. (No model.)

585,529. Bicycle Alarm. Frank Madden, Greely,
Col. Filed March 18, 1896. Serial No. 585,797. (No
model.)
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eivlploymknt:^ column.
Answers received in confidence and forwarded without charge.

25 -TO-ords, one time, 50 cents ; three tinaes, $1.00.
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75 "words, on^e time, $1.50 ; four times, $5.00.
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One-half Inch, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00.
One Incln, one time, $1.50; four times, ^5.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SUPERINTENDENT.
A competent superintendent is open for a position; Al references. Address

C. A., care of Tlie Wiieel. 7-9-c.

SALESMAN.
To Manufacturers— A good salesman, in tfie bicycle line, wants a position to

travel on salary and commission, or to take goods to sell on commission, either in

bicycle parts or complete bicycles ; to control territory : has also had great experi-
ence in handlinqr export trade ; has office and all appurtenances ; best of references

;

been selling bicycle parts to manufacturers a number of years. Address
" Salesman," Room 13, 23 Park Row, New York. t-f-c.

Young man, head of repair department in one of the largest cycle houses in the
trade, desires to change; can make department a paying one. Change, care of The
Wheel. 7-16-p.

HELP WANTED.

Advertisements in this column free,

dence.
Letters received and forwarded in confi-

REPAIRMEN,
Wanted — Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Brooklyn.

G. S. & G., 1128 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.
Address

Wanted— In our bicycle department, a man who is thoroughly conversant with
general bicycle repairing, and at the same time can make himself useful at all times.

Apply in person at once to us at this address : The Union Nut & Bolt Co., 107 Cham-
bers St., New York.

Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted; a
good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill, Mass.

Repairman wanted, to make light repairs on bicycles and vulcanize tires; steady
work to capable young man. Address " Single Tube," care The Wheel.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand ; one who can bend handle-
bars and do bench work ; state salary and reference. Address Experience, care of
The Wheel.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side
line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give references. Box
642, Rochester, N. Y.

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling side line to small
trade; all letters in confidence; refer to Western office The Wheel, as to responsibility.
Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Manadnock Building, Chicago.

STRIPER.
Wanted—A first-class striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

DECORATOR AND ENAMELER.
Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper or plain dipper; write,

stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of The Wheel.

TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted— An experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Steeltube," care of this

office, giving experience.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, fANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional word two cents. CaBh in-

var»bly in adv«nce.

WANTED—A manufacturer of saddles is looking for

a bide line for his traveling salesmen to sell on
commission. Would introduce any new good bicycle

sundry, if exclusive agency is given. What can youofler ?

Address F. S., care of The Wheel. 7 9-p

CYCLE TUBES agency wanted; advertiser having
sound and extensive connection, also large warehouse

for stock. Address, S. Law, Post Office, Birmingham,
England. 7-3-p.

FOR SALE—Complete set of machinery and dies for

the manufacture of brazed tubing. Address Box 473,

Canton, Ohio. 7-23-c.

WANTED—Traveling men visiting the wholesale and
retail bicycle trade to carry the " Kozy" Baby

Seat as a side line. Manufactured by Geo. Hilsendegen,
Detroit, Mich^ 7-2-c

Still Better.

The D. L. & W. R. R. now run an elegant through

Day Coach (as well as sleeping car), New York to

Chicago, on their train No. 7, leaving New York at

7.00 p. m., every day, thus ensuring "No Change of

Cars" to all passengers. It is the shortest route, and

has the lowest rates.

Apply to your nearest D. L. & W. R. R. ticket

agent. . No. 65.

THE FINEST

^
White

Chain

Lubricant
IN THE MARKET.

Will not, clog, but makes the
chain run smoothly and with
ease.
Lessens the wear on chain

and sprockets.

MANUFACTURED AT

William F. Nye'S,
Headquarters for
Bicycle Lubricants,

New Bedford, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

PERFECT" POCKET OILER.

AS CLEAN AS A WHISTLE

DOES NOT LEAK.
Regulates supply of oil to a drop.

"STAR" OIL.£Il:8 (tbe best of medium-ierade oilers), lo CBNXS.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

ASSIGNEE'S SAIiE OF THE MVNGER

BICYCIiE PI.A.NT OF INDIANAPOIilS.

This fully equipped and running bicycle plant will be
sold at public sale Monday, August 2d, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

at Indianapolis. For further information apply to

Geo. B. Elliott, .A ssigne-,

84 E. Market St., Indianapolii, Ind.

NOT TOO FULL FOR UTTERANCE.

"I believe I am already as full as pos-

sible
"

The around-the-world-without-a-cent tour-

ist leaned upon his trusty and rusty wheel
and gazed longingly over the sands of Sahara
surrounding him. As he brought his jaws
firmly together and prepared to push on, his

eyes gave forth a glitter of defiance.

•

—
"of grit."

For a moment he glared resolutely upon
a sandwich, which constituted his next meal,

whereon the desert zephyrs had already de-

posited a covering of fine, dry sand; then,

picking a few of the larger pebbles out of his

teeth and his way to where grew an aged

and innutritious cactus plant, he gazed hun-

grily thereat for a few moments, sighed and

wabbled off into the desert darkness.

BADLY BROKEN UP.

"There was an awful tandem accident on the

Boulevard yesterday."

"So? I didn't see anything about it in the

papers."

"Yes; Percy Milemore had Miss Cyclo-

Meeter out with hii'm on that brand-new tan-

dem of his, when along came a butcher

wagon, ran into the tandem and smashed

both wheels of it. Percy immediately ex-

ploded with rage, while Miss Cyclo-Meeter

burst into tears."
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JOY AND JUBILEE.

They "Were United in the I,ast Annual

Hurrah of the Canadian

Wheelmen.

Chatham, Out., July 5.—Another C. W. A.

meet has passed into history, and the old song

sung by hundreds of merry cyclists: "There'll

be a hot time in the old town to-night," was

not unseemly. There were several hot times,

or, perhaps, to speak more correctly, there was

one long drawn-out hot time.

The fifteenth annual meet of the Canadian

Wheelmen's Association was a hummer. Mr.

J. F. Cairns, secretary of the Chatham meet

committee, and his cohorts, determined that

the gathering of cyclists in the Maple City in

this year of grace and jubilee should be a

marker for time to come. And right nobly

have they succeeded.

This was also the last meet under the old

conditions. Dominion meets on July 1st and

thereabouts are no more. Henceforth there

will be provincial meets on that date and the

national reunion will be held on Labor Day.

Chatham befittingly marked this epoch in

C. W. A. affairs. The story of how they se-

cured the meet is an old one to readers of The
Wheel. Their contest to secure the privilege

was marked by the spirit of hustle, enterprise

and ability, and the same qualities, much in-

tensified, mark the carrying out of the many
plans laid down for the entertainment of the

cyclists and their friends.

The conditions were perfect. A heavy rain

the day before and slightly threatening

weather in the early morning may have had

a deterrent effect upon the local crowd, but it

did not interfere in the slightest with excur-

sions, and every train that came to town be-

tween Tuesday morning and Wednesday after-

noon was packed with wheelmen and their

friends from all parts of the country, bound

for the cycling Mecca of '97. The hotels, res-

taurants and boarding houses were filled to

overflowing. A person that had a room to

himself in a hotel was in clover. They were

few and far between. On Tuesday evening

the fun began, but it was not until the arrival

of the Toronto specials, with their mob of

Athenaeums, Wanderers, and other city club

members, early Wednesday morning, that the

real sport began. It was kept up unceasingly

until—well, the echoes of it are still to be

heard in town.

The Garner House block was the immediate

scene of the major portion of the fun, al-

though it was impossible to restrain the

crowd to such a limited area. They owned

the town. Mayor Smythe abdicated the chief

magisterial chair and handed over the reins

of control to George H. Orr, president of the

C. W. A. Mr. Orr is an old timer in the ranks

of that fun-making organization, the Toronto

Wanderers, and many of their frolicsome

pranks originate in his fertile think-tank. If

there is any real good thing carried out, the

chances are more than even that George Orr

is at the bottom of it. With this worthy

gentleman running the town, the time there

was may be easily imagined.

The "Chatham Banner" says: "Chatham

never before witnessed such a time and will

not again until the big national meet has made

the rounds of the cycling centres of the Do-

minion and returns to the Maple City. The

prodigal enjoyment of the pa?t forty-eight

hours cannot be duplicated except by a gath-

ering of cyclists who are out for all the sport

that can be crowded into the seconds that

make up a day and night."

The "old hat brigade" was one of the fea-

tures of the meet. About one hundred good
fellows descended upon the hat stores and

purchased all the old dicers in stock. The
more ante-dated the hat, the better the price it

commanded. The "joy club," with a dump-
cart for a conveyance, created lots of amuse-

ment. It would be impossible to tell of it all.

The ludicrous ruled and anything to create a

laugh was the supreme sentiment. Thousands

crowded the streets during the evening and

early morning to watch the antics of the fun-

makers, and the entertainment went on un-

interruptedly, to the accompaniment of a con-

stant and. continuous fusilade and bombard-
ment of jumbo firecrackers, torpedoes, rockets

and other pyrotechnical instruments. The air

was blue with smoke, and the odor of burning

powder and brimstone pervaded the atmos-

phere. And amidst it all "the bands played

on." Musical organizations were plentiful,

from the "yellow kid monk" and hand-organ

to the splendid artists of the Woodstock min-

strels, the Toronto Wanderers and Toronto

Athenaeums. The American Dunlop Tire

Co.'s bugle band was an interesting feature.

And amidst all the fun there was not the

slightest conflict of any sort. The police were

very generous and allowed the boys full swing.

And it is almost unnecessary to say that no

undue advantage was taken of this official

laxity. A large arch on King street was the

scene of active operations on Thursday night.

A deliberate scheme to burn it up and furnish

a jubilee bonfire was carefully hatched, and

twice was the central fire department called

out to quench the flames. Its location was a

dangerous one, and to prevent any accident

the hook company was finally called out and

razed it to the ground. The pile of debris was
left for the hose company to wet down, but

before this was accomplished the torch was
again applied and the fellows had their fire at

last, though it was not quite so effective as

they had anticipated.

The programme of the meet was a complete

one, but owing to the fun that was going on
many of the entertaining events were never

uncorked. They were entirely unnecessary.

The Chatham men had a list sufficient for a

week under the circumstances. The annual

parade did not amount to much. The fellows

didn't have time to parade.

So much for the entertainment, relaxation

and recreation of the day. It was great, and

the racing portion of the programme was
quite as good.

The track was in magnificent shape, and

with an immense entry list interesting sport

was assured. Several surprises were uncov-

ered, and the men who were looked upon as

the "good things" did not always land their

races. Perhaps the most unexpected win of the

three days' racing was that of Riddle, of Win-
nipeg, a man unknown in eastern circles, who
romped off with the five-mile amateur cham-
pionship. Harley Davidson scooped in two
championships on Thursday in great shape

and Blayney picked up a $100 purse nicely in

the two-mile professional handicap by a clever

sneak in the stretch. Davidson won the half-

mile championship in 1.03, which reduces the

Canadian record 2 seconds. Harley is riding

in great shape, an4 gives the geritle laugh to

those wise ones who put him down as a back

number early this year. Eli Winesett and

George D. Grant were the most prominent

Americans present. They qualified for several

events but were smothered in the finals.

Moore, of Toronto, secured the half-mile

amateur championship and Coussirat and

Robertson of the Wanderers, of Montreal,

had an easy thing of it in the amateur two-

mile tandem championship.

One of the best finishes of the day was the

mile open amateur, when Richardson, of the

Tourists, Toronto, a comparatively new man,

won out in a driving finish.

There were three championships on Friday.

Angus McLeod ran away with the five-mile

professional, making a sneak on the upper

turn and securing a lead that the others could

not cut down and winning by several open

lengths in 10.54 2-5, making a new Canadian

record.

The one-mile amateur championship was

won by Ralph Axton, Brantford, in 2.04 3-5.

Harley Davidson and Angus McLeod dou-

bled up for the two-mile professional cham-

pionship, and won a very pretty race from

three old regulars who have been riding to-

gether all season. Time 4.48 4-5.

The three-mile team race for the W. G. & R.

trophy was very interesting, inasmuch as the

Wanderers, of Montreal, won it last year and

a win this year meant that it should become

their property. After several preliminary and

semi-final heats the Wanderers, Montreal, and

Royal Canadians, Toronto, came out for the

final. A splendid race followed, and the Mon-
treal boys, in a red-hot finish, crossed the tape

1, 2 and 4.

Old Fred Westbrook, of Brantford, came

out in the 2.30 class and made a splendid

finish, winning in 2.13 1-5, beating out Mc-
Intyre, of Cleveland.

Much interest was attached to the amateur

events of both days, as it was on the form dis-

played here that the executive was to decide

whom the C. W. A. would send to represent

Canada at the international championships in

Glasgow. They have not decided yet, but it

looks like Axton, of Brantford, or Richard-

son, of Toronto.

A Winnipeg team appeared on the track for

the first time at a C. W. A. annual meet, and

one of the three men was J. K. ^IcCullough,

the world's champion skater. Riddle did the

best work, and his win of the five-mile cham-

pionship and his work generally will be a

great help to the western metropolis in their

fight for the meet of '98.

The entry list was the biggest in the history

of the C. W. A. The racing of the second day

was of a very superior order, so that, taking

it as a whole, the meet was a huge success

from every point of view.

The "Good Roads" megaphone was used

to announce the results. The summaries fol-

low:
FIRST DAY.

One-mile novice.—1, F. C. Robinson, Toronto; 2,

J. Robinson, Hamilton; 3, S. Gascoyne, Toronto.
Time, 2.10 2-5.

Half-mile, professional championship, paced.—1,

Harlev Davidson, Toronto: 2, Angus McLeod, Brant-
ford; 3, B. McCarthy, Toronto. Time, 1.03.

Half-mile championship, amateur.—1, F. A. Moore,
Toronto; 2, J. Drury, Muriel; 3, R. E. Axton, Brant-
ford. Time, 1.02 3-5.

One-mile championship, professional.—1, Harley
Davidson; 2, T. B. McCarthy; 3, Cecil Elliott,

Toronto. Time. 2.06 2-5.

One-mile open, amateur.—1. C. W. Richardson,
Toronto; 2, W. Tuft, Montreal; 3, D. Bain, Winni-
peg. Time, 2.09 3-5.

tive-mile championship, amateur, trial heats of one-
mile, pacer and five others to qualify.—1, C. W. Rid-
dle, W-Tnnipeg; 2, P. p, Axton, Brantford. T)tT(f,

1.3.23 VS,
......
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Two-mile tandem championship, amateur.—H. A.
Coussirat, Montreal, and L. D. Robertson, Montreal

;

2, H. McGill and A. McEachren, Toronto. Time, 4.4S.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—R. O. Blaynev,
Brantford (80 yards); 2, Cecil Elliott, Toronto (50
yards) ; 3, C. Greatrix, Toronto (50 yards) ; 4, F.
\\'estbrook, Brantford (SO yards); 5, J. W. Van Tuvl,
Petrolia (110 yards). Time, 4.30 2-5.

Elliott was disqualified for jockeying in the stretch,
and the winners of the third and fourth prizes were
given second and third respectively.

SECOND DAY.

Half-mile open, professional.—1, T. B. McCarthy,
Toronto ; 2, Harley Davidson, Toronto ; 3, R. O.
Blayney, Brantford. Time, 1.02 2-5.

One-mile handicap, amateur.—1, R. Gardener, To-
ronto (50 yards) ; 2, D. Bain, Winnipeg (50 yards) ; 3,

J. H. Barnett, Toronto (40 yards) ; 4, J. Branston,
Winnipeg (40 yards). Time, 2.23 4-5.

Mile open, professional, paced.—1, T. B. McCarthy,
Toronto; 2, Harley Davidson, Toronto; 3, Angus Mc-
Leod, Brantford; 4, Chris Greatrix, Toronto. Time,
2.03 3-5.

Half-mile open, amateur.—1, C. W. Richardson, To-
ronto; 2. G. W. Riddle, Winnipeg; 3, F. J. Graves.
Toronto, third prize for pacing. Time, 1.05.

One-mile, 2.30 class, professional, unpaced.—1,
Fred Westbrook, Brantford; 2, P. T. Mclntyre,
Cleveland; 3, H. Talton, Gait. Time, 2".13 1-5.

One-mile championship, amateur. 38 starters.—Final.
—1. R. E. Axton, Brantford; 2, F. A. Moore, Toronto;
3, F. J. Graves. .Time, 2.04 3-5. Winners of places in
heats also rode.
Three-mile team race, for Williams, Green and

Rome trophy, mile heats to qualify; First heat

—

Wanderers, of Montreal, beat the Ramblers, of To-
ronto. Time, 2.47 1-5.

Second heat.—Winnipegs beat the Crescents, of
Hamilton. Time, 2.44 1-5.

Third heat.—Royal Canadians beat Ottawas. Time,
2.39.

Fourth heat.—Tourists, of Toronto, beat Toronto
Athletic Club. Time, 2.37.

Semi-finals.—\\'anderers beat Winnipeg; time, 2.37.
Royal Canadians beat Tourists, time, 2.25.
Final three-mile.—Wanderers beat Royal Canadians.

Time, 7.37 4-5.

Two-mile tandem championship, professional.

—

1. Harley Davidson and Angus McLeod; 2, T. B. Mc-
Carthy and Chris Greatrix. Time, 4.48 4-5.

Five-mile championship, professional, paced.—1, An-
gus McLeod, Brantford; 2. Chris Greatrix, Toronto;
3, T. B. McCarthy, Toronto. Time, 10.54 2-5.

In the 100-mile road race on Saturday there

were twenty-seven starters. The heat was
intense, and it was feared that it would prove
too much for the riders, but, with a few ex-

ceptions, all pulled through in good shape.

The mercury did not get below 90 degrees

ia the shade during the race. Two men broke
the Canadian century record of 5 hours 50

minutes, made by Dr. Robertson last year.

The first prize was a Gendron tandem and

the second a New Barnes bicycle. The time

averaged better than 18 miles an hour.

The result follows:

LIKE A SHIPYARD.

A. F. Gimbert, Toronto Tourists 5.40.30
Clay Carver, Windsor 5.45.00
A. E. Jackson, Chatham 5.51.24— Faulkner, Buffalo 5.52.24
White, Brantford 6.07,36

A. Muir, Brantford 6.13.16

R. Stover, Toronto 6.17.34

Riddle, of Winnipeg, winner of the five-

mile amateur championship, started with the

rest, and broke his wheel three miles out.

He came back, obtained a new wheel, and

set out after the btmch 31 minutes behind.

At 88 miles he had caught the bunch, but

cotild not keep up the clip.

At the track in the afternoon there were

seven events on the programme. Angus Mc-
Leod went against the mile professional rec-

ord, paced. At the first attempt he finished

in 1.53 2-5, and at the second trial he placed

the figures at 1.51 flat. He was paced by Har-

ley Davidson, Percy Brown, A. Tucker and

H. Boake on a quad.

Frank Moore made an amateur paced mile

in 1.54 4-5, and J. Drury, Montreal, did a

half in 0.56.

The summaries of the competition events

follow:

One-mile handicap.—1, J. Stackhouse, Ottawa (60

yards); 2. J. A. Elliott, Montreal (60 yards); 3 R. E.
Axton, Brantford (scratch). Time, 2.18 4-5.

(Dne-mile, professional, handicap.—1, A. Tucker, To-
ronto (70 yards) ; 2, Harley Davidson (scratch) ; 3, H.
Boake (90 yards). Time, 2.16 3-5.

One-mile tandem race.—1, Moore and McEachren,
Toronto; 2, Barnett and Stackhouse, Ottawa. Time,
1.59 4-5.

How the New Philadelphia Track I,ooked—Meet
Programmes, Plans and Hard

Workers.

Philadelphia, July 6.—Willow Grove track,

which is this year to be the scene of

the National Meet races, last week resembled

a big shipyard more closely than anything

else. It may require some stretch of the ima-

gination for one who has not seen the place

to think of such a similarity, but it impressed

The Wheel man very much that way when
he viewed it on Friday night.

As far as Willow Grove Park itself is con-

cerned, the evening is the most pleasant time

for a visit, although the track is not lighted

up excepting when in use, but in the dim
rays of a slightly clouded new moon the pyra-

mids of seats looked strangely like the sides

of a mammoth dry dock; the bare framework

of the track appeared not unlike an uncom-
pleted section of a mighty ship, while the

myriads of lights in the park proper, beyond
the soft strains of music from Damrosch's or-

chestra and the swish of the boats on the

shoot-the-shutes, helped to carry out the illu-

sion.

Last night the scene changed. The turning

of a key shot the electric f^uid through dozens

of arc lights, making this particular spot as

light as day. Bare timbers and loose lumber

had been transformed into an almost com-

moting organization on the other have worked
together harmoniously and in a way which

it seems certain will prove advantageous. The
A. C. C. wants to make the races more in-

teresting, if possible, than those of any pre-

vious National Meet, and seems now in a fair

way to do it. With fair weather more inoney

could have been made at the old-time stamp-

ing-ground—Tioga: but profit is not the first

consideration, and there is a lack of accommo-
dations and conveniences there, while at Wil-

low Grove there will be nothing missing.

There is almost invariably in every large city

a prejudice against railroad corporations,

which may or may not be well founded. Such

a prejudice exists very strongly in Philadel-

phia, but whether rightfully or wrongfully it

is unnecessary to discuss here. Whatever may
be said of the local street railway magnates

in other respects, they have seldom been ac-

cused of a mercenary spirit as far as Willow

Grove was concerned, and the Associated Cy-

cling Clubs' committee having so far asked for

nothing unreasonable, have been given every

advantage and granted every concession

which has been requested. All of the arrange-

ments with the Union Traction Co. have been

made through C. P. Weaver, whose official

title of "special agent" appears to mean that

he is the right-hand man of those who direct

the affairs of the corporation, and that his

judgment in such matters is highly respected.

He is a shrewd, level-headed business man
of the type generally found in such positions.

ENTRANCE TO WISSAHICKON DRIVE.

pleted bicycle track, and all of the 15,000 seats

were occupied by holiday visitors, who viewed

with comfort and pleasure the display of fire-

works provided for the celebration of Inde-

pendence Day.

Before this sees the light the track will be

entirely completed, and on Saturday the scene

will change again, for it will then be used for

the first time for racing purposes. Earl Kiser

is booked for a record trial, and the merits

of the new course will be fully tested.

There is every reason to believe that this

new board track will be extremely fast and

that the Associated Cycling Clubs builded bet-

ter than they knew when they entered into a

deal with the Upion Traction Co. for the track

for the National Meet. It is the first instance

where capital and business foresight on the

one hand and a purely amateur and sport-pro-

always diplomatic, suave and even-tempered.

It was he that first negotiated for the use of

the track; it was upon his advice that it was

decided to put in the new board surface, and

at the request of the League meet race com-

mittee he has made many changes and alter-

ations in the stand and dressing rooms al-

ready erected, which have been in some in-

stances quite expensive but none the less de-

sirable. If there is anything lacking in track

arrangements, dressing room accommodations

or comfort for spectators it will be something

which has been entirely unforeseen by the

owners of the park and their direct representa-

tive. The old track was an average specimen

of clay oval, and the board surface has been

built directly over it. The turns appear to be

higher than is absolutely necessary, but should

be all the safer in consequence. There is even
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a slight incline on the home stretch. The sur-

face boards are laid lengthways, so that vibra-

tion should be reduced to a minimum.

The main grand stand and the two side

stands on the home stretch command a fine

view of the finish, while the south stand is so

built that it is equally desirable, excepting for

the fact that it is further away. Next week
the back fence comes down and additional

seats go up along the back stretch, so a^ to

provide a total seating capacity for between
•23,000 and 25,000.

The three main stands each have rows of

private boxes in front, which will prove par-

ticularly attractive for special parties, manu-
facturers and clubs. They seat from eight to

twenty-five each. Barring these, many of

which are already sold, the best grand stand

seats will sell at §1. Less desirable grand

stand seats will be 75 cents and 50 cents, while

admission will be but 25 cents.

The dressing-rooms are directly under the

main grand stand, and consist of two large

rooms, each capable of accommodating 100

men. In the upper room are shower baths

and all toilette conveniences, and it is not

probable that any fair-minded racing man can

find fault with the arrangements. One thing

which will probably prove displeasing to the

usual number of camp followers is the deter-

mination of the race committee to keep every

one out of the dressing rooms and off of the

track who has no business there. Tickets will

be issued only to riders and their trainers, and

it will be necessary to show these both at the

admission gate and the dressing room en-

trance, while nothing short of a trainer's

badge or contestant's number will permit a

man to enter the enclosure.

The number of officials is also likely to be

limited. Those who attend race meets are

generally under the impression that the men
who act as officials are chosen because of their

ability, and might be surprised to learn that

a meet is scarcely ever held in a large city

without a large number of applications being

received for track positions from men whose

principal qualification consists in their con-

summate nerve. This doubtless accounts for

the frequent appearance of some track offi-

cials, for such requests are quite frequently

respected. To a man up a tree it would seem

that if such a position was considered an

honor that it should be offered without soli-

citation, but if it is valued only as a species

of advertising, of course that changes the

matter. No information has yet been given

out regarding the officials for the meet, but

the impression has gone forth that applica-

tions will have practically no weight at all,

that the matter has not yet been taken up, but

that when it is a corps of men will be selected

because of their fitness for the respective posi-

tions, and that only those necessary for the

proper conduct of the races in a business-

like manner will be asked.

One of the most active committees con-

nected with the management of the meet, but

one which, up to last v^reek, had absolutely

nothing to report, was the Transportation

Committee. The National Transportation

Committee has also been at work, and every

effort has been made to secure a favorable rate

from all parts of the country. A concession

of a fare and one-third on the certificate plan

was made some time since, but no announce-

ment was made of this, and it was not deemed

satisfactory. Last week the further concession

of a single fare for the round trip good from

August 3d to August 9th was announced by
the Trunk Line Association. It is expected

that this will be followed by all other associa-

tions in the country, so that the one fare rate

will be obtainable from even more distant

points. This permits the visitor to not only

be in Philadelphia for the time of the meet,

but also to take one or more side trips to the

seashore. This is an announcement which

has been anxiously awaited aiid one which

it is expected will greatly inercdSe the attend-

ance.

The programme is being rapidly shaped up,

but is Still far from complete. Up to date it

is as follows, but there is yet much to be

added:

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4.

Opening of headquarters for the reception and
registration of visitors, distribution of credentials,

ijadges, etc. Headquarters to be open for this pur-
pose daily during the entire meet.

8 A. JN'I.—Run to Valley Forge, the historic site

of .Washington's winter encampment. Visit to head-
quarters and examination of other points of interest.

Dinner. Return in afternoon. Distance about fifty

miles round trip.

2 P. M.—Run through Fairmount Park.
8 P. M.—Excursion on the Delaware, affording a

view of the harbor at night, and stopping on the
return trip at one of the best river resorts.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 5.

5 A. M.—Century run over South Jersey course.
8.30 A. M.—Tour over the famous Lancaster Pike,

reolete in historic points and beautiful scenery.
2 P. i\r.—Run to Chestnut Hill and along the pic-

turesque Wissahickon Drive, probably the most beau-
tiful ten-mile ride in America.

9 P. M.—P)all. Location not 3'et decided.
9 P. M.—Smoker. To be continued until daylight.

To be held in the largest building obtainable.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 6.

8.30 A. M.—Runs to League Island Navy Yard
and inspection thereof; to Point Breeze; West Fair-
mount Park, and the Wissahickon.

9 A. M.—Trial heats at \\"illow Grove.
12.30 P. M.—Run to Willow Grove over the Old

York Road.
2 P. M.—Paces.
8 P. M.—Open air entertainment at Willow Grove

Park. Special concert by the Damrosch Symphony
orchestra, and other features of entertainment.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7.

8 A. M.—Run to Fort Washington. Another revo-
lutionary landmark.
8.30 A. M.—Run through West Fairmount Park and

up the ^Vissahickon.
9 A. 1\T.—Trial heats at Willow Grove.
12.30 P. M.—Run to Willow Grove.
3 P. M.—Races.

Even when the programme is filled out the

official list of entertainment will be a very

poor thing to go by, for at the best it can

serve for little more than a time table. To
attempt the issuing of a schedule which would
give every feature and tell which were the best

would be an impossibility. When the visitors

arrive they will be given an outline of the

entertainment prepared, and each must choose

for himself or herself or upon consultation

with local riders, which is the form of enter-

tainment that will prove most pleasurable. At
the same time it must be remembered that

there will be plenty of opportunities for

amusement for those whcJ do not care for the

formal part of the programme. There will

be an abundance of impromptu trips awheel

and trips around town to see the sights which

cannot be definitely laid out in advance. The
whole city is interested in the coming meet,

and a very large number of club men are ar-

ranging for their vacations to fall the first

week of August, so as to be able to take a •

hand in the entertainment. Even the City

Councilmen have bestirred themselves, and

last week passed an ordinance providing for

the laying of asphalt cycle paths on the only

three squares of Broad street which are not

suitably paved now.

Applications for hotel accommodations still

come in. President Potter, Secretary Bassett,

Chairman Mott and Editor Elliott have en-

gaged accommodations at the Aldine, one of

the swellest family hotels, where they will be

able to hold consultations and councils of war
undisturbed. The trade element seems likely

to hold forth at the 'Walton, and the racing

men will, as usual, go to the Bingham, ex-

cepting such as take up their quarters in or

near Willow Grove. There will be no lack

of hotel accommodation, however, although
some of the leading houses may run short of

desirable rooms; but there are plenty of

others, and it would take a larger attendance

than is hoped for by even the most optimistic

to completely fill the hotel and boarding-

house accommodations of a city which took

care of the Centennial and of numerous other

great gatherings since that time.

One thing which every prospective visitor

should bear in mind is the absolute necessity

of a lamp and bell, if he comes from some
section where these are not compelled by law.

The enormous number of Philadelphia riders

makes it seem improbable that the local au-

thorities will be inclined to suspend this rule

entirely during the meet, although it is not

probable that any visiting offender would be

harshly dealt with. The fact remains that

these articles are called for, and it is better

policy to be on the safe side. Camera en-
thusiasts should not fail to bring their instru-

ments along, and any trouble to which they
may be put will be amply repaid by the many
opportunities which will be offered for using
them. The lover of natural scenery could
easily spend a day on the Wissahickon drive,

and in all the country surrounding there are
chances which can be taken advantage of as

long as the artist is willing to supply films or
plates.

MANAGEMENT AND GATE BOTH POOR.

Poor management and inexperienced offi-

cials marred the Vim B. C.'s meet on the

board track, Newark, although a number of

crack professionals were present and the rac-

ing was spirited. The meet was drawn out

until almost dark, while the attendance was
slim. Jay Eaton found no trouble in disposing
of F. F. Goodman in the mile match race.

He caught the pace at the start and was never
headed, and won as he pleased in 2.32 2-5.

Eaton also won the mile open by a long
sprint, starting on the back stretch, beating
Steenson, Goodman, Elkes and a half-dozen
others. In the two-miles handicap, Eaton, 20

yards, was barely beaten by Goodman from
40 yards. Hedstrom and Henshaw, the River-
side notables, made their first appearance as

professionals, but found the company too
warm. Longhead, the Canadian crack, failed

to qualify in his heats. In the mile amateur
Ripley won as he pleased.

The summary:
Mile open.—1, Bert Ripley, Newark; 2, O. J. Wirtz,

Newark; 3, John Ruel, Newark; 4, J. T. Beam, New
York. Time, 2.16 4-5.

One-mile, professional.—1, Jay Eaton, Elizabeth; 2,

H. R. Steenson, Dayton; 3, Teddy Goodman, New
York; 4, H. Elkes, Saratoga. Time, 2.16 1-5.

One-mile handicap.—1, Charles Schlee, Newark (50
yards) ; 2, George Schofield, Richmond Hills (60

yards); 3, \'ictor Hess, Jr., Newark (70 yards); 4, O.
\'. Mitchell (130 yards). Time, 2.11.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Teddy Good-
man, New York (80 yards); 2, Jay Eaton, Elizabeth
(40 yards) ; 3, J. M. Chapman, Atlanta (120 yards)

;

4, Clement Turville, Philadelphia (130 yards). Time,
4.26 1-5.

Mile and a half tandem.—1, C. A. Ready and Percy
Johnson, East Orange; 2, Oscar J. Wertz and J. M.
Hague. \'im B. C. ; 3, Walter Roome and John Jas-
per, New Jersey A. C. Time, 3.20 1-5.

RUN ON THE GRASS.

The events were divided up rather evenly

at the Spindle City Wheelmen's meet at

Lowell, Mass., on Saturday, run on a grass

track. E. M. Blake got the mile open from
his closest competitor, C. T. Nelson, in

2.18 2-5; F. W. Stevens won the half-mile han-
dicap from the 35-yard mark, and A. H. Saw-
yer, the mile handicap from 60 yards. The
tandem handicap went to Casey and Eckberg,
the Worcester team, who were honored with
scratch.
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RACING FAR AND NEAR.

All railroad men are racers bold,

Who prizes should be gaining;

Through winter, summer, autumn, spring,

They never cease their training.

Zimmerman attracted a large crowd of up-

the-State hayseeds at the meet at Gloversville,

N. Y., where he rode two exhibitions. Paced
by a triplet, he rode a mile in 2.02 and a half

in 57J seconds.

W. G. Douglas won the two-mile lap and
the hall-mile open at the Electric Wheelmen's
meet at Reading, on July 3d. The time was
slow. The mile open went to W. M. Trott in

2.34 4-5.

E. A. McDufifee rode an exhibition mile at

the opening of the new quarter-mile track at

Haverhill, Mass., July 3d. He was paced by

a triplet, but could do no better than 2.08 4-5.

J. Urquhart took the mile open in 2.28, de-

feating H. B. Hills and James Clark.

George Reith, the Harlem Wheelmen's

crack, attended the Hudson (N. Y.) meet on

the 3d and landed the mile open in 2.20J, but

succumbed in the half mile to E. A. Oaks.

Time, I.U82-. Of seven other events none de-

veloped fast work or new men.

At the Olympia Park track on Saturday

afternoon, O. V. Babcock won the two-miles

handicap from scratch in 5.10 4-5. The mile

open went to W. Mosher in 2.35; Babcock,

second; Bedell, third. A 90-yards man, A. T.

Fowler, took the mile handicap in 2.25 1-5.

C. B. Pike, of Norway, Me., who scored

no end of wins at New England meets last

year, started in again on Saturday by winning

the half-mile open, the mile tandem, and second

in the mile open at the cinder track at San-

ford, Me. G. W. Hayes, a Sanford man, was

his victor in the mile open. Times were slow.

Walter Sanger was the star at Colorado

Division's annual meet at Pueblo on Monday.

He won the three-mile in 0.43i, the half in

1.12 1-5 and the mile open in 2.23 1-5. The

best W. W. Hamilton could do was to get

second in the five-mile handicap, which was

won by Himstreet in 15.04 4-5.

Three firsts and two seconds was the big

bag which fell to A. S. Lee at the Cohoes

(N. Y.) meet on the 3d. J. Scott Button

placed two firsts and two seconds to his

credit, his time in the mile, 2.22 1-5, and in the

half, 1.10 2-5, being the fastest work of the

day.

Each Fourth of July the city of Boston do-

nates the prizes for a race meet run on the

circle around Franklin Park. As usual, on

Monday, the meet attracted an immense

throng of spectators, as well as a long list

of entries. Local men only competed, and

the prizes were rather evenly divided.

His name is Apple, H. J., but it ought to

be Peach. At AUentown, Pa., on Saturday

he won the championship of the Lehigh Val-

ley, the mile open, a match race, and then

failed to score in the half-mile open. Local

men only took part in the meet, which was

held on the Manhattan Park track.

A. W. W. Evans, one of New Jersey's

sturdiest long distance riders, started from
scratch in a 25-miles handicap road race

over the fine stretch of road between New
Brunswick and Metuchen on Monday. He
finished second in 1.13, taking the time prize.

John Ripsich, a four-minute man, won in

1.13.57.

Diamonds were the exclusive prizes offered

at the Cayuga County C. C.'s meet at Auburn,

N. Y., on Monday, and a large entry list of

stone hunters was the result. The mile open

went to Claude M. Smythe, of Whitesboro, in

2.24, while local riders took the three handi-

caps. A new wrinkle on the card was a race

for colored riders.

J. Scott Button

everything in sight

meet on the 5th.

race in 2.24 and

4.44, riding from

ton was first in

the mile in 2.21,

the five mile in 13.

bition half, paced.

and Otto Webber captured

at the Schenectady (N. Y.)

Webber won the novice

the two-mile handicap in

the 210-yard mark. But-

all of the other races,

the half in 1.06 1-5 and

81. He also rode an exhi-

in 58 seconds.

F. B. Marriott, the old-time Philadelphia

road rider, won the mile handicap from

scratch in 2.20 at the Millville (N. J.) meet

on Monday, and with Alcott for mate took

the two-mile tandem in 4.55i-. He also rode

an exhibition mile on a triplet with Alcott

and Reinner in 1.58. H. G. Gardner, of Phil-

adelphia, was the lucky man in the mile open.

His time was 2.29.

A. B. Goehler is at present the amateur idol

of the Bisons. At the Press C. C.'s free meet

on Monday he took the five-mile handicap

from scratch in 12.10, the mile open in 2.15 3-5

and the invitation race in 2.21, and finished

third in the mile handicap. A mile race be-

tween the local dealers created much merri-

ment, some of the contestants riding high

wheels and other old crocks.

Another meet, conducted by firemen, was

held at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on Monday.

This time the Phoenix Hose Company were

the prime movers. Ray Murray, a local rider,

took the mile open in 2.16 and the county

championship in 2.19. A. L. Lee, Cohoes,

won the two-mile handicap in 4.47, and N.

M. Ornsbee, Mattewan, the mile handicap in

2.16 2-5. The team race went to the Pough-

keepsie B. C. with 31 points.

Bald took a day of comparative rest on

Saturday. He rode with a number of "dubs"

at Erie, Pa., and won the mile open in 2.14 1-5,

his nearest competitor being a college boy.

Then he gave an exhibition of riding for a

mile, pedaling around the track to the tune

of 2.08. He also rode in the two-miles handi-

cap, professional, finishing second to a 210

yards man. As the thermometer stood at

97, his laziness may be accounted for.

Jimmie Michael was the chief attraction

at the meet at the Worcester, Mass., Fair

Grounds on Monday. He was booked to

lower the track record of 2.06, but owing to

a chain on the quad pacing machine breaking,

causing him to ride without pace for half a

mile, the best he could do was 2.06 2-5. John

S. Johnson, Worcester's crack rider, won the

mile open in 2.18 2-5, the half in 1.04 3-5, and

the mile match with J. J. Casey in 2.10 2-5.

A new track was opened at the Y. M. C. A.
field, Waterbury, Conn., July 3d. E. D. Col-

lett, New Haven, won the two-mile handicap
in 4.41 and the third mile open in 0.45 3-5.

E. C. Hausman took the two-thirds mile han-

dicap from scratch in 1.30, and J. D. Talbot,

Meriden, the mile open in 2.24 2-5.

At the meet of the Penn Wheelmen, Read-
ing, Pa., C. W. Krick, the toll-gate keeper,

scooped in the mile open in 2.12, and the half-

mile in 1.07 4-5, defeating Trott, Henzel,

Schwartz and other fast Pennsylvanians. He
also rode a mile exhibition in 2.03. "The
Terrible Swede," otherwise John Lawson,
won the mile open, professional, and rode an
exhibition mile in 2.05.

H. R. Steenson, he of the abnormal calves,

is on Easy street for the present. At Trenton,

k. J., on Monday, he won all three profes-

sional events, defeating Loughead, Wells,

Halfert and Bowers in fair time. Evident-

ly, he has taken on a new lease of life. In

the amateur John T. Colgan tied him for

honors. He also won the three events, los-

ing only the mile open, which went to W. H.
Peering, Jr., in 2.21.

Buffalo and Rochester riders scampered

down to the meet at Newark, N. Y., on Satur-

day, and won every first on the card. Zim-
bich, of Rochester, got the mile open in

2.lJ^2-6. Dukelow took the half mile open,

with Zimbich second, in 1.04 2-5, while A. L.

Worth, of Rochester, won the five-mile in

12.26 1-5. L. A. Callahan took the mile open
professional from Janney in 2.14. W. F.

Busse, of Buffalo, ran away with the two-mile

handicap in 4.36 2-5.

Seventy-two men started in the 20-mile

road race of the South End Social Club, at

Cleveland, Ohio, on the 5th, which was
marked by fast time. J. R. Edwards, on a

Liberty, won in 45. 26^. J. R. Fitzsimmons

captured first time prize, on a Cleveland, in

44.19. The limit was i^ minutes. In the

track races, which followed, Fitzsimmons

also distinguished himself, winning the mile

open in 2.25 and the 2.40 class race in 2.23^.

C. A. Callahan, of Buffalo, took the two and

five mile handicaps. from long marks.

There was nothing terrible about the Swede
Lawson at Frederick, Md., on Saturday. He
finished last in the mile professional handicap,

and paced by a triplet, rode a mile exhibition

in 2.15. William Sims, of Washington, took

the above-mentioned professional race in

2.11 1-5, while the two-mile went to C. A.

Church, of Philadelphia, in 4.58. The mile

division championship went to W. G. Le
Compte in 2.30J. Fred Schade, the collegiate

rider, took all the scratch amateur races, while

the team race, in which much interest was

centred, went to the Washington Road Club

with 20 points.

J. J. Schwarz won the mile open at the Har-

risburg. Pa., Wheel Club's meet on Saturday

and was disqualified for looking backward.

The referee, instead of disqualifying him, de-

cided that he should be put back to second

place, and gave first prize to the second man.

His trainer, who bore the Dickenish name

of Fagan, swore he'd have first prize or none,

and none he got, for all the men finishing

were moved up a peg. Schwarz, however,

got the third-mile open without a dispute.

W. A. Lantz, of Harrisburg, took the mile

handicap from scratch in 2.19 2-5, and the

five-miles handicap in 13.38.
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WOES OF WORCESTER.

They Multiply Daily, but, Despite Appalling

Figures, Receiver Smith Is

Hopeful.

As facts and figures come to light, the con-

dition of the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. be-

comes deplorable, to use a mild term.

They show the institution to be so badly

honeycombed by first and second mortgages
and notes that there seems small prospect of

the common creditors realizing anything

whatsoever.

The concern had its origin in Wall street,

and Wall street methods, as they are com-
monly understood, seem to have prevailed in

its conduct.

Frank Sulhvan Smith, of 54 Wall street,

who, as The Wheel reported, was appointed

receiver by the New Jersey and Connecticut

courts, has also been named to act in the ca-

pacity in New York, and is now in charge of

the property and will, it is announced, con-

tinue the business. His bond in this State has

been fixed at $10,000, action having been
taken on the application of John Byrne, who
is a creditor for $5,481, and owns two shares

of stock in the company-

The total liabilities of the company are

$699,000, as follows: Outstanding bonds, $320,-

000; due for materials, $93,000; notes for mate-
rials, $44,000; notes for advances, $77,000;

mortgages on plant at Worcester, $80,000; at

Middletown, $85,000. The nominal assets are

$505,000, consisting of real estate at Middle-

town, $105,000; tools and materials there,

$125,000; real estate at Worcester, $200,000;

tools and materials there, $25,000; outstanding

accounts, $50,000.

The Worcester company is a New Jersey

corporation, incorporated in July, 1895, with

a capital stock of $500,000, of- which, it is now
said, but $25,000 was paid in. On September

1, 1896, it made a mortgage to the Central

Trust Company as trustee for $500,000 to se-

cure an issue of bonds, of which $320,000 have
been issued and are outstanding. Default has

been made on the interest, and foreclosure

proceedings were recently commenced.
Receiver Smith has fixed a creditors' meet-

ing for August 3d at the Waldorf Hotel, this

city. Despite the gloomy state of affairs, he
talks hopefully, and believes that arrange-
ments will be made to continue the business.
Some of the creditors have even assured Mr.
Smith that they will make advances of ma-
terial in order that the factory may be oper-
ated.

FIGURES ARE LARGE.

Bridgeport, Conn., July 10.—According to

a report submitted to the Probate Court this

afternoon, the assets of the Liberty Cycle

Company amount to $89,994.66.

The trustees of the property have been au-

thorized by the court to sell it, and are now
inviting propositions of purchase.

The machinery, on which there are now
mortgages aggregating $15,000, has been ap-

praised at $40,205.50. The material on hand

is valued at $6,858.26. There are also several

hundred completed '97 bicycles, for which bids

are invited.

SOLVING THE PROBLEM.

HE WILL BE THE WHOLE THING NOW.

Toledo, O., July 12.—The expected change

in the Yost Mfg. Co. has occurred, but instead

of President J. L. Yost retiring, as was given

out as a likelihood, he has purchased the plant

and good will of the company and will here-

after conduct the business under his individ-

ual name.

The Yost Mfg. Co. will continue as a cor-

poration until its affairs are wound up. Mean-
while, the guarantee on Falcons will be taken

care of by Mr. Yost.

CANADIAN BARNES TO QUIT.

Woodstock, Ont, July 11.—Application has

been made for the appointment of a receiver

for the new Barnes Cycle Co., the promoters

of which were formerly interested in the

Barnes Cycle Co., of Syracuse. After a sever-

ance of the relations, the Barneses crossed the

border and established the Canadian concern
with a paid-in capital of $12,500.

DEPARTED AFTER DEPARTMENTING.

Boston, July 13.—The Everett Cycle Co., of

Everett, has assigned. The concern made the

McCune bicycle and latterly has been dis-

posing of its stock to department stores,

which is coming to be accepted as an unfailing

sign of embarrassment. The concern was in-

corporated in January, 1894, with a capital of

$50,000.

HAVE TAKEN OVER THE SARTUS.

The Manufacturers and Merchants' Ware-
house, Chicago, have taken over the G. E.

Straus's Sartus hub and will hereafter control

entirely its manufacture and sale.

Columbia People Recogniae the Need of Brakes

and Will Feature Them.

in '98.

While little minds discuss, great questions

solve themselves. And the ever-recurring

"brake question" is in a fair way of being

quietly and effectively solved, even while ama-
teur orators and politicians are passing res-

olutions and in other ways grappling with the

"mighty problem."

Slowly, but surely, public sentiment in fa-

vor of brakes has been making itself felt, and

it is but a question of a very short time

when it must prevail, especially since brakes,

which are light and effective and practically

invisible, have come prominently to the

front.

The solving of the so-called question will

be hastened by the action of the Pope Manu-
facturing Company, who have read the signs

aright, and who have accordingly adopted

and will make the New Departure back-ped-

aling brake a feature of their Columbias and
Hartfords of 1898.

The brake is contained in and is virtually

a part of the rear hub. It is applied by
back-pedaling, and is not observable to the

unpracticed eye.

TAXING ALL WHEELS.

Chicago, July 13.—After perennial flare-ups

over proposals to impose a tax on bicycles,

the effort is likely to prevail.

By a vote of 50 to 16 the City Council has

passed the ordinance, and as Mayor Harrison,

himself a wheelman, favors it, its enactment
seems certain.

As the proposed law also includes all other

vehicles, and the revenue derived is to be
expended entirely on street improvement,
there is little ground for reasonable opposition

on the part of wheelmen. Chief Consul Ger-
lach, of the L. A. W., takes this view of it.

The tax on bicycles will be $1 each, and on
other vehicles as follows: One horse, $2; two
horses, $3; three horses, $5; four horses, $7;

six horses, $10.50; eight horses, $12.

It is estimated that $1,000,000 per year will

be derived from this source.

COLONEL TO GO ABROAD.

Col. Albert A. Pope has booked passage

on the "Furst Bismarck," sailing July 22d.
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SHAKY IN LONDOK

Cycle Speculation's House of Cards on the

Verge of Tumbling Down Despite of

Dividends.

London, July 3.—The slump in the cycle

market here has been accentuated on

long cables from your side announcing the

action of the Pope Mfg. Co. in reducing their

price of wheels from $100 to $75. These have

caused most widespread comment, chiefly di-

rected against the British cycle makers for

their unfairly high charges.

An even more pessimistic line is adopted

by the financial press, and despite the fact that

dividends are being daily declared of a hand-

some character, share quotations steadily de-

cline, regardless of them. The Anglo-Swed-
ish Tube Co. has just declared an interim div-

idend of 12J per cent, yet the £1 stock is sell-

ing at 12s. 6d.

The Rubber Tire Co. has declared Hi per

cent, yet its £1 stock stands at 25s., despite

the fact that it is a subsidiary Dunlop tire

venture. The Swift people have sent out

10 per cent dividend warrants, yet their £1

shares are at 19s. 6d., and so on.

The retail trade is almost at a standstill

here now, and I am afraid that we are in for

a rigorous winter Already some of the re-

cently over-floated "plunder" concerns are in

difficulties, and it is understood that one of

these in Coventry has the bailiffs in charge.

Altogether it cannot be denied that there is

grave reason for uneasiness and disquietude,

and as I said some time ago we may look out

for a sharp fall in English prices about Sep-

tember. By the way, American Humbers
find few buyers here at £16, window price.

Harry Pope, of the Pope Mfg. Co., has

been in London for some weeks, and has now
left for the Continent.

Gormully & Jeffery's Coventry office has

been closed, and all English business will be

centralized at 19 and 20 Holborn Viaduct,

London.

CENTRAL MAY CONTINUE.

L. M. Wainwright is very much cut up over

the troubles of the Central Cycle Mfg. Co., of

which he is the responsible head. It is to be
expected that a man of Mr. Wainwright's sin-

cerity and sensitiveness would be deeply af-

fected over an affair of that kind. Mr. Wain-
wright has written many of his friends in the

trade, assuring them that the receiver will

handle the affairs of the Central Co. on a mo.'-t

honorable basis, that all accounts will be taken

care of, and that the business will not be

gutted, but will be carried on in such a man-
ner as to give the creditors the best possible

returns. It is also possible that the company
may continue in business.

PLANNING FOR FORTY THOUSAND.

A Kenosha, Wis., correspondent says: The
Charles H. Sieg Manufacturing Company
finds its 'extensive plant too cramped and is

preparing to extend the buildings. This com-
pany on June 28th placed an order for 1,000,-

(iOO feet of Shelby seamless steel tubing for

next season's output. This order alone means

more than 40,000 wheels.

FIGURES OF THE TUBE DEAL.

London, July 2.—The prospectus of "Tubes,

America, Limited," is now being distributed,

and renders possible a more complete and ac-

curate story of the "deal."

The capital is to be put down as £400,000,

of which only £350,000 is being issued in or-

dinary shares of £1 each. Of these the Ven-

dors take 144,837 in part payment, which

shares they must hold for twelve months, and

only half of which will be available for mar-

ket purposes in the 'succeeding year. The
total purchase price is £289,675. The remain-

ing 205,163 shares are oiifered for public sub-

scription, payable 2s. 6d. on aprdication, 7s.

6d. on allotment and the balance on the last

day of July. The directors are William Pilk-

ington, Arthur Pilkington, T. Smedley, Frank

Mills, W. S. Taylor and Ralph Steifel, and the

registered offices are at 7 Newhall street, Bir-

mingham.
The value of the plants is given thus: At

EUwood, land, buildings, etc., £56,679; stock

in trade, £40,981; the Greenville mill put down
at £36,176; the Toledo works, the land, build-

ings, etc., at £28,295, and the stock in trade

at £40,678. Mr. Barrett, of a Birmingham

firm of accountants, certifies that the profits

at Ellwood from August 31, 1895, to May 1,

1897; amount to £69,250. The Greenville books,

it is stated, contain no statement of profits,

merely records of receipts and payments.

This was owing to the fact that the trade did

not commence until April 26th last, the visit

of the accountants being made on June 5th.

The profits of the American Weldless Steel

Tube Company are also passed over for a

similar cause.

In the agreement entered into there is one

between the Vendors and the present dirctors,

limiting the flotation expenses to £20,000. H.

A. Lozier is to be President on your side as

previously stated.

MATTER OF CONVENIENCE.

THEY WILL QUIT.

It is on the cards that another much-boomed
New York State factory is about to wind up

'its affairs and retire from the field.

LEVY LEFT THE MORTGAGEE.

Louisville, Ky., July 10.—Judge Richie, of

the County Court, has handed down a decision

of considerable importance to the cycle trade.

It was in the case of the Denhard Manufac-

turing Company against Levy.

Lazarus Levy purchased a bicycle on the

installment plan from the Denhard Company,

the latter taking a mortgage on the wheel.

The mortgage was not recorded, and Levy

afterward pledged the wheel for payment on

a suit of clothes which he purchased. The
Denhard Company took out a writ of deliv-

ery to recover the wheel from the clothing

firm.

Laf. Joseph represented Levy and made the

plea that the Denhard Company could not
recover the wheel becaus'e the mortgage had
not been recorded. Judge Richie held that

the plea was just and decided against the firm.

The decision is important, as in a large

number of like cases such mortgages are not
recorded, thus saving the $2 fee. Hereafter it

is likely that all bicycle and installment mort-
gages will be recorded, in view of the opinion.

TOO WELL-KNOWN HERE.

E. J. Pennington, the smooth individual

whose head is full of air-ships and motor-
cycles, has returned from his "foreign in-

vasion." He brought back the motor with

which he tried to paralyze the Britons and
Irishmen, and at last accounts it was laid up
for repairs at the Garvin Machine Co.'s place

in this city. Pennington is reported wearing
diamonds and looking prosperous, which fact

will doubtless interest not a few people who
dealt with his "company" to their cost.

That is All the Anglo-American's New In-

corporation Means—Will Push Perry

Chains.

The impression created from records of the

New York courts, that the Anglo-American
Cycle Fittings Co. would go out of business,

proves to have been incorrect. The concern
was a New York corporation, but with head-

quarters and factory in Waterbury,
Conn., and it transpires that the

recent legal proceedings were merely
to secure an annulment of the New York
charter, the company being also incorporated

under the laws of Connecticut, in which State

the actual business is transacted. The pro-

ceeding was a matter of business convenience,

and in no way affects the standing of the con-

cern.

A Wheel man, who visited the Anglo-
American factory in Waterbury last week,

found numerous signs to convince him that

the Anglo-American Co. will be a more ag-

gressive factor in the cycle trade this coming-

season than ever before. It may be stated,

however, that in all probability the genera!

parts end of their business will, in future, be

largely eliminated. Instead the company will

devote all their energy to pushing chains, which

have always been the most important feature

of their business. As ever, the celebrated

Perry chain will be their leader, but, in ad-

dition, they will make a complete line of

cheaper chains for competitive purposes. The
new chains, the Anglo-American people say,

are inferior to the Perry only in lacking the ex-

tra delicacy in construction which marks the

Perry.

The business of C. Murray Rice, who suc-

ceeded to the jobbing department of the

Anglo-American Co., is not affected in any

way and will be continued as usual at 105-107

Chambers street, this city.

WISE UNTO ITS GENERATION.

A big firm is about to withdraw from the

bicycle trade. It is an old firm, a rich firm,

and has a good line of manufacturing business

already established. It thought the bicycle

trade a halcyon enterprise. The thought cost

them $35,000 within the twelve months. Now
they retire; not making 100 per cent, but

paying 100 per cent. That is wisdom. The
trade is now overcrowded. Foreign markets

will afford no great relief. Thousands of

wheels are scattered throughout the world,

and they will be sold for the customs. This

firm who swallowed this loss of $35,000 is

Byronic; it retires with regret, but not with

fear—^just as the poet of the Greeks would

have died.

TWO YEARS FOR EACH.

Pennsylvania justice believes the fence as

guilty as the thief. Judge Taggart, of Woos-
ter, has sentenced a cycle thief to two years

in the penitentiary, and his brother-in-law,

who concealed the stolen wheel, was given a

similar dose of two years at the same reforma-

tory institution.

AT AUCTION IN AUGUST.

The plant of the defunct Munger Cycle Co.,

Indianapolis, will be sold at public auction on

August 2d next.
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TRADE IXTRODUCTIOX.

'

I
HE man who has a new thing he wishes

* to put upon the market, whether that

new thing be a completed bicycle, a fitment,

component part or sundry thereof, matters not,

will first think of how he can make the trade

understand its value so far as to be willing

to purchase it. The trade first and the pub-

lic afterward must be educated as to its pecu-

liar merits, its superiority over other things

of the same kind, its price, and where and

when it may be obtained. There is little use

in providing a large supply of the goods be-

fore a demand for them is created, but the

supply should always be kept reasonably

ahead of the demand, for it is often as foolish

to be without an article that is wanted as to

have for sale an article that nobody needs.

It is, therefore, essential that the trade and

public pulse should be felt before any great

expense is undertaken, and this can only be

discovered by tentative advertising. Where

there is no call for an article the demand must

be gradually forced. It is easier, safer and

cheaper to do this by degrees than to try to

do it all at once. Consequently, one or two

of the best trade papers should be tried with

liberal advertising, and the results of such

advertising closely watched. If the article has

merit it is almost certain of success, and the

demand for it will grow. It is but natural to

suppose that increased advertising will in-

crease the demand, and this theory pursued

continuously will prove its practical truth.

Almost every well-known articlehas been in-

troduced to the trade and the rider in this

way. All novelties in the trade have had a

demand created for them, and they have be-

come popular, not on account of their merit

solely, but because of the merit having been

persistently put before the trade and public

by means of liberal trade paper advertising,

until the goods were recognized as a popular

need.

Cycling, now more than ever before, must

be coaxed in its needs; it does not always

know just what it wants, and its requirements

can often be shaped by the clever advertiser

who knows the art of creating a demand for

his goods bj^ educating those who will buy

them through the medium of the trade papers,

which directly appeal to those alone whose

good will and education mean success for the

advertiser, and without which only failure

can come of his efforts, no matter how much

real merit the goods he wishes to market

may have.

TIMES HAVE CHANGED.

IN the old days when the demand was much

greater than the supply, the price could be

maintained. Such is not now the case. In a

certain period of the year, the supply is

greater than the demand, and price, as well as

quality, must cut a figure. There is no sense

in trying to classify the trade as a thing apart

from the other lines of business. It is a com-

merce like any other form of commerce, and

has its ups and downs, its ebb and flow, sub-

ject to the whim of the public and the laws

of supply and demand.

The vital point in the bicycle trade is

to make good bicycles and sell them

at a fair profit, and to accomplish such

result by any honest means, and not to let a

silly pride about fixed price, reputation and

that sort of thing interfere with the legitimate

purpose of all business, which is to pay to the

proprietor of the business something for his

money, his risk, and something for his time.

There has been applied to the business a pride

and stubborness worthy only of a schoolboy.

CYCLING AND SHIRT SLEEVES.

ONCE upon a time there was some value

in the definition which divided mankind

into those who dined in their shirt sleeves and

those who didn't. But the bicycle has changed

all that.

With the coming of summer a curious

development in the matter of social man-

ners is observable. At the hotels along the

country roads most affected by votaries of the

wheel, men dining, not in their shirt sleeves,

but in their shirts, are the rule, not the excep-

tion. It is to be noted that this is quite irre-

spective of the fact that the individuals in

question have their coats with them.

Perhaps the great popularity of the shirt-

waist among women has led the other sex to

try to acquire an equal degree of comfort.

But at any rate, the fact remains that in one

direction at least the wheelman has become

daring in his unceremoniousness.

QUESTION OF COMPETING.

r> O.MPETITION is the great factor in

^—
' business at the present day, the cycle

trade not excepted, and it is both a beneficial

and a dangerous influence. It exists every-

where, and is, in fact, the foundation of en-

terprise itself.

It is the effort to excel, to show more energy

than others do, and reach results in moderation

of prices and in increased business such as

competitors have not been able to attain.

The old concerns have particular advantages

in competition, and newcomers find that it calls

out their greatest energy and business ability

to hold their own in this contest, but they

often do, and sometimes these old concerns are

ready to give up the fight rather than expend

so much energy and money in a business of

constantly reducing profits.

We can all see that in the future competi-

tion by every concern and in every line of the

cycle trade will become stronger. The field

for business everywhere becomes wider every

day.

However, it is this vastness of the country

and its great population that offer the most

encouraging sign, for who shall say that in

the field of effort there is not room and profit

for all?

SEASONS ALTER PRICES.

T^HE Wheel does not believe it is true, as

* some makers state, that a wheel which is

worth $100 on January 1st is worth $100 on

July 1st. A wheel is, like every other class

of goods—subject to deterioration from the

moment it is marketed. A gross of palm leaf

fans would not fetch a copper cent in winter,

except to a speculator. In the fall a pleasure

boat is worth a quarter less than it will bring

in the spring. Seasons change prices.

On January 1st a wheel may be worth $100,

whereas by July 1st it may not be worth half

that amount. The man who paid $100 for the

wheel in question may have become enamored

with some other style of construction; may

have taken a fancy for some other bicycle.

This fancy may be unreasonable, but whether

it is or not, it is the salvation of the trade.

If there were only one good type of bicycle,

there would be no chance of selection and the

trade would go to the dogs. If everybody went

mad on scarlet, we would all become color-

blind and, perhaps, bankrupt.
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Besides, by July 1st a man lias had some

months' use of the wheel and has used up part

of his $100. He is then within hailing-dis-

tance of the new season's model, and is quite

ready to exchange the wheel at a much less

price than $100 in order to get the latest style

of wheel. There are thousands of riders in

America who would not think of riding a

model which is even one season old, and to

that class a wheel is worth $100 in January

and a great deal less than that amount in July.

"DROP OUTS."

I IFE insurance companies obtain a large

*—
' share of their profits from "drop outs"—

•

the policy holders that run well for a season

and then stop. A like policy would ruin the

cycle agent, whose prosperity depends, in most

cases, on steady and regular patrons—resi-

dents in the neighborhood of his store—and

not transient customers.

A customer who is a steady contributor to

your bank account, a regular and inexpen-

sive advertiser of your wheel and your store,

hold fast to him; bear with his idiosyncrasies,

notions, peculiarities; make him your fast

friend.

Don't get mad when he does; wait till he

overcomes his temper and then quietly and

tacitly show him the injustice of his posi-

tion. It is easier to hold an old customer

than to win a new one. This does not re-

quire subserviency or a sacrifice of manliness,

but it does demand tact, courtesy and the art

of saying and doing the right thing at the

right time, in the right place and the right

manner.

PETITION CONGRESS.

ACCORDING to London cablegrams, the

Rudge-Whitworth Cycle Co. bas "cre-

ated consternation" in the English cycle trade

by reducing its list price for high-grade

wheels from $150 to $80 and its second grades

from $100 to $60. A reduction all along the

line is likely and may be expected.

Some of the thoughtful and well-informed

papers which chronicle the news, add that "in

consequence of the reduction American bicy-

cles will have no chance of selling in England,

not even at reduced prices." The whys and

wherefores are not stated, but so long as

Great Britain admits American wheels free

of duty it is difficult to understand how any

reduction of price can affect the sale of Amer-

ican goods in the tight little isle. The cost

of ocean transportation is not so very much

higher than the railway or express rates be-

tween say Chicago and New York, and with

other merely nominal charges there seems no

reason why American manufacturers cannot

meet any figures that the Britons may set.

It is British prejudice, not price, that is the

important factor.

Discussion of the subject, however, brings

keenly home that the American makers to a

man should urge their representatives in Con-

gress to defeat any attempt to fix other than

a merely nominal tax on bicycles in the im-

pending Dingley tariff bill. We have no fear

nor likelihood of foreign competition, and

consequently no need of a protective tariff,

and other than a merely nominal tax would

serve only as a pretext for retaliation on the

part of European countries, which would seri-

ously cripple our export trade. Presidents

Kiser, of the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., and

Overman, of the Overman Wheel Co., have

already awakened to the necessity for action,

and have addressed their Congressmen on the

subject. The whole trade should do likewise.

STOP TROUEYIZING.

EX-CHIEF CONSUL GENTLE, of

the New Jersey Division, L. A. W., as

a special committee of one, last week ap-

peared before the Union County authorities

to protest the grant of right of way over one

of the finest highways in the State to a trac-

tion company.

"When this country road was proposed, the

L. A. W., whose motto is 'Good Roads,'

helped to secure it," said Mr. Gentle. "We

were but a small organization at that time,

but we did all we could, and now that we

have grown and can exert greater influence,

we propose to do all that is possible to be

done to prevent its use for any other purpose

than that for which it was made."

This Jersey protest is timely. It is, com-

paratively, a wee small voice, but the cry

must and will be taken up, and the sentiments

re-echoed in volumes that must arouse the

whole people and command the notice and re-

spect of the authorities.

It is well and proper that the L. A. W.

should shout "Good roads" until the welkin

rings. It is well that wheelmen and the peo-

ple generally should obtain good roads, but

once obtained they should as zealously guard

them from destruction, else all is for naught.

As The Wheel has several times pointed

out. no one factor has despoiled and ruined

so many miles' of good roadway as these trac-

tion companies, more popularly termed "the

trolley." They have reached out and are

reaching out in every direction. There seems

no limit to the extent of their designs and

their operations. They are confined to no one

State or neighborhood, and none can name

one highway which they have bettered or even

restored to its former condition. They are

proceeding without rein or check of any sort.

This is a go-ahead country, and none should

stand in the way of progress. There are

times and places when the trolley is a wel-

come and enlightening institution, but there

is usually more than one route between points,

and the traction people should be forced to

dodge where their incursions mean a sacrifice

of permanent improvement paid for out of the

public purse.

The slogan sounded in New Jersey must

be taken up and barkened to, and the L. A.

W. should spread the alarm. "We want good

roads" is a fetching war cry. But if, "and

when we get them, we will maintain and

protect them" is added to the motto, it will

add immensely to its momentum and momen-

tousness.

Whatever you may think of him, score one

for Chairman Mott! He has bested the N.

C. U. in the first round. After reinstating

Michael on unofficial information and then

deliberately permitting him to race after be-

ing officially informed that he was under sus-

pension in England, and after having stated,

over his own signature, "I know this will not

please our English friends," Mr. Mott has

written an apology so nicely worded that

"our English friends" have forgiven, and de-

cided to forget the incident. Great is Mott,

but greater-is the power of apology.

It is creditable to the class of patronage

cycle racing appeals to that the attempt to

engraft upon racing broken-down prize-fight-

ers, their managers and methods proved a

lamentable failure on Saturday at Manhattan

Beach. When cycle racing has to join hands

with such men and such methods its end is

not far off. The ethics and methods of the

prize ring, footlights and baseball diamond

may be all right in their places, but a cycle

race track is not yet come to be one of those

places.

Some such important and tersely titled races

as the "Futurity," the "Suburban," the "Aus-

tral" are needed, and would lend glamour to

the cycle track. The Quill Club Wheelmen's

race affords an opportunity, but "Quill Club

Wheelmen's $2,000 Handicap" is too long and

too lacking in euphony to stick in the public

mind.

Before the popularity of cycling, the non-

churchgoing class were where the church

people did not see them, that is all. There is

as large a proportion of people attending re-

ligious services as ever there was before the

first bicycle was built.

An Old-Timeship eloped with a Racing

Board Chairmanship, and, like elopers gen-

erally, the pair are not so happy as they

thought they would be.

Marriage and scorchin^.

double us up, but one of them is only

porary trouble.

g are two things that

a tern-
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A CURIO MEET.

Prize-Fighters, Protests, Falls, Disqualifica-

tions, Dissatisfaction Mark the Harlem's

Meet.

Frank Waller, the big, uncouth and grasp-

ing Dutchman, won and lost the 100-mile race

at the Harlem \Yheelmen's meet last Satur-

day.

W'hile he was strutting about the grounds

fancying himself the possessor of the $250

purse, he was approached by The Wheel's
photographer and asked to assume an atti-

tude.

"How much will I get for it?" was his

brazen response in half-broken English.

The photograph was not taken and Waller

did not get the $250.

The race, the first 100-mile track event ever

contested hereabouts, was a tedious affair and

sadly reminiscent of six-day grinds. Before

it was half over but three men remained, and

they plodded around the track and bucked the

stiff Manhattan Beach breeze in painful and

uninteresting fashion. There was some ex-

citement when three spills occurred and some
hurrahing when the sprints for the interme-

ClerK 6orla.nc!
do.ci^e Scuddef

FRANK WALLRR.

diate prizes were on, and again when tlie

finish was fought out; otherwise it was as dull

as dishwater and acted as "a pall on the entire

meet, which was neither fish, fowl nor good

red herring.

It had been intended to run the heats in the

forenoon, but so few of the men turned up

that they were decided during the progress

of the century run. The result was a three-

ring circus type of interest. It was centered

nowhere in particular, and the entire meeting

was punctuated by constantly repeated cries

of "Look out there!" "Get out of the way!"

and so forth and so on.

The century was started at 12:35 p. m., just

an even dozen lining up for the long grind.

Starbuck was the general favorite, but during

the thirty-first mile a spill occurred which

marred the entire race, Starbuck, Maddox and

Pierce going down in a confused mass. Pierce

retired ,at once, and Starbuck and Maddox
soon followed, after vainly endeavoring to

make up the lost ground. Man after man
then dropped out, finally leaving but Waller,

Barnaby and Conklin to fight it out. From
75 miles Barnaby made all the pace, a six-

days-merry-go-round sort of a pace, that

tested neither wind nor muscle and which was

only accelerated at the conclusion of the miles

money, Conklin, who finished close behind

Barnaby, was awarded second place, and

Waller, instead of being disqualified, was

given third position, for the reason that no

other men finished. Barnaby is a recent ac-

T. A. BARNABV.

On ths^ 95*^-^ n>i(«, .

at which prizes were offered to the leader. At
times single pacemakers were put in to break

up the funeral-like monotony of the event.

During the last mile Becker started in to

draw Waller along, the rest trailing. He is a

team mate of Waller and was told to drop

out before the last lap. Instead of obeying

he pulled the sun-burned Dutchman along at

a merry clip until the homestretch was

reached. Barnaby had lost ground during

the pacing, but he came up strong after Becker

withdrew and came within a yard of catching

Waller when the tape was crossed. Then he

collapsed and had to be helped to his dressing

room. It was clearly Barnaby's race. He
outsprinted Waller time and again in the

spurts for the distance prizes, and but for

Becker's pacing he would unquestionably have

been the first to cross the tape. A protest

was lodged against Waller, and Referee Pit-

man sustained it.. Barnaby was given first

a" fitz."- r^ari^hy vicrim

quisition to the professional ranks. He is

one of Boston's hardiest road riders, the win-

ner of numerous contests on the highway, and

was suspended after the last Martin road race

by the Racing Board. Then he entered the

ranks of the money chasers, and has of late

acted as one of Miohael's pacemakers. He
finished the race on a Frontenac, Straus tires.

84 gear. Waller rode a Dayton, M. & W.
tires, 92 gear, and Conklin a Frontenac, Straus

.

tires, 84 gear. The contest demonstrated the

fact that unpaced long-distance races are bore-

some and of no value except to the winner.

Six short events and the necessary heats

were run during the progress of the 100-mile

race. In the amateur tandem Babcock and

Miller crushed the vanity of the two hitherto

almost tmbeatable collegians, Powell and

Dawson, by outsprinting them easily close to

the tape. In fact, the collegians ap-

peared to be devoid of gameness on

Saturday, so much so that Owens
and O'Connor nipped them for sec-

ond place in the event, and Reith stalled

off Powell in the mile open. Sam Brock, of

Brooklyn, displayed a fine burst of speed in

the professional handicap, and Goodman
gave McFarland a hot argument in the open,

causing the lanky Californian to extend him-
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self to the utmost. Albert Mott was sched-

uled to referee the meet, but he failed to ar-

rive. It is to be presumed that he will treat

himself to his own medicine by suspending

himself for non-appearance at a race meet af-

ter promising to attend.

James J. Corbett, attired in his ring cos-

tume, rode a half-mile with C. M. Murphy,

who gave him 125 yards' start. Murphy

easily caught the man with the tender solar-

plexus before reaching the tape, and then by

skillful back-pedaling managed to keep the

winning distance down to an inch. Corbett

rode a pale-blue-enameled wheel, made to his

order by a New York firm unknown to fame.

He rode awkwardly, with upraised handle-

bars, and displayed a smile that reached from

ear to ear.

The summary:

One-mile tandem.—Final heat—1, Owens and O'Con-
nor; 2, Miller and Babcock; 3, Powell and Dawson.
Time, 2.26 2-5.

Half-mile handicap, professional.—First heat—1, H. K.
Smith, Brooklyn, 40 yards; 2, E. T. Hayflinger, Am-
sterdam, 60 yards; 3, F. F. Goodman, R. W., 15 yards;

4, C. M. Murphy, Brooklyn, 20 yards; 5, Ray Mc-
Donald, R. W., 30 yards. Time, 1.01 3-5. Second
heat—1, S. Brock, Brooklyn, 20 yards; 2, J. A. New-
house, Buffalo, 10 yards; 3, F. B. Rigby, Newark,
30 yards; 4, O. Maya, Erie, 30 yards. Time, 1.01.3-5.

Final—1, S. Brock; 2, H. K. Smith; 3, J. A. New-
house. Time, 1.02.

One-mile handicap.—Final—1, F. Fullerton, New
York, 100 yards; 2, E. De Martin, Brooklyn. 60 yards;

3, A. Munz, Springfield, 70 yards. Time, 2.13 3-5.

One-mile open, professional.—First heat—1, F. F.
Goodman, New York; 2, F. McFarland, San Jose;

3, Ray McDonald, New York. Time, 2.22. Second
heat—1, O. Stevens, California; 2, J. A. Newhouse,
Buffalo; 3, S. Brock, Brooklyn. Time, 2.32 3-5. Final
heat—1, McFarland; 2, Goodman; 3, Newhouse; 4,

Stevens. Time, 2.17 2-5.

One-mile open, amateur.—Final heat—1, G. Reith,
New York; 2, I. A. Powell, New York; 3, E. House-
man, New York. Time, 2.27 4-5.

The winner of the 100-mile race received

$250, the second man $60 and the third $25.

The leaders at 10, 20, 30 and 40 miles received

$20, and at 50 and 75 miles $50 each.

The summary:
Time.

Miles. Leader. H.M.S.
10 H. Maddox, Asbury Park 27 57

20 W. E. Becker, Boston 58 09

30 W. E. Becker, Boston 1 26 45

40 J. W. Conklin, Arlington 1 53 33

50 T. A. Barnaby, Boston 2 20 00

60 T. A. Barnaby, Boston 2 50 11

70 F. Waller, Chicago 3 20 17

75 T. A. Barnaby, Boston 3 35 38

80 T. A. Barnaby, Boston 3 5103
90 T. A. Barnaby, Boston 4 22 44

300 F. Waller, Chicago 4 54 06

Barnaby secured $250 by winning and $100

additional for leading at 50 and 75 miles.

RACED FOR A HANDFUL.

One medium-sized stage had no difficulty

in carrying away all the spectators not hav-

ing bicycles at the meet held on the mile

track at Linden, N. J., on Saturday. Possibly

a hundred people were present, who had rid-

den to the out-of-the-way track on wheels.

The men rode to empty seats in every sense of

the term, but fought just as fiercely for the

prizes as though thousands were present. Nat
and Frank Butler deserted Boston for the

backwoods meet. Nat took the two profes-

sional events handily, but Frank was woefully

lacking in the sprints, failing to get a position

in either race. In the amateur events Milton
R. Brown, the little Passaic rider, took the
honors, defeating Ripley. Ruel, Allen and
other fast metropolitan riders.

The summary:
One Mile Open—1, M. R. Brown, Passaic; 2, C.

Schlee. Newark; 3, W. J. Mooney, Rahway. Time,
2.23 3-5.

One-Mile Professional—1, Nat Butler, Cambridge;
2, C. B. Jack, Reading; 3, J. L. Decker, Ashley Falls.
Time, 2.14 3-5.

Three-Mile Handicap—1, M. R. Brown, Passaic, 50
yards; 2, John Ruel, Newark, 20 yards; 3, B. T. Allen,
Brooklyn, 80 yards. Time, 8.471-5.

Five-Mile Professional Handicap—1, Nat Butler,
Cambridge, scratch; 2, A. T. Crooks, Buffalo, 250
yards; 3, J. L. Decker, Ashland Falls, 210 yards; 4, C.
G. Carpenter, Rahway, 170 yards. Time, 12.47 1-5.

SUBSTITUTES WERE GAME.

Buiifalo, July 10.—A phenomenal win was

made to-day in the 20-mile team race over the

Bowmansville course by the Press C. C. An
hour before the race the club had about de-

cided to withdraw, as it was found that the

riders upon whom it had depended could not

be present. But club pride and the fear of be-

ing called a quitter induced Capt. Debo to

put in five substitutes at the last moment, and

with this team, one man short, the trophy was

secured by the Pressites.

This race was the outcome of the Martin

and Lewis road races, and was in the nature

of a sequel to them. According to the con-

ditions the three clubs scoring the largest

total of points in those races were eligible

to start a team of six men in the trophy's

race. Those clubs were the Ramblers' B. C,
the Parkside W. C. and the Press C. C.

The teams were composed as follows:

Parkside W. C.—Ray Duer, George G. Box,

Cal Paxson, John T. Finn, Addison T. Pil-

key and Garrett Miller.

Ramblers B. C.—Adolph Goehler, C. J.

Miller, John Penseyres, Eugene Fox, E. H.

Gill and William Blake.

Press C. C.—W. C. Cleland, J. M. Schwoob,

I. O. Sauberan, E. C. Haynes and A. C. Luce.

It was thought that Goehler would finish

first, but instead he v^as last. Two punctures

caused him to lose much time. Penseyres

and Cleland took up the running, but during

the last mile the former lost his position, three

Press Club men finishing in a bunch. Pen-

seyres had to be satisfied with fourth position.

The result:

Name and Club. Points. Time.
1. W. D. Cleland, P. C. C 17 47.50

2. E. C. Haynes, P. C. C 16 47.501-5

3. I. O. Sauberan, P. C. C 15 47. .50 2-5

4. John Penseyres, R. B. C 14 47.52

5. Cal Paxson, P. W. C 13 47.52 1-5

6. George G. Box, P. W. C 12 48.00

7. Ray Duer, P. W. C 11 48.001-5

8. A. W. Luce, P. C. C 10 48.07 2-5

9. W. R. Blake, R. B. C 9 48.07

10. E. J. Fox, R. B. C 8 48.071-5

II. E. H. Gill, R. B. C 7 48.07 2-5

12. Garrett Miller, P. W. C 6 49.00

1,3. C. J. Miller, R. B. C 5 49,33

14. Ad Pilkey, P. W. C 4 19.33 1-5

15. Jacob Schwoob, P. C. C 3 50..33

16. John T. Finn, P. W. C 2 50.55

17. Adolph Goehler, R. B. C 1 51.10

By points—Press C. C, 61; Parkside W. C, 48;

Ramblers B. C, 44.

FOUGHT OUT TO THE FINISH.

Those two old antagonists, I. G. Perry, o^

Chicopee, and R. M. Alexander, of Hartford,

once more came together in the Soule 15-

mile road race at New Milford, Conn., on Sat-

urday last. C. S. Bolting, the Providence

crack, shared scratchman's honors with them,

and in the final dust-up. Bolting ran right

away from the other two, finishing fif-

teenth in 39.23. Perry and Alexander finished

nineteenth and twentieth respectively, in

39.26 and 39.39, time which secured the three

time prizes. The race was won by Herbert

Lake, Brookfield, Conn. (5.30), in 40.59. The
prizes were many and worth riding for, the

whole event reflecting credit on the progress-

ive dealer, Frank E. Soule, who promoted

it and who proposes that it shall be an annual

fixture.

SEEKING THE UNATTAINABLE.

"Where did Footer go for his vacation?"

"He said he wanted to find a place where

there were no people talking bicycle."

"So! Then, I suppose he is up in a balloon

or has rented a second-hand lighthouse."

RACING FOR BIG MONEY.

Realizing that the public dearly loves to

see a man or a horse enriched in a jifify, the

Quill Club's Wheelmen mean to do the hand-

some at their National Circuit meet on Sep-

tember 4th and 6th. The handsomeness will

include nine events, one of them a two-mile

handicap for purses aggregating $2,000, the

richest prize even offered for an open event in

this C9untry.

The plan calls for heats of one mile, to

be run on a Saturday, while the final, at two
miles, will be decided on Labor Day. The
winner of the final will receive $1,000, the

second man $250, the third man $100 and the

fourth man $50. The remaining $600 will be

divided among the placed men in the heats

and semi-finals to be run on September 4th.

An entrance fee of $10 will be charged, and

entries for the big race will close on Au-
gust 21st with A. Reeves, St. Paul Building,

this city. In case a rider enters and pays his

fee, and later finds he is unable to compete,

he will be entitled to the return of 50 per cent

of the fee already paid. A novelty in the

shape of an amateur team pursuit race be-

tween Greater New York and New Jersey

will also be made a feature of the meet.

GAVE ROSES, BUT NOT ATTENDANCE.

Detroit, July 10.—For the first time since

becoming famous as a crackajack, Tom
Cooper gave an exhibition of his speed in his

own city to-day. But 500 Detroiters were

present, but they gave him an enthusiastic re-

ception and presented him with a bouquet of

American Beauty roses after his mile exhibi-

tion ride. This was the only event in which

he took part. Cooper was paced in the ex-

hibition by a quad manned by local men.

The first quarter was covered in 25 seconds

and the second in 50 seconds. The three-

quarters was run in 1.17 and then the pacers

began to lag. Coming into the homestretch.

Cooper passed the quad and finished in

1.44 1-5, the fastest mile he has ever ridden.

Among the other events was an exhibition

unpaced mile by Niles Carlinson, who rode a

wheel geared to 187. He rode the distance

in 2.07 1-5.

NOT PROFITABLE, BUT PERSISTED IN.

Night racing in New York has not proved

particularly profitable to the promoters, but

it is still indulged in at the Olympic Park track.

At the meet held on Thursday night of last

week, O. V. Babcock, of the Harlem Wheel-

men, picked up two firsts, winning the mile

open in 2.32 and the two miles handicap from

scratch in 5.05 1-5. The mile handicap went

to Stanley Godfrey, 40 yards, in 2.26 1-5.

NOT A SUCCESS AS A BACK-MARKER.

Since winning the last Irvington-Millburn

race, G. A. Soden has failed ignominiously

as a back-mark rider. In a five-mile race at

Belleville, N. J., on July 10th, he was again

defeated. He started from scratch with Wm.
Saich, a 95-pound boy, who outsprinted him

at the tape, who won time and second prize

ia 13.16.

BACK TO HIS FIRST LOVE.

Fred Titus has returned to the Spalding
team, of which he was once the star and with

which he made his reputation. Incidentally,

it is not generally known that the Spalding

racihg wheels are this year being made with

sky-blue rims.
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WILLOW GROVE CHRISTENED.

Philadelphia's Newly Built Race Track Re-

ceives Its Speed Baptism in Great

Shape.

Philadelpliia, July 10.—That the new board

track at Willow Grove is fast was amply ex-

emplified to-day at the Penn Wheelmen's

meet. All the events, with the exception of

one or two heats, when loafing was indulged

in, were run in good time, and Earl Kiser

rode a paced exhibition mile in 1.45 3-5.

The track was built under the supervision

of Charles Ashinger, the old six-day rider,

for the events to be run during the League

meet. It i.s the first up-to-date track that has

been built in the neighborhood of Philadel-

phia, and is bound to be popular. The meet

to-day was the first public trial of the track,

and 5,000 spectators were present.

Kiser, Johnson, Mertens, Wells, Titus, Jay

Eaton and the several other cracks were given

ovations when they appeared on the track,

but one thing that was noticeably lacking dur-

ing the afternoon was the enthusiasm that is

generally displayed at Quaker City meets

where close finishes are in order and the races

fast. This lack of feeling may be accounted

for by the extreme length of the programme.

Notwithstanding the events were run off with-

out any waits, it was past 7 o'clock when the

five-mile handicap was finished.

State records were smashed to smithereens,

world's records were nearly equaled, and if

Riser's tire had not burst in the mile handi-

cap the Dayton dumpling would probably

have broken the mile competition record.

He came out shortly after to make a trial

against the State record of 1.52, made by Par-

sons, the Australian, at Tioga. Kiser was

paced by two triplets, manned by local men,

and finished in 1.45 3-5.

John S. Johnson afterward reduced the

State record for a third of a mile to 35 1-5

seconds. In the amateur line E. T. Walters,

Jr., reduced the half-mile State record'to 58 1-5

seconds, and Charles Heazal placed the fig-

ures for a mile at 1.52 1-5.

In the mile open Kiser defeated Eaton in

both his heats and the final right at the tape

by a superb sprint that set the grand stand

wild. In the final Eaton made the jump and

gained a lead of twenty feet before Kiser

awoke to the situation. Then he let himself

loose and beat the Jerseyman by a foot. The
five-mile handicap was given to Mertens by

the judges, although the universal opinion

prevailed that Simms, of Washington, won by

a narrow margin.

In the first heat of the mile handicap, profes-

sional. Ho^t, from the thirty-yard mark, made
the distance in 2.05 3-5. This is within two-

fifths of a second of the world's competition

record. In the third heat Kiser from

scratch started out for this record, and he

stood a good chance of getting it, when, on
rounding one of the turns, his tire was punc-

tured on the edge of one of the boards. Al-

together it was the most interesting meet that

has been held in Philadelphia this season.

The summary:

Mile open, professional.—First heat—1, Charles R.
Newton; 2, C. S. Wells; 3, F. C. Hoyt. Time, 2.15 3-5.

Second heat—1, Earl Kiser; 2, Jay Eaton; 3, W. E.
Dickerson. Time, 2.10 1-.5. Third heat—1, A. C. Mer-
tens; 2, Fred Titus; 3, C. E. Bowers. Time, 2.131-5.
Final heat—1, Earl Kiser; 2, Jay Eaton; 3, Charles K.
Newton. Time, 2.121-5.

Mile open, amateur.—Final heat—1, C. F. Schwartz;

2, \V. A. Lantz; 3, John Zimmerman. Time, 2.31.

Mile handicap, professional.—First heat—1, F. C.
Hoyt, 30 yards; 2, Jay Eaton, scratch; 3, Fred Titus,
5 yards; 4, Josh Lindley, .35 yards. Time, 2.05 3-5.

Second heat—1, L. S. Rothwell, 185 yards; 2, Charles
K. Newton, 10 yards; 3, C. C. Bowers, 45 yards; 4,

F. A. Gately, 25 yards; 5, F. M. Dampman, 105 yards.
Time, 2.02 4-5. Third heat—1, T. A. Mudd, 75 yards;
2, E. P. Thompson, 90 yards; 3, E. F. Miller, 100
yards; 4, W. E. Dickerson, 95 yards; 5, Clem Tur-
ville, 70 yards. Time, 2.031-5. Final heat—1, L. S.
Rothwell, 200 yards; 2, Charles R. Newton, 25 yards;
3, Fred Titus; 4, T. A. Mudd, 75 yards. Time, 2.031-5.
One-mile handicap, amateur.—Final heat—1, Wm.

Lantz, 10 yards; 2, John Zimmerman, 60 yards; 3, J.
G. Shumate, 40 yards; 4, R. H. Dippy, 90 yards. Time,
2.14 2-5.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, A. C. Mertens,
.scratch; 2, C. S. Wells; 3, William Simms; 4, F. C.
Hoyt. Time, 12.09 2-5.

"ME TOO," SAYS DORNTEE.

In the language of the day, Geo. W. Dorn-
tee is a peach. He is not of the top-of-the-

basket variety. But that is not wholly his

fault.

Mr. Dorntce resides in Boston, is the New
England member of the L. A. W. Racing
Board, and thinks that Dorntec is the right

man in the right place.

Blessed with a little brief authority, and re-

flecting the rules - and - precedent - don't - go-

with-me idiosyncrasies of the chairman of the

Racing Board, Mr. Dorntee has been per-

forming antics that have made the Cape Cod
fish weep fresh water tears. But he knows
his business, does Dorntee, and knowing it,

dares to do it. He has read the racing rules,

of course, and knows them by heart. He
takes back-talk from no man. He deserves

respect from all, and means to command it;

no racing man, trainer or pusher-oflf, much
less a common newspaper man, can speak of

him in aught but taffied phrases. He has just

made himself clear on this point, and as a re-

sult, the entire world of pens, pencils, paste-

pots and printing presses is atremble and
ashiver in its russet shoes.

It all came about because one of the space-

wrking craft, who fondly fancies himself as

great as the Bostonian, actually criticised Mr.
Dorntee. He said "mean things" about Dorn-
tee, and Dorntee is pained, poor fellow! But
though his pride may bleed, Dorntee means
to hold his ground and show these space-

writers and reporters "what's what;" he means
to make the newspaper world feel his might
and to respect it. He has loaded his shot-gun

with one of the racing rules, and after Chair-

man Mott examines the charge, he will pull

the trigger and—ugh! the sight is too horrible

to contemplate.

The rule with which Dorntee hopes to do
the deadly work and under which he hopes to

slay his critic, is as follows:

"Any rider, trainer or attendant, or any
other person who at any time and in any place

uses improper language to an officer of a race

meeting, or is guilty of any improper con-

duct toward such officers or persons serving

under them, such improper language or con-

duct having reference to acts and things con-

nected with the administration of the meeting
or any race thereof, shall be punished by sus-

pension for such length of time as the Racing
Board may deem proper."

SOME NEW MOTTOES.

HIS PRESS WORK WAS POOR.

Baltimore's long-distance rider, Elmer C.

Davis, essayed to better the American 24-hour

road record on July 11th. Although the press

reports state that he broke the American rec-

ord, he was over 30 miles to the bad when
he finished. The distance covered was 316

miles. The record is 349 miles, by E. S- Ed-
wards, of New York.

The Chairman of the Racing: Board Senda

Out Some Further Decrees and

Don'ts.

In the Racing Board's weekly bulletin dated

July 12th, Chairman Mott warns all concerned
that "match races," "invitation races," "ex-

hibitions," or any other than an open event

requires the consent of the chairman, in addi-

tion to the sanction for the meet.

Mr. Mott says:

"The permit by a member of the board to

exceed the professional prize limit does not

carry with it the consent of the chairman for

a special event. Permits for special events,

or to exceed the prize limit, will not be given

when either conflict in interest or date with

the National circuit; the chairman to deter-

mine. Before engaging in a special event,

racing men for their own safety should de-

mand of the promoters to be shown the spe-

cial permits to authorize it, and the prize or

purse connected with it.

"Every special event must be printed on the

entry blank, programme or score card. The
prize or purse must also be stated. Specta-

tors, public, racing men, and all interested

must know the full facts connected with each
event.

"In trial heats, pacemakers cannot qualify

for finak unless they start from scratch and
finish over the tape. When this method is

used, it must be printed in entry blank and
programme.
"One or two events, or one or several rec-

ord trials, require official sanction from the

board in the same manner as a race meet.

"Entries must contain some information to

guide the handicapper. Where the form is

left blank, and the handicapper has no knowl-
edge of the ability of the entry, he is in-

structed to throw it out altogether.

"It is the practice of the board not to give

permit for multicycle pacing in open com-
petition races. In 'match' and 'invitation'

races, where the contestants do not exceed

four, it is customary to give consent for multi-

cycle pacing when application is made.

"When 'match' races are run in heats,

judges are instructed to observe the rule for

heat races on page 34, and assign the positions

at the finishes, in accordance therewith, unless

the promoter can display the authority of the

board to count the finishes differently."

J. M. Gore, New Orleans, is appointed

handicapper for Louisiana and Arkansas and
Charles Fuller Gates and other lesser known
Californians are ruled off of all L. A. W.
tracks. John S. Johnson, of Minneapolis,

whom no one knew had been suspended, is

declared reinstated.

H. R. Sterrett, of Titusville, Pa., the ama-
teur for whom Chairman Mott broke prece-

dent and rules by issuing a permit for him to

ride anywhere in the United States at any

time during the season, is declared per-

manently suspended and is ruled off of all

tracks. Sterrett threatens to race under an

assumed name, and Mr. Mott warns race pro-

moters to beware of him.

NOBLE SIX HUNDRED.

Six hundred and thirty-five sanctions were

issued by the L. A. W. for race meetings on

July 3d and 5th,
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MORE "YELLOW" FINDINGS.

Tot Weird Decisions, Defiance of Precedent

and Peculiar Rulings Mr. Mott Is

Incomparable.

H racing men or trainers do not like the

way referees and other officials conduct things,

let them swear at them; if they fall out among
themselves, let them punch each other; it will

be all right.

All that is necessary is an explanation and

appeal to G.randpopper Mott, the chief of the

L. A. W. Racing Board. He will lay his

hands on the offender's head, urge him to be

a good boy and extend his blessing. He
doesn't believe that the people who make the

racing rules knew their business, or, like

Captain Chapman, the Tenderloin raider, "it

makes no difference, anyway. I know what

I'm doing."

Two more examples of the fact have re-

cently come to light. Sam Brock, a noto-

riously officious and loud-mouthed Brooklyn

pro., was reported to Mr. Mott for using par-

ticularly vile language to a track official. Mr.

Mott smiled calmly and did nothing, and at

the Harlem Wheelmen's meet on Saturday

last Brock was mouthing as vigorously as

ever, although it is not charged that he used

specially bad language. The other case is

that of Bert T. Allen, a Brooklyn amateur.

At the Waverley meet he engaged in a brawl

with another competitor and created a scene

by using his fists. The police took him in

hand and would have haled him to jail had

not the track officials promised that the Rac-

ing Board would mete out punishment. When
the matter came before Chairman Mott he

suspended the young man, and then, almost

before the ink was dry, lifted the suspension.

Allen escaped practically scot free.

Mr. Mott is also in bad odor with the pro-

moters of the National meet. Despite their

protest, he has sanctioned a National Circuit

meet for August 3d at Asbury Park, of which

"Billy" Brady, Pugilist Corbett's manager,

and "Pat" Powers, a baseballist, are the pro-

jectors.

Concerning the matter, the Philadelphia

"Ledger" says:

"At the time of the South End Wheelmen's
meet, Mr. Powers came to Philadelphia to

see Mr. Mott to ask for a sanction for a meet
to be given 'August 3d and 4th, or on either

of those dates.' The National L. A. W. meet
opens in this city August 4th, and as it has

been the custom to refuse all applications for

open meets for a week prior to this event, it

was suggested by Mr. Mott that Mr. Powers
communicate with the managers of the Na-
tional affair, asking whether in their opinion

interest in the championship events would be

lessened by an open meet given so near to

Philadelphia. The committee in charge did

not receive any comunication from Mr. Pow-
ers, but hearing accidentally of the matter

wrote a letter to Mr. Mott vigorously protest-

ing against the sanction being granted.

"They called attention to the rule

adopted by previous boards to refuse sanction

to all open meets for a week previous to the

National gathering, to prevent just such a

complication from arising, and urged the

chairman for every possible reason and for

the benefit of the organization which he rep-

resents to refuse the desired sanction. Mr.
Mott has, however, thrown aside all prece-

dent and ignored the wishes of those in charge

of the meet.

"Ever since Howard Raymond's first ap-

pointment the necessity of protecting the

National championship events from open

meets given in the same locality and within

a few days of the League gathering has been

recognized, and the local clubmen, as well as

the members of the meet committees, are

thoroughly disgusted with Mr. Mott's un-

precedented ruling. It is doubtful whether

by any one official act the chairman could

have sacrificed so many friends or secured

the ill-will and adverse criticism of so many
members of the League."

FOREIGN RACING.

RAN INTO A GLASS MANUFACTURER.

A Camden, N. J., rider named Howard
Gaskill took part in a road race near that

city on July 5th, and now wishes that he

hadn't. While going at a rapid pace, a retired

glass manufacturer named Richards attempted

to cross the road directly in front of him. A
collision ensued in which Richards was seri-

ously injured. The rider was committed to

the county jail without bail. In case of

Richards's death Gaskill will be charged with

manslaughter.

A RARE DUST-UP.
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A snap-shot of the spill on the Irvinglon-Millburn

course at the conclusion of the 15-mile race, July 3. The
dust conceals the four fallen riders and their wheels.

CASEY'S HOME RUN.

Casey and Ekberg, of Worcester, rode the

fastest mile in a handicap race thus far re-

corded, in the mile tandem event at Crescent

Park, Providence, R. I., July 10th. They
won from scratch in 2.01 1-5. J. S. Johnson,

of Worcester, won the mile open from Casey

and Ekberg in 2.09 3-5.

REVISED EDITION.

A revisal of the score sheets of the 25-miie

road race over the Hudson County Boulevard

on July 5th, resulted in the announcement

that the time prize was won by W. H. Hicks,

of Brooklyn, instead of going to R. M. Alex-

ander, of Hartford, as at first announced.

Hick's time was 1.13.37.

TWOTO-ONE RACE.

Believing that Michael is as good as any

two ordinary riders, plans are being arranged

for the Welshman to ride against Waller and

Becker in a 20-miles paced contest at the

Charles River track. Waller will probably

ride the first ten miles and Becker the sec-

ond, while the midget rides the full dista^nfe.

Mott Eats Some N. C. IT. Crow-Tire People to

Be Taught They Cannot Control

Racing.

London, July 3.—Albert Mott, the gentle-

man who presides over the L. A. W. Racing
Board, has tendered an apology to the N. C.

U. He confesses that he went oft' half-cocked

and reinstated Michael on unofficial informa-

tion. His apology and explanation is very

mollifying, and has placated the N. C. U.
officials, who were disposed to resent his un-
warranted action. Mr. Mott promises that

when the racing season is ended he will sup-

ply some interesting details of the affair.

The N. C. U. is in a pretty pickle over its

pacing rules for amateur contests. These were
brought up to date about a year ago, but have
ever since proved unworkable, owing to the

rapid changes which have been in progress in

sport-promoting. Race after race has been
run with pacing in entire violation of the

pacing regulations, until at last the Union has

fallen foul of the London County Club's cen-

tury race, for a most deliberate abandonment
of any attempt to comply with the rules. There

will be a nice little row over the matter, and

the probable end will be the abandonment of

all pacing in amateur contests.

The sensations of the week are the suspen-

sion of F. R. Goodwin, of Cuca Cup fame,

and the postponement of the Catford Gold

Vase Race, which was fixed for Saturday next.

No information about Goodwin is forthcom-

ing, but as he has been popularly regarded

as "thick" for some time, now I suppose it

is a case of the thread snapping and the sword
falling three weeks prior to his third Cuca
Cup race, which he must have won.

The postponement of the Catford Gold Vase

Race simply indicates^ the extent to which

distance racing has declined in popularity

here, as only three men had entered in addi-

tion to the holder, J. W. Stocks. These were

Bauge, the Frenchman; Lumsden, of Scot-

land, and Lewis, of Cardiff, none of whom
with the best pacing in the world—and none

seemed to be forthcoming—could have hoped

to make a show with the holder.

In consequence of the Dunlop Tire Co.'s

officers having demanded money for permit-

ting their professionals to compete at several

recent meetings, the N. C. U. executives have

arranged a conference with the riders inter-

ested. The N. C. U. means to strike a blow

at such serfdom and take such action as will

enable the racing men to compete wherever

they care to enter—which they caflnot do at

present, to the detriment of professional

sport.

PARSONS READY TO RACE.

J. W. Parsons, the speedy Australian, who

is again in this country, is the guest of A. A.

Zimmerman, at Freehold, N. J. He is anxious

to get in touch with race meet committees.

Parsons was the first man to lower Zim's

colors in the Antipodes. He is equally good

at long and short distances.

Time is money, on the race track as else-

where, but the ratio there between it and

the prize gold is more than 16 to 1.
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Every National Circuit Meet this season has Until the present we did not know that President

shown a large percentage of wins for Palmer Tire McKinley's promised era of prosperity depended

riders.

Some of the tires which kicked up more or less rumpus last year have

so far failed to qualify. One racing man writes, " If 1 cannot get a salary

for riding slow tires, I'll buy Palmers and ride the best." Every tire man-

ufacturer makes racing tires, but we are the only makers selling them.

A rider of Palmer Tires

never walks—if he carries a re-

pair kit and tire tape. Fre-

quently even these necessary

adjuncts can be dispensed with,

as the following communica-

tions show

:

Brennan & Co., (Southwestern Agricul-

tural Works), Louisville. Ky., writes' "The
enclosed steel splinter struck a Palmer Tire

Sunday, going through both sides and the

wood rim also. The rider, after pulling it

out and losing all the air in doing so, pumped

up and rode the wheel the rest of the after-

noon, about two hours, without inconven-

ience, the tire not losing perceptibly in that

time. We thought it might gratify you to

know this, as it happened in the presence o^

a large number of riders of other tires ( ,

,
, etc.), who now swear by the

Palmer."

G. W. Griffee, Norristown, Pa., writes:

"
1 take the liberty of enclosing nail which

to-day caught in your l|-inch tire fitted to

sterling Special, three miles away from

home., 1 was without repair kit or tape of

any kind. Nail was in to head; pul.led it

out. thinking it a case of walk, when, to my
surprise, puncture closed and held without

pumping for half hour after 1 arrived home.

I was so elated over such a test of your tire

that I was compelled to let you know."

The difference between an

easy running wheel and a hard

THE BATTLE OF THE BLUFFERS.*

COMPETITORS:

Barrett and Van Sicklen, Bearings.

C. P. Root, The Referee. Cy Davis, American fVheelman.
A. G. Betts, The IVheel.

** I'm a wrestler bold, and of Company C ;

I once was anchor—so just watch me,"
Quoth G. K. B.

''
I can hold the pace of a Robey carj

I'm the hottest that wears the three C star,"

Cried C. P. R.

" I'm built these days on a sleek, fat plan,

But pull these bluffers' legs I can
And will,"" said Van.

^' I remember the day when Zim and I

Were both on scratch—and this is pie

For me," said Cy.
*^ Four western windbags pricked by me

Is what, good folks, you'll shortly see,"

Quoth A. G. B.

They start and the race is on.

Van.^ at end offirst quarter ;

^^ Confound this heaping fat and halting breath !

"Ve gods, I'm baked—and baked well nigh to death !

"

(Falls from his wheel.)

DaviSy at end of second lap :

'^ What ails my falt'ring limbs ? Why wobbles so

My slack'ning wheel? O, Jupiter, I'm cooked! Woe! Woe!"
{Runs to fence and is carried off.)

Root, at end of third lap :

*' Mine eyes grow strangely blurred ! Methinks 'I ain't

As young as once I was. Help ! Help ! I faint !

"

(Falls into the arms of attendants.)

Barrett, on the back stretch, last lap :

''• My wind is gone; my heart most madly raps

Against its prison doors ! Help! I collapse '

"

(Is hauled off the track.)

Betts, on the home stretch :

*' In sight of victory 1 gasp, I gape !

O, for an ounce of strength to reach yon tape !

"

(Wobbles and falls in a heap.)

Chorus of spectators :

^^ Ho, ho ! Ha, ha ! It doth excite our laughter

To note the difference 'twixt Before and After.'*

—Tommy Dod.

* F. W. B. Spencer, known to readers of the cycle papers
as "Tommy Dod," and one of the Referee's editorial staff,

died suddenly in Chicago on Tuesday, June 6. Mr. Spencer
was a writer of ability, and his verses have been much admired.
"The Battle of the Bluffers," his last bit of humorous verse,

sarcastically refers to the scorching proclivities of some of his

fellow writers.

upon a Palmer Tire, but according to a Terre Haute
paper that seems to be the case:

Charles T. Nehf, the jeweler, has a Palmer Tire on the rear wheel of

his bicycle that has given splendid service, and one remarkable thing about

it is that it has remained hard since the 2d of last November. It was then

two years old. He says the tire is like Mc-
Kinley's prosperity— all corked up -and the

revival of business will not open up until that

tire explodes. What the people want, then,

if that is the only contingency, that the tire

explode immediately, the sooner the better.

A number of this year's Pal-

mer Tires have been equipped

with the Schrader universal

shoe valve, as a sort of experi-

ment.

To repair the Schrader valve bring it

into a perpendicular position, use screw-
driver end of cap to remove valve seat, take

out the working parts and cleanse valve
seat and top of plunger. Then return the

parts into the valve body and screw valve
seat down tight again. Riders should exer-

cise due precaution in returning parts ex-
actly as they come from the valve.

Maryland's most successful

road race was won by Richard

T. Norris, and he sends us the

following interesting letter :

"
1 take pleasure in informing you that

I won first and also time prize in Ramia's
road race, held June 7, near this city. My
success was due entirely to Palmer Tires

and 1 cannot say too much for them. This

fact was demonstrated later the same day,

when 1 rode in a track event and lost first

place by about one inch when 1 rode my
racing wheel fitted with another make of

tires."

The fastest mile ever ridden

upon a bicycle track in the east

is credited to Palmer Tires

—

made by Kiser on the Tioga

running wheel represents so much wasted energy, track at Philadelphia last Saturday.

Often riders complain of this apparent incongruity in wheels of the

same make. Take two wheels of exactly similar construction, fit one with

Palmer Tires, the other with a different tire, let them be ridden by well

jnatched riders, and the Palmer Tire rider will always ride the greater

distance with the least fatigue.

After winning the mile open from a field of fair crackajacks, Kiser

did a paced mile in 1.45 2-5 (Eastern record), while his teammate, Mer-

tens, won the five mile handicap from scratch. Johnny Johnson also got

a record -one-third paced in 34 4-5. All on Palmer Tires—Kiser and

Mertens on Spalding bicycles and Johnson on a Yellow Fellow.

MNEi
CMIO

'ICES

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MORE MEET MENUS.

Some of the Good Things the Quakers Will

OflFer Their Guests, the I^eagrue

Members.

Philadelphia, July 13.—As predicted in the

last issue of The Wheel, the first trial of the

new board track at Willow Grove Park

proved that the course was a record-breaker.

The track was completed on Wednesday

of last week, and was used for the first time

Saturday, the meet being under the auspices

of the Penn Wheelmen. No less than four

State records were badly damaged, and Eari

Kiser got well within hailing distance of

world's record time by going the mile in

1.45 3-5, paced by two triplet teams. The
track is undoubtedly as fast as any in the

country, and as there are still some finishing

touches to be added, it looks very much as if

it would get the lion's share of the honors

which have hitherto gone to the South and

East. It is not only fast, but it is absolutely

safe, there being but one point to be scored

against it, and that one can readily be dis-

posed of. This one objection is the splinters,

which have caused many punctures. During

one hour of training on Thursday six light rac-

ing tires were flattened out, and at Saturday's

meet Kiser was robbed of a chance to estab-

lish a new State competition record from the

scratch mark in the mile handicap, because, at

the half-mile post, he was riding on the rim

of his rear wheel. This, however, is a small

objection and one which will be soon over-

come.

Quite naturally, this result is pleasing to

those in charge of the coming meet. Bi-

cycle races are becoming too much of an

every-day occurrence for the mere addition of

a racing end to the four day's programme
to be satisfactory, even if attended by all the

cracks in the country. If Philadelphia can-

not provide something a little out of the or-

dinary in this respect the management will

not be satisfied. The idea is to offer sufficient

inducements to the men to do their

very best, and with such a track and

the addition of capable handling of the

lengthy programme, to give a series of

races which will long be remembered.

Both the racing men and spectators who
have been at former National ciftuit meets

of the Associated Cycling Clubs know what

has been done here in the past on a much
smaller scale, and consequently have little fear

but what the proposed plans for the National

meet will be fully carried out.

The Race Committee has arranged the

schedule of prizes as follows:

FRIDAY, AUGUST 6.

One-mile championship, amateur.—Regulation L. A.
W. medals.
Two-mile handicap, amateur.—Six prizes, valued at

$35, $25, $20, .W5, $10, $5.

One-third mile scratch, amateur.—Four prizes,
valued at $35, $25, $35, $10.

One-mile championship, professional.—Regulation L.
A. W. medals.
One-quarter mile championship, professional.—Regu-

iKtion L. A. W. medal.
Two-mile handicap, professional.—First, $150; sec-

ond, $75; third, .$50; fourth, $30; fifth, $20; sixth, $10.
One-mile, 2.05 class, professional.—First, $100; sec-

ond, $60; third, $35; fourth, $20.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7.

One-mile handicap, amateur.—Six prizes, valued at
$35, $25, $20, $15, $10, $5.

One-mile open, amateur.—Four prizes, valued at $35
$25. $15, $10.

Two-mile championship, amateur.—Regulation L. A.
W. medals.
One-mile open, professional.—First, $250; second,

$125; third, $75; fourth, $50.

One-mile handicap, professional.^First, $150; second
$75; third, $50; fourth, $30; fifth, $20; sixth, $10.

Half-mile championship, professional.—Regulation
L. A. W. medals.
Five-mile championship, professional.—Regulation

L. A. VV. medals.

In addition to these amounts there will be a

liberal appropriation for pace-making. This
means an abundance of pace-making jobs for

the small fry and fast time all around. The
purses offered are considerably above the

average for open events, and the men will

be expected to give the public good exhibi-

tions of riding in order to obtain them.
A number of innovations will be introduced.

One of these will be the photographing of

every start and finish. An expert photog-
rapher will be engaged for this work, and pic-

tures of everything will be taken for future

reference, and in the case of a disputed race

will be used to back up the action of the

It is probable that the proposed ball for

Thursday evening will be abandoned. This
was originally thought of as a desirable enter-

tainment of special interest to lady visitors,

but after-consideration has made it appear that

with the possibility of a warm evening, and
the chances that the visitors would prefer

some less formal affair, it might instead be
better to hold some special entertainment for

the fair sex on that evening in which danc-

ing would not cut so prominent a figure, and
this is now being arranged.

The club captains have also about decided

to abandon the century run, considering that

the 100-mile fiends can secure all that they

want in that line by taking in the Atlantic

City trip scheduled for Sunday, and riding

back instead of returning by train. In place

ON THE RIVER DRIVE, FAIRMOUNT PARK.

judges. Another scheme proposed is the es-

tablishment of a printing office upon the track

and the issuance of a supplement to the score

card used in the morning, giving the results

of the trial heats for reference in the after-

noon races. This, if carried out, will be a dis-

tinct novelty. There will be some original

ideas in score boards and announcing.

Everything in the way of novelties,

labor-saving contrivances or ideas which

will make the racing more interesting or be of

any advantage in any way will be adopted.

The general programme is being pruned

here and added to there. By the time of the

meet it will be an entirely different looking

affair from what it was originally, but every

change which is being made is the result of

consultation on the part of the various com-
mittees, and has been considered as wise in

every particular. It has been settled that the

Wednesday night excursion on the Delaware

will take place, and a fleet of six large excur-

sion boats has been engaged. These will start

on that evening between 5 and 6 o'clock, go-

ing first as far north as the Pennsylvania

railroad bridge, then south to the League
Island Navy Yard. This will give a fine view

of the harbor, including the famous Cramp
ship-yards and other notable points of interest,

while the visit to League Island will be par-

ticularly interesting, because there are now
some eight vessels of the new navy either at

anchor or in dry dock, all of which will be

there for some time to come. The excursion-

ists will then proceed further down the river,

and after turning will be landed at Washing-
ton Park, a most popular river resort, where
there will be a special programme of inter-

est to the visitors.

of the scheduled century a number of shorter

runs will be provided.

The Arena, a big building at the corner of

Broad and Cherry streets, just around the

corner from the two principal railroad sta-

tions, and but a few squares from all of the

principal hotels, has been rented as head-
quarters for the week. The offices will re-

main as at present, at 916 Chestnut street, but
these will not be sufficiently large for regis-

tration and the checking of wheels. The
Arena was originally built for show purposes,
and was used by a circus for some time. It

is now owned by John Wanamaker, and is

used once or twice a week for boxing exhibi-|

tions, which are permitted in Philadelphia,

even if not forbidden in New York. There is

room here for the storage of 3,000 wheels, and
ample accommodation for the registration and
reception of visitors. There are also seats for

about 5,000 people, and it may be that the

building will be used by the Entertainment
Committee for some purpose, although this

has not yet been decided. The location could
not be better, as the building is located right

in the very centre of the city, and those who
wish to frequent headquarters will find it easy

to reach from any hotel in quick time.

The advertising feature so prominent now,
even at ordinary race meets, will not be up to

the average, simply because the committee
is making no effort to encourage it, and has

absolutely prohibited it in many places. Of
course, there will be no lack of advertising

matter, and an almost unlimited number of

souvenirs and circulars distributed, but over

this the management will have no control.

They do not propose to turn everything into

an advertisement, even if some additional rev-
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enue can thereby be derived. At the track no

advertising of any kind will be permitted, ex-

cepting a limited amount of space on the

fence, which will be sold. There will be no

distribution of circulars or samples, no bal-

loon ascensions, ffo sandwich men, and no

megaphones covered with advertising, .but of

no practical use. Advertisers in the souvenir

programme will get the full value of their in-

vestment, as it will really be a work of art

gotten up at considerable expense, and will

be kept by ever^ one who receives a copy.

These advertisers will also be protected as far

as it is in the power of the committee to do

so, for no other advertising matter will be

allowed at headquarters except upon purchase

of the privilege. There will also be consider-

able discrimination in this matter, and the

distribution will be limited to souvenirs and

other articles of interest to visitors.

The announcement of a single fare for the

round trip by the Trunk Line Association

has given a renewed impulse to the inquiries

regarding the meet. During the last week
several hundred applications were received for

the little handbook issued, giving informa-

tion on various subjects, particularly trans-

portation, hotels and entertainments.

All of the larger clubs are making special

preparations for the week of the meet, al-

though whatever they may do will be moie in

the line of informal entertainment than any

other way, as although some of them are

pretty well fixed in the way of accommoda-

tions it would be next to impossible to try to

entertain at one time the number of visitors

expected. Both the Century and the Quaker

City Clubs have large country club houses,

and at least one run will be taken to each of

these, where special entertainment will be pro-

vided. The Philadelphia Cycle and Field

Club at Ardmore will entertain the officials

of the League and other invited guests. All

of the city clubs will, of course, keep open

house, and visitors will find that an inspection

of them will pay.

The souvenir medal, which will be pre-

sented to each member of the League upon

registering at headquarters, will be a very

handsome afifair. It will be made of metal,

silver-plated. The design will be a bicycle

wheel, in the centre of which will be a key-

stone surmounted by a representation of the

liberty bell. Around the tire will be the

words, "Eighteenth National Meet, Philadel-

phia." This will be suspended from a bar

containing the League emblem and the

figures, "1897." The confidence shown that

there will be a big attendance is proven by

the first order given for these badges, it be-

ing for 10,000.

The number who will visit such an affair

is always an unknown quantity, and it is diffi-

cult to form any definite estimate in advance,

but judging solely from assurances received
and from the requests for information which
have been pouring in from all parts of the
country, there is every reason to believe that
the Eighteenth National Meet will be a rec-

ord-breaker in every way.

SUFFICIENCY OF KNOWLEDGE.
"I suppose you know all about this chain-

less idea," said the novice to the old-timer.

"I don't say I know all about it," answered

the authority, "but I know enough not to talk

about it."

WANTED MORE MONEY.

A paucity of entries, all of whom were
fourth-raters, excepting Huret, caused the '97

Bol d'Or, the great French 24-hour race, on
June 26th, to fall fiat. Eight men started, and
Pluret began to lap the men from the start.

After riding seven hours he suddenly dis-

mounted and retired to his dressing room, re-

fusing to continue. His plea was illness, but

it was rumored that he wanted better terms
from the house whose machine and tires he

rode, and being refused, he deliberately threw
the race. The contest thereafter was uninter-

esting, Stein ultimately winning, covering

7t)4 kilometres, about 85 miles behind Ri-

vierre's record. Rivierre, on a patent petrol-

eum bicycle, paced the leader during the lat-

ter part of the race. The attendance was very

poor in proportion to the large crowds that

the annual event has heretofore attracted.

A BRIDGE OF SIGHS.

Road racing in Australia has received a set-

back through the fatal accident to B. M.
Sheppard in the Werribee race, last month.

At one point in the course, at the foot of a

long hill, a stone bridge is located, where it

is necessary to make a sharp ttirn. Sheppard

descended the hill so rapidly that he was un-

able to make the turn. He cras'hed headlong

into the stone abutments of the bridge, and

died a few hours later from a fractured skull

and other injuries. Several other riders also

fell at the same spot. One of them hewed
out a piece of his cheek bone against the

masonry, received several scalp wounds and

bit off a piece of his tongue. The accidents

are stated to be due to the fact that the men
had never ridden over the course and were

not aware of the dangerous hill.

SEATS, NOT RECORDS, BROKEN.

The Grand Prix race at Paris on July 11th

ended in a small riot, according to the cable.

The Parisians, with their usual impetuousness,

created a tremendous uproar, broke the seats

in the stands and otherwise acted like maniacs

because the judges disqualified the winner,

Bourillon, for foul riding, and awarded first

prize, $1,600, to Morio. The latter divided

the money with Nassam, the third man.

CENTURY ON HERNE HILL.

Fast-going marked the Century Cup 100-

mile race at Heme Hill, June 26th, in which

fifteen riders took part. A relay of tandem

teams paced the men. At 23 miles, F. R.

Goodwin got the lead and held it to the end,

although A. H. Harris clung to him persist-

enly. Godwin finished in 3.55.22 2-5; Harris

in 3.57.32 2-5.

Novices are still on the increase, despite

their falling off.

LOUGHEAD LOAFED IN.

Port Huron, Mich., July 13.—The match
race for $500 a side between Tom Cooper, of

Detroit, and Fred. Longhead, of Sarnia, the
Canadian champion, on Port Huron's quarter-
mile cement track, yesterday, was a sorry dis-

appointment to the 1,300 spectators present.

It was won by the Canadian in the surpris-

ingly slow time of 2.22 fiat. Cooper was
slightly injured in the first heat, which par-
tially accounted for his slowness.

WON BY WOOD.
A ten-mile match race between S. R.

Wood and T. B. Mitchell was a feature of the
meet at Nashua, N. H., July 10th. It went to
Wood in 27.212-5. E. M. Blake, of Keene,
won the half-mile open in 1.09 4-5. F. W.
Engler, Broad River, Conn., got the mile
open in 2.22 2-5.

SOME NEW BLOOD.

Warren, Pa., July 13.—A number of fast

riders who have been pot-hunting in and
around New York, joined the National Cir-

cuit here to-day and will probably follow it

for the rest of the season.

Bald won the mile open from a field of ten

starters, McFarland, Eaton, Randall, Stevens,

Hoyt, Steenson, White, Davis and Gately.

The race was paced by Miner. Davis caught
the pace, with Bald second, McFarland and
Stevens dropped to the rear of the bunch on
the second l^p; Stevens made a jump, with

McFarland on bis rear wheel, and
gained seven lengths on the field. Mc-
Farland jumped out and Bald immediately

went after him and in a magnificent finish

down the stretch Bald won by half a wheel,

breaking the track record and lowering the

time to 2 minutes 7 2-5 seconds. A. A. Ka-
liska, of the Press Cycling Club of Buffalo,

broke the world's amateur record for two-

thirds of a mile handicap from scratch. He
rode the distance in 1 minute 24 second.^.

Bald rode two-thirds of a mile exhibition in

1 minute 19 2-5 seconds. The first third was
ridden in 38 2-5 seconds. The track was of

dirt, three laps to the mile, and in poor con-

dition.

The summary:
Two-thirds mile handicap.

—

1, W. E. Detemple, 10
yards; 2, Charles W. Curry, 40 yards; 3, S. G. Meyer,
35 yards. Time, 1.44.

One-mile open, professional.—1, Bald; 2, McFar-
land; 3, F. A. Gately. Time, 2.07 2-5.

One and one-third mile handicap.—1, Detemple, 20
yards; 2. L. G. Meyer, 70 yards; 3, C. H. Whitely, 50
yards. Time, 3.241-5.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, A. Lejeal, 150
yards; 2, S. D. White. 180 yards; 3, C. S. Mooney,
210 yards. Time, 4.27 4-5.

Two-mile handicap.—1, C. K. Gibson, 105 yards;
2, C. H. Whitely, 75 yards; 3, J. A. Coats, 160 yards.
Time, 4.50 2-5.

TO PUNISH FAKE STARTERS.

It is possible that the Racing Board will

shortly decide whether or not a competitor can

start in a race and make no effort to win, a

state of affairs that has been too common
and existed too long.

C. H. Norwood, a member of the New Jer-

sey Division Racing Board, has brought the

matter to a head. At the Vim B. C.'s meet
on the 3d inst., Mr. Norwood, as referee, re-

fused to excuse Walter C. Roome, one of the

speedy metropolitan amateurs, from a handi-

cap race in which he was the scratch man.
Roome was disposed to be defiant, and
mounted in a surly mood. When the race

started he made no effort to get to the front

and thus made the race and the rule go for

naught. The case was so flagrant that Mr.
Norwood reported it to Chairman Mott and
is awaiting a decision.

ON GOING ROUND.

"I am very sorry," said the proprietor of

the rental establishment to the applicant for

a machine; "very sorry, indeed; but you see,

sir, I have only fifty rental machines, and you
are the fifty-first applicant; consequently the

wheels will not go round."

"Who wants to hire them, if they won't?"

was the indignant query of the disappointed

one, who seemed inclined to put a too literal

interpretation upon the proprietor's explana-

tion.

JUDGED BY ITS NAME.

"That girl in the crash suit looks nice as

she rides along, don't you think so?"

"Well, hardly; that material is very apt to

be loud."
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FIXTURES.
JULY.

17-24—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
17-24-31—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
17—Fredonia, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.

17—Newark, N. J., Century C. C.
li^Manhattan Beach, P. T. Powers.
20—Rochester, N. Y., A. C, National Circuit.
21— Buflfalo, N. v., Parkside W. C.
21—Staunton, \'a., C. C.
23—Philadelphia, Willow Grove Track, O. S. Bun-

nell.

24—New York Herald.
24—Louisville. Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
24—Latrobe, Pa., B. C.
24—Jersey City, N. J., Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
24—Binghamton, N. V., A. A., National Circuit.

24—Wallingford, Ct., Ramblers' C. C.
24—Providence, R. I., National Circuit.
28—New London, Ct., Pequot W. C.
30-31—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelman, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Ct., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.
31—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
31—Asbury Park, N. J., Century C. C.

AUGUST.
2—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
2—Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge,

National Circuit.
3—Asbury Park, N. J., National Circuit.

4, 5, 6 and 7 -Philadelphia Mat'l L,. A.W. Meet.
7—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Century C. C.
7 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I. Crescent Park.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn. Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
11—Coxsackie, N. Y., C. C.
11-12—Salina, Kan., B. C.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'i Cir.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
]C—Hartford, Ct., National Circuit.

18—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
20—Portland, Me., W. C, National Circuit.
20—Catskill, N. Y., Wheeling Club.
20—Trenton, N. J., A. C.
21—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C, National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
.30—New Plampshire Division, National Circuit.
31—Portsmouth, N. H., J. E. Rider, Nat'l Circuit.
31 Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society.

SEPTEMBER.
1.—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
2—Portsmouth, N. H., National Circuit.

4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n. i
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.

\

4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
6—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
6 —Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Philadelphia, Willow Grove Track, R. H. Kain.
6-Akron, O., Tip-Top C. C
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelme«.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Ct., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Ct^ Rambling Wheelmen.
6

—

Essex Mass., Co., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
7—Belleville, 111., League Cyclers.
11—Meriden, Ct., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circnit.
15-16—Cape May Court House, N. J., Fair.
16 —Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
21-22-23—Orangeburgh, N. Y., Fair Association.
24—Washington, D. C, National Circuit.
25—Riverside. R. I., Crescent Park, Nat'l Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, Nat'l Circuit.

,

28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, Nat'l Circuit..

NINE YEARS FOR CYCLE STEALING.

The heaviest sentence ever given a cycle

thief was imposed upon James Quinlan by
Judge Aspinwall in Brooklyn, on Monday.
Quinlan had entered the store of A. H. Wil-

cox and stolen two bicycles.

"Quinlan," said Judge Aspinwall, "the sen-

tence of this court is that you serve a term
of nine years in the penitentiary at Sing
Sing."
The man, who is only twenty-five, was stag-

gered by the sentence.
"Nine years," he muttered. "Nine years."'

Then he would have said more, but he was.
led away. He was taken to Sing Sing the
same afternoon.

ANTI-MOTT MUTTERINGS.

It was practically acknowledged at the

meeting of the National Cycle Track Associa-

tion in this city on Saturday last that none

of the dozen or so tracks in the association

are paying expenses. Some of them may
be closed up before the managers become

completely bankrupt, it is intimated. The
meeting was secret, but it was announced

that a deal of dissatisfaction was expressed

over the sanction system. Secretary H. E.

Ducker said after the meeting:

"This is a serious question for the track

owners, and I do not care to say what will

be done. We have discussed the matter pretty

thoroughly and have come to the unanimous

conclusion that our interests deserve more

attention at the hands of the L. A. W. We
have over $2,000,000 invested in tracks on

which nothing but cycle racing is held.

"In order to get any returns on our invest-

ments at all, race meets must be held fre-

quently. On several occasions certain own-

ers have been refused sanctioVis simply be-

cause a meet was being held in some town

ten or fifteen miles away, and the Racing

Board declared that the interests of the regu-

larly sanctioned meet would suffer. As a con-

sequence, money is taken out of our pockets.

Within the next few days there will be some

developments, but what the association will

do I cannot say at the present time."

COSTLY ROAD RACING.

According to a decision handed down by

Judge Barnard, in the Supreme Court at

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., wheelmen who take

part in road races may be held responsible

for any damages that they may do. The de-

cision is in the case of Mrs. James Winne,

of Milton, against Dr. J. W. McCormac, a

wealthy resident, as guardian of Paul Mc-

Cormac, of Poughkeepsie, which has been

hanging fire for two years. On Memorial

Day, 1895, there was a race on the North road.

Near Hyde Park young McCormac ran into

a horse driven by Mrs. Winnie. The animal

turned across the road, and in some way Mrs.

Winnie was thrown out of the wagon, and

claims to have been severely injured. Mrs.

Winnie asked for $5,000 damages. Judge Bar-

nard allows her $2,500, and in a long opinion

attached to the decision holds young McCor-

mac solely responsible for the accident.

, NO PLACE FOR WOMEN.

Thirty-nine men and three women parti-

cipated in the Manhattan Bicycle Club's dou-

ble century run, which started at 1.30 p. m. on

Saturday, and finished in a trifle more than

twenty-two hours later. Of the number,

thirty-two, including one of the women, sur-

vived the heat, rain, darkness and mud which

fell to their lot. The delirium tremens re-

porter of one of the New York dailies de-

votes three columns of gush to the young

-woman, and hails her as the "first and pluck-

iest of Twentieth-century women. The Man-

liattan B. C. inaugurated these 200-mile rides

last season, when 15 of 16 starters survived,

iDut it remained for Philadelphia to cap the

climax two weeks ago, when 420 riders parti-

cipated in a "double," promoted by the Time

Wheelmen of that city.

CEASING SUNDAY RUNS.

The Philadelphia Ledger reports that most
•of the Quaker City clubs have decided to

abandon the regular Sunday runs during July

and August.

SPRINKS AND THIEVES IN CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati, July 10.—The new rule of the

water works department, which has lately gone

into effect and under which the wheelmen
obtain dry streets, is as follows: After several

whereases and other formal phrases the im-

portant passage is reached:

"Resolved, That the by-laws, rules and reg-

ulations of water rents to be assessed and col-

lected upon all tenements and premises sup-

plied with water by the Cincinnati Water
Works Department, deemed necessary for the

safe and economical management of the said

department, be amended by adding the fol-

lowing paragraphs:

"It shall be unlawful to sprinkle by means
of a sprinkling cart, hose or other apparatus

the entire width of any street, avenue, thor-

oughfare or public way of the city of Cin-

cinnati that is paved with granite, asphalt or

brick and is thirty feet or more in width be-

tween curbs, except in manner as follows:

"On streets, avenues, thoroughfares or pub-

lic ways paved with granite or brick that are

thirty feet or more in width between curbs, a

dry strip shall be left in the centre thereof of

six feet in width.

"On streets, avenues, thoroughfares or pub-

lic ways paved with asphalt that are thirty feet

or more in width, not more than one-half of

such street, avenue or thoroughfare shall be

sprinkled at any one time, and a sufficient time

shall elapse before the other half of such

street, avenue or thoroughfare shall be

sprinkled, so that both sections shall be in

proper condition for use for all purposes and

at all times."

Strange as it may seem, it took the wheel-

men over two years to obtain this order, as

for some reason the sprinklers opposed the

dry strip ordinance. To say that the street

sprinkling association is mad at the passage

of the ordinance is putting it mildly indeed.

To get even, they have introduced a bicycle

tax ordinance, which is now pending before

the board and which is being bitterly opposed

by the wheelmen and L. A. W.
Last week appeared to be harvesting time

for bicycle thieves, and they made an es-

pecially rich haul. They seem to know what

they are doing, as every one of the wheels

stolen was of a high grade, '97 model. The
last two days were especially profitable, and

no less than ten wheels were reported stolen

to the police. The list includes a Rambler,

No. 14,167; Wolff-American, 13,748; Cleve-

land, 111,897; Crescent, 109,956; Union, num-
ber unknown; Tribune, 11,314; Outing, 3,894;

Bellis, 2,106; Hoffman, 3,447, and a Dayton,

number unknown.
The thieves are becoming very bold, the

owner of one of the wheels stolen having not

left it outside of a store on one of our most
busy thoroughfares for over three minutes.

Safety locks and bicycle insurance are both in

great demand at the present time, and the

Ohio Division is receiving many new mem-
bers owing to its reward clause for recovering

stolen wheels.

VISITORS TO LINCOtN PARK IN CHICAGO
Will be delighted with the souvenir book of this
beautiful spot now being distributed by the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company. It is a
magnificent publication of 96 pages, full to overflow-
ing with delicious half-tone pictures of one of Cre-
ation's most charming places of resort for citizens

of the Great Republic.
No stranger visiting Chicago should be without a

copy of the "Souvenir of Lincoln Park." It can only
be procured by enclosing twenty-five (25) cents, in

coin or postage stamps, to Geo. H. Ileafford, general
passenger agent, 410 Old Colony Building, Chicago,
Til * * *
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REPAIR WORK TARIFF.

What is probably the most complete tariff

of charges for repair work yet agreed on by

an organization of cycle tradesmen has just

been adopted by the San Francisco Cycle

Board of Trade, and as the figures will prove

of interest everywhere the full tariff is ap-

pended :

TIRE REPAIRS.

Cementing on rim, each.. 50c. hard cement; soft. $ 25

Puncture, ordinary plug in single tube tire..'... 25

Puncture, in double tube tire 50

Puncture, in clincher tire 25

Cement patch on outer case in double tube tire,

and puncture 75
Vulcanized patch on outer case in double tube
tire 50

X'ulcanizing patch on single tube tire 75

Vulcanizing plug on single tube tire 50
X'ulcanizing each additional plug 25
X'alve and stem on laced tire 75
Clamp valve on single tube tire 75
X'alve only 50
Stem only 50
Protection strip on tire 1.50

CHAIN REPAIRS.

Bolt 10
Link put in 25
Link taken out 20
Nut 05

GUARDS.
Chain guard only , 1.50
Dress guard only 2.00
Chain and dress guard, including lacing 3.50

CRANK REPAIRS.
Crank, nickeled and put on 1.50
Crank, upset and rethreaded, not nickeled 73
Welding tip on crank, not nickeled 1.00
Crank key fitted 50
Sraightening cranks, each 35

FORIC REPAIRS.
One side put in 2.00
Pair put in 3.50
Crown put in 3.50
Stem put in 3.00
One fork tip 1.25
Pair fork tips 2.00
Straightening fork sides, 2 50
Straightening fork crown 50
Straightening fork stem 50
Straightening fork sides, crown and stem 2.25

FRAME REPAIRS.
Air Dry Baked
Enamel. Enamel.

One new tube—upper or lower rail—in
frame $ 4.00 $ 6.00

Two new tubes—upper and lower rail. 6.50 8.50
New centre strut 4.50 6.50
Two new tubes—one upper or lower

rail and centre strut 7.50 9.50
Three new tubes—upper and lower

rails and centre strut 10.00 12.00
One new rear fork 3.00 5.00
Two new rear forks 5.00 7.00
One new rear brace 3.00 5.00
Two new rear braces 5.00 7.00
New head lug 2.75 5.00
New head 3.50 5.50
One extra tube in addition to any
above specifications 2.50

Reinforced patch 2.00 5.00
Rebrazing joints, each 1.00
Straightening frame 1.50
Straightening rear forks only 75
Cutting down frame and dropping
crank hanger 8.00 10.00

Cutting down frame only... 6.00 8.00

HANDLE-BAR REPAIRS.
Rebending, plain $1.00
Rebending, ram's horn l.SO
Grips put on 50
New handle-bar stem, not nickeled ] 1.15
Handle-bar or seat post clamp bolt 75
Brazing reinforced joint 1.00

AXLES.
Front axles 75
Crank axles '.

.V.'.'.'.'.'.'. 2.50
Hear axles

;^ qq
Pedal shaft 125
Bench work, per hour 60
Lathe work, per hour !!!!!!! 75
Cleaning wheel, outside !!!!!!! 25
Cleaning wheel, outside, all bearings and chain.! 150
Cleaning wheel, tandem, outside '5O
Cleaning wheel, tandem, outside, all bearings
and chain 2 50

Cones and cups to order to 1-in. ii.OO, to IV^'-in
$1.50, to 2-in 2.00

JNuts to order 25
Straightening pedal pin and reassembling pedal 50

RIMS.
One piece rims put in 3 00
Laminated rims put in !!!!!!! 3 50

SPOKES.
Single tangent spokes put in 35Two tangent spokes put in 60
Three spokes 75
Four spokes ][[ gO
Five spokes 90
Six spokes ]\ 100
Seven spokes LIO
Eight or nine spokes 1^20
Ten or eleven spokes 1^30

Twelve to fourteen spokes 1.40

Fifteen spokes and up, each 10

Respoking wheel with new rim 5.00

Sprocket and putting on rear wheel 2.50

Truing wheel 50

Front sprocket brazed, not more than 18 teeth.. 3.00

NICKEL-PLATING.
Handle-bars 1.00

Seat post 50

Nuts 10

Saddle springs 50

Lamp brackets 25

Cranks 35
Brake and lever 1.00

Frame 7.50

Forks, full nickel-plate 2.50

Crowns only 1.00

Crowns and ends 1.50

Spokes, each 05
Pedals, each 50
Sprockets 50
Chains 1.25

Hubs, small 35
Hubs, large 50
Steel rims 1.00

ENAMELING.
Frame and forks 4.00
Forks only 75
Tandem, including forks 6.00
Rims, per pair 1.00
Plain striping on frame and forks 1.00
Fancy striping 1.50
Labor Extra

IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS.

Alas! they will never come again! Those
good old days, when everybody was going

to make a fortune in building bicycles, when
everybody in the trade had money to burn,

and burned it. No more will cycling see those

glad days when a man who had served six

months as a nailer-up of crates in a cycle fac-

tory could put on his hat, walk around the

corner, go into the first manufacturing con-

cern of any kind, sing a song of building bi-

cycles for $14.37 and selling them for $100

each, and in ten minutes emerge with a con-

tract in his pocket calling for the payment

of $5,000 per annum to him as superintendent.

Then in due order followed something like

this:

"There are others, but none so good!"

THE DINKB0TT8 BICYCLE

18 THE BEST !!!!!! !

We make tin cans, wby not bicycles?

Having the best equipped tin-can factory in

the country, we have turned our splendid facili-

ties to the making of bicycles. The result is the

acme of paramount perfection, THE DINKBOTTS
BICYCLE.
The highest of high grades for $11.50. Liberal

allowance for old wheels of any kind. Even those
in your head^ will be taken in part payment.
Why pay $100 for a wheel when you can get the
Eureka Canning Company's Dinkbotts Bicycle for
$11.50?
The Dinkbotts bicycle is made of. brazed joints,

bevelled dingus and engine-capped; turned and •,

drop-torged dofunny; drawn-steel sprocket and
'

niacbine-mortised handle-bars; National League
balls, case-hardened spokes: frames of best im-
ported Crooks tubing; all wheels fitted out with
pepsin-gum tires. A ten years' guarantee with
each and every wheel.
THE DINTCBOTTS BIKE, $11.50.

THE DINKBOTTS BIKE. $11.60.
One price to all. See that hump!

When the effect of that wore off, and the

wearing off did not take long, then the pic-

ture showed a krge-sized sheriff's notice

tacked on the erstwhile factory of the Dink-

botts bicycle, and the "manager" went still

further around the corner and caught another

angel. Happy, happy, halcyon days were

those! But there will never be any more!
never any more! any more.

PHILADELPHIA'S NEW COMER.

Among Philadelphia's new concerns is the

Penn Cycle Fittings Co., Ltd., who intend to

make a specialty of frames and parts. The
officers are: J. Dougherty, President; Shel-

don Porter, Treasurer, and A. Gilpin, Man-
ager.

DEVELOPMENTS IN TUBING.

H. W. Hartman, general manager of the

Ellwood Tube Co., who has been in England

on matters pertaining to the recently per-

fected "tube deal," was interviewed by

"Wheeling" while in London, and gave

voice to several matters concerning the tube

industry and its future that is of keen and in-

structive interest. Says "Wheeling":

"I consider Stiefel the most wonderful

man in the tube trade. His inventions "are

great, and, in saying so, I refer more particu-

larly to some things that are yet to be made
public. Only we who know what his brain

has produced and is producing can adequately

estimate his worth.

"Speaking of the American tube trade gen-

erally, Mr. Hartman predicted a rather start-

ling state of affairs. Pittsburg is the heart of

the American steel industry. Instead of Swe-
den supplying the raw material Mr. Hartman
says America is going to be not only self-sup-

plying, but practically to supply the demand
of the world. The quality of the material he
assures me will be proved to be greatly su-

perior to the Swedish article, and it will be
produced and sold at a price that Sweden can-

not compete against. The amalgamated com-
panies will produce their own raw material.

"In America there is not the demand for

boiler tubes that the shipbuilding trade of this

country supplies. But this deficiency prom-
ises to be made up, according to Mr. Hart-
man, by the railway companies. It is his

opinion that every line of rail (and there are

something like 800,000 miles of it in America)
will, before long, be laid with seamless tubes."

GRAPHITE FOR BRAZING.

To their better known line of chain lubri-

cants, the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jer-

sey City, N. J., have added "Dixon's brazing

graphite," of which they offer to send a sam-
ple to all tradespeople who ask for it. The
article, they say, is a pure, flour graphite that

absolutely prevents the sticking of the brass

to the tubing; which is not affected by the

greatest heat, and which saves time and
money, as little if any filing is necessary.

"GOOD" PEOPLE ROBBED.

Chicago, July 10.—Detectives have un-

earthed a nest of thieves in the Morgan &
Wright factory, and six arrests have been al-

ready made. Drivers and other employees are

the culprits, but their outside confederates,

who disposed of the stolen tires, are known
and will be apprehended. Several thousand
dollars' worth of goods have been made way
with.

MACHINERY ARRIVES.

The transfer of the machinery of the Wes-
ton-Mott Co., from Jamesville to the new fac-
tory in Utica, N. Y., is now in progress, and
it is expected that the office of the company
will be opened in the latter place during next
week.

TO LOOK OVER FOREIGN FENCES.

Dr. Charles S. Stockton, of the Warwick &
Stockton Co., will sail for Europe on the 29th
of July. His concern has done a big business
abroad as well as at home and Dr. Stockton
goes to look after his fences.

MOVED AND CHANGED.
The Spaulding & Pepper Co. have removed

their New York office to 52-.54 Readc street

and placed it in charge of Hall & Downing.
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PROBLEM OF '98.

What Confronts the Trade in Mapping Out

Its Campaigrn for Next

Season.

The present season is so far advanced that

the manufacturers have their '98 models pretty

well in mind, but it is not yet too late to give

some consideration to the manner in which

the special features of '97 wheels have been

received by the public, and so, perhaps, gather

some impressions that may be useful in de-

signing models for another year.

It is a well-established custom in the bi-

cycle trade to make changes annually, and

bring out early in each calendar year new pat-

terns, in which are incorporated the improve-

ments and changes that have suggested them-

selves to makers and riders during the pre-

vious season. This has come about very

naturally, as the fall always brings a cessation

of manufacture, and presents an excellent op-

portunity to plan for active resumption of

work. Then, too, the evolution of the safety

has developed some new and valuable features

every year.

The first safety bicycle, or original "Rover,"

as it was called, was produced in 1884. It

was three or four years before the diamond

frame in its earliest form was worked out,

and four or five years more before the frame

in its now universal form was developed. Each

year brought many changes and some im-

provements in shape and in detail, and then

the small, solid rubber tire was succeeded by

the hollow rubber, or cushion, and very soon

afterward by the pneumatic.

It was not until 1890 that the importance

of the tire question began to be appreciated,

and it was not until the pneumatic proved its

inestimable value that it was possible for cy-

cling to become universal.

The first pneumatic-tired wheels were ex-

ceedingly heavy. The reduction in weight

that took place each year up to '95 was itself

sufficient to induce every one who could af-

ford it to buy a new wheel each spring. The
improvement in tires was equally great for

several years, and the running gear (chain

and bearings) was continually improved upon.

In fact, up to '95 or '96 the annual changes

were generally such pronounced improvements

that no one thought of disputing their value.

The season of '96 saw the production and

over-production of many wheels of a very

high order of merit, and likewise the over-

production of many that were cheap and

trashy. Trade became demoralized, and there

were many failures. The public, early in '96,

refused to pay list prices, and before the mid-

dle of the season they were able to purchase

almost anything they wanted at pretty nearly

their own figures. There were no radically

important improvements in view for '97 pat-

terns; that is to say, there was no manufac-

turer who had in prospect any changes that

would make his machines materially better in

any important respect.

In view of such conditions confronting the

trade, and the fact that they were able to

manufacture more cheaply than ever before, it

would seem as if the most natural thing would

have been to improve '96 patterns, where it

could be done without incurring much ex-

pense, and put out '97 patterns at more popu-

lar prices. Instead of doing this, however,

several features were incorporated in '97

models, at considerable expense to the fac-

tories for new tools and appliances, and the

old list prices, which had proved so unpopu-

lar, and which were so bitterly assailed by the

public, were adhered to.

The changes that were generally adopted

for '97 models were: 1, larger sprocket

(vheels; 2, lower drop of bottom bracket; 3,

flush joints; 4, one or two-piece axle ana

cranks; 5, D-shape tubing; 6, expanding

clamps; 7, detachable sprockets. A few mak-

ers, but very few, adopted all these features;

the others adopted such of them as suited

their fancy or convenience.

But these features were not entirely new for

'97. Several of them were found in some '96

wheels, and this was one reason why '96 pat-

terns have sold so readily this year. Another

reason is found in the fact that the most im-

portant improvement of the year, large

sprockets, could be readily attached to '96 pat-

terns at a small expense.

As a whole, the new features of the '97 pat-

terns did not commend themselves with suffi-

cient force to the purchasing public to make

them willing to pay the prices asked. It is

A FAVORITE RESORT OF CYCLISTS.

Black Horse Tavern, Staten Island.

a serious question whether the public were

far wrong in this. The use of larger sprockets

and putting more drop into the bottom

bracket constituted real and valuable im-

provements; but it is exceedingly doubtful

whether any of the other changes contributed

to make '97 patterns, as a whole, any stronger,

easier running, more serviceable or more
satisfactory to any degree. This is the way
the public looked at it, and this is another

reason why so many have willingly accepted

'96 patterns this season.

The fact is that the changes made for '97

presented too much the appearance of having

been made for merely the sakfe of change,

and with the impression that they would com-
mand the old price, the makers having forgot-

ten that the annual changes up to '96 had

been radical improvements inseparable from

the evolution of the cycle.

The problem is here again for '98, and

much of import to the trade rests upon the

way in which it is worked out. The sugges-

tions in the article on "Falling Prices" on
page 22 of last week's Wheel are to the point.

Of course, some radical improvement, such

as was the pneumatic tire, that would make
every wheel in use seem antiquated, would
give a great boom to the trade, and stiffen

prices. There are those who think this can be

brought about by the introduction of a chain-

less machine, or the adoption of a new style of

frame, perhaps triangular. If these things are

genuine improvements they are bound to

come, and will be heartily welcomed; but it

is open to question whether any such thing

would be so quickly and so generally adopted
as have been the improvements of the past.

The number of riders is now so many times

greater; the proportion that cannot afford fre-

quent changes is so large, and the merit of

existing types is so great, that things are apt

to move more slowly. The present type is ex-

ceedingly good, and has so many interests

behind it that it will wage a hard fight for

existence.

While awaiting the improvements that are

hoped for, there are serious questions imme-
diately before the trade. All the indications

point in one direction, and those who are

guided by them and settle down to meet the

conditions that confront them will be the

gainers.

EXPLANATIONS BY UNCLE EPH.

All dis hyar sarcasm about dah bysickle

am like a bunch of grapes wid de sweetness

done gone an' de strengt' remainin'.

Dah hain't no bettah lesson in bysicklin'

dan pinnin' yoh faith onto one of dem dry-

goods bysickles an' den bein' scratched by de

pin.

Some riders seem to hab jes' 'nuff sense ter

discubber new ways 'er gettin' inter troubbie

in bysicklin' an' not 'nuff ter git 'em out ob

hit.

De gret difficulty 'bout ahgyin' on de bes'

bisickle is dat de better yoh does it in favor ob

yoh own, de madder you's li'ble to make some
ob youh bes' frien's.

Dah's a good deal dependin' on de way er

racer applies 'is energies. De base drummer
uses up moh muscle in one chune dan de fust

fiddler do in half a dozen.

IT PAYS TO BE CIVIL.

It pays to be progressive. It is profitable

for even a railroad company not to be antag-

onistic to wheelmen. All this, and more, too,

has the Long Island Railroad proven under

its new management. As one of the "straws"

showing the direction of the trade wind of

cycle favor, it may be noted that between the

hours of 1 and 4.30 on Saturday afternoon

the Long Island Railroad carried 4,950 bi-

cycles to various points on Long Island.

DIED IN AUSTRALIA.

Australian papers report the death of W.
H. Lloyd, of the Keating Cycle Co., at Mel-

bourne, on May 3th. He arrived in Australia

during October last for the purpose of boom-
ing the Keating cycles, and had made many
friends. Mr. Lloyd was thirty-two years of

age and a native of New York.
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First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
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President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,
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National Cycle Dealers' Association.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
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GEORGE COLLISTER.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
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J. J. MANDERY.
Secretary,
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Rubber Tire Association.
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GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,
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B04-8M West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CANADA.
Toronto.—McLean & Ockley will retire from busi-

ness.

Woodstock.—New Barnes Cycle Co., receiver ap-

plied for.

CONNECTICUT.
Meriden.—Meriden Rubber Co. incorporated by

Wilhelm A. Zickerman, H. George Talcott and L. E.

Francis. Capital stock, $10,000.

ILLINOIS.

Aurora.—Smith & Leet. K. G. Leet's interest pur-

chased by R. M. King.

Normal.—R. Gaston, new repair store on North

street.

Peoria.—Peoria Cycle & Mfg. Co. Samuel Mc-

Adams reported recorded chattel mortgage for $550.

INDIANA.

Indianapolis.—Wm. F. Clemens, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,215.

Indianapolis.—The Perfect Puncture Stop Mfg. Co.

incorporated by E. W. Furnas, T. E. Hadley and M.

C. Parker.

IOWA.

Des Moines.—Chas. Hulin, gone out of business.

Des Moines.—A. H. Parkhill is now sole proprietor

of the firm of Jarvis & Parkhill.

KENTUCKY.
Uniontown.—Geo. Horton, new store.

MAINE.

Bath.—J. S. Jackson & Son, new store.

Brewer.—Brewer Bicycle Co. M. Gordon sold his

interest to Daniel McCleod.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Auburndale.—Ed. Brabiner, new store at Nantasket.

Lowell.—Manning & Leighton, new store on Pres-

cott street.

Northampton.—E. May Hallett filed certificate to do

business in her own name; chattel mortgage for $565.

Worcester.—The Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. Frank

Sullivan Smith, receiver, has taken possession, and

will continue the business.

MICHIGAN.

Big Rapids.—F. W. Morton will open store.

MISSOURI.

Norborne.—Mr. Dougherty, new store.

MONTANA.
Bozeman.—Ernest V. Hooper, chattel mortgage for

$150.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Lisbon.—C. Currier, new store.

NEW JERSEY.

Hoboken.—Reinhard Hoppe, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $362.

NEW YORK.
Albany.—E. A. Norris will open branch store on

Third street.

Brooklyn.—Frank N. Bruner, reported chattel mort-

gage to secure notes.

Buffalo.—Attwood & Light, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $148.

New York.—The World Mfg. Co. served with at-

tachment for $1,782 against the property of the Hamil-

ton-Kenwood Cycle Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., in

favor of Walter R. Herrick.

Nyack.—Chamberlain & Co., of Depevv place, have

sold out to the World Cycle Exchange, 720 Lexington

avenue, New York.

NORTH DAKOTA.

Meilnor.—E. K. Pennington & Co., new store.

OHIO.
Cleveland.—John J. Stock, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $305.

Toledo.—The Kirk-Young Mfg. Co. II. J. Young
has sold his interest to his partners.

Toledo.—Ojisto Cycle Co. purchased by Uhl Bros.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Hazleton.—Wm. Glover, Jr., new stort.

Ilazleton.—Doc. Hackett, new store.

Howard.—B. Weber & Sons, new store.

Philadelphia.—The Providence Bicycle Association,

formed to insure bicycles against loss by theft.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Darlington.—W. G. Lickson will manufacture, sell

and repair bicycles.

TEXAS.
Waco.—The Texas Flyer Co., sold out.

WASHINGTON.
Vancouver.—Walter W. Wintler, destroyed by fire.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—Moscrip & Holt Co., reported assigned.

WHERE THEY WENT TO.

Exports of bicycles and bicycle

from the port of New York during

ending July 6th

:

Crates and
packages.

Antwerp 14
Amsterdam 89
Budapest '. 3

Brazil 9
Bordeaux 3
Boulogne 2

Berlin 311
Bremen 43
British Australia 35
British Honduras 1

British West Indies 45
Copenhagen 182
Christiania 53
Cologne 12
Florence 4
Gottenburg 1
Glasgow 62
Genoa 20
Hamburg

|
453

Helsingfors 4
Havre 117
Hull 15
Liverpool ..., 37
Mexico 3
New Zealand 5
Newfoundland 10
Nova Scotia 1
Peru 3
Rotterdam 534
Rostoft' 1
Stockholm 6
Turin 30
Zurich 2

Total 2,110

Bicycle material

material

the week

Value.
$601
4,155
171
9'JO

135
90

-7,800

2,431

1,605
33

2,508
5,109

2.322

600
100
100

2,286

1,760

29,547
513

6,345

1,100

1,555
223

1,110
502
40
300

22,118
57
949

1,432
90

$98,677

$27,336

WANT SUNDRIES FOR EUROPEAN TRADE.

White, Child & Beney, 1 Hohenstaufegasse,

Vienna, Austria, importers of American ma-
chinery and tools, are anxious to extend their

'98 trade, and wish to include in their line

some of the following specialties: Pedals,

hubs, chains, sheet metal fittings, bells,

lamps, etc., etc. They have a London office

at 62 Queen street, Cheapside, and their

Vienna cable address is "Whitechild-Wien."

FOR ELEVEN MONTHS.

Exports of bicycles during the

May and the eleven months ending
Month
of May.

United Kingdom $258,915
Germany 156,619
France 45,396
Other European Countries... 119,926
British North America 140,000
Mexico 6,170
Central America and British
Honduras 2,122

Cuba 1,351
Porto Rico 150
Santo Domingo 90
Other West Indies and Ber-
muda 13,582

Agentina 2,262
Brazil 3,875
Colombia 2,235
Other South American Coun-

tries 6,096
China 5,495
British Australasia 46,770
British and East Indies —
Other Countries in Asia and
Oceanica 14,006

Africa 13,667
y\ll other Countries 110

month of

with May:
Eleven
Months.
$2,082,963

823,210
232,104

1,004,821

668,515

66,952

52,894
3,406
3,795
4,310

119,602
38,325
25,377
21,619

68,647
16,939

659,416
13,435

96,957
118,944

110

Diffidence has prevented many a man from

making the fool of himself in cycling that he

desired.

MORE FAMOUS THAN THE BOWERY.

The Bowery has had its day as a famous
New York street. It is now a mere tradition.

Broadway will long hold its place as the chief

vein of the city's life. No process of expan-
sion can ever leave it abandoned to the cheap
clothing dealers and dime museum robbers.

But now the Boulevard attracts more inter-

ested sightseers than any other ten streets of

this great city. This is because of cycling.

Once the Boulevard was a quiet avenue,
whose particular distinctions were its shade
trees and its third foot-walk, which it ex-

tended in Parisian fashion down the middle
of the street. Now, however, it is the great

thoroughfare for bicycles, which appear there

in thousands.

All mankind is awheel, apparently, and a

person on nothing but legs feels like a strange

animal. A mighty army of wheels streams

from the brick wilderness below Central Park
and speeds over the asphalt. In the cool of

the evening it returns with swaying and flash-

ing of myriad lamps.

The cycle army has completely subjugated

the street. The glittering machines dominate
it from end to end. The cafes and dining-

rooms of the apartment hotels are occupied
mainly by people in cycle clothing. Even the

billboards have surrendered. They advertise
wheels and lamps and tires and patent sad-
dles with all the flaming vehemence of circus
art. Even when they do condescend to ad-
vertise a patent medicine, you are sure to con-
front a lithograph of a young person in the
shortest of skirts and most shapely of limbs,
who is saying, in large type: "Yes, George, I

find that Willowrum always refreshes me after

these long rides."

THREATENED A HOLDUP.

"If that puffed-up thing undertakes to ride

rough-shod over me, I'll take the wind out of

it," remarked the Ragged Tin Scrap, as the

Pneumatic hove in sight.
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(Continued from last week,)

While the way is hard, the scenery is sublime.

It is a wilderness of unkempt nature; thick

growths of underbrush line the road, merging
into impenetrable forests, with trees erect and

shadowy, as though to guard from the prying

sun that robs it of the dim, mysterious half-

light that constitutes its glory, and the rug-

ged, untamed stream that eddies and brawls

over its rock-bound bed. We have reached

the foot of the mountain, and unless you be

strong of limb and deep of chest, pedestrian-

ism will play a leading part in the three-mile

climb to the top of what seems a never-ending

path. Nearing the summit we pass Monterey

and Buena Vista Springs, and before long are

treated to the first glimpse of what we have

journeyed so far to reach—the Shenandoah

Valley. Stretching to the westward and to

the southward, the waving

fields of grain lend a bit of

the greenest color to the

rectangular spaces of fresh-

ly-tilled soil that gives to

this prosperous land the

appearance of an immense

chess-board. Seemingly at

our very feet, arise the

chimneys and spires of

Waynesboro, a peaceful in-

land town, while in that

narrow, white, ribbon-like

Jiighway that is seen wind-

ing along, as though aware

of its superiority, we see the

road that leads us to the

tlreamed-of region beyond

—

The Finest Road in the Bast

—the road which, for 148

miles, traverses one of the

most fertile valleys in the

Union, through a section

with historical associations

which have made it the ob-

jective point of thousands.

The distance to Waynes-

boro is illusive. While it

seemed but a step from the

top of the mountain, it was

nearly an hour before we rode through its

principal street, and, as we rolled along at a

smart pace, rejuvenated, as it were, by the

smooth surface, we appreciated its good quali-

BY
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of the Shenandoah River, we come to Kearns-

town, the scene of the first battle in this sec-

tion. Stevens City is next on the route, and,

thirteen miles from Winchester is Middletown.

ties all the more after our rough ride of the

day before.

The next twelve miles to Hagerstown are

fine in every sense of the word; perfectly level,

it proved a relief, after the many hills we had

been climbing. Five miles from Hagerstown
brought us to the Potomac at Williamsport,

where the river is crossed on an old-fashioned

ferry.

We now ride parallel to the mountains, in

a deep valley between two ranges about twenty

miles apart, and for an hour traverse the ex-

treme northeastern corner of West Virginia,

and before crossing the borders of "Old Do-

ENTKANCE TO NATIONAL CEMETERY, GETT VSli U Kij

minion," Martinsburg is reached, two miles

outside of which can still be seen an immense
spring that many times during the war served

as the bathing place for both the Confederate

and Union armies. The water wells out of

the ground with the same force that it did

twenty-five years ago, and is a fine example of

Nature's hydraulics. Through Bunker Hill,

without the culture of its namesake in Boston,

and eleven miles away, sleepy old Winchester

is sighted. An object of interest here is an

ancient wooden shed, where, during the

.^••' Valley campaign, many luckless pris-

oners of war were confined.

Five miles further down, or rather, as

the natives say. "up the valley," on ac-

count of our way being toward the head

Jl.Ncl'lOi-l OF BALTIMORE A1-.U

EMMETSBURG PIKES, GETTYSBURG.

The two ranges of mountains that have been
gradually converging are here closer together

than at any point in the valley, being about

eight miles apart. However,
as in all moutainous coun-

tries, the distances are de-

ceptive, and to the un-

trained eye look much less

Sublime Scenery.

On one side the Blue
Ridge stands an inpenetra-

ble barrier to the wild and
undiscovered region be-

yond, while on the other,

the North Mountains rear

their hoary heights in bold

defiance to the noble range

that stretches along the

whole of the Atlantic sea-

board. Two and a half

miles further, the top of

Fisher's Hill is reached.

This was the site of two
sharp engagements, Sep-

tember 22 and October 19,

1864. The hill is the hard-

est on the entire valley

route, but is easily ridable.

Woodstock is the next place

of importance; the next,

nineteen miles away, is

- New Market, where the

tourist branches off en

route to the Luray Caves. Before reaching

there, Edenburg, five miles, and Mt. Jackson,

twelve miles, two humble hamlets fairly buried

in the high surrounding hills, are passed. Ar-

riving at New Market the questions arise

whether to ride on our wheels over the

mountains into the Page Valley, or to vary

the trip by going over and back in one of the

three-seated wagons that can be hired for that

purpose. Acting on good advice we chose

the latter.

Although the road-bed is fine, in the four-

teen miles to the caves it is necessary to cross

two mountain ranges and to ford the Shen-

andoah River, the Massanauten branch of the

Blue Ridge forming a little valley through

which the river flows.
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Directly opposite New Market is a very

well-defined gap in the uninterrupted length

of rock and trees that we had been following;

compared to the great height of the extreme

summit, it looks low indeed, but, as the wagon
slowly ascends higher and we have an unim-

paired view of the glorious valley, lying in

peaceful splendor seemingly but a stone's

throw below, we begin to realize that the gap

in itself was of no mean elevation from the

level, especially as just before the beautiful

panorama disappeared from sight we caught

a glimpse of Woodstock, nineteen miles away.

The ride over is delightful; the road winds

around and around in its serpentine course up

the steep inclines, then down we go across the

now quiet, sluggish stream, which, however,

the spring freshets transform into a roaring,

rushing river. We climb again, and once on

top, the Page Valley, made famous by the

wonderful caves, is unfolded. But little time

perfect form of various farm products; then

through smaller rooms the way leads to the

"fish market," where the wall is hung with

counterfeit denizens of the deep, so natural in

their likeness that the beholder is startled in

the belief of their real existence. A succes-

sion of chambers, each named from some

striking resemblance to well-known objects,

and each filled with the curious creations of a

subterranenan world, are connected by pas-

sages, which appear to have been carved by

some giant hand; grottoes adorned by

the richest ornamentations, cascades of

sparkling brilliancy, and forms and figures of

infinite shape and variety inspire emotions of

wonder, that grow with each new revelation.

The Crystal Lake, with its flow of the clearest

water; the Cathedral, with its silent organ,

from which the guide produces a weird refrain

by tapping the massive pipes with a wooden

stick; the Bridal Chamber, with its alabaster

portions of the forest have never been ex-

plored, so vast is this wilderness.

On our return, the Shenandoah Valley, in

the deepening twilight, looked even more
charming than in the morning, the growing

shadows making a soft, velvety background

for a picture that even time can never thor-

oughly efface from the memory.
Again on our wheels and we were quickly

pedaling toward Harrisonberg, slumbering

ancient-looking town that has apparently not

yet recovered from the old fighting days, and

Mount Crawford, where, if one is not satiated

with underground explorations, he may take

the road designated by a signboard and take

in Weyer's Cave and also Fountain Cave,

known as the Grottoes of Virginia, which,

while not so grand as Luray, if time is no ob-

ject, may be visited with interest. We, how-
ever, kept on direct, and after twenty-six

miles of ups and downs, with the road none

^ ^ ^ THE ROUTE, "h % %

Hotel. Points on Route.
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Material of

Road.
Remarks.

Trenton House
CoUonade
Shoemaker's
Boldridge's
Speakman's
Compass House
Mason's
Cross Keys
Bird-in-Hand .

.

Stevens House
Franklin
City Hotel

Eagle

Leland
Hamilton
Continental
Taylor
Shenandoah
Central
Revere
^'irginia

Irvine's
Forest Inn

Taylors

Great Falls

Arlington

New York
Trenton
Philadelphia
Paoli
Dovi'ningtown
Coatesville
Compassville
White Horse
Intercourse
Bird-in-Hand
Lancaster
Columbia
York
Hunterstown
Gettysburg
Emmetsburg
Top of Mountain.
Waynesboro
Hagerstown
Martinsburg
Winchester
Woodstock
New Market
Harrisonburg
Staunton
Greenville
Lexington
Natural Bridge ...

Winchester, Va...

Castleman's Ferry

Hamilton
Edward's Ferry ...

Great Falls

Washington, D. C.

00
73 73
104 31
124 20
136 12
143 7
151 8
154 3
160 6
164 4
171 7
182 11
195 13
219 24
224 5

235 11
244 9

251 7
262 11
283 21
305 22
336 31
355 19
373 IS
398 25
410 12
434 24
449 15

Macadam and clay .

.

Macadam and clay .

.

Macadam
Pike—clay
Cinder path
Sandy
Sandy pike and clay.

Pike

Clay

Clay and pike.

Pike

Red clay

lto4
lto4

1
2

lto2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
4
2
1
1
1
1
1

2

2
2

3
3

Century run route.
Take Pennsylvania side cross bridge.
Out Lancaster Pike.
Take Boot Road. Ask.
Follow railroad tracks.
T. R. up creek. T. L. at Wagontown.
Direct.
Take R. F. at Intercourse.
Direct.
Direct, joining pike again.
Direct.
Cross bridge one and a quarter miles long to Wrightsville.
Via Hockstown (10 m.), then T. R. at East Berhn (13 m.) direct.

At Shrivers (2 m.) T. L. Nat. Cemetery in Gettysburg.
Direct.
Direct.
Direct.
From here finest long distance ride in the East.

Through Bunker Hill (10 m.).
Via Middletown (13 m.), Strasburg (18 m.).
\'ia Edinburgh (41/3 m.) to Mt. Jackson (I2V2 m.).
At New Market, T. L. to Luray Caves (14 m.).
Gets hillier towards Staunton.
Direct; all clay.

Very bad when wet.
Can save time by training.

ROUTE TO WASHINGTON.

00 00

15 15

31
43

16
12

61 18

77 16

,

Stonepike

Stone and clay.
Clay

Clay and towpath

Macadam and asphalt.

5 to 3

3tol
4 to 2

2

From hotel T. L. First street, direct; ford river, 4% m., and via
Berryville.

Direct over Blue Ridge via Snecker's Gap (3 m.) ; Round Hill
(9 m.) and Purcellville.

Direct over mountains to Leesburg (6 m.) ; rest direct.

Along towpath to Point of Rocks (15 m.) ; continue to Harper's
Ferry (31m.).

Road via Cabin John Bridge to Georgetown (14 m.) and via
Pennsylvania Avenue to hotel.

In the I/Uray Cavern.

is lost in making for the famous "hole in the

ground." The first thing we did was to regis-

ter; then we were handed a sort of a scoop-

shovel tin reflector, upon which were fastened

three lighted candles, and being furnished a

guide, proceeded down the stairs that marked

the entrance. It is hard to analyze the feeling

that came over one on the introduction to this

underground fastness; a chill of horror is the

first sensation, as one finds himself immersed

in gloom and surrounded by grotesqtie

shapes, which an excited fancy clothes

with ghostly appearance. The entrance

hall is a large compartment supported

by fluted columns and ~ adorned with

snowy drapery and glittering stalactites. From
this section avenues radiate to the other por-

tions of the cave. One leads to the "vegeta-

ble garden," where the pendants assume the

figures in trailing drapery; the Giant's Hall,

glittering arches and rows of mighty columns;

the Ball Room, high ceilinged and the scene

of festivities, that, to say the least, must have

been very novel—all these form but a small

portion of the wonders to be seen. Others

there are equally as great. Nature has fash-

ioned her work in her own inscrutable way,

far more sublime than anything that man
could devise, reaching beyond the ingenuity

and cunning of the most practiced hand.

Once more emerging into daylight, the

sudden transition making the green grass and

blue sky look a little queer, we board the old

post cart, for we carried the mail, and re-

sume our journey across the mountains to

New Market. The road leads through

A Section of the Wildest Description.

The woods abound in all kinds of game; bear

and deer are hunted, and many of the remote

too good, Staunton, the chief city of the val-

ley, and the end of the macadamized road, is

reached. There is but little to beguile one
into tarrying in Staunton, so we bravely faced

the thirty-six miles of red clay road, sprinkled

with grades -that would make good training

ground for hill-climbing contests, that led us

to Lexington, the most interesting town, his-

torically speaking, in Virginia. Here we see

the Virginia Military Institute, the "West
Point of the South," a rambling barrack-like

building of wood, filed with many traditions

of the bravery and heroism of its graduates in

fighting for their cause. The most curious

portion of this reverential old pile is Stonewall

Jackson's class-room. This has been pre-

served in the same condition in which it was

when he taught the young idea the first ele-

ments of modern warfare, which he brought

into such good practice a few years later. He is
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Uoi. I. €bicf Bell Kinder Uncle CDomas. no. 27.

OUR YOUNGEST.

The above shows the youngest Trinity rider

in the United States, if not in the world.

It's a boy.

He rides a 28-inch wheel, is a Mellin's Food

baby, eats H.-O., can see that hump without

glasses, knows a Genuine Bicycle from a baby

carriage (which is more than some of his

elders can say), has no curve to his frame,

runs easy, gets there and back the same day,

is an honestly built Trinity baby, and we all

admire his pluck in coming into the world

during these hot days.

Welcome, little stranger!

His weight is 20J pounds—but you have

guessed that already. We told you the new

Trinity was a "darling," and seeing is beUev-

ing.

The new Trinity is the agent's willing slave

—willing to earn money for him every day.

Born "tired," yet with an energy which turns

mortgages into government notes.

No business home is complete without it.

Ask your wife to buy you a Trinity—costs

but a hundred dollars—worth a million. For

proof of this assertion, address

UNCLE THOMAS,

Care Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co.,

-WORCESTER, MASS.

J) J) ^ vj) kf) J)

TRINITY AGENTS
desiring to run a series of illustrated

advertisements setting forth Trinity

merits are invited to so express themselves.

If it seems largely desired we will originate

such

a series and supply cuts free of charge.

Hands up! Write to us and say how many
inches

single column, you would use.

Meanwhile, here's a little one for a suggestion:

Q 'JOOOGOOOC'50000000000000000000o
o
o
o
o

o

O HOW IS YOURS;?

O If it happens that your pocketbook

g is thin—but your responsibility is

Q "thick"— and you want one of

Q the celebrated .". .". .'. .*. .•.

§ TRINITY ^ ^
I BieveLES
O I'll sell you one on easy instalments.

O Call and see me about it to-night, please.

8 A. LIVE,

§ TRINITY
O AGENT,
O Hustle Avenue, ^ ^ S City.
O

SOME PEOPLE
who ought to own Trinity Wheels

:

O
O
o
o
o
o

The man who bought another kind.

AT THE SEE-SIDE.

Many railroads are now coming into line

to grant free transportation to bicycles; and
on the steamboats charges are seldom made.
Thus wheeling is encouraged at the seashore
resorts, where, along hard, sand beaches, there

are often miles of delightful riding.

Riders in need of more sand ought to make
a concerted rush for these localities.

There is much to see along the edge of the

sounding sea, and there is much to be learned

from the objects of Nature organized to run
life agencies there. Take the oyster, for in-

stance. What is dumber than an oyster?

What is more solemn and noiseless than the

mild-mannered clam of commerce, whose
home is by the rolling deep? Certainly, not
the bicycle-maker.

We admit to a slight occasional hurrah our-
selves, but knowing that we have good
cause in the Trinity production we do not
waste in visible blushes the blood designed
for more general bodily circulation.

We are meek and lowly, and if you charge
us with personal pomp and high-priced cigars,

all right. We won't do a ting to y'r.

But let us suspect for one gloomy moment
that you doubt the chilly truth concerning the

superiority of the Trinity over all other wheels
ever given frame, and fame and name, and
your over-lived existence won't be worth a

passel of hand-painted mussel-shells!

Sea?
But, this blood-thirsty possibility being dim

and shadowy, we cordially invite correspon-
dence relative to new Trinity agencies. Have
you seen our latest? The twenty-and-three-

quarter- pound,-hundred-dollar,-four- and-half-
inch-tread,-two-and-half-inch-hanger "Agents'

Delight?" If not, toss us a penful of ink and
we'll tell you all we know about it.

TRINITY CYCXE MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass., U. S. A.

Chicago Branch : J28 Dearborn St.

Boston Branch : 9 Park Sq.
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buried in the quiet little graveyard not far

from the centre of the town, and though ever

mentioned in tones of veneration, not even a

shaft bearing his name marks the grave of one

who was looked upon as a man of the time.

The Washington and Lee University is also

an institution vvorthy a visit. This seems to

be the one modern idea inoculated into this

region of inactivity. The buildings are old

but substantial, the surrounding grounds

pretty, and the whole place possesses that air

A BIT FROM mar's HILL, NATURAL BRIDGE.

of progressiveness that is so wholly lacking in

so many places that we passed through on our

way up the valley. The chapel of the Univer-

sity is .filled with many portraits in oil of the

men who, in the past have been connected

with this well-known institutionj and forms a

very interesting collection. The remains of

General Lee repose here in a vault, a magnifi-

cent reclining statue of

" The Idol of the South "

marking the spot, a fitting tribute to one of

the greatest generals of his period. Conducted

by General Lee's old body servant, we paid a

visit to the general's study, left in precisely

the same state as when he died. The calendar

still marks the date when he last looked upon

it; the pen that he used reposes on the old-

fashioned inkstand that he used years ago; his

favorite chair is drawn up to the table, as

though waiting for its long-depi:rted occupant,

and even the same pictures, now much dimmed
by age, that the great man's eyes rested on,

hang in the identical places that he put them.

We instinctively moderated our tones, and an

unconscious feeling of awe came over us as we
saw the treasured relics, so religiously guarded

from vandalism, and found ourselves wonder-

ing, if anywhere in this wide world the mem-
ory of one is so marked with adoration as is

the name of Lee in the South.

Take out your Webster and look up the

word "villainous," and you have, in a word, a

description of the fifteen-mile stretch of road

between Lexington and the Natural Bridge.

Li dry weather it is vile, but when it rains it

becomes a sea of impassable mud. It is a

dreary waste among the mountains, with no-

thing to commend it but that grand wonder

of nature that stands out stupendous, alone,

one of the marvels of the world, the Natural

Bridge of Virginia.

This tremendous structure, more massive

than any mind can conceive, spans a gorge

200 feet irt depth and about 100 feet wide,

through which a mountain stream wends its

stony way to the River James. For many

years it was used as the regular viaduct of a

stage line, and even to this day is in constant

use as a part of the public highway. The

foundations and the roadway are of solid

stone, more firmly imbedded in the earth

than the abutments constructed by a human
engineer, and the arch, as one looks at it

From the Bottom of the Abyss,

is as perfect as if hewn out of the overhang-

ing rock.

This great wonder, pre-eminent as the

natural attraction of the Old Dominion, is sit-

uated at the very end of the Shenandoah Val-

ley, and in the immediate vicinity of the high-

est mountains of Virginia, of which the Peaks

of Otter attain the greatest altitude. The top

of the bridge on each side of the road is over-

grown by thick bushes and immense trees, so

that one is hardly aware of the crossing until,

approaching the edge, the vast depth below is

unfolded, a frightened look, an instinctive

tightening of the hold and a realization of

the tremendous distance to the bottom of the

ravine is apparent. Men and horses become
insignificant features in the landscape, while

the trees are flat and stunted to the vision.

A grand park surrounds the bridge, the

natural scenery of which is striking. Mag-
nificent forest trees and stately rocks covered

with the moss of centuries, rise here and
there; deep ravines, through the shadowy
depths of which a crystal stream winds its

tortuous course, are spanned by rustic bridges,

while height and valley afford beautiful pros-

THE NATURAL BRIDGE.

pects over a wild and picturesque scene, or

glimpses of rare beauty through vistas of foli-

age and wild flowers. Crossing the torrent,
' we wander up the creek a mile or more, past

Hemlock Island, past the cave where saltpetre

was procured for making powder in 1812; and
again during the Confederate struggle; then
comes the low portal -within which

The "I<ost" River Murmurs and Echoes

its unknown history, as it plunges through the
dark recesses of its subterranean passage,
flowing in an opposite way to its sunshiny sis-

ter. The high walls on either side come closer
and closer together, and we cross to a stone
stairway leading to the "Lace Water Falls,"
where the stream, leaping a hundred feet,

falls in a dazzling shower of rainbow tinted
bubbles and spray.

On retracing our steps, the bridge appears
even more sublime and imposing than from
the other side; its magnitude is perhaps more
striking. When directly under the arch a
curious phenomenon presents itself, that in ob-
taining a certain position a fair profile of
Washington, formed by a mass of over-reach-
ing rock, is distinctly visible, while on the
under side of the bridge nature has painted a
good reproduction of an eagle with outspread-
ing wings.

Until several years ago, the Natural Bridge
boasted of three very fine hotels. Fire, how-
ever, destroyed two of them, but the tourist

can still find excellent accommodations at the

one which still remains, and a more delightful

LOST RIVER.

spot to while away an idle day would be hard
to find.

The Homeward Trip Offers Many Variations.

Should one not care to retrace his way and
ride awheel to Washington, he should go as

far as Martinsburg and train to the Capital.

Although I have outlined a route via Winches-
ter, it is in the light of a horrible example, as the

roads are vile and the hills bad, while a peru-
sal of the table will show that in the sixty

miles between Winchester and Great Falls

there is scarcely a town where one can obtain
anything to eat, to say nothing of sleeping
quarters.

The best way to return would be to take
the train from the Natural Bridge to Rich-
mond, the capital of the South. Then sail

down the historic James to Old Point Com-
fort, Newport News and Fortress Monroe.
From here a water voyage via the Chesapeake
and up the lower Potomac until the Washing-
ton Monument is sighted, will refresh the
body and clear the mind for the reception of

the good things that the Capital of this great
country has in store.

Washington is distinctly a place for sight-

seeing. It is useless to dwell here on the
points of interest. They are too numerous
and have too often been described. To the
cyclist, the superabundance of asphalted
streets offers unusual advantages. The ride to

Cabin John Bridge is, however, romantic in

scenery, and a trip over the ideal road, topped
by a dinner at the hotel, is a treat worthy of

mention here. With this we virtually end
our vacation. The way home can be settled

by one's own sweet will.

CABIN JOHN BRIDGE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

A few words of advice, and I am through:
Don't travel on a schedule; nothing is so
fatal to the proper enjoyment than to start

out with the intention of grinding out a cer-
tain number of miles daily. Study; brush
up your knowledge of American history, and
you will enjoy all the more the many his-

toric places on the route of the tour through
the Shenandoah Valley. Louis Geyler.
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WORLD CYCLES
Still 100 Dollars Each,

AND WORTH IT.

Gold has a stated value. So has a World Bicycle.

You never find them in repair shops.

ART CATALOGUE FREE.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;
Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buflfalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,
San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

VAN DER WIELEN & SCHWIEBBE, of Ant-
werp, covering Belgium and Holland.

ARNOLD,

SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,

Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ALL SORTS AND SIZES.

Signs of the times: "Bicycles sold, rented

and repaired here."

The caterpillar-backed rider is a melancholy

warning to the ape family.

In the average bicycle of to-day there are a

trifle more than 800 separate parts.

Dear old Spain! Costs you $5 per year to

own a bicycle in the land of the cigarette and

Castanet.

Peoria, 111., park authorities may forbid

brakeless wheels from being ridden in the

city's park.

Pittsburg's city fathers kindly footed

all the bills for a race meet and lantern parade

on July oth.

Try to disappoint a customer only in one

way—by giving him a better bargain than he

came to you for.

It is not the fault of the cable-slot-riding

wheelmen if New York has not the Broadway

that leads to destruction.

Another cycling outrage! A Newtown, L. I.,

judge has refused to let a wheelman in cycle

costume act as a juryman.

Upon payment of $1 to the town authori-

ties of Watertown, N. Y., wheelmen are given

a year's privilege to ride upon the sidewalks.

An attempt to tax bicycles 50 cents per an-

num in Dubuque, Iowa, has failed, the city's

authority to levy such a special tax not being

clear.

It is now in order for some jingo states-

man to introduce a bill at Washington pen-

sioning army bicycles that have been re-

tired.

Horrible thought! Suppose the tariff taxers

should suddenly realize that they might raise

revenue by taxing the air that inflates pneu-

matic tires.

Growing tired of showing leniency to cycle

thieves, a Grand Rapids judge has just sen-

tenced a self-confessed wheel lifter to three

years in State Prison.

Columbus, Ga., has a bicycle ordinance, one

clause in which is: "No person or- persons

shall ride any bicycle or tricycle through or

by any funeral procession."

The man at club banquets, and other such

social functions, who has music in his soul

should be careful to keep it there unless he is

absolutely sure about his voice.

Berlin is gallant! When the taxes on cy-

clists were arranged it was decided that while

men should pay .$2.50 per annum, women must

pay $3.75 for the same time and privilege.

Wherever one goes the wheelman is in evi-

dence, and there is the flush of health and

vigor in his countenance, proving the physi-

cal benefit derived from exercise in the open

air.

Judge Twohy has decided that a St. Paul

ordinance compelling wheelmen to carry a

lighted lamp upon their machines from sun-

set to sunrise is "unreasonable," therefore, in-

valid.

The bill compelling railways in Canada to

carry bicycles free has been defeated in the

Railway Committee of the Canadian Senate.

It will be introduced again next session.

To show that they are up to snuff, the stock-

holders in the Prince cycle coliseum at Chat-

tanooga have turned their building into a to-

bacco barn and gone out of the cycle circuit

game.

An e.xchange declares that "wheelmen
should give tramps a wide berth." This cer-

tainly is excellent advice; think of a combina-

tion of a narrow berth, a tramp, hot weather

and a wheelman!

An ordinance compelling Kansas City

wheelmen to carry lamps and bells was de-

feated because, as one noble legislator put it,

"There are 8,000 riders in Kansas City, and

they are all good fellows."

Fifteen United States Senators daily ride

bicycles to and from the Capitol, and they are

now demanding that a cycle stable be

equipped in the building for the care and

safety of Senatorial cycles.

Ernest Terah Hooley, the English plunger,

is reputed as saying that it is one of his ambi-

tions to produce a practical 12-pound bicycle.

As Mr. Hooley has millions at his command
there's no telling what may happen.

Morgan xWrightTires

are good tires

VERY COMFORTABLE,
YET NOT EASILY PUNC-
TURED. ITS THE FABRIC.

m^.

Morgan sWright

Vienna cyclists are rejoicing because they

no longer have to pay a tax of $2 per annum
on each bicycle or to appear before the police

and demonstrate their wheelmanship before

being allowed to ride on the streets of the

city.

Pittsburg has disposed of 12,000 tin license

tags to wheelmen, said tags giving the wheel-

men wearing them the right to ride on Pitts-

burg's city streets during the current year.

The wheelmen in turn gave $12,000 for these

12,000 tags.

One Sioux City wheelman had the misfor-

tune to run into one Sioux City Alderman;

result, one ordinance forbidding any Sioux

City wheelman from riding a bicycle faster

than six miles per hour within the confines of

Sioux City.

During the fiscal year just closed the four

policemen constituting the Washington cycle

squad made 1,300 arrests, which arrests netted

the city $4,288 in fines. Cycle policemen are

not only advisable municipal investments, but

are profitable ones as well.

The Philadelphia Carriage and Wagon
Builders' Association's Committee on Bicy-

cles have reported in favor of co-operation

and the promotion of a better understanding

between the owners of carriages and bicycles

relative to the use of roads.

Philadelphia has a new kind of cycle thief

who only makes away with portions of a

wheel, such as pedals, chains, handle-bars

and the like, selling these parts to repairers.

The inventor of this new piecemeal thievery

is now safely lodged in a Philadelphia prison.

The attention of Eastern wheel clubs look-

ing for novelties in the line of entertainment

is called to the following society note in a

Martinsville, Ohio, paper: "The Bicycle Club
held a picnic in the River Bottom Park
Wednesday evening. Lunch consisted princi-

pally of onions and garlic."

According to that eminently truthful and
conservative writer, Charles Fuller Gates, Los
Angeles racing men will only compete under

L. A. W. rules and sanction when they are

hired to do so. Californians are queer peo-

ple, sometimes, and apparently Los Angeles
racing men intend to prove this statement a

fact.

The president of the American National

Association of Dancing Masters declares that

the bicycle has dealt a serious blow to danc-

ing. This opens up an ideal topic for ethical

discussion; and now the moralists who argue

that waltzing is "the dance of death" and the

other set who hold that wheeling is an inven-

tion of the devil should get together and fight

the issue to a finish.

Wheelmen in Andover were informed by

the Selectmen of that village that sidewalk

riding would result in arrests and a $3 fine.

The wheelmen were a little scared until they

looked up the matter and found that not a

foot of the sidewalks had been built by the

town but by the Village Improvement Society

and that Selectmen had no authority over how
the sidewalks should be used.

Those gentle legislators, who always at-

tempt to sugar-coat the cycle tax pill with- the

proviso that the funds derivative therefrom

shall be used solely for street improvements
and cycle paths, never seem to think that on
similar grounds the owners of dogs should

insist that the tax levied upon these animals

be set aside for the purchase of collars and a

weekly ration of meat for the dogs.

At the Metropolitan Club, on Fifth avenue,

popularly known as the Millionaires' Club,

two men are constantly employed to care for

the members' bicycles. As an evidence of

the hold cycling has upon the millionaires, it

may be mentioned that 136 wheels were

counted at one time in the club, this, too,

when the majority of millionaires are sup-

posed to be at their country places.

The Methodist Church at Brownfield, Pa.,

offered two bicycles as prizes to the two young

women of the congregation who secured the

largest sums for the church fund. When the

contest closed the thrifty congregation de-

cided it would award only one bicycle. Now
the father of the girl who raised the second

largest sum has brought suit against the

church to make it give his daughter the bi-

cycle she had fairly earned.
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

TIRE FABRICS AND MATERIAL.

Dealing with tire fabrics and the ma-
terials entering into their construction,

the "India Rubber World" says: It is

reported in the cotton-manufacturing trade

that the demand for bicycle-tire fabrics

has ended earlier this season than for two
years past, which would indicate a lessened

activity in the production of tires. Some of

the tire-manufacturers have likewise felt a sud-

den check in the demand from the cycle trade,

in advance of the usual ending of the season.

Just how many tires have been made, or how
many bicycles, cannot now be estimated. There

is reason to believe, however, that the output

of tires for the season just closed has not been

larger than in the preceding year, if, indeed,

it has been so large. To begin, the manufac-

turers of tire-fabrics are few in comparison
with the number of tire-makers, rendering it

easier to review their business. One leading

house estimates the total consumption of sea-

island cotton in tire fabrics fo*r the season

ended July 1, 1896, at not more than 5,000

bales, while the consumption this year has

been slightly less. Another house in the trade

reports the sale of a smaller number of yards

of tire-fabrics this season than last, and also

the continued failure of certain manufacturers

to take fabrics from the mill which they were

under contract to take so far back as

January. But this slighter movement of

fabrics is not conclusive proof of a smaller

output of tires. In the preceding season, it

it now known, the tire-manufacturers became
overstocked with fabrics, so that the same
number of tires might have been made this

year as last, with a smaller draft upon the

cotton-looms.

Any attempt to estimate the number of tires

produced from the quantity of sea-island

fabrics taken by the rubber trade would be in

vain. No statement of the yardage of such

fabrics would help on account of the great

range in widths. Some tire-makers demand
fabrics of a particular width—as 30J inches

—

in order that the lap may occur always in a

certain place, while others take the same
grade in widths of 40 to 60 inches, cutting the

goods without regard to where the lap may
fall. Nor can anything be judged from the

total weight of fabrics used, since goods of

the same width vary in weight from three

ounces to one pound to the yard. Finally,

there are differences in the sizes of tires and

in the surface measure of the fabric employed.

From the low prices at which some tires

have been sold it has been inferred that a

very low grade of fabrics must have been used,

and such has been the case to a certain ex-

tent. Sales have been made to tire-makers of

d fabric as low as 14 and 15 cents per pound,

at which price only the commoner sorts of

cotton duck can be manufactured, without any

of the distinctive methods of weaving calcu-

lated to give strength to a tire. For instance,

in the best fabrics, both the warp and the fill-

ing are crimped in the weaving, and to the

same extent, so that no greater strain is placed

upon the longitudinal than upon the trans-

verse threads when the tire is inflated. But

in the cheaper stuffs only the threads of the

filling are crimped, placing all the strain upon

one-half the threads in the fabric. Sea-island

fabrics are sold by the yard, and not by the

pound, but at the prevaihng prices they cost

at least three times as much as the figures

above given.

Between the best sea-island cottons and the
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cheap common duck at 14 cents a pound there

is a wide range in quality. First, all sea-

island cotton is not of the same excellence.
A cotton-trade report before the writer in-

cludes quotations for sixteen grades of sea-

islands, ranging in price from 9 to 21 cents

a pound, landed at New England mills. A
tire-manufacturer could therefore truthfully

claim to use sea-island cotton, though employ-
ing a grade only a trifle better than middling
uplands, which sell for 8 cents or less per
pound. Not only is there a wide range in sea-

island sorts, but a certain amount of Egyptian
cotton has been used in tire-fabrics, and a cer-

tain amount of mixtures of Egyptian with sea-

island, sea-island with uplands, and so on.

"The use of cheap fabrics has not been as

great as might be supposed," said one large

weaver, "and I don't think that the practice

will spread. One cannot afford to guarantee
tires made of any but the best fabrics, but
some rubber concerns last year tried the ex-
periment of making an unguaranteed tire at

a lower price than their standard product. I

think that by this time they are convinced that

it was a mistaken policy. This is a discrim-

ination that the wheelmen cannot be expected
to appreciate, since even dealers get confused
by it, and the manufacturer who guarantees
any part of his tire output is pretty apt to be
called upon to replace everything that goes
out of his factory, in a case of its collapse or

failure. A factory that should guarantee none
of its tires would fare no better, because guar-
anteeing is now the recognized custom of the

trade, and cyclists will not buy twice from a

house which ignores the custom. In my own
opinion—and I know all the tire-manufactur-

ers personally—at least 90 per cent of the tires

made this year and last were based on good
sea-island cotton."

While the year in tire-fabrics runs from

July to July, the bulk of the business is de-

layed usually until much later in the calendar

year. There is now, therefore, too little new
business under "way to afford a basis for quot-

ing prices. There is-, also, nothing to indicate

that prices of fabrics will be lower in the near

future than in the past. When the tire trade

first began to develop large proportions, and
its requirements in sea-island cotton became
known, the cotton trade became unduly en-

thusiastic over this new demand, and the

largest production of sea-islands on record

was the result. Lower prices likewise re-

sulted, and a corresponding discouragement

of the planters. A smaller crop was pro-

duced last year than in 1895, and that of 1897

may be smaller still, though this is yet a mat-

ter of speculation. The entire cotton manu-
facture has been depressed for some time past,

but there is a general hope that, before the end

of this year, there will be a more general em-
ployment of spindles and such an advance in

prices of products as affords the best basis of

"good times"—all of which points to a firmer

market for tire fabrics, if not higher prices.

Another possible factor is the proposed dutj-

of 20 per cent on Egyptian cotton, the Ameri-

can use of which has become consid-

erable. While Eygptian cotton does

not compete directly with the sea-

island, the market for the latter

would be affected by an advance in the Egypt-

ian, or by a falling-off in its importation. It

may be that a firmer state of the market for

fabrics might better enable the rubber trade

to withstand the tendency toward falling prices

for tires which, for some time past, has threat-

ened their profits.
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so VERY ENGLISH, YOU KNOW.

Most newspapers arc acquainted with in-

di\iduals who would ol:)tain something for

nothing, who believe that it is necessary to

lill a paper with something, and it makes

no difference what it is; and in this country.

where "working the press" has become a fine

art, exhibitions of what is vulgarly termed

"gall" cause little comment.
But the American "press worker" must look

sharp. The English article has commenced
to make himself felt. The first symptom
reached these shores on Saturday last. It was
recorded on a Coventry letter-head, on which

"World's Largest Cycle Dealers" figures

prominently.

The "World's Largest" has recently copied

and constructed a freak bicycle, which

it evidently hopes to make world-renowned

at no expense to itself. At any rate, the mod-
est concern writes The Wheel substantially

as follows:

"We take pleasure in sending you an illus-

tration of the World's Largest freak bicycle,

thinking it would be of interest to your read-

ers, and also enclose paragraph referring to

same. We would consider it a favor if, in re-

turn for our sending you this illustration, you

will publish the other trade notes (six in

number), which we enclose, say, one per

week. Of course, you will see that the only

benefit we can gain by this from your paper

is the mention of our Canadian depots. Di-

rectly you have used the cut, will you please

forward it to our Toronto house?"

In other words, these modest Englishmen

ask for seven successive advertisements worth

$75 or $]00 because they send a self-advertis-

ing electrotype of a freak, wheel worth not

more than 15 cents, and have "gall"' enough

to ask that postage to Canada be paid on the

cut. Either the British cycling papers are

unusually soft, or the "World's Largest" has

queer ideas of the American press, and pos-

sibly it is not wholly to blame.

HE IS NOT ANY TOO NUMEROUS.

The prosperous merchant is one who studies

the situation carefully through the col-

umns of his trade paper and buys only salable

wheels and sundries. He lets the cycling pub-

lic know, by judicious advertising, that he de-

sires patronage. He trusts only what he can

afford to lose, if accounts are not paid, and

does not jeopardize his credit by being too

free with goods that the manufacturer has in-

trusted to his care. He keeps his stock clean,

neat and well displayed. He allows no odds

and ends to accumulate, to burden his room

with their useless presence. He pays his bills

promptly, which insures a good financial rat-

ing. He is affable and agreeable. He watches

carefully all details and attends strictly to

business and lives within his income.

WANT ACCESSORIES ABROAD.

The John Griffith Cycle Corporation, Cov-

entry, England, write that they are always

ready to negotiate for any cycle accessory

likely to prove suitable for their trade. Then-

one proviso is that they must be given sole

control in Great Britain.

ALL WORK AND NO PLAY.

That there are many business men who
defeat their own ends and ruin their own
sure prospects by exhausting their strength

before they reach the period of success where
their best efforts are needed, is now so well

known that it is scarcely necessary to call

attention to it. In plain words, they are like

a certain kind of pear—they rot before they

ripen.

Chauncey M. Depew expresses the matter

both tersely and convincingly when he says:

"I -have learned from observation that three

things may happen to a man who works stead-

ily without relaxation. In the first place,

he becomes nervous, irritable and hard to get

along with. In the second place, the grade

of his work falls off, his services are worth-

less and he is liable to err in his judgment.

In the third place, he dies suddenly. It is an

incontrovertible law of nature."

It is to such men as these that cycling has

come as a wonder-working machine, length-

ening both the days and the usefulness of a

class commerce and progress can never have

too many of.

ITS EXACT VALUE.

You can now buy from the street vendors

a strip of thin, elastic rubber about IJ inches

wide and long enough to go around a tire,

with a patent button on the ends for fasten-

ing. You slip one or two of these in your

pocket when you go for a ride. When you

and Puncture meet, all you have to do is

just to button one of those menders over the

hole, pump her up again, and find out that the

contrivance is perfectly worthless.

CHANCE FOR FOREIGN TRADE.

A possible market for American bicycles

which appears to be worthy of some attention

is Dutch Guiana. The trade, although only

comparatively small, is growing at a very

steady rate, seeing that while in 1894 the value

of the British exports practically only repre-

sented one machine, they amounted in 1895 to

$2,780, and last year to more than $5,000.

WISE AND TIMELY SUGGESTION.

The New York Livery and Boarding

Stablemen's Association has suggested to the

Board of Aldermen that in the revised road

rules prepared by the L. A. W. consulate

and now under consideration, a clause requir-

ing the use of brakes on all bicycles be in-

cluded.

GROWING TIRE MATERIAL.

Advices from Oaxica, Mexico, say that the

India Rubber Co., of Mexico, an English

corporation, with a paid-up capital of $2,000,-

000, is now planting 5.000,0(iO rubber trees on

their lands in the district of Pochutia, that

State. They have 4O0 men engaged in the

work.

FOLLOWING AMERICA.

Evidently the Dunlop "monopoly" in Eng-

land believes in puncture-healing injections.

They are extensively advertising and market-

ing a "puncture stop" of their own manufac-

ture.

FUTURE TIRE PRICES.

The reduction in bicycle-prices, says the

India Rubber World, affords no reason why
bicycle-tires should not sell for less money.
The margin of profit on high-grade wheels

has been proportionately greater than on tires,

too many of which have been sold at cost or

less, under the stress of unwise competition.

E\'erybody knows that the factory cost of

high-grade wheels has been less than $100,

hut manufacturers have calculated that the ex-

])cnse of selling bicycles was equal to the cost

of production, and have fixed prices accord-

ingly.

This may have been true during the period

of educating the public to appreciate cycling

properly, but it ought to be no longer neces-

sary to spend money for this purpose. Bicy-

cles ought now to be a staple article in trade,

selling on their merits, with no farther guar-

antee than is implied in the sale of any staple

article by a reputable merchant.

With first-class bicycles selling at $75 or

less, with some of the irresponsible concerns

now in the trade eliminated, and with the

much-abused guarantee dispensed with, the

sale of wheels doubtless will increase, making
a greater demand than ever for tires. It will

be a good thing for the rubber trade when
tire guarantees are also withdrawn, and tires

are sold solely on their merits.

When all these reforms arc made—and they

are nearer at hand than some people may
think—we may expect to see more bicycles

than ever sold by substantial manufacturers

and responsible dealers, at a cost within the

reach of more people than now, and yet per-

mitting a legitimate profit to be made by
everybody concerned, including the makers

of the tires. The best tire is sure to win,

and profits are certain for the factories that

succeed in giving the best value for the money.

ONE RESULT OF SKYROCKET METHODS.

An absolute proof of how much the recent

theatric cut in prices helped the legitimate

cycle trade and the exclusive cycle agent, the

fact is worthy of note that on the day follow-

ing the "bike trust bust" announcements in

the columns of the sensational press, one de-

partment store actually sold 615 bicycles at a

price close to $30.

Had the famous cut been less theatrically

announced, a fair proportion of the purchasers

of these 615 bicycles might have placed their

orders with the legitimate trade, but as it was
the bargain-counter reaped the benefit,

because it at once announced that it had al-

ways sold bicycles for less than $100, there-

fore had treated the public fairly, etc., etc.,

and the public evidently thought the same

way. Trade theatricals are equal parts of

tragedy and farce.

ALL DIFFERENT, ALL GOOD.

Some idea of the scope and facilities of J.

H. Williams & Co., the Brooklyn drop-

for.gers. may be obtained from the page,

"Symphony in Sprockets," in this issue. With
eighty odd different designs he must be rather

an odd individual whom they cannot please.

COMING ROLLER CHAIN.

The Thames Chain and Stamping Co., Nor-

wich, Conn., have secured control of the M.

A. Linnell patent, and will shortly have the

Linnell roller chain on the market.

SIX WEEKS ABROAD.

F. S. Beavis, of the Eclipse Bicycle Co.,

sailed for Europe last week in the interests

of his concern. He will be absent a month or

six weeks.

READY TO BUY WHEELS OR PARTS.

To any one who is overstocked and has bi-

cycles to dispose of, L. C. Jandorf & Co., this

city, should be of interest. The firm is in the

market for not only wheels, but frames as

well.
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IN THE LAND OF THE ENEMY.

It is interesting to any one except the

wheelman, who is unwillingly playing the

leading part in the affair, to notice the way in

which the blasphemous and terrible truck

drivers of the lower part of the city hunt a

cyclist. A truck driver, of course, believes

that a wheelman is a pest. The average man
could not feel more annoyance if nature had

suddenly invented some new kind of mos-
quito. And so the truck driver resolves in

his dreadful way to make life as troublous

and thrilling for the wheelman as he possibly

can.

In the playing of this game the wheelman
suffers under a great handicap. He is strug-

gling over the most uneven cobbles which

bless a metropolis. Twenty horses threaten

him, and forty wheels miss his shoulder by

an inch. In his ears there is a .hideous din.

It surrounds him, envelops him. Add to this

trouble, then, a truckman with a fiend's de-

sire to see dead wheelmen. The situation

affords deep excitement for every one.

But when a truck driver comes to the

Boulevard the beautiful balance of the uni-

verse is apparent. The teamster sits mute,

motionless, casting sidelong glances at the

wheels which spin by him. He still contrives

to exhibit a sort of sombre defiance, but he

has no oath nor gesture nor wily scheme

to drive a three-ton wagon over the prostrate

body of some unhappy cyclist. On the Boule-

vard this roaring lion from downtown is so

subdued, so isolated that he brings tears to

the sympathetic eye.

FIRECRACKER'S FOE.

The fire-works manufacturers complain that

the increase of cycling has had a damaging

effect upon the sales of their explosive prod-

ucts, by reason of the fact that the Fourth of

July is now used by the wheelmen as an op-

portunity to take runs on their machines into

the country.

It is not an open question whether this is

a matter for general congratulation. Cer-

tainly, as contrasted with a day spent in a hot

town, with the odor of burned powder in the

air, a day of riding over good roads, perhaps

in good company, with the resultant appetite

and the benefits derived from judicious exer-

cise, is to be greatly preferred. This ten-

dency to emigrate from the city on such a

day probably results, too, in a general di-

minution of the amount of noise produced

upon that occasion, another thing cycling

should be thanked for.

THREE AND ONE-HALF EACH.

A Philadelphia thief gets two years in the

penitentiary for stealing seven bicycles. That
makes it about three months and a half for

each wheel, and while the average may seem
small, the grand total of the sentence assumes
quite a pleasing magnitude. A wise Judge!
As he slowly pedals along in the quiet hours

of the evening after dinner he can reflect that

he has done his duty to his fellows. And may
other Solomons follow his example!

WHAT CHRIS LOOKS DOWN UPON.

At the beginning of New York's famous

Boulevard, in the centre of the circle, stands,

upon a lofty column, the patient Columbus.
Around him everything is bicycle. The great

discoverer, erect on his tall gray shaft, must
feel his stone head whirl and his stone heart,

throb with envy when the battalions of rid-

ers come swinging and shining around the

curve at his feet, and all the time he who knew
only the questionable delights of caravel travel

is denied any participation in that by cycle.

HOW HIGH IT WAS.

When the sun beats down and the cycler

climbs up, there come warm words and

much weariness.

Judged by how '°°°

the rider feels

when he has at

last landed at

the top of an

elevation, the al-

titude of the
highest peak in

the Rocky
Mountains is but

the slightest of

gradients in

comparison to

the one he has

just surmounted.

All the world,

its wife and its

mother - in - law
have for the last

few days tour-

ed, traveled and
toiled awheel.
That this multi-

tude may gain an

idea of how
much less than a

thousand miles

were the alti-

tudes of the vari-

ous places cycled

to. The Wheel
presents here-
with the actual

measurements of

a few places in

the hills of New
Jersey and New
York. The dif-

ference between

how much of a

climb it actually

was, and the

height it seemed
to the perspiring rider should prove entertain-

ing reading now the day and the deed are both
past and gone.
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ENTIRELY INFERENTIAL.

"What makes you think that Eve tried to

teach herself cycling in the Garden of Eden?"
"Merely inference. The Bible says she was

the first woman to fall."

HOW TO MAKE LIMBER A CHAIN.

Sometimes one of the joints of a new chain
will be found to be stiff, and to refuse to

straighten out after leaving the chain wheels.
It is easy to loosen the joint by laying the
chain on its side with the end of the rivet un-
supported—for example, the chain may rest

on a nut, with the rivet over the hole—and
tapping the other end of the rivet with a

hammer. The chain must then be turned
over, and the opposite end of the rivet treated

in the same way. By this means, together
with working the joint backwards and for-

wards, the stiffness will soon be taken out.

WHERE WEIRDNESS REIGNS.

The woman possessed of costumatic idio-

syncrasies is in her element once she pedals

a bicycle along New York's famous Boule-

vard. The stranger from afar, who comes to

view the cycle army of the metropolis in its

grand parade, no sooner reaches the Boule-

vard that he becomes conscious of a bewilder-

ing variety of costumes and equally bewildering

manner of wearing same. There are some
that fit and some that do not fit. There are

some that were not made to fit, and there are

some that couldn't fit anyhow. As a matter

of fact, the cycle costume is still in the pri-

mary stages of its evolution. Let it be hoped
so, at any rate.

Of course, every decent citizen concedes

that women shall wear what they please, and
it is supposed that he convenants with him-
self not to grin and nudge his neighbor when
anything particularly amazing passes him on
the street, but resolves to mind his own af-

fairs. Still, the situation no doubt harrows
him greatly. No man will ever be found to

defend some of those Boulevard costumes.

His most friendly statement, as an individual,

is to advocate them for all women he does
not know and cares nothing about.

Most women become radical enough to say:

"Why shouldn't I wear this or that to ride

in, if I choose?" Still, a second look at the

Boulevard convinces one that the world is

slowly, solemnly, inevitably coming to short

skirts. It seems about to enter an age of

unblushing admission of the fact that the

human leg is not a thing to be always and for-

ever hidden beneath sidewalk sweeping skirts.

KNOWN EVERYWHERE.

The road hog is not a cloven-footed quad-
ruped, but a two-legged animal. But he is

seen at his best, not on his legs, but on wheels.

If he were on a railroad train he would en-

deavor to see how many seats it were possible

for him to monopolize with his legs, feet and
baggage, while other passengers were crowded
together or forced to stand.

If traveling on a public highway, it is his

delight to occupy as much of the road as

possible,, and 'he has no respect for the law
which requires drivers or riders of all vehi-

cles to keep to the right.

The road hog finds peculiar enjoyment in

compelling cyclists to get out of his path, for

he knows that they are powerless to resist the

brute force of an oncoming horse or team
with a substantial vehicle attached. The road
hog is not as extinct as the dodo, though
many wish that he was.

CONVENIENT, IF NOT HANDSOME.

As lamps are made nowadays it is some-
thing of a nuisance and a hand-soiling nui-

sance to be compelled to remove the oil

fount every time refilling becomes necessary,

a fact which lampmakers should include in

their memoranda for '98. A return to the old

outside spout is worthy of consideration. The
spout may not add to the looks of the lamp,

but it is a convenience, nevertheless.

CLUMSY AND CAUTIONED.

"So your doctor, Mr. Duckfut, has pre-
scribed a bicycle for you, has he?"

"Yes."
"Did he give you any directions regarding

its use?"
"Yes; he told me not to take more than

six drops after each meal."
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PLAYED IT LOW DOWN ON THE SAMARITAN.

He was humping his way up the Boulevard
at better than a fifteen-mile-per-hour gait,

when something or other introduced itself to

his tire, and the latter at once lost its breath.

It was a conclusive case of puncture. He
sadly gazed at it, as a fussy, pompous little

man asked if he could render any assistance.

He could. Would he repair the punctured tire

and straighten out a few twisted spokes? Cer-
tainly.

Unpacking his repair outfit, the Good
Samaritan, who was quite a machinist, and
never so delighted as when dissecting any-
thing that "goes," dragged the wheel out into

the sunlight and began the work of repair.

Meanwh'ile his wife and the luckless wheel-
man sat in the shade on the curb and discussed

various polite topics.

The Good Samaritan worked away with

great energy, the heat of the sun beating down
upon him pitilessly, and after a half-hour's in-

dustry, he proudly steered the fully repaired

wheel back to its owner with the remark that

"it is as good as new."

Then he wiped the sweat from his high and
philanthropic forehead, beamed charitably

upon the beneficiary of his skill and assured

him that he was under no slightest obligation

for the assistance rendered.

"Did you never have an accident before?"

sweetly inquired the wife, suddenly recalling

that she had not thought to refer to the sub-

ject during their conversation in the shade.

"No, ma'am," he replied, "this is the first

time I have had a puncture of my own."
"Well, you will know what to do next time,

won't you?" she suggested.

"I hope so," he replied modestly.

"By the way," interrupted the Good Samari-
tan as he started to mount his wheel, "what
is your occupation, and where do you live, if

it is not impertinent to ask?"

"Not at all,'" said the wheelman. "I live on
Sixty-fourth street, and I am employed as

chief repairer in Ridgeman's."

From the purple color the Good Samari-

tan's face took on, his wife feared apoplexy,

but luckily it wasn't quite as bad as that.

THINGS ALLOWbD AND FORBIDDEN.

Although undoubted safeguards, wheelmen
persist in fighting laws which require the

use of lamps and bells. The Detroit (Mich.)

city fathers have just heard a repetition to all

the old familiar objections and unwisely

heeded them. They have been renovating the

cycle ordinances, and, as finally reported, the

law provides that speed shall be limited to

eight miles within the half-mile circle and

twelve miles outside the half-mile circle; that

riders must slack up at street crossings when
there is any one upon them; that all vehicles

must be run on the right-hand side of the

street, and that cutting corners must be

avoided when the rider is going to the left;

riders must pass other wheelmen or wagons
to the left when they approach from behind;

bells or lamps are not compulsory, though

they are not prohibited; no more than three

bicycles may be ridden abreast anywhere, and

no more than two wagons or buggies may be

driven abreast on any street where there are

car tracks; at least one hand must be kept

on the handle-bar; bicycles may be run on

the sidewalks only where the streets are un-

paved or impassable, and then the speed

must be reduced to five miles an hour.

A STUDY-4N STILL LIFE.

A look of serious meditation rests upon the

face of the middle-aged man who stands at the

intersection of two important thoroughfares

and gazes in silence at the ground before him.

He is dressed in a mud-colored canvas uni-

form, his features are bronzed, and his sun-

burnt hands bear the marks of toil.

Wheelmen pass and repass, yet he heeds

them not. The roar of traffic is all about him,

but apparently he does not hear it. His

thoughts are far away.

Who shall say that thoughts are not things?

Who knows but that the processes of the

mind leave lasting traces upon the environ-

ment now unseen, but as real as the visible

and tangible thing we call matter, and that

some day, when the veil is rent asunder, and
the spiritual eye looks forth upon a new uni-

verse, it will see in changeless forms the real

and substantial results of those mental pro-

cesses, and—but the man is moving.

OUT FOR BLOOD.

"Hello, Hackensack, where're bound for?"
"Ofif to Waverly. I always was accused

of having sporting blood in my veins, and
I'm going to live up to my reputation by
getting a supply of it from those racing

Slowly he stoops.

He picks up something from the ground.

He holds it in his hand, and looks at it

thoughtfully.

Then he steps forward.

There is a leisurely dignity in his move-
ments that well may challenge the attention

of the student of American institutions, and

move him to reflection upon the effects of

those institutions upon the National character.

He stoops again.

He places carefully upon the ground the ob-

ject he has carried in his hand.

Picking Up an iron implement he brings it

down once, twice, thrice upon the object.

Then he straightens up, drops the imple-

ment of iron and resumes his contemplative

gaze downward into the bowels of the earth.

He is an employee of the Department of

PubHc Works.
He is repairing a street paved with Belgian

blocks.

BUT HE NEVER WROTE IT.

Bitter are the fruits of adversity. Certainly

none more bitter could come to good old

Zim than for him to be compelled to stand

for the idiotic stuff which appears over his

signature in a Sunday newspaper. There has

been alleged cycle stuff both wild and weird

in daily papers before, but never was there

any quite so fierce in its inanity as that to

which is affixed the signature of A. A. Zim-

merman, and which he is paid to father.

CREDITED TO KANSAS.

The usual mid-day meeting at the Liar's

Lyceum was on the point of adjourning, when
the new member with the funny looking straw

hat asked the privilege of the floor, lit a

cigarette and blowing the smoke thereof in

the face of the consumptive member, supplied

these facts:

"I was caught' in a town not far from Em-
poria over Sunday, and nothing to do but fol-

low the crowd, most of which rode bicycles.

They landed in a church. I landed with them.

I saw the preacher go into the pulpit, and I

knew from the hang of his trousers and their

crumpled appearance at the bottom that he
was a wheelman, and the man whom I asked

about it said that my conjecture was right.

"The sermon was nothing out of the ordin-

ary, but the last song the congregation

worked off caught me, and then I understood

the expression I had heard—'wheel crazy.'

The first verse of the old hymn was lined out

by the young preacher as follows:

'Am I a rider for the cross,

A scorcher for a lamb?'

"The next line of the second verse almost

made me fall ofif the bench:

'Must I be carried to the skies

On flowery beds of ease?

Not while I've got a wheel, old man,
I'll make the course with ease.'

"The congregation fairly whooped it up on
that verse, and after the preacher had an-

nounced that it was collection day for swell-

ing the road fund between Emporia and the

church and the hat was passed, I plunked in

a gold two and a half piece. I thought they

deserved that much from my house.

"I wrote my wife right away to sell the

horse and buggy and put the proceeds into a

wheel. But she telegraphed back that she

couldn't get a bid on the horse, and I am go-

ing to trade off all I have for a wheel. When
it comes to this, that the bicycle business must
have its own hymns in the church, I give in."

Then the meeting adjourned, with strong

probabilities that the straw-hatted member will

be the Lyceum's future presiding officer, an

honor always bestowed upon the most brutal

liar.

EVERYONE HAS SEEN HIM.

With a ghastly grin and a gruesome glare;

with sprint and spurt and a stony stare; with

a ripping rush and a reckless reel, comes the

whizzing wretch on his whirling wheel.

His eyes stick out and his jaws drop low,

and he cares not a cuss where he may go. He
tears o'er the crossing; he scoots up the street,

and woe to the inan whom he chances to

meet.

He has no time for a warning ring; he won't

go home till he's had his fling. If he strikes

a dog or does up a cat, if he scares a horse

with his blown-off hat; if he kills a kid or

breaks a limb, he feels it's a well-spent day

for him.

Or if he runs into a wabbling cuss, who is

trying to learn without making a muss, and he

gets pulled in, he pays his fine, and swears
that he's having a deuce of a time.

He smashes his wheel and he busts his tire,

as his gear grows higher, higher, higher.

Now he's ofif again, is this scorcher grim, and
there's somebody won't do a thing to him
when at last he reaches a place below, where
there is no rain and much less snow.
He scorched on earth; 'twas his greatest

boast: he'll scorch down there, and he'll like-

wise roast.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN Att UNOCCUPIED
TEBBITOKY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Offlc« and Factory : 189-191 "W. learned St. Dfanufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

RECENT PATENTS.

37 336 CTCLE-SEAT. Otis K. Nbwkll, Boston, Mass. PUed 3 7,305. BAND-TIQHTEKER FOR ITREa Frank B. GMsWOLD 585,885. I.AMP FOR CYCLES, 4c Edwabd M. Harlkt. Edto-

Jan. 6.
1897* Serial No. 618.208. Term of patent 14 years. Troy.N. Y Filed Mar 10, 1897. Serial No. 626,889. Term of patent bmigh, Seotlani PUed Dec. 14, 1896. Serial No. 615.699. (No model)

7 yeara Rttented In England Nov. 4. 1896, No 24,619.

Claim.—The design for a cycle-seat herein shown and described.

5 85,93 9. TIRE FOR VELOCIPEDES. Julius DEBOEOK, Hanover,

Germany. FQed Feb. 10, 1897. Serial No. 623,598 (No model)

Ctiiim.—The design for a band-tightener for vehicle-tires, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

5 8 5,870. PNEtniATIC TIRE. JACOB R JoHKs, Denver, Pa.

Filed July 14, 1896. Serial No. 599,110 (No model)

Claim. 1. A tire composed of a tube of suitable material, re-

silient balls arranged therein, connecting-strings between the balls,

and a filling of yielding material in the space between the connected

balls and the tube, substantially as set Torth.

585,661. MEANS FOR HESEISQ PUNCTURES IN PNEUMATIC

TIRSa Sola B. Dmni, Chicago, 111. Filed May 18, 1896. Serial No.(

391,953. (NomodeU

Claim.— I. A pneumatic vehicle-tire having in combination two

non-solid substances arranged in the tread side thereof and held in

separation but which substances when combined are capable of form-

in"- a clot for closing the puncture, substantially as set forth.

3 7 , 3 O 4. FOOT-REST FOR BICYCLE-TEDiXS JBSSE T. Hall,

Chicago, m" FUed May 6, 1897. Serial Ho. 635,430. Term of patent

14 years.

Claim.— Vne design for a foot^rcst for bicycle-pedals, substan-

tially as herein shown and described.

5 85,696. MACHINE FOR ASSEMBLING PARTS OF WHEELS
JOBM H. PlaVeb, Coventry, England. Filed Nov. 24, 1896. Serial No.

613,322. (No model) Patented in England Feb. 11. 1896. No 3,087

Chim.— 1. A cycle-lamp having a casing formed with inwardly-

inclined side walls at the rear portion provided with windows or

lights therein inclined toward the rear of the lamp and adapted to

project the light from the lamp to the side or rear thereof, substan-

tially as described.

586,000. BICYCLE-LANTERN. iBvise a AnrbOD, Ameabuqr,

Mass. FUed July 1, 1896. Serial Na 597,732. (No modeL)

Claim.—The herein-described overtirc or armor for pneumatic

tires, consisting of a series of plates each of which is curved laterally

and longitudinally and is formed with rib-like projections serving

both to stiffen the plate and prevent slippage of the wheel, the ends

of each plate overlapping and underlapping the contiguous ends of

the adjacent plates, and a helically-coiled spring secured to said plates

and connecting the same, said spring having its ends relatively formed

to engage each other and attach the overtire around the tire proper

substantially as described.

37 SO 6. CROWN FOR BICYCLE-PORKS WaltebSKbio, Brook

lyn, N Y ' assignor to the Phenix Tube Company, same place and Jer-

sey City, N J. FUed May 19,1897. Serial No. 837,292. Term of pat-

ent 7 years.

Claim.—In a bicycle-lantern, the combination with a lantern*

oody, the post D', provided with means of attachment to said Untem-
body, the sleeve S, provided with a downward and rearward exten-

sion, the looped wire Y, hinged to said extension, the bolt Z, attached

to said wire, the thumbrscrew W, and the washer D', the said sleeve

D, secured to tbe post I^, by a nut and washer, for allowing a lateral

swing to said lantern-body, substantially as described.

5 85,683. DIE FOR SADDLE-SEATS Fredemm Laiblip, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.. assignor of one-half to John L Sherwood, FayetterlUe.
N. Y. Filed Sept. 8. 1896. Serial No. 605,121. (No model)

Claim.—The design for a crown for bicycle-forks, substantially

as herein shown and described.

37,307. VELOCIPEDE-SADDLETREE. FRED KoHll. Denver, Colo.

FUed May 29, 1897. Serial No. 638,815. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.—1. A die for shaping saddle-seats consisting of sections
abutting against each other and lacing-pins upon each section, and
means to secure said sections together.

5 85,858. TILTING SADDLE-BAR AND SEAT-POST FOR BICT
CLES Charles WoosTER, Hew York, N. Y. Filed Apr: 20, 1896. 8e
rial No. 588,398. (No model)

Claim.—The design for a velocipede-saddletree as herein shown

and described

3 7,3O 8. BICYCLE-FRAMR Ebhest Whitwobtb, Lowell, Mass.

PUed Aug. 13, 1896. Serial Bo. 602,674. Term of patent 7 years.

CUi.im.— I A machine for assembling the part« of wheels con-

sisting essentially of the adjustable arms or jaws r with their seg-

ments 1^ in combination with the adjustable arms or j.iws p^ with

their segments/** operated in the manner and for the purpose sub-,

stantiallv as hereinbefore described and shown.

Claim. A saddle-post constructed with a bifurcated iipper end

providing two extensions, a tilting cross-bar having a semicircular

pendent flange formed with radial grooves, a lug adjacent to the

pendent flange, a holt whereby the cross-bar is pivoted to the bifur-

cated upper end, a locking-bolt beneath the pivot-bolt, and a disk

formed with a slot receiving the lug, and with radial groove.? and in«

Claim. The design for a bicycle-frame, substantially as herein' terposed between the locking-bolt and the peifdent flange; substan-t

shown and described. t'a"y as described.
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SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

585,661. Means for Healing Punctures in Pneumatic
Tires. Sola B. Dunn, Chicago, 111. Filed May 18,

189G. Serial No. 531,953. (No model.)

585,679. Bicycle Tire. Samuel Kohn, Chicago, 111.

Filed April 2G, 1897. Serial No. 6.33,864. (No model.)

585,690. Adjustable Ilandle-Bar for Bicycles. Hugh
Muir, Chicago, Til. Filed August 21, 1896. Serial No.
603,441. (No model.)

585,719. Bicycle. William M. Sutton, Tonawanda,
N. Y. Filed July 15, 1895. Serial No. 555,997. (No
model.)

585,722. Folding Bicycle Rack. Ansel F. Temple,
Mu.skegon, Mich. Filed August 28, 1896. Serial No.
604,191. (No model.)

585,739. Bicycle Support. Howard D. Brundage,
Newburg, N. Y. Filed June 27, 1896. Serial No. 597,-

160. (No model.)

585,780. Bicycle Bell. Joseph Ostermann, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed July 20, 1S96. Serial No. 590,860.

585,963. Foot-Rest for Bicycles. Edward Mercier,

Springfield, Mass. Filed August 10, 1896. Serial No.
602,276. (No model.)

586,000. Bicycle Lantern. Irving PI. Atwood.
Amesbury, Mass. Filed July 1, 1896. Serial No. 597,-

732. (No model.)

586,002. Bicycle. Wells T. Barker, Nashville, Mich.
Filed April 17, 1896. Serial No. 588,020. (No model.)

586,026. Spring Wheel for Vehicles. Ellis D. Greene,

Barry, 111. Filed December 1, 1896. Serial No. 614,-

083. (No model.)

586,039. Bicycle Support. James Judge, New York,
N. Y. Filed April 10, 1896. Serial No. 586,981. (No
model.)

586,0.57. Cycle Driving Mechanism. Frederick W.
Quin, Sydney, New South Wales, assignor of one-

half to Frederick John Bird, same place. Filed Jan-

uary 22, 1897. Serial No. 620,263. (No model.)

585,532. Dust-Guard and Cleaner for Bicycle Bear-

ings. Henry H. Pulver, Rochester, N. Y. Filed

February 14, 1896. Serial No. 579,296. (No model.)

DESIGNS.

27, .303. Bicycle Lantern. Frank Theodore Williams,

Mcriden, Conn., assignor to the Edward Miller &
Co., same place. Filed April 20, 1897. Serial No.
633,054. Term of patent 3% years.

27,.306. Crown for Bicycle Forks. Walter S. King,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the Phoenix Tube Co.,

same place and Jersey City, N. J. Filed May 19,

1897. Serial No. 6.37,292. Term of patent, 7 years.

27.273. Bicycle Stand. George E. Strokes, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed April 22, 1897. Serial No. 633,402.

Term of patent 7 years.

27.274. Tire for Bicycles. Watson S. Gray, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed December 16, 1896. Serial No.
615,933. Term of patent 14 years.

TRADE MARKS.
30,316. Bicycle Shoes. J. E. Tilt Shoe Co., Chi-

cago, 111. Filed May 24, 1897.

30,346. Bicycles. John Wanamaker, •Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed August 5, 1896.

/!/
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585,858. Tilting Saddle-Bar and Seat-Post for Bicy-

cles. Charles Wooster, New York, N. Y. Filed April

20, 1896. Serial No. 588,398. (No model.)

585,870. Pneumatic Tire. Jacob R. Johns, Denver,

Pa. Filed July 14, 1896. Serial No. 599,110. (No
model.)

585,885. Lamp for Cycles, etc. Edward M. Harley,

Edinburgh, Scotland. Filed December 14, 1896. Serial

No. 615,699. (No model.) Patented in England No-
vember 4, 1896, No. 24,619.

585,910. Bicycle Support. John C. Crisp and James
C. Smith, Elyria, O. Filed July 25, 1896. Serial No.

600,467. (No model.)

585,924. Device for Inflating Pneumatic Tires. Er-

nest, V. Peirson, Newark, N. Y. Filed January 7,

1896. Renewed June 8, 1897. Serial No. 639,909. (No
model.)

.585,929. Tire for Velocipedes. Julius Deborde, Han-
over, Germany. Filed February 16, 1897. Serial No.

623,598. (No model.)

585,562. Inflatable Tire. Henry A. Fleuss, London,
Eng., assignor by direct mesne and assignment to

Randal Morgan, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 29,

1897. Serial No. 638,749. (No model.)

585,571. Bicycle Saddle. John Hartman, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed May 23, 1896. Serial No. 592,764. (No
model.)

585,590. Bicycle Support for Beginners. Alfred H.
Fallen, Athol, Mass. Filed November 19, 1896. Serial

No. 612,763. (No model.)

585,609. Lamp for Bicycle or other Vehicle. James
H. White, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the Manhat-
tan Brass Co., New York, N. Y. Filed December
26, 1896. Serial No. 616,968. (No model.)

585.615. Pneumatic Tire. Charles F. R. A. H.
Bagot, London, Eng. Filed June 29, 1896. Serial

No. 597,425. (No model.)

585.616. Bicycle Support. Louis Bowles, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed April 9, 1896. Serial No. 586,836.

(No model.)

30.257. Cycles, Wheels and Parts. Buehler & Piatt,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed April 12, 1897.

30.258. Bicycles, Tricycles, Tandems and Goods of

Identical Character. The Speeder Cycle Co., New
Castle, Ind. Filed May 26, 1897.

Copies of tlje above patents may be obtained by
sending twenty cents in stamps to our Washington
representatives, The Associated Trade and Industrial

Press, Twelfth and F streets (Huyler Building),

N. W.

PUT IN PATENT MEDICINE FORM.

"It's good for rheumatism, eh?"

"Is it! Say, I know a fellow who wasn't

able to walk down-stairs, and the day after

he finished using the second bottle, it took all

the cycle cop could do to arrest him for

scorching on the Boulevard."
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BMPIvOYMKNT COLUMN.
Answers received in confidence and forwarded without charge.

Rate: 2S words, one time, 50 cents ; three times, $1.00.
50 words, one time, $1.00; fotir times, $3.00.
75 -words, one time, $1.50 ; four times, $5.00.

Displayed Advertisements:
One-half Inch, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00.
One Inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted ; a
good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill, Mass.

Repairman wanted; must be a fair machinist and understand repairing single-tube
tires. No " amateurs" need apply. N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau St., New York.

SALESMEN.
To Manufacturers A good salesman, in the bicycle line, wants a position to

travel on salary and commission, or to take goods to sell on commission, eitlier in

bicycle parts or complete bicycles ; to control territory : has also had great experi-

ence in handling export trade ; has office and all appurtenances ;
best of references ;

been selling bicycle parts to manufacturers a number of years. Address
" Salesman," Room 13, 23 Park Row, New York. t-f-c.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand ; one who can bend handle-
bars and do bench work ; state salary and reference. Address Experience, care of
The Wheel.

Experienced bicycle salesman wants temporary engagement until Oct. 1st; sun-

dries or bicycles on commission; New England territory preferred; manufacturers

having s'ocks that must be moved should address W. H. E. 257 West 42d St., New York.

Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side
line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give references. Box
642, Rochester, N. Y.

Young man, head of repair department in one of the largest cycle houses in the

trade, desires to change; can make department a paying one. Change, care of The
Wheel. 7-16-p.

Wanted— Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling sideline to small
trade; all letters in confidence; refer to Western office The Wheel, as to responsibility.

Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Manadnock Building, Chicago.

HELP WANTED. STRIPER.
Wanted—A first-ciass striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,

Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confi- Buffalo, N. Y.

dence.
DECORATOR AND ENAMELER.

Wanted—A first-class decorator and enameler—no helper or plain dipper; write,
stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of The Wheel.

REPAIRMEN.
Wanted— Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Brooklyn. Address

G. S. & G., 1138 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.

Wanted- In our bicycle department, a man who is thoroughly conversant with

general bicycle repairing, and at the same time can make himself useful at all times.

Apply in person at once to us at this address : The Union Nut & Bolt Co., 107 Cham-
bers St., New York.

TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted-An experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Steeltube," care of this
office, giving experience.

FOR SALE, EXCHAEE, WAHTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Eacb additional word two centg. Casta in-

varably In advance.

FOR SALE -Complete set of machinery and dies for

the manufacture of brazed tubing. Address Box 473,

Canton, Ohio. 7-23-c.

Inner tubes, 600 cheap. Best makers; this year's;

full warranty. P. O. 1371, New York. * * * 7-16-p.

Tires, $5 pair. Best '97's Full warranty. Miner-

alized Rubber Co., New York. Agents wanted. * * •

7-30-p.

Still Better.

The D. L. & W. R. R. now run an elegant through

Day Coach (as well as sleeping car), New York to

Chicago, on their train No. 7, leaving New York at

7.00 p. m., every day, thus ensuring "No Change of

Cars" to all passengers. It is the shortest route, and

has the lowest rates.

Apply no your nearest D. L. & W. R. R. ticket

agent. No. 65.

HIGH AND MEDIUM GRADE OILERS.

All our goods are made in the very best
manner possible.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

A^iSlGNEE'Ci SALE OF THE HUNGER

BICTCIiE PliANT OF INDIANAPOLIS.

This fully equipped and running bicycle plant will be
sold at public sale Monday, August 2d, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
at Indianapolis. For further information apply to

Geo. B. Elliott, Assignee,

84 E. Market St., Indlanapolii, Ind.

THE

LILY

WHITE
BICYCLE
OIL. . . .

is a high-grade oil, put

up especially for the

fine trade, and will run

a wheel three times as

far as the same quan-

tity of any other oil in

the market.

Manufactured at

WILLIAM F. NYE'S. New Bedford. Mass.

Headquarters for bicycle lubricants.

CALLING A BLUFF.

In the cool of the evening and the dark of

the moon, a colored couple on a tandem

swiftly pedaled their way through the crowd

on the Boulevard. Like a sable Nemesis

came another "colored gemman," who by

hard and reckless riding was at last enabled

to overtake the tandem team. Ranging along-

side of them, he startled the dusky duo by

blurting out:

'Look heah, niggah; I'se done tol' yo befo

dat yo can't go bysicklin' wit my wife. If

yo continues to do hit, dere'll be some cahvin'

adone. Does you hyar me?"
It was to be expected, of course, that the

tandem "gemman" would at once acknowl-

edge his wrong and leave the field to the

husband. In place of doing so, he slowed

down, steering the machine in close to the

curb, and finally leaping from it, landed safely

on the sidewalk, and then made answer.

"Well, if dah's gwine ter be any cahvin'

done, hit might jes as well begin right now."

The husband seemed to think otherwise, as

he scorched around the corner without fur-

ther debate. Then the "gemman" and his

"lady fren' " remounted the tandem and

scorched Harlemward.

A rolling stone gathers no moss, but it sel-

dom fails to gather in the careless wheelman

who rides over it at top speed.
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BY THE WAYSIDE.

Some Coticems That Have Stopped, and

Some That Have Fallen

There.

Amesbury, Mass., July 17.—Rather than

struggle in an over-crowded sphere, the hard-

headed New Englanders who compose the

Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co. have elected to go out

of business.

Action was taken to-day at a meeting of

the directors, who resolved unanimously that

"In view of the stagnant condition of the

bicycle trade throughout the country and the

Conviction of the directors that the bvisiness

of the company cannot be continued profit-

ably to the stockholders, it is believed by
them that the affairs of the company should

be liquidated as speedily as possible."

To that end, and in order to avoid unnec-

cessary complications, an assignment was
made to E. Ripley Sibley and Alfred C. Web-
ster, as trustees. The assets of the company
will be converted into cash and applied, first,

to the payment of the debts, and the balance,

if any, divided pro rata among the stock-

holders.

The Eastern Co. was organized about one

year ago and manufactured the Flying Yankee
and Great Eastern bicycles.

Fort Plain, N. Y., July 16.—Late Tuesday
evening Mrs. M. E. Fisher, proprietor of the

Fisher Bicycle Works, executed a bill of sale

for some $(iOO to her bookkeeper, John Col-

lins, and it is likely to prove the last of an

ill-starred venture. The business was con-

ducted in Mrs. Fisher's name, because her

husband was concerned in the failure of the

Snyder & Fisher Bicycle Works in Little

Falls. It was established but three months
since and the day after work was commenced
Mr. Fisher fell and broke his leg, and, conse-

quently, could not give it his attention. The
factory was unpretentious and assets and lia-

bilities are small. Mr. Fisher has a claim of

$4,500 against Snyder & Fisher, and if able

to obtain the money will pay dollar for dollar.

The Dean Tire Co., 25 Warren street, this

city, is traveling the road on which there are

no air-pumps. On Saturday last the Dean
family and other employees obtained attach-

ments for salaries past due, and on Monday
two of the directors of the company applied

to the courts for the appointment of a re-

ceiver. The liabilities are $4,557, and assets,

!}i3,380. The company manufactured a punc-

ture-proof tire formed of metal scales, but

never cut much of a figure in the business.

Its capital stock was $50,000. Wm. McBride

has been assigned by the courts as temporary

receiver.

DUE TO CUT.

James J. Nealis has been appointed receiver

for the G. Minturn Worden Cycle Co., this

city, although as a matter of fact there is

little, if anything, for him to receive, the busi-

ness having practically ceased to exist sev-

eral weeks since. The concern of which G.

Minturn Worden, who died on June 6th, was
nominally president, was practically the retail

store of Oliver, Straus & Co., who assigned

May 7th last. It was incorporated in March
last with a capital stock of $5,000.

Milwaukee, July 15.—The Elmwood Cycle

Co. is in the hands of a receiver. The com-
pany grew out of the defunct Huseby Cycle

Co., and strove to market the wooden bicy-

cle which the Huseby people failed to estab-

lish. George G. Huseby was president of the

Elmwood Co., and P. J. Salentine, treasurer.

John N. Salentine is the receiver.

On Tuesday of this week, the sheriff of New
York County received an attachment against

the Yost Mfg. Co., of Toledo, O., for $1,486.

in favor of Theodore T. Anderson, Jr. He
was directed to serve it on a Sixth avenue de-

partment store which for many months has

been selling the Yost wheels at bargain-coun-

ter prices.

BIG FOUR SAIL.

Col. Pope, who sailed on the "Fuerst Bis-

marck" yesterday, did not go alone. He was
accompanied by W. A. Redding, one of his

patent attorneys, and M. L. Bridgman, man-
ager of the Columbia uptown branch in this

city. A. G, Spalding was also a passenger on
the same steamer. Their departure has, of

course, given rise to stories in which chainless

bicycles and motor vehicles figure promi-
nently.

WILL INVAUE MEXICO.

It is going the rounds that Arlington U.

Betts, the well-known Toledo merchant, who
recently disposed of his interests there and

who has rubber interests in Mexico, is nego-
tiating with the Mexican Government for the
establishment of a bicycle factory in the Re-
public, probably at Vera Cruz. Two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars is given as the
amount to be invested in the enterprise.

That in Prices, and Slowness in Collections

Close the Doors of Mason &
Mason.

Chicago, July 17.—The Mason & Mason
Co., of Chicago, makers of the Soudan, Nile

and Pyramid bicycles, made a voluntary as-

signment for the benefit of their creditors

late Thursday night.

The cause of the failure is due to cut in

prices and the slowness of collections. W. H.
Arthur, prominently identified with cycle in-

terests, and president of the Illinois Cycling
Club and vice-consul of L. A. W., was named
as assignee. The assets are given at $100,000

and liabilities $70,000.

The assignment came in the nature of a sur-

prise to those well acquainted with the Mason
people, as they were considered reasonably
safe risk.

Judge Carter has issued an order allowing
the factory to run for ten days under the as-

signee, and after that to run indefinitely with
the permission of the larger creditors. As
most of these have already agreed to do this,

it is very likely that the company will be out
of the hands of the court within two months.

In an interview with Mr. John Mason,
president of said company, he stated that they
had orders on hand, and material for same,
that would keep the factory running for two
months at least.

The only expense would be that of labor in

fitting machines together, and if the creditors

would allow the assignee to run the plant for

the next eight weeks, he was sure all claims
would be settled and they would have the bus-

iness back in their hands again. Mr. Arthur,

the assignee, is thoroughly conversant with

every detail of the bicycle business, and will

no doubt manage affairs for the best interests

of all concerned.

TUBES STIRRING THEM UP.

It seems evident that "Tubes, America,
Limited," is already getting in its fine work.
A cable from London says great excitement

was caused on the Birmingham Stock Ex-
change by reports that the tube output had
been cornered, which, in view of the immen-
sity of the "visible supply," is difficult to un-

derstand. As a result of the belief, however,

the stock of "Tubes, America, Limited,"

jumped from £1 to £2.
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BUSINESS ON A NEW BASIS.

Cleveland, O., July 18.—The report that has

been going the rounds that the Cleveland

Machine Screw Co. were negotiating with

English capitalists for the sale of their plant

is officially denied by Secretary J. D. Climo,

who says that the company has no such in-

tentions and that there is no ground what-

ever for the rumor.

This company has recently made a deal

with the A. L. Moore Co. whereby their staff

of travelers will become the American sell-

ing agents of the Screw Company. They are

to be paid a stated salary, irrespective of the

quantity of goods they sell, and will quote

the same prices as the factory. This arrange-

ment does away with the traveling force of

the screw company, but members of the firm

will call upon dealers in special cases to close

contracts. Manufacturers will gain nothing

by dealing direct with the factory, as prices

will be absolutely the same.

JUDGMENT ON KENWOOD NOTES.

Chicago, jTily 17.—^Judgment was rendered

yesterday against the Kenwood Bicycle Mfg.

Co., in favor of Frank Douglas, in Judge
Payne's court, for $5,589.51. This judgment
was obtained on promissory notes, given

Frank Douglas by the Kenwood Bicycle Mfg.

Co. and endorsed by Isaac Reynolds and C.

G. Jones. Suits are still pending against the

endorsers personally. The notes were given

for wheels manufactured by Frank Douglas

and sold to Reynolds and Jones, who formed

the new Kenwood Bicycle Mfg. Co. after

Frank Douglas purchased the entire plant of

the old Kenwood Mfg. Co., Douglas having

no connection with or interest in the new
Kenwood Bicycle Mfg. Co.

AFTER HAIR-RAISING TESTS.

The use of tubing in boiler construction

is extending rapidly, and naturally the Ell-

wood Tube Co., Ellwood City, Pa., are

pleased at their success in obtaining the

Government contracts for the boiler-tube for

the two new torpedo boats. The Ellwood

people were awarded the order after a series

of hair-raising tests.

CRITICALLY ILL.

John P. Lovell, founder of the John P.

Lovell Arms Co., Boston, was last week
stricken with paralysis at his summer home in

Cottage City. When first discovered he was

thought to be dead, and his condition was

critical at last accounts. Mr. Lovell is seven-

ty-seven years of age.

PLENTY OF LUNG PUNCTURERS.

One firm of tobacconists have donated

100,000 cigarettes for consumption at the "all-

night smoker" at the Philadelphia meet; an-

other firm has contributed pipes, and still an-

other the necessary tobacco.

YES; "YELLOW DOG" DAYS.

"These are dog days, you know," was

President Potter's uncomfortable comment
when the shameful sale of his title to the New
York "Daily Delirium" was remarked in his

presence.

VOLUNTARY ASSIGNMENT.

St. Paul, Minn.—The E. M. Hallowell Co.

has voluntarily asigned to F. J. Romer. As-

sets, $2,500.

LED BY AMERICANS.

London, July 7.—Last week mention was
made of the action contemplated by the N.
C. U. to force the railway companies here to

carry cycles free as personal baggage. Now
I find that Gormully & Jefifery have, on their

own account, instituted a similar prosecution.

They have driven their banner deep on an
objection to pay ordinary passenger freights

on the sample machines taken round by their

travelers, claiming that they are entitled to

the usual commercial travelers' reductions

from the railway companies for such ma-
chines, and alternatively are entitled to have
them carried free as passengers' luggage up
to the regulation weight—40 pounds. Very
probably an attempt will be made to amalga-
mate the two actions, or, at least, make one
dependent on the other—a rather curious

position of an American firm asserting

the rights which our own manufacturers are

so vitally interested in, but lack the cohesion

to take action to uphold.

TROUBLE BREEDERS THESE.

Suit will be instituted by the Illinois

Cycling Club, of Chicago, against the North-

western Breeders' Association within the next

few days for the recovery of the sum of $621.

The amount sued for is claimed by the Illi-

nois Cycling Club as its share of the gate re-

For a Fancy Dress Parade.

ceipts of the meet held at Washington Park

July 3 and 4, 1896. Since that time every ef-

fort has been made by the club to collect the

money due, but without avail, and the Board

of Directors, having lost all patience, intend

now to appeal to the courts.

ILLEGAL TO KILL CHILDREN.

Chicago, July 17.—In the Superior Court,

yesterday. Judge Payne decided that it was

not illegal to arrest a man for imperiUng a

child's life by carrying the youngster on the

handle-bar of a bicycle. The decision was

rendered in the case of C. W. Church vs. the

Humane Society. On May 26th of last year

Church was arrested for carrying a child in

that manner, and later brought suit for dam-

ages against the society which caused his ar-

rest. It was this suit that was dismissed yes-

terday.

VERY PROGRESSIVE.

Arrangements have been completed by the

committee in charge of the International meet

at Glasgow for the posting of advertising bills

at two thousand of the principal railroad sta-

tions in Great Britain and Ireland.

MOTT'S FRIEND STERRETT.

Handicapper Myler, of Pittsburg, Pa., last

week discovered an unusually daring ringer.

His name is H. Sterrett, of Titusville, Pa.

This enterprising wheelman has been a rac-

ing man for two years; won a great many
prizes, and has never yet progressed beyond
the novice class. Every little while a novice

would bob up, win a race without the least

trouble in fast time, and then drop out of

sight entirely. No trace of him could be se-

cured.

The other day a local bicycle firm received

a letter from Sterrett asking the lowest price

for a racing wheel, and giving as his claim

to special consideration the fact that he had

been successful in beating the racing game,

and had time and again pulled the wool over

the eyes of Handicapper Myler. His plan was

to enter a bicycle novice race under an as-

sumed name, win it and then change his name

again for the next race. Of course, he had

to keep going most of the time, as it did not

do for him to race in one town too often, but

he was confident of his ability to keep up the

deception indefinitely, and thought he would

be a valuable man to have on a wheel of his

selection. The firm receiving the letter simply

mailed it to Handicapper Myler, and he and

Chairman Mott did the rest, entirely ignoring

his former kindness to Sterrett, to whom he

granted the unusual privilege of going any-

where during the entire racing season as an

amateur.

YOU CAN'T BEAT RING RULE.

At Saratoga Chief Consul Potter announced

that he would not stand for re-election;

straightway the tip was passed that Walter S.

Jenkins, of Buffalo, would be named as his

successor. Admirers • of Judge Chas. E.

Simms, of this city, now talk ol placing him

in nomination for the office. But if the Judge

is wise he will permit nothing of the sort.

The Wheel has reasons for believing that

Mr. Potter's announcement was merely a

stage play. The chief consulship will be

again tendered him, and "great pressure will

be brought to bear," and after proper hesita-

tion and deliberation he will "somewhat re-

luctantly accept" the crown. But should he

find it in his heart to persist in a refusal, the

regular nominee will go through with a

whoop. An independent candidate has not a

ghost of a show, that is, unless he is prepared

to spend several hundred dollars for print-

ing, postage and other electioneering supplies.

Now that the Division is so large numerically

nothing short of a great scandal or upheaval

can prevent the "ins" from succeeding them-

selves continuously. It is only possible to ex-

press opinions and let them go for what they

may.

RESIGNED FROM FOWLER.

Chicago, July 17.—R. W. Slusser, for many
years identified with the cycle trade, latterly

as purchasing agent and factory manager of

the Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co., has tendered his

resignation, to take effect August 1st. Slusser,

who is a particularly capable man, will go

East for a time and mingle with the hosts at

the Philadelphia meet.

NOT MUCH, THEY ARE NOT.

Although their advertising accounts mount
well into five or six figures annually, are the

bargain stores ever accorded gratuitous

"trade notes" by the daily papers?
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SOME MORE POPPYCOCK.

ACCORDING to report, the Pope Mfg.

Co.'s agent in a certain Southern city

purposes to return ^25 in cash to each pur-

chaser of a '97 Columbia who obtained his

wheel previous to the recent reduction. As a

result, the daily press lauds the agent for his

"fine sense of honor." But such proceedings

well deserve a place in the category of

"solemn poppycock." It is neither sound

business nor good logic. It is based solely on

the silly sentimentality which has entered

too largely into the bicycle business-.

If these same purchasers had bought, say,

$100 worth of clothes or a $100 wagon, would

they expect, or would they be given a rebate

of $25, because a month or a week later, the

price of the same goods had been reduced to

$75? Most certainly not. The purchasers

might rue their "luck," but the matter would

end there. It is a business chance which all

must and do accept as a matter of course.

Very many of the people who will obtain

the rebate will have had three or four months

more use of their wheels than those who paid

!f;75 for their mounts. Had they merely

rented the wheels for the same length of time

the cost would have been very much more

than $25, which is an additional argument

against the rebate, and, as a matter of fact, the

buyers at $75 are being discriminated to just

that extent. It is a very silly proceeding on

the part of the agent.

Every man has license to conduct his busi-

ness in his own way, but sense, not sentiment,

should be the guide, else there would be no

business.

Prices on other commodities change daily

and without talk or thought of rebating. It

is to be hoped that some day the same con-

ditions will exist in the cycle trade.

REIGN OF MOTT.

WHEN the control of cycle racing passes

from the League of American Wheel-

men—and there was never a time when wind-

indicating straws were more numerous in

that direction—no little credit, if it is to be

termed credit, will be due to the Racing

Board of 1897, more particularly to its chair-

man.

It has ever been The Wheel's idea that

in everything, of whatever nature, concerning

cycling, the L. A. W. should be paramount.

But none can blind himself to the present

condition of racing affairs in this country.

To begin with, the League is in an ugly

position on the "Sunday question." The

matter has become of such magnitude and

public interest that it is difficult to see how

the League can recede from its present posi-

tion without grave injury and forfeiture of

dignity and self-respect and of the respect of

the whole people. Had the matter been set-

tled at Albany last February, when it was of

small moment, it would have created but a

passing stir, but now that it is a well-defined,

well-inflated and widely-discussed issue of

general interest, to sanction racing on the

Sabbath will be to draw contumely and the

wrath of the press and pulpit upon the League.

It may be that at the meeting of the Na-

tional Assembly at St. Louis, the L. A. W.

will decide to act regardless of consequences,

but this seems highly improbable. Many of

those who would have quietly acquiesced in

"the desecration of the Sabbath" last Febru

ary realize that things have changed and

they have changed with them. They are not

disposed to arouse and fly in the face of the

public sentiment of their respective localities.

The Wheel knows that this feeling is shared

by some of those high in authority, and the

Southern and Western advocates of Sunday

racing who expect the St. Louis meeting to

bring deliverance will find they have a tougli

nut to crack; indeed, it will be surprising it

they are able to make an impression of any

sort on the fruit. It naturally follows that

they will cut loose from the L. A. W. and

join hands with the half-cocked seceders in

California, who are directly responsible for

the hubbub which brought about the present

state of afifairs and made the position of the

L. A. W. almost untenable.

With the West and South united on racing

affairs, what of the East? League love has

ever been strong here, but, from a racing

standpoint, it was never so badly diluted and

so weak as at present. The Wheel has no

quarrel or axe to grind with Chairman Mott,

and never has had, but it does not hesitate to

charge that he is the direct cause of the luke-

warmness which now undeniably exists.

Warm-hearted, gentlemanly and earnest, his

one failing is consuming egotism. We will

grant that his head, and not his heart, has

been responsible for many of his doings, but

his too-apparent belief that he is a law unto

himself has been such a dominant trait that

it is small wonder that racing men, race pro-

moters and race, officials are alike disaffected,

if not disgusted.

None knows, or has known, "where he is

at," or what to expect. • Rule and precedent

have been set at naught, and those who use

them as their guides know not when they

are safe or when they will be ruled right or

wrong. Could we do so with propriety, we

would name, off-hand, more than a dozen well-

known men—none of them track-owners

—

whose intelligence and whose work for and

loyalty to the League has never been ques-

tioned, who are ready to throw up their hands

in disgust, to which they have given expres-

sion.

Mr. Mott may poo-pooh these statements,

as he poo-poolis the Track Association, but

they will not down, and one has but to discuss

the "reign of Mott" wherever interest and

knowledge of racing affairs exist to learn

how widespread is the feeling. Mr. Mott

may rely on his newspaper friends and ^

lengthy annual report studded with flights of

language and his ever-ready "I's" to make all

things right, but meanwhile damage is being

done. The damage already done may not be

irreparable, but it is of wide extent and the

disaffection is so great that we truly believe

all that is necessary to accomplish the much-

discussed "divorce of the League from rac-

ing" is the appearance of a strong and repu-

table leader in the East, a representative

meeting and a junction with the West and

South. The "divorce" seems but a matter

of time at best, and corespondent Mott has

done much that will ultimately result in the

granting of the decree and the quickening of

the judgment.

TOO FEW OF HIM.

T"' HE conservative man is, after all, the one

* who commands respect in the cycle

trade. The man who inspires confidence is not

the one who fumes and perspires under the col-

lar, but the man who dispassionately discusses

the question before him. There are many

superficial reasoners in the trade; there will be

less of them, though, before there are more.

These superficialites grab together a few

figures and then go on the street and discuss

the question of the cycle trade's present and
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future with a showing of braggadocio that im-

plies deep knowledge of the subject. And yet

what they actually know of the subject

wouldn't cover the bottom of a small tin cup.

Foundation principles are what are most

needed in the trade, rather than surface totals.

''TO WHAT BASE USES-

P
RESIDENT ISAAC B. POTTER has

sailed for Europe. He will not return

to attend the L. A. W. National meet, al-

though he has accepted an invitation to act

in a high position there, and never before

has the annual meeting of the League been

held without its president being present. The

circumstances attending his departure are

peculiar to say the least.

In New York, two "great dailies" are vic-

ing with each other in the extent of their "en-

terprise," in the hideousness of their illustra-

tions, in the size and sensationalism of their

headlines, and in journalistic hysteria and de-

lirium tremens generally. They are the

acknowledged leaders of what has come to be

known as "yellow journalism." When one

paper announces a new scheme or "enter-

prise," its competitor promptly goes it one

better, without regard to cost or consequences.

Recently the "Daily Spasm" decided to

award a "silver tandem" and a trip to Europe

to the most popular wheelwoman, i. e., the

woman who clipped or collected the greatest

number of coupons from the "Spasm." The

"enterprise" was hardly launched before the

"Daily Delirium" announced a similar con-

test with ten bicycles and ten trips to Europe

as the prizes. They printed letters of com-

mendation from Capt. Matthew Gibb, and

other "notables." But the coup was made

when the "Delirium" secured "Isaac B. Pot-

ter, president of the League of American

Wheelmen," to "pioneer the 'Delirium' tour-

ists," whatever that may mean. The fact was

printed in great murder-headlines in red ink

and on the front page, and Mr. Potter was

pictured and glorified as only yellow journal-

ism can "glorify."

As nearly as can be learned Mr. Potter's

"pioneering" will consist of a trip to Europe

at the "Delirium's" expense. He will there

await the "Delirium's prize tourists" and ex-

tend to them a more or less glad hand.

There may be those who will argue that Mr.

Potter would be a fool not to take advantage

of a "good thing," but the fact remains that

it ite a shameful business for him to engage in.

It is difficult to understand how he could so

demean himself, to so sacrifice his dignity and

self-respect as to lend the League of American

Wheelmen to such an hysterical advertising

scheme. It cannot be contended that it is

Potter, the lawyer or private citizen, who is

concerned. It is Potter, the president of the

L. A. W. Without this title he would be ut-

terly worthless to the "Delirium." In fact,

the paper is issuing bulletins over his name

and title, and it is even rumored that Potter

is to wear a fac-simile of the "Delirium"

name-plate on the front of his sweater.

The "play politicians" of the League have

sold themselves for messes of pottage, but

never in the history of the organization has a

high official hired out his person and his title

as bill-boards.

Even if he isn't, Mr. Potter should be

ashamed of himself.

inexplicable. What need for debate, that the

business is overdone?

Evolutionists have found the rudiments of a

leg on the whale, and affirm that in some re-

mote Laurentian age the creature might have

been observed stalking over the land and eat-

ing weather-vanes of steeples. It adopted the

water as its permanent residence, and through

disuse its legs disappeared. Scientists are

agreed that, with the removal of all necessity

for walking, the legs of the human family will

gradually atrophy, and in course of time will

exist only in tradition and old prints. This is

the main fault to be found with many of the

late labor-saving devices. The inventive

genius of cycling is trying to annihilate space.

That can hardly be done; there is too much

of it.

Our English friends are deeply solicitous

concerning the future of the American bicycle

in the British marts. But the solicitude is

unnecessary. Save those who are so blind that

they will not see, everyone is well aware that

our export business will shrink next season to

a normal and healthful basis, but, as we said

before, so long as present conditions and a

demand exists, there seems no reason why

American makers cannot compete with Eng-

lish prices in England—and nearly everywhere

else—whatever they may be. The Britons

should undeceive themselves.

The cycle has distanced the chaperon, who

may or may not be a good institution,

but is an exotic. Twenty-five years ago

a young American woman would have

resented the duenna as not only an an-

noyance, but an affront. The wheel is

the dragon's enemy, and while that fact

may fill with trepidation associated old

maids who are themselves in no danger, it

does not disturb those of us who hold to the

American faith that the girl who needs a

warden is hardly worth the protecting.

On Eighth avenue, the asphalted artery of

the west side of New York, there are, by ac-

tual count, forty-three bicycle establishments

between Fourteenth and Fifty-ninth streets, a

distance of two miles. Of the number nine-

teen are located in basements, and all but

seven are devoted entirely to bicycles. They

are outnumbered only by bar-rooms. How
they all contrive to eke out an existence is

It may surprise not a few people to learn

that when '97 price was under consideration,

one prominent manufacturer seriously thought

of adopting a sliding scale, on the principle

that a bicycle was worth more to him who

purchased in April or May than him who

secured it in August or September; that is to

say, the former had several months more use

of it. The idea seemed not illogical, but it did

not crystallize.

Chicago has passed a law compelling all

vehicles to carry lights after nightfall. Chi-

cago is wise and merits felicitations on its

wisdom. May it prove an augury for similar

action for the passage of the "universal lights

law" in all large centres, which The Wheel
has so long and so earnestly advocated.

There is even more blame proportionately

to be attached to the intemperate cyclist than

to the drunkard, for the drunkard has, in most

cases, an inherited appetite, whereas the

scorcher or the mileage fiend willfully in-

dulges in an excess of what might be a ra-

tional sport.

"Trolleyized highways" are becoming too

numerous. Speaking generally, the people

and the L. A. W. are building good roads only

that the "trolleys" may destroy them. How
long will it be permitted without organized

protest?

We once heard as much talk of the weight

of bicycles as we now hear of their price.

Some day, perhaps, we may hear as little

about price as we now hear of weight. And
it will be a happy day, if it ever comes.

Speculation in the cycle trade has proven

to be an attempt to graft poverty with the

wings of riches; and the speculator and the in-

ventor of the mile-a-minute bicycle struck the

stone of adversity with equal celerity.

A study of cycle politics soon convinces

even the most superficial student that when

the League office seeks the man, he seldom

compels it to scorch, nor is the pursuit race a

very long one.

If you can make another man believe that

you know more about bicycles, their rid-

ing, construction or sale than he does, you are

a genius.

This is the kind of weather when, owing to

flies and bicycles, the horse acquires the habit

of biting his hoof nails through sheer nerv-

ousness.

It pays to be honest, but there have been

those in the cycle trade who absolutely re-

fused to make money that way.
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TITUS WAS CRACKED.

Cracked Up to Win, but I,ost by Being
Cracked—Starbuck's Race and

Records.

Whoever attempted to stick on him the

nickname "Marble Heart" either sadly mis-
judged Fred Titus, or used a very poor qual-

ity of glue. He has never taken kindly to

the title, and that it was a misnomer was
plainly evident after his 20-mile match race

with J. Frank Starbuck at Manhattan Beach
on Saturday last. Far from being marbleized.
the race proved that Titus's heart is a weak,
flabby affair.

The race was run in connection with a card
of short, snappy events, promoted by the
American Cycle Racing Association (P. T.

Powers ^and W. A. Brady), and there was
every reason to believe that it would prove
a well and keenly fought contest. The vari-

ous match races with Michael are rather tire-

some, even in anticipation. They are too

much like foregone conclusions to seriously

interest people "in the know," but Titus and
Starbuck appeared so nearly equal that a

splendid contest seemed certain. It was the

last event on the programme, and between the

last heat and the 20-mile race there was an
intermission of something like forty-five min-
utes, which well nigh wore out the patience of

the public and almost marred the entire day.

There is a deal of novelty about these match
races to one who keeps his eyes open. They
embody a flavoring of the horse track and the

prize ring. The men appear at different

periods. In this case Titus strode across the

field in a long bath robe, while Starbuck, on
a yellow wheel and in a yellow racing suit,

rode modestly around the track to the start-

ing point. The retinue of pacemakers
dawdled around the track and finally took
their corners, literally speaking, Titus's help-

ers at the southwest corner of the track and
Starbuck's at the northeast. The trainers,

managers and rubbers-down were gathered at

these corners. Occasionally a negro with a

blanket across his shoulder and a pail of

water in his hand would carry water to the

pacemaking corps at their different quarters.

The pacemakers were distinguished by colors.

To the Titus machines was attached a flut-

tering bit of blue ribbon, and to the Starbuck
machines a ribbon of red. The. men, their

managers and the officials had a long and
earnest talk before any effort was made to

start the race. To the grand stand it seemed
as if some one was deeply concerned over the

$1,000 at stake.

When the men were finally ordered to get

ready, it was found that one of the quads had
gone wrong. Twenty minutes' delay ensued
while it was being repaired. When all was
ready the second time and the pistol had fired,

sending the men off, Titus, before he had gone
ten yards, kicked off a pedal. This necessi-

tated a wait of fifteen minutes more, to which
the crowd submitted with rare good nature.

Finally the race got under way. Titus

tacked onto his pacemakers, the Waller trip-

let, in fine style, while Starbuck bungled his

task. As a result, the New Yorker gained a

lead of 20 or 30 yards in the first hundred.

The triplet drew him along at a fearful pace,

and although Starbuck had finally tacked on,

Titus opened the gap wider and wider at every

turn. His performance brought the crowd.

to their feet, and a roar of encouragement

greeted him every time he swept by the stand.

He finished the first mile in 1.57 1-5; he was

then fully 100 yards ahead, and still gaining.

He made his pick-ups niCely, while Starbuck

seemed unable to hold pace or to make his

connections properly. Titus rode the second

mile in 1.54, and had opened the gap to all

of 200 yards. At the third mile he was more
than half a lap ahead. At four miles he

seemed almost certain of lapping Starbuck,

who was still riding laboriously and making

his pick-ups in bad fashion. In fact, Starbuck

is sadly in need of coaching in- this respect.

While Titus followed his pacers until they drew

him abreast of the relieving crew, and

simply jumped from the rear of one to the

rear of the other, Starbuck invariably left his

crew and jumped for the relief while the ma-

chines were a length apart. In this way he

sprinted 25 or 30 yards each time a change was

made. It seems a small matter, but it un-

doubtedly used up a lot of energy.

Shortly after the fourth mile, Starbuck ap-

peared to get his gait. He is never of much

account until he has warmed up, and it be-

came apparent that he was then "burning."

By the experienced eye it could be seen that

he was slowly gaining. At five miles, which

Titus had completed in 9.54 1-5, Starbuck

had picked up fifty yards or more. The tre-

mendous pace was beginning to tell on the

New Yorker, and it was an easy guess that he

would crack sooner or later. The cracking

came much sooner than was expected

—

just after he had finished the sixth

mile. Starbuck was then going great

guns, and rapidly overhauling the leader.

He was not more than 100 yards be-

hind, when, to the amazement of many, Titus,

while on the backstretch, sat up suddenly and

put his hand to his heart. Had he been shot

he could not have dropped quicker. He
rode slowly down the stretch with his hand

still pressed to his chest, and learned how im-

mensely fickle is the public. The very crowd

which but an instant before had been roaring

applause received him in silence, punctuated

only by a few groans and hisses. He rode off

the track, and as far as the race was con-

cerned, all was over.

Starbuck, however, kept to the work and

gave the people a magnificent run for their

money. He rode in glorious fashion, and ex-

cepting his unfortunate habit of sprinting from

one pacemaker to another too soon, there was

never a flicker in his work. The crowd trans-

ferred their affections and encouragement to

him, and gave him a mighty roar when at six-

teen miles it was announced that he was in-

side the American record. From that point

he was relayed frequently, and kept inside

records to the end. His time for the twenty

miles was 41.06 being 1 m. lis. better than

Michael's figures.

Both men rode wheels geared to 96 inches;

Starbuck a Luthy, and Titus a Spalding.

The following table is the record of the race

as compared with the best previous American

records:
Previous

Miles. Leader. ' Time. record.
1 Titus 1.57 1-5 1.49 Michael
2 Titus 3.511-5 3..37 .3-5 Michael
3 Titus 5.49 2-5 5.314-5 Michael
4 Titus 7..50 2-5 7.312-5 Michael
5 Titus 9.34 1-5 9.26.3-5 Michael
6 Titus 11.56 3-5 11.211-5 Michael
7.... Starbuck 14.113-5 1.3.18 2-5 Michael
8.... Starbuck 16.10 2-5 15.211-5 Michael
9.... Starbuck 18.10 17.20 2-5 Michael

10.... Starbuck 20.15 2-5 19.14.3-5 Michael
11.... Starbuck 22.18 2-5 21.19 3-5 McDuffee
12.... Starbuck 24.23 3-5 23.18 1-5 McDuffee
13.... Starbuck 26.27 4-5 25.12 2-5 McDuffee
14.... Starbuck 28.33 2-5 27.14 2-5 Michael
15.... Starbuck 30.411-5 29.12 Michael
16.... Starbuck *32.46 3.3.411-5 Michael
17.... Starbuck *34.46 1-5 35.48 1-5 Michael
18.... Starbuck *36.52 3-5 37.56 3-5 Michael
19.... Starbuck *.38.59 40.05 3-5 Michael
20.... Starbuck *41.06 42.17 Michael

*Best American record, paced.

The Sprint events which preceded the match

race were short and snappy. In the mile pace-

makers' handicap, W. K. Sibley (140 yards)

had a long start and was never headed. The
fight was all for second place, and Sam Brock
landed the honors by heroic work. The one-

third-mile dash resulted in a pitched battle be-

tween Brock and Newhouse. They fought

like demons all the way down the stretch, see-

sawing and swaying all over the track, to the

imminent peril of every eone else. Newhouse,

however, held the honor safe by a half length.

The amateur events were as keenly contested.

The summary:

One-mile pacemakers' professional handicap.—First
heat—1, E. A. McDuffie, Boston, scratch; 2, J. A.
Newhouse, Buffalo, scratch; 3, B. W. Pierce, Boston,
40 yards; 4, C. Turrille, Philadelphia, 40 yards; 5, W.
K. Sibley, Brooklyn, 140 yards; 6, J. L. Decker, Ash-
ley Falls, 50 yards. Time, 2.17 3-5. Second heat—1,

C. A. Church, Philadelphia, scratch; 2, S. Brock,
Brooklyn, 25 yards; 3, C. Hadfield, Newark, 25 yards;
4, Austin Crooks, Buffalo, 70 yards; 5, W. A. Wenzel,
Philadelphia, 40 yards; 6, W. E. Becker, Minneapolis,
scratch. Time, 2.21 2-5.

Final heat.—1, W. K. Sibley; 2, Sam Brock; 3,

Austin Crooks, Buffalo; 4, J. L. Decker. Time,
2.16 1-5.

One-third mile.—1 George Reith, New York; 2, E.
C. Hausman, New Haven; 3, B. T. Allen, Brooklyn.
Time, 0.47 1-5.

Half-mile handicap.—First heat—1, G. Reith, New
York, scratch ; 2, E. De Martini, Brooklyn, 25 yards

;

3, G. H. Collett, New Haven, 20 yards. Time, 1.09 2-5.

Second heat—1, E. C. Hausman, H. W., scratch; 2,

F. W. Richt, Brooklyn, 20 yards; 3, A. S. Jungkind,
New York, 35 yards. Time, 1.04 3-5. Third heat—1,

C. O'Connor, New York, 20 yards; 2, W. L. Losee,
Brooklyn, 30 yards; 3, B. Tompkinson, Brooklyn, 40
yards. Time, 1.07. Final—1, Hausman; 2, Reith; 3,

O'Connor. Time, 1.03.

One-third mile professional.—^1, J. M. Chapman,
Atalanta; 2, H. K. Smith, Brooklyn. Time, 0.43 2-5.

Second heat—1, J. L. Decker, Ashley Falls; 2, Austin
Crooks, Buffalo. Time, 0.46 3-5. Third heat—1, Ray
McDonald, New York; 2, E. A. McDuffee, Boston.
Time, 0.47 3-5. Fourth heat—1. Sam Brock, Brook-
lyn; 2, A. Newhouse, Buffalo. Time, 0.43. Final—1,
Newhouse; 2, Brock; 3, McDonald; 4, Decker. Time,
0.44 2-5.

The question of "precedence" in a race is

easiest settled by a man's ability to get in

front and stav there till the finish.

An Electric Tandem from Abroad.
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BY BOOMING BILLOWS.

Brigades of Blooming- Bicycles, Beautiful,

Bewildering, Bowled by Beach and
Bay.

It was bicycle day at Long Branch on Sat-

urday. New Jersey's famous watering resort

was captured by cyclists for the second time.

The parade along the blufi and along the road

to Pleasure Bay, which has become an annual

function, brought out a crush of riders from
the metropolitan district and the surrounding

towns. The numerous nrizes offered did not

go a begging, and the citizens and sojourners

at the resort turned out and gave the riders a

cordial welcome.

The town donned its holiday attire; every

point of vantage was occupied by the on-

lookers, and regular traffic was temporarily

suspended. The line was supposed to have

been formed at 4 p. m., but it was an hour

and a half later before the procession moved.
Try as they would, the marshals found it diffi-

cult work to get the riders in readiness, and

it was close to 6 o'clock before the head of the

line reached the judges' stand.

Following the police and the band rode

Grand Marshal Belding, who headed the

eighth division, followed by his fifty aids. Mil-

itary and firemen's organizations formed the

first division; New Jersey clubs composed the

second, while New York and Brooklyn or-

ganizations made up the third and fourth di-

visions. Wheelwomen, unattached riders and
fancy-dressed riders formed the other di-

visions, numbering in all about 3,000. The
parade concluded at Pleasure Bay, where
there were fireworks and feasting and all sorts

of merriment. The uniforms and costumes

were as varied and as catchy as last year, but

white duck knickerbockers and Scotch plaids

of fiery hues predominated. The military

companies, the firemen and the Wolff-Ameri-

can band on duplex machines were particu-

larly conspicuous, while the little Benner

brothers, on a quad, caught the eye of every-

one.

As usual the Harlem Wheelmen secured a

prize for New York for best appearance. They
had 100 men in line, divided into two sections,

one in dark green uniforms and one wear-

ing crash suits. The second prize went to the

Triumph Wheelmen. In the Brooklyn

division the Logan Wheelmen were awarded

first honors over the Brooklyn B. C. The
Niantic Wheelmen took the New Jersey first

prize, with the Clio Wheelmen second. The
New York Firemen's B. C. and the Thirteenth

Regiment Military squad were also awarded

prizes. A dozen other awards were made for

appearance and costumes.

The reviewing stand was near the West End
Hotel. The judges follow: Police Commis-
sioner A. D. Andrews, Commissioner of Pub-

lic Works C. H. T. Collis, M. L. Bridgeman,

Jefferson Seligman, James B. Townsend, Os-

car B. Webber. Advisory Judges—Recorder

John W. Goff, president of the Board of Al-

dermen John Jeroloman, Maurice Sternber-

ger, president of the Board of Fire Commis-

sioners James R. Sheffield, State Senator H.
W. Gledhill, of New Jersey, Chief Consul of

New Jersey C. Frank Kireker, F. P. Priai,

Collector of the Port George R. Bidwcll, J.

P. McKinney, of Hartford, Conn., and George
H. Dickinson.

HOOSIERS HOPE FOR THE MEET.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 17.—Omaha will not

secure the L. A. W. meet of 1898 without a

struggle, if, indeed, she secures it at all.

Indianapolis is in the orchard for the plum
and means to leave nothing undone to ob-

tain it.

The matter was decided officially last night

at a joint meeting of the various committees

representing the business, commercial and cy-

cling interests of the city. The meeting was
held in the committee room of the Commer-
cial Club, which classes upon exactly the same
lines as the Union League Club, of New
York. Present at the meeting were M. A.

Woollen, S. B. Sweet and J. J. Appel, rep-

resenting the Board of Trade; C. C. Foster,

Evans Woollen and C. E. Hollenbeck, repre-

senting the Commercial Club; Harry T. Hear-
sey, Thos. Hay and Frank Staley, of the Cycle

Board of Trade; Wallace Sherwood, Herbert
Foltz and W. H. Hassan, of the Executive

Committee of the Indiana L. A. W. Division;

Arthur C. Newby, Russell Eckman and F.

W. Van Sicklen, representing the Associated

Cycling Clubs of Indianapolis.

The decision was arrived at after a thorough
canvas of the situation in general, and a liberal

fund has been appropriated to cover the ex-

penses of a committee, who will make the

journey to Philadelphia and cast the Indian-

apolis banner to the breeze. The delegation

will establish headquarters at one of the lead-

ing hotels, where they will keep "open house"
during the week in the most approved style.

Every newspaper in Indianapolis has gone
to work with a will on the subject, and al-

ready the enthusiasm of the city's people is

well stirred.

PENNYWISE POLICY

ALL ALIKE NOW.

Chicago, July IS).—Mayor Harrison has
signed the ordinance taxing all vehicles, in-

cluding bicycles. It will go into effect Au-
gust 1st. The rider on the bill, providing

that all vehicles shall carry lights after night-

fall, will also be enforced. It says:

'Tt shall be unlawful for any owner or

driver of any wagon, truck, dray, cart, car-

riage, cab, omnibus, bicycle or other wheeled

vehicle to use the streets of the city of Chi-

cago without having displayed after the hours

of 8 p. m. during the period commencing with

April 1st and ending October 31st, and after

p. m. during the period commencing with

November 1st and ending March 31st, one or

more lights or lanterns."

PRESIDENT TAKES HIS AFFIDAVIT.

An affidavit was made last week by John F.

McAree, President of the New York Fire-

men's Bicycle Club, that on July 13th he rode

from New York to Philadelphia, unpaced, in

(J hours, 17 minutes, and that he made the

round trip from New York to Philadelphia

and return in 16 hours, 5 minutes. The first-

mentioned time is 22 minutes better than E.

S. Edwards's paced record, and the round trip

time is 50 minutes under Edwards's record.

Edwards has expressed his intention of wip-
ing out the fireman's time.

Possibly the hump-backed rider is only try-

ing to "put his shoulder to the wheel."

WISE ENOUGH TO QUIT.

Lieutenant H. D. Wise, of the Eighth U. S.

Infantry, made an unsuccessful attempt to

break the New York-Washington record on
Saturday last. He failed to maintain his

scheduled time from the start, reaching Phil-

adelphia an hour behind the record. Below
Wilmington the trip was abandoned, owing to

the poor condition of the roads.

Results, as It Always Does, in Making a

Failure of Cincinnati's Cement
Track.

Cincinnati, July 19.—Last week the direc-

tors of the Chester Park Athletic Club decided

that a bicycle track was not a paying invest-

ment, and next season the famous cement
track will be abandoned. In its place they

have decided to establish a lake similar to

that of the Lagoon, a rival summer resort.

While Chester Park did not pay from a

financial standpoint, it was the fault of the

management and not of the track. Racing
men and track experts pronounce it to be the

fastest track in the country.

Track manager Tudor has done all in his

power to make racing a success in this city,

but he has been handicapped by the man-
agement, as they would not advance sufficient

cash to obtain the professional talent. Good
race meets in this city have always been a

paying investment. On Decoration Day over

23,000 people were in attendance, that being

the largest crowd that ever witnessed track

races. If the management of Chester Park

would but give several good cards of races

they would not be complaining for want of

support. No attempts were made to obtain

a National Circuit date nor to secure the at-

tendance of the first-class professionals, either

in training or in entries to track events. Cii'-

cinnati has at present 25,000 riders, and this

army of wheelmen is steadily growing. These,

together with non-riders who take an interest

in cycling, would be sufficient to give rhe

track good support, if the racing provided was
high-grade.

The success lately attained by the local

wheelmen in obtaining the passage of the

dry strip has been eclipsed by the success

attained by the wheelmen of Covington, just

across the river. These gentlemen have suc-

ceeded in having the "^ sprinkling cart aband-

oned entirely, and having the city authorities

flush the streets during the evenings. This

plan, which has been so successful in Eastern

cities, proved to be equally successful in Cov-

ington. Last week was the first trial given

it, and it proved to be so practical and easy

that the city authorities, who witnessed the

trial, were unanimous in the decision that in

future flushing would be the authorized man-
ner of street cleaning.

SOME MILES MADE.

An attempt to raise Edwards's 24-hour road

record was made by Chas. Wenzel, one of

Philadelphia's hardiest riders, on Friday last,

over a 22-mile stretch of road between Ham-
monton and Absecom, N. J. Assisted by a

pack of well-seasoned pacemakers and the

proper officials, he started at 6 p. m., and rode

in record time until 2 a. m., when his wheel

slipped, precipitating him to the ground di-

rectly in front of one of his trailers, who rode

over him. Although stunned by the fall,

Wenzel pluckily remounted and took another

dash at his voluntary work. Shortly after

he had to change wheels, a performance rend-

ered necessary three times during the night

from accidents. He kept up his efforts until

6.40 a. m., when the injuries he had received

forced him to give up. In that time—12h.

40m.—he had made 220 miles and had beaten

the 200-mile record of 12h. 20m., made by

Evans, by 14 minutes.
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TWO IN ERIE.

For That Many Days the Circtiiters Disported

Themselves Before the Public with Bald

Easily the Star.

Erie, Pa., July 14.—Although the track on

which the National Circuit meet was run to-

day is located four miles from the centre of

the city, 1,500 people traveled to the grounds

by trolley cars and wheels. All of the crack-

ajacks were present, with the exception of

Kiser and Mertens, but they failed to come to-

gether. Cooper decided not to compete,

owing to the injuries received by a fall at

Port Huron, Gardiner withdrew on account

of sickness, and Loughead and Eaton failed

to qualify. Owen Kimball rode for the first

time since his fall on the Michigan circuit,

but was unable to qualify. In the final of the

mile open, McFarland was pulled up to the

tape by Stevens, beating Bald by a few inches,

but as the time, 2.25, was 10 seconds behind

the limit, a run-over was ordered. This time

McFarland again made a strong play for first.

He gained the front of the bunch at the half

and jumped at the last turn, Stevens trailing.

Bald shot after the pair, and by the hardest

kind of wriggling crossed the tape in the lead

by an open length. McFarland was smothered

in the crowd that followed the speedy Bison.

Stevens proved to be the best man in the 2.05

class, defeating Steenson, Davis and the others

handily.

The summary:

Half-mile handicap.—1, J. F. Mason, 65 yards; 2,

H Post. 65 yards; 3, E. A. McClelland, 55 yards.

Time, 1.01 1-5.

Five-mile handicap.—1, E. D. Stevens, 25 yards;

2, C. J. Miller, scratch; 3, A. Pilkey, 160 yards. Time,
12.04 2-5.

One-mile professional.—1, Bald; 2, Stevens; 3, Fred
Hoyt. Time, 2.14.

One-mile, 2.05 class, professional.—1, Stevens; 2,

Steenson; 3, C. \V. Davis. Time, 2.15 4-5.

One-mile, 2.25 class.-1, Pilkey; 2, L. G. Meyer; 3,

S. B. Wheeler. Time, 2.19.

One-mile amateur—1, E. D. Stevens; 2, C. G. Mil-

ler; 3, E. DeTemple. Time, 2.20 1-5.

M

Erie, July 15.—That speedy ex-amateur, C.

R. Newton, of Lowell, who in former days

starred in the amateur events at the Spring-

field meets and elsewhere, stirred up the pro-

fessional riders at the second day of the cir-

cuit meet here. In the two-mile handicap he

defeated Bald in the sprint and gave him a

very exciting argument for first money in the

mile open. The greatest spill of the. season

took place in the two-mile handicap, twenty

of the thirty-two contestants going down in

the last quarter. The fall was caused by

Davis and Hicks locking pedals. The field

behind piled on Hicks, who had his shoulder

dislocated and his thumb torn from the

socket.

Bald never rode a greater race than he did

in this contest, as he simply ran away from

McFarland, Loughead and Eaton, gaining the

line in front and passing up along it to the

lead at the mile and one-half. McFarland

maintained an even pace and was in the back

of the bunch at the three-quarters. The fall

occurred on the upper turn. Bald was sifted

back to sixth position when the sprint started

at the head of the stretch, and coming down
the straight, Newton shot out for home. Bald

made a game run, but he lost the contest by

a few inches in the good time of 4.24 2-5.

In the five-mile open, Gardiner had the

pace, but allowed others to push him back.

Bald went with him and was at his rear wheel

when the field slowed in, changing pace.

Gardiner fell and Bald went over him. Stevens

was at the front of the bunch at the sprint

and worked out. He gained a lead of a length,

which he did not relinquish. Eaton and Mc-
Farland were back in the bunch at the sprint

and failed to get through to make a showing.

The summary:

Two-mile handicap.—1, F. E. Ewer, 220 yards; 2,

J. S. Skelly, 230 yards; 3, W. H. Kaiser, 220 yards.
Time, 4.22.

One-mile professional.—1, Bald; 2, C. R. Newton;
3, Gardiner; 4, W. M. Randall. Time, 2.09.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Newton, 50
yards; 2, Bald, scratch; 3, L. A. Callahan, 20 yards.
Time, 4.24 2-5.

Three-mile lap race.—1, C. T. Miller; 2, E. D.
Stevens; 3, A. Pilkey. Time, 8.05 2-5.

One-mile amateur.—1, E. D. Stevens; 2, C. J. Miller;
3, W. DeTemple. Time, 2.16 4-5.

Five-mile professional.—1, Stevens; 2, W. H. Seaton;
3, F. C. Hoyt. Time, 11.33.

KILLING THE GOLDEN "MATCH" GOOSE.

Philadelphia, July 17.—When Eaton and

Mertens appeared for their mile match race

at the Willow Grove track to-night they were

warmly applauded. Two minutes later there

was nothing but jeers and hisses for the riders.

Both men refused to follow the pace-maker,

and loafed through the mile in 2.42 3-5, Eaton

winning by a length. Notwithstanding the

vigorous hooting of the crowd, the men did

but little better in the second heat, until the

last quarter, when they showed perceptible

signs of animation, Eaton shooting ahead and
winning by several lengths in 2.21.

The times made in the other events again

demonstrated the speed qualities of the track.

John S. Johnson rode a half-mile exhibition

in 54 seconds, and John Zimmerman, a mere
boy, changed the track record from 1.52 1-5

to 1.50 3-5. Joshua Lindley and Walter Dick-
erson contested in a five-mile pursuit race,

starting from opposite sides of the track. He
with the farmerish proper name won by a

quarter mile, in 12.09 1-5. A five-cornered

pursuit race was also run, in which J. S. John-
son made the best time. The meet was pro-
moted by O. S. Bunnell and attracted 3,000

spectators.

The summary:

Professional match race.—First heat—1, J. Eaton- 2
A. C. Mertens. Time, 2.42 3-5. Second heat—

1
' t'

Eaton; 2, A. C. Mertens. Time, 2.21.
' "'

Amateur, pursuit match race, five miles.—1, Tosh
Lindley; 2, Walter E. Dickerson. Lindley's time
12.09 1-5; Dickerson's time, 12.55 2-5.

Amateur, open, pursuit race, one mile.—1, G H
Waller. Time, 2.14 2-5. 2, C. C. Swartz. Time, 2.14 3-5.

Professional, pursuit race, one mile.—1, John S
Johnson; time, 2.09 1-5; 2, A. C. Mertens; time, 2.10-
3, W. E. Dickerson; time, 2.12; 4, J. Eaton; time, 2.13-
5, C. E. Bowers: time, 2.13 4-5.

Professional mile handicap.—1, B. Boone; 2 L A
Rothwell; 3, W. S. Ray. Time, 2.03 3-5.
Mile handicap, amateur.—1, W. H. Cressey 40

yards; 2, C. H. Schwartz, 20 yards; 3, Sam Moore, 60
yards. Time, 2.25 2-5.

Five mile handicap, professional.—1, T. N. Mudd
100 yards; 2, Joseph Vernier; 3, Josh Lindley, 150
yards; 4, F. M. Dampman, 350 yards. Time, 11.30.

PRIZES WENT TO CHURCH.

Charles A. Church gave a good account
of himself at the first electric light meet held

at Harrisburg, Pa., on July 15th, defeating

Titus and Starbuck twice. He won the mile

open in 2.19 8-5, Titus and Starbuck taking

second and third, and the mile handicap from
scratch in 2.12 1-5, Titus, also scratch, getting

third. The five-mile handicap went to Star-

buck in 12.25, who, of course, started from
the post of honor. Crooks, Bowers and Simms
finished in the order mentioned. In the am-
ateur events W. A. Lautz defeated Xl. W.
Krick in the mile open, winning in 2.35 2-5.

A. L. Lady, a Harrisburg rider, took the five-

mile handicap from 300 yards in 12.08 3-5.

Three thousand spectators were present.

DONE AT HOME.

l/oughead Was Not Polite Enough to I,et His

Competitor, Mr. Bald, Win Before His

Fellow-Townsmen.

Buffalo, July 21.—Bald was humiliated at

his own home tp-day by being defeated by
Loughead, the Canadian, in the presence of

3,00l> of his admirers, at the National Circuit

meet of the Fredonia A. C. Loughead se-

cured his victory in the final of the mile open,

in which Bald, Gardiner, Hoyt, Seaton and
Randall also started. Bald was two lengths

back at the bell, and made a strong run round
the field, going past on the last banking.

Loughead started after Bald, changed his

mind, and shot up along the pole and out

into the lead. Bald came into the stretch

ready for a fight. But Loughead had the

pole and the going, and so well did he im-

prove his position that Bald, only by the

hardest kind of jumping, gained a position

at his side. The battle was waged all the last

20 yards by inches, and Loughead went over

with Bald at his side, and no question of the

victory, although it was by six inches. Hoyt
ran third in the field, beating Gardiner, who
was again sewed up by the bunch.

Bald afterward rode a half-mile exhibition,

covering the quarter in .24 3-5 and the half in

.50 3-5, a record for himself and the track.

The five-mile handicap caused a surprise of an
amusing nature. This was due to the fact

that Foell, who had 475 yards, won by a lap

and didn't know it. His mark brought him
but a few yards behind the scratch men,
Gardiner and Stevens. He started in at an

active pace from the crack of the gun and
caught the back-markers before they had gone
a mile, and stuck to Gardiner's rear wheel

as though glued fast.

Buse, Cleveland and Fitchner, other long-

markers, worked together and won with lots

of room to spare, but Foell was nearly a lap

ahead of them. When he came around

with the btmch for the last lap the bell rang,

and the bunch supposed that it was their last

lap, and they sprinted. Foell forgot himself

in the mix-up and sprinted, too.

Gardiner won the sprint, but there was an-

other quarter to go, and the bell sounded
again for the bunch. Foell had finished the

race and had won with a quarter of a mile

to spare, but he got excited and sprinted with

the bunch for the whole of the last quarter.

By this time riders, timers, scorers and the

spectators were also confused, and it was sev-

eral minutes before it was fully realized that

Foell could claim the $100 in yellow gold.

In the amateur events Goehler was pocketed

in both races, De Temple taking the honors

in the half-mile, while the mile handicap went
to Stevens from 15 yards.

The summary:

Half-mile open.—1, W. E. DeTemple; 2, C. J.
Miller; 3, Roy Duer. Time, 1.02.

Mile open, professional.—First heat—1, Fred Loug-
head, Sarnia; 2, W. H. Seaton, Louisville. Time,
2.19 1-5.

Second heat.—1, E. C. Bald, Buflfalo; 2, F. C. Hoyt,
Springfield. Time, 2.14 1-5.

Third heat.—1, Arthur Gardiner, Chicago; 2, W. M.
Randall, Rochester. Time, 2.21 2-5.

Final.—1, Fred Loughead, Sarnia; 2, E. C. Bald,
Buffalo; 3, F. C. Hoyt, Springfield. Time, 2.08.

One-mile handicap.—1, E. D. Stevens, R. B. C, 15
yards; 2, C. J. Miller, R. B. C, scratch; 3, Harry
Short, R. B. C, 40 yards; 4, Frank Julier, R. B. C,
50 yards. Time, 2.07 4-5.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, F. A. Foell,
Buffalo, 475 yards; 2, E. D. Fitchner, Louisville, 350
yards; 3, \V. F. Buse, R. B. C, 350 yards; 4, Ben
Cleveland, P. C. C, 450 yards. Time, 11.10.

Half-mile exhibition.—By E. C. Bald—.50 3-5. Track
record.
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MISTER SHAFER SAYS

Michael "Will Forsake I,ong-Distatice Racing

for Some More in Keeping with

His Si«e.

Bciston, July li*.—Micliael, first; Bald, sec-

ond; Cooper, third.

This, according to Manager Shafer, is

what the public may expect to read in the

summaries of the big race meet within a short

time.

Last week the announcement was given out

that the little Welshman had decided to take

up short-distance competitive work and take

his chances with all the cracks of the Ameri-

can path. Long distance engagements and

match races have proven unremunerative, and

all the talked-of events for the future have

been canceled and his string of pacemakers

have been released. Paced match races is a

losing game, according to Shafer. "The cost

of pacemakers and other expenses," he says,

"far exceeds the purses and bets offered. This

was the Case in the Michael-McDuffee match,

in which there was spent nearly twice as much
as was obtained by winning the match. To
make a success of a long-distance race, it is

necessarj' to spend much more than the purses

offered for the best races that have thus far

been given, and there is no object beyond a

little glory for a man to do this.

"On the other hand, Michael has shown to

my satisfaction in private that he is as fast

as any man in America in short-distance rac-

ing. He is ambitious to show what he can

do in competition against the best professional

competitive riders of this or other countries,

and I am confident that, in his first race, he

will open the eyes of those who have hereto-

fore looked upon him as a specialist at fol-

lowing pace.

"Michael's wheel will have its gear lowered

from 120 to 105 at once. Trials on the low

gear have shown that he possesses as fast a

sprint as any man on the track to-day; in- -

deed, I have no doubt that he will show him-

self a phenomenon at this game, contrary to

the general public belief."

Michael will take a special course of train-

ing at the Waltham track before making his

debut as a sprinter.

There is a possibility that the Michael-

Lesna match, about which there has been so

much talk, may be run at Charles River Park.

As no forfeit has been posted and only a

verbal agreement reached to run this race,

neither party thereto is out of pocket.

HAS WORK AHEAD.

Cleveland, July 19.—Frank W. Skinner, of

this city, a well-known amateur, has applied

for a sanction to permit him to try for the

American 50 and 100-mile track records, now
held by A. G. Harding, of St. Louis—time,

50 miles, 2.12.45 3-5; 100 miles, 4.37.56 4-5,

made October 17, 1894. August 30th is the

day set for the trial; the East End track will

be the scene. It will require ten tandem teams,

alternating every five miles, and maintain-

ing a 2.40 clip, to pace the rider under record.

KEPT THE PRIZES AT HOME.

A new quarter-mile track was opened at

Lancaster, Pa., on Saturday by the Columbia

A. A. Leslie A. Reims, a local man, won all

the events in slow times.

NAT ON A BOARD TRACK.

Nat Butler came down from Boston and

captured two of the cash races at the meet

on the new board track at Newark, N. J., on

Saturday. He was practically in a class by

himself, the only one to worry him being

Teddy Goodman, who finished close to his

rear wheel in both events. J. W. Judge, who
for years has been one of New York's fast-

est amateurs, made his debut as a professional.

He captured third money in the handicap.

The pick of the metropolitan amateurs was
present. In the mile open, H. D. Hooper, a

Newark schoolboy, caused a surprise by de-

feating Dawson, Miller, Ripley and Ertz, and

coming close to nipping Powell for first.

What was intended to be a feature of the

meet, a match quad race between teams rep-

resenting the Vim B. C. and the Riverside

Wheelmen, was called off, owing to the ma-
chines going wrong. Jack Parsons, the Aus-

tralian crack, made his first public appearance

since returning to this country, riding a paced

half in .56 1-5, cutting Zimmerman's track rec-

ord by a fifth of a second. The meet was a

marked improvement over previous events at

this track in both management and racing.

Attendance small.

The summary:

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, J. W. Conklin,
Newark, 200 yards; 2, W. H. Sagurton, Newark, 230
yards; ?,, J. VV. Judge, New York, 200 yards; 4,

Ernest Steck, C. C. C, 260 yards. Time, 4.29 4-5.

One-mile open, amateur.—1, I. A. Powell, New
York; 2, H. D. Hooper, R. S. C. ; 3, Ray Dawson,
N. Y. A. C. Time, 2.24.

One-mile handicap.—1, R. A. Miller, scratch ; 2, F.
Fullerton, Montclair, 70 yards; 3, Ray Dawson, N. Y.
A. C, scratch. Time, 2.15.

One-mile open, professional.—1, Nat Butler, Boston;
2, F. F. Goodman, New York; 3, R. Lefferson,
H. W.; 4, M. P. Neville, Newark. Time, 2.14.

One-mile exhibition.—Bert Ripley. Time, 1.54 2-5.

Two-mile tandem.—1, C. Ertz and H. Y. Bedell,
New York; 2, R. A. Miller and C. V. Babcock, New
York; 3, W. Redding and J. Hay, R. C. C. Time,
4.24.

Half-mile exhibition.—Jack Parsons, Australia.
Time, ..56 1-5.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, Nat Butler,
Boston, scratch; 2, F. F. Goodman, New York, 100
yards; 3, C. S. Henshaw, New York, 180 yards; 4, J.
W. Conklin, Newark, 210 yards. Time, 12.24,

URGE SUM, THIS,

SIDWELL RODE WELL.

Cincinnati, July 17.—At the race meet given

to-day by the Cycle Board of Trade, Harry
M. Sidwell, paced by a quad and triplet, broke

the world's amateur record for the mile. He
made the distance in 1.46 2-5 by two watches,

but as one of the watches had 1.46 4-5, the

average of 1.46 3-5 was taken. With better

pace-making and better conditions Sidwell

could come under the 40 mark.

The summary:

One-mile open, final heat.—1, E. L. Le Fevre, Day-
ton; 2, W. Cummins, Springfield; 3, Carl Beatty, .Co-
lumbus; 4, Ed. Grossman. Time, 2.27 2-5.

Heat race, one-mile professional.—1, E. D. McKeon,
Greenville; 2, L. B. Sawyer, Cincinnati; 3, Oscar
Trimmer, Portsmouth; 4, J. Wolfe, Anderson, Ind.
Time, 2.42 1-5.

Two-mile open.—1, Worth Cummins, Springfield; 2,

C. J. Wagner, Dayton; 3, Ed. Grossman, Covington.
Time, 4..54 2-5.

Two-thirds mile professional, open.—1, E. D. Mc-
Keon; 2, L. B. Sawyer; 3, Oscar Trimmer. Time,
1.38 4-5.

REITH RATHER LIKED IT.

A meet just to the liking of George Reith,

the Harlem Wheelmen's star, was that of the

Saugerties B. C. at Kingston, N. Y., July 15th.

He enjoyed the distinction of winning all

four open events, taking the mile open in 2.23;

the quarter mile in 34 seconds; the half in

1.07 2-5, and the two miles in 5.15. His

strongest opponents were R. A. Miller, O. V.

Babcock, A. S. Lee and Ray Murray. Miller

won the five-mile handicap from scratch in

13.23. The only event in which the local men
scored was the two-mile handicap, which
went to W. A. Ladue in 4.49.

But Still the Charles River People Declare They
Are Really Going to Hang It Tip for

a Race.

Boston, July 17.—The Quill Club's glory

will be short-lived. The Charles River track

people have seen their $2,000 purse and gone
them $8,000 better; in other words, have staked

the richest prize—$5,000—ever offered any-

where on earth for a cycling event.

The race will occur September 18th next.

The distance has not been definitely decided,

but the event will in all probability be a one-

hour race, paced, and limited to four contes-

tants, each of whom must back his entry by

a guarantee of $500 that he will present him-

self with a proper complement of pacemakers,

and, barring the unforeseen, will complete the

entire distance, the $500 to be returned to all

who fulfill the conditions. Entries are open

to the world and will close August 20th, near-

ly a month in advance. The management
will select and accept the four men who in

their judgment will make best pace.

J. W. Stocks, the English crack; Lesna, the

Frenchman; Jimmy Michael and Eddie Mc-
Duffee are mentioned as the most likely can-

didates.

The money will be apportioned as follows:

First, .$3,000; second, $1,500; third, $500.

CANADA'S REPRESENTATIVES.

Simcoe, Can., July 19.—C. W. Richardson,

of the Tourists' Bicycle Club, Toronto, sailed

last night for Glasgow, Scotland, where he

will represent the C. W. A. in the world's

championship. Richardson was chosen be-

cause of his showing at the Chatham meet.

Although he won no championships, he made
the best all-round showing.

President Orr and Secretary Donly were

also chosen to represent the C. W. A. at the

annual meeting of the International Cyclists'

Union, but their business engagements would
not permit the trip. Therefore, Dr. Doolittle,

ex-president, and R. G. Fisher, of Toronto,

will go and endeavor to secure the '98 world's

championships for Canada.

SECTIONAL " CHAMPIONSHIP."

A series of races for the so-called amateur

and professional championships of the South

were decided at the Coliseum, Atlanta, Ga.,

July 14th. Elliott, of Atlanta, captured the

amateur event against Kennedy, champion of

Tennessee. Elliott won the first heat, one

mile, in 2.07 1-5. He also won the second

heat, two miles, in 4.32 2-5. The professional

championship went to Repine, of Nashville,

who beat Walthour, of Atlanta. Repine won
the first heat, one mile, in 2.04 1-5, and the

second heat, three miles, in 6.39. The final

heat of the amateur handicap was won by

Brooks Kline, of Atlanta. Time, 2.19.

SANGER HAS SOFT SNAPS.

Denver, July 18.—^Not satisfied with defeat-

ing Hachenberger, Walter Sanger has again

taken the conceit out of the Denverites. In

a series of match races to-day he twice de-

feated W. W. Hamilton, the pride of Denver,

winning two out of three heats. Sanger won
the two-mile paced race and the mile unpaced,

Hamilton winning the five-mile unpaced.

Sanger's time for the mile was 2.05, Hamil-

ton's 2.08 2-5. The five-mile race was run in

11.35 3-5, State record.
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FIXTURES.

JULY.
24—New York Herald.
24—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Association.
24-Latrobe, Pa., B. C.
24—^Jersey City, N. J., Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
24—Wallingford, Conn., Ramblers' C. C.
24—Providence, R. I., National Circuit.
28—New London, Conn., Pequot W. C.
29—Buffalo Athletic Field, D. H. Lewis.
30-31—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Conn., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.
31—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
31—Asbury Park, N. J., Century C. C.
31—Exeter. N. H.. B. C.

AUGUST.
2—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
2—Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge, Na-

tional Circuit.
3—Scranton, Pa., Driving Park.
3—Asbury Park, N. J., National Circuit.
4, 5, 6 and 7 -Philadelphia JNat'l L,. A. TV. Meet.
5—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Gallipolis, O., Gallia W.
7—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Century C. C.
7—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
7-14—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen, National Circuit.
11—Coxsackie, N. Y., C. C.
11-12—Salina, Kan., B. C.
12—Buffalo Athletic Field, D. H. Lewis. ,

12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
14—Manhattan Beach, South Brooklyn Wheelmen.
16—Hartford, Conn., National Circuit.
IS—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
20—Portland, Me., W. C, National Circuit.
20—CatskiU, N. Y., Wheeling Club.
20—Trenton, N. J., A. C.
21—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21—Elgin, 111., C. C.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C. National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
30—New Hampshire Division, National Circuit.
31—Ithaca, N. Y., C. C.
31—Buffalo Athletic Field, D. H. Lewis.
31—Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society, National

Circuit.

SEPTEMBER.
1—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
2—Portsmouth, N. H., National Circuit.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6—Hartford, Conn., A. A.
6—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
6—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Philadelphia, Willow Grove Track, R. H. Cain.
6—Akron, O., Tip-Top C. C.
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Conn., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex County, Mass., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
7—Belleville, 111., League Cyclers.
9—Waterbury, Conn., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
11—Meriden, Conn., Wheel Club, National Circuit.

14—Middletown, N. Y., Orange County A. A.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.

15-16—Cape May Court House, N. J., Fair.
16—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
IS—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.

IS—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
21-22-23—Orangeburgh, N. Y., Fair Ass9ciation.
24—Washington, D. C, National Circuit.
25—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park, National Circuit.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, National Circuit.

28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.
2—Washington, International Park, National Circuit.

WOULD BE A GOOD IDEA HERE.

In New South Wales professional riders are

compelled to tog themselves like jockeys.

Their costumes consist of silk jackets, caps

and white knickerbockers.^ The governing

body supplies each rider with a number and a

distinguishing color, which they must use in

all races throughout the season on pain of

disqualification. Amateurs wear regulation

racing costumes.

ROAD RECORDS ALLOWED.

The following road records have been al-

lowed by the Century Road Club:

C. H. Anderson, Denver, Evans century

course, 6.30.30, June 20, 1897. Course record.

Anton Hulman and Arthur Forster, Rock-
ville to Terre Haute, 1.19.30, June 20, 1897.

Tandem course record.

E. F. Colberg, Rockville to Terre Haute,

1.31.30, June 20, 1897. Course record.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, Colorado
Springs, five-mile straightaway; time,

11.86 3-5, June 20, 1897. American and Colo-

rado tandem records.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, ten miles,

straightaway, .23.85, June 20, 1897. American
and Colorado tandem records.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, fifteen

miles straightaway, .86.42, June 20, 1897.

American and Colorado tandem records.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, twenty

miles, straightaway, .50.17, June 20, 1897.

American and Colorado tandem records.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, twenty-five

miles, straightaway, 1.03.40, June 20, 1897.

American and Colorado tandem records.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, fifty miles.

Standard course, 2.21.10, June 20, 1897.

American and Colorado tandem records.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, seventy-five

miles, straightaway, 8.45.00, June 20, 1897.

American and Colorado tandem records.

P. C. Wright and F. C. Fairley, 100 miles.

Standard course, 5.14.38, June 20, 1897.

American and Colorado tandem records.

MIXED-UP DELIVERERS.

A dispute among a dozen pushers of cycle

delivery wagons employed by various Phila-

delphia dry-goods stores, resulted in a novel

race over the York Road on Saturday last.

The contestants were handicapped by the

referee through the medium of weights, by

placing different quantities of cobblestones

in the boxes of the carriers. The vehicles

were pushed along at a rate of speed that had

never been known when bound on a delivery

trip, while the rocks within the boxes were

jostled about in a manner that threatened to

crush the sides. Just before the finish was

reached the three leaders locked wheels in

their excitement and went down with a crash.

The others piled on top of the fallen ones

and the rocks flew in all directions. After the

"pushers" extracted themselves from the

wreck, bruises and scratches were found to

be the only injuries sustained, and the race

was declared a draw.

WILL HE WIN?

Speculation is now general as to what

Jimmy Michael will do in short distance

events in competition with the fast men on

the circuit. That Michael is the fastest fol-

lower of pace in the country to-day few will

dispute. But in competition he runs up

against a different game. It is a jump to

catch the pacemaker, or whoever gets away
first; it is a long, fast chase, lined out; it is

a bunching on the turn, while wheel laps

wheel and bars are locked, and wnen a swerve

of a few inches would be fatal; a close bunch
and then a grand burst of pedal-pushing by
the men fortunate enough to know that "posi-

tion is everything." In such a game, where
will the little Welshman be?

THEY COULD NOT SHAKE HIM.

This story of Michael comes from Boston.

It was told by Pacemaker Bainbridge, who
occupied the rear seat of a quint one day

while Michael was trailing behind for practice.

Jimmy was feeling kittenish, and kept at the

men, saying: "Get out and work, don't you
know; tear the bloomin' old trap to pieces!

Faster! Faster! I'll go to sleep, don't you
know." After a few laps of this sort of thing

the men got mad, and Bainbridge finally

passed the word along: "Jump the little dog
and let's give him all the pace he wants." No
watch was held on the machine for the next

two laps, but its riders say that each must
have been ridden under 30 seconds. Perhaps

this is true. At any rate, they set a tremen-

dous clip. When it was all over, Bainbridge

looked around and there was Michael, still

at the rear wheel of the quint, grinning at his

bed-fellow as though it was all such a good
joke, don't you know. After that they never

again tried to run away from the Welshman.

JOSEPH GOODMAN, RACE PROMOTER.

Charter Oak track, Hartford, Conn., is to

have some of its pristine glory renewed. The
Connecticut Athletic Association has under-

taken the task, and there is no reason to

doubt their success. Sanction for a big tour-

nament on September 6th (Labor Day), has

been secured, and as the arrangements are

in the hands of the well and widely-known

Joseph Goodman, little more need be said.

Goodman was a prime mover in the Hartford

tournaments, held in the days when they were

bracketed with Springfield, and no man is

more competent to handle such affairs. Dur-
ing its period of cycling somnolence Charter

Oak Park has undergone some radical

changes for the better, and will scarce be

recognized by the old-timers. The fence has

been removed, the infield planted with flowers

and shrubbery and the grand stands renovated

and otherwise improved.

AN ENGLISH HABIT.

England's cycle press representatives are

as remiss in the use of the term, "World's

record," as the average daily press corres-

pondent in this country. Platt-Betts's recent

mile in 1.40 is branded by all the English

papers as the mark for the world in the face

of Hamilton's well-known mark of 1.39 1-5.

They also give the same credit to the quarter-

mile tandem figures of 25 2-5, wliile the same
distance was covered by two Californians, Ed-
wards and Hannah, in 25 1-5 at Coronado
over a year ago.

LONG RACES NOT POPULAR.

Long-distance races appear to be on the

decline abroad. The Wood-Green twenty-

four-hour race and the Catford gold vase

race have both been indefinitely postponed
on account of lack of entries. The recent

Bal d'Or twenty-four-hour in Parts resulted in

a fizzle, as previously announced, on account

of the scarcity of entries.

THEY WON.

A cable from Birmingham announces that

Chinn won the quarter-mile N. C. U. cham-
pionship, run at that city on Saturday, and
that Summersgill, of Leeds, took the mile

amateur championship.
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RACING BOARD'S RULINGS.

The weekly bulletin of the L. A. W. Racing
Board is assuming a staggering length. This

week's issue would necessitate about four col-

umns in The Wheel. Little of real im-

portance is contained in it, however.

No particularly well-known men are af-

fected by the decrees. Of those better known,

W. A. Rulon, Philadelphia; VV. H. Owen,
Brooklyn; F. J. Morse, Chicago, and John
Penseyres, Buffalo, are suspended, and F. B.

Marriott, Philadelphia; George H. Bell,

Brooklyn; J. H. Fitts, Fall River; Ed. Fitch-

ner, Louisville; W. F. Sims, Washington, D.

C. and Ale.x. and W. G. Struthers, Denver,

are professionalized.

For repeated false entry, riding under as-

sumed names and other unfair dealing in

connection with cycle racing, A. S. Van
Houten, Morristown, N. J., is permanently

suspended from all road and track racing, and

ruled off all L. A. W. tracks in any capacity

whatever. W. A. Leek, of Morristown, N. J.,

whose name Van Houton assumed in the

races at Plainiield, N. J., on July 5th, winning

a prize under it, is, so far as that race is con-

cerned, eligible to the novice class.

The New Jersey Athletic Club and Inter-

collegiate Association of Pennsylvania are

blacklisted until they comply with a minor

racing rule.

Thomas E. Jeffries, Wilmington, is ap-

pointed handicapper for Delaware.

The following records are declared accepted:

Amateur.—One-mile tandem, competition,

unpaced, standing start, time ''i 2-5, made by

Victor E. Ekberg and John F. Casey, of

Worcester, Mass., at Charles River Park,

Cambridge, Mass., June 23, 1897.

One-half mile tandem, against time, flying

start, unpaced, time .55 3-5 seconds, made by

Fred Carruthers and B. B. McReynolds, at

Colorado Springs, Colo., July 1, 1897.

One-third mile tandem, against time, flying

start, unpaced, time .34 4-5 seconds, made by

Carruthers and McReynolds, at Colorado

Springs, July 1, 1897.

Ten-mile single, against time, unpaced, fly-

ing start, time .24.19 2-5, made by A. G. Klue-

fer, of Chicago, at Racine, Wis., July 2, 1897.

Professional.—One-mile tandem, competi-

tion, unpaced, standing stait, time, 1.57, made
by Nat and Frank Butler, Salem, Mass., at

Charles River Park, Cambridge, Mass., June

5, 1897.

General mention is made of the following:

Amateurs do not require a special permit to

travel outside of the hundred-mile limit to

compete in the national championships at

Philadelphia, Wilkesbarre, Newark and

Springfield. Those who attend may enter

all the amateur events, but must not compete

on the journey to and from those places at

any meets outside the limit without a traveling

permit. There is complaint from handicap-

pers that long-mark men frequently ride easily

and do not take ad\antage of their handicaps.

All riders must ride to win. Handicappers

and referees are directed to report such in-

stances, with names and addresses of those

who do not ride to win, detailing the circum-

stances. Worcester, Mass., has the National

Circuit date of August 31st, the sanction

of J. E. Rider, of Portsmouth, N. H., having

been transferred to Worcester. C. Edwin Til-

ton, of Portsmouth, N. H., has the National

Circuit date of September 2d, and the Water-

bury Wheel Club, Waterbury, Conn., has the

National Circuit date of September 9th. Rid-
ers Max and Montis have been suspended un-
til July 29th by the N. C. U. for breach of

agreement and attempt at blackmail. They
are ineligible to ride in the United States.

MOTT CuMtS DOWN.

Chairman Mott's special bulletin issued late

last week, announcing the suspension of

Cooper, Loughead and the manager of the

Port Huron track for violating the prize limit

without a special permit, brought consterna-

tion to the hearts of the Detroit and Grand
Rapids race promoters. Cooper was booked
to take part in a match race with Bald and

Kiser at both places this week. Following

the news of the suspension the wires were

kept hot for twenty-four hours, resulting in

Mott reinstating the two riders, who claimed

that they were led to believe that the contest

in which they had taken part was properly

sanctioned. The Grand Rapids people threat-

ened to abandon the State meet unless Cooper

was reinstated, and the Michigan Division of-

ficials wired President Potter to intercede for

the Detroit rider, stating that in consequence

of the suspension the Michigan Division was

threatened with disruption, which would re-

sult in a death blow to the League in that

State.

HE WAS A HUSKY HOOSIiiK IN HIS DAY.

Sam Hollingsworth, the Hoosier from Rus-

siaville, Ind., was a name to conjure with in

the days of the high wheel. Hollingsworth

was a wonder as a road racer, but, like all

wonders, he dropped out of sight. For the

first time in years he bobbed up last week in

a telegram from Kokomo, which states that

he had just taken his first ride on a safety,

and vowed that it was not to be compared

with his once beloved old ordinary. Hol-

lingsworth is now running a sawmill and farm

near Russiaville.

FOURTEEN ONLY AND A WINNER.

At the Crescent Park track. Providence, on

Saturday, the hero of the day was Howard
Douglass, a 14-year-old boy, who won the

novice in 2.26. T. R. Tenzler defeated James

Urquhart and J. S. Johnson in the mile open,

winning in 2.26 1-5. Johnson turned the

tables in the two-mile open, winning it in 4.33.

IDIOTS IN HIGH ALTITUDE.

According to a Denver paper, Schreyer
Meixell, of that city, has a big task on his

hands. Under a wager he has agreed to at-

tempt to ride 3,650 miles and skip a rope

400,000 times between July 4, 1897, and July
4, 1898.

QUITTING IN OHIO.

Cincinnati, July 19.—The John Shillito Co.,

who have been in the bicycle business for five

years, have cried enough. They are selling

their stock to jobbers and wholesale dealers,

and by the first of the month will have quit the

business.

A. F. Meadine & Co. have opened a large

store on Plum, near Fourth, and are making
leaders of the Sterling and Ben Hur.

Chas. H. Metz, president of the Walthani
Mfg. Co., was in the city last week looking
over the local field. As a result of his visit it

is probable that the Orient branch in this city

will be discontinued.

The Anderson-Harris Co., makers of the

wooden frame bicycle, and for whom a peti-

tion for a receiver was recently filed, are set-

tling with their creditors upon a very satis-

factory basis, and the suit for a receiver will

be withdrawn.

CHANCE FOR REPAIRERS AND DEALERS.

It isn't often that there's a "bargain sale"

of implements for the special use of cycle

repairers and dealers. Something of the sort

is, however, being afforded by the Red Cross
Rubber & Cement Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

which is selHng off the recently acquired stock

of A. U. Betts & Co. at bargain figures, for

no other reason than that they desire to be
rid of all goods bearing the Betts label, in

order to start afresh with their own name-
plate. The goods are all guaranteed and in-

clude gasoline torches, brazers, enameling
ovens, vulcanizers, etc. It presents an oppor-
tunity not often afforded.

SOLD ALMOST A MILLION.

One of the little things over which no
great hurrah has been made, but which, never-

theless, has enjoyed a truly, remarkable sale,

-

is the Bowen oil cup, made and sold by the

Bowen Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y. More than

800,000 cups have^^been sold to the trade dur-

ing a single season, a fact which speaks more
forcibly than words concerning its merits.

The article is the invention of George W.
Bowen, manager of the Bowen concern. He
has just been granted his patent for the cup

and promises a warm session to infringers.

SAME AS ALWAYS.

"Right price for reliable quality" is the

slogan which the Crawford Mfg. Co. is sound-

ing. The price, as every one knows, is $50,

and there will be no change in '98. Manager
Whymper reports that a brisk demand still

exists, so far as Crawfords are concerned.
Their business has been fully up to expecta-
tions.

A FAMILY AFFAIR.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co.'s new World tandem, specially designed for the carrying of a child.
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THEY FOLLOW SUIT.

British Manufactttrers Play Cut-Rate Trumps

After America's I^ead - May Injure

Our Export Trade.

London, July 9.—There is the devil to pay

in the trade camp here because of the issue of

the following circular to the entire press of

Thursday last by the Rudge-Whitworth Co.:

THE PRTCE OF BICYCLES.

34, Spon street, Coventry, July 7, 1897.

Sir—For some considerable time this important

question has been occupying the close attention of

the directors of Rudge-Whitworth, Limited.

We have long regarded a substantial reduction as

inevitable, and have been steadily engaged in the

completion of plans which would enable us to adopt

considerably lower net prices for our machines.

These plans have for their chief foundation an

enormously increased capacity for output, combined

with an unrivaled system of direct distribution through

our numerous depots, and have been complete for

some little time.

It was our intention to introduce our new net

prices to the cycling public in the autumn of this

year, but in view of the rapid development in public

opinion on this subject that has recently taken place,

we have decided at once to initiate the change, thus

being the first English manufacturers of importance

to carry into practical efifect a policy the necessity

for which has been gradually impressing itself on the

trade for some time past.

We have the pleasure therefore to inform you, and

through you your readers, that Rudge-Whitworth
cycles will now be sold to the public at the following

strictly net prices, viz.:

Special Rudge-Whitworth bicycles (ladies' and

gentlemen's) complete With Palmer or Dunlop tires,

£16 16s. each.

Standard Rudge-Whitworth bicycles (ladies' and
gentlemen's) complete with Palmer or Dunlop tires,

£12 12s. each.

Our list prices' will remain as before.

We are making no reduction whatever in the quality

of our work, and continue to guarantee as before every

machine of our make.

We have taken this important step only after the

gravest consideration, and believe that the arrange-

ments by which we can guarantee rapid delivery of

orders, together with our new scale of prices, will so

strongly appeal to the public as to fully compensate
us in numbers for the sacrifice we are making on the

price of each machine.

I am, sir, yovirs faithfully.

For Rudge-Whitworth, Limited,

C. Vernon Pugh, Managing Director.

When the news of the Pope break in price

on your side reached us, the general press

made a great howd'y'do about it, and inter-

viewed some of the leading retailers in Lon-
don on its probable effect on the English mar-
ket. Each was emphatic in asserting that it

would have no effect whatever on his particu-

lar firm, and it is not unamusing to note that

one of the most self-satisfied gentlemen on
this point was the sales manager for the

Rudge-Whitworth.

It is stated, and I believe that it is in the

main true, that the act is not a direct result of

the Pope move, but there is not the slightest

doubt in the world that the great advertise-

ment secured by Col. Pope induced Mr. Pugh
to anticipate matters here by a few months in

order to get a corresponding publicity. I

cannot for a moment think that the move has

been carefully prepared for, and I have no
doubt it will entail a considerable amount of

adjustment in accounts to reconcile those

agents who have placed contracts with the

firm which they have not completed. Prior to

Thursday, the price of the Rudge-Whitworth
machines could be reckoned thus:

Specials. Standards.
List. List.
£30 sold at £22.10 I £22 sold at £15.
28 sold at 21. 20 sold at 13.10

The prices now are:

£30 sells at £17.10
28 sells at 16.16

22 sells at 13.06

20 sells at 12.12

It has been a matter of current gossip for

some time past in circles likely to know, that

the Rudge-Whitworth firm had not had too

good a season and were on the over-produced-

under-sold list. This fact no doubt had more
than anything else to do with the move, which,

so far as it goes, has been attended with bril-

liant success. The Rudge-Whitworth depot

on Holborn Viaduct has been crowded with

buyers since the morning papers (most of

whom gave the circular in full) published the

momentous announceinent.

Rival firms are frantic with rage, as the

status of the Rudge-Whitworth machine

ONE OF POPE'S CHAINLESS PATENTS.

5 86,14:1. BICYCLE-OEARINa. Uaeiom L NiCBOLS, Weatfleld,

N. J., assignor, b; mesne assignments, to the Pope Hanuboturlng Com-

pany, Portland, He, and Hartford, Conn. Filed Aug. 7, 1834. Re-

newed Apr. 15, 1897. Serial No. 832,339. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination in a bicycle-gear, a bevel-gear, a

spur-gear farmed integral tlierewith or rigidly connected thereto,

mounted on the pedal-ahaft to rotate therewith but adapted to more,

endwise relative thereto, a bevel-pinion and crown-gear mounted oni

the transmitting-shaft and rigidly connected thereto, and a shifting-

lever engaging a hub on the bevel and spur gear for throwing said,

gears into or out of action with the pinion or crown-gear, substan

.

tially asjlescribad.

makes it impossible for them to sell against it

at the prices which they are still asking. On
the other hand, they cannot, without consult-

ing their retail agents, make a similar move,
which would otherwise annul all contracts

made and placed up to date. As I stated in a

recent letter, most of these agents are over-

loaded on their contracts, and they will not

be sorry should they be given a chance to

break with impunity. On the other hand,

they must receive some consideration if prices

are not reduced to coincide with the Rudge-
Whitworth move. Every maker whom I have

seen and written to on the matter asserts that

his firm will sit tight and keep up prices, in

which case it is evident tliat the Rudge-Whit-
worth agent will not need to carry any '97

stock over the winter—a consiimmation de-

voutly to be wished for in the present state

of trade. However, it would be idle to place

too much reliance on statements such as these

at this juncture. A day might bring about a

complete reversal, and if, say, Humbers or

the Coventry Machinists' Co. or Singers, de-

cided to reduce prices, the whole trade would

probably follow pell-mell. If this occurs, we
shall be almost where we started. The re-

duced prices will give a momentary fillip to

trade, but we are too close to the end of the

season to hope for any great volume of busi-

ness from the move. The Rudge-Whitworth
will not benefit, and neither will any other. I

should not be surprised if Humbers were to

come away. It is an open secret that their

trading has not been up to expectations, and

Mr. Rucker is a man of pronounced meas-

ures.

If the English trade does follow the lead

set them by Mr. Pugh, it will be a bad job for

American firms, as, apart from one or two
houses, the chief point in their favor hitherto

has been the difference in price, £18 and £20,

as against £22 to £24 in high grades. I don't

suppose that this will be a very palatable

truth for some of my readers, but I will ask

them to cast back on all that I have written

regarding their chances of trade on this side

and I think that they will allow that my opin-

ions have been fairly borne out by subsequent

facts, and that my advice at the start has had
to be followed eventually, after much trouble

and worry had been encountered endeavoring

to combat it.

Here is the situation at present, and it will

not improve I fancy. One of our most suc-

cessful high grade machines sells for 16

guineas, while the Columbia, the most popu-

lar American wheel on this side, is offered at

17. Now, I do not think that any reader of

my budget can rightly accuse me of a lack of

appreciation for the Columbia, therefore,

when I say that it cannot hope to sell on an

English market against the Rudge-Whitworth
at their respective prices, I am not merely

uttering a piece of spurious sentiment, but a

fact as it occurs to my judgment. And if the

Columbia cannot sell, then I give the others

up. Of course, in a market such as ours,

there will always be a certain floating popula-

tion with American tastes which will give a

good foundation for a select trade open to a

few firms, but I am inclined to think that a

general break in prices will do much to close

the English market to high grade American
wheels. Such as come must come in English

garb, so far as fitment goes, and even then

the public have become so accustomed to buy-

ing American wheels, seeing them sold and
advertised at lower prices than the cor-

responding grade in English goods, that they

will continue to look for it. Whether they can

be accommodated or not, I don't know—the

decision rests with your side.

Another class of trader who will be adverse-

ly affected by the break is the small maker
or assembler, who puts out a neat, light, well-

built machine, with Eadie or other standard

parts, at about £14 or £15. The 16 guinea

first-grader will knock the bottom out of his

market, because the difference is amply ac-

counted for in the name-plate, which is a

guarantee of an easy market and better prices

when re-sold.

The general press has seized the opportunity
to insist on the inflated prices of cycles, and
without exception, the papers are full of arti-

cles dealing on the matter in such a way that

the cycle share stocks are falling hour by hour.

Yesterday every stock quoted in which busi-

ness was transacted was depressed, and it is

evident that the bears on the Exchange are

going in for a holiday campaign at the ex-
pense of the cycle market. The attitude of the

cycle press is looked forward to eagerly.
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TRADE CHANGES.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Nanaimo.—Speck & Freure, absolute bill of sale,

$1.70.

Vancouver.—Cope & Young, dealers in carpet, up-

liolstery and bicycles, failed.

CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco.—R. Liddle & Co., attached for $72.

Whittier.—Butterfield & Coryell, succeeded by F.

Coryell.

CONNECTICUT.
Derby.—Biever & Clark, succeeded by D. N. Clark.

Hartford.—The Veeder Mfg. Co. will erect new fac-

tory on Sargeant street, which they expect to be com-

pleted by September 1st.

Middletown.—Kirby Mfg. Co., bicycle bells, etc.,

damaged by fire; insured.

Waterville.—J. Ackerman, new store.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Washington.—George L. Haley and John P. Mur-

phy, 603 E street, N. W. Disagreement as to their

respective status in the firm, and Mr. Murphy re-

moved stock, leaving Mr. Haley in possession of

empty store. The case will probably be fought in

the court.

GEORGIA.
Gainesville.—L. Rigsby, new store.

Manor.—J. Rouse and J. A. Turner, new store.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Mason & Mason Co., assigned to W. H.

Arthur. Assets about $100,000; liabilities, about $70,-

000.

Chicago.—Vim Cycle Co. (Leon A. Olmstead and

Frank L. Moore) confessed judgment for $1,613.87.

St. Charles.—The Crown Electric Co. has rented

the Stewart Mill Building in addition to their present

plant.

INDIANA.
Elkhart.—Acme Cycle Co. D. N. Weaver sold his

interest.

Fort Wayne.—A. L. Randall sold out to Ed. T.

Brown, who will continue.

Logansport.—Burgman Cycle Co., succeeded by

Lawrence Cycle Co.

Roachdale.—Tucker Bicycle Woodwork Co. incor-

porated with capital stock of $20,000. President, J. B.

Tucker.
MAINE.

Bangor.—C. E. Hall, new store at Main street and

.Stillwater avenue.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Amesbury.—Eastern Cycle Mfg. Co. Voluntary as-

signment. Business to be liquidated and concern

dissolved.

Cambridge.—Herbert T. Jenness, chattel mortgage

for $350.

Everett.—Everett Cycle Co., assigned for the ben-

efit of creditors.

Fall River.—Henry Weiss & Co., recorded chattel

mortgage for $2,500.

North Brookfield.—C. N. Cowan, new store in Dun-

can Block.

North Cambridge.—The Newtowne Cycle Co. (Faye

& Jenness) will in future be conducted by H. T.

Jenness.

MICHIGAN.
Coldwater.—Coldwater Bicycle Novelty Co., formed

by Messrs. Wright, Greenmayer and Bunnell; will

manufacture bicycle grips.

MISSOURL
Kan.sas City.—The Kansas City Bicycle Co. sued on

.nccount for $10.

Kansas City.—J. F. Schmelzer & Sons Arms Co.

H. F. Schmelzer gives deed of trust to realty for $3,-

000.

MONTANA.
Great Falls.—The Great Falls Cycle Co. sold out.

Great Falls.—Richard Barry, closing out.

NEW JERSEY.
Newark.—Walter Russell, reported gave judgment

for $147.

Red Bank.—John F. Pope, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $300.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo.—Ayrault & McMillan have brought action

against Edward W. Simon to recover $362.61 on the

ground of fraudulent conversion.

Fort Plain.—Mrs. M. E. Fisher, proprietor Fisher

Bicycle Works, gave bill of sale amounting to some
$600 to John Collins, of Little Falls.

New York.—Dean Tire Co., 25 Warren street and
409 East Ninety-first street. Application made to Su-

preme Court for dissolution of the company and the

appointment of a receiver. Liabilities, $4,557; assets,

$3,380.

New York.—G. Minturn Worden Cycle Co., 79

Nassau street. James J. Nealis appointed receiver.

It is said that the company has disposed of all its

property, and the store has been closed for some
time.

New York.—Esmond Cycle Saddle Co., incorporated

by Alfred Castro, Preble Tucker, William A. Abbott

and Gustave Reimburg, of New York, and H. G.

Ward, of Ridgewood, N. J. Capital stock, $100,000.

New York.—Weaver Cycle Material Co. Sued for

$10,000 damages by its agents, the Boston Cycle Sup-

ply Co., 206 Devonshire street, owing to tinfulfilled

contracts.

OHIO.

Akron.—The Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co., manu-
facturers of rubber goods, will erect a plant and
manufacture bicycle tires.

Cincinnati.—^John Shillito Co., selling out, and will

retire from business.

Cincinnati.—A. F. Meadine & Co., new store at

Plum and Fourth streets.

Toledo.—The Saf-ety Gear-Case Co., new factory on

Monroe street for the manufacture of self-adjusting

bicycle-gear cases.

ONTARIO.
Thorold.—Jones & Durkee, reported assigned.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Hazleton.—George N. Lord, assigned. Liabilities,

$2,000.

Philadelphia.—William Trafford, reported gave judg-

ment for $2,625.

Philadelphia.—Cornelius & Rowland Co., gas fix-

tures and bicycles. Receiver appointed.

Scranton.—Lackawanna Wheel Co., North Washing-

ton avenue. Attorney W. J. Hand, trustee for credit-

ors, entered up a $2,900 judgment. An execution was
issued upon and placed in the hands of the sheriff.

RHODE ISLAND.

Pascoag.—George P. Gross, new store.

Providence.—What Cheer Bicycle Co., reported at-

tached for .$377.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—F. D. Holt, assignee of the Moscrip

Holt Co., authorized to sell the remaining stock at

public sale on July 16th.

Milwaukee.—Elmwood Cycle Co. Application for

receiver made by M. J. Salentine. John N. Salentine

appointed.

Waukesha.—J. Christoph will erect bicycle store.

WYOMING.
Rock Springs.—P. E. Peterson, new agency.

WHERE THEY HAVE GONE.

Export of bicycles from port of New York,

week ending July 13th:
Bicycles. Material.

Argentine Republic $ 1,011 $ 325

Abo 204

Antwerp 1,090 350

Bremen 5,549 650

Brazil 253 77

Brussels 700
British Australia .... 2,120

British East Indies 554 •

British West Indies 284 76
Berlin 82

Budapest 300
Cuba 96 18

Christiania 140
Cairo 203
Danish West Indies 75
Dutch West Indies 27
Dublin 30
Ecuador 98 .

French West Indies 130
Glasgow 550 5
Gibraltar 30
Gefle 155
Hull . 97
Hamburg 19,446 2,247
London 9,256
Liverpool 754
Sansame 70 •

Mexico 41
Vienna 470
Southampton 1,977

POPE'S OWN POST OFFICE.

Authority having been granted by the Gov-
ernment to establish a branch postoffice at

the Pope Manufacturing Company's works at

Hartford, the Pope people will at once erect

a three-story brick building, 65x70, the first

floor to be used for the postoffice and the re-

mainder for their own business.

WITH "FOUR O'CLOCK."

G. H. E. Hawkins, formerly advertising

manager for E. C. Stearns & Co. and author

of "Bicycle Advertising," has become a mem-
ber of the publishing firm of A. L. Swift &
Co., New York. He will devote himself main-

ly to the magazine, "Four O'Clock."

LOVELL ADDS SPACE.

The John T. Lovell Arms Company have

commenced the erection of an addition to

their works at South Portland, Me. The build-

ing will be 150 feet long by 50 feet wide, three

stories high.

TRAVELER-AT-LARGE.

E. Clifford Potter, formerly secretary of

the Geo. N. Pierce Co., has engaged with

Morgan & Wright as traveler-at-large.

SPRINGFIELD DEALER DISAPPEARS.

.Springfield, Mass.—Henry F. Bailey, of

Bailey & Co., has disappeared, and the SherifT

has levied on the cycle store on Mill street.

WILL MAKE RACKS.

Oliver Bros.' brass bedstead works at Lock-

port, N. Y., have added the manufacture of

iron bicycle racks to their business.
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ALMOST READY.

But JVittle Remains Now to Be Done In Pre-

paring for the I(. A. W. National

Meet.

Philadelphia, July 20, 1897.—As the time

of the League Meet draws nearer the activity

around headquarters visibly increases.

No. 916 Chestnut street is just at present

an extremely busy place, and the various exe-

cutive heads find that their official duties there

require just about as much, and in some in-

stances more attention than their own in-

dividual business interests. The postman feels

relieved when that point on his route is

passed, for he invariably disposes of a good-
sized package of mail matter. The stenog-

ally, amateur photographers in search of all

kinds of privileges, speculators looking for all

sorts of schemes to "get in on the side," and

one thousand and one other kinds of callers

of varying degrees of determination, but all

equally certain that their particular errand

is of the utmost importance.

And then the letters! One man writes six

pages telling of his intention of touring with

his two infant phenomena, asking that special

hotel accommodations be assigned and that

the infants be permitted to appear upon the

track; others have various ideas and innova-

tions, which they are • willing to introduce

anywhere at any time—for a consideration;

men never before heard of in this section, and

possibly unknown elsewhere, are importunate

in their requests for track positions, and ac-

of those in charge that the attendance will

fully reach the expected point.

One order for sixty tickets daily for the

races received Saturday from a club situated

a good many miles away; one local request for

300 daily, and many other similar requests

for smaller quantities, accompanied by the

cash, may be taken as extremely healthy signs.

When visitors are sure enough of coming to

buy tickets three weeks in advance and to

order them by mail when the assurance is

given that there will be seating accommoda-
tion for over 23,000 it is a very good indi-

cation.

The League member who misses this meet
will be as sorry for that fact after it is over

as were those who allowed the Chicago
World's Fair or the Centennial Exposition to

1,
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WILLOW GROVE TRACK, PHILADELPHIA, WHERE THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS WILL BE DECIDED.

raphers are frequently required to remain un-

til late in the evening in order to dispose of

accumulated work, and the constant stream of

callers upon every conceivable errand keeps

several busy answering questions most of the

time.

There are visitors with almost innumerable

propositions of interest to themselves. The
badge fiends are, perhaps, the worst, for they

rival in persistency the badge collectors of

former years, and that particular form of in-

sanity being past, the salesmen hang around

the office at all hours, hounding every one
for the order for official badges. Then there

are men who want to make balloon ascen-

sions, actors who want to appear at the

•smoker, boys who want to sell programmes,
members of the League who want every point

of the programme explained to them person-

tually threaten not to attend the meet unless

appointed, and so on ad infinitum.

But this is, really, after all, only the chaff,

and a very little chaff at that, to a great deal

of wheat. To one such call or letter there are

dozens or hundreds of real interest. Infor-

mation is received daily of the probable at-

tendance of men, clubs and delegations from

every part of the country, and the chances of

a thoroughly representative gathering seem
far brighter now than at any time since the

invitation was first extended. Acting upon
these increased assurances which have come
in during the last ten days, it has been deemed
advisable to give a supplemental order for

6,000 more souvenir medals, and to increase

the order for the official programmes, which
will also be given each visitor. This is, per-

haps, the best method of expressing the belief

close without having paid them a visit, for

they will not know what they have missed un-

til after all is over. It must be borne in mind
that Philadelphia is a city of clubs, and that

the members of these organizations do not

propose that the formal time-table programme
shall alone constitute the entertainment of

visitors. Philadelphia club men are making
preparations to live in bicycle suits the first

week of August, and many of them have ar-

ranged for their vacations to begin at that

time, in order that they may devote their en-

tire time to the meet. Almost all of the large

clubs have already made appropriations and

appointed committees for local entertainment

at their respective houses, and the visitor will

find that he will have plenty to do besides

take in the scheduled affairs at certain hours.

The local wheelmen are fully determined to
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maintain the well-established reputation of the

city for hospitality.

The formal, or rather the scheduled, en-

tertainment, must not be belittled, however,

on this account. In looking after the inter-

ests of so large a crowd as will be at the meet

it is necessary to arrange everything upon a

large scale, but the different parts of the pro-

gramme will be none the less interesting.

The programme arranged by the Committee

on Tours and Runs will be particularly at-

tractive. The routes arranged are not long

and tiresome or gotten up with the idea of

testing the riders' strength or endurance, but

rather of an easy character, and almost in-

variably to some point of great interest. It

is worth a trip to Philadelphia for a ride

along the Wissahickon Drive alone. Talk of

romance and scenic beauty and the wonders

of the old world and all that sort of thing if

you will, but do not say that you have ridden

your wheel through an attractive section of

country until after you have pedaled along

this magnificent road, flanked on either side

with forest-capped hills and paralleled by the

babbling creek, coursing its way sometimes

almost on a level with the road, then

by a change in the grade of the drive appear-

ing among the rocks far below. Here is a

road which the sun seldom strikes, where the

air is always as cool and delightful as in the

mountains. Here is scenery that has been
painted, pictured, photographed and written

of for years, and will be for years to come.

This is one of the spots of particular interest,

but not the only one. Lancaster Pike, the

Old York Road, the Montgomery Pike and
many others offer equal inducements, and
weeks can be spent pleasantly right in the

vicinity of Philadelphia. The programme of

runs will give the visitors an idea of the more
popular of these.

The special entertainment for ladies will

take the form of an open-air dance at Bel-

mont Mansion in West Fairmount Park. Mine
Host Tagg has agreed to turn the building

over to the Entertainment Committee for that

night, and the long restaurant floor will be

utilized for dancing. A large orchestra will

be in attendance, and it is expected that the

First Regiment Band, by far the finest in the

city, -will furnish the promenade music. The
smoker, which will be held the same night, is

likely to assume gigantic proportions, and
particularly in an athletic line will be of more
than usual interest.

Out at Willow Grove everything is being
rapidly put in shape. Another State record

went down a peg during the past week, and
some very fast time has been made in train-

ing. The entire backstretch has been lined

with seats, so that now the track is completely

surrounded, excepting a short space on the

north end, where there was no place to erect

a stand. All of the reserved seat stands will

be covered and the others open, and at the

low price of admission charged patrons of the

races will have the best accommodations ever

offered for such an affair.

From some source outside the city the re-

port has gone forth that the racing men have
banded together for the purpose of boycotting
the National Meet and that few, if any, of the

best men will attend, because there are too

many championships and too few races with

"wads of the long green." If this be true, no
official information has yet been sent to head-

quarters, nor has any racing man intimated

directly or indirectly that it would be neces-

sary for the committee to change their care-

fully prepared plans in order to secure his en-

try. The report has not worried any one

here at all, nor is it likely to. The programme
of racing events was made up with an idea of

looking after every interest, and there is no
danger of its being altered in the slightest.

Neither is there any probability of the ab-

sence of any man of reputation, if the appli-

cation for entry blanks can be taken as a sign.

The purses hung up in the open races exceed

in value those offered at any previous Na-
tional Meet, and any proposition to omit the

championships is absurd. Even if the local

committee had no use for them they would
still be run as a courtesy to the League. If

the championships are of no value it is time

that the League did away with them. As a

matter of fact they are of value, and the cracks

will be found riding in them just as in the

open events. The whole thing, which found

its way to the light through an Associated

Press dispatch, sounds very much like the

wail of a third-class rider who would like a

A TEMPERANCE APOSTLE.
Near Amityville, L. I.

programme composed entirely of class and

handicap events, or else as the work of a sen-

sation-seeking space-writer.

Most of the track officials have been se-

lected, and a very representative and efficient

staff it is. Several of those who have been

asked have not yet had time to respond, but

the names of those who have are given be-

low. In making the selection the committee

had but one object in view, that of obtaining

the very best men eligible for the respective

positions. There were an immense number
of applications for positions, and these, of

course, could not even be considered. In

fact, a member of the committee is authority

for the statement that in but one instance

did an application have any weight, and in

that exception a thoroughly good man, who
had not been thought of before, was invited

as a courtesy to the division he represents, be-

cause asked for by the officials of the division.

All the rest of the apnointees were picked

out because of their experience iii racing af-

fairs, the desire being, first, to secure com-
petent men. The list is small, and it is not

intended to increase it much, as those in

charge would like to extend similar honors to

others equally capable. All the members of

the Racing Board will probably be in attend-

ance, except Mr. Doty, who has written that

it will be impossible to make the trip from
Denver.

Following is the list:

Referee—Friday, Albert Mott, chairman
Racing Board.

Referee—Saturday, Isaac B. Potter, presi-

dent L. A. W.
Judges—A. D. Wait, Geo. W. Dorntee,

Herbert W. Foltz, Henry S. Dixon and Henry
Goodman, of the Racing Board; George D.
Gideon, Howard E. Raymond.
Timers—P. S. Collins, secretary-treasurer

Pennsylvania Division; Conway W- Sams,
chief consul Maryland Division; Fred. Patee,

chief consul Illinois Division; Samuel A.

Boyle, chief consul Pennsylvania Division;

Sterling Elliott, editor "L. A. W. Bulletin."

Scorers—C. W. Price, chairman Pennsyl-

vania Division Racing Board; James C. Tat-

tersall, secretary-treasurer New Jersey Divi-

sion.

Starter—A, D. Peck, secretary-treasurer

Massachusetts Division.

Umpires—Frank Dietrick, West End Wheel-
men, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; A. D. Knapp, Will-

iamsport. Pa., Wheel Club.

Clerk of the Course—Harvey Uhler, Quaker
City Wheelmen, Philadelphia.

Assistant Clerks of the Course—Frank A.

Tucker, Century Wheelmen, Philadelphia; J.

F. Neil, Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, Philadel-

phia; George F. Kast, Fountain Ferry Track
Association, Louisville, Ky.

Announcer—H. W. Schlichter, Philadel-

phia.

FREE OF TOLL IN MICHIGAN.

A decision of interest to wheelmen was
made by the Michigan Supreme Court last

week. James O. Murfin recovered damages
against the Detroit and Erie Plank Road Co.

for preventing him from riding a bicycle upon
its road without the payment of toll. The Su-

preme Court holds that there is nothing in the

statute to authorize the company to charge

toll against pedestrians or persons propelling

wheelbarrows, carts or baby carriages. The
court thinks that a distinction may be made
between vehicles propelled by men and those

depending upon animal or motor power for

propulsion. The former class, it is held, can-

not be required to pay toll upon the plank

and toll roads of Michigan.

WHEN IT WILL FAIL.

If bicycling ever loses its tremendous hold

on the popular mind, it will be because the

advertiser, the manufacturer, and the agent do

not uphold the dignity of wheeling, but fail to

throw their influence against those wheelmen

who seem to think they possess special

licenses, exempting them from the laws of de-

cency.—Nat. C. Fowler, in "Fowler's Pub-

licity."

ADVOCATED A CHANGE.

"After all," said the thoughtful girl, "the

presentation of an engagement-ring is a relic

of barbarism; a reminiscence of obsolete con-

ditions."

"That's so," rejoined the summer girl, "I

do wish it were the fashion to give bicycles."
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THE END IS NOT YET.

The slim-witted pessimist who finds in the

price-cutting tactics and resulting number of

failures in the trade material for the announce-

ment that the bottom is ready to fall out of

the trade generally, and that before the sea-

son closes manufacturing concerns will follow

each other to the wall like sheep, is simply

advertising the woolly texture of his own
gray matter.

As a matter of fact, there is good cause

for congratulation that, considering the spe-

cial conditions hedging this season's trade,

the failures have been so few in number and

so trifling in importance.

It is a good thing for many reasons that

the notion that seemed to obtain so generally

at the close of last season that every man,

woman and child in these United States would

journey through 1897 awheel, and that, con-

sequently, every one connected with the mak-
ing of bicycles and parts would assuredly dig

deep into the nation's cash pile, should be

subject to considerable modification.

The large majority of the collapsed con-

cerns owe their forced retirement to over-

sanguine forecasting of the future and to an

underestimate of the capital necessary. Their

only hope lay in quick collections; failing

these, their hands went in the air perforce.

It will not be long before the cycle manu-
facturing business will come down to the solid

trade basis on which all healthy business ac-

tivity rests, and none will regret the arrival

of this time.

PAPA WAS SAYING THINGS.

One rainy Sunday, having carefully put

Willie out of the room, papa started in to

thoroughly clean his wheel for the first time.

That he might better do this, he took the ma-
chine entirely apart. About the time papa

arrived at the re-assembling part of the per-

formance, Willie was in an adjoining room
with his marnma.

"Just listen, mamma,'" he said; "God is in

there helping papa with his bicycle; I hear

papa talking awful loud to him, don't you?"

SOAKING LAMP WICKS.

The average rider experiences considerable

trouble with his lamp. Jolting is liable to put

the light out, and probably be the cause of

one's undergoing the humiliation of being ar-

rested and fined. If a lamp-wick is immersed

in a strong solution of salt, allowed to dry,

then dipped in a second salt-water bath con-

taining a quantity of oil, and afterward put

into the lamp, it will give a very brilliant

light. There will also be less smoke, and it

will be less liable to go out.

HE IS A MODERN MERCURY.

Thanks to the bicycle he rides to-day, the

messenger boy is now as rapid as he was once

slow. He has altered his whole attitude. He
wishes to be looked on as the courier who has

important despatches. He is as much con-

cerned with the delivering of an invitation to

dinner as if it were a document of interna-

tional importance. The trouble is that the

comic papers will have to revise all their stock

jokes about him.

SOME VALUABLE POINTERS.

Remember in holding on to an installment-

purchased wheel, possession is nine-points of

the law, the tenth being the fee of the lawyer

who is trying to get possession.

ARE YOU GUILTY?

The man who can't use advertising in his

business has no business to be in business,

and generally isn't. Because advertising

hasn't paid, is no reason why it shouldn't pay.

Some seed don't bring harvest, but you can't

harvest without seed. Seed must be made to

grow. Advertising must be made to pay.

Spasmodic advertising is as silly as spas-

modic eating. Persistency in advertising is

as necessary as persistency in business. The
indirect benefits of advertising overshadow the

direct. Continuous advertising stands for con-

tinuous success. When you economize it isn't

good business to advertise it by cutting your

advertising. Appearance of success means
success. When you cut your advertising, you
tell outsiders there is something the matter

with the inside of your business.—Nat. C.

Fowler, "Doctor of Advertising."

LITERALLY A FACT.

"You are a dead beat."

.^t these harsh words the fallen rider

roused himself and opened one eye. The po-

liceman bending over him, went on: "You
have been trying to travel on your face."

The rider opened the other eye.

"I have," he admitted. "On my face and

one elbow."

Admitting which he struggled to his feet

and proceeded limpingly toward a neighbor-

ing drug store.

NO "OFF SEASON" FOR PUFFS.

Although this is the "off season" and the

average merchant does not believe it pays to

advertise in trade papers, or says so, at any

rate, the ubiquitous "trade note," for gratui-

tous insertion, gives no evidence of having

hidden a diminished head.

PINE FEATHERS MAKE FINE BIRDS.

In an endeavor to impress the manufacturer, from whom he was trying to borrow a racing wheel,
young Rural calls upon the family household equipment to pose as prizes, with the above result.

SHE WAS NO PATAGONIAN.
"Thank goodness, my wife will never ride

in short skirts, not to mention bloomers."

"Oh, don't be too sure of that, you don't

know—

"

"Don't I? Well, I guess yes. Did you
ever hear that bowlegs were regarded by
Patagonians as a thing of beauty? No? Well
they are, but we are not living in Patagonia.

Sabe?"

KNOCKED OUT BY SOMNOLENCY.

"Did Milemore break the New York and
Philadelphia and return record?"

"No; but he came close to it."

"How was that?"
"He was two hours ahead of record when

he struck Philadelphia. While riding down
Chestnut street his feet went to sleep."

HE WOULD CHANGE HIS BELIEF.

"What I object to in this century-riding,

new woman idea, is that woman is pushing
ahead too fast."

"Oh, I don't know."

"She wants to do as much in cycling as a
man does."
"You're wrong. You get a tandem, put a

woman on the front seat of it, and then start

to ride up a hill. You won't be long finding
out how mistaken you are."

HIS WELL-CHOSEN TEXT.

"I see our minister is going to preach, next;

Sunday, on 'The Fall of Man.' "

"Yes, he has invited all of those who took
lessons at Whirlem Cycle Academy at the
same time he did to visit his church, and he
wanted to have a text that would appeal to
them."
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TRUE AS GOSPEL.

In the world of business and letters there

may be clearer thinkers and more level-

headed men than Nathaniel C. Fowler, but

they will be very, very hard to find.

Mr. Fowler has left a stamp and set a fash-

ion which has gone far in the uplifting and

dignifying, if not in the actual instituting and

developing, of a most important phase of com-
mercial life, viz., advertising. He was one

of the first to recognize its possibilities and

probabilities and to make it his life study.

This he has done so profitably and well that

his every utterance on the subject is of inter-

est, if not of instructive importance.

For many years Mr. Fowler was in charge

of the Pope Mfg. Co.'s advertising, and there

is no shadow of doubt but that his high-grade

and common-sense methods and keen appre-

ciation of the public mind were material fac-

tors in establishing the Columbia bicycle in

its present proud position. The opinions and

expressions of such a man are valuable, and

number of people who ought to ride bicycles,

and who, because of ignorance, still consider

the wheel a contrivance for pleasure only, a

boy's vehicle, or a sporty hobby-horse.

"Bicycle advertising, then, must not only

follow the lines of regular publicity, but must
continue for a time at least to be partly educa-

tional, that it may break down the opposition

which exists notwithstanding the common be-

lief that everybody knows what a bicycle is

and what it will do. It is the business of

advertising to prove by documentary evidence

that the bicycle is Nature's ally in the estab-

lishment of natural healthfulness, and to dem-
onstrate that wheeling is eminently respect-

able, and that the majority of the best men
and women either cycle themselves or believe

in cycling.

"The bicycle advertiser has at his disposal

the realms of art, poetry, enthusiasm, busi-

ness, health, and all that pertains to each of

these in the broadest sense.

"The advertising can paint the delights of

bicycling in rainbow tints, and can appeal to

the real rights of cycling. By word of mouth
and by advertising, he should attempt to en-

force the rules of the road, and denounce the

unreasonable wheelman who deliberately takes

both sides of the street.

"If bicycling ever loses its tremendous hold

on the popular mind, it will be because the

advertiser, the manufacturer and the agent do

not uphold the dignity of wheeling, but fail

to throw their influence against those wheel-

men who seem to think they possess special

licenses, exempting them from the laws of de-

cency.

"The dictates of self-preservation suggest

that bicycle advertising be dignified and pro-

gressive and opposed in tone to those ele-

ments which are doing all they can to drag

this most delightful exercise into the gutter

of non-respectability.

"Ninety per cent of all bicycle advertise-

ments contain technical illustrations of bicy-

cles, the advertiser not seeming to know that

all bicycles look alike as they appear in news-

paper cuts.

BORED BY A BULLET.

How the ingenious L^ieutenant made an emergency repair.

their compilation in his 1,000-page publica-

tion, "Fowler's Publicity," makes it a work
to be prized. It is an encyclopedia of adver-

tising; no phase of the business is left un-

touched and none can read a single page

without profit to himself. Keeping in mind
Mr. Fowler's bicycle experience, the chapter

on "Bicycles," which follows, is specially in-

structive:

"The bicycle is a commodity—a combina-

tion of horse and carriage, a recognized

method of conveyance, for pleasure, for health

and for business. The bicycle is not a novelty,

and only to a limited extent can it be consid-

ered an implement of sport. The universal

use of the bicycle, and its adaptability to

every vehicle condition, except the carrying

of heavy loads, places it in the catalogue of

necessities, and it must be advertised much
the same as other regular lines of goods are

announced.

"Common as bicycles are, there is still a

the hard-handed son of common sense and to

the devotees of the aesthetic.

"The bicycle is the vehicle of everything

pertaining to the seeing of the unlimited field

of all outdoors. The bicycle rider comes from

every- profession and branch of business, is

of both sexes and of all ages.

"Bicycle advertising can utilize every legiti-

mate style of publicity, from the poster to the

gold-bordered card.

"It can occasionally treat of the sporting

side of wheeling, but the best advertising is

that which advertises a bicycle as a means to

an end, and follows the lines of regular, legiti-

mate, and progressive methods.

"Continually advertising that some man or

woman of more notoriety than prominence

rides the wheel injures the craft, for the tough

despises the tough, and never wants to be

seen with him, while the good will never fol-

low the bad. The bicycle agent should be a

gentleman, and an enthusiastic champion of

"Technical illustrations belong to the cata-

logue, and the illustrations in the advertise-

ment-should show the advantages and delights

of bicycling, or rather bicycles in action.

"The bicycle advertisement should make
one point at a time, that that one point may
be driven home in the mind of the buyer. Do
not everlastingly announce 'Best,' 'Lightest,'

and 'Strongest.'

"Simply advertise the bicycle with its at-

tractive side always foremost, and with an

intentional forgetfulness that one is handling

anything but a necessary commodity.

"Do not make the mistake of many adver-

tisers who assume that because they think

everybody knoiws a bicycle, it is no longer

necessary to continue the educational side of

wheel publicity. As long as there is so much
slang on the wheel, there is every reason why
advertisements should be dignified, honest,

sharp, brief and business-like—direct appeals

to the respectable side of the community."
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TOO MUCH SAMENESS.

How to Make a Success of a Race Meet While

Decreasing the I,eiigth

Thereof.

There's a sameness about the average race

meeting that really hadn't ought to be. The
recent meet of the Kings County Wheelmen
at Manhattan Beach will serve as an illus-

tration to adorn the tale.

The K. C. W.'s meet was smooth, was
model, was successful. Before the gates were
opened the club ledger showed a profit. The
sun shone and the wind blew—blew, in fact, a

bit too much. The races were run on schedule

time; that is, they commenced at 1.45 and
finished at 5.45—four hours of execution. We
almost said four hours of sport, but execution

is the word. The meet is summed up as a

very good meet, with very little sport. There
were sixteen events, and during the afternoon

twenty-nine races at a mile and ten races at a

half-mile were run—a total of thirty-nine

events. The men were lined up, the pistol

clicked, the clocks snapped, and results were
announced with admirable precision.

As stated, the meet was a model for all other

race meet committees and race meet managers
to follow. There was not a hitch through all

the proceedings. That was the trouble. If

there had been some sort of a hitch, some
sort of a mishap—not a harmful one, but of

the ludicrous order, it would have delightfully

punctuated the proceedings. The meet was
run on a Waltham movement. It was flawless,

monotonously so. There was no chance for

either laughter or tears.

The extreme precision which characterized

the K. C. W. meet is the characteristic of

many other cycling functions of the kind. The
fields are good and the men are good, but

there has been no ingenuity or variety ex-

pended upon the performance. We do not re-

call any amusement in the world which would

hold an audience down for four consecutive

hours. The finest comic opera lasts three

hours, with three or four intermissions, and

tragedy takes no longer, with long waits be-

tween the acts. The highest forms of amuse-

ment ever provided for man's delectation have

been kept within reasonable limits, and wheel-

men cannot expect to make an exception for

their race meets.

The Wheel has many times pleaded for

variety and ingenuity in the arrangement of

race meet programmes. No audience cares for

four hours of sport, nor does any crowd of

holiday-making people care for twenty-nine

one-mile races, each containing from seven

to twelve men. There is simply no sport at

all; it becomes more of a business than a

recreation, and as for watching them, it is

realy laborious. A race meet in mid-summer
should not commence before three, and half-

past three would be a better hour, and should

finish a quarter before six or even earlier.

The ideal recreation day is that in .which

the thing to be seen comes largely incidental.

The boat race on the Hudson affords a plea-

sant ride to and from the rendezvous, and

there is time for chatting, laughter and lunch-

eon. People go to the races to see the crowd,

to hear the music and to be in the sunshine

almost as much as they do to see the horses

cross the tape. In all great sporting events

the more incidental the event itself, the more

successful the day.

There are many ways in which race meet

programmes may be made attractive. Any
intelligent race meet committee can devise

an attractive programme. If they cannot, they

have taken something in hand for which they

are not qualified. There should be very many
fewer events, and more variety. For instance,

an hour race for amateurs would have been

a splendid diversion for the K. C. W. meet; or

a five-mile race or a ten-mile race—anything

but a bead-like string of twenty-nine one-mile

events. Or there might have been a challenge

race. The Kings County Wheelmen might

have named three men to meet three men
from the Harlem Wheelmen, the Riverside

Wheelmen, or any other of the local clubs,

putting man against man and not in the old

team-racing fashion. But it is needless to

specify. Too many people who go to long-

drawn-out meets, no matter how well they

are run, confine themselves to one meeting a

year. They do not become liberal and fre-

GEORGE A. NEEDHAM.
Captain Kings County Wheelmen.

quent patrons of cycle race meets. They have

to rush to the track, they are held up too long,

and they leave much disgusted with the per-

formance. Incidentally, it might be said that

all races at the Manhattan Beach track should

be concluded at 6.30, to give the spectators

a chance to return home to dinner, because

dining at Manhattan Beach has become a per-

formance which few people care to go
through.

AS BAD AS THEY LOOK.

Riding with toe-clips conduces to a slov-

enly, digging-down style of pedaling, which
is not nearly so effective as careful ankling,

neither does it look well. Many of the

present-day riders are utterly deficient in the

exercise of this notable adjunct to proper and

easy cycling, and the use of toe-clips is very

largely responsible for their ignorance. Many
wheelmen are now riding with toe-clips, but

no well posted cycler can recommend their

use for the fair sex, as the habitual use of toe-

clips spoils the pedaling of man or woman.

LONG-FELT WANT.

"What we need," said the unlucky novice,

as he picked himself up for the tenth con-

secutive time, 'isn't so much cheaper wheels

as ones that are guaranteed gentle, sound,

kind and warranted not to throw beginners."

CONCERNING POSITION.

The real reason why an upright position can
be so easily maintained on a bicycle is that

the wheel can be steered from side to side, and
thus be kept under the centre of gravity of the

body. If the wheel could not be turned to one
side or the other, but was confined to a

straight line, the balance could only be main-

tained by throwing the body from side to side,

so as to keep the centre of gravity over the

wheel, and this would be far more difficult to

accomplish.

To illustrate this point, consider the case of

a man trying to balance himself upon the

heels of his shoes. He will soon feel that his

weight is going either forward or backward,

and to avoid falling over he will take a few

short steps in the direction in which his body
is moving, and thus restore the equilibrium.

So long as he keeps moving his heels, one

way or the other, he will have no difficulty in

preserving his balance for a few seconds, but

if he tries to accomplish the same result with-

out moving his heels, he will have to swing
his body and arms around in anything but a
graceful manner.

This explains why it is so much easier to

maintain a balance on stilts than on a tight

rope. One would naturally suppose that the

latter would be the easier, because the whole

length of the foot rests upon the rope, and,

therefore, only the tendency to fall over side-

wise has to be counteracted, while with the

stilts, as they terminate in very small ends,

the body can tip in any direction. But the

stilt walker can balance himself without dif-

ficulty, because no matter in what direction he

may incline he can keep the stilts under the

body by simply stepping in that direction.

STICKLER FOR LANGUAGE.

"I'm ding-donged if I can see," said the

man who was trudging along the pike wearily

pushing a wheel with flabby tires, "why peopit

persist in calling things by names they have

no right to."

"What's the matter now?" said his friend,

who was doing stunts to ride slowly enough
not to leave him.

"This trip I started on. They call it a run.

It hasn't been any such thing. The first half

of the affair was a ride, and the other half,

that's this one, has been a walk."

MEASURING THEIR BREATH.

Your scientific French trainer now applies

a rhinometer to the nose of his charge, being

thereby enabled to measure the exact amount
of air the racer breathes through his nose.

If this be less than the trainer thinks it should

be, practice to increase same is tried; if that

succeeds not, then electrical cauterization and
enlargement of the nasal passages is resorted

to. Verily, racing nowadays is no child's

play or happy-go-lucky affair.

BEHIND TIME.

"Could I show you a few sundries, Mr.
Swindleweel?" said the traveling salesman to

the Hebraic-looking gentleman who was gaz-

ing pleasedly from out the open door of an

establishment, the signs upon which showed it

to be a "Cycle Agency and Supply Company."
"Py gracious, young man, you missed a big

order py nod gedding here quicker. I shust

dis minnit failed!'"
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WORLD CYCLES
Still 100 Dollars Each,

AND WORTH IT.

Gold has a stated value. So has a World Bicycle.

You never find them in repair shops.

ART CATALOGUE FREE.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO.. Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;
Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,
San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

VAN DER WIELEN & SCHWIEBBE, of Ant-
werp, covering Belgium and Holland.

ARNOLD,

SCHWINN & CO.,
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TAKEN FROM THE GERMAN.

Speaking of bisoocles, I haf gathered some

superstootions vich I vill gif to der fraternity

so dat dey may be varned by time in, alretty,

yust like dese:

It is a sure sign of death by drownding if

a veelman passes by an open draw pridge.

To be chased by a large, open-faced bulldog

is a sure sign dat der veelmans vill got his

goff-soxings tored up py his legs on.

If you see a small boy buying a paber of

tacks it foredells a puncture py der near fu-

ture in.

If a wheelman pass a von-eyed man riding

horsepack py a von-eared mool on und dot

veelman doan'd say "Squiddledevinklevinks"

finf times he vill meet up py an accident right

avay qvick.

If your vife sends you py an errand ouid

und you forget all abouid it und go by your

veel for a spin on it is a sign dot your dinner

will be cold for several two or tree days.

To sit down suddenly py der cold, cold

ground on is a sign of disappointment und

severe pains.

If you buy a bisoocle suit for zwei dollars

und got caught py a rain storm ouid it is a

sure sign dot you vill had to go home by a

barrel in.

To ride any distance close py dot elevated

roads imder is a sign dot you vill got your

bisoocle clothes unfit for publications.

To ride ofer a large hole py der street in

is a sign dot somepody vill had to call der

ambulance.

Make a vish ven you pass a load of empty
barrels und it vill come true. If it doan'd

yust hunt up dot man vot he own dem barrels

und told him vot you t'inks of him alretty

once.

If you stub your right toe und your left

knee und der back of your head all py der

same times it is a sign dot dem Adirondax

Mountains have stopped your veel from going

any furder.

If you break a looking-glass vile ouid rid-

ing py your bisoocle on it is a sign dot you
haf left der street and haf climbed py a fur-

niture vagon inside, ain'd it?

If der lamp py your veel on goes ouid it is

a sign dot you vill get py a conversations in

mit a policemans.

To drop your veel and climb py a hurry

up in under a barb-vire fence is a sign dot a

bull is chasing you.

To see der new moons py your right

shoulders ofer is a sign of good luck, but ven
you see der new moon und zwei million stars

all py a heap in it is a sign dot your bisoocle

have stopped suddenly und has fired you py
a rock und your head on, ain'd it?

If a veelmans he is getting $15 a veek und
he pay $100 cash for a bisoocle it is a sure

sign dot he will not go py der sea-shores dis

summer, vot you don'd t'inks?

Ven your sveetheart doan'd vant no more
ices cream und says dot you should safe up
your moneys und be economical it is a sure
sign dot you vill had to buy a tandems built

for zwei right avay qvick purty soon.
If you pass a telegraft pole it is a sign dot

you vill got home in time for supper.
It is a pad omen to have your tire road-

house in ven you are t'irsty.

It is unlucky to meet der cowcatcher py
an express train on ven you are going ofer a
railroads crossing.

It is a pad omen to have your tire punc-

tured py a meat-axe.

It is very unlucky to ride ofer a precipices.

It is a sure sign dot dare is a field near py
ven you run py a stone fence into.

"Der bisoocle haf come to stay," as der

river said ven dere veel sunk in its muddy
bottom.

If you run ofer a load of hay it is a sign

dot you vill not got married for a few veeks.

It is a sure sign dot your sveetheart is mad-
ly py you in luf? mit ven she tells you dot

you look real handsome py your knicky-

bockys in.

Dare are udders, but I vill told you dem
later on after a vile alretty yet.

LIKES AND UNLIKES.

Like good wine, the bicycle intoxicateth and
sendeth the blood mounting victoriously to

the cheeks. It maketh the soul of mankind
at peace with his fellow men, even those who
importune him with statements of financial

incTebtedness. It causeth him to look upon
nature with a glad eye. Unlike wine, how-
ever, the bicycle improveth not with age, and

therein is the heart of the manufacturer made
glad and his bank balance great.—From
Proverbs of Abad Wheeler, Professor of Ap-
plied Cyclethetics.

Morgan &WrightTire5

are good tires

OUR CACTUS TIRE
IS PRACTICALLY
PUNCTURE- PROOF.

Morgan &Wright

HEADED HIM OFF.

"Hear about Sussell Rage?"
"No! What did he do—buy a new nine-

dollar suit of clothes?"

"Not much. Met with an accident while

riding his new $13.47 bicycle, landed on his

head and was unconscious for more than

three hours."

"You don't say so? Well, well! I never

thought it would affect him that way. I have
so often heard him spoken of as such a hard-

headed business man."

SOME YEARS FUTUREWARD.

"The fashion of training strange animals to

do tricks is quite a fad with Miss Older, is it

not. Miss Hye-Gere?"

"Yes, indeed it is. You know what a lover

of the antique she is? Well, you'll hardly be-

lieve it, but she has actually succeeded in

training one of those horses out in the Zoo
to draw her around in a thing she calls a

carriage."

SHE HAD BEEN BOTHERED ENOUGH.

A most delicious breeze was blowing from
the river below across the grass, and Miss
Edith was seated under the biggest and shad-
iest tree below the retaining wall up the^ River-
side Drive enjoying its refreshing coolness,

and incidentally, "Cinderella and Other Sto-
ries."

Miss Edith's bicycle leaned against a tree,

the spokes vibrating musically. Just as you
have often heard other spokes do. It is a
fortunate young man who gets an opportu-
nity to hear the spokes on so pretty a girl's

bicycle vibrate. That's apparently what a
young man of pretentious speed and sublimity

of nerve evidently thought, as he suddenly
pulled up at the big tree, dismounted and be-

gan to seriously investigate his chain. There
was something wrong, that was evident. The
tool bag yielded its marvelous wealth of shiny

devices for the relief of distressed bicycles,

but to no use.

"Beg pardon. Miss A—a—h, but have you a

bit of graphite?"

Miss Edith's eyes raised slowly from the

book and with a soft, alluring smile which
clearly indicated that she "was on," said

"No."

"Something about this chain gives me a

mighty lot of trouble; squeaks too much."
"Quite a convenience, though, at times, I

suppose," without raising her eyes.

"A—a—h, inconvenience, you probably

mean. Miss A—a—h?"

"No, I mean convenience. Half an hour
ago a young man came along and his tire

needed inflating—wanted to borrow a pump.
Fifteen minutes after him another unfortun-

ate young man stopped and wanted to borrow
a wrench. And now—the thinnest and gauzi-

est game of all—your chain squeaks and you
want to borrow graphite. Young man, I'm

not running a bicycle repair shop. Good day."

But in his hurry to leave he forgot to re-

turn the greeting; neither did a squeaking

chain seem to be any hindrance to his rapid

disappearance.

PRECEDED BY THE GREEN-HAIRED MAN.

Dealing editorially with those charming
features of modern pulpitism—the sensational

preachers—the "New York Sun" has this to

say of them and their attacks upon cycling:

"They are more than tiresome. They are

disgusting. Most of them are men to whom
it seems a great happiness to be allowed to

make fools of themselves in public. When
Charles Baudelaire dyed his hair green for

the sake of being pointed at by the fingers of

men, he foreshadowed the anti-bicycle preach-

PART OF SPEECH.

"You didn't come around last night,

broke your word!"

"While I was on my way to your house I

rode into a coal cart and ripped out a spoke,

so——

"

"That's what I said. You broke

word."

You

your

ENVY.

"How beautifully it pumps!" said the New
Jersey tourist, whose bargain-counter whepi

was equipped with a porous tire, as he gazed

admiringly at the industrious mosquito which
lingered on his hand.
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

HE WAS SORRY HE SPOKE.

"It must be a gratification to the feminine

world," he said, "to find that there is at last

a supreme test of love. There must be a great

deal of satisfaction in the knowledge that it is

at last possible to put a man on record and
find out whether he is really and truly in

love."

"I don't believe I quite follow you," returned

his wife. "There have been all sorts of tests

of love, but none has proved infallible so far

as I can learn."

"Then you haven't given any attention to

the cycle test," he asserted.

"I don't see what test of love there is about

a bicycle."

"That's because you have never tried to

run around the block holding a pretty girl

on one," he explained. "I've seen many a

young man try it, and his face glowed with

pride and pleasure—at first. It is a great joy

to have the privilege of holding a pretty girl

on a bicycle, while she screams and throws

her arms around your neck every time you
let the wheel careen a little. It is good exer-

cise, too, to run with the wheel and steady it,

but there comes a time when there seems to

be a degree of monotony about it that is pain-

ful. In cases where there is no real love this

comes about the second trip around the block.

If a man smiles at the end of that you may be

sure that it is more than a mere passing fancy,

and if he makes a third trip it is evidence of

sincere afifection at the least. If he keeps his

appointment to repeat the performance the

second day the case is unquestionably one of

love, and if he is on hand the third day it is

proof of the existence of a wild, weird, Ella

Wheeler Wilcox poems of passion devotion

that will cause the fire insurance to be can-

celed on any house that they may rent for

their honeymoon. Oh, the bicycle as a test of

love is unequaled."

"John," she said, coldly, when he had fin-

ished his dissertation.

"Yes, dear."

"You know too much about the business

of teaching girls to ride."

"You forget, dear, that I gave you lessons,"

he protested.

"One lesson," she corrected, holding up a

single finger to impress the number upon him,

"and the second day you sent the office boy

home to say that you were busy at the office

and wouldn't be home till late, and I com-

pleted my cycle education at a riding school,

you remember."

He whistled softly to himself and made a.

hasty calculation to see whether he could af-

ford a dinner at Manhattan Beach, for he

knew nothing less would square him.

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

KILL OR CURE.

"The great curse of modern social life is

overcrowding of the cities."

"Too true, but the bicycle is fast curing

that."

"How?"
"Well, most people are riding them into the

country and suburbs, while the few people

who do not ride are fast being killed off by

scorchers ?nd wabblers running over them."

A FABLE.

One morning a horse that had its mane and
tail done up in curl papers and was eating

nickel-plated oats out of a gilded manger in

a padded stall, turned around and whinnied
disdainfully at a medium-grade bicycle that

was leaning against the wall.

"You are a mere drudge," said the horse.

"You are made to scorch along dusty roads,

you are never fed on anything more sub-

stantial than wind and nobody loves you as I

am loved. See, how I am fed on fresh oats, hay
and condition powders, while you never even
have a drop of oil until you squeak for it, and
besides, you have wheels."

With that he gave a horse laugh and went
on with his feeding.

But the patience of the bicycle was punc-
tured and he proceeded to make some scorch-

ing remarks.

"You pampered relic of barbarianism," he
replied, "you think because you are fed and
cared for that you are of some importance. I

take my master to and from business. I give

him speed, convenience and exercise; never

run away and never cost him anything for my
keep. I am a faithful friend and servant,

while you are merely a curiosity kept to

amuse children. Your usefulness ceased ten

years ago."

At this point the horse gave the bicycle; a

kick that punctured both its tires and pied

both spokes and sprockets.

Moral.—Some people in cycling argue like

horses.

MADE A HIT WITH HIM.

The force of habit is immense.

And quite beyond our cunning;

The one that May goes cycling in

I've found extremely stunning.

SHORTENING THE HEATED TERM.

They had forsaken the blistering Boulevard

for the cooler and more humid recesses of a

"cyclists' resort." After having mutually ob-

served to each other the advisability of "let-

us-have-another," the man with baggy golf-

stockings observed to his friend with the

fried-egg cap:

"I don't see why tliey didn't regulate things

differently. These people who fixed up the

calendar made a mighty poor job of it, it

seems to me."

"You couldn't make any difference in the

weather."

"I couldn't? That shows just how thought-

less the world is. There's about one man in

two hundred who really has ideas, and the

other hundred and ninety-nine generally put

in most of their time making fun of him.

They let the short months like February and

November and April come in cool weather,

when we could stand the temperature. Why
didn't they put 'em all in a bunch in sum-

mer time, so that we could get through with

it? Here we are compelled to drag along

with the longest months and the longest days

and the hottest weather at the same time.

No wonder so many people who ride bicycles

get disgusted with the way things are run!"

Then the waiter acted on the inspiration of

a mysterious observation sounding like "fill-

emupagain."

A BASE ASPERSION.

"Milesby," said the friend of the deceased,

looking down in the coffin at the corpse, "was
a pretty good fellow, though you never could

get him to ride the right kind of tire.'"

The coffin inmate arose to a sitting position.

"Dave Double," he remarked, "you are a

liar!"

Then he lay down and the funeral pro-

ceeded.
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AS VIEWED BUCOLICLY.

A few days ago "Ujicle" Darius Caldwell,

who lives up in the northern part of the

State, where the farms are rich and fertile,

and the people hale and thrifty, came to New
York upon a brief business visit. He went

to the store of an old acquaintance, a boyhood

friend, in fact, and, making his way to the

private office of the proprietor, was greeted

just as heartily as in former days, when both

played "hookey" and went fishing together.

"How are things, Darius?" said the store-

keeper.

"Oh, middlin', niiddlin'. Wheat's comin' on

fine, an' corn seems likely. 'Pears as though

the hay crop would be tip-top. I don't allow

much on fruit, though."

"That's good," said the merchant. "How
are all the folks?"

"Same as usual. Everybody's a mite older,

but we're all alive yet, thank God."

"Anybody might think, Darius, from the

fervency of your thanks to the Almighty that

the community had escaped annihilation by

some visitation of Providence."

"Oh, no, no. Things run tolurbly smooth.

The hull town's bysickle crazy, though, and

I've had so dad hinged many narrer escapes

for my life that it's no wonder I thanked the

Lord somewhat emphatically." Thereupon

the merchant laughed, and so did "Uncle"

Darius, rather feebly.

"Got the craze up in the country, hAve

you?" said the merchant.

"Got it? We hain't got it; it's got us. You
know Lige Tilford, him what kept the tavern.

Fifty-nine year old now, an' ridin' a bysickle.

Ja'rvis Patterson, old Judge Patterson, him as

kept all the town afeerd by his stern ways,

he's ridin' a bysickle. Then there's Andy
Luce, the Postmaster; an' Bill Evans, the dry

goods man; an' Shucks, the groceryman; an'

Eaton, the butcher; an' Nailor, the carp.en-

ter; an' even crazy Ben Griffith, with his clay

pipe an' paper of tobacco, they're all a-scootin'

and a-gallavantin' 'round the town, comin'

up sudden-like on a man, till he don't know
whether he's a-livin' with the livin' or in a land

of ghosts."

"Do you ride yet, Darius?"

"Me? See here, Charles Gaineswell, when I

git upon two wheels in preference to four

legs, it will be when horseflesh is so pesky

high I can't own any. Still, I'll allow there's

somethin' in it, for even the minister rides,

an' the minister's wife has sot the hull town

by the ears because she rides right plumb

outdoors in pants. The women of the furrin'

missionary sassiety vow they won't go to no

more meetin's till she takes them pants off,

an' the young people's meetin's that she used

to lead have busted higher'n Gilderoy's kite,

so fur as the young gals an' women is con-

cerned, but the men go same as ever. Some
folks are agitatin' petitioning the officials to

change the minister somewheres else, but I

hain't quite inclined to take sech a decided

stand, fur he's been a 'mighty good man to the

sick an' poor."

"Oh, well, it's all a matter of custom,

Darius?"

"I reckon it is, but between you an' me, I

can stand havin' women folks wear the pants

indoors; you know what I mean, because your

wife, Sally Jameson, was tollurbul headstrong;

but I'm agin their doin' it out doors, where

the hull neighborhood can see it."

Darius Caldwell went to Riverside Drive to

see Grant's tomb before he returned home,

and he saw so many other interesting sights on

bicycles that he will be telling stories on the

farmhouse steps all the summer. The mer-

chant went home and told his wife what Dar-

ius, his old school-boy friend and companion,

and hers as well, had said, and she laughed

and blushed, and remarked that Darius Cald-

well never had forgiven her because she re-

fused to let him swing her at a country picnic

when both were young.

Such are the ways of the world.

BEFORE AND AFTER TAKING.

"What's the difference between idealism and

realism, father?"

"Idealism, my daughter, is what you think

of the pleasures of cycling when you contem-

plate purchasing a bargain-counter bicycle."

"Yes, and realism?"

"You get that after you buy the bicycle."

CYCLISTS FAVORITE RESORT.

Bauer's Hotel, Elizabeth-Rahway, N. J., Course.

HER EXTREME YOUTH.

"Frederick," said she, "you musn't let the

baby stand alone."

"Why not? She's old enough to learn to

walk."

"Old enough to learn to walk! Why she

hasn't even learned to back-pedal yet."

HE NEVER THOUGHT OF THAT.

Another social mathematician has discov-

ered that the bicycle is responsible for the

hard times, because so many people have gone

in debt for their wheels. In that case the

habits of economy, engendered by the effort

to pay for the same, should make the people

more thrifty than ever, a fact any one but a

social mathematician would admit.

NOT IF HE'S KNOCKED OUT.

While the society papers are discussing the

etiquette of cycling, it may be timely for once

and forever to settle the question whether the

nervous rider, who gets run down by a large

bay-horse driven by a tow-headed butcher

boy, can speak to the latter without waiting

for the formality of an introduction.

THEY'RE ALL CYCLE AGENTS.

The butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker.

Are all of them prone to begin it;

For no matter where a show-window's to spare,

A bicycle's sure to be in it.

FOUND ONLY IN PHILADELPHIA.

Incomparable are the judges and officials

of Philadelphia! Like the famous caramel,

"fresh every hour," are the queer rulings these

gentlemen make for and against wheelmen.
Here is the latest. Philadelphia's great

thoroughfare. Broad street, is the wheelway
par excellence of the pedaliferous Quaker,
but, for some unexplainable reason, this same
pedaliferous frequenter of Broad street is un-

able to tell which is his right and which is

his left hand, hence he cannot obey the

Philadelphia police instructions, which tell

him he must keep to the right.

For some time policemen, each with a red

lantern, have been stationed in the centre of

Broad street pointing out the way wheelmen
must go, and explaining to them which was
the right of way and which the wrong. But the

police complained that acting as a combined
lamp-post and animated sign-board was a bit

too much, so the Director of Public Safety,

which is the way Philadelphia designates its

chief of police, comes forward with this bril-

liant conception.

He has designed a movable lamp-post, one
of which is to be placed in the centre of Broad
street at each corner to warn the riders that

there is a centre to the street and that they are

expected to remain on the right side of it.

The plan of his lamp provides for a flat

casting to be laid on the top of the pavement.

This is to form the base of the lamp-post. It

will be oval in shape, eight feet long by four

feet wide, and will be five inches high. The
base will be of four sections.

In the centre of the four sections is a cast

iron lug or projection, and an ornamented
cast-iron base for the lamp-post fits over this.

A wooden pole fits into a socket in the base,

and this is surmounted by a large oil lamp.

BEGINNING OF THE END.

Something with a humped back, sturdy legs

and a couple of wheels beneath it, wizzed

past William the Conquerer as he stood at the

road-side endeavoring to read a bulletin set-

ting forth the great reduction in price of cast-

steel knickerbockers and chain-link hose.

"Wasn't that an arrow?" asked William,

who hadn't seen the whizzing thing as it

passed behind him.

"It went rather too wide for a narrow," said

the court jester.

And from that moment his office began to

lose in importance and respectability, like a

marked-down high-grade.

SHOULD BE ARRESTED.

In Detroit wheelmen are not haled to jail

for the more trivial offenses. Instead, the

English system of taking their names and ad-

dresses and summoning them to court the

following day is in vogue. The police find,

however, that so many culprits give false

names that the system goes for naught. They
are urging the passage of an ordinance em-
powering them to arrest and take charge of

the wheels, and thus compel the riders to put

in an appearance.

ENDANGERING HER FUTURE.

"Pa, is the road to heaven a straight and

narrow path?"

"That's what we're told, my son."

"Well, mamma'll never get there on her

wheel—she wabbles so!"
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We Haven't Indulged

much in "special fea-

tures." They're expen-

sive—to the rider, gen-

erally. Not always
particularl}^ useful,
either.

What few we have
really mean some-
thing.

TO SPECIFY—
Every one of our bear-

ings is self-oiling—lu-

bricant can't get out

—

dust can't get in. They
might run easy?

The chain runs on rol-

lers—ever}^ link fric-

tionless—no '

' kinks.

"

Every part hardened
—it can't stretch.

Our finish is " spec-

ial
"—the admiration

of the cycling public

—enamel men use it

for "ads." Must be

pretty near right ?

Price is always a
" special feature " —
with us, specially fair

and correct.

- '97 -

MAJESTIC
$75.00.

<(Unrlnl A" OMEN'S, $50

IVI0Q6IA LADIES, $55

WHEN GREEN MEETS GREEN.

It was their first evening out together, or
they never should have discussed such things.

They were what the man who rides would
denominate "novicy," in the first stages, when
souls are poured out. He had gathered into

his intellect a fund of information that he de-

sired to impart, and his companion being as

much of an enthusiast as he was eager to know
all about the wheel, and be somewhere in the

class when the girls were talking such a sub-

ject. He appreciated the opportunity to un-

load his surplus knowledge, and the girl was
compelled to suffer.

She was in the nattiest short skirt conceiv-

able, of gray linen, cap to match and boots

ditto. He had out his linens, and they were
a companion gray to hers. The bench on the

Riverside, directly in front of the writer, was
good enough for them, and they dropped in.

"It's the first time I have ridden such a dis-

tance," she ventured, as they were safely

seated.

"Must be tired?" he queried.

"Not at all. Seems as if I had been riding

for years. Never expected to find such a per-

fectly lovely road. Going to tell Clara about

it soon as I get back. Didn't get one punc-

ture. You don't suppose I lost the handle-

bar or anything, do you?"

"No, I don't think you lost a single blessed

thing. The handle-bar seemed to be fast-

ened securely."

"You know my wheel was ordered by
O'Sheol & Co. especially for me. None of

those disagreeable things ought to happen to

it as happens to wheels purchased elsewhere.

The man in charge of the cycle counter said

it was a 26-inch gear and a 68 frame, and

those were numbers one did not find on a

wheel every day. I've looked all over the

thing for the numbers, but I can't find them.

I suppose they must be on the inside."

"S'pose they must be. Those ought to be

good numbers in raffles. Have you ever

thought of playing them?"

Then the conversation drifted to the evils of

gambling, and the listener drifted into the

darkness and a neighboring thirst assuagery.

NO HOPE FOR HIM.

His sanity was questioned. He faced the

commission of learned men duly assembled

to pass upon the question. The oldest doctor

of the lot, as befitted his age and long experi-

ence, applied the final and crucial test.

"Do you ride a bicycle?" asked he.

"Yep," answered the suspected one.

"What make?" queried the inquisitor, and

his colleagues leaned forward with bated

breath to see the result of the never-known-

to-fail test.

"I never noticed," was the answer.

The verdict was unanimous—non compos.

HOPKINS & ALLEN MFG. CO.,

Bicycles and Firearms,

NORWICH - CONN.

HE MEANT BUSINESS, SURE ENOUGH.

"Mary, young Spinners has been paying a

great deal of attention to you of late. Do you

think he means business?"

"I am afraid he does, mommer. He is the

agent for the Pedalard wheel, and he is doing

nothing but try to sell me one of them for the

last six weeks."

DEPOPULATED PIAZZAS AND BEACHES.

Among the things which the bicycle un-

doubtedly has hurt which has not been enum-

erated is the big summer hotel. Where is the

summer girl who in prodigious numbers has

decorated the porches at Atlantic City and

Asbury Park and the Catskills and a hundred

and one resorts? She is invisible, and the

porches are more or less desolate. Where is

the young man who occasionally appeared

on the scene over Sunday and once in a while

on week days? He is with the summer girl,

only they see more of each other now than

they did before.

The average city girl instead of going ofT

for a regular vacation has a bicycle. On this

she makes short trips close to the city, and

once in a while in a party goes to some place

like Asbury Park and back, even if she only

rides one way and comes back by train the

other. If a pair or two of girls who ride a

wheel have not two cavaliers in stock it does

not take them long to find them—there are

so many free lances on the road.

Of all the levelers of conventionalities the

bicycle is the greatest, and the freedom of the

bathing beach is circumspection itself com-

pared with the absolute unconventionality of

the bicycle. It is quite within bounds to say

that there were thousands of young men and

young women cycling in and near every city

last night, who, this time a year ago, were

see'king amusement at summer resorts.

CONEY VERSUS KLONDIKE GOLD MINES.

Just now the papers are filled with stories

of the fortunes to be picked up in Klondike

gold mining. Nearer home is to be found

an equally profitable business, with none of

the hardships and expense of this Alaska

gold-digging experiment. This Gotham

bonanza is the checking of bicycles at Coney

Island.

Last Sunday one of these places at 1 o'clock

had checked 1,500 bicycles at the rate of 10

cents a wheel, and there were then no notice-

able signs of a diminution in business. Two
of the places simultaneously refused to take

any more wheels, as they had not room in

which to squeeze another one. The outlay

of capital necessary to start in the business

is only a small one, and at the largest of these

places on the island only four men are em-

ployed. Every foot of the long wooden build-

ing not needed for the wheels had been rented

for other purposes, and the profits of these

men every day beat the uncertainty and dis-

comfort of gold-mining all hollow.

PUTTING AUNTY STRAIGHT.

"Why, I never saw anybody like George;

he can talk, upon any subject."

"Any subject! Nonsense, Louise! Name
one subject upon which that hump-backed

bicycle boy can talk intelligently."

"Well, aunty, you should hear him talk

about that cut in the price of bicycles."

"Cut in prices! Fiddlesticks! What other

subject?"

"What other subject? Why, Aunty, there

is no other subject worth talking about now."

EVIDENCES OF GOOD FAITH.

"I'll ride," she declared with a very grim

Resolve—"I'll ride if it takes a limb."

And then she somewhat adroitly chose

To wear what would show she had two of those.

MADE A HIT WITH HIM.

"Was there any particular thing about the

famous New York Boulevard which struck

you?"

"Yes; a couple of scorchers on a tandem."
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A PARABLE.

Now, there was a certain man who had a

daughter, who said to her father: "Father, be-

hold, I have nothing to wear. Give me the

dowry that falleth to me that I may clothe

me in garments befitting this the age in which
we live."

And he divided unto her her portion, and
the daughter purchased a cycle suit and a bi-

cycle and scorched upon the Boulevard.

And when her father beheld her, he would
have naught to do with her, but wrung his

hands, and hiding his head under a bushel,

he put ashes on it and wept furrows in his

cheeks.

And she went forth from the house of her

father and pedaled out into the land that lieth

over against Vassar.

Now, when she was nigh unto the gates

she heard cheers and strange cries, and she

gat her into that place.

And the Fresh-Women and the Sopho-

Moores that played at Phoot-Bahl on the

grass came to meet her. And they blew upon
the sacbut and the ram's horn; and they

sounded the timbrel and beat upon the bass

drum and the half-back.

And the daughter abode there amongst

them for the space of four years.

And when she arose and went her way her

pieces of gold and silver were gone, and her

name was writ upon a parchment, the which

she bore away with her in Rer pistol pocket.

And lo! as she pedaled amain her heart

was light and her nose was high, and her am-

bition was exceedingly great, registering 96-

gear.

And all these things were so.

GBTXmG THE HANG OF IT.

Learning to ride a bicycle is a very queer

sort of thing, and will ever remain so. There
are some people whom it does not take half a

minute to catch the trick of balance, and
others who roll and tumble around and take

the bark off themselves for a week before they

can get along with any steadiness.

People who learn quickly do not always

have the best of it intellectually by ail|r means.

Some have gotten on bicycles for the first

time in their lives, and ridden off just like

veteran wheelmen, and yet these same people

had scarcely enough good common sense to

come in out of the rain, while philosophers,

who have studied gravity, physics and every

old 'ology pertaining to motion, have broken

their bones and ground themselves to powder

against cobble-stones. This learning to ride

a wheel is a funny thing, when you come to

think of it.

TAKEN FROM LIFE.

There was a man who bought a wheel,

He bought it for his wife,

And through the park this man would reel

A-risking of his life;

Just so his wife could learn to ride,

With swift and agile bounds,

He ran along by her side

—

She weighed two hundred pounds.

Of course he couldn't stand the pace.

And soon he traveled hence;

His love a tandem now doth grace

—

Her second hub has sense!

IMMOLATED.

She worshiped cycling as an idol

—

It was more than life to her;

And she finally died from scorching—

A burnt offering, as it were.

NOT PROPERLY SAT UPON.

Nothing more plainly proves the power of

advertising than the persistency of the present

generation of riders' complaints against the

saddles they ride. Time was when a ham-
shaped piece of iron, with so much hair as

grows on a bald head and a bit of pig skin

constituted a saddle good enough for any one.

Now that the saddle-makers have taken to

printing medical warnings, anatomical illustra-

tions and physicians' indorsements, the rid-

ers have become so stirred up that the shrewd
saddle-makers are getting rich. Truly, it

may be said that saddle dissatisfaction has,

through advertising, become deep-seated.

The beginner almost always complains of

his saddle—sometimes because it is not ad-

justed properly, but more frequently because

he does not sit correctly upon it. He uses

it as he would a chair, upon which he places

his whole weight, and then complains because

the vibration of the machine jolts or moves
him around and makes him sore.

The chief difficulty lies in the fact that he

does not depend enough on his pedals; he

should carry his weight very largely on them,

and not hang upon the saddle. If he does this

and gets the right adjustment, saddle sore-

ness and all discomforts will be removed, and
he can suit his fancy as to style and size, the
latter point being the most important, as the
majority of riders suffer from using a saddle
much too narrow at the back. A wide back
is essential for all but very small riders.

EQUAL TO SIX SECONDS.

Trotting-horse sharps have finally agreed
that the increased speed of the pneumatic-
tired bicycle sulky over the old-fashioned one
is worth six seconds per mile to the trotter.

•••••••••••••••••••••<
I PRINTERS' INK * ^

NEVER YET MADE TUBING NOR
NEVER WiLL. WE RELY UPON ^

PROJECTILE BRAND''

I BieveLE Tubing
\To Advertise Itself.

IT IS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD f
FOR STRENGTH, ELASTICITY, GAUGE •
AND FINISH. MADE OF •

HIGHEST GRADE SWEDISH STEEL. |
ALSO

FORK-SIDES, HANDLE-BARS, S
ONE-PIECE FORK-SIDES, TAPERED TUBES, %

REAR STAYS, SPECIAL SHAPES, Etc. %

Tie Mtfil States Projectile Co,
|

1
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Write for Prices. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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FRENeH TRADE.
Mr. L. Freundenberg, 47 Avenue Par-

mentier, Paris ( France ) desires to

negotiate with first-class firm willing to

open a depot at Paris.

Eight years' experience and large

connection in the cycle trade. Accounts

guaranteed. Highest references. High-

grade machines and also cheap line

would be required. Also open to accept

AGENCY FOR CYCLE COMPONENTS.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

4-

•J*

•J*

4-

4-

The "M. & S." Toe Clip.

TVrE make Toe Clips too, and make them to
""

fit the foot—to fit any rat-trap or com-
bination pedal on the market—the light-

est, the most perfect ones. Will retain their

form. No superfluous metal to carry. No long

shank to wear your instep or corners to cramp

your toes. It is a

Toe Clip in reality

—

stamped, formed and
corrugated from one

piece of open-hearth

steel, polished and
nickel-plated.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. "^^^i^ Two sizes.

Th.i M. & S. Mfg. Co., 50 N. Clinton St., Chicago.

Sample Fair, 25c.

Also makers of " New Era" Adjustable
Pedals and Brackets.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALI- UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Offlo* and Factory : 189-191 W. learned St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

5 8 6,3 3 "3. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Frank R. CHiHBERLAiN, Newton,

Mass. , assignor to the Newton Rubber Works, of West Virginia. . Filed

Mar. 1, 1897. Serial No. 625,509. (No modeL)

If

CliiiiH.— 1 An iuflatable inoer tube tor pueum.atic tiies, composed

of vulcinized iadia-nibber having closed bevtled or wedge-shaped

eods reinforced by a strip of adherent fabric iipplied to the interior

surface of the beveled or wedge-shaped ends only, as set tbrth

5 8 5,736. LOBRICATOR Georoe W Bowen, Auburn, N. Y.

Filed Oct 19, 1896. Serial No. 609,277. (No model)

Cta'tm.— 1. An oiler composed of inner and outer cups, the inner

having &ne tubes leading to the bearings, to which the oil is to be

applied and the outer adapted to he screwed into the inner, and hav-

ing an eiterior opening through which oil may be introduced, and 4

valve and spring for normally closing said opening.

5 8 5,719. BICYCLE. WiLLUM M. SurroN, Tonawanda, N Y
FUed July 15, 1695. Serial No.j^55,997. (No modeL)

Claint.~\. The coiiibTliation with a Hange on the top of the
upward-e«teMdirigstein of the front forks of a bicycle, of a handle
bar-clamping device formed of two half round portions and provided
with an annular groove, adapted to tit over and envelop said flange,
and screw-bolts for securing the two portions to each other and
around the flanged top, whereby when the screw-bolts are slightly

loosened the handle-bar and the clamping device can be revolved
on the flanged top and the bar and forks adjusted horizontally to
each other, as set forth.

Q 7,3 03. BICYCLE-LANTERN. Frank Theodore WILLIAMS,' Meri-

den, Conn., assignor to the Edward Miller & Company, same place.

Filed Apr. 20, 1897. Serial No. 633,054 Terra of patent 3 J years.

icribfd"

""'^''''^ ^'^^" '"' " bicycle-lantern as herein shown and de-

585,83 3. LtJOOAGE-CARRIER OsCAR Reznick, Philadelphia
Pa. Filed Feb. 3, 1897. Serial No. 621,763. (No model)
Claim.— 1. A luggage-carrier consisting of a box, a tray hinged

thereto, a cross-piece secured on the rear wall of said box and pro-

vided with an offset, a spring-clip secured to said offset, a tightening-

RECENT PATENTS
5 8 6,138. MEANS FOR FASTENING SPOKES TO VEHICLE-

WHEELS. Aleiamdkr p. Moheow, Ehnlra, N. Y. Filed Oct 12. 1896.

Serial No. 608,574. (No piodel)

.586,143. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Marion L. Nichols, Westfleld,

N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to the Pope Maimracturingj

Company, Portland, Me., and Hartford, Conn. Filed Mar 13. 1896.

Renewed Apr. 15, 1897. Serial No. 632,340. (No model)

Claim.— 1 The combination in a bicycle, a brake to engage the

axle or pedal-shatt, or a hub thereon, a handle of the handle-bar .car-

rying a screw, and adapted to have an oscillating movement imparted
thereto, a nut in the handle-bar with which the screw engages, a

flexible connection between the brake and nut, and a spring inclosed

J . .., , . • f . •»!. I, J J 1
in'the handle for automatically oscillating the handle to release the

vided with slots or openmgs, m eombmation with headed spokes ,. .^-,, j./j c-"- "^^ icico^c mc
, ^ ,,..,,. brake, substantially as described,

adapted to enter said slots or openings.

586.394. BICYCLE PARCEL-tARRIER. CHARLES H, Stepben- S86,03 6. SPRINQWHEEL FOR VEHICLES. ELLIS D. GREENEon, „.-,.,. .0, ,„„ ,_,.
Barry,Ill Filed Dec, 1, 1896. Serial No. 614.083. (No model)

Claim.— 1, A wheel-hub provided with a series of annular flanges

comprising a central and side flanges, each of said flanges being pro-

SON, Lynn, Mass. Filed May 20, 1897 Serial No. 637,399. • (No model)

Claim.— 1. A parcel-carrier for bicycles comprising rectangular

pieces of flexible material, such as leather or cloth, having stiffening!

rods or strips arranged lengthwise thereon, having holes at the cor-'

iiers thereof for the passage of a securing-cord, having metal engag-l

ing hooks on the back thereof; and having supporting-hooks perma-l

nently engaged in one set of the holes, in combination with suitable;

metallic clips adapted to be attached to the handle-bars of a bicycle,'

said carrier-hooks and said clips adapted to mutually engage, and a;

lacing-cord, substantially as described.

5 85,710. SPROCKET-WHEEL David J, Shkldeioi, Columbus,
Ohio, assignor to Joeoph A. Jeffrey, same place FUed Not 2« 1893
Serial Na 492,276. (No model)

Claim.—ln a spring for bicycles and other vehicles, the herein-
described cylindrical hub, the spindle-boxing composed of a main
section and an independcntly-revoluble supplemental section, the re-
versely-coiled adjustable springs having their inner and outer ends
attached respectively to the spindle-boxing and the encircling rim of
the hub, and means for adjusting and regulating the tension of the
springs, substantially as and for the purposes specified

585,690. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLEa HD6H
MoiB, Chicago, m. FUed Aug. 21, 1896. Serial Ho. 603,441. (Ho
model)

%

Cltiim.— l The combination, with a cable having a series of at-

tachments secured thereon at regular intervals, of a wheel compris-
ing a hub. a rim having gaps or recesses H formed therein, each of
said gaps having a seat /i formed in one of its waUs beyond the
inner wall of the gap, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5 8 5,679. BICYCLE-TIRE. Samuel Kohn, Chicago, HI FUed

Apr. 26, 1897. Serial No. 633,864. (No model)

Claim.— 1 The combination of the handle-bar post, a handle-
bar formed in two parts articulated to the post, a screw-thread on
the post, a nut fitting the screw-thread and having a circumferential

groove, a collar fitting in said groove, and links pivotally connected
at their opposite ends with the collar and with the two parts of the

handle-bar, respectively, substantially as set forth.

5 85,780. BICYCLE-BELL. Joseph Osterhann, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed July 20, 1896. Serial No. 599,860. (No model)
Claim —A bicycle-bell and means for operating the same, con-

btrap secured to said rear wall below said clip, and a socket-piece

projening from said wall in line with said cli|i and strap

sisting of the combination of the following elements one or two cup-

shaped bells, each bell provided with a striking-lug, a revolving disk

carrying one or more loose clappei-s, a steering-wheel of a bicycle,

means for putting the disk into and out of contact with thesteering-

ClainC^\. The combination with the tire-casing of metaUic wheel whereby when in contact the steering-wheel gives a rapid

guides at one side of the slit therein, and a sliding bar moving in said revolving motion to the disk , the centrifugal force causes the clap-:

guides and provided with hooks engaging interlocking devices at the pers to fly out, strike the lug and sound the bell, all substantially

other side thereof, substantially as specified.,' as shown and described.

1
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SUMMARY OF PATENTS.

586,141. Bicycle-Gearing. Marion L. Nichols, West-

field, N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to the

Pope Manufacturing Co., Portland Me., and Hart-

ford, Conn. Filed August 7, 1894. Renewed April

15, 1897. Serial No. 632,339. (No model.)

586,534. VALVE FOR BICYCLES, &o. EDWARD F. PlCKETT, Buf-

falo, N. Y. Filed Dec. 14, 1896. Serial No. 615,564 (No model)

Claim.— 1. In an air-valve, composed of a tubular body, haviug

tlie .outepmost end within the dust^cap formed with a valve-seat, iu

combination with a dust-cap permanently engaged with and inclosing

the said valve-seated end, formed with a valve-chambei', a valve

within the said chamber, an aif-passage through the dust^cap adjust-

able to a paint where it shall open interiorly between the said valve

and Talre seat, and an annular raised portion for externally connect-

ing the pomp to the dust-cap.

5 86,307. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. JOHN
Dickson, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Apr 23, 1896, Serial No. 588,695. (No
model)

Chin.,— 1. In a bicycle, the combination with the handle-bar
post, of A pair of handle-bars formed at their inner ends with notched

disks or pivot-blades that are united together ahd to said post by a

common pivot and a common sliding lock, on said post, engageabic
with the notches of both of said notched disks, for locking said han-

dle-bars together and to said post, in any desired adjustment, aubstan

tially as described.

586,199. PNEUMATIC-TIRE PUMP. THOMAS L MURPHY, New
York, N. y., assignor of two-thirds to Daniel J. Murphy, same place,

and&aacmcks, Brooklyn, N.Y. FUed July 25, 1896. Serial No. 600,482.

(No dtodel)

Claim.— 1. A puiup constructed of a single shell comprising two

alined cylinders permanently closed at their outer ends and coimected

by a central case having a lateral opening, in combination with pis-

tons having rods fixed thereto separably connected so as to form a

rigid ann, said pistons fitting the cylindei"s with yielding contact so

as to permit the' deflection of their rods from the axis of the cylin-

ders when discomiected, whereby the pistons may be removed toward

one another and angularly through said lateral central opening of

the shell, and rotary means in sai., connecting case foropertiting the

pistons.

586,416. PRIMARY BATTERY FOR BICYCLE-LAMPS. THOMAS

F. BOLAND and Harby C. Hdbbei,l, Elmlra, N. Y., assignors to E H.

Fulton, same place. Filed Dec. 24, 1896. Serial No. 6ie,89L (Ho

model)

586,142. Bicycle-Brake. Marion L. Nichols, West-

field, N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to the

Pope Manufacturing Co., Portland, Me., and Hart-

ford, Conn. Filed March 13, 1896. Renewed April

15, 1897. Serial No. 632,340. (No model.)

586,162. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Lyman H. Cobb,

Portland, Me. Filed April 27, 1896. Serial No. 589,-

169. (No model.)

586,165. Ornamental Screen for Ladies' Bicycle-

Saddles. John J. Dougherty, Paterson, N. J. Filed

September 3, 1896. Serial No. 604,821. (No model.)

586,199. Pneumatic Tire Pump. Thomas L. Murphy,
New York, N. Y., assignor of two-thirds to Daniel

J. Murphy, same place, and Isaac Hicks, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed July 25, 1896. Serial No. 600,482. (No
model.)

586,246. Bicycle Saddle. William G. Schnee, Pueblo,

Colo. Filed August 6, 1896. Serial No. 601,917. (No
model.)

586,262. Adjustable Steering Head for Bicycles.

George F. Woodman, Newburyport, Mass., assignor

of one-half to James F. Carens, same place. Filed

November 29, 1895. Serial No. 570,375. (No model.)

586,266. Bicycle Carrier. Edwin Bonham, Green-

wich, N. J., assignor of one-half to William W. Rob-

bins, Bridgeton, N. J. Filed September 21, 1896.

Serial No. 606,494. (No model.)

586.294. Bicycle Parcel-Carrier. Charles H. Steph-

enson, Lynn, Mass. Filed May 20, 1897. Serial No.

637,399. (No model.)

586.295. Bicycle Lamp Bracket. Ernest D. Terry,

New York, N. Y. Filed December 26, 1896. Serial

No. 617,018. (No model.)

586,307. Adjustable Handl»-Bar for Bicycles. John

Dickson, St. Paul, Minn. Filed April 23, 1896. Serial

No. 588,695. (No model.)

586,335. Bicycle-Step. Addie M. Irby, Vernon
Hill, Va. Filed August 4, 1896. Serial No. 601,617.

(No model.)

586,344. Bicycle-Bell. Carl Rosenholz and John W.
Carlson, Wardner, Idaho. Filed August 3, 1S96. Serial

No. 601,541. (No model.)

586.348. Lamp for Cycles. Lewis J. Atwbod,
Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Plume & Atwood
Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Decem-
ber 7, 1896. Serial No. 614,743. (No model.)

586.349. Bicycle-Lamp Support. Lewis J. Atwood,
Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Plume & Atwood
Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Decem-
ber 7, 1896. Serial No. 614,744. (No model.)

586,352. Pneumatic Tire. Frank R. Chamberlain,

Newton, Mass., assignor to the Newton Rubber
Works, of West Virginia. Filed March 1, 1897.

Serial No. 625,509. (No model.)

586,367. Bicycle. Anton Prager, Chicago, IU. Filed

March 22, 1897. Serial No. 628,642. (No model.)

586,371. Bicycle-Handle. Peter Stein, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 3, 1896. Serial No. 598,005. (No model.)

586,400. Bicycle-Tire. Albert Schwehr, Sandusky,

O. Filed July 27, 1896. Serial No. 600,665. (No
model.)

586,412. Ice-Velocipede. Charles O. Anderson,
Butte, Mont. Filed November 2, 1896. Serial No.
610,841. (No model.)

586,416. Primary Battery for Bicycle-Lamps.

Thomas F. Boland and Harry C. Hubbell, Elmira,

N. Y., assignors to H. H. Pulton, same place. Filed

December 24, 1896. Serial No. 616,891. (No model.)

586,395. BICYCLE-LAMP BRACKET. Behew D. TsEEY, Hew 586,162. HAHDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES, Lyman H. Com, Pu.^

York, H. Y. Piled Dec. 26, 1896, Serial Ha 617,018. (No model) land, Me. Filed Apr. 27, 1896. Serial No, 589,169. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A lamp-bracket for bicycles and the like, comprismg
a firont plate having two slots J, .7', two detachable clamping-jaws,

A and A', which have each a broad hook at its end adapted to engage
the respective slots in the front plate and hinge the jaws to said

plate, means substantially as described for drawing together the free

ends of said jaws in clamping, and a holder for the lamp on said

front plate,

.586,367. WHEEL FOR VBHICLBa Hari D. Ooodwui, Phila-
delphia, Pa. FUed June 6, 189«. Sertal No. 59i6e2. (Ho model)

CXuim.—l. The combination of the handle-bar in two parts A A
' "the balls a a'; link B ; socket D and m«ans for tightening the socket,

substantially as described.

5 86,4rOO. BICYCLE-TIRE. Albert Schwehe, Sandusky, Ohio.

FUed July 27, 1896, Serial No, 600,665. (No model)

Clahn.—1. In a primary battery, the combination with the cas-

ing, of a metallic rod supported therein and slotted vertically at its

upper end.

6 86,246. BICYCLE-SADDLE, William 0. ScHNM, Pueblo, Colo.

FUed Aug. 6, 1896. Serial No. 601,917. (No modeiy

Claim.— 1. In a wheel, the combination with the inner two-part
rim, an outer rim composed of plates having side flanges, the coiled

springs each fastened at one end to each of said plates and at the
other to outer part of the inner rim, the spokes secured to the inner

'part of said rim and the rubber tire carried'by the oiiter rim ; sub-
,stantiaUy as described,

5 86,399. ELECTRIC LAMP FOR VEHICLEa Malcolm P. Rr-

J>£E, WestBeld, N. J. FUed Sept 10, 1896. Serial No. 605,363. (No

model)

C/aim.—A tire for vehicle-wheels consisting of a hollow rubber
tube, a reinforcing means therefor, consisting of a series of separate
hoop-shaped springs, the connecting-strip D at the outermost point
thereof and the flexible tapes E woven between the innermost point"

thereof, as and for the purpose described.

586,47 3. DRIVE-CHAIN FOR CYCLES. ALFRED APPLEBY, Bir-
mingham, England. Filed Nov. 21, 1896, Serial No, 613,005,

'

(Ho
models

o O^O ©XO^

Claim.— ^. Id the herein-described bicycle-saddle, the combina-

tion of a continuous spring eo constructed as to have parallel for-i

ward membera, the ends of said members being rectangularin shape,

a.forward support B, a brace situated in the inside of said support,

holes situated in the said brace for the insertion of the parallel mem-
bers, slots situated in the said support B, a second segmental-ahaped

brace situated inside of said support B, square holes in said piece of

metal, in which are inserted the said rectangular ends of the said

parallel members, projections on each side of the said brace, the said

projections working iu the said^lots, a threaded bolt or screw work-

ing through holes situated in the said metal pieces, substaotially as

set forth and described.

Claim.— 1. In a drive-chain, the combination with end Pinks hav-

ing perforations adapted to register with one another, of a pivot^pin

arranged in sarid perforations and provided at one end with a con-

tracted neck, a locking-plate pivoted at one end to one of said links

and provided at its other end with a keyhole adapted to permit the

passage therethrough of the end of the pivot-pin and also engage

the said contracted neck, and a spring-tongue formed integral with

said plate and engaging a corr'esponding slot formed in the lint, said

spring-tongue operating to normally bold the locking-plate in engage-

ment with the said contracted neck, but permitting the locking-plate

to yield laterally upon the insertion of the pivot-pin, substantially as

described.

5 8 6,468. ADJUSTABLE DETACHABLE BICYCLE -HANDLE.
MouNTENEY Wallis. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Nov. 20, 1895. Serial No.

569.515. (No model)

Cltdm.— 1. The combination with a venicle, of a magneto-elec-

tric generator supported to rock on projections from the frame of the

vehiclej and a spring h&ving limbs projecting oppositely from an in-

tegral coil thereon, that engages with the generator-support and la

thus held in place, said spring pressing limbs thereof at one side of

its coil uponthe vehicle-frame, and opposite ends of thespring against

the generator for its rocking depression, as specified

Chum.— 1 . In a device ofthecharacter described a handle-bar hav-

ing serrations formed therein, a hoiisiiig fitting over the handle-bar

having openings to expose the serrations, a stem secured to the bous-

ing, a hollow steering-tube surrounding the stem, a serrated head on

said tube engaging the serrations of the handle-bars as and for the

purpose described.
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KMPIvOYMKNT COLUMN.
Answers received in confidence and forwarded without charge.

25 -words, one time, 50 cents ; three times, $1.00.
so wx>rds, one time, $1.00; four tlnaes, $3.00.
75 -vvx>rds, one time, jSi.50 ; four times, $5.00.

Displayed A.d-vertlsemen.ts:
One-half In^ch, one tlnae, $1.00; four times, $3.00.
One ln.cli, on.s time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED. Wanted— In our bicycle department, a man who is thoroughly conversant with
general bicycle repairing, and at the same time can make himself useful at all times.

An Al frame builder who can make all kinds of joints by hand, braze, file and
repair, wishes a steady position with responsible firm. Address T., care of 1 he

Apply in person at once to us at this address : The Union Nut & Bolt Co., 107 Cham-
bers St., New York.

Wheel. 7-33 c.
Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted; a

good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill, Mass.

Repairman wanted; must be a fair machinist and understand repairing single-tube
tires. No " amateurs" need apply. N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau St., New York.

Wanted— Position by man with fifteen years' experience at frame making, brazing,
fork making, assembling, wheel making, truing, finishing and repairs ; can manage
one or all jobs ; references. Address Western, 328 Bergen St., Harrison, N. J.

7-33-c.

Wanted— Position by thorough repairman and salesman ; ten years' experience
in building and repairing wheels. Address H. P., care of The Wheel. 7-33-p.

Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand ; one who can bend handle-
bars and do bench work ; state salary and reference. Address Experience, care of
The Wheel.

E.xperienced bicycle salesman wants temporary engagement until Oct. 1st; sun-
dries or bicycles on commission; New England territory preferred; manufacturers
having stocks that must be moved should address W. H. E. 257 West 42d St., New York.

SALESMEN.
Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side

line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give references. Box
642, Rochester, N. Y.Young man, head of repair department in one of the largest cycle houses in the

trade, desires to change; can make department a paying one. Change, care of The
Wheel. 7-23-p. Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling side line to small

trade; all letters in confidence; refer to Western office The Wheel, as to responsibility.
Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Manadnock Building, Chicago.

STRIPER.
Wanted—A first-class striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

HEI-P WANTED.
Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded In confi-

dence.

FRAME BUILDER.
Wanted—A thorough bicycle man who can build frames to order and take charge

of a thoroughly equipped bicycle establishment ; the right man can get a half
interest in business, if desired. Address S. G., care of The Wheel.

DECORATOR AND ENAMELER.
Wanted—A first-class decorator and cnameler—no helper or plain dipper; write,

stating experience and wages expected. Address D. F. B., care of The Wheel.

TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted—An experienced tube-drawing dlemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Steeltube," care of this
office, giving experience.

REPAIRMEN,
Wanted— Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Brooklyn. Address

G. S. & G., 11^8 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.

FOR SALE, EXCHAN&E, fANTS.
TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.

Each additional -word two cents,

variably in advance.
Cash in-

"POR SALE—Complete set of machinery and dies for
-•- the manufacture of brazed tubing. Address Box 472,
Canton, Ohio. 7-23-c.

Tires, $5 pair. Best '97's. Full warranty. Miner-

alized Rubber Co., New York. Agents wanted. * • •

7-30-p.

Still Better.

The D. L. & W. R. R. now run an elegant through

Day Coach (as well as sleeping car), New York to

Chicago, on their train No. 7, leaving New York at

7.00 p. m., every day, thus ensuring "No Change of

Cars" to all passengers. It is the shortest route, and
has the lowest rates.

Apply to your nearest D. L. & W. R. R. ticket

agent. No. 65.

THE FINEST

«^
White

Chain

Lubricant
IN THE MARKET.

Will not clog, but makes the
chain run smoothly and with
ease.
Lessens the wear on chain

and sprockets.

MANUFACTURED AT

William F. Nye'S,
Headquarters for
Bicycle Lubricants,

New Bedford. Mass.
Kindly mention The WheSl.

A L,ITTL,E HIGHER IN PRICK, BUT—
ABSOLVTHLV

TUB BEST OII.ER IN TELE ^VORI<D.

FULL SIZE.

PRICE, 25c. EACH.
Regulates supply of oil to a drop. Does not leak. Has won every test in competition with other oilers,

cheaper oilers. Also Oiler Holders and Pump Holders.
We make
^

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

ASSIGNEE'S SAI.I: OF THE MUNGEB
BICTCIiE PLANT OF INDIANAPOLIS.

This fully equipped and running bicycle plant will be
sold at public sale Monday, August 2d, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

at Indianapolis. For further information apply to

Geo. B. Elliott, Assignee,

84 E. market St., Indianapolis, Ind.

I< WHEELMEN'S RESORTS.'

Sberman House, Babylon, Z,. I.

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSED.

"Show me the road to Kansas, please, Mr.
Officer," requested a wild-eyed, much-the-
worse-for-wear specimen of the human race

to a Boulevard cycle cop as the latter was
leaning upon his wheel waiting for scorchers.

The policeman shifted his position, stared

at the man, scratched his head, and inquired

who the man that had disturbed his medita-

tions might be.

"I'm being chased by a milk wagon and a

bicycle. D them, keep them away! See
that wheel?" exclaimed the now very much
excited individual,pointing at 'a flower bed a

few feet away.

"Here it comes!" and the man dodged be-

hind the scorcher-chaser.

The cycle cop could not see the wheel, but

with X-ray visions of the wheels in the man's

mental make-up, he gently led him to the

nearest corner, pulled the hook, and when
the wagon rolled up he said, laconically:

"Case of D. T.'s"

«

Don't hit a man when he is down; it is

much easier to run over him and keep right

on your way afterward.
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INDIANA eHHINS
Have Stood the Test of Time.

We are ready to contract for

^98 business* ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Write for Prices* ^. ^ ^ ^ ^

INDIANA CHAIN CO.,

An Aluminum Fob mailed for 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Coasters. I

LIGHTNESS,
FINISH,
STRENGTH

• are claimed for our coasters.
9 Write for prices to . . .

I The Smith & Egge Mfg. Co.,
Patent. ^ Kindly Mention the Wheel.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

WILLEY^S ENAMELING OVENS.
Fully Guaranteed in

Every Respect.
Ovens from $13 to $35 and 2 to 10 frames always

in stock.

Estimates furnished for alt kinds or sheet

metal, baking and enameling ovens . . . .

Write for prices and description.

A. WILLEY,
181 LAKE STREET

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CHICAGO

Have You Placed That Order Yet?

If not, be sure to get an estimate from us
before doing so
We manufacture Bicycle and all kinds of
Metal Specialties for the trade, and . .

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
We also design and build Special Machinery
and Tools to order.

Write for estimate.

F. R. IvicMULLIN MFG. COMPANY,
70-82 W. Jackson St., Chicago.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.
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HOT WEATHER PRECAUTIONS.

This is the season of the year when it be-

hooves the rider of a bicycle to be a trifle care-

ful of himself as regards overwork in the sun

and the risk of exhaustion from the heat.

While cycling is supposed to be an elixir for

almost all the ills which flesh is heir to. and

while it has been proven to be of great advan-

tage to the general health of its devotees, it is

well to remember that there is a limit to

everything. Indulged in properl}', cycling is

unquestionably of great benefit, both to the

strong and the weak, but that does not pre-

vent its being harmful if the exercise is im-

properly indulged in, or if the rider persists

in exerting himself beyond the limit of pru-

dence.

Upon the young and the strong and healthy

the heat has but little effect, but on any one

not blessed with perfect health it may produce

disastrous results. The high temperature is

less noticeable when riding than when walk-

ing, and is not always appreciated until the

rider comes to a stop, and finds how hot he

really is, for while moving through the air he

does not get an opportunity to feel it to the

same degree. There is no added danger in

being out in the heat on a wheel, but the rider

should remember that because cycling is a

most beneficial exercise all the laws of nature

cannot be set at defiance.

Leave hard riding and scorching in the heat

of the day severely alone. There will be

plenty of time for that later on, so take it

easy for the present. Moderation is a good

trait to cultivate.

This does not mean that cycling is a good

thing to give up altogether during the excess-

ively hot weather. It is far from that. The

man who is tied up in the city need not feel

that his more fortunate companion whose va-

cation falls during the very hottest weeks

is particularly favored. An evening ride to

some favorite spot or an early morning start

to some cool place in the country with a re-

turn late in the afternoon is sometimes more

enjoyable than anything that could be hoped

for at some conventional summer resort. If

the man with a wheel is the least bit resource-

ful, he will not allow the heated term to add

materially to his discomforts.

DHIOB TEACHERS' AGENCIES of AMERICA.

R«v. li. D. BASS, D. »., Manager.

Pittsburg^ Pa.: Toro7ito, Canada: New Orleans.

La-: New Yor/i,N. Y.: Washington, D. C:
San Francisco, Cal : Chicago^ JU.: St.

Louis., Mo., and Denver. Colorado.

There are thousands of positions to be filled within the
next few months.

Address all applications to Union Teachers' Agencies,
Saltsburg, Pa.

Take Your Wheel With You.

SUMMER TOURS
VIA

BIG FOUR ROUTE,
TO THE

Mountains, Lakes and Seashore.
Special Low Rates will be in eiTect to Put-in-Bay,

Islands of Lake Erie, Lake Chautauqua, Niagara
Falls, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River, Adi-

rondacks, Lake George, New England Resorts, New
York and Boston. To the Great Lakes, Cleveland,
Sandusky, Toledo, Detroit, Benton Harbor, Mt.
Clemens, Mackinac and Michigan Resorts. To the
Northwest and West, via St. Louis and Chicago.

For rates, routes, time of trains and full particulars,

apply to any agent "Big Four Route," or address

E. O. McCORIMICK,
Passenger Traffic Manager

"Big Four," Cincinnati, O.

i

No Charge
\

> For wheels i

V on \

L B8rO i
IfarfiaAi

Looks Are Deceiving,

but when you look into the merits and work-
manship of our medals, fraternity pins, rings,

etc., you will see that they are better than
they look, and they don't look bad either.

Send for Catalogiae.

G. S. Alexander & Cc'^bWatlu Si.

* * * • . 1 riE

BEVINFOOT BRAKE
New J897 Model.

"Weight, 7 Ounces.

Ample Adjustment for All Wheels.

Fitted with Special Attachment for OVAL
FORK-CROWNS if desired.

WARRANTED NOT TO RATTLE.
All Parts are Brass, and the Shoe is a Solid

Bronze Casting.

Has Stood the Test of Three Years, and is

the Only Satisfactory Foot Brake Made.

(Clipping- from Hartford Courant, May 10, 1897.)

Wheelman Fatally Injured.

Middletown, N. Y., May lo.—James Ken-
nedy, while bicycling down a hill at Goshen
yesterday, placed his foot between the fork to
act as a brake, and was thrown heavily to the
ground. His skull was fractured and it is ex-
pected that he will die.

DON'T TAKE ANY CHANCES
Price, By Mail, 75c.

FOR SALE BY ,A.LL JOBBERS.

BEVIN BROS. MFG. CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

East Hampton, . - - Conn., U. S. A.

DIXON'S

BRAZING GRAPHITE.
A pure, flour graphite that abso-

lutely prevents the sticking of the brass

to the tubing. It is not affected by
the greatest heat. It saves time and
money, as little if any filing is nec-
essary. Send for sample.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

COX'S TIRE....
Repair Outfit..

Best in the world. Perfectly simple-
Absolutely sure.

The following Tire Manufacturing Com-
panies have adopted it:

Diamond Rubber Co., New York Tire Co.,
Home Rubber Co., Canadian Rubber Co.,
New Jersey Rubber Co., Spaulding & Pep-
per Co., Hodgman Rubber Co , Revere
Rubber Co., Whitehead Bros. Rubber Co.,
Mineralized Rubber Co.

COX & TINGLEY,
ELIZABETH, N. J.

PHOTO
WOOD

JlECTROTYPINg
ALL DONE ONTHE PREMISES

MlA.MlGrORD,HiTTFORD:Jo^^N,

CYCLE
.z---:^ —'Of,^' ti II"- (iNC)

^^ps 617-621 Austin AVE.. CHICAGO. ^

HUBS. wBENC"^S. CYCLE ^

PVPI FRS SEE THAT
v> * v> i^ *-^ r\ vj POINT?

IT DOES THE JOB.
The best device for securing- Pantaloons and
Garments ever introduced. And so Cheap

!

It lifts and holds. Applied in 2 seconds. Always Ready
for Use. No Springs or Strings. As cheap as Pins.

And don't forget that it can be used by Ladies for a thousand
things. Best Skirt Supporter in the World, and SO cheap.

Carry in Pocketbook or under Lapel of Coat. Send lO
Cents for a Sample Set by Mail, or 35 Cents for OnejDozen.

Once Used Always a Favorite. Agents Wa7ited.

GRACE MFG. CO.. 6 to12 North St., Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

BICYCLE CEMENTS.
Manufactured on Scientific Principles and Chemically

Constructed.

FOR "WOOD AND STEEI, KIMS.
Liquid Tire Cement,

PTd CREEPING HERE

quicl< drying.

Regular Hard Tire, ab-

solutelywater-proof.

Patching Cement for

Inner Tubes.

Plugging Cement,

Sperm Cycle Oil.

We guarantee our Cements and will return money if

not satisfactory.

CEO. W. REEVES,
Bicycle Cements, Chemicals and Naval Stores,

No. 15 N. Front St., Pliiladelphia, Pa.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and advertising rates on
application to

R. J. IMECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.
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SET ASIDE.

Judge I^udwig Does This with the Receiver-

ship of the IIRltnwood Cycle

Company.

Milwaukee, July 24.—From remarks made
while on the bench to-day, it seems evident

that Judge Ludwig, of the Superior Court,

does not look with generous or unsuspicious

eyes on the average "bicycle failure."

He has passed on several such cases, and

to-day, in setting aside the receivership of the

Elmwood Cycle Co., he remarked that the

knowledge gained by him during the past six

months, in dealing in cases where bicycles cut

a figure, taught him that perhaps the best in-

terests of all would be subserved by a re-

ceivership.

In the Elmwood case, however, he would

not sanction such a proceeding, the argument
convincing him that there was "something

rotten in Denmark."
The motion to have the receivership set

aside was made by Attorney Doerfler, who
represented George F. Huseby and George F.

Cremer, officers and directors. Mr. Doerfler

made some very sharp statements as to the

way in which the parties and their attorneys

acted. The receiver was appointed by Judge

Sutherland, on petition of M. J. Salentine,

who has a claim against the company for

$1,000. All of the papers in the suit to re-

cover on the claim, it is asserted, were served

on P. J. Salentine, the vice-president " and

treasurer of the company and a son of the

plaintiff. The receiver is also a son of the

plaintiff. Mr. Salentine, it is alleged, author-

ized the filing of an answer in behalf of the

company, admitting the truth of the com-
plaint, upon which judgment was ordered.

An execution was issued the same day and re-

turned immediately, unsatisfied, by the

sheriff, who reported that there was no prop-

erty upon which to levy.

Mr. Doerfler charged the sheriff with hav-

ing made no effort to find property. If he

had, he said, he would have found the factory,

where there were assets aggregating $9,672

in value, while the liabilities, including Mr.

Salentine's claim, which was contested, would

not exceed $1,800. Messrs. Huseby and

Cremer had invested their all in the business.

Attorney Doerfler said, and if there was a re-

ceiver's sale, they would be unable to protect

their interests.

Collusion was denied on the part of the

complainant and the receiver, who averred

that the company was in a bad way. The
affairs of the company appear to be con-

siderably mixed. A petition was presented

from the other creditors, in which they joined

in the action for the receivership, and it was

urged that Mr. Salentine, as vice-president

and treasurer, could take action in the ap-

pointment of a receiver. Judge Ludwig said

that he was without jurisdiction to act upon

the petition of the creditors, and although it

might be for their best interests to have a re-

ceivership, no court could sanction such a

proceeding. Attorney Doerfler said that his

clients had made arrangements to meet the

claim of Mr. Salentine, and as the court did

not want to take any action that would allow

any one to secure an undue preference, the

proceedings will be stayed until next week.

SHELBY GOES

AN EXCELSIOR DRAWBACK.

Washington, D. C, July 24.—The Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury has ordered that on

the exportation of Excelsior steel balls, manu-
factured by the Excelsior Machine Co., of

Buffalo, N. Y., from imported steel bars, a

drawback be allowed equal in amount to the

duties paid on such steel used, less the legal

deduction of one per cent.

DOOLITTLE TO BE PUSHED.

The Automatic Brake Co. has been formed

to take over the American rights of the well-

known Doolittle backpedaling brake, which
were formerly controlled by Oliver, Straus &
Co. Offices have been established at 168

Church street, New York, and the brake will

be pushed energetically.

ELEKTRON IN FUTURE.

John H. Bass and T. McDonald, the Fort

Wayne capitalists who purchased the plant of

the defunct Plymouth Cycle Mfg. Co., at

Plymouth, Ind., have organized and incor-

porated the Elektron Cycle Co., under which
title the factory will be hereafter operated.

The capital stock of the new concern is

$50,000.

REFUSED TO FLOAT.

Milwaukee, Wis.—M. J. Salentine has ap-

plied for the appointment of J. W. Salentine

as receiver of the Wisconsin International

Water Cycle Co., whose wares evidently re-

fused to float in paying quantities. The Salen-

tines are the same who were concerned in the

failure of the Elmwood Cycle Co.

Right Into the Heart of the English Trade

District to Push American

Tubes.

Having securely established themselves in

a proud position in this country, the Shelby

Steel Tube Co. have gone abroad and planted

their banner in the very thick of the enemy.
They have estabHshed a European office and
warehouse at St. Paul's Square, 'Birmingham,

England, and mean that American tubing

shall become a factor in the foreign marts.

Despite the shrinkage of cycle exports that

is imminent, those who know how shrewdly

the Shelby people have conducted business in

this country cannot doubt that they will make
themselves felt across the water.

Their foreign office will be in charge of E.

Becker, formerly secretary and manager of

the Mannesmann Tube Co., of South Wales,

and will control sales in France, Germany,
Italy, Belgium, Holland and Denmark, as well

as Great Britain.

COMMITTEE OP FIVE.

Chicago, July 24.—An informal meeting of

about forty creditors of the Mason & Mason
Co. was held yesterday. After hearing a more
exact statement of the firm's condition, they

all agreed that a further extension of fifteen

days be allowed. Mason & Mason have stock

on hand for 5,000 bicycles and orders for

1,500. A committee of five was appointed to

assist the assignee, and the meeting adjourned
until August 4th.

WITH PROMINENT NAMES.

Cleveland, July 26.—The Grant Ball Co.,

which was organized and incorporated last

week with a capital of $100,000, has an impos-
ing lot of incorporators, among them two of

ex-President Garfield's sons and Frank J.

Pool, a veteran New York wheelman and at

one time a leading light of the once-famous
Citizens' Bicycle Club. The company will

manufacture hubs, cups, cones and automatic

screw machine products generally.

ONLY ABOUT TWO THOUSAND.

Scranton, Pa.-—The stock of the embar-
rassed Lackawanna Wheel Co. has been sold

at sheriff's sale. The completed bicycles, parts

and machinery netted $2,075.
' They were pur-

chased by several different parties.
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KIND OF FISHY.

At I,east That Seems to Be an Idea Some

Have in Regard to This

Failure.

Boston, July 24—About twenty creditors

of the Everett Cycle Co., of Everett, met

at the office of Ball & Tower, 40 Water street,

on Thursday and chose Judge Wallace, of

Ayer, as chairman and E. H. Talbot as secre-

tary.

E. Smith, of Howe, Brown & Co., stated

openly in the meeting that there was fraud in

the assignment, and agreed to prove it.

Mr. Talbot, as one of the assignees, made

this report of the assets and liabilities of the

company:
ASSETS.

Land and buildings *JHM
Machinery and tools, cost

'Sss i-
Notes receivable qoo ik
Cash on hand HAn
Cash receivable jntn^
19 bicycles at $25 each 475. UU

Total $29,070.32

LIABILITIES.
Notes payable ^^^'I^^'nr
Accounts payable Xd,»44.ut)

Total $32,403.33

On the land and buildings there was a

mortgage, with accrued interest, of $5,273,

having an equity of about $6,000. In addition

to the notes payable are two of $4,000 and

.$2,000 respectively.

When the assignees took the plant they

shut it down, as they found but little money

on hand and two weeks' wages due the help.

Since then they had paid one week's wages

and less than $400 on hand with which to pay

another week's, about $500.

The assignment was made at 6 p. m., July

8th, because there was no money on hand

with which to pay the help, and several at-

tachments were threatened. The assignees

are E. H. Talbot, of Ball & Tower, and K. J.

Fenno, of the Boston Woven Hose Co. Be-

tween 40 and 50 out of the 125 creditors have

assented to the assignment, including all the

large ones.

Mr. Fenno stated that the claim of his com-

pany was secured by a consignment of 150

wheels at $28 each shipped to New York,

with a falling market.

All the machinery and tools for the manu-

facture of the Fenway bicycle were pur-

chased by the Everett Cycle Co. at an ex-

pense of $9,000 or $10,000.

There were on hand in process of manu-

facture parts of 500 Fenway cycles which it

would cost $25,000 to complete; and three

months, with no prospect of getting good

money for them.

Since January 1st, $12,000 had been put

into the concern, and there was still $2,400

of stock subscribed for but not yet paid for.

After listening to this information the

meeting appointed this committee to investi-

gate the matter and to report at a meeting to

be held two weeks from to-day. D. S. Pratt,

treasurer Elastic Tip Co.; E. Smith, of

Howe, Brown & Co.; and A. L. Morse, of the

Springfield Drop Forging Co.

Alter the meeting E. Smith, of the firm of

Howe, Brown & Co., was seen by an "Ad-

vertiser" reporter and said the remark cred-

ited to him in the morning, that he be-

lieved there had been fraud in the assignment

of the Everett Cycle Co., was a misunder-

standing of what he had really said.

He did .say, however, "I believe that there

has been crookedness in the company, either

intentional or unintentional. The stockhold-

ers are all reputable men, but were too much
engrossed" in other business to give the com-

pany their careful attention. As a result the

affairs of the company have been badly mis-

managed, and need a careful examination. I

am a member of the committee which has

been appointed by the creditors, and at a

meeting two weeks frofn to-day we will en-

deavor to find out what the assets really are,

and see what, in our opinion, is the best way
of closing up the business. The Everett Cycle

Co. embraces the McCune and Fenway Cycle

Companies, but in a peculiar way. We are

anxious to discover their exact relation. I

believe that we will not find all the assets as

reported by the Everett Cycle Co. The one

I have in mind that seems to be missing is

the nickel-plating plant. The affairs of the

company are in very bad shape."

BEEN "REMOVED."

"TUBES, AMERICA" AT A PREMIUM.

London, July 17.—Sensation succeeds sen-

sation in rather bewildering fashion here at

present. The latest is a corner which has been

secured in the shares of "Tubes, America."

Owing to the depressed state of the financial

market when the company made its appeal

for public support, very few were applied for

by the public. Half of the shares went to the

vendors under a bond not to sell for twelve

months, and the majority of the remainder

were absorbed by the directors and their

friends. At the outset, the Stock Exchange
quotation was a very modest one, something

like 2s. premium. As it seems good business

nowadays to have a "go" at any new business

standing at a premium, the bears evidently

found "Tubes, America" congenial, with the

result (liat very shortly they were run down to

nearly par. The promoters and their friends,

however, knowing the exact condition of their

property, bought all that were offered, and an

inkling having got out that a corner was be-

ing secured, the bears stepped in hurriedly to

recover, and in four days the price has been

shot up 70s. premium. Of course, there ie

no knowing where they may end; they may be

put up to £10 premium; and in .view of the

severe manner in which the cycle market has

been mauled by the bears since it evinced any

signs of weakness, it is the sincere hope of

those interested in the cycle trade that the
bears in the present instance will be taught
such a lesson as will keep them off the cycle
maiket for some time. It will be remembered
that some months ago the Bagot Pneumatic
Tire Co. shares were forced up to £20 on a
similar rig.

H. A. Lozier & Co.'s Holborn Viaduct
store is to be closed and the Cleveland busi-
ness continued in a wholesale way and di-

rected from an office.

BIDDING FOR THE POTTER SIGN BOARD.

President Potter has an opportunity to

make his foreign trip a money-maker. It

is understood that so soon as the news got

abroad that his person and title were for sale

for advertising purposes several handsome
offers were made him. If current reports are

true $500 was offered for space on his bald
head, and $200 each for the legs of his knick-
erbockers. The only fairly authenticated
offer, however, was made l)y William Herrick
in behalf of Morgan & Wright. Herrick ca-
bled Potter that if he would wear the sign
"Morgan & Wright Tires are Good Tires" on
the front of his sweater, he (Potter) could
name his own figure. A reply is expected
daily.

An Opera Bouffe Boycott Taken Off the

Overman Factory and Its

Products.

The removal of the boycott from the Victor

bicycles and the other goods manufactured by

the Overman Wheel Company, announced

last week, ends the differences that have ex-

isted between the Overman company and the

metal polishers, buft'ers, platers and brass

workers' union for eighteen months.

While the settlement of the trouble does

not affect many workmen, who were thrown

out of work by the strike and the lockout, the

announcement that the boycott has been re-

moved was well received by the Chicopee

Falls laboring men.

The strikers, as is often the case, lost more
than they gained, for it is not likely that many
of the sixty men who went out have improved

their condition,- though most of them got

work elsewhere. The demand of the strikers

was that the company discharge the one non-

union polisher, or else compel him to join the

union. Up to that time Mr. Overman did

not know whether the men were union men or

not, but he did not propose to turn away a

good workman because he did not belong to

the union. The men were ordered out and a

lockout followed, and the company promptly

filled their places with non-union polishers.

The boycott followed, but it had no more
effect on the sale of the Overman wares than

has water on a duck's back, and few heard or

knew of it. Delegate after delegate "con-

ferred" with Mr. Overman, and even a priest

brought his influence to bear but to no pur-

pose. Mr. Overman insisted on conducting

his business to suit himself, and, being a free

man in a free country, to employ whomever
he saw fit.

The removal of the boycott is rather amus-

ing in itself, as Mr. Overman has not sur-

rendered his rights and contentions. He w-ill

discharge no one, and will continue to employ

non-union labor; he has simply agreed not

to discriminate against union men—that is,

he will hire them if he so desires.

ANY EXCUSE GOOD ENOUGH.

A special cable from London, dated July

27th, to the New York "Sun" says:

"The manufacturers of bicycles have taken a

hand in the strike of the engineers. Twenty-

one bicycle firms have joined the Employers'

Federation, and have posted notices in their

shops discharging 25 per cent of their em-

ployees who belong to the Society of Amal-
gamated. Engineers. The Executive Commit-

tee of the Amalgamated Engineers has in-

structed the remaining 75 per cent of the

members of the society to strike."

From this side of the water this action of

the English cycle manufacturers looks might-
ily as if they had sought and found a plausible

excuse for shutting down their factories, and
thus preventing the total glut of the market
and a corresponding slump in stocks. The
strike originally involved only the ship build-

ers, and seemed not to concern the cycle

trade in any way.

AMERICA NOT REPRESENTEP.

The numerical representation of the variou*^

countries in the International Championships
at Glasgow, July 30th, 31st, and August 2d, is

as follows: France, 15 men; England, 12,

Ireland, 11; Scotland, 8; Germany, •>: D^n
mark, 6; Holland, G; Australia, 2; Sweren,
1; Canada, 1; Belgium, 1.
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WHEELWOMAN AS A TYPE.

T^ HIS is the season in which the enthusiastic

* wheelwoman is most in evidence. She

does not spend much of her time adorning

hotel parlors or porches, but she can generally

be found riding a wheel over the country roads

miles away. She is characterized as a rule by

a well-tanned skin and a slender, wiry figure,

eloquent of muscle. She looks well in a shirt-

waist, cycle skirt and sailor hat, but she is too

convincing in appearance to wear a diaphan-

ous evening gown.

There are indications that this feminine en-

thusiasm for cycling is producing a type of wo-

man radically different even from the type

called the "new woman." The new woman is,

on the whole, more concerned in the intellec-

tual development of her sex, and with its rela-

tionship to the world and to society, than with

its physical emancipation. She wishes public

honors and privileges; she wishes to vote;

she desires to have a perfect equality between

the sexes in all the affairs of life. In conse-

quence, she has changed herself sometimes

into a hybrid, which has the best quality of

neither sex. She has abdicated her old king-

dom without insuring the possession of a new.

The enthusiastic wheelwoman, on the other

hand, has not taken herself and her mission

with owl-like seriousness. She has no mis-

sion, in fact, beyond spreading the gospel of

the bicycle. At this period of female develop-

ment, there can be no better nor more useful

gospel. The intense intellectual activity ex-

hibited during the past twenty years by col-

lege, business and professional women has

tended to sap their physical strength. They

have frequently sacrificed the body to the

mind. As Sidney Smith said of a worn-out

scholar, their souls are improperly exposed.

The wheelwoman intends to combine mus-

cle with mentality. Just now she has some of

the faults of the new woman. She prefers her

particular hobby to any man. She is in-

clined to regard domestic life as a shackle to

her energies. But these are only moods, and

when they pass away they will leave her with

a sound health capital to back up whatever

enterprise she next engages in—whether it is

matrimony or the suffrage.

MIDSUMMER MADNESS

T T is to be doubted if there exists anything so

* immoral as the moralist. He (and she) sup-

plies the consciousness which made Eden a

place for blushes. Off-hand, one would say that

nothing could be less likely to suggest ethical

considerations than a human being, male or

female, riding along on a wheel. Yet the

alarm is up. The eye of the professional

moralist and pulpitorial sensationalist detects

Satan in cycling.

Decorum does not permit particularization

of the formal complaint. It is the old debate

of the waltz over again in a fresh form. It is

the lady, once more, who rebuked Dr. John-

son for the objectionable words in his famous

dictionary. It is hard to deal with persons of

this sort. They make allegations which are

not to be discussed except at the expense of

a reticence that decently bred men and women
are bound to observe. Were their unre-

strained solicitude turned in the direction of a

naphtha-run chaperon going on wheels and

embued with the authority of a special police-

man, they would be in a more promising way

to accomplish that supervision over the kind

of cattle that interest them than they are now.

The silly term moralist and the sensational

pulpiteer may be highly respectable citi-

zens, but the judgment obtrudes itself

that they have given irrefragable proof of need

of chaperons superior to that of the wheel-

women whom they so gratuitously and piously

insult.

WAIT AND SEE!

\ 1 ^HATEVER may be said of him, when-

' ' ever Isaac B. Potter commits a mis-

take he usually commits it capitally.

The recent sale of his title, "President L. A.

W.," to the yellowest of yellow journals is a

case in point. Mr. Potter gets a three months'

sojourn in Europe, and, it is said, a substan-

tial bonus for the use of his name and title.

Mr. Potter is too keen not to know that the

bargain is discreditable, if not scandalous, but,

clever fellow, he has already arranged to cover

his tracks. He has a card up his sleeve that

will do it. His tipsters have passed the word

that he will turn the trip to the great advant-

age of the L. A. W. He means to effect

reciprocal arrangements with the Cyclists'

Touring Club and other foreign organiza-

tions! This is one of the "main objects" of

his visit; he has had it in mind for the Lord

only knows how long. "Wait and see!" is

the injunction which they urge.

The "arrangement" is to be made free of

expense to the League, and in due time the

public will undoubtedly be regaled with ful-

some stories of "President Potter's shrewd-

ness," written and scattered broadcast by his

press agents. It is well to be prepared for

them. The whole scheme has been already

outlined, and will be emblazoned at the proper

moment.

The Wheel has also reason to believe that

the President's foreign trip will figure in the

next campaign. Mr. Potter must be "vindi-

cated" of the strictures uttered by his critics,

and the only proper "vindication" is re-elec-

tion. Prepare also for the "vindication."

Cute chap and clever fellow, that man Pot-

ter! There's no denying it.

LAUGH WHILE WE CAN.

'

I

' HE development of the export trade in

* bicycles has been responsible for the

breaking of all previous export records.

In 1892, when the high-water mark was es-

tablished, the value of American exports

totaled $1,030,278,148; these figures have just

been exceeded by the record for the fiscal

year ending June 30th last, the total for the

twelve months being $1,032,998,880—the great-

est in the history of the country.

If not directly responsible, it is plain that

the six millions represented by cycle expor-

tations contributed materially to the result.

Not everyone who shipped bicycles abroad

is happy, but for the part they played in es-

tablishing the new record, the cycle trade

should crow while they may. The occasion

will probably never again be afforded.

It is. time some of the members of State

and national racing boards who are. given to

accepting refereeships and judgeships and

having their names printed on the pro-

grammes kept their engagements more re-

ligiously. The fact that they are punishing

racing men for such absentation is the greater

reason for consistency on their part.

The question of the cycle trade outlook for

next season is a very difficult one to

understand, especially when, as is very often

the case, it is explained by people who know

nothing about it.
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As genius is accounted akin to madness, so

the quality of the phenomenal is prescient of

anything but ripeness and maturity. Chil-

dren of five have played Hamlet, and at six

have composed sonatas, and boys of seven

have written epic poems; but they disap-

peared into the shadows early. They lived

not the allotted time. What is true of

phenomenal brain-precocity is equally true of

physical precocity and of physical phenom-

enons. The old-age chances of a great ath-

lete are at a minimum, and the greater the

endowment the smaller the chance for either

great age or normal maturity. Such is his-

tory. The asylum, the sanitarium and the

last "resting-places" yawn for the boys and

girls who, at six and seven, ride centuries and

make records.

The bicycle is the greatest social good that

has come to us since the mechanical era set

in. Its peculiar benefit is that it is equally

free to women and men. It is to America

what the beer-garden is to Germany—a pleas-

ure in which husband and wife are comrades.

The value of such an innovation in our life

can be understood by the moralist whose head

and a hen's egg do not suggest homologies.

Organized labor has another powerful

grievance. A "mass" meeting of local drivers

"protests" against the outrageous action of

the police and magistrates for interfering with

the drivers' pastime of running down bicycle

riders who chanced to come in their way. If

the drivers' "pursuit of happiness" is to be

thus arbitrarily checked, what was the De-

claration of Independence written for?

One of the most important effects of the

spread of cycling has been in desectionalizing

and in socializing the smaller towns and

cities, bringing all sections, all classes, all

ages into harmony with each other. Local

and class jealousies have almost invariably in

these localities disappeared before cycling, as

mists before the sun.

Talk about long-distance races. There

never was a prettier contest than that going

on between the New York and Pennsylvania

Divisions. The Quakers are going great

guns, and closing the gap which New York

opened in a manner wonderful to behold.

This week they enrolled G15 members to New

York's 288.

It can be prophesied with reasonable as-

surance that whether or no the Board of

Trade takes official action, several makers will

omit the guarantee from their '98 catalogues

and, strange though it may appear, at least

one long-headed manufacturer will omit

prices, also.

There's no doubt but that the Philadel-

phians will "do the handsome" next week.

They will provide the guests with nearly

everything except lamps and bells, which, it

will be well for visitors to bear in mind, will

be absolutely necessary while in the Quaker

City.

Some of those Alaska gold mine stories in

the daily papers would lead us to believe that

those correspondents who formerly wrote col-

umns of rot about the easy road to fortune

cycle manufacture was, had turned their at-

tention to the Klondike country.

The masses are tired of being humbugged,

and are learning that it is wise to find an hon-

est dealer and patronize him regularly. The

conservative is again rising in market value,

and exaggerations are not as popular as they

once were in the cycle trade.

If the numbers of those who ride a bicycle

continue to increase at the present rate for

only a short time more, it will simplify mat-

ters materially if the stray pedestrian be com-

pelled to ring a bell as he approaches a cross-

ing.

Everybody learns a little every day, but

when it comes to cycling the editors of the

daily papers seem to strive to make the

amount of their learning in that direction as

small as possible.

Do nothing about your wheel carelessly;

don't do it at all, if you can help it; and if

you can't help it, get somebody else to do it

well.

Perhaps one reason so many people do not

practice what they preach in cycling is be-

cause they preach too much.

What a very vengeful saint St. Swithin must

be if it is he who is responsible for all this

rain we have been having!

Cycle statisticians may be described as peo-

ple who contradict one another in figures re-

garding cycling.

There must be some mistake about judicious

cycling being good for one; it is so pleasant

to take.

Hope is the influence that prejudices our.

views of cycling for the purpose of encourag-

ing us.

Fame never wins the respeci of the severely

practical in racing unless it pays cash divi-

dends.

The quality that makes us "high-grade"

makes our competitors "cheap-makers."

Buffalo seems to have a natural affinity for

the treasury of the New York Division.

SOLDIER CYCLISTS CROSS COUNTRY.

The cycling corps of the Twenty-fifth

United States Infantry reached St. Louis on

July -JSth, completing their 2,000-mile ride

from Fort Missoula, Mont., in forty days,

thirty-five of which were spent on the road.

The first twelve days of the trip were rainy

and disagreeable, but good time was made,

nevertheless. It was during these days that

the main divide of the mountains was crossed

as well as the greater part of Montana.

There were a few pleasant days while the

troops were in Montana. While crossing the

Crow Indian reservation heavy rains pre-

vailed, and the corps was stuck in the gumbo
mud much of the time. All the way across

Wyoming rain hampered the progress of the

company, and many hardships arose from

lack of good water. The average run per day

was 52 2-3 miles. Three officers and twenty

privates comprised the corps.

CENTURION ENJOYMENT GALORE.

There should be an exodus of New Yorkers

to Philadelphia next week. As though there

were not trains enough to carry those desir-

ing to attend the League meet, the Associated

Cycling Clubs of New York have arranged

for a series of four century runs to the Quaker
City. They will be run on Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday of next week, and if

those who are fond of 100-mile runs do not

become satiated with pedaling, it will not be

the fault of the association. Including the

run of the Associated Cycling Clubs of New
Jersey on Saturday, this will make an almost

continuous string of centuries for five days.

The New York Association proposes to ar-

range a combined return run for Sunday,

August 8th.

A SIGHT FOR GODS AND MEN.

A glance at the list of those striving for the

dubious and very expensive honor of being

declared "the mosf^popular" rider of the bicy-

cle in and around New York shows that Pres-

ident Potter will act as European cicerone to

a lucky ten, some of whom will probably be

chosen from the following: Messrs. Ratz,

Ohnstein, Ibbeken, Abrahams, Bernstein,

Blumenstock, Elias, Isaacs, Jacobson or Kos-

hofski. Imagine the impressive sight of

Isaac, dressed as a yellow kid, wearing his

League badge and advertising matter called

for by his newspaper owner, sailing along at

the head of "ten of the most popular" riders

as above!

POTTER'S CLAY.

The departure for Europe, on the eve of the

L. A. W. National meet, of the president of

said League, transformed for the nonce into

an advertising manikin for a New York
paper, is a pitiable performance, which it

were, perhaps, better to treat, at the present

date, with silent contempt, but which it will

be the duty of every free and unbribed mem-
ber of the League to remember on a more op-

portune occasion.—Philadelphia Enquirer.

All habits are bad. The virtues of cycling

do not become habitual.

ON A HILL-SLIDING SCALE.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of New
York's annual coasting contest has been set

for Saturday, August 21st. Neither the hill

nor the conditions have been selected, but it

is probable that the entries will be divided

into three classes, viz., riders weighing less

than 150 pounds, those between 150 and 200

pounds and those of more than 200.
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ONLY ONE BONE.

Phenomenally I,ow Record for Bone Fracturing

at Uauhattan Field-No Other Record

Injured.

Only one bone was broken at the "New
York 'Herald's' Free Ice Fund meet" at Man-
hattan Field on Saturday last. There was
reason for belief that the record would have

been much better.

Not in many months had the Field, some-
times dubbed "Freedman's slaughter-house"

and "Freedman's man-trap," been used for

cycle racing. Lessee Freedman's well-known
openhandedness and generous views have

made it a place to be shunned, and the shun-

ning has been complete. The unbanked and
treacherous quarter-mile track, which had

been the scene of some of the most brilliant

cycle tournaments ever held in this country,

has fallen into decay. Patches of grass were
making their appearance, and ox-eyed daisies

were nodding their heads. Occasionally a

stray goat squeezed through the fence, and,

until shoved out, remained master of all it

surveyed. The great grand stands were be-

coming dirty, dusty and dingy. In brief,

Manhattan Field had become a page from the

past, until the "Herald" took it in hand. The
lawn mower was run over the turf, the daisies

were laid low, the goats were chased out,

some of the dirt and dust brushed off the seats

and a top dressing of cinders spread on the

track. It was in fairly presentable shape on

Saturday.

The meet was confined principally to police

and firemen, and attracted some 4,000 people,

nearly all of whom appeared to be relatives

and friends of the contestants. There was

room in the stands for as many more. Per-

haps had the skies not been overcast and the

intermittent showers had not fallen, they

would have been filled.

Delegations of clubbers and fire-fighters

from Chicago, Brooklyn and Newark gave

added interest to the affair, and while the man-
tle of charity should cover the amateurishness

and picnicky flavor of it, it is only fair to say

that as a whole the men were a surprisingly

mediocre lot, who rode in a fashion that would

cause not the least alarm to a second-class

scorcher.

John Scheussler, New York's crack cycle

cop, is on the sick-list, and in his absence

the principal honors fell to George M. Gil-

more, a Chicago fireman. Gilmore was about

the only man present who had even a respec-

table sprint. He won two events in hollow

style, and would probably have won the five-

mile race had not he fallen. He remounted and

caught the leaders, and then quit. G. M.
Ross, Jr., a New York "cop," found a sprint

late in the day and rode as if there might be

something in him. All the others seemed to

be good "pluggers," nothing more. In one

of the five-mile races, for instance, twenty-

two men started, and before two miles had

been ridden but eight remained.

The best race of the day was the open

event, the mile handicap, W. A. La Due,

Newburgh, N. Y., riding from scratch and

winning in dashing style by an open length.

The track was wet and soggy, and falls were

frequent; in fact, there was scarcely a heat in

which there was not at least two or three

coppers laid low. Hair-breadth escapes on

the dangerous turns were even more numer-

ous. But one man was seriously hurt, how-

ever, Joseph Wagner, a New York fireman,

who broke an arm.

The summary:

One-mile, for firemen and policemen not members
of a bicycle squad.—1, George M. Gilmore, Chicago
Fire Department; 2, Charles il. Haussler, New York
Police Department; 3, James Maloney, Chicago.
Time, 3.14 2-5.

Half-mile, for firemen and policemen not members
of bicycle squads; ten years' or more service.—1,

James Fitzgibbon, New York; 2, George W. Macfail;
New York; 3, Louis Stellner, New York. Time,
1.23 4-5.

One mile, for bicycle-squad men.—1, J. A. Scott,
New York; 2, H. Conneally, New York; 3, T. W.
Mullarky, New York. Time, 3.21 4-5.

One-mile novice.—Amateur—1, W. II. McKeag,
Logan Wheelmen; 2, David Flynn, Triumph Wheel-
men; 3, Frank Antonsanti, Logan Wheelmen. Time,
2.38 2-5.

One-mile bicycle race, handicap.—1, W. A. La Due,
Newburgh Wheelmen; 2, W. F. Wahrenberger, New
York, GO yards; 3, Joseph Thompson, Greenwich
Wheelmen, 20 yards. Time, 2.23 1-5.

Five miles, for firemen and policemen not members
of bicycle squads.—1, M. J. Curamings, Brooklyn; 2,

Frederick Widder, H. and L. 21, New York; 3,

Anton Kercher, Chicago. Time, 14.31 4-5.

One-mile actors' race.—1, Edward Ridway; 2, Fred-
eric Melville; 3, Fred Campbell. Time, 2.55. William
Shields finished first, but was disqualified for pro-
fessionalism.
One mile, for firemen only.—1, George M. Gilmore,

Chicago; 2, Anton Kercher, Chicago; 3, James Ma-
loney, Chicago. Time, 3.02 4-5.

One mile, for firemen and policemen not members
of bicycle squads.—1, G. M. Ross, Jr., New York; 2,

S. W. Johnson, New York; 3, G. A. Grabe, New
York; 4, James Maloney, Chicago. Time, 3.02 2-5.

One-mile tandem.—1, T. W. Mullarky, New York,
and George Schoenich, New York; 2, W. F. O'Connell
and R. E. Remington; 3, H. W. Lehmkahl and J. A.
Scott. Time, 2.24 4-5.

Five miles, for police bicycle squad members.—1,

T. W. Mullarky, New York; 2, George Schoenich,
New York; S, W. F. O'Connell, New York. Time,
14.14 1-5. J. D. Ormsby, New York, finished first,

but was disqualified for reckless riding.

BEATEN BY BALD.

THEY PROTEST TOO MUCH.

A meeting of the National Cycle Track As-

sociation was held in this city on Saturday

evening last, behind closed doors. Beyond
the announcement that the association had no

idea of treading on the toes of the League in

racing jurisdiction and that Secretary Ducker
and Chairman Mott had "come to a perfect

understanding," nothing of importance was

given to the press, except the scheme to pro-

mote a circuit on the tracks belonging to the

organization.

According to the prospectus, the cities to

be included upon the circuit are Brooklyn

(Manhattan Beach track), Boston (Charles

River track), Springfield, Bridgeport, Asbury
Park, Philadelphia, Louisville, Buffalo and

Newark. Each of these tracks will have two
meets, except Asbury Park and Bridgeport,

which have but one each.

The team pursuit races, which are to make
such a feature, will be run in each city. Teams
of five men each, representing the cities, will

meet with a team of another city at the home
towns of each. If a third race is needed to

settle the victory, it will be run at some other

track. This plan of race was immediately

adopted after the Philadelphia-Boston match

run at the latter city recently.

There will also be inter-state matches on

the same principle. Another departure is to

be the bringing of the foreign cracks to this

country.

AQUA-CYCLES NEEDED

After running the novice race and four

heats of the mile ppen, a heavy shower put a

quietus on the meet of the Hudson County

Wheelmen, Jersey City, on Saturday. In ten

minutes' time the rain made the track more
suited for a regatta than a race meet, making
it necessary to announce a postponement.

The entry list was unusually large, all the

fastest amateurs of the Metropolitan District

being present.

He Romps Away From Cooper and Kiser in

Another One of Those Now Popular

"Triangles."

Grand Rapids, Mich., July 24.—By both

points and position Bald cleanly and fairly

defeated his two greatest rivals, Cooper and

Kiser, at the State meet to-day. The race was
for a half-mile. Bald captured two straight

heats, making the third, as arranged for, un-

necessary. Davidson paced the first heat, and

Kiser, with his usual jump, tacked on. Cooper

was second. Bald made no effort to come up,

being content to stay in the rear. This order

was kept until coming around the turn on

the backstretch, when Bald ran wide, and

though he took the hardest place to begin

to sprint, he fairly tiew, and won out by half

a length, with Cooper second and Kiser third,

in 1.03 4-5.

The second heat was paced by Harry B.

Wood, of Oberlin. Kiser again secured the

coveted position. Cooper second, and Bald

content to be on the end. They held this posi-

tion until Bald again made a run around on
the turn, pulled up and finished a length

ahead, with Kiser second, and Cooper third,

in 1.03 2-5. This decided the race, and as

Kiser won second in this heat he was given

second money. Bald claimed the others

worked against him, but he certainly rode the

best of the three. This, with his victory in the

mile match yesterday, gives the Bison some-

thing to boast of.

Harry L. Hart, of Grand Rapids, has set

every one guessing by capturing the half and

five-mile State championshipsi which places

five of the '97 championships to his credit.

Gardiner won the mile open easily.

The summary:
One-half mile. State championship.—1, Harry L.

Hart, Grand Rapids; 2, E. A. Moross, Detroit; 3, F. .

A. Joseph, Detroit. Time, 1.05.

One-mile open, professional.—1, Arthur Gardiner,
Chicago; 2, Barney Oldfield, Toledo; 3, Joseph Skel-
ton, Peoria. Time, 2.15%.
One-mile open, amateur.—1, E. W. Peabody, Chi-

cago; 2, C. S. Porter, Detroit; 3, Guy Dayrell, Grand
Rapids. Time, 2.15%.
Five-mile State championship.—1, Harry L. Hart,

Grand Rapids; 2, F. A. Joseph, Detroit; 3, E. A.
Moross, Detroit. Time, 11.59%.
Two-mile tandem.—1, C. S. Porter, Detroit, and

F. A. Joseph, Detroit; 2, E. A. Moross, Detroit, and
E. W. Peabody, Chicago. Time, 4.32.

Grand Rapids, July 23.—By winning two
heats in the three-cornered one-mile match
race to-day. Bald demonstrated to Cooper
and Kiser that he was still in the game. The
race was decided on the two in three plan, in-

stead of by points, as at Detroit last week.

Kiser took the first heat, but the remaining

two went to Bald.

Harley Davidson set the pace in the first

heat, with Cooper trailing. Coming into the

stretch Cooper rode wide, forcing Kiser and

Bald to run up the bank. Kiser was able to

follow the Detroit rider, and won at the tape,

but Bald sat up in disgust. Time, 2.13 2-5.

Bald was not caught napping in the sec-
ond heat. When Kiser started out in the
middle of the backstretch. Bald shot around
on the banking, gaining two lengths, and al-

though Cooper worked like a Trojan to over-
take him, he was over a length behind at the
tape, with Kiser at his rear wheel. Time,
2.15 3-5.

The same tactics were followed by Bald in

the third heat. He gained three lengths when
he made his jump on the backstretch, and
won by three lengths from Cooper. Kiser
sat up. Time, 2.16. Hart won all three State
championships, and Peabody the five-mile

open. Gardiner took the two-mile open in

4.50; Oldfield, second; Dr. Brown, third.
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INTER-CITY PURSUITS.

The I/atest in the Strife for Gate-Catchiog Race

Novelties Results in Boston

Winning.

Boston, July 21.—Boston defeated Philadel-

phia in the inter-city pursuit race at Charles

River Park last evening. The event was a

novelty introduced by Manager Ducker, and

it proved as exciting as the Michael-McDuffee

match. The Boston team was made up of

Nat Butler, Eddie McDuffee, Major Taylor,

Frank Butler, and Burnes Pierce, with Nat

Butler as captain. The Philadelphia team was

made up of J. F. Starbuck, C. A. Church, R.

P. McCurdy, E. A. Aiker, and E. P. Thomp-
son, with Starbuck as captain.

The superiority of the Boston team was ap-

parent from the flash of the pistol, as they

worked together in perfect harmony, with

Eddie McDuft'ee and Nat Butler in the very

pink of condition. The time for the 4 2-3

miles was 9.53 flat, a record for the distance

in competition.

The Philadelphia men were in trouble from

the start, two of them, Thompson and Mc-
Curdy, falling out before the second mile had

been completed, and the third man, Church,

at the end of the third mile, leaving Starbuck

and Aiker to fight it out. The Boston men
won the toss, and chose the backstretch

starting from the half-mile mark. With the

gun, Major Taylor took the pace, and rode

as if his life depended on his work. For Phila-

delphia, Aiker took the pace, opening a lead

of ten yards on the Boston men on the first

lap. Then Pierce jumped to the front for

Boston, and made up the lost ground and

twenty yards with it, Starbuck pacing for

Philadelphia. At the mile Frank Butler

sprinted to the front, and carried his team

round the track at a forty-second clip, open-

ing up twenty yards more on Philadelphia.

On the second lap of the third mile Church

had to give up. With the race practically as-

sured for Boston, Pierce dropped out, and

after pacing the eleventh lap Frank Butler

followed suit, leaving Nat Butler and Eddie

pitted against Starbuck and Aiker.

At the finish of the fourth mile the real

fight came. Butler paced a speedy third, and

then McDufifee, with one of the cleverest

of sprints, captured and passed Starbuck as

the four men reached the tape on the four

and one-third miles.

The spectators went fairly wild with de-

light; hats went up in the air, and the crowd

rushed onto the track and cheered again

and again for the plucky riders.

The time for the entire distance ridden was

9.53. The times by miles were:

• Boston -. Philadelphia .

m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s.

1 mile 2 12 ... 2 11

2 miles 4 24 2 12 4 27 3-5 2 16 2-5

3 miles 6 37 3-5 2 13 3-5 6 48 4-5 2 212-5

4 miles 8 56 2-5 2 18 4-5 9 11 2 22 1-5

41-3miles 9 52

Before the team race, three open events were

run as follows:

One-mile handicap, professional.—1, Watson Cole-

man, Boston, 15 yards; 2, T. Barnaby, Revere, 60

yards; 3, \V. S. Reynolds, Hyde Park, 15 yards. Time,

2.13 2-5.

One-mile amateur, 2.15 class.—1, W. B. Davis. Cam-
bridge; 2, E. M. Ely, Northampton; 3, J. B. Fowler,

Waltham. Time, 2.15.

One-mile handicap, amateur.—1, R. J. McGowan,
Roxbury, 100 yards; 2, B. Himcon, Arlington, 15

yards; 3, I. G. Perry, Chicopee, 15 yards. Time,

2.17 4-5.

LIKE A LOCAL AFFAIR.

Providence, July 24.—But few of the regular

circuit chasers cared enough for percentage

or points, or Chairman Mott's schedule, to

journey East and ride at the circuit meet held

at the Riverside track to-day. But a swarm

of Boston professionals were on hand, and

they made things warm for as many of the

circuit contingent as were present. Orlando

Stevens was about the only man who could

keep his head above, water. He got the half-

mile open after a hard tussle with Major Tay-

lor, the colored rider.

The narrow cement track does not admit

of more than six men riding in a heat with

comfort, but eight or nine riders were

started, causing a deal of crowding, and to

qualify required more headwork than speed.

Nat Butler rode in his usual dashing style,

but his brother, Frank, lacked his old-time

speed. It was his first appearance this year.

In the mile open, Monte Scott and F. C.

Hoyt collided right at the tape, but they

escaped injury. Among the "also rans" were

such men as McFarland, Reynolds, Kimble,

Nagel, Mosher, Stowe and Henshaw. John
S. Johnson, of Worcester, was the speediest

amateur present. Summary:
One-mile open.—^1, John S. Johnson, Worcester; 2,

Dan Daley, Taunton; 3, Victor Ekberg, Worcester.
Time, 2.10.

One-mile handicap.—C. L. Lawson, East Provi-
dence, 110 vards; 2, W. P. Arnold, Alton, 65 yards; 3,

W. L. Redfern, Woonsocket, 125 yards. Time. 2.10.
Half-mile open, professional.—1, Orlando .Stevens,

Buffalo; 2, l^-fajor Taylor, Boston; 3, G. Bowden,
Providence. Time, 1.02%, a State record.
One-mile open.—1. Major Taylor; 2, C. R. Newton,

Stafford Springs; 3, Watson Coleman, Springfield.
Time, 2.13.

Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Nat Butler,
Boston, scratch; 2, Frank Butler, 25 yards; 3. W. J.
Hufstetler, Jacksonville, 1.50 yards; 4, Joe Bowden,
Providence, 140 yards. Time, 4.32.

THREW THIRTY MEN.

AN OPEN AIR SIX DAYS.

Charles River track, Boston, will be the

scene of a six-day, eight-hours-per-day race,

August 16th to 21st. One thousand eight

hundred in cash prizes will be offered, divided,

$500 to fir.st, $300 to second, $200 to third, $100

to fourth, $75 to fifth, $25 to sixth. Addi-
tional prizes will be given for each day's

races, as follows: To the winner on each day,

$50 to first,' $25 to second, $15 to third and

$10 to fourth. None of these prizes to be
awarded unless 150 miles have been covered

during the day, the winners to be decided

as follows: To the man leading the greatest

number of laps during the day, first prize; to

second greatest, second prize; to third great-

est, third prize, and fourth, fourth prize.

EACH TOOK TWO.

E. C. Hausman and Geo. Collett, of New
Haven, divided honors at the meet at Wall-

ingford. Conn., July 24th, each winning two
of the four open events. Hausman won the

mile open in 2.2(5-1-5 and the mile handicap

from scratch in 2.15, while Collett took the

half-mile open in 1.08 2-5 and the half-mile

handicap from 85 yards in 1.03 2-5.

HALF-DAY AMATEUR RACE.

A 12-hour amateur race was run on the

Lebanon, Pa., cycle track July 25th. Miller

Hattenstein won first prize, by covering 229

miles 7 laps. Walter Henry finished two laps

behind, with E. O. Anthony, third, five laps

to the bad.

GIVEN TWO MONTHS' REST.

For quitting ihc Bol d'Or 24-honr race,

Huret, the I'rench crack, has been suspended

from all the Parisian tracks for two months.

Starbuck and Muddy Track Combined to Pro-

duce an Unusual Spill Among the

Quakers.

Philadelphia, July 24.—It was intended that

the match race between Church, Starbuck and
Aker should be the feature of the Pennsyl-

vania B. C.'s meet at Tioga to-ciay, but it

wasn't. The star event was the spill in the

five-mile handicap, when thirty of the thirty-

six contestants piled up in a heap on the track.

A muddy spot on the back stretch caused

Starbuck's wheel to slip. He was in the lead

of the pack, and when he went down all

but six of the riders fell over him. The men
were strewn all over the track, while their

wheels were hurled in every direction. After

the riders and their machines had been as-

sorted it was found that cuts and bruises were
the only injuries sustained by the unfortunates.

All of the best men at the meet were in the

spill, including Titus, Eaton, Church, Aker,

W^ells and Murphy, leaving the event a walk-

over for Becker.

The meet was attended by one of the small-

est crowds ever seen at any similar event held

in this city this season. Whether the name
of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has lost its

charm or whether the race-loving public ex-

pected slow racing on account of the heavy

rains of the past few days, is an unanswered
question. There were less than 3,000 people

in attendance, a paying crowd, but very small

for such an enthusiastic cycling city as Phila-

delphia.

The track was very heavy and slow time

was made in all the events. Still the races

were interesting, made so, possibly, through

the fact that many of the National Circuit

stars who are now in training here for the

National Meet were among the entries. The
professional races were all well contested. The
match race between Church, Starbuck and
Aiker was not interesting. Church winning
in straight heats. The crowd was with Star-

buck, and loudly applauded him when he

came from his dressing-room to the track, but

the best the middle-distance champion could

do was to get second honors. The distance

was too short for Star to show himself.

Titus rode an exhibition mile in 2.10 2-5, and
Johnson covered a half in 57 4-5.

The summary:

One-mile inter-club championship.—Final heat—1,

Joseph Clift, Castle Wheelmen; 2, John Zimmerman,
Castle Wheelmen; 3, Samuel Moore, Fairhill Wheel-
men. Time, 2.23 2-5.

One-mile handicap, professional.—First heat—1, J. A.
^'ernier, 85 yards; 2, Joseph Harrison, 30 yards; 3, W. I.

Ray, 140 yards. Time, 2.23 2-5.

Second heat—1, F. J. Titus, scratch; 2, W. H. Eck-
hardt, 100 yards; 3, J. M. Chapman, 60 yards. Time,
2.19.

Third heat—1, F. B. Airhart, 115 yards; 2, Jay Eaton,
scratch; 3, C. B. Jack, 20 yards. Time, 2.25.

Final heat—1, J. A. Vernier; 2, F. B. Airhart; 3, W.
H. Eckhardt; 4. W. I. Ray. Time, 2.25.

One-mile open.—Final heat—1, W. M. Trott; 2, J. B.
Clift; 3, C. W. Krick. Time, 2.57 2-5.

One-mile match race.—First heat—1, Church; 2,

Starbuck; 3, Aker. Time, 2.28 2-5.

Second heat—1, Church; 2, Starbuck; 3, Aker. Time,
2.22 1-5.

One-mile professional.—First heat—1, Jay Eaton; 2,

Nat Mudd. Time, 2.40.

Second heat—1, W. F. Sims; 2, F. J. Titus. Time,
2.40.

Third heat—1, W. M. Randall; 2, C. M. Murphy.
Time, 2.31 2-5.

Fourth heat—1, C. S. Wells; 2, C. C. Bowers.
Time, 2.40.

Final heat—1, Jay Eaton; 2, C. C. Bowers; 3, C. M.
Murphy; 4. F. J. Titus. Time, 2.17 4-5.

One-third mile handicap.—Final heat—1, Joseph B.
Clift, 20 yards; 2, W. L. Austin, 15 yards;" 3, F. H.
Kusel, 20 yards. Time, 44 3-5.

Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, W. E. Becker,
scratch: 2, C. C. Bowers, 100 yards; 3, Fred Sims, 100
yards; 4, L. R. Lefferson, 100 yards; 5, J. A. Vernier,
200 yards; 6, W. E. Dickerson, 300 yards. Time,
12.31 2-5.
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WON ON POINTS.

Cooper Wins in a Bald-Kiser Triangle Without

Crossing the Tape in the

I^ead.

Detroit, July 21.—By points Cooper won
the three-cornered match race to-day with

Bald and Kiser. The match, however, cannot

be said to have resulted satisfactorily. Kiser

took the first heat, and also the second, but

was disqualified for colliding with Bald. The
third heat was won by the Bison. By the ar-

rangements agreed upon the men were to

score three points for a first, two for a sec-

ond and one for a third. Cooper scored

seven points; Bald, six points; Kiser, four.

In the first heat Bald started his sprint in

the centre of the back stretch. Kiser rounded

the turn on the outside and secured the pole

by crowding Bald. Cooper followed Kiser,

and they crowded the tape with the Buffalo

rider in third position. The pace dropped

at the three-quarter pole in the second heat,

when Cooper started the sprint.

Bald and Kiser had seen him, however, and

sprinted the moment he began to climb the

bank. It was hammer and tongs to the last

turn. Here Kiser swung up off the pole, and

Bald came through with a rush. Kiser saw
him coming and dropped quickly down on

the pole. The men collided, tearing half a

dozen spokes from Kiser's wheel, and taking

Bald's right pedal off clean.

The men never wavered, and the Bison

came over the tape with one pedal drag-

ging and riding with one foot. Kiser, who
finished first on the cinders, was disqualified

for the foul, and Cooper, who ran second,

given first place, while Bald took second. It

would have been Bald's heat in all probability,

as he had the pole and was coming like the

wind.

Kiser's wheel had been too badly damaged
to ride again, and he came out mounted on

a strange wheel. Bald's wheel had been re-

paired, causing a delay of ten minutes. Tom
Eck and Kiser were red-hot, and Eck had

protested the decision disqualifying Kiser,

claiming that his man had never forfeited

the pole and Bald had no right to come in.

On the start Eck deliberately held Kiser

till the others had started, and the little

Ohioan made no effort to race, simply riding

around the track in order to get his share of

the money.

Cooper caught the wheel of the pace-maker

and held it for seven-eighths of a mile; then

he and Bald cut loose, but the rider in white

passed him with a rush, and was never headed,

crossing the tape two lengths ahead.

Longhead afterward rode a half-mile, paced

by a triplet, in 49 3-5, and Arthur Gardiner

covered the same distance, unpaced, in 57

seconds. Attendance, 3,500.

The summary:

Match race, mile heats.—First—1, Kiser; 2, Cooper;
3, Bald. Time, 2.09. Second—1, Cooper; 2, Bald;
Kiser disqualified. Time, 2.13 4-5. Third—1, Bald;
2, Cooper; 3, Kiser. Time, 2.10 1-5.

ROBBED BY THE ARMY.

When Jacquelin, the former French cham-
pion, made his appearance in one of the pre-

liminary heats of the- Paris Grand Prix, the

crowd gave him a grand ovation, but he was
unable to get better than third in his heat.

Although he had thirty days' leave for train-

ing purposes, army Jife liad app.rirently robbed

him of Jus speed.

CANADA'S REPRESENTATIVE.

Mr. Richardson will be America's sole rep-

resentative in the International Championships

at Glasgow, Scotland, next week, and it is pos-

sible that the Canadian Wheelmen's Asso-

ciation will object to his being so classed

since they are sending him over as Canada's

representative only. Richardson is a

THEY HAVE RECORDS.

C. W. RICHARDSON.

newly developed amateur and hails from

Toronto. He won none of the Canadian

championships at the recent annual meet,

but he made the best all around showing and,

it is believed, will give a good account of him-

self while abroad.

AT RACING'S HOME.

Springfield, Mass., July 26.—The directors

of the Springfield Bicycle Club are confident

that they will be able to secure among other

attractions at the Hampden Park tournament

a match between Cooper and Bald and one

between Lesna and some American rider or

riders. Dave Shafer will be present with

Michael, and it goes without saying that the

stars of various magnitudes which follow the

circuit will all be there. Prognon, Lesna's

manager, has written the Springfield Bicycle

Club, offering to match Lesna against any

two local riders for any long distance. If such

a race were run, Lesna would, of course, be

pitted against a fresh rider during the last

half of the race. H. E. Ducker, of racing
fame, has recently been appointed a judge at

the tournament.

CHANGES AND ADDITIONS.

The Quill Club Wheelmen have acted on

The Wheel's suggestion, and are now styling

their $2,000 race on Labor Day the "Quill

Handicap." R. H. Wolff & Co. have agreed
to add ^200 if the race is won on a Wolff-
American, and other manufacturers may do
likewise, the advertising value being worth it.

ANOTHER FRENCHMAN COMING.

The French rider. Stein, who won the re-

cent Bal d'Gr 24-hour race, is expected to

arrive at New York next week. M. Pognon,
Lesna's manager, will look after his interests

while in this country.

:Bven Amateurs Occasionally Break Something
of the Kind -Trade Conducted

Races.

Cincinnati, July 26.—Cincinnati can now lay

claim to having' the fastest amateur cyclist

in the world.

At the electric-light races, given last Sat-

urday night by the Cycle Board of Trade,
Harry M. Sidwell,who broke the world's ama-
teur record for the mile last Saturday week,
again demonstrated his ability by breaking
the world's amateur record for two miles by
more than 4 seconds.

Sidwell was paced by a quad and a triplet,

the former taking- him four laps and the latter

two laps. Although the triplet made a good
pick up, the pace set was very poor, and Sid-

well is capable of much better time. He kept
shouting for pace throughout the contest, but
they were not equal to the emergency. On
the last.turn he flew past his pace-makers in-

to the stretch, leaving them hopelessly in the
rear. He made the distance in the wonderful
time of 3.52 1-5, lowering the former world's
amateur record 4 2-5 seconds. This record
was held by A. B. Hughes, and was made at

Denver May 23, 1896, in 3.56 3-5.

The races were somewhat out of the or-

dinary, and were replete with exciting fin-

ishes. The professional races had a high-
class of starters, and like the amateur events,

were run in heats.

The summary:
One-mile open.—l, E. L. Le Fevre, Dayton; 2,

George E. Hentz, Cincinnati; 3, Ed Grossman, Cov-
ington. Time, 2.31%.
One-mile open, professional.—1, Con Baker, Colum-

bus; 2, J. Davis, Indianapolis; 3, E. D. McKeon
Greenville. Time, 2.27%.
One and one-third mile.—1, E. L. Le Fevre, Day-

ton; 2, Worth Cummins, Springfield; 3, Frank Rob-
bins, Middletown. Time, 3.19%.
Two-mile open, professional.—1, Davis, Indianapolis;

2, Con Baker. Columbus; 3, L. B. Sawyer, Cincin-
nati. Time, S.OBVs.

The Annual Comet Road Race was run last

Saturday under the most unfavorable condi-
tions. A heavy rain storm made the roads very
muddy, and the ten thousand spectators wit-

nessed a most woe-begone set of racing men
at the finish. The course had to be changed
on account of the severe weather, and the dis-

tance was exactly nine miles. A. Fisher won
both the place and time prizes. The time
made is truly marvelous when the weather
and the roads are taken into consideration.

Summaries of first ten:

Handicap. Time.
0.30 28.00
3.30 31.38
4.00 32.09
5.00 33.40

Position. Name.
1 A. Fisher
2 Otto Miller
3 F. A. Backus
4 W. A. Homer
5 C. S. Hardy scratch 28.45
6 L. Henry 0.30 29.44
7 J. D. Park 0.30 29.48
» B. H. Wilberdmg 1.00 30.32
9 R. F. Matthias 1.00 30.37

10 R- C. Blais scratch 30.22

DESPITE WHAT THE JUDGES SAID.

So large was the crowd that attended the
Grand Prix race in Paris, that long before
the time set for the event the doors had to be
closed. JMorin took the first heat, Nossam
the second and Bourillon the third. In the

final, as announced by cable, Bourillon won,
but was disqualified for an alleged foul, the

race going to Morin, with Nossam second.

As all but the judges agreed that Nossam had
finished ahead, the men split the purse. The
50 kilometers (81 miles), nm afterward, re-

sulted in a victory for Taylor, who defeated

both Linton and Champion by three laps.
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IN THE DARK.

Frellmlnary Meeting of the U. A. C. Held

in Secret -Beaten by Monkey-

Shines.

Cleveland, O., July 20.—Although not much
is heard of it, the Union of American Cyclists,

the national organization of Afro-American

wheelmen, is still in existence, and held a pre-

liminary meeting (preparatory to the annual

gathering in Pittsburg in August) in this city

last week. About fifty delegates from various

parts of the country were in attendance, and

business meetings were held at the rooms of

the Eureka Wheel Club, the local colored

club.

The session ended with a race meet at the

new East End Cycle park. These events were

at times ludicrous in the extreme and kept the

attendance, which was composed largely of

white people (who went expecting to see

something in the line of a burlesque), in a

constant uproar of hilarity. Pittsbvfrg riders

captured nearly everything in sight. Frank

Isaac, the local colored crack, made no show-

ing at all, except in the one-mile open, which

he might easily have won except for monkey
business. He would allow the bunch to catch

him and then sprint away, and in this way
was beaten over the tape.

The summary:
One-mile novice.—1, R. Anderson, Pittsburg; 2,

Fairfax, Cleveland; 3, Green, Cleveland. Time, 2.35.

One-mile open.—1, Lee, Oberlin; 2, Isaac, Cleve-
land; 3, Green, Cleveland. Time, 2.40.

Quarter-mile open.—1, Jackson, Pittsburg; 2, Ander-
son, Pittsburg; 3, Erightvvell, Greenford, Pa. Time,
0.33.

Half-mile open.—1, Jackson, Pittsburg; 2, Lee, Ober-
lin; 3, Curtiss, Cleveland. Time, 1.18.

Five-mile handicap.—1, Brightwell, 250 yards; 2,

Fairfax, 300 yards; 3, Curtiss, 250 yards. Time, 13.30.

The blue ribbon meet at the East End track

on Saturday last, for the benefit of local chari-

ties, was well attended, and good racing was
rather the rule than the exception. The new
track is now in perfect shape and deserves to

be a winner. All tlie events were open.

The summary:
One-quarter mile.—1, Frank Dreher; 2, F. R. Elack-

more; 3, \V. T. Ashdown. Time, 0.35.

Half-mile.—1, Dreher; 2, Charles Callahan; 3, L.
Bergeron. Time, 1.22.

One mile.—1, Callahan; 2, Dreher; 3, Blackmore.
Time, 2.29%.
Two mile.—1, Blackmore; 2, W. C. Emerick; 3, Cal-

lahan. Time, 4.54%.
One-eighth mile.—1, Dreher; 2, Bergeron; 3, F.

Robishaw. Time, 0.18%.
Five miles.—1, E. A. Sommers; 2, Emerick; 3, Cal-

lahan. Time, 13.25.

NO MORE AMATEURS.
It is probable that the Cuca cup 24-hour

race, which has been a fixture since 1892, will

be abandoned this year, unless the amateur
racing rules are modified. The promoters,

the London C. and A. C, are not in favor of

the rule which calls for general pacing, claim-

ing it to be unsatisfactory. The club wants
individual pacing allowable, and threatens

to call ofif the race until such time as the rules

are altered.

GREAT RACE LOOKED FOR.

Stocks, Linton, Chase, Iluret, Bauge and

other French cracks have entered the 100

kilometers (1G2 miles) race for the World's

championship at Glasgow. With such irien,

along with the pick of the middle-distance

riders, it is expected that the race will be the

finest ever witnessed.

SOME OF MOTT'S MAXIMS.

In his weekly bulletin. Chairman Mott, of

the L. A. W. Racing Board, puts his foot

down on the practice of allowing unhandi-

capped men to ride from scratch. He rules

that no man can ride in a handicap event

who has not been placed by the oflicial handi-

cap per.

The bulletin is, as usual, as long as an ele-

phant's trunk, and, also as usual, affects few

men or organizations of more than local re-

pute.

A. M. Shepard, of Meriden, Conn., who was
permanently debarred from future Irvington-

Millburn road races for unfair riding in this

year's race, and who was reported to the L.

A. W. Racing Board and action requested, is

declared suspended from the track until Janu-
ary 19, 1898.

With a few exceptions, none of the other

"sentences" amount to anything. Geo. D.
Grant, the Detroit crack, is given two weeks
and W. E. Douglass, of Philadelphia, Ray
Duer, of Buffalo, and Claude Leatherbury, of

Baltimore, one week each, for trivial offenses.

John Penseyres, the Buffalo war-horse, is

sent np for one year for riding while under
suspension, and a batch of New Orleans men
are sent up for life for repeatedly committing
the same crime.

The New Jersey Athletic Club and Wash-
ington (D. O" Athletic Club are reinstated,

and the following amateur records are offi-

cially gazetted:

One-third mile, competition, standing start,

unpaced; time, 40 4-5 seconds; made by J. G.

Heil, at Denver, Col., June 19, 1897.

One mile against time, flying start, paced;

time, 1.46 3-5; made by H. M. Sidwell, Cincin-

nati, O., at Chester Park, July 17, 1897.

Two-mile competition, standing start, un-

paced; time, 4.06 1-5; made by O. W. Smith,

Chelsea, Mass., at Waltham, Mass., June 17,

1897.

SOME CHANGES.

TELLS SPEED BY HIS LEG.

New York possesses a man who, according

to his own statement, is able to use his leg as

a speed measurer. When hauled up on the

charge of scorching last week, the magistrate

asked him why he had ridden at such a rapid

speed.

"I didn't," was the response. "I couldn't,

your Honor. You see, I have a painful leg,

and it would absolutely prevent me from
traveling at more than eight miles an hour."

"How do you know it would?" inquired the

magistrate.

"Because, you see, when I go piore than

that it pains me so that I am apt to fall off."

"I congratulate you on having so reliable a

pacemaker," observed the magistrate. "In

view of the circumstances I think I shall have

to discharge you. I would suggest, however,

that when a policeman warns you that you are

going too fast hereafter you put less confi-

dence in the discrimination of your leg and

more in the warning of the policeman."

SET IN HIS WAYS.

The optimist is one who sticks

So closely to the brighter side

He wouldn't ride within the shade,

Though from the heat he died.

GONE TO ANOTHER H.

Holbein's 24-hour road record of 402 miles

was short-lived. On July 12th George Hunt,

aided by good weather and excellent pacing,

covered 412 miles. He also put the 12-hour

record at 223 miles. Holbein and Walters a

few days previous placed the tandem record

for twelve hours at 230 miles.

Trade Interests in Cincinnati Are Shifted

Round in an Interesting

Fashion.

Cincinnati, July 26.—The largest transfer

in the many cycling trade events of the past

week was the purchase of the Cincinnati

branch of the Waltham Mfg. Co. by the for-

mer manager, Emmet P. Gray.

The Orient branch for some reason did a

losing business, and they were anxious to

withdraw from this city. Patrick Sheehan,

the traveling representative of the company,
has been in the city closing the affairs of the

company for the past two months. Thursday
President Metz, of the Orient, came to the

city and made a good offer to Mr. Gray for

the sale of all the fixtures and stock of the

company. The offer was at once accepted.

The amount of the purchase price was not

made public, but it was low enougli to have

Mr. Gray realize a handsome figure on all

sales made by him. He will at once move
into more commodious quarters on Race

street, and although the Orient will be his

leading wheel, he will have many other agen-

cies.

Chas. Shaw and B. F. Davies, comprising

the firm of Shaw & Davies, made an assign-

ment last Saturday to M. G. Durrell. This

firm handled the Monarch, Quaker, Falcon,

Gladiator, Viking and several other bicycles.

The assets are stated to be $3,000 and the

liabilities $3,500. The cause given for the as-

signment is hard times and the slump in

prices. The only preference given was a

chattel mortgage to E. T. Shaw for $1,200.

The assignment came totally unexpected, as

the firm had an excellent stand and a good
line of agencies. Mr. Shaw was formerly

manager for the L. M. Prince Co., and bought

out the stock and supplies of that company
last spring.

John C. Clendenning, secretary and trea-

surer of the Chas. Hanauer Cycle Co., has left

the bicycle business for good, and has sold

his entire interest in the Hanauer company to

Chas. Hanauer, president of the company.

Mr. Clendenning has returned to his old busi-

ness, and is now connected with a large sad-

dlery firm. He was a very enthusiastic

League worker, and is at present chief consul

of the Kentucky Division and the national

treasurer of the League.

Chas. H. Allen, assistant manager of the

Pickering Co., has also retired from the cycle

trade. Mr. Allen had been in the bicycle

trade for many years, and is recognized as a

very valuable man in this line of trade.

H. C. Braunkamp. of the Schleuter Cycle

Co., of this city, left Thursday for Europe,
where he will establish several agencies and
branches for the Norwood. The Schleuter
Co. will manufacture bicycles upon a much
larger scale than ever during the coming sea-

son, and will pay particular attention to ex-
port trade.

The local Cycle Board of Trade, the organi-
zation of bicycle dealers for their mutual bene-
fit and protection, is bringing good results.

In giving weekly race meets on the Chester
Park track they have both increased interest

in cycling and enriched the treasury of the
organization. They are expending large sums
of money in order to bring good attractions

for the public. Last week President Hall, of

the Cycle Board, signed a contract for the ap-
pearance of the mighty Zimmerman on Sat-

urday, August 7th. The Cycle Board organi-
zation has also been able to close the stores

promptly at six o'clock on evenings.
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We hear the death rattle of the double tube. It

is succumbing to the onward march of the single

tube. And in this connection a little ancient history-

will not be out of place :

In 1893 all racing men were using Palmer Tires. They did so be-

cause they knew that the single-tube construction as perfected with Palmer
Fabric was much faster than any other tire existing then—or since, for

that matter. In 1894 a nearly similar condition prevailed in the sport. In

1895 other tire makers grew jealous. Then began the corruption of ama-
teurs. It required money to induce racing men, either "pro " or "pure,"
to ride anything but Palmers.

Early in 1895 the bicycle trade began to realize

that double-tube tires were on their last legs. The
public had sounded their death knell. The Palmer
single tube, because of inherent merit, was supplant-

ing the double tube. In 1 896 the double tube started

in to make a grand-stand

play.

It was determined to buy up the rac-

ing fraternity in the interest of double
tubes. The scheme had been tried in

England, and with success. Why not

copy ? The finish was, as many such
affairs are, a grand-stand failure. There
was too great a difference between the

speed of double-tube tires and Palmer
single-tube tires, and the astute racing

man was quick to see his chance. He
preferred prize to salary.

" The fabric is the tire"

was the early Palmer battle

cry. Its great force rested

in its truth. In chronicling

victory upon victory, in sea-

son after season, the trumphet sound began and
ended with "fabric."

" It's the fabric " that classifies a pneumatic. " It's the fabric " that

makes a tire fast- and it is fabric that rnakes them slow. The question of

fabric was little thought of until Palrner Fabric was invented. The rider

appreciated its advantages, but the tire maker scoffed until he saw the

drift of sentiment, when he began to imitate.

" Facts about Pneumatic Tires " was the title of

the first pamphlet ever issued by the Palmer Pneu-
matic Tire Company. It contained facts—facts that

have never been controverted.

To-day a certain tire firm is circulating a pamphlet with the same title.

The burden of its story is that single-tube tires are impracticable, notwith-
standing the fact that American high-grade wheels are almost exclusively
fitted with single tubes, forcing the double tubes more and more into the

repair trade and upon department store and juvenile bicycles.

In the pamphlet referred to much game is made

of the preference of English riders for double-tube

tires. The English do not ride the double-tube tires

with which Americans are familiar.

The English rider may ignore a good thing, as he does when he neg-
lects single tubes. But he absolutely refuses to touch a bad thing, and his

heart becomes flinty when American double tubes are urged upon him.
It matters not, however, to Americans what English sentiment may be re-

garding tires or bicycles. We are apt to think them ultra-conservative,

possibly out of date. The facts remain that American bicycle riders are

so rapidly discarding double-tube tires that even the tire manufacturers in

whose interest the pamphlet was issued have begun to make what they are
pleased to call a single-tube tire. Thus does their literature belie their

practices.

There is no longer any contention as to the su-

periority of the single-tube tire as exemplified in

Palmer Tires. It is admitted.

Double-tube tires have served their purpose. They have reached that

point where it seems preposterous to ask
an up-to-date cyclist to ride them. If

double tubes had been better, they might
have held out longer. There is no regret

over their passing.

The half-tone picture in

the centre of this page will

recall a classic event at

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 14,

1893.

The men are lined up for the final

in the mile "world's record race." Big
Sanger, surly and determined, has the

outside. Next is Taylor, followed by
Windle, Bliss, Zimmerman and Tyler,
with Banker at the pole. Every one of

the men attained world-wide celebrity,

and, wonderful to relate, all rode Pal-
mer Tires on this occasion, the only in-

stance known where all the stars in a big race rode one particular make of
tire.

When a bicycle rider succeeds in riding 3 1 6 miles
in 24 hours over a country road he may be said to

have gone on a scorching debauch.

On July 1 1 Elmer C. Davis, of Baltimore, broke the American 24-hour
road record. The young man only weighs 105 pounds, and his ride is con-
sidered remarkable. His mount was an Iver Johnson, fitted with Palmer
Road Racing Tires.

No other tire equals the Palmer for easy riding,

and the fact that they are the fastest tires made
means a great saving in energy to the rider.

We use nothing but the finest rubber in the manufacture of Palmer
Tiresi Our rubber comes from the upper waters of the Amazon River, far

from the haunts of civilization, is thoroughly seasoned, and is known to

commerce as "fine old up-river." It is the highest priced raw rubber, and
by far the best. In preparing rubber for Palmer Tires no adulterations
whatever are allowed.

Kindly mention The Wlieel.
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DDOLITTLE

BRAKE

operates automatically on

the axle, and therefore DOES
NOT WEAR the tire.

It is immediately applied by
BACK-PEDALING, and when
set IT CONTINUES IN EF-

FECT at equal pressure until

released by forward pedaling.

The brake can be regulated

according to weight or inclina-

tion of rider, or can be locked

out of action entirely when
desired.

Should chain break going

down hill, the brake sets auto-

matically.

We are equipped to furnish

barrel-hubs, finished and com-

plete, and fitted with this

brake.

We shall shortly be in posi-

tion to furnish the DOOLIT-
TLE BRAKE that can be ad-

justed to almost any standard

bicycle now on the road, either

old or new. Price, $5.00.
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BRAKE CO.,
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NEW YORK.

GREAT ADVANTAGES CLAIMED.

The Esmond Cycle Saddle Co., capital

stock $100,000, the incorporation of which

was published last week, will have offices at

No. Ill Broadway, this city. They will mar-

ket the Esmond saddle, an English creation,

which was exploited in The Wheel's Lon-

don correspondence two or three months ago

and which is here reproduced.

It is a saddle of the oscillating type. "The
rider moves the saddle: the saddle does not

control the rider," is the way its merits are

summed up. In greater detail its case is thus

stated:

"The Esmond saddle is not immovably fixed

to the cycle: it is slung from an elliptical bar

attached to the L pin, so that the rider glides

over all obstacles, and vibration and shocks

sustained by the machine are not communi-
cated to him. In addition to this swinging

motion from back to front it has a slight rock

from side to side which allows it to yield to

the pressure of the leg muscles in making the

stroke on the pedals, permitting the full

weight of the rider to bear on them, giving

greatly increased power. It answers to every

movement of the rider, swaying with his every

motion, completely obviating friction and sad-

dle soreness. It gives great stability, and the

increase of power renders hill-climbing quite

easy. It can be attached to any L pin."

GEAR CASE AND FRAME.

A. E. Putnam and W. F. Stimpson, of

Milan, Mich., have been deeply interested in

the "gear case question." Their interest nat-

urally involved thought, and thought has

evolved a startlingly original idea in cycle con-

struction. The Michigan gentlemen propose

that the gear case shall be an integral part of

the bicycle and act as the rear fork as well as

a chain protector. They have applied their

idea to a wheel to show that it is practicable

and filed application for patents. The illustra-

tions will convey the principle.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ON THE ROAD TO RUIN.

"This magazine can't last much longer."

"Why not?"

"It has only twenty-seven pages of cycle,

saddle and sundry ads."

PEORIA STILL PROSPERS.

Peoria, July 26.—The cut in bicycle lists

seems to have stimulated beyond all precedent

the feeling on the part of all bicycle makers
here that plans for 1898 must be formed as

soon as possible; consequently there is a

great deal of quiet figuring going on at this

time.

Luthy & Co., who were the first in the

field of cut lists, anticipating Pope by several

weeks, say they expect to maintain next year

the position they have enjoyed this season,

the highest list of any, and their wheel will

be listed at $100 for the regular equipment,

with the extra figures for all specials.

Harry Rouse tells The Wheel that the

Sylph has had such a fine trade this year that

if there is to be only one wheel listed at $100

for 1898 that wheel would be the Sylph,

though a $75 model is among the possibilities

as an addition to the Sylph family. Their

trade has shown a very gratifying increase in

proportion of the high-grade machines, and

especially a large growth for drop-frames.

The Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co. are blessed

with that common sense which enables them
to use printer's ink freely and wisely, with

the result that they are now in a position to

make their 1898 business much the best ever

handled by them. Their model will be shown
to the larger dealers somewhat earlier than

last year, and the probabilities at this writ-

ing are that they will be in a position to make
an earlier start with the factory than last

season,. The Peoria tires have made many
friends, and will be seen in large numbers on

next year's wheels.

MAYBE IT WAS A MISTAKE.

Bellows Falls, Vt, July 24.—J. H. Blakeley,

the bicycle dealer here, has been taken in by
a concern styling itself the Philadelphia (Pa.)

Merchandise Co., 1228 Silver street. He re-

ceived a postal, on which was "Fowler Bi-

cycles" in large black type, and an announce-

ment that 1,00'0 wheels made by the Fowler
Cycle Mfg. Co. and listing at $80 would be

sold at $26.50 and $27.50. He found a cus-

tomer for one of the machines, and ordered

it. He received an invoice for a Fowler, but

when the wheel itself arrived it was name-
plated "Seneca," and it was a sorry sight.

The enamel was chipped off in twenty places,

the chain was rusted stiff and it was other-

wise in such shape that Blakeley's customer

refused to accept it, and Blakeley himself says

he doesn't blame him. He is through with

'"bargains," and is willing to pose as a "hor-

rible example" for the sake of his fellow-

agents.

GAVE HIM THE SIDEWALKS.

When in Silao recently, Major Weed, the

Californian, who is doing Mexico awheel and
collecting material for a book, was treated

as the city's guest of honor. The Mayor dele-

gated a mounted lieutenant of police to show
him the sights, and the wheelman was per-

mitted to ride on the very narrow sidewalks,

while the policeman rode ahead and ordered

pedestrians to get into the street.

OR MAYBE A SWEAR.

"Why is the ringing of a bell made obliga-

tory upon scorchers?"

, "It gives their victims time to make an

ejaculatory prayer."
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AN EXCELLENT LINE.

Samuel Buckley & Co., 100 William street,

New York, who have been doing a large

business in the cycle trade in a quiet way dur-

ing the last ten years, are extending their

lines. The parent house is located at Birm-

ingham, Eng., and in the first years of tlie

safety they were one of the largest importers

of tubing.

For 1898 they have secured the sole agency

of the Powers chain, made by the Powers
Mfg. Co. The three-sixteenths chain is

guaranteed to stand a strain of 1,200 pounds,

without stretching; the three-quarter inch,

1,500 pounds. Both styles of chains are guar-

anteed to be absolute in pitch, and are spe-

cially strong, the strength being obtained by

using nickel steel. They will sell Lavigne &
Scott Mfg. Co.'s pedals and, in addition to

the Lavigne pedal, which is practically a con-

vertible pedal, being a rat-trap and rubber

pedal at the same time, they will market three

otliers: the Scott, the Equilibrium—which is

practically the same as the Lavigne—and the

L. & S. rat-trap and rubber pedal. The main

feature of this pedal is the simplicity with

which the pedal can be removed from its axle.

By unscrewing the end clamp, this is accom-

plished. They will also handle four styles of

wrenches made by the same firm, Sandow, L.

& S., Featherweight, and Protection. These

wrenches are made of the best quality of half-

Bessemer steel, the moving jaws of which are

hardened. They will likewise Jiandle the full

line of saddles manufactured by the Muller

Mfg. Co., six styles in all. The springs of

these saddles are made from the best English

steel, and the tops from thoroughly seasoned

English leather, which is guaranteed not to

stretch. One of the chief features of the

Muller saddle is an adjusting clamp, which

permits of four heights of adjustment. The
concern still acts as the sole United States

agents for the celebrated Brooks saddle.

In addition to the above lines, they will

handle the hubs manufactured by the Star Ma-
chine and Screw Co. This concern was or-

ganized last year at Reading, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Ziegler, for many years superin-

tendent of the Relay Mfg. Co. The line con-

sists of two patterns, the Star and Planet.

The hub adjusts from a cup, instead of from

the cone, both of which are made of crucible

annealed steel, and when adjusted will not

work loose. The talking point of the^e hubs

is that they have no axles; that is, when the

rider desires to take the wheel out of the ma-
chine, he simply has to loosen one end, with-

draw a pin, and the wheels will drop out, leav-

ing the bearings adjusted the same as when in

motion. This also gives the advantage of re-

moving the rear wheel without taking the

chain apart.

The company are marketing crucible an-

nealed steel for cups and cones, which is man-
ufactured by the Carpenter Steel Co. They
are manufacturers' agents and headquarters

for all parts and material used in bicycle con-

struction, and are also sales agents for the ma-
terial used in parts and sundries. From the

New York office they cover the United States

and Canada, and from Birmingham they

handle the British Isles and the continent.

AND IT HAD SCRATCHED HIM.

"How are you getting on with your wheel,
Fallsome?"
"Oh, I have scoured the country a good

deal."

FOR DROP FORGING.

The drop hammer shown in the accom-

panying cut is a newly-designed machine

which has just been built by the E. W. Bliss

Co., 25 Adams street, Brooklyn, N. Y., who
own and operate the Stiles & Parker Press

Co.

The anvil casting of this drop is extra

heavy, and has been designed with all possible

precautions against shrinkage-strains, blow-

holes, etc., so that the whole is a homogeneous
mass of solid iron. This anvil also has an

especially large base. The lifter of this drop

is gearless, making it noiseless, and the shafts

run in extremely long brass boxes. This lifter

is especially heavy, and is equipped with a

clamp frame, so that the hammer can come

down gently. The lifter is also supplied with

a wedge adjustment for the rolls. The up-

rights are also extra heavy, yet of graceful

appearance. Tapping into the body casting

has been absolutely avoided; all bolts pass in-

to nuts placed in suitable cores.

All the bolts, rods, etc., are made of the

best wrought-iron, and the hammer is a large

steel forging, weighing about 1,060 pounds,

but is made in other weights if so desired.

The dogs have an effective clamping device,

so that slipping is out of the question. Paper

pulleys are supplied with this hammer. The
Bliss people say tests of this hammer have

shown that about the ultimate possibility of

perfection has been reached.

SHE WANTS HIS MONEY.

A New Jersey woman has begun suit at

Trenton for $5,000 against her bicycle in-

structor, for injuries sustained from falling

off a wheel while learning to ride. She al-

leges that the instructor was negligent and

permitted her to fall.

A HYPHENATED "MFG. CO."

In the sifting-out and remodeling process

that is now going on in the cycle trade it is

possible for the cycling press to be of material

assistance, that is to say, this is not the time

to foist doubtful quantities on the trade and

public, or to permit gasping concerns to keep

up pretentions by advertising splurges.

Upper New York State furnishes a case in

point, a hyphenated "Mfg. Co." which has

recently planted page advertisements in sev-

eral cycling papers, and which is offering bi-

cycles at bargain-counter prices. The very

appearance of the "Mfg. Co." is sufficient

to excite the suspicion of any man of average

intelligence, while investigation of its claims

and references in its native place shows it to

be utterly unworthy of credit.

The names used in the firm's title are fic-

titious; the concern's establishment is a lOx

12 place, ill-kept and poorly stocked, and the

head and front is a young man, who, under

an imposing title, recently attempted to mar-

ket a cycle sundry with such poor success

that some of his advertising bills are still un-

paid, and are not worth proceeding for. Yet

his "Mfg. Co." is permitted to spread over

pages of certain cycling journals, as has been

stated.

It is a sorry state of affairs, and is unfair

to the legitimate people who are doing a legi-

timate business and paying their bills.

THEY KNOW THE ROPES.

"Merwin, Jochum & Worth, 'A Firm of

Salesmen,' " is the distinctly original title on

the letter-head which conveys news of the

firm's institution. The three gentlemen con-

cerned, J. C. Merwin, J. A. Jochum and G.

W. Worth, are all experienced cycle sales-

men, who should know the what's what and

the who's who of the trade. They have es-

tablished quarters in the Bowling Green of-

fices, 11 Broadway, New York. They have

already obtained control of the Meyers de-

tachable chain and the Butler & Ward saddles,

and expect to establish other connections.

Mr. Merwin will cover the East and Mr.

Jochum the West, in which territories they

are best known, while Mr. Worth will remain

in charge of the office affairs.

KILLED BY SCORCHERS.

Holyoke, Mass., July 26.—The failure of

the Holyoke police to regulate fast riding

resulted in the death, last Tuesday, of Elias

P. Ford, of the firm of Ford & Ross, dealers

in bicycles. Mr. Ford, who was well along

in years, was returning from work on his

wheel about 10 o'clock in the evening when
he was run down by several cyclists, who
were traveling at a rapid rate. His skull was

fractured by the force of the fall, and he died

early the next morning. Mr. Ford was of

high standing in the community, and had

been engaged in the bicycle business about

twelve years.

WHAT HE FORGETS.

The average advertiser in a trade journal

sees and considers only the space that he pays

for. He forgets entirely the hundred and one

"trade notes" which are accorded him during

a season, and which, in any other medium,

would cost him hundreds if not thousands of

dollars.

Funny that no man has written an article on
"How to Fail in the Cycle Trade." Lots of

men know.
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TRADE CHANGES.

COLORADO.
Pueblo.—Phoenix Cycle Co. Loss by fire.

CONNECTICUT.
Meriden.—W. I. Wilcox, general assignment.

Meriden.—Pope Manufacturing Co., new branch

house in Byxbee Block, this city.

New Haven.—J. J. Kiernan, new store at 613 Grand

avenue.

Southington.—Charles Hagen, new repair store on

Centre street.

Stamford.—Seeley & Adams, assigned.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—The Bicycle Mfg. Co. incorporated by B.

D. Emanuel, T. E. Fraher and H. R. Johnston.

Capital stock, $25,000.

INDIANA.
Tipton.—The Tipton Tubing Works, which was de-

stroyed by fire, will be rebuilt.

Plymouth.—The Elektron Cycle Company, capital

stock $50,000, incorporated. John H. Bass and R. T.

McDonald, of Fort Wayne, are the principal stock-

holders.

MAINE.
Oldtown.—C. E. Hall, new repair store on Main

street.

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—The Mt. Royal Cycle Co., business

taken out of hands of William P. Harvey, receiver,

and will in future be conducted by O. H. Harvey.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston.—Washington S. Phinney and Walter

Chapin, proprietors of the defunct Massachusetts

Cycle Co., arrested, charged with securing property

valued at nearly $400 under false pretenses.

Hubbardston.—A\'illiam E. Coffin, new store.

South Framingham.—Merrill & Ridlon (Eagle Bicy-

cle Emporium). Mr. Merrill sold out his interest to

Mr. Ridlon.

MICHIGAN.
Hillsdale.—The Buchanan Screen Door Factory will

manufacture a tubular wooden handle-bar for bicy-

cles.

MINNESOTA.
St. Paul.—W. J. McGuiggan, new store on Jackson

street.

MISSOURI.
St. Louis.—Western Bicycle Co., chattel deed of

trust for $850.

NEBRASKA.
Norfolk.—A. B. Ellis has paid off chattel mortgage

of $104.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Keene.—The Trinity Cycle Mfg. Co., now located

in Worcester, Mass., will remove to this city in Sep-

tember.

NEW JERSEY.
Elizabeth.—The Bard Cycle Co., incorporated by

George L. Colgate, Ceorge W. Wrennick, James E.

Folsom, Edward Y. Porter and Harry H. Taylor.

Capital stock, $5,000.

Jersey City.—The Owen Cycle Co., incorporated by
George H. Stockbridge and Willis Fowler, of New
York, and R. W. Pope, of Elizabeth, to manufacture
and sell bicycles. Capital stock, $10,000.

NEW YORK.
New York.^Cyclists' Supply Co., judgment for $G7.

Nyack.—Steffen & Seipp, new store.

Rochester.—Punnett Cycle Mfg. Co. Receiver Hone
ordered to sell at auction all the assets of the com-
pany. They are inventoried at $38,000; liabilities, .$18,-

000.

Seneca Falls.—The Davis & Stevens Mfg. Co. will

engage in the sale of bicycles and sundries.

OHIO.

Canton.—H. J. Lehman, sold out to Suteur & Co.,

of Cleveland.

Cincinnati.—Shaw & Davis, assigned. Assets, $3,-

000; liabilities, .$3,500.

Cincinnati.—Waltham Mfg. Co.'s branch purchased

by Emmet P. Gray.

Cincinnati.—Charles Hanauer Cycle Co., John C.

Clendenning Secretary-Treasurer, sold his interests to

Charles Hanauer and withdrew from firm.

Cleveland.—The Grant Ball Co., incorporated by

Senator James R. Garfield, li. A. Garfield, R. H.

Grant, Frank J. Pool and Mortimer G. Fox; to man-

ufacture ball bearings, cups, cones and automatic

screw iTiachine products. Capital, $100,000.

Warren.—George Woodside, new store.

ONTARIO.
Niagara Falls.—Sam Ward, Lang block, destroyed

by fire. Loss, .$2,000; insured, $1,400.

Ottawa.—Currie & Graham, destroyed by fire. Loss,

about $1,900; insured.

Toronto.—The Ranger Cycle Co.. assigned to C. E.

Dyer, of the Automatic Saddle Co.

TEXAS.

Galveston.—John A. Payment, gone out of business.

VIRGINIA.

Norfolk.—The Sears Para Rubber Co., incorporated

by Richard F. Sears, President; Henry Earl, Vice-

President; B. F. Brenning, Secretary; William J.

Pilcher, Treasurer. Capital stock, $1,000,000.

WASHINGTON.
Olympia.—Christopher's bicycle store, damaged con-

siderably by fire.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—Wisconsin International Water Cycle

Co. John N. Salentine appointed receiver.

TO FURTHER ADVANCE THEM.

F. W. Hall, of Hall & Downing, New York
city, accompanied by L. C. Bramkamp, of

Schlueter Cycle Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, .sailed

for Europe on the 24th inst. via the Cunard

liner Aurania. The object of their trip is to

further advance the interest of the Norwood
bicycles in England and on the continent,

where they are already established.

READY FOR THE CHAINLESS.

The Phoenix Tube Co. (formerly the Seam-

less Structural Tube Co.), of Brooklyn, N.

Y., includes a "shaft and gearing case for

chainless bicycles" in the latest edition of its

catalogue—an evidence of up-to-dateness.

BEST THAT EVER HAPPENED.

The new lamp which the E. P. Becken-

ridge Co., Toledo, Ohio, manufacture, will be

titled "Light Weight," not "New Light," as

originally stated. They say it will be the best

cheap lamp ever produced.

JUST ANOTHER "STRAW."

An inkling of one of the features of the

chainless Cohimbia is contained in the most

recent patent issued to the Pope Mfg. Co.,

which covers a changeable high-and-low gear

as applied to bcvel-gearcd bicycles.

SENT ABROAD.

Exports of bicycles from port of New York,
week ending July 20th:

Bicycles. Material.
Alexandria $ 135
Am.sterdam 3,614 $ 300
Argentine Republic 288
Bergen 320
British Honduras 56
Bremen 785 1,291
British Possessions in Africa 1,231
Berlin 13,324 420
Brazil 165
British West Indies 2,228 418
British Australia 106 .

Cuba 33 .

Dutch West Indies 154
Ecuador 439
Florence 1,300
Genoa 321 487
Hull 1,035 23
Japan 1,516 55
London 6,941
Milan 300 •

•

Mexico .30

Portsmouth 152
Riga 90

COMES TO BUY AMERICAN GOODS.

Oliver Lewis Millard is due in this coun-

try. He will remain until September. He
will establish himself at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, this city, from August 2d to 16th. Mr.

Millard is the head of Millard Bros., Lon-
don and Liverpool, and expects to close con-

tracts for American bicycles, for 100,000 pairs

of pedals, also for hubs and other fittings, and

bells, saddles, cyclometers, pumps, etc. Mr.

Millard's firm sends his photograph, volun-

teers the information that The Wheel will

keep its readers posted as to his movements
and says that as he is a busy man, with no

time to waste, he can be seen only by ap-

pointment.

BY GRACE OF BALTIMORE.

The Grace Mfg. Co., of C North street,

Baltimore, Md., has placed on the market a

most effective device for holding the trousers

while cycling. It can be applied instantan-

eously and is always ready for use. Unlike

the trousers clip, it cannot be lost. It holds

the garment without wrinkling. The firm

will send a sample pair to any address lor ten

cents, and is prepared to offer inducements

to agents.

BEATEN IN THE FINALS.

Two more young men who gained promi-

nence on the track and then established them-

selves as cycle dealers—C. Ford Seeley, Stam-

ford, Conn., and W. H. Owen, Brooklyn,

N. Y.—are numbered among the business

failures of the week.

FOR FIVE CENTS.

Secure in the belief of its merits, the Gris-

woldville Mfg. Co., 51 Leonard street. New
York, offer to mail a sample of their polish-

ing cloth on receipt of five cents.
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READY!
with Arrangfements All Complete the Quakers

Stand With Outsttetched Hands Awaiting

Their Guests.

Philadelphia, July 27, 1897.—As a political

manager would say, "It's about all over now
except the shouting."

All of the details of the big meet are ar-

ranged, everything is in readiness for the re-

ception and entertainment of the thousands
of visitors expected, and nothing remains but
to see that the carefully-prepared plans are

carried out without hitch or delay. The
date being now almost at hand, the work of

preparation increases hourly in importance,
and everything possible is being done to make
the meet a memorable occasion to all who
attend.

Already the visitors are beginning to ar-

rive—not in any ap-

preciable number, it is

true, but they are

coming in slowly
nevertheless. Some
of them stop for a day

or two and then put

off for a temporary
;

visit to Atlantic City

or some other near-

by coast resort, while

others have taken up

permanent quarters
and will remain here

until after the function

has passed into his-

tory. Those who
have arrived are, for

the most part, trade

and newspaper repre-

sentatives, and all

bring stories of the

crowds which are to

follow them, so that

the more sanguine

prophets, who have

been figuring upon
the attendance, have

raised their estimates

a few thousands, while

those who have been

inclined to be a trifle

conservative in their

views are beginning

to say that the total

number of visitors

may quite likely ex-

ceed their expecta-

tions. Even when
the promises of crowds are subjected to the

usual discount, which every experienced man
knows they are entitled to, the number still

goes far beyond that which attended any pre-

vious meet, and with the addition of those

who always show up without any notice or in-

quiry, the gathering is sure to be a record-

breaker.

The meet formally opens on Wednesday
morning next, when the headquarters will be

occupied and the business of registration will

begin. It is just barely possible that the

registering of guests will commence on Tues-

day, in order to relieve the crush, but al-

though this has been suggested, the Execu-

tive Committee has not yet acted upon the

idea. As the entertainment commences with

a scheduled run at 9 a. m., it is quite feasible

to give such guests as are in town prior to

Wednesday a chance to get their credentials,

and thus make more room for the throngs

which will be arriving all day long. From
the present outlook, there will be at least 1,000

to 2,000 guests in town as early as Monday,
but the great proportion will arrive between

midnight Tuesday and noon on Thursday.

All of these will be met at the several rail-

road stations by members of the Reception

Committee and escorted to their hotels, if ac-

commodations have been engaged in advance,

or steered to desirable quarters by the Hotel

Committee, if that matter has been deferred

until arrival. Even if the entire membership
of the organization should be present, there

will be no lack of accommodations.

The headquarters for the meet will be at the

Arena, Broad and Cherry streets, one square

north of the City Hall. From this place all

of the runs will start; here accommodations
will be provided for the checking of wheels,

MEET HEADQUARTERS.

Which will be the

THE ARENA.
Storm Centre " at Philadelphia, August

and all information and pointers desired will

be furnished. One of the first duties of the

arriving visitor should be to proceed to this

place and register. Provision has been made
to handle this important matter quickly. The
names will not be written in a book, as has

been the custom, for this would consume too
much time; but instead, blank forms will be
furnished each visitor to fill out with his

name, address and League number. This
blank will then be presented to a clerk, to-

gether with the membership ticket, the blank
will be numbered, the ticket canceled and the

souvenirs and credentials issued in about as

quick time as it takes to tell it. In this way
much delay and annoyance can be avoided
and the crowds handled quickly. It should
be unnecessary to advise members to bring
their membership cards, when it is constantly

emphasized by the officers of the League that

the ticket must always be shown, but past ex-

perience at League meets has proved that a

very large proportion do forget this important

thing and have to make use of the telegraph

after arrival. The courtesies of the meet will

be extended to the professional riders who
enter the races, and their track tickets, which

will be issued after payment of entry fees,

will be accepted in lieu of a League ticket

at headquarters.

Almost every day some new form of enter-

tainment or some additional privilege is tend-

ered the meet management, and the question

is how to provide for the time to take advant-

age of these offers. The only thing which

can be done is to allow the visitors to choose

for themselves between the various things of-

fered which will be going on at the same time.

The attempt is being made to provide for all

tastes, and surely with the great variety which
will be presented, no
one should permit a

dull moment to occur.

If any visitor goes

home without having

had a good time, it

will be his own fault.

The smoker which

is scheduled for

Thursday night prom-

ises to be a very

"warm number." The
men in charge of this

have been through the

game so often that

there is not much
doubt of the result.

Paul Eno will have

his inter-club banjo

orchestra of 150 per-

formers organized es-

pecially for this affair;

there will be a brass

band, considerable red

lemonade, several
thousand pipes, a long

list of "scrappers,"

wrestlers and other

athletes, selected be-

cause of their reputa-

tion in their particu-

lar lines and paid

good money to sus-

tain the same for the

benefit of the smoker-

ites; something like a

million cigarettes, a

few bales of tobacco,

more things to drink,

and it has been whispered that some of the

variety theatres are to be tapped and about
all of the specialty performers in town at that

time secured. The smoker committee has

money to burn, but it is not all to go up in

smoke, nor is any of it to be wasted on green

material. Those who have never attended

anything of a similar nature may be surprised

at the programme presented.

The races will require careful management
and some close calculation in order to get

them off in good shape, but the plans laid

provide for the overcoming of every obstacle

so far presented, and no pains or expense will

be spared to have them run in a faultless

style. Special trains will be run to the track

each morning, so as to accommodate riders,

officials and spectators who stop in the city,

although it is probable that many of the riders
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will put up at Willow Grove, where a dozen

of them are already located. This will per-

mit of the starting of the trial heats at 9

o'clock, and by two hours' work it is hoped

to have the morning trouble over. The final

heats will be started at 3 o'clock, and not

C. A. DIMON,

Chairman Race Committee.

more than two and one-half hours will be de-

voted to these unless absolutely necessary.

The Race Committee want to run the trial

heats with as few starters as possible, so as

to give every man the best opportunity of

getting in the final and to do away with every

chance of accident. At the rate entries are

already coming in, and judging from the ex-

tensive requests for blanks, the field will be

much larger than expected, and a great num-
ber of trials will be necessary. There will

have to be close connections made all along

the line, but every arrangement is being made
to put things through on schedule time.

Applications still continue to pour in for

privileges to give exhibition rides and for all

sorts of record attempts. To all of these the

committee has so far been compelled to turn

a deaf ear, but last week decided to give the

record-breakers a chance. No arrangement

will, however, be made with any one individ-

ual for this, but any rider who has entered in

to the man who breaks the existing record.

In case it is lowered more than once, the rider

who makes the fastest time will be given the

coin. On the new board track, which has

already proved so fast, it should not be a

difficult matter to reduce the present record,

and such a record established at a National

meet should be doubly valuable from an ad-

vertising standpoint. A number of manufac-

turers are anxious to have the attempt made,

but whether or not they will be as anxious if

the opportunity is thrown open to all who
wish to try it remains to be seen. Record-

breaking, like most other things in a racing

way, is done for a consideration nowadays,

as far as the riders are concerned, and the

men themselves may not consider the oppor-

tunity valuable. If the management of the

races wanted to start in for that sort of thing

they could easily spend as much money on ex-

hibitions and trials as has already been put up

for prizes, and in drawing the line as they

have, think that everyone is getting a square

deal. One rider came out flat-footed at the

start and, in asking for the privilege, offered

to furnish two pacing teams at his own ex-

pense, with the stipulation that if he did not

lovver the existing figures he would not

receive a cent, and only asked for a moderate-

CAPT. A. H. ALLEN,

Chairman Tours and Runs Committee.

the races will be given the opportunity to

ride for the mile against the watch, furnishing

his own pacemakers, and a purse will be given

THOS. HARE,

Chairinan Executive Committee.

sized purse in case he was su.-cessful, which

goes to show that there is at least one crack

on the path who has confidence in his abili-

ties and does not want the entire gate receipts

as payment for his appearance. One thing

is certain—that a record can be established at

this meet, if the conditions are fair regarding

weather, which ought to stand for the rest of

the year. The chances are that some rider

will make it, too, and keep it, for there is

no better track in the country, and after the

National meet the circuit-chasers do not come
this way again. The track will still remain

and records can be established later at consid-

erable expense, if a team should be sent out

for the purpose, but there will never be the

opportunity to again secure it with the

glamour attendant upon a National affair—at

least until some other city secures a track far

superior to the one built for use next week.

President Potter's departure for Europe has,

of course, caused an alteration in the list of

track ofificials. The refereeing will be done
by Chairman Mott and ex-Chairman Gideon,

who has been prevailed upon to accept an ap-

pointment in spite of his declaration that he

had ceased all connection with racing affairs.

Ex-Member of the Racing Board Fred Ger-

lach has been added to the list of judges.

Mr. Potter's foreign trip, by the way, has

not caused any uneasiness here, if outward
signs go for anything. Some of the news-

MADISON RUSH,

Chairman Entertainment Committee.

papers have commented severely upon his

slight to the National affair, but the head-

quarters have been kept open just as usual,

and inquiry there failed to show any uneasi-

ness or to elicit any uncomplimentary re-

marks. Had Mr. Potter seen fit to attend the

annual gathering, instead of entering yellow-

kid journalism, he would have been shown the

same courtesy that will be extended to the

rest of the officials and to the visitors at large,

but the meet will be held just the same. When
Philadelphia first extended the invitation to

the meet, it was known that the entire New.
York vote could be secured, if in turn Penn-
sylvania could be pledged to Potter for Presi-

dent. But Philad'elphia wanted no deals. She
wanted the invitation accepted or it would not

have been issued; but she wanted it accepted

on its merits, and did not propose

to buy votes. Then, when no satis-

faction could be obtained, the bulk

of the New York votes were, as a last

W. p. STRUT,

Chairman Hotel Committee.

resort, sent to Philadelphia to be remailed,

thus showing that New York had voted for

the Quaker City; and Mr. Potter wrote a
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pleasant letter, telling how he hoped to bring

over at least a thousand members on a special

train from New York city alone. But that,

of course, was before the election.

The semi-annual business meeting of the

Pennsylvania Division board of officers has

been called for Tuesday, August 3d, at 9 a. m.,

so that the representatives can attend without

missing any part of the programme of the

meet.

The souvenir programme will contain a

number of specially-drawn maps, which will

be of considerable interest to visitors. One
of these shows the routes of all the runs

scheduled, together with the points of interest

en route, and another shows the asphalt-paved

streets, the locations of the various club

houses and numerous points of interest.

Speculators and amusement managers are,

of course, making arrangements for special

attractions which they think will draw money

from the visitors. The latest is a six-day race

between "lady" contestants, which is sched-

uled for the Point Breeze board track. No
definite information can be obtained regai'ding

it, but the announcement has been made that

it will be held and the names of the women
who have frequently appeared in such con-

tests in the past have been given out as prob-

able contestants. It is said that John L.

Sullivan will act as referee.

'The press will be well represented. Seats

have been built at the track for 140, and it is

expected that every one of these will be occu-

pied by working newspaper men. Special

representatives will be present from the large

papers in most of the big cities, and the Phila-

delphia dailies will give the meet more than

ordinary attention. Several have already

made arrangements for special editions.

The veterans' banquet promises to be well

attended. It will probably be held on Satur-

day evening, and is in charge of a special

committee consisting of Secretary-Treasurer

Collins, George D. Gideon, and W. R.

Tucker, of the Pennsylvania Division. This

alone will attract quite a number of the old-

time members of the organization, who think

this opportunity to gather around the festal

board and talk of their pioneer experiences

the most pleasing feature of the meet. Ex-
President Dunn, Sterling Elliott, Secretary

Bassett, Burley Ayers, Henry W. Robinson

and many other old-timers have promised to

be on hand that night.

Ex-Chairman Gideon will have as special

guests at his Swarthmore home his two co-
laborers on the old Racing Board, Fred. Ger-
lach, of Chicago, and Henry W. Robinson, of

Boston.
One of the runs arranged is to Valley

Forge, the historic site of Washington's
winter encampment. The Valley Forge As-
sociation, which has for its object the pre-
servation of the grounds, has become inter-

ested in the matter, and the building occupied
by Washington as headquarters, together with
all of the interesting relics kept there, will be
thrown open for the inspection of visitors. It

is also expected that several members of the
association who are familiar with the history
of the place will be present to explain the
various points of interest.

JERSEY'S ANNUAL CENTURY.

Several hundred Jerseymen are expected to
take part in the annual century run of the As-
sociated Cycling Clubs of New Jersey to-mor-
row. Asbury Park is usually the destination
of the run, but this year it has been changed
to Philadelphia for the benefit of those desir-
ing to attend the League meet. The maiority
of the participants, howeve'-, v/ill return by
train on Sunday.

BUFFALO AGAIN.

Another Plum Goes to Bisonville—New York's

Administration Candidates for I,eagtie

Offices.

While the matter was decided, even before

Chief Consul Potter announced that he would

not be a candidate for re-election, the New
York Division's Nominating Committee has

formally gone through the motions of naming

Walter S. Jenkins, of Buffalo, as the official

nominee for chief consul, and Milo M. Beld-

ing, of New York, for vice-consul. The nom-

ination is equivalent to election.

Mr. Belding's nomination is a fitting recog-

nition of a deserving worker; one who has

labored for the good of the cause for

the cause's sake and not for what

there is in it. He is able, clever and willing,

and as it is semi-officially stated that the secre-

tary-treasurer's office will remain in this city,

there is reason to believe that Mr. Belding

will perform more service than is usually

performed by vice-consuls. Mr. Belding is a

silk manufacturer and about 35 years of age.

He has been well coached by and is one of

the most zealous worshipers of Mr. Potter.

Walter S. Jenkins is a lawyer, and was

probably the first man in the New York Divi-

sion to draw an "allowance" from the trea-

sury. His ability to talk long and loudly

and his penchant for "allowances" are his

most fitting qualifications for the chief consul-

ship. The $1,600 that now go with the office

will undoubtedly "come handy" to him.

With Jenkins in office the three fat "plums"

of the division will be in the possession of

Buffalo men. Secretary Bull and Handicap-

per Batchelder, both ex-residents of Buffalo,

own the other two.

Many years ago Jenkins was quite promi-

nent in League affairs, but he dropped out of

sight after engaging in a rumpus with the

Buffalo Bicycle Club, in which unpleasant

stories were told concerning him. He was

brought out of obscurity only when Potter

came into power and unearthed him. He has

endeavored to copy Mr. Potter's manners and

mock-heroics, but he will have a hard task

filling the latter's shoes, simply because he

has neither the brains nor ability, not to men-
tion what is best described as "Potter's clever-

ness." Mr. Jenkins is about forty, brushes his

hair Jim Corbett style, and always has a look

of pain and worry, if not a half scowl, on his

face.

HE NEVER CAME BACK.

Springfield, Mass., July 26.—The practice

of hiring wheels and not returning them has

become so common hereabouts that one or

two dealers have taken measures to protect

themselves. James White has been arrested

in Portsmouth, N. H., at the instance of S.

B. Call, of this city. He rented a wheel at

Mr. Call's bicycle agency, and was trying to

dispose of Mr. Call's property at the time of

his arrest. He is now in jail awaiting trial.

Edward A. Kimball, of Westfield, recently

rented a wheel of Edward A. Nelson, at the

Silver King agency, in this city, and after

riding it around a day or two, left it at a

livery stable. A few days later he hired a
wheel at Montgomery & Bartlett's agency, in

Westfield, and served the Westfield firm after
the fashion in which he treated Mr. Nelson.
Kimball was arrested at Westfield, and Mr.
Nelson, who also obtained a warrant for his
arrest, will try to secure satisfaction when the
Westfield authorities are through with him.

FIXTURES.

JULY,

30-31—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
31—Hills Grove, R. I., Falson Wheelmen.
31—Buffalo, N. Y., Imperial Cycle Co.
31—New York, Riverside Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
31—Bridgeport, Conn., Rambling Wheelmen.
31—York, Pa., Cycle Track Association.
31—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
31—Asbury Park, N. J., Century C. C.
31—Exeter. N. H.. B. C.

AUGUST.

2—Glasgow, Scotland, International Meet.
2—Trenton, N. J., Sir Charles Napier Lodge, Na-

tional Circuit.
3—Scranton, Pa., Driving Park.
3—Chillicothe, O., Sciota Valley Fair.
3—Asbury Park, N. J., National Circuit.

4, 5, 6 and 7 -Philadelpliia Nat'l L. A. "W. Meet.
5—Grand Rapids, Mich., Wheelmen.
5—Gallipolis, O., Gallia W.
7—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Century C. C.
7—Haverhill, Mass., C. C.
7—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
7-14^Albany, N. Y., B. C.
10—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen, National Circuit.
11—Sayville, N. Y., N. Y. A. A.
11—Coxsackie, N. Y., C. C.
11-12-Salina, Kan., B. C.
12—Buffalo Athletic Field, D. H. Lewis.
12—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End W., Nat'l Circuit.
14—Buffalo, N. Y Athletic Field.
14^Southampton, N. Y., A. A.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
14—Manhattan Beach, South Brooklyn Wheelmen.
16—Hartford, Conn., National Circuit.
18—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
19—New Lexington, O., Perry Wheelmen.
20—Portland, Me., W. C, National Circuit.
20—Catskill, N. Y., Wheeling Club.
20—Trenton, N. J., A. C.
21—Manhattan Beach, Am. Cycle Racing Asso.
21—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21—South Norwalk, Conn., Twin City W.
21—Elgin, 111., C. C.
21—Warren, Pa., C. C.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C. National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Sharon, Pa., Associated Wheelmen.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Sprocket Club.
30—^New Hampshire Division, National Circuit.
31—Ithaca, N. Y., C. C.
31—Buffalo Athletic Field, D. H. Lewis.
31—Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society, National

Circuit.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Terre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
1-2—Bridgeton, N. J., Cumberland County Fair.
2—Portsmouth, N. H., National Circuit.
4—Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4^Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
4-6—New York, Quill Club W., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6—Hartford, Conn., A. A.

,

6—Erie, Pa., Cycle and Athletic Association.
6—Kalamazoo, Mich., Michigan C. C.
6—Southbridge, Mass., B. C.
6—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
6—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Philadelphia, Willow Grove Track, R. H. Cain.
6—Akron, O., Tip-Top C. C.
6—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
6—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Conn., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex County, Mass., Wheelmen. .'i

6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C. ,

,
,,

7—Belleville, 111., League Cyclers.
9—Waterbury, Conn., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
11—Meriden, Conn., Wheel Club, National Circuit
13—Norfolk, Va., Wheelmen.
14—Middletown, N. Y., Orange County A. A
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
15-16—Cape May Court House, N. J., Fair.
16—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
18—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit
18—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet
21-22-23—Orangeburgh, N. Y., Fair Association.
24—Washington, D. C, National Circuit.
25—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park, National Circuit
25—Waterbury, Conn., North End Wheel Club.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, National Circuit.
28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.

2—Washington, International Park, National Circuit
15-16—Racine, Wis., A. A. National Circuit.
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READ THIS.

And When You Have Done So You Will Have
IfCamed Something Worth

Knowing.

J. Elmer Pratt was in town last week.

Those who know him best are always glad

when Elmer comes to town. Pratt is a good
deal like an emery wheel. It's pretty hard

to brush against him without having one's

ideas burnished considerably.

Ten years ago he was a cycle agent in a

little town in Michigan; five years ago he

was a traveling salesman for the Gormully &
Jeffery Mfg. Co. To-day he is a large stock-

holder and one of the pillars of the Grand
Rapids Cycle Co., and with holdings that rate

him "well fixed." Luck played no part in his

success. Natural shrewdness, a clear head,

a splendid grasp of human nature and busi-

ness acumen are responsible for his rise in the

world.

When he went with the Grand Rapids Co.,

some five years ago, the concern was best

represented by an interrogation point; it was

small and unhonored and unsung. Pratt's in-

fluence was immediate, and as a result, the

company is to-day one of the Gibraltars of the

trade. There are larger firms, but none is

more prosperous or meets its obligations with

greater promptitude. Its Clipper t)icycles are

known to be as represented, and the concern's

methods have drawn around them a particu-

larly loyal corps of agents and representa-

tives.

It would add immensely to the world wis-

dom of the slump editors of the daily press

could they but "talk bicycle" with Mr. Pratt

for a few moments.

"Talk about the cost and difference in bi-

cycles!" said Mr. Pratt, when the matter was

suggested to him. "Why, my dear fellow,

when I tell you that it is possible to equip a

bicycle for $4.50, while the equipment—tires,

chains, saddles, tool bags, etc.—of a really

high-grade bicycle costs sixteen dollars and

some cents, you can readily understand that

the term 'high-grade' does stand for some-

thing.

"You can buy chain at 20 cents per foot,

but the high-grade article costs twice that

amount; you can buy tires for $2.00 per pair,

but the trustworthy goods cost $6 and $8 and

more; saddles can be had for 65 cents or less,

but the best can not be had for double that

sum. We can purchase tool-bags for 7 cents

each, but the one we use on our high-grade

Clipper costs 45 cents. We can finish a bi-

cycle for 30 cents or so, but the Clipper finish

costs $3. Take even such a small item as nuts.

We can buy them for 75 per cent less than

those we do use. The same differences are

possible in every part and feature of a bi-

cycle.

"How do the department stores market
their wheels at $22.23 and $30.31? Well, we
have never done any actual business with the

bargain-counter people, except on one occa-

sion. But that instance is a fair illustration

of their methods. We had purchased a large

stock of pedals at $1.60 per pair. We had

every reason to believe them right, but almost

as soon as we sent them out they commenced
to come back. Everyone seemed to have

trouble with them, and we finally became so

disgusted that we decided to abandon them
entirely. We sold 1,700 pairs to a Chicago
department store at 45 cents per pair, and, of

course, these cast-oft's promptly figured as a

feature of their stock. I knew that chains,

and nearly everything else, whicn reputable

makers have rejected, have been disposed of in

the same way.

"I have talked with buyers of department

stores just for the sake of learning their

methods. Name them, say, a figure of $35

on a wheel and he will deliberate for a mo-
ment. 'Hm! Let's see!' He will then say:

"That's a Trueblue saddle there, worth $1.50.

What will you sell the wheel for without the

saddle?' Of course you reply, 'For $1.50 less.'

'Just as easy to put on a Fakem if we specify

it, isn't it?' he'll probably say, and, of course,

'Yes' is your only reply. 'And the chain, that

is a Tiptop, worth 40 cents per foot! What'll

you sell the wheel for without the chain?'

Your answer is obvious. And in this way
they fairly pick the wheel apart. Tires, rims,

tool-bags, tools, grips and even spokes enter

into their calculations. When they have it

all figured down, they will trot out their $4.50

equipment, and there's your bargain-counter

bicycle. As in the case of the pedals which we
sold the Chicago establishment, they are

sometimes able to pick up 'seconds' or re-

jected goods of well-known brands and thus

more easily hoodwink the small-salaried clerks

or workingmen who are their best patrons.

It's a great game, I can tell you."

PRIZE PACKAGES.

IN THE ORDER OP THEIR GOING.

A set of new and radical rules for the regu-

lation of traffic was adopted by the New York
Board of Aldermen on Tuesday. They were

prepared by the New York Consulate of the

L. A. W., and are intended for the best inter-

ests of cyclists, drivers, and pedestrians alike.

Several of the clauses incorporated in the new
ordinance are entirely original. The rules in

brief provide that those driving or riding

north or south on Manhattan Island shall

have the right of way over those going east

or west, and make it a misdemeanor for any

one to refuse to give the right of way to a fire

engine, an ambulance, or a physician's car-

riage, provided the physician has a permit

from the police.

Bicycle riders and drivers of other vehicles

must keep to the left when overtaking others

going in tli.e same direction, and above Thir-

ty-ninth street t'ney are forbidden to turn un-

less they are fifteen feet ahead of the vehicle

behind. When about to stop or to turn a cor-

ner drivers or riders must give a signal by

raising the hand or whip.

Each bicyclist must carry a bell, which must

not be more than three inches in diameter.

Bicyclists may ride not more than two abreast,

and coasting is forbidden below 125th street.

The limit of speed for bicyclists is fixed at

eight miles an hour.

Drivers of vehicles must be more than six-

teen years old, and the speed of heavy wagons

is limited to five miles an hour.

Vehicles other than bicycles are forbidden

to turn corners at a greater speed than three

miles an hour.

Riding bicycles on the sidewalks anywhere

within the city limits is forbidden, but bi-

cyclists are allowed to trundle their machines

along the sidewalks in single file.

The carrying of babies under five years old

on bicycles is forbidden.

The penalty for violating the ordinance was

fixed at $10 instead of $50, as originally in-

tended. '

The Struggle for Them Results in Some Very-

Queer Tricks in New
York.

Generally speaking. Sterling Elliott's offer

of $600 pianos, $300 billiard tables and $1 L.

A. W. badges to the individuals sending in

the greatest number of applicants for L. A.

W. membership during the year has not pro-

duced a particularly wide-spread and deep-

rooted interest, but some of those who are

striving for the awards are working with an
energy that is not appreciated by the outside

world.

Some of the competing clubs have at-

tached L. A. W. membership blanks to their

race-meet hangers, while others have placed

them in the programmes and distributed them
by the hundreds. In Philadelphia, two riders

are working tooth and nail for the prizes, and
between them have already forwarded nearly

3,000 applications. One of them has had

printed and is distributing some 10,000 cir-

culars, stating his case, and requesting those

addressed to favor him with their applications.

He has also written personal letters to nearly

all of the prominent men in the State; it was
these communications that added such men as

Governor Hastings and John Wanamaker to

the League lists. One of the more indus-

trious and persistent chaps was recently met
making a seat-to-seat canvass on a railroad

train, on which he was traveling; he secured

thirteen applicants by this means.

The keenness of the competition was also

responsible for something of a flutter in the

New York Division's dovecote in the Vander-
bilt building.

It seems that among the contestants is a

Rochester organization, which was apparent-

ly in high favor with the officials in the Van-
derbilt edifice; at any rate, it was found that

the Rochester people were apparently scour-

ing not only their immediate neighborhood,

but New York city, Brooklyn and the re-

motest corners of the State, as well. The
total to their credit was jumping upward at

an amazing rate each week until some busy-

body scented a mouse and lodged a com-
plaint.

Investigation proved, it is said, that some
one in Secretary-Treasurer Bull's office was
indiscriminately ordering all credit-unclaimed

applications placed in the Rochester column
regardless of their source of origin and not-

withstanding that other New York League
clubs were competing for the prizes.

Why Rochester was selected for such offi-

cial favoritism is not known, and whether or

not it was done by or with the assent of Mr.

Bull is not stated. But a halt has been called,

and all competitors will hereafter be given a

free field and no favor.

PERFECTLY PROPER PUNISHMENT.

At Providence, R. I., on Saturday, Frank
Gately, of Boston, made no effort to win in

one of the professional handicaps. His case

was reported to the Racing Board, and in ac-

cordance with the new rule, he has been sus-

pended by Member Dorntee from all road and
track races until August 4th. This is the first

step toward righting a growing evil, the sup-

pression of which has been urged by The
Wheel.
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And the Factory
Still running at its full capacity.

Don't look as though we have

cause to "quit."

We recognized the fact that neither fancy prices on good wheels nor low prices on poor wheels

could win in the race for trade. We, from the first, made a price based on the merits of reliable

material, honest workmanship, and attractive bicycles—a price that gave dealers good, substantial

profits. We've won the race—to-day we are the source of supply for the eleven largest dealers in this

country and England.

And guarantee every

wheel too.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WEIGHTS FOR 1898.

How They May Prove an Important Factor

in Fixing Guarantee and

Price.

One of the most radical changes in cycle

construction in '% and '97 models has been

the marked increase in the weight of wheels.

It has been a step in the right direction, and

has been for the good of riders, and also to

the advantage of the trade. In 1895 the dan-

ger line was reached and passed in the direc-

tion of light wheels. Then came the reac-

tion, and several pounds were added to '96

models, and as much more to those of '97.

The users of wheels gained, for they obtained

stronger, more rigid and better running

wheels. The maker gained, for he put out

more serviceable goods; such as would stand

up better, and give less trouble under his

guarantee.

But there are reasons to think that the thing-

has been overdone. The maker was given an

inch, and he took an ell. The dangerously

light wheel of '95 has come to be the unneces-

sarily heavy wheel of '97. So, before it is too

late, it is well to sound a note of warning

about weights for '98. Singularly enough,

there may be a connection between weights,

price and guarantee.

At the time of the advent of the safety the

weight of light roadster high wheels, fitted

with solid tires, had been reduced to about

thirty-five pounds, though the majority of

wheels in use weighed fully five to ten pounds

more. But the weight question was not

thought of in building the safety, and the first

machines scaled over sixty pounds. The first

"light roadster" safeties weighed about fifty

•pounds, and it required some five years' ex-

perience to get road wheels down to thirty

pounds. This was accomplished in 1893.

The advent of the wood rim, and the steadily

increasing demand for lighter wheels induced

the tire-makers to turn out lighter tires, and,

in '94, road wheels scaled twenty-five to

twenty-eight pounds; but road-racers, at sev-

eral pounds less, were largely used. The one

thing demanded for '95 was light weight. The
prevalent impression was that twenty pounds

was quite sufficient for a road wheel. Buyers

were not satisfied until wheels were placed

on the scales, and dealers were frequently

compelled to weigh half a dozen wheels so

that the purchaser might save a few ounces

by selecting the lightest one. A further sav-

ing was also sometimes effected by the pur-

chaser taking a tire he did not like, if it

weighed a trifle less than some other. Twenty-

one pounds was the limit that was insisted

upon strenuously, even l)y liig and heavy

riders who required twenty-six-inch frames.

Of course there could be but one result

when wheels were built to supply such un-

reasonable demands. The machines would

not be stiff, durable or satisfactory, and such

proved to be the case. Tubing as light as

twenty-four gauge was put into road wheels;

twenty-two gauge was used without reinforce-

ments; all parts were cut down to the last

ounce; racing saddles and tires were in de-

mand, and in every way the machine was

unfitted for the road. Such an extreme was

reached, and so much trouble ensued that the

weight question was dropped, and the makerb

made the necessary changes for '90. Then,

hearing almost nothing said on the sul)iect,

they went a step further, and added more

weight for '97, and have made the wheels of

the present season as heavy as those of the

vintage of '94.

The '97 catalogues, generally, when they

refer to weight, place twenty-three and four

pounds as the weights of machines, and road

racers are listed at about twenty-two pounds.

As a matter of fact, however, some of the best

high-grade wheels in the market, listed at

twenty-four pounds, weigh very close to thirty

pounds, and twenty-two-pound road racers

weigh twenty-five pounds.

This is wrong, because it is unnecessary.

Are we no better able to build bicycles than

we were in '94? It is true that the twenty-

eight-pound roadster of '97 is stronger than

There could not be a better time than the

present for the trade to make provision to

meet the demand for roadsters and light road-

sters. It is well-known that a revision of

prices is a necessity for '98. Along with it,

by all means, sweep away the useless, harm-
ful, troublesome, annoyance-breeding guaran-

tee. Let every wheel stand on its own bot-
tom, and not on a promise, that may not be
fraudulent, but which can easily t)e made so
by one party, and which is always taken ad-
vantage of by the other. It is, therefore, dis-

honest to both, and should not stand.

Sweep away the guarantee. Build good
wheels . at fair prices. List them at actual
weights. Provide roadsters of twenty-gauge
tubing much like the '97 models; but provide
light roadsters of twenty-two gauge tubing,

MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED YEARS OLD.

The wheel pump at Chestnut Hill, which should attract teetotalers at the National Meet.

was its '94 brother; but when the improve-

ments of the three intervening years are con-

sidered, what excuse is there for putting out

so heavy a machine, especially for light-weight

and expert riders?

The use of twenty-gauge tubing has been

very general this year; it has been of large

diameter and heavily reinforced. Tires are

larger, saddles heavier, and the machines for

'97 have been, for the most part, full road-

sters adapted to the use of 200-pound men.

Many makers have put out but one weight,

and it has been necessary to take this or noth-

ing. It ought to be possible for light and

expert riders to get wheels at twenty-three

pounds actual weight.

and lighter equipment throughout. These
should not exceed twenty-three pounds actual
weight, fully equipped, and they can be built

at that weight with perfect safety and the best
satisfaction.

The indications are that prices will be ma-
terially lower for '98. In such event, it is prob-
able that options will be restricted on regular
patterns, so that an additional charge will

be made for each change ordered. For light

roadsters and racers some further addition in

price would not be unreasonable. If prices
fall to a point near what the public demands,
the makers will be compelled to manufacture
more economically in many ways, and, at low
prices, wheels will have to be sold with uni-
form equipment. Extras will command an
extra price, and light roadsters and racers

will easily come under this classification.

A. Wayinn Syder.
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Mr. Maker of Bicycles:
* *

Are you looking forQUALITY
DON'T buy inferior tubing; it makes OR

your wheel cheap. If you "^®r||TANTITW
standard tubing as well as stand=V^^^^ ** ^ '^ *

X ard material in the construction of your wheels, can't

t you demand and secure a good price? In this day and
t generation it doesn't pay to make cheap goods—success

X is not reached by pursuing that course. Good goods at a

X fair margin of profit will win.

MAKE YOUR
PRODUCT OF SHELBY TUBING
Why? Because it's a standard article—^^e standard tubing.

Our new price list will be ready for distribution among
the trade early the coming month, and will be full of

valuable information. Write us when in the market.

The Shelby Steel Tube Company,
4- Eastern Office and Wareroom,

> 144 Chambers St., New York.

Main Office and Works,

SHELBY, OHIO.

Western Office and Wareroom,

135 Lake St., Chicago, Ills

t

I

Kindly mention The Wheel.>>»»

t

t
t
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ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN AND CASINO.

Adjoining the Willow Grove Track, where the National Championship will be held.

THEY MUST PAY FOR IT.

Many women seem to have gone daft over

cycling. They go into all sorts of excesses,

scorning the advice of the experienced. They
seem to think the day of reckoning, which is

inevitable, will never come to them. Many
women seem to think they have as much
strength and endurance as their husbands and

brothers, and can withstand the same physical

strains. They participate in century and

double century runs, for which they are in no-

wise fitted.

Every woman who rides a wheel should

understand that she can do so in moderation

only, and that if she attempts more she will

pay for it dearly. The penalties may not be

inflicted this year or next, but they are bound

to come. Then, not only her desire for cy-

cling will be gone, but her health as well.

THE FRIENDS IT HAS.

People of independent means are always at

liberty to do as they please, but ordinary

folks, to whom expense is a serious thing,

bless the bicycle. It gives them a carriage and

horses, makes vacation easy and delightful,

and opens up the country to the erstwhile

prisoners of city life. Moreover, the wheel

has been in a special sense a boon to women,
young and old. They are permitted by sen-

sible custom to ride where they choose, and

the gain in mental as well as physical health is

inestimable. Cycling fills them with a con-

sciousness of independence, of latitude, of in-

dividuality, which reacts on the mind and is

altogether broadening.

The man who imagines he has no equal in

cycling must lead a very lonely life.

CONVENIENT, BUT NOT CONVENTIONAL.

The bicycle is as yet comparatively new, as

is also the unaccustomed freedom which it

confers, particularly upon women. Evolu-
tion will do its work. It has already elimin-

ated the bloomer, which has not met with the

approval of man's instinct of modesty, ever

keen where the other sex is concerned.

Society, at first startled, then disposed to be

complacent, has finally turned against the

bloomer. It was as a garment convenient,
doubtless, but it was too frank, and for that
reason surely as unfeminine. Bold spirits,

caring more for comfort than fashion, will for
a while continue to wheel without the conceal-
ing skirt, but in the, end fashion will conquer.

It always does. The woman who holds out
against it is socially lost. Male souls, to
which damnation for sin is not a fiction, can
sympathize with woman's dread of this pun-
ishment.

ON THE OLD YORK ROAD.

How the Favorite Route to the Willow Grove Track is sprinkled.
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T»^ STRENQTM
AN ELEPHANT

y
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THAT OF
A HORSE.

'.f.
'

PIONEER

CARBON
"STEEL ^

TUBE -

BEST

CARBON
^ STEEL ^

TUBE

75000 POUNDS TO 53000 POUNDS
npHis superiority does not obtain in any other tube. It is true only of

the strongest brands of steel tube of special manipulation in the melt-

ing. Moreover, in a recipe for tube making the two most important

instructions are:

1st. Select the right composition and brand of steel.

That our selection of a steel composition, based as it was upon the greatest living- authorities, has been con-
firmed by general consent is shown by the number of our attempted imitators.

The Swedish O. H. brand we use is produced in a manner that makes it acknowledged to be at the top in strength
and toughness for a given corrposition. .50c. steel of this brand is about 10.000 to the square inch stronger than .50c.

steel of any other brand we have been able to find.

2n(]. Don't destroy that composition and spoil the steel making it into tube.

As can be seen from our catalogue, our tube making process involves no operation which can change . the original
composition of the steel or harm it in any way. No excessive; heating. No flame contact. No pickling.

Pope Tube Company^ Hartfordy Conn.
"PIONEERS" in Correct Composition.
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TRICKS THE TRACKSTERS TRY.

Not until one becomes intimately identified

with the race-meet promoting game does he

get an inkling of the ups and downs, the wily

tricks and the unpleasant side of the profes-

sional racing man's life. That is, the men
who are not top-notchers, but pay their own
expenses and depend on their winnings for

their livelihood, and figure as a rule among
the "also rans."

Since the manufacturers have left all but

the crackajacks to shift for themselves, some
of the men have lost every particle of sports-

manship that they ever did possess. Money
they must have, and how they get it is a ques-

tion that in no way bothers their conscience

as long as they steer clear of Chairman Mott

and his ax.

If a third-rater can find an out-of-the-way

meet where fair purses are offered he will

enter and endeavor to persuade his com-
panions that it is useless for them to ride at

the particular meet, because the entire "push"

will be there. It often occurs on a holiday

that a meet worthy of a good field of entries

is left with but two or three men with a repu-

tation on account of the conniving ot the riders

among themselves, while at some other meet*

a dozen good riders will come together, much
to the surprise and disgust of each other. The
desire to spread out and find a "soft snap,"

particularly on holidays, is now rampant, arid

it is bound to effect, more or less, the Na-

tional Circuit.

In the amateur line, too, the greed for gold

holds the upper hand with the riders of repu-

tation. The idea of paying entrance fees

strikes many of them, particularly those of

local fame, as being nothing less than an out-

rage. But few riders enclose money with their

entry blanks, and at the track the excuses

and explanations given in an endeavor to

avoid the fees are as numerous and varied as

the patches on a crazy ciuilt. Promoters who
strictly enforce the rule, "No entrance fee, no

number or admission to dressing-room," find

that other promoters are too lenient. In their

eagerness to have men of reputation appear,

no desire is shown to collect the fees, all ot

which tends to enlarge the rider's opinion of

his value as a drawing card, and makes him
arrogant with those who enforce the rules to

the letter.

As a whole, racing men are the grea!test

putters-off on the face of the earth. Not
until the date set for entries to close or a day

or two later do they bother their heads with

entering the meet at which they intend to

ride. Old hands at race-meet promoting know
the game, and are not surprised at the clos-

ing hour to find but a handful of entries, but

the iminitiated arc frightened out of a yea.' s

growth. As a rule two-thirds of all entries

received arrive from one to three days after

they are due, and it is ten to one that they are

not refused.

A trio of professional riders, who have been

following, the Southern circuit, reached New
York several days ago. Whether they rode

on the bumpers or walked they would not

gainsay, but it was evident thai: they had not

lined their pockets with Southern gold. They
entered at the first meet possible, .after their

arrival, and when they appeared fof their num-
bers, prior to donning their racing togs, they

were rather disconcerted when tiieir entrance

fees were demanded. "Well, I'll tell you,"

said the spokesman, somewhat sheepishly,

"we've had a hard' time getting up from the

South and haven't any money. If you'll let

us ride you can take the fees out of whatever

we win. If we don't get anything you can

hold our wheels until we raise the amount."

Fortunately one of the trio won a third, re-

lieving the promoters of the responsibility of

taking care of their machines.

Another rider—one who is known to fame,

and who, thanks to his speedy legs,

has amassed a good round sum this

season — paid his entrance fee in ad-

vance to a recent meet, which after-

wards brought on a spasm of retrenchment

and a feeling of sorrow. The fact that

he had paid the money beforehand evidently

kept him awake o' nights, for as soon as he

reached the track and found that there were

a few other speedy men present he approached

one of the promoters and requested the re-

turn of the money. '"You see," he said, "I'm
practically the star of your meet, being a

H. R. STEENSON. .

local man, and I don't think you should make
me pay."

After being politely informed that his money
was needed to help meet the contracted ex-

penses and could not be refunded he became
deeply offended. But, nevertheless,, he went

out and won two firsts, bagging two hundred

dollars, which soothed his injured feelings for

being so foolish as to pay in advance.

Of course, race promoters, as ever, are'

anxious to secure ,the presence of the "big

,guns" of the path. And, as usual, they are

willing to pay for it.

Under the new'L. A. W. rule, forbidding

the acceptance of a -bonus, the process of se-

curing the men is hot as easy as it once was.

"

But it is still far fro.m being particularly dif^-

cult. There is mo're than one way of killing

a cat, and while the Racing Board proposes

the promoter and the "manager," each in turn,

disposes.

In some cases "bonuses" are being offered

and accepted in open defiance of the rule. But
the craftier people guard themselves after a

fashion.

There's—well, never mind his name—for in-

stance. He's a big fish in the puddle, and, of

course, would not endanger himself by ac-

cepting cash in hand, or perhaps he wouldn't
do so under any circumstances, since he is

pretty much in the hands of a manager who
attends to such trifling details as "appearance
money." Of course, he is not to blame for

what the manager does, and can do nothing
if the latter suggests, when approached by race

promoters, that as Crackajack seldom, h ever,

rides without his team mate, Willie Ridephast,

or his other colleagues, the Green and Yellow
tajidem team, who are peerless as pacers,

the way to secure Crackajack's attendance is

to find engagements for his friends.

HE OWNS THE CHAIR.

One of the members of the L. A. W. Racing
Board, who did not come out of the West,
is in possession of a chair. He owns other

things, of course, but this particular narra-

tive has to do only with the chair. It is a very

fine chair.

Originally the chair was the property of a

racing man—a fast and fairly prominent rac-

ing man, so fast, indeed, that the Racing
Board member's suspicions had been aroused.

This gentleman had seen the chair and had
admired it, but when he considered that his

suspicions had matured into facts he felt im-

pelled to "do something." It was one of

those cases in which duty called.

Before acting he remarked his beliefs and in-

tentions to several people. Some of these

carried the tale to the racing man. Of course

the latter was agitated. He was booked to

ride within a day or two, and to have his ca-

reer suddenly checked would have been a se-

vere blow. He determined to avert it if possi-

ble. And he did. . He lost no time In visiting

the Racing Board man.

When his friends next saw him he was all

smiles.

"Well, how is it?" he was asked.

"It's all right," was the laconic reply.

"How 'd you fix it?"

"Oh! I fixed it."

"But how?"
The racing man was not disposed to give

further information, but being hard pressed

he finally jerked out:

"You remember that chair of mine that Dar-

nitt admired so much? Well, he owns the

chair."

SPOOL AS A SPILL PREVENTER.

An Englishman has patented a device in-

tended to prevent falls on the track, due to

the front wheel of a machine touching the

rear wheel of the rider in front. The inven-

tion consists of a roller fixed by stays to the

back wheel of the pacemaker's machine, this

' preventing the rider's front wheel colliding

with the wheel ahead. If the wheels come to-

gether, the roller prevents the reair rider from

losing his equilibrium.

SOME POSSIBLE LOSSES.

/'Does a girl lose caste by riding a bicycle?"

asks one of the yellow journalists. Not

necessarily, but she sometimes loses her com-

plexion, and not infrequently her balance and

ill health.
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THEN SHE FAINTED.

In the clays of old, before the introduction

of modern methods of transportation, when
women fair and knights without fear and with-

out reproach journeyed on ambling palfreys

and champing steeds, men were more given to

deeds of valor than they are in this day of the

trolley car and the sugar trust.

What modern hero has ever approached the

exploits of those doughty champions whose
deeds of vailor enliven the pages of ancient

chronicles, and whose cast-iron knickerbock-

ers and steel sweaters now ornament the

palace walls of our mill-

ionaires? None, it is

true, yet the coming
generation may surpass

the chivalrous actions of

its forefathers. And cy-

cling will be responsible

therefor.

For the bicycle,

though lacking many of

the poetic attributes that

centuries of song and

story have wreathed

about the horse, still

serves to stir men's

blood as did in ancient

days a prancing charger.

In fact, for downright

heroism of the kind that

makes the eye sparkle

and the heart beat high,

the wheelman of the fu-

ture will have no peer.

Who, for instance, has

ever read of a gallant

chieftain gasping out as

he lay dying on the

broken swords and cleft

shields of his fallen foes:

"Don't mind me; save

my warhorse?"

Yet something akin

to this is just what a

woman—and a little bit

of a woman, too—mur-

mured as kind hands

uplifted her from a dusty

street one day last week

—with the difference

that she said "wheel,"

not horse.

The actors in this

stirring, or rather mov-
ing drama of modern
heroism were a com-

mon, everyday, noisy

huckster and a nervous,

wabblesome wheel-

woman.. For once, be it

recorded, the man with

the horse really was in

nowise to blame for the

accident which hap-
pened. He was walking

beside his shambling

nag, busy the while crying the cheapness and

desirability of his wares. From the opposite

direction, clad in garments new and mounted

upon a wheel whose newness stuck out all

over it, came the heroine vainly trying to

occupy both sides of the street at one and the

same time.

The huckster, nothing knowing and nothing

fearing, continued the even tenor of his way

and uneven bass of his bawling incitations to

buy. Suddenly there came a crash. The

sorry nag stopped willingly, and from be-

neath the vehicle for which he supplied the

motive power was rescued the novice.

Her costume was the worse for the acci-

dent. A tiny bit of blood showed upon one

wrist and another trickled from her temple,

both merely slight abrasions, caused by con-

tact with the asphalt. As they helped her to

her feet and asked her if she was hurt, she

said: "Don't mind me; save my wheel."

And when later the druggist was deftly

cleaning the blood from the scratches pre-

paratory to hiding them with court-plaster.

Surely there could be no greater heroism

than this. Therefore, let all honor the bicycle

as a champion who is to lead them out of the

slough of modern pusillanimity into which

effeminate railway coaches and hansom cabs

have plunged them. Cycling will yet bring back

those brave old days when nations fought for

a pinch of snuff and wise men wrote sonnets

on their ladies' eyebrows.

i ? ? ? ?

A sparkling brooklet crossed the road,
Fringed with mossy rocks and clover;

But, undismayed, the ford was crossed—
What ferry brought her over?

she spoke again. "Is my wheel hurt?" she

asked. "I don't care about myself, but if my
bicycle is broken it will break my heart. I

just bought it this morning, and it took all

the money I have been able to save for a

year to pay for it."

The pain of her wounds, the mortification

of her fall and the ruination of her costume

she bore unflinchingly. Not until she beheld

the pride of her heart with broken forks and

damaged rims did she swoon.

DOES NOT GO BY FAVOR.

"Unless you have a large-sized accident

policy in a perfectly sound company, and a

desire to realize upon it,

don't be misled by er-

roneous information or

deceptive pictures into

trying to kiss a girl

while riding on a tan-

dem with her."

The speaker seemed
so positive about the

matter that those who
heard his advice accused

him of having tried the

experiment himself. At
first he denied this, and

tried to make his ac-

cusers believe that he

secured his information

"from a friend" of his,

but hard pressed, he

finally admitted he was

guilty.

"The first, last and

only time I tried it

there was the blankest

catastrophe on record.

We were going along

at a pretty fast gait and

struck a shady place,

where the light was ob-

structed by the foliage,

and the shadows lay

heavy and sombre. I had

made sufficient progress

with the damsel whom
I had honored with the

front seat to venttn-e

upon a delicate caress,

and as we struck the

shadows I leaned for-

ward, throwing my
weight upon the han-

dles and giving my
neck the necessary curve.

"She was naturally

somewhat startled and

dodged, giving the

wheel a wrench that

was fatal. In a moment
we were sprawling on
the Riverside Drive,

and when I gathered

her up and my battered

self she was the picture

of an intensely irate

damsel. What she said

to me was a plenty. Only a man who can ride

a bucking broncho in a cyclone ought to tackle

such a feat. In fact, I am not so sure that even

that sort of training would make a success of

the performance. Such matters, to be just as

they should be, require sufficient time for lin-

gering, and you can't linger very much in tan-

dem osculation."

Then the listeners had something at the

speaker's suggestion and expense, adjourn-

ment of the meeting following.
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FIGURING THE FOOT-POUNDS.

M. Bouny, a clever Frenchman, has been

investigating the amount of force exerted in

propelling a bicj'cle, and has gone at the

problem in a way familiar to mechanical en-

gineers, although, perhaps, a little obtuse to

people not accustomed to such investigations.

M. Bouny, the experimenter, obtained a rec-

ord of the amount of force by means of an

apparatus, which recorded automatically, like

a steam-engine indicator, or the more familiar

dynometer, of cycle-show fame, the pressure

exerted on a pedal during a complete revolu-

tion.

An examination of the diagrams showed in

the first place that there was no absolute dead

point such as occurs in a steam-engine, and

in the second place, there is always some
pressure on the up-stroke.

Consequently, it is necessary to subtract the

retarding influence of this back pressure in

ascertaining the total amount of work done

in propelling the wheel. The experiments

were made on wheels driven at speed ranging

from 10 to 21J miles an hour on a wooden
track. The results are expressed in foot-

pounds, a foot-pound being the amount of

work done in lifting a pound to a height of

one foot, and give the work done in a semi-

revolution and not a whole revolution of the

wheel. They follow:

Miles (hour) 10 10% 12.5 15 17.5 20 21%
Foot pounds 18.58 20.96 33.98 47.50 56.75 63.62 66.08

The interesting thing shown by these

figures, and one that will, perhaps, surprise

most riders, is that the pressure of the foot

against the pedals increases in a much greater

ratio than the speed of the wheel, being near-

ly 3i times as much at twenty miles an hour
as at ten miles.

WHAT THE DOCTOR WROTE.

A young lady wrote to a certain doctor—

a

doctor, by the way, who is something of a

wag, asking his advice as to bicycle riding.

As he was the family physician and an old

friend he took occasion to reply in this man-
ner:

Really, my dear young friend,

I cannot say you nay;

Do not, I pray you, ne'ertheless.

Expect to ride both night and day.

Bloomers adjure, or not, as you sec fit,

Utopia has not come, nor any part of it.

Therefore, if you must be rational, stick with

grit.

Do not ride right after eating,

Or you will surely see me often,

Nor heat the blood when thinly clad.

That's the way to set you coughin'.

Start from home
Clad in wool,

Or something quite as warm.

Ride not too fast.

Chase not the swift

—

Happy on your wheel, you'll meet no harm.

By reading the first letter of each line

downward, the reader will also notice some
more good advice that the doctor gave to the

young lady.

WOES OF A\ OLD-TIMER.

"Look her, Pluto," said Ixion, angrily,

"these bargain-counter bicycles are no good.

I traded that old wheel of mine for one of

those $13.47 ones, and here the ball-bearings

are lead!"

MACHINE-MOUNTED MOUZHIK.

It has come at last; the mouzhik has taken

to cycling! A go-ahead Russian villager of

the province of Vyatka is manufacturing bi-

cycles for the local markets. It is more than

probable that the anti-friction devices are con-

spicuous by their absence in his machines,

but, on the other hand, the price at which the

\'yatka' bicycles are sold is far below even

the moderate scale recently proclaimed by the

sapient daily press. A wheel for 7 to 10 rou-

bles, or about $5! Who would not be a

Vyatka villager?

The time can now be foreseen when, in-

stead of spending his holidays in over-copious

libations, the mouzhik will go touring or take

part in a bicycle race. What an advance

beyond comparatively recent times, when
Muscovite provincials regarded wheelmen in

the light of devils, to be met with weighty

missiles! It is, after all, the cycle which is

your true civilizer.

IN NOWISE ORIGINAL.

Possum up the gum-tree (/o^.)—"What a base imitator

man is
!

"

PAPA WAS JEALOUS.

"Hey there, Apollo," cried Jupiter, as the

charioteer of the sun came into supper after

doing all in his power to make good the threat

"there'll be a hot old time in town to-night,"

"you've got to let up on that confounded,

nonsensical scheme of yours of pulling the big

sun chariot around with a bicycle team."

"What's the row, anyway?" said young Ap-

ollo with a mouth full of pickled beets.

"Row! Row enough. Look down there at

the earth and see the way you are making

folks suffer with your infernal scorching.

Now, no back talk or back-pedaling, either;

you just leave that bicycle over in that cloud

shed to-morrow morning and hitch Dobbin

and the old gray to the chariot, you hear me?

I don't propose to burn up the earth just

because you want to beat the twelve-hour

record. If there is any scorching to be done

in these altitudes papa'll do it, Appy, dear,

by coasting down Mount Olympus."

ADJUSTING A WHEEL.

There comes a time when the veriest yap

recognizes the fact that the wheels do not

go round with their wonted smoothness. He
looks things over, and even his non-profes-

sional eye detects a decided side-play in, say,

the rear wheel.

Now if his noviceship will still closer ex-

amine the cones on which the back wheel

rotates, he will find that one side differs from

the other in that it has two flats on which a

wrench can be fitted. Unscrew the nut at

the end of the rear fork on that side, and

by easing the fork end you will be able to

screw up the adjusting cone until the bearing

is firm, though it is as well to leave a trifle

of play, as in .most machines the" screwing

up of the nut tightens the bearings.

After adjusting, spin the wheel gently, not

so much with the idea of seeing how it runs

as noting more particularly the way it stops.

If the wheel stops gradually, and is moved
back and forward by the weight of the valve

until rocked to sleep, as it were, with the

valve at the bottom, the adjustment is right;

but if it stops somewhat abruptly with the

valve anywhere but at the bottom, it is over-

adjusted, and too tight.

ON THE WAIST LINE.

Some of those know-it-alls, who are always

telling in print what they don't know, are

preaching of the lesson in sitting upright on

a wheel shown by women as compared to

men. These same preachers do not, however,

know, or, at least, they do not let others

know, that the real reason why ninety-nine

out of every hundred women do not lean over

like men in their riding is because that cor-

sets and tight lacing absolutely prohibit them
from so doing.

How tight-laced, stifif-stayed woman rides

-

at all is a mystery, but the number of tiny

waists confined by narrow glazed leather belts

that spin along the Boulevard and cycle paths

is appalling.

Of course, the woman who laces and rides

is killing herself, and, of course, to the trained

eye the awful pinch-in is obnoxious; yet, so

long as there are those to whose observation

the circumference of the waist alone appeals

as the figure, just so long the waist that is tiny

will have admirers, and just so long will there

be women on bicycles, as there are every-

where else, to bid for such admiration.

FAINT PRAISE.

Have you ever noticed the first thing a per-

son unacquainted with bicycles invariably

does upon inspecting a machine? He rings

the bell. What deep significance underlies

this action cannot be explained, but the fact

remains. Now, observe the expert as he

comes up to your new wheel.

He will lift it. "Humph, twenty-five

pounds; too heavy, old man." He then steps

back a few paces, folds his arms, and atten-

tively surveys the machine, with a knowing

smile. Shortly he spins the back wheel and

watches the chain.

"Geared to 72?" "No, 68." "Humph, too

low, ought to have 76, like mine. Steel bars,

I see. Nothing to beat the wooden ones I've

got on mine. Fearful position, old fellow.

Get that saddle put a bit forward. I don't

believe in those tires myself, nothing to beat

Doubsing's for safety and comfort, you know.

Still, it's a very decent machine at that."
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SOME SUBLIME IMPUDENCE

The drivers of New York, who are organ-

ized into the Horsemen's Assembl)', met Sun-
day to discuss the question of how to stop

the anests of drivers for colliding with wheel-

men and wheelwomen and wrecking wheels.

The Horsemen's Asscmblj' takes in the Lib-

erty Dawn Association of Coach Drivers, the

Private Coachmen's Union, the Ice Wagon
Drivers, the Express Wagon Drivers and the

Manure Cart Drivers.

The drivers ail declare that they are not

getting a scjuare deal from the magistrates or

the police when they run down or collide

with wheelmen. They assert that prejudice is

all against them, and that the bicyclists run

matters to suit themselves.

John F. Maher presided at the meeting.

After several drivers had told their tales of

woe it was decided that a committee should

be appointed to see the Mayor and the Po-
lice Commissioners and ask them to give the

drivers a show. Maher also brought the mat-

ter up at the meeting of the Central Labor
Union yesterday.

"If the matter is properly investigated," he

said, "it will be found that nearly all the

cases of reckless driving are where young-

fellows under eighteen years of age are em-
ployed. They cause the trouble when wheels

are wrecked, unless the wheelmen cause it

themselves."

Dealing with this delightful bit of truck-

driving whine, the "Evening Sun" took occa-

sion to remark editorially in this fashion:

"In this case chcrchez la hicyclette. The
truckmen contend that it is their inalienable

privilege to have the right of way on all the

avenues, streets and roads of ihe metropolis.

In the case of the pedestrian this has not been
seriously disputed. The man on foot dodges
the swinging pole, or if he fails, comes in for

r^eant sympathy. 'He ought to have looked
where he was going,' is all the comfort he

ever gets. But when the bicycle became pop-
ular, and the truckman began to show his dis-

approval of that means of locomotion, trou-

ble arose. The bicycle cops took to pursuing
trucks which had swerved to run over cy-

clists. ]\iagistrates, being themselves wheel-

men for the most part, had imposed severe

penalties upon the drivers. Hence the pro-

test which is to be made on Monday night.

"And so we have another 'labor question.'

Of course it wiil resolve itself into its proper

component parts. As only union members
will take part in the gathering, and as union-

ists, the protest will only deal with the rights

and exemptions of those who are members
in good standing. The meeting will not in-

sist that all truckmen are justified in knock-
ing down, riding over and annihilating all

those persons, male and female, who ride bi-

cycles. Not at all; it will only contend that

such a high privilege should be reserved for

those who belong to the Knights of Labor
and kindred organizations. The ordinary

common or garden truckman who ventures

on any such escapade doesn't count. If he

gives way to his natural inclination; if, seeing

a scorcher, he says, 'Here is a man with a

bicycle face, come, let us kill him,' and pro-

ceeds to do so, he is only aping the manners

of his betters. So, no doubt, the resolution

adopted will contain a passage making it clear

that the right to run down and maim is only
insisted on in certain clearly specified cases."

GREAT FOR GUM-CHEWERS.

The latest advertising "fake" to strike this

city, says the Ashtabula (Ohio) "News," is

the chewing-gum game. The makers of this

gum put a coupon bearing one letter of the

alphabet in each five-cent package of the

gum, and advertise that as soon as any one
gets the letters that make certain words they

will give him a present of a watch, bicycle or

something of that kind. L. H. Smith, the

teamster for a large wholesale grocer, is the

first lucky purchaser of this kmd of gum so

far, for he has succeeded in acquiring the let-

ters that make the words that entitled him to

any $100 bicycle in the market. He has more
than enough of the letters to win the bicycle,

and if he had one "k" would be entitled to $200

worth of diamonds. So intense is the inter-

est manifested by some of the gum-chewers
that one of the trolley car conductors is said

to have offered $25 for the letter "w," which

he needs to complete the word necessary to

win a prize. The w's, d's and e's seem to be

the scarce letters.

WHAT JONESPORT JOGS ON.

Jonesport, Me., has 2,000 inhabitants all

told, and it has no railroad; but the loss

thereof is not quite so great as might be since

Jonesport's citizens own 100 bicycles and

a tandem.

SURE OF ONE THING.

A Kansas editor feels called upon to state

the case thusly: "We are averse to believing

that the devil invented the bicycle, but we are

reasonably certain that he did invent scorch-

PRINTERS' INK * ^ \

NEVER YET MADE TUBING NOR •
NEVER WILL. WE RELY UPON ^ •

"PROJECTILE BRAND" |

BieveLE Tubing
To Advertise Itself.

IT IS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD
FOR STRENGTH, ELASTICITY, GAUGE
AND FINISH. MADE OF

HIGHEST GRADE SWEDISH STEEL.
AI30

FORK-SIDES, HANDLE-BARS,
ONE-PIECE FORK-SIDES, TAPERED TUBES,

REAR STAYS, SPECIAL SHAPES, Etc.

•
;
X

Tie Mlel States Projectile Co,
j

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Write for Prices. Kindly mention The Wheel.

•••••••••••••a••••••••

What It Does for the Rider. . .

.

Elvria. Ohio, July 21, 1897.

Ti{R Frost Gear Case Co., New York.
Gentlemen:—Yesterday I rode

from Cleveland to Elyria, 26J4
miles in one hour forty-five min-
utes in a very heavy rainstorm,
the water in the path being from
one inch to a foot deep. There
was also a very strong head wind,
so that I had to walk part of the
way. It took the limbs off the
trees in several places. My back
was covered with mud one-quar-
ter inch thick, but the chain pro-
tected by your gear case ran per-
fectly free, and needs no cleaning.
Your gear case does the busi-

ness. Yours resp'y,
(Signedl J. W. M. Wheeler,

.\'o. 17 West Street.

Send for Catalogue 6.

THE FROST GEAR CASE CO.,
253 Broadway, - - - New York,

The "M. & S." Toe Clip.

TyrE make Toe Clips too, and make them to

'' fit the foot—to fit any rat-trap or com-
bination pedal on the market—the light-

est, the most perfect ones. Will retain their

form. No superfluous metal to carry. No long

shank to wear your instep or corners to cramp
your toes. It is a

Toe Clip in reality

—

stamped, formed and
corrugated from one
piece of open-hearth

steel, polished and
nickel-plated.

Two sizes.

The M. & S. Mfg Co., 50 N. Clinton St., Chicago.

Sample Pair, 35c.

Also makers of " New Era" Adjustable
Pedals and Brackets.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.

WARMLY WELCOMED.

"By the way," said His Satanic Majesty,

glancing down the list, "what's become of that

shade who filled out the occupation clause on

his commitment blank as 'Trade press jollier

for a bicycle concern?' I seem to have lost

track of him."

"He's in the asbestos chamber, sire," the

private secretary humbly made reply.

"With the lattice work bottom?" queried

His Majesty.

"The same, sire."

"And the streams of burning oil are turned

on from the perforated walls and ceiling, eh?"

"Yes, sire."

Complacently His Satanic Majesty nodded

his head and pleasedly smiled.

"Well done," he murmured.

"We thought he ought to be," returned

the private secretary, softly, remembering the

flood-like idiocy of the culprit's jollies afore-

mentioned.

"Have the 'Morning Scorcher' make an

item to that effect," commanded His Majesty,

who, poor devil, had suffered from these

jollies, as had every other editor in his do-

minion and out of it. "Add a few lines to

the story complimentary of our improved fa-

cilities for dealing with such aggravated cases

as this. Say to the sub-editor that I desire

something in the nature of an interview with

this jollier—and he can head it," concluded

the Great Potentate, with the important air of

a man who has written head lines himself, "he

can head it 'The Right Man in the Right

Place.'
"

Saying which, His Satanic Editorship dic-

tated an order for a cargo of Vesuvius brim-

stone, and examined with lively interest a

patent fire-escape found on a crank inventor

who had arrived the previous evening from

Connecticut.

IN THE YEAR 1940.

Reporter (to Rev. Topical Talkee-Talker)

—Do you favor walking on Sunday?

Rev. Talkee-Talker—No, sir; emphatically

not!

"Not even walking to church?"

"No; I think that walking at any time is

bad. It is in danger of becoming a craze or

a fad, and all right-thinking people should

discourage such a practice by women and

young people, especially on the Sabbath day.

It tends to lead people away from church

and other good influences, and much harm
and viciousness is directly traceable to this

walking craze.

"No; as I have said, young man, let us

stick to our bicycles, especially on the Lord's

day. Our parents were content to go to

church on their bicycles, and what served

them so well ought to be good enough for

us."

WBAT ABOUT HIS BRAINS?

"Paw, what's meant by 'a person of san-

guine temperament?' "

"It means—a—a—well a man that thinks a

$19.87 bicycle is high-grade has a sanguine

—

a very sanguine temperament, my son."

HOW COULD THEY AGREE?

The Coroner's jury had been out a long
time. At length a faint knock was heard on
the door and the bailiff replied to it, and
asked the imprisoned jurymen if they were
ready to report. Slowly they filed into the

room, after replying in the affirmative. The
silence was so profound that one could hear
the doorstep.

"Have you reached a verdict, gentlemen,"
said the Coroner, solemnly.

"We have," answered the foreman in an im-

pressive tone.

"You will please read it," commanded the

Coroner, in the voice of one who is accus-

tomed to being obeyed.

"We find," read the foreman, "that the de-

ceased came to his death while riding a Get-

there bicycle. We further find that he un-

doubtedly would have been living to this day
had he ridden a Golively, Seeknofurther, Hot
Stuff, Rapid William, Mansease, Daily Cen-

tury, Hillclimber, Flybynight, Greengoods,

Snorker, Neverbreak or Rapid Transit wheel.

We concur in this verdict jointly as to death

and separately as to wheel that would have

preserved the deceased man's life."

"Are you agreed, gentlemen?" asked the

Coroner.

"We are," was the reply.

'"Verdict maintained as to death. Set aside

as to life's probability, amending clause to be

Fubstituted by this court of inquest stating that

deceased undoubtedly would have been alive

to-day if he had ridden a Flipflop wheel."

A scene of wild disorder followed while the

policeman, who rode a Mustang wheel,

clubbed everybody right and left without

mercy, and shouted gleefullj' as he scored a

fresh rap against a rival bicycle.

CHASING INFORMATION.

Apparently oblivious of the fact that he

was being pursued by a deteimined-looking

wheelman, the scorcher flew record-breaking

along the smooth and perfect road. His back

was cat-like in its archedness, his head, with

rubber-neck attachments, was thrust forward

and his legs moved rhythmically up and

down like the dasher in a double-action steam

churn.

With eyes fixed steadfastly upon the

scorcher, the pursuer tore along the road.

His teeth were clenched, his lips tightly

drawn, while a look of dogged resolution

overspread his hatchet-like, muscular face.

As the chase continued a number of other

riders fell in behind the pursuer and allowed

him to give them a sleigh-ride, as the racer

is wont to call unconscious pace-making.

Paying no attention to these hangers-on,

still faster rode the pursuer, never for a sin-

gle instant removing his eyes from the

scorcher ahead.

He began to lessen the distance between

them.

It was evident he was gaining.

Straining every nerve and muscle, he finally

overhauled the scorcher.

"Say!" he gasped, as he drew along side

of him. "What gear's that machine of

yours?"

SHE WAS A NOVICE.

'Where are you going, my cycle maid?"

But the girl on wheel nothing said;

She thought I intended to animadvert

On the way she wabbled. Of course, that hurt.

REVISED AND BROUGHT UP TO DATE.

"It is no longer good form to speak of a

swift steamer as 'an ocean greyhound'."

"No? What is the correct expression then?"

"An 'ocean scorcher."
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HE JUST HAD TO DO IT.

It was a great day in Rome. The shop-

keepers had sold out their market truck, and

with the jewel venders, the centurions, the

clerks of the police courts and the remainder

of the populace had gone over to the Colos-

seum to witness the bicycle races.

The Emperor was in his box, and the vestal

virgins occupied the front seats under the new
purple silk awning that Julius Caesar had im-

ported expressly from Tyre.

"Who races to-day?" said a tall Roman-
nosed youth.

"There's all the crackajacks from the coun-

try. They go in a free-for-all |5,00() diamond

purse, promoters to be disqualified if the dia-

monds won't raise $5,000 from any uncle in

the town. There's a time limit on the race,

and the pace will be made by the Roman Em-
pire State Express, for which a track has

been specially constructed about the amphi-

theatre."

"That ought to make good going, hadn't

it?" said the first Roman. "What's the odds?"

"Oh, almost any old thing."

After an hour's preliminary gladiatorial com-

bats, lion fights and similar amusements, the

big event of the afternoon was announced.

The Roman Empire State Express whistled

in, the conductor shouted "All aboard," to

Julius Caesar, Mark Antony and some of tht

other boys who were privileged passengers,

and the racers, casting aside their Turkis .

bath robes, lined up for the start.

A salvo of artillery was fired and the train

and racers leaped forward like young gazelles.

It was a glorious contest. The populace be-

came wrought up to such a pitch of excite-

ment that the roar of applause sounded over

on the Pincian Hill like the coming of a

cyclone, and Lucullus was surprised to see

his Kansas friends, who were visiting him,

run for the cellar. Young girls with bated

breaths grew white and faint, as first one

rider, then another plunged forward, while

the train rushed madly on, setting pace and

leaving a sa-eam ol sparks behind it that was

visible even in daylight.

At length the tape was neared. With a

final burst of -speed, racers, train and ail

plunged past the goal together.

"Dead heat, dead heat," yelled the populace

with a mighty voice.

Boni Dies, the referee, mounted the plat-

form in the centre and waved his han.ds to

quiet the tumultuous assemblage.

"Hear, hear the decision of the referee,"

shouted the crowd. Then there came one of

those ten-cent-novel calms over the thousands

present.

"I disqualify the whole lot," shouted the

referee.

"On what grounds," yelled Julius Caesar

from the rear end of the parlor car.

"Not one of them has declared that he

thinks Chairman Mottorious is the great-

est thing that ever happened," was the reply,

delivered in stentorian tones.

"Your point is well taken," the Emperor

hurled back, and at that the crowd bore the

struggling and happy Boni Dies away on

their shoulders. He also paid for the drinks

because he was popular.

THESE ST. SWITHIAN DAYS.

Little drops of water,

Little grains of sand,

Make the highways slippery,

And the cycler—land.

HISTORY CATALOGUED.

CIIArXER I.

It was four days before yesterday. A man
leaned back in his office chair reading a cata-

logue. Doubts and fears made furrows on

his bulging brow, and carking care came and

abided on his expressive face. The doubts

and fears had nothing else much to do at the

time. Besides, his bulging brow was a very

desirable location for a furrow. The man
continued to read the catalogue.

CHAPTER II.

It was three days before yesterday. The
same man sat in the same chair. He was
reading a catalogue, and trying to read thirty-

seven other catalogues at one and the same

time. His efforts consisted principally of a

large and able-bodied failure. No man can

do two things at once, except a straddle-bug,

and that isn't a man. Doubts and fears were

still furrowing, and carking care was carking

away at a great rate. The man continued to

read a catalogue.

"Humph!" said the man, in an underdone

undertone. No wonder it was not done and

an undertone, too, with all those catalogues

on top of it. That's the first intelligent word
that man had spoken since this story opened,

four days before yesterday. Some authors are

different from others. The man continued

to read a catalogue.

CHAPTER V.

It was yesterday. The letter-carrier con-

tinued to bring catalogues. The man and the

chair had disappeared entirely from the story.

In fact, they are two stories beneath the pile

of catalogues, which now number twenty-eight

hundred thousand. Let us get an X-ray and

look for the man. Ah! he is still reading a

catalogue.

CHAPTER VI.

It is to-day. To-day had to come. It was
only a question of time. A searching party

has iust brought the man out from under

those seven million catalogues. The man is

'* ?i r ^j

ON THE 'DUNDEE DRIVE"
SETWEEti PA&5AIC /"" PATen50J

CHAPTER III.

It was two days before yesterday. The
same man sat in the same chair. The chair

was not to blame. The man was reading a

catalogue, and 33,000 other catalogues were

piled up around him. Since the last chapter

the man had decided to read one catalogue

at a time. Otherwise he was still undecided.

Doubts and fears had furrowed until they

couldn't furrow any furrowier, and carking

care had carked itself into a state of absolute

uncarkability. Still the man continued to read

a catalogue.

still reading, but his mind is gone. No won-
der! He had no business to allow it to be-

come known that he was in the market to

pay list price for a high-grade bicycle.

CHAPTER VII.

Last and most important. The story of the

man and the catalogues is not the truth; it is

a space-filler.

(The end.)

CHAPTER IV.

It was day before yesterday. H^ow time

flies! The same man sat in the same chair,

but you wouldn't know it by looking in

through the office door. As a matter of fact,

you couldn't see the chair; ueitlier could you

see the man, and you have pretty good eye-

sight, too, haven't you? Four hundred thou-

sand catalogues were piled up in that office

and around the man. That's why you couldn't

see him. Now will you be angelic? The
man continued to read a catalogue.

JUST 0\E IDEA.

Wabbles, returning from a ride down the
Weehawken hill road, tired out, falls asleep
on the sofa. In a somnambulistic walk around
he strolls out the open window and lands
in the areaway, one story below. As they
gather him up he mutters: "Oh, dear, I

hope my wheel isn't broken." Then he lapsed
into unconsciousness and silence.

WHERE HIS SPURS ARE USELESS.

The services of "Buck" Taylor, the famous
cowboy, have been enlisted in the cycle ad-
vertising field, and attired in sombrero, red
shirt, top boots and all other accoutrements
of his former vocation, his massive frame
astride a bicycle may be seen any day on the
boulevards in and aroimd Philadelphia.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGENTS WANTEU IN AI,I. UNOCCUPIED
TEKRITORT. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE,
Offlc- and FHCtory : 189-191 W. Lamed «t. BiHiiuf ictured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

NEW PATENTS.

,586,931. BALL-BEARi;;o. Geokc-^ Wood, Newark, N. J., 5 36^611. BICYCLE. Francis W. Mallett, New Yort, N. Y., 586,fc>00. CYCLE-WHEEL Duane N. Gleason, Brooklyn, N. Y.

asslgDOr, by mesne assignment, of one-half to Annie Milne, same assignor to himself and Hulbert Brothers & Co., same place. Filed Filed Aug. U, 1896, Serial Ho. 602,391. (No model)

place. Filed Feb. 18, 1897. Serial No. 623,966. (No model) June 25, 1896. Sefial No. 596,8."i8. (No model.)

C/fli'm.— 1. The combination with a hub, of a roller-bearing at

each end, one member of on« of which bearings is movable, an axle

passing through said hub, and a rod fitted in said aJtle for adjusting

said movable ineuiber. substantially as described.

5 86,8-40. APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTORINO CYCLE-GEAR

CASES. Horace W. Dover, Northampton, England. Filed Feb. 2,

1897. Serial No 621,693. (No model.) __

^.^.
•""'

\

Cliiim.— 1. In a bicycle, n spur driving-wheel, a flexible thrust-

rod adapted to follow the curves in the inclosing frame members and

casings, held yieldingly with one end in the patfi of the spurs and

reciprocated by the passage of the latter, in combination w ith said

frame members and casings and with a clutch engaging the rear

wheel of the bicycle and operated by the reciprocatiousof said rod,

all substantially as herein specified.

5 86,639. BICYCLE-FRAMK. ANSEL F. TSMPIE, Muskegon, Mich.

Filed July 24, 1896. Serial No. 600,400. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination, in a cycle-wheel, of a metallic rini

provided with corrugated edges, a series of tire-retaining hooks, and

a series of lugs, both integral with said rim, a flexible tire attached

to said hooks, and an interior cover secured by said lugs, substan-

tially as and for the purposes described.

5 8 6,786. STBERINO-HEAD FOR VELOCIPEDES. JAMES 3

CoPELAND, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope Manubcturing Com

pany, same place and Portland, Me. Filed Apr. 23, 1895. Serial No.

546,844. (No model)

Ciaim.— l. The combination of a die-plate having an orifice

therein, and a rib extending around the orifice, a pressure-plate hay-

ing one face engaged with the rib of the die-plate and having a rib

on said face and projected toward the die-plate, and means movable

through the orifice in the die-plate, for drawing a plastic sheet be-

tween the pressure and die plates, and molding said sheet, substan-

tially as described ,

5 8 6 8 8 O BICYCLE OR OTHER VELOCIPEDE. Lee Sctbok,

Chicago, III Filed Oct 28, 1895. Serial No. 567,095. (No model)

Claim.— I. Asa new article of manufacture, a cranfc-shafl hanger

having a part comprising a barrel and a pair of hollow stubs project

Claim.— 1. The combination with a handle-bar holder compris-

ing a split ring to receive the handle-bar and an expansible shaft and

a tube to.which said holder is to be secured, of a bolt passing through

the free end of said ring and into the shaft and a nut to engage the

bok adapted to be drawn into the shaft to expand the same, substan-

tially as shown and described.

5 86,913. CHAIN-ADJUSTINO DEVICE. FREDERICK J. Osmond,

Moscley, England. Filed Dec. 1,1896. -Serial No. 614,091. (No model)

Patented In England Feb. 5, 1894, No. 2,520, and in France Nov 3,

1804, No. 242,597.

Claim.— I. The combination of a chain-suy fork constructed

with longitudinal, hollow ends, each angular in cross-section, and an-

Cliiim.— l The combination with a socket having projections on

its inner face, of an inserted hollow woodc n rod. a tapering screw-

plug introduced into said wooden rod, and a central rod engaging

said screw-pluK, substantially as described.

586 7 3 6 AIR-PUMP FOR PfTF.UMATIC TFRBS. CHABIES DISS,

Brooklyn N.' Y. Filed Dec. 7, 1398. Sorial No. 614,735. (No model)

ing therefrom, said barrel and stubs being made of a single piece of

sheet metal, bent to proper shape and having its margins brought

together in the plane in which the axes of said barrel and stubs lie.

in combination with a second part comprising a band that partly en-

circles the barrel aad crosses the meeting margins of the blank of.

which it is made, said part having, at the extreinitiee of said band.:

projecting tongues of curved .ihape in c -ess-section, and a third pan

having tongues of curved shape In cross-section whose margins are-

opposed to the margins of the tongues of the P^rt second aforesaid,

substantially as set fort.h.

^ula^ blocks movable in said hollow ends and provided with screw-

threaded sockets, with a wheel-spindle having screw-threaded ex-

tremities engaging the screw-threaded sockets of said angular blocks,

and means for adjusting said blocks longitudinally in the hollow an-

gular ends of the chain-stay fork,.substantially as describrJ

*=ifte 681 BICYCLE-HOLDER. George W. Douolas, San Pran-

olsc'o Cal Assignor to the Market Street Railway Company, same

'

FUed Feb. 19, 1897. Serial No. 624.106. (Ho model)

Claim.— I. The combination i» a pneumatic pump, of a cylinder

having end collars and valves on the exterior of such cylinder and

near the ends, a case surrounding the pump-cylinder and the collars

and forming an air-chamber between the case and pump-cylinder,

heads screwed upon the case and washers intervening between the

heads and the ends of the case and pump-cylinder, and inlet-valves

within the heads, substajitially as set forth.

Claim.— i. A bicycle-holder, consisting of a pair of separated

suspension-brackets, horizontally disposed and having, at their inner

ends, pivotal connections with their support, whereby they may be

swung in horizontal planes to extended and folded positions, a verti

cally-disposed hanger depending from each of said brackets, and

hooks on said hangers in position and adapted to engage the bicycle

by both wheels, to suspend it.
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586, 752. VALVE FOR nSB WITH PNEUMATIC TIRES, &c. 2 7,3 89. SPROCKET-WHE'SL CHAIN-8UARD. HaRKISON a KOUS- 586,624. ADJUSTOtO MEANS FOR CYCLE-CHAIHS. Besjamin

Charles Fnz Roy A. a Bagot, tondon, England FUed Feb. 17, 1896. ^kkh, Chicago; lU. Filed June 9, 1897. Serial No. 640,074 Term of 8. Robeets, Wlnson Qreen, and William Moeton. Birmingham, Eng-

Serlal No. 579,619. (No model) Patent 3t yeara. land. FUed Sept 10, 1896. Serial Ho. 605,399. (No modoL)

Claim,—A valve coDaisting of a socket-piece having a conical

surface on its inner end to form a valve-seat, and a valve proper com-
prising a didlc</' provided with a rim forming an undercut groove, a

stem provided with a flange d' and a flexible pad adapted to be

sprung into the undercut groove and under the flange d^, all- sub-

stantially as set forth.

58'6,3 80. MACHIHE FOR SHAPING WOOPEN RIM& OBABLES

H.CowDEEY,Fitchburg,Ma83. Filed Nov. 32, 1895. Serial No. 569,767,

(No model)

Cfui/n.—The design for a sprocket-wheel and driviug-chain guard

(r shield for bicycles, tubstantially a» herein shown and described. England. Filed Nov. 13, 1896

Claim.— 1. In combination, with the cycle-ftame, the sprocket

with its axle, the solid bearing-ring on the fniae, an expansible ring

within the same carrying the axle and having the split ends and the

hand-lever for spreading the expansible ring, said handle bean^ piv-

oted to the ring and having a portion fitting'between the split ends

of the same substantiallyea-^ described.

586,544. SPEED-IMDICATINO BELL. JOHN Cleicebib, London,

586,608. BICrCLB-PEOAL Ceables F. LuciSTEB, Petosk^,
Mich. FUed Oct 21, 189& Serial Na 6D9,58a (No model)

CTaim.—The crank 1, comprising the integral end 2 having cir- c'towt— 1. In combination with the driving mechanism aspindle
cular onfice 2 and mtomal annuUr irroove 9. in combination with the a spindle-supporting bracketsecured on the wheel-hub an amsecured
u!!"°!l''!'i*'_?*.P'^*i^ ''*7'?! I'^^J

*"'"''"*'*
^?^ * '!!"'*'? '.'? ""' ^»<=.^«' *"'' supporting a gong or bell, arms pivoted on the spin-Ctmm.-\. In an apparatus tor turnmg the iiMier circumference bearing-face 8 and screw-threaded hub 10 having radial slot 15, and die and adapted when rotated thereby to'swins uo into the cavitv

of wheel-rims, Ac, a vertical U-shaped guide-frame provided with the internally-threaded ring 12 having beveled bearing-face 13 and of the bell, and hammers free to swing on the outer ends of thes«
three or more guide-plates extending radially therefrom at pomts a series of radial slots 16, the waeher 17 having radial arm 18, and »rms, and non-adjustable gearing normally made to cause the ban."
substantially equidistant about a circle and having their outer sup- means substantially as set forth, for securing said washer in place to mers to ring the bell only when the requisite or prescribed soeed
.uortiiie-Surfaces lying in the same vertical plane lock the ring to the hub. as and for the purpose set forth. shall hnv-- hcen attriined all substantially as set forth

I

SUMMARY OF PATENTS.
586,591. Bicycle Attachment. Walter C. Burbank,

New York, N. Y. Filed May 8, 1896. Serial No.

590,792. (No model.)

586,596. Bicycle. Ezra Dederick, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed December 4, 1896. Serial No. 614,464. (No

model.)

586,600. Cycle-Wheel. Duane N. Gleason, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed August 11, 1896. Serial No. 602,391.

(No model.)

586,608. Bicycle-Pedal. Charles F. Lancaster, Pe-

toskey, Mich. Filed October 21, 1896. Serial No. 609,-

580. (No model.)

586,611. Bicycle. Francis W. Mallett, New York,

N. Y., assignor to himself and Hulbert Brothers &
Co., same place. Filed June 25, 1896. Serial No. 596,-

838. (No model.)

586,619. Bicycle Support. John E. Norelius, EI

Campo, Tex. Filed May 15, 1896. Serial No. 591,326.

(No model.)

586,624. Adjusting Means for Cycle-Chains. B.enja-

min S. Roberts, Winson Green and William Morton,

Birmingham, England. Filed September 10, 1896.

Serial No. 605,399. (No model.)

586,629. Pedal Bicycle-Support. William J. Simonis,

Carey, Ohio. Filed May 19, 1896. Serial No. 592,173.

(No model.)

586,639. Bicycle-Frame. Ansel F. Temple, Muske-

gon, Mich. Filed July 24, 1896. Serial No. 600,400.

(No model.)

586,678. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. John G. Walsh,

New York, N. Y. Filed August 4, 1896. Serial No.

601,634. (No model.)

586,681. Bicycle-Holder. George W. Douglas, San

Francisco, Cal., assignor to the Market Street Rail-

way Company, same place. Filed February 19, 1897.

Serial No. 624,106. (No model.)

586,736. Air-Pump for Pneumatic Tires. Charles

Diss, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed December 7, 1896. Serial

No. 614,735. (No model.)

586,741. Stand for Bicycles. George B. La Barre

and Clement V. Hill, Tremont, N. J. Filed July 9,

1S96. Serial No. 598,583. (No model.)

586,752. Valve for Use with Pneumatic Tires, etc.

Charles Fitz Roy, A. H. Bagot, London, England.

Filed February 17, 1896. Serial No. 579,619. (No
model.)

586,764. Tire. Francis J. Freese, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor of one-half to John Augustine Rafter, Montreal,

Canada. Filed October 10, 1895. Serial No. 565,282.

(No model.)

586,765. Means for Securing Tires to Vehicle

Wheels. Albert B. Friedrich and David O. Eustice,

Livingston, Wis. Filed October 23, 1895. Serial No.

566,609. (No model.)

586,786. Steering-Head for Velocipedes. James S.

Copeland, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Pope
Manufacturing Company, same place and Portland,

Me. Filed April 23, 1895. Serial No. 546,844. (No
model.)

586,817. Bicycle-Support. William Hayball, Jr., De-

troit, Mich. Filed March 6, 1896. Serial No. 582,089.

(No model.)

586,820. Leak-Stopper for Pneumatic Tires. Percy

E. Matthes, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 17, 1896.

Serial No. 599,526. (No model.)

586,830. Bicycle Handle or Grip. George W. Will-

iams, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed August 1, 1896. Serial

No. 601,300. (No model.)

586,840. Apparatus for Manufacturing Cycle-Gear

Cases. Horace W. Dover, Northampton, England.

Filed February 2, 1897. Serial No. 621,693. (No
model.)

586,851. Water-Bicycle. Charles L. Knepper, Toc-

sin, Ind. Filed December 10, 1896. Serial No. 615,178.

(No model.)

586,853. Device for Drawing Air-Tubes into Tire

Casings. Harry S. Lewis, Chicago, 111., assignor to

the Morgan & Wright Co., same place.

586,880. Bicycle or other Velocipede. Lee Sturges,

Chicago, 111. Filed October 28, 1895. Serial No. 567,095.

(No model.)

586,897. Attachment for Bicycle Handles. James
Godfrey, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed August 21, 1896. Serial

No. 603,478. (No model.)

586,902. Folding Bicycle Support. Henry H.
Hunter, Berkley Springs, W. Va., and Edward G.

Pendleton, Washington, D. C. Filed February 20,

1897. Serial No. 624,373. (No model.)

586,926. Process of Rendering Textile Pneumatic

Tires Puncture Proof. Lee H. Stodder, New York,

N. Y. Filed October 28, 1896. Serial No. 610,318.

(No specimens.)

586,954. Bicycle Bell. Harold G. Martin, Provi-

dence, R. I. Filed December 17, 1596. Serial No.

616,084. (No model.)

586,420. Bicycle-Alarm. William E. Crump, Sealy,

Tex., assignor of one-half to John T. J. Martin, same
place. Filed July 21, 1896. Serial No. 600,036. (No
model.)

586,438. Mechanism for Joining Sections of Cycle

Tubes. John G. Inshaw, Birmingham, England.

Filed November 24, 1896. Serial No. 613,324. (No
model.)

586,443. Mechanical Motor fer Bicycles or Other
Purposes. Charles P. Labatt, Los Angeles, Cal.

Filed July 28, 1896. Serial No. 600,752. (No model.)

586,468. Adjustable Detachable Bicycle-Handle.

Mounteney Wallis, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Novem-
ber 20, 1895. Serial No. 569,515. (No model.)

586,472. Drive-Chain for Cycles. Alfred Appleby,
Birmingham, England. Filed November 21, 1896.

Serial No. 613,005. (No model.)

586.493. Handle-Bar for Velocipedes. Bohn C.

Hicks, Chicago, 111. Fried June 6, 1896. Serial No.
594,502. (No model.)

586.494. Velocipede. Bohn C. Hicks, Chicago, 111.

Filed October 26, 1896. Serial No. 610,114. (No model.)

586.506. Bicycle Rack or Holder. Samuel B. Mench,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Joseph T. Pearson,

same place. Filed September 5, 1896. Serial No. 604,-

945. (No model.)

586.507. Cycle-Lamp Socket. Charles A. Miller and
Frederick J. Miller, Birmingham, England. Filed

February 13, 1897. Serial No. 623,263. (No model.)

Patented in England December 2, 1896, No. 27,380.

586,509. Cycle-Tire. James McConechy, Glasgow,
Scotland. Filed August 1, 1896. Serial No. 601,336.

(No model.) Patented in England April 18, 1896,

No. 8,199.

586,534. \'alve for Bicycles etc. Edward F. Pickett,

Buffalo, N. Y. Filed December, 1896. Serial No.
615,564. (No model.)

TRADE-MARKS.
27,359. Bicycle-Seat Support. Lansing Onderdonk,

Winthrop, Mass. Filed June 3, 1897. Serial No. 639,-

355. Term of patent 7 years.

30,427. Bicycle Chains. Gebruder, Bohler & Co.,

Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Filed December 15, 1896.

The outline of a star having six rays or points. Used
since March, 1894.

MACHINE-MADE CAPTURES.

No more he with his quiver stands

And aims his cruel darts.

For Love upon a cycle

Now chases human hearts.

And all the romance of the past

In darkest gloom departs

When Love bestrides a cycle

And chases human hearts.
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WHY AMEUICANS LEAU.

At a little informal dinner given to Charles

Davis, president of the Davis & Egan Ma-
chine Tool Company, at the Queen City Club

of Cincinnati, in honor of Mr. Davis's return

from an extended tour abroad. Mr. Davis

told the following reasons for the American

workingman's superiority over the foreign

one:

"I remember," he said, "in former times,

when I used to stay at home all the time, and

thought 1 knew it all, I used to talk much
about a tariff as a protection to American

labor. The only protection to the- American

workingman is his brains and intelligence

—

nothing more or less. American superintend-

ents, foremen and workmen are all through

Europe getting 5U per cent more than they re-

ceived here. You cannot legislate brains into

a man or out of him.

"We are sending a couple of men from our

works next week who will receive in Germany
as a starter $24 per week as against $15 here.

"The people of the United States will never

learn the industrial situation of Europe by

rushing up the Alps and down the Rhine.

The only way is to dig right down into the

locomotive works, gun works and machine

shops.

"Watch the men at their work, get the ex-

pression of their eyes, that have been called

'the windows of the soul.' \ oa will see them

dull and listless. The workman looks through

the glass door at the end of the shop and sees

probably the proprietor; there only because

he is the son of his father.

"He says to himself: 'It is almost impos-

sible that I can ever be in there.' Then de-

spair seizes upon his heart and he plods on,

like the galley slave, chained to his task.

"Not so with the workman in the United

States. He looks through the glass door

at the end of the shop and sees tiie proprietor

there busy with his plans. He says: 'Very

w.ell, my friend, it was only a short time back

that you were out here in the shop where I

am now. Some day I will be where you are.'

Then the star of hope rises high in his sight.

He puts his lathe on a faster speed and the

chips fly. The proprietor, seeing his work,

makes him a foreman, then superintendent

and then a partner.

"A man like this needs no protection. Like

Monte Cristo, 'The world is his.'
"

He concluded an extremely interesting ad-

dress with the following prediction: "Gentle-

men, if the manufacturers of the United States

will exert the energy that is latent in them,

and Congress reinforce our efforts with wise

and beneficent laws, I predict that in a few

short years we will, in a commercial sense,

overrun Europe as, in a warlike sense, did

the Goths and Visigoths of olden times."

BUYING A GOOD THING.

It is a duty of every man in the cycle trade

who can do a thing well, who makes a good

thing, who sells a good thing, to tell people

about it. The people can afford to pay the

expense of being told. The maker and dealer

can afford to make the investment which may
be necessary to inaugurate a systematic meth-

od of telling. In other words, any maker
of a good thing, and any dealer in a line of

cycling good things, should consider the in-

vestment in advertising in this light. It is

simply buying public favor. A business man
buys what he wants.

IN RE FOREIGN CATALOGUES.

Writing from Germany of the difficulty

Americans experience in their new-born ef-

forts to secure and retain- foreign trade, a cor-

respondent of the "American Machinist" has

this to say regarding catalogues of American
goods intended for circulation abroad, and
purporting to be in the language of the coun-

try they are to be circulated in:

"In France, and here as well, I have made
some little investigation of the matter of

translations of trade catalogues, pamphlets,

etc., into French and German, and find there

is much more to the matter than would ap-

pear at first sight.

"We all know, of course, that in technical

literature a literal translation is seldom possi-

ble, but there have been, to say nothing of

poorly translated matter caused by ignorance,

too many attempts' to translate as nearly lit-

erally as possible, and the results have been,

in many cases, simply ridiculous, and there

are in Berlin to-day German translations of

American catalogues which simply make a

German engineer shake with laughter every

time he glances through them. They are

worse than useless for their intended pur-

pose.

"My conclusion is that, when a translation

of such matter is to be made it may, if we
choose, be first made by an educated trans-

lator, but afterward, and before going to the

printer, should, by all means, pass through

the hands of some one who not only knows
German thoroughly, but also, understands

the technicalities of the subject treated; knows
how to transform our American technical

terms into their equivalent German ones, and,

above all, knows what it is advisable to say

and what not to say to German readers.

"The really best plan is for a qualified man
living here, to first study a given machine,

then throw aside the English description of

it and write an original one in German, and

the same remarks apply with equal force to

French translations."

SOME VERY ARMSTRONG COFFEE.

Samuel Coffee, of Paulson, Armstrong

County, Pa., in in jail on charges of illegal

liquor selling. Mr. Coffee ran the original

bicycle speak-easy. He purchased a '!)7 model

bicycle and carted his stock in trade about on

his wheel. When he met a party of men they

all drank from the same canteen, which was

fastened securely to the frame of his wheel.

He was supplied with a large bottle full of big

sugar pills. These pills he retailed at 20

cents each. He called himself a doctor, and

gave each of his patients a drink from his tin

can to wash the pill dow'i. He is said to

have had the largest and most lucrative medi-

cal practice in Armstrong County.

THAT IS DIFFERENT.

Your manufacturer says this is not the sea-

son for advertising. But when his wheel or

tire wins an important race, or an announce-

ment is to be made, a couple of hundred dol-

lars are promptly expended in spread-eagle

advertisements in the daily papers, nearly all

of which have been doing their utmost to in-

jure or tear down the cycle industry. The
cycle journals, which conserve the trade, are

also advised and expected to make mention

of the occurrences, not via the advertising

route, however, but in the gratuitous "trade

note" column. Is it fair play?

NOT ALL GONE YET.

It seems a far cry now, back to less than

twenty-four months ago, when everybody and
nobodies, too, were considering the matter of

going into the business. of manufacturing bi-

cycles. Furniture factories, carriage-makers,

tinshops, and even boiler-works were "en-

larging their plants," with the idea of making
a C(uick fortune.

The result of this was all foreseen at the

time by conservative men, and the failures

have not been surprising. Even a child

can understand why people with no ex-

perience in cycle manufacture should fail to

hold public patronage for any length of time

after their "machines" had been placed on
the market. It did not take the riders long to

discover that point, nor the still more un-

pleasant one, that neither enamel nor nickel

makes a durable or easy running wheel.

The result has been to drive a lot of cheap

mechanics into some other business, or into

bankruptcy, and the public has been the

loser, except where these cheap machines had

induced their purchasers to take up cycling

and a better mount. The lesson that a good
builder of a tip-cart was spoiled in attempting

to construct as delicate a piece of machinery

as a bicycle should not be lost.

SOAP AND CYCLE SENSE.

The cycle manufacturer who thinks his

wares, or himself, arc either or both so well

known as to no longer need continued and

continuous advertising, might find food for

reflection in this:

The Pears Soap Company of England has

depended mainly upon advertising as a means
of winning success. It was stated in the

prospectus of the company in 1891 that more
than a half million dollars were spent in this

direction in that year. The officers of the

company expressed the opinion, however,

that the soap was then so universally known
that a maximum outlay of about $400,000 was

as much as would in the future be required.

The policy indicated seems to have been

carried out in late years, though the result is

described as not satisfactory, and as a proof

of this advertising is to be resumed upon

$650,000 per annum basis, to regain the

ground lost on a $400,000 one. If this be the

experience of a thing so well and widely

known as Pears soap, what would be the ef-

fect of a similar policy with a bicycle?

"Out tf Sight

"

Trouaer
Guards

are all they seem. Perfect
in looks, in action, in com-
fort. Natural position, a-

wheel or afoot. Liberal terms to agents and the trade.
Send 35 cts. for a pair to

"OUT OF SIGHT" TROUSER GUARD CO.. Fall River. Mass.

DIXON'S

BRAZING GRAPHITE.
A pure, flour graphite that abso-

lutely prevents the sticking of the brass

to the tubing. It is not affected by
the greatest heat. It saves time and
money, as little if any filing is nec-

essary. Send for sainple.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

NEW
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CHANCE FOR CREDITORS.

How They May Obtain Some Returns for the

Trust Reposed in the Worcester

Company.

Twenty-six men, attorneys and principals,

were g^tliered in the state apartments at the

Waldorf on Monday. They remained there

from 10 o'clock until 2. They went there at

the dictates of the greatest of all potentates

—

moneyv their business being the discussion of

the Worcester Cycle Company's affairs.

Frank Sullivan Smith, Mr. Weidenfeld's

personal counsel, who has been appointed re-

ceiver, was blandly and cleverly pleasant. He
was made chairman of the meeting and a

stenographer was made secretary. YVeiden-

feld is the man who promoted the Worcester

Company.
The report of the receiver, published in de-

tail below, shows a deficit of $206,44!}.27. The
receiver also reported that there were on

hand about 4,400 bicycles, in different stages

of completion, which could be completed at

a further cost of $6.65 each He recom-

mended that the business be continued.

The chief development of the meeting was

that the bondholders were not desirous of

closing on the assets of the company, thus

giving the creditors a chance, in case the bus-

iness is- resumed, and, after a half hour's dis-

cussion, the following men were nominated

and elected as a creditor's committee: C. C.

Goodrich, of Hartford, who represented the

Connecticut creditors; Mr. Smith, who rep-

resented the H. A. Matthews Manufacturing

Company; L. Thornberg, representing the

Shelby Steel Tube Company; Mr. Sanborn,

representing the New Brunswick Rubber

Company, and J. J. Prial, of the F. P. Prial

Company. This committee spent the after-

noon with the receiver, who will submit to

them the following proposition: The bond-

holders will agree not to close on the assets

of the company, and will agree to waive all

interest on the bonds for a rea:5onable period,

and will give the creditors the use of the fac-

tory without any rent for the purpose of car-

rying on the business and finishing up the

4,400 wheels on hand and probably carrying

on the business indefinitely if the conditions

warrant it. In their turn the creditors agree

to advance 10 per cent of their claims in cash

in order to carry on the business. This ad-

vance will be secured and guaranteed, and all

the profits made on the 4,400 wheels will be

divided, share and share alike, among the

creditors.

The committee representing the creditors

will recommend that the creditors advance

the money asked to carry on the business, the

committee, of course, agreeing to act as ad-

visory board to the receiver.

The schedule of assets and liabilities will

repay careful study. The failure is undoubt-

edly a bad one. Outside of the real estate'

plant there are few vital assets. These are

the receiver's figures:

ASSETS.
Worcester plant.—Factory, plant and land on which

the same is situated, including machinery, $194,400.93;

finished stock, .^,078.03; stock in process, $3,883.99;

raw material, $1,383.09; merchandise, $2,904.89; sup-
plies, $404.27.

Total $209,055.20

Middletown plant.—Factory, plant and grounds,
.$105,000; finished stock, $36,,506.24; stock in process,

$41,005.79; additional machinery, tools, supplies, sun-

dries, $63,517.93.

Total $246,029.96

Assets of New York stores, $10,098.35.

Accounts receivable, $58,675.37.

Total assets . " $523,858.88

LIABILITIES.
Real estate mortgage on plant at Worcester, in-

cluding interest, .$84,050; real estate mortgage on plant
at Middletown, $85,000; outstanding bonds and unpaid
coupons thereto belonging, secured by mortgage to

Central Trust Company of New York, $329,600; bills

payable, .$121,891.52; accounts payable, $94,931.60; taxes
due, $4,935.03; pay-rolls in default, $9,900.

Total liabilities $730,308.15

Apparent deficit $206,449.27

SUING FOR THEIR NOTES.

Grand Rapids, Mich., July 31.—The World
Manufacturing Company, of New York City,

has commenced proceedings in the Circuit

Court against the Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle

Company, of this city, to recover $8,000 on a

contract which it is alleged the Grand Rapids

firm has not fulfilled.

The bill of complaint relates that the World
Manufacturing Company entered into a con-

tract with the Hamilton-Kenwood Company
by which the latter agreed to furnish 500

wheels, and that afterward, on representations

made by the bicycle manufacturers that the

wheels were ready, the New York firm gave

in paymefit for them commercial paper to the

amount of $18,000. The complainants de-

clare that they received but 250 of the wheels,

one-half of the number ordered, and that they

have therefore never had any consideration

for $8,000 of the paper they gave to the Ham-
ilton-Kenwood people, who decline, however,

to surrender it. They now appeal to the

courts, asking that the bicycle firm be

compelled to give up $8,000 worth of the

paper and cancel that which has already been

discounted at the National City Bank, whose
cashier, J. Frederic Baars, is made a defend-

ant in the case, because he is also interested

in the Hamilton-Kenwood Company. This

$8,000 in paper is not yet due, and the World
Manufacturing Company asks that .it shall be

surrendered and canceled, and the bank- se-

cured for that amount in the first class of

creditors in the mortgage given by the Ham-
ilton-Kenwood Company to Mr. Baars as

trustee a little over a month ago.

WHAT AN AWAKENING!

Englishmen Contract for American Saddles and

Rims, Also for American Workmen and

Machinery.

Evidently some one in England believes

that the mother country has something to

learn from its matured but lively offspring, and

it is easy guessing that the some one's name
is Du Cros.

Although the evidence of the belief has

been traveling the country over for nearly

a month past, few have been aware of it, and

when the knowledge becomes general through

this item in The Wheel, the evidence

—

Charles Sangster—will be on the billowy

deep en route home.

Mr. Sangster is the general manager of the

Components Tube Company, of Birmingham,

England, of which Harvey Du Cros, Jr., is

president—the same Du Cros who spent two

years in this country as the head of the

American Dunlop Tire Company. The mak-

ing of tubing is not its sole mission, how-

ever, for when Mr. Sangster departed on

Wednesday he had left orders for a full drop-

forging plant and other American machinery,

and had also arranged to job and push in

England the Garford and Hunt saddles and

the Kundtz wood rims. Not only the goods

and much machinery were contracted for, but

.\merican tool makers and other skilled op-

eratives have been engaged to go to England

to do things exactly as they are done in

America. A high-priced American factory

superintendent and manager to oversee the

operations was also negotiated with, and

while he has not been definitely engaged, the

chances are that he will be.

FROM GREENFIELD TO ROACHDALE.

Undismayed by misfortune, J. B. Tucker
has, since the destruction of the Greencastle

Manufacturing Company by fire, been hard

at work. As a result, the Tucker Bicycle

Woodwork Company, of Roachdale, Ind., is

in being, the town giving a handsome bonus

to secure the enterprise. Mr. Tucker states

that the buildings, as well as the placing of

the necessary machinery, will be complete by

September 1st, and that he will then be in

a better position than ever before to supply

his many friends in the trade with high-grade

bicycle woodwork of all kinds. Mr. Tucker

takes with him from the defunct Greencastle

Manufacturing Company all of the skilled

labor, and can safely assure his trade that

the new product will, in every way, equal

the high class of goods for w;hich he has

striven to make his name synonymous.
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HIS SUFFERING ENDED.

"N£d" Wilcox, One of the Cycle Trade's

Own, Passes Over to the Silent

Majority.

After years of patient suffering, E. H. Wil-

cox
—"Ned" Wilcox—has passed to everlast-

ing rest. He died at Kokomo, Ind., on Sun-

day last, and was buried on Tuesday at El-

gin, 111.

While his many friends in the cycle trade

were not unprepared for the sad news, it will,

nevertheless, cause many acute pangs of re-

gret.

Mr. Wilcox had been so long and so in-

timately identified with the cycle trade that

he had become a part of it. He was the

original cycle traveler and one of the first

"missionaries." In the early '80s he went on

the road in the interest of Gormully & Jef-

fery and roamed the country over. Much of

his time was spent in the South, and after

awhile he established himself in the cycle bus-

iness in Memphis, Tenn. He worked, he

wrote, he raced and he talked cycling as only

an enthusiastic believer could, but the busi-

ness proved unprofitable and Wilcox was

forced to the wall.

He was even then in poor health, the seat

of his trouble having been laid in his younger

days when he was cowboying in Texas,

Mexico and the adjacent country, and, after

his failure, he returned to his farm in Genoa,

111., to recuperate.

He could not keep out of the cycle business,

however, and when the Stover Bicycle Co.

was formed at Freeport, 111., he was called to

direct its affairs, which he did ably. He left

the Stover people to go with the Ariel Cycle

Mfg. Co., at Elkhart, Ind. He piloted that

concern through its infancy, but his health

again necessitated retirement and rest. Two
years ago he was engaged by the Iver John-

son Arms and Cycle Works, at Fitchburg,

Mass., and came East to live. He often ex-

pressed his satisfaction at being at last in a

position where he was unhampered and could

make his worth apparent. He made himself

of great value to the Fitchburg concern, and

when, three months ago, ill health again in-

capacitated him and forced him back to his

farm, the regret at parting was mutual. Al-

though on the verge of nervous prostration

last fall, he remained at his post and, when he

surrendered, the spark of vitality was low.

Four weeks ago he was removed from Genoa

to Kokomo to undergo an operation for fis-

tula—the result of his early life ahorse in the

cowboy territory—at the hands of his uncle,

a physician. But he was then too far gone

to permit of it, and on Sunday the poor fellow

breathed his last, leaving a wife and one son.

Fulsome postmortem eulogies are so usual

that they seldom stand for much, but "Ned"

Wilcox truly deserves all that may be said or

written about him. Honest as the day is long,

capable and trustworthy in whatever he un-

dertook, conscientious, brainy and sincere',

and with a big, warm heart and a readiness

to serve his fellowmen, none knew him but

to love him and to praise.

SILENTLY FOLDED HIS TENT.

Cincinnati, July 30.—A. F. Medine & Co.,

local agents for the Sterling, Ben Hur and

cheaper makes, having their store on Plum
street, are mysteriously missing. A. F. Me-
dine & Co. was really but one person, A. F.

Medine, who has been in the local cycling

trade circles for some little time. His store

was locked as usual last Wednesday evening,

but on Thursday morning, when his clerk

came to open the store, he was surprised to

see it vacant. Medine made a clean sweep

when he left, and did not leave anything at

all behind him but a wife, debts and creditors.

From present indications his debts amount
to about $2,000, about 'one-half of which is

owing to the Sterling Cycle Works.

Medine has been selling wheels very cheap-

ly during the past month, but would sell for

cash only. How he removed his entire stock

without anybody being the wiser is a mystery.

The Sterling has been very, very unfortunate

in their Cincinnati agency, and although their

wheels are favorites in this vicinity, they have

not been able to secure a reliable and substan-

tial agent to represent them. The Sterling

agent last year was the firm of F. B. Hewitt

& Co., who made an assignment about the

middle of last season. From .that time until

late this season, when they placed their

agency with Medine, they were not repre-

sented in this city. Medine had just had a

large number of the famous Sterling posters

distributed, for which, it is needless to say, the

posting or printing bills were not paid.

BUSY LIFE CLOSED.

MR. MILLER'S IMPRESSIONS.

W. E. Miller, president of the Shelby Steel

Tube Co., returned from abroad last week.

Mr. Miller went over to "size up the situ-

ation," and the establishment of a Shelby

depot in Birmingham, England, is one of the

results. He believes it possible to compete
with the English tubing and that considerable

business will be done.

Asked if there was any likelihood that the

English article would ever be again imported

into this country—a statement attributed to a

fairly prominent tradesman—Mr. Miller

smiled and said:

"Why, if the Government removed the

tariff we would have nothing to fear. We
could sell all around the imported tube."

Mr. Miller likens the prevailing state of the

English cycle trade to the conditions which

existed in this country last season.

THE SHERIFF IN CHARGE.

Beaver Falls, Pa., July 30.—The Morado
Bicycle Co. is in the hands of the sheriff, on
executions amounting to $10,000. Action was
precipitated by A. M. Jelly, C. P. Wallace

and other members of the company, who
brought suit for $5,000, past due.

The company was incorporated in Septem-

ber, 1895, with a capital of $15,000, and se-

cured the factory abandoned by the Eclipse

Bicycle Co. The}' made the Morado bicycle,

the feature of which was a frame made of

fluted tubing.

PARKHURST IN MILWAUKEE.

A. W. Parkhurst, formerly superintendent

of the Hamilton-Kenwood Co. at Grand
Rapids, Mich., will hereafter be identified

with the Andrae bicycle. He has engaged
with the Julius Andrae & Sons Co. and will

be factotum of their factory in Milwaukee.

COLLINS WILL CONTINUE.

John Collins, to whom the Fisher Bicycle

Works, at Fort Plain, N. Y., assigned, has

removed the machinery and stock on hand

to Utica. He has invested capital, and a

stock company is being organized to continue

the manufacture of bicycles.

John P. i;ovell, for Half a Century Foremost in

Business Circles, Peacefully Passes

A-way.

Although he rallied from the serious

paralytic stroke which affected him on July

12th and a hope of his recovery was enter-

tained, the improvement was but momentary,

and on Thursday morning of last week John
P. Lovell, the founder and venerable head

of the John P. Lovell Arms Co., Boston,

quietly passed away at his summer residence

in Cottage City.

Mr. Lovell's death ended a life of industry

and perseverance. He was born in East

Braintree, Mass., July 25, 1820, and left school

at the early age of eleven to work in a cotton

mill. He later spent another year in school,

leaving to work for A. B. Fairbanks, a Boston

gunsmith.

He seemed to have a natural affinity for

gunsmithing, for, despite the fact that he was

employed successively in a grocery store, a

tailoring establishment, a cotton mill and an

auction shop, he invariably drifted back to

the gun trade. At nineteen he was managing
Mr. Fairbahk's business. At twenty he had

been admitted to partnership, the firm being

Fairbanks & Lovell. A year later Mr. Fair-

banks died, and young Lovell found another

partner, a fellow-workman named Leonard

Grover. The firm was then Grover & Lovell.

In 1844 Mr. Lovell bought out his partner's

interest and acquired sole control of the mod-
est little plant which then became the John
P. Lovell Arms Co. Of this company John
P. Lovell was president, with Colonel Benja-

min Lovell treasurer; both, with Thomas P.

Lovell, being directors; Henry L. Lovell,

clerk of the corporation, and Warren D.

Lovell.

The concern prospered, and like the acorn,

grew into a mighty oak. Bicycles were added

about ten years ago, and have since formed

a considerable feature of the Lovell business.

The Lovell Diamond was probably the orig-

inal popular-priced wheel, and attained a

marked degree of favor.

Mr. Lovell was a member of many socie-

ties, among them the Odd Fellows and the

Masons. He was the first president of the

East Weymouth Savings Bank, and he held

that position for ten years. He had been di-

rector of the Weymouth National Bank for

many years, and also of the South Shore Ma-
sonic Mutual Relief Association.

In 1894 he represented the Weymouth dis-

trict in the Legislature, and declined to run

for Senator. He held the oldest policy, and

was the oldest living member of the New Eng-

land Life Insurance Co., the policy having run

nearly half a century. . Up till 1895 Mr. Lovell

attended regularly to his business, and since

then he has gone to his office two or three

times a week.

He had lived quietly with his family, spend-

ing his summers in Cottage City. For the

past fifty-seven years he had resided in East
Weymouth, and of late years has not actively

engaged in his business.

The body was taken to East Weymouth for

burial.

BODE LEAVES THE WORLD.

World bicycles and E. C. Bode are no lon-

ger synonymous. Bode has resigned as sec-

ond vice-president of Arnold, Schwinn & Co.,

Chicago, and is no longer connected with the

concern in any capacity.
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FIGHTING THE BARGAIN COUNTER.

THERE is no denying that the department

store is the nettle in the field of com-

merce. It has pricked whoever attempted to

combat it. In many instances it has drawn

blood and stung unto death—business death

—

not a few energetic and deserving but smaller

competitors.

It is a plant which engrosses the serious at-

tention, if not the careful study of every man

engaged in commercial pursuits of whatever

nature. It is a nettle with tentacles which

reach out in every direction and which have

wound around the throats of so many that

agitators have agitated and lawmakers have

legislated to bring about some relief. In Chi-

cago, for instance, it has been decreed

that certain differing lines of goods shall not

be sold under one roof. But it is not believed

that the decree will hold water when submit-

ted to the weather of the higher courts. The

ordinance seems illegal on the face of it.

With no relief probable or seemingly possi-

ble from the courts, it devolves on those af-

fected to find a remedy themselves.

The retailing of bicycles has felt the ill-

effect of bargain-counter competition during

the past two years—has felt it appreciably in

common with nearly all other trades, and the

cycle dealer is, therefore, as much interested

in the finding and application of a remedy as

anyone else.

The department store, after all, simply ex-

emplifies the power of price—the price to buy,

the price at which to sell. It is the sum total

of its attractiveness and success. Price ever

was and ever will be of the most potent in-

fluence on the public mind.

Few, if any, dealers can compete with the

department store in effecting purchases. But

they can, if they will, compete with them in

the selling prices. The bargain-counter it-

self makes this possible.

The department stores must be met with on

common ground. They must be recognized

as competitors and treated as such.

If the public will buy rubbish simply be-

cause the price is attractive, the cycle agent

must sell rubbish. He should carry a limited

stock of it to meet the demand for rubbish.

If people want §19.99 bicycles he should give

them to them. He should keep them side by side

with his $76, $80 or $100 bicycles. He should

display them as conspicuously in his window,

keep the price as prominently in view and

advertise them as boldly in every advertise-

ment that calls attention to his high-grade

and reliable goods. There should be no tim-

idity in this respect.

If he cannot buy the rubbish from the

makers, he and his employees and friends, can

buy it from the department stores, and if he

is shrewd he will make of it a stalking

horse.

If the public knows and is kept mformed

that the $19.99 "crocks" can be purchased

from the cycle dealer around the corner, the

public will almost certainly call on him. If

the prospective buyer knows that the self-

same wheel that the department store is sell-

ing for $19.99 can be purchased at the bicycle

store for $19.88, $19.93, $19.97 or some other

bargain-counter figure, he is likely to call the .

sooner. Such figures as those last mentioned

are desirable. They are less than cost, but

there is where the "stalking" comes in. It is

a favorite procedure of the bargain-counter

people. It is well known that they sell cer-

tain goods for less than cost just to get prob-

able buyers into their stores. Once there it

is their aim to interest, and, if possible, sell

them higher-priced wares. It is shrewd busi-

ness. It is good advertising. The small loss

which the cycle dealer may sustain by follow-

ing the plan, may properly be charged to his

advertising account, and it is cheap advertis-

ing.

Once the prospective buyer calls, all then

rests with the agent. If he is a clever sales-

man, his caller will not leave without a bicy-

cle, or without having left an order for one,

if not for a $75, $80 or $100 one, then a

$19.99er. If the salesman has done his

work thoroughly, the bicycle selected will not

have been of the $19.99 brand, but if, per-

chance, one of them has been chosen, the

leaven of doubt will have been firmly im-

planted in its owner's mind. And such

leaven will work.

We believe this is the surest and most feasi-,

-

ble plan of combatting the commercial nettle.

It may seem radical, but we think it will ap-

peal to the common sense of every man who

thinks. We believe that the retail trade will

benefit materially by its adoption, and if the

National Retail .Dealers' Association and

the manufacturers generally will make it a

part of their policy and urge it upon their

members and representatives, it will have a

wholesome effect on the entire trade.

DODGING THE RULE.

\ 17 HEN the L. A. W. Racing Board forbade

' ' the demands of racing men and their

managers for "appearance money" they

sought to perform a service that conserves the

interests of the sport. The demands were

thinly-guised "stand and deliver hold-ups" of

race promoters, but a step removed from

blackmail, and were becoming extortion, pure

and simple.

Whether or not the Racing Board know

it, it is no great secret that the decree has not

amounted to the paper it was written on.

The practice is still in vogue. Some of the

men are "taking chances" by boldly demand-

ing money for their appearance. The Wheel
knows of one instance in which the original

"strike" for $100 was later reduced by easy

stages to $75, $50, $25, and finally to the

amount of the entry fees, some $15 or $16.

Others are more cautious, and the favorite

game is to stipulate that an exhibition ride

or special sure-thing race shall be arranged.

This accounts for the seeming popularity of

that form of sport, as the Racing Board

should be easily able to ascertain, if it so de-

sires, and is in earnest in its endeavors to

prevent dodging of its rules.

GNAT STRAINING.

MAYOR STRONG'S refusal to sign the

revised rules of the road because of

the clause permitting the trundling of bi-

cycles on the sidewalk seems like straining, at

a gnat.

In passing the bicycle baggage bill last

year the same Legislature which first declared

the bicycle to be a vehicle practically de-

clared that it is in a class by itself and en-

titled to privileges not accorded and not pos-

sible to accord other vehicles, which is good

logic if it is not law.

Custom and long usage have demonstrated

that the trundling of an occasional bicycle

on the sidewalk causes no more discomfort

to the public than a baby carriage, and have

made it seem right and proper; and keeping

in mind what the New York Legislature and

the Legislatures of other States have done in

the enactment of baggage laws—the prece-

dent which they have estabhshed—it does
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sccin that Mayor Strong is quibbling over a

very doubtful technicality.

Forbidding the trundling of bicycles on the

sidewalks will add nothing to the safety or

comfort of the public. Forcing walking

wheelmen into the street will add immensely

to the dangers of the highway.

Mayor Strong's wisdom may well be ques-

tioned.

PRESIDENT MAKING.

AT a recent meeting of the California Cy-

cling Club, Robt. M. Welch—dubbed the

"high priest of the California 'secesh' "

—

made a speech—a long speech. It touched

an old subject, that of "Sunday racing," but

despite the fungus on the subject, Mr. Welch's

address was full of interest, so full, indeed,

that the California Association has printed

it in pamphlet form for general distribution.

If any one in the L. A. W. or out of it de-

sires to learn how presidents are made they

should address Mr. Welch at 532 California

street, San Francisco, and obtain a copy of the

pamphlet. It will be a revelation to most of

them. Facts are plainly stated and letters

reproduced, and the entire picture, or series

of pictures, of the inner workings of a Na-

tional Assembly is so faithfully portrayed that

few men of honor will view them without a

feeling of repugnance. The wily methods

and lies of men seeking office, the cold-sweat

anxiety of a candidate while the deciding vote

is being taken, and his cool effrontery after he

has succeeded are vividly sketched.

Here is "Cordially Yours" Potter, writ-

ing in vote-catching terms a month before

the election:

"New York delegates will help you out,

and personally I think there is no doubt that

your proposition will succeed. Certainly, you

shall have my assistance, fully and without

reserve. Pennsylvania is in line with New

York and will also help you. Do not publish

these facts. Too much said about it in the

Eastern papers does harm in certain quar-

ters.'.'

Here, at Albany, are his workers re-pledg-

ing New York's vote the night before the

balloting, and here is the suspicious and

anxious Potter, paper in hand, asking the

California delegates, as they are about to cast

their ballots: "Now, boys, what are you go-

ing to do for me?" and being reassured, he

replies: "Ah! that's all right! There will

be something big drop in your favor to-mor-

row night." Then there's the other picture

of the successful Potter dodging the Cali-

fornia "boys," to avoid interviews and ex-

planations.

Mr. Welch has done his work well. His

pictures are devoid of high lights, but the

lack of artificiality is their charm.

Of course, the pamphlet is designed to ex-

plain the secession on the Pacific Coast, but

despite what Mr. Welch says, he had been

informed, and must have known full well that

Mr. Potter and his friends were fighting

"a desperate fight," and to win it would pledge

themselves to anything and everything, and,

if necessary, would almost sell their very

souls, and were, therefore, not to be trusted.

There will come a time when Mr. Welch

will regret that he spurned and withdrew from

the League. He is but one of many with

whom Mr. Potter and his manipulators have

played fast and loose. Potter is a hero in

the New York papers principally. He is un-

deniably clever, and has treated the "news-

paper boys all right," to his great gain. But

the day of accounting is not far off; unless all

signs fail it is no farther removed than Feb-

ruary next. Some accounts will then be squared,

and "something big" will drop. And if Mr.

Welch does not regret that he was unable to

assist in bringing it about, he will be more

than human.

KEEP IT CLEAR.

IT is high time that something was done to

keep the Manhattan Beach infield clear on '

race meet days. The police are mere dum-

mies, but if competent men are selected for

marshals and are given to understand that

keeping the enclosure clear is the sum total

of their duty, it should be a comparatively

easy matter.

On every occasion this season the vicinity

of the officials' stand has been black with peo-

ple who have no business there. On Satur-

day last there were not less than 30 small boys

and probably 130 larger ones centered at or

near the tape. They either elbowed the offi-

cials, perched on the steps of the stand, or sat

down on the edge and let their feet dangle

picturesquely. The music stand was similarly

adorned. It may be all right out in the coun-

try, but there are strong reasons why such a

state of affairs, should not be permitted at

metropolitan meets.

Keep the pushers-off, hangers-on and rub-

bers-down where they belong—in the training

quarters. They are able to do it at horse

races, and it can be done and should be done

at first-class cycle meetings.

The deduction to be drawn from the Welch

pamphlet, issued by the California secession-

ists, and from the experience of nearly every-

one else who has dealt with politicians and

office-seekers of the Potter stripe, is that no

man or State is safe from "throw-downs" and

unscrupulousness so long as there remains

in vogue the present system of voting for

officers before the questions at issue, on which

"deals" are based, are decided. In most busi-

nesses it is not usual to pay -for goods until

they are delivered; in L. A. W. politics the

reverse is the rule, and is responsible for the

"treachery" so regularly charged. It may

be well for those most interested to bear the

fact in mind.

The "American Cyclist" gives Chairman

Mott an editorial pat on the back for his

edict commanding that racing men who do

not ride to win be reported for punishment.

But give credit to whom credit is due. In

this instance, it is due C. H. Norwood, a

member of the New Jersey Racing Board,

who was the first referee in the country to

take cognizance of the evil, and to bring it

to Mr. Mott's attention. And Mr. Norwood

frankly admits that he received his inspiration

from an urging in The Wheel.

The New York department store which is

selling '96 bicycles of a mo.st prominent

brand at $50, claims to have sold 100 of the

wheels during the first day of the sale. It

behooves the makers and agents of the wheel

to let the public know that they also are sell-

ing it at the same price, a fact not generally

known. Had it been known much unfavora-

ble comment would have been avoided, and

there is small doubt but very many of those

who purchased at the bargain-counter would

have visited the accredited agencies.

It speaks poorly for the American cycle

press, that following the syndicated dispatch

from Baltimore, all save The Wheel credited,

and are still crediting, the American 24-hour

road record to Elmer Dayis, of Baltimore,

record 316 miles, when the record stands at

349 3-5 miles, and in the name of E. S. Ed-

wards, of New York.

Much ado has been made over the recent

"double centuries" in this vicinity. But by

one who affirms that he has tried both. The

Wheel is requested to say that a double cen-

tury is little, if any more exhausting or more

conducive to bedragglement and "bicycle

faces" than a won't-go-home-till-morning

poker game.

Does Mayor Strong mean that cyclists shall

be forced to trundle their wheels through

such monuments of municipal neglect as the

Central Park Circle, which, after a rainfall is

and, for years, has been a virtual quagmire?

Which will be more inconvenient to the

public, carrying a bicycle or trundling it? If

the trundling is forbidden the carrying will

become necessary, and Mayor Strong may

have reason to rue his folly.

Doesn't the fact that the "bleachers" at

Manhattan Beach are always jammed, while

the grand stand is not half full, argue that a

thoroughly popular price policy would prove

profitable?

The difference between trundling a disabled

wheel on the sidewalks and trundling a whole

one can be appreciated only by Mayor

Strong and hair-splitting legal lights.
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TAINTED " DUMPLING."

Kiser's Riding Excites. Suspicion—Bald and

McFarland Do Some Clean-Cut

Work.

If the "Dayton Dumpling" isn't more

careful, he's apt to find himself in hot water

again.

Only two or three weeks ago his handler,

t' c oft-suspended Tom Eck, refused to let

liim ride at a meet at which he was entered,

and said that God
himself could not

force him to produce

a doctor's certificate

to prove his assertion

that Kiser was sick.

Kiser backed up his

trainer, and, as a re-

sult, he was given the

option of paying a

fine of $100 or being

suspended for thirty

days. He paid the

$100'.

The "Dumpling"
apparently did not

take the lesson much
to heart, as on Satur-

day last, at the River-

side Wheelmen's
meet at Manhattan

Beach, he rode in a

manner calculated to

excite suspicion, to

say the least. In the

two-mile handicap he

made no effort to win,

and was called up by

Referee Mott, who
was watching things

through field-glasses.

He explained that his

$100 exhibition ride

had used him up so

much that he could

not do himself justice.

Mr. Mott accepted

the excuse, but cau-

tioned Kiser to dis-

play better judgment

in future.

Less than half an

hour afterward the

"Dumpling" started

in the final of the

mile open, which was

also to decide be-

tween Bald and Kiser

the $1,000 unfinished

heat race at Bay
City. F. J. Jenny, of

Utica, was one of the

competitors. The
men, save Jenny, were

well bunched turning

into the straight on

the second lap. Kiser

was showing the way
back a few yards, and was apparently on the

point of quitting. He rode up to the top of

the high banking, and then suddenly

swooped down like a wolf on the fold. Kiser

was very apprehensive while Jenny was pre-

paring his swoop. He seemed gifted with

second sight and repeatedly looked around as

if expecting something or some one. When
Jenny "swooped," those whose eyes had not

observed Kiser's anxiety, thought him a fool-

ish youth. It seemed as if he was attempting

to sprint more than a third of a mile. Kiser

saw him coming, and when Jenny got. in front

promptly tacked on and tried to make a run-

away race of it. But it was a laughable fail-

ure. Jenny wasn't equal to the task, and died

away in the backstretch, with the pack still at

Kiser's heels. Gardiner started the final dust-

up, but could not go the gait. When the

crowd broke Bald shot through on the inside

and simply smothered the others. He never
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Jenny had dropped rode more grandly. Kiser and Cooper could

not gain an inch on him, and he won with

more than an open yard to spare, Kiser lead-

ing Cooper over by half a wheel in a driving

finish. Time, 2.10. Fred Titus, who had

won his heat in good style, sat up and quit

the moment the sprint grew red-hot. Major
Taylor, the Boston negro, won a heat and a

semi-final amid unbounded enthusiasm, but

was buried in the final.

From the standpoint of real merit the hon-
ors of the day were won by F. A. McFarland
in the two-mile handicap. He and Kiser

were scratch men, but were in different heats.

In his, Kiser did little more than dawdle.

He caught Steenson (40 yards), and the two
rode without spirit. They overtook Fred
Nagel, who had quit, and the three rode
around for two laps chatting socially. Bar-
ney Oldfield (120 yards) won in 4.42 2-5.

There was a day and night difference in the

McFarland heat. The lanky Californian

caught Jay Eaton (20

yards) in the first few

strides and went to

the front. The long
markers were riding

to win, and McFar-
land had a long, stern

chase. Eaton could

not live with him,

and the Californian

tacked on to no one.

For nearly five full

laps- he rode unpaced.

Then he caught the

leaders, rode behind

them for a quarter of

of a mile, and, pass-

ing on the extreme

outside, he came away
like a frightened deer

and won by a length

in the fast time of

4.33 2-5. In the final

McFarland repeated

the performance, al-

though he caught the

crowd sooner. He
started the sprint and

opened a gap as usual,

but too soon. F. C.

Hoyt (60 yards) came
with a wet sail down
the stretch and nip-

ped McFarland on

the tape. It was a

close decision, and

when Hoyt's victory

was announced the

grand stand roared

its displeasure and

shouted long and up-

roariously for McFar-
land.

Paced by the River-

side quad, Kiser rode

an exhibition half

mile in 52 seconds,

2 3-5 seconds better

than the track record.

It was a splendid bit

of work, with some of

the honors falling to

the pacemakers, four

local young men re-

cently turned pro.,

and who were not

credited with being

able to go the pace.

In the mile open, amateur, the fight was all

for second place, C. M. Ertz almost walking

home first. F. W. Richt took the two-mile

handicap in a fierce dust-up, R. A. Miller

(scratch) falling heavily on the last lap in

the midst of a large and dangerous bunch.

Miller and Babcock won the tandem event,

Miller's galloping motion of the body almost

lifting the front of the machine off the track.
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Clarence JMcLcan, the Outing trick rider,

made his metropolitan debut and caught the

crowd in short order. No better performance

has ever been seen here.

The summary:
Half-mile novice (fuur heats).—Final heat—1, H. J.

Loughlin. Newark; 2, \V. T. Berryman, New York;
3, Ferdinand Dzuiba, New York. Time, I.2OV5.

One-mile scratch, amateur (four heats).—Final
heat— 1. C. M. Ertz, Riverside; 2, George Rcith,
Harlem; .S, II. Y. Bedell, Riverside. Time, 2.22%.
Two-mile handicap (three heats).—Final heat—1,

Fred W. Richt, Brooklyn, 60 yards; 2, George Reith,
Harlem, scratch ; 3, A. T. Fowler, Riverside, 210 yards.
Time, 4.Siy5.

One-mile tandem handicap (two heats).—Final heat
—1, R. A. Miller. Greenwich W'heelmen, and O. V.
Babcock, Harlem W'heelmen, scratch; 2. C. M. Ertz,
Riverside W'heelmen, and H. Y. Bedell, Riverside
\Vheelmen. 20 yards; 3, Charles O'Connor, K. A. C,
and W'. H. Owen, S. B. W'., scratch. Time, 2.07%.
Two-mile handicap, professional (two heats).—Final

heat—1. F. C. Hoyt, P. C. C, Boston, 60 yards; 2,

F. A. McFarlotid, San Jose, Cal., scratch; 3, Barnev
Oldf^eld, Dayton, 120 yards. Time. 4.48V5.

One-mile scratch, professional (five heats and two
semi-finals).-Final heat—1, Eddie Bald; 2, Earl
Kiser; 3, "Tom Cooper; 4, Major Taylor. Time, 2.10.

STEVENS SHOWS UNEXPECTED SPEED.

Trenton, August 2.—Bald -was treated to a

rather unpleasant surprise during his visit

to New Jersey's capital on Monday. It was

nothing less than defeat in the mile scratch

event, but not by any of his old antagonists,

but by Orlando Stevens, the Iowa rider, who
started in this season to do the donkey work

for McFarland.

The meet—a National Circuit event—at-

tracted 5,000 spectators and about all the

crackajacks except Kiser. Bald met his un-

expected Waterloo in the final of ^he mile

open in one of the finest fields of the sea-

son. At the pistol he secured a bad position

and played his old trick of sprinting ahead

of the pacer and dropping in behind at the

pole. Half-way down the straight McFar-

land made his run, with Stevens tacked on.

Keeping up his long sprint around the curve

he dropped Stevens with a neat lead of two

lengths at the head of the stretch. The field

seemed rattled for a moment at tlie unexpected

sight of Stevens so far in front of it at that

critical point. Bald wavered an instant be-

fore he started in pursuit. It was a fruitless

chase, for Stevens beat him by a length, Nat
Butler lapping Bald's wheel and Longhead
finishing fourtli, Cooper and Gardiner being

lost in the pack at his heels. Stevens clinched

this great victory by also winning the half-

mile handicap, in which he sprinted a quarter

of a mile and could not be overhauled.

Michael rode five miles, paced by two trip-

lets and a quad, as an exhibition, in 10.09.

Parsons, the Australian champion, made his

apearance for the first lime in circuit work
in the handicaps and open event, but did

little. He is not yet in good shape.

Owen Kimble, the Louisville flyer, who has

just returned to the track, after a triple break
of his collar-bone, won the two-mile handicap
in a fine sprint.

Seventy-nine professionals and fifty ama-
teurs were entered, the professionals in the
mile open race alone numbering fifty-seven.

The summary:
One-mile handicap, i)rofessional.—1, Owen Kimble,

Louisville, 110 yards; 2, W. R. Randall, Rochester,
80 yards; 3, C. M. Murphy, Brooklyn, 60 yards.
Time, 2.43%.

Half-mile handicap, professional.—1, Orlando Stev-
ens, Ottumwa, la., 20 yards; 2, C. R. Newton, Spring-
field, .30 vards; 3, F. J. Loughead, Sarnia, scratch.
Time, 1.05%.
One-mile scratch, professional.—1, Orlando Stevens,

Ottumwa; 2, E. C. Bald, Buflfalo; 3, Nat Butler, Bos-
ton. Time, 2.07.

Half-mile handicap.—1, Harry E. Rogers, 70 yards;
2, I. A. Powell, New York, scratch; 3, George Reith,
New York, scratch. Time, 1.01%.
Two-mile handicap.—1, G. H. Collett, New Haven,

60 yards; 2, C. M. Ertz, New York, scratch; 3, Ray
Dawson, Boonton, scratch. Time, 5.00.

One-mile scratch.—1, Irwin A. Powell, New York;
2, C. M. Ertz, New York; 3, C. E. Hausemann, New
Haven. Time, 2.19%.

SPEEDY STARBUCK.

Wins Two Big Events at 'Willow Grove and

Breaks a Record in Sach
Race.

Philadelphia, July 31.—J. Frank Starbuck

never received a more vociferous ovation

than he did to-day at the Willow Grove meet,

and he deserved it. He rode in remarkably

fine form, breaking the unpaced competitive

record in the five-mile pursuit race, which he

won from Church in 11.38, and winning the

ten-mile handicap from scratch in 24.06 4-5,

which is State record.

In the pursuit race Starbuck started from
in front of the stand, while Church started

from the half-mile mark on the opposite side

of the track. As they started Church got

away first, and with a fast sprint he was soon
leading Starbuck. At one time he was over

an eighth of a mile ahead, but the terrible

pace told on him, and at the end of the third

mile he had to ease up a bit, and Starbuck
gradually evened things up and then began to

gain on Church. From this time to the end
of the race the scene in the grand stand was
one of intense excitement, and Starbuck was
given a rousing cheer as he crossed the tape

a winner. Starbuck's time by miles was as

follows: 2.19 3-5, 4.36, 6.52 2-5, 9.18 3-5, 11.38.

Church's time, 11.43 3-5.

The ten-mile handicap had the most ex-

citing ending of any race witnessed in this

city in years, and the spectators went fairly

wild as Starbuck flew across the tape about
the width of a tire in advance of C. S. Wells,

the San Francisco giant. There were thirty-

two starters in the big race, and to make
things more interesting and do away with the

loafing and arguing about setting the pace,

the managers of the meet offered $2.50 to the

leader at each mile, excepting the first.

The long-mark men had a race all to them-
selves for the mile prizes, while the low-mark
and scratch men were making the boards of the

track burn in their eft'orts to catch up with
the leaders, whom they caught at seven miles.

Wells got the ninth-mile prize, and then be-

gan the jockeying for the race. They went
around pretty well bunched until the bell lap.

On the turn into the backstretch it looked as

if Starbuck was in a dangerous pocket, and
his friends gave up hope of him getting out
before the final sprint came. But Starbuck
is a general at the game, and a small opening
left by the bunch found him taking advantage
of the chance and forging ahead, until he was
leading before the field was aware of the fact.

He came around the last turn and into the
homestretch like a yacht running free in a

gale. Coming to the tape Wells went after

him, with the rest of them fighting it out for
the positions. It was a nip-and-tuck fight

all the way home, but the Philadelphian
crossed the tape a winner, Wells second, with
Sims, Mudd and Eddie Aker getting the other
places in the order named.
Wells got first money in the mile open,

while Turville, a 65-yard man, took the honors
in the mile handicap.

The summary:
One-mile open, professional.—First heat 1 C S

Wells; 2, Clem Turville; 3, E. S. Aker. Time 214%
Second heat—1, W. E. Becker; 2, B. B. Stevens- 3
Charles Hadfield. Time, 2.I72/5. Third heat'—

l'

Charles Turville; 2, C. C. Bowers; 3, W W Sims'
Time, 2.18%. Final heat-1. Wells; 2, Becker- 3 w'
W. Sims. Time, 2.22%.

'. o, vv.

One-mile amateur.—Final heat—1, Trott; 2 Schwarz-
3, Rodgers. Time, 2.18%.

'

One-milehandicap, professional.—First heat—1, W. S.

Ray, 100 vards; 2, Charles Hadfield, 15 yards; 3,
C. S. Wells, 25 yards; 4. W. E. Becker, scratch; 5,

J. P. Colgan, 85 yards. Time, 2.10%. Second heat

—

1, Charles Turville, 65 yards; 2, F. B. Marriott, 75
yards; 3, R. Boone, 110 yards; 4, L. S. Hall, 120 yards;
5, W. E. Dickerson, 90 yards. Time, 2.03%. Final
heat—1, Charles Turville, 65 yards; 2, F. B. Marriott;
3, W. E. Dickerson, 90 yards. Time, 2.07.

Five-mile pursuit race.—J. Frank Starbuck; 2,

Charles Church. Time, 11.38.

One-mile handicap.—First heat—1, Sam Moore, 55
yards; 2, W. L. Austin, 35 yards; 3, H. T. Nester, 60
yards; 4, J. F. Chalfant, 75 yards. Time, 2.07. Sec-
ond heat—1, J. Zimmerman, 20 yards; 2, J. Logue, 55
yards; 3, J. F. Grauch, 50 yards; 4, R. H. Dipply, 40
yards. Time, 2.11. Third heat—1, Albert Bateman, 65
vards; 2, J. S. Williams, 60 yards; 3, G. B. Van Hest,
90 yards; 4, J. P. Rodgers, 25 yards. Time, 2.06%.
Final heat—1, Bateman; 2, Dipply; 3, Logue. Time,
2.13.

Ten-mile handicap, professional.—1, J. Frank Star-
buck, scratch; 2, C. S. Wells, 125 yards; 3, W. Sims,
100 yards; 4, I. N. Mudd, 75 yards; 5, E. S. Aker, 50
yards. Time, 24.06%.

CIRCUIT CHASERS AT THE SEASHORE.

In direct contrast to the meet held at As-

bury Park on Saturday, which attracted but

two or three hundred spectators, the National

Circuit meet on Toiesday brought out close

to seven thousand of the sojourners by the

sea. The appearance of all the crackajacks

had the desired effect, and the pugilistic-base-

ball combination of management materially

increased their financial resources. Bald was

the hero of the day, and, as though to make
amends for his defeat at Trenton, he won
both scratch events in brilliant style.

Dawson and Powell rode splendidly in the

preliminary heats, but seemed tired out in

the finals. In the exhibition half-mile race

between Maddox and Corbett, he of pugilistic

fame demonstrated that the cycle track was
not his native heath. He had a handicap of

nearly a quarter of a mile, but Maddox per-

mitted him to win after overtaking him.

The prettiest race of the day was probably

the professional one-mile open, which Bald

won in a romping finish from O. L. Stevens

and Butler. The final of the third of a mile

for professionals was a contest of giants. The
star amateur race of the meet was the one-

mile open. Ripley did not get a place in the

preliminary heats, and Powell and Dawson
were lost in the finish.

The summary:
One-third mile professional.—1, E. C. Bald; 2, O. L.

Stevens; 3, O. S. Kimble. Time, 0.43%.
One-mile open.—1, G. H. Collett, New Haven; 2,

C. M. Ertz, New York; 3, T. A. Powell, N. Y. A. C.
Time, 2.271/5.

One-mile professional.—1, E. C. Bald, Buffalo; 2,

Nat Butler, Cambridge; 3, O. L. Stevens, Ottumwa;
4, F. C. Hoyt, Bridgeport. Time, 2.14%.
Two-thirds mile, handicap.—1, E. C. Hausman, New

Haven, scratch; 2, G. H. Collett, New Haven, 20
yards; 3, R. A. Miller, G. W., New York, scratch.
Time, 1.28%.
Two-mile handicap, professional.—1, Nat Butler,

scratch; 2, C. S. Wells, San Francisco, 110 yards;
3, F. F. Goodman, R. W., New York, 80 yards; 4,

C. R. Newton, Waltham. Time, 4.46.

Match handicap.—Half mile—Between James J. Cor-
bett and Harry Maddox—Won by Corbett. Time, 1.23.

COULDN'T CATCH THE CROWD.

The attempt of several Newark race pro-

moters to cater to the summer dwellers at the

seashore resorts resulted disastrously at the

Asbury Park meet on Saturday last. Instead

of having the grand stand filled with the

summer girl and her escort and a fair repre-

sentation of the multitude that sniff the ocean

breezes, but a handful of spectators passed

through the gate. The entry list was slim,

and the professional events were abandoned
for lack of support. Harry H. Maddox rode
an exhibition mile in 1.68 3-5, track record,
and Joseph Harrison rode a half mile in
0.57 4-5. Summary:

Half-mile open.—1, I. A. Powell, New York; 2,

Bert Ripley," Newark; 3, H. D. Hooper, Belmar.
Time, 1.15.

One-mile handicap.—1, A. Michael, Jersey City, 100
yards; 2, Leon Decon, Asbury Park, 80 yards; 3, G. F.
Whiting, Brooklyn, 120 yards. Time, 2.18.

Two-mile handicap.—1, C. A. Wells, Hackensack,
190 yards; 2, H. D. Hooper, Belmar, 40 yards; 3, J.
P. Woolley, Allenwood, 160 yards. Time, 4.41%.
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WORLD CYCLES
Are Built to Ride and Last for Years.

REMEMBER. THEY COST

100 D0LLHRS EAeH
and worth the price asked.

WORLD CYCLES
are never seen in repair shops.

Monte Cristo Catalogue Free.

E. K. TRYON, Jr., & CO., Philadelphia; Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey, Maryland and
Delaware.

FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK, St. Paul; Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota and Montana.

BIGELOVV & DOWSE CO., Boston; New Eng-
land States.

STAUFFER, ESHLEMAN & CO., New Orleans;
Mississippi, Louisiana and Southeastern Texas.

PARLIN, ORENDORF & MARTIN, Omaha;
Nebraska and Western Iowa.

D. H. LEWIS CYCLE CO., Buffalo; New York
State.

ADAMS & HART, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

HAWLEY, KING & CO., Los Angeles, Southern
California.

SIDNEY STEVENS, Ogden, Utah.

WILBUR KNAPP, Mgr. Pacific Coast Branch,
San Francisco, Cal.

SUTTON BROS., Melbourne, Australia.

JAMES MARTIN & CO., Sydney, Australia.

HILL & SON, Adelaide, Australia.

VAN DER WIELEN & SCHWIEBBE, of Ant-
werp, covering Belgium and Holland.

ARNOLD,

SCHWINN & CO.,

Manufacturers,

Chicago. III.

Kindly mention The Wheel,
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SEXTUPLET WINS.

Defeats Multicycles of all Varieties at Bos-

ton—I,oughead Too Speedy for

Mertens.

Boston, July 31.—Two stellar attractions

brought 4,000 spectators to the Charles River

Park track to-day. One was the multicycle

race, and the other the Loughead-Mertens

match. In the first-mentioned event five

teams took part. They were mounted on a

se.xtuplet, quintuplet, quadruplet, triplet and

tandem. Both heats of this race aroused great

excitement among the spectators, among
whom the relative merits of the various ma-

chines were heatedly debated.

The triplet and tandem teams were the

favorites, as the majority thought that they

would follow the pace set by the big machines

for five-eighths of a mile and then leave them

in the sprint. On the contrary, first place in

each heat was won by the new Berlo sextuplet,

steered by W. F. Saunders, behind whom
were seated Tom Barnaby, Alec McLean,

Frank Mayo, Harry Caldwell and Eddie Mc-

Dufifee.

In the first heat the triplet, ridden by W.
Bainbridge, A. B. Stone and Jimmy Michael,

fell in behind the sextuplet, while the tandem

followed the triplet, with the quad and quint

outside. Both heats were alike in that these

three kept the lead to the tape, the sextuplet

holding its own in an unexpected burst of

speed, with the triplet and tandem, the latter

ridden by Nat and Frank Butler, making vain

efforts to reach the tape first. The times in

the second heat were taken by separate sets

of timers for each machine, which precaution

resulted in world's record for the triplet and

tandem.

In the first heat the big machine crossed

the tape after a close race in 1.48 flat, and in

the second heat this time was reduced to

1.45 4-5. In the latter heat the triplet finished

second, the tandem third, the quint fourth,

and the quad fifth and last. Only 1 1-5 sec-

onds separated the first four teams.

The first two heats, and, therefore, the

purse of $500, were won by Fred J. Longhead,

of Sarnia, Canada, in his match paced race

with A. C. Mertens, of Minneapolis. A trip-

let manned by L. P. Callahan, J. E. Walsh
and E. A. McDufTee set pace for Loughead,

and another by T. P. Sullivan, Harry Caldwell

and Tom Barnaby for Mertens.

The competitors rode from a standing start.

Longhead's triplet was ahead when he caught

it, and the two teams rode to the three-quarter

mile, when Caldwell's chain broke and his

triplet went up the banking. Like a shot

Mertens was out from behind it in a mag-
nificent sprint to overhaul his opponent. The
pace set by Loughead's triplet was too fast

for him, and the Canadian won the heat

easily. For the second heat, Manager Eck
secured the new triplet, owned by the Ourish

brothers. This proved a very reliable ma-
chine, and Mertens's pacemakers soon carried

him past those of Loughead. The Canadian

was not to be caught napping, and at once

started after Mertens's rear wheel, which he

followed into the homestretch. Here he came
out from behind him, and by splendid riding,

beat out the man from Minneapolis at the

tape by half a wheel's length, amid loud ap-

plause.

All the heats of the mile open, professional,

were closely contested. Nat and Frank But-

ler had things their own way in the first. The
second heat went to Eddie McDuffee. Nat
Butler gave a fine exhibition of riding in the

final, covering the entire mile with his left

foot out of the toe-clip, which greatly handi-

capped him. He also punctured his tire, but

won second place at that, with McDufTee first

and Frank Butler third.

W. L. Voge and C. Nisson won tlie first

heat of the mile tandem handicap, amateur,

from the 100-yard mark. J. F. Casey and

Victor Eckberg, riding from scratch, did the

mile in 1.56 1-5, a new world's tandem record

in competition. The final heat was won by

Sanderson and McKay in a close finish, with

Brinkerhofif and Marston, while Voge and

Nisson had to be content with third place.

The summary:

One-mile match race.—Fred Loughead won from
A. C. Mertens in straight heats. Time, 2.04%. and

One mile, 2.20 class.—1, F. S. McKay; 2, B. He-
mion, Arlington; 3, A. T. Winner, Waltham. Time,
2.25.

One-mile professional.—1, E. A. McDuffee, Cam-
bridge; 2, Nat Butler, Cambridge; 3, Frank Butler,
Cambridge. Time, 2.11%.
One-mile tandem handica]), professional.—1, T. A.

Barnaby, Revere, and W. I. Huffstetler, Florida, S-'j

yards; 2, Frank Mayo and W. F. Saunders, Boston,
65 yards; 3, Nat and Frank Butler, Cambridge,
scratch. Time, 2.02%.
One-mile tandem, handicap.—1, H. C. Sanderson

and F. S. McKay, 80 yards; 2, W. R. BrinkerhofT and
L. D. F. Marston, 80 yards; 3, VV. L. Voge and C.
Nisson, 100 yards. Time, l.^TYs.

One-mile multicycle, best two in three heats.—Won
bv the sextette. Time, 1.48 and 1.45.

PLAYING TAG ON THE TR.\CK.

The purstiit team race at the Athletic Field

track, Bufifalo, N. Y., on Saturday, proved

so interesting that it is very probable that

Bufifalo will witness several more events of

the kind before the season is over. Four

clubs, represented by teams of three men
each, took part in the contest, which was run

in two heats. In the first the Press C. C.'s

team caught the Imperial C. C. representa-

tives after a chase of 2| miles. The Ramblers'

B. C. and Parkside Wheeling Club next

locked horns, and the Ramblers won in 2^

miles. The final brought the Press and

Rambler representatives together. For the

first three laps each team held its own. Then
the Ramblers began to gain, and in 2^ miles

all of the Pressites were overhauled. Another

feature was a match race between Werrick

and Weinig, two local favorites, which the

former won in two straight heats. In the

mile open Goehler was defeated in the sprint

by C. J. Miller.

The summary:

Mile open.--l, C. J. Miller; 2, A. B. Goehler; 3, W.
E. De Temple. Time, 2.17%.
Half-mile handicap.—1, J. M. Schwaab, 40 yards; 2,

M. Cornwell, 30 yards; 3, W. E. De Temple, scratch.
Time, l.Oiys-

One-mile match.—Werrick vs. Weinig. Both heats
won by Werrick. Times, 2.19%, 2.16%.
Pursuit team race.—Ramblers' B. C. Goehler,

Miller, Stevens.

KRICK STILL BEATING THE QUAKERS.

C. W. Krick, the Sinking Springs amateur,

who usually takes everything in sight at the

meets throughout Eastern Pennsylvania, won
both of the scratch open events at York, Pa.,

July 31st. He got the mile from Lautz and

Fulmer in 2.21 and the half-mile in 1.12. In

the handicap events Craig G. Stewart, Harris-

burg, won the mile from scratch and finished

second in the five-mile, A. A. SeifTert, Harris-

burg, 125 yards, winning in 13.56. The two-

mile handicap went to H. R. Williams, Lan-

caster, in 4.49. Williams fell in the five-mile

race and broke his collar-bone.

CONTESTS BETWEEN NATIONS.

Germany Takes the Honors for the Mile and

Bngland Wins the Team Race at

Glasgow.

There was a genuine international flavor

given to the Glasgow international meet,

July 31st and August 2d and 3d. About every

country where cycling flourishes to any ex-

tent, except the United States, was repre-

sented in the various events, and for the first

time in the history of the organization the

meet was a success from this point of view.

The average attendance was about 15,000

each day. The big event of the meet, the mile

team race, in which t'eams of four riders from

each country took part, was won by England,

with nine points. France and Denmark tied

for second place, with 11 pomts. Scotland

and Ireland each scored 17 points, and Hol-

land was next with 19. The one-mile pro-

fessional world's championship went to

Arend, the German crack, who defeated Bar-

den, the English champion, by a length. Nos-

sam, of France, was third. Like the N. C. U.

championships, the contest was a loaf until

the last quarter, the time being 3.11 3-5. The
amateur mile championship was won by Ed-

ward Schrader, of Denmark, with W. P. Faw-
cett, England, second, and R. Reynolds, Ire-

land, third. In the amateur 100-kilometer

(62^ miles) race, England again scored, E.

Gould finishing first in 2h. 19m. C 2-5s. Cti-

zon, France, was second; R. Tjarby, Den-

mark, third. On the last day a mile match

was run between Arend, the winner of the

professional championship, and Schrader, the

amateur champion, Arend won in 2.51.

Next year the meet will be held in Vienna,

and that of the following year in Canada.

THE GREATEST SPILL OF THE SEASON.

Cleveland, O., August 2.—The opening race

meet at Scenic Park on Saturday afternoon

was well attended, and btit for the last event

the five-mile handicap, which promised to be

the most interesting of the programme, would

have been much enjoyed. This last event, in

which there were forty-four starters, was

thoughtlessly run in one heat, and r£sulted

in a spill, the equal of which has never been

seen upon a local track. Almost the entire

field had bunched. John Neeley, the win-

ner of the Decoration Day road race, was

leading, and suddenly swerved and fell. The
crash that followed was sickening; women
fainted and strong men grew white. Just how
many went down will never be known, but

twelve riders and one spectator, who in some

way got mixed up in the affair, were pulled

out of the wreck. Others, who were able to

help themselves, crawled away from the scene

of slaughter unaided. Those lucky enough

to escape the general spill, of course, finished

the race. Moross, of Detroit, though among
the ones who went down, succeeded in ex-

tricating himself from the mass of struggling

humanity, overtook the bunch, and won the

race.

The summary:

One-mile novice.—1, C. Toedtman; 2, J. A. Roche;
3, Fred Carter. Time, 2..32.

One-mile open.—1, W. J. Aultman, Orrville; 2, F. J.
Dreher; 3, F. R. Blackmore. Time, 2.25.

Two-mile open.—1, Dreher; 2, Aultman; 3, Melcher.
Time, 6.17.

Five-mile handicap.—1, E. A. Moross, Detroit,
scratch; 2, W. H. Stephenson, Detroit, 375 yards; 3,

E. A. Sommers, scratch. Time, 12.01.
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That Pneumatic

which gives the best results to every

rider, and which combines in the

highest degree the elements of speed,

resiliency, quickness of repair and

durability, is the

PALMER TIRE
It is the universal observation that at

all large gatherings of wheelmen, the

oldest riders, the best riders, the fast-

est riders, and the riders who are al-

ways at the finish of the run, are on

Palmer Tires.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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SHORT SPRINTS.

A ten-seated machine is being built by the

Waltham Mfg. Co. for pacing purposes. It

is to be called an oriten.

E. C. Bald was the first rider to enter for

the Quill $2,001) handicap, which will be run

at Manhattan Beach, September 4th and Gtli.

For "unfair dealing in connection with cy-

cle racing," W. H. Owen, the Brooklyn ama-

teur crack, has been laid on the shelf, where

he will remain until October 1st next.

Walter Sanger and W. W. Hamilton have

left Denver for the purpose of joining the

National Circuit at Philadelphia. Hamilton

has signed with an Eastern firm for the bal-

ance of the season.

The amateur career of George A. Soden,

the winnerof the last Irvington-Millburn road

race, has been cut short by the L. A. W.
Racing Board. The young man has been de-

clared a professional by vote of the Board.

The managers of Michael and McDufTee

evidently believe in taking tinie by the fore-

lock. Last week they were signed to take

part in a return ten-mile race at the Charles

River track, October 2d. Michael has also

entered for the S.5,000 purse race, to be ridden

on September 18th.

B. T. Allen, of Brooklyn, found congenial

company in the mile open at the meet at

Centre Moriches, L. I., on Saturday. He
won the event handily in 2.19 2-5. In the

handicaps the best he could do was a third

in the half-mile, which went to A. G. Terry,

Patchogue, in 1.05.

M. Stein, the Frenchman, who won the last

Bol d'Or 24-hour race, arrived in New York

on Sunday and started immediately for Bos-

ton, where he joined Lesna. He will train

on the Charles River track, and expects to

put up several long distance records before

returning to France. He will ride in the six-

day race at Boston on August 16th to 21st.

Despite the statements emanating from the

Pacific Coast that Sunday racing would have

saved the track owners from bankruptcy, the

Garden City Cyclers, of San Jose, have gone

into insolvency. The cause is ascribed to the

failure of all the recent meets. The liabilities

are $1,500, and the assets consist only of the

furnishings of the club rooms.

Henry Van Arsdale, one of the busy bees

of the Racine (Wis.) Athletic Association, is

in the East, largely to learn if membership

in the Cycle Track Association will benefit

the new cement track at Racine. Mr. Van
Arsdale believes the Racine course is the only

one in America owned by a bona-fide cycling

and athletic organization, which is promoting

races not so much for what there is in it as

for sport's sake.

At Springfield, Ohio, July 29, Dr. A. I.

Brown, who was one of the crack class B
riders three years ago, showed signs of his

old-time speed by winning the mile open in

2.14. In the half-mile he finished second to

E. McKeon. Peabody, the Chicago amateur,

who is out to beat Zimmerman's record of

101 firsts for the season, won the half-mile

amateur in 1.11 1-5, but took third in the mile,

which went to S. Kepler, of Dayton, in 2.20.

FIXTURES.

AUGUST.

4, 5, 6 and 7 Philadelphia Nat'l L. A. AV. Meet.
7—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Century C. C.
7~Haverliill, Mass., C. C.
7—Lowell, Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
7-14—liallimore, Md., Electric Club.
7-14-21-28—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
7-14—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
9—Jersey City, N. J., Hudson County \V.

ll)—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen, National Circuil.
11—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Assn.
11—Sayville, N. Y., N. Y. A. A.
11—Co-xsackie, N. Y., C. C.
11-12—Salina, Kan., B. C.
12— Buffalo Athletic Field, D. H. Lewis.
12— Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End VV., Nafl Circuit.
14—St. Louis, Mo;, United Wheeling Clubs.
14—Buffalo, N. Y.. Athletic Field.
14—Southampton, N. Y., A. A.
14—Norristown, Pa., Wheelmen.
14—Newark, N. J., Atalanta Wheelmen, Nat'l Circuit.
14—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
14—Manhattan Beach, South Brooklyn Wheelmen.
16—Hartford, Conn., National Circuit.
16—Emporia, Kan., C. C.
18—New York, Riverside Wheelmen.
18—Bridgeport, Conn., Wheel Club, Nat'l Circuit.
19—New Lexington, O., Perry Wheelmen.
20—Portland, Me., W. C, National Circuit.

20—Catskill, N. Y., Wheeling Club.
20—Trenton, N. J., A. C.
21—Allentown, Pa., Mercury W.
21—Manhattan Beach, Am. Cycle Racing Asso.
21—Baltimore, Md., Electric Club.
21—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Track, Nat'l Circuit.
21—South Norwalk, Conn., Twin City W.
21—Elgin, 111., C. C.
21—Warren, Pa., C. C.
21-28—Albany, N. Y., B. C.
23—Boston, Press C. C. National Circuit.
24-28—Buffalo, N. Y., Cycle Race Meet Pro. Co.
25—Oshkosh, Wis., C. C.
25—Sharon, Pa., Associated Wheelmen.
25—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.
25-26—Nevada, la., L. A. W. C. C.
27—Decatur, 111., Wheelmen.
28—Waltham, Mass., C. M. Bruce, National Circuit.
28—Flushing, N. Y., Sprocket Club.
30—New Hampshire Di\ision, National Circuit.
31—Ithaca, N. Y., C. C.
31—Buffalo Athletic Field, D. H. Lewis.
31—Worcester, Mass., Agricultural Society, National

Circuit.

SEPTEMBER.

1—Tcrre Haute, Ind., Wabash C. C.
1-2— Bridgeton, N. J., Cumberland County Fair.
2— I'ortsmouth, N. H., National Circuit.
4—Chicago. L. M. Richardson.
4— Erie, Pa., Cycle & A. Ass'n.
4—Harrisburg, Pa., Cycle Track Ass'n.
4—Hazelton, Pa., A. A.
4—Philadelphia, R. H. Kain.
4— Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
4—Louisville, Ky., Fountain Ferry Track Ass'n.
4— lersey City, N. J., Hudson County W.
4-6—New York, Quill Club \V., National Circuit.
4-6—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park.
5—Saratoga, N. Y., Good Roads Ass'n.
6—Hartford, Conn., A. A.
6—Racine, Wis., A. A. Wheelmen.
6—Erie, Pa., Cycle and Athletic Association.
6—Kalamazoo, Mfich., Michigan C. C.
6—Southbridge, Mass., B. C.
6—Newark, N. J., Vim B. C.
6—Lowell. Mass., Spindle City Wheelmen.
6—Philadelphia, V\'illow Grove Track, R. H. Cain.
G—.^kron, O., Tip-Top C. C.
G—Bayonne, N. J., N. J. A. C.
6—Canton, O., J. H. Norris.
6—Detroit, Mich., Wheelmen.
6—York, Pa., Wheeling Club.
6—Norwich, Conn., Rose of N. E. Wheel Club.
6—Cambridge, Mass., Press C. C.
6—Newburg, N. Y., Wheelmen.
G—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., B. C.
6—Bridgeport, Conn., Rambling Wheelmen.
6—Essex County, Mass., Wheelmen.
6—Paterson, N. J., Tourist C. C.
7—Belleville, 111., League Cyclers.
9—Waterbury, Conn., Wheel Club, National Circuit.
11—Meriden, Conn., Wheel Club, National Circuit.

13—Norfolk, \a., Wheelmen.
14—Middletown, N. Y., Orange County A. A.
14-15-16—Springfield, Mass., B. C, National Circuit.
15-16—Cape May Court House, N. J., Fair.
16—Boston, Charles River Park Track.
IS—Boston, Massachusetts A. A., National Circuit.

IS—Newark, N. J., Atalanta W., Division Meet.
18—Toledo, O., Race Meet Assn.
21-22-23—Orangeburgh, N. Y., Fair Association.
24—Washington, D. C, National Circuit.
25—Riverside, R. I., Crescent Park, National Circuit.

25—Waterbury, Conn., North End Wheel Club.
25—Reading, Pa., Penn Wheelmen.
27—Trenton, N. J., Interstate Fair, National Circuit.

28-29—Baltimore, Electric Park, National Circuit.

OCTOBER.

2—Washington, International Park, National Circuit.
15-16—Racine, Wis., A. A. National Circuit.

FOREIGN SPURTS.

C. F. Barden, the English champion, has

temporarily retired from the track, and is now
posing as the promoter of race meets at the

Wood Green track.

Teddy Hale, who, since winning the six-

day grind at Madison Square Garden, signs

himself "Long Distance Champion of the

World," has challenged J. W. Stocks to a

six-hour race for $500 a side. It should be

easy money for Stocks.

The historic Anfield 24-hour road-race this

year went to W. A. Lowcock, with 332 miles

to his credit. Saunders and Owen, on a tan-

dem, were ahead at 12 hours, during which

time they covered 193J miles. Nearly every

contestant went to pieces before the finish.

The name of Taylor is "English, quite Eng-
lish, you know," but nevertheless the Taylor

who defeated Tom Linton and Champion so

handily in the recent 50 kilometer (31 miles)

race at Paris is a full-blooded Frenchman.
He is now looked on as one of the coming
middle-distance riders.

Talk about funeral processions! The mile

amateur N. C. U. championship was won in

5.52 2-5, and in one of the heats of the five-

mile championship the men required 17m.

30 3-5s. to cover the distance. In the first-

mentioned event the riders were 2.18 3-5 mak-
ing the first lap, a third of a mile.

The Cuca Cup race is definitely abandoned
for 1897. The matter of general pacing and

its interpretation by the N. C. U., which does

not permit individual pacing in amateur

events, brought about the decision by the

London County Club. It is announced that

the race will not be run again until the rules

are changed.

Paris has a new track, styled the VeledronTe

du Pare des Princes, which, critics claim,

ranks as one of the finest in the world. It

is 666 metres (about 740 yards) to the lap,

the largest in Europe, and has a surface of

cement. At the opening meet on Sunday an

international race for 10,000 francs ($2,000)

will be the principal attraction, in which all

the cracks will compete.

Before leaving Paris for the Glasgow meet

J. W. Stocks rode a farewell 50-mile match
race with Champion, the French Michael, at

the Seine track. He was in wonderful form,

simply playing with his opponent, and at the

conclusion of the race won by four laps. He
cut every world's record from 33 to 50 miles,
which distance was ridden in Ih. 41m. 13 3-5s.

The previous best was Ih. 42m. 42 2-5s., by
Huret.

WHY THEY GIVE HIM UP.

Little Michael has begun parting his hair

in the middle, so we may give him up now as

a young man fully imbued with American rac-

ing men's ideas.—The English Wheeler.

THIRTEEN THOUSAND SAW THESE LOAFS.

American race meets often prove to be

long drawn out afifairs, but none of them can

hold a candle to the N. C. U. championships

at Birmingham, July 17th. The meet was

opened at 3 p. m., and did not close until after

8 o'clock. As usual, in these events, the loaf-

ing was disgraceful. The mile amateur
championship was run in ten heats, three
semi-finals and a final. Numerous heats were
also required to weed out the chafif in the
other events. Thirteen thousand spectators
were present.

Summary:
One mile.—1, T. Summersgill ; 2, J. Bourke; 3, J.

Appleby. Time, 5.52%.
Quarter-mile professional.—1, F. W. Chinn; 2, A.

Macferson; 3, T. J. Gascoyne. Time, 0.33%.
Five miles.—1, E. H. Ainsworth; 2, G. W. Robin-

son; 3, F. Burnand. Time, 17.42.

One-mile professional.—1, F. W. Chinn; 2, T. J.
Gascoyne; 3, A. J. Watson. Time, 4.24%.

V^_
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PREPARING FOR BUSINESS.

Cleveland, August 2.—The Grant Ball Com-
pany, incorporation of which was noted last

week, will engage in the manufacture of steel

balls for bicycle bearings, automatic screw

machine products, etc. The concern is capi-

talized at .$100,000, three-quarters of the stock

being owned by R. H. Grant and A. S.

Cheever.

Brick buildings "230x45, having floors of

slow burning construction, eight inches thick,

carried on steel girders, are now being erected

at the intersection of Clarkwood avenue and

the Cleveland and Pittsburg Railway. The
plant will contain 30,000 square feet of floor

surface. The grinding room, which will be

lighted from a saw-tooth roof, after the plan

of the best English factories, will be 60xl2T

feet. A 100 horse-power engine of the latest

design will be built by C. H. Brown & Co,

of Fitchburg, Mass., and the Erie Iron Works,

of Erie, Pa., will furnish two boilers of 80

horse-power each. The engine-room is to be

very complete in all its details, fitted with

every modern appliance and including a dy-

namo capable of running 400 incandescent

lights. The shafting is all to be fitted with

Hyatt anti-friction bearings.

The offices, in a separate building, will be

two stories in height, the upper one to be

used as a draughting-room. The lower floor

will contain separate rooms for the several

officers of the company and a large room

for the general business. This building will

contain a brick and steel vault, extending

through both stories. A large quantity of ma-

chinery for the equipment of the plant is now
being built in difTerent parts of the country.

The company is officered as follows: R. H.

Grant (formerly with the Cleveland Machine

Screw Co. and the .American Ball Bearing

Co., of this city), president and general man-

ager; Jas. A. Stephens, vice-president; A. S.

Cheever, secretary and treasurer. These of-

ficers, together with Harry A. Garfield and

Thos. T. Boyee, constitute the board of di-

rectors of the company.

ALAS ! AND ALACKADAY.

Considerable comment, but no consterna-

tion, was created by the appearance of the

following spread-eagle advertisement of one

of New York's big department stores in the

daily papers of Sunday and the succeeding

days:
"The Whooperup's" wonderful purchasing power

and its great outlet for reliable merchandise, are

again demonstrated by a contract just closed with the

tope ilanufacturing Co., makers of the Columbia
bicycle.
Ihis great bicycle concern has during the fifteen

or twenty years of its existence constantly ignored
the department stores, and in no case have they
heretofore allowed their w-heels to be sold througli

any one except their e.xclusive agencies. "The Big
Store" has during the past year of its e-xistence so

thoroughly demonstrated that it is bicycle headquar-
ters that this great company have agreed to sell us
the world-celebrated Columbia bicycles, for men and
w'omen. Three hundred of these 1896 model are now
ready on our floor. Columbia bicycles at $50 ought
to and will create a sensation throughout the United
States. There is no limit to this sale. You can buy
at this price one or as many as you like. ilail

orders, accompanied by the casli, carefully filled.

The department store is doing nothing,

however, that the regular Columbia agents

are not authorized to do. They are all selling

the '90 Columbias at the same price—$50.

"Meet me at the fountain and weep," was

the laconic note which one of the Pope Com-
pany's agents dispatched to another when
the ad. first appeared.

It may be necessary to add that a big foun-

tain is one of the features of the department

store in question.

FOR THE POLICE SQUAD

In Dayton, Ohio, the drunks and dis-

orderlies and other offenders are tricycled to

jail. The accompanying illustration of the

patrol tricycle, as it is termed, shows the

modus operandi.

The machine, which was manufactured by

the Davis Sewing Machine Co., of Da3'ton,

is mounted by two officers, while the prisoner,

facing the rear, occupies a seat between them

with his wrists handcuffed to the side of the

seat and his feet resting in stirrups affi.xed to

the rear axle. The steering is done entirely

by the front rider, leaving the officer in the

rear free to give the prisoner necessary at-

tention, in addition to assisting in furnishing

the motive power. The gear of the machine

is 70 4-11 inches, and it has been found that

calls can be answered in much quicker time

than with the horse-drawn patrol wagon.

The machine is adapted to the requirements

of the police departments in small cities where

the expense of keeping up a wagon and horses

cannot be incurred, and where the streets are

good enough to make the patrol tricycle ser-

viceable.

HAVE HAD ENOUGH.

The Elmwood Cycle Co., dealers in bicycles

at No. 55 Park place, this city, is in the hands

of a receiver, Frank S. Parmelee, the treasurer

and general manager, having been appointed

receiver by Judge Russell, of the Supreme

Court, on the application of the directors,

James J Bradley, Clarence B. Marter and Mr.

Parmelee, in proceedings for the voluntary-

dissolution of the company. The liabilities

are $4,300; assets, $022. The company was

incorporated on December 10. 1895, with a

capital stock of $12,000.

SADDLE TENDENCIES.

M. E. Taber, of the Taber Felt Co., Fre-

donia, N. Y., which supplies the bulk of the

felt used in cycle saddles, was in New York
last week? He had been swinging around the

circle of the saddle trade. H? found the ten-

dency toward saddles with solid bases almost

overwhelming and believes they will be gen-

eral in '98. The use of thicker felt pads will

also be the vogue.

ALL DEMANDS SUPPLIED.

The manufacture of Cilley chains will be

continued in the factory at Norwich, Conn.

Several new patterns have been added to the

line, and all demands for quality and price

will be catered to and supplied.

WANTS AMERICAN GOODS.

Eugene Palmen. of Nijmegen, Holland, is

anxious to handle Anierican specialties, and

would be very pleased to hear from American

houses. Mr. Palmen is a wholesale, commis-

sion and general agent.

"PROF. ARIONS" FATAL FALL.

Frank Donahue, alias "Prof. Arion," the

aerial trick rider, gave his last exhibition on

Sunday last, at Ridgewood Park, Brooklyn.

Donahue's performance consisted of riding on

a specially built wheel along a wire 75 feet

from the ground. The wheel and his body
were decorated with incandescent lights,

which in the darkness created a very pretty

effect. The wire over which he rode was

charged with an electric current of 500 volts.

On Sunday Donahue started to perform his

feat, as he has done hundreds of times before.

Three thousand people watched him ride

along the wire, seemingly in a blaze of fire,

when suddenly he lurched and fell to the

ground with the machine. He was carried

to the rear of a dancing pavilion, where he

died. At first it was thought that the fall

was due to losing his balance, but an autopsy

showed that the electric current had passed

through his bodv.

SUIT OVER SPOKES.

Hartford, Conn., July 31.—Suit has been

brought' in the United States Circuit Court

by the Excelsior Needle Company, of Tor-

rington, against the AIorse-Keefer Cycle Sup-

ply Company, of Salisbury, for infringement

of two patents covering machines for swaging

wire to form spokes for bicycle wheels.

The Excelsior Needle Co. was a pioneer

in the art of producing finished wire spokes

by an automatic machine, from a continuous

coil of wire, and has made and sold vast quan-

tities of such spokes. It is now alleged that

other concerns have copied the patented ma-
chines of the Excelsior Co. for the purpose

of competing with it in manufacturing such

spokes, and the suit is the first step taken by
the company in what will probably be a series

of actions instituted against infringers of its

patents.

McGARRETT'S AMBITIONS.

It is reported at Boston that A. O. Mc-
Garrett, State centurion of the Century Road
Club, has decided to endeavor to place the

control of road racing in New England in

the hands of that organization. It is pro-

posed to issue sanctions, formulate and en-
force rules, appoint an official handicapper
and transfer and suspend riders in a similar

manner as the L. A. W. Racing Board.

UNREALIZED EXPECTATIONS.

^^^^at was expected to be one of the largest

century runs of the year proved to be one of

the smallest. In the run of the Associated

Cycling Club of New Jersey to Philadelphia
on Saturday last about 150 riders started, of

which number not more than 50 finished.

The wet weather of the previous days is as-

cribed as the cause of the slim attendance.

WILL MAKE XICKEL-STEEL FITTINGS.

Work has been commenced on the erection

of a plant at Carnegie. Pa., for the manufac-

ture of nickel steel, principally for bicycle
parts, by a new method. Joseph H. Shinn, cf

Pittsburg, is prominentl}^ identified with the
new enterprise.

GRANULATED RAW BONE
FOR

Case-Hardening and Coloring.
MANUF-^CTLRED IIY

THE ROGERS & HUBBARD CO.,
>Iirt(lletoTvn, Conn.

Our pamphlet, "How to Case-Harden," sent free to
any address.
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GO!

The Word Given and the Meet Set in Motion

—Record-Breaking Attendance

Assured.

Philadelphia, Aug. 4.—When this will have

seen the light, Philadelphia will have capitu-

lated to the visiting cyclists.

The storming began early to-day, and tlie

result is easy to foresee. There will be one

continuous hot time in this okl town for four

nights and four days to come.

If the happenings of to-day may be taken

as a specimen of what is to follow, the local

wheelmen who have for so long been promis-

ing that the Eighteenth National Meet would

eclipse everything in preceding years have

been very far ofif in their calculations. Such

a prediction would appear to be too tame to

suit the case, for judging from what has oc-

curred to-day the gathering will so com-

pletely surpass any previous effort that none

of these will appear to be in the same class.

Owing to the rapid influx of visitors and

the continual inquiries from local members

it was decided to open headquarters for regis-

tration at 3 p. m. to-day instead of the ad-

vertised time, Wednesday, at 9 a. m. The
gaily decorated Arena, which is so admirably

adapted for the purpose to which it is now
put, was simply bombarded long before the

hour announced, and before the clock marked

3 there was a crowd of not less than 500 de-

manding admission, while three or four

times that number of idlers and curious na-

tives helped to block the streets. A delay at the

bindery, where the souvenir programmes were

being prepared, made matters worse, lov no

pi ogrammes were on hand, and it was decided

not to start registration until these could be

given out. When they finally came in tne

gates were thrown open and the crowd per-

mitted to enter. Then the scramble began,

and it kept up almost without intermission

until 10.30 p. m. Nearly 4,000 members were

registered in that time, and many went away
rather than wait even the few minutes neces-

sary. Of course, a good many of these were

local men, but the visitors are fast arriving,

and the streets are full of strangers in cycling

garb, who are new to this locality in design

and ornamentation. Then, too, it must be

remembered that the big rush is expected

Wednesday, for the single fare rate on rail-

roads east of the Ohio River only went into

effect to-day.

No time is lost in registration, and ex-

cept when the crowd becomes large, it takes

only a minute to secure credentials. The
ticket is presented, together with a blank

filled out by the member himself. The four

or five committeemen in charge soon stam.p

and number these, at the same time passing

out the souvenir medals and programmes.

The medal is a handsome badge of white

metal, the design being a wheel in the centre

of which is shown a keystone, surmounted by

a liberty bell, while around the tire are the

words, "Eighteenth Annual Meet, Philadel-

phia, August 4, 5, 6, 7." This is suspended

by a purple ribbon from a bar ornamented by

the L. A. W. emblem and the figures 1897.

The souvenir programme is an attractively

printed book of 84 pages. It is replete with

ijhistrations of League officials, the various

committees of the meet and many ])rominent

buildings and points of interest in and

around the city. It also has several lengthy

articles on Philadelphia and her attractions

and contributions by Arthur H. McOwen on

"Awheel in Philadelphia;" Albert Mott, "The

Racing Man;" Isaac B. Potter, "Road Im-

provement;" Samuel A. Boyle, "The Penn-

sylvania Division;" Sterling Elliott, "The

Why of It."

Out at the Willow Grove track all is in

readiness for the races, and almost all of the

men, both amateur and professional, except-

ing those who went to Asbury Park, have ar-

rived. There are 213 individual entries, only

a few of which are for but one event.

Some of the races will have over 100 starters,

but as the trial heats will begin daily at y

a. m., it is expected that everything will be

gotten off in good time.

It has been decided that the veterans' ban-

Cjuet, otherwise the meeting of the pioneers,

shall be "on the meet." In other words,

every veteran is asked to register specially,

and an invitation is immediately extended to

him to the feast which will be held on Fri-

day evening. Another spread is also being

arranged for visiting press men, and a special

committee, with Horace Fogel, of the

"Ledger," as chairman, has been appointed

to arrange for the same.

The various committees also have numer-

ous other surprises up their sleeves, which

will be sprung when the time arrives.

Each train brings more arrivals to increase

the gathering. Indianapolis is represented

by a strong delegation, headed by Fred Van
Sicklen. Their principal object seems to be

to talk of the '98 meet and to decorate their

acquaintances with badges of enormous size.

Omaha will soon be here with some fifty dele-

gates and a determination to show that In-

dianapolis is not the only spot on the map.

The trade is showing up Strongly, and no-

tables are making themselves known around

headquarters. The Walton appears to be

trade headquarters.

The merchants on the principal streets are

catching the infection; royal purple can be

seen everywhere, bunting and other decora-

tions adorn some stores, even more than at

the time of the election of McKinley or on

the Fourth of July "Welcome League of

American Wheelmen" can be seen in five

show windows out of ten, and the daily papers

give the story front page top of column .and

crowd out the latest doings of the sick man
of Europe, General Weyler and the Mikado.

Even the city officials have succumbed, and

a contractor has been compelled to work
twenty-four hours per day in order to lay as-

phalt strips over a section of Broad street

that has been dubbed the "Slough of Des-

pond." Think of it! A department chief,

who, a year ago, said he would not do a thing

for wheelmen, and that they wanted the earth,

is actually making every effort to have the

job completed so that visitors might not have

their pleasure spoiled by jolting over rough

blocks for three squares on the principal

street of the town.

Verily, William Penn is outdoing himself

and establishing a record. This is a story
practically of nothing more than preparation
for the real thing which begins to-morrow,
and that real thing is to be "the finest what
is."

WOW!

How These Denver Riders Did Make Mince

Meat of These Several

Records

!

Denver, July 31.—Records were chopped

with something like the rapidity of the ax

strokes on the turkey's neck around Thanks-

giving Day at the Denver Wheel Club's track

to-day. No less than five marks were wiped

out of existence. The first was the amateur

24-hour figures, unpaced, a mark that stood

at 295 miles for a long time undisturbed. S.

G. Meixel began the work of demolition

at 2.30 p. m. yesterday and finished at the

same time this afternoon with 323 miles to his

credit. Meixel was off the track about two

hours during the time. Amos B. Hughes
rode two miles, unpaced, in 4.24 2-5, lower-

ing the professional record of 4.29. P. J.

Becker and W. A. Himstreet broke the ama-

teur mile tandem competition record of 2.04,

making the distance in 1.58 1-5. G. A. Max-
well established a record of 55 seconds for the

half-mile professional, paced, flying start. Jos.

Heil lowered the amateur unpaced record for

two-thirds of a mile from 1.26 1-5 to 1.21 1-5.

The summary:

One-mile professional.—1, C. I. Himstreet; 2, G. A.
Maxwell; 3, W. C. Mills. Time, 2.14%.
Two-thirds mile, professional.—1, C. I. Himstreet;

2, G. A. Maxwell; 3, R. D. Gammon. Time, 1.27%.
One-mile amateur, tandem.—1, Becker and Him-

street; 2, Maxson and Wesland; 3, Seinne and Smith.
Time, 1.58y5.

Half-mile professional.—1, C. I. Himstreet; 2, W. A.
Mills; 3, C. C. Collins. Time, 1.04.

POOR PACING BALKED ZIM.

Zimmerman endeavored to place the mark
for a mile on the Willow Grove track, Phila-

delphia, at a figure that would require great

going to down during the National meet,

at the night races held Thursday last, but

owing to the poor pacing the best he could

do was 1.57. The track record is 1.47. Jay

Eaton rode in splendid form in the mile open,

defeating Johnson and Sims handily. Star-

buck was right at home in the five-mile han-

dicap, which he won from scratch in 11.33 3-5,

State record.

Summary:
One-mile professional.—1, Jay Eaton; 2, J. S. John-

son; 3, W. Sims; 4, W. E. Becker. Time, 2.07%.
One-mile amateur.—1, W. M. Trott; 2, George

Reith; 3, J. P. Rogers; 4, W. H. Cressy. Time,
2.35%.
One-mile handicap, professional.—1, C. H. Henzel,

70 yards; 2, W. S. Ray, 130 yards; 3, W. E. Dicker-
son, 90 yards. Time, 2.04.

One-mile handicap, amateur.—1, Samuel Moore, 55

yards; 2, George Reith, 25 yards; 3, W. M. Trott, 10

yards. Time, 2.13%.
Five-mile handicap, professional.—1, J. F. Starbuck,

scratch; 2, C. S. Wells, 100 yards; 3, W. F. Sims, 125

yards; 4, W. E. Becker, scratch; 5, L. R. Lefferson,
100 yards. Time, 11.33%.

The Select Knights of Rest Wheelmen is

the magnificently titled organization which
has just been enrolled as a League club.
Wichita, Kans., is its habitat.

MATCH RACE ENDED UNSATISFACTORILY.

Rain caused an unsatisfactory ending to the

last of the series of three-cornered match

races at Bay City, Mich., July 28. Two heats

were run, but the third had to be called off.

Bald and Kiser divided the honors, each hav-

ing won a heat. Bald gained a decisive vic-

tory in the first heat. On the backstretch

he was three lengths behind his rivals. He
took the turn wide and overhauled his men on

the homestretch, winning from Kiser by six

inches, with Cooper about the same distance

behind Kiser. In the second heat Kiser was

given the decision by the judges, although

every one else agreed that the Buffalo rider

had the best of the argument. Time, 2.10 3-5,

2.19 3-5.
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LINKED LOGIC.

Some Pertinent and Interesting Pros and Cons

of the Chain vs. Bevel Gear

Situation.

During the last few months, and particu-

larly since the reduction in price made by a

prominent manufacturer, a large number of

items concerning chainless wheels have been

put in circulation. They have been worked

up industriously by the lay press, elaborated

at pleasure, and historical cuts have been

resurrected to show the guileless public what

sort of wheels they are expected to ride in '98.

But the public will probably continue to

decide for themselves what sort of wheels

they will ride. Undoubtedly, they would like

to obtain wheels without chains, or at least

that portion would who have discovered what

troubles chains are heir to. But, strange as

it may appear, there are thousands of riders

who have not learned that chains require any

attention, and who do not know that the

squeak, click, rattle and hard-running of their

machines is due to poorly-made, unadjusted

or neglected chains.

Careful and experienced riders, however,

and those who tour, are sufficiently numer-

ous, and they would gladly dispense with

chains if something better could be assured

them. There are many, of course, who will

immediately purchase chainless wheels, when
such are brought out by reputable houses;

but it would be rather rash to assume that

the public, as a body, are going to plump
right for them.

The public want bicycles, and want them
badly, but they want them at low prices

almost exclusively. Visit department stores,

and like places where "bargains" in wheels

are offered, and see the number of well-to-do

and wealthy people who are purchasers.

Watch the customers in a bicycle store, and

notice that the best-dressed people demand
the largest reductions in price. Consider the

enormous numbers of people having exceed-

ingly limited means that want to purchase

wheels. More than all, remember that the

public, almost to a man, cherish an idea that

few bicycles are worth over fifty dollars. Put

these facts together, and it appears that the

great demand in '98 will be for good wheels

at medium prices.

Rumors are plentiful and facts are few as

yet regarding the makers' plans for '98, but

the indications at present seem to be that

chainless wheels will cost an even hundred or

more and will be held strictly to list.

There have been good, serviceable wheels

in the '97 model at fifty dollars. There will

doubtless be more, and, perhaps, better ones,

in the '98 market. Under these conditions

the chainless wheel will appeal mainly to

those who are willing to pay a round price

for the sake of discarding the chain. In '96

the public insisted on doing away with cotter-

pins. In '97, when cotter-ping were dis-

carded, the public purchased '96 pattern

wheels which had them. In bicycles to-day

it is more than ever the price, and less the

fad, that the public are after. Perhaps they

will pay fifty, seventy-five or an even hundred

per cent more for wheels having features

which they now insist are essential; but it

would be pretty dangerous to bank on it.

In '96 and '97 the average of wheels of the

better classes has been good, and purchasers

have generally allowed price to settle their

choice, although they have had, in many
cases, decided preferences for details of con-

struction found in wheels other than the one

purchased. It has been very common for a

customer to look over the stock in a store,

express himself strongly in favor of one and
against another make, and then purchase the

one he objected to, simply because he saved

five or ten dollars on it.

If recent experiences is a true guide, then
'98 will be the greatest year ever known for

moderate-priced wheels, and this is a most
important consideration. It cannot be re-

peated too often that the bulk of new future

buyers can afford to pay only comparatively

small prices; the enthusiasts who wanted
wheels at any price are long since supplied.

Then, too, those with larger incomes will not,

as a rule, pay larger prices, for they consider
it unnecessary.

By far the largest proportion of makers
have, up to the present, been engaged in pro-
ducing "high-grade" wheels. If they are go-
ing to continue to exist, they will need to

make some changes. Those who stick to

high prices will be compelled to furnish finer

work in many respects, particularly in the de-

tails of fitting, adjustment and finish. This
stricture is of universal application, for it is

practically impossible to find a machine that

does not show marks of careless work, in-

different finish or poor assembling. Remedy
these defects and there will always b^ found a

class ready and able to pay for these little, but
captivating, points of superiority. The fact

that several makers have, in such a year as

'97, obtained extra prices for a little attention

to these points, is ample support of this con-
tention.

In the future the larger proportion of mak-
ers will need to turn out medium-price wheels,

and this, for a time, at least, will stand in the

way of the very rapid adoption of expensive
chainless models. Should it, however, be
found possible to produce chainless wheels at

practically the same price as the best chain-

driven, the result may, perhaps, be. different.

Experience,- however, in this country and
abroad indicates that the chainless wheel
must be a distinct improyement on its pre-

decessors if it is to prove a success.

It has been noticeable in bicycle history

that valuable and lasting improvements have
come in comparatively quietly—practically

unheralded and unsung. On the contrary,

other changes that have been persistently

boomed, -well advertised and long discussed,

have fallen flat. This offers little encourage-
ment for chainless wheels, though, on the

contrary, the care and deliberation that are

being exercised in developing them now give

reason to believe that when they come they

will be worth attention.

Will the chainless wheel possess life and
responsiveness?

The mere' possibility of the advent of suc-

cessful chainless wheels ought to spur the

chain-makers on to marked improvement in

their outputs. There is not only much room
for improvefnent in the ordinary type, but it

is an open question whether some decided

change in design would not be a vast im-

provement. ' There is at least one chain now

that is a step in the right direction, and pos-

sesses certain qualities of unique superiority.

The demand for gear cases, too, will doubt-
less be materially augmented. With their use

far more satisfaction can be obtained from
the ordinary chain. The gear-case is not a

fad; it is bound to increase in popularity,

and, when properly made and adjusted, is an
exceedingly valuable accessory. Luther.

CYCLING NOT HAZARDOUS.

In Rochester (N. Y.) last week Justice
Davy handed down a decision in the case of

Israel W. Baldwin against the Fraternal Ac-
cident Association of America, which involves
a question of great intereist to all wheelmen
who carry accident insurance policies.

The case was tried at the Steuben County
Trial Term in Bath last January. The de-
cision just handed down favors the contention
of the plaintiff. The complaint in the ac-

tion set forth that the plaintiff, who is a fur-

niture dealer at Avoca, was injured by falling

from his bicycle on May 3, 1894, while en-

gaged in riding from his residence to his

place of business. His right hip was frac-

tured, as a result of the accident, and he was
confined seven weeks in his house under the

doctor's care. At the time of the occurrence
the plaintiff held an accident policy in the

Fraternal Accident Association, which enti-

tled him to $20 per week, for a period not ex-

ceeding fifty-two weeks, in case of injury.

The defendant refused to settle the plain-

tiff's claim when he presented it, and, accord-

ingly, an action was commenced to recover

$1,040 from the corporation. The answer,

filed by the defendant, set up a general denial

of the complaint, except the allegation of

the incorporation of the defendant. As a

separate defense it was claimed that, by the

terms of the policy, if the plaintiff should be

injured while engaged temporarily or other-

wise in any occupation or exposure classified

as more hazardous than that specified in the

certificate, the indemnity should be at the rate

only of the more hazardous occupation. It

was further alleged that the plaintiff's inju-

ries were received while riding a bicycle, clas-

. sified as hazardous occupation, entitling the

plaintiff to only $10 a week instead of $20.

On this interesting point in the case. Judge
Davy holds that a person who only rides a

bicycle occasionally for convenience and

pleasure, is not a cyclist within the meaning

of the insurance policy.

"The mere fact that a man rides a bicycle

occasionally for pleasure," says Justice Davy,

"does not make him by occupation a profes-

sional cyclist. The clause in the policy evi-

dently has reference to those who are profes-

sional bicyclists and make their living by rac-

ing on the wheel."

BEER WAGONS KILL VEHICLE TAX.

Patterning after Chicago, a Milwaukee Al-

derman, who, by the way, does not ride a

wheel, introduced a bicycle-tax ordinance.

The city attorney rendered an opinion that

it would be impracticable, if indeed, not il-

legal, to single out bicycles, and that, there-

fore, the tax must cover all vehicles.

Milwaukee, with its multiplicity of beer

wagons, could not stand this, and at the next

meeting of the council the ordinance will be

withdrawn.
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STRONG QUIBBLES.

The Mayor Does Not I^lke a Minor Clause of

the New Road Rules and Refuses

to Sign Them.

Quite unexpectedly. Mayor Strong has re-

fused to sign tiie revised rules of the road

which were passed last week by the New
York Board of Aldermen.

He is quibbling over the clause permitting

bicycles to be trundled on the sidewalks, and

will veto that portion of the ordinance. He
will probably suggest that trundling be per-

mitted only when the bicycle is disabled and

rendered unridable, a distinction with sub-

stantially no difference.

It is understood that some of the Mayor's

legal friends have advised him that the bi-

cycle being lawfully a vehicle, has no right

upon the sidewalks under any circumstances.

Alderman Ware, who fathered the ordi-

nance, is disposed to attempt passing it over

the Mayor's veto, which would require a two-

thirds vote of the whole board. But at this

writing nothing definite has been decided.

As the rules are the first ever drawn with

the bicycle directly in mind, and are, there-

fore, of general interest, the ordinance in full

follows:

.Vn ordinance in relation to the right of way of, and
other regulations regarding, vehicles upon the pub-

lic streets. The Mayor, Aldermen and Common-
alty of the city of New York do ordain as follows:

ARTICLE I.

RIGHT OF WAY.

Section 1. On all the public streets or highways of

this city all vehicles going in a northerly or southerly

direction shall have the right of way over any vehicle

going in an easterly or westerly direction.

Sec. 2. The ambulances belonging to the depart-

ment of public charities and correction and incor-

porated hospitals of the city of New York, shall

have the right of way in the streets of said city, as

against all persons, vehicles or animals, when con-

veying any patient or injured person to any hospital

in the city, or when proceeding to the scene of any

accident by which any person or persons have been
injured. The vehicles belonging to the Fire and
Police Departments of the city of New York, shall

have like right of way, and the same shall extend to

the men in the employ of the above departments

when on duty; and any person refusing to yield the

right of way, where it is possible, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof

shall be punished pursuant to the provisions of sec-

tion 85 of the New York city consolidation act, and
the commissioners of police are hereby required to

enforce rigidly the provisions of the ordinance. Phy-

sicians having a police permit, as hereinafter pro-

vided for, shall also have a like right of way in the

streets, and shall be allowed to cross processions as

soon as possible when answering calls for their serv-

ice. The chief of police is hereby empowered to

issue, upon application therefor, a- proper permit to

any duly registered physician, and this permit shall

not be transferable.

ARTICLE IL
OVERTAKING VEHICLES.

Section 1. Any vehicle overtaking another shall

pass on the left side of the overtaken vehicle.

Sec. 2. When requested to do so, the driver or

person having charge of any vehicle traveling on any
street or highway of this city shall, as soon as prac-

ticable, turn to the right, so as to allow any over-

taking vehicle free passage on his left.

Sec. 3. Above Fifty-ninth street, no vehicle, upon
passing another, when both are in motion, shall go in

front of the vehicle passed until they are fifteen feet

apart.
ARTICLE III.

TURNING.

Section 1. Before turning the corner of any public

street or highway of this city, the driver or person
having charge of any vehicle shall give a signal by
raising the hand or whip, which can be plainly seen

from behind and from the side toward which the turn

is to be made, and which shall plainly indicate the di-

rection of said turn.

Sec. 2. In turning corners to the right, vehicles

shall keep to the right of the centre of the street. In

turning corners to the left, they shall pass to the

right of the centre of the intersection of the two
streets.

ARTICLE IV.

STARTING AND STOPPING.

Section 1. Unless in an emergency or to allow an-

other vehicle, equestrian, or pedestrian to cross their

path, no vehicle or equestrian shall stop in any public

street or highway of this city, except near the curb

thereof, and before so doing the rider or driver or

person having charge of said vehicle shall give a sig-

nal that can be plainly seen from the rear, by raising

his hand or whip. At the option of the driver, rider

or person having charge of such vehicle, an audible

signal may be given indicating an intention to stop.

Sec. 2. No vehicle shall turn, nor start and turn,

from the curb until the rider, driver or person having

charge thereof shall have given a signal to be plainly

seen from the rear and from the side toward which
the turn is to be made, which signal shall be made
by raising the hand or whip. At the option of the

driver, rider or person having charge of such vehicle,

an audible signal may be given indicating an inten-

tion to turn.
ARTICLE V.

BELLS, LIGHTS, ETC.

Section 1. Every bicycle, velocipede, motor wagon
or such vehicle of propulsion shall be required to

carry an alarm bell or gong not less than one and

one-half inches nor more than three inches in diame-

ter, and such bell or gong shall be sounded when
turning corners, when passing another vehicle or an

equestrian from behind, and to give timely warning

to avoid contact with pedestrians, equestrians or ve-

hicles. No bicycle, tricycle or velocipede shall be

propelled at a greater speed than eight miles an hour,

and such vehicle shall keep to the right of the centre

of the roadway, except within 100 feet of the stop-

ping or starting point. No more than two of such

vehicles shall be ridden abreast" within the limits of

the city of New York.

Sec. 2. No person using a vehicle described in the

foregoing section shall coast on any of the streets or

avenues of this city lying south of 125th street. The
terra coasting is hereby defined to mean proceeding

by inertia or momentum with the feet ofif the pedals.

Sec. 3. Each and every vehicle using the public

streets or highways of this city shall show, from one

hour after sunset until one hour before sunrise, a

light or lights, so placed as to be seen from the front

and each side; such light or lights to be of sufficient

illuminating power to be visible at a distance of 200

feet; said light or lights shall show white in front,

but may be colored on the sides.

ARTICLE VI.

AGE OF DRIVERS OF BUSINESS VEHICLES.

The driver or person having charge of any vehicle

drawn by any animal or animals or propelled by any

human or mechanical power, and used for the pur-

pose of business, shall not be less than 16 years of

age. It being understood that this section does not

in any way affect age limits and other conditions

specified by already existing ordinances relating to

drivers of licensed vehicles.

ARTICLE VII.

Section 1. It shall not be lawful for any cart,

wagon, public cart or any other vehicle used for the

purpose of carrying freight or merchandise, or for

any other purpose than that of carrying passengers,

whether it be loaded or unloaded, to be driven

through any of the streets or avenues of the city of

New York at a greater speed than at the rate of

five (5) miles an hour.

It shall not be lawful for any cart, wagon or other

vehicle used for the purpose of carrying passengers

(and their personal luggage) to be driven through

any of the streets or avenues of the city of New
York at a greater speed than at the rate of eight (8)

miles an hour.

It shall not be lawful for any vehicle to be driven

or propelled around a corner of any of the streets or

avenues of said city traveling at a faster gait than

at the rate of three (3) miles an hour, and all and
every such carts, and all other vehicles when passing

through or along any of the streets or avenues of said

city shall, when in motion, be kept on the right of

the centre of the road at all times, e-xcept within 100

feet of the stopping or starting point. And it shall

be unlawful for any such public cart, carriage or any
other vehicle, or horse or horses attached thereto to

be driven foul of or against any person, vehicle or

other thing whatever, in any of the streets or avenues

of said city.

Sec. 2. Except when going or coming directly from
or to their places of departure or destination on the

Western Boulevard, and, except when actually pass-

ing another vehicle or obstacle, all trucks, express

wagons, vans and business vehicles of all sorts shall

keep in single line upon their extreme right of the
said Western Boulevard at all points between Fifty-

ninth street and Manhattan street.

Sec. 3. Except when going or coming directly from
or to their place of departure or destination on said

boulevard, and, except when actually passing an ob-

stacle on the roadway, all bicycles and passenger ve-

hicles shall use only those portions of the said West-
ern Boulevard, between Fifty-ninth street and Man-
hattan street, not set apart in section 2 hereof for the
use of the vehicles therein mentioned; and all bicy-

cles and passenger vehicles shall keep to their right

of those portions of said boulevard by this section al-

lotted for their use.

Sec. 4. Any person riding a bicycle in the city of

New York, shall not be allowed to carry or trans-

port thereon any child under the age of 5 years.

ARTICLE VIII.
RIDING ON SIDEWALKS.

No person shall drive, or back, or lead any horse
or cart, or other wheeled carriage on the footpath
or sidewalk of any street, nor shall it be lawful for

any vehicle propelled by hand or foot power to be
ridden or driven upon the sidewalk of any street or
avenue which has been flagged, curbed, guttered and
paved.

Nothing in this ordinance shall prevent users of bi-

cycles or tricycles from pushing such vehicles along
sidewalks when not riding upon said vehicle, but
they must in all such cases proceed in single file.

ARTICLE IX.
For the purposes of this ordinance Park avenue,

between Thirty-fourth and Fortieth streets and be-
tween Fifty-sixth and Ninety-sixth streets, and the
Western Boulevard, between Fifty-ninth and Man-
hattan streets, are each hereby declared to have but
one roadway.

ARTICLE X.
The word vehicle, wherever used in these ordi-

nances, shall be held to include public carts, wagons,
coaches, cabs, wheeled carriages, motor-wagons, bicy-

cles, tricycles, velocipedes and other such vehicles of

propulsion.
ARTICLE XI.

REPEALING CLAUSE.
Section 1. These ordinances shall take effect im-

mediately, and any person violating these ordinances,
or any provision thereof, shall be liable to a fine of

not less than one nor more than ten dollars for each
offense.

Sec. 2. Sections 209, 370, 371, 374, 379, 380, 381, 382,

383, 384, 443 and 455 of the Revised Ordinances of 1897

are hereby repealed.

LOCAL LAW WAS ILLEGAL.

New Jersey's new law, which^ regulates the

passage of bicycle ordinances by cities, towns
and villages, figured prominently in a test

case which was decided at Salem last week.
The local authorities were completely floored

by Judge Sinnickson, who declared, in his

decision of the case, that the city ordinance
regulating the riding of wheels was invalid.
The attack upon the validity of the ordi-

nance was caused by the arrest of Herbert
Eldridge for riding on the sidewalk. A con-
viction followed, and Mayor Gwynne imposed
a fine of $5 and costs. Counsel for the cy-
clist at once applied for a review of the con-
viction, and asked that the Mayor's order of
conviction be dismissed on six points, among
them being the following:

Because the ordinance conflicts with the
statute regulating the passage of bicycle or-
dinances by municipality, particularly in two
respects: First, because the ordinance makes
the limitation as to the rate of speed apply
only to bicycles and exempts other vehicles,
contrary to the State law, and second, be-
cause the ordinance makes it compulsory to
the magistrate to fine each offender $5, where-
as the State law makes the imposition of the
fine entirely discretionary with the magis-
trate, limiting it to the sum of $5; because
the action should have been a civil fine for
penalty, and not a criminal one.

After considering the case Judge Sinnick-
son upheld the contention of the defendant's
counsel and made an order setting aside the
conviction, on the ground that the ordinance
was imperfect by the omission of the two
words "not exceeding," touching the ques-
tion of fine to be imposed. A new ordinance
was passed on Thursday night to conform to
the State law, and will go into effect in 20
days.
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Mr. Manufacturer!

I
Have you heard of SO PER CENT. CARBON AND 5 PER CENT. NICKEL

|
> steel tubing? It's ADVERTISING, isn't it? You can get the same results by talking **SHELBY." t
t The following tests will bear you out in this statement: -f

HARD FROM BENCH.
ULT. STRENGTH,

PER SQ. IN.

t
t

SANDVIKEN, (Standard 35% Carbon) 96,600 pounds.
(Special 40% Carbon) 100,800 *'

(Ext. Special 45% Carbon) 114,000 '*

(4

ANNEALED "f
ULT. STRENGTH, "f
PER SQ. IN. -f

88,000 pounds. X

91,800 " t

103,400 " 1

t

t

You have a STRONG SELLING POINT if your wheel is made of the

"STANDARD SHELBY"
Are you ready for 1898 prices? If so, write us.

The Shelby Steel Tube Company,
^ Eastern Office and Wareroom,

> 144 Chambers St., New York.

Main Office and Works,

SHELBY, OHIO.

Western Office and Wareroom, -

135 Lake St., Chicago, llls< t

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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KENTUCKY'S CHARMS.

Some of the Attractions Which the Bluegrass

State Holds for Cycling Tour-

ists.

Louisville, Ky., July 30.—Not all of the

famous touring ground is in the East

or far West. The South has its share, and

though the average wheelman may not know

it, every summer hundreds of parties, num-

bering from two to a dozen, visit the world-

famed Bluegrass section of Kentucky.

Here may be found the most hospitable

BETWEEN NICHOLASVILLE AND LEXINGTON.

people, the finest horses on the earth, the

most beautiful women, and that heart's de-

light of the wheelman, miles and miles ot

perfect roads. Mammoth Cave, while not

in the Bluegrass section, is a Mecca toward

which many wheels are pedaled every year,

and it is well worth visiting. Anywhere

from a week to two months may be spent

awheel in Kentucky with profit and pleasure.

Louisville, situated almost in the centre

of the State, east and west, but on the North-

ern border, should be made the objective or

starting point for all tourists. From this city

every place of interest can be reached, and

information regarding special trips, etc., is

always willingly furnished by L. A. W. mem-
bers or dealers to touring parties. Louis-

ville is not without some attractions herself.

Fountain Ferry bicycle track, the first all-

cement track ever constructed, on which

world's records were broken by seconds be-

fore the surface was dry, is worth a visit. It

is only three miles from the heart of the city,

over a good street and road, and the park

surrounding the track is an ideal place to

spend an afternoon. The falls of the Ohio
River, just opposite Louisville, a disappoint-

ment at first, will have a fascination on closer

inspection. The "big eddy," a whirlpool

large enough to swallow at one gulp the larg-

est ocean steamer, is awe-inspiring. Only
one hour's ride from Louisville will be found

the weed and grass-covered grave of Zachary

Taylor, twelfth President of the United States.

But Mammoth Cave is the point of chiefest

interest in Kentucky to the bicycle tourist

from the East. It is 115 miles by good and

bad roads from Louisville. Mount Washing-

ton, twenty-one miles out, is the first town of

any importance passed through. Mount
Washington is remarkable for nothing except

that "Old Mother Lewis" lives there. But

this is sufficient for the wheelman who has

ever been over the road. What memories of

spring chicken, fried ham and eggs, roast

mutton, boiled corn on the cjb, quartered or

whole tomatoes, potatoes, home-made pre-

serves, innumerable and unnamable pies, like

only "Mother" knows how to bake—what
memories of these things a sight of the old

place brings up! And there is the kindly^

bustling old woman, so anxious to please, so

solicitous for fear you may overlook some
dainty on the table, so earnest in every-

thing, so willing to do anything to make you
comfortable and happy. Good old Mother
Lewis! The world would be better had we
more like her. May she live long to enter-

tain the "boys," and may the creaky old sign

swing many a year to guide the hungry
wheelman to a place where good things are

not at a premium, and the only ofifense he can

give is to refuse pie for breakfast, or fail to

sample everything set before him.

But the tourist bound Mammoth Cave-

ward cannot tarry long at Mother Lewis's,

pleasant though the stay may be. A beauti-

ful gravel road extends like a golden streak

ahead of him, and he pedals on for Bards-

town, eighteen miles distant. Here a good

creak of the old hand-mill, grinding corn for

"pones," and the bang of the old loom,

weaving linsey or jeans, may occasionally be

heard. The coon dog basks lazily in the

shadow of the door-step, wishing for night-

fall, when he can make a bloody raid on a

neighbor's sheep, or follow his master to the

"still" in the forest. Bad roads are struck,

and the weak-kneed rider longs for a railroad

or wants to turn back. The journey is con-

tinued for a few miles further, and the cave

is reached. It has taken two days to make
the journey, and it has not been in all re-

spects smooth riding, but the hardy wheel-

man is repaid many times over by the jour-

ney through the subterranean chambers and

passages of this world's wonder. The route

to Mammoth Cave in detail is as follows:

Louisville to:

Fern Creek, 11 miles southeast; macadam road,
good, hilly, one steep hill.

Hays' Spring, 4 miles southeast; macadam, fine,

hilly.

Mt. Washington, 6 miles southeast; macadam, fine
rolling, one steep hill.

High Grove, 6 miles southeast; macadam, fine,
rolling.

ROAD THKUUGH MIDDLETOWN.

luncheon can be had, then away for New
Haven, sixteen miles away. It will pay the

tourist to diverge from his route here and go

three miles out of the way for a visit to Geth-

semane Abbey, where hundreds of religious

enthusiasts have buried themselves alive.

These monks are of the Trappist order, and this

abbey is one of only three in the New World.

James Lane Allen founded the story, "The

White Cowl," on incidents at this monastery,

and many other romances have been woven
about it. The great buildings where quiet

reigns forever, and in parts of which no word
is ever spoken, make the visitor curious to

learn the life secrets hidden in those grim

walls, and imagination weaves a story about

the silent, smooth-faced recluses who move
noiselessly about, serving God in their own
peculiar way.

Next comes a wild section of the country,

sparsely populated, where the moonshiner
dwells in security, the typical corncracker

ekes out an existence in his own monotonous
way. Here the trusty old single-barreled

rifle hangs on pegs over the door, here the

NEARING THE KENTUCKY RIVER AT SHAKERTOWN.

Cox's Creek, 6 miles southeast; macadam, fine,
rolling, one steep hill.

Bardstown, 6 miles south; fair, level.

New Haven, 14 miles south; macadam, fair, rolling,
two steep hills.

Athertonville, 2% miles south; macadam, fine, roll-

ing.
Gibson, 6V2 miles south ; macadam, fair, hilly, two

steep hills.

Buffalo, 5 miles south; macadam, fair, smooth.
Magnolia, 5% miles south; rock and sand, bad, hilly.

Chalk Ridge, 2% miles south; rock and sand, unrid-
able, hilly.

Pike View, 2% miles south; unridable, hilly.

Linwood, 3% miles south; rock and sand, unridable,
hilly.
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Rio, two miles south; rock and sand, bad, hilly.

Canmer, 2% miles south; dirt, fair, rolling.

Hardyville, 21/2 miles south; dirt, fair, rolling.

Uno, 6 miles south; dirt, fair, rolling.

Bear Wallow, 3 miles south; dirt, fair, rolling.

Highland Springs, 4 miles south; dirt, fair, one
great hill.

Mammoth Cave, 6 miles south; dirt, fair, rolling.

The road designated as "unridable" is usually

deep with sand or strewn with huge rocks or

boulders.

A trip to "God's country," the Bliiegrass

section, is well worth devoting weeks to, al-

though a good rider can reach Lexington,

the heart of this lovely region, in one day.

The distance from Louisville is a little less

than 100 miles over splendid roads. Middle-

town and Shelbyville are passed through on

this trip. Clay Village, named in honor of

the great commoner, Henry Clay, is on the

route. Frankfort, the capital of the State of

Kentucky, nestling in a hollow formed by
giant green-clad hills, is just half a

century's ride from Louisville, and is a good
place to spend a few hours. Here is located

the State penitentiary, and here, on a blufif

overlooking the picturesque Kentucky River,

the hero worshiper can bow his head before

the vandal-wrecked tomb of Daniel Boone.

Versailles, the home of the ex-Senator J. C. S.

Blackburn, is the next stopping point, four-

teen miles from Frankfort. Then comes Lex-
ington, the Athens of the Bluegrass, with

her blue-blooded people, blue-blooded horses

and bluegrass stock farms. A day will hardly

suffice to see the sights of this beautiful in-

land city. Ashland, the home of Henry Clay,

with its great park and wide pastures, is here,

and the present owner. Major H. C. Mc-
Dowell, a great grandson of the commoner,
takes delight in showing visitors over the

place. Mr. Clay's tomb and monument,
erected in his memory by the people of Ken-
tucky, towers skyward in the cemetery near

the old homestead.

The great stockfarms in the neighborhood
of Lexington are always a source of wonder-
ful interest to the visitor. Some are as large

as villages and as complete in their appoint-

ments. One of the most famous of these is

"Woodburn," the property of A. J. Alex-
ander. This place was formerly the estate of

the late Lord Alepcander J. Alexander, and it

is probably the most beautiful stock

farm in the world. "Nantura" farm
is not far from Lexington. Here was the

home of old Longfellow and of Ten Broeck,

and here may be seen the handsome monu-
ments erected in memory of these world-fa-

mous racers and sires of racers, together with

the cups and trophies they won in many hard-

fought battles. August Belmont's "Nursery"
stud is only a short ride awheel from Lexing-
ton, and on the way to it Foxhall Keene's

"Castleton" farm may be passed. There are

hundreds of these breeding farms, and all

have some points of interest. The route in

detail from Louisville to Lexington is as fol-

lows:

Louisville to:
St. Matthews, 6 miles east; macadam, fine, rolling.
Howesville, 3 miles east; macadam, fine, level.
Boston, 3 miles east; macadam, fine, very hilly.
Simpsonville, 4 miles east: macadam, fine, very

hilly.

Shelbyville, 8 miles east; macadam, fine, hilly, one
steep hill.

Peytona, 10 miles east; macadam, fine, hilly, one
steep hill.

Grafensburg, 3 miles east; macadam, fine, hilly, one
steep hill.

Bridgeport, 4 miles east; macadam, fine, hilly, one
steep hill.

Frankfort, 5 miles east; macadam, fine, hilly, one
steep hill.

Versailles, 14 miles southeast; macadam, fine, hilly,
one. steep hill.

Lexington, 12% miles southeast; macadam, hilly,
one steep hill.

Shakertown (Pleasant Hill on the map) is

a place well worth a visit. Here will be

found a community of plain, honest folk, call-

ing each other Mary or John, or Jane or

James, believing the best way to serve the

Lord is to follow the Golden Rule, and inci-

dentally to practice celibacy. A week could

be spent profitably at this place. The Com-
munity is located on a high hill or mountain,

a mile and a half from Kentucky River. The

scenery is grand, great bluffs reaching up

from the river almost to the clouds. There is

nothing on the famous Hudson more pictur-

esquely beautiful than this spot on Kentucky

River.

Shakertown is about 150 miles from Louis-

ville. You go there by way of Bardstown,

and from there to Springfield, Perryville and

Harrodsburg. Just out of Bardstown is the

old Rowan homestead, "Federal Hill," where

that erratic genius, Stephen Foster, inspired

by the song of the nightingale, the mellow

moonlight and such beauties as only may be

found in a Southern country residence, com-

posed his world-famous song, "My Old Ken-

tucky Home." A gravel road running along-

side a creek and through a beech forest leads

to Springfield, eighteen miles away. Perry-

ville is a few miles further on. Here more
than one bloody battle was fought during the

civil war, and here is a cemetery, in which

ten times as many bodies lie mouldering in

the ground as there are inhabitants of the

town. Harrodsburg is ten miles further;

then comes Shakertown, nine miles. It is

well to spend the night at Shakertown. The
people are hospitable and good, wholesome
fare and absolute cleanliness are a part of their

creed. But. should your wife be with you,

kiss her goodnight before you enter the door

of the big, inviting stone building at which

guests are received. It will be your last

chance. For when bedtime comes she will be

escorted by the light of a wax candle to a

comfortable room on one floor of the build-

ing, while you will be pointed the way to a

guest chamber on another floor. Marital ties

are not recognized in Shakertown. These be

queer people, these Shakers, but goodly

withal.

The route to Shakertown is as follows,

from Bardstown, the route to that point being

the same as given for Mammoth Cave:

Bardstown to:
Fredericksburg, 9 miles east; macadam, good, roll-

ing, two steep hills. (Mile and a half coast into Fred-
ericksburg.)

Springfield 9 miles east; macadam, fine, rolling,
two steep hills.

Texas, 8 miles east; macadam, fine.

Pottsville, 5 miles east; macadam, good.
Perryville, 10 miles east; macadam, good, hilly.

Nevada, 4 miles east; macadam, good, rolling, one
steep hill.

Harrodsburg, 6 miles northeast; macadam, good,
rolling, one steep hill.

Shakertown, 9 miles northeast; macadam, good,
hilly.

NO ESCAPE FROM THAT.

He'd defied the floods of Pluvius, scaled the crater of

Vesuvius,

Had triumphed over fevers in the jungles lone and
lorn;

He'd fought in Abyssinia, he had battled in Virginia,

And had danced a pigeon-wing upon the dizzy Matter-

horn.

He had braved a thousand dangers in the land of sav-

age strangers

—

War and famine, fire and tempest, epidemics and cold

steel;

But, yesterday, at seven, in the calmness of the even.

He was killed by a collision with a woman on a
wheel.

TJ

DflOllTTLE

BRAKE

operates automatically on
the axle, and therefore DOES
NOT WEAR the tire.

It is immediately applied by
BACK-PEDALING, and when
set IT CONTINUES IN EF-

FECT at equal pressure until

released by forward pedaling.

The brake can be regulated

according to weight or inclina-

tion of rider, or can be locked

out of action entirely when
desired.

Should chain break going

down hill, the brake sets auto-

matically.

We are equipped to furnish

barrel-hubs, finished and com-
plete, and fitted with this

brake.

We shall shortly be in posi-

tion to furnish the DOOLIT-
TLE BRAKE that can be ad-

justed to almost any standard

bicycle now on the road, either

old or new. Price, $5.00.

^* t^*^* e^* t^^

DOOLITTLE

PATENT

AUTOMATIC
BRAKE CO.,
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168

CHURCH ST.,

NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED ...

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop US a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co

CLYDE, OHIO.

CORNELLIAN TESTS.

Up Ithacaway. where wag the wise heads of

Cornell University, they are interested in the

chain vs. bevel gear subject.

The interest has taken the form of experi-

mentation, and some particulars of the tests

have just been made public by Rolla C. Car-

penter, Professor of Experimental Engineer-

ing.

Professor Carpenter's deductions are not

wholly favorable to the chainless gear, but as

its perfection is so recent and the perfected

gear has been so carefully guarded, later

tests will be necessary to give the deductions

proper weight. Prof. Carpenter says: "The
investigations are not entirely completed at

the present time, but it seems safe to announce

that all the tests indicate that no form of gear-

ing can possibly equal the best chain for effi-

ciency and durability. Some of the results

of the test may be interesting to your

readers and it may be briefly stated that the

friction with the best chain varied from one-

half to three-quarters of one per cent and this

result was not only obtained with a new chain

but was also obtained with a chain which had

been in use on a wheel that had been ridden

for more than 2,000 miles by a rider weighing

nearly 200 pounds; this would serve to show

THE LATEST FASHION IN SWEATERS.

that high grade chains can be and are made

which do not change their form by wear an

amount sufficient to affect the friction. This

particular chain is made with knife-edge bear-

ings with hardened steel links and is not af-

fected by dust to any great extent. Tests

were made on a large number of other chains

and the friction was found to vary from 2 to

5 per cent, depending upon the condition of

the chain, its method of construction and de-

tails of design. The highest friction we have

found, even in the case of an old chain which

did not fit the sprocket properly, did not

exceed 10 per cent, although I am willing to

concede that a considerably higher friction

might in some instances be found.

"Regarding the use of gears, extensive in-

vestigations have been made from time to

time which show the amount of power lost in

friction. The very best recorded results with

spur gearing are very nearly equal to those

obtained with the ordinary chain when the

gearing is in the best condition and work-

ing accurately in line and position. The best

kind of bevel or spiral gears, a form which

must be used in bicycle work, show about

three times the friction of the spur gears and

since two pair must be used on each bicycle

about four times as much friction as the ordi-

nary chain will be developed and six to eight

times the friction of the very best chains.

"There is another serious objection to the

use of gears arising from the fact that the

least change in position of the point of con-

tact of the gear from its normal will cause a

great increase in friction and in loss of power
over that stated in the preceding discussion.

This indicates that the gearing is essentially

unfitted for a frame which must from the very

nature of its use possess great elasticity and

flexibility.

"In our investigation the friction of several

bicycles running at various rates of speed

and operated under ordinary conditions was
measured. This for the very best wheels under

heaviest working conditions was found to be

from 5 to 8 per cent of the power supplied,

while with some of the poorer wheels the fric-

tion, under the same conditions, was 20 to 40

per cent. One of the noted manufacturers of

high grade wheels kindly permitted an oppor-

tunity of comparing a chainless wheel which

was constructed in the most approved manner
and with the friction reduced to the smallest

possible amount with the same kind of wheel

equipped with the best chain. The results

were uniformly from 5 to 8 per cent in favor of

the wheel with the chain, or just about the

amount that could have been predicted from

previous tests of gearing.

"The chainless wheel also developed one

extremely bad feature and as this is inherent

in all methods of gearing it may perhaps be

worth mentioning. With all the chain wheels

the percentage of friction or loss of power
remained essentially constant at all speeds,

but with a geared or chainless wheel the per-

centage of friction increased as the speed

diminished. This would make the chainless

wheel very objectionable for climbiiag hills.

since at that time the .speed must be slow and

and all the power of the rider is needed to

propel the wheel forward.

"The above statements show in a general

way the results of the investigations and the

conclusions which may be deduced from

them as they appear to the writer; they seem

to indicate that any attempt to replace the

chain by gearing will result in failure in the

future just as it already has done in the past.

They also serve to show the great difference

which exists between a poor and a high-grade

machine, and finally the wonderful efficiency

of the bicycle as a whole, which enables a man
to propel himself under favorable conditions

with from 5 to 10 per cent of the effort re-

quired in walking."

FORG WILL FIGHT.

People who are making crank-hangers and

detachable sprockets may do well to heed the

word of caution uttered by P. Forg, the well-

known maker of stamped parts in Somerville,

Mass. Mr. Forg owns the patents on stamped

hangers and on the inter-locking device of

rim and spider on sprockets, and serves notice

that he will prosecute infringers.

SOME "98 STRAWS.

One of the big makers is negotiating for

embossed sterling silver • tips for the grips

which he will use on his '98 wheel. Another

manufacturer, equally prominent, is experi-

menting with a celluloid coating, which im-

parts an unusually glossy finish to a wheel.
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National Board of Tt&dc

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretmry,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim
Manufacturers* Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.

Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

B04-B08 West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Babaimo.—A. Speck. Mortgagee in possession.

COLORADO.
Pueblo.—Phoenix Cycle Co., reported foreclosed

chattel mortgage for $993.

CONNECTICUT.
Ansonia.—N. L. Biever, formerly of Biever & Clark,

new store.

South Norwalk.—Bearse & Hoyt, succeeded by

George F. Bearse.

Suffield.—J. C. Hart, of Thompsonville, new repair

store.

Waterbury.—E. H. Gaylord & Son, advertised to

close out.
GEORGIA.

Atlanta.—Willingham & Castle, reported sold out.

ILLINOIS.

CarroUton.—Ned Sharon, new store on East Main

street.

Chicago.—A. H. Radell, reported gave bill of sale

for $924.

Chicago.—Home Rattan Co. purchased by Western

Wheel Works.

Galesburg.—F. A. Heady, new store.

INDIANA.

Elkhart.—Acme Bicycle Works closed down indefi-

nitely.

South Bend.—Snoke & Brown will manufacture

saddles at 310 South Michigan street.

IOWA.

Clinton.—The H. J. Rumble & Sons Co. have

made an assignment to T. H. Sedgwick. Assets,

$4,576.44; liabilities, $2,132.24.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—Louisville Rubber Co. made an assign-

ment.
MAINE.

Kittery.—The Chrono-Cyclometer Co., organized to

manufacture and deal in bicycle goods and novelties.

Officers: President, O. F. Hitchell, of Boston; Treas-

urer, J. Seligman, of Boston. Capital, $200,000.

Westbrook.—Dr. C. R. Anderson, sold out to his

partner. City Marshal Knight.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Maplewood.—T. E. Peterson and Charles C. White,

new store at 511 Salem street.

Newton.—L. Clark, new store at 16 Bacon street.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit.—Frederick Baulch, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $2,000. Previous mortgage for $1,500

released.
MINNESOTA.

St. Paul.—W. J. McGuiggan, new store on Jack-

son street, near Seventh.

Minneapolis.—Daniel Buck, reported gave bill of

sale for $200.

Winona.—F. Vila, new store.

MISSOURI.
Joplin.—W. J. Skeed, new store.

St. Louis.—Western Bicycle Co., attachment suit for

$425.49 filed against them by Elastic Tip Co.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Lebanon.—Clapp Bros., dissolved. Charles Clapp

continues.
NEW JERSEY.

Hackensack.—Kirby & Cane, reported dissolved
partnership.
Long Branch.—Paul Grant, Robert Zimmers and

August Brandt, proprietors of a bicycle store in the
Brigliton flats, arrested for arson.
Newark.—Probst Bicycle Supply Co., reported gave

judgments for $406.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo.—E. S. Moore, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $590.

Columbus.—Richer & Pope, dissolved. New firm.

Richer & Kinney.

Johnstown.—George E. Fulton, reported conveyed
real estate for $1. Chattel mortgages for $1,400.

New York.—Elmwood Cycle Co., 57 Park place,

Frank S. Parmelee, Treasurer and General Manager,
appointed receiver. Assets, $922; liabilities, $4,300.

New York.—Ames Cycle Mfg. Co., reported re-

corded chattel mortgage for $2,084.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Halifax.—William B. Mahoney, judgment for $474.

OHIO.
Cincinnati.—The Charles Hanauer Cycle Co., re-

ported recorded chattel mortgage for $810.

Cincinnati.—E. P. Gray, of 620 Race street, gave

chattel mortgage to Waltham Mfg. Co. to secure

notes amounting to $4,800.

Cincinnati.—A. F. Medine & Co., store closed and
stock and owner missing.

Cleveland.—Grant Ball Co. will erect factory on
Clarkwood avenue, to cost $12,500.

Columbus.—La Fane Clip and Handle Bar Co., in-

corporated by A. Weinert, T. B. Terry, L. R. Cleves,

J. H. La Fane and other capitalists. Capital stock,

$25,000.

Dayton.—Glen M. Rockey, reported recorded chat-

tel mortgage for $546.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Beaver Falls.—Morado Bicycle Co., sherifif in pos-

session on execution for $10,000.
Philadelphia.—Quaker City Mfg. Co., reported gave

judgment for $281.

ONTARIO.
Ingersoll.—F. Bowman & Co., assigned.
Toronto.—Cutler Bros., assigned.

VERMONT.
Putney.—A. J. Ayer, new store.

WISCONSIN.
La Crosse.—R. L. C. Holbeck, reported recorded

chattel mortgage for $1,000.

Madison.—Taylor & Berg. Partnership dissolved.
Taylor continues.
Milwaukee.—Bingenheimer & Schrader. Partnership

dissolved. W. C. Schrader continues.
Milwaukee.—Carl M. Boll, reported recorded chattel

mortgage for $590.
Milwaukee.—John A. Rappel, voluntary assignment

to John F. Harper.
Wausau.—C. F. Dunbar & Co. will open store and

livery on Third street.

EXPORTS OP A WEEK.

Exports of bicycles from port of New York
during the week ending July 27th:

Bicycles. Materials.
Argentine Republic $1,620 | 615
Abo 284
Antwerp 885 602
British Australia 492 1,272
Berlin 21,175 585
British West Indies 8.39 150
Bremen 134 424
Breslau 760
British East Indies 143
Brazil 828
Bordeaux 50
Cuba 167 25
Cadiz 6
Ecuador 23
Furth 153
Havre 990
Hamburg 695
Japan 818 188
London 10,588
Mexico 643 10
Marseilles 35 •

New Zealand 1,117 36
Peru 24
Rotterdam 680 99
Southampton 25
Stockholm 300 148
United States of Colombia 171 .

SUMMARY OP THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

586,956. Sprocket-Chain. Frederick W. Barker,

Dunellen, N. J., and Van Dyke Cruser, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed September 1, 1896. Serial No. 604,533.

(No model.)

586,997. Bicycle Saddle. John C. Grout, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed August IS, 1896. Serial No. 603,134.

(No model.)

587.009. Pneumatic Tire. Louis J. M. Loisel,

Tergnier, France, assignor to Michelin & Co., Cler-

mont-Ferrand, France. Filed February 27, 1893.

Serial No. 463,791. (No model.)

587.010. Cyclometer Attachment for Bicycles. Fred-

erick Maikintosh, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed April 3,

1897. Serial No. 639,543. (No model.)

587,039. Bicycle Support and Rest. Earl L. Hus-
song and George B. Robson, Terre Haute, Ind.

Filed August 5, 1896. Serial No. 601,791. (No model.)

587,051. Velocipede. Charles E. Beckman, Bris-

bane, Queensland. Filed June IS, 1896. Serial No.
596,023. (No model.) Patented in England August
22, 1896. No. 18,611.

587,069. Bicycle. William F. Stoll, Pocahontas,
Va. Filed December 4, 1896. Serial No. 614,437.

(No model.)

587.074. Bicycle-Propelled Boat. Bird H. Brazel-

ton, Chicago, 111. Filed August 3, 1896. Serial No.
601,468. (No model.)

587.075. Pneumatic Tire. Alfred H. Crockford,

Dartford, England. Filed March 13, 1896. Serial No.
583,271. (No model.)

587,104. Bicycle-Brake. Thomas S. Miller, Burling-

ton, Iowa. Filed January 9, 1897. Serial No. 618,595.

(No model.)

587,116. Bicycle. Majarique Cote and Aime Vuil-

lier, Minis, Mass. Filed April 13, 1894. Serial No.
507,345. (No model.)

587,137. Bicycle Bell. Herbert S. Pullman,
Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Scovill Manufac-
turing Company, same place. Filed March 1, 1897.

Serial No. 625,529. (No model.)

587,147. Bicycle-Rack. Frank X. Hein, Buffalo,

N. Y. Filed July 20, 1896. Serial No. 599,796. (No
model.)

587,174. Pneumatic or Cushion Wheel for Veloci-

pedes. Henry C. Bevan and William R. James,
Blaina, England. Filed March 15, 1897. Serial No.
627,6.53. (No model.) Patented in England April 7,

1896. No. 7,421, and September 17, 1896, No. 20,607.

587,185. Bicycle-Brake. Frank J. Goomes, CoUnn-
bia Falls, Mont., assignor of one-half to Milton T.

Small, Henry A. Stanley, Benmore A. Hilton and
William Vanderveer, same place. Filed February 3,

1897. Serial No. 621,849. (No model.)

587,196. Spring-Wheel for Bicycles. William G.

Gibbs, Gulgong, New South Wales. Filed April 10,

1897. Serial No. 631,608. (No model.)

587,211. Means for Closing Leaks in Pneumatic
Tires. Frederick J. Jones and Gwendolin W. Jones,

Kings Heath, England, assignors to the Tire Punc-
ture Curing Syndicate, Limited, London, England.

Filed March 1, 1897. Serial No. 625,659. (No model.)

587,227. Non-Puncturable Bicycle Tire. Jacob A.

O'Dell, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 8, 1896. Serial

No. 598,464. (No model.)

587,236. Bicycle Support. David Rudomin, New
York, N. Y. Filed November 14. 1896. Serial No.
612,124. (I/o model.)

587,238. Tire Tightener. John G. Sarter, Fort

Logan, Mont. Piled July 24, 1896. Serial No. 600,422.

(No model.)

587,244. Tire. William D. Snow, New Milford,

N. J. Filed July 25, 1896. Serial No. 600,501. (No
niolel.)

587,280. Trousers-Clamp for Bicycle Riders. Ly-

man P. Converse, Chicago, 111. Filed November 29,

1895. Serial No. 570,440. (No model.)
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POINTS FROM PORKOPOUS.

What Some of the Trades People There Have

Done and Propose to

Do.

Cincinnati, Aug. 2.—By order of the In-

solvency Court the affairs of the Hewitt as-

signment were formally wound up last week.

F. B. Hewitt & Co. made an assignment last

year for the benefit of its creditors to E. W.
Fry. The assignee succeeded in compromis-

ing all the creditors' claims with but few ex-

ceptions. These received in different divi-

dends about 50 per cent of their claims. Since

his assignment Mr. Hewitt has left the cycle

business severely alone, although he formerly

had the agencies of the Syracuse, Napoleon,

Fowler, Sterling and cheaper wheels. His as-

sets were abotit $5,000.

Suit was entered last Thursday in the Su-

perior Court of Cincinnati by the Monarch

Cycle Manufacturing Company against

Charles Shaw and Benjamin Davies, formerly

in business as Shaw & Davies. This firm was

the agent for the Monarch in this city and

vicinity, and two weeks ago they made an

assignment to M. G. Durrell. The present

suit is for the replevin of several Monarchs

and $1,000 damages.

The Hall-Moore Cycle Company, of this

city, manufacturers of a patent roller sprocket

and chain, are filling a contract to furnish the

Cincinnati Cycle Cable Company with 2,000

sets of roller sprockets and 2,000 roller chains.

Charles Hall, president of the company, is

also president of the local cycle Board of

Trade. The success that has attended that

organization and the interest in cycling which

they have aroused is due almost entirely to

his efforts.

There have been several removals into

smaller quarters during the past week. E. P.

Gray, local agent for the Orient, has moved
into new quarters on Race street, otherwise

known as Cycle Row. Mr. Gray was form-

erly manager for the local branch of the

Orient, but several weeks ago purchased the

entire stock and fixtures of the Waltham
Company. His greatly advertised removal

sale proved to be a great financial business

policy.

M. G. Durrell, assignee for Shaw & Davies,

has been authorized to sell the stock at private

sale, and to sell the remaining stock at pub-

lic auction. Several Monarchs, Falcons,

Gladiators, Quakers, Vikings and other prom-
inent makes are contained in the stock.

The three large manufacturing companies

of this city have experienced a very success-

ful season, although it is the first season for

two of them. The Cincinnati Cable Cycle

Company and the Alpine Cycle Company
were but organized last spring. Both, how-
ever, will enter the business next season upon
a larger scale, and are at the present time

making anangements for next season's work.

The Cable Company will manufacture tan-

dems and two grades of bicycles. The Schleu-

ter Cycle Company, which is the oldest in the

city, are anxious to enlarge their business,

and at the present time have a representative

in England and the Continent arranging

about European depots.

RUBBER BANDS FOR PUNCTURES.

The Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,

whose reputation as manufacturers of the Bi-

Gear has been steadily built up during the

past three years, has added a new feature to

its business. It has secured the manufactur-

ers' rights to a device invented by Frank B.

Jencks, of Syracuse, for repairing punctures

in single-tube tires. It is to be known as the

''Sure Thing" tire mender. No cement is re-

quired.

The device consists of a slotted and grooved

needle, by which a number of small rubber

GERMANS GROW GENEROUS.

bands are forced, one at a time, through the

puncture until all are inside. They are then

drawn out in a body, leaving about half of

their length inside. The operation of pulling

them through the puncture stretches the

bands almost to their limit, so that when the

tension is released they swell until the punc-

ture is packed air-tight, leaving a head of

rubber inside as well as outside, so that the

bands can neither push back nor draw out.

Their constant tendency to contract length-

wise and expand sidewise makes a positive

repair, to last as long as the elasticity of the

bands, which is probably longer than the life

of the tire. The outer head of bands is after-

wards clipped down almost to the surface of

the tire. From ten to twenty bands are used,

according to the size of the puncture. The
operation requires not over a minute, and
needs no experience to make it. The tool is

enclosed in a Hat leatheret case, to be carried

in the vest pocket. It is sold at a popular

price, and the fact that it is made and sold by

the Brown-Lipe Gear Co. launches it on the

market with a reputation that commands at-

tention.

The rubber band idea in itself is not a new
one, but heretofore there has been no satisfac-

tory device for putting enough of the bands

into place to thoroughly stop the leak.

One of the English cycling papers, which

regularly publishes a page of American notes,

heads the matter "Dollarland."

HAY DOUBLES UP.

Indianapolis, August 2.—There'll be a Mrs.

Thos. Hay in town on August 5th. At pres-

ent she is Miss Jessie Carpenter, but on the

5th Thos. Hay, the president of the Hay &
Willits Mfg. Co., takes her to himself "for

better or worse." Immediately after the cere-

mony Mr. and Mrs. Hay will leave for an

extended trip through the North and East.

They Invite the World to Exhibit at the

Berlin Cycle Show—Premiums on

Cheapness.

Germany—that land in which' the Ameri-
can bicycle has so disturbed things that boy-

cotts, retaliatory tariffs and studied condem-
nation have either been applied or been talked

of—is to be the scene of an international

cycle show, which will continue from Octo-

ber 25th to November 25th of the current year.

It will be held in Berlin under the aus-

pices of the "German Sample Warehouse for

Exports," and all the world, even the much-
derided America, is invited to exhibit.

All entries must be made before September

20th, and if more than ten square yards of

space are desired special negotiation is re-

quested. Thirty marks (about $7.20) per

square yard will be the charge for ground

space.

Departments of drawings, models and pro-

cesses will be established. Motor vehicles,

machinery, tools, parts and sundries will also

be admitted and be provided for.

First, second and third prizes will be

awarded for "technical perfection, utility and

cheapness." But no exhibitor will be

awarded more than one prize, "but particu-

larly prominent achievements will receive

honorable mention in documentary form."

"Particular attention," says the prospectus,

"will be paid to the cheapness of the different

objects, as it is to the interests of the cycle

industry not only to build elegant and high-

grade wheels, but also to manufacture cheaper

machines which will enable the classes with

a limited income to make use of the bicycle

as a daily means of conveyance."

Communications concerning the exhibition

should be addressed "Internationale Fahrrad--

Ausstellung, Luisenhof, Berlin, S."

MILLIONAIRE RUCKER COMING.

M. D. Rucker, the multi-millionaire, who
is managing director of Humber & Co. and

who was at one time "Plunger" Hooley's co-

worker, is expected in this country during

the current month. He is coming over on his

own yacht with Mrs. Rucker and a party of

guests, and will visit all Newport, Bar Harbor
and other fashionable water resorts, and

after the yacht races will proceed to South

American ports. Mr. Rucker was once a rac-

ing man of renown, and when he last visited

this country was in modest circumstances.

His millions were amassed in stock specu-

lation during the last three years, and he is

now "doing the heavy." He owns a stable of

racehorses, a kennel of blue-blooded dogs, a

palatial steam yacht, to say nothing of estates

and castles and other minor what-nots.

REGISTERS THE TEMPERATURE.

The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn., is manu-
facturing a recording thermometer that may
be applied to air, gases or liquids in a closed

pipe or room. It is provided with a chart, on
which a recording needle registers the changes

of temperature during each hour of the day or

night. It appears as jf it might be service-

able in the enameling-room of a cycle factory.

Proceedings have been filed in Montreal,

Canada, against several American cycle deal-

ers for doing business without a license.
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6illey Chains
of the past have been standard. The mere saying so isn't proof, but any

user of them will tell you the story of their goodness. And certainly the

proof of the chain is in the use thereof. But it is not enough that they

have been very good in the past. There are new kinks in chain-making

—our own. New types of chain machinery—our own—our own inven-

tion, our own handiwork. It all tends to make us confident that the *9Z

CILLEY Chains will represent a higher type of product than the industry

has known. They will be true to pitch, of the best material obtainable

regardless of cost, and their stretch under wear will be infinitesimal.

This is no idle boast.

^^^ CILLEY factory—better equipped than ever—is at NORWICH, CONN.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I PRINTERS' INK

t

NEVER YET MADE TUBING NOR
NEVER WILL. WE RELY UPON ^

:
:
:

I

:

it PROJECTILE BRAND"

!
t

I BieveLE Tubing I

i

:
:
:
:
t

I

:
:
:

t

To Advertise Itself.

IT IS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD
FOR STRENGTH, ELASTICITY, GAUGE
AND FINISH. MADE OF

HIGHEST GRADE SWEDISH STEEL.
AI^SO

FORK-SIDES, HANDLE-BARS,
ONE-PIECE FORK-SIDES, TAPERED TUBES,

REAR STAYS, SPECIAL SHAPES, Etc.

t

Tie Mtei States Projectile Co, I

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 5

Write for Prices.

•••I
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Have You Placed That Order Yet?

If not, be sure to get an estimate from us
before doing so
"We manufacture Bicycle and all kinds of
Metal Specialties for the trade, and ...

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
We also design and build Special Machinery
and Tools to order.

Write for estimate.

F. R. [VlclviULLIN MFG. COMPANY,
70-82 W. Jackson St., Chicago.

Kindly Mention The Wheel.

The "M. & S." Toe Clip.

WE make Toe Clips too, and make them to

fit the foot—to fit any rat-trap or com-

bination pedal on the market—the light-

est, the most perfect ones. Will retain their

form. No superfluous metal to carry. No long

shank to wear your instep or corners to cramp

your toes. It is a

Toe Clip in reality

—

stamped, formed and

corrugated from one

piece of open-hearth

steel, polished and
nickel-plated.

Two sizes.

Sample Fair, 35c.

Also makers of " New Era" Adjustable
Pedals and Brackets.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

The M. & S. Mfg. Co., 50 N. Clinton St., Chicago,
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGEiNTS WANTED IN AM. UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Office and Factory : 189-191 W. Earned St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

SQY^XST. BICYCLE -BBLL Hkbbbbt i PoiiKAH, Waterbury, 587,244.
Cona. asslffiior to The Soovlll Manufecturing Company, same place. July 25, 1896.

FUed Mar. 1, 1897. Serial Na 625,529. (Ko model)

NEW PATENTS.
TIRE. WiLLUM D. Snow, New Milfortl. N. J.

Serial No. 600,501. (No model)

FUed

Cftiim.— 1. In a bicycle-b«ll, the combination with the base and

the gong thereof, of a fingep-lever provided with a rack,aTerge-like

vibrating plate set into vibration by the rack, the teeth of which

coact with its verge-like teeth : one or more hammers or strikers, and

one or more links between the said verge-like vibrating plate and the

said hammers or strikers, whereby the vibrating motion of the plate

is transmitted to the hammers or strikers for the actuation thereof.

587,311. MEANS FOR CL03IKG LEAKS IN PNEUMATIC TIRES.

FSEDEKICE J. J0NE9 and GWENDOLEN W. JOHES, Kings Heath, England,

assignors to the Tyre Puncture Curing Syndicate, Limited, London.

Bnglanl Filed Mar. 1, 1897. Serial Na 625,659. (Ho model)

^86,956. SPROCKET-CHAIN. Fbkderick W. BAEKES,Dunellen„

N. J., and ViN Dtke Ceoser, Brooklyn, N. T Filed Sept 1, 1896.

Serial No. 604^533. (No model)

Ctavn.— 1 . A tire having a cushion portion provided at its sides

with two inwardly-projecting resilient lugs or flanges, such lugs tend-

ing to extend inwardly from the sides to which they are attached,

and a flexible pneumatic portion or tire the edges of which are re-

spectively secured to the lugs or flanges of the cushion portion, the

pneumatic portion or tire being capable of being inflated and ofdraw-

ing the lugs or flanges from their normal position to extend out-;

wardly from the cushion portion, such lugs or flanges being in turn

capable of moving rearwardly with the pneumatic portion or "tire

Avhen the said pneumatic portion or tire is deflated, substantially as

described.

5 86,997. BICYCLE-SADDLE. John C. OsoiJT, Brooklyn, N. V
Filed Aug. 18, 1896, Serial No. 603,134. (No modd.)

Claim.—'I. In a sprocket-chain. in combination, pairs of side

links aranged in parallel lines, center blocks arranged end to end in

a single line between said side links, and forming spaces to receive)

sprocket-teeth, said center blocks consisting each of, a central por-

tion'of rawhide, reinforce metallic side plates, together with pins

riveted to said side links and being passed through pivotal holes in

the center blocks, the holes in the reinforce-plates being countersunk,

and the pins having collars to pivotally tit therein.

5 87,380. TROUSERS-CLAMP FOR BICYCLE-RIDERa Ltman
P. CONVEBSE, Chicago, III Filed Nov. 29, 1895. Serial No. 570,449
(No model)

Claim.—1. An inflated rubber article having within it a sealing

agent of dissolved pyroxylin rendered non-hardening by the addition

of a non-drying medium.

Claim.— 1 A bicycle-saddle composed of a skeleton frame con-

sisting of two curved rear cantles and two pommels, the forward ends

of the pommels being spaced from the forward ends of the cantles

and each .set of cantles and pommels spaced from the other set, au
intermediate depressed neck placed in the space between each set

of cantles and pommels, and connecting one set with the other, said
pans -being arranged to form the spaces 5 and 6, a covering applied

5 8 7,009. PNEUMATIC TIRE. LOOTS J. M. LoisiL, Tergnier, I'to the frame to span the space raclosed by each set of cantles and

France, assignor to Michelin & Co., ClermontFerrand, France. Filed -pommels and so as to leave the spaces 5 and 6 uncovered, and a

Feb. 27, 1893. Serial No. 463.791. (No model) Patented In Germany curved spring extending transversely beneath the saddle and having

FeU 7, 1893, No. 69,614; In Italy Apr. 6, 1893. LXVI, 132, and in Eng- its ends connected to the opposite sides of the skeleton frame, sub-

land Apr. 15, 1893, No. 7,733. ^-ssv
stantially as and for the purposes described.

5 8 7,104. BICYCLErBRAKR Thomas a Moieb, Burlington

Iowa. Filed Jan. 9, 1897. Serial Na 618.585. (No model)

Clavm.^l. A trousers-clamp compnsuig bowed sections A , A*
and A", of spring metal, the section A' having loops r and r' on its op-

posite ends, and the sections K^ and A' beiug slidingly confined in

said loops and provided with stops ^ on their adjacent ends
^

5 8 7,337. BON-PUNCTURABLB BICYCLE-TIRE. Jaoob A
O'Dlii, Philadelphia, Pa. FUed July 8, 1896. Serial Na 598,464. (Ho
model)

-«B-..^

Claim.—1. In a pneumatic wheel-tire, the combination of a con-

taining envelop, an air-chamber composed of thin supple and imper-

meable material contained within said envelop and having greater

dimensions than the said envelop whereby its walls are puckered or

gathered within said envelop, and a lubricating and packing liquid

inclosed between the interior of said envelop and the exteriors of.

said walls, substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

5 8 6,991. DRI7&0EAR Thomas Curlit, Waltham, Mass.

FUed June 29, 1896. Serial Na 597,314. (No model)

Claim.—The combination with a crescent shaped rim, of a spac-
ing-band extending entirely around the same, a plurality of springs
connected to said band and held apart from the rim thereby, an outer
case or cover extending around said springs and having its longitudi-
nal edges inserted between the rim and springs, and lacings attached
to the edges of the cover and insertible through centrally-arranged
openings in the rim where they may be tied, the said lacings operate
ing to draw the edges of the outer casing inward between the rim
and springs and toward or against the spacing-band, substantially as
described.

587,075. PKEDMATIC TIRE. Alfeed E Ceockfoed, Dartfori.
England. FUed Mar. 13, 1896. Serial Na 583,271. (Ho model)

Claim.—
\ A plunger-brake for bicycles and similar vehicles.

Claim.— 1- In a drive-gear, a sprocket-chain comprising blocks, which is adjustable while riding, consisting of a brake-shoe, a plun-
liaving bodies lying above the draft-line of the chaii\, and engage- ger-handle independent of the handle-bar, and an extensible rod and
able ends depending below such line, and side plate,-; pivoted to said shaft connecting the said brake-shoe and handle with means for

blocks, and having bodies lying wholly above the draft-line of the automatically catching and retaining the said connection iu any re

ohain. (juired position of extension, substantially as specified.

Clmm.—The combination, with the air-tube of a pneumatic tire
of a mixture of bran with a liquid such as water contained in the
said air-tnbe, the bran and liiMiid being mixed in the proper propor-
tions to sufficiently moisten tiie bran and to sweep the same around
and distribute it throughout said tube while the wheel is in motion,
mbstantially as heretofore described
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KftT mo CYCLOMETEK ATTACHMENT FOR BICYCLEa 587,185. BICTCLE-BRAZK Frank J. Coombs, Columbia Palls, Qo- ^o-y obarIHMOVPr t.mk <! rn»...»n Ti,.,+(h,^ r^„„

Na 680,543. fi.0 modeU |"-
^3^™f^„-* ^r^Jrlu"'

""' """^ "'^ '^'''-
J-O. ««• ^""^ ^P^' 2«. >83^. Serial ^0^6^049. ^ern, of'paZ
14 years.

Cltiim.—1. A device for connecting cycloineters with bicycles and

other vehicles, consisting of a main oblong plate 8, which is provided

adjacent to one end thereof, with an opening at the opposite sidea of

which are formed slots, and tongues which project outwardly on one

side of the plate, and a supplemental plate 1.5, which is also provided

with an opening which corresponds n ith that in the main plate, and

at the sidfes of which are formed slots, a key-bolt which is adapted

to pass through said openings, and which is provided wi4h a key-

wedge, and at one end tl;ercof with a handle, said supplemental plate

being provided at its upper end with jaws through which a bolt is

passed, substantially as shown and described

Claim.— 1. A.brake for a bicycle or similar wheeled vehicle, com-
prising a sprocket-rim having sboalders formed on its periphery,
brake-shoes arranged in said rim and having recesses on opposite sidee

provided with cam-walls, a pedal-shaft, a cam secured to said pedal-
shaft and engaging in the recesses at one side of the brake-shoes, a
tube mounted to rotate on the shaft, a cam carried by said tube and
engaging in the recesses of the opposite side of said brake-shoes,
dogs carried by the brake-shoes, means for moving the same outward
to engage notches formed in the sprocket-rim when the brake-shoe
sections are moved together, and means for locking and releasing the
cams, substantially as specified.

Claim.—The design^ for a gearing-cover tor a vehicle-frame sub-

stantially as shown.

37,438. BICYCLE-FRAME Thomas S. Cau>, Canton. Ohio. PUed

Apr. 3, 1897. Serial Ha 630,653. Term of patent 14 years.

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-frame, substantially as herein

shown and described.

QUALITY AND PRICE.

The price of cycles is the cycling question

of the hour, says the "Irish Cyclist." The
action of the Rudge-Whitworth Co. has set

the whole non-cycling press aflame with art-

icles on the subject, the general tenor of which

is that hitherto manufacturers' profits have

been enormous and unreasonable, and that

now at last the public were going to get a

look in.

The wildest statements are made as to these

profits, and the man in the street will tell

you, "My dear fellow, the prices are ridiculous.

The best machine could be sold at £10, and

leave a fair profit for everybody."

The expert, or even the average cyclist,

knows that this is absurd; but it is hard, nay,

almost impossible, to convince the general

public on this point or any similar one.

Take, for instance, the gun trade, which has

existed for a very much longer time, and

about which, at any rate among sportsmen,

one would think there ought to be a fair

amount of accurate knowledge. Yet, heaps

of men will tell you that the price of a first-

class gun, forty or fifty guineas, is utterly

ridiculous; that the profit on one is enormous;

and that you are only paying for a name.

Now, Sir Ralph Payne-Galwey, one of the

highest living authorities on the subject, and

a perfectly unprejudiced one, has shown to

demonstration in one of his books that this

is not so, and he has given, in the fullest de-

tail, what the actual cost of manufacture of

each part of such a gun is, and of putting it

together as a finished weapon, showing that

when all is complete the profit to be earned

is a perfectly fair one, and not excessive from

any poirit of view. Also that what the pur-

chaser is payidig for is honest, skilled work-

manship, exercised on the finest material, and

not for showy engraving or other eye-pleas-

ing effects. Still, the "Brummagem" gun-

maker flourishes, and you can buy a double-

barreled breech-loader, covered with engrav-

ing and glorious with polish, for the sum of

£2 10s. It is the same with cycles. There is

the £24 Beeston Humber and there is the

£8 Humber pattern machine, and the latter

finds, and will, we fear, continue to find, pur-

chasers just as the cheap gun does, and the

owner of each risks his life e\'ery time he uses

it, and gets off oftener than he deserves.

A gun for £2 10s., and a double-barreled

breech-loader with rebounding locks, cart-

ridge extractor, etc., at that, is referred to

above as an illustration, and may, by some, be

thought to be an exaggeration; but that is

not so. Such a weapon purchased at that

price was brought to the writer by a young
friend with little money and rather less sense,

who asked us to try the weapon at the target.

We firmly, and, we trust, politely, declined,

and pointed out to the young sportsman the

risk he ran in firing such a weapon at all, but

to no purpose. He subsequently succeeded

in slaying some confiding wild fowl with it,

and was very cock-a-hoop. The same youth

shortly afterward decided to buy a bicycle, and

a local country agent, in some mysterious

way' and as a great favor, got him a Humber
pattern at some ridiculously low price which

he would not disclose. The youth proceeded

to do tremendous rides (he was a powerful

athlete), and, strange to say, the machine

went really well. He was jnore puffed tip

than ever, and laughed at those old hands who
could not approve his nameless wheel or his

£2 10s. gun.

Nemesis was laying low, however, and" one

day this proud young man went off to shoot,

carrying the "Brummagem" gun, attached in

some ingenious way to the frame of the

"made-in-Germany" bicycle, and going down
a hill, full speed, the bicycle frame simply dis-

integrated, and in the smash that ensued the

gun barrels were hopelessly bent! the rider

receiving injuries which laid him up for many
a long month, and a disfigurement he will

carry to his grave. We always assured him
that fall, however, saved his life, and he came
to agree with us. He now rides a first-grade,

and has a decent second-hand gun. The above

tale is true, and may help the oft-cautioned

novice to accept the warning of experience

that you must pay highly for the product of

skilled labor in the shape of any article that

requires such.

EXPORTS FULLY SEVENTY-FIVE PER CENT.

At the quarterly meeting of the directors

of the Davis & Egan Machine Tool Co., of

Cincinnati, on July 24th, a dividend of three

per cent was declared. It was also brought

out that of the business done during the pasi

twelve months, fully 76 per cent was export.

TOO BIG TO WALK AROUND.

It isn't often that a cycle factory is so large

that a walk through it is impracticable. But
such is the case with the thousand-foot-long

home of the Keating Wheel Company at

Middletown, Conn., which is in every way a

model factory. It is long—over a thousand

feet that way—and rather narrowish, and the

machinery is placed with such precision that

on each side of the building a path between
the different apparatus is left clear and
broad. At the office end of the building are

kept two or three wheels. On the occasion

of The Wheel man's visit M. L. Goss did

the honors, and astride one of the "See that

Curve" wheels, led the way down to the fur-

ther end and made the return trip on the

other side. It wasn't a century run by any
means, but for a novel method of inspecting a

cycle factory the Keating people certainly

can claim the originator's prize.

THE ORIGINAL BARGAIN COUNTER.

At the recent meeting of the Wisconsin
Hardware Dealers' Association, one of the

speakers drew attention to the fact that the

department store was not a modern institu-

tion. He pointed out that ancient Hebrew
history contains reference to a store in Egypt,
kept by Jacob's Joseph, in which corn, silver-

ware and other such widely differing goods
were sold in the same establishment. The
Wisconsin man slyly added that some of,

Jacob's descendants have been conducting
such establishments ever since.

ENLARGING THE NORTHAMPTON.

The Northampton (Mass) Cycle Co. is

about to begin work on a 25x65-feet addition

to its plant, and will add another story to the

present factory; the basement of the latter

will also be concreted and otherwise prepared

for manufacturing purposes.

CHANCE TO GET TIRES CHEAPLY.

The Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Co.
is having its annual clearing-out sale of "sec-

onds" and imperfect tires. All sizes and styles

of both single and double tube Vims are in-

cluded in the list. The prices range from
$2 to $5.
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HOT WEATHER CYCLING.

A physician, who is himself a cycHst, has

put in print some advice to riders for the sea-

son of hot weather. It is intended particular-

ly for those who are employed indoors six

days a week and ride only on Sunday and

Saturday afternoon.

Riders, he says, not fitted for long-distance

trips may discover, after they have gone a

considerable distance, that their breath comes

(luickly and with evident effort. The action

of the heart is very hurried and there is some-

thing like a feehng of suiTocation and oppres-

sion in the chest. That is nature's warning

to stop and take a rest. Possibly a weakened

stomach may have something to do with it,

l)ut a weakened stomach means hard work

for the heart, as well as the other hard work

the heart is doing to supply blood to the body

that is undergoing such unusual exercise, com-

pared with that to which it has been accus-

tomed. If the rider refuses to note the warn-

ing, shortly there will be a collapse and a cy-

clist prostrate on the roadside.

Never, under any circumstances, plunge im-

mediately into cold water when overheated.

Wheelmen come tearing down to the ocean

resorts in the hottest of the dog days, with

their faces flushed and clothing soaked with

perspiration, hurry into a bathing suit and

dive into the water with pulses racing about

100, and possibly temperature somewhere in

the neighborhood of the same figures.

When riding in the broad sunlight of a sum-

mer's day it is not a bad idea to put a damp
handkerchief on the top of the head, but bet-

ter than that is a good, old-fashioned relief

from the hot rays of the sun which every far-

mer and every farmer's son knows about and

will recommend. Get a cabbage-leaf if you

can, the thicker and broader the better, and

stuff it in the crown of your hat or cap. If

a cabbage-leaf can't be found the broad leaf

of the wild dock or the leaves of the turnip

will help to soften the tierce intensity with

which the sun beats down upon heads accus-

tomed to nothing fiercer than the electric

light.

NO DOUBT ABOUT IT.

Who give to cycling distinguished tone?

The classes.

Who the greatest charm to cycling known?
The lasses.

Who say cycling is better left alone?

The asses.

HIS IDEA WAS AN AIR LINE.

He had sailed down hill over rough stones

until he was jolted into nervous desnair. He
was hoping for a better way back, but in his

desire to find new roads and new experiences

he had wandered far and he was lost. He
dismounted and leaned disconsolately over the

bicycle. Suddenly a native came around the

bend of the way.

"Can you tell me how I can get back to

town?" he asked.

"Ye kin go the way ye come, but I guess

ye'll hev to carry that thing on yer back."

"Yes, I know, but is there no other road?"

"Ye kin go 'round by the schoolhouse, but

the sand is 'bout a foot deep."

"Is that the only way?"
"No; ye kin go over the river way, but ez

the bridge was washed away last week I guess

ye'll hev to swim a good bit to git across."

"Then what am I to do?"

"I don't know, mister; but ef I was in your
place I'd pray for a balloon."

PROTESTS OF THE WITHERED.

The point made by the sensational preach-

ers and protesting associations of the unmar-
ried and withered, that the bicycle provides

unexampled opportunities for undisturbed flir-

tation, is to be completely met by the an-

swer that the supply of fools was ample be-

fore the wheel made its advent, and has
shown no signs of diminishing since individual

locomotion was thus expedited.

Virtue and discretion that have to be sup-

plied from without are doubtless serviceable

in their way; but, as with the prohibition

statutes of certain States, it is to be questioned
whether they really raise the sum total of

righteousness. The fact has to be faced that

the bicycle will remain.

All are, therefore, under the necessity of ac-

commodating themselves to its existence and
prevalence. If it means new dangers, then it

means also the development of new strength of

character in women, and who will contend
that that is not to be desired?

CAST INTO UTTER DARKNESS.

They had returned from a moonlight tan-

dem ride and had sought the cool seclusion

of the dimly-lighted parlor.

"Do you really and truly love me?" he in-

quired anxiously, his eyes riveted on the

strabismical checks on his golf socks.

"Yes, yes," she cooed, as she sat yet very

much closer to him. "You are the light of

my life."

Just here her father appeared in the door-

way. He was a six-foot-two father. There

was a short scuffle and her light was put out.

OUNCE OF PREVENTION.

Remember, when you are haled up for a

road accident of which you arc not guilty,

that while innocence is strong, there is no
particular harm in backing it up with a strong
lawyer.

FRESH^AIR FIENDS.

"I believe," said the talkative youth, "that

the tires on your wheel need more air."

"Oh, dear," cried the sweet young thing
with her new $14.38 high-grade, "and just to

think, I left it outdoors all last night, too."

PERFECT" POCKET OILER.

AS CLEAN AS A WHISTLE
25

CENTS
DOES NOT LEAK.

Regulates supply of oil to a drop.

"STAR" OICBirs (the best of medium-grade oilers), lo CENTS.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

"Arrow" Chains

Made by

The Metallic Mfg. Company,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. A.

Kimdly mention The Wheel.

"Red Cross Cement

is made of rubber."

Our guarantee on all Red Cross goods. MONEJY RE-
FUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY IN EVERY
WAY. Yulcanizers, Brazers, Enameling Ovens and
all supplies. Cements, Enamels—in fact everything you
want in Cycle Sundries.

RED CROSS RUBBER & CEMENT CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SUCCESSORS TO

ARLINGTON U. BETTS & CO.. Toledo, Ohio,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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FAMILY FAVORS.

"Shaving Too Close" Given As the Cause of

the Weaver Trouble, but Weaver, Sr., Is

Protected.

The Weaver Cycle Material Co., of 956

Eighth avenue. New York, is in a bad way.

On August 5th the company gave a bill of sale

for $12,629 to J. A. Weaver, a pawnbroker

and father of one of the members of the con-

cern, the financial man, in fact.

The bill of sale covered the stock, fixtures

and book accounts, and two days later, when
the sherifif visited the firm's store with one

attachment for $434 in favor of Moore & Mun-
ger and another for $9,244 in favor of the

United States Rubber Co., he could find noth-

ing to levy on, as the bill of sale covered

everything. Since that time the firm's credi-

tors have been trying to find some property to

seize, but only one firm has succeeded in se-

curing anything, the Shelby Steel Tube Co., to

whom the defunct firm owed $2,452. They

learned that there were a number of wheels

in course of construction for the Weaver com-

pany in the factory of the Wilhelm Bicycle

Works, of Hamburg, Pa., and they swooped

down on them.

In explaining the bill of sale, Thomas F.

Kennedy, the president of the company, says

that the firm suiTered a number of losses in

recent failures, and Weaver became anxious

for the money he had invested. He dem.anded

a bill of sale to protect himself and it was

given. Whether this bill of sale will be sus-

tained in the courts is an open question. It

is said that the United States Rubber Co.

intends to fight it tooth and nail, and there

is some talk of criminal proceedings being

instituted.

The Weaver company was incorporated on

February 3d of the present year with a capital

stock of $100,000. It claimed on all occasions to

have unlimited capital, and the members of the

concern were in the habit of referring vaguely

to the United States Rubber Co.—the so-

called Rubber Trust—as being behind it. Not-

withstanding this, Bradstreet's refused to give

the company a rating. Some months ago it

established branches in Boston and Philadel-

phia by appointing firms in those cities its

agents on commission. These agents paid for

the privilege of handling the Weaver goods,

and on June 20th last one of them, the Bos-
ton Cycle Supply Co., of 206 Devonshire
street, Boston, began suit against the Weaver
company for $10,000, claiming breach of con-

tract.

J. N. Emley, of 205 Broadway, New York,
is the attorney for the defunct firm, and
when seen by a Wheel reporter he said:

"Until this trouble the Weaver company
was doing a very fine business. The trouble

was that they were carrying on too huge a

business for their capital. They had to shave

so close that when they lost $6,000 in the

Mason & Mason failure and had to put up

bonds in the Boston trouble they were tied

up."

"How is it," said the reporter, "that in April

last they made a statement alleging $110,000

worth of assets and only $20,000 liabilities?"

"Oh! that was to the United States Rubber

Co., and that concern is now trying to make
a fight. I am endeavoring to secure fresh

capital to start the business again, and if I

succeed everybody will be paid in full."

Mr. Emley did not say what would happen

if he failed in his laudable purpose.

WILL SELL THE ASSETS.

Chicago, Aug. 7.—The Mason & Mason Co.

will not be able to weather their trouble.

The County Court has authorized the as-

signee, W. H. Arthur, to dispose of their as-

sets, and, accordingly, Mr. Arthur is inviting

sealed bids on the property. The bids will be

received uj) to 10 a. m., Thursday, August 12,

1897, for the purchase of the entire estate, ex-

clusive of money on hand. Bids will be re-

ceived in the following manner: First, for

the entire estate, real and personal property,

accounts receivable, etc. ; second, for accounts

and bills receivable; third, bids will be re-

ceived collectively and separately for the ma-
chinery, factory and office furniture and fix-

tures, horses and wagons, real estate, stock

on hand, consisting of completed bicycles,

frames completed and enameled, frames com-
pleted ready for enameling, frames in the

rough, large stock of seamless and brazed

tubing, hubs, chains, tires, saddles, and bi-

cycle fittings and sundries.

The bids will be opened at noon Thursday.

UGLY ALLEGATIONS.

ANOTHER IN MILWAUKEE.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 10.—The Juneau

Cycle Manufacturing Company made an as-

signment last Saturday to Edward N. Roth.

It is said that the embarrassment of the com-
pany is but temporary, as the collectable out-

standing accounts are more than double the

amount of liabilities. The Juneau Company
was organized shortly after the failure of the

Telegram Company, and is said to have done
a good business.

WILL FORBID QUOTATIONS.

As a result of the recent manipulations

which sent up the stock of Tubes America,
Limited, to a premium of $20, "London Cy-
cling" reports that the Birmingham Exchange
has decided to remove the company from the

lists and to prevent further quotations on its

shares.

Business Partners Pall Out, and Some Serious

Charges and Counter-Charges

Result.

Grand Rapids, Alich., Aug. 7.—The affairs

of the Hamilton-Kenwood Bicycle Company
are becoming very much involved. Last

Wednesday Charles A. Thayer, the ex-treas-

urer and general manager of the company,

was arrested on a capias, issued on the affidavit

of James A. Droste, trustee, charging him
with misappropriating funds of the company
to the extent of $4,000.

It is claimed that just before the company
gave its trust mortgage to J. F. Baars

Mr. Thayer took possession of all the

money in the concern. Mr. Thayer gave

bonds for his appearance, and immediately

secured an injunction restraining Trustee

Baars from selling the property of the com-
pany. The property was to have been sold

on August 4th, and the sale was, of course,

postponed.

Mr. Thayer in his complaint, after stating

that the company was organized July 1, 1896,

with a capital stock of $200,000, and that he

was the vice-president, treasurer and general

manager, says that last October he became
sick and was unable to attend to the business

until April. During this time, he claims, the

affairs of the company were conducted in a

loose and careless manner, large purchases
of material being made and carelessness being
exercised in the work. He states that while
he signed the trust mortgage on behalf of the

company as treasurer he disclaims personal

responsibility for the act. He says that the

tools and implements are worth $60,000, the

stock inventoried for $58,000 and the furniture

for $1,100, and the accounts amounted to

$51,000, of which $25,000 at least is collectable.

The liabilities are $101,070.

He then proceeds to make serious charges.

He says that Charles R. Sligh, president, and
John D. Chase, secretary, have formed a
scheme to wreck the company, have its prop-
erty sold at forced sale and bid in by an agent
of theirs and form a new company. To that

end he chargestheyhave induced TrusteeBaars
to foreclose the mortgage. He cites various
facts to support his assertions, and asks for

the appointment of some trust company as

receiver to carry on the manufacturing of

bicycles.

Judge Burlingame issued a peremptory
order restraining the sale of any of the assets

and directing the company and Trustee
Baars to show cause on August 16th why a
receiver should not be appointed.

What will be the outcome is difficult to fore-

see at this writing.
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ON THE RIGHT TACK.

"The Wheel's" Idea of Fighting the Bargain-

Counter Bicycle Commended by Thoughtful

Tradesmen.

Although The Wheel's suggestion that

cycle manufacturers urge their agents every-

where to meet department store competition

is a plain, businesslike proposition, not a few

of those whose opinions were sought seem

disposed to be non-committal, or, rather, not

to talk for publication.

In some instances this disposition is inex-

plicable, because the makers concerned have

carried cheap wheels of other makes in the

branch stores, while their agents in smaller

towns have been striving to sell only the high-

priced goods, and have, consequently, seen

many sales pass them by and go to the bar-

gain-counter or other cut-rate establishments,

simply because they had no goods with which

to meet such competition.

The Overman Wheel Company believes the

idea "good." The Iver Johnson Arms and

Cycle Works stamp it "correct," and A. G.

Spalding & Bros., through J. Walter Spald-

ing, "heartily approve it," and add that it is

just what they have been doing all this season

—selling wheels of all kinds at popular prices

and with satisfactory results.

The astute J. Elmer Pratt, one of the

markedly successful young men in the trade,

who has made the Grand Rapids Cycle Com-
pany such a prosperous institution, embraces

the idea heartily, and enters into it without

fear or trembling. He writes: "This article

is right in line with the ideas of the writer on

this subject, and if the article could obtain

the same circulation that the daily newspapers

are able to give such articles as they see fit

to publish on various subjects, which are

more or less detrimental to the bicycle busi-

ness, it would, in a measure, counteract the

bad influence which the articles of 'slump

editors' have had upon the public. We
heartily indorse your editorial, and will fur-

ther state that we will be willing to circulate

2,000 of these, by the aid of our dealers' and

riders' mailing list, if you will furnish them

at a moderate price. We would like to see

other manufacturers do the same thing. If all

agents could have this article in their hands

and would profit by the advice given them, it

would not take long to convince the

public that a department store bicycle is worth

no more than they ask for it, and, in some cir-

cumstances, not as much.

"The legitimate dealer must meet this com-
petition. He can do it if he has the nerve and

is a first-class salesman. The legitimate man-
ufacturer of high-grade goods is not in a po-

sition to compete with the manufacturer of

department store wheels. The maker, who
is fitted for the manufacture of high-grade

wheels, cannot make jobbers' wheels at a

profit, as cheap wheels become -high grade

before they are completed and are costing

him high-grade prices. The manufacturer

who is fitted for making cheap wheels posi-

tively cannot make high-grade goods. If he

attempts to manufacture fine high-grade bicy-

cles, they become cheap wheels before they

are completed. His facilities are not such as

to enable him to turn out the best goods,

even though his desire to make them is sin-

cere, and he is able to get the price for them.

His goods, when completed, are still cheap

wheels.

"In the writer's opinion there are not more

than fifty makers in the United States to-day

who are manufacturing high-grade goods,

and not one of these makers can meet the

competitive prices of department store manu-

facturers without losing money. His goods

will cost him more to make than the depart-

ment store is retailing the other class of goods

at. Dealers who are representing manufac-

turers who are equipped for the making of

high-grade goods, should secure the depart-

ment store wheels and resort to the same
method in advertising and selling them as the

department store does. One trouble with the

dealer is that he is liable to be handling the

same bicycle for his leader as some depart-

ment store is selling at one-half the price he

is paying for it. The manufacturer alone is

to blame for this. He should not manufac-

ture a bicycle and sell it to the dealer and to

the department store, unless he can sell them
both at the same price, in which case the lat-

ter would refuse to buy, and the former would
probably not care for the wheel except for

competitive purposes.

"We believe that bicycle manufacturers

should make bicycles for the retail trade only.

If they are not able to make the class of goods

which this trade demand, and which this trade

is willing to pay the price for, we believe they

should then turn their attention in other direc-

tions and make that which they can make and

sell at a profit. If we could make wheels and

sell to the department stores at the price they

pay at a profit to us, we should then market

our products in that way, providing we had

no regard for our reputation, but it is the

opinion of the writer that the department store

wheel is altogether too cheap and too inferior

an article to build a reputation on. We prefer

to make goods on which we can build a repu-

tation that will enable us to do business for

several years in the future. We believe

dealers will eventually refuse to handle and

push a line of bicycles which have been in the

hands of department stores. If he handles

them at all it will be for 'stalking' purposes,

and then only when he can buy them at com-
petitive prices.

"We believe your editorial will meet with

the approval of the trade in general."

THREE CRY QUITS.

WHY THESE "BARGAINS" WERE POSSIBLE.

The schemers who, for several months, have

been victimizing merchants in various lines

of trade, have apparently turned their atten-

tion to the bicycle business as one of prom-
ise for them. Last week Buehler & Piatt,

owners of the Columbia Machine Works, of

12 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, obtained a

warrant for the arrest of William H. Moger
and Isaac H. Van Orten, who conduct a com-
mission business at 128 Water street. Bueh-
ler & Piatt manufacture the Nassau bicycle,

and they say that on July 29th they sold those

men twelve bicycles at $47 each and could not

collect the money. One of the firm's em-
ployees, soon after the sale, saw six of the

wheels in a Brooklyn store, where they were
ofifered for sale at $35. The name-plates and
numbers had been removed, from the wheels.

The Newark Nickel Plating Company is

another victim of these men, as is also Hall

& Downing, of 82 We.st Broadway. The
mode of procedure was the same in every

case.

A breezy tire ad. is not one in which you
blow.

Although Successful, a Trio of Cincinnati Deal-

ers Read the Future and Then Retire

Gracefully.

Cincinnati, Aug. 9.—Owing to the large

number of assignments and withdrawals from

the bicycle business, trade for the remain-

ing dealers has been rather brisk. Two of

the largest bicycle stores in the city left the

trade last week.

Walker & Co. withdrew from the cycle

trade on Thursday. J. Walker, the head of

the firm, reported a successful season, but was

unwilling to devote his profits to the main-

tenance of a large store during the dull season.

This firm did very little repair work, but con-

fined themselves strictly to the sale of '91

models. They were agents for the Tribune and

Crescent, in addition to several cheaper models.

Walker & Co. were but organized this spring,

although all members of the firm were old in

the trade. They occupied handsome quarters

in Seventh street, and in the sale of wheels ad-

hered strictly to the list price.

The National Bicycle Company surrendered

their lease on their Race street quarters last

week and withdrew from the trade. This

company had one of the best line of

agencies in the city, among them being the

Keating, Wolff-American, National and the

Frontenac. Rudolph Giewert, the manager

of the company, is one of the most capable

bicycle men in the business, and will imme-

diately accept a position as traveling represen-

tative of one of the local bicycle factories.

He was formerly manager of the Norwood
Bicycle Company. In an interview he stated

that the company had a very good year, and

that they made more money than they ex-

pected, but that he was unwilling to lose all ,

they had made in keeping open until next

spring. The National people were great be-

lievers in bicycle tracing, and were the only

company in the city to support a racing team.

Innes & Co., who recently entered the cy-

cle trade, are also about to quit, and as soon

as they have sold their present stock of

wheels, they will quietly withdraw from the

cycle business.

The assignee of Shaw & Davies filed his

inventory last week, which only shows

$1,633.09 left for creditors. It was thought

that the assets would reach several times this

amount, but the Monarch, Falcon and

Quaker, whose v/heels the firm handle, re-

plevined their goods.

DAMPMAN GOES DOWN.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.—The F. M. Damp-
man Cycle Company made a general assign-

ment yesterday for the benefit of its creditors,

giving preferences to Rouse, Hazard & Co.,

of Peoria, 111., and the Kirk-Young Company,
of Toledo, Ohio. Mr. Dampman attributes

the failure to general depression and price-

cutting.

"Our assignment is a general one," he

continued, "and our largest creditor is Rouse,

Hazard & Co., who made the attachment on

a claim of $10,000. The matter came upon
us so suddenly that I will be unable to state,

for a day or so, the exact amount of our lia-

bilities and assets. We hope to get down to

business in a few days, and if we can amica-

bly arrange our difficulty we purpose to con-

tinue here."

H. G. Rouse, of Rouse, Hazard & Co.,

has been in the city for several days.
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INDIANAPOLIS FOR '98.

I ) NLESS political thimble-rigging, such as

'^ the New York Division attempted last

February, enters into the matter, Indianapolis

should be, and will be, awarded the L. A. W.

meet of 1898 by practically unanimous vote.

The Hoosier capital has earned it by deserv-

ing it.

It is true that Omaha was first in the field,

but Omaha has been simply outclassed by its

rival and is scarcely to be mentioned in a

serious light.

Those who were not in attendance at the

Philadelphia meet may not be able to appre-

ciate these sentiments, but The Wheel can

assure them that they are not overstated.

Indianapolis fairly captured the Quaker City

and the thousands of cycling strangers within

its gates. The Hoosiers' campaign of hospi-

tality, good will and good cheer became one

of the prominent features of the week. Their

enthusiasm was infectious—was irresistible.

By Thursday evening, people who never be-

fore gave such subjects a thought were hur-

rahing for Indianapolis; even the blase who
attend all League meets from a sense of duty

were affected. Wherever one went, and at

whatever time, the cry "Indianapolis for '98"

was in the air. Nothing like the demonstra-

tion had been ever heard or witnessed at a

League gathering. Omaha was scarcely men-

tioned.

Enthusiasm aside, however, Indianapolis

deserves the honor because it is the city of

Indianapolis, and not merely the wheelmen of

Indianapolis who desire it. Heretofore it has

been only the wheelmen of the competing

cities who have struggled for the privilege of

picnicking the League. The rest of the pop-

ulation, city officials included, were but pass-

ively interested or concerned, if at all. In the

case of Indianapolis, the whole city is alive,

and keenly alive, to the issue. The mayor,

the postmaster, a judge of the Indiana Su-

preme Court, a delegation from ' the city's

most influential commercial club and other

important non-cyclists journeyed to Philadel-

phia to supplement the efforts of the local

wheelmen and to voice and to prove thor-

oughly that the entire population was in sym-

pathy in the movement. This, too, was an in-

novation in "struggles for the League meet."

It is an innovation that counts, and after the

display of popular sentiment at Philadelphia,

it only remains to be said that the member of

the L. A. W. National Assembly—Nebraskans

excepted—who votes against "Indianapolis for

'98" is so false to the will of the people that he

should be placed astride a rail and in that

fashion be ridden out of office and out of

town.

SELL EVERYTHING.

"T^ HE suggestion made in last week's

* Wheel regarding the "department-

store bicycles," and urging agents to meet

them on their own lines and in their own

field, is being considerably talked of in the

trade. The idea is so radical and so new that

it requires considerable reflection. Some im-

portant men in the trade have written The

Wheel, strongly commending the idea. They

are hoping that the matter will be given a

thorough test. A. L. Garford, President of

the Board of Trade, thinks the idea worthy of

serious thought. Most of the makers are non-

committal, but many of them are giving the

matter their close attention and are endeavor-

ing to find ways and means of placing the

cheap wheels in the agents' hands.

If the bicycle trade is to be conserved for

the trade; if wheels are to be sold to wheel-

men by experienced cycle salesmen; if wheels

are to be sold through regutar wheel-market-

ing channels—then this question of "cheap

bicycles" must at once be taken up and closely

studied. At the outset it seems possible to

take money out of the department stores and

place it in the strong boxes of the bicycle

agents.

The bicycle agent must also part company

with the idea that the only thing worth selling

is a high-priced bicycle. It is a sentiment

too long fostered. He must sell anything and

everything, from a high-class mount down to

a pot of cement. He must be no less zealous

in selling a few pounds of air than he is in

making a customer for a tandem bicycle. The

bread-winning bicycle salesman and bicycle

showman should have a full line of goods,

ranging from top to bottom in price. And if

he is half clever, or in any way fitted for his

business, he has a big percentage of chance

in selling the customer a bicycle nearer to the

top than to the bottom price.

Place the $17.99 bicycle on your store floor,

and book it, placard it and advertise it. Get

it a few cents under the department store

"strike." Sell it to your cheap customer, if

you cannot fasten him to a better mount.

Spend a few cents and a fraction of time to

make the man or woman your customer. Get

them to know your place. In time they may
want a better wheel; if they do not, they will

at least want some of the cycling parapher-

nalia which is now cutting no small figure in

helping fill the agent's cash box.

THE OCTOPUS OF TRADE.

"T^ HE department store, by the by, is not to

* be blamed for its sword-swallowing

methods. The department store cannot

help it. The department store does not

roam broad-cast over the face of the

earth, devouring whom it will. Rather

does this great octopus of trade lurk

in still, quiet waters, waiting for the weak-

fish that come to it. The octopus has plenty

of cash; it makes deals on the spot. It takes

your line of goods, gives you the needful,

squeezes your product dry and marks your

career with ruin. The department store is

much like the bird of carrion; it fastens upon

effete matter. Usually such matter is not

good matter. Occasionally" the department

store does get hold of good material, and its

treatment of the same is ruinous. People go

heart-sore to the department stores with their

goods as a last resort; they have come to

their last ditch, and must cross it on the back

of the department store, and after they have

crossed it, via that octopus, their commercial

utility is practically nil. The department store

has eaten into the vitals of many lines of

trade. It has not made the bicycle trade its

especial victim. It has throttled the life and

hope out of small merchants in a thousand

and one lines. It is hungry; it is pitiless

—

but it cannot help it.

PICKING THE MEN.

O URELY it is time to call a halt on the

*^ present method of judging the finishes

in bicycle races. At almost every meet the de-

cisions of the judges are found in dispute, the

contesting parties very often being the com-

petitors, and still oftener the public, which

does not hesitate to vent its ill-feeling when

it discovers (or thinks it has discovered) an

error in judgment in the placing of the men.

That very nice task is frequently placed in
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incompetent hands, and men freely and

proudly sport the badges who are not en-

dowed or qualified, either by temperament or

by experience, to pick and place the men. The

experience must be a well-grounded one—the

temperament must be alert; the eye must be

clear, sharp, and all-inclusive. It must snap

in consort with the judgment; otherwise the

result is error.

Many seas-ons ago it was possible for one,

two or three judges to pick and properly place

every man who finished in a bicycle race.

But in those days it was Hendee, first, and

the rest nowhere; or, after Hendee, Rowe; or,

after Rowe, Windle; or after Windle, Zimmer-

man—but after these king bees, there comes

no one who is so easily superior to his field

as to leave the question of first place out of

the reckoning. In those days the men passed

across the tape at a 2.40 or a 3.40 clip; to-day

their final flight over the tell-tale mark of

honor is measured by a minute and thirty sec-

onds. They are flashing over twenty yards

a second, and it takes an eye of superior order

and a sound judgment (and that judgment

carefully trained and attuned) to pick out one,

two, three.

At some of the recent meets as many as

seven men in trial heats were allowed in the

finals, and seven human beings with human

eyesight tried to pick these men. Where there

are more than three men to be picked, and

three judges to pick them, it is an impossi-

bility to get a correct result. Judge No. 2 will

place A in second, while Judge No. 3 will place

him in first or third position. It is a physical

impossibility for any human being, or set of

human beings, to place seven finishers when

there is no air space between them and when

they are lined over the breadth of the track.

The result is not fair; it is founded on guess-

work, and, sometimes, it is worked out on

favoritism or fancy.

It is possible to minimize the present incor-

rect, unjust and unsuitable method of judgmg.

The present plan is antique, and unworthy of

the great audiences who attend bicycle sports,

and of the long-trained men who compete in

the sport. The public are entitled to correct

decisions; the successful contestants are en-

titled to unfailing reward for their efforts.

The Wheel suggests that three judges be ap-

pointed at a race meet, and that in no case

shall more than three men be allowed in any

semi-final or final. Two of the judges should

pick the first three men, and the third judge

should pick only the first man. In this way

the judges would scarcely e\er cross each

other, and if two judges did cross each other,

they would have a third corrective opinion at

hand.

Another point. When the men cross the

finish, if the track be not too large, the placed

men (on their own judgment) should ride

around the track and report to the judges. In

that way the numbers, which often are badly

placed, or wrinkled, or illegible, are verified;

and again, tlie public will have a fair sight of

the victors, which would certainly be a step

in the right direction. At the present time

the public eye is overworked with the multi-

tudinous array of contestants and the beady

string of events. It is nothing but a case of

"mount"—flash of the pistol—the bell—and

the scramble. That sort of thing follows in

wearying succession throughout the after-

noon, and the spectators go away bedraggled

mentally and physically, and firmly resolved

not to attend another race during the season.

People go to meets to watch a particular man,

or a particular set of men, and the more they

can see of their men, their pets and their

favorites, the better pleased they are.

There is big room for improvement in this,

and in other directions, in regard to the dra-

matic and emotional efifect which is possible

at race meets, and which must be eventually

brought into play if cycle racing is to continue

its hold on the public. At Hartford, on

Labor Day, there is to be a meet. Let the

innovation be tried there. Hartford is notable

for pioneership, notable for doing new things

properly and well.

continued. Will Mr. Hannan kindly point

out the breakers ahead, so that the Board may

be saved from present wreck, and, perhaps,

strengthened and broadened for future work?

PROPHET HANNAN.

GEORGE E. HANNAN, president of the

National Association of Cycle Dealers,

thinks that the National Board of Trade is on

the way toward demoralization. He hopes that

it is not. He hopes that the Board will hold

together. He thinks that he may be a little

bit hasty, but his prediction is that the de-

moralization has already set in. Mr. Hannan

also thinks that the National Cycle Dealers'

Association will grow, and that "its power and

youthfulness will be all the more felt" should

the National Board of Trade go to pieces.

That is the point which so frequently crops

up in the cycling trade—that something must

be destroyed and pulled down in order that

something else may grow up. The Wheel

assumes that a strong National Board of

Trade would mean a .strong National Asso-

ciation of Cycle Dealers, and The Wheel

assumes that the National Association of Cy-

cle Dealers should work in harmony with the

Board of Trade. Their interests are identi-

cal. Unless national trade prospers, national

dealers will not prosper.

Mr. Hannan is a reluctant prophet, and

seemingly a kindly prophet. Will Mr. Han-

nan kindly avail himself of some of The

Wheel space and explain how the growth of

the Dealers' Association will adversely af-

fect the National Board of Trade? Will Mr.

Hannan also point out the present demorali-

zation and the possibilities and causes of fu-

ture demoralization? There is no question

that the National Board of Trade should be

When I. B. Potter, the bartered president

of the L. A. W., begins to earn the price of

his sale, some very highly colored imaginings

will surely result. The up-to-date yellow

journal, which bought his title and sent it

abroad, is already paving the way. It prints

a picture of Bald winning a race on a lady's

bicycle. It illustrates the smooth-faced

Clarence McLean with a heavy mustache and

doing an impossible trick on a wheel of the

same type. It shows the Willow Grove track

with a two-story judges' stand and an infield

black with spectators, and the five-foot Kiser

is pictured as a six-foot giant with telegraph-

poles for legs. When Potter begins to "pion-.

eer" Air. Ratz, Mr. Skatinski and the rest

of the "most popular wheelmen" over the

Italian roads, the pictures that should result

should outdo Jules Verne.

Some of the English papers are already

poopoohing the chainless bicycle. But when

they find ten or twelve of the biggest and

brainiest cycle makers in America pushing

the machine and interesting and selling it to

the whole world, the English gentlemen may

have reason to change their tune. They may

even have cause to once more parade that

much-paraded theme: "Why Coventry lost

its ribbon and its watch trade," which is al-

ways evidence that the Britons have begun

to realize that they had slept too long and

too soundly.

Cotton mills everywhere are closing

down. The Amoskeag mills, in Man-

chester, N. H., one of the largest in

the country, is among the number. Its

9,000 operatives will thus be thrown out of

employment. The fact is recorded in a four-

line item in the daily press. There is - no

splutter or big head lines or hurrahs of any

sort. The Amoskeag's competitors are not

spreading the information to its detriment.

But just imagine what would happen if, in-

stead of cottons, the Amoskeag people were

making bicycles!

When department stores commence to ad-

vertise "high-grade tandems" at $25 and $80,

as some of them are doing, it is time that the

Society for the Suppression of Vice or some

other anti-criminal or life-saving organization

stepped in and "did something." Any tan-

dem that can be sold at such figures is a posi-

tive menace to life and limb and to the public

welfare.

Bad news always beats good news over the

finishing tape.
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Philadelphia, Aug. 7.—For four days the

Liberty bell has been wholly or in part

eclipsed by the bicycle tintinnabulator. But the

dull metal of the Liberty's annunciator is

once more showing itself, which means that

the eighteenth annual picnic of the League of

American Wheelmen is practically at an end.

Of course, "meet" is the more dignified and

more dignifying term usually employed to

define these functions, but divested of dignity

—which is generally thrown to dogs, brass

statues and National Assemblies—"picnic"

more fittingly describes them. Every

one, or very nearly every one attends a

League meet for "a good time," and

it is due the Quakers to say that he who did

not get it while here has himself only to

blame. They provided the ways and the

means. Not being gifted with supernatural

powers, they could not provide the disposi-

tion.

The Hoosiers, representing Indianapolis,

and anxious to capture the '98 worm, took to

heart the experience of the early bird, and

were among the very first arrivals. They were

a clever, bustling lot, and when the city be-

gan to fill up on Thursday, their boom was in

full working order. Ail day it boomed and

boomed and boomed, and when twilight came
the electric halo which almost encircles the

feet of William Penn on his lofty perch on the

Public Building began to scintillate, its lustre

seemed dimmed, for Indianapolis has captured

the town and "all that in it was."

The Indianapolis boom was distinctly a fea-

ture of the meet. One could never lose it.

It was "Indianapolis for '98" everywhere, and

every time, day and night. The air was sur-

charged with it. The papers teemed with it.

Natives and visitors shouted and exploited it.

There were small buttons and there were large

buttons—saucer size—bearing the slogan.

There were short ribbons and great long

streamers bearing it, and they were every-

where that men or women congregated.

The Mayor of Indianapolis and the post-

master and the Judge of the Supreme Court

were numbered in the Indianapolis delega-

tion and became "good fellows" for the

nonce. Fred Van Sicklen, L. M. Wainwright
and W. M. Perrett introduced them. The
Mayor, "Tom" Taggert by name, is apparent-

ly of the "Paddy" Gleason type, a diamond in

the rough and close to the common folk.

"Glad to have the honor of shaking hands

with you" is the way he usually acknowledged

introductions.

The Indianapolis men fairly radiated good

will, while good cheer and hospitality was dis-

pensed with a—no, that's wrong; it wasn't

dispensed with anything—it was constantly

on tap, and simply ran out in torrents and

inundated the town. Some idea of their meth-

ods may be obtained from this "schedule,"

which was displayed in their parlors at Hotel

Walton:

"Mayor Taggert will receive from 4 to 8

this afternoon; Postmaster Sahm and Judge

Hackney from 8 to midnight; L. M. Wain-

wright and Evans Woolen from midnight to

4 a. m., and Russell Eckman and F. W. Earl-

meyer from 4 to 8 a. m."

The Hoosiers corralled all of the local and

visiting press men, and treated some 75 of

them to a banquet, at which champagne

sparkled and oratory raised the temperature

to 97 degrees.

There was positively no withstanding their

influences and their wiles. They deserve to

win, and will win, if the matter is decided on

its merits.

Omaha, Neb., was also supposed to be bid-

ding for the meet of 1898, and there are people

who saw three Omaha wheelmen who dis-

played a button or two. They were reported

to have a boom concealed about their per-

sons, but it either wilted or collapsed or was

drawn into or drowned in the Indianapolis

maelstrom. Compared with the Hoosier ar-

ticle, the Omaha boom was as the pecking of

a hatching chicken in its shell to the roar of

Niagara.

At Louisville last year the famous bath-tub

was something of a pivot on or around which

all things revolved, or toward which they were

attracted. At Philadelphia there was noth-

ing of the sort, and the Quaker City is such

an immense place that, despite the fact that

there were some 15,000 participating in the

meet and wearing the souvenir badge, it was

difficult to appreciate it. There was so much
to see; so many runs in which one might

take part, and so many "open houses," to

which all wheelmen were welcome, that the

record-breaking attendance was distributed

over a wide extent of territory.

used for panorama purposes, and the pub-

lished photographs of it compliment it high-

ly. It is not nearly so clean or attractive as

It appears in the pictures. But it was "head-

quarters," and there it was that all who
wanted souvenir badges and souvenir pro-

grammes were registered and given the me-
mentos, on the production of their League
tickets.

The meet was officially inaugurated Wednes-
day morning, and some idea of the interest

which it developed is shown by the register,

which at 5 o'clock that evening testified that

7,452 League members had called and re-

ceived their "credentials," as the souvenir

badge and programme were courteously

termed. Of the number 5,500 were Philadel-

phians. By noon the next day the number
had swollen to 11,000. There seemed no end

to the influx. All day long there was a

clamorous crowd in line at the entrance of

"The Arena." It was a sight to behold.

This is the first meet which has been held

in a centre of League membership since the

organization reached its present enormous
proportions. It was the first that L. A. W.,

No. 150,000, and his thousands of brethren,

had attended. It was new to them, and

they were out to get all there was in it.

And they got it.

They filled the many boats, which, on

Wednesday evening, "excursioned"—free to

L. A. W. members—down the Delaware to

Washington Park. They participated in the

numerous -runs to points of interest, and those

time-honored functions, usually attended by

corporal's guards, became small armies. They
accepted the invitations of the many local

clubs, which were keeping "open house," and

not a few made the rounds as religiously as if

paying New Year's calls. During one even-

ing more than 1,000 visitors partook of the

hospitality of the Century Wheelmen alone,

while the country clubhouses of the several

cycling organizations—institutions which

really seem to thrive in this atmosphere—were

fairly overrun by the invading thousands.

"The Arena" at Broad and Cherry streets

was the headquarters of the meet- It was once

The United States Mint—"the place where

they make money"—was a loadstone which

attracted many. Independence Hall and the

Liberty bell were other objects of great inter-

est. Broad street, which really is broad, and

which is perfectly asphalted for seven miles,

was a source of delight, and opened the eyes
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of many, even the eyes of some New Yorkers

who fancied that their asphalted Boulevard

was about the finest thing on earth. The

Philadelphia "coppers" on Broad street were

accepted as curios, especially after nightfall.

Their helmets are surmounted by little brass

knobs, that give them an odd appearance, and

in lieu of clubs they carry a prod, or

what looks like a short billiard cue.

The peculiar and primitive custom of sta-

tioning them in the centre of the wide street,

vl'ith red lanterns in their hands or resting at

their feet, was almost rib-tickling and amused

the visitors immensely. They are sticklers

for the observance of the rules of the road in

the Quaker City, and the policemen and their

red lanterns mark the centre of the roadway.

Philadelphia might take a lesson from Lon-

don or Paris. Over there in the centre of

many great broad avenues, such as is Broad

street, they have fine large ornamental lamp-

posts which serve the same purpose as the

Quakers' red lanterns, and which add to the

attractiveness of the cities. In addition to

the police, who serve as danger

signals. Broad stret also has a

cycle squad. A couple of negroes

who are included in the squad

vvere also objects of considerable

curiosity. Compared With the

New York squad, these coppers

are a promiscuous and dowdy lot.

They are uniformed in police

blue, but wear grey stockings and

caps to suit their individual fan-

cies, and the set-up of a soldier

is sadly lacking.

"The Arena" is built like a band-box^cir-

cular, with galleries extending all the way
around. In the centre of the floor a raised

platform had been erected and a 24-foot ring

staked and roped off. And this was the scene

of all the action, whether it was a boxing

bout, a skirt dance or a soulful quartette's

mouthings.

It was a quaint sight to see skirt dancing

and gymnastics, and to hear banjoing and

singing in a prize ring— quainter even than

may be imagined.

Perhaps the presence of the police was re-

sponsible for it, perhaps it was sometlJing else.

But at any rate the smoker was devoid of

tartness. The crowd, out for a good time

and on edge for excitement, be it remembered,

behaved inexplicably well. There was a deal

of tobacco smoke, but little noise or enthus-

iasm. If the crowd had been in a regular

theatre they could not have deported them-

selves much better. Once a female performer,

a singer, caught the fancy, and was rather

the holding of a dinner at each annual meet.

It is provided in the constitution that the cost

thereof be prorated among those who may be
present. But the hospitable promoters of the

meet, the Associated Cycling Clubs of Phila-

delphia, took the matter in their hands and
banqueted the veterans at their expense. The
function occurred in the Walton, and was at-

tended by 125 of those qualified to attend by
virtue of ten years' membership in the League.

Grey hair and wrinkles and other evidence of

age and veteranship were on every side.

Philadelphia architecture also

interested those who had eyes for

other than what they were to get ",

for their dollar. Of course there

are many splendid structures in

the city, but Quaker simplicity

is the rule. There are rows upon

rows of houses such as The
Wheel's artist has portrayed.

They are straight up and down

—

no projections except the white

marble steps, no angles, no

curves, "no nothing," except mo-

notonous simpUcity and regular-

ity. They look not unlike the

vaults or ovens in which many
New Orleans associations bury their dead.

Every one expected that the "all-night

smoker," with its "musico-athletic melange,"

as the entertainment was alluded to, would

prove the red-hot, crimson-lrimmed event of

the meet. It occurred Thursday night in

"The Arena," and in the anticipation of a

"hot time" every one except the wheelwomen,

who were barred, gathered early to avoid the

rush.

Almost as soon as the doors were opened

the place, which has a seating capacity of

5,000, was packed from pit to dome. The

doors were then closed, and a policeman kept

order, and whenever a handful of spectators

left he permitted the door to be opened and

a corresponding number to enter. At mid-

night a crowd of 250 was still awaiting admis-

sion, the building being still packed, men on

the top tier standing six deep and dislocating

their necks and bumping their heads against

the roof in an efifort to see what was going

on far below them.

ECLIPSE OF THE LIBERTY BELL.

generously rewarded, but the only semblance

of a boiling-over was when two pugilists were

introduced, and the announcer remarked sig-

nificantly that there was a long-standing

grudge between them. Their exhibition was
so tame that the crowd hooted and hissed in

displeasure and disappointment.

About the only thing in the "melange"

which was talked of the next day, however,

was a couple of risque stories, which one of

the entertainers had told. Although they are

far from new, and have been related at more
than one vaudeville show, they were talked

of with bated breath and repeated as if they

were "terribly awful." Such was the good-

ness of the "all-night smoker." It should

furnish a text for more than one preacher, and

raise wheelmen in the estimation of the holier-

than-thous. On Friday night the "has-beens"

of the League—the "L. A. W. Pioneers," or-

ganized at the Louisville meet last year—had
their inning.

President James R. Dunn acted as toast-

master. He was in fine fettle, full of pleasant

satire, and had lots of fun with the "old boys."

He remarked that although "has-beens," it

was the purpose of the Pioneers to run the

League. He said it with such a straight face

that Walter Jenkins, F. M. Frobisher, M. M.
Belding and the other New York "Potterites"

who imagine they are three-fourths of the

whole thing, looked as if startled, while

Michael Furst, of Brooklyn, returned to the

subject later and said he didn't

believe the statement. It was
laughable. Mr. Furst had been
called on to tell "What the visit-

ing wheelmen think of Philadel-

phia." He responded by relating

the history of the Coney Island

cycle path. A. Cressy Morrison,

too, got very earnest, and evi-

dently thought he was making a

recruiting speech. He told the

1 _ vets all about the advantages of

the League. W. R. Tucker, of

Philadelphia, told "What Phila-

delphians thought of the visiting

wheelmen," and said he had got

out of bed at 3 o'clock in the

morning to see how the wheel-

men at the all-night smoker were

behaving at that hour. Their be-

havior filled him with pride.

Sterling Elliott and Arthur H.

MacOwen read poetry. Elliott's

was not original; MacOwen's
was. Mr. Elliott, however, gave

voice to the cleverest thought of

the evening.

"A 'has-been' is a rather re-

markable individual," he said.

"No power on earth can rob him

of the distinction; no power in heaven or

earth can prevent him from becoming one."

Saml. T. Clark, who was the chairman of

the meeting at which the League was organ-

ized and who suggested its title, also spoke

and further claimed the honor of being the

first to ride a pneumatic-tired bicycle in

America.

About the sole object of the Pioneers is

Will R. Pitman and several others also

orated, and then a nominating committee of

five—Howard B. Moses, New Jersey; Fred

Patee, Illinois; S. T. Clark, Maryland; P. S.

Collins, Pennsylvania, and R. G. Betts, New
York—was appointed, and presented the fol-

lowing ticket, which went through unani-

mously: President, Abbott Bassett, Boston;

first vice-president, W. R. Tucker, Philadel-

phia; second vice-president, L. M. Wain-
wright, Indianapolis; secretary. Will R. Pit-

man, New York; treasurer, H. G. Rouse,

Peoria, 111.

The Pioneers was the creation of Mr. Bas-

sett, and the honor was merited.
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HOW FIVE MEN BECAME CHAMPIONS.
BEING THE DETAILED STORY OP THE MANNER IN WHICH LOUGHEAD, MERTENS AND

ERTZ UPSET THE WISEACRES AND GATHERED NEW GLORY TO THEMSELVES—
KISER AND POWELL ALSO SCORE—STAGGERING ARRAY OF " ALSO

RANS "—GARDINER'S GRAND MILE—PHILADELPHIA'S
RECORD-BREAKING CROWD.

Philadelphia is a "twenty-five cent town." velous. They did it, however, and seemed

The fact is known throughout the world of none the worse for it.

sports.

That is to say, the Philadelphia public wants

popular prices—and its idea of popularity is

twenty-five cents. They refuse to pay more,

and the fact is so well established that even

the baseball magnates have had to make an

exception in the case of Philadelphia, and

Willow Grove track is in possession of the

traction company which leads to Willow
Grove Park, which they also laid out and es-

tablished. It is a pretty place, filled with

flower beds, velvety turf, lagoons, rustic

bridges and soda water stands. There is also

an electric fountain, a casino and a band-

stand of no mean pretentions. The track it-

devil, but perhaps after I warm up they may
feel all right," was about the way he ex-

pressed his condition.

Excepting the championship, the heats of

the various events were decided during the

forenoon. On Friday morning Loughead
had qualified for every event in which he

started; but, for that matter, so had others,

and no special significance was attached to it.

The one-mile championship was the first

event on the afternoon's card. It was paced

and run under a time limit of 2.20. In the

first heat Loughead won after a desperate

chase to overtake Major Taylor, the Boston
negro, who had jumped out and gotten a good
lead. Howard T. Mosher accounted for the

second heat, leading Sanger over by three-

quarters of a length. Bald taking the third

by a sprint down the straight after it seemed
that he was absolutely lost. The fourth heat

fell to Kiser without seeming exertion.

In the final Bald, by virtue of the fastest

heat—2.13 1-5— obtained the pole. Loughead
was next to him, and Kiser at Longhead's

elbow. Hoyt was on the outside. Callahan

place the admission fee at twenty-five cents,

just half what it is in other cities.

It is natural, of course, that the promoters

of the Willow Grove track should be aware

of this Philadelphia peculiarity. It was pro-

vided for in the design and construction of the

stands. These encircle three-quarters of the

course, making the seats of the horse-shoe

shape. Two of the stands, seating possibly

5,000 people, are covered; the others are ex-

posed to the elements.

As all the world now knows, the attend-

ance at the second day's racing was the largest

in the history of cycle sport, and one of the

largest gatherings which ever congregated at

an out-of-door athletic meet of any sort. Ac-

cording to the official figures, 32,000 spectators

were there on Saturday, while the first day

(Friday) there were 18,000 present.

It seems difficult to believe, but it is never-

theless true, that the twenty-five cent bleach-

eries, which make up by far the greater por-

tion of the seating accommodations, were

filled with well-dressed women. Perhaps 50

per cent of the spectators were of the femi-

nine persuasion. Of course, there was no such

thing as raising an umbrella, and how they

sat there for three hours exposed to the fierce

rays of a blistering sun, is little short of mar-

self adjoins the park. There is no back-

ground of receding green hills or of water-

scape, one or the other of which sets off

nearly every other course of prominence in

the country. It has no setting of any kind;

it is a cycle track, pure and simple, and, as

results proved, a track as speedy as any in the

land, despite the fact that in England boards

have given way to cement.

At last year's championship, a Boston strip-

ling, Tom Butler, proved something of a sur-

prise party. He was absent on this occasion,

but all of his former rivals. Bald, Cooper,

Kiser, Sanger, and a host of others who have

developed during the year, were on hand.

Fred J. Loughead (pronounced Lohead)

was among them. The talent knew him as a

splendid rider, but an inconsistent performer.

As an amateur he had shone brilliantly, and,

since embracing professionalism, he has also

done some high-class work. Only this sea-

son he had beaten Cooper in a match race,

and only a week or so since had taken on

Mertens, Kiser's team mate, and disposed of

him in short order. Despite this, however,

none expected that he would show in front in

the championship. In fact, before entering

the track he had complained of feeling badly.

"I'm feeling rotten. My legs ache like the

caught the pacemaker, Taylor, Bald, Loug-
head, Newton and Kiser falling in behind in

the order named, Sanger, as usual, bringing

up the rear. There were no material changes

in this procession until the last quarter, when
Kiser made his bid. Taylor saw him coming
and shot his bolt. Loughead promptly chal-

lenged the negro, and, turning into the

straight, had disposed of him. When the

crowd bunched. Bald was in the midst of it,

and it required a few precious moments to ex-

tricate himself. When he cleared the ruck,

however, he came like a streak and rode like

a demon all the way down the stretch. He
fairly wriggled in the effort to close the gap,

but though he gained on Loughead on every

yard he could not quite make it, and had to

content himself with second place, being six
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inches to the bad. Kiser was third, Newton

fourth and Taylor fifth. Time, 2.03 3-5.

The one-mile amateur championship also

developed a genuine surprise. On form

Emery M. Blake, of Keene, N. H., should

have won, with E. W. Peabody, of Chicago,

and either E. D. Stevens, Buffalo, or C.

Hauseman, of New Haven, or Ray Dawson,

or I. A. Powell, New York, or John J. John-

son, Worcester, in the reckoning. C. M. Ertz,

of New York, might by courtesy be included

in the list, but, as a matter of fact, he was

never thought of as a possible champion. Two
years ago he did some fairly good work, and

this season has won a few events in the

metropolitan district, but against the seasoned

men who have been following the circuit he

was supposed to have little or no show; in

fact, was not taken into the accounting at all.

He, however, won his heat handily, and took

third in his semi-final.

In the final John S. Johnson had the pole

and Ertz was on the extreme outside. J. J.

R. Howard, of St. Louis, caught the pace-

maker, but Ertz immediately went up, and

dropping back, displaced him, and secured

the coveted berth. When the pacemaker

head, Sanger, Cooper and Gardiner were all

on scratch. Barney Oldfield had the limit,

110 yards. In the first two laps, McFarland

and Gardiner ran away from the other three

and opened a gap of 50 yards. The crowd

bunched and slowed up, giving the other

scratch men an opportunity to close up. On
the last lap, McFarland and Stevens were in

front and were making the running at the

bell. The last quarter was a glorious sight,

nineteen men rounding the turn in a bunch

and all going great guns. Cooper made a big

bid to get in front, but died away and was

lost in the ruck. McFarland held his advant-

age to the end, winning by a length; the other

placed men were blanketed. In the 2.05 class,

Mertens won by inches; a towel would have

covered the first four.

In the two-mile handicap, amateur, the men
bunched in the first two laps. Schade, scratch,

was leading at the fourth lap, but in the sprint

was lost in the crowd. Hausman, 20 yards,

lifted his wheel half a length in front of R. A.

Miller, scratch, in the last ten yards.

On Saturday, the half-mile, the five-mile

professional championship and the two-mile

amateur championship were ridden. Ridicu-

to be denied and came again, and despite

Bald's desperate fight, won by half a wheel.

The men had a clear field, and the defeat was

one of the most decisive ever administered to

Bald. He was clearly baked. Stevens fin-

ished third, Newhouse fourth. Of the others,

Church and Steenson quit on the fourth lap,

and Callahan, Weinig and Newton fell just

as the spurt started. The time, 10.45, is very

close to the competition record.

In the two-mile amateur championship, Ir-

win Powell, the New York crack, gave an

exhibition of what was in him. Peabody had

the pole and Reith was on the outside. Ertz

caught the pacemaker, with Powell and Pea-

body trailing him. There was no material

changes in the positions until Ertz started the

sprint, and, as usual, he started it too soon,

both Powell and Peabody overtaking him in

the straight, Powell winning by three-quarters

of a length. Ertz finished third, although the

judges gave the decision to E. Llewellyn, of

Chicago. The decision was one of the rank-

est of the meet, and there were several rank

ones. Llewellyn was not only three inches

to the bad of Ertz when the tape was crossed

(and every man on the press stand in line

THE CONQUERING HEROES COME.

IRWIN A. POWELL, NEW YORK,

Two-Mile Amateur Champion.
FRED J. LOUGHEAD, SARNIA, CANADA,

One-Mile and Quarter-Mile Champion.

CHAS. M. ERTZ, NEW YORK,

One-Mile Amateur Champion.

dropped, Ertz started to sprint. It was a

quick, long sprint which opened a gap of

two lengths, but, turning to the stretch, the

bunch was closing up fast. It did not seem

as though Ertz could hold his advantage. He
was losing ground in every stride. E. D.

Stevens had got inside and was coming very

fast.. Ertz was just able to get over the tape

before Stevens nipped him. It was an eye-

lash victory. The rest of the men were all

closely bunched. Time, 2.16 2-5.

In the quarter-mile professional Champion-

ship, in which Gardiner, Cooper, Randall,

Bald and Longhead started. Cooper got away

first and led for 200 yards, when Randall shot

out like a rocket and got a lead of three open

lengths. Turning into the straight it did not

seem as though he could be headed, and he

looked all over the winner. Cooper, however,

let out a link and pulled up the others almost

on the tape, the five coming over the mark

abreast. Longhead managed to poke his nose

in front in the last jump, but it took the

judges to place the others.

The two-mile handicap gave McFarland an

opportunity to display himself to advantage

at his favorite game—handicap work. Loug-

lous though it may seem, the half-mile event

was paced, and it is not wholly surprising

that a bad bungle occurred. Loughead was

among the starters, and was, of course, the

centre of all eyes. But he was off the hooks

and never showed prominently. Bald broke

his chain and was out of it at th.e first quar-

ter. When the sprint came, Kiser got in

front and stayed there, winning in 1.03. Kim-
ball, who 'was second, fought with almost

superhuman fierceness, almost lifting his

wheel from the ground in his effort to over-

take the leader. He gained on him, and

when the tape was crossed was at Kiser's

flanks. Mertens was a dose third. Loug-

head finished sixth.

The five-mile championship went to Mer-

tens in a ding-dong fashion with Bald. Calla-

han caught the pacemaker and held him, de-

spite repeated efforts of Mertens and Newton
to force him off. With two laps to go, the

pacemakers were changed, and Mertens then

succeeded in obtaining the coveted position.

On the last quarter Mertens shot out, but

Bald, who was in third position, went after

him and collared him rounding the turn. He
got a lead of a length, but Mertens was not

with the tape agreed on this point), but he

fouled Ertz as well. He attempted to squeeze

by on the inside, and all but bored Ertz off

his feet. Llewellyn was going much faster

than the New Yorker, and when the tape was

crossed, the two locked and Llewellyn was

run oft' the boards, and a spill narrowly

averted. Ertz protested, but to no purpose.

The mile handicap, professional, devel-

oped some peculiar tactics on the part of Mc-
Farland and Stevens, who are co-partners on

the circuit. The long-markers bunched and

loafed disgracefully, making it easy for the

scratch men, Kiser and McFarland, to catch

up. On the last lap McFarland started round

on the outside of the bunch, as usual. He
was trailed by Kiser, and it seems as if he

might easily have come to the front; but Ste-

vens looked around and then let out; McFar-

land seemed not to try, apparently being con-

tent to hold Kiser back, and Kiser, in turn,

making no effort to pass McFarland. Loug-

head quit early in the race.

When the one-mile open event, the $250

race, was called, it was announced that Loug-

head had been excused by the referee on the

plea of sickness. Bald and Kiser won the
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two semi-finals. The final was paced by Ham-
ilton and Davis; Bald had the pole; Kiser
was next, then Gardiner, Cooper and Taylor.

Cooper caught the pacemaker, Kiser,, Bald,

Taylor, Eaton and Gardiner falling in be-

hind. There was no change until the last

quarter, when the sprint was started by Eaton,
who went up with Gardiner in attendance.

When they got in front the crowd broke
and Bald was once more in the centre of the

bunch. Kiser stalled of? Eaton and Gardiner
and gained a clear run. When Bald shook
himself free he came, body-galloping, on the

outside. Cooper, too, was going great guns,

and the sprint down the stretch was one of the

fiercest of the meet. Cooper gaining all the

while. The distance was too short, however,
and the three came across the tape abreast,

Kiser in front, Bald next and Cooper but an

inch behind the latter. Time, 2.03 1-5.

The one-mile open, amateur, was another

blanket finish, Hausman, however, holding the
honor safe. It was a day of desperate finishes,

about the only race in which there was day-
light between all the placed men being the
mile amateur open, handicap.

Trials for records marked the close of both
days' racing.

The meet promoters offered $250 to any
rider who broke Hamilton's world's record of
1.39 1-5, and $100 for a new State record for
the distance, one mile.

On Friday, Arthur Gardiner made a bid
for the money and obtained the $100, and fell

but two-fifths of a second short of the larger
purse.

Paced by two quads, he rode the mile in

1.39 3-5, the fastest performance ever made
at an open meet. There was the slightest

falter in the pick-up, but it was fatal, though
it detracts nothing from the grandeur of Gar-

diner's ride. Hamilton's record was made
at a private but sanctioned trial on the Coro-
nado, Cal., track. J. Frank Starbuck also

tried for the money, but could not hold his

pace and did 1.44.

On Saturday, C. A. Church and Major Tay-
lor also tried for the purse but fell short.

Church did 1.43 3-5 and Taylor 1.45 3-5. In
both cases the pick-ups were bad; in Church's
trial it was particularly atrocious, and at least

20,000 of the 30,000 spectators fairly roared
their displeasure. The hoots and hisses

sounded like a booming of artillery, so great

was the volume. Church, on the other hand,
was orated when he dismounted.
The successful trials of the day were made

by Fred Schade and John Zimmerman.
Paced by quads, the former captured the one-

third mile amateur record, doing 32 4-5, and
the latter the half-mile amateur State record,

53 3-5.

^ ^ ^ THE SUMMARY. ^ ^ .^

FIRST DAY.

ONE-MIl.E CHAMPIONSHIP, AMATEUR.

First heat—1, Ray Dawson, N. Y. A. C. ; 2, W. A.
Lat;tz, Harrisburg. Time, 2.27%. Also started—George
Reith, W. G. Lecompte and A. J. Murphy. Second heat
—1, I. A. Powell, N. Y. A. C. ; 2, H. W. Middendorf,
Louisville. Time, 2.25. Also started—E. M. Blake, J. S.

Williams, C. Nelson, W. E. Tenzler, J. L. Fagan and
C. W. Krick. Third heat—1, Charles Muss, Milwau-
kee; 2, E. W. Peabody. Time, 2.16%. Also started—
C. C. Fulton, H. Huhn, F. Hatersley, R. J. Bond, A.
M. Zimbrich and W. A. Ladue. Fourth heat—1, C.

M. Ertz, Riverside Wheelmen, New York; 2, H. G.
Gardiner, Philadelphia. Time, 2.18. Also started—E.
Llewellyn, Ray Murray, F. L. Gast, F. J. Morse and
W. H. Fearing. Fifth heat—1, Fred Schade, Hern-
don, Va.; 2, J. J. Howard, St. Louis. Time, 2.1Gy5.

Also started—C. M. Bly, J. B. Clift, A. C. Moran, W.
Emerson and A. Bateman. Sixth heat—1, John S.

Johnson, Worcester; 2, Bert Ripley, Newark. Time,
2.15. Also started—Dan Dougherty, E. L. Wilson,
Louis Hunter, W. M. Trott and A. B. Goehler.

Seventh heat—1, R. A. Miller, Greenwich Wheelmen,
New York; 2, O. V. Babcock, Harlem Wheelmen,
New York. Time, 2.17. Also started—F. J. Costello,

W. F. Wahrenberger, E. Stout, G. H. Collett and
H. M. James. Eighth heat—1, E. C. Hausman, Har-
lem Wheelmen, New York; 2, E. D. Stevens, Buffalo.

Time, 2.21%. Also started—H. Y. Bedell, W. H.
Cressy, F. P. Gastalder, H. W. Wright, W. H. Cane,

""First semi-final.—1, E. W. Peabody; 2, H. W. Mid-
dendorf; 3, C. M. Ertz. Time, 2.18. Also started—
I. A. Powell, Ray Dawson, C. Muss, H. G. Gardiner
and W. A. Lantz. Second semi-final—1, J. S. John-
son; 2, E. D. Stevens; 3, J. J. Howard. Time, 2.09.

Also started—Fred Schade, R. A. Miller, E. C. Haus-
man, Bert Ripley and O. V. Babcock.

FINAL HEAT.

1, C. M. Ertz.

3, H. W. Middendorf.
Time, 2.16%.

2, E. D. Stevens.

Two-mile handicap, amateur (six heats).—Final—1,

E. C. Hausman, Harlem Wheelmen, New York, 20

vards; 2, R. A. Miller, Greenwich Wheelmen, New
York, scratch; 3, C. W. Krick, Sinking Springs, Pa.,

40 yards; 4, H. W. Middendorf, Louisville, 50 yards;

5, C. M. Bly, 40 yards; 6, W. A. Ladue, 70 yards.

Time, 4.30.

One-third mile amateur (ten heats and three semi-

finals).—First semi-final—1, E. W. Peabody; 2, W. H.
Fearing; 3, C. Nelson. Time, 0.43y5. Second semi-

final—1, E. Llewellyn; 2, J. S. Johnson; 3,- A. B.

Goehler. Time, 0.47. Third semi-final—1, I. A.
Powell; 2, F. J. Morse; 3, R. A. Miller and A. M.
Zimbrich, dead heat. Time, 0.47%.

Final heat—1, E. Llewellyn; 2, W. H. Fearing; 3,

C. Nelson. Time, 0.43%.

ONE-MTLE CHAMPIONSHIP, PROFESSIONAL.

First heat—1, F. J. Loughead; 2, Major Taylor. Time,
2.14%. Also started—H. R. Steenson, F. F. Goodman,
Tom Cooper, A. Gardiner and Watson Coleman. Second
heat—1, H. P. Mosher; 2, W. C. Sanger; 3, W. L.
Becker; 4, C. A. Church; 5, C. C. Bowers. Time,
2.16. Third heat—1, E. C. Bald; 2, L. A. Callahan;
3, A. C. Mertens; 4, J. A. Newhouse; 5, O. S. Kim-
ball. Time, 2.131/5. Also started—W. E. Becker, Jay
Eaton. C. W. Davis. Fourth heat—1, Earl Kiser; 2,

C. R. Newton; 3, F. A. Hoyt; 4, O. L. Stevens. Time,
2.15%. Also started—F. A. McFarland, Nat Butler,

E. P. Thompson, A. I. Brown.

1, Loughead.
2, Bald.
3, Kiser.

FINAL HEAT.

Time, 2.03%.

4, Newton.
5, Taylor.
6, Callahan.

Two-mile handicap, professional (six heats).—Final
heat—1, F. A. McFarland, scratch; 2, F. J. Loughead,
scratch; 3, J. A. Newhouse, 25 yards; 3, O. L. Stevens,
70 yards; 5, C. A. Church, 40 yards; 6, W. C. Sanger,
scratch. Time, 4.44%.

QUARTER-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP, PROFESSIONAL.

First heat—Won by Tom Cooper. Time, 0.32%. Also
started—Major Taylor, H. R. Steenson, E. S. Aker and
F. F. Goodman. Second heat—Won by F. J. Loughead.
Time, 0.-34%. Also started—C. R. Newton and W. L.
Becker. Third heat—Won by E. C. Bald. Time,
0.34. Also started—H. B. Welst, O. L. Stevens and
A.- C. Mertens. Fourth heat—Won by Arthur Gardi-
ner. Time, 0.32%. Also started—J. A. Newhouse, F.
A. Hoyt, W. A. Coburn and I. A. Brown. Fifth

heat—Won by W. M. Randall. Time, 0.33%. Also
started—Earl Kiser, L. A. Callahan, O. S. Kimball
and B. Oldfield.

FINAL HEAT.

1, Loughead. 4, Bald.
2, Cooper. 5, Gardiner.
3, Randall.

Time, 0.32.

One-mile professional (2.05 class), five heats.—Final
heat—1, A. C. Mertens; 2, Nat Butler; 3, W. F.
Simms; 4, F. A. McFarland. Time, 2.11. Also
started—F. J. Titus, L. A. Callahan and Barney Old-
field.

SECOND DAY.
HALF-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP, PROFESSIONAL.

First heat—1, Tom Cooper; 2, F. J. Loughead. Time,
1.07. Also started—H. R. Steenson, E. S. Aker, F. F.
Goodman, Major Taylor, C. C. Bowers, W. L. Becker,
W. I. Huft'stetter. Second heat—1, Arthur Gardiner;
2, Owen Kimble. Time, 1.12%. Also started—Howard
Mosher, A. I. Browti, C. R. Newton, Jay Eaton.
Third heat—1, Earl Kiser; 2, O. L. Stevens. Time,
1.06%. Also started—Watson Coleman, J. A. Vernier,
F. A. McFarland, F. A. Hoyt. Fourth heat—1, E. C.
Bald; 2, A. C. Mertens. Time, 1.08. Also started—
Frank Butler, C. W. Davis, W. E. Becker, W. M.
Randall, L. A. Callahan, Barney Oldfield.

FINAL HEAT.

1, Kiser. 5, Stevens.
2, Kimble. 6, Cooper.
3, Mertens. 7, Gardiner.
4, Loughead. 8, Bald

Time, 1.03%. Last quarter, 0.27y5.

FIVE-MILE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP, PROFESSIONAL.

First heat—1, H. R. Steenson; 2, C. R. Newton; 3,

Chas. A. C. Church. Time, 12.14. Also started—Frank
Butler, W. E. Dickerson, E. S. Aker, C. C. Bowers,
Fred J. Titus, W. L. Becker, F. F. Goodman. Second
heat—1, F. A. McFarland; 2, A. E. Weinig; 3, A. C.
Mertens. Time, 11.34%. Also started—J. A. Vernier,
O. L. Stevens, Nat Butler, W. I. Huffstetter, J. F.
Starbuck, C. W. Davis, B. B. Stevens, W. E. Becker.
Third heat—1, E. C. Bald; 2, J. A. Newhouse; 3, L. A.
Callahan. Time, 11.32%. Also started—F. A. Hoyt,
\\'. W. Hamilton, Barney Oldfield, A. S. Lee, Bert
Repine, A. I. Brown, H. B. Wood.

FINAL HEAT.

1, Mertens. 5, Callahan.
2, Bald. 6, Weinig.
3, McFarland. 7, Church.
4, Newhouse. 8, Steenson.

Fractional times—One mile, 2.11; two miles, 4.23%;
three miles, 6.29%; four miles, 8.40%; five miles, 10.45;
last quarter, 0.27%; last third, 0.39%.

TWO-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP, AMATEt'R.

(Three to qualify.)

First heat—Won by R. A. Miller. Time, 4.42. Sec-
ond heat—Won by I. A. Powell. Time, 4.52. Third
heat—Won by W. E. Tenzler. Time, 4.56. Fourth
heat—Won by E. D. Stevens. Time, 5.02. Fifth heat
—Won by J. F. Morse. Time, 4.47%. Sixth heat-
Won by Fred Schade. Time, 5.03%. Seventh heat-
Won by Edward Llewellyn. Time, 4.54. - First semi-
final—1, George Reith; 2, I. A. Powell; 3, G. H.
Collett. Time, 4.31%. Also started—R. A. Miller,
F. J. Morse, W. E. Tenzler, F. D. Stevens, F. L.
Gass, H. L. Hart, Bert Ripley, John S. Johnson.
Second final heat—1, Earl Peabody; 2, Edward Lle-
wellyn, E. M. Blake; 3, C. M. Ertz. Time, 4.28%.
Also started—Fred Schade, Dan Dougherty, C. M.
Bly, F. J. Costello, H. W. Middendorf, J. J. R. How-
ard.

n D

FINAL HEAT.
1, Powell, New York. 6, Collett, New Haven.
2, Peabody, Chicago. 6, Reith, New York.
3, Llewellyn, Chicago. 7, Blake, Keene, N. H.
4, Ertz, New York.

Time, 4.29 1-6. Fractional times, first third, 0.45;

two-thirds, 1.30%; one mile, 2.17%; one and one-third
miles, 3.00%; one and two-thirds mile, 3.47%.
One-mile open, professional.—First heat—1, Tom

Cooper; 2, H. R. Steenson. Time, 2.09%. Also
started—E. S. Acker, W. E. Becker, W. M. Randall,
A. E. Weinig. Second heat—1, Major Taylor; 2, J.

A. Newhouse. Time, 2.13. Also started—F. E. Good-
man, W C. Sanger, F. A. Hoyt, A. I. Brown. Third
heat—1, Fred Loughead; 2, C. R. Newton. Time,
2.14%. Also started—Charles Church, Barney Old-
field. Fourth heat—1, Jay Eaton; 2, Owen Kimble.
Time, 2.14%. Also started—Fred Titus, J. H. Skel-
ton, F. A. McFarland, Frank Butler. Fifth heat—1,

Earl Kiser; 2, Watson Coleman. Time, 2.09%. Also
started—W. L. Becker, H. B. Mosher, Tom David,
Will Coburn. Sixth heat—1, E. C. Bald; 2, Nat But-
ler. Time, 2.08%. Also started—C. S. Wells, O. L.
Stevens, Sam Brock, Bert Repine. Seventh heat—1,

Arthur Gardiner; 2, A. C. Mertens. Time, 2.12%.
Also started—C. W. Davis, L. A. Callahan, W. F.
Huffstetter. First semi-final—1, E. C. Bald; 2, Ar-
thur Gardiner; 3, Tom Cooper. Time, 2.10%. Second
semi-final—1. Earl Kiser; 2, Jay Eaton; 3, Major Tay-
lor. Time, 2.19.

FINAL HEAT.
1, Earl Kiser. 4, Major Taylor:
2, E. C. Bald. 5, Arthur Gardiner.
3, Tom Cooper. 6, Jay Eaton.

Time, 2.03%.
One-mile handicap, professional (seven heats).

—

Final heat—1, O. L. Stevens, 40 yards ; 2, Watson
Coleman, 50 yards; 3, Fred Hoyt, 40 yards; 4, R. P.
McCurdy, 120 yards; 5, E. D. Fichtner, 75 yards.
Time, 2.07. Also started—Charles A. Church, F. A.
McFarland, H. P. Mosher, E. H. Kiser, Robert
Wier, J. C. Henderson, F. J. Loughead, F. F. Gor-
don.
One-mile open (two to qualify).—Won by Fred

Hattersly. Time, 2.16%. Second heat—Won by
George Reith. Time, 2.27. Third heat—Won by
Charles M. Ertz. Time, 2.17%. Fourth heat—Won by
W. E. Tenzler. Time, 2.14. Fifth heat—Won by I.

A. Powell. Time, 2.13%. Sixth heat—Won by E. C.
Hauseman. Time, 2.23. Seventh heat—Won by R.
A. Miller. Time, 2.24%. Eighth heat—Won by E.
M. Blake. Time, 2.15%. First semi-final—1, W. E.
Tenzler; 2, G. H. Collett; 3, W. A. LaDue; 4, I. A.
Powell. Time, 2.18%. Second semi-final—^1, George
Reith; 2, E. C. Hauseman; 3, C. M. Ertz. Time,
2.15%. Final—1, E. C. Hauseman, New York; 2, A.
B. Goehler, Buffalo; 3, C. M. Ertz, New York; 4, W.
A, Ladue; 5, George Reith, New York; 6, W. E.
Tenzler, Conn. Time, 2.09%.
One-mile handicap (nine heats and two semi-finals).

—First semi-final—1, W. A. Ladue, 40 yards; 2, W. A.
Lantz, 30 yards; 3, Ray Murray, 70 yards; 4, H. G.
Gardiner, 50 yards; 5, J. F. Chalfant, 100 yards; 6,
Fred Schade, scratch. Time, 2.07%. Also started—
C. M. Ertz, scratch; A. B. Goehler, scratch; F. J.
Morse, 10 yards; Ed Llewellyn, 15 yards; Charles
Muss, 20 yards; Dan Dougherty, 25 yards; E. S.
Youse, 65 yards; E. S. Gee, 125 yards. Second semi-
final—1, C. W. Krick, 20 yards; 2, Fred R. Hattersly,
scratch; 3, R. A. Miller, scratch; 4, E. L. Wilson, 35
yards; 5, R. M. French, 100 yards. Time, 2.07%.
Also started—E. M. Blake, scratch; H. W. Midden-
dorf, 10 yards; O. V. Babcock, 30 yards; Charles Cole-
man, 35 yards; J. L. Fagin, 80 yards; George Van
Heest, 100 yards; R. J. Bond, 110 yards. Final—1,
Ray Murray, 70 yards; 2, J. T. Chalfant, 100 yards;
3, R. M. French, 100 yards; 4, R. A. Miller, scratch.
Time, 2.06.
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SHORT CUTS OF LEAGUE MEET.

Not one wheelwoman in fifty wore leggings.

One of the Philadelphia dailies published

several editions full of League color—purple

flags and purple cyclists.

The L. A. W. flag made its first numerous

appearance—a golden representation of the

League emblem on a field of royal purple.

A. D. Meiselbach, the Milwaukee manu-

facturer, was one of the very few trade prin-

cipals in attendance. He had a huge time.

His first lieutenant, Fred Settle, accompanied

him.

Mrs. Chairman Mott and little Margery

Mott accompanied the Mikado of the Racing

Board. The little one had the distinction of

being the only spectator who got inside the

inclosure. The proud father brought her over,

and 18,000 people were kept guessing.
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FRED SCHADE,

The Rosy-cheeked Virginian.

Schade, the Virginia collegian, quite caught

the ladies. He is a fresh-faced, rosy-cheeked,

yellow-curled youngster who looks almost like

an animated doll.

In the heats of the five-mile championship

the men were forced to show in front and

make pace at least once during the race.

"Teddy" Goodman refused and was disquali-

fied, and the point has been raised that the

disqualification was illegal, that there is no

rule to force a man to destroy his plan of

running the race. But Mr. Mott himself was

refereeing at the time and made the disquali-

fication.

Buffalo wants the meet of 1899.

Major Taylor, the Boston negro, created

more enthusiasm than all others combined.

Whenever he showed in front the crowd fairly

roared with delight.

Chairman Mott made a grand-stand play

during the meet. He gave the racing men
and managers $20 with which to purchase ad-

mission tickets. And at the distribution it is

said there was such a wild scramble that most

of the tickets were torn to shreds.

The two surprises of the meet, Loughead
and Mertens, are each 21 years of age and

weigh 170 pounds, though Loughead does not

look it. He is now the star of the Pierce

team, but hails from Sarnia, Canada, and was

once the amateur champion of the dominion.

During the week Pennsylvania alone prof-

ited to the extent of 2,300 applicants for

League membership. At Secretary Bassett's

request all of them will not be forwarded at

once. A sufficient number will be sent, how-
ever, to establish a new record. It will place

the Pennsylvania Division neck and neck with

New York. The news has been cabled to

Potter.

Excepting the fat men, there were fewer

freaks than usual. The newest development

is the "cycling fool," who wears long hair,

"galluses," soiled, countrified trousers, half-

way up to his boot-tops, and who otherwise

afifects a hayseed in costume and speech. He
goes about with his mouth open and a fool

look on his face. There were several of him

at the meet.

Chairman Mott refereed Saturday's races

and he watched them as if he was suspicious

of something. Ex-chairman Gideon was

ofiicer of the day on Friday. Excepting Mr.

Doty, of Colorado, the entire Racing Board

officiated as judges. They were not half-bad,

that is to say, they were not wholly good.

Some of their decisions were malodorous, that

in the two-mile amateur championship par-

ticularly.

The meet promoters sold the photograph-

ing privileges at Willow Grove to a local

"artist." He had half a dozen cameras and

assistants on hand, but is probably a wiser

and a sadder man. At any rate he has much
to learn. He not only asked a stiff figure for

his productions, but could not furnish them
until Monday, and then did not fill his orders

properly, claiming to have spoiled the picture

of the principal race of the meet, the one-mile

professional championship. He has earned

the everlasting good will of the newspaper

fraternity!

If there were a few more starters like "Lon"
Peck the quality of the average race meet

would be raised several per cent. He knows
his duty and dares to do it. And touts,

trainers and riders realize the fact.

Toward the end of Saturday's racing, big,

black clouds gathered, and for a while it

seemed as if the eighteenth meet would end

as did the sixteenth and seventeenth—in a

violent storm. But the clouds rolled by.

When Mertens won the five-mile champion-

ship, his trainer, Tom Eck, completely lost

his head. He jumped in the air, threw his hat

up and acted like a crazy man. He shook from

head to foot in his excitement, and rushing

at a tout for another team, yelled: "Now
will you howl about my third-raters?" No
one ever saw Eck so excited and unnerved

before.

EARL KISER

After Winning the Half-Mile Championship.

In the exhibit of legs New York easily bore

off the "honors." There was nothing in the

Quaker City to compare with the supports

of Milo M. Belding, nominee for vice-consui

of the New York Division. They can only

be likened to the legs of a grand piano. At

every step the calves quaked and quivered

like jelly undergoing a disturbance. Belding

has a fat, smooth face and wore a round stand-

ing collar and a coat buttoned at the neck, and

looked the preacher that he isn't. "Who's

that preacher with the piano legs?" was a

frequent question when he was in sight.
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Palmers at the National Meet.

Half-Mile Championship, Professional.

Won by Earl Kiser, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Five-Mile Championship, Professional.

Won by A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

One-Mile Championship, Amateur.

Won by C. M. Ertz, on a Cleveland fitted with Palmer Tires.

Two-Mile Championship, Amateur.
Won by 1. A. Powell, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Fastest Mile Ever Ridden in Public—1.39 3-5.

By Arthur Gardiner, on a Dayton fitted with Palmer Tires, paced by two Dayton

quads fitted with Palmer Tires.

World's Competition Record—5 Miles in 10.45.

By A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Mile Open, Professional—Largest Purse Offered.

Won by Earl Kiser, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

Mile, 2.05 Class, Professional.

Won by A. C. Mertens, on a Spalding fitted with Palmer Tires.

One-Mile Handicap, Amateur.
Won by Ray Murray, on a Dayton fitted with Palmer Tires.

Palmer Tires Won the Honors of the Meett as They

Always Do*

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WAS HE SUTPHEN OR SODEN ?

A deep, dark mystery developed at the

postponed races of the Hudson County
Wheelmen, which were held at West Side

Park, Jersey City, last Monday.
Among the events to be contested was a

mile handicap. Somebody won it, but who
it was has not yet been revealed. When the

whistle blew for the contestants to "line up"

an individual giving the name of D. Sut-

phen was one of them. At least, he said his

name was Sutphen, but when he had crossed

the tape an easy winner the claim was made
that he was George A. Soden, who electrified

the cycling world by winning the Irvington-

M ill burn race last IVIay. While the officials

were trying to trace the features of the derby

winner on the grinning face of wily Sutphen

that individual (or Soden) secured his prizes

and disappeared.

Mr. Sutphen (or Soden) will confer a favor

on the officials of the Hudson County Wheel-
men by calling on them and clearing up the

mystery which is at present keeping all the

Sherlock Holmeses of the club awake nights.

The summary of the races, which were post-

poned from July 24th, is as follows:

One-mile handicap.—1, D. Sutphen, Belleville Cycle
Club, Newark, 60 yards; 2, J. G. McGuire, S. M. W.,
Newark, 80 yards; 3, H. B. Cashell, Excelsior Boat
Club, Paterson, 120 yards. Time, 2.24%.
One-mile scratch.—1, R. A. Miller, Greenwich

Wheelmen; 2, J. G. Hutcheon, Windsor Terrace
Wheelmen; 3, George Reith, Harlem Wheelmen.
Time, 2.31%.

Mile-and-a-half tandem handicap.—1, J. H. Rogers
and D. Sutphen, Belleville C. C, 160 yards; 2, H. M.
Storer and C. O. Dewey, Jersey City, 160 yards; 3,

W. Babb and D. Crawford, Excelsior Boat Club, 40
yards. Time, 3.19%.
Half-mile handicap.—1, H. B. Cashell, Excelsior

Boat Club, Paterson, 60 yards; 2, J. P. Hutcheon,
Windsor Terrace Wheelmen, 30 yards; 3, J. G. Mc-
Guire, S. M. W., Newark, 40 yards. Time, 1.07%.
One-mile Hudson county championship.—1, T. Firth,

B. B. C, Harrison; 2, C. O. Dewey, Hudson County
Wheelmen; 3, Adolf Michels, Niantic Wheelmen.
Time, 2.4iy5.

DOWN IN GEORGIA.

The annual meeting of the Georgia Divi-

sion, L. A. W., was held in Macon on
Wednesday and Thursday of last week. Sum-
mary of events: Half-mile open, L. L. Bright,

Macon, first, time, 1.22. The heats were won
by M. McGolrick,.of Macon, 1.08f, and R. V.

Connerat, of Savannah, 1.08}. One-mile pro-

fessional, paced, R. Walthour, time, 2.20. The
meet was finished on Thursday, the quarter-

mile State championship being credited to

Gus Beall, 44^. Walthour rode a paced mile

in 2.08, eclipsing J. S. Johnson's record of

2.10, made on the same track in 1893. The
other events were: Half-mile State cham-
pionship—Bright, first; Beall, second; time,

1.18 1-5. The prize was a pair of tailor-made

trousers. Two-mile professional—Walthour,
5.30. Two-mile State championship—Con-
nerat, 5.29. Five-mile open — Connerat,
15.43 3-5.

CLOSE TO RECORD.

Ilion, August 8.—The meet to-day was free

from protest and delays. The racing was of

good order. The event of the day was the

final of the half-mile handicap, Claude M.
Smith, of Whitesboro, 40 yards, winning out
in 1.024, with TunneclifYe, scratch, second, and

J. J. Dukelow, 30 yards, third. Tunneclifife

finished only one yard behind the winner, and
must have gotten inside the 1.03 3-5 made by
Henry Tyler in 1895. Summary: One-mile
open, G. E. Tunneclifife, 2.22; one-mile team
race, Ed. Ferguson, 2.23; one-mile tandem
handicap, L. J. Schillinger and F. R. Trapp,
time, 2.12.

McFARLAND AT HIS BEST.

A world's record marked the National Cir-

cuit race meet of the Penn Wheelmen, held

at the Fair Grounds, at Reading, on Tuesday.

In the three-mile handicap, professional, F. A.

McFarland finished second from scratch in

7.10 1-5. Very great interest was taken in the

match mile race between Carroll B. Jack, of

the Penn Wheelmen, and Charles A. Church,

of Philadelphia, but Church fouled Jack on

the homestretch and the race was declared

a draw. Arthur Gardner annexed the one-

mile professional in 2.08 3-5, placing Mertens

and Bald behind him, while Major Taylor,

the dark-hued, annexed the half-mile in 1.03.

Much interest was taken in the performance

of the crackajacks on tandems, Bald and

Church beating Gardner and Randall, W. U.,

Rochester, in the two-mile professional cham-
pionship. Time, 4.46. In the mile for ama-

teurs, Irwin A. Powell, Ray Dawson and E.

W. Peabody divided the one, two and three

honors in 2.16 3-5. Zimmerman exhibited for

a half to the delight of the 4,000 people who
witnessed it.

The summary:
Two-mile handicap, amateur.—1, W. B. Fichthorn,

2.30 yards; 2, J. A. Swartz, P. W., 150 yards; 3, W. L.
Fulmer, P. W., 150 yards. Time, 4.33.

Three-mile handicap, professional.—Final heat—1,
F. C. Hoyte, Springfield, 90 yards; 2, F. A. McFar-
land, San Jose, scratch; 3, W. E. Becker, Minne-
apolis, 50 yards; 4, Fred Titus, New York, 70 yards.
Time, 7.35.

Half-mile open, amateur.

—

1, H. C. Hauseman, New
Haven; 2, E. M. Blake, Keene; 3, George H. Col-
lett. New Haven. Time, 1.04.

One-mile, Berks county, championship.—Won by
C. W. Krick. Time, 2.3iy5.

ENTER EMPIRE STATE.

Enter, the Empire State Rubber Co., 127

Duane street. New York, as a new comer in

the tire field. This firm is the outgrowth of

the North American Rubber Co., Setauket,

L. I. The officers of the company are: Presi-

dent, Thomas C. Clarke; Vice-President,

Adolphus Bonzano; manager of sales, Edwin
Elberson, and general manager, Herman
Clarke. They will manufacture single tube

tires, cement tire tape and pedal rubbers.

ASSIGNED LAST SEPTEMBER.
Judge Russell, of the New York Supreme

Court, has granted an order dissolving Hul-
bert Bros. & Co. and making Frederick P.

Foster, the temporary receiver, permanent re-

ceiver. The Hulbert corporation, it will be
recalled, assigned and applied for a winding-up
in September last.

WILL WIND IT UP.

Boston, Aug. 7.—At the second meeting of
the Everett Cycle Company's creditors, held
yesterday afternoon, the assignees were au-
thorized to close up the business to the best
advantage of the creditors.

PART.VERS FALL OUT.

There is trouble at the Ocean Hotel at Far
Rockaway, N. Y~., between Partners Chas.

Sallman and E. Warren Day, who carry on a

bicycle business at 204 Fifteenth street, Brook-
lyn, and also at the Ocean Hotel at Far
Rockaway. Some difficulty came up between
the partners, and Day confessed judgment
to his father, Edward P. Day, for $780. On
Monday, Judge Smith granted a motion for a

receiver. An efTort was made to patch up a

treaty of peace, but the men could not be
brought together, and the receiver will prob-

ably dissolve the business. It appears that

Day on July 8th wrote a spicy letter to Sall-

man, accusing him of interference and a few

other things, notably with a "high-handed

way of doing business," and referred to him
as a "dirty, suspicious, Dutch cur." Under
the circumstances, the unpleasantness was not

unexpected.

BLOCKED BY THE BANK.

At the meeting of the Advisory Committee
appointed by the creditors of the Worcester'

Cycle Company, it was decided to recommend
that the creditors co-operate with the receiver

in carrying on the business, so that the 4,400

bicycles in course of construction could be

completed, the proceeds of which was to be
divided equitably among the creditors. An
arrangement of this kind was contingent upon
an agreement between the mortgagees and
bondholders that they would not interfere

with the business until these wheels were com-
pleted and the proceeds divided among the

creditors. All the bondholders were agreea-

ble to this proposition except one bank, which
secured some of the bonds as collateral, and
which, up to the present time, has refused to

enter into the agreement. It is thought, how-
ever, that the bank will ultimately give its

assent and thus remove the barrier.

TWO STRINGS TO HIS BOW.
Walter M. Towne, long one of the best

known cycle travelers, is now representing

Hermann Boker & Co., as well as the Anglo-
American Cycle Fittings Co., with which he

was previously identified.

ATTACHED AND RELEASED.

Chicago, August 11.—The factory of the

Fowler Cycle Mfg. Co. was attached, but

they have given bond and raised the attach-

ment. They mean to bring heavy suit for

damages.

Orders for parts for 200,000 bicycles are

so rare, that "Syndicate," whose advertise-

ment appears elsewhere in this issue, should

speedily: b.ecome an object of much interest.

No Cyclist Should Be Without the

CYCLERS' COMFORT.
Single Grip Handle and Luggage Carrier All in One.

The new lave wants you to raise one arm when turning into

side streets, therefore all cyclists are advised to equip their

wheels with the

CYCLERS' COMFORT.
The latest practicable bicycle attachment for all cyclists, chiefly for Bicycle Policemen,
Military Cyclists, Clubs, Bicycle Instructoi-s, Trick Riders, Messenger Boy
Etc. It can be attached to any handle-bar and it does not interfere with your legs. It

enables you to sit upright and steer your wheel firm and comfortably with one hand. The
CYCLKR.S' COMFORT is to be had at any bicycle and sundries store, if not, send $1.35
money order to the inventor, who will forward you one. Special terms to clubs.

G. OTTO BOCK, 842 Broadway, Room 3, New York.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HOW THEY DID IT.

Details of the Struggles on Scottish Soil Which

Developed the Official Champions of the

World.

Glasgow, July 31.—All the world and his

wife have occupied this grimy, smoky city

for the time being, and at Celtic Park the

venue of the world's championships, you can

hear every live language, and a few of the

dead ones, as well, at almost any time o' day.

You can hear every idiom and accent that the

English tongue is capable of, from Australia

to Alaska, from Cape Town to Cork; French,

pure and diluted; German, Dutch, Swedish,

Danish, and even Russian. Verily, it all

proves the universality of cycling, for no

other sport on the face of the globe could pre-

tend to produce a gathering so cosmopolitan

in character, so dignified in its interests.

Yesterday the ball was opened with an

evening meet—the first race started at 5.25

p. m.—at which £432 was taken at the turn-

stiles, representing a crowd of at least 10,000.

The events decided were the 10-kilometer In-

ternational team race for amateurs, the mile

professional championship, and a handicap.

The wisdom of making the team contest a

6J-mile race is open to question under pres-

ent conditions, as the men loafed in the most

fashionable style, and the public was loud in

its disapproval. Still, they loafed to win, and

had the distance been cut down by half, we
would have been none the poorer of the cut.-

Each heat was composed of a representative

from all the countries engaged. These were

England, Ireland, Scotland, Holland, France

and Denmark. For brevity's sake I give the

placings in all the heats together. These

were:

First heat—1, E. H. Ainsworth, England; 2, Pons-
carme, France; 3, K. Nielsen, Denmark; 4, \'an der
Bruggen, Holland; 5, C. A. Easson, Scotland; 6, W.
H. Meredith, Ireland. Time, 17.16%.
Second heat.—1, J. A. Appleby, England; 2, J.

Jeffrey, Scotland; 3, R. A. Poole, Ireland; 4, J. Han-
sen, Denmark; 5, Defrance, France; 6, Van den
Berg, Holland. Time, 22.41%.
Third heat—1, Schraeder, Denmark; 2, Ouzou,

France; 3, J. H. Gormley, Ireland; 4, A. Young,
Scotland; 5, Engbersen, Holland; 6, P. W. Brown,
England. Time, 20.45%.
Fourth heat—1, J. McW. Bourke, England; 2,

Ducrocq. France; 3, A. Dahl, Denmark; 4, Zelle-

kens, Holland; 5, *R. Oswald, Ireland; 6, D. B. Stir-

ling, Scotland. Time, 21.21%.

It will be seen that England won three of

the four heats, and in all likelihood Brown
would have won the other had his tire not

burst in the first mile, when the French repre-

sentative, Ouzou—a long-haired. Dervish-like

customer—burst away amid a storm of disap-

proval from the crowd and took the remain-

der so fast that the Englishman had to retire.

The first heat produced a good race, Pons-

carme making a really splendid show, ^acing

most of the way in fitful bursts, and only suf-

fering defeat by a couple of lengths. The
second was a similar affair, the Englishman

having a lot of ground to make up in the last

quarter. Schraeder's win was a true effort,

well timed; but Bourke, the Anglo-Irishman's

sprint in the last was the most sensational of

the series. The contest was in an interesting

condition when his race commenced, as Eng-
land and Denmark tied with eight points,

while France was only one behind. If he was
beaten by either Dahl or Ducrocq, England
would lose the contest, and with two hundred
yards to go it looked as though the Dane
had his measure, while Ducrocq was lying

over him all round the last bend. Once in the

*Disqualified.

Straight, he opened out in marvelous fashion

and made hacks of his opponents, winning by

fully five yards. The score thus read:

England 9 1 Ireland 16

France 11 j Scotland 17

Denmark 11 [ Holland 19

The riding of the Dutchmen was rather ob-

jectionable, but apart from that the races

were scrupulously fair and without fluke.

The mile professional championship was a

great contest throughout. Morin was absent,

and in the heats the popular favorites as-

serted themselves without trouble, and the

semi-finals saw Barden (England), Chinn

(England), and Bourrillon (France), grouped

for the first. Nossam (France), Arend (Ger-

many) and Gascoyne (England) in the sec-

ond. The excitement was terrific as the first

race started, the popular opinion being that

the winner of it would be the ultimate victor.

Bourrillon was the first to show in front, and

the trio pedaled round at an easy pace for a

lap. Then Bourrillon shot suddenly up the

curve, and the lot almost stood still on the

top of the banking, and Chinn was forced to

take the lead. He crept round at an eight-

mile an hour pace, Bourrillon second, look-

ing very anxious. When the bell rang, the

pace slightly quickened, but still no change.

Down the back straight Barden was seen to

slip out from behind the Frenchman, and in

an instant he was at Bourrillon's girths. Only

for an instant, however, for the dark-visaged

foreigner shot out like an arrow from a bow,

passed Chinn, cutting him badly, and took the

leading position, the Birmingham rider being

momentarily left. He, however, was quickly

up again, and the three flashed into the straight

with wheels overlapping. They tugged, they

tore, and a deep, sullen roar arose from the

12,000 throats as it was seen that the English-

men were yard by yard, foot by foot, depriv-

ing Bourrillon of his lead. Chinn was at a

terrible disadvantage; but Barden's effort was.

worth going a thousand miles to see. Fifty

yards from the tape he was a yard to the bad;

twenty he still wanted a foot. Bourrillon saw
his terrible peril, and made a convulsive effort

to hold his own. He was successful for a

brief moment, but with a desperate final

plunge the Englishman swept over the tape,

the winner by inches of the greatest race of

his life.

It was a grand climax and left us under
the impression that the final with Barden,

Nossam and Arend (Nossam qualifying as

fastest loser) would be a race palpitating with

excitement. It may have been, but, all the

same, it was voted an anti-climax, for Barden
rode a listless, lifeless race and was distinctly

inferior to Arend, who won in decisive style

from the Englishman, Nossam being close up.

The heat placings were:

First heat—1, C. F. Barden, England; 2, A. Mac-
ferson, England; 3, T. McEwan, Scotland. Time, 2 22
Second heat—1. F. W. Chinn, England; 2, H.

Brown, England; 3, J. Silver, Scotland. Time, 3.01%
Third heat—1, P. Bourrillon, France; 2, *T. J. Gas-

coyne, England; 3, R. C. Crawford, Scotland. Time
2.13%.
Fourth heat—1, W. Arend, Germany; 2, E E

Parlby, England; 3, R. A. Vogt, Scotland. Time,
3.15%.

Fifth heat—1, P. Nossam, France; 2, T. Osborn,
England; 3, A. D. McFarlane, Scotland. Time,
2.39%.

Semi-finals.—First heat—1, Barden; 2, Bourrillon-
3, Chinn. Time, 3.55%.
Second heat—1, Arend; 2, Nossam. Time, 2.16%.
Final—1, Arend; 2, Barden; 3, Nossam. Time

3.11%.

America's sole representative, C. W.
Richardson, of Canada, rode very well in his

heat of the half-mile amateur handicap, in

which he was beaten.

Fastest loser, but did not start in second round.

FOREIGN SPURTS.

Ponscarme, a French rider, has placed the

amateur record for one hour at 30 miles 717

yards.

George Hunt, who recently placed the

English 24-hour road record at 414 miles, has

apparently given his rivals a hard mark to

beat. Both Holbein and Neason have vainly

endeavored to secure the record.

At the Seine track on Sunday, July 24th,

Tom Linton was again defeated by Taylor

in a 50-kilometer (81^ miles) match race.

Linton was badly paced, and was lapped by

his new rival. The time was Ih 2 min. 42 sec.

M. J. Djakoff, the Russian crack, is back

in London, but has not as yet been able to

score better than an "also ran." Last year

the Russian surprised the English riders by

running away with a couple of the N. C. U.

championships.

Tom Relph, the English rider, who rode

in this country three years ago with indiffer-

ent success, has been riding in good form in

Australia. Besides winning several big

events, he holds the quarter, half and mile

flying start records, the latter time being 1.48.

Out of the fifty-nine starters in the motor

vehicle race from Paris to Dieppe, 95 miles,

thirty-six finished inside of 6 hours and 30

minutes. Twenty-four of the machines in the

race were motor cycles, and it was one of

that type which took first prize by going over

the course in 4 hours 13 minutes.

Barden's debut as a race promoter at the

Wood Green track, London, resulted disas-

trously from a financial standpoint. Although

an excellent card was run and there was no

conflicting meet, scarcely a thousand people

passed through the gates, which, the critics

claim, is proof that London is tired of the

sport.

Bourrillon, the French champion, sustained

his first defeat of the season at the opening

of the new Pare des Princes track in Paris.

In the international scratch race for a prize of

$2,000 to the winner, Morin, Nossam and
Bourrillon won the semi-finals and finished in

the final in the above order in a blanket

finish. Ten thousand spectators were present.

Russian cyclists are the most enthusiastic of

sportsmen, and no event creates a greater in-

terest in the realms of the Czar than the great

annual road race between the cities of Moscow
and St. Petersburg. The race is run under
the patronage of royalty, and the winner is

entitled to be called the road champion of

Russia. The distance is 553 versts, or nearly

440 miles, and the roads, though level, are ex-

tremely rough. This year the race was won
by Timinstry in 34 hours and 22 minutes.

A London correspondent writes that racing

in and around that city is in a very bad state.

Public interest seems to have dwindled almost

to the vanishing point, and the most impor-
tant events, which, a couple of years ago,

would have attracted thousands, to-day

scarce draw as many hundreds, he states.

It has been urged that the public are surfeited

with cycle racing, but if so, it must be the

surfeit of last year, for a more dismally dull

state of affairs than exists at every one of the

London tracks just now it would scarcely be
possible to conceive.

'
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TAXATION AND VEXATION.

Cincinnati, Aug. 9.—The proposed tax on

bicycles, now pending before the Board of

Legislation, whereby it is proposed to mulct

all single wheels $2 per year and tandems $3,

has created such a vigorous protest from the

wheelmen that a compromise will doubtless

be effected.

The compromise satisfactory to all parties

is as follows: The tax to be reduced to §1 per

year, and to be spent exclusively in building

cycle paths. All wheelmen are unanimous in

favor of this proposition, and as there are

over 20,000 wheelmen in this city, many fine

paths could be built for $20,000. It is not the

intention of the cycle path commissioners to

build elaborate wheelways, but merely a good,

clean and hard path, wide enough for two
cyclists to pass each other.

The question of cycle paths had been
greatly agitated in this city, and this plan

will be the best way out of the difficulty. It

is indorsed by the cycle dealers and the As-
sociated Cyclers, who have been giving the

question much consideration.

The street sprinkling question will be the

issue of the fall campaign between the wheel-

men and the politicians. Although the wheel-

men gained their point and had both the

Board of Legislation and the Board of Ad-
ministration regulate sprinkling, it was only

after a bitter fight of two years' duration. The
politicians are now "knocking" the regula-

tions, and have succeeded in having the Board
of Administration rescind their ordinance,

which provided for having but one side of the

street sprinkled at a time. The only ordi-

nance now in effect is that passed by the

Board of Legislation, which leaves a dry strip

in the centre of the street. For some reason

the Street Sprinklers' Association and the

politicians, who seem to have much in com-
mon, are doing all in their power to have this

last ordinance repealed. Their latest trick is

to circulate petitions among the residents re-

questing the Board of Legislation to repeal

the ordinance.

BICYCLE TAX VOID.

Chicago's much-talked-about vehicle tax

ordinance, which was fostered by Mayor Har-
rison, has been declared by Judge Tuley to

be ^ void. The ordinance permitted the city

to collect $1 a license from each owner of a

bicycle and for other vehicles proportionately.

The decision was brought about by an injunc-

tion suit against the city, enjoining the bill as

illegal. The court held that the city had no
right to license bicycles, but only an occupa-
tion, and could not impose a license upon
specific property, when not used in business

or in an occupation. Counsel for the city

took an appeal, and the case will be heard in

higher courts.

CRUMP COMiS TO TOWN.

T. R. Crump, president of the Union Cy-
clists, of Mexico, has been in town for several

days. The object of his visit is to confer with
the L. A. W. officials in relation to forming
an alliance between the two organizations.

Cycling has attained great popularity in
Mexico. The secessionists in California want
the Mexican Association to form an alliance
with their organization, but President Crumo
is not disposed to countenance the outlaws.
He also intends to bring the Union Cyclers
into the International Cycling Association.
He will attend the Philadelphia National
meet.

SIDWELL AND HIS RECORDS.

Cincinnati, Aug. 2.—Harry M. Sidwell, the

new star in the cycling firmament, who has

scintillated to the extent of a mile in 1.46 2-5

and two miles in 3.52 1-5, both world's ama-

teur records, has gone about the record-

breaking business in a methodical way.

Although he, last season, his first ap-

pearance on the track, proved a tiptopper in

competition, he this year set himself to break

records, and with nothing to gain but added

honor and reputation, he has applied himself

to the task most consistently. He selected

a corps of pacemakers and manned a quad

and triplet, and together they all went through

a course of sprouts of several months' dura-

tion. It was not long before he was reeling

off miles under 1.50, with no discomfort, and,

after one failure, on July 14th, he set the

new figure for the mile at 1.46 2-5.

Encouraged by his success, Sidwell deter-

mined to try for all the records, from the
quarter to five miles, and when through with
that work to "peg" away at the mile. He
hopes to put the time under the professional
record for that distance.

HAKRV M. SIDWELL.

At the race meet given at the Chester Park
track, July 24th, Sidwell went after the two-
mile record, and succeeded in placing the

figures at 3.52 1-5. In this attempt the quad
was to take him a mile and a third, and the

triplet the remaining distance. The quad did

its work nobly, but the terrific pace killed the

triplet, and, coming into the stretch, he left

the machine hopelessly behind.
At the meet to be held August 7th, Sidwell

will go fo reither the three or five mile record.

His action on the wheel is clean and graceful.

He has never been shaken off by the pacers,

and has also demonstrated the fact that he
can follow any gait that may be set.

Personally, Sidwell is a whole-souled, genial

fellow and does not take all the credit upon
himself. He has been greatly encouraged by
Rud Giewert, manager of the National Bicy-
cle Company. Sidwell also gives special

credit to his mount, a Wolff-American, and
to the Hall-Moore roller sprocket and chain.

The Chester Park track also comes in for its

full share of praise, and Sidwell pronounces
it to be the fastest track upon which he ever
rode. Harry Bloomfield is the trainer for

both Sidwell and the pacing teams, and it is

to his earnest work that part of the success
at least is due.

Strictly speaking, Sidwell is a Cincinnati
man. He is connected with the Sidwell Lace
and Trimming Company, of this city, al-

though he resides in Covington, Ky., a small
town just across the river. He is an amateur
pure and unspeckled. He works every day
at his place of business and trains evenings at
the Chester Park track. He is twenty-five
years of age, married, and takes excellent care
of himself.

CAN THIS BE TRUE?

C. R. Coulter has left the Pacific Coast,

where he has been riding in the outlawed Sun-

day meets, to accept a position with the Lind-

say Bicycle Co., of Lafayette, Ind., to man-
age the racing team which that firm has se-

cured for the remainder of the season. Sanger

and Hamilton will be the stars of the team.

Referring to his expulsion from the League,

which was increased from two years to an
indefinite period a few weeks ago. Coulter

speaks in a way that permits one to again

infer that Chairman Mott's ax is a very poor
sort of an affair. To a Denver reporter he

said:

"Oh, yes, I have been fired from the League
and from racing under its rule, but I do not

believe they will rule me off L. A. W. tracks

in the capacity of manager. Anyway, if I de-

cide to ride under their rule again I will find

it an easy matter to be reinstated. I have a

letter in my pocket now, which Mott wrote to

me, and which states that whenever I care to

be reinstated all that will be necessary is to

communicate the desire to him and he will do
the rest."

HALLMARKED TRACK RECORDS.

The L. A. W. Racing Board announces the

acceptance of the following records:

Competition, paced, by Eddie McDuffee, at

Charles River Park, Cambridge, Mass., June
17, 1897: Two miles, 3.42 1-5; three miles,

5.39 1-5; four miles, 7.35 3-5; five miles,

9.31 3-5; six miles, 11.31; seven miles, 13.24 3-5;

eight miles, 15.211-5; nine miles, 17.22 2-5;

ten miles, 19.212-5; eleven miles, 21.19 3-5;

twelve miles, 28.181-5; thirteen miles,

25.12 2-5. Competition, paced, by Jimmie
Michael, at Charles River Park, Cambridge,
Mass., June 17,1897: Fourteen miles, 27.14 2-5;

fifteen miles, 29.12.

HE SV\OKt TOO LOUDLY.

It has long been the habit of racing men
to swear at each other like a crowd of drunken
sailors while participating in a race, but as a

rule they restrain their heated flow of lan-

guage while passing the grand stand, reserv-

ing the choice Billingsgate for the ears of the

umpires on the backstretch. At the board

track at Newark, N. J., recently, W. H. Sau-

gerton, of Asbury Park, overstepped all bonds
of propriety by giving vent to his opinion of

another rider, who crowded into his position,

directly in front of the stand. The language

was emphatic and forcible, and was audible

to every one present. His action was re-

ported to the Racing Board by the referee

and he is now on the suspension list, where
he will remain until he pays the fine justly im-

posed for his indecorous conduct.

MAX BEATS MOTOR.

J. W. Stocks, the well-known long distance

rider, took* part in an hour's race against

a motor tandem in London August 4th. He
held the machine throughout the contest, and

coming away with a great burst won by

300 yards. It was the first contest of the

kind ever held in England.

Those well-known French pacers, the

Jallu brothers, mounted on an electric tan-

dem, recently covered ten miles in 15 min.

31 3-5 sec, breaking every record up to that

distance.
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Mr. MANUFACTURER!
WE

SELL THE LEADERS
AND

LEAD THE SELLERS
THE SHELBY STEEL TUBE COMPANY,

MAIN OFFICES AND WORKS SHELBY, OHIO, U. S. A.

EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS, WESTERN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS,
No. 144 CHAMBERS STREET, No. 135 LAKE ST.,

N. Y. CITY, U. S. A. CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

EUROPEAN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS,
No. 29 CONSTITUTIONAL HILL.

BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ZIM AND SID.

They Shared the Honors at Cincitmati—Sid-

well Adds Two More Records to

His Collection.

Cincinnati, Aug. 7.—Two. magnets, Arthur

Zimmerman and Harry M. Sidwell, the latter

the amateur record-breaker, served to draw

5,000 people to Chester Park this afternoon.

The meeting was under the auspices of the

local Board of Trade, and provided some rare

sport.

Sidwell was in good form, and added

more records to his increasing collection. He
first annexed the one-third mile in 0.33 2-5, and

after a rub-down the half mile in 0.51 2-5

seconds. He would have brought them still

lower had the quad, which paced him, been

equal to the task. He was constantly shout-

ing for faster pace. Sidwell quite caught

Zim's fancy. The veteran pronounced him a

first-water gem.

William Carlson, an amateur from Detroit,

is an unpaced rider of no mean ability, and he

took all the events he entered with ease. He
has a long sprint. The finest ride from

scratch ever seen on the Chester track was

made by Carlson. He loafed in the rear far

behind the leaders until the last lap, when he

came away, and won the race with ridiculous

ease.

Shrein and McKeon, of the Dayton team,

caused some unpleasantness. They were dis-

qualified for the day by the referee on the

ground of not living up to their contract, but

refused to leave the track until expelled by
the police. The action, of course, put a dam-
per upon the day's sport, and raised quite a

disturbance in the grand stand.

Zimmerman rode a third in 0.34 2-5 and

a two-thirds exhibition in 1.14 4-5. He was
loudly cheered every time he appeared upon
the track. The Cycle Board of Trade ban-

quetted him in the evening.

The summary:
One and one-third mile.—1, Frank Robbins; 2,

Worth Cummins, Springfield; 3, S. A. Keplar, Day
ton. Time, 3.25%.
One and one-twelfth mile, amateur, handicap.—1, W

Carlson, scratch, Detroit; 2, E. W'ellman, Covington,
120 yards; 3, C. R. Hall, Covington, 120 yards. Time
2.22%.
One-mile professional lap.—1, C. B. Haskins, Cleve

land; 2, J. Eperson, Detroit; 3, George D. Grant, De
troit. Time, 2.21.

Two-thirds mile handicap, professional.—1, J. Eper
son, Detroit, 20 yards; 2, L. B. Sawyer, 40 yards; 3,

A. B. Maish. Columbus. Time, 1.22%.

TAKING THE SUNDAY PLEDGE.

In Camden, N. J., directly opposite Phila-

delphia, the cycling maelstrom of the past

week, there are some saintly folk who believe

it sinful to cycle on the Sabbath. Most of

them are members of the Christian Endeavor
Society, and at a meeting on Monday last

they took steps to spread their propaganda.
It was contained in a pledge which fifty of

the good people signed, and which is to be
passed around. The pledge is as follows:

"I promise that I will ride my wheel on the

Sabbath only as it will honor my Master, and
as I believe He would like to have me do. I

also promise to exert all possible influence to

discourage others in the use of the Sunday
wheels."

The bicycle police in Wasliington, D. C,
are to be uniformed, as it was found that the

ununifornied squad, instead of trying to pre-

vent violation of the city ordinances, urged
riders on to violate and then arrest them.

COASTED, THEN PROTESTED.

Twenty-seven riders took part in the coast-

ing contest at Waltham, Mass., on Saturday

last, promoted by Andy McGarrett. The hill

covered a distance of over a mile. Eight men
qualified for the final, which was won by

Frank Halley, Chicopee Falls, 5,432 feet. W.
A. Shockley, Boston, was second, 5,390 feet,

R. A. Greene, Newtonville, third, 5,387 feet.

J. E. Whittlesey, Brooklyn, and H. A. Wood-
ward, New York, were next in order. Of

the eight in the final, six rode Victors. After

the preliminary heats, Elliott Burris, of the

Humber Co., protested the six Victor riders,

claiming that their wheels were not regular

stock machines, and that the tires were not

regular brands. As a result of a heated de-

bate, Mr. Burris bought seven pairs of the

tires at $1U per pair and one of the wheels

for $100, with which he said he proposed to

make things warm for the promoters of the

contest.

THEY WERE SKEPTICAL,

LITTLE MICHAEL IN LITTLE RHODY.

Michael's appearance at the Crescent Park

track. Providence, on Saturday, attracted

the largest crowd of the season to

that resort. He rode five miles against

time, paced by triplets and quads, and made a

new series of State records from a quarter of a

mile up. He completed the distance in

9.56 1-5. His time by miles follows: 1, 1.56;

2, 3.55 2-5; 3, 5.53 2-5; 4, 7.56 4-5; 5, 9.56 1-5.

C. L. Drury won the quarter-mile open in

.32 4-5, and V. Eckberg the mile open in

2.15 1-5. The two-mile tandem handicap re-

sulted in an easy victory for Eckberg and

Casey from scratch in 4.07 2-5. This team

also rode a quarter mile, unpaced, in .25 3-5.

LINAMENT NEEDED.

Historic Glenmere Park, Lynn, Mass.,

where many hot battles on high wheels were

fought in by-gone days, was the scene of a

bad spill on Saturday. In one of the events

L. F. Cushman, of Melrose, fell, and in an in-

stant a half-dozen riders piled over him. He
was carried away unconscious, and is thought

to be internally injured. The events were

evenly divided. R. S. Ludwig, Chicopee, won
the mile open in 2.20. The mile, 3-minute

class, went to E. A. Ingraham, Peabody, in

2.21 2-5, and the handicaps were captured by

local long mark men.

NEWICK KNEW HOW.

The Haverhill, Mass., C. C.'s annual meet

on Saturday resulted in the track record being

lowered to 2.23 2-5 by Ira Newick, of Ports-

mouth. L. D. Dudley won a five-mile pui^-

suit race from Fredk. Pickett with ease, and

also captured the city championship in

2.26 2-5. Newick won the mile open from

James Clark, the Dorchester crack, in 2.29.

The mile tandem went to the Clark brothers

from scratch in 2.08.

CHASE AND FISH PROMINENT.

Good time was made at the meet at Lowell,

Mass., on Saturday. Murphy and Harris,

local riders, took the mile tandem in 2.10 2-5;

W. A. Chase, the mile open in 2.16 1-5 and
F. A. Fish, Keene, won the half-mile in

1.11 1-5.

But When Skinner Had Finished with Records

to His Credit They Doubted

No lyonger.

Cleveland, Aug. 9.—Frank Skinner carved

his name in the record table on Saturday last.

Skinner was not particularly well known lo-

cally, and when he gave notice of his intended

attack on the amateur records for 50 and 100

miles there were several smiles and numerous
misgivings. He knew his capabilities, how-
ever, and on the new East End track on Sat-

urday proved to the satisfaction of all that he

is "some pumpkins."

For twenty-five miles he did nothing worthy

of remark, but he then began to warm up, and

at twenty-seven miles got inside A. G. Hard-
ing's figures. He cut deeper and deeper into

them at every mile and gave no evidence of

weakening until the eightieth mile, when he

hung out the flag of distress, and was only

kept going by clever "jollying." He found

his legs again and finished the century in fine

style and 11 minutes and 34 1-5 seconds in-

side the previous record. He then went an-

other lap for full measure and to meet any

shortage that might by chance be found to

exist in the track measurements. His times

were as follows:

Miles Time.
10 24. .37

15 36.38
20 49.11%
25 1.01.25
30 1.14.11
35 1.26.48%
40 1.39.32%
45 1.52.12
50 2.05.08%

Miles. Time.
60 2.31.56
70 2.59.O6V5
75 3.13.23%
80 3.29.45
85 3.43.08%
90 3.57.09
95 4.12.19%
100 4.26.21%
1001/4 4.27.03

Four tandem teams did the pacing, most
of it being done by Emerick and Sommers,
who took the first forty miles. There are at

present no tandem records given from five

miles up and the time made by this team,

which is, of course, practically the same as

that made by Skinner, would seem to estab-

lish tandem records for all distances up to

forty miles.

The officers were: R. Lindmueller, referee;

W. H. Chubb, Edward Gifford and W. B.

Graham, timers; A. Vaupel and W. H.

Downs, scorers; E. T. Wanstell, G. P. Young
and O. E. Shorb, judges.

HOW IT IS DONE IN AUSTRALIA.

This advertisement appears in the Mel-
bourne papers:

LEAGUE OF VICTORIAN WHEELMEN.
NOTICE TO RACE PROMOTERS.

For the information of all concerned, notice is

hereby given that the patronage of the L. V. \V.
will not be granted to any cycle race or race meeting
to be held after this date until it has first been de-
cided whether or not the track upon which it is pro-
posed to be held is safe for cycle-racing. Promoters
are therefore warned not to engage any track or
enter into any arrangements for a race meeting under
league rules until they have first ascertained from the
league that such track is approved of.

B. Garnet, Secretary.

SHE CLAIMS THE HONOR.

Mrs. Margaret Lelong, of San Francisco,

claims the distinction of being the first woman
to ride a wheel from Chicago to the Pacific

Ocean. She left the Windy City May 20tli

and reached San Francisco July 8th. She

was unaccompanied during the entire trip,

and received courteous treatment everywhere.

The British Columbia record for 100 miles

on the road was altered from 8h. 59m. to 8h.

iSm. on August 7th, by L. A. Campbell, of

Victoria.

Jacob Wainwright, of St. Louis, rode a half-

mile backward, on Saturday, in 1.51 2-5,

which is placed as a record for that style of

riding. He covered the first quarter in 38 3-5

seconds.
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TEXAS CYCLE CROP A FAILURE.

Dallas, Tex., Aug. 7.—Briefly summarized,

the cycle trade in Texas for the season of 1897

has been a sad disappointment—almost an

utter failure.

But neither cut-prices nor department

stores have had to do with the case. The
weather alone is responsible. During the

most profitable part of the year—the earlier

months—rain fell hard and often, and ren-

dered the roads unridable, and when the water-

fall ceased, a period of sheolic heat set in,

and between the two conditions the cycle busi-

ness was knocked into a cocked hat. Of
course, some sales were made, and the rental

and repair trade was fair, but the fact that not

a few dealers still have their spring samples

on hand shows how discouragingly bad was
the business as a whole.

These conditions are specially true of

Dallas, which has always had the distinction

of being about the best bicycle town in Texas.

The recent reduction in list prices of high

grade machines has had no especial effect

here, as all the dealers were already offering

and advertising their $100 list machines at

from $65 upwards. The $25 wheel has also

been offered here, but there were few buyers.

Even race meets, which were as numerous as

county fairs, are little heard of, and the pot-

hunting professional has had to move to

pastures greener, the Kansas and Wisconsin

circuits having attracted some of them.

Allen & Glenn, of Dallas, who were the

largest dealers at the opening of the season,

have sold their bicycle department to Edgar
Boren, a prominent young man, and a rider

of considerable fame in Texas, and he has

met with fair success. While Allen & Glenn

did a good business at the start, they found

it did not last and interfered with their regu-

lar line, sporting goods.

Wm. Kern, who bought the repair business

of the Young Cycle Co., who quit business in

Texas, continues to do considerable work,

but does not carry any stock of wheels to sup-

plement his regular line of barber supplies.

It is doubtful if he will continue the bicycle

department, as it is clearly demonstrated in

Dallas that exclusive bicycle houses get near-

ly all of the trade.

T. J. Hines & Co., bicycles and jewelry,

have found it more profitable to devote their

time exclusively to the jewelry business, and

have been selling out their bicycle depart-

ment.

Including the above-mentioned dealers, F.

Apple, J. Peyton Hunter, A. E. Bateman and
Lipscomb & Hummel are the only dealers

now remaining in the business out of some
twenty-five who handled bicycles last year.

F. Apple reports good trade in rentals,

sundries and repairing, but has sold no
wheels. Lipscomb & Hummel and J. Peyton
Hunter handle wheels as a side-line to the

electrical business, and report not having

done a thing in bicycles for several months.

The exclusive dealers are considering the

question of stocking with other goods that

can be sold in connection with bicycles, to

carry them the season through and help pay
expenses. Several dealers are running a bi-

cycle messenger service, receiving their calls

by telephone, and using the boys employed to

keep their rental wheels in order. One dealer

in Dallas is adding a Hne of cigars, tobaccos

and periodicals, etc., to help keep him
through the winter.

QUIET IN AUSTRALIA.

Melbourne, Australia, July 2.—Since writ-

ing last, the cycle trade has become exceed-

ingly quiet, and with the exception of a small

fillip during the jubilee celebration, very lit-

tle business was transacted. July and August
are always quiet here, and we anticipate them
to be quieter than usual by contrast with the

boom of last year.

There is one firm that is spending money
at a great rate—the Austral Cycle Agency,

Lini.—an offshoot of the John Griffith Cor-

poration, England. They have no less than

six distinct establishments in the city, all with-

in a circle of a half-mile in diameter. Two of

these are depots—salesrooms or showrooms
—each having different makes of machines

on view; then there is the head office, the ad-

vertising bureau, the wholesale branch, and

the "factory," i. e., repair shop. It is a most

peculiarly-managed concern.

FOR THE FEET.

Coasters on the front forks of a diamond
frame machine have become a rarity. The
average rider, barring the tourist and middle-

age cyclist, if he coasts at all, places his feet

on the projection at the fork crown or rests

them on the tubing of the lower stay of the

frame. To meet this emergency the Cycle

Frame Coaster Co., Laclede Building, St.

Louis, Mo., have placed on the market a simple

attachment, which makes coasting in the latter

manner more comfortable. The illustration

explains the device. It distributes the strain,

permits of a natural and easy position and

does not disfigure or increase, to any degree,

the weight of the wheel. A patent for the

frame coasters has been applied for.

PIERCE PUSHES IT.

The A. H. Pierce Manufacturing Company,
of Chicago, makers of railway supplies and
hardware specialties, have taken hold of the

Nelson toe-clip, shown herewith, and are

ready to talk business with dealers and the

trade generally.

RECEIVER ROUNDLY SCORED.

Almost from the very day of the assignment

of the Premier Cycle Mfg. Co., of Bridgeport,

Pa., L. H. Johnson, president of the concern,

has been fighting for the removal of J. C. Cas-

sidy as receiver. Johnson's efforts apparently

availed nothing, and when, last week, the Su-

perior Court handed down a decree summarily

dismissing Mr. Cassidy and scoring him un-

mercifully, it came as a genuine surprise.

The court's decision characterizes Receiver

Cassidy as delinquent, culpable and disobe-

dient to the order of the court. The decision

adds that unless Mr. Cassidy makes good the

losses incurred by the company the amount

should be taken from his bond. Enoch C.

Hincks, a carriage manufacturer, was named
to succeed Mr. Cassidy and his bond fixed at

$20,000.

MONARCHIAL ACQUISITIONS.

Geo. S. Atwater, who three weeks ago

severed his connection with the Weaver Cycle

Material Co., where he held a position as

manager of the tire department, is now the

selling agent for the entire output of the

Monarch Rubber Co., of Campello, Mass. He
has become a stockholder in the Monarch
Rubber Co., and he will sell the entire output

of the company.

His offices and salesrooms are in the Mof-

fat Building, 3.35 Broadway, New York city.

The Monarch Rubber Co. have also secured

the services of Grant Lambright, of Akron,

Ohio, as superintendent of their factory. Mr.

Lambright was formerly connected with the

B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., of Akron, Ohio,

and with the India Rubber Co., of the same

place, and knows his book.

HAS ITS OWN DEPOTS.

Under the general rearrangement of their

business, the Shelby Steel Tube Co. no longer

deals through jobbers and is now supplying

the trade from its own branches. The New
York office controls the sale of the tube in all

territory east of Rochester, N. Y., including

the New England States. The Chicago office

has the territory west of Ohio, including Illi-

nois, Wisconsin, Michigan west of Jackson

and Bay City, all of Indiana west of Indianap-

olis, Minneapolis, Minn., and St. Louis, Mo.,

while the home office at Shelby will continue

to handle all territory south of the Ohio
river, west of the Mississippi river, Ohio,

western New York and western Pennsylvania,

as well as the Dominion of Canada.

SAVING OF 6o PER CENT.

If the claims made by the Ferrite Steel Cy-

cle Fittings Co., Racine, Wis., are but half

true, there are few people in the trade who
can afford to withhold inquiry and investiga-

tion. A saving of 60 per cent on any part of

a bicycle is not to be sniffed at, and that, they

assert, is one of the virtues of their metal.

They say that last year they sold two million

fittings to the home trade and made substan-

tial exports to Norway and Germany, and,

having doubled their capacity, they are now
in position to meet all demands.

America has already commenced to ship

machinery for the manufacture of motor ve-

hicles to France, the birthplace of the horse-

less carriage.

RELEASED BY THE SHERIFF.

By selHng 250 bicycles at private sale, the

Morado Bicycle Company, of Beaver Falls,

Pa., realized cash enough to lift all judgments,

and the works have been released by the

sheriff and will resume operations.
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ELMORE

BICYCLES

are still giving

that satisfaction

for which they

ARE NOTED . . .

Dealers are

Satisfied.

Riders are

Satisfied.

They are made RIGHT.

Drop us a line and

we will give you the

address of our near-

est agent, or such

other information

as you may desire.

MISTAKES MADE.

••••

Elmore Mfg. Co.

CLYDE, OHIO.

Some of I<arger and Smaller Things in Cycle

Construction that Will Bear

Correction.

It is an old saying that "all roads lead to

Rome," and it is getting to be a monotonous

truth that all present considerations of the

conditions that now obtain in the bicycle

trade lead directly to the price question.

Some phase or other of it dominates all

opinions and views, controls present action,

hampers the judgment and makes undecided

the policy to be pursued in the future.

The maker is all at sea, as he has suffered

from over-production, department store com-
petition, misrepresentation by the lay press

and the common public belief that prices were

too high. Yet he knows that he has been mis-

judged; that he has often yielded to public

demand, and that the expenses of manufactur-

ing and marketing bicycles is far greater than

has been represented. Under these circum-

stances the prospect for manufacturing high-

class goods and obtaining a fair return for

the outlay is not particularly encouraging.

The natural inclination is to wait, in order to

obtain all possible indications of what the

outlook may be for another season.

The agent is in an equally bad position in

proportion to his investment. The exclusive

bicycle agent, who was for long the mainstay

of the trade, is threatened with extinction.

His busy season is short; his profits have never

been over-large, and now, with a reduced

margin, he must meet much harder competi-

tion than ever before. Cash buyers are few

in proportion to the whole number of possible

purchasers; installment sales are not safe

business, and agents seem as numerous as

buyers.

The consumer is unsettled as to the actual

values of the articles he wants. His impres-

sion that prices were too high has been
strengthened by the categorical statements

and itemized accounts that have been printed

by certain sheets that delight in sensational

developments. The necessity of the trade has

seemed, at first blush, to substantiate his im-

pression, but he is gradually karning that all

finish that is taking in appearance does not

make a bicycle. A large majority of the pur-

chasers of very cheap wheels are buying their

first wheel. The experience of the riding pub-

lic is exceedingly limited; they practically

have, as yet, no standard of comparison, and

are much more easily misled than they will

be a few years later. In fact, the bicycle is

in the midst of a period of transition, both as

a manufactured article and as a necessary ve-

hicle of public pleasure and convenience.

In the midst of this uncertainty it is possi-

ble for those who have seen all the ups and

downs of the trade and have kept in touch

with its varying phases, to find some points

of stability on which to base future policy.

Good wheels at fair prices is the watchword
for '98. Moderate prices will be the rule, and"

the majority of makers probably will produce
medium price wheels instead of "high

grades," but there will continue to be a de-

mand for wheels of the highest class. There
have been many persons, even this season,

who were willing to pay extra prices for extra

quality, and this number is likely to increase

year by year as the relative value of the vari-

ous grades becomes more apparent.

In the future, however, in order to have a

wheel able to lay claim to being "high grade,"

it will be absolutely necessary to have more
attention paid to many points of detail than

has been customary in the past. The best

must be distinguished from poorer grades by

finer work and finish. The public have no-

ticed that, heretofore, there have been no
distinguishable external differences, and have

argued that if there was no difference in visi-

ble details, there was not likely to be any su-

periority in material, workmanship or con-

struction. With an equal guarantee given on
the cheaper grades, and with no previous ex-

perience with them to show their real quality,

the difference in price has proved an irresisti-

ble argument in their favor.

To particularize a little about the short-

comings of high grades is not so difficult as

high-grade makers possibly may think.

Enameling is poorly put on around fork

crowns, at connections with nickel parts, and

apt to be more or less rough in spots. Nickel

is often very bad on spokes, even when com-
paratively good elsewhere, and is frequently

poor throughout. Cups and cones are not

polished, but are left rough from the tools.

Threads do not fit properly. Nuts are in-

clined to loosen, and adjustments require en-

tirely too frequent attention. Bearings are

never as nearly dust-proof as they should be

or could be. This point requires greater care

and attention. The makers do not appear to

recognize its importance.

The treads are not as advertised. Suppose

five inches is adopted. There is then no ex-

cuse for offsetting the cranks until it is actu-

ally over six inches, as has been done this sea-

son. Five inches is enough width. To ex-

ceed that materially makes a machine far

from "high grade" in this particular at least.

Rims are sometimes carelessly drilled for

spokes and valve, and are left rough around

the holes.

Tires are sent out insecurely cemented on.

In a short time they wear through on edges of

the rim or fly off.

Handle-bars are of wide, crude and old-

fashioned pattern, neither desirable nor grace-

ful. Equipments are cheap, and not in keep-

ing with the claims made for wheels. The
tires are of some notoriously cheap make.

The chain is second grade, or of still poorer

quality. The wrench is wretched, and parts

bear the stamp of cheapness.

No improvements in brakes have been of-

fered for years, and it is often difficult even

to secure the old style, clumsy one, with lever

or handle-bar. Usually, when obtained, it

works poorly, and the spoon is of bad shape

and section.

Assembling is carelessly done, and wheels

are sent out with bearings too loose or too

tight, lock nuts not set up and nuts generally

left loose.

Inspection is entirely omitted, or is so hur-

ried that it is useless, wheels evidently being

put through in a perfunctory manner.

This is an array of complaints that is sur-

prising, and may be deemed by some as ill-

founded; but it is doubtless safe to say that

no bicycle dealer ever handled a line of

wheels, however high grade, with which he
did not find several of these faults to be of

constant occurrence. They may, perhaps, be
condoned in the case of cheap goods, but
they cannot be pardoned in high grades.

They can all be easily remedied when their

importance is once appreciated, and it will

be necessary to remedy them in the high
grade, higher-priced wheels of the future.

Luther.
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WHAT HAS BEEN DONE.

President Hatiuati Makes a Prediction and

Tells What the Retailers' Association

Has Accomplished.

Denver, Col., Aug. 4.—George E. Hannan,

president of the National Association of Cycle

Dealers, who was unable to reach Philadel-

phia to attend the meeting of the district

representatives of his association, and also to

attend the national meet of the League of

American Wheelmen, said he believed

that his association is doing a great deal of

good for the retail dealers of bicycles, and is

destined to do more when the country be-

comes more thoroughly united.

"I have," he said, "been receiving reports

from the secretary at regular intervals which

are of the most encouraging character. The
secretary, John McCargo, of St. Louis, writes

me that he has been pounding away at the

different concerns throughout the country,

and has been especially aiming at the new con-

cerns, who are just starting in business, and

also the boards of trade, who hav&not already

joined us. I have succeeded in stirring up the

Washington, D. C, Board of Trade, and they

will send in their application. Business seems

so thoroughly demoralized throughout the

country from the small number of wheels

that have been bought this year that I find

that it is requiring constant vigilance for the

dealers to keep alive, and now that wheels

have been cut to $75, many of the dealers

hardly know where they stand.

"The cut means more on the surface to me
than simply the lowering of the price of

wheels. I may be a little hasty in the predic-

tion, but I think it is the first step toward

demoralizing the National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers, and it seems to me
that if this is the case, it is all the inore rea-

son that we should nurse the National Asso-

ciation of Cycle Dealers, as its power and

youthfulness will be all the more felt should

this other organization go to pieces. I sin-

cerely hope that the National Board of Trade

will hold together, as in my past experience

I have seen such a body of manufacturers torn

asunder and a great deal of harm come from

the general fight that follows.

"I do not think that the times are as hard

as Mr. McCargo indicates. It has been_ a

struggle with many who went into the busi-

ness without a proper knowledge of it, and

they will have to drop out or learn to do busi-

ness as it should be done. Sales in Denver

have been good, and we have not had a case

of cutting of any serious impoi't to deal with.

When fall comes and the general run of deal-

ers find out what the association has done in

the way of protecting dealers, I look for a

large increase in our membership. In fact, in

spite of all other organizations and combina-

tions, I think that the retail dealers have the

strongest in the land.

"We have been called on several times to

protect trade in various parts of the country,

and I can think of three cases where the as-

sociation did great good. Now, these are

not all the complaints we have heard, and not

all we have satisfactorily adjusted; they mere-

ly serve to show what we have done. Many
of the complaints received are from persons

not members of the association, but we are

just as careful in adjusting them as though

it was in behalf of our own membership.

"The first case was from Lincoln, Neb. A
man was given an agency in that town for the

Keating wheel. In the early part of the sea-

son, before any cuts were announced, he in-

vaded the Omaha market and offered to sell

wheels to certain railroad men at a reduction

of 40 per cent. The matter was reported to

us by another dealer—not the Keating agent

—and inside of thirty-six hours we had com-
municated with the factory, secured the can-

cellation of his agency and stopped the wheels

which were then on their way from the fac-

tory. In a letter afterward the Keating com-
pany thanked the association for its work and

expressed great confidence in it.

"Another case was where a Nevv York de-

partment store advertised Vim tires at $4 a

set. A dealer in Long Island notified our

secretary. We stirred up the local branch of

the Vim in New York city and he investi-

gated. He found that the tires were last

year's and there was only a few pairs of them.

The home office being notified, they instructed

that the company at once take the tires off

the market, as even the make of 1895 was not

to be sold under the advertised rate. The
penalty for failure to withdraw the tires from

sale was said by the company to be that the

dealer would not be furnished with any fur^

ther stock of the company.

"A complaint came from Massachusetts that

a dealer in Springfield was advertising Co-
lumbias under the list price. Investigation

disclosed that a man in a small town was do-

ing the advertising and was securing the ma-
chines from a friend in the business, selling

them at ten per cent reduction. We stopped

that.

"The association is doing what it started out

to do. It is preventing any discrimination

against dealers and any 'double-cross' work
by manufacturers or their agents. We have

the boards of trade in nearly all the large

towns with us and willing to assist us. We
protect them,, and are of immense help to

them. I tell you, we have got where those

trying wrong-doing are afraid of us, and that

is where we intend to stay."

THEY SEE THEM EVERYWHERE.

The English "Cyclist," that conscientiovrs

belittler of the American bicycle, unwittingly

says: "There is now hardly a town on the

Continent where the flaming posters of

American cycle manufacturers are not to be

met with." Although the "Cyclist" is still

sniffling and profoundly telling its clientele

how to combat the much-hated American
"interloper," the lesson of these posters has

not yet dawned upon it, and is not, of course,

included in its profound discussions.

CHICAGO S GAIN.

The Crosby & Mayer Co., of Buffalo, man-
ufacturers of sheet metal cycle fittings and
sales agents for a general line of material,

have made another step toward a handier sell-

ing of their lines by the establishment of a

permanent Western office. It is, naturally,

located in Chicago, and is a suite in the Mar-
quette Building, which is located in the heart

of the big city's business district. The Cros-

by & Mayer 'Co. have always worked Western
territory thoroughly, but in justice to their

own interests and for the convenience of their

trade friends wish a headquarters where will

be carried a full line of samples of the goods
they market. A. G. Crosby, vice-president of

the company, will be in charge.

As the trade is aware, the C. & M. Co. have

an already established New York city head-

quarters at 54 Warren street, which is under

the management of W. H. Hill, secretary of

the concern.

PROTECTING THE SIGHT.

Believing that the cyclist's eyes need shield-

ing, H. A. Williamson & Co., 41 State street,

Rochester, N. Y., have devised this detach-

HIGH AND MEDIUM GRADE OILERS.

All our goods are made in the very best
manner possible.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The Wheel,

able visor, which may be applied to and re-

moved in a moment from any outing cap.

It is made in blue and green and retails for

25 cents.

HAS AN EYE LIKE A LIGHTHOUSE.

W. C. Marion, who has been doing the

Eastern hemisphere in the interests of Mor-
gan & Wright, is expected home during the

current week. Australia was one of his last

stopping places. He was interviewed while

in Melbourne, where he was described as hav-

ing "an eye like a lighthouse, a tongue of his

own and a smart way of putting up his

thoughts."

RED FLAG AROUSED THEM.

When the assignees of the Eastern Cycle

Manufacturing Company advertised an auc-

tion sale of the stock in Lowell, Mass., the

Lowell cycle dealers signed a round robin

protesting against the sale. It was addressed

to the Board of Police, and recited that

the auction being "detrimental to our busi-

ness as legitimate dealers in the same line of

goods, we respectfully request you to take

such steps as shall protect us as tax-pay-

ing business men of Lowell."
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National Board of Trade

of Cycle Manufacturers.

320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

President,

A. L. GARFORD.

Second Vice-President,

C. W. DICKERSON.

First Vice-President,

GEORGE H. DAY.

Treasurer,

W. A. REDDING.

Secretary,

ERNEST R. FRANKS.

National Bicycle Wood Rim

Manufacturers' Association.

President, Treasurer,

E. S. MEAD. N. D. DOUGHMAN.
Secretary,

W. W. STALL, Bedford, Mass.

National Cycle Dealers' Association.

President,

GEORGE E. HANNAN.
Second Vice-President,

J. J. MANDERY.

First Vice-President,

F. A. VERY.
Treasurer,

GEORGE COLLISTER.
Secretary,

JOHN McCARGO, St. Louis.

Rubber Tire Association.

President,

THEODORE A. DODGE.

First Vice-President,

L. K. McCLYMONDS.
Second Vice-President,

GEORGE T. PERKINS.

Treasurer,

GEORGE F. HODGMAN.

Secretary,

KIRK BROWN,

504-S0< West Fourteenth Street, New York.

TRADE CHANGES.

CANADA.
Woodstock.—Schedule of the New Barnes Cycle Co.

shows liabilities of $59,300 and assets of $59,800. E.

\\'. Nesbitt has been appointed permanent liquidator

by the creditors.

COLORADO.
Colorado Springs.—J. O. Chase has filed a chattel

mortgage for $350.

CONNECTICUT.
Bridgeport.—John C. Cassidy dismissed as receiver

of the Premier Cycle Co. Enoch P. Hincks, of

Hincks & Johnson, named in his stead.

North Haven.—L. Barrett has opened new bicycle

repair store on State street.

IDAHO.
Boise City.—Elmo Gordon & Co. have given a bill

of sale to C. R. Hildebrand for $600.

ILLINOIS.

Chicago.—Chicago Combination Machine Co., 28 W.
\\'ashington street, assigned to R. W. Fulghum, its

secretary. Assets placed at $10,000; liabilities, $15,000.

INDIANA.
Fort Wayne.—Randall Cycle Co. in the hands of a

receiver, E. C. Miller. Liabilities, $15,000; assets

slightly less.

IOWA.
Clinton.—H. J. Rumble & Sons, assigned. Assets,

$4,578.44: liabilities, $2,132.24.

Des Moines.—J. S. Walker has given a chattel

mortgage for $55.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Chelsea.—L. C. Chase & Co. have leased a plant on

Winnisimet street, where they will manufacture bicy-

cle tire, etc. The company has offices at 129 Washing-
ton street, Boston.

Gardner.—J. B. Barnes, assigned.

MICHIGAN.
Grand Rapids.—Charles J. Thayer, Treasurer, \'ice-

President and General Manager of the Hamilton-Ken-

wood Bicycle Co., arrested for alleged embezzlement.

Jackson.—C. A. Crowe, sheriff in possession. Assets,

$15,000; liabilities, $35,000.

Morrice.—F. A. Meyer, new store.

MINNESOTA.
St Paul.—St. Paul Cycle Co. advertising to dis-

continue business.

NEW YORK.
Brooklyn.—Carl Sallman and Edward Warren Day.

Mr. Sallman suing Day for a dissolution.

Buffalo.— Riverside Mfg. Co. will build factory for

the manufacture of cycle fittings. The company will

consist of Mr. Bookser, Mr. Landel and J. C. Lim-

"berg. Capital stock, $20,000.

Buffalo.—H. H. Beecker and J. A. Williamson, new

store at 15 W. Chippewa street.

Corning.—Schad Wheel Co. closed on judgments

amounting to $10,713.

Ithaca.—George E. Tailby, general assignment. Lia-

bilities, .$5,000.

New York.—Weaver Cycle Material Co., attached.

New York.—Hulbert Bros. & Co., dissolved. F. P.

Forster appointed receiver.

Portchester.—Seeley & Adams, assigned. Liabili-

ties, $5,000.

Rochester.—Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co. obtained

judgment for $400.85 against William B. Moore, of

Spencerport.

OHIO.

Bellaire.—William Ludwig has opened bicycle sup-

ply and repair store on Belmont street.

Cincinnati.—Walker & Co., retired from business.

Cincinnati.—National Bicycle Co., retired from busi-

ness.

Cincinnati.—Innes & Co., selling out preparatory to

retiring" from business.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Allegheny.—Dyer & Co., damaged by fire.

Lancaster.—Bard & McElvoy, closed by sheriff on

executions for $9,000.

Norristown.—Frank Derr, bicycles, executions issued

on judgments amounting to $13,000.

Philadelphia.—F. M. Dampman Cycle Co., assigned.

Reading.—Rhoads Bros, have bought establishment

of Penn Cycle Co.

WISCONSIN.
Milwaukee.—John A. Rappel, assigned.

Milwaukee.—Janeau Cycle Co., assigned.

EXPORTS OP A WEEK.

Exports of bicycles and cycle material from port

of New York during the week ending August 3d:

Bicycles. Material.
Antwerp $ 580 $2,225
Amsterdam 5,100 13
Africa 1,438 370
British Australia 300 723
British Guiana 3,518
Brazil 3,600
British West Indies 1,979
Central America 559
Danish West Indies 30
Dutch East Indies 665
Dublin 75
Hamburg 12,168 •

Havre 1,643
Liverpool 1,829
Peru 875 -

Rotterdam 80
Southampton 5,493 1,704
United States of Colombia 600
\'enezuela 289

Forgings of Every Description.

1864-1897.
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Correspondence Solicited.

THE E. D. CLAPP MFG. CO., Auburn, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

SUMMARY OP THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

587,318. Velocipede. Mayfield A. Lilly, Bristol,

England. Filed December 16, 1896. Serial No. 615,-

886. (No model.) Patented in England December
le, 1895. No. 24,249. »

587,337. Fitting for Bicycles. Charles S. Smith,

Milwaukee, Wis. Filed August 6, 1896. Serial No.

601,859. (No model.)

587,357. Wheel for Bicycles. Martin E. Ander-

son, DeKalb, 111. Filed March 1, 1897. Serial No.

625,543. (No model.)

587,384. Crank-Hanger for Bicycles. William R.

Bell, Danbury, Conn., assignor of one-half to Eugene
C. Dempsey, Theodore H. Benedict and John R.

Booth, same place. Filed May 12, 1896. Serial No.

591,215. (No model.)

587,388. Pneumatic Grip for Bicycles. Henry W.
Conard, Wymore, Neb. Filed September 14, 1896.

Serial No. 605,772. (No model.)

587,514. Combined Bicycle Pump and Wrench.
Joseph W. Taylor, Chicago, 111. Filed December
30, 1896. Serial No. 617,465. (No model.)

587,536. Pedal for Velocipedes. Pierre Terver,

Paris, France. Filed October 28, 1896. Serial No.

610,284. (No model.) Patented in France April 13,

1896. No. 255,508.

587,544. Elastic Tire. Bernard H. Chameroy, Le
Vesinet, France. Filed June 8, 1897. Serial No. 639,-

815. (No model.)

587,550. Bicycle. Henry W. Henneberg, Chicago,

111. Filed April 7, 1896. Serial No. 586,584. (No
model.)

587,569. Canopy Attachment for Bicycles. Frederick

Ehmann, Newark, N. J. Filed April 24, 1896. Serial

No. 588,850. (No model.)

587,578. Bicycle-Bell. William E. Hammond, Meri-

den, Conn., assignor to the Russell & Erwin Manu-
facturing Company, New Britain, Conn. Filed March
3, 1897. Serial No. 625,848. (No model.)

587,601. Driving Mechanism for Cycles. Johannes

T. Pedersen, Woodside) N. Y. Filed September 14,

1896. Serial No. 605,691. (No model.)

587,611. Bicycle-Brake. Jasper L. Sackett, Chico-

pee, Mass., assignor to the Lamb Manufacturing Co.,

Chicopee Falls, Mass. Filed December 3, 1896. Serial

No. 614,286. (No model.)

587,626. Adjustable Bicycle-Hand\e. Fred VoU-
mer, Chester, N. Y. Filed March 25, 1897. Serial

No. 629,254. (No model.)

587,656. Bicycle-Tire. William B. Mann, Balti-

more, Md. Filed January 7, 1897. Serial No. 618,291.

(No model.)

587,665. Bicycle-Bell. Amos A. Wolcott, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Edward Simmons, Keyport,

N. J. Filed November 4, 1896. Serial No. 611,072.

(No model.)

587,672. Saddle-Support for Bicycles. Henry R.

Heyl, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Drop Seat

Cycle Company, Limited, same place. Filed June

23, 1896. Serial No. 596,570. (No model.)

587,671. Rawhide Tire and Process of Making
Same. Otto A. Hensel, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed July

20, 1896. Serial No. 599,964. (No model.)

Still Better.

The D. L. & W. R. R. now run an elegant through

Day Coach (as well as sleeping car), New York to

Chicago, on their train No. 7, leaving New York at

7.00 p. m., every day, thus ensuring "No Change of

Cars" to all passengers. It is the shortest route, and

has the lowest rates.

Apply to your nearest D. L. & W. R. R. ticket

agent. No. 65.

"WHEELMEN'S RESORTS."

Shei-man House, Babylon, 1,. I.
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A FEW

SPRINGS
• which we are mak-

ing for the

Saddle Trade.

We are the largest mann-

factnrers of saddle springs

in the United States.

Send lis your designs for

1898, and we will make the

samples free of expense to

you.

We make springs for the

United States G-overnment

and the principal railroads.

It will pay yon to write ns.

HANSELL SPRING GO

NEWARK, N. J.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Are up-to-date, popular, stylish and comfortable.

THEY WILL NOT SAG OR CAUSE
SADDLE SORENESS.

DEALERS: It will pay you to handle them.

AGESTS TVANTED IN Att TJNOCCUPIED
TEKRITOBY. BUILT TO SIT ON.

NOT TO STRADDLE.
Offlo* and Factory : 189-191 W. learned St. Manufactured by THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich.

NEW PATENTS.

587,5 78. BICYCLE-BELL WiLLUM E. Hamiiokd, Meriieri, 37,470. WRENCE Fmdebio L. COK, Woreester.Uaaa, aeaignor 587,384. CRANK-HANGER FOR BICYCLEa WUXIAM R. BSLL,

Conn., assignor to foe RusseU & Erwia Manulacturlng Company. New to the Goes Wrench Company, same place. Filed Aug. 27, t894 Se- Danbury, Conn., assignor of one-half to Eugene G. Dempsey, Theodore

Britain, Cona Filed Mar 3. 1897. Serial No. 625,848. fNo model) rial No. 521,462. Term of patent 14 yeare.
_^^ H. Benedict, and John R. Booth, same place. Filed May 12, 1896.

p]^[^ rial No. 591,215. (No model)

C/utm.—la a bell a staking nieL-hanisni consisting; of a suitabk

base, a central post mounted theieon, the lever pivoted on said basi CY(rir»—The design for a

and.having a handle, stop-shoulder, and lug. the spring mounted or ^^nbed.

the pivotal stud of said lever and having one arm secured to the

base and the other arm eitending along by ihe lug on the lever and

terminating in a hammer, substantially as described.

5 87,665. BIGYCLE-BELL. Amos L Wolcott, Hew i(ork. N. Y,

assignor to Edward Simmons. Keyport, N J Filed Nov 1 1896. Se

rial No. 811.072 (No model)

V reach substantially as shown and de-

5 87,335. SHOE ATTACHMENT. Hknbt W. SHKPHAtlD, Brook

lyn', N. Y Filed Mar 10, 1896. Serial No. 582,606. (Bo model)

Claim.-] In x bicycle-bell attachment, the combination with

the hind upright fork of the bicycle-frame, of the bell-supporting bar,

and the clamp for attaching said bar. said clamp consisting of the

T-head of the bar, jaws pivoted in the ends of the T-head. and the

clampcng-yiilce scrc'v. and mrt .ubMiiitially as described.

5 8 7 , .544. ELASTIC TIRE. Bermasd H. Chamerot, Le Vesmet,

France. Filed June 8, 1897 Serial No. 639,815. (No model)

C/unii.'-l. An elastic tire comprising in combination a felly, an

annular band of elastic material mounted upon the felly, a metai

hoop placed upon the said band and presenting lateral projections,

metallic -tread-segments covering the band and bearing thereon on

both sides of the said hoop, the said segments presenting inwardly-

projecting edges which engage freely with those of the hoop and

leaving b»tween their headsand the periphery of the hoop an empty

space which permits the segmeuts to yield to external pressures and

to transmit integrally these pressures to the elastic band, substan

'tially as herein described.

5 87,611. BICYCLE-BRAKE, Jasper L SACKBTr, Ghlcopee, Mass..

assignor to the Lamb Manufacturing Company, Chlcopee Falls. Mass.

Filed Dec. 3. 1896 Serial No, 614,286, (No model)

Claim.—A bicycle crank-hanger comprising in its constructic

the casing formed of two substantially semicylindricat sections, tht

upper section 1 being connected to the frame and having a lip 6 pro-

jecting from one edge and lugs at the other edge, the lower scctiou

2 having a grooved rib 5 at one edge and lugs at the other edge,

both of the sections being interiorly threaded at their ends, screws

4 connecting the lugs, the two independent threaded cups 7, the

crank-shaft having cones, and the balls 10 between the cones and
the cups, substantially a,s descr-ibed

587,626. ADJUSTABLE BICYCLE-HABDLB. Frid Vollmkr,

Chester, N. Y. Filed Mar 25, 1897. Serial No. 629,254 (No model)

Claim — 1 The within-described shoe-platelbr bicyclists' use, the

same being sliaped to match the wearer's sole between the heel and
ball of the foot and presenting the forwardly-opening socket

5 87,656. BICYCLE-TIRE. WiuuBC B. Mahh, Balttaore, Ml
Filed Jaa 7, 1897. Serial No. 618,291. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A handle-bar and a handle having blocks between
which the bar can sit, combined with a screw-stein for moving one of
the blocks toward and fiom the other block, and a swinging bow or
yoke for the reccntion of thejcrew-.'^toni substantially xs described.

587,5'30. SPEED-INDICATORANDHOLDERTHEREFOR. Jamjs

E.LoiiEBQAii,Waterbury,(;ona Filed Feb. 27, 1897. Serial No. 6?5,278.

(Ho model)

Claim.—1. In a vehicle-wheel, the combination of a rim having

in its concaved outer face a longitudinal series of bottomed sockets

;

and an elastic tire adapted to seat against the concaT«d outer face

of the nm and having a series of elastic protuberaoced correspond-

ing in location with the series of sockets and adapted to engage the

same, the said protuberances being of reduced diameter as compared
with the sockets and of greater length than the depth of the latter,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

5 8 7,387. DRIVE-CHAIN Thomas J. Christt, St Louis, Mq.

Filed Jan. 29, 1896. Serial No, 577,228. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In combination with a speed-mdicator, a casing there-

for having an eccentric portion, of a holder for engagement with the

ft-ame of a vehicle or bicycle, and said .eccentric portion.

5 87,302. SPEED - INDICATING AND DISTANCE - MEASURING
MECHANISM. Edward ft DoRCHESTKB, Geneva, N. Y. Filed Feb. 23,

1895. Renewed Nov, 4, 1896. Serial No. 611,074 (No model)

Cl<ni„.- 1, luadrive-chain.linkspivoted together, each of which Clnm.-\ A timing instrument, embodying a pulsator to be ac-

links consi.-tb of a pair of bins in parallel position and a pivot p,issing tuated by the vehicle or machine to be timed, a tinie-mdicator, and

through the end of one link and also passing through the next link at a mechanism transmitting motion from the pulsator to the indicator,

6'/«im-l The combinatmn with H tubular brakc-rod, of a suit, p'uint intermediate of its ends and thus forming a projection upon said »»'<< mechanism containing a set of gears of different diameters

able brake-shoe secured to the lower end of said rod, a ro.l-gmding n^k , hell-crank levers mounted upon said pivots and between said mounted on different .=ihafts arranged around a common center, an

post extendiog fVom below into the lower cud of said rod, and a rigid bars, each of said bell-crank levers having an opening in its short eud ar"' P'™ted »' o™ end, and a pinion journaled on the free end of

arm secured t^ the lower projecting portion of said post ,-ind lulni-n-o which opening is engaged by said projection upon the nejt adjoining
lt'„'*,.*';.""i,t°„'*;, °':';",'i'5!'"!''.{

'°'°
!,T5fu"'"'.,"!!, L\"I°"!.

°

to be attached rigldl)- to_the frame of » bicycle. - link^ substantially as specified.
"""'" '" *""*

'' '""'' ""'' *"""
' "

" "'"' °"*"'geare, substantially as described and for the purposes specified.
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587,550. BICYCLE. Henry W Hensebero, Chicago, 111.

'.
7, 1896." Serial No. 586,524 (No modeL^

FUed

Claim.— 1. In a velocipede, a frame composed of wire bent to

Ibrm loops at its forward ends to receive the pivot of the fork. End

spiral loops at its lower middle portion to receive the bearing for the

crank-shaft.

3 7,464:. TIRE. FRANK B.H0PBWgu,C«nibrWge,M£3S. Filed May

23. 1897 Serial No. 637.792. Term of patent 14 years

CTotm.—The design for pneumatic tires, substa^cially as herein
shown and described.

®
^7'''^v^ '^^, '"?^'"' ^"^^ BICYCLES. CHA&Lra 3. 3MITB. MUwau-
kee.Wfe Filed Aug. 8, 1896. Serial Na 601,859 (No modeU

(7f////j.—The herein-described method of making seamiess T-
shaped fittiogs of sheet metal without lappiog, weldiog or brazing,

which consists in 5rst forming from a sheet-metal blank a tube oi

cylinder having an open end and a closed end, forming transveraeW
through and in opposite sides of said tube or cylinder near its cloeed

end and in line with each other holes of smaller diameter than the
cylinder, expanding th^-'. closed end of the tube or cylinder and flang-

ing or turning outwardly its edges around said holes into cylindrical

form substantially is odd for tbe purposes set forth.

WHEREIN DENVER IS FORTUNATE.

Denver, Colo., Aug. 5.—Robert Gerwing,

agent for the Sterling bicycle in Denver, has

just returned from a trip East. He says that

he finds the bicycle business in Denver to be

on a much better footing than in the Eastern

cities.

"I can account for it in one way," he says,

"by the absence of great numbers of wheels

rushed into the market because of failures of

weak houses. They do not get out here as

freely as they do into the Eastern markets.

The cut in bicycles by certain firms did not

hurt the Denver market. Of course many
people rushed at once to buy, but they were

not the people who have been buying high-

grade wheels. The man who really wanted a

high-grade wheel felt a little suspicious of any

cut. This does not say anything against the

makers of the wheels that did cut, but the

public has become used to that sort of thing

late in the season and views it vvith suspicion.

Our late summer trade is fully equal to what

it has been in former years. We are not suf-

fering for business."

S. W. Matteson, agent for the Victor, takes

a like hopeful view of the situation. "I tell

you," he said, "people must have the only real

$100 wheel. Here is one that this young man
has just bought to ride in California, and he

paid $100 for it. I do not find that the cut in

price has affected the Western trade any. I

,

do not find that we have to compete with the

department store cheap wheel. People who
want a cheap wheel can get it. With a little

experience I think they will finally do like

others have done—get the only $100 wheel

and ride easy."

McLISH'S HUB FOR '98.

A new hub for '98, in which is embodied
several improvements, is the latest product of

the McLish Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. The
patented barrel is made of one piece of seam-

less steel tubing as before, the main changes

over the '97 pattern hub being a lock nut for

the sprocket, which also constitutes the ball

retainer for that end, while the other end has

a screw cap. Both ball retainers can be readily

unscrewed, laying bare the bearings and the

balls for inspection or cleaning. The cones

and the axle can be removed without disturb-

ing the balls. The cones and caps are made
of tool steel, so consistently that the fit is per-

fect, making the bearings perfectly dust-proof.

These practical features give the hub a much
more finished appearance than before.

WHERE TBE SPRINGS COME PROM.

Not every one knows where the millions of

lamp and saddle springs come from; com-

paratively few cyclists in the New Jersey city

itself are aware that the springs are made in

Newark in the factory of the Hansell Spring

Co., and, of course, they have seen few of the

interesting appliances in use there. They
know nothing of the wonderful hydraulic test-

ing machine, which will take any sort of

spring, from the light coil used on bicycle

lamps to the heavy and powerful spring that

makes the modern Pullman car ride so

smoothly, and stretch it out in a straight line.

Every spring made by the firm is tested on

this machine. If the spring does not im-

mediately jump into its original position or

shows any evidence of "set" it is rejected.

The Hansell Spring Co. is one of the largest

manufacturers of saddle springs in the United

States, and this branch of its business has

grown so rapidly during the past year that a

larger factory has been rendered necessary.

On September 1st the firm will begin to move
its plant to the large four-story building at the

corner of Mechanic street and New Jersey

Railroad avenue, having an area of 150,000

square feet.

The new factory will give employment to

110 men, and will have a capacity of 10,000

springs a day. The company has won its

present enviable reputation in the saddle

trade by the fine quality and temper of its

products. For many years the firm has made
springs for the Pennsylvania Railroad and
United States navy, and its long experience

makes it especially qualified for fine work.

Only the finest quality crucible steel, 90 per

cent carbon, is used in its springs.

William Henry Hansell, the president of

the company, has just published a catalogue

showing a few of the saddle springs made by

his firm, and few there are who will not be

rewarded by obtaining a copy.

MR. CLIFTON ELATED.

Mr. Charles Clifton, Secretary of the

George N. Pierce Company, was in New
York this week, much elated over Loughead's

victories on the Pierce at the League meet.

Mr. Clifton has just become associated with

the cycle trade, having had a successful ex-

perience in the soft coal business. He is en-

thusiastic with the outlook from the Pierce

standpoint, and the machinery for their '98

trade is already in operation.

Geo. W. Houk has stepped down and out

of the assistant secretaryship of the Martin

& Gibson Mfg. Co., Buffalo, and is no longer

connected with that concern in any capacity.

The Ames & Frost Co., Chicago, have

added a tandem to their Imperial line. It is a

trifle late in making its appearance, but it has

profited by the multitudinous "tandem trou-

bles" of others and will surely command at-

tention and take high rank. It lists at $150.

Its specifications are as follows: Rear seat

post column, 24-inch; front seat post column,

21J-inch. Drop in crank box, \% inches below

wheel centres. Steers from both front and

rear; can be changed to steer from front only,

if desired. Wheels, 28-inch. Tires, If-inch.

Standard gear, 80, requiring 26-tooth front

and 9-tooth rear sprockets. Intermediate

sprockets are made with 17 teeth. Weight, 44

to 46 pounds. Eccentric chain adjustment in

front bracket. Wheel base, 69J inches. Crank

shaft is two-piece, connecting in centre. Sizes

of tubing in the frame, as follows: Head tube,

li-inch; front seat post column, H-inch; rear

seat post column, l-J-inch; steering head, rear,

IJ-inch; upper reach, rear, 1 1-16-inch; upper

reach, front, 1-^-inch; lower rear stays, ^-inch;

upper rear stays, |-inch; lower reach, l^-inch;

centre brace, H-inch; forksides, IJ-inch. Fin-

ish, 'black, marpoii or green, striped and deco-

rated.
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KIVLPLOYMENT" COIvUMN.
Answers received in confidence and forwarded without charge.

Rate: 2S "Words, one time, 50 cents ; three times, $1.00.
50 "w^ords, one tlnae, $1.00; fot;tr tlnaes, $3.00.
75 -words, one tlnae, $1.50 ; four times, $5.00.

Displayed A.dvertlsenaen.ts:
One-half Inch, one tlnae, .(i.oo; fotjir times, $3.00.
One inch, on.e time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

SITUATIONS WANTED. Repairman wanted; must be a fair machinist and understand repairing single-tube
tires. No " amateurs" need apply. N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau St., New York.

Position wanted as superintendent of cycle factory, by a man of six years' experi-
ence ; best of references ; can produce as well as invent. Address Park, care of The
Wheel. 8-13-c. Young man wanted who is a good bicycle lathe hand ; one who can bend handle-

bars and do bench work ; state salary and reference. Address Experience, care of

HELP WANTED. The Wheel.

Advertisements in this column free. Letters received and forwarded in confi-

dence.

FRAME BUILDER.
Wanted—A thorough bicycle man who can build frames to order and take charge

of a thoroughly equipped bicycle establishment ; the right man can get a half

interest in business, if desired. Address S. G., care of The Wheel.

SALESMEN.
Wanted—Good salesmen in every State in the Union to handle our goods as a side

line; liberal commission to responsible men; exclusive territory; give references. Box
643, Rochester, N. Y.

Wanted—Salesmen to handle a well-paying and easy-selling side line to small
trade; all letters in confidence; refer to Western office The Wheel, as to responsibility.

REPAIRMEN. Address R. & Son, care The Wheel, 934 Manadnock Building, Chicago.

Wanted— Experienced repairman for first-class shop in Brooklyn. Address
G. S. & G., 1128 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn. STRIPER.

Wanted—A first-class striper on bicycle frames; piece work. Buffalo Cycle Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.Wanted— In our bicycle department, a man who is thoroughly conversant with

general bicycle repairing, and at the same time can make himself useful at all times.
Apply in person at once to us at this address : The Union Nut & Bolt Co., 107 Cham-
bers St., New York.

TUBE-DRAWING DIEMAKER AND HARDENER.
Wanted—An experienced tube-drawing diemaker and hardener at the works of

an Eastern maker of seamless tubes. Address replies to " Steeltube," care of this

office, giving experience.
Wanted—At once, first-class bicycle repairer; only a good workman wanted; a

good job for the right man. F. H. Fernald, Haverhill, Mass.

ROAD MAPS
of New England and Eastern New York by Districts,

Price 25 cts. and 50 cts. Handsomely colored. Roads
and points of interest all shown. Sold by dealers or by
mail. Send for Descriptive Catalogue. GEO. H. WALKER
& CO., Lithographers, 160 Tremont St., Boston.

I'^EDIh HIGH- CRAPE FELT
*l=«>»BvPAP?EA SADDLES

V TABER FELT CO
." FREDONIA.N.Y.

Looks Are Deceiving,
but when you look into the merits and work-
manship of our medals, fraternity pins, rings,

etc., you will see that they are better than
they look, and they don't look bad either.

Send for Catalogue.

G. S. Alexander &, Co.,"'b'»GlJ.VL.''-

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

R. J. IMECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

eVcuE

HOBS- vfRENCHES. cYCUE

'Out «l Sight"

Trouser
Guards

,^ are all they seem. Perfect
OLD ^*tts*iS* NEW '" looks, in action, in com-

. , , , .^
fort. Natural position, a-

wheel or afoot. Liberal terms to agents and the trade
Send 25 cts. for a pair to

"OUT OF SIGHT" TROUSER GUARD CO.. Fall River, Mass.

BEST LINE
TO

I
No Charge

J

I For wheels i

S8fO
THE

LILY

WHITE
BICYCLE
OIL. . . .

is a high-grade oil, put

up especially for the

fine trade, and will run

a wheel three times as

far as the same quan-

tity of any other oil iii

the market.

Manufactured at

WILLIAM F. NYE'S, New Bedford, Mass.

Headquarters for bicycle lubricants.

FOR SALE, EXCHANfiE, fANTS.

TWENTY-FIVE WORDS, 35 CENTS.
£acli additional word two cents. Cash in-

variably in advance.

A purchasing syndicate of foreign
bicycle manufacturers is in the mar-
ket for complete sets of material for
200,000 bicycles. Correspondence with
American manufacturers of component
parts is solicited. Replies from agents
or brokers will not be considered. In
order to save unnecessary correspon-
dence, state fully what you have for sale,

what your facilities are for producing it,

and lowest possible spot cash price on
bona-fide orders backed by ample finan-

cial responsibility for quantity named.
Address"Syndicate, "care of The Wheel.

DHIOH TEACHERS' IGENCIES of AMERICA.
Rev. I.. D . BASS, D. D., Manager.

Pittsbto-g, Pa. : Toronto, Canada: New Orleans,
La.; New York,N. ¥..- IVashin^ton, D. C:

San Francisco, Cal : Chicago., III.; St.
Louis., Mo,, and Denver, Colorado.

There are thousands of positions to be filled within the
next few months.

Address all applications to Union Teachers' Agencies,
Saltsburg, Pa.






